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RESTAURANT
Specializing in HOME COOKED Breakfasts

Luncheon Specials

Dinner Specials

ALSO FEATURING REDDY'S

GIANT SUBS
314 College St. 253-9621

Monday - Thursday 6:CX) am to 8:00 pm
Friday and Saturday 6:00 am to 9:00 pm

Sundays 8:00 am to 2:00 pm
Take Outs Available
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A full strength record store

DYNAMITE RECORDS

New & Used - Buy £r Sell & Trade

LPs • Tapes • CD's
— Blank Audio Tapes —
• Maxell UDXLII90 - $2.00

• TDK SA90 - $2.00

and more'
Open 7 days in Thornes Market

150 Main St., Northampton 584-1580
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WEEKDAY OUTREACH
SCHEDULE

310-Belchertown Center
From UM«»» campui to Belcherlown Slate Scriool and return

390-South Deerfield
From UMass campus to South Oeertield and return
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315-Gatehouse Road
From UMaaa Campua to Echo Hill and ralurn

Bay Road
From UMaaa campua to DEEP South Amharat and return
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325-West Street
From UMaaa Campua to Orchard Valley and return

Pine Street
From UMaaa Campua to Cuahman Canter and return
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HOT
;, ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

* Hot Roast Beef

* Burgers

* Onion Rings

^ Open 'til 2 am 7 days
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SATURDAY SCHEDULE
NORTHBOUND

380-Sunderland Deerfield

SUNDAY SCHEDULE
NORTHBOUND
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,
SUPERIOR PIZZA i

i UMass Students Favorite Pizza!
|

I
FAST, FREE DELIVERY

i also grinders, salads, dinners

I 17 Montague Road North Amherst
549-0626

r—

I

1

j One Large Pizza with one item

$6.35
Expires September 30th

I

I

I

I

1
I

I

I

I

I
I
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o^DER FRED
'S

Grand Opening Madness
Starts this Wednesday, September 4 ,

*^- 2

WE'RE NOW OPEN TO SAVE YOU MONEY
ON MEN'S & LADIES JEANS, TOPS PANTS, FOOTWEAR & MORE

CHECK OUT THESE PRICES
MENS

TOPS
'25=«'°"o'o%"cT^ Shirts,.

Andrew Sf i u

Prego Worn o '"0% Cotton c.-p~^-----£?' Sweater.; ""°n Sweaters
,

Trader Fred's

"^'SHIRTS

o^« PRICE Mo 99
"Pn.CEM4 9To?'^' '9 95
.33

'^ys 2 for ^26.00
OUR PRICE i^5

g
Ol^« PRICE M 1 99
OlJ«PRlCE MO'99

OUR PRICE MO 99OUR PRICE Ml 99OUR PRICE Mg'gs
OUR PRICE ^25 991OUR PRICE M6 99OUR PRICE ^24 "95
OUR PRICE M9 95

OUR PRICE ^12 99]
OUR PRICE M7 99/OUR PRICE M4 90/

-"n-fc -to 9qI
OUR PRICE M4'99/
OUR PRICE 1,9 gJ
OUR PRICE M4 95/OUR PRICE M4 99I
OUR PRICE M4 s

^HOES
1

WOMENS
Bass Leather Uppers reg '38 OUR PRICE M9.99
Fiancee Leather Uppers reg '25 OUH PRICE M2.99
All-Sport Joggers reg >49 OUR PRICE ^24.95

Pony Lady Racer reg '36 OUR PRICE M6.99
Womens Famous Name Leather Sneak ers reg '50 OUR PRICE M9 95

MENS
Herman Survivor Boots reg es OUR PRICE M9.95
Famous Name Brand Leather Sneakers vjiue s to 65 OUR PRICE M9.95
Puma Invaders reg 'ss OUR PRICE ^29.95

Pony Hi-Top Leathers reg 55 OUR PRICE *25.95

Pony Joggers reg '36 OUR PRICE M6.99

SWEATS & STUFF

O'JR PRICE

OUR PHIC

OUH PRICE

Sperry Topsider Travel Bags reg -48

Ounlop Bathing Suits reg i6

Dunlop Bathing Suits reg t3

Dunlop Bathing Suits reg is

Forenza Athletic Shorts reg -i?

Pullover Hooded Sweatshirts reg '22

Playboy Drawstring Sweats reg i8

Dunlop Silky Nylon Jogging Shorts reg i8

Dunlop Silky Mesh Jogging Tank Tops reg is

Dunlop Matching Tennis Tops 4 Boltoins , , „ „^ ^
reg'36ea OUH PRICE M 2.99 buy m
Knights of the Round Table Sweatshirts reg 28

Hacky Sac*
f sahion Sunglass**

Zappelm Sweat* reg )38

Hobbia Long *la*va hooded T *hin

John Hanry Dra** Shirt*

Hanry Grathel Dra** Shirt*

Hit am Hard Work Pant* rag $38

OUR PRICE M9.99
^7.99 2 for MO. 991

E ^6.50 2 for ^8.99

'8.99 2 for M1.99'
OUR PRICE '8.99

OUR PRICE '9.99

OUR PRICE ^7.99

OUR PRICE '6.99

OUH PRICE '6.99

atched set '22.00

OUR PRICE '1 1.99

OUR PRICE IJ99I

OUR PRICE n 99

OUR PRICE *21 96
'

OUR PRICE •? 99

OUR PRICE *14 99
OUR PRICE '14.99

OUR PRICE »19l

48 North Pleasant St., Amherst
in the new Tucker Taft Building

253-7155
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Fine Arts Center listings

Wednesday, Sept. 4. 1985«
0)t!i:^Uiii3A

Z:.-: r -' - >.
' - ' ':' ': ACi has re:eaa*o

•i schs'Z- --'_- 1985-86 Concert HaL

Ir. ceWjra:..:. .: ir.e FA'- ; •.enth an-

-versar. , a r.e* , do-rt-yourseif" subwcr-ii'-

•.;on 15 being offered- Conc^rt-aiKi-theatre-

^.*rs select one of four " Headiiner"

events. iTKf. ClefMay^A Orrhmtm, Sxkolais

Dancf Ty'.eat.^. Mumm.ev.skanz. or .tSnd

Strt:^ti, ar.d ^ mmimum of three other

events. Tr.s^ Aho subscribe by Sept. 15

»ilj rece. •- ^ ^ .' percent discount.

The Fsk Arts Center Box Office is

located m tne lotey of the Concert Hail and

car. r.'e reaj;ne<j at 54-S-2511. Box Oiijce

hours are Monday-Friday, 10 a.!T..-4 p.m

Non-subscnptior. t-rTeti • vr ea-th event ^ii;

go on sale at t.- -ree Ae^ks

before the 5cheCu-?r:i pen.-

The complete Concer. Hs .._-.- as

foUows:

SEPTEMBER

Sept. 29 — 'Noises Off," a Broa.:vsa..

edv

OCTOBER

Oct. i»i — 19%5 '»'an Clibum International

P^ano Competition 5iJ%-er medalist Philippe

Biancom.

Oct. IT — "Balietap USA. " a dance com-

pany featuring Maurice Hines and
Slercedes Eilirigton.

Oct. 20 — Tne Chinese Magic Re%'ue.

f--- .^^z acrobats and dancers.
Members of "Balietap USA" a dance company featuring Maruice Hines and Mercedes Ellington will be ap-

pearing at the FAC Oct. 17.

NOVEMBER
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande.
Manan McPartland, jazz pianist.

- Aspen Wind Quintet.

— Maboy Mines' "Cold Harbor,"

-garde theatrical study of Llysses

Nov. 4 —
Nov. 12 -

Nov. 14

Nov. 17

an avant-

S. Grant.

Nov. 20 — Gregg Smith Singers, classical

vocalists.

Nov. 22 — Joffrey H Dancers.

DECEMBER

Dec. 4 - -The Real Thing," 1984's Tony
Award-wnner.
Dec. 7 - Jazz All Stars, featuring Max
Roach.

Dec. 9 — Cleveland Orchestra.

JANUARY

Jan. 31 — Springfield Symphony Orchestra

Chamber Ensemble with Barrj- Tuckwell.

French horn and guest conductor.

FEBRUARY

Feb. 6 - National Theater of the Deaf.

Feb. 12 - Ben Holt. Baritone.

Feb. 19 - Nikolais Dance Theater.

Feb. 21 — Springfield Symphony Or-

chestra with Viktoria Mullova, violin.

Feb. 25-26 — Mummenshanz, Swiss mime-
tnask theater.

Feb. 2o - Guameri String Quartet with

Lydia Artymiw, piano.

MARCH

March 5 - 1985 Carnegie Hall Interna-

tional American Music Competition Win-

ner.

March 8 - Toshiko .\kiyoshi Jazz Or-

chestra.

March 10 - Bill Craity Dance Theater.

March 26 - "Great Expectations" by the

Guthne Theater.

APRIL

April 6 - The Beriin Chamber Orchestra.

April 11 - Mitchell-Ruff Duo; jazz.

MAY

May 6 - "42nd Street."

PSoto Cour.««Y of Shaw A'.U"»ctjon« Inc

The Berlin Chamber Orchestra, one of the many groups that will per-

form at the Fine Arts Center this fall.

Lone Justice to

pktyUMass
The Union Program Council (UPC) has

announced this year's first concert. Lone
Justice will appear in the Student Union

Ballrooom on Saturday, Sept. 14 at 8 p.m.

Performing with Lone Justice will be the

dBs.
Tickets for the performance \Nill go on

sale Friday, Sept. 6 and will be $9 for the

general public and $7 for students. Tickets

will be available at the Fine Arts Center

box office and all Datatix locations in Nor-

thampton, Greenfield. Holyoke and Pitt-

sfield. For further information, call UPC at

545-2892.

Amherst Laundromat
' coin operated Speed Queen washers

single, double, triple

- coin operated dryers

- dry cleaning

Let Us Wash, Dry, and Fold

Your Laundry

326 College St. 253-5072

Amherst

I

liberty
means responsibility.

That's vihy most men
diead it/ C*orfr S«mw« SAmi

Next year it's all up to

you. Only you can decide

to start an insurance

program now . The
longer you wait, the

more it costs. Find out

how easy it is to bejin

our college plan, chosen

by more seniors than any

other. UnionLife

Call the Fidelity I'nion Life

Field Associate in vour area:

RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY
^

20 Gatehouse Road. Amherst. MA - Tel. 256-8351
^

Music atAmherst series slated

The Amherst College Music Department
has released its schedule for the Music at

Amherst Concert Series' 1985-86 season.

The eight concerts will include early,

classical, and contemporary music. The
schedule is as follows:

Saturday, Oct. 12 - The Academy of

Saint Martin-in-the-Fields Octet, a British

chamber orchestra, will present Brahms'

Sextet in B-Jlat Major and Mendelssohn's

Octet in E-Jlat Major.

Wednesday, Oct. 30 - Italy's Trio de

Milano with violinist Mariana Sirbu, cellist

Rocco Filippini, and pianist Bruno Canino

will present trios by Mozart, Beethoven
and Ravel.

Friday, Nov. 8 — The Lucarelli-Siehert-

Comparone Trio will offer a Bach, Handel
and Scarlatti program on oboe, flute and
harpsichord.

Thursday, Dec. 5 - Renaissance band

Calliope with soprano Jane Bryden, will

perform early music from England, Spain,

France and Germany.

Friday, Feb. 7 — Western Brass Quintet of

Western Michigan University will perform

Baroque anu contemporarv music.

Wednesday, March 12 — The Kwaru'iei

Giiknin Gl-ee Club, an 80-voice male choir

from Japan, will offer a program including

Japanese folk songs.

Monday, March 31 - Duo-pianists Katia

and Marielle LaBeque will perform music

by Brahms, Gershwin, Debussy, and

others.

Friday, April 11 - The Muir String

Quartet with pianist Peter Orth will per-

form music by Mozart and Bartok.

Tickets are $8-12 (with a discount for

senior citizens), and go on sale at 7:30 the

evening of the performance. Subscriptions

are available at $65 for the general public,

$45 for senior citizens and area students.

Order subscriptions by sending payment

and a self-addressed, stamped envelope to

Evelyne Tiersky, Concert Manager, Music

Center, Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.,

01002, by Sept. 18. Subscriptions can also

be purchased at the box office in the Music

Center, Monday-Friday, Sept. 16-20, 11

a.m.- 2 p.m.

All concerts will begin at 8:15 p.m. in

Buckleyh Recital Hall, Amherst College.

Call 542-2321 for further information.

Drama, dance setforSouthwest
The West Side Residential Arts Pro-

gram, located in the lobby of John Adams
Tower, has announced its schedule for the

Fall 1985 semester. Scheduled events are

as follows:

Sept. 19-21, 26-28 - ''The. Dance and the

Railroad" a drama about the Chinese

railroad workers' strike will be performed

by the New World Theatre Ensemble,

Hampden Theatre, 8 p.m.

Oct. 5 - ''New Vaudeville," a comedy

review including mime, music, storytelling

and slapstick, performed by Jodi Scalise in

Hampden Theatre, 8 p.m.

Oct. 3 - "The Life and Times of Martin

Luther King Jr.," a one-man performance

by Emmy Award-winner Alan Eaton,

Hampden Theatre. 8 p.m.

Oct. 10 - "Cabaret Night," a coffeehouse

featuring comedians from Bost/>n and New

York. Students will be offered a chance to

port'. H-m. This is the first of a weekly series

ii. Humpden Snack Bar. Call 545-2803 for

further information.

Oct. 17-19, 23-26 - "The Fantastiks," per-

formed by the Music Theatre Guild, Hamp-

den Theatre 8 p.m. Call 545-2803 for ticket

information.

Nov. 1-2 - "Chairs," by Eugene lonesco.

Location and time to be announced.

Nov. 14-16, 21-23 - A series of cme-act

plays will be presented by the New World

Theatre Ensemble and the Southwest

Theatre Co., Hampden Theatre, 8 p.m. Call

545-2803 for ticket information.

Dec. 5-7 The Survivor, a drama about

seven teenagers in the Warsaw ghetto dur-

ing W.W. H, will be performed at 8 p.m. in

Hampden Theatre.

McihiM

')
JOIN US
in celebrating our

10th Anniversary

Thursday, September 1 2; Wv/t\C
""

10AM-4PMonthe
Fine Arts Center Plaza.

Refreshments, balloon rides, live enter

tainment, (dedication of the island sculpture)

birthday cake — plus a chance to win

>^^-;^ a trip to Florida!

Y_^^L Raindatc: September 1

3

A.II student subscribers

to the 85-86 Season are

eligible to win 2 round

trip air fares to Ft. Lauderdale

during Spring break. Courtesy

of Carroin ravel, Inc.

A
Remember — subscription deadline is

September 1 5. For details call 545-25 1 1

.

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
C O N C E R T H A L L

Photo courtesy of Amherst ("olIfKe

Chilean folk group Inti Illiamani rehearses for its performance at

Amherst College this fall.

Amherst College offers global fest

l.s;\ ER: V V< .1 ?""- A.T ^MHEP^T

The Amherst College Music Department

has released its schedule for "Music of the

Whole Earth." one of two music series be-

ing offered at the college this fall.

Chilean folk ensemble Inti Illimani will

open the series Friday, Sept. 20, perform-

ing traditional and contemporary Latin

American music. Tickets are $6 for the

general public, $4 for students, and are

available at the following locations: Fretted

Instruments Workshop, For the Record,

and the Food for Thought Bookstore,

Amherst; Dynamite Records and Broad-

side Bookshop Northampton; and the

World Eye Bookshop, Greenfield. Tickets

are also available at the BucJtley Recital

Hall Box Office, Sept. 16-20, 11 a.m.-2 p.m.

The rest of the series is as follows:

Tuesday, Sept. 24- Krishnattam, a dance-

drama troupe from India. Tickets are $3.50

for the general public, and $2 for students.

Children will be admitted free.

Sunday. Oct. 27 - John Sprague and

FvfTnhle performing "Heart of Ciold," in-

cluding improvisations of classical and jazz

music, as well as selections by The Grateful

Dead. The concert is free and will be

presented in the Fayerweather Back

Room.

Sunday, Nov. 3 — Jean Redpath will sing

Scottish folk songs in this benefit for

Amnesty International. Location and
ticket prices to be announced.

Saturday, Nov. 9 — The Sofia Bilides

Greek Folk Mwiic Ensemble will perform at

S p.m. Admission is $5 for the general

public, $3 for Amherst C'ollege students.

Tickets will be available at: F'retted In-

struments Workshop, Amherst; World Eye
Bookshop. Greenfield; Broadside
Bookshop. Northampton; Maple Leaf
Music. Brattlel)oro; and at the door.

All concerts will be at 8:15 in Buckley

Recital Hall, Amherst College, and tickets

will be available at the door one hour before

the concert, unless otherwise noted. Call

542-2321 for further information.

UMass TheaterDept releases schedule

The UMass Department of Theater has

released the schedule for its Fall 1985

Rand Theater season.

Shakespeare's Macbeth will be presented

Oct. 17-19 and 23-26. Moliere's The Miser

will run Dec. 6-8 and 11-14. Curtains for all

performances are at 8 p.m., except Sunday

evening performances, which are at 7.

Tickets will be available through the Fine

Arts Center Box Office at 545-251 1, and at

all Datatix outlets. Box office hours are 10

a.m.-4 p.m. Ticket prices are $4 for the

general public and $3 for students.

A special discount will be offered to those

who purchase tickets for both shows.

Although the department has not yet iron-

ed out the details, the subscription is ex-

pected to be similar to those offered in past

seasons, in which theater-goers received a

25 percent discount.

The Fall 1985 Curtain Theater schedule

is as follows: Sophie Treadwell's Machinal

will be presented Nov. 5-9, and Beth

Henley's Crimes of the Heart will run Nov.

12-16. All curtains are at 8 p.m. Tickets

may be purchased through the Fine Arts

Center Box Office, and ticket prices will

vary.
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This Fall

We've Got It All

In BOTH STORES!
Amherst Carriage Shops • Northampton (Next to Iron Horse)

POSTERS
Huge

Selection
* BAMBOO BLINDS

20% Off

BEDSPREADS
(Cover Walls, Furn.,

Windows)

RUGS & MATS
(Colorful, Durable)

*
*

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
(Comfortable Cotton)

•

Paper

LAMPSHADES
(Variety of Colors)

CARDS
(Over 1400 Designs)

Brass & Silver

JEWELRY
(earrings, rings etc.)

CLOTHING SALE
20% to 50% off

Selected

BLOUSES, SKIRTS & T-SHIRTS

Great Gifts...

Great Prices

MEI^CANTILE

vmM\iu\,ihti

11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST, MA.

SELF SERVICE

7 DAYS -7AM-10 PM

for a

Quality

Laundry

let us do yQuir
wash-dry- fold

and
hand pressing

10-5 PM. MON.-SAT.

549-1665

UMass Department of Music and Dance

announces Fall 1985 concert schedule

Wednesday, Sept. 4, 1985!
Collegian 5a

The UMass Department of Music

and Dance has released its schedule

for fall concerts and recitals. All

events are free of charge. For further

information or to receive a calendar of

music events, call 545-2227. All pro-

grams are subject to change.

SEPTEMBER

19 Thursday — Faculty Recital: Lynn

Klock, saxophone Bezanson Recital

Hall, 8 p.m.

26 Thursday — Faculty Recital: David

sporny, trombone Bezanson Recital

Hall, 8 p.m.

OCTOBER

1 Tuesday — Faculty Recital: Charles-

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

HAIRCUT
$6.00

with this ad/coupon

SHEAR DELIGHT
complete hairstyling for men & women

228 Triangle St. {% mile from Southwest)

Amherst Center

549-1502
coupon expires 9/25/85

at

29 Tuesday — Faculty Recital: Paulina

Stark, soprano, and Nadine Shank,

piano.

Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

NOVEMBER

1 Friday — Five College Orchestra

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

3 Sunday — University Chamber Choir

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, 3 p.m.

14 Thursday — Five College Chamber
Soloists

Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

15 Friday - University Symphony
Band and Guest High School Band

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

The University Jazz Ensemble will be appearcng at the Fine Arts
Center this fall.

David Lehrer, Oboe, and Dorothy

Ornest, piano.

Bezanson Recital hall, 8 p.m.

4 Friday — Multiband Pops

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

6 Sunday — Essex Quartet

Bezanson Recital Hall 8 p.m.

8 Tuesday — Faculty Recital:

Salvatore Macchia, contrabass Bezan-

son Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

22 Tuesday — Faculty Recital: Nigel

Cox, piano Bezanson Recital Hall, 8

p.m.

24 Thursday - Faculty Recital:

Leopald Terapulsky, cello, and Estela

Olevsky, piano — Bezanson Recital

Hall, 8 p.m.

21 Thursday — Essex Quartet

Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

Wind26 Tuesday — University

Ensemble and Brass Choir

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

DECEMBER

3 Tuesday — Faculty Recital: Maureen
Gallager, viola. With Michael
Sussman, clarinet, and Nadine Shank,

piano.

Bezanson Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

7 Saturday — University Opera
Workshop
Bezanson Recital Hall, 3 p.m.

10 Tuesday — Universityu Jazz

Ensemble I

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, 8 p.m.

27 Sunday — Essex Quartet Bezanson 12 Thursday — Chapel Jazz Ensemble
Recital Hall, 3 p.m. Bowker Auditorium, 8 p.m.

Saxophonist to openFacultyRecitalSeries
Saxophonist Lynn Klock, accompanied

by pianist Marion Gaffney, will open this

fall's University of Massachusetts Faculty

Recital Series. The program, offered by the

University's Department of Music and
Dance, will be on Thursday, Sept. 19, at 8

p.m. in Bezanson Recital Hall. Admission is

free.

The recital will open with the Eccles

Sonata and Debussy's Rapsodie. The re-

mainder of the program will be devoted to

works written specifically for the sax-

ophone, including Paul Hindemith's
Althorn Sonata in E-flat, Barton Mclean's

Dimensions 3 for saxophove and tape,

Charles Koechlin's Edtudes for saxophone
and piano, and Karel Husa's Eiegie et

Rondeau.
Cited by The Neiv York Times for his

"expertly demonstrated versatility of the

in.strument," Klock has given concerts

throughout the United State's, as well as on
tour in the Virgin Islands and Poland.

Klock was thi" first saxophonist to appear
with the Warsaw Recital Series. For fur-

ther information, call the music office at

545-2227.

I'hnto ciiurlfsy of tho Music and Dam-p I)i'|mrtment

Saxophonist Lynn Klock will open
the Faculty Recital Series at the

University of Massachusetts Sept.

19 in Benzanson Recital Hall.

Gallery celebrates by
saying, '"Isle ofView"

The University Gallery wall open its 1985-86 season with
"Ten," an exhibit marking the tenth anniversary of the
Fine Arts Center (FAC), and the gallery.

The exhibit includes works by 25 artists who have had
one-person shows at the gallery during the past decade,
and encompasses photography, painting, and sculpture.

The works are diverse, ranging from color Poloroid photos
by William Wegman, to silverprint landscapes by Frank
Gohlke, to realist and abstract paintings by Gregory
Gillespie and Sam Gilliam, respectively.

The exhibit will be on view Sept. 14 - Oct. 25.

"Ten" also includes the decication of a permanent out-

door sculpture, "Isle of View," at the south end of the

Campus Pond on Thursday, Sept. 12, at 3 p.m. George
Trakas' sculpture includes two pedestrian bridges exten-

ding to the island at the end of the pond, and was partially

funded by the National Endowment for the Arts (Art in

Public Places category) and the Alumni Association. The
rain date for the dedication ceremony is Friday, Sept. 13

at 3 p.m.

The university Gallery, which is located in the FAC, is

of)en Tuesday-Friday, 11 a.m. -4:30 p.m., and weekends,
2-5 p.m.

Colleioan photo by Derek Roberts

Economics major Scott O'Brian relaxes on a bridge that is part of the "Isle of View" sculpture,

which marks the University Gallery's 10th anniversary.

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ JonesLibrary toshowfilms

Back to School With

Lesson #1: The Difference

Between Music and "Hi-Fi"

Theresa big difference between real music and
"hi-fi". Unfortunately, most people shopjDing for

stereo components never get to hear that difference

for three reasons:

t/^ 1. Most mass-market hi fi equipment is actually

made to sound alike;

^ 2. Most stpreo stores are not properly set up to

allow yc to hear any differences that might be

there;

t^ 3. Most salespeople do not have the expertise to

properly match system components for the best

musical performance at a reasonable price.

AT MATRIX AUDIO,
^we take the time to pick

^components that DO
^sound more musical than

^^anything else in their price

-grange, and to set up our

^demonstration rooms so

^that you don't have to take

^our word for it: YOU can
rehear the difference for

^yourself!

time
Finally, MATRIX

sonnel take all the ^ .

necessary to analyze your^
current system for the^
most cost-effective way to r^

better musical perform-^

MATRIX AUDIO VIDEO

ance.

Visit MATRIX. Hear theJ(
difference between mass- ^
market hi-fi and good oid--^
fashioned music. ^

M
Comparable price. ^
Incomparable performance.*^

2 West St., W. Hatfield

Off 1-91; Exit 21 - Rt. 5

413-247-5689 kj
-K

The Jones Library, 43 Amity Street, has released its

Family Film schedule for fall, 1985.

Black Beauty will be featured on Sept. 8, and Annie will

be shown on Oct. 6. Papeye will hit the silver screen on
Nov. 3, and Napolean arid Samantha will follow on Dec. 8.

Films are shown in the Burnett Gallery at 2 p.m., and
are captioned for the hearing impaired. All movies are
free.

For further information, call the Jones Library at

256-0246.

I I

FOR THE ,

_ PRICE OF ^
iHAIRCUTSi
STYLES BY

i DEBORAH i

I call 549-5610 I

J65 University Drivel
I expires 9/30/85 I

I new customers only |

COMING THIS FALL
Stop Making Sense

Diva

Pink Floyd's - The Wall

Woody Allen TRIPLE feature

Blood Simple
Rebel Without A Cause

Repo Man
The Thin Man

La Ronde
Macbeth

^J^JfJf^JfJfJfJfJ^Jf^JfJf^
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Looking for House Plants?

This is the place.

We are a full size florist and have a wide

selection of cut flowers all the time.

The largest selection of Tropical Foliage Plants in the Area.

Visit our Greenhouse

Montgomery Florist
WE SPECIALIZE IN ROSES
FTD Telefora - We send flowers anywhiere

Rt 9 Hadley 584-3798

across from Burger King
MC, Visa accepted

Bring in this ad with student ID

Receive 10% off plant purchases

Kemountin^r and roM'ttini:

also done.

J. AU§TlN.

lur^l .••...•l!'-'

niiin.^ii'

Novel leaps from

roads to rivers
By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

It's not surprising that Richard Ford's "A Piece of My
Heart" has been lauded by such modern literary

luminaries as Raymond Carver and E.L. Doctorow, nor is

particularly astonishing his writing has been compared to

that of Flannery O'Connor and William Faulkner. What
comes as a shock is that this is Ford's first novel.

Ford's extensively-flawed hero, Robard Hewes, leaves a

string of contruction jobs and Jeickie, his wife of eight

years, to seek out a woman whom, for twelve years, he has

found inexplicably yet irresistably fascinating; his cousin,

Buena.

Buena has been sending him brief, enticing perfumed

notes for over a decade. She fights with her sweet but

bumbling baseball-playing husband, W.W. She also fights

with time, layering on cosmetics and frilly clothing, trying

pathetically to "look like a young girl." She lives in a

trailer and pleads with Robard to take her to Memphis, for

a raunchy, yet perversely romantic night on the town.

Robard, though, spends most of his time on an un-

charted island in the Mississippi River, protecting an ec-

centric old man's turkey farm with a shotgun and a Jeep.

It is there that he meets Sam Newel, an overweight,

suicidal lawyer who is attempting to put his life back in

order.

As the novel leaps from pickup trucks on dusty roads to

flimsy boats on the river, the characters materialize with

all the vulgarity, poignancy and warmth of "real" human
beings. The plot takes turns as unpredictable and sudden
ans storms on the Mississippi.

Ford's book will do more than just take a little piece of

your heart — it'll steal the whole thing away.

Find the new you

ot m^
Amherst's own Speciolty

Deportment Store

Build your own
bookcase or storage

shelves with Cowls'

cut-to-size lumber

for as low as $1929

River Valley Crafts
clothing for men & women • ^ewelry • unique gifts

Qt the triangle. Annherst 10-5:30 Mon-Sot
Sun 1-&

Visa, Mastercard & American Express accepted

For a 36".

3-shelf bookcase.

it's easy with Cowls' pre* cut

shelves, spacers, hardhoard
backs and handy shelf corner clips.

For ideas, see the models in our store ....

then build your own

}
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2 eggs

2 pancakes

2 strips of bacon

or links of sausage

bottomless cup of coffee

all for just

$2.
Mon.-Thurs. 6 am-3 pm
Fri. & Sat. 6 am-4 pm
Sunday 7 am-4 pm
Selected by Collegian as the

**be8t inexpensive breakfast in the area**
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Solar Nails Hair Design

Body Tanning

Waxing Booth

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
RT. 9

MOUNTAIN FARMS MALL
HADLEY, MA 586-4551

Drive down or hop on a Northampton Bus
(check bus schedule for details)

Hours: Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri 9-5; Thurs 9-8; Sat 9-4

CUT-TO-SIZE

SHELVING
Length 10" wld**

12"
18"
24"
30"
36"
42"
47"

.79
1.19
1.58
1.98
2.37
2.77
3.15

12' wtdc

.95

1 43
1 90
238
285
333
379

ROUGHONESIDK
SHELVING PINE I

Availdble in 6*. 8'. 10'.

12-. 14' or 16*

4" wide 15< Ihunlfnot

6" wide 22V^C lineal fool

8" wide 30 ^ IIikmI i(H>l

10" wide 39V^t lineaH<M>t

12" wide 49V2* lineal lool

;«-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l^i^

Rte. 1 16 • Sunderian
Tel. 665-7969

•••••••••••** ••••••

The Original!

PARTICLE BOARD

WORKBENCH
TOP

i"x 30"x 48" each only

Thornes Marketplace • Old South St. Entrance

Northampton • Open daily *til 11:30 p.m.

Fri. 8i Sat. 'til Midnight • 586-4837

• •• •••••••••••••••

DARK CORK
BULLETIN
BOARDS

12" X 24" X 3/8" imported

natural cork by Manton.

STAINS
&

PAINTS
• Rollers

• Brushes
• Sandpaper

^^rqb^^^

For easy bookcase
assembly, use KV

CORNER
CLIPS

in T, X and L shapes

Reg 63' each

now only

REMrocks

Connecticut
REM
Saturday, August 24

Agora Ballroom, Hartford

By ROBERT H. GIPE
Collegian Correspondent

REM, post-punk shamans from Athens, Georgia, and

darlings of the underground club scene and college radio

set, brought their distinctive brand of psychedelia north to

the Agora Ballroom in Hartford Aug. 24 and flattened the

audience with one of their hardest rocking shows to date.

The Agora assemblage was rowdier than REM crowds

of the past, as the group's increased radio and video ex-

posure has broadened their audience.

REM's IRS labelmate and opening act, the Three

O'clock, suffered through a less than cordial response

from the raucous gathering which had clearly not come to

hear the Three O'clock's offering of recycled LA rock.

This was unfortunate, for the band turned in a respectable

set of guitar pop music.

After the Three O'clock's set, REM hit the stage like a

runaway freight train, and crashed into Feeling Gravity's

Pull, the first cut from their latest albumn, Fables of the

Reconstruction. It was the harbinger of ninety minutes of

no-frills rock and roll. Peter Buck crashed, through the

first set, thrashing his Rickenbacker guitar about like a

man trying to fight his way out of a tropical rain forest

with a machete. Bassist Mike Mills, who has shed his

trademark eyeglasses, gamboled about the stage like a

schoolboy released. Drummer Bill Berry, clad only in black

shorts, provided the thunder for REM's musical hur-

ricane.

As a stage prescence, vocalist Michael Stipe hit new
levels of funky. Stipe has hsorn his tawny mane and now
sports a bleached burr cut which he covered with a 1936

newsboy-style cap for most of the show.

Musically, the band scored big points with Life and Hou^

to Live it and Aiictioneer from the Fables albumn, and

Hyena, an unrecorded original. Can't Get There from
Here, a single from Fables featured in a video on MTV,
also soared.

The band's sound was much more raw than it has been

on tours past. Conspicuously absent were mellower tunes

like Green Grow the RiLshes and Kahoutek. The graceful

Wendell Gee, also from Fables, was played in an early ef-

fort to pacify the crowd and keep it from charging the

stage.

REM continued into a second encore, wherein the band

degenerated into rock-riffing worthy of The
Replacements. Stipe ambled through the Stones' Satisfac-

tion, some old Kinks' covers and had begun the Who's My
Generation when Mills and Buck took control churning in-

to Wild Thing and Louie Louie, which threatened to go on

interminably until Stipe unplugged the guitars.

There was less of the intimate back porch jamming feel

longtime REM fans have become accustomed to. REM
seems ready to make the jump up from the bar scene to

the coliseum circuit. But old friends of the band should not

mourn the passing of REM onto bigger things. In their

Agora show, REM showed that they have still retained the

imagination, sense, of humor, and simplicity and purity of

sound that make rock and roll work live.

'Foundations' to open

Herter ArtG allery

Herter Art Gallery will open its 1985-86 season with

"Foundations," an exhibit of works by first-year art

students. The show will open with a reception of Friday,

Sept. 6, 7-9 p.m., and will run through Sept. 24.

The exhibit, which was juried by the students' teachers,

includes drawings, and works in two and three dimen-

sions.

At the opening reception, scholarships will be awarded

to students who have distinguished themselves in Founda-

tions, the university's first-year art program. According

to Michael Coblyn, the gallery's director, approximately

10 students will receive awards of $100 or $200, and "one

or two" artists will be considered for the Chancellor's

Scholarship, which includes free tuition.

Herter Art Gallery is open to students and the public

Monday-Friday, 11 a.m. -4 p.m., and Sundays, 2-5 p.m.

Call 545-0976 for further information.
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SPECIAL
OFFER!

Levi's® PreWashed 501 Jeans

18
95 WITH

THIS
COUPON

That's $10.00 OFF
the regular selling price of $29.00

Expires Saturday 9-14-85

mir^
Prewashed

ma

CLOTHES TOGO
• NORTHAMPTON HampPlaza, North King St., near Big Y Liquors

• GREENFIELD 156 Main Street, Downtown
• WARE Phillips Plaza, West St. (Route 32). in the Brookfield Shoe Store

LEVIS OMCiMLSOl JEANS

All iDiiiin (i.'oiiTi leans
!)i./ttor' tiv (nf-'vA/dShed dm)
preshrunK tor a perfect tit

Waist su'es 27 38

Levi's
JEANSWEAR

QUAUTY NEVER GOES OUT OF .STYLE

Student Union Gallery

announces fall line-up

The Student Union Art Gallery will open its Fall 1985

season today, with "A Retrospective Exhibition" by

UMass art professor John Grillo. Grillo's works include

paintings, prints, scuptures painted objects, and charcoal

drawings. Grillo's most recent work, the El Dorado series,

will also be on display. The show will open with a reception

from 5-7 p.m. and will run through Friday, Sept. 13.

"Art for Animals," a multimedia exhibit, will open Sun-

day, Sept. 15, with a vegetarian reception from 5-7 p.m.

The show focuses on animal rights and will include slide

shows and a film, as well as two-and three-dimensional

works. "Art for Animals" will run through Sept. 27.

A yet-to-be-titled exhibit will feature 100 photographs

smuggled out of Vietnam during the war. The show will be

part of the university's Bilingual Education Week (Sept.

29-Oct. 6), and will be on view the weekend of Sept. 28-29,

2-6 p.m.
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WELCOME BACK
UMASS

Beirs serves only the highest quality

cheeses, meats & sauces
We don't cut corners or quality just to lower the

price so we don't deliver

PIZZA
Plain $5.25
Mi'shroom $7 05
Olive $705
Onion $6 95
Pepper $695
Salami $6.95
Sausage $695
Pepperoni $6 95
Hamburg $6 95
An( hovies $6.95
Pastrami $6 95
Ham $6.95
Bacon $6 95
Pepper & Onion $8 05
'Iwo way comb. $8 05
Three-wa^comb. $9 05
Four-way comb. $9 60
House Special $11 95

Sm.
$290
$4.00
$4.00
$3 90
$3 90
$3 90
$3.90

S3.90
$3.90
$3 90
$3.90
$3.00
$3.00
$4.45
$4.45
$4 9S
$5 30
$e.45

SALADS
Tossed Salad $2 20

Greek Salad $2.75

65 University Pr _Arnherst

GRINDERS
Lg. Sm.

Salami $2 85 $1.75

Meatless $2.70 $1.65

Genova Salami $3 10 $1.95

Meat Ball $3.05 $1.90

Sausage $3 05 $1.90

Ham $3 05 $1.90

Italian $3.05 $1.90

Tuna Fish $3 50 $2.15

Roast Beef $3.70 $2.30

Pastrami $3.70 $2.30

Ham & Egg $3.05 $1.90

Pepper & Egg $3.05 $1.90

UMass professor John Grillo opens the Stu-

dent Union Art Gallery season today with his

work "A Retrospective Exhibition."

"BOSTON WOW! ' a collection of works by five contem-

porary artists from that city, will be on display Oct. 6-18.

The show, which was well-received in Boston, will open

with a reception from 5-7 p.m., Oct. 6.

The life of Mahatma Gandhi will be the focus of an ex-

hibit Sept. 30-Oct. 5. The show is one of several events

marking the opening of the Peace Pagoda in Leverett.

A solo exhibit of paintings by UMass art graduate Betsy

McLindon will open with a 7-9 p.m. reception on Monday,

Oct. 21, and run through Nov. 1. McLindon will discuss

the political climate for progressive artists on Oct. 22, at 5

p.m. in the gallery.

A group of area photographers who have recently

returned from Russia will display their work in "The
Cultural Peace Journey." The show will open on Nov. 4,

and be on view until Nov. 15.

According to Jane Kreisman, the gallery's ad-

ministrative director, the remainder of the semester will

be devoted to exhibits of thesis work by MFA, BFA, and

MAT (master's degree in art education) students.

The gallery, located in the Student Union Building, is

completely operated by students on both the graduate and

undergraduate levels, and stresses political art

movements.
Gallery hours are Monday-Friday, 11 a.m. -4 p.m. Call

545-0792 for further information.
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SPAGHETTI
With Sauce $2.60

With Sausage $300
With Meat Balls $3.00

Extra Cheese
Extra Meat

549-1311

Lg. Sn.
$140 80^

$1.50 80^

253-9061

Fa8t, Accurate Typing

of
• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480
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Turning the tables . .

.

By JAMES NEILL
Collegian Correspondent

Camper Van Beethoven from Southern
California, who cites reggae performer
Freddy MacGregor and infamous
thrashers Black Flag as noteworthy in-

fluences, have cut what is known as a cool

record. Telephone Free Landslide Victory

(Independent Project Records) utilizes ska,

country, punque, and... well... one DJ call-

ed it "Weirdabilly".

In the grooves of this disc are an inspired

rave-up of Black Flag's epic Wasted, com-
plete with violin, some Island-flavored in-

strumentals (an unusual wedding of The
Specials and Los Lobos), beer-bellied

ballads {Where the Hell is BiU), spirited

diatribes (Club Med Sucks) without the

anger that hardcore music is prone to, and
an overall feeling of good-natured
twistedness (The Day That Lassie Went to

the Moon). It's pressed in a limited edition

of 1250 copies with a gorgeous cover.

Husker Du's new single, Makes No Sense
at All (SST Records) is a killer. The derail-

ing freight-train momentum of
yesteryegu"'s Huskers has evolved into a
controlled mix of pop tradition and the

urgency of hardcore. Husker Ehi's sound
has reached fruition. Makes No Sense... is

rife with hooks and is meticulously con-

structed without compromising Bob
Mould's adrenalin-charged guitar blit-

zkrieg. Somehow the vocals emerge audi-

ble and intelligible above the commotion
beneath them. This is aggressive bubble-

gum; mutant Partridge Family. The
ultimate bubble.

The local trio Dinosaur has finally releas-

ed their first LP on Homestead Records
and a doozy it is, including monstrous
mind-bending guitar, a small army of fuzz

boxes, Neil Youngish harmonies, and
delivery with unflinching resolution. These
make Dinosaur's debut the most vitiil

release to come out of the valley in many
years. Hopefully their impact will be felt

beyond the Pelham Hills.

You may have experienced Dinosaur

while eating Brontosaurus burgers with

Cactus juice in the Hatch last semester.

It's nice to have them here but can they

stay in the area and avoid extinction? With
the Rusty Nail up in smoke and Pearl

Street as cautious as it has been in the past

(although they do have a few surprises up
their sleeves for this semester), what's a

local band to do? Play the Wok? Head for

the city, boys.

Other vital vinyl mcludes the beautiful

Dreams So Real single Everywhere Girl

and (^uitar^XOarkAkap

For All Your
Musical Needs

233 N. Pleasant Street

Amherst, Mass. 01002

Phone 549-1728

(Coyote Records) produced by REM's
Peter Buck. They're from Athens, Ga.,

where unlike in Amherst, there has been

more than enough enthusiasm and talent to

support a successful music scene. Two very

talented Swedish bands; The Pnshtwangers

(Closer Records from France) and the

Watermelon Men (What Goes On Recs.),

have exciting new platters out. Lou Reed
meets Jack Kerouac meets Uncle Remus
on the delightfully offensive Mojo Nixon
and Shid Roper LP (Enigma Recs.) It's

chock-full of off-beat musical narratives, in-

cluding the hitbound Jesvs at McDonalds.

The Lticy Show's Undone LP (out in the

states soon) follows a string of impressive

singles. Embarking on US tour soon,

they're rumored to have Northampton on

the itinerary.

Losers of last year's MTV basement

tapes competition, The Beat Rodeo charm-

ed hundreds of UMass summerbodies by

opening for The Bongos at UPC's free con-

cert by the pond in July. Their debut Stay-

ing Out Late (IRS) is a bona-fide beauty.

The Dead Milkmen (Philly's answer to our

own beloved Pajama Slave Dancers) pre-

sent their first record. Big Lizard in my
Backyard (Enigma) with their valley girl

attempt, Bitchin' Camaro. Miracle Legion

plays an inspired set on their LP The

Backyard (Incas). England's The Three

Johns deliver their best yet on their

somewhat anti-American Death of the

European single. It's backed with a

lowdown and ugly version of T. Rex's 20th

CpvftiTii Boy. Australia's Screaming

Tribesmen have their previously hard-to-

find singles compiled on the forceful Mfme a
LittU' Closer EP (What Goes On Records),

demonstrating that some of today's most
essential music originates down under.

Elvis Costello and T-Bone Burnett, under
the alias The Coward Brothers, shine

brightly on the country-folky single The
People's Lijnousine, available only as an
import.

Primal Scream is one of many British

bands all in a snit over their country's

doting press coverage of American music.

They feel music from England is being
shunned. Seems the tables have turned. A
few years back we were being Human
Leagued and Heaven Seventeened to death
over here. Primal Scream is fronted by Bob
Gillespie, the drummer for the Jesus and
Mary Chain, but the Screams' sound is

about as far from the Chain's lawnmower
worship as you can get. Their new single on
the Creation label is very... well...pretty,

one side recalling the early seventies hit

One Tin Soldier.

Buy Fegmania by Robyn Hitchcock (Mid-
night UK or Slash US) and watch for a live

albumn. Robyn hails from The Soft Boys,
the same cult band that spawned Katrina
and the Waves gfuitarist Kimberly Rew.
Robyin combines Pink Floyd ist Syd Bar-
rett's madness with the sixties sparkle of

The Byrds. For drinking alone, the New
Tom Waits Anthology is thoroughly intox-

icating.

James Neill is a WMUA dee-jay.

Special thanks to WMUA for their musical inspiration

^unan garden
"^eMaurant
MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST Chinese Food"

Bonek'ss Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs
Sni.ill Uirgc

SO80 $460

Luncheon
Specials

$025

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

l)H«H-f viiih Fre»h
MuvhifHrnik

2) C hirkvn ringtrit

3) ( hickm Wings
OChim-M-BBQPotk
5| Broccoli in Oytirr Saurr

6) Sw«el & Soul Chicken
71 Pan Fried H\cv

») Pan Knnt N<x>dl«
uilh C hickcn

4) Pan Fnrd Kavioli

10) Hill < Sour Soup

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 1 1 .30-3

ALL YOU cf-oc
CAN EAT ^5^
Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service

Full Cocklail Menu
^^ ,,, Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-10 p.m.

From ^^J served 11 a.m. FH. &Sai. ll:30a.m.-ll p.m.

3 p.m. 10 Belchertown Road
at Rtc. 9. Amherst

256-0252

jOHn dciihria inioni
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That's right. If you subscribe to the 85-86

Season at the Fine Arts Center, you can

enjoy the finest in Classical Music, Dance,

Theater, Broadway, and Jazz at 20% off

your regularly half-priced tickets—a total

savings of 60 7o.
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But hurry, Subscription Deadline is September 15
• ••••••••••••••••••• *_*-* *
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ORDER FORM

1

It's So Easy

Choose one
of the

4 Head liners

All programs and dates

subject to change.

IM I \sl I'KIM

N..II1K'

( Its

Siuic

For 5-College Students

MoiiK- IMuiiu"

Udrli I'hoiic

/IP

if Cleveland Orchestra

if Nikolais Dance Theatre

if Mummenschanz
• 42nd Street

DATE EVENT
PRICE RANGE A

(.^ J 1 ^ i 1
f,ifc, Z. S I ' ' Sliiclnil

No Pno \umbff ol Tickeis t'ri(<-

PRICE RANGE B
Umw i 1 1 S 1
PaMir -51*' SllldiMll

N« fntf Numbtrof Tickfis I'rKcs

Total

Price

12 9 (lt>H%M)()R(HKMRA S20 SIO SIK S9

: i« MM)I\IM)\M1 THKMRJ SI6 S8 S14 S7

I 2J Ml MM»W HA>/ s:o SIO SIR S**

: 26 VIIMMKNSCHAN/ S20 SIO SIS S9

56 42M)MR»H K\»MN(. S2' Si2 50 S23 Sll 50

2

3

Then choose at least

3 others from the remaining
events (no maximum).

Add up your total

amount and then simply
deduct 207o.

To place phone
order, cal today

545-2511
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10 16 (lIBLRNCOMPlTITIOSWINStR SA S3

10 1" BALltTAPl SA SI8 S9 SI6 S8

10 20 CHINESb MAdiC Rfc\Lt S18 S9 Sift S8

II 4 ORCHfcSTRE Dt U SI ISSE ROMANDE S18 S9 Sift S8

li 12 MARIAN NkPARTlASD SI? S6 50 Sll S5 50

11 U ASPEN WIND QUNTET S6 S3

II r MABOL MINES' (01 1) HARBOR SI2 S6 SIO S5

II 20 (.REUi SMITH ^!N(,ERS SI' S-'O sn S6 50

11 22 JOEFRE^ 11 Slf> S8 SI4 S7

12 lA/Z Ml ST^Rs SI 3 S6 50 Sll S5 50

1 '1 SSOWITH B\RR^ lUKVULl Sl< S^50 SI 3 S6?0
^ /

NATIONAI THEAflROE THE DEM S18 S9 sift S8
s

1

"^

BENHOIT.BARITONt S6 S3

2 2H (.1 ARNIRIWITH HDIA ART>M!W Sl^ S' ^0 SM Sft50

; < CARNE(,ll COMPETITION WINNER S6 S3

< X lOSHIkO AKl^OSHI SI3 SftMi Sll S' 50

' 10 BUI (RMTi DANClKs Si: S6 SIO S<

' 2ft (iRl M 1\PI< [MION^ S2(i SIO SIH S9

4 "i BIRI IN ( HAMBIR OR( HIsIRA SI' S"' ^0 SI3 SftMi

i II Mirc HI 11 Kl il 01 SI' S6M) Sll S5 '0

J r SSO WITH MklORIN Ml 11 OW SI' y^) SI' Sft-iO
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M
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Summer cinema 1985:

the picks and the pits
By DONALD LIPPER
Collegian Staff

1985:

Pits.

The Sunnmer. The Movies. The

At the beginning of summer, I was given

a choice of either going to the movies at

least once each week or having three solid

months of continuous root canal surgery

without anesthesia. I wish I had been given

a third choice.

First the bad news:

PEE WEE'S BIG ADVENTURE: If you
can read this review, then the jokes in this

film are too dumb for you.

A VIEW TO A KILL: The confused and
meaningless lyrics of Duran Duran's open-

ing song mirror the script of the worst

James Bond flick.

RAMBO: Ugh. Sylvester Stallone's

neanderthal Jidventure. He goes to Viet-

nam to kill "gooks," rescue MIAs, make
dumb speaches, and growl.

There were only a few really good movies

here this summer, and you can probably

guess which ones:

BACK TO THE FUTURE: Conceived

and produced by Steven Spielberg,

features Michael J. Fox (of NBC's Family
Ties) as Marty McFly, a high school stu-

dent in 1985 who goes back 30 years in

time, traveling in a machine invented by a

mad professor (Christopher Lloyd of Taxi).

Directed by Robert Zemeckis (Romancing
the Stone) this fast-paced science fiction

comedy was the best movie this summer.
PRIZZrS HONOR stars Jack Nicholson.

Wait, let me put that in caps: STARS
JACK NICHOLSON and Kathleen Turner

as a husband-and-wife assassin in team (a

family that slays together, stays together?)

in John Huston's humorous send-up of The
Godfather epic.

STREETWISE is an amazing documen-
tary about kids who live on the streets in

the red-light district of Seattle. Film-

makers Martin Bell, Mary Ellen Mark and

Cheryl McCall filmed a group of young

street dwellers from Labor Day through

Halloween. The kids, including Tiny, a

14-year-old prostitute. Rat, a 17-year-old

ninawav. and a host of others, tell their

stories with incredible honesty and power.

The impressive thing is that the film-

makers were able to get such personal

moments on film. If the film comes around
to this area again, see it.

This summer boasted a bumper crop of

movies that were just okay: PALE
RIDER, COCOON, MAD MAX BEYOND
THUNDERDOME, EMERALD FOREST,
and SILVERADO.

In comedies, this was the summer of

Chevy Chase, Tom Hanks and John Candy.
FLETCH was the best comedy this sum-

mer. Chevy Chase starred as a reporter

trying to break the story of a beach-front

drug operation when a millionare asks

Fletch to kill him. Based on the very good
FLETCH series of mystery novels by

Gregory McDonald, this may be the first

film in a series that will be very good for

Chevy Chase.

I wish I could say the same about the se-

quel to NATIONAL LAMPOON'S VACA-
TION, cleverly titled NATIONAL LAM-
POON'S EUROPEAN VACATION, in

which Chevy Chase reprises his role as

Clarke Griswald, the typical middle-

American dad in an endless search for fun.

John Candy appeared in three comedies

this summer, (in ranking order, least funny

to funniest): SUMMER RENTAL, in which

he was a tense air-traffic controller deter-

mined to relax with his family in a rented

summer beach house even if it kills them.

In BREWSTER'S MILLIONS he co-

starred as the best friend of Richard Pryor,

who inherits $300 million. In

VOLUNTEERS Candy shines as a Peace

Corps idealist kidnapped by communists in

USED BOOKS
OVER 40,000 USED
PAPERBACKS
& HARDBACKS

AT GREAT SAVINGS
Acadennic and Popular

Paperbacks

in all subjects

SAVENOW
VALLEY BOOKS

Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-5:30

Sun 12-4 549-6052

Thailand. Nicholas Meyer (TIME AFTER
TIME. STAR TREK II, THE DAY
AFTER) directed this movie about a rich

Yale graduate (played deftly by Tom
Hanks) who is forced lo join the Peace

Corps to escape a gambling debt.

Tom Hanks also appeared this summer in

THE MAN WITH ONE RED SHOE, a

remake of the French THE TALL BLOND
MAN WITH ONE BLACK SHOE. Hanks

is also very funny in this film about a con-

cert violinist who innocently gets caught in

a web of intrigue. Jim Belishi is quite good

as Hanks' best friend.

John Candy stars in Volunteers, one of the summer's big hits.

*Volunteers'- sign up for it

VOLUNTEERS
Directed by Nicholas Meyer
Starring Tom Hanks, John Candy

and Rita Wilson
Mountain Farms Theatres

By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

Director Nicholas Meyer's new Volunteers

has one thing in common with his chilling,

made-for-TV The Day After.

It's excellent.

Tom Hanks, of Splash fame, has turned

in his beach towel for the white dinner

jacket, brand-new Yale diploma, and ar-

rogant accent and attitude of Lawrence

Bourne III. And, oh yes — Bourne has a

$28,000 gambling debt, and a potentially

lethal bookie as well.

Which is why he winds up on a plane

headed for Thailand with a crowd of

nauseatmgly enthusiastic Peace Corps

members. These optimistic-to-a-fault folks

spend 17 hours singing such chart-busters

as // / had a Hammer and Puff the Ma^
Dragon. Bourne's comment?
"So this is hell."

And although he's downright snotty,

("It's not that I can't help these people, it's

just that I don't want to"), you can't help

feeling a little bit sorry for him when he's

Smith College setfor fall theatre season

left in a remote village with do-gooders

Beth Wexler (Rita Wilson) and Tom Tuttle

of Tacoma (John Candy).

Wilson is appealing as she valiantly

struggles to teach the natives to boil their

water, ("Germs are bad!"), but SCTV grad

John Candy steals the show as the ail-

American male who falls into the hands of

brainwashing Communists.
He's funny when he laughs. He's funny

when he walks. He's funny when he runs

into a tiger ("Oooh. you're a big kitty,

aren't you?"). He's even funny when he's

just standing around. Talent like that

couldn't be kept in SCTV's Melonville for

long.

Another actor worth watching is Gedde
Watanabe, who plays At Toon, Bourne's

English-speaking smartmouth sidekick,

who calls Bourne names I can't repeat in

print. "At," as Bourne calls him, spends

his time getting high, bemoaning his

virginity, and fending off the admiration of

a bunch of suma guards who look like Jab-

ba the Hut.

Meyer makes the most of culture clash,

and even a cliche or two, (notably, parodies

of Casablanca and Bridge on the River

Kwai, as well as Around the World).

Volunteers is a well-constructed, sym-

pathetic, good-time movie. See it.

The Smith College Theater Department

has released its Fall 1985 production

schedule.

Kingsley B. Bass, Jr.'s "We Righteous

Bombers" will appear in Theatre 14, Oct.

24-26. 30-31, and Nov. 1-2. Tickets will be

$4 for the general public and $2 for

students and senior citizens, except on Oct.

24, 30, and 31, which are "dollar nights."

Tickets will be available Oct. 6.

Beth Henley's "Miss Firecracker Con-

test" will nm in Theatre 14 Dec. 5-7. and

10-13. Tickets are $4 for the general public

and $2 for students and senior citizens.

"Dollar Nights" are Dec. 5, 10, and 11.

Tickets will be available Nov. 21.

Jean Anoulih's "Antigone" will be
presented in the Hallie Flanagan Studio
Theatre Oct. 17-19. All tickets will be $1,

and will be available on Oct. 3.

All performances are at 8 p.m. For fur-

ther mformation, call the Smith College
Theatre Dept. Box Office at 584-3023.

Amherst College exhibit visitsNew York
More than 60 drawings and watercolors

from the Amherst College are on display in

New York City's IBM Gallery of Science

and Art.

The exhibit, which includes works by An-

drew Wyeth, ranges from sharp, lively

dharcoed drawings by John Sloan to warm.

gentle watercolor and pencil works by
Winslow Homer.
The New York exhibition opened on Aug.

13 and will run throu^ Oct. 19. For fur-

ther information, call the IBM Gallery at

(212)407-6100, or the Mead Art Museum,
Amherst College, at M2-2335.
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SONY D 5

Deluxe compact disc player

$249.00
with free disc

CS-505
One to three free Mobile

Fidelity LPs with the pur-

chase of a Dual CS-505 turn-

table and Ortofon OIVI 10. 20
or 30 cartridge Dual CS-505
with Ortofon Of^-10
$249 00 (cartridge installa-

tion and alignment included)

$249.00

STARTER
SYSTEM
Onkyo TX-1 7 receiver

Dual CS-514 turntable

Ortofon OM-5E cartridge

Boston Acoustics A-40
speakers

$389.00
PIOMEER
AM FM cassette deck with

Boston/Acoustics C704
speaker:

$199. INSTALLED

KENV/OOD KRc-2000
digital cassette deck with

KFC-1205 speakers

$299. INSTALLED

[y|^iiiiM^.jfi^iM

TA-2047B
three-motor cassette deck

with real-time counter

$260.00

BostonAcoustics
speakers

A-40

$115.00
A-60 .

$150.00 pair

Acoustat

ADC
Apature

AR
Audio Pro

Audio Quest
Audio Technica

Beyer
Boston Acoustics

B&W Empire Maqniim Ortofon Signet

Carver Fidelity Resp.irc.h Maxell Pioneer Sony

Celestion Fried Mf)l)ilf FidPlity Reference Recordings so T A

Concord Hatler Monster C;tt)lo Rega Camber Spendor

CWD harman kardon Niad Revox Spica

dbx Interclean Niles Rote! Stanton

Delos Jensen Nitty Gritty Senntieiser Sumiko

Discwasher Kenwood Omni Sheffield Lab TDK
Dual Last OnKyo Shure Talisman

90-92 King St. iRteS), Northampton •Mon- Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9
VISA, MasterCard, American Express '• Financing Available* 584-9547
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TOGOCLOTHES
• NORTHAMPTON HampPlaza, North King St., near Big Y Liquors

• GREENFIELD 156 Main Street, Downtown
• WARE Phillips Plaza, West St. (Route 32), in the Brookfield Shoe Store

$5.00 OFF
ANY' PRINT DENIM JEANS

.vifh ihis (1(1 onlv Now t^i'oucjti 9 14 85

———

T

CTT

We like

to Welcome Back
everyone

with Sport Coats

reg $85.00

NOW ONLY
$49.99!!

Located in the Hampshire Mall Hodley.

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

DISTINCTIVE FOOD AND DRINK
FROM MEXICO AND THE
AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

7 OLD SOUTH STREET
NORTHAMPTON • 586-0400

Building 451 D.B.A.

ZACA TRADING CO.
All Cards, Stationary & Giftwrap

Vi off retail

Spiral Organizers (3 pockets) 15^ ea.

Typing Paper (200 sheets) $1.99

Wicker Baskets from 50* to $3.00

DISCOUNTED Giftware and Glassware

HAMPSHIRE MALL

PROTEAN /prot-e-an pr5-'t-S/adj (1598) 1: of or resembling Proteus in having

a varied nature or ability to assume different forms 2: displaying

great diversity or variety : VERSATILE

PROTEAN ['proutian],a. prteico

PROTEAN adj. changeable, versatile, polymorphous, multiform, etc.

Wiebsler^

Dctjonaiy
The woilcfs most up-to-date
and authoritative desk dctonary

SPECIAL

SAVINGS:

$2.00 OFF on

Webster's Ninth

New Collegiate

Dictionary

Over 160.000 entries

Clear, precise defntions

More than 20.000 new words
and meanmgs-in pace with

the expandng language
of todays world

SECOND COU.EGE

CasselFs
Spanish

Dictbnary

Spanish-
English

English-
Spanish

"<:

^.

HARDCOVER EDITION
ONLY -

OTHERS AVAILABLE

STORE HOURS:
Tues a Fri 9-5

Wed &• Thurs 9-9

Sat 10-3

LOCATED IN CAMPUS CENTER

'IJ .UNIVERSITY
STORED

Pioneer Valley getaways offer the great outdoors
By ELIZABETH BROOKS
Collegian Correspondent

The Pioneer Valley offers some great
outdoor escapes, and you don't have to be
Henry David Thoreau or Euell Gibbons to

appreciate them.
If you are interested in a lazy afternoon

of sunning and swimming, a romantic pic-

nic on a mountaintop, a short but strenous
hike to a summit tower with a spectacular
view or a canoe ride down the Connecticut
River, you might want to visit the following

natural attractions in the valley. Directions

to each will follow at the end of the article.

Puffer Pond in North Amherst is a local

hot spot great for cooling down. It's a good
place to get some sun, to swim or to hike. If

you can, bring an inflatable raft since the

beach area has limited space.

The pond is a pictixresque area to people

watch, birdwatch, or if you must, study.

Located off of State Street and accessible

by car, bus or bike. Puffers is a good place

to mingle with friends and locals.

If Puffers Pond is a little too crowded,

follow State Street east a quarter of a mile

to Bridge Street. Under 'Silver Bridge,' as

it is commonly known, there is a Norman
Rockwell type of swimming hole, complete
with rope swing. For potential Tarzan and
Janes, watch out for rocks below the

swing.

These are just two examples of the many
recreational areas in Amherst. For more
information, you can purchase the Guide to

Amherst Conservation Areas and Trails at

the Jeffrey Amherst Bookstore.

A 20-minute car ride north of UMass is

the Mount Sugarloaf State Reservation.

The mountain is named for its resemblance
to the mounds of hardened sugar used by
early settlers of the valley. Sugarloaf has

an auto route so you can drive up and view
the Connecticut River Valley.

For those who are industrious, the hike

to the summit takes about SO minutes.

There are picnic tables, a lopkout tower,

and bathrooms for the desperate. From the

tower, you can see the Holyoke Range,
Mount Monadnock in New Hampshire and
UMass among other sights.

The best view in the valley is from the

summit of Mount Toby in Sunderland, a
forested area managed by UMass. Mount
Toby has a confusing but rewarding net-

Welcome to

"Knit-Pickers" Heaven!

^^

hrtroducing

Webs Computer
Pattern Service

We can write

a knitting pattern with

any yarn...just for you!

20% OFF
ALL FALL

'(fk^
Sale etms Sept. 3C

Webs, ^
The Yarn Shop
18 Kellogg Avenue
Amherst, Ma
(413) 253-2580
HOURS MonSal 9 JO-5 30 SuiKiays 1-5 pin

TOP QUALITY RUGS
IN SIZES TO FIT

ANY DORM ROOM.

SAVE UP
TO 80%

OFF REG. PRICES
FROM 14.99 to 79.99

iiiiil*^ i[«
tt/h#re voiril b» happily FLOORED wllh oar low. low pHcl»|

586-6411 MT. FARMS MALL-HADLEY m
NEXT TO BREAD & CIRCUS

DAILY 10-9

SUN. 12-S

work of trails. You can pick up a trailhead

just north of Cranberry Pond and the trail

parallels utility lines to the summit. The
round trip climb takes approximately one
and one-half to two hours.

Ever wondered what that chain of moun-
tains to the south of UMass is called? It it

the Holyoke Range, one of the few moun-
tain ranges that stretches from east to

west. The Notch Visitor Center off of route

116 near the Amherst-Granby line provides

a good starting point for either information

about the geology of the range or for hiking

trails. You can park at the Center and pick

up trail maps and plan your hike.

Among the many possible hikes is a climb

up Mount Norwottuck or Bare Mountain.

The more adventurous hiker can follow the

Metacoment-Monadnock ridge trail west
over the range to the Summit House on top

of Mount Holyoke, which is part of Skinner
State Park. The remaining structure of the

once luxurious home, to which visitors in

the 1800s were transported by horse-

power tramway, is currently undergoing
restoration.

The hike from the Visitor Center to

Mount Holyoke/Skinner State Park takes

approximately four hours; the Summit

House is accessible by car from Route 47 in

Hadley as well.

To the east, Quabbin Reservoir is a lush

and pristine 'man-made' wilderness and
water system that provides Boston and its

environs with clean water. The Swift River

Valley, once composed of many townships,

was evacuated in the early 1930s for the

construction of the reservoir. People,

houses, barns and even graves were
relocated to make way for this new water
system.

You can still see the remains of old roads

leading directly into the water. Presently,

picnic areas, scenic trails and fishing are

permitted in designated areas around
Quabbin. From the Quabbin Hill tower bald

eagles and hawks have been spotted cruis-

ing the shoreline. Along the trails, deer,

beaver, great horned owls and bobcats

have been sighted. If you have a state

fishing license you can rent a boat for a day
and fish for bass, trout, pickerel, perch and
land-locked salmon.

Quabbin: From Amherst, take Route 9
East to Route 202 in Belchertown. Con-
tinue East on Route 9. Quabbin is approx-

imately five minutes from the junction of

Route 9 and 202 on the left. „ .,, ,„ ,„„,, ,

Banking on the best account

to suit diverse student needs
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

In Amherst you'll find a variety of things

to spend your money on and an equal

number of places to store your hard-earned

cash.

Considering the number of banks in town

and their varied services, there is most like-

ly a bank that can give you the type of ser-

vice you need.

One factor of interest to most college

students is the automated teller machine,

(ATM)which several banks in the area offer

with convenient machine locations.

Shawmut Bank, which has branches on

Amity Street and Triangle Street, has two

machines on the first floor of the Campus
Center. This bank offers a checking ac-

count with no minimum balance and a $6

monthly fee, and a checking account that

earns 5V4 percent interest with a $750

minimum balance; a $3 monthly fee plus 30

cents a check and 20 cents per ATM tran-

saction is incurred if the balance drops.

Savings accounts earn S'A percent interest

with a $1 monthly charge or a $300

minimum balance. ATM cards are available

with most accounts; a temporary card is

issued which can be used for four to five

days.

Another bank with numerous ATMs is

Bay Bank headquartered on the corner of

East Pleasant and Triangle streets. It has

two machines in the newman Center, one

at Hampshire Mall and another in Nor-

thampton. Checking accounts will cost you

$6 a month with no minimum balance, or

nothing with a $500 minimum in another

tyf)e of checking account, which has a $2.50

charge is your balance falls below the

minimum. You can earn 5V4 percent in-

t-erest on a checking account with a $1,000

minimum, which has a $2.50 fee per month

if the balaru e uro().s.

Bay Bank savings accounts have a $2.50
monthly fee if the $250 minimum is not

kept; these earn 5'/i! percent interest. Bay
Bank will have a special tent set up until

Sept. 21 to ease the rush of students open-

ing accounts.

Heritage Bank, at the corner of Amity
and North Pleasant streets, offers ATM
service to those with NOW and stiitement

savings accounts. It has machines at the

Hampshire Mall, the Price ('hopper shopp-

ing plaza and the Newman Center. It offers

checking accounts with a 5V4 ^wrcent in-

terest on a $500 minimum balance or a $5
monthly fee if the Vialance drops V>elow

that. Savings accounts have a $200
minimum or will incur a $2 monthly fee; in-

terest is 5V2 percent.

The UMass Credit Union, Icx-ated in the

Student Union Building, offers 6 percent

interest on a checking account with a $25
minimum; fee is $2 per month. Savings ac-

counts have a $2 fee to open the account,

which has a $5 minimum and earns H {)er-

cent interest. The credit union has no

automated banking machines.

Hampshire National Bank, on East
Pleasant Street, has checking accounts

with no minimum balance but a 20 cent f)er

check fee. Another checking account,

which earns 5V4 percent interest on a $300
minimum balance, will cost a $5 a month if

the balance drops. Some student checking

accounts can be kept open in the .summer
with no service charges.

Hampshire's accounts have a $10
minimum with 5'/2 percent interest and no

fees. The hank hjis no ATM service.

Finally, the Northampton Cooperative

Bank has checking accounts that earn 5'/4

[ercent interest on a $500 niinitmini or a $3
monthly fee. Savings accounts have a $25
minimum with 5'/;? percent interest and no
fe«'s. It ulso ha.'^ no .XTM service.

^^

INNOVATIVE FABRIC AND YARNS
B« inspired by unusual Hand dyad yarns, luxurious silks, nr>ohair, linan,

cotton, cashmara, cafnal hair, alpaca and natural Amarican wool. . .or ba

tempted by our sophisticated easy to knit sweater patterns or by 6ur stylish

Vogue sewing patterns with perfect buttons to match. Discover such

classics as Harris tweeds, Pendleton wools and Liberty Prints as well as ex

otic silks and Italian Challis wools.
FABRIC Cr YARN

103 NORTH PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

1413 2S6-8810
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TERMINAL
RENTALS
80 col equipment

Hazeltine Terminal

$125. per semester

RCA Terminal

$135 per semester

Reserve Early

I (dl ComputerWorks

N^*;

228 Triangle St. Amherst, MA
549-7133

Shawmut Baybank Heritage UM Credit Union Hampshire

Checking accounts:

no min. balance

or interest
$6/month $6/month

20* per check
•

min. balance or $500 min. or

2.50/monthfee; no interestf

accounts with

interest
$750 min. or

$3/mo. and
30* a check

And 20* each

ATM transactior

5V4%

$1000 min. or

$2.50/mo.

5V4%

$500 or $5/mo.

5V4%
$25 or $2/mo.

6%

$300 min. or

$5/mo.

5V4%

Savings accounts:

minimum balance $300 $250 $200 $5 $10

fee if below

minimum $1 $2.50 $2 $2 to open account

interest 5V4% 5'/2% 5Vz% 6% 5V2%
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! What Do You Want
j

From College? |

Management Training? |
Add It To Your Schedule, m

Connies got it!

GLAMOUR GRAMMAR
Here's a pump constructed with all the necessary

elements of style — from its fashionable heel to its

sleek elegance, punctuated by the interesting

detail across the front So improve your glamour grammari
And increase your fashion sawy to include this letter-perfect

leather value COLOR. COLOR or COLOR $QQ

Incredible! Affordable Leather Fashion.

You're career oriented.

You're interested in

management.
You're an individual

seeking experience in

problem analysis, requir-

ing decision-making

results. You want manage-
ment training and leader-

ship experience. Exper-

ience that will be an asset

in a management career —
or any career you may
choose.

If you are this individual,

you can get all of this

experience througti the

adventure of Army ROTC.

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT

IT TAKES TO LEAD
For More Info Contact:

Major James C. Mahoney

545-2321 72322

PoL[es
*" SHOESSHOES — B MAIN ST AMHERST- 253-5598
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FOR SALE

TRS 80 Model 2 64K
1.5 MB-BasIc

Visicalc

used only 6 mos.
$300 256-6044

UOLLYS

ANTIQUE & VINTAGE CLOTHING
THE CARRIAGE SHOPS MON-SAT 1

2-'.

leOVAC CRANE
ORIENTAC
FOOD MARJ^ET

360 College St., Amherst
SUN.-WE.I). 10 r, nro tr/icQ

THUF^S, SAT til 8 I' M dDO-DODONOW OPEN
with a large variety of

^ ^

AUTHENTIC ORIENTAL
Produce • Sauces 8 Spices • Noodles • Frozen 6 Canned Goods
Looking Implements & Supplies • Homemade take out food

The best prices 6 I.KgcM mvenlory outside of Boston or N Y

FREE 3 PKos INSTANT i

noodles!iv si/r

v^ilh tlO 00 or nuiro purch.ist'

oiipvm t'lpircs 9 II f? limit one prr cintomer COL 1

LV Attractive Bulk Displays of a complete line of

^ FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
^ \J'! (Much of it gathered from local farms and

y not weeks old after kept in a grocer's warehouse)
^ And all at reasonable, competitive prices'

)\

- BAKERY -
featuring

Donuts Homestyle
Pastries Pies

Breads Cookies

Birthday and other

Special Occasion cakes

Coupon
A FREE

PIECE OF FUDGE
with this coupon

Over 6 flavors - expires 11/15/85

- DELI-GIFT AREA -
featuring

Fresh Made Sandwiches

Salads Coffee Beans & Teas
Cheeses - Ice Cream Cones

FLOWERS - PLANTS

I
Coupon

I
50* OFF

I any sandwich Reg. @ $2.25

I Roast Beef, Turkey, Chicken Salad

I Seafood, Tuna £f Ham, - Expires 11/15/85

Visit our Plant Shop where you will find many choices including the following

5%" Hanging

PLANTS. . .$4.95

Ivies, Creeping Fig, Pothos,

Spider, Philodrendrons & others

6" Potted

Weeping FIGS or Arborcola

^6.»
""

On Bus Route between Mt. Holyoke & Hampshire

Freshman

FRIGHT
Q: I signed up to take five classes this semester but
when my registration came, two were oversubscribed.

This is my first semester at UMass. Do I still have a
chance to get into these courses, and if so, how?
A: Many courses at the University start out oversub-

scribed each semester, but they don't all stay that way.
Sorr.e students who registered for the course may end up
dropping it, and some may end up not returning to school

after all. So, there may be a few openings. Upperclassmen
and students majoring in the subject will have first prior-

ity at these open spots, though—but there's still hope.

Attend the first lecture, sp>eak to the professor after class

and get on a waiting list.

You should, of course sign into some open sections as a
back-up—you can drop those later if you are finally admit-

ted to your first choice. In any case, don't despair—there
are lots of interesting courses at UMass and you have
seven more semesters to sign up for those two you might
not get to take now.

Q: I've only been here for three days, and I could tell

right away that I wasn't going to get along with my
roommate at all. I always thought your first roommate
turned out to be your best friend in college, and not

only is s/he not by best friend, we don't even say hello!

What can I do?
A: UMass is a huge school with many types of people, so

it's not all that unusual that you've been paired with so-

meone different from yourself. But that needn't

discourage you.

First, consider that it's only been a few days, and all new
students, no matter how "cool," are nervous, and this

comes out in different ways depending on the person. Give

it some time—be friendly, though not overwhelming; try

to get to know this person before you give up.

If she's loud and you're a quiet person, discuss com-

promise—quiet hours (no visitors in the room or stereo,

etc.) can be arranged. If you still find yourself at odds with

her, it is possible to swap rooms (see the swap board out-

side the housing office in Whitmore) after a week or so, or

even go in the housing lottery after two weeks.

But give it your best shot first—you may find that, while

not your best friend, your new roommate is a good person

to live with.

Senior

PLIGHT
Q: When should a senior start writing a resume? When
should she start interviewing for jobs after gradua-

tion? I haven't given too much thought to this and I'm

starting to worry. I don't even know what to put on a

resume!
A: Clark Edwards, associate director of University Place-

ment Services, advises that all seniors who want a job

upon graduation start getting their act together now.

Placement Service offers a two-tier resume writing

workshop; the second part is optional. The first level

workshop will be held on Mondays from 10 to 11:80 a.m.

during the fall, and interview work.shops will be held from

10 to 11:30 a.m. on Tuesdays. As the first recruiters will

be coming to campus in early Octol)er, deadlines for sign-

ing up to meet with them are at the end of this month.

While 300 to 500 recruiters seeking students in all kinds

of majors will visit campus this year, students can look for

jobs outside those companies using the computer job

matching system at the University Career Center. The

center also has resource materials to a.ssist in the job hunt.

It it located in what was formerly Fraternity/Sorority

Park, just past Orchard Hill off Fast F'leasanl Street.

Q: What's the difference between graduating with a se-

cond major and a second degree?

A: Students who graduate with two majors receive their

degree (Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, etc.) in

their first, declared major. The second major is listed

below on the diploma. To graduate with two degrees, a

student must complete 150 credits (instead of 120) and will

then recieve two diplomas, one for each major.

The interesting part is that while core requirements may
not be satisfied with courses in your first major, they may
be satisfied with courses in your second major or degree.

More information is available from the College of Arts and

Sciences Information and Advisii ; Center, 545-2191,

E-20 Machmer Hall.

Q: This is my fourth and final year at UMass. It seems
like all my friends have graduated over the years and
each September I come back to school with no hope for

the coming year. It's a little late to start making new
friends when you're a senior, isn't it?

A: It's never too late to make new friends. As some
smaller colleges, an entire freshman class could get to

know each other in a period of a few months and most of

that class will spend the next four years together. The size

of UMass makes it more characteristic of life outside of

school. People come and go. Those special friends you

probably won't lose track of.

As for your social life here for the next year, pretend

you're a freshman again and reach out U^ as many people

as you can. There are unlimited opf)ortunities to make
friends. It's almost hard to avoid between taking classes

and pursuing other interests.

-ANNF McCRORY and
RENFE BACHER
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Here's our recipe

ingredients and all

By ANNE McCRORY
and RENEE BACHER
Collegian Staff

• What you have:

• Four bare walls
• A cold tile floor

• A ceiling, maybe some exposed pipes

• Assorted furniture, including two bunkable beds,

desks, bureaus.

What you need:
• A little cash
• A lot of imagination
• Patience

Procedure: (Jet together with your roommate and see if

you can agree on the kind of atmosphere you'd like to

create. If this is possible, great. If not, you can still work

with whatever materials the two of you have already

brought and budget together for additional items.

Of course, if your roommate's idea of a dynamite dorm
room is beer can sculptures and Motley Crue posters, and

you'd prefer objects d'art and tapestries, there may l)e

some conflict. But compromise is the name of the game in

creating an environment you can both live in as well as in

figuring out how to live with each other to begin with.

Furniture. The first thing to do is to work with the

space you have, which most likely is not as much as you'd

like. Rooms in different dorms and even in the same dorm
can vary quite a bit, as can furniture, in style and quantity

— but you'll have to live with whatever' s given you. A few

generid suggestions to use the space you do have to its

greatest potential:

• Bunk the beds. Everyone likes to get away from it, but

sometimes you have no choice (as we did in our project).

There is sometimes you have no choree (as we did in our

project). There is some flexibility, however, especially if

you have the older, metal frame beds: detach the spring

base from the head and base boards of the lower bunk,

leaving the top bunk elevated. This will give you lots of

storage space underneath, and you can hang a curtain or

tapestry to cover it, or let one side of the bedspread hang

down.
You can then move the detached mattress and springs

elsewhere in the room to use a couch for socializing, or

position it so half as under the elevated bunk, leaving the

top bunk elevated. This will give you lots of storage space

underneath, and you can hang a curtain or tapestry to

cover it, or let one side of the bedspread hang down.

You can then move the detached mattress and springs

elsewhere in the room to use as acouch for socializing, or

position it so half is under the elevated bunk, half extend-

ed outside. The bedframes should be tested for stability,

of course, as safety is of prime importance.

• If you have enough space to not bunk the beds, try

removing the springs from the head and baseboards, as

described above, creating an openness of space in the

room. The leg frames can be hidden under the mattress

and springs — a choice preferable to putting them in

storage, where they are known to disappear before the

end of the semester when room inventory comes around.

Once you have the beds in an arrangement to your lik-

ing, play around with positioning the desks, bureaus, and

bookcases. Because space was tight in our room, and there

had to be some space to move around in, we chose to put

the furniture around the periphery of the room.

We left one desk in its original position along the wall,

moving the other to an adjacent wall where a bookcase

had originally stood. We moved the bookcase to the wall

facing the foot of the beds, where it was out of the way but

still easily accessible. That opened up wall space for the

bureau, which has originally stationed by housing services

Designing a dynamite dorm room

Rollup your sleeves and go for it . ..

Create,a particular atmosphere

Try to agree withyour roommate

. • . After
on the cover

The "new" B25 Brett: 4x6 rug, $36, and 2x3 rug,

$10.95, at the Mercantile; all other items, listed al>ove.

Photo, above, from left: wooden crate, $7.95, at Faces;

RCA keyboard and monitor, $135 a semester to rent, at

Computer Works; stuffed Opus, $21.95, at Faces; La
Bomba glass, $6.95, at Faces; posters Albert Einstein,

$6, Pandora's Box, $5, New York. $5, at the Mercantile.

Collegianphotos byDerekRoberts

in the closet, making the rod to hang clothers there ob-

solete.

The ingredients. Once the furniture is in place, the fun
part starts. F'irst, we arranged the large items — the com-
puter ($135/semester to rent at Computerworks) went on
one desk; the stereo ($150 and up at the Sound Clompany)
on the bureau. Then we picked up posters ($3-$10 at the
Mercantile), bedspreads and some rugs to cover the floor

($1 1 .95 each for the spreads. $36 for a 4x6 rug and $13.95
for a 2x3, all at the Mercantile).

Some useful, social items came next — a butterfly chair

($29.95 at Faces), an FM stereo-mini-cassette-TV (by
Sharp, $275.95 at Adirondack Music), mugs and funky
glasses (ours, $2.50 and up at Faces). Lamps (clip-on

lamps, $9.95 each, kitty cat desk lamp, $29.95, both at

Faces) to brighten things up. A full length mirror ($6.95 at
Faces) positioned in the corner to add depth to the scene.
And of course a few practical items — a plast'c desk

organizer ($4.95 at Faces), wooden crate for albums ($7.95
at Faces), plastic trash can ($5.95 at Faces), lap desk for
comfy studying ($6.96 at Faces) and complete shower
basket (total, $25, see right for items at Crabtree &
Evelyn.

Now we had it all - to be clean, studious partying
students! Eight hours after we arrived in B25 Brett - and
several disagreements and cups of coffee later — we had a
finished room
The trick is to keep it neat.

Ihegoods
Pictured above, left to right: Mickey Mouse alarm

clock, $19.95, at Faces; plastic trash can, assorted colors,

$5.95, at Faces; Rebel Without a Cause poster, $4, life-

size James Deam poster, $6, large posters behind beds,

$10, at the Mercantile; single bedspreads-these a

geometric pattern—$11.95 each at the Mercantile; TV
blanket, assorted patterns, $24.95, at Faces; lab desk,

$6.95, at Faces; Gund bear, $14, at Faces; clip-on lamps.

$9.95 each, at Faces; record placemat, $3.95, at Faces;

butterfly chair, in red, black or gray, $29.95, at Faces;

bamboo shade, $9.50, at Faces; shower basket: almond

oil shaving cream, $5, avocado oil shampoo, $4, avocado

oil soap, $2.50. loofa bath brush, $4.75; soai> case, $1,

toothbrush, $1.50, mini herbal toothpaste, $1 basket,

$6.50, all at Crabtree & Evelyn; inflatable globe, $3.95,

at the Mercantile; wicker container, $3.25, at the Mer-

cantile; Trivial Pursuit mug, $5.50, heart mug, $2.[>0. at

Faces.

Photo, right, from left: Fisher sound system, from

$150, at the Sound Company; kitty cat lamp, $29.95, at

Faces; posters: Blues for Allah, $3, Some Like it Hot, $4,

Gone With The Wind, $4, at the Mercantile; mirror,

$6.95. at Faces; glass beer stein. $2.95, at Faces; Back txr

School calendar. $6, at the Mercantile; write-on, wipe-off

memo board. $3.50, at the Mercantile; plastic desk

organizer, $4.95, at Faces; FM stereo, mini-casaette, and

TV appliance, by Sharp, $279.95, at Adirondack Music.

* Contest *
Are people always complimenting you on your room

decor? Did you put extra effort into creating the ultimate

crash pad? If so, now's your chance to show it off to the

whole UMass community!

The Collegian is sponsoring a decorate-your-room con-

test, with categories for the most original, most attrac-

tive and most homey. Prizes will be awarded from the

8ta.sh of gifts donated to us by area merchants to

decorate our sample room.

To enter, snap a photo showing your decorating talent

and submit it to Anne McCrory, 113 Campus Center,

with your name and address. Deadline is Sept. 20. .All

finalists will be contacted for a photo session with a Col-

legian photographer (in your room, of course!), and win-

ners will appear in a forthcoming issue of the paper.

Don't be modest—enter today!

Special thanks to . • •

Special thanks to Larry

Moneta, Sally Majewski and

Derek. Without you, this

project would not have been
^K)ssible.
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Some of our classrooms
aren't classrooms.

1. Marksmanship - Instruction in basic rifle marksnnanship. Includes range and safety procedures, firing positions,

techniques of firing, connpetitive firing and record qualification, (fall & spring semester)

2. Bay State Rangers - Intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit tactics, patrolling, land naviga-

tion (night and day), rappelling, airmobile operations, leadership reaction courses, field problem tests, physical

conditioning, and practical leadership experience, (fall £r spring semester)

3. Orientation Trip to West Point - Weekend visit to USMA with a look at academic military and social life of an
alternative officer producing program for the U.S. Army; review a parade and attend a home football game, (fall

semester)

4. Field Training Exercise to Fort Devens - Weekend visit to an active Army post. Orientation to life on a military

installation with emphasis on visiting facilities (museum, commissary, PX, family quarters, troop billets, open
mess) and an introduction to M-16 familiarization firing and the sport of land navigation, (fall semester)

5. Mountaineering - Instruction in rope management, knots, rope bridges, rappelling, and rock climbing techni-

ques. Advanced student may progress to more challening individual climbs. Includes a bivouac and overnight exer-

cise, (fall Er spring semester)

6. Cold Weather Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy 4^/^ -day winter survival school in Brunswick, Maine. In-

struction includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible vegetation, terrain association, snowshoe-
ing, emergency signaling, and land navigation, (intersession)

7. Color Guard - Participate in area parades and with University Band at home football games. Includes precision

drill, the manual of arms, and movements with colors, (fall semester)

8. Physical Readiness - A structured program designed to progressively Improve individual conditioning. In-

cludes conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group conditioning activities, and fitness tests, (spring

semester)

9. Land Navigation - Progressive land navigation training, beginning with a basic/familiarization land navigation

course and ending with a land navigation course that will challenge the most competent navigator (fall semester)

For More Information Contact:

Major James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

ARMY ROTO.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE

i^ outdoors

continued from page S

The Connecticut River of-

fers excellent opportunities

for those interested in

canoeing, fishing and swim-
ming. Whether you own or

rent a canoe, it's nice to

pack a lunch and spend a
day either paddling down
river from the Coolidge

Bridge in Hadley to Mitch's

Island or upriver to Elwell

Island. Camping, picnicing,

sunbathing and swimming
are permitted on both
islands.

The canoe trip to Mitch's

Island takes approximately
two hours, roundtrip;
Elwell Island takes one
hour. Keep a lookout for

great blue herons or green
herons along the riverbank.

Canoes can be rented

through either the UMass
Outing Club or sportman's
Marina on Route 9 in

Hadley. Prices for canoe
rentals vary.

Directions:

Sugarloaf State Reserra-
tion: Route 116 North.

Cross the Sunderland
bridge into South Deerfield.

Mount Toby: North Plea-

sant Street to North
Amherst. Bear right onto

Route 63. Continue about
seven miles until you see ac-

cess road on left after

Mount Toby horse stables.

Skinner State Park: Route
47 in Hadley.

Connecticut River: Route 9
West.

jgCis>^G;>.,<cy& (

FamiKj Resale Clothing

ONCE MODE
ITH FEELIN

Quality Casual Wear
at an Affordable Price!!

> tf?vi^<i5.-<£3^ «x:i»^(».^:5=5. tf5xi».C£)..,rfS^ C7v:iw.<».

d

9

9

Carriage iJliops

:i33 M. Pleasant

Make a romantic start

this fall.

soft, silky nightgowns
teddies, camisoles & tappants
garter belts and stockings

wide selection of bras & bikinis

we now carry Dancewear

Carriage Shops, 23 J N. Pleasant St..

Amhrrst 549-69! 5

I

\

G

'ct)''^:>iiS> <

Mon-Sat 10-5:30, Sunday 12-5 §
' '^c^cr^'^is^ cc5^«)-'5:ss* c^r3^c5-«^3ip ftc^co-'saa

PAUL'S
OLO TIME
mSCTU

*^Q,ua\i%'ii Vsed Furniture"
Paul's Old Time

57 Pleasant St . Amherst 549 .3603

Open 10 a m 5 30 pm Daily

WE DELIVER •

We Buy & Sell

We Deliver

Quality New Beds

from Spring-Air

A Fine Selection off Used Furniture
of Ail Kinds For All Needs

"We're Overflowing with Old Time
Bargains for every Room & Budget."

Specialists for All

Your Travel Needs

• AIRLINE TICKETS
• EURAIL PASSES

• HOTEL RESERVATIONS
• CHARTER PACKAGES

• CAR RENTALS

• CRUISES
• AMTRAK

Campus Center (2nd floor)

U of Mate Amherst 01003
546-0600

i»t
.
i
.
i
.
i ,i.i

.iii.tinii|tB!^^

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
FREE OFF-CAMPUS DELIVERY
son®® iti • AJL\W Minimum order

Dial 253-3091

•:•:•§

Prices in eiU" i thru 9 11 in store only
^•^

Budweiser Bud Lite eaeh only

Miller Lite ^11 99
Coors Coors Lite

SUITCASES
-+- Dep.

Becks Lt & Dk
Heineken Lt & Dk

6 pks. ^3.99 Dtp.

m ^^^^^^w^*^w»^p^iw

W:

Freixenet

Cordon Negro

750 ML^4.99
»^i|iW^^^^^""^n*"^

Liebfraumilch 750 Ml. 1 99

M*Mi*MMM*MMlM*i*«

80 Proof

Vodka L..*4"
»**w^^^»w

•^nrtm^^^m

aUUMMMdilMUUMAMMt

Peppermint Schnapps

Liter
S549

50 things to do while

waiting in line
By RENEE BACKER
Collegian Staff

Lines. They're everywhere this time of year: to sign up
for classes, pay your bill, open a bank account, buy your

books.

In case you're not used to them — and even if you are —
we've come up with a few things to help pass the time... 50,

in fact.

1) Read the Collegian

2) Formulate the perfect argument to get into Econ 103.

3) Balance your checkbook.

4) Check out the student body(ies).

5) Play hackysack.

6) ReprOf^am your calculator.

7) Write your mom a letter.

8) Become close friends with the p)eople in front and in

back of you.

9) Spin around in place until you get dizzy.

10) Convince the people in front and in back that it's a

lot of fun and they should do it too.

11) When the people in front get dizzy and fall down,
cut in front of them.

12) Read a book.

13) Write a book.

14) Make up an alternate list of courses to take since

you probably didn't get any of those you preregistered

for.

115) Wliile you're at it, do your schedule for next

semester.

16) Okay, you might as well do it for the remaining six or

so...

17) Learn a foreign language.

18) Sketch your dream (wo)man.

19) Make a plan to meet them.

20) If they don't exist, create them (See the movies. The
Bride or Weird Science for additional help).

21) Make sure your watch is accurate by watching it con-

stantly while counting to yourself.

22) Listen to your walkman.

23) Read all of the books on your course lists.

24) Plan a city.

25) Have someone hold your place and go to Europe (not

for too long though).

2H) Think of names for your future children.

27) Practice reciting the alphabet in ca.se you ever get-

pulled over for drunk driving.

28) Worry about your financial aid.

29) Wonder if maybe the full time job you were offered at

the car wash at home would have been )>elter than this.

W) Figure out how to tell your roommate that you despise

his or her pet igiiana,

31) .Make a plan that will cure world hunger.

32) Sing a .song.

33) Write a song.

34) Crochet a sweater.

35) Ask someone what time it is (at least 20 times).

'M')) Pretend you're Pee Wee Herman.
37) Pri'tetid yoii smell smoke and fMitider the niij)lii'ati«iti.

38) Make smoke detector noises.

39) Say, "I've always thought it would Ix' fanUustically-

exciting to burn to death on a line with 1000 other

people."

40) Then say, "Then again. I don't see where the logic is.

This bank ;ii'(ount/class/notebook...rni waiting to get
won't mean a lot to me when I'm liead."

41) Do crossword puzzles.

42) Hit«' your nails.

43) Make dredlocks out of your hair.

14) If it's not long eimuiih, Imrrow someone elses,

l')) /\sk fn'ople what they tliink i>l' the politu al implications

of shaving leg and armpit hair,

}») Start a debate.

17) It' (l<'liales ilnti't a[>|M'al to ydii. m! rr"'- '.-r-r,.,!, eves

lioseii, ami ! r\ in cruraL:!' in "Ul "t't"iii\ ':

IK) Uecide wha! _\iiu \\an! \'< he vvtu'li \ > ui i\r'i\K up.

19) Figure iHit The Answer u< all ^^uestl<ln.-^,

,">0) Write iiir the ( 'ulliijutti.
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...Well, There Are
Some Strings

Attached...

This unusual, limited

edition t-shirt is yours
TREE when you spend
$50.00 at Hampshire Mall.

Just exchange your
purchase receipts

for your free t-shirt

at Cafe Square! Offer valid

while supplies last.

Redemption Hours: 12-b p.m.
Sunday 12-5

•:::% With $25 in purchase
• • • • •^

::-':¥y receipts, you get this great

?:W t-shirt for only $4.00. *

:::•:•:•:

jiiijjl With $75 or more in

|:|:|:$: purchase receipts, you II

0!^ receive a FREE t-shirt

wv cHk/ the new Staqe II

:|:::::::: Trivia Game by
:::::::::• Milton Bradley.
• • • • • J
• • • •

«

x::::;:: T-shirt without receipts
iijiiij::: Is available for $8.00. *

• All priK-eods hvnrfit Hampshire Mall's
"Sa>f lh«' Bus" Campaign.
Limit: 1 p«T tustomcr.

Be sure to picK up your free copy
of TALL VISIOriS 85 on campus or at

Hampshire Mall...lt sjam-packed with
the best back-to school buys plus
features on fashion, food, dorm
living and more!

...whvrv \(>u II tiinl sJtlClRS
l( riWn, KM\RJ .,nd,nvrHn

linv shops \ r<sM(/r.in/s.
THE BUS STOPS M EKE!
Seven Days a Week...

pick up your PVTA Bus Schedule
in Cafe Square.

SOUTH MAPH SIKH I K( )l) 11 «) • HADI I Y, MA OPl N DAII Y MONDAY IMKU SAIUKI) \> HI «):iOPM; SUNDAY li-*
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THE GREEK AREA
WELCOMES ALL STUDENTS
TO THE CAMPUS AND WISHES

EVERYONE A HAPPY
AND SUCCESSFUL SEMESTER

The Interfraternity

and Panhellenic Councils
•For information about fraternities and sororities, contact
the Greek Affairs Office at 545-2711.

4

If
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If
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Aguide to pizza in Amherst

you Khiovj

3V wow
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AREN'T
3-U5T -^
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THE BEST
m CrRAPHIC"
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By RENEE BACKER
Collegian Staff

Let's face it: at some point you're going
to get the midnight munchies, be unable to

tolerate yet one more D.C. meal or need
some kind of excuse to take a study break.

And what can better satisfy any of the

above than pizza?

If you haven't been in the area long

enough to already have a favorite, you may
face a dilemma as to whom to give your
patronage. Who's still open at 2:45 a.m.?

Who's the cheapest? Where can you get a

pizza, and your roommate a salad?

The following is a list of Amherst au^a

pizza joints with the basic facts about each.

It's just what you'll need the next time you
get a craving you just can't ignore.

Andy's Super Pizza 256-8147 175
University Drive, Amherst. Hours: 11 a.m.
to 1 a.m. daily. Delivery: from 4 p.m. to

1:30 a.m. Offerings: pizza, grinders, salads.

Small cheese pizza is $3.10.

Avanti Pizza 549-7890, 9 East Pleasant
St., Amherst. Hours:4:30 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Sunday through Wednesday; till 3 a.m.
Thursday through Saturday; open at 11:30
a.m. Saturday. Delivery to Amherst area in

25 minutes. Offerings: Small cheese pizza
is $4.

Bell's Pizza House 549-1311, 549-9051

65 University Drive, Amherst. Hours: 10

a.m. to 11 p.m. weekdays, except Friday:

10 a.m. to 12 a.m. No delivery. Offerings:

pizza grinders, Greek and tossed salads.

Small cheese pizza is $2.90.

Bruno's 256-0222 363 Main St.,

Amherst. Hours: 4 p.m. to 2 a.m. daily.

Delivery to Amherst, Pelham, Belchertown
and South Amherst. Offerings: pizza, subs,

salads. Small cheese pizza is $3.40.

Campus Pizza 586-3880 206 Russell St.

Hadley. Hours: 11 a.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday
through thursday; till 2 a.m. Friday and
Saturday. No delivery. Offerings: Pizza,

subs, l)eer and wine; banquet and private

party facilities available. Small cheese piz-

za is $3.10 plus tax.

College Pizza 549-6073 173 Sunset Ave.,

Amherst. Hours: 3 p.m. to 1 a.m. weedays;

New Life Companions
Member Pittsfield and Amherst Chambers oi Commerce)

PERSONAL HEALTH CARE
• (certified P.C.A. & N.P.C.)

*

(certified by our rigid standards and policies)

refs . available upon request

PO BOX 71, AMHERST, MA 01004-071 1-800-512-3457(24 hrs)

• ASSIST CLIENTS
WITH DAILY
NURSING
FUNCTIONS

• we come to you no matter

where you need help or are

* Personal Hygiene

• Emergency Service
Available

* Bowel Programs

• Urinary & Catheter

System Care

• Transfers & Mobility

Assistance

• Exercise Massage
Routines

* Nutritional Diet

Assistance

* Personal Transportion

(Helps)

• Weekly support & social

gatherings for all interested

-friends & clients

* Acupuncture Touch
Routines

* Errands

• EDUCATION

• COUNSELING

• CRISIS HELP
INTERVENTION

• RESPITE CARE

• ASSIST CLIENTS
WITH DAILY
FUNCTIONS

• CRITICAL
PATIENT
CARE

• ASSOCIATED
WITH AN ARRAY
OF SUPPORTING
AGENCIES

Wheelchair R & R

Offering a broad spectrum of services tailored to meet

the exact needs of each individual client thru certified

[irofessional who rare. P.C.A, & N.P.A.

WHAT'S OUR I)ISTINCT10N?"A HOLISTIC CdNCKI'TlAI, AI'F'ROACH'

Services within everyones ^asp. A slidrng fee scale is

available to thnse in need. N" one will be refused services

where there is a need present, no matter how largf or

.small it seems we will help you satisfy yiair need'!*

12 p.m. to 1 a.m. weekends. Delivery in

Amherst. Offerings: pizza, subs, salads,

spaghetti. Small cheese pizza is $3.40.

Domino's Pizza 256-8911, 256-0268 Rte.

9 Hadley. Hours: 4:30 p.m. to 2 a.m. Sun-

day through Wednesday; till 3 a.m. Thurs-

day through Saturday. Thirty-minute
delivery; price reduced if late when ap-

propriate. Offers pizza. Small cheese pizza

is $4.36.

EI Greco Pizza 253-9239 406 West St.,

Amherst. Hours: 11 a.m. to 2 a.m. daily ex-

cept Sunday, when hours are 4 p.m. to 2

a.m. Delivery to Amherst College, Hamp-
shire College, Riverglade, Southwood,
Brittany Manor apartments, and South
Amherst. Offerings: Greek pizza, subs,

salads. Small cheese pizza is $3.50.

Figaro's Pizza and Grinders 586-6877
Hampshire Mall, Hadley. Hours: 11:30

a.m. to 10:30 p.m. daily except Mondays
(closed). No delivery. Offerings: pizza,

subs, salads. Small cheese pizza is $3.50.

Pinocchio's Pizza 549-3669 1177 North
Pleasant St., Amherst. Hours: 4 p.m. to 2
a.m. daily. Delivery to Amherst,
Sunderland, Leverett; price reduced if late.

Offerings: pizza, subs, salads, dinners.

Small cheese pizza is $4.15.

Pizza Hutt 253-9787 424 Russell St.,

Hadley. Hours: 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
weekdays; till midnight on weekends. No
delivery, but there is take-out service. Of-

ferings: traditional pizza, pan pizza, salad

bar, spaghetti, cavatini pasta. Stuffed pizza

will be available in about a month. Small
cheese pizza is $4.30; small pan pizza is

$4.60.

Superior Pizza 549-0626 17B Montague
Road, North Amhrest. Hours: 10 a.m. to

2:30 a.m. Delivery out to Riverglade,

Southwof)d and Brittany Manor apart-

ments. Offerings: pizza, subs, salads,

lasagna and pasta dishes. Small cheese piz-

za is $3.35.

The Upper Crust 253-973*> 71 North
Pleasant St., Amherst. Hours: 11 a.m. to 2

a.m. Monday through Saturday; 1 p.m. to 2
a.m. Sunday. Delivery in Amherst. Offer-

ings: pizza, subs. Small cheese pizza is

$3.25.

Flexil)le schedules

(Jood pay

Benefits available

We weh'ome new application.-

from rspeftn e clients as well a,-

perspective team
members.Training available for

new meml>ers

Covering FVankliii.

Hampden. Hampshire
Herkshiri' Counties

To dine at Plumbley's
is to experience

authentic Amherst.

iiiicrpn.ii.\l .AmJK'rNi

triiciiiion ti >r IikLu "^ t.i^-tis.

I-or iiiiu h .inJ tlmnei

,

OUR TWO NKW
MKNU'S offer ;iu uie

--elLVtiiin 111 the (reslK'st

seafoods ii\ aihilile .i^ well

.i>^ thoke meats aiui liuhter />

tare. h\erv table hlossoniv

w nil trc-li tlouer".

/\- aluavs, out

liospitaliiv atiJ ser\ K e i-

immanhed for tt^

.itteiilK in t<i tli'taiis.

"'^^^I'r,-^^

For reservations c nil

253-9586
or just walk ml

Plumbleys
off the common

^i' !« .huo, ij \\ .ill • I
">' '^^ IH'^'A II .Ainl'.'i -'

Ml , \ h \. \\!l \ •I .
. I
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MARKET SIREET
Formerly Acme Surplus

Hampshire Mall Hours: Mor^-Sat 10-9:30;Sun 12-5

"Your Supply Store"

586-8354
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Inside
The return of The Cage

Remember the Cage? It's back and (almost) ready after

extensive renovations. The new track, bleachers and

paint job are all featured in a photo essay by photo editor

Derek Roberts. Basketball season starts November 23,

and UMass opponents are already dreading the trip to

Amherst. See page 7.

Football readies its revenge

After two straight 3-8 seasons, the University of

Massachusetts football team is ready to turn the corner

to respectability. Experienced veterans have blended

with a lot of talented freshmen and tranfers to give head

coach Bob Stull's team a new look for the 1985 season.

The seasons starts on sturday against Morgan State at

1:30. For a preview of the season see pages 1 and 3.

Field hockey looks to tourney

The 1985 university of Massachusetts field hockey

team is looking to advance to the NCAA Division I tour-

nament, as it traditionally does. The Minutewomen are

loaded with returning high scorers and a group of

freshmen with unlimited potential. The strong get

stronger as coach Pam Hixon readies her troops. For a

preview of the season including positional breakdowns

and Hixon's thoughts, see page 6.

Women's soccer: to Final 4 ?

Just how greedy is

women's soccer coach
Kalekeni Banda? After br-

inging in the nation's best

recruiting class last

season, he has signed on

three top goalies and four

excellent field players this

year. UMass advanced to

the Final Four last season

and are ranked second in

pre-season national polls.

Banda' s goals? "Only to go

as far as we are capable

of," he says. That could

mean a national title for

the Minutewomen.
Leading scorer Jolie

DePauw's dropping out of

players are back for one of

womens soccer's most .suc-

cessful coaches. For a

preview of the team and

UMass' chances in 1985,

see page 12.

Kristen Bowsher

Men's soccer, volleyball ready

Another leading scorer is missing, the men's soccer

team is without Kurt Manal, far and away its best player

last season. His leg injury hasn't come aorund and coach

Jeff Gettler is searching for answers. Volleyball coach

Elaine Sortino meanwhile, is looking forward to one her

strongest teams in recent years as UMass prepares for

its last season before moving up to Division 1. See pages

9 and 10.

And furthermore. .

.

As for the rest of tht> u-anis, tho cross cnutitry s(}ua(is

are primed for succi-ssful sea.sons. Catcher Todd Kz(il<i

(85) is tearing up the I'enn Lcapue after being draftetl

(.ut of I'Mass, the athletic dcpnrni.-nt has siled a pair <if

kcv aiiiiuiii.stnitors and lacm- n Dick (i.ir'.cr has

high hopes for 1986 after recruiimg one of his ht-st

classes. Coming this week; VVoriH'n's haskt'thall

recruiting news. Men's soccer o[)on,- its season, and a

preview of the first 1985 football game - Satuniay .^

clash with Morgan State at Alumni Sladmni.

Volume CXIV, Issue 1

Nose g^ard Mike Dwyer (71) and the University of Massachusetts football team open the season
at home Saturday at 1:30 against Morgan State.

UM bears down
Exxrdtimes overforMmdeman football
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The 1984 football season was a hard one for University

of Massachusetts coach Bob StuU.

After nine successful seasons as an assistant at the

University of Washington, during which the offense he

coordinated scored close to 28 points-per-game while set-

ting school records in total yardage. Stull watched his first

UMass team score less than 14 points-per-game while go-

ing 3-8.

Stull doesn't plan to suffer through another repeat of

that season. An intensive off-season conditioning program

and the potentially best recruiting class in minuteman

history promise to make 1985 a better year for UMass

football.

The Minutemen return 14 starters and have added a trio

of junior college transfers that figure to see a lot of action.

"The main goal is to improve from last year, and I'm

sure we'll accomplish that," Stull said. "We have a tough

schedule, but I think the team knows what I want from

UMass returns

athletic spotlight
"/ would have to say that tke morale of the athletic

department is as high as I have ever seen it. There are big

changes going on at UMa^s.

"

— Frank Mclnemey
Athletic Director

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

1978. The University of Massachusetts men's basketball

team goes 15-12. The football team wins the Yankee Con-

ference title for the second year in a row and advances to

the NCAA I-AA national championships, losing a well-

played game to Florida A & M on national television,

35-28.

The men's lacrosse team is ranked 12th nationally at

9-5. They will go to sixth nationally the year after, and are

ranked fourth in 1981.

1983. The basketball team goes 9-20, a terrible .season

but after a combined 17-90 record over the previous four

seasons, it doesn't seem that baci. The football team goes

3-H ami repeat that mark in 19H4. Lacrosse falls to 5-10.

The three major spectator sports at L'Mass went from

t'eiist to famine in a span of five years. ()!ily the consistent

uccess of the women's soccer, field hockev and lacrosse

learns keep UMass un the athletic map among major

sjior'.s. The ba.seimll volleyball, women's riaskethall. rack

anil swminung team- are soli(i, but nol in an\ specia'-iilar

< ''int I mil li '/! /'"'/< /•-

them. We have a stronger, quicker and deeper team than

last year. We should score more points and if healthy, the

defense will be much improved."

UMass will open with Morgan State on Saturday at

Alumni Stadium. The Bears were 0-11 last season, being

outscored 136-14 by three New England teams and taking

a 76-0 pasting by Delaware.

But after Morgan State, UM's schedule gets brutal as

the Minutemen take on high-powered Richmond followed

by Holy Cross (8-3) last season). UM then plays Harvard,

fourth-ranked Rhode Island (with record-setting quarter-

back Tom Ehrhardt), Northeastern, Maine, Boston

University, Connecticut, Delaware and New Hampshire.

Richmond. BU and URI all made the I-AA playoffs last

season, Delaware returns 18 starters from an 8-3 team

and has never lost to UMass in nine meetings and New
Hampshire returns Ail-American tailback Andre Garron.

But UMass will be ready. Stull's passing attack was
limited last season due to the depth of the Minutemen in

skill positions and various injuries.

Continwd on page S

Linebacker Rotl Turner, returning an intercep-

tion here, adds depth to the Minutemen's

linebacker corps.

J
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Strong recruiting season lifts lacrosse hopes for 86
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

For 31 years University of

Massachusetts men's lacrosse coach Dick

Gartner kept his team in the top 1 5 national-

ly without the benefit of scholarship.

Despite high school stars turning down

UMass for well-financed programs like

Syracuse or John Hopkins, Garber manag-

ed to field winning teams. But the trend

caught up to the only coach UMass has ever

kown and the Gorillas slipped to 5-10 in

1983 and 6-8 in 1985, competitive but still a

step away from being an NCAA power.

That has changed. When the athletic

department revamped its priorities in May
of 1984, dropping some sports and putting

the money saved into others, Garber was

awarded about four and one-half scholar-

ships starting this year. He will eventually

be given more, up to the NCAA limit of 14.

"It signals a new era in UMass lacrosse,"

said Garber. "I'm excited as hell. We're go-

ing to move the program into the

spotlight."

Garber and assistant coach Eric Kemp
hit the recruiting trail this past spring,

armed with that scholarship money. It paid

off. UMass will be bringing in 29 freshmen,

14 of which will receive some money.

"Some of the others are just as good as

the scholarship guys, but decided late or

decided to come without getting money.

It's an impressive recruiting class, the best

I've ever had," Garber said.

Some of the remanining money, about

two scholarships worth, was spread out

among better players remaining on the

team. In all, 26 players will be receiving

some aid.

UMass also signed up two more assistant

coaches. Guy Van Arsdale, a four time AU-

American at Division III power Hobart,

will be a graudate assistant along with Jeff

Thompson, a two time All-American at-

tackman at Middlebury and former assis-

tant at Dennison. They join Kemp and at-

tack coach Kevin Campbell to give Garber

four assistants.

UMass will play basically the same teams
they faced last season. Hofstra droppped

the Gorillas and Garber is negotiating with

up-and-coming St. John's University for a

game at UMass. Army, New Hampshire,

Harvard, Yale, C.W. Post and possibly the

Redmen will play at UMass. "The Gorillas

will face Rutgers, Delaware, Syracuse,

Dartmouth, Boston College and Brown on

the road.

The recruits? Garber snagged three of

Massachusetts state champion
Longmeadow High's best players, the best

goaltender on Long Island, two New
Jersey Ail-Americans and two members of

the junior college national champion
Nassau Community College squad.

The recruits include: Matt Woods, a 6-3,

195 pound defenseman from Longmeadow,
Greg Collins, an All-American midfielder

from Longmeadow and John Fisk, a

middie-attackman from Longmeadow and

brother of current UM middle Greg Fisk.

Mapelwood, New Jersey's Columbia

High produced two UM recruits in Brett

Janks, a two-time All-American attackman

who chose between Johns Hopkins and

UMass, and Chris Zusi, a speedy midfielder

that UM beat several other school to.

Brian McCarthy, a face-off specialist and

high scorer from Hunington, Long Island,

was going to Rutgers before signing with

UMass. Adam Rodell, an All-American

defenseman from Mt. Clair was sought by

UPenn before going with Garber. One of

the best players in the New York state

tournament, Baldwinsville's Jeff Salinger

(a defenseman) is also UMass bound.

The goaltender a lot of top schools

coveted, Lindenhurst High's Sal LoCascio,

made a late decision and is coming to

UMass. He will challenge sophomore Paul

McCarty, who played for the injured Gerry

Moreau early last season and has reported-

ly been playing very well in a Baltimore

Continued on page 10
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RUNG FU
FRED VILLARI'S STUDIOS

OF SELF DEFENSE

Free two (2) weeks of group lessons

or two (2) private lessons for men,

women, or children. All ages.

One check per person. Bring a friend!!

New members only.

Please call for an appointment.

481 West Street

(Rte. 116)

Amherst

253-7349
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Roller Skating & Jazzercise |

Schedule

'^•^ H, . .( ((Am) . MtS',t ' ' ^BT'

the high energy workout

that combines the total body

conditioning benefits of

aerobics with the fun of dance

"JAZZERCISE"
10 00 M 00am

&

5 30 6 30pm
&

? 00 8 OOpm
J 2 bO Walk in

ADULT NITE

•ParlV
8 00 1 30pm
Admissiun $2 'lO

( 1 8 ypars «

Ovf»r oniyi

TOTS ON SKATES"

10 00 1 1 30am
Admission $2 00

Skate Rental

Included

(Ages 6 & Under

S Parents)

JAZZERCISE"
5 30-6 30pm

J 2 50 Walk m
PUBLIC SKATING
"Orink'n Drown

Nit«"

A 5.2 ?b

8ur Oria Cok« .

Mm

"JAZZERCISE"
1 00 11 00am

S2 50 Walk in

PUBLIC SKATING
"HMw—k MaH/iM"

3 30 5 30pm
Admission $2 25

"JAZZERCISE"
5 30 6 30pm

S

7 00 8 00pm
$2 50 Walk in

HIGHSPEED'
Racas t R»l»fs

8 10 9 1 5pm
Admission $2 00

'( •pe'ii"r\(.,0'n

s*alefs Only)

"JAZZERCISE"
5 30 6 30pm

%2 50 Walkin

ADULT NITE

••Ptrii"

7 30 10 00pm
Admission $2 50

( 1 8 years and

Over only!

SKATE RENTAL

$1.25

{ii needed)

PUBLIC SKATING
"Ahar School

5k»f'
3 30 5 30pm

Admission $2 25

JAZZERCISE"
6 00 7 00pm

$2 50 Walk in

PUBLIC SKATING
"Frlaay Fmnat"

/ 00 9 JOpni

Admission $ i ."i

or 9 00 11
,

111(11'

Admission $ I ,"•

R'li I'.i J.l .".

"JAZZERCISE"
9 30 10 30am

$2 50 Walk in

PUBLIC SKATING
"Sa(urd«)r Mallnaa"

1 00 4 00pm
Admission $3 25

or 3 00 6 OOpm
Admission $3 25

Both for $4 25

PUBLIC SKATING
"Wockln' tO'%"

6 30 9 OOpm
Admission $3 25
>ir H M) 11 (lOpm

/V.llll.S'von %\ PS
HiiHi I." t.*. ,'•

PUBLIC SKATING
"Sunda)r ¥alln»»"

3 00 6 OOpm
Admission $3 25

•FAMILY NIGHT"
6 30 8 30pm

Admission $5 00
lor a family of up

lo lour members
$1 25 lor each

idditional member
Singlp AdullS

Admission $^ 25

(One parent must

accompany all

I hiidrpni

,

Jjampshire_ Mall^Ha^l^v^ MA^l^^^hon^e^M^

\
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Minutemen get

back into thick of

league title chase
TransferSy rookiesstengthen UM
Continued from page 1

But UMass will be ready. Stull's passing

attack was limited last season due to the

depth of the Minutemen in skill positions

and various injuries.

Offensively, quarterback Jim Simeone is

back for UM. The senior has started for

three seasons and holds tlic school record

for completed passes in a season (147 last

year).

But Simeone is being pushed hard by

freshman redshirt Dave Palazzi. As of

August 26, after a scrimmage, Stull listed

Palazzi aheaid of Simeone and said a deci-

sion on the number one quarterback

wouldn't come until this week. Sophomore

Mike Trifari and transfer Bob Williamson

also are pressing Simeone and Alabama
transfer Tim Hecht can not be counted out.

Freshman Roger Baldacci and Bill

Shaugnessy are also looking good.

"They all have great arms, but some of

the other guys have better touch then Jim-

my throwing short passes. I'd like to mix

up the short and long game more this

season. We threw a lot of long passes last

season, but few were complete," Stull said.

"I'd like us to run the option more often

and generally have a more advanced of-

fense than last season."

At running back, UMass finally has some

depth. Tailback George Barnwell is the

main threat. The leading returning Yankee

Conference rusher and co-captain, rambled

for 931 yards and three touchdowns last

season. He is backed by sophomore Ted

Barrett. Fullback Frank Fay has been

shelved by a knee operation, meaning

junior college transfers Al Neri (6-2, 230)

and Anthony Strickland (5-11, 205) will

take over.

Neri and Strickland give UMass good

size at fullback, something that Stull was

looking for. "In short yardage situations,

we were coming up without the first down
too often," the coach said. "I think Neri

and Strickland will get us that extra yard."

At split end, redshirt Tom Cioppa and

Juco transfer Lonny Brock are competing

to start. Brock has the advantage with

tremendous speed and gives UM a

legitimate deep threat. Flanker John

Crowley is hoping for a rare injury-free

season. The junior has great speed and

strength and is one of the better athletes

on the team. He will start with redshirt

freshman Jerome Croom in reserve.

At tight end, Mike Kelley (6-4, 220) Bart

Fuller (6-4, 230) and Dimitri Yavis (a 6-7

freshman who also punts) give UMass
great depth. Ed Toffey (6-4, 235) is another

solid TE.
The line returns two starters in right

guard Stan Kaczorowski (6-2, 250) and

right tackle Mike Briggs (6-2, 245). The left

side will feature tackles John Benzinger of

Bob Greaney and guard Sheldon Hardison.

Back-ups include Mike Barrette, bill But-

tler, Peter Borsari and Sal Tartaglione.

The center will be Peter Montini with John

Lanza and freshman Craig Wagner back-

ing him up.

Devensively, the three down linemen will

be UMass' strength. Nose tackle Mike

Dwyer (6-2, 265) and tackles Ed Sullivan

(6-4, 250) and Bruce Strange (6-3, 235) give

UMass a potent rush, if healthy. Manny
Fernandez, Steve Robar, Joe Cullen, Mark
McGinley and Mike Moran are in reserve.

The linebacker corps return only one

starter in Vito Perrone, the team's leading

tackier with 82 primary hits. Right now,

however, he is listed bieng hard-hitting

Steve Silva at left inside linebacker. The
left outside slot is Paul Manganaro's. The
right inside position is manned by red-shirt

freshman John McKeown. Todd Rundle is

right outside, but is being pushed by Jim

Turner and Kevin Oulette which will give

UM good depth.

The secondary of cornerbacks Chris

Wood and Carlos Silva and safeties Paul

Platek and former fullback Bob Shelmire is

a good one. Wood and Silva started last

season, Platek is a co-captain and one of

the leading returning tacklers and
Shelmire, after two years of frustration of-

fensively, is a tremendous hitter. The
secondary backs-up Silva, ex-receiver Jim

Earle is behind Wood while Scott Brown
and Kirk Williams are reserve safeties.

Tandler is a consistent punter who had

an average of 36 yards last season.

Placekicker George Papoutsidis is gone

and Stull is searching for his heir. Kac-

zorowski is a possibility with freshman

Tom Moran, Larry Brough and Silvio Bon-

vini also trying to win the position. Rolf

Wendt, a former soccer player, came in

two weeks ago and kicked well, but Stull is

still worried about the kicking game.

"We'll be better — how much better re-

mains to be seen," Stull said. Potentially

this could be a very good team, we'll need

some breaks against the better teams on

our schedule, but overall I'm very confi-

dent in our chances."

"I don't like losing, nobody does, and I'm

not going to see a repeat of last season.

Those days, 1 hope, are gone for UMass
football."

Tailback George Barnwell is the leading returning rusher in the

Yankee Conference after running for 931 yards last season. He is also

the leading returning pass receiver for UMass.

Massachusetts ata aglance
Returning Lettermen: 32
Lettermen Lost: 13

1984 Redshirts: 12

Type of Offense: Split Back

Type of Defense: 3-4

Returning Starters: 14

Offense: 6

Defense: 7

Starters Returning:

Weaknesses: Positional switches

mean some players will need to ad-

just, offensive line has three new
players while injury to FB Frank

Fay is costly. No placekicker has

emerged.

Strengths: Defensive line, depth at

running back and in secondary. Adjust-

ment to Stull is completed after his first

season. Barnwell is an explosive back,

capable of leading league in rushing.

Stan Kaczorowsky qg 6-2, 245 Jr.

Mike Briggs ()T 6-2, 245 Sr.

Jim Simeone QB 6-2, 245 Sr.

Frank Fay FB 5-8, 180 Sr.

George Barnwell TB 5-9, 170 Sr.

John Crowley FL 5-10, 165 Sr.

Mike Dwyer NG 6-2, 265 Sr.

Ed Sullivan DT 6-4, 255 Sr.

Bruce Strange DT 6-3, 230 Jr-

Vito Perrone LB 6-4, 220 Jr

Carios Silva CB 5-10. 180 Sr.

Chris Wood CB 5-10, 180 Sr.

Paul Platek SS 5-10. 190 Sr.

Jim Tandler p 6-2, 217 So.

Linebacker-punter Jim Tandler (left), split end Lonny Brock (center) and qurterback Jim Simeone (right) will play key roles of UM this season.
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Sandwiches served with Onions • Lettuce • Tomatoes • Pickles

Green Peppers and Black Olives • Spices

(Extra-Cheese or Mushrooms 20* extra)

the SUB
SANDWICHES on Syrian Bread or Sub Roll

THE SPECIAL — Turkey Ham & American Cheese

THE SUPER — Genoa — Pepperoni — Ham — Bologna — Provelone

ITALIAN — Pepperoni — Genoa Salami — Provelone

COMBO — Ham — Bologna — Genoa Salami

BOLOGNA

STEAK and CHEESE

GENOA SALAMI

PEPPERONI

ROAST BEEF

TURKEY

PASTRAMI

HAM

HAM & GENOA SALAMI

CRAB SALAD

CHICKEN SALAD

EGG SALAD

TUNA SALAD

FOOT SUB DOG

FOOT CHILI DOG

MEATBALL

MEATBALL & CHILI

VEGETARIAN

CHEESE — American or Provelone

UJ
UJ
oc
u.

30mm

TRAIN WITH THE VERY BEST . .

.

The Pioneer Weight Club is the place to be. We offer special semester rates for

students so that they can train at the best equipped gym around. Over one

hundred students were with us last semester. If you want to find out why. come in

and try us out. Personal workout plans are available for men and women atony

level of development.We hove the most diversified membership around. People

of all ages, whether they've never been in a gym before, all ttie way to the best

bodybuilders in the area.

The Pioneer Weight Club offers:

• OVER 10.000 LBS. OF FREE WEIGHTS WITH BENCHES
• A WIDE RANGE OF CAM MACHINES AND PULLEY UNITS

• A COMPLETE POWER ROOM
• 3500 S€L FT. INCLUDING COMPLETE LOCKER ROOMS
• A FULL SELECTION OF VITAMINS AND SUPPLEMENTS

. PERSONALIZED WORKOUT PLANS. WITH PROFESSIONAL

TRAINERS

We're a year old now and we've expanded again in order to give everyone the best

gym available. Ask around, ifs the best!

PIONEER
WEIGHT
CLUB

139B Damon Road • Northampton • 584-2175

WE PRINT
Dorm Sweatshirts

T-Shirts

Painters Caps

Quantity Discounts

586-9205 Hampshire Mall

New at the SUB - SOFT SERVE

FREE
Small Soft Serve Cone

with the purchase of a whole sub
expires 9/15/85

OPEN 1 1 AM - 2 AM SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
549-5160 33 E. Pleasant St. 549-5160

oouoDonuoooonnniinnnnnniiir '
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Hiugyb Restaurant

Welcome Back Students
Week Long Specials -

Rolling Rock 99'

positive ID required

Large Pizza & Pitcher
|

(Beer or Soda) i

v/-3SI with this coupon I

expires Sept. 11. 1985 |
ask your waitperson for details J

55 University Dr., Amherst 549-5713

Women's soccer seeks

return trip to Final Four
Fiayerforpkuer, VMmay be the best

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Just how good is the University of Massachusetts'

women's soccer team?

Good enough that head coach Kalekeni Banda can

predict, despite losing his top scorer unexpectedly two

weeks ago, that his Minutewomen "will do as well as last

season, if not better."

All last season produced was a 15-3-2 record and a trip

to the NCAA Division I Final Four in North Carolina, so

Banda must have reason to be so confident.

He does. A young (seven freshmen and five sophomores)

UMass team has as much skill as any Banda has had in his

five years at the helm, and more speed. Banda, who has

taken two teams to the Final Four and never finished

lower than 12th nationally, expects the 1985
Minutewomen, ranked second in pre-season national polls,

"will be as good as they want to be, and if that includes

reaching the top, I wouldn't be suprised."

The chances of accomplishing that would be better with

the return of last season's top scorer, sophomore forward

Jolie DePauw. UM's top scorer (14 goals, six assists for 34

points) is taking the semester off, informing Banda just

before pre-season sessions.

Banda will count on the returning sophomores for a bulk

of his scoring. Cathy Spence (11-8-30) and Monica Seta

(7-2-16) are both good scorers. Midfielders Carolyn

Micheel (4-4-12) and Kristen Bowsher (6-3-15) will have to

move up more often and get off shots. Middie Jamie

Waston and defender Debbie Belkin are also good

shooters.

Seven recruits (three forwards, a midfielder and three

goalies) will play large roles in Banda' s plans. The for-

wards were among America's best high school players and
two may start for UMass.

Cathy Cassady and Michelle Powers will flank Seta on

the forward line with Spence and Beth Roundtree coming

off the bench frequently. Spence racked up 30 points off

the pines last season, taking advantage of tired defenders.

In Banda's offense, it's not who starts the ?amp 't'^^ who
finishes it.

The midfielders are a solid group with Bowsher in the

middle and Micheel and Watson on the sides. Cassady and

Powers may drop back to bring more speed and ball con-

trol abilities to the middle.

Belkin and Chris Schmitt will be in the middle of the

defense with Sue Bird (a co-captain along with Watson)

and feshman Sue Montagne on the sides.

And, of course, there are the goalies. Banda made few

excuses for last season's duo of Jeanne Paul and Lisa

Ellis. Despite allowing less than 0.70 goals-per-game, Ban-

da was displeased with his goaltending tandem, saying it

cost him the three losses.

"We would always let up the easy goal at the worst

time, and as a result, the defenders would play back in-

stead of pushing the play. I wasn't pleased with our

goalies."

Paul and Ellis left the team and Banda recruited three

top high school prospects, hoping that one turns into "a

tcum leader, a girl that will take charge and direct us, and

win me the big games."

Carla DeSantis, Brooke Adams and Jean Holland were

the top keepers in Massachusetts, New York and Cc^lorado

respectively and by the first game (September 1 1 at home
against Keene State) Banda hopes to have a permanent

keeper.

Defender Debbie Belkin is a mainstay of the

UMass women's soccer team. Coach Kalekeni

Banda's team hopes to return to the NCAA Final

Four.

Band?, thinks that with the increased maturity of the

sophomores, the skills of the freshmen and his new goalie,

UM could be better than last season.

"I want to eliminate the mistakes and mentally he a step

ahead of <mr opponents, because on the level we play at

everybody is equal physically, it's a matter of

anticipation," banda said.

"We want to win our region (Massachusetts, Connec-

ticut, Vermont and New Hampshire) and get into the tour-

nament, the rest will take care of itself. 1 think we are

capable of going places."
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Amherst area's largest

selection of imported and
domestic wine and liquor.
In store wine tasting every Saturday 12-5 pm

• Cold Kegs
' Ice

> Returnable bottles and cans welcome

OPEN 10 am - 11 pm
253-5384 or 256-8433

Rt. 9 East Amherst

¥
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UMass field hockey:

bring on the powers
Ruggedschedule faces stickerson tourney road

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of

Massachusetts field hockey

coach Pam Hixon was asked

how many times her teams

have made the NCAA Final

Four.

"Five times," answered

Hixon quickly. "Make that

four," she corrected herself,

"I was already counting this

year."

She's not being overconfi-

dent either. In seven years,

Hixon has guided six teams

to the national tournament.

She took a young team into

the tourney last season, on-

ly to lose to rival Connec-

ticut 4-3 in four overtimes.

Three of the top four

scorers return from last

season. A high-scoring

transfer and seven talented

freshmen round out what
could be one of UMass' best

teams in the sport.

"Traditionally, we've
been strong and I expect

that we will have another

good team," Hixon said.

"We've got solid players at

every position and I think

the mental atittude to get

through a tough schedule.

When asked to name a

weakness, Hixon grew
silent and after a few

minutes of thought replied,

"I don't think we have an

actual weakness. The major

problem is finding what

group of girls will work the

best together."

Offesnively, the

Minutewomen return

leading scorer Tonia Ken-

nedy. The sophomore
scored 13 goals and had

four assists last season.

Senior defender Megan
Donnelly, an academic Ail-

American and member of

the U.S. national team now
touring Europe, chipped in

with nine goals and an

assist. Junior midfielder

Chris Kocot added six goals.

Throw in senior midfielder

Judy Morgan and junior for-

ward Erin Caniff (four goals

and an assistant each) and

the scoring punch seems

set, especially after adding

freshmen forwards Kathy

DeAngelis, Ruth Vasapolli

and Julie Stuart.

Northwestern transfer

Lisa Griswold has been

labeled as "one of our best

scorers," by Hixon and has

two years of eligibility.

In the middle, look for

Stuart, Morgan, Kocot, Lil

Hultin and Amy Robertson.

Defensively, Donnelly, Nan-

cy O'Halloran, Karissa

Neihoff and Sandy Crowley

are back and will see a lot of

playing time.

Four freshmen defenders:

Pam Bustin, Colleen Reilly,

Chris Gutheil and Kathe

Derwin are all capable of

breaking into starting

lineup.

In the nets, sophomore
Lynn Carlson allowed an

average of 1.2 goals-per-

game last season, but will be

pushed by senior Kathy

Rowe.
UMass outshot its op-

ponents 451-158 last season

and had an advantage of

263-113 in corners. This

season, UMass will face one

of the toughest schedules in

the nation. The
Minutewomen will open
with Virginia and will

tangle with the likes of

Iowa, Temple, defending

NCAA champ Old Domi-

nion, Harvard, UConn,
Michigan and Purdue.

"It's the type of schedule

I like, it's one that is tough

enough to test us and one

that, if we manage a good

Wednesday, September 4, 1985. .Collegian ic

Tonia Kennedy led the University of Massachusetts field hockey team in

scoring last season with 13 goals and four assists^

record, will get us into the

tournament," said Hixon.

"My goal is to take them

as far as they can go," Hix-

on said. "I think the new
players will adjust to our

style of play. We have some
kids who played in the

Junior Olympics (DeAnglis

and Bustin) and Donnelly

will be much improved after

the experiences she is hav-

ing. I'm looking forward to

this year."

When the Final Four is an

old friend, being knocked

out in the first round means
there is a score to settle and

the UMass field hockey

team is ready to do just

that.
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CAROL'S HEAD QUARTERS
full service salon

reasonable rates

walk-ins welcome

Free Sample
|

with this coupon |

Shampoo & Conditioners I

and Styling Gels
j

'15 Russell St R! • 9

^ (

1-(413) 584-9948
WalK-ins Welcome

^f= ^«= =»<=

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

,et#'^^AO^.
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NORTHAMPTON
BOWL

would like to welconne

all freshnnen

to the area 1

1

525 Pleasant St.

Northampton
584-4830

$1. OFF Bowling {

with this coupon

expires 10/30/85

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
DANCING

3 to 4 NIGHTS A WEEK
Jazz
Blues

Rock
New Wave
EVERY

WEDNESDAY
WE ARE THE
BOSS CLUB!!

(Tribute to Bruce Springsteen)

Free Munchies Nightly
Free Hors d'oerv^ on Fridays

24 Pleasant street

Northampton), MA
586 4258

parking in rear

Big changes . .

.

at The Cage

Renovationsnearcompletion
The Curry Hicks Cage has long been the symbol of

University of Massachusetts basketball. A small, crusty

old building, the Cage is nevertheless loved by all of the

4,200 UMass fans that crowded into it for each home
game.
The building underwent extensive renovations starting

last fall and the basketball teams spent their seasons in

Springfield, playing before uninspired crowds of 300-500
people. The Cage is schedlued for completion by the first

f)askethall game, November 23.

F*hoto editor Derek Roberts visited the site last week
and came back with these images of the new Cage.
On top (left) the old Cage was a dark place, poorly lit and

cramped, the newer version (top right) has been painted

white, the dirt floor has been replaced by an all-purpose

surface (which will be covered by a wooden floor for

games.)

The old wooden track has been replaced by a new sur-

face (below). The outside (right) will feature a new lobby

and locker room area. The creaky stands are being replac-

ed by retractable bleachers (bottom.)

The familiar scoreboard will remain intact (bottom

right).

The Cage, when completed, will be used for basketball,

volleyball, indoor practices for the baseball, softball,

lacrosse and track teams as well as other functions.

"The Cage is a symbol of the effort the athletic depart-

ment is making towards success," UMass athletic director

F>ank Mclnerney said. "It's a great building, and it looks

good. I'll be glad to get our teams back in it."
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CALL. WE'VE RENOVATED
BUT WE HAVEN'T

CHANGED!!

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

Pick up the phone-that's

all It takes to get a piping

hot, delicious Domino's
Pizza delivered to your

door in 30 minutes or

less. No problem!

r"
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Free
Coca-Cola'

Enioy

Coke

One free can of Coca Cola

with the purchase of

any 16" pizza.

One coupon per pizza.

Expires Sept. 18, 1985

Fast, Free Delivery

• Rt. 9, Russell St.

Phone: 256-8911

• 107 Sunderland Rd.

Phone: 549-2790

our beer is still warm
and food is still lousy

TIME OUT

Men's soccer suffers abad break
ManaVs leg injury limits hooters offense

With the injury to leading scorer Kurt Manal, for-

ward Ferdie Adoboe (above) will be counted on
for much of the men's soccer team's scoring.

by PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

With all-star forwart Kurt
Manal the University of

Massachusett's men's soc-

cer team is a very good one.

Without him, the
Minutemen may be just a
very ordinary team.

Manal, who led UMass
with 11 goals in his

freshman season, broke his

leg during a spring game
against Boston University.

The break has healed but

the leg lost much of its mus-
cle, leaving Manal without
the speed and stamina that

made him a New England
all-star.

As a result, Manal will

miss the entire season.

"With him, we can improve
on last season, without him
we're an unknown
quantity," said coach Jeff

Gettler.

UMass went 9-8-3 last

season, upsetting powerful

Providence College and the

i[Dr«15Hlffi5SS[Brfi!SS

37 N. Pleasant St.

Don't Drink and Drive

Proper ID Required

Airline & Amtrack Tickets You should seriously consider

Cruises - Packages - Hotels booking your vacation flights

now -

while prices are low and seats

are still available.

r
TRAVI5L

v^

FREE TICKET DELIVERY
No service charges.

CALL

549-7117

228 TRIANGLE ST. AMHERST MA. 01002

SIGN-UP
* *NOW

BODY. ^^_^___^__SHOP advanced fitness training centers

Co-ed Fitness Centers at 2 on-campus locations

TOTMAN (NOPE) and BOYDEN gyms

^featuring 34 Omnikinetic Exercise Machines
(better machines for burning calories, strength and toning than Nautilus and Universal!)

SIGN-UP
* NOW *

Still only $45.00
for 14 weeks

* Come in for free workout during sign-up hours *

Sign-up

BOYDEN or TOTMAN (NOPE)

8-9 am, 11-1 pm, 4-6 pm

For further

information

call 545-1566

Sign up before Sept. 13th
and receive a

FREE Body
Composition Test

$20 value
(% fat, muscle mass,

recommended weight, daily calories)

REGULAR HOURS BEGIN SEPT. 9th

BOYDEN

M-F
7-9 am, 12-1 pm

4-6 pm

TOTMAN
M-F

7:30-9 am, 11-1 pm
4-6 pm, 7-9 pm
Sat 12-3 pm

WANT
REAL

IMPORTED

/^TAR PARTS?

~1

SEE US.

CAMPUS
AUTO PARTS

We bring you the famous VERA line of O.E M quality imported car parts the

real thing more than 20.000 part numbers made by more than 300

manufacturers in the countries where the cars are made — Japan, England,

Germany. Sweden. France and Italy. So for the right part, the right quality and

the right price, see us!

107 SUNDERLAND ROAD
NO. AMHERSTAUTNOnilCO

^i€»ia^
OtIOINAl ttUAllTV/

IMfOtTCAi /
PAan

5493945
The store where you get the real thing!

University of Connecticut

on way to its first winning
season since 1977. The
Minutemen enjoyed a top

New England ranking and
national recognition before

faltering late in the season.

Gettler, in his fourth year,

returns 14 lettermen and
was hoping to achieve
similar success, until

Manal's injury.

Without Manal, Gettler is

desp)erately seeking scor-

ing. The remaining frontline

playeis include senior Fer-

die Adoboe. The triple

jumper- turned -forward
scored one goal last season

and Gettler makes it clear

more is expected of the

speedy Amherst High
graduate.

Ferdie just has to score
for us to do well without
Kurt," Gettler said. "I ex-

pect a lot of him."

Joining Adoboe is high

school Ail-American F^.J.

Swicklbauer. "I expect F.J.

to help us right away," said

Gettler. "He's a talented

kid with a good scoring

touch. Again, we'll need him
to score,"

UMass' best player, with

Manal on the shelf, is mid-

fielder Andy Bing. "He's
magic," said Gettler. "He
scored the game-winners
against PC and UConn last

year and he's only a
sophomore."

Bing, who scored five

goals last year, teams in the

midfield with senior Mike
Bellino and junior John
Shannon. Bellino missed all

of 1985 with a knee injury

while Shannon improved to

the point where Gettler is

labeling him as the key to

the midfield's play. Senior
Tom Uschok (four goals)

provides needed depth and
will see considerable playing

time.

On the back lines,

sophomore sweeper Matt
Gushing returns aJfter an in-

jury plagued freshman
season. "Matt's a great

player who really backbones
our defense," Gettler said.

"We need a strong season

from him."

Other back line players in-

clude Rich Baldwin, Paul

Ricard and Matt Dowd.
"They're all big strong kids,

the type you need on
defense," said the coach.

The UMass goaltending

was a sore spot with Gettler

last season. Don Donahue
played much of the year and
Gettler said that he has im-

proved, but has other can-

didates to push him.

Freshman Sam Ginzburg
and transfer Mark Newman
(from Ohio State) are con-

tending tor the goalit' job

and Gettler hopes to put it

in one man's hands before

the season.

"It's a tough decision, but

I think I'm ready to make a
tough decision," Gettler
said.

Another back that could

see action is St. Peter's

transfer Kevin Knopf,
brother of graduated
UMass baseball pitcher Jim.

He has three years after

starting for St. Peter's.

"I'd like to find consistent

goaltending, more scoring

(UMass scored 2\ in 20

games) and general im-

provement from what I feel

was already a good team,"
Gettler said. "This is the

year UMass soccer could

really go places."

If they survive their

schedule.

UMass open in Akron
against a tough Akron team
and then Bowling Green,

one of Division 11 's best

teams. Akron was ranked
seventh in Division I. They
also face B.U.. UConn,
Brooklyn, Southern Con-

necticut and Harvard, all

preseason powerhouses.

"We have a depth and
talent this season," the

iiigh-reaching coach said.

"I'm excited as hell because
I think we can do well."

Oldandnew sports wanted
Anyone interested in

writing for the best sports

section among New
England college
newspapers should attend

an introductory meeting in

the Collegian's newsroom
(Room 113 Campus
Center) on Thursday,
September 5th at .5 p.m.

All staffers (meaning
you F^i, John, Roger, and
anybody else) had better
alteml. Associate sports
editor position! s) are open.

Back to School at

COLLEGE DRUG
• College Ruled Notebooks

50 sheets reg 99« NOW 49'

80 sheets reg $1.79 NOW 89'

5 subject notebooks $1.59

legal pads 89*

• Plastic

Toothbrush Holders

& Soap Dishes 40-^

• Tubular Hangers 10* each

• Extension Cords 1^2 ft¥2.«>

• Electric Hot Pot $4.99

• Revlon Aquamarine
Shampoo or Conditioner

99* ea
We are a postal substation

6 now we have cold soda

COLLEGE
DWG

9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9

4 MAIN STREET. AMHERST
Phone 253-2523
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Talented volleyball looks to tourney
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

In the seven years Elaine Sortino has

been volleyball coach, she has never had to

make the decisions she will have to make
this season.

"In the past, I've had four, maybe five

good players, I mean real good players,"

said the University of Massachusetts

coach. "This season, I've got 16 players I

can honestly say are good players, and I

can only keep 12. It's a tough decision, but

there are worse decisions to make."

Sortino has seven freshmen and a junior

transfer that are new to the team. One of

UM's few Division II sports, volleyball will

move into the Altantic 10 next season. The

A- 10 is considered the best volleyball con-

ference west of the Mississippi with such

national powers as Penn State.

"It's good we're getting better players,

because we're going to need them next

season," the coach said. "But as far as this

season is concerned, I'm very upbeat and

?gli^ll»llfalftailfesJ«Ur=Jf=if=l

excited about our chances."

UMass went 29-19 last season and made
the post-season ECAC tournament. Sor-

tino is hoping for a repeat of that season, if

not better.

Returning for UMass are senior outside

hitters Sally Mahar and Ann Ringrose.

"They've been mainstays, especially Sally

(a four-year starter) said Sortino. "I think

they'll continue to play well."

Defender Debbie Cole is back along with

middle blockers Marcy Guiliotis and Sarah

Ryan. Sortino is looking for a setter,

volleyball's version of a quarterback in that

she runs the team's offense.

Five candidates have emerged for the

vital position. Sophomore Cheryl Alves

played last season and three freshmen:

Julliette Primer, Cathy Lis and Julie Smith

have good backgrounds. Former Polish

junior team member Violetta Gladkowska,

a transfer from Massasoit Community Col-

lege in Brockton, MA. is an excellent

player.

Four other freshmen will also be looking

for positions. They are middle blocker Bar-

bara Meehan and outside hitters Nancy

McParland, Christine McEnroe and Susan

Power.
"I think our strengths will be that we will

be a bigger (taller) team and therefore a

better blocking one. We're drawing the

Massachusetts kids finally, and they are

good players. We're traditionally a strong

serving team and I don't think that will

change," Sortino said.

"We will be hurt by our lack of ex-

perience and I think that early on, we'll be

exciting but ragged. I'd like to run a 6-2 set

(two setters) so that will depend on two set-

ters being good enough to play together.

We'll know a lot more after the first few

weeks of the season."

UMass will face a tough schedule with

matches against American International,

Lowell, Holy Cross and other regional

rivals. The Minutewomen will also be in

seven tournaments, including two it will

host, the UMass Classic and the UMass in-

vitationals.

.j&^&Sm^X &
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Amherst Insurance

and
Real Estate

20 G.MEHOL SE RD
AMHERST. MASSAC HISETTS

(413) 253-9387

AUTO, MOTORCYCLE, RENTERS,

HOMEOWNERS INSURANCE

* Lacrosse
summer league.

Three junior college players are heading
for Amhersst and will fit into the (k»rilla's

plans right away. John Jordan, the MVP of

the JUCO tournament as a defenseman for

Nassau and Chris Knapp, a 6-3 defenseman
from Nassau, both have two years of

Continued from page 2

eligibility. Baltimore native Paul Thomas
attended Hofstra for a year, dropped out

and played for the Coral Springs lacrosse

club in Florida, a UM opponent during its

spring trip. "He's by far the best club

player down there," said Garber.

1
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I KARATE

I HEALTH \ - ~y I I

I FITNESS
* CENTER \ ^ ^ I s

460 West St.

Amherst 256-0080

Collegian iic

UMass Cross Country

:

Men have experiencedsquad

Ti^lis

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A young, but experienced, men's cross

country team faces one of the toughest

schedules in University of Massachusetts'

history this fall.

Head coach Ken 0' Brian enters his 18th

season depending on six returning let-

termen, five of which are either

sophomores or juniors.

Senior John Panaccione, the school

record holder in the 3,000 meter with a

NCAA qualifying time of 13:52 last spring,

has developed into one of the East's better

distance runners. After leading the team to

a fifth place in the New England cross

country championships, he set school and

personal records both indoors and out-

doors, including a second place in the

Eastern Championships with a 8:55 two
mile.

Panaccione is joined by sophomore Paul

Stanislawczyk, a solid second man on the

team last season. He was fourth in the in-

door two mile at the New F2nglands and a

3:52 1.500. Wayne Levy, a junior, can also

be counted on for help. The Jamaica native

showed his range last season placing in the

Eastern's 3,000 and 10,000. In five years of

organized running. Levy has shown
outstanding improvement and is solidly

among the Minutemen's top five.

Jan Novak placed in both the New
England 1,500 and IC4A 4 x 800 relay.

I Womenlookforaleadnmner
\mtinunt oil fingf li

S WHY NOT THE BEST?.
g

I

i
Q
I INSTRUCTORS

I
<

Donna Kelley: 2 years #1 in New England

Larry Kelley: 4 years top-10 USA

^F*.
^
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Collegian Sports is smashing 5 STUDIO <
Kirik Jenness: Instructor since 1975

5000 square feet of workout space

Free-weights, showers, video reviews

I PROGRAM <
On bus route

10 beginner classes weekly

Kenpo, Tae Kwon Do, Sport Karate

S
a

I

s

5

Low student rate

Cautious optimism.

That's about the best way to describe the

feelings of second year coach Caroline Gar-
diner when she talks about her University

of Massachusetts women's cross country
team.

"We have the kind of team that could go
out and be real strong, or revert back to

last year's form," said Gardiner. "It's fun-

ny, we have a group of girls that are all

within a few minutes of each other, but no
one runner that will go out and get us a
place in a bier meet"
After a 1-5 dual meet season and ninth

place finish in the New England champion-
ships, the Minutewomen will be looking for

.

improvement. The rugged schedule in-

cludes Yale and Dartmouth, two regional

powers as well as the Rutgers Invita-

tionals.

Last season's top six runners return and
if that group remains injury-free, UMass
will have a better team.

Junior Sally Howes was number one last

season for the Minutewomen, but was

slowed by sickness. Seniors Uoreen

Erickson and Lauren Heyl are back along

with juniors Deidre Doyle and Laureen
Doughty. Sophomore Sarah Kitchell ran

well last season and could move to the front

of the UMass pack. Junior* Eileen Kelly

spent much of 1985 on the injured list and
her return will add depth.

A group of 5-10 incoming freshmen will

"provide depth and push us from the bot-

tom," according to Gardiner.

"We ran all bunched up last year, no one
person took a big lead," (Jardiner noted.

"I'm looking for somebody to come in this

year, become our best runner and place

highly. At this point, without seeing the

girls, I don't know who that will l)e. There
are a number of girls who could fill that

slot, it's just up to them to come out and
take it."

"1 think we're talented enough to do
well," she said. "With a year of experience

and hopefully no injuries, this team will \)e

much better than last year's."

miDAS'

THE ECONOMIZER
MUFFLER

I QUALITY USED CLOTHING
I COSTUME JEWELRY

* Down the road from Brittany Manor,

^ Southwood and Riverglade

Î SOUTH VILLAGE SQUARE
460 West St, South Amherst

- no consignments -

open

Wed thru Sunday 11-4

BEGINNER TO BLACK BELT ARE WELCOME.
|
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g AMHERST DELICATESSEP^ g
S In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975! =

On-Campus & Apartment
Delivery Available • 549-6314

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Foot-Long Subs

• Fresh Soups & Salads
•Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheesecake

i

THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEIN

Regular

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
The Economizer mjftler from Midas fits rnost

American-made cars and trucks Your satisfaction

with this product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Muffler is

warranted by Midas for one year from the

date of installation and will be replaced

free of charge if it fails during this period

Offer Expires 9/30/85.

Per wheel
(most cars)

Resular 37.*

BRAKE SPECIAL

233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst • 549-6314
Open Man Sat., 9 a.m.- 10 p.m. ...Sun.. 9-6

ifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii r:

NO
BOOZE
AT U-MASS
Until at least Nov. 1st. But you can
find a broad line of liquor, beer &
wine at competitive prices at C & C.

C & C LIQUORS
61 MAIN ST., AMHERST

DISC BRAKES
» l-(c«? 4-Whec-i bn>e
(<spti.iicn
• ReplQrp pods will, i.t V

guotunteed diic uids
• Resurfoce 'otor;
• Inspect grease s.Ciis

• Inspect ond repocK
wheel bearings

• Inspect colipers
• Inspect hydraulic sysien
• Lubricote caliper onchof
• Inspect fluid levels
• Add fluid if required
• Rood test

Ouar«nt*«. Midas biaKe shoe'< duo that DidKe ^dOb die 'va'iaMcO lor

as long as you o»»n your Amencan or foreign cat van or light liucK

(undsr U.CXX) lbs ) It Ifiey ever ^eac new Midas biake shoes or pads
will b« Installed without charge for the shoes oi pads or the labor to

Install thti shoes or pads Additional parts and/or laboi required to

restore the system to operational condition are entra

DRUM BRAKES
. » ,.p 4 Wheel broKe
InS^ ••t ion
• ('• .Intw* shoes v/ith new

gii.ii'i^.eed linings

• Re.urtoce drums
• Inspect wheel cylinders
• Inspect hold down springs]
• Lubricote bockirig plotes
• Inspect hydraulic system
• Readjust brokes
• Rood test

Welcome
Students

Professional

and

Coin-Op Cleaning

FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

143 KING ST.
JCT. RTES. 9 & 11

6

NORTHAMPTON
HADLEY

586-4840
586-9991

Midas lilEIlEi

MINUTEMAN
CLEANERS
5 Pray St., Amherst

*

INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

25%
OFF

the purchase of

any one itenn from our

BIG & TALL i

Departnnent |

with this coupon only |

Expires Sat 9-14-85 |

-.-.J

BIG&
TALL

AT DISCOUNT PRICES

BIG SIZES IX, 2X, 3X, 4X

TALL SIZES Medium, Large, X-Large

2X, 3X; 38" inseams available

•*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

CLOTHES
• NORTHAMPTON HampPlaza, North King St., near Big Y Liquors

• GREENFIELD 156 Main Street, Downtown
• WARE Phillips Plaza, West St. (Route 32), in the Brookfield Shoe Store

TOGO
• JEANS • SLACKS • PANTS •

• SHIRTS • SWEATSHIRTS •

• TOPS • UNDERWEAR • SWEATERS
• SOCKS • SPORTCOATS • JACKETS

JUST FUN
ARCADE

Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley

The only Arcade that gives you

8 tokens

for your dollar

Welcomes back all the

UMass Students

and asks them to bring this ad

and get 2 Tokens Free

1 per person per day

offer expires Sept. 14, '85
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now the Score
Read the Sports
BOSTON GLOBE SPORTING NEWS NY TIME!

Red Sox,Yankees;
UMASS Minutemen,
Celtics, Patriots,

Bruins,Whalers,

.x_/

Located in the Student Union

. Open M-F 7:30 am - 10 pi

tllB Sat - Sun 8:30 - 10 prr^

tow

LIQUORS—
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

BEER SPECIALS
Bud, Bud Light, Miller Lite ^^
Coors, Coors Light 12 oz. cans. . V 1 1 -iKI case + dep.

Busch 12 oz. cans $9.95 case + dep.

Ballantlne 12 pk. 12 oz. cans $3.25 12 pk. + dep.

Heineken Light or Dark 12 oz. bottles $3.99 6 pk. + dep

$15.00 case + dep.

Becks, Grolsch, Wurzburger
12 oz. bottles $4.25 6 pk + dep.

LIQUOR
Vodka or Gin 80° $7.99 1 .75 liter $4.99 1 liter

Kahlua SjSi^ $10.99 750 ml.

Rum 80° Light or Dark $9.99 1 .75 liter

Gllbeys Gin 80° iUjO^ $11.99 1.75 liter

WINE
Very Wide Selection of 1982 Red Bordeaux

$2.99 and up
Champagnes $2.99 and up

Many Italian, German, French

Red or White Wines. . . .$1.99 and up

Many, Many More Store Specials

Quantity Discounts Available

PLENTY OF ICE COLD BEER!!
18 Main St. 253-5441 Amherst, Massachusetts 01002

Welcome Back Students
••••••••••••••****•••••••••••••••••*••••••**

NEED FURNITURE?
We've got it good!

All Bookcases 10% off
example: 24"x 48"x 9%" pine bookcase

with adjustable shelves ONLY $31.95

4-Drawer Pine Chest $65.95

Clothes Drying Rack $11.95

J We also carry: Desks, Platform Beds, Futon

J Couch/ Beds, Kitchen Sets, Coffee & End Tables
j

4-

5 Mon-Sat 9-6; Thurs & Fri evenings 'till 9

CARPENTER'S BROTHERS
Furniture Company

107 Sunderland Rd, N. Amherst

549-6758

Directions: from UMASS campus take N. Pleasant St. north.

At light in N. Amherst (by church) go straight, then bear left at

fork. We're % mile on the right.

cAnn Tieldg

Country^ ^ie
^l^staufant

NOW OPEN IN HADLEY
Route 9

(formerly Howard Johnsons)

A Family Restaurant

&
Take Home Pie Shop

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Full Menu • Full Liquor License

Open 7 am to 10 pm Sun thru Thurs

To 12 pm Friday and Saturday

Celebrate Yourself!

401 Russell St. (Rte. 9)

Hadley 584-0311

i
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Panasonic Oual cassette

AM/FM Stereo Music System

Panasonic Oual cassette

Portable Stereo System

An AM/FM stereo receiver

teams with a dual Dolby*
cassette deck and semi-
automatic turntable. Plus,

there's a built-in S-band
graphic equalizer and, a pair of

full range speakers to complete
this outstanding value.

SAVE

$189.99

SAVE *70

Listen to your favorite music at

home or on-the-go AM/FM
receiver, double cassette sec-

tion, which permits you to dub
your own cassettes'
Detachable 2-way speakers
connections for a turntable.

And you can custom-tailor the
sound with the built-in &-band
graphic equalizer.

SAVE $60

$169.99

SAVE $90
y^ ...JBl

25 watt Scott

AM/FM stereo receiver

3 year parts & labor guarantee,

solid state, analog tuning,

handles two sets of speakers 79
70

T ;- IT

FISHER 100 watt double

Cassette Rack Stereo System
A 100-watt per channel
amplifier with a quartz digital

AM/FM stereo synthesized

tuner, automatic linear tracking

turntable a Dolby* dual
cassette deck with high speed
dubbing. A 14-control graphic

equalizer. Fisher three-way
speakers and a component
cabinet are also included.

Save $300

$799.99

^4yf */o

Technics 40 watt digital

AM/FM stereo receiver

40 watt AM/FM digital

receiver, 16 FM presets, solid

state, quartz tuning, DC
amplifier $149.99

S'Sff

FISHER METAL DOLBY
DOUBLE CASSETTE TAPE DECK

Record your own cassettes

with this dual cassette deck*

Make a cassette for your car

stereo, personal stereo. Dolby*

Noise Reduction.

99

fi * ^ o o a fi o nnfififi n (3

harman kardon 330 dei.

AM/FM stereo receiver

Our best receiver line & lowest

price on this discrete compo
nent high current super soun

ding receiver. n79
S4^£ '70

TEAC Dolby B/C DBX
Cassette Tape Recorder

59

AKAI Semi Automatic

DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE

Panasonic
AM/FM STEREO

RADIO & CASSETTE

TAPE PLAYER

Dolby B & C, DBX range ex-

pansion, output level controls,

solenoid controls, counter. $159.99

SAVE

$109.99

SLJ1 Linear

Tracking Belt Turntable

*20 39

AVID
"Best Buy"
Bookshelf
Speakers

SAVE
$60.00

$69.99

harman Kardon ooiby b

Solenoid Cassette Recorder

$ion99The "Best" recorder under
250, Dolby B, solenoid
transport ultrawide band fre-

quency response
189

S4lti '/a

FISHER 20 BAND STEREO
GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

Match your stereo system to 185
speakers and to the room, re-
cording of EQUALIZER signal, 12
db BOOST 129

25% OFF
ALL CAR SPEAKERS

The Sound Company
SPRINGFIELD

Boston Rd. Marshall's Plasa
782-7082

Moii.-Tuis.-Wid. 11-8 P.M. THUR.-FRI. 11-9 P.M.

SPRINGFIELD
477 Sumnar Ava. (at the X)

736-3626
Thurs. A Fri. Till 9 P.M.

CHICO t.

Fairfiald Mall n^^r Caldors
593-5330

M-W til 5:30, ThAP til 8 P.M.. Sun. 12-5 P.M.

AMHERST
201 N. Plaasant Streat

256-0744
•Wad til 5:90 Thurs. ft Fri. til 8 P.M.
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* UMassisback
fashion.

The successful women's team make it purely on the skill

of their coaches. With the exception of the men's basket-
ball team, all UMass teams fall way below NCAA max-
imum scholarship levels. Some awared no scholarships,
but play a schedule of fully-funded teams. The Curry
Hicks Cage, one of New England's most histoHcal hasket-

Continued from page 1

ball arenas, falls into a state of neglect and disrepair.

Practice facilities are few and assistant coaches are rare

for many sports.

Fall 1985. To a person, every coach talks of having

"great" seasons. Teams are looking forward to the play of

in coming freshmen, in many cases high school AU-
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Buy One Pair,

Get The Second Pair
At Half Price!

Saucony^
Running Shoes POfliH « convcRSf

Reach loi (he Stan

At Olympian We Compete To Win.
Right now buy any of our top quality.

brandname shoes at regular price and get

the second* pair at half price. If you
want only one pair, bring a friend

and share the savings'

Olympian has what it takes to win:

the best footwear at the best prices.

* second pair is ot equal or lower price

J 1.
IK J

c.^y.

\V V^ thriveon competition.
Hampshire Man. Rte 9, Hadley. ^

^~7^ /
t

1

J .V / ; _\ -Hampshire Mall, Rte 9,

-v

^ /
/ /

Sale ends 9/7/85
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
TALK OF THE TOWN

atrick & Co.
/'DIstlncth/e Ha 104 Russell Street

Elmwood Shops

Hadley. MA 0I03S

appointments or walkins

(4131 586-7477

THE AREA'S BIGGEST, BEST AND
WILDEST,NIGHTSPOT
WELCOMES YOU BACK,
TO HAVE SOME FUN
Every Wednesday Night

The best five fingered platter pushers in show biz make you
dance til' you drop.

Also LIVE oldies shows coming up

Sept 11th THE PERSUASIONS
Thursday, Sept. 5th
from Richmond, VA

THE GOOD GUYS
if you saw them here with Los Lobos, you know it'.

only S5.00 at the door - $4.00 w/college 'D

Thursday, Sept. 12th
by special arrangement
Epic Recording Artists

FACE To FACE
hit single '10-9-8'

Special Guests FINGERPAINT
New album release, late September catch em'

vyhile they're hot - yowl
»7.00 at the door - $5.00 w/colleqe ID.

Americans. New basketball and football coaches are in the

midst of long-range plans that end with UMass being back

at the top. The Cage is undergoing a two million dollar

facelift and a new multi-purpose stadium is under con-

sideration. Full-time assistants and graduate assistants

are added to almost every sport. The times, as Bob Dylan

sang, they are a changing.

It is safe to assume that the football team will be better

then 3-8 and in time, as coach Bob Stull brings in the con-

ference's best recruits, will be one of the dominant I-AA
teams in the East. The men's basketball team has

recruited players from the Washington, New York and

Baltimore areas with the help of well-connected new assis-

tant coach Dennis Jackson.

Lacrosse coach Dick Garber, going into his 32nd season,

predicts a "new era" for his team and is plotting his climb

back to the top.

The women's basketball team has 14 scholarship players

for the first time. The men's soccer team, after its first

winning season since 1977, is taking on nationally ranked

teams. The traditionally successful women's teams are

getting increased scholarship help and landing recruits

that they had little chance at before, players that will push
them that extra step come Final Four time.

Volleyball, one of the few Division II teams, is planning

its baptism into Division I in 1986. The Softball and
baseball teams bring in the region's best prospects.

Several incoming baseball players were drafted by the ma-
jor leagues, but take UMass' scholarship offer.

The school has added such features as a new weight
room and a strength and conditioning coach to go along

with it. The recruiting of high school athletes becomes a
priority and the funds are provided to accomplish that a

young associate athletic director, experienced in

rebuilding programs, is hired.

The rebuilding of UMass athletics did not come about
without its victims. Seven sports were sliced to the club

level and left by the wayside to fend on their own. Protests

abound, but die quickly. The money saved is put into the

other programs. A fund-raiser is appointed and begins a
program designed to increase scholarship levels and
enhance the overall program.
Mclnerney doesn't point to the cutting of the seven

sports, but admits that it played a large role in creating

the improved morale of his department.
"Things do seem to be looking up," he said. "I think the

Cage is the best symbol of this. People look up at it and
realize we are making the effort."

In any school, sports are important. There will always
be those who will dismiss sporting events as trivial, but for

hundreds of players and Uiousands of fans, sports are a
way of life. Our society is such that a University, no mat-
ter what its academic standing, is such that a University,

no matter what its academic standing, is known by its

teams. UCLA means basketball, Nebraska and Penn State
are football. No student, if given the choice, would want
his school to be tabbed as a loser.

The efforts have been made by those in charge and the

atmosphere in Boyden Building is refreshingly good. It is

now up to the students, because a good program needs
support.

X-Gountry
The 6-2

junior has been versatile.

Bill Stewart, a
sophomore, was a consis-

tent number three runner
for UMass, taking 19th in

the Atlantic 10 champion-
ships. He set personal
marks in the 800, 1,000 and
1,500.

Steve Tolley overcame
lingering sickness last

season to place second in

the Eastern 1,000 and ran
the IC4A 4 X 800 relay. He
is the team's fastest runner
over 1,500 meters (3:50.2)

and will add considerable

depth.

Sophomore Rick Dow was
a steady top seven per-

former last season and has
done 9:10 over two miles.

Another sophomore, John
Lorenzini, won the Eastern

10,000 and will contribute.

The schedule includes

such powers as Boston Col-

lege, Yale, Georgetown and
Dartmouth. They also have
the Easterns, the Atlantic

lO's New England's and
IC4A's.

Two more crazy ones coming up. . .

Thursday 19th

OTIS DAY and THE KNIGHTS
'The Animal House Band'

Thursday 26

THE STOMPERS
\%m%{im\\ tujiiKPJu Mi 4iiH4nn

N«w & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also AvaNabla

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

UMassnotebook

Athletic department fills key positions
By PETER ABRAHAM
COLLEGIAN STAFF

The University of
Massachusetts athletic

department filled one key
position and created
another with two personnel
moves made recently.

Dan Ghormley was ap-

pointed as associate athletic

director, replacing Chet
Gladchuck who accepted a

similiar position at Syracuse
University last winter.

Ghormley, 43, was
athletic director at Illinois

State University prior to

taking the UMass offer. He
has also worked as associate

executive director of the

Track and Field Association

of the United States and
assistant athletic director at

the University of Hawaii.

He is a 1966 graduate of

Washington State.

The department also

chose James Braun as direc-

tor of athletic development.

Braun, a graduate of Mar-

quette University and St.

Mary's College, assumed his

duties last spring. At
UMass, Braun will be
responsible for developing a

comprehensive giving pro-

gram to be used by the

department to upgrade
scholarship levels and
enhance the overall quality

of the teams. He has served

in a similiar capacity at

Portland State, Arizona

State and Washington
State.

Assistant baseball coach

Dave Littlefield has left

UMass to take the full-time

assistants job at Clemson
University.

Littlefield, who had a

graudate assistantship
under head coach Dick

Bergquist, concentrated on
the pitching staff while with

the Minutemen.
In other baseball news,

senior catcher Todd Ezold

was selected by the New

York Yankees in the annual

spring draft in June.

Ezold, a Pittsfield native,

was selected as a pit-

cher/catcher and after sign-

ing was assigned to the

Yankees New York Penn
League farm team where he

has been hitting over .330.

The strong-armed catcher

missed much of the 1985

season with a tendon injury

but had the physical tools

needed to catch the scout's

eyes. He was one of the final

cuts from the 1984 U.S.

Olympic team.

Senior designated hitter

Todd Comeau and shortstop

Angelo Salustri were
chosen as first team All-

New England players. Com-
eau, who set a single season

record with 62 hits and RBI
(57) batted .380 for UMass.
He also holds the career hit

record with 181. Salustri

batted a career-high .335

for the Minutemen.
The UMass men's

Low Prices - Guaranteed Credit* -7.7% Financing

only at:

CLARK
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC

WELCOME BACK SALE

1985 Pontiac Firebird

Loaded with T-tops, Air Cond.,

Automatic Transmission, and much
more #6765

LEASE FOR ONLY:

1985 Olds Cutlass CieraLS 4door
Loaded with V6 engine, Air Cond.,

Cruise Control, Stereo Cassette, and
much more. #5129

LEASE FOR ONLY:

$209.99 per month* $199.99per month*

•Taxes, title, plates not included. Includes

18,000 nniles per year. For total of paynnents

mo. payment x 60.

For Further Information.

See Terry McCormack
Sales and Leasing Representative

•Guaranteed Credit via GMAC Graduate Program

Qualified Buyers Only

CLARK Oldsmobile
Pontiac

32 Union St. Easthannpton

527-4461 or 584-3544

Take Rt. 9 to Northampton Center - Then Follow Rt. 10

To Rt. 141 West - Clark Motors is on your Right

u-^.^^^^^^^^^^^^,

Recli-nent
KEEP COOL WHILE YOU CRAM!

Rent a mini-refrigerator —
an ideal way to Keep drinks
& goodies on ice — right

in your room' 2 spacious
shelves; 2 bottle racks: 2
freezer ice cube trays. Ad-
justable thermostat.

299 Russell Street Rt. 9

Hadley

Phone 584-9992

.j^^^^^^^^^^w^^

lacrosse team had
sophomore attackmen Tom
Carmean chosen first team
All-New England after a 28

goal-34 assist season. The
second team was loaded

with Gorillas as defensemen
Tom Aldrich' and Mark
Stratton were selected

along with midfielder Karl

Hatton and attackman Tom
Lukacovic. Lukacovic, Hat-

ton and goalie Gerry
Moreau were chosen to play

in the New England East-

West senior all-star game at

Trinity College last spring.

In final national statistics,

Carmean finished sixth in

the nation with an average

of 3.1 assists-per-game and
was seventh with 5.7 points-

per-game.

FaUSports 1985
Collegian 1985 Back to School Sports Section
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Baseball try-outs scheduled

There will be open try-outs for anyone interested in

playing varsity baseball for the University of
Massachusetts on Saturday September 7 at Lorden Eield

at 10 a.m. Contact coach Dick Berquist at 545-3120 for

more information. Lorden Field is located behind the

Physical Plant near the intramural fields and the track.

ATHLETIC
SUPPLIES. INC.

Distributors of

• Spaulding • Rawlings • Wilson •

• CCM • Daoust • Bauer •

• Adidas • Nike • Brooks •

• White Stag • Sand Knit •

We Design intramural

Team Siiirts & Jerseysl!

•IT PAYS TO PLAY"

Retail Store

377 Main St.

Amherst
253-3973

AUGIES TOBACCO SHOP
"the Tobacco and Magazine Shop of Am

108 North Pleasant St., Amherst
— Western Union Agent —

Complete lines of:

Pipes 8- Pipe Accessories

Tobacco -

imported /domestic for pipe or cigarettes

Cigarettes -

imported /domestic (including Indonesian clove)

Full range of domestic 6f imported cigars

Magazines, Paperbacks & Monarch notes

Newspapers, Mass State Lottery

Candy and sundry items. Mass souvenirs

Now Featuring Gourmet Coffees St Teas

— New England Telephone Agent —
Open 7 days a week

Mon - Sat 6:30 - 9:00; Sunday 6:00 - 6:00

253-7896

herst

JUST BECAUSE
SUMMER HAS FADED,
YOUR TAN DOESN'T
HAVE TO.

LE BON SOLEIL
introduces

*'The Buddy System"

JOIN US FOR A FALL
MEMBERSHIP BEFORE
SEPT. 15th and RECEIVE
THE FOLLOWING
DISCOUNTS:
10% when joining individually

20% when joining with 1 friend

30% when joining with 2 friends

40% when joining with 3 friends

1st session

is always complimentary

CALL TODAY
FOR AN APPOINTMENT

253-9454

264 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
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and
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— For Ticket —
Information

Admission - FREE!
with your

U-Mass I.D.
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The 1985
HOME SCHEDULE

6 super Saturdays

September 7, 1^KS5

MORGAN STATE 1:30

Septcmhcr 21

HOLY CROSS 1:30

October S, 1Q85

RHODE ISLAND.. 1:30

October l*-)

MAINE 1:30

October 26

BOSTON UNIVERSITi^ 1:30

November ')

DELAWARE 1:00
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Lack of insurance

closes campus bars

f'ollegian photo i.y IH-r^k Roberts

ALL TOGETHER NOW — The UMass drill team practices for the up-

coming season. The first football game is Saturday against Morgan
State at McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Because the University of Massachusetts

currently has no alcohol liability insurance,

the school will not serve alcohol on any of

its campuses and will not allow any
organizations to bring alcohol on campus.
After an unsuccessful search for a new,

overall insurance policy, UMass settled on

an initial $40,000 policy with its previous

insurer Imperial Casualty and Indemnity

of Omaha. However, the new policy doesn't

cover alcohol related accidents, leaving

UMass campuses dry, according to UMass
treasurer Robert Brand.
To acquire alcohol liability insurance,

UMass must wait to apply to a pool of

private insurers set up be the state which
begins operating in November, said 1st

Deputy Insurance Commissioner Roger
Singer.

In the meantime, the Campus Center,

which sold close to $5,000,000 worth of

alcohol yearly, will lose those sales, which
are highest when UMass is in full session,

according to Director of Auxilliary Ser-

vices Ashoke Ganguli.

"How much business we're going to lose

I don't know. Our conferences book two or

three years in advance," he said. Some
groups have already cancelled their con-

ferences, he added.

The insurance pool, named the Joint

Underwriters Association, will have the

authority to write alcohol liability policies

for public and private institutions and
businesses, Singer said.

In discussing the aquisition of a liability

Brand said, "We could rule ourselves out

or the insurance premium could be pro-

hibitively expensive. We have no idea on

what criteria that premium would be bas-

ed. The Amherst campus could be hit very

hard with the premium, we don't know."
Although the association begins work on

Nov. 1, the University may not see a pro-

posed policy before the end of the year.

"It's a good possibility" that UMass will

not serve alcohol for the rest of the

semester, Brand said.

The underwriters association will pro-

bably have a cost rating system based on
the volume of sales, according to Singer. It

also may include factors such as bartender

training and demerits for liquor law viola-

tions, he said.

The Blue Wall cafeteria, which has not

turned a profit recently, will probably

house a juice bar and cafe although no final

decisions have been made, said Ganguli.

"We're working with the (Campus
Center) Board of Governors," he said,

"hopefully, we'll serve non-alcoholic beer

and drinks such as that. We have to roll

with the punches," Alchohol may never

again be served in the Blue Wall but

Ganguli said, "We haven't made that deci-

sion yet, it's too early.

According to board member Laura
member Laura Gottschaik, comedy night

and other programming such as bands will

continue at the Blue Wall. "There will be

high class foods that are more expensive

and not served at other places on campus,"

she said.
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Griffith-Johnson

dies after iUness

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

Thelma Griffith-Johnson, the first direc-

tor of affirmative action on campus died in

Cooley-Dickinson Hospital in Northampton
last week after a long illness. She was 60.

A memorial service was held for Dr.

Griffith-Johnson, who died Tuesday, at the

Augustus Savage Gallery at the New
Africa House on Saturday.

"As the first director of our Affirmative

Action Program, (Thelma Griffith-

Johnson) earned a reputation as a compas-
sionate and thoughtful administrator,"

University of Massachusetts Provost
Richard O'Brien said. "Her legacy will in-

clude a more humane environment in the

workplace both here and in many other in-

stitutions. She helped numerous people and
we will miss her."

Dr. Griffith-Johnson came to the Univer-

sity in June 1982 when the Affirmative Ac-

tion Office was reorganized. The office is

responsible for handling grievances from

members of the University community who
feel wthey have been discriminated

against. It also oversees the school's equal

opportunity in employment guidelines.

She was also a board member of the Col-

legiate Committee for the Education of

Black and Minority Students, as well as a

member of the Grace Episcopal Church in

Amherst.
Born April 13, 1925 in New York City,

she was the daughter of the late Edward B.

and 0. Naomi (Niles) Griffith. She was the

widow of Jay Everett Johnson, who died in

1973.

Before coming to Amherst, Dr. Griffith

Johnson was the regional director of the

Thelma Griffith-Johnson; at 60

Pennsylvania Human Relations Commis-
sion (Kfice in Harrisburg and adjunct pro-

fessor at Lincoln University in Oxford, Pa.

From 1971 to 1975, she was an assistant

professor of urban teacher education at

Livingston College of Rutgers University,

where she also served as a consultant to

the dean of academic affairs and the dean
of student affairs.

Dr. Griffith-Johnson held a number of

consulting positions. They included work
with the New York State Deparment of

Education, Hunter College's department
of teacher education and the National

Association for Child Development.
She was a conferee at the White House

Conference on Education in 1962 and the

White House Conference on Youth in 1964.

She received her doctor of education

degree in 1981 and her master of education

degree in 1973, both from the University of

Massachusetts. She received her bachelor's

Continued on page ?

Salary study

stirs campus
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

A new salary plan designed to create equitable and com-

petitive pay scales for professional non-academic

employees at the University of Massachusetts has given

momentum to a two-year-old union drive on the Amherst

campus.
Recommendations from an outside consultant's study

commissioned by the University in 1983, were modified i

and implemented this July resulting in specified salary

ranges for various positions, altered job descriptions and

adjusted salaries.

In a memorandum to all professional staff dated June

1983, Chancellor Joseph Duffey stated, "No one's salary

will be reduced as a result of this program. Rather, this is

a positive program designed to establish equitable salary

ranges and proper relationships between positions."

However, the study done by Olney Associates Inc. of

Boston, has some professionals signing union election

cards. The employees effected are the only UMass
workers not unionized. I'hey are represented by the Pro-

fessional Association of the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst.

If the Office and Professional Employees Union can

come up with election cards signed by half of the associa-

tion members, it will file a petition with the state Labor

Relations Commission to hold a union election.

"As of yet the Exective Board of the Professional

Assocation is unable to support the Olney Study," stated

an April 16 memorandum from the professional associa-

tion. The Amherst campus administration approved the

Olney recommendations six days later. An ad hoc commit-

tee with representatives from the professional association

and the campus administration was set up in July to make

recommendations concerning various factors in the Olney

study. Once Olney came out and it didn't help, many pro-

fessionals sought to unionize," said union organizer Steve

Hunt.

Continutd • igf k
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degree from Philathea College in London,
Ontario in 1958.

She is surved by a son, Kaaba of Har-
risburg. Pa.; three daughters, Elissa and
Laura Griffith-Johnson and Johnelle

Childs, all of Amherst; a sister Marjorie

Griffith of New York City; and two grand-

children.

Memorial gfifts may be made to the the

Dr. Thelma Griffith-Johnson Memorial
Fund, Collegiate Committee for the Educa-

tion of Black and Minority Students,

UMass.

Trustees give initialOK for

fiscal 1986 campus budget
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Want a FREE Pizza?

A delicious hot
pizza, delivered by

Bruno*s in Amherst, or the
Pizza Factory in Northampton?

GET ONE COUPON
FOR A FREE PIZZA
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REG $5 00 VALUE ! |
with every new checking account |

opened at our Amherst or I
Northampton offices. |

Now thaVs nice!

NORTHAMPTONI^I

NORTHAMPTON • 67 King Street • 584-4474
AMHERST • 19 N. Pleasant Street • 253-3466

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board

of Trustees has temporarily approved the

fiscal 1986 budget with a 10.2 percent in-

crease for the Amherst campus for con-

tractual pay hikes, improved equipment

and increased operating costs.

Despite the increase, the budget is

characterized as level funded because more

than 90 percent of the increase will pay for

payroll increases, according to Budget

Associate Frederick Goodhue.

One million dollars was added to the

budget for graduate stipend increase with

another $1 million reallocated within the

academic affairs budget for additional

equipment, said Goodhue. More than $10

million was added to the budget for person-

nel costs, trustees spokeswoman Joyce

Hosie said.

Other significant items in the budget are

$1.3 million for high cost courses such as

engineering courses where laboratory

work is necesary, $4,140 for increased utili-

ty costs and $1,240 for an opportunity fund
for the hiring and retention of minority and
women faculty, Goodhue said.

Extra funding to allow the inflation was
not added to the budget. "Naturally, the

campus would have preferred that inflation

was allowed for in the budget," he said.

Because inflationary increases are dif-

ferent for the various University expenses,

it is hard to tell what effect inflation will

have on the Amherst Campus, Goodhue
said.

According to Hosie, the budget for fiscal

year 1986, which began in July, will be

voted on by the full board at its Oct. 2

meeting.

UMass gets staff newspaper
Campus Chronicle

will publish weekly
A new campus newspaper, published by

the University Relations and Development
Office, will be delivered weekly to all cam-
pus offices starting this semester.

The Campus Chronicle, an eight-page

tabloid, will bring news and information to

the University community, according to

Chronicle Editor Michael Gery.
"You can expect to see major news of the

campus, brief articles on individuals' ac-

complishments, a calendar of campus
events and notices on policy an-

nouncements," Gery said.

"You have to have a newspaper for "the
more than 5,000 employees on campus and

"this is one way to do this and it can be fun

at the same time," he said. "The Chronicle

should be fun and it should be friendly.

"It will be a real newspaper. It will look

and act like a real newspaper," Gery said.

"It's not a fly-by-night operation. The ad-

ministration is taking this very seriously.

We're talking somewhere around $80,000

to start up the operation," Gery said.

"About $12,000 will go towards furniture

and the operating budget will be about

$60,000 a year."

Vice-Chancellor for University Relations

and Development Deirdre Ling will act as

publisher of the state-funded Chronicle

which will not solicit advertising, according

to Gery.

-TOM MIDDLETON

Have a great semester
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Mandela's daughterbecomes UMass student

Photo courtesy of Office of Public Information

Makaziwe Phumla Mandela

By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

Makazine Phumla Mandela, daughter of

jailed South African dissident Nelson

Mandela, has arrived at the University of

Massachusetts at Aniherst to begin her

work as a graduate student, hoping to use

her studies to "bring a better society" back

home.
At a press conference last week, 31-year

old Mandela said though she has no per-

sonal or ideological differences with her

father, who has been imprisioned for 23

years by the South African government,

she maintains her "own ideals and (her)

own choice in life."

Her father, now imprisoned in

Pollsmoor, a maximum security prison in

Cape Town, is the leader of the banned

African National Congress, an organiza-

tion committed to ending the South

African system of apartheid, which

segregates and disallows freedoms to ma-

jority blacks in that country.

Mandela last saw her father on July 7

and reports "he hasn't lost his hope" and

"he is prepared to spend the rest of his life

in jail" if it will further the anti-apartheid

cause.

Her step-mother, Winnie Mandela, who

was banned as a person by the South

African government in 1966, has been

under restrictions since then and recently

had her home burnt down amidst increas-

ing violence in the white-ruled nation.

"People expect that being Nelson

Mandela's duaghter, I should be political

and militant," she said, stressing that she

feels more comfortable talking about

women's issues than she does discussing

those directly related to politics.

Enrolled in a graduate program concen-

trating on sociology and women's studies,

Mandela says she hopes to become a better

researcher and writer which she said will

"help improve the situation of women in

our country, so they will be better prepared

tf) face the future." She said she chose to

study in the United States rather than

South Africa because it "has a long history

of the women's movement."
"Women have a low perception of

themselves in the country. There are hard-

ly any jobs to accomodate them, and they

must rely on men for support," she said.

However, Mandela points out she has

seen improvement in the quality of life and
amount of freedom for women over the

years and she is optimistic about her goals

to "organize" and "create potential for

feminism" in her country so that women

may work for better economic conditions

for themselves and join the fight to produce

a more positive political condition for all

South Africans.

Coming to the University as a Fulbright

scholar. Mandela applied at the urging of

Chancellor Joseph Duffey, after he learned

her father had told a reporter of

Makaziwe's desire to study abroad.

Mandela said she chose the University

"because UMass was the only university

offering such a good program in women's
studies."

In her three weeks in the United States,

Mandela says she has had little time to

study about American people but that her

experience so far has been that not enough

f)eople are aware of what goes on in South

Africa so as to make an accurate assesss-

ment of the situation. But adds. "Wliat you

see in American newspapers is what is go-

ing on in south Africa."

Mandela lived in the Transkei, an in-

dependent state in South Africa which is

not under the "state of emergency" imi:)os-

ed on other areas of the nation. She worked
as a social worker and lived with her hus-

band, a teacher, and three children. She
holds undergraduate degrees from South

Africa's Fort Hare University and the

University of Natal.

Trustees divest

from South Africa
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts became the 16th col-

lege in the country to sell all its stock holding with firms

doing business in South Africa, when it did so July 25

without fanfare or ceremony.

The sale of nearly 10 percent of the University's total

stock portfolio occurred 11 days before the August 5

deadline voted on by the University's trustees.

The University followed its customary practice of not

announcing its stock holding sales, even after widespread

campus debate on the issue, two student sit-ins and 33 ar-

rests this spring.

Student Government Association Co-President Stacy

Roth said the sale "was a very good first step," but added

that the University "can act as a catalyst for other univer-

sity administrations." Roth expressed disappointment

over the quiet announcement of the sale.

•The July 25 sale consisteed of $370,064 of the Universi-

ty's total portfolio which has a market value of $4 million.

UMass received $97,037 for 1,400 shares in Banker's

Trust New York Corp., a lending institution; $60,900 for

1,200 shares in J. P. Morgan and Co., another lending in-

stitution; $40,753 for 1,575 shares in industrial equipment

manufacturer Foxboro Co., and $174,374 for 3,000 shares

in home products maker Proctor & Gamble.

A major force behind the sale resulted from the findings

of the Commission on South African Investments of the

University of Massachusetts, a 10-member group of

students, faculty and administrators formed in repsonse

to student demands during a four-day sit-in at Whitmore

in April. Its report, issued April 28, recommended that

the University sell its holdings in the above-mentioned

firms.

Although UMass is the 16th school to totally divest, it

was one of the first to partially divest in 1977, according to

Library repairs

Amherst College students stage divestment pro-

test. As violence increased in South Africa,

students around the country protested financial

invovement in that country.

Joshua F. Nessen, a spokesman for the American Com-
mittee on Africa in New York, a private group which cam-

paigns for divestment.

Despite the divestiture, eight of the 32 people arrested

on trespassing charges at a May 1 sit-in are refusing to

pay court costs in exchange for dropping the charges.

They want to use their trials Sept. 13 in Hampshire

District Court to bring attention to ending all economic

ties with South Africa.
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Construction is well underway on the covered walkway for the new main entrance to the library

tower. Completion of the project, which includes finishing two floors, is slated for fall of 1986.

$5m computer grant

largest ever atUM
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The largest single grant in University of Massachusetts

history, $4.7 million from the National Science Founda-

tion, has been awarded to the Department of Computer

and Information Science.

The grant will more than double funding to the depart-

ment which is already considered one of the nation's top

centers for computer research.

The award, will be used for research in cooperative

distributed problem solving and will support research in

artificial intelligence and distributed and parallel process-

ing.

The grant, to be supplemented by more than $1 million

from the University, will provide for the purchase of new

equipment — a network of LISP machines and a large

scale multi-processor — maintenance of that equipment,

support staff to run the equipement and staff to help build

the software base necessary for effective research, said

Professor Victor Lesser, the principal investigator for the

grant.

"The grant is national recognition of the quality of the

deparmtent," said Lesser.

The five-year grant went into effect July 1 , and this type

of grant "assures the top quality of the department," he

said.

Lesser and department chairman Edward M. Riseman

will direct a substantial part of the grant to "artificial in-

telligence" research, the science of programming com-

puters to solve problems the way people do.

In addition, Associat*> Professor Krithi Ramamritham

will work with "distribued and parallel processing," the

art of programming computers tt) work together rather

than constructing single, large computers.

Cooperation between the artifical intelligence and the

distributed and parallel processing research is important,

according to Lesser.

"This grant will try to get these groups together and

provide a good vehicle for distributed and parallel process-

ing people to evaluate their (artifical intelligence) ideas,"

he said.

The grant, awarded as part of the National Science
Foundation's Coordinated Experimental Research Pro-

gram, was started five years ago to help researchers
break new ground in computer science. The award is given
to no more than four schools each year.

Fire delays computer start;

$10,000 needed for repairs

The UMass CYBF^R computer system may he if.Hccessi-

hle to some students until tomorrow afU-r a ha.senitiit fire

last week in the I'nivrrsitv ('imputing Center in the

Lederle Graduate Research C'eriU'r.

Immediate damage nsulting from ihf fire, which wa.s

confined to the system's ele<'tricai distribution panel, is 1m>-

iiig repaired at an estimated cost of about $10, ()()(> Chuck

Lyman, assistant director of the center, said.

"The fire just caught us at the wrong time," he said.

The cau.se of the firt-, which was reported to the

Amherst Fire Department, remains undetermined.

Permanent damage to the system's hardware was

unknown ;i.s of publication, but prol>lems resulting from

the shutdown may occur, Lyman said.

"Whenever you take a computer of this size down, there

are hardware parts that are affected by the sudden shut-

down which may cause problems m the future," Lyman
said. „ STEPHEN HIGGINS
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FYI
A registration, library update

• •Add/drop forms will be distributed from 9 a.m. to 3

p.m. this week at the Music Room on the Campus
Center Concourse in the Main lobby of Herter Hall and

outside room 120 in the school of mangement.

Deadline for returning the forms to the Registrar's Of-

fice is Sept. 17.

• To add or drop a class, the signature of the instruc-

tor or authorized department official is necessary.

While faculty may drop students from their courses

who do not attend the first two class meetings, failure to

officially drop the course may result in the student

receiving an "F" in the class.

When changing sections, add the new section but do

not drop the old one.

• Residential Education: Registration for all courses

offered in Southwest will take place from 9:30 a.m. to

noonand from 1:30 to 4 p.m. today in the Hampden
Student Center in southwest. It will continue tomorrow

through the end of the add/drop period in room 2, John

Adams tower lobby, from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Add/drop for courses offered through the Orchard

Hill Residential College will be held from 9 a.m. to 5

p.m. through the add/drop period 251 Hills South

(545-2882).
• Open course list will be posted in the lobby of

Machmer Hall throughout the add/drop period. The list

will be updated daily with the number of spaces available

in the more popular undergraduate courses.

• Casiac advising will be available from 8:30 a.m. to

4:30 p.m. weekdays in E-20 Machmer Hall to help

students with adds, drops, change of major, pass/fail

selection and academic regulations. College of Arts and

Sciences students wishing to carry 18 or more credits

must obtain permission from a CASIAC advisor.

Appointments are not needed, and students can also

call the office at 545-2191.

• Placement exams for French, Spanish, Italian,

Latin and German will be given at 9 and 10 a.m. and 1

p.m. today and 1 1 a.m. and 2 p.m. tomorrow in room 322

Berkshire House.
• Students interested in a tour of the Tower and

Goodell Libraries should meet in the lobby of the

Goodell Library at 10:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m. or 2:30 p.m. any

weekday during the first two weeks of school.

• Campus Shuttle, Five College and Northampton

bus routes, as well as Peter Pan bus service, have been

rerouted to the Haigis Mall from the Campus Center Cir-

cle due to construction.
- ANNE McCRORY

The fall housing crunch: dorms overflow

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

An estimated 300 students are temporarily without

rooms in residence halls due to the annual fall semester

housing shortage, said a University of Massachusetts

housing official.

Gerald Quarles, housing assignment coordinator, said

165 beds have been set up in temporary rooms, or "swing

spaces." and 72 beds in the Campus Center Hotel have

been reserved for students without housing assignments.

The on-campus housing office expects to fill empty

spaces vacated by students who do not show up or who
choose to live off-campus during the first few weeks of the

semester, Quarles said.

"There is always a certain number of no-shows but the

problem is to figure out how many there will be," he said.

An increase in the expected number of first year

students also added to the housing shortage. Approx-

imately 400 extra first-year students had to be ac-

comodated by the housing office, which did not expect to

house more than 4,000 freshmen this semester.

Solving the housing crunch is like "crystal ball gazing,"

said Quarles, "We really can't say what the pattern is go-

ing to be this year.

"Every year about 150-200 juniors and seniors eventual-

ly choose other options and wind up living elsewhere," he

said.

Returning students will most likely be assigned swing

spaces because priority is given to new students. Students

who received late acceptance notices are not guaranteed

housing, however, and are given the option to enter the

University in the spring when there is more housing

available, he said.

"In the spring there are hundreds of vacancies because

people graduate or go off campus," he said. Because the

housing shortage only happens in the fall, housing officials

do not feel the need to build more residence halls on cam-

pus. "It's hard to make an argument for more housing for

a one semester problem," said Quarles.

The current University housing policy permits only

juniors and seniors to live off-campus. Quarles said recom-

Situation similar offcampus

students seeking off-campus housing are racing to

secure the several housing options still open to them.

"There's been a 1 percent vacancy rate for over a

decade. Needless to say, it's not going to get any easier,"

said Joanne Levenson, director of the Off-Campus Hous-

ing Office.
.

Arf average of 200 people come in the office to pour

over the listings every day, said Levenson. Located

upstairs in the Student Union, the office lists the

available housing options and offers assistance to renters

who have to make quick choices in this scarcity situation,

she said.

"Most places that are left aren't close to campus and if

they are, they're expensive," said Levenson.

More housing will probably open up after summer

tenants inform their landlords whether or not they will

stay for the semester.

Sini^e rooms in family homes and work in exchange for

rooms are several living arrangements that students can

consider in addtion to traditional off-campus housing.

"Because housing is scarce, people have to be creative

with their options," said Levenson.

"The scarcity also makes tenants captive consumers,"

she said, it's unusual for students to pay less than $225 a

month plus utilities for housing within a 50 mile radius.

The Off-Campus Housing Office is open 9 a.m. to 5

p.m., Monday through Friday and will be open from noon

to 5 p.m. on Saturdays until Oct. 6.

- CHRIS POON

mendations have been made for the past two years to

allow sophomores to live off campus. But University of-

ficials have rejected the proposal because they need

students to fill up the residence halls to keep costs down.

"If we don't (fill up the residence halls), the rates would

go up. This way we can spread the cost and keep prices

down," said Quarles.

* Olney Ccmiinued from page. 1

In evaluating positions to set salary levels, Olney

Associates used a sexist bias. Hunt said, because their

rating system over-values physical activities which are

traditionally associated with men's jobs.

In Addition, he said, "It's been a big secret. Every other

consulting company tells you why you are at a certain

salary level. Even if you could find out, you can't appeal,

there's no appeal procedure for it."

Professional's interaction with other employees was ac-

counted for in the study, while interaction with students

was not, thus discriminating against employees who

primarily work with student organizations. Hunt said.

Many of those professionals who are paid out of the Stu-

dent Activities Trust Fund, had their job descriptions

changed. "They no longer report to students but to the ad-

ministration," Hunt said. The trust fund is made up of stu-

dent's activities fees.
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Welcome Back Students

FLOOR TRENDS
''your community floor covering specialist

Room Size Remnants Always On Sale!!

322 Coll«g« St. Rt«. • East AmhTtt 253-3946
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Amherst Sunshine

CAR WASH
381 College St.

(Rte. 9 East)

Open 24 Hours

Automatic Wash Wax
Self Service Bays

Soap/Rinse/Wax • Bubble Brush

Tire Cleaner • Engine Degreaser

Vacuum Cleaner

$1.00 Cr $5.00 Changers

Open Daily 8 am - 5 pm
253-9661

"OUR ATTENDANT IS HAPPY TO ASSIST YOU"
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Need Help? Have a Question? Stop by:

CASIAC
E-20 Machmer Hall

M-F 8:30-4:30

or call the CASIAC HOTLINE:

545-2191

T, W, Th Sept. 3, 4 & 5

7-10 PM

Transition comes to the School ofManagement
Spiropromoted

to acting dean
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

While the search for a dean for the
School of Management has yet to yield a
final candidate, associate dean George
Spiro has been named acting dean for the
coming year.

Spiro, 37, has served as associate dean
since 1976. His appointment, announced in

July by Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey,
became effective late last month as Dean
Harry Allan stepped down to return to

teaching. Allan had been dean since 1978.

Spiro said he intends "to pursue ag-

gressively the basic mission of the School
of Management, (which is) to serve the

Commonwealth and the nation and their

management communities in the private,

public and non-profit sectors by providing
highly educated managerial talent and ad-

vancing the state of knowledge."
Spiro has a bachelor's of science degree

in personnel and industrial relations and a
law degree from Syracuse University, and
a masters degree from UMass. He has
published extensively in various law jour-

nals and has been co-author of books such
as The Dynamics of Law and Business
Law. He is a past president of the North
Atlantic Regional Business Law Associa-
tion.

While Spiro's appointment will last a
year, Sidney Surfin, vice-chairman of the

dean search committee, said he hopes the

group will have a final candidate by

Collefoan photo by I^rek Roberts

Acting SOM Dean George Spiro.

November. The committee is composed of

12 people, including two students.

The search, which began in January,

drew 60 to 70 applicants, of whom between
eight and 10 were qualified, Sufrin said.

The committee now has three or four final

candidates, one of whom they will recom-
mend to Chancellor Duffey.

Former Dean Allan, who is not on the

search committee, said last week that the

new dean could be of a business or

academic background, as there is no single

profile of what makes a good dean.

"The important part is that the school is

at a position in its development that it

should be attractive to good people, " he
said.

Continued on page 19

Dean Allan to return to

faculty after 15 years

as administrator

By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

He's been an administrator for 15 years
— a dean at Syracuse University for six,

provost at Northeastern for two, then dean

of the School of Management at the

University of Massachusetts since 1978.

Now, he says, it's time to return to

teaching.

Harry Allan, 57, is sitting in his new of-

fice, SOM 201A. He looks relaxed, some
reading material out, as he takes a few
minutes to speak to a visitor. He describes

the way he feels about his latest career

move in one word — "terrific" — and adds

that he could jump right into it now. But
first he'll spend the fall semester reading

and doing research — "catching up in my
discipline," he calls it — to brash up on
what his administrative duties did not

formerly allow time for.

Allan first came to UMass in 1965 as an
associate professor business, working as a

full professor from 1967 until becoming
dean of the School of Management at

Syracuse in 1970. He originally came here

"because I thought then, and I still think,

UMass was a very exciting developing

university," he says. "I wanted to (do) my
little part in the development of the school

Ciilleioan pholii i\v Ui-rek Ri.Urls

Former Dean Harry Allan.

and the University, knowing when I came
it was a school that was doing well and get-

ting better."

The school has grown in its quality of

faculty, students and business and alumni

ties under Allan's tenure, but not in .size:

while demand for admission to the sch(M)I

and its courses has increased, the ad-

ministration decided to cap its size because
Continued on page 19

Hampshire College

Your closest package store

Open 10-11 Monday thru Saturday
2 miles south of Amherst on Rt 116

South Amherst Plaza - Next to Dairy Mart
2539742

3 minutes from Brittany Manor, Riverglade

and Hampshire

MARK TWAIN
NEVER KNEW
PILOT PEN.

He wrote beoutlfully without our Rozor Point morker pen
or>d our "Better Bollpoint Pen .

but imogine what he might hove written with them.

Getdownto business faster.

With the BA-35.
It there's one rhinj^ business

students have always needed,

this is It: an attordable, Husi-

nessdfiented calculator.

The Texas Instruments

BA-^S, the Student Busuiess

Analyst.

Its built-in business

formulas let yi>u pertorin

complicated finance,

accounfinu and statistical

functi' >n- tlu' OIK'S that

usually require a \or ot time

and <i st.ick ot retereme K-oks,

like present .md future \,ilue

calculations, .imorti rations

and balloon payments

The BA-^S means vou

spend less tinu' calculating,

and more rime learning;. C^ne

keystroke takes the place

of many.

The calculator is jusr part

of the p.icka^e. You also ^et

a hook that follows most

business courses: rhe /^HMncs>

.AiiuK'st (huikhoiik Business

professors helped us vcnte ir,

to help vou iict the most out

of i.ilculator .mil t. I.issroiim.

A powerful combmatum.
Think business. With

the BA-^S Student

Business Analvst.

Texas
Instruments

("reatinu useful products

.ind services for you.

You moy not be Q
Mark Twoin but with o Pilot

Rozor Point there s no telling

what you could do The
Razor Point s duroble

plostic point conveys every

word in a smooth, thin

unbrol^en flow

Express your
individuol

personolity with

every stroke

Only 96*

[PtLOT ]

RAZOR PCHNT
fnorkerpen Mot

You'll want Pilot's 'Better

Dollpoint Pen as well Its

tunqsten carbide boll, held

securely within o duroble

stoinless steel tip insures o

nonskip ink delivery ond
smooth write-out Corbons'

Thiey re a breeze
because of its

uniquely ribbed

gnp ond there s

no writer s cramp
Only 79*

iPILOt]

THE BETTER

Wor; BALLPOINT
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REFRIGERATOR
RENTALS

.-/"

Look for our vans on campus
today!

Or call the Spirit Haus
for your order at:

253-5384 or 256-8433
Rt. 9 East Amherst

338 College St.

Open 10 AM
toll PM

93 Boltwood ^alk

Amherst. MA 01002
413-253-7779

200/0 OFF ON
ALL PACKS

.^

BY
DIAMOND BRAND

ariixxi
AiNf rPl^'«^

COMPLETE LINEO*^ TENTS.
SLEEPING BAGS. X C SKIS
ANDCLIMBING EQUIPMENT

^_

I

RUGBY
SHIRTS

$35 95

GOOD SELECTION
RUGBY SHORTS
AND PANTS

DOWN THE
WALK FROM BARTS

rf&at

9J BoiACOiJ Wa'«
Amhe'Sl MA 0'002

ai3 253""9

D FIF
ON ALL DAY

PACKS

I

1 COUPON EXPIRES 9 301

D€LinOS

**who loves ya! Baby?"
We do

Welcome Back Twofers

Check out our New Menu

Hors d'oevres

4 to 6 seven days a week

September Special

Beer of the Month - BECKS
Proper ID a MUST
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

DESK LAMPS
many styles and colors

to choose from

Open:
Tue, FrI 9-5

Wed, Thur 9-9

Sat 10-3

r.iauu-JiJjiiJi'isJjkJUB-iiJB.at^ua^Uiassx:^^

V^L/ approvHj

Located in the Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE-^
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the 6th annual

everything you need
to make yourself feel

at home sale.

Lami
Desk Lamps, Wall Lamps,
Table Lamps, Hanging Lamps,
Floor Lamps, Bed Lamps, Clamp Lamps

100 W Swing Arm Lamp (pictured) Al/^lil/ $H A^
red. white, black, yellow, blue iMxJW I H'

POSTERS & PRINTS 700 titles
travel, sports, scenic, personalities, rock & roll, auto

BEDSPREAQS
Tapestries

Wall Hangirigs

Save up to

$coo5

RUGS
Cotton & Wools
Bright & Cheerfu
Hang 'em up or
lay 'em down

From

$795

ROLL UP

BAMBOO SHADES 20% off all sizes

V/V^KlX Bulletin Boards. Wall Boards & Memo Boards

MIRRORS Full Length Reg. 9.95 NOW *6.95

Decorative Mirrors. Wall Mirrors. Mirror Tile

RECORD CRATE KITS ^^ - -^^^^ °
100 records Now »6.95

PILLOW LAP DESK »6.95

STRAW WASTE BASKETS 1.95

BEVERAGE GLASSES 99*

WINE GLASSES 1.49

MUGS 1.49

PLASTIC PARTY CUPS 59*

Alarm clocks, wall clocks, kettles

& coffeemakers, extension cords,

picture hangers, wall clips, hooks,
dinner-ware sets, colorful flatware,

hangers, wire shelves, organizers, plastic

hampers, shower curtains, bath mats, bath
fixtures, plates, bowls, placemats, napkins,

kitchenware, housewares, luggage, lotos,

clothing, jewelry, accessories, cards, toy;.,

stationery, watches, pmk flamingos, is

anybody still reading this?

sale runs thru sun., sept 22
A Stofe-fuN of Ideas

Downtown Amherst/Daily K) 6. Son. 12-5

New campus
alcohol policy

By CHRIS P(X)N
Collegian Staff

Regulations for drinking in residence halls have been
revised to accomodate the small number of University of

Massachusetts students who are now of legal dirnking
age.

Even though more than 80 percent of the University

students are not 21 years old, the new policy still allows

those students of age to drink in the residence halls.

However, they are only allowed to drink in their r(K)ms

and not in corridors, lounges, kitchens and other common
areas, which are defined as "public space."

In addition, students of legal drinking age are allowed to

entertain no more than 15 people in their room. Parties

with more than 15 people must be registered with area
coordinator offices. Until each residential area elects its

student house council officers, students will not be able to

have registered parties in the Southwest residence halls,

Russell Keck, Southwest Area Coordinator, said.

"We can't approve any parties until each area
establishes their party policies," Keck said.

However, Sylvan, Northeast, Orchard Hill and Central

residential areas will be allowed to register alcohol-related

events while the new party policy is being drafted, said

Susan Allen, program coordinator.

The current party policy is different for the east and
west sides of campus because of the differences in building

structure and the different ages of students living in the

residential areas. Allen said the policy will be re-written to

be consistent throughout all the residential areas.

Drinking will be allowed in public spaces if the event is

registered with the residence hall staff, Allen added.
Residence hall staff said they are not expecting too

many problems with under-aged students drinking in the

residence halls. "We're not anticipating a lot of problems.

Our goal is to educate students about the policy," said

Carol Wallace, Orchard Hill/Central area coordinator.

"We want everyone to know what's expected of them,"
Keck said, "and we're going to emphasize alternatives to

drinking."

"We want to teach life skills and what they can do with
their leisure time besides sit in their rooms and bend their

elbows," said Keck.

The residential alcohol policy does not clearly state how
the policy will be enforced and does not define now resi-

dent assistants (RA's) will deal with violators of the policy.

The RA's goal is not to go around and figure out "how
we can bust so and so," said Keck, "but if there is a room
full of people calling attention to themselves and they're

all freshmen, then judicial references will have to be
made."
"We have to remind students that they are not pro-

tected from being arrested. The residence hall is not a
sanctuary," said Charles Durant. assistant director of

Housing Services.

First year students and those returning to residence

halls can expect their RA's to remind them of the new
alcohol policy at floor meetings and as alcohol related pro-

blems occur.

"The RAs are going to use their own discretion. We
don't want to force people to be closet drinkers," Durant
said.

FRESHMEN
MONEY FOR

HIGHER EDUCATION

IS AVAILABLE
A completely computurized
operation, DLOOMFIELD
ASSOCIATES, can provide 5 to 25
sources of financial aid matched
with the individual needs,
interests -tnd qualifications of

virtually any student, with a money
back guarantee

For free and complete information,
fill out and return the coupon
below to

Bloomfield Associates
Suite 101

751 Bay Road
Amherst, MA 01002

(413)253-2725
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UNIVERSITY

HEALTH

SERVICES EDUCaTlON
Atare M your Cootl HeaMi
MULTI-SESSION :^&%^^ ^i>'K

• FIRST AID FOR PARENTS
• SMOKERS LIBERATION
• STRESS MANAGEMENT
• WEIGHT CONTROL
• BACK PAIN

Registration required, so call early Programs

take place at the Health Center, some have a

small fee, partially refunded at programs end

SINGLE SESSION
Workshops are available, upon request

for such topics as:

• WOMEN'S HEALTH
• RAPE AWARENESS
• STRESS and
RELAXATION

• HUMAN SEXUALITY
• ALCOHOL EDUCATION
• DENTAL HEALTH
• SMOKING CESSATION
• MANY OTHERS!

Call 549 2671, Ext 181 to request a program

for your dorm, group or RSO at your location!

PEER PROGRAMS
Credited courses offer

unique training as:

Peer Sexuality Educators

Peer Alcohol Educators

Peer Health Promoters
y* great opportunity to obtain academic

credit, vocational training, and provide

service to classmates Call 549 2671 for

information, ask for Health Education

CONTRACEPTION
INFORMATION

what method should I use?

Where can I obtain accurate

information? For answers to

your questions, check out

the CONTRACEPTION EDUCATION/
CLINIC

MON. & THURS. 3 P.M.

TUES. & WED. (COED) 7 P.M.

HEALTH CENTER • ROOM 302

MULTI-SESSION ^...>^*.

• MORE THAN 20 LBS. TO LOSE GROUP
• FEWER THAN 20 LBS. TO LOSE GROUP
• EATING DISORDER GROUP

Individuals should call 549 2671, Ext 181 for registration

and information

• INDIVIDUAL WEIGHT CONTROL
COUNSELING

INTRODUCTION: THURS./4-5 PM/ROOM 302 •UHS

STOP-The Student Opportunity Program
offers group and individual sessions to

students whose alcohol related behavior

is causing problems.

oEJmniciii ""
A short session is required before cleaning

appointments can be made Call 545 2400 for dates,

times, & registration.

TEXTBOOK ANNEX

THE PLACE TO BUY YOUR BOOKS

TU WED
9-5 9-9

TH
9-9

F

9-5

SAT
10-3

Textbook Annex * Physical Plant Building
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ihe Tucker Taft building m Amherst center has opened its doors to the public.

New shops open

in Tucker Taft
A new professional building, developed by D'Angelo,

Inc., at a cost estimated over $1 million, has opened for

business in Amherst center and includes three retail

specialty shops.

Located on North Pleasant Street beside the Amherst

Fire Department station house, the Tucker Taft building

took approximately one year to build from start to finish.

The land was bought by the D'Angelo restaurant chain for

$465,000 July, 1984, according to Amherst Assessor Of-

fice documents, and the estimated cost of the new building

was $830,000 as of July 1984.

The total cost market value of the property w;i.^

$175,000 in fiscal year 1984 and rose to $370.«00 in 198.^).

The structure contains three retail stores serving the

Amherst and surrounding areas. One store, Trader

Fred's, deals in discount brand name clothing, and the

other two, D'Angelo's Sandwich and Steve's \vv ("ream,

cater to culinary tastes.

The four-story, red-brick building looms where once a

service station and garage stood. The new addition to the

Amherst skyline, according to George LaBonte, Amherst

resident and building employee, is equipped with elevators

and is accessible to handicapped people.

Two local firms, Kathy Stefan Real Estate and Gillen

Partnership, Inc., architects, were involved in making the

building a reality.

- DAVID BURGESS

Consider

yourself Xo give
invited. blood.

CAMPUS CENTER
RM. 165 - 169
WEDS. SEPT. 4 American

( 10:30-4:30 ) Red Cross

+

College

Special!

treat yourself to this

special coupon offer!

/ll^NT-G4RDEt5K"
OPics IMC Wl^

$1500
OFF a complete pair of

EYEGLASS LENSES when
purchased with a new set

of eyeglass frames

or 40'^o OFF the second set of prescription

eyeglasses or sunglasses when purchased

with a complete set of eyeglasses at the

regular price. Offers preclude previous

discounts. (Discount applies to the lesser

priced pair.) Expires 9 1 5/85 (jStx^wcas^

OFFICE OF INTERNSHIPS
has over 2000 placements for

ALL majors on Campus.

Stop by or call now for a

Spring Internship

16 Curry Hicks

545-0727

vjSbcwcbipwca^
isicp

Your locally owned Opiical .S/jo/i

located in the Hampshire Mall, (across from k Man) 584-8324

I Pioneer Valley Data *

: Equipment l

^ SPECIALIZING IN mKHtttMtM:l:m-MR t

I STUDENT RENTALS

I • VIDEO TERMINALS •

J • PRINTERS •

5 • MODEMS •

RENTALS AS LOW AS $100.00 PER SEMESTER J
J 259 TRIANGLE STREET, AMHERST 549-1017 t

J Mon-Fri 8:30-6 pm Sat 10-5 pm }•••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••*********

jBOOOOCOOPOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOfl

The Spoke Welcomes You Back

study hard and relax at The Spoke

The Spoke
12 oz. Drafts 75*

Pitchers $3.75

Beer
Of The Month

imported

Wurtzburger
"The Pounder"

16 oz.

Sl.fiO

^

Peppermint Schnapps

(little guys) $1.00

Economical Weekly Drink Specials

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002
iuoooonnnoooooooooooooooooooooooooopooooooDooooo6! ^

jj. bookshop vy

3ook6 • /'W^c • Qvi^

Incense • (ju^^inLA

(pme. In. and bnow^e^

103 North PIcMant Street

Ainhcnt;i»-253-5574

"^

^
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WIN A BIKE
ip and deposit these coupoAs at each store

Name
Address
Phone City

Jones-Neylon
Insurance Agency, Inc. V-^'^^J

185 North Pleasant St ,
Amherst

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City

silverscape designs
gifts from gloss to gold
264 o pieosont omhefit

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City.

BC Blair, Cutting & Smith

S Insurance Agency, Inc

71 South Pleasant SI Amherst

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City.

:ii[|]i SHOE BIN
BIN 187 n pleasant st . amherst

te-----. ---... .------J

Name
Address
Phone City.

HERIIACXBANK
1 So Pleasant St Amherst

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City

FACES
Downtoiwn Amherst

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address.
Phone . City

(( Pupcr Clip)

2fi South Pleasant St Arnhersi

--r WIN A BIKE >-

Name ,

Address
Phone City

g_BUILDING SUPPLY iNC

I?') Sunderland Road North Amherst .

"Z^ WIN A BIKE \--

Name
Address
Phone City

\T1 l^^ain Street Amhi-",!

r-- WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City

Showmut
Bonk of Hampshire Countyna

Mam Olfice Amity St Amhc?rsi

Welcome to Amherst
To Welcome all of you to Amherst, the Downtown Council

invites you to register in the Amherst

WiN-A-BiRE Contest
You Can Win One of Tm/o

Schwinn® Sprint® 10 Speed Bicycles
To enter |ust fdl out the registration coupons on this page, clip them out and drop them in

the boxes provided at the stores named on each coupon Enter at every business which

has a coupon as often as you like (rem Sunday. Sept 1 thru Sunday Sept 22. 1985 No
purchase necessary to enter On Thursday Sept 26. 1985 the Downtown Council will

select 2 entries at random — Both will win 10 Speed Schwinn Sprints Good I jck — and

once again WELCOME from these Amherst businesses

• Albraxas Gallery
• Ai Bums
• Amherst Delicatessen
• Amherst Tire Center
• Archer Kent
• Blair Cutting & Smith
• Bolles Shoes
• Ttie Cheese Shop
• College Drug
• Cowls Building Supply
• Crabtree & Evelyn

• Fabric & Yarn
' Faces
' Fenlons
• Heritage Bank
« House o( Walsh
• Jones Neylon
• Knowles Flowers
• Lots for Littles
• Mathews Shoes
' The Mercantile
1 North Amherst Motors
Rent aWreck

• Northampton Cooperative Bank
Amherst Office

• The Paper Clip
• Peloton Sports
• Plumbleys off the Common
• Salt Box
• Shawmui Bank
of Hampshire County

• Shoe Bin
• Silverscape Designs
• Sophia Book
• The Sub

Bicyles Mill he on aispHv H Peiolon Spoils I Ejsl Pirmni SI ana Noilhamplon Co opeishvp B.trk lO
north PleasanI Si Amhenl
AcJvetlisemenI m cooperation wiiri the Amherst DoMr^lowr Coiir^cl

Name
Address
Phone City.

^ the sub
v) 33 E Pleasant St .

Amherst

Name
Address
Phone City.

KKOHLLS FLOWER SHOP
172 No. Pleasant St.. Amherat

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City.

Crabtrcc 6 Evelyn
LONDON

1 North Pleasant St

Amherst

WIN A BIKE

Name „

Address
Phone City.

College Drug
4 Main Street Amhersi

--y WIN A BIKE 1--

Name
Address
Phone City

ARCHER KENT c£W>^
191 North Pleasant Street

Amhersi
KCMtr

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City

PaloUm SiBorts
1 East Hleasant St Amherbt

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City

^0tiseofSlal8l|

f? M,i.-i Si Amiwrs'

•-r' WIN A BIKE i:--

Name
Address
Phone City

THE SALT BOX
16 Mhi'i St AinhiTst

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone

Bo[Lrs

City

H Main St Amherst

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City.

!/HCI^C/lNTILC
Amherst Carnage Shops

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City.

^^^ FABRIC AND YARN
On the Boltwoort W,ilk

'>e»l to Bans

-.-j^ WIN A BIKE ^-

-

Name
Address
Phone City

Pluniblcy's
oK Ihc lOiTinKin'^

30 Bollwood Walk

Amherst

&
Name
Address
Phone

WIN A BIKE

City

^(sMuof SHOES
' )ri iiic Common AmhtrM

-•J WIN A BIKE ^--

Name
Address
Phone City

THK
AMHERST
DELICATESSEN
8 Mam SI Amhp rst

ABRAXASGALLERY
199 N Pleasant St Amherst

"-r WIN A BIKE ^

r-vj

r'rr^ WIN A BiKJ"" -̂--

Name
Address
Phone City

SMHt^ST TiniS CeK/T€ft
t.OOO,^*l/%H

J I,

Hie 9 dl Sluiiiiway
Amherst

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City

TBI SHOP

79 Main St . Amherst

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City.

Name
Address
Phone City

LOTS^LITTLES
fy 178 North Pleasant St Amherst

Name
Address
Phone City

INIqRTHAMPTO ImISJ^I

19 North Pleasant Street Amhprsl

WIN A BIKE 1

Name
Address
Phone City.

t AL-BUMS
1B1 North Pleasant SI Amherst

Name
Address
Phone City

VV S^'P'I'A A 103 North Pleasant St

*^ booksliop^ A-V̂mhersl

'ZJT^ win a BIKE T"

Name
Address
Phone

R£NT/\NRKK

City

North Amherst Motors
40 Montague Rd

Ht 63 No Amherst
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The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

Founded 1870
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Managing Editor

Editorial Editor

Executive Board Fall 1965
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Anne McCrory

Larry Rouchie

Business Manager
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News Editor Tom MIddleton 'Dode B Levenson
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Student Invovement
Welcome and welcome back.

As some of you may know, the Collegian is a financially-independent stu-

dent newspaper distributed throughout the five college community. It is

also the largest indepedent college daily newspaper in New England, and,
unlike many of its counterparts, the Collegian is entirely student run.
In addition to the Collegian, opportunities abound for student involve-

ment in the college community. Besides classes and homework, the student
who supplements his/her studies without her activities stands to gain much
more from this period of education.

The Collegian is here for you. Even if you don't want to come down and
work in the news, business, or production departments of our operation, we
encourage calls for events and other newsworthy items.

Likewise, we encourage student invovement in the countless aspects of
University and community life. Organizations on and off campus give par-

ticipants a chance to branch out and learn something new, and gain
valuable experience for life.

Often times, the active student is the active citizen. If you do choose to in-

dulge in the Collegian, please contact the desks of the editors; news,
photography, arts, editorial/opinion, women's issues, black affairs,

graphics, and sports.

The Collegian is an equal opportunity publication, open to the ideas and
suggestions of the diverse population in this area. We stress our ap-
proachability, despite the chaotic nature of the news business.

So, as you settle in after what we trust was a productive and enjoyable
summer, consider the Collegian, or any of the other student groups that
abound, as part of your daily routine.

Unsigned editorioal reflect the majority opionion of the Collegian Board of
Editors.

Advice for first year students:
What every first year student should

know:
— No matter what anyone tells you, the

University computer is the ultimate
authority. That is, you don't have your
housing, grades, courses, credits, waivers,
or your bills paid unless the computer says
so.

—Despite the fact you may not like the
food served at the Dining Commons, you
will gain weight when you eat there.

—You will have your false ID taken away
fi-om you at some of the bars in town.
However, this will not prevent anyone
from trying to use fake identification.

LARRY BOUCHIE

—The Library Tower does not periodical-

ly spit out full bricks onto pedestrians

below, only chips within the fenced in area.

Also, it is no longer the tallest library in the

world, as someone added a few more floors

to their library in the Guiness Book of
World Records.

—Recent studies show there is little cor-

relation between the number of hours
spent studying and individual grades
received. Wliich means you can now blow
off your studying in pursuit of other ac-

tivities and no longer feel as guilty.

—The campus pond is not fit for swimm-
ing, unless you're a duck, and even then it's

suspect.

—Legend has it that the statue of

Metawampe behind the Student Union
Building will drop his spear should any stu-

dent ever graduate with their virginity.

This has yet to happen.

—You can get out of any academic com-

mitment, with a little creativity.

—Your car will be towed whenever it is

parked in a no parking zone, usually when
you need your car the most.

—the best entertainment in town is in the

Campus Center Concourse watching the

people go by.

—The best places to go cruising are the

Dining Commons and the Hatch, so leave

you car at home where it won't get towed.
—Amherst is the most socially aware city

in the world, or tries to be.

—Get good grades this semester, because
you won't when spring hits campus.
—Southwest Residential Area is the

world's largest playground.

—The more you need something the

longer the line you will have to wait in.

—The more you need money, the less

likely you will be able to cash a check
anywhere, no matter how long the line

you've been standing in.

—Just because a bathroom is marked
men, women, or coed, doesn't mean it is.

Check first, or your parents may be very
suprised when they go to use one.

—The business and engineering schools

are not impossible to get into, but you'll

have to be persistent and creative.

—Attendance is mandatory only in those

classes which you will perpetually sleep

through.

—Any professor can be talked i.ito

holding class outdoors or postpoining an
assignment due date. Try it, you'll be sur-

prised.

—Regardless of what they say, no pro-

fessor is the ultimate authority in their

field, but it doesn't hurt to make them
think you believe them.

—If you must nap during class, proceed

to the back of the lecture hall where you
will not be disturbed by practical jokers of

incensed professors.

—Each time you put your laundry

through the dryer, you will lose one sock,

just as you do at home.
—The dogs who roam the campus freely

are generally harmless and do have
owners, somewhere.
—It is harder to fill out the necessary

forms for on campus employment than ac-

tually working.

Larry Bouchie us the KditoHnl Editor.

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Sub-

missions should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or

they can be dropped off at the Collegian classified ad counter in the base-

ment of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received, individual

replies cannot be made.

OPINION
The opinions on this page aie those ol the individual writer or cartoonist and uo iioi .-^cessaniy retieci

the views of the Collegian or the Universnv unless otherwise noted
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SGA works for students
Welcome to campus everyone! We

wanted to take the opportunity to re-

introduce or introduce (as the case may be)

ourselves to you. We are Stacy Roth and
Dani Burgess, your new Student Govern-
ment Association co-presidents.

As the new academic year begins, it is

the perfect time for us to explain who we
are. why we are here, and to ask for your

input and assistance. You will hear from us

regularly throughout the semester, so that

everyone is kept up to date on the hot

issues.

Basically, the SGA President's Office

divides into two areas of interest. Stacy is

the campus president and she is responsi-

ble for representing the undergraduate
student body to the University administra-

tion, faculty, and staff. Stacy works on

various issues which affect the quality of

life for the students at the University.

Dani holds the office of student trustee.

He is a voting member of the University

Board of Trustees and spends a significant

amount of his time in Boston attending

meetings and lobbying. Dani works to

safeguard student rights and to provide for

student needs, while working with the

University's administration in Boston.

When they both work together, both of

these officers can have a significant impact
on the policies of the campus community.
As we have stated before, it is important
that we know what issues are important to

you and that you understand our commit-
ment toward letting students set our agen-
da.

In the coming semester, we will face

many intense issues. Whether it be the

Residential Alcohol Policy, the new
graduation ceremony format, financial aid,

or more study space on campus, the Presi-

dent's Office is always ready and willing to

talk with you about your needs and opi-

nions.

Yet, the only way we can make it all wor-
thwhile is with your help. If you have a pro-

blem or want to work towards solving one,

Student Union Building, Amherst, Ma.,

545-0341.

A university like UMass cannot function

without students. Indeed, every day its ma-
jor life and pulse are entered around the

student body. Take the initiative, (iet in-

volved. Together we can make a difference.

Stacy Roth, Campus President

Dani Burgess, Student Trustee

"^-^m^&^mm

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the
author's address and telephone number, which will not be published. Let-
ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-
umn submissions should be between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are
subject to editing for clarity and length. —Editor.
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Boys and Girls

If You Love Music. . .
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A-HA
Hunting High and Low

Howard Jones
DREAM INTO ACTION
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DIRE STRAITS
Brothers in Arms

SHEILA E
Romance 1600

DIRE STRAITS
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TALKING HEADS
Little Creatures
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TALKING HEADS
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Come to Amherst's

most complete

Record Store. . a

THE MANHAHAN TRANSFER

VOCALESE
Ftotunng rtw lyiks o( Jon Hmdncks

. . .A comprehensive selection of old

and new in ROCK, CLASSICAL, JAZZ,

SOUL, FOLK, REGGAE and lots more.

.On LP's and Cassettes, 45's + 12" singles

and now. Compact Discs

Albums pictured

on sale

$5.99
LP or Cassette

thru 9/11

Dov 1 Rodihouu

tmrthci Nig^i In luntuo

Thol'v Killti lot

,\i> I I',

81266 CASSEHE

(POiJTfil^ tCCOI0

LAURA BRANIGAN
HOLD ME

Includes
, ^_

Spanish Eddie iel|B|

Forever Yoong

Located in Faces, downtown Amherst
81265

iAURA DRANIGAN

\

CASSETTE

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

PRICE BREAK!
n n r^inn pnmn

nn HP11C

$67.00
org. List $75.00

Dedicated scientific functions for quick answers to computations
Easy-to-learn programming with up to 203 program lines

Handy program editing toola
Continuous Memory saves your prograrrw and data

HP- lie Slim-line Programmable Scientific

n en cqma n ^^ "^^
'

'

O (£| rq tz) (rqa p:| pqm cq

Cq fzq cq cn CZ) piq cq fq pq nq

(d:} cq Fl Fl rq f-qn pq pq t-q

(-|«(P[rqFqL nqnt^n

HP - 120

$99.00
org list 120.00

Let the Hewlett-Packard HP 15C with its

powerful functions and advanced
programm9bility eliminate your most tedious

calculations.

Matrix operations

Complex functior>s

Solve and Integrate

448 program lines

Insert /deiete editing

RPN logic. Continuous Memory, ar>d

liquid-crystal display

HP 150

$99.00
org list 120.00

ra ''iIi-'Tb-bl
o

Other HP Calculators

available at comparable savings

Store Hours:

Tue, Fri 9-5

Wed, Thur 9-9

Sat 10-3

See how the Hewlett-Packard HP-16C can
save you time with its buiH-in functions and
advanced programmability

Binary, octal, decinrwl, hexadecimal
conversions ami operationa
Boolean AND, OR, NOT, XOR
203 program linaa or 101 16-btt data regiaters

Seta word size, 1't a.id 2'8 complement, unsigned nrKxJea
Fk>ating-poim decinr>ai mode
RPN logic, Corrtinuoua Memory. ar>d ik^uid-crystal diaplay

rq r i enn i^\ rq r i rqn r-q

n rq rq r-qn t^q pq in rq r-q

fii iriFiM (-uipu 1

rqnBi( irq rM n it-i

HP16C

$99.00
org list 120.00

Located in the

Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORE*

I
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Division of

Continuing Education

Credit Courses

Credit-Free Woricshops

Specialized Programs

Over 100 introductory, middle-,

and upper-level evening credit

courses and University day
courses (on a space available

basis).

Registration for Continuing

Education evening courses and
University day courses continues

through the

September 4-17.

Register at the Division of

Continuing Education, University

Library—Mon.-Thurs. 8: 30 am-7 pm
Fri.. 8.30 am-5 pm: and Sat.,

10 ami pm (9/7, 9/14)
Call us at 5-2414 for more
information.

amfiui C^ntEi \jood <^iElULCEl lEiEnti -t

€.aUaa'c^ JLlfe^ttgLe^t
Some Short Takes -Featuring:
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Ei^goodf&daiff CONVENIENT

CAMPUS!
« BREAKFAST SERVED

ANY TIME
•OPEN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
Ffli. & SAT.

eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amherst

256-6889

Local folk attend conference
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

This summer six members of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst com-
munity attended the Non-Governmental
Organization's Decade for Women Con-

ference in Nairobi, Kenya.
The non-governmental conference is one

for local and regional groups not affiliated

with any government. It was seperate

though overlappin in time with the United

Nations Governmental Conference for

Women, also taking place in Kenya.
The theme of the conference was

"Equality, Development and Peace,"
which according to the U.N. International

Women's Committee, "reflects the com-
plexity of the changes needed before

women can take their rightful place in the

world beside men."
"Roberta Uno-Thelwell, director of

UMass Third World Theater, said that

rather than bringing back one thing from
the eight days she spent in Africa, she

returned instead with a "renewed fziith in

the women's movement."
"I came back here with the sense that the

women's movement is an ongoing process,

and that women from all nations will con-

tinue to communicate and work together,"

she said.

Uno-Thelwell said she was given the

"rare opportunity" to learn about Third-

World women and their unique problems
first-hand, gaining what she said was a

"different perspective on women's global

issues."

"We expect our world, that is the

Western World, to be the authoritive word

on all political subjects. But here (at the

conference), you were forced to look at

things in an international settings," she

said.

She said women of the Third World were

"well aware" of their own problems.

"These women urged enlightenment to oc-

cur within their own cultures rather than

people from the West going in and deciding

what their problems are."

Uno-Thelwell described women's issues

as being "inseperable" from politics, and

called a US governmental delegation order

to seperate the two, "absurd."

"For example," she noted, "you can't ad-

dress apartheid without confronting a

women's role in that society on those issues

directly related to women as a whole,

because if a (country) doesn't have basic

human rights, you can't have progress and
you can't be free to create."

Many members of the non-governmental

organization were given accomodations

almost 50 miles from where the conference

was being held, where transportation was
"inconvenient" which Uno-Thelmell said,

made it "difficult but not impossible to par-

ticipate."

Also attending the conference was the

director of the Office of Third World Af-

fairs, Sherwood Thompson, who said a

male delegate at women's conference pro-

vided him with a unique opportunity to

observe talented and concerned activist

women organize and promote their issues

in an effective manner."

Funds for the trip came from the Hamlia
Fund administered by the Dean of

Students Office, Nummo News and several

other student organizations.

NOT

$10.00

S
OFF

' The already low discount price on
any LEE misses or junior denim jeans

I with this coupon and any other pur-

^ chase. Expires 9/14/85. |-|

JUST This offer includes exciting new
prints and plaids from LEE - as well as

BASICS! ^3si<^ straight legs and London Rider

baggies.

CLOTHES
• NORTHAMPTON HampPlaza, North King St., near Big Y Liquors

• GREENFIELD 156 Main Street, Downtown
^

• WARE Phillips Plaza, West St. (Route 32), in the Brookfiatd Shoe Store

TOGO

Dissertations, Manuscripts, Resumes
Letters, Proposals and More

Final editing, word processing or typing. ..providing

you with high quality copy at reasonable prices

WORD-for-WORD

Happi Cramer, director
69 So. Pleasant St., Amherst • 253-5800

CONCERNED?

Join MASSPIRG and make a difference. Earn

$30-40/day while working for Social Change.
We are seeking creative, responsible people to

help us build and improve our fall citizen

Outreach Campaign. Check us out' P. -time,

full-time and career oppy's available. Call Tim
at 256-6434 for interviews.

REAL CHRISTIANS
DO EAT QUICHE

Sunday Night, September 8th

6:30 PM
The Episcopal Chaplaincy at UMass

758 North Pleasant

Welcome Back
UMass Students

See Us
for ALL your

Decorating Needs!

• Interior & Exterior

Paints & Stains

• Wallpaper
• Ladders
• Mirrors & Glass Repair

• Window Shades
• Stencil Supplies

• Furniture Refinishing

• Carpet Cleaning Rentals

Shumway s
Walpaper and Paint

170 Cdkgc St.. Amherst

356-6753

SUPER SIOP£.SHOP

irs A urr more than a
BREAT SUPERMARKET!

It's20 greatshops underone roof! A Bake Shop! A Cheese Shopand
Food Bazaar! A Barnes& Noble Discount Bookstore! A Natural Foods
Store! A Foods-To-Go Shop! A Fresh Fish Market! A Corner Deli! A
General Store! A Family Florist! A Salad Bar! A Melon Bar! And more!

So why run all over town when you can get everything you're looking

for in one easy stop. . . Super Stop& Shop It's a lot more than a great

supermarket

BRIGHTEN UP YOUR

»

1

m

SHOW
PLANTS

^LargeMaxiS' to4'.

y 1 in. pot Many
kinds including;

Areca Palms, Ar-

boricolas, Drac-

aena Marginatas,

Ficus Benjamin.

SIWUGE
CRATES
Heavy duty plastic

in assorted bright

colors. 1 3%" X

1
3%" X 1 1 V4".

Interlock for

stacking

STOP& SHOPGROCERY COUPON

EREE r^m^^ Coupon

2 Liter
Coke or Pepsi
Regular or Diet

67.6 Oz Bottle

I

mt*m$1.ao
T.I

432

^OPt#

WILD CARD
Am?i SHOP
CHECK CASHING

Have you ever gone to the store for groceries,

only to realize you don 't have enough cash? No
problem. . . with the Stop& Shop Check Cashing
Card Just whip it out and write a check for your

order If you're at the issuing store, you don't

even have to go to the service desk for approval

Fast Easy Convenient The Stop& Shop Check
Cashing Card It's your ace in the hole

SUPERW
SI10P

Hadley/Amherst
Russell Street, MA.

North Hampton
1 28 King Street, CT.
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Watch for Doonesbury,

Bloom County,

all our student

comics and

the crossword puzzle

m tomorrow's Collegian!
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CWl

Wednesday
LUNCH

Italian Hoagie
Eggroll/Duc Sauce,

Soy Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder
Egg Roll/Due Sauce

Soy Sauce

DINNER
Junior Club Sandwich

Roast Top Round of Beef/Gravy
Tomato Torte

BASICS DINNER
Seafood Supreme
Tomato Torte

Wednesday, September 4, 1985.
Collegian hd
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(i) J
ComputerWorks

1

228 Trianqle Street, Amherst, MA 549-7133

Service and support are what set a computing center apart. At Computer Works, we have created a

comfortable center displaying a complete line of products. Daily classroom sessions for our staff ensure

complete technical support before and after the sale, and our repair facility will keep your purchase

fully functioning. We stake our reputation on it.

(onnpuPro. DAIAGENERAL
A multiuser system

Based on the SlOO standard

Powerful, expandable
Modifiable Build a system
around «our favorite pro-

cessor Add up to 4 MB of

memory, select the proper

drive: your system is ready

to support as many users as
you wish to add

I

ERICSSON
Ergonomics
Definition—The natural laws of work

CPU off the desk
Monitor at proper angle

Screen background color

easy on the eyes Tactile

keyboard All in a graphics

capable MS DOS environ-

ment, complete with interna-

tional character fonts

Portability and compatibility

9'/? pounds of MS DOS power
8 hours of use per charge
Twice the disk capacity of ordinary 5'''i" format Full screen.

complete keyboard Start with one dnve, or two, or three, or

a hard drive or a built-in modem Suit yourself

corona
data systems, inc.

EPSON
The friendly computer

"Valdocs—five software

functions on the industry's

easiest-to-use keyboard

CP/M and optional MS
Full year warranty

The quality you expect

Epson

A graphics capable
machine with twice the

resolution of IBM
Completely compatible

and more
More power in the supply

More free slots

More memory on the mam board

More value for the money

PRINTERS

DOS

from

\M\\^

More Hardware
Modems • Terminals • Surge Protectors

Switch Boxes • Keyboard overlays

Epson
Comrex

Panasonic

Dynax
Olympia

Toshiba

Supplies
Paper • Ribbons • Disks • Software

Labels • Disk Files • Books • Magazines

Jk: ^^ s»fe ^ks sMs ^«s Jb =>«s =»^ sKi
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WELCOME BACK UMASS!!!
Andy's Pizza would like to extend an invitation

to the Freshnnen class of 1989, and to all the

returning students of UMass to try the

HIGHEST QUALITY PIZZA
IN THE AMHERST AREA

We also offer a wide variety of menu
items:

Pizzas, Grinders, Dinners, Salads & Fries

^^/ki

FAST FREE
256-8147 or

DELIVERY
256-8148

Delivery Hours 4 pm - ? in house liquor license

^ooooooooooooffgftPffoooooooooooooooooooooflooofloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooQOOOOOOOOOtMOOOOooQg^
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COORS 12 oz. cans.

MILLER LITE 12 oz. cans

$11.50

$11.50

+ $1.20 cs.

+ $1.20 cs.

1 BOLTWOOD WALK
AMHERST
256-0148

Let Us Make Your
RESUMES & THESIS
Look Their Best!

.Ve i
'" i^ • "vpesettino • ToDving • Priming

, • i^ j<^'< • ' r.up'i • Broc'''L;ies

Let Wickles Work For You!

Service No One Can Copy!

>^-

ROLLING ROCK 12 oz. cans. $2.90

s?

A\

THE G@(g)D EGG
Serving Breakfast S- Lunch Daily

Specializing in Home Style Breakfasts

5:00 am - 2:00 pm
485 West St, Meadowbrook Shops, South Amherst

253-2294

Only 2 minutes away fronn

Brittany Manor Southwood
and Riverglade

<^-^ \

V

+ $.306pk. s^

O'KEEFE 12 oz. bottles.

HEINEKEN 12 oz. bottles

$11.95

$7.40

+ $1.20 cs.

+ $.60 12pk.

STROH 12 oz. cans. $9.95 + $1.20 cs.

BUD 12 oz. cans. $11.50 $1.20 cs.

Kegs lAr Beer ^ Wine -k Soda ^ Ice

^'€>'^ ^ te^
Stadium

Liquors

^^^>
UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

.^-00^'^

ROUTE 116

<i— ROUTE 9

253-5595 175 University Drive

Back to School SUff Fall 1985

-\

Back to School Editor
News Editor
Production Manager
Editor-in-Chief
Living Editor
Arts Editor
Editorial Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Reporters: Dan Burgess,
Higg^ns, liana Levenson.
Typesetters:

Production:

Anne McCrory
Tom Middleton

Peter Soderberg
Dode B. Levenson

Renee Bacher
Elizabeth Luciano

Larry Bouchie
Peter Abraham
Derek Roberts

Joel Coffidis, Chris Poon, Susan Eaton, Stephen

Dode B. Levenson, Nancy Rivers
Norm Achin, Matt Atkins, Pete Soderberg

iK Allan Continued from, page 5

"if we increased the size of the SOM to

meet all of that demand, it would throw the

balance (of the University) off," he ex-

plains.

Enrollment now stands at about 2000
undergraduates, 300 masters degree
students — 100 of them off campus in

Holyoke — and 55 doctoral candidates.

Allan is also proud of the Small Business
Develpment Center, a consulting and train-

ing service to businesses throughout the

state, which was created ion 1980 and is

headquartered at UMass. It now services

about 3000 business a year and is "thriv-

ing," Allan says.

His experiences as a dean, Allan says,

will enhance his teaching "quite a bit"

when he resumes, for one, teaching
business law in the spring.

"A dean is a manager," he says. "Not
just the school (of management), but the
whole university is in many ways like a
large business. I know more about the
managing of a complex organization."
Allan says he has no further aspirations

as an administrator and feels confident
that his decision to move back to students
is the right one^

"I wouldn't change anything (about the)

past seven years — the university is a good
place for me and it still is," he says. "I'll be
a good teacher and do research as the
faculty does."

• SOMdean Continued from page 5

The dean is responsible for managi.ig
research, teaching and service activities of
the school. The school has four depart-
ments — accounting and information

systems, general business and finance,
mangement and marketing — about 2,000
undergraduate students and several hun-
dred masters and doctoral candidates.

ELEK-TEK . . . SAVES YOU MORE
ON CAIjCULATORS

EL5510 70 PC1?61
EL S500T 70 ^^_^ PCt350A
EL5520 85 SR!S PC 1 500A
PC 1250A 70 ^^^ CE 125
PC 1260 7 5

^^^^^ CE126P
CE 150

Mp*?'k«o calculators f^r~~—np;
HP- 1 1C Scientific 58

~

HP- 1 2C Financial 90
H P- 1 5C Scientific 90
HP- 16C Programmer go

^^^^ FREE!
New Advantage software nnodule from HP with the

^^^, purchaseof any HP-41 at Elektek. Offer ends 11/15/85

HP-41 CALCULATORS AND ENHANCEMENTS
^^'"C 105- ,m .rr Printer (82143A)
«P*'CV 168 fztT?z\ HPIL Module
•^^•^'CX ^4S

I :^,^^'r\ Dig CassBtteDr.vc
MP 71 B Computer 399 / .,' L' t 111 MP-tL Printer
OoticalWand 95 li; :i: t:: \z\ Thint. Jet Printer
Card Reader 145 nHHHHB qi 1 4A OisK DnvP

MEMORY EXPANSION MODULES (for HP-41 C)
Timer Module 60 KtlV HEWLETT Ext Function Modui"
Quad Module 60 iTi^ PACKARD Ext MerrioryModuif

•While limited supplies last

Arces»oriB»<li»countec) loo MaslerCard O' VISA t>y phone oi mail M»ii Caitiiw' »cri»<i< Mo
I? *i<» lociii Soffy noC O D s Add S4 00 1st iiBm $i ea add i shpgA handi LhptsioiL add'.-
luOi lo chan()o Univemiy/Coilnqe PO s Welcome WHITE (no call*) (or »rn»i raiaioq JH
de(«rtivB marcfiandiia only AILEIEK TEK MERCHANDISE IS BRAND NFW ISTQUALiT^

135
135
ISO
I 19
55

150

wOCT"

FREE!

jZjZ

. H3
IS

(5

'.OO

60
60

CALL TOLL FREE 800-621 -1 269 EXCEPT ILLINOIS, ALASKA
' m» Cr>ecK
». tm Prices

' policy tof

M'n.ErE

ELEKTEK.mc
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"THE STEREO PROFESSIONA15'

Welcome Back to The Future Sale

1^

TDK %*
SAM %i'

a^
6 with

' .#^'%

^

Audio- ^
Mate ^^

Walkperson

#**%
1^ *^ -^Discwasher ^^
^ —' D4 system ^.

$9.95 ,3^^%

SUPER SYSTEMS SALE
System 2 System 3 System 4

System 1 Dorm Room Special Sharpest System Ever Great Scott!

Nikko Mini System SHERWOOD 2620 50 watt Sharp 550 System SCOTT 379PS 70 watt/ch

MXA7 70 watt receiver w/electronic tuning and includes for rated receiver

integrated amp 3 yr warranty • 100 watt integrated amplifier SCOTT PSD99 linear tracking

Mx 1 / electronic tuner OHM EZ two way loudspeaker • digital tuner turntable w/cart

MXS7 two-way with five year warranty • Dolby cassette deck OHM C3 3-way speakers

loudspeakers ADL linear tracking • direct drive turntable with 3 year warranty

$199.95
turntable

saving over

• 3 way loudspeakers

all this for just
1400 value

50% NOW $299.95 $499.95 NOW $699.95

MISCELLANEOUS ( But Good ) SPECIALS
Nikko ND550 Dolby

Cassette Deck
L.E.D. meters

soft touch controls

$89.95 a $179.95 value

Pioneer Walkman
PK3 auto reverse

high/low tone controls

metal tape compatable
dual headphone outputs

TEAC 417C Dolby B/C
Cassette Deck
L.E.D. meters
logic controls

plus more

save 50% only $59.95

$99.95 a $235. value

PK5 Auto Reverse

all weather walkman. Dolby,

metal tape plus more

save 50% $99.95

Akai AAR1 40 watt

receiver a $200 value

now just $69.95

Samsung 330A
stereo /cassette boom box

repeat of a sellout was $119.95

now $59.95

EPI

TE/320 3 way loudspeaker
five year warranty, list $600 pr

below cost v^il!l wD

TE/120 two way
loudspeaker with
five year warranty

list $360. pr

vSlil.wO below our
dealer cost

PICKERING CARTRIDGE SALE

TL44 MKII was $89.95/NOW $19.96 TL66 was $169.95 NOW $49.95

15 East Pleasant St., Amherst
All Sales Cash • MC/ Visa/check add 3%
all quantities limited subject to prior sale

not responsible for typographical errors

^^ Sharp ' "^
>^ 19KP15 ^
^19" color TV^^ $239.95^

TheMassachusettsDaily *''•'••"-«'»-"«""'"'°"^^;^^^:NGLA.NU•s largest college daily
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More rooms
now available
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collf^an Staff

About one-quarter of the estimated 440
University of Massachusetts students

waiting for on-oampus housing can begin

moving into residence hall spaces today

which are considered vacant because the

students assigned to them did not report by

12 p.m. yesterday.

Among the students receiving housing

assignments today will be 17 first-year

students and 83 sophomores, who will be

notified when they report to the housing of-

fice, Joe Zannini, executive director of

housing said.

The annual fall semester housing shor-

tage is more extreme this year due to a

greater number of returning students, a

freshman class which is larger than last

year, and the increased popularity of on-

campus housing, Zannini said.

There are still many accomodations open
in the local area, which some students don't

want because they are not close enough to

campus," Zannini said.

About 240 students waiting for on-

campus housing have been temporarily ac-

comodated in the Campus Center Hotel

and other "swing spaces" on campus, such

as dormitory lounges, while an estimated

200 more housing candidates are staying

off-campus.

Students didn't recieve housing
assignments because of late acceptance or

late payment of University bills, Zannini

said, but temporary spaces are considered

part of the normal tuition bill.

"It's uncomfortable," Scott Powers, a

first-year student said from the Campus
Center Hotel which he is sharing

ronfinued nti [xige S
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Glen Jackson and Michael Hughes size up the library

tower for their structural geology course. Their calcula-

tions were intended to get its height.

Personnel changes occur at Whitmore
Economic specialist enlisted

By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

James Leheny has been promoted to associate

chancellor at the University of Massachusetts, from his

position as associate to the chancellor, and Jaymie Cher-

Ccilletfian phut.. I. ^ iHrvk KoUrt^

Jaymie Chernoff, previously an economic

development specialist in the continuing educa-

tion program, has been named an associate to

the chancellor.

noff has been named to replace Leheny in his old position

this summer.
While serving as the chancellor's chief of staff, Leheny

will also be the campus liaison to the President's Office

and the board of trustees in Boston. Leheny had been an

associate to the chancellor for the past two years, and had

worked on the campus long-range plan, budget requests,

and assisting Chancellor Joseph Duffey in his duties as co-

chair of the Governor's Commission on Mature Industries.

Since 1966, Leheny has been an English professor,

teaching undergraduate courses in British and Irish

literature and expository writing. Leheny has also publish-

ed a scholarly edition of Joseph Addison's political essays

and an anthology on politics and arts for "Eighteenth Cen-

tury Life."

Leheny received his masters and doctorate degrees

from Washington University and his bachelor's degree

from the University of Connecticut. From 1964 to 1966,

he studied at Oxford and was research assistant to the

Secretary General of the Council of Europe.

Chernoff, an economic development specialist in the

University's continuing education program since 1981,

said last week that she expects ta work primarily on

economic and development projects of the Chancellor's Of-

fice.

"I have several projects that reflect the Chancellor's in-

terest in economic development, both internationally and

nationally," she said, "including a working conference of

30 to 40 executive officers, economic columnists, and

presidents of other educational institutions in the New
England area."

That conference, to be held here in October, will focus

on the issue of American competition in the international

market and what the role of New England businesses and

educational institutions will be, Chernoff said.

"The issue of competition is critical," she said, "and

higher education plays an important role in providing

human resources."

Chernoff received her bachelor's degree from Nor
thwestern University and hei master's degree in regional

planning from I'Mji^s. Amherst,

Air Force eyes

new GWEN site
May drop Amherst proposition

By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

Oppositif)n by Amherst residents may have caused the

Air Force to look for another site for its Ground Wave
F]mergency Network Tower (GWEN).
The post-nuclear attack communications facility, which

was also rejected by residents of Hawley, may be located

in Barre, on land owned by the Army Corps of Engineers.

The Air Force has filed an application with the corps to

build a broadcast complex on land near the Barre Falls

Dam in Worcester county, according to the Boston (Jlobe.

The proposed 300-foot tower, which is one in a national

network that would enable contact between political and
military leaders in the event of a nuclear attack, was pro-

posed by the Air Force for a farm in Amherst.

The Stanley Street site was opposed by residents, who
maintained that the tower would encourage the belief that

a nucelar war could be won.

The Amherst Town Meeting and Board of Selectmen

voted against the plan last spring, although national

security considerations could override the zoning laws and
feelings of townspeople.

If a GWEN tower is built in Barre, there would be no

need for another in Amherst, according to Air Force

spokesman John O'Brien.

"To put it simply, there is a tower needed. If we build on

B, then we wouldn't need A. We haven't ruled out

Amherst as a site for GWEN however," he said.

continued on page S

Evaluation books
arrive tomorrow
By JEANETTE DeFORCIE
('ollegian Staff

The 8 a.m. class worth waking up for, and the one with

the professor that puts insomniacs to sleep can both be
found in the Course and Teacher Evaluation guide

(C/ TE) which comes out tomorrow.
The CATE book is a yearly guide written from

students'opinions of courses and teachers they have
taken.

"It's the only channel for students to hear from other
students, (this is) something you can't get from the

catalogue," said Gayle Wintjen, chairwoman for

Academic Affairs of the Undergraduate Student Senate.

"The evaluations written are not statistically signifi-

cant, but the book is pretty accurate by the evaluations

submitted," Wintjen said. She said each class evaluation is

carefully weighed before it is printed in the guide.

The major problem the CA'TE guide has is the lack of

returns they receive from the students, said Wintjen. Six

percent of all students respond to their questionnaires.

"Every year we are trying to improve. We are sending
out more questionnaires and setting up a table in the Cam-
pus Center Concourse helped," Wintjen said. "We are
thinking of doing personal interviews," she said.

The GATE guide is given a budget of "approximately
$10,500 for printing," said Wintjen. More funds are sup-

plied for sending out the questionnaires and printing

envelopes.

The CATE staff has four full-time employees during the

summer when the book is put together. The CATE guide
staff works under the Academic Affairs of the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

The 12th edition of the CATE books will be distributed

tomorrow in the Campus Center Concourse. Because of

the exorbitant printing costs, 9,000 will be available this

year.
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"I got it on."
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Division of

Continuing Education

Credit Courses

Credit-Free Woricshops

Specialized Programs

Ovef 100 introductory, middle-,

and upper-level evening credit

courses and University day

courses (on a space available

basis).

Registration for Continuing

Education evening courses and

University day courses continues

through the add/drop period,

September 4-17.

Register at the Division of

Continuing Education. University

Library—Mon-Thurs 8: 30 am-7 pm
Fri., 8:30 am-5 pm; and Sat..

10am-lpm(9/7, 9/14)
Call us at 5-2414 for more
information.

B

AP Laserphodi

Students and teachers at the University of Vermont protested the

schools investments in South African companies. They marched in the

University's convocation parade holding placards during ceremonies.

Massachusetts opts for safe slogan
BOSTON (AP) - State of-

ficials continue to look for

new ways to remind
Massachusetts motorists to

use their automobile seat

belts, But they showed
great restraint themselves

in rejecting the slogan, "I

Got It On."
That suggestive slogan

was one of several discussed

for a Labor Day Weekend
campaign designed to en-

couraqje seat belt use, said

Barb -a Kopans, a

spokesman I'tr 'He Kx-

ecutive Office <!' Public

Safety.

Instead, state officials

emblazoned the phrase "It's

the hip thing" on hundreds

of T-shirts distributed to

motorists.

"I don't find it embarass-

ing," Kopans said yester-

day. "It was just one of

several ideas we came up
with and we decided to use

the other one. It was safer -

and we want people to be

safe in their cars."

Today
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Copy Editor
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Photo Technician
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M a t k i n s

's Staff

Renee Bacher
John Vincent

eter Soderberg
Derek Roberts

Peter Soderberg

Kelly Sieger, Norm Achim,

New
Life

Mi . tries

Worshipping God used to be OrT Wj%^
Times have changed and now it's IN Bflij

Explore with us where Religion is Dead

and Experimental Relationship is Alive

Come and personally experience for yourself the aliveness and

holistic total feeling of ?. relationship

• Rib'o studies

• Acti'/ities and outinj"^

• Coffee houses (daily)

• Video institute teachings • Movies • Music
• Counseling - crisis intervention • Special events

(need help witn han '.ing stress, housing, food, utilities, clothing, etc.)

Whatever neer* give is a call

Your mind & heart & being are important no matter where you are at

Associated with an array of supporting agencies for your needs

Gatherings on Saturday Evenings & Sunday Afternoons
(meals also those days)

1-800-512-3457
24 hrs.

PO Box 71

Amherst, MA
01004-071

Meet at ART EVENT
located at the lights in North Amherst

in the Old School Building

wMOM advanced ftfnrss training!: centers

The best work out in town for strength, toning, and calories burned

vW
o<^^^

S^^^'$45.00 for 14 Weeks
Join by Sept. 13th and receive a

FREE Body Composition Test - $20 value
(% fa^ muscle mas^ recojjmendedjveigh^ da^ calories) ^^^^"" " —— ^.^^ Up Now —

-

Boyden - Totman (NOPE)
8;;9^am * 12-1 pnn * 4-6 pm ..«««_„"""""""""

"regular hours TOTM"NOPEr"'
BOYDEN jy^.p 7.30.9 am ' 11-1 pm

M-F 7-9 am • 12-1 pm
4-6 pm

4-6 pm * 7-9 pm
Saturday 12-3

I COLLEGE PIZZA
: FAST. FREE DELIVERY OF
\ PIZZAS and HOT OVEN
% GRINDERS
\ TO ALL
; UMASS DORMS. FRATS &
\ SORORITIES
: * Video Games * MTV
tLOCATED at PATTERSON CORNER of SOUTHWEST
t at the CORNER of SUNSET a FEARING ST.

5 549-6073 549-6098
••*••*• if

I'ollrioan photo hy Derek KiiherUi

Michelle Callan cheerfully displays the mood of the add/drop period as she makes her way up the
Whitmore ramp.

UMass gets computing coordinator
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Joining the ranks of homeless students, the University's

new associate vice-chancellor of computing and informa-

tion systems, Douglas E. Abbott, is living at the present,

out of a suitcase.

Abbott, who began his new job yesterday, is living in a
motel, awaiting completion of his new Amherst home. The
former vice-provost of computing at Lehigh University,

Abbott will serve as the coordinator for computer-related

activities. He will also be responsible for developing a
campus-wide micro-computer systems.

"I'm excited about being here," he said in an interview

yesterday. "UMass provides an excellent opportunity to

develop a coordinateid computer plan."

At Legigh, Abbott engineered a plan for campus-wide
computing. All faculty members were provided with a

micro-computer, and a purchase plan was created for

students. Abbott said he would like to develop a similar

plan for UMass.
"In most respects UMass is at the position Lehigh was

in three years ago," Abbott said, "but the upper ad-

ministration is committed to improving the system.'

"The excitement the project has generated really makes
it fun to work on," he said.

Abbott said he is examining the entire computing
system to determine what can he improved.

He is presently working on a new telephone system
which would provide a data service over the phone, in-

cluding access to the library card catalogfue and to the

University's computer, CYBER.
"The process is well underway," Abbott said, "we could

he looking at system selection by next spring."

"Many universities talk about developing such a pro-

(iillejrian (iholn hy DtTi'k KolnTls

Douglas E. Abbott, new associate vice-

ihancellor of computing and information

systems.

gram, but UMa.ss is workmg on it," AblK)tt said. "It's

what we need to he a first-rate academic institution."

Before his appointment at Legigh, Abbott was a pro-

fessor of mechanical engineering at Purdue University.

He received his undergraduate, master's and doctoral

degrees from Stanford University

FYI:
New tailgating rules

Regulations for tailgate parties at football games have

been released for the 1 985-86 year.

— Time limits: Tailgate parties may \)e held from 1

1

a.m. until the beginning of the game and for one hour

after the end of the game.
— Location: The grassy area south of the football

stadium will l>e available for parking and parties. The

gate on the south end has been expanded to accom-

modate more people and to facilitate access to the

stadikum. The parking lot north of the stadium will be

reserved for season ticket holders, handicapped ^lersons

and special guests of the University.

— Alcohol: Kegs and other large volume containers are

•prohibited at tailgate parties.

Financial aid awards checks will be available at the

Bursar's Office in Whitmore Administration Building on

the following schedule:

Sept. 9: A-L only

Sept. 10: M-Z only

The office hours for check distribution are 9 a.m. to 3

p.m. and current student IDs are rtn^uired. Check

distribution will also be available after Sept. 10.

* Given iiiil imii'ii fi'iini fiiiijc I

Selectman Richard Minear said, "1 think it is off the

list, and I'm hapf»y for Amherst."

"There were a good many objections from townspeople,

about the site, and there was a lot of pressure to put it

somewhert' el.se. Locating it elsewhere doesn't make me
much happier. It seems to me that the system as a whole

doesn't make sense." Minear said.

Chairwoman of the Amherst Board of Selectman Bar-

bara C.riffiths said "We did not want this happening in

Amherst. There were a variety of reasons for not wanting

it. hut now those who want to work on the broader issue

can <i<i that in a different arena. I breathe a sigh of relief

tor Amherst."
The (;WEN facility is designed to withstand elec-

tromagnetic pulse, which results when nuclear weapons

are detonated and which knocks out normal radio com-

munications.

Opponents of the plan formed a "No CWF^N Alliance"

to counter the Air Force's intentions. Members from

Amherst and surrounding towne are fighting CWEN
l)ecuase it was part of the Pentagon's preparation for

fighting a nuclear war. according to alliance member Nan-

cy Foster.

The Hamf)shire County Commission held a well-

attended public hearing in February, which ended in a

s[)lit vole and a compromise letter to state and federal of-

ficials urging them to review the Air Force plan critically.

Faculty Senate

considers revised

grievance policy
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

A grievance policy which provides a set procedure for

students to resolve their academic conflicts with pro-

fessors has been in the works for seven years and will be
presented to the Faculty Senate for approval this month.
The University has set procedures for sexual and racial

harassment but has been operating without a standard
undergraduate academic grievance policy. Instead, each
school within the University has its own informal rules

which students can follow, said Gayle Wintjen, chair-

women of the Academic Affairs Committee of the Student
Government Association.

"There's a void we're trying to fill," said Wintjen.
"Each college (at UMass) has a different way of handling
grievances. Some don't even have one," she said.

Most students who run into academic problems with
their professor are encouraged to resolve their disputes

with either their instructor or department head, said Om-
budsman Howard Gadlin.

The proposed grievance policy will make a formal hear-

ing board available for students and faculty who cannot

settle their problems through informal means, said Wint-

jen. She said the policy will also provide students with a
formal means of recourse to solve their problems.

"A grievance policy is not meant to solve differences in

academic judgement," Gadlin said. Students who disagree

with a grade they received do not have grounds for com-
plaint, but if a professor unfairly singles out students to

assign more difficult work, then they can resolve their

grievances through the proposed fM)licy, he said.

The Academic Affairs Committee has been working on
the proposed policy, he said.

Gadlin said previous academic disputes settled through

the ombudsman office have involved professors who have
scheduled surprise exams or who have significantly chang-

ed course requirements during the semester.

The Academic Affairs (>)mmittee has \)eex\ working on
the proposed policy with the Faculty Senate's Academic
Matters Council and the subcommittee on policy, Wintjen
said. Subcommittee member Larry Benedict said the pro-

f)osal is almost ready to be voted on by the council this

month.
Benedict said work on the policy has been stalled for

several years becuase of change in student and faculty

leadership involved in policy-making. He said the commit-
tees started with an original draft but changed it after

reading a model policy from another school. The proposed
draft, "is an amalgamation of both and reflects our own
circumstances at the school," he said.

Texas company gets

phone book contract
By MAT ATKINS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts student telephone direc-

tories will not cost the school money and will be available

in early October.

Last semester, phone books were not published t)ecause

of a complication at Turley Publications Inc., the company
contracted to publish the Inxiks. Associate Dean of

Students Robert N. Brooks said the directories were not

printed "because of factors beyond our control."

The Directory Company of LublnK-k, Texas was award-

ed the contract to publish the fall 19H5 and spring 1986

phone books. According to the contract, the lM)oks must t)e

delivered three weeks after the list of names and phone
numbers are delivered. The University plans to supply the

informatin Sept. 13, Brooks said.

The Directory (Company will publish the phone books at

nil cost to the University. The next closest biddt-r would

have charged the University $17,000. "No cost to the

University is my favorite l)id, ' Brooks said.

In the p.i t, one company was contracted to solicit the

advertising for the phone books. This company then sub-

contracted with another firm to print the books. The
Directory Company will be responsible for all |)hases of

publication of this year's phone books. "They are in the

business, and the sole business of making telephone direc-

tories," Brooks said. This year's phc»ne books will be of

U'tter (luality than those of previous semesters.

The difficulty in getting the directories out early is in

collecting and f)rocessing the ad<lresses of students living

off-cam{)us. "The problem is. and has always been, to get

the directory out expeditiously while still accom<Klating

the total student body," Brooks sjiid. Any stu«ient living

off-campus who has recently moved must submit a change
of ad<lress form to the registrars office by Sept. ti in order
to have their correct address and phone number apjH'ar in

this semester's directory.

^ housing Ci>>ii irnifri from pnqe I

with twoothers, "it's all because I got an honors scholar-

ship and the paj)ers didn't come through on time."

Students who do not have housing iRx-ause of late accep-

tance are not guaranteed housing, but are urged, to attend

the University next semester when .some students

graduate (»r move off campus.
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New gonorrhea strain poses threat
BOSTON (AP) - The appearance in the

United States of a penicillin-resistent form

of gonorrhea could pose "a major health

problem" unless measures are adopted to

control this form of venereal disease,

health experts warn.

Penicillin is the standard drug used to

treat gonorrhea. A strain of the bacteria N.

gonorrhea that caused an outbreak in

North Carolina two years ago is not killed

by this antibiotic. However, it can be con-

trolled with other drugs.

Doctors recorded 199 cases of the

penicillin-resistant gonorrhea in Durham in

1983. Another 31 cases occurred last year.

Now, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control

report that this strain has turned up in

several other states.

Until recently, this bacteria was common
in the Far East but not in the United

States.

Other penicillin-resistant strains have

been seen in the United States, but they

outwit the drug by producing an enzyme

known as penicillinase. The new strain

does not make this chemical. Instead, it

developed its penicillin resistance through

aq genetic mutation.

"Unless surveillance and control

measures are adopted," the doctors wrote,

"chromosomally mediated resistant N.

gonorrhea may become a major problem in

the United States."

The North Carolina victims were cured

with the antibiotic spectinomycin.

The doctors have since determined that

the new variety of bacteria is resistant to

penicillin but susceptible to streptomycin

and spectinomycin.

"Since this type of penicillin resistance

has not been considered a serious practical

problem until recently, there has been no

routine surveillance for such strains," the

doctors wrote.

A report on the North Carolina outbreak

was published in Thursday's New England

Journal of Medicine.
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'The word is out --

Lone Justice is the One To Watch. .
."

Los Angeles Herald
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This Fall

We've Got It All

In BOTH STORES!
Amherst Carriage Shops • Northampton (Next to Iron Horse)

POSTERS
Huge

Selection
* BAMBOO BLINDS

20% Off

BEDSPREADS
(Cover Walls, Furn.,

Windows)

RUGS & MATS
(Colorful, Durable)

*
*

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
(Comfortable Cotton)

•

Paper

LAMPSHADES
(Variety of Colors)

CARDS
(Over 1400 Designs)

Brass & Silver

JEWELRY
(earrings, rings etc.)

CLOTHING SALE
20% to 50% off

Selected

_BLOUSES, SKIRTS & T-SHIRTS
Great Gitts...

Great Prices

^••MCI^CANTILE
Daily & Sat. 10-6 • Sunday 12-5

USED BOOKS
OVER 40,000 USED
PAPERBACKS
& HARDBACKS

AT GREAT SAVINGS
Academic and Popular

Paperbacks

in all subjects

SAVE NOW
VALLEY BOOKS

Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-5:30

Sun 12-4 549-6052
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AbsurditytowardS .Africa
From liberals, "progressives," socialists,

and assorted "anti-nukers," comes the cry

for dialogue and understanding with the

Soviet Union. Such people argue that it is

only the fear the Soviet leaders have of the

West that gives them their repressive

tendencies. Calling the Soviet Union an
"evil empire" is counterproductive, just as

aggravating the Soviets by bringing up the

ussue of the cancerous "spy dust," which is

used against Americans by the KGB in

Moscow, hurts U.S.-Soviet relations.

Liberals say accusations and name-calling

will not make the Soviets more amenable to

our wishes. Only through contact with one
another at the government, acadedmic,

and trade levels, it is said, can we unders-

tand each other well enough to both live in

peace and improve both our societies by

learning from one another. Such a policy,

as advocated by our left of center friends,

might be described as . . . "constructive

engagement."

Hmmmm "constructive
engagement?" . . . now where have we
heard of this policy before? Ah yes, that's

President Reagan's "racist" policy in

South Africa, that place of ultimate evil,

where the least little bit of contact with the

United States will give our stamp of ap-

proval to Apartheid. It is said the Soviet

Union requires understanding, but ap-

parently the case of South Africa demands
ostracism. Leftists claim the two situations

are quite differenct from one another. Let
us examine just how different they really

are.

The Soviet Union has made it abundantly

clear, through both words and deeds, that

its ultimate goal is world communism
under direction from Moscow, and that its

chief obstacle in obtaining this goal is the

existence of western civilization, with the

United States as its chief target. South

Africa, on the other hand, has always been

friendly towards the United States, and

supplies this country with minerals critical

to the well being of our economy and na-

tional security.

Both the Soviet Union and South Africa

have repressive tendencies, but as opposed

to the Soviet Union, South Africa has op-

position political parties and a free press

which is often highly critical of its own
government. The Soviet Union is a

totalitarian s(K*iety, where everything is

run by the state and subject to its strict

control. In South Africa, people speak out

freely against their government. South

African dissident Bishop Tutu and Soviet

dissident Andrei Sakharov are both Nobel

Peace Prize recipients, but while Tutu ap-

Stephen Erickson

pears almost nightly on" Western television,

Sakharov rots in Siberia.

Absolutely no dissent is permitted from

the strict Communist Party line within the

Soviet Union. Control is so tight that revolt

is impossible as protests are curshed before

they can begin. Although restricted recent-

ly, Americans have witnessed many pro-

tests against Apartheid within South

Africa on the evening news. Even if such

events were allowed to occur in the Soviet

Union, the western media is so restricted

that it could get nowhere near them.

The Soviet Union, together with its

Eastern European allies, serves as a
massive prison surrounded by barbed wire

and machine guns, where thousands who
wish to emigrate to the West are forbidden

to by the state. South Africa has free

emigration, and in fact has a very high im-

migration level as many Africans migrate
to South Africa to find a higher standard of

living than on the rest of the continent. (A
standard of living that divestment would
cripple.)

The South African government is elected

principally by the white electorate. The
Soviet government is selected by the Polit-

buro of the Communist Party. The govern-

ment of South Africa represents a fairly

wide range of political viewpoints, whereas
one only rises to power in the Soviet Union
by representing the status quo. Therefore,

relative to that of the Soviet Union, the

South African system of government is a
more dynamic one, more capable of

significantly changing itself peacefully.

The purpose in drawing these com-

parisons is not to exonerate South Africa,

but merely to put things into perspective.

A Democratic Congressman from Penn-

sylvania described South Africa as having

"the most evil system in the world." The
news media, various sit-ins, and divest-

ment campaigns lead one to believe such

erroneous statements. Even if we were to

assume that the Soviet Union and South

Africa were equally oppressive, which they

clearly are not, should we not give

preferential treatment to friendly govern-

ments as of)posed to hostile on^s?

Constructive engagement only has a

chance of working on countries that are

friendly to the I'nited States. To try and

gently persuade our enemies while crippl-

ing governments that hold us in higher

regani is to base foreign policy on the ab-

surd.

Stephen Erickson i.s n Collegian columnist.
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All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the

author's address and telephone number, which will not be published. Let-

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

umn submissions should be between 40 and 60 lines. Aii submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. —Editor. «
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Fine Arts Enterprisesjnc.
Most college students get a summer job.

Many summer jobs are, to be honest, bor-

ing. Students break from boredom by

dreaming—of next weekend or a special

place, perhaps of a loved one and, of

course, of the future.

My job gave me lots of time to think of

those things—summer jobs are good for

that. So while I was toiling away trying to

think of a better way, I came upon that

three-letter word: Art.

Instead of putting up with a dull occupa-

tion is it possible to transfer the zeal of

enjoyment to a career choice, the way
people use causes to champion themselves

and their pocketbooks?

Three professional examples come im-

meiiiate'y to mind: members of (Congress

who ase politics as a Mckct Lo travel (fact-

findirv^ wanderluFt^' pr- vte-sector ex-

'< ..lives arul company-oilied dog hoar-

ding; and P.rh Geldof -inge' -Trn'd

r"liel-amba.s.sador.

The Lowest Common Denominator

here is ihe fringe benefit. Every job has

'em. and some more than others. Art has

the most appeal to me, because it's the

most accessible.

.'\rt has tiiught me that, basically,

anything goes. That's a lesson many
politicians use. To succeed in both worlds

requires skill, savvy and a gambler's

disposition. It sounds Kke business, huh?

Big business. And those who make it to

the major leagues make the big bucks,

and, big benefits.

I've got certain skills, some savvy, and

certainly a gambler's disposition, but I'm

just too weird to make it through business

school. I'm too corrupted to go into

politics, so what is left?

Art. Some of the things that pass as

"entertaining", or "beautiful" in the arts

are definitely not put out by the top of the

league, the cream of the crop, or what

have yv>u.

Some of the radio jingles 1 hear could

even have been written by a six-year-old.

Even works of Picasso, I'm afraid, resem-

ble kindergarten masterpieces. And some
of the stuff that passes as

sculpture—witness the UMass cam-

Rob Skelton
pus—could just as easily be lost in a

junkyard.

I'm not bitter about all this. Actually, I

want to get in on it. If someone can get

paid for doing this stuff, power to 'em.

It is a little-known fact that hundreds, if

not thousands of dollars are available for

artistic projects as long as an acceptable

articulate proposal is submitted before

certain deadline dates.

Remember, anything goes, as long as it

can be justified. Even in this age of

drastic domestic cutbacks, you'd be sur-

prised out of your hand-painted coveralls

what you can get with a little imagination.

So don't drop out of school, just learn how
to write grant proposals.

That's just what Boh (".eldof did. The
self-descril:H><l "second-rate" rock star

convinced the biggest names in F^ngland.

and then the world, to contribute to a

worthy project. F^ven though he "didn't

get paiti" for it, you can sure bet he

always ate well and slept conifortably.

and received other FHs, even whilst

"fact-finding" in the Sudan.

Now Bob (leldof has it made. His hantl.

The Btiomtown Rats which was withering

l>efore Band-Aid materialized, will most

certainly benefit. 1 can .safely predict they

will appear fifty miles of here within fifty

weeks from now.

Me, I'll use my skills and savvy, and

with a little luck will market Celdof

teeshirts and posters, create a .sculpture

and dedicate it to the Boomtown Rats,

write a radio jingle promoting their tour,

and present each member of the band

with personrlized pen & ink souvenir

sketches.

It doesn't matter that I have no artistic

talent whatsoever. Anything goes,

remember? And I'll probably get

backstage passes to the show; soon after

that I'll write a book chronicling my ex-

periences.

Stayed tuned.

Rob Skelton isAssi.ttant Editorial Editor.

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Sub-

rrisfions should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or

they can be dropped off at the Collegian classified ad counter in the base-

ment of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received, individual

rej.iies cannot be made.
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Some of our classrooms
aren't classrooms.

1. Marksmanship - Instruction in basic rifle marksmanship. Includes range and safety procedures, finng positions,

techniques of firing, competitive firing and record qualification, (fall & spring semester)

2 Bay State Rangers - Intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit tactics, patrolling, land naviga-

tion (night and day), rappelling, airmobile operations, leadership reaction courses, field problem tests, physical

conditioning, and practical leadership experience, (fall & spring semester)

3. Orientation Trip to West Point - Weekend visit to USMA with a look at academic military and social life of an

alternative officer producing program for the U.S. Army; review a parade and attend a home football game, (fall

semester)

4 Field Training Exercise to Fort Devens - Weekend visit to an active Army post. Orientation to life on a military

installation with emphasis on visiting facilities (museum, commissary, PX, family quarters, troop billets, open

mess) and an introduction to M-16 familiarization firing and the sport of land navigation, (fall semester)

5 Mountaineering - Instruction in rope management, knots, rope bridges, rappelling, and rock climbing techni-

ques. Advanced student may progress to more challening individual climbs. Includes a bivouac and overnight exer-

cise, (fall & spring semester)

6. Cold Weather Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy AVz-day winter survival school in Brunswick, Maine. In-

struction includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible vegetation, terrain association, snowshoe-

ing, emergency signaling, and land navigation, (intersession)

7. Color Guard - Participate in area parades and with University Band at home football games. Includes precision

drill, the manual of arms, and movements with colors, (fall semester)

8. Physical Readiness - A structured program designed to progressively improve individual conditioning. In-

cludes conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group conditioning activities, and fitness tests, (spring

semester)

9. Land Navigation - Progressive land navigation training, beginning with a basic/familiarization land navigation

course and ending with a land navigation cOurse that will challenge the most competent navigator (fall semester)

For More Information Contact:

Major James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE

WELCOME BACK CELEBRATION
at

nANG^
dance /club

Tonight - Thursday, September 5th

$

$

$

$

Ilpy - (jpf IV ('

a Colleyian!

m

RENT/^^NRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

Talking Heads hit middle age

J

Little Creatures (Sire)

Talking; Heads

By PETKR WISSOKEK
ColleKnan Staff

The new Talking Heads
album. Little Creatures is

their most commercial ef-

fort yet, though somehow
the perfect follow-up to last

year's Stop Making Sense,

the Talking Heads first real

entrance to mainstreuni,

large scale media. Or to put

it another way, the Talking

Heads will prohahly play the

Centrum for the first time,

the next time they ttnir.

So what's wrong with

that? FZvery hand goes

through a period of growth

and development in which

they hecoiHc .aimer, tdfir

pt-riixl of re!)eilit>n i*ver.

Who would have ttiought

that the group that sang "i

Saw Her Standing There
' would later write

'Michelle', one of the all

time schlock classics of the

sixties? And throughout

their careers, the meml)ers

of the Talking Heads have

ARTS

~r 1 1111111
FOR THE ,

PRICE OF .

iHAIRCUTSi
I
STYLES BY

j

I DEBORAH I

I call 549-5610

1 65 University Drive
I expires 9/30/85

I new customers only

1 ITT I J I I

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Need Spending Money This Semester?

^ Collegian
Employment

To Start Immediately
for Fall Semester 1985

Distribution of the Collegian

Monday - Friday

Excellent Salary and Experience

Must have mornings available and car

applications at the Collegian Office

Deadline Friday, September 6, 1985

iilways prided themselves

i»n their maturity and their

ability to do without the

traps of popstar life. Well, I

suppose that Little

Creatures is supposed to in-

dicate a new point of

maturity, a sort of act-your-

age type affair, in which

they are older so the songs

are calmer and cuter. The
song, "Road to Nowhere,"
captures the feeling of

resignation and love for it

perfectly with its chorus,

"We're on the road to

nowhere/Come on in-

side/Takin that ride to

nowhere/we'll take that

ride."

The point is that for years

the Talking Heads have

spent their time warning

against just taking that ride

for example in "Once in a

Lifetime" the exclamation

is "My God what have I

done." In "The Big Coun-

try," the message is a sim-

ple analysis of American
daily life that ends first with

the line "I'm Tired of travel-

ing/! want to be
somewhere" and its chorus

"I wouldn't live there if you

paid me too." Somehow Lit-

tle Creatures offers a kind

of naivety which was not

present on the Talking

Heads' first two albums. On
those albums, the naivety

came with a mixed message

of extreme awareness of

what was going on inside

one's surroundings while

this album offers less of this

and instead f)ffers some
kind of Leo Buscaglia

philosophy. Let's face it,

when the media, such as

Time magazine, herahis any

hand, you know something

is fishy. Not only that, the

true nature of the Talking

Heads' new [)opularity can

lie seen by the rejectv^n of

their past material as

"bizarre," as it was in Time.

So what is this new album

alx)ut? The album contiiins

nine songs including that

FM smash And She Wan
which is now the root of

rockblocks across the coun-

try. The four original Talk-

ing Heads play almost

everything on the album.

The drums are very high in

the mix so you hear more of

Chris Frantz's cymbol play-

ing than ever before, which

is not necessarily for the

better. His drumming
seems to have taken a step

backwards, but he might be

playing what David Byrne

told his to, anyway.
Many of the other songs

are rewrites of old Talking

Heads or, in the case of

"Walk it Down" a rewriting

of a David Byrne song from

The Catherine Wheel, My
Big Hands (Fall Through

the Crarks) combined with

Girlfriend is Better from

the last album, (studio

album that is). What is

frustrating about this album

is that David Byrne is an ex-

cellent songwriter, so that

no matter what we writes

one is bound to find it cat-

chy like a trashy song on

FM, which if you listen to it

CDvixvueti <in page II

more arts on page 11
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BAR DRINKS $i.25 Pearl Harbors and Melon Balls $1.50

^^d«iMe4lub
NO COVER

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

All Night/All Week

HEALTH and BEAUTY NEEDS

AIM TOOTHPASTE
4.6 oz.

$1.09
TYLENOL
24 tablets

$1.39

AQUAMARINE SHAMPOO

H or CONDITIONER JQI

RfcVlON

CURAD
Flexible "Ouchless

Bandages 30 ct.

$1.49
save $1 .00

:«WW%X%J»X%^

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA
253-3534
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UMass Food Services

0^'' new and returning

Dining Commons
Worce^+cr, Hampshire

(Mon.-Fri)

Breakfast 7 00am
Lunch n ; 15am
Omner -4 00pm

Brunch 10 30am
Dinner -^ 00 pm

Franklin , Berkshire
(Mon-Fri)

Lunch 10 : 30am
D inner 4 oopm

(6ai.-6un.)
Brunch. \0 30am
Dinner 4 OO pm

10 30am
2 OOpm
6 30 pm

2 00 pm
6 30 pnn

2:00 pm
1 OOpm

Z OOpm
lOOpm

Koihcr Dinners at Hampden (Mon -Pri.) SOop

t3>at>i c j».

delicious vegetarian entrees,
fi6h and non-red meat entree*,
veoetables, fre5h fruity fruiV
jutceS/ honey , i^o^urt, lAiheat

<^erm, ^ram5, notj, and checseS-

,

basic Foods Lunch and Q inner avaiVabie i

Worcester and Hampshire Comrr^ooi. "» ?^
Xf uou are not on the meal plan, uou can

purchase meals seperatl*^

:

Cash Prices
Breakfast ^2.00
Lunch S 3.50
Dinner s-^.bo

Or 5ave S%^ and buy 5- Meal Stri p Tickets

5-Oay Breakfast Strip S q.OO
5-pai^ Lunch 6trip $»S.0O
5-Dai^ pinnerStrip 1 20.25
5-pacj kCosher Pinner6trip. . . ^Z^.15

Meal Ticket Office m Tranklm Commons
•n West Lobb.^ - (Mon-Fri.) S OOdn»- 5:OOpm

DC. SPECIAL EVENTS

The tradition continues in+V»efaV\ot

TO.C. tXCHANGE PR06RAW\
On Tuesdaj^, Wednesday or
Thursdat^ evenmos cjou
macj tuant to dine ?S1 the
Tfipofthg, Carr»pjj<i

E^lilaurafvt for 21 li-H\e
extrev cost p^us uour
NAea\ Plan ID. ^

Snack Bars
WhitmQrg ^nack fiftr 7:00am-4:30po.(M-F)

...full breakfasts, sandwiches and snacks

HamodEiL^nackJiar BOOam-iz 00am(*JJJ')
1 ull breakfasts . hot grinders, ^nd complete

sandwich and snack 5elec4ions .

CoffTee Shop ait Campus Cenkr .. 1 00am- 3 COpm(M-F)
t^e^tch at Carrxpus Cenfer S^OOa^-iZOOamf^;^^)
...both serve full breakfasts, hot lunches, .
sandwiches^ salads, fresh toakcd pasteries, \steam«^^ hot and ict cold bevera9es. '^^

hursday, September 5, 1985

lUCLCOfflC
NEW and RETURNING

STUDENTS
The INFORMATION DATA BANK is a telephone

or walk-in referral center which maintains infor-

mation on University administrative and academic

policies and procedures; bus, library, and athletic

schedules; listings of current campus events such

as seminars, movies and lectures; and a variety of

other reference materials. Over 5000 Contacts

were made to IDS in 1984-85, making it one of the

major sources of information on campus.

The Information Data Bank

227Whitmore Call 545-1555

n-

N€€D HCLP?
Call TIPS

Taped Information Phone Service

TIPS is a library of more than 200 tape-recorded

cassettes regarding various aspects of University

administrative and academic policies, such as pre-

registering for courses, the weather, financial aid

at the university, undergraduate fees, and serving

hours at the dining commons. All tapes are

available in Spanish and for the hearing-impaired.

Nearly 5000 contacts were made to TIPS in

1984-85.

The Taped Information Phone Service

227 Whitmore Call 545-1555
a service of the Dean of Studenis Office

Thursday, September 5, 1985
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

APPARBNTLY THB HOUSING
MARKET IS OUTOF QDNTROL.
Thieee arb tub onlyptm-

iALSheHADlNOURPRJCB
RANGB.

THBAOem TOLPM5 iOeMAi HA\/b

TO SETTld FOR H0B0KBN0RJBRS5V
cnyTDeeTTHesTUpfOSPACBYOu
UJANT ANP emi THOSe AREA5AR5
6eTTIN6TRBNPY
ANDemnsm

miTA MINl/JE. MlCHAEL.USreU
ID This *BRIGHT, SPACIOUS. TUIO-

BeUROOM PUPL3X, *600" THAT'S

PERFBCTI UUHBRB IS IT^

PeNNSYLVANlA.

He SAYS IT'S

THt NSKTMBW
JeR3eY

HMM. UJHAT

po you deT
TT'SALRBAUY

SPOILW

BLOOM COVTNTY

TOPAY'S ^PRfWPA':

FReSH FROU THe
umRY/com£rB
WITH CUSTOM
HefiPLiNe...

^-^v

>l i

by Berke Breathed
eKAcm mm- \^
wfme 'eoRMcnev
uRoes pisAmmeNT:
TOTAL/ mcmeiWL'"

Y0U5URe
ABO/TTm

TKANXMION^

5URE I'M 51/Re

I'M Pf^rry dURe...

V tf

Yeasthead
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:
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By Jason Talerman
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oiS€S 4- hat >
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GORDY By Gorde
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WOKK POME. TIME TO
SV^CAT A/OW so tT
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Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Today's Weather:

Today: Morninj^ sunshine, then

mostly cloudy with a 40 percent

chance of showers in the afternoon.

High in the mid 80s. Wind becomin^j

southwest 10 to 15 mph.
Tonight: A 50 percent chance of

showers. Low 60 to 65.

Tomorrow: Cloudy with a 50 per-

cent chance of rain. High near 80.

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Spinach Noodle Casserole

BASICS LUNCH \^ <^
Golden Burgers j 7 ^^1

Spinach Noodle Casserole y j;.M

DINNER
Chicken Hawaiian with
Hoomalimali Sauce
Sausage Grinder

|rM)!!ilj|UlllUlUL!lUUV\i\]

BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables and Tofu

Chicken Hawaiian with
Hoomalimali Sauce

^y^l^^—K—{,.^i—K—{^^—\-A—lr^i—\—i—S—K.^i—K—Kr^{.^\^K—\.^l..

WMUA Program Schedule 91.1 FM

Today:

9 am - noon Concepto Latino
noon - 3 pm Perpetual Delerium

w/Diane
3 pm 7 pm Hip Noises w/Ben Wilder

7 pm - 10 pm BMCP The Prince

10 pm - 2 am Graveyard Shift

6 am - 9 am Jazz in Silhouette w/Glen
Siegal

All returning nite graphics
immediately report to me
the day you want to work.
The schedule will be com-
posed this weekend. Don't
be left out.

—Pete Soderberg

Attention all AMES and
copy editors:

there will be a mandatory
meeting at 3 p.m. TODAY
in the newsroom. If you
can't make it, see Anne
ASAP. VDTs, production
schedules will be discussed.
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WELCOME BACK
BOARD MEMBERS

IMPORTANT

BOARD OF

GOVERNORS

MEETING

TONIGHT

6:00 PM CC
ATTENDANCE IS

MANDATORY
wyy/Z/y/ymy/^A

Need Help? Have a Question? Stop by:

CASIAC
E-20 Machmer Hall

M-F 8:30-4:30

or call the CASIAC HOTLINE:

545-2191

T, W, Th Sept. 3, 4 & 5

7-10 PM
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I

SUPERIOR PIZZA
I

I
UMass Students Favorite Pizza!

f

I
FAST, FREE DELIVERY |

I
also grinders, salads, dinners

I 17 Montague Road North Amherst
I 549-0626

^

t—————————T
} One Large Pizza with one item j

$6.35
I

Expires September 30th I
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* TalkingHeads-

iCoUegian 1

continued from pnge 7

enough you will learn to

love. And already I find

myself humming "Perfect
World" which is a really

trashed song, but it is cat-

chy so hum it I will until die

most likely replacing the

Roches song, "Better
World" in appropriate
situations.

Boiling it all down we find

that the new Talking Heads

album,. "Little Creatures,"

is a retreat from their past

efforts, even from their last

studio album. While it is

nice to find the band playing

as a foursome again it is at a

cost. This album is quite

likable if you have no

previous feeling for the

Talking Heads; otherwise
expect comparable produc-

tion but somewhat less in-

teresting songs. Tina
Weymouth does play bats a
little more on this album,
thank goodness, and aftcT

all "And She Was" is a pret-

ty good song.

TEXTBOOK ANNEX

~^^*e-H

THE PLACE TO BUY
YOUR BOOKS

WED SAT
10-3

Textbook Annex * Physical Plant Building

The Daily Collegian is

now taking applications for
j

Advertising Representatives
j

and !

Marl<eting Representatives

excellent experience & salary :

j
Be a part ofNew England's

j

Largest College Daily
j

j 113 Campus Center 545-3500
j

New Cure album
delightful, diverse
The Cure
The Head on the Deer
Elektra Records

By .lAMKS NKILL
CnlU'gian ( 'itrrfspdiidcni

Thf Hoiii 11)1 till Ih;r IS riic Cure's eight LP. Their

lineup has been .s(»mewhat transient in tlu' las? couple nf

years what with band leader Robert Smith muonliglumg

with Siouxsie and the Banshees ami iiassi>t Sinion (iailup

on leave. The new roster includes a total ot t"i\i' musicians

including ex-Thompson Twin Boris Williams. .\s most ear-

ly Cure fans know, the band underwent a sort nf struc-

tural and artistic meltdown during and after their 4tfi LP
F'ornography. They had completely milke<i what had up

until that time, been a source of music easily as moving

and emotionally demanding as that of the late .loy Uivi-

sion. Bleak musical altitucles like this can be easily torn

apart as Joy Division's Ian Curtis demonstrated witli liis

suicide. Robert Smith, apparently more detached than

Curtis from the fatalistic ideas the music suggested, chose

life ... But to what end?

New Order rose Irom Joy Division's ashes to carve a

safe and lucrative niche in the British synth pop scene

whilst Smith and co., with the exception of a few songs

that rank with the l)est of their early material, opteci tor .i

callioped approach to the quirky pop of their first LP. A
lot of people liked it. It was cute but for those of us who
remembered "F^aith" and "Seventeen Seconds" it wasn't

The Cure. The live album was refreshing, drawing largely

from the early material, but the question must Ix' askecl;

who, what, and where are The Cure now.

Whereas the last studio LP TA^ Top was frustratingly

disjointed, Th/' Hea/1 (W thr Deer is delightfully (if a bit

derivatively) diverse. Taking a cue from New Order, the

single "Inbetween Days" blatantly Immtows the Order's

market-tested sound in order to sell some records. No pro-

blem. People have to eat. "Besides, " says Smith,

"They've ripped off [Cure song] "A Forest " on their new
album. They just slowed it down." No other song on The
Cure's latest sounds anything like New Order or anything

like any other song on the album for that matter. Smith:

"I wanted ten songs which sounded teisry different from

each other." Mission accomplished. ^
"Kyete Song" has an oriental flavor. "The Blood"

sports some decent Spanish guitar and lyrics ala Sting (". .

. Tell me who doesn't love what can never come back?").

"Six Different Ways" resembles "The, Love Cats" and

"The Caterpillar. " "Push," a rather sHnple guitar exer-

cise and chant that sounds fab loud, adhnds more like Big

Country than The Cure. The insane "J'he Baby Scream
"

picks up where "Shake Dog Shake" imn Thf fop LP left

off. "A Night Like This" is vintage Cmr^ at its Ixjst. Smith

calls it "the most entertaining allium The ( -ure have ever

done." F^unny. I'd never considered applying the word
"F]ntertaining ' to The Cure but the fit's not so bad now as

it once would have Iwen. They will tour the U.S. in Oc-

tober; approximately 30 dates.

I HAPPY NEW YEAR I

Interested in

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Information available on

area churches and

student fellowship ^-campus.

Call Mark or ElizabJl;'263-7206

Jennifer or Gemma 546-9283

a fci

C2L.LEGIAN CLASSIFIED
Acnvmts

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTI8T8 m««ifio:

Friday Ssptember 6. 6 to 7:30 pm. at GJO
North Village Amherit (Ph e66-332S

Fr*« Introductory Lactura: Trantcenden
I Meditation "Liva Witliout Streaa and Un
md Full Potantial in a Natural Mannar" Thu
Sapt 6, 7:30 pm Campui Centar Room 91

1

AUTO FOR SALE

K Omni, auto., AM/FM. clean, 39000 mi.

I37S0 call S48 9235

Vintage Spartenette M foot tralor 1948

aircraft manufactured birch interior axpertly

reatored»1.200 00 256B001

Moved off Campus I Selling dorm fridge

1*661 and large rug IISOl Both in great ron
drtion Call Lit Luciano at 545 3500 da^s

Motobacane tan apaad Tandem bicyda
1660.00. Encellent condition 1 -467-7977

Trundle bed, openi to aintost kingaiia;

thick mattretaee *100 549 7383

fOR SALE

Moped K Pucft, tow miles Buying car

mi i St sell SeMing witti lock, gas can All for

400» Mike 966-^63

fermlnat/Printer and fu« box of peper

Qr—t *w C»bf »300. Staphenie 649 M69

Why ran', a terminal when you can buy my
RCA terminal? *S90 new will sacrlflca MOO
or BO call 549 6447

HELP WANTED

Nursing Asslatanca. all shifts, fleiiible

scheduling competitive salsiy fringe

benefits Amherst Nursir>g Home 256 B1M

SWAQ^ looking for a few enthuaiaalk

paopta wt>o wiah to gat involvad in Student

nt. The Soutfwyeat Area Govern

ment (SWAG I is a maior activity organiring
body and the student voice to the ad
ministration for the Southwest Residential

Area Positions available

Secretary takes minutes at meetings, types
memos, some filing

Office Manager organiies day to day
operations, recruit representatives

• ••

Publicity Coordinator produces the SW
Newsletter and oversees publicity

Audio Visual PerM>n operates and secures
audio visual sys'em, runs movies on VCR
and keeps track ' f and secures all equip

Artist puts ) ~.ietf>er logos, designs ar>d let

tenng for events including T-sfiirts and
posters
Position hoMers recede a smell hourly sti

pertd (work /study or non-work /study) Ap
pNcations available in tfw Southwest Arae

Govt Otiiuc. . .r.,.^.. woliiiitu.U ..ill

S45-09«}

Ootlvery peraornal: eem •S-17/hr hinng
SO persons, must lie IE, have own car, ftenl

ble schedule, apply in person or call after 2
pm Domlnos Pins across from Stop b
Shop Inside positions avallablR 256991

1

Help wanted Houaetieapera part time.

flexHjte hours, weekdays an<^ weekends, on
bus route Apply at Howard Johnsorra
Lodge, Rie 9 Hadley

Oriwer* wanted at College PiiM. Must
have own car. 173 Sunset Ave. Amherst
549-4527

INSTRUCTION Day QraphiGS is back watch this space

Knew your ear. Basic automobile
workshop 28 hours including classroom
and shop Limited enrollment 253 2096

ROOM WANTED

PARACMUTINO

SKVDIVEI First Jump Course sign -up Cam
pus Center 7 30 pm Thursday Bring 190
and student 10 Call 54M)829 for more nfo

24-yeer old. herd working, fun-lovHig,

financially secure American male seeks

own room in Amherst area call Tom
413

PERSONALS

STACY

STACY WIEOERLIOHT caH us at the CoT

leg an at 546^3600 Paul

Jewish Community of Amharat Sunday
School needs experienced teachers
5490223

Make MOO this aamaetar plus free meals
12 15 hours per week CallJimat S4&21S0
or 546 0047

' Part lima rellaMa student to put >tp ffyart

Meekly Call Kevin 596^9336 davs

Janol Slime Welcome to UMasa' Lets do
It i.p Californian styte< Mona

Scott ft Samanihe Good Luck' Lets roed
iripi Pattie

Looking for Christlen Followehlp7
Alkence Christian Fellowship will

aooni CaH Mark or Elitabath 2U-720>

WANTED

TENORS, BASSES with good sightreadmg

ability wanted for Mount Holyoke mixed
cfupe* choii Eight Wednesday evenings,

five Sundsy mornings per semester
MifMnum wage Auditions doee Saptenfenr

13 S»2343 or 539 2306

.«•
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SPORTS Anyone interested in being the manager of the

men's soccer team should contact coach Jeff Get-

tler at the soccer office. Call 545-4341 for informa-

tion.

UM soccer rebounds to

gain tournament split
Offensive explosion downs Bowling Green, 4-2

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Suiff

Jeff Gettler was worried, hut only for a

little while.

The l^niversity of Massachusetts men's

soct'er coach, missinj? his leading scorer

Kurt Manal due to a season-ending leg in-

jury, watched his young team sputter of-

fensively, losing 1-0 to Akron in the first

game of the Bud Holiday Classic in Aknm
this past weekend.

But the Minutemen, playing with con-

fidence, bounced Bowling (ireen 4-2 in the

second round to take second place in the

four team tourney.

"We missed a lot of golden chances in the

first game, mistakes I attribute to first-

game jitters and the fact that the freshmen

were playing college ball for the first

time," Gettler said. "But we turned it

around in the second game and showed
what we're capable of doing on the field."

UMass lot to Akron, a seventh-ranked

powerhouse, due mainly to missed chances.

Akron outshot UMass 22-12, but the

Minutemen put six shots on goalie Glen

Sharkey.

Akron scored with five minutes left in

the game as Pat Nash took a cross from

Graham Evison and beat UM goalie Don
Donahue (four saves).

UM pulled its sweeper and inserted

another forward, but Akron held on for the

win.

Against Bowling Green, UMass came out

smoking, scoring 50 seconds into the game
as freshman forward F. J. Zwicklbauer

took a pass from Tom Uschok and con-

verted his first collegiate goal.

Bowling Green tied the score, but UMass
went ahead to stay at the 19:27 mark of the

first half as Swedish transfer Anders

Hedelin, a late addition to the UMass squad

as a center forward, scored with Ferdie

Adoboe getting the assist.

Hedelin, a transfer from the University

of Stockholm, may give Gettler the scoring

punch he needs with Manal out of the

lineup.

Uschok then scored with Hedelin

a.ssisting just 4:03 into the second half as

UMass took a commanding 3-1 lead. Andy
Bing then scored what Gettler labeled a

"brilliant" goal, taking a Zwicklbauer feed

8:40 into the half.

"We played very well in the second

game, much better than the first game. We
did a lot of things well," Gettler said. "I

was pleased with our effort."

Freshman goalie Sam Ginzburg started

the Bowling Green game and according to

Gettler played well. Donahue played in the

second half, allowing one goal. Ginzburg

played despite an injured leg that didn't

allow him to punt the ball upfield.

Gettler said he was happy with the play

of his forwards and defensemen Matt

Dowd and middies Tom Shannan and

Uschok.
"The team really came together in the

game, and I was kind of worried about how
we would react after the first tough loss,"

the coach said.

"Zwicklbauer and Hedelin give us scor-

ing ability upfront, something I was really

seeking with Kurt (Manal) being out. It's

important that our forwards recognize

scoring chances and capitalize on them. If

we do that, we'll win our share of games"
UMass faces Boston University in

Boston next Tuesday and return home for

Fairfield on Thursday. They are ranked

sixth in New England.

Basketballnotebook

Women's hoop lands two
top recruits for coming year
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Plenty of good things hap-

pened to the University of

Massachusetts women's
basketball team during the

off-season.

1. For starters, no players

graduated giving head
coach Barbara Stevens a

good nucleus to build the

1985-86 team with.

2. Two talented recruits, a

forward and a point guard,

signed with UMass and in

time will contribute to the

program.
3. Stevens added two

assistant coaches, giving

UMass a three and one-half

to one player-coach ratio.

But one very potentially

bad thing happened to the

Minutewomen. The Atlantic

10 conference, the third

toughest women's league in

the nation, will start double

round robin play this

season, meaning UMass will

play nationally-ranked
teams like West Virginia,

Penn State and St. Joseph's

twice instead of just once.

Traditional New England
opponents (and frequent

UM victims) like Boston

College, Holy Cross and
Northeastern had to be

dropped.

"It's a challenge to be

playing the type of schedule

we have," Stevens said. "I

think we have the talent to

compete against the schools

we have in the Atlantic 10.

I'm glad we have everybody

back and are bringing in

good recruits. I'm looking

forward to the season."

UM picked up 6-0 forward

Beth Wilbor and 5-4 point

guard Chris ZuHo. Wilbor,

from Hunterdon Central

High in Flemington, N.J.,

averaged 22 points-per-

game and 16 rebounds for a
22-4 team that reached the

Class 4 state quarterfinals.

Zullo averaged 16 points

for undefeated (26-0) St.

Peter's High in New
Brunswick.

"Beth is a quick forward
that has a nice outside

shot," Stevens said. "She
can rebound well. She'll

have a slight adjustment to

the college game, but after

that I expect her to con-

tribute."

"Chris is a speedy push-it-

Sports Information Photo

Midfielder Tom Uschok scored a goal and had an assist as UMass whip-
ped Bowling Green 4-2 on Monday.

Palazz tabbed as QB starter
Freshman redshirt quarterback Dave

Palazzi will start for the University of

Massachusetts in its first game of the

season, Saturday at home against Morgan
State.

Palazzi, a 6-1, 193 pounder from
Leominister, did not play last season for

the Minutemen. He has looked impres.sive

in preseason for the Minutemen. He has
looked impressive in pre-season scrim-

mages, running 45 yards for a touchdown
one time and showing a good arm and
touch.

Palazzi replaces senior Jim Simione. Si-

meone started all 11 games last season

and six his sophomore season. He holds

UMass records for passes completed in a

season (147) and passes attempted (313).

He is currently listed second in depth
charts.

Several newcomers figure to play key
roles in Saturday's game (1:30 at Alumni
Stadium). Transfers Al Neri and Lonny
Brock will start at fullback and split end
respectively. Freshman redshirt John
McKeown will start at inside linebacker

and six other freshmen and one transfer

are listed as second string. The
troublesome placekicking position has
gone to freshman Silvio Bonvini.

- PETER ABRAHAM

up type of point guard,

something we don't have,"

Stevens noted. "She can
run the floor well and really

lead the offense. Our cur-

rent point guards (Mary
Marquedant and Joann
Dupuis) are more slow-

down point guards and take

more time to set up the of-

fense. That's good to have
against some teams and in

certain situations. But I like

the flexibility that Chris will

UM athletic action kicks into gear
Local sports action will get underway Saturday as the The women were 15-3-2 last year and finished third in

University of Massachusetts football team opens its 1985 the nation for the second year in a row.

season with Morgan State, 0-11 in 1984 and 0-1 thus far in The men's soccer team travels to Boston University

1985, on Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at Alumni Stadium. Wednesday but opens at home against Fairfield next

Second year coach Bob Stull's squad will be looking to Thursday at 4 p.m. The volleyball squad opens its season

improve on last year's 3-8 mark and freshman quarter- at AIC on Wednesday but returns to campus next
weekend, Sept. 1314 to host the 16 team UMass Invita-

tional at Boyden Gym.
Some of the top teams to be in Amherst this fall include

the Holy Cross football team (Sept. 21), Rhode Island foot-

Imll (Oct. 5), Delaware football (Nov. 9), Providence men's
soccer (Sept. 25), Harvard men's soccer (Nov. 6), Connec-
ticut women's sttccer (Oct. 3), defending women's .soccer

National champion North Carolina (Oct. 12), and defen-
ding field hockey national champion Old Dominion (Oct.

13) with the Tem{)le (Oct. 12) and Copnerticul field hockey
(Nov. 2) s<!|uads visiting Amherst too.

-(JERKY i\> SIM AS

back Dave Palazzi will be making his first varsity start.

There will be plenty of other UMass athletic action next

week.

The seventh ranked field hockey team, shooting for

another trip to the Final Four, of)ens its season on Sunday

with 11 a.m. match with 11th ranked Virginia on the turf

at Springfield C<»llege. U.S. National team membiT Megan
Donnelly heads up a cast of talented Minutemen stickers.

Kaiekeni Banda's fourth ranked women's soccer team

(ifM'fis up it.'N .sejuson on Wedensday with a home match

ii^faiiist a pesky Keene State team at 3 p.m. at Hoyden

Fi.ld

provide. If I think we can
run on a team, she'll be out

there."

UMass ended the season
on a positive note, an over-
time loss in the A-10 tourna-
ment to a tough West
Virginia team. "I think we
learned a lot last season,"
Stevens said. "Experience
is a big plus for us this

season."

Pam Roeker will take a

part-time assistant coaches

position with UMass. She
was an assistant at

Wisconsin-Green Bay and is

experienced in admissions

policies, meaning she will be
a help during recruiting

season. Karen Byrne, a

former Providence College

player, will take the
graduate assistants job.

Minuteman Mumblings:
On the men's basketball

side, coach Ron Gerlufsen is

preparing for his third

season, a season that will

feature eight new players

(John Milum, Fitzhugh
Tarry, David Brown, Joe

Fennel. Sean Mosby, Mike

Mundy, Ben Jones, and

Duane Chase). Many of the

incoming freshmen spent

tne summer in Amherst

working out. UMass will

face Michigan State, Kent
State, and New Mexico in

the Lobo Classic early this

season in Alberquerque,
New Mexico. Seniors
Horace Neysmith and
Donald Russell were not
drafted by the NBA and are
considering various offers

from the Continental
Basketball Association and
foreign leagues. In other

A-10 news, West Virginia

rebounded from what was
considered a poor recruiting

season by landing Daryl
Prue, Georgetown's top

recruit who was refused ad-

mission to the school for

academic reasons.

St. Bonaventure center

Barry Mungar may have to

red-shirt this season with

back troubles. The big

center spent much of last

season on the bench due to

his injury and over the sum-
mer the pain has not lessen-

ed. Former A-10 rookie-of-

the-year, Bonnie point

guard Alvin Lott, has left

the school amid rumours of

drug problems. He was
denied admission into lona

after trying to transfer.
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Ease On Down The Road—Erik Baumamm of Norway cruises down the road yesterday near the Hampshire

Mall. Baumamm is on the cross-country ski team for the University of Utah and is visiting the area for a few

days.

Police, UMass, consider campus jail

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

A new state law requiring police to physically search

prisoners every 15 minutes has prompted community

members and the Police Advisory Board at the University

of Massachusetts to consider building a jail on campus.

Police settle with
former student

By RENEE BACHER
Collegian Staff

The Amherst police have paid $24,000 this summer to a

former University of Massachusetts student who was
allegedly beaten by two Amherst police officers in an in-

cident which occurred in 1981 at Brittany Manor Apart-

ments.

Michael Reagan originally of Amesbury, Mass., filed

suits in federal court stating that Amherst Police Of-

ficers Michael Sullivan and Sgt. Richard Buckley

allegedley engaged in false arrest and imprisonment,

malicious prosecution, use of excessive force, intentional

infliction of emotional distress, denial of medical treat-

ment, and assault and battery, according to court papers

filed in federal court.

According to the lawsuit, the officers were responding

to a call about a noisy party and after breaking up the

party. Officer Sullivan allegedly overheard Reagan make
a comment regarding the age of police Sgt. Buckley. The

suits allege that Officer Sullivan responded to the com-

ment by pushing, punching and beating Reagan and was
later joined in the attack by Sgt. Buckley and other

Amherst police officers.

Reagan was subsequently charged with multiple counts

of assault and battery on a police officer, disorderly con-

duct, and malicious destruction of property. Court

papers stated Reagan was later found innocent of all

charges by a Hampsshire County six-person jury.

His case against the Amherst Police Department was

filed in May of 1982 and was settled out of court, accor-

ding to court documents. He had asked for "Several hun-

dred thousand dollars," said his attorney, Charles

DiMare of Legal Services (LSO) at the University.

L^efendants in the lawsuits were Amherst Police Chief

Donald Maia and the Town of Amherst, according to

court documents.

People arrested and detained by campus police are cur-

rently transported to the Amherst Police station and

held there until bail is posted, said Gerald O'Neil, director

of public safety. A campus police officer is required to

search the individual detained under arrest or protective

custody to prevent suicide and injuries.

"The University has to be responsible for people detain-

ed in lock-up here. We don't have the personnel to service

other agency's problems," said Lt. David Jankowski from

the Amhersl Police Department. The jail also holds people

from neighboring towns with no holding facilities, he said.

People arrested by University police usually spend bet-

ween 15 and 30 minutes in a cell before they are bailed out,

O'Neil said. He said a campus holding facility would save

campus police from having to take people downtown and

would keep accountability of prisoners to only one police

department.

Women arrested or placed m protective custody by cam-

pus police must be transported to Northampton because

Amherst has no facilities for women or juveniles, O'Neil

said.

The Citizens' Advisory Board, composed of faculty,

students and staff representing various campus consti-

tuencies, sent out a memo last spring to solicit responses

to the idea of building a facility on campus. The board

stated that holding cells on campus would accommodate

people on a short-term basis, between six to eight hours,

until bail was posted or until an individual was freed from

protective custody.

Police place people in protective custody when they are

excessively drunk, violent and/or endangering other peo-

ple. Last year, campus police placed 71 people in protec-

tive custody and arrested 336 people, said Lawrence

Holmes, assistant director of public safety.

The advisory board began to consider the possibility of

building a jail on campus after hearing about the Amherst

Police Department's dissatisfaction with being liable for

people arrested by campus police.
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"It's been my experienx^e that volunteers have done mnre
luork than the people who have been paid.

"

—Jordan Rosner, Undergraduate Student Senate

—Budget Committee Chmrmax. page S

Report confirms
Amherst rental

housing crisis
By PHILIP SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

While many University of Massachusetts students seek

off-campus housing in vain, the Amherst Rent Control

Study Commission has recommended that the Amherst

selectmen ask the University for land to develop subsi-

dized housing.

In a report released last week, the commission also

recommended that a rent review board be established to

protect tenants from large rent increases.

Commission chairman Kenneth Mosakowski called the

report "the most definitive study done on rental housing

since I've been in town government."

The commission found "that a serious shortage of

residential rental housing exists in Amherst; that there

are unnecessary obstacles to the construction of new, low

and moderate-cost rental housing; and that tenants face

continuing problems in finding affordable housing in

Amherst."
To alleviate the shortage, the report recommends that

the town revise the current zoning by-laws "to permit ren-

tal housing to be constructed in more areas of town," and

that the Board of Selectmen submit a request to the

University for the doantion of land for development of

subsidized housing.

The report found that the massive growth of the Univer-

sity between 1960 and 1983 was not accompanied by a cor-

responding increase in student housing. "The Commission

feels that the demand for rental housing cau.sed by the

University exceeds what the present Amherst housing

market can supply," the report states.

"The population explosion has to be dealt with, and the

University hasn't done that," Mosakowski said.

The final recommendation states that the town should

"take all possible steps to increase the Amherst Housing

Authority's chances of obtaining housing development

funding."

"A seriaus shortage of residential rental homing exists in

Amherst,

"

-Amherst Rent Control Study Commission report

I

Mosakowski stressed that the proposed rent review

board is not a form of rent control because it does not en-

compass a rent freeze or rollback. Previous attempts at

rent control in Amherst were defeated becau.se they con-

tained these provisions, but Mosakowski said the rent

review board is based on one in Lowell, Massachusetts,

and that "the Lowell version does not call for a freeze or a

rollback of rents. There is no hint of that here, and if there

was I wouldn't vote for it," he said.

The Rent Review Board proposed by the Commission

would maintain accurate lists of all rental units, insure

that all properties meet health regulations, hear com-

plaints from tenants about rent increases, and have the

power to examine records and documents relating to ren-

tals.

The Board would also be able to "establish a formula for

determining the reasonableness of rent increases while

assuring that renati properties produce adequate income

for their owners."

In addition, the Board could establish procedures for

determining whether a decision in a particular case applies

to comparable rental units, insure landlords and tenants

speedy and fair hearings, and protect tenants from evic-

tion as a result of seeking relief from the board.

The Rent Control Study Commission was established at

a special town meetmg in October 1983 to study the rental

housing market in Amherst and determine whether there

was a need for rent control.

Mosakowski said that the reports have not been fully cir-

culated yet, but he hopes to have feedback from the com-

munity within two weeks. If th<- feedback is positive,

Mosakowski said he will prepare m enabling act for the

October 21 Special Town Meeting. An enabling act, ac-

companied by the signatures of 100 registered voters,

would be voted on by the Town Meeting. If approved, it

would go to the Massachusetts Legislature for approval.

Once approved by the legislature, the enabling act would

have to be voted on by the regular Town Meeting in the

spring.
rftnlinuft an fogt S
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BC explains policy of
academic freedom in

handling of theologian

Friday, September 6, 198
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Chemical Spill—Firefighters water down Compo Industries inEast Mansfield

extremely toxic and flammable liquid spilled when a safety valve failed,

evacuated.

AP Lmserphoto

yesterday after 300 gallons of

Twenty nearby homes were

NEWTON (AP)-Boston

College governs itself and

does not come under the

jurisdiction of church

a Jthority, its president, the

Rv»v. J. Donald Monan.said

in iefending the handling of

a tl-'eolopian who was to

teaci there.

Monan's remarks were

made Wednesday to about

500 faculty and staff at the

Jesuit university's annual

faculty convocation.

He told them he did not

believe they "needed con-

vincing of Boston College's

long-standing and deeply

rooted commitment to

academic freedom," the

Boston Globe said yester-

day.

Monan rebutted charges

that Daniel Maguire, a pro-

fessor of theology at Mar-

quette University in

di

JOIN US
in celebrating our (^ ^5^*..::^ ^^^.^.^--^ j)

1 0th Anniversary "^jK 'm^V^r
Thursday, September 12; <%'b\^jj^
10AM-4PMonthe
Fine Arts Center Plaza.

Refreshments, balloon rides, live enter-

tainment, (dedication of the island sculpture)

birthday cake — plus a chance to win

a trip to Florida!

Raindate: September 13

A.11 student subscribers

to the 85-86 Season are

eligible to win 2 round-

trip air fares to Ft. Lauderdale

during Spring break. Courtesy

of Carroll Travel, Inc.

Remember — subscription deadline is

September 1 5. For details call 545-25 1 1

.

staff Box

Night Editor
Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor
Production BethAnne Moskov,
Ansel Zinter, Nancy Rivers, Anne McCrory

John Yonce
Joel Coffidis

Peter Soderberg
Derek Roberts

Conor Plunkett

Kelly Sieger,

Correction: A story in Wednesday's Living section, titled

Senior Plight, incorrectly stated that students with dou-

ble majors have both majors listed on their diplomas. Ma-

jors are listed on the transcript; they never appear on

diplomas.

Milwaukee, had been asked

not to teach at BC this sum-
mer because of ec-

clesiastical pressure.

Maguire was among a

group of Roman Catholics

who signed a New York

Times advertisement oppos-

ing their bishops' stand on

abortion. He had said BC
canceled his course because

of his views on abortion.

Monan said Maguire

agreed not to teach the two-

week course and complain-

ed publicly that the college

had linfringed on his

academic freedom after

cashing the check he got

under the agreement.

"Boston College is an
autonomous university
whose ultimate governing
body is its board of
trustees," Monan said, "No
ecclesiastical authority
possesses jursidication over
the affairs of the
university."

Because a charge of

pressure from church
authorities had "fed
speculation in the news
media," Monan said he

would 'go on record to say

that no ecclesiastical

authority from near at

home or from afar attemp-

ted to influence me or in any
way even communicated to

me, directly or indirectly,

regarding professor
Maguire or any other
member of our staff."

Build Your Oivn
Bagel Brunch

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
CONCERT HALL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Sunday, Sept. 8 11:30 am
• Have a bagel!

• Find out about Hillel!

• Meet ne^wr people!

Commonwealth Room

Student Union

• For more information:
call the Hillel Office, «;4'» 1*5*<»

plllllllTHEl ^
1 AIvinERST DELICATESSEP^ ^= In the Carriage Shops, Amherst, since 1975! =

= On'Campus & Apartment ^= Delivery Available • 549-6314 =
•Overstuffed Sandwiches

•Foot-Long Subs
• Fresh Soups & S2dads

•Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheesecake

THE
AI^HERST
DELICATESSEIN

233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst • 549-6314
Open Mon Sat . 9 a m.- 10 p.m. ...Sun . 9-4

Til rz

A Day At The Track—Collegian photographer Derek Roberts collected some

images at yesterday's Three County Fair in Northampton.

Clockwise from top: Horses thunder down the back stretch in one of 10 daily

races; tractors smooth down the track between each race; horse and man work

together in the horse drawing competition. Concrete weights in the competi-

tion reached 10,000 pounds.

The fair, which is off Route 9, ends tomorrow.

SGA student payroll cuts increase volunteer positions
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Many Registered Student Organization jobs will be per-

formed on a voluntary rather than paid basis this

semester, because of the Student Government Associa-

tion's tight budget.

Before the budget was passed May 1 by the

Undergraduate Student Senate, funding for RSOs had to

be cut by about $175,000 because of the senate's budget

crunch attributed to "full costing," a 2.4 percent trust

fund accounting fee required by the University.

Faced with these mandatory cuts, the Senate Budget

Committee cut back on student payrolls, where most of

the cuts have been made.

"Things can run fine on a volunteer basis," said Jordan

Rosner, budget committee chairman. "It's been my ex-

perience that volunteers have done more work than the

people who have been paid."

Rosner said that 72 cents of every dollar that is paid into

the Student Activity Fee goes into someone's paycheck,

and thus he said, the committee wanted to cut the student

payroll instead of cutting the organization's services.

In fiscal year 1985, $209,862.37 or 17.8 percent of the

total budget was allocated to student payrolls. The budget

committee, looking at the payroll accounts, made major

cuts for fiscal year 1986. The present budget calls for

130, 156.00 or 12.43 percent of the total budget for student

payrolls.

Rosner said the toughest step taken on the budget was

the committee's decision to liquidate the budget reserves,

which serve as emergency fundmg when necessary. He
said the committee will have to repay about $25,000 each

year over the next three years back into the reserve fund.

"It makes the SGA responsible for repayment over the

next three years when the fund itself is already in ques-

tion," Rosner said. "And we still have to meet increasing

costs of professional staff that's always going up," he add-

ed.

Rosner said the budget is the best one possible when fac-

ed with mandatory cuts. He added, "I'd be distressed to

see the level of payroll come back to the way it was. It was
terrible."

Any changes in the current budget will be discussed at

the first SGA meeting on Sept. 1 1

.

Martial arts weapons found
A large quantity of martial arts weapons

was confiscated during a search of a

Hamlin Dormitory room Wednesday and

an investigation and arrest are f)ending, ac-

cording to University of Massachusetts

police.

Possession of martial arts weapons is a

felony, police said.

In other police action:

• Four hundred (ioilars damage was done

to a 1985 Oldsmobile after a hit and run ac-

cident on the first level of the Campus
Center Paraking Garage. There are no

suspects.

•A resident of Kennedy Dormitory was
arrested Wednesday night and charged

with possession of a forged Massachusetts

license and being a minor possessing

alcohol, police said.

•A wallet contiiining $100, a driver's

license and other personal items was
reported stolen from the F'ine Arts Center.

There are no suspects, police said.

JKANETTE DeFORGE

Applications up 6 percent;

admissions office more selective

if housing * rtiptmuf'ti t'rtim jtf^ip /

He also said that only the rent review

board would nee<i to be passed by an enabl-

ing act. The other recommendations could

be dealt with by the Board of Selectmen or

at a regular Town Meeting.

Realtors Robert Sliumway and Marvin

Spence would not comment on the report,

hut realtor Kathy Stefan expressed misgiv-

ings, saying "I am opposed to a Inidy of

people I don't know deciding I should

charge for rent. I think the way to do

things historically has been the free

market; supply and demand." Stefan said

she was concerned that the p.eople chosen

for the board may not he qualified to make

decisions regarding rent.

Seven Amherst residents were appointed

to the commission: George Drake and

Robert Radoff, by the Board of Selectmen;

Homer Cowles, by the Board of Assessors;

Douglas Elder and Linda Smith by the

Landlord-Tenant Relations Committee;

Joanne Levenson, by the Fair Housing

Commission; and Kenneth Mosakowski, by

the Housing Authority.

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian St^ff

Admission to the University of

Massachusetts was more rigorous this

year because first-year student applica-

tions increaded 6 percent over last year.

"This is the most selective we have l>een

in the last 10 years," said Timm Rinehart,

interim director of admissions.

To refiect his year's high standards, the

statistics of students' scores on Scholastic

Aptitude Test (SAT), which measures a

student's ability in math and English,

show 400 .students with combined scores

an average of 200 fM)ints above the na-

tional average for college l>ound high

school seniors. In math, an even more im-

pressive 1,000 first year students have

SAT sc(.res an average of 200 points

al:)ove the national score.

Rinehart said there are a combination

of reasons f'^- the large increa.se of ap-

plications. "The overall thing is that the

University is being perceived as

valuable," he said. "People are realizing

that students can get a (juality education

at lTMa.ss.

He also pointed out that t?ducation at

UMass "is a great price for in or out of

state."

This year's freshman class is composed
of about 4200 of the 18,250 who applied.

Within the individufil colleges, there has

Ix'en a continuing trend f«)r more applica-

tions in the School of Management (SOM).

This year there were 3,500 .SOM applica-

tions for only 300 available spaces.

Cteorge Spiro, acting dean of the SOM,
said students are applying to the school

because it is practical for employment
after graduation. "They are liM)king for a

degree that will get them a job," .said

Spiro.

Aside from the increase in the number
of SOM applications, the computer and in-

ff<fmation sciences department and the

division of hotel, restiiurant and travel ad-

ministration have also received more ap-

plications.
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AUGIES TOBACCO SHOP
"the Tobacco and Magazine Snop of Amherst

108 North Pleasant St., Amherst
— Western Union Agent —

Complete lines of:

Pipes & Pipe Accessories

Tobacco -

imported /domestic for pipe or cigarettes

Cigarettes -
. ^ • , »

imported /domestic (including Indonesian clove)

Full range of domestic & imported cigars

Magazines, Paperbacks & Monarch notes

Newspapers, Mass State Lottery

Candy and sundry items. Mass souvenirs

Now Featuring Gourmet Coffees St Teas

— He\N England Telephone Agent -
Open 7 days a week

Mon - Sat 6:30 - 9:00; Sunday 6:00 - 6:00

'^

i£'il
s

253-7896

•*rm^ 'r*'«'^*'0'>#vrr»tifr

oeL^nos

awho loves ya! Baby?''

We do

Welcome Back Twofers
Check out our New Menu Hers d'oevres

4 to 6 seven days a week

September Special

Beer of the Month - BECKS
Proper ID a MUST
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

1985

Division of

Continuing Education

Credit Courses

Credit-Free Workshops

Specialized Programs

Over 100 introductory, middle-,

and upper-level evening credit

courses and University day

courses (on a space available

basis).

Registration for Continuing

Education evening courses and

University day courses continues

through the add/drop period,

September 4-17.

Register at the Division of

Continuing Education, University

Library—Mon.-Thurs. 8; 30 am-7 pm
Fri., 8:30 am-5 pm; and Sat.,

10 ami pm (9/7, 9/14)

Call us at 5-2414 for more

information.

^I^J^^^
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DESK LAMPS
many styles and colors

to choose from

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

PIZZA SUBS

approv»»J

Located in the Campus Center

'^nmVERSITY
MSTORE^

"QUALITY YOU CAN TASTE"

363 MAIN STREET
AMHERST

FOR FAST FREE DELIVERY CALL

256-0222

Every Greek area house inspected and set for occupation

Collefn*" photos by Paul DvBmarais

Phi Sigma Kappa fraternity from inside and out (inset), is one of the 23 Greek buildings that recently passed

Amherst fire and building inspections.

The Daily Collegian is

now taking applications for
j

,
Advertising Representatives |

\

i

i
and

!
Marketing Representatives

! excellent experience €r salary t

Be a part ofNew England's
j

Largest College Daily
j

113 Campus Center 545-3500

By MICHAEL ALTER
Collegian Correspondent

All Greek area houses passed their Aug. 29 fire and

building inspections after only seven of the 23 buildings

passed initial inspection August 12.

Robert White, coordinator of ( Jreek Affairs, said, "Two
inspections are required each year, one for opening in the

fall, and one for opening in the spring.

"The inspections are required by state law following the

vacancy of multiple family commercial residences," White

said. Greek houses are considered in that category.

"Some of the worst houses last year, were the l)est this

year. Last year only one house passed inspection the first

time through," White said.

The inspectors and White came up with "a working ar-

rangement to achieve houses fit to live in, for the U'nefit

of all the residents," White said. "We are consciously

making an effort to upgrade the Greek area."

White said he was appalled by the conditions of many of

the houses when he began the job last August. "Wliat I

witnessed were very deteriorated and poor conditions.

The Greek system had to improve," he said.

"The houses are improving physically, and in other

ways, brothers and sisters are getting a greaUT apprecia-

tion of themselves and their houses by working together

'to improve them," White said.

Sharon Fil, house mother of Sigma Kappa sorority, said

the inspectors were more than fair, "It's about time they

cracked down. Some of the houses fluffed by in the past. It

was a lot rougher this year."

Phillip Rodowicz, president of Delta Chi fraternity said,

"The things they (inspectors) find are things which help

improve the safety of all fraternities and sororities."

"Inspectors have bent over backwards for us," White

said. "They are not required to reinspect, but they have."

FYI:
Endorse all GSL checks

This year all Guaranteed Student Loan checks sent to

the Bursar's office must be endorsed by the students

receiving the, so that they can be applied to the semester

bills, and new checks can be issued for any overage.

Summer session grades for University undergraduates

may be picked up from 9 to 11 a.m., from Wednesday,

September 11, through Tuesday, September 17, at the

counter in the second floor lobby in the Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building. After September 17, grades will

be available in the Registrar's Office until Friday,

September 20.

cLlFF MYERS ^^
iHAPPIESn JUSTIN

HOUR \ RYANS!

fr|. AFTERNOOI
3:00?

ooooeoeoooooeooeooooeoooooeeoooooeoeoooooooooooooeeoooooc

The Spoke Welcomes You Back

study hard and relax at The Spoke

The Spoke
12 oz. Drafts 75*

Pitchers $3.75

M0NDAY-WEDN:-SDAY 4pnn to 2am
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY 4pm to 3am

Beer
Of The Month

imported

Wurtzburger
"The Pounder"

16 oz.

Sl.80

>—————«<••»w *—

—

•• •••«•••»•••••••' L

Peppermint Schnapps

(little guys) $1.00

Economical Weekly Drink Specials

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002
ooooooooooooopoooeooooooooooooooooooooooooooi

BODY^
SHOP adv^nrrd fttnrss training centers

The best work out in town for strength, toning, and calories burned

S^"*$45.00 for 14 Weeks
Join by Sept. 13th and receive a

FREE Body Composition Test - $20 value

(% fat muscle mas^ rea)mmendg^veigl^^

Bovden - Totman (NOPE)
8-9 am *_,]2-J^mJ^^j)m_^^___^^,

"""""""""'"eGULa" hour's "toTmAN (NOPE)

BOVDEN por more Info call M-F 7:30-9 am * 11-1 pm
M-F 7-9 am * 12-1 pm Jotman 545-4665 4-6 pm * 7-9 pm

I 4-6 pm TIPS 545-1540 Saturday 12-3
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WIN A BIKE
Clip and deposit these coupons atcach stofg

Name
Address
Phone City

Jones-Neylon
Insurance Agency. Inc.

185 North Pleasant St Amherst

--r^^WIN ABIKE ^" "̂^

Name .

Address
Phone City,

silverscape designs
gifts from gloss to gold

f-QSOn! O^ '

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City.

Blair, Cuffing & Smith

Insurance Agency. Inc

71 South Pleasant St Amhe-s!

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address.
Phone .... City

SHOE BIN
187 n pleasant St.. amherslBIN

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City.

HERITAGEBANK
1 So Pleasant St Amherst

Name
Address
Phone .. City.

FACES
Downtown Amherst

Name
Address
Phone City.

^ Paper Clip)

25 South Ph .if AirihfTs!

Welcome to Amherst
To Welcome all of you to Amherst, the Downtown Council

invites you to register m the Amherst

WiN-A-BiKE Contest
You Can Win One of Two

Schwinn® Sprint® 10 Speed Bicycles

To enter ,usi .H. out the reg.strahon coupons on th,s page
f^'^^l'T^^'^^XuT.oesTlZcl

the boxes provided at the stores named on each coupon Enter 3' ejery b^^^'^^^lg^ ^^
pon as often as you Mke from Sunday Sept 1 thru Sunday. Sep.

^^^^^°f
necessary to enter On Thursday Sept 26__ 1985 the Downtown Council

Name
Address
Phone City.

the sub
-i^^^S^ ' 33 E Pleasant St Amherst,

WIN A BIKE

has a cou
purchase necessary to enter un inursaay aepi ^o ,^u^ '

'i" ,T",e7{'nnri fjck
select 2 entnes at random - Both will win 10 Speed Schwmn Sprints Good I jck

-.".,. ^,-],iiin WELCOIVIE from these Amherst businesses

o
will

and
Name
Address
Phone City.

• Albraxas Gallery
• Al Bums
• Amherst Delicatessen
• Amherst Tire Center
• Archer Kent
• Blair Cutting & Smith
• BoHes Shoes
• The Cheese Shop
• College Drug
• Cowls Building Supply
• Crabtree & Evelyn

• Fobric & Yam
• Faces
• Fentons
• Heritage Bank
• House of Walsh
• Jones Neyion
• Knowles Flowers
• Lots for Littles

• K^athews Shoes
• The l^ercantile
• North Amherst Motors
Rent a Wreck

• Northampton Cooperative Bank

Amherst Office
• The Paper Clip

• Peloton Sports
• Piumbieys off the Common
• Salt Bex
• Shawmut Bank
of Hampshire County

• Shoe Bin
• Silverscape Designs
• Sophia Book
• The Sub

k'SOHMS FLOHER SHOP
172 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address.
Phone

.

City.

!Crabtrcc6EvclyniN
LONDON

orth Pleasant St

Amheibt

f).. >/!.•. *» oe or (liipiay Jt Pelolor St'o'ls I E^si Pir.iSA"! Sr j''.! Noilhjntrioi: €>'• oiiviaim

Nnrth Pti'jsant St Amht'rst

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address.
Phone .... .City.

rm: SEQF

79 Main St Amherst

Name
Address
Phone City

College Drug
4 Mam Street Amherst

WIN A BIKE^;
Name
Address.
Phone ... City.

?/HECCANTILC
Amherst Carnage Shops

I

I

I

I

I

I

I"

I

Name
Address
Phone City.

ABRAXAS GALLERY
199 N Pleasant St .

Amherst

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City.

ARCHER KENT
191 North Pleasant Street

Amhprst
m-

^
Name

.

Address
Phone . City

FABRIC AND YARN i

On the Boitwood Walk |

next to Barts I

Name ...

Address
Phone City

LOTS^LITTLES
178 North Pleasant St Amherst

Name ,.....,.,„

Address
Phone City

J I.

Pttfofofi Sftorts
Ln-,i I'loasant St Anihirst

I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

•---1 WIN A BIKE 1 ; r'Zl WIN A BIKE ^--"7 T'-^V ŴIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone City.

Plumblcys
oil Ihcoommon'

30 Boitwood Walk

Amherst

I I

Name
Address
Phone City.

NORTHAMPTONIN.KI
T)a fi/frjia/uu' BANK

19 North Pleasant Strfct Amhersl

WIN A BIKE --• f"

Name
Address
Phone City...

%
COWLSl eUlLDINO SUPPLYiNC I

125 Sunderland Road North Amherst

&WIN A BIKE^-
Name
Address
Phone City

377 Mam Street Amherst

Name
Address
Phone City

ShcnwnrNit
Bonk oJ Hampshife Ccxjnfy NA

Mam Office Amity St Amherst

WIN A BIKE

Name
Address
Phone

f »
I I

I I

I I

I I

WIN A BIKE'^'^^V-

City

l^ottseofOalHli

32 Main St Amhf'sl

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

i

Name
Address
Phone City

I

I I

WIN A BIKE^1
Name
Address
Phone City.

4faMgiaf SHOES
On the Common Amherst

AL-BUMS
181 North Pleasant St Amherst

-/ WIN A BIKE ^- - -
-^ :

- -y WIN A BIKE ^- -; —--jT WIN A BIKE \^-

Name
Address
Phone City

THE SALT BOX
16 Main St . Amherst

I I

I

I I

I I

I I

I i

I I

I I

I I

I I

I I

.1 U

Name
Address
Phone City

THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEN
8 Mam St Amherst

I

I

I

I.

Name
Address
Phone City

Vy 50pi1A A. 103 North Pleasant St

b*>0U»>10p Amherst

^^^^:^--, [-g3ip5E^-i :--j^

Name
Address
Phone

WIN A BIKE

Bo[Lrs

City

8 Main St Amherst

Name
Address
Pt>one CityI I

I I AMHtnsT Tim e§Mrtn
I

4.

I

I
r<oof>.' »i.«M Rte 9 al Shumway

Amherst

^
Name
Address
Phone City.

t^feb
RfNTANWRKK

North Amherst Motors
40 Montague Rd

Rt 63 No Amherst
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Black Affairs

Are all-Black colleges an endangered species?
By MANNING MARABLE
Special to tlie Collegian

Is there a conflict between the goal of full racial equality

within American society and the continued preservation

and improvement of historically Black colleges, both

private and public? Some educators and civil rights leaders

state that racial integration must inevitably mean the

recruitment of white administrators, faculty, and majority

white student bodies on Black campuses. In a number of

instances, this has already occurred. But is this strategy in

the best interests of Black America?
Part of the answers to our current dilemma may be

gleaned from history. Sixty-two years ago, thf-ee thousand

Black people attended a public forum to discuss the ex-

istence of all-Black Cheyney State Normal School. The
featured speaker, W.E.B. du Buis, the founder of (ht-

N'AACP, argued on behalf of Cheyney State. Racial

segregation in principle was wrong, he declared, but "ig-

norance was worse than Jim Crow." Blacks had a moral

and political obligation to defend Black higher education.

A group of Black Baptist ministers contacted Du Bois,

questioning whether he was "for Jim Crow schools or

against them." Du Bois carefully outlined his position in

his reply. "I believe that a 'Jim Crow' school systems is

the the greatest possible menace to democracy. At the

same time," Du Bois added, many all-Black schools "are

doing excellent work ... I believe in these schools in the

sense that without them we could not have gotten our pre-

sent education." Du Bois consistently maintained this

perspective the remainder of his public life. In his July,

1935 essay, "Does the Negro Need Separate Schools?",

Du Bois again urged Afro-Americans to achieve academic

excellence within separate institutions, while supporting

the long-term effort to abolish racism.

Why are historically Black colleges absolutely essential

for Black America's future? The current crisis within

higher education stems from v hat I call the "paradox of

desegregation." The majorit\ ut' white society has re-

jecled the social policy gnal i>l' dt^'SfgregaUon in regards to

public school systemS"but this rejection has not included a

desire to maintiiin the historically Black colleges.

For example, after a series of schw>l desegregation vic-

tories in the Federal courts in the 1960s, public school

systems were required to develop rigorous integration

plans which reaffirmed "the original understanding" of

the 1954 Brown decision, which "required integration as

the means of insuring equal educational oppcrtunity." The
legal turning point was perha{)S the 1974 MilUken r.

Bradley decision, in which the Supreme Ctiuri overturned

a lower court order which mandated the consolidation of

Detroit's public schools with 58 white suburban school

districts. After 197fi, according to legal scholar Derrick

Bell, "the Court stiffened standards of proof in even those

districts where large-scale busing would be limited to a

single district. ^Arguments that segregation was un-

constitutional regardless of how caused were rejected.

I'laintiffs were now reiiiiired to prove that school officials

had acted affirmatively to segregated schools, and

Subminimum wage masks the real problems
By NORMAN HILL
Special to the Collegian

Conservatives both black and white have

long argued that poor people do not benefit

from Welfare and other "interferences in

the free market" such as minimum wage
laws; rather they are priced out of the labor

market and they become sucked into a cy-

cle of dependency. For example, the black

conservative Thomas Sowell has attributed

the rise in black teenage unemployment in

comparison with white teenage unemploy-

ment since the I950's to the rise in the

minimum wage.
Such arguments have resulted in many

policy prescriptions. The latest to be

pushed in a big way is the youth sub-

minimum wage bill, which is meant to com-

bat teenage unemployment, especially

black teenage unemployment.

The bill would allow youth under 20 to

work for $2.50 an hour (the minimum wage
is now $3.35). It would supposedly prevent

the displacement of older workers by tak-

ing effect only between May and October,

and by mandating heavy penalties to

employers who take on under-20 youth to

replace older workers. Proponents of the

bill say it would create 400,000 new jobs

and give many unemployed youth sorely

needed experience in developing work

habits and discipline.

The idea that a subminimum youth wage
would create jobs and not displace older

workers is very hard to believe. People who
are working at the minimum wage are

already at the margins of the workforce, in

jobs that are by their nature not perma-

nent. Employers will not find more low-

skilled jobs to offer merely because they

can legally pay $2.50 an hour. However, if

••••••••••••••••••***•**********************
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COLLEGE PIZZA
FAST, FREE DELIVERY OF
PIZZAS and HOT OVEN

GRINDERS
TO ALL

UMASS DORMS, FRATS &
SORORITIES

¥

¥

: * Video Games * MTV
^

tLOCATED at PATTERSON CORNER of SOUTHWEST
j

5 at the CORNER of SUNSET & FEARING ST.
j
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delivered to your door
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Dates of Delivery
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• All Subscriptions Payable in Advance by Semester
* Students with varying starting dates nr>ay have their subscriptions

prorated
* No delivery during School Holidays or Final Exam Periods

Please fill out form and return with check made payable to:

Ron Huberdeau
PC Box 959 University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01004 SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
Telephone 253-7009 Monday thru Friday $18.60
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they can get away with firing their

$3.35-an-hour workers and replacing them
with the cheaper teenagers, they may very

well do so.

It is highly unlikely that such employers

will be caught. There is already a form of

youth subminimum— it's called a student

subminimum. and it's set at $2.85 an hour.

In 2t) years the Department of Labor has

not snactioned one employer for displacing

an older worker to hire a student.

The subminimum bill cannot create jobs;

it can only depress wages at the bottom

level of the labor market. The minimum
wage itself has become an ipso facto sub-

minimum, since it has .steadily fallen with

respect to the average wage. It fell from
51% of the average wag', in the 1960's to

45.8% in the 1970's-and today is 40.7%.

According to Sowell's thesis, then, black

youth unemployment ought to have fallen

during the 7()'s and 80's, but instead it was
skyrocketing.

The real causes of the rise in black youth

unemployment over the decades can l)e

traced to some large trends, such as the

mechanization of agriculture in the rural

South; the decline of smokestack industries

and all its effects on the black community;

the tightening of the job market in the

1970's and HO's; the exit from cities of the

black middle classes, portions of which

traditionally provided an informal job net-

work; and the work of the "underclass."

The government must take on the dif-

ficult tasks of promoting economic develop-

ment and initiating greater educational and
job opportunities for those who need it

most. The subminimum wage is simply

another way for the Reagan administration

to avoid dealing with the real problem.

Announcements
The Counselor Advocates are a group

of women committed to working against

violence against women. They are looking

for volunteers who want to become in-

volved in either direct service work with

victim/survivors or community outread

and training.

Free training is provided and credit

may be available to students. Community
women are encouraged to apply. Fall

training deadline for applications is

September 16, 1985. For more informa-

tion please contact the Everywomen's

Cent.er, located at Wilder Hall at the

University of Massachusetts, or call

545-0883.

The Everywomen's Center is sponsor-

ing a support group for lesbians who
have been or who are presently in a

physically and/or emotionally abusive

relationships. The goal is to provide a safe

place for victims/survivors to come
t/^gether for support and discussion.

A support group for rape survivors will

focus on some common concerns facing

rape survivors such as fears, anger, in-

timacy issues and family and friends reac-

tions.

The group is free of charge and con-

fidentiality is assured. For further infor-

mation and to register please call the

F^verywomen's Center at 545-0883.

Everywomen's Center's Public Rela-

tions/Outreach Program is seeking

volunteers interested in acquiring skills in

mass communication, public speaking,

and making and distributing publicity

packages. Volunteers will assist in all pro-

gram publicity and public relations in-

cluding producing a newsletter. Previous

experience is desirable, particularly

writing and/or graphic skills. Training

will be provided. For an application and

job description ask the front desk person

of Everywomen's Center Wilder Hall,

UMass.

"Timely Textured"

s/ukr skin ll,it by "Chinese Laundry"

black, blue, red, brown
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Researchers heading home with filmof Titanic

WOODS HOLE, (AP)-Researchers who

found the 73-year-old wreck of the Titanic

headed for home yesterday with promises

of "spectacular" film from the expedition

and some worries about scavengers.

The Navy-owned research ship Knorr,

operated by Woods Hole Oceanographic In-

stitution, was scheduled to dock Monday at

this Cape Cod town. But anxious Woods

Hole officials said they would send a

helicopter to the ship to bring home the

film early.

Dr. Robert Spindel, head of the Woods
Hole Ocean Engineering Department, said

Dr. Robert Ballard, chief scientist on the

U.S.-French mission, told him the film

taken by a remote-controlled vehicle makes
early pictures shown on televison "look like

marginal quality."

Ballard will try to arrange a return trip,

possibly next summer, to explore the

sunken luxury liner in a manned submersi-

ble knov^Ti as the Alvin.

AI' Latirrphotu

The un-manned sub Argo was used in conjunction with the Research Vessel

Knorr to locate and photograph the sunken luxury liner Titanic.

nmfiTiw<"< t'rnm p<iqr 7^black colleges-
remedies were to be limited to the harm caused by the

discrimination." Since the late 1970s, many local Black

educational organizations have not pursued desegregation

strategies, and have opted to improve existing school

systems within a majority Black context,

'ironically, the desegration of Black higher education

continues 'to accellerate. Former Black colleges-West

Virginia State, University of Maryland-Eastern Shore,

and Lincoln University of Missouri-have majority white

student bodies. Within a decade, Tennessee State Univer-

sity and other state-supported. Black colleges may also

have majority white faculties and student populations.

The demise of historically Black institutions might not

be as regrettable if the recruitment of Black faculty,

students and administrators had continued at white

universities. Unfortunately, the trend at white institutions

during the past decade has been toward greater racial

segregation. The total number of Black college professors

in the United States in 1981 was approximately 19,300,

about 4.2 percent of all university faculty. Over one-

quarter of this group are employed at junior colleges, and

half teach at historically Black institutions. Only a small

minority, probably less than 25 percent, are employed full-

time at white, four year institutions. Since 1975, both the

number and percentage of Black faculty at white colleges

has declined. For example, of 500 full-time faculty at the

University of Mississippi, 9 are Black (1.8 percent) and of

Columbia University's 1,315 faculty, 20 are Black (1 .8 per-

cent).
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RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

WE'VE RENOVATED
BUT WE HAVEN'T

CHANGED!!

^ \\

our beer is still warm
and food is still lousy

TIME OUT
37 N. Pleasant St.

Don't Drink and Drive

Proper ID Required

gdHOUR
^ ^'w^^C.c.&S.W Circles

H> IN THE ALL NEW
KICK-OFF
LOUNGE

TEXTBOOK ANNEX

THE PLACE TO BUY YOUR BOOKS

TU WED
9-5 9-9

TH
9-9

F

9-5

SAT
10-3

Textbook Annex * Physical Plant Building

I

Some of our classrooms
aren't classrooms.

1. Marksmanship - Instruction in basic rifle r arksmanship. Includes range and safety procedures, firing positions,

techniques of firing, competitive firing and record qualification, (fall & spring semester)

2 Bay State Rangers - Intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit tactics, patrolling, land naviga-

tion (night and day), rappelling, airmobile operations, leadership reaction courses, field problem tests, physical

conditioning, and practical leadership experience, (fall & spring semester)

3. Orientation Trip to West Point - Weekend visit to USMA with a look at academic military and social life of an

alternative officer producing program for the U.S. Army; review a parade and attend a home football game, (fall

semester)

4. Field Training Exercise to Fort Devens - Weekend visit to an active Army post. Orientation to life on a military

installation with emphasis on visiting facilities (museitjm, commissary, PX, family quarters, troop billets, open

mess) and an introduction to M-16 familiarization firing and the sport of land navigation, (fall semester)

5. Mountaineering - Instruction in rope management, knots, rope bridges, rappelling, and rock climbing techni-

ques. Advanced student may progress to more challening individual climbs. Includes a bivouac and overnight exer-

cise, (fall £f spring semester)

6. Cold Weather Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy 4y2-day winter survival school In Brunswick, Maine. In-

struction includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible vegetation, terrain association, snowshoe-

ing, emergency signaling, and land navigation, (intersession)

7. Color Guard - Participate in area parades and with University Band at home football games. Includes precision

drill, the manual of arms, and movements with colors, (fall semester)

8. Physical Readiness - A structured program designed to progressively improve individual conditioning. In-

cludes conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group conditioning activities, and fitness tests, (spring

semester)

9. Land Navigation - Progressive land navigation training, beginning with a basic/familiarization land navigation

course and ending with a land navigation course that will challenge the most competent navigator (fall semester)

For More Information Contact:

Major James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

Hefy - get me
a Collegian!

~r r T T r T

FOR THE
PRICE OF

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE

' -1 I L I I-

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

I
Rt. 63 No. Amherst I

549-2880 I

I Expert Repairs & I

I Reconditioning j

t>H4,

93 Boltwood Walk

Amherst. MA 01002
413-253-7779

200/0 OFF ON
ALL PACKS

^'^

/''^'^msi

it- -^d

J /</A

BY
DIAMOND BRAND

\}anixxi

I
Diskettes

sold here.
iUyCi,

MOUN l/\

COMPLETE LINE OF TENTS.

SLEEPING BAGS. X C SKIS

AND CLIMBING EQUIPMENT
I

>.»M<'Ki:^

:

1

^,

J

RUGBY
SHIRTS

YAf »35 95

GOOD SELECTION
RUGBY SHORTS
AND PANTS

DOWN THE
WALK FROM BARTS

Wfi

aj Bo '.vcoJ Wa .

4 • J : - i I
,© X OFF
ON ALL DAY

PACKS

f

r.

COUPON EXPIRES 9 30

I

I

If you've been wonder-
ing where you can get

supplies for your personal

computer locally, look no
further. We carry a com-
plete line of Elephant

brand 5V4" diskettes,

which are compatible with almost every PC on the market.

Don't trust your valuable information to just any diskette.

Elephant Memory Systems® diskettes are thoroughly tested

to give you the highest quality and reliability possible. The
Elephant "never forgets".

Take advantage of the convenience of buying Elephant

brand computer supplies /?ere. Stop in today.

UNIVERSITY
STORE*

M-F 9-6; Sat IM Located in the Campus Cantar
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#̂FOUR SEASONS Wines/Liquors'^

PRICE SERVICES SMILES

Labatts Beer or Ale 12 oz. btis $10.99

Coors Bud Lite 12 oz. cans $10.99

Heineken 12 oz. btis
$14.99

Genesse Cream Ale 12 oz. btis $8.99

Utica Club 12 oz. btis
$5.99

Carling 12 oz. btis
$6.99

Fort Schyler 12 oz. btis $5.99

Grolsch 12 oz. btis
$14.99

SIX PACK SPECIALS
Becks $4.25 St. Pauli Girl $3.99

WINE COOLER SALE
Sun Country Wine Coolers 4 pk $3.49 2 l $3.89

LIQUOR/WINE SPECIALS
Vodka and Gin 1.75 l $7.99

Rum 1.75 L $9.99

Riunite 1.5 l $4.99

Location - on Route 9 past McDonald's and Burger King
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Dry Campus
Maybe UMass students are too susceptible to liquor advertis-

ing, maybe too aware of our fading "ZooMass" image; no less,

there are more than a few of us who'll miss a fervent Friday
TOC session or a tall, cool, Molson in the Hatch after a bout of
studying. Returning to a dry campus was a disappointment
and a surprise to us all. But, while the adminstration's actions

were no doubt forced, alcohol restrictions may be a disguised

blessing: until alcohol returns to campus (and it will, if we
students have a say) we're forced to examine the role alcohol

plays in our lives. And that, in retrospect, is not a bad thing.

We can pass the time thinking of the benefits - like fewer
possible incidents of violence, specifically violence against
women, which is a real and growing problem on this campus
despite the denials of some people on campus. Or, less pressure
among those who don't drink or party to conform to others'

idea of "fun", which often constitutes drinking alcohol. Most
importantly, it will pose, if not answer, such questions as, "Do
I really need a drink to have a good time?", "Do I actually like

the taste of alcohol, or do I just drink out of habit?", and "Do I

have a drinking problem?"
For those who think, too, that the new residential policies

are too stringent (no alcohol-related events may be held in

Southwest, for example, until house elections are held)

remember this: freedom is most often achieved at the sacrifice

of other freedoms. Fostering an awareness of alcohol at

UMass is more akin to a course in driver safety Aan a charge
of driving while intoxicated.

The last think any of us-especially those of us who like to

drink, and do-need is a sermon on the evils of drunk driving or
cirrhosis of the liver. We should all-administrators and
students-restrain any budding antagonism and try to unders-

tand that although the move to restrict alcohol sales was due in

part to a legal and business decision, it has transformed itself

into a very personal dilemma for us all, drinkers or not.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe Board of
Editors.

Letters-
I am writing to praise Stephen

Erickson's article on South Africa in

yesterday's Collegian. Why is it that liberal

politics allow people to decide which
governments the U.S. has a "moral obliga-

tion" to become involved with and which
must be left alone? When there is a

discrepency in conservative politics, we are

led to believe that the end of the world
(preferably by nuclear holocaust) is just

around the corner.

When liberal politics contradict, it is

always in the name of truth, justice, har-

mony, and all of the other idealistic laundry

that seems to tag along on the left. The
purpose of politics is to deal with govern-

mental realities, not pipe dreams. The pur-

pose of government is to secure for its peo-

ple all the freedoms inherent in our system

as well as the security needed to protect

those freedoms, regardless of the effect on

some other government.
That may sound cold, but why must the

U.S. be strapped by some sense of

"political morality" (truly a contradiction

of terms) that no other nation has ever

had? And what is worse is when the

liberals, the radicals, the "progressives",

and all those groups hanging onto the left

are the ones who display political hypocrisy

the most blatantly.

If the government of Nicaragua can op-

press its Indian nationals without an outcry

from the left, why then should South

Africa's government be different? Is

racism more important than any other

"ism"? I think the left should take a close

look at itself before protesting and boycot-

ting and sitting in.

Michael Cerato
Northeast
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Bureaucracy comes to the
Hatch, toasted,with cheese

I won't die from it, I doubt my
cholesterol level will jump to new levels

because of it, and I really won't gain any
\A'eight - well, maybe an ounce or two
-from it, but at the time I was quite

distressed.

I guess it's what it symbolized
-bureaucracy comes to the Hatch. It's not

like I haven't had my share of battles dur-

ing registration week, and now this - I

can't even order a simple sandwich, as I

work overtime in the office on no sleep. It

was, to use a trite cliche, the straw that

broke the camel's back.

So, picture this: there I stand in the

Hatch, disappointed that La Cuchina has

not yet opened, and I am forced tt) make
due with the selection I had already

digested at lunch. I bummed out for a
minute, and then decided to settle on a
tuna fish sandwich. Not glamorous,

perhaps, or all that stimulating to the

taste buds, but a food somewhat
nutritious that would satisfy my starva-

tion. Simple, right?

But, NO. I can't order a simple tuna fish

sandwich on rye bread or wheat or

whatever - not without having it grilled

with melted cheese. I don't need those

calories for my diet and the grease will sit

in my stomach during the long night

ahead. I explain this to the woman, who
was actually polite, but she says she is

sorry, that there are no substitutions for

the menu. You want tuna, you get a grill-

ed tuna and cheese. Period.

So what do I do? I sigh, and look at my
friend, who also will be working quitie

late, and is disdainfully ordering a jumbo
burger and fries. He doesn't look too

psyched either, and is quite understan-

ding of my plight.

Anne McCrory

But to no avail. We discuss how
ridiculous a policy is that forbids the

preparation of foodstuffs differing from

the set pattern, especially when the alter-

native is simpler, and thus more cost effi-

cient for the operation. Again, the

counter person is quite sympathetic, while

diligently adhering to the company line.

I wondered what they told those

employees in the Hatch so they would un-

questionably believe that which is fed to

them (no pun intended). I mean, it doesn't

take brainwashing to convince the people

in Whitmore that bureaucracy is a

necessary part of things—no matter how
frustrating students find it—because deal-

ing with 19,000 add/drop, pass/fail forms
and other sundry business requires an in-

flexible formula so thinks stay in order.

But how busy do you think the Hatch was
when I went in? My friend and I were the
only ones ordering at the time, and there
were maybe 20 people, tops, hanging out.

You'd think just once, when it wouldn't
cause anybody any trouble, they could
make an exception to the strict menu rule.

That the chef would agree to skip grilling

the bread and adding cheese.

Maybe if he had heard the retiuest

himself, he would have complied. But
that's bureaucracy for you. Your com-
plaint never reaches the person who could

resolve the conflict; it gets tied up
somewhere in between. Petty troubles

shouldn't be deflected to the person who
could really deal with them—get rid of the

complainant at the first level. Even when
it causes unnecessary grief.

So, I ate my grilled cheese with tuna, as
it's called on the menu. It was greasy, and
it was still sitting there as I typed this col-

umn halfway through my shift. I wish the
coffee shop was open—they took those
orders just last week—or the sandwich
part, or La Cuchina, was open. Until then,

I'll try asking other counter people for

tuna on rye bread or wheat or whatever,
and see if I find a sympathetic ear among
them.

Anne McCrory is the Collegian managing
editor.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the

author's address and telephone number, which will not be published. Let-

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

umn submissions should be between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. —Editor.

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Sub-

Tis: ions should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or

they can be dropped off at the Collegian classified ad counter in the base-

ment of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received, individual

replies cannot be made.
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USED BOOKS
OVER 40,000 USED
PAPERBACKS
& HARDBACKS

AT GREAT SAVINGS
Academic and Popular

Paperbacks

in all subjects

SAVE NOW
VALLEY BOOKS

Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst

Mon-Sat 10-5:30

Sun 12-4 549-6052

Friday, September 6. 1985!
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nCXTTS ON SALE AT FINE AffTS CENTER. SPUlNGFIELDCrviC UMASS ID
CENTCT. AND STOP § SHOP LOCATIONS IN NOffTHAMPTCN.«^»=
HOLYOKE. GSEENPELD AND P1TTSRELD NO CANS. 3CrTl£S^^ncClUIRtD''
OB BECOBDING DEVICES.

This Fall

We've Got It All

In BOTH STORES!
Amherst Carriage Shops • Northampton (Next to Iron Horse)

POSTERS
Huge

Selection

• BAMBOO BLINDS
20% Off

BEDSPREADS
(Cover Walls, Furn.,

Windows)

RUGS & MATS
(Colorful, Durable)

*
*

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
(Comfortable Cotton)

•

Paper

LAMPSHADES
(Variety of Colors)

CARDS
(Over 1400 Designs)

Brass & Silver

JEWELRY
(earrings, rings etc.)

CLOTHING SALE
20% to 50% off

Selected

BLOUSES, SKIRTS & T-SHIRTS

Great Gifts...

Great Prices

^•MERCANTILE
Daily & Sat. 10-6 • Sunday 12-5

J

^yUNIVERSITY
iSTORE^i

Presents

Ameriprint
FILM DEVELOPING

Any Roll Developed

1.99
Introductory Offer Valid 9/4 thru 9/7

C-41 Process 110, 126, 135 on Disc

Standard Size and Finish Only.

AVAILABLE AT

The University Store

Campus Center or The Student Union

i

ARTS
Movie Madness
Year of the Dragon
Directed by Michael Cimino
Starring Mickey Rourke, John Lone and Ariane

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Correspondent

I have a few suggestions that might improve the remake
of Year of the Dragon.

First, sometime between the coming attractions and the

opening credits, kill the unlikable who is supposed to be
the hero and replace him with a human character.

Second, kill any model who applies for the job of leading

lady and get someone who can act.

Third, kill the writer and get someone who knows what
dialogue sounds like.

Fourth, you won't have to kill the director, he's already

cut his own throat with this film.

Year of the Dragov features Mickey Rourke as a
ruthlessly unsympathetic New York city cop who is

assigned to clean up Chinatown when gang wars start up.

Both Rourke and John Lone who plays the leader of the

Chinese mafia give good performances, probably despite

the director Michael Cimino.

Year of the Dragon, while visually interesting to watch,

is very unfocused. It tries to be eight movies and ends up
being no movie.

Michael Cimino became Hollywood's little darling when
he got an Oscar for his first film. The Deerhunter. They
loved him so much that he was allowed to go so far over

budget with his next film Heaven's Gate, that he single

handedly drove United Artists into bankruptcy with the

biggest commercial flop of all time. Did Hollywood learn

from its mistakes? Guess not, becuase they let Cimino
make another movie. Maybe after Year of the Dragon

,

they'll know better.

The white hero of the film is cleverly named Stanley

White. Get it? He is one of the string of obsessed Vietnam
vets who has been infesting our movie houses this sum-
mer. White is everything one wouldn't want in a hero. He
is abusive to friends and enemies alike. He manipulates

everyone to give up their lives for his obsession. He is so

uncaring that when his wife, girlfriend, co-workers and
friends suffer death and violence for him, he pushes them
back into the fray until he is satisfied. He is bigotted to the

point of ridiculousness (he calmly uses every racial slur he

can think of to refer to his girlfriend and all Asians in

corUmufd on pagr /*

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
DANCING

3 to 4 NIGHTS A WEEJ<

Jazz
Blues

Rock
Nevj Wave

Coming Up:

September 6th

PROJECT ADVENTURE

September 13th

SQUARE ONE
Free Hors d'oerves on Fridays

24 Pleasant Street

Northampton, MA
586-4258

parking in rear

A combination park and sculpture rises from a patch of ground in Southwest, viewed from the top of

Coolidge Tower.

A sculpture grows in Southwest
By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

Students who have moved
into Southwest Coolidge

Tower this fall now have to

walk "the long way 'round"

to get to the student center

in Hampden Commons.
The dusty chunk of land

who submitted diagrams,

and sketches to a panel in-

cluding representatives
from the art and landscape
between the two buildings is

in the process of being
transformed into a combina-
tion park and outdoor
scuiptvire by the UMass
Arts Council.

Auditions to be held
The UMass Department of Theater will be holding

open auditions next week for Sophie Treadwell's

Machinal and Beth Henley's Crimes of the Heart. Audi-

tions will be held on Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 9 and
10, from 7-10 p.m. Auditions for Machinal will be in

room 8 at the Fine Arts Center (FAC), and Crimes of the

Heart auditions will be in room 204 in the FAC. Those
wishing to audition must sign up for time slot. For fur-

ther information, call the Department of Theater at

545-3490.

The council's Outdoor
Sculpture/Landscape Ar-
chitect Project began last

fall. Two students, artist

Caroline Gould and land-

scape architect Todd
Richardson were selected

from a field of 30 applicants

architecture departments.
Southwest Area Govern-
ment, Housing Services,

Auxilary Services, and the

Physical Planning Commit-
tee, among others.

A curving, stone-edged

walkway will wind through
the small park, and several

red, yellow and black arcs

will rise 22 feet high. The
sculpture is meant to be

viewed from the towers as

well as from the ground-
Gould's legacy to Coolidge,

where she began her UMass
career some 1 1 years ago.

"I did a lot of growing up
here," Gould said. "This is

my chance to leave
something behind me, and
that's kind of fun."

Teen Wolfy starring

Fox, is a dog
At the beginning of this summer, Michael J. Fox (of

NBC's Family Ties) blasted into the movie houses in the

very entertaining science fiction comedy Back to the

Future. However Fox leaves the movie houses this sum-

mer with a fizzle, or should I say a whimper)

In Teen Wolf Fox plays another confused high school

student who has his life changed by something very

strange. No, it's not a time machine. This time Fox turns

into a wolf. He becomes (are you ready for this?) a teen-

age werewolf.

Now this may sound familiar to people (like me) who
watch a lot of a bad old movies on television. Teen Wolfis
not a remake of / Was a Teem age Werewolf vihxch starred

Michael (I-used-to-be-a-nice-guy-now I'm-an-angel) Lan-

don. When Fox turns into a wolf, he doesn't go around
killing chickens and attacking fire hydrants. He does what
any of us would do when faced with a similar situation. He
plays basketball.

When Fox turns into a werewolf he becomes the school

basketball star. Not only do his friends accept his as the

werewolf, they think he is the greatest think since

pockets. His best friend Stiles (Jerry Levine) makes a kill-

ing by selling T-Shirts with the werewolfs picture on

them. Pamela (Lorie Griffin), the object of Fox's eternal

lust takes a very physical interest in the werewolf. Oooh!
The hussy!

Not everyone loves Fox as the wolf. The nasty principal

(Jim McCrell) is out U) get him. Fox's dear old dad (James
Hampton) hopes these high school hijinks are just a phase

in his son's adjustment to lycanthropy (assumption of the

form or traits of a wolO and Fox's female friend and true

love Boof (Susan Ursitti) just loves Fox for himself (sob).

Teen Wolf tries to he a pulxrty parable but it doesn't

really succeed. Fox is a little disturbed when his voice

changes (to growls), when he gets hair on his chest (one

omdfiii*'' I'" li
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general). And we're supposed to identify with this bozo?

There is a sick trend in movies recently, which portrays

the Vietnam vet as a walking timebomb who is still living

the war. Stanley White would probably get along great

with Chuck Norris and Rambo. He makes no distinction

between Vietnamese and Chinese. He has transported his

Vietnam paranoia to the streets of Chinatown, fighting

and finally winning the war single handed.

The obligatory love interest in the film is impossible to

because no one would like, much less fall in love with such
a hemorrhoid as White. The leading lady is played by an
Asian model named Ariane who looks good as long as she
is just standing still but loses all credibility as a TV
reporter the second she opens her mouth. Her voice is

pretty wimpy for a reporter and her face pretty une.x-

pressive for an aciress. Also she lives in an incredible pen-

thouse apartment that you could land a jet in.

Some people who have seen Year of the Dragon say the

film isn't racist, but rather, about racism. If White were to

be shown as the foolish bigot he is, then every

characterization he makes about the Chinese in the film

would be proven false. But this is not the case. The film

shows all the Chinese as stupid, corrupt, violent, evil or at

the very best, just amazingly incompetent. If a film does

this, I call it racist.

The violence is unbelievable and at times just doesn't

make .sense. The entire film is a disappointing mess. But

look at the bright side. If there is any justice in the world,

there won't be another Michael Cimino film.

Beforeyoumake
long distancecommitment,
malcesureyou icnow

¥mat you're getting inta

Friday, September 6, 198.5!

.rolk'^ian 15

i
a
1

P

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had
known what being stuck in the same boat
would mean, chances are neither would have
set foot aboard.

And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long

distance company that doesn't give you all the
services you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous
thoughts.

But when you pick AT&T as your long distance

company, you know you're in for smooth sailing.

You'll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate
connections—even during the busiest hours.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to
assist you with immediate credit for wrong
numbers and collect calling.

So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded.
Reach out and touch someonef

© 1985 AT«T Communicotions

ATgT
The right choice.

a
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•
sin^k' strand seven inrtit's lun^^) and tu' has slranj^i'

(iri'anis aiioiil his friend Boof ami some i-hickens. Knx

siares into liis bathroom mirror wonderin^^ what's ^<>in)^

on when hv suddenly starts lo change. His face l)tn;ins tu

pulsate and he jrroans rythmically. His father banjos on the

bathroiuii door coneerned abouSt the ^i^oanin^. Wh( n Fox

opens the door he has hair not only on his palms but all

over his body.

This may all seem pretty silly, but then again this is a sil-

ly movie. It is also a dull movie. It is not worth paying lour

dollars to see. It is entertaining but not that entertaining.

Try seeing it at a friend's house when it comes to HBt).

The I'nii'n IVograni Couiuil (I I'C) has

aiiiiouiice<! ii> seciind eoiicer! of ttie

semester. l'B4() will af)pear at the Fine

Arts Center on Thursday, Sept. 19, at 8

p.m. Tickets will go on sale Tuesday, Sept.

10, and will l)e available at the F'ine Arts

Center box office and Datatix outlets in

Northampton, Greenfield. Holyoke and Pit-

tsfield. Tickets will be $13 for the general

public and $11 for UMass students. For

further information, call 545-2892.

Due to a typographical error, the new
Cure allium was incorrectly named in

yesterday's pap<'r. The title ot" ttie album is

The Head <n\ the Door. The ('oJU'ifmn

regrets the error.

Need Spending Money This Semester?

Collegian
Employment

To Start Immediately
for Fall Semester 1985

Distribution of the Collegian

Monday - Friday

Excellent Salary and Experience

Must have mornings available and car

applications at the Collegian Office

Deadline Friday, September 6, 1985

t HAPPIEST

rj ,:ia<^FREE Van
K ^a'""* C.C.& S.W. Circles

P IN THE ALL NEW
KICK-OFF
LOUNGE

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

Candy
Tobacco
Cards

Calendars

Cassette Tapes

Books
Backpacks

Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics

Health and

Beauty Aids

Film

Film Processing

Clocks

Batteries

Electrical Supplies

Lamps
Magazines

Memo Board

Pens and Pencils

Binders

Notebooks

Paper

Newspapers

Tote Bags

School Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons

Glassware

Cups
Decals

Pennants

Chips

Cookies

Popcorn

Umbrellas

Friday Afternoon

at Mikes -

Experience it -

Fun- ^J3S\
Two Pool

Tables - i^i

Reasonable
Prices

Many other items available

54S-2528

Located in the

Student Union

Convanient Hours

M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm _ _ ^
Saturday and Sunday 1111111 ^TIirB
g,00 am to 10:00 pm i I III II JWIg I

the

Levis

^5.00 off
Mens' Levi's - Jean Jackets

Jeans - Cords - 505 Jeans

SATURDAY CLOIHES
197 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-9729
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the 6th annual

everything you need
to make yourself feel

at home sale.

Lami >\»l\tU.»i>Mttli<

Desk Lamps, Wall Lamps,
Table Lamps, Hanging Lamps,
Floor Lamps, Bed Lamps, Clamp Lamps

100 W Swing Arm Lamp (pictured) JkfX^ I J/ $^ ^95
red. white, black, yellow, blue IVL/ MM I H /!

POSTERS & PRINTS 700 titles
travel, sports, scenic, personalities, rock & roll, auto

RUGS i^w^,
Cotton & Wools

i^^^^vfm^Si^fPj
Bright & Cheerfu
Hang "em up or^^^^SS')
lay 'em down.^^J^^S^^I^l^^ak

From ^ qPit^^^^Ij^Sa^
^7^5 4mmmm',

ROLL UP

BAMBOO SHADES 20% off all sizes

Vi/vJIilx Bulletin Boards, Wall Boards & Memo Boards

MIRRORS Full Length Reg. 9.95 NOW »6.95

Decorative Mirrors, Wall Mirrors. Mirror Tile

RECORD CRATE KITS 100 records Newness

PILLOW LAP DESK »6.95

STRAW WASTE BASKETS 1.95

BEVERAGE GLASSES 99*

WINE GLASSES 1.49

MUGS 1.49

PLASTIC PARTY CUPS 59*

Alarm clocks, wall clocks, kettles

& coffeemakers, extension cords,

picture hangers, wall clips, hooks,
dinner-ware sets, colorful flatware,

hangers, wire shelves, organizers, plastic

hampers, shower curtains, bath mats, bath

fixtures, plates, bowls, placemats, napkins,

kitchenware, housewares, luggage, totos.

clothing, jewelry, accessories, cards, toys,

stationery, watches, pink flamingos, is

anybody still reading this"^

ale runs thru sun., sept 22
A Sfore-fuN of Ideas

Downtown Amherst/Daily )0 6. Sun. 12-5

More AP news on page 19

AP Laserphoto

Anti-Strike—Sixth grader Jerry Bradshaw leads

Newport, R.I. students picketing Thompson Jr.

High School yesterday inprotest of teachers strik-

ing. The teachers walked out Tuesday night.

CLiFF MYEI^ AT
[HAPPIESTX JUSTIN

HOUR \ RYANS!

FR|. AFTERNOOI
3:00?

Shabbat Services

Every Friday Evening

7:00 p.m. Dukes Room
310 Student Union

Starting September 6
Let's walcoms the Shebbat

logetliar vrlth |oy and song!

coi*^

Jewish Grads, Older Grads,{
and Working Folks

You're all invited to:

A Wine and Cheese Party
Meet ne>« p«opli- and st.irt thi- \f.ir oil richt'

Sunday, September 8

7 00 PfVt

Room ^10

Student Union

Dukes Room
\ or miir< inturtii il ii'H

I .III Ihi Mill, I I'tiit,

• I SIS 1SZ<I

I

i
1

1
7

Friday. September 6. 198.')^

Doonesbury
iCillk'J^iiilln

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

njU(i>. M fjcriTING
^
PBRfeCT FIF!ST ^^^fji

\ I

NORMALLY, THBJ?B'9 A LOHG

S\ I

UlAlim LIST FOR- A CM0IC3
RBMTAL Llt(a W/5, B(fTI UKB
yOUKJP$, 50TM 60NNA lAKt

CARBOFYOL" /^

6R£AT'5eCURITf,HUH^
ThiRde DEADBOil LOCKS
(MHO NB5P5 A POQRMAN^
COMB ON IN ANP CHECK

"Our ,^--

WOW! UIHAT

ACUTB mAlDO
HAUJUAV'' yOUM£AN.

Today's Weather:

Today; Mostly cloudy with a chatK'f ofl

rain. IVrnperatun-s rari^rin^r I'rom Tf) to,

8").

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

7wr PCfeNse pen. mmmn't

COOKBP NOriCEABir
SmKBN AU PAY.

\

50, ^ Nfm MP mR6Ay(J

mcr imope Rmf\iN on
f/AiH ^LeKT, MILII0N5 filRB

ftSKiNO, mm-poesirMBAN?
ANP mo tS dBHlNP IT ?

Yeasthead

5vjryirvief~.

.

3

n
/rvioriotoncv.

I rhehf.'ic

^W
(^r\

/ (rO) \

i^2/'hV
!S^

xC^
Y

1

GORDY
OUR HEROES, \fJHtLB BLOUJ/A/(y

-OFF CIASZE5, BXC/^AhJee
SrOf?IES OF THE
FA'^..

SOMME^

{^^F^

I'LL TBLL YA, (301^0 -A/lAtJ.

F'9:QD{JCIKIG LIONEL RICHIE'

Z

UPCOMlNe ALBUM 1V/)S A
CHALLE/VC^E. 'T lAJAZ yE/?-\

LUCKY I H//45 Af?OUA/P ...

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

^
^

o^je oP THoic
Hf KWOU/J V%

OH OH '' Lcm
l\KE ^ SenOtST^ Ch

M 6oD Fe/r^itJC>'

rz/^eyir/^z/i Con\w^\.

ji

Ci
Vr''A

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

All returning nite graphics

immediately report to me
the day you want to work.
The schedule will be com-
posed this weekend. Don't
be left out. No shows lose their

jobs as well as our respect.

—Pete Soderberg

|Hi. ^ftg-s C»»-r Sit»/j

8T/LL Ll^lr h4^£f?

-rur An^eeid'^

OPP rtuL THE

c-jacff port. ,

there: He
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Alternative

housing for

all students ...

freshmen too!

Call us at 586-4352 or 549-0171

STUDENT RIGHTS!
COURSE COURSE

The Legal Services Office, in cooperation with the

School of Education is pleased to announce a course on the

"Law, Higher Education and Student Discipline." The
course will be taught by Directing Attorney of LSO, Chuck
DiMare, Staff Attorney, Tom Coish, and graduate student,

Marc Kenen. .

. The course will consist of lectures, discussions, guest
speakers, and movies. It will meet on Tuesdays from 4-7 pm
in the Campus Center for 3 credits. It will cover such topics

as Due Process, First Amendment Rights, Sexual Harrass-
ment. Affirmative Action, Tort Liability and Tenant and
Worker rights.

Space is limited so come to the Leagal Services Office in

Room 922 in the Campus Center to sign up.

If

Jf

Jf

Jf

4-
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Field Hockey

Coach
Needed

Putney (VT) School

Salary and other Duties

Negotiable.

Contact Eric Evans

802-387-5970 or

Barbara Barnes 387-5566

Sexistsport?

\P Liuerphoto

Christoph Kuse, 16. of

the Timberlane. N.H.
Regional High School
field hockey team stick

handles in front of the

Portsmouth Higfh School

girls field hockey team.

Portsmouth protested
the game and has asked

the State Interscholastic

Athletic Association to

rule if Kuse can play on
the girls' team.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
.XI D

AUTO FOR SALi

B Omni. auto.. AM/FM. clean, 39000 mi

*37S0 call 548^9235

1964 VW Bug engine rebuilt, looks good,
runs good J900 Tom 256 0962

1970 Oodgs Dart Swingar runs good,
dependable $650 Tom 256 0952

FOR RENT

One bedroom apt in Echo Hill on bus

stop 350 mo utilities included caM 256 1006

FOR SALF

Mopad 86 Puch. low rules Buying ca-

musi sel' Selling with loc« gas can All (or

400S Mike 665 >b^^

Terminal Printaf and tull bo. o' oapp-

Gteai lo' (..vbpt S3(X' Stepnanie 549 4859

Motobacane ten apeed Tandem bicycle

$550 00 t«ccllent condition 1467 787.

Trundle bod open', to aimnsi Migsi/B

ihick matnesses. SlOl' 549 ''*'^.'-

VVriv rant a terminal i.nH' v r v mv

RCA terminal' »590 new vyiii sai nl., <• S40<.',

o' BO call 549 644

2 refrigaratora dorm site 3 and S cube

586 0723

File cabinets 2 drawer blacit office quality

$45 some computer and regular desks No
Amherst Motors 549 28B0

HELP WANTED

Nuraing Aeaiatanca, all shifts flexible

scheduling, competitive salary fringe

tienefits Amherst Nursing Home 256 8185

SWAG is looking for a few enthusiastic

people yyho wish to get involved in Student

Government The Southwest Area Govern

men! (SWAGI is a ma|or activity organiiing

body and the student voice tn the ad

ministration tor the Southwest Residential

Area Posilions available

Secretary takes minutes at meetmys types

memos some lihnq

OHicp M,i^

ot^eratiori'

^av to dav

P .bhcily Lf.oiUinau.i pioducyb tne SVV

\rfwsietter and oversees publicity

a irtio Visual Person operates and sei urpf.

a idio visual system runs movies on vCR
and keen", trark ol and secures all equip

K*[*.fr^iXfXf:<ijj^i^^^^j^^

Artist puts together logos, designs and let

taring for events including T shirts and
posters
Position holders receive a small hourly sti

pend I work 'study or non work/studyl Ap
plications available in the Southwest Area
Gov I Office Hampden Commons or call

5450960

Dalivery paraonnal. aarn $5 $7/hr hiring

50 persons, must be 18. have own car. Ilexi

ble schedule apply m person or call after 2

pm Dominos Pizza across from Slop &
Shop Inside positions available 256 8911

Halp wanlad Houaokaapars part time

flexible hours weekdays and weekends on

bus route Apply at Howard Johnsons
Lodge. Rie 9 Hadley

Drivers wanted at College Piita Must

have own ca' 1 73 Sunset Ave Amherst

5494527

Jawialt Community of Amftarit Sunday
School needs experienced teachers

5490aj

Part time reliable stuuent ' ' vets

weekly Call Kevm 586 9336 Odv.

Alpha Chi Omaga needs house men in e«

change 'o' dinner cleanup- a"- -•""• ''pk

meals' Call 545 21U ask *o'

l-ree Maalal Gei out r.< W., t. Won.
lirs wk (or details call Jim 5 2150

lbto20

•j^'A^A^^^*-* '*,w^^^^M//m^

N«w«p«p«r dallvarara needed in dorms
Approx I hr/day Must be able to work 7

days per week during the semester Good
pay Call 253 7009

Saa Boaton at nita. Paint by day $S/hr r>o

exp nee Free transportation to and from

Boston Place to stay if nee Call Tom
546 7128 or leave mesaage

Local sorority aaaka houaaboy to help

With kitchen duties at lunch and dinner in

exchange for home cooked meals Call Sue
20f^ 6887

Immediate opaninga for part time
employment tor gas attendants and

wrecker drivers (must have some
mechanical knowledgel Ben s Service Int

Bridge St Sunderland tel 665 2940 nr

666 4595

INSTRUCTION

Know your car Basir au's ' fiile

workshop 28 hours including class' "'m
and shop Limited enrollment 253 209fi

Emargancy Medical Technician Course
Begins Sepi 5 1086 Room 109 Dirkmsfj'

ineets Tues t» Thu's h .30 10 (X) pn .i

527 7524 lot more int'j

LOST

Lost a yellow wallat 9 3 kp.!ii ir* n. .

Please 'etu'ti " .
i < i">se a"', ID 54b8?'i'j

Sat of koya on a black box key chain. Loet
on campus Wedr>eaday very irr^rartant if

found please call 549 6714

PERSONALS

Looking for Chriatlan Fallowaftip?
Alliance Christian Fellowship will meet
sooni Call Mark or Elizabeth 253 7206

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (u

repair I Also delinquent tax property Call

1806687 6000 ext GH 9616 for intorma

tion

UMaaa man interested in fraternity living

should come to the Lamtida Chi Alpha BBQ
(his Friday afternoon Sept 6 tood f»

refreshments will be served Call 253 9032 or

stop by 374 North Plaaaant bt the blue

house on the comer

Die Blue Eyeal Don i worry only two
weeks let' let s en|oy Ihem I love you
you' Snuttielat.ed Puppmhead

Tune m every day for the latast aoap As
Graphics Grumbles

ROOM WANTED

24 yaar old. hard working fun Inving
finan,;iai|v secure. American male sr-eks
oW'i room m Amherst area caH Tom
4n 7395659

STACY

STACY WiiOERLIGHT call u» « tfw Col
lagian at 545 3500 Paul

TAG SALE

Giant Sia-Group Tag Sala. Amhartf town
Comttran, Saturday, September 7. 9 00 am
4:00 pm Furnish your own room or apart

rnent' Rugs traokcaaas. lamps, chaira,

typewriter, eliwttic mimeo machine, kitchen

utensils, disrms books, records and much,
much more

WANTED

TENORS. BAbSES with good stghtreadmy
ability wanted lor Mount Holyoke mixed
rhapei choi' i ihi Wednesday evenings
five Sund.is - iinings pet semo»'"i
Minimum w.t : .iditions cloae Sep^eit'eni

13 538 234 1 'JI2306

iSnVy "t^^ii^

*** ».». • 1?.
^
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If you can break 100, you can help the UMass women's

golf team. Come to an introductory meeting on

September 9 in Room 251 Boyden at 4 p.m. Call coach

Jack Leaman at 545-1301.SPORTS
Minutemen look to open withabang
UMass primes for opener against

Morgan (O-for-13) State Saturday
"Every team needs a Morgan State on its

schedule."

-Rick Taylor

-Former BU coach

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The standard of bad football in Division

I-AA of the NCAA is Morgan State Univer-

sity.

The Bears have lost 13 str^ght games

dating back to 1983. They were outscored

382-87 last season en route to an 0-11

season. They were shutout four times and

never scored over 14 points. Three New
England teams, Boston University, Yale

and Connecticut, beat them by a combined

126-14. Delaware destroyed them 76-0.

Their band, at least, is supposed to be good.

UMass, after two straight 3-8 seasons, is

looking to take its frustrations out on

somebody. The Minutemen haven't truly

UMvs. Morgan State
Records: UMass is 0-0, Morgan State is

0-1, losing 35-0 to Delaware State.

The Series: UMass leads 1-0 with a 38-7

victory in 1978.

Streaks: UMass won its last game, clos-

ing out 1984 with a 14-10 victory over

New Hampshire. Morgan State has lost

13 straight dating back to 1983.

Injuries: UMass tight-end Mike Kelley

will not start with a separated shoulder.

UMass fullback Frank Fay is recovering

from a knee operation and also will not

play. Morgan State is injury free.

Keys for UMass: Offensively. UMass
will look to freshman quarterback Dave

Palazzi to run a more wide-open offense

featuring increased use of the option.

Lonny Brock (SE), Al Neri (FB), George

Barnwell (TB) and John Crowley (FL) are

talented offensive players who need to get

the ball. Defensively, UM is much improv-

ed and injury free. The front line should

be able to control the line of scrimmage

while the linebackers and secondary need

to contain Morgan State tailback Alphon-

so Harris.

Keys for Morgan State: The Bears are

physically overmatched, and must play a

mistake-free game to win. They are young

and will have to play over their heads to

have any chance.

Players to watch: UMass has several

junior college transfers (Brock, Neri and

FB Anthony Strickland) that should open

up the offense. Safety Bob Shelmire, a

former FB, is a good hitter. Linebackers

Steve Silva and John McKeown are also

hard tacklers. The defensive line of Ed
Sullivan, Bruce Strange and big Mike

Dwyer (6-2, 275) should rule the trenches.

Morgan State's only player of note is RB
Alphonso Harris.

crushed a team since sacking New Hamp-
shire 27-0 in 1982. Veteran players, tired of

losing, want to start what has been labeled

a promising season on a strong note. New
players, eager to impress their coaches,

want to make names for themselves. All

signs point to a day in the Alumni Stadium

(Saturday at 1 :30) sun for UMass.
The voice of moderation however, is UM

coach Bob Stull. The second-year head

coach takes Morgan State seriously,

overk)oking their history of ineptness.

"As far as I'm concerned, they're

Oklahoma," Stull said. "Hell, we were 3-8,

so I can't say we're going to murder them
just because they were 0-11. But we are a

better team than we were last season."

Much better in fact. UMass will start 1

1

players who saw little or no action last year

including two junior college transfers and

five redshirts. Ten starters do return, in-

cluding the entire defensive line and three

defensive backs.

Freshman redshirt Dave Palazzi has

beaten out senior Jim Simeone for the

quarterback job and Stull said yesterday

that he will give his new signal-caller a

chance to show what he can do on Satur-

day.

"Dave is a big-play type of player, he

might make some mistakes, but he may
turn those mistakes into a long-gainer.

He's a loose type of player who is very

mobile and has a good arm. I'm confident

having Jimmy back him up. but hopefully

Dave will give us a great game."
Palazzi joins senior tailback George

Barnwell in the backfield. The second

leading rusher in the Yankee Conference

last season with 931 yards. Barnwell is a

big threat. Fullback Al Neri (6-2. 220) is a

solid blocker and gives UMass a bigger

third-and-short threat. Anthony
Strickland. Ted Barrett and a group of

freshmen give UMass great runningback

depth.

On the flanks, UMass will go with junior

college transfer Lonny Brock at split end
and senior John Crowley at flanker. Both
are quick and if given the ball, will make
things happen.

On the line, Ted Toffey (TE), John Benz-

inger (T), Peter Montini (C), Sheldon Har-

dison (G), Stan Kaczorowski (G), and Mike
Briggs (T) have great size, but need to play

together to be effective.

Defensively, UMass will go with the

tested trio of Ed Sullivan, Bruce Strange

and Mike Dwyer up front. The linebackers

will be Paul Manganaro (back from an in-

jury), Todd Rundle, Steve Silva and John

McKeown. The secondary will be Chris

Wood, Carlos Silva, Bob Shelmire and co-

captain (along with Barnwell) Paul Platek.

"The special teams will see punter Jim

Tandler return (with a 36 yard average)

and kicker Silvio Bonvini, a freshman.

Reserves who will figure into the game in-

SpeiU ififonutioii photo
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Sophomore tailback Ted Barrett and the rest of the University of Massachusetts

football team take on Morgan State on Saturday at 1:30.

elude Tom Cioppa (SE), Dan Sullivan (LB),

Vito Perrone (LB). Andrew Thomas (CB),

Duckworth Grange (CB), and Kirk

Williams (S).

"I want to run our offense, play our

regular defense and see what we can do,"

Stull said. "I'm confident we will do well."

Morgan State, as the above statistics in-

dicate, is terrible, but they are dangerous.

Losing streaks have to be broken
sometime. The Bears average only 230 on

the defensive line and 227 offensively. As a

comparison, UMass is 250 and 248. State's

only real threat is running back Alphonso
Harris. He rambled for 737 yards last

season and had a 100 yard run against

UConn. Morgan State will start 13

sophomores or freshmen and has 13

freshmen on second teams.

"We have a lot of respect for the pro-

gram at UMass. We are up against A-1

competition," said first-year head coach
Jesse Thomas. "We're going to sticu

together."

The prediction: UMass 42 Morgan State
0. The Minutemen rule for the first time in

a while. Palazzi throws well, Barnwell gets
over 100 yards and Stull thinks back to

when Washington (his old team) used to

cripple teams.

Correction
In Wednesday's edition of the Col-

legian, the headline on the front page of

the sports section was supposed to have

read "UMass returns to athletic

spotlight." In Thursday's Collegian, the

headline on page 12 was to have read

"Palazzi tabbed as QB Starter". These er-

rors were due to problems on the produc-

tion end.

Field Hockey opens with Virginia

Chris Kocot and the University of Massachusetts field hockey team face

Virfinia on Sunday in Spring^field.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The Marvelous Marvin
Haglers of field hockey, the

University of Massa-
chusetts, will be looking to

"dominate" the University

of Virginia in its opener on

Sunday at Springfield Col-

lege.

UMass, ranked seventh in

preseason polls, will field a

quicker team than last

season, thanks to the addi-

tion of several talented

freshmen and transfer Lisa

Griswold.

"We're quicker than last

season, and I think we'll

score more goals," coach

Pam Hixon said. "They're

(Virginia) a good team, but I

think we can dominate
them. We don't have any
problems. We're a physical-

ly better team than we have

been in the past."

UMass beat Virginia 3-2

in regulation last season.

The Cavs went to the

NCAA tournament, losing

to Old Dominion in the se-

cond round. ODU went on

to the title.

Key players for UMass in-

clude Griswold, sophomore
forward Tonia Kennedy,

defender Megan Donnelly,

midfielder Chris Kocot, and
freshman Kathy DeAngelis.

Other important returnees

include Erin Caniff, Judy
Morgan, Julie Stuart, Ruth
Vasapolli, Pam Bustin, Lil

Hultin and Amy Robertson.

The game will be at Spr-

ingfield College at 11 a.m.

Sports ata glance
UMass schedule:

Saturday-

FootbaJI: Morgan State, Alumni Stadium, 1:30 p.m.

Swiday-
Fi«ld Hockey: Virginia (at SpringfieW Colfage). » aw-
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Minutemen rip Morgan State, 39-8
Freshman quarterback

stars in UMopener
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It has been a long time coming for the

University of Massachusetts.

Freshman quarterback Dave Palazzi

ran for three touchdowns and threw for

one more to lead the Minutemen to a 38-9

pounding of Morgan State on Saturday

before 11,918 at Alumni Stadium.

"I felt that last season we lost a lot of

pride and confidence, this is an indication

that we're on the road back," senior nose

guard Mike Dwyer said. "It felt damn
good to beat up on somebody."

Morgan State, losers of 14 straight,

proved little challenge to the fired-up

Minutemen as UMass rolled up 24

unanswered points to break open a tight

14-9 game late in the first quarter.

"We played a good solid game," said

UMass coach Bob Stull. The defense

dominated the game for us, we were all

over the ball. Of course, Palazzi played

well, too."

Palazzi, a 6-2, 198 pounder from

Leominster, was red-shirted last season

and beat out two-year starter JimSi-

meone for Saturday's start. He responded

with two touchdown runs of 36 yards and

one of seven yards. He also threw an

eight-yard scoring pass to fullback Al

Neri. Palazzi ended up 9-of-19 for 81

yards. He carried the ball nine times for

87 yards.

"I was exciteed to be out there con-

tributing to the win," Palazzi said. "I

tried my hardest, the coaches called it (the

plays) and I just did my job. It felt great

to score."

For UMass, it was the most points in a

game since 1980, when they handed

Delaware State a 39-0 defeat. The

Minutemen have now won two straight.

Popular with the bigguys
Collefpan photo by Michfllr S«|(>ll

The University of Massachusetts defense surrounds the team water boy as

temperatures soared Saturday at Alumni Stadium. UMass pounded Morgan
State, 38-9

including the final game in 1984, when

they beat New Hampshire, 14-10. Both

Stull and his players were quick to draw

parallels to the two games.

"We realized what kind of team we
have when we beat UNH," co-captain

Paul Platek said. "We came together in

that game and played as a unit. With the

quality of new players we have this season

and a continuation of the way we play

against UNH, I think this team can go
places.

It's a good sign, to play well in the first

game," Stull said. "But we have a lot to

do, there are some great teams on our

schedule, and I guarantee you they'll be

much tougher than Morgan State."

Contirmed on page 16

Town to redraw
voting precincts
By JIM PATRIQUIN
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst Board of Selectmen is

redrawing voting precinct lines in an ef-

fort to comply with a state order to in-

clude college students in the town's

population.

This year's state census was the first

since a 1978 state constitutional amend-

ment was adopted requiring towns to

count students as full-time residents,

much like the federal census.

About 11,000 students on the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and Amherst College

campuses will be divided into precincts

and combined with non-student residents

because of concerns that students will not

participate in Town Meetings and that not

all-student precincts would be

represented at meetings during school

vacations. Selectman Richard Minear

said.

The UMass campus will be divided into

five voting precincts. One precinct will in-

clude Northeast and Sylvan dormitories.

Central, Orchard Hill and Village Park

Apartments and certain fraternities and

sororities will be divided into two other

precincts. The Southwest Residential

Area will also be divided into two

precincts.

Three maps drawn up by selectmen

were rejected by the local Elections

Continued on pa^ S

Banned Books Week begins
By DAVID BRITAIN
Collegian Staff

This week is National Banned Books

Week, a tribute to America's right to read

sponsored by various library and
publisher's associations.

The number of attempts to ban books has

tripled every year for the last five years ac-

cording to Rich Morrill, author of several

articles on banned books. Attempts to

remove books from library shelves and

school classrooms have come mainly from

right wing groups and new religious

groups that have become popular in the

last ten years, Morrill said.

. According to a 1984 New Yorker

magazine article, the four groups most in-

volved in trying to ban certain books are:

the John Birch Society, the Parent Teacher

Association, the American Legion and the

National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People.

The move to ban certain books has reach-

ed the courts and in 1982 the Supreme
Court delivered its first verdict on the sub-

ject. In Pico vs. The Island Tree School

District, the court ruled the "School Board

cannot remove books simply because they

do not like the ideas contained in the books.

The school board's discretion is not ab-

solute."

Morrill said the court cases have only

dealt with attempts to remove books

already in use and the ordering of books

has not been questioned yet.

The issue is a question of children's

The issue is a question of

children's rights. "Who should

decide what our children are

taught? Parents, teachers or school

boards?"

rights, "Who should decide what our

children are taught? Parents, teachers or

school boards," he said.

John Brigham Associate Professor of

political science said professors, teachers

and librarians control the libraries and
classrooms. "The fight is not over censor-

ship, but over what books we want to

read," Brigham said.

According to the New Yorker magazine,

the top ten books protested are:

•(]o Ask Alice

•Catcher in the Rye
•Our Bodies, Ourselves

•Forever

•Of Mice and Men
•A Hero Ain't Nothin But a Sandwich
•My Darling, My Hamburger
•Slaughterhouse-Five

•Grapes of Wrath
• Huckleberry Finn
The Jones Library in Amherst will

display the books and show Books Under
Fire, a 60-minute film dealing with censor-

ship in schools and featuring interviews

with proponents of censorship and those

fighting against book banning.

Keverian
supports

hockey rink
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Making his first trip to the University

since 1970, George Keverian, speaker of

the state House of Representatives, Satur-

day said he would continue to support all

aspects of higher education, including

allocating money to build a hookey rink on

campus.
"We'll do all we have to do to keep it go-

ing," Keverian said of the University.

"UMass has a warm place in my heart."

Keverian's comments came during a

guided bus tour of campus. He was accom-

panied by Rep. William I). Mullins,

D-Ludlow. vice chairman of the

Massachusetts House Ways and Means
Committee, Rep. James Collins,

D-Amherst, Rep. Carmen Buell,

D-Greenfield, Chancellor Joseph Duffey,

his wife Anne Wexler, his staff and 16

University students.

Keverian was visiting Amherst as the

keynote speaker at a brunch sjjonsored by

the Amherst Democratic Town Committee.

After delivering his speech to more than

200 supporters, he was asked by Duffey

and Collins, former chairman of the House

Joint committee on Education, to tour the

campus with the students.

"We have a great deal of pride in our

state University," Keverian said during his

speech, characterized mostly by his story

telling humor. "Anything we have done on

the part of education has l)een part of the

Democratic tradition."

University students from Ludlow,

Mullin's district, and Everett, Keverian's

district, were invited by Duffey to a

breakfast at his residence and then taken

by bus to the brunch at St. Brigid's Church

Parish Hall on Prospect Street.

Before boarding the bus, the students

were told by Duffey his plan to take

Keverian and other officials through cam-

pus.

"Mr. Keverian is a friend of this Univer-

sity," Duffey said. "And we wanted him to

have an opportunity to see the campus and

the best way for him to see it is with the

students."

"Everybody's a lobbyist today," Wexler,

a lobbyist herself, added.

During the tour, when asked about the

fact that the campus lacks an ice rink facili-

ty and ice hockey team, Keverian said he

only recently became aware there is no pro-

gram and said he would support building a

facility.

Duffey told Keverian that the ice hockey

rink, which is currently under review, was
not the University's top priority. He said

an estimated $100 million worth of defer-

red maintenance must come first.

"I support a rink," Keverian said. "But
apparently the chancellor is not as in-

terested." „,„, „„„,„„^,

Inside:

f

Protest at mall ' 3
Legislators pleased with UMass budget.

3

Pete Rose ties record 4

Field Hockey fights heat, wins opener . 16

"Forget the study. The money to build is

coming.

"

— William D. MuUins, xnce chairman of
the Massachtu^etts Houae Ways and Means
Committee, ftpeaking Saturday about a
fpropofted ice facility on campus, see page
1.
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Kennedy family members from left, Michael, Patrick, Joseph Patrick II,

Senator Ted and Ted Jr. shown with Rosie Greider, 94, at ground breaking

ceremonies for new Great Point Lighthouse, which washed away last year.

Greider was lighthouse keeper with her husband.
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Thai coup resisted; Bangkok stable
BANGKOK. Thailand (AP)-Thai air

force officers attempted to overthrow the

governemnt in a coup this morning but ran

into opposition from the powerful army, ac-

cording to local journalists.

They said army tanks had moved mto

positions around Bangkok's Government

House, the public information department

and the grounds of the royal palace.

The reporters said they had received un-

confirmed reports that the air force com-

mander. Gen. Prapan Dhupatemiya, had

been arrested.
, . „ , .

,

Activity appeared normal m Bangkok s

streets, with people going to their jobs or

shopping, and there was no announcement

on official Radio Thailand.

The reported coup attempt came with the

country's two most powerful figures

abroad. Prime Minister Prem Tinsulanon-

da is in Jakarta, Indonesia for bilateral

talks while the armed forces supreme com-

mander. Gen. Arthit Kamlang-Ek is tour-

ing Western Europe.

Reagan to propose trade sanctions

against South African government

WASHINGTON (AP)-President
Reagan, faced with overwhelming pressure

from Congress, intends to announce

limited economic sanctions against South

Africa today, including a desire to ban the

sale of gold Krugerrands, congressional

sources said yesterday.

These sources also said Reagan would

announce a ban on most new bank loans to

South Africa, order a halt tot the shipment

of nuclear technology and stop large-scale

sales of computer equipment used to en-

force South Africa's racially discriminatory

apartheid laws.

Speaking on conditions they noOt be iden-

tified, the sources also said REagan would

announce requirements for most American

firms in South Africa to follow fair employ-

ment practices and would make available

expanded U.S. aid for South AFrican black

students.

The expected announcement would mark
a shift in Reagan's long-held policy of "con-

structive engagement" a low-key effort of

negotiations that the president said on Fri-

day offered the best hope of accomplishing

political reform in South Africa.

Secretary of State George Shultz inform-

ed senior Republican congressional leades

on Saturday of Reagan's intentions.

In response. Senate GOP leaders have

decided to seek a delay in the expected

passage of sanctions legislation.

Senate Republican leaders predicted last

week that a vote to cut off fiUibuster on the

House-passed sanctions bill would have

been successful today, followed by the

measure's final passage later in the week.

Members of both parties in both houses

of Congress said a threatened presidential

veto would almost certainly be overridden.

President Botha rejects talks

with S. African rebel group
JOHANNESBURG,

South Afric (AP)-Presi-

dent P.W. Botha said

yesterday it would be

disloyal for a group of this

country's leading business

executives to meet with the

African National Congress,

and flatly rejected talks

with the outlawed black

guerrilla movement.
In new violence, police

reported that they killed

two blacks overnight during

fierce anti-apartheid rioting

near Cape Town.
Police said earlier they

killed one black as youths

ranpaged through Cape
Town's Guguletu black

township following a

funeral LSaturday for 11

riot victims. Later they said

police shot a second black

man to death.

That brought to at least

31 the toll of people killed

around Cape Town since the

government banned an

Aug. 28 march demanding
the release of Nelson
Mandela, former ANC
president imprisoned 21

years ago for plotting

sabotage.

Two police officers were

injured in the Guguletu

violence that killed the two

blacks, aged 19 and 28,

were killed, police said.

The townships were
reported quiet Sunday, a

police spokesman said.

Rapport, an Afrikaana

Sunday newspaper which

supports the white-minority

government, reported that

top South African business

people will go to Lusaka,

Zambia, for talks with ANC
leaders. It said President

Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia
helped organize the talks,

and that Gavin Relly will

lead the executives. Relly is

head of Anglo American,
South Africa's largest min-

ing corporation.

English! anguage
newspapers have carried

similar reports. Relly's of-

fice has refused comment.
Reports have also said the

executives will go to Lusaka

with Botha's blessing.

Botha acknowledged in a

statement issued in the cap-

tial, Pretoria, that a

"leading South African"

suggested the plan to him a

few weeks a go. He did not

identify the person.

"I strongly advised
against it," said Botha. "As
long as the ANC is under

communist leadership and

supports violence in South

Africa, there cna be no

question of me approving

discussions with them."
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The following courses, taught by Dr. Al MacDonald,

though not listed in the catalogue, will be taught this

semester: FAMILIES WITH SPECIAL PROBLEMS

(Horn Ec591C Tuesday, 2:30-5:30 p.m., Stockbridge

Hall 11311}, which focuses on issues such as the ef-

fects of divorce, child abuse, incest, deliquency, men-

tal retardation, etc., and SEXUAL ORIENTATIONS

IN COUPLES, MARRIAGE, AND FAMILIES (Hom Ec

59 ID Wednesday 2:30-5:00 p.m.. Skinner 119),

which primarily focuses on bisexuality and homosex-

uality.

Co\\tg\»n photo by Jaaon Talerman

State House speaker George Keverian, right, listens to Chancellor Joseph Duffey during campus tour Satur-

day. Keverian was in twon for Democratic fundraiser.

iKPrecincts
Continued from page 1
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District

Commission. Another redistricting plan

must be sent to the commission by Sept.

16.

The board's dealings with the commis-

sion have been positive, according to

Minear.

"The issue here is the logical lines we've

used before that the state no longer finds

acceptable," he said.

On the former precinct map there are

"imaginary lines," such as property lines,

and not the state requires well-defined

limits such as streets or power lines,

Minear said.

"Well-defined precinct limits are impor-
tat in determining which residents live in

which precinct." said David Sullivan, legal

counsel to the State Elections Commission.
This is part of an effort to get some con-

gruency between the local and federal cen-

sus bureaus."

Chancellor Joseph Duffey Ulks to students, press and stoff during breakfast

Saturday morning at his residence near Orchard HIII. From left are the

chancellor. Julie Holben and Bill Monahan.

II Budget climbing,

lawmakers say
state Democrats Saturday expressed optimism about

the current fiscal 1986 budget for the University of

Massachusetts and said they expected an even l)etter year

for the University in 1987.

"UMass did very well this year," said Williams Mullins,

D-Hampden, vice chairman of the House Ways and Means

Committee. "The total budget saw an average rise of 13 to

14 percent."

Mullins said that increase amounts to close to $14

million more than last year.

"I happen to be a great believer in higher education,"

Mullins, a former Ludlow high school government teacher

said. "I attribute the booming (Mass.) economy to the'

great higher education in the state, bothe public and

private."

Mullins, visiting Amherst to speak at a Town
Democratic Committee fundraiser, toured the UMass
campus along with House Speaker George Keverian, Rep.

James Collins, D-Amherst, Rep. Carmen Buell,

D-Greenfield, Chancellor Joseph Duffey, his wife Anne*

Wexler, Duffey's staff and 16 UMass students. 1

Speaking during one of the stops in the tour, Collins,

former co-chairman of the Joint Committee on Education

and a graduate of the University, said he is also pleased

with the latest budget.

"What the University needs to do now is provided a five-

year budget plan to move to first nationally," Collins said.,

"We tend to think year to year. WE've got to present to

^he legislature the big picture." -ANDREW WOLFF

i^Keverian
Continued from page I

Mullins, who as vice chairman of Ways
and Means is responsible for much of the

funds allocated to the state's 29 public col-

leges was referred to by Collins as the "un-

sung hero of education."

"The future of UMass will rely a great

deal on the efforts of Bill Mullins," Collins

said.

Mullins said Saturday he strongly favors

building a rink.

Currently, an outside consultant has

been hired by the University to investigate

all possibilities of adding a sports facility to

the campus.

"Forget the study," Mullins said. "The
money to build is coming."

Collins, co-chairman of the Joint Com-
mittee on Education when Thomas McGee
was speaker, was stripped of his position

last year, when Keverian returned to the

leadership position after a lengthy pf)litical

battle.

photo by Jason Talerman
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Vicki Ruffner, left, Northampton, distributing flyers near Hampshire Mall. A member of American Friends

Service Committee. Ruffner says her group will picket the mall store Railroad Salavage from 12-4 p.m. daily.

Prizes andPromotions
J R(>l)ert Smyth. Jr.. professor of veterinary and animal

sciences, has received the Poultry Science Association

Merck Research Award. Smyth received the $1500 award

for distinctive research contributions to poultry science

advancement. He has taught poultry science and animal

genetics at l'Ma.ss since 1949.

Neal R. Shipley has been named associate dean of the

faculty of humanities and fine arts. Shipley, an associate

history professor, will replace Lee Edwards, who is retur-

ning to teach in the English department.

Officials of General Electric will present Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey with a check for .$100,000 tomorrow

morning as part of an ongoing microwave research pro-

ject.

The check is the second installment in tJE's $200,000

commitment to support microwave research. The Univer-

sity received the initial $100,000 in January.

Everywoman's Center

to offer support groups

By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

Women seeking advice on pl'oblems they may be facing

this fall will have their questions answered when the

Everywoman's Center begins arranging support groups

open to all community and University women, their part-

ners and families.

"Our goal is to bring people together with the same type

of problem to show them that these feelings and their

specific problem is shared by others and that we can offer

them help with what's troubling them," said Mary

Aubrey, coordinator of Counseling Services for the

center, who is facilitating the program.

The new program offers both short-term and long-term

counseling on homesickness a problem Aubrey says

almost every first-year student encounters and has a "dif-

ficult time dealing with." EWC also deals with the tolice of

eating dieorders, counsels those confused about their sex-

uality, gives advice to both heterosexual and homosexual

couples who are experiencing difficulties in their relation-

ship and discusses sexual harassment issues.

"The issue of family separation is one where we let

those dealing with the problem know that these feelings

are normal. We encourage them to seek out as many
resources as they can on campus; to find others in their

position and talk" with them." Aubrey said.

P.She tells those planning to flee campus to stop and pick

up the phone instead.

"It's better that they stay in contact with those at home,

but to truly invest themselves here. It's important for

them to realize that these feelings will pass; that in a

month or so they will feel much better." she said.

So that the center may work with those suffering from

anorexia nervosa, bulima and convulsive eating habits,

EWC has a "link-up" with the University Health Center

so they may confer with doctors and nutritionists there.

Aubrey said the incidences of eating disorders, which

most commonly affect women, are escalating rapidly and

current theories tend to ftx-us on society pressuring

women to "look and act a certiiin way."

"This is the age a woman most often worries alK)Ut how
they're going to look compared to others and if they will

fit in." Aubrey said.
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AP Laaerphoto

Pete Rose, 44 yearmold
player-manager of the
Cincinnati Reds, shown
above taking the swing
yesterday that got him
his 4,19l8t hit, tying the

record held by Ty Cobb.
The hit, his second in

yesterday's game, came
in the fifth inning
against Chicago Cubs
right-hander Reggie Pat-

terson, under the blaze of

cameras and attention of

journalists.

At left, Rose tips his

hat to the crowd from
first base, after tying the

record.

Rose once said that

when he was a young
ballplayer, "I never
dreamed Td get 3,000
hits, let along 4,000.

I

AP Laserphoto

Open winner Ivan Lendl gazes at his trophy as loser John McEnroe puts his

head down during award ceremonies Sunday evening. Lendl defeated McEnroe
in straight sets 7-6, 6-3, 6-4 to win the 104th edition of the tournament.

Baseball drug trial continues
Reds 'Dave Parker latest allegedcocaine user

PITTSBURGH
(AP)-Dave Parker of the

Cinncinnati Reds is ex-

pected to be the next in a

series of major league stars

to testify about baseball's

allegedly widespread co-

caine problems when a

Some of our classrooms
aren't classrooms,

1. Marksmanship - Instruction in basic rifle marksmanship. Includes range and safety procedures, firing positions,

techniques of firing, competitive firing and record qualification, (fall &• spring semester)

2. Bay State Rangers - Intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit tactics, patrolling, land naviga-

tion (night and day), rappelling, airmobile operations, leadership reaction courses, field problem tests, physical

conditioning, and practical leadership experience, (fall & spring semester)

3. Orientation Trip to West Point - Weekend visit to USMA with a look at academic military and social life of an

alternative officer producing program for the U.S. Army; review a parade and attend a home football game, (fall

semester)

4. Field Training Exercise to Fort Devens - Weekend visit to an active Army post. Orientation to life on a military

installation with emphasis on visiting facilities (museum, commissary, PX, family quarters, troop billets, open

mess) and an introduction to M-16 familiarization firing and the sport of land navigation, (fall semester)

5. Mountaineering - Instruction in rope management, knots, rope bridges, rappelling, and rock climbing techni-

ques. Advanced student may progress to more challening individual climbs. Includes a bivouac and overnight exer-

cise, (fall Ef spring semester)

6. Cold Weather Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy 4!4-day winter survival school in Brunswick, Maine. In-

struction includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible vegetation, terrain association, snowshoe-
ing, emergency signaling, and land navigation, (intersession)

7. Color Guard • Participate in area parades and with University Band at home football games. Includes precision

drill, the manual of arms, and movements with colors, (fall semester)

8. Physical Readiness - A structured program designed to progressively improve individual conditioning. In-

cludes conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group conditioning activities, and fitness tests, (spring

semester)

9. Land Navigation - Progressive land navigation training, beginning with a basic/familiarization land navigation

course and ending with a land navigation course that will challenge the most competent navigator (fall semester)

For More Information Contact:

Major James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

federal drug trial resumes

today.

In testimony Friday,

Enos Cabell alleged that

Parker shared cocaine with

the Los Angeles Dodgers in-

fielder in a Pittburgh hotel

room when Parker played

for the Pirates and Cabell

was with the Housing
Astros, it was the first time

that Parker, the 1978 Na-

tional League Most
Valuable Player has been

publicly accused of using

drugs.

"He gave it to me. He and

I used it," Cabell said of

Parker.

Hey - get me
a Collegian!

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
S49-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Phol bv Joe Cardamorr

Hotel Prisoner—Chris Cheuler waves from his Campus Center hotel room. Chris Cheuler, 21. and en-

vironmental science student is one of an estimated 300 caught in the annual housing crunch.
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Scientific community
to greet discoverers

of Titanic shipwreck

WOODS HOLE (AP)-An admiral, hundreds ol

>cean<)graphy wt)rkers, helium balloons and possibly a
fife-and-drum band are expected on the docks of this tiny

seaport today to greet the 25 scientists who found the re-

mains of the might ocean liner Titanic.

"I would certainly like to l>e there wehn their ship pulls

in and I can image so would everybody else," said Nancy
Green, a spokeswoman for the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution whosee researchers led the expedition that

found the 73-year-old shipwreck.

More than 1,,500 passengers went down with the

Titanic, beleived to be unsinkable until an iceberg slashe<l

a 800-foot hole in its steel-armored hull on its maiden
voyage. Other passengers were rescued from the liner's

lifeboats, which could fit only 700.

The ship was found Sept.l about 560 miles off New-
foundland in water about 2'/2 miles deep.

The discovery, made while researchers were testing a

remote-control submersible or unmanned submarine being

developed for the U.S. Navy, was "the biggest thing ever
to hit this office," said (K)rdon Glass, executive a.ssisUint

at the institute, the largest private center of its kind in the

nation.

"It is excellent proof of the technology we developed,"

said John Steele, director of the 55-year-()ld insititute. "It

demonstrates just what this country can do underwater."
Ms. Green said most of the institute's 900 employees

would be at the dock this afternoon to meet the U.S. Navy
research ship Knorr and its 25 researchers, including 15

from Woods Hole and three from the French Institute for

Research and Exploitation.

Paul Dudley Hart, institute director of planning, had
said Saturday that bad weather and a short swing off

course could delay the ship. But it appeared to be on

schedule late Saturday night and a delay was unlikely,

Hart said.

The ship left the Titanic site Thursday morning.

Marjorie Ballard, wife of expediton leader Bob Ballard,

said she would bring hundreds of helium balloons and con-

fetti.

Ballard heads the lab that designed Argo, the little

submersible that carried floodlights and sensitive televi-

sion cameras to film gaping holes in the Titanci's hull and
luggage strewn about the wreck.

A I' Laecrphote

Rob Sweatgall, 37, waves on arrival at South
Street Seaport in New York Thursday hh he finish-

ed his 50-state walk around the counry in 50 days to
promote cardiovascular health and fitness. He
walked 11.208 miles in over 20 million steps on his

trip takinf; periodic treks to UMass Medical
Center, Worcester, for tests.
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Hillel Courses Fall 1985
Tracing Our Roots: Jewish Genealogy For

Beginners
You will actually be able to learn how to trace

your own family tree and study aspects of

Jewish law, custom, and history as they

relate to genealo^. Instructor: Richard

Sapon-White, B.Sc, M.P.H. Wednesdays

from 7-8:00 p.m. Judaic Studies 191

F

#426620. Starts Sept. 11. Bartlett Room 121.

Major Movements In Modern Jewish
Religious Life

Have you ever wondered what are the real

differences between reform, conservative,

and orthodox Judaism? Where do reconstruc-

tionism and Chasidism fit in? Local rabbis and
scholars will be describing their "brands" of

Judaism in this course. Instructor: Saul
Perlmutter. Thursdays from 7:00-8:30 p.m.
Judaic Studies 191A #425828. Starts Sept.

12. Bartlett Room 121.

Jewish Drama and Jews in Drama
An exploration of the Jewish experience as

seen through plays written by Jews as well as

through plays written about Jews by non-

Jews. Instructor: Marica Black. Wednesdays
from 3:30-4:30 pm. Judaic Studies 191E
#426468. Starts September 11. Bartlett

Room 205.

To register, bring registrar's add-drop form to Hillel - 302 Student Union Building

By the add-drop deadline SEPTEMBER 17, 1985.

Sex, Environment, Abortion, Economics,
and Intermarriage: Jewish Views of

Modern Social Issues

How can we use the insights of the Jewish
tradition to understand and respons to these

and other critical issues? This course will help

us find ways in which the age-old wisdom of

the Jewish people can help us put into

perspective the problems of today. Saul

Perlmutter. Mondays from 3:30-4:30 p.m.

Judaic Studies 191D #426303. Starts Sept. 9.

Bartlett Room 212.

The Kibbutz: Theory and Reality

A great opportunity to explore kibbutz

ideology, social structure, education,

economy, etc. in comparison with other com-
munal living experiments. Instructor: Ron
Sagee, with guest speakers from Harvard's

Center for Kibbutz studies. Alternate

Tuesdays from 7-9 p.m. Judaic Studies 191B
#425983. First two meetings Sept. 10 and
Oct. 1. Barlett Room 121.
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Gettothe answers fiaster.

VMi theTI-55-IL
What you need to tackle

the highet mathematics of a

science or engineering cur-

riculum are more functions -

more functions than a simple

slide-rule calculator has.

Enter the TI-55-11, with

112 powerful functions. You

can work faster and more

accurately with the TI-55-iI,

because it's preprogrammed

l^t-STI

to perform complex calcula-

tions - like definite integrals,

linear regression and hyper-

K>lics - at the touch of a

button. And it can alst) be

programmed to do repetitive

problems without re-entering

the entire formula.

Irtcluded is the Calculator

Decision-Making Sourcebook.

It makes the prtKess of using

the TI-55-11 even simpler,

and shows you how to use all

the power of the calculator.

Get to the answers faster.

LetaTI-55-ll
show you how.
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Texas
Instruments

Creating useful products

and services for you.
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NEVER ^SM FORGETS'

The
Elephant is here!

Now you can buy your Elephant
Memory Systems' diskettes

locally.

You've seen this elephant before and you
l<now the name means quality diskettes that

never forget ". Now we've got the Elephant —
and that means you've got the convenience of

buying your PC supplies locally

We carry a complete line of Elephant brand
5''4

" diskettes, which are compatible with just

about every PC on the market
Don't trust your valuable information to )ust

any diskette Elephant Memory Systems*
diskettes are thoroughly tested to give you the

highest quality and reliability possible The
Elephant "never forgets

"

Take advantage of the convenience of buying

Elephant brand computer supplies here Stop m
'cday ^ _

Located in the Campus Center

M-F 9-5 Sat 10-3

©.UJVIVERSfTy

A OlKo«Mt«M Lan«-OI>lwic« TMavAon* (wrtc*

RESIDENT STUDENTS!
Are you paying too much for your long-distance

calls?

Rnd out about UMATEL'
See us at our table in the Campus Center Concourse,

the week of September 9th.

The University Tatecommunicatlons Dept.

»»»#»«»»>#OM»»W»»#»»»»»»»>»*<»«*»»»»»M»»M****»»*M>*«« g» *«« *»»»*»***************»*********<

M&M Software

We sell Computer Software
for all makes of Computers -

Apple, IBM, Commodore, etc.

Ranging from Business, Recreational

& Educational

Also a complete line of printers,

peripherals, blank media
and publications

Call us for your computer needs
253-2109 - Mike

Monday, September 9, 1985!
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Back to the UMass mess
It is early September in Amherst. This

sleepy town has awoken from it's summer
hibernation and is in the midst of surviving

the onslaught of more than 25,000

students, practically doubling the size of

this Pioneer Valley community. Dickinson

has been tranformed into something

resembling the Bay of Pigs fiasco. There

are bodies strewn everywhere. The sur-

vivors are camped out in distant dorms

flashing out SOS's and waiting for help

from Whitmore.
To those students still without a room to

call home, take heart. The University has

flown in specialists to deal with this crisis.

Housing Services has hired the same peo-

ple who handled the Cuban boat people

flotilla a few years ago. Be prepared for

citizenship examinations, language tests,

and innoculations.

Once you've found a home for yourself,

the next step for many students is finding a

place to park their cars. There are plenty of

parking lots and spaces located around

campus. Unfortunately you can't park in

any of them. They are all advisers who
never show up for their appointments. Do
not be deceived. Although the parking

areas may look empty, they are theoretical-

ly full. Before you take the chance and park

in the lot, keep in mind the dreaded UMass
security forces. Nothing will prompt a

faster response than an illegally parked a

car. More serious matter such as stolen

stereos take time.

For those of you still in the process of ad-

ding a class, a few words of advice are in

store. Read any good book on the invasion

of Normandy. Storming Omaha Beach was

Bob Kievra

easier then enrolling in a COINS course.

Many local chapters of the NRA provide

weekend training for overcoming armed
hostility. Plan on taking one jf you ever ex-

p)ect to get into a business course.

If you have yet to visit one of the Unver-

sity's fine dining establishments, consider

yourself lucky. Plans are in the works to

rename Franklin Dining Commons in

memory of Karen Carpenter. Food ser-

vices specializes in such anorexic dishes as

roast top round of soybean and sweet'n and

sour sandpaper. If classes prevent you

from eating during dining hours, the

University operates the ill-named

Munchy's for your pleasure. There you can

get the same left over past and quarantined

chicken for three times the price.

Everyone likes to tell stories about

catastrophes. Almost every family in the

country had a relative aboard the Titanic,

or a loved one killed on Mt. Saint Helens.

No need for any UMass alumni to tell such

tall tales. We're forced to survive three to

four of these disasters every day.

So grit your teeth, and join the rest of the

student body as we endeavor to survive

these first few weeks at UMass. Keep in

mind that it's not everyday that you have

the opportunity to see 25,000 people behav-

ing strangely for days on end. Unless, of

course, you've been to a Springsteen con-

cert lately.

Collegian columnist Bob Kievra is a coop

student at the Boston Globe this semester.

While you were gone, local

activities (gasp!) continued
It has happened again, just as it does

every year around Labor Day. After spen-

ding the summer in Amherst, I was il-

logically taken by surprise when the town
suddenly filled up. So, for those of you who
did not summer in the valley's proverbial

verdant pastures, here's a synopsis of what
you missed:

While you were gone, work actually pro-

gressed on the Library Tower. Now, the

question is, when will they finish?

While you were gone, the funky mural

behind Douglass Funeral Home was com-

pleted.

While you were gone, the Rusty Nail

burned down.
While you were gone, I took the World's

Most Boring D Core, a mid-level political

science course. Boring, as in Yawn City.

Recommended only for insomniacs and

students who don't know better.

While you were gone, they plowed a new
field at Amherst High School. It looks like

a soccer field, but it's actually a drainage

system, so the baseball field doesn't turn

into a rice field.

While you were gone, there was room to

move on the Pub's bathmat sized dance

floor. (Okay, I crack on the place, but I

always have fun when I go there.)

While you were gone, the campus went

dry. Guess I'll be having fun at the Pub a

little more often.

While you were gone, Barts began offer-

ing a frozen dessert made from soybean

curd; iced tofu, if you will.

While you were gone, the monstrosity of

Elizabeth Luciano

an eyesore called the Tucker Taft Building

opened, complete with Steve's and
D'Angelo's.

While you were gone, the University

Store put all of their merchandise in dif-

ferent aisles. Of course, they switch

everything as often as the rest of us change

our underwear.

While you were gone, my roomate and I

tried to go to Tanglewood. We made a few

stops on the way; the package store, the

supermarket, a friend's house, and the gas

station. We finally got to Tanglewood at

10:30 p.m. So we bought T-shirts and went
home.
While you were gone, I worked out exact-

ly four times.

While you were gone, laundry had to be

done the expensive way, in the laundromat,

because the dorms were closed.

While you were gone, the Drake closed

and they auctioned off the furnishing. One

of my friends was lucky enough to get a bar

stool.

While you were gone, my ATM card got

used a lot less often, because you weren't

here to go out with.

Oh, yeah, while you were gone, I really

missed you.

Elizabeth Luciano is a Collegian columnist.

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Sub-

missions should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or

they can be dropped off at the Collegian classified ad counter in the base-

ment of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received, individiial

replies cannot be made.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the

author's address and telephone number, which will not be published. Let-

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

umn submissions should be between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. —Editor.
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Apartheid is the real issue
In a recent column, Stephen Erikson at-

tempted to place the ills of South Africa in

perspective by comparing them to the

Soviet Union. I hardly feel blessed by this

gift. He argued that liberals and pro-

gessives were soft on the Soviets while be-

ing overly sensitive to the political pro-

blems facing South Africa. However,

Stephen Erikson, along with Jerry Falwell,

Robert Novak, and others miss the point.

The issue is not communism, but apartheid.

Comparing South Africa to the Soviet

Union simply clouds the issue, leads away
from the essential problem, and creates an

atmosphere that precludes reasoned and

rational argument.

The Soviet Union is a world power equal

in stature to the United States. Due to the

cool relations between both countries, it is

difficult for the United States to

significantly influence the internal policies

of the Soviet Union. Though the Soviet

government employs certain policies of

which the United States is critical, rela-

tions must be maintained between these

two nations in order to reduce the threat of

nuclear war. Finally, the Left need not ex-

pend its energies criticizing the Soviet

Union; President Reagan is sufficently ex-

pert in that endeavor.

South Africa, however, presents dif-

ferent possibilities. As a less powerful na-

tion that is within the sphere of the United

States, South Africa is susceptible to

pressures both political and economic. For

John Hanlon

some time. President Reagan has pursued

policies of quiet diplomacy and constructive

engagement without much success. At this

point economic pressure against South

Africa is not unjustified. If the United

States is to assert its moral leadership in

the world, it must act decisively against

apartheid in South Africa. Failure to do so

will send strong signals throughout the

globe, both to emerging nations attempting

to develop their own identity and to entren-

ched despots who will recognize that they

need not fear the United States when it

speaks of freedom and justice.

The United States must recognize the

situation in South Africa for what it is, a

struggle for power and justice. For once,

we should hope that the United States will

support the advocates of change and the

forces of history. Finally, the Left need not

apologize for its criticisms of South Africa

and its calls for divestiture and economic

sanctions. Rather, it is for the Right to

recognize that constructive engagement
leads nowhere and that their restraint in

criticizing South Africa's policy of apar-

theid only strengthens the resolve of the

Botha government to continue its present

course which may result in a bloody civil

war.

John Hanlon is a UMass student.

Roommate's dilemma: romance
I truly feel sorry for those who lack hous-

ing this semester. There is no getting

around the fact that they have problems,

but picture this if you can. You spend the

money for housing, get a room, and then

still find that you can't use it. Anybody who
has been here for even a short amount of

time know's what I'm talking about. All

your room needs is a bed and a sexually ac-

tive roommate. Not an overactive one mind

you, just an active one.

It usually starts out innocently enough.

First he or she will be merely talking to

amember of the opposite sex. Suddenly you

look up from tomorrow's calculus assign-

ment, and see one of them stradling the

other's back giving them a massage. At

this point it is usually appropriate to leave

the room.
Now starts the painful waiting period. In

the beginning it's easy to find other things

to do. You might travel from room to room
playing a video game here, listening to a

song there, but eventually these people will

kick you out in favor of sleep.

When that last door closes you realize

that you are truly alone. You might wonder

if your roomate's nocturnal visitor has left

yet, but in order to find out, the door must

be opened. At this point in the night though

it's just too early to risk it. Few things in

life are more embarrassing than walking in

on a budding romance.

The next stop is the television lounge for

some Late Night viewing. Usually someone

doing laundry has arrived there before you

and is watching the CBS Late Movie,

which,by the way isn't even a movie.

After suffering through two hours of

Simon and Simon re-runs, its time to make
a move. You walk briskly to the stairs or

elevator and eventually make it back to the

room. You try to open the door quietly, but

it creeks a little. Its too dark to see

anything, but you do hear some giggling

which stops with the door's noise.

You pull your head out and close the door

close knowing you're beaten. The lounge is

the only place left to go. You make your

way there slowly, head hung low in defeat.

Choosing the most comfortable chairs

available you place them together, lie

down, and go to sleep dreaming about all

those lucky people in the campus hotel who
never got housing.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian staff member.
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Don't Run Around Campus

Looking for Answers

to your Questions
Call TIPS, a library of more than 200 tapes with

information on academic programs,

administrative procedures, community informa-

tion, health, safety, and more.

Call. 545-1540

And Ask For Tapes By Number

1006

1305

1515

2460

2453

2678

2660

Dropping and Adding Courses

I.D. Cards

Daily Events

Food Service and Meal Plans

Gym Schedules

Intramurals at UMASS
In a Medical Emergency

1:/

.). T'

Ll* '^

.

DESK LAMPS
many styles and colors

to choose from

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Vjj/ approved

Located In the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mUstore^

For a brochure containing a full listing of

available information tapes, come by our office

off the second floor Whitmore Lobby Room

227.

^̂

'^

Fail
1985

Division of

Continuing Education

Credit Courses

Credit-Free Workshops

Specialized Programs

Over 100 introductory, middle .

and upper level evening credit

courses and University day
courses (on a space available

basis).

Registration for Continuing

Education evening courses and
University day courses continues

through the add/drop period,

Septembw 4-17.

Register at the Division of

Continuing Education. University

Library—Mon.-Thurs. 8: 30 am-7 pm
Fri.. 8: 30 am-5 pm; and Sat..

lOam-lpm (9/7.9/14)
Call us at S-2414 for more
information.

ARTS
Arts around VMass this week...

artslines...
First on the agenda for this week's Art-

slines is a warm "Welcome Back" to the

Academy of Music, in Northampton. Said

movie theater (which also offers live pro-

ductions, on occasion), has been closed for

several months while undergoing renova-

tions, and re-opened last Friday night with

'Prizzi's Honor. Northampton arts en-

thusiasts organized and attended benefits

throughout the summer. More on that later

this week...

Also in the dramatic vein, the UMass
Department of Theater will be holding

auditions in rooms 8 and 204, respectively.

Aspiring thespians should sign up for an

audition time. Call 545-3490 for further in-

formation...

And that's not all that's going on at the

FAC this week. The Center celebrates its

tenth anniversary 10 a.m. -4 p.m. Thurs-

day, Sept. 12, with everything from hot-air

balloon rides to the UMass Minuteman
Marching Band to a giant cake facsimile of

the FAC. (The real FAC, in case you were

wondering, was constructed vnih 300,000

square feet of concrete, among other

things. (Note that for future trivia con-

tests). That'll be taking place between the

Concert Hall and the Rand Theater, so

stroll by on your way to class...

And if you're in that neighborhood at

around 3 p.m., check out the dedication of

the University Gallery's outdoor sculpture,

"Isle of View," (say it aloud), by George

Trakas. Said sculpture is located at the

south end of the Campus Pond, and is part

of the gallery's "Ten" exhibit, marking

their first decade. Happy birthday to you...

For those of you who like to travel,

Mount Holyoke College's art museum is

currently presenting "An Architect's Eye:

Selections from the Collection of Graham
Gund." Tuesday, Sept. 10, at 4 p.m., in

Gamble Auditorium, there will be a lecture

about the exhibit. A reception will follow.

The show runs through November 10, so

jump on a PVTA bus and check out the

foliage on the other side of the Notch...

Folks who are happier close to home may
want to sing, dance, or play the piano

under the direction of the Performing Arts

Division, in Old Chapel. Registration is to-

day through Thursday, Sept. 19, 8:30

a.m.-6 p.m. in Old Chapel. Classes will

begin the week of Sept. 30 and run for ten

weeks...

Are You Looking For A

Quality Fitness Facility?

Take the road that

leads to the

Hampshire Fitness Center

*Join or renew a 9 or 12 month
membership and receive a $20.00
discount OFF the regular rates. Call
or stop by anytime to receive a
complimentary guest pass.

256-6446
' No Other specials or discounts apply

HAMPSHIRE FITNESS CENTER fMtuiIng

• Indoor Olympic size Pool

• Tennis

• Nautilus, Olynpic, Universal

I Free Weights

• Jacuzzi Whirlpool

• Saunas

• Snack Bar

• Individualized Fitness Programs

• Special Medical Programs

• Computerized Fitness Evaluation

• Nutritional Counseling

• Swim & Tennis Lessons t Clinics

• Massage Therapy

HampsIhIre

Fitness Center
OATE HOUSE nOAO'AMMCAST. MA

256-6446
Convenient Hours: 7 days/week Mon-Fri 6 a.m.- 10 p.m.

Weekends 8 a.m. -9 p.m.

B
wMUH advanced fitnrss trainmf^ centers
The best work out in town for strength, toning, and calories burned

•ft
o<^^^

S***$45.00 for 14 Weeks
Join by Sept. 13th and receive a

FREE Body Composition Test - $20vaiue
(% fat. muscle mas^ recommended weight, daily calories)

"" " """
§'ign Up Now

""""""
Boyden - Totman (NOPE)
8-9 am * 12-1 pm * 4-

-6J1
m

REGULAR HOURS TOTMAN (NOPE)
BOYDEN por nnore Info call M-'= 7:30-9 am * 11-1 pm

M-F 7-9 am * 12-1 pm Jotman 545 4665 4-6 pm * 7-9 pm
4-6 pm TIPS 545 1540 Saturday 12-3

Lone Justice is set to rock the Student Union Ballroom Saturday night, care of

UPC. The dB's will also be appearing.

Those of yhou who'd rather watch the

professionals rock and roll will be psyched

to get tickets for the Lone Justice concert

on Saturday, Sept. 14. Brought to the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom by the Union Pro-

gram Council (UPC), this rockabilly quintet

will appear with the dB's. Tickets are $9

for the general public, $7 for UMass
students, and are avialble at the FAC Box
Office and Datatix locations in Northamp-

ton, Greenfield, Holyoke and Pittsfield.

And last but not least, animal lovers will

want to stop by the Student Union Art

Gallery (located in the Student Union

Building, appropriately enough), to catch

the opening of "Art for Animals," a

multimedia exhibit that opens Sunday,

Sept. 15, 4-7 p.m. with a vegetarian recep-

tion. This week, you can still stop by to see

works by UMass art professor John Grillo.

New World Theater releases schedule

UMass' New World Theater has released

it's schedule for the Fall 1985 season.

The company's season will open with

David Henry Hwang's Dance and the

Railroad, Sept. 19-21 and 2«-28, in Hamp-
den Theater at 8 p.m. The show is set in

1867, during the Chinese railroad workers'

strike.

In Living Color, a group of one-act plays

by modern third world playrights, will run

Nov. 14-16 and 21-23, at 8 p.m. in Hamp-
den Theater.

Jomandi, a professional black theater

company, will present Voices in the Rain
on Saturday, Dec. 14, in Bowker
auditorium at 8 p.m. The performance in-

cludes works by Gwendolyn Brooks, Sterl-

ing Brown, Sonia Sanchez, and Ralph
Ellison.

Tickets are $4 for the general public, $2
for students, and can be reserved at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office. Call 545-2511

for further information.

STUDENT RIGHTS!
COURSE COURSE

The Legal Services Office, in cooperation tvith the

School of Education is pleased to announce a course on the

"Law, Higher Education and Student Discipline." The
course will be taught by Directing Attorney of LSO, Chuck
DiMare, Staff Attorney, Tom Coish, and graduate student.

Marc Kenen.

The course will consist of lectures, discussions, guest

speakers, and movies. It will meet on Tuesdays from 4-7 pm
in the Campus Center for 3 credits. It will cover such topics

as Due Process, First Amendment Rights, Sexual Harrass-

ment. Affirmative Action, Tort Liability and Tenant and
Worker rights.

Space is limited so come to the Leagal Services Office in

Room 922 in the Campus Center to sign up.

0U.« M.TU.. CMM
Monday and Tuesday

Liquid Sky 7:00

Metropolis 9:00

Double Feature $3.00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

RENT/\NRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks A Vara Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-: 'W*'*
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OPEN RUSH

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN

Don't Miss the Expo Sept. 12 and 13 S.U.B.
Pontiac presents

INVITED

^^^^'
« %«

• Two time Greek &
Campus
intramural

champs

• home-cooked
meals

• outstanding

social life

• close to campus

BK^ 388 N. Pleasant St. 253-9071

RUSH DATES:
Monday, Sept. 9 9-11 pm
Monday Night Football

Tuesday, Sept. 10 9-11 pm Movie

Wednesday, Sept. 11 9-11 pm Movie

Come see what BETA KAPPA PHI
has to offer you

Monday, September 9, 1985;!
Collegian n

I

!

M

PUBLIC S9 00 ^***** UPC presents

S.U.B. 8 PM ";*****
•**

Thurs.
Sept. 19th

F.A.C.

and
Special Guest

Tickets

$11.00 UMass
$13.00 Public cisrasss^ss-^sssanssss^

Tix on Sale Tues. Sept. 10th y^5g»s>g^""^
>-'>-'<-

I
I

I
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The Student Note Service is now ac-

cepting applications for the fall semester.

If you are a responsible, efficient

notetaker, have previously taken a large

(200 student) lecture class, received a

grade of "B" or better in it, and possess

some typing skills,

WE WANT YOU!

Astronomy
Biochem
Botany

Coins

Comstu
Econ

Geology

HRTA

Math
Music

Polisci

Psych

Physics

Sociology

SOM
Zoology

APPLY IMMEDIATELY!
401 Student Union Building

545-2271

Mc(hiM
JOIN US
in celebrating our r^
10th Anniversary

v1:=^
«c^« « —

)

dk

Thursday, September 1 2;

10AM-4PMonthe
Fine Arts Center Plaza.

Refreshments, balloon rides, live enter-

tainment, (dedication of the island sculpture)

birthday cake — plus a chance to win

a trip to Florida!

Raindate: September 1

3

Au student subscribers

to the 85-86 Season are

eligible to win 2 round-

trip air fares to Ft. Lauderdale
during Spring break. Courtesy
of Carroll Travel, Inc.

Ivemember — subscription deadline is

September 1 5. For details call 545-25 1 1

.

i

THE FINE ARTS CENTERCONG E R T HALL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST I
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Record round-up...

Picks and pans
from here and there
By ELIZABETH LANGLOIS
Collegian Correspondent

Well, the summer season isn't quite over

even if we all know fall semester is now a

reality. What have you listened to music-

wise in all your little towns across the

heartland of Massachusetts and elsewhere?

Here are a few of the releases that got

noticed in this area over the summer, some

of which continue to dominate alternative

airwaves.

First off is Hoboken, NJ's Winter Hours

with their self-titled Ep produced by Rob
Norris of the Bongos. Featuring ex-

Turbine guitarist Mike Carlucci on dual

lead guitar and a vocalist who sounds not a

little like Michael Stipe, this band enchants

througout this four song release. Word has

it that more is forthcoming with Hyacinth

Girl included, perhaps this qunitet's best

song. From Texas comes Zeitgeist with

their debut. Translate Slowly, another suc-

cess in the long line of jangly guitar bands.

The heady Things Don't Change should be a

single. We also have New Haven's Valley oj

Kings debut. A strong guitar-propelled

sound with somewhat disembodied vocals

and an aura of mystery. Compelling! There

is also Boston's delightful lifeboat with an

EP produced by none other than Don Dix-

on. Lifeboat doesn't dissapoint with Fami-

ly Town. Definitely a band to watch. Final-

ly is the fine third albumn from Translator

which has gone unnoticed, compared to

their first release. Too bad folks! It's their

best. At times they sound like Television,

and they are one of the best of the entire

crop of California bands. From New Song

to Inside Mind Translator delivers the

goods.

Homestead Records has been raving

about the Volcano Suns. The Volcano Suns

are a powerful hard-edged band just teeter-

ing on the brink of pandemonium and jagg-

ed edges. However, there is melody
throughout this albumn, and I would swear

they owe a debt to the Amboy Dukes'

Journey to the Center of the Mind on Des-

cent into Hell. Interesting bunch of blokes.

Finally on this shore are the Raveups with

Positively Lost Me, a direct nod in the

direction of XTC with its quirky music and

singer's Andy Partridge vocal man-
nerisms. A neat winner!

Now for our British friends: 1985

brought about the break up of England's

great Barracudas. But they left us two
compilations. The World's a Bum and The

Big Gap both bring collections of some
previously hard-to-find singles. A hard

band to classify, they have sounded like

everyone from the Byrds on a dark day to

the Ramones fronting the Beach Boys. I,

for one, will miss them. Kate Bush, lauded

songstress and performer extraordinaire,

has a new single called Running up the

Hill. Go for the B side, "Under the Ivy",

and hope that her album is as pretty as that

B side. If so, once again Ms. Bush will pro-

ve what a unique talent she has. The Damn-
ed released their first album since the great

Captain Sensible's departure. It's called

Phantasmagoria and is now out on import.

It's full of fine melodies and gothic over-

tones. A bit lacking in some ways, but it's

still pretty. Blue in Heaven has released All

the God's Men, a fine effort which abounds

with neat tunes and sounds like everyone

from the Comsat Angels to the Sound at

their heyday. Speaking of the Comsat (or

C.S.) Angels, they released an album called

7 Day Weekend, their bid for commercial

acceptance. It seems that once more
they're being ignored. A shame, because

although this album is a mixed bag, there

are some stellar tunes here, from High

Tide to You Move Me. Word has it that the

Hoodoo Gurus have a new single out called

Bittersweet backed with Guitars from

TODAY

delivered to your door
on campus

Dates of Delivery

Sept. 16 - Dec 13
* No Delivery during Thanksgiving Holiday
* All Subscriptions Payable in Advance by Semester
* Students with varying starting dates may have their subscriptions

prorated
* No delivery during School Holidays or Final Exam Periods

Please fill out form and return with check made payable to:

Ron Huberdeau
PC Box 959 University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01004 SPECIAL STUDENT RATE
Telephone 253-7009 Monday thru Friday $18.60

Your Name:

Campus Address:

''Bellinr soft feather slip on in

purple, black, royal blue, grey

Open Sunday

'-

Festival for the disabled

stresses awareness, ability
By MARGIE KELLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Creative art is one aspect

of a handicapped person's

life in which one's disability

is not always evident in

one's work. The Amherst
Arts Council and Stavros,

Inc. displayed this last

Saturday at the Bangs Com-
munity Center, Amherst,

with a doy-long art festival

for disabled artsist from
surrounding communities.

"Access to the Arts"
focused on offerine oppor-

tunities for persons who are

disabled to show Lheir

works and express
themselves through the

visual arts.

The exhibits included oil

paintings, pottery, water-

colors, handmade afghans,

wall-hangings and ceramics.

In all, there were approx-

imately 25 exhibits by 17 in-

dividual artists, and a small

group of artists from the

Amherst Nursing Home.
In addition to the exhibits,

there was a lecture entitled

"on Being Your Best."

which addressed the issues

pertaining to the handicap-

ped, and how art can create

greater awareness and sen-

sitivity among all people.

Also there was a short video

presentation on wheelchair

square-dancing, followed by

a demonstration.

"Access to the Arts" wa.s

the first festival of its kind

in the Pioneer Valley. THe
sponsors of the program

welcome input from the

community. For further in-

formation, contact the

center.

ElSalvadorephotos displayed atHampshire
"Inside El Salvadore," a

photography exhibit explor-

ing daily life in El
Salvadore, will be on display

in Hampshire College's

Library Gallery through
Friday, Sept. 27.

Thirty photo-journalists

from periodicals including

Time, Life, Newsweek and

The New York Times con-

trihtitpH to thp black-and-

white exhibition documen-

ting life in El Salvadore

following the 1979 military

coup.

The photos were original-

ly collected for the book, El

Salvadore; Work of 30

Photographers. The book is

available at the Hampshire
College Bookstore.

The exhibit is being spon-

sored by the Five College

Program in Peace and
World Security Studies, the

F'ive College Latin
American Studies Program,

and Hampshire College's

Third World and Femini.st

Studies Program.

The exhibit is open to the

public Monday-Friday,
10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.. and

Sundays, 2-5 p.m.

Mars, a tentative title of their upcoming se-

cond album. Nick Mason of Pink Floyd, and

Rick Fenn have a neat new album called

Profiles. Largely comprised of jazzy in-

strumentals, it's pretty impressive. David

Gilmour does guest vocals. Also of interest

is Stewart Copeland's The Rhythmatist,

which features exotic percussions and
other world rhythms. Check htis stuff out.

It's all worth your while.

Elizabeth C. Langlois is a WMUA deejay.

Clarification
The photo of the park under construc-

tion in Southwest, which ran on page 13

of last Friday's paper, was taken by Col-

legian photo editor Derek Roberts.

The review of "Teen Wolf," also on

page 13, was written by Collegian cor-

respondent Don Lipper.

^Worshipping God used to be OUT ISfl LiT^
Times have changed and now it's IN ^^J^JI Ministries

Explore with us where Reli^on i.s Dead

and an Experiential Relationship is Alive

Come and personally experience for yourself the aliveneso and

holistic total feelinR.of a relationship

• Coffee houses (daily)

Bible studies • Video institute teachings • Movies • Music

Activities and outings • Counseling - crisis intervention • Special events

(need help with handling stress, housing. focVl, utilities, clothing, etc.)

Whatever need give us a call

Your mind & heart & being are important no matttT where you art- at

Associated with an array of supporting agencies for your needs

Gatherings on Saturday .Evenings & Sunday Afternoons

(meals also those days)
'

1-800-512-3457
24 hrs.

PO Box 71

Amherst. MA
01004-071

Meet at ART EVENT
located at the lights in North Amherst

in the Old Sch(M>l BOilding
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CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

PRICE BREAK! f .V 3 w 5 6 •;
; 5

1F "Tafi
V ——J

HP11C

$67.00

HP 11c o»'g- List $75.00

Dedicated scientific functions for quick answers to computations
Easy-to-learn progrannming with up to 203 program lines

Handy program editing tools
Continuous Memory saves your programs and data

HP-11C Slim-line Programmable Scientific

noCDpqfzjcriczicricilf:^

p^^ P) Eq fiq (iq (X| pq PU 1^

pcqFq^(7qr-ipqft|pqc^

iwmpq^Llpqntnn

HP - 120

$99.00
org list 120.00

Let the Hewlett-Packard HP-15C with its

powerful functions and advanced
programmability eliminate your most tedious

calculations.

Matrix operations

Complex functions

Solve and Integrate

448 program lines

Insert/ delete editing

RPN logic. Continuous Memory, artd

liquid-crystal display

HP 150

$99.00
org list 120.00

Other HP Calculators

available at comparable savings

Store Hours:

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

ra cowrxnoa

See how the Hewlett-Packard HP-16C can
save you time with its built-in functions and
advanced programmability
Binary, octal, decimal, hexadecirrul
conversions and operations
Boolean AND, OR, NOT, XOR
203 program lines or 101 16-bit data registen
Sets word size, 1's a,^d 2'» complement, unsigned nxxJos
Floating-point decimal mode
RPN logic. Continuous Memory, and liqukl-crystal display

n r]nR f""^ f
1 cq PI rn^

1»nnn mnr-un

HP 16C

$99.00
org list 120.00

Located in the

Campus Center
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The Campus Center - Student Union
Student BOARD OF GOVERNORS is looking for students to fill the following

Coordinator positions for the 85/86 school year

Public Relations • Finance • Building Operations • Special Projects •

Space/Econ. Development • Key Functions • Governors Program Council •

Vending • Asst Office Coordinator • Food Services •

Work Study and Non Work Study

Applications and More Information are available in the BOG Office - 817 CC
Application Deadline - Friday 9/13 5:00 PM

The BOG is an Affirmative Artion/P^.qual Opf:K)rtiinity Emi)l()yer

I
I
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Docmesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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SUPEiiSlARS UKE
ANPJEe^e HELMS.

Today's Weather:

Today mostly cloudy with

a chance of showers, light

rain or drizzle, high in the

70s. Tonight and tomor-

row, cloudy with periods of

rain, drizzle and fog likely.

Low Monday night 55 to

60, high Tuesday 65 to 70.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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Today's Menu:
Monday
LUNCH

Swiss Turkey Sandwich
Squash Bake

BASICS LUNCH
Caponata with Pocket Bread

Squash Bake

DINNER
Oriental Stew

Fried Shrimp Dinner
Cocktail Sauce, Tartar Sauce

Roman Ham Plate with Macaroni Salad

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo Cheese Loaf

Mushroom Sauce
Fried Shrimp Dinner

Cocktail Sauce, Tartar Sauce

ATTENTION
Yesterday some camera equipment was
stolen from a bust stop in Northampton. A
Pentaz ME Super with an auto winder, a
power zoom lens 70-200 (identifiably by a
motor on the bottom of the lens) and a 24
mm wide angle lend, eyeglasses and keys
were all inside a gray camera bag with a tan
strap. Any information about this equip-

ment is greatly encouraged. Please contact
the photo dept. at 545-3500, Reward Given,
no questions asked.

"Oppression and Social Change," a new course in the

School of Education, will examine strategies, understan-

ding, analysis and goals in the fight against "isms."

Felice Yeskel, former human relations planner and ad-

vocate for the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs, and

Diane Goodman, of the Service Action Team, will be

teaching the course. Education H392J, on Thursdays
from 1-4 p.m.

For more information, call 549-0328.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
h.diled b> I rude Mikhcl .lullt'

ACROSS
1 Gpniie

b Asian inland

sea
9 —— at Arms'
Waugh novel

12 Case for small

articles

13 Inclination

14 Garden linlure

15 Bloke
16 Learning loci

m Tell was one
20 Comes back
21 Medal winners
23 Salem has one
24 crow

(black vulturei

26 Fights back
30 Altar assent
31 Plant cell

33 Waiting in the

wings
34 Slip up
36 Place lO' some

tonic

38 Rubberneck
39 Weapons m

France
41 Compassion
43 Asian holiday
44 Garage deals
46 Track tipsters

48 Small one
49 Troian he'o
60 With insight

S4 Common
Market area

5? Allies eg
59 Kindol food Of

music
60 Counterweight
61 Prides quarters

62 Before present
or potent

63 At HI
64 Solutions

65 Concordes

DOWN
1 Bucks or ry, Ip

Starter

2 Route (or Ni"^i

3 CaletP'it., !•

4 In a —
(ronlusedi

5 The whole
6 Sounds from

grandstands
7 Church section

8 Rent payer

9 Synthesizer

developer

10 Salinger lass

1

1

River into

Moray Firth

13 Rasping
sounds

14 around
(acting upi

17 Japanese
War 19045

19 Discord deity

22 Arden <snd Light

24 Item in a

humidor
25 Dote on
26 Connect
2/ Tourist accom

modations
2t' Elegant candle

29 Small

barracudas
12 Actress

Charlotte

35 Reporter s

output

37 Method
40 Blackboard
42 Degas dress
45 Swimmer

Gertrude

47 Sculptures
49 Throat bone
50 Dog in lilmdom

51 Oliver s

sidekick

62 Mrs Thatcher

tor one
53 Library book

eg
55 Grid action

56 New Havenites
58 Envelope abbi
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UMOC
UMASS

OUTING CLUB
Introductory Meeting
Monday Sept. 9 at 7:00 PM
in Commonwealth Room

SUB)
(Earthfoods Cafeteria)

if you are interested in the outdoors

and all the activities that it can offer

Join Us Monday

For further info

call or visit

the UMOC Office SUB 428B
545-3131

Do
yourself

COPIES

1
I

Now: Copy cassette tapes yourself J
|

any length. Fast: Copy a one-hour
cassette in less than two minutes.

Simile: Easy as xeroxing a letter.

Inexpensive: Our remarkabW low
price includes the Rezound Copy
Cassette."* Accurote: Perfect

Monaural copies, every ti r e.

VsrsatUe: Make 1. 2, 3 or 1 copies.

Rezound machine Is located in our Record Dept.

OPEN M-F 9-5

Sat 10^3 Located in the Campus Center

'^UNIVERSITY
%STORE^

»OOOOOBBOBOOOO e

GET YOUR BOOKS AT
THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
OPEN:

Monday Sept. 9 - Friday, Sept. 13

9 am to 5 pm
and for the remainder of the semester

M-F 9-4

Textbook Annex * Physical Plant Building

I

'Monday, September 9, 1985" Collegian is

i^Palazzi
"We knew Dave

would make a few mistakes, but he also made a few great
plays. He's very mobile and eventually his passing will im-

prove. I liked what I saw."
For the game, Palazzi completed nine of 19 passes for 81

yards including an eight yard touchdown toss to junior

fullback Al Neri. He sdso had an interception.

More important was his rushing, picking up 63 yards
and three touchdowns, two fo 36 yards apiece and the

other of seven yards. Palazzi wasn't perfect, however,
fumbling pitches to running backs on several occasions.

"I don't think they were much of a problem," he said.

"They just happen sometime."
"We can always get his passing to improve," Stull said.

"The option is the type of offense where people are prone
to making mistakes. Dave just has to stay consistent and
do what he does best. Passing gets better in time. The of-

fense always starts slower than the defense does early in

the season."

His longest completion was for only 14 yards and though
Stull is confident that the accuracy of Palazzi 's arm will

improve, Palazzi must prove himself a successful passer

before UMass faces the iron in its schedule.

But if Saturday's game was a good indication of his com-

———————^^^———^-^ Continued from page 16.

posure, it could be a good season for the Minutemen.
Palazzi is new, he's expected to make mistakes, but he
knows better than anyone that he has plenty to learn.

"Last year I wasn't really prepared to play," Palazzi

spif^ "Tt wasn't anvthinpf nhvsioal it wq<5 mpntal Tt wa<;

hard to adjust to learning all the different signals and
plays you need to know in college football."

"I've still got to concentrate more and cut down on my
mental mistakes," he said. "But it felt good to score and
to contribute to the win as best as possible.

"He's good, not outstanding but good," Morgan State

head coach Jesse Thomas said. "He played well, but like

any freshman there's room for improvement."
If anyone appreciated Palazzi's heroics, it was the

defense which, aside from shutting down the Golden
Bears, had the burden of holding Morgan State to a low
scoring game lifted from their shoulders.

"The defense tried to hold them to give Dave the chance
to get his feet wet," senior nose guard Mike Dwyer said.

"He did a good job out there and the team has confidence
in him. He's going to be a good one."

"He didn't fall to pieces when something went wrong,"
junior outside linebacker Paul Manganaro said. "It was a
gutsy knowledgeable performance.

tniDAS'

THE ECONOMIZER
MUFFLER

• J

»

Regular

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
The Economizer muffler from Midas fits most
American-made cars and trucks Your satisfaction

with this product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Muffler is

warranted by Midas for one year from the

date of installation and will be replaced

free of charge if it fails during this period.

Offer Expires 9/30/85.

$59 .95
Per axle ^^i| on

(most cars) Regular $74.90
BRAKE SPECIAL

DISC BRAKES
• Free 4-Whe«?l bfoKe
InspeLticn
• Replace pods wuii ne m

guoronteed disc nods
• Resuffoce rotof'

• Replace grease seals
• Inspect ono repack

wheel beorings
• Inspect calipers
• Inspect hydfoullc system
• Lubricote coliper anchors
• Inspect fluid levels
<• Add fluid If required
• Road test

Ouarant**. Midas t>iaKe shoes and disc brake pads are warranted for

•8 long as you own your American or foreign car van or light track

(und«f 7,000 lbs I
' I' they ever wear new Midas brake shoes or pads

will t>e insiaiisd without charge lor the shoes or pads or the labor to

Install thb sho«s or pads Additional parts and'or labor required to

restore thrt system to operational condition are extra

DRUM BRAKES
< f'ce 4-Wheel broke
inSfi.*cnon
• Pe.-.iloce shoes with new

gkiotii''ieed linings
• Reiurtoce drums
• Inspect wheel cylinders
• Inspect hold down springs
• Lubricate backing plates
• Inspect hydroulic syste'm
• Readjust brokes
• Rood test

FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

143 KING ST.
JCT. RTES. 9& 116

NORTHAMPTON
HADLEY

586-4840
586-9991

Midas

J* •

Colleitiai) photo by erek Robert!

UMass tailback George Barnwell ran for 80 yards as

the Minutemen beat Morgan State 38-9.

* UMass wins Continued froTH page 16

Neri, who gave UMass a

consistent three-to-four

yard per carry at fullback,

ran for 49 yards. Smellie ad-

ded 68. Simeone ran the

team for a series late in the

game, completing one of

four for five yards. Nine

Minutemen caught passes

with Barnwell the only

players snaggintwo for 11

yards.

Sophomore punter Jim
tandler had five kicks for a

38 yard average before leav-

ing the game with a leg in-

jury. It is not known how
serious the injury is. For
Morgan State, Harris had

63 yards on 19 punishing

carries behind a porous line.

Wilson was 13-of-27 for 142

yeards and one intercep-

tion.

The UMass defense, led

by a tough front line of

Dwyer, Ed Sullivan and
Bruce Strange, kept the

pressure on the Bears.

The linebacker corps of

Steve Silva, Paul
Manganaro, John McKeown
and Todd Rundle played

very well, containing Harris

and the Bears short passing

game. Platek made eight

tackles in the secondary. He
also had a sack along with

Mike Kowalski and
Sullivan. The offensive line

gave Palazzi great protec-

tion (he was .sacked only

once), while UM's increased

depth at all positions seem-

ed to make the difference.

Morgan State is not the

biggest challenge, but for a

UMass team coniing off of

back-to-back 3-8 seasons,

the Bears provided great

confidence boosters.

"This is the type of game
to build on," McKeown said.

"We know what we're
capable of, now we just have
to keep it up."

NEW LIFE
COMPANIONS

Personal Health Care
and much more

(certified P.C.A. and N.P.C.)

PO Box 71 1-800-512-3457

Amherst, MA 24 hours

AVON
Earn money while you

further your education

N. Colby 665-8748

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIED
ACTIVITIES

ft— T'al Ctil Omnenttratlen. Coma tee
this exarciM practiced for relaication vitality

and health. Tuet. Sept. 10 7:30 pm at Cam
put Center, Rm 804. For info caH 2S6-I490

UPC Qaneral Meeting Come find out
about upcoming concent' New memtiers
welcome Time: 6:30, Place Cape Cod
Lounge; Data: 9-10-86

AUTO FOR SALE

Why rent a terminal when you can buy my
RCA terminal? IS90 new - will aacnfica >4O0

or BO call S49-6447

2 rafrlgeratora dorm tize 3 and 6 cube
588 07^
FHe cablneti 2 drawer Mack office quality

MS tome computer and regular detki No
Amhertt Motors 549 2880

Dorm alia refrigerator 5 cuMic feet ex

cetlent condition for »100. 646-5434

1M4 VW Bug angirte rebuilt, looks good,
runs good 1900 Tom 2S6-0952

ItTO Dodge Dart Swingar runt good,
dapandabla M60 Tom 266-0952

PON RENT

OfM bedroom apt in Eoho HHI on but
Mop 3S0/mo utWties inctudad caH 2Si-1IXM

Apple Computer 64k 2 ditk drivet monitor

can 263 2109 after 3 pm ask for Mike

DEC VTUB video Computer Terminals
suitable use with University main frame

computer * 160-200 * hard copy ter

minal/ printer daisy wf>eel substitute at

typewriter 266 0453

Large comfortalile armelialr. Very good
condition 120 call 866-7928

Help wanted Housekeepers part-time,

flexHile hours, weekdays and weekends, on
tMjt route Apply at Howard Johnsons
Lodge, Rte 9 Hadley

Jawlah Community of Amhorat Sunday
School needs experienced teachers
549-0223

Part time rallabia student to put up flyers

weekly. Call Kevin 586-9336 days

Alpha Chi Omega needs house men in ex-

change lot dinner cleanupt we offer free

meali' Call 546-2152 atk for Julie A.

Free Mealal Get out of DC'ti Work 15 to 20
hrs/wk for detailt call Jim 5-2160

POUND

FOR SALE

Mopod Pu«h, tow mHaa. Buylitg car

mutt sell Selling with lock, gat can. All for

400« Mike 665 7553

Tarmlnal/Prlnter and full t>o« of paper

Great for Cyber 1300, Stephanie 549-4^9

Motobacana ton speed Tandem bicycle
I560 00 Excellent condition 1 467 7877

Trundle l>ed. opens to almost kingsire.

tttick iTMttrasaas 4100 549 7363

Ofonfo TI|or Kltton S3 Townehoute If it it

yours or ytnj want it plaaie call 549 7448

- hTlP WANTED

Nursing Assistance, all shifts flexit>le

scheduling, competitive salary, fringe

tjenefitt. Amherst Nursing Home 256-81ffi

Delivery personnel: earn 5 7/hr hiring

60 persons must t>e 18, have 0¥yn car. ftexi

Me schedule apply in person or call after 2

pm Dominoi Pins scrots from Stop b
Shop Iniide positions available 266-8911

Newapapar dollvarart needed in dorms
Approo 1 hr/dsy Must be able to work 7

days per week durir>g the semester Good
pay C<ll 253 7009

Local sorority sooka housaboy to help

with kitchen duties at lunch and dinner in

exchange for home-cooked meals Call Sue
256-6887

On campua non-work study M F 7 12

AM call Jane at 546 6889

SWAQ is looking for a taw enthusiastic

people who wish to gel involved in student
government Tfie Southwett Area Govern
ment (SWAGI it a ms|or activity organiring

tx>dy and the ttudeni voice to ttie ad
miniitration for the Southwest Residential

Area Positions svsilat>le:

Secretary takes minutes at meetings, types
memos some filing

Office Manager organiies day-to-day
operations, recruits repretentatives

• ••

Pul)licity Coordinator produces the SW
Newsletter and oversees publicity

• ••

Audio-Visual person operates and secures
AV system, runs movies on VCR, and keeps
track of and tecuret all aquiprrtent

Artitt putt together logos, designs, and
lettering for events, including T shirts and
potters

Poiition holders receive a tmall hourly tti

pend Iwork/ttudy or non-work.'ttudyl Ap
plications svailat>le in the Southwett Area
Government Office. Hampden Commons or
call 545 0960

\jo%X a yellow wallet 9/3 keep the money'
Please return my license and 10 546-8719

Year old grot and white Shih Tzu puppy
oleate call 646-9911

PERSONALS

Looking for Chrlatlan. Followahip?
Alliance Christian Feilowthip will meet
toon' Call Mark or Eliiabeth 253 7206

Love him? Leave her/ 26-p personsliied

Conr>petit>iliry Anelysts calculates relative

compatit>ility of romantic anachmantt
Fatcinating, accurate, revealing' Deeigr>ed

for long term ute 16 96 ttudent rata Com
patibillry Research Associates, Box 392, N
Amherst Ms 0105.9

ROOMMATE WANTED

Rosponalbla. noal roommate wanted to
there room in Brandywine apt. atk for

Michelle 549 6289

Female to share room t130 a month caM
5497516

Male wanted to share two twdroom
Presrdential apartment, low rent close to

campus 549 7tK»

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic automobile
vwjrkshop 28 hours including classroom

and shop Limited enrollment 253 2096

Emergency Medical Technician Course
Begins Sept 5 1095 Room 109 Dickinson

meets Tues & Thuis 6 30 10 00 pm cal

527 7624 lor more info

Watch out Bath, he krfows your name
your face and the shoulder he was hanging
over

happy 19lh Birthday OJ love the VMN 4th
floor 3 Dav Committee ei al

RIDE WANTED

Ride wented to NVC any waakond can
Albori 546 5739

LOST

Sal b . keys on a black box key chain Lost

ori campus Wednesday very important i<

found please call 549 6714

ROOM WANTED

24 year old. hard working tun loving,

financially secure American male seeks
own room in Amherst area call Tom
413739 6669

SERVICES

Profataional typing done by UMass stu

dent Reasonable rates R Charron
1-637 0044

WANTED

TENORS, BASSES with good sightraa<Mr>g

ability wanted for Mount Holyoke mixed
chapel choir Eight Wednesdsy evenings.
five Sunday moiningt per semester
Minimum wage Auditions dote Septemeni
13 538 7343 oi 538 2306

WORK STUDV JOB AVAILABLEI

Auditor It noaded by the SGA Treasurer s

Office to monitoi the financial records of
facognired student organizations Accting
experience and knowtedgo of the RSO
system it advantageous Great opportunity
to gain experience Applications availat>)e at

the SGA Treasurer s Office 407 SUB and are
due Sept 16 1986 This is a work study posi
tion 7 hrt wk UMata is an AA/EEO
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SPORTS
Morgan State ambushed by UMass

Palazzi's three touchdown lead

UM over Bears, defense dominates

Collegian photo by Michelle Scgrall

Lineman Bob Greaney typifies the feelings of the entire UMass football team as
the Minutemen crushed Aforgan State 38-9 on Saturday.

Massachusetts 38, Morgan state 9
UMass
Morgan

14 7 7 10 - 38
State 9 0-9

Scoring:

MS-Green 39 FG
UM-Neri 8 pass from Palazzi, Bovini kick

UM-Palazzi 36 run, Bonvini kick

MS-Harris 92 KO return, kick failed

UM-Palazzi 7 run, Bonvini kick
UM-Palazzi 36 run, Bonvini kick

UM-Bonvini 30 FG
UM-Grange 51 interception return, Bon-
vini kick

Attendance: 11,918

First Downs: UM20, MS 9
Total Offense: UM 395. MS 213

Third Downs Conversions: UM 7-oM6,
MS l-oM5

Time of Possession: UM31:46, MS 28:14
Punts: UM 6-37.5, MS 8-33.8

Return Yards: UM 94, MS 82
Penalties: UM 5-50, MS 12-107

Sacks By: UM 3 for 29, MS 1 for 10
Fumbles-Lost: UM4-1, MS 3-1

Morgan State scored first, capitalizing on

a George Barnwell fumble at the UMass 43

to set up a 30-yard field goal by Jeff Green
with 8:07 left in the first quarter.

UMass bounced back quickly as freshmen
Andrew Thomas returned the Morgan
STate kickoff 25 yards to the UMass 32.

Palazzi then executed a 68-yard drive in 12

plays. Palazzi hit Neri, a transfer from
Nassau Community College, with an eight

yard scoring pass with 3:14 left in the

quarter. Freshman Silvio Bonvini booted

the point after and UMass took the lead for

good, 7-3.

Sophomore kicker Rolf Wendt, a walk-on

to the team just a few weeks ago, then plac-

ed a perfect onside kick that Kirk Williams

recovered for UMass on the Morgan State

43.

Barnwell, who led UMass with 80 yards

on the day, ran for seven yards before

Palazzi sprinted in for the touchdown with

2:34 left in the period. Palazzi, running the

option, rolled to his right and faked a pitch

to Barnwell that fooled the Bears defense

and gave him a path to the end zone. Bon-
vini booted the point after.

Morgan State dulled UMass' momentum
as senior Alphonso Harris returned the

kickoff 92 yards for a touchdown. The kick

failed and UMass held a 14-9 lead after one
quarter.

The teams traded possessions in the se-

cond quarter as the Minutemen's line over-

powered the smaller Bears offense and the

UMass offense sputtered.

Morgan State punted the ball after its se-

cond possession of the period and gave
UMass great field position as Thomas was
hit despite making a fair catch signal. The
penalty gave UMass the ball at the Bears'

45.

Senior flanker John Crowley got UMass
going again, taking a reverse 31 yards,

thanks to a key block by senior Peter Bor-

sari, to the Morgan State 14.

Neri got three yards on an inside run
before Palazzi lost the snap and Morgan
State recovered on its own six. Fortunately

for UMass, a Bear offside penalty negated
the play and UMass retained possession.

Palazzi scooted in on the next jplay, going
six yards to his right for the score with 2:34

left in the half. Bonvini's kick made it 21-9

and the rout was on.

The third quarter saw UMass score again
going 43 yards in six plays, finsihing the

drive with a 36 yeard Palazzi TD run on a
fourth-down-and-two-play. Key plays in-

cluded a Palazzi-to-Tom Cioppa pass for 1

1

yards and a Dan Rubineeti reception for

eight yeards, which came with 3:51 to go in

the quarter.

Bonvini booted a 30-yard field goal with
10:48 left in the fourth quarter, capping a

Continued from, page 1

five play drive that covered 69 yeards, the

biggest play coming when freshman

tailback Kevin Smellie took a handoff 69

yards down the left side to the Morgan
State 13.

Former running back Duckworth
Grange, moved to safety in the spring, in-

tercepted Leslie Wilson's pass and return-

ed it 51 yards for the score to finish the

onslaught.

UMass rolled up 395 yards of total of-

fense, 342 on the ground. Morgan State

managed 213 yards and nine first downs.

The Bears were hurt by ten penalties for

107 yards. The Minutemen averaged 5.5

yards per play, running up 20 first downs.

Continued on page 15

Palazzi impressive in

starting debut for

rejuvenated UMass
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

All he was looking for was a chance.
After being named as starting quarter-

back by University of Massachusetts foot-

ball coach Bob Stull, freshman Dave
Palazzi knew that this was the opportuni-
ty he had been waiting for. The 6-1, 143
pound redshirt from Leominster sat out
last year while senior Jim Simeone
quarterbacked the squad.

After leading the Minutemen to a con-

vincing 38-9 pounding of Morgan State
on Saturday Palazzi left little doubt that

Stull's choice was the right one. Running
for three touchdowns and throwing for

another, he served notice to rival schools

that he may be the hottest new prospect
in division I-AA. But shrugging off his

success, Palazzi said that he had a lot of

help especially from Simeone, the man he
beat out.

"I was really excited to be out there,"
Palazzi said. "I was a little nervous, but
the whole team, the coaches and
everybody kept telling me that they were
behind me all the way. They all gave me
confidence, especially Jimmy. He's told

me what to look for. He backs me up and
helps me out."

"There wasn't that much pressure, I

just tried to do my best. Throw or run, it

doesn't matter— it's a game of both. The
coaches call the play and I just do it as
best I can."

Stull was pleased with Palazzi's effort.

Continued on page 15

Field hockey opens with 2-1 win over Virginia
Minutewomen outlastheatand11th ranked Cavs
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD-It was a brutally hot Sunday morning
on the artificial turf at Springfield College's Benedum
Field as the University of Massachusetts field hockey
team overcame opening game jitters to knock off Virginia,

2-1.

The seventh ranked Minutewomen took a few minutes
to get their speedy offense into gear but once they did,

they dominate until near the end of the game as the heat

and humidity took its toll.

"I thought we played very well in the first half. They did

very well and I was very pleased," coach Pam Hizon said.

"We did have a little lapse at the end. They sensed our

fatigue and came on strong."

The Minutewomen gave up a goal with 7:55 to go in the

game, but Virginia, the 11th ranked team in the nation,

failed to get the equalizer.

Senior Megan Donnelly, who just returned from touring

Europe with the United States National Field Hockey

Team, stopped a Cavalier corner shot with 20 seconds to

go in the game.
UMass outshot Virginia 15-4 in the first half, 25-1 1 for

the game.
UMass' offense showed more speed than it had last year

and tended to dominate play with the addition of some
talented freshman and transfer Lisa Griswold.
Freshman forward Kathy DeAngelis showed her speed

driving the length of the field to set up a penalty corner
shot early in the first half. DeAngleis scored about ten
minutes later at the 16:31 mark giving UMass the 1-0 lead.
Senior Chris Kocot's shot rebounded off the pads of
Virginia goalie Mi.ssy P^arwell and DeAngleis flicked it in.

UMass took the 2-0 lead as another freshman, Sue
Hogkins, took another rebound and scored awith 7:55 left
in the first half. "Everyone did their jobs well." Hixon
said. "We created a lot of good scoring opportunities."
Griswold, a high scoring forward who played at Nor-

thwestern for two years, showed some high speed, fre-
quently outrunning the ball.

"She's going to be great," Hixon said. "When it gets
this hot the ball tends to stick to the turf."
The defense, except for a few lapses near the end of the

game, came together well. Donnelly, who hasn't yet prac-
ticed with the team, sat out the first 15 minutes. She
returned from Europe on Thursday.
"We wanted to give the freshmen a chance Lo play

together," Hixon said. Hixon also had praise for freshman
midfielder Julie Stuart, whose job was to mark Virginia's
high scorer Elaine Maddoy. Maddoy was held scoreless.
"She did a heck of a job," the coach said.

Senior Kathryn Rowe started in the nets and made
three saves. In preseason play she beat out sophomore
Lynn Carlson, who started and played in most of the
games towards the end of last season.
"We'll play who is playing the best. Kathryn has been

most consistent," Hixon said. "We have quality people
back there. It's a nice luxury for me."
"We made good use of our subsitutes but we didn't an-

ticipate the heat taking as much out of us as it did," Hixon
said. "Next week, we'll be looking to play 70 minutes
rather than 55."

The Minutewomen, 1-0, have a week off before enter-
taining nationally ranked Pacific University at 1 p.m. on
Saturday at Totman Field at NOPE.
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Library tower improved

on the inside and out
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STROLLING IN THE RAIN — Junior communications major Sue Boltz

takes an afternoon stroll out to the island in the Campus Pond yester-

day under the protection of her umbrella.

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

While work continues on the exterior of

the library tower, the University's library

staff is working to modernize the services

on the inside, Gordon Fretwell, the

library's associate director of public ser-

vices, said.

A computerized listing of the five college

area's card catalog has been in the works

for five years but has not been fully im-

plemented because of the lack of library

staff members, Fretwell said.

"The computer can probably handle it

but it's too complex, too large to implement

it all at one time," said Fretwell. The com-

puterized system has been installed at

Hampshire College and in the University's

science libraries but has yet to be installed

in the main library system, he said.

An effort has also been made to increase

the periodical collection with an increase in

this year's acquisition budget. Fretwell

said. He said the $5.3 million budgeted to

the library includes $400,000 for the pur-

chase of books and journals. He said the in-

crease in money allocated also takes infla-

tion into account.

"We are so far below average for public

universities," Fretwell said. "We have

9-10,000 less (periodicals) than average.

We can't anticipate recovery." The Univer-

sity library system is currently ranked 86th

among the country's 100 largest univer-

sities, falling from a 44th rating several

years ago.

Decline ofwomen in SGA
Lack ofrecruitmentt, inaccurate views blamed
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

The percentage of women in the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts undergraduate stu-

dent senate has dropped from 50 percent

last year to 25 percent this semester, Liisa

Trocki, Coordinator of the Women's
Leadership Project, said.

The number of women "who call

themselves feminists and work to organize

the women in the senate" has fallen to

about thirty out of the SGA's 120

members, Trocki said.

Trocki attributes the decline to a lack of

effective recruitment by the senate for

women's caucus members. She said caucus

members haven't had time to recruit new
members and she also blamed membership

declines on the inaccurate views of

students about "what the caucus is and

who it is for."

The women's caucus acts as a lobbying

tool in the SGA, trying to influence deci-

sions on issues such as pornography,

violence against women and funding for

Mountain Farms Mall bought 3

Former Student editor in China 5

Zoo Disc second at Nationals 16

"It 's sick sixmetimes where youfind border

-Matkvm

The budget also includes a 6 percent in-

crease for personnel, Fretwell said. When
the University found physical flaws in the

library tower in 1979, the library staff was
forces to split their work between Goodell

Library and the tower. Fretwell said there

are four or five temporary positions which

will be eliminated when the library tower is

fully functioning. He said there will be no

decrease in the library system's permanent

staff.

"We are so far belmv average

for public universities. We have

9-10,000 less (periodicals) than

average. We can't anticipate

recovery.

"

—Gordon Fretwell

Modernization of the library's services is

contingent on the physical renovations

which are expected to be completed next

fall, Fretwell said.

The physical renovations to the library

consist of two contracts. The first construc-

tion contract will reconstruct the first six

floors of the library, an external lobby and

add study space, carpeting, furniture and a

paint job.

The second contract will improve the

condition and efficiency of the elevators.

The Physical Plant will working with land-

scape architecture students to improve the

area surrounding the library, Richard

Talbot, director of libraries, said, in a May
address to the Faculty Senate.

women's group along with staff education

and support work for caucus members.

In the past, Trocki said women "shyed

away" from the caucus because they

thought it was a place only for radical

feminist women.
Trocki said in other years, when the

caucus was stronger, women did enter

from the radical student union and other

politically active groups. Trocki hopes to

phase that image out this semester and

create a non-partisan image.

"Now," Trocki explains, "Women that

enter the senate may be conservative,

moderate or feminists. We want to make it

a comfortable place for all women to come

together as women and receive support for

others."

Formerly the only senate group not eligi-

ble for funding, the women's caucus has

become an official RSO group so it can app-

ly for funding this fall.

According to Trocki, the official goal of

the women's caucus is to represent women
on campus by keeping the senate aware of

women's issues, and to broaden the

political strength of women in the senate

by providing a resource which will help

women senators develop leadership skills

and therefore, move toward overcoming

the tradtional effects of sexism and racism.

"We want the senate to become a place

where the average female student can

come into the office and receive help with a

harrassment issue or something else they

are concerned with," Trocki added.

Astronaut talks in Amherst
Made firstunplanned

spaceumlk in history

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Astronaut Jeffrey A. Hoffman, a 1966

graduate of Amherst College, said he never

dreamed of going outside the space shuttle

Discovery while in orbit during a mission,

but a snag in the operation caused him to

do so.

Hoffman, who majored in Astronomy,

spoke to about 200 p)eople last night at

Amherst College on what it was like to

make the first unplanned spacewalk in

history.

Hoffman joined the Astronaut Corps in

1978 and made the spacewalk while serv-

ing as a mission specialist on the shuttle

night of April 12 to 19, 1985. The

spacewalk was made after a released

satellite malfunctioned, and an attempt to

rescue it was ordered.

Using a space agency film and slides to il-

lustrate the mission, Hoffman said the

astronauts "received a whole lot of instruc-

tion on how to make a fly swatter" device

to rescue the satellite by activating its

switch.

"We could rendezvous the satellite to

snag it," Hoffman said. He added that

what would take about 15 minutes under

normal circumstances would take one and

one half hours, because of the atmospheric

pressure.

Although the satellite's malfunction was

not corrected during Hoffman's mission,

he said the crew nonetheless "responded in

a few days to an in-flight emergency," that

was successfully corrected in a later mis-

sion completed last week.

The ability to salvage a $100 million

satellite, Hoffman said, "shows people

what the shuttle is capable of doing in the

('olU'Kian |ih(it(i t>y I'luii I >«>sriiiirai»

Astronaut Jeffrey A. Hoffman
spoke at Amherst College last

night.

next 10 to 20 years."

Hoffman said that although he was sorry

that the satellite malfunctioned during the

mission, it did give him an opportunity to

get a great view of the earth. He said he

designed a body hood to keep all the light

out while in the shuttle "to observe the

stars and take pictures" of the view.

"It's not that you can see more stars but

the sweep of the sky" was what impressed

him, he said. Besides the stars, Hoffman

said the shuttle crossed the international

date line 110 times, experiencing 110

sunsets, while the missions lasted only one

week in standard Hearth time.

Hoffman said that [)eople always ask him

what type of person it takes to l^e an

astronaut and he tells them it takes a pa-

tient one because his mission was cancelled

four times over a two-year period. His next

flight is scheduled for March 1986 when

he'll observe Halley's Comet.
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WORLDAM)NATIONALNEWS
Africa

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan abandoned his

opposition to sanctions against South Africa yesterday

and ordered implementation of most of the anti-apartheid

provisions in a bill that congressional leaders said would

have passed even over his veto.

Attempting to avoid the embarrassment of a foreign

policy defeat in Congress, Reagan issued an executive

order that he said was "aimed against the machinery of

apartheid without indiscriminately punishing the people

who are victims of that system."

A year of racial violence in South Africa in which more

than 650 people had been killed, most of them black, had

brought sharp attack in the United States and in Congress

against Reagan's policy of "constructive engagement"

with that country—quiet diplomacy to persuade the gover-

ning whites to share power with the voteless black majori-

ty-

Until now, Reagan had justified his opposition to sanc-

tions on the grounds that economic penjdties would hurt

black more than anyone else.

Reagan's order would prohibit U.S. banks from lending

money to the South African government unless the funds

are used to help the disenfranchised black majority as well

as whites; ban computer exports to South African military

and law enforcement agencies; and block the sale of

nuclear technology to South Aftica unless it is "necessary

for humanitarian reasons to protect health and safety ..."

Discoverers of Titanic

welcomed backhome
WOODS HOLE (AP) - Scientists who found the Titanic

returned to port yesterday to the cheers of a jubilant

crowd and revealed that as soon as they made the emo-

tional discovery they held a memorial service for the 1,

513 people who died in the sinking.

The Navy-owned research ship Knorr, whose crew

found the 'Titanic about 560 miles off Newfoundland on

Sept. 1, gave two horn blasts and did a 360-degree turn in

the harbDr as a salute to the 300 people who gathered to

greet it.

About 20 small pleasure boats escorted the Knorr in the

harbor as people waved from the docks and the rooftops of

the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

"I'm glad it's over," said Robert Ballard, chief scientist

on the U.S.-French expedition that found the Titanic 2V2

miles below the surface while testing a remote-controlled

robot vessel for the Navy.

When the Titanic was spotted, Ballard said, he had just

stepped out of the control room. The chief French scien-

tist, Jean-Louis Michel, was the first to see the ship.

"They said you'd better go and get Bob and no one
wanted to leave. So, finally, they got the cook to go and
find me. I ran into the control center. It was clear. The
boiler is so distinct and unique, and Jean-Louis and I had
memorized, I think, every part of the ship. We were very

excited.

"Then it hit us. Someone looked at the clock and said,

'You know, it's two o'clock and the Titanic sank at 2:40.'

With that we quieted and went out on the fantail and had a

private service," Ballard said.

Finally..
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Botha saysReagan forced

to take economicsanactions
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - President

P.W. Botha said Congress forced President Reagan to

adopt sanctions yesterday against South Africa, but that

Reagan's plan "is less harmful" than what U.S.

legislators proposed.

Botha did not criticize Reagan, but said Congress

coerced the president to move on economic sanctions "in

disregard of the welfare and interests of our region."

"It is nonetheless to be regretted. Whatever the inten-

tion, the effect is punitive. It is a negative step," Botha

said in a statement.

Botha said South Africa would not bow to foreign

pressure, but vowed the country would push ahead with

race reforms "despite outside pressures."

A year of violence over apartheid, South Africa's

system of which 5 million whites rule 24 milUon blacks,

has left more than 650 people dead and 2,500 injured,

most of them black.

W
^Reagan Sanctions
Against South Africa

1 -Banning computer exports to South

African law enforcement agencies

2-Halting exports of nuclear technology

3-Prohibiting loans to the South African

government, except those going to

programs helping blacks

4-To ban the importation of the Krugerrand

In the order, signed in the Oval oftlce during a nationally

broadcast ceremony, Reagan also proposed to ban impor-

tation of the Krugerrand, South Africa's gold coin, subject

to consultations with America's major trading partners.

Reagan sent U.S. Ambassador Herman Nickel back to

Pretoria with a letter that the president said expressed his

"grave view of the current crisis and our assessment of

what is needed.

AP La.serpliol(>

A-OK — Dr. Robert Ballard is thumbs up as he reacts upon arrival at the Woods Hole

Oceanogjaphic Institution after he and a team of scientists returned from the wreck of the

Titanic.
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Nixon visits HongKong
HONG KONG (AP) -
Former President Richard

M. Nixon flew in from the

southern Chinese city of

Canton yesterday for a
three-day private visit.

Airport officials said a
U.S. consulate official met
Nixon at the airport and
Nixon then went on to a
hotel.

Consulate spokesman
David Miller declined to say
if any functions are schedul-

ed for Nixon, who just com-
pleted a six-day tour of

China.

Join

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit
Work at shows, football games,

basketball games

CPR recert, CEU's
1st meeting September 11 at 9:30 PM

Morrill North 406

New members welcome

Please bring a copy of your EMT and CPR card

Nixon earlier visited

Japan and South Korea and

is to leave for Singapore

tomorrow. His Asian tour

will also take him to

Malaysia, Thailand. Burma
and Pakistan.

While in Peking, the

72-year-old former presi-

dent, whose 1972 visit to

China let to restoration of

Chinese-U.S. relations, con-

ferred with China's top

leader, Deng Xiaoping;

Prime Minister Zhao
Zihang, and Communist
Party Chairman Hu
Yaobang.

CORRECTION - A
Delano's advertisement in

last week's Collegian in-

correctly stated that the

establishment serves
twofers. Delano's does not

serve them.

Mountain Farms Mall purchased byNew York developer
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

In an attempt to rejuvenate the Mountain Farms Mall in

HaiUey, a New York company recently purchased the

struggling enterprise for $325,000.

Mountain Farms Realty Corporation has been formed

by Rosenberg Association of New York City. Walter

Friedrichs, managing agent for Rosenberg Associates,

said the sale will involve more transfers later, but would

not disclose any details, according to a Daily Hampshire

Gazette article.

Mountain Farms Mall Manager Charles Lang, said there

are no interior renovations planned in the near future. "At

this time our main objective is to get the stores rented

since it is so close to the holiday season," he said.

The mall's parking lot and roof are under repair and the

stores are generally in good shape, Lang said.

"We're trying to make our mall more rounded to attract

the average person," he said.

Business in the mall has been going downhill since 1978

when the Hampshire Mall opened its doors. In 1982 Moun-

tain Farms lost its anchor stores, Almys and Woolco. They

were two of the mall's stores which occupied the largest

spaces in the mall complex, and when they closed, it left

the mall virtually empty.

The mall occupies 300,000 square feet and is presently

35 to 40 percent full. Lang said that by mid-October there

should be more stores in the mall but he would not specify

which stores will be coming in.

Photo by Maria Bull

Brian Garity, a senior economics major, waits for friend Louise Noonan (right) to finish browsing

at the Flea Market at the Mountain Farms Mall. The mall sponsors a market each Sunday.

Co-op receives federal grant,

plans on expanding program
A federal grant of $68,200, awarded to

the University's Cooperative Education

program as of Aug. 1, will be used to ex-

pand and increase general capabilities of

the program, director Joan Stoia said.

A federal grant of $75,000 two years ago

funded the entire program, whereas this

grant is for expansion. "This is a propor-

tionally better sum of money," Stoia said.

The Co-op program, which started in

1982, places students with companies such

as IBM, United Technologies, and The
Boston Globe. Students do not receive

credit, but a cooperative education pro-

vides them with experience and pay. often

a welcome alternative to the unpaid intern-

ship, Stoia said.

"In the upcoming year the grant money

will be used for hiring three additional staff

members and a part time graduate student.

Prospective employees include a secretary

and two job developers. Additional adver-

tising to bring in a more diverse group of

students is also planned.

"The grant will not allow us to be all

things to all people," Stoia said, "but that's

not our intent."

Co-ops were originally conceived for

engineering, business, wildlife, and
technical majors, but now plans are to ex-

pand to include students from nearly all

majors. Although the theatre, publishing

and television industries rarely pay for stu-

dent employment, Stoia said she feels that

students from these backgrounds will also

be able to find satisfying employment.

Stoia refers to the co-op now as a

"Million Dollar Program" based on last

year's total student income of $940,000.

Stoia said she hopes to this year double

enrollment of 319 students.

-P. BURREL

Ch..'... hv Maria Bull

NO SURPRISE INSIDE — Carol Warner, a first-year student from

Hadley previewed the auction at the Mountain Farms Mall Sunday. To

her dismay, there was no lighter fluid in the lighter.

Construction to begin on homes

for mentally and physically disabled

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The construction of one of the two

houses designed for students of the

Belchertown State School will begin next

month on land donated by the University

of Massachusetts.

R.J. Harper, a State of human Services

Coordinator, said construction of the

house has been delayed because the State

Division of Environmental Quality is in-

vestigting the parcel of land which is

north of Wysocki House on North Plea-

sant Streets, to see if was previously

declared a wetland.

Once completed, the buildings, known

as Intermediate Care Facilities, will each

house eight mentally-disabled residents of

the Belchertown State School Informary.

which was declared unfit by federal

courts. The Department of Mental Health

was given until June, 1986 to find alter-

native housing for the residents.

The quality of life for the residents will

hopefully improve. Harper said. "Being in

a communitv will benefit the mentally

handicapped as well as it would anyone

else." he said.

Each home will be one-story, designed

for up to four residents in wheelchairs,

Harper said. Residents of the house will

require 24-hour supervision.

Departemnt of Mental Health officials

first approached UMass officials about

the leasing of University land in the sum-

mer of 1984, and were told the idea was
not acceptable unless the Amherst com-

munity favored it.

The Amherst Board of Selectmen were

split on the plan. Some selectmen opposed

the plan because they said the sites would

disturb the pastorial view along North

Pleasant Street.

The Board agreed to the plan in last

March. Harper said he thinks the delay

caused by the board was unnecessary.

"The board did raise a lot of issues but

most of them were unnecessary. They

were important but not political issues,"

he .said. "If you or I were going to build a

house, we wouldn't need the Board of

Selectman to tell us how."

Man punches police officer

who was breaking up fight
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By JEANETTE DEFORCE
Collegian Staff

A 19-year-old Springfield man was ar-

rested by University of Massachusetts

police after knocking a female officer to the

ground Sunday morning. He was charged

with assault and battery of a police officer

and being a disorderly person.

Police said four officers were called in to

break up a fight between two men. When
police asked them to leave, one of the men
refused. The man allegedly punched the

woman officer in the face and neck and

knocked her to the ground, police said.

The officer was treated and released at

University Health Services. The man was

released on $200 bail, police said.

In other UMass police action:

An 18-year-old woman was found un-

conscious near the Fine Arts Center Sun-

day morning, police said. They said the

woman was having trouble breathing and

was transported to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton.

Another student who was with her said

she had been drinking large quantities of

alcohol for three hours. The incident is

under investigation.

A 19-year-old Lunenburg resident was

arrested Saturday at the McGuirk Alumni

Stadium for lieing a minor transporting

alcohol. He had 150 twelve ounce cans of

beer in his possession, police said.

University police arested sixteen people

in separate incidents over the weekend and

charged them with being minors in posses-

sions of alcoholic beverages, police said.

A man allegedly fell of an 18-foot-wall at

the McGuirk Alumni Stadium. He was

treated at the infirmary for facial injuries

and released, police said.

Police removed four students from the

stands of the McGuirk Alumni Stadium

during the football game Saturday. They

were being rowdy and showering each

other with beer, police said.

An attempted breaking and entering oc-

curred in the basement of Melville dor-

mitory Saturday night. A woman woke up
to see a man crawling into her room
through the window after removing the

screen. The woman screamed and the

suspect ran away. Nothing was taken and

the screen was replaced. Police said the in-

cident was believed to be a fraternity

pledge prank. The incident is under in-

vestigation.

Sunday morning a woman was harrass-

ed in the co-ed showers of Patterson dor-

mitory. Police said she was taking a shower

when she noticed someone looking into the

curtain. Police are investigating the inci-

dent.

About $1000 in damages were done to a

1977 Dodge and a 1979 Oldsmobile in an ac-

cident in lot 64. No personal injuries were
sustained, said police.

A 1980 Buick Regal was rejM)rted stolen

from lot 49 Sunday, jMilice said.
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Former grad student editor of magazine
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

A former University of Massachusetts graduate student
is playing a key role in the creation of an English
newsmagazine in China.

Xiong Lei, a native of Nanjing, China, attended UMass
in the 1983-84 school year through a non-degree exchange
program. The 35-year-old woman has been selected as a

sub-editor of Outlook Weekly. The magazine is being
designed for world-wide readership by Xinhua, the

government news agency of the People's Republic of

China.

The exchange between UMass and the news agency was
started in part by a visit to China in 1979 by journalism

professor Larry Pinkham, according to Barbara Burn, in-

ternational program director at the University.

The exchange is run through the Campus China Com-
mittee, which is funded through the Provost's office, Burn
said.

"We try to pick people who mix around off campus and
be an educational resource on campus," she said.

Lei was a resource not only to the campus, where she
took courses in history and English, but to other areas as
well. Lei participated in a Five-College sponsored survey
of student attitudes at Amherst Regional High School,
and traveled with friends to Atlantic City and to

Disneyworld in Florida.

"She (Lei) was very energetic about getting around and
meeting people and helping us all learn about China,"
Burn said.

Stephen Pelz, a history professor and Lei's part-time ad-

visor while she attended UMass, said Lei's participation in

his diplomatic history course was especially useful when
discussing East Asian relations.

"I was surprised at the amount of similarities between
her views and those of the other students," Pelz said. The
only disagreements occurred when discussing the origins

of the cold war and of problems between the United States
and China, he said.

TwoNBC newsmen are killed during coup attempt in Banghok
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) - Loyalist troops crushes a

coup attempt yesterday by 400 to 500 soldiers led by

former top military men. Prime Minister Prem Tinsula-

naona, who had been out of the country, returned hours

after the tank-led rebel insurrection and pleaded for unity.

Four people were reported killed and 59 wounded in

nine hours of fighting. The acting army chief said three

alleged coup leaders had been arrested.

Among the dead were NBC News Bangkok bureau chiev

Neil Davis, and his soundman. Bill Latch. The two men
were shot in front of the army compound as rebel-operate

M-41 and M-48 tanks opened fire on the army radio sta-

tion.

At 6 a.m. rebel soldiers seized the official Radio
Thailand and government television Channel Nine. The
rebels, calling themselves the "Revolutionary Party," an-

nounced they had seized power and dissolved the Parlia-

ment and Cabinet.
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HERO'S FUNERAL — Melrose police cross-

ing guard Sandra Cronin wipes a tear during
fellow guard Mary Foley's funeral yesterday.
Foley was killed Thursday in the line of duty
by pushing a gr^oup of children out of the way
of an out-of-control car.

>•••«•«
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carries everything to the shower!
• Hygenic, keeps toiletries ott shower
floor whe''e bacteria can grow,

• Quick, you don't have to search tor

scattered toiletries.

• Compact, stores easily in a closet or

on a shelf.

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5 Sat 10-3

• Light, made of durable plastic. It

won't rust. Virtually indestructible.

• Flow through ventilation for easy
drying.

• Multiple drain holes (no trapped
water in the bottom!.

^UNIVERSITY
hmSTORE^

RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Araherst

549-2880

DIETIIMG?^^
Try something dif

ferent. Lose weight

j

[Sensibly by learning

about your eating!

habits. Down with:|

diets' Call UHS
549-2671 ext. 181

Preregistration^
deadline: Sept. 23

M^IMIMMPMM

What if

youdoritget
into the

grad school
ofyour choice?

Of course, you may g«t into

another school, but why settle^

Prepare for the LSAT. GMAT.
GRE. MCAT or any grad school

entrance exam with the best test

prep organization— Stanley H
Kaplan

for nearty 50 years, Kaplan's
test- taking techniques have pre-

pared over 1 million students for

adrrussion eind licensing te:>ts of
all kinds So call. Why go to just

any grnd school, when you
can go to the nghl onc^

£KAPLAN
SIANllYH KAPIANtOUCAnONAiCENTlRirO

The worid's leading

test prep organization.

358 N. Pleasant
549-5780

ENROLLING NOW
for Dec LSAT/liRE
GMAT Prep begins

Sept. 12

W:%W:W:-:x:v:v>x-w-:*:-:-:-^>>w<-:---^
>•«•••<

IPM
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c:AU7K>N!
SOME PEOPLE CONSIDER THESE BOOKS DANGEROUS

M

Store Hours

Monday - Friday 9-5

Saturday 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

BANNED BOOKS WEEK
SEPTEMBER 7-14, 1985

JOIN US IN CELEBRATING THE FREEDOM TO READ" ^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^iVISIT OUR DISPLAY THIS WEEK'

HELP WANTED
••••••••••••••••••••••**

The Campus Center - Student Union

Student BOARD OF GOVERNORS
is looking for students to fill the following

Coordinator positions for the 85/86 school year

Public Relations • Finance • Building Operations

• Special Projects • Space/Econ. Development

• Key Functions • Governors Program Council

• Vending • Asst Office Coordinator

• Food Services •

Work Study and Non Work Study

Application Deadline - Friday 9/13 5:00 PM

Applications and More Information are available

in the BOG Ofice - 817 CC

The BOG is an

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

'OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOPHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQOO'

NEED MONEY
WORK STUDY

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Information Data Base/

Taped Information

Phone Service

IDB/TIPS, a service of the Dean of Students

Office, has several positions open for the

1985-86 academic year. No previous experience

is necessary, but some knowledge of the

University is helpful.

Flexible Hours

Inquire in Room 227

Whitmore

The Massachusetts Dally Collegian

Founded 1870

Editor in Chief

Managing Editor

Editorial Editor

Executive Board Fall 198S

Dode B Levenson Business Manager Ehzabeth Young

Anne McCrory Business Manager Sherry Sharlman

Larry Rouchie Production Manager Peter Soderberg

Managing Editor

News Editor

Editorial Editor

Arts Editor

Anne McCrory

Tom Middleton

Larry Bouchie

Elizabeth Luciano

Board of Editors

Uode B Levenson

Editor in- Chief

Peter Abraham

Derek Roberts

Susan Eaton

Kimberly Surge

Sports Editor

Photo Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Black Affairs Editor

Fundamentally speaking
If you had been gone from the United

States for a year and a half, what would be

the first thing you would do upon reaching

your native soil? Go to McDonald's? A
shopping mall? Perhaps the "finer culinary

delicacies" of this country are your

style—maybe you'd drink a Tab or eat a

pizza? Or even drink from a bubbler?

Maybe you's watch TV?

I happened to choose the latter—what

better way is there of getting over jetlag

and regaining one's native tongue than by

snoozing in front of the tube . . .? Well, at

least I thought I'd be snoozing. Looking at

that box was a sort of nightmare; it was

scary, and very culture shocking.

You see, I turned on the TV and it seem-

ed to me that on most of the channels I was

faces with a special North American type

of clone: the FUNDAMENTALIST, a

phenomenon I hadn't witnessed for a long

time. And one of the great forces behind

this "rebirth" is the Reverend Jerry

Falwell: Christian, public speaker, and the

most recent addition to the experts on in-

ternational politics and economics.

This, in itself, is nothing new or very

unusual. There are many "self-made" ex-

perts around. You know, the ones who
decide to go on a "fact-finding" trip to a

country or area for a few days, without

bothering to study the history of the place,

and then return with such a massive

amount of knowledge on the subject that all

the television stations and newspapers

want to publish what this person has to

say. It doesn't seem to matter much if this

person really, truly knows what he or she is

saying. Nevertheless, these opinions or

assertions reach the homes of millions,

who, like the Reverend Falwell, do not

Tricia lacovone

possess the necessary intellectual criteria

to be making or critically absorbing them.

Do you remember the old cliche "People

hear what they want to hear"? Maybe this

surprises you, but people also tend to see

what they want to see, especially when

they go to a foreign place with stereotypes

in mind already. In fact, it is very difficult

and dangerous to make conclusions about a

people if the observer never bothers to see

the situation from the point of view of

those people being observed. In such an in-

stance, the observer actually hasn't observ-

ed anything at all, but has only seen the

situation with the same perception that

he/she had a home; and the "fact-finding"

trip hasn't really made a difference in the

person's knowledge at all.

The implications are all the more shock-

ing. If the observer happ)ens to be someone

like Jerry Falwell, who has been ac-

comodated by the major television stations

and newspapers of this nation, this false in-

formation will be dispersed throughout the

country and to people who do not know

how to critique it intelligently. And, given

his position as a member of the religious

community, there are few people who

would be willing to doubt his word.

Nevertheless, no one deserves to be lied

to. even if it is unintentional, as I believe

the case to be with the Reverend Falwell.

Before we, as people with integrity, are

willing to accept the statements of Jerry

Falwell and people like him, we must "con-

sider the source".

Tricia lacwone is the associate editorial

editor.

Add/Drop Nauseum
A thunder clap sat me upright in bed.

Outside the winds whipped the trees into a

frenzied dance to the beat of rain pounding

against the window. I looked at the

clock-4:30 a.m. I hadn't slept all night.

It's coming. Oh God, it's coming.

Sweat streamed off my body like the

water down the window. A knock on the

door, like bare bones on wood, broke my
thoughts. I froze, hoping my roomate

would answer, but he didn't. It'came again.

It opened with a creak. The power had

gone out, but I could still make out the

rough shape of a tall man in a dark cloak.

"Daniel White?" his voice croaked like

decaying evil.

"Yes?"
He held out a piece of paper.

"I've brought your course schedule,

Daniel White."

I took it from him and for a moment our

hands touched. Cold terror ran up my arm

and spread through my body. I began shak-

ing uncontrollable.

"W-w-who are you?"

A dry cackle escaped his mouth. "Why,

I'm the University computer."

A bolt of lightening lit the room and, just

for a second, I saw his face.

I sereamed. He turned and disappeared,

laughing down the hall. It couldn't have

been skeleton, could it? That stuff only hap-

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Sub-

r"is8ions should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or

they can be dropped off at the Collegian classified ad counter in the base-

ment of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received, individual

replies cannot be made.

AH letters submitttKi for publication must be signed and include the

author's address and telephone number, which will not be published. Let-

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

umn submissions should be between 40 and 60 lines. All submissionB are

subject to editing for clarity 9ad length. ^Editor.
.
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pens in Stephen King novels, doesn't it?

I looked down at the course schedule I

clutched in my hand. After every course,

scrawled in red ink (blood, I thought), was

the word "overload". I screamed again,

ripped huge chunks of hair from my head

vnth my fists, and then blacked out.

"And when I woke up, I was here."

"Interesting."

"I just thought of all thoses lines during

Add-Drop I would have to go through to

get it all worked out. I guess I just couldn't

handle it."

"Understandably."

"So what's the deal, doc? Are you going

to keep me locked up here forever?"

"No, no, nothing like that. I'll just give

you a prescription and you can be on your

way."
"Great!"

"I thought you'd say that. Now as soon

as you get home I want you to drink a large

quantity of beer and then go out and van-

dalize something-your room, a car. some

sculpture, anything will do. And I want you

to repeat this every weekend until finals

are over."

"Gee, thanks, doc. I think I feel better

already."

Daniel White is a Collegian Staffer.
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Letters-

Apartheid: Fascist Freedom?
Columns in the Collegian are excellent

places for the discussions of controversial

issues. But does this mean that some Col-

legian columnists are above the truth or

that the paper should be used as a vehicle

for spreading gross lies?

Stephen Erickson in his Sept. 5 piece

stated that, "South Africa has opposition

political parties and a free press which is

highly critical of its own government."

There is no freedom of the press in fascist

South Africa, Mr. Erickson. Between

1975 and 1980, 330 periodicals were per-

manently banned, including prestigious

black papers like the World and Weekend

World (Source: Survey of Race relations

in South Africa - published in Johan-

nesburg, pp. 102 and 106 of Apartheid,

the Facts, United Nations Centre on

Apartheid, London, 1985.) Freedom of

the press, and freedom of speech, is for-

bidden under the Internal Security Act

which consolidates all the repressive

measures of fascist South Africa. The In-

ternal Security Act gives the white-

controlled government the power to ban

any publication it wishes at any time.

As far as having "opposition political

parties", this statement is completely

fallacious. Black people cannot vote for

any member of any "opposition party" in

the all-white government and the fact that

different parties exist is pointless if one

cannot vote in an election.

As far as the assertion that, "In South

Africa people speak out freely against

their government", this is also forbidden

by the Internal Security Act which allows

for preventive detention and the death

penalty for anyone who "induces the

government ... to do or abstain from do-

ing any act or to adopt or abandon a par-

ticular standpoint" or who tries to bring

about any "constitutional, political, in-

dustrial, social or economic aim or

change" (Internal Security Act of South

Africa as amended in 1982, p. 58, Apar-

theid, the Facts).

On another point, Mr. Erickson states

that South Africa "has a very high im-

migration level as many Africans migrate

to South Africa to find a higher standard

of living ..." According to the fascist

Bantustan system, native South Africans

are defined as "migrants" in their own

country and cannot migrate freely. They

cannot live with their families in the urban

areas where they work and they must

always carry passbooks or they will be im-

mediately arrested. This is the "free"

system to which Mr. Erickson refers.

It is impossible to defend fascism and

tell the truth at the same time. I hope that

in the future the editors of the Collegian

will seek to verify the statesments made

by Mr. Erickson so that the 30,000

students and staff who read the paper will

not be misinformed.

Gerry Scoppettuolo

Student Advocate/SCERA
OPEIU Organizing Committee

U.S. Out of South Africa Network
APC/PAM

Dancers help in emergencies
Congratulations to all members of the

Glass of 1989 who went to the Frosh

Video Dance. You have become part of a

UMass tradition (yes we have some) of

raising funds for our Student Emergency

Loan Fund by taking part in this annual

First Week event.

The proceeds of the dance, more than

$1400, have already been transferred to

the Dean of Students Office Emergency
Loan Fund and are available for the un-

predictable and unforeseen emergencies

which can be resolved with a short term

loan of $25 or $50 for a few days or a few

weeks. If you lose a pair of glasses and

can't study French, or if the check from

home doesn't reach your mailbox and

there is no money for food on the

weekend, or it your battery dies in Lot 32

and your credit request at the gas station

is respectfully declined, we'll be glad to

see you.

Try to arrange your emergencies in the

morning. The Bursar locks our cash

drawer for the day at 3:30 p.m.

As new students you should be aware of

the fact that someone had to make the

plans and get the evening set for you to

enjoy. Delphine Quarles and Michael

Jones of the Student Activities Office

deserve your thanks and mine for ac-

complishing this task so successfully and
getting your ticket money into the U>an

fund so promptly.

William F. Field

D«ui of Students
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There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow

you to shop early or late. Fall
Candy Film Newspapers

Tobacco Film Processing Tote Bags

Cards Clocks School Supplies

Calendars Batteries Typewriter Ribbons

Cassette Tapes Electrical Supplies Glassware

Books Lamps Cups

Backpacks Magazines Decals

Clothing Memo Board Pennants

Gifts Pens and Pencils Chips

Cosmetics Binders Cookies

Health and Notebooks Popcorn

Beauty Aids Paper Umbrellas

Many other items available

545-2528

Located in the

Student Union

Convenient Hours

M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday

BiOO am to 10:00 pm

the

mini Store

I

1985

Division of

Continuing Education

Credit Courses

Credit-Free Worlishops

Specialized Programs

Over 100 introductory, nfiiddle-.

and upper-level evening credit

courses and University day

courses (on a space available

basis).

Registration for Continuing

Education evening courses and

University day courses continues

through the add/drop period,

Septmnber 4-17.

Register at the Division of

Continuing Education, University

Litirary—Mon.-Thurs. 8: 30 ann-7 pm
Fii., 8: 30 am-5 pm; and Sat.

10 ami pm (9/7, 9/14)

Call us at S-2414 for more

information.

---J!5SS?«^

BLACKAFFAIRS
Reagan's latest South African gesture is a pacifier

Little impact to be felt

By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

Yesterday, President Reagan signed an executive order

imposing economic sanctions against South Africa. I think

this gesture comes too little, too lat«.

The sanctions call for a ban on computer exports, loans

to the South Africa government "except those to help im-

prove the economy", the kruggerand, and exports to cor-

porations who support the apartheid government.

Minority freshmen get a taste

of collegiate life in program

The American public and Congress have been calling for

economic sanctions South Africa for some time. Yet, I feel

these sanctions are too basic to make any real impact on

the situation with the exception of the ban of the krug-

gerand.

I get the feeling that Reagan doesn't really care about

the lives of the black South Africans. He seems to be more

interested in how his actions will affect his image in the

eyes of the South African government.

It's no big secret that he opposed economic sanctions

against South Africa from the very beginning and that he

is still opposes it. However, to save face in front of the

press when he said that reforms were taking place in the

country and to remove himself from an embarassing

foreign policy defeat, he changed his mind and signed the

order.

This doesn't sound like the actions of a person who is

truly concerned with the lives and welfare of blacks who

are literally fighting for their lives and in many cases, los-

ing them, in order to have the few basic freedoms that we

take for granted.

When all is said and done, these so-called sanctions will

be nothing more than a pacifier to placate the American

public and a "friendly but firm" letter meant to warn the

South African government, but at the same time, not to

offend them.

By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

Every summer the Collegiate Education

for Blacks and other Minority Students

(CCEBMS) has a six-week program to help

incoming freshmen become acquainted

with college life.

This year the program which began on

July 7 and ended August 17 had 46

students.

"The students had to take either English

111 or 112 and Math 106 or 107," said

Manuel Townes, director of Academic Ser-

vices at CCEBMS.
In addition to the courses, students also

had to attend mandatory workshops. "We
had workshops given by Jim Shaw who is

director of the College of Arts and Sciences

Information and Advision Center
(CASIAC), Professor Chester Davis who is

the director of the Afro-American Studies

department, and a Third Worid leadership

workshop given by John Ruddock and

David Moore, members of the Third World

Caucus (of the Undergraduate Student

Senate)," said Townes.

The summer program helps new
students in many ways. "First they are ex-

posed to college level courses, second, they

had 26-36 hours a week of mandatory study

hall, and third, they had tutorials for both

classes," he said.

Compared to last year's program, this

summer's program was tougher. "The

classes were demanding and twice as long.

I was managing the students time for

them. Their day began at 8:30 a.m. and

ended at 11:05 p.m. The only free time they

had was on weekends," he stated.

He summed up his feelings about the pro-

gram this way. "Overall, the program went

as well as I expected. If a student can

graduate from this university and say that

this program helped him or her in some

way, when I will consider the program to

be a success."

STUDENT RIGHTS!
COURSE COURSE

The Legal Services Office, in cooperation with the

School of Education is pleased to announce a course on the

"Law, Higher Education and Student Discipline." The
course will be taught by Directing Attorney of LSO, Chuck
DiMare, Staff Attorney, Tom Coish, and graduate student,

Marc Kenen.

The course will consist of lectures, discussions, guest

speakers, and movies. It will meet on Tuesdays from 4-7 pm
in the Campus Center for 3 credits. It will cover such topics

as Due Process, First Amendment Rights, Sexual Harrass-

ment, Affirmative Action, Tort Liability and Tenant and

Worker rights.

Space is limited so come to the Leagal Services Office in

Room 922 in the Campus Center to sign up.

If
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fPRODUCTIONS

Atten: 10-20 Models needed to work for $4.00 per

hour at the Rolling Stone Fashion Show Sat. Sept.

14th at 7:30 p.m. Interested persons should attend

UPC's first gen. meeting Tues. Sept. 10th at 6:30

p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge.

Don't miss the Rolling Stone Music Showcase and

Expo in the S.U.B. Thur. 9/12 and Fri. 9/13.

Griffith-Johnsonremembered for

her compassion and strong opinions

by KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

Recently the faculty and students lost

one of their most active and respected

members. Thelma Griffifth-Johnson, direc-

tor of affirmative action at the University

of Massachusetts died on August 27, after

a long illness.

She was a strong, compassionate woman
who cared about the students, their rights,

and who openly expressed her opinions no

matter who didn't like them.

"She had the strongest backbone of

anyone I've ever known," said Paul Bar-

rows, director of the Committee for the

Collegiate Educations of Black and other

Minority Students. "She knew how to play

the administrative game and gets results.

She was proud to be a black woman. Her

death is one of the greatest blows to the

black community since I've been working

here," he said.

Before her untimely death, Griffifth-

Johnson was involved in many projects. An
affirmative action director, she was very

involved with the learning disability task

force, sexual harassment cases, and get-

ting new search procedures for the cam-

pus.

As a member of CCEBMS executive

board, she was the link between the ad-

ministration and the black community. She

made sure that the minority students on

campus didn't go unnoticed.

Ronald Sinacore, affirmative action coor-

dinator, has been acting as temporary.

"I've been the director since Mrs. Johnson

became ill last October and I'll continue to

be the director until a decision is made,"

Sinacore said.

According to Sinacore, the program will

undergo no major change from the way

Johnson ran it.

Levis

$5.00 off
Mens' Levi's - Jean Jackets

Jeans - Cords - 505 Jeans

SATURDAY CLOTHES
197 N. Pleasant St., Amherst FF5I 253-9729 ffl

B
SHOP ad^n^Z/rnrss training centers

The best work out in town for strength, toning, and calories burned

S<y^S45.00 for 14 Weeks
Join by Sept. 13th and receive a

FREE Body Composition Test - $20 value

(% fat muscl^Tias^ recommendgi^v^

Boyden - Totman (NOPE)
8-9 am * 12-1 PUj^^-^JiJJ.........——"""""

REGULAR HOURS 'TOTMANlNOPEr"
BOYDEN por more Info call M-F 7:30-9 am * 11-1 pm

M-F 7-9 am * 12-1 pm Totman 545-4665 4-6 pm • 7-9 pm
4-6 pm TIPS 545-1540 Saturday 12-3
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ARTS

John Cruz and VictorHo
rehearse for '*Dance and
the Railroad," the New
World Theater produc
tion which opens Sept. 19

in Hampden Theater.

Love letters an interesting read

Austin and Mabel: The

Amherst Affair and Love

Letters of Austin Dickin-

son and Mabel Loomis

Todd
By PoHv Longsworth
Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, 449 p., $10.95.

By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

Emily Dickinson fanatics

will shortly be canvassing

local bookstores for Mabel

and Austin, the latest

volume to shed light on

Amherst's most mysterious

poet and her family. And
they won't be disappointed.

Longworth's meticulous

research has resulted in a

detailed portrait of a

nineteenth-century affair;

that of Emily Dickinson's

unhappily-married brother

and the attractive, vivacious

wife of an Amherst College

astronomy professor. The

notion that the Victorians

plodded from church to

chores and disdained the

delights of the boudoir is

smashed in these lovers' let-

ters.

The eloquent, often poetic

letters range from discus-

sion of everday matters to

playful questioning ("Tell

me dear, were you alone

last Sunday, on your first

spring drive? Of course you

were, but I want to have

you say so. Don't laugh . .

."), to reassurances ("I am
thinking of you in the Greco-

Japanese gown, while I

write, and should like to

Get our new $49* software module
when you buy an HP-41.

It's a deal that has no equal, for a calculator that has

no equal.
. , i

Our new HP-41 Advantage softv^are module packs

12K of ROM. One and a half times the capacity of any

other HP-41 module. Large enough to hold the most

popular engineering, mathematical and financial pro-

grams ever written for the HP-41

.

You get comprehensive advanced matrix math func-

tions, roots of equations and polynomials, integrations,

base conversion and logic functions, and time value of

money functions.

Our new module is also sub-programmable, bo you

can quickly access just a portion of a program, or trans-

fer that section to your own program.

And it's even menu-driven. That eliminates overlays

and reduces the number of prompts.

In short, you get everything it s going to take to help

you make the grade in everything from Linear Algebra
"

> Physics to Electronics to Statics and Dynamics.

The HP-41 is a deal all its own. Its operating

system is so advanced, it doesn't need an "equals"

key. Little wonder it's preferred by more engineers

than any other calculator.

This is a limited time offer. Call (800) FOR-

HPPC. Ask for Dept. 658B. We'll instantly give

you the name of a dealer who has no equal.

Do it now. The phone call is free.

JBut our new module won't be for long.

^ HEWLETT
PACKARD

I'm a student who has no equal. Here's my
proof-of-purchase to prove it. Please

send me my free software module.

Namr

Address

Guy State Zip

Phone Number

PG1251

HP 41 Serial Number

Mail coupon with proof-of-purchase to:

Hewlett-Packard Co.. c/o Direct Mail

Projecta/M-M.P.O.BoJi 10598.

Portland. Oregon 97209
OHcr not r«<inm«l>l< •! HP de.l»t HP 41 mud b» punliMed

twlwnn «/IS/«5«n<l ll/lV«5 Env»lop«< muil b« po«lm«rli«l

by li/31/85 c;ood only in U.S.A. Void «h«r«pro»iil>ii»««.l«««

M mirirtod by !•»«. HP raiplairM purch«»e« not fliiiblt. Allow

6-1 wnkt tm d*lf¥«ir.

take it off for you by and by

The letters also provide

an intriguing view of

Amherst a century ago; an

orthodox, tightly-corseted

community proud of its in-

fant colleges and railroad

service. Zealots of local

history will especially ap-

preciate the countless bits

of town trivia, too, including

the fact that the town com-

mon was a swamp until it

was landscaped.

And, of course, Emily.

What was Emily like?

Longsworth actually

reveals little new informa-

tion about the white-clad

recluse. What was in-

teresting, however, was

that Emily, along with her

sister, Lavinia, apparently

approved of the affair, per-

mitting the lovers to meet in

the Dickinson Homestead,

(which still stands on Main

Street). The Dickinson

sisters disliked their

brother's intimidating wife,

Susan, and were very fond

of the musically talented

Mabel, who would visit and

play the piano. (Mrs. Todd

later edited a collection of

Emily's letter.).

A distracting and major

flaw in the book, however,

was Longworth's annoying

insistence on second-

guessing the characters' un-

conscious desires and

thoughts. That was both

presumptuous and inap-

propriate. Shame on

Longworth's editor for not

red-penciling those sections.

On the whole, though, the

book is charming and

enlightening in its historical

and romantic aspects;

perfect to read outside

while taking in the New
England foliage and reflec-

ting on autumns past.

I

MACS APPnOVtO INtPtCTlOW STATIOW

Gas Saving
Tune-up

••$34.
»C>I

$39.
• Cyl

$44.-

•I

TO*
We'll install new
rasister spafk plugs,

points & condensei;

adjust idle speed; set

timing: test Ijatterv and

charginfl svstem; in

spect rotor, distributor

cap. PVC valve, igni

tion cables, air filter,

and vapor canister

filler Includes Emis

sion Test and Printout.

tube, Oil & Filter

fM5.'99

IcKludM up to 5 quom
0(10-300)1. ond sa»»»y

NorthAmh«r$t Tlr«
A Auto Center

f\0 SarWc* TM S»m-

AcroM tram WatroM't Store
M*-4r04

s

ARTS
Boston after the tragedy:

The aftermath of King's death

Common Ground; A Tur-

bulent Decade in the Lives

of Three American
Familities

By J. Anthony Lukas
Knopf $19.95

By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts, the bir-

thplace of the abolitionist

movement, is not a place

one would usually associate

with racial prejudice.

Nevertheless, Boston was

the site of much turbulence

following the murder of Dr.

Martin Luther King on

April 4, 1968. J. Anthony

Lukas' splendid book, Com-
mon Ground, traces with

exacting intricacy and
astute insight Boston's

reaction to the incident.

Lukas approaches his

topic from several direc-

tions. Firstly, he follows

step by step the politicians'

attempts to prevent rioting

and assuage the outrage of

the inhabitants of Roxbury

by instituting new reforms.

Secondly, and more impor-

tantly, he relates the

passage of three Bostonian

families as they each deal

with the tumult and the ten-

sions. It is in this research

that the significance of

Lukas' achievement lies.

A Di9COunt*d Long-Olttancc T«l*phoo* $«rvic«

lof R«tld*nti«l Studcit

ATTENTION RESIDENT STUDENTS!
There's a new, discounted, long-distance telephone ser-

vice available to vou<

It's called UMATEL'

Find out more about this money saving service' See us|

the week of September 9th, at our table in the Campus,

Center Concourse'

The University Telecommunications Dept.

The three families Lukas

focuses on reflect the

"three nations" of Boston

most touched by the events:

Yankee, Black and Irish.

Each is affected by the in-

terracial hostility prevelant

at the time, and each takes

an active role in the issue of

scholastic desegregation.

It is in concentrating on

these representative

families that Lukas glows.

He writes vividly, and

demonstrates in the

domestic situations all the

tension of a spy thriller, an

impressive feat for a work

of non-fiction. One wonders,

however, whether the

families he chooses are

meant to be typical or

stereotypical.

For the most part, the

families act as we expect

them to: the Yankee family

is educated and liberal. The

black family is schismed,

The Irish, blue-collar family

is violently opposed to

desegregation. However
flawed this may be in seem-

ing so stereotyped, the

reader must keep in mind

that these are the reactions

of individuals, not of

classes. There are a number

of Yankees, Irishmen and

blacks in the book that

follow radically different

STUDENT
PROFESSIONAL

FINE ARTS

DRAFTING

ENGINEERING

PHOTOGRAPHY

UB40 will be appearing at 8 p.m., Thursday Sept. 19, at the Fine Arts

Center, care of UPC. Tickets go on sale today at the FAC box office and

local Datatix locations.

paths than those of the

featured families.

Lukas' work is a superb

piece of reportage. While

the events clearly take place

in Boston (the

acknowledgements page

reads like a Who's Who in

Boston), Common Ground

demonstrates a microcosm

for all American cities.

When Dr. King visited

Boston on April 22. 1965 he

said, "I would be dishonest

to say Boston is Birm-

ingham or that

Massachusetts is Mississip-

pi." Lukas shows there is a

bit of Birmingham in every

community.

Guitar seminar planned by

Performing At Arts Division

The Performing Arts Division (PAD) will offer a free

seminar for guitarists at 6:30 p.m.. Wednesday. Sept. 18,

in the Seminar Room in Old Chapel.

Musicians are encouraged to bring their guitars and ask

questions at the informal session, which is being held in

conjunction with PAD's current registration for perform-

ing arts workshops this fall.

Joe Belmont, of the PAD faculty, will demonstrate jazz,

rock, and accompanying styles. A graduate of the City

University of New York, Belmont has also studied with

Stanley Dorn. Jonathan Keene, Barry Gailbraith, Carmine

D' Amico and Ted Dunbar. He has performed with V resh

Squeezed." "Urban Renewal," Mitch Chakour an(1 John

The PAD is co-sponsored by the Fine Arts Center and

the Department of Music and Dance. For further informa-

tion, call 545-0519.

• •

Don't Miss the Expo Sept. 12 and 13 S.U.B.
Pontiac presents

Tue, FrI 9-5

Wed, Thur 9-9

Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

f*VNIVERSITY
aKstore*

PUBLIC S9 00 ^jr-fc***

Thurs.
Sept. 19th

F.A.C.

S.U.B. 8 PM^^'*******

********

UPC presents

^*

Tickets

$11.00 UMass
$13.00 Public

Tix on Sale Tues. Sept. 10th

and
Special Guest

otitctMDiNsofvica
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Choosinga long distance
companyisa lot iilcedioosing

a roommate.

ifs bettertoknowwiMt tlie/'re
iiioebeforeyoumove in.

Living together with someone for the first

time can be an "educational" experience.

And living with a long distance company
isn't any different. Because some companies
may not give you all the services you're used to

getting from AT&T.

For instance, with some companies you have
to spend a certain amount before you qualify for

their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary

But when you choose AT&T, there won't be
any surprises when you move in. You'll get the

same high-quality, trouble-free service you're

used to.

With calls that sound as close as next door.

Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate—so you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers.
Operator assistance and collect calling.

So when you're asked to choose a long dis-

tance company choose AT&T. Because whether
you're into Mozart or metal, quality is the one
thing everyone can agree on.

Reach out and touch someone?

©1985 AUT CommunKotions

AT&T
The right choice.

m

im

mi

m

.v.v.
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Doonesbury

jColle^iaj;! la

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
L'MALeOPteASePTO
ANNOUNCB THATSeNAWR.
/maxMnmopHASJUST

J /i6R£eP 10 JOIN lUe OTHBR
CDR5&9/ATI\/t SUPSiSTARS

'ON'USAfCRiOimAFRJCA"

FtVBF&iP FALMJBLL,

U/HATW/LL BB THB
MsicMBss^ee
OFYOU/^SONG'

MTIENCB.
FAITH.

TW^..

h ALSO, A REePBCT FOR. Ihd
FReeP0M0FPE0PLSTDU\/5.
HOM IhEi CMOOSa, eVBN IF

THATMEANS UVIN6 Af^RT.
mN6AMKTISNT NSCBS -

SARJU/ANINJimiCB-

I
50 THAT'S lAiny

YOU'RBCALLINe
THt GROUP-

/ "APART-AlP;
R16HT.

BLOOM COVTNTY by Berke Breathed

NO WAY^ IOONT OfVE 'eM

l/IIORDS... 6 MONWd -^ MifiT'S

HIS mcmNf^
desF' piPNT/mRKY

HIM

Yeastfaead By Jason Talerman
•Tb<la^, Ycastic steKs +o ex

|p(c<lo his su»vi»*ier's pro-
jec4-^ the Star Uars Satdlifc:

11;oi»i...u/g|(..r)

GORDY By Gorde

I.IONBL, t GOTTA
SURPRISE R3R YOV.
THIS ^JEyr MUMBBR
you'LL BE !?OIN(r> AS
A OOBT I^ITH A
GUB^T ARTIST. He's
COMIK}<b if^ AJOVU.

LIONEL. MBBT ^'CHAh^t^D]

PA\Jio"Lee ROTH, \niu> -I

'/WAN) Eirn^ORDtMAlRE

:

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

OH waL! So f^v

'fHlNOSCfthI II , -^ rh^ u/fi x'ro

D^HSED? You ^

BftflflflflRF-

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

coiij'e'Z.^'^OK/ So

op ifWOislCV?

Or\i TUB

5C>0?

TUAl«5 IS i^V

TO •*5*'.

Today's Weather:

TODAY: Cloudy again with showers

and a chance for a thunder storm. Highs

will be in the 60s.

TONIGHT: Showere ending with lows

in the 50s.

TOMORROW: Windy with partly sunny

skies and highs nearing 70 degrees.

Today's Menu:

LUNCH
Cheesburger

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Bean Burgers

Spinach and Mushroom
Quiche

DINNER
Roast Turkey / Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
Manicotti with Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Brazilian Rice Casserole

Roast Turkey / Bread Dressing
Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

ATTENTION
Yesterday some camera equipment was
stolen from a bus stop in Northampton. A
Pentaz ME Super with an auto winder, a

power zoom lens 70-200 (identifiably by a

motor on the bottom of the lens) and a 24

mm wide angle lend, eyeglasses and keys

were all inside a gray camera bag with a tan

strap. Any information about this equip-

ment is greatly encouraged. Please contact

the photo dept. at 545-3500. Reward Given,

no questions asked.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled by Trudr MichH Jaffe

ACROSS
1 With 5 Acfuss,

sto', opener
5 See 1 Across
10 Cherrystones
14 Unusual
15 Admit
16 Monogram pt

17 Neisse
Line

18 Having a G '

or "R
19 Ditto

20 Swig
2 i Puerto

22 Contentious
one

24 Occasionally
with 1 Across

26 Incite

27 See 58 Across
28 Now and then,

with 1 Across
32 Side

35 Author Nin

36 By George,
he s pretty''

37 Sty cry

38 Local, eg
39 See 58 Across
40 Venerable
41 Stole

42 Literary figures

43 With 1 and 27
Across, aKauf
man Han title

45 Dieter s

concern
46 See 47 Across
47 With 1 and 46

Across QUICK

and cursory

51 Piece of wire

53 or less

54 Caviar

55 Burden
56 Disables

58 With 1 27 and
39 Across very

rarely

59 Eye
60 Before i Across

suddenly
61 Bounce
62 Kindof lish

63 ^am Street

'Makers

64 Great Barrier

l',i.in(1

DOWN
1 Maine college

town

2 Zenith s

opposite

3 Moved liKe log

4 Poetic

always"
5 Witch in Verdi s

The Masked
Ball"

6 Harmony
7 Palindromic

name
8 Never Ger

9 With 1 Across,

occasionally

10 Mount in

ancient

Palestine

11 Like some
sounds

12 Clock
13 Young or old

ending
21 Scott Hamil

ton s milieu

23 Tills

25 Bat an eye
28 Hold dear)

29 Carpenter's

need
30 Clumsy one
31 Watches

closely

32 Speak in test

33 Caron role

34 With 1 Across,

delinitiveiy

35 Syris^once
38 Welles lilm

(with The)
39 Those two
41 British carbine

42 Knight s

attendant
44 Circumvented
45 Beginnings
47 Fictional

salesman

48 Cutthroat

for one
49 Not bound
50 Busytwdy
51 Advance with

dilticulty

62 Alrican

republic

53 Venus de
57 Pub drink

58 Heard from the

herd

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
M 1 L D^BHa RlAlLmMfElN
E T U iHs L P EllH S E

G E N tBc LASSROOMS
ARC H E RIIR E S U H G E sJHh e r e1sII|e s sIBIB
iC A R R 1 NIIrIe S IIS T S]

1 ohis P O^EIIO N T A P

G FlUs C A L PIIgIa P e'

arm E^piHlE a r tiit e t;

^£ S A L ElspiT OUTERSLl a MhIe C T rIM
A S T U T E L yHIE U R P E

S T R E R Q OpM SHS U L,

T A R eJHl a 1 R SBO M N 1

UlNJYjHiEiN D SJHS S TJiJ
9f1(V8S

1 ? J <

1

5 t T 1 % • n 1? IJ

14 n <6

ir 11 19

n ?i

_|
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» 11 J« IS It
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o 41 «5
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ATTENTION

H UMASS
STUDENT BANDS

Do you need exposure?

Come audition for

The CENTRAL AREA/
ORCHARD HILL
OCTOBERFEST

I
For more

information call

Jan 546-4751

Carol 546-6375

rjoooocooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo<»

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

- Great Athletics

-One of the Highest

Fraternity GPA's

- Great Meal Plan

- Outstanding Social Life

- Lasting Friendship

t
g,^3ttXJafflGTi<is^

4 ^"^ S
via V m VviR

Come and Experience what real fraternity life is

like. Stop by this week. Rush dates are Sept.

10, 11, 17, 18, at 374 No. Pleasant St.,

Amherst, MA.

THE BLUE HOUSE
ON THE CORNER

y
%

DESK LAMPS
many styles and colors

to choose from

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

\5x approv»»d

Located in the Campus Center

&XjmVERSITY

(jMhM.

^^/\ NH5 J^l

di

JOIN US
in celebrating our

10th Anniversary

Thursday, Septemi3er 1 2;

10AM-4PMonthe
Fine Arts Center Plaza.

Refreshments, balloon rides, live enter

tainment, (dedication of the island sculpture)

birthday cake — plus a chance to win

-^^ ^ a trip to Florida!

Vjj^^ Raindatc: September 13

All student subscribers

to the 85-86 Season are

eligible to win 2 round-

trip air fares to Ft. Lauderdale
during Spring break. Courtesy
of Carroll Travel, Inc.

Ivemember — subscription deadline is

September 1 5. For details call 545-25 1 1

.

-)

THE FINE ARTS CENTERCONCERT HALL
lniver>::y of Massachusetts at amherst

.Collegian is

ZooDisc takes 2nd in national championships
Last May, Zoo Disc, the

University of
Massachusetts men's
ultimate frisbee team,
travelled to the campus of
the defending collegiate

champs, Stanford Universi-

ty, at Palo Alto, California

to compete in the second
National Collegiate Cham-
pionships. This was UMass'
second trip to the Nationals

which consists of the top

twelve college teams in the

country. UMass upheld it's

reputation as one of the best

teams in the country taking

second by playing its famed
tenacious defense, and run-

ning opponents into the

ground with their relentless

running and precision of-

fense.

On the first day of com-
petition, UMass was pitted

against Central Florida,

UPenn, and MIT. The Zoo
started out slowly, holding

only an 8-6 lead on Central

Florida at the half. UMass
put it in gear and won the

game 18-8 aided by some

aggressive defense. UMass
then faced their toughest

opponent in UPenn. UMass
fell behind early and
couldn't catch up, losing the

game 18-14. The final game
of the day was against MIT,
which Zoo Disc handled
easily, 18-6.

On day two, UMass faced

a do or die situation.

UPenn, having already
defeated UMass and Stan-

ford on day one, was a sure

victor in the pool (the

tourney was divided into

two pools of six teams). It

was now a dogfight between
UMass, Kansas, and Stan-

ford for second place in the

pool and a berth in the

semifinals. UMass ojiened

against an overrated, but

quick, team from Kansas. In

this game, UMass began
playing up to their potential

and showing their talent by

playing the most precise

and unstoppable offense all

year.

UMass startle Kansas
with amazing offensive play

by David "Buzz" Ellsworth,

Michael Donohue, and Criag

Homenko. The final score

was 18-8, leading UMass in-

to the game for the number
two spot agitinst Stanford.

UMass continued its

outstanding offensive play

and took an early 4-1 lead

before Stanford called a

time out. Then the UMass
defense kicked in with

several outstanding plays

by third year man Michael

Nevins and first year man
Amos Himmelstein. UMass

Some of our classrooms
aren't classrooms.

1. Marksmanship - Instruction in basic rifle marksmanship. Includes range and safety procedures, firing positions,

techniques of firing, competitive firing and record qualification, (fall 8- spring semester)

2. Bay State Rangers - Intensive training and field exercises, to include small unit tactics, patrolling, land naviga-

tion (night and day), rappelling, airmobile operations, leadership reaction courses, field problem tests, physical

conditioning, and practical leadership experience, (fall & spring semester)

3. Orientation Trip to West Point - Weekend visit to USMA with a look at academic military and social life of an

alternative officer producing program for the U.S. Army; review a parade and attend a home football game, (fall

semester)

4. Field Training Exercise to Fort Devens - Weekend visit to an active Army post. Orientation to life on a military

installation with emphasis on visiting facilities (museum, commissary, PX, family quarters, troop billets, open

mess) and an introduction to M-16 familiarization firing and the sport of land navigation, (fall semester)

5. IVIountaineering - Instruction in rope management, knots, rope bridges, rappelling, and rock climbing techni-

ques. Advanced student may progress to more challening individual climbs. Includes a bivouac and overnight exer-

cise, (fall €r spring semester)

6. Cold Weather Survival - Attendance at a U.S. Navy AVz-day winter survival school in Brunswick, Maine. In-

struction includes shelter building, food and water procurement, edible vegetation, terrain association, snowshoe-

ing, emergency signaling, and land navigation, (intersession)

7. Color Guard - Participate in area parades and with University Band at home football games. Includes precision

drill, the manual of arms, and movements with colors, (fall semester)

8. Physical Readiness - A structured program designed to progressively improve individual conditioning. In-

cludes conditioning drills, running exercises, competitive group conditioning activities, and fitness tests, (spring

semester)

9. Land Navigation - Progressive land navigation training, beginning with a basic /familiarization land navigation

course and ending with a land navigation course that will challenge the most competent navigator (fall semester)

For More Information Contact:

Major James C. Mahoney
545-2321/2322

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE

was clearly in control at the

half 9-5. In the second half,

UMass continued it's

relentless defense and seiz-

ed every opportunity.
UMass was the victor 'oy the

count of 19-8.

UMass was in the Eastern

dominated F'inal Four and
faced their fierce rival, the

Cornell Buds. These two
teams battled each other

numberous times this

season with UMass getting

the best of the .series 3-1.

These two teams were
friendly off the field, but on

the field, they were bitter

rivals. Led by their almost

perfect offensive attack,

with help from good play by
seniors Jeremy Seeger and
Eric Kehoe, UMass had a

demanding 10-4 halftime

lead. In the second half,

UMass began to lose a little

steam, but held off Cornell,

20-18. In the other semi-

final, UPenn easily handled

SW Missouri, leading to a

UMass-UPenn all East
Coast final.

The final two teams were
also very familiar to each

other, having played five

timed during the season,

with UPenn having the bet-

ter of UMass in the series

4-1. The combination of

UPenn's short, run-and-gun

style of play, and UMass'
peak in the Stanford game
lead to a UPenn victory by
21-13.

UPenn was clearly the

class of the tournament,

having played over 70
games together that spring.

UMass' final record was
32-8, and the entire team
was pleased with their per-

formance this season.

Now's
the time
to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Exfjert Repairs &
Reconditioning J

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIED
AcnvmES

Armanlan Cliib of UMaat has its first

meeting of the safnaster, Sept 1 1 6:X pm
Campus Center check schedule for room

AUTO FOR SALE
^

1M4 VW Bug engine rebuilt, looks good,
runs good $900 Tom 2S6-0962

ItTO Dodge Dart Swinger runs good,
dependable $660 Tom 2S6-09S2

1M6 Triumph Spitfire convertible.

»5000 256^»B3
Mint.

1M7 Ford Fairiana 6 cyl 4 dr auto 73,000

orig mi very reliabis, good cond needs

minor body *»or1< tor Mass insp must sell

360 Of BO 086 75S4 eve
__^

WIVoTwo 19O0. MSOO. sas-0086

ItTt Pinto 4 sp new clutch gd/exc. cond

1.000 Dan 646-aa04

ENTCRTAINMENT

Rack-AOIac Entertainment Agency
Oiac Jockeys, large screen Mdeo dances,

light shows and rentals. 649-7144

Motobacana tan speed Tendem bicycle

IS60.00 E«cellent condition 1-467-7877

Why rent a terminal when you can buy my
RCA terminsi? »590 new will sacrifice MOO
or BO call 649 6447

2 refrigerators dorm size 3 and 6 cube

586-0723

nic cabinets 2 drawer black office quality

•46 some computer and regular desks No
Amherst Motors 649 2880

DornTslie refrigerator 5 cublic feet ex

cellent condition for »100 546 5434

Apple Cornputer 64k 2 disk drives monitor

call 253-2109 after 3 pm ask fpt Mike

DEC VT626 vldeo Computer Terminals

suitable use with University main frame

computer t150200 « hard copy ter

minal/printer daisy wheel substitute as

typewriter 256 0453

Largo comfortable armchair. Very good

condition »20 call 666 7928_

CofTiputar farn»lna» & 300-baud modem
dialup Cytjer or VAX a real steal only «195i

253 7W6

Leaving country seHing glass dining sat

almost brand now couches set wooden
wallunits can 263 7806

FOUND

Orange Tiger Kitten 53 Townehouse if it is

yours or you want it please call 549 7448

HELF WANTED

Nuraing Asalstanca. all shifts, flexible

scheduling, competitive salary, fringe

benefits. Amherst Nursing Home 256-8185

Oellvary pareonnel; earn l5-(7/hr hiring

SO persons, must be 18. have own car. flexi

We schedule, apply in person or call after 2

prn Oominos Pi»a across from Stop b
Shop. Inside positions available 256-8911

Help wanted Housekeepers part time,

flexible hours weekdays and weekends, on

t>us route Apply at Howard Johnsons
Lodge. Hie 9 Hadley

Jewiah Community of Amharat Sunday
School needs experienced teachers

549 0223

TORNCNT

One bedroom apt in Echo Hill on bus
stop 3S0/mo utilities included call 266-1006

HOUSE FOR RENT available 9/1 South
Amherst busline three bedrooms/furnished

baaement »600.m * utilities call Jay
Bolnick Day 2124600101; Eve
616-7084137

FOR SALE

TarmlMri/Printar and fuN box of paper

Gi«at for Cybm *300. Stephanie 64S-48GB

Quiter Ampa one Sound City twin and one

Peavy Artist 253 7646 ask for Chat

Plaid love aeat, $100. stereo with 8 track.

t46. end tables, coffee tables, lamps circa

1960 *25 each, braktod 6x9 oval rug, *60.

586^)086 ______________
Triumph Spitfire tonneau rover, unused.

»40, Yamaha 0S7 backrest and luggage

rack, ISO. VW srraws on nms, t2S aacn.

586-0086

MarTalO-'apacd bike, vary good condition

t76 evenings 263-3616

Part time reliable student to put up flyers

Mieekly Call Kevin 586 9336 days

Alpha Chi bmege needs house rr>en in ex

change foi» dinner cleanups we offer free

meals' Call 545 2152 ask for Julie A

Free Meaisi Get out of DCs' Work 15 to 20

hrs/wk for details call Jim 5-2150

Nawapapar dalTverera needed m dorma.

Approx 1 hr/day Must be able to work 7

days per week during the semester Good
pay Call 253 7009

Utcaraerority aaaka hoHaaboy to help

with kitchen duties at lunch and dinner in

exchange for home-cooked meals Call Sue
256-8887

On cempus non-work aturfy. M-F 7-12

AM can Jane at f
'

SWAQ ia looking for a few enthusiastic

people who wish to get involved in student

government The Southwest Area Govern
ment ISWAGI is a mafor activity organi/ing

txidy and the student voice to the ad

ministration for the Southwest Residential

Area. Positions available

Secretary takes minutes at meetings, types

memos, some filing
• •

Office Manager organiies day to day
operations, recruits representatives

• •«

Publicity Coordinator produces the SW
Newsletter and oversees publicity

Audio Visual person operates and secures

AV system, runs movies on VCR. and keeps
track of and secures all equipment

• • •

Artist puts together logos, designs, and
lettering for events, including T shirts and
posters

Position holders receive a small hourly sti

pend (work/study or non work/studyl. Ap
plications available in the Southwest Area
Goveinment Office, Hampden Commons or

call 545 0960

Loat a yellow wallet 9/3 keep the money'
Please return my license and ID 546-8719

Yeer old grey end white Shih Ttu puppy
please call 546-991

1

Qold watch return for rcwerd please call

546 5414

Lost light blue wallet in Library Twr 9/6
desperately needed to survive' Please
return' 646 1193

^yv*_^
'Round Tosim Moyay faai cfiaap call

Michael anytima 323-67S0 .

Older male student seeks room i

Amherst apartment or house Responsible

quiet and friendly Call Jeff at 549 6835
leave maaaaga

PERSONALS

Cooks wanted part time apply in person
Sleepleiecks Rie 116 Sunderland 866 7980

INSTRUCTION

Looking for Chrlatlan Fallowahip?
Alliance Chnstian Fellowship will meat
soon' Call Mark or Elitabeth 253 7206

Love him 7 Leave her 7 26-p personalized
Compatibility Analysis cakulates relalnre

compatibility of romantic attachments
Fascinating, accurate, reveekng' Designed
for long term use M.96 student rate Com-
potibility Research Associates, Box 392, N
Amherst, Ma 01069

STACY We met in Boyden Wad can I

show you around?? Meet me 5:00 PM
Wed same place Jeff

ROOMMATE WANTED

Raaponaible. naat roommate wanted to

share room m Brandywine apt ask for

Michelle 549 6289

Mala wanted to share two bedroom
Presidentiel epartment. low rem close to

campus 549 2808

SERVICES

Professional typing done by UMasa stu
dent Reesonsble rates R Charron
1 637 0044 ^^

TIMBOB K08TAS

If you don t stop by and see me pronto

you will no longer have a job waitiT>g for

you" At least call' Cathy" lyour OueanI XX
00

Know your car. Baaic automobile
workshop 28 hours including classroom

and shop Limited enrollment 263 2098

Bartending Clasaea starting this week
Covers «M aspects Sign up in Credit Free

Workshops, ground floor Tower Library

Draam Data - B and NL. L and MML
ontartaifMTMnt raviaw by Maikins

WANTED

TENORS. BASSES with good sightraadind

ability wanted for Mount Holyoke mi«e<

chapel choir Eight Wednesday evenmat
five Sunday mornings per semester

Minimum wage Auditions ck>sa Sapiemeni
13 538 2343 or 538 2306

RIDE WANTED

Ritfa wramad to NYC any weekend caH
Albort S48-S739

ROOM wAflrrto
UMT

Sal of koya on a Mack box key chain. Loat

on campus Wadnaaday vary important H

found pleaso call 549-8714

M'vaar old, hard working, (unloving,
financiatty secure. Amencan rrtale seeks
own room in Amherst area call Tom
413731 S669

WORK STUDY JOB AVAILABLEI

Auditor Is needed by the SGA Treasurer'^

Office to monitor the financial records ol

recognited student organiiattons Accllnf

aipenonce ar>d knowlartoe of the RSC
system is advantageous Great opportunity

to gain experience Applications available at

the SGA Treesurer s Offi> « 407 SUB and ar^

due Sept 16. 1986 This is a work study pos<

tion 7 hn wk UMaaa la an A» 'fFO
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SPORTS
Tandler may miss season

with severe knee injury

Startingpunter to be replacedby freshman

Goodtimes
on a hotday

Colleiifian photos by Michelle Segall ami

Derek Roberts

During Saturday's
38-9 rout of Morgan
State, several of the

Minutemen found time
for a little fun and
games along the
sidelines, as captured
here.

Above, freshman cor-

nerback Garrick Amos
gives a little help to his

teammate, scratching
co-captain George
Barnwell's head during
the fourth quarter
when the Minutemen
had the game well in

hand.
Left, freshman

flanker Bob Arsenault
plays a little toss with
himself, waiting his

turn to go into the
game. The Minutemen,
1-0, travel, to Richmond
this Saturday for a

game with the Spiders.

Men's soccer tackles

rival Terriers tonight
Gettler looking for consistency from UMass

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
soccer team faces off at Boston University
tonight in its first New England action of
the young season.

The Minutemen are 1-1 after the Akron
Invitational Tournament and Coach Jeff
Gettler sees this game as being a crucial

one for his team.

"This is a big game for us," said Gettler.

"We are way ahead of where we could be.

We have been able to score some goals this

year."

UMass was able to pour in four goals

against Bowling Green during its last

outing (a 4-2 victory) and Gettler is looking

for more of the same offensive output
against the Terriers.

"We have to finish off our chances
against them," said the coach. Gettler is

looking for a big game from junior forward
Anders Hedelin, a transfer from Universi-

ty of Stockholm, who helped to fill the void

left by the injury to Kurt Manal, last

seasons leading scorer who will miss the

entire season with a leg injury.

Gettler also needs solid performances
from midfielders Tom Uschok and John

Shannon. "Shannon is what I call our

workhorse at midfield," said Gettler, "and
it is important for him to have a good
game.
The UMass backfield will consist of

senior co-captain Matt Dowd, senior Paul

Ricard, and sophomore Matt Gushing.

Senior Don Donahue has been given the

nod by Gettler to start in goal.

The Terriers (1-1) and new head coach

Neal Roberts come into this game with the

reputation of being a tough opponent.

"They are very physical and they shoot

the ball well," said Gettler. "I would rate

them as one of the better teams in New
England."
Two foreign imports are the key to this

BU team. Forward Francis Okaroh from
Nigeria and goalie John OleMoe from Nor-

way are two of the top college players in

the area according to Gettler.

"We like to play them early because of

their lack of organization (due to the many
foreign players)," said (iettler, "but they

are a very good team with very good

players.

Another disadvantage for the

Minutemen is that this is one of only two

games this season the team will be playing

on artificial turf.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Sophomore punter Jim Tankler, a second

team all-Yankee Conference selection last

year, may be lost for the season to the

University of Massachusetts after suffer-

ing a knee injury in Saturday's 38-9 victory

over Morgan State.

Tandler, a 6-2, 217 pounder from Ran-

dolph, averaged 36 yards a punt last season

and on Saturday had five kicks for a 38.4

average, including a 50-yarder. A gifted

athlete, Tandler came to UMass as a

quarterback, was moved to the secondary

before taking over as punter. He was a se-

cond string linebacker this season, making
one tackle on Saturday.

Minuteman doctors, on external ex-

amination, said that Tandler suffered a

ligament tear. He will be operated on Mon-

day and if the initial prognosis is correct,

he may be lost for the rest of the season.

Defensive coordinator Jim Reid said that

Tandler was hurt during a fourth quarter

blitz when he was blocked by a Morgan
State halfback. Freshman Dimitri Yavis

replaced Tandler replaced Tandler and had
one punt, a 33-yard effort. Yavis, a 6-6, 250

pound tight end from Albany, NY, averag-

ed 38 yards a punt in high school.

"It's tough for Jimmy because he worked
so hard during the summer," Reid said.

"He increased his bench press 80 pounds
and was working hard at linebacker. It's a

big loss."

UMass suffered only minor bumps and
bruises in the aftermath of Morgan State.

Reserve nose guard Steve Robar missed

Monday's practice with an injured knee. He
is expected to play Saturday when the

Minutemen face Richmond in Virginia in a

7:30 p.m. start.

The Spiders, 1-0, knocked off Division 1

Virginia Tech 24-14 on running up 555
yards of total offense as quarterback Bob
Bleir threw for 268 yards. UMass trailed

only 10-7 after three quarter.

The Spiders are ranked in ihe Top 20 in

Division 1-AA and will be a tough tiest for

the Minutemen. If the effort UMass put

forth on Saturday is any indication, the

Minutemen will be ready for the Spiders.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: There
was a new scoreboard in the south endzone
at Alumni Stadium. The north scoreboard

was also changed, it had a large gap in the

middle, the result of a campus workers not

completing its tearing down. The new
scoreboard took a beating during the game,

having its lights popped on several times by

placekicks. A protective grate was ap-

parently left off the scoreboard. An electri-

cian working in the pressbox prior to the

game took a nasty fall after running down
the steps and falling over the ledge

separating the stands from the field. He
was taken away in an ambulance. The

Minutemen were wearing new uniforms

and had new helments. The UMass police

also were enforcing new tailgate pro-

cedures that called for all tailgaters to go

into the game come the opening kickoff.

Previously, many students remained in the

parking lots. The north parking lots were

also set aside for fans (alumni, parents and

season ticket holders) holding special

passes.

FUTURE WRESTLERS DEPART-
MENT: Morgan State boasted three

freshmen that each weighed in at over 285

pounds. Offensive lineman Charles McFad-
den tips the scales at 315, George Allen

goes 290 and Tackle Calvin Montgomery
stands 6-4 and weighs 285.

MORE MUTTERINGS: The Morgan
State band, which played for the entire

game oblivious of the savage beating its

team was taking, played at halftime of Sun-

day's Patriots game in Foxboro. The
UMass band and the State band provided

an entertaining halftime show. UMass
head coach Bob Stull, usually a stern

presence before and after games, was
visibly excited during post-game inter-

views, mentioning how fired up his veteran

players seemed and how talented his

newcomers seem. Not one to freely hand
out the compliments, Stull dished out the

accolades to almost his entire team.
The UMass defensive line of Mike

Dwyer, Ed Sullivan and Bruce Starnge put
great pressure on Morgan State. Dwyer, a
6-2, 275 pound nose guard, and Sullivan, a

6-4, 254 pound transfer from Iowa, were
especially persistent, living in the Bear's

backfield. Stull also signaled out the defen-

sive play in of Duckworth Grange (who had
a 51 -yard interception return for a
touchdown), John McKeown (a team-high
12 tackles) and Todd Rundle (six tackles).

Grange has two touchdowns in his UMass
career, the interception return and a
return of a blocked punt for a score. Offen-

sive lineman John Benzinger graded out

the highest among the linemen. Quarter-

back Dave Palazzi was named to the week-
ly ECAC all-star team.

UMassSportsNotices
There will be brief

meeting for anyone in-

terested in being a manager
for the 1985-86 men's
basketball team this Thurs-

day at 4 p.m. in 222 Boyden.

If you can not make the

meeting, call 545-2610 for

more information.

There will be a meeting
for any candidates for the

Stockbridge golf and soccer

teams on Tuesday at 4 p.m.

in 251 Boyden. This is a

mandatory meeting for all

candidates for both teams.

Call coach Jack Leaman at

545-1301 for more informa-

tion.

INTRAMURALS: The
deadline for entries for

men's, women's and co-rec

flag football, and co-rec soc-

cer have been extended un-

til today at 9:30 p.m. Brink
rosters and health forms to

the intramural office, 215

Boyden. A wide selection of

days and times are still

available. Come down now
to the intramural office to

get the best selection. All

entries must be in by the

deadline.

Anyone interested in play-

ing intramural lacrosse this

fall should contact the in-

tramural office, 215
Boyden. Gloves and helmets
are available to anyone in-

terested in playing. There
are a variety of days and
times available for schedul-

ing. Referees are also need-

ed. Ask for league commis-
sioner Mike Fiorini at the

intramural office for addi-

tional information.

The weekly football lun-

cheon will start this

Wednesday at noon at

Justin Ryan's (on Route 9 in

Hadley). Tickets are $4.

Any students, staff, alumni
or fans can attend and meet
coach Bob Stull and his

staff. Support Minuteman
football in 1985 and attend
the luncheon.

Anyone interested in

writing for the Collegian

•sports staff should come
down to the newsroom
(Room 113 Campus Center)
and ask for the sports

editor. Call 545-3500 for

more information.

Sports ataglance
UMass schedule:

Men's Soccer: At Boston University, 7:00 p,m.
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Conferences
shuttled to

local bars
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts conference

and catering services are trying to accom-

modate hundred of University conference

attendees who want to have alcohol served

at banquets by bussing them to local

restaurants with liquor licenses.

The University is currently not allowed

to serve alcohol at conferences because

there is no alcohol liability insurance on

campus.
"It's a vital business," Ashoke Ganguli,

director of auxiliary services in the Campus
Onter, said "Conference and catering ser-

vices earn approximately $700,000 a year."

He said a small percentage of the gross ear-

nings are attributed to alcohol-related

events.

Conferees have been driven on school

buses to the Lord Jeffrey Inn in Amherst

and Wiggins Tavern in Northampton,

Ganguli said. Conference services pays at

least $50 for each bus that services con-

ference patrons, Al Byam, University of

Massachusetts transit authority operations

manager, said.

"It's not impacting us economically for

the moment," said Campus Center Direc-

tor William Harris. He said very few con-

ferences have been cancelled after their

organizers learned that the University can-

not serve alcohol at scheduled banquets.

"Before the snow falls, hopefully we'll

have our beverage license back," Harris

said.

In the meantime, the 295 people atten-

ding the Massachusetts Tax Assessors con-

ference here this week will continue to

meet in the Campus Center but drink

roiUiniifd on page $

More students,
Enrollment planning

viewed by regents
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

In response to a statewide pattern of in-

creasing college enrollment, a project to in-

crease enrollment planning at public col-

leges and universities was highlighted

yesterday at a meeting of the state Board

of Regents of Higher Education in the

Campus Center.

The proposed system would integrate

enrollment planning factors into annual

long range plans that are required of all the

public colleges and universities. The goals

of the program are to strengthen enroll-

ment planning, to inform faculty and ad-

ministrators about enrollment planning,

and to develop the software to aid decision-

makers and store data.

Regents' director of planning and

resource development Laura B. Clausen

displayed computer software and showed

slides listing enrollment demographics of

the University of Massachusetts.

Collcgiui photo by Derek Robert!

PRESENT ARMS—Students wait in line to buy tickets to UB40 outside the

Fine Arts Center yesterday. The English reggae band will be making its second

UMass appearance on Thursday Sept. 19.

more money being looked for

UMass budget request up $ 18.3 million

nrvtinufii »"» P^^f^ ^

By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts officials

yesterday unveiled the 1987 fiscal budget

request, calling it the boldest proposal

presented to the Commonwealth in 10

years.

The proposal, to be presented to the state

Board of Regents of Higher Education, re-

quests $285 million, an $18.3 million in-

crease over last years's budget, for the

coming fiscal year beginning July 1, 1986.

Speaking at a press conference yesterday

in his office. Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey

noted that UMass in-state tuition has risen

$834 since the 1980-81 academic year.

"The students and families are really

making a heavy investment. And they are

carrying a major share," Duffey said.

"This is the fact that made us come back

and set a bold plan for improving our

University."

The proposal aims to improve the

University in three major areas including

academics, student support services and

the physical condition of campus, Duffey

said.

Two million dollars is requested for addi-

tional faculty and teaching assistants need-

ed to meet the demands brought on by new
more stringent General Education re-

quirements, Duffey said. Also included in

the proposal is a $5.1 million request for

improving research, teaching equipment

and three major areas of

study—biotechnology, condensed matter

physics and chemistry.

Improving campus physical facilities is

also a top priority, Duffey said. The budget

request includes $750,000 to be spent on

restoring campus buildings, including labs,

power utilities, roads and sidewalks.

"We have many severe problems with

our facilities," Duffey said. "It's going to

take a lot of money to get that back into

shape."

"We'd like to be the best public institu-

tion in New England and we're not now,"

said Provost Richard O'Brien. "This is a

budget that looks to the future and tries to

get a sense of identification, of forward

motion."

University trustees approved the budget

last month, and Duffey said he expects the

regents to approve the proposal sometime
next summer.

Index Box:

Big business wary of S. Africa.
g

Asbestos team on the go • X

Totalitarianism-Soviet style
"
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Group looks

to modify
salary plan
Wageplan enacted

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

A committee created by the University of

Massachusetts administration to modify a

newly formed professional staff salary pro-

gram, is working to adapt the program to

better suit the University.

The salary program, designed through

recommendations from a two-year study

by Olney Associates of Boston, is a con-

troversial job classification system which

sets wage scales for non-academic profes-

sionals at rates comparable to positions at

15 other schools. 'The recommendations

were implemented July 1.

Before its implementation, members of

the Professional Association at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts (PAUMA) expressed

concern that the program would put a cap

on wages.
"Olney's implementation received

negative reactions from most of the profes-

sional staff," Association Senate Speaker

Gerald Quarles said yesterday.

A seven-person panel was created to

review the study and offer recommenda-

tions. A July 5 letter from Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey stated that "it is our (the

University's ) system, and we must work

upon it until it is fully responsive to the

campus' needs."

The panel includes three members of the

professional staff, and several ad-

ministrative officials. Quarles, a member of

the panel, said, "it remains to be seen if the

study can be adapted to the University.

Each university has its own nuances. We
were not encouraged by the implementa-

tion of the study July 1 . We felt it was a bit

precipitous."

Quarles said the concerns of the panel in-

clude the "maximum salary levels" which

set the salaries for certain job positions.

"This seems to imply that some people are

being overpaid," he said. "However, all our

salaries are in line with state limits.

"Olney has created an artificial cap on

salaries, job by job," Quarles said. The

panel will also question the criteria that

was used to evaluate salaries, and the con-

clusions that were reached, he said.

Quarles said the panel was also concern-

ed about the issue of "compression."

"What happens to higher salaried

employees when an employee under them

is adjusted to a higher level?" he said.

"This study opens a number of questions.

"The Olney study is demoralizing to

staff who have performed well," Quarles

said. "There is no incentive with a salary

cap. We've been told the policy was not to

punish, but if the result is the same, the

purpose doesn't matter."

Quarles said the panel hoped to complete

its recommedations by January, but said

the panel was "more concerned with doing

it right, not fast."

Dissatisfaction with the Olney study pro-

mpted a union drive by the Office and Pro-

fessional Employees International Union

(OPIEU). Quaries said that although

several employees had signed union cards,

asking for a union election, no decision had

been reached. He said a fonim between the

union and opposition to the union, had been

scheduled for Oct. 23. The association will

serve as the moderator.

Each individual staffer will have to

decide about unions for himself," Quarles

said.
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New fighting erupts

in Beirut refugee camp
BEIRUT, Lebanon

(AP)—New fighting broke

out at Beirut's Bourj el-

Barajneh refugee camp
yesterday despite the ef-

forts of Syrian-led teams to

enforce a cease-fire at the

shell-battered shantytown.

It was the sixth day of

battles between the camp's
Palestinian defenders and
Shiite Moslem militiamen

who say they are trying to

gain control of the camp to

drive the Palestinian
Liberation Organization

from Beirut.
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Syria has been trying to

end Lebanon's civil war but

has been wary of direct in-

volvement by Syrian troops

in Beirut's street fighting.

But it did send Syrian of-

ficers to head observer

teams to monitor a cease-

fire.

It was not clear what trig-

gered yesterday's renewed
shooting.

The fighting around the

camp, which started a week
ago was unfinsished
business for both aides. The
Shiites and the Palestinians

fought each other last May
and June in five weeks of

battles in which 500 people

were killed and 2,500
wounded.
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U.S. firms leaving
WASHINGTON (AP)—Many American businesses and

banks are gradually but steadily pulling out of South

Africa because, as one bank spokesman put it, they no

longer find that country "an attractive place to do

business."

"The private market is sending a much stronger

message than officials sanctions have to the South African

government that their policies are creeating an economic

climate that is unconducive for conducting business," says

Jeffrey J. Schott, research associate at the Institute for

International Economics.

"The compromise sanctions coming out of Congress

pale by comparison to what the private sector is doing,"

Schott says, referring to the House-passed bill that is now

lieforee the Senate. On Monday, President Reagan on his

own put into effect most of the provisions of that measure.

Hundreds of millions of dollars in U.S. investments re-

main in South Africa. But government figures show an an-

nual decline, except in private loans, since 196L

Some of the changes that are under way:

•Engelhard Corp., a big New Jersey manufacturer of

chemical and metallurgical products, this year liquidated

its wholly owned South African affiliate. The operation

had $4.5"^million in sales in 1983, two percent of the com-

pany's total.

•Coca-Cola Co. announced sale of majority interest in its

group of South African bottling plants to a South African

company, though it will continue to hold a minority stake.

Soft drink sales in South Africa have been down,

spokesman Randy Donaldson said.
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DOOMED DANCER—Yoshiuki Takada, a member of

the Sankai Juku dance company, performs on a rope

shortly before faling six stories to his death yesterday

in Seattle.

Emerson seeks move
BEDFORD (AP)-Emerson College officials said yester-

day that their plan to move the school from downtown
Boston to this northern suburb is not final, and if a nine-

month study shows Bedford can't handle more traffic and
water use, Emerson will sell its 59-acre plot and look

elsewhere for a new home.
"We've set aside the next nine months to complete a

comprehensive engineering and environmental impact
study. We don't have the answers yet," said college

spokesman William Harrold.

"If we find out this is not a do-able campus site, based on
what our engineers come up with, given the real estate

market, it doesn't appear that we are going to take any
financial losses if we sell it. That has been discussed."

Harrold's comments came the day after 200 residents

met with Emerson officials at a town meeting, and

ftJI-^fls \tH jr>r,lt lj<.»Kin(t\

EMT's
Join

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit
Work at shows, football games,

basketball games
CPR recert, CEU's

1st meeting September 11 at 9:30 PM
Morrill North 406

New members welcome
Please bring a copy of your EMT and CPR card

Photo by Maria Bull

Dave Andrews. left, and Frank Agnoli, in the crane, remove the neon sculpture above the Rand Theater for

repairs.

Official reaching out in new position
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

For five years, Norman Aitken worked as the director of

undergraduate studies for the economics department at

the University of Massachusetts.

However, Airken's workload increased this past July 1

when he undertook his new job as the associate provost for

undergraduate education.

Instead of just managing the undergraduate studies of

one department, Aitken is now responsible for managing

the undergraduate studies for the whole campus.

"You wonder sometimes," Aitken said yesterday, "how
you are going to get back to everyone in an administrative

and in a humane way."
Aitken arrives at his new post just as the provost's of-

fice is putting the finishing touches on the new General

Education requirements. As of next September, all C, D,

and E cores will no longer exist for all first-year students

(Class of 1990) and the classes to follow. A new system of

undergraduate requirements will be in place.

Although the General Education plans are first on

Aitken's list of objectives, Aitken's mind is also occupied

with other thoughts, includmg tying up a tew loose ends in

the economics department.

"After five years (in the economics department), you

cannot just walk away in good conscience," he said ex-

plaining how he juggles the responsibilities from his

former and new job.

Aitken does want to, above all, he said, improve as many
aspects of undergraduate education as possible. While the

new (ieneral Education requirements effect students who
haven't even applied to the University, Aitken wants to

focus on both students future and present.

"The new administrator must reach out andmake sure

he does not operate in a vacuum," he said. "The first year

in any position ifi always one of learning. You must know
what ideas are out there before you start reinventing the

wheel."

Aitken spends a lot of his time meeting with staff look-

ing for information and ideas. "There is just so much to

respond to. I don't want to give up meeting people just to

stay in and do paperwork."

After yesterday interview, Norman Aitken was on his

way to Draper Hall to tell some students that their

economics discussion classes had been rescheduled.

"My dream is to be more efficient," he said.

Money to promote
East Asian study
SOMreceives $35,000grant
By FRAN PADO
Collegian Correspondent

A $35,000 grant awarded to the University of

Massachusetts School of Management will promote

graduate-level study of trade relations between the United

States and Eastern Asia, with special emphasis on the

People's Republic of China and Japan.

A three-part program has been constructed with the

funding. Students are encouraged to study Asian-related

courses, including the Chinese or Japanese languages.

Seminars, focusing on the status of U.S.-Eastern Asian

business relations, will be offered periodically during the

85-86 school year. Crucial to the program, however, is the

summer study offering in which 10 graduate students will

spend one month in East Asia.

"Basically, our aim is to internationalize the curriculum,

involve students with the language and history of other

countries and promote trade," said School of Management
Professor Bertil Liander. "From this experience, students

gain dual perspective. Culturally, they will have seen two

sides, which will help their reactions in the business

world."

It is extremely rare for the Federal Department of

Education to award this to an institution more than once,

Liander said. This school year will be the University's

third year receiving this grant. "Frankly, 1 consider it

rather miraculous that we got the grant once again this

year," Liander said.

"Each year the schools receiving the grant are ranked.

For our first year UMass was on top. Last year, we were

16th out of a possible 35. We are not sure how effective

this grant is. 'This year we will evaluate the worth of the

experience throughout the department," Liander said.

"When the students come back after a month of touring

throughout Eastern Asia, they will know these countries

are not far away," he said. For a School of Management
graduate student, "an advantage may be gained through

this experience, a wider view of business relations as a

whole," he said.

"From country to country, the basic business decisions

are the same. What makes the difference is the environ-

ment in which these decisions are made," Liander said.

Relations between countries will be helped through the

program, he said. "If you look at China in the last 20

years, with their "open door" policy who knows? The

possibilities for gain through U.S.—Chinese relations are

tremendous."
Liander said an Eastern Asian Certificate Program for

the School of Management has been initiated. It includes

five-college study of various Asian-related courses in ac-

cord with business and trade studies.

"We are extremely hopeful for this prog^ram. It is the

first of its kind at the University," he said. "Through use

of this grant, management students will be exposed to in-

ternational trade and relations, exposure which can only

be beneficial.

COINS modifies its program

CoUcffiaa pbeto by Pul DMmaraia

University Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, right, accepts a check for $97,000

yesterday from Nicholas Boraski, a state General Electric official, for con-

tinued microwave research on campus.

G.E. boosts microwave research
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Officials of General Electric Co.

presented the University of Massa-

chusetts with a check for $97,000 yester-

day as part of a continuing microwave

research project.

The check is the second installment in

GE's $200,000 committment to support

microwave research at the University.

The first installment was received in

January.

Robert E. Mcintosh, coordinator of the

Microwave and Electronics Group on

campus, said the money will be "very

valuable to support graduate student

salaries, travel and research expenses."

In addition, the money will be used

towards research activity in microwave

engineering, which includes studies of

fundamental device physics and
numberous system applications, Mcintosh

said.

The department's research is divided in-

to three areas: microwave remote sens-

ing, microwave solid-state devices and

microwave radiation.

Mcintosh coordinates the program with

GE and other cooperative programs with

industry. The total funding that the

microwave group receives from
cooperative programs will be approx-

imately $610,000 during the 1985-86

academic year, he said.

eonttnitfd on po^r II

By JIM AVERILL
Collegian Staff

The Computer Information Science

Department (COINS) at the University of

Massachusetts has modified the core re-

quirements for undergraduates by replac-

ing the upper level math requirement with

two electives beginning this semester.

Classes at the 500 level which have

previously been taken by upperclassmen

and graduate studetns together will be split

into separate sections for each group.

In addition, two outdated courses will be

replaced by three newer and more relevant

courses.

These modifications are the result of a

faculty decision to improve the department

and were necessary because "the computer

and information field is rapidly changing

and it is extremely easy to become obsolete

before your time," COINS Undergraduate

Program Director, Jim Kurose, said.

'The emphasis of the department is to

provide students with the background and',

skills to keep pace with an expanding field

and to help them be competitive in the

market.
Kurose said the changes in the cur-

riculum should help achieve this. He said

the changes should result in smaller class

sizes and increased unity of the students

that take them.

Team continues asbestos removal
By DAVID BURGESS
Collegian Staff

Work on removing asbestos from key

buildings is continuing at the llniversity of

Massachusetts with a four-man team train-

ed in asbestos removal aiming to locate and

neutralize the hazardous areas.

At a cost of $75,000 a year, the

18-month-old asbestos removal program

concentrates on pipes and ceilings that

have asbestos insulation. The Physical

Plant, responsible for the program, has

targeted many buildings including Hamp-

den Dining Commons, Goodell Library, the

Water Resource Center, Morrill Science

Center, Goessmann Laboratory, Draper

Annex and Draper Hall.

Peter Wozniak, Physical Plant opera-

tions director, said older buildings have a

higher incidence of asbestos insulation

because they were built before the world-

wide ban on the use of asbestos in buildings

became effective.

The asbestos team, three workers and a

supervisor "have been certified as trained

asbestos removal technicians," Wozniak
said. The team will either remove or encap-

sulate the asbestos, he said, with removal
viewed as the best solution.

The highest levels of the fire-retardant

substances are found in mechanical rooms
of University buildings, according to an
asbestos commission study. Other campus
buildings that have recieved attention are

Worcester Dining Commons and Hoyden
Gym.
Materials other than asbestos could be

used to fire-proof buildings but none are as

effective. Although banned everywhere,

some use of asbestos may still occur, said

Wozniak. He also said that the work on

University buildings is proceeding very

well and may continue for another four to

five years.

Asbestos has been found to cause cancer

when people who are subjected to prolong-

ed exposure breathe in airborne particles.

The Environmental Protection Agency has

.02 fibers per cubic centimeter as an accep-

table limit of asbestos in the air.
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ATTENTION:
Summer Orientation Students

Ifyour name is on this Greek Interest Card list, or you

registered on the Campus Center Concourse, we'll see

you tonight, September 11th, at 7:00pm in Memorial

Hall for Sorority Rush Orientation.

Wednesday. September 11, 1985!
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PERULLO, SUSAN
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PHILLIPS. AMY
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BRING A FRIEND!
For more information call

Greek Affairs

at 545-2711 or 545-1963

FURCNAL, LISA
RABINOWITZ, ANDREA
RACCA, MARIA
RADEY, MICHELLE
RADUAZZO. LISA
RAN, F'FIUNG

RANDALL, MICHELLE
RAN I S Z EWSK I , K I MANN
REAL, NANCY
REALE , ANN
REGO, WENDY
HE ID, MARY
RE INE, KAF<EN
REST.A. RENE
RICHARDSON, PAMELA
RICHKIN, BETH
ROBBIO, LYNNE
ROBERTS, AMY
HOB I NSON , BARBARA
RODRIGUEZ, IVETTE
ROSENTHAL, ALISA
ROSS, KRISTIN
FvOY, CHRISTINE
ROSSELL, LYNN
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RYAN, LEANN
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SAUCIER, MARV
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SCHOEFFEL, KERRY
SCHOFIELD, LAURA
SCHREIBER, JUDITH
SCOLASTICO, MARY
SEARS, LAUREN
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SHEEHAN, ALISON
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SHE I CDS,
SHEPARD
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SHERWOOD.

LINDA
THERESA
SUSAN
JENNIFER
DALE
DAWN
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SIKOWITZ, MARGARET
SIMONS, MICHELLE
SINGER. MARCH
SINGER, MICFIELLE
SINGLETON, SUBRENA
SKOLOFF. KAREN
SLEPCHUK, KIM
SMETFIHURST, LAURA
SMITH. LYNNE
SNOW, WENDY
SOLOMON, SHARI
aOMERS. DEBBIE
FJOUCY, KIMBERLY
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ST. CLAIR, LAURA
STAEBLER, VICKI
STAVISH, MICHELE
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TRESKY, JILL
TRIBA, LISA
TRONGONE, TRACEY
TRZNADEL, BETTE
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TURLEY, MARIANNE
TUZZO, LISA
TWIEFEL, ANDREA
URVATER, JULIE
USICK, CONNIE
VANDYK, SUE
VANELLA, LINDA
VASAPOLLI, RUTH
VAS6AR, LISA
VAUGHAN, SONJ
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VAZOUEZ, NORMA
VLRROCHI, LYNNE
VIGLIUNE, EILEEN
VIVALDI. FiNNE
VOSE , L i SA
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WEINBERG, STACY
WEINSIEIN, ROBIN
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WILLIAMS, NANCY
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WUHEE, CHRISTINE
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WOODHOUSE, JANE
WORTHLEY, KAPtEN
WRYNN, MICHELLE
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XIFASAS, NICOLE
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WILDAY.
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What if

you don't get

into the
grad school

ofyour choice?

Of course, you nTay get into

cinother school, but why settle?

Prepare for the LSAT, GMAT,
GRE. MCAT or any grad school

entrance exasn with the best test

prep organi2ation— Stanley H.

Kaplan.

for neairty 50 years. Kaplans
test-taking techniques have pre-

pared over 1 million students for

admission and licensing tests of

all kinds. So call. Why go to just

any grad school, when you
can go to the right one?

KAPLAN
SWNUV H KAPIAN f DUCAtlONAl CENT!R IID

The worids leading

test prep organization.

358 N. Pleasant
549-5780

ENROLLING NOW
for Dec LSAT/GRE
GMAT Prep begins

Sept. 12

/-

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

LIST OF TOP 15 TOWNS IN MASSACHUSETTS WITH THE GREATEST
NUMBER OF APPLICATIONS TO YOUR INSTITUTION

TOWN

Boston
Newton
Framingham
Springfield

Worcester
Lexington
Needham
Amherst & Pelham
Brookline

10 Andover
11 Sudburv
12 Chelmsford
13 Longmeadow
14 Natick

15 Pittsfield

HIGH SCHOOL
(iU.ADl ATKS

.5078

1183

885
1716

1785
B03

485

227
578
548

297
644

342
436
734

APPLK ATION
KAI'KS

12.1

32.0

;j;{.;5

12.5

11.9

33.3

36.3

77.5

24.6

25.5

46.1

20.7

37.7

28.4

16.8

PKKC KNT OF TOTAL
Al'PLK AJION.S

5.1

3.3

2.6

i .If

1.8

1.7

1.5

L5
1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.1

1.1

1.1

Dexter presents

fashion to boot.

Shoamattenlo America Black
Gray
Taupe

• regents ,1 Iffim ;"li)" '

There are boots for dress up. And boots for casual

wear. Dexter puts them both together in a dress casual boot for you

.

SHOES
THE VILLAGE COMMON. AMHERST

Regents' Chairman David Beaubien called the project

"a major milestone," and praised Clausen and her

research assistant Professor Steven Coelen, "for

developing the project and running all around the state

to raise money." The initial costs of the program are be-

ing financed by private grants, but Clausen reminded the

board yesterday that, "we have a commitment from A &
F (the state's division of administration and finance) to

provide funding for the annual update of the

demographics." The cost of updating the statistics will be

$30,000 a year, she said.

Some of the data Clausen presented showed the cities

in Massachusetts that have the most students applying

and enrolling at the Amherst campus are Boston,

Newton, and Framingham, respectively. Also, statistics

show that in the AmherstyPelham area, 77.5 percent of

the class of 1982 applied to the University, though they

made up only 1.5 percentof that year's entering first year

students.

if catering •coniinueii/rum jmij/c /

elsewhere. Ganguli said conference services will still make
money with the hotel and meeting room charges attached

to conference fees.

Conference services schedules at least 200 conferences a

year, 30 to 40 percent of those usually request alcoholic

beverages, Ganguli said. In the past, the University has

been able to provide conferences with full liquor bars upon

request.

ATTENTION
UMASS STUDENT BANDS

Do you need exposure? Come audition for

The CENTRAL AREA/ORCHARD HILL
OCTOBERFEST

For more information call

Jan 546-4751 Carol 546-6375

WORKSTUDY
If you have workstudy and
are looking for a part-time

job working between
8:30-3:30 apply at the

Collegian Rm 113 Campus
Center. Applications will be

taken until Friday, Sept. 13

at 2:30.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

All University Men Invited

Tonight Sept. 11

9-11

FREE REFRESHMENTS
374 N. Pleasant St.

(the blue house) 253-9032;

4-

INTRAMURAL SPORTS

DID YOU PLAN TO PLAY?

There is still time to enter Men's/Women's/Co-Rec Flag Foot-

ball, Co-Rec Soccer, Coed Softball, and Men's/Women's

Lacrosse. Bring your team rosters and health forms to the In-

tramural Office, 215 Boyden. Any questions? Call 5-2693 or

5-0022.

If

4>

ii
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NEW and RETURNING

STUDENTS
The INFORMATION DATA BANK is a telephone

or walk-in referral center which nnaintains infor-

mation on University administrative and academic

policies and procedures; bus, library, and athletic

schedules; listings of current campus events such

as seminars, movies and lectures; and a variety of

other reference materials. Over 5000 Contacts

were made to IDB in 1984-85, making it one of the

major sources of information on campus.

The Information Data Bank

227Whitmore Call 545-1555

N€€D H€LI>?
Call TIPS

Taped Information Phone Service

TIPS is a library of more than 200 tape-recorded

cassettes regarding various aspects of University

administrative and academic policies, such as pre-

registering for courses, the weather, financial aid

at the university, undergraduate fees, and serving

hours at the dining commons. All tapes are

available in Spanish and for the hearing-impaired.

Nearly 5000 contacts were made to TIPS in

1984-85.

The Taped Infornnation Phone Service

227 Whitmore Call 545-1540
n service of the Dean of Stucl<Mu:> Office

Want a FREE Pizza?

A delicious hot
pizza, delivered by

Bruno*s in Amherst, or the

Pizza Factory in Northampton?

""get ONE COUPON
FOR A FREE PIZZA

REG. $5.00 VALUE

!

With every new checking account
opened at our Amherst or

Northampton offices.

Now thaVs nice!

NORTHAMPTONIS^BI

NORTHAMPTON • 67 King Street • 584-4474
AMHERST • 19 N. Pleasant Street • 253-3466

Classic Coke
at

Classic Prices

Hot Pots - $5.99

Fieldcrest Blanket - $6.99

* College Ruled Notebooks
50 sheets NOW 49* reg 99*

80 sheets NOW 89* reg. $1.79

5 subject notebooks $1.59
legal pads 89*-————1

Coupon

25* Per Can i
plus deposit -o

o
s

Limit 6 per coupon

1 coupon per person
no rain checks, limited supply
with coupon only

Coupon Expires 9/15/85

COLLEGE
D=IUC

9-9 weekdays/ 9-6 Sat./ 9-3 Sun.

4 MAIN STREET AMHERST

Phone 253-2523
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Roommates Anonymous
The people at the Collegian tell me there

are about 500 of us looking for off-campus

housing, and I will tell you right now there

should be one less, because / am the near-

perfect roommate (anyone who expects

perfection in life is already dead by now, so

forget it), yet I do not have a room. Why?
Hell, if I knew that I'd be lounging on my
(nonexistent) bed in my (Amherst, Nor-

thampton, Belchertown) apartment wat-

ching my (still at home) television or

reading the books I have yet to crack

because renters are acting too weird and

I'm still looking for an apartment.

Among other inane reasons, I've been

refused apartments because I'm not a les-

bian, because I don't eat meat, and because

I do not own a kitchen table.

The fact that I don't care about the sex-

ual preferences or eating habits of others

apparently isn't good enough. You'd think,

too, that being the seventh of eight

children— I can take abuse and give

it—would attract potential housemates by

the score.

But noooooo. I'm felled by my seemingly

bizarre desire to live in a place with light,

heat, and ventilation, all within 25 miles of

campus.
Is that so bad? Tell me, is it? I'm writing

this column for three reasons: one, I'll end

up in a psychiatric ward real soon and am
trying to forestall it by spewing my frustra-

tions at people besides my friends, who've

been avoiding me lately; two, my expense

account ($0) doesn't allow for classified

ads; three, I'm appalled by the (mostly

older) students who've forgotten what it's

like to sleep in the Campus Center or eat

Mini-Store popcorn for breakfast. They

need to know they are being sadistic and

greedy.

A man from South Amherst told me he

wanted to live with an older student who
would be around for a year or more, but he

didn't like undergraduates, even seniors.

Who does that leave? First-year grad

students? Chill out. pal.

Two recent college grads dsiplayed their

newfound professionalism (one is a

waitress) by lying about the price of their

NoHo loft and avoiding my phone calls.

"We're, like, not into students." one whin-

Mary Cresse

ed disdainfully. "But, like, do you have a

stereo?" (She is a UMass grad. Arent' you

proud?)

And this word 'dynamics': what does it

mean? "We're looking for a vegetarian,

cooperative, radically-left individual who
understands the need for salient political

action and social change," one woman told

me.
"I'm apolitical, never home, and

desperate for a room," I said. "I'd even

kick in a sawbuck for the coop food every

week, I don't care."

"I'm sorry, but the dynamics wouldn't be

there. We wouldn't want to exclude you

from a potentially adversarial roommate
relationship."

You got ©ne already, you witch. 1 hope

you burn in hell. I also have a better

vocabulary than you do.

Let's talk about my father's favorite sub-

ject: money. Let's talk about my pastor's

favorite subject: avarice. Can we combine

them in the context of apartment-hunting?

I think so. Just up from the stately spit-

and-paper tissue Brittany Manor apart-

ments (spelled 'Brittney' in a recent

ad—why is the world illiterate?), someone

in spit-and-plywood Northwood is asking

$240 for a 9 X 11 room! My question: does

the leaseholder freebase or just snort?

I think I've made my point. I have to

because this is not funny anymore. My
classes have started and I have yet to by

my books because I might need the money
for a security deposit. Look, I understand

leaseholders face the risk of renting to

psycho-killers, but there are plenty of nor-

mal, desperate people out there, and all we
need is a chance. No one seems to be flexi-

ble. And I thought UMass was a campus of

civility.

That's all 1 have to say. I'm going up to

the Campus Center now to sleep on the

couch. (Does anyone feel guilty yet?)

Oh, and Pat, Jill, Gail, Katherine, Adele,

Dode. Peter, Greg, Itaru, Ene, and Beth:

thanks for letting me crash.

I wish others shared your generosity.

Mary Cresse is a Collegian columnist.

Such Great Aspirations
The University of Massachusetts Under-

graduate Student Senate has an obligation

to prove something to all of us this year.

This semester, it's up to students and ad-

ministrators alike to determine if these

sandbox politicians who have control over

the $1.6 million Student Activities Trust

Fund (SATF) are really worthy of such

power.
Last semester, we were subjected to

19-22-year-old adults behaving like spoiled

children. If student government is a train-

ing ground for careers in governing, those

involved certainly don't believe they have

anything to learn. While student leaders

are supposed to be responsible, effective

people, they certainly didn't believe in

things called accountability and com-t

promise. The student senators either

wasted time fighting amongst themselves

to the point of ineffectiveness, or, when

they had grown tired of bickering among

their peers they turned their criticism to

that evil, all powerful, everpresent and

plotting...administration.

We can look to last semester's hudpot

mess as an example of .such
'>(-•;•'.

What's been called a severe fi;

surfared in the SATF and amount <^^ •'

gorf> on'^ ' ...• "Wn -inr) H'SPOVPrP'^ '* '''-'

1
V ,,tVi rO'-'i"!!-'' •

administration who was trained and <-

perienced as a financial analyst, who knew

the "ins and outs" of the SATF. the SGA
treasurer and the Senate speaker refused

his advice and chose to make decisions

(which were to make no decisions) on their

Sue Eaton

own. If they had asked advice for

assistance, they told me, they may have

lost control of the trust fund. The ad-

ministration, they said, was trying to take

such power away from them, and they had

to show they could do it on their own. And
so, the fiscal crisis.

Then there was a move, a rather idiotic

one at that, to cut two professional posi-

tions from the payroll to reduce expen-

ditures. A former Legal Services Office

lawyer had to come in and slap the budget

committee's wrists and inform them that

such a practice is very much illegal.

Besides all of this, if any student has ever

spent a Wednesday night at a Senate

meeting, watching those representing us

last year, he/she knows how slow the agen-

da moved, how petty the arguments were,

and how we were all taken for a ride.

Technically, the University administration

.hdiiiiin't ' av«' control of student funds.

.i.ii .,:> ;.s a big, big but), if the

M 11,1. i xtiiL iiiisl iealize that ad-

do l.uvc oumething to teach

ill '

lIH lAlllii aranoia

will ooiiLinue to cause poor communication

and the embarassing messes can only get

worse. Then who'll be sorry?

Sue Eaton is a member of the Collegian

staff.
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Evils of the Iron Curtain
Totalitarianism. It is a politcal regime

that consists of what the root word implies-

—total control. It is best exemplified in the

rule of the Nazi Party in Germany and the

Communist Party in the Soviet Union. The
distinction between state and society

removed and the existence of a private

sphere denied, the totalitarian form of

government seeks to control not only

political and economic matters, but all

aspects of life, including the values, at-

titudes, and beliefs of the populace. Control

is achieved by allowing absolutely no dis-

sent, no deviation from the Party line, and

no individualism. Control is enforced

through overwhelming police force,

whether it be the Gestapo or the K.G.B.

Everything either bends and gives way to

the supreme will of the state, or is erased.

Today, the Soviet Union, along with its

allies and Communist China, more closely

resemble the Orwellian/totalitarian

nightmare than any other system on earth.

(Orwell's 19S4 is banned in the Soviet

Union.) The Communist Party is big

brother, and, from children who are taught

to inform on their parents, to the K.G.B.

which has infiltrated every segment of

Soviet society, big brother is truly wat-

ching.

In 1975, the Soviet Union signed the

Helsinki Accords, which supposedly

guaranteed freedom of thought, cons-

cience, and religion for all; equality before

the law for all; political, civil, economic,

social, and cultural rights; and the right to

know one's rights and act upon them.

Following the signing of the accords, the

Soviet Union proceeded to ignore them

almost entirely. As thousands of political

prisoners work and die in the slave labor

camps of Siberia, as the religious are

punished for their beliefs, and as Jews and

other minorities are treated as second class

citizens, those Westerners who place their

faith in negotiated treaties with the Soviets

out to consider the worthlessness of pro-

mises from the Politburo. As Ambassador

Schifter, the U.S. representative to the

Commission on Security and Cooperation

in Europe, has stated, "Our people have a

right to wonder whether a country that

fails to keep its word in matters unrelated

Stephen Erickson

to considerations of its security will do so

when its security is at stake" (actually the

Soviet record on military treaty compliance

is not much better than that of its human
rights).

To the Soviets, however, internal control

is part of national security. Therefore, the

fact that the Soviets have not complied

with the Helsinki Accords ought not to sur-

prise us. given the nature of the

totalitarian state. Also, the Russians have

traditionally been a paranoi<l lot. and to-

day's Party elite are no exception. They
have built themselves one of the world's

most classist societies, where privileges are

based on high Communist Party affilia-

tions. Coveting their positions, they fear

the masses and in their view, to allow the

dam to crack a bit or to lose some ability to

hold the population in check, is to let the

flood rage. In the Soviet view, oppressive

governments such as the Shah's Iran of

contemporary South Africa are unstable in

part, because those governments allow

limited degrees of liberty.

Basic to totalitarian control is ics

psychological effects. Citizens of the Soviet

Union must be aware of their complete

vulnerability to the state. People must l)e

made to feel that to accept the system is

the only way to survive. Total control is to

plant defeatism into all those who will not

accept the system unconditionally.

No act is considered unconscionable by

the Soviet Union as long as it promotes the

interests of the state. With this as a

guiding principle, Soviet authorities feel

free to break treaties, torch the limbs of

Afghan children, shoot down civilian

airliners, and attempt to murder the Pope.

Surely as college students who are sup-

posedly interested in building a more moral

world, we should spend more time studying

and protesting the evil of Soviet

totalitarianism. And if we do not find it to

be evil, then what sort of demented moral

yardstick are we using.?

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Applauding for jobs well done

I seek your advice and support relative to

a practice which UMass students might in-

auguarate. The idea is not original: ' i.

author is Dr. Wal'uT ihihen.sK .i

University of Maryland who is prtMUim m

Phi Kappa Phi, u ual.onal honor

wliicii rtcojriiizet^ i ; i awards aca(i<

.TVH it

cellent teaching. The lack of applause

would send a powerful message to the

'';i(nltv member or graduate student. We
[Hinian«'<>us!y applaud thi- artists

,.i..\i . i'.i,. ;irt.s, ami the invited

. .'('- as well Why not ap-

.> r ''-H-iiUy t\v'\ "T'lritinto

I •,- p • :n^..n it::

inrmix^r^ oi i m i ,,iniu Phi inuiai.

campuses across America a tradition vs an h

involves students applauding when a facul-

ty member or graduate student has

delivered a well-organized, coherent, and

enthusiastic lecture. Such a practice would

provide immediate reinforcement for ex-

tradition here.

Benjamin Ricci

Professor of Exercise Science
President, Phi Kappa Phi

UMass Chapter 004
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J DIETING?
Try something dif

ferent. Lose weighty
sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down withil

diets' Call UHS
549-2671 ext. 181

Preregistration
deadline: Sept. 23.

ARTS

Professionally Taught

ADULTS
DANCE CLASS

Ballet

Jazz

Modern Dance

Ten Week
Courses $50.

starting Oct. 1st

For information

[and schedule phone
549-1555

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St.

one block east of

Butterfield Dorm
across

E. Pleasant St.

bibliofile...
By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

Welcome to this

semester's first installment

of Bibliofile, a weekly col-

umn of brief book reviews.

We'll start off this week
with a reissued classic:

C.S. FORESTER-TAg
Homblower Saga (Little,

Brown $7.95 paper)

Imagine James Bond ser-

ving in the British navy dur-

ing the Napoleonic wars and
you have Horatio Horn-

blower. Here of C.S.

Forester's eleven-volume

saga (each now re-released

under separate cover),

Hornblower progresses
from midshipman to Ad-

miral through a series of ex-

citing adventures mastering

motley crews, battling

belligerent French &
Spanish sailors, fighting

frenzied landlubbers, and

warding off the seductive

advances of women who
(yes) threaten his happy
marriage. Written in the

vibrant, swashbuckling
style of Raphael {Captain

Blood, Scaramouche)
Sabatini, Forester's books
are definitely a fun read.

ISAAC
ASIMOV-Asirrurv's Guide
to Halley's Comet (Dell

$7.95 paper)

Never one to let

something go unexplained,

the prolific polymath Dr.

Asimov has written a

straightfoward, interesting

book detailing the history of

Halley's comet, and the

nature of comets in general.

Asimov is amusing and in-

formative as ever, but the

book has one major flaw. He
neglects to tell us exactly

where one can view it.

Halley's comet, which will

appear between Nov. 1985

-March 1986, only appears

once every 75 years. Where
can we go to see it? Asimov
leaves us eclipsed.

THOMAS B. HOLMES—
Electronic and Experimen-

tal Mtmc (Scribner's $12.95

paper)

Well all I can say is, it's

about time somebody wrote

a good accessible guide to

alternative music. This book

covers the works, simplilfy-

ing the recording process,

detailing the fascinating

history (interestingly

enough, the first electronic

instrument, the telhar-

monium, was invented in

Holyoke), and describing

the instruments and techni-

ques. Holmes, the publisher

of Recordings in Electronic

Music, has even supplied a

record guide, listing what

he considers to be the best.

This listing, ranging from

Hendrix. Devo and Enote

Cage, Maxfield and

Zenakis, has some serious

omissions both in individual

discography and in neglec-

ting groups. Fripp is men-

tioned only in connection

with Eno and King Crim-

son, and how could he list

New Orger (ug) and ignore

Joy Division? Still, not to

knock it; his guide does list

many obscure and elusive

records (ie: Luthar and the

Hand People), and his book

does make clear a field often

poorly explained.

DAN NIMMO and JAMES
E. COMBS-Nigktly Hor-

rors; Crisis Coverage in

Television Network News
(The University of Ten-

nessee Press $25)

The study of televison

news is a relatively recent

one, and a study well

justified, as this book pro-

ves. Nimmo & Combs ex-

amine the different ap-

proaches the three net-

works take in announcing

major catastrophes, such ais

Three Mile Island or

Jonestown or the hostage

crisis. ABC, they claim,

overemphasizes the un-

manageability of a situa-

tion, suggesting a serious

crisis in every event. CBS
plays a more placating role,

assuring the viewer that

everything is under control.

NBC takes a more realistic

view. While their ideas are

interesting and well sup-

ported, Nimmo & Combs'
book is so scientific, so dryly

written that it makes for

dull reading. While this

book is recommended for

the ComStu scholar, the

casual reader would be bet-

ter off waiting for the TV
adaptation.

THE ONLY TIE TO
SETTLE FOR

^lyMMffM.

the 6th annual

everything you need

to make yourself feel

at home sale.

Pony" Recognition

Reg. ^37,99

>30.00

Olympian" Leather

Court
Reg. ^26.99

*21.00

Nike* Air Jordan
Reg. 59.99

*47.00

If you demand footwear of uncompromising quality, come to

Olympian. Our sale on Nike, Pony and Olympian leather court shoes will have

you standing there with the best of them without paying the price

Lami
Desk Lamps, Wall Lamps,
Table Lamps. Hanging Lamps.
Floor Lamps, Bed Lamps, Clamp Lamps

100 W Swing Arm Lamp i|h. im.

red whiit' tila( k vi'llow hliic A/0WM4'

POSTERS & PRINTS 700 titles
travel, sports, scenic, personalitie:, rock & roll, aulo

BEDSPREAC
Tapestries ^r*

Wall Hangings ^'yj

)S6m
Save up to ^YjvWa f^wv^S^^

S^
$5°° ^

vL^>il
m

RUGS
(iillnn .t Wools i/t

Bright A Cticorliil

Hdug eiT> up ( <i

lay f'lTi (lowK

Ffom

ROLL UP

BAMBOO SHADES 20% off all sizes

CORK Bulletin Boards, Wall Boards A Memo Boards

MIRRORS Full Length Reg 9 95 NOW '6,95

Decorative Mirrors, Wall Mirrors, Mirror Tile

RECORD CRATE KITS ="-»" -^
°

100 records Now *6.9S

WethrtveoncompetMon.
Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

PILLOW LAP DESK '6.95

STRAW WASTE BASKETS 1.95

BEVERAGE GLASSES 99<

WINE GLASSES 1.49

MUGS 1.49

PLASTIC PARTY CUPS 59*

Alarm clocks, wall clocks, kettles

& coffeemakers, extension cord»,
picture hangers, wall clips, hooks,
dinner-ware sets, colorful flatware,
hangers, wire shelves, organizers, plastic

hampers, shower curtains, bath mats, bairi

fiiriu'es, plalai. bowls piacemals napkinit
kitchenware. fiousewarss luggage Iotas.

clolhing. lawelfy accessories, cards, toys
stationery, watches, pink flamingos, is

anybody ttill reading this'*

sale runs thru sun.

ARTS
John Grillos

retrospective

is exuberant
JOHN GRILLO 1985:

A RETROSPECTIVE EXHIBITION
By John Grillo

Student Union Art Gallery

By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

It was impossible to walk into the Stu-

dent Union Art Gallery in the Student
Union Building this week without smiling.

The carnival-like joy of UMass art pro-

fessor John Grillo's work was there, hung
on the walls and dancing over unexpected
objects.

The boldest series in this very forthright

exhibition is a group of oversized paintings

so bright, you'd swear they lit themselves.

These works are dominated by strong rec-

tangles in yellows and oranges that posi-

tively breathe sunlight. Smaller, lively

strokes in cotton-candy pink, mint-green

and pastel blue.

And, for the most part, Grillo's subjects

were as joyous as his choices of color. For
instance, four suns blaze brilliantly from
the top of one painting.

In other works, the optimistic mood re-

mains, tempered with a feeling of content-

ment and quietness. Two sensitively-

rendered nude women relax in a golden but

muted room. Another work features a

pink-torsoed woman smiling quietly to

herself, cigarette in hand.

A particularly haunting painting is one of

six curvaceous women against a back-

ground of Grillo's trademark pastel blocks.

They are wearing intriguing Mexican
masks, and the viewer wonders just what
they are hiding. Adding to the eloquence of

the painting is the sorrowful face of a man.

somewhat hidden behind a set of red bars.

Also somewhat gloomy are Grillo's

sculptures. They are roughly-textured and
frequently difficult to identify. Never-

theless, they do catch—and captiire—the

viewer, almost by surprise.

A circular, black-and-white portrait of a

nude, kissing couple also works a

"can't-walk-away" sort of magic. A volup-

tous woman curls almost fetally in the arms
of a short-haired, dark-eyed lover whose
gender is elusive. The atmosphere is

somber and solemn, but gentle.

The mood rises to heady optimism again

with Grillo's offering of fearlessly colorful

painted items, including a gramophone
case, a wooden vice, a drop-leaf table, and

other less-identifiable—but playfully

mischievious—objects. These are covered

with confident, cheerful circles in various

hues.

On the whole, Grillo's retrospective ex-

hibit, which covers 40 years, is one of both

exuberance and reflection. It is worth go-

ing far out of your way to see.

The Student Union Galiery, located in

theSTudent Union Building, is open

Monday-Friday, 11 a.m.-U p.m. Call

5^5-0729 for further information.

This abstract woman is one of many entrancing works by John Grillo, on display

at the Student Union Art Gallery. Show ends today.

Hampshire filmprof

receives award
Hampshire College film studies Pro-

fessor Jerome Leibling has received a

$29,000 grant from the Massachusetts

Council on the Arts and Humanities, the

college has announced. The grant is in

support of Leibling's photographic
history of the people of Massachusetts.

Leibling, who works primarily in color,

will be structuring his project around the
themes "f Puritanism, Transcenden-
talism, ethnicity, mercantilism, and in-

dustrialization.

Leibling's exhibit will be a muiUmeaia
one which will be able to be presented in

theaters, on videotape, or as a slide show.
\

JOIN US
in celebrating our

10th Anniversary

/<^\
-)

di

Thursday, September 12; Xt'>v't\^'

10AM-4PIVIonthe
Fine Arts C enter Plaza.

RefreshmenLs, balloon rides, live enter

tainment, (dedication of the island sculpture)

birthday cake — plus a chance to win

>^— .^ a trip to Florida!

^_j|^^ Raindatc: September 13

An student subscribers

to the 85-86 Season are

eligible to win 2 round-

trip air fares to Ft. Lauderdale

during Spring break. Courtesy

of Carroll Travel, Inc.

Remember — subscription deadline is

September 1 5. For details call 545-25 1 1

.

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
CONCERT HALL
UNIVERSITY OF .MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Don't Miss the Expo Sept. 12 and 13 in the CC Lounge
Pontiac presents ^
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tAtlNG
PROBLEMS?
Group for women
18-35 with bulimia

compulsive overeating,

bingeing/ starving,

anorexia.
Registration Sept 1

1

Oct 4. Call Health

Education, 549-2671

xl81 for more info

confidentiality insured

RENT/\NRECK

New & Used Cars
Truck* ft Vans Aleo AvaMable

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt.63No.AiViherst

549-2880,

Mn»nT.inM.ii-i

TONIGHT Wednesday Sept. 11th

The World's Greatest Accapella Group

THE PERSUASIONS
A Soulfull Sensation

Don't miss this. Only $8.00 at the door.

Thursday, Sept. 12th

Epic Recording Artists

( "10, 9, 8" - "Under the Gun")

Concert
calendar

There's an impressive

crop of fall concerts heading

toward the valley this

semester. Jazz, fiision and

pop prformers set to appear

in the not-so-distant future

are as follows:

Oct. 10-SPYROGYRA-
The fusion group hailing

from Buffalo, N.Y. (no pun

intended) will play the

Calvin Theatre, Northamp-

ton.

Oct. 25-MANHATTAN
TRANSFER-This jazz/pop

quartet, particularly noted

for their diverse styles and

outstanding vocals, will play

Springfield Symphony Hall.

Nov. 1-CHAKA
KAHN-The funky, velvet-

voiced woman who astound-

ed UMass in the recent past

will appear at Springfield

Symphony Hall.

Nov. 7-GATO BAR-
BIERI-This Latin-style

jazz artist will play the

Calvin Theatre, Northamp-

ton.

WedBfiday, September 11, 1985;
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Jazz musician Gate Barbieri is one of several musical artists headed toward the

valley this fall.

^cMZiJEsriMiys

Welcome Back the Students to Pearl St

Western Mass' Grandest, Most Exciting

Nightclub with a Dance Floor so Big you can't

see the End Zone

An Area Exclusive Appearance with Special Guests

FIIMGERPAINT
An Unbelievable Bargain

$7.00 at the door BUT only $5.00 w/student ID

Everyone must have legal proof of drinking age

fiFfjii iriffr mmMnii ai 4fj sii/z/f

ATTENTION!
The First Meeting

of the Undergrad

Student Senate

for fall semester

1985

is

TONIGHT
:

Wednesday, September 11

in Room 163

Campus Center, 7:00 pm
Welcome Back Senators!

\ssssfsfrntfrrrrr'\ tt*s**t» »

Of
N-Ll"<

HOT • Deluxe Burgers
In, ROAST BEEF
{'sandwiches

• Onion Rings & Fries

Hot Apple Pies

'i.

^#
11 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

Buy One Deluxe Burger

B&
Get One Jr. Deluxe

FREE!! ''^i
All coupons subject to conditions posted at store

^good_thru_SunJ^Bth J

JUST BECAUSE
SUMMER HAS FADED,
YOUR TAN DOESN'T
HAVE TO.

LE BON SOLEIL
introduces

**The Buddy System"

JOIN US FOR A FALL
MEMBERSHIP BEFORE
SEPT. 15th and RECEIVE
THE FOLLOWING
DISCOUNTS:
10% when joining individually

20% when joining with 1 friend

30% when joining with 2 friends

40% when joining with 3 friends

1st session

is always complimentary

CALL TODAY
FOR AN APPOINTMENT

253-9454

U

Spon»o*M> byt.. Ilrx«. •'•t^ H.il.'

OUBLE FEATURE /*l|yCM7|

8.00U Simp.d

Double Feature $3.00

ALL UMASS MEN ARE INVITED

to an

OPEN RUSH
at

ZETA PS

I

FREE MOVIES + REFRESHMENTS

Give fraternity life a try 23 Phillips St.

rush ZETA PSI TONIGHT 9 to 11

For more information call

25 6 6845

if grants rimtmued frm,t page 3

Micholas Boraski, vice

president and general

manager of GE Ordinance

Systems Division in Pitt-

sfield and a University of

Massachusetts graduate,

presented the check yester-

day to Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey and School of

Engineering Dean James
John. Boraski, who said

that one of his duties is to

handle the liasison between

the University and CIE, add-

ed, "We're very pleased

with this .joint ventnrp
"

Duffey, accepting the

MARK TWAIN
NEVER KNEW
PILOT PEN.

He wrote beoutlfully without our Razor Point mariner pen
ond our "Detter Dollpoint Pen

but imogine wtwt he might hove written with them.

You moy not be o
Mork Twain kxjt with o Pilot

Razor "oint ttiere's no telling

wtiot you could do The
Razor Point's durable

plostic point conveys every

word in o smooth, thin

unbroken flow

Express your
individual

personality with

every stroke.

Only 96*

You'll wont Pilot's 'Better

Ballpoint Pen" os well Its

tungsten carbide boll, held

securely within a duroble

stoinless steel tip. insures a
non-skip ink delivery ond
smooth write-out. Cortxjns'

They're o breeze
becouse of its

uniquely ribbed

grip, and there's

no writer's cromp
Only 79*

Cpilot]

RAZOR PaNT
motor pen

[PHOT].

THE BETTER
BALLPOINT

check, said partnership bet-

ween the University and

private industry is impor-

tant and the "kind of

cooperation that is needed."

"The fact is that there is

rif) such thinjr as a great

University that is all private

or all public," Duffey said.

"You've (GE) made possible

so many things. I hope

you're seeing some return

on your investment."

In January, the Universi-

ty and GE announced a

seperate five-year $1 million

commitment by GE to

become involved with the

graduate microwave
engineering program in the

department of electrical and

computer engineering.

GE joins Raytheon,
Sanders and Varian as par-

ticipating companies in the

University's microwave
graduate program. The
agreement between GE and

UMass calls for the com-

pany to send between five

and seven employees to the

Amherst campus each year

to obtain a Masters of

Science degn"ees with a

specialization in microwave
engineering, Mcintosh said.

GE participation in the

masters program will raise

the number of industry; par-

ticipants to about 25
studentsjthis semester. In

addition, 50 graduate
students who have been

sponsored by various
research groups, will par-

ticipate in the program. The
total number of students in

the microwave program
makes UMass one of the

major sources of graduates

in this area of the country,

Mcintosh said.

BODY
SHMH advanced fitnrss traininf^ centers

The best work out in town for strength, toning, and calories burned

S***$45.00 for 14 Weel<s
Join by Sept. 13th and receive a

FREE Body Composition Test - $20 value

(% fat. muscle mas^ recommended weight, daily
^^'°Jj®2l»iMi«BB'"" " —— ^\qx\ Up Now

Boyden - Totman (NOPE)
8-9 a"l,*_12^^UJ ^~^J![IL».««i«i»

"""""""""""""regu" hour""toTman"{nope)
BOYDEN por more Info call M-F 7:30-9 am * 11-1 pm

M-F 7-9 am * 12-1 pm Totman 545-4665 4-6 pm * 7-9 pm
4-6 pm TIPS 545-1540 Saturday 12-3

3(unaH garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST Chiacee Food"

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Sparc Ribs
Small L«r9«

SO80 S/1 60

Luncheon
Specials

$Q25
From if^J served 11 a.m.

•3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU 8C25
CAN EAT i>

I)Bot4 vMtiFraali
MufthrntMM

t) OiMim fytfm
31 Oitc^m WlMi
4) ClwwM BBQ PoHi 9) Ptn F rtrd Kavmll

«) Smh « Sow OMriwi
7) Phi Frtad Htn
I) Pwi FhMl NocMln
rtthCMckm

SI Brocco* In Ov«n Scuct 10) Ho4 t Sour Soup

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun.-Thuri. 11.30 a.m.-10 pm
Fri & Sat. 1 1:30 a.m.] 1 p.m

10 Belchertown Road
at Rte. 9. Amherst

256-0252
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HAVE QUESTIONS

ABOUT

HEALTH

SERVICES
The TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE has

pre-recorded cassettes containing information on a

wide range of health related issues to keep you in

touch with available services.

CALL TIPS at 545-1540

And Ask For Tapes By Number
2600

2645

2605

2660

2610

2655

2630

Basic Student Health Plan

Supplemental Health Benefit plan

Contraception

In A Medical Emergency

Cold Self-Care

Problem Drinking

Mental Health Services

->

^ Dce

Fall
1985

Division of

Continuing Education

Credit Courses

Credit-Free Workshops

Specialized Programs

Over 100 Introductory, middle-,

and upper-level evening credit

courses and University day

courses (on a space available

basis).

Registration for Continuing

Education evening courses and

University day courses continues

through the add/drop period,

September 4-17.

Register at the Division of

Continuing Education, University

Library—Mon.-Thurs. 8: 30 am-7 pm
Fri., 8:30 am-5 pm. and Sat..

10 ami pm (9/7. 9/14)

Call us at 5-2414 for more
information.

^^j-S?«^^

I

OPEN RUSH
BKd

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN
INVITED

• M

• Two time Greek &
Campus
intramural

champs

• home-cooked
meals

• outstanding

social life

• close to campus

BK(^ 388 N. Pleasant St. 253-9071

RUSH DATES:
Monday, Sept. 9 9-11 pm
Monday Night Football

Tuesday, Sept. 10 9-11 pm Movie

Wednesday, Sept. 11 9-11 pm Movie

Come see what BETA KAPPA PHI

has to offer you

wmmmmmmmmmmmmsmmr
HELP WANTED

it -k ir -k -k it -kit it -k-k Hit -kit -kit it it it it it it if

The Campus Center - Student Union
Student BOARD OF GOVERNORS

is looking for students to fill the following

Coordinator positions for the 85/86 school year

Public Relations • Finance • Building Operations

• Special Projects • Space/Econ. Development
• Key Functions • Governors Program Council

• Vending • Asst Office Coordinator

• Food Services •

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••^^^

Work Study and Non Work Study

Application Deadline - Friday 9/13 5:00 PM §

Applications and More Information are available

in the BOG Ofice - 817 CC

The BOG is an

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

'MtQOOOOQOOOOOOOOOOMOOOOOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOol
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

ON BEHALF OF "USA
fORSOUTHAFdlCAn
iimnoweuoMeyou
WTHe''AfWT-AI[?"R5-
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FSPUeNAt^^

Today's Weather

Partly sunny and cool to-

day, high 65 to 70.

Tonight, clear and colder.

Chance of patchy frost

deepter interior valleys,

lows 35 to 45. Tomorrow,
mostly sunny and con-

tinued cool, high 60 to 65.

n

BLOOM COVTNTY by Berke Breathed

5TP/EN 6PieL3eK0. sou
KNM, He'd Ne/tR AMPE" /?

fmne wim ft 3ci\ck pei^soN
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
Xr^ Washir^gfoo , -the y<^orA\-

\sH dibcuss Y<2&sf(fi SodeWit^
beinq ex l<i<i'

the Kid oexf
(door l^a s 6*.

rauWyj r\exxf toy
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I
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Today's Menu:

Wednesday
LUNCH

Chicken Tacos
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Tacos

Broccoli and Cauliflower
Casserole

DINNER
PRIME RIB NIGHT

Rib Roast of Beef/Au Jus
Baked Cod with Mornay Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Country Strudel

Baked Cod with Mornay Sauce

1

i

I

1

i

i

i

I

J

LiFc isn't so h<5vrd to fi^i^re

GORDY By Gorde

READY To START
This NUMSBf^-
VlHBf^E'S- EH..
"C^/WOWO OA'JET"

DA'^E SAtP HE
NEEOeO SOKHE T/ME
TO MEO/TATE

BEFOGS ''UMJEASN/f03
HIS MUSICAL
TALSt^TS."

ATTENTION
Yesterday some camera equipment was

stolen from a bus stop in Northampton. A
Pentaz ME Super with an auto winder, a

power zoom lens 70-200 (identifiably by a

motor on the bottom of the lens) and a 24

mm wide angle lend, eyeglasses and keys

were all inside a gray camera bag with a tan

strap. Any information about this equip-

ment is greatly encouraged. Please contact

the photo dept. at 545-3500. Reward Given,

no questions asked.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Milcd by Trude Michel Jaffe

Freaker Patrol By Dowe and O'Brien

1

m?K0'fyis ro ine

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

IT'S SO f/?SV
TO CtET A? TJCKeT

S/T^/ Df^i'^E^. 1

NOU) THAT REI^lS

RiPFS mr i LOCK
f^T HOU) FAST TR>rr

Police CAA ts

(rOlNGr.

I\
OOOOOOOOf^,..

ACROSS
\ Oases, in a way
5 North Sea

feeder

9 Prepare a

present

13 Fishing lines''

15 Gel under *ay
16 Gigantic

17 Fragrance

18 Trampled
19 the Mood

lor Love"

20 Floral

environment

22 Related

23 "Red obstacle

24 Cubic meter
26 Frolic

30 Theater tear oil

31 See 17 Across

32 Curved molding

35 Ma'i.eg
39 Film producer

Oe Laurentiis

et al

41 Gardner ol

tame
42 Wear away
43 Uncle Tom's

creator

44 Qenlleone
46 Attleeot

Britain, to

friends

47 Nothing to

Pedro
49 Abominates
51 Hosiery thread

53 Alongside ol

Prefix

55 Seafarer

56 Infra red

62 Tom, Dich and
Harry, e g

53 Road shoulder

64 Blunder

65 Novelist Hurler

66 Man or Wight

67 Startle

68 Virginia of

tennis

69 Hot times, in

France
70 Profits

DOWN
1 Bachelor, al

times

2 Voung salmon

3 Cosmetic plant

4 Dotted, in

heraldry

5 Bar legally

6 The Street, in

Paris

7 "WftosWho"
listings

8 Firsltiorn

9 Woodland
standout

10 Hearsay
11 Nimble
12 Be or the

docket
14 Domingo
21 Heavenly

headwear
25 TV (with the I

26 Thor and Zeus
27 Mine entrance

28 Before gram
or graph

29 Townhouse
type

30 Fissure

33 Festive

occasion
34 One of the

Gabors

36 Water game
37 Fulda feeder

38 LBJandJFK
40 Sea-going

mammal
45 Bay
48 Actress

Reynolds

50 Farm machine
51 Caterpillar,

eo

52 Story of Troy

53 Icion

francais

54 Pinnacles

55 Mulligan, e g
57 For fear that

58 Kind of will

59 Shiver

60 Party giver

61 Very, along the

Seme

ANSWER TO PREVIOU S PUZZLE
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DESK LAMPS
many styles and colors

to choose from

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

OPEN RUSH
Phi Sigma Kappa

All University men invited

Wed, Sept. 11 7-9 pm
movie & refreshments

I
510 N. Pleasant St.

|

I next to Fine Arts Center I

i 256-6863 i
SiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiimiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiHiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiii?

approv*«J

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

3^t-Ma^^

ARMENIAN CLUB

Invites all Armenian Students

to the First Meeting

of the semester.

September 11, 6:30, CC

Check schedule for room number

GET YOUR BOOKS AT
THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
OPEN:

Monday Sept. 9 - Friday, Sept. 13

9 am to 5 pm
and for the remainder of the semester

M-F 9-4

Textbook Annex ^ Physical Plant Building

Wednesday, September 11, 1985! .Collegian is

Bringdown the cost
ofyour education.

>,

."5^^

\
i\

* UMass omtmurti Jrirm page IS

The Zenith Z-138
Transportable PC

Zenith Single Drive
Z-138 PC

The Zenith Z- 148 PC

Now save up to 449c on one of
these exciting Zenith PC's!

Just purchase a new Zenith Z-148 PC or

Transportable Z-138 PC today at our special

low student prices . . . and bring the cost of

your education down. Way down.

Our low-cost, IBM PC*-compatible Z-148
PC comes in a dual drive model that ofTers

256K ofRAM— upgradable to 640K ofRAM
without additional expansion cards. Plus

720K of disk storage. The ability to support

most peripherals right out of the box. And
the industry standard MS-DOS operating

system— the one most used in the business

world today. So now you can run virtually all

IBM PC software—and do it up to 60% faster

than the IBM PC— at a fraction of its cost!

For computer power to go, try the

Transportable Z-138 PC. Light enough to

carry almost anywhere, the Z-138 PC offers

many of the same features of the Z-148 PC.
Plus it comes equipped with its own built-in

CRT display and carrying handle.

So call or visit your campus contact today,

and save a bundle on your very own Zenith

PC— the personal computer you can use now
and in your future career. You may never

find a smarter way to bring down the cost of

your education!

Special Student Price

$999.00
Suggested Retail Price $1699.00

Zenith Dual Drive
Z-138 PC
Special Student Price

$1149.00
Suggested Retail Price $1999 00

Zenith Single Drive
Z-148 PC

Special Student Price

$850.00
Suggested Retail Price $1499.00

Zenith Dual Drive
Z148 PC
Special Student Price

$999.00
Suggested Retail Price $1799.00

You can also save up to 40% on the famous
video quality of a Zenith Monitor!

Special Student Prices

$92.50/$89.50
Suggested Retail Price $140.00

Special Student Price

$335.00
Suggested Retail Price $559.00

Ask about our special monitor/software packages!

For more information on our Zenith PC's and
our Special Student Prices, call or visit the
campus contact listed below:

On Thursday, the men's

soccer team opens at home
with Connecticut rival

Fairfield University. The
match against the Stags

starts at 4 p.m. at Boyden
Field.

The UMass Tourney
gets under way for the

volleyball team on F'riday

and finishes up on Satur-

day.

Saturday will Ik- u l)usy

day for IJMass athletics

with almost all fall teams
in action. The football

team is at Richmond,
men's soccer hosts Dart-

mouth, women's soccer

hosts New Hampshire Col-

\ege while the .seventh-

ranked field hockey team
(1-0) takes on Pacific at

NOPE Field.

The golf team is at the

Yale Invitational, the

men's tennis team is home
against Rhode Island, the

women's tennis squad,

which as of last week was
without a coach, is at URI.

The women's golf team
will face Mount Holyoke,

Springfield and Dart-

mouth.

For schedule informa-

tion, reports on games and

any other sports news,

turn to the sj)orts section

of the Daily Collegian.

Any athletic groups
wishinjij to have sftorls

notices run in the |ia|ier

should contact I'ctcr

Abraham at ;"> tr)-;',r)0(l or

leave a typed imie with the

message at tin- sports

desk, ll.'i Campus Center

(in the basement). Notices

should he on the desk 48

hours prior to the day of

their puhlii'ation. Thank
you for your cooperation.

Zenith Monitors
ZVM-122A/123A 12"

Diagonal Non-Glare
Amber or Green

ZVM-133 13" Diagonal
80-Character with High
Resolution Display

Data Spectrum
103 Terrace Hall Avenue
229-6644
Ask for Chuck French

fJEMmt data
systems

©1985, Zenith Data Systems When Tbtal Performance is the only option.

Zenith Data Systems
(215) 667-3394
(617) 256-2980

Pncrs apply only lo purchases directly

from Zenith Data Systems Corporation

or Contact(j) bstrd above by students

or (acuity for their own use Offer tunited

10 schools under contract lo Zenith Data

Systems. Prves are sub^ecl to chanse

without notice Lonit one personal com-

puter and one nranilor per uxlividual m
any 12-month period

Free.
Get HP's new $49*

software module
when you buy an

HP-41.
\ dcil lh.it li.is 111' I'llii.il I'" .1

i.ili ul.itiir lli.il h.i-' ii'i <-i|ii.il

Iln' lir-41 Ai.lv.»iil.>>;i' hoUls \W
most piipiil.ii i'n>;im'i'rinj; ni.illi

anil lin.iiio.il (nni;r.m\s .-m-i

wriltiMi liir till' Mr 11 I'liis

12K bvUs III Kl>M
iisor cU\fssil''li' sul'riiiilini'v

I lis menu iliwi-n

)usl vvhjt It lakos lo help

m.iki- llif >;r.uli- in cvitv

thiii>;lriim I inc.u Alp'bi.i

to I'livsus lo I UHlni.il

|-.n>;iin'<'rin^; I und.itiM'n

tdK lo St.ilits .ind

Uyn.HiiKs

Gellhi'ultul.ilori'nHi

nefrs pri'lfr And f,f\

(hfM('4l Aih.inl.iKf .11

Ihf priif i/i'" prftor

Free.

OlliT.nds II IV«S

*Su(Krsti>J I S !.>l I'll.,-

fl^ HEWLETT
ITaI PACKARD

DEERFIELD
DATA ^
SYSTEMS

112 Amherst Rd
Route 116

Sunderland, MA
(413) 665-3745

/V<»iv England's HP Specialists"

•LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone nunnber FREE wJf^"^^
AcnvrriES

Fra« Introductory Lacturo: Trsntcanden-

tal Maditation "Live Without Straaa end Un
(old Full Potential in a Natural Mannar"
Thurs Sapt 12 7:30 PM Campus Canter

Room 911

Studnnt Supper and Fetlowahlp tonight

1 Immanuel Lutheran Church, North Plea-

sant Street % mi north of campus S:30

everyone welcome

AUTO row BALI
~

INt Triumph Spitfire convanlMa. Mint.

. »6000 2Se-OSB3

1M7 Ford Fairiane 6 cyl 4 dr auto 73,000

ofig. mi. very reliable, good cond. needs

minor body work for Maes insp must aell,

»3S0or BOe6&7S84ave

2 refrigerators dorm site 3 and S cube

SB6-07ilO

nie cabinets 2 drawer Mack office quality

M6 ' some computer and regular desks No
Amherst Motors S49-2B80

DEC VnZi Video Computer Terminals

suitable use with University main frame

computer $180-200 + hard copy ter-

minal/printer - daiey wheel - substitute as

typewriter 2S6-04U ^^
Computer Terminal ft 300-baud modem
dialup Cyber or VAX - • reel steel only I19S*

2S3 7906

Leeving country selling glass dining set

almost tKsnd new couches sat wooden
wallunits cell 2S3 7806

Jewlefi Community of Amherat Sunday
School needs experienced teachers

S49-0223

IfTI Volvo 1800. M,SOO 586-0086

H7t Pinto 4 sp. new clutch gd/exc. cond

>1 .000 Oen 5484804

Quitar Amps one Sound City twin and one

Peavy Artist 263 7646 ask for Chat

Triumph Spitfire tonneeu cover, unused,

*40. Yamaha 0S7 beckrest and luggsge

rack, »50, VW snows on flms. 26 each.

586^)085

73 Chevy Mailbu AM/FM stereo new ex

haust excellent tires 1975 773-5287

VW Rabbit. 76, 4^1oor, white, FM, air,

good cond. asking »975. 533-0874

"entertainment
~~

Rack-A-Oisc Entertalnmant Agency.
Disc Jockeys, large screen video dances,

light shows and rentals 549-7144

row WENT

One bedroom apt In Ectio HW on bus
top 390/mo utilitiee included caH 256-1006

HOUSE^FOR^RENT avaiiaWe 9/1 South
Amherst busline three bedrooms/furnished

baaement MOOOO * utiUtias cell Jay

Bolnick Day: 212460-0101: Eve:

B16.78M137
.

W>W «AtE

Termlnal/Printar and fu« box of paper

Great for Cyber *300. Stephanie 549 4859

Motobacane ten speed Tendem bicycle

»5SO0O Excellent condition 1-467 7877

Why rent e terminal when you can buy my
RCA terminal? »S90 new will sacrifice MOO
or BO call 549-6447

Men's 10 spaed bike, very good condition

75 evenings 253 3516

Used Taxtbooka Chaapf 9 to 4 daily.

Room 186 Campus Center. Sponsored by

Gamma Sigma Sigma

Twin Bad: mattress, boxspring, frame,

good condition only 40' Peggy 253-3734

Smith Corona Executive Correct IMS
new condition 200. or best offer 586-5090

"Live" concert tapes. Best selection,

quality, lowest prices Free list. Mark

Rogers, PO Box 798, Stoughton, MA 02072

lAppia^ 2 plus computer comrex color

monitor microillustrator and joystick in-

cludes ell menuals and $400 software

750.00 or best offer 549 4086 Craig

For eale: dorm refndg 6M also for sale is a

Hs/elrine computer terminal (of 200$ or BO
I call 648-1 178 after 6:00 pm

HBLC WANTED

Nursing Aaaiatanea. all shifts, ffexibie

scheduling, competitive salary, fringe

benefits Amherst Nursing Home 256 8186

Delivery personnel earn $5 7'hr hiring

50 persons must bo IB iiave own car. Item

We schedule, apply m person or cell after 2

pm Dominos Puis across from Stop b
Shop. Inside positions available 256-8911

Alpha Chi Omega needs house men in ex

change for dinner cleanups we offer free

mealsi Call 545^2152 ask for Julie A

FreolMMlsl Gat out of DCs' Work IS to 20
hrs/wk for details call Jim 5-2150

Newspaper deliverers needed in dorms.
Approx I hr/day Must be able to work 7

deys per week during the semester. Good
pay CaM 2S3 70m

Local sorority soaks bousaboy to help

with kitchen duties at lunch and dinner in

exchange for home-cooked meals Call Sue
2S6-8887

On campus non-work study. M-F 7-12

AM call Jane at 546-8889

SWAO Is looking for a few enthusiastic

people who wish to get involved in student

government The Southwest Area Govern

ment (SWAGI is a major activity organizing

body and the student voice to the ad-

ministration for the Southwest Residential

Area Positions avsilable

Secretsry - takes niinules at meetings, types

memos, some filing

Office Manager organites day to-day

operations, recruits representatives
• ••

Publicity Coordinator produces tfie SW
Newsletter and oversees publicity

• •*

Audio Visual person operates and secures

AV system, runs movies on VCR, and keeps

track of and secures all equipment

Artist puts together logos, designs, and
lettering for events, including T shirts and
posters

Position holders receive a small hourly sti

pend (work /study or non work 'studyl Ap
plications available in the Southwest Area

Government Office, Hampden Commons or

call 545^3880

Cooks wanted port tima apply m person

Steeplejacks Rte 116 Sunderland 665 7980

Eern up to (2.000 in your spare time

teaching KNITTING' For m vc mf'.rmat.T'

call collect 617 266 7383

TEACHERS, GRADUATE STUDENTS,
RESEARCHERS Timeplaca Inc n(

Waltham. producers of electronic
datalMses. needs bright, thorough in-

dividuals with research experience to seerch
through printed materiel and gather infor-

metion Make your own hours, day or night,

and choose your own work site What you
eern depends o.tly upon how much you can
produce. Typing skills a plus, but not re

quired Call (6171 890-4636

MARi(EfrNG~IM7uORS Gain marketing
experience with the yeartxxik. Apply at \(a
CC or celt 545^»48

Lost Kawasaki key chain w/about 6 keys.
Around Central must have call John 6-6413

MOVER

ROOM WAI«TED

Intareatad In home cooked meals in ex
change for light kitchen work? Be a

houseman Call Nicole or Kathy at Chi
Omega 545 0162

Houaaclaanlng. Wednesdays, 1:30-5, tioth

samaatars. 16. experience, references re-

quired. 2S3 7840

Farm help needed for fall harvest in

Hadley near UMass afternoons b weekends
call 549-0016 between 6 30 pm and 8:30 pm

Work for a day or a weekend et Riverside

Park Transportation is provided for each
workday Pay is received end of day Call

546 6465 or 546^5641 for more info

Soe Boston at nita. Paint by day S/hr no
experience necessary Free transportation

to and from Boston Place to stay il

necessary. Call Tom 546 7125 or leave

'Round Town Mover fast cheap call

Michael anytime 323-6780

OPEN WU»M
~

AH Unhwraltv Womon: Qot invohrad on
Campus by joining Gamma Sjgme Sigma.
We offer sisterhood, campus involvement
and community service. Open Rush 9/11,
9/17, 9/18 7pmRm806CC

PEWBONAtS

Looking for Christian Followahip?
Alliance Christian Fellowship will meet
soon I Call Mark or Elizabeth 253 7206

Love him7 Leave her? 26-p personalized
Compatibility Analysis calculates relative

compatibility of romantic attachments
Fascinating accurate, revealingi Designed
for long term use. 6.96 student rate Com
patlbility Research Associates, Box 392, N
Amherst, Ms 01059

M-V««r old. hard working, fun I

financially secure, American male seeks

own room in Amherst area call Tom
413 739 566S

Oldor mala etudont aaeka room in

Amherst apartment or houaa. Responsible,

quiet and friendly Call Jeff at 549 6936
leave message

woommateWanteo

IMele wanted to shere two bedroom
Presidentiel epertment. low rent close to

campus 549-2808

Need 1 or 2 people mala or fatnolo to

share apt ISO/Prsn includes sll utility call

546 7315 KeMy

SCWVICES

Professional typing done by UMess stu-

dent Reesonable rates. R Charron
1^7 0044

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic automobile
workshop 28 hours including classroom

and shop Limited enrollment 253 2098

Bartending Classes starting this

Covers all aspects Sign up in Credit Free

Workshops, ground floor Tower Library

JENNIFER 8ACCONE

I have what your looking fori See me
before Friday' Cathy Goober

LOST

Gold watch return for raward please call

546 6414

Lost light blue wellat in Library Twr 9 6
despeiateiy needed to survive Pie8s>>

returni 546 1 193

Sot of keys on silver key ring lost Saturday
vary important call 546-4053

STACY - We met in Boyden Wed can I

show you around?? Meet me 6 00 PM
Wed , same place Jeff

Corl Crystal wants to know if everything Lit

tie about you is Freshman Welconne to
UMass signed BHIy Idol

Joa Katae:Tdesperete«y need my Econ 303
notes Call 546 5894 Sharon

Cathy - I thought I recognized you

EDUCATION AND ACTION two steps to
end the agony and atMise of animals See
how you can help Come to the Animal
Rights Coalition meeting tonight 7 pm CC
802 584 5016

Roommetes In • Southwood Thanks sc
much for making my birthday so special
Vou guys are great' Luv Lon

Trish the DIeh, Heppy Mated B day who
luvs you baby? We do' Suzanne b Jeanne

GOVERNMENT HOMES horn »1 lu

repairl Also delinquent tan property C.i:

1906687 6000 ext GH 9616 lor mforma

RIDE WANTED

Brian's Typing Service. Fast, accurate.
Tape transcription Avsilable almost
anytime 666 7662

TIMBOB KOSTAS

if you don't atop by arid soa me pronto

you will no longer have a job waiting for

you" At least call' Cathy" (your QueenI XX
00

Ride wanted to NVC any witkwid cM
AJbort 546-6739

WANTED

TENORS, BASSES with good sightreading

ability wanted for Mount Holyoke mixed
chapel choir Eight Wednesday evenings,

five Sunday mornings per semester

Minimum wage Auditions close Septemenr

13 538 2343 or 538 2306

WORK STUDY JOB AVAILABLEI

Auditor Is needed by the SGA Treasurer's

Office to monitor the hnencial recortls of

rectKjnized siudnnt organizations Acctirig

enperience and tinowledye of the RSO
svsiei" 18 advantageous (^reat opportunity

to gam experience Applications avsilatile at

the SGA Treasurer s Office 407 SUB and era

due Sept 16. 1985 This is a work study posi-

tion T hrs wk UMasa is sn AA'EEO
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SPORTS
VMass begins roadtoFinalFour vs, KeeneSt

Women's soccer opens
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Coming off two consecutive third place finishes at the

Final Four, the University of Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team begins the task to reach another as they open

their 1985 season with a match against Keene State at 3

p.m. today at Boyden Field.

The Minutewomen, who posted a 15-3-2 slate en route to

a New England championship, return ten lettermen in-

cluding All-American Kristen Bowsher and Catherine

Snence. the team's leading returning scorer.

"We want to play good team defense," head coach

Kalenkeni Banda said. "We don't want to have any mental

lapses. That was our weakness last year."

UMass, the fourth-ranked team in the nation, will be

starting five freshmen as they face Keene State, a team

that qualified for the 1983 NCAA tournament. "They are

a team that could knock us off," Banda warned.

One of the freshmen will be starting in goal where three

superb high school goalies have been vying for the starting

nod.

Jan Holland, from Aurora, Colorado, will start in nets,

but second string keeper Carla DeSantis, from Sudbury, is

slated to start against New Hampshire College on Satur-

day.

"It makes us feel comfortable," Banda said of carrying

three healthy goalies. "I won't hesitate to go to the bench.

It's just like having quarterbacks. I want them to stop

some shots and direct the defense."

Banda is confident in his defense that includes senior co-

captain Sue Bird, sophomores Debbie Belkin and Chris

Schmitt, and freshman sweeper Susan Montagne.

"I have tremendous confidence that this defense can do

the job against anyone in the country. They have strength

and speed back there," Banda said.

In the middle, Bowsher will control the middle along

with freshman Susan Cooper, a surprise walk-on, and San-

dra Stripp, a junior who saw limited action last year after

transfering from Middlebury College.

"Bowsher has the option to play the whole field. She's

the player of the team. She's a marked player," Banda

said. "She has the freedom to go anywhere she wants to

support play offensively and defensively."

Spence had 1 1 goals and eight assists for 30 points last

season. Jolie DePauw, last year's leading scorer (14-6-34)

and an All-American pick, didn't return to school this

semester.

Spence and freshman foward Beth Roundtree will be

first off the bench to spell relief for fowards Monica Seta,

the leader of the front line, Cathy Cassidy and Michelle

Powers. "We'll be doing a lot of switches up front," Banda
said.

Senior co-captain Jamie Watson and sophomore middle

Carolyn Michael will also provide experience off the

bench.

The road to the Final Four is along one, and for the 1985

Minutewomen, it starts today at Boyden Field.

Sporta information photo

Sophomore forward Cathy Spence and the University

of Massachusetts women's soccer team face Keene

State today at 3 p.m.

Minutewomen are ready

Volleyball starts year at

American International

Collci^Bn flic photo

Veteran hitter Ann Ringrose (right) and the University of Massachusetts
volleyball team face American International College tonight.

By RCXJER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massa-

chusetts volleyball team
will open the 1985 season

tonight at American Inter-

national College with an
almost completely dif-

ferent look from last

year's team that finished

ranked among the top five

teams in the Northeast.

Absent from last

season's squad are Patti

Grant, who graduated,

Mickey Barys, who will sit

out this season as a red-

shirt, and Susie Grant,

who elected not to play

this season. Also gone are

middle hitter Sarah Ryan
and outside hitter Leslie

Smith.

With these vacancies,

head coach Elaine Sortino

has been forced to make a

few changes in her game
plan, as UMass prepared

for a difficult 1985 season.

"The new players are

coming along well," said

Sortino. "We're still a lit-

tle rough around the

edges. We need to mold a

unit that works well

together on the floor."

Returning for Sortino

this season will be outside

hitters Sally Maher, who is

in her senior year, and
junior Annie Ringrose.
Defensive specialist Deb-

bie Cole also returns to

give Sortino a solid defen-

sive backcourt. Sophomore
Marcy Guiliotis also
returns to handle the

chores at middle hitter.

The most important
vacancy is at the setting

position where Sortino will

be dividing responsibilities

between freshmen Julie

Primer, who is also a good
attacker, and Ann-Marie
Larese. Sophomore Cheryl

Alves will also see some
time at setter. Sortino will

be running a 5-1 offense,

where one person is set-

ting at all times, instead of

a 6-2 offense that utilitzes

a two-setter system. Sor-

tino may switch back to

the &-2 offense during the

course of the season.

"It's uncommon to sfe
so many new kids being a
part of what's going on out

there," said Sortino. "It's

going to be a little sticky

having a new person runn-

ing the show."
"We'll be up and down

the first few weeks, but

everything will be fine

once they grow and adjust

to each other.

UMass will be facing the

exact opposite situation

against AIC. American
returns all six starters

from last year's team.

UMass lost to AIC in a

scrimmage during the

summer, but was vic-

torious in two matches last

season.

The fact that we lost in

the scrimmage is pretty in-

significant," Sortino said.

"We played a lot of players

that either will play dif-

ferent positions or not play

at all in the real game. If

they (AIC) come into the

game being cocky because

of the scrimmage, that's

good. We'll be a better

team than we showed
them before."

"They are not a very

strong team, but they are

very experienced. That
will be an advantage in

their favor," said Sortino.

"If we can pass well and
run our offense we'll be
okay. We should be able to

take it to them on our
serve."

"There really isn't

anything extraordinary
about them," said Sortino.

"We have more power, but

AIC is playing as a unit,

especially with everyone

back."

VMassnotebook

Men's soccer sees action atBU
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massa-

chusetts men's soccer team

faced New England rival

Boston University in Boston

la.st night. Due to deadline

restraints, the story on the

game will appear in Thurs-

day's Collegian.

In other IIMass sports ac-

tion, the volleyball and
women's soccer teams are

in action today (see above)

in their opening games of

the season. The spikers are

at American International

College while the hooters

face Keene State at Boyden
Field. Both Minutewomen
teams are embarking on
seasons they hope will

culminate in tournament ap-

pearances at the end of the

year.
rnnUnurd ttn finttv l.'t
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Any men interested in

joining the University of

Massachusetts cheerleading

team, there are still spots

open.

Attend a practice session

(Monday, Wednesday and
Friday from 3:45 to 5:30 on
the fields across the street

from Boyden Field) for

more information.

Sports Notice-
The cheerleaders are in-

volved in football and
basketball games for the

Minutemen.

Sports ataglance

For schedule information,

reports on games and any
other sports news, turn to

the sports section of the

Daily Collegian,

Botha takes first step against apartheid, p.2

TheMassachusettsDailu ^ r^p***'*** »»"*«•"» ^»*"*"»*«"Nkw englands largest college daily

Volume CXIV, Issue 7
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Speaker forecasts Argentine recovery
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

When Argentine inflation hit 1000 percent in May 1985,

the government adopted a new economic policy which is

leading the country toward "a much more stable economic

and political environment," an Argentine economist said

last night.

"Frankly, I don't know how the courts would take it, but

I think in truth (the action) was technically correct,"

Albert Luis Grimoldi said of the economic measures that

included freezing public and private salaries.

The Argentine economy, which during the 1930's was
expected to become a world leader, had decayed to the

point where "nobody wanted to carry a peso" partly

because the central bank was printing money when it was

needed to pay the debts of a national bank that folded or to

pay for the high established interest rates, Grimoldi said.

"Karl Marx said assets had to be socialized," Grimoldi

said, "in Argentina, we did just the opposite, we socialized

liabilities."

On June 14, 1985, the Argentine president and economic

ministers explained a new program. It devalued the na-

tional currency against the dollar, froze all prices, placed a

higher tax on import and export goods, and raised the

price of governmental services such as gas, telephone, and

electrical service. The measure included establishing a

new monetary unit, the "austral", which is equal to 1000

pesos.

"The next day, people felt that for the first time in

years, something was being done," Grimoldi said, "the

popularity of government rose strongly."

As a result, wholesale prices in Argentina, which had

risen 41.5 percent during the first half of June, dropped

two percent and government revenues rose sharply,

Grimoldi said.

He added that during inflation, revenues from taxes

were much lower because of the value lost during the time

it took to collect taxes.

Some of the new policies such as the salary freeze and

the tax rate are "transitoiy", Grimoldi said.

Albert Luis Grimoldi, Argentine economist.

"Argentina will not grow with that kind of taxation," he

said, "the government has already cut down on taxes, and
it will cut more."
In November 1985 the government faces elections

which, Grimoldi believes, they will win.

"This economic plan has made the government so

popular they will win the elections," he said, "I feel we are

heading towards a much more stable economic and
political environments."

If they succeed, I think it's going to be an economic case

to be studied."

Grimoldi, who spoke to about 30 people in Herter Hall,

graduated from the Catholic Universi^ of Ai^entino in

1965 with a degree of "Licenciado" in economics.

He has served in Argentina as undersecretary of

economics and labor, undersecretary of foreign trade, and

secretary of industrial development.

The lecture was sponsored by the University-Argentina

Program, the Latin American Studies Program and the

UMass departments of economics.

SGA debates
commuter area
appointments
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate, meeting last night for the first time this

semester debated over appointments of vacant com-

muter area senate seats, for about two hours.

When the debate began, a motion to "kill" the appoint-

ments by postpbning them was passed 27 to 13 with two

senators abstaining.

Debate began when senator Kim Hackett, from the

Greek area, questioned Senate Speaker John Ruddock as

to why three people who had applied for commuter area

seats were not appointed by the commuter's governing

board.

David Martin, spokesman of the commuter area

government, assumed that the governing board did

everything legal and wished to interview the five or six

people they did not choose further.

Debate continued when Paul Kasman, a commuter,

moved to divide the question of resignations and appoint-

ments in the senate and debate of the commuter area

government's decision separately. The move to divide

the question was accepted with no objection.

During the near two hours of debate, Senat* Speaker

Ruddock said, "unless we have common respect in the

senate this year, no action will go forth."

Following the candidate vacancy debate, senate of

ficers presented their summer reports.

Speaker Ruddock stressed student unity on what he

called this semester's biggest issue: the Olney report.

The Olney report is a salary program. It is a controver-

sial job classification system that sets wage scales for

rttntinued nn pnqe 7

Campus feels first effects of

sexual harassment policy
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

The first undergraduate students ever to

use the university's formal sexual harass-

ment grievance procedure, currently under

the revision process, did so late last

semester, resulting in one faculty suspen-

sion and one formal faculty reprimand.

Plaintiffs and defendants involved in the

cases could not comment, but Myra Hin-

dus, coordinator of the working women's

Task Force at the Everywoman's Center

who acted as an advocate advisor to the

victims said the number of those who

report or discuss instances of sexual

harassment are still quite low, but

awareness about the issue is on the rise.

Hindus cited statistics from a study con-

ducted last semester by the Student Af-

fairs Research and Evaluation Project

(SAREO) which revealed that 25 percent of

UMass women, had been sexually harassed

during their time at the university. She

adds her office sees a significantly small

number in proportion to actual cases

because of fear of negative repurcusions

Inside:
Western Massachusetts burglary ring

cracked 2

Local families rent rooms to homeless

students • • •—
\

Photography show on El Salvador at

Hampshire *°

"Hmisivg told me, 7 suggeM you bring

your ifleefkng bag and contact aU your

friends,'
"

-UMaes student who forgot to coftfirm m-
eampis /wm«Mi^ arrang€7Mint9

and a degree of insecurity.

"We see alot of people who, number one

may even be afraid to call and get help even

if it's just talking about what happened

because they're afraid of getting a bad

grade, losing a job, or having someone turn

on them and number two, who feel they

won't be taken seriously," Hindus said.

She adds that many women remain

unaware of their rights they have at the

university, and explains that "sexual

harassment is any unwanted sexual atten-

tion that interferes with someones job or

academic performance." Hindus said she

believes the university has done an ade-

quate job concerning protection for sexual

harassment victims, but there is still "a

long way to go."

The current policy which contains both a

formal and informal procedure is currently

being revised because according to univer-

sity Ombudsman and co-chair of the sexual

harassment committee Howard Gadlin,

"When the policy was first developed it

was done so with the idea that it would be

revised once we had used it for awhile." He
said that until university officials had used

the policy for a few years did they feel com-

fortable in making changes in the language

and procedures so that it could be more ef-

fective.

Gadlin said "in my experience in dealing

with this particular issue, we've produced

reasonably satisfactory results," adding,

that not all of those sexually harassed are

women nor are they harassed in a

heterosexual situation. "We've seen every

possible combination here," he said.

Gadlin himself is the one to see if, in an

instance of sexually harassment you desire

not to file a complaint. The ombudsman's

office acts as mediator in any type of
fonhnued on pagt 9
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Early morning light brightens up chores at Youngmeadow Farm near

Southwest.
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JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) -
President P.W. Botha abandoned a pillar of

apartheid yesterday by declaring that

blacks consigned to nominally independent

tribal homelands can have their South

African citizenship restored.

The announcement was coupled with a

defiant statement by Botha that South

Africa's white-minority government would

chart its own course toward racial reform

and would not be influenced by pressure

from the United States.

In Cape Town. Nelson Mandela, head of

the outlawed African National Congress

who has been serving a life term in prison

since 1964, faced prostate gland surgery,

members of his family said.

Mandela, who is revered by millions by

blacks, will decide on surgery after con-

sultations with his doctors, they said. Doc-

tors provided by the government said the

67-year-old black nationalist is suffering

from an enlarged prostate gland and has

cysts on his liver and right kidney.

Also in Cape Town, hundreds of enraged

mourners at a riot victim's funeral kicked

and stabbed to death a mixed-race

policeman. Police said the plainclothes

policeman fired into the mixed-race crowd,

seriously injuring one mourner, as he

struggled to save himself after being

recognized as a policeman.

Police said they shot and killed a 4-year-

old girl as she played in her home during

rioting in a Pretoria black town-ship on

Tuesday. Her death raised the toll in South

Africa's 13 months of anti-apartheid tur-

moil to at least 709.

Botha told a party congress that 3 million

blacks living in "white" South Africa but

who are official citizens of four indepen-

dent homelands will have their citizenships

restored. He also was prepared to give

'dual citizenship' to an additional 5 million

blacks living inside the four homelands.

"This is additional proof of this govern-

ment's willingness to react to the agendas

of those on the other side of the negotiating

table," Botha declared at the Orange Free

State province congress of his ruling Na-

tional Party in Bloemfontein.

"This is the manner in which we will

build a common future and not by throvinng

stones and carrying red flags."

The statement was a far cry from giving

the vote to blacks. Under apartheid, South

Africa's 5 million whites rule 24 million

blacks who are denied most rights.

But the announcement marked Botha's

first outright acknowledgement that a

grand design of apartheid - that blacks are

not South Africans but citizens of 10 small,

fragmented homelands, is over. Six other

homelands have refused independence.

The homeland policy "denationalizes"

black people, who have been made citizens

of tribal homelands with varying degrees of

self rule. The system of homelands is scorn-

ed by many blacks in South Africa and the

homelands are not recognized abroad.

The South African president said the

four homelands will remain "sovereign

states," rejecting anti-apartheid leaders'

demands for scrapping the homelands
policy.

"It is the first real step they've taken

away from apartheid," said Sheena Dun-

can, head of the anti-apartheid Black Sash

movement.
first outright acknowledgement that a movemeiR.
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AP Laserphoto

Cape Town, South Africa — Funeral Grief - Weeping Moslem women
listen to the eulogy for slain Ebrahim Carelse, a victim of racial unrest

during funeral service yesterday.

AP Laserphoto

Cape Town, South Africa — Funeral Violence - Thousands of Moslem

mourners carry the coffin of Ebrahim Carelse. Thirty-three year old

Carelse was killed by police in Cape Town. The crowd later killed a

policeman spotted near the cemetery.

Police crack big burglar ring

which affected much of state

New York, —Look Again— born actor Mark McGann, hugs co-stor Kim

Myori. The pair portray John Lennon and Yoko Ono in the TV movie,

"John and Yoko: A Love Story."
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BROOKFIELD (AP) -
State Police said yesterday

that they believe at least

three groups of thieves are

responsible for more than

100 burglaries in western

and central Massachusetts

during June and July.

At least three persons

have been arrested in the

housebreaks, warrants have

been issued for 10 others

and "more arrests may
come after indictments,"

said Trooper Bruce Hopper
of the Brookfield State

Police Barracks.

"The breaks we are work-

ing on are as far apart as

Reading and Amherst. In a

good portion of them, we
either have warrants on in-

dividuals or there have been

arrests. We are now work-

ing on trying to get some of

the property back," Hopler

told the Daily News in Spr-

ingfield.

The town of Charlton was
hardest hit with 41
burglaries, he said. He had
no estimates on the value of

the stolen property, but said

"it will run in the thousands

of dollars."

In most cases, police

believe the thieves "banded

together to commit
burglaries and sulport a

drug habit," Hopper said.

"It has really been a coor-

dinated effort on the part of

the state police and other

local police departments.
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Correction: The story about fiscal 1987 University

budget incorrectly stated the amount the University will

be requesting from the Legislature. The correct amount

is $164.3 million.
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Tim Gelbus and Rick Riess camp out in their temporary semester hous ing.

Professor talks about peace movement
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

In order to succeed in its goals, the peace movement
must restructure its program, the Five College Professor

of Peace and World Security Studies at Hampshire Col-

lege said yesterday in a lecture in the Campus Center.

"The price (of the failure of the peace movement) is tru-

ly catastrophic, the risk of nuclear war will be infinitely

greater," said Michael T. Klare, who recently published

"Road Map for the Peace Movement." in The Nation.

The peace movement is not reducing militarism, troops

in Central America, nor are they reversing the arms' race,

said Klare. "Within fifteen or twenty years if the peace

movement does not become effectual, the chances of

nuclear war and increased militarism is almost certain,"

he said.

Copying the structure of the new right, which has been

very successful recently, and which they "stole from the

new left in the 1960's could be the solution to the problems
of the peace movement," he said.

"We must reach the American public through more
grassroots organization," he said, instead of concen-

trating on lobbying Congress and other non-community
organizations.

The peace movement must try to get the most out of the

limited amount of resources they have, political power,
money and media access, he said.

"We have to work on accuracy in the press," and look

towards getting more affirmative press coverage," Klare

said.

"We have to concentrate on basic human values and
moral emphasis," Klare said. The peace movement should

try to use the right-to-life issue to its advantage by saying

once the child is born, it should not be killed in a nuclear

holocaust, Klare said.

Students can still

find a place to live

with local families
By KATHLEEN HART
Collegian Staff

With a housing shortage on-campus and aftartments off

campus full to capacity, one alternative left for the

homeless student is to rent a room in a family home.
"Rooms in family homes have always l)een available

through this office," Director Joanne Levenson of the off-

campus Housing Officer said. "But there seem to Ik- more
than usual this year due to three things."

According to Levenson those three things are • 1. The
shortage of housing at the University of Massachusetts •

2. People have the room as their own children have moved
out or are in college • 3. Someone else living there will off-

set the cost.

The off-campus Housing Office has a listing of all rooms
available, and makes weekly callings to keep the listings

up-to-date. There are over 4,200 listings every year, and it

is higher this year, said Levenson. However, Levenson
said the opportunity is "under-utilized by students."

The reason for this may be that many renters have con-

ditions that the students must abide by. "The student

must accept the rules of the house," said Levenson. "It

can be a good situation for a lot of people," she added.

Levenson said some conditions may include limited kit-

chen use, or quiet hours. "And if the family has children,

they may demand that you don't have any overnight

guests," said Levenson.

One professional staff member, who did not want t<» be

named, has been renting to students for the past six

semesters. "Some have been great, but some have been

disasterour," she said.

She lives with her husband in a raised ranch, and her

children have all moved out. Her youngest Ls still in col-

lege, and she said the extra money that comes in from the

tenants helps to pay for his education.

We rent out the bottom floor which includes two
tedrooms, a private bath, and a family room with a
fireplace," she said. "We look for non-smoking students

who are quiet, serious and private because that's how we
are."

Rent varies for rooms depending on where the home is

located and how old the home is. Levenson said a room in a

new home will be more expensive because of the mor-

tgage. "People have their own formulas at arriving at a

fair rent," Levenson said. Rooms generally go for bet-

ween $150 - $400, she added.

"Rent is about the same as living in an apartment com-
plex off-campus, but people feel that their home is better,"

said Levenson, "homes are not in a complex and are more
private."

Interested students can go to off-campus housing, 423

Student Union, for more information or to look through

the listings.

UMass professor honored
By SIOBHAN MASTERSTON
Collegian Staff

Among our ranks at the University of

Massachusetts is a professor, who besides

being involved in numerous pioneering

studies, was just appointed as the new
president of the American Psychologist

Association (APA).

Psychology professor Bonnie Stirckland,

former associate to the chancellor, will

begin her term as president in 1986. APA,
founded in 1892, has 80,000 members, and
has developed the code of ethics that is us-

ed by psychologists nationwide, Strickland

said. "It publishes over 18 journals, and
sponsors annual conventions," she added.
APA has, since a recent purchase, become

Psychology professor Bonnie
Strickland

"Half of graduate students are

women and the ratio is two to one
with undergraduates in
psychology.

"

—Bonnie Strickland

the owners of the widely read Psychology

Today.

Strickland has been involved in many of

the early studies surrounding a concept

called the "locus of control." This states

that people are affected differently by their

surroundings, either influenced by external

or internal forces.

During the 1960's, Strickland used this

concept in her study of black civi-rights ac-

tivists in the south, where she found "peo-

ple who were willing to engage in these

dramatic social actions were more likely to

be internal in their beliefs."

Strickland is now working on how beliefs

relate to health. "I am interested in

behavioral influences on the immune
system," she said. Strickland explained

that the interaction of emotions and the

body is evident in cases where depressed
people are susceptible to colds or infec-

tions, and where an older person becomes
ill soon after losing their mate.

According to Strickland, the number of
women psychologists is dramatically in-

creasing. "Half of graduate students are
women and the ration is two to one with
undergraduates in psychology."

The UMass phychology department, of

which she's bcwen a part of for 13 years,

"has the laigest number and proportion of

women in a university department," she

said, adding, "I'm very excited. The
department and UMass has been
unbelievably helpful."
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John Kallio, band member, hides behind his trumpet outside the old

chapel.
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Pony* Recognition

Reg ^37 99

<30.00

Olympian* Leather

Court
Reg. ^26.99

*21.00

Nike* Air Jordan

Reg. ^59 99

*47.00

If you demand footwear of uncompromising quality, come to

Olympian. Our sale on Nike, Pony and Olympian leather court shoes will have

you standing there with the best of them without paying the price

\X/s thriveon competition.
Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley

Area bar business increases
Thursday, September 12, 1985S
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By MICHAEL ALTER
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst bar owners have

noticed an increase in

business, which they say can

be attributed to the closing

of University of

Massachusetts bars in late

August.

UMass bars closed

because of a lack of liability

insurance for alcohol

related accidents, and they

will not be able to sell

alcohol until at least

November.

One bar which did report

increase directly from the

closings was The Spoke, co-

owned by Miles Washburn

and Doug LeBlanc.

"The students have no

place to go on campus so

they come into town. The

first place they see is us.

Business has picked up

directly from the closing,

and it's not just us. All bars

in Ahmerst will benefit, said

Washburn, who besides co-

owning The Spoke is a stu-

dent at UMass.

His partner, Dog LeBlanc

isn't as sure. "It's hard to

say. This is our first

September so we have

nothing to judge it against.

With the Blue Wall and the

Drake out, we have to be

picking up business,

anyway." said LeBlanc.

Steve Smith, manager of

Charlie's, agreed with

Washburn. "The food

business is pretty much the

same, but the bar is getting

busier, especially since it

should be less with the rais-

ing of the drinking age and

laws being enforced more.

We lost eight monts worth

of drinking age people,"

Smith said.

Judy, owner of Judie's

and Barsie's, who wouldn't

give her last name said,

"We haven't noticed any

difference. We can only

take so many people into the

bar so our business doesn't

change. However, one thing

I have noticed is that people

are waiting in line longer.

They don't have a choice

about where they go
anymore, so they just go in

line where their friends are,

and it becomes a social

thing. It has become more
important than which bar

they choose."

Maria Eowler, manager of

Chequers Restaurant on

University Drive said

business has increased

"slightly" during the lunch

hours, "because the Cam-
pus Center has closed it's

bar business."

Collepan photo by Maria Bull

Bob Batcheldor opens Comedy Night at the Blue
Wall on Tuesday night. Patrons enjoyed an

alcohol-free evening of coffee, soda, munchies
and entertainment.

Banned Books Display

at the University Store
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Of Mice and Men is "filthy." Judy Blume's Are You
There GOD? It's Me Margaret is "sexually offensive and

amoral," and the American Heritage Dictionary contains

"objectionable language ."

Books such as these have been challenged or banned on

similar grounds during the past year. They can be found on

display at the University Store located in the campus center

during national Banned Books Week, September 7-14, 1985

"Celebrating the Freedom to Read. Most of the books on

display are well-known but are considered dangerous and of-

fensive by individuals or groups who would deny others ac-

cess to them.
In the past year, these books were challenged: Ruth Bell's

Changing Bodies, Changing Lives, because of "foul

language and disregard for a wholesome balance about

human sexuality," Robert Cormier's The Chocolate War,
because it is "blatantly graphic, pornographic and wholly un-

nacceptable in a high school library," and Harper Lee's To
Kill a Mockingbird, because it "represents institutionalized

racism under the guise of good literature."

The University Store is participating in Banned Books

Week, 1985 which is cosponsored by the American Library

Association, the American Booksellers Association, the

Association of American Publishers, the American Society

of Journalists and Authors, and the National Association of

College Stores. It is endorsed by the Center for the Book of

the Library of Congress. The sponsors believe that book ban-

ners act with the intent of protecting their families and com-

munities from perceived injustices and evils and preserving

the values and ideals they would have the entire society em-

brace. The result of banning books however is always the

denial of another's right to read.

The University Store encourages all to come in and view

the display.
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Register at the Division of

Continuing Education, University

Library—Mon.-Thurs. 8; 30 am-7 pm
Fri.. 8:30 am-5 pm; and Sat.,

10 ami pm (9/7. 9/14)

Call us at S-2414 for more
information.

^^^^J^S^^

NEED MONEY
WORK STUDY

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Information Data Bank/

Taped Information

Phone Service

IDB/TIPS, a service of the Dean of Students

Office, has several positions open for the

1985-86 academic year. No previous experience

is necessary, but some knowledge of the

University Is helpful.

Flexible Hours

Inquire in Room 227

Whitmore
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3 YEAR WARRANTEE"
25 WATT

AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

Our LOWEST PRICE ever on this Scott Receiver

with 25 WATTS of Power Per channei. easy to use

AM/FM STEREO ANALOG TUNER. AMAZiNG Ll-

MiTED 3 YEAR PARTS & LABOR WARRANTEE;
Tape, Phono & CD Player inputs

cmtmurd from pagr I
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• SGA
academic professionals at rates comparable to positions at

15 other schools.

"Students who normally had supervisory rights over

programmatic concerns have had this right taken away as
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a result of the Olney study," Ruddock said. "Olney is

something everyone will be looking at in the coming
year," he added.

In other business, the senate moved to transfer $10,000

from the Board of Governor's Program Reserve to Union
Program Council (UPC), to cover costs of the Lone Justice

jj*^^^^^.^^^^^^4^^4^*^**J»i^^^^^¥¥¥******¥*¥*¥¥¥¥¥¥***¥************¥i|.
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Auto Lift Best Drive Turn

table
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Panasonic GAR AM/FM

STEREO CASSETTE
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SAVE $105
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m
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COLOR TELEVISION
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PUBLIC NOTICE
1 DAY SALE

Brand New Hotel Surplus

MATTRESSES
and FOUNDATIONS

TWIN SIZE MATTRESS $58
TWIN SIZE FOUNDATION $48
FULL SIZE MATTRESS $78
FULL SIZE FOUNDATION $58
DELUXE BED FRAMES $19
Not to be confused with bedding used m this motel Each

piece IS brand new. motel surplus, factory sealed in heavy
clear plastic for your inspection and weather protection Bring

your car. truck or station wagon We II load for you Twin Full •

Queen & King available Waranty when purchased in sets

BRAND NEW

BUNK BEDS
At Factory to You Pricing!!!

HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR LODGE
Route 9. Hadley

FRIDAY. SEPT. 13, 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 14, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
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and dB's concert on Sept. 14. Also, it moved to transfer

$22,000 from the UPC and Student Activity Fee (SATF),

to UPC to cover the initial costs for the Sept. 19 UB40
concert. And $5,390 from UPC/SATF was transferred to

UPC administration to cover administrative costs.

The senate approved Mon. Sept. 30 and Tuesday Oct. 1

as senate election dates. In addition, nomination papers

deadlines for prospective senators were voted to be filled

out between Sept. 11 and Sept. 24.

Language labs

get new machine
Duplicator speeds up taping

By BRIAN McALARNEY
Collegian Staff

Students enrolled in a foreign language course will no

longer have to wait two to five days for cassette tapes

because high-speed duplicating machines are going to be

installed at the language labs in early October.

These machines will lye located in the hallway outside the

language labs in the basement of Herter Hall, and will b«

made available for students to use on their own.
"It runs 16 times faster than a cassette will he played."

said Hans Fritsch, director of the language labs, "a

60-minute tape can be copied in two minutes," he said.

The duplicating machines will enhance the language lab

take-out service, which Fritsch said is "more important

since our staff has been cut by 50-percent and facilities at

least as much." The staff now consists of two full-time

workers and two students.

"The duplicating will now be turned over to the

students. We don't have the time to do it," he said.

Fritsch emphasized that much of the duplicating was
previously done by students in two rooms in Bartlett Hall

while they listened to the tapes, but those facilities have
since been replaced by computers.

The University ordered eight duplicating machines, six

to be used, and two to be kept for replacemnt, said

Fritsch.

The estimated cost of the machines, including carts to

place them on, a de-magnitizer, and cassette decks to

check the recordings, "is close to $4,200," said Fritsch.

The machines are being purchased with capital outlay

funds for renovation and equipment replacements.

The planned installation of the duplicating machines has

prompted positive reactions from foreign language
departments.
"The lab will be exactly like a library, take out a cassette

instead of a book," said Daniel Martin, director of inter-

preter's studies. "The former system was very cumber-
some . . . had to fill out a form and wait a day or two."

Martin said.

"Once the machines are in operation, students won't

have to wait," said Spanish professor Marie Sheppard,

"We're really excited about it."
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Video vaults
hold TV gold
for viewers
Giiligan and
Jerry Mathers

as the Beaver

draw ratings

and fanatic

devotion

By Mary Cresse

Special for USA TODAY

MEDFORD, Moss — "See.

fhi5 Is what I mean by good

TV," Felicia Massarelli says,

pointing to her television set

where a rerun of Jackie Glea-

ton's The Honeymooners Is In

p -ogress.

Ralph Kramden is winding

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ up an argument with wife Al-^^^^^^^^^^^
Ice. He rolls his eyes, cocks his

head, and grimly sets his jaw. "One of these days. Alice,"

'•'« fist. "Bang.he bellows, smacking an open pali

zoom, right to the moon!"
Massarelli cackles A selt-descr

watches up to six hours a day of
- -• '"hjie ones, they're the b

^1^9 dc

Emptied channel fills beach
By JOHN YONCE
SPECIAL WRITER

HYANNISPORT - It's a job that costs nearly

S250.UUO. consumes 1.500 gallons of fuel a day and takes

4.044 man-hours to complete But. it provides a double

dividend

• The dredging of Hyannis Harbor, now nearing com-

pletion. IS designed to open a deep, safe channel for

shipping It also will replace tons of sand lost over the

years from Kalmus Beach
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e 1. Henry. 20. a senior

ry major from Phlladel-

is arrested the evening of

id charged with setting fire

s on a fellow students dor-

lesk. The fire was the 15th

ormltory last year

wing the arrest. Henry was
night in jail, suspended

Irred from the university.

fired from her job as a resident as-

sistant and permitted back on

campus to attend classes only In
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What do The Boston Globe, USA Today, Newsweek on Campus and the wire services have in com-

mon?
Correspondents at UMass - all of whom work for the Collegian.

The Globe, Conde Nast, Cape Cod Times and Fitckburg Sentinel among other New England and

East Coast papers - are similar too. They've had our staffers as interns and co-op students this past

vear

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to get experience early. We all started as reporters

for the Collegian. Because of it, we've been able to do a lot more.

Whether you're a first year student or a senior, we have a job for you. Come down to our office,

find the department that's right for you. Choose from News, Sports, Editorial/Opinion, Black Af-

fairs, Women's Issues, Arts or Photo. Work with our editors who have professional experience.

Get a grasp on UMass issues and your writing skills.

Get clips that will get you a job.

Today.

T}a& Collegian, We bmld careers.
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nmtinutdfrom pagr li^harassment—
disputes which may arise among those in

the university community. "We'd sit down
with the person who is being sexually

harassed and figure out a way to get a very
clear message across to the person doing
the harassing that (his/her) behavior is

upsetting and unacceptable," Gadlin said.

According to Hindus, the formal hearing

process is used if parties involved do not

agree to use the informal proceedings, or if

it does not result in a settlement, or ii the

resolution agreed upon is not carried out.

The person bringing the grievance must
then come before a 13-member sexual

harassment hearing panel, appointed by
the chancellor who will hear and consider

testimony and other relevant, reliable

evidence, to make findings of fact, to deter-

mine whether the policy on sexual harass-

ment has been violated and, if so, to recom-
mend appropriate penalties and relief. The
university administers this policy and pro-

cedures under the Office of Affirmative Ac-
tion.

Bicycle collision injures two,

Washington has small fire

moobi

Two University of

chusctts students were
injured when their bicycles

collided near the Southwest

tunnel Tuesday morning.

While trying to avoid

THE PARTY CONTINUES AT

dance /club
BAR DRINKS $1.25 Melon Balls

$1.50

pedestrians, the bikes collid-

ed. One of the men lost con-

trol of his bike and struck a
light pole. He suffered to in-

juries to his neck and
shoulders and was taken to

Cooley-Dickinson Hospital

in Northampton, University

of Massachusetts police

said. The other man was
taken to the University

Health Services where he

was treated for shoulder

and neck injuries and releas-

ed, police said.

In other police reports:

• A fire was set to a cor-

kboard on the 14th floor of

Washington dormitory ear-

ly yesterday morning. It

was extinguished by a resi-

dent assistant. Minor
damage was done to the

bulletin board and the floor

Vielow was slightly charred,

said police.

• A rug valued at $200
was taken from the Campus
Center Concourse Monday
or Tuesday, police said.

There are no suspects.

• A 1985 Toyota recieved

$200 in damages during a
hit and run accident in park-

ing lot 45. A note stating

the license number of the of-

fender was left on the wind-

shield by a pedestrian who
witnessed the accident,

police said.

• An 18-year-old student

was charged with being a
minor transporting alcohol.

He will be summoned to

court, police said.

JEANETTE DeFORGE
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Changes
Cash

mmmi

'»^i«< i.*!!! LNU'ruN. U.G
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Reverse

Cover Charge

The First 100 Patrons ^^ ^w^^

after 9:30 receive ^ ^^

A 0l»counl*4 Cong-Olstonc* Talcphon* S«rvic«
'or R*tld»ntt«l Stutffntt

NO COVER Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284 NO COVER

ATTENTION RESIDENT STUDENTS!
There's a new, discounted, long-distance telephone ser-

vice available to you'

It's called UMATEU
Find out more about this money saving service' See usi

the week of September 9th, at our table in the Campus
^

Center Concourse'
The University Telecommunications Dept.

PONDEBOSft
HkkomeBadi^xPodc

At Ponderosa, a six-pack ofsavings goes a long way. Come with your

roommates, dorm floor, fraternity or sorority. One coupon covers them all.

I
iKiuM^ irw Wdim 1 BigtMi Dm SUM (unti

'

HOI S|)oi * (all you cjn tan ttakMoouio Carmolbc

UIM wtlft Dtlwr disctHjnls Tax 001 incl At

IMrlicipjIino Mcahhousf;
V.M.MIIIM'tS

^ Any Party Size! ^
Chopped Steak
VmlueMemla

2 for ^6.99

^^ Any Parly Size' ^
\ /l13 lb. Boss 's Burger

\ / andFrench Fries

'1.99W

^^ Any Party Sue' ^x.

/ FREE Beverage with \
/ purchase ofthe World's \

Biggest, Best Salad ^

I Buffet

This Fall

We've Got It All

In BOTH STORES!
Amherst Carriage Shops • Northampton (Next to Iron Horse)

POSTERS
Huge

Selection
* BAMBOO BLINDS

20% Off

BEDSPREADS
(Cover Walls, Furn.,

Windows)

RUGS & MATS
(Colorful, Durable)

Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
(Comfortable Cotton)

*
•

Paper

LAMPSHADES
(Variety of Colors)

CARDS
(Over 1400 Designs)

Brass & Silver

JEWELRY
(earrings, rings etc.)

CLOTHING SALE
20% to 50% off

Selected

BLOUSES, SKIRTS & T-SHIRTS

Great Gifts...

Great Prices

MEI2C/1NTILE
Daily & Sat. 10-6 • Sunday 12-5
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Get our new $49* software module
when you buy an HP-41.

It's a deal that has no equal, for a calculator that has

no equal.

Our new HP-41 Advantage software module packs

12K of ROM. One and a half times the capacity of any

other HP-41 module. Large enough to hold the most

popular engineering, mathematical and financial pro-

grams ever written for the HP-41.

You get comprehensive advanced matrix math func-

tions, roots of equations and polynomials, integrations,

base conversion and logic functions, and time value of

money functions.

Our new module is also sub-programmable. So you

can quickly access just a portion of a program, or trans-

fer that section to your own program.

And it's even menu-driven. That eliminates overlays

and reduces the number of prompts.

In short, you get everything it's going to take to help

you make the grade in everything from Linear Algebra

to Physics to Electronics to Statics and Dynamics.

The HP-41 is a deal all its own. Its operating

system is so advanced, it doesn't need an "equals"

key. Little wonder it's preferred by more engineers

than any other calculator.

This is a limited time offer. Call (800) FOR-

HPPC. Ask for Dept. 658B. We'll instantly give

you the name of a dealer who has no equal.

Do it now. The phone call is free.

But our new module won't be for long.

^3 HEWLETT
PACKARD

State Zip

Phone Number

PG125n
*U.S suggnted list price

HP 41 Serial Number

Mail coupon with proof-of-purchase to:

Hewlett-Packard Co., c/o Direct Mail

Projects/M-M.P.O.Box 10598.

Portland, Oregon 97209
OHir noi Kdecmablc ai HP dMl«. HP-41 muil b» purcluied

between 8/1 5/8S and 11/15/85. F.nvelopct muti be poalmarked

by 12/31/85. Good only in U.S.A. Void where prohibited, (aied

or ref tricted by law HP employee purchaaea not rli|ible. Allow

6-8 week* for delivery.

rentAnrkk

N«w & Used Cars
Trucks & Vara Also AvalabI*

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

FOR THE ^

PRICE OF

HAIRCUTS
STYLES BY
DEBORAH
call 549-5610
expires 9/X/86

new customers only

gAtlNG
PROBLEMS?
Group for women
18-35 with bulimia

compulsive overeating,

bingeing/ starving,

anorexia.
Registration Sept 1

1

Oct 4. Call Health

Education, 549-2671

x181 for more info

confidentiality insured

I'm a student who has no equal. Here's my
proof-of-purchase to prove it. Please

send me my free software module.

klASS APPROVED INSPtCTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

f^
4 Cyl

$34."
6 Cyl

$39.»»
8 Cyl

$44."

We'll install new
resister spark plugs,

points & condenser:

adjust idle speed; sat

timing, tost bartery and
charging system: in-

spect rotor, distributor

cap. PVC valve, igni-

tion cables, air filter,

and vapor canister

filter Includes Emis
sion Test and Printout

Lube, Oil & niter

#M5:
r

99

IrKludn up to S quarts

o(iO-30o<l. and Mi(*«y

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center
ful SarWc* Tf Start"

7» tun*mUna M , No. AmMorai, MA
Acroaa hom iwatroba'a 9tar«

t4»-«704

s s

On Campus Dry Cleaning & Laundry Service

^ Grand Opening Specials ^

Who: The Washboard Dry Cleaning & Laundry Service

Where: Next to Craft Shops & The Hatch

When: Fri. Sept. 13, 9-4 p.m.

Reg. Hours - Mon thru Fri 9:00 am-4:00 pm
Sat 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

• WASH, DRY, FOLD SPECIAL
let us do your personal laundry 2 times

& receive a quality nylon laundry bag

valued at $4.00 (coupon 1 and 2)

• SHIRTS LAUNDERED & LIGHT STEAM PRESS
Reg. 85* now only 65* (coupon 3)

Wash, Dry, Fold

#1

exp. 10/31

T
I

I

I

I

Wash, Dry, Fold

#2

exp. 10/31

r
I

I

I

Shirt Special

#3

exp. 9/30

wtHJH advanced fitness tralninf2[ centers
The best work out in town for strength, toning, and calories burned

S*'*$45.00 for 14 Weeks
Join by Sept. 13th and receive a

FREE Body Composition Test - $20 value
(% fat muscle mas^ recommended weight, daily calories)

Boyden - Totman (NOPE)

........i.^'^^ >* 12-J
pmj ^-^-P"^.........""""""""""

'regular hours" TdTMrrTiNOPEr""

M-F 7-9 am 12-1 pm Totman 545-4665 ^-6 pm * 7-9 pm
4-6 pm TIPS 545-1540 Saturday 12-3
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Our students for students
Roth/BurgessSo - what does the SGA do? Who is the

SGA? Who really cares? How can the SGA
possibly affect me - the so-called "average"

student?

Good questions? As your elected "of-

ficial" representatives to the University

faculty, staff, administration, and board of

trustees, we have a genuine interest and

responsibilty to convey to you what is go-

ing on, and exactly why it matters. Last

week, we introduced ourselves and our

jobs, so this week we would like to in-

troduce the SGA or the Student Govern-

ment Association, especially to those of you

who are new and/or unfamiliar with this

apparently abstract entity.

The Student Government Association is

a very complex structure designed to pro-

mote student empowerment and influence

at the University. All fee-paying

undergraduates are voluntary members of

the SGA. Membership includes voting

rights and the right to hold^ office and/or

gain employment within the SGA. The

SGA is certainly awesome in its size and

function.

All registered student organizations

(RSO's) are registered with the SGA. All

funded RSO's receive funding via the SGA
budgeted Student Activities Trust Fund

(SATF). The SATF is funded by you - at

$44 per semester per student. This roughly

equals $1.6 million annually, not counting

revenue generated by Student Controlled

Businesses (SCB's). Areas of significant

funding include the PVTA, the Legal Ser-

vices Office (LSO), the Union Program

Council (UPC), the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy

(SCERA), the Student Activities Office

(SAO), the Distinguished Visitors Program

(DVP), WMUA, area governments, iVwm-

mo Nen^s, Union Video Center (UVC), the

Office Third World Affairs (OTWA) among

many others - not the least of which is SGA
administrative costs - but certainly one of

the most efficient and cheapest administra-

tions on this campus!

The SGA is governed by the Student

Senate. The senate is composed of approx-

imately 120 elected senators and meets

every Wednesday night at 7 p.m. in room

163 or room 101 of the Campus Center.

The senate determines policies and pro-

cedures for the SGA. The majority of

Senate work is done in Committees. The

Senate Committees include: Public Policy,

Finance, Academic Affairs, (k)vernmental

Affairs, Budget, Rents and Fees, and Coor-

Letters
;;

Attention, support needed to protect students

OPINION
The op.nions on ihi* page are those d the mdiv.duai wruer oi cartoon.si and do not n«»*sanly retlect

ihe views of the ColUfiait O' the University unless otherwise noted

diiiaung Committees. Senators participate

in senate meetings and at least one com-

mittee.

There are four officers of the SGA. These

are the Co-Presidents (us), Stacy as the

campus president and Dani as the student

trustee, the SGA Treasurer, Diane Rossi,

and the Speaker of the senate, John Rud-

dock.

So, now you know a few of the common
acronyms and have a basic idea of the

overall structure. But the question still per-

sists - what does the SGA do for me? Our

SGA is one of the most powerful in the

world, both in terms of influence and finan-

cial control. We are also somewhat unique

with our own full time attorneys, paid for

by students to work for students. Free

legal advice and/or representation is

available to those students (and occasional-

ly the SGA as a whole) who so desire it.

Granted, it is only free in the sense that the

buses are free. Student pay for both ser-

vices.

The size of the SGA and the scope of its

activities make it difficult to conceptualize.

WMUA is financed by the SGA; the Public

Policy Committee lobbies for the SGA in

Boston (on such issues as the drinking age

and the Student Regent Bill); the SGA pro-

vides the administration with an essential

check and balance; the Course and Teacher

Evaluation (GATE) guide is produced and

financed by the SGA; issues of human op-

pression are strongly addressed by the

SGA; the Off Campus Houseing Office

(OCHO) is significantly funded by the SGA;
activities essential to students are sup-

ported and financed by the SGA; and SGA
provides a critical mechanism to "get

things done!"

The SGA struggles with City Hall - and

often wins. Of course, some people call the

SGA City Hall and, to a large extent, they

are correct - yet the SGA is one of the most

accessible and flexible City Halls in ex-

istence. If you like what your SGA is doing,

great - if you don't . . . well, democracy is

your responsibility too. Come to the SGA
with problems, ideas, concerns, and, if you

are a little persistent, you will find that you

have the power to effect change. Become a

senator, find a meaningful internship

within the SGA, and help students work for

students! stacy Roth
Think about it. ^ani Burgess

'Merciful' death penalty

Long before the wave of pyromania

swept this campus, the Peoples' Gay

Alliance had the forethought to buy a fire-

proof board to be used as a sign-board, to

be hung in the Student Union. Our sign,

along with those belonging to several other

RSO groups was cut down, towards the

end of last summer, without any forwarn-

ing, or even the courtesy of a phone call.

After some investigation, we were told

they were removed by order by the Fire

Marshall, since they were a fire hazard. On-

ly the valiant efforts of someone from the

Students Activities Office managed to save

them since the culprits of the sign caper

were quite willing to dispose of our proper-

ty-

We have in the past week, hacked off a

part of the sign and submitted it to the fire

test required by the powers-that-be. It

passed. Now, with the confidence that we

could put our free advertising back where

it belongs, I went to building operations to

inform them of this. I was told that I would

have to wait until the following day so that

it could be checked with the sign (board)

committee. Severe static! Who is the sign

committee, I asked. They didn't know, but

told me to call the Board of Governors or

the Student Activities Office.

The B.O.G. has nothing to do with the

allocation of space on the Student Union

balacony. S.A.O., on the other hand, has let

student groups display their signs on a

first-come, first-serve space-available basis

at no charge. With this knowledge I return-

ed to Builaing Operations, where the truth

be known, the sign can't go back because of

their aesthetic quality. In plain English, the

Heads of Building Operations or their

superiors think they're ugly.

How much is that little Campus Center

fee that you get socked with every

semester? What does it go to? Penny after

penny it goes to pay off your Student

Union. I tremble at the thought that it

might go the pay the salaries of the pro-

ducers of the tremendous mounds of red-

tape that I have had to sift through to find

out this much.

There is precious little free advertising

available on campus. Perhaps Building

Operations would like to foot the bill for

people to take out an ad in the Collegian

every time a group wants to hold a sale,

show a movie, or have an outing or dance.

While 1 agree that our signs should pose no

fire threat and be safely secured, what

right do they have to determine the

aesthetic balance (ha!) of our building.

Mark P. Grzebien

With the support of

Court Cline Bob Brigham

Not to be morbid or vindictive, but I've

been thinking about capital punishment

lately. The functions of justice seem to

have been mangled in the debate over it,

and I think it's time to reconsider our na-

tional negligence toward reprisal.

Justice doesn't end with impartial trials.

Sentencing should include restoring the

victim's loss and more, or avenging it.

Punishment should fit the crime. I suggest

that death fits the crimes of murder, rape,

armed robbery, kidnapping and treason.

Although even deadly felons have some in-

alienable rights, their right to live was

forfeited when they maliciously en-

dangered another's. To treat them in cer-

tain ways though, would degrade our own
humanity. Thus, execution, but not torture.

Execution itself challenges some beliefs

about human dignity: that "people are

basically good," and that "understanding

will resolve all problems." It challenges

situational ethics and fear of responsibility.

Little wonder so many people oppose it.

Among arguments they make are:

We need to unden^tand that felons are

products of their environment; ifwe change

their environment, they'll reform. The ef-

fect is to say that "nobody is responsible

for anything." However, if some can take

credit for their own successes, then others

can take the blame for their own criminal

choices. Rehabilitation for deadly

criminals? Maybe. But let's not try it unless

we first find someone of good reputation

who is willing to stake his/her life on the

villian's reformed nature. Whether friend,

judge, jury or legislature, whoever secures

a felon's right to live is ultimately responsi-

ble for that felon's future crimes, either in

prison or later.

Making life-or-death decisions is ar-

rogant, has a cheap view oflife, and renders

reversal impossible for a wrong conviction.

Has a capital criminal done less than hold

human lives in the balance, like God? We

Rusty Denton
have the highest view of human life, protec-

ting it with the most extreme retribution.

As for executing innocents, heaven forbid!

But will you allow 1000 vicious individuals

terrorize prisons and cities because one

might be innocent?

Capital punishmevt is unfairly applied

and doesn't nirb violent crime. It's not fair

to pamper the rich, the white, and the con-

nected! But it's not just to soften penalties

against convicted criminals. And it's true,

the penalty won't curb crime if it is not us-

ed. However, California's execution

chamber has convinced more than one

burglars not to kill a homeowner.
Capial punishment is "not Christian"

because it's unforgiving and doesn't allxnv

second chances. The motive is not vindic-

tiveness, but the safety of others (that's

called "love"). The forgiveness of (k>d was

purchased with blood in the Bible: that's

the price of justice. To demand that deadly

criminals receive mercy and life without

the price of justice is to ask for ungrateful

convicts who demand as their right what is

only a gift, who have no agreement that

what they did was wrong. Our prisons are

full of people like that, people who wouki

do it again. There should be no second

chance given to kill, rape, and maim. The

only second chance should l)e when a

responsible citizen agrees to take the blame

and the penalty along with the convict for

any further felonies. This is consistent with

Christ's redemptive death and with New
Testaments commandments for evidence

of contrition.

Some have charged that proponents of

capital punishment are cold and merciless.

Not at all. The cries of the victimized just

speak more loudly to us than the cries of

the criminal.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Administrative red tape rears its head

Mark Clukey

Michael Cerrato

David Carney

Steven A. Moran

Tammy Boots

Julie Rimkus
Paul Throne
Leslie Power

The Olney study, a controversial wage

and classification study that was im-

plemented for the professional staff of

UMass, has given impetus to a union

organizing drive across the campuses of

UMass/Amherst, Boston, and Worcester.

The students of UMass are being adversely

affected by this study in that professional

paid out of the SATF (Student Activities

Trust Fund) have had their programmatic

authority shifted from the students to the

administration.

Within the new job descriptions created

by the study, most references to student

government and student board involve-

ment in supervision of programs and pro-

fessionals have been eliminate. Cor-

respondingly, the role of the Director of the

Student Activities Office has been greatly

increased. To add insult to injury, students

employed under professionals' supervision

are only counted as one-half of an employee

in these job evaluations! The Olney study

is, therefore, a reorganization that

systematically disempowers the students

of the University of Massachusetts.

The Olney study is one important issue in

this union organizing campaign, but it cer-

tainly is not the main issue. The main issue

is democracy in the workplace. Profes-

sional are working with the Office and Pro-

fessional Employees International Union

(OPEIU) to form an organization in order

to prevent further unilateral decisions that

impact seriously upon their lives. In a col-

lective bargaining setting, the adminstra-

tion would be required to bargain over the

professionals' wages and conditions of

employment. In the event of grievances, an

unbiased arbitrator would make the final

judgement on impasses that cannot be set-

tled informally.

By the end of the Fall semester, OPEIU
expects to have authorization cards asking

for a union election signed by 50 percent of

the professional staff. A union election can

be held when 30 percent of the workers re-

quest one. It is my hope that students will

support professionals in this effort in order

to prevent further erosion of student

power.
Jeixy L. Ashlock, President

Graduate Student Senate

OPEIU Organizer
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DAILY EXPRESS SERVICE

Springlield-Worcester-Boston

Peter Pan also serves:

• Albany • Amherst • Deerfleld • Holyoke • Lee
• Natick • Norttiampton • Palmer • Plttsfleld

• South Hadley • Westfield and
other Massachusetts points

Charters & togrs across the U.S.A. and Canada

For Information coll: The People Professionals

1776MainSt., P.O. Box 1776

Springfield, MA 01102-1776

Fares & Schedules; 781-3320

General Office: 781-2900

Pete Rose breaks record
with flv ball to leftfield

WORKSTUDY
If you have workstudy and

are looking for a part-time

job working between
8:30-3:30 apply at the

Collegian Rm 113 Campus
Center. Applications will be

taken until Friday, Sept. 13

at 2:

AP Laserphotu

Rose broke Ty Cobb's record of 4,192 in the first inning against

the San Diego Padres.

H^^kWs KeepYou,
I ElEVEH

SM

BUDWEISER
suitcase 24-12 oz. cans

$10.60 plus deposit

COORS
24-12 oz. cans loose

$10.60 plus deposit

BIG GULP®
32 oz.

plus tax

good only at Rte. 116 Amherst Road, Sunderland

2 minutes from Townhouse and Brandywine

GOOD AT Wtfr—^TUG 8T0«S THROUGH: Sept
. 21, 1985 THE SOUTHIAND CORPOflATIOfl

Free.
Get HP's new $49*

software module
when you buy an
HP- 41.

A deal that has no equal, (or a

calculator Ihaf has no equal

The Hr-41 Advantage holds the

most popular engineering, math
and financial programs ever
written for the HP-41 Plus:

12K bvlesof ROM
user-accessible subroutines
It's menu driven

Just what It lakes lo help
make the grade m everv

thing from I mear Algebra

lo I'nvsics to Meclrical

Kngineenng f undamen
tdls to Statics and
Dynamics
CJel the ialculat<ir cngi
neers prefer Ancf gel

thel^fP-ll Advanldge.il
thi- ^r\yv VI'" prefer

Free.

Offer ends 1! l=i HS

VUI HEWLETT
KTCI PACKARD

DEERFIELD
DATA
SYSTEMS

112 Amherst Rd
Route 116

Sanderland, MA
(413) 665-3745

'New England's HP Specialists'
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adirondack music
WE DID IT AGAIN SALE!
AMI has bought over 350 pieces of audio and

video components at the latest Tech Hi Fi

bankmptcy auction - AIWA, AKAI, BOSE, EPI,

JBL, CROWN, SHERWOOD, PIONEER, TEAC,

AND THE REST OF THE BEST!

OHM E2
Two-way loudspeaker

five year warranty

SAVE
OVER
50%

NOW
ONLY

$179.95

Sony
13" Color Tel&ri
Model #KV13661

Features: :Cable Compatible
.And more

At the No
Bologna Price of

similar to illustration

$249.95

THE REST OF THE BEST!!!
Cassette Decks

TEAC 41 7C
Features: :Dolby B/C NR

: Logic Control

Peak Holding Meters

Receivers

similar to illustration

A $234 Value

NOW $99.95

NIKKO ND550
Features: :Soft Touch Controls

:LED Meters

:And More
(Silver Only)

A $180 Value

NOW ONLY $69.95

AKAI AAR1
Features: 20 watts/channel,

sensitive tuner, 2 year warranty

A $170 value NOW $69.95

JVC RK100
Features: :20 watt/channel

:2 year warranty

:Full Featured

A $179 \Mje

NOW $79.95

Turntables

SONY PSLX41
Direct Drive

Frequency
Generator

Fully Automatidy ^
A $200 Value

JUST $99.95

Miscelaneous

Diskwasher Cleaning

Systems

Demag Kit

$12.95
Was $24.95

i

S

Car Kit

$6.95 W^ $17.95

3 AND SOME LAST PIECES. . .

THORENS TD115 Turntable

orig. $350 $99.95 o leit)

I

TOSHIBA RECEIVERS
SAVE HUNDREDS . . $29.95

VECTOR RESEARCH VX 8000
80 watt/ch electronic tuning

a $600 value $299.95

AKAI AAR25 RECEIVER
digital, -with all the goodies

a $300 value (5 left) $149.95

AR 58B LOUDSPEAKERS
SAVE 50%NOW ONLY $350.00

MARANTZ 142 CASSETTE DECK
Dolby NR LED Meters

Save over $100 (2 left) Now $49.95

BOSE 501 SERIES 2 LOUD-
SPEAKERS SaveNOW $199.95/ea

RTR LOUDSPEAKER $4oo value

NOW $99.95/PR (2 left)

GENESIS 210 LOUDSPEAKER
$AVE BIG $ NOW $149.95 ea

GENESIS 10 LOUDSPEAKER
SAVE AGAIN $99.95 ea

15 EAST PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST
All sales Cash Only • MC/Visa/Check add 3%
All quantities limited • Subject to prior sale

Not responsil}le for typographical errors

w:-;::-:!::::::%W«;?:-:-::W:.X'::::-:^^^
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TENORS
j

Urgently Needed 6

8
to sing in early music cappella

(Pioneer Valley Cappella)

Call 586-6425

^ to arrange for painless audition
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Nicaragua film to be shown
Living at Risk, a documentary film exploring the life of

a middle-class family in Nicaragua, will be shown at

Hampshire College.

The film is the work of Susan Meiselas, the author of

Nicaragua, a photography book examining the

Nicaraguan revolt against Somoza. These photos have
also appeared on the cover of The New York Times
Magazine, and in Geo. Meiselas is also co-editor of El
Salvador, a book including the work of 30 photojour-

nalists (See related story, page 15). The screening will be
at 8 p.m., Friday, Sept. 27, in the main lecture hall of

Franklin Patterson Hall, and is sponsored by the Five
College Program on Peace and World Security Studies.

Admission is free.

This is the first, new, computer-g€>nerated Live Wire

and boy is it going to be loaded with some exciting infor-

mation. But first a moment of silence for the death of one

of the finest and perhaps the most down to earth clubs in

the area, the Rusty Nail. Burning to the ground last month

the day before it was to be sold, the Nail held memories of

all kinds of things from Billy Idol to the twelve-person

James Brown Revue which barely fit on the stage.

This week brings those stars of the media. Lone Justice,

to the SUB on Saturday night. It seems that we're looking

at the possibility of one of the most exciting shows in a

while. This is history as it happens. Not to say that they

are Elvis Costello but remember he started out playing the

Hatch. (Actually he got booed off stage without finishing

his set, but that's another story).

As if this wasn't enough UPC is also kind enough to br-

ing us British dub musicians UB40. They'll be playing the

Fine Arts Center next Thursday. Now is the time to praise

UPC because later in the semester they will be the source

of much frustration. No offense intended, they do the best

they can, which right now is actually quite good. Keep it

up kids.

Ah yes, the dB's will be warming up for Lone Justice.

Believe it or not there is musical life past the boundaries

of the campus, despite the missing Rusty Nail. There are

two major clubs left in the area, plus a few other

peripheral clubs. This week's big excitement is a perfor-

mance tonight, by Face to Face at Pearl Street. The Iron

Horse has the Paradise City Jazz Band on Friday night

and Boston Singer Patty Larkin on Saturday. Among her

better known songs is the ode to the Dodge Dart entitled

"Dodge Dart" appropriately enough.

Sheenan's in Northampton as a rule has reasonable

dance music almost every night. The Iron Horse has

guitarist Preston Reed on Sunday.

That's about it for the big excitement this week. Coming
into the area are John Fahey, Holly Near, The Stompers
and others. We'll let you know. Otis Day and the Knights,

star of Southwest week will be playing at Pearl Street

next Thursday.

And finally because everyone else is talking about how
dumb it is to rate records I might as well do the same. It's

a stupid idea.

Don't Miss the Expo Sept. 12 and 13 in the CC Lounge
Pontiac presents

•**

Tickets

$11.00 UMass
$13.00 Public

Tix on Sale Tues. Sept. 10th

and
Special Guest
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JOIN US
in celebrating our

10th Anniversary

Thursday, September 12;

10AM-4PMonthe
Fine Arts Center Plaza.

Refreshments, balloon rides, live enter-

tainment, (dedication of the island sculpture)

birthday cake — plus a chance to win

a trip to Florida!

Raindate: September 13

All student subscribers

to the 85-86 Season are

eligible to win 2 round-
trip air fares to Ft. Lauderdale
during Spring break. Courtesy
of Carroll Travel, Inc.

ivemember— subscription deadline is

September 1 5. For details call 545-25 1 1

.

THE FINE ARTS CENTERCONGE R T HALL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Thursday, September 12. 1985 :

El Salvador photographs

on display at Hampshu-e
INSIDE EL SALVADOR
Library Gallery, Hampshire College

Through Sept. 27

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

The current exhibit of photographs at the

Library Gallery at Hampshire College is

aptly titled "Inside EL SALVADOR." For

the uncanny success of these frontline

photos is that they do indeed take you in-

side the small, war-torn country which we,

as Americans, are so inextricably involved

with and yet so poorly informed about.

In conjunction with the exhibition, which

has travelled for over a year through the

states, one of its curators, Susan Meiselas,

gave an informal gallery talk on Monday.

Meiselas, a photographer herself who has

worked extensively in Latin America and

who is a member of Magnum, has several

books to her credit, including a collabora-

tion with 29 other photographers entitled

El Salvador, from which the photos in the

exhibit were drawn.

For all the press that the war in El

Salvador has received over the past five

years, one might think that the exhibit

would be stale. And you will recognize

some of the photos, such as the ravaged

bodies of the four American churchwomen

being dragged from an unmarked grave

site.

Yet despite the fact that the 30

photographers featured are among "the

world's most highly esteemed photojour-

nalists," more than 75 percent of the

photographs on display were never publish-

ed by their regular publishers: Time,

Newsweek, etc. Meiselas quoted one editor

as saying that "America is not ready for

the Third World."

Ready or not, Meiselas and her peers put

the book together, painstakingly searching

out the most poignant and pertinent works.

20%

OFF

ALL

Stemware

Beverage Glasses

Dinnerware

Boxed Sets

Open Stock

Thursday thru Sunday
September 12 ttvu 15

By

J.G. Durand

A SlorMul ofldMS
Downtown Amnwit

CMIy10-6. Sun. 12-9

YVONNE'S
CARIBBEANA RESTAURANT

Luncheon Specials I

vrith Super Island Vegetarian and Regular dishes t

Homemade Soups and Breads

Prices from $2.50 and up

50* DRAFT BEER
with all lunches, Monday - Friday

and every Monday Night

Route 9, Hadley, same block as Soda City

586-4389

Lunch Hours 11:30-3:00 pm Monday - Friday

Dinner Hours 5:00-10:00 pm Every Night

.Collegian is

The photo^aphers decided collectively.

"No, we are not goinj;; to make a hooV

about ourselves, we are going to make a

book about them (the people of El

Salvador) ... to give a sense of everyday

life and how real people's lives are affected

by the war." So all of the photographers

whom they knew had worked in F'.l

Salvador were invited to participate.

The result is an historical document of El

Salvador in the eighties which transcends

the fascination of major media with

violence and getting the most sensational

shot. Not that the dismembered bodies of

the victims of the Mozote massacre are

seen against a backdrop of tropical tran-

quility. The artful juxtaposition of elements

evoke in the viewer an undeniable sense of

injustice, of something terribly wrong.

It is not the shock value of unadulterated

violence—and many of the pictures are

shocking— that moves us so much as it is

the expressions of grief in the faces of

women looking through photographs of

unidentified corpses at the Human Rights

Commission Office, mothers searching for

their missing sons. There is an intimacy in

these photos which allow us to really feel

for these people.

When the book was published in 1983,

(and it is now technically sold out even

though there are still some copies available

in area bookstores) someone at the New
York Times told Meiselas. "You've put us

to shame." It is not that tne photos give an

alternative view politically that places

them on the outside of major American

media; it seems rather that these photos

represent a world, a real world, which is

somehow outside the scope of even the

Times magazine.

Apart from the book however, the

photography exhibit has a life of its own. It

goes beyond the usual limits of press

photography and achieves unprecedented

depths of beauty, impact, and insight.

Meiselas concluded her talk by saying that

at one time she had hoped that these

photos would be the "images that would

bridge the distance between America and

Latin America." Now she simply wants as

many poeple to see the photos as possible.

To my way of seeing, this is the first real

view of the war in El Salvador that I have

ever seen. It is also the best exhibit of con-

temporary photographs I have seen in the

Valley or for that matter anywhere. The
photojournalists who took the photos risk-

ed a great deal to bring them to us. Several

of the photographers in the exhibit have

since been killed while working in El

Salvador (.31 meml)ers of the press have

thus far been killed in El Salvador).

In comparison, our risk in seeing these

photographs is slight. The real risk is not

seeing them. The exhibit closes Friday,

Sept. 27.

Photo by Susan Meiselas.

Children stand solemnly by after the slaying of a student who had been

handing out political leaflets in San Salvador.
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HOT • Deluxe Burgers

>, ROAST BEEF
^ SANDWICHES

• Onion Rings & Fries

• Hot Apple Pies

11 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

Buy One Deluxe Burger
|

n Get One Jr. Deluxe 11
{

O O" to O
I

FREE!!
,

All coupons subject to conditions posted at store

' ^goodJhru_SunJ^5th
[

ATTENTION
UMASS STUDENT BANDS

Do you need exposure? Come audition for

The CENTRAL AREA/ORCHARD HILL
OCTOBERFEST

For nnore information call

Jan 546-4751 Carol 546-6375
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Hobnobbers By Jim McKean
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will get you top dollar!

Country Club By Buckey
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.ff^LP WANTED
The Campus Center - Student Union

Student BOARD OF GOVERNORS
is looking for students to fill the following

Coordinator positions for the 85/86 school year
• Public Relations • Finance • Building Operations

• Special Projects • Space/Econ. Development
• Key Functions • Governors Program Council

• Vending • Asst Office Coordinator

• Food Services •

Work Study and Non Work Study

Applications and More Information are available

in the BOG Ofice - 817 CC
Application Deadline - Friday 9/13 5:00 PM

The BOG is an

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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GRAND OPENING

Mi««

WE PROUDLY PRESENT

THE ULTIMATE IN FASTER,

SAFER SUN-TANNING EQUIPMENT!

||IMIIIAIIBR~
"-^^^^ 10 Visits

$25.00
yOUVeOOTTOTf^YIT"

lt'9 U.V A. Non-Burning. Sal*. Cool

tnt) Comlortabl*!

Now You Can Captur* For Yourielf

tha Oaap. Dark. SAVAOe LOOKING
TAN Everyona'l Raving About!

Saa Tha Olltaranca For Yourialf

WharaT

I
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J\ UMASS
^W CREDIT UNION
is the Oldest and Largest Student-run credit union

in the country. We offer banking right on campus.

There are many reasons why our accounts are ideal

for students -

• Minimum balance in a checking account is $25,

and $5 in a savings account

• American Express Travelers Checks available

• Accounts with over $50 earn 6% interest

• LOANS! Both Car and Personal

• Hours: Mon-Thu 10-3; Fri 10-4

• OPEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY - YOU HAVE NOTHING
TO LOSE AND ALOT TO GAIN

i

I

student Union Bldg. 545-2800 Member NCUA

Thursday, September 12. 1985^
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Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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OFFMYNOSa.i"
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Today's Weather:

TODAY: Partly sunny and
continued cool, high 55 to

60.

TONIGHT: Mostly clear,

low 40 to 45.

TOMORROW: Partly
cloudy, high near 60.

BLOOM COITNTY by Berke Breathed

Due to technical difficulties Bioom County

did not appear in today's CoUegian.

Look for it tomorrow

Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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Freaker Patrol By Dowe and 0*Brien
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Today's Menu:

Thursday
LUNCH

Cavatelli Supreme
Monte Cristo Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Boursin and Sprout Sandwich

Soybean, Corn, Tomato
Casserole

DINNER
Baked Chicken/Supreme Sauce,

Cranberry Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS DINNER
Golden Carrot Bake/White Sauce

Baked Chicken/Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

1

1

I

i

\

i

i

\

i

J

By Gorde

ATTENTION
Yesterday some camera equipment was
stolen from a bus stop in Northampton. A
Pentaz ME Super with an auto winder, a

power zoom lens 70-200 (identifiably by a

motor on the bottom of the lens) and a 24

mm wide angle lend, eyeglasses and keys

were all inside a gray camerp bag with a tan

strap. Any information about this equip-

ment is greatly encouraged. Please contact

the photo dept. at 545-3500. Reward Given,

no questions asked.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled b> I rude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 fide

5 Better

qualified

10 All

14 Ben Adhem
15 Tantalize

16 Hip bones
17 Truth seeKer''

20 Fragile

21 Hurry lo Gretna

Green

22 "Now. hear

23 Spelunkers
milieu

25 Dream s

relative

28 "Less IS

Browning
29 Step, in

Swan Lake
32 In the Know
33 Shade of brown
34 Roadhouse
35 Contession

from young
Washington''

39 bono'' (To

what purpose'')

40 Leading
41 Margin of

victory

42 Blunder

43 Cashier s

concern
44 Eager beaver

(with go'

)

46 Pump or clog

47 Knell

48 Person ol rank

in Turkey

51 The Emperor
for one

55 Prevaricate

outrageously

58 Hebrew month
59 Discussion

group
60 Fancy case
61 Sudden pull

62 Bowling term

63 Sprinkles

DOWN
1 Glabrous
2 Theater award

3 Coward
4 Tryout

performance

Reach a set

goal

Red roots

Chanlilly

product

Timetable
Initials

Vintage car

Honorific

Certain spread

Speech
affectation

Point of time

She loved

Narcissus

Divulge

Managed under

stress

Seed covering

Certain vote

Welcome
Before way and
well

Copper or

nickel

Boatman
Flavoring herb

Curl ol the lip

Monument
Detroit of

Guys and
Dolls

37 Toledo's

location

38 Like reindeet

44 Good natured

45 Apiece

46 Goldbrick
47 Tough question

48 Stage offering

49 Operatic

princess

61) Connery
51 Last Supper

representation

52 Gravure starter

53 Tightly drawn

54 Cornelia

Skinner

66 Harvest

goddess
57 Shag

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZlE:
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Beforeyoumate
a long distancecommitment,

mal«sureyou Icnow
wlKityou're getting into

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had

known what being stuck in the same boat

would mean, chances are neither would have

set foot aboard.

And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long

distance company that doesn't give you all the

services you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous

thoughts.

But when you pick AT&T as your long distance

company, you know you're in for smooth sailing.

You'll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate

connections—even during the busiest hours.

Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to

assist you with immediate credit for wrong
numbers and collect calling.

So when you're asked to choose a long distance

company sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded.

Reach out and touch someonef

© 1985 AT&T Communicofions

AilbT
The right choice.

5!?88e8gi

Thursday, September 12, 1985;
.Collegian 19

• Women 's soccer

Michael sent another shot under the

crossbar after the Roundtree pass and

made it 4-0 to complete the first half scor-

ing.

"We just took every opportunity. When
one team is a lot stronger, there's not much
one team can do," Micheel said explaining

UMass' offensive domination.

Banda instructed his players to "take no

prisoners" as they went out in the second

half and the Minutewomen left nothing un-

touched as they scored five more goals.

• Men's soccer

'oti t
:
ft Uf'/i trirm ftagf tO

Senior Jamie Watson, sophomores
Kristen Bowsher and Debbie Belkin scored
along with Micheel and Cassady for the 9-0

margin, UMass' biggest win in over three

years.

The schedule doesn't get easier for the

third ranked Minutewomen at they take on
New Hampshire College Saturday at

Boyden. New Hampshire went 19-0 last

year and won the ECAC title. UMass is

ranked behind numl)er one George Mason
and California, who UM beat 4-1 in the first

round of the Final Four last fall.

ftmhtiniil frrnr pnqr iO

Collepan photo by I'aul Desmarai-s

Sophomore forward Cathy Spence blasts by a Keene State defender in

yesterdays game.

"The biggest problem is motivation,"

said Schmiechen. "The rest of the season is

an uphill climb. We have dug ourselves a

big hole."

Gettler and Schmiechen have no plans to

make any changes after Tuesday's disap-

pointing results.

"We will try to use F. J. (Zwicklbauer),

Anders (Hedelin), Andy Bing, and Ferdie

Adoboe to put the ball in the net," said

Schmiechen. "We are going to have to

count more on those four players."

Gettler is optimistic about his teams play

in front of the home fans.

"We play better in front of a crowd,"

said Gettler. "We like the homefield advan-

tage, it's worth 2-3 goals to us."

Despite letting up five goals Tuesday
night, Gettler is staying with Donahue, a

senior in net over freshman Sam Ginsburg,

who has a hurt leg. "He (Donahue) is our

keeper," said Gettler.

After today's game, the Minutemen's
next contest is at home against Dartmouth
on Saturday at 11 a.m.

COMPUTER SHOW
Computers, Printers, Typewriters and Related Peripherals

EPSON corona

=^r =»<=

DIETING?
Try something dif-J

ferent. Lose weighty

Insensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with:|

diets' Call UHS
549-2671 ext. 181

Preregistration
deadline: Sept. 23. I

^i=

ERICSSON S
PANASONIC ROYAL

'ISR

Maat«r

UMASS Campus September 18, 1985

Room 162 - 175 Campus Center from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm

LJI Computer Works
trest 549-7133 •=^f"l228 rnangU Strett Rmrieir

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days pnor to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AcnvmES

InvMtlng can b« axcKIng and profltabia

prapara for tha future now Sapt. 12 7:00 pm
SOM 112

AUDIO

Panmenie Radio ami Tapa Nacerdar

vary good aound fof lala call Lina S4KM34

AUTO FOR SALE

1N> Triumph Spitfira convaitiMa. Mint

»SO0O 25ft4)GS3

1M7 Ford Faiilana 6 cyl 4 dr auto 73.000

ofig. mi. vary reliable, oood cond, needs

minor body work for Mb«» intp. must leli,

»3G0 or BO 866 75B4 eve

liri^Volvo !«» M.BOO SBR-OOK

Itn Pinto 4 «p new clutch gd/axc. cond

1,000 Den 54«-8e04

73'ChaVv MaiibiTAMZFM stereo new ex

heust eKcallent tires »975 773-6287

VW Rabbit. '76. 4door, wtiite, FM, air,

good cond. asking 975 533^74

ItTt^odgaTupaneKCoMent condition one

femilv car, 4 dr power steenng, brekev

cruise, AC, suto 74k miles 1996 or BO
5495894

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Oisc Entanainmant Agency

Disc Jockeys, large screen video dances,

light show* and rentals. 649^7144

TORRENT

Ona badroom apt In Echo H« wi bus

stop 360/mo utilities included call 256 10W>

HOUSE FORWENT aveilabie 9/1 South

Amherst busline throe bedrooms/furnished

beaement BOO 00 * utilities call Jay

Boln.ck Day: 212-4B00101 ,
Eve:

616786-6137

Hie cabinets 2 drawer tMack office quality

45 some computer end regular desks No
Amherst Motors 549-2880

Computer Terminal & 300-baud modem
dialup Cyber or VAX - a real steal only 196'

2S3-7806^
Leaving country sailing glas* dining set

elmost brand new couches set wooden
waHunits call 253 7806

Guitar Amps one Sound City hwin and one

Poevy Artist 253 7646 ask for Chet

Man's 10-spaad bike, very good condition

78 evenings 253 3616

Used Taxtbooks Cheap! 9 to 4 daHy.

Room 166 Campus Center. Sponsored by

Gamma Sigma Sigrna

Twin Bad: mattress, boxspring, frame,

good condition only 401 Peggy 253-3734

Smith Corona Executive Correct 1ta3

new condition ^200 or best offer SB6-S090

"Live" concert tapes. Best selection,

quality, lowest prices Free list Mark

Rogers, PO Bo« 798, Stoughton, MA 02072

Apple 2 plus computer comrex cok>i

monitor microillustrator and joystick in

dudes all manuels and ^400 software

750 00 or best offer 549^086 Graig

For sale: dorm refridg 604 also (or sale is a

Haieltine computer terminal for 20(» or BO
please call 549 1178 after 6:00 pm

Terminal Parfcln-Elmar with modem ^300

Diane 549 1449 call evenings

Schwinn l6-spaad bicycle for sale in e«

callent condition call Lina 549-6934

Very low priced European wall units,

desks, TV/stereo carts etc super quel

super low price call Jill 9 546^5397

Crosabow Barnett Trident SOf draw with

bolts ao call 549 7544 ask for Peter ( Pan I

Alpha Cht Omega needs house noen in ex

change for dinner cleanups we offer free

meals' Call 545 2152 ask for Julie A

Free Mealsl Get out of DCs' Work 15 to 20

hrs/wk for details call Jim 6-2150

Nawapapar datlvarars needed in dorms.

Approx 1 hr/day Must be able to wortc 7

days per week during the semester. Good
pey. Cell 253 7009

Local sorority saaks itouaaboy to help

with kitchen duties at lunch and dinner in

exchange for home-cooked maals. Call Kue

2SB-6BB7

and reliable with e«r<»lleni communicaiion

skills Apply Office of Internships 545-0725

Housemen naadad to work at Kappa Kap-

pa Gamma in exchange for free meals

ASAP contact Laura 545^)321, 546-0320

Bus Driving Jobs UMass Transit Service

has several openings for UMais students

with Class II licenses Must be in a degree

program carrying at least 6 creditt 4.60/hr

to start Apply at University Bus Garage For

further info call Jenny or Bud at S4ftO0S6.

UMTS is an EO/AA emptoyer.

PERSONALS

Looking for Chriatlan Fallowahip?
Alliance Christian Fellowship wilt rrteet

sooni Call Mark or Elizabeth 253 7206

Love him7 Leave her? 26-p. personalized

Compatibility Analysis calculates relethre

compatibtlity of romantic attachments
Fascinating, accurate, revealing' Designed
for long term use. 6.95 student rate Com
patibility Research Associates, Box 392, N
Amherst, Ma 01059

INSTRUCTION

On campus non-work study
AM call Jane at 546-6889

M-F 7-12

Poetry reading by Maddog, a way to put

culture into our otlierwise mundarte lives.

HELP WANTED

Cooks wanted part time apply m parson

Steeplejacks Rte 1 16 Sunderland 6e6j'980

Earn up to tt.OOO in your spare time

teaching KNITTING' For more Information

call collect 617 286^7383

MARkrnNQM/UORS Gain marketing

experience with the yearbook. Apply at 103

CC or call 545-0848

Intaraeted in home cooked maals in ex

change for light kitchen work? Be a

houseman Call Nicole or Kathy at Chi

Omega 545 01M

Housaclaaning. Wednesdays. 1 30-5. both

semesters le. experience, reference* re

quired 253 7840

FarirT help naadad for fall harvest in

Hadley near UMass afternoons & weekends

call 5490016 between 6 30 pm and 8:» pm

Work for a day or a waakand at Riverside

Park Transportation is provided for each

workday Pay is received end of day Call

546-6455 or 546 5641 for more info

Saa^oaton at nita. Paint by day is/hr no

experience necessary. Free transportation

to and from Boston Place to stay if

nacaasary Call Tom 546 7128 or leave

massage ^______

Know your car. Basic automobile

workshop 28 hours including classroom

and shop Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Bartending Classes starting this week.

Covers all aspects Sign up in Credit Free

Workshops, ground floor Tower Library

Qultar end 'Theory Lessons with profes

sional experienced Berktee Col grad Flexi

We retes 253-2064 Jonathan Kaazing

JENNIFER SACCONE

LCA Uttia Sister Ruah tonight. All

university women invited

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to NYC any waakand call

Albori 546 5739

to Saranac Lake NY weekend of Sept

13 15 contact Beth 6-7427

Female roommate wanted, Brandywina,

for fall semester ONLY Call 549 7848

1 or 2 people to share Northwood Apt Oct

1 neat rasponstble M/F esk for Oiana

253 7206

SERVICES

Profaaslonal typing done by UMass stu-

dent Reasonable rates R Cherron
1-637-0044

Brian's typing Sarvica, Fast, accurate.

Tape transcription Available almost
anytinw 866-7662

QUAlTtY^PINQ. Long or short projects

Will correct grammar, spelling, & punctus

tkm. Meticulous proofreading. New IBM
typewriter 549-0367

START UILOINO YOUR CREDIT

I hava what your looking fori

before Friday! Cathy Goober
Saa me RIDERS WANTED

KENYA BAGS

OitIv *1i In tha Conceursa most every day
in Saptambar

Riders wanted to Rochester New York
leaving 9 13. returning 9 16 call Lisa

6M-7S64

Credit -credit cards availatile If you have
rK> credit, poor credit, we'll essist GULF
COAST Financial Services, Box 121, New
Port Richey, Florida 34291 0121 1813)

849-5132

TIMBOB K08TAS

LOST

Loat Ktwaaafcl kay eMIn w/about 6 keys

Around Central must have call John 6 6413

to whoever took my laundry from

Dickinson parking lot Saturday night Pleese

return the clothes I rteed tt>em' No ques

tions asked, David 549-flBB9 ^^^_
MOVER

ROOM SWAP

Female In Sylvan wants to swap into Nor

theast Central or Orchard HM, Plaaee call

Pam. 546 5877

ROOM WANTED

If you don't slop by and see me pronto

you v«ll no longer have a job waiting for

you" At least call' Cathy" (your QifcenI XX
OO

WANTED

M-yeer old. hard working, fun-loving

financially secure, American male seeks

own room in Amherst area call Tom
413738 5669

Established rock band seeks axpanancad
keyboard player w/equip call Bob 549 7594
or Julie 549 4453 ASAP

Fndge Rental call R
263 9742 free deliverv

f P Package Store

Nuralng. Aaalatanca, all shifts, flexibk!

scheduling, competitive sslary, fringe

banaflta. Amharat Nursing Home 256-8186

earn 6-i7/hr hiring^ • Oallvary paraonnal:~~
TOR SALE SO parsons, must be 18, have ov«i car, flexi

'

" Me schedule, epply in person or ca« after 2

I tafrlMratora dorm sire 3 and 6 cube pm Oominoe Pitia scroas from Stop ft

^g^fflO Shop. Inside mmitions aveileble 256-801

1

Fortune BOO Company seeking

management trainees Excelleot opportunity

(or business or communications majors or

any ambitious individual Gain valuable

tiusiness expenence while having the oppor-

tunity to eern ^200 per vireek. Call Roger

Bigalow 772-0178

JMaricatIng Interne naadad for Hampahira

MaM Managemant Office Must he enargetk;

'Rouitd Town Movar fa«t

Mtehaal anytinte 323-67S0

chaap can

Older mala student
Amherst apartment or house Responsibte,

quiet and friendly Cell Jeff at 549-6836

OPEN RUSH ROOMMATE WANTED
AN UiMvaratty Woman: Get mvohied on

Campus by joining Gamma Sigma Sigma.

We offer sisterhood campus involvamant

and community service Open Rush 9/11,

9/17, 9/18 7 pm Rm 806 CC

Naad 1 or 2 poopla male or female to

share apt ISO/Pran indudas sN utikty call

546^7315 Katty

VVORK STUDY JOB AVAILABLE!

Auditor Is needed by the SGA Treasurer s
Office to moriitor ihe financial records of
recognired studen' orgamrations Acctmg
experience and lif'nwindge of the RSO
system it artvaniagmius Great opportunity
to gam experience Applications available at
the SGA Treesurer's Office 407 SUB arKi are
due Sept 16, I9B5 Tins is a work study poai
tion 7 firs wk UMass is an AA/EEO
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Mmutemen rule Keene State, 9-0

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Junior midfielder Sandy Stripp goes high in the air yesterday against Keene State. UMass was an

easy 9-0 winner.

UMass 9, Keene State

UMass 4-5-9
Keenest. 0-0-0
Scoring:

UMass: Cassady from Micheel, 43:20 (1)

UMass: Seta from Micheel, 42:18 (1)

UMass: Schmitt from Cassady, 34:51 (1)

UMass: Micheel from Roundtree, 27:47 (1)

UMass: Watson from Micheel, 40:15 (2)

UMass: Micheel from Schmitt, 36:39 (2)

UMass: Cassady from Micheel, 34:37 (2)

UMass: Bowsher from Roundtree, 25:52 (2)

UMass: Belkin from Stripp, 21:05 (2)

Shots: UMass 31, Keene State

Saves: UMass (Holland) 0, Keene State (Conard) 22
Comers: UMass 12, Keene State 2

C-ollegian photo by Paul Uesmarajs

UMass coach Kalekeni Banda was pleased with

yesterday's game against Keene State.

Men's soccer shutout byBU
Mmutemm face Faiifield athome today in key mateh

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

The final score of many contests is often misleading as

to how close a game really was. unfortunately for the

University of Massachusetts men's soccer team, the last

count was all that mattered.

Tuesday night, the Minutemen (1-2) dropped a 5-0 deci-

sion to Boston University in just such a game.

"It was an even game," said headcoach Jeff Gettler.

"Their shots went into the goal and ours didn't."

"We were not pummelled," added assistant coach Tim

Schmiechen. "We did not take advantage of our oppor-

tunities. We could not buy a goal."

The statistics back Schmiechen's claim. Both

goalkeepers, Don Donahue for UMass and John OleMoe

for BU, had seven saves and the number of shots by each

team was about even.

The Terriers got the only goal they would need from

UMdominates opener

asMicheelgets eight

points, defense shines

Varcos Derosiers at 19:07 of the game. Two tallies a piece

by Gary Swanson and Mike Emenalo completed the scor-

ing for BU.
The big difference in the contest was the play OleMoe, a

foreign import from Norway. The two time all-american

constantly frustrated the UMass offense.

BU's defensive gameplan also slowed the Minutemen's
attack. "They played a swarm defense and we were not

ready for that," said Schmiechen. "We did not play well

enough to combat that."

The loss is a big letdown for UMass coming into today's

home opener against Fairfield University.

"It was a devastating loss for us," said Schmiechen.
"We are going to have to look at this and then play each
game as it it were against BU. We are going to have to go
back and really get psyched."

Today's game, 4 p.m. at Boyden Field, figures to be a

odtewalk for the Minutemen. UMass destroyed the Staggs
last season 6-0. fxtmurH im pagt 19

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

ofThings happen fast with the University

Massachusetts women's soccer team.

It took the third ranked Minutewomen just 1:35 and one

shot to take a 1-0 lead in their season opener with Keene

State. After 2:42 had elapsed in the game, UMass was up

2-0.
, .

"You have to give the girls credit," head coach Kalekem

Banda said. "They came to play."

Play is what UMass did as they simply destroyed a

hopelessly overmatched Keene State squad by a 9-0 count

yesterday at Boyden Field.

Sophomore Carolyn Micheel led the offensive charge for

the Minutewomen with two goals and four assists. "I was

just glad I was able to contribute," said a modest Micheel.

Freshman Cathy Cassady also had two goals and added an

assist.

"It was a good start," Banda said. "We did everything

we wanted to." UMass dominated the game on the field

and on paper. The UMass defense didn't give up a shot as

the Minutewomen outshot the visitors, 31-0. UM goalie

Jan Holland, a freshman, didn't have to make a save.

Massachusetts, 1-0, dominated every facet of the game

and covered the field with speed and skill. Banda wants his

team to play the whole field and yesterday they did it well.

"He wants a lot of overlapping," Micheel, a midfielder,

said.

Banda had said in the pre-season that he wants the

defense to be able to move the ball up and he wants the

forwards to be able to play defense.

"He wants everyone to play offense and defense,"

senior co-captain Susan Bird said.

"We're going to have to play that way in this division,"

he said. "Everyone has to play total soccer. We want

everyone to feel comfortable in every area of the field. No
one is a position player."

Micheel started off the game by breaking through the

Keene State defense and passing the ball to Cassady who

went one on one with goalie Jen Conard and faked her out

for 1-0 lead. That was soon followed by drives upfield by

defenders Chris Schmitt and Bird.

It was 2-0 just 67 seconds after the first goal as

sophomore Monica Seta headed in the first corner kick of

the year. Micheel picked up the assist.

Forwards Michele Powers and Cassady showed ex-

cellent speed on the forward line just as did sophomore

Cathy Spence and freshman Beth Roundtree. Roundtree

has two assists.

Keene State's best chance at a goal came with 35:50 left

in the first half when Katie McKay took a chip shot that

glanced off a post. But it was as close as the New Hamp)-

shire team would come as UMass simply just controlled

the ball at will.

Defender Schmitt gave UMass the 3-0 with 34:31 left in

the first half as she took a Micheel pass, dribbled a second

and fired a shot that just went under the crossbar. Conard

had no chance at all.

"We had some nice goals today," Banda said. "They

weren't any cheap ones."

Then the substitutes started to flow in but UMass didn't

slow. Spence, who tallied most of her 30 points last year

coming off the bench, Roundtree, Susan Cooper and

Stripp all saw time. confined m. po«f /»

sports notices

There will be a free clinic for women interested in

rugby on Thursday at 5:30 p.m. at Lower Boyden Field.

Practice for the UMass women's rugby team begins on
Friday at 5 p.m. at lower Boyden.

Any women interested in winter and spring track
should attend an organizational meeting on Tuesday,
September 17 in Boyden 249 at 4:30 p.m. Call the track
office at 545-4343 for more information.

I^MMtsataglance

UMass schedule:

Men's Soccer: Fairfield, 4 p.m., Boyden FicW.
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New year

celebrated

by Jews
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

When the sun sets Sunday evening,

millions of Jews around the world will

gather to celebrate the high holiday of

Rosh Hashana, the Jewish new year.

Because students may be celebrating the

holiday without their families for the first

time, the University of Massachusetts

chapter of B'Nai B'Rith Hillel offers a

special series of programs designed to

meet the needs of a college community.

"It's not enough just to have service,"

Hillel Rabbi Saul Perlmutter said.

"Especially for first year students, the

holidays can be a lonely time."

^losh Hashana, which marks the begin-

ning of the year 5746 on the Jewish Calen-

dar, is traditionally the birthday of the

world.

"It's the begirming of the year, a time to

look at the ways we have been living, to

decide what things we need to continue and

what things we need to change," Perlmut-

ter said.

"Hopefully if our thought is sincere dur-

ing this time, we can really help ourselves

break old harmful patterns and start the

new year as better people," he said. "Rosh

Hasharui helps us move beyond the things

that otherwise keep us trapped."

Services begin at 7 p.m. Sunday, con-

tinue Monday at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m., and

Tuesday at 10 a.m. All services will take

place in the Student Union Ballroom.

Perlmutter said official University policy

prohibits a professor from penalizing a stu-

dent for missing class to observe the holi-

day.

"Quizzes and exams should not be

scheduled, or makeups should be provided

so that students are not penalized or disad-

vantaged as a result of religious obser-

vance," according to the policy.

Perlmutter said the policy is not always

enforced. "Sometimes faculty are either

not aware of the policy or ignore it," he

said. Any student with a conflict should

contact Perlmutter in the Hillel Office.

Hillel Co-President Howard Breslau, a

senior from Newton, sees spending the

holiday on campus as a chance for a new
religious experience.

"I think religion is very mysterious to

some students," Breslau said. "Because

services are run by students, rabbis are not

put on a pedastal. It becomes more per-

sonal, more comfortable."

ColleKian photo by Maria Bull

Charles Puliafico (back to camera) and Bob Heirn of Belchertown help Wendy
Thomas of the Mass. Balloon School fill a hot air balloon at the Fine Arts Center

yesterday, to give rides at the Center's anniversary celebration.

FAC gala

celebrates first

decade
By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

The birthday cake measured 8 by 4 feet,

weighed 400 pounds, resembled the guest

of honor, and served approximately 1,000

people.

Yesterday was the Fine Arts Center's

10th anniversary, and the party was as

large as the center itself.

And although no-gift wrapping was in

evidence, there was plenty of ribbon. Two
5-foot wide paper ribbons emblazoned

. with the number 10 adorned the south

side of the building.

And if, by some miracle, passersby

didn't see the over-sized decorations, they

couldn't have missed the rest of the fan-

fare.

Artist George Trakas was on hand to

help dedicate the island-turned-outdoor-

sculpture, the "Isle of View," located at

the south end of the Campus Pond. The
sculpture was erected in conjunction with

the University Gallery's "Ten" exhibit,

celebrating its first decade.

The crowd, milling between the FAC's
Rand Theater and Concert Hall, was
several hundred strong throughout the

event, (although UMass police declined to

give an official estimate). Vendors offered

ice cream, hot dogs and fried dough to

students, staff and faculty members who
relaxed on steps and at picnic tables,

listening to music throughout the after-

noon.

Bands performing at the event included

the UMass Marimba Ensemble, the

UMass Latin Percussion Ensemble, J.B.

Wyker and Trio, and Andy May and the

Atlantic Express. UMass professors

David Sporny and Jeff Holmes offered a

nmlxnufH im page S

Increased real estate activity result of changes in Amherst
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

A lack of space in a downtown super-

market and two public buildings are among
the reasons for recently increased real

estate activity near downtown Amherst.

The town Public Facilities Planning Com-
mittee is considering two parcels on the

corner of Main Street and Churchill

Superstitious or not,

you best beware today
As you walk around campus today, you

may want to avoid mirrors, black cats and

ladders; it's Friday the IHth.

Whether you're superstitious or not,

tradition has it that this day carries with

it bad luck and unwanted surprises.

"People act really wierd." said Univer-

sity ol Massachusetts student Theresa

Mitchell. "I worked here (Campus Center)

one Friday the 13th and it's crazy. 1 don't

know, it's something about people on ihf

13th," said Mitchell, a senior.

A first-year studetn who did not want to

be identified who had worked at a nursing

home, said the home's residents "bugged

out" on Friday the 13th. "One lady accus-

ed me of killing Jesus," she said. "We got

six times more calls from the patients.

Even the ones who were not senile acted

up." Brian Moran. a senior natural

resources major, said, "Synchroncity and

deja vu interests me but su{)erstiti()ns and

black cats are for Halloween. 1 like April

Ftwl's Day better."

Dean of Students William V'w\d said,

"Al)out every third or fourth year tluTt 's

a great run of incredible and outiandisli

re{M)rts" circulating on campus. "It's a

great long traiiition," he said.

Rachael airstow, a st-nior rcnnoniics

major said, "1 wouldn't go out at ni|trht(on

the 13th) l)ecause I think people would

just l;)e a little strange." Bairstow dcscrili-

ed herself as "mildly superstitious." She
added, "I broke a mirror the other day

and believe me I thought twice about it."

-TOM MIDDLETON

Avenue as a possible site for a new police

station because its present location in the

basement of town hall does not provide

enough space for "effective and efficient"

operations, Police Chief Donald Maia said.

"Operating in the present facility is like

operating in a barrel," Maia said.

"Amherst deserves a better station."

The committee has l)een looking for a

new station site since 1984, and last year

rejected the site of Masonic Temple on

Main Street because the owners of the

building refused to sell it to the town.

Under similar space limitations, the

Federal Real Estate Bureau is examining

two sites on University Drive for reloca-

tions of Amherst's main post office on

North Pleasant Street.

"This is an antiquated building,"

Superintendent of Postal Operations Jim

Hickey said. "We have very definite sf)ace

limitations," he said, citing a lack of park

ing space near the structure.

When a new site is selected the office on

North Pleasant Street will remain open.

The town rejected a similar relocation pro-

posal in 1978 because of the lack of ac-

cessibility to an office that is not located

downtown, Hickey said.

Construction Iwgan in August on a new
Louis Foods building on University Drive

because of need for a larger facility than

the one which Louis Foods now operates on

North Pleasant Street, store manager
Scott Forbes said.

The D.H. Jones real estate agency, which

last June purchased the Village Inn, a
^)pular drinking spot known as The Drake,

is converting the building into alxmt 35 ren-

tal units, Don Machon, property manager
of the Agency said.

Four units, two of which are already

rented, may be opened by the end of

Se})temlK'r. Machon said.

.IPrices for units in the Perry Apart-

ments will begin at .$.3(K» a month and fH>ak

at $4r>(» for a two-story, one b«'droom urut,

he said.

Inside

Cocaine linked to abortions? P-^

AIDS tests continue P'^

Freedom rally planned P'^

"I don't want our students to feel as though th^y are clacked out of a com-

jmter, (yrpartofabureacraqf." ,. . ^ , , j «
-Hmm-B Program Director Linda G. Lockwood, p.$
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Drugs tied to fetus problems

BOSTON (AP)-The discovery that cocaine is linked

with spontaneous abortions and behavioral problems m
newborns strengthens the case against needless drug use

by expectant women, a researcher says.

Earlier studies have found that the abuse of other

drugs, such as heroin and alcohol, can harm babies in the

womb. But the latest research is the first to associate

newborn abnormalities with cocaine.

The study, conducted at Northwester Memorial

Hospital in Chicago, found that heavy users of cocaine

appear to be at high risk of spontaneous abortions and

that their babies may be passive and emotionally erratic

during their first days of life.

Vietnam, Chinese border

attacks continue

i HAPPIEST
HOUR

P IN THE ALL NEW
KICK-OFF
LOUNGE

'^Liberty
means respcmsilrility.

That's vAxy most men
dread it.^-Gto-^Br>nm*i»mt

Next year It's all up to

you Only you can decide

ID suit an insurance

program now . The
longer you wan. ihc

more it costs. Find out

how easy it is to be^in

our college plan, chosen

by more seniors than any

other.

BANGKOK, Thailand

(AP)-Vietnam said yester-

day its armed forces killed

or wounded 50 Chinese

soldiers in repulsing attacks

along its northern border

this week.

A Voice of Vietnam radio

broadcast, monitored in

Bangkok, said Chinese

troops fired nearly 20,000

artillery rounds into Vi

Xuyen district of Ha Tuyen

province Monday and Tues-

day, but that Vietnam's

military and local people

resisted.

China fired more than

50,000 shells into the pro-

vince between Sept. 5-10,

the radio said.

The claims are impossible

to confirm. Since fighting a

bloody border war in early

1979, Vietnam and China

have traded accusations of

border provocations.
Western diplomats in

Bangkok generally believe

that while some fighting is

taking place, it is less

serious than claimed by the

two countries.

Call the Fidelity Union

Life Field Associate in your area:

RONALD |. NATHAN AGENCY
20 CatehowM M.. Anih«r«t, Ma.

Td: 2S»43S1 UnionUfe
'

: Hcrrclls kc Cream ^l^A
1^

*

*

*

»

Thornct Morkalploc*
Old South St. [ntianc*

Northampton

Open Noon 'tilt It SO Sun . Tl>un
Noon till Mldnlgl^l FM fc Sot.

586-4837

««••««•«« «»«« * •*

AP Laacrphoto

BIG BIKINI—What its creators are billing as the

world's biggest bikini adorns a building in Manhat-
tan. The promotional device's top is 33-by-14 foot

on the top, and 33-by-12 foot on the bottom.

THE EPISCOPAL CHAPLAINCY

AT UMASS

invites you to Sunday Service;

6:30 p.m. Refreshments, Gathering,

Discussion, Prayer

8:30 p.m. Eucharist

758 North Pleasant Street

(two doors up from the Grod Tower)

The hottest look going

this fall - the short boot

this is the one to own!

"^',

Open Sundays

Rev, ChnstoptiG' Carlisle, Chaplain

540-5929

WANTED
Experienced Wait People

available minimum two days per week

10 am - 3 pm
Hours available Monday - Friday

good wages and benefits

Apply 10th Floor Campus Center

before 10:00 am daily
«10'H^H^««

Diversityweek brings 9 days of events to UMass
By PAMELA BURRELL
Collegian Correspondent

Tomorrow marks the beginning of Diver-

sity Week, a nine-day series of events
created to enhance social and cultural

diversity at the University of
Massachusetts.

The week of dances, films, workshops
and concerts is returning after a one year
lapse, as a result of the efforts by the Stu-

dent Government Association and various

Registered Student Organizations.

Almost 100 hours of events have been
scheduled by approximately three dozen
student groups which represent student

government, professional, academic, social

and athletic groups, said Alex Guest, a

member of the Undergraduate Studet

Senate's Coordinating Committee.

SGA co-president Stacy Roth said Diver-

sity Week is an attempt to direct attention

to the student groups which are lost in the

crowd because of a lack of members or

funds.
"Diversity Week also gives students on

campus, who might not immediately be

able to find a group with which they can

identify, a chance to find one," Roth said.

She said the week will particularly give

members of the UMass community who are

women, from a third world country, or

from the gay community an opportunity to

identify with an organization on campus to

serve their needs.

"An average student at the University,

new or old, does not usually know where to

go to find a group to serve their interest.

Diversity Week gives them a chance to find

these groups," Roth said.

Funding for the majority of the events is

provided by the student organizations. An
open house referral fair will be funded by
the SGA and the senate's coordinating

committee. An additional $1,000 was
allocated by the senate for publicity. The

Diversi^ week sehedukofemnU

t p.m,t !ntemat>Q{tal Stwleiits Association Ds»ee,

Stadent Union BalfawMm
i fi.m.: Kartasi and Aeian $tu<^tB A««oclstiOD

C*har«t, C«t|ftpu6 C<»)ter JHoom 1009

All 4»yj Ni^v« American Students A^omtion
Powwow, QampuB Pond town

BaHiroon)

II a.m.-a mm^: Craft Strop Open Howw, Cwnpue
Center Craft Shop
44 p*"^: I^^ Co-op/Bike Qub worktop, Cunpos

Cento- Room 163

8 p,m.: fwMl Discussion, 5»Ct^lege South Africa

Week, Student Un«m Ballroom

All imy: Native American
Powwow, Campus Pond lawn

Student* Association No«ii^ p.B».! RefwraJ Fair/Open House, Student

Unkm Biiiidmg

W> p,ni.: Society of Women Engineers' first-year

atudent reception, Campus Center Room 1009

Tuesday:

Noon-^ p.m.: Commuter Area Government and Off-

Campus Housing Offke Tenante Fair, Cape Cod
Loiu^e

Wednesday:
4-6 p.m.: Women's Group Reception, Student Union

8 p.».: "Dance in the Railmed" New WorW
Theatre, Hampden llieater

Friday!

19 a.in.<3 p.at.: Mwdj/rally: "Freedom Friday for

South Africa," Metawampe Lawn from AmJherstComr
mon

S*!! p.m.: Christian Feibwship spes^er, Cape Cod
Lounge

8 p.ia.-l a.]R.: Le^nan, Bisexual, and Gay Alliance

Dance. Campus Center Audltoriian

Lockwood
appointed as

honors director
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Correspondent

Linda G. Lockwood has been officially

appointed full-time director of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Honors Program.

Lockwood's involvement with the

Honors Program began with a part-time

directorship in 1982. Aside from her

responsibility to the program, she also

served as departmental honors coordinator

and undergraduate advisor for the Depart-

ment of Environmental Science.

"The most important thing for me is to

make sure that the Honors Program has a

human face," Lockwood said. "I don't

want our students to feel as though they

are clacked out of a computer, or part of a

bureaucracy...that is a primary goal of our

program."
Already Lockwood has guided an in-

crease in honors courses, diversity of

course, and visibility of the overall pro-

gram on campus and nationwide.

In addition to personalized academic

counseling, the Honors Program also of-

fers students honors housing in Grayson at

Orchard Hill. The development of a

residential program helps to build a com-

Linda G. Lockwood

munity among honors students. This year

77 out of 185 incoming honors students

opted to utilize this program.

Another benefit of the Honors Program

is the Peer Advising Program; trained

honors students who know the ins and outs

of the program represent a resource for

new students.

"People tend to think of honors as only

academic, but it's social too," Lockwood

said.

Lockwood has been involved with honors

education since the 1960s. During her

graduate studies at Columbia University

she was in charge of a prgram sponsored

by The National Science Foundation for

gifted and talented students.

Boiler needs maintenance;

hopes for new power plant
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

A new power plant may be in the works

for the University of Massachusetts, but

until a new facility is built, the aging boiler

system requires periodic maintenane, ac-

cording to the physcial plant operations

director.

"The chances are good (for a new

facility), but the timing is bad. The earliest

it could be completed would be after four

years. Until then we will have to keep

things running as well as we can," said

Peter A. Wozniak. Wozniak said he hopes a

new power house facility will be built soon,

at a cost of over $50 million.

"During the summer, we did preven-

tative maintenance on the boilers in ihe

power house," said Wozniak. "This was

the second year that we have done this. It

gives us the opportunity to make safety in-

spections and to do routine repairs.

The power house, located next to the

Textbook Annex, has eight boilers which

generate heat and electricity for all the

buildings on campus. Seven of the hntlprs

event will cost several thousand dollars, ac-

cording to Guest.

Diversity Week began in 1983 but was
cancelled last year because of the ad-

ministration's First Week Program which

introduced new students to the University.

"This year the administration decided

that to have such vast programming the

first week would be overwhelming," Roth
said. "First Week did not cover enough
and there was again a need to hold Diversi-

ty Week," she said.

"We're expecting a very successful week
and we encourage everyone from the

University to take part," Roth said.

Indians to exhibit and sell goods at

this weekends Indian powwow
By STAGEY KIVEL
Collegian Correspondent

More than 5,000 people are expected to

attend this weekend's Indian powwow at

the Campus Pond, sponsored by the

American Indian Student Association.

American Indians travelling from many
parts of the country will set up concession

stands to exhibit and sell their goods. Food

concessions will include native foods like

Indian fried bread, Indian tacos, corn

chowder and clam chowder. There will also

be craft concessions with Indian moccasins,

drums and clothing.

"It's a social event for natives in which

they share customs, speak to elders, unite

with relatives, and dance in a spiritual

fashion," said Donna Goodleaf, a North

American Indian from the Mohawk Nation.

The 3rd annual powwow, which will

begin at noon on Saturday and Sunday, is

not only for American Indians but also for

the entire University of Massachusetts

community, Goodleaf said.

"The purpose of this event is to bring

people together as a whole and let other

people and students become aware that

there are American Indian students that

reside in this part of the country," said

Chris Pegram, a member of the associa-

tion.

"American Indian students feel this will

be a positive year," said the association's

adviser Dierdre Almeida. "They are aware
of their culture and want to share it with

other students,"she said.

The powwow will feature entertainment,

including singing, drumming and social

dancing from several Indian groups from
New York and Canada. Delegations from
all over New England will also participate

in the festivities.

ASIA was founded three years ago at

UMass by American Indians and advisers,

their goal being to, "unite the Indian stu-

dent on campus and give them a home base

in which to relate to other studetns and
seek help with problems," Pegram said. He
said there are currently 36 studetns involv-

ed with the organization.

i^FAC nrntinued frnm piuie I

trombone and piano set, and the UMass
Minuteman Marching Band, some 235

members strong, put in a late-afternoon

appearance.

And then there were the balloons.

Thousands of multi-colored balloons,

emblazoned with the 10th anniversary

logo, followed students to classes, tied to

knapsacks or clutched in fists. An orange
and white hot-air balloon rested on the

Haigus Mall for most of the afternoon,

but its operators were unable to offer the

planned $3 rides due to yesterday's windy
weather.
Nevertheless, the wind didn't keep

three skydivers from literally dropping in-

to the party at around 12:4.5 p.m.

run on coal, while the eighth burns oil.

The reason for the summer maintenance,

according to Wozniak, is that all of the

boilers are reaching a period maturity,

usually unreached by most boilers.

"Boilers one through four were installed

in 1942, five through seven were installed

in 1960." Wozniak said. "The youngest one

was installed in 1970. At the time of its in-

stallation, it had an expected life of 12 to 15

years."

Wozniak also has to deal with the ineffec-

tiveness of the bag house, the filtering

system which is supposed to catch

pollutants before they escape into the at-

mosphere.

The baghouse went into operation in

March andpassed an Environmental Pro-

tection Agency inspection in June, Woz-

niak said. Since then there have been pro-

blems with the clutches on the induced-

draft fans, which draw air into filters.

The fans are still under warranty and will

not cost the University anything to be

repaired, but if the bag house is not in

operation soon, the University will face

p]PA fines. Wozniak said.

Junior Matt Berube takes in the festivites.

Photo by Sroti Mw|uirt
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I GET THE WHOLE PICTURE I
s S

I Saturday Sept. 14th- Sunday Sept. 22nd I

Thursday Sept. 19th

Referral Fair 1-4pm

Open House 4-6pm

Student Union BIdg.

g

!

i

EVENTS, LECTURES, FILMS.

I Sponsored by: The Student Governnnent Association,

I
The Board of Governors, Office of Third World Affairs,

I Wonnen's Leadership Project, Commuter Area «-^.

I
Government Union Program Council, and YOU
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DEADLINE

The Final Day for Adding or Dropping courses is

Tuesday, Sept. 17th. Fall course change forms must

be submitted to the Registrar's Office, Whitmore

Room 213 by 5:00 p.m. This deadline also relates to

Pass/ Fail forms.

For further information call The Taped Information

Phone Service "TIPS" and ask for tapes by number:

1006 Adding and Dropping Courses

Pass/ Fail Option

Credit Loads

Graduation Requirements

Incompletes

Repeat Option

Who is my Academic Dean

1032

1009

1031

1027

1033

1005

A Service of The Dean of Students Office

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441
Heinken's Amstel $3.99 6pk, $15.00/ca8e plus dep.

Busch 12 oz suitcases $9.95/case plus deposit
Bud. Coors, Miller suitcases $11.99 plus deposit

Budlight, Coorslight, Lite suitcases $11.99 plus deposit

Ballantine Beer 12 oz can $3.25 plus deposit 12pk
Kahlua coffee liquer $10.99 750 ml.

Vodka or Gin 80 proof $7.99 1.75 liter

Champagnes and Sparkling Burgundy $2.99 and up 750 ml.

We have the Top 5 Wine Coolers

All cold and ready to go

Friday Afternoon

at Mikes -

Experience it -

Fun -

Two Pool - .

Tables - ^•

Reasonable *
Prices

Health services still offering

confidential test for AIDS
By CHRIS POON
Collejjnari Staff

University of Massachusetts Health Ser-

vices is continuing to offer a confidential

test for an antibody associated with Ac-
quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS) while medical experts still probe for

the cure to the fatal disease.

Health Services was designated in April

by the Massachusetts Department of

Public Health as one of nine state testing

sites for the antibody ATLV III.

"We've been asked to continue to serve

as a testing site," said Dr. David Kraft, ex-

ecutive director of Health Services. "The
state has been happy with the feedback

we've given them," he said.

The controversial blood test does not con-

firm whether or not a person has AIDS,
even if the test results are positive. People
who are found to have the antibody in their

blood will be prohibited from giving blood.

Health Services has set aside one morn-
ing every other week for the testing which
can only be administered after calling a
Boston hotline number to ensure a con-

fidential appointment, Kraft said.

Despite the growing publicity of the con-

troversial disease, Health Services has not

seen a need to provide additional special

service for people who are worried about
the personal effects of AIDS.
"There's been a lot of misinformation in

the public, but it still concerns us as a pro-

blem from the health point of view," Kraft
said.

People who contract symptoms related

to AIDS can be informed at Health Ser-

vices of the different risks and test

associated with the disease. "If someone
shows up with a disorder, we check to see if

the disorder is related to AIDS," Kraft

said. Some symptoms may turn out to be

unconnected to the disease after testing, he
said.

Now's
the time
to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Job Openings
Janatorial aide, positions

available immediately in the

Orchard Hill/Central area. Work
study and non work study.

$3.65/hour. Must be able to work

weekends. Complete application

forms in B1 Baker.
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Where else?

September Special -

BECKS
Exciting New Menu!

Hors d'oevres 4-6 pm 7 days a week

Proper ID a MUST
57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141
i

I >)^1 ^AidX<JAy, ^^l |/4

I h\pe: Cw^^h^K.mv/^^^
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Recli-Rent
KEEP COOL WHILE YOU CRAM'

Rent a mini-refrigerator—
an ideal way to Keep drinks

& goodies on ice — right

in your room! 2 spacious
shelves; 2 bottle racks; 2

freezer ice cube trays. Ad-
justable thermostat.

^M Friday. September 13, 1985
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THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

Friday, September 13, 1985« Collegian 7

12 oz. Drafts 75*

Pitchers $3.75

Beer
Of The Month

imported

Wurtzburger
"The Pounder"

16 oz.

S1.60

299 Russell Street Rt. 9

Hadley

Phone 584-9992

Peppermint Schnapps

(little guys) $1.00

Economical Weekly Drink Specials

Drink of Week - Southern Comfort Sour $1.25

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002
Mooooooooooeooooooot

''Have you heard. . .

back to school special at

GREENPEACE
All T-shirts $5.00

with student I.D.''

Don't Miss the Expo Sept. 13 in the CC Lounge
Pontiac presents

I

"All proceeds from

your purchases help

Greenpeace make this

planet a happier and
healthier olace."

GREENPEACE
Clothing / Books / Toys / Records / Gifts

Thornes Market
150 Main St. Northampton; 584-7379

Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30; Thurs 'til 9:00; Sun 12:00-5:00

***

Thurs.
Sept. 19th

F.A.C.

Tickets

$11.00 UMass

and
Special Guest

$13.00 Public

Tix on Sale Tubs. Sept. 10th

nam OH4AU At nut *»n cintbi v^mat^tiD cvie

CSAM. AM) nO» » »<* lOCAnONJ n HOriHAnrvOt*.

McxYOM. iMmmtw «wo wmwao wo ca#«j. lomu
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AMHERST DELI
DELIVERS

549-6314

START YOUR WEEKEND
at the

TIME^ OUT

4-10 PM Mon-Sat

I

Carriage Shops | I

Bagels, lox, sandwiches and subs
37 N. Pleasant St.

Proper ID Required

Don't DrinIc and Drive

woooooooQooeooooi
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Responsibility is shared
Oversubscribed courses are a continuing problem at the University, and

this year is certainly no exception. However, before anyone here points a

finger at others, they must consider their own responsibilities.

Administrators, faculty, and students alike must share responsibility for

this problem and address it, to the best of their own ability, in order to

fulfill their ultimate contribution. Administrators who have not yet com-

mitted extra resources to needy departments, faculty who do not desire to

instruct a reasonable number of low level or undergraduate courses, and

students who are unwilling to enroll in early morning or late afternoon sec-

tions or who enroll in the same course at different times to safeguard an

'acceptable' overall schedule must realize their lack of responsibility.

While it is difficult for the administration to precisely predict enrollment

trends in major courses of study and commit extra faculty and financing to

those areas, the primary responsibility to do so is, nonetheless, in its hands.

If enrollment in certain schools will be, or already is, set at a precise limit,

then the administration must ensure that students who express interest in

these schools are adequately informed that attempting to gain entrance or

take courses there may be difficult.

Obviously, the administration is somewhat constrained in its commit-

ment by state funding, availability of human resources, and the fickle

nature of student choice. However, there are administrators whose job is to

work within these constraints and produce results within a reasonable

amount of time. It would seem that now is the time to consider and further

implement long term solutions such as providing more stipend increases

for graduate students to instruct undergraduate courses, requiring faculty

to teach undergraduates more often and work on their research less, and

considering the possibility of constructing more classroom facilities in the

future.

At the same time, faculty members must accept that undergraduate

education and attention to students is of great, if not primary, importance

on this campus and that they, too, are employed to contribute to this end.

Increasing the number of students they will instruct in their own courses,

ensuring to a greater degree that these students are adequately instructed

so they won't falter in their continued studies, and allowing for sufficient

office hours for extra attention are all possible contributions that faculty

members can make.

And, we cannot omit the contributions which students can make. We, as

students, must be more willing to take early morning and late afternoon

classes, to fill out the necessary pre-registration sheets accurately, on time,

and without duplication of courses, and to accept that there may not be

enough enrollment spaces for us in our intended major even though we

have been able to enroll in the lower level prerequisites. Successful comple-

tion of prerequisites does not guarantee space in any major course of study.

In closing, the problem of oversubscription is one that affects us all.

Likewise, while progress has been made (Provost O'Brien last year com-

mited an additional $1.million for graduate teaching stipends), the pro-

blem will never be adequately addressed if we only place the blame on

others. d j /

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Collegian Board oj

Editors.

Letters —-^

Anorexia nervosa is not a joke

In response to Bob Kievra's column on

Sept. 9, "Back to the UMass mess", we

have some questions to ask him. Bob, why?

What was the purpose of your column?

Was it to bring humor? Was it to stir con-

troversy? Was it to inform everyone that

you're doing a co-op with the Boston Globel

We find it extremely offensive that, in

order to show your sarcastic humor, you

lowered yourself to play upon the tragedy

of Karen Carpenter and the countless

others who suffer from the eating disorder

anorexia nervosa. To those of us who are

constantly working to improve student life,

we find your analogies unfounded and ex-

aggerated.

The oppressive journalism that you

displayed in your column should not be

tolerated on this campus.

In closing, we hope that in the future yu

use your immense journalistic talents to

educate rather than insult, and to inform

rather than hurt.

Carmine Caporelli

Janet Glavin

Scott Wheeler
Cindy Wilson

Resident AssistantB

Paul VasconcelloB

Residence Director

Orchard Hill

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the

author's address and telephone number, which will not be published. Let-

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

umn submissions should be between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. -Editor.

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Sub-

Tis: ions should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113

Campus Center. University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or

they can be dropped off at the Collegian classified ad counter in the base

ment of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received, individual

replies cannot be made^

OPINION
The opinions on ihis page aie those o< the individual wntei or cartoonist and do rwi necassaniy retieci

the views ot ihe ColUfian o' the University unless otherwise noted

• ^(Highest rating)

The stora of a little tuerp and his bike.

P.W. BOTHA

SttM UU)t STIU.

ALAMO BAStMEMT.

Story mislabled SGA women
I would like to make a few comments on

the article in the Sept. 10 Collegian, which

was headlined "Decline of Women in

SGA", and subtitled "Lack of recruitment

(SIC), inaccurate views blamed".

The article demonstrates clearly that the

reporter desperately needs a course in

basic journalism. The headline conflicts

with the content of the article, the first

paragraph contradicts the second
paragraph, and the entire piece is intmaJIy

inconsistent.

When I read the headline, my first

thought was, "'inaccurate views' blamed

for the decline of women in the SGA?"
Who, pray tell, determines what is an 'ac-

curate' view, and what is an 'inaccurate'

view?" Armed with this thought, I proceed-

ed to begin reading the article itself.

The first paragraph states, "The percen-

tage of women in the UMass
undergraduate student senate has dropped

from 50 percent last year to 25 percent this

semester, Liisa Trocki, Coordinator of the

Women's Leadership Project said." OK, so

far, so good. Then I hit the second

paragraph. "The number of women 'who

call themselves feminists and work to

organize the women in the senate' has

fallen to about 30 out of the SGA's 120

members. Trocki said."

Now, what are we to make of this? The

first paragraph states flatly that 25 per-

cent of the senate is composed of women.

THe second paragraph states that 25 per-

cent of the senate is composed of women
"who call themselves feminists." Does this

mean that only feminists qualify as women?

Does Ms. Trocki regard conservative

women as non-persons?

If we assume that Ms. Trocki was quoted

accurately, that is about the only possible

conclusion, and as 1 am fairly well

aquainted with her, it struck me as being

very uncharacteristic. I have found Ms.

Trocki's openness to other points of view to

be quite a refreshing change from the

dogmatic attitude of many radical

feminists.

So, wondering whether Liisa had
undergone some kind of radical (no pun in-

tended) transformation over the summer, 1

continued to read. And lo and behold'. A.

few paragraphs, Jater, she is quoted as say-

ing, "Now, women that enter the senate

may be conservative, moderate, or

feminists." Aha, now that sounds like the

person I knew last semester.

So, what can we make of this article? By
the time I got to the end, I was totally lost

in the contradictions. Didn't anyone notice

that the 'inaccurate views blamed'

headline, which is explained in the article

as actually referring to inaccurate views of

the purpose of the Woman's Caucus, could

very easily be misinterpreted by someone

reading the headline as referring to inac-

curate political views?

It is basic journalism to never use

anything in a headline that could be inter-

preted in an incorrect way. Didn't anyone

read the article before printing it, and

notice the blatant contradiciton between

the first and second paragraphs? If this is a

sample of what we can expect from the Col-

legian this semester, I am very disap-

pointed.

Michael Cohan
SGA Senator

Southwest

(Reporters do not vurite headlines for their

stories. Copy editors write the headlinesfor
the news section of the paper; editors write

them for their respective pages. —Editor)

Further explanation necessary
In Sue Eaton's column criticizing the

Student Senate, she failed to call attention

to some important facts. The more conser-

vative (i.e., non-leftist) elements in the

Senate believe in both accountability and

compromise. Who discovered the financial

mess? Only after people like Joe Sparks

(then Chairman of the Budgets Committee)

and Jordan Rosner (the present chairman)

repeatedly demanded that people cnmc to

grips with our problem did tin- "pro

^essivi's" even accept that it existed.

When the fault was accurately f)lac«'«l on

the SjK'aker and Treasurer, the con.scr

vatives were told that it wasn't important

who was at fault. Is that accf)untal)ility?

Conservatives have lMH>n constantly jusser

ting th«' ne«l to work with the a<lministra

tion. Has anything changtnl since tb<*n?

As for the measurt^s suggest*^! by the

KudiretH (\>mmittee to curb sfM>ndin$r on

professional salaries, they were not illegal.

We were threatened with legal action by

those professionals whose jobs were in

question. The Budgets Committee com-

promised their position, not because we
were wrong, but because our credibility

would be shattered if people employed by

us deciiled to sue us.

It ha.^ luH'ti a staiiiiinir tradition in conser-

vative student [)oliln's to approach the ad-

minist rat k hi in a sensible, eftIcient manner.

Financial spf'tidin^f ha:- Iktm kept at an ail

time low, credibility with the SAO and

other adniinistrntive offices is building,

and, ho[K'l'ul!\. we will stn- a ris*- in the

numl>er of cotiscrvalives in (he SGA. It's

lh<' SGA's only real hofK'.

Michael Cerraio
Senator

NoKheast
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SHOWCASE
& EXPO '85

u R N

UPC presents

Concert

Sat. Sept. 14 SUB 8 p.m.

UMass $7.00 Public $9.00

Expo
Thursday, Sept 12 and Friday, Sept 13

11 am to 4 pm
Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union Building

The ROLLING STONL MAGAZINE MUSIC SHOWCASE features one ot the fastest rising groups in music

today—Lone justice. Also appearing will be special guests, the db's, and don't forget to join us at the

ROLLING STONE After Show Party, sponsored by MATEUS.

THE ROLLINCi STONE EXPO will be showcasing some of the hottest cars by PONTIAC, as well as fashions,

new music releases, and sound equipment. If it's state of the art, you'll see it at the Expo. PIERRE CARDIN
Men's Eragrances will be presenting the ROLLINCj STONE Fashion Show, featuring the latest fashionwear,

prior to the concert. And, to stay in the best of casual fashions, visit the LEE Fashion Center

at the Expo, and enter the LEE "Ultimate Rock" contest! ^

GET A lUMP ON WHAT'S HOT!

PONTIACfWE BUILD EXCITEMENT

*i*

.1

nCOMPACT

DIGITAL AUDIO

ncii
llAIUMINCi nil IX)INII M SISUMS

III! I IIKVIIIMK S IIMAMA

maXell ^daneltehter

"TKlmCVh?AT>. MLWEUS pierre cardin

BLACKAFFAIRS
Freedom rally to be held
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

"Freedom Friday," a rally to support the

struggle for the liberation for millions of

black South Africans, opposing apartheid,

and urging full divestiture from the

Pretoria regime, will be held on Friday,

Sept. 20.

The rally will begin with a march at 10

a.m. from Amherst Common and conclude

with an organizing rally at 12 noon at

Metawampe Pond at the University of

Massachusetts.

A group of students and professors from

the five-college area have organized the

event. At the rally, the students will ask for

the support of these four demands:
•That colleges and universities in the

Western Massachusetts area support con-

gressional sanctions against South Africa.

•Full divestiture by colleges and univer-

sities in Western Mass. from firms and

banks that do business in South Africa.

•Dismissal of charges against UMass
students who were arrested last spring

protesting UMass investments in South

Africa stock.

•The establishment of a regional

monitoring committee to ensure that

future investments in apartheid do not

occur.

"The purpose of the rally is to increase

awareness in the Pioneer Valley about the

situation in South Africa," said John Rud-

dock III, speaker of the Undergraduate
Student Senate. "The rally will also

publicize the past, present, and future

leaders of the fight against apartheid and

show the cultural, political, and educational

awareness in that country."

Two students from Mount Holyoke Col-

lege, Susan Walsh, and Nino Levine, came
up with the idea for the rally. They set up a

plan to determine the financial and political

situation in South Africa, received support

from various professors, and scheduled a

press conference earlier this week with

Shirley Chisholm, a member of the House

of Representatives in 1972 who is on staff

this semester at Mount Holyoke College.

However, due to personal problems, the

press conference had to be postponed until

early next week.

There will be several featured speakers

at the rally including: Mel King, former

Boston mayoral candidate from the Rain-

bow Coalition, Francis Crowe from the

American Friends Service Committee, a

representative from the African National

Congress, and Simone Wilkinson, a

representative of the Greenham Common
Peace Encampment.
The organizers of the rally hope that

thousands of people will come out and par-

ticipate in "Freedom Day".

Announcements
The Everywomen's Center is currently

seeking interns and volunteers for all its

programs for the fall semester. Women
interested in developing skills in

Resource/Referral, Budgeting, Against

Violence Against Women, Public Rela-

tions/Outreach, Legal Advocay, Women's
Educational Support or Working
Women's or Third World Women's Pro-

grams should call the Center at 545-0883

or stop by.

The Student Center for Edvucational

Research and Advocacy (SCERA) current-

ly has 3 credit internships available

through their "Jobs and Justice" pro-

gram and the Office of Internships.

For more information and if you are in-

terested, contact Gerry Scoppettuloo at

545-0341 or at the SCERA office located

in Room 422 in the Student Union
Building.

MMIIHIIHIilillllliilillllilllllllllimiHHIIIIIiilllMIIHMIIIIIIIHIIIIIillllimmillillHIiillllllMlllllllliHIIIiillllllllllillimiiri

FOUR SEASON:
^ Wines/Liquors ^Q^

|{

PRICE SERVICES SMILESlI
I

BEER
BUSCH cans $8.99

LITE cans $10.99

BUD and

BUD LIGHT cans $11.50

COORS and

COORS LIGHT $11.50

HEINEKEN 12 pk $7.99

GROLSCH B $14.99

AP I^msTrphoto

PROGRESS IN SOUTH AFRICA—A Johnannesburg resident shows a

passbook which black residents have to carry in order to go in and out of the city

and which the government is considering eliminating. A rally will be held next

week to protest apartheid in South Africa.

11 All UMass Women
«ilSg||gJf!

I.D.

Required

Are Cordially Invited to. . .

ZETA PSI's
iS\'Welcome Back Bash"

ZY ,_ - Sat. 9/14/85

23 Phillips St Featuring: 9?

Last Years Battle of the Bands Champions

^^/toj^c/r/^FTA

i

WINE
Rlunite 1.5 L

WINE COOLERS 4 pk.

$4.99

$3.49

HARD LIQUOR
VODKA 1.75 L $7.99

GIN 1.75 L $7.99

RUM 1.75 L $9.99

BOOTHS 90° GIN 1.75 L $12.99

Location - on Route 9 past Mciionald's

and Burger King

BODY
wMOP advanced fitnrss trainmfz centers

The best work out in town for strength, toning, and calories burned

s*'*$45.00 for 14 Weeks
Join by Sept. 13th and receive a

FREE Body Composition Test - $20 value
(% fa^ muscle mass, recommended weioht, daily calories)

'"" " —~ ^jgntlfTNow " ——

—

Bovden - Totman (NOPE)

""""""""""""'"*
rIeGULa" HOUR^^TOTMrNlNOPEr""'

BOYDEN
p^^ ^Q^g i^^j ^^„ ^^.p 7.30.9 am •

1M pm
M-F 7-9 am • 12-1 pm jotman 545-4665 4-6 pm * 7-9 pm

4-6 pm TIPS 545-1540 Saturday 12-3
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This Fall

We've Got It All

In BOTH STORES!
Amherst Carriage Shops • Northampton (Next to Iron Horse)

POSTERS
Huge

Selection

• BAMBOO BLINDS
20% Off

BEDSPREADS
(Cover Walls, Fum.,

Windows)

RUGS & MATS
(Colorful, Durable)

*
Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
(Comfortable Cotton)

•

Paper

LAMPSHADES
(Variety of Colors)

CARDS
(Over 1400 Designs)

Brass & Silver

JEWELRY
(earrings, rings etc.)

CLOTHING SALE
20% to 50% off

Selected

BLOUSES, SKIRTS & T-SHIRTS

Great Gifts...

Great Prices

^•MERCANTILE
K\

Daily & Sat. 10-6 • Sunday 12-5

Division of

Fall
1985

Continuing Education

Crodit Courses

Credit-Free Worlcshops

Speciaiized Programs

Over 100 introductory, middle-,

arid upper-level evening credit

courses and University day

courses (on a space available

basis).

Registration for Continuing

Education evening courses and

University day courses continues

through the add/drop pmrlod,

SeptcmlMr 4-17.

Register at the Division of

Continuing Education, University

Library—Mon.-Thurs. 8: 30 am-7 pm
Fri., 8:30 anv5 pm; and Sat,

10 am-1 pm (9/7, 9/14)
Call us at S-2414 for more
information.

^O "CCS wv»

I B H I B ^H W ^k-^Kk k^ V ^^^H W^k^ warn

* =^_^ J

If

1 DAY SALE
Brand Mew Hotml Surplus

MATTRESSES
and FOUNDATIONS

TWIN SIZE MATTRESS $58
TWIN SIZE FOUNDATION $48
FULL SIZE MATTRESS $78
FULL SIZE FOUNDATION $58
DELUXE BED FRAMES $19
Not to be confused with bedding used m this motel Each

piece IS brand new. motel surplus, factory sealed in heavy
clear plastic for your inspection and weather protection Bring

your car. truck or station wagon We'll load for you Twin Full -

Queen & King available Waranty when purchased m sets.

*

4-

BRAND NEW

BUNK BEDS
At Factory to You Pricing!!!

If

jf

»
4-

jf

4-

A DttCOunl*4 Long-Olttonc* Tvt»plM>n« $*rvtc«

tof WMldintW 8lue*nl«

RESIDENT STUDENTSI
Are you paying too much for your long-distance

calls?

Rnd out about UMATELI
See us at our table in the Campus Center Concourse,

the week of September 9th.

The University Telecommunicattons Dept.

HOWARD JOHNSON MOTOR LODGE
Route 9. Hadley

FRIDAY, SEPT. 13, 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 14, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

mmmfrCmrd. ¥I9A. Olr^.r Club »•«•• H«ld By R«M SALES COR^. p^,^„ ^, ,^ •u./r.ftoo only

4>

4

4
4
4
4
4

Free.
Get HP's new $49*
software module
when you buy an
HP-41.
A deal that has no equal, for a

calculator that has no equal.

The HP-41 Advantage holds the
most pK)pular engineering, math
and financial programs ever
.written for the Hr-41 Plus;

12K bytes of RDM
user-accessible subroutines
it's menu driven

Just what il takes to help
make the grade in every-
thing from Linear Algebra
to Pnysics to F.lectrical

Engineering Fundamen-
tals to Statics and
dynamics

(.e( thei.ilculfilcriMii;!

neers prefer Ami gel

thetll'4l Adv.inl.i»;.',il

Ihi I'fu (' \ii'ii prcti'i

Free.

C)II.T rinl^ II I ' '^1

"MIRK'-'"' ' '• '' ' I"'"

m HEWLETT
PACKARD

DEERFiELD
DATA
SYSTEMS

112 Amherst Rd
Route 116

Sunderland, MA
(413) 665-3745

'New En^lands IIP Specialists"

Movie 'sa stroke ofgenius

Real Genius
Starring Gabe Jarret, Val Kilmer
and William Atherton
Directed by Martha Coolidge

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Correspondent

I liked the title of this movie; I think I sort of identify

with it. What surprised me was, I also liked the movie

itself. The advertisments may make you think that Real

Genius is just another one of those stupid, boring, teen-

age sex and science movies. It is not, it's a funny and

entertaining teen-age science movie. Martha Coolidge,

who directed the surprisingly good Valley Girl, has a

way of making films about teen-agers believable and en-

joyable.

Real Geniiis is about a 15-year-old wonderkid (Gabe

Jarret) who is enrolled in a high-tech college by an evil

professor (William Atherton) so that he can work on a

superlaser. Jarret's roommate is another genius (Val

Kilmer) who has the brains of Einstein and the manner of

Michael Keaton. Kilmer goes to a job interview wearing

plastic antennae and a T-shirt saying "I (heart) toxic

waste". The movie has a quirky yet lovable cast of secon-

dary characters: Laslo, (John Gries) the number one

genius who cracked at 12 and is now living in the steam

tunnels under the dorm; Jordan (Michelle Meyrink), a

hyperkinetic engineering major who never sleeps, Ick

(Mark Kamiyama) who turns the dorm into an ice-skating

rink.

If you're looking for a fun movie this weekend, check

out Real Genius.

1

(4
Shooting Party" shines

The Shooting Party
Starring James Mason. John Gielgud,

and Edward Fox
Screenplay by Julian Bond
Directed by Alan Bridges

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Correspondent

If you are an anglophile, if you love Masterpiece

Theatre, you'll like The Shooting Party . It is an Edwardian

Big Chill, emphasizing character rather than plot.

Although the weekend guests of this film come together

for a pheasant hunt and not a funeral, this is a much more
gloomy and somber film.

This drawing room drama stars James Mason (in his

final film role) as an aging aristocrat living out his twilight

years at the end of the Edwardian era. People should see

this film not only because this was Mason's last role but

because Mason gives his best performance in years,

perhaps ever.

The Shooting Party has an enormous cast (about 10 main

characters and 20 secondary characters) and multiple

story lines which all take place within a forty-eight hour

period. What is surprising is that with all these things go-

ing on, one rarely gets confused. Mason provides the emo-

tional center of the film. He personifies the Edwardian

era. Frayed and weary, he senses the end of his time is

near.

Mason wishes his weekend guests would enjoy the

shooting party without competing for the title of "best

shot." But his wishes go unheeded and a clash of egos

leads to a tragic accident. The final moments of the film

are the best. Mason shines.

Professionally Taught

ADULTS
DANCE CLASS

Ballet

Jazz

Modern Dance

Ten Week
Courses $50.

starting Oct. 1st

For information

[and schedule phone
549-1555

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St.

one block east of

Butterfield Dorm
across

E. Pleasant St.
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Silverado
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f5T€VeN SPiejKflG (Ves«ncs

jMicruei J t^Ti n

BACK To The
FUTUR€
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RAMBO
iFirst Brood ^ "^^^

Part II . - (ii«o
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S"" "'"s • m soi
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THE /:)mC l*Ti SMOMS'

[FRl4SATat12 13 SEATS $ 3 50
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ROCKY

HORROR

BUCKAROO

BANZAI

PINK FLOYD

- THE WALL

LIFE

1

°'

WORKSTUDY
you have workstudy and

are looking for a part-time

job working between
8:30-3:30 apply at the

Collegian Rm 113 Campus
Center, Applications will be

taken until Friday, Sept. 13

at 2.

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
N«Kt to T*wa Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
MINIMUM ORDER,

(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

Prices In effect until 9/18 • in Store • Cash Only

MhM lUMkii^alM^ MUHh ^tttm

Budweiser Bud Lite

Miller Lite

Coors Coors Lite

each only

Bourbon
1.75 Liter

59.2 oz.

...^^^..,;.^^y.:.:.,:...:v...,,.v.....;.^:.^:.^•,.^;.^^:.;.:.:..: .s-!»«;

SMIRNOFF
80 proof

1.75Llter
59.2 02.

mmi

M^

lMMMMri<llMMii

MOOSEHEAD

+ dcp. 6 Pk.

MONDAVI
TABLE WINE
Ked or White

$^49l.SUter

mmmmrm

ttimtiuiititmUiilliii

ARTS
FridayFibn Follies

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Correspondent

Fellow prisoners, txxiay is Friday! Friday, the second

most beautiful word a student can hear. Friday equals

weekend. Weekend equals free time. Free time equals fun.

Ergo, Friday equals fun.

If you and your date are looking for something different

to do one of these nights, here's what's going on movie-

wide in the valley this weekend.

The Amherst Cinema has a dynamite double feature

through Saturday. Diva is new wave French thriller. I

have seen it three times over the last year. I don't know
anyone who hasn't loved it. Blood Simple has received

many great reviews from the likes of the The New York
Times' Vincent Canby. It is supposed to be a violent,

bloody yet very stylish Western murder mystery. A good

night out for only $3.

The Pleasant Street Theatre is showing The Shooting

Party (see review) and A Man Like Eva, a film profiling

the unorthodox German director Rainer Werner
Fassbinder. It is evidently a fascinating psychological pro-

file of a monsterous man.
If you want to see a monster of another kind (Vampire)

check out Fright Night at the Dead Mall, (Mt. Farms
Mall). Also showing at Mt. Farms, Real Genius (see

review). Volunteers, starring Tom Hanks and John Candy
as Peace Corps, workers in Thailand. Funny. See it.

Festering in one of the Mt. Farms theatres is Pee Wee's

Big Adventure. It is the negative reciprocal of funny. Very
unfunny. Staring at lawn ornaments is more fun than Pee

Wee. Stay away.

The Hampshire mall is showing the major money-

makers of the summer. For Stallone junkies who can't

wait until Nov. 27 for Rcx^ky IV, Rambo returns to the

mall, slaughtering his way through Vietnam. Back to the

Future is a tight enjoyable science fiction comedy. Mel

Gibson reprises his role as the post-apocolyptic Road War-
rior in Mad Max beyond Thunderdome, co-starring Tina

Turner. Not as good as Road Warrior but still good. I)irec-

tor Lawrence Kasdan (Big Chill) goes out West in what is

supposed to be the best Western of the summer,
Silverado, starring Kevin Cline.

That's all folks.

WITNESS
Did you see UMass
Police Officers strug-

gling with a man near

Grad Research Center

on May 5, 1985 (dur-

ing Spring Concert)?

If so please contact:

Dorothy Carlo

16 Center St. #314
Northampton, MA

413-584-8424

RENT/^RKK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

CINEMA
Friday - Saturday

Diva
Blood Simple

Sunday - Tuesday

The Thin Man
After the Thin Man

Double Feature $3.CX]

7:00
9:15

7:15
9:00

1

30 AMITY ST AMHERST 253-5426
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Experience Pays
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Coninbiilina Kcporter
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Ironi the S.-ivaHor-'--
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lint guerrillas

UMass student
" »^- ^ held in arson
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ane Cod Times
'*' THE CAPE AND ISLANDS' DAILY NEWSPAPER

COVER STORY Friday. June 28, 1985

Video vaults
hold TV

viewers
gold

Gilligan and
Jerry Mathers
as the Beaver
draw ratings

and fanatic

devotion

By Mary Cresse

Special for USA TODAY

MEDFORD, Mass — "See.

this Is what I mean by good
TV," Felicia Massarelli says,

pointing to her television set,

where a rerun of Jackie Glea-
jon s The lioneymooners Is In

p -ogress.

Ralph Kramden Is winding
up an argument with wife Al-

ice. He rolls hus eyes, cocks his

head, and grimly sets hLs jaw "One of these days, Alice,"

:ji^:^.l.2 .'.. IT*^^

Emptied channel fills beach

he bellows, smacking an open pair

zoom, right to the moon'"
Massarelli cackles. A self-descr

watches up to six hours a day of
- •* 'fhiie ones, they're the b

""< r„u,

''''! fist. "Bang.

By JOHN YONCE
SPECIAL WRITER

HYA.N.MSPORT - It's a job that costs nearly
$250,1)00, consumes 1.500 t;allons of fuel a day and takes
4.0-i4 man-hours to compiete But, it provides a double
dividend

• The dredging of Hyannis Harbor, now neanng com-
pletion. IS designed to open a deep, safe channel for

shipping It also will replace tons of sand lost over the

vears from Kalmus Beach
The Arr-- • " ' '

'

cubic van
of the Le'

resident ii

Thp bj

boats wer
we re act

Most of t(-

allv from
•'•We al

wav • (ir

ft ay M
Martha s

• >;:iid rii

~orld - for exnmpi
in I'akisian - and no 1? ffil 0_„

hoirimi: aboiii 10.000 Sal va. SUeS lOF ^MtjUl
movfd fan her inside Honduris in 19S:

doran covcrnnieiii forces crossed the b By Anne McCrory
i.u ^cd. killmr si.x persons. Special to The Globe

,'h,-,r^ps .Hid counrcrcliarccs. conti AMHERST - A University of

S-pi J- r.i;d ilie first lime a host naiio Massachusetts student Is seeking

utr n!:jr:...-d a UN .idmmistercd seltlei «13 million In two lawsuits charg-

f than 15 defendants with

IS of her rights in connec-

th her arrest on arson
and suspension from the

ty last Decemtier

c I. Henry. 20. a senior

ry major from Phlladel-

is arrested the evening of

nd charged with setting fire

s on a fellow student's dor-

lesk. The fire was the 15th

ormltory last year

wing the arrest. Henry was
night In Jail, suspended

rred from the university,

fired from her Job as a resident as-

slstant and permitted back on
campus to attend clas.ses only In

UMASS. Page 17
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lanton Does
jnd Doesn't
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U\ (ierr> deSinias .Ir.

(WTON — Some una:itii'ip;ilcd in-

ionip and some ciri-lul spinrting

June licipi'd the lo'>\ii end up with a

surplus Hist o\(T .T (luarlcr ol a

miliinn flolLirs — S.'ij.iiiKi. idr the

liscal vc.ir that ended June ;Ui — lirsl

selectman S.miiiel lluniphrcx said

this ui'ck

But i» bill o( about SlTi*. (111(1 owed to

Blue t'r(is-~ 111 connectiun with ihe

,(i\\l1 il!S;i''.i l,H', Innni^ 111 the
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'By ANOR£'.V WOLFF
Press Heo PaHH Bufeau

S\M)> HOOK — Wiv.n Mv-.^n

Cruse hcaro he \miuIJ he one oi eiclil

National I'ark Servue rjniiers 'icni
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Join* Cruse ine supers isop. rjncer
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•niiine son'.,! II I n\: l;ke I'liir.Tini:

i!io-)e tires is pan al ir.e m;. st.uue o:

N.-ine a rareer " he laiiJ "All v«i us

aspire to do ii

'

Fi\e rangers from SanuN Hih'k
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Bench-clearing brawl|

mars 83-70 Hoyas'
By Peter Abraham

SPRINGFIELD — GeorRetown
center Patrick Ewinp ^corod 25

\Vc don't hale BC at all. I'm sur|

be forgotten soon."

Adams had one of his besti
--. - » « n

mounijinous
s.iM \ls

What do The Boston Globe, USA Today, Newsweek on Campus and the wire services have in com-
mon?
Correspondents at UMass - all of whom work for the Collegian.

The Globe, Conde Nast, Cape Cod Times and Fitchburg Sentinel - among other New England and
East Coast papers - are similar too. They've had our staffers as interns and co-op students this past

year.

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to get experience early. We all started as reporters

for the Collegian. Because of it, we've been able to do a lot more.
Whether you're a first year student or a senior, we have a job for you. Come down to our office,

find the department that's right for you. Choose from News, Sports, Editorial/Opinion, Black Af-

fairs, Women's Issues, Arts or Photo. Work with our editors who have professional experience.

Get a grasp on UMass issues and your writing skills.

Get clips that will get you a job.

Tf)dav.

The Collegian. We build careers.

t
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

OKAY, MR. PR3$IP5m, 7W/5

lemasecnoNuiHej^iou
e^lABilSH yOUR. MORALCM
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BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

Today's Weather:

Today: Some clouds, some sun. Cool,

with high temperatures, 55 to BO.

Tonight: Fair, low temperatures in the

upper 30s.

MeANitniLe^. in mnj York..,

10 -me flif^fVKT,
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman

DE^TH

Violence. 15 like ir\eu) socks.
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GORDY By Gorde

LOOK, L/OfJEL, I KNOW
YOU'RE OOMd. SO I MAOe
SOME CAIAKJ&eS A^UhJP
HEREf I'M PO//J6 IT
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A/5W OlRE^riOfJ
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Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Today's Menu:

LUNCH
Pizza

Tuna Oriental

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Tuna Oriental

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel

Mushroom Sauce
Jalapeno Shrimp and Rice

Fruit Plate with (Jran^e Bread

BASICS DINNER
Creamed Vegetable Croquettes

with Sauce
Jalapeno Shrimp and Rice

I

i

i

I

I

i

1

I

J

Don't forget!

Deadline to submit snapshots for the Collegian

decorate-a-r(X)m contest is next F'riday, Sept. 20!

All entries must conform to the rules set forth in

the Residence Hall Manual pertaining to fire safe-

ty. Send of deliver submissions to Anne McCrory,
113 Campus Center. Prizes will be awarded! Enter
today.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Spirited horse

5 Less colorlul

10 Garden eviclee

14 Excursion

15 Bouquet
16 Homeoor Juliet

17 Extremely

tunny

19 Perennial

second
placers''

20 Famed quartet

21 What hope
does eternally''

23 Put an edge on
24 Native

Americans
26 Heated
28 Spouse
30 Hunter ol tilms

33 Task lor Junior

34 Trucking rigs

35 Dart game drink

36 Alignments ol

seats

37 Claw
38 Certain

monster

39 The Wayside
(or one

40 Cotton
packages

41 Baseball

bobble
42 Juno lo Cdi'-.^i'

43 FnPrt Ihpkitt,

4.1 v.- • '.-

2 Lariat

3 Emanation
4 The
Karamazovs

5 Little League
booster

6 Face the day
7 Card game
8 Flightless

birds

9 Infamous
Russian monk

10 A Shaw
11 Butlers

station''

12 Slept like

13 Clutter

IB Isolated

22 Hwys
25 Biting

26 River through

Lake Geneva
27— in

London and
Pans Orwell

28 Fray

29 Andy s partner

31 Parcel out

32 Chicago
athletes

34 Season

37 Displays ot

temper

38 Small

missiles

40 Headquarters

41 Wear away
44 Fireplace

remnant
46 Rims
47 Tanzania's

neighbor

48 Taps gently

49 Make eyes

50 Gyrate

52 Admonition
trom mother

53 Romulus or

Remus
54 Expires

57 Sault

Mane

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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GOMINUTEMEN-

V , U. Mass.
4mhers^

6NUtica Club 12 oz. cans $7.25 plus $1 .20 case

PielS 12 pack cans $3.40 plus .60 XT'^/

Miller 12 02. cans $1

1

.50 plus $1 .20 case

Michelob 12 oz. cans $12.50 plus $1 .20 case

LowenbraU 12 oz. bottles $12.50 plus $1.20 case

Kamora Coffee Liquer 750 mi $8.95

Mohawk Vodka 1.75 nters $7.95

Almaden Wine 4 nters $7.49

Kegs it Beer ^ Wine iir Soda it Ice

^^' ./

r/

«^:^-'<^i^^^
.^
^(Cat/

^

UNIVtHSlI 1 / DMIVt

>9^"
>^'*^^

't^y

t'^''*'^

•#>.^

^ HOUTE 1W>

— ROUTF 9

253-5595 175 University Di<ve

GET YOUR BOOKS AT
THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
OPEN:

Monday Sept. 9 - Friday, Sept. 13

9 am to 5 pm
and for the remainder of tlie semester

M-F 9-4

Textboolc Annex * Physical Plant Building

Friday, September 13. 1985. Collegian 15

• Minutemen heading South continued from page 16

UMass trailed only 10-7 going into the fourth quarter
last year against Richmond. They surrendered two fourth
quarter touchdowns to lose the game.

This season, UMass is helped by increased depth at all-

positions and an influx of freshman and junior college

transfers that have helped. Come the fourth quarter of a
close game, the Minutemen have a much better chance of
winning this year.

The Minutemen, who are already without the services of
starting ^^ight end Mike Kelley (shoulder injury) and
punter Jim Tandler (knee), will have an injured George
Barnwell on their hands.

Barnwell badly bruised his shoulder after running for 80

yards in the first half against Morgan State. Sophomore
Ted Barrett will get the start backed up by freshman
Kevin Smellie. Barnwell will dress and may see action.

•2 c^^^^

g HAPPIEST
z HOUR
P IN THE ALL NEW

=> KICK-OFF
LOUNGE

UMass quarterback Dave Palazzi will be lookmg to keep

up his performance up to the standard he set last week.

The freshman ran for three touchdowns and threw for

another, running the option for UMass.

The UMass defense will try to pressure the Richmond

backfield, stunting and blitzing from the line and bringing

in a fifth defensive back (either Duckworth Grange or

Chris McCray) to guard against the Bleier-to-Melvin

threat.

Freshman Dimitri Yavis will punt for UMass in place of

Tandler. Bruce Lemieux, another freshman, fills

Tandler's spot at reserve inside linebacker.

We have to maintain our intensity and continue to ex-

ecute to the fullest of our abilities," said Richmond coach
Dal Shealy. "They have talented players on both offense
or defense."

Sports notices

There will be a brief meeting for anyone interested in be-

ing a manager for the 1985-86 men's basketball team this

Thursday, Sept. 19, at 4 p.m. in 222 Boyden. Call the

basketball office at 5-2610 for more information.

The Wrestling Club will hold its first meeting this Thurs-
day, Sept. 19, at 8:15 p.m. in 237 Boyden.

There will be a free clinic for women interested in rugby
on Thursday at 5:30 p.m. at Lower Boyden Field. Practice

for the UMass women's rugby team begins on Friday at 5
p.m. at lower Boyden.

Any women interested in winter and spring track should
attend an organizational meeting on Tuesday, September
17 in Boyden 249 at 4:30 p.m. Call the track office at

545-4343 for more information.

UMass atRichmond
When: Saturday at 7:30 p.m.

Where: Richmond's UR Stadium (22,611, Super Turf)

Records: UMass 1-0, beating Morgan State 38-9. Rich-]

mond is 1-0, beating Virginia Tech 24-14.

Series: Richmond leads 1-0, winning 24-7 at UMass lastj

year.

Series: Richmond leads 1-0, winning 24-7 at UMass la

year.

Injuries: (UM) TE Mike KeUey (shoukier) is out, P Si

Tandler (knee) is out, TB George Barnwell (shoulder) wil^

play. (R) No injuries.

Keys for UMass: The Minutemen will have the huge tasl^

of playing defense against a Spider team that has a lot oi|

offensive weapons. Offensively, UMass will need to run

;

mistake-free' option and be able to pass effectively.

Keys for Richmond: The Spiders cannot look pastl

UMass after beating Division 1 VPI. Richmond will lookl

to baJance its offense and contain UM quarterback Davej

Palazzi out of the option.

Tlie latest line: Richmond by 17.

Radio: The game can be heard on WSPR-AM (1270) andj

WMUA-FM (91.1).

M
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M&M Software

We sell Computer Software

for all makes of Computers -

Apple, IBM, Commodore, etc.

Ranging from Business, Recreational

& Educational

Also a complete line of printers,

peripherals, blank media

and publications

Call us for your computer needs

253-2109 - Mike

"There's a lot more pressure in setting than there is in

hitting," said Primer. "But I'm adjusting to the change."

"I am very pleased with the way Julie played tonight,"

said head coach Elaine Sortino. "She's very intelligent, a

great jumper.

"I asked her if she wanted to set her freshman year,"

said Sortino. "She said yes and I told her she had the set. I

think she did a remarkable job.

UMass cruised through game one 15-3 behind an over-

powering service attack and solid defense anchored by

juniors Debbie Cole and Ann Ringrose. Ringrose also con-

tributed to the offense nailing several hits to keep the

spiker rally alive in game one.

Game two proved to be a bit more of a difficult under-

taking for UMass. A Violetta Gladkowska block put

UMass ahead 4-1 early in the game and it looked like

another spiker rout was emminent. But AlC chipped away
at the UMass advantage and eventually went on to knot

the score at 8-8.

But a Gladkowska kill quickly put an end to the AIC ral-

ly and sophomore middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis served the

spikers to a 14-8 lead.

Again, AIC climbed back into the match by capitalizing

on UMass miscues, taking a 15-14 lead and serving for the

game. But Maher, taking a l>eautiful set from Primer, nail-

ed a kill for an important side out. UMass went on to win

game two 17-15 as Maher appropriately ended the game
with a kill.

AIC would gain the first lead of the match in game three

at 3-2. But UMass, thanks to the hitting of Maher and the

serving of Guiliotis and Gladkowska, overwhelmed AIC
15-7 despite blowing six match points.

UMass will now focus their sights on this weekend's six-

teen team UMass Invitational Volleyball Tournament l>e-

ing held at Boyden Gymnasium. UMass opens on Friday

night against local rival Smith College at 6 p.m. The

spikers then face off against the University of Vermont at

8:30 p.m. UMass will end pool play against Keene State

University at 9:00 Saturday morning.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CO 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AcnvmEs FOfl SALE

Noah Hnhana 8«rv<cw, Studont Union
Ballroom 9/15. 9/16 10AM, 9/16 7 PM and
9/17 10 AM Frea AH wslcome. L'lhana

tova'

Tanore urgantly wantad to aing in aarty

music group (Pioneer Valley Cappellal call

S86-642S to arrange for painleu audition

WMUA Management Board Meeting on
Monday Sept 16 at 6: 15 in Room 177 of the

C ampua Canter

AUTO FOR SALE
~

IMS Trtuinpti Sphflra eonvwtlMa. Mint.

•SOOO 2Sfr<)SB3

1971 Volvo 1800, M.SOO. 686-0086

ItTB Pinto 4 tp. r>ew clutcfi gd/exc.

11.000 Oan 546-8604
cond

73 Chevy Mellbu AM/FM (tefeo new ex-

haust excellent tires $975 773 5287

1t78 Dodge Aapan excellent condition one
famHy car, 4 dr power steering, brakes,

cruiae, AC, auto 74k mHea *1996 or BO
548-8994

1970 Feed OT Torino good condition beat

otter Tom 266-6708

Dodge Omni 1980 PS/ AC Fla car exc body
mech »3000 call 323 7068 6 9 pm

lANDS WANTED

Bands needed tor Central/Orchard HHI

Octoberteat. 0ctot>er 19th For morainfor

mation call: 546-4761 or 866-3076

BETH SILVER

Waleema Homal I have miaaad youi

Whether your final placement is Boston or

Los Angelea, we will always be near each

<Mt>ar. I love you, Bryan

ENTERTAINMENT

RIe cablneta 2 drawer Wack otfice quality

$46 some computer and regular desks No
Amherst Motors 549 2880

Leaving country sellir>g glass dining set

almost brand new couches set wooden
wallunits call 253-7806

Man's 10-apeed bike, very good cof>dltion

t7S evenings 2533516

Uaed fe«tbooks Cheapl 9 to 4 daily.

Room 166 Campus Center. Sponsored by

Gamma Sigma Sigma

SmKh Corona Executive Correct 1983

new condition. »200. or best offer 586-5090

Apple 2 plus computer comrex cokir

monitor microillustrator and joystick in-

cludes all manuals and »400 software

(750.00 or beet offer 549 4066 Graig

For saTe; dorm refridg 60* also for sale is a

Hareltine computer terminal fc 200* or 80
plaaae call 549 1 1 78 after 6:00 pm

TerminarPerkin-Elmer with modem »300

Oiane 549- 1449 call evenings

Very low priced European wall unha.

daaks, TV/stereo carts etc super quel

aupar low price caH JHI g 54^5397

Creaabow Bamett Thdent 50* draw with

bolts »80 call 549 7544 ask for Peter (Pen).

Vtntege Spartanatta 24 foot trailor 1948

aircraft manufactured birch interior expertly

raatored » 1,200 .00 2S&8001

X^untry S kla, Boots. Poles Jarvenin

Turvista 180 cm »45 call Matt 549 3716

Moped Tor aala Puch great shape %T3& or

best otter caH Jim 549 6913

Panaaonic Stereo: Turntable, casaette.

AM/FM radio Excellent condition IM
Sanyo 1 5ti' like new (uaed 9 monthsl. »75

253-5833 keep trying

On cantpua non-work atudy. M-F 7-12

AM call Jane at 546-6889

FOUND

Raek-A-Dlac Entartalnmant Aganoy.
Oiac Jockey*, large screen video dancaa,

light ahows and rental*. S49-7144

FOR WENT

One bedroom apt in Echo Hill on bus
stop 360/mo utilities inchided call 266-1006

MOUSOoiTRENT available^ 1 South

Amherst budlrte three bedrooms/ furnished

baaamant 1800.00 + utilities call Jay

Bolnick Day: 2124600101; Eve:
616-7884137

Watch call and give daet^iptton 648-6444

HELP WANTED

»-a^
Rental caM R

'42(iMMIv«ry
-f F Package Store

Nuraing Aaelatance, all shifts, flexible

scheduling, competitive salary, fringe

benefits Amherst Nursing Home 266-8188

Dellvefy peraonnei: earn »6-*7/hr hiring

50 peraons, must be 18, have ovim car, flexi-

ble achedule. eppiy in person or call attar 2

pm Oominos Plus acroa* from Stop 6
Shop Inside positions svailabia 256-8911

Nowapaper deliverers needed in dorm*

Approx I hr/day Must be able to work 7

day* per week during the senoeatar. Good
pay. CaN 263^7008

Cooks wanted part time apply in pareon

Steeplejacks Rte 116 Sunderland 686 7980

Earn up to *2.000 in your spars time

leaching KNITTING' For more information

call collect 617 286-7383

MARKETINO MAJORS Gain marketing

experience with the yearbook Apply at 103

CC or call 545-0848

Intaraeted In home cooked moala in ax-

change for light kitchen work? Be a

houseman. Call Nicole or Kathy at Chi

Omega 546-0162

Housecleenlng. Wedneedays, 1:30-6, both

semesters *16. experience, references re-

quired 253 7840

Ferm help needed tor tall harveet in

Hadley near UMass afternoons b weekends
call 549-0016 between 6:30 pm and 8 M pm

Work tor a day or a weekend aTRiverside

Park Transportation is provkJed for each
workday Pay is received end of day. Call

546«4S6 or 546-5641 for mora into

See Boaton at nita. Paint by day *5/hr no
experience r>ecesasry. Free transportation

to and from Boaton. Place to stay it

necesaary. Call Tom 546^7128 or leave

meaaage

Marketing Inteina needed tor Hampahire
Mall Management Office Must be energetic

and ralieble with excellent communication

skills Apply Office of Internships 545-0725

Housemen needed to work at Kappa Kap-

pa Gamma in axcher>ge for free meal*

ASAP contact Uura 546-0321. 546-0320

Bus Driving Jobs - UMasa Transit Service

has several openings for UMass students

with Class II licenses Must be in a degree

program carrying at least 6 credits *4 eO/hr

to start Apply at University Bus Garage For

further info caM Jenny or Bud at 546-0066.

UMTS is an EO/AA employer

Need work etudy help aupervising recrea

tion projects contact Hick Britt 263-2717

Are you sick of DC food? Get out of the

DC" Get home cooked meals and rebate of

your meel plan money' Call Jim Houston at

5-2150 for details

WSVL Redio seeks capable Techni
cian/Engineer for peM poa>tk>n I commen
surate with experience. Anne 286- 0084

for kmg term use *6 95 student rate. Com
petibility Reeearch Asaociataa, Box 392, N
Amherst, Ma 01069

McDonald'a Reetaurant is hiring for full or
pan-time hours Positions available tor
days, nights and weekends on ell shifts. Ap-
ply in person at McOonaM's Reetuarant 377
vRusaall St. Hadley. MA

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic automobile

workshop. 28 hours includir>g classroom

and shop Limited enrollment 263-2098

Bartending Cleaaea starting this -.

Covers all aspects. Sign up in Credit Free

Workshops, ground tk>or Tower Library

Quitar and Theory Leeaons with protaa-

sional experienced Berklee Col. grad. Flexi-

ble rates 253 2084 Jonathan Keeling

JENNIFER SACCONE

I have whet your looking fori See me
before Friday i Cathy Goober

KENYA SAGS

Only *18 in the Concouiaa moat every day

in September

An Academic Planner and an Ironod

ahirt? tf»e strein wea too much - it's back to

faded shirt and jeens today

Maya Ellaayeft Happy~21st on Sunday"

You're a great roommate et>d even better

friend XOXO Natalie

QOVERNMEfirr^OMES from %\ (u

repairl Also delinquent tax property. CaH

1406-687-6000 ext. GH-98ie tor informa

tion ^
Happy Birthday HollywoodI Gueea Who?

Interaeted Inperking In the garage? CaB

Mary S4fr4743

Hey Sexy Bunel I think you're cute even

when you're engry. If life's reelly bottiering

you, I'm willing to calm you down anytime.

See you at the usual Love, Boo Boo

Pauline to my favorite Hobbit have a mega
Happy 2 1st I your roomie Carol

Rob Manatlald glad to be here with you

Happy 4 year* Love, KeHy

Bubblaa
irlMI

line in unttany Manor Contact Dare Of Cbt-
dy 256-1569

Room In turnlshad 2 br Northwoed a^
on busliT>e, nori&moker, Greduate, oldaralu-
dent (24 * ) preferred 886-847S before noon
or attar 6

SCOOTER

Happy BIrthdayl I'm no kmgar going out
with a leenagori 27 daya tM I aaa you. Lava,
Molly

SERVICCS

Profoaalonal typing dona by UMaaa atu-

dent Reasonable retes. R Charron
1437^)044

Brian'a Typing Sarvica. Feat, accurate
Tape transcription. Available almoai
anytime. 886 7662

QUALITY TYPING. Long or abort pro|octa
WiN correct grammar, spelling, 6 punctue
tk>n. Meticutous proofreeding. New IBV

. 64»<ne7

Professional help I* the

START BUILDING YOUR CRIDrr

LOST
RIDE WANTED

Loat KawaaakI key chein w/ about 6 keys

Around Central muat have call John 6-6413

To whoever took my laundry from

Dickinson parking lot Saturday night Ptaase

return the ctothes. I need them" No que*

tion* asked. Davkj 549 6889

MOVER

To Saranac Lake NY weekend of Sept

13^16 contact Beth 6-7427

ROOM SWAP

Famala in Sylvpn wantt to ewap into (tor-

thaaat. Central or OrcftanI MM. Plaaa* caH

Pam. 546-6877

Credit -credit carda available If you fiavt

no credit, poor credit, we'll assist GULF
COAST Financial Servicea, 3ox 121, Novi

Port Rk:hey, Fkxida 34291 0121 1813
848-5132

TIMBOB KOSTAS

'Round Town Mover
Micheel anytime 323-6780

taat cheap caN ROOM WANTED

H you don't stop by ai>d aaa me pranti

you will no longer have a job waiting to

you<i At least call' Cathy" (your Queen) X>
00

OPEN RUSH

Computer Programmer Part-time open-

ing tor person experienced with DEC
POP 11 or VAX computers and MACRO
asaemt>ty language Amfierst based com-
pany, developing communication* and real

time control software, is looking for so

meor>e at>le to work part time during the

school yesr. with full time employment dur

ing the summer end interseasion Excellent

opportunHy' For informatkin plaaae call Pro

caaa Software Corporatkm at i

All Unlverelty Women: Get involved on

Campus by joinir)g Gamma Sigma Sigma

We offer sister»H)od, campus involvement

and community service Open Rush 9/11,

9/17, 9/18 7 pm Am 806 CC

PERSONALS

Older mele etudent eeeks room m
Amherst apartment or house Reeponeible,

quiet and friendly Call Jeff at 549-6836

leeve message

ROOMMATE WANTED

WANTED

Eatabllshed rock bend ^-^-^-v^^^^-^
keyt>oard player «/ equip call Bob 9W-/va

or Julie 549 56*3 ASAP

Looking for Chrlatlen Fellowship?

AHiance Chriatian Falk)w»hlp will nfieet

soon' Call Mark or Biiabeth 263-7206

Love hlm~?~LMve her? 28-p peraonaHtad

Compatibility Analyse cateolataa raUtive

compatibility of romantic attachments

Faacinaling, accurate. ravaaMnq'

1 <K 2 ppopid male or femele to

ahara apt IIBO/Piin indudae all utility caM

54*7316 KaNy

Famala roommata wawfd . Bwndywina,
tor tall aemeeter ONLY CaM 648-7848

1 or 2 poopla to share

1 neat raaponaMa M/F
253-7206

WORK STUDY JOB AVAILASLII

Apt. Oct
for Dlar>e

We have a 2 bedroom apt

tor 1 or 2 luurtanataa

are lookatg

lean bua

Audltar la needed by the SGA Treeeurer'

Offtee to monitor ttw financial recorda c

recognited student orgeniiationa Acctin

eiperierx:e and knowledoe of tf>e RS<

ayatam is advantageous (ireet opportune

to gain expeher>ca. Appkcatkm* av«Mabl* i

the SGA Treesurer's Offtee 407 SUB and ai

due Sept 16, 1986 This is a work atudy paa

tkm 7 hr« wk UMaaa ta an AA/EEO
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UMass to face powerful Richmond
Minutemen readyprior to trip intoSpiders*web

Collegian photo by Michelle Scpill

Sophomore Ted Barrett will start at tailback for the
University of Massachusetts against Richmond.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts assistant football

coaches in charge of defense sat in their office on Friday
afternoon trying to decide how to defend against the

Unversity of Richmond on Saturday night in Virginia.

You really can't key on the tailback, 'cause the fullback

will kill you," defensive coordinator Jim Reid said. "Then
you have to watch out for the quarterback and that split

end because they're so tough. It's going to be a tough

game."
The Spiders have totaled over 400 yards of offense for

nine straight games. Richmond is 1-0, beating Division 1

Virginia Tech 24-14 last week. Last season, Richmond ran

up 555 yards of total offense, beating UMass 24-7. Against
Virginia Tech, the Spiders passed for 237 yards and ran

for 228, that is the kind of power and balance the

Minutemen will contend with Saturday (7:30 p.m.)

"I think they're the best 1-AA team in the country,"

said UMass coach Bob Stull. "They have a lot of offensive

weapons, they are physical on the lines and they're flying

high after beating a Division 1 team. I'm very impressed
by their offense and their team in general.

The Spiders, who went into the 1-AA playoffs last year
and are currently in the Top 10, can successfully throw or

pass the ball. Quarterback Bob Bleier (cousin of Steeler

great Rocky Bleier) threw for 237 yards, going 20-of-27.

Split end Leland Melvin, an all-America candidate, caught

nine passes for 110 yards with tailback Danny Holly ad-

ding 66. Holly's backup is ail-American Greg Grooms.

Grooms ran for over 1,000 yards last year, burning UMass
for 202 yards. The junior had academic troubles earlier

this year and is being "punished" by the Spider staff by

not starting. He is a dangerous runner who is capable of

hurting UMass.
All isn't dark for the Minutemen however. Coming off of

a 38-9 victory over Morgan State last Saturday, UMass
realizes the true tests are upcoming.

"Sure, we looked good against Morgan State, but it's

comparing two different things when talking about Rich-

mond," said Stull. "We have to play a mistake-free game
to beat them. We can beat them, it'll just take a great ef-

fort.

UMass seems ready to make the effort. After two
straight 3-8 seasons, the Minutemen banded together to

beat New Hampshire 14-10 in the final game of 1984

before slamming Morgan State this season. UNH was
ranked highly in Division I-AA before losing to UMass.

"I feel much better about this team," said Stull. "It's

tough to gauge after beating a team like Morgan State,

but I'm confident going into this game."
continued on page 15

SPORTS
Minutemen down Stags,

cruising to 4-0 decision
By BRIAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
soccer team dominated an overmatched

Fairfield squad on its way to a 4-0 victory

yesterday at Boyden Field.

Sophomore Andrew Bing led the way
with a goal and three assists as the UMass
offense came alive with 39 shots. Stag

goalkeeper Paul Carrol was under constatn

fire and played well to keep the game as

close as it was.

Freshman Sam Ginsburg was in net for

the UMass shutout.

The Minutemen had numerous scoring

opportunities, but had a hard time finishing

them off.

"We did not have the killer instinct,"

said head coach Jeff Gettler. "They
(UMass) were relaxing out there, not doing

the little things."

This was understandable as the

Minutemen obviously outclassed their op-

ponent.

"When they dominate like that, they

tend to relax," siad Gettler. "In a tough

game they concentrate more."
UMass opened the scoring at 7:44 of the

first half. Frerdie Adoboe took a pass as he

came acroos the front of the net from the

left. He went around Carrol as the

goalkeeper fell and put the ball into the

open net. Bing and Tom Uschok was
credited with assists.

With 5:45 to go in the half, there was a

scramble infront of the Fairfield net and

Bing put the ball past Carrol amid the fall-

ing bodies.

Fairfield came out in the second half at-

tempting to put more pressure on the

ballwhen it was in the UMass end. THe
Minutemen ajusteed and then proceded to

put the game away with two quick goals

just 12 seconds apart.

The first came with 19:17 to go in the

game. Junior John Shannon broke away on

a beautiful pass from Bing and beat Carrol

to his right.

F.J. Zwicklbauer scored the fourth

UMass goal as he broke in from the right

side and put the shot into the right side of

the net. Bing and freshman Michael

Mugavero assisted on the play.

The Minutemen are at home again tom-

morrow at 11 a.m. against Dartmouth.

Gettler expects a close game.
"It's their first game, so we have a little

more under our belts," said the coach. "We
tied last year (1-1), but this year we have

them at home."
Colleirian photo bjr Paul Desmmrais

Tom Giordano dribbles around a Fairfield defender in action yesterday. UMass
won, 4-0.

VMspikers
sweepAIC,
host tourney
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collt'Kian Staff

Thf rtii\<rsity of Massaoiiusetts

^'olleyliall leani of)t'ned their 1985 cam-

jaig^n on a positive note by defeating

American International College in a three

^me sweep l.">-;^,, 17-15, 15-7 on Wednes-
lay.

I'Mass utilizeii a (ieadly eomhinaliori of

uTurate fiassing, potent blocking and

ough serving to keep AH' off lialanee and

inable to estaliii^h an offense. Leading

he offensive charge for the

Minutewonieti were senior hitter Sally

Maher and freshman setter Julie Primer.

Maher s(juelched several AIC rallies with

looming hit^s, while Primer, setting for

the first time in collegiate competition.

cept the AIC defense off guard with a

well-balanced mucture of set.s.

^ttnweci on yage 15

UMass weekendpreview

Soccer and field hockey are athome
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

No matter who the opporieriLs are,

University of Massachusetts women's soc-

cer coach Kalekeni Banda doesn't want his

team to underestimate anyone.
That includes tomorrow's opponents,

New Hampshire College who Ma.ssa-

chusetls takes on at 11 a.m. at Boyden
Field.

The Minutewomen. who are ranked third

in the nation, face a New Hampshire team
that went I'.t-O last year and won the

E("A(' championship.

"It's not easy to go 19-0, no matter what
schedule you play," Banda said. "We're
not taking anyone lightly this year. We'll

need to play mad all game."
Freshman goalie Carla DeSantis of Sud-

bury will be starting in goal as Banda con-

tinues the process to find a starting goalie.

Freshman Jan Halland didn't make a save

in UMass' 9-0 rout of Keene State on
Wednesday.

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team will face Pacific University on

Saturday at home (1 p.m. at NOPE Field).

The Minutewomen, 1-0, boast a quick of-

fense and solid defense. Senior Megen Don-

nelly bolsters the defense with sophomore

Tonia Kennedy, last season's leading

scorer, a big offensive threat. A group of

freshmen and transfer Lisa Griswold have

added great depth to UMass. Pacific is an

up-and-coming team from the West that

will give I ^Mass a good challenge.

In other UMass action, the water polo

team will be in a tournament at MIT. They
will face Brown, Amherst, lona and MIT.

The men's and women's golf teams and the

men's and women's tennis teams will also

be in action.

The men golfers are at the Yale Invita-

tionals, the womenface Mount Holyoke,

Springfield and Dartmouth. The men's ten-

nis team faces URI at home with the

women playing at URI.

Weekendsports ataglance
UMass schedule:

Today:

Volleyball: UMass Tourney in Boyden

Gym (all day)

Saturday:

Football: at Richmond, 7:30 p.m.

Men's Soccer: Dartmouth, Boyden FiekJ,

11 .a.m.

Women's Soccer: New Hampshire Col-

lege. Boyden Field, 1 p.m.

Field Hockey: Pacific, NOPE Field,

1 p.m.

Field Hockey: Pacific, NOPE Field,

1 p.m.

Volleyball: UMasa tourney continties in

<Boyd«n Gym j^^m^^
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illegian photo by Derek RobcrtB

POWWOW—Indians from more than 30 tribes from all over the U.S. gathered

on the Campus Pond lawn over the weekend for ceremonial dancing and sing-

ing. The event, the 3rd annual powwow sponsored by the American Indian Stu-

dent Oraganization featured native food and craft concessions.

Pre-school learning center

opens today for 18 children
By TINA PICARD
Collegian Correspondent

A preschool program designed to social-

ly integrate hyperactive, autistic and nor-

mal children in a play environment has

been created by the University of Massa-

chusetts and will be staffed by several of

the psychology department's doctoral can-

didates.

The Walden Learning Center will open in

Bartlett Hall today to eligible children, in-

cluding those who have learning and
behavioral problems. The Developmental

Disabilities Doctoral Training Program will

train children to be aware of the needs of

handicapped and disadvantaged peers.

"The children will be in a rich environ-

ment, having fun. This will allow us to use

the objects they are interested in, to help

them learn," Gail McGee, center research

director said.

Approximately 18 children, divided into

smaller groups of six will begin learning in

the half-day program located in Bartlett

Hall.

A three-year, $100,000 grant has been

awarded to the center by the National In-

stitute of Handicapped Research, Sponsor

Project Director Robert Feldman said.

Before the grant ends, we hope to find

additional funding to keep the center

open," Beth Sulzer-Azaroff, sponsor pro-

ject director said.

Participating families will be able to take

part in the program's services and help in

their child's development. Siblings will also

be able to participate in support groups.

The program is run by doctoral students

and will give them an opportunity to do

research while providing a service to the

community. A community advisory board

will help the directors disseminate the pro-

gram's development and coordinate the

community's needs.
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"The largest student nwvemmt in the country is called apathy. "—Democratic Staie
* Committee Feild Director Jim Spencer

--Budget Committee Chairman

Democrats launch drive

for campus involvement
By JEFFREY MATHIEU
Collegian Staff

Facing a rise of conservative student

groups on college campuses, the

Massachusetts Democratic Party is testing

the waters at the Unviersity of Massa-

chusetts for its plan to organize students

across the state.

Jim Spencer, Democratic State Commit-
tee field director, said the proposal to

organize on campus arose from a task force

assembled by the committee at the Ken-

nedy School of Government at Harvard
University.

"We need to go back down to our higher

education institutes and start developing

our public leaders," Spencer said. "The
University is the first place we're testing

the waters."

Spencer said college democrats will go to

progressive groups such as feminist groups

and provide them with information about

items on the agenda at the state level which

would affect them. People will be trained in

lobbying and in campaign skills, he said.

A drive to register students to vote is be-

ing conducted by a coalition of student

organizations including the University

Democrats and Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group, Spencer said.

He said that mail-in-registration is being

pushed for, with hopes of getting it on the

ballot as a referendum question next year.

This would make registering studetns

much easier, he said.

"Whether people choose to be democrat
or republican the battle on this campus is to

get people involved. The largest student

movement in the country is called apathy."

Spencer said.

Spencer said the drive will eventually l)e

a national project. The Democratic Na-

tional Committee has promised grant

money and Fundraising will be done. One
form of fundraising will be to seek dona-

tions from faculty who have commented
unhappily about the proliferation of conser-

vataive student groups, Spencer said.

"College students play a major role in

electing the next president, which we
would like to be a democrat," Spencer said.

Lethalweapons under attack
By SANDY BAILEY
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts journalism

student and karate expert Larry Kelley has

scored some big points in his mis-matched

bout with the martial arts weapons in-

dustry.

After urging from Kelley, Senators Ed-

ward Kennedy, D-Mass., and Strom Thur-

mond, R-S.C, are co-sponsoring a bill

designed to stop the flow of the illegal

weapons through the mail. And ABC's
weekly series "20/20" will air a segment

this fall in which Kelley demonstrates the

lethal capabilities of nunchaku (two clubs

connected by a chain).

His campaign against the weapons began

last year when he noticed ads in the karate

magazines for lethal weapons. He wants

the mail order business in weapons

regulated, and he wants to stop weapon

sales to children who may not realize their

deadly capabilities.

Kelley has flooded the mails with letters

to most of the nation's major newspapers,

every U.S. Senator and even Ann Landers.

He said, "I had no credibility until I got the

newspapers and Kennedy and Thurmond
behind me. Now I have credibility."

Kelley, owner of the Karate Health and

Fitness Center, said he has spent $4,000 of

his $10,000 annual profit waging his cam-

paign against the weapons. He is motivated

because he doesn't want the weapons to

give the martial arts a bad name, but also

because he said he has seen a lot of young

people carrying them and, "Someone is go

ing to get hurt."

Despite being illegal in Massachusetts,

the weapons are pouring into the state,

Kelley said. Anyone can send for items like

crossbows, ninja (steel spikes worn on the

hand), and a knife that advertisers say can

pierce a bullet-proof vest. They can be

ordered through ads in martial arts

magazines, and some of the weapons cost

as little as $1.

In March, Kelley mailed each U.S.

Senator a throwing star (a pointed metal

disc). On each package he wrote, "Illegal

weapon legally enclosed." because many
states prohibit manufacture or possessin of

the weapons. Kelley said. "They're saying

we should have the right to use the U.S.

Post Office to break the law."

UMass student Jennifer Brauer, a 1983

Ninja throwing star

junior Olympics contender in Tae Kwon do,

said students in her high school used

throwing starts. She said people are in-

fluenced by the image of martial arts on

television, but "They don't realize that it's

deadly. (Jetting that stuff by mail-order is

ridiculous."

Fellow student Erik O'Brien is about to

become a blackbelt in Wah Lum Kung Fu.

He said he sent for throwing stars when he

was 10 and got them. "They ask for your

parent's name, but you can write

anything," he said.

O'Brien said he believes the weapons
should be available to martial arts experts

for practice, but he adds, "The throwing

stars can be so easily abused. They're so

small you can carry them anywhere."

Recently the weapons turned up on the

UMass campus. A student was arrested

two weeks ago after a search of his room in

Hamlin dormitory produced at least 50 of

the illegal martial arts weapons, according

to Director of Public Safety (ierald O'Neil.

Kelley said he doesn't want the weapons
banned. He said he does want the Ken-

nedy/Thurmond bill passed, which will ban

mailing any contraband into a state where
the items are illegal. Kelley said he plans to

be in Washington October 16 to testify at

the Senate Judiciary committee hearings

on the bill.

The Senate bill must pass the judiciary

committee to get on the Senate floor for a

vote. Kelley said he will keep up the

pressure until it pas.ses.

"I don't just want that bill to pass," he

said. "I want it to pass unanimously.
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3 wounded in S. Africa;

mild reforms criticized
JOHANNESBURG,

iSouth Africa (AP)—Police

'in an armored vehicle

Ijesieged by a crowd of

blacks opened fire and
wounded three of the
.blacks, officials said yester-

day in reporting renewed

On Campus Dry Cleaning €f Laundry Service

^ Grand Opening Specials ^

Who: The Washboard Dry Cleaning & Laundry Service

Where: Next to Craft Shops & The Hatch

When: Fri. Sept. 13. 9-4 p.m.

Reg. Hours - Mon thru Fri 9:00 am-4:00 pm
Sat 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

• WASH, DRY, FOLD SPECIAL
let us do your personal laundry 2 times

& receive a quality nylon laundry bag

valued at $4.00 (coupon 1 and 2)

* SHIRTS LAUNDERED & LIGHT STEAM PRESS
Reg. 85* now only 65* (coupon 3)

I iA/a«h nrw PniH ! Shirt SpecialWash, Dry, Fold

#1

exp. 10/31

I

I

I

Wash, Dry, Fold

12
exp. 10/31

I

I

I

13
exp. 9/30

anti-apartheid violence in

seven districts.

On the political front, the

white-minority government
shrugged off criticism from

white opposition
newspapers that modest
reforms of apartheid an-

nounced last week had come
too late to head off limited

U.S. sanctions.

And South African
business executives, under

fire from President P.W.
Botha for meeting exiled

black guerrilla chiefs, were
lauded by English-language

newspapers for what one

called "doing this country a

service."

Botha said last week the

government would restore

South African citizenship to

blacks considered citizens of

independent tribal home-
lands, and a presidential

commission recommended
scrapping "influx control"

laws aimed at keeping
blacks out of white areas.

Chris Heunis, who as

minister of constitutional

development is responsible

for drawing up constitu-

tional changes, said yester-

day the moves were not an

attempt to ease interna-

Smoke billows from a stick of burning utility

poles in Soweto, South Africa yesterday. Police

said they didn't know if the blaze was arson.

tional pressure for reform. personnel vehicle Saturday

"It was not directed at

reaction internationally,"

he said, underlining the of-

ficial stance that South

Africa willnot bow to dic-

tates from a hostile world.

The changes make no

dent in domination of 24

million voteless blacks by 5

million whites, or in an ar-

ray of discriminatory laws

covering housing, education

and msot public transport.

In new anti-apartheid

unrest, a crowd of blacks

besieged a police armored

night in East London's

black Duncan Village

township, bringing it to a

standstill as they tried to

steal gasoline, a police com-

munique said.

Seven blacks were ar-

rested in outbreaks of ston-

ing or arson overnight in-

black districts in the
Eastern Cape, and around
Cape Town, Port Elizabeth,

Durban and the capital,

Pretoria, police said yester-

day.
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BostonAcousticsSpeakers

A-40. .$115/PAIR A 60..$150/PAIR

Sound& Musdc
90-92 King St. iRteSI, Northampton •Mon -Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9
VISA, MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available* 584-9547

;_

WANTED
Experienced Wait People

available minimum two days per week

10 am - 3 pm
Hours available Monday - Friday

good wages and benefits

Apply 10th Floor Campus Center

before 10:00 am daily
.J

TEL 256 6786

7^ ^'uuUnf P<x^
USED FURNITURE ANTIQUES TOOLS

Lowest Prices on Brand new Mattresses

LAWRENCE PRATT

460 WEST STREET
(OFF SOUTH AMHERST)'
AMHERST. MA 01002

SOUND RECORDING STUDIO
In affiliation with

Falcetti Music Centers.

Offer state of the art 16 Track

recording for less.

Annherst, MA 549-7640

24 hqurs _ _ _

Job Openings
Janatorial aide, positions
available innnnediately in the
Orchard Hill/Central area. Work
study and non work study.

$3.65/hour. Must be able to work
weekends. Complete application

forms in B1 Bakf^f

South African forum begins this week
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Mary Maples Dunn

New Smith president

is sizing up her job
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

The first thing Mary Maples Dunn says she has to do as

the new president of Smith College is learn how to do her
job, at an institution which she boasts "takes women
more seriously" than do co-ed colleges.

Formerly Dean of the undergraduat college and
academic deputy to the president at Bryn Mawr, an all-

women university in Pennsylvania, Dunn asserts, "A
women's college takes women more seriously, which in

turn helps women take themselves more seriously."

Women educated in such an environment, Dunn said,

"leave this women's college and enter a society which is

not one which takes women as seriously. This gives them
a special yardstick by which they can tell how far they

have to go to be where they should be.

"The first thing I'm going to do here is learn how to be

a college president. After that there are a lot of

challenges we're facing" which will keep her busy for a

long time to come, said Dunn, who began her term this

summer.

In the future, Dunn said, she will begin a capital im-

provement program where she hopes to enlarge the in-

stitution's science facilities. "One-third of our students

here are science students. There is a great pressure on

our facilities," she said.

Dunn said the presence of feminism on her campus is

very strong. "There is a great number of women on cam-

pus who are engaged in serious research involving

women's studies," she said, but she explained that Smith

has no formal women's studies program within its cur-

riculum.

"We made a conscious decision not to have one a year

or so ago. Instead, we were anxious to integrate the

study of women across the entire curriculum," Dunn
said.

If there were one thing Dunn could say to her students,

she said, she would tell them "the possibility is that you

will change careers a great deal in life and you should

strive to receive an education that will last you the rest of

your life."

4 UMassstudents setfor trial

Twelve people, including four University of

Massachusetts students, were arrested at about noon
Saturday and charged with disorderly conduct when they

"died-in" during the launching ceremony of the nuclear

submarine U.S.S. Nevada in Groton. Connecticut.

Nathaniel Rastallis, one of the students arrested, said he

was protesting because he is "opposed to anyone, nation

or people, preparing mass genocide."

Rastallis, a member of the University of Massachusetts

Peacemakers, said the group of protesters "laid down
with flowers on chest and died-in." The gfroup was then

dragged off after beeing warned of arrest and taken by

van to the police station.

Restallis said he is glad that he participated in the pro-

teste because now his name is put down as opposed to the

submarine and what it stands for.

The arrests, confirmed by Grotton police, took place at

the General Dynamics Shipyard in Groton and the

students arrested will return to court in Groton Setp. 24.

UMass student Mary Sullivan said, "We wanted to sup-

port othr activists. This is our way of communicating" our

opposition to the military build-up.

Groups from around the nation ranging in age from six

to 65 took part in the protest, Sullivan said.

-JOEL P. COFPMDIS

By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Correspondent

A State Department official and anti-apartheid activists

will be featured in a large panel discussion during a three-

day program focusing on "The U.S. and the Crises in

South Africa" this week.

The program, featuring two films and small discussions,

is sponsored by the Five College Program in Peace and

World Security Studies.

A panel discussion on "The U.S. and the crises in South

Africa" will be held at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the Student

Union Ballroom. Panelists will include Ashley Wills, U.S.

State Department country officer for Soutli Africa Af-

fairs; Jean Sindab, executive director of the Washington

Office on South Africa; Roger Wilkins, a former editor of

The New York Times and is presently a Fellow at the In-

stitution for Policy Studies; and E. Jefferson Murphy,

coordinator of Five Colleges, Inc.

The purpose of the program is to "foster inter-faculty

communication among the five colleges" on peace issues,

said John Sanbon mastu, assistant director of the pro-

gram.
Through the program, Sanbonmastu said, five college

faculty can learn about peace and then incorporate what

they have learned into the courses they teach.

Sanbonmastu said students are the ultimate

beneficiaries of the peace program iwcause It aims to

"enrich the academic experience of students."

Other events in the program will include a discussion

with Wilkins and Thomas Riddell, professor of economics

at Smith College. They will discuss "Militarism ami the

Poor: The Social Cost of Defense Spending" at 4 p.m.

Wednesday in Seele Hall at Smith College.

"Woza Albert!." a British Broadcasting Corporation

film, and "Generations of Resistance." a documentary of

resistance to apartheid in the 20th century, will be shown
simultaneously free of charge at H p.m. Tuesday in Wright

Hall at Smill College and Morrill Sriencf Buildinj^f at the

University of Massachusetts.

The discussions and films are part of a continuing series

on "Third World Conflict and Global Security" sponsored

by the five college program and is funded in part by a Ford

F'oundation grant.

I'holii by Sarah Ncill

FOILED AGAIN—Senior James Larter and junior John Hmoroso spar on the steps of the Campu.s Center
Saturday morning. Both are members of the UMass Fencing Club

University organization

spotUghtinghumanities

By JEFFREY MATHIEU
Collegian Correspondent

Hunger, racism, allocation of resources, what can be

done about war? There are just some of the issues dealt

v^rith by The Institute for Advanced Study in the

Humanities, directed by Professor Jules Chametzky of the

Universitv of Massachusetts.

Chametzky said that one basic and major goal of the in-

stitute is to dramatize and make visible the importance of

the humanities. The other major goal is to bring together

people of different disciplines and address issues of impor-

tance to our times.

The Institute is supported by a combination of Universi-

ty, foundation, private, and alumni contributions, which

according to Chamentzky, amounts to a budget of about

$45,000.

Since its founding in 1981 the Institute has been host to

about 30 seminars on topics such as "Women, War and
Feminism," "Racial and Ethnic Pluralism In America,"
and "Corporation in American Life". Lectures have been
given by such notables as Susan Sontag, writer and critic,

and R.C. Lewontin, Professor of Biology and Alexander
Agassiz, Professor of Zoology at Harvard University.

Chamensky said that the institute helped Professor

Jerome Leibling of Hampshire College get a grant to do a

photographic history of the people of Massachusetts.

Chamensky said that the institute is "organized by

faculty for faculty." It's a place where professors "can let

their hair down and talk," he said. "We believe in not be-

ing hermetically sealed to the public," Chamensky said.

When talking about the future of the Institute, Chamen
sky said, "If I had my choice, I would like to get enough

money to underwrite a program to bring emminent peopk

to come and do research here and to give them a stipend."

With the present funding, "People who fome hen- h.ive t(

have their own money, maybe we can get sonu- atigfls ti

underwrite a program," he said.

FYI
Blood drive begins tomorrow
The annual Red Cross Blood Drive opens tomorrow

from 10:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. in room 165-69 of the Campus

Center.

Red Cross officials report that community blood sup-

plies have dropped below critical levels in Massachusetts.

An unusually high number of accidents and emergency
operations requiring large amounts of bkxxi have cause

the shortage. Blood inventory for group blood, the

most commonly transfused blood group, is currently at

40 percent of optimal supply levels.

"This is a particularly serious situation because there

has been an excessive blood usage related to accident and

trauma patients recently in Massachusets," Peter L.

Page, director of the American Red Cross Blood Services

said.

"To help make up this deficit we are appealing to peo-

ple who have never doanted before, as well as our regular

blood donors, to replenish the community blood supply,"

Page said.

Student donors in Western Massachusetts provide 47

percent of blood collected in the Northeast Region.

Anyone ingood health, 18 years of age or older (17

years old with a signed An^erican Red Cross paren-

tal/guardian consent form), who weighs at least 110

pounds and has never had hepatitis is eligible to donate

blood.

^ -it -^

All add/drop forms and pass/fail forms must be passed in-

to the Registrar's office, 213 Whitmore, by 5 p.m. tomor-

row.

ii ^ -U

The INDEX yeaHH)ok card which was mailed in each stu-

dent registration packet is invalid. Presentation of the

card and $4 were to \ye used to recieve a copy of the year-

book. Check the Colkqinn for further news.
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Fantastic Social Life
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(between Gorman Dorm & Univ. Apts.)
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Sept. 19th

F.A.C.
Tickets

$11.00 UMass
$13.00 Public

Tix on Sale Tues. Sept. 10th
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Dedicated scientrfic functions for quick answers to computations
Easy-to-learn programnning with up to 203 program lines

Handy program editing tools
Continuous Memory saves your programs and data

HP- lie Slimline Programmable Scientrfic
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Let the Hewlett Packard HP 15C with its

powerful functions and advanced
programmability eliminate your most tedious

calculations.

Matrix op>erations

Complex functions

Solve and Integrate

448 program lines

Insert/ detete editing

RPN logic. Continuous Memory, and
liquid-crystal display
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Other HP Calculators

available at comparable savings

Store Hours:

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

See how the Hewlen Packard HP 16C can
save you time with its buih in functions and
advanced programmability
Binary, octal, decinnal, hexadecimal
conversions and operations
Boolean AND, OR, NOT, XOR
203 program lines or 101 1&-b<t data registera

Sets word size, 1's a.Hl 2'8 complement, unsigned mode*
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Summit offers opportunity
for our voice to be heard

The foreign policies of a nation—and this
—^————^^—^—^—^—

—

includes the military and nuclear forces

—

X) T A 11 *

are, with few exceptions, responsive to the J\ , J 3/V x\.ll3;lll
focused will of the people of that nation. *'

Recently, a leading spokesperson for a
peace group in Japan amplified this view to

include all humanity. Speaking in Massa-
chusetts, he offered this simple insight for
confronting what has become the para-
mount issue of the twentieth century: "No
one wants nuclear war. Therefore if we can
get all these people to stand up—express
their will—there will be no war."
This view, alas, slights the impact of pro-

paganda and those few individuals with ac-

cess to the tools of mass communication,
who through fear, cynicisim, greed or some
combination of these traits, subvert what
should be the wholehearted insistence of
the American people for radical reductions
in the nuclear arsenals of both our country
and the USSR. Thus we, the American peo-
ple, are facing a rare opportunity to impact
the course of the nuclear arms race in the
weeks before the Reagan-Gorbachev sum-
mit in Geneva in November. Yet a few key
attitudes— inherent drawbacks in our
popular thinking and the degree of involve-

ment of citizens in national decision-

making—must be faced. The alternative is

a sterile summit where snapshots and
suave rhetoric replace vital m(wement
away from Armageddon.

The poet Rilke once wrote to one of his

followers "We know little, but that we
must hold to what is difficult is a certainty
that will not foresake us." On the domestic
scene, beseiged as it is by the juggernaut of
mass media and the frequently myopic pro-

nouncements of power politicians, who,
disguising their cynicism as effective treat-

ment of "Realpolitik," perhaps what is

most difficult is believing in peace; and not
as a mere abstraction but as a living force
that can be acualized.

Let us refrain from the knee-jerk ideas
that the Soviet leadership is comprised of
ruthless men who only understand brute
force. Although an assumption evident
among the Reagan hardliners, could this

belief alsr) serve as an easy substitute for

re-thinking the Cold War and acting
however humbly to help forge improved
superpower relations? In the nuclear age,
citizenship is a burden one should not
discard unthinkingly. For the harvest
which beckons shall be either bountiful or
tragically destroyed. It is our move.

R. Jay Allain is a UMass graduate.

Letters

Comparison was unreasonable

After reading Stephen Erickson's and
Michael Cerrato's political defecation in

the Collegian, I sat back and gleefully

awaited the reader response I knew was
forthcoming. First came John Hanlon's
mild rebuke on Monday, followed by Gerry
Scoppettuolo's factual rebuttal on Tues-

day. Now to put the final nail in the coffin.

Erickson and Cerrato viciously laid into

all idealistic liberals, labeling all those who
advocate sanctions against South Africa as

Commie-lovers. "Why," they asked,
"should we negotiate with the USSR but
not with South Africa?" What a moronic
premise! Did these two just fly in on a

spaceship? The USSr has thousands of war
heads pointed at us, of course we negotiate

with them, and often we have to put up
with their policies that we find so revolting.

The same cannot be said of South Africa. A
second-rate power at best, why should we
accord them the same respect we do the

USSR?

Erickson and Cerrato incorrectly con-

sider themselves Political Realists. They
espouse the unrealistic policy of "construc-

tive engagement" which is based on a pipe

dream of white supremacy. Its time for

even the racists among us to accept the fact

that very soon the blacks will be in power in

South Africa. Are they going to appreciate

our present hands-off policy? Rather than

establish a future South African ally, the

policy of "constructive engagement" sends
the blacks one message: the US is in bed
with the Botha racists.

Bill Cole
Amherst

Who is misinforming whom?
Having read Gerry Scoppettuolo's letter

in reference to Stephen Erickson's column

comparing South Africa to the Soviet

Union, I have become quite disturbed.

Scoppettuolo's accusations that Erickson is

telling "gross lies" are serious charges,

and in light of what he offers as evidence,

the informed reader must wonder who is

really engaging in misinformation.

To begin with, Scoppettuolo fails to note

the context in which Erickson is writing,

which is that of a comparison between the

Soviet Union and South Africa. Scoppet-

tuolo says there is no free press in South

Africa. Although he is right in pointing out

cases of censorship, there is a free press

relative to that of the Soviet Union,

Nicaragua, or Viet Nam. In the ABC News
Nightlive series, commentator Ted Koppel

noted his surprise at finding "a lively op-

position print media" in South Africa.

Scoppettuolo disregards the opposition

parties in South Africa. Blacks cannot par-

ticipate in the political system, but there

are whites who work within the system,

speaking out against apartheid. To deny

their existence is to do them a great in-

justice.

^cuppelluolo dies ihe Internal Security

Act of South Africa as "evidence" that

South Africans are unable to speak out
against the government. All one need do is

watch the evening news and listen to the

many dissidents speaking out from within

South Africa to know this law is not strictly

enforced. On the other hand, one doesn't

see Dan Rather interviewing Soviet
dissidents from within that country.

Although he tries to discredit Erickson's
point on migration by listing other in-

justices of the apartheid system, Scoppet-
tuolo cannot refute Erickson's statement
that South Africa has a high level of im-

migration from the rest of Black Africa.

To call South Africa a fascist state, as

Scoppettuolo does, is curious, for the

Soviet Union far mor ressembles fascist

Germany and Italy than does South Africa.

The hypocrisy Scoppettuolo engages in

by calling Erickson a liar is amazing. He
seems to be hinting that Erickson ought to

be censored. Thank goodness such deci-

sions are not in the hands of the likes of

him.

Ben Brof^n
Central

OPINION
The opinions on this page are those ot the individual writer or cartoonist and do not necassanly reflect

the views d( the ColUpiait or the University unless otherwise noted

Sanctions show hypocrisy
The sanctions announced by President

Reagan recently show the hypocricy of the

right in dealing with the racist South
African government. When carefully

analyzed, they prove to be no more than
worthless rhetoric, insignificant words
without substance. Once again, Reagan is

using words as a facade to protect facism.

Analyzed individually, the sanctions

prove to be meaningless. Perhaps the most
significant sanction, if it were real, would
be the banning of importation of the

Krugerrand. This was only proposed by

Reagan. It has not been enacted. Before

any ban is implemented Reagan will con-

sult with our major trading partners. This

consultation could take years. Reagan's

standard procedure is to find an ally that

agrees with him and then state, "We will

change our policy when they change

theirs." Margaret Thatcher has often prov-

ed useful in this capacity. In the meantime
more people will be killed. People will con-

tinue to be denied the right to self-

governance. This was a right that we
fought a revolution for, a right we hold in

high value. The hypocrisy of the right in

this regard begins to become clear.

Perhaps the second most important sanc-

tion is the halting of loans to South Africa

except those which go towards programs
that help blacks. This could prove effective.

But one must consider how "helping

blacks" is defined. Jerry Falwell seems to

thing that the South African government
helps blacks. So does Ronald Reagan. The
right thinks "constructive engagement"
and further investment helps blacks. So
what loans will \)e stopped? None, ap-

parently, according to Reagan's definition

of "helping" blacks.

Another sanction is banning the sale of

computers to South African law enforce-

ment agencies. A total ban of computer

sales to anyone in South Africa would l)e

effective. Reagan's ban is useless. Anyone
with a good attorney can set up a dummy
corporation to buy computers for these

Sign problem not selective

David Valade
agencies. I know this, Reagan knows' this,

and so does the South African Govern-
ment. If this were a real sanction would
Reagan have proposed it? Not against a
government that is sympathetic to the

fight against the "evil empire".
So where do these sanctions lead us?

Nowhere. There are no more than words.
Worthless words at that. Even if the sanc-

tions were real, one only need look at the

Reagan administration's enforcement of

civil rights and environmental legislation.

Their record is atrocious at best, and one
could expect no more of these sanctions.

A last point may need addressing. The
right claims "constructive engagement" is

the only way to solve South Africa's pro-

blems without hurting blacks. When one

only considers short-run economic issues,

this argument has some merit. When look-

ing at the broader view, however, this

assertation is pointless. The hurt inflicted

by the South African government through

their war on the blacks of South Africa far

outweighs any short term hurt through

divestment. The only true means we have

for influencing the government of South

Africa, short of military might is through

economic policies such as divestment. The
short-run harm is real, but the potential

gains for people allowed to govern
themselves is immeasurable.

The arguments used by the right to

justify their position on South Africa are

much like those used to justify slavery. The
right claims blacks are better off now when
they are oppressed. One can only wonder'

alx)Ut Reagan. If slavery were a contem-
porary issue he prol)ably would justify its

existence by a concern al)out the unemploy-

ment problem that would be created if it

were ended.

David Vallade is a UMn,ss student.

In response to the LBGA letter concern-

ing the removal of signs from the Student

Union balcony, I would like to point out

several omitted facts.

Primarily, the sign removal was a result

of a determination by the campus En-

vironmental Health and Safety staff that

the profusion of hung signs were a safety

hazard, due to their accumulated weight,

and all existing signs were fire hazards.

Subsequently, before classes started, these

signs were removed and SAO staffer Ms.

Katja Hahn-d'Errico was notified.

Since then, I have talked with Bob Jenel,

of the SAO staff, and have been trying to

arrange a meeting with students interested

in hanging signs, in order to determine if

smaller, lighter, and more uniform signs

can be placed in a more appropriate area

within the Student Union. Previously, the

heavier signs were pulling out, and wear-

ing away, parts of that railing.

In regard to the sign policy, a copy has
since l)een picked up by a student group
which wished to hang a sign. Until this

situation is resolved, no signs will be hung.

Hopefully, an amicable agreement may
soon be reached, and the lines of com-
munication between us and other affected

parties can be improved.

Dudley J. Bridges
Manager, Building Operations
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Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Ribs,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: take 116 north to

South Deertield, south on route

5-10 r/4 miles. Right on Chris-

tian Lane V4 mile from center of

town. Open:
Mon-Sat 5-10 pm

Sun 1-9

S

[

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Give us 1 hour.

We'll give you the
way to higher grades
and more free time.

Concert revue:

Lone Justice should
relax and have fun
By ELIZABETH C. LANGLOIS
Collegian Staff

Saturday's Rolling Stone Showcase was crowded. It

opened with a rather amusing fashion show; a different

twist than most events around here.

Lone Justice, the headlining band, is from Los Angeles,

Cal. They play a countrified rock epitomized by bands like

Jason and the Scorchers and the Bear Rodeo, but with

none of those bands' charm. Led by 19-year-old Maria

McKee, they charged through a set comprised of songs

from their debut album, and a few new ones. They are cer-

tainly much better live than on vinyl, and an added

guitarist rounded out their sound.

McKee's problem is not in her songwriting, which is fine

and contains a lot of spiritual references. She is supposed-

ly a Christian, and she showered the audience with "God

bless you" more than once at the show's conclusion. The

problems lie with her stage presence and her voice. There

was no attempt on her part to communicate with the au-

dience, except to mutter thanks a few times and shake

hands at the end.

One of the things I enjoy most about true rock and roll is

that it's supposed to be fun. I didn't get those vibes from

this woman.
McKee has a big strong voice, and one time she sent

shivers down my spine. This occured during the slower

country number, Sweet, Sweet Baby (I'm Falling). It didn't

seem like she was pretending then, and her heart really

seeemed to be in it. She wasn't forcing her voice into vocal

gymnastics it was never meant to attempt.

Her band was a lot more fun to watch than she was. At

least their smiles seemd genuine. A very competent

bunch. McKee is still a youngster. There are glimmers of

potential in her performance.

The celebrated dB's opened the show, and proved once

.again why they are loved so dearly. A good percentage of

'the crowd was there to see them. Opening with Amplifier

and seguing right into Neveriand got things off to a good

start. Leader Peter Holsapple seemed unsure as to the

reaction of the crowd, and didn't crack a smile until mid-

way through their set. The band played four new songs

which ranged from good to great. Among them were Mol-

ly, and the pretty Raina. Although the band is label-less at

the moment, perhaps these songs will show up on an up-

coming vinyl venture. They also did Judy, one of their B
sides.

By the time they did Big Black Truck, things were really

cooking. Everyone in front was dancing. The dB's loosen-

ed up and started to get into things. They did a number of

songs from last year's Like This. Especially surprising

was their inclusion of Lonely Is a,s Lonely Does, which they

wouldn't play on their last two appearances in the area.

The crowd really appreciated their last single. Love is For
Lovers, and the classic Black and White, one of their finest

moments.
The band worked well together. There was some fine

fretwork from the rather reticent and handsome Gene
Holder. They have a new guy on bass called Jeff, who
replaced Rick Wagner a while back. And the always amus-

ing Will Rigby provided some excellent percussion. Capp-

ing off a great performance was their encore. Spy in the

House of Love.

All in all, an enjoyable night, due in no small part to the

dB's, and the potentially good Lone Justice.

Would you like to:

W Raise your grade point average without long

hours over texts.

1r End ail-night cramming sessions.

1L Breeze through all your studying in as little as

Vj the time.

W Have more free time to enjoy yourself.

If Read 3 to 10 times faster, with better

concentration, understanding, and recall.

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics works — over 2

million people, including students, executives,

senators, and even U.S. presidents have proven it.

A free 1 hour demonstration will

show you how to save hundreds of
hours of drudgery this school year,

and to increase your reading effec-

tiveness immediately.

It only takes an hour, and it's free. Attend today

EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS
will open your eyes.

Schedule of

tH*^
^eeH

LOCATION: MURRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

MON.

TUES.

SEPT. 16 5:00 PM & 7:00 PM

SEPT. 17 2:00 PM. 4:00 PM & 6:00 PM

Choose the day and time most convenient for you. Reservations are not necessary

For further information, please call l-(800) 447-READ

Introductory Lessons

Backstage with the Ixmds:

Getting music
to go mainstream

dodged the dB's. After only a handful of

club dates around the LA rockabilly scene.

Lone Justice was signed by Geffen

By ROBERT GIPE
Collegian Correspondent

How come the dB's opened for Lone
Justice in the Student Union ballroom

Saturday night when fair play might in-

dicate that the bill should have read the

other way around? And how come the dB's

can't get a hit record after seven years of

making gjeat pop music when the equally

talented Lone Justice's first album just

sold 100,000 copies?

"Money," says Gene Holder of the dB's.

"Our last album (1984's Like This) was
loaded with potential hits, but we couldn't

get the label backing we needed because

our label, Bearsville Records, folded a

week after the album came out, so the pro-

motion oi Like This was nonexistent."

A sad story, but it is just a part of the

hard luck rock odyssey of the dB's, one of

the great unrecognized bands on the scene

today. These yeomen of the good groove

have endured contract and distribution

problems and personnel shake-ups to

deliver consistently lean and spirited per-

formances of should-be-classics like

Amplifier, Black and White, and Love is

for Lovers as opening acts for better-

known groups or as headliners in the

smaller rock venues.

Lone Justice, on the other hand, seems to

have had all the good fortune that has

Records. Geffen gave them the treatment

that in an ideal world all cool young bands

would receive. LJ's debut album was pro-

moted well and sold well. They have two

videos on MTV, and opened for U2 on their

last American tour. Now they are on their

first tour as headliners, playing in Amherst
as the showcase act of the Rolling Stone

Music Showcase.

What conclusion should one draw frbm

the case of the dB's, a band of equal talent

and a considerably longer and rougher

history than Lone Justice, opening for

Lone Justice, a good but much younger

group? One might conclude that there is no

justice in the case of Lone Justice, and get

real bitter over it, but one thing rock and

roll teaches (i.e. Amplifier or LJ's After the

Flood) is that it is best not to be bitter over

life's injustices.

No, it is better to remind oneself that

both these bands are worthy bands, that

both deserve the attention that Lone
Justice is receiving (as do a host of other

bands Rolling Stone is featuring in this

showcase, such as Love Tractor and Green

on Red). Finally one should congratulate

the Rolling Stone Showcase for recog-

nizing unrecognized bands like the dB's

and slightly recognized bands like Lone
Justice and hope that the showcase is an in-

dication that hardworking roots rockers

like these two bands will be able to get their

music into the mainstream where it

belongs.
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ARTS
FOR THE ^

PRICE OF

HAIRCUTS
STYLES BY
DEBORAH
call 549-5610
expir«8 9/30/86

new customers only

Maria McKee of Lone Justice moves to the music at

last Saturday night's concert.

Now Serving

Lunches

•

at the

TIME OUT
37 N. Pleasant St.

Getdowntobusiness faster.

Withthe BA-35.
If there's one thinij; business

students have always needed,

this is it: an affordable, busi-

ness-oriented calculator.

The Texas Instruments

BA-35, the Student Business

Analyst.

Its built-in business

formulas let you pcrti>rm

complicated finance,

accounting and statistical

functions - the ones that

usually require a lot ot nine

and a stack ot reference books

like present and future value

calculations, amortizations

and balKK)n payments.

The BA-35 means you

spend less time calcularinM,

and more time learnin)^. One
keystroke takes the place

of many.

The calculator is just part

of the package. You alsti «er

a hook that follows most

business courses; the /business

AnaKst (lUlJ(•^<»()l< Business

professors helped us write it,

to help you uer the most out

of calculator and classroi>m.

A powerful combination.

Think business With

the BA-35 Student

Business Analyst.

Texas
Instruments

Creating useful products

and services for you.
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Division of
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1985

Continuing Education

Credit Courses

Credit-Free Woricsliops

Specialized Programs

Over 100 introductory, middle-,

and upper-level evening credit

courses and University day
courses (on a space available

basis).

Registration for Continuing

Education evening courses and
University day courses continues

through the add/drop period,

SeptemlMr 4-17.

Register at the Division of

Continuing Education, University

Library—Mon.-Thurs. 8: 30 am-7 pm
Fri.. 8: 30 am-5 pm; and Sat.,

10 ami pm (9/7, 9/14)
Call us at 5-2414 for more
information.

^0 IT'S
NUi

Alalia ifUaW
"The Fraternity"

challenges all university men
to become a part of our

brotherhood!

Come by the house

and get involved in all

of the following events:

Tues. 9-17: Spaghetti Dinner 6 pm
Wed. 9-18: A Night At The Movies 8 pm
Thurs. 9-19: Heaven 'n' Hell Party 9 pm

We'll be expecting you!

I

Alpha Delta Phi 395 N. Pleasant 545-3117 t

IDIP€IP
DEADLINE

The Final Day for Adding or Dropping courses is

Tuesday, Sept. 17th. Fall course change forms must

be submitted to the Registrar's Office, Whitmore

Room 213 by 5:00 p.m. This deadline also relates to

Pass/ Fail forms.

For further information call The Taped Information

Phone Service "TIPS" and ask for tapes by number:

1006 Adding and Dropping Courses

1032 Pass/ Fail Option

1009 Credit Loads

1031 Graduation Requirements

1027 Incompletes

1033 Repeat Option

1005 Who is my Academic Dean

A Service of The Dean of Students Office

THE BUS STOPS HERE:
The Commuter Area Government \

is accepting nominations for \

the Commuter Governing Board. J

This board implements poHcy decisions

which effect us all as well as develop pro-

gram activities for Off-Campus students.

Please pick-up papers

at Room 404 SUB.
Deadline is Tuesday, Sept. 24 at 4 PM

X For more info - 5-2145
|
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_ ^^^ _ • Deluxe Burgers
K. ROAST BEEF

o- c. r •

^SANDWICHES * 0""on Rings a Fnes

51"^ • Hot Apple Pies

'S.

w 1 1 am - 2 am 7 days
253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

I

Buy One Deluxe Burger

I Get One Jr. Deluxe ||
' FREE!! ^'

All coupons subject to conditions posted at store

good thru Sun 15th

I
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GORDY By Gorde
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Today's Weather:

Today: Sunny, with highs in

the mid 70s. Fair tonight,

temps in the mid 40s to

midSOs.

Today's Menu:

LUNCH
Hot Pastrami on Water Roll

Italian Shell Casserole

BASIC LUNCH
Humus Vegetable Pocket

Vegetable Hot Pot

DINNER
Chicken Cutlet/Supreme Sauce

Cranberry Sauce

Roast Lamb/Gravy, Mint Jelly

Tuna Salad Plate with Chips

BASIC DINNER
Cheese Nut Loaf/Mushroom Sauce

Chicken Cutlet/ Supreme Sauce
Cranberry Sauce

Attention all

Collegian staff:

MANDATORY staff
meeting 7 p.m. Wednesday.
Important business will be
discussed. Correspondents
welcome.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Mil personnel

5 Island Sol
Sicily

10 Brolherol Hebe
14 Fellow

15 Cancel, at

Cape Kennedy
16 Fool Sut(i«

1 7 Pro

lU News hearer

20 Hard working

insect

21 All PreliK

22 Swamp gas
23 Arthurian

knight

25 —— ordinaire

26 Composer
Satie

27 Left ma hurry

32 Hollywood
canine

34 Satanic

36 Street

performance
3? Make a

(I'y)

3B Stage
presentation

40 Coral strand
41 Room in a

maison
43 Throughway

adjunct

44 Suburb ol Pans
45 Like the tundra
if Ai.trf'ss

el al

sitprjnce

50 Toward the

rising sun

5J Allected

5' Perry s creator

68 Oozyslull

69 Ofdcial

announc<?men(
61 The Montagues

vs the

Capuiets

62 Bedecked
63 Pie leaturc

64 Handle I .n

66 Small dogs tor

short

b6 Lake Indians

6? Command to

Rover

IcJilcd l)>

DOWN
1 Rawboned
person

2 Accra s nation

3 News bearer.

in a way
4 Vacation

choice

6 Cartographer

6 Evening in

tssen
J Slow moving
lemur Var

8 Before pod or

corn

9 Energy of a

type
10 Samoan capital

11 Fabulous birds

12 Cheese city

13 Room inacasa
19 Mideast

monetary unit

21 wish ."

24 Tillable

25 Soft palate

27 Prima donnas
28 Nautical

29 News release

writer

30 Wide shoe
si/es

Irmlt Muht'l .laltc

31 Facedown
32 Aide-de camp

for short

33 Old Glory

feature

35 Metered words

39 Uniform
details

42 One of the

Hoots
46 Make a point

48 Once named
50 Lebanese

Muslim

51 March king

52 The present

53 USSR, at home
54 Whole Comb

form

55 Muslim VIP

56 Officers

mandates
Abbr

57 Same Prefix

60 Like some
verbs Abbr

61 Musical sounds

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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loCoNegiarii

rentAnreck

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

OPENINGS IN

ENGLISH 112

FRESHMAN
WRITING

There are still 30
spaces in English 112.

To add the course,

please come to 305
Bartlett Hall.

* * • * * * * * * * «

Herrcirs Ice Cream ^S^A
Old South }l Inlranc

Northampton

Open Noon IMI 11 30 Sun Thun
Noon till Midnight FrI k Sol.

586-4837

«««« ««««««««« ««««

ThetaChi Fraternity

3 5 i^^^^^^M
A>-

496 N. Pleasant St.

"Next to the Newman Center"

BEST LOCATION '^^^^ Improved
Fraternity

Monday Night Football

Sept. 16th 8-12 pm

Open House Wed.
Sept. 18th 6-8 pm

Buffet Dinner Thurs.

Sept. 19th 5-7 pm

THE ECONOMIZER
MUFFLER

Resular

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
The Economizer mjftler from Midas (its most
American-made cars and trucks. Your satisfaction
with this product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Muffler is

warranted by Midas for one year from the

date of installation and will be replaced

free of charge if it fails during this period.

Offer Expires 9/30/86.

FREE

143 KING ST.
JCT. RTES. 9 & 11

6

$59 .95
Per axle ^Tii on

(most cars) Regular $74.90
BRAKE SPECIAL

Monday, September 16, 1985

DISC BRAKES
• ^fee 4-Wheol broke
inspe(.ticn
• Reploce pods Willi (le m

guoronteed disc oods
• Resurface 'oior«
• (Replace grease seals
• Inspect ono repock

wheel beorings
• Inspect collpers
• Inspect hydraulic system
• Lubricate collper anchors
• Inspect fluid levels
<• Add fluid If required
• Rood test

Ow*r4i«(a«. Midas brake shoes and disc brake pads are tvarranted fors long as you own your Amsrican or foreign car. van or light truck
(under 7,000 it» I ' H they ever wear, new Midas brake shoes or pads

wl!l be instaiiea without charge for the shoes oi pads or the labor to
Inaiall thb shoes or pads Additional parts and/or labor required lo
restore thA system to operational condition are extra

DRUM BRAKES
' K'oe 4Wheel broke
iii$t."<.*ciion

• Pr^'!oct? shoes with new
guoriT'ieed linings

• Re>urfoce drums
• Inspect wheel cylinders
• Inspect hold dov/n sprlngsl
• Lubricate backing plates
• Inspect hydraulic systeim
• Readjust brokes
• Rood test

N ESTIMATES

NORTHAMPTON
HADLEY

586-4840
586-9991

Midas

ifFootball unhiiufii I'riitii fn.gi U

The UMass defense got tough, stuffing all-American

tailback Greg Grooms and throwing Bleier for a loss, forc-

ing Toibin to punt it away to the UMass 27.

Palazzi took charge, picking up big third down at his

own 36 before his pass to John Crowley fell incomplete at

the Richmond 45. The Spiders were called for in-

terference, giving UMass a first down in Richmond ter-

ritory.

Palazzi wasted little time, throwing a perfect pass over

the middle to Tom Cioppa for a 45-yard touchdown. It was
the first TD pass for Palazzi and the first TD catch for

Cioppa, a sophomore split end. Bonvini's kick made it

14-13 for the visitors.

It would be the last points UMass would score as a fired-

up Richmond defense shut down the UMass attack in the

second half.

The Minutemen had .several chances deep in Richmond
territory (at the 38 twice and once at the 34). They punted,

fumbled and were intercepted on those possessions and

were victimized by Richmond trickery.

After Barrett fumbled at the Richrnond 38 with 9:07 to

go in the third period, Bleier pitched to Grooms who lofted

a 62-yard pass to an uncovered Brian Shilds for the

touchdown. Richmond elected to go for two, but the

Minuteman defense stopped them as Bleier was dropped.

UMass had several great opportunities in the final

period, but the Spider defense held and the Minutemen
took a tough loss.

"We may have lost, but they know we should've beaten
them," freshman linebacker John McKeown said. "We
played them tough, they're supposed to be the best team
on our schedule, if that's the case we're going to win a lot

of game."
McKeown, a 215 pound redshirt from Maine, was named

Yankee Conference Rookie-of-the-Week for a 16 tackle ef-

fort. He had seven aolo hits, broke up a pass and had three

tackles for a loss. Also playing well defensively were Mike
Dwyer, Wood, Ed Sullivan, Bruce Strange and Paul
Platek.

i^Men'ssoccer- Cfintmued friim fuigf I '2

But the Big Green came right back 56 seconds later with

their first legitimate goal with 7:28 left as Donahue was
drawn out of the net and Dartmouth's and Julian Okwu
had a wide-open shot.

In the second half, the Minuteman defense rose up to

stop the Green as UMass made Giordano's second goal of

the day with 26:36 to go in the game stand up.

The junior foward took a pass from Mike Bellino and

easily slipped it past the Green goalie, who had come out

of the net, for the 3-2 difference. "I think it should have

been 3-0," Gettler said. "If we get three goals on any day
we should win it.

"The defense played well," he said. "They got it

together in the second half." Andy Bing also played well

at midfield standing out with Dowd and Giorando.

•Field hockey rtihtitiui'il Inini /iiijit IJ

on a cross

from junior defenseman Lil Hultin. The shot was fired low
into the net.

"Griswold is going to be a great one because not only

does she draw a lot of defenders with her speed, she takes

the opportunity to f)ass," Hixon said.

UMass increased to 2-0 five minutes later as junior at-

tackman Erin Canniff picked up a pass at midfield, split a
pair of Pacific defenders and rifled a shot past the goal

keeper.

Withstanding constant pressure, Pacific managed a cor-

ner with ten minutes to play in the half. Disaster struck as
Pacific midfielder and sparkplug Kerry McCrachen tore

ligaments in her ankle on the play and was lost for the

game. Lacking depth, Pacific was forced to juggle its

lineup, placing inexperienced freshman on the offensive

line.

"We would have given them a good game if we hadn't
lost our key player," Conet said.

Sophomore Tonia Kennedy capped the first half scoring,

taking a pass from senior forward Judith Morgan and
pushing it in from in front of the net.

Late in the second half, Griswold added her second goal
dribbling in from the right side and slipping the ball past
the goal keeper, senior defensman Megan Donnelly then
tallied on a drive with a minute remaining.
"They really lost a spark when McCrachen went out.

They lacked depth so that took the wind out of their sails,"

Hixon said.

For the game, the Minutewomen outshot Pacifice by a
29-6 count. UMass also had 16 corners while Pacific

managed only three.

Senior goalkeeper Kathryn Rowe started and made two
saves before giving way to sophomore Lynn Carlson late

in the game. Carlson made one save.

IT'S HERE
Dick Gregory's

Bahamian Diet Nuritional Drink Mix
and

Cernitin America Flower Pollen Products

Information Sharing Sessions

Sept. 16, 23, 30 7 PM
Campus Center Rm 803

Monday. September 16. 1985 .Coiie ^^ian 11

H

COME IN
AND

GETTHE SCOOP

srmmemm^z:.

NEWENGLAND
BANKER

And Get a Free Ice

Cream Cone. Come
in to our Amherst/
Hadley Office and
meet your New
England Banker, our

24-hour banking machine. Get a tree

demonstration from Dorothy Adams
anytime between September 12-21, 9
a.m. -3 p.m. Mon. -Thurs., 9 a.m.-6 p.m
Fri., 9 a.m.-noon Sat.

And when you

meet your New
England Banker,

you will also receive

a certificate for

your favorite flavor

ice cream cone from Friendly.® After

all, we think that just one taste of

our easy baf\king will make our New
England Banker one of your favorites,

too.

BANKOFNEWENGLAND
WEST

The Campus Plaza, Route 9, Hadley, MA 01035

,®

® B«drofNew Errand CotpocMKai IWt mc

ColleKXin pholn by Jason Talrrman

Sophomore Lawrence Brough moves upfield in

Saturday's 3-2 UMass victory over Dartmouth.

VoUeyballwins three
The University <>f Massachusetts volleyball team,

hosting the UMass Invitationals, took two games each
from the University of Vermont, Smith and Keene State
in preliminary rounds.

Complete results were not available at press time. For
a full report of the tournament, read Roger Chapman's
article on the sports pages of Tuesday morning's Col-

legian.

The Minutewomen were 1-0 entering the tourney, join-

ing the field hockey and women's soccer teams in the
undefeated ranks so far this young season.

Play Lacrosse
Anyone interested in playing lacrosse and earning

credits, read on.

University of Massachusetts varsity lacrosse coach
Richard Garber is teaching a course that will teach the

fundamentals of men's lacrosse. The course will involve

playing the game and going over various aspects.

The course will meet on Tuesday's and Thursday's from
2:30 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. It is a two-credit course (graded
credits) and outside play will continue until it gets too cold.

There are many spots oi)en in the course, if interested

come to Boyden Gym at 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday or contact
Coach Garber in Boyden.

COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTtvrriES

Tanen urgantlv wantsd to ting in Mrty
music group (Pioneer Vallev Cappella) call

566 642S to arrange for painless audition

Luthvran Campus Mlniatry SupparsI
Wednesday Sept 18 free meal and discus-

sion 867 North Ptaasam St 549-0322 for in-

for or ride

Massachusetts Karate meets Monday
and Friday Totman 101 79 beginners
welcome' Call Jane for information
d4o-8BBv

AUTO POH SALE
~

ItM Triumph SpHfira convartlMa. Mint.

$5000 266 0683

1971 Volvo 1800. M.SOO 686-0065

73 Chavy Mallbu AM/FM stereo new en-

haust excellent tires $975 774-5287

BRADFORD VERTER

On aat raaponaaWa pur tout qu'on ap-

privoise . .but you killed your schmetterl

inge with a pin through the heart Du hast

kain harz, Brad

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Dlac Entaftainmant Agency
Disc Jockey*, large screen video dances.
light shows and rer>tals. 549-7144

Panasonic Starao: Turntable, casaette.

AM/FM radio Excellent condition $130

Sanyo 1 5ft ' like new (used 9 months). $75.

253 5833 keep trying

Computer Terminal h Modem, 300
baud $375 or BO 259 1566 bef 9 pm

twin bad for salal Excellent condition only

»S0 call Karen 549-0023

FOUND

Bus Driving Jobs - UMass Transit Service

iias several openings for UMass students

with Class II licenses Must be in a degree

program carrying at least 6 credits $4 60/hr

to start Apply at University Bus Garage For

further info call Jenny or Bud at 545-0056

UMTS is an EO/AA employer.

Need worlTstudy help supervising recrea

tion projects contact Rick Britt 253-2717

INSTRUCTION ^
Know your car. Basic automobile
workshop 28 hours including classroom
and shop Limited enrollment 253 2096

PSYCHO Sat Sapt 21 CCA S-t1:

n-»1.S0

FOR RENT

7, 9, Watch call and give daacriptlon 646-6444

FREE MEALS

HOUSE FOR RENT available 9/1 South
Amherst busline three bedrooms/furnished
baserrtent $600 (X) * utilities call Jay
Bolnick Day: 2124600101. Eva:
5167866137

1(76 Dodge Aspan excellent cot>dition one
family car, 4 dr power steering, brakes,

cruiia, AC, auto 74k miles $1996 or BO
649-6094

P Package Store

1970 Ford QT Torino good condition best

offer Tom 266 6708

Fridge Rental call H
253 9742 free delivery

Northampton Main St 2nd floor front 2
bedroom apt immediately, $700 month
utilities (2031 344 1587 6-10 pm only

FOR SALE
'

Dodge Omni 1M0 PS/AC Fla car exc body
mech $3000 call 323 7068 6 9 pm

VW QTI 84, red, aunrf , $7000/BO, 066-8459

1973 Scemp excellent running condition

$500 2S6 0807 after 6 pm

1973 VW
2533956

78 SunbTrd standard low mileage new
radials air conditioning good condition

$1660 549-4598

Suparbaatia $400.00 call

1(78 Ford Fiesta

64,000 miles; must s

(Kavinl

excellent condition,

w 586-9336/253-5109

BANDS WANTED

Band* n—6»i for Central /Orchard Hill

Octobarfast. October 19th, For moreinfor

mation call: 646-4751 or 666-3076

Flla eabfrtat* 2 drawer Mack office quality

$45 some computer and regular desks No
Amherst Motors 649 2880

Used textbooks Cheap I 9 to 4 daily

Room 165 Campus Center, Sponsored by
Gamma Sigma Sigma

Apple 2 plus computer commx color

monitor microillustrator and loystick in

eludes all manuals and $400 software

$750 00 or best offer 549 4066 Graig

For sale: dorm refridg 60$ also for sale is a

Hazeltine computer terminal for 200$ or BO
please call 549 1 178 after 6:00 pm

terminal Perkin-Elmar with modem $300

Diane 549 1449 call evenings

Vary low priced European wall unit*.

desks. TV/stereo carts etc super quel

super low price call Jill 9 546 5397

X-Country S hi*. Boots. Poles Jarvemn
Turvista 180 cm $45 call Matt 549 3716

Mopad for sale Puch great shape $225 or

ba*t oHer call Jim 549 5813

Fraa maal* M F in exchange for light kit-

chan yyork call John 546 3117

HEI-P WANTED

Nuraing A**l*tanea, all shifts flexible

scheduling, competitive »alary, fringe

benefit* Amherst Nursing Home 256 81(6

balivery personnel: earn $5$/'hr hiring

50 persons, must be 18. have own car. flexi

ble schedule, apply in person or call after 2

pm Oominos Piiia across from Stop &
Shop Inside positions available 256 891

1

Newspaper dallverars needed m dorms
Approx 1 hr'day Must be able to work 7

days per week during the semester Good
oav Call 2S.1 7009

Cooks wanted part time apply in person
Steepleiacks Rie 116 Sunderland 665 7960

Farm help needed for fall harvest m
Hadley near UMass afternoons & weekends
call 549 0016 between 6 30 pm and 8:30 pm
Marketing Interns naadad for Hampshire
Mall Management Office Must be energetic
and reliable with excellent communication
skills Apply Office of Internships 545-0725

Houseman naadad to work at kappa Kap
pa Gamma in exchange for free meals
ASAP contact Laura 546-0321. 645-0320
Are you alck of DC food? Get out of the
DC"' Gat home cooked meals and rebate of
your meal plan money' Call Jim Houston at
521S0for details

W8YL Radio seeks capable Teclui^i
aan/ Engineer for paid position $ common
surate with axparianca Anna 256 0084

McDonald's Restaurant is hiring for full or

pan time hours Positions available for

days, nights and weekends on all shifts Ap
ply in person at McDonald's Restuarant, 377

Russell St Hadley, MA

Computer Programmer Part t-me open
ing for person experienced with DEC
POP 11 or VAX computers and MACRO
assembly language Amherst based com
pany, developing communications and real

time control software, is looking for so-

meone able to work par time during the

school year, with full-time employment dur

ing the summer and intersession Excellent

opportunity! For information please call Pro

cess Software Corporation at 549 6994

Do you want to improve and increase
your PVTA bus service? The UMass Tran
sit Advisory Board has openings for

undergraduate students who want input in

to the running of the transit system Apply
at the SGA Presidents Office rm 403 SUB
foi more into call 5452145 Applications

due 9 20

* * • JOBS * a JOBS * * JOBS • * *

SCERA, the Student Center lor Educalion

and Advocacy is hiring the following posi

tions Public Relations, An Media Cam
paign. and Research on labor issues We en

courage all students to apply especially

women and people of color Applications

available m 420 Student Union due 9/18

545 0341 AA/EEO employer

RECYCLING Earn credit for organizing

your dormitory Applications in 306 Student

Union 545 4312

Earn antra spending monayl Stan your

own business on campus' Call John 6-58B4

Fortune 500 company seeks sales

management nainees Excellent opponumty
for Busina** or Communications majors or

any ambitious individual Gam valuable

business experience while having the oppor

tunilv to aarn $200 pat waak. Call Robart

772-017S.

KENYA BAGS

Only $18 in the Concour** most every day
in September

"• MADONNA •••

"Dasparalaly Saaking Suaan" starring

Madonna Tues night CCA 5. 7, 9, 1 W

MUSIC

Attention Bands. Musicians Embassy
Sound Recording Studio offers 16 track

state of the an recording for less Great for

demo tapes Amherst 24 hours 649 7640

1 or 2 people to share Nonhwood Apt Oct
1 neat responsible M/F ask for Diane

263 7206

Room in furnished 2 br Northwood apt
on busline, nonsmoker. Graduate, older stu-

dent 124 < I preferred 666 8475 before noon
or after 5

Pro(a**ional mala mid ihinias quiet, naat,

non smoking looking for same to share a

two tiedroom apt centrally located in

downtown Amherst 256-6079

SERVICES

Profassional typing done by UMass *tu-

denl Reasonable rates R Charron
1 637 0044

Brian's Typing Service Fast, accurate.
Tape transcription. Available almoat
anytime 666 7652

OPEN RUSH

All University Women: Get involved on
Campus by (Oining Gamma Sigma Sigma
We offer sisterhood, campus involvement

and community service Op>on Rush 9 11

9' 17. 9 IB 7 pm Rm 805 CC

PERSONALS

Looking for Christian Fellowship'
Alliance Christian Feltowshtp will meet
soon' Call Mark oi Elizabeth 263 7206

Interested in parking in the garage? Call

Mary 546 4743

It looks good Jim nerves of steel'

Andrew Grace Please call home ynur lov
ing brother Peter

EJP Thanks (or a wonderful year I love

you Your Teddy Bear EJC

ANNE LITTLEFIELD remember your last

roommate? Pleese call. We miss you''

Bands Wanted to play in the 6th annual
Southwest Battle of the Bands Come pick

up an application at the SWAG office in

Hampden Commons or call 5 0960 A(q>lica

tion deadline Oct 4 5 pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

Famala roommate wanted. Brandywine,
for fall semester ONLY Call 549 7848

QUALITY TYPING Long or shon projects
Will correct grammar, spelling. Er punctua
lion Meticulous proofreading. New IBM
typewriter 549 0367

START BUILOINQ'YOUR CREDIT

Credit credit cards available II you have
no credit, poor credit, we'll assist GULF
COAST Financial Services, Box 121 New
Pon Richey, Florida 34291 0121 (8131

849 5132

STEREO SPEAKERS

Perfect for Dorm or Apart Brand new
./A 3(X) series, still in the bo« 126 watts 3

Aiay liquid cooled Suggested retail $749
set only $260" Call David or Bob 549 7^4
after 5 00

STUDENT REPS

Student reprasantativas to earn commis
sion and travel Lowest prices on campus
For more information, contact Town Tours
and Travel 482 Mam St Maiden MA 01248
16171 321 3983

WANTED

Eatablished rock band seeks experienced
keytioard playei w/oquip call Bob 649 7594
or Juhe 549 6543 ASAP
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SPORTS
Minutemen edged by Richmond, 19-14
PowerfulSpiderspushedto edge

by UM, defense continues toughplay
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

RICHMOND-If the University of

Massachusetts football team can maintain

the level of intensity it showed against the

University of Richmond on Saturday night,

1985 will be a season to remember.
The Minutemen gave the powerful

Spiders a scare, losing 19-14 in a hard-

fought game that was decided by the trick

play in the third period. Richmond, enter-

ing the game ranked seventh in Division

1-AA and winners over 1-A Virginia Tech a
week prior, found a different UMass team
than the one it beat 24-7 last year in

Amherst.
A loss is never a thing to build on, but we

did show a lot in this game," UMass coach

Stickers

cruise, 5-0
UMassstompsPadfic
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Lisa Griswold scored two goals and Erin

Canniff, Tonia Kennedy and Megan Don-

nelly added one each as the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team over-

whelmed a sluggish Pacific University, 5-0,

Saturday on Totman Field at NOPE field.

Pacific was never a factor in the game as

constant UMass pressure forced several

breakdowns on both offense and defense.

Most of the game was spent standing

around watching the Minutewomen control

play as fatigue and inexperience took its

toll.

"We were not agressive at all," Pacific

head coach Carla Conet said. "UMass was
bigger, faster and more aggressive than we
were. We were under attack."

"We really didn't let them do anything,

we played our game and dominated the

tempo," UMass head coach Pam Hixon
said. "They boast a big play offense, but by
blocking up the middle we forced them into

a short passing game."
The Minutewomen scored quickly, jump-

ing on the board with 23:45 to go in the

first half as speedy junior forward Lisa

Griswold scored the first of her two goals

Women's soccernow2-0

Bob Stull said. "We hung with a very good
football team and could have beaten them.

If we can eliminate the mistakes that still

remain and keep the level of play up, we're

going to do very well the rest of the way."
UMass entered the game as a 17-point

underdog. The Spiders were riding a nine

game string of home games during which
they ran up over 400 yards of offense. The
Minutemen, despite a 38-9 victory over
Morgan State, were supposed to be a minor
annoyance for the Spider's home opener, a
game that featured sky divers, fireworks

and a hot air balloon to entertain a crowd
of 14,068.

Richmond found itself in a game quickly

however, as UMass scored the games first

touchdown.
Cornerback Chris Wood intercepted a

Bob Bleier pass to give UMass the ball at

the Richmond 32 with just 52 seconds gone

in the game. The Minutemen stayed on the

ground, running three plays that picked up

13 yards and a first down to the 19 yard

line.

Sophomore tailback Ted Barrett, star-

ting for injured co-captain George Bam-
well, then picked up five going with the

blocks of Stan Kaczorowski and Mike

Briggs.

Freshman quarterback Dave Palazzi

went left for five more yards and a first

down to the Richmond nine. Fullback Al

Neri busted through to the four before Bar-

rett followed Briggs in for the touchdown
with 10:44 remaining. Freshman Silvio

Bonvini made it 7-0 with the point after.

Richmond answered quickly, driving 69

yards in 3:21 as ail-American candidate

Leland Melvin caught a 14-yard scoring

toss from Bleier. Bleier completed three

passes for 38 yards and ran for nine more
yards during the drive. Brendan Toibin's

PAT tied the game at seven.

UMass took the kickoff and drove to its

45 before a sack of Palazzi by right tackle

Brian Tuft forced a punt by freshman
Dimitri Yavis(playing in place of the in-

jured Jim Tandler). Yavis botted the ball to

the Richmond 14, a kick of 41 yards, but

senior John Armstrong sliced throu^ a
punt return team full of underclassmen to

make it 13-7 as Toibin missed the kick.

It's a sore spot," said Stull of his special

teams. "We've given up two return

touchdowns in two games and that's too

many. Yavis did a great job of kicking the

ball, he actually outkicked his coverage.

We'll do a lot of work on that aspect of the

game I assure you."

The quarter ended with Richmond
leading. The teams traded possessions at

the top of the second period. UMass lost

the ball on a key fourth-and-one at the

Richmond 37 as Palazzi took too much time

setting up. Yavis punted it to the Richmond
five. eontxn-ued on page 10

Collcinan photo by Derek Roberta

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team celebrates a goal during Saturday's 5-0 rout of Pacific.

UMass hooters

Minutewomen blankNH College get past Green, 3-2
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Sophomore foward Monica Seta scored three goals to

lead the third ranked University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team to a 4-0 win over New Hampshire
College, snapping the Penmen's 20 game winning streak,

Saturday at Boyden Field.

The Minutewomen won their second in a row scoring
twice in the first ten minutes of the game, but they didn't

look as sharp as they did in their 9-0 opening win over
Keene State last Wednesday.

"We got goals. That's about it," head coach Kalekeni
Banda said. "We didn't click consistently. We didn't do
the job I thought we should be doing. We didn't play up to

our level, we played more down to theirs."

' But when Massachusetts clicked, they were impressive.

Seta put UMass on the board with just 2:53 gone in the

first half with a goal that wasn't very impressive. The
sophomore from Cincinnati sent a roller that snuck by
Penman goalie Patty Turner for the 1-0 UMass lead.

The second goal at the 11:53 mark of the first half was
impressive. Sophomore midfielder Carolyn Michael lofted

a high, arcing pass to Seta in front of the goal, who headed
the ball into the net for the 2-0 lead.

"That was great," Seta said. "She just laid it nght in

there. I just caught her eye and she caught mine."

Seta scored her third goal of the game, completing the

hat trick with 7:01 to go in the first half. She stole the ball

from a Penman defender in front of the New Hampshire
goal and beat Turner one-on-one for the 3-0 lead.

Micheel picked up her sixth assist of tlie young season on
another corner chip. This time it was to freshman foward
Cathy Cassady with 17:14 to go in the game who knocked
in the pass for the 4-0 margin of victory.

Defender Debbie Belkin also stood out in the game
before an estimated 250 people with some fine offensive

and defensive drives.

Seta, though, was pleased to get involved so much with

the offensive scoring.

"I want to be a part of the offense," she said. "It would
be helpful to the team. We need it because we lost Jolie

(DePauw, last year's leading scorer who didn't return to

school this semester). I'm hoping it will be me (scoring)."

The UMass defense did give up its first shot on goal of

the year and goalie Carla DeSantis made the first save of

the year. After outshooting its division II opponents, who
were 19-0 last year, by a 20-1 margin.

Penman coach Peter Taft wasn't too upset with his

team's performance that evened this season's record at

1-1. "This is by far the best team we'll face all year. I was
glad we kept the goals down."

• Volleyballromps in tourney,page 11

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team
overcame an offenssively flat first half performance and
scoring a goal for Dartmouth, as they outlasted the Big
Green, 3-2 Saturday momign at Boyden Field.

The Minutemen, who improved to 3-2 on the year,

played inspired defense in the second half as Dartmouth
picked up a loss in its season opener.

"I though we gave away both goals," UMass head
coach Jeff Gettler said. "We weren't real conservative.

We were too aggressive on defense in the first half and
that's what gave up the goals."

Massachusetts took the lead on its first offensive
posession, just 2:28 after the opening whistle. Senior co-

captain Matt Dowd took an indirect kick in front of the
Green goal and passed it around a line of Big Green
players to freshman Anders Hedelin who beat Green
goalie Jim Cisnerouse one-on-one for the score.

However, miscommunication by UMass tied the game
up with 12:16 left in the first half.

With Dartmouth threatening in the UMass end,
sophomore sweeper Matt Gushing tried to head the ball

over the UMass net but it went too low and past

Minuteman keeper Don Donahue.
Up to that point, Dartmouth had controlled the game

offensively while a flat UMass offense had few oppor-

tunities. "The miscue fired up the Minutemen who four

minutes later, with 8:32 left, took the 2-1 lead as Tom
Giorando took a nice cross from John Shannon in front of

the net and fired it home.
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UMass Halloween policy relaxed
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

For the first time in five years, students will be able to

participate in campus activities during the Halloween
weekend, after officials yesterday relaxed the
University's Holloween policy.

The change reversed a ban on all Campus Center ac-

tivities scheduled for the Halloween weekend, and will

allow Campus Center to remain open for events scheduled
form Thursday, Oct. 31, Halloween, until November 3, ac-

cording to Dennis Madsen, vice chancellor of student af-

fairs.

"We wanted to liberalize a little more so that students
can enjoy the period without the disruption and problems,
as we had in the past," Madsen said yesterday.
Madsen, who was responsible for giving the plan its final

approval, was referring to 1979, when vandalism and ar-

rests on Halloween night reached dangerous proportions.

U.S. drops rule

on campus draft
A controversial proposal that requires male students to

verify that they are registered ff>r the draft l)efore they
can receive financial aid has been dropped by the Ignited
States Department of Education.

The proposal had been slated to go into effect this fall

but the Education Department decided that it was not
necessary when a spot check found that over 90 percent of
the men have registered with the Selective Service.

However, the University of Massachusetts financial aid
office still requires students to prove that they don't have
to sign a draft registration compliance on their financial
aid forms, if they are not men between 18 and 23-years-old

, said Arthur Jackson, director of financial aid.

"If the University can ascertain that a f)erson doesn't

have to sign the statement because the person is a female
or any of the other exemptions, then they don't have to

sign a statement of registration compliance," Jackson
said.

Students who apply for financial aid at the University
must fill out a two-part statement of educational purpose
and draft registered with the Selective Service.

If passed, the proposal would have required universities

to collect further documentiition from students.

Draft registration was reinstituted in 1980 by President
Jimmy Carter.

-CHRIS POON

Development center

recieves federal grant
By LEE KORB
Collegian Staff

The Center for
Economic Development
(C.E.D.) at the University

of Massachusetts has been
awarded an $80,000 grant

by the U.S. Development
Administration. The grant

will be used to create a full-

time staff position in the

center's Boston offi<'e, the

C.E.D. director said.

Economic Development
director Sam Seskin said

the grant is a 33 percent

increase over the grant

received last year and com-
pensates for inflation and
the decrease in federal fun-

ding. He said this year's

grant puts the center on an

budget economically
equivilant to \WA.

The center is a public

service that provides

assistance to cities and

towns across the state.

Since 1977, it has assisted

20 to 30 towns and cities a

year with city planning

and the rejuvenation of

downtown areas.

The center currently

employs three full-time

people. Two work in

Amherst and one in

Boston, Seskin said.

Although the center is part

of the School of Manage-
ment, the employees have
no teaching respon-
sibilities, he said.

The center researches

already existing informa-

tion and does interviews

with businesses to collect

data and establish current

trends in growth. Once the

trends are identified, they

make predictions and
recommendations of possi-

ble options to city plan-

ners, Seskin said.

Seskin said the center is

currently involved in a pro-

ject with the city of Clard-

ner, Mass. to raise funds to

employ new economic
developer for the com-

munity.

As a result of those incidents, the University imposed
stringent rules beginning in 1980, closing Campus Center
and other University buildings, and prompting Housing
officials to restrict dormitories to no more than two
guests, and imposing a 24-hour security system.
Although the new policy makes no significant change in

dormitory visitation rules, it formally states that certain

activities such as films shown in Campus Center and con-

certs in the Fine Arts Center will be permitted during
Halloween period.

"The implication is this is no longer 1980," said Michael
Jones, student activities program director, who drafted

the policy.

During October 31, the Campus Center will be closed to

all events "which purport to be connected with
Halloween," according to a draft. The building will be
open for other non-Halloween functions.

The new policy also states the following:

•For films in the Campus Center or Student Union.

written details about the movies must be filed with the
Campus Center director's office and Public Safety office
at least three weeks before the scheduled showing and
cannot end later than 11 p.m.

• Concerts, dances and parties in the Campus Center
Auditorium. Student Union Ballroom or Blue Wall,
"which purport to celebrate Halloween cannot be schedul-
ed in this complex," according to the published policy, dur-
ing Halloween day.

• For concerts in the Fine Arts Center and Bowker
Auditorium, written details regarding the program must
be filed with the Department of Public Safety at least one
month before the event and the concert is "not be publiciz-
ed as a Halloween event, and the wearing of masks and
costumes is prohibited," the policy states.

"What we've Iwen able to do is allow student to take
more initiative and responsibility in programming,"
Jones said. "We're willing and anxious to work with
students."

Phitto hv Ni'il Hti'kvrni.tri

PEACEFUL REFLECTIONS — The Fine Arts Center, now in its 10th year, shines in the reHec-
ting pool during yesterday's warm sunshine.

UMass student publishes Quabbin map
Chartedboating, hiking trails

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Fishermen, hikers, and area historians interested in the
Quabbin reservoir can now chart their way through the
Massachusetts region due to the work of a University of
Massachusetts student and part-time cartographer.
Christopher Ryan, 25, a non-degree graduate student

recently published a map of the Quabbin area. The map
emphasizes boating areas, hiking trails, and the under-
water contour. "The map is popular with fishermen and
hikers because it shows them new places to go. It is a total

recreation map. It is also kind of historical in a way,"
Ryan said.

Quabbin is the fourth area Ryan has charted in the past
two years. Since 1983 he has designed hiking maps for Mt.
Tom, Mt. Toby and the Holyoke Mountain Range Trail.

Designing maps is. according to Ryan, an extention of his

education.

"I have always been interested in hiking." he said. "A
few years ago. I felt there wasn't an adequate map of the
Holyoke range trail. At the lime, I was an undergraduate
geography major, and cartography classes were required.

I just combined the two skills of hiking and cartography
together."

Designing the map of Quabbin differed from the others
in that Ryan did not have to do as much hiking. "Quabbin
is such a large area, I couldn't hike the entire area," he

said. "I relied on the experiences of other peoftle who had
already hiked the area."

"The government topography maps are unusually good
for Quabbin. .si> I used them as my base (of information)."

Ryan said. His map is a compilation of the underwater
contours and the topography, in addition to the hiking

trails.

The demand for his map of Quabbin has been greater

than for his other maps. Ryan said. "I had 5000 copies

printed up and so far, ,SO0O have l)een sold. I haven't yet

figured out how much that comes to. but it has paid for the

printing costs."

Ryan said his next project will not involve the Quabbin
reservoir but another area waterway. "Next I plan to do a

l)oating and canoeing guide of the t'onnecticut River. It

will be a series of maps but will In.' in a book form." he said.

"Friends of Quabbin." a nature organization, has com-
missioned Ryan to design a map of Quabbin Park in

Belchertown. he said.
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Six alleged Soviet spies

ordered to leave Britain

AP Las«Tf)hcit.i

Soldiers stand g^ard outside a shell-flattened block of apartments and
shops yesterday in Tripoli after heavy fighting broke out leaving 28
dead.

29 killed by Moslem militias

in residential areas of Tripoli

LONDON (AP) - Britain ordered six

more Soviets out of the country yesterday

in an escalating series of expulsions of pur-

ported spies which has plunged Anglo-

Soviet relations to one of the lowest points

since World War II.

The governments accused two Soviets

diplomats, two embassy clerks, a trade

representive and a journalist of spying and

ordered them to leave Britain by Oct. 7.

Foreign Secretary Sir Geoffrey Howe said

the move was designed "to uphold

Britain's national security."

The government also cut the permitted

level of Soviet official personnel in Britain

from 211 to 205.

The Soviet Embassy in London quickly

accused Britain in a statement of a "pro-

vocative and vindictive action of an un-

friendly nature" and said it was "totally

unjustified on any grounds whatsoever."

It added that "the entire responsibility

for the consequences of this action rests

with the British side."

Britain last Thursday ordered 25 Rus-

sians to leave Britain by Oct. 3, saying they

were named as spies by Oleg A. Gordievski,

head of the KGB spy network for Britain

who defected and was granted asylum.

Britain warned against retaliation, but

on Saturday the Russians expelled 25
Britons, accusing them of spving.

In throwing out six more Soviets yester-

day, the Foreign Office called the Soviet

reprisal "an unwarranted victimization of

innocent people, which the British govern-

ment was not prepared to accept."

The statements by both sides carried

ominous overtones of relations getting

worse on a broader scale. The Foreign Of-

fice said Moscow's action "could not but set

back the process" of improving ties. The
Soviet Embassy replied that "it is hard to

discern the professed desire of the British

side for a better relationship."

In 1971, Britain expelled the largest

number of alleged Soviet agents - 105 - but

the Russians replied by ousting only 18

Britons, and 10 of them had already left

Moscow. The retaliation then was con-

sidered by Britain as largely symbolic.

When the Russians on Saturday ordered

25 Britons to leave Moscow in a one-for-one

expulsion, British officials were highly an-

noyed, claiming the Soviets had over-

racted.

One British official, who would not per-

mit use of his name, pointed out that while

Ijefore the present series of expulsions

there were only about 98 British embassy
staff, businessmen and journalists ac-

credited in Moscow, the level of Soviet per-

sonnel permitted in Britain was 234.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)
— Rival Moslem militias

fighting for control of

Tripoli shelled residential

districts of the northern

port yesterday, paralyzing

the city and sending
civilians underground.

Police reported 28 people

killed, nearly half of them
civilians, and 68 wounded in

the inlen.se artillery battle

that began Sunday.
Casualties included 10

Lebanonese army soldiers

killed and 40 wounded by

two mortar rounds that

crashed into the 2n(i

Brigade's Bahjat Ghanem
barracks during the night.

State-run Beirut radio said

a major and three officer

cadets were among those

killed.

In Beirut, Christian and
Moslem militiamen traded

sniper fire across the strip

of devastation that divides

the capital on sectarian

lines. Predominantly Chris-

tian units of the army
fought Druse Moslem
militiamen around the ar-

my's stronghold at Souk el-

Gharb in hills overlooking
Beirut.

No casualty reports were
available in the Beirut and
hill fighting.

The fundamentalist Sunni
Moslem Islamic Unification

movement, supported by
the PLO, and the Syrian-

liacked Arabian Knights
have fought a war of

supremacy for two years in

Tripoli, which with 500,000
residents is Lebanon's
second-largest city.

Tripoli's army garrison

has stayed on the sidelines,

unable to stop the fighting.

The shells that hit the bar-

racks apparently were
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strays.

The Syrian army controls

much of north Lebanon and
maintains positions on hills

overlooking Tripoli, but has

made no move to curb the

fighting.

Police said the other dead
in Tripoli were 13 civilians

and five militiamen, three

from Islamic Unication and
two Arabian Knights.

Hardest hit were the

densely populated residen-

tial districts of Baal
Mohsen, Bab el-Tabb-neh,

Shaarani, and Kubbeh.
Buildings were set afire

an hundreds of families

sought refuge in basements
and bomb shelters.

All government offices,

banks, schools, cafes and
shoi)s closed their doors,

police reported, and the oil

refinery at the harbor also

halted operations.

They described the
fighting as the worst in

Tripoli since December
1983, when Syrian-backed

PLO dissidents drove
Palestine Liberation
Organization cheif Yasser
Arafat and his loyalists out

of the city.

Troops sweep into Angola,

domestic violence persists
JOHANNESBURG. South Africa (AP)

— Troops and warplanes swept into

southern Angola yesterday to strike South-
west African guerrillas the military said

were planning attacks on towns and
military bases in the territory.

Gen. Constand Viljoen. the armed forces

commander, said Angola's Marxist govern-
ment was informed of the strike against

guerrillas of the South-West Africa People
Organization and warned "not to

interfere." It was the second strike in 10

weeks inside Angola, where about 25,000
Cuban troops are based.

Viljoen gave no indication of the size of

the force, its targets or how deeply it

penetrated. Southern Angola is the base
area of SWAPO guerrillas fighting for the

independence of South-West Africa, a
mineral-rich territory also known as
Namibia that South Africa has controlled

since World War I.

"One followup can lead to another . . .

Hopefully it the stride will be over within a
week," Lt. Gen. Ian Gleason the army chief

of staff, said last night on the government-
controlled television.

Racial unrest persisted in South Africa.

Hundreds in Johannesburg's huge black

township of Soweto went on a rampage
l)ecause of rumors that black leader Nelson

Mandela had died in jail. Mandela's wife

said the rumors were false.

Witnesses at Grootfontein, 157 miles

south of Angola and South Africa's main
Namibian air base, said air force Mirage
jets took off at various times during the

day.

Viljoen said reconnaissance and
intelligence-gathering operations establish-

ed that guerrillas planned long-range bom-
bardments of military bases and attacks on
big towns and residential areas in the nor-

thern part of the disputed territory.

SWAPO has not been known to have
long-range artillery in its battle for

Namibia, which South Africa governs
under a League of Nations mandate
abrogated by the U.N. General Assembly in

1966.

Gleason said troops were pursuing the

guerrillas' 8th Battalion, which he
estimated at 400-800 men and said was
"well-dispersed" in southern Angola. He
said it was the unit that was to have made
the attacks.

After the last crossbordcr strike early in

July, Viljoen said his forces killed 57 guer-
rillas and lost one man in a two-day opera-
tion. The July strike was the first since

South Africa completed a negotiated

withdrawal of its forces, a year late, from
southern Angola.
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Wexler reflects on advising Ferarro during campaign last year
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

When Anne Wexler received a phone call from her
friend Geraldine Ferraro in July 1984 offering her the
senior political adviser position on Ferarro's campaign for

vice president, Wexler immediately accepted.

Now, more than a year after that phone call, and ten

months after Ferraro and her running mate, presidential

candidate Walter Mondale, suffered a crushing defeat in

the 1984 presidential election, Wexler looks back on her
decision with no regrets. She vows, however, never to

work again for a candidate at a position as important as

the one she held for Ferraro.

"That was my last one," Wexler, who is married to

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey,

said Saturday during an interview at the Chancellor's

residence near Orchard Hill.

"That kind of operation is for young people. It was
marvelous to be a part of history, but I would never do it

again."

Wexler, who heads the Washington lobbying firm of

Wexler, Reynolds, Harrison and Schule Inc., reflected on
her work for Ferraro and the effects of the Ferraro can-

didacy on American politics.

"The very act of nominating a woman eliminated both
the actual and psychological main barrier for women," she

said, sitting on her enclosed porch overlooking the cam-
pus. "The candidacy permeates every facet of life. For a
little kid in the first or second grade, you know a woman
ran for vice president of the United States. It has that

kind of permeating influence."

Wexler, who at 55 spends the work week in Washington
and returns to the Pioneer Valley on Friday nights before

flying back to the Capital each Monday morning, served as
the primary strategist for the historic debate between
Ferraro and George Bush.

She said the debate team spent most of the two weeks
before the debate in a New York City hotel suite, drilling

the candidate on background information concerning the

Bush administration and trying to guess what questions
reporters would ask.

Two days before the Philadelphia debate, the team,
debate briefing books and all, moved to a television studio

and recreated the stage exactly as it would appear in

Philadelphia, right down to the spotlights and microphone
positions.

"There wasn't a single question asked that we weren't

prepared for," Wexler said. "I thought she did a superb
job because she had to prove to a lot of people she was
substantive."

Woman*sForum
Tuesday: All University women and faculty are invited

to attend a "welcome back*' reception to be held from
4-6 p.m. in Memorial Hail.

Wednesday: An introduction to women's groups and
centers will take place from 4-6 p.m. in the Student
Union Ballroom. Representatives from SCERA,
Women's Leadership Project, Everywoman's Center,

WMUA Women's Media Project, Women's Caucus of the

Student Government Association (SGA) and other

women's groups and centers, including some from
UMas8-Bc«ton, will be on hand.

Tkursday: AH community and University women are

encouraged to attend a women's support group which
will meet from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Barb's Community
Center, fliere is a $3 charge.

Sunday: Valley Women*s M«rtUl Arts will hold a
"fundraising celebration" from 2-4 p.m. at the Nor-

thampton Center For the Arts, Old School Commons,
New South Street. The ©ionization hopes to raise funds

so that it may cwtlnue to provide free classes in aelf-

defeiJse tarsuning.

< fillfifiBn pholi) by Paul IH-snmtais

HEAVY BURDEN — This campus preacher

choose to talk yesterday near the Student

Union while holding up his wooden cross all

afternoon.

Anne Wexler

For Wexler, the highlight of the campaign was the

UMass campus rally, where 20,000 people, the largest

group to assembi at any Ferraro rally, lined the campus
pond and North Pleasant Street to see the first major par-

ty female White House Candidate.

"She (Ferraro) loved that rally," Wexler said.

For Ferraro, the toughest part of the campaign was
dealing with the anti-abortion protestors who mounted a

strong apparently coordinated offensive against the

Democrat, Wexler said.

"She was bothered by how they (the protesters) attack-

ed her," Wexler said. "Considering she is a committed
Catholic, it was a tough thing a deal with. And in the early

days it was clearly organized."

Wexler was not as bothered by the hecklers.

"It's something I've lived with all of my political

career," she said. "I carried my share of signs in the anti-

war days."

Wexler's political ex{)erience dates further back than

just to the "anti-war" days of the 19o0s. It 'oegan with ihe

Truman campaign in 1948, when she was "licking

stamps," as she said, and attending Skidmoore College in

Pennsylvania, majoring in history.

After moving to Westp<irt, Conn., in 1958, the New
York native moved her way up the political ladder, even-

tually becoming the chairman of the Westport Democratic

Committee.
In 19t>7, she co-chaired the Mc("arthy campaign in Con-

necticut with Duffey, and l)oth went to Chicago as

delegates to the National Convention, an ex[)erierKv, she

said, she will never forget.

"It was very scary," she recalled, shifting herself in her

})orch chair. "No one had ever seen anything like that."

The convention was the scene of one of the most violent

anti-war protests ever, as young anti-war marchers clash-

ed with Chicago police. Scores of f)rotestors were serious-

ly injured.

"I remember we were gathering with all the McCarthy
and Kennedy delegates in a room and you could hear mar-

ching feet outside the door," she recalled, a smile coming
to her lips. "O'Dwyer (Paul O'Dwyer, a prominent politi-

cian in the New York political scene) listened and looked at

the group and said, 'I hear the police, they are obviously

coming to protect us.'"

The police passed, Wexler said, and the tension in the

room, generated by the ugly scene outside on the streets,

quickly dissipated after O'Dwyer's nervous joke.

"It was a very intense moment," Wexler said. "I can

still see it and feel it."

Leading Duffc'y's unsuccessful 1970 bid for the United

States Senate seat in Connecticut, did not stop her from

continuing her involvement in the Democratic cause.

She ran the National Committee's voter registration

drive in 1972, as usual, involving herself with party

reform.
P'rom 1973 until 197H, she served as as.sociate publisher

for Rolling Stone magazine, relintjuishing her position to

enter the Carter Administration as deputy undersecreUiry
of commerce.

In 1978. she was chosen by President Carter to be assis-

tant to the president for public liason, making her the only

woman in the president's circle of eight top advisers.

Wexler's marriage to Duffey in 1974 was her second,

she. has two boys, 29 and 31, by her previous marriage,
which lasted 22 years.

UMass anthropology profhonored
By EILEEN FRAZIER
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts anthropology' professor

Dena Dincauze has been named vice president of the

Society for American Archeology, the last professional ar-

cheological group in the Western Hemisphere.
The group is geared towards professionals and non-

professionals involved in North and South American ar-

cheology, Dincauze said. "We try to make people more
aware of the past 12,000 years," she said.

The position of vice president serves as an appren-

ticeship, Dincauze said. As president-elect, she will work
on administrative and policy matters and in two years she

will become president of the group.

The group also acts as a legislative liaison for ar-

cheologists throughout the country. "This is our only

political role," Dincauze said.

The society asks the government for grants to explore

sites which could contain valuable historic information.

Many prospective sites are located on inaccessible areas,

such as private property or government-owned land, she

said.

The group holds yearly meetings at which professional

archeologists and archeology students present results of

findings and present up-to-date discoveries. Last year the

50th anniversary meeting of the group was attended by

("ullrjfiarj |ili>ili> iiy Iunk Ki>h<'rt.>s

UMass anthropology professor Dena Din-
cauze.

more than 2,000 members.
Dincauze has been teaching at U'Ma.ss since 1973 and is

the author of several essays and articles. She has alsf) lieen

an editor for the Journal of American Anti(iuity for the

past 10 years.

Women suffers from smoke mhalation
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

A student was treated for smoke inhalation after a fire

was set outside of her room Sunday on the fourth floor of

John Adams, University of Massachusetts police said.

Pizza boxes, cardlward beer boxes and trash bags were
piled outside her door and set on fire, police said. The
woman said that she answered aknock on her door and the

fire spread into her room when she opened the door.

Police said the woman and a police officer were taken to

University Health Services and treated for smoke inhala-

tion and released. Police .said they have a suspect and are

investigating in the the incident.

In other police reports:

Police arrested an 18-year-old man after they found him
driving a car with a person in the trunk Saturday night.

He was arrested for drunk driving and other motor vehicle

violations after they released the persf)n in the car trunk,

police said.

A break was reported in Hamden Snack Bar Sunday
morning by a janitor who found the building "trashed,"
jMilice .said. The building was locked and {mlice say they

have no suspects in the incident. There is no estimation of

damaire done or if anything was taken.

A $200 bicycle was reported stolen from Pierpont House
Sunday. Police .said it was locked and the chain was cut.

An equalizer and a |.K)wer booster valued at $450 were
reported stolen from a 1979 Ford parked in lot 22 Satur-
day evening, police said.

A 19-year-old Massachu.setts Bay ('ommunity College
student was arrested Saturday morning after he exposed
himself to three female students at a bus station on Sunset
Avenue, police said.

A 19-year-old UMass student was arrested and charged
with possession of narcotics on a default warrant after he
was involved in a motor vehicle accident on University
Drive. Police said he was hit by a 1971 Toyota, hich receiv-

ed $800 in damage. The driver, also a 19-year-old UMass
student, was cited for having no registration, failure to

stop at a sign and having an cxpire^l inspection sticker,

f)olice said.

A pocketbook containing $140 wa.s taken from a stu-

dent's room on the 10th fl(K)r of John Quincy Adams tower
Friday night, police said. Her room was unlocked and the
pocketbook was stolen in an one hour period. Police said

they have no suspects.

A radio worth $327 was stolen from a room on the se-

cond floor of Dickinson House Satuniay morning. Police

said there was no sign of forced entry.

(
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DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight^

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

diets" Call UHS
549-2671 ext. 181

Preregistration^
deadline: Sept. 23

^«= s»<=

Collegian
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OPEN RUSH

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN
INVITED

• Two time Greek &
Campus
intramural

champs

• home-cooked
meals

• outstanding

social life

• close to campus

BK^ 388 N. Pleasant St. 253-9071

FINAL RUSH
Tuesday Sept. 17
Come see what Beta Kappa Phi

has to offer.

Come see what BETA KAPPA PHI
has to offer you

Itp^toknowthe scone.

%oFmimiTs iiii

Attention Students

Visit our tent at the

BayBank Amherst Office

75 East Pleasant Street,

to open your account and
receive a free gift.

Amherst Office Hours
Mon. - Thurs. 10 - 4

Friday 10-6
Saturday 10 - 1

BayBank
Something Bcttmr' MemlxT KI>I(,

Tuesday, September 17, 1985

Car insurance increase urged
Decrease ifseat beltlaw

adoptedby State

BOSTON (AP) — The siate Rating

Bureau has recommended a 2.1 percent in-

crease in Massachusetts auto insurance

rates for 1986, but a 2.4 percent decrease if

the commonwealth adopts a mandatory

seat belt law by Jan. 1.

The action was the third and final recom-

mendation made to state Insurance Com-
missioner Peter Hiam, who opens hearing

Sept. 23 on private passenger car rates for

1986.

The proposed increased would raise the

average premium by about $9 a year.

The insurance industry has asked for a

12 percent increase in the average $450
polic y for 1986. Attorney General Francis

X. Bellotti recommended a 3.5 percent in-

crease, or a lower amount with passage of

a seat belt law.

"Overall, the industry's proposal for a 12

percent increase in auto insurance rates

-more than triple the rate of inflation - can-

not be justified," said Stewart Kemp,

director of the raUng Bureau, which is an

advisory board in Hiam's insurance depart-

ment.

"In fact, 1984 marked the third year in a

row, according to industry data, that the

auto insurance business has been more pro-

fitable in Massachusetts for insurers than

in the country as a whole," he said yester-

day.

Last year, Massachusetts insurance com-

panies paid out 71.5 cents for every dollar

collected in premiums, while across the

country the average was 73.4 cents, he

said.

Hiam is due to announce a decision on

1986 rates by Jan. 1. His final decision is

expected to hinge on whether the

Legislature approves a mandatory seat

belt bill by the end of the year.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Arts in America:
Nowand the Next 10 Years

Symposium
Monday, Sept. 23

2-4:30 pni — Panel discussion

4:30-5 pni — Question & Answer period

Panelists
HOWARD KLEIN, The Rockefeller Foundation
RENEE LEVINE, Natl. Endowment for the Arts

MARLENE PENNISON, dancer/choreographer

MARTIN PURYEAR, sculptor/visual artist

MAX ROACH, percussionist/composer

GUNTHER SCHULLER, composer/conductor

Free and Open to the Public

Call 545-35 17 for details

GRIEVES DEATH — Linda Justice, 17, right, is consoled by her sister

Darlene Darlene Huntsinger yesterday as the two read a newspaper ac-

count of the shooting of North Carolina Highway Patrolman Robert
Coggins. Coggins and Justice were engaged to be married next sum-
mer.

2B MAIN ST. AMHERST 25B-B331

JOHnDsiiimiii inioni

5^

Fall
1985

Division of

Continuing Education

Credit Courses

Credit-Free Workshops

Specialized Programs

Over 100 introductory, middle-,

and upper-level evening credit

courses and University day

courses (on a space available

basisi

Registration for Continuing

Education evening courses and

University day courses continues

through the add/drop period,

Seiitember 4-17.

Register at the Division of

Continuing Education. University

Library—Mon -Thurs, 8; 30 am-7 pm
Fri., 8:30 am-5 pm; and Sat.

10 am-1 pm (9/7, 9/14)
Call us at 5-2414 for more
information.

WHICH WAY IS WHAT — This isn't a busy city intersection, which
would probably be a mess. These signs are located in a schoolyard in

Lubeck, West Germany to help teach children the proper rules of the
road.

Greta Garbo celebrates

her birthday tomorrow
NEW YORK (AP) - She

wears privacy like a warm,
winter coat and often is

puzzled when a perceptive

eye penetrates her
customary disjjuise of

slouched hat and dark
glasses as she prowls the ci-

ty streets in long, strong

strides.

However, try as she will

to cloak herself from film,

fans and frenzy, neither age
nor disguise can veil the

remnants of sensuality and
haunting beauty of (Irela

Garbo.

As she observes her 80th

liirthday tomorrow, only a

tiny and tight fistful of

friends might be privy to

any type of celebration. So
many have died. And she

likes so few.

There were no marriages;

there were no children l)orn

to the actress who once said

'i want to be alone" in the

movie, (iraud Hotel.

"Marriage? I have said

over and over again that I

do not know," she once

said, "there is always myi

overwhelming desire to t)e

alone."

"Her birthday? It's just

like New Years Kve," sajd

an old friend, Ray Daum. "I

once asked her to do

something with me on New
Years Eve and she said,

'Oh, I'm going to bed and if

I hear horns going off and
sirens, I'll wake up and say

happy New Year Miss dar-

Vk)."

BIRTHDAY DAY —
Actress (ireta (iarbo

whose 80th birthday is

tomorrow strolls in

the Swiss Alpine
resort of Kiosks late

last month.

DESK LAMPS
many styles and colors

to choose from

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

approved

Located In the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
ISTORE*

(
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Job Openings
Janitorial aide, positions

available innnnediately in the

Orchard Hill/Central area. Work

study and non work study.

$3.65/hour. Must be able to work

weekends. Complete application

fornns in B1 Baker.

rentAwrkk
\Ji VI
New & Used Cars

Trucks & Vans Also Avaitabie

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

EATING
PROBLEMS?
Group for women
18-35 with bulimia

compulsive overeating,

bingeing/ starving,

anorexia.
Registration Sept 1

1

Oct 4. Call Health

Education, 549-2671

x181 for more info

confidentiality insured

ONCE MODE

IVlTli FEELIN
Taxn\\\^ Resale Clothini^

Amhiril.rW.
5H9- H77i

ThetaChiFraternity

v^
496 N. Pleasant St.

"Next to the Newman Center"

BEST LOCATION ^^^^ Improved

Fraternity

AAAPK TWAIN
NEVER KNEW
PILOT PEN

He wrote beootMully without oor Razor Point mori<ef pen
and oor Oetter.OoHpoInt Pen • • ^ ^

but imogine whot he might have written with them.

Monday Night Football

Sept. 16th 8-12 pm

Open House Wed.

Sept. 18th 6-8 pm

Buffet Dinner Thurs.

Sept. 19th 5-7 pm

You moy f>ot be o
Mort< Twoin but with o Pilot

Razor Point there's no telling

whot you could do. The
Razor Point's duroble

plastic point conveys every

word in o smooth thin

unbroken flow
Express your
individuol

personolity with

every stroke. »J
Only 96*

RAZOR POINT fi
morkdrpen ft^m]

You'll wont Pilot's "Better

Dollpoint Pen " os well. Its

tungsten corbide boll, held
securely within o duroble
stainless steel tip insures a
non-skip ink delivery ond
smooth write-out. v.orbons'

They're o breeze
becouse of its

uniquely ribbed
grip, and there's

no writers cramp
Only 79*

[PILOT]

THE BETTER
BALLPOINT

^wmmtmCTWrmroOfmyirr^fW^^ ^
""' i- ^^^.^ i-i r^nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnht^n www r.n>i>.R .
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Diversity Week '85

Get The Whole Picture

Tues. Sept. 17
- Tenants Fair: Cape Cod Lounge

11-3 pm. Sponsored by the

Commuter Area Government and

The Off Campus Housing Office

Weds. Sept 18
- Women's Groups Referral Fair:

Student Union Ballroom, 4-6 PM,

Sponsored by

The Women's Leadership Project

- Craft Shop Open House - Demonstrations

Food and Drink: Craft Shop, 11:30-2 PM,

Sponsored by the Craft Shop

- * 5 College South Africa Panel Discussion:

SUB, 8 PM, Sponsored by the 5 College

Peace and World Security Studies Program

- UMass Hotline - Call in Radio

Talk Show "Ins and Outs

of the University": WMUA 6-7 PM

Thurs. Sept. 19
- Referral Fair/Open House

SUB Noon-6 pm

- Concert - UB 40: Fine Arts

Center, 8 PM, Sponsored by

The Union Program Council

- Dance in the Railroad - Play

by New World Theater: Hampden
Theater, 8 pm

Sponsored by: The Student Government Association, The Board of Gover-
nors, Office of Third World Affairs, Women's Leadership Project, Commuter
Area Government, Union Program Council and You.

Watch the Collegian for more events and activities

fr A 5 College Event

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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Editor in Chief Dode B Levenson Business Manager Elizabeth Young
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A nation of 'guiltophiles^
Some people say that love makes the

world go 'round, others think that good
times keep us going, but if you really want
to know what gets people going, ask them
about their guilt. Did love fuel the past cen-

tury of psychological debate? No, guilt did!

Do people watch soaps for hours to see so-

meone having a good time? No, they're

watching guilt! We are a nation of

guiltophiles.

Technically, guilt is no fun at all: it's a
fact, not a feeling. However, guilt pricks

the conscience, the conscience makes us
squirm, and then we try to stifle those quiet

moral pangs. In fact, dealing with pangs of

guilt has become quite an art form.

Some people are really into their quilt, I

mean, like, really into it, you know? They
sit and brood about their guilt in their best

Woody Allen poses, waiting for Diane
Keaton to tell them they're not so bad. Of
course, they don't dare to talk about their

real sins for fear that some will say, "You
did WHAT?!"
Other people are into passing the buck.

The trite expression is, "The devil made
me do it." "Hey, I was tempted," someone
says, "what was I supposed to do?" Say no,

just say no.

A more creative approach to passing the

buck is, "God made me with these urges."

For the secular mind, this translates to,

"Evolution made me with these urges, so it

must be good for the species." This seems
to be easier to say than "God/evolution

game me this quiet moral pang." I'm sure

the pang is good for the species.

Some of us prefer just to blame other

members of the species. A rebuke I've mut-
tered while driving is, "You're the only

jerk on the road who had to cut in front of

Rusty Denton
me when I was doing 85!" This leaves the

other driver feeling angry, and me feeling

sour, which is one reason I don't do 85
anymore. Or there's my friend. "Look, I

didn't ask to feel bad, and nobody's gonna
make me!" His approach to blame is subtle.

He won't blame you for something that is

his fault; he'll blame you for trying to make
him feel bad about it.

I have other friends who try to release

the anxiety of guilt in workaholism or in

wild parties, or who feed it because "guilt

is a constant, so you might as well have a
good time." But nobody is as deft with

pangs of guilt as those who try to balance

them with their nice guy causes and
politics. "Look at my worthy record. How
could anyone conclude that I'm less than
wonderful?" Yes, look at all the things that

guilt will drive a person to do. Is that being

genuinely nice, or is that trying to buy off

an evil conscience?

All of these guilty antics are really a
reflection of a universally human dilemma:
is it worse to have quiet moral pangs, or to

deny your urges? Nobody seems to agonize

over this until after they satisfy their

urges. I suggest that we have a conscience

for a reason, and that no degree of squirm-

ing or rationalizing will change the facts of

what is right and wrong. I also suggest that

the conscience isn't a function of genetics,

but Is a stamp of the Creator's ownership. I

wonder if He is as amused as I am Vjy what
goes on down here.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Lament of a floor father
Every year, the people of each floor on

campus designate someone to be their

paternal influence. Last year I had the

distinction or curse, depending on how you

look at it, of being this person.

Physically, there is no particular criteria

for this father figure, although having a

l)ear(l does seem to help. I guess it adds a

certain amount of sincerity to an otherwise

normal face. The only true prerequisite for

this position I have ever found is that the

person must be a great listener.

There are some advantages to being plac-

ed in this position. Chief among these is the

added resf^>ect and trust one is given by his

floormates. But in my opinion, the disad-

vantages far outweigh the advantages.

You might ask how could there by any

disadvantage to being trusted or respected,

but remember with added trust comes add-

ed responsibility.

The first disadvantage has to do with

dating. Picture this if you can. You're at a

dance, and suddenly you see that woman
from your floor who has attracted you

since day one. You ask the D.J. to play a

slow song next. It comes on, and you walk

over to ask her to dance. She accepts. As
you're dancing you look into her eyes. She

gazes back into yours and says:

"You know something, I really like you.

You're just like a second father to me."

You smile back and accept the "compli-

ment," while wondering in the back of your

mind what her feelings on incest are. It's

almost insulting when someone trusts you

that much.

Herb Ramy
The other major disadvantage to being

the father of a floor, is that you can never

have problems. You must always be ready

to drop what you're doing and come to the

aid of any floor member. Now, this isn't so

bad if your friend is in the middle of a ma-
jor crisis, but how about this situation for

example?
It's Monday and you're walking out of

your third class of the day where you have

just failed your third exam of the day.

These are the same exams that you spent

an entire weekend studying for. As you
step outside it begins to rain, and by the

time you make it to the dorm you are

thoroughly soaked. When you get to your
room you realize that the door is locked and
your key is still inside. Just at that moment
a floormate comes to you with tears in her

eyes begging you to take her to the mall so

she can purchase the new Paul Young
album. You of course, pull the gun away
from your head and consent l[)ecause it is

your duty.

In an attempt in avoid "fatherhood" this

semester I've shaved my beard, and have
attempted to look insincere. I don't think

it's working though. Some of the people

are already asking me what I want for

Father's Day.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

mmmmmmmmfmm^m

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Sub-

r^issions should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or*

they can be dropped off at the Collegian classified ad counter in the base-

ment of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received, individual

replies cannot be made.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the

author's address and telephone number, which will not be published. Let-

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

umn submissions should be between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. —Editor.

OPINION
The opinions on this page aie those of the individual writer or cartoonist anj do not ri»c«ssariiv 'etiecl

ihe views ot the Collegian o' the University unless otherwise noted

AIDS at public schools
In New York City, where I live, there is

an old age home located in one of the more
affluent sections of the city. Mayor Koch
decided that this hardly-used residence

building would be a great place to house

New York's hundreds of homeless and un-

wanted AIDS victims. This idea went
under extreme protest by everyone in my
town and was finally postponed indefinite-

ly. The major point of the local

homeowner's argument was one that is a

major point of the whole AIDS
issue—nobody knows to what extent AIDS
is contagious.

In my opinion, not unlike that of my
neighbors or much of New York City, we
shouldn't play with an unknown, deadly

disease until we know all the facts. One ex-

ample is a dentist nearby whom after fin-

ding out that a few of his patients would Irn?

working with AIDS victims, decided to

treat them anymore. Some may call this

paranoia but I call it common sense.

This brings me to the real issue at hand

-the allowance of AIDS children in New
York City public schools. There were some

wildly heated debates going on all summer
over whether or not to allow these children

to attend school. The pro side is relying on

the undocumented opinions of some doc-

tors that AIDS is only contagious through

sexual intercourse. The con side is stating

that nol:M)dy knows for sure how AIDS is

contracted, let alone how it works or where

it came from. It is my opinion that we
should stay on the safe side and not allow

these children in the school system. I'm

sure that we can all feel sympathy for the

victims and their families of this terrible

disease, but I don't think it is right to make
four or five families happy and in turn risk

an epidemic of a 100 percent fatal disease.

There are many ironies involved with this

issue, the most blatant being that in two

out of the three families fighting for their

child's right to go to public schools, the

child died before the school year began. I

can sympathize with the fact that this is

basically just a moral, ethical issue, but my

Stuart Gottlieb

opinions stems strictly from the standpoint
of "better safe than sorry."

I think this issue would be more easily

settled if both sides would just take a
minute and think about the wants and
needs of the children involved. Would they
be happy in a school with their peers, or
would they just be a spectacle at recess?

Would these kids, in fact, be getting a bet-

ter education than they would with a

private, or hospital tutor? Would the

benefits of winning this AIDS i.ssue bring

peace to the victims families, or just tin-

needed grief from an unfeeling world".'

Here at UMass, I've heard opinions from

many Western Massachusetts residents

who don't live with the reality of this killer

disease. New York has the highest percen-

Uige of AIDS victims in the country. It has

l)ecome a tnajor issue in the city, especially

with the high increase in new cases. Over
the summer, I heard doctor after doctor

from both sides saying the same things

(>V( r and over again. The one understan-

ding ; got from hearing all of this is that we
have little or no knowledge of the disease.

The last thing I heard was that the AIDS
children would l)e allowed in public schools.

After this decision, teachers quit, students

were transferred to other schools and hun-

dreds of parents picketed in front of the

schools. Is this any way to get an educa-

tion? It seems that the issue of giving these

few children an education is getting in the

way of educating everyone.

This touchy subject is yet to reach
Western MassachusettsCbut it will be here
soon. When it gets here, I hope the situa-

tion is handled better than in New York.
After all, would you really feel s- fe know-
ing that your child traded with ». victim of

the most feared disease in today's society?

Stuart Gottlieb is a UMass student.

Letters
In his column. Rusty Denton presented

arguments for the use of the death penalty

as a deterrent to crime. While these

arguments seem convincing, they are not

based in reality.

Numerous research projects over the

past 50 years have failed to establish that

the death penalty results in lower murder
rates. In fact, evidence suggest that execu-

tions may actually increase the incident of

murder. Several states have had an in-

crease in their rate of homicide following

the reinstation of the death penalty, and a

recent study in New York State suggested

that an execution would result in 2 or 3 ex-

tra homicides in the following months
within the state alone and possibly more
within the nation as a whole.

dit seems unreasonable to me to imple-

ment a punishment as morally questionable

as the death penalty when there is no

evidence that it is an effective deterrent

against crime. Vengeance alone is not a

justifiable reason to execute a person,

especially when there is the everpresent

fKJSsibility of executing an innocent person

unjustly accused of crime.

Helii^a George
Amherst
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Video vaults
hold TV

viewers
gold

By Mary Cresse

Special for USA TODAY

MEDFORD, Mo.^ — "See.

this Is what I mean by good
TV," Felicia Massarelli says,

pointing lo her television set,

where a rerun of Jackie Cilea-

ion's The Uoneymooners Is In

p ogress.

Ralph Kramden is winding

up an argument with wife Al-^^^~~~~^^^^^^
Ice He rolls his eyes, cocks his

head, and grimly sets his jaw "One of these days, Alice,"

'•'« fist. "Bang.

Gilligan and
Jerry Mathers

as the Beaver

draw ratings

and fanatic

devotion

he t>ellows. smacking an open pali

zoom, right to the moon'"
Ma.ssarelll cackles. A self-descr

watches up to .six hours a day of
--• 'vhiteones. they re the b

nng dc

Emptied channel fills beach

Special to The Globe

AMHERST - A University of

Massachusetts student Is seeking

$13 million in two lawsuits charg-
• than 15 defendants with

IS of her rights in connec-

th her arrest on arson
and suspension from the

ly last December
e I Henry. 20. a senior

ry major from Philadel

is arrested the evening of

nd charged with setting fire

s on a fellow student's dor-

lesk. The fire was the 15th

ormltory last year

wing the arrest. Henry was
might in Jail, suspended

rred from the university.k*KA «,«««

By JOHN YONCE
SPECIAL WRITER

HV.X.N.MSPORT - Its a job that costs nearly
$250. uiw. consumes 1 , jOO gallons of fuel a day and takes

4.0-i4 man-hours to corr.pifte But. it provides a double
dividend

The dredging of Hyannis Harbor, now nearing com-
pletion. IS designed lo open a deep, safe channel for

shipping It also will replace tons of sand lost over the

years from Kalmus Beach
The Arr-

cubic van
of the' Le
resident 11

••Th(. h;

boats wer
we re act

Most of tl-

ally from
•We al

wav (jr

Kay M
Martha s

>;aid ;•.

fired from her job as a resident as-

sistant and permitted back on

campus to attend classes only in
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Adams had one of his bestl

What do The Boston Globe, USA Today, Newsweek on Campus and the wire services have in com-

mon?
Correspondents at UMass - all of whom work for the Collegian.

The Globe, Conde Nast, Cape Cod Times and Fitchburg Sentinel - among other New England and

East Coast papers - are similar too. They've had our staffers as interns and co-op students this past

year.

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to get experience early. We all started as reporters

for the Collegian. Because of it, we've been able to do a lot more.

Whether you're a first year student or a senior, we have a job for you. Come down to our office,

find the department that's right for you. Choose from News, Sports, Editorial/Opinion, Black Af-

fairs, Women's Issues, Arts or Photo. Work with our editors who have professional experience.

Get a grasp on UMass issues and your writing skills.

Get clips that will get you a job.

Today.

The Collegian. We build careers.

131 voluntarily resign from

Chinese Central Committee
PEKING (AP) - Chinese leader Deng

Xiaoping swept 131 senior Communist
Party officials frcnn power yesterday to

make way for younger men and ensure

the success of his economic and political

reforms.

He also ended the life-tenure system

that prompted power struggles between
stubborn, elderly leaders which have

plagued China since the communists took

power in 1949. Deng himself was a victim

when Chairman Mao Tse-tung dismissed

him as a "capitalist roader" during the

1966-76 Cultural Revolution.

Official announcements said all 131 of-

ficials submitted voluntary resignations,

including 64 full and alternate members of

the powerful 344-delegate Central Com-
mittee. Among those were 10 of the 24

Politburo meml)ers.

The resignations came at the fourth full

session of the 12th Central Committee in

Peking. Deng and his proteges, party

chief Hu Yaobang and Premier Zhao
Ziyang, had said earlier that major per-

sonnel changes would be made at a series

of party meetings this month.

Deng himself is 81 , but shows no sign of

fatigue. He is the nation's paramount

leader, head of the Central Advisory

Commission and Central Military Commi-
sion.

Six Politburo seats were vacated by

military men. including Marshal Ye Jiany-

ing, an ailing 86-year-old member of the

Standing Committee who fought beside

the late Chairman Mao in the conmiunist

revolution. The army has been resistant

to Deng's mociernization drive.

Also quitting the Politburo was Deng
Yingchao, 81. She is former F'remier

Chou En-lai's widow, the most revered

w(iman in China, and is known affec-

tionately as "elder sister Deng."

Defense Minister Zhang Aiping, 75;

Culture Minister Zhu Muzhi, 69, and navy

commander Liu Huaqing, who is in his

late 60s, resigned from the Central Com-
mittee. It was not clear if they would keep

their governments posts.

Thirty members of the 132-seat wat-

chdog Discipline Inspection Commission

resigned, as well as 37 delegates to the

party Central Advisory Commission,

which was created in 1982 to ease elderly

functionaries into retirement.

Two-thirds of the evening television

news was devoted to the shakeup, listing

those resigning and showing them raising

hands in an unanimous decision to retire.

Diplomats called it one of the boldest

moves by Deng, who has reversed the

radical policies of his predecessors and

created unprecedented stability since

emerging as top leader in 1978.

Before yesterday's resignations, the

average age of Politburo members was
74. Party chairman Hu Yaobang, 69, once

.said "senilty is a problem" in the hierar-

chy.

The changes left five people <in the

Politburo Standing Committee, the

highest body of party power: IX^ng; Hu;

Premier Zhao, 66; President Li Xiannian,

whose age has l)een given both as 76 and

80, and senior economist Chen Yun, 80.

U.S. trade deficit soars,

high debt status reached
WASHINGTON (AP) -

The nation's broadcast

measure of foreign trade

soared to a near-record

$31.8 billion deficit from

April through .June, pushing

the United States into the

status of a net debtor for

the first time in 71 years,

the government said yester-

day.

Simply put, that means
Americans now owe more
to foreigners than
foreigners owe to

Americans, a position the

country has not been in

since 1914.

The Commerce Depart-

ment report said the $31.8

billion deficit in the current

account during the second

quarter was 4.9 percent

higher than the $30.3 billion

current account deficit in-

curred during the first three

months of the year.

The current account
measures not only trade in

merchandise but also in ser-

vices, mainly investments

flowing between the United

States and other countries.

The report showed that

foreign assets in the United

States grew by $39.5 billion

during the first six months
of the year while U.S. in-

vestment abroad was grow-

ing by only $3.2 billion.

That would mean a

deterioration in the

;"ouPtry's investment posi-

tion of .$;i6.3 billion during

the first six months of the

year - enough to wipe out

the $28.2 billion investment

surplus held by the United

States as the year began.

By the end' of the 1985.

economists predict the

country could be in debt to

foreigners by as much as

$100 billion, making the

United States the world's

largest debtor country,

substantially ahead of the

previous leaders, Brazil and

Mexico.

However, economists are

split on how serious a threat

this situation poses for the

United States.

PREMIER MEETS GOVERNOR — Outgoing Quebec Premier Rene

Levesque spoke with Vermont Gov. Madeleine Kunin, a UMass
graduate. Levesque, who leaves office at the end of the month, com-

mended Kunin for her determination to fight the location of a nuclear

waste dump near the Canadian border.

Inmates saw theirway out

of Plymouth County Jail

AP La.s«Tphoti)

PRESIDENTIAL GREETINGS — Former President Richard M. Nixon

is greeted by Pakistan President Gen. Mohammed Zia-ul-Hag at

Islamabad Airport, Monday for a three-day stay.

PLYMOUTH (AP) -
F'ive inmates were still at

large yesterday after saw-

ing their way out of

Plymouth County House of

Correction and in-

vestigators said they may
have had outside help,

escape was planned in ad-

vance and a car may have

been waiting for them,"

said Peter Dorr, a special

deputy sheriff, after none of

the five could be immediate-

ly found.

A task force of deputies,

police, state troopers and

federal marshals spread out

on a manhunt yesterday,

some with dogs. The jail is

centered in a 200-acre farm

southwest of downtown

Plymouth, near the ex-

pressway Massachusetts 3.

"We're following every

lead we receive," Dorr told

The Enterjtrise of Brockton.

"The search is not concen-

trated in any one area."

Dorr said there were some

indications the five had split

up.

Dorr said none of the

escapers is known to be

armed, but, "They should

be considered dangerous,

especially if they are still

together."

opooooeoooepopooooooooooooooi

AMHERST DELI
DELIVERS

4-10 PM Mon-Sat

549-6314

Carriage Shops

QfOOOO

Bagels, lox, sandwiches and subs
eoooooooooooepoooeoooeooooooooooooooooooooooooooooeooo
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Better Grades
CCJ--*

You can do it!
It sets down to what you want to do and what you
need to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Readins
Dynamics lesson,- handle all the work that college
demands and raise your G.P.A.

You can dramatically increase your reading
speed today and that's just the start. Think of
the time and the freedom you'd have to do the
things you want to do. For the past twenty-five (25)
years the ones who get ahead have used Evelyn
Wood Reading Dynamics. It's the way to read and

learn for today's active world - fast, smooth,
efficient.

Don't get left behind because there was too much
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading Dyna-
mics lesson today. You can drastically increase your
reading speed and learn about advanced study
techniques in that one free lesson. Make the college
life the good life. With Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics you can do it.

Schedule of Free Lessons
LOCATIOiy: MURRAY D. LliyCOLIM CAMPUS CENTER

TUES.

WED.

SEPT. 17

SEPT. 18

2:00 PM. 4:00 PM & 6:00 PM
1 2:00 PM. 2:00 PM & 4:00 PM

RM168C

RM 174-176

Choose the day and time most convenient for you. Reservations are not necessary
For further information, please call 1-<800) 447-READ

ARTS
"Isle ofView"

officially opened
By KIM DANFORTH
Collegian Correspondent

Artist George Trakas dedicated his permanent en-

vironmental sculpture, Isle ofView, "to the students of the

University of Massachusetts" in a ceremony last Thurs-
day, applauding students' tendency towards "taking the

unconventional route" to success.

Accordingly, Trakas was delighted to see the well-

trodden route his bridges had already encouraged. The
sculture is part of the University Gallery's current "Ten"
exhibit, which marks the gallery's tenth anniversary.

Isle of View is art whose appeal is not purely visual. As
'useful art,' however, it is not lacking aethetic impact.
Wood, steel and stone harmonize the sculpture with its

island environment.

"Nice bridge, George," commented a passing student.

"It's betther than that stone on the other side:" a com-
ment to remind us that art continually raises questions
about how we know what we perceive.

In the same useful vein, Trakas expressed hope that his

piece will be "the beginning of responsible maintenance of
the campus pond." As a first step, he hopes that "a little

bit of funding" will be procured to remove the muck from
the pond's floor.

Isle of View, like the campus pond, is unfinished and
George Trakas, a member of the National Endowment for

the Arts and University alumnus, will be seen on site this

week.

Chancellor Duffey, Dr. Fredrick Tillis, Director of Fine
Arts, and Helaine Posner, Director of the University
Gallery also spoke at the dedication. The talk was of bin-

ding — binding the humanities and the arts, the University
and the community and, of course, binding the east and
west banks of the campus pond.
A massive sculpture itself, the Fine Arts Center was

designed by Kevin Roche and John Dinkeloo as "The Sun
Machine." It is structured to capture sunlight to mirror
the buildings many juts and expanses in the pond and
pools. The Concert Hall, the largest facility in the Center,
seats 2,000 people. The Frank Prentice Rand Theater,
Bezanson Recital Hall, University Gallery, and the 22 art
studios raised on a 648-foot bridge are also part of the
Fine Arts Center.

Rock and roU with Arts!

Can you
afford to gamble

with the LSAX GMAX
GRE,or MCAT?

Probably not. Great grades alone may
not be enough to impress the grad
school of your choice.

Scores play a part. And that's how
Stanley H. Kaplan can help.

The Kaplan course teaches test- taking
techniques, reviews course subjects, and
increases the odds that you'll do the best
you can do.

So if you've been out of school for a
while and need a refresher, or even if

you're fresh out of college, do what over 1

million students have done. Take Kaplan.
Why take a chance with your career?

Free Speed Reading Lesson
Available Anytime

Enrolling Now for LSAT/GRE
Dec. Exams

KAPLAN
MArjIIVH kAClANiDlK AIIONAI UNIfRltr,

358 N. Pleasant St. The worids leading
549-5780 test prep organization.

I

]

I

I

Movie review . .

.

"Eva" is compelling

A MAN LIKE EVA
Starring Eva Mattes

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Correspondent

A Man Like Eva is a melodramatic tragedy based on
Rainer Werner Fassbinder's life and downfall.

Fassbinder, who directed The Marriage ofMaria Braun
and Jailbait, is portrayed as a sadist—with a twist. He's
portrayed by a woman, Eva Mattes.

Fassbinder retains a small entourage of technicians,

actors and actresses for the sole purpose of
psychologically torturing them in order to make films. By
exploiting their needs for him (either for love, approval,

tr fame), he effectively makes them dance to his tune. He
is their dictator.

This is not a pleasant film and is not flattering to

Fassbinder's memory, yet it has a certain perverse at-

traction. These absurd characters play out a

Shakespearean tragedy, complete with doomed leader,

lovers, and even a clown. None of the characters are

likable; they unrelentingly tear at one another's psyches,

like starving scavengers. Yet they are appealing because

they are doomed.
Mattes portrays Fassbinder with the appropriate

despair, depression and loneliness, but, as a woman, she

gives Fassbinder a certain sexual ambiguity. In the film,

Fassbinder prefers men, but has had laisons with

women. When we see him having sex with a man, we
realize that it isn't actually a homosexual relation, for, as

the title reminds us, Fassbinder is actually Eva, a

woman. Thus, when he/she goes to bed with a woman, it

is a homosexual relationship. This sexual ambiguity

permeates the entire film and this role reversal makes us

wonder whether Fassbinder considered himself to be a

man, a woman, or a little of both.

There are many other interesting questions that this

film asks about Fassbinder's life. One is where

Fassbinder's life began and his film ended. He behaved

like a monster in order to make the actors and actresses

into the characters that he wanted on film. Eventually,

they get lost in their parts and mentally self-destruct.

Fassbinder does nothing but pathetically watch the

destruction that he has wrought through the lens of his

camera.

Hampshire displaysphotos
Works by photographer Karl Baden are on display until

Sept. 30 at Hampshire College. Baden has superimposed
various images on his black-and-white prints.

Baden serves as photography director and curator of the

photography gallery at Project Arts Center, Cambridge.
He is represented by the Andover Gallery, Andover, and
his work is part of the permanent collection at the

Museum of Modern Art. New York City.

His photographs are being exhibited in the film and
photography building of the Longsworth Arts Village,

Monday-Thursday, 10 a.m.-midnight; Friday-Saturday, 1

p.m.-6 p.m.; and Sunday, 6 p.m.-midnight. Admission is

free.

Suzukifiwthodto be taxigktl^

PerformingArtsIHimim
The Performing" Arts Division will be oftering a course

in the Suzuki method, by which children learn to play

musical instruments by ear. Lessons in both violin and
piano will be avails^e.

The Suzuki method stresses parwital participation in

lessons and practice, aiMi use of records and tapes.

For further information, contact the Performing Arts
Division at 545-0519. OfiTices are located in Old Chapel.

WHAT CAN
FRATERNITIES

OFFER YOU?

Icr

lo

jc

GRtEKGOGREEKGOGREfcK

All Univesity Undergraduate Men Are Invited To

FRATERNITY
OPEN RUSH

STOP BY
AND

FIND OUT.

Ice

Ic
lo
lo
1^

PHI MU DELTA
14 Elm St.

please call

256-6802 .

Ic LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
lo 374 N. Pleasant St.

1^ 9/17,9/18

PI KAPPA ALPHA
Ic^ 418 N. Pleasant St.

1^ 545-2150

1^ 9/17, 9/19, 9/23, 9/24, 9/26

Sponsored by

UMass

IFC

Icr

lo
|o
lo
1^

KAPPA ALPHA PSI

please call

546 8441

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
510 N. Pleasant St.

256 6863

9/17, 9/18(7 9pml

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
70 Butterfield Terrace

545 4612

9/16 9/20

ALPHA EPSILON PI

please call

256 1458

ZETA PSI
23 Phillips St.

256-6845

9/17, 9/24(9-11 pml

ALPHA TAU GAMMA
375 N. Pleasant St.

please call 253-9974

Stockbndge students only

BETA KAPPA PHI
388 N. Pleasant St.

please call

253 9071

DELTA UPSILON
778 N. Pleasant St.

549-3831

9/16, 9/18, 9/23

m

a
o
o
3J

ALPHA DELTA PHI O
395 N. Pleasant St. O
549-1816 (7684) ci
9 16, 9/18 (7 9 pni) 3J

DELTA CHI
118 Sunset Ave.

please call

549 0482

GREEK (;OGREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO

artsUnes . .

.

The key work on this week's art slate is diversity. There
is, as the saying goes, something for everyone, from
beginning ballet to international music buffs to art en-

thusiasts. Check it out:

The big news in music this week is a four-letter

word—UB40. Said pop/reggae artists will play the Fine

Arts Center (FAC) Thursday night, courtesy of the Union
Program Council (UPC). Tickets are $13 for the general

public and $1 1 for UMass students. UPC said 4()0 tickets

were left as of last Saturday night. Stop by the F'AC box

office or a Datatix outlet to get one . . .

Folks who prefer classical tunes will want to hit the

F'AC's Ben/ansnn Recital Hall, also Thursday at eight, to

give saxophonist Lynn Klock a listen. Klock is also a
UMass prof . . .

Friday marks the opening of Amherst College's Two by
Two—The Art of Solo Dance series. Tim Wengerd, a
former principal dancer with the Martha Graham Dance
Company, will perform at 8 p.m. at Kirby Theater. Admis-
sion is free . . .

Here at home, the New World Theater, located in

Hampden Commons, Southwest, opens its season Thurs-
day with The Dance and the Railroad. Watch the Col-

legian for a preview.

Dancer Tim Wengerd will perform at

Amherst College's Kirby Theater on Friday.

••••••••••••••••••••

OPENINGS IN

ENGLISH 112

FRESHMAN
WRITING

There are still 30

I

spaces in English 112.

To add the course,

.please come to 305

JBartlett Hall
i.... » «*

1

Spectrum

Spectrum, UMass' fine

arts and literary magazine,

will be holding their first

meeting of the semester

tonight in room 117, Cam-

pus Center.

WED., THURS. and FRI. SPECIAL

HAIRCUT
$6.00

with this ad/coupon

atSHEAR DELIGHT
complete hairstyling for men 8- women

228 Triangle St. (Vi mile from Southwest)

Amherst Center

549-1502
coupon expires 9/25/85

1 (5^**-*^-^^^ *''^^^^-*'^^tf5»3»»^<iP.,^ir& (?FCa^<15.^^

!

Le Boudoir reveals a romantic

undercurrent for Fall!

Choose from our wide selection of

teddies, camisoles &
tap pants, bras and bikinis, nightgowns .

and much more. i

We carry such famous designers as Sami,
J)

Lily of France, Christian Dior, Olga and Jjj

St. Eve. p
Plus Dancewear by Dance France G

for your dance classes. h
Come in and browse! f

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St. t
Amherst 549-6915 f

M-S 10-5:30. Sun. 1? 5:00 \/ -- ~ ' w
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Country Club By Buckey
.^ 1 .^3^\^''^<i^

Feeling Nocturnal Lately?

Need fast and easy cash? Make a career as one of the||;

famous Collegian driving team! Come down to

room 113 CC Today. Ask for Peter Soderberg.

Enter our contest!

Deadlinf to submit snapshots for the Colkginn decorate-

a-room contest is this Friday! All entries must conform

to the rules set forth in the Residence Hall Manual per-

taining to fire safety. Send or deliver submissions to

Anne McCrory, 113 Campus Center. Prizes will be

awarded! Enter today.

:•:•- •>:•. ••:•:•. •:•;•

".•-• .'.•.
». •>;•. :•:•: :•:<

."•• •'•••• •"•'•- ."•"•• •" .v." ••..• .-.".• •••-•-

r JOBS 1
f SCERA, the Student Center for !

I
Educational Research and Advocacy, f

A is hiring non-work study and work
|

J
study positions. . .public relations, k

f art, media campaign, and research on

I
labor issues. Women andpeople ofcol- I

or encouraged to apply. AA/EEO 420 i

I

I Student Union 545-0341

^^^^J^^^a^^^^^^^'^'J^'s^^-f-'-ys-r v ' .̂ĵ

JEWELRY SALE
60% OFF

14k GOLD CHAINS
Monday 9-16-85 thru 9-20-85

Hours 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sale Price

14k Gold Mini Rope Chain

14k Gold Earrings

Tri Silver Earrings

14k Gold Freshwater Pearl

Bracelets regular $50.00

14k Gold 18" Herringbone Chain

Reg. $80.00 $30.00

$20.00

$12.00

$10.00

$18.00

t
Many other falmlotiS savings avai

all items are subject to prior sale

Located on concourse in front of

QjUNIVERSITY
mSTORE

âg ac ac

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

OPEN RUSH
All University Men Invited

Tonight Sept. 17

9-11 PM
Free Refreshments

374 N. Pleasant St. 253-9032
(the Blue House)

AW)W)//

iDIP€IP
DEADLINE

"TODAY" is the Final Day for Adding or Dropping courses.

Please check signatures and Pass/ Fail Options and then sub-

mit all course change forms to the Registrar's Office, Whit-

more Room 213 by 5:00 p.m.

For further information call The Taped Information

Phone Service "TIPS" and ask for tapes by number:

1006 Adding and Dropping Courses

1032 Pass/ Fail Option

1009 Credit Loads

1031 Graduation Requirements

1027 Incompletes

1033 Repeat Option

1005 Who is my Academic Dean

A Service of The Dean of Students Office
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

A "MI/WI Vice."
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Today's Weather:

Today: Sunny with lows in

the mid 70s.

Tonight: Fair and cold

temperatures in the 40s.

Tomorrow: Partly sunny
with highs in the 80s.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Liver and Onions

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers

Rice and Cheese Stuffed Cabbage

DINNER
Turkey Divan

Fisherman's Plate/Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce
Super Scooper Cones

BASICS DINNER
Caponota Spaghetti

Fisherman's Plate/Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce
Super Scooper Cones

\

\

f

r

t

t

t

^ Attention all ^^ Collegian staff: ^

MANDATORY staff
meeting 7 p.m. Wednesday.
Important business will be
discussed. Correspondents
welcome.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled h\ I rude Michel Jafle

ACROSS
1 Kind of school,

tof short

5 Viper s teeth

10 Baby buggy
14 British Open

winner 1964

15 Greek marKel
place

16 Standout
17 One Sided

19 Baseball Hall ol

Fan PI

Siai.qhter

20 Magellan and
Malacca

7\ Sea cow
23 Anger
24 Salad

ingredient

25 Goes along

with

27 Or Jsorg
29 Cubic rreters

32 Fraternity

letter

33 Noted pen
name

35 Irregularly

notched
36 Approved

Abbr
37 Oneol Santa s

reindeer

39 Employ
40 Lawn worker

42 Two
Iquarterl

43 Space

ne
; il

4M >• .
.

al ImiBS
sn Fqq>-, to Calo

onpf

, "'i^c'iitation

,icK tipster

)y intruder

61 Oneol the
1-,. >,. . --,^

DOWN
1 Asset, tor one
2 Lease
3 Arabian pnnre
4 Versailles

attraction

5 Stutter ol 3

sort

6 Iron and Stone
7 Neither s

correlate

8 Range grass

9 Caesar and
Waldori

10 Entertainer

11 Trial at the

theater

12 Cosmetic
ingredient

13 l^editate

18 Broadcast
22 Chilean expoM
24 Peak in the

Cascades
25 Acting award
26 Discuss

informally

28 Spill the beans
30 Lamb product

31 Ooee
32 Monceau.

Pans

34 —
Sanctorum

37 Practical joke

36 Legal

prevention

41 Removed from
the prem'Se*;

45 Two winged fly

47 Holmes s

helper

49 Misiudged
51 By way ol

52 Celebrity

53 Sharpen
54 Being Lat

55 Pelion s

partner

56 Dissolve

57 Cupid
60 USNA grad

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had

AbTs60%and40%dlscountsir

itwould havebeena terrible
lossfor English literature.
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And of course, she wouldn't have had to

restrict her feehngs to a mere sonnet's

length, either.

After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.

Let us count the ways you can save.

Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or

from 11pm to Sam, Sunday through Friday

and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.

Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday
through Friday and you'll save 40% on your

state-to-state calls.

So when you're asked to choose a long

distance company choose AT&T. Because
with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without

exhausting your means.

Reach out and touch someone.®

AT&T
The right choice.

c 1986 AT&T Communicafions

Tuesday, September 17, 1985
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Women's tennis beats Rhode Island to go to 1-1

Minutewomen shake offillness to

defeat URI, faceNVon Thursday
By LAURA KAUFMANN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team opened its season
with a win and a loss, losing to a good Tufts
University team 7-2 before beating Rhode
Island 5-4.

The Minutewomen, playing at Rhode
Island on Saturday, had to contend with

the illness of their two top singles players

and the need to forfeit two matches before

even taking to the courts. Once the teams
started playing however, UMass proved to

be the better two the two New England
rivals.

In singles action, senior Diana Biagioli

(playing up from her usual position due to

the illnesses) was a 6-3, 7-5 winner in the

number one position for her second

straight victory of the young season.

Biagioli, who won the only singles match
in the earlier meeting in Medford against

Tufts, wasn't the only singles winner. Jill

Nesgos and Michelle Cope, a pair of

seniors, were easy straight set winners at

the number two and five spots.

In doubles action, sophomore Debbie

Ginn and senior Lisa Corbett were easy

straight set victors in the first position

while freshman twins Marybeth and Ann-
Marie Polinsky won a close three set

doubles match in the second doubles posi-

tion.

Marybeth and Ann-Marie, doubles part-

ners throughout high school, gave the

Minutewomen good depth at the doubles

spots. UMass also returns several players

that did not play last sea.son, giving the

Minutewomen a lot of confidence going in-

to the remaining 10 matches on their

schedule.

On Thursday, the women play Nor-

theastern University in their home opener
at the NOPE (Totman) Courts behind

Sylvan.

Northeastern should givt- the women a

good match, but UMass i.~; ex|nr'u.i to

come away with a victory. The match is

scheduled for a 3:30 p.m. start.

The men's tennis team will face New
Hampshire in Durham on Wedne.sday ;it 'A

p.m. The men opened on Saturday, bi'alitig

Rhode Island at Boyden.
The Minutemen will also play at Boston

University on Saturday and at (Connecticut

next Tuesday. The only remaining home
match of the season will be on Homecom-
ing weekend (October .S) when UMass will

play Vermont, on Boyden Courts at 1 p.m.

* Volleyball cruises in tournament •iliniir'l ii-
t"l>l'

The next victim for UMass was Vermont.

The Minutewomen cruised through games
one and two behind the hitting of Ringrose

and Gladkowska and the usual domination

on the serve as the spikers pasted the Cata-

mounts 15-2, 15-7. The spikers then rudely

disposed of Hartford 15-9, 15-2 to gain a

spot in the finals against ECSU.
UMass jumped all over ECSU in the ear-

ly going, cruising out to a 9-0 lead and forc-

ing ECSU to exhaust their second time out

of the game. ECSU mounted a comeback
to close to within 11-5. But UMass, an-

chored by the serving of Maher, Ringrose.

and Guiliotis. halted the rally and took

game one 15-5.

The spikers executed more of the same
tough serving and hitting in game two as
Ringrose, Gladkowska, and Meehan led the

charge.

UMass will next face the University of
Lowell tonight at Lowell.

Play lacrosse today!
Want to play lacrosse and earn credits?

Come to Boyden Gym today at 2:30 p.m.
to enroll in Coach Riihard CiaH)er's

course. It is two-credit course on learning

the game. The course will include playing
outside until the weather uels cold. Today
is the final dav to add the cour.se.

COMPUTER SHOW
Computers, Printers, Typewriters and Related Peripherals

EPSON

PANASONIC

ERICSSON Ocorona

ROYAL
UMASS Campus September 18, 1985

Room 162 - 175 Campus Center from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm

MASS. APPnOVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

Cigi
4 C^l

$34."
6Cri

$39."
8C«I

$44."

We'll install new
resister spark plugs.

points & condensei
adjust Idle speed: set

timing, test battery and
charging system; in

sped rotor distribiitor

cap. PVC valve, igm
lion cables, air filler,

and vapor canister

filter Includes Emis
sion Test and Printout

Liibe, Oil & Filter

r
99

VISA

Master

228 Triangle Street

LiJ Computer Works
549-7133

American
Express I

Amherst

IrKJude* up to S quortt

oft 0-30 oil and tafety

cfwcK

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

FuK Service Tm Store
7S Stin<M>l*n() nn No AmOaril MA

Across iTom Walrotw • Store

S4t-4 70«

L^ t3

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone nunnber FREE

_ ACTIvmES

Important Mealing - All Biocfiemistry ma
jors held Wednesday. September 18th at

7:30 P M, Room 1634, Graduate Research
Center Tower C Refreshments

meetings Wednesday 9/18 r, 174, Thurs
day 9/19 rm 168C, Tuesday 9/24 rm 101,

Thursday 9 '26 rm 168C Campus Center 7:00

om Come see »vfiat we're all about'

ENTERTAINMENT

Box and Mattress M7 also, mirror $S both
foir $50 call Alan at 584 2905

Stereo Racalver Marantz model 227S 75
watts per channel 256-8364

school year, with full time employment dur
ing the summer and intersession Excellent

opportunity' For information please call Pro
cess Software Corporation at 549-6994

D
LESBIAN UNION

Western Massachusetts Latin America
Solidarity Committee will be holding and
introductory meeting Tuesday Sept 17 in CC
162-8. Everyone is welcome

AUTO FOR SALE

Rack-A'Disc Entertainment Agency
Disc Joclteys large screen video dances,
light shows and rentals 549 7144

PSYCHO Sat Sept 21 CCA 6-$1; 7,

11-$1.S0
9.

1968 Gibson Les Paul DaluKa mint cond
5500 546 7233 Tony

Brother Printer - Typewnter EP 44, hardly

used . $160. adapter $20 Call 256 6095 _

FREE MEALS

1966 Triumph Spitfire c< nvartibla. Mint.

$5000 256-0583

FOR RENT

73 Chevy Malibu AM/FM ' lo new ex

haust excellent tires $975 774-b287

1976 Dodge Aspen excellent condition one
family car, 4 dr power steering, brakes,

cruise. AC. auto 741c miles $1996 or 80
549 5994

ItTO Ford QT Torino good condition best

offer Tom 256 6708

VW QTI 84, red, sunrl. $7000/80 6^8459

1973 Scamp excellent running condition

$500 256-0607 after 6 pm
1973^VW Superbaetle $400 00 call

HOUSE FOR RENT available 9/1 South

Amherst busline three bedrooms/furnished

basement $600 00 -» utilities call Jay

Bolnicii Day 212 4600101; Eve:

516786-6137

Fridge iRental call R + P Pacltage Store

253 9742 free delivery

Northampton Mam St 2nd floor front 2

bedroom apt immediately, $700 month +

utilities 1203) 344 1587 6 10^ on|y

Hornalass? Surviving? Coping^ New stu

dent group forming. Reporter interested in

story Joel Stanley 545 1378

253 3956

78 Sunbird standard low mileage new
radials air conditioning good condition

$1650 549 4596

1978 Ford Rasta excellent condition.

54.000 miles; must see 586 9336/253 5109

IKevinl

drive it way

FOR SALE

1977 Honda Civic, rusty.

$350 00 Bob 253 2098

1977 Audi Fox 4 speed great condition

$1500 323 7595 evenings

1974 Saab. 4 steel belted radial snows new
clutch, great body, brolren CV joint, Barry,

548 9436 eves

7> Chavy Malibu AM FM cassette ST PB
PS air cond exc cond low mi call 256 1378

7>~VW~Bua dependable useful must sell

1500 or BO 256 1370

BANDS WANTED

Bands needed foTCantraT/Orchard HiTi

Octoberfest October 19th For more infor

tnation call 546-4751 or 666-3075

BOLTWOOO PROJECT

fettMooi! P'al'-tt inlormalion

File cabinets 2 drawer blacli office quality

$46 some computer and regular desks No
Amherst (y^otors 549 2880

Used fextbooks Cheap! 9 to 4 daily

Room 165 Campus Center Sponsored by

Gamma Sigma Sigma

Apple 2 plus computer comrex color

monitor microillustrator and joystick m
eludes all manuals and $400 software

$750 00 or best offer 549-4066 Graig

For sale dorm refndg 60$ also for sale is a

Haieltine computer terminal for 200$ or BO
please call 549 1178 after 6:00 pm

Terminal Perl«ln Elmer with modem $300

Diane 549 1449 call evenings

Vary low priced European wall units,

desks. TV'Stereo carts etc super qual

super low price call Jill @ 546 5397

Moped for sale Puch great shape $225 or

best offer call Jim 549 5913 _
Computer Terminal ft Modem, 300

baud $376 or BO 258 1568 bef 9 pm

twin bad for ealal Excellent condition only

$50 call Karen 549 0023

Free meals MF m exchange for light kit-

chen work call John 545 3117

HELP WANTED

Nursing Assistance, all shifts, flexible

scheduling, competitive salary, fringe

benefits. Amherst Nursing Home 256 81^

Newspaper dalivarars needed in dorms
Approx 1 hr/day Must be able to work 7

days per week during the semester. Good
pay. Call 253 7009

Cooks wanted part time apply in person

Steeplejacks Rte 116 Sunderland 666 7960

Farm help needed for fall harvest in

Hadley near UMass afternoons (t weekends
call 549 0016 between 6 30 pm and 8:30 pm

Marketing Interns needed for Hampshire
Mall Management Office Must b« energetic

and reliable with excellent communication
skills Apply Office of Internships 545-0725

Housemen needed to work at Kappa Kap
pa Gamma in exchange for free meals

ASAP contact Laura 546 0321 545 0320

Bus Driving Jobs - UMass Transit Service

has several openings for UMass students

with Class II licenses Must be m a degree

program carrying at least 6 credits $4 60 hr

to start Apply at University Bus Garage For

further info call Jenny or Bud at 545 0056
UMTS IS an EO AA employer

Need work study help supervising recrea

tion projects contact Rick Britt 253 2717

Are you sick of DC food? Get out of the

DC" Get home cooked meals and rebate of

your meal plan money' Call Jim Houston at

5 2150 for details

Computer Programmer Part time open
ing for person experienced with DEC
PDP 11 or VAX computers and MACRO
assembly language Amherst based com
pany developing communications and real

time control software, is looking for so

meoiM able to work part-time dunna the

WSYL Radio seeks capable Techm
cian/ Engineer for paid position $ commen-
surate with experience Anne 256 0064

Do you want to improve and increase
your PVTA bus service? The UMass Tran
sit Advisory Board has openings for

undergraduate students who want input in

to the running of the transit system Apply
at the SGA Presidents Office rm 403 SUB
for more info call 5452145 Applications
due 9/20

RECYCLINQ - Earn credit for organizing
your dormitory Applications in 306 Student
Union 545 4312

Earn extra spending money! Start your
own business on campus' Call John 6 5884

* * * JOBS * * JOBS * * JOBS * * *
SCERA. the Student Center for Education
and Advocacy is hiring the following posi

tions Public Relations Art. Media Cam
paign, and Research on labor issues We en
courage all students to apply, especially

women and people of color Applications
available in 420 Student Union due 9 1R

545 0341 AAEEO employer

Fortune 600 company seeks sales
management trainees Excellent opportunity
for Business or Communications majors or

any ambitious individual Gam valuable

business experience while having the oppor
tunity to earn S200 per week Call Robert
Bigelow 772 0178

House Cleaner experienced, efficient

local references Weekly 549 0413 early AM
Chitdcere. light housekeeping, driving

Weds 1 30 6 00 pm and 2 others days
3:15 5:00 pm Non smoker Must have own
car Echo Hill 256 S839 from 8 pm to 10 pm

Work for a day or a weekend at Riverside
Park Transportation is provided for each
day of work Pay received at end of each
day Call 546 6456 )r 546 5641 for info

INSTRUCTION

Know your car Basic automobile
workshop 28 hours including classroom

and shop Limited enrollment 253 2096

KENYA BAGS

Only $18 in the Concourse most every day
in September

Rrnt meeting Wed 18th 6 00 pm munrhie
social following Rm 178 Campus Center

LOST

Small brown leather purse w long strap

1st floor SBA reward 6 9889

Reward for information lost female
brown cat "Hajel ' Amherst 2568004

' MADONNA

'

"Desperately Seeking Susan" lonite

CCA $1 50 at 5 pm $2 at 7. 9, 1 1 pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female rnnrr^mete ^wanted. Brandywine,
for fall semester ONLY Call 549 7848

1 or 2 people to share Northwood Apt Oct
1 neai responsibli- M F ask for Diane
253 7206

Room in furnished 2 br Northwood apt
on busline, nonsmrjkei. Graduate, older stu
dent (24 « I preferred 665 8475 before noon
or after 5

Professional male mid thirties quiet, neat,
non smokinp looking for same to share a
two bedroom apt centrally located in

downtown Amherst 266 6079

MUSIC

Attention Bands, Musicians Embassy
Sound Recording Studio offers 16 track

state of the art recording for less Great for

demo tapes Amherst 24 hours 549 7640

OPEN RUSH

All University Woman: Get involved on
Campus by joining Gamma Sigma Sigma
We offer sisterhood, campus involvement
and community service Open Rush 911
9/17 9 18 7 niT' Rm 806 CC

PERSONALS

Looking for Christian Fellowship?
Alliance Christian Fellowship will meei
sooni Call Mark or Elifabelh 253 7206

Andrew Grace Please call home, your lov

ing brother Peter

Bands Wanted to play in the 6th annual
Southwest Battle of the Bands Come pick

up an application at the SWAG office m
Hampden Commons or call 5 0960 Applica
tion deadline Oct 4 6 pm

I'm all alone on Monday mornings kids
-do I have a volunteer'

Get your team together for the 24th An
nuBl Alumni Assoc Trivia Contest' live on
WMUA from 7 11PM Friday Oct 20
1985 Win groat prizes Grand Prize a trip to
Aruba for two' Watch Thursdays Collegian
In more detailK

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS

Experienced It patient teacher
Rock / Pop /Folk / Blues Improvisation

Reading, Theory, Composition Your home
or my studio Doug 549 4786

SERVICES

Professionel typing done by UMass stu
dent Reasonable rates R Charron
1 637 0044

Brian's Typing Service. Fast, accurate.
Tape transcription Available almost
anytime 666 7652

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short projects
Will correct grammar spelling, b punctua
tion Meticulous proofreading New IBM
lypowritei 549 0367

START BUILDING YOUR CREDIT

Credit credit cards available If you have
no credit, poor credit, we'll assist GULF
COAST Financial Services Box 121 New
Port Richey Florida 34291 0121 (8131
849 5132

STEREO SPEAKERS

Perfect for Dorm or Apart Brand new
VA 300 series still m the bon 125 watts 3
way, liquid cooled Suggested retail $749
tei only $250" Call David of Boti 549 7694
after 5 00

STUDENT REPS

Student representatives to earn commis
sion and travel Lowest puces on campus
For more information contact Town Tours
and Travel 482 Mam St Maiden MA 01248
(6171 321 3993

WANTED

Established rock band seeks experienced
keyboard player w equip call Bob 549 7S94
or Julie 549 5543 ASAP
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SPORTS
Undefeated field hockey hostsBC
Minutewomen, 2-0,

start big homestand
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team, undefeated during its young
season thus far, will be looking to add
Boston College to its list of victims today.

The Minutewomen, 2-0, host the Eagles

at NOPE Field at 3 p.m. this afternoon.

Coming off of a 5-0 rout of Pacific, UMass
should have little trouble j^ainst a BC
team it has traditionally done well

against.

UMass has also beaten Virginia 2-1 this

year. Boston College is 2-1 , beating James
Madison and Yale (2-0 this past

Saturday). Northwestern is the only team
to defeat BC, 3-1.

The Eagles come into UMass led by for-

ward Laurie Kelser. She has scored three

goals for BC this season. BC coach

Charlene Morett is expected to go with

Kathy O'Brien in the nets today.

UMass, in its offensive explosion

against Pacific, showed a balanced of-

fense and solid defense. The
Minutewomen boast a quicker team than

the one that beat the Eagles 4-0 in Boston

last season.

Forward Lisa Griswold, a transfer from
Northwestern, scored a pair of goals

against Pacific for UMass on Saturday.

Griswold's quickness around the net and
the return of last season's leading scorer,

sophomore forvsard Tonia Kennedy, give

UM coach Pam Hixon a pair of dangerous
offensive weapons.
Kennedy had a single goal against

Pacific. Erin Caniff, a junior forward and
senior defender Megan Donnelly also

scored. Lil Hultin, a si)ph<imore defender,

and Judy Morgan, a senior forwanl, pick-

ed up a.'^sists again.'^t Pacific.

On defen.se, Donnelly (an academic all-

american and meml>er of the United

States national Learn) leads a tough unit

that has allowed only one goal in two

lli-Ki.iii pholii l.\ IliTi'k Kllll(rl^

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team will face Boston
College today at home.

games. The goaltender for the BC game
will either be senior Kathy Rowe or

sophomore Lynn ('arlson. Both have
played this season. Rowe played against

Virginia with Carlson getting in the

Pacific game.
Hixon had not named a goalie as of

yesterday, choosing to wait until this mor-

ning before announcing her decision.

The Elagles are an up-and-coming team
that would dearlv love to knock off the

nationally-ranked Minutewomen. UMass,
starting with BC, will play three straight

home games.
"We're a good team and rec<jgnized as

such," Hixon said before the season.

"That means that everybody will be gunn-
ing for us. We can't afford to let down
against anybody because we'll find

ourselves in a tough position. If we keep
up our intensity, we will do very well. 1

think we can maintain our level of play."

FootballNotebook

Minutemen show
vast improvement,

Holy Cross awaits
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

RICHMOND - The University of Massachusetts came
close to .spoiling the I'niversity of Richmond's home
opener un Satunlay.

Thanks to a halfl)ack option pass and several UMass
mistakes in the second half, the Spiders escaped with a
19-14 victory.

"I tried to tell everybody that Massachusetts was not

the same team we played a year ago," said Richmond
coach Dal Shealy. "Coach (Bob) Stull has done a super job

with his personnel and you can't even l)egin to evaluate
the improvement they made over a year ago."

Shealy was right on target. The Minutemen have made
great strides from 1984. Losing to Richmond by only five

points was no iTuke, given a few breaks the Minutemen
could have won. Richmond, maybe the best Division 1-AA
team in the nation, had to resort to trick plays to get past

UMass.
Holy Cross, 1-0 with a victory over Colgate, comes into

Alumni Stadium on Saturday (1:30 p.m.) with a three

game winning streak over UMass. The Cross was an easy
35-7 winner last season in Worcester and is one of the

teams on the UMass payback list.

"We feel we owe them," senior linebacker Steve Silva

said. "None of us have ever beaten them and we don't

want to lose at home. I think we realize now that if we play

together and play with intensity, we're capable of beating

anyone."

Minuteman Mutterings: Among the things UMass will

be working on this week, according to Stull, are special

teams and passing. Tailback (leorge Barnwell, who missed

the Richmond game with a bruised shoulder, is expected

back for Holy Cross. The Dave Palazzi to Tom Cioppa
45-yard touchdown pass was the second reception of the

receivers career. How tough was the UMass defense? In

the first half, Richmond had only 47 yards rushing . . .

Freshman Dimitri Yavis averaged over 41 yards a punt.

Colletfian [ihoto tiy MlchflU- .ScksII

Quarterback Dave Palazzi (right) and the University of
Massachusetts football team face Holy Cross on Saturday.

Sports ataglance

Today:
Volleyball: At I^well, 6:30 p.m.

Field Hockey: Boston College, NOPE Field, 3 p.m.

UMvoUeybaU
flawless in

taking tourney
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

There is a saying that is probably overus-

ed in the world of sports that says: "The
first one is always the sweetest." The
University of Massachusetts volleyball

team would be quick to agree with that

statement as the Minutewomen dominated

a sixteen team field on their way to their

first ever UMass Invitational Volleyball

Tournament championship.

The spikers destroyed an overmatched

Eastern Connecticut State squad 15-5, 15-7

in the championship game on Saturday.

Other UMass victims included Smith Col-

lege, Keene State University, the Universi-

ty of Vermont, and the University of Hart-

ford. The spikers victory over ECSU raised

their season record to an unblemished 6-0

mark. UMass has yet to drop a game this

season.

"We accomplished everything we
wanted to accomplish," said head coach

Elaine Sortino. "I thought we were very

consistent and composed in tight situa-

tions. That, for a first weekend, was a very

nice thing to see."

There was really only one very tight

situation for the spikers throughout the

tourney. That came in game two against

Smith, after UMass had handed the Nor-

thampton school a 15-1 drubbing in game
one. At one point. Smith led game two 13-9

and were two points from forcing a third

and decisive game. But freshman hitter

Barbara Meehan nailed a kill for an impor-

tant I'Mass side out. A Smith miscue and
an Ann Ringrose kill brought UMass to

within one at 13-12. Meehan then executed

a near perfect block to knot the score at

13-13.

Senior hitter Sally Maher gave UMass a
14-13 lead on a service ace. Smith tied the

score again at 14-14 before freshman setter

Juliet Primer served out the game, 16-14.

"I think our experienced players we have
on the court this year are showing through

in tight situations like the one we faced

against Smith," said Sortino.

The remainder of the road to the cham-
pionship proved to be a cakewalk for the

Minutewomen as the spikers allowed no
more than nine points in a game the rest of

the way. The key to this was the always jx)-

tent serving game. UMass served tough
consistently throughout the tourney not

allowing opponents to gel into an offensive

fiow.

"I told these kids a long time ago that

while we're still working on basics we need-

ed to score points off our serve. It's always
held us well," .said Sortino. "It helps in cer-

tain situations because you always know
you're going to get points off the serve

either way."
UMass used a variety of weapons in their

second pool play victory over Keene State.

The spikers got out to a quick start in game
one, taking a 6-0 lead behind the serving of

sophomore middle gitter Marcy Guiliotis.

Junior hitter Violetta (}ladkowska and
sophomore defensive specialist Debbie Cole

also contributed to the UMass serving

clinic as Cole served the spikers to a 15-3

victory.

UMass fell behind early in game two 2-0,

before a Guiliotis kill tied the score at 2-2.

Again, serving was the key weapon as the

spiker lead swelled to 9-2. Meehan put

down three beautiful dinks to increase the

lead to 12-2 before the freshman hitter end-

ed the match with two impressive kills.

UMass won the game 15-3.

"I thought we had good attack selection

and our attack coverage and calling of of-

fensive shots was very heads up," said Sor-

tino. "I thought we we»e really seeing the

defense across the net and distributing the

ball verv well." mnlinutd "i fiagr 15

Sports Notice
Anyone interested in playing fall

women's lacrosse should attend a meeting

on Wednesday, September 18 at 6:30 p.m.

in Room 153 of Totman (NOPE) Building.
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BIRDS EYE VIEW—The heart of the University of Massachusetts as seen from

an airplane yesterday.

Senate votes tonight
on new SGA constitution

Doctor discusses

AIDS pubUcity
By CAROLYN PHILLIPS
Collegian Correspondent

Society has to keep AIDS in perspective, a health official

said last night in a lecture on the public concerns of Ac-

quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome at Hampshire

College.

"During the heightening of public awareness of AIDS,

we have lost the sense of the size of the problem," Dr.

Michael Gross, a former Hampshire CoUegeprofessor,

said.

Many diseases have posed, and still pose, just as serious

a threat to our society, he said. Hepatitis, for example, in-

flicts a comparable fraction of the population, is as expen-

sive to treat, and is just as intractable as AIDS. Hepatitis,

to a degree, also holds the same groups of people at risk

and for equally unknown reasons. Gross said.

The question of whether or not children who have con-

tracted AIDS should be allowed to attend public schools

has received a lots of public attention, he said. Research

has shown that in the families of these children, siblings

have not shown signs of having been exposed. Gross said

he believes that these results can be extended to include

the school environment.

. Another question that has concerned the public has been

the risk factor of the heterosexual population in contrac-

ting the disease. Gross said it is more difficult for women
to give the disease to men than vice versa. He also said

that the use of spermicides may kill the virus that causes

AIDS.
Many persons, such as the Rev. Jerry Falwell, have con-

sidered AIDS a blessing. Gross said. They say that it is

God's way of killing gays. To this Gross say, "then les-

bians must be God's chosen people" since they are at the

lowest risk of sexually communicating AIDS. ^^ ^^ ^^

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

At tonight's Undergraduate Student
Senate meeting, Speaker John Ruddock
will make a motion to adopt the SGA Con-
stitution, which if passed, will be the first

ever held by the association.

If the motion is approved, review of the

document will be tabled for four weeks,
with four of seven area governments hav-

ing to approve the constitution in that

period. Once approved by the areas, the

document will have to be approved by the

full senate.

"It's going to be one of the most impor-
tant documents reviewed by the senate,"

Ruddock said. "It's one of the primary
tools of empowerment that undergrad-
uates have."

The proposed constitution, a revision of

the March 5, 1984 document, will then be
reviewed by the University Board of

Trustees.

About opposition the senate may face

from the trustees, Ruddock said, "As with
any issue of value, there is some hesitation

on the part of some to ensure that their

own rights are not in anyway encroached
upon."

Prior constitutions have not passed, Rud-
dock said, because there existed "various
conflicts on the part of students, communi-
ty, campus administrators and the trustees

on areas that have needed to be worked
out." Specifically, he said, it was when it

came to students expressing themselves on

policies affecting their individual rights.

Ruddock said he views the proposed con-

stitution as very valuable in clarifying the

relationship between the SGA and the

trustees.

The document. Ruddock said, "is one

which should be interpreted broadly, so as

not to limit powers of students, house coun-

cils, area governments or the senate as a
whole."

Also scheduled tonight is a motion that

the senate reaffirm its opposition to the

proposed elimination of seven sports

teams, sponsored by Dani Burgess, co-

president of the SGA.
The seven teams were cut out of the

athletic budget by the trustees in May
1984, but extended for two years " for a
period not to exceed the 198tt .season." The
move was made to make the major sports,

such as football and basketball, more com-

f)etitive.

"Part of the University strength is in its

diversity," Burgess said. "Granted,
basketball and football are fine sports, hut
to single out those sports just seems like

it's ignoring the will of students."

Since last week's meeting adjourned ear-

ly, old business, including making the Stu-

dent Cocjrdinator of the Student Center for

Educational Research and Advocacy
(SCERA) a non-voting member of the

senate's coordinating committee, will be
proposed.

Finally, in new busine.ss, the senate* will

move to propose that Chancellor Joseph U.

Duffey suspend all classes this Friday as
part of "Freedom Friday" activities. The
purpose of suspending classes is to show
solidarity with people struggling for their

freedom and human rights in South Africa.

Inside:

Professor studies effects ofTV on children 3

Apaurtheid defined 7
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"It '9 no< sufrposed to be punibim. It '« guppomi to be cor-

ftcUv*.
"
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Selectmen rearrange

town voting precincts
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Selectmen Monday voted

unanimously to approve a town redistricting proposal

which would place University of Massachusetts dor-

mitory residents into five separate voting precincts.

Because of a new requirement that the state census in-

clude about 11,300 UMass students living in dormitories

as residents of the town, many voting precincts were
found to exceed the state limit of 4,000 residents. Select-

man Allen Torrey said. The new plan divides Amherst in-

to 10 voting precincts instead of eight which enables each

precinct to comply with the state law.

The final proposal, which was revealed last week by

redistricting subcommittee members Torrey and Select-

man Richard Minear, cuts the Southwest Residential

Area in half.

"In Amherst, where you have tremendous populations

in small areas, we get some very small precincts," Tor-

rey said. "It's really an uneven result."

The subcommittee had been working since July.

"You don't have complete freedom of action, the.

precincts can't vary in size by more than 10 percent,"

Torrey said.

Residents who opposed the plan, because it divides a

historic neighborhood near Pine Street, addressed the

board before it made a final decision to accept the plan.

Minear said the plan might violate a state guideline and
urged against it because of the additional time it would

take if the state rejected it.

The board also voted unanimously to approve the ac-

tion of Town Manager Barry Del Casthilo in renewing a

transit agreement between UMass and the town.

Under the agreement, UMass acts as a carrier for the

Pioneer Valley Transit Authority in the Town of

Amherst. Nine transit routes within Amherst are ex-

pected to encompass 405,360 traveled miles during fiscal

year 1986.

The agreement is "a very important part" of the daily

operation of Amherst, board Chairwoman Barbara Grif-

fith said.

The precinct plan

f
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South Africans oppose

recent school closings
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP)-Police moved

in with tear gas and rubber buHcta yesterday to put down
efforst by thousands of mixed race students and their

teachers to open schot)ls closed by the government near

Cape Town.
Meanwhile, black students boycotted classes near

Johannesburg and Pretoria.

Police used rubber bullets and tear gas against students,

jparents and teachers who massed near schools in the

Cape, where the government closed 464 mixed-race

schools indefinitely on Sept. 6 after rioting. About 360,000

youngsters had been attending the schools.

Witnesses said scores of arrests were made as crowds

massed outside locked-up schools. They said that at times

crowds outside locked schoolyard gates refused to move to

let police patrols out of the yard.

The demonstrators complained that closing the institu-

tions hurt students who hadn't rioted.

The white-minority government contends the schools

provided meeting grounds for rioters.

Near Johannesburg and Pretoria, authorities for 19

months have been trying to force black youngsters to at-

tend school.

Students there began boycotting classes in early 1984,

complaining about inferior education. Now they are stay-

ing away to protest the presence of the army and police in

black townships, and the state of emergency that im-

prisoned hundreds of students without charge.

President P.W. Botha says security forces are needed in

the townships to quell intimidation by radicals, rioting and

general lawlessness.
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Reagan goes on television tonight
WASHINGTON (AP)-President

Reagan brushed up on issues ranging from

international tradef to expectations for his

summit meeting with Soviet leader Mikhail

Gorbachev as he prepared yesterday for his

first formal news conference in three

months.

The major televison and radio networks

planned to broadcast the half-hour session

from the East Room of the White House
beginning at 8 p.m. EDT.
Although he kept most of his afternoon

free to prepare for the news conference,

Reagan scheduled largely ceremonial

events to receive the credentials of new
ambassadors and a report from the com-

mission planning clelebrations for the

bicentennial of the Constitution.

Business executive David Packard and

his Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense

Management came in to talk to Reagan

about their study of defense contracting

practices, and congressional leaders

scheduled a session with the president to

talk about the farm bill pending on Capitol

Hill.

The question-and-answer session with

reporters was to be the 31st White House

news conference of Reagan's presidency

and the fourth since he was sworn to a se-

cond term last January.

Harvard protesters' fate undecided
CAMBRIDGE (AP)-About half the 90

Harvard Law School students who face

possible disciplinary action stemming from

a protest last spring asked the law school

faculty yesterday to monitor proceedings

against political activists.

The request came after the school's Ad-

ministrative Board, which is responsible

for disciplining students, asked the pro-

testers in a letter last June to detail their

involvement in an April 24 rally and sit-in

to oppose Harvard's investment in com-

panies doing business in South Africa.

Doug Hagerman, a third-year law stu-

dent, said the students considered the

board's request an effort to discourage

political activism on campus. Many have

already told the board they will not comply.

he said.

But Professor Frank E.A. Sander, chair-

man of the board, said board members
were simply trying to determine what in-

volvement, if any, the students had in the

protest.

"Certainly in the old days when I went

here, if the school had said 'what is the ex-

tent of your involvement," it would have

been appropriate to say what your involve-

ment ws," he said. "Because we don't

regard this as a court, we regard this as a

community."

The studetns are among 119 who signed

a petition last May in support of 10 fellow

law students who occupied a campus ad-

minstrative building for ei^t hours.

Anti-apartheid

suit called for

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP)-
The nation's governors are
being urged by Arizona
Gov. Bruce Babbitt to de-*

nounce apartheid in South
Africa and to join him in

signing a petition suppor-
ting the Free South Africa
Movement.

In a letter to the 49 other

governors. Babbitt also

chastised the Reagan ad-

ministration for showing
"indifference" toward
South Africa's black
majority.

Jim West, Babbitt's news
secretary, said the letter

was prompted by an adver-

tisement in Sunday's New
York Times and other
newspapers.

"Most Americans, in-

cluding citizens of my state,

are troubled by apartheid,"

Babbitt said. "Strong action

by the United States can br-

ing about change in South
Africa. We must show the

entire world that we want
change.

THE BUS STOPS HEREl
The Commuter Area Government

is accepting nominations for

the Commuter Governing Board.

This board implements policy decisions

which effect us all as well as develop pro-

gram activities for Off-Campus students.

Please pick-up papers

at Room 404 SUB.

Deadline is Tuesday, Sept. 24 at 4 PM
For more info - 5-2145

Duarte sacks
trip to B.U.
BOSTON (AP)-Jose

Napoleon Duarte, president

of El Salvador, has post-

poned a planned visit to

Boston University because

of the kidnapping of his

daughter, a university

spokesman said Tuesday.

Spokesman Bob O'Rouke
said no new date had been

set for the Duarte visit.

Duarte was scheduled to

visit the university Thurs-

day, Friday and Saturday to

inaugurate the school's

World Leaders Forum. He
was to receive an honorary

degree Friday and tospeak

at a special convocation.

Duarte's daughter, Inez

Guadalupe Duarte Duran,

34, was kidnapped last

Tuesday as she was parking

her car at Nueva San
Salvador University. Two of

her bodyguards were killed

in the incident.

WHAT CAN
FRATERNITIES

OFFER YOU?

IGO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO GREEK GO

All University Undergraduate Men Are Invited To

FRATERNITY
OPEN RUSH

STOP BY
AND

FIND OUT.

PHI MU DELTA
14 Elm St.

please call

2S&6802

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
374 N. Pleasant St.

9/17, 9/18

Sponsored by

UMass

IFC

PI KAPPA ALPHA
418 N. Pleasant St.

54&-2150

19/17, 9/19,9/23, 9/24, 9/26

KAPPA ALPHA PSI

please call

S46-8441

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
70 Butterfield Terrace

545^12
9/16- 9/20

ALPHA EPSILON PI

plesse call

256-1466

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
510 N Pleasant St

256 6863

9/17, 9/18 (7-9 pml

ZETA PSI
23 Phillips St.

256-6845

9/17, 9/24(9-11 pml

BETA KAPPA PHI
388 N. Pleasant St.

ptease call

253 9071

DELTA UPSILON
778 N Pleasant St.

549-3831

9/16, 9/18, 9/23

ALPHA DELTA PHI
395 N Pleasant St.

549-1816 (7684)

9/16, 9/18 (7 9 pni)

ALPHA TAU GAMMA
375 N. Pleasant St.

please call 253 9974
Slockbrktge students only

DELTA CHI
118 Sunset Ave.

please call

540-0482
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Professor destroys myth of kids being riveted to the T.\. set
Children found to be active while watching

By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

A child sitting mesmerized by a television
set and passively absorbing the content
shown is a common image, but it is a
fallacy, says a University of Massachusetts
psychology professor.

Daniel Anderson has been reseraching
the patterns of television viewing among
children since 1973 and has discovered that
common beliefs of children's viewing habits
are often misinformed.

"WTiile there was no research in the
area, there were lots of people holding opi-

nions of passive children, sitting and star-

ing," Anderson said.

Anderson's research, funded primarily
by the National Science Foundation and
the National Institute of Mental Health,
consists of observing hundreds of children
watching television, either in the labor-

atory or in a home situation.

With television comes concerns for the
medium itself and of the content conveyed,
he said. His interests are aimed at discover-

ing how children really watch television,

their ability to make mental inferences and

what sort of content captures and loses the

Fair shows
women what
groups exist
Interested women will have a chance to

make "an informed decision" about joining

a women's group when 10 such groups

meet at 4 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom.

The Women's Referral Fair, sponsored

by the Women's Leadership Project, was

set up to halt a trend that group recruiters

have noticed recently. Women would at-

tend introductory meetings held by the dif-

ferent groups only be become frustrated

and lose interest altogether.

"The idea behind the fair is to have an

event where all the groups come together

and do recruitment," Liisa Trocki, coor-

dinator of the Women's Leadership Pro-

ject, said.

"Networking" is another concern, she

said. "UMass is a big campus with few

women's gsroups and because we're not in

contact, we tend to duplicate services. The

fair will give us a chance to get to know

women from other groups."

Groups on hand will include the Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy, the Everywomen's Center and the

Lesbian Union.

In the first 30 minutes, literature will be

displayed and guests will be free to move

around and ask questions. Later, a

representative from each group will give a

brief description of its objectives and ser-

vices. Refreshments will be served and the

fair is free of charge.
-LISA DIMEO

child's attention.

Children do not just sit and absorb the
materia!. Certain factors are imp«:»rtant tu
maintaining their interest, such as com-
prehensibility of the material, he said.

"If children don't understand, they will

automatically stop paying attention," he
said. "As children get older, other factors

such as interests influence viewing. Boys
will stereotypically like action, assertions

of power, and girls like family-oriented,

glamour shows," he said.

"We discovered that children do
numerous other activities while the T.V. is

on, looking away from the screen about 15o
times an hour," he said.

Anderson produced a tape for the

Children's Television Workshop and
recorded his results. An interesting obser-

vation, he said, was that when mothers
recalled how much the children were ac-

tually watching the screen, they
overestimated considerably.

"There were a lot of assumption...chil-

dren sitting passively, using no mental ac-

tivity and absorbing the content on the

screen. But by really watehing them, the

kids told us differently," he said.

To test if children can make inferences

without explicit explanations Anderson us-

UMass psychology professor Daniel Anderson
Photo courteii; of UMas* Public Relation* Offire

ed short clips showing situations without

all the details, which required the child to

make inferences. "The overwhelming
results showed that kids are able to make
connections, meaning that they are mental-

Photo b> Jim Houdo

GUITAR MAN—Pete Sutton, in CASIAC at UMass, plays a few chords Monday
night by Massachusetts Avenue in Amherst.

Peace program helps faculty

Crossing pedestrians CHCOrpOratC War IsSUCS
cause 3-car accident

The driver of a 1975 Ford caused a three

car accident Monday when he stopped sud-

denly to allow pedestrians to cross Massa-

chusetts Avenue, University police said.

The pedestrians did not use the

crosswalks or give any \^arning they were

crossing the street, police said. The driver

of the Ford stopp)ed quickly and the driver

of a 1976 Dodge hit him in the rear causing

$500 damage. A 1979,Buick, which receiv-

ed over $1,000 in damages, then hit the

Dodge in the rear. There were no injuries

or citations issued, police said.

In other police reports:

A man was assaulted at 3:47 p.m. Mon-

day while trying to help a woman in a car.

The man was assisting her when he was

assaulted by another driver who had been

threatening her. The man was hit in the

face and neck and refused treatment,

police said.

A 1971 Chevrolet Impala valued at $1,800

was reported stolen from P lot 22 Monday

morning. Police said.

A Walkman cassette radio, valued at

$101, was stolen from a room on the 13th

floor of John Quincy Adams dormitory Fri-

day. It was not known if the door was lock-

ed, police said.

By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

Concerns about world security and the

threat of nuclear war have come to the five

colleges, embodied in the Program on

Peace and World Security Studies.

The program, begun in 1984, and funded

by a grant from the Ford Foundation, at-

tempts to focus on various problems that

threaten world peace.

"The program is aimed at the five college

faculty to enrich their interests and en-

courage them to include more of these

issues in their teaching," said Michael

Klare, director of the program.

The program concentrates on issues such

as U.S.-Soviet relations, arms countrol,

preventing nuclear war, and the role of the

Third World in global conflicts, he said.

"The attempt is to present a wide variety

of views and department disciplines on

these complex subjects."

The program is composed of Klare, his

assistant John Sanbomatsu, and a steering

committee composed of three professors

from each of the five colleges.

The professors come from varying

disciplines so that different ideologies can

she dlight on different aspects of the same
problem, Klare said.

Jerome King and Nicholas Xenos, both

from the political science department, and
George Levinger from the psychology

department represent UMass. "We're try-

ing to help develop competence in teaching

in international peache and aworld securi-

ty, making these issues a legitimate faculty

concern," Levinger said.

By giving the faculty intellectual stimula-

tion, the members hope to give them incen-

tive to integrate this material into their

own teaching.

Klare, who first received a bachelors and
masters degree in Art History at Columbia
University, became involved in the issue of

world peace during the period of the anti-

Vietnam War demonstrations. He then

received a doctorate in International Rela-

tions and has been involved in these issues

ever since, he said.

"The ultimate goal is world peace.

Nobody has "the" answer to the road to

peace, so we're welcome to any new
ideas," Klare said.

Various seminars and programs are an
important part of the committee's attempt
to inform the faculty, and ultimately the

students. A year long lecture series will

begin on Oct. 9 incorporating all aspects of

the issues, Klare said.

ly active while watehing television, he said.

In the fall, Anderson will begin research

on college students' memory of television

programs. "There is very little work done

on adult television viewing," he said.

PhiMu sisters

lose their house,

live off campus
By PETER DELANI
Collegian Correspondent

Thirteen women belonging to the na-

tional chapter of Phi Mu at the University

of Massachusetts are living off-campus this

semester because they were unable to

renew a contract on their North Pleasant

Street house rented from the Lamda Delta

Phi corporation.

The women are currently living in the

Brittany Manor apartments in South
Amherst and the house has been sold to

another Greek organization.

"These living arrangements are strictly

on an interim basis," said Robert White,

director of the Office of Greek Affairs.

"It wan unfortunate to lose the hmuie. fmt

we're all very happy to be able to stay

together."

—Phi Mu sister Susan Werschler

White said negotiations, "became in-

creasingly difficult and hectic as the sum- .

mer drew to a close." The National •

Chartering Association of Phi Mu was in-
,

volved in contractual negotiations:
."'

throughout the summer. '\'}; Ti
Phi Mu has been renting the house On ."

:

North Pleasant Street from Lamda Delta

Phi since 1981.

"We weren't informed that we didn't

have a house until August 26, nine days
prior to the start of school," Susan
Werschler, president of the sorority, said.

The contract problems stemmed from a
monetarial disagreement, White said. Phi

Mu sought to purchase the property from
l^mda Delta Phi but was unable to pay the

price the corporation was asking. With Phi

Mu out of the negotiations, Lamda Delta

Phi began negotiations with Alpha Tao
Gamma and sold it to that Stockbridge
fraternity.

After discovering that Greek Affairs

could not temporarily house the sorority

sisters in other Greek houses, the women
settled in Brittany Manor. Thirteen sorori-

ty sisters and three other women rented

out an entire floor of an apartment com-
plex.

"It was unfortunate to lose the house,

but we're all very happy to be able to stay

together," Werschler said.

"I think it is even more positive than

before because the whole situation has

brought us all closer together," said Tara
Berkowsky, vice president of Phi Mu.
The women individually took out leases

for the apartments but are still trying to

function together as a sorority. Rush
pledging and other activities are being held

at another Greek house, Phi Kappa Alpha
on North Pleasant Street.

; f
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"EHagnosed cases have been dobling

every five to nine months with no evidence

of any decline in this rate," he said.

However the long period in which it takes

for AIDS to appear in the victim, an

average of five years, will delay the fallying

of this rate, he said.

"Preventative measures taken so far will

be reflected in falling rates within the next

few years," according to an informational

pamphlet handed out at the lecture.

Groups at highest risk of contracting and

communicating AIDS are homosexuals,

hemophiliacs, recipients of blood transfu-

sions and users of injected drugs. Gross

said. The number of persons in these

groups who have been exposed to the virus.

according to tests measuring the level of

antibiotics of the virus in the blood, are ex-

tremely high. Ninety percent of all

hemophiliacs, 50 percent of injected drug

users, and 70 percent of gay and bisexual

men have been exposed, Gross said.

"The actual clinical cases of AIDS have

been significantly lower" than the percen-

tages of exposure. For example 10 percent

of hemophiliacs who have been exposed ac-

tually contracted the disease.

Gross said that while some of the reasons

that these groups are especially at risk are

known, such as the sharing of needles of in-

jected drug users, most reasons are not

known. Since these people are transmitting

the disease unconsciously, "they should not

be blamed or condemned by the public," he

said.
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Fresh sole wrapped around
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and serveil with hollandaise sauce

/:95
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Fried Oysters
Lightly breaded, deep fried
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^95
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You Can Do It'

Sing, Dance, Read Music, Play

Piano, Guitar and more. Register

by 5 pm Thursday, Septennber 19,

Perfornning Arts Division, Old

Chapel. Discount for UMass
Students.

SOUND RECORDING STUDIO
In affiliation with

Falcetti Music Centers.

Offer state of the art 16 Track

recording for less.

Amherst, MA 549-7640

24 hours
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All Umass Men are

Invited to an Open Rush at

SIGMA PHI EPSILON
• Newest & Fastest Growing Fraternity

on Campus! Come see why.

• Located at 70 Butterfleld Terrace

(between Gorman Dorm & Univ. Apts)

Rush: Sept. 16 - Sept. 19

8:30 - 11:00 pm Every Night

Entertainment and Refreshments

Building a Reputation'

Not Just Resting on One'

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
OPEN RUSH

All university men Invited

Tonight Sept. 18

9-11 PM
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St. QAQO<
(the blue house) £,0O-U\)O£t>
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Criticisms of Soviet health
Looking at Soviet totalitarianism as a

political system gives us a rather generic

theoretical view. Totalitarianism has very
real human effects, however, and by look-

ing at some real examples of Soviet oppres-

sion we can understand its implications bet-

ter. As noted in last week's column, the

Soviet Union was one of many nations to

sign the Helsinki Accords, which supposed-

ly guaranteed basic human rights for the

peoples of that nation.

As one might imagine, human rights are

a difficult thing to monitor in a society as

closed as that of the Soviet Union. To
facilitate compliance with the Helsinki

Final Act, 75 courageous men and women
volunteered to monitor and report abuses

from various regions within the Soviet

Union. These jpeople did not plot the over-

throw of the Soviet government, nor did

they engage in what would be considered

normal political activity in the West. They
merely received and imparted information

pertaining to human rights, a right in and
of itself guaranteed under the Helsinki

Final Act. Three of these people have died

of medical neglect or maltreatment in

Soviet labor camps, 15 have been allowed

or forced to emigrate, and most of the re-

mainder have been sentenced to long terms
of imprisonment and internal exile.

A few years ago, two peace groups at-

tempted to organize within the Soviet

Union, one being the Baltic Nuclear Free
Zone and the other The Group to Establish

Trust Between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
Admittedly these groups were inspired by
European and American peace move-
ments, but despite Soviet overt and covert

support for such Western movements,
those within the Soviet borders faced sup-

pression and persecution. Members of

these groups have been subject to deten-

tions, interrogations, searches, beatings,

arrests and dismissal from work. The
leaders of these groups are presently serv-

ing prison sentences in Siberia.

Alexi Nikitin wa" a coal miner in the

Ukrainian city of Donetsk. Well-liked and

Stephen Erickson
respected by his co-workers, he brought

their grievances of higher wages and safer

working conditions to the appropriate

Soviet authorities. Despite persistent ef-

forts, Nikitin's pleas were rejected. In time

a mine accident occurred, killing and injur-

ing several miners, but still no changes
were made in the working conditions. In

desperation, Nikitin invited a few
Washington Post reporters to his home to

discuss the problems of Soviet coal miners.

Days after the journalists left, Nikitin was
incarcerated in the local psychiatric

hospital and eventually transferred to a

special psychiatric hospital in a remote
region near the Afghan border, where he
remains today.

In the Soviet Union, psychiatric facilities

are used for political purposes, and usually

more resemble prisons than hospitals. The
Soviet Union bills itself as the near jDerfect

society and worker's paradise, so it is con-

venient for the authorities to diagnose

anyone who does not hold this view as be-

ing insane. As Assistant Secretary of State

for Human Rights Charles Fairbanks has

stated, "The very notion that mental
health can be identified with holding

specific political opinions belongs to the

political cultrue of totalitarianism."

Within these institutions inmates are

subject to the cruelest of treatment.

Sadistic and sometimes fatal beatings oc-

cur. The injection of drugs to induce pain is

common, including insulin shock therapy
which causes hypoglycemic comas.
Another punishment is the "wet pack" in

which an inmate is wrapped in strips of wet
sheeting which tightens as it dries, causing

great agony. Only when one renounces

political or religious views does the pain

stop. Only then is one "cured."

Stephen Erickaon is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Letters

Make a difference with SGA
To all those first semester students and

upper classmen who have just started to

wonder where their dollars go every

semester when they are compelled to pay

the Student Activities Fee, I would like to

give you a very short overview of the

University of Massachusetts Student

Government Association.

At its best, the UMass SGA lobbies the

State House and Washington for more

financial aid while fighting to keep your tui-

tion low. It produces the Course and

Teachers Evaluation Guide to give you

some idea of the good and not so good

teachers at the University. The SGA runs

a legal services office that offers a full

range of legal services to the

undergraduate and graduate community.

It funds a radio station, concerts, a video

center, an off-campus housing office and a

free bus service. It supervises and gives

technical assistance and resources to dor-

mitories, student committed and operated

businesses, and numerous other cultural

and social awareness organizations that,

very simply put, try to make UMass a beter

place to live. Its potential is as boundless as

the imaginations of the thousands of

students that have been involved with it

over the last fifty years.

As its worst, however, it is a group of

screaming egotists whose only concern is

how to maintain and expand their own per-

sonal quests for power while destroying

their opponents. At its worst, the SGA is a

handful of people who are so convinced

that their views are right , and that others'

views are wrong, that they refuse to listen

or compromise on any issue, however

trivial or petty the issue may be. At its very

worst, it is the best argument for autocracy

that I have ever witnessed.

The central event that will decide which

of these extremes will exist will occur

within the next few weeks. The fall senate

elections will elect the people chiefly

responsible for spending the $1.8 million

that each of us pay into the Student Ac-

tivities Fee each year. Any undergraduate

who has paid this fee may become a

senator. There are, on average, two

senators per dormitory—some have more,

others less. The Greek Area and Commuter
students each get senators according to the

number of students living within their dif-

ferent constituencies.

It is not all that difficult to be a senator.

Nomination papers are available in Room
420 of the Student Union Building in the

Senate Office, right above the Mini-Store

up the stairs and to your right. All it takes

is twenty signatures from students who
live within the constituencies you wish to

represent. The nomination j)eriod ends

Sept.24 at noon and the election will be

held on Sept. 30 and Oct.l.

If you have any questions call 545-0341

and ask anyone in the office for more infor-

mation. The Senate meets once a week on

Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. in the Campus
Center. Just ask Campus Center Informa-

tion Desk for the place. If you have the

time and the needed patience, then I

strongly urge you to join. Within the SGA
it has always been tlie individual student

with the common sense and willingness to

work that has made the University com-

munity a better place to live. The chance is

yours.

John Crowley is the chair of the Govern-

mental Affairs Committee and the elec-

tion coordinator for the fall Senate EU^
tions.
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Music for profit not people
In the aftermath of last week's Lone

Justice show and all of its corporate trimm-

ings, it seems worthwhile to reconsider the

nature of rock-and-roll and what we, as the

primary consumers of the medium, should

ask from the people who present it.

Two days before Lone Justice even arriv-

ed here on campus we were given the

chance to witness the spectacle of the cor-

porate sponsors of the event in the name of

the Rolling Stone Music Exposition. This

"exposition" actually had very little to do

with music but instead cluttered the Cape
Cod Lounge with the advertisements and
promotions of about ten corporations

which were trying to reach the youth

market, which is to say, us, in order to sell

products.

The connection of industry/advertising is

something which started in the 1960's with

the Jefferson Airplane's ads for Levi's and

Quicksilver's ad for Camero's. But as the

image of the musicians became less

reputable, the desire to be connected with

those terrible people, who did not have a

large source of income, buying power , or

whatever, lessened. But now, as the money
came back to people of our age group and

our material desires as a group increases,

these stigmas are slowly disappearing.

The first big tour to reflect this new
trend was the 1981 Rolling Stones tour

which was sponsored by Jovan. Soon to

follow were other large sponsored tours by

Rod Stewart and the Who. And the latest

in this trend seems to be this Lone Justice

tour (the db's were booked separately).

What's more, most of the bands that last

year were booked into the Blue Wall (a bar)

were sponsored by beer companies

(purveyors of beer, get it?).

The problem here is not UPC's, they

wanted to book Lone Justice before they

knew about this promotion stuff. Instead,

the problem is ours, because as consumers

of music we have to decide whether we
want the music we listen to be bastardized

into a selling vehicle for Bose, Maxell, and

Pierre Cardin (among others). The drawing

Peter Wissoker
appeal of a concert is the music, not the

chance to win a new car. No one on campus
really benifited from the promotion of

these products. UPC received little reward
for their services, and had to provide sound

and lighting equipment.

One wonders how Lone Justice was
chosen to be the first group to represent

the music end of this music expo. As soon

as the concert started, it became clear that

lead singer Maria McKee looks and sound
somewhat like another blond haired singer

who has made it big. Madonna. So what we
end up with is a corperate sponsorship of a

potential future corperate asset in the

tradition of another mass marketed pro-

duct. This is rock music?

The truth is that groups which are more

likely to sell out to corporate sponsors are

the ones who most likely are going to get

more publicity/exposure and therefore

more airplay in place of someone who is

more interesting but less acceptable to the

people who want to make money from our

market.

The conclusion that can be drawn from

all this it that we have to decide what we
want to consume and when. We are going

to be barraged, as we already are, with a

constant stream of advertising to push us

to accept what is offered as the only alter-

native. It is up to us to be discerning con-

sumers and not promote this type of

manipulation, which although directed

towards us, we should not tolerate.

To this end, I suggest listening (at least

occasionally) to the alternative stations in

the area like WMUA, WAMH, and WSYL.
Also, turn off your MTV and don't be

seduced by the offer of a free jacket or a
new car to get you to accept music which

you would otherwise ignore or laugh at.

Peter Wissoker is a Collegian staff

member.

SGA figures misunderstood
The article about women in the senate

(Sept. 10) has caused much confusion. I

would like to clarify a few things. The story

was based on an editorial written by me for

the purpose of recruitment, a caucus

brochure, and a brief telephone interview.

The original editorial stated, "once the

percentage of women in the senate was

about 50%. Today it is hovering around

25%. The percentage of women who call

themselves feminists and work to organiz-

ed the women in the senate is less than half

that number," (i.e. 12 percent).

The reason for the original editorial was

to encourage women to join the senate and

encourage undergraduate and graduat<^

women, as well as faculty and staff, to sup-

port and use the Women's Caucus in

anyway they can.

I was also interested in letting women
already involved in the senate know that a

major objective of the caucus is to be ac-

cessible to all women no matter what their

political background might be. The purpose

of the caucus if for women to support each

other, not exclude each other.

The reporter who wrote the story is ac-

curate and professional, and I respect her

work. Perhaps people shouldn't jump so

quickly to criticized the Collegian and its

staff. We all have \mA days.

Liisa lyscki. Coordinator
Women** Leadership Project
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Grades Now!
Chris Walsh.
Engineering

"I had C i in high school Aher
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics.

I was able to maintain an A average"

Marcia Faragher
Engineer

1 hiivf incrtidsc'd my rfdd

iny '.pft?d from 227 w(ird>

pt'T minutf tf) 1 0()4 words
[JiT minulk' with incrt'iised

comprt'ht'nsion Bt'Cdusf of

mv inr rfdst'd rt-ading spftd
diid rompri'fu'tision lean go

throuyh tlif daily m.iii.

ni'wspdpors iitid olht-r read

inuj nutiTUiK. miu ti morf

John Futch.

Law Student
With t)(i hrti'fs d wt't'k.

the dverdyc studiTit

lakt-i all v.tvk to pre

part' for class !n an
t'l^vtiirig Im fimshu'd

Chris Hanburger.
Professional

Athlete
"Reading dynamically is

as challenging and
stimulating as reading

an offense It is a tre

mendous technique for

gaining understanding

on my tight schedule

William Proxmire
U.S. Senator
The single most dif

ficult problem for a

senator is to be in

formed in all kinds of

ways And I find that

this course has )ust

helped me enormously
It's meant that I can

read a great deal more
matenal

Attend a free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics Introductory lesson today!
You will leave the introductory lesson reading more effectively. The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics

advanced study techniques will save you hundreds of hours of drudgery this school year while increasing

your grade point average.

Schedule of Free Lessons

LOCATION:

WED.

THURS.

MURRAY D. LIIMCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

«««««« ******* >»
Herrcirs Ice Cream ^^^A

Old South SI Enlronc
Nofltiomplon

Op«n Noon 'IIH lt:)0 Sun - Ihurt

Noon nil Midnight Frt k Sol.

586-4837

«l^ Free.
Get HP's new $49*
software module
when you buy an
HP-41.
A dt'.il th.it has no i-i|u>il, tor a

calcul.itor thjt h.is no i't|ii.il

The m'-41 Advcintjgf holds thf

moht popular ungint'iTing, math
and financial programs ever
written for the IIP-41 Plus;

12K bytes ol ROM
user-accessible subroutines
it's menu driven

Just what it takes to help
make the grade in every-
thing from l^inear Algebra
to Pnysics to Flectrical

Engineering Fundamen-
tals to Statics and
Dynamics.

Get the calculator engi-

neers prefer And get

theHr-41 Advantage at

the price v'" prefer.

Free.

Offer ends 11-15-8'S.

Suggi^trd U S li^ prKr

^ HEWLETT
PACKARD

DEERFIELD
DATA
SYSTEMS

112 Amherst Rd
Route 116

Sunderland, MA
(413) 665-3745

New England's HP Specialisis"

SEPT. 18 1 2:00 PM. 2:00 PM & 4:00 PM

SEPT. 19 1:00 PM. 3:00 PM & 5:00 PM

RM 174-176

RM 917

Choose the day and time most convenient for you. Reservations are not necessary.

For further information, please call l-<800) 447-READ

Take a Council Charter To

f^ EUROPE.

pFlta5l^:^mlo^
ODDDDi

.v*v.
xJn T

{ UUl^OlL
Council Trovvl Servtcai

79 South Pleasant St, 2nd Floor Rear

Amherst, MA 01002 (413) 256-1261

n
?r{j^J

I
AiMOiQ TnoOnno/

IFratrrnita

OPEN RUSH ! ! Sept. is. 23 Wed, Mon

North

East

778 North Pleasant St.

• Home Cooked Meals
• Great Social Life

• Little Sisters Program

BLACKAFFAIRS
Split among whites in government only

ray ofhope in apartheid struggle
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

Even though we hear a lot about South Africa being an
apartheid regime, there are quite a number of people who
don't know what apartheid is.

Apartheid is a system that legally affords people
political rights based on the color of their skin. For black

South Africans under that regime it means several things:

A minority of 5 million whites control the social, political,

and economic functions of South Africa; 24 million blacks

who make up 72 percent of the population have no citizen-

ship or civil rights; they are allowed to live on 13 percent

of the land called Bantustans which the least desirable

land to live on; their average monthly earnings are $250
compared to the $1136 monthly earnings of whites; and
the educational aid they receive per year of $145 is in-

significant compared to $1199 which white students

receive.

These were just some of the facts that were brought up
Monday evening at a discussion titled: "What Is Apar-

theid?" held at Amherst College.

Themba Mandikane, a student from South Africa who
attends Amherst College, discussed what it is like to live

and work there.

"You must show a pass whenever you go into or leave

the city. If you don't have it or forget it, you run the risk of

going to prison," Mandikane said.

"When you find a job, you must sign a contract with the

employer for nine or 10 months which says that you can't

leave to look for another job during that time," he said.

He also said that public education in South Africa is

segfregated. "Blacks must attend segregated schools. The
only way they can attend a white university is to prove
that what they want isn't available at a black university."
Another student, Jabu Maphaiala, also from South

Africa, discussed his country's politics. "In the late 1950s,
Nelson Mandela formed the African National Congress
Youth League which was more militant than the African
National Congress (ANC). He was jailed in 1962 because
he believed in changing policy violently. He didn't want to
kill people, he wanted to blow-up military installations.

However, because the police refused to dismantle a bomb
which they were informed had been planted, the bomb ex-

ploded, killing a police officer. He was arrested because he

was the head of the ANC and he believed in violence.

Since his arrest 25 years ago, the government has of-

fered Mandela his freedom many times on the condition

that he denounce violence. "To me, if he denounces
violence, he will split the ANC and the country,"

Maphaiala said.

Maphaiala commented that the Reagan administration

is sending over a steady stream of conservative reporters

to interview Mandela in the hopes that he will say

something communistic. "Wherever the help we have
comes from is fine. We came to the United States first but

was turned down."

Last Tuesday, President Reagan signed an executive

order putting a ban on these things:

•Bank loans to South African government except to

finance educational, housing or health facilities open to all

races.

•Computer sales to any agency of the South African

government involved in the enforcement of apartheid.

•Nuclear cooperation with South Africa, including ex-

ports of technology or services until and unless it signs the

nuclear nonproliferation treaty.

•Export marketing assistance to US firms operating in

South Africa and employing 25 or more that do not

adhere to the Sullivan Code of Conduct.

"There are those in the South African
government who want to keep this archaic,

brutal, racist government the way it is and
will do anything to make sure it stays that

way.

"

"These so-called sanctions that Reagan has imposed on

our country are not helping my people in the least and I

believe are aimed at splitting the support for heavier sanc-

tions," Maphaiala said.

According to Professor Jan Dizard, professor of

sociology at Amherst College, "Emerging among the

white elitists in the government is a growing split which is

the only ray of hope in a long struggle that neither side can

win."

"The leadership is divided. There are those in the South
African government who want to keep this archaic, brutal,

and racist government the way it is and will do anything to

make sure that it stays that way. A higher number in the

government are fed up and understand that time is runn-

ing out and that this situation will blow up," Dizard said.

This small minority in the government is putting

pressure on the Botha regime for reforms. Even though a

small number are pressing for reforms, they are a very

powerful and influential number.

Dizard suggests that the United States keep pressure on

government and business to invoke a wedge in the South

African government and to divest as soon as possible.

"Only then will white rule sufficiently weaken. It will give

symbolic support to black South Africans and give warn-

ing to white South Africans that time is running out."

ThetaChiFraternity
496 N. Pleasant St.

"Next to the Newman Center
/»

<^:.)y»r-
^f^ --l<^r I

3 a I^^^Ee^^
"t

BEST LOCATION ^^^^ Improved

Fraternity

Monday Night Football

Sept. 16th 8-12 pm

Open House Wed.

Sept. 18th 6-8 pm

Buffet Dinner Thurs.

Sept. 19th 5-7 pm

Red ribbon

symbolizes struggle

of black S. Africans
Show your support!

By KIMBERLY A.

BURGE
Collegian Staff

Every day, thousands of

black South Africans are

losing their lives in their

never ending struggle for

basic human rights.

To help bring attention

to the black South
African's struggle and to

show solidarity for their

struggle, a red ribbon cam-

paign has started on cam-

pus.

The ribbon symbolizes

the blood shed in the fight

against apartheid, and the

suffering of millions of

black people in South

Africa.

"The idea for the cam-

paign came from a collec-

tive group of community
organizations in Boston

who approached me," said

Sherwood Thompson,
director of the Office of

Third World Affairs.

The purpose of the cam-

paign is to make the local

community aware of the

urgency of the problems in

South Africa. "We want to

educate the people about

the atrocities in South

Africa and show our

solidarity with the strug-

gle against apartheid,"

Thompson said.

In addition to symboliz-

ing the struggle for

freedom among black

South Africans, it also

symbolizes the demand for

the freedom of Nelson

Mandela. "The campaign

is endorsed by the African

Congress, the African Peo-

ple's Congress, and
various other organiza-

tions with the major thrust

on lobbying for the

freedom of Nelson
Mandela," he said.

"Wearing the ribbon will

allow people who, for

whatever reason, cannot

protest or he in the front

line, a convenient, non-

threatening way to pro-

test," he said.

The Office of Third

World Affairs and the

Third World Caucus are

the sponsors of the cam-

paign on campus.
However, they are en-

couraging other student

groups and organizations

to join them in starting a
network to bring on sup-

port.

There are many ways
that people can become in-

volved with the project.

"Students can spread the

word on campus, in their

communities about the

campaign, they can ask
friends, relatives, to wear
the ribbons, and groups
could hold meetings about
the problems in South
Africa, print flyers, hold

press conferences, and
become distribution
centers for giving out rib-

bons," he said.

Ribbons can be picked up
at the Office of Third
World Affairs located in

the Student Union Room
308.

RENT/^WRECK

Now & Used Cars
Trucks A Vara Also AvaNable

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

Collegian

Baaaaaa!
/

W"
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FMturmg Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Caiun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Ribs,

Seafood
i DIRECTIONS: take 116 north to

,

\ South Deerfield, south on route t

t 5-10 1 Vi miles. Right on Chris- \

: tian Lane 'A mile from center of
J

\ town. Open:
( Mon-Sat 5-10 pm

Sun 1-9

Professionally Taught

ADULT
DANCE
CLASSES

Ballet

Jazz

Modern Dance

Ten Week
Courses $50.

starting Oct. 1st

For information

and schedule phone
549-1555

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St.

one block east of

Butterfield Dorm
across

E. Pleasant St.

.TRAVei

Coll*«« Weekend
MONTREAL

TOWN TOURS GUARANTEES »

TO HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES >

••DELUXE PACKAGE $79^^
(

ALL INCLUSIVE, NO HIDDEN }

CHARGES
\

Round Trip Transportation via ,

Luxury Motor Coach 3 days. 2 \
nights. Hotel directly downtown t

al Ramada inn or Hotel Sher- \

bourg and other First Class Hot- t

els All Taxes and Tips Welcome ]

Party at the Olde Munich
J

Campus Departures Available
J

Indoor Pool Facilities t

•Mft Rale la AvaMaMe* ]

DEPARTURE DATE S
Holiday Weekend t

Nov 1 Return Now. 3 \

Also Available Jet Tour only t

$109 all inclusive Includes; 3
J

days. 2 nights Hotel and Round I

I

Trip Jet All Taxes and Tips }

! NIGHT CLUBS OPEN TIL 3AM i

Drinking Age 18 :

CANADA i

I Town Tours and Travel. 482 Main
r St.. Mald«n. MA02148
! (817) MI-SMn
i SIGN MP by S«pt 2Set lor miI»-

IiimIIm boowa dtecounti on our

iPt. Low4ertfal« Spring Sroak .

!
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PG1251
*U.S suggested list price

Eree.
Get our new $49 software module
when you buy an HP-41.

It's a deal that has no equal, for a calculator that has

no equal.
, . , i

Our new HP-41 Advantage software module packs

12K of ROM. One and a half times the capacity of any

other HP-41 module. Large enough to hold the most

popular engineering, mathematical and financial pro-

grams ever written for the HP-41.

You get comprehensive advanced matrix math func-

tions, roots of equations and polynomials, integrations,

base conversion and logic functions, and time value of

money fimctions.

Our new module is also sub-programmable, bo you

can quickly access just a portion of a program, or trans-

fer that section to your own program.

And it's even menu-driven. That eliminates overlays

and reduces the number of prompts.

In short, you get everything it's going to take to help

you make the grade in everything from Linear Algebra

to Physics to Electronics to Statics and Dynamics.

The HP-41 is a deal all its own. Its operatmg

system is so advanced, it doesn't need an "equals"

key. Little wonder it's preferred by more engineers

than any other calculator.

This is a limited time offer. Call (800) FOR-

HPPC. Ask for Dept. 658B. Well instantly give

you the name of a dealer who has no equal.

Do it now. The phone call is free.

But our new module won't be for long.

isa
HEWLETT
PACKARD

Im a student who has no equal. Here's my
proof-of-purchase to prove it. Please

send me my free software module.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Phone Number

HP-41 Serial Number

Mail coupon with proof-of-purchaae to:

Hewlett-Packard Co., c/o Direct Mail

Projccts/M-M, P.O. Box 10598,

Portland, Oregon 97209
Offer not radecmablc >i HP dealer. HP-41 mull be purthated

bcfwMK 8/IS/8S ind II/IS/BS. Envelopee niuet be pcMtinarked

by 12/31/85. Good only in U.S.A. Void where prohibited, laied

or rettricled by law. HP employee purchases not eli«ible. Allow

6-8 weeks (or delivery.

COMPUTER SHOW
Computers, Printers, Typewriters and Related Peripherals

EPSON

PANASONIC

corona

EATING
PROBLEMS?
Group for women
18-35 with bulimia

compulsive overeating,

bingeing/starving,

anorexia.
Registration Sept 11

Oct 4. Call Health

Education, 549-2671

x181 for more info

confidentiality insured

ERICSSON ^
ROYAL

UMASS Campus September 18, 1985

Room 162 - 175 Campus Center from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm

VISA I

Master
Card

I

228 Triangle Street

tJI Computer Works
549-7133

American
Express

Amherst

hk)w's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
RecorKftioning

Wednesday, September 18. 1985
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Today's Weather:

Today: Sunny and warm with highs in

the 80s.

Tomorrow: The same.

J

Wednesday
LUNCH

Brown Derby Sandwich
Cheese Mushroom Fondue Bake

BASICS LUNCH
Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

Cheese Mushroom Fondue Bake

DINNER
Baked Ham/Orange Glaze

Meatball Grinder
Antipasto Cold Plate with

Bread Sticks

BASICS DINNER
Polynesian Vegetables

Italian Tofu Balls and Sauce
Grinder Roll

Vegetarian Antipasto with
Bread Sticks

Attention all

Collegian staff:

MANDATORY staff

meeting 7 p.m. Tonight.
Important business will be

discussed. Correspondents

welcome.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Name in movie

lore

5 Iron ore

pigment
10 One side of an

argument
13 180' from

aweather
14 Kind of break

15 Innisfall

17 •Scat" lady

18 Speed indicator

20 Relaxed

22 Causes disliKe

23 Bat an eye
24 Pintail duck
25 Tiny cavity

27 Marathon, eg
31 Odysseus'

opponent
32 Picture puzzle

33 Murray Sctiisgai

1960s Bway hit

34 Andreanol
island

35 Satisfies

36 of pay
37 Stage design

38 Cheapskate
39 Serkin of

concert tame
40 Religious

recluses

42 Packers

43 Work, num-
bered at times

44 More exposed
45 Part of the eye

48 Expression of

regret

51 Temporary
fortification

53 A Delano
54 Beach feature

55 Tidal wave
56 List shortener

57 Before Alamos
or Galos

58 It blows hot and
cold

59 Printing term

DOWN
1 Asian weight

2 podrioa

3 Ponder the

issues

4 Tie

Edited by Trude Michel Jtffe

5 Gasoline 38 Boatswain

hydrocarbon instruments

6 Prattle 39 Green spot

7 Mild expletive 41 Simple

8 Cheering sound
9 Huge
10 Young chick

11 Ceremony
12 Turgenev's

birthplace

16 Bitter vetch

19 Oval events

21 Causticity

24 Solemn
25 in point

26 Codicil

27 Wines and
dines

28 Postponement
phrase (With

at")
29 Shrewder

Slang

30 Tinker to

to Chance
32 Playboys of

yore

35 Settled in

36 Set tree

organisms
42 Angel, in away
44 New England

granite center

45 Media letters

46 Verbal

47 City on the

Truckee
46 Sluggish

49 Russian sea
50 New Havens

pride

52 Manol

ANSWER TO PBEVtOUS PUZZLE
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^ DIETING?
Try something dif-J

ferent. Lose weighty

L sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with!J

diets' Call UHS
549-2671 ext. 181

Preregistration
deadline: Sept. 23.

Job Openings
Janitorial aide, positions

available innmediately in the

Orchard Hill/Central area. Work

study and non work study.

$3.65/hour. Must be able to work

weekends. Connplete application

forms in B1 Baker.

Hey - get me
a Colleginn.'

GOFFREDO PARISE: Solitudes. Translated from the

Italian by Isabel quigly (Adventura, $7.95 paper).

The Italians are renowned for combining muted beauty

with torrential passion. Parise, winner of the 1982 Premio

Strega, does this with great poignancy and skill, A collec-

tion of minimalist short stories arranged alphabetically,

Solitudes covers the gamut of subjects from felicita (hap-

piness) to solitudine (solitude), addressing such eternals as

youth, mystery, nostalgia and sex. While he chooses

themes that are by no means unique, Parise's writing is

uncomparable. He evokes powerful emotions with poetic

simplicity. In "Fascino (Fascination)", one of the first

stories in this collection, there is a brief description of a

mother's love for her child being all the more intense for

his backwardsness. filled with similar passages of warmth

and sympathy, it is impossible not to praise Solitudes.

KENZABURO OE, ed: The Crazy Iris, and Other Stories

of the Atomic Aftermath (Grove Press, $6.95 paper).

This yeai marked the fortieth anniversary of the bomb-

ingof Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1945, two events

whose effects had untold significance for Eastern and

Western cultures alike. In memorium Kenzaburo Oe, one

of Japan's foremost men of letters, has brought together a

collection of stories by Japanese authors reflecting first-

hand reactions to the bombing. Some of the stories involve

graphic description of the physical destruction caused by

the bomb. These are moving and horrifing. Even more

moving and horrifing, however, are the stories that

demonstrate the psychological destructiveness of the

bomb. Tamiki Hara, who wrote a story ("The Land of

Heart's Desire") dealing with his trepidations about fac-

ing an "unknowable future" in the post-atomic age, il-

lustrated his anxiety with a clarity that even his beautiful

writing could not match, he committed suicide in 1951

upon hearing rumors that A-bombs would be deployed in

Korea.

The collection is not centered around finding the party

responsible for the bombing, it does not try to attack or in-

criminate. The Crazy Iris serves a goal much more impor-

tant than finger-pointing. It teaches by way of example

the obscene violence and the profound anguish such

weapons cause. The book is a desperate plea for disarma-

ment, a desperate plea for rationality in our system of

muscle-minded superpowerdom. And what is the in-

evitable result of releasing such destructive forces? An in-

sane future of crazy irises, of once-reliable nature run

amok.

*^V^^%ifi
Building Relationship Skills

Monday 3:30 5:00

Exploring Intimacy:

Developing Meaningful

Relationships

Wednesday 3:30 5:00

Self-Exploration Group

Day and Time to Be Announced.

Call Mental Health Division of

UHS for information.

These groups begin in October Pre

registration required For information or

registration call 545 2337 or stop by the

Mental Health Service. 127 Hills North

Mental Health
UHS Groups
Group for Women with

Disordered Eating Patterns

Monday 2:30 4:00

Emotional Effects of

Chronic Physical Illness

Day and Time To Be Announced.

Call Mental Health Division of

UHS for information.

Group for Students with

Problem Drinking Parents

Tuesday 1:00 2:30

These groups will begin in October

Pre registration required For informa

tion or registration call 549 2671 ext. 181

• A concern for academics

• Best locale on campus
•A national fraternity

• Great social life

• Home cooked meals

"X T

AH - by 9 West. A shapely pump - a

seasoned performer. All leather in the colors

you have' to have. Black, grey, navy, royal

and black suede.

/ "

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN INVITED
510 N. Pleasant St.

next to Fine Arts
EEBB

\

J

Open Sundays

Wednesday. September 18, 1985
.Coliegian 11

This image ofa fetal pig
is one of many disconcer-

ting yet intriguing works
currently on display at the

Student Union Gallery.

CoUegian photo by Paul Deamarmu

i

ARTS
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ELECTION
Nomination Papers are now available in

room 420 of the S.tVident Union Building

(right above the ' Mini Store) for the

Undergraduate Student Government

Senate and the Commuter Area Govern-

ment Governing Board. Nomination period

ends September 24 at Noon. For more in-

formation call 545-0341. Election to be held

on September 30 and October 1

.

'Arts for Animals'

is an eye-opener

To review is to take risks—of offending and being of-

fended, and worse. When the subject is a mixed media

presentation of works by artists affiliated with the animal

rights movement, watch out!

Touchy stuff, here, and for good reason. Meat, multi-

nationals, monkeys, mice and mink are all tied into a cycle

of consumerism which, critics say, results in cruelty

capitalism and a world devoid of ecological sanity.

To illustrate these themes in our world, Student Union

Art Gallery Director Jane Kreisman and members of the

UMass Animal Rights Coalition advertised in The

Animals' Agenda for suitable material for the show "Arts

For Animals."

Amongst the exhibits: photographs of human/animal in-

teraction; portraits of endangered species etched in slate;

mixed-media composits with political overtones; and

animal images made surrealistic through coloring and

mounting on frames inlaid with real and unreal skins.

ArtReview

'

zr 2CS

Denver mixed-media artist Tricia Carney showed the

most original 'umph' with a number of overtly political col-

lages depicting the carnivore mentality of, amongst
others, President Reagan, his 'contra' force, the

slaughterhouse business, and easy-to-read supermarket
meat charts.

The most gripping of these featured a line-up of 35mm
shots of livestock in various stages of slaughter. Below

this film was typobabble (ABCDEFGHIJ, etc.), which the

artist explained as "the ABC's of slaughtering," along

with Reagan's infamous "founding fathers" remark. The

ugly image that connects dismembered animals to the

blood-stained contras—torture—comes alive in Carney's

works, and so do the implications of art on politics.

"We hope this show wrill inspire people to educate

themselves about the Animal Rights Coalition said.

"People can become active through our group and

others, and make signigicant changes in the lives of

animals through changes in their own personal attitudes

and habits."

This show is not morbid, as one might expect, but it sure

as hell isn't pretty. Neither is the world of animals that

we, by our dominant nature, choose to manipulate.
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AcnvmES

Paycholoay Club wriM tpontor n

for new Ptychoiogy majori (Froih and
Trantfarcl Thuraday Sapl 19th 4 to 5 Tobtn

4a
Faculty RacKal faaturtng taxop^tonwt Lynn
Klock on Thuraday, Saptambaf 19, 8:00 PM
at Bazanaon Recital Halt free

Maeaplrg'a firat general interest meeting

will be Thuraday, September 19. 7:00 pm
Commonwealth room. Student Union. All

interettad welcome.

1173 Ford Oran Torino wagon good cond
raliablfl trans 92000 mi 549 6703

Qlbaon "Grabber" baaa. 1160 good con-

dition Movable pickup Call John S46-60B4

VW B-jg 1472 great

tllOOor 80 298-4278
er>gir>e good body 4 ft Boa Constrictor and hexagonal ter

rarium with stand $250 Thomas 2S3-7797

7B nymouth Fury MGO 686-3878 until 6 pm

BANDS WANTED

Drama Group. Reading through playa of

Jewish interest Wednesday 9/18 7:30 pm
Dukes Room, Student Union

introductory on the transcendental

meditation program "Unfold Full Potential

in a Natural Manner" Thuraday Sept 19 7:30

PM Campus Ctr Room 911

AUDIO
~

Panasonic radio and tap* r«certf«r very

good sound call Una 64 6034

AUTO FOR SALE

Banda needed for Cantrel/Orcherd Hill

Octoberfeet October 19th For moreinfor-

mation caW: 546-4761 or 665 307S

OLTWOOD PROJECT
~

•oltwood Proiact Inlormatlen
maatlnga: Wednesday 9/18 r. 174, Thura-

day 9/19 rm 168C, Tuesday 9/24 rm 101,

Thuraday 9/26 rm I68C Campus Center 7:00

om Cortte aae wti|t yyera all about'

Schvyinn 10-ap**d bicycle for aal* very

good condition call Line 549-6934

FREE RABBIT

My Rabbit naad* a home, or my room
matea ¥»« kin h. Plaaae help 640-7283

HELP WANTED

lor Business or Communications majors or

any ambitious individual Gain valuable

business experience while having the oppor

tunrty to earn »200 per week. CaN Robert

Bigeiow 772-0178^

Chlldcare, light houaekeeping. driving

-Weds 1:30-6:00 pm and 2 others days

3:15-5.00 pm. Non-smoker. Must have ovim

car. Echo Hill 2S6-8839 from 8 pm to 10 pm

MOTORCYCLES

KawaaakI KZ400. IffTT low mileage Runs
great excellent condition tSOO or 80
2B6-8412

h Puch btcycle

lie reasonable

RA-EM
chance. I

Danny
got a second

78 Honda Hawk 400cc
with kriptonite lock. For

price call 263-7572

Merk - Happy Birthday" You know I lOM
ya Have a good one' All

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 lu

repai'l Alto delinquent tax property Old

1-805-687^000 ext. GH 9616 for informa-

tion

"CASH"

Paying eaah for baaaball carda call Mike

at 6464106

ENTERTAINMENT

IMS Triumph Spttfira oenvartlbta

16000 266-0663

Mint

Rack-A-Dlac Entertainment Agency.
Disc Jockeys, large screen video dances,

light shovn and rentals. 549-7144

1878 Dodge Aapen excellent condition one

family car, 4 dr power steerina brakes,

cruise AC auto 74k miles »1996 or BO
548-6094

PSYCHO
11-»1 80

Sat Sept 21 CCA 6-*1; 7, 9,

FOR RENT

NHralng Aaalatartca. all shifts, flexible

achedunng. competitive aalary, fringe

benefits. Amherst Nursing Home 266^8185

Newspaper deliverers needed in dorms
Approx 1 hr/dsv Must t>e able to work 7

days per week during the semester. Good
pay Call 263 7009

Cooka wanted part time apply in peraon

Sleepleiacks Rte 116 Sunderland 666-7960

Bua Driving Joba - UMass Transit Service

has several openings for UMass students

with Class II licenses Must be in a degree

program carrying at least 6 credits S4.60/hr

to Stan Apply at University Bus Garage For

further info call Jenny or Bud at 545-0066.

UMTS is an EO/AA employer

Need work atudy help aupervising recres

rjKfy protects contact Rick Britt 263-2717

VW QTI 04. red , sunrf . 7000/BO, 686-6469

linf Scamp' excellent runnir»g cortdltion

1600 266-0807 after 6 pm

1873 VW
263-3066

SuparbaatI* *400.00 call

70 SunWrd standard low mileage new
radials air conditioning good condition

11660 549 4698

HOUSE FOR RENT available 9/1 South

Amherst busline three bedrooms/furnished

baaement 1600.00 * utilities call Jay

Bolnick Day 2124600101; Eve.

516 786-6137

Fridg
263-!

ae Rental caH R
9742 free delivery

-f P Package Store

1978 Ford Floata

64,000 miles; must i

(KevinI

1877 Honda Civic.

MSO.OO Bob 263 2098

excellent corvJition.

ee 566^9336/263 6109

Northampton Main St 2nd fk>or front 2

bedroom apt immediately. »700 month *

utilities 1203) 344 1687 fr 10 pm only

POR SALE

rusty, drive it awty.

1877 Audi Fox 4 speed great eondltton _
41600 323 7SS5 eveninga

nie cabinets 2 dravww Week office quality

145 some computer and regular desks No
Amherst Motors 549 2880

1874 Saab, 4 steel boHed radial snows new

clutch, great body, broken CV joint. Barry.

646-0U6, <

TermJnel PerkJn-Elmer yirith modem $300

Diane 549 1449 call evenings

Computer Progremmer Part-time open
ing for peraon experienced with DEC
POP 11 or VAX computers and MACRO
assembly language. Amherst-based com-
pany, developirig communications and real-

time control software, is looking for so-

meone able to work pan time during the

achool year, with full time employment dur

ing the summer and interseaaion Excellent

opportunity' For information plaese call Pro

ceas Software Corporation at 549-6994

Do you want to Improve and Increaae
your PVTA bus service? The UMass Tran-

sit Advisory Board has openings for

undergraduate students who want input in

to the running of the transit system Apply

at tf>e SGA Presidents Office rm 403 SUB
for more info call 546-2146, Applications

due 9/20

Work for a day or a weekend al Riverside

Park Transportation is provided (or each

day of work Pay received at end of each

day Call 546^456 or 54^6641 for mfo.

fhe^ourae and Teacher Evaluation Pro-

ject needs a dedicated, organized yeer

round coordinator to be responsible for the

production of the CATE guide Candidates

must have a familiarity with data collection

and publicity and must have strong virrrting

and typing skills Positkjn is 6-9 hrs/wreek @
$3.36 during the semester, 30hrs/week dur

ing interaession and summer Pick up ap

plicatkins at 420 Student Union Deadline is

Sept 26 9 4 pm Tlte SGA is an AA/EEO
employer

Start your career now. Earn mor>ey and

work on Fortune 600 conopanies' marketing

programs on campus Pad time (flexible)

hours each week. We give references. Call

1«)0 243 9679

Babyaitter needed Immediately for two
young children Two to three hours per day

and some evenings Call 266-6800

Paintsra aaalatant 4.50 to start call Matt

548 9315

*6 hr houaa claanar naaded choose own
hours N, Amherst 549-4610

MUSIC PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS

Attantlon Banda, Muaidana Embaaay
Sound Recording Studio offers 16 track

state of the an recording for leas. Great for

demo tapes, Amherst 24 hour* 540-7640

OPEN RUSH RIDERS WANTED

An Unlvoralty Woman: Got involvad on
Campus by joir>ir>g Gamma Sigma Sigma
We offer aisterftood, campus involvement

and community service Open Rush 9/11.

9/17, 9/18 7 pm Rm 805 CC
ROOMMATE WANTED

PERSONALS

Looking for Christian Fellowahip?

Alliance Chriatian Fellowahip will meet

aoon< Call Mark or Elizabeth 253 7206

Eaperiancad » patlant taachat.
Rock /Pop /Folk /Blues (mprovisstion,

Reading. Theory, Composition Your home
or my studio Doug 549 4786

I heed for Lancester Mess simoal avary

weekend. I'm ftx>king for 3 riders to sha«
expenses. Willing to go to surrounding

towns Call Mary 546 4693

Female roommete wented, Srandywina,

for fall semester ONLY Call 548-7B48

i or 2 people to ahare Northwood Apt. Oct

1 neat responsiMa M/F aak for Diana

253 7206

Southwaat reeldenta - get involved> The
first meetir>g of the Southwest Assembly is

Thursday at 7:00 pm in the Hampden
SoiJthside Room

StRVICES

Do you really know wfiat to do? PS
doubt it. (Norm)

Profaaalonal typing done by UMass stu

dent Reasonable rates R Charron
I S37-0044

INSTRUCTION

Know your ear. Basic utomoblle
workshop 28 hours irwiuding daaaroom
and shop Limited enrollment 263-200B

You can do Itl Sir>g. dance, reed music,

play piano, guitar and more Register by 6

pm. Thursday. September 19. Performing

Ans Division, Old Chapel Discounts for

UMass students.

Southwest Residents - Are you inrereeted

in student government' Would you like to

help organize activities for Southwest? Are

you angry about the alcohol and pany
policy? If so. this IS your chance to get in

volved The first meeting of the Southwest
Area Government will be Thursday at 7 00

pm All interested residents are encouraged
to attend SWAG meetings are held in the

Hampden Southside Room

COMING SOON TO YOUR AREAI New
improved better than ever radio from
WSYL Stay tuned.

Brian'a Typing Sarvica. FaM, accurate.
Tape transcription Available almoat
anytime. 866-7662

QUALITY TYPING Long or short protects
Will correct grammar, spelling, h punctua
tion Meticulous proofreeding. New IBM
typewriter 549-0367

Naed aomathing typed? I4ew Smith-
Corona needs breaking in Special ratea for

kmger papers pell Oave 546 5766

78 Chaw Mallbu AM FM caasahe ST PB

PS air cond exc cond low mi call 256 1378

TrvW^ua^apandaWe uaeful must saN

I1SO0 o< BO 286-1370

im^Pinto 4 ap naw chitch gd/wc cond

iS46i804

Very low priced European wall units,

desks. TV/stereo cans etc auper quel

super low price call JiN 546^5397

Moped for sale Puch great shape 1226 or

beat offer caW Jim 640 8013

Terminal • Modam. 300Computer
baud. 8376 or BO Ibaf 9pm

1000 Dan
78 Flat MIraflofI 6

,
funa Braat oal Ki-Ttn

^load. Blaupunkt
1 867 alK>, minor 86 both

fair 800 oal AiMt at aB4-2aOB

RECYCLINQ - Earn credit for organiring

your dormitory Applications in 306 Student

Union 546^12

* * * JOSS * • JOBS * JOSS***
SCERA, the Student Center for Educatten

and Advocacy is hiring the following poai-

tkma: Public Reletions. An. Media Cam
paign. and Raaaarch on labor iaauea. We en-

courage all atudaiits to apply. aapaciaHy

and paopla of cokx Applicatk>na

In 4» Student Umon due 9/ 18

«l AA/EEO I

KENYA SAPS

Only 418 In the Concourse most every day
in Saptambar

LCSSIAN UNION

Hrat maMln« Wad. Itth 0:00pm munchi*

aocial foWowing Rm 178 Campus Cantar

LOST

SmaM brown laatfwi pwraa w/tong strap

1st Boor SBA iaward r

Andrew Grace Please caH hotrta, your k>v

ing brother Peter

Banda Wanted to play in the 8th annual

Soutltwaat Battle of the Bands Come pick

up an applicatkKi at the SWAG office in

HampdanCommonaorcall509eo Appiica

tton daadWna Oct 4. 5 pm

Oat v««ir teem together lor the 24th An

nual Akimni Aaaoc Trivia Contest' Live on

WMUA from 7 11 PM Fnday Oct 20.

I9B6 Win great pnjes Grand Pnre a trip to

Aruba for two' Watch Thursdays CoHagian

STEREO SPEAKERS

Perfect for Dorm or Apart Brar>d r>aw
VA 300 series, still in the box 126 watts. 3
way. liquid cooled. Suggeated retail 1749
aet. only t260<' Call David or Bob 549 7594
after 5:00

VWBUS

For aaia: 1870 VW Sua. «wy Nttla nm.
good running conditkin ,

AM/FM caasatta,

front panel needs some work (1280 caN

Sarah 548 •ai8

WAMTIO

CaHS«000mlaid2*2tSBar jgggyl-72nTanr apportuniiv

Jbn. You aia a ssondarM yiy.

vouMUf
III

keyboard piarar w/equlp ca* Sob I

or Jule 640 9843 ASAP
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Field hockey rolls on,BC falls, 2-0

Minutewomen
win Uiirdstraight,

stoppingEagles
By SUSAN GOLDBERG
Collegian Correspondent

Controlling the tempo on both ends ot the

field, the University of Massachusetts field

hockey team remained undefeated, beating

Boston College, 2-0 yesterday at NOPE
field.

During the opening minutes of the game,

Boston College showed some strong

offense, forcing UMass into its own end.

However, that offense was quickly shut

down with excellent UMass defense on the

part of senior forward Judy Morgan.

"I was a little nervous at first," said

UMass coach Pam Hixon. "They (BC) are a

much improved team and they came right

at us. It took a little while for us to get into

the flow of the game."
The Minutewomen, now 3-0 and looking

to climb from seventh in the pre-season

poll, took control of the game. UMass car-

ried its offense to the Eagles, creating

several scoring opportunities.

One of those chances finally paid off as

junior forward Erin Canniff scored the

first goal of the contest with 17:56 left in

the first half.

Taking a pass from Morgan, Canniff set

up to the right of BC goaltender Cathy-

O'Brien and lifted in her second goal of the

season.

"Erin is playing great field hockey this

season," Hixon said. "She's playing well on

the left side with freshman Ruth Vasapolli.

She's giving us both solid offense and good
steady defense."

Two minutes later, with 15 minutes left

in the first half, the second and last goal of

the game was scored by sophomore for-

ward, Tonia Kennedy.
Both goals were scored without the

benefit of penalty corners as the UMass of-

fense pressed the BC defense and O'Brien.

Kennedy's goal was unassisted as she

Collegian photo by Paul Desmaraia

Freshman forward Ruth Vasapolli drives on BC goalie Cathy O'Brien in action yesterday at NOPE. UMass won, 2-0.

pulled the ball out of a crowd in front of the

BC net and scored her second goal in as

many games.
"It's good that the goalie isn't being

tested," Hixon noted. "It means that

defense is keeping them away from the net.

They had the ball close to the endline a cou-

ple of times late in the game, but the

defense pushed it out of there. I'm very

pleased with our effort. We played well to-

day."

in the first half, UMass goaltender Kathy

Rowe made three saves. She wasn't called

on to make any in the second half as the

UMass defense kept the Eagles from tak-

ing any unobstructed shots.

Hixon was quick to point out the play of

senior defender Megan Donnelly.

"Megan really controls the defense,

Hixon said about her all-american. "She

organizes the rest of the defense and sets

the tempo for us. 1 thought Karissa Niehoff

and Chris Kocot also played well. We're

commg together, finding the right com-

binations. It's a process that takes some
time, but I feel we're on target."

O'Brien made seven first half saves and

12 for the game. A big difference came in

total number of shots attempted. The

Minutewomen had 18 shots in each half

while Boston College, 2-2, had five in the

first and four in the second. UMass enjoyed

an 11-6 advantage in penalty corners in the

game.

"Massachusetts is very strong," said BC
coach Charlene Morett, "They have good

depth in every position. The forwards are

strong and very quick. It's hard to get your

offense going against them. They are well-

coached and very tough."

UMass will try to run its record to 4-0 as

it faces Iowa on Thursday in New Hamp-
shire.

Men's andwomen's soccer on the road today
Minutemen faceNewHampshire,
undefeatedwomen are atProvidence
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

As the undefeated University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team
prepares for this afternoon's match with

Providence College at 3 p.m. in Pro-

vidence, UMass' eight-year old varsity pro-

gram stands just four wins away from 100

wins.

In comparision, it took the UMass men's

basketball team 18 seasons from 1901 at

1909 abd 1916 to 1925 to accomplish that

feat.

Even four-time national champion North

Carolina hasn't hit 100 wins in its six plus

seasons with 93 thus far.

But the only thing that matters to

UMass' sixth year coach Kalekeni Banda is

winning today's game with the Friars.

"We have to go in and take it away. It

won't be given to us. Nothing's easy for us.

If they schedule us, they have to be good or

I wouldn't schedule them.

The UMass men's soccer team, 3-2 on the

season, will be at New Hampshire this

afternoon in the only other varsity action in

tap.

As far as the schedule goes, the

Minutewomen, 2-0 and ranked third in the

nation last week, faces 1982 playoff oppo-

nent Rochester on Saturday, Brown, who
was ranked number one in the NCAA's last

season next Tuesday and Vermont next

Saturday in the drive for 100.

The Brown, Vermont and the October 3

date with Connecticut are all part of the

Minutewomen 's four game homestand that

end with the Rutgers match October 5.

"Everyone is going to go hard after us

because we're the ones to beat,"

sophomore Monica Seta said.

Seta, at the moment, is the team's se-

cond highest scorer with a team-high four

goals (eight points). Midfielder Carolyn

Micheel leads with two goals and a team-

high six assists. Micheel could threaten

Elaine contant's 1978 season assist record

of 12.

The men, riding a three-game winning

streak that has included victories over

Fairfield and Dartmouth, will go into New
Hampshire looking to maintain their con-

sistent play.

Ihe Minutemen, without the services of

last season's leading scorer Kurt Manal

due to a leg injury, are searching for in-

THE STOPPER-
KansM City Royals pit-

cher Bret Saberhagen in

action earlier this
season. He is the team's
winningest pitcher as the

Royal's battle for the

A.L. West crown.

creased scoring from their forwards and

midfielders. Freshman Sam Ginsberg

started in goal against Dartmouth. He,

along with senior Don Donahue have

shared the goaltending duties so far this

season.

SOCCER NOTES-Massachusetts has

outshot its first two opponents, Keene
State and New Hampshire College, by a

combined total of 51-1. Granted that these

two aren't the caliber of a North Carolina

or UConn, it still is an impressive testa-

ment to offensive domination.

The California-Berkely soccer team, that

was ranked second, ahead of UMass last

week, is a varsity sport but it receives its

funding from the club sport program. None
of the players on last year's Final Four
team were on scholarship.

It was California's second straight

NCAA appearance in the program's three
years,

—Sports Notices-
Anyone interested in playing fall

women's lacrosse should attend a meeting
on Wednesday, September 18 at 6:30 p.m.
in Room 153 of Totman (NOPE) Building.

INTRAMURALS: Attention anyone in-

terested in fielding an ice hockey team. En-

tries and ice rental fee are due September
30. The league will start on October 15.

Call the intramural department at

545-0022 for more information.

There will be a brief meeting for anyone
interested in being a manager for the

1985-86 men's basketball team on Thurs-

day September 19 at 4 p.m. in Boyden 222.

Call the basketball office at 545^2610 for

more information.
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Provost asks
for state funds
$1 million is requested
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

One million dollars has been requested by

the University of Massachusetts provost

for the creation of a new biotechnology

center on campus.
Provost Richard O'Brien asked for state

funding to hire a director, five new faculty

and several staff members for the new pro-

gram. In addition, a new building has been

proposed to house the 50 faculty members,
graduate and post doctorate stiidents who
will be involved in biotechnology research,

said George Agrios, chairman of the

University Biotechnology Committee.

"The new program will promote and
strengthen inter-disciplinary cooperation

among the faculty," Agrios said. "It will in-

clude faculty who still belong in their

departments and will get together as

members of the biotechnology center."

Biotechnology is a booming field which

combines research from many differenct

disciplines of science, Agrios said.

"Basically it is the application of modern
technology to<biological systems.

"It applies genetic engineering techni-

ques, computer science and high

technology to biological systems to try and

improve products or produce things that

couldn't be produced before," said Agrios.

Biotechnology research will help produce

healthier plant, animals and micro-

organisms by moving genes from one

organism to another. To do this, many dif-

ferent scientists specializing in different

fields need to combine their efforts in a

central place much like the proposed

etmlinwid on jngei

AM H E RST (515-3500) Thursday, September 19, 1985.
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CONTEMPLATING A STEP — Peter Wolfe, sophomore sports

management major and president of the UMass Skydiving Club looks

out over campus before taking the plunge. The club makes jumps every

Tuesday, Wednesday, and alternate Thursdays. For more information

call 545-0829.

Ward's suicide titled a shock
Pastpres identnoted

foraccomplishments
By BRION McALARNEY
Collegian Staff

John W. Ward is best remembered for

his idealism and unselfishness as president

of Amherst College and chairman of the

Massachusetts state commission named
after him which investigated fraud in state

and county building contracts.

For those who knew him, his death this

summer, recently ruled a suicide, came as a

total shock.

"I find it difficult to believe ... he had

things together too well," said Evan
Johnston, Legal Services Office consultant,

who worked with the Ward Commission as

Vice Chairman of the University of

Massachusetts Building Authority.

"I idolized him, he ws one of my heroes,"

Johnston added.

Ward, a Harvsu-d graduate and ex-

marine, taught English and American
history for over 20 years, at Princeton

University and then Amherst College.

IN 1971, he was named the 14th presi-

dent of Amherst College.

"He was a very popular, very humane,

supportive person," said Kurt Hertzfeld,

treasurer at Amherst College under Ward.

Ward's accomplishments included the in-

troduction of co-education at Amherst.

"The whole idea of diversity of teh stu-

dent body weighed heavily on his mind,"

said Hertzfeld. He tried to get student

from blue-collar and poor families to attend

the College, Hertzfeld said.

Ward was popular with the student body,

as he led a student sit-in at Westover Air

Force base in 1972. The action was not

popular with alumni, but Hertzfeld said,

"In perspective, I think most alumni will

agree that co-education was right and the

Vietnam affair needed to be called to public

awareness."
In May 1978, Ward accepted an offer by

Gov. Dukakis to head a panel which un-

covered fraud in the awarding of building

contracts and came to be known as the

Ward Commission.
The Ward Commission found that "con-

tractors bid so low tht in order to make
money, they had to cheat on the job," said

Johnston. ^^^^^^^^
"Ifind it difficult to believe . . .

he had things together too

well."

—Evan Johnston, LSO consul-
tant

Johnston found that the damage to

University building was an estimated $25

to $30 million.

Ward felt that the problem in

Massachusetts was that there was not a

system of construction, that money was be-

ing spent wherever there was pressure,

said Johnston.

"He realized that UMass was the

flagship to the state college system ... he

merely wanted to point out a poorly done

job ... he blamed it on the loose system,"

said Johnston.

Overall, the commission investigated

$10.1 billion worth of construction, of

which 75 percent was faulty, he added.

The Commission managed to push three

bills through the state legislature, despite
conlinuni on /mijt .<

"Freedom Friday'

Motion endorsed
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Undergraduate Student Senate last night

approved a motion to endorse "Freedom
Friday" activities which includes a call for

suspension of classes. The decision was
reached two hours after a prolonged

debate on Commuter Area Government
appointments.

The "Freedom Friday" motion, spon-

sored by senators Paul Wingle and Clare

Bouzan, calls upon Chancellor Joseph

Duffey to classes tomorrow and declare a

general academic moratorium on all cam-

pus activities. The purpose, according to

the motion, is to show solidarity with

those people in all countries who are

struggling for their freedom and human
rights.

"It's not enough that we decry racism

on our campus," Wingle, the sponsor,

said. "This university is not an island."

Wingle said that realistically classes will

probably not be canceled, but "if we make
it known that this issue requires the atten-

tion of the entire University and makes us

think ... I think it's important."

After much debate on the effectiveness

of the suspension of classes, senator

Gayle Wintjen called for the senate to

relate to the South Africa's anquish.

"Just try to put yourselves in the posi-

tion of the South African students," Win-

tjen said. "You're here in one of the finest

universities and they're fighting for their

til 1 1, lift • /"'»' J

Debate found

in sanctions

by Reagan
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

Since signing an executive order on sanc-

tions against South Africa, President

Reagan has come under attack from critics

as "cozying up" to the South African

government.
"Anyone who descril)es these sanctions

as "cozying up" to the South African

government is wrong," said Ashley Wills,

country officer for South Africa at the

Southern Africa Affairs Bureau of the

Senate Department. "Our government is

looked at with suspicion by South African

government. We are not regarded as a

friendly power," he continued at a panel

discussion held last night on the United
States and the crisis in South Africa.

According to Wills, there are two
societies in South Africa. "One is

predominantely white, middle-class. The
second is black, poor, and
underprivileged

. '

'

White South Africans have never been a
majority, yet they have always ruled.

"They are afraid that their values will be
crushed if taken over by the black

majority," Wills said.

Dr. Jean Sindab, executive director of

the Washington office on Africa, had some
opinions about Reagan's recent sanctions.

"You must understand how these sanc-

tions came about. Ronnie counted every

head in the House and Senate and knew
that 2/3 of both the House and Senate could

override his veto. To save himself the em-
barrassment of being the first president in

12 years to be overridden by Congress, he

signed the executive order."

Sindab added, "It makes no sense to stop

bank loans to South Africa when the banks

themselves have already stopped loaning

money to South Africa or to ban the impor-

tation of the kruggerand when kruggerand

sales are off 80 percent. These sanctions

are symbolically important at best."

President Reagan's policy on construc-

tive engagement was addressed by Roger
Wilkins, a member of the Steering Com-
mittee of the Free South Africa Movement.
"I don't like it and I never liked it. I think

the policy is dead. Ron buried it the day he

signed the executive order."

Many people view the South African

crisis as complex. "It's only complex from
the view of white people because they have
to worry about reconstructing a policy

which is fair to blacks without giving up
power," Wilkins said.

He also addressed the issue of com-
munish coming to South Africa. "I've been
to South Africa and I've been to Russia. I

don't believe communism is coming to

South Africa because the Russians are such

profound racists that they are reversed

Midases. Everything they touch turns to

mud!"

Inside:

Reverend kidnapped in Lebanon is releas-

ed 2

New S.A.T.F. salary program affects stu-

dent imput 3

Volleyball team remains undefeated. . .
16

"H'n not enough that we decry racism on

(mr campus. This University is not an
island."

—Paul Wingle, student senator for

"Freedom Friday"

i
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A WARM WELCOME
TURNS CHILLY -
President Ronald
Reagan displays a

handmade sweater he

received during an ap-

pearance in Concord,

N.H., yesterday.
Reagan received the

gift from New Hamp-
shire Gov. John
Sununu after address-

ing a lunchtime crowd
at the Statehouse
which wound up in-

cluding protesters
with various signs.
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ANNOUNCING
The 24th Annual Alumni Association Trivia Contest

Friday, September 20th, 1985 7-11 p.m.

Broadcast Live on WMUA 91.1 Fft/I

GRAND PRIZE A TRIP FOR TWO TO ARUBA !!

THE RULES
We ask a question and play a song. You call us at 545-3150

with the answer to the question and/or the song title and ar-

tist. We give one point for each correct answer. The top five

teams win great prizes.

Teams can register until 5 p.m. on Friday the 20th at the

Alumni Office in Memorial Hall, or by calling 545-3150 beginn-

ing at 6 p.m. The contest starts at 7 p.m. on WMUA 91.1 FM
and lasts until 11 p.m.

A Preseniation of the University of Massachusetts Alumni Office in cooperation with

Wfy^UA 91 1 FM and numerous local merchants

Weir released to U.S.

safety of others untold
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) - Rev. Benjamin Weir is free after

a 16-month kidnapping ordeal in Lebanon, but President

Reagan said yesterday that he "will not be satisfied" until

the SIX remaining American captives also are released.

Weir was released to U.S. authorities in Beirut on

Saturday, but an announcement was withheld to deter-

mine whether the release of the other Americans might

alao be obtained.
^

"We were trying to keep it so quiet because we don t

want to do anything that endangers the chances of the

other six," Reagan said at the conclusion of a speech pro-

moting his tax reform proposal.

But White House spokesman Edward Djerejian, brief-

ing the press after Reagan's speech, said it became ap-

parent Tuesday night that no more releases were "immi-

nent."

Forged letter

rewords book

of moral issues
BOSTON (AP) - The

author of "Telling Right

from Wrong" said yesterdy

he can't get speaking
engagements on campuses

since he admitted forging a

letter of praise for his book

from a Harvard professor.

Timothy J. Cooney's book

on moral philosophy was
published this summer by

Prometheus Books, of Buf-

falo, N.Y., after Random
House canceled it last

November. The book is in its

second printing after an in-

itial run of 3,000 copies, he

said.

Cooney admitted last year

he manufactured a letter

purporting to be from
Robert Nozick, chairman of

the philosphy department at

Harvard, which described

the book as "truly
brilliant."

"What I did was definite-

ly immoral," Cooney, 56,

said in a telephone inter-

view from his New York
home. "I didn't have a book

that anybody would read. I

couldn't get academics to

read it, because I'm not in

academia.
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Arts in America:
Nowand the Next 10 Years

Symposium
Monday, Sept. 23

2-4:30 pni — Panel discussion

4:30-5 pni - Question & Answer period

Panelists

HOWARD KI.EIN, The Rockefeller l-oundation

RENEK LEVINE, Natl. Endowment tor the Arts

MAREENE PENNISON, dancer/cht)reoj;rapher

MARTIN PURYEAR, sculptor/visual artist

MAX ROACH, percussionist/composer

GUNTHER SCHUEEER, composer/conductor

Free and Open to the Public

Call 545-35 1 7 for details
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Professionals no longer answer to student boards
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Professionals paid through the Student Activities Trust

Fund will no longer answer to the student boards which

hire them, a result of a controversial professional wage

classification study implemented in July.

The salary program is designed through recommenda-

tions from a two-year study by Olney Associates of

Boston, a management consulting firm. The job classifica-

tion system sets wage scales for non-academic profes-

sionals at rates comparable to positions at 15 other

schools.

"Olney removed student input," President of the

Graduate Student Senate, Jerry L. Ashlock, said. "In-

stead of answering to student boards, people hired by stu-

dent boards and paid through student funds, now answer

to the administration."

"Policy making aspects have shifted subtly," Legal Ser-

vices Staff Attorney, Tom Coish. said. "Within our new

job descriptions there are virtually no references to the

student boards which we used to answer to. Authority has

State Rep Buell

aims forprogression
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

A woman now spending her first year as a

Massachusetts state representative* has serious goals of

progression for her own gender, and for her alma mater;

The University of Massachusetts.

Rep. Carmen Buell, D-Greenfield, who graduated from

the University in 1984 with a masters degree in regional

planning, said the statewide issues she is currently con-

cerned with include the "feminization of poverty" and ris-

ing tuition costs.

"You can look at prevalent nationwide statistics which

show that children are the largest growing sector of peo-

ple in the United States living in poverty. Children are

poor because their mothers are poor," Buell said.

Women, she said, have a special role in the Legislature.

Though there is an official women's legislative caucus with

an approxiamate membership of 25, which works as a lob-

bying tool for those issues directly affecting women, Buell

added, there "need to be a lot more women in the

Legislature," and "there needs to be a really strong sup-

port system for women who want to run for seats, both

financially and emotionally."

Sexism wasn't a big issue in her campaign, Buell said,

but noted, "Once I've been here (in the House of

Representatives) I've found issues that are usually tradi-

tionally women's issues are not taken as seriously as

others, and we've had to work a lot harder to get them the

attention they deserve."

Buell also hopes this year to make UMass more accessi-

ble and more attractive to students, particularly those

who presently can't afford higher education.

"I have a strong commitment to making sure UMass is

supported substantially. We're working to set up a system

so students can attend the school regardless of their finan-*

cial situation. That's one thing I feel very strongly about,"

she said.

Noting a recent LTMass event where Chancellor Joseph

Duffey said that UMass should aspire to be the best public

institution in New England, Buell said, "Instead, I believe

what we should be saying is, 'we should be the best in the

entire country'. That's what our goal should be. Let's not

accept anything inferior to that."

Buell said she hopes students "will get invloved in

political activity" because if not decisions "will be made in

the void."

"I recognize the frustration in getting involved, but the

only other alternative is not getting involved and if that's

the way stud'^^nts will be, they have no right to complain

about unfair legislation which affects them," she added.

Though Buell said state politics "isn't necessarily dic-

tated by party," she said Democrats "have got to focus

much more on local level elections."

"There is no basic mechanism of support for a state level

candidate and those of us who have recently ran for a seat

in the Legislature know what kind of money and energy

the Republicans are exerting and know that that is what

they're shooting for," she said.

shifted to the administration."

"It's used to be explicit that Directing Attorney,

Charles DiMare, acted under the direction of the student

governing board," Coish said. "Now he answers to the ad-

ministration, the Student Activities Office."

Coish said he viewed the emphasis toward ad-

ministrative supervision within advocacy groups as poten-

tially dangerous. "The possibility for compromising our

legal situation is all too real.

"We can sue the University; we are often opposing par-

ties," he said. "This program creates a serious conflict of

interest."

Coish said that job descriptions under Olney do not ade-

quately reflect what the job is. "Supervision of students is

given no great weight," he said. Under the program,

students ar counted as half a person. "This has the effect

of enhancing top-level administrators who work with

other professionals," he said. Legal Services employs six

full-time students. Coish's new job description states that

he "provides functional supervision of up to three student

paralegals, total one person."

"As a lawyer I have more to lose than an administrator

in a supervisory capacity," Coish said. "My Massachusetts

attorney's license is on the line if something goes wrong.

"Student empowerment is eroding," Coish said, "and

Olney is being used as the vehicle."

Under the Olney program, problems with jobs may only

be grieved with approval from department heads, Coish

said, compromising employees' abilities to appeal.

"Basically, Olney does what the administration wants it

to do," Ashlock said, "it was commissioned to redefine,

but what it actually does is disempower students."

Ashlock said the program has given impetus to a union

drive by the Office and Professional Employees Interna-

tionl Union.

"Professional don't have adequate representation on

campus," he said. To hold an election the union must have

signed union cards from 30 percent of the professional

staff. Ashlock said he expects to go into the election with

50 percent.

Collepan photo by Michelle Segall

SIGNS OF GOOD WEATHER — John Dunn (center) teaches his intermediate sign language

class outside on Tuesday afternoon. The course is offered by the School of Education.

Telefnnd seeks to aid UMass
By JENN HEMENWAY
Collegian Correspondent

Perhaps one of the most elite clubs on

campus is "The Chancellor's Club," open

for membership to anyone willing to give

$1,000 or more to the University of

Massachusetts.

Seeking to bolster University monies,

Telefund, the University's telemarketing

project, solicits telephone contributions by

making membership to "The Chancellor's

Club," and other pledge levels available to

alumni and parents of University students.

"It's the most visible component of the

school's development program at this

point," said Robert Frickler, associate

director of development. "It's the most

sophisticated version of phone solicitation I

know of."

Telefund, which started in 1983, has

employees which telephone 60,000 p)eople

each fiscal year. "The impact of the pro-

gram has been very dramatic," Fricker

said. Contributions from Telefund's annual

fund drive have doubled in two years. In

fiscal year 1983, donations reached

$774,000. In 1984, donations reached

$1,232,000.

The money is generated from alumni and

parents. Thirty-five to 40 percent of

parents contacted contributed, for a total

of $298,000. "Parents are extremely sup-

portive of the school," Director of Telefund

Linda Lawrence, said. "They are concern-

ed about the quality of education."

Lawrence said 40 percent of the class of

1985 gave an average pledge of $37. "This

is a clear indication of the affection alumni

contacted hold for the school," Fricker

said.

Student workers do most of the calling.

"We hire an elite core of student,"

Lawrence said. She said she feels Telefund

has a good quality of extremely persuasive,

skilled callers.

Callers are trained to encourage alumni

to make substantial gifts to the University.

"The goal is the begin them (alumni) in the

habit of giving early and try to raise the

gift yearly," Fricker said.

Telefund divides donations into several

levels. "We take advantage of where peo-

ple feel their sense of belonging," Fricker

said. The first level, termed the

Chancellor's Club, is a gift of $1000.

Callers are also trained to sell the school.

"Callers want to do something for the

University and are aware that it's growing

and want to be a part of it," Lawrence said.

AI' LaM'rphotd

John W. Ward, the

late Amherst College

president.

if Ward- fontynurd frnm page I

much opposition, including

then House Speaker Thomas McGee who "did not

necessarily want the whole picture cleaned up" said

Johnston.

The three bills included new construction procedures

and a division of capital planning, the Criminal Bribery

Act, which forbids contributions to political campaigns by

contractors, and an Inspector General Bill, establishing an
Inspector (General as watchdog for state and county con

struction.

Johnston said Ward was "very articulate, always had a

good sense of humor, always a twinkle in his eye. He felt

very deeply about a lot of things—his state, his city ... I

think we have lost a giant of a person—heart and mind."

Memorial service 2:30 p.m. Oct. 10 in Memorial Church
at Harvard Yard.

itsenate
nrnttnurdfrom page I

public schools."

Earlier in the meeting, 70

minutes of debate went
toward Commuter Area
Government appointments,

which was the same issue

debated for two hours last

week.
Despite the prolonged

debate, the main motion,

calling for the 13 commuter
appointments was passed

by the body.

Debate centered around
nine commuter appoint-

ments made during this

week by the governing

board and four that were
put off indefinitely last

week. A question of
whether the appointments

were made constitutionally

arose during debate.

John Crowley, chair of the

(Jovernmental Affairs Com-
mittee said the appointing

power of the Commuter
Area Governing Board has

"been an assumed power
for the last six years." He
added that the commuter
governing board does not

"have the written power to

do what its been doing."

Dave Martin, spokesman
for the commuter govern-

ment said he has "operated

under the assumption that

the governing board had the

power to appoint."

"The Commuter Area
(Jovernment's
constitution," Crowley said,

"is approximately a half

page long and nothing in the

constitution says anything

about appointments.'

In other business, SGA
co-president Dani Burgess

said thf proposed construc-

tion of an ice arena, will

have a fee structure calling
r a 24-year bond totaling

million.—I $35
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i^biO'tech
biotechnology center,

Agrios said.

"We don't have a

biotechnology tradtion," he

said. The proposed program

^^^^^^^m^^^ continued from page I

will centralize equipment

for the biotechnology facul-

ty to use, while they still

work in their own depart-

ments. He said faculty for

the program will come from

department retirements in

addition to the new faculty

who will be hired if the pro-

posal is passed.

"We hope that research in

biotechnology will be fund-

ed by private industry or by and competv for funds (<»

granting agencies such as get grant moiu'y

the National Science Foun-

dation and the National In-

stitute of Health," said

Agrios. The faculty will

have to submit proposals

"One of tin- big Ihnists of

biotechnology is to incnvisr

cooperation Ih'(w»'«'Ii tlu-

University aixl privalr m
dustry . . . that might lead

^*if
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Join the S.G.A.
Nomination Papers are available

in roonn 420 of the Student Union

Building for the Undergraduate

Student Governnnent Senate and

the Commuter Area Governing

Board. Nomination period ends

September 24 at noon. For more

information call 545-0341
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to discoveries that can be

useful to society," he said.

Students will also be able

to receive hands-on training

with biotechnology research

;iri(l will l)e well-equipped to

enter a booming field upon

gra<i nation. "It's where the

jobs are today," Agrios

saiti. "There's a company in

("anibridge where the

avera^'e age of the

employees is 81."

The university
biotechnology committee
sent out a cjuestionnaire to

20 departments and reciev-

e<i answers back from 18

departments who are cur-

rently involved in or have

plans to do biotechnology

research. Agrios said the

departments come from the

colleges of food and natural

resources, natural science

and mathematics and arts

and sciences. The chemical

engineering and polymer

science also indicated in-

terest in participating in the

program.
Provost O'Brien submit-

ted the budget for the

biotechnology center to the

Board of Trustees last May.
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Study abroad at the

ITHACA k COLLEGE

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and European
studies are offered in literature,

history, art history, drama, music,

sociology, education, psychology,
communications, and politics.

Special programa ottered In Drama.
Intemshlpe avallabie to quaHflad

•tiMlants In Intemallonal Butlneaa,

Sodal Seivlcee, Political Science,

Ecorwmics and Communlcatlona.
Visits to the theatre, museums.

galleries, schools, social and
political institutions are an
integral part of the curriculum

1

For further Information write:

International Programs - SP
1

Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York 14850

Professionally Taught

ADULT
DANCE
CLASSES

Ballet

Jazz

Modern Dance

Ten Week
Courses $50.

starting Oct. 1st

For information

and schedule phone
549-1555

AMHERST
BALLET
CENTRE

29 Strong St.

one block east of

Butterfield Dorm
across

E. Pleasant St.

Foinoos&
WelcomeBackSixPack

At Ponderosa, a six-pack ot savings goes a long wag. Come with gour

roommates, dorm floor, fraternitg orsororitg. One coupon covers them all.
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DIVERSITY WEEK '85

Get The Whole Picture

Thurs. Sept. 19
- Referral Fair/Open House:

Student Union Ballroom,

Noon - 6 pm
- Concert: UB40: Fine Arts Center

8 pm, sponsored by UPC
- Play: Dance in the Railroad

Hampden Theater, 8 pm sponsored

by New World Theater

- An Open Debate: John Reiken

A prolife activist SUB, 8 pm
Sponsored by the New Testament

Christian Fellowship

* Sponsored by Students, Faculty, Staff and Friends of the 5

College Community

Sponsored by the Student Government Association, the

Board of Governors, Office of the Third World Affairs,

Women's Leadership Project, Commuter Area Government,

Union Program Council, and You.

Fri. Sept. 20
- * * 'Freedom Friday for

South Africa'' March and

Rally Against Apartheid

Amherst Commons to UMass

10:30 - 3:00

- Women's Film Festival:

Nadine Gordimer Stories

Campus Center 163 7-9:30 pm

Sat. Sept. 21
- Dance in the Railroad

- Art of Awareness

Workshop: Cultural and Political

Expression through Art

Commonwealth Room, noon - 6 pm
Sponsored by SCERA

\
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ANC ''Soviet-controlled" Multi-faceted fraternities
Once again. UMass finds itself wrapped

in controversy: the cause currently being

crusaded for is the "freedom" of South

Africa. On campus, students see posters

promoting the \iolent overthrow of the

repressive South African government, and

advocating the granting of power to the

African National Congress (ANC) and the

South West Africa People's Organization

(SWAPO). Before we all jump on the

politically-popular "anti-South African"

bandwagon, we should investigate the

credibilty of the ANC. At the same time.

we should put South Africa into historical

perspective, as we remember the results of

our self-righteousness in the past; in Cam-

bodia. Vietnam, Nicaragua, and Iran.

The ANC is. quite frankly, a teiy-orist

organization controlled and supplied in

large part by the Communist bloc. This

may sound like "red-baiting" to righteous

radicals, yet their complaint is only valid as

long as the factual evidence is ignored.

ANC-sponsored terrorism is well known

to any one who is knowledgeable on the

subject of South Africa. Bishop Desmond

Tutu, for instance, has long been involved

with the ANC. and has spoken highly of

such noted terrorists as Nelson Mandela

and Oliver Tambo. Tutu once described

Tambo (leader of the ANC) as "a person

with Christian convictions and sincerity in

his desire for peace and justice and

democracy in South Africa." Yet in 1983,

Tambo showed his "Christian convictions"

by ordering the terrorist arm of the ANC
(the Umkhonto We Size) to explode a car

bomb on a crowded street in downtown

Pretoria. On this occasion, 17 people were

killed and more than 200 injured, most of

them black. In 1984, Tambo showed his

"desire for peace and justice" by having

the ANC explode a car bomb in the port ci-

ty of Durban, killing three people and

wounding 16 oth:'rs.

Indeed, the ANC extremists within

South Africa have increased their use of

violence. This violence, however, has been

directed not only at the South African

government, but also at black leaders who
reject the Marxist-Leninist goals of the

ANC.
From Dec. 1984 to Jan. 1985, more than

30 black mayors or community council

members were murdered or critically in-

jured. Sam Dlamini, the deputy mayor of

Sharpeville, was hacked to death with

machetes by 12 ANC militants; Phillemon

Diphoko, deputy mayor of Evaton, was

stfjned to death by 40 ANC extremists;

Mayor A. P. Kuhmalo of Katlehong wa.s

firebomhjed; and the list goes on. Yet the

American media and Bishop Tutu convient-

ly ignore this ANC-sponsored violence

Peter Dow
against moderates who want peaceful

change in South Africa.

In Nov. 1982, the U.S. Senate Subcom-
mittee on Security and Terrorism under-

took a massive investigation to reveal the

"roots" of the ANC; what they found was
not surprising. The ANC has long been

dominated by the South African Com-
munist Party (SACP): after taking

testimony from South African exf)erts, it

was revealed that of the 22 top members of

the ANC National Executive Committee,

10 were also members of the SACP. One of

the experts was Bartholomew Hlapane, a

former member of the Central Committee
of the SACP, and of the National Exeuc-

tive Committee of the ANC, who declared;

"No major decision (of the ANC) could be

taken without the concurrence and ap-

proval of the Central Committee of the

SACP. Most major developments were in

fact intiated by the Central Committee."

Hlapane also stated that the sole source of

funds for the ANC's military activities was
the SACP itself (Hlapane and his wife were
subsequently murdered in their Soweto
home on Dec. 16, 1982 by an ANC assasin

armed with an AK-7 rifle).

Dr. Igor S. Glagolev, who defected from

the USSR in 1976 and who had been a

Soviet coordinator for southern African

terrorism, stated: "The decision to begin

an offensive for the conquest of southern

Africa was taken by the Politburo of the

Communist Party of the USSR near the

end of the 1960's . . . Through Usef Dadu
(the national chairman of the SACP) the

Soviets control not only the SACP but the

ANC as well (Dadu is also Vice Chairman
of the ANC Revolutionary Council)."

From such evidence exposing the ANC's
terrorist acts and communist ties, the

American people should at least be ques-

tioning the credibility of ANC claims that

they represent the South African majority

and that they desire democracy. The self-

righteous leftists have ignored the apalling

and repressive governments that they have

assisted to power in such "liberated" coun-

tries as Iran, Vietnam, Cambodia, and

Nicaragua. It is now up to moderates and

conservatives to assume the politically un-

popular position of supporting peaceful,

pragmatic change in South Africa, for this

is the only way to prevent the massive

bloodbath that will surely follow if the ter-

rorist, Soviet-controlled AN(J gains power.

Feter Dow is a UMass studevt.

Last week, talk show host Phil Donahue

let the nation know that fraternities are the

worst type of institution in America, and

that they promote corruption of young men

all over the country. Unfortunately, the at-

titude which he displayed on his show is ab-

sorbed as gospel by millions of Americans,

including many UMass students, who have

a tendency to dislike fraternaties to begin

with. Being in a fraternity myself, and see-

ing the inner workings, I feel that the

record should be set straight on the cam-

pus' fraternity system, because it would be

unfair to judge the system before its case

has been stated.

One of the foremost assests of frater-

nities is that they sponsor more fundraising

events and community service projects

than does any other sector of the campus.

Over $100,000 has been raised recently for

such diverse charities as Multiple

Schlerosis, Easter Seals, Cystric Fibrosis,

the Jimmy Fund, the United Way, and the

Police Delinquency Project. Also, this

week, all of the campus fraternities are go-

ing to join together in helping to build a

children's park at the Fort River School.

This is no small task which is being under-

taken.

All of this requires a lot of planning,

organizing, leadership, and responsibility.

It does not just materialize on its own.

These experiences acquired in a fraternity

come in handy in the real world. These are

things that cannot in the residential houses

or in an apartment complex. Having to

keep the house in order, the brotherhood

motivated, and the budgetary checkbook

balanced gives every brother a taste of run-

ning, and being a part of, a business. In

essence, fraternities are just that, a

business among friends. Because of that,

many fratenity men are now today's

business leaders.

What is hazing? Don't all fraternities re-

quire that their pledges perform ridiculous

Ronald Berutti

or dangerous acts in order to become a

brother? Some fraternities may still haze,

but on the whole, it appears that frater-

nities are becoming much more aware of

the uselessness of hazing. Speaking from

personal experience, I can honestly say

that I was not hazed, nor were those in my
pledge class. I strongly believe that most

fraternities do abide by the law and do not

haze. Instead, there appears to be a trend

by fraternities to use the pledge period as a

constructive learning experience where

friendship and community involvement are

stressed.

As for social life, fraternities are

unbeatable. Lasting friendships are found

here, held together by the secret bond of

brotherhood. Also, on a campus where

socializing is on the realm of extinction,

fraternities offer a tremendous social

outlet for all students. What is better than

50 friends socially interacting among
themselves and others on campus? People

will claim that fraternities promote
drunkenness and sexual harassment, but

just take a walk Southwest Residential

Area on a weekend evening; sexual harass-

ment and drunknness will be found in every

corner. Drunkenness and sexual harass-

ment are a product of our times, not a pro-

duct of our fraternities, and they can be

found anywhere on any college campus.

However, fraternities make a concerted ef-

fort to limit this type of behavior.

So don't automatically be biased by so-

meone else's unknowledgeable opinion of

fraternities. First, see what fraternities

can do for you, and then formulate your
own opinion.

Ronald Beruti is a Collegian correspondent

and a n>*nnber ofPi Kappa Alpha Fraterni-

ty.

Strategies for arms talks
Between 1945 and 1970, the United

States exercised what can technically be

called unilateral arms restraint, while the

Soviet Union undertook an extensive

nuclear arms proliferation. The U.S. didn't

call it that because Washington, especially

by the 1960's, decided that arms reductions

would be more likely once the USSR had

achieved nuclear warhead parity. The
result was two arms control treaties.

Now, the superpowers have put a new
twist to long term nuclear arms control

strategy; word twisting. Word twisting is

the wrapping of senseless pledges in golden

paper.

The first twisting came with Mr. (Gor-

bachev's golden pledge of unilaterally

freezing all Soviet missile deployments in

Europe until November, and called on the

Americans to do the same. Thus, he

reasoned, a goodwill atmosphere would be

established for arms reductions negotia-

tions. What he didn't bother mentioning is

that the Warsaw Pact has largely finished

its SS-20 deployments, and will begin

replacing them with new missiles in—you

guessed it—November.
NATO, however, has not finished deploy-

ing its missiles which will (allegedly)

counter the SS-20's. With fewer NATO
missiles in Europe, the Reagan administra-

tion would never agree to Gorbachev's

terms, since the U.S. vows to negotiate

from a position of strength. In world opi-

nion, however, the Soviets look great: a

unilateral step to reduce the threat of

nuclear war which the West refuses to par-

ticipate in.

The second major word twisting occur-

red this summer when the United States

proposed on-sight inspections of
underground nuclear testing. The Soviets

declined, since they view such inspections

on their soil as espionage. Their twist: a
golden, universal freeze on nuclear testing

Mark Rubin
from Aug. 6 until Jan. 1— even
longer—pending a reciprocal American
response. The U.S. refuses to become in-

volved in nonverifiable arms agreements
and has vowed to continue testing.

Another great propaganda success for the

Soviets, and another blow for the stingy,

untrusting Americans.

Many people view such a war on words

without too much alarm. Propaganda cam-

paigns have always been commonplace bet-

ween the superpowers. Work twisting,

however, is different. It's the meaningless

committments in the golden wrapping that

is so concerning. Should this continue,

huge, unilateral arms reductions may be

m^e, but absolutely nothing would be

done to curtail the arms race.

In about two months, Mr. Reagan and

Mr. Gorbachev will meet for their infamous

summit conference. No one is expecting a

miracle. Nuclear disarmement, negotiated

by two distrusting foes will, unforunately,

take more time.

What could come out of this summit is a

pledge to terminate the beginnings of the

word twisting era. In its place, an overall

strategy must be agreed upon to break out

of the stale-mate at the Geneva nuclear

arms negotiations. An excellent position

would be a mutual pledge to view nuclear

arms solely as a deterrent to nuclear arms.

This makes arms reduction easier because

it eliminates the impossible task of

weighing, for example, the value of nuclear

weapons vis-a-vis conventional forces. By

centering negotiations on just nuclear

arms, the problem will be easier to deal

with.

Mark RvMn is a UMass studerd.

Constitution affects all
At present, there are approximately 150

issues which are of immediate concern to

the students on this campus. These areas of

concern pose imminent and dangerous

threats to the rights of students within our

community. On a lighter note, there are ap-

provimately 100 more issues which need

our attention and concern so they do not

reach the levels of danger which are

presented by the first set of issues we men-

tioned. Obviously, this is a task far too

large for us or any of the other student

leaders to handle aJone. We need to work
together if we are going to successfully

resolve any of these issues. In fact, in many
respects, the student government is better

at finding you something to occupy your

time than the unemployment office. Just

stop by the president's office, tell us what

type of things you would enjoy working on

(where your expertise lies) and we will give

you the rundown on what issues need your

help and where you can take the opportuni-

ty to aid your fellow students.

At last night's student senate meeting,

the new and most recent version of the Stu-

dent Government Association's Constitu-

tion was brought for consideration. Big

deal—Right?? Wrong, it is a big deal, in fact

one of the most important that will be fac-

ing us this year. Throughout the past few

years, students and administrators have

been heavily negotiating many areas of

concern within this document. These in-

clude such things as the Bill of Rights,

which students would like to include to help

insure that the needs of all students at the

University are adequately and legally

responded to by the University administra-

tion. Also, this includes fighting for the in-

clusion of agencies and structures, such as

the Student Judiciary, which will allow the

students of this campus to maintain the

sovereignty of their everyday actions,

without having them lost somewhere in the

University bureacracy. Obviously, there

Roth/Burgess
are many more areas of concern, ranging

from money problems to rules and regula-

tions.

Before the saga of the SGA Constitution

ends in the senate, it first must go to all of

the Residential Areas. Four of the Residen-

tial Area Governments must approve it

before it can be brought to the floor of the

Senstte for final consideration. Everything

in this document effects the students of

this campus! If it is ultimately passed by

the Board of Trustees then it will become

the official University policy regarding the

rights and quality of the student govern-

ment. This will affect the quality of life

which every one of us obtains from thi?

university.

The constitution provides all of us with

the perfect opportunity to become involv-

ed. The House Councils, Area Govern-

ments and the Student Senate are all

holding representative elections and are

beginning to build their agendas for the

coming year. By starting your involvement

now, you can learn the complicated pro-

cesses of the SGA firsthand by studying

the constitution. This is also a chance for

you to help organize your Residence Hall

and/or Area around the important issues

which you want to see them deal with dur-

ing the coming semesters. Remember, you

also have the option of running for the stu-

dent senate. Stop by the Student Senate

Office (420 SUB) this week or next week

for details.

One final thought: Universities cannot

exist without a student population. Isn't it

time we worked together to make our

presence known?!

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are the SGA
co-presidents.
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Accomodating a stranger

Letters
AIDS insensitivity ostracizes
We are again amazed by the insensitivity

of our fellow students. Stuart Gottlieb's

assertions (Sept. 17) that AIDS patients

should be further shunned by society has

enraged us.

Medical researchers have found that

AIDS seems to be transmitted only

through bodily fluids, such as blood, semen,

and possibly saliva. It cannot be transmit-

ted by mere contact with an AIDS victim.

However, people of this society, in their

selfish, paranoid way, have chosen to

ostracize AIDS victims and their sup-

porters. Is not AIDS enough of a burden to

bear? Must we also remove all semblemce

of a normal life from the victims? Must be

strip these victims of their dignity?

In Mr. Gottlieb's opinion AIDS sufferers

should be denied such rights and privileges

as dental care, public education, and hous-

ing. Is it not logical that people with AIDS
would not admit to having the disease in

order to avoid such persecution? It follows

that this would decrease public awareness

of the disease and retard the research pro-

cess that will eventually lead to a cure.

American society should confront the

AIDS crisis by helping its victims, both in

maintaining the lifestyles to which they

have become accustoming and in seeking a

cure to the disease.

M. Lynne Murphy
RA, Grayson

Michael P. Jackman
RA, Grayson

Spiritual replenishment needed

My mother would kill me if she knew

what I did today.

Riding my bike up North Pleasant

Street, I passed a man who was peddling

very slowly on his bicycle loaded down with

gear. I passed him, risking my life as a

PVTA bus brushed by, nearly taking my
shoulder with it. As I passed, he yelled out,

"Hey, do you know any place decent and

cheap to eat around here?" Turning very

carefully so as not to lose my balance, I

recommended a local sub shop, but he

didn't hear me. He pulled up alongside and

asked again. By this time, I was already en-

visioning myself wrapped around a bus

stop sign so I motioned him to the sidewalk

on the corner.

With his wire rimmed granny glasses and

blue wind breaker, he reminded me of an

old friend, so I took the time to be helpful

and suggested some other places to eat in

town. His accent and bikepacks indicated

that he wasn't from the area.

"Where are you from?" I asked.

"Ah-uh-wuh," he answered.

"Oh, did you ride your bike here from

Iowa?"
He nodded humbly. We got into a conver-

sation about traveling and suddenly 1

wanted to invite him over to my house for

dinner. However, I was on my way to so-

meone else's house for dinner, I was

already late, and I still had to bike home

and pick up my stringbean casserole. At

the same time, he asked me if I wanted to

join him for a cup of coffee. I told him I

couldn't.

Looking at the biking gear and his

faraway smile, I tried to picture myself in a

strange place, on a bicycle with no one to

talk to.

"Have you been camping?" I asked.

"Yeah," he answered. "Last night I

froze my butt off. Say, do you know of any

fraternity houses that would let me sleep

on their floor?"

Thinking about the prospect of sleeping

Renee Bacher
on a frat house floor, I was overcome with

sympathy for our wayward traveler. I

remembered my summer of backpacking in

Europe with a friend. There was a time

when we weren't able to find lodging and

wound up sleeping in a train station. I

decided I would play fairy god mother.

"I don't know about frat houses, but I

live a few blocks away from here and I

don't think my roommates would mind if

you slept on our living room couch," I said.

I emphasized living room couch so he

wouldn't mistake my offer. As the words

came out of my mouth, I thought I might be

making a grave mistake. Maybe he was an

Amherst strangler, a rapist, or a robber. If

he were female, I would have been slightly

more at ease. But I started thinking about

good deeds and how sometimes you have to

just let go of cynicism and doubt and risk

your life.

"Gee thanks," he said. "That's really

nice of you."

The "gee" made me feel much safer

about my offer. Anyone who says "gee"

can't be capable of doing horrible things, I

thought. So, I made him a little map and

said I'd see him around 9 p.m. My room-

mates were very understanding about the

situation, being that they are Ultimate

frisbee players and have slept on many a

living room couch during far away tour-

naments. In addition. Ultimate players are

generally laid back about everything.

At 9 p.m. he arrived and slept on our

couch. At 10 p.m. another homeless friend

arrived and slept on our other couch. I felt

good about my ability to provide couches

for the bedless and I have vowed to con-

tinue doing good deeds regardless of my
doubts. However, my mother will never

hear about it.

Renee Bacher is a Collegian staffer.

Just the other day I listened to a simple

man preach the word of the Lord on the

campus of UMass. Although his remarks

were somewhat controversial, he was

nevertheless a courageous soul whose only

purpose was to shed a sliver of light on the

dormant souls that infest this campus and

others around the world.

But, to be honest with you all, I care not

whether his interpretation of the Bible was

congruous with mine or not.

What I am deeply concerned about was

the majority of you who stood conrrfortably

from the sidelines and relentlessly hurled a

barrage of opprobrious remarks directly at

him. It was malicious. In was insensate.

Never before have I witnessed such a

disrespectful exhibition toward one

man—and in the presence of his wife and

three small children.

You know something, his insightful

observations were indeed accurate, for we
are all in dire need of spiritual replenish-

ment. Really think about it for a moment.

Kevin J. Higgins
Northampton

Litter box liner serves purpose

Photo intrusive and sensational
Photojournalism and the Collegian hit its

foulest note Tuesday. I am referring to the

quarter-page photograph of Linda Justice.

How blasphemously intrusive it is to print a

picture of a woman who has just learned

that her fiancee has been killed. I can think

of absolutely no reason why the editors

thought this photo would be of public in-

terest.

As a Collegian reader, I am insulted, as

well as disgusted, that you could

misperceive your audience so. I was even

more disgusted when (after interpreting a

confusing caption) I realized that the

woman is, along with the tragedy, hun-

dreds of miles away. Without a doubt, you

have abused your journalistic respon-

sibilities. I am distressed that the Collegian

has stooped to such tasteless sensa-

tionalism.

Jane Buchbinder
Northampton

Like many other seniors, I have been

thinking back over my first three years

here. Among other things, I thought about

the Collegian. This is the poor, forlorn

paper one occasionally finds used for paper

mache, package stuffing, or litter box

underliner. True, though I hate to admit it,

I have used this piece of newsprint for such

unsavory purposes. Despite this use of the

Collegian, I think it is an excellent journal

and I think it deserves recognition for its

accomplishments.

The Collegian has been a source of infor-

mation for me; it has provided necessary

information about the University and the

Amherst area that I could not find in any

other newspaper. Yet, the Collegian is real-

ly more than just a source of information.

One thought that I dwelled on in thinking

about the past was this: the editorial page

of the Collegian has been a forum for the

discussion of issues that have affected my
education here at this university. The rais-

ing of these issues in the paper has

developed my interest of these issues. My
increased awareness has served me well in

Hypocrisy of liberals evident

my term here. It has helped me to better

understand education, its inherent pro-

blems, and how other students think and

feel. It has also has made me more open-

minded and more careful in addressing stu-

dent issues.

I hope that the editorial page of the Col-

legian continues to address the issues that

confront me as a student. In the past, dif-

fering opinions have been given their say,

encouraging me to consider different posi-

tions. Though there are too many different

subjects that have appeared on the

editorial page to discuss here, I think that

most issues have been given fair coverage.

The great variety of issues brought out in

this way in itself is a tribute to the breadth

and depth of the minds of the students, the

faculty, and the administration of this

university.

The next time I use the Collegian to line a

litterbox, I'll surely be reminded of how the

Collegian has been, and will continue to be,

a part of my education.

John Gonter
Amherst

In David Valade's column of Sept. 16, he

writes about the hypocrisy of the Right in

dealing with South Africa. I cannot unders-

tand why he, like most liberals, is able to

comprehend the suffering of the Misquito

Indians in Nicaragua, Jews in the Soviet

Union, or even the suffering of Afghan

refugees who have been gassed by Russian

helicopters.

Liberals call the suffering of Blacks

"abhorrent" but they call the persecution

of Misquito Indians "unfortunate." I know
of no greater hypocrisy.

Tony Rudy
Sylvan

All letters submitLed for publication must be signed and include the

author's address and telephone number, which will not be published. Let-

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

umn submissions should be between 40 and §0 lines. All submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. —Editor.
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The UMass Outing Club
is looking for:

(1) Locker Manager

(1) Equipment Manager
Positions are W/S or non-W/S

and pay $3.65/hr for 12 hrs/wk

Additional details and applications are available out-

side the UMOC office (above People's Market in the

Student Union)

Deadline for applications is Tues., 9/24, 5:00 pm

UMOC is an equal opportunity employer

Me Jj^ria£ Wm?//^^^i^ 0^//d̂ //^/'^f

Plus quality repair of all l>pi's and sInUs oT jrwrirx

Kemountinj: and rosetlin^

als<> d<»FU'.

J. ?VU§Tllv^
.Ii:\vi:ij:k

on the common, amherst, 253-3986

mon.-sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

«n KHHia* ZES

Of (MMIMtl
CMVOmOOH

Our ticktttd ^ct< raprittnt cvaryday taviiif• of 40% to 60%
off trvditioiNH pricoi. Ntre'i four chanco to Mvo tvon moro.

Um tho covpon bolo* for on oMrtional SS Mvingi on foiiiMt

lio4 and othor to^laM faoMoiw.

FASHIONS FOR MEN AND WOMEN
(children, too)

• SPOHTSWEAR
• ACTIVEWEAR
• ORESSWEAR

(LIMITED TIME ONLY: COUPON EXPIRES OCT, 19

^ OFF COUPON »hli pwxhoMt of $10 or aioro

IZOD FASHIONS FOR MEN AND WOMEN
(children, too) Vmm I CMpMowi

Fashion
Floir

*7I MtmorW Drtvo, fiit S oH I 90
AcrMi ffio biakw** froai Mrf'toM Mall, .. . . .„ .

W J»»»f tltO Ptaia .^, 10 ? San I? 5

CNICOPII, MASS. 10II0. I 41] Sf3 9720

IM

NAME. ADDRESS.
COLLEGE.

\ DIETING?
Try sonnething dif-

ferent. Lose weighty

L sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

diets' Call UHS
549-2671 ext. 181

Preregistration
deadline: Sept. 23
^«s sMsr

MAH. APPnOVCO INCPCCTION STATWM

Gas Saving
Tune-up'^
4C«I4 (.«!

$34.
6C>I

$39.
• Cvl

$44.

•
M
•S

Wo'M install now
rosister spark plugs,

points 8 condenser;

adjust idle speed, set

tinning; tost battery and
chargif>g system; in-

spect rotor, distributor

cap, PVC valve, igni-

tion cables, air filter,

and vapor canister

f»ter Includes Emis-

tion Test and Printout.

Lube, Oil & Filter

r
> Indudos up to S quons
* ollO-SOoil, and soiaty

chaCH.

TOIMiGHT
Thursday Sept. 19th

prepare yourself for

the Ultimate Party Band

OTIS DAY
AND

THE KNIGHTS
the original

Animal House Band

if you dare. . .wear a toga

and get a dollar off and stand

to win a great prize

$9.00 at the door

NorthAmherst TTre
& Auto Center

-rui SarWe* Tt* Snr*"

Acro«« from Walrobs'l Stora
•4»-4704

H

Next Thursday Sept. 26th

THE STOMPERS
\%mt\imu mmwm at ifjsii;;;/

8 things aman does
on a first date that makel

me wanta second.

1. He loses arguments graxjefully

8. He opens doors for me and follows

other rules of chivalry without flinching.

3. He can handle his liquor.

4o He doesn't care if all I want is

a salad and a white wine spritzer.

8o He shaves.

So He discusses anything but point

spreads over dinner.

7o He has enough confidence to

compliment me, and doesn't expect me to

immediately return the favor.

8o When he asks me up for an after-

dinner drink, he serves up Cafe Irish Creme.

S

Ik rill itm- ^^»•- f.,/,l.r
A rti

'^:.

Celebrate the moments of your life

with General Poods* International Coffees.

Your favorite flavors available at
THE UNIVERSITY STORE

Thursday, September 19, 1985

1
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Justin Ryan's Thursday Nite

all new : sound and lights

positive Id. required

.cYo> located: 50 Main St. rear 253-7722
^^"^^^^ Amherst

NOW SERVING ALCOHOL

10% off Melitta Coffee Pots with this coupon
must bring in this ad, expires 9/30

79 Main Street, across from Plumbleys

Imported Cheeses Coffee Beans
Bulk Tea Fresh Pasta

Delicious Giant Cookies and other Baked Goods
Gourmet Groceries

Dally until 6; Saturday until 5; Sundays 9-1

Q. Five years from now, do you want to come back to
|!|

a bunch of buildings or your OWN house with friends

who share a common bond of brotherhood?

'The Brotherhood

of a Lifetime''

PURSUE THE EXCELLENCE!
* TRUE off-campus freedom
* 24-hour open kitchen (save bucks from

late-night pizza)

* A unique social life

* Spacious clean living quarters
* An amazingly conducive studying

atmosphere

//
You've checked out the rest

NOW RUSH THE BEST!''

sw
dornns

Fearing St

AX
118 Sunset

Ave

College

Pizza

Rush Tonight
7-9 PM

Call 549-4187

or 549-1685

for information

or directions

Bicycle
Parking ^yVofld ToO

50 Maml/
a.j Alley jaco

i jh t-SS2!_, >,

Pliimblev's

2^ Taco VJIia

Villa
1©

Main St.

BICYCLE WORLD WELCOMES
STUDENTS WITH THESE SEPTEMBER
SPECIALS: l3|iawa( DUn tillable

UNIVEGA CUSTOM MAXIMA reg.i99 95

^^,
sale 189.95

^^^ Components Ingle butted mangallof Itime 27 & Ibi , allnr wheels, quick leiease IronI olieel, I2-S|ieed

sliimano itetailleuis
, sbimano ttakes, anatomic saiJille ^ water bottle btaie- ons

FULL LINE OF UNIVEGA^ BIANCHI 81

RITCHEY MOUNTAIN BIRES
,o.^ »*ALPINA PRO reg.560 sale 460.

"ALPINA UNO re6.329. sale3i9. (chr

'ALPINA ULTIMA re^.699 sale 599

(chrome +

$10.)

VETTA WIND TRAINER ,... l?r,nd«o, ..ems- .«.

^'^%ur own tk. LUGANO reg.i 09.95saleB»c^ 65.

SKATEBOARDS 81 ACCESSARIES^
Powell/Peralta y^lva Santa Cruz
Independent ni^/S Madrid
NMB Bearings ^^^ Tracker

GREAT USED BIKES : $35 $100.

KRYPTCMHITE LOCK
WITH BRACKET $29 95

PLETSCHER RACK $595

THE GRADUATE
Dustin Hoffman
Anne Bancroft

MiKKK xsntB aODBIX

Thursday
September 19

Times: 5, 7, 9, 11

Place: Campus Center

Auditorium
Cost: $1.00 at 5

$1.50 at 7 - 11

sponsored by Dwight House Council
DBS
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Season's Sunday Brunch Buffet

It's

your choice

and what a choice!

Season s specialtiesfrom
traditional Bacon & Eggs to

Seafood Casseroles to Scrumptious

Desserts. Season 's Sunday Buffet

from Eleven to Three

only

ftp257stoknowthe score

$7.95
All major credit cards accepted

Experience the Joy

ofDining with

family andfriends at

live urire byPeter Wissoker

529 Bekhertown Road Amherst (413)253-9909

Visit our tent at the

BayBank Amherst Office

75 East Pleasant Street,

to open your account and

receive a free gift.

Amherst Office Hours

Men. - Thurs. 10 - 4

Friday 10 - 6

Saturday 10 - 1

BafBanjr

This week this column ac-

tually will disseminate infor-

mation which is useful now
and for the next few days.

So let's go . . .

Tonight, Thursday in case

you don't remember, UB40
will be playing at

the Fine Arts Center. They
played on the Common this

summer, in Boston, and the

show was reputed to be

really great.

K you'd rather something

with a bouncier rhythm,

Otis Day and the Knights,

the band from Animal
House in case you forgot,

will be playing at Pearl

Street in Northampton
tonight.

Tomorrow night offers

the best double bill of the

season if you're willing to do

Member FDIC

COLLEGE SURVIVAL
i^'

^^

^-^
THE DECLINE AND ^

FALL OF THfc

HOLY ROMAN
EMP»RE

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEr>l

22 MASONIC ST . NORTHAMPTON • 586-6336
JmsX around the corner from Bmri's

Mon.-Sal. 10«. Thurs. 'til 9. Sun. 12-5

There's got to be a better way
Why let the responsibilities that college demands
deprive you of enjoying the college life? With

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics you can handle

them both — all the reading you're expected to

do and know, plus still have the time to do what

you want to do.

Special "College" classes are now being formed,

emphasizing study techniques and textbook

reading.

Attend a free Evelyn Wood Read-
ing Dynamics Introductory
Lesson and get started today!

Schedule of Free Lessons
LOCATION: MURRRAY D. LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

SOUND RECORDING STUDIO
In affiliation with

Falcetti Music Centers.

Offer state of the art 16 Track

recording for less.

Amherst, MA 549-7640

24 hours

THURS.

FRI.

SAT.

SEPT. 19

SEPT. 20

SEPT. 21

1:00 PM. 3:00 PM & 5:00 PM

1 1 :00 AM. 1 :00 PM & 3:00 PM
11:00 AM & 1:00 PM

RM917

RM917

RM 174-176

Choose the day and time most convenient for you. Reservations are not necessary.

For further information, please call 1(800) 447-READ

'/////////////////////////////////////////y/////////////^^^

Ri
HERE
FOR
BEER

WINE

Open 10-11 Monday thru Saturday

2 miles south of Amherst on Rt 116

South Amherst Plaza - next to Dairy Mart

253-9742

only 1 mile from Brittany Manor,

Riverglade, Hampshire

Your closest paclcage store

•••••••••«i« *»
Herreirs Ice Cream J^^S^fe

Mariialploc
Old South SI. inlronc*

Noilhamplon

Op«n Noon 'IMI ll:30 Sun. Thura
Noon nil Mldnlghl FrI k Sol.

586-4837

««««««

a little driving. First, James
Brown will be playing at the

Bushnell Auditorium in

Hartford, only an hour

away, and when the show is

over you can hop in your car

and take a drive across

town to the Agora to see the

Ramones. Is this heaven or

is this heaven?

Closer to home, Chilean
musicians Inti-Illimani will

be playing Buckley Recital

Hall on the Amherst College

campus.
Saturday night the in-

credibly casual Incredible

Casuals will be playing at

the Zone in Springfield with

Bamboo Steamers.

Sunday and Monday will

be good nights to be at the

Iron Horse in Northampton
with John Fahey on Sunday
and Sean Potts of the Chief-

tains and Bakerswell on
Monday.

If$ probably illegaL potenttolly dang^mis,
and deftnltefy crazy.

Or. Hcary Wjlper is on

^M^^i^mtp ol his byai
osslstonts, He's d<»»ng
In <Mi one erf the gr»c^«t
i<fiscov8»itt5 of atl time.

I^K that's standing

^"Ih their vwiy

o^UniverMtyi
ih« fooihy, the kiw*

of n<l^,nne ond^bout
to^ ordbohces.

But,witha}jttl«luck,

they just m»s^

.

p^loffamirocte^.

«OI»V

PEiaOtOOLE * MA»a FiBMINGWAY • ViNCe^ SPANO

KiNGS ROAD PtKOJCtO^ P«eseoti. A STEPHEN TOEXvVvN Productlor. ~X3?B\TOR"

«3SVlRGtN!AMADSeN DAVDOCSDEN JjlifcR$

--—5.JB?€MY LEVBsJ ..'SSS JERB^ LtVEN "^f?lCHAf?D CHBA/
-t; SYLVESTER l£VAV ?sssCH*Pl£S MULVtHIU. "^"TSfe-PHEN RiHJMAN

STARTS SEPTEMBER 20th AT SELECT THEATRES

On Campus Dry Cleaning Er Laundry Service

* Grand Opening Specials *

Who: The Washboard Dry Cleaning & Laundry Service

Where: Next to Craft Shops & The Hatch

When: FrI. Sept. 13, 9-4 p.m.

Reg. Hours - Mon thru FrI 9:00 am-4:00 pnfi

Sat 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
• WASH, DRY, FOLD SPECIAL

let us do your personal laundry 2 times

& receive a quality nylon laundry bag

valued at $4.00 (coupon 1 and 2)

• SHIRTS LAUNDERED & LIGHT STEAM PRESS
Reg. 85* now only 65* (coupon 3)

Wash, Dry, Fold

#1

•xp. 10/31

"T
I

I
I

Wash, Dry, Fold

#2

oxp. 10/31

T
I
I

Shirt Special

#3

axp. 9/30

ARTS

Meryl Streep and Sting star in the Movie Plenty which will open at the

end of this month.

WE ARE PIKE
We Are —
• Largest Fraternity on campus
• Exceptional social life

• Greek area Football, Basketball,

Softball and Track champions
• The Fraternity which has raised over

$70,000 for Multiple Sclerosis

• The Fraternity that does not haze

Recognized by faculty and students as

the best Fraternity at UMass

All Open Rushes 9 pm to 11 pm

Clarification
The "Art for Animals"

revue in yesterday's Col-

Icgian was written by Col-

legian staff member Rob
Skelton.

Thurs. Sept. 19

Mon. Sept. 23

Tues. Sept. 24

Thurs. Sept. 26

No. V easanl St.

N( wrnan
Cciitrr

^'IT^
K

Southwest

PI KAPPA ALPHA 545-2150/545-0047

— Meet The Challenge - Be A Pike —

TTKA

n -^M

RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks A Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ,

Building Reiationsh p Skills

Monday 3:30 5:00

Exploring Intimacy:

D«v«loping Maanin gful

Ralationthips

Wednesday 3:30 5:00

Self-Exploration Group

Day and Time to Be Announced.

Call Mental Health Division of

UHS for information.

These groups begin m October Pre

registration required For information or

registration call 54b 2337 or stop by the

Mental Health Service. 127 Hills North

Mental Health
UHS Groups
Group for Woman with

Disordarad Eating Patterns

Monday 2:30 4:00

Emotional Effects of

Chronic Physical Illness

Day and Time To Be Announced.

Call Mental Health Division of

UHS for information.

Group for Students with

Problem Drinking Parents

Tuesday 1:00 - 2:30

These groups will begin m October

Pre registration required for mforma

tion or registration cat, "" 2671 ext 181
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Ask most beer drinkers and they'll likely agree:

nothing tastes better than beer from a keg.

Ever since the days voung men delivered bucket-

frils to your door, keg oeer has always been fresher.

That's because it isn't cooked to preserve it like most
bottled and canned beers.

Well, now we've found aw^ to deliver the same
fresh draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-

filtered instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was
drawn straight from the keg.

Plank Road Original Draught. DJ Ajllir QilATI

Original Draught
Keg beer in a bottle.

e IHRS Millw Brewing Co Milwauk*«>, Wl

Thunday, September 19, 1985*
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Today's Weather:

Today:
Mostly sunny today with highs of 80-85.

Clear tonight, low in the SOs.

Tomorrow:
Sunny and more humid with highs in the

80s

^O

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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Yeasthead By Jason Talerman
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Wednesday
LUNCH

'

Fish in Batter/Tartar Sauce,
Cocktail Sauce

Diplomat Sandwich
BASICS LUNCH

Grilled Turkey Swiss Sandwich
Fish in Batter/Tartar Sauce,

Cocktail Sauce
DINNER

Vegetable Chow Mein/Chow Mein
Noodles, Fried Rice, Soy Sauce
Roast Pork/Gravy, Applesauce
Egg Salad Plate with Crackers

BASICS DINNER
Potato Mushroom Delight

Vegetable Chow Mein/Chow Mein
Noodles, Fried Rice, Soy Sauce

liiNHiiiiiii|iiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiinnti|iiiiiiiiiiiiiH^

-/•/le/i /-/ley rtjoice foe the^

hxvt fouAcl their- ^rue. self.

Enter our contest!

Deadline to submit snapshots for the ' 'ollegian decorate-

a-room contest is this Friday! All entries must (.•unform

to the rules set forth in the Residence Hall Manual per-

taining to fire safety. Send or deliver sulmiissions U)

Anne McCrory, 113 Campus ('enter Frizes will Im?

awarded! Enter today.

LIQUOR SPECIALS
Gordon's Gin $12.99 1.75 l

Popov Vodka $5.99 1 l

Bacardi Rum $8.99 1 l

BEER SPECIALS
LabattS beer or ale $3.50 6 pack plus dep.

Innsbruck (Austrian) $3.95 6 pack plus dep.

Roland (light beer from Becks). . $3.95 6 pack plus dep

WINE SPECIALS
Sun Country wine coolers 2 L $3.29

Bartles and Jaymes wine coolers 12 oz.

4for$3.75

Cabernet Sauvignon £r

Sauvignon Blanc 750 2 for $5.00

338 College Street, Rt 9, East Amherst

253-5384 256-8433
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adirondack music
. . .and the sale goes on. . .

BUY OF A LIFETIME!! NO BOLOGNA
. . .Purchase the Sherwood 50 watt

2620, electronically tuned receiver with

3 year warranty at $199.95

similar to illustration

and weH give you the S90 cassette deck
absolutely free!

26" SONY TRINITRON COLOR TV^

$699.95
Features: Remote Control

Stereo Capable
Cable Compatible

Timer, arxj more!

Lists at $1,000.00

* Factory

Refurbished

GREAT
SCOTT!
Scott PS99

Linear Tracking

Turntable

SONY TCS-350
STEREO RECORDER WALKMAN

JUST $89.95

SAVE 50<vb Just $99.95

PARASOUND

EQUALIZER
the cheapest way

to improve your system

I

PIONEER CT501 CASSETTE DECK
Doby B&C, Noise Reduction, Rus a great deal more!

was S189S5

: ^: iH ^ ^
!V..- 1

• •

NOW JUST $79.95!

Bnd on . •

similar to illustration

was
$129^5

NOW
$29.95

snd on • . .

PHONEMATE
TQ800

Answering machine

$19.95
was $119.95

and on . .

TEAC R555
Cassette Deck

auto reverse, Doby B&C N.R.

#-•

$360
value

NOW
$159.95

KRIKET 4 X 10 COAXIAL
AUTO SPEAKERS

similar to Illustration

originally

$169.95 NOW $39.95

15 EAST PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST
AK sales Cash Only • MC/Visa/Check add 3%
AH quantities limited • Subject to prior sale
Not responsible for typographical enors
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UMass men's cross country ready for season opener at Yale
By PHILIP SAYLES
Collegian Correspondent

Ask any coach during the pre-season how
his team will do and the response in-

variably accents the positive. University of

Massachusetts men's cross country coach

Ken O'Brien is no exception to the rule.

However, such optimism seems justified as

the Minutemen return a cast of young but

seasoned runners.

The men, who face Boston College and
Yale in New Haven this afternoon at 3:30

p.m., have strong depth according to

O'Brien.

While the team consists of mostly

underclassmen, it is not lacking in ex-

perience. "Many of our runners were ex-

posed to the rigors of varsity competition

as freshmen," noted O'Brien, who pointed

out that the team will face "perhaps the

toughest schedule we've had since I've

been here."

Leading the team this year is senior cap-

tain John Panaccione, labeled by O'Brien
as being "one of the better runners in the

East" and the team's best overall com-
petitor. Backing Panaccione are juniors

Paul Stanislawczyk (fourth in the NE in-

door two miles last year), Wayne Levy and
Jan Novak. Sophomore Bill Stewart is also

a versatile runner who adds great depth.

Others who could crack the top five are

sophomores Chris Axeford, Rick Dow and
John Lorenzini.

UMass' schedule includes last season's

New England champion Boston College

and doesn't let up. The team also faces

powers such as Yale, Georgetown and
Dartmouth.

O'Brien has led UMass to the U<p five in

New England for 15 of the last 16 years.

"I'm very confident going into this

season," the coach said. "If we can develop

as we go along during the season, we can

become a very good team."

Job Openings
Janitorial aide, positions

available immediately in the

Orchard Hill/Central area. Work
study and non work study.

$3.65/hour. Must be able to work

weekends. Complete application

forms in B1 Baker.

You Can Do It!

Sing, Dance, Read Music, Play

Piano, Guitar and more. Register

by 5 pm Thursday, September 19,

Performing Arts Division, Old

Chapel. Discount for UMass
Students.

UM water polo splits

The University of Massau:husetts men's water polo team
opened up it's 1985 fall campaign with a 2-2 record after

splitting their four matches at the MIT tournament this

previous weekend.
The Minutemen emerged victorious against Amherst

(10-4), and MIT (11-1), while losing to Brown and lona.

The leading scorers for UMass were Bill Feeny with

eight goals and three assists, and Mike Hoover with four

goals and five assists.

-Stuart Gottlieb

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT AT i

dance /club
1

BAR DRINKS $1.25 r.rH°.t,. $1 -50

msm
(

,

'v;
v.-.iiiN<.ii>!«.i> «;

I . J « .. « J^ »«....

iJi REVERSE

^ COVER CHARGE

The First 100 Pat»^o"s^^
g^g^

after 9:00 receive $J .00 ^

NO COVER Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284 NO COVER

I

I

I

i

i

I

BUS DRIVING
JOBS!

UMass Transit Service

presents an

APPLICATIONS
MEETING

Tuesday, Sept. 24th

7:00pm
CC 162

The first 100 people

will receive applications

you must:
- be 18+ years old

- Have 3 + semesters remaining

at UM . i

- bring proof of class year

(schedule, letter from

Registrar, etc. - NO ID*s!)

to the meeting

for more info,

call Jenny at 545-0056

womeniminorities!older studen ts

encouraged to apply

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

t

OIXEGIANCLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES BANDS WANTED

•vsnth 0«y ArfvMitiM* masting FrkJay

Soptambar 20 6 to 7:30 pm, at G-30 North

ViHaga, Amharct phf 666 3925 or 548 9618

Band* naadatf for Cantral/Orchard Hill

Octobariaat. Octobar 19th. For mora infor-

matioi> call 546-4751 or 666^3075

IMopad lor sala Puch great shape $225 or

bast oHer call Jim 549591

3

Computar Terminal tt Modam. 300

baud »375 or BO 259 1568 bef 9 pm

RECYCLING - Earn credit for organizing
your dormitory. Applications in 306 Student
Union 545-4312

MOTORCYCLES PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS

IMS Glbaon Laa Paul Daluia mint cond
SOD 54^7233 Tony

AUTO FOR SALE BOLTWOOD PROJECT

IMS Triumph
tSOOO 2SA^DGS3

VW QTI 84, radTaunrf, I7000/BO, 886^469

1173 Scamp exceilent running condition

500 2S&0e07 after 6 pm

1173 VW Suparbeatla •40000 call

2S3 3956

Boltwood Prolact information
maatinga Wedneaday 9/18 r, 174. Thurs

day 9' 19 rm 168C. Tueaday 9/24 rm 101,

Thursday 9/26 rm 168C Campus Center 7:m
cm. Cortw ssa wtiat wa'm all »hnMtl

Qibaon "Qrabbar" baae. 1100. good con-

dition. Movat>le pickup. Call John 546-6084

4 ft Boa Constrictor ar>d hexagonal ter-

rarium with stand $250 Thomas 253-7797

"CASH"

1977 Honda Civic, ruaty,

*350 00 Bob 253 2098
drive It away. Paying cash for baaabali carda call Mika

at 546-6106

Dorm refrldg. MO also electric typewriter

*eO or BO 549 5845

77 Dodge Colt $200 or BO excellant parts

car new tires, battery, radiator etc. 586-9434

FOUND

1ff77 Audi Fox 4 speed great condition

11500 323-7SS5 evenings ENTCRTAtNMENT
Jill Corwin • I found your notebook. Call

before 10 323-5880

1f74 Saab. 4 steal baited radial snows new
clutch, great body, broken CV joint, Barry,

548 9436. eves

7* Oievy Mallbu AM FM caaaette ST PB
PS air cond axe cond low mi call 266-1378

7f VW Sua dapandabia useful must sell

11500 or 80 256^1370

lITt Pinto 4 so new clutch gd/axc coftd

1000 Dan 546^8604

1873 Ford Gran Torino wagon good cond
raliable trans 92000 mi 549-6703

RaotiA-DIsc Entortainmant Aganay.
Disc Jockeys, large screen video dancaa.

light shows and rentals 549 7144

PSYCHO Sat Sept 21 CCA 6^»1; 7. 9.

11 »1 50

Male voceHst needed for completion of

rock band c»ll 6 6792 for details

FREE RABBIT

My RabWt neada a home, or my room-
mates will kill it Please help 549-7293

HELP WANTED

VW Bug 1172 great engine good body

1100 or BO 298-4278

7B Ptymouth Fury teSO ee&3878 until 6 pm

71 nat MIraflori S speed. Blaupunkt

stereo, runs graat call 263-7672

1978 Dodge Colt 84000 mi atd 2 dr 2195 or

best offer 253^2588

FOR RENT

HOUSE FOR RENT available 9'1 South

Amherst buslir>e three t)edrooms/ furnished

baaamant MOO.OO + utiiitiM call Jay

Bolnick Day: 2124600101, Eve;

51fr7e»<137

Fridge Rental caH R
253 9742 free delivery

-f P Package Store

1874 AMC Homat at wagon naw battery.

cartMurator. alternator, muff needs soma
work M60 after 6 pm 866-3986

78 OpaTi^paed excaJlent running cond

eOO/BO cell Bill 549 15a8/546^4a6

Lancia 1t7« 5 pass sedan 77k mHaa

Burgundy Sound body fwd Five on tfie

floor New tires. MA inspected »900 fimi.

S4»1668

74 MavMlok 94k mHaa ruaty but runa wa«

N* trying MOO

Northampton Main St 2nd floor front 2

bedroom apt immediately. 1700 month +

utilities (2031 344 1587 frIOpmonly

Stiii Footling for piece to Ilva7 Sorority

looking for boarders 546-0627

FOR SALE

nia cabinata 2 drawer black office quaiHy

146 some computer and regular daaks No
Amherst Motors 649 2880

Vary low priead European wall unite,

daaks, TV/etarao carts etc • super quai

-aupar low pttoa can JB • MS-SM7

Nawapapar dollvarata needed in dorms.
Appro 1 hr/dsy Must be able to work 7

days per week during the semester Good
pay. Call 253 70O9

Computar Programmer Part-time open-
ing for person experienced with DEC
POP 11 or VAX computers and MACRO
saaemlily language. Amherst t>asad com-
peny. dayeloping communications and real-

time control software, is looking lor so-

meone at>ie to work pan time during the

school year, with full time employment dur

ing the summer and intersassion Excellent

opportunity! For information please call Pro

coaa Software Corporation at 549-6994

Do you want to improve and Incraaaa
your PVTA bus aarvice7 The UMass Tran
srt Advisory Board has openings for

urHlergraduato students who want input in

to the running ol the transit system Apply
at the SGA Presidents Office rm 403 SUB
for more info call 5462146. Applications

duaS/20

Fortune SOO company seeks sales

msnagemeni tiainoes Excellent opportunity

for Business or Communications ma|ors or

any ambitious individual. Gain valuat>le

business experience while having the oppor
tunity to earn t200 per week. Call Robert

Bigelow 772-0178.

Work for e dey or e weekend at Riverside

Park Transportation is provided lor each

day of work Pay received at end of each

day. Call 546^6455 or 546 5641 for info.

The Couraa and Teacher Evaluation Pro-

ject needs a dedicated, organized year

round coordinator to t>e responsil>le lor the

production of the CATE guide Candidates

must have a familiarity with data collection

and publicity and must have strong writing

and typing skills Position is 6 9 hr»/ week @
$3 35 during the semester. 30 hrs/ week dur

ing interaession and summer Pick up ap
plications at 420 Student Union Deadline is

Sept 25 9 4 pm. The SGA is an AA/EEO
employer

Babysitter needed Immadiataly for two
young children Two to three hours per day
and some evenings. Call 256-6800

Paintar'a aaalatant 4.SO to start call Matt

548 9315

Kawasaki KZ400. 1977 low mileage. Runs
great excellent condition $500 or BO
256-8412

78 Honda Hawk 400cc Er Puch t>icycle

with kriptonite lock. For sale reasonable

pnce call 253 7572

MUSIC

Attention Banda, Muaiciana EmtMsay
Sound Recording Studio offers 16 track

state of the art recording for less Great for

demo tapes Amherst 24 hours 549 7640

Eapariancad ft patlant taachor.
Rock /Pop /Folk /Blues Improvisation,
Reading, Theory, CApiposition . Your home
or my studio. Do«gj|W-4786

House on lake
367 9943 after 9 pm

a month Shuteabury

PERSONALS

Bands Wanted to play in the 8th annual

Southwest Battle of the Bands. Come pick

up an application at the SWAG office in

Hampden Commons or call 5^0960 Applica

tion deadline Oct. 4, 5 pm

Southwaat raaldanta gat involvadi The
first meeting of the Southwest Assembly is

Thursday at 7:00 pm in the Hampden
Southside Room

Wanted: female roommate for fall aamaatar

only Brandywine, Linda or Sharon
549-4798

StWVICBS

Profaaaloital typing dona by UMaaa iiu-

dant Raasonabia rataa. R Charron
1-S37«)44

$C hr houaa cleaner needed choose own
hours N Amherst 549-4510

Dump the D.C.I Dine with Sigma Kappa'
We need a houaa man to help set and clear

at lunch and dinner Fine food Call Soupy
at 268-twj/

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Baaic automobile
workshop. 28 hours including ciaaa^m
and shop Limited enrollment 253-2088

You can do Itl Sing, dance, reed music,

play piano, guitar and more. Register by 6

pm, Thursday, September 19, Performing

Arts Division, Old Chapel Discounts for

UMass students.

Southwaat Raaldants - Are you interested

in student government? Would you like to

help organize activities for Southwest? Are

you angry at>out the alcohol and party

policy? If so, this is your chance to gat in

volveid. The first meeting ol the Southwest
Area Government will be Thursday at 7 00
pm All interested residents are encouraged
to attend SWAG meetings ere held in the

Hampden Southside Room

COMING SOON TO YOUR AREAt' New
improved barter than aver radio from
WSYL Stay tuned

240 to go. planty ol lims to think it over

CongradulMlona to the new PI'a on
your initiation. Gat ready lor in aweaome
semester' The WPA's

Brian's Typing Service. Faat, accurate.

Tape transcription Available almost
anytiiTia 666-7662

QUALITY TYPING. Lotig oTshort projactaT

Will correct grammar, spelling, & punctua
tion Meticulous proolreading New IBM
typewriter 549 0367

Naad something typed? New Smith

Corona needs breaking in Special rates for

longer papers Call Dave 546 5766

TRENCHCOAT

I wrm lova you forever Glo

VW BUS

KENYA BAOS

SWAG meeting tonigf>t at 7:00 PM in

Hampden Southside

Judy today's your lucky day Happy Birth-

day" Love, Julia

For aalP: 1976 VW Bus, vary Httla ruat.

good running condition AM/FM caaaette,

front panel needa some work $1260 call

Sarah 546^9318

MTANTIO

Only lis In th« CoftcourM moat avary day
in Saptambar

LCA Little Slater Open Ruah tonight 9:00

aH univaratty woman invited

Established rock band seeks experienced
keyboard player w /equip call Bob 549 7SM
er Julia M»-a643 ASAP
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Volleyball gets tough, stays undefeated at Lowell
Minutewomen win seventh straightmatch
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
volleyball team, currently ranked third in

the Northeast, ran its winning streak to

seven games, defeating the University of

Lowell 15-7, 15-9, 9-15, 15-10. The spikers

join the women's soccer and field hockey as

UMass' only undefeated teams.

Fatigue from the Minutewomen 's long

weekend during which they won the UMass
Invitational, was evident in the early going

and in the latter stages of the match as the

passing and defense usual trakemarks of

UMass domination, suffered.

"We had a real hard time on defense,"

said head coach Elaine Sortino. "Technical-

ly, we passed poorly and forced our setters

to adjust to those bad passes. Weren't

ready for a long match."

The UMass streak of thirteen con-

secutive game wins was halted in game
three, as Lowell prevailed 9-15. But the

spikers rallied behind the offensive leader-

ship of senior hitter Sally Maher and

freshman middle hitter Barbara Meehan to

take game four and the match.

"Losing the third game rattled us a bit,"

said Sortino. "But it was good for us to lose

a game. It was a growing experience. The

sign of a good team is the ability to play

poorly and still come out on top."

Sortino was quick to acknowledge the

play of freshman setter Ann-Marie Larese,

who came off the bench in game four to

relieve a tired Juliet Primer.

"Ann-Marie did a great job coroing off

the bench," said Sortino. "They (Lowell)

really wore Juliet down in game four. Ann-

Marie got us back into our offense."

The Minutewomen will put their

undefeated record on the line this weekend

as the spikers prepare to do battle at the

Central Connecticut Invitational Tourna-

ment.

The tourney will feature Northeastern

University and the University of New
Haven, who are ranked ahead of L^ass in

the Northeast poll, number one and two
respectively. Also present will be number
four ranked Army. UMass placed third last

year, losing to Northeastern in the semi-

finals.

UMass will face Division one host Cen-

tral Conn. St. in the first game of pool play.

UMass was three-for-three against CCSU
last season.

"It's going to be a pretty tough

weekend," said Sortino. "We'll see how
good we really are."

SPORTS
Women's soccer

destroys PC, 7-0
PROVIDENCE — The second ranked University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team won its third game in

a row, crushing Providence College by a 7-0 score, here

yesterday afternoon.

The Minutewomen, who received three first-place votes

in the latest national poll, had an easy time in their first-

ever match with the Friars.

Freshmen forwards Michele Powers and Beth Round-

tree each scored two goals to lead Massachusetts, now 3-0

on the year.

The UMass pressure started early and paid off when
freshman Cathy Cassady scored her fourth goal of the

year with a little over seven minutes gone in the first half.

Cassady took a pass from Monica Seta, dribbled around a

Friar defender, and scored.

Sophomore Carolyn Micheel gave UMass the 2-0 lead

just four minutes later when she beat Friar goalie Kathy
Kronin one-on-one. Powers gave the Minutewomen a 3-0

halftime lead when she beet Kronin one-on-one.

Beth Roundtree gave UMass the 4-0 lead and made it

5-0 when she intercepted a Friar pass intended for Kronin

and scored again.

Goals by Powers and Sophomore Catherine Spence
(Chris Schmitt assisting) gave UM the final 7-0 margin.

UMass had a 26-1 shot advantage over the Friars, UM's
first Division I opponent this year.

Jan Holland and Carla DeSantis split time in the UMass
net with DeSantis making UMass' lone save in the second

half. Kronin made 19 saves.

The Minutewomen take on the University of Rochester

on Saturday.

Through three games this season, UMass has combined
to outshoot its three opponents by a 77-2 margin and has
outscored its opponents by a 20-0 score.

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Monica Seat (above) had two assists to help
UMass crush Providence 7-0 yesterday.

Minuteman hooters

beatNH in OT, 3-2
DURHAM, N.H. — Senior forward Ferdie Adobpe stole

a pass and beat two New Hampshire players

singlehandedly to give the University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team a 3-2 double overtime victory over

UNH yesterday.

"It was a great goal, he stole the ball about 40 yards

away, beat two UNH players and nailed a left-footed shot

past the far post to give us the win," said UM coach Jeff

Gettler, whose team has won three straight to go to 4-2 on
the season.

UMass went out to a 2-0 lead as Nick Marciano (assisted

by Adoboe and Andy Bing) beat UNH goalie Dave Barlow
with 21 minutes left ikn the first half.

Bing netted the second goal (assisted by Tom Giordano)

with 6:14 to go in the first half.

But the Wildcats got physical and tied the game in the

second half. Adrian Pfisterr ran over UMass goalie Sam
Ginsberg 7:06 into the second period. The officials called

Ginsberg for the penalty, despite the obvious contact by
the UNH player, and pfister hit the penalty shot.

Marc Griffin tied the game at two at the 14:45 mark.
The teams played through one overtime as UMass missed
on several golden chances. Adoboe then won the game
with his big play.

Ginsberg played well, making six saves. UMass outshot

UNH 20-15. The Minutemen also enjoyed a 6-5 advantage
in comers.

"It was a character building victory," said Gettler. "It

was a good team effort. We played well. I told the team
after the game that now, they are a good soccer team. We
showed a lot today."

UMass will play in the lona College Invitational tourna-

ment this weekend. They return home next Wednesday
against Brown. UMass is ranked seventh in New England.

Fall baseballnotebook

Minutemen are building for '86

AP Luerphoto

TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT — Toronto Blue
Jay George Bell gestures toward Boston Red
Sox pitcher Al Nipper. He is restrained by home
plate umpire Vic Voltaggio and teammate Willie

Upshaw after Bell was brushed back by an in-

side pitch during action at Fenway Park last

night. The incident resulted in both player ben-

ches clearing. J

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Potential. The one thing all sports teams have and few
live up to. Across the nation, collegiate baseball teams are

playing their fall schedules and talking about the potential

they have for the spring. That includes the University of

Massachusetts and veteran manager Dick Bergquist.

"We have the makings for a very good team. We have a

lot of good players returning and several solid incoming

freshmen. Potentially, the team could be excellent."

Potential is more than some abstract term for the

Minutemen. 1985 will be a good year for UMass baseball.

The Minutemen came into their fall schedule without

nine graduating seniors. A pair of All-New England selec-

tions, shortstop Angek) Salustri and designated hitter

Todd Comeau, drove in the bulk of UM's runs while Bruce

Kingman and Steve Messina scored a large percentage of

those runs.

Throw in staff ace Jim Knopf, starting second baseman
Jack Bloise, Yankee draftee Todd Exold and do-

everything utilityman Dan Clifford, and the losses seem
insurmountable.

Until you look at who's back. The Minutemen return a

group of talented players and have recruited a group of

eight highly-sought freshmen. Several walk-ons and
transfer could also figure into the picture.

On the mound, righthander Bob Kostro and lefthander

Steve Allard are UM's only sure things. Both had solid

seasons last spring and compose what right now anyway,

is a two-man staff.

Three seniors: Jon Martin, Matt Subocz and Jeff Jensen,

pitched well at times last season, but Bergquist said he will

keep only the best pitchers, regardless of class.

Brett Valentini, Mick Wydra, Pat McNamara and Tom
Pia all saw varsity action last season, but again must have

good falls to make the varsity.

"I'm going to keep the best pitchers that come out and if

anyone is a sophomore or freshman they can pitch junior

varsity," Bergquist said. "We have a lot of pitchers out

and will only keep the best."

Freshman hurlers Dave Telgheder, Mike Owens, Jeff

Richardson and Ken Greer have the talent to contribute.

Bergquist has been impressed with Telheder and Owens
the most so far.

The infield will seen senior slugger Jeff Cimini at first,

either Rob Holiday or Darrin O'Connor at second, Steve

Allen at short and at third base either O'Connor, Tom Fa-

bian, Doug Wright or freshman Steve Kern. The catching

will be handled by Sean Flint.

The outfield will see Matt Sheran, Jay Zemer (out for

the fall with an injury) and possibly Fabian or freshman
Jack Card.

Designated hitters could include Wright, Kostro or one

of the freshmen. Other solid freshmen include catcher

Dean Borelli and infielder Gary DiSarcina, whose uncle

was a UMass all-american in 1969.

Potential, the University of Massachusetts baseball

team ha a lot of it. "That's for sure," noted Berqguist. "I

just hope we do something with it."

Sports Notices

Wrestling: There will be a

meeting of the wrestling

club at 8:15 p.m. today in

Boyden 237. New members

are encouraged to attend.

There will be a brief

meeting for anyone in-

terested in being manager
for the 1985-86 men's

basketball team today at 4

p.m. in Boyden 222. Call the

basketball office at

545-2610 for additional in-

formation.

Sportswriters: The Col-
legian still needs 'em. Come
to 113 Campus Center any
afternoon from 4-6 p.m. for
more info.

S^rtsatagkmce
UMass schedule:

Today:

Men's Cross Country: at Yale, 3:30 p.m.

Field Hockey: Iowa, at New Hampshire, 3:30 p.m.
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C'ollc|;i*n photo bv Jason I'alrrman

Andrea Verblin, seated, and Bob Hamilton, both junior mathematic majors,

study in the University Gallery in the Fine Arts Center yesterday. Behind them
is the sculpture "Stretched Facade..." by Vito Acconci.

Next Sunday
marks the first

day of autumn
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Correspondent

Sunday Sept. 22 marks
the first day of fall, a time

when western Massa-
chusetts becomes a focal

point for various seasonal

activities and an extensive

view of the foliage.

"Western Mass. is one of

the prettiest parts of New
England and one of the

fmest in the country," said

Roger Ward, Senior Forest

and Park Supervisor for

Mount Sugarloaf State
Reservation in Deerfield.

Ward, said there will be a

late foliage this year. "The
foliage should be at it peak
around Columbus Day
weekend. So much moisture

has kept the valley gjeen,

the foliage isn't even at 1

percent yet," he said.

Mount Sugarloaf in

Sunderland is a wooded
652-foot mountain of red

sandstone, from which a

view of the Connecticut

River can be seen winding

though the Pioneer Valley.

Other features include a

lookout tower, picnic, areas,

and hiking trails.

The Joseph Skinner State

Park in Hadley is another

popular spot in western

Mass., with a two-mile road

leading to the 930-foot sum-

mit of Mt. Holynkp.

Baghouse causes

additional concern
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Correspondent

A fine of up to $25,000 a day may be charged to the

University of Massachusetts if the broken "baghouse," an
emission filtration system which keeps solid coal particles

from Physical Plant chimneys, is not repaired by Oct. 1

.

The system has been inoperable since late July or early
August, said Peter Wozniak, physical plant operations
suprvisor. Without the baghouse, through which coal

smoke is blown to trap solid coal particles in its 17,000
bags, the Physical Plant is operating in violation of the
Clean Air Act of 1970.

The Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Quality Engineering (DEQE) has estimated that without
the baghouse, the Physical Plant is emitting about 300
tons of coal dust a year. This is five times the legal amount
allowed by the Clean Air Act, said Stan Chin, environmen-
tal engineer of the Environmental Protection Agency's
Boston office, in a Daily Hampshire Gazette report.

Clutches which connect the baghouse' s induced draft
fan to its motor broke this summer and have been sent
back to the manufacturer in Buffalo, N.Y. for reparis,

Wozniak said. The repair costs will not cost the state

because the clutches are still under warraiity from the
manufacturer.

"They're (the clutches) are supposed to be delivered this

week," Wozniak said. conimueii «n pnqr 5
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Treedom Friday' : a day
of protesting apartheid
By JEFFREY MATHIEU
Collegian Correspondent

Today is "Freedom Friday," a day to

protest apartheid, which will be celebrated

by speeches and a march from Amherst
town common to the University of Massa-

chusetts.

Students and faculty from the Five Col-

lege community will rally together and call

for all the colleges in Western Massa-

chusetts to fully divest from companies do-

ing business in South Africa, Gerry Scop-

pettuolo, staff professional of the Student

Government Association, said. Smith,

Mount Holyoke and Amherst Colleges have

stock invested in businesses in South

Africa; Hampshire and UMass do not.

The march down North Pleasant Street,

beginning at 10 a.m. in town, will end on

the Metawampe laawn behind the Student

Union Ballroom. Speakers will include

former Boston mayoral candidate Mel King
and African National Congress Represen-

tative Solli Simelane. Speeches, poetry

readings and music will follow the main ad-

dresses.

According to bulletins distributed by

organizers, ralliers will demand that

charges be dropped against the students

who were arrested last spring^ while pro-

testing investments at the University.

Thirty-three people were arrested in that

incident.

Approximately 5,000 people are ex-

pected to attend the rally, said John Rud-

dock, speaker of the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate.

Susan Walsh, an organizer at Mount
Holyoke College, said she had hoped to in-

fluence the U.S. Congress to act toward

sanctions against South Africa. She was
the originator of "Freedom Friday."

"Apartheid is leading to very widespread

bloodshed," said Jean Grossholtz, political

science professor at Mouth Holyoke Col-

lege. Nearly 700 have died in violence in

the apartheid nation, whose 15.6 percent

white minority rule the 72.1 percent black

majority.

Hampshire College divested stock worth

a total of $39,000 nine years ago in

response to student pressure. The Univer-

sity of Massachusetts divested last spring

with stock worth $370,064, following a

1977 trustee policy of divestment from all

companies doing business in South Africa.

Amherst College has divested about $7

million and has another $15 million in-

vested in companies doing business in

South Africa. Figures for Smith and Mount
Holvoke CoJJeg'es were not available.

Abortion debate turns lecture
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

An "abortion debate"

scheduled last night turned

into a lecture on "An
Unimpeachable Thesis Op-

posing Abortion," where no

one voiced disapproval of

one man's "pro-life" views.

John C. Rankin, executive

director of the New
England Christian Action

Council spoke to a group of

about 20 studetns in the

Student Union Ballroom,

following his afternoon
"Street Level Forum on

Abortion" where he met up
with opposition from a

handful of "pro-choice" ad-

vocates.

Calling abortion "an un-

questionable form of child

abuse," Rankin said, "The
reason most women have

abortions is out of conven-

ience."

The Christian Evangelist

said he sees abortion as a

narrow-minded decision

which looks solely to the

present, not taking into ac-

count the implications such

an act will have for the

future. In years to come,

Rankin said abortion as a

concept will produce a "col-

lective guilt" similiar to

what he said we feel now
over the li.>lf)caust among
our socii'ty h.s a whole and
will encourage legislation

legalizing euthanasia.

"What is going to prevent

the child whose parent's

aborted one of his siblings

to say to his mother and
father when they have

reached a certain age, 'Mom
and Dad. you have no

utiliianan u.se in society,

and therefore I'm goin^' to

agree with the legislation

which says every person

over sixty-five will be

painlessly gassed te reduce

the burden on our
society.'?" Rankin asked.

The child, he added, is part

of an "abortion generation"

who will soon be able to

complete the abortion act in

the opposite direction."

Rankin also termed abor-

tion as "the ultimate in male

chauvinism," where he

states, "A man often flees

responsibility by leaving a

woman whom he has im-

pregnated. She is alone and

often feels no choice but

abortion. But in so doing.

she merely passes on the

chauvinism by treating her

child as a piece of disposable

property."

Rankin calls himself open-

minded and said he spends

more time studying the

views of those who oppose

him than those who agree

with him, adding that "over

and over again I go places to

speak and (they) do not

come up with an opponent

to debate me."
"If abortion really is a

necessary thing for this

country, then I challenge

anyone to stand up and
argue for its purpose.

CollfKon photo by Maria Bull

John c. Rankin expresses his views ronrerning
abortion yesterday afternoon on the steps of the

student union.
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A building in downtown Mexico City stands twisted in rubble after Thursday
morning's earthquake.

Thousands dead in Mexico
A major earthquake in the Pacific Ocean

yesterday caused severe damage in three

Mexican states, collapsed buildings in Mex-

ico City and sent the city into chaos. Death

reports ranged from the dozens to the

thousands.

Live television scenese showed buildings

in rubble with many people trapped. One
13-story building was said to have collaps-

ed, trapping many people inside.

An amateur radio operator said he had

seen many dead people on the street.

Another report said 35 percent of the ci-

ty's buildings were damaged.
In Washington, State Department

spokesman Bernard Kalb said the U.S.

Embassy was undamaged and that com-
munications with the embassy had been
established.

Kalb said there was significant damage
in the old section of the city, including the

popular tourist area Zona Rosa, a

fashionable and hotel district in the center

of the city.

Both blood and gasoline for emergency
vehicles were said to be in short supply and
the government was asking for donations.

The Mexican Embassy in Washington
said cathedrals had collapsed in Jalisco,

Guerrero and Michoecan states, all on the

country's west coast, with several
buildings having collapsed inthe caoital.

Three escapees still at large
PLYMOUTH, Mass (AP)-A second

escape from the Plymouth County House
of Correction gave himself up Thursday,
leaving three still at large, sheriffs

deputies reported.

Thomas DeVo!!, 22. of New Bedford, ser

ving a term for larceny of a motor vehicle,

turned himself in at the distric attorney's

office at Fall River District court, accor-

ding to Petter Door, a special sheriffs

deputy.

"I think he knew that we were aware of

where he might go or turn for help, and
that we had not lost his trail." Dorr said.

"He probably just ran out of stamina."
Dorr said DoVoll was returned to the jail

immediately and was being interviewed by
investigators.

"We have some active leads we are work-
ing on" involving the three missing in-

mates. Dorr added.
Carlos Guilbe, 23, of Brockton, telephon-

ed jail officials and surrendered quietly

Wednesday after living in a tree in a park,

Sheriff Peter Y. Flynn reported.

Flynn said Guilbe had been living in the

tree about a block from his home since the

Sunday night escape because no one would
take him in.

"He was toohot," said Flynn. "He had
nowhere to go."

"He was probably tired and cold and
ready to surrender," Dorr said.

Sheriff deputies said the five apparently

sawed their way through a bar covering a
window in an old laundry room of the

Plymouth County House of Correction Sun-

day evening.

After sawing through the bars, they ap-

parently lowered themselves with a bed-

sheet about 12 feet to a courtyard and
climbed over a fence.

The escape was discovered in a 10 p.m.
bed check.

Senate passes immigration control bill

WASHINGTON (AP)-The Senate, try-

ing to regain control of the nation's

borders, passed an immigration control

bill yesterday that would impose severe

penalties on employers who knowingly
hire illegal aliens.

The .vote was 69-30 on the third im-

migration bill to pass the Senate in four

years. The legislation went to the House,

wehre the Judiciary Committee is con-

sidering a different version of immigra-

tion reform.

The margin was considerably less than

the Senate's 80-19 vote in 1982 and the

76-22 tally in 1983. Neither of those bills

became law, although a House-Senate
conference came close to fashioning a

compromise at the end of last year's ses-

sion.

Before the immigration vote, Sen. Pete
Wilson, R-Calif., gave up plans for an
amendment that would have made it more

difficult to terminate a program for

foreign agricultural workers.
Sen. Alan K. Simpson, R-Wyo., sponsor

of the bill, asked senators to support the
measure "if you agree with me it is a
balanced and well-intended proposal. It is

certainly a political 'no win' for any of
you. I can tell you that."

Wilson, who opposed the bill before his

success on the foreign workers' provision,

said he turned into a supporter because "I
don't know of any alternative." But
Wilson said he doubted that it would do
much to stem illegal immigration.
The foreign workers' program, suc-

cessfully placed in the bill by wilson,
would admit up to 350,000 field hands to

pick perishable frutis and vegetables. But
it was modified to allow Congress to end
the program in three years, a provision
that now will remain because of Wilson's
decision to stand pat.

Harvard spends to oppose apartheid
CAMBRIDGE (AP)-

Harvard University Presi-

dent Derek Bok has taken
an activist role toward help-

ing black South Africans by
announcing creation of a $1
million university fund aim-
ed at improving their lives.

Bok said the fund could
finance trips by
undergraduates to tutor
black South African high
schoolers, to send medical
students to provide health
care, and to help law
students work on cases
relating to South Africa or
bring black South African
students to study at Har-
vard.

Bok, an avowed foe of

South Africa's racial
separation rules, also sug-

gested in a statement to the

Harvard community that

the money could be used for

efforts to publicize the

plight of political prisoners

in South Africa or to help in

the defense of those whose
rights were violated.

"The widespread
violence, the mass arrests

following the declaration of

a state of emergency and

the stubborn refusal of the

Botha government to ex-

tend full political rights to

the black South African ma-
jority have deeply troubled

individuals and institutions

everywhere and made them
consider how they should

respond to such cruelty and
repression," Bok said.
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New Speaker elected

to Faculty Senate
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate opened its new year yesterday

with a new senate speaker and the reappointment of the

chairman of the Rules Committee.
The new Speaker, Ronald Chilton, a sociology pro-

fessor at the University since 1970, siad his primary goal

for the senate would be "to keep on top of the commit-

tees and make sure they function effectively."

The senate reelected political science professor David

Booth for the second time to chairman of the Rules Com-
mittee. Booth, a professor of state and local politics, has

taught at UMass since 1967.

Marsha Rudman, an education profesor, was also nam-

ed to the Rules Committee.

A by-law ammendment to create a committee on

University Relations and Development, and an ammend-
ment to add a member of the administration to the

Research Council, were postponed until the next senate

meeting because of language revisions.

In other senate action, Gordon Sutton, a sociology pro-

fessor, asked Provost Richard O'Brien if there would be

any changes in the University's affirmative action hiring

program in light of the Reagan's administration's change

in policy.

O'Briend said there would be no change in University

policy. "The views of the administration in Washington

are getting further and further away from the intent of

this University," O'Brien said. "We are determined
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Ronald Chilton, new speaker of the Faculty Senate.

SKY HOOK—Sophomore Dave Kenny lays one up and in yesterday at the Or-

chard Hill basketball courts.

more than ever to pursue affirmative action."

In a recap of summer action. Booth said the Rules
Committee had asked legislators to oppose a proposed
calendar system for the state-wide higher education
system. The calendar would mandate the openings for all

state schools and would make it impossible to complete
the fall semester by Christmas, Booth said. "Our feeling

is that our system has worked well," he said. "This
would be an unwarranted interference."

The Women's

Film Festival

shows 2 films
In conjuction with

Freedom Friday and Diver-

sity Week the Women's
Film Festival starts tonight

with two films, City Lovers
at 7 p.m. and Chip of Glass

Ruby 9:30 p.m. in Campus
Center, room 163.

Those coordinating the

festival, which is now in its

fourth year, hoping to "pro-

mote the strength and
diversity of women through
film by examining a wide
variety of issues and themes
concerning women's lives,"

according to Liisa Trocki

coordinator of the Women's
Leadership Project.

Both films were written

and produced by Nadine
Gordimer. city Lovers is a

tale of interracial love in

South Africa, while A Chip

of Glass Ruby deals with

political activism and how a

strong commitment to

abolishing (iiscrimination af-

fects one woman's life in

South Africa.

Plans for the futurt' of the

festival include U'ctures by

women who niatie the

sjiecilic film l)einij; shown,

which is ex|Hrte(l to iieirin

ill nii<l-( K'IoIht.

rin' I'estival is s[Mmsoreii

I'V the Women's lA>a<lershi|t

Project ami fiMi(i<>(i t>\ ttie

SttJili'iU (Invernnieni

Association. The films are

one hour each and free of

charge.

-SUSAN EATON

Trustees approve optional fee for SSAM
BY STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board of Truetees is

expected to decide if the Spring 1986 tuition bill for the

Amherst campus will include an optional $2 fee to fund the

State Student Association of Massachusetts (SSAM).

The trustees executive committee has approved an op-

tional "check-off fee for SSAM, but it is "not determined

whether it will be $1 or $2," Randy Donant, director of

student activities, said. The full board will address the

issue at its nexC meeting on October 2.

UMass President David Knapp recommended the $2 fee

only for next semester's bill, later it will be $1 per

semester, to compensate for the money which SSAM lost

this semester when it was without funding.

"I'm sensing they will probably go with the $2 fee." Do-

nant said. ^ ,L

After the Student Government Ass<>ciatif»n cut the an-

nual budget of $2100 for the UMass chapter of SSAM on

March 14. SSAM held a campus-wide referendum calling

for a $1 fee to fund the organization.

Students approved SSAM's proposal by a 6-to-l margin

in the referendum, but the board of trustees questioned

the legality of the mandatory fee increase, because mose

of the money would leave campus when it fell under con-

trol of the statewide SSAM office.

"The SGA cut our funding with a positive attitude that

this (the activities fee increase) would go through," Barry

Wray. director of the UMass SSAM chapter said.

The purpose of SSAM, Wray said, is to unite students of

the Massachusetts state collegges and universities so that

' they will have a stronger voice in the I^egislature.

"Our objective is to develop lH?tter communication bet-

ween the school." he said.

In February, SSAM representatives met with

MAssachusetts House Speaker Creorge Keverian, who

^^\v

Refugees to speak

about experiences
By MICHELLE GOODWIN
Collegian Correspondent

A group of Salvadoran and Guatamalan refugees will be

speaking about their personal experiences and reasons for

fleeing their native countries at 7 p.m. Sunday at the

University of Massachusetts Newman Center, and at 7:30

in the Bangs Community Center on Boltwood Walk in

Amherst.
According to Lois Aherns, spokeswoman for the local

American Friends Service Committee, the Caravan for

Peace and Justice in Central America is comprised of 15

Christians whose private faiths in a "modernized Gospel"

have been threatened by their own governments.

"The refugees include members of student's rights

groups, and unions whose members have mysteriously

died, or have been threatened by their military govern-

ments," Aherns said.

"We are spending more than $1.5 billion annually in

Central America to continue a secret extermination of

millions of religious, poverty stricken people," said

Aherns.

At this time, the most intensive bombing in the history

of this hemisphre is leveling Salvadoran and Guatamalan
villages, causing thousands to seek refuge in other coun-

tries, Ahrerns said.

In this state, the caravan will be urging support of the

Backman Bill, which will give legal state support to Cen-

tral American refugess threatened with deportation.

After the state tour ends, the group will join other lob-

byists in Washington to ensure passage of the Moakley-

I>eConcini Bill to suspend deportation of Salvadorans liv-

ing in this country.

By informing the public first-hand of the existing condi-

tions in Central America, the Caravan and the American
Friends Service Committee hopes to arouse concern and
involvement in working towards ending the warfare,

Aherns said.

WMUA to stop accepting

miUtary sponsorships
By FRAN PADO
Collegian Correspondent

The Management Board ofWMUA radio recently voted

to stop accepting underwriting sponsorships from the

military for the '85- '86 school yea*-.

In a 7-5 vote, the board decided to drop the sponsor-

ships, which are short announcements costing about $4 for

each 60 seconds.

The station's Program Director Jim Neill said: "The sta-

tion has a reputation of being fairly liberal and our

listenership is based on that." The military sponsorship

would "cause more trouble than to be worthwhile."

"One of the basic goals of ofWMUA is to promote social

awareness and avoid oppression; because of the military's

exploitative history I feel that any such involvement by

WMUA could be viewed as the wrong kind of eruiorese-

ment." Stepchen said.

Althoujrh the radio station will no longer accept military

spon.sorships of any kin<l. StejK-hew disclaims cen.sorshif).

"This is not cen.sorshi|) We will still do public s<'rvice an-

nouncements for the niilitarv. he said. The.se bulletins

receive no j;uaranleed airpiav and are not paid adver-

iis«'tiienls.

Stepchew said WMTA ii< politically active and stressed

the extreme rnonil .'ukI ethical In'Mefs of nunierous staff

mmelHTs. "While I can only speak lor r!i><lef. the anit-

military vote reinforces my personal belief thai the

military is an oppresive orK^anization. It's WM'A's
res|ionsibilil y, without any concern to our spon.sors to pro-

mole social awarene.ss: accepting sponsorship from the

military would discord with these ethics."

Dave Goff, underwriting director for the station, didn't

agree with the decision to reject military's sponsorship.

He said his "only contention is that in this country, the ar-

my isn't a political tool," and that the station would have

been "letting people know they can have help paying for

their education."

The military is getting public service announcements on

WMUA, and Goff said he "didn't see a problem with them

donating money to'us." The station receives money from

such sponsors as Wendy's , The Sub, Amtrack, and Cam-
pus Travel.

"In no way is a listener going to l)elieve that a political

ad is the view of the station," Goff said. "It's a business

deal," said Dave Dipeitro. technical trainer at WMUA,
who was also in favor of the military sponsorship. He said

the sponsorsip would not have meant "that we were sup-

porting the army. I think that if we put on an ad that can

help people get through college, then that's a public ser-

vice."

"1 don't like the history of the military, nor their current

visibility on campus. It goes along with the whole 'Red

Dawn/Rambo' ethic, which 1 oppose." "Luckily, we're

under no economic constraints and do not have to depend

on sponsMjrship from groups we oppose."

V - ..•t s
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Video vaults
hold TV gold
for viewers
Gilligan and
Jerry Mathers
as the Beaver

draw ratirigs

and fanatic

devotion

Bv Mary Cresse

Special for USA TODAY

MEDFORD, M:i3S — "See,

thus Is what I mean by good
TV." Fellcsa Massarelli says,

pointing to her television set.

where a rerun of Jackie dea-
con's The Honeymooners Is in

progress.

Ralph Kramden is winding

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ up an argument with wife Al-^^^^^^^^^^^^^
ice He rolls hus eyes, cocks his

head, and grimlv sets hLs jaw "One of these davs, Alice,"
• *-": fisl. "Bang.he bellows, smacking an open pali

zoom, right to the moon'"
Massarelli cackles. A self-descr

watches up to six hours a day of
--< .thiie ones, fhevre the b

^ing dc
I'

^oRTZTi^y-—

Emptied channel fills beach Tov
By JOHN YONCE
SPECIAL WRITER

HY.X.NMSPORT - Its a job that costs nearly
$250.uuij. consumes I.dDO gallons o( fuel a day and lakes

A.au man-hours to complete But. it provides a double
dividend

• The dredging of Hyannis Harbor, now nearing com-
pletion. IS designed to open a deep, safe channel for

shipping It also will replace tons of sand lost over the

vears from Kalmus Beach
The Arc--

cubic yar<
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I Mass student

held ill arson

sues for S13m
Bv Anne McCrory

Spe<-lal to The Globe

AMHERST - A University of

Massachusetts student is seeking

$13 million in two lawsuits charg-

f than 15 defendants with

IS of her rights In connec-

th her arrest on arson
and suspension from the

ty last Derember
e I. Henry. 20, a senior

ry major from Phlladel-

is arrested the evening of

id charged with setting fire

s on a fellow student's dor-

lesk The fire was the 15th

ormltory last year

wing the arrest. Henry was
might In Jail, suspended

rred from the university.

fired from her job as a resident as-

slstant and permitted back on
campus to attend classes only In
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What do Tlw Boston Ghbe, USA Today, Newsmek on Campus and the wire services have in com-

mon?
Correspondents at UMass - all of whom work for the Collegian.

The Giobe, Conde Nast» CapeCodTimes and FUchburg Sentinel - amongother New England and

East Coast papers - are similar too. They've had our staffers as interns and co-op students this past

year.

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to get experience early. We all started as reporters

for the Collegian. Because of it, we've been able to do a lot more.

Whether youVe a first year student or a senior, we have a job for you. Come down to our office,

find the department that^s right for you. Choose from News, Sports, Editond/Opinion, Black Af-

fairs, Women's Issues, Arts or Photo. Work with our editors who have professional experience.

Get a grasp on UMass issues and your writing skills.

Get clips that will get yott a job.

Today. ___^ ,
.

The CoUegian. We bmld careers.

It's Not Too Late
to have

delivered to your door

on campus
• No Delivery during Thanksgiving Holiday

• All Subscriptions Payable in Advance by Semester

• Students with varying starting dates may have their

subscriptions prorated

• No delivery during School Holidays or Final Exam Periods

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

n

SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES
Daily and Sunday $1.40 a week

Daily Only $.90 a week

Sunday Only $.50 a week

FALL TERM RATES
$15.05

$10.05

$5.00

* autumn
"Tht-re's an incredilik' view

i»f thi' Pioneer Valley and
various other ran^e.s in

Massachusetts, New Hamp-
shire, Connecticut, and Ver-

mont," said Bill Lastley,

park interpreter.

ASkinner park include the

Notch Visitor Center
located on rt. Hi. "This

area has some of the liest

hiking in the Valley," said

Lastley.

Another renowned attrac-

tion in western Mass. is

Northfield Mountain
Recreation and En-
vironmental Center. Nor-

thfield Mountain offers boat

rides on the Connecticut

AT

(prices effective Monday 9/23)

Please fill out form and return with check made payable to:

RON HUBERDEAU
P.O. Box 959

Amherst, MA 01004

Telephone 253-7009
•

\ D Daily Only

I D Sunday Only

\ n Daily & Sunday

\
m

\ Your Name:

Campus Address:

JUSTIN RY^S

FREE
BUFFET!

3-4PM

jm:~ 1ill*S?liiBW»
TELEPHONE 253 9528

Open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

A SUPER CROP OF APPLES

CORTLANDS
MCINTOSH

NOW being picked from the Orchards of ATKINS FARMS
Fresh from the Orchard to You!

PEARSMOLLIES DELICIOUS
GRAVENSTEIN
BURGUNDY
GREENINGS
CRAB APPLES

Tree,

Ripened

PEACHES!

BARTLETT For Canning & Eating

MAGNUS — Great for Eating

ATKINS FARMS
Fresh Pressed SWEET CIDER

Large. Sweet
Salmon Fleshed

CANTALOUPE
69* cach

Yellow Turnip

RUTABAGA
15V

Specials 9/20 - 9/26

Calif. BROCCOLI
69* bun.

Made from scratch

Chock full of raisins

RAISIN BREAD

$1.10lb. loaf

Swiss
EMMENTAL
CHEESE
^2.95.b

Superbly aged

Fall

BOUQUET
of Mums Jt.zwzF

Sliced

PASTRAMI or
CORNED BEEF

^4.40.b

Featuring Mass. Native
We reserve the right to limit quantitie-

Sliced

PROVOLONE
Cheese

«2.69.b

Winter Keeping Squash (over 6 kinds) Potatoes,

Onions. Cabbage. & many other fruits & vegetables.

From the farm to you!

MUMS for Beautiful Fall Garden Color

GOURDS. INDIAN CORN. SCARECROWS & other-

fall decorations.

PICK YOUR OWN APPLES ^^^j *
MCINTOSH & CORTLAND SUN 10^5

OPEN 7 PAYS A WEEK

Cii/tt I nurd irntn fxii/t I

River IhrouKh Oct. 14.

"It's l)eautiful at this time

of year iK'cause you see a

ilouble vision of the fall

foliage in the water's reflec-

tion," said employee George
Broskey.

Northfield Mountain also

has a pump storage
hydroelectric station at 200

feet. Tours through the

plant to see the
equipment,and the upper

resevoir on top of the moun-
tain are availat)e.

In addition, the center has

25 miles of hiking trails,

nature walks and a

22-station physical fitness

program, all accessible to

the public year round.

Aside from being the

most colorful time of the

year, fall is also the time for

apple picking.

Atkins Farms and F'ruit

Bowl in Amherst has 300

acres of apple trees to "pick

your own." The farm will be

open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

on Saturday andSunday for

at least the next three to

four weekends.
President of the farm,

Pauline Lannon, said,

"There is a special deal on

apple jprices this year

because some of the apples

have suffered hail damage."
One-half a bushel normally

priced at $5 is selling for on-

ly $3 this season.

Apf)le picking can also be

done at Quonquonl Farm in

Whately, from \) a.m. to .5

p.m. on Saturdays, Sun-

days, and holidays, although

there are plenty fo apples to

l)e picked within the six

acres of land at Quonquont,
owner Wilma Hoxie said

I this wasn't a good year for

\
orchards. "Lots of fruit was

I
lost due to spring frost,"

she said.

Quonquont orchards will

he open until the apples are

gone and Hoxie seems to

think that won't be long.

"The apple picking season

usually goes to the end of

October, but autumn seems

to be rushing us. We've
already seen some color in

the trees," she said.

rontinued from frnqf I

Wozniak said that if the

baghouse is not on line by

the Oct. 1 deadline, he will

meet with DEQE the next

day along with Chief Power
Plant Engineer Hermine
Randall, Physical Plant

Director Roger Cherewatti

and possible an attorney,

"to explain the status of the

baghouse and why we
shouldn't be fined."

The money to pay the fine

would come from the

Physical Plant's operating

budget, Wozniak said. But
lojristically, he said, "How
that would happen, I don't

really know."
The Physical IMant was

first cited" by the DEQE as

iK'ing in violation of the

Clean Air Act in 1977. Con-

structi(m on the baghouse

l)egan in PJ80. So far, the

University and the Massa-

chusetts Department of

Capital Planning and
Operation, which handles

state construction con-

tracts, have missed three

start-up deadlines.

The deadlines, prescribed

bv the DEQE were set for

1981, H)H3 and July 1984.

The most recent deadline of

April () of this year was met
with le.ss than a week to

spare.

"My own gut sense is that

is will be very tedious and
aggravating and time con-

suming, but everything will

eventually work «Mit," Woz-
ni.'ik sai<l.

ittX1»^l/*'!¥l^.V.V.VA^V \Vt:i!Cm^!9^i<Uti!Cm<^^ " -^-.ilij^^iMkX
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This Fall

We've Got It All

In BOTH STORES!
Amherst Carriage Shops • Northampton (Next to Iron Horse)
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POSTERS
Huge

Selection
* BAMBOO BLINDS

20% Off

BEDSPREADS
(Cover Walls, Furn.,

Windows)

RUGS & MATS
(Colorful, Durable)

*
Greatly Expanded

SKIRTS & BLOUSES
(Comfortable Cotton)

•

Paper

LAMPSHADES
(Variety of Colors)

CARDS
(Over 1400 Designs)

Brass & Silver

JEWELRY
(earrings, rings etc.)

BeiriK a Marine 0>r\)> Offiier tan open ihe door to opjKJrtu-

nitJfN \ou ma\ havf thoughi vmti' bevond \<mr reach It

helped Marine Officer Charles Bclden become a NASA astro-

naut And if Miu re wjlhng to make the commitment, it could

help \m also Vou can jiet started while vou re in college

with our undergraduate officer com-

missioning pmgram Vou could take

sHv^nlilg"' of veltini!

i\tm i month while in sch(M>l

Freshmen and Sophomores train

during two six-week .summer sessions

K^ wsfitvou
togoasfar

each pa\ing m^re than SI HXt

Juniors train in one ten-week summer session and earn

more than S1W()

Free civilian flung lessons

A surting salarv of more than STIKMI

ImmediateK upon graduation \ou

could become a Marine

Officer It s \our choice

Ma^be you re the kind of 'p'j^

man we re looking for Vr>'?

We'relooking tora k>* goodmen.

asyoucan

CLOTHING SALE
20% to 50% off

Selected

BLOUSES, SKIRTS & T-SHIRTS

Great Gifts...

Great Prices

MERCANTILE
Daily & Sat. 10-6 • Sunday 12-5

See Captain Schiffer

in the Campus Center Concourse

on 23 and 24 September

or call our toll-free number 1-800-255-USMC

iJ^msttftMaisi^

02 Moin St., Amherst • 253-3361 • Mon.-Sot. 9-5:30

Young to oversee publications
Vice chancellor's office

worker gets promotion
Mary Young, an assistant to the vice

chancellor for University relations, has

been named director of University com-
munications at the University of

Massachusetts.

In her new position. Young will oversee

University publications, such as admissions

booklets. She will be directing the design

and production of the materials and will

also continue in her present position as

assistant to the vice chancellor.

The new position will be a "significantly

different focus for me personally," Young
said, because of her new managerial posi-

tion.

Young said she is looking forward to

coordinating the l^niversity's publications

and make them "more effective and more
efficient."

"The University has beautiful publica-

tions that have won a good number of na-

tional awards," said Young.
She said her goal is to make the Universi-

ty well-known for the publications.

An experienced journalist, Young wrote
a weekly column for the Valley Advocate
for four years and wrote free lance for na-

tional magazines, including Yankee and
Mademoiselle. She has also taught jour-

nalism interviewing classes at Hampshire
and Mount Holyoke College.

In addition to her two jobs. Young is

working toward her master's degree in

Photo rourteity of Ofrirr iif I'uhlir Information

Mary Young, who was promoted to

director of communications, plans to

make the University known for its

publications, which include the
viewbook for admissions.

organizational development. She describes
her life as, very busy, but very exciting.

"It's very, very challenging to manage
creative people," she said.

-NANCY KLINGENER

m
xcrc> located: 50 Main St. rear 253-7722

,/-

'^7D
c
to'

2_ Taco Vliia

Amilv ^ V'"a

Amherst

Bicycle
Parking ^World ToO

50Maml/
Rear

Main St

BICYCLE WORLD WELCOMES
STUDENTS WITH THESE SEPTEMBER
SPECIALS: Ur3»3|f Dun Aijilable

UNIVEGA CUSTOM MAXIMA reg.i99 95

^^,
sale 189.95

^'^ Componenis Iniiie tiutttd nungjiio^ Irame 21 i its , a1lo» wheels, quicIi leiease Imnl «heei, l?-speeil

sliimani) iieraiiieurs
, ikimino ktikes. anaiomic saddle, water dome bra/e-ons

FULL LINE OF UNIVEGA^ BIANCHI &
RITCHEY MOUNTAIN BIRES

,vvot^ **ALPINA PRO rcg.560 sale 460

'ALPINA UNO re^329. sale 3i9

'ALPINA ULTIMA re^.699 sale 599

. (chrome >

$10 )

VETTA WIND TRAINER g-eal to' mdoc »iefcis» •ill>

cvlO^^
jlOu' 0»n k.H LUGANO reg. 109.95 salc^.$^ 65.

SKATEBOARDS 81 ACCESSARIES^
Powell/Peralta /^i^^ Santa Cruz
Independent njv^ Madrid^^^ Tracker
Independent
NMB Bearings

GREAT USED BIKES : $35 $ioo

KRYPTONITE LOCK
WITH BRACKET $29 95

PLETSCHER RACK $595

wm0mmmtmmmmtmmmmt0tm

The Oldest and Largcest Student-run credit union

in the country. We offer banking right on campus.

There are many reasons why our accounts are ideal

for students -

• Minimum balance in a checking account is $25,

and $5 in a savinp^s account

• American Express Travelers Checks available

• Accounts with over $50 earn 6% interest

• LOANS! Both Car and Personal

• Hours: Mon-Thu 10-3; Fri 10-4

• OPKN AN ACCOUNT TODAY - YOU HAVE NOTHING
TO LOSE AND ALOT TO (JAIN

• Interested in becoming a volunteer teller?

11 so please apply within.

Student Union Bldg. 545-2800 Member NCUA

Give us 1 hour.

We'll give you the
way to higher grades
and more free time.

Smith College student killed

falling from horse during class

Wovld yow like to:

9 Raise your grade point avciage widiout long

houis ofcr tcsns.

W End all-night aanuning sessions.

C Btccze through all four studying in as litde as

'A the time.

V Hafc mote 6ce time to enjoy yourself.

ff Read 3 to 10 times £aater, with better

OMKcnttation, undetstanding, and recall.

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics works — over 2

million people, including students, executives,

senators, and even U.S. presidents have proven it.

A free 1 hoar demonstration will

how yon how to save hnndrcds off

hours off drndgery this school year,

and to increase your reading effffec-

tlTcness immediately.

It only takes an hour, and it's free. Attend today.

EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMKS
will open your eyes.

A Smith CoUoge student died Wednesday after she fell

from a horse while practicing jumping maneuvers at the

Smith College Riding Stables, an official said Thursday.

Maryanne Donnelly, 20, a junior from Westport, Conn.,
was at a riding' class at the stables practicing two-foot

jumps when "apparently she slipped off the horse and
fell," said Mary Callahan of the Smith College public rela-

tions office.

"It's not really clear what happened. According to her

instructor, as the horse was landing, she fell," said

Callahan.

Donnelly had been classed as an "intermediate" rider

and had been a member of the college's junior-varsity

equestrian team for the past two years, Callahan said.

The horse she was riding belonged to the college,

Callahan said.

Donnelly was taken by ambulance to Cooley- Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton, where she was pronounced

dead on arrival. An autopsy will be conducted today,

Callahan said.

The results were not available.

A service for Donnelly will be held at noon today at

Helen Hills Chapel on the Smith College campus.
-PHIL SERAFINO

Schedule of Free Introductory Lessons

U^ J
p#y* '^H.

^^i

LOCATIOM: MURRAY D. LliyCOUy CAMPUS CENTER

SAT. SEPT. 21

11:00 AM, IKXIPMS 3:00 PM

11KX>AMA1:00PM

RM917

RM 174-176

Chooie the day and time most convenient for you. Reservations are not necessary.

For farther information, please call 1(800) 447READ

|iiiiffiiitiiiiii)i)iiiniRttHniiii|iniHiitH^^^

I 0GLnno§

Where else?

I September Special -

BECKS
Exciting New Menu!

Hors d'oevres 4-6 pm 7 days a week

Proper ID a MIST
.-.7 N. IMoasant St.

25:{-:.in

liliiliiiiillliiiiiiliiiiiiiittliiiiiilliiiiiiiill|iiiiiiiiiiiiiil<iiiiiiil))iiiiiilllliiiiiiiiiiiiilK
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Juveniles clean up damage in Campus Center

Two juveniles were taken from the Campus Center

Wednesday afternoon by University of Massachusetts

police after allegedly spraying hairspray at each other on

the Campus Center escalator, police said.

Police said they were turned over to their parents and

returned to Campus Center yesterday to clean up the

damage under the supervision of their parents.

In other police reports:

Two Datsuns were damaged in seperate incidents in lot

25 Wednesday, police said.

A 1980 Datsun received $300 in damages in a hit and run

accident.

An illegally parked Datsun was also reported vandalized

that afternoon. Police said the car was probably damaged
by one of two cars it was blocking. The car A-as Iwwed.

—Friday. September 20, 1985

A purse containing $80 and identification was reported

stolen from an unlocked filing cabinet in Bartlett Hall

Wednesday afternoon. It was taken in a three-hour

period, police said.

A wallet containing $9, a calculator and identification

was reported stolen from an office on the fourth floor of

Morrill Science Building Wednesday afternoon. It was

taken in a period of 10 to 15 minutes after the owner left

her office to get a soda, police said.

-JEANEITE DeFOKGE
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SEATING SCHEDULE
MONDAV TUESDAY WCONFSOAV

• " D'omf

flwr O"* < DO*

PBlVATCPAWtlCS

PUtli'C SKATING

J 30 ti JOpm

*i>T.iS%.0" 1.' ft

TMURSOAV
I

mtOAV

AOUM MITE

»•'» 2

" 3D 10 OOpm

SKATE RENTAL

SI 25
((/ neededi

Mifi Sclo*'

SJiaM'

PUBLIC SKATING
"fF'tfCf '•»•'"

7 DO S 30om

*OtT.n%rfjn S.I ;"i

Rutf ^'^' J4 ."

&ATUnDAV

PUBLIC SKATING
' Stturoir Af*f'A««'

1 uO * C'lp^

tx 3 00 6 000^

BJlf'O' »« 2b

PUBLIC Sr.AlihC

WW¥*W^*iW^^^^^^^^

<e
61 Main St.. Amherst

N«Ml le Tew* Hall

LIQUORS

FOR FKEE DELIVERY OF
$20 MINIMUM OUDKK,
(OT UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

All I'rins III Sinif Crtsh Onlv

Check Us Out Free/

FREE ADMISSION PASS

Admit (1) Am Adult Nite

Monda/ or Tnursday Nite

MW $2.50

/skali Rental Eitraj

Eipirct 10/4i/*5 j

I fraa wtik I »lM

rcc
rMMUnOM

Any public session

[ikalt Rtntat Iitr«|

tiptfci Ki/k/n

Cafe' Square Hampshire Mall Hadley, MA

Sebastiani
Chablis &
Burgundy

*3.591 5 litPT

FOLOWARI
Valpoiicella

Soave • Bardolino

IS Liter *W m M. %M

CANADIAN
MIST

1 l.ilfr

^'•*'\ $6.99

>^^mts
750 ML

8.25

Moosehead
6|)k

*3.55 y Dep

Grolsch
6pk.

'*3.99+ Dep.

Everything you want

Houndstooth suit by Cathy Hardwick. $234. polka dot outfit from Inwear, $155 50. Baroque

ensemble Tapestry jacket by Vanda Mazzeo. $176. lace blouse from Malave. $110. Fmity

stirrup pant, $92. Baubles, belts, and shoes from CHONA's new accessory department Man
dressed m WiUiWear suit. $212 50, with Tom Tailor shirt. $42 50. and Kenneth Cole shoes,

$87 50. Available at CHONA MEN. 2nd floor

Chona & Chona Men • Thornes Marketplace • Northampton • 584 7803

Striding confidently

down the street—
Northampton. England

or Northampton, Mass. ?

Modern menswear from GB Clothing
Company of England. New at Chona Men.

ClOTMING COMPANY

Chona Men 2nd. floor Thornes Marketplace 584-7901
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Students and apartheid
The time has come to rally for remedy. Today is Freedom Friday, the

issue is apartheid in South Africa, and the problem is our combined inability

to hasten change and understanding within that country through educa-
tion, sanctions, and sensitivity here at home.

Profits apparently come before peacemaking; the handwringing and ho-

humming of many leading educational institutuions in the move for divest-

ment as a means of effecting South African change is nothing less than

disgraceful. Our schools are meant to be more enlightened.

It's taken years of lobbying for the desirability and inevitability of

separating our money, and tacit support, from apartheid, as well as disrup-

tive sit-ins and arrests in our own administrative building and in the

government buildings of our leaders. But finally, our trustees, Congress,

and other "people who count*' are waking up to the fact that they, too,

must take one side or another in this fight for rights.

The decision by UMass Trustees this year to completely divest the

University's monies soaked in apartheid is good news. It cleanses our im-

age. Thus, we followed pension funds of 30 major cities and states, worth

$1.8 biJlion, away from the stained economy of South Africa.

As with past problems, student pressure has played a pivotal role in the

decision for remedial action. Officials will deny it, but partial divestment

after prolonged protest at Brown, Yale, Columbia, and soon Harvard
represents more than just coincidence. The collaboration of student/faculty

protest and critical national attention has spurred trustees to take action

more than practical reasoning could.

Apartheid is a political disease for which ignorance is no longer an accep-

table excuse. Reversing positions on an issue is tricky for any politician, but

his crisis requires our leaders to override "image" and go about setting our

priorities straight.

Constructive engagement, as our president knows it, is no longer viable.

History has shown that we cannot profit by turning a deaf ear upon cries of

continued oppression; if we must look at oppression as a cost/benefit situa-

tion, then no one benefits.

Today's events are, at this point, the very least students can do to press

South Africa towards a more peaceful solution than revolution. The
changes that must occur withing South Africa will be revolutionary, but

with foresight we, as a country, can help South Africans avoid the blood-

bath which we unfortunately and characteristically have learned accom-

panies such drastic change.

While we celebrate the part UMass has played in this saga, students must

work to ensure this issue remains alive—on campus, in the community, and

in our nation. The business of the world continues on, and we must not

forget that divestment doesn't end the dilemma that is apartheid.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of tfw Collegian Board of
,

Editors.

Trivilege pursuit' players
Those of us at UMass involved in radical

politics have every reason to be concerned

about the direction America is taking to-

day. Our society is built upon the spirit of

priviliege rather than cooperation, and this

has evil consequences. The conservatives

who point to the Soviet Union as the evil

empire are motivated not by a desire to

eradicate ewil but by a desire to maintain

their privilege. They feel justified by our

society's formal commitment to human
rights to do whatever they want in the

name of these rights, and point to the

Soviett Union to excuse their actions. They

succeed in this because other Americans

are also interested only in their own
privilege, and can be won over by crass ap-

peals to their selfinterest.

The military received an extra $50 billion

in Carter's last years because he was afraid

to appear 'soft on defense,' and another

$50 billion during the first years of Reagan.

They received so much they didn't know

what to do with it. They built the York anti-

aircraft gun and the Bradley tank, billion

dolar systems that didn't work. Yet even

today, Democrats quake in fear of appear-

ing 'soft on defense' on Capitol Hill, and

cannot speak out against the massive cor-

Tuptior. in the military, the $1000 toilet

-of«! $800 hammers, $100 billion Star
^'^^' —ctpms that don't work.
Wars weapons s^...- --Jon
Why? Because we, as the strongest iiac...

'

are privileged to defend ourselves with

whatever we want, and to speak out

against that privilege is anti-American. Or

is it? Do you make an obese person strong

by feeding him whatever he wants? Do you

make the defense industry strong by giving

it whatever it asks for?

Or is a strong defense what our !w>ciety

needs? Do we not rather need a safe antl

secure world? The conservatives argue

against the evils of the Soviet Union, but

then fight affirmative action and support

apartheid. They are not conservatives but

regressives, and so they deserve to be call-

ed. These regressives maintain, pointing^ to

the doctrines of Marx and Lenin, that the

Soviet Union is bent upon bringing the en-

tire world under communist domination.

Therefore we must have a foreign policy

based on resistance to communism
wherever it manifests itself. But what is

the real issue here?

Cuba has one of the best health-care

systems in the world, and a dedication to

practical human rights totally unmatched

by our own society. Their constitution

guarantees the right to work as a basic

right. If someone becomes sick, their job is

held for them for up to two years. They

have actually fed their people. They have

reached out to the US for diplomatic

recognition and alliance for many years

and have done so despite our attempts to

invade their islands and overthrow their

revolution. As a sovereign nation, they

have the right to ally themselves with the

Soviet Union. We do not recognize this

right, just as we do not recognize their

right to choose their own form of govern-

ment, ostensibly because their governmetn

is not baseed upon the consent of the peo-

ple, and because it denies basic human
rights like the right of free speech. But is it

not really, because Cuba denied us the
• •:io.TP of continuing to subjugate them

pnvi.c^.
--mi/.allv''

and exploit them eroiioi..,.— „
^ •.,,

W»' have no moral claim on the Sovu-t

Union, as long as we do this. We cannot ex-

pect to live in a safe and secure world, until

we respect our neighbors as equals, and

live not for our own private privilege, but

for our common rijrht nnu ^^nvile^'e to live

in a world at peact\

Chnrh's RiK'tp »'.« n fJMnss y-hirhrf
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Letters

AIDS education more education
I am writing this in response to Stuart

Gottlieb's comments on Sept. 17 in "Aids
at public schools". Mr. Gottlieb, I believe

that you are missing the entire point of this

issue. You state that by allowing children

with AIDS to attend pul)lic schools there is

unneccessary grief caused for everyone in-

volved. Well. Mr. (Jottlieb I want yf)u to

think about that statement for a moment.
Are the.se poor, innocent children interrup-

ting everyone's education or instead are

the ignorant people who would protest and

threaten an innocent child actually the j^iil-

ty ones?

You say that the issue of educating these

children is getting in the way of educating?

everyone. I agree, but who brought up the

i.ssue? The children are not disruptin^^ the

school, the parents are. These paranoid

parents who know nothing about the

disease thell their children all sorts of

stories about how they can catch a fatal

disease from these people and how they

shouldn't associate with them. Instead of

filling our children's heads with assump-

tions about AIDS I believe parents should

educate themselves about the disease and

then educate their children. After parents

have learned more about the disease then

they have a right to educate their children

on it also.

Children should l)e taught how to treat

an AIDS pateinet. The patient should not

be treated like a monster but like a person.

You say in your article, Mr. Gottlieb, that

"the prf> side is relyinp on undocumented

opinions of some doctors that AIDS is only

contaf^ious through sexual intercourse."

You obviously have not l)een doinj^ your
homework on the subject. It is true that the

most common way to catch AIDS is

through sexual intercourse but doctors

know that it can l>e transmitted through
(Jirfy needles. blf)od tran.sfusion.s. and
transfer of certain bo(Jy fluids. Casual corj

tact with AIDS victims (Joes not caus the

transmission of the di.sea.se.

Mr. (Jottliel). you claim that you come
from an environment which understands

AIDS, yet I don't believe (hat you have

enven tried to understjind this disease.

From what I can .see. you would like to

treat AIDS patients like le(>ers and send

them off to de.serte<l islands somewhere.

Well, I think that the only way that we can

cure this fatal disease is to understand it.

Everyone must try to undersUind it and

not push it aside as someone else's pro-

blem. We only fear thin^^s which we don't

understand.

People like you, Mr. Gottlieb try to hide

your fear under the guise of morality.

AIDS is only in its bej^nninj^ stages now
and people are just awakeninj? to the horri-

ble consetjuences of the disea.se. It is not

limited to California or New York, it has

spread to this state already. I only hope

that we may fully understand this di.sease

soon so that we can find a cure.

Jack Medeiros
Amherst

Republican values are insulting
I am writing in response to the recent

proliferation of UMass Republican Club

}K)sters on campus, especially in the

Residence Halls. These advertisements,

espf)using Republican ideology, are in-

sulting to me for several reasons. Firstly,

the slogans such as "Tired of campus
ratlicalism?" and "Proud of American

Values?" are offensive due to thier in-

ference that anyone who is not a

Republican is necessarily: a) a prr»tester or

radical b) opposed to tradional American

values c) a communist secretly awaiting a

"Red Dawn" inahe United States.

Furthermore, I am interested in exactly

which "American Values" I am supposed

,

•'* 'if If thesf ideals in<'lu(ie the
tobeprou.. ..

^-..ciHnnt Re;.«r.--c;
values represented by lit..... ''^"'.' '

favorites like the racist .Jesse Helms, the

extremely hom<<phobic and fanatical Jerry

Falwell. or the anti-semi'ic Hay Shamie.

then my response would have '.h lie "no".

,«\s for "campu. radicalism", 1 can tinly

,1,,,. ^,.h^ ihf U, ,,„,», I. ,.;,!. ,r I'V-IV^-

have not I)ecome bored with harping on the

so-called "silly" protesters, "freaks", and

"long-haired" radicals. Additionally, I am
.sure that if the RSU advertised with a slur

like "Tired of Gampus Fascism?", then the

Cnlleginri would l)e Ix'sieged with indignant

and self-righteous replies.

Finally, as a senior at UMa.ss, I have en-

dured the ludicrous and often unfounded

attacks of Republican Club meml[)ers like

Stephen Erick.son and ("Central American

exf>ert") Peter Dow lonjr enough. These

jHisters are symptomatic of the UMass
Republican Club's infatuation with

j^eneralizations. stereotypes and empty

rhetoric. Because of the abundance of

misinformation, the over-zealous attacks

;r. HiVA obsession with radicals, and the tun-

"««l vision implicit in Dow's and Kriokson's
!'^", ,, - columns. I find them
• Republican

, ^
ridiculous and ultimately, mn...,*^-

B«ckv LockwfMKi
Orchard Hill
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Join the S.G.A.
Nonnination Papers are available

in room 420 of the Student Union

Building for the Undergraduate

Student Governnnent Senate and

the Commuter Area Governing

Board. Nomination period ends

September 24 at noon. For more

information call 545-0341
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Iday film follies
tasies, like the dream sequence that gives

the film its name. If this sounds like a

movie you want to see, you can find it at

Whafs your faithful film reviewer to do? Northampton's Acad^^^^^^^

By IX)N LIPPER
Collegian Correspondent

ARTS

V^unaH (garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

'The BEST ChittM* Food"

There are lots of films around but only one

is new. But I'm not afraid of my column

writing chore, a lack of material has never

stopped me before.

The newest movie on the scene starts

William Hurt acting so serene. All of Kiss

of the Spiderwoman's reviews to date have

said it is an artistic film that is also great.

William Hurt and Raul Julia star in this

tale about a homosexual and rebel in a

South American jail. These two individuals

share the same cell and have nothing in

If a good French comedy interests you,

check out Pleasant St.'s Th£ Tall Blond

Man With One black Shoe. The Shooting

Party is an Edwardian Big Chill, if you

need a fix of good British acting this film

will give you your fill.

In Amherst, there's Stop Making Sense

with the Talking Heads, a documentary on

the group that performs "thinking man's

rock," that was supposed to be so amazing

that it sent critics into shock. The Cinema

is also showing Pink Floyd's The Wall. If
snare tne same ceu anu nave injuuug m - • -- ^

* „i 'i^ o,.rK,.r,ri i««i, ot

common but the war-torn stories they tell, you want to see w^ia else is around look at

Despite their differences, their hopes are the a,d from the Mall,

the same. They share each other's fan- That s all folks.

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Sparc Ribs
Small

soso
Of

Large

S^60

Luncheon
Specials

$025
From ^ served 11 a.fn.

'S p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

|

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU 31^25
CAN EAT 3

I) ll«( «>> Frah 6) S<mm ft Sow CMdMn
MMhraoM 7) Pan Frtad RIn

D CMciian Ftaflm •) P«« Fitad ^4oolia

SiCMcknWiMt wtahChlciMn
4)aaiMMBBQPw4i 9> Pm Fited lUvtok

S) Bfoceoa bi OyMcr Sauc* lOt Hoi > Sour Soap

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service

FuU CockUll Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-lO p.m.

Frl. & Sat. 11:30 a.m.-ll p.m.

10 BelchertiMk/n Road
at fttc. 9, Amherst
- 256-0252

^truHcUj

Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Sun. - Wed. 4 pm to 2 am

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 4 pm to 3 am

Gitts

Cralls

•Ir-^
Caid";

iT^'. Youf

r *^ Every

1 1- TV ]

'tUlJ Ml
thing

Gilt

Shop

^ ^ "•""' *"
1 mile nortl-

r- '^^-X., of UMass
.

I >*TTS

5:00

The Amherst
Boy's Club

needs work study

assistants for
Recreation
Programs

Open 2:30 to

aiternonns 7:00 tc

^1:00 evenings.
Workers schedule

as time available.

$4.00 j)er hour.

I'M buses slo{) in

front of Club at .SVM)

Main St. C'ontact

Richard Bri.tl

253-2717

TERMINAL
RENTALS

from

$99
per semester

.THkM^l

\

MONTREAL
I OWN TOURS OUAWANI
TOHAVE THE LOWE' '"<

DELUXE PACKAGE $79"
ALL INCLUSIVE. HO HIDDEN
CHARGES
Mound Trip Transpo'tatM^n vi
LuKury Motor Coach 3 days •

nights Hotel directly downtowM
at Ramada Inn o' Hoiei She
bourg and other First Class Hoi

els All Ta«e8 and Tips Weico"i.>

Parly at the Qide Munn "^

Campus Departures Avaiiah'f

Indoor Pool Facilities

*M» lUto la AvaNeMc*
DEPARTURE DATE
Holiday Weekend
Nov 1 Return Nov 3

Ai»o Available Jet Tour only

Si09 all inclusive Includes 3

days, 2 nights Hotel and Round
Trip Jet All Taxes and Tips

NIGHT CLUBS OPEN TIL JAM
Drinking Age IS

CAMAOA
Town Tours v\A Trevel. 482 Mem
St. Maiden. MA 021 40

(•17) »1-SWS
iioN UP to» itpt »<* ••'z^

avoid the lines at campus terminals

Lower Pleasant St

Nantucl<et MA
Com

549-7133

228 Triangle St

Amherst, MA

S

^ _

^1 l;uder4«le t^rlnt treek
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Card

Don't miss today's super

size Arts section!

"Ten"has imagination
By DEBBIE FISHER
Collegian Correspondent

How many times have you caught yourself asking for

"the best of both worlds?" Is this possibe? Or must one

choice be made? The New World Theater Ensemble's pro

duction, "Dance and the Railroad," captures this dilemma

in the cross-cultural entanglement of two Chinese men

fighting for lives of their own through martial arts and

dance, and in the midst of a labor strike on the American

railroad.

John Cruz, "Lo" and Victor Ho, "Ma," are two oppos-

ing personalities which meet atop The Golden Mountain.

continued on page IS
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[ <2.S0MATIN£E k TWIUTE SHOW I

MT FAIMS 4

TOM HflNHS end
JOHN CRNDV in

VOlUNT€€RS
Fnat (4 30 8 $2 50) 7:00 9 56

I
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^».

When he gets mad
he gets creative

\ft€nL G6NIUS
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run

Peie' O Toole Mariel Hemtngway

CREATOR
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QfiCK To The
FUTUR€
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I
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It's all in the name
of science.

WEIRD SCIENCE
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I
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CHEVY CHASE .
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SUMMER RENTAL
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THt£imCl*Te SHOWS!
FRIA SAT at 12 15 SEATS $ 3 50

BUCKAROO

( iilleKian photu by Jason Talerman

Vito Acconci's "Stretched Facade" provides an

example of sculpture that is both useful and witty.

CINEMA

ROCKY HORROR

l» \m
BANZAI

PINK FLOVD

THE wail

DAWN OF

THE DEAD

Friday - Saturday

Pink Floyd's The Wall 7:15

Stop Making Sense 9:00

Sunday - Tuesday

Lola Montes 7:00

La Ronde 9 00

Double Feature $3.00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

"HOPELESSLY HELPLESS WITH GUt-SHAKING
MERRIMENT AND SIDE-SPLITTING FUN.
DON'T MISS IT" I AO Banics Nov,- York Post

O

\fe
li^i^lM

STAPRING NOEL HARRISON

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 8 PM.

TICKETS $20, 18, 16

Five College students Halt Pm... Tickets ..a.l.hl.. ..I t.n.. Aris ^
CenterBo. OMice Spnng.ield C,v„ CenU. and ^M ATix

O.^J^^^ _
C«IM413)545-2511 Of ie00243-484Z id

"Dance" is best of

both worlds
By DEBBIE FISHER
Colle^an Correspondent

How many times have you caught

yourself asking for "the best of both

worlds?" Is this possibe? Or must one

choice be made? The New World Theater

Ensemble's production, "Dance and the

Railroad," captures this dilemma in the

cross-cultural entanglement of two Chinese

men fighting for lives of their own through

martial arts and dance, and in the midst of

a labor strike on the American railroad.

John Cruz, "Lo" and Victor Ho, "Ma,"
are two opposing personalities which meet

atop The Golden Mountain, away from the

railroad, to mock and berate each other

about conforming to this new world of

"white man." Each fears becoming the

"deade Chinaman" who has willingly ac-

cepted the white man's way of life. Inter-

woven in the quick-flying dialogue

movements of martial arts and interpretive

dance which promote a serene and unique

space for one character, and a comic relief

for the other.

The camaraderie in The New World

players was easily apparent during the

dress rehearsal. The 15 members were

quick to prove that a group representing

the Five College area could l)e a cohesive

unit. Victor Ho is a second-year student at

Amherst College, and John Cruz is an ex-

change student from the University of

Hawaii, Helo. The choref)grapher. Richard

Cessario, a teacher of martial arts, creates

the movements for thw two which also uses

elements of the Peking Opera.

The play itself is by an American-born

Asian-American, David Henry Hwang. As

a young author of 24 he represented, to

director Roberta Uno Thelwell. the

sophistication and level of Asian-American

playwrightes today.

Both the author and the play were ac-

claimed in New York, according to

Thelwell. One of the reasons for the

author's success is his use of language. The

straightforward modern slang may seem

unconventional and unfair to the

characters of the past century, but in fact

Hwang uses the modern lingo as a transla-

tion of a Chinese regional language which

is full of color and metaphors. Hwang's ap-

"Dance and the Railroad* will run

tonight and tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the

Hampden Theatre in Southwest.

proach is meant to rid us of the stuffy and

mystic sterotyf)es of the Chinese.

The show will run tonight and tomor-

row night at 8 p.m. in the Hampden
Theater in Southwest. Tickets are on sale

at the Fine Arts Center, 10-4 p.m. and will

lie $2.00 for students and $4 for the general

public. Northampton will also be featuring

the ensemble at The Old School Commons.

in the Northampton Center for the Arts

from Oct. 3-6.

The Mortar Board presents

Sponsored

By:

Mortar Board

"FRANCES is riveting! Jessica Lange, in a

Outstanding performance.. .is touching,

harrowing, and finally heartbreaking."

:- Gene Shalit, TODAY, VSTNBC-TV

Campus Center Auditorium

Sunday, September 22

5, 7, 9 and 1 1 pm shoWs
$1.50

5 pm show $1-00

1
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SPECTACULAR
^

On October 4th The Massachusetts Daily Collegian will be

publishing a Special Homecoming Edition for Homecoming

Weekend.

A complete pull-out sports section previewing the starting lineups,

the players, and complete team rosters will highlight this Special

Issue.

The puJl out section has 12 3x4 spaces available in a doul)le-truck

format, * for only $125.00 including color!!! * This issue will not

only be read by our daily readers, but this Special Edition will be

delivered at Saturday's game!!! Plus the entire section will be in

color.

Have your ad seen Friday and Saturday have

thousands of students, parents, alumni &
visitors see your advertisement

545-3500

The Daily Collegian

Advertising That Works

113 Campus Center

UMass, Amherst, 01003

••••••

KmhcntCkiatst Foods

m»mt Manamrin Pool

<2^ MAIM IT.. AMHERST
BEER ft WINE UCEN8E

Horn Our Own Farm

CLOtKD WtOMKtOAY

253-7835

UB40 knocks out FAC audience
By DANIEL CALNAN
Collegian Correspondent

The British supergroup UB40 is the best

thing that's happened to reggae since Bob
Marley was putting out records a few years

back. Last night at the Fine Arts Center

Concert UB40 proved to a sold out au-

dience that it is one of the iaesL live acts

around today. This 10-man ensemble from

Birmingham, Englan(i, named alter the

document number on a British unemploy-

ment benfits card, will never have to worry

about looking for work.

Delighting the enthusiastic but well-

behaved crowd with songs fron six albums,

(the latest being a six .song L.P. entitled

"Little Baggariddim"), UB40 never let up
a.s loner as thev bombarded the audience
with high energy reggae. Among the

rii»liniivd I in fnuji' IJ,

1867 ALFREDNOBEL LIGHTS THEFIRSTSTICK OF
DYNAMITE ANDNEVER GETSANOTHER
MOMENT'SPEACE
But he got a hig bang out of

his discovery

And you'll get d

bigger bang out

of discovering

Bud Lght It's the

hsshJImg light beer

with the first name

m taste

Get on the stick

Hurry to the bar of

I,'
' ,1 nil hnn.}

out Y' nir tx'st By

disCi ) VI 'nn< / A x la y s

imat haht Bud Ijqht

EVERYTHING
ELSEISJUST
ALIGHT

^

ColU-Kian phiilii h» Jason Tilermiin

UB40's Campbell brothers perform to a sold out

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall last night.

i i T^/\1-l ' ' -ft nil I mini I rmii /"'</< / /

away from the railroad, to mock and k-rate each other

about conforming to this new world of "white num." P^ach

fears becoming the "deade Chinaman" who has willingly

accepted the white man's way of life. Interwoven in the

quick-flying dialogue movements of martial arts and inter-

pretive dance which promote a serene and unicjiR' space

for one character, and a comic relief for the other.

The camaraderie in The New World players was easily

apparent during the dress rehearsal. The 15 members

were quick to prove that a group representing the Five

College area could be a cohesive unit. Victor Ho is a

second-year student at Amherst College, and John Cruz is

an exchange student from the University of Hawaii, Helo.

The choreographer, Richard Cessario, a teacher of martial

arts, creates the movements for thw two which also uses

elements of the Peking Opera.

The play itself is by an American-born Asian-American,

David Henry Hwang. As a young author of 24 he

represented, to director RoberU Uno Thelwell, the

sophistication and level of Asian-American playwrightes

today.

Both the author and the play were acclaimed m New
York, according to Thelwell. One of the reasons for the

author's success is his use of language. The straigrhtfor-

ward modern slang may seem unconventional and unfair

to the characters of the past century, but in fact Hwang
uses the modern lingo as a translation of a Chinese

regional language which is full of color and metaphors.

Hwang's approach is meant to rid us of the stuffy and

mystic sterotypes of the Chinese.

The show will run tonight and tomorrow night at 8 p.m.

in the Hampden Theater in Southwest. Tickets are on sale

at the Fine Arts Center, 10-4 p.m. and will be $2.00 for

students and $4 for the general public. Northampton will

also be featuring the ensemble ^t The Old School Com-

mons, in the Northampton Center for the Arts from Oct.

3-6.

AT

J'HJitiilltliiTTi

FREE
BUFFET!
3-4PM
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^concert c<inlinio)i t'rorn pagi I!,

iiu.nbers from the one-hour plus set were
"Sweet Senstion" from the Labor Of Love
album, "Gary Tyler," a song about an inno-

cent man who was wrongfully executed in

Louisiana, and the rockin' "Cherry Oh
Baby".
Also on the play list were their two big-

gest hits in the U.S., "Red Red Wine" and

an encore performance of "I Got You
Babe" (Chrissie Hynde of Pretenders fame
wasn't around so lead singer Ali Campbell

had to sing her part in falsetto as well as

his own. It worked out well.) The rest of

the band, including a 5-piece horn section,

were on target all night.

The L.A. group. The Untouchables,

opened for UB40. They were equally as

energentic and almost as much fun. Some
day they may make it big. But this night

belonged to UB40, and to the grateful and

adoring audience who packed the FAC.

Authors to

sign copies

Tracy Kidder, Pulitzer

prize-winning author of

Soul ofa New Machine and
visiting lecturer in Ameri-

can Studies at Smith, will

be signing copies of his

new book, House, this

Saturday at the Lord Jef-

frey Amherst Bookshop
from 10:30 to noon. Kidder
will also appear on Mon-
day, starting at 8 p.m. at

the Broadside Bookshop in

Northampton to give a

reading from House and
sign copies of his books.

-BRADFORD VERTER

Emanuelle

Genesis

Via Satellite

Michele

Cherokee

Santa Cruz

Bee Wear

..^~«
.,.:^i

AStora-fulor

Downtown Amh«rtt Daily X> - 6. Sun. 12*9
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thTbus stops here
The Commuter Area Government

is accepting nominations for

the Commuter Governing Board.

This board implements poHcy decisions

which affect us all as well as develop pro-

gram activities for Off-Campus students.

Please pick-up papers

at Room 404 SUB.

Deadline is Tuesday, Sept. 24 at 4 PM
For more info - 5-2145

"Zodiac^' - does it again. A wnner for faUi

ShQ[t, ankte-hiallieather boot with a w^rabte

rubbber sole. Bla^k and taupe/

K

"x.

Open Sundays

Beings from Another Dimension have invaded your world.

You can't see them...but they can see you Your only hope
is Buckaroo Banzai.

TMEAOVEHTURESOF

» A N Z A I

COME CHEER BUCK ON AS HE SAVES EARTH FROM THE 8th DIMESION

WHEN? Saturday, Sept. 21: 7,9,11pm

Sunday, Sept. 22: 3,7,9 pm

WHERE? student Union Ballroom, UMASS

HOW MUCH? ONLY S1.50

Sponsored by: Commuter Area Government

n I
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HUDDLE UP WITH YOUR FRIENDS
and

MAKE A BREAK FOR ALUMNI STADIUM
Black Affairs

M

CO

i
W1

M

Season opens with revival

C>J

PO

o
tn

By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Correspondent

This season, the New World Theater will

be sponsoring a series of plays which

reflect the beauty and diversity of people of

color.

The first play to he performed is Dance

and the Railroad. The play incorporates

elements of the Peking opera, dance, and

martial arts in exjiloring the struggle for

the dignity of two men during the Chinese

railroad workers strike of IWiT.

John Cruz, a studetn a'. \\w \ 'niversily of

Massachusetts plays \.\\v character of Lone

and Victor Ho. a studeni at .Xmhersi Col-

lege, plays the charactei- of Ma.

Dance' and the Railroa<i was chosen as

the first play of the season i'ecause it's a

revival. The' show played las! February to

three sold out perfoniuinces. "The au-

dience response was overwhelming. We
never expected to pla\ m from of a sold out

house." said a spokesperson tor the play.

Another reason the play was chosen is

because it is the first Asian American play

to be shown in the area in a long time. "We
want to show the audience that there are

Asian American playwrights out there,"

said the spokesperson.

The New World Theater was founded in

1979 in order to present the theatrical

works of Third World people as a major

contribution to contemporary theater arts.

The Theater highlights the theatrical

works ('f Third World people and brings

out the individual and cultural traditions

and achievements of African. Hispanic,

Asian, and Native Americans by not c-on-

sidering them as one entity. Some future

perforniances we will see are: In Living

Color and \'oices In The Rain.

The play will be oi; .-anipus for two

weekends." From Septemlier 19-21 and

from 2b-28 at the Hanip<len Theater at 8

p.m. The play will also lu- presented on < )c-

li>ber 3-.") at "the Northampton C<'nti'r t'or

th»' Arts.

n Minority students served by caucus
By KIMBKRLY
Collegian Staff

A. HIRCK

fSI

o

SATURDAYS-ALUMNI STADIUM

THE ^^'^^ SPIRIT OF MASSACHUSETTS

In the late seventies, a group of Third

World students frustrated by the lack of

representiition they had on campus, form-

ed their own legislative body.

"The Third World Caucus was formed to

represent students of color who otherwise

wouldn't be represented." said David D.

Moore, internal coordinator of the Third

World Caucus.

There are 40 members of the caucus.

However, only fifteen of them can be

senators in the Student Senate. "Fifteen

senators represent five percent of the

Third World population on campus which is

projects tills semestor, • >iu' (if the projeets

will be working on i> geltinu the Tower

Library renamed, gelling the New^ Africa

House renovated because it hasn't Iwen

renovated since it was taken over by the

students in 197."). expand the Committee

for the Collegiate Educatitm of Blacks and

other Minority Studetns (CCEBMS) staff

to accomodate the increasing minority

population on campus, and getting

students involved in committees that mat-

ter," he said.

The caucus members often vote in blocs.

A bloc vote means that all memljers as a

group, vote for the same cause. "It's a very

effective way to get measures approved,"

Moore stated.

Any student interested in joining the

pqUR SEASON
.

k"^ Wines/Liquors ^^t:
I

I PRICE SERVICES SMILESj

considered to be a high number," Moore Third World Caucus, should conUc David

g^j^
D. Moore at Nummo News which is located

The caucus will be involved in several in the New Africa House.

BEER SPECIALS |
HEINEKEN 12 oz. btis $15.99 |

GRIZZLY 12 oz. btIs $11.99 |

GROLSCH 12 oz. btIs $14.99 |

BUD, BUD LIGHT cans $11.50 i

COORS and COORS LIGHT 12 oz. cans
[

LijE 12 oz. cans $10.99 \

SIX PACK SPECIALS
KRONENBORG $3.99 DAB $3.99

|

SWINKLES HOLLAND BEER $3.25
|

ST.PAULI GIRL • $^-25 |

WINE SPECIALS
|

RIUNITE 1.5 L $4.99
|

WINE COOLERS 4 pk $3.60 |

LIEBFRAUMILCH 750 ml 2 for $5.00
|

CHANDON BRUT 750 ml $12.99 |

LIQUOR SPECIALS |

VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $7.99 |

RON ROBERTO RUM 175 L $9.99
|

GORDONS GIN 175 L $1199
|

HENRI PHILIPPE PEP. SCHNAPPS. 1.75 L. $8.99
|

HENRI PHILIPPE AMARETTO. . . 1.75 L. . . $10.99 |

Location - on Route 9 past McDonald's i

5HIMUIIlMMlMllU«lllUU««IMllillll«l.lSili^iiffi

IT'S TRIVIA TIME AGAIN!!

"IVt. VICI0U5 VACHON Si^cfTHy^

IS Sat IT'^ iv;"^-»T IT-'.' Alrivm'-'H'J'^^

1 KNOW -i/iAHHiiV* AbcuT P)?o >v(?E.^7_|V<C-.".

yuw b<-> ^ ^=-' 'T'^ ^ ^^

;v!

vjt tv' Hi^ "^7^^

•w2^

\ 5cvgUlMC»

rz-vv:

^ny '

"^m^
»5.a5o1

(k

ANNOUNCING
The 24th Annual Alunnni Association Trivia Contest

Friday, September 20th, 1985 7 11 p.m.

Broadcast Live on WMUA 91.1 FM

GRAND PRIZE A TRIP FOR TWO TO ARUBA M

THE RULES

We ask a question and play a song. You call us at 545-3150

with the answer to the question and/or the song title and ar

tist. We give one point for each correct answer. The top five

teams win great prizes.

Teams can register until 5 p.m. on Friday the 20th at the

Alumni Office in Memorial Hall, or by calling 545 3150 begmn

ing at 6 p m. The contest starts at 7 p.m. on WMUA 91.1 FM

and lasts until 11 p.m.

A Htesentaiion of the Ur.iversitv of IVtassachusetts Alumni OH.ce in cooperation with

WMUA 91 1 FM and numerous local merchants

—
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GOMINUTEMEN-

BEAT HOLY CROSS

:«Â 6

'^e
<?/;

^/x

Michelob or Lighti2oz cans $12.50 pius$i.2o

Miller 12 oz cans $1 1 .50 + $1 20

Piel'S 12pk.cans $3.40 + .60

Utica Club 12 oz cans $7.25 + $1 20

Almaden Wine 4 l Mt. wines $7.49

Banf i House Wine 1.5 l $3.39

Vodka 1 75 L
^8.95

Kegs • Beer * Wine * Soda • Ice

\-^

1/

ijNIVt >' 7^

-J/ HOUTf Ills

.— ROUTF 9

253-5595 175 University Diive

LIQUORS
Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Heinekens, Arnstel light $3.99 6 pk; $15.00 cse -\- dep.

Bud, Coors, Lite suitcases $11.99 cse + dep.

Grizzley Canadian Beer $3.45 6 pk; $13.00 cse + dep.

Ballantine Beer $3.25 12 pk -i- dep.

Grolsch, Becks, Wurzburger $4.25 6 pk + dep.

"Kahlua" ~T^t99^ $10.99 750 ml.

Vodka or Gin 80° ^ . . . $7.99 1 .75 liter

Wine Coolers (navy, grape, tropical, passion, citrus, etc.

$3.95 4 pk

LOTS OF SPECIALS - COLD AND READY TO GO!!

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

12 oz. Drafts 75*

Pitchers $3.75

Beer
Of The Month

imported

Wurtzburger

Peppermint Schnapps
^^^6T'^^''

(little guys) $1.00
$1 fio

Economical Weekly Drink Specials

Drink of the Week -

Apple Cooler Apple schnapps and Club Soda $1.10

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002
jui H innouuuijnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnniiiiiii

'

i i n i-------**

uoooooooooonormrmiirrTrTrTTTnTrrTrTrTTiTrrrTrTr^^^^'**'***'*^

AMHERST DELI
DELIVERS

4-10 PM Mon-Sat

549-6314

Carriage Shops

WITNESS
Did you see UMass
Police officers struggling

with a man near Grad
Research Center on May
5, 1985 (during Spring

Concert)? If so please

contact:

Dorothy Carlo

16 Center St #314
Northampton MA 01060

413 584-8424

RENT/^WRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks A Vans Also AvaNabto

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

Bagels, lox, sandwiches and subs

r

I

«£:^0-'?3AP ar:^c?>"'''r3i9 «c^c?)"'=Ciap «JC^C!)''"«:\ii9 Cj

TENORS
I

Urgently Needed »

to sing in early music cappella

(Pioneer Valley Cappella)

6 Call 586-6425

^ to arranj^^e for painless audition 9
t.gc^ ffS\:i^<i^^^3^ «7£^^Ou<:^ ffS<:^ji:>^,aFd ^f\!^J».^^

ttm»i» *'tV* *' k ;k «- . * * • -m^ 'ifttXmifj^' ifu 'J"rt'y^ > y . /ii'* * » I

!
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

{

OH NO ^WR. HBSHCkJLPA
seeNTHAJ
316 JAMAl-
CAK COMIN/j'

0H,6O5H..IH0Pe
HB PII^NT TEAR HIS

SeiTf^Ml Pl£A7BP

HSFB COMBS TUBBSi

HB'^i PUiUNO SONNY
0UT0BT}iBBOU6AlN-
VILLBA' HB'Sm/SHINO
HIM OFF lAJOW TALK

ABOUT suspense

AND The.

BeiTMI^IS
ARB..

OOO-KAit

OH. PJ6HT.

Viieei
WBYUSaP
STUNT
PANTS

Today's Weather:

M()Stl\ sunny. n:iz\ aivi warm toda)'.

li^iis in \hv HH.-.. Fai'- aiiii nuhi tdnisrli*

VVl't: I'lU- itl tilt- .'id- !m tht HiWT (id-

'
' --'iw, parilx Miiuis am! warn;. Hif!

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

m oFUd 5if^...)w/< ve/?Ymr
FRIENP 15 Bern Wl^fUBNeP
wm iMmNENT. via^NT peprm

dv cRf^iep T^KRORtsrs..

iBLL U5 exPiCRy mfij :
YOUR FeeLlN05 HRB

.

I/V\ VERY UJORRieP.

SMFF.^ ir5^.. I..

I'M SORRY - / cmr
cotmNue 'SNiff

-

Freaker Patrol By Dowe& O'Brien

o

/^ifTgf? OOP me/Aj

.<^?e^<ef' 1'HeR.c t-^'tc

H6«D fbie THE I?(JS£S.'.1

LJ€ (juicl fie b^i\/eu

C£ure^~ Hofec b^T

HfMt:. "

Bat Brain ByBiUDearin

Gordy By Gorde

! Tr^ ': '.e.<T 'i^e^^/cK's /

OCCO, A To<. ;s^ rf
^ \AJHAT /5 -rne term
C.OMMOK/LY JSeO FOK
THE RUS5/AS) BC0IUOM«:

SYSTSAlT"

^r-

Yeasthead

acid

-The stAei^ti>r\j li-Pc.

By Jason Talerman

:
"^

!le3i/v»cr<H -forced ^po/y tl/tt

Friday. September 20

LUNCH
Torpt'do Grinder

California Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Summer Salad with Syrian Bread

California Quiche

DINNER
Roast Top Round with Beef Gravy

Spa^^hetti/Red Clam Sauce
California Melon Plate

BASICS DINNER
Potpourri

Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Red Clam Sauce

Saturday, September 21

BRUNCH
Jumbo Waffles

Bluel)erry Sauce, Syrup

Sausage Patties

Deli Ham on Rye

BASICS BRUNCH
Jumbo Waffles

Blueberry Sauce, Syrup
Seafood "Crabmeat Roll

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Cheese Spinach Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey/Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Cheese Spinach Strudel

Sunday, September 22

BRUNCH
Scrambled Eggs
Bacon Slices

Baked Ziti

BASICS BRUNCH
Scrambled Eggs

Baked Ziti

DINNER
Stir Fry Beef and Vegetables

Baked Cod/Lemon Wedge
Roman Ham Plate with Macaroni Salad

BASICS DINNER
Broccoli and Cauliflower Casserole

Baked Cod/Lemon Wedge

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l'«lilf«l lt> Iruili- Mithi'l Jxllf

ACROSS
I Mdlrtyd" < liielb

b Ldlvidiii ity

U) Chindix gidbs

Itilliiwei

14 Aviiiil l>v

dilili(-e

15 Don I give

16 -- l"Sl

yoii lion I

i; Massenet
iifieia

IH t/Vdy Id

coninmnK ate

?0 Comniuni
cateit in a <n»i

22 Sends a

warning

M — Giey
Chaplin

24 Cantial

Russian iily

K Dresses by

designer Juan
27 the s<yilr.h

)l Sleiger

32 Mealher Mord

J4 Islamic sen
35 Nimbuf
37 Covered

colonnades
39 Classify

40 Ticket leai olt

41 A....; ..

Augshutq
43 Teacher s W'«

44 Terrri (in

campus
47 May in

49 mem —
hills

50 tontlon

apa'Imeni
51 Radiant enefgv

unit

S4 Having ce'lain

limits

it A sunny
message''

W Pfobiem
61 Mediterranean

port

62 Betorebus
63 Quarrel

64 Village m Kent

65 River to the

Mosei
66 Curved letters

DOWN
I Simp siag«s

(or short

2 Jdi

I lylio leleurdpli'

4 Haiiilsiiiiit:

yiiulh

b (iiiveininy

bixlies

6 Assess
7 Angered

H Sal. tor one

9 Wisdom unit

'

10 Radio British

style

1

1

Distant

pnetiiallv

12 Oomptetely
engrossed

13 Numerical
endings

19 Gaiety

21 Wears well

24 Founder ot the

Ottoman
Empire

25 Kindot roots

26 CouiSR
27 Like stadium

crowd
28 Sound spelling

advocates

29 Buenos --

ju iin'xrniai

laicweils

t.) A(|iialii ttiiiiiirfl

tti tni.oiiratiinij

tH III till:

42 UveisliailiKM

45 Si at'

46 Oani.KS In a

LaMn t>«at

4H Oiigoulb

SI Illumination

unit

S.' I'KilaijdiiisI

M Hiidilbiii K

lieiiiint;

S4 Aihbl (.lidilKb

(lltlSIIII

Sh Nudi tdbl iiiltir

Sb Head In H«iiri

S/ WelMiine siylil

in Pici adilly

S9 Sandhurst inst

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PU22LE

MKMtS

. , y , s ^Bt ' i • "' "

' - '^l" "^h"
^|ii <•

"" ™ bT'

'^ ^ mtM"
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PPP ll^^" " "
" "

•'' V
^|tt ^1^
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ALL AGES
Amherst's first

non alconoUc

DANCEand mKTY
, . NITESPCfT

l^J„^^ at

^Friday. September 20. 1985

FRI&SATMTE

WELCOME

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Arts in America:
Nowand the Next 10 Years

Symposium
Monday, Sept. 23

2-4:30 pni — Panel discussion

4:30-5 pm — Question & Answer period

Panelists

HOWARD KLEIN, The Rockefeller Foundation

RENEE LEVINE, Natl. Endowment for the Arts

MARLENE PENNISON, dancer/choreographer

MARTIN PURYEAR, sculptor/visual artist

MAX ROACH, percussionist/composer

GUNTHER SCHULLER, coniposer/conduetor

Free and Open to the Public

Call 545-35 1 7 for details

I

COMEIN
AND

GETTHE SCOOP

^K^WMKKSSSi^^-^:

mrCD
NEWENGLAND

BANKER

And Get a Free Ice

Cream Cone. C\)me
in to our Amherst/
Hadley Office and
meet your New
England Banker, our

24-hour banking machine. Get a free

demonstration from Dorothy Adams
anytime between September 12-21, 9
a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Thurs., 9 a.m. -6 p.m
Fri., 9 a.m.-noon Sat.

BUS DRIVING
JOBS!

UMass Transit Service

presents an
APPLICATIONS

MEETING
Tuesday^ Sept. 24th

7:00 pm
CC162

The first 100 people

will receive applications

you must:
- be 18-¥ years old

- Have 3 + semesters remaining
atUM

- bring proof of class year
(schedule, letter from

Registrar, etc. - NO ID's!)

to the meeting
for more info,

call Jenny at 545-0056
women/minorities/older students

encouraged to apply

And when you

meet your New
England Banker,

you will also receive

a certificate for

your favorite flavor

ice cream cone from Friendly. -"^^ After
all, we think that just one taste of

our easy banking will make our New
England Banker one of your favorites,

too.

BANKOFNEWENGLAND
WEST

The Campus Plaza, Route 9, Hadle>-. MA 01035

,®

IWl

{.., ...
^ ^.. .'J .,'.'

, f Sm' TT-
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• continuedfrom page tO

"It's no surprise that John is playing so well," said StuU.

"He's a great athlete and plays tough sigainst the run. But

he's not the only good defensive player we have."

Nose guard Mike Dwyer has also been strong. The
senior has 14 tackes and a sack. Defensive backs Platek

and Bob Shelmire have also played the run well and im-

proved their pass coverage.

Offensively, UMass has senior co-captain George Barn-

well back at tailback. The 5-9, 178 pounder ran for 80 first

half yards against Morgan State before badly bruising his

shoulder. He dressed but did not play against the Spiders

in Richmond, but is healthy for Saturday's game (1:30

p.m.)

"George's being back really helps," said Stull. "Ted
Barrett did a good job in his place, but George was our

leading rusher and it's always good to have him."

Freshman quarterback Dave Palazzi had a great first

half against Richmond, running well and throwing a

45-yard touchdown pass to split end Tom Cioppa. But in

the second half, under a better Spider rush, the UMass
signal caller made several bad decisions that resulted in

turnovers and completed only three passes.

"It's a learning process for Dave, and to his credit he

didn't have all that much help against Richmond in the se-

cond half. We made too many mistakes and they cost us."

said Stull. "I'm confident he'll bounce back."

Cioppa has replaced junior college transfer Lonny Brock
at starting split end. Another juco transfer, fullback Al

Neri, has been UMass' most consistent rusher with 61.5

yards-per-game. The 220 pounder gives UMass the big

third-and-short threat it has been missing.

Lineman Stan Kazorowski and Mike Briggs have played

well on the right side. Center Peter Montini had a strong

game against Richmond.
Special teams have been a headache for UMass. Morgan

State ran back a kickoff and Richmond returned a punt for

a touchdown, trends that Stull wants stopped now.
"We worked all week in practice on special teams play,"

the coach noted. "It wasn't that we weren't getting to the

ball, we just weren't making the tackles. We've shifted a

few different people into the return teams, so hopefully

that problem will be solved."

Collegian photo by Michelle Sefmll

Left guard Sheldon Hardison (right) does battle with a Morgan State player earlier this season. The

Minutemen face Holy Cross at home on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

There haven't been any problems from punter Dimitri

Yavis or kicker Silvio Bonvini. After replacing the injured

Jim Tandler, Yavis has averaged 41.4 yards a punt while

Bonvini is perfect on seven points after attempts.

Look for Holy Cross (winners of three straight against

UMass) to try and establish its running game with Fener-

ty. Quarterback Pat McCarthy can be rattled and UMass
will try to pressure the Cross senior.

On defense, Holy Cross has a great defensive line an-

chored by all-american candidate ed Kutschke (6-3, 250), a
dominant tackle, the secondary and linebackers are inex-

perienced however.

"UMass appears to have the strongest team since I've

been at Holy Cross," said fifth year coach Rick Carter.

"Palazzi gives them a new dimension. I expect a tough,

physical game."
THE PREDICTION: UMass 24, Holy Cross 21. Over

14,000 are expected in Alumni and UMass will respond.
Look for the UMass option offense to produce and the

defense to shut down Fenerty. It's payback time for the

Minutemen seniors.
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UMass Men's golf starts slowly
The University of Massachusetts men's

golf team opened its fall season with a

third-place finish in the Yankee Con-
ference championships.

The Minutemen also lost a dual meet as

a loaded Westfield State dumped UMass
387-417 in a match at the Shaker Hills

course.

In the Yankee Conference meet, UMass
took third with a socre of 413. Connec-

ticut was first and New Hampshire was
second. The host Rams were last with a

best five score of 443. UMass had 413,

New Hampshire came in with a 405 while

Connecticut ran away from the field with

a 397.

For UMass, Bill Conley and Joe Petrin

low with Si's. Senior Brian Fit-

zgerald had an 82, Jim Forsgard carded

an 83 with Brian Kumiega shooting an 86
for the fifth spot. Steve Giard had an 88
and Jim Ryan a 90.

In the Westfield State match, Fit-

zgerald and Conley pulled 81 's. Senior Al
Vorce had an 82. Giard shot an 85. Ryan
and Tim Smith each had an 99 while

Kumiega shot an 89.

Westfield had three players breaking 79

to win the match easily, 387-417.

'We've yet to play our best golf,"

UMass coach Jack Leaman said. "I'm
hoping for a little better in our upcoming
matches. I know the guys are capable of

better playing, it's just a matter of show-

ing we can."

were

* Weekendpreviews
whipped Providence College 7-0 on
Wednesday. They have also crushed Keene
State 9-0 and New Hampshire College 4-0.

The Minutewomen, who advanced to the

Final Four last season are closing in on 100
wins as a program (Harvard is the only

other team to reach that plateau), are tied

with California for second place in the na-

tional poll. George Mason is first. UMass
received three first-place votes by
pollsters.

UMASS NOTES: The soccer team is

ranked seventh in the Division 1 New
England poll, but may move up following

its solid week. Connecticut is ranked first,

Harvard is second and Yale is third. UMass
will play all three of those teams this

season (the Harvard and Yale games will

be at home). UConn (2-0-3) is ranked ninth

in the nation. Clemson (4-0-1) is first.

UConn tied Clemson earlier this season.

In the volleyball tournament, UMass
could contend with Northea.stern and New
Haven, the top two teams in the Division II

poll this season. UMass is tliird and Army
is fourth. The two Division 1 teams present

will prepare the spikers U^r next season

when they move into the touj^h Atlantic 10

Conference, considered on.

volleyball leagues in Amerir
The UMass baseball team

scrimmage, crushed Spriir

15-2. Bobby Kostro and
homered for UMass

of the best

in its first fall

field College

Tom Fabian

OL.L.SGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACnviTIES BOLTWOOO PROJECT fREE RABBIT

Divine Liturgy - 9:30 AM Saturday S«pl

21 , Newman Center chapel Confessions at

9:00 AM Father Joseph Letendre lOrthodox

Church tn Amarical serving. 549-4779

Friday Night Videos Willy Wonka 6 The
Chocolate Factory Newman Center 7 30

PM Front Lounge September 20

AUTO FOR SALE

Boltwood Protect Information
meetings: Tuesday 9/24 rm 101. Thursday
9/26 rm ISBc. Campus Center 7:00 pm
come see what we re all about'

My Rabbit n««df a home, or my room
mates will Itill it Please help 549 7293

HELP WANfiO

"CASH"

Paying eaah for baaabaU card* call Mike
at 546-6106

1M6 Triumph Spitfira eonvartibla. Mint.

»5000 2S6-0S83

VW QTI» red, sunrf. TOOoTbO. 666-8459

1973 Scamp excallant running condition

$500 256 0607 after 6 pm

1973 VW Suparbaatla 1400.00 call

2S3 3966

ENTERTAINMENT

1977 Honda Civic, rusty,

«3S0 00 Bob 253 2096
drive it away.

1974 Saab. 4 steel belted radial snows new
clutch, great body, broken CV loint. Barry

546 9436. eves

79 Chavy Malibu AM FM caaaetta ST PB
PS air ronri enr rond low mi call 256-1378

79 VW Sua dapendaiile useful must sell

$1500 or 80 256 1370

Rack-A'Disc Entartalnmant Agancy
Disc Jockeys, large screen video dances,

light shows and rentals. 549 7144

PSYCHO Sat Sept 21 CCA 5-*1: 7, 9,

11 $1.50

Mala vocalist needed for completion of

roc>' hand call 6-6792 for details

I .:. RENT

HOUSE FOR RENT~availab»e 9/1 South
Amherst busline three bedrooms / furnished

basement $600 00 * utilities call Jay
Bolnick Day 2124600101. Eve
516 766^137

Fridge Rental call R
263 9742 free delivery

+ P Package Store

1979 Pinto 4 sp new clutch gd/aiic cond
$1000 Dan 546«04

'

1973 Ford Oran Torino wagon good cond
reliable trans 92000 mi 549-6703

7B PiymouttTFury $860 665 3878 until 6 pm

7« Fiat MIrafiori 5 speed, Blaupunkt

stereo runs great call 253-7572

1979 Oodge Colt S4000 rrM^ltll 2 dr 2195 or

best offer 2U 2588

1974 AMC Hornet at wagon new battery,

carbeurator, alternator, muff needs some
work $450 after 5 pm 866 3986

Northampton Main St 2nd floor front 2
bedroom apt immediately. $700 month
utilities 12031 344 1587 6 10 pm only

ran SALE

File cabinets 2 drawer black office quality

$45 some computer and regular desks No
Amherst Motors 549 2880

Lancia 197B 5 pass sedan 77k

Burgundy Sound body fwd Five on the

floor New tires MA inspected $900 firm

549 1S69

74 Mavarick Mk miiat rusty but runs well

548 9336 keep trying $400

T? bodge Coll $200 or BO ancallenmt

parts car new tiras, battery, radiator etc

586-9434

74 Vaoa Naw battery, ructy, runs $200
816-7881 Ed after 10 pm

It Sunbird standard low mileage new
i(^ial« M ,con(fitiqoipg flood condition

.

tMBgr -

tkyHpg m

Vary low priced European wall units,

desks, TV/stereo carts etc super qual

-super low price call Jill 9 546-5397

1968 dibson Los Paul DeluKa mint cond
$500 546 7233 Tony

4 ft Boa Constrictor and henagonal ter

ranum with stand $250 Thomas 253 7797

Oorm rafridg $W also electric typewniei
$60 or 80 549 5845

Lab aeries lOOw guitar amplifier - exc
$77M call Rob b49 4141

Starao 2 3 ft speakers turntable m.irh
more 367 93126

raoNo"

JHI Corwin I found your notebor>l( CaH
to8tore.l0.3Z3 5ajft >^ VjsV '4 '

!;

**^'lr»< ii Biahric^eTfou^d yiur wallet

call 6 9870 after 100 om to claim i nmit ok
fill* 10 91 you II vwify claim

Nawapapar deliverers needed in dorms
ApproK 1 hr/day Must be able to work 7

days per week during the semester Good
pay Call 253 7009

Do you want to Improve and increase
your PVTA bus service? The UMass Trsn

sit Advisory Board has openings lot

undergraduate students who want input in

to the running of the transit system Apply

at the SGA Presidents Office rm 403 SUB
for more info call 545 2146 Applications

due 9/20

RECYCLING Earn credit lor organi»ing

your dormitory Applications in 306 Student

Union 545 4312 ___^
Fortune GOO company seeks sales

management trainees Excellent opportunity

for Business or Communications majors or

any ambitious individual Gam valuable

business experience while having the oppor

lunity to earn $200 per week. Call Robert

Bigelow 772 0178

Work for a day or a waakand at Riverside

Park Transportation is provided tor each

day of work Pay received at end of each

day Call 546 6456 or 546 5641 for info

The Course and Teacher Evaluation Pro
|ect needs a dedicated, organised year

round coordinator to be responsible for the

production of the CATE guide Candidates

must have a familiarity with data collection

and publicity and must have strong writing

and typing skills Position is 6 9 hrs/ week @
$3 35 during the semester 30 hrs /week dur

ing intersession and summer Pick up ap
plications at 420 Student Union Deadline is

Sept 26 @ 4 pm The SGA is an AA/EEO
employer

$3.60 hr fiouM ctaanar needed choose
own hours N Amherst 549 4510

Dump the DC '. Dine with Sigma Kappa'

We need a house man to help set and clear

at lunch and dinnec Fine food Can Soupy
at 256-6887

Start your caraar now Earn money and
work on Fortune 500 companies' marketing

programs on camptis. Pan time iflexiblel

flours each week We g>ve references Call

1-800 243*179

POLICE OFFICER AMHERBT POLICE
DEPAIITMtNT. AMHERST.
MASSACHUSETTS 'he -own of

Amfvers' Massachusetts >s seeking qualitiad

candidA'>'< I ' pii->ie"t anrtfuti.'e vacanies

tor Police Officer on me Amherst Police

Department Three vacancies are an

ticipated and the eligibility list will be in ef

feet for approximately two 121 years Can

didates must be US citi/ens, high school

graduates lor equivalent), and 20 years ol

age by January 1. 1986 Send for approved
application form and complete announce
ment (including required qualification and

selction procedurel to Town Manager's Of

lice. Town Hall Amherst MA 01002 All ap

plications must be received in the Town
Manager's Office by 4 p m on October 11.

1985 Amherst is an equal opportunity

employer and encourages women and

min^ities to apply

• Help Wanted
• Assistant to the Speaker '

• Student Senate "

work on student, campus t» *

• social issues *

Pick up applications in Rm 420 SUB *

" applications due Sept 25th 4 00 pm
• tot more inio call Patrick 5460341
' SGAisanAA/OE

7B Honda Hawk 400cc b Puch bicycle

with kriptonite lock For sale reasonable

price call 253 7572

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS

MUSIC

Attention Bands. Musicians Embassy

Sound Recording Studio offers 16 track

state of the art recording for less Great lor

demo tapes Amherst 24 hours 649 7640

Eitperiancad b
Rock/Pop/Folk/i
Reading. Theory, (

or my studio Oou-

patient teacher.
s Improvisation,
loosition Your home
-194786

ROOMMATE WANTED

PERSONALS

•«••••••»•••• aa*a«*«*BBBa*«

_ INSTRUCTION

Know your car Basic nittnmnbile

workshop 28 hours including classroom
and shop Limited enrollment 253 2096

You can do iti Smg, dance, read music,
play piano, guitar and more Register by 6
pm Thursday September 19, Performing
Arts Division, Old Chapel Discounts for

UMass students.

Introduction to Zan Practka Lad by
Richard Clarke Director of The Living Ohai
ma Zen Center Friday evening presentation

'Zen and Pyschospiritual Evolution" Friday

Sept 20 at 7 30 pm Slaurday Workshop
Sept 21 9 30 to 5 30 pm Both presentations

will be held at the Synthesis Center I78A
North Pleasant St Amherst To register

phone 549 3509 or 549 6562

KENYA BAGS

Only $18 In the Concourse most every day
in September

LOST

Gold ring with pearl between Newman
Center and Grayson call 6 4756 reward

Lost! Rad wallet w'keys
Manor laward 549-1359

9 13 Brittany

MOTORCYCLES

Kawasaki K&tOO. 1977 low mileage Runs
great PxceAant condition $500 " 80
256 841^

Bands Wanted to play in the 6th annual
Southwest Battle of the Bands Come pick

up an application at the SWAG office m
Hampden Commons or call 6 0960 Applica

tion deadline Oct 4. 5 pm

COMING SOON TO YOUR AREAl New
improved better than tivef radio from
WSYL Stay tuned

Congradulations to tha naw Pi's on
your initiation. Gal ready for an awesome
semester' The WPA s

Watch "Young Love In Graphics " starr

ing Larissa as the matchmaker

Gall from 222 we wish you the best damn
birthday ever'

GOVERNMENT HOMES from »1 lu

repair) Also delinquent lax property Call

1 806 687 6000 ext GH 9616 for informa
tion

Sharon M , Wishing a very special friend a

happy birthday En)oy the weekend Love.
Kelly

Candi, Sua. B Joyce: What's up Chiclets?

I'm glad I Was wrong about staying m touch'
Let's keep it that way OK' Love, the future

Mrs George Michael

Hay Sweet Knaaal You finally got a per
sonal of your very own Bubbles

Beth Happy Birthday' How does it feel to

be legal' Terry b Cindy

Marie Meckel Where do you do your
banking'

G B Call you' special friend now' Tres im
portanl' Keep trying' L

Happy Birthday Hopel I love you*' Rob

Free Meals) Alpha Chi Omega needs
housemen exchange for free rT>oals CaH
Julie I-" morn info 5& 1063

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• Newman Community Barbecue '

This Sunday 2 5
Campus Pond ba ttiara*'

Female roommat<
for fall semester Ol

Wanted: female ro

only Brandywin'
549 4798

ivanted, Brandywine.
Call 649 7848

mate for fall semester
Linda or Sharon

SERVICtS

Professional typing done by UMass stu-

dent ReasonabI*- rates. R Charron
1 637 0044

Brian's Typing $•'

Tape iranscripii

anytime 666 7652

Q'JALITY TYPIN(
Will correct grami

tion Meticulous
typewriter 549 0.3

Naad somathlni
Corona needs bre,

longer papers Cai

Why not tha bes
ING SERVICE an

new friends and tr

fast service, reaso

256 0886 anytime

TYPING ft W(

Neat day service

vice Fast, accurate
Available almost

ing or short projects

spelling, b punctua
treading New IBM

.ped7 New Smith

I
in Special rates for

ve 646 5765

ry EXPRESS TYP
better grades, make
"1 exotic places' For

'stes and more call

: PROCESSING

H-E RITE 2535111

•••••••••••

,

RaMiy. 1 otn't afford Sie's. make it

Amherst Happy Birlhdat l-«ve ya OanMi

VW BUS

For sale 1976 V".^ Hus very little rust,

good running condiir:n . AM.fM cassette,

from panel needs s ime work $1290 caM

Sarat> 646 9318

WANTED

EataMlshid rock band seeks expeTiaocad

keyboard pUyai w/eqwp caH 8<ib 549 7EB4

-V Julie 54B 5643 ASAP
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UM out to prove itself vs. Holy Cross
Defense must stopFenerty to keep

Minutemen ingame, injuriesmount

Sports Information photo

Tailback George Barnwell will be back sUrting for the University of
Massachusetts on Saturday against Holy Cross at 1:30 p.m.

Massachusetts vs.Holy Cross
Where: McGuirk Alumni Stadium
When: Saturday, 1:30 p.m.

The records: UMass is 1-1, beating

Morgan State 39-8 and losing to Rich-

mond 19-14. Holy Cross is 1-0, beating

Colgate 24-21.

The series: Holy Cross leads 18-14-14.

Last year: Holy Cross 35, UMass 7.

The latest line: Holy Cross by 8.

Radio: The game will be on WTTT-AM
1(1430), WSPR-AM (1270), WPOE-AM

(1520), WUHN-AM (1110), WiviuA-AM
(91.1).

TV: The game will be onChannel 27 on
Sunday at 1 p.m. (delay).

Players to watch: UMass ILB John
McKeown (No. 35) leads UMass in

tackles. RB George Barnwell (No. 27) and
QB Dave Palazzi (No. 7) lead the offense.

Holy Cross TB Gill Fenerty (No. 4) is

maybe the best back in Division 1-AA.
Defensive tackle Ed Kutschke is an Ail-

American candidate.

UMass WeekendPreviews

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Just how good the University of Massa-

chusetts football team is will be decided on

Saturday as the Minutem.en host powerful

Holy Cross at Alumni Stadium.

UMass is 1-1, pounding hapless Morgan
State 38-9 before being edged by Richmond
19-14. The Morgan State victory was ex-

pected, but Richmond, potentially the best

team in Division 1-AA, was expected to

blow out the Minutemen. UMass led 14-13

at halftime, only to lose on a halfback op-

tion pass.

"This will be a good test for our team,
I'm interested to see what happens," said

UMass coach Bob Stull. "Holy Cross, in my
opinion, is one of the finest 1-AA teams in

the country. They are a different team than
Richmond in certain aspects. We have to

play well to win, and I thing we can do
that."

It will also be a different UMass team
than the one that faced Richmond. Starting

tailback anc co-captain George Barnwell is

back, recovered from a shoulder injury suf-

fered against Morgan State. But starting

defensive tackle Bruce Strange has been

sidelined with a twisted knee. Kickoff and
punt returner Andrew Thomas will not

dress due to a pulled muscle. Reserve
linebacker Dan Sullivan has an eye infec-

tion and may not play while backup
linebacker Jim Vertucci is expected to play

despite a head injury.

"It was nice to have the depth, but now it

will be tested," said Stull. "Strange could

play, it just takes a while for his knee to

recover. Not having Thomas really hurts

our return teams. We'll have to adjust."

Mike Kowalski, a 6-5, 240 pound junior,

will start for Strange. Kevin Smellie, a
5-11, 175 pound freshman from Canada
will return kickoffs with seniors John
Crowley and Paul Platek running back
punts. Rich Philpott, a 6-1, 215 pound
junior, will back up at linebacker.

The UMass defense, quickly becoming
one of the best against the run in 1-AA, will

be put to the test by Crusader tailback Gill

Fenerty. The Holy Cross running back
rushed for 230 yards last week against Col-

gate (a come-from-behind 24-21 Holy Cross
victory). The LSU transfer has the Cross
career record with 2,542 yards.

"Fenerty is as good a back as we'll face

all season," Stull said. "He's tough to stop,

but our defense has been tough against the

run too."

UMass has allowed only an average of 79
yards a game on the ground shutting down
both Morgan State's Alphonso Harris and
Richmond's Greg Grooms. The Minutemen
have pressured the backfield successfully

so far this season, recording four sacks of

quarterbacks and 11 running backs sacks
(hits for a loss).

Women's soccer hosting Rochester
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Correspondent

The second-ranked University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team puts
its 3-0 record on the line Saturday as the

"The tourney will let us know where we
stand," said UM volleyball coach Elaine

Sortino. "We've looked pretty strong so

far although there are still plenty of things

to work on. This is the type of tournament
that will help us grow. Our young players

Minutewomen take on the University of will l)e tested by some good teams."
Rochester.

In addition to the women's soccer,

UMass has a full slate of athletic events on
tap as the fall schedule has kicked into its

highest gear.

The undefeated volleyball team will face

a severe test at the Central Connecticut

Tournament as two Division 1 teams and
the four best Division 2 teams in the Nor-

theast will be oomf)eting with UMa.ss for

the title. The Minutewomen are 7-0 and

winners of one tournament already this

season, the UMass Invitationals last

weekend.

The men's soccer team, also streaking
with three consecutive wins and a 4-2

record, is in the lona Tournament at lona
College in New York.
The Minutemen defeated the University

of New Hampshire 3-2 in (i()ul)le overtimt-

on Wednesday as senior forward Ferdie
Adol>oe stole a Wildcat pa.ss and .scored the
winning goal with a j^rcat iwo-on-one
move.

"We're really playing some great
soccer," said UMass coach Jeff Gettler.

"Fvrdie i.^,coming Alone and wore getting

great defense from our midfielders and

defenders. If we keep up our consistency,

we'll do very well in this tournament."
The Manny Roberts-coached UMass

men's tennis team, 1-1 on the season after

losing 5-4 to New Hampshire, will face a
tough Boston University team in Boston on
Saturday at 1 p.m. The men. playing in

their last season as a varsity sport, will

Leading the defense has been freshman
inside linebacker John McKeown. The 5-11,

215 pounder played scout team fullback as
a redshirt last season before being moved
to linebacker this spring.

McKeown leads UMass in tackles with 28
(15 primary). He has one pass break-up and
three running back sacks.

continued nn page IH

Field hockey
loses its first,

to Iowa, 2-0
DURHAM N.H.-The seventh ranked

University of Massachusetts field hockey

team dropped its first decision of the

season, 2-0 to the second ranked Universi-

ty of Iowa here yesterday.

The Minutweomen dominated the

game, holding the upper hand in ter-

ritorial advantage. Continually attacking

in the Iowa zone, UMass outhustled and

out played the Hawkeyes, holding the

edge in shots, 21-18, and corners, 11-7.

"We clearly dominated play the entire

game. We just couldn't capitalize on our

offensive opportunities," UMass head
coach Pam Hixon said.

During each half, UMass managed to

put the ball past the goalkeeper only to be
denied by a pair of defensive gems by the

Iowa defense. Both opportunities came
off of comers, initiating a scramble in

front of the Iowa net.

Iowa finally broke the scoreless tie mid-

way through the second half with one of

only three second period shots on net.

rossanna Salico socred off of a corner
from the top right of the circle on a drive

that eluded UMass goalie Lynn Carlson.

The Hawkeyes added their second tally

ten minutes later on another corner.

"Their goalie kept them in the game,"
Hixon said. "She really made the dif-

ference. I'm sorry we lost but I don't feel

badly because it showed me some things

the team has to work on. But that's all

right early in the season."

Despite the loss, Hixon was particularly

pleased with the efforts of her defensive

corps, especially the play of senior mid-

fielder Chris Kocot, senior defenseman
Megan Donnelly and Carlson. Hixon also

cited freshman attacker Ruth Vasapolli as

the game's most consistent offensive per-

former.

"Our deffense played ver well, the

whole team did. We just couldn't string

the offense together," Hixon said. "It's

not very often that you see a team make
twao plays like they did in the same
game."
UMass, now 3-1, takes on Providence

College at 3:30 p.m. this coming Thursday
at NOPE field.

play only one more home match this season
(Oct. 5 against Vermont).
The women's golf team will host the

Hickory Ridge Invitationals on Saturday in

other UMass action this weekend.
Women's soccer coach Kalekeni Banda,

whose team has outscored opponents 20-0

so far this season and outshot them 77-2,

conlinued ov pn-jf 19

Sportsnotes
UMass schedule:

i

TtMay: ,

i Men's Soccer: at lona Tournament
Volleyhall: at Central Connecticut

I mirnament

Foothsli: Holy Cross, Alumni Stadium.
l.ofi p.m. . ,, , . ,, .

M«n'8 Soccer: at lona Tournament
VolleybaU: at Central Connecticut

Tournament
Men's Tennis: at Boston University

Women's Soccer: Rochester. Boyden
Field, 11 a.m.

Women's Golf: Hickory Ridg«
Tournament

UMass is back, rocking
MHUiy V^'liloo ^i^O^ ± €tl€jL£i£illlULLL
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts football is back.

After three seasons of disappointments, the Minutemen
have returned with a vengeance, pounding Holy Cross
27-3 before 13,814 fans Saturday at Alumni Stadium.

"There's a hell of a difference between this team now
and this team a year ago," said UMass coach Bob Stull,

who took 13 games to rebuild UMass into the Division

1-AA terrors they were just four seasons ago.

"I'm not going to say we're a great team," said Stull.

"But I don't think there's a team in our division we aren't

capable of beating. 'We've proved a lot today."

The Minutemen, 21, can expect a ranking in the 1-AA

Top 20 after Saturday's effort, easily the best game any

current UMass student has seen, but the game proved

costly as freshman quarterback Dave Palazzi will miss a

minimum of six games with a shoulder separation.

Palazzi, who as a freshman has sparked a revitalized

UMass offense, was injured with 3:09 left in the third

quarter as Holy Cross defensive end Tom Patton buried

him after he released a 13-yard touchdown pass to senior

flanker John Crowley that put UMass ahead 13-3.

As of Sunday night, Palazzi was diagnosed as having a

second degree separation that will not require surgery. He
will miss at least six weeks, putting him back in the lineup

no earlier than November 9th against Delaware.

Senior Jim Simeone, who Palazzi beat out for the star-

ting job, replaced the freshman and was l-for-3 for eight

yards. He directed two short scoring drives.
fitlil\nufti nil fiiiqt IJ
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Cornerback Duckworth Grange (26) celebrates

the University of Massachusetts' 27-3 victory

over Holy Cross on Saturday.
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An unidentified man inspects damage to a porch that collapsed during a party in Amherst

Saturday night, hurling 35 people to the ground and injuring seven, police said.

Protesters rally against apartheid
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

It began with a march of 250 from Amherst Common to

the University of Massachusetts campus. Then, atop a

stage on Metawampe lawn, were the speakers—students,

faculty and guests-all with a common message:

"Freedom yes, apartheid no, death to apartheid blow by

blow," as the marchers put it.

It was "Freedom Friday for South Africa," a day con-

ceived by a Mount Holyoke student to protest the in-

justices of apartheid. It drew organizers and participants

from the entire five college community, as well as some

guests—although Mel King, former Boston mayoral can-

didate and Rainbow Coalition member, did not appear as

scheduled, a member of the banned African National Con-

gress was on hand. And though there were sunny skies

and summer temperatures, the tone was serious, as were

the diatribes against the Reagan administration and other

conservatives, whom speakers deemed racist and ignorant

of the struggles of South African blacks.

"It is curious that America's democratic commitment

seems to dissolve when the people involved happen to be

black," said Michael Thelwell, a professor of Afro-

American studies at UMass and member of the valley's

South African Liberation Committee. He said the Reagan

administration is "overtly racist in its behavior and at-

titudes that should be something of concern to all

Americans of all good will."

If Friday's rally had been held in South Africa, Thelwell

said, "you would have been dispersed, many heads would

have been broken, some of you would have disappeared . .

. and you would know (there was) no recourse for you

under the process of law."

"This government's posture is the worst example of

racist hypocrisy from the American government since I've

been in this country. The message is very clear—we don't

care how much you suffer, we don't care how much you

die," Thelwell said.

Themba Ntinga, a member of the banned ANC. com-

mended the crowd for its solidarity "in our struggle

against facism," and called for the dismissal of charges

against all students arrested following a sit-in in Universi-

ty Treasurer Rol)ert Brand's office last semester. He also

called for the restitution of the ANC and the release of

South African student activists as well as those arrested

ina SUNY-Albany protest.

Ntinga al.so called for the establishment of a group to

monitor investment portfolios to ensure that future in-

vestments in companies operating in Sguth Africa do not

occur by organizations that have already divested. Of the

five colleges, UMass and Hampshire College have com-

pletely divested, while Amherst College has divested $7

million and Mount Holyoke $450,000. Those sch(»ols still

conhnued on page .i

Seven injured
in collapse
3 admitted for back injuries
By .lOHN YONCE
Collegian SL;iff

Seven people were injured at a party Saturday when a

porch collapsed at a house at 180 Market Hill Road, plung-

ing about 35 people 12 feet to the ground, Amherst police

.said.

The injured were transported to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton by seven amhulanct's from

Amherst anH surrounding areas.

Three University of Massachusetts students with back

injuries were transferred from Cooley Dickinson to

University Health Services, where they were reported in

stable condition last night, according to Jessica Tropp,

nursing supervisor.

The other victims were treated and released, according

to several people at the scene.

Two of the injured who remained hosptialized are Susan

Thomas, a junior economics major, and Stacey Levine.

No ot her information on any of the remaining injured

was available last night.

"One side went down, then the other side went down— it

took two seconds," said a resident of the house who asked

not to be identified. "We had some parents up here after

the (UMass) football game, we're just lucky it didn't hap-

pen then."

The party had been going for about a half-hour when the

porch, on the rear of the house, fell at about 11:30 p.m.,

strewing people and furniture in the yard and down a hill,

eyewitnesses said.

Eyewitnesses estmiated between 25 and 50 people were

on the pt)rch when it collapsed. Residents of the house said

the porch was "obviously rotted," but showed no signs of

being unstable.

It's definitely not a good way to end the night or the

weekend," one person who asked not to be identified said.

Inside

Former CIA officer on campus p.3

Jill Lang reflects P-5

Women's soccer victorious p.l2

"It definitely was not a good way to end the ni^l

or the weekend."
—eyewitness to Saturday night'n porcfc n^xidefU
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Death toll rises
MEXICO CITY (AP) - Mexicans buried

their dead yesterday and prayed there

were more living as rescue teams,

bolstered by aid from around the world,

worked to remove the devastation left by

twin earthquakes.

Mayor Ramon Aguirre said 1,641 bodies

were recovered and 2,000 more remained

trapped under collapsed buildings and were

feared dead.

Other officials said 6,000 people were in-

jured in the jolts Thursday and Friday that

left the center of the city in shambles.

In Washington. State Department

spokesman Dan Lawler said the Mexican

government had raised the official death

toll to 3,461.

Four Americans have been confirmed

killed, Lawler said. The death of a fifth

U.S. citizen, in Acapulco, was unrelated to

the quake, Lawler said.

Thousands of people, many wearing

masks against the smell, passed slowly

through makeshift morgues, looking for

familiar faces among decomposing bodies.

Authorities, worried about the threat of

disease, said bodies unclaimed after 48

hours would be buried in mass graves.

"Most of them are unidentified," said

Red Cross Lt. Uri Fridman at the Old

Segure baseball park, which was turned in-

to a morgue.
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ELBOW-TO-ELBOW — Nearly eighty thousand rock, country and

blues fans jammed tht field of University of Illinois Memorial Stadium

yesterday for Farm Aid, a festival to aid the Nation's farmers. The con-

cert was organized by singer-entertainer Willie Nelson, and featured

artists such as Neil Young , Carole King and the band **X/'

Burford jailed
WASHINGTON (AP) - Former En-

vironmental Protection Agency chief Anne
M. Burford was charged with public

drunkenness after police said she cursed

and yelled at authorities booking her hus-

band on a drunken driving charge.

Mrs. Burford was arrested and detained

four hours early Saturday at the Arlington

County, Va., jail where her husband,

Robert Burford, a top Interior Department

official, was being booked, said Sheriff

.James A. Gondles.

Gondles, quoting reports by jail officials,

said Sunday that Mrs. Burford was ar-

rested after she allegedly yelled and cursed

at a magistrate and desk clerk in the lobby.

The sheriff said Mrs. Burford demanded

to be let into the jail offices to see her hus-

band and repeatedly rang a buzzer to gain

entrance after being told she could not

enter the facility.
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Professor Roland Chilton is the new

speaker of the Faculty Senate, not Ronald

Chilton as reported in Friday's Collegian.

WMUA radio has never accepted under-

writing sponsorships from the military.

This fact was omitted in Friday's edition.

Also, the last paragraph in the story

should be attributed to WMUA Chief

Engineer Bill Stepchew.

Rebels sacked
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) -

Nearly 500 South African troops yesterday

ended their weeklong invasion of Marxist

Angola after killing 15 guerrillas and cap-

turing 49, the military said.

The strike achieved "large-scale disrup-

tion" of the command structure and supply

lines of rebels fighting South African rule

in South-West Africa, said Maf. Gen.

George Meiring.

The Angolan raid provoked widespread

condemnation from Western governments.

South Africa also was criticized after ad-

mitting it had aided anti-Marxist rebels in

Mozambique, the region's other former

Portuguese colony, in violation of a peace

treaty with that country.

Within South Africa, police headquarters

reported sporadic anti-apartheid rioting in

black townships in the Cape Town area, the

eastern Cape Province and near Johan-

nesburg, but no deaths.

The South Africans said they stormed in-

to Angola last Monday to attack an

estimated 400 to 800 guerrillas of the

South-West Africa People's Organization,

or SWAPO.

n/iNQES
dance club is available for

PRIVATE PARTIES
The lowest price in the area

^^^^^^\v ^::-^

__ . ^ ^ _^ , Somi-Formals

Call ciance club at 256-8284 or 586-4158 for full details

.TKAVeL

Coll*fl« W*«kend
MONTREAL

TOWN TOURS GUARANTEES
TO HAVE THE LOWEST PRICES
"DELUXE PACKAGE $79"
ALL INCLUSIVE, NO HIDDEN
CHARGES
Round Trip Transporlalion via

Luxury Motor Coach 3 days. ?

nights Hotel directly downtown
at Ramade Inn or Hotel Sher
bourg and other First Class Hot

\

els All Taxes and Tips Welcome
. Party at the Olde Munich
\ Campus Departures Available

{ Indoor Pool Facilities

S *$•• RaU ! Available.
*

I DEPARTURE DATE
I Holiday Weekend
I Nov 1 Return Nov 3

J Also Available Jet Tour only

. $109 all inclusive Includes 3
' days, 2 nights Hotel and Round
Trip Jet All Taxes and Tips
NIGHT CLUBS OPEN TIL 3AM

Drinking Age 18

CANADA
Town Tours and Trawl, 442 Main

r St.Maldwi. MA02148
! (CI 7) 321-MM
: tlON UP by t«pt 29lh lor atito-

i iwMca bwMM <tocoynta on out
( Ft. Lauderdale Spring Braak
^Pacfcao* JJL,^*s^aa.^«».^*a.^^s<^**-^^«><^**'^^

BOOK
SALE
30% OFF

our reg. prices
j

on ALL books i

(50% off

selected books)

Mon, Sept 23 -

Sat, Sept 28

VALLEY
BOOKS

Carriage Shops
Amherst

M-Sat 10-5:30

Sun 12-4

549-6052

since 1975

miPAS*

THEDUAL I

DEALS, i^

$89.00

CS 505
T/;', !'».<- M'iMh Fiiltlil^ LP •, Willi

"'• D'l'^fJlS'- ')' A Oinl CS SOS
•i"Mr,l>- uml H"/ '>' ," t'l

'I
,

$249.00

cmnED
THE ECONOMIZER

MUFFLER

Regular

$59.95
Per axle ^"ja nn

(most cars) Regular $74.90
BRAKE SPECIAL

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
The Economizer mjffler from Midas fits most
American-made cars and trucks Your satisfaction
with this product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Muffler is

warranted by Midas for one year from the

date of installation and will be replaced

free of charge if it fails during this period.

Offer Expires 9/30/86.

DISC BRAKES
• free 4-Wht»oi bfi.ke
itisot*(.(icn

• ReplGce pods wiih ne v
guoronteed disc ')Qds

• Resurfoce fotor*
• Replace grease seals
• Inspect ona repocK

wheel beorings
• Inspect calipers
• Inspect hydroulic system
• Lubncote caliper onchois
Inspect fluid levels

« Add fluid if required
• Road test

OuarAfttoa. Midas braKE shoes and disc DiaKe pads are warranted for

•s long at you own your American oi foreign car. van or light truck
lunitor 7,000 lb« I

>. II they aver weai. new Midas brake shoes or pads
wi:i M insiaitM without charge lor the shoes oi pads or the labor to
Install th« shoes or pads AddDionai parts and'or labor requirad (o
raslora thA system to operational condition are extra

DRUM BRAKES
« >M»e 4 Wheel broke
ii»S^(.«CMon
• P»?,.'!<^ct» shoes v/ith new

go.-jr-T'.eed linings
• Reiurtoce drums
• Inspect wheel cylinders
• Inspect hold down springs
• Lubricate backing plates
• Inspect hydraulic systelm
• Reodjust brokes
• f^ood test

FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES
143 KING ST.
JCT. RTES. 9 & 1 1

6

NORTHAMPTON
HADLEY

586-4840
586-9991

Sotuid&Miu»c
90 92 King St IRia SI Norlhamplon 'Men Sal 10 5 30 Thu lil 9
VISA MaslwCdro «n>.-« i.f r m"""*^ '""'« "vi 4v,..i,ir4c • '.«4 Q'.4r
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Play area built by Greeks
and children opens today

Culletoan ptioto by Maria Bull

University of Massachusetts Greek area members help construct a

playground in the early morning fog Saturday at the Fort River
Elementary School on South East Street in Amherst.

By ALYSSA BRENNAN
Collegian Correspondent

The grand opening of a play area build by

Fort River Elementary School children and

400 volunteers from the University of

Massachusetts Greek fraternity and sorori-

ty system will be held this morning at the

elementary school in Amherst.

UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey will at-

tend the ribbon cutting ceremony today,

celebrating the completion of the past

week's four-day building project.

The construction of an amphitheater and

180 play stations began Thursday while the

school children washed tires, sanded wood
and helped the students complete the com-

munity service project.

"We're glad to be down here," Rich

Stanton from Sigma Phi Epsilon said Fri-

day, "Everyonp is really getting into it.

They (the kids) are really fascinated by our

ditch digging abilities."

Duffey arrived on the scene Friday mor-

ning to help with the work. The chancellor

purchased several boards for the construc-

tion after he received the request from a

third grade student in April.

The plans for the play area originated

last February when architect Bob Leathers

met with the school children to organize

their ideas. Coordinators Judilh Wiephaler

and Stephanie Joyce then began to raise

funds for the play area, which is valued at

over $100,000.

Joyce said the University Greek system
and various community businesses donated
building materials snd volunteered to builld

the playground, eliminated approximately

$12,000 from the overall cost.

Former CIA officer

to appear on panel
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Formulation of a formal search committee for a new
director of the University of Massachusetts Affirmation

Action and Equal Opportunity Office to replace Thelma
Griffith-Johnson, who died of cancer in August, will be

postponed until early November, Provost Richard

O'Brien said Friday.

In a memo expected to be sent today to vice

chancellors, deans, directors and department heads,

O'Brien said he will be taking time to review the future

directions of the office and the type of director it should

have before forming the committee.

"I want to talk with people and invite them to share

with me their views," O'Brien said. "I want to meet with

the people who have a special interest in this office."

Ron J. Sincacore, acting director of the office since Oc-

tober, 1984, when Director Thelma Griffith-Johnson first

became ill, said he has submitted to O'Brien, in O'Brien's

capacity of executive vice chancellor, a list of the office's

prioities "to help him (O'Brien) better understand and to

better get a feeling as to what the campus constituencies

want," Sinacore said.

"It is important to understand the problems of the of-

fice before any decision is made." Sinacore said.

Both men emphasize the involvement of the campus

community throughout the search.

"It is critical," Sinacore said, "that we not rush into

any issues without first consulting the campus communi-

ty."

According to Sinacore, there are three ways to find a

director: a national or an internal (campus wide) search,

or a member of the office staff could be promoted.

The input of the campus community, the Provost and

the Affirmative Action Office will help to decide which of

these options is best for the office.

"I want this office to be a symbol for the whole cam-

pus, showing the way we do things here," O'Brien said.

Provost assesses
future of office
By JOEL COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

David MacMichael, a former CIA estimates officer who

recently returned from the Hague where he has been testi-

fying before the World Court, will be a guest speaker for a

special panel discussion on "U.S. Options in Central

America- Intervention, Escalation, or Negotiation?", at

8:00 p.m., Monday, Sept. 23 in the Student Union

Ballroom. „ ,
.„ ,

MacMichael, who had access to "top secret classified

intelligence data coming from Central America, testified

last week about arms smuggling. He said there has been

no "massive or continuing flood" of arms from Nicaragua

to the El Salvadoran insurgents since at least the spring,

1981
MacMichael replaces Colonel Edward L. King, who was

scheduled to participate in the program but is unable to at-

tend Another addition to the panel discussion is guest

speaker W. Bruce Weinrod, director of Foreign Policy and

Defense Studies at The Hertiage Foundation in

Washington D.C., who will be appearing in lieu of a

representative from the U.S. State Department.

The third panelist will be Janet Shenk, executive direc-

tor of the North American Congress on Latin America.

Moderator for the panel will be Nola Reinhardt, assis-

tant professor of economics at Amith College.

MacMicheal maintains that U.S. support for the contras

is part of a larger subordination of the intelligence process

to the administration's already formulated policies for

Central America. He said he fears that misuse of the in-

telligence system has led to the pursuit of policies m Cen-

tral America and will lead to direct U.S. military interven-

tion in the region in the near future. For this reason, he

decided to report the information now.

Refugees decry U.S. military aid
By T.A. lACOVONE and
DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

"We are afraid ofbeing assassinated. We cannot go back

to our country, so we are here. " —Saul, Salnadoran

refugee.

These words are typical testimony from refugees who,

despite their constant fear of persecution, spoke last night

in the Amherst area as part of the Salvadoran and

Guatemalan Caravan for Peace and Justice in Central

America that began Sept. 9 in Boston and will end Oct. 9

in Washington, D.C.

Eleven refugees are making their way through the Nor-

theast to communicate the real political situations of their

countries.

"We are risking ourselves by being here in this caravan.

We believe it is more important, however, to let you know
what is happening to thousands of people in our country,"

Salvadoran refugee Efrain said to an audience of 30 at the

Newman Center.
Efrain fled El Salvador in 1980 and entered the U.S. il-

legally after the army invaded his farm and left four fami-

ly members dead.

Since 1979, 60,000 people have been killed in El

Salvador; another 60,000 have fled the country like

Efrain; 5,00 Salvadorans have disappeared.

His compatriot Saul, a former electrical engineering stu-

dent said, "We would like to see a political solution to our

problems. Talk to your Congressperson. You are the ones

who have to work, that's why we talk to you and believe in

you."

He asked a crowd of 50 people last night in Bangs Com-

munity Center to write letters to Congress, asking for the

end of U.S. military aid to the Salvadoran government.

The five refugees who came to the Amherst area made

three other requests: that people show their support for

the Moakley Deconcini bill, which will suspend for two

ColleKian pholo by Derek RoturVs

Salvadoran refugee, who only gives his first

name Carlos, addresses an audience at the
Newman Center laat nig-ht.

years the deportation of Salvadorans living in the U.S.;

that they support the Ted Weiss bill, which provides the

same conditions for Guatemalans; and that U.S. citizens

demand the end of the extensive bombing of the

Salvadoran countryside and killing of the Salvadoran peo-

ple, which is funded by U.S. military aid.

"The U.S. says there has been progress, but there has

only been more and more bombings. They (the Salvadoran

government) are killing with North American taxes and

the war is escalating. We want you to think about that,"

Carlos, 39, said to the Newman Center audience.

All the refugees emphasized their neutral political posi-

tion and their desire to return to their homes and families

once the political conflict is solved.

Phiitii liv Hrmn (luarnoUa

250 "Freedom Friday" marchers make their way through campus to the Metawampe Lawn

from the Amherst Common Friday. They were protesting South African apartheid. Nearly 400

people turned out at subsequent rally to hear student, faculty and South African speakers de-

nounce the apartheid system and the Reagan administration.

_________^ continued fnrm page 1

UMass student government, undergraduate student

Speaker John Ruddock and other student leaders and pro-

fessors from area colleges.

Roth asked for a moment of silence for those "who've

died for the cause of freedom in South Africa." Roth said,

"the momentum among the students of our nation is

building ... we must keep the momentum going, apar-

theid can exist no more."

• rally
have $15 and $15-20 million respectively invested in such

companies.

Smith College's Charies Johnson, associate treasurer,

would not give details of that school's portfolio over the

phone.

Other speakers at the rally, which drew 300-400 people

at its peak, included Stocy Roth, co-president of the
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t Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
i Also Serving

j Louisiana Cajun
\ Entrees
\ Also Steaks,

\ Prime Ribs.

( Seafood
• DIRECTIONS take 116 north to

\ South Oeerfield, south on route

t 5-10 1 '/i miles. Right on Chris-

\ 'ian tane Vi mile from canter of

\ town Open:

( Mon-Sat &-10 pm
t Sun 1-9

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880
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BUS DRIVING

UMass Transit Service

presents an
APPLICATIONS

MEETING
Tuesday, Sept 24th

7:00 pm
CC 162

The first 100 people

will receive applications

you must:
' be 18+ years old

- Have 3 + semesters remaining

atUM
' bring proof of class year

(schedule, letter from
Registrar, etc. - NO IDs!)

to the meeting
for more info,

call Jenny at 545-0056

women/minorities!older students

encouraged to apply
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I What if vou doril
'

get intothe

giadschool of

yourchdce?

I

i

I

i

IOfcourse, youmay get into another

school, butwhy settle? Prepare for the

LSAT. GMAT. GRE. MCAT or any grad

school entrance exam with the best test

piep organization— Stanley H. Kaplan.

For nearly 50 years, Kaplan's test-

taking techniques have prepared over 1

million students for admission and li-

censing tests of all kinds. So call. Why go =

tojust any grad school, when you can go I

to the right one? |

358 N. I'l.'asant

549-r)780

Knroliin^r Now for

Dec lsat/crp:

P>ee Speed
Reading; Lesson

Available Anylifrie

I

KAPLAN
SIANKYH t(APtANf(XJ< AIlOtslAI f [NUR iTf)

The worlds leading
test prep

organization.

Hampshire
Business

Machines Inc.

TYPEWRITERS
Sales, Service

Rentals

Brothers, IBM.
Smith Corona, etc

321 Main St.

Amherst
548-6177

RENT/^RKK

New & Usml Cars
Truck* 8i Van* AI*o AvalabI*

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880

UARM'T*
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Gettothe answers faster.

With theTl-55-n.
Wli.it voii lu-cd to tiicklc to pcilorin complex Ciilcuh-

thc liiiihiT lu.ithcm.uio of ,i tion> - like dchnito intcKtaU,

^Llctn.(. or (.nuinccrmi; cur- Imcir reyrc>Mon M\i\ hyper-

nculiim arr more functions - holies ;u the touch of a

PMire Iniutions th.in ,i simple button. And it cm <iKo he

sliderule c.ilcul.Uor h.is.

tnter the TI-5S-II, with

112 powerful funitioHN You

c.in work taster and more

accurately with the TI-S5-II,

because its preprogrammed

I
"Si Tl

programmed to do repetitive

problems without re-enteriny

the entire formula.

Included is the Calculate »r

Decision-Making Sourcebook.

It makes the proces-s ot using

the TI-5S-1I even Minpler.

,itid shiiws you how to use all

the power of the calculator

Get to the answers taster.

Let aJI-SSdl
show you how.

i taster.

Texas
Instruments
Creating useful products

and services for you.
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The game of human rights
P.W. was open in the corner. I tried get-

ting to him. but I couldn't get around a pick

by Pat Buccanan and George Wallace. The
ball swung around to him and he launched

one of his deadly "martial law" jumpers.

P.W. and I have been buddies for years and
he and his brothers have always been great

shooters. Now, Fate had made us op-

pcments, but I didn't have to watch his shot

to know it was going in.

The crowd sank back into their seats as

doom set in over their hometown heroes.

The white team from Pretoria was not up
by one with only 14 seconds left on the

clock. Tears were streaming down the face

of one of our cheerleaders, a Black girl

who'd seen many losses to the Pretorians

in the last few years. Up at the top of the

stands was my best friend Jerry. He was
the only fan in the place cheering (the

Pretorians didn't have any fans here). Jum-
ping up and down clappin' his hands,

everybody else was looking at him with a

combination of pity and disgust. I guess he

didn't understand that we were losing.

In the front row sat my girlfriend, Nan-

cy. She was smiling broadly as she brushed

some lint from the red Halston that she'd

gotten for being secretary of the Student

Council. Her eyes, like black holes, called

out to me to gaze into their deep emptiness

but I couldn't. There were 14 seconds left,

and I knew what I had to do . . . sort of.

"Schultzie" inbounded the ball to me and

I looked over to the bench. "Should I call

timeout?" I asked Coach Tutu. "No! Get

'em before they set up their defense. Take
it to the basket!" he yelled back. I crossed

midcourt and looked up at the clock. Ten
seconds left. Dribbling to the left, I looked

inside to our big man, Teddy Kennedy . A
little heavier than his brothers, Ted waj»n'*

as good during "crunch time" as John and

Bobby had been. Teddy was calling for the

Bill Cole
ball, but I pivoted and dribbled back toward

the top of the key.

"Should I shoot or pass off?" I thought to

myself. I backed in on Botha, unsure

whether to challenge him or try a

fadeaway. Nellie Mandela was open on the

left wing looking for a pass. He was a good

player inside, but lacked a soft touch. The
crowd was roaring now, no doubt buoyed

by the thought that we could still win it. I

wasn't sure what to do. Coach was shakin'

his head— I guess in disbelief that I was so

poised.

Then I decided it was time to take action.

I faked a drive to the basket and pulled up

for a fadeaway. There was a loud buzzing

in my ears, probably from the excitement.

The Pretoria players were jumping up and

down screaming— I guess to try to distract

me. I released my shot, but noticed that the

clock said no time left—was I too late? The
ball bricked off the front rim, falling to the

floor like impotent sanctions.

Now the crowd is weeping in despair, my
teamates are shaking their heads, and

Coach is pulling his hair out by the hand-

fuls. Jerry runs down out of the stands and

shakes my hand telling me I'm the

greatest. I run over to where Nancy is sit-

ting. She is looking straight ahead with

that same broad smile on her face, as if I

hadn't just blown the big game! That's why
I love her so. She is there for me no matter

what, and that's all I need! After all, I gave

it my best try, didn't I?

Anyway there is more to life than this sil-

ly game of human rights . . . next week is

the big hockey game against the Moscow
Red Devils!

Bill Cole is a UMass student.

Inner celebration can be
just as fulfilling for some

I was walking through the Student Union

Building last week when 1 noticed a group

of well dres.sed people milling around the

lobby. It took me a few minutes, but when I

noticed the .sun going and the chairs set up

in the ballroom, I realized it was the first

night of the holiest time on the Jewish

calendar. It was Rosh Hashanah. the

.Jewish New Year, and the Ix'ginning of the

ten days of atonement.

For a few minutes. I stood and watched

the people and then I turned and walked

toward the library, which was my original

destination. Until that moment, I had

forgotten alwut the holiday, considered it

only for a few minutes, but then I left to

study and forget again.

I am Jewish and I am proud of my

heritage. Both my mother and my grand-

mother called, that is, they took time from

their day to remind me that this weekend

was the holiday. Still. I forgot. Still, I am

Jewish, and still, I am proud.

A part of me wants to go to services, and

wants to celebrate my heritage and religion

with others. A part of me is a student and a

writer, and that part of me has no time for

such things. There is also a part of me that

wants to celebrate my heritage each and

every day, and most especially on holidays,

but this part cannot deal with hypocrisy it

sees in attending organized events.

I am content, you see, to celebrate the

what and the who 1 am within myself. As

much as I want to go to the high holiday

services, I cannot go there in good cons-

cicnce.

When I was living at home, I went to ser-

vices with my parents and sometimes with

my grandparents. When I moved to

Amherst, I still went to services, but only

for my first year. I have not been to ati

organized religious service for severa

years now. and I do not miss it. I do not feel

it is necessary to attend such services in

order to celebrate a holiday, festival or

Jill Lang
cultural experience.

Last week, I thought that what 1 felt was

apathy—and there were those amund me

who reinforced this feeling in me. I felt

guilty for a time, because I was not going

to services and I was not celebrating a holi-

day in the "proper" manner. This year,

when I told my grandmother falsely, that

"of course I am going to services." she

replied. "That's my good Jewish giri."

As I walked toward the library again I

felt guilty and got down on myself for being

apathetic and lazy. Why wasn't I there

with those other people, celebrating the

holiday as I had celebrated it so many time

before? There are many answers to that

question, and I think I am just beginning to

find the first ones.

Right now, I think that is all I need to feel

secure about the holidays and the way they

should be celebrated. It is not the same for

me, going to services without my family,

but I do not want to go to services and sit

through them, feeling like some sort of

hypocrite because I was there physically

and not spiritually. 1 would rather not go at

all than sit in the face of my heritage, feel-

ing like a hypocrite.

In my own eyes, I am not a bad Jew. and

no matter what people tell rne about what

they think a good Jew should be and should

not be, I will still be a gt>od Jew. I live my

culture every day. I can never forget what

I have been taught about my heritage, and

1 cannot forget the suffering which has

been experienced by Jews before me.

What is important is the inward expres-

sion of a celebration, not necessarily an

outward one.

Jill B. Lang is a Collegian stajy rrtember.
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Letters

Shoplifting affects us all

You are casually browsing through the

canned goods aisle in the supermarket

when you notice a cloaked figure nonchant-

ly tuck a can of chicken noodle into their

voluminous pocket. "A shoplifter!" you

realize angrily. As you watch the security

guard escort the protesting person to the

main office, you feel justice has been done.

How can we expect prices to stay Jew when
people shoplift?

Unfortunately, in the UMass dining com-

mons there are no guards, no electric eyes,

no sirens. Who would want them and still

feel comfortable eating there? However,

shoplifting occurs regularly in the DCs;

especially during the first three weeks of

the semester.

Ten thousand dollars ($10,000) is spent

annually to replace trays, plates, dishes,

silverware, glasses, coffee mugs. etc..

When you consider the millions of dollars in

the UMass budget. $10,000 may not seem

like much. What many people don't realize,

though, is that the food service department

at UMass doesn't receive any aid from the

government, unlike other departments.

Also, food services employs 1,500 students

and feeds 11.000 people.

The meal plan system is based on an

absenteeism policy. In other words, an

average student "misses" approximately

15 to 17 percent of the semester's meals,

and thus the $529 (14-plan) covers only 80

percent of all the meals offered. This

sounds like a break—however, costs are

rising.

Remember that annual loss of $10,000?

Food Services Director of Operation Dick

Rossi told me, "Our salaries are pretty

much set; if we had that extra $10,000. it

would go towards food. Maybe steak two
nights a month instead of one." Rossi has

19 years of experience in a food service

oriented career. And not only at UMass,
but with professional athletes as well. "I

believe in variety. We (UMass) comply with

the regular dietary requirements, but it's

important for everyone to be responsible

for their own nutrition." he told me.

The DCs offer a lot of variety. However,

they could continue, and even expand, the

wide range of food available if less money

were needed ff)r replacement costs.

Why the pilferage? Perhaps the vast size

of the University creates the illusion that a

few missing items won't matter. Some

students feel they spend so much on the

plan thai they need something Uingible in

return. ((More tangible than unlimited fcxxl

3 times daily?) Some students merely don't

view taking dishes from the DC's as plain

and simple shoplifting. Motives are

nebulous. One concrete fact is that we can

get an edge on rising costs of education by

not indirectly raising the prices ourselves.

Every bit of consideration counts!

Laurie Francis, RA
Central

Area governments and ideology
i- •*•

I _ • .i- •) 1) .**»L. I..

Something is terribly amiss with ttie

Commuter Area Government. For me, this

became apparent when that staff attemp-

ted to appoint three "progressive"

students as student senators on Sept. 11,

although eight commuter senator seats

were vacant.

Though these three applicants were

for my initial rejection? Regrettably, it

seems so.

The CAG has once again placed politics

before students. It seems leftist "pro-

gressivism" is the sole criteria for

senatorial appointment. The ultimate loser

in this sad state of affairs is the commuter

student. Realizing this, the student senate

unanimously approved by the Commuter tabled commuter appointments, finally for-

Area Governing Board, three other ap-

plicants, including myself, were said to

needed "further review" to determine

whether we were committed to commuter

issues and the SGA.
Where was CAG spokesperson David

Martin coming from when he informed the

SGA that we three need to be interviewed

further to insure our commitment? Speak-

ing for myself, a senator for nearly two

years and current SGA Budgets Commit-

tee Chairman, I would say my committ-

ment is readily apparent. Does Martin tru-

ly believe I have failed to show my commit-

tment to my respective constituency, or to

the SGA? I believe there are other motives

behind his actions.

I'll be the first to admit that I have a con-

servative' streak within me, esf)ecially

toward fiscal issues. Could my political

leanings have been an underlying reason

cing Martin to appoint all those who ap-

plied.

However, the opportunity for change is

now upon us. We can bring the CAG back

to commuter students. If you are anything

but left-wing, radical, or "progressive,"

this may be your only chance to get involv-

ed in the SGA or the CAG. If you allow this

chance to slip by, you will be in the same
situation I was in without an appointment

because you don't agree with the CAG
political ideology.

I urge you to pick up nomination papers

today and get involved. These are due at 4

p.m. tomorrow in Room 420 of the Student

Union Building. The deadline is fast ap-

proaching—that is, unless you are a left-

wing, radical, i.e. "progressive."

Jordan Rosner, chairman

SGA Budgets Committee
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A/laybelline^
OFF all

/Vteybelline'
products

with coupon

UL11U-IIN«

^Aoistuie
\Aliip

Then get in on ihe ground floor in our undergraduate officer

commissioning program You could start planning on a career

like the men in this ad have And aLso have some great

advantages like:

L Earning $100 a month during the school year

{ As a freshman or sophomore,

f)u coukl complete your bask: train

i, during two six-week summer

s and earn more than $1 100

during each sesskxi

Junkws earn more than $1900 during one len-week

summer sesskMi

You can take free civilian flying lessons

You're commisswned upon graduatwn

Ifyou're kwking to move up quickly, look into the Marine Corps

undergraduate officer commisskm-

!!« program YoiinMild —J»

Stan off making more

than $17,000 a year.

Wareloo/uagirakngoodmetL

Coupons also valid in the Mini Store

Maybelline*
products

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

I'm at my best
TM

wtth Maybeiiine
Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
See Captain Schiffer

in the Campus Center Concourse

on 23 and 24 September

or call our toll-free number 1-800-255-USMCMg-TORE«J

CALCULATOR CENTER

Collegian

Basic Business Scientific

I

I

I

PRICE BREAK!
HP11C

$67.00
org. List $75.00

Dedicated scientific functions for quick answers to computations

Easy-to-leam programming with up to 203 program lines

Handy program editing tools

Continuous Memory saves your programs and data

HP- lie Slim-lir>e Programmable Scientific

Start thinking about your future

with Crane's and Eaton's

fine resume stationary

at

A-rHastings^ Inc.
"Convnimnllf located in ihm c«nt»r of Amhftt"

45 South Flma%onl Strait

OPEN: W*«kdays 5 a.m. to 9 p.m.. Sundays, S o.m. to 1 p.m.

1

HP - 120

$99.00
org list 120.00

Let the Hewlett-Packard HP-15C with its

powerful functions and advanced

programrr\abil(ty eliminate your moat tedious

calculations.

Matrix operations

Complex functions

Solve and Integrate

448 program lines

Insert /delete editing

RPN logic. Continuous Memory, and

liquid crystal display

HP 150

$99.00
org list 120.00

^
Other HP Calculators

available at comparable savings

Store Hours:

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

See how the Hewlett-Packard HP-16C can

save you tirrw with its built-in functions and
advanced programrrtability

Binary, octal, decimal, hexadecimal

conven;k>ns and operationa
Boolean AND, OR, NOT, XOR
203 program linaa or 101 IS-bit data regiaters

Seta word size, Va a.yl 2'a oomplemem. unaigned modaa
Floating-poim dacimal mode
RPN logic, Continuoua Mamory. and Hquid-crvatal diaplay

HP 160

$99.00
org list 120.00

Located in the

Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Arts in America:
Nowand the Next 10 Years

Symposium
Monday, Sept. 23

2-4:30 pm — Panel discussion

4:30-5 pm — Question & Answer period

Panelists

HOWARD KLEIN, The Rockefeller Foundation

RENEE LEVINE, Natl. Endowment for the Arts

MARLENE PENNISON, dancer/choreographer

MARTIN PURYEAR, sculptor/visual artist

MAX ROACH, percussionist/composer

GUNTHER SCHULLER, composer/conductor

Free and Open to the Public

Call 545-35 1 7 for details

ARTS
Dancer is "phenomenal"
TIM WENGERD
Friday. September 13

Kirby Theater

By ANNE D. CHENEY
Collegian Staff

Friday night's performance by Tim
Wengerd was presented by Amherst Col-

lege's Department of Theater and Dance,

as the first of two programs to be shown at

the Kirby on 'The Art of Solo Dance.' Tim
Wengerd is a former principal of the Mar-

tha Graham Dance Company; since his

departure from Graham he has embarked

on a solo career, performing his own
works. Friday's concert showed four of

these works, choreographed between 1982

and the present.

The good news about the performance is

that Wengerd is a phenomenal dancer,

with a great deal of energy and stage

presence. Also, the lighting—designed by

Jody Steiger—was stunningly beautiful in

its simplicity. The colors were vibrant but

artslines . . •

Just a few quick notes from Artslines this

week . . .

Arts in America: Nou> and the Next Ten

Years is the name of the arts symposium

going on at the Fine Arts Center (FAC) at

2 p.m. today . . .

There will also be big goings-on at the

FAC on Sunday, with an 8 p.m. perfor-

mance of the British comedy, "Noises Off

.

Aspiring performers, take note: The

New World Theater will hold auditions 7-9

p.m., today and tomorrow, in room 2 of the

tasteful, and the contrasts created Ik-! ween
performer and stage added to the

choreography immeasurably.

The bad news i.s that Wengerd'

s

choreography suffers many of the pro-

blems typical of a relatively new
choreographer. Having danced many yeau^

in the Graham style, he has become so

caught up in her technique that he has not

yet developed his own style, which would

show his personality and ideas more clear-

ly. His two other major problems are an ex-

cessive repetitiveness and a tendency to let

his pieces go on for too long, when his ideas

could better have been shown in a shorter

time period and kept the audience's atten-

tion throughout.

For all these problems, however,
Wengerd does have quirky, interesting

ideas that give one a sense of his potential

as a choreographer. All in all, the perfor-

mance wa an enjoyable one, for it was
sparked by the excitement and awe elicited

by the sight of a master dancer in com-

mand of the stage.

FAC. The Mass. Youth Wind EnsemWe
will hold auditions as follows: Woodwinds,

3-6:30 p.m. tomorrow; brass, 3-6 p.m.,

Thursday; and percussion, 6-6:45 p.m.,

Thursday. Auditions will be held in the

FAC, room 251, and should include a

prepared solo or etude, and scales of vary-

ing articulation. So break a leg.

UMass professor David Spomy will offer

a trombone recital at 8 p.m., Thursday, at

Bezanson Recital Hall ...

Portraits from Post-War Germany will

be on display at the Hampden Gallery, now
through Oct. 4.

CiMEMA

Monday Tuesday

Lola Montes 7:00

La Ronde 9:00

Correction
Omission: A sUjry on the

Third World Theatre was
inadvertantly run twice on
Friday's arts pa^e. The
story on the 10 exhibit in

the University (Jallery

which was to run with the
photo will appear in tomor-
row's section.

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

|
H| the fineartscenter
CONCERT HALL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

"HOPELESSLY HELPLESS WITH GUT-SHAKING
MERRIMENT AND SIDE-SPLITTING FUN.
DON^ MISS IT" Cl.ve Barncb A/ck* York Post

o

o
\^

STARRING NOEL HARRISON

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 8 PM.

TICKETS $20, 18, 16

Five Coilpgi' Studonts Mai' P'" «• Iickcis ,iv,i.(;<hi». ,i! rmi. A'tv ^-~^
Conipr Box Ol'icii Spfingtceld Civ.( Cenlur ^nd DAT Alix fjuii"' imbi

C«IM41 3)545-251 1 or 1 800 243 484; ^'
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

4> The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

Curtis & Lisa Sliwa
Founders of the Guardian Angels

4-

4-

4>

'The Guardian Angels

America's Safety PatroF'

disdn^uishecl
Visitors program

Tuesday
Sept. 24, 1985

8:00 P.M.

Campus Center

Auditorium

FREE
•»t'k**iriririririHtifkiHririr'k-kiHHHHtiri^itiHtitifir-tr'tr-tr-k-k*'k

Our Best Sale Yet!
Graduated Savings.^ ^ ;!!'«!»

One week only, save on the gold ring ofyour choice. For complete
details, see your Jostens representative at:

Da.«Sept. 25, 26, 27 - Wed, Thur. Fri Deposit Reg $15.00

T.me 10-4 pm

JOSTENS
AMERICAS COLLEGE RING'"

ITSMyROOM- SAL^THATS
MATS, MAN. H0R5AS0N
WByAS^eHBP VPROPOUT
M^A MAJOR OFCDueee.
FLAMBRi. /

fTSJU^TNOT
miKIH6,MAN!
imNrFlTINi
leOrTTAGBT
OUTTAHeRB!

\

SAL.aVEF^
OHBFeeLS
imrmy
THE. FIRST

awMiT,
MIKB! TUI5 uQnj
ISAHEMBi. ABOUT

Today's Weather:

Today
Rain likely today. Highs 65 to 70.

Tonight
Considerable cloudiness tonight with

chance of rain. Lows in the 50s.

Tomorrow
Cloudy with a chance of more rain.

Highs 66 to 74.

Store Hours:

Monday-Friday 9 am-5 pm

Saturday 10 am-3 pm

Located in the Campus Center

»/UMVERS/Tl
mSTORE^

FACULTY & STUDENTS
the

PC SHOW
is coming to the:

CAMPUS CENTER
(lower level)

This Wednesday, Sept. 25th, 12:00 to 5:00

and

This Thursday, Sept. 26th, 9:00 to 2:00

Featuring:

• Entry level personal computers

• Engineering/Scientific workstations

• PC network
• Advanced graphics

• New IBM printers

• And more. . .

HHHirii'Hi

wmmtmmm^mmiimmmtii*^

TOKYO

the Cheapest fares to:

• EUROPE
• ASIA
• AUSTRALIA/

NEW ZEALAND
• DOMESTIC

DESTINATIONS
also railpasses, Int'l student

ID, car rentals, tours, AYH
membership and much,
much more'

Call 256-1261 or drop
by at

79 S. Pleasant St

Amherst, MA 01002
Ask for our FREE catalog'"

«««««««««««««« «««««

Hcrrcirs Ice Cream ^^I^^fe
Old South S) Enlronc*

Norlhamplon

Op*n Noon lin II lO Sun Ihuri
Noon nil Midnight Fri k Sol

586-4837

« «

^••••••••••••••ic

¥

¥

¥
¥
¥

Do YOU want to be part

of a

CABLE NEWS
BROADCAST SHOW

Come to the

Union Video Center

at the Student Union

from 11-1 Monday-Friday

Sept. 23-27

For our workshops

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

*••••••••••••••*
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* soccer- nmltnued /r,rm fHigr U

Belkin did it to 'em again, rising to the occasion this time
with a solo shot. Taking the ball from half field, she evaded
a host of Yellow Jacket defenders and drilled a rocket in

the far left comer. Her goal came quickly into the half at

38:39 and it would take another half an hour before things

werP finalized.

The ball, unlike during the first half, was held mainly

between the midfield and deep into Yellow Jacket ter-

ritory. Deep in Yellow Jacket territory was the scene for

the capper.

A joint effort, the third goal was one that just had to

make it. With Byers thoroughly shell shocked and Yellow

Jacket defenders doing little against the home team rush,

freshman forward Beth Roundtree pushed one through.

Catherine Spence fed a strong pass to Spence, who knock-

ed an easy one past the exhausted Byers, ending the scor-

ing at 8:46.

Tuesday, UMass will host New England rival Brown at

Boyden (3 p.m.).

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

K^DOVE
^^ -^ Secretarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

Monday, September 23, 1985

•

•Collegiann

r

We would like to

extend our

sincere thanks to

the student body
for their support

on Saturday.
- Minutemen

Football

Are you an alumnus of

Greenfield Community College?

Join old friends and staff members
at

Homecoming Weekend
Oct. 5 and 6

Athletic Events • Alumni Meeting • Dinner

Dance • Classical breakfast • Alumni Softball Game
Reservations due by Sept. 27.

For a reservation form, call John Palmer

at 774-3131, ext. 352.

See you there!

GREEN
FIELDS

Connie's got it!

B!:wm'Jfia;;^J^iiwj.myy.i »t'hrj|ii< rr«»i ry«t' rr«»( ^«<iry4<i rr«ti rr«>(i rr«tl rr«r »*»iBf,sr^

YOU ONLY HAVE
UNTIL

TOMORROW
AT NOON

To submit nomination papers for the undergraduate

Student Senate and/or Commuter Area Governing

Board. Nomination papers should be dropped off in

RM 420 of the Student Union Building. For more
information call 545-0341. You still have time so

hurry!!!

AN UPSCALE AHITUDE.
Appease your changing priorities

with footwear that features fine leather

for quality, a fashionably low heel for

busy-day endurance, urxjerstated elegance
at an understandable price. And when you

weigh a pump's possibilities, remember
the scales are tipped in Connie's favor.

Red, Taupe or Black

leather uppers.

Incr«dibl«l Affordable Leather Fashion.

'— *'- -'*'^-'*»' •»*.>»'vl^*«. .• • ^^•itU*M J>»^ .»»«J U»lJkinilA»«,l*»»j »9ut>0ii l»»AJ J«4,i»»4j uiZJ'i. ii>)

i

SHOES
8 Main St. Amherst

253-5598 Open Sundays 12-5

Reid's explanation:
* refusal to be beaten'
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It was taped to the
blackboard in the team
meeting room, a picture of

Holy Cross tailback Gill

Fenerty with the heading
from Sports Illustrated

above it and the words "Gill

the Thrill" along the side.

The picture was ripped in

half and the holding chairs

tossed about the meeting

room, evidence of a team

with a mission.

Gill "The Thrill" Fenerty

and Holy Cross had
everything figured out. The
fourth straight victory over

the University of

Massachusetts would be

featured in Sports Il-

lustrated and the Crusaders
would continue their
domination of New England
1-AA football.

Fenerty however, forgot

to check with the UMass
defense before posing for

his pictures and a fired-up

group of Minutemen put a

chill on The Thrill, leading a
27-3 destruction of the

Cross.

"It was a refusal to be

beaten," said defensive

coordinator Jim Reid.

"They were on the goal line

and we threw them back.

Fenerty got the ball and we
pounded him. We're playing

defense like we're on fire.

It's a great thing to watch."

Coach Reid calls goaline

defense a character
builder," said tackle Mike
Kowalski. "Well, we're
showing a lot of character

this season. We're playing

like we can. UMass is

back."

Freshman linebacker

John McKeown, the player-

of-the-game as voted by the

press corps, sacked quarter-

back Dave Hock in the

fourth quarter on a key
fourth-and-six. on a blitz he

called himself.

"We had called another

blitz, one that John's not in-

volved in," explained head

coach Bob Stull. "He came
up and told us, 'Eagle Blitz,

Eagle Blitz,' I saw the look

in his eyes and let him go for

it."

McKeown buried Hock on
the play. As nose guard
Mike Dwyer contended with

a triple team, McKeown
shot the gap and was on the

quarterback's shoulder
before he had time to turn

around.

"We're playing with a lot

of heart, we're ac-

complishing our goals and

Defensive coordinator Jim Reid congratulates
John McKeown during UMass' 27-3 victory over

we're having fun," said football is back where it

McKeown. "This team has belongs."
come a long way. UMass The Minutemen entered

f Monday Night

Football
i
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HOT
K, ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

i

i

I

I

I

TIMEm, OUT

37 N. Pleasant St.

Proper ID Required

Don't Drink and Drive

i
1 1 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

• Deluxe Burgers

• Onion Rings & Fries

• Hot Apple Pies

• And much more
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most valuable player

Holy Cross.

the game among the
nation's leaders in total

defense and defense against

the run and figure to move
up in both categories. A na-

tional 1-AA ranking is pro-

bable later this week.

"Were they something or

what".'" asked Reid. "We
were all over ihi-m. These
kids have a lot of guts. The
defense is setting the tone."

It's been a long time for

this UMass team, three

straight losing years aren't

ea.sy to live witli. They came
to the university with high

expectations thai, until

now, weren't achieved.

Eight games remain, a

long time, but the Universi-

ty of Massachu.setts has

posted notice to the rest of

Division 1-AA, the
Minutemen will not be push-

ed around anymore.
Welcome back, UMass foot-

ball.

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AcnvmES

SHOFAR: Tha Fiva Collage Jewiih
Magitina* First maating Monday
Swtembar 23. 1986 Chapin Hall Lounga,
Amhent Collaga 7:W p.m

MualcThMtraOulld meating^TONIGHT,
room 904 CC Opan to anyone intereated in

musical tl>aatre

1974 Volvo Wgn. red 4 sp 4 cyl great

engine, good body A steal at 1975 must sell

546-7766 after 6:00 pm

BOLTWOOO MOJECT

rauNo

Mr Eric H Bsahracka I found your wallet

call 6-5670 after 100 pm to daim I have pir

luie ID o< you to verify claim

WMUA Station Body MaMing New
Members VERY Welcome. Learn aH areas of

B'casting 3rd World Affiars Director Elec-

tions 101CC 7:30 PM

AUTO FOR SALE

Boltwood Prolact information
maatings: Tuesday 9/24 rm 101, Thursday

9/26 rm 168c. Campus Canter 7:00 pm
come see what we're all about <

"CASH"

Paying c«al« for b«a«fc«H cfda caH Milta

at 646-6106

1B74 Saab. 4 steel-baited radial sftows new
clutch, great body, broken CV |oint. Barry,

B48 9436, eves

ENTERTAtNMEMT

1973 Ford Qran Torino wagon good cond
raliabla trans 92000 mi 549 6703

7B Plymouth Fury *8G0 666-3878 untH 6pm
71 Fiat MIraflori 5 speed, Blaupunkt
stereo, runs great call 263-7572

1978 dodge Colt 84000 mi std 2 dr 219S or

best offer 263-2S88

74 Mavarlcti 9*k mUes rusty but runs wall

646-9336 keep trying MOO

77 Dodge Colt 1200 or BO axceilenmt

parts car r>ew tires, batterv, radiator etc

686 9434

74 Vaga New battery, rusty, runs. 1200
686 7861 Ed after 10 pm

78 Sunl>ird standard tow mileage new
radials air conditiontng good condition

*1660 549^698

Rack-A-Dlac Entertainment Agency
Disc Jockeys, large screen video dances.

I«ght shows and rentals. 549 7144

FOWWBWT

HOUSE TOR REirr available 9/1 South
Amf>erst twsNrte three bedrooms/furnished
basement *800.00 « utilities call Jay
Bolnick Day 2124600101; Eve
516 766-6137

A Caalo black plastic digital watch with

calendar, at front of South College Tuesday

night II lost, call Larry or Mark at 546 1 106

HELP WAWTED

Nawapapar rfallvarara needed in dorms
ApproK 1 hr/dsy Must be able to work 7

days per week during the semester. Good
pey Call 253 7009

The Course and^Taachar Evaluallon Pro-

tect needs a dedicated, organiiad year

round coordinator to tw responsible for the

production of the CATE guide Candidates

must have a familiarity with data collection

and putjiicity and must have strong writing

and typing skills Position is 6-9 hrs/ week @
t3 35 during the semester Xhrs/weekdur
ing intersaaaion and summer Pick up ap
plicatiorta at 420 Student Union Deadline is

Sapt 26 # 4 pm The SGA is an AA/EEO
amptoyer

*3.i0 hr houaa eiaanar naadad choose
own hours N Amherst 549-4610

Help Wanted
Assistant to the Speaker

Student Senate
work on student, campus t>

social issues

Pick up applications in Rm 420 SUB
applications due Sept 2%th 4 00 pm
(or more info call Patrick 545 0341

SGAisanAA/OE

NEAQ ELECTIONS SERVICES

•«••••••••••••••••• »•«•••••••••

Nomination papers for the offices of

Presideni, Secretary and Treasurer of Nor

thEast Area Govt are available now See
PetriciB Quirion, Rm 104 CrabtiB* deadline

for filing is Sapf 24th. noon

PERSONALS

Tha Sub is now taking applications for pao
pie with cars to deliver subs

Part-time poalllon availabia for college

student to represent travel company on
campus Earn commission, free travie and
work experience Contact Beachcomber
Tours, Inc 1325 Millerspori Highwsy,
Williamsville. New York 14221 (7161

632 3723

Drivers Wanted: Good wages, immediate
openings The Upper Crust 71 N Pleasant

St Amherst 263 9739

Pitta Makara Wanted: persons with ex
perience in meking Italian style pitta are en
couraged to apply at The Upper Crust, 71 N
Pleasant St 263 9739 PT/FT CWS possible

INSTRUCTION

FHdge Nantala call R
2Ki'9742 free delivery

P Package Store

Northampton Main St 2nd fkmr front 2

bedroom apt. immediatafy, tTOO month
utilities (2031 344 1587 6 10 pm only

Dump the 0,C.I Oine with Sigma Kappa*

We need a house man to hatp set and dear

at lunch and dinner. Fine food Call Soupy
at 256 6887

Start your career naw. Earn money and
work on Fortune 500 companies' marketing

programs on camput Part time (flexible)

hours each week We give references Call

1800 243 6679

Knetw your ear. BmIc automobile
workshop 28 hours itvHuding classroom

and shop Limited enrollment 253 2098

KENYA BAGS

Only t18 in the Concourse rrtost every day
in September

1973 Chevrolet Monte w/snow tires Isid)

on rims passes inspection extra rim included

MOO 256-8625 after 5 pm

76 Dodge Dart 86.000 miles, good condi

tion »7S0 or best offer Ingnd 263 2622

71 Ford MavarIck 6cyl stand runs good,

has sticker, many new parts 1200. call 5-7

533-2119

79 Grand Pria 2 dr coupe 77000 mi AM/FM
stereo A 'C tilt cruiae rear defog t3000 exec

cond 546 9964

76 Chevy Chovatte 4 speed 4 cyl's low mi

excellent cond *1360 call 6664388

1970 Volvo one owner MOO or bast offer

SB4 9463

FOR SALE

1973 VW Bug good ang B body many new
pans »960 646-7417

FHa ooWnata 2 draww black offica quality

$46 some computet and regular desk! No.

Amherst Motors 549 2880

IM Oibsoii Los Paul Doluiia mint cond

»500 S46 7233 Tony

Dorm refrldg MO also electric typewriter

MO or BO 549 5645

iMb aeries lOOw guller amplifier exc

•27S0 call Rob 649-4141

Siarao 2 3 ft apaakars turntable much
more 367 9325

Moped for sale Pnpi greet shape (200 or

BO call Ravi 253 9998

Area Rug WO. carpets «20 b »30 coHee

table »15 call 256-0036

POLICE OFFICER AMHERST POLICE
DEPARTMENT. AMHERST,
MASSACHUSETTS The town ol

Amhitrxt Massarhiisetts is seeking nuslified

candidates lor present and future vacancies

for Police Officer an the Amhersi Police

Department Three vacancies are an

ticipaied and the eligibility list will be in ef

feet for spproximatelv two (2i years Can
didates must be US citiiens, high school

graduates lor equivalent! and 20 years ol

age by January 1 1986 Send for approved
epplication form and complete announce
rrtent (including required qualification and
selction procedurel to: Town Manager's 01

fice Town Hall. Amherst. MA 01002 All ap
plications must be received in the Town
Manager's Office by 4 p m on Octot>ef 1

1

1965 Amherst is an equal opportunity

employer and encourages women and
tTMnoritias to apply

LOST

Gold ring with pearl between Newmen
Center and Grayson call 6-4756 rewart]

LoatI Red wallet w/keys 9n3 Brittany

Manor reward 549 1359

Union Bay dungaree lacket lost 9 14 m
Hampden DC please return, reward Marcia
546-8275

MOTORCYCLES

Kawaaaki KZ400 1977 low mileage Runs
great excellent condition »600 or BO
256 8412

78 Honda Hawk 400cc & Puch bicycle

with kriptonite lock For sale reasonable

price call 263 7572

Bands Wanted to play in the 6th annual

Southwest Battle ol the Bands Come pick

up an application at the SWAG office in

Hampden Commons or call 5 0960 Applica-

tion deadline Oct 4, 5 pm

Free Meals! Alpha Chi Omega needs
housemen in exchange for free meals Call

Julie for more info 649-1063

Cathloen. Thanks for getting ttta pitia

Pater Hope you've had as much fun as I,

now It's time (or the mysteries to end II you
egree, please reply Tape a rrate to your

door and I'll be by. K-

Oaar Ouenavera^appy 20th Birthday I'm

psyched for you lets party love always,

Tara

Happy Birthday Oianal Thanks for tha

iTiemonos Love ya. "Promise' hopefully

fnends forever?

Hay FluH. Here's looking at youi Happy
Birthtteyo Love you. Leg

Anyone Intarasted in starting a
aallboard club please call 6 5114 ask for

Dan

Doug, Have I told you today thai I love you'

Love always, Knstin

Musical Theatre If you are interested in

musical theatre the UMass Theatre Guild

will be meeting TONIGHT at 8 M in room
804 Campus Center

Want to be a DJ? WSYL radios dfsr

nMating mandatory for all interested in get

ting a shift this fall Thursday 9' 26 7 30 Com
monwealth Room (Earthfoodsl in Student
Union

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS

Experienced fr patient teecher
Rock /Pop/ Folk 'Blues Improvisation

Readiny Theory Composition Your home
or my studm Doug 549 4786

ROOM WANTED

Helpl I need a room for fall semester only

call 649 7602

Profaaaional typing done by UMass stu-
dent Reasonable rates R Charron
1 637 0044

Brian's Typing Sarvlca. Fast, accurata.
Tape transcription. Available almost
anytime 886 7862

QUALITY TYPING long or short projects.

Will correct grammar spelling h punctua-
tion Meticulous proofreading New IBM
typewriter 548-0367

Why not the beat? Try EXPRESS 'fVP^
ING SERVICE and get better grades, make
rtew friends and travel to exotic places' For
fast service, reasonable rates and more call

256-0886 enytime

TAILOR Alteration Enpart Same Day Ser-
vice Available SHAANN'S Ri 116
Sunderland Open 8 em 665 3878

Need help? CallPregnant?
648 1906

Birthright:

Attontion Gorman Spaakars tufonng artd
conversation available for German a<«l
English speakers call Metdi 256 8693

8TIN0 CONCERT

I ftaad (WO tickats to Mte Sling Concert, in
New York. New Jersey area on Sept 30(h.
Call Dave at 549 0665

TYPING ft WORD PROCESSING

Next day sarvice TYPE rite 253 5nT

VWBUS

For aafa: 1978 VW 8us. very little rust,

good running condition . AM/FM casaette,
front panel needs some work $1250 call

Sarah 546 9318

WANTED

Eatabliahad rock band seeks experienced

keyboard player w/equip call Bob 549 76B4

Of Julie 549 5543 ASAP

VO QOODMANH

Happy Birthday Marne' Vou re the boat'

Love ya' Marione
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Volleyball rolls on, goes 12-0 at tourney
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

If there existed any doubts about how

good the University of Massachusetts

volleyball team could be this year, all one

would need to do is look at the havoc the

Minutewomen wreaked in New Britain,

Connecticut over the weekend.

Anchored by a relentless offensive at-

tack, the spikers dominated the field on

their way to their second tournament

champio)nship in as many weeks. The

spikers swept Division II power University

of New Haven to capture first place honors

at the Central Connecticut Invitational

Tournament. The tournament victory

raises the Minutewomen's record to a

perfect 12-0.

UMass also swept Central Connecticut

State University and division one rival Nor-

theastern University, and defeated Lehigh

University and the University of Hartford

in three games on the road to the cham-

pionship.

As has l>een the norm so far this season,

the Minutewomen overpowered opponents

with tough serving and aggressive block-

ing, an element that was missing last

season. Sophomore middle hitter March

Guiliotis and freshman middle hitter Bar-

bara Meehan continually kept enemy hit-

ters at bay. Meehan played a major role in

the spiker's victory over New Haven, put-

ting down several key blocks during the

course of the match.

Saturday's victories over New Haven

and Northeastern, in addition to the

spikers unbeaten record, should catapult

UMass into the number one ranking in the

Northeast poll to be released today. Nor-

theastern and New Haven were ranked

ahead of UMass number one and two,

respectively, before the tourney. The

Minutewomen were ranked third in the

poll.

"We were really tired from our three

game match with Hartford," said senior

co-captain Ann Ringrose. "We had to jump

into the Northeastern match right after we

were finished with Hartford."

'They (Northeastern) played good

defense against us," added Ringrose.

"They dug up a lot of our hits. But we serv-

ed and blocked well and that made the dif-

ference." .

The schedule doesn't get any easier for

the spikers. UMass will lock horns with an

upset-minded Holy Cross on Tuesday

before prepping for this weekends UMass

Classic Volleyball Tournament. Both Nor-

theastern and New Haven should be in at-

tendance and UMass victories over either

squad could land the Minutewomen a spot

in the Division II national volleyball rank-

ings.

Head coach Elaine Sortino was

unavailable for comment at press time.

SPORTS
Defense stars

as Minutemen
rout HC, 27-3
The injuries aside, the game belonged to the UMass

defense. Led by game most-valuable-player John

McKeown. the Minutemen held the Crusaders to just 286

yards of total offense and a mere 60 on the ground.

"Our defense, once again, dominated the game." said

Stull. "We stuck to our gameplan and just flat out played

hard. McKeown is a great player who deserves the

recognition, Viut the entire defensive unit was great."

McKeown, a freshman redshirt at inside linebacker,

resided in the Holy Cross backfield. He made eight

tackles, recovered two fumbles, broke up a pass and sack-

ed Holy Cross <|uarterback Dave Hock on a key fourth-

and-six on l^Mass" 11 in the fourth period.

McKeown also played a large role in shutting down Holy

Cross all-american 'taiU)ack Gill Fenerty. Fenerty. with

S/>nr/s Illustnttcil waiting,'- to take of his expected romp
over the Minutemen. had 15 punishing carries for 55

yards, his lowest total in 15 games dating hack to 1983.

Holy Cross, in fact, suffered its worst defeat by a Divi-

sion 1-AA team since Rick Carter l)ecame coach in 1981. It

was the fewest points scored by a Holy Cross team in 50

games and the only team a Carter-coached Crusader t^-am

has been held without a touchdown. The UMass defense

has allowed only one touchdown (that on a halfback op-

tion) and help opponents to an average of 72.6 yards

rushing a game this season.

The UMass offense (18 first downs, 7-of-18 in third

down conversions. 326 yards of offense, over 10 minutes

more of possesion time and only one fumble) managed on-

ly two field goals in the first half as the Cross defense pro-

ved tough under the hot sun.

Freshman Silvio Bonvini booted field goals of 25 and 21

yards and missed ones of 37 and 38 yards as the Crusader

defense wouldn't allow UMass into the endzone.

Holy Cross" offense fared little better, l)eing held to six

first downs and only 124 yards. Fenerty, with 50 yards,

had the bulk of his rushing over before the second half

started.

Holy Cross, after a 77-yard drive, narrowed the gap to

6-3 on a 27-yard field goal by Bill Yound with 8:48 to go in

the third quarter.

The only Cross score proved to be a key to the UMass
victory as the Minutemen defense stiffened when faced

with a first-and-ten on its own 10.

On first down. Hock (who replaced starter Dave McCar-

thy after UMass nose guard Mike Dwyer broke his leg

with a first quarter sack) threw incomplete. Second down

saw Hock dropped for no gain by linebacker Paqul

Manganaro. On third down, defensive back Duckworth

Grange dove to tip away a touchdown pass to flanker Leo

r.dllepan pholii by Michelle Sc^all

UMass flanker John Crowley reacts after catching a touchdown pass in Saturday's 27-3 rout of

Holy Cross.

Carlin. Three plays inside the ten, no yards.

UMass took the kickoff and ran three plays before pun-

ting. Fenerty gained two before McKeown pressured

Hock into an in completion. On third down, defensive

tackle Mike Kowalski (starting for the injured Bruce

Strange) sacked Hock forcing a fumble that McKeown
recovered at the Holy Cross 24.

Palazzi went to work, just missing a scoring pass to Lon-

ny Brock b(>fore fullback Al Neri (85 yards) gained one. On
third-and-nine, Palazzi, while being hit, completed a nine-

yard pass to tailback George Barnwell for a first down.

Barnwell then gained three before Palazzi connected

with Crowley for a 13-yard TD toss over the middle. Bon-

vini's kick put UMass in command, 13-3, with 3:09 left in

the third period.

Crowley, who has waited for his chance after two injury-

filled seasons, found the middle open all day with six cat-

ches for 109 yards as the UM offense looked downfield

more.

Fenerty fumbled the kickoff at his own 29 and nine plays

later, Ted Barrett scrambled over with a great second ef-

fort. A Neri one-yard run completed the scoring after Bob
Shelmire interception at the HC 35.

"This game finalizes the comeback," said defensive

tackle Ed Sullivan. "We're no longer going to try and

hang in with a team, we want to beat everybody we face,

and I think we can," (see related story on page 11).

Women's soccer wins 4th, 3-0
By JOHN STALCUP
Collegian Correspondent

On a weekend when it seemed as though no UMass team

could lose, the second ranked women's soccer team did its

part, defeating the University of Rwhester Yellow

Jackets, 3-0 Saturday at Boyden Field.

"The girls let them play with the ball too much in the

first half," said coack Kalekeni Banda. "hut we controlled

the ball in the second and it helped."

The story is in the stats. The Minutewomen outshot the

visitors 17 2 as Rochester goalie Doreen Byers made 14

saves on the day but could do nothing to get her team into

the game as Rochester could come up with only tow shots

on goal for the entire contest.

The first and only goal in the opening half came from

•sophomore Debbie Belkin at 12:28. It was the first of two

for the back. It was one of those gasping edge of your seat,

bouncing off of everyone, and then finally into the net,

types of scores.

Freshman Susan Montagne knocked a curve ball off the

head of a Rochester defender. It defiected from there in-

and-out of the hands of tender and eventually from

Belkin's foot into the goal.

Coach Banda had few reservations about his team and

their performance in the first half, but none altx)ut the se-

cond.

"We're a better team on paper but we really didn't show

it until the second half," the coach said. The
Mas.sachusetts women kept the ball on the offensive well

over 90 percent of the time and allowed no shots on goal.

Men's soccer
takes fifth win

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team

won its opening round game of the lona Tournament,

beating Manhattan College, 4-1.

The Minutemen, 5-2 after the game, had goals by John

Shannon, Mike Bellino, and two from Andy Bing. Assists

went to Shannon, F.J. Zwicklbauer (2), Aaron Feigen-

baum and Tom Giordano.

UMass goalie Don Donahue played well, making five

saves. Manhattan goalie John Kakazan made 13 stops as

UMass outshot Manhattan 17-6.

Manhattan's only goal came in the second half as Brian

Kanney scored assisted by Andy Pane.

See Tuesday's Collegian for the remainder of the tour-

nament coverage as details were not available at

presstime on Sunday.
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South African Brutality

Racism & Us
"Many of these kids took a terrific beating

from the police, who seemed intent on flaying them
alive... some where so badly whipped that their

shirts were shredded and covered with blood. One
girl fell and two hulking poicemen just stood over

her and whipped her for a full minute... these

weren't big kids, perhaps 13, 14, 15 years old. I

found it all very disturbing. It's hard to see how
singing "We Are The World" warranted thisaction."

Peter Locksmith, White S.A. Businessman

Capetown, Sept. 4th.

this action years fear daylight Perhaps this white

businessman who happened-perhaps for the first

time in his life- to witness typical S. African police

behavior towards black children can find relief from

his distress in Amherst.

Stephen Erickson of the Collegian could assure

him that he Soviet Union is the real issue, and that

his distress was "absurd" because "South Africa is

capable of changing itself peacfully.
'

And if Mr. Locksmith's distress at the brutalizing of

children in his name persisted, perhaps Ronald

Regan and Jerry Falwell could reassure him about

the "progress "' they both claim to see in his country

As sickening as the brutality of the Pretoria

regime is, the stupid and transparent hypocracy of

american conservatives isworse, almost.

Imagine that it is 1 938 and Mr. Regan were the

Arr>erican president. "Waal, we uh, Nancy and I just

think that his policy of racial purity is abhorrent. Ah

but I don't think that we canachieve progress by

isolating them.. So if congress votes sanctions

against Berlin, I'm gonna veto them".

Falwell: I've just come from Berlin. .
.Ah met with

the German Chancellor and he's a good christian

man. He assured me that he is making progress,

the lord will show him the way..."

Erickson: And a good anticomunist too... The

Thire Reich is capable of peaceful change.'

It is shameful to us as Black Americans, that at a

time when alnrx)st the entire civilized world is united

in comdemning the racist excesses of the Pretoria

government, the American administration persists

in defending a regime that ismorrally indefensible.

The crude and unvarnished truth is that the white

supremacist regirine in S. Africa is. and has long

been, the creature and client of the western

derrxjcracies, particularly Britain, Germany and The

Unitd States. Successive American regimes has

recognized it. traded with it, vetoed United Nations

sanctions against it, sold it weapons and computer

systems which were used to enforce the

subjugation of the black majority. American

business invest there and American Banks have

more than once, cometotheir rescue with revolving

lines of credit.

Since 1909 the African National Congress,

representing the majority of the population has

fought to achieve basic human rights without

Angry black youths surround a pile of burning rubble in crossroads as violence

continued in the Cape Town, South Africa area yesterday.

success. And this has only been possible because

the White West has aided and Abetted ^heir

oprssors. Apart from Pres. Carters ban on weapon

sales ( rescinded by Reagan) no American

government has done a single thing to promote the

rights of Black people there.

And now President Reagan seeks to insulate the

Botha Government from economic pressure under

the guise of constructive engagement. This policy

apears hypocritical and racist and certainly is futile

and politically foolish. It is foolish because it will not

achieve the results Reagan says he wants- gradual

peaceful change. All it can do is encourage Botha to

refuse to begin serious negotiations to end

apartheid. So the civil unrestwill continue. More

young blacks will be mudered by the security

forces. The unrest will escalate, almost certainly to

the point of open racial warfare with bloody and

unpredictable rresults. If Reagan had an ounce of

political leadrship or vision he would see that now is

the time to organiz the western democracies to

pressure Botha to the negotiating table when the

results might be still manageable.

Meantime the killing goes on. Thus far the black

resistance has been maintained mostly by children.

Young black people, boys and girls in their teens

and younger, standing naked and unarmed in the

teeth of the gas, guns, tanks, whips and clubs of a

modern police state. How much more courage can

the world demand of our young brothrs and sisters?

How much more suffering? How much more

sacrifice?

Seven hundred are dead Thousands have been

wounded, jailed, tortured, and hounded out of the

country And these are children.

They are younger than most of the students here.

Reagan's policies only prolong their brutalization

and their pain, and in our name We believe that this

is so only because they, like us, are black. And there

is a name for that, it is called racism.

On Sept. 1 7th the black community of Springfield

will demonstrate against these policies, we must be

there On Sept. 20th, the students of this university

will derrxjnstrate. We must be there This is only the

beginniing. We owe this, and much more to our

brothers and sisters in South Africa.
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Editorial

A Stake Through the

Apartheid Dracula's

Heart Freshmen Editorial

Richord A. Viguene, publisher of the ConservoHve

Digest uses age old Communist hysteria to hide his

::^rrrS!:t :^!^-^i'^. as .eshma. vou w. have had impressed upon

Cer e P-^-cts .hot ,f oparthe.d .s washed away you by the warn.ngs odv.ce^ ^''^°'°' °
hnt the

b hT^'can people, 'he real rulers of South council of fr.eod, family, and the un.vers.ty that the

Jo1 b whJand Sovet; To Mr. V.guerie, next four yers are amoung ;^e -sMmporto

Mr.cans ore not .nt^^n, enough to understand formate
J^^J^^^^ X^^'^^^-

n:;::' ^^^-^- -.-«.. goes to gre. So'we shall assume ^^^^ even the most ,n^^^^^^^^^^^

nnins to misquote me as the representative of the amoung you .s convmced. and so not repeat ,t. We

ZcanNon Congress, wh.ch ,s the lead.ng shall also assume that by nowyou are owoe of t^^^^

' ItLlvementinLuthAfnca. InreplytoMr. importance

ff-^^^Z:::^::'^^^^
V.guer.e's question ,f the A.N.C.'s goal was P°«-- ^^ ^^"'^y- '^ ^°"T"

*
"""^

'^ "^^^

democracy, I said, 'Yes democracy is our goal, but convince you. so you will be spared o lecture

that did not necessarily mean the democracy that IS that sub|ect.
f.L^u„

practiced in the United States. What we should like to examine .s some of the ^ss

That IS we ore not interested m a democracy that obvious implications of your presence here, vve

protects' the Ku Klux Klon. Nazi parties, white
^^^\\ ,a|k about your future, because the fact that

_ ,-1. We are writing to
inetaiioi:

express our concerns regarding the policy which

will restrict all functions on this campus to end by 1

A M.. We would like to make contact with anyone

who can help us to resolve this unnecessary action.

We understand that the administration and Public

Safety Deportment are concerned about campus

properties being secured effectively during the late

hours. In the past, Third World organizations hove

sponsored several successful ma|or events at the

student Union Ballroom and Campus Center

A„di,orum They have-secured to the satisfaction of

you will be in a very real way moulding your tuture.
^^^ involved. May we also state that no

Your achievements here will substantively define
^^.^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^een defaced, the S.U.B.

the extent of your contribution, and the form ot
. . .. i .l . .u.....

A Need for Critical Thought

your relationship to the society in which you live.
ministore has never been vandalized, the offices

,„„. . Ill" '^% above have stand untampered and we have

Consequently, it is to be hoped that you will
^jp^^^jj^do^.o^n security in addition to that

end.ovor to .e^eive not only a »^°--9; b"»
°^ ^^^^.^^j by the University.

education here. |f this to be the case, the mosi
^^ University residents, we ore concerned about

important quality that you will need to acquire is the
^^^ ^^^g^ ^f students and the security of campus

ability to think critically, to discriminate between the
buildings. We do not condone the actions of the

worthless and the true. You must seek to achieve
^^^^^^ ^^^ assaulted the police officer and

standards by which you can impute value.
sincerely hope that they will be punished to the

We hope that you will be constantly examining
j^||^

, ^^^^^^ ^f j^g i^^jj j, reasonable to condemn

your environment and the nature of your
^^ ^^^^ j^^. ,^g actions of one? Students need to

envolvedness in it, that you will constantly be
rgg||3e^^,a, the University Police are the official law

citizens' councils, etc. Certainly, in our future free

South Africa, the laws piotecting freedom of

speech and association will not include pro-

apartheid propaganda or the broederbond. For

this, our people need moke no apologies.

The issue in South Africa is focism not

Communism. The issue is racism not a Soviet

takeover. Our people do not need anyone to tell

them who the enemy is. who is killing their children,

who has robbed them of their land and cattle, and

now condemns them to 13 percent of the most

barren land in the country of their birth. Yes,

Communists, block and white, are in the ranks of the

African Notional Congress and have been there

for over 50 years, if capitalists, black or white, wish

to join us and socrif.ce their lives as Communists

hove done, they are welcome. The A.N.C. is not a

Communist movement. It is a national liberation

movement that includes all sectors of the nation

you ore students here indicate that you are thinking

,n terms of the future. (For example, during the

next tour years you will develop emotionally. This is

to soy that at least once a year some of you will

effect passionate and traumatic entanglements

with some member of the other sex and be hurt. The

others will not hove such entanglements and be

even more hurt, but this a part of colleg that

everyone knows about and we needn't discuss it.)

We hove said that during your period at UMoss

asking yourself the question: "what is the most

personally sotisfyihg and ultimately meaningful role

that I, OS a young Third World student in America in

the year 1985, can have?"

We suggest that you remember, as you come into

greater contact with the "money theism" that so

characterizes your age, that while the making of a

living is important, the making of a life is essential.

We live in troubled, exciting, and often bewildering

times. Yet, it is well said that,"Life is action and

peril of being judged not to hove lived."

>ww»>*^i^^^

Snide Guide for the Fresh

, , , when unrupulous people wont you to do

What does every college newspaper do with the
^^^^^^j^^ ^^-^^^^ ^, useless they soy 'the

Capitalists, unfortunately, have chosen to support first issue of a new school year? Why they join with
^^^.^.^,^^,i^^ ^^^^ -

, j^spect this to be untrue

apartheid because of the obscene profits it the other campus organizations in welcoming 'the

guarantees them. dear-little freshmen-most-of-whorri-are

On 'hating whites,' apparently Mr. V.guerie |eavmg-homefor-the-first-time.' This column as an

believes the old plantation myths about happy What does even/ college newspaper do with the

slaves loving kindly old masters. The urban first issue of a new school year? Why they join with

rebellions that rocked U.S. cities in the 1960's, 70's the other campus organizations in welcoming 'the

and 80'spassed Mr. Viguerie without notice. But dear-little-freshmen-most-ofwhom-are

yes, I hate racism as surely as Mr. Viguerie claims to leavinghome-for-thef.rst-t.me.' This column os an

hate Communism. I did not grow up reading about expression of its willingness to cooperate with the

racism in books, but rather lived and suffered under powers that be, and to show its concern with the

that brutal state terrorism colled apartheid that welfare of our newest members, will also run on

continues to repress and suppress millions of orientation program for freshmen. It is our hope

African people. ff>at this guide will supply the freshmen with a clear

The horror of life under apartheid need not be ond occurate perspective from which to view the

recounted here. The doily massacring of our confusing bustle of campus life.

people IS enough to expose its brutality. But those
^^ WELCOME TO UMASS THE

who continue to advocate ma.ntamg apartheid
UNIVERSITY, that is; exposure

until the 'democratic' solution con be imposed on " NKING
^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^

he South Afncon people expose their own selfish, .o the U
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^p^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^

antidemocratic, unchristian greed.
,„inulemen .s the ability to start in line for extended

The cry of Co ism .s the lost desperate
^^^^^^l^^J ^^.J^^^ ^, ,,,g ..doubtedly

defense of the apartheid D^oculo^ Its supporters ^ j
(especially wo.ting at the Bursars

and collaborators no longer fear daylight or the « ....

enforcement here and that unacceptable behavior

will be confronted. Our events ore not centered

around the comsumption of olcholic beverages nor

do we encourage the use of stimulants before,

during, or after our functions. We try to promote on

enjoyable atmosphere in which everyone

is welcome without the occuronce of unlawful acts

concerning contraband. Violent behavior

and vulgar acts will not be tolerated. We will do

anything to help the Department of Public Safety

passion, therefore it is required of a man that he •

jg^^^e facilities for our functions

shore in the action and passion of his time at the It is not an accepted practice of the Third World

Culture to arrive at parties before midnight, just OS it

is not the practice of other students to stay out until 4

A.M.. Living in a society where so many diverse

cultures must function together, we have to realize

und accept diffferences. By restricting our functions

to a culturally unrealistic time, you are taking owoy

from what we give to the community in the form of

diversity. By forcing us to discontinue one of our

social practices you take away from our cultural

existence. „ . , . i- l
The functions affected by this new policy have

served as o major source of selfhelp; is there

administration says...' I suspect this to be untrue
^^^^^^^^ organization with such a small

because there has been no conclusive evidence to
^g^bership who con boost revenues of $7,000 for

dote that it con speak.The administration is also
^^g g^griing's time? By removing this opportunity to

useful for blaming things on . be of self perseverance, you are making us a

Campus Center: -Definotely one of the major
fj^j^j^^-jgi grid social burden to the university

buildings on compus.The place to go to find out the
^^^^^^^^

,»,,»

We hope that we have expressed our concerns

latest gossip or where the party is, or just to waste
^^^^^^^ ^^j ,bat you will dedicate yourself to

«-.. I L tU;,. U..;Nin<-i ic nkr> the home i .

time. Fittingly enough, this building is also the home

of WMUA Radio and New England largest college

daily newspoper'Collegian'. Unfortunately this

building was originally by students as a place to

meet dotes but it has now been ccjpverted into a

vending place.

NUMMO News: The piece of newsprint you are

holding in front of your face. It hardly looks as if it

were one of the outstanding college publications in

the nation does it? Well it isn't.

OH NO! WHAT ELSE?

helping us resolve this problem. We will vehemently

continue to protest this action until a satisfactory

agreement can be resolved for all parties

concerned.

Thank vou for your attention and time.

$incer«ly,

fConccmed memb«r» <rf: —
Alpha Koppa Alpha Sorrority Inc.

Delta SignHJ Ttieta Sorrority Inc.

iota Phi "rt^eta Fraternity

ICappo Alpha P»i Fraternity Inc.

Phi Beta SignKi Fr<^emity Inc.

Omeoo Pw Phi Fraternity Inc.

off ice in Whitmore at the begining of the semester)

smell of garlic. The only solution is to drive o stake
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ fortitude and patience m the face

through the heart of the apartheid scourge. The
^^ ^^^^^^^^ \^ ij qUo intended to show you at an

Afncon National Congress and the people of South
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ .^ ^^^,^^| ,.,g^g

this goal.
Rgg„,rotion also intended to break your spirit.Afnca will not be deterred from this goo

Dumi Motobone Cop.tol Heights, MD., August 27,

1985

Dining Commons: If mom's cooking was your

favorite, well you're in for a great surprise. When

ordering pizzas never soy you're colling from New

Africa House...two hours later you may get o hot

soda and a cold "College".

Here^the attack is directed towards your feet. Yol

will be mode to stand in line til your arches foil, a ^^,y_: ,„:,^ - ,- -

plan intended to moke you 'manageable'. Wear presumably for registration. However the avowed

comfortable shoes. This will defeat the entire ^orld free for coco cola.

scheme. v • • tUaco

The Administration: This is a phenomenon similar Q.ggk tetter Orgomzotions-.-You |Oin inese

to the obominoble snowman of the Himalayas; its jr^rnediately before flunking out, oHer wfiich you

sign IS everywhere but no one has ever seen it. This ^^^ prove that you were actuolly in college by

mysterious organism is sois to reside somewhere in producing your Greek emblem.

Orchard Hill between Dickinson Dorm and the editor Note: We bring this up to date by one short

Nummo News wil be suspending

publication until the first Monday in

October In order to serve you better in

the journalistic world and in production

we will be holding worlcshops in

journalistic writing, photography laying

out and more aspects of newspaper "^^^^^ The administration has two purposes

production. For more .mformation call

J^^^^^^^^
545-006 1 -2 .

„j primary function is the manipulation of people

Infirmary. Opinion is nature. Some claim that it is

benevolent, others abuse ond vilify it at every

Nummo
(Continued from page 3,col.2)

Asked about the goals of the newspaper for this

year, the editor speaking for the statf soid, "I shol

not insult the maturity and competence of the stoH

by criticizing "journalistic ethics and responsibiliV

.. . ,. we sort of take those for granted Ground this oHice!

RCTC: Here Umass men practice standing inline.^

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^, ^^ ^^„, j^ ^^^ ,he

campus o paper that will be read not just by

minorities but by also, people of goodwill.

As the New York Herald Tribune is fond of saying,

"We don'tthink a good newspaper has to be dull."

If our more frodition bound readers chose to pin a

pigment to this brand of journalism, we suggest that

they need not limit themselves to yellow-

•

... , pink chartreuse lavender, or crimson ore equally

note: study lounges and intended pieces tor
^^^^ ^^y^ ,^ ^^ ^g ^^^^ panned a few

students to "beat the books." these are supposed to
^^^^^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^, ^^j ^^^^ ^bat they will be

bo one of the most advanced structures of its kmd.
^^^^ .g^g.^gj We will not seek controversy for

controversy sake, but shan't fail to 'controverse' or

to coin words, when the occosion demonds.",.

bo one OT me mosi ouvum-cvj j..-^.-.^

Rumor hath it, however, that it is used to house

Who Are We:
Resources for Third World Students

*wS®^bss

Upon arriving at UMass we find that we ore

described as Third World Students, whereas in our

home communities we may hove been identified

along racial and ethnic lines, i.e.. Black, Latino,

Asian American, Chicano, Native American. Now

it becomes necessary to understand the concept of

Third World and how it applies to us as students.

"Third World" is an economic and political term

defining a group previously colonized in Africa,

Asia, and Latin America whose natural resources

still support the powerful international capitalist

countries, or the "First World."

Being locked into this oppressive system the lands

and people of the Third World are exploited and

ore continously involved in struggles to regain

control over their native resources and destinies.

This definition broadens when' applied to Third

World Students. We ore residents of the United

States who shore a common heritage of political

and economic exploitation within the boundaries of

this nation. We are subject to on educational

system that denies even our cultural identities.

Our Early Struggles

During the 1960's, Third World students around

the country organized to confront the educational

system's inadequacies. Some of the most im-

mediate demands were for more meaningful

courses, the hiring or more Third World faculty, an

end to discrimination in admissions policies, and

funding for Third World student organizations.

Block students at UMoss chollonged the

University on all of these issues and emerged

victorios. Students took the building which is now

the New Africa House, as o place to focus the

activities of the Third World campus community. It

is our responsibility as the present generation of

Black, Latin and Asian -American students to work

towards change in terms of what we are learning,

who is teaching us and how well we are prepared

to do meaningful work once we graduate.

At present there ore numerous Third World

student organizations on campus that cover a

spectrum of interests: communication and medio,

journalism, music, theatre, martial arts, political

education, sciences, women's issues, graphic arts,

froternoties- essentially, wherever students hove

skills and knowledge to share. Following is o list of

the organizations and a brief description of their

functions.

B^^—^^^^W—

NUMMO NEWS (1 03 New Africa House; 545-

0061,-2) is the Third World community newspaper

at UMoss, supplying coverage by and about Third

World people. The publication acts as a student

training and placement organization for reporters,

photographers, artists and layout personnel.

Although not affiliated, Nummo News

is a part of New England's largest daily college

newspaper.

Third World Senate Caucus (320 Student Union

5452517) is o group of fifteen students elected

annually by the Third World Caucus representing

the Third World student body within the Student

Senate. The Caucus members ore involved in

decisions concerning budget allocations, policy

making and the general business of the Student

Government Organization.

Drum (115 New Africa House; 5450768) is the

Block literary magazine at UMoss catering to the

Third World struggle in the Amherst area and

world-wide. Drum is published once each semester

and provides an outlet for the literary and artistic

talents of the Third World community. Drum has

recently been the recipent of national awards for

excellence.

Block Mass Communiction Project (402 Student

Union; 545-2426) is currently responsible for

programming some 30 hours a week of Black and

Third World oriented radio prgramminmg on the

compus radio station, WMUA. BMCP has afforded

students a chance to develop skills in editing,

newscasts training, production, .remote tope

recordings, and obtaining o third class radio

license. Plans ore being made to operate a closed

circuit video channel on campus.

Asian-American Student (Student Union; 545-

0031) is designed to bring awareness and

understanding to one of the least recognized and

understood minorities- 'the Asian-American'. The

organization is active in political and educational

areas on campus and in the community.

AHORA (407 Student Union; 545 2479) is the

organization and united voice of the UMoss

Spanish speaking community. Specific purpose of

AHORA include recruiting Spanish speaking

students to the University,promoting educational

programs directed toward careers and job

advancement and supporting efforts to encounter

language barriers and cultural isolation.

*••
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BILINGUAL COLLEGIATE PROGRAM (Wilder

Hall; 545-1987) was formed to meet the special

needs of the state's Spanish speaking residents who

wont a post secondary education. The BCP has

fostered development of bilingual courses. Their

efforts hove mode the entire University community

more responsive to the needs of Spanish speaking

students on campus.

Malcolm X Center and the CENTER FOR RACIAL

UNDERSTANDING (545-2081) offer courses and

colloquo in Block Studies, racial awareness and

understanding, community outreach, and courses

that develop recognition of ethnic and culturol

diversity in the Southwest residential areo.

BLACK AFFAIRS (113 Compus Center; 545 3500)

,s. a news service published hvo times weekly

through the doily Collegian the UMoss student

newspaper. Black Affo-rs provides up-to dote

reporting on issues and events that affect the Third

World campus community.

CCEBMS -Collegiate Committee for the

Education of Blacks and other Minority Students

(New Africa House; 545 0031) is on advocacy

agency which offers academic counseling, career

guidance, and tutoral services to Third World

students at UMoss. Through its autonomous

admission ystem, the CCEBMS program con accept

many Third World students. Once here, CCEBMS

actively assists those students overcome economic

and academic problems.

The overall co-ordinating body of the Third
_

World community is the THIRD WORLD STEERING

which is compromised of representatives from

every Third World organization. The steering

World community is the THIRD WORLD STEERING

COMMITTE which is compromised of

representatives
^^^^

every Third World organization. The steering

Committee meets regurlarly to access the vq^ious

programs that are offered and to discuss cmmunity

related issues. All Third World students ore urged

to participate on the Steering Committee, for by

doing so we develop a strong collective ideology

for our entire community.

With your input and voice we con come together

OS o diverse yet unified group whose ideas become

reality and whose lives ore enriched. Our very

survival depends on your active involvement.

For further information contact:

Sherwood Thompson, Office of Third World

Affairs, 308 Student, 545-2517; or Rick

Townes,CCEBMS, New Africa House. 545 0031.

wwwwww^*')^'*^**** wmmmmmmmim wmmmmm^mmmmmmmmwwmm^mm
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'NUMMO STAFF"

NUMMO is a Third World Student Weekly of the

University of Masachusetts at Amherst.

Our offices are located at '103 New Africa House.

Telephone numbers are (413) 545-0061 and 545-

0062.

Unsigned editorals represent the views of this paper.

They do not necessary reflect the views erf the student

body, faculty or administration. Signed editorals

columns, reviews, cartoons and letters represent the

(personal views of the authors.

Lively" Nummo Planned By Staff

Editors Say Surprises for Campus

•••STAFF***

Editor

Business Manager

News Editor

Sports Editor

Photo Editor

Layout Editor

Typesetter

Researcher

Advisor

C. Ron Allen

David D. Moore
James Chrichlow

Julian Tynes
David Walker

Yvonne Mendez
Jose Martinez

Dan Lewis

Michael Thelwell

••*Contributers
***

students.

Rhonda Swan
Valerie Green

Hollis Cotton

by Chris Allen

With this issue Nummo News starts weekly publication, or so the

editors hope. There ore plans for 23 issues for the school Veo^ with the

usual "special" issues for Homecoming, Commencement and Christma

Also planned for this year ore a number of Nummo supplements, about

which more will be said at o later dote.

In terms of layout and appearance the paper will not d.Her greatly

from last year's except for o greater "flexibility'' in policy. Also on

.ncreased national advertising schedule is expected to resJt in o greote

quality of pages per issue. This increase is necessitated by o great

decrease in available operating funds as opposed to last year s budget^

The staff hopes to involve the students more in both reading and

contributing to the newspaper. All members of the community are o

Lrty to write letters to the editors, and to contribute whether your

conlution ore.n the form of articles or cartoons. The only st.puUon

being that the articles be wellwritten. interesting and neither libelous^

seditLs, nor profane. Extensive coverage will also ^e Q-ven to the

major campus issues of our college generation peace and -ntegrotion^

In addition to the columns already mentioned ore Sports Parade with

Julian Tynes & SGA Business with David D. Moore.

The editors claim that the general tone of the poper will be

lively,stimulating and "rather less conventional thon in the post.

Nummo News, will, as usual moke no ottenpt to censor. - '^e^^e, o^

control the writing of its contributors (except in matters of taste and

foctuolity) and con therefore assume responsibility only for the ideas

ond sentiments expressed m editorials, if ..should prove possible he

editors plan to run debates on sub.ects of current interest in the pogeso

Nummo News. In these debates writers will be allowed a certain

number of words in which to present the.r

respective coses. This feature is only tentative

however, and interested students should contact

the editors. (Continued on page 2 col.4)

Get Involved
by Hollis Cotton

Nummo News recently; celeoiated it's tenth

anniversary. With this in mind, it can also be said

that Nummo celebrates o rich history of putting

prominent news into a unique perspective for the

people of color on campus and the surrounding

community.

Some of the famous public orators who have

been interviewed include: James Boldwin, Betty

Shabozz, Ruby Dee, Ossie Davis and many others.

This history of production hepis shed a different

light on numerous events.

Moreover, despite moments of happiness and

pride, which go hand in hand with loudoble

achievement; there is no paved rood to success.

This means that there ore moments of frustration

and other obstacles which slow down productivity.

If you are willing lo invest some time and your word

of commMment, olong with serious work to

Nummo, you are truly welcome. We need

assistonce in the form of writing, editing, art and

photography
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SGA Business
with David Moore

Over the summer, SGA related business was

conducted in the form of the Coordinating

Committee is the legislative body f the

undergraduate student senate. Chairs of

committees were represented on the Coordinating

Committee. During the summer the Coordinating

Committee met and decided on motters that the

undergraduate student senate normally votes on.

The Coordinating Committee over this summer

was for a limited time reprelsented by three Third

World (T.W.) members - John Ruddock, Marilyn

Bou, and yours truly. Importantly during the month

of July August the Coordinating Committee(C.C.)

dropped down to just two TW members • John and

myself. During this time, we tried to represent the

Third World community. There were many

struggles waged over the summer months.

During the summer there were a significant

amount of members on C.C. who did not wont the

T.W. community to achieve any resources or

funding. Whenever a motion was pieced on the

agendo concerning the well-being of the T.W.

community; many questions and angles were used

to try to expose the infirmities of the motion or

cause. These questions and counter proposals

were definitely exceeding the normal amount of

questioning for a motion or proposal that did not

originate from the Third World community.

Examples Motions placed on agendas for the

month of June to obtain funds for the 1 0th annual

Women's Conference that happened to be held in

Nairobi, Kenya. I did eventually obtain money for

two separate groups to go tyo Kenyo. One group

with members representing The Office of Third

World Affairs and the second group representing a

woman employed with Continuing Ed. Surprisingly

two waivers were given without an argument to

grant the Office of Third World Affairs (O.T. W.A.)

to hire two Third World members for that office.

Another major conflict was unsuccessfully trying

to get Coordinating to obtain funding a typewriter

for the Black Mass Communications Office (BMCP).

Once ogam questions were asked and countered

in a very pointed foshion. Documentotion was
produced and criticized in on attempt to make this

proposol seem silly. However, what really

bothered me about the typewriter proposal (which

requested $300.00) was thai 1 minutes prior to the

typewriter proposal from BMCP; $1000.00 wos .

given to the Women's Caucus and only three

questions were asked. Only one of which come
from the Budgets Committee. While BMCP
suffered through no less than 15 questions.

The primary opposition for Third World
tronsoctions olwoys'came from four members of

the Budgets Committee.'

Sports Parade
mr^mmmmm

with Julian Tynes
Tom Seover got his 300th win and Phil Niekro is

going for his 3000th also. Dwight Gooden became
the youngest pitcher ever to get 20 wins in a season.

But, the greastest milestone in this season is Pete

Rose and his pursuit of Ty Cobbs. Career hits

record. To achieve this a player must hove talent,

consistency, and longevity. Rose posseses all these

qualities. Because of this he has the record too.

' While the Boseball World has watched Rose's

efforts, they have also watched the three tight

pennot races which hove developed.

New York fans salivote at the mouth, at the

possibility of a subwoy series between the Mets and
the Yankees, however, nothing is guaranteed since

neither has clinched their division.

The Yankees hove made one of their patented

Billy Morkin lateseason surges. Led by the hitting of

Welcome Bock! What o summer its been. When
we left lost September, I was feeling the heat from

everyone's predictions of Thomos Heorns defeat

of Marvin fHcgler and the L.A. Lqker$ would win the

N.B.A. championship. Wefte^ffH^^^K^ImrX^M

summer I got the last laugh, because the Lakers ore

the N.B.A. champions. Last year I predicted the

49ers over the Dolphins; Heorns over Hogler; and

the Lakers over anybody. Well, two out of three

isn't so bad. Let's toke o current look at the world

of sports. In base boll, while the drug trials in

Pittsburgh dim the horizon, the National pasttime

continues to thrive. This hod to be the season of

milestones. Rod Carew got his 3,000th hit; Reggie

Jackson passed Ted Williams in career H.R.S.

Don Mottingly and Ricky Henderson, with timely

assistance from Dove Winfield, Ken Griffey, and

Don Baylor. The Yankees ore causing the Toronto

Bluejoys to toss and turn inj^^^^^^^^^^^
The Mets are led by pitcf^^^^^^^^W^^W^^?

'Dr. K' himself, Dwight (The Heat) Gooden.

Gooden may be the most dominant player in

Baseball today regardless of position . He leads the

majors in strikeouts, is second in winning

percentage and is tied for the major league lead in

wins and earned run oug. Ron Darling also on

excellent pitcher.He would be a stopper on many
other teoms. but is number two on the Mets. With

Darryl Strawberry, Keith Hernandez and Gary

Carter knocking in the runs the St. Louis Cardinals

may end up with 20 gome winners, (Joaquin

Andujor and John Tudor) two of the top there hitters

'

in the Notional League (Willie McGee, Tommie
Herr) and the stolen '"^Sa*^"^ champion

Vince Coleman olong with second place. Speaking

of Tudor, isn't it interesting that the Red Sox has him

ond gave up on him feeling he would never amount

to a good pitcher? Tudor is currently 18-7 with an

E.R.A. of 1.87 and nine shut outs.

N.B.A. Outlook: The Knicks and Pot Ewing inch

closer to a contract. Ewing originally asked for o 3

million per year, if Ewing was worth 3 million, what

is Lorry Bird worth? Magic Johnson? Moses

Malone? Akeem? Kareem? Ralph Sompson? etc.

The Celtics may hove made a big mistake. For Bill

Walton, they gaveuyp Cedric Maxwell (agreeing

to pay half of Maxwell's salary) and a first round

Pick. Question number 1. Who's going to stick all

of the scoring forwards now that Max is gone? Alex

English, Bernard King, Dominique Wilkins, Clark

Kelloss and Orlando Woolridge ore just afew of the

nomes that come to mind of forwards who seem to

love playing the Celtics. Wait till this yeor!

Question number2. Why give up so much? I could

understand Walton for Marshallstroight up but the

Celtics also went o first round pick and agreed to

pay half of Maxwell's salary. For Walton, a man
who is injury prone and has not had a truly

productive year since the 78-79 season.

Team on the improve: The Indiana Pacers . The

Pacers may have the best young talent in the

league. With Clark Kellogg, Herb Williams,

Woymon Tisdole ond Bill Martin in the front court

and with a bockcourt led by point guard Vern

Fleming, super shooter Terrence Stonsbury, and

reserves Jim Thomas and Dwoyne McLoin. The

Pacers hove a talented young nucleus which should

push them intocontention for and NBA playoff spot.

Watch the Pacers. The Pacers and all of the N.B.A.

teams will be profiled in later editions of Nummo
Sports talk when Nummo has its N.B.A. Predictions.

-^ ANNOUNCEMENTS

I

Come to the tropics for gocxi food and atmosphere at

YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
206 Russel Street on Route 9, Hadley. Light and
heavy lunches serv/ed from 1 1 :30-3:00pm,
with Carribbean taste buds.DINNERS Tuesday.

Wednesday 5-9pm Thursday, Friday, Saturday 5-
lOpm.
SUNDAYS International Brunch with Jazz from 11-3
pm. Dinner from 5-10 pm.

Check us out, you won't loose I

The Third World Caucus (TWO) will holj ts fourt*.
moetinQ of the Fall semester on 25 Ser - ^^Pw tt 6
*>^ The ¥rn»Mno
*wiM k>«i>ek4 at the Duke's Room. 306 Si jdlffit Unton.

Navy Reserve College Student opportunity
No active duty required
Training on weekends and summertime
Good pay. $5042.00 educational benifit
Cash bonus for certain rates
Navy and other service veterans welcome
Call Collect (617) 786-2927

***««•««!«>«««««

BMCP on the Move
by Rhonda Swan and Valerie Green

The turnout for the first meeting of the semester

indicotes that the Block Moss Communications

Project »s oK to o good start. Approximotely fifteen

members, both old and new, come out to discuss

the policies and goals for the new school year.

Chris Winslow, general manager of BMCP, soid

that organization is concentrating on three ma|or

gools. TKe first and the most importont, is getting a

messoge ol solidonty and unification across to the

University of Massachusetts compus and

the Pioneer Valley as a whole.

He also would like to see the project involved in

more ocodemic progroms. Although BMCP co

sponsors several events, it is best known for two

annuel porties; the leons ond tee shirt and the funk

o thon. Winslow feels tf^f the University

community tios so cbsefy associated BMCP with the

parties that it hos overlooked the other more loftier

goals of the project. One plan thol the project is

looking into is sponsoring eduotionol outreach

workshops for young children in the surrounding

communities.

BMCP is best known as a promoter of block music.

The project occomplishes this in conjunction with

WMUA, one of the University's campus radio

stations. Which allocates over 30 hours of its own
time to BMCP.

For the post two years BMCP hos been trying to

increase its radio time but for several reasons its

request hoven't been gronted. However, Winslow

insists they will continue their effort to gam more air

time.

The organization accepts memberships year

round and invites everyone interested to apply.

The Cape Verdean Students Alliance (C.V.S.A.) will

hokj its scond meeting of the fall semester on ^6
September 1 985 at 5 pm. The meeting wiltbe held at

itHLNovv Africa House in the second fkxx foungid.

To commemorate Bilingual Week, a series of

programs, presentations, and a final celebration

has been scheduled at the University of

Massachusetts.

The vs/eek which has been recognized as

Bilingual Education week since 1 984, which has

been changed to address the issues in Bilingual

Education, will commence this year with a

Vietnamise
Photograph exhibit and reception in the Student

Union Art Gallery on Sunday September 29th at

1 1 :00 am. The week will also incluc(e

presentations by professional sp>okespeople

during a career night on Tuesday, October 1 , at

7:OOpm in the Campus Center Room 162.

BMCP RADIO SCHEDULE
on 91.1 FM WMUA

(THROUGH SEPTEMBER '85)

Mon

Tues

Thurs

SAT

3-6pm Daddy Nell

7-10pm Marc Elliott

7-10pm BMCP

10pnn-2ann Mix Master Mike

4-7pm

7-10p»n

10pm-2am
2am-6am

Lester High

Louis Alfred III

BMCP
Chris WinsloNA/
(QUIET TOUCH)
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ColleiOi^n photo by Maria Bull

IT'S OFFICIALLY FALL — Frank and Joanne Wilda of Hadley work on preparing decorative In-

dian corn Sunday on the first day of autumn.

Guardian Angels to speak tonight
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

"The Guardian Angels," defenders of public safety on

America's meanest streets, take to the Campus Center

Auditorium tonight to address civic responsibilty.

Curtis and Lisa Sliwa, founder and national director of

the Guardian Angels will speak at 8 p.m. The Angels,

created by Curtis Sliwa in 1979 as an effort to combat

crime in the cities, now Im.i..' a iirnihrrship of mo^' than

5.00(1 people.

"Yitung po'iple are the primar\ '
'

young peojile must be the ones i'

Sliwa said in a tele{)hone inlerviev.

Sliwa sai<l she :ind her husband of ihre* years nn ; hl- lec-

ture circuit because "our generation must tak«- n-sptm

siblity fur the problems in today's world." Their speech

will focus on that responsibility.

"I»eople look to the Ignited States as a role model,"

Sliwa said, "we can't be a generation of selfishness."

Sliwa said the Angels are often accused of being

avigilante group. "The whole idea is to have people work

t<igether to prevent crime," she said. "We're trying to

break that Sudden Death/Charles Bronson menUility." In

.seven years of operations, none of the more than 600

citizens' arrests have resulted in injuries, although two-

thirds involved weapons.

Angels carry no weapons, but are easily identified by

their red berets and white T-shirts emblazoned with a

winged eye. Sliwa said the wings signify the group's

readiness, "we'll fly to any emergency;" and the eye, their

watchfulness. "We're out there watching out for people."

Sliwa said prospective members must be at least

16-year-old, in school or employed. Members are screened,

"because the first 5<) charter memliers must h:ivt' no

criminal record," she said.

All members un(ierg(t a thrct'-nii'nlh traiiimg program

including solf-dcf* risi nictlimi , U-i<'n] training and car

nvtnth is spent in

,1 !h.' l>;itn>l

Ups of

r hour

dio/pulmonary resu.scita!

rn.ii'ls patrols ano ^isiia'

'-'lie [larks, strt

fight U) ten peoplt . MmM .Aaj^ri-

shifts each week. Th«.'_v al.so |ii . ,.;^ i.v.,,. . :

citizens and conduct self-defen.se flemonstrations.

The group, which began in New York, now has .t7

chapters, including three in Canada, and one in Tijuana,

Mexico. A group of senior citizens and conduct self-

defense demonstrations.

She said the grou[) occasionally encounters opposition

entering new cities, but in Boston, where they were met

with the greatest resistance, they are now issued free sub-

way |)asses.

All Angels work on a volunteer basis, including the

Sliwa's.

The event is being sponsored by the Distinguished

Visitors Program and is free to the public.

Former CIA agent raps U.S. policy

By BRION McALARNEY
Collegian Staff

A former CIA officer, who recently testified before the

World Court, called Nicaragua a "laboratory" for United

States intervention policies in the Third World last night.

David MacMichael, speaking at the Student Union

Ballroom as part of a special panel discussion on U.S. Op-

Itiside

Housing shortage still exists on and off campus. . 8|

Smith African government plans to move people. 7

McKeown sparks the Minuteman defense 121

"We have to play mistake-free soccer. Brown is\

known for capitalizing on mistakes.

"

j

—UMass women's soccer coach Kalekeni Banda on\

today's key game urith Broum,!

Plan proposed
by Provost to

bring up rank
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

In an effort to make the University of Massachusetts the

"best in the northeast," the provost has proposed a long-

range plan aimed at improving existing academic pro-

grams and creating new ones.

Provost Richard O'Brien's plan for shifting 18 faculty

positions among the University's nine colleges and

creating 42 new positions over the next five years.

The proposal, which will ultimately reach the state

Board of Regents of Higher Education for approval, will

base the faculty shifts on results from department evalua-

tions and staff needs.

O'Brien said he expects 185 positions to open over the

next five years, a result of professor retirements. Those
retirements will give the University the opportunity to

hire 42 lower salaried assistant professors.

"In the humanities and social sciences, with every three

retirements we can hire four new people," said O'Brien.

This source of "build in" faculty growth, is what he called

"retirement savings."

New faculty will also be added to department the

University plans tf) target as "special programs." These
include four new faculty positions in condensed matter

physics, five in biotechnology, seven in general education

and an undetermined amount in the chemistry depart-

ment.
"The biggest changes will lye subtractions (of faculty)

from the humanities and additions to the .social sciences,"

O'Brien said.

The reallocation of faculty positions, is being researched

by O'Brien. Director of Academic F^wdget loyto Abel and

Associate Provost PVrn .lohnson.

Teaching responsibilities, volun..- '>f !.i;l'li -luii

and de[»artmenUil evahiatioi.- ari

(ietermiiiiiiK whidi •

tions in 'Central America: Intervention, Escalation, or

Negotiation?' said "There has l)een much talk about the

U.S. military developing the means for developing effec-

tive intervention in Third World Countries, I see this hap-

pening in Nicaragua.

"Nicaragua is the laboratory of choice.

MacMichael said he does not believe that a U.S. invasion

of Nicaragua is imminent or will happen at all.

"Nicaragua serves a purpose for U.S. domestic politics

and for U.S. purposes in Central America as a demonstra-

tion for U.S. strength and as a demonstration of weakness

and indeed folly for those who oppose U.S. direction in the

region," he said.

But, he added, "the Sandinistas have surprised a lot of

people with their determination and ability," and that

"evidence of an arms flow from Nicaragua to El Salvador

disappeared after March 1981."

The second speaker, W. Bruce Weinrod, director of

Foreign Policy and Defenee studies at the Heritage F'oun-

dation in Washington D.C., called Nicaragua a "model

evolving towards totalitarianism."

"There is evidence that Nicaragua has trained people to

destabilize Costa Rica and Honduras," he said.

/HIV--

'Vkr

;ors

aff.

'

Ml' via. of.- UF'L- Vli'

Kricn sani A'!;!*';-

rcrowdi «

.Aii'i\ as (.•ruiiiiiiiK's and [:wali<"il sciein't'.-,.

.•\ls(t, faculty will be atlded to departments (Ahicl. rank

highly among the public institutions in the northeast.

"We're giving ourselves five years to U^come be.st in the

northeast and then we'll go from there." O'Brien .sjiiti.

According to O'Brien, the New Englan<l state .schools,

the New York university system, Rutgers University in

New .lersey, and Tem{)le University in Phila<lelphia and

several of the public institutions I'Mass is completing with

for high scholastic rank.

O'Brien's proposal has been submitt«'d to the faculty

senate's Academic Priorities Council for advice. O'Brien

said he expects a reply by mid-NovemlxT.

( olleKiHii (itiotii t<y I'aul Df.trrutrai!-

David MacMichael
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AP LaserphoUi

International opera star Placido Domingo, who grew up in Mexico Ci-

ty, talks with newsmen urging speed in the rescue efforts. Domingo is

searching for realitives, aunt, uncle and two counsins.

Rescuers find 26 people
alive in collapsed schools
MEXICO CITY (AP) - Rescue workers

said yesterday they tunneled into the

ruins of a governmental technical school

and found 26 survivors of Mexico's two

killer earthquake. They said more people

might be alive under the debris.

At a collapsed apartment building, a

German shepherd rescue dog named Bob-

by sniffed and pawed at a spot in the

ruins. An hour's digging freed 20-month-

old Patricia Aguirres, dehydrated but

otherwise unhurt despite being entombed

since the quakes Thursday and Friday.

Police and the attorney general's office

said the death toll in Mexico City stood at

2,822 on Monday and the president's of-

fice said about 100 people were killed

elsewhere in Mexico. Police said 4,180

people were missing.

The State Department said in

Washington that 3,461 were known dead

throughout the area struck by the quakes,

including five Americans. There was no

immediate explanation of t«h discrepan-

cy. The State Department said it based its

figure on information from Mexican

authorities.

Mexico's federal health department said

at least 1 1,000 people were injured by the

quakes, which smashed the heart of this

city of 18 million people. The numbe of

people left homeless was estimated at

300,000.

President Reagan's wife, Nancy, came
on a brief mission of inspection and sym-

pathy bringing a U.S. government check

for $1 million to help in relief efforts.

She toured the city for 3 Vz hours,

visiting survivors at refugee centers and a

Red Vross hospital in the company of

Paloma Cordero de la Madris, wife of

President Miguel de la Madrid.

rCOLlECTTON PREM I ERE

Reagan fights unfair trade
WASHINGTON, (AP) - President

Reagan, trying to stave off legislation to

protect battered American industries from

cheap imports, outlines a refurbished trade

policy yesterday that is designed to combat

unfair trade practices abroad and open

foreign markets to U.S. goods.

"I will not stand by and watch American

businesses fail because of unfair trading

practices abroad," Reagan pledged in a

speech to lawmakers and business leaders

invited to the White House to hear his an-

nouncement. "I will not stand by and

watch American workers lose their jobs

because other nations do not play by the

rules."

But Reagan, who has said quotas or

tariffs to protect more expensive domestic

products from foreign competition would

lead to economic disaster, promised to veto

measures "that I believe will harm
economic growth, cause loss of jobs and

diminish international trade."

A senior administration official, briefing

reporters on condition he not be identified,

said the money would be used to compete

with nations that not only provide low-cost

loans to help foreign buyers acquire

selected goods but sometimes even pay

foreign buyers directly for choosing certain

products. The official named France as one

of the countries engaging in such practices.

FarmAid concert short of goal
CHAMPAIGN, 111. (AP)

— At $9 million so far, pro-

ceed from the all-star Far-

mAid benefit concert ap-

peared to be running short

of the goal yesterday but

organizers said they would

be happy if the event trig-

gered new interest in

farmers' problems.

By the time the 14-hour

concert ended and 50 stars

of country, rock and blues

had left the stage early

yesterday, FarmAid had
raised more than $9 million.

That was way below singer

Willie Nelson's prediction of

raising $50 million.

Nelson, who organized

Sunday's show, said Far-

mAid received about $4

million from corporate
donations and ticket sales,

and roughly $5 million in

pledges from television

viewers and radio listeners.

But tabulation of the

pledges was imcomplete.

"We don't know yet how
much we raised," said

spokeswoman Linda
Lounsberry for the Howard
Bloom Agency of New
York, which handled promo-
tion and publicity for the

event.

The FarmAid money will

be used for cash grants to

needy farmers, legal aid,

counseling and job training,

a nationwide information

hotline and a campaign to

increase awareness of farm

problems.

"Your can spend it quick

or spend it right," Nelson

told reporters. "So we're

not going to rush into

anything."
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AVANTI PIZZA
BRINGS YOU TO

HA\A/Ali:

A week FOR TWO at beautiful Walkiki Beach in

January. Includes roundtrip airfare, flower lei

greeting, roundtrip transfers, baggage handling, 7

nights' hotel accomodations, and much more'"

How to participate: Complete the entry form at-

tached to your AVANTI PIZZA box. Return it with a

driver or bring it into our store (9 E. Pleasant Street

next to the Pub).

Contest begins Wednesday, September 25, 19^.

Official drawing on Tuesday, October 29, 1985. Par-

ticipate as often as you like. Winner will be announc-

ed in local papers. (Eligibility: limited to Amherst area

residents and students.)
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Group formed to help homeless
By JOSEPH R. TIGAN
Collegian Correspondent

Many University of Massachusetts student seeking

housing are left to wander the Amherst and Northamp-

ton area without a place to live, according to the founders

of a group for homeless students.

"Many of these students are forced to sleep in deserted

buses and cars, on benches and couches on campus and

even in cornfields," said Joel Stanley, a homeless student

who is forming the tenatively titled group, "Students

Coping and Surviving," to help aid such emergency
cases.

According to Stanley, several homeless students are

older, foreign, have families, and may be "somewhat en-

vironmentally and culturally disconnected" in Amherst.

"They're often unfamiliar with the territory and what
comes with it," Stanley said. "And they definitely don't

have the economic capacity to pay the rent demanded by

l(x:al slumlords."

Ernie Westscott, director of the Amherst Survival

Center, an organization which helps homeless students,

said many students are astounded when they find that

they must pay first and last month's rent and a security

deposit. "It takes $1000 just to move in," Westcott said.

Many of these students come from poverty-level

systems in society, and they don't prepare in advance for

the total income it takes to attend a university, according

to Wescott.

"They try to attend school when they really can't af-

ford it because they need to educate and better

themselves in order to escape the system," Westcott

said. "But they're trapped."

Westcott said many of the people coming through

Amherst Survival Center are students, married and with

families.

"It's virtually impossible to estimate the number of

homeless students," Westscott said. "They float from

place to place. We could have eight to ten in a day and

then not see any for a month, but it is definitely a grow-

ing problem," he said.

Stanley, 38, who has been homeless off-and-on for the

past three years, claims the Off-Campus Housing Office

(OCHO) is no help. Westscott also said that UMass is not

equipped to handle the problem of homeless students.

"They (OCHO) say they have around 4,000 listings for

housing. What they have is a large number of old, ex-

pired listings," Stanley said.

OCHO director JoAnne Levenson said the office was

not designed as a survival center. "We weren't created

to be a shelter for the homeless," Levenson said. "It's an

economic problem and it calls for an economic solution,"

she added.

108 students
in swing spaces

It has been three weeks since the beginning 6f school

and there are still 11 sophomore men looking for dor-

mitory rooms and 108 students living in temporary swing

spaces, a housing official reported.

"Right now we are moving women out of swing spaces,"

said Thea Costine, assistant housing assignment cmir-

dinator. The housing office receives notice of two or three

vancancies every day and fills them accordingly.

"There are some people going off campus and to frater-

nities and sororities as a result of vacancies there and

others are withdrawing from school," Costine said.

The Housing Office expects that some of the students

currently living in swing spaces will stay in those rooms if

this year's housing problem follows last year's pattern.

Costine said studenLs who are living in temporary

assignments are receiving refunds of about 60 cents a day.

Swing spaces include study lounges and rooms which

have been converted to bedrooms. Approximately 440

students were without housing at the beginning of the

semester, some as a result of late acceptance or late pay-

ment of University bills.

—Chris Poon

Porch collapse
investigated
Two students, injured in Saturday night's porch col-

lapse, remain hospitalized at the University Health Ser-

vices.

Stacey Levine, 21, with neck and back injuries and

Susan Thomas, 20, with back injuries, remain in stable

condition according to a health services spokeswoman.
The porch, which collapsed during a party, plunged

about 35 people 12 feet to the ground, Amherst police

said. One of those on the porch, Kimberly Sherman, 20,

said "it was very scary," and that the porch fell "pretty

much without any warning."

Sherman, who injured her ankle during the fall, was
treated and released at Cooley-Dickinson Hospital in Nor-

thampton. A total of nine people were treated for injuries.

Chester Penza, Amherst building inspector, said the

porch's wooden structual supports were deteriorated and

may have contributed to the collapse. Penza said that the

collapse is still under investigation.

According to the Daily Hampshire Gazette, the house at

180 Market Hill Road in North Amherst belongs to Louis

and Jean Mudge of Chicago. They rent the house to

students.

Yesterday morning, Jean Mudge told the Gazette she is

"not free to talk," but she said she and her husband may
travel here later this week to investigate the accident.

—Joel Coffidis

Yom Kippur: a dayof
atonement for Jews
Tomorrow is Yom Kippur, which for Jewish people is a

day of atonement and a time for forgiveness for sins com-

mitted before God and against one another.

"Yom Kippur means 'day of atonement' (in Hebrew),"

UMass Hillel Rabbi Saul Perlmutter said. "It's a time to

help us look at how we've been living our lives and how we

can live better."

Yom Kippur marks the end of a 10-day period called

Tshuvah which "sort of means repentence, but not simply

feeling sorry for something," Perlmutter said.

The holiday is celebrated by much introspection, player

and fasting, Perlmutter said. He added that many

students will be fasting from tonight through tomorrow

evening.

Perlmutter said the fasting is "to help us let the oppress-

ed go free, to share our bread with the hungry, and to br-

ing the homeless into our home."

All holiday services are free and open to the public. The

first service will be held at 7 p.m. tonight in the Student

Union Ballroom. A second service will be at 10 a.m. tomor-

row in the ballroom. A discussion of the Book of Jonah will

take place at 3 p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.B. The closing

(Neilah) service will be at 5:30 p.m. tomorrow.

Youth found outside Campus Center

Phol" by Nt-il B«vkermap

HIGH FLYING HANDS — The UMass Karate Club stays in synch as they practice on the lawn

besides the Campus Pond yesterday afternoon.

• lecture
rniiltiiurii Iram fiagi' I

Janet Shenk, executive

director of the North

American Congress on

Latin America, the third

panelist, focused her talk

on El Salvador.

"We must not confuse

elected governments with

rule of law with
democracy," she said,

referring to the regime of

Jose Napoleon Duarte.

Shenk asserted that the

judiciary is controlled by

right wing forces, and that

not one military officer has

been convicted of murder
despite the rise of death

squad murders in the first

six months of 1985.

Chief engineer attributes

her success to hard work

A 15-year-old boy was placed in protec-

tive custody Sunday morning after

University of Massachusetts police found

him lying outside on the steps of the Cam-
pus Center. Police said the youth had been

drinking heavily and was uncooperative

when they found him.

An Amherst ambulance was called to

the scene and he was examined. He was

put into protective custody and was later

turned over to his family, police said.

A small fire was reported yesterday

morning in the Whitmore Administration

building. A heavy duty extension cord

caught on fire because of a defective plug

in the cord, officials reported. The

Amherst Fire Department was called to

the scene. Damages totaled approximate-

ly $100.

In other police reports:

Two incidents of indecent exposure

were reported Saturday afternoon in the

Orchard Hill residential area. Both

reports were received in a one-hour

period. Police said they believe the in-

cidents were unrelated because the

descriptions of the two men did not match

each other.

A 1977 Fiat received $300 in damages

when it was struck on Thatcher Avenue

by a state van driven by a 19-year-old stu-

dent.

Eleven minors were charged with being

in possessions of alcohol in separate in-

cidents this weekend. Police said they will

be summoned in court this week.

—Jeanette DeForge

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Attributing her success to hard work and

flexibility, the chief engineer at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts power plant says

women shouldn't shy away from what's

been called a "man's job."

Hermine Randall was hired by the

university in 1982 after a stint with

firefighting and an office job, which she

said didn't fulfill her desire to learn about

technical things. As chief engineer, she is

responsible for personnel supervision, and

ensuring that all technical operations are

running smoothly at the plant.

"I kept studying and went to school to

get more licenses," she said, pointing out

that this studying was what enabled Ran-

dall to gain the practical experience which

helped her reach the point she is at now.

"I don't see why women can't do it,"

Randall said, commenting that many
women mayh be intimidated by the large

equipment and working conditions which

include being in close vicinity of a blazing

fire sitting inside a furnace.

However, she said she believes the

reason that there are low number of

women in engineering fields is because

"there is too little knowledge about how to

go about getting these jobs."

Randall points out that all engineers

must be able to stand hot and cold

temperatures and "fit through some pretty

tight spots," adding, "you must be able to

work a sixteen hour shift or more without

notice . . . My job takes time, dedication

and the freedom to be able to do this."

Changing careers at age 47, when all her

children were fully grown, Randall said

women "have to be free," which will make
it easier for them to "go where the jobs

are."

Contrary to popular belief, Randall said

she thinks that opportunities for women in

this field are "wide open."

Randall said that she feels no negative or

sexist feelings among those working for

her—a group comprised mostly of men.

And says she is sure they respect her as

much as they would if she were a man. "I

don't think it's caused any problems at all,"

she said.

('.ull«>K>»n phfilo by Ciiul Dnoarsis

Hermine Randall
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WE HAVE RE-OPENED!
318 College St. (Rt 9) Amherst • MA

next to Shumway's Paint and Jane Alden's

2-3 blocks past Elder Lumber

New^Te.ephone^^3_2970_

_^„^,^ HIGH dUALIIY
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THE
PEER EDUCATOR/COLLOQUIUM

PROGRAM
Presents

FALL '85 COLLOQUIUM
LEARN Diverse, non-traditional and academic

subjects; 1 credit pass/no record

Evening/Weekend Classes

Course Listings available Oct. 3, from your R.A.

TEACH Course Proposals due Sept. 26

For more info:

EAST: Brett House, 5-0422

SOUTHWEST: John Adams Lobby, 5-2803
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The Distinguished Visitors Program j

presents jf

Curtis & Lisa Sliwa i

Founders of the Guardian Angels

The bus stops herej

The Commuter Area Government

is accepting nominations for

the Commuter Governing Board.

This board implements poUcy decisions J

which affect us all as well as develop pro-J

gram activities for Off-Campus students,}

Please pick-up papers

at Room 404 SUB.

Deadline is Tuesday, Sept. 24 at 4 PM
|

For more info - 5-2145 J

WELCOME'
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE STUDENTS

There will be an informal get together for all NEW and

RETURNING exchange students, and others in-

terested in finding out about the program.

FIND OUT ABOUT THE NSE CLUB
MEET NEW PEOPLE

ENJOY SOME REFRESHMENTS

DATE: Wednesday, September 25, 1985

TIME: 6-8 P.M.

PLACE: 101 Campus Center

Tuesday. September 24, 1985«- .Collegian 5

Our Best Sale Yet!
Graduated Savings.
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'The Guardian Angels

America's Safety PatroF'

Tuesday

distinijuished

Visitors program
******************************************

Sept. 24, 1985

8:00 P.M.

Campus Center

Auditorium

FREE
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One week only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete

details, see your Jostens representative at:

Sept. 25, '26, 27 - Wed, Thur, Fri peposuR^ $15-00Dale

Time
10-4 pm

mVBI^ITY- fyjumvERsiTj
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Who decides our rights?
There is a rising conservative momentum

behind a group who willfully scorns our

democratic values of free speech and free

expression. Led by Susan Baker, wife of

Treasury Secretary James Baker, and Tip-

per Gore, wife of Senator Albert Gore, the

Parents Music Resource Center seeks to

rate rock 'n' roll albums on the basis of

sexually-explicit, violent, or narcotic lyric

content. These influential Washington

wives have received considerable publicity

in the form of a People magazine cover, a

Good Morning America interview, and

even a Congressional hearing.

The PMRC objects to such songs as

Sheena Easton's "Sugar Walls" and

Modonna's "Like a Virgin." In addition to

censoring lyrics, they also seek to remove
offensive album covers from public view.

This issue is not new, as it brings to mind

past attempts at rock censorship. On the

Ed Sullivan Show, Elvis Presley was not

allowed to be shown below the waist, and

the Rolling Stones were forced to sing the

words Let's Spend Some Time Together in-

stead of Let's Spend The Night Together.

The first problem here is that rating

lyrics is ineffective. The recording industry

releases approximately 25,000 songs a

year. Rating every single song is impossi-

ble. In a classic boomerang effect, kids will

buy those albums with the worst ratings

because people love to taste forbidden

fruit. Secondly, government does not

belong in this area of public behavior. Con-

gress should spend its time worrying about

more important things than rock 'n' roll.

Also, these women do not understand

how a free economy in a free society works.

Trying to impose behavior from above

Marianne Metaxas

usually fails, as was seen in the repeal of

Prohibition and in the government's

helpless fight against drug abuse. Musi-

cians will stop producing "offensive" songs

only when the public stops buying them. If

the demand is there, the supply will be too.

That's capitalism.

Singer Pat Boone explains that rating

music is "healthy censorship." The most

important issue here is that of censorship.

Guaranteed in the First Amendment is our

right to free expression. Implicit with that

is our right to choose whatever we want to

hear. When our right to choice is gone, our

society is no longer free. But who has the

right to decide choice? Who has the right to

decide which morals and values are the

best?

Some people may say that raising such a

fuss over such a small issue isn't worth the

trouble. But I don't think it's such a small

issue, and it's definitely worth the trouble.

The recording industry offered to place a

sticker on albums warning parents of ex-

plicit lyrics, but that wasn't good enough

for the PMRC, proving the old adage that if

you give them an inch, they'll take a mile.

The line between a democratic society and

a totalitarian one is very fine indeed. If we
allow censorship to begin, where will it

end?

It is absolutely true that the most

dangerous thing in the world is neither an

army nor a bomb, but rather a tiny idea.

Yet even the most dangerous idea has a

right to be heard.

Marianne Metaxaa is n UMass student.
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Choice and consequence

Attorney General Meese
Last July, Ed Meese's Justice Depart-

ment filed a "friend of the court" brief with

the Supreme Court seeking to overturn the

1973 Roe vs. Wade decision legalizing abor-

tion. The New Y'ork Times recently devoted

an article to that Court's refusal to con-

sider such a motion. These actions typify

the antics of our politicized Attorney

General, and provide an incident with

which we can recall a few other facts about

the man and his job.

The Attorney General oversees the law-

enforcement arm of the U.S. government.

While Meese was busy in front of the TV
cameras overseeing the eradication of the

domestic marijuana crop, his co-horts were

elsewhere quietly processing - about 2,000

felony counts in which E.F. Hutton just as

(juietly whispered "guilty."

And, while Meese pressed belligerent for

Congressional approval of some of his

lackeys, Jackie Presser of the Teamsters

Union was escaping investigation of

massive wrongdoing and graft within his

organization.

There's much more. Meese, if you recall,

was the public figure who ended up in the

frying pan after suggesting that there were

no "hungry people in America." He has

also labeled the American Civil Liberties

Rob Skelton
Union a "criminal lobby."

By toeing the conservative line an(i try-

ing to outlaw abortion, Meese is adding to

criminal ranks the masses of poor people

who would ostensibly be most affected by a

lack of legal choices. Not ironically, Meese
has been instrumental in the Reagan ad-

ministration's campaign to cut legal aid to

the pQor.

Meese also seeks, with Reagan, to

reverse many long-standing civil rights

policies, notably in a similarly failed

"friend of the court" brief. Additionally,

Meese has pushed for tax exemptions for

schools which practice racial discrimina-

tion.

No one would choose to come to the

defense of Ed Meese. That he occupies the

highest law-enforcement pf)St in the US on-

ly attests to his 18-year relationship with

his political mentor Mr. Reagan, an equally

affable and bumbling politician whose
equally questionable ways place them in the

same politically irresponsible league.

Rob Skelton is the assistant editorial

editor.

In physics, there is an axiom that states

that every action has an equal and opposite

reaction. Most people seem to assume, con-

sciously or not, that the same should hold

true for moral situations; that every choice

should have an equal and opposite conse-

quence. There are disparate views on how
to apply this to abortion.

The pro-life movement says that whilce

sex takes only a few minutes, it is like

deciding to jump off Lover's Leap. Once

you do, there is no turning back. Therefore,

instead of reducing pregnancy to the level

of a few minutes' pleasure, they exalt the

sexual act to the level of a creative and holy

union. The pro-choice line replies that nine

months of pregnancy far outweighs a few

minutes of sexual freedom. Sex is a natural

funtion, a trivial choice, they say, so that

pregnancy is also trivial, and may be ter-

minated at will like an unwanted growth.

One flaw in the pro-choice logic is that a

pregnancy, unlike many tissues, can be in-

duced at will (and often is). Nobody can in-

duce tonsils, and very few would want to

induce warts or tumors. To say that a

pregnancy is just a nuisance growth is like

saying that sex is carcinogenic. Further-

more, the last several thousand years have

yielded only one type of tissue construct

which is able to achieve its own citizenchip

in nine months. It is a pseudo-scientific

argement to compare a fetus ta an

unhealthy tissue.

However, tissue type is not the real issue.

What concerns most of the pro-choice camp

is the freedom to make sexual choices

without obligation. "After all," they argue,

"the medical technology is there to prevent

women from suffering an unwanted

pregnancy." What this really means is that

they want morality to be liberated by the

level of technology" available. Technology is

not a panacea. It doesn't cure a guilty cons-

Rusty Denton
cience, and sometimes it doesn't cure

diseases.

Until recently, reckless sexuality was

fearless because technology could always

cure venereal disease. Now there is AIDS,

and some researchers say it mutates too

quickly to be eradicated by medical means.

Nevertheless, there will always be those

who hope. Pinning morals on technology is

an evolutionary argument in some ways,

because it implies that morals evolve with

the advancement of society. I think many
abortion rights advocates would agree with

that statement.

Not all right-to-lifers will agree with my
reply, but I contend that the pro-choice

argument is with God. Who is challenged

by "evolutionary morality." if not God?

Who is reported to have made the body so

that a woman is constrained in pregnancy

for nine months? Who hut God is cited as

the basis for the sanctity of the family?

Abortion assumes that children are a pro-

duct of chance, are a curse if too numerous,

and that everybody has to look out for

him/herself. The Bible states that children

are a precious and pre-determined gift, and

that there can never l>e too many. It states

that even unexpected pregnancy is a small

price to pay for their existence, and that

(iod will provide for the needs of those who

trust in Him.

The biblical position is out of step with

American views on abortion, population

control and family life. It is not hard to see

why pro-choice advocates are fighting it

tooth and nail. It is also not hard to see why

pro-lifers exalt the act of sex, instead of

trivializing the pregnancy.

Riusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.
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Sexual harassment article was
both inaccurate and misleading
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I am writing in response to the article on

campus sexual harassment that appeared

in the Collegian on Sept. 12. Some of the in-

formation included in the article was inac-

curate and misleading.

I did not state that few people on campus

report sexual harassment, but said that the

number of people filing /orwai grievances

is still quite low. Many people do report

sexual harassment or discuss it with others

but do not decide to file an informal or for-

mal complaint. People often are afraid to

do this because of fear of repercussions or

retaliation by the harasser. who may be a

supervisor or a teacher.

I also want to make clear that the

Everywomen's Center offers numerous

services to women who have been sexually

harassed, including counseling, advocacy,

information, and referral. A support group

is beginning on Oct. 2:^ for women who

have exi>erienced sexual harassment on the

job or in school.

The last inaccuracy I need to correct is

that a person filing a formal grievance

within the University appears in fron of a

three person hearing panel, not thirteen,

and can have two advisors with him or her

at this time. The grievances procedure is

currently being revised, and I want to

stress that there are appropriate courses of

action to take both inside and outside the

University if you are experiencing sexual

harassment.
Myra Hindus, Coordinator,

Working Women's Program
Everywoman's Center

In reference to the issue offew people on

campus rej)t>rting or disriu<sing serual

harajisment, the reporter :^(nmU< by her

original uttrihut i<>n ii.-< bring cor-

rect—B^di tor.
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UNITED TECHN0I09IES

IS LOOKING
l')iiimlcr didn't need to invent tin- wlieel.

Wheels were aritund iilre.idy. All he did vv.is

make the first practical internal conibustion en-

gine, put wheels under it. and chanye the way

people yet trom place to place.

United Technologies could use a Haimler or

rwo. We need some people who can take what

wc already have — aircraft engines, helicopters,

air conditioniny. elevators, silicon waters, .ind

soon — and teach them some different truks.

You have the kind of trainint: we need. If you

also have the kind of inventive vision, perse\er-

,ince, and talent that may someday make you a

household word, yiHi're what we're lookinj^ f(^r.

And we're what yi>u're lookinj^ f(»r. A worldwide

yroup of ciimpanies where 25,000 cn^;ineers al-

ready w\>rk, and there's niuhinH in the entire

yalaxy to limit how far you cm yrow.

Find us at the campus placement office. Or
write for more information ,md a reprint of this

ad to United Technologies, V.O. Box H7^.
Hartf.)rd,CT0M4V

I nitcd Ii'chni>lin;ii-s incini

IV.itt iSi Wliitncv, H.imilton

^t.mJ.irJ, (.>!'•, C :,irricr.

Autnmorivf C iroup, I Initcd
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( i-nter, NorJon, t.'hi'init.il

Sv>iem%. tsM'x, SikiirNkv,

MiiNtck anil I 'niti\l la. hiiol-

oyios RcHMrih C Vnti-r
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UNITED
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BLACKAFFAIRS
Anniversary celebrated

with series of events

Anti-apartheid violence continues in South Africa

AP Laserphoto

Thousands may be moved
JOHANNESBURG, South The Prisons Departments

Africa (AP) — A govern- had no cement on the state-

ment commission on yester- ment by Zenani Mandela

day proposed a plan that Dlamini, 23, that her

would forcibly uproot about 67-year-old father will be

42,000 people, most of them checked by family-

black, appointed black doctors.

In another development But the move appeared to

yesterday, the daughter of

jailed black leader Nelson

Mandela, the head of the

African National Congress

guerrilla organization, said

he will be allowed an ex-

amination by a family physi-

cian. Government doctors

have told Mandela he needs

surgery for a swollen pro-

state and internal cysts.

be a concession from the

government after Mrs.

Dlamini and Mandela's

wife, Winnie, demanded the

second opinion on Sept. 11.

The Commission for

Cooperation and Develop-

ment proposed proclaiming

about 28,000 acres of the

Zulu tribal homeland in

Natal province part of

-'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMi^iiiiiiiiiil^

lE'VE GOT YOUR

NUMBER-50f

They're still the original

Levis* blue jeans that won

the west over 130 years ago.

Five pocl<et, button-fly,

copper-riveted, shrink-to-fit

denim jeans. But since that's

a mouthful to ask for. we

thought you might like to call

them by their name

-

501s "jeans.

"white" South Africa, and

buying up some 152,000

acres of the homeland. The

plan, immediately condemn-

ed by many leading whites

in Natal, would uproot

about 42,000 peoples.

Parliamentarian Ray
Swart of the Progressive

Federal Party, which op-

poses apartheid, said the

plan was "hell-bent on the

apartheid road." Swart said

the proposals show the

government wants "entren-

chment of the apartheid

policy."

in anti-apartheid unrest

early Monday and late Sun-

day, police said a black

policeman was killed by a

black mob, and police gun-

fire killed a black maii

among a crowd stoning a

police vehicle.

By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Correspondent

Last year. Governor Michael Dukakis

proclaimed the first week in October as Bil-

ingual Education Week. During the next

week, the Bilingual Collegiate Program

;BCP) will celebrate its eleventh anniver-

sary with a series of programs and events.

The first program will be a panel discus-

sion on Vietnamese culture to be held on

Sept. 28 at 3:30 p.m. in the Campus Center

room 165.

The Student Union Art Gallery will have

a collection of photographs from Vietnam

to be followed by a reception on Sept. 29 at

11 a.m.

On October 1, there will be a career night

with professionals speaking about such dif-

ferent fields as engineering, science, and

law enforcement.

The drop-out rate of Hispanics will be the

topic of a panel discussion to be held on Oc-

tober 2 at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center

room 163.

The celebration will conclude with a

dance sponsored by AHORA. a Latin Stu-

dent organization which helps bilingual

students towards career and job place-

ment, will be held in the Student Union

Ballroom at 9:30 p.m. on October 4.

The Bilingual Collegiate Program was

founded by Benjamin Rodriguez in October

of 1974. The program serves as a resource

center for students who have a problem or

need someone to talk to.

"Another point of the Bilingual Col-

legiate Program is to help students main-

tain their cultures, because once they are in

this country for one or two years, they

start to lose their culture and their heritage

which is a very important part of their

life," said Lucy Nguyen, one of the direc-

tors of the program.

This year, there are about 500 students,

including 170 freshmen, in the program.

Bilingual students aren't the only ones

who can benefit from the proferam. Asian

students are helped as well.

This year, BCP is working on planning a

Cambodian New Year celebration follow-

ing the success of the Vietnamese New
Year which they sponsored last year.

The purpose of the celebration is to

educate the public on Cambodia and other

countries in South East Asia.

The current situation in

South Africa will be the

topic of a film, and Lecture

program to be sponsored by

the Commuter Area Govern-

ment on Thursday,
September 26 at 7:30 p.m.

in Campus Center room 101

at the University of

Massachusetts.

Themba Vilakazi, the

Boston representative of

the African National Con-

gress, will address the most

recent South African

history with an emphasis on

U.E. sanctions, divestment.

Announcements
and the future of Black

South Africa.

The lecture will be preced-

ed by the film Spear of the

Nation. The film analyzes

the economic and
ideological foundations of

apartheid, revealing South

Africa's strategic role, the

interests of imperialism and

the many forces at work

there.

The program is open to

the public.

The Goodwin Memorial

A.M.E. Zion Church
presents their First Annual

@MIl!IMMfMIMI^
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QUALITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYL£.

now available

at

What if

you don't get

into the
grad school

ofyour choice?

Of course, you may get into

another school, but why settle''

Prepare for the LSAT. GMAT,
ORE, MCAT or any grad school

entrance exam with the best test

prep organization— Star^eyH
Kaplan

For nearly 50 years. Kaplans
test taking techniques have pre-

pared over 1 million students for

admission and licensing ttL,ts of

ail kinds So call Why go to just

any grad school, when you
can go to the nght one?

KAPLAN
^ANIfVH «.*Pl*N!DUCAtlON«l

The worids leading

test prep organization.

PLAT CTKCCl
Vermont's Largest Nightclub

Concert Special

MTV Artists

Homecoming Ban^piet at the

Northampton Hilton Inn on

Saturday, September 28.

The banquet will begin at

6:30 p.m. and includes

cocktails, dinner, entertain-

ment, music, and dancing.

Dinner will be boneless

breast of chicken.

Tickets are $17.00 per

person. For more informa-

tion contact Marvin Brown
at 256-8865, Willie Ruffin at

586-5558. or Fred Atchin-

son at 665-4045.

Smith College will be

hosting a five-college mixer

for freshmen at 7:30 p.m. on

Oct. 3 in Lily Hall to be

followed at 9 p.m. by a

dance at the Thursday

Night Club with a live l)..J.

from Rack-O-Disc.

*

#:•
Thursday, Sept. 26 8:00 Only $5.00

YOU MUST BE 18
positive LD. required

[ff^flUI i]n«iiiJl'FI '^^'"^^ ll^tKiJIl^'l

17 Flat St., Brattleboro, VT 802-254-8257

•Jf

/^^
358 N. Pleasant

549-5780

ENROLLING NOW
for Dec LSAT/GRE

X'' •

EXCELLENCE IN

JAPANESE CUISINE
Cr.ulHk'<an Cho, A Goten chet a"

'

waitress Acsi' Waldron prepare a dit-'

at Goton Restaurant m Sur^deriar..;

TUES.. WED.. THURS.. SPECIALS

Two Dinners For $12.
STtAKfthDCHICKlNCOMBINATluN

Includes Soup Silal Vegetibles IbOdles.

Smmtd gitt i B{»trt

k^"

FFIDA K'S SPECIALS ^Two Dinners For 517.
SHRIMP AND SCAllOP COMBO DINNER

Includes Soup Salid Vegetables. Noodles.

Steamed Rice t Desstfl

open 7 days
|

* Thurs 'til 8 pm I

Downtown Amherst s
H*IIIIIIIIIWIIIIMW*HWIIIIIIIIIIIII

Wllllllllllll«lllllllll*IHIWI*"MII'WI"*»W""'«'l'"""'"»'^

SUNDA Y AFTERNOON SPECIALS
2-5 p m Two Dinners For $ 12

Cocktails .mil

Oriont.ll Prmks

Hf»sf( ..ill

Opens Tues -Sal

Al 5 00 p m
Sun 2-9 p m
Closed Mon
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Ten'' is intriguing

TEN
University Gallery

By PATRICIA NYLANDER
Collegian Correspondent

Are your nerves already switching from

low to high gear, with talks of exams and

papers? Do yourself a favor, and give

yourself an artful and relaxing experience.

Drop by the University Gallery's TEN ex-

hibit, showing now through October 25,

located in the Fine Arts Center (FAC).

TEN is a presentation of recent work by

25 artists who have previously had one-

person exhibits during the past ten years at

the University Gallery. The TEN exhibit in-

cludes Amherst artist George Trakas' per-

manent outdoor Isle of View sculpture (ly-

ing adjacent to the FAC) which contributes

to this exhibit's celebration of the gallery's

first decade.

Since 1975 the gallery has hosed the

work of contemporary artists primarily of

national significance, and no matter

whether you're a contemporary art fan or

not, TEN is intriguing. Even if you can't

figure out what the artist's theme is, you'll

have to appreciate the imagaination involv-

ed with the variety of media artists Jackie

Ferrrara, Alice Aycock, Robert Smithson

and Vitto Acconci use in their sculpture.

"People visiting the gallery want to

reach out and touch the pieces," said Bren-

na Pradell, an exhibit guard. From
Smithson's heaping of rock salt to

Aycock's composition of spinning steel

blades (which I can only describe as appear-

ing dangerous), the sculpture in TEN com-

mands attention.

Especially fun is Vitto Acconci's piece en-

titled, Stretched Facade. It reminded me of

Collegian photo by J«aon Talertnan

Stephen Antonakos'
**Incomplete Apple
Green Neon Circle on

Canvas*' is part of the

University Gallery's

"Ten" exhibition.

Collegian
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Gas Saving
Tune-up

The Grandest Nightclub in the Area
presents

The Biggest Dance Floor-No Contest
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 25th

Because we have this great big dance floor, we have

EIGHT TO THE BAR
Only $6.00 at the door

We'll install new
* C|r' fssister spark plugs

C34 *' poinis b condanser
" * adiust idla spawJ, sal

*Cri timing: lesi banary and

$39.* charging system; in

specl rotor, distributor

^ *V -- cap PVC valve, igni

$44. tion caWes, air tilter,

and vapor canister

filter Includee Emis

aion Teel and Prtnloul

Lube, Oil & niter

Thursday, Sept. 26th

What more do I need say?

THE STOMPERS
Let's have a great time

only $6.00 at the door

Friday, Sept. 27th

the vinyl vortex is waiting

D.J. DENNIS RYAN

Includes up to S quorts

0*10-30 0)1 ond tolety

Saturday, Sept. 28th
That carniverous five-fingered platter-pusher

D.J. ANDREW WOLF
of Kiss 108 F.M. Boston

NorthAmherst Tlp«
A Auto Center

ftS Service !*» Store

ra laneenana M i«d Anewrd. Ma
Ikciou fam wstraea • SKn

M»-4re4

1 ' - »

Coming in October

3rd GIRLS NIGHT OUT
10th BO DIDDLEY

17th NRBQ

If pim turn attmapm n uniuJJi

Spanish artist Gaudi's "melting" facades

of Barcelona. Judge for yourself.

Photography and painting are also well

represented by TEN, off to the side Gallery

rooms. Definitely check out Chester

Michalick's Las Vegas series of seductive

and vivid color photographs. Contrast

them to the eerie, stark quality Frank

Gohlke's black and white composition lends

to his subject, Mt. Saint Helens. And don't

leave until you'be seen Al Souza's wax

transfer pieces; very original and witty.

Two favorite works were Luccio Pozzi's

The Beach and Gregory Gillespie's Self-

Portrait paintings. Pozzi's Beach is made

exciting by the artist's use of bold, sliarp

and cool colors; it puts one in a Rio de

Janiero state of mind. Just as compelling is

Gillespie's self-portrait, full of clever

details. HINT: Look at the bottom left cor-

ner and at the calendar.

"The turnout has been marvelous," said

Gallery Curator Betsy Siersma, adding

that the exhibit has "received many good

comments" from its visitors.

The University Gallery is open to the

public Tuesday through Friday, 11 a.m. to

Jt.SO p.m. and Saturday and Sunday, 2 to 5

.m.

DAILY EXPRESS SERVICE

Spiingfield-Worcester-Boston

Peter Pan also serves:

• Albany • Amherst • Deerfleld • Holyoke • Lee
• Natick • Northampton • Palmer • Pittsfield

• South Hadley • Westfleld and
other Massachusetts points

Charters & tours across the U.S.A. and Canada

For information coil: The People Professionals

EsiMJclijan,BuBLinBBjnc.
1776 Main St., P.O. Box 1776

Springfield, MA 01102-1776

Fares & Schedules: 781-3320

General Office: 781-2900

Mf/^iCf{f
"The Warriors is mesmerizing in

its intensity"

— Pauline Kael

New Yorker

The Warriors

Mahar Auditorium |

Wednesday,

Sept. 25, 1985

Show times Admission

Sponsored by TTKA
* * *
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Today
Mostly cloudy and breezy with scattered

showers. High in the 70s.

Tonight

Showers ending with highs in the 60s.

Tommorow
Partly sunny with highs ranging from

65-70.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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Freaker Patrol By Dowe& O'Brien
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LUNCH
Shrimp Cantonese

Tacos

DC Menu

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Tacos

Shrimp Cantonese

DINNER
Barbequed Chicken

Chopp'ed Beefsteak Special

BASICS DINNER
Mixed Bean Casserole

Barbequed Chicken

Can you TYPE?
Do you want CASH?

If you can type 70 words per minute, are responsible,

have a positive attitude and want to learn a

marketable skill that could net you big bucks this

summer, fill out an application at the Collegian

downstairs campus center, and ask for Nancy Rivers.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdilrd b> Trudf Michfl Jaffe

ACROSS
I En^brace

6 Bark cloth

10 iiu style

14 Moon feature

15 — Bator

16 Bulrush

17 Actress
Swensonel al

18 Light sound
19 Russian range

20 Bridge term

23 Catchall abbr

24 Gallery display

25 Certain tide

28 Gudrun s

husband
31 Aspires to

36 One kind ot Dell

38 Bi»ei rising in

the Bernese
Alps

40 Typeol Illy

41 fnplOit

44 Correct

45 Sicilian sight

46 RemiltiK)

47 Took it easy
49 Be on me

payroll

51 Fool L»l

52 ElalsUnis

54 Break a

commandment
56 Meeds
63 Fashion term

64 Kind o1 slick

65 Mistake

67 Fi' (eiiers

68 Irish

eKClamalion

69 — Dame
70 Asther o' the

SlIvB' SCfC(>''

71 —- oil

TZ Females SuHi"

DOWN
1 Dernier

2 Flull

3 Seaweed
4 Quench
5 Money m
Barcelona

6 Nobel Peace
Priie Winner

1984

7 Came to earth

8 Popular ioo
resident

9 Knitting yarn

10 Usher s gi»e

back
11 Crimp
12 Wings
13 Avi»

21 Group oieighi

22 Mohawk Valley

city

25 Nitrile eg
26 Koch prede-

cessor

27 Makes
ceramics

29 Rinse out

30 Indignant

32 Newsstand
Items lor short

33 Slumber
34 On one s own
35 William Howard

and lamily

37 Camp sight

39 Sicilian

commune
42 Designer

Simpson
43 Ankles

48 Tsa' 58 Touch gently

50 Creed ol A D 59 Folklore

325 monsler

53 Sound in the 60 Pond denizen

oighl 61 Doggie bag

55 Wollt s name tillers

sakes 62 All s opposite

56 Mack 63 Fiid.iy lor one

57 Skater s leal 60 publK a
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'i® i'

WRSI
' PRESENTS

«««« * * « « « « **_**±.*

: HerrtU's Ic« Cream !!^^£^fe

JAZZ
AT THE

CALVIN THEATRE
(DOWNTOWN

NORTHAMPTON)

Spyro Gyra "One of the Best Jazz Groups
at the Newport Jazz Festival

1985"
Oct. 10th - 7pm
Advance 8««ts Jj^ii ^i ^ « Best

Tickets on Sale Now
A HORNOR-FOX PRODUCTION

11 ALL SEATS AVAILABLE!
1 AT All Datatix outlets, Stop & Shop in

Pittsfield, Greenfield. Northampton, Hadley, Springdale & Holyoke,

Platterpus Records in Westfield, UMass Fine Arts Center, Springfield

Civic Center, Main Street Records in Northampton, and RapCity in

Brattleboro. Vermont.
** M/C A VISA Call 1-800-243-4842

IPMENt

I

Racquetball Racquets
Racquetball Balls

Racquetball Gloves

Racquetball Glasses

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

#
H

Also available ^^
/ Headbands

Sport Clothing ^-^ /
I^ris^ba^ds

Sport Bags *^» Whistles

Tennis Accessories

Basketball, Soccer

V Football, Baseball

Frisbees

Swimming Accessories

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3
^

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

i

\

\

\

\

i

i

i

Ihornai Morkalploc*
Old South St Intianc*

Northampton

Op«n Noon till n }0 Sun. - Thuri

Noon till liAldnight fd k Sol

686-4837

LeARN'T*FL^

CESVIA ISl.

IFR PtKR

BUS DRIVING
JOBS!

UMass Transit Service

presents an
APPLICATIONS

MEETING
Tuesday Sept. 24th

7.00pm
CC162

The first 100 people

will receive applications

you must:
' be 18+ years old

- Have 3+ semesters remaininy

atUM
- briny proof of class year

(schedule, letter from

Reyistrar, etc. - NO ID*s!)

to the meetiny

for more info,

call Jenny at 545-0056

women/minorities/older students

encourayed to apply

RENT/\WRKK

Nevtr & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880^

J

BOOK
SALE
30% OFF

our reg. prices

on ALL books
(50% off

selected titles)

Mon, Sept 23 -

Sat, Sept 28

VALLEY
BOOKS

Carriage Shops
Amherst

M-Sat 10-5:30

Sun 12-4

549-6052

since 1975

HAVE YOU EVER MET
PEOPLE LIKE. . .

Vincent Price, Berke Breathed,

Dr. Ruth, Seynnour Hirsch, Betty

Friedan, Rick Horrow, Geoffrey Holder,

Arthur Schlessinger, George Gallup Jr,

Edwin Newman, Helen Caldicott, Bill Baird,

Stephen King . .

.

MAYBE ITS TIME.

distingubhecl

Vbitors program

WE BRING THE WORLD
TO UMASS

New Member Recruitment Meeting

Wed. Sept. 25

7 PM
CC917

FRESHMEN and SOPHOMORES WELCOME

Tuesday. September 24, 1985;

.Collegian n

YOUR TIME
IS UP

Nomination papers for the

Undergraduate Student Senate

and/or Connmuter Area Govern-

nnent Governing Board are due

today at Noon in 420 of the Stu-

dent Union Building. You only

have a few hours so MOVE IT"

WE ARE PIKE
We Are —

m

• Largest Fraternity on campus
• Exceptional social life

• Greek area Football, Basketball,

Softball and Track champions
• The Fraternity which has raised over

$70,000 for Multiple Sclerosis

• The Fraternity that does not haze

Recognized by faculty and students as

the best Fraternity at UMass

All Open Rushes 9 pm to 11 pm

Tues. Sept. 24 Thurs. Sept. 26

No. V oasapi. St.

Nt winaii
Ci-tilor

SH.\

Southwest

PI KAPPA ALPHA 545.2150/545-0047

— Meet The Challenge - Be A Pike —

TTKA

* Women 's soccer- •mlyniwi Ifmi fuigr li

this year. Senior co-captain Amy Robinson can also score

from the midfield.

Sophomore midfielder Carolyn Michael leads the team

in scoring with three goals, six assists for 12 points while

forward Monica Seta has 10 points (four goals, two

assists). Forward Beth Roundtree has been hot in the last

two games, a 7-0 win over Providence and a 3-0 win over

Rochester, with three goals.

Bowsher and Watson have scored one goal each this

year and haven't played in two games due to bruised knees

Freshman Susan Cooper is also out indefinitely with

symptoms of mononucleois.

Bowsher hasn't practices since she played against Pro-

vidence back on Sept. 18. Decisions on Bowsher and Wat-

son playing will be made today.

"We don't want to take any chances," Banda said in

reference to players coming back before they are healed.

"It's still early in the season."

In goal, freshman Jan Holland is expected to get the

starting nod over fellow frosh Carla DeSantis. UMass
hasn't given up a goal all year and the Minutewomen have

outscored its opponents by a 23-0 margin. UMass has also

outsnot itS Opponents by a Jt--« rnargin Lurougn lOur

games.
In goal for Brown will be junior Kathy Kostic, who

shutout UMass last year. Massachusetts hasn't beaten the

Bruins since 1983 (3-1) and has never won in Providence

but still leads the series by a 4-3 count.

"Brown is always tough," Banda said. "It's never an

easy game wilh them."

i^ volleyball
anmtinuffi fr'im pagr It

UMass will have to continue to capitalize on their ser-

vice, as they have all season long, to take care of Holy

Cross. The Crusaders, coached by former Sortino assis-

tant Al Morel, lost to the spikers in three straight last

season, but supplied their own brand of court domination,

pushing the spikers to the limit in each of the three games.

Volleyball Hits: In the Minutewomen' s victory over

Division I for Lehigh Universiyt, UMass nearly suffered

their first defeat of the season.

"We were down a match point at 14-15 in the third

game, but pulled it out," said Sortino. "That's the closest

we've come to losing a match all season."

Both Northeastern and New Haven will be at this

weekend's UMass Classic Volleyball Tournament. Other

teams scheduled to appear are C.W. Post, who finished

fifth in the CCSU tourney. Division I Cornell University

and local rival Springfield College.

Sports Notices
The weekly University of

Massachusetts football lun-

cheon will be held this after-

noon at noon at Justin

Ryan's.

The gathering will feature

head coach Bob Stull and
members of his staff. Meet
the coach and hear his

thoughts on Saturday's

^ Students
Flexible schedules
to suit your needs.

First Security Servces Corp , New England's largest privately

owned security firm has positions available for Security Officers/

Trainers in the finest insfitufons and corporations m the Boston

area

• Partdme/Fulltime

• Excellent starting wage

WE HAVE JOBS IN YOUR AREA.
Call 738-0041 or stop by our office at 773 Huntington

Avenue, Boston Or call 742-4040 or stop by our office at

92 State Street, Boston

game at Harvard. The cost

of the lunch is $4.

Cheerleaders: Male
cheerleaders are needed by

the UMass squad. Come to

practice on Lower Boyden
Field on Monday, Wednes-
day or Friday at 3:45 p.m.

for more information.

Wrestling Club: There
will be a screening of poten-

tial coaches on Wednesday
at 8:30 p.m. in Campus
Center Room 165. Any in-

terested wrestlers are en-

couraged to attend.

First SBCuriiY Services Carp.

An Equal Opponuiit* Empioyef

Men's golf is second
The University of Massachusetts men's golf team took

second place in a five team match at Holden Hills in

Worcester last week.

The men, with a 332, tied Assumption for second but

were awarded the place because UM's fifth man scored

lower than Assumption's.

Host Worcester State, with a 318, won the meet. For

UMass, Brian Fitzgerald and Bill Conley were lower with

82. Joe Petrin, Tim Smith and Al Vorce each had an 84.

Westfield State, who beat UMass earlier this year, was

fourth and Mass Martime was fifth.

"We're playing better," said UM coach Jack Leaman.

"Things are looking up."

i

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^^t?C^qian Office CC113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day
^ ^ Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVISTS WANTED

Activlat* wanted earn 40/60 day working

for Mass Fair Share Paid training FT/PT

positions Help us change voter registration

laws lower auto insurance costs Call today

for an interview 586 8713 EOE

ACTIVITIES

UMma Ann«nl«n Oub having meeting

Sept 26 at 6 30 check schedule for room

details about picnic etc all Armenians

welcome'

Diatir>oui»h»^VIaltora Program presents

Curtis and Lisa Sliwe 'The Guardian

Angels. Americas Safety Patrol tonight

8.00 PM CCA Free

«"*»Bak ^aTTtatlon and vogic

philoaophy claaa Starts Wed 9 25 6:15

pm Campus Center 811 Relaxation,

centering e.ercises, story, song Info

253 96M

Fr^a Introductory Lactura; Mahafiahi

Technology ol the Unified Field, the

Transcendental fyleditBlion Program Thu

Sept 26 7:30 PM Campu^^lr 91^1 ^
S^actr^~general »««_;r?«'"19

""^

members welcome rm 803 CC 7^ vrn

UPC Qanaral Maating come find out

about upcoming concerts new mernbers

always welcome Date Tuesday. Sept Z«

Place 163 CC

AUTO FOR SALE

1t73 Chavrolat Monta w/snow tires (stdl

on rims passes inspection extra rim included

»eOO 256 8625 after 5 pm

76 Dodge Dart 86,000 miles, good condi

tion t750 or best offer fngrid 253 2622

71 Ford Maverick 6 cyl stand runs good,

has sticker, many new parts $200 call 5 7

533 2119

ItTS Ford Qran Torino wagon good cond

reliable trans 92000 mi 549 6703

76 Plymouth Fury »650 665 3878until 6 pm

78 Fiat Mirafiori 5 speed Blaupunkt

itereo runs great call 253 7572

it7» Dodge Colt 84000 mi std 2 dt 2196 or

best offer 253 2588

74 Maverick 94k miles rusty but runt well

548 9336 keep trying »400

T7 Dodge Colt »200 or BO eKcellenmt

pans car new ttrei, battery, radiator etc

686 9434 ^^ __.

74 Vega New battery, rusty, runs $200

665 7661 Ed after '0 pm
_^

78 Sonbird standard low mileage new

radials air conditioning good condition

«I660 64»-4588

79 Grand Prix 2 dr coupe 77000 mi AM/ FW
stereo A/C tilt cruite rear defog $3000 exec

cond 646 9954

78 Chavy Chavatta 4 spaed 4 cyl's low mi

excellent cond $1360 call 666-4388

1970 Volvo one owner $900 or best offer

584 9463

1973 VW Bug good eng Et body many new
parts $960 546 7417

1974 Volvo Wgn red 4 sp 4 cyl great

engine good body A steal at »976 must sell

546 7765 after 6 00 pm

1980 Ford Pinto 4door. new clutch, recent

tires Hum great 1600 or 80 263 3651

78 Opal 4 speed, excellent running cond
$500'BO call Bill 649 1688 545 4285

1975 bodga Dart dependable $575' BO
Kathy 548-4600 ext 348

BOLTWOOD PHOJECT

Boltwood Project Information
meetings Tuesday 9 '24 rm 101 Thursday
9i26 rm 168c Campus Center 7 00 pm
come see what we're all about'

CASH

Paying cash for baseball cards call Mike

at 546 6106

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack'A-Diac Entertainment Agency
Disc Jockeys, large screeii viideo dances,

light shows and rentals 549 7144

FOR RENT

Nortttampton Main St 2nd floor front 2

bedroom apt immedi*tely, $700 month
utilities (2031 344 1687 6 10 pm only

Puffton Village one bedroom $176/month
heat included, female Call 6-10 PM
649 O^W

FOR SALE

Rla cabinata 2 drivyer^di*K^¥ quality

$45 some computer and regular desks No

Amherst Motors 549 2880

Lab series lOOw guitar amplifier a«c

$2760 all Rob 649-4141

Stereo 2 3 It spaakara turntable much

more 367 9325

Moped for sale Pepi great shape $200 or

BO call Ravi 253 9998

Area Rug »60. carpets $20 & $30 coffee

table $15 call 256 0036 '

For sale 1981 Kawasaki 440tTD S1000 or

80 549 6000x412 Leo

Dorm Fridge e«cellent condition $75 or

best offer call 649 0023

NHNW

A Casio black plastic digital watch with

calendar, al front of South College Tuesday

night II lost, call Larry^or Mark at 546 1105

One ^llot ItT CC claim at CC mfo desk

name is Bedford

HELP WANTED

Newspaper deliverers needed in dorms

Approx 1 hr;day Must be able to work 7

days per week during the semester Good

pay Call 263 7009

The Course and Teacher Evaluation Pro

jae* "-Mas a dedicated nrgam/ed year

ro'nd coordinator lo be responsible tor the

production of the CATE guide Candidates

must have a familiarity with data collection

and publicity and must have strong wnlirig

and typing skills Position is 6 9 hrs
'
week @

$3 35 during the semester 30 hrs week dur

ing intersesaion and summer Pick up ap

plications at 420 Sludeni Union Deadline is

Sept 26 @ 4 pm The SGA is an AA'EEO
employer

$3 60 hr house cleaner needed choose

own hours N Amherst 549 4510

Dump the DC. I Dme with Sigma Kappa'

We ne*d a house man to help set and clear

at lunch and dinner Fine food Call Soupy

at 266-6887

Help Wanted
• Assistant to the Speaker

'

• Student Senate
• work on student, campus b
• social issues

Pick up applications in Rm 420 SUB
• applications due Sept 25th 4 00 pm

for more info call Patrick 645 0341

SGAisanAA/OE
,,,«#»»•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

fha^Sub IS now taking applications for peo-

ple with cars to deliver subs

Part-time position available for college

student lo represent travel company on

campus Earn commission, free travie and

work experience Contact Beachcomber

Tours Inc 1326 Millerspon Highway,

Williamsville, New York 14221 (7161

632 3723

Drivers Wanted: Good wages immediate

openings The Upper Crust 71 N Pleasant

St Amherst 253 9739

Piiia Makers Wanted: persons with ex

perience in making Italian style pina are en

couraged to apply at The Upper Crust, 71 N
Pleasant Si 253 9739 PT FT CWS possible

Interested in writing, photography or

marketing? The yearbook is hiring tor

general staff positions Apply at INDEX, 103

CC or call 645 0648

Ski Mechanic Ski Shop experience full or

part time apply in person Western Village

Ski and Sports 32 Mam St Northampton

INSTRUCTION

Know your car Basic automobile
workshop 28 hours including classroom

and shop Limited enrollment 253 2098

KENYA BAGS

Only $18 in the Concourse most every day

in September

LOST

Gold ring with peerl between Newman
Center and Grayson call 6 4756 reward

Union Bey dungaree lacket lost 9 14 m

Hampden DC please return, reward Marcia

646 8275

Please return my gold watch for reward it

has sentimental value' 546 5414

One Jentport knepieck containing

watch, wallet, checkbook, shirts, and

sneakers Last seen at ultimate frisbee tour

nament on 9-14 Great value to owiier.

reward if returned, no questions asked Call

collect (3151 422 2246 or please mail to ad

dress in wallet Thank you

PRIVATE QUrrAR LESSONS

Experienced Ct petieni teecher.
Rock /Pop 'Folk /Blues Improvisation.
Reading. Theory. Composition Your home
or my studio Doug 549 4786

MOTORCVCLES

Kawaeaki K2M0. 1077 low mileage Runs

great excellent condition $600 or BO
256-8412

78 HorTde Hawk 400cc h Puch bicycle

with kriptonite lock. For sale reasonable

price call 263 7572

NEAP ELECTIONS

Nomination" papara for "the offlcea of

President Secretary and Treasurer ot ivior

thEast Area Govt are available now See

Patricia Quirion, Rm 104 Crabtree deadlir,

lor filing is Sept 24th, noon

PERSONALS

Bands Wanted to play in the 6th annual

Southwest Battle ol the Bands Come pick

up an application at the SWAG office m
Hampden Commons or call 6 0960 Applica

tion deadline Oct 4, 6 pm

Free Meeltl Alpha Chi Omega needs

housetnen in exchange for tree meals Call

Julie for more info 54S 1063

Anyone interested in alerting a

sallboard club please call 6 5114 ask tor

Dan

Catch up on the leteal adventures of

Graphics Girls Go Out Will they scoop'

Marha B Happy B day you crary chica'

From your sane roomw

Confuted? Bored? Depressed? Elated?

Just need to tell someone' Call me' This is

not a |Oke I (ust feel like doing it Doubtful'

Take » chance Call Michael 546 6008

(nights are besti (don t mind the machine!

To the new pledget of Chi Omega.
you ve got It all , you went Chi O' Love the

sisters and pledges

St Jude Thank you lor youi powertul in

tercession now and always

NOOM WANTED

Hatpt I need a room for fall sematler only

call 649 7502

ROOMMATE WANTED

$140/m1 bdrm apt excellent deal

everything included 549 2843

Femele roommated wanted Presidential

Apts $100 dollars a month Call late after 10

pm or early lei 649 1083

SERVICES

Proleaaional typing done by UMass stu-

dent Reasonable rates R Charron
1 637 0044

Brian's Typing Service Fast accurate
Tape transcription Available almost
u.iylime 665 7652

QUALITY TYPING Long or short proiectt.

Will I OIIHI..I gidinmai spelling, Et punctua
tion Meticulous pioolreading New IBM
rypewritei 549 0367

TAILOR Alteration Expert Same Day Ser

vici- Available SHAANN'S Rl 116
Sunderland Open 8 am 665 3878

Pregnent? Need help' Call Birthright

549 1906

Attention Qermen Speekert tutoring and
conversation available for German and
English speakers call Heidi 266 8693

STING CONCERT

I need two tickets lo the Sting Concert, in

New York New Jersey area on Sept 30th

Call Dav" at 549 0666

TYPING Ct WORD PROCESSING

Neat day aervice TYPE RITE 263 SlTT
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host Brown
ill key game
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

This afternoon's matchup between the second ranked

University of Massachusetts women's soccer team and

seventh ranked Brown will be the year's first real test for

the undefeated Minutewomen, who face the prospect of

facing the Bruins without two of their top players.

Sophomore all-American Kristen Bowsher and senior

co-captain Jamie Watson have sat out UMass' last two

games and are tentative for today's 3 p.m. game at

Boyden Field.

The 4-0 Minutewomen face a tough challenge in Brown,

who was the number one ranked team in the nation at the

end of last season. The Bruins went 13-1-1 last year and

that included a 1-0 win over UMass in Providence.

"Brown is Brown," head coach Kalekeni Banda said.

"We have to jump on top of them right away. We have to

play good defense and mistake-free soccer.

"Brown is known for capitalizing on mistakes." It was a

defensive lapse with under five minutes to go in the first

half that gave the Bruins the goal that beat UMass last

year.

One of the keys will be the abilty of the UMass forwards

to play good defense and not let the Bruins, 3-0 on the

year, roam at will.

"If the fowards start playing better defense, it catches

on," Banda said. "We have to deny them the ball. If we let

them dribble around it'll put too much pressure on the

back."

UMass will have to look out for freshman Theresa

Hirschaur who has scored seven of the Bruins 14 goals
rimdniwd on \Migt II

Collegian phtKtto by Jason Talerntian

Freshman linebacker John McKeown (left) has left an impression on Minuteman opponents this

season.

UMass football notebook

McKeown setting the tone

I •lli'knan phut. I In SnUi Majruin-

Sophomore fullback Debbie Belkin and the

women's soccer team face Brown today at 3 p.m.

at Boyden.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

A year ago, John McKeown was a scout team fullback

taking hits from the starting defense while being red-

shirted his first year at the University of Massachusetts.

This, year, McKeown, a 5-11, 215 pounder from Bid-

deford, ME is dishing out the hits as a starting inside

linebacker for the Minutemen.
The UMass defense has allowed a stingy 72.6 yards-a-

game rushing, an average of two yards-a-carry. In three

games, the defense has let up one touchdown, a halfl)ack

option pulled off by Richmond. One of the reasons for this

domination has l)een the play of McKeown.
One of three new starters of defense, McKeown has

been handed thf rt'sponsihility nf callinj^ the defensive

signals fur ^Mas^. He's also prone to calling his own
number on hiilzes, a strategy thai has produce<i good
results.

During Saturday's 27-3 rout of Holy C'ross, the UMass
defense was faced with a key foiirlh-andsix at its own 10.

The coaches called one i)litz, not involving McKeown. The
freshman raced up to head coach Bob Stull. asking for an
Eagle l)litz. one that puts him in a direct path to the

quarterl)ack if run correctly.

"John had that look in his eyes, so we called the play,"

said Stull. "You .saw the results."

McKeown, taking advantage of a triple team on big no.se

guard Mike Dwyer, shot though the gap and buried

Crusader (juarterback Dave Hock before he had time to

turn around.

Two fumble recoveries and a host of tackles earned
McKeown his second straight berth on the ECAC weekly
all-star team. On the season, McKeown has 36 tackles to

lead UMass, a sack, four running back sacks, two fumble
rec overies and two pass break-ups.

"It's a good feeling to come in and contribute," said

McKeown. "I think we can even play better. UMass has

had troubles the past few years, now we're back on top."

With freshman quarterback Dave Palazzi out for six

games with a separated shoulder, the pressure increases

on the UM defense.

"We realize that we have to keep the other teams from

scoring, it's a matter of pride with us," McKeown said.

"We want to be one of the nation's leaders against the

rush and in total defense. The schedule we play is a tough

one, but I think we can handle it."

"John's a tough kid, and a hell of a player," said defen-

sive coordinator Jim Reid. "He's the type of player that

can .set an example by his play. He's quick, reads the play

well and reacts fast. That's what good linebackers do."

"It's happening pretty ijuickly, hut it's a great feeling."

said McKeown. "t'Mass fimtliall is hack, and I'm glad I'm

here !> lie a PHrt (if it."

So are Mmulenien fans, because football is fun again at

the University of Massachusetts, thanks in {>art to John

McKeown,

Minuteman Mutterings: Statistically, UMass has look-

ed good. On the offensive side Palazzi was 27 for-.'»4 for

313 yards. Jim Simeone, his replacement, is Iwo-of-seven

for 13 yards. Freshman Kill Shaughnessy will back-up Si-

meone. Fullback Al Neri is averaging four yards-a-carry.

Flanker John Crowley has caught seven passes for 127

yards, a 17.6 average. On defense. UMass opponents have
yet to score in the second and fourth periods and have only

nine points in the third period. Per 100 yards, UMass f)p-

ponents have averaged only 2.4 points (compared to UM's
7.9)

Changes: Vito Perrone will start at inside linebacker

with McKeown on Saturday, Mike Kowalski will start for

the still-injured Bruce Strange (knee), Andrew Thomas is

back at kickoff and punt returner and Carlos Silva will

miss at least one week at cornerback with a badly sprained
ankle.

Undefeated volleyball travels

to Holy Cross, Sortino wary
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The unbeaten University of

Massachusetts volleyball team travels to

Worcester today to take on the Crusaders

of Holy Cross. The Minutewomen, cur-

rently ranked third in the Northeast, are

sporting a 12-0 record and are fresh off

their .second consecutive tournament
championship, after capturing the Central

Connecticut Invitational over the

weekend.
Head coach Elaine Sortino expects to-

day's match to be just as difficult as the

spikers victories over Northeastern

Unversity and the University of New
Haven last weekend.

"It's going to be tough, there's no two

ways about it," said Sortino. "They have

a couple of outstanding players on that

team and they will be ready for us. We
will definitely have our hands full."

By beating both New Haven and Nor-

theastern, the Minutewomen are almost

assured of the top spot in this weeks Nor-

theast volleyball jx)ll and could also find

themselves ranked in the Division II Top
Twenty. Both polls were announced la.st

night but were not available at press time.

However, Sortino doesn't pay much at-

tention to the rankings.

"Rankings are nice, but they really

don't mean too much so early in the

season," said Sortino. "The only thing

that really matters is that we continue to

play as well as we are."

Minutemen split tourney

The University of

Massachusetts slipped to

5-3 on the season, losing the

second game of the lona

Tournament to the host

team, 2-1 on Sunday night.

UMass, a 4-1 winner over

Manhattan in the opening

round of the tourney,

played a scoreless tie with

the Gaels until the 60

minute mark of the second

half when lona scored.

lona scored again on a

penalty kick with five

minutes left in the game.
Goalie Don Donahue
originally saved the kick,

but the officials ruled he

moved early, giving lona

another chance.

UMass' lone goal came
with a minute left in the

game as Brian Sullivan

scored assited by tourney

most-valuable-player Andy
Bing (two goals and two
assists in two games).

"We're really happy to be

5-3 at this point," said

UMass coach Jeff (Jettler.

"We're playing good soccer
this season. We've come
together well."

UMass starts a six-game
homestand on Wednesday
against Providence College
at 3 p.m.

Sports at a glance
UMasB schedule:

Today:

Women's Soccer: Brown, 3 p.m.

VoHeyball: at Holy Cross, 7 p.m.

Football Lunch: at Justin Ryan's 12 p.m.

Men's T«Bni«: at UConn> S p.m.
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Deans form
new policy
on cheating
By AARON SCHACTER
Collegian Correspondent

The undergraduate deans council is

developing a policy which will set a
uniform, standard penalty for cheating,
plagiarising, and other academic infrac-

tions at the University of Massachusetts.

The new academic honesty policy, which
still must be approved by the deans coun-
cil and the faculty senate, is a result of

various complaints directed to the om-
budsman's ofiice.

Ombudsman Howard Gadlin handled 15
disputed infraction allegations in his office

last year, but said that was no indication
of the total problem, since there were many
cases which did not go to his office.

"At present, there is no consistent policy

for punishing academic infractions and
handling allegations of infractions," Gadlin

said. "The different departmetns and
schools each have different ways of dealing

with cheating. Independent instructors

vary in their response to cheating. One pro-

fessor might give you a zero on a test while

another will fail you."

The new policy aims to define all types

of cheating and plagiarism. It gives ex-

amples ofeach and outlines how cases will

be handled. A board will be established to

hear cases and to set punishments.

The deans council researched how other

schools, including Smith College Universi-

ty of Maryland and the University of

Michigan handled the problem. It discuss-

continued on page 14

Collefrian photo by Paul Desmarais

Amy Glaesemann in the stroller looks up at her

mother Sharon during an outing by the Student
Union yesterday.

Guardian Angels talk on crime
Angels say job isn't easy,

cities resist their presence
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Curtis and Lisa Sliwa, founders and national directors

of the Guardian Angels, are living proof that individuals

can make a difference.

Curtis Sliwa was a manger at a McDonalds in "the arm-

pit of the cesspool ofNew York," when in 1979 he founded

the Guardian Angels in an effort to combat crime in that

city. Six years later, the Angels boast a membership of

more than 5,000 members in over 57 cities.

Speaking to an audience of more than 500 people last

night at the University of Massachusetts, the Sliwas

stressed the importance of taking risks. "You must not

fear, despite the barriers," Curtis, 31, said. "If you even

show fear society will create barriers."

Lisa, 27, said the Angels met with resistance when
entering new cities, but that the Angels "Have made a

committement to community members not to be pushed

out by punks, police or politicians."

The inner-city is not the sole creator of crime, Lisa said.

"It seems like the national past time is 'let's see what we

can get away with.'

"The criminal mentality is selfish, squeezing everything

out of every opportunity," she said.

Tbday's role models, derived from sports and entertain-

ment, are deficient in the examples they set, Lisa said.

"I^ple are starving and we're supposed to worry if Brooke

(Shields) is a virgin?"

"We've made it cool for young people to help others," she

said. "You don't have to sacrifice your lifestyle or career,

we can make a change within the framework of our lives.

"Our presence gives people some kind of hope," Lisa said.

"We serve as positive role models."

Curtis created the Angels as a method in which citizens

could fight back within the confines of the law. "Our

grandparents struggled to create a future for their

Collcsian photo by Paul DeamaraU

Lisa and Curtis Sliwa

children's children," he said. "We are those children. How
can we justify that we have made them prisoner's in their

own homes?"
All social change has come as a result of organizing Cur-

tis said, not waiting for political action. "Pbliticians are

the last to move," he said. "We need more of us to get out

there and roll up our sleeves."

The criminal justice system gives jsutice only to

criminals, Curtis said, "When lawyers walk into a cour

troom they don't see the victims, they see a chess board.

A joust awith the district attorney,"

"The Guardian Angels are a racial and ethnic cross sec

tion of America," Curtis said. "We go out without the

benefits of weapons and keep the peace."

Lisa said future plans for the Angels include increas

ing their capacity to respond to emergencies and develop-

ing a network of contacts. 'We'd like to be the Red Cross

of crime," she said.

Collins laments
gay rights loss
Fear of AIDS the cause

By JOHN YONCE
and GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

A local politician and some University of Massachusetts
staff members expressed dissatisfaction yesterday over

Monday's defeat of a gay rights bill in the Massachusetts
House.

Rep. James Collins, D-Amherst, who voted for the bill,

echoed the sentiments of other proponents who blamed
the fear of AIDS (Aquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome)
for the bill's defeat.

"A lot of representatives voice a very real concern about
AIDS and its transmission," Collins said. "It turned the

debate into a sometimes hysterical one."

The bill, which if passed would have banned discrimina-

tion in employment, housing, credit and public accomon-
dations based on "sexual orientation," was defeated 88-65

and removed from the 1985 House agenda.
Collins, who has either co-sponsored or supported the

bill every year since 1972, explained that his disappoint-

ment was twofold.

"The state needs to marshal its forces against AIDS, not

fear it," he said. "Part of the debate featured a sense of

retribution against citizens who are homosexuals."

Also, Collins said he was concerned with the civil rights

of homosexuals. "A society which feels secure in its sex-

uality as a whole should have nothing to fear from a

minority sexual orientation. This is a primary issue of civil

rights," he said.

Gerry Scoppetuello, a staff assistant at the Studeatn

Center for Educational Research and Advocacy, said he

"was not surprised by the bill's defeat, but I'm still disap-

pointed. The unfounded hysteria about AIDS was com-

pletely to blame for the bill's rejection," he said.

Bob Brigham, a member of the Lesbian Bisexual Gay
Alliance, also didn't expect the bill to pass. "I'm not sur-

prised, but unfortunately there's a lot of paranoia in the

House," he said.

Local representatives were split on their voting. While

Collins and Willilam Nagle, D-Northampton. voted for the

bill. Carmen Buell, D-Greenfield, and William Carey, D-

Easthampton, both voted against the bill.

Pro-choice fear
Supreme Court
By SANDRA DIAS
Collegian Correspondent

Local pro-choice advocates fear the destruction of current

abortion legislation with President Ronald Reagan's op-

portunity to appoint conservative Supreme Court justices

sometime within the remainder of his term.

According to University of Massachusetts political

science porfessor Sheldon Goldman, a leading scholar on
judicial nominations, it can be expected that Reagan
will make at least one additional appointment to the

Supreme Court.

Goldman said Reagan is "looking for someone who is

committed to overturning the Roe v. Wade decision (a 1973

case legalizing abortion). He said the ultimate result

would be a ruling defining "the fetus as a person under
the 14th amendment."
Although Goldman said he is "doubtful" the court would

find favor in outlawing birth control, calling such a paai-

tion "far-out and offthe-wall," he did say anti clwice

legislation could open up new doors for thos looking to

outlaw contraception.

"It would be a terrible blow to women's rights. It is tell-

ing them they no longer have control of themselves or their

bodies," he said. ,. .

continued on page 14
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"They (the Salvadoran military) are killing with North
American taxes."

•—Scdvadoran refugee
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WORLDANDNATIONALNEWS
Eastern 727 averts crash
Helicopter moves into path of take-off

WASHINGTON (AP) - Eastern Airlines'

5 p.m. shuttle flight to New York was
aborted at takeoff yesterday when the pilot

hit his brakes because he feared collision

with a helicopter, authorities said. The
plane, carrying 175 passengers, skidded to

a stop 50 feet from the Potomac River.

An FAA spokesman, Stephen Hayes,

said Flight 1500 came to rest on a section

of the runway overrun which had been

competed only last December to provide

pilots with more room to abort a takeoff.

The safety area was built following the

crash into the Potomac of an Air Florida

flight in 1982.

Cecil Wynn, who fishes in the area, said,

"I've been coming out here for four years

and I've never seen anything like this. I

guess that's why they extended that run-

way. It's a good thing they did, because

otherwise he would have been a gonner."

"The airline pilot was just about at top

speed," said witness Andy Sawicki. "I

thought he was going into the water. He
zigzagged when he left the runway. I

guess he was trying to stay on land as long

as he could."

Sawicki said he saw the helicopter flying

toward the Boeing 727's takeoff trajectory.

The National Transportation Safety

Board will investigate the incident, said

spokesman Ira Furman.
"It lifted a few feet off the ground, then

the pilot pulled back on the throttle

somewhat dramtically," said Andrew Ellis,

32, a passenger. ""The pilot turned the

plane, I guess in an effort to slow down."
After the plane came to rest, "Everyone

at the same time burst into applause and

eveyone was thrilled with the pilot," Ellis

said.

Tonight's Staff
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David Summersby
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Ansel Zinter

Paul Desmarias
Ansel Zinter

Nancy Rivers, Tbny Beugless

Mark Parker. Garv Brennan

There were several errors in yesterday's Collegian preview of Bilingual Educa-
tion Week. The week's activities will not include a panel discussion on Vietnamese
culture.

The Bilingual Collegiate Program was not founded by Benjamin Rodriguez and
Asian students are considered bilingual students.

AVANTI PIZZA
BRINGS YOU TO

HA\A/AII.'

A week FOR TWO at beautiful Waikiki Beach in

January. Includes roundtrip airfare, flower lei

greeting, roundtrip transfers, baggage handling, 7

nights' hotel accomodations, and much more'"

How to participate: Complete the entry forrh at-

tached to your AVANTI PIZZA box. Return it with a

driver or bring it Into our store (9 E. Pleasant Street

next to the Pub).

Contest begins Wednesday, September 25, 1985.

Official drawing on Tuesday, October 29, 1985. Par-

ticipate as often as you like. Winner will be announc-

ed in local papers. (Eligibility: limited to Amherst area

residents and students.)

AP Laaerphoto

TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT-An Easter 727 lies just yards from the

Potomac River after an aborted takeoff from the National Airport in

Washington yesterday. The plane was headed for New York but abandoned

its mission in order to avoid a collision with a helicoptet

Mexicans digging out of rubble
600 remained in

MEXICO CITY (AP) - Thousands fled

the city yesterday, fearing disease from

polluted water and decaying bodies. Others

watched rescuers pull survivors from ear-

thquake debris that had imprisoned them
for days, praying to see relatives.

Workers dug and listened on ultra-sound

equipment, specially trained dogs sniffed

and pawed in the desperate effort to find

the estimated 1,500 people still buried

before it is too late.

Cheers are raised for every victory, when
someone who thought his trap was his

grave is pulled to safety.

The latest official count put the death toll

at 3,000 from the two major earthquakes

that struck the heart of the city last Thurs-

day and Friday.

The city government said 7,100 people

were injured and

hospitals.

An estimated 300,000 are homeless, and

only about half found temporary shelter.

The others huddle in parks and streets, or

have left the city to seek help from friends

and relatives outside the capital.

Health officials said there was no severe

threat of epidemic from contaminated

water and decaying bodies that either are

caught in the rubble or awaiting burial.

They advised residents of the city to boil

dririking water.

Health workers fumigated badly damag-

ed buildings and devastated areas to stop

any spread of disease from the corpses

underneath.

Survivors visited Roman Catholic chur-

ches, lighting candles for the dead, many of

whom are being buried in mass graves.

"Star Wars" gives U.S. no edge
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan's "Star Wars'" missile defense pro-

gram could "substantially increase"

America's safety under certain conditions,

but it will never be able to protect the en-

tire country from nuclear attack, science

advisers to Congress concluded yesterday.

A study by the Office of Technolog>'

Assessment said the United States would

need "great technical success" in its

research program along with a change in

the Soviet Union's strategy to also em-

phasize defense rather than offense.

A companion OTA study raised new

questions about U.S. anti-satellite, or

ASAT, weapons and cautioned that while

this country may lead now in a technology

WAITING FOR THE GREEN-Eager fans wait for

the first crack at Boston Celtics tickets for the com-
ing season outside Boston Garden yesterday.

field related to Star Wars, the Soviets are

likely to catch up.

"What this means is that after spending

billions and billions of dollars, we could find

that we have bought ourselves greater in-

stability than the world has ever con-

fronted in the atomic age," said Rep. Les

Aspin. D-Wis.. chairman of the House

Armed Services Committee.

The 324-page study of the Star Wars pro-

gram, which is known formally as the

Strategic Defense Initiative, was done at

the request of Aspin 's panel and the Senate

Foreign Relations Committee. Release of

the report comes in the midst of a debate

over the place of the high-tech missile-

interception program in the nuclear

balance between the two superpowers.

Harvard
boasts
highest
number of
executives
NEW YORK (AP)-More

top business executives have

degrees from Harvard
University than any other

school. Standard & Baor's

Corp. said yesterday.

The university heads the

list with 5.156 under-

graduate and graduate
degrees combined granted

to executives, the business

information company said.

In far second place was
New York University, with

2,522 degrees.

The top four schools-

Harvard. New York Univer-

sity, Yale and Columbia-
held the smae ranking as in

the last survey conducted in

1982. S&P said.

The University of

Michigan, which was in

fifth place, fell to sixth,

while the University of

Pennsylvania moved up one

position to fifth, it said.

Cliff Knechtir"*"
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Religious speaker
says that *God' cares
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

The speaker leaned his head and riveted his attention

towards the woman who fired a question at him from the

Student union steps. Then he turned to face the gather-

ing crowd and awith a thrust of his arm began to answer

her question on abortion point by point, speaking clear-

ly and forcefully into the microphone as if he anticipated

the question.

Cliff Knechtle is a traveling religious speaker who has

appeared on more than 100 college campuses across the

United States. He speaks about his faith in Jesus Christ

and answers questions from often skeptical college

studetns.

He began his informal speeches on Monday and will

continue his impromtu question and answer sessions

tomorrow. Knechtle is on staffwaith Inter Varsity Chris-

tian Fellowship, which ia also a Christian student group

on campus.
"Tbday I touched on issues of God's care for us, what

real faith is, and who is Jesus Christ," Knectle said. He
answered questions on such issues as abortion, homosex-

uality and the validity of the Bible.

Stopping in betweeen classes and on lunch breaks,

students gathered in a crowd of more than 100 people

to listen to Knechtle explain what it means to have a

personal relationship with Christ. .

"Jesus Christ offers salvation and moral power to turn

from evil and do what is right."Knechtle said. "Jesus

Christ is trustworthy by evidence of his life, teaching and

resurrection, which is historical evidence, not

pyschological experience."

Knectle said the most frequent asked question is, "Does

God care for me?" although it is usually masked behind

other questions like, "Is God a loving God or a cosmic

muscle flexing in outer space?"

Senior John Schortmann said he thought Knechtle was

a much better speaker than the cross-toting evangelist

who appeared on campus last week. "The guy with the

cross was obnoxious. This guy has a lot of good things

to say," Schortmann said.

"Ffeople need to have intellectual curiousity or spiritual

thirst before they will realize the emptiness of their own

crutches," Knechtle said. "Jesus Christ is able tof ill that

spiritual thirst that we as human beings have."

AP L^arrphoto

UMass hopes videotape

attracts new applicants

A videotape will soon be released about the University

of Massachusetts for high school students who may be

perspective applicants to the University.

The 10 minute video is not a substitute for the Univer-

sity's informational brochure or a visit to the campus.

"They should all work together," Greg Rourke, vice presi-

dent of LRN Viewbank Video Distributors, said.

"It gives an excellent feel for the University and its

diversity," said Juan Caban, associate director for

freshman admissions and coordinator of the Video Visita-

tion Program.
. . . u u

The University will distribute the new video to schoold

which have the highest number of college applicants. 'We

hope it will interest students who may not have considered

the University in the past," Caban said.

The video is still in the drafting stages and will be pro-

duced by Images Presentation. The final cost is unknown,

but it is scheduled to be realeased in a month. Caban said.

The video distributors have also produced tapes about

the five college area and information on how perspective

students should fill out a University application. The

viHpotanes can be rented for $4 to $12.
videotapes can o«

-PAMELA BURRELL

Thrust of constitution discussed
as senate waits for approval
By JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

As the proposed Student Government Association's Con-

stitution comes up for review during the next three weeks
by Eu-ea governments and Undergraduate student senators,

many are expressing guarded optimism about the docu-

ment while emphasizing the importance of passing it.

The final draft of the constitution, which was presented

to senators at lasdt week's senate meeting, will be tabled

automatically for three weeks. During this time, the con-

stitution is reviewed by the seven area governments, four

of which must approve of it. AFter the area government
approval, the document will be voted on three weeks from

tonight by the full senate before being sent to University

Trustees.

The proposed constitutiuon will give students "the power
to state policy on any question that pertains to students,"

said John Ruddock, senate speaker. It also "clarifies the

role fo the student governance body te other campus gover-

nance bodies and makes clear the authority of the SGA
to create and to approve expenditures of the SATG (Stu-

dent Activity Trust Fund)."

Predicting the opposition the document may face from
the Trustees, Ruddock said, "students are going to have
to unify on this."

Dani Burgess, senate co-president and a member of the

constitution task force set up three yeaurs ago to draft the

document, said the constitutuion "guarantees us (students)

an integral role on many levels that have to do with many
aspects of the University.

Burgess is optimistic because having a proposed final

draft of the document shows that the students "finally

came to a decision with the administreation." Burgess add-

ed that the draft is a balance between the two groups and
"as the balance stands now it's good because it guarnatees

(protects) a lot of aspects of the SGA."

Ruddock, Burgess and many senators who have review-

ed the draft said the student bill of rights section is a key

section of the doccument. However, this is where Ruddock
and Burgess, both of whom have spent extensive time on

the draft, are concerned with trustee opposition.

"The trustee general counsel feels there are rights

specified within the bill of rights that are merely a

reinstatement of (U.S.) constitutional rights," Ruddock
said. Because of this perceived overlapping, he said, the

trustees may oppose the rights section.

Expressing the importance of the student rights. Bill

Collins, a senator, said "students should understand that

the SGA has been fighting a long time for control over

student monies and control over their lives, but the ad-

ministration is chipping away at student power." He add-

ed, "students should recognize that and stand up against

it."

Senate Finance Committee Chair Jordan Rosner pointed

Students to gain power

By JOEL R COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Two key areas of the Student Government Association's

proposed constitution include Undergraduate Student

Senate budgetary power and a student bill of rights.

The budgetary power lets the senate create, develop and
approve the SATF (Student Activity Fee) budget request.

That provision has never been included in a SGA con-

stitution. The power, article V, section 2D, would allow

the senate to write up the budget and control the money
that it receives through the $96 annual activity fee.

The activity fee provides money for the SGA to provide

services, activities, and advocacy to the student

community.
The stipulation of this senate power states the request

"shall be reviewed by the vice-chancellor for student af-

fairs, the campus budge directors, the chancellor, and the

president before submission to the board of trustees for

approval."

Although this may seem an infringement of complete

student control, in all previous documents administrative

input has even been greater, especially with issues deal-

ing with student fiscal control.

The student bill of rights, if passed will mean that for

the first time, there will be an officially recognized set

of rights drafted and created for students. Some of the

rights in summary are:

•all students shall be guaranteed equal protection

under University policy.

•all students shall be guaranteed the right to receive

and express ideas, opinions, or facts.

•all students shall be guaranteed the right of Affir-

mative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity policies.

•all students shall be guaranteed the right to privacy

and security of personal effects.

•students shall not be made to suffer any University

penalty, except through established procedures which
guarnatee due process.

•There are several other rights granted in the section,

including a section on procedural rights which is located

at the end of the the document.

at an important provision of power in the draft. Article

V, section 2D states the senate should have the power to

create, develop and approve the SATT' budget request...

"It gives us a lot of power," Rosner said. "It gives the

SGA the power to oversee the SAO (Student Activity Of-

fice) and all the other groups. The power to tell them in-

stead of making a recommendation," he said.

"Budgetary autonomy is key for student empowerment,"

Burgess said.
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Bgian photo by Paul DsaHMtrais

Two veterans of tree care at UMass, Pete Kosloski, left, and Dick Caldwell work on a path by
Stockbridge Hall to prevent students from damaging the bushes there.

Pedestrians cause tractor to squash car
A tractor backed over the hood of a 1983 Oldsmobile and

caused $900 in damages Monday morning at the corner

of Commonwealth Avenue and Campus Center Way,

University of Massachusetts police said.

The tractor was backing up to make room for crossing

pedestrians and backed over the hood of the car which was

stopped at a stop sign. There were no injuries and the dirve

of the tractor was cited for failure to use care in backing,

police said.

In other police reports:

•A University staff member lost his balance and fell off

his bicycle after he was forced off the sidewalk near the

Campus Center Pond Monday afternoon. A truck was driv-

ing on the sidewalk and forced the man off the walk onto

the ground. His bicycle and briefcase were slightly damag-

ed. He was not injured, police said.

•A tractor trailer truck received $100 in damages when
it backed into and knocked over a light pole Monday after-

noon on Campus Center Way. The amount of damage to

the light pole is -not known, police said.

•A state van was vandalized in the parking lot north

of Baker House on Monday. It received $350 in damages.

The windshield of the van was smashed, police said.

•A bicycle valued at $272 was stolen from a bick rack

near Cance House Monday night. The bike was locked and

the cable was cut, police said.

-JEANETTE DEFORCE
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Woman ROTC member
given fair chance atUMass
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

Although small in numbers, women in-

volved in the University of Massachusetts

ROTC program are working hard to make
their presence known.

Third-year cadet Betsy Lizotte said,

"Women in the program have to work twice

as hardas the males to prove themselves."

However, she added, "Once we have shown

the men that we are capable of keeping up

with them, the walls break down and the

men view us more as equals."

"Ijoined (ROTO because I felt a loyal-

ty to my country and wanted to do

something extra,"

—Woman cadet

In the ROTC program there are certain

areas that women are not allowed to par-

ticipate in. "Women are not allowed to par-

ticipate in the more combat-orietned pro-

grams," Lizotte said. "This doesn't really

bother me because I don't think that

anyone really wants to go into combat and

kill people."

Major James Mahony said there are ap-

proximately 54 women, out of 230 ROTC
members presently enrolled inthe program.

Women can be turned off from the pro-

gram because ROTC traditionally has been

a male-dominated organization, Lizotte

said. Women involved are often called "he-

men" but this is understandable, she said,

because not many people realize the

reasons why women enter the Army.

"I joined because I felt loyal to my coun-

try, and wanted to do something extra for

it," Lizotte said. "Women should not be in-

timidated. They should go into ROTC with

a professional attitude and work hard, that

way they will be able to get the most out

of the program.

First semester cadet Brian Madigan said,

"I totally agree with women in the ROTC
program. The women work harder than
they really need to because they are view-

ed as equals by the officers as well as fellow

male cadets."

Lizotte said that when she first entered
three years ago she felt ignored by many
of the men in the program, however,

through the course of training the men
grewa to except me as an equal.

"The thing that helped me become
established was keeping physically fit. The
men have more respect for the women when
they au"e in physically good condition," she

said.

The mind is also developed in the pro-

gram, Lizotte said. "Each cadet must take

oflTice training class which is another place

for competition to occur between men and

women."

For the student who has no equal-

scientific calculators that have

no equal.

This year, get a head start on your classes with the

HP-1 iCOr the HP-LSC. So advanced they don't ucvd .m

"equals" kev. So extremely easy to use, vou'll solve even

the most complex mathematical problems quicklv.

Hewlett-Packard's innovative design eliminates a \ast

number ot keystrokes. Ihat saves vou lime with hvper-

bolics and other complex calculations ... a big plus at

exam time.

Get an HP-lIC or HP- I3C today, and start out the year

one step ahead. -.^ Hewlett
m^KM PACKAPO

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

BOOK
SALE
30% OFF

our reg. prices

on ALL books
(50% off

selected titles)

Mon, Sept 23 -

Sat, Sept 28

VALLEY
BOOKS

Carriage Shops
Amherst

M-Sat 10-5:30

Sun 12-4

549-6052

since 1975

"DES: The
Timebomb Drug"

Film and Discussion

Thursday, Sept. 26

7:30 pm
CC Room 917

sponsored by

UMass
Health Ed. Office

You write it

We BIGHT it!

WORD PROCESSING
• Looks Belter Tha.n Typing

• Saves Time Se %%t

BEST SERVICE • LOWEST RATES

iUiAiiiUJES^.
199 M*in • Northiinipt..; • Lio/b lOlZ

This Thursday

We're Inviting

HOTEL &
RESTAURANT
MAJORS to . . .

Wake Up to

Harriott

!

Get an eye-opening look at

exceptional career opportunities with

one of the world's most innovative

most diversified and most

successful leaders m the hospitality

industry

See You Bright & Early at Our

OPEN HOUSE
Thursday. September 26

T.O.C. Restaurant

7 am — 9 am
Sign Up For Interviews!

\\ttrriott
corporation

We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer m f

Located in the Campus Center

^jUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Tlie Hatlonal Security Agency's
Professional Qualification Test.

NSA"s Professional Qualification Test (PQT) could

be the most important test you ever take. Ultimate-

ly, it could qualify you for an exciting, challenging

career with the National Security Agency
NSA is responsible for analyzing foreign com-

munications, safeguairding our government's vital

communications and securing government computer
systems This unique three-fold mission keeps NSA
on the cutting edge of technology and maikes its

work important enough to be a matter of national

security

Intrigued? Then take the PQT It's an aptitude

test for a broad range of career fields at NSA If you
qualify, you'll be contacted by an NSA represen-

tative to schedule an interview At that time, well
tell you about some of the exciting roles you could

play in data systems, language, information science,

communications and management
So what are you waiting for'' Pick up a PQT

bulletin at your plaicement office, or write directly to

NSA for a copy The four hour test is given Saturday.

October 26. 1985 There's no registration fee. but
your registration form must be received no later

than October 1

1

If you're a graduate with a Bachelors or Masters
degree in Electronic Engineering, Computer Ri^ippce

or a Slavic, Near-Eastern or Asian language, you
don't have to take the test To schedule an interview

with NSA, just contact your placement office

Taking the PQT could be the most intelligent thing

you do

Register by October 1 1 to take NSA's
Professional Qualification Test

/ Unheard of Caj^er Opportunities

NATIONAL SECURITY AGKNCY
ATTN M322|N|
Fort Meade, MD 20755 6000

!
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Graduate senate endorses
unionization of employees
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Graduate Student Senate passed a motion
last night endorsing a unionization effort

by some professional employees whose job
classifications were changed after a study
wans conducted by the University,

The job and wage classification study,

conducted by Olney Associates of Boston,
resulted in the University's reqriting job

descriptions of staffwho are paid out of the
Student Activities Trust Fund (SATF).

Some professional employees said that
they are being hindered in tlheir duties,

some of which often place them in op-

positon to the University, because they are

now answerable to administration officials

and not students.

"part ofmy job involves being in conflict

with the University, and now that I am
answerable to administrators, it com-
promises me in my job," said Jerry Scop-

petuollo, who works for the Student Center
for Educational Research and Advocacy.

Tbm Coish, who is a professional in the

Legal Services Office (LSO), added that he

is answerable to an adminstrator in the

Students Activities Office who has told the

LSO professionals that he disagrees with

the policy of the Board of Trustees which
endorses the right of the LSO to sue the

University.

"The LSO's major power is the power to

sue the University, and yet we are

answerable to an administration official

who has already said he is agianst our hav-

ing that power," Coish said.

"This shift of power (to the ad-

ministrators) has taken place almost in-

visibly, and awe're trying to make it more
visible so that students can decide if they

want these employees answerable to them,

since the SATF money belongs to the

students," said Steve Hung who is helping

the professionals in their unionization

efforts.

Hunt, who is from the Office of Profes-

sional Employees International Union, is

critical of the results of the Olney study.

"sometimes an organization uses a

study like this to do what it wanted to do

for a long time before," Hunt said.

Collegian photo by Paul Demnarais

The walk way to the Fine ARts Center interior looking back towards the

east side of campus yesterday.

Steam tunnel repairs
delay opening of circle
By EILEEN MCDONOUGH
Collegian Correspondent

The Campus Center circle, which has

been closed to traffic since May due to a

structurally unsounded steam tunnel

under the road, will tentatively reopen in

September 1986.

Construction to rebuild the tunnel is ex-

pected to begin ne<t summer, Physical

Plant Operations Supervisor Peter Vozniak

said. "The circle will hopefully be opened

by next September," he said.

Wozniak estimated the I'nal cost to be ap-

proximately $200,000 and is currently in

the "process of getting funding for next

summer," from the Dept. of Capital Plann

ing and OPerations.

Last spring, the section of the innel ex-

tending alongside the Campub Center

garage was excavated after a routine

maintenance check indicated possible

structural damage,
Wozniak attributed the trouble to "spall-

ing," a process in which moisture seeps in-

to the concrete causing flaking and erosion.

As a result of "spalling," moisture

penetrated to steel reinforcements which
subsequently rusted, expanded, and then

broke out of their concrete encasements.

Evidence of spalling was found inside and
outside of the tunnel.

Wozniak said the tunnel's age (approx-

imately 40 years old) was a greater con-

tributing factor to the tunnel's deteriora-

tion than the heavy traffic of the Campus
Center circle.

Another section of the tunnel located bet-

ween Goessman and Hasrouk laboratiories,

has also been chained off due to the erosion

of an underlying steam tunnel.

Construcction did not begin this fall due

to the approaching cold weather and the in-

convenience it would present to reroute

Campus Center garage traffic and
pedestrian traffic.

All buses servicing UMass have been re-

routed to the Haigis Mall.
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iFeaturmg Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER

I
Also Serving

) Louisiana Cajun
) Entrees
I Also Steaks,

\ Prinne Ribs,
( Seafood
• DIRECTIONS: take 1 16 north to

] South Deeriield, south on route

t 5-10 1 Vj miles. Right on Chris

t 'ian Lane % mile from center of

S iown. Open:
i Mon-Sat 5-10 pm
' Sun 1-9

More News
on Page 14

LEARNf-r*FLY

CES^MA I52L
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HAVE YOU EVER MET
PEOPLE UKE. . .

Vincent Price, Berke Breathed,

Dr. Ruth, Seymour Hirsch, Betty

Friedan, Rick Horrow, Geoffrey Holder,

Arthur Schlessinger, George Gallup Jr,

Edwin Newman, Helen Caldicott, Bill Baird,

Stephen King . .

.

MAYBE IT'S TIME.
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Visitors program

WE BRING THE WORLD
TO UMASS

New Member Recruitment Meeting

Wed. Sept. 25

7 PM
CC917

FRESHMEN and SOPHOMORES WELCOME
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Letters

Ideology is senate's
In contrast to Jordan Rosner's position stated in his Sept.

23 letter to the Collegian, I feel that it is the senate which

is operating with a peculiar ideology and not the Com-
muter Area Government.
The idea of an area government appointing those peo-

ple who reflect that body's interests is not objectionable.

What is objectionable is that the senate accepts the ap-

pointments ofon-campus senators with no argument and

then attempts to contravene the constitutional authority

of the CAG Governing Board to make senate

appointments.

An incident that took place at last week's senate

meeting clearly shows that some on campus residents and

"conservatives'* will flout the democratic process to serve

their own peculiar political ends. In that meeting, the

president of the Southwest Area Government in one

breath questioned the CAG Governing Board's qualifica-

tions to make appointment to the senate, and in the next

breath attempted to make these appointments himself

Tell me, since when does someone from Southwest have

the right to supercede the appointing authority of the

democratically elected governing body of another area?

Also, I feel obligated to correct some of Rosner's mis-

statements of facts. The policy of the Governing Board is

to interview each senate applicant unless her/his written

application is deemed to show an outstanding enough com-

prehension of off campus students' issues to warrant a

waiver of said interview. In the case of the three applicants

Rosner alludes to, although he and one of the others had

"good" applications. None of the three applicants even

mentioned issues which are specific to off campus

students, i.e. bus service, rental rates, the authority fee,

etc. The three applicants who did address commuter issues

were chosen, while the remaining five students (which in-

cluded two "progressives"), were scheduled for interviews.

It is clear that Rosner's intentions are not so much to

provide representation for off campus students but to in-

cite a "conservative" student takeover of the CAG through

the use of Jerry Falwell-esque red-baiting rhetoric. As teh

Commuter ARea Government Spokesperson, I urge all off

campus students, whether they be radical-left, radical-

right, middle-ofthe-road, or just concerned, to join the

CAG in its struggle to improve bus service, pass rent con-

trol legislation, and serve the interests of the off campus

student population.

Dave Martin, spokesperson
Commuter Area Government

Spiritually celebrating
In reference to Jill Lang's Sept. 23 article, "Inner

celebration can be just as fulfilling for some," I agree. It

is important for one to remember their heritage and to

have an "inward expression of a celebration." Nobody has

the right to call you a "bad Jew" for not going to services,

since nobody yet knows what encompasses a "good Jew."

Unfortunately, 1 do not see your point, Jiii, about not

wanting to go to services because you would feel you were

deceiving yourself Does going to the library on Rosh

Hashanah makes you feel the holiday more spiritually?

You said you would rather not go at all than sit in the face

of your heritage feeling like a hypocrite. So, instead, you

avoided your heritage on one of its holiest days.

You see, there are many options that one has on a Jewish

holiday in Amherst. Not only are there Hillel service, but

brunches and break the fasts, as well as the activities of

the Jewish communities in Amherst and Northampton.

Who says you must cej(jbrate as a group? A quiet day with

a friend, remembering the holy day, is better than not

celebrating it at all.

I believe, Jill, instead of feeling that "inward expression

of a celebration," you avoided it totally.

Dana Grossblatt, president
HUlel
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FACULTY & STUDENTS
the

PC SHOW
is coming to the:

CAMPUS CENTER
(lower level)
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• Advanced graphics

• New IBM printers

• And more. . .
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Faulty Affirmative Action
As set forth in the Bill of Rights and the

Civil Rights Act of 1964, Civil Rights are
designed to protect the individual from a
tyranny of the majority, regardless of race,

sex, or national origin. Msirtin Luther King
realized the need to be "color blind" when,
at his famous speech from the Lincoln
Memorial, he told of his dream that one day
people would "not be judged by the color

of their skin, but by the content of their

character."

The kind of legislation advocated for

Civil Rights groups today, however, does
not serve to protect the individual

regardless of race, but employs racial

discrimination as a criterion for preferen-

tial treatment. Regretfully, it appeairs that

the very fundamental and central idea that

flesh tone says little about a person has
been lost, even perverted, by the leadership

of today's Civil Rights movement.
Racial quotas and other forms of racial

discrimination are employed throughout
our society in the form of "Affirmative Ac-

tion." Such quotas are applied across the

board to every member of a racial, ethnic,

or sexual group that is generally believed

to be disadvantaged. The philosophy of pro-

tecting, and in this case promoting, groups
as opposed to individuals is funamentally
flawed, as generalizations about groups (i.e.

women are physically weaker than men,
blacks are raised in ghettos, Hispianics are

lazy), can by definition only apply to a por-

tion of the group. It is the individual that

needs protection, and it is the individual

that is cheated in today's "Affirmative Ac-

tion" programs.
As an illustration of this, let us suppose

that a black man and a white man are ap-

plying for the same open position in a

manufacturing company. The white man,
in this particular instance, ap|>ears more
qualified for the position, but due to "Af-

Stephen Erickson

firmative Action" quotas, the black man is

hired. The white man has therefore been
deprived of employment on the basis of his

skin color, and thus, his Civil Rights have
been violated. This is blatent racism, pure
and simple. There is really no such thing

as reverse discrimination, only
discrimination.

Although not the rule, it is possible that

is this case the white man is from a more
disadvantaged background than the black

man. If the white were from an impoverish-

ed and broken home, for example, and the

black from a middle class family, then the

general premise that guides "Affirmative

Action," that black people are more disad-

vantaged than white people, would be in-

correct in this case. Therefore, the white

man not only has been discriminated

against, but also the disadvantaged has not

been served.

In addition, racism against blacks might
be further fueled by "Affirmative Action."

As a consequence of the more qualified

white applicant's rejection, his racial pre-

judice against blacks, if he had one, may
be now intensified.

Today's acknowledged Civil Rights

leaders don't seem to realize the problems

and tragic contradictions in their policies.

The fact is that w hei. Civil Rights cease

to protect, and in fact hurt the individual,

then they are no longer Civil Rights, but

Civil Wrongs. Racism stops only when we
cease to be black, yellow, and white people,

but look at ourselves and each other as in-

dividuals, deserving of equal opportunity,

respect and dignity.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

ANC sympathies diversified
At the risk of being termed a "self-

righteous leftist," I simply must respond

to Peter Dow's specious assertions publish-

ed in the Sept. 19 Collegian.

Dow's basic premise seems to be that

responsible people should not support the

goals of the African National Congress,

because spme ANC members are com-

muniet sympathizers. This is like saying

that we should not drink milk because

some milk drinkers are alcoholics. Dow
quickly compounds the absurdity of his

argument by characterizing Nelson

Mandela as a "noted terrorist". Poor old

Nelson! That unfortunate gentleman has

been imprisoned for over 20 years, much
of that time in solitary confinement, and

has had scant opportunity to "terrorize"

anybody at all.

Dow states that 30 mayors, 17 people,

Bartholomew Hlapane, et. al., were
murdered in particularly grisly fashion "by

ANC extrmists." These are serious charges

indeed, yet no a shred of evidence or even

the name of one convicted murderer is of-

fered. Of course, we reject murder and

other acts of violence under normal condi-

tions. However, I must point out that if the

American colonists of the 1770s had prac-

ticed total non-violence, we might all be

British subjects today. The difference bet-

ween "terrorists" and "patriot" depends

largely on whose side you're on.

If the ANC is dominated by the Com-
munist Party, (and 10 our of 22 members
does not constitute domination) we may
regretfully attribute it to the fact that

western governments have for years ig-

nored the incredible suffering of millions

of Zulu, Bantu, Xhosa, and Kung people.

I suggest that our former policy of "con-

structive engagement" should have meant

engagement with such groups as SWAPO,
Inkatha, and the ANC.
Dow closes his bizarre remarks with the

even more bizarre prediction of a "massive

bloodbath" to come should the ANC come
to power. Similar predictions failed to

materialize in Zimbabwe during black ma-

jority takeover. In fact, black South

Africans have behaved for the most part

with remarkable restraint in the face of

disenfranchisement, oppression, torture,

and murder.
Majority rule in South Africa is as cer-

tain as tomorrow's sunrise, and it is our ac-

tions now that will determine how we are

viewed by the new powers then.

Kathy Sue Cole
Sunderland

Sexual harassment clarification
The article on the current University

Sexual Harassment Policy printed on Sept.

12 was in error as to the number of persons

that review a formal complaint. As the

policy now stands, if a formal complaint is

filed by the complainant, then the parties

involved come before a three member Hear-

ing Board. These three persons are selected

from the 13 member Sexual Harassment

Hearing Panel.

The article also failed to clearly sUte that

it is the complainant's choice whether to

process his or her complaint through the

formal procedure or the informal pro-

cedure. "The complainant has the choice of

forum. The article did not clearly point this

out.

The current University Harassment

Policy is presently under revision. If

anyone has a question concerning the

policy or the procedures, please feel free to

contact the Office of Affirmative Action

and Equal Opportunity at 545-3464.

Ron Sinacore, acting director

Office of Affirmative Action

and Equal Opportunity
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Responsibility of freedom
Apathy is one of the greatest problems

in our modern political society. Most i>eo-

ple, when analyzing this statement, would
claim that people just don't care anymore.

Is this the whole answer? Do people really

not care about what happens in the world,

in the country, in our surroundings, and in

our lives?

Much of the problem of apathy lies in a

sense of powerlessness in our society. Every

four years we vote for a president, each six

years for senators, and every other year for

federal representatives. Other than this,

little input is given to governmental affairs

by the average person. The only real

political power used by many is their vote.

Almost as many don't vote because of

their belief that it doesn't matter: One vote

won't make a difference. Even those who
do vote don't perceive it as making a ma-

jor difference in the scheme of political

events.

This sense of powerlessness goes even

further. As students in such a large,

bureaucratized university, we are often no

more than a number. To many professors

we are usually just another face in the

crowd. Much of this will remain the same

when we graduate. In the work place we
will have almost no sense of power. The

boss and corporate dictates become a way
of life. Our economic life is the same. We
are offered only what Madison Avenue ex

ecutives feel is marketable.

So what can be done? Many people would

answer that nothing can be done, and ac-

cept a fate determined by powers beyond

their reach. Those that answer nothing

have given up any hope of personal

freedom. A death before its time is conced-

ed. Some believe there is something that

can be done, but aren't sure what it is. They

go on accepting in quiet acquiesence. Very

few believe there is an alternative, that we

David Valade

are not powerless in the face of system that

would have us believe so.

Who are we? Often we term ourselves

radical. Different labels are used. Marxist,

leftist, and anarchist are a few. Whatever
the label, a common bond of non-acceptance

brings us together. Our tactics vary, but

most ogten they are non-violent. They
range from boycotts, strikes, and sit-ins to

civil disobedience. All of these are aimed

at saying,"No, we don't agree, so we are

making a political statement of

resistance."

The key is to resist, to not accept what

you know is wrong. The buses in Mon-

tgomery, Alabama were desegregated

through a boycott. Increased civil rights for

blacks came through demonstrations and

other acts of civil disobedience. These same

tactics freed India from the British and

ended the Vietnam War.

The workers' strikes by Solidarity almost

toppled the Polish government. In 1968,

the Soviet Union invaded Czechoslovakia

and had to negotiate with the ousted

powers because of worker strikes and

general civilian disobedience. People will

tell you that these are leftover tactics from

the 60s and don't work anymore. They are

wrong. They are the only effective political

power we have in this system.

So what can be done? Say no when we
know something is wrong. It is our respon-

sibility to resist. But most of all, think.

Mother Jones, "an orator, union organizer,

and hell-raiser" said "Sit down and read.

Educate yourself for the coming conflicts."

Somehow we will have power. Only then

can we be free.

David Valade is a UM€iss student.

DC theft not excessively high
"Shoplifting affects us all" may have

brought an effect on the accused of the din-

ing commons. However, Laurie Francis'

Sept. 23 letter was stained with discrepan-

cies. $10,000 was quoted as the annual

replacement cost for pilfered dishes, silver-

ware, glasses, etc. Based on $529 per

semester for two semsters for 1 1 ,000 peo-

ple, (according to Francis' letter) over $11.6

million is generated in meal plan sales an-

nually. This reveals that the $10,000 figure

is not excessively high. One need not be a

math major to simply divide $10,000 by

$1 1.6 million and find that .08% (less than

one tenth of one percent) is realized for

replacement costs for the school's food ser-

vice operation.

Having worked in restaurants for four

years, I can also testify that supplies can

be pilfered throughout the entire system,

from the serving line to the dishwasher.

Anyone who puts a plate in their hand has

a chance to put it in their pocket.

Finally, Director of Operations Dick

Rossi remarked that steak might be

available "two nights a month instead of

one" if we were to eliminate the $10,000

cost incurred by students purloining goods.

The 91 cents realized annually per student

would hardly serve an extra steak to us a

month. I am not an expert on the cost of

beef, but I don't believe that eight steaks

can be purchased for 91 cents.

Alan Kamlot
Sylvan
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If Efizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had

AbT^60%and40%discounts^

itwouldhavebeena terrible

YVONNE'S
CARRIBBEANA RESTAURANT

Luncheon Specials

with Super Island Vegetarian and Regular dishes

Prices from $2.50 and up

50^ DRAFT BEER
with all lunches

Route 9, Hadley, same block as Soda City

586-4389

Lunch Hours 11:30-3:00 pm Monday - Friday

Dinner Hours 5:00-10:00 pm Every Night
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BE PART OF THE TRADITION

UMASS SKI CLUB
INFO and SIGN-UP

MEETINGS

Spectrum
By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

R)litical art is not unique to our century:

Governments, both secular and religious,

have glorified themselves through art ever

since the first pot of ink was mixed. It is

only relatively recently however—within

the last few centuries—that artists have

protested political injustice through their

work. The Fall 1985 issue of Spectrum,

which will be distributed throughout this

week, is a strikingly moving collection of

critical art by UMass students.

Subtitled "Color in the Gaps," the latest

issue of Spectrum claims its theme to be

"The Third World and a New World." This,

however, is too limited a delineation. The

works are concerned with poverty, angst

and injustice both foreign and domestic.

Pieces dealing with Africa, India and Cen-

tral America are interspersed with pieces

dealing with similar discontent in our own

country, in Holyoke and in New York. Are

the editors suggesting that there is a third

world contained within the U.S., Inner Ci-

ty evolved to Inner Country? Obviously.

Whether set in Nicaragua or UMass, the

pieces are always lucid and generally well-

executed. Hoy-Cheong Wong's Captive! is a

lovely painting styled after Gaugin,

demonstrating black exploitation in South

Africa. A similar work, less straightforward

but just as powerful, is Pfeter Luchetti's

charcoal. Apartheid Allegory.

The photography is uniformly beautifl

and wonderfully reproduced. Karen
Krieger's Massai Woman and Steve Hart's

\fassai Warrior intoxicate the viewer with

their dazzling use of color. Steve Hart's

presence is distinct throughout the

magazine, and his images are always

piercing.

Of a more erratic quality is the writing.

Lisa S. Arrastia has several terrific works,

probably the best of which is a poem.

Avenues, which depicts though dialogue

and very sparse description a daily com-

mute to Harlem. MaryAnn Ryan's poem, In

the News, about a gas leak in Bhopal is

tense and terrifying, and Charles F. Car-

roll's South African Chant has the

rythmically excalating intensity of the

genre he is emulating. There are, however,

continued on page 11
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Wed. Sept 25 - 7 pm
S.W. Hamden-Southside

Thu. Sept. 26 - 4 pm CC Rm 165

SKIERS WHO TAKE FUN SERIOUSLY. . .
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HOT
K^ ROAST BEEF
^'sandwiches

1 1 am - 2 am 7 days
253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA
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And of course, she wouldn't have had to

restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's

length, either.

After all, you can always think of one

more way to tell someone you love them

when you're on the phone.

Let us count the ways you can save.

Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or

from 11pm to Sam, Sunday through Friday

and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.

Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday

through Friday and you'll save 40% on your

state-to-state calls.

So when you're asked to choose a long

distance company choose AT&T. Because

with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you

can satisfy your heart's desire without

exhausting your means.

Reach out and touch someone.''

• Deluxe Burgers

• Onion Rings & Fries

• Hot Apple Pies

• And much more
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\ CAROL'S HEAD QUARTERS -

A concern for academics

Best locale

Home cooked meals

Outstanding social life

Competitive intramurals

Weight rooms

• Cable TV

• Oldest fraternity on campusj

Big national fraternity

Former Employees of LORDS & LADIES

Carol, Sandy and Ingrid

A Full Service Salon

• Manicures - Cellophane Colors - Perms

Reasonable Rates Walk-Ins

115 Russell St, Rt. 9, Hadley, MA
1-413-584-9948

Student Discount w/valid ID

jjtt«>««i*^

PHI SIGMA KAPPA

ATbT
The right choice.

c 1985 ATaT Communications

4-

FINAL OPEN RUSH
Wed. Sept. 25

9- 11 PM
Refreshments & Entertainment

* Next to Fine Arts Center

If

Ik

Tk

let us do yOur
wash-dry -fold

and
hand pressing

10 5 P.M. MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7DAYS 7AM 10 P.M.

5^9-1665

Qualify
Laundry
11 Pray St.

Amherst, MA

Thursday, September 26

at 7:15 pm
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Mayhem overtakes the Ramones
THE RAMONES
Agrora Ballrooom, Hartford

Fri. Sept. 20

By ADAM BRIGHTMAN
Collegian Staff

A war was raged Friday night in Hart-

ford. The Ramones were the unhappy par-

ticipants. Agora Ballroom security person-

nel played a hearty game of choke the slam-

dancer, as the beefy, young lads frequently

darted on stage to nsi) members of the au-

dience who tried to jump back into the

crowd.

Concert Review

After a hilarious, thrashing set of surf-

punk and trash-metal tunes by local heroes

the Pajama Slave Dancers, (featuring such

titles as "Scoutmasters from Hell" and a

rhythm guitarist with a plastic rodent nib-

bling upon his ear), the stage was set for

The Ramones. Punk rock blared out from

the speakers. Crowds of safety-pinned,

spiky-haired youths filed in alongside blue-

jeaned heavy metallers, packing the place.

Now leave this scene and return to the

lat»ti^«nties. Picture yourself in a small,

hot, crowded club, in the inner city some-

where, probably New York. The crowd is

restless and has the look of people beyond

the fringe of clean living. The stage has

been dark for a few minutes, suddenly four

dark figures in leather and torn jeans take

their places.

The muscle-faced bass player, Dee Dee,

pipes out the immortal phrase, "ONE-
TWOTHREEFOUR!" Instantly bare-

bones rock-and-roll chokes everyone in the

place. People are dancing like a bunch of

pogo sticks, as the band reels off song aft«r

song, most not much more than a minute in

length.

On the surface the sound, the lyrics, the

singing, the playing are all seemingly inane

and juvenile. Yet, there is something quite

obvious underneath the meatheads' from

Queens dumb face. There is a wit so deep

and real that can't be denied, expecially in

the greatest ode to apathy ever, "I Don't

Care."

They have touched emotions others, who
were too busy tvdsting knobs in a studio or

jamming, have glossed over. They are the

living proof that less is almost always

more, leveling the earth with an

adrenaline-fueled backbeat, a tuneless

singer, and endless streams of three-chords

rockers. With a simple line like, "I'm

Against It," the Ramones manage the

greates putdown of punk nihilists

anywhere.

Now come back to last Friday night. The

Ramones have been on the road for ten

years and have changed their format

slightly. Singer Joey, (who is beginning to

look more and more like a mop-topped

Frankenstein) now grunts and bellows

select lines of songs, apparently bored with

his old habit of droning the lyrics complete-

ly. Guitarists Johnny and Dee Dee now

stand upon the speaker stacks—a stunning

effect.

The battle raging between slamming en-

thusiasts, doing backflips on the heads of

the crowd, and muscle-bound security peo-

ple dragging away anyone they could catch

from the front of the stage. Perhaps this

could be seen as a simple attempt to keep

the peace, but it seemingly went deeper

than that. It became a battle of egos. Who

»— Wednesday. September 25, 1985

was going to take control? Would it have

been possible?

The one sure thing about this show was

that the Ramones were the victims. Confu-

sion took over enthusiasm as security peo-

ple pushed passed band members, dragg-

ing slam-dancers away by the neck. Many

of the songs still worked well, recapturing

some of the verve that once made them

America's greates rock band, but as au-

dience and strongmen wrestled for control,

the Ramones ended their show with Joey

slamming his microphone down in disgust.

Ramones guitarist Johnny in rehearsal.
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Business Club

First

General

Meeting
Everyone
Welcome!

Thursday
Sept. 26

at 7:00

SOM Rm 120

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmhierst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

EATING
PROBLEMS?
Group tor women
18-35 with bulimia

compulsive overeating,

bingeing/ starving,

anorexia.
Registration Sept 1

1

Oct 4. Call Health

Education, 549-2671

x181 for more info

confidentiality insured

N«w A UMd Car*
Truck* « Van* Atoo Avalabto

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2B80

Ttl

SANDWICHES
Sentd OH Light Rye. Pumpernickel, Whole Wheal =

or Bulkie Roll —
with Lettuce. Tomato and Onion S

Bologna 1.85 2.35

Cooked Salami 1.85 2.35

Genoa Salami 2.50 2.95

Kosher Salami 2.50 3.05

Peppcroni 2.35 2.85

Imported Swiss 2.20 2.70

Imported Ham 2.50 3.00

Liverwurst 1.85 2.35

Mother Goose Liverwurst 2.25 2.75

Caplcola 2.50 3.00

Prosciutto 2.70 3.65

Turkey Breast 2.60 3.25

Hot Pastrami 2.60 3.25

Corned Beef 2.60 3.25

Roast Beef 2.60 3.25

Tuna 2.50 3.00

Chicken Salad 2.50 3.00

Egg Salad 2.10 2.50

Crab Salad 3.25 3.90

Chopped Liver 2.25 3.00

BAGELS
Plain Onion

Seasame Garlic Poppy
Pumpernickel Raisin

Butter -65

Cream Cheese .95

Cream Cheese and Lox 2.85

Melted Cheese 1.3S

Lettuce. Tomato and Onion, extra . 20

AMHERST DELICATESSEN
In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975!

On-Caatpum & Apartment
Delivery Available • 549-6314

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Foot-Long Subs

•Fresh Soups & Salads
•Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheeseciike

THE
AMHERST
DELICATESSEN

233 No. Pleasant St.. Ainhtsrsl • 549-6314
Ofwn Mwi-Saf.. 9 ».m.- 10 p.m. ...Swi . 94

i FOOT LONG SUBS
Kith your choice of

cheese, lettuce, tomato, onion, pickles,

fieppers and olives

Roast Beef 3.79

Turkey Breast 3.79

Club Sub (Roast Bee/A Turkey) 3.79

Italian ^//am, Bologna. Genoa and Pepperoni) 3.69

Genoa Salami 3.69

Capicola 3.69

Imported Ham 3.59

Tuna Salad 3.49

Crab Salad

fi

DRINKS SALADS
Coffee

Stash Tea
Sanka
Hot Chocolate

Coca Cola
Tab
Sprite

Orange
Ice Tea
Lemonade
Cider

Orange Juice

Milk

SM MED LG

.35 .50

M
.30

.40 .50 .60

.40

AQ
.40 .50 .60

.50 .60 .70

.50 .60 .70

.55 .70 .85

.55 .70 .85

.40

50 .60

50 .60

Tossed Salad

Spinach Salad

Chef Salad

Luncheon Salad
our large lusted lalaJ and poiaiu tulud

K nil your choice of

Tuna Salait

Egg Stflad

Crab Salad

2.95

3.60

3.40

Chicken Salad

Chopped Liver

Collage Cheese

1.15

2.60

3.25

1.93

2.60

2 15

SIDE ORDERS
DESSERTS

New York Cheese Cake

Carrot Cake

Eclairs

Cream Cheese Brownies

Congo Bars

Oalmcal Fudge Bars

oiher desseni avoilabli

1.00

LOO

1.00

.85

.85

.95

Kosher Dill Pickle

Half Sour Pickle

Macaroni Salad

PoUto Salad

Cole Slaw

Potato Knish

Beef Knish

Hot Dog

AS
AS
.50

.50

.50

.U

.65

1.15

:^^AMHERST DELICATESSEN
OwCampus & Apartment

Delivery Available • 549-631

4

in the Carnage Shops Since 1975

233 NORTH PLEASANT STREET AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS 549-6314

iClip and Save^
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Symposium stresses

Am^erican art formes
By SUE IZZO
Collegian Staff

Three to four hundred people of all ages

were present at the Rand Theater on Mon-

day to attend the Art Symposium,
celebrating the 10th anniversary of the

Fine Arts Center and the 20th anniver-

sary of the National Endowment of the

Arts. Entitled Art in America: Now and
the Next Ten Years, the aim of this sym-

posium was to look back on the ac-

complishments that the arts and the

humanities have made within these last

20 years and to look ahead to what can

be done in order to continue this progres-

sion in paving new roads and breaking

new ground in the arts.

A panel representing all areas of the

arts as well as a representative of the Na-

tional Endowment of the Arts, spoke for

two and a half hours debating, question-

ing, and theorizing on the role of art and

its place in the lives of Americans. Some
found that there were uniquely na-

tionalistic art forms, such as musical

theater and jazz, within our society, yet

others seemed to feel that, while such

American art forms did exist, the desire

to recognize and support them left much
in the hands of the artists themselves.

Martin Puryear, a leading American

abstract sculptor, felt that the United

States has far surpassed Europe in the

visual arts, saying that once American art

stopped imitating European ideals and

began reflecting its own lifestyle, we were

able to overcome the area long-dominated

by Europeans.

And how can we continue to build our

credibility in the world of arts, prforming

as well as visual? Jazz musician Max
Roach noted the need for American or-

chestras to begin to feature more
American compositions and conductors in-

stead of relying on the standard European

music
Another answer to this question is the

need to educate the audience. The entire

panel seemed to agree that an all-around

education in the liberal arts rather than

a specialized education needs to be

reinstated if there is going to be an in-

formed audience once again. Gunther
SchuUer, musician and composer, gave

facts by stating that even though art is

available for the public, public television

is only viewed by 3 percent of the popula-

tion and there are only 15 public stations

in the nation. All panelists felt that once

our nation becomes "art literate," the

percentage will increase and the nation,

will begin to recognize the importance of

our nationalistic art forms.

On the whole, the speeches by the panel

were centered on the need for Americans

to become involved in arts. ))c
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WRSI
PRESENTS

JAZZ
AT THE

CALVIN THEATRE
(DOWNTOWN

NORTHAMPTON)

Spyro Gyra "One of the Best Jazz Groups
at the Newport Jazz Festival

1985"
Oct. 10th - Tpm

, - ... o *

Advance 8«ata i^" *' " ^ ^*''

Tickets on Sale Now

A HORNORFQX PRODUCTION

Coming October 25th

The Manhattan Transfer

Springfield Symphony Hall

^spectrum
many less successful works which are

didactic and sterile.

While Guy LeBlanc is consistently

stimulating in his painting, A Time and a

Place for Everythingatresses what is ob-

vious and demeans his work. There are two

paintings by Yohar Ralph which are just

wretched. And Evie Pace, who demon-

strated the effectiveness of her photography

in Cabbage Tbwn and Clermont Hotel, also

presents us with the cliche(J senselessness

of The Art of Smashing TV.

continued from page 9

Most of the works in Spectrum are ex-

cessively preachy and turgid. Although

these can be justified by the importance of

their message, one wishes that the pieces

would show more restraint, more subtlty.

Jamie Gamble's photograph showing

Nicaraguan youths wearing American t-

shirts (one reads, "Jimmy Carter for Presi-

dent") clustered around a singing soldier

is much more effective than Yadira

Betances' bombastic article, Nicaragua

News.

IALL SEATS AVAILABLE
| AT All Datatix outlets, Stop A Shop in

Steve Hart's photography is among the striking work in Spectrum.

CINEMA
fednesoa^Saturday

I

Bananas 7:00

I

Annie Hall 8:30

j

Everything You Always

I

Wanted to Know About Sex

(but were afraid to ask) 10:10

Triple Feature $3.00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

TCYP has op«nino> for

the following positions:

FOSTER CARE
-mature individuals and
families to provide a stable

environment for needy
adolescents.

RELIEF STAFF - to

provide respite hours to

youths in foster care. Situa-

tions vary according to

need.

ADVOCATES - willing

to share living accommoda-
tions with young adults'

needing orientation into in-

dependent living situations.

Stipends, training and
support are available for

all openings. For further

information, call B.J.

Vanessa at Tri-County

Youth Program, 16 Ar-

mory St., Northampton,
586-6210.

Pittsfield Greenfield, Northampton, Hadley, Spnngdale & Holyoke,

PlatterpuB Records in Wettfield. UMass Fine Arts Center. Springfield

Civic Center. Main Street Recorda in Northampton, and RapCity in

Brattleboro, Vermont. M/C & VISA Call 1-800^243-4842
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Jazz guitarist Remler an "exceptional talent
»

"Catwalk (Concord Jazz)

Emily Remler

By GLENN SIEGEL
Collegian Correspondent

Jazz record sales in this country accounted for only 2

>ercent of the total number of records sold in 1983, down
. -om 4 percent in 1982. Even the uncommon record ex-

t ?utive who has a sincere desire not to pur commercial
c imands on the music, cannot afford to keep too many
ji zz artists in the spotlight.

Artists such as Dizzy Gillespie and Ella Fitzgerald, per-

fo mers who have been to the White House (re: "Big
Hi jse"), have assured places in the jazz firmament. Sur-

drt unding this inncer circle is a concentric group, in-

clu ling Wynton Marsalis and Pat Metheny, waho are

industry, however, is not well-lit. Many good musicians
will not get adequate exposure, their audiences will never
find them.

One talented musician in this shadowy world is guitarist

Emily Remler. At age 28, this thoroughly accomplished
guitarist and composer has a breadth of style land depth

of soul to become "famous" (not an unmixed blessing).
However, her priorities are in order. As Nat Hentoff has
said about Remler: "This is more than exceptional talent;
this is someone who from the top of the first chorus, lets

you know who she is." The Afro-American tradition in
which she works is nothing if not about "telling your
story."

Record Review

Catwalk is her forth and most recent release on the Con-
cord Record label. The seven sides that make up the Ip

are all Remler originals, and in the hands of trumpeter
John D'earth, bassist Eddie Gomez, jpercussionist Bob
Moses and EMily Remler, they are woven into distinct

and colorful tapestries.

"Antonio" is a bit of funkiness in a Latin groove that
exposes Remler's rock roots. In the equally upbeat
"Mozambique," Gomez and Remler lay down an insistent,

almost hypnotic phrase that keeps returning in between

some straight ahead swinging. Although Remler taught
herself rock guitar before enrolling at the Berklee School
of Music to study jazz, she can improvise in ballad and

moody tempos with a subtle probing that is, as the say-

ing goes "rare in an artist her age." On "Five Years" (in

which D'earth plays an enchanted muted trumpet

throughout), Remlet has faith her audience can hear the

beauty in things ambiguous and unresolved.

The tight changes, sensitive accompaniment and

dynamic interplay you will hear throughout this date

could only have been produced by musicians who are not

only well-versed on their instruments, but possessed of

great listening skills as well. This quartet did not meet

each other at the recording studio—they have been play-

ing together for some time.

talented and appealing enough to pull the spoltight their

way (with assistance). This small corner of the recording

Talent is only one of the many variables involved in

predicting public recognition. In Emily Remler's case,

even at this early juncture in her musical adyssey, it is

abundantly clear that variable won't be a barrier.

Glenn Siegel is a WMUA deejay.
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Due to technical difficulties Doonesbury will
not be in today's paper. We apologize for any
inconvenience.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

Are you an alumnus of

Greenfield Community College?

Join old friends and staff members

at

Homecoming Weekend

Oct. 5 and 6

Athletic Events • Alumni Meeting • Dinner

Dance • Classical breakfast • Alumni Softball Game

Reservations due by Sept. 27.

For a reservation form, call John Palmer

at 774-3131, ext. 352.

See you therel

GREEN
FIELD 'c

ALL UMASS MEN ARE INVITED

to an

OPEN RUSH
at

ZETA PSI

FREE MOVIES and REFRESHMENTS
Give fraternity life a try 23 Phillips St.

rush ZETA PSI Thursday 9 to 11

For more information call

256-6845

Freaker Patrol By Dowe& O'Brien
T><is IS 0/oty (9 7tsr..

3m)We« /Kf comics
IS resT/i/6 yoyE
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THE
PEER EDUCATOR/COLLOQUIUM

PROGRAM
Presents

FALL '85 COLLOQUIUM
LEARN Diverse, non-traditional and academic

subjects; 1 credit pass/no record
«

Evening/Weekend Classes
Course Listings available Oct. 3, from your R.A.

TEACH Course Proposals due Sept. 26
For more info:

EAST: Brett House, 5-0422

SOUTHWEST: John Adams Lobby. 5-2803

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Presents

the

Paper House Inc. —I

WE HAVE RE-OPENED!
318 College St. (Rt 9) Amherst • MA

next to Shumway's Paint and Jane Alden's

2-3 blocks past Elder Lumber

New Telephone OCQ OQ"7rt
Number ZOO^^JI/U

HIGH QUALITY
COPIES

Only 5*^ ea.
PRINTING • COPYING • GRAPHICS

Ameriprint
FILM DEVELOPING
HERITAGE 4x6

at
3x5 PR ICE

C-41 Process 135min

4"x6" Glossy lea.

SALE ENDS 9/2g
The University Store

Campus Center or Jbe^^\i^^ent. Union
Open

Bat Brain ByBiUDearin

a
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Country Club By Bucky

Weather

TODAY: Some early morning
cloudiness, then becoming mostly sun-

ny, Ihighs from the upper 60s to the

mid 70s.

TONIGHT: Clear early, clouding up
late. TOMORROW: Cloudy with fog

and occasional drizzle, especially along

the coast, highs mid 60 to lower 70s

DC Menu

LUNCH
Country Broil Sanndwich

Lazy Golompki

BASICS LUNCH
Basic Country Broil

Pineapple Yogurt Stuffed Pepper

DINNER
Beef Stew

Mushroom-Pepperoni Pizza

BASICS DINNER
Sauteed Tbfu and Snow Peas

Mushroom Pizza

Can you TYPE?Do you want CASH?^
If you can type 70 words per minute, are responsible,

have a positive attitude and want to learn a

marketable skill that could net you big bucks this

summer, fill out an application at the Collegian

downstairs campus center, and ask for Nancy Rivers.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Uiled by Trude Michel Jaffe

1

ACROSS
Heard from the

herd
4 Powerful beam
9 Kind o( parly

13 Bird.toCaesai
15 Type size

16 Start of a

famous
soliloquy

17 Brewer's

ingredier>t

18 Group of three

19 and
terminer

20 Range in

AlasKa
22 Syrup supplier

23 Rather
24 Part of BLT
27 Celestial

beings

30 Huffed and
puffed

31 MaKe a choice
34 Greene of the

screen

35 Weather per

sons, perhaps
36 Like some wit

37 Dill, in the

Bible

38 Seasonal song
39 Thunderous

sound
40 culpa
41 Salt and

pepper e g
42 Sharp crested

mountain ridge

43 Baseball name
of fame

44 Tiny bil

45 WenlailPi
46 Bargain

48 Clumsy one
49 Ignominy
51 LacKing con

viclton

56 Entertainer

Turner

57 Lowest pom!
59 Raines
60 Designing

first name
61 Lady

Gather novel

62 Declare untrue

63 Propound
64 Members of the

wedding
65 When)

a lad

DOWN
1 Holy man of

Tibet

2 Face shape
3 Beguiling tncK

4 Central

Americans
5 Pearl Mosque

Site

6 Alpine

'worl^ horse'

7 Letter from
Athens

8 Cincinnati

player

9 Ermine, in the

summer
10 Small pets
11 Member of the

first family

12 Actor Richard
14 The

Prince"

21 Anecdote
22 Gullets

25 Table spreads

26 BlacKbird

27 Texas shrine

28 Composition
lor nine

29 Powerful pets

32 Gibbiegabble

33 Classified

35 Directive Irom

38 Down
38 King ol the

kitchen

39 Made with care

41 Mediterranean
resort

42 Captain of the

Pequod
45 Woos
47 Visible

representation

49 Street sign

50 Hawaiian
port

52 Seme leeder

53 Soared
54 Radius's

neighbor

55 out

(spends)

57 Forty winks
58 Heart of Oixie:

Abbr

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Curtis becomes director ^^'^^^^^"^ /'''^'^
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continued from page 1

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Correspondent

Otis Curtis, a former extension specialist

for the Volunteer and Natural Resources
programs of Stockbridge, has been named
director of the Massachusetts Cooperative
Extension Service 4-H program.
"The Extension Service is a cooperative

effort of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, the land grant univeristy of

each state, and the local county govern-

ment," Curtis said. The program which
started as an agricultural program has
developed into areas such as water resouce
management, home economics, communi-
ty development and 4-H. The 4-H program
is the youth branch ofthe extension service

with the 4-H's being the head, heart, health

and hands.

As director, Curtis is responsible for the
statewide 4-H program, which operates out

of 13 county offices, with one to five agents
in each office. These agents run programs
at the county and local levels.

The service was originally formed to "ex-

tend what had been taught to local com-
munities," Curtis said. The service was
primarily for farmers who could not take
the time to attend the land grant univer-

sities that had been created for them.
The eExtension Service differs from

undergraduate and continuing education
because it focuses on "immediate decision

making" Curtis said.

Eighty-five thousand youths between the

ages og nine and 19 participate in the
Massachusetts 4-H program, along with
5,000 volunteers. Curtis will "see that the

ed ways of applying the findings tot the

University. Gadlin drafted a proposal last

spring using the information from the

council.

"Sometimes students didn't know they

wprp Ao\rsp nnvthinp wrnng" CraHlin said.

"So the new policy is meant to be educa-

tional as well as a procedure for handling
cases of dishonesty."

Gadlin gave no estimate as to when the

new pulley wilt go into effect.

Collegian photo by Paul Desmaraib

Director of the 4-H program, Otis

Curtis.

staff members are effecient in recruiting

volunteers and training them." He said he
wants the 4-H program to "become better

at making the most most of our volunteer

staff"."

In addition to direction the 4-H program,
Curtis is working on his doctorate in educa-

tion. He said he plans to do his dissertation

on volunteers and volunteer education. Fif-

teen years ago, he said, people volunteered

because they "wanted to help." Now, "peo-

ple volunteer as a re-entry into the work-

ing world and for the experience that waill

help them get a job."

People get involved initially out of in-

terest for a cause, but stick around because
of personal realtionships they've developed,

Curtis said.

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Th« BEST Clila«a« Food"

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs
Small Large

$080 $/t60

Luncheon
Specials

$025
From ^W««^^y»">-

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8
Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU ftp 25
CAN EAT D
3)CMdi«i«MMi
OCMMMBaor
SI Braccot IM OyMn

ilSMMftS
7)fMFiM
«PmFiW
«|PmFiM
laiHM-f sm

Luncheon Special* & Takeout Seivlcc
FuO CockUtl Menu

Sun.-ThuTS. 11:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. & SaL 11:30 a.m.-ll p.n.

10 Bekhert^n Road
at Rte. 9. Amherst

256^252

Family service center

planned by group

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Correspondent

The isolation involved in raising a child in Amherst will
be alleviated somewhat next year if all goes according to
plans of the steering committee for a new family center
in town.

The center is "intended to be a place where children and
adults can spend time together," Marie Hartwell-Walker,
a member of the committee, said. Hartwell-Walker said
she first thought of the center in 1976, but the plans were
"put on a back burner" while she raised her family of three
children.

The steering committee was formed last year.
The center will have six rooms, three for children and

three for adults. The children's section will be separated
into a room each for infants, toddlers, and pre-schoolers.
The center will oprate from October to May, when
playgrounds aren't open because, "the best toy for kids is

another kid," Hartwell-Walker said.

The adult rooms will serve varying functions. One will
be open to children with a parent and another will be off-

limits to kids and will serve as a quiet room for studying
or reading. A third room will be a classroom for parental
education, nutrition, exercise, and yoga.
One main goal of the center, Hartwaell said, is to "nur-

ture the people who have to do all the nurturing," and to
help parents "get some space for themselves."
The center will not be a baby-sitting service, since the

adult has to remain at the center with the child. But the
parent will be able to be with other adults and interact
with his or her child in a different situation.

$20,000 is needed for the center to open next year. Two-
thirds of the money will go toward staff, who will be "ful-
ly qualified, early childhood specialists.

Although there is no specific location set for the center
yet, Hartwell-Walker said that it would be "central and
on the bus route." The committee is looking for space to
accomodate approximately 100 adults and 100 children.

•continued frx>m page 1^Justices
In spite of a seemingly undemocratic selection process,

Goldman maintains the overall democratic form of govern-
ment is good. "It is dangerous to change the rules in fear
of an unhappy outcome In such a system, you hope the
rights of minorities are protected."

However, Goldman noted, "Those who are opposed to

abortion look at the fetus as a minority. They believe that

it has rights as well.

Ellen Story, staffmember at the Family Planning Center
in Northampton, also forsees that women's rights and
freedoms will suffer under Reagan's power to appoint
judges to the highest court.

Story said people should see this as something oi

"universal concern and one people can unite around. It

is not just a women's issue or a liberal issue, it is a human
issue. It is something that cuts across many lines. There
are many men who are vociferous supporters of the right

to abortion and many women who are conservative on

fiscal and economic issues, but believe that abortion needs

to be a legalized procedure."

In terms of health, "women will get abortions if they
are legal or not. It is necessary to have them performed
by qualified physicians in a clean environment," she said.

UOWCI«f«»4(IMCC» atin*«M*IH(USf l« SUSCH »«c .»t ioui«
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-kwomen s soccer wins- •continued from page 16

"They do some really nice things," Pin-

cince said. "We just don't have the speed

they do up front. As a whole, they were the

fastest I've ever seen them.

"It would have been a major upset for us

to win," he added.

But for thf Bruins, who face t.op-rankeH

George Mason on Saturday, there was to be

no upset. The win, the 99h in UM's

women's varsity program, goes down as a

win in the Massachusetts books.

SOCCER NOTES—Massachusetts has

outscored its opponents by a 29-0

margin...UMass will be the second team in

the country to win 100 games if they beat

Vermont in Burlington; VT, on Saturday.

Harvard was the first team to do it.

Our Best Sale Yet!

Graduated Savings.

Men's soccer hosting PC
The University ofMassa-

chusetts men's soccer team
starts a six-game home-
stand today as it faced Pro-

vidence College on Boyden
Field.

The Minutemen, 5-3

after splitting two games
this past weekend at the

lona College Tournament

in New York, host the

Friars at 3 p.m.

UMass defeated Pro-

vidence 2-1 last season.

This season midfielder An
dy Bing has been playing

well as of late. Bing (the

most valuable player at the

lona tourney) has two goals

and two assists in his last

two games.

UMass will play host to

a series of New England
rivals starting today as

Vermont, Yale, Rhode
Island, Northeastern,
Hartford and St. Joseph's

invade Boyden Field over

the next tew weeks.

UMass is 2-0 at home
this season, beating both

Fairfield and Dartmouth.

Water polo favored
By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

The University of Maissachusetts men's

water polo team will square off against six

other New England teams in the UMass
Fall Water Pblo Tburney on Friday and

Saturday.

The Minutemen are heavily favored to

win the whole tourney after coming off a

split in their four game competition two

weeks ago at Brown University.

The competition for this weekend's tour-

nament consists of Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute, the United States Coast Guard
Academy, Rhode Island, Trinity, Hamilton,

and Amherst College. The only two teams

that could pose a threat to UMass's chances

of winning the whole thing are Amherst

College, and Trinity College. These two

teams have recruited several players since

last season, but should still not be a factor

in the Minutemen's odds on victory.

The first game will be at 5:00 on Friday

and even though UMass will be without

Kentucky transfer John Turner due to a

groin injury, Coach Russ Yarworth remains

optimistia

"Sure we'll miss John, but I feel that with

Bill Feeeny (high scorer in the Brown

tourney), and Mike Hoover we will be just

fine considering the competition.'"

One week only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete

details, see your Jostens representative at:

Sept. 25, 26, 27 - Wed, Thur, Fri Deposit Reg $15.00Date

Time
•V

—

10-4 pm

&UNIVERSITY
STORED

JOSTENS
A M E R I CAS COLLEGE RING'
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Acnvirrs wanted

ActiviMs w«nt*4 sarn 40/80 day working

tor Mms Fair Share Paid training FT/PT

positions. Haip us changa voter registration

lavw lower auto insurance costs. Call today

lof an intatviaw 586-8713 EOE

ACTIvmES

1878 Ford Oransda rabuitt angina good

condition »7S0 00 2664WI7

Oodga^rt 1878 slant 6. runs good, tSOO

5<8-92«e

1870 Ford QT Torino good condrtion tSOO

Of BO Toon 2B84708

ArM Rug MO. carpets $20 (t *30 coffee

table IB call 256-0036

For sata IHI KawasakT440LTD *1000or
aO 549«000 k412 Lao

opanir>gs Th« Upper Crust 71 N Pleasani

St. Amherst 253-9739 KNBONALS ROOMMATE WANTED

Dorm Fridge excellent condition $75 or

beat offer call 549^)023

BOtTWOOD mOJECT

UPC Qanaral Maoting come find out

about upcomir>g concerts r>«w mambars

always wateome. Date; Tuaaday, Sept. 24.

Place: 163 CC

Come sea what others fear: the

docurT>antary "ROOM 101," on September

27th, UMasa. Flint 106, 8:00 pm Funding by

UMass Arts Council

AUTO FOR SALE

Boltwood Prelect Information
meetings Tuesday 9/24 rm 101, Thursday

9/26 rm 188c, Campus Canter 7:00 pm
coma aoa what ware all abouti

SONY TC Kb tape dack. $100. Nikko

TRM 500 stereo amplifier, $150. Pater

549 5426 keep trying

Zanhh terminal, vf52 compatabto with

1200 baud modem Bast offar Call 2S6 1361

Pttia Makers Wanted: persons with ex-

perience in making Italian style piua are en-

couraged to apply at The Upper Crust. 71 N
Pleasant St 253 9739 PT/FT CWS possible

Intaraatad in writing, photography or
marketing? The yeart>ook is hiring for

general staff positions. Appty at INDEX, 103
CC or call 546-0848

CALCULATORS

78 R« Mkirtlort 6 apaad. Blaupunkt

atarao. runs great caH 2M-7572

7* Mavorick 94k mitaa ruety but mna wall

S48-9338 keep trying $400

Brand naw HP1ZC HnantHol calculator.

Does simple, compound interest, amortiia

tion. present & future value. & much more

Conies with user handtX)ok Must see to ap

preciats »90 Sellt m stores for $100 to

$120. Call 256-0078 eves

"CASH"

Three spaod man's 28" Walaigh bike.

Oood shpa. Aaking $60. 2H-007B even-

ings

Irfaxpanslve womon'a ahlrta. many stylas

all under $20 Kenya bags $16 call 549-4863

Quean sited bed good cor>dition frame inc

»75 686 7014

Lab Sarias lOOw guitar ampllflar axe $27S
or BO can Rob B4S-4141

Ski Mechanic - Ski Shop experience full or

pan -time, apply in parson Western Village

Ski and Sports 32 Main St Northampton

Sopt. 28 Ct 28 will ba the laat days to

work at Riverside Amusement Park Trans is

providcid and pay rsceivnd at end of day call

546-5641 or 546 6455 toi more info

Tatamarkatar ft aalaaparaons neaded to

sell residential satellite systems Salary ft

commission call 549 4732 days 549 5013
nitas

Banda Wantad to play in ttta 8th annual

Southwest Bartla of the Bands Come pick

up an application at the SWAG office in

Hampden Commons or call 5-0980 Applica

tkm deadline Oct. 4, 5 pm

Froa Maalal Alpha Chi Omega needs
tiousaman in eicharna for free maals Call

Julia for mora info 5^-1063

Confuaad? Bored? Oaprassad? Elatad?

Just need to tati aomaona? Call ma' This is

not a |oke. I |ust feel like doing it Doubtful'

Take a chance Call Michael 546 6006
(nights are baati (don't mind the machinal

St Juda Thank you for your powerful in

tercaaaion - now ar>d always

1 bdrm apt excellent deal $140/m
everything included 549 2843

Famala roommatad wantad Presideniial

Apts. $100 dollars a month Call lata attar 10

pm or early tal 549 1063

Famala houaamata for single room in Roll-

ing Green. $164. utilities mc 256-0801 attar

8 pm

SERVICES

iNsmucnoN
POUND

M Vaga Naw battery, njaty, runa

88S-7061

$200

I Ed after 10 pm

'78 Dodge Dart 86,000 miles, good condi-

tion $750 or bast offer Ingrid 263 2622

71 Ford MavarickTcyl stand runs good

has sticker, many naw parts $200 call 5 7

633-2119

78 Grand Prix 2 dr coupe 77000 mi AM /FM
atarao A/C tlH cruiae roai dafog $3000 exec

cond 54o-99M

78~Chawy" Chavatta 4 apaad 4 cyls tow mi

axcelleni cond $1380 call 866 4388

1873 VW Bug good ang 6 body many new

parts $960 546 7417

Paylnfl caah for baoaball cards can Mike

at 64X106
.

ENTERTAINMENT

Raeh-A-Dlae Entartatnmant Agancy.

Disc Jockeys, large acraan vkleo dances,

light shows and rentals 549 7144

''Wa^can make you laugh" $25 00 if you

can hold on to your funny liona MorwJay

night Sept 30 8 pm SUB adm$I.SO

Ona ovaNat in CC daim at CC info daak
name is Bedford

Car key found in Puffton on Friday call

549-6162 to identify

A weekend traval bag full with clothlrtg. It

was found on South Pleasant St on Sun-
day. Saptamt>ar 22nd call 546-6311

HELP WANTED

Know your car. Basic automobile
workahop. 28 fraurs including dassroom
and shop. Limited anrollnoant. 2S3-2098

KELLY A. McCORMACK

Vo«i may havo aunrttMd your B-day Kal,

but just wait and aaa what we've got in store

lor you Friday night' Love, A Gt M

KENYA BAGS

Wa'ra all aick down hara. Sand help, and
fruit juk^a.

Looking for Chriatian Fallewahip7 The
Alliance Christian Fellowship is now
meeting< Call Mark 2S3-7206 or Jen
546^92K] for info

ObVERNMENT MOMES^from $^ (u

repair I Also delinquent tax property Call

1406-887-6000 ext GH 9816 for infomw
tion

Fraa Tanalon Ralaaao. Volunteers neaded
fo' scupressursist in training Call Susanna
546 5092

Profaaalonal typing done by UMass stu

dent Reasonable latas R Charron
1«i7^X>44

QUALITvTyPINO Long or abort pro)ects

Will correct grammar, spelling, Et punctua

tion Meticulous proofreading New IBM
typewriiei 549 0367

TAILOR AlTarption Expert Same Day Sar

vice Available SHAANN'S Rt 116
Sunderland Open 8 am 666-3878

Pregnant? Need help'

549 1906

CaH Birthright:

1874 Volvo Wgn. red 4 ap 4 <:y(

engine good body A steal at $976 must sell

646 7786 after 6 00 pm

iliO Ford Pfnto 4^Joo^. naw clutch, recent

tiras Runs great 1500 or BO 253 3861_

TtOpeM speed, axcellant running cond.

$S00/BO call Bill 54» 1 688/546^4286

1t7« bodge Dart dependable $676/80

Kathy 549^4600 axt^2M8

1878 Dodge Aapen' excellent conditton

auto PS PB, AC. cruiae, n«w battery, 74k

mOaa 549^5984

1870 Dodge Dart Swinger «* 0?°^
good body Dependable $660 Tom

Nofthamptofi Main St 2nd floor front 2

bedraom apt immediateh^, $700 month +

utilities (2031 344 1587 6^10 pnn only

Puffton Vlliaga one bedroom »'78/month

heat included, femate. Call 8-10 PM
549-0247

l^bedriom In Brittany Haaat ft hot water

Kid Full kitchen b bath $180/mo evenings

266-07n

Fridge Rentala call R ft P Package Store

2B»-fT42 fraa daMvaty

Newapapar dellverera needed in dorms
Approx 1 hr/day Must t>a able to work 7

days per week during the aemeatar Good
pay Call 253 7009

Dump the DC I Dine with Sigma Kappa'

W« need a house man to help set and cleai

at lunch and dinner. Fine food. Call Soupy
at 256 8887

Only $18 In the Concourae most every day
in September

______

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The UMass Ski Club
Info ft Sign Up Meetings

Wad Sept 26 Hamdan Commons SW 7 00
pm

Thurs Sept 26 CC Rm 186 4 00 pm

Attention Oerrqan Spaakara tuturing and
conversation available for German and
English ipeakert call Heidi 266-8883

Brian'a Typing Service. Feat, accurate.

Tape transcription Available almost
anytiittaf

STEPHE CLARKE

How's your head? The Wall

•••••••••••I ••••••••••••••a

Union Bey durtgarim (arkat lost 9 14 in

Hampden DC please return, reward Marcia
546B275

TOR BALE

aiKMne, gi

2BS<>862

FHe caMfiata 2 drawer black oWloa ouiStv

$46 aome computer end regular daaks No
Amherst Motors 548 2880

Moped for sale Papi great shape $200 or

BO call Ravi 253 9998

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ft

Help Wanted •

' Aaaiatant to tfia Speaker *

* Student Senate •

* work on student, campus Er *

* social issues '

* Pick up appNcations in Rm 420 SUB
* applicatkMts due Sept 26th 4 00 pm *

* for more info call Patrick 546 03M1 '

SGAisanAA/OE••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••a*»

Pleeae return my gold wetch for reward it

has sentimental value' 54&5414

Horn rimmed glaaea dropped appron 338
Puffton call Jeff 546 4932

Reward no questions asked, for return

light tMue Schwinn Touring ttike takan out
side HiHs South Sunday Carl 256 6749
5^718

_

MOTORCYCLES

Congratulatlona to the new pledgee of

Delte Zeta: Sua, Marybeth. Liaa, Beth and
Anne. Get psyched for DZ we love

you'll

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS

STING CONCERT

I need two tickets to trie Sting Concert, in

Naw York, New Jersey area on Sept 30th.

Call Dsve a: 6*9 nntW

TRAVEL

E»parlencad B patient taaehar.
Rock /Pop/Folk /Blues Improvisation,

Reading. Ttieory. Composition Your home
or my studio Doug 549-4786

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Free trip to Fort Lauderdale lor Sprir>g

Break . tM a SportsTours Rapraaentativa.

call (8001 SB Break

rfPINO * WORD PROCESSING

Next dey aarvice TYPE RITE 2S3 51 n

The Sub ia now taking appNcationa lor peo-

ple with cars to daNver subs.

Drivers Wanted. Good wages, immediata

71 Honda Nanvk 880cc ft Puch bicycle

with kriptonita lock. For sale raaaonabia

p(k;a can 2S3 7572

Caaea. papers, diaaertetions, tha

campus, dapandaMa, outatarnling, qu«8ty.

low rates. 584 7924

WANTED

Experienced Interinr palntertst wantad
refarencaa prefarrad Please caH 548 161

1
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SPORTS
Soccer crushes Brown
Women win, 6-0

for fifth straight

shutout, are 2nd
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Brown University's women's soccer coach

Phil Pincince knew why his seventh rank-

ed Bruins had been run down 6-0 by a

speedy second ranked University of

Massachusetts squad, yesterday, at Boyden

Field.

"They're an outstanding team," he said.

"They are playing more like a team. Last

year, they were playing more as in-

dividual's and that's a big key."

The undefeated Minutewomen registered

their fifth straight shutout, dominating

their slower opponents, passing almost at

will and beating Brown by its biggest

margin ever as UMass sophomore Monica

Seta scored two goals in front of 150 rain-

soaked but hearty fans.

"I didn't expect it (such a high score),"

UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said, "but

not to say that I didn't think we were

capable of it."

Pincinine said, "We knew that they were

much faster than us. We tried to slow them

down in the first half Maybe I made the

mistake of trying to open it up in the se-

cond half."

Massachusetts, who has outshot its op-

ponents 110-6 through five games, was ten-

tative in the early going and although they

dominated play, UMass only led 1-0 at the

half.

"1 just told them (the UM players) go out

and burn them,' Banda said, "move the

ball up field quickly. They (Brown) like to

pack in the middle of the field. If we took

our time, it would give them a chance to

recover."

So UMass, 5-0, ran and ran and ran. The
forwards ran, the midfileders ran and the

fullbacks ran. THe fullbacks, senior co-

captain Sue Bird and sophomores Chris

Schmitt and Debbie Belkin anchored a

tough UMass defense and helped spark the

offense.

Each had a few runs upfield at the goal.

Schmitt gave UMass the 1-0 lead with

10:40 to go in the first half. The sophomore

brought the ball over the 50-yard-line to the

top of the penalty area and lofted a shot

that just sailed under the cross-bar.

"That's the way he (Banda) wants us to

play," Bird said. "He wants us to play from

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

UMass forward Debbie Belkin (19) drives by fallen Brown defender. UMass
won 6-0.

UMass 6, Brown
Brown (3-1)

UMass (5-0) 1 5 6

M-Schmitt (2) from Spence, 10:40 (1)

M-Seta (5) 41:10 (2)

M-Seta (6) from Micheel, 29:55 (2)

M-Bowsher (2) from Stripp, 18:40 (2)

M Pbwers (3) from Spence, 11:59 (2)

M-Micheel (4) from Cassady, 1:30 (2)

Shots—UMass, 16, Brown, 2

Saves-M, Holland 2, B, Caples, 10

Corners- M, 11. B, 1

Fouls-M, 12, B. 9

the back and bring the ball up. The other

team doesn't expect fullbacks to play of-

fense."

Nor do other teams expect forwards to

play good defense. The fleet UMass for-

wards, notably Cathy Spence, Cathy
Cassady, Beth Roundtree and Seta, kept

the ball in the Brown end by stopping

Bruin advances.

It was only 1-0 at the half but UMass add-

ed on to that quickly with Seta scoring with

3:50 gone in the second half with a nice

high shot into the corner of the net for the

2-0 lead.

Twelve minutes later. Seta scored her

sixth of the year off a Carolyn Micheel cor-

ner kick. Seta took the ball, in a crowd, and

hit it past Bruin goalie Sue Caples. 3-0,

UMass.
With 18:40 to go, the Minutewomen

displayed the pretty passing that carried

them all day. Cassady drove to the goal

from the left, passed the ball out to Sandy
Stripp, who passed it over to Kristen

Bowsher near the right corner of the goal.

Bowsher, who has been nursing a bruis-

ed kneww, popped it home for the 4-0 lead.

The sophomore all American saw limited

time and was slowed down by the knee.

It was the one-touch, two-touch passing

that enabled UMass to pass the ball well.

"We played one-touch, two-touch," Bird

said. "That's the way to play. None of this

dribbling bit. That's how you get the ball

taken away."

And that's how the Bruins, who suffered

their worst defeat in four years, got the ball

taken away.

UMass made it 5-0 when Spence crossed

a pass to Michele Powers standing alone in

front of the Bruin goal. With Caples way
out-of-position. Powers headed it, missed

the shot and kicked in the rebound.

Cassedy lofted a nice cross from the right

side to Micheel who headed the ball into

the left corner for the sixth gcal of the

game. It was Micheel's fourth goal of the

year. continued on page 15

Cross country takes opener at Yale
UMass' depth defeats Elis and Boston College

By PHIL SAYLES
Collegian Correspondent

Bolstered by an impressive display of

depth in its season opener, the University

of Massachusetts men's cross country team

won a three-team meet at Yale last week,

defeating both the Elis and Boston

College.

UMass, placing five of the first nine

finishers, was low with 30 points. Yale had

45 and a strong Boston College team was

third (and last) with 50 points.

"Our depth came through the way we

hoped it would," said Minuteman coach

Ken O'Brien.

UMass was paced by senior John Panac-

cione who picked up where he left off last

season, taking third with a time of 26:21.

Boston College junior Joe Rocha was first

with a 26:10. Rocha's teammate, John
Clopeck, was second with a 26.11.

".John ran an outstanding race consider-

ing the hot and humid conditions," noted

O'Brien, who also pointed out the hilly

course, "was extremely tough" to run on.

Placing fifth was sophomore senstation

Bill Stewart of UMass. Stewart, despite

coming off a bad cold the previous week,

turned in a time of 27:01. After Stewart,

Jan Novak and John Lorenzini were sixth

and seventh respectively.

Kich Dows ninth place finish rounded out
the top finishers for the Minutemen.
"This was a very big win for us." said

O'Brien. "Boston College was ranked 11th
nationally last year and I think the team
now knows it can compete with anyone."
UMass will have a big test on Saturday

when it faces powerful Georgetown Univer-
sity and Ivy League standout Dartmouth
College in Hanover, New Hampshire.
The team will then have twao week .soff

before running against Northeastern,
Lowell, Keene State and UConn at Boston's
Franklin P&rk on October 12,

17th
UM football

hits Top 20
in 1-AA poll
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Only two New England football teams

are ranked nationally this week- and the

University of Massachusetts is one of

them. The Minutemen are ranked 17th in

the latest Divison 1-AA poll. AT 2 1,

UMass is in the weekly rankings for the

first time since 1981. Rhode Island (2-1)

is the only other Yankee Conference or

New England team to be ranked. The

Rams are 15th.

The University of Richmond, tight 19-14

victors over UMass earlier this season, is

ranked first in the poll at 3-0. Nevada-

Reno, Marshall, Grambling, Middle-

Tennessee, Arkansas State, William and

Mary, Delaware State, Murray State and

Idaho State round out the top 10.

"Rankings don't mean much, HOly
Cross was fifth and we pounded them,"

said UMass defensive coordinator Jim

Reid. "But they sure do feel nice."

Holy Cross, after a 27-3 beating from

UMass on Saturday, dropped out of the

poll. The Minutemen, with 18 points, were

just a point behind 16th ranked Ap-

palachian State. The second ten included

Lamar, ILlinois State, Mississippi Valley

State, Delaware, Rhode Island, Ap-

palachian State, UMass, Furman, West
Carolina and Louisiana Tech.

After two straight 3-8 seasons, quality

footballis back at UMass. The Minutemen
face a tough Harvard team (47-17 winners

over Columbia last week) in Cambridge
on Saturday.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS:
Freshman quarterback Dave Palazzi was
named Yankee Conference and ECAC
Rookie-of-the-Week. Freshman inside

linebacker John McKeown was named to

the weekly ECAC All-Star team for the se-

cond consecutive week. In national defen-

sive standings, the Minutemen are 12th

against the rush (72.6 yards-per-game),

13th in scoring defense (10.1 points-per-

game) and 20th in total defense (264

yards-per-game).

The Minutemen are averaging 12,866

fans over two hame games. The Boston

Globe interviewed head coach Bob StuU
for a Friday feature story. UMass has

played Harvard 17 times, all at Harvard.

The Crimson hold a 10-6-1 series lead, but

only a 7-6-1 edge in the last 14 meetings.

Holy Cross Coach Rick Carter on

UMass' defense: They are very strong,

they come up to the ball well. We couldn't

get the ball in or come up with the big

play. They have a very good team now.

UMass beat Harvard 21-7 in 1983 (the

last meeting between the two teams). The
Minutemen, one of tawo teams to beat

Harvard that season, scored three first

quarter touchdowns, one on a Frank Fay
run, another on a Jim-to-Bob Simeone
touchdown pass and the third on a Rod
Turre-interception return. . .12,000 are

expected for Saturday's game. . former

UMass player Mike McEvilly works for

the Holy Cross radio network.

Correction
The weekly University of Massachusetts

football luncheon will be held today at

Justin Ryan's not Tuesday as originally

reported in the Collegian. The lunch is at

noon and will feature coach Bob Stull. Ad-

mission is $4.

Sports at a glance

UMass schedule:
Today:

Men's Soccer: Providence College, Boyden

Field, 3 p.m.

Football Lunch: at Justin Ryan's, noon,

$4.
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Evacuation possible

as hurricane nears
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

A decision will be made this morning
whether to evacuate the University of

Massachusetts campus today as Hurricane
Gloria hovers ominously near the Eastern
seaboard.

National Weather Service forecasters

said Gloria, packing winds of up to nearly

150 mph, could reach southern New
England tomorrow.
While resident assistants contacted in

the Orchard Hill and Central residential

areas last night had no knowledge of the

evacuation, callers informed the Collegian

and WMUA radio of the possible evacua-

tion plan. The students, who had been pre-

sent at or gotten word of a housing staff

meeting in the Dwight-Johnson-Leach
cluster in the Northeast Residential Area,
said the Decision would be made by noon
today.

If the evacuation occurs, area busses will

be rented by the school to send students to

their homes across the state.

At a meeting yesterday afternoon attend-

ed by representatives from every building

and department on campus, Operations

Director for the Physical Plant, Peter Woz-
niak, outlined a possible plan of action

should the hurricane strike. The plans are

preliminai\v precaution, and are contingent

upon severe weather. A final decision may
be reached later today.

"There is a strong possibility Gloria will

hit," Wozniak said. If power is lost the top

priorities will be the Physical Plant and the

University of Health Center, he said. Ex
cess coal will be delivered to maintain

steam levels at the power plant. Heat
damage may occur during a power loss

because steam vents will be turned on, he
said.

If the University lost power, it would also

lose air-conditioning. "Consider how this

will affect research," Wozniak said, citiiig

chemicals which could react at room
temperatures.

Building elevators, with the exception of

the Southwest towers. Graduate Research
Center and the Tower Library, may be shut

off today to prevent the possibility of so-

meone getting stuck.

Wozniak said it was possible that en-

trances to low-lying building and building

frequently flooded will be sandbagged.
Thomas McGuire, head meterologist for

the National Weather Service in Boston,

suggests that people stay tuned to a televi-

sion or radio.

In an Associated Press report, McGuire
said that Gloria was tracing the route of

the "Great Hurricane" that bashed New
England on Sept. 21 1938, killing 600 hun-
dred people and leaving $500 million in

damage in its wake.
"It's certainly a very powerful .storm,"

McGuire said of Gloria. "This things is

coming here already with a track record of

holding together for thousands of miles."

McGuire said that forecasters like to give

residents 36 hours to plan for a hurricane,

but that may not be po.ssible with Gloria

because it is moving so fast.

"This is a powerhouse of a storm" he said.

If a hurricane warning is announced,

Gloria is expected in the area within 24

hours.

( .ilU'irii'n ph.. I.. I.> M:iri;i Hull

Three of the top selling magazines on campus and at schools across the

nation.

Cosmo ranked first at universities
CoHmopnlitian is the most popular

magazine at the University of

Massachusetts and across the nation's

universities, said the manager of the

LIniversity Store.

According the The Chronicle of Higher
Education, the best-.selling magazines in

collfgo bookstores are: 1. CustnopnUtan. 2.

Pviiph'. y. Gtanuiur, 4. Vogui: 6. Nrir.stvevk,

7. Pi'nthnuse. 8. Time. 9. Gentleman's

Qiuirtrrly. 10. Madmoisclle.

The list from the University Story differs

slightly; Cosmapnlitian is still the first

followed by: 2. Madnioisrllv. 3. Glamour. 4.

(U-nlli'man's Quartrrly. 5. Vnguc, 6. Harper's

Bazaar, 7. Sevrnfrrn. 8. Tinu\ 9. Sports il-

lustrated. 10. .\,-usiii-rh and I\'opU' sell

I'tjually well, '\Vi lit ill (iij v"uiiiiiiiMg>.

manager of the I'liixrisitN .Store said.

"("(imputiT iiiaKSt/.im's liavf jusi

skyrocketed, but they haven't hit the top

10 yet," Cunimings said. "There is more in

teresl n fitness magazines, body building

types."

"The most popular magazines are
fashion, but that has never changed since

the beginning of the magazine business,"

he said.

Students also buy magazines for sup-

plemental learning. Business Week is read
rri'(|iR'ntly by thosf in the school of

iiianagenu'nt, said Cunimings.
Possibly becau.sf of the attempts by

women's groups last semrster to ban what
they considered to be pornography on cam
pus last semester. "Playboy is old hat,"

("ummings said in n'sponsc tn the (Mironi-

clr of p]di.ifat i.'ir, pull.

•Icanfttf 'or^i

Sludt'iits arrosU'd in ("h\le. V'f

Wcnu-n's support ^nnip aims tor posiiive solutions pl'

•7 thn^k the Amrr>rnn f>'nf>lr nrrfed uf> u;th \]r<'<:rfhy>sm and irdi ,..t he

,„,.,•, .fithusiashr ahnut \>,> Mr( 'n rlhuisin

I I'l iiii 1 1)1 1

1

•A f mii's^inr Sa unit I Hineies

Cdlleiinan photo by Mana Bull

FINISHING UP EARLY — Amherst College women's crew team
calls it a day at 8 a.m. after practice at the Connecticut River yesterday.

"We are looking for misinformation in the classroom,

whether it's comingfram the, left, right, or center. It just so hap-

pens to be that all our information is that the. threat is coming

from- the left.*'

—Les Csorba III, executive director ofAccuracy in Academia

UMass targeted by group
requiring outside ''observers''
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Accuracy in Academia, a conservative

group formed by the Washington-based
Accuracy in Media, has targeted the

University of Ma.ssachu.setts as one of the

colleges requiring monitoring by .students

or outside "ob.servers."

This con.servative organization was

formed to "combat the dissemination of

misinformation" in colleges and univer-

sities across the country. Les Csorba 111,

the executive director of Accuracy in

Academia, said the group is not trying to

perpetuate a conservative ideology.

"We are looking for misinformation in

the classroom, whether it's coming from

the left, right or center It just so happens

to be that all our information is that the

threat is coming from the left," Csorba

said.

Csorba siad there is a "tremendous anti

America bias on campuses." He is asking

students in cla.ssro(»ms to record pro

fcssors' statenu'iil'^ and :sfnd thcni to AlA,

which will detcrnunr tlicir rorrcctness.

and the profes.sors will then he asked to

acknbnwlcdgc alleged errdrs It tlwv don't,

the statetnent^ will he piihlished m a mun
1 lily newlettet A(nudin^ td t he A- - "i i.i

t ion of riii\e|-^i| \ ri-.)te>- '
'
' '

espeiialK' i-iii iiiii aj;,)ii^ 'ri,. ..i,,,!

particuhirK --enMir cili/en-. i" < ntoli n\

(,,(irsi'S U! • Mil I t<i I r\i ,1 • Vdiuille. I

auditors for AIA.
Csorba said his group has recieved a lot

of letters about UMass. "More than most
.schools. Apparently, from what we've
heard, the economics department doesn't

always provide a balanced view."

UMass economics Profes.sor Samuel
Bowles, according to Csorba, is a example
of "someone who may use his position to

promote an ideology. He's a Marxist."
Csorba said Bowles is the leader of a
"radical teaching group" that's making a
"major effort" to push radical economics
at UMa.ss
Bowles said he believes AIA's desire to

"infiltrate the University classroom is an
attempt at thought control by the right

but it will fail becau.se most people in the
University, students, faculty, and others
aren;.t interested in joining their attack on
acadeniic freedom

'

"The judgement of who is competent to

teach is made by scholars in one's field."

Bowles said. "The judgement is often im
perfect hut it is a far better .system than
turning ove-r the classroom U< politicilK

motivated selCst yl^-i! ._:ii,iti!i,uv^ oC ac

t'uracv' I u oil Id hr mtcM -,i i-l m Mr ( >or

ba's \ lew (if fcononiit'- hill i don't fee! he's

(piahfu'd In ][](\i'f wlu'ttier shal I teach is

.ii'f n I at (• ' ii IV it

Houic- rotiiludoii, "I think the
.\nicn'-,in people ,n> d .1 .i. with MrCar
t h\ I'-in .mil -A ill n.'l I' ' ntfiusiast u'

.ih.iiit N. o \! r II ' ti\ -.;n.
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WORLDANDNATIONALNEWS
Ku Klux Klan members
charged with violations
WASHINGTON (AP) - Culminating a

two-year investigation, the Justice Depart-

ment announced yesterday the indictment

of nine Ku Klux Klan members on charges

they conspired to violate the rights of

blacks and whites who were living or

socializing together.

The indictment, stemming from an in-

vestigation of racial violence in North

Carolina duringf 1982, also charged the

nine defendants with committing perjury

before a federal grand jury by denying any

knowledge or involvement in a series of

cross burnings.

"While I cannot comment on this indict-

ment pending trial, I want to emphasize

that the Department of Justice...gives high

prioritdy to investigating every allegation

of racial violence, whether Klan-relat«d or

not," said Assistant Attorney General

William Bradford Reynolds.

In a statement, Reynolds said, "We will

seek indictments in every case where credi-

ble evidence is developed and suspects

identified." Since 1979, he said, the depart-

ment has prosecuted more than 150 people,

including at least 84 KKK members, in

racial violence cases.

The 20-count indictment, charging acts

of violence in Alexander and Iredall coun-

ties, N.C., actually was returned by a

federal grand jury in Asheville, N.C., on

Tuesday. But the document remained seal-

ed until yesterday, when federal agents

began making arrests, the department

said.

Among those indicted were Jerry

Douglas Suits, identified as the titan, or

leader, of the Wight Knights of the Ku
Klux Klan in Iredall County; and his wife,

Mary Vestal Suits, said to be queen kleagle,

or leader, of the women's unit of the Klan.

Environmental effects to be studied

on GWEN tower coming to Barre
BARRE (AP) - An en-

vironmental impact study

on a low-frequency
emergency broadcast tower

in the Air Force is consider-

ing building near the Barre
Falls Dam is expected to be
completed in a week, accor-
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Yesterday's Collegian story on the gay rights bill in-

correctly reported the vote of State Rep. Carmen Buell,

D-Greenfield. Rep. Buell voted yes on the bill.

The photo of the Guardians Angels in yesterday's Col-

legian was taken by Maria Bull^

ding to Air Force officials.

Air Force officials were
closely questioned about the

effect the installation could

have on the Quabbin Reser-

voir at a public hearing here

Tuesday night attended by
more than 200 residents.

The Air Force had
originally sought to build

the tower on a cow pasture

in Amherst, but beg^n stu-

dying the Barre site after

encountering stiff opposi-

tion from local officials and
peace groups in the college

town.

Free,
Get HP's new $49*
software module
when you buy an
HP-41.
A deal that has no equal, for a

calculator that has no equal.

The HP-41 Advantage holds the

most popular engineering, math
and firiancial programs ever

itten for the HP-41. Plus:

12K bytes of ROM
user-accessible subrouhnes
it's menu driven

Just what it takes to help
make the grade in eveiy-
thing from Linear Algebra
to Pnysics to Electrical

Engineering Fundamen-
tals to Statics and
Dynanucs.

Get the calculator engi-
neersprefer. And get

the HP-41 Advantage at

the price you prefer.

er ends 11-15-85.

U.S. iMt pnc«

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

Thursday, September 26, 1985 c

AF Lasorphot"

FIFTY-ONE HIGH SCHOOLERS ARRESTED — Riot police arrest

one of a number of students who seized a public school in Santiago,

Chile. The students were demanding the right to elect their own stu-

dent leaders.

AVANTI PIZZA
BRINGS YOU TO

HA\A/AII.'

A week FOR TWO at beautiful Waikiki Beach in

January. Includes roundtrip airfare, flower lei

greeting, roundtrip transfers, baggage handling, 7

nights' hotel accomodations, and much more'"

How to participate: Complete the entry form at-

tached to your AVANTI PIZZA box. Return it with a

driver or bring it Into our store (9 E. Pleasant Street

next to the Pub).

Contest begins Wednesday, September 25, 1985.

Official drawing on Tuesday, October 29, 1985. Par-

ticipate as often as you like. Winner will be announc-
ed In local papers. (Eligibility: limited to Amherst area

residents and students.)
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STEPPING UP TO THE NEWS — Kurt Gross, a senior HRTA major,
catches up on some news yesterday on the steps of the Campus Center.

"Saturday night specials"

least desired by criminals
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

Street criminals are more likely to use
large, well made guns instead of the
smaller "Saturday night specials," accor-
ding to a study done by a University of
Massachusetts Sociology Professor for the
U.S. Justice Department.
The study, authored by James D. Wright,

entitled The Armed Criminal in America:
A Survey ofIncarcerated Felons, was releas-

ed yesterday by the National Institute of
Justice, the principle branch of the U.S.
Justice Department, in Washington D.C.
"The report stresses the descriptive inten-

tions of armed crime, it doesn't contain any
theory and it doesn't test gun control,"

Wright said.

"The research began by sending out 75
page surveys to criminals who've commit-
ted felonies. There were 1,874 respondents
all of whom were males in prisons
throughour 10 states in the country," said
Wright.

As a "comparison group," 40 percent of
those surveyed were classified as "unarm-
ed criminals," or men who had never com-
mitted any crime while armed with a
weapon, Wright said.

The first finding of the research was that
five out of six guns obtained by criminals
are by "off the record transactions."

"Criminals rarely use customary retail

channels to obtain handguns," Wright said.

"An emmence number of firearms are

stolen, then aquired by the criminal
through swaps and trades, cash purchasing
and other off-the-wall forms of transaction.

In the survey, an estimated 40 to 70 per-

cent of hand guns used in crimes were
stolen bv either the user or thorough other

channels.

According to a brief write up of the report

by Wright, "35-50 miiliun.s handguns cur
rently possessed by legitimate private
owners represent a potentially rich source
for criminal handgun acquisition."
Therefore if a gun control policy was to be
installed the issue of firearm theft would
need to be addressed."

The most surprising findings that the
report had to offer, according to Wright, was
the fact that smaller handguns or "Satur-
day night specials" were preferred less by
more serious criminals.

"Approximately 1/3 to 1/2 of the guns con-

fiscated by police are the so called "Satur-
day night specials," meaning the rest of the
guns are larger, well made guns," said
Wright, "serious criminals prefer serious
equipment."

Another finding in the study was that
most of the men who were carrying guns
did so for their own protection and actual-
ly had no intention of committing a crime.
Wright said "many of these men live on

the street. The best way for them to feel safe

is by carrying a firearm. About 60 percent
of guns were obtained for the purpose of self

protection."

The report also noted that "about two-

fifths of the sample had at some time in

their careers encountered an armed victim,

and an equal percentage had decided not
to commit a crime because they suspected
their victim was armed."
The proposal for the report was submit-

ted by Wright and his collegues to the Na-
tional Institute of Justice in 1981. "After
funding of $387,000 was granted to us,

work on the project really got under way
in 1982," Wright said.

Blue Wall converted into the Campus coffee house
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Because alcohol cannot be served on cam-
pus, the Blue Wall has been renamed the

Campus Center Coffee House, its kegs of

beer have been replaced by coffee makers
and the longest bar in the east coast now
holds trays of baked goods.

The idea of converting the Blue Wall in-

to a coffee house was made three years ago,

according to Alex Zucker, the chairman of

the Board of Governors. "With the rise of

the legal Drinking age (from 20 to 21) there

were not enough (legally aged) among the

population to warrant three bars on Cam-
pus," he said.

Because the Blue Wall had been losing

money in recent years, it was the logical

choice to be shut down, said Zucker. After

making a profit of $13 thousand in 1983,

it lost $30 thousand in 1984 and $37 thou-

sand in 1985, he said.

William D. Ellmore, the Campus Center
Beverage Manager, disagrees with Zucker
over the reason for the conversion. "The
decision was made when the campus shut

out alcohol," he said. "The rise in the legal

drinking age had more to do with it than
the loss of revenue."

Since the Coffee House opened at the
start of the semester, busines has not been
tremendous, according to Ellmore. "It has
been slow but it has been growing steady
each night. People are starting to know
where and what we are as a facility."

Competition from the Hatch for coffee-

drinkers customers on campus does not
worry Ellmore. The coffee in the Hatch is

not comparable with what the Coffee House
has to offer, said Ellmore. "We offer

gourmet coffee blends, freshly ground in

front of the customer," he said. In addition,

expresso and cuppucino are also available.

"The people who have come in have enjoyed
our products, and I have seen many of them
return."

The Coffee House is open Tuesday
through Sunday, from 4 p.m. to 11, and
entertainment is available such as a com-
edy night on Tuesdays and free movies on
Wednesdays. "We are also trying to get live

Coffee House entertainment for Friday
nights, such as singles, duets, and easy
listening type of Music entertainment," he
said.

('olleifiati [ihold liy Maria Bull

Only three students — two shown here - attended last night's free

showing of a Goldie Hawn movie in the Campus Center Coffee House.

Patronage has been low since the facility, once the Blue Wall cafeteria

and bar, stopped serving alcohol.

Local women rap sexism and religion
By LISA DIMEO
Collegian Correspondent

Some local women in the church community hope to

change the traditional sexism now holding them back from
gaining more integral religious positions.

A report by the National Council of Bishops released

last week acknowledged that the Catholic Church of the

United States needs to affirm the rights of women by ad-

dressing birth control and sexual issues and make posi-

tions of authority more accessible to them. In November
the organization will hold a conference addressing these

issues.

According to some church women, discrimination

against women exists in many religions but is most per-

vasive in the Roman Catholic Church where women are

denied the right to be ordained into priesthood.

"There is no scriptual reason why women can't be or-

dained," Said Sister Mildred Marengo of the Newman
Center. Marengo explained that contrary' to popular

belief, she finds the reasons for the women's lack of

leadership lies "predominantly in tradition."

According to Marengo, sensitivity to the issue is more

open today and because women recognize women as

legitimate leaders in the church, it is likely progress can be

made.
"Women represent better than half the church," she

said, adding that as long as women "challenge and ques-

tion" their role in the church, "(she) thinks their voice will

be heard."

Marengo acknowledged that other religions are further

advanced than the Catholic Church interms of the number
of hierarchal positions that women have filled. But
because the Catholic Church is "more entrenched" in

tradition, progress has been slower.

Rev. Esther Hargis, a Baptist minister and member of

the Unit«d Christian Foundation critisizes organized
religion for not being supportive of women who wish to

achieve positions in the church hierarchy.

"A mistake the church made is to limit the ministry to

men. The ministry needs a balance of men and women,"
she said.

Hargis points out women have made key contributions

to the church which should be recognized, saying they br-

ing a different perspective to the church.

Theological interpretation and sexism have both been
factors which have led to the limiting roles of women in

organized religion, said Hargis.

"The church interprets some segments of scripture as

though women can't be leaders, but the heart of scripture

doesn't really limit women," she said. "Also, since our
society is dominated by nten, sexism still plays a big part."

The National Conference of Catholic Bishops will con-

tinue to assure that women will be given a greater role in

the church, according to the Rev. Joseph Quigley at the

University of Massachusetts.

However, Quigley did note that Pope John Paul II gives

no indication that women will be ordained during his pon-

t i f i c a t i o n .

UMass student senate

hopes to complete agenda
The University of Massacusetts Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate, which did not meet last night because of

Yom Kippur, hopes to complete its agenda by spending
less time on new busine.ss tonight.

Senate Speaker John Ruddock said because of "ex-

cessive and redundant debate" among senators in the last

two .senate meeting.s, business has not been completed.

"Although the senate is a deliberative assembly, many
people have used the senate as a platform to promote
their own agenda," Ruddock said. "I'd like to get through
the entire agenda."

Motions including the length of terms of senate officers

and the* removal of affirmative action and .student coor-

dinator from the coordinating committee have not been
reviewed because of this "excessive debate."

A special presentation on the Rape Tbsk Force will be
presented at the start of tonight's meeting. It is presented

by the Department of Public Safety, Health Services and
the Everywomen's Center. Information about available

services,procedures and an exploration of the larger

issues of rape will be di.scussed.

"The best thing about this workshop is that is gets im-

pf)rtant information out," said Christine Alibrandi, a stu-

dent coordinator for the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy. "Men have to take responsibili-

ty to educate other men," she added.

By JOEL P COFFIDIS
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NOTICE!

Ask most beer drinkers and they'll likely agree:

nothing tastes better than beer from a keg.

Ever since the days young men delivered bucket-

frils to your door, keg beer has always been fresher.

That's because it isn't cooked to preserve it like most
bottled and canned beers.

Well, now we've found a way to deliver the same
fresh draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-

filtered instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was
drawn straight from the keg.

Plank Road Original Draught. Df ANIf DnATl
Original Draught

Keg beer in a bottle.

©!*) Miller Brewing Co MilwaiiU-eW I

WORLDANDNATIONALNEWS
Suspects in bombing
PARIS (AP) — Prime Minister Laurent Fabius yester-

day blamed former Defense Minister Charles Hernu and
the former secret service chief for the bombing of a

Greenpeace ship Rainbow Warrior.

Fabius said it was difficult to determine who specifical-

ly gave the order to sink the ship July 10 at its berth in

Auckland, New Zealand, because "there was no written

order." He said he questioned Hernu and secret service

chief Adm. Pierre Lacoste yesterday afternoon.

"My conviction is that both of them acted under the im-

pulse of their own idea of what was in the interest of our
country," he said. "My conviction is that it is at their level

where the responsibility lies."

Lacoste was fired last week for refusing to answer ques-

tions about the sinking, and Hernu, who ha ultimate

responsibilty for the secret service, resigned.

Speaking during his weekly television appearance,

Fabius said, "In a democracy like ours, the responsibility

for this kind of decision is borne by the civilian authorities

— that is to say the minister Hernu."
Some news reports have said military subordinates car-

ried out the attack either because they misinterpreted

orders or because some right-wing elements in the army
wanted to emba-rass the Socialist government.
The Rainbow Warrior was preparing to lead a protest

flotilla to France's South Pacific testing grounds for

nuclear weapons.
One theory holds that Hernu gave an oral order to

Lacoste to "take care of the Greenpeace protest, and
Lacoste interpreted it as an instruction to sink the ship.

A Greenpeace photographer was killed in the bombing.
Earlier yesterday, the government named army chief of

staff Gen. Rene Imbot to replace Lacoste as head of the

General Directorate for External Security, France's secret

service.

The Cabinet ordered Imbot, 60, a Foreign Legion veteran

to clean up the agency and report fully on its role in the

bombing.

DEFYING THE BOYCOTT — A group of women line up to vote in India's terrorist

plagued Punjab state despite calls by sikg militants for a boycott. State election officials

said the turnout was between 55 and 60 percent. w i^s^rphnt.

Among those people exposed to AIDS virus

confidentiality is becoming a growing concern

Al' Lassrphiitn

FRATERNITY FIRE — Barry Hinckley waits outside the Chi Psi

fraternity in Boulder, Colorado after the first floor was gutted by an

early morning arson Tuesday. Five students were hospitalized with

mild smoke inhalation.

(AP) — Somewhere, their

names are on a list. For the

hundreds of thousands of

people who have been expos-

ed to the AIDS virus but

may never develop the
disease, confidentiality is

becoming a growing
concern.

"I don't have to point out

the implications ifyou label

somebody as having had an

AIDS-positive test," said Dr.

Mabel Stevenson, director of

the Red Cross blood bank in

West Virginia. "You can

guess what the reaction of

the public will be."

It starts with a frighten-

ing letter from a local blood

band, notifying a donor that

routine screening discovered

exposure to the virus that

causes the deadly disease.

The national Centers for

Disease Control estimate

that 500,000 to 1 million

people fall into this

category, but only 5 percent

to 20 percent will actually

contract the disease.

The stigma surrounding

AIDS can hurl the lives of

even the healthy into chaos

if their exposure to the virus

becomes known. What if

their employers find out?

What if the information is

made public?

Keeping the names of

AIDS victims and those who
gave been exposed to the

virus secret is a major con-

cern of blood bank.s and
state health departments.

Hopes for movement '

of remaining hostages

A roving church diplomat, credited with a key role in the

freeing of Rev. Benjamin Weir after 16 months in captivi-

ty in Lebanon, is appealing to the captors for a meeting

about their other six American hostages.

"The situation is not deadlocked," says Terry Waite, a

special envoy of the Archbishop of Canterbury. "There is

room for movement. We believe there are ways of loosen-

ing the situation."

Waite, 46, a tall, astutely articulate Englishman and

veteran church negotiator, was assigned to the case a year

ago by the Most Rev. Robert Runcie, spiritual leader of

the world-wide Anglican Communion.

>»#<»»#»»a#»»##»#»»**»»»**#*»*»**»*»*»»*»*#***»*»*#*»**»»»*********»*»»*>**»**^

Justin Ryan's Thursday Nite

all new: sound and lights

positive i.d. required

m^w
NOW SERVING ALCOHOL

BE PART OF THE TRADITION

UMASSSKI CLUB
INFO and SIGN-UP

MEETINGS
Wed. Sept 25 - 7 pm

S.W. Hamden-Southside

Thu. Sept. 26 - 4 pm CC Rm 165

SKIERS WHO TAKE FUN SERIOUSLY. . .

frirtrnfffrrrffrrrrf i rr
««.«««««««« i^
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THE SOUND COMPANY HAS
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES

FISHER DUALCASSEHE

AM/FM STEREO MUSIC SYSTEM

SAVE $80

An AM/FM stereo receiver teams

with a dual Dolby * cassette deck

and semi-automatic turntable. Plus,

there's a built-in 5-band graphic ^ -^^^
equalizer and a pair of full range ^ v%C|
speakers to complete this outstand- |WW
ing value.

Panasonic DUAL CASSEHE

PORTABLE STEREO SYSTEM

SAVE *70

8

SCCyVT 25 watt AM /

FM STEREO RECEIVER
3 Year parts & tabor warantee, solid

state, analog tuning, handles two

sets of speakers 79
SAVE $80

Listen to your favorite music at home
or on-the-go AM/FM receiver double

cassette section, which permits you to

dub your own cassettes! Detachable 2-

way speakers connections for turnta-

ble. And you can custom-tailor the

sound with the built-in 5-band graphic

equalizer.

169"

Teclinics Programmable

Compact Disc Player

15 step random access progrann-

mlng of selctions, triple laser,

comapct size: repeats single

track, entire disc; motor driven

front loading, digital readout;

super decoding for trouble free

play of any disc; LED indicators

for pause and play, our best value

SAVE $100

10% off Melitta Coffee Pots with this coupon
must bring in this ad, expires 9/30

Joan of Arc
Brie

$3.99

Italian

Roast
$5.79

79 Main Street, across from Plumbleys

Imported Cheeses Coffee Beans
Bulk Tea Fresh Pasta

Delicious Giant Cookies and other Baked Goods
Gourmet Groceries

Daily until 6; Saturday until 5; Sundays 9-1

21999

SAVE $30

Panasonic spieceAM/FM
Stereo Cassette Recorder

8999

SAVE $30

4 speaker system for great sound,
detachable speakers, works on
batteries or AC; inputs for op-
timal turnttible

is%^ ^^A
TZ^'Z

FISHER ^olby Double

High Speed Dubbing Cassette

Record your own cassettes with this dual cas-

sette decic! Make a cassette for your car ste-

reo, personal stereo. Dolby * Noise Reduction
99t

XeclmicS Beit Turntable

with Magnetic Cartridge

^^^SAVE $60^^H
^^^P tk '^

1 ££-...„»....... I'MUm . . I.— - -.^MiMMII.B^^^|

^ ^i—i:^_~-.ie^^HJBi-

Panasonic ^m/fm ste.

Radio Casette Recorder
Ultra compact, ambience sound
surrounds you with great sound,
AC or battery operations, soft

touch controls

99

SAVE $100

Xeclmics 35 watt
AM/FM Stereo Receiver

36 watts per channel - new black
color, flywheel FM tuning, main
and/or remote speaker selection,

fantastic sound a fantastic value
11999

Fully automatic belt drive turn-

table, pitch control, deluxe
magnetic cartridge factory in-

stalled, complete with dust

cover.

99

Walking Stereo

Cassette

Tape Player

SAVE $14.00

Teclmics DoitjY B/c dbx" ibie CassetteHigh Speed Doul
3 noise reductions - Dolby B/C h
DBX, high speed dubbing, auto
tape select, sequential play for 2
uninterrupted playback of tapes.

219. 99

Maxell

UDXUI-C90

SHOES
THAT LOOK
GOOD IN

ANY GEAR.

Tan
Blue

Burgundy

SHOE STORC

The Village Common, Amherst

19. 00

AKAI Semi Automatic

DIRECT DRIVE TURNTABLE

AM/FM STEREO

RADIO & CASSETTE

TAPE PLAYER

SAVE $20

39. 99

$1.79
Limit 5

li

AVID
BEST BUY"
BOOKSHELF
SPEAKERS
SAVE $70

99 ea.

1 00 WATT
SWING ARM

'To ^yalMte^ buyers with appreve^ wm.
SINCE 1961

he SoundCompan
SPRIMFIELO

Boston Rd. MsrthsM't Ptsia
7l2-70t2

M-F til • P.M.

SPIII16FIELD

477 Sumn«r Avs (at lh« X)

7M-3tn
Thurs. k Fri. Till f P.M.

CHICOPEE
FairfMid Mall nMr CaMora

M9-S330
an. ttirv Sat TM f:90 PJl., %m. 1^t fJl.

AMNEitT
Ml N. Waaaawl St.

2S«-«744
M-W 'tU SJO. TMF tM • FJH

Reg. 1
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Proposed graduate program
considered in neuroscience
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

A proposed graduate program in neuros-
cience and behavior will become the third

such program at public universities in the
northeast if it is passed by the Board of

Regents this year.

Staffed by members of five departments
at the University of Massachusetts, the

program will probably begin training 12
students next semester, said Vincent
Dethier, chairman of the program and pro-

fessor of zoology.

"The neuroscience and behavior pro-

gram's curriculum is built entirely out of

existing courses," said Katherine Fite, pro-

fessor of psychology. "And the faculty will

retain affiliation with their original depart-

ment."
Of the 23 professors who will participate

in the doctorate program, 13 are from the
psychology department. Professors from
the departments of zoology, computer and
information sciences (COINS),
biochemistry and microbiology will also

staff the program.
"We will begin this fall as an experimen-

tal program before all final approval," Fite

said. The program has already been ap-

proved by the board of trustees.

Funding hasnot been requested by the
program's sponsors but Fite said the facul-

ty mvolved in the program hope that they
will be considered for additional faculty in

the future.

"Everything to do with human perfor-

mance and intelligence relates ultimately
to the nervous system," said Dethier. The
neuroscience and behavior program will be
involved in nervous system research and
will also use computers to study artifical

intelligence.

There has already been a number of in-

quiries about applying to the program but
Dethier said the criteria for admittance has
not been set. He said the number of
students who will participate in the pro-

gram will depend on how much financial

assistance and teaching assistant position

can be provided.

"We hope to apply for training grants in

the future to support students in the pro-

gram," Fite said.

Currently there are 39 programs in the
country which offer doctorate degree in

neuroscience and behavior. One of the ma-
jor goals of having such a program accor-

ding to the proposal, is to attract graduate
students and high quality faculty to the
University.

Staffs long distance phone calls

reviewed to ensure accountability
By JIM PATRIQUIN
Collegian Correspondent
The Rents and Fees Committee of the

Student Government As.sociation began
reviewing records of long-distance phone
calls made by the professional staff of the
Student Activities Office Sept. 18.

Joe Sparks, co-chair of the Rents and Fees
Committee, said the reviewing of the phone
records is part of an effort "to ensure ac-

countability in all the trust funds paid for

by students."

Student Activities Office Director Randy
Donant said, "I don't know what he's look-

ing for. We're within our budget; I don't go
over everyone's phone calls.

"As far as I'm concerned, there have been
no improprieties with phone use," Donant
said.

On June 25, Sparks requested of Donant
the date, time, cost and de.stination ofeach

call, along with the name of the caller from

June 1 to the present.

Donant formally acknowledged Spark's
request but .said he would not release the

records until UMass Attorney Sid Meyers
verified the legal propriety of Sparks'

request.

After unsuccessful verbal inquiries to Do-

nant, Sparks requested that Chancellor
Joseph Duffey make sure he received the

records.

Sparks then appealed a inaction of Do-
nant to reveal the records to the supervisor

of public records to the office of the
secretary of state.

Donant then notified Sparks the date,

time, cost and geographic destination of

each call along with the name of the caller

would be released once the expenses of pro-

viding them was paid.

Donant intended to release the destina-

tions of the phone calls and not the actual

phone numbers.
In a letter to Myers, the supervisor oi

public records said, "Public records, or any
ci<nHn\u'<i I'B page (f

red, white, blue, ivory

TONIGHT
Thursday Sept. 26th

THE
STOMPERS

Only $6.00 at the door

The big sound, on the big stage,

at the biggest dance club for miles 8- miles

I

Friday Sept. 27th
Enter the Vinyl Vortex

with

D.J. MARK STONEHAIVI

I

Saturday Sept. 28th
He's a carnlverous five fingered platter-pusher

D.J. ANDREW WOLF
from KISS 108 F.M. Boston

Tuesday, Oct. 1st

D.J. TONY KORD
Wednesday, Oct. 2nd
Oldies, Newies, Rock. Pop,

Anything You Want

D.J. KENNY the WHALE

1

J

A Store-fuH of Ideas

Downtown An^hcrtt/Daily 10 - 6. Sun. 13 -S

CUT OUT AND BRING ALONG THIS
AD EITHER WEEKEND NIGHT

FOR FREE ADMISSION BEFORE 9:30

fifflli VtlfJ UmtMNU II 4ini4l771
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Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Sun. - Wed. 4 pm to 2 am

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 4 pm to 3 am

ROVAC CRAME
ORIENTAC

360 College St., Amherst (Route 9)

Mon-Sun 10-8 253-5658NOW OPElSr
with a large variety of

AUTHENTIC ORIENTAL
• Produce • Sauces 8 Spices • Noodles • Frozen S Canned Goods
• Cooking Implements S Supplies • Homemade takeout food

The best prices 6 largest inventory outside of Boston or NY.

^^^%^^tfe

FALL

BOWLING "SPECIAL"
Sundays 9 am to 2 pm

Bowling 99^ a game

("ollcpan phiitii !,v Dirck K.iUr,.-

A PLUM OF A BUY — Carol Venezia, biochemistry major, and Wendy
McAfee, engineering major, buy fruit at Glen Hawthorne's farmstand
on North Pleasant Street yesterday.

JEWELRY SALE
ON

CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE

rentAnreck

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst^ 549-2880

FOR THE
PRICE OF

HAIRCUTS
STYLES BY
DEBORAH
call 549-5610
expires 9/30/86

new customers only

Rock
and roU

with Arts!

m^im ^'^^"^^m ^^^^^^
WHERE DO MODELS BEGIN?

Modeling
Career

Concepts

Modallng

Conaultantt

x;
A long established consulting firm run by

professional models.

Phone for an Individual Gr personal
consultation appointment.

MODELING CAREER CONCEPTS
176 Newbury St. Boston 262-4681

FASHION
EARRINGS

$2.00 PER PAIR

J$5a00 THREE PAIR§

EARRINGS
SPECIAL

Reg. $6.00 Per Pair

$10.00 Two Pairs

NOW $4.00 PER PAIR
V^IO.OO THREE PAIR^

PLUS MANY OTHER
SALE ITEMS

DIRECTLY IN FRONT

OF MUSIC ROOM

AND

BLUE WALL CAFE

Z FREE WITH COUPON 3O .—-...—.^-... ^
^1 BRASS BANGLE [m
o| WITH PURCHASE OF jg
0| $6.00 OR MORE | q
2 I

(retail value $2.00) | x
HI ONE PER CUSTOMER Iq
5 1 WHILE SUPPLIES LAST I

O

UjtoFFERS EXPIRE SEPTZt'C

£ FREE WITH COUPON Z

LAST YEAR 300 STUDENTS DID
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

ON THEIR CAREERS. . .

"The degree of responsiblity and acountability I encountered on my co-op

exceeded my expectations. In short, the job was hard, but fun.
"

"Working for a time in a professional environment was terrific. Now I can

interview with recruiters and feel comfortable.
"

"Cooperative Education can be invaluable. I hope to land another co-op job

in the spring.
"

Deadlines For Spring Co-ops Are Approaching Fast

DAILY INFORMATION SESSIONS
IN THE CAREER CENTER*

Monday, Wednesday 2:30

Tuesday, Thursday 12:00 noon

(•formerly frat/sor park - Orchard Hill bu^_route)

OFFICE FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
University Career Center 545-2224

Support group in Amherst
aims for positive choices
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

Support groups, perhaps by virtue of their

name, are places where people discuss their

problems, learning how to better deal with
what it is infringing on their life. However,
a new support group in Amherst hopes to

make problems women have become "non
problems."

"A lot of people want to play victim

because they think they'll get acknowledge-
ment and support, and they will get that

acknowledgement and support but things
won't change with that attitude. It can on-

ly prevent someone from moving in a

positive direction," said Betty Swain, M.A.-

counseling, facilitator of the group.

According to Swain, the group is an ongo
ing one, "for women wanting to consider

other positive choices. She is interested in

providing women with "the willingness to

get over those things which put up barriers

in our lives" and the realization that the
"definition of power, is the ability to act and
move."

Swain, who once ran a Boston-based sup-

port group called "Wider Opportunities for

Women," said women have many excuses
for why they don't have what they want in

their lives. "Things like lacking self-

confidence is just a reason for not moving.
When you end up really looking at yoiu-self.

you discover you have a lot of reasons."

Though she maintains support as a con-

cept is a very positive thing, Swain said she
hopes her group can ultiuiately Leach

'women to act without such support because,

"some days you're going to wake up and
iVou'll have to do it alone. There is not

always a support group to turn to."

Women find it easy to "play the victim,"

Swain said, because "It's easier to keep bad
experiences than to take risks to find more
positive ones because the known is always
safer than the unknown."
"You can't keep asking yourself 'why

don't I have love or why am I depressed?'

You have to .see yourself at the source of

everything. You have to realize you're stan-

ding at it and your manifesting it."

Swain stresses is is not a position in

business or society which makes one power-

ful but really it's the ability to "move" and
to make individual choices. This kind of

power is what most people want in their

lives, though they may not realize or ver-

balize it, Swain said.

"The first thing you have to do is stop be-

ing a pain and go out there and play," she
said, adding, "Life is really a diamond
mine, and a lot of people think it's only a
pile of dirt."

The g^oup meets at 7-9 p.m. on Tuesdays
at Thornes Market in Northampton and
from 7-9 on Thursday at the Bangs Com-
munity Center in Amherst. There is a $3
charge. All university and community
women are encouraged to attend.

iirphones continuedfrom page!

segiegable portion thereof, are subject to

mandatory disclosure upon request," with
some exemptions. The exemptions in the
case of a municipal phone bills are calls to

unlisted numbers and calls not made at

public expense.

The letter from the supervisor of public

records was instrumental in determining
exactly what is accessible to the public, Do-
nant said.

Currently, Sparks is reviewing the phone

records in the Student Activities Office

with Mark DeNyse, Suzanne Gauger, Aram
Hamparian, H.E. Kelly and Kelly McCor-
mack, who are volunteers from the rents
and fees committee.
"I expected this to take one or two days.

Combatitiveness from Randy Donant stret-

ched it out. It is my suspicion that he has
something to hide," Sparks said.

"If we find any wrongdoing, we'll take it

to the proper authority."
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High cost of intervention

U.S. intervention in Nicaragua is becom-

ing inevitable. The Reagan administration

is foolhardily supporting every hostile Hon-

duras action as justifiable defense. Reagan

believes that Nicaraguan President Daniel

Ortega is part of that infamous "evil em-

pire" that must be wiped off the face of the

earth. He does not realize, or does not care,

that the cost of aggravating world tensions

and the loss of human life, will be too high.

If a war is begun, there will be

sophisticated nuclear, chemical, and con-

ventional weaponry at the disposal of both

countries. Without a twinge of guilt, both

sides will use them. Terrorism, as Daniel

Ortega threatened, might be exported to

the U.S. homeland and many innocent

civilians will die. In Nicaragua, innocent

civilians will be eradicated by the

thousands in order to insure a surrender.

Acres of wild-life that forgotten casualty of

war, will be destroyed and forever lost. The

disadvantages of a war far outweigh the

vague, or non-existent, threat to the securi-

ty of our border.

War would destroy many Americans a

well as Nicaraguans, yet no one says "no"

to Reagan's sable-rattling. Even though

Congress believed that there was no reason

for overthrowing the Sandinista regime and

refused aid to the contras; it quickly revers-

ed its decision when Ortega made an ill-

timed trip to Moscow even though it was

common knowledge that Ortega had com-

munist sympathies.

Reagan's biggest accomplishment during

his years in office has been to build the

military establishment to dizzying heights.

With all this hardware collecting dust in

the Pentagon, something has to be done

Joe Shartrand

Letters
Apathy, radicals, and power
David Valade in his Wednesday column

raised an interesting point This self defin

ed "radical" exposed some very disturbing

policies.

His point concerning "a sense of

powerlessness in our society" showed

peculiar distaste for one person one vote.

Valade's oligarchal argements supercede

any sound feelings of powerlessness. If one's

vote did have great weight then we would

not be considered a democracy.

"The key is to resist" Valade states his

intentions with "somehow we will have

power." I now must ask, Valade and who

else? Moreover how will Valade and his

comrades gj-asp this power? And, perhaps

more importantly, what will Valade do with

this 'power' once he gets (and we all know
that Valade will get it)?

"Only then can we be free" No truer

words have been spoken. In fact until

Valade puts an end to his utterly useless

streams of consciousness theories, we shall

all be prisoners of diseased logic.

Brian Darling
Wm. T. Pyne
Southwest
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Commitment is the key

with it. Fighting communism in our own

back yard is as good a cause as any and

seems to be the one that Reagan will use.

Yet no one says "no" to this craziness.

Ortega has threatened, as politicans will

do, that Nicaragua will not fall to a

capitalist regime. Reagan has countered

that communism must be stopped dead in

its tracks. Both men are a little dangerous

and a little crazy. Both will allow events to

get out of hand and then refuse to give in.

Eventually, this will lead to a war that can-

not be lost no matter what the cost. The

U.S. has already sent in supplies, money,

and advisers and perhaps, as we get more

and more involved, American troops.

Reagan has been drooling at the chance to

invade Nicaragua and unless he hears dif-

ferent from the American public, that's just

what he'll do.

In a national emergency, such as a war

in Nicaragua, there will be a draft. If

money, supplies and advisers fail, Reagan

or maybe some future president, will ship

our sons, brothers, and selves, overseas like

cattle. Our lives would be wasted while the

so-called leaders in both countries thrash

out their differences or refuse to give in.

But, there are two choices that we will

always have in response to this insanity: we

can either quietly be herded to our deaths,

or when Ortega and Reagan declare war,

we finally show some sense and tell them

to settle it among themselves, without our

help.

Joe Shartrand is a UMass student.

As the eyes of UMass and the nation still

focus on events in South Africa, the situa-

tion in Central America continues to

change, in many ways for the worse. The

United States seems to have lost much of

its resolve, for instance, in its policy toward

Nicaragua. It is again time to focus atten-

tion on the most important foreign policy

issue facing America, and to reaffirm our

commitment to bringing freedom and

democracy to the Nicaraguan people.

Our support for the freedom fighters in

Nicaragua is the key to achieving this goal;

such moral, political, and military

assistance is both in the interests of the

people of Nicaragua and in the interests of

the United States. First of all, Nicaraguans

have suffered long enough under a San-

dinista regime which ignores the rights of

its citizens and breaks its promises made
to the Organization of American States

(OAS) in 1979. The rejection of FSLN tac-

tics and policies by the Nicaraguan people

has directly led to a large increase in the

forces of the contras in the last few months.

The Sandinistas took power in 1979 with

the mandate that they establish a

democratic society which would respect in-

dividual freedom. This has not happened.

The Sandinistas have consolidated their

power in Nicaragua, and claim any op-

ponents to be "counter-revolutionary"' The

FSLN has established Sandinista Defense

Committees (CDS), which train neighbors

to spy on each other and report any

"counter-revolutionary" activity to the

government. The FSLN has also seized con-

trol of all media except for La Prensa, which

is subject to heavy government censorship.

The Catholic Church, led by Cardinal

Obanda y Bravo, has been subjected to

numerous attacks led by Sandinista mobs.

Nicaraguan farmers, the gi-oup supposed

to benefit the most from revolutionary

changes, are forced to either join state-run

cooperatives or to sell their harvest to the

Sandinistas at government dictated prices,

far below the price the farmers could obtain

in an open market. As a result, many
farmers and other residents in northern

and eastern Nicaragua are now the most

ardent supporters of the contras, precisely

because of the Sandinistas' anti-

individualistic and anti-free market
actions.

If it is indeed our moral duty to intervene

on the side of anti-apartheid forces in South

Peter Dow

Africa, then it is certainly our duty to assist

the rebels who are fighting a consolidating

totalitarian and expansionist power in

Nicaragua. This view is also held by the

three Central American countries most af-

fected by the Sandinistas' expansionist

policies; Honduras, El Salvador, and Costa

Rica.

On Sept. 4 the foreign ministers of each

country jointly issued a communique

blasting Nicaragua for fermenting much of

the conflict in Central America and

obstructing the Contadora peace efforts

(Nicaragua) has refuesed to discontinue or

apologise for many incursions into Hon-

duran or Costa Rica territory, including the

killing of two Costa Rican Civil Guards in

t he border town of Las Crulitas on May 31.

promises made to the OAS; the Sandinistas

must begin peace talks with opposition

groups to bring peace to the OAS; the San-

dinistas must begin peace talks with op-

position groups to bring peace to the area;

the Sandinista armed forces represent a

threat to regional security (the FSLN has

the largest military in Central America);

and finally that foreign military advisors

(Cubans, Libyans, and Soviets) have ag-

gravated the East-West confrontation in

Central America.

It is obvious that Costa Rica, El Salvador,

and Honduras all realize the grave threat

that Nicaragua presents not only to

themselves but ultimately to the Ignited

States. But why is there so much opposi-

tion to the assistance of groups which pro

mole democratic capitalism and U.S. in-

tercepts? American leftists provide their

answer; to avoid "another Vietnam." Yet

the f)nly true way to avoid another Vietnam

in Nicaragua is to provide aid now to the

contras who are determined to fight their

own war. without U.S. troop assistance. El

Salvador, Costa Rica, and Honduras cer-

tainly realize the true danger that

Nicaragua represent; it is now up to the

U.S. to listen to our Central American allies

and do everything within our power to en-

sure their security, our strategic interests,

and the freedom of the Nicaraguan people

Pi'tcr Dote is a UMoss student.

Pagoda tangible reality
There's a problem with peace in Leveret

t

(not to mention the rest of the world). For-

tunately, to solve the problem in Leverett

requires no knowledge of political science,

foreign diplomacy, or even the Reagan ad-

ministration. All that is needed in Leverett

is commitment and bodies— it's a pretty

simple solution; willing, interested people

would resolve the "peace question" for that

community. You see, some people are

tryinng to realize a dream in Leverett.

North America's first Peace Pagoda is be-

ing constructed there, board-by-board. The
builders, including a Buddhist order and
volunteers, are trying to meet an Oct. 5

deadline for completion, but they need

more help.

Recently, different groups of UMass
students have been participating without

prior knowledge of carpentry or architec-

ture. The commonality among this diverse

gi-oup of volunteers and Buddhist monks,

is their neet to contribute, somehow, to

"peace" in a world seemingly hostile to that

gentle concept. Unlike struggling for a

nuclear freeze, or the elimination of the

draft, or war tax resistance, the Peace

Pagoda represents an immediate and tangi-

ble victory in a violence crazed world. Par

ticipants in the project can actually see and

touch the progress of the pagoda. Perhaps

because the Leverett project is a

Becky Lockwood

materialization of a common spiritual

desire, the Pagoda tran.scends political and
religious afTiliations, attracting people from

all walks of life. In additon to sharing in

and celebrating their "peace" goal,

volunteers al.so share their meals and liv-

ing space. Food and housing is provided, for

an unlimited amount of time, by the Bud-
dhist order to anyone who is volunteering.

The Peace Pagoda is more than just a

beautiful idea however, it is a beautiful

reality. The actualization of what is

generally considered a spirtual concern,

like peace, is an encouraging and a.stoun-

ding achievement. More people are need-

ed though, if the project is to meet its Oct.

5th deadline for completion. Students from

UMass will be working in Leverett this

weekend, so if you're interested in helping,

contact the UMass Peacemakers, fourth

fioor Student Union Building, 5-2789.

Remember, you can make a difference in

the struggle for peace, a concrete difference,

so to speak, by participating in the North
America Peace Pagoda project.

Becky LiK'kwood is a UMass student.

Empowerment in voting
Student empowerment—what's that got

to do with me? Students are in a unique

position since we, the students, are the

reason UMass exists—us—all of us. We ob-

viously have a vested interest in the

University, how it is run, how much it costs

and, how it can serve all of our needs.

UMass Amherst is a great place to be, the

education one can create here is almost

endless. It is truly a special period in our

lives.

One of the major factors that makes

UMass so great is that students here have

significant influence on how the Universi-

ty is run—thus making it more responsive

to student desires, ideas and needs. This

structured influence is what is commonly
referred to as student empowerment.

A few of the unique aspects of our cam-

pus are: entirely student newspapers (such

as the Valley Women's Voice, NVMMO
News and the UMass Daily Collegian, a

Student Government Association ad-

ministered Student Activities Trust

Fund—equivelent to $1.6 million annual-

ly, a student produced and prepared Course

and Tfeacher Evaluation guide, a Legal Ser-

vices Office staffed by four full time at-

torneys to serve student, free of charge,

with the institutionalized ability to sue the

University when and if the need arises (a

right that only six Universities enjoy), a

Campus Center Board of Governors, full

South African divestment, a research and

advocacy agency staffed by students and

professionals (SCERA) entirely student run

businesses such as People's Market and the

UMass Bike Coop, an Everywoman's

Center, and a New Africa House, a free bus

system and much, much more.

Where did all of these great things come

from? Why do students at UMass/Amherst

have comparitively more student empower-

Letters

Roth/Burgess

ment than most other colleges and Univer-

sity's across the state, country, and woi Id?

Because we struggled for it! Very little was

given to us. We organized, we got arrested,

we signed petitions, and, essentially, we
confronted the status-quo. The Legal Ser-

vices Office and the Everywoman's Center

didn't always exist—students struggled

long and hard for such gains.

Student empowerment is not something

to be taken lightly. It is a responsibility

that can be removed—as we saw clearly last

semester when certain administrators at-

tempted to eliminate the Board of

Governors—the only structured student in-

put into the Campus/Student Union. (Who

do think pays for the Campus Center/Stu-

dent Union?)

In recent years, student input and par-

ticipation has become sufTicently institu-

tionalized so that it is easy to take Student

empowerment for granted. This is clearly

an unwise approach for student, as a group,

to adopt. Whether it's RA pay cuts, a new

alcohol policy, poor lighting, heterosexism

on campus, a tuition hide, a new SGA con-

stitution, the elimination of five fine sports

teams, or a sexually harrassing professor-

student empowerment is key.

The SGA Senators elections will be held

Sept. 30 and Oct 1. There are certainly

issues on which you have an opinion—even

something like the location of a bus stop

or the meal plan progi-am-all of these

issues are important. Our rights, respon-

sibilities and potentials depend on you!

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are the SGA
co-president
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Pregnancy not trivial for women

Loudest voices most oppressive
Last week on Rosh Hashanah (the Jewish

New Year) I did something which I hadn't

done for three years, I attended Hillel ser-

vices in the SUB. On both days when I left

the Student Union, an evangelist with a

huge cross stood outside spouting his self-

righteous rhetoric, surrounded by a large

crowd. An irrational fear came over me, and

I walked to the bus stop with an over-

whelming feeling of anger and terror. As

I rode home on the bus I remembered my
grandmother's stories of the pogroms in

pre-revolutionary Russia; she used to tell

me that the attacks by the Cossacks were

particularly fierce on the Jewish High Ho-

ly Days. I realized that my fears of the

Evangelist were far from irrational.

This week Cliffe Knechtle of the Inter

Varsity Christian Fellowship has reserved

the Student Union Steps from Monday
through today. Two days ago I heard Mr.

Knechtle tell an Orthodox Jew that his life

has no meaning because he has not found

Jesus Christ. Yesterday was Yom Kippur,

the holiest day on the Jewish calendar and

Cliffe Knechtle planned on being out on the

Student Union steps once again, and I am

that the Inter Varsity Chrisitan

Fellowship's agenda this week is not pure-

ly accidental.

I love my culture and religion and am
thankful that my grandparents came to the

U.S. along with millions of other of Jews in

order to preserve their culture. I would

never deny the "born agains" their right

to their beliefs. Yet almost every day in the

past two weeks I have heard them attack

others for being nonChri.stian. for being

atheist, for being pro-choice, for being les

bian, etc ... I have always loved this cam-

pus for its diversity but lately the loudest

voices on this campus have been the most

oppressive.

Yesterday I returned to the SUB on the

holiest day of the year, on the third anniver-

sary of my grandmother's death and I

thought about what it means to be a Jew

in a Christian society, something which my
grandmother knew well.

By the way. Rabbi Perlmutter conducted

his service behind the closed doors of the

Student Union Ballroom, not on the steps

of the building.
Heidi D. Holland

Northampton

In reference to Rusty Denton's article

Tuesday, what he assumes about the pro-

choice line of arguement is severely

misconstrued. I think I am a typical pro-

choice believer and I don't find pregnancy

trivial in the least. If Denton bothered to

talk to a women who has been pregnant at

one time (whether she kept the child or had

an abortion), he would have found that

making a decision about pregnancy is a

very difficult one.

Single women students who become preg

nant may have to drop out of .school to find

a low-paying job to support the child.

Children are expensive to care for, and

could very well prevent someone from ever

being .able to afford to go back to school.

A fetus is, as Denton stated, a tissue of

a woman's body. It is not a human being,

but a potential one. Eggs and sperm are

also potential living creatures when join-

ed. Doesn't that lead to say that it is wrong

to remove them also (i.e. vasectomies and

hysterectomies)?

Of course, there are measures to prevent

an unwanted pregnancy, but none are 100

percent effective. So, it seems that Denton

thinks we should all be celibate until mar-

riage, which is God's law. What's next,

chastity belts? Taking away our right to ex-

press love physically to another human be-

ing will not solve any problem.

Taking away each individual's right to

make their own choice about their pregnan-

cies will lead to backroom abortions and

mental and physical suffering.

Does Denton have any idea what it is to

be pregnant? Of course he doesn't, he's a

man. He has no idea what its like to even

worry about becoming pregnant, and all

the mental anguish this causes some

women. Pregnancy changes a woman's life,

whether she has the child or not.

Denton has no need to worry, it will never

happen to him. If men could become preg

nant. Denton and others who have his

holier-than-thou attitude would have made

abortion a .sacrament.

No, I have never become pregnant, but

when and if it happens, I hope that the peo-

ple around me are not as closed-minded as

Denton's argument.

Kim Hammond
Southwest

Unconditional acceptance is

a danger to our development

sure that he knew what day it was. I know
^

Freedom is worth dying tor
. \ ..1 1 I :**. U..«4Un.«f vs.^e\

I am writing to iheCotlegian for the first

time in my four years at UMass because of

a recent incident that disturbed me greatly.

On Monday, the United States Marine

Corps held a meeting for students who

went to Officer Candidates School this sum-

mer. OCS is a training camp in Quantico,

Virginia where college students are

brought together from around the globe to

be screened and evaluated. The attrition

rate there is approximately 50 percent.

Tbward the end of Monday's meeting, one

of the officers in charge said that we would

see what some of our fellow students think

of us. It would take too lontr to describe all

that they had written, but they protested

war and the taking of life. Unfortunately,

whoever wrote these things did not stop to

realize that most members of the armed

forces feel that same way.

I joined the Marines five years ago to pro-

tect the rights and privileges that many
Americans take for granted. I joined, not

becau.se I believe these freedoms are worth

killing for. but because they are worth dy

ing for. It pains me to be accused of being

.something 1 am not.

Mark Farrin
Amherst

A man stands on a hill with a wooden

cross surrounded by a crowd of people.

Somehow, this seems to have occurred at

another point in our world history. But. this

truly sad person on our campus, who has

been deemed by most as "The Man with

Cross", seems to be suffering from the delu-

sion that he is enlightened. Those who

recognize this impo.ster as such, f)r simply

have too much or too little on their minds

already, walked away untouched. But those

who stayed. I couldn't help but notice, seem

ed strangely captivated by this evangelist.

It is clear that this man must have been

to "Hell" and back or else he wouldn't have

so much to tell about it. The Man with the

Cross believes we are not really educating

ourselves in this University; that we are

"sinners' and "'ignorant of the Word of the

Lord." Those ideas, however relevant, were

issued in such a contemptful, malicious

way. they carried no meaning whatsoever.

His invectives served only to ignite hostility

in his listeners. The irony of this is that any

rational and moderately sensitive human

being who reads the New Testament can

clearly see that Jesus Christ's teachings

were in.spired (whether through diving in

tervension or not ). by love and a passionate

committment to humanism. This character

with the cross, quoting Chri.st, is as close

to blasphemy as one is bound to get.

The most frightening thing about this

event is not that this man is allowed on

campus; freedom of speech is still con-

sidered a fundamental right of citizenship

in this country. But the real fear for me is

that those who li.stened to this man with

the cross may have accepted his interpreta-

tions as the truth. The unconditional accep-

tance of any ideology is a danger to our

developing society. And perhaps UMa.ss is

simply a microcosm of America. But is this

man's rhetoric is coveted as holding univer-

sal significance, here, on this Campus, than

our country is closer to spiritual self-

destruction than I thought.

Jessica Portner
Amherst
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eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amherst

256-6889

CONVENIENT

CAMPUS!
» BREAKFAST SERVED

ANY TIME
• OPEN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRi. & SAT.

• BEER & WINE
SERVED TIL MiDNiTE

• PUNH OF PARKING

"•Znf

mrs

WEEKEND TWOFER!

Choice of Entree;

EXTRA CUT OF PRIME RIBS (14 oz)

BAKED STUFFED JUMBO SHRIMP

BROLIED FRESH SWORDFISH
CHOICE DELMONICO STEAK (14 oz.)

ANY TWO $20.00

Includes Soup or Salad, Potato, Vegetable,

French Bread and butter, Dessert, Coffee or Tea

Friday, Saturday

5:30- 11:00 PM
and Sunday

1:00 -9:00 PM

University Drive and Amity Street

Reservations

549-5861

— Thursday, September 26, 1985

TERMINAL
RENTALS

from

$99
per semester

avoid the lines at campus terminals

^ iSlCoinpiitBrliiMis
549-7133

228 Triangle St.

Amherst, MA

the

Paper House Inc. —

<

WE HAVE RE-OPENED!
318 College St. (Rt 9) Amherst • MA

next to Shumway's Paint and Jane Alden's

2-3 blocks past Elder Lumber

253-2970New Telephone

Number

^..^^^ HIGH QUALITY
*^*^^*^^^ Only b ea.
PRINTING • COPYING • GRAPHICS

Our Best Sale Yet!

Graduated Savings.

One week only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete
details, see your Jostens representative at:

Date Sept. 25, 26, 27 - Wed. Thur, Fri Deposit Reg $15.00

T,^^
10-4 pm

Tin- _
f}UNIVERSITY«s liMSTORE^

JOSTENS
AMERICA'S COLLEGE RING'"

Thursday, September 26, 1985

1

i

Collegian i3

adirondack music
ANY EXCUSE FOR A SALE SALE!

That's right ... we ran out of reasons to have a sale ... So
instead of having a "SIX MONTHS BEFORE OUR ANNIVERSARY
SALE," or a "GRAND REOPENING OF OUR WATERTOWN STORE
SALE," we're having an "ANY DffiUSE SAUE!" where you can save

millions (if you buy the company)!

OHM/SCOTT Super System
Scott 379RS Receiver
electronic tuning

70 watts per channel

Scott PS99 Turntable
linear tracking

OHM L2 Loudspeakers
with 5 year warranty . ,

demo pairs only Ij uiMi-ii i rf'^'iG

NOW ONLY $550
list price $1350

Repeat of a selloutl

NIKKO ND 550
CASSETTE DECK

SONY
19" Color Trinitron

Monitor/ Receiver
10 digit express tuning

Cable capable
Plus Morel

$499.95

Model KV1966

Panasonic CQE 370
Auto Stereo

Features :Dolby NR
:Soft Touch Controls

:LED Meters

Save over $100!

NOW

$6995

Features :Electronic Tuning
: Bass/Treble Controls

:Dolby NR
^Q : Metal Tape Capable

: Fader, and More!

ONLY

A '319'' value!
$199^5

KOSS Musicbox Walkperson
features: AM/FM Module, Dolby,

Anti-Rolling Mechanism

list $179.95 NOW $49®^

ALL RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES
1/2 PRICE!

PICKERING CARTRIDGES
TL44 value $89.95 NOW ^IS^S

TL66 value $189.95 NOW S49*'

SAVE

15 EAST PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST
AH sales Cash Only • MC/Visa/Check add 3%
AH quanQ^s limited • Subject to prior sale

Not responsit)le for typographical errors
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.CoHegian is

ARTS
"Room 101"

deals with
human fears
"Room 101"

By Annette TaconelU
and Robert Segedy

By ELIZABETH COX
Collegian Correspondent

Fear is a subject that we often shy away
from dealing with. We find it difficult to

discuss our fears—even with people that

we're close to.

With the aid of a neutral device—the

backgrounds from the Catholic ministry

to people who race pigeons. Their fears are

as diverse as they are—encompassing the

common fears of nuclear war and death, as

well as the more personal fears of loneliness

and not finding one's place in the world.

The humorous anecdotes of a philosphy pro-

fessor in Pennsylvania lighten up the mid-

dle of the film, while the subtly
underplayed relationships of Roman
Catholicism, art and fear add a though pro-

voking complexity to the film.

"Room 101" may be viewed as an artistic

piece, a collage of moving interviews, art

work and cinematography stemming from
the emotion of fear. As a documentary, the

feature-length hour 50 min. of interviews

may been more effective and interesting

with the help of some narration and con-

densation. It should be kept in mind that

this is an amateur production. Annette

Film Review

video camera, two novice filmmakers have

captured frank conversations on the subject

of fear. "Room 101," a documentary by An-

nette T^conelli, a doctorial candidate at

UMass, and Robert Segedy, a local video

technician, explore the often supressed

emotion of fear.

"Room 101" (the title originated from

George Orwell's novel 1984) consists of in-

terviews, interspersed with haunting art-

word by Donna Bowman, and effective

cinematography.
The people interviewed are from various

T^conelli commented, "It's a bit unpolish-

ed, but we wanted it that way."

Either way, the film accomplishes its

goal: to open up the topic of fear through
discussion. The only way to overcome our
fears is to admit them to ourselves. As
Robert Segedy said, "Fear is a massive
weakness, a universal emotion that
everyone has."

"Room 101" funded by the UMass Arts

Council, will be screened 8 p.m., Friday,

Sept. 27 in Flint room 105.

Get cultured with the Arts section!

\® J-

WRSI
PRESENTS

JAZZ
AT THE

CALVIN THEATRE
(DOWNTOWN

NORTHAMPTON)

Spyro Gyra "One of the Best Jazz Groups
at the Newport Jazz Festival

1985"
Oct. 10th - 7pm
Advance 8«ats Jjm »t it's Bett

Tickets on Sale Now
A HQRNOR-FOX PRODUCTION

Coming October 25th

The Manhattan Transfer

Springfield Synnphony Hall

ALL SEATS AVAILABLE
I AT All Datatix outlet*, Stop A Shop in

Pitttfield, Greenfield, Northampton, Hadley, Springdale A Holyoke,

Platterpus Records in Wettfield. UMass Fine Arts Center. Springfield

Civic Center, Main Street Records in Northampton, and RapCity in

Brattleboro, Vermont. M/C & VISA Call 1.800-243-4842

"Living at Risk" insightful, subtle
"Living at Risk"
By Susan Meiselas, Alfred Guzetti,

and Richard P. Rogers

By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

The world premier of the documentary

about Nicaragua, Living At Risk, will be

shown at 8 p.m. Friday Evening, Sept. 27,

in the Main Lecture Hall at Hampshire
College. Shortly thereafter, it will open at

the Institute of Contemporary Art in

Boston and the Film Forum in New York,

among other places.

Screening this film on video might very

well have affected my responses to Living

At Risk as a film per se, especially in

sets out to do just that: to tell the story

of a Nicaraguan family in context to the

revolutionary period.

Perhaps no revolution has been suc-

cessful without support and leadership

from its middle and upper classes.

America. France. Russia. Cuba. And
Nicaragua was no exception. While it was

comprised of workers, campesinos, and

rebels, it was also comprised of students,

professionals, and artists. Middle-class

people were well-educated in a liberal

tradition and well-grounded in the ideals

and practice of Christian community, and

therefore found the dictatorship of the t}^--

ranical Somosa intolerable.

However, since the revolution, the Bar-

rios family become divided over the per-

The opening scene in Living at

dawn.
terms of its overall impact. Yet I found

myself very involved with the works

despite the shortcomings of my viewing it.

It appears that this film lends itself quite

readily to TV and hopefully its way into

the mainstream of America through that

medium.
Why do I say hopefully? Because Living

At Risk is perhaps the first film about

Central America with which Americans

can genericly identify. The reason for this

is that the subjects of the film, the Bar-

rios, are an upper middle-class family

with very modern values not unlike

Americans, and yet are people who, in

varying ways, participated in the San-

dinista revolution of 1979. Subtitled The

Story of a Nicaraguan Family, the film

Photx) by Susan Meiselas

Risk; a street in Saint Domingo at

formance of the Sandinista government.
Still, four of the five Barrios children have
remained committed to installing the

social reforms of the fledging struggling

government. This then is really their

stories, their personal experience and
views of post-revolutionarey Nicaragua.
The film follows these four young

Nicaraguan professionals as they work in

different areas of Nicaragua—Miguel, an
engineer-turned -agricultural official;

Federico, an aspiring doctor turned
agricultural planner; Martisabel. who had
a chemical business with her husband,
although both are now working for the
government; and Maurico, a doctor work-
ing in a remotf province! to starl a

continued on page 15

1
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For the sixties, each of us

must have a respectful word

to say. Feel as you may
about them, there is always

in every band you listen to,

traces of the sixies. No one

would be using distortion

boxes if it wasn't for the six-

ties. The point of this is that

some people who became
famous in the sixties can

still play better than a lot of

today's stars. One of these is

Jorma Kaukonen, former

lead guitarist of the Jeffer-

son Airplane, later Starship.

Jorma, who plays guitar

with his own band now, will

be playing outdoors on Sun-

day afternoon in Woodbury,

Connecticut. When Hot
Tuna got together last year

most people couldn't handle

the music because it was too

electric. Don't be fooled. It

sounds like the last few Hot
Tuna albums, so it's heavy

but its really really good.

Sorry, I just love the guy.

The concert starts at noon.

Warming up are Max Creek

and the New Riders of the

Purple Sage. For more infor-

mation call 203-263-2203.

The New Riders will also be

playing at the Iron Horse
that same night, later on.

There are some other

things going on in the area,

believe it or not. Tbnight the

Stompers will be at Pearl

Street, for some real excite-

ment. Singer Kenny Rankin
will be at the Iron Horse as

well.

Tomorrow night UMass
professor Archie Shepp
makes a rare appearance at

the Iron Horse with his

quartet. Usually his band is

really hot, even if he isn't, so

you can't lose. The Bamboo
Steamers will be playing at

Sheehan's.

On Saturday we have rock

star Holly Near coming to

the Calvin Theatre in Nor-

thampton. An opportunity

that is so close would be a

shame to miss it. Elsewhere

George Gritzbach will be at

the Iron Horse and Paradise

Funk will be at Sheehan's

with the Llamas.

Sunday Jorma will be in

Connecticut and New Riders

will be at the Iron Horse.

Monday Leo Kottke,

guitarist extraordinaire (as

we say in the rock cliche

trade) will be at the Iron

Horse for two shows.

Tears for Fears will be in

Hartford in Wednesday.

Last week while Ronald

Reagan was being inter-

viewed on the Christian

Broadcasting network,

Frank Zappa and a couple of

senator'.'^ wives were being

interviewed about record

rating. All but Frank were

joking and cutting Frank off

before he got to speak his

peace. It seems like he is

looking out for our interests

which is nice to know. Also,

what would they do with a

Bob Dylan album that had

both "Lay Lady Lay " and

"All I really want to do is

Baby be Friends with you?"

Certainly something to

think about.

Anne Bancroft and Jane Fonda argue in a scene from "Agnes of God," which

opens at Mt. Farms Theatres this weekend. Film also stars Meg Tilly.

it risk
continued from page 14.

hospitable at a former coffee plantation.

The .story that unfolds is compelling and

convincing. The personal vignettes of their

lives are seen against the backdrop of a

social environment torn by hope and

despair.

This film subtly reminds us through

demonstrating similar class values that

the people of Nicaragua and the people of

the United States are both Americans,

"living at risk"

Collegian

It's a good

read!
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MASS »PPROVtO INSPfCTION STAT10M

Gas Saving
Tune-up

W"
4 Cyl

$34."
6 Cyl

$39."
8 Cyl

$44.»»

We it til aid 1 1 11 ^»»

resister spark plugs,

points & condenser,

adjust idle speed: set

timing; test battery and

charging system; in

spect rotor, distributor

cap. PVC valve, igm

tion cables, air filter,

and vapor canister

filter Includes Emis-

sion Test and Printout.

Lube, Oil & Filter

r
99

Cults
( ,ii,.Js

Your

Every

thing

Gift

Shop

1 mile north

of UMass

ttE^*-*^ "'"'

%^S^ RENT-A CAR
C^^ Good reliable rentals at a

better than fair price.

CARS, TRUCKS, VANS
Low Daily & Wknd. Rates

50 Russell St.. (Rte. 9)

Hadley, Ma.
tel 584-2319

Just ovei Coo^idge Bridge-

«««««« ******* * * * *

Herrcll's Ice Cream ^I^A
Old Soulti SI (ntionce

Nonriomplon

Open Noon nil II SO Sun Ihuri

Noon nil Midnighl FrI k Sol

586-4837

Includn up 'o S quarts

of 10-30 oil. ond safety

chKk.

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Pul Servic* n* Store

7t SwMecttnd Rd.. No. AiMtertl. MA
Aorou trom WttfOba't Stor*

S4»-4r04

m s

^ Jr,

^f:m

4 Undergraduate

{ Business Club

First

General

Meeting
Everyone
Welcome!

Thursday
Sept. 26

at 7.00

SOM Rm 120

!

INTERNSHIPS 1

& SYMPOSIA
1

in Washin£ftony D.C. :

JN"! KRNSmrS—tiill-tinw work o\jx-iu-iuv |

with choice i)t placciiKin

,SVMPC)SI.\ iivJcptii ctmlcrcnccs on

to«.i.u s c.ircci trciiils and issues

IVisoii.itK t.iilotvd pmm.ims

(cists little nioiL th.tii si.uinii

on v..iinpiis

.Ml ni.i|(>rs, all lickls

()lti.n.il \c,ii riHiiul

J-..irn ,K,KkinK i.ieilit

1 foLismu ,i\,iil.iMc

K.>s\ til ,\(ipl\

The
Washington
Center

( ll^ siMh /.ii'

r.|4 Until StrcLt. S W
Suite WM) S( IIOOI

\\.ishinj:t..n. O C :(ltm4 ,,„ „„,„„^ •.

2(»: 2«y-KftH<l "V.I iiiinn.,... ..!....

Attend a meeting with a representative

from the Washington Center Monday,
September 30 at 3:30 p.m. in the Cam-
pus Center Room 917. For more informa-

tion contact Ellen Wolf in the Office of In-

ternship.

vnniass

.

nir|(rields
Country Pie Restaurant

&Take Home Pie Shop

w>».i*ii i i'ii» i 'ii iiii Jiii'iniiinnii miiniinmi^i' lTIHIIIHTl :

Our Menu Offers A Wide Vaiiely of Food Dishr*

• Soupj • Salads • Grndcrs • Chowdeii • Quichi's •

Sandwches • B«f Laiws Spwwli • A Full Dinner M*nu

Including Delicioui Steak & Fresh Seafood • Plus Pasta

^)«cialtws & Poollry • Over 35 Varilies Of Our DiIickhis

1
fiomemsdo Pi«

OUR MOST UNIQUE PIE SHOP
Over 35 Varieties of Pies made right before your eyes

All mad- with fresh produce lor you lo lake home or

m)oy products right here.

m

Expcrtertce (he flavor and aionia o' homemade (ood

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Full Menu • Full Liquor License

Open 7 am to 10 pm Sun thru Thurs

To 12 pm Friday and Saturday

pjw 1 1 Cy Friday, Saturday and Sunday S^95 inci Salad Roii Butter

FLUO Roast Prime Rib of Beef / ve^..bie and Po,a,o

|Fi!oo"oFFr"5ff
I

I

ANY LUNCH OR
DINNER F.NTRE

OF $5.00 OR MORE
WITH THIS COUPON

Not ApplKat>lt lo DmncT Spnult
Limit I Coupon Prr Purcttatc

( .moon t <i>ir<'> (>rl.>*<et 2Slt<. IVHS

I

I

I

ANY WHOLE PIE

Ovw JO yanenes of Homrmadt
Pies lo Choose From.

Cnurx'n f Kpors <l(l>>l>t 25lli I VMS

I

I

I

50' OFF I
ANY

I
BREAKFAST I
ENTREE I

LimH one courofi pet purchur H
C/mrwMt KurMfrx (VlMM'r 2&ih IV«S

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
401 Ru&mU St., Rt. 9. Hadley MA. • Tcl. 584-0311

(Adjacent to Howard Johnson's Lodge)

SSS Hazard Ave . Rte 190
E.r>(tcld. Conn 749-OSS3

333 Columbus Ave.
Sprtngftcid, MA. 739-4103

8S5 Sullivan Ave Rte. 194
South Wtndaor CT M4-I22S

• » » t • * f." ".V ' I vin » IT j-n iTTiT<-ri ^^ :
i. !:l? J.'l^JJ^.l

'

J.^•;^^;'^:^^^^^^;vT^•^^^^"^ .
^!^ '

!^^!

.
--. ^.^^^^^^^^^^^.^^^•.^•.^.^•.y.^.^^.^^-•l^^.•>v^^^^^.•-!^^-v^.^^.>.•v-'-^-.•-'-^.^.•.•.•-•-•.•-^-^^^

'i

I

2B MAIN ST. AMHERST 256-S331

JOHn DEIIARIA lAIOni t

MiSMHfSMHMSISM
JSIMIMMMPMHPMM

Graduate Students

Do you feel that you play no

role in the University?

That your needs and

interests are not

considered?

The Graduate Student Senate is currently filling

graduate positions on many campus-wide commit-

tees, such as the Board of Governors, the Fine Arts

Council, the Legal Services Governing Board, the

Transit Advisory Committee, the Graduate Council,

and a host of others dealing with all aspects of the

University community.

If you want more information, or wish to serve on

one of these committees, contact your department's

Senator, or the Graduate Student Senate Office,

Room 919, of the CC - 545-2896.

1HM@MSJ^IMIS@@1MPMSM^HEMpI
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Doonesbury

Collegian n

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
UeT5N,5AL,

ujRONe^rmyou

Cf6eOR6ttAIILL

COULPNTajRBi . v^ ^

HP) BLOW
lia/T YOUR.

mtJUNs,
OMtMAN^

4s-

>^

BOie, BOYS'. PON'TTRyO
CHANOe EACH OmBR ' YOU

GUYS ARB CLASSIC ARCHB

'

TYPSfS'. U5^ THAT
AS PART OF YOUH

BPUCATIOH'

YOU TWO SPAN 7W5 SPECTRUM
FROM THE BR00PIN6 CYNICISM

OFA PREMATURE BURNOUT
TO THE POP 'N'FRESH
OPTIMISM OF A /r^'-
REAGAN AlRHEAP I

MAY THE „,_,
BE^MAN ^f^f^^

'^'
SPIRIT'

SEE YOU
IN THE

CAR
I

Weather

Today
Mostly cloudy today with light rain and

temperatures in the 7()s.

Tonight

Heavy rain with temperatures in the 60s.

chance of rain. Lows in the 50s.

Tomorrow
Rain and wind with a high of 70 degrees

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

THAT'S Mi/^r

J ThWK.

WfTHfVr.^

ovrffmmx tpmuch

rmi wrmA BioNpe ON

ynHAZtr
ONm
NOSB/f

9(/rimirn/rr
pRBfry MUCH boet
wrtHO/r dfHYiUb.

o

iW^-^-^^

Freaker Patrol By Dowe& O'Brien

Good D»iy K'DS.'!

I'rn Voc« TfliRV

CW«*7C€CLOR '.'

A«ou-r ^ TTfAyD
?o«*y>»ro 9i6wr a//A/6

J

Voc f^f^^T 8f ^/w/A/6

/A/ A i/P-U3C/C

BAG .'

Look ^uTq r**/ /t^ic
^co/y>K>i futJb urrret

'

L/86mTY ot^t*j€ws/rr ff

DC Menu

LUNCH
Hamburg on rollFried Fish

Squares/Tartar Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Fried Fish Squares/Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
Quiche Lorraine

Seafood Rice Salad Plate

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing,

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
Quiche Lorraine

Seafood Rice Salad Plate

Bat Brain By BiU Dearin

/S THE CALl-F't-^

»<^»V1

n

Or^
C^l>tST?o*^ «*i7> C-tT

gu-L r^/^gy-i.

Can you TYPE?Do you want CASH?^
If you can type 70 words per minute, are responsible,

have a positive attitude and want to learn a

marketable skill that could net you big bucks this

summer, fill out an application at the Collegian

downstairs campus center, and ask for Nancy Rivers.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trade MidMi Jaffe

Gordy By Gorde

OH, AiMJ^ljE. THe^f^i
HAOMC^JTS A^e. SO lU
MfSIC <i/ff SH<XM.D '\\

SH/^KE OUR IfJNBR'
\)

f^^OST PHILOSOPHies \

\

ACMOSS
1 Compr«M
5 Proportional

term
9 Att*ntlon-g«ttef

13 Vlvavoc«
14 Oollr^ofth*

baltot

15 Tradition

i« Capital of

Latvia

17 Ainina

•mployM
19 Valhalla figure

20 Trallar, for short

21 Pluto's aboda
22 Typ« of energy

24 Ring decision

26 Having a
tendency (to)

28 Eldest, In Paris

30 Adiust
34 Otsptay

36 Repairman, at

e
7

8

39 Counteraink

40 Words that log

the mind
41 Vktoo strip

42 One making a
Judgment

3 Ovli officer

4 Flatness Prefix

5 HospHal staH
member
Slow (Jovim

Specifically

-Clear
Day"

9 M*A*S*M
player

10 Cultivated

11 Gaelic Irish

12 Onlngarea,
military style

14 Very, In music
18 Valerie Harper

role

23 Minstrel's song
25 Shakespeare's

shrew
26 Rhine feeder

27 One of the

media
29 '...tilt the

time"
31 Can. province

32 Nell Simon, eg
33 Plains Indian

36 Foxx
40 Ending with

Chopin or

Johnaon
43 City In Can

Georgia
44 Wicked
47 GalsvDorthy

tierolne

SO Hwsy to the

North, once

52 Between
Tinkers and
Chance

53 Crates: Abbr
54 Tangible

55 Outside: Prefix

56 Arabian vessaf

56 Seine feeder

60 Word with pod
61 Time periods

63 agim

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUniE:

I iiiHiMi HI I iiB

MA L tMt R I A DM
ALE umi A inBniT

iLA.i
Ifl.ll.
YE n

30 Baiwaan
37 Kind of fudge

nnn nnnnnn
nnnnnn nnnn nrai
nnnnn nnnnn nn
nnnn nnnnri [•innr
nnn nnmnri nnranr
nnn nnnn HnnFir^r

nnnnn nnnnnrjni
nnnn nnnnn nnnF.
nnnn nnnnn nnnr
nnnn rannnn nm

Country Club

45 Chair of yors

46 Wife of 19

Acfoaa:Var.
4aTlcaknot
49 Former aviation

org
51 Law's partner

53 Tenet
S7T^aalar

locailon

By Bucky SSS... typa

64 The Rome of

Hungary
66 Oafanaaorg.
66 IncNiMrtlon

67 Oatrtcft's

oouatn
66 Cauttortary

69 Sntek partner

70Fli«a:AMr.
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Reconstruction ofAmherst gymnasium
aims to open building in January
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Correspondent

Reconstruction of the Amherst College gymnasium,
which was destroyed in a fire ignited by an electrical

malfunction last year, is now half way completed.

"There's no doubt that the building is a little behind
schedule," said Peter Gooding, athletic director for the col-

lege. Gooding explained that with a fire of that magnitude,

there's a certain amount of testing involved before

anything can be done and the testing was more com-
plicated than expected. "We're hoping to get into the

building in January," he said.

Although the building burned to the ground, much of

the concrete foundation remained undamaged. Gooding
also said there isn't a tremendous amouth of interior work
to be done, considering it was entirely built of wood.

Repairs to the foundation are almost finished and will

be covered with a new artificial turf floor. The roof is

already up and wall tiling will begin shortly.

The gym was insured, but negotiations are still begin

made to determine exact added expenses. Also, design
plans are subject to change. "The cost of replacing a $1.6
million gym eight years later will be much more," said

Gooding. He estimated the price at more than $2 million.

The TuUy Corporation, an architectural and building
conglomerate of Melrose, is designing the new Amherst
College gymnasium for a second time. The corporation
built the first gym in 1976. The college was satisified with
the corporations' original work.
One major improvement for the gym will be the lighting.

Three large skylights were removed and are being replace

by strip windows along the roofline. Regular ceiling to floor

windows will also be installed in the walls to allow more
natural light to enter the gym.
The student lobby and the exhibition court will be

relocated to utilize space and an empty storage area will

be connected to the pool. The area will be for nautilus asnd
weight training.

The pool will be completely renovated and swimming
lanes will increase to meet regulation specifications. There
will also be a separate shallow teaching pool.

Former Massachusetts Collegian editor dies
Funeral services were held Monday for Dr. Theodore

Leary, 71, a former editor of the Massachusetts Daily Col-

legian, who died in Gloucester last Friday.

Leary, a native of Turners Falls, received his bachelor

of science degree in 1935 from the University of

Massachusetts. He graduated in 1931 from Turners Falls

High School, where he had been the state baseball bat-

ting champion.
Leary wc-ked as a correspondent for the Boston

Trascript before attending medical school at George
Washington University. He received his medical degree

in 1940 and served his surgical residency at Washington
General Hospital until 1944.

During World War H, Leary was awarded a Navy com-
mendation for care of wounded men at invasions of Iwo
Jima and Okinawa. He later served as chief of orthepedic

wards at Chelsea Naval Hospital prior to establishing his

medical service in Arlington. Leary retired in 1975. Dur-

ing his retirement he studied computer science at North
Shore Community College and floriculture at Essex
Agriculture in Danvers.
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HAIR
DESIGN

AND
MORE

56 Mapiewood Shops

Nonhompion, MA CM061

413/566-7506

Moin Street GoUery
OiQitlebofo, VT 05301

fl02/257-4349

I

Amherst Sunshine Car Wash
381 College St. (Rt. 9 east)

AUTOMATIC CV^iK>V
WASH/WAX

Open Daily

8.00 am to 5 00 pm

SELF SERVICE BAYS
Soap/Rinse/Wax • Bubble

Brush • Tire Cleaner
Engine De-Greaser

VACUUM CLEANERS
»1 A»5

BILL CHANGER
OPEN 24 HRS.

:4^

Sif^l

Our attendant is happy to assist you

lAir Conditionei

TONIGHT
Thursday Sept 26th

THE

STOMPERS
Only $6.00 at the door

The big sound, on the big stage, at the biggest

dance club for miles and nniles.

fMfjfi Sinn ffffffii^rfi. 11 miUJJU

TOKYO

OI\I>0

the Cheapest fares to:

• EUROPE
• ASIA
• AUSTRALIA/

NEW ZEALAND
• DOMESTIC

DESTINATIONS
also raitpasses, int'l student

ID, car rentals, tours, AYH
membership and much,
much more'

Call 256-1261 or drop
by at

79 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

Ask for our FREE catalog"

NORTH AMHERST
MASSACHUSETTS

OlOM

1 Mile North of IJMass

EATING
PROBLEMS?
Group tor women
18-35 with bulimia

compulsive overeating,

bingeing/starvlng,

anorexia.
Registration Sept 1

1

Oct 4. Call Health

Education, 549-2671

x181 for more info

confidentiality insured

;gggWrgg«aifaRSggi^gi^ggS;Wga..l rrrrawi

THE TEXTBOOK
ALTERNATIVE

Professors, check these advantages

for your students:

• Longer, more convenient shopping

hours

• Open Saturday and Sunday

• 10% discount on school suppHes and

regular (noncourse) books

• No long waiting lines - no hassle

• A helpful, warm, friendly shopping

environment

Jeffery

Amherst

Bookshop
call us now:

253-3381

256-8735

^ .^"

For the love of cotton and color!

i!l|(ms0offfial8l|

32 Main St • Amherst • 253-3361 • Mon-Sat 9-5:30

as BIBS8

I
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i^ volleyball wins again mntinued from page20

"We sort of went through the motions in game one," said

the coach. "We did some good things, but not anything

stellar."

At that point, it seemed as though the roof was caving

in around the Minutewomen, as UMass fell behind in

game two, 3-13, the largest deficit of the season.

"We were down 0-2 and then we went into a tailspin,"

said Sortino. "Before I knew it, we were down 3-13 and

I knew we were stuck.

"No one thing caused it," added Sortino. "We just

couldn't do anything right up to that point."

but the spikers were anything but out of the match.

UMass came alive and chipped away at the Crusader lead

thanks to several Holy Cross miscues and a rejuvenated

offense.

A Violetta Gladkowska kill broug.it UMass to within nine

at 4-13. The Minutewomen then went to an offspeed at-

tack and combined it with Crusader mistakes to draw to

7-13. Two service aces by senior co-captain Ann Ringrose

and a kill be sophomore middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis

made the score 10-13, and the comeback was on.

Two more Holy Cross errors reduced the Crusader lead

to one, before Senior co-captain Sally Maher nailed a kill

down the line to tie things up at 13. Gladkowska then serv-

ed an ace to give UMass its first lead of the game, 14-13.

A Holy Cross dink to the middle stopped the comeback

and gave the Crusaders a big side out.

But, it would be here where Holy Cross would make
their most crucial mistake of the match.

After gaining the side out, which is a changing of serve,

Crusader head coach Al Morel made an illegal thirteenth

substitution. A team is alloweed only twelve substitutions

per game. The error resulted in a UMass side out and the

spikers had the serve back. The Minutewomen capitaliz-

ed on their serve and capped the comeback 15-13.

"We were ob/iously rattled from being down so bad," said

Sortino. "But we regained our composure and, somehow,

we did come back. I'm very pleased with that.

'

The spiker comeback in game two visibly took its toll

on Holy Cross as UMass cruised through game three, han-

ding the Crusader a decisive 15-3 shellacking. But Sor-

tino gave Holy Cross credit for being so tough.

"They were ready for us, but we weren't ready for them,"

said Sortino. "When you're undefeated, everyone is look

ing to knock you off. We just weren't prepared."

UMass will be prepared for this weekends UMass
Volleyball Classic, being held at Boyden Gym Friday night

and all day Saturday. Sortino expects her players to be

ready.

"We need to work on our attack coverage a little more,"

said Sortino. "A lot of it has to do with fact that we hit

so hard, the ball comes right back if it gets blocked. We
just need to set better reaction.

UMass will square off against the University of New
Hampshire at 7:30 p.m. on Friday night. The
Minutewomen will then face local rival Springfield Col-

lege at 9. On Saturday, the spikers go up against Central

Connecticut State at 9 a.m., and the University of New
Haven at 10:30.

Other teams scheduled to appear are Northeastern

University, Southern Connecticut State University, C. W.

Post College, Cornell University and Holy Cross.

UMass 2, PC 1

UMass (6-3) 11-2
PC (2-3) 11-1
Scoring:

UM; Mugavero (Adoboe) 22:13

PC: Lyncy (Farren) 19:07

UM. Bing (u:^.a;v;;ir.tcd) 8:41

Shots
UM: 19

PC: 9

Saves
UM: Donahue. 4

PC: Williams, 4

Corners:
UM: 6

PC: 3

i^mens soccer
continued from page 20

and when you only give nine

shots they won't score many goals."

The coach was also pleased with the way his team ad-

justed in the second half. "In the first half we did not keep

the ball with the team," said Gettler ' Ihe second half we

did."

The Minutemen will put its perfect home record on the

line against the University of Vermont this Saturday at

1 p.m. on Boyden Field.
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Now Open

nnelina

Saltinbocca -

Veal Saltinbocca, rolled

pieces of veal stuffed with

prosciutto, three cheeses,

sage, and sauteed in a double

wine sauce.

Maccheroni
airArrabbiata -

Angry macaroni served in a
tomato, roast pepper, and
hot pepper sauce

An Authentic
Italian Restaurant

A Few Samples From Our Menu:

Fritto Misto -

Fried seafood medley,
shrimp, sole, calamari, and
clams fried in a light butter.

Polio Cardinale
Chicken Cardinal, bite sized

chunks of chicken breast

sauteed with mushrooms,
prosciutto,, and herbs. Top-

ped and broiled with Marsala

and cheese.

96 Russell St.

Come

OPEN TUESDAY - SUNDAY
4:00 - 10:00 PM

You're invited to bring your own beer and wine

(Rte 9) Hadley
enjoy, with your hosts Damien and Jahann!

584-8000

UM lacrosse schedule set
The University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team has set its schedule for the

upcoming season.

Coach Dick Garber's Gorrillas will play

five home games in 1986. St. John's

University, Harvard, C. W. Post. The US
Military Academy and the University of

New Hampshire will play UMass at

Boyden Field.

The Gorillas will face a rugged away

schedule, facing Cornell, Brown, Dart

mouth, Syracuse. Rutgers, Yale. Boston

College and Delaware awiiy.

Cornell, C. W. Post. Yale, Delaware.

Brown, Syracuse and Army all were rank-

ed among the Tbp 12 in the nation la.st

season.

This fall, the Gorillas will scrimmage

with Army at We.st Point on November 3.

St. John's is the only new team on the

UMass schedule. The Gorillas will not

play Hofsta this year.
J

Auburn's no joke to Majors
Auburn Coach Pat Dye and
Tennessee's Johnny Majors

had their little joke this

week. Fortunately, no one
from ABC-TV was around to

hear it.

Saturday's Auburn-
Tennessee game in Knox-
ville will be televised by

ABC and matches Auburn
tailback Bo Jackson, the na-

tion's No. 1 rusher with

247.5 yards a game, against

Tfennessee quarterback Tbny

Robinson, who leads the

country in total offense at

417.0.

I'll hold Bo out ifyou hold

Robinson out," Dye said to

Majors over the telephone.

"Let's negotiate that,"

Majors replied.

Barring some unforeseen

accident between now and

Saturday, Jackson and

Robinson will play, of course.

Dye says Robinson is

"near-per/ect in the
decision-making process?. I

don't' know if I've ever seen

a quarterback with as

strong an arm as he's got

who can throw it 60 yards

downfield and also flick it

out six or seven yards to

back or scramble or drop it

off."

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CO 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

I^MMt «vantad Mm 40/60 dav Mortting

lof Mi»» F«if Share Paid training FT/PT

jotitiont. Hetp u« change voter rejietretion

•w«, lower auto insurance cost*. Call today

for an interview 586-8713 EOE

ACTIVISTS WANTED

ACTIVITIES

Rim and Panel DIacuaalon on "Hunger

For Profit*" UMsM C«mpu» Center rm

174 176 7 pm African American and African

Foreign (tudents meeting Friday 27 Sept 7

pm luue for diacueaion, communication

open for all black people

Wanna be a 0J7 WSYLt firat mandatory

meeting tonight 7:30 Earlhfooda we will

train you for a ahift thi* fBll|

Amhertt Amateur Astronomera preeent

Bill Waller on Eclipse of the Sun in In

donesia 7 20 PM FRiday Amheret College

Planetarium. Everyone welcome.

ThV^iiiance Chriatlan Fellowahip it

meeting tonight in the Campu* Center come

check ui out' All welcomei 7:15 PM

The Marketing Club announcea that

Richard Fein of SOM Placement will apeak

7:» PM Monday September 30th in SBA B'

AlT Welcome to the fIrat Communica-
tion Disorder* Club meeting Held Thurs

day September 26, 7 00 PM Arnold House

120

ATTENTION: PI KAPPA ALPHA

1M0 Ford Pinto 4-door, rtew clutch, recent

tires. Runs greet 1500 or BO 263-3661

19 Opel 4 speed, excellent running cond
»&00/BO call Bill 549-1588/546^4286

1976 Dodge Aspen excellent condition

auto, PS, PB. AC. cruise, new battery, 74k
miles 548 5994

1(70 Dodge Dart Swinger 89k good
engine, good body Dependable 4560 Tom
2S6-0962

1176 Ford Qranada rebuHt er>gine good
condition »750.00 2S6-8647

Dodge Dart 1676 slant 6, runs good, 1500.

546-9248

1070 Ford QT Torino good condition $500
or BO Tom 256-6708

1M0 Oatsun Pickup 41800 call 269^1320

aak for Gary Jr.

1074 Audi Fox 42607 Needs mufflor to paaa

inspection South Hadley 636-1094 evenings

1070 Buick LeSabre excellent body ex

cellent engine always runs always will 4700

or best offer 549 7680

1 bedroom In Brtttany. Heeat ft hot water

inci Full kitchen ft bath 1180/mo evenings

2664)783

Monhempton Mam St 2nd floor front 2

bedroom apt immndiateiy, 4700 month +

utilities (203) 344-1587 6-10 pm only

FOR SALE

1077 Honda Civic drive it away 36 mpg Bob
253 2098

BOLTWOOO PKOJECT

Boltwood Protect Information
meetings: Tueedey 9/24 rm 101, Thursdey
9/26 rm ie8c, Campus Center 7:00 pm
come see wtut we're alt about'

To the oontlcnMn I tpoka to Frktoy aft/eve

at 6:30 PM about my ring: I award awaits

upon its return: call 266-8037

AUTO FOR SALE

74 Maverick 94k miles ruaty but nine Kvell

648-9336 keep trying 4400

74
686-7661 Ed after 10 pm

tuna. 4200

"TS Dodge Dart 86,000 miles, good condi-

tton 4750 or beet offer Ingrid 263 2622

TTFord Meverick 6 cyl stend runs good

has ettcker, mfyy new perts 4200. cell 5-7

631-2119

70 Qrand Pr1« 2 dr coupe 77000 ml AM/FM
aiereo A/ C tilt cruiae rear detog 43000. exec

oond 546^9864

CALCULATORS

Brand new HPIZC finenclel celculetor.

Does simple, compound intsrset, amortiia

tton. present B future value, ft much mors.

Comes with user handbook Must tee to ap
preciete. 490. SeHs in storee for 41W to

4120, CaN 256-0078 avaa.

"CASH"

IB Cliew Ch»y«te 4 speed 4 cyl's tow mi

wcaMwit cond 41360 call 866-4388

1074 Volvo Wgn red 4 ap 4 cyl great

engine, good body A steel at 4976 rt>ost sell

646^7766 after 6:00 pm

Paying eaah for baeabail e*r4a call Mike
miii*yOb

ENTERTAINMENT

Raek-A-Dlae Entertainment Agency.
Disc Jockeys, lerge ecreen video dencM,
light thowt and rentels 649-7144

"We can make you laugh" 426 00 if you
can hold on to your funny bone Morwiey

night SmA. 30 « om SUB adm 4160

PORRENT

Mdf* Rantato cMI R 6 P PMkaga Store

X3-0742 free delivery

FHe cablnMa 2 drawer Mack office quality

445 - sorrw computer and regular deaka No
Amherst Motors 649 2880

Area 1lug 460, carpets 420 ft 430 coffee

teble 416 call 256^0036

For^reT961 KeweaakI 440LTD 41000 or

BO 549«»0 x412 Leo

SONY TC^^KB tape deck, 4100 Nikko

TRM 600 stereo amplifier. 4160 Peter

649-5426 keep trying

Throe apoed man's 2t" Raleigh bike.

Good ahpe. Aaklng 460. 266-0076 even
Inge

Ineipenalve women'a ahlrta, many styles

all under 420 Kenya bags 416. call 649-4663

Queen alied bed good condition frame inc

476 666 7014

Lab Serlee lOOw guitar ampllflor exc 4275

or BO call Rob 649-4141

2floor saeta for J Taylor at the Wang on

Sept 30 call Mane 549-4166

Bundy Flute. Excellent condition, very

rarely used 275.00 or beet offer 666-7544

Drivers Wented: Good weges. immediate

openings The Upper Crust 71 N. Pleesant

St. Amhertt 253 97»

Pliie fMekers Wented: persons with ex

perience in making Italian style piiis are en-

coureged to apply at The Upper Crust. 71 N
Pleesant St 263 9739 PT/FT CWS possible

Interested In writing, photogrephy or

merketing? The yesrtxrak is hiring for

general staff positions Apply at INDEX, 103

CC or cell 54&0e48

Computer Terminal with modem 4300 or

BO Diana 649 1449

FOUND

Car key found in Puffton on Friday call

649-6162 to identify

A weekend Irevei beg full with ctothing. It

wes found on South Pleasant St on Sun
day. September 22nd call 64»^1

1

Found at UMaea-Holy Croea game on
Seturdey carriera bag and contents, owner
pleeee cell 617 7634166 ask for Carol

I found a nice peir of tunglaaee with their

caae last Sunday near Mahar If they are

yours, call Stef at 546^8681 and identify.

HELP WANTED

Nawapapar dallvarara naadid in domw.
Approx 1 hr/day Must be able to work 7

days per week during tf>e temecter Good
pey Call 263 7009

The Sub it now taking applicationa for pec
pie with cart to deMver subs

Ski Mechanic - Ski Shop experience full or

pert time, apply in person Western Villsge

Ski and Sports 32 Main St Northampton

Sept 2t B 29 will be the leaf daya to

wort at Riverside Amusemenl Park Trans is

provided and pay received at and of day call

546-5641 or 646-6466 for more info.

Telemerketer ft taleepereona needed to

tell residential satellita tyttemt Salary ft

commission call 549-4732 days 549 5913

nitas

Realdentlal Aeaiatanta/Rallaf Worfcara

needed for residential programs serving

MR/Muliply handicapped adults m Belcher

town and Palmer Entry level /part time

poaitions Committment a must Meridian

Asaociates, PO Box 974, Balchertown, MA
01007 14131 323 6672, AA/EOE

deaparetely aeeking atudanta. Earn

436-46/day Make money, meke friends end

make a difference with MASSPIRG Help

put toxic waste cleenup. acid rain control

and utility reform on the 1986 bellot Why
clean tables wf<en you cen cleen up the en

vironment Call Susan at 266 6434,

weekdays, for interview

INSTRUCTION

Know your ear. Saalc automobile

side Hills South Sunday Carl 2S6-6749

60718

Oold bracelet freahwater peeria black

atone rewerd 68&-31&4 sentimental value'

MUSIC

Attention Benda, Mualclana - Embassy
Recording Studio offers you 16 track state

of the an for less Great for demo tapes

Amhertt 24 hrs 649 7640

PERSONALS

Bends Wented to play in the Olh ennual

Southwest Battle of the Bendt Conie pick

up an application at the SWAG office in

Hempden Comment or call 5-0960 Applica

tion daedline Oct. 4, 6 pm

Free Mealel Alpha Chi Omega needt

houtemen in exchenge for free maala. Call

Julie for more info 6^-1063

STjuda - Thank you for your powerful in-

terceeaion now and alwayt

Looking f^r Chrlttlan FeilowaMp7 The

Alliance Chrittian Fellowthip it now
meeting! Call Mark 253 7206 or Jen

646^9283 for irifo

Free Tention Releaeo. Volunteers needed

lor acupressureist in trainirig Call Suaanna

64fr6092

workahop. 28 hours Including daaaroom
and shop. Limrtad anrollnianl. 2B3-206S

KENYA BAQS
~

Only 618 In Itia Coneouraa moat every day

in Saptafnoar

LOST

Union Bay dungaree jackal kiat 9 14 in

Hempden DC pleese return, rewerd Marcia

646-8276

Pleaae return my gold wetch for rewerd n

hea aentimentel velue' 546 5414

Horn rimmad glaaes dropped approx 336

Puffton call Jeff 646 4«B

Reward no queetiona asked, for return

Hght blue Schwinn Touring Mfce taken out

The UMaaa Ski Club
Info ft Sign Up Meetings

Wed Sept 26 HarrKlan Commons SW 7 00

pm
Thurs Sept 26 CC Rm 166 4 00 pm

«»#»••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Congretulatlona to the new pledgee of

Delte Zata: Sue, Marybeth. Lisa, Beth and

Anne Get peyched for OZ--<wa tova

you'"

Sowhat ere we tunafleh7 Chicken aalad?

I know, egg talad'

feNNESSCi^Tve eaan your car around

UMatt You're from 26. I'm from 2.

call 646-4466

Kath Nobody's having an eaay time I misa

my oM beet friend CaH me Sue

Jennifer, There wet a huge mix-up wfien

you called Sundey night. Plaaee can me
beck Gil 64700

Utile Sue Who. Happy 22nd B day' Hugt

and kitaet' Love Laurie and Jaenette PS
Cake and ice creem later'

Frad Sorry I'm late but Happy Birthday your

finally the big 21 The drinka are on me'

Love Mery

PRIVATE QUfTAR LESSONS

Experienced if patient teecher.
Rock /Pop /Folk /Bluet Improvitetion,
Reading, Theory, Compoaition. Your home
or my ttudio Doug 549-4786

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Ceaea. papera, dlaaartatlona. theeea. on
camput, dependable outitanding, quality,

tow rates. 584 7924

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 bdrm ept excellent deal 1140/m
everything included 649 2843

Femele houaemeie for tingle room in Roll-

ing Green. 4164. utilitiee inc. 266-0801 after

8 pm

Famala non-cmoker to live in eingle room
in Puffton call 649-6186

3 giria looking for 4th roommate call

266' 1320 after 5 if interested

SERVICES

Profeeeional typing done by UMeta ttu

dent Reatonable ratet R Charron
1637 0044

TAILOR Alteretlon Expert Seme Day Ser

vice Available SHAANN'S Rt 116
Sunderiand Open 8 am 066 3878

Pregnent? Need help? Call Birthright

649 1906

Brian't Typing Service Feat, accurate

Tape trantcription Available almoti

anytliTta 066-7662

STING CONCERT

I naad two tiakata to ttia Sting Cortcart, in

New York, New Jersey aree on Sept 30th

Call Dave at 649 0666

TYPINO k WORD PROCESSING

Next dey aervica. TYPE RITE, 2B3-6111

WANTED

Experienced Interior palntarlal wanted
references preferred Pleete call 648- 161

1

e

I
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SPORTS
UMass tough in clutch, edges PC 2-1

Bing's late goal gives Minutemen
the win, defense stops Friars
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

Sophomore Andy Bing blasted a shot

from 40-yards past Providence College

goalkeeper Barry Williams with ^:41 re-

maining in the game to give the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts men's soccer team a 2-1

victory yesterday at Boyden Field.

Bing has been hot of late, scoring three

goals and adding two assists in the last

three games. The midfielder has a knack
for making the big plays.

"I seem to get lucky," said Bing. "I like

to go for the ball and try to score. If you
keep shooting enough, it's going to go in."

The win was the fifth in the last six

outings for UMass and raised its record to

6-3. The Minutemen are also 3-0 at home.

Both teams played tight defense in the

opening minutes with neither having a

clear advantage. The Minutemen broke the

ice with 22:13 remaining in the first period

on a nice play in front of the PC net.

Junior Ferdie Adoboe fed freshman Mike

Mugavero 10 feet in front of Williams.

Mugavero played the ball off of his chest

and hooked the ball past the keepers left.

The Friars came back quickly taking an

advantage of a lapse of UMass defense.

PC's John Farren hit a soft pass in front

of the Massachusetts' net. Brendan Lynch

was left uncovered and put the ball past

keeper Don Donahue's left. Donahue did

not have a chance.

The Minutemen had a golden opportuni-

ty to retake the lead with 9:43 to go in the

hair Adoboe split two defenders and rush-

ed the PC net from the left side. He fed the

ball across to the right giving Tom Gior-

dano an open net. Giordano put the ball

over the top of the goal.

Providence came out strong in the second

half. At the 41:00 minute mark a PC at-

tacker got a shot off from 15 yards which

hit off the left goalpost. Tfen minutes later

Farren broke alone on Donahue, but his

shot went wide right.

From that point on, Bing took over with

three brilliant rushes on the Providence

net.

The first came with 28:00 minutes left in

the game Bing blew past two PC defenders

and came in from the left side. He fired a

shot from 45 yards out which was just wide
to the right. Adoboe had a chance to tip the

shot in, but he could not quite catch up to

the ball.

Bing's second rush came only one minute

later. He again came down the right side,

but this time cut to the middle and fired

his shot from about 30 yards. The ball hit

off the top crossbar and bounced back in

front. Nick Marciano misfired the rebound

over the net.

Bing made his final rush count. This time

the midfielder came in from the right side,

cut in front, and shot for the upper left cor-

ner of the net. Williams reached across his

body to catch the shot, but he misplayed the

ball. The shot deflected off of his hands and

into th enet for the deciding score.

"When we get the ball the coach says we
should try to take it to them," said Bing,

"go to the goal, that's what I did. I missed

twice, hit the post once, the last time I just

decided to take a shot at it."

Other than Bing's heroics, the key for the

Minutemen was the play of its defense.

UMass allowed only nine shots and

Donahue came up with four saves.

"Defensively we played very well." said

head coach Jeff Gettler. "Only nine shots.

continued on page 19

,
j;in photo by Derek Rnt>erl.s

A Providence defender and University of Massachusetts forward Fer-

die Adoboe go for the ball in soccer action yesterday on Boyden Field.

The Minutemen won, 2-1.

Rest is over — field hockey looks

to rebound against Providence

Minutewomen in action today

Chris Kocot and the rest of the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team will play Pro-

vidence College today at 3:30 p.m., on NOPE
field. UMass is 3-1 entering the game.

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Last Thursday. Pam Hix

on's seventh ranked Univer

sity of Massachu.setts Field

Hf>ckey Tbam bused north to

Durham, N.H. to battle the

nation's second ranked
team, the Iowa Hawkeyes.

Thought the Minutewomen
outshot. outcornered and
outplayed the Hawkeyes,

they came home on the

short end of a 20 score.

One week later, rested and

healthy, the Minutewomen
are looking to return to

their winning ways, hosting

the Providence Friars, today

at .1:.'}0 on NOPE (Tot man)
field.

"A loss is a los.'^," Hixon

said, referring to their

match against the

Hawkeyes. "The score was

not indicative of the game,

but in.stead of reacting emo-

tionally to a defeat, our

players tried to analyze why
we lot.

"We've been playing since

August without a break."

she .said. "This week off has

given us a chance to rest,

regroup and reorganize our

team concept. It was a

welcome week."

The Friars, coming off a

tough 21 loss to the na

lionally ranked University

of Connecticut, are a young
team, with over half the

roster being
underclasswomen. The
Friars return Sophomores
Marlene and Michelle Hicci.

two highly regarded twins

that are expected to trouble

the Minutewomen.

Michelle joins senior tri-

captains Patty Hanlon and

Lisa McGilvary to form a

stingy defense while her

sister anchors the offense

along with senior tri-

captain Beth Galuzzo. But if

UMass hopes to roll up im-

pressive offensive numbers,

today could be the day as the

Friars will have a freshman

in goal.

"We'll be looking to take

advantage of the scoring op-

portunities we failed to

capitalize on against the na-

tion's second ranked team
(Iowa I," Hixon said. "We'll

be looking to .set the ti-mpo

and make them respond to

our style.

'We want to come out

strong find make the goalie

keep the ball in play, force

her to beat us. We want to

put them on their heels.

"At this point, our game is

sound, all that's needed is

refining," Hixon said.

"Our game plan is to play

with better ball control and

imporve our play off of cor-

ners. That means Megan
Donnelly and Chris Kocot

are going to have to work a

little harder to score some
goals."

After playing the Friars

today, the Minutewomen
travel to Springfield College,

Saturday at 1 p.m. to take

on Springfield on the in

famous Benedum Field.

Benedum Field, an
astroturf skillet when the

weather is warm, was thf

ho.st of the 2-1 UMass vie

tory over the Virginia
Cavaliers in the season

optMier.

Volleyball still unbeaten
Bv ROGER CHAPMAN
("olh'gian Staff

And the strr.ik u'"'^ n'l

The University of Massachusetts
\f)lleyh;ill team extended its unbeaten

>tnri^,' til thirteen games as the -.piker- ;iil

ministered yet another UMa.ss beating to

a Holy ('foss team If) 11, 15 l.'J. 15 .'J on

Tuesday in Worcester

However, Tuesday's victnry over the

Crusriers did not come easy, as head

coach Klaine Sortino would be the first to

testify.

"We were very, very Hat."' said Sortiiid.

We really (iicln't have a gor)d warm up.

That's when I thmiKlit ^^e \m'H' hi trouble."

I'Ma.sstnok gani' one If) i 1, l)ut. acTor

(iing to Sortino, no' in verv convincing

fashion <^<intni<t>ii mi /../(/I /.'»

UMass Sports Notices

An> I iiiM isitv of Mas.sachusetts male
mterested in cheerleading with the UMass
s<|uad should leport to a practice as soon

,is |)ossihle

Practices are held at Lower Boyden Field

'across the street from the huildingi on
.Monday, Wednesday and Friday at ;i:45

p in

The UMass chi'erieading team performs
at all home football and basketliall con
tests. Anyone interested should attend Fri

day's practKi'.

Ticket.s for the UMass Harvard football

game are available in the ticket office in

Boyclen, room '245.

Sports at a glance

VMnss Schedule:

Tin I(IS

Field Ho<-key: Pr<.vi(leme ( 'oll.>:e. NOl'K
Field, ;3:30 p!m
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Gloria rolls
by Amherst
in anti-climax
Bv JOEL P. COFFIDIS
and LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

wreaked
Amherst

havoc on
emerged

parts of

virtually

ColleBiati phuto by Derrk RolxTts

Volunteers quickly remove tree that fell across North Whitney Street during Friday's hurricane. The

men were on their way to work when they came upon the fallen limb.

Eating disorders studied this week
By CHRISTOPHER MARAK
Collegian Correspondent

Food and body image are being addressed in films and

discussion during Eating Disorders Week beginning

tonight at 7 p.m. in Knowlton House.

Sponsored by the Residential Education Network, the

activities will be held at the women's centers on campus.

Residential assistants from several residential areas will

participate in the discussions on eating disorders.

"We hope to reach not only those who are suffering, but

those who are concerned about the issues," said Ange
Dibenedetto, women's centers sexism awareness
coordinator

Two types of disorders, anorexia and bulimia, will be

discuessed tonight at the open house. Anorexia is a disease

which involves starvation and bulimia is the process of

hinging and purging.

Both types of eating disorders stem from psychological

factors that lead to a lack of desire to eat properly. These

disorders often affect women who want to be thin.

Although these are the most commonly recognized types

SGAelection
starts today
By JOEL R COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Student government officials anticipate

an "average amount of competition" for the

Undergraduate Student Senate elections

today and tomorrow, as 95 of a total 120

seats are waiting to be filled.

John Crowley, chair of the governmental

affairs committee, said seven residence

halls will have contested seats, meaning

that more than one person is running for

each seat. He said compared with the last

ten years, this is about average

competition.

Ten residence halls have no official can

didates, but some of these will be filled by

write in candidate.s. Crowley said.

There is usually a high voter turnout

within competitive halls and a much lower

turnout for halls with just write in can-

didates, he said.

Crowley said a 20 percent turnout would

be "great." but he anticipates between a 10

and 15 percent showing.

"If you take the commuter area seats out

(of the toal figure) it would be higher."

Crowlev said.

But Crowley, citing a difference this year

said, "I wouldn't be surprised if there's a

of eating disorders, they are not a major threat the the

University of Massachusetts, according to Karen Weiner.

University Health Services nutritionist.

"Most of the incidents of weight loss at the infirmary

are due to improper nutrition." Weiner said.

"Most of the cases are freshmen adjusting to a change

in lifestyle who develop poor eating patterns," Weiner said,

noting that ten percent of the nutrition clinic's patients

are such cases.

"Our goal for the week is to raise the awareness of both

men and women on issues surrounding food and body im-

age," network sponsor Amy DeRoode said.

Mary Aubrey from the Everywoman's Center willb e the

guest speaker during the week.

The events scheduled for Eating Disorders Week are:

Open House—tonight at 7 in Knowlton House.

"Killing Us Softly." a film and discussion on images of

women in the mediat—7 p.m. Tuesday, in Dickinson House

lounge.

Open House—9 p.m. Wednesday, in Van Meter South.

"I Don't Have to Hide," a film and discussion on food

and body image at 7 p.m. thursday. in Butterfield Hou.se

lounge.

As Hurricane Gloria

Massachusetts Friday,

un.scathed.

Although half of the University of Mas.sachusetts

residential area students fied Amher.st in anticipation ol

the storm, tho.se who stayed expres.sed disappointment at

the hurricane's diminished winds.

"I had my camera .set up to take hurricane force w inds

and I ended up taking pictures of leaves blowing around."

Mark Silbiger, 20, a resident of Belchertown, said.

The University prepared for Gloria by covering most

large windows with duct tape and sandbagging buildings

prone to flooding, such as Campus Center

Police and campus officials were imavailable to comment
on damages caused by the storm.

Executive Director of Housing Services, Joesph Zannini.

said F(X)d Services vi'as prepared to serve food for- three days

in ca.se the storm hit and the bigge; t concern was power

outages that would have left some residence hall students

without water.

"A couple of trees in Amherst landed on garages.""

Richard Jasmin, an employee of J&K Ti-ee Service in

Greenfield, said. "It wasn't that bad."

Students emptied shelves at area package stores in

preparation for "hurricane parties," which numbered in

the hundreds.

"There was an excitement that was generated by the

no-class situation." said Michael Sophinos, 20, a resident

of Butterfield. He participated in a hurricane party to

dismiss "the idea of impending danger and to opt for spon-

taneous get together and fun."

"I think they (meteriologists) made too much of it," said

Meryl Daum, 18, a resident of Gorman dormitory. "1

wanted to be in the middle of a storm, but I didn't want

anyone to get hurt."

Chris McMaster, 20, a resident of Gorman dormitory,

said "I think the school was ju.st planning for the worst

and they were taking the proper precautions.

I'm kind of glad it wasn't what it was all hyped up to

be," McMaster said.

"With all the build up and all the anticipation of a huge

storm, it was disappointing," Silbiger said.

"People are smart, they were prepared," .said a manager

at Stop and Shop who refused to be identified. "We sold

out of sterno and candles. We had to ship in bottled water

from Vermont."

Times, dates and locations of Senate

ballot boxes.

TODAY
•Franklin D.C.-Orchard Hill and Cen

tral Residents; 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.

to 7 p.m.

•Worcester D.C.—Northeast and Sylvan

residents; 11 a m. to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to

6:30 p.m.

•Bershire D.C.-Washington, J.A.,

J.Q.A.. Patterson, MacKimmie. Cance,

Pierpont, and Moore residents; 1 1 a.m. to

2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

•Hampshire DC—Coolidge. Kennedy.

Thoreau. James, Melville. Emerson,
Crampton and Prince residents; 11 a.m.

to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

•All commuters and Greek ARea
residents vote in the Hatch 11 a.m. to 4

p.m.
• Butterfield times to he announced.

TOMORROW
•All undergraduates vote in Campus

Center 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

BCP awareness week
opens with photo exhibit

higher turnout in the commuter area'

because of the increased competition.

The importance of the senate elections is

that it "sets the tone for the next year," he

said. "All the events that you see on cam

puse are tied in directly to this vote."'

The election will decide what type of

ideology will prevail in the senate and what

programs will receive more runding. he

said.

By ANITA ROYE
Collegian Correspondent

For a student whose second language is

English coming to an English speaking col

lege can be a harrowing experience, but the

Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCP) can

help relieve the tension.

BCP is an academic support system, now

in its eleventh year, that advi:-;es student

on courses, offers personal counseling, and

provides free tutorial help. The program

also offers financial aid counseling to all

bilingual students, including Asians.

Hispanics. and Europeans.

Bilingual Education Week began yester

day with a Vietnamese photograph exhibit

in the Student Union Art Gallery at 1 1:00

a .m

.

The purpose of the Bilingual Kducation

Week is to alert students to the advantages

of BCP. "There are a lot of efforts to recruit

minorities and give them an awareness ol

their cultural background." said Lucy

Nguyen, an academic counselor at the

pj-ogram.

The activit les iiu hide a pain'l discussion

concerning thi- dropout rate ot Hispanics.

presented by prominent speakers in the

fields of education and bilingual-

multicultural education, such as Yolanda

Ulloa. director oleducation and bilingual

education at the Springfield. MA School

Department, and Luis Fuentes, director of

the bilingual multicultural program at the

University of Mas.sachusetts.

Also, there will be a Career Night on

Tuesday, designed to counsel .students on

career choices such as law enforcement,

engineering, and business administration.

"For bilingual students, there are many
opportunities to have a job, and still work

with bilingual communities." said Nguyen.

INSIDE:

Smith Collene inaugurates president.!

"Noises OfT' impresses UMass 10

Minutemen fall to Harvard 12

"The hig elephant and four little beautiea."

—Amhernt College Presiilent Peter F^nincty

churarterizinfi the Pioneer Valley's Five

College fiystern. See page 3.
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Clean-up continues in Mass. after hurricane

AP I^serphoto

The twisted wreckage of a Cessna 208 in which 16

sports parchutists and the pilot died Sunday sits in

a pasture neare Jenkinsburg, Ga„ about 60 miles

south of Atlanta.

AP I-aserphoto

Former President Jimmy Carter, right, and his

Secretary of State Edmond Muskie leave the stand

after ceremony dedicating Muskie's archives to Bates

College, Lewiston, Main, Saturday.

BOSTON (AP)—Thousands of Bay State residents made
do with candles and canned goods for another day yester-

day as utility crews worked overtime to restore power to

200,000 homes and business still without electricity from

Hurricane Gloria.

Homeowners took advantage of a perfect fall day to rake

up leaves and brances downed by 100 mph gusts thf»t rip-

ped through parts of the state Friday afternoon when
Gloria churned up the Eastern Seaboard. Ti-ee removal

companies, meanwhile were busy clearing roadways, yards

and blocked rivers.

Massachusetts officials said it would be early next week

before they could estimate the value of damage wrought

by the storm throughout the state.

In Boston, Mayor Raymond L. Flynn said damage to that

city, including lo.st wages, business and tax revenue,

"starts at $10 million and you can work your way up from

there."

State officials estimated that $5 million to $7 million

of the state's $25 million annual apple crop was damag-

ed, and state Agricultur Commissioner August
Schumacher said the estimate could go higher

"The apple people are really hurting," he said. The hur-

ricane also damaged half the state's $800,000 peach crop

and 30 percent of the state's $3 million silage corn crop,

he added.

The only huricane-related fatality in Massachusetts was

an off-duty firefighter from Dedham, officials said. Robert

Otto was killed Saturday when a tree he was cutting fell

on him.

At least three Massachusetts homes were destroyed, 233

had major damage and 1,321 units had minor damage, ac-

cording to Kevin Soyt, a spokesman for the American Red

Cross in Massachusetts.

He said the estimates were made by Red Cross damage
crews who spen the weekend driving through the hardest-

hit areas of the state.

At the height of the storm, nearly 500,000 homes were

in the dark, and power companies said it could take up

to five days to completely restore electricity to

Massachusetts.
Commonwealth Electric, which serves southeastern

Massachusetts, reported that over 50,000 customers were

still without power yesterday as were 39,913

Massachusetts Electric Co. customers and less than 60,000

Boston Edison customers.

State Civil Defense Agency officials put the total of

homes and businesses without electricity Sunday at

200,000. J . r

"We're hoping to pick up all of our circuits and most ot

our primary lines by tonight Sunday," said Boston Edison

spokesman Mike Monahan. "It looks like we'll have

everybodv back by Wednesday That's our goal."

Crews from Illinois, Ohio, New York, Pennsylvania, Ver-

mont, Washington, D.C. and Quebec, Canada, have been

called in to help the elctric companies restore power

throughout the state.

Power outages were reported Friday in at least 40 com-

munities as winds gusted up to 97 mph in Boston and 81

mph at Chatham on Cape Cod. One to 3 inches of rain

fell in central and western Massachusetts before Gloria

weakened.
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis allowed retail food stores to

open at 8 a.m. yesterday enable people without electrici-

ty and with spoiling food to restock. State lawa forbids

retail stores from opening before noon on Sundays.

Massachusetts officials ordered that food in commercial

establishments unrefrigerated for 12 hours be thrown

away.

"The major losses at this point are really beginning to

be food due to the power outage," said Soyt of the REd

Cross.

He said about twao dozen trucks in the greater Boston

area were distributing sandwiches and drinks to senior

citizen homes and housing developmens that remained

without power yesterday and estimated an equal number

of Red Cross trucks were distributing food elsewhere in

trip ststc

By last night, the last of the 216 Red Cross shelters that

had been operating at the height of the storm were clos-

ed down.
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$3.CO

OFF
our

already low price

Levis

CORDS &
Jackets

at

SATURDAY CLOTHES
N. Pleasant St., Amherst ^9 253-9729 !H

with this coupon expires Oct. 10th

Open 7 days a week

AVANTI PIZZA
BRINGS YOU TO

HAXA/Allf

A week FOR TWO at beautiful Waiklkl Beach In

January. Includes roundtrip airfare, flower lei

greeting, roundtrip transfers, baggage handling, 7

nights' hotel accomodations, and much more'"

How to participate: Complete the entry form at-

tached to your AVANTI PIZZA box. Return it with a

driver or bring it into our store (9 E. Pleasant Street

next to the Pub).

Contest begins Wednesday, September 25, 1986.

Official drawing on Tuesday, October 29, 1985. Par-

ticipate as often as you like. Winner will be announc-
ed in local papers. (Eligibility: limited to Amherst area

residents and students.)

Smith inducts new leader with lavish ceremony

CulleKian ptioto by Maria Bull

Euphemia Hare Steffey, left, chairperson of the Smith College Board of

Trustees, presents incoming Smith President Mary Maples Dunn with seal

and key to the school during ceremony yesterday on the Northampton
campus.

Fraud series

setforHolyoke

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Correspondent

Academic fraud—the prac-

tice of stealing or inventing

information for

publication—will be the sub-

ject of a series of lectures at

Mount Holyoke College this

fall.

Academic fraud has been

a major concern at a Mount
Holyoke said Stan
Rachootin, professor and
member of the committee
sponsoring the lecture

series.

"We thought it was time
we examined ourselves,"

said Bill Quillan, English

professor

The lecture committee

looks for subjects that are,

"very unlikely for any
department to discuss," said

Rachootin. "This series will

let students know what hap-

pens when things go wrong

on the other side.

"I hope that one reaction

is to realize that academics

are people too," Rachootin

said. "It's not the intent of

the series to get out the

word that everybody is

fraudulent."

The effects of academic

fraud are apparent in the

work of Sir Cyrill Burt,

upon which much of the

English school system is

based. Burt proved his

theory that people from

higher economic classes are

genetically more intelligent.

By inventing a pair of iden-

tical twins separated at

birth who later tested at the

same level.

The lectures will address

fraud in the haumanities.

science and art. Dr Richard

Lewontin, a population

geneticist from Harvard

University was scheduled to

deliver the first lecture on

Sept. 27.

By BETHANNE MOSKOV
ColU'^ian .Staff

Mary Maples Uunn was mau^^iiaiatt'd as

the eighth president of Smith College

yesterday in ceremony attended by

delegates of 85 universitie.s worldwide.

Dunn, in her inaugural address, which

received a standing ovation from the ap-

proximately 2,000 listeners, stressed the

importance of maintaining women's col-

leges so that women can continue to

develop the skills needed to be leaders.

"The things that a women's college can

do for women by and large are absent from

co-educational colleges or universities,"

Dunn told the audience, dotted with alum-

ni from every graduating class since 1914,

including Julia Child, who graduated from

Smith in 1934.

Dunn, a noted author and historian,

spoke of the "deep and disturbing existen-

tial problems" facing women on college

campuses, .such as the stereotype that all-

women's colleges are "communities of old

Imaids, of nuns and of unattractively eman-
cipated and radical feminists."

Dunn said that one of the most important

reasons for her accepting the position as

Smith President was because she has "a

deep and abiding love for women's in-

stitutuions, a powerful sense of their worth,

and a pleasure in facing the problems of

this period in their lives."

Citing Smith College as an example,

Dunn said that women's colleges have

hf^un t(i ictiivcr tli.ii' self confidence.

Financially aiul phssically Smith has been

)4i(»winK to ^^uit the nec(l> nt thf students,

Dunn said, noting that .Smith stiidt-nts are

a great strenKlh nl'tlu- college.

The Inaugural (-onvocation hi-^an with

Smith students enterinj^ the hall carrying

flags from more than HO states and coun

tries. Following the students were delegates

dressed in a colorful array of academic

robes from 8.5 colleges and universities

from all over the globe.

The ceremony included the presentation

of a key and school seal to Dunn by

Euphemia Hare Steffey, chairperson of the

Smith board of trustees, a greeting speech

from the faculty given by George E. Dimock

and a greeting from the president of the

Smith student government, Katharine

Moon.
Other speeches were delivered by Phoebe

Resse Lewis, president of the alumnae

association, Pteter Pouncey, president of

Amherst College, and Mary Patterson

McPherson, president of Bryn Mawr Col

lege, where Dunn was undergraduate dean.

Pouncey, in his address, referred to the

Five-College community as "the big

elephant and four little beauties," in

reference to UMass and the remaining

small private colleges.

Following the inauguaration ceremony,

an estimated 4,000 people attended a

garden party in Dunn's honor The food was

made from the original recipes of Julia

Child, created solely for the event.

CollfKian photo by Mirhrlle Spf{ali

YER OUTini-Student takes head-Hrst dive in mud patch near Southwest after Hurricane Gloria passed through Amherst Friday.

Seminar slated
Foreign language addressed
Students enrolled in foreign languages courses may soon

be able to learn a language through a program involving

the media of other countries. The program is part of the

Five Colleges Foreign Languages Faculty Seminar

scheduled for the 1985-86 academic year and the program

is being funded by a $10,000 grant from the Finve colleges.

Inc. It includes a year-long seminar for faculty to hear

speakers and see demonstrations on the advanced

technology involved in foreign language instructions, said

Mona Peterson of Five Colleges, Inc.

ONe area to be explored in the program is the use of

interactive video in instruction. This would include set-

ting up satellite dishes to enable students and faculty to

watch television programs directly from other countries

live or on video cassett. Peterson pointed out that Colum-

bia University already has a similar progiam set up to

watch television from the Soviet Union. Satelite dishes

can also be set up to monitor televison from Quebec,

Canada.
The conference is funded by the National Endowment

for the Humanities Challenge Grant for the Faculty

Development Endowment Fund. Its purpo.se is to make

individuals in the faculties of the Five Colleges more

aware and familiar with the technology available to them,

Peterson said.

More efficient building planned
By JENN HEMENWAY
Collegian Staff

The state could buy 35 to 40 percent more

with its tax dollars if a cost saving approach

to construction now used by industry, were

implemented.

According to University <rf Massachusetts

Chancellor Joseph Duffey, the space in

buildings without fixed office walls can be

rearranged with partitions for different

purposes. This saves time and money dur-

ing construction.

"We need to make use of that kind of

building; I don't propose this for all the

buildings, but we've never used this kind

before," said DufFey. These buildings cost 30

percent less than what is paid when going

through all the steps needed for the plan-

ning of conventional buildings?, with much
saved in architect fees alone, he said.

Planning has begun for use of these pre-

engineered buildings, said Robert Nayler,

the director of planning and facilities

development at the University.

"Right now we have a project just started

for the school of engineering," Nayler said.

He also said this building will house school

of engineering graduate students and the

extended education division of the

engineering program. "Graduate students

don't have adequate space," Nayler said.

A pre-engineered building of 30,000

square feet is being planned now. "A lot

depends on what happens when we get an
architect and engineer in here to compare
costs; these kinds of buildings go up quickly

so labor is cheaper," Nayler said.

DufFey said money could aKso be saved by

shortening the time it takes to plan the

eleaborate buildings.

"They stretch the projects out much
longer than they have to, sometimes to

years," DufFey said, adding that just the cost

of inflation necessary to plan this out is

raising costs.

Nayler said the buiding may be located

behind Gunness in Engineering East, but

the current site is still open for further

Study.
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THE PEACE PAGODA
needs volunteer workers-artists NOW

to help with preparation for inauguration

JL (Oct 5)

y^^ Please come

i_Ml 100 Cave Hill Rd
Leverett, MA

367-2202

or call the UMass Peacemakers
545-2661

r^^-
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Herrcirs Ice Cream ^^^/^

Old Souin SI Intronc*
Noflhomplon

Op«n Noon III! II )0 Sun Thuri

Noon nil Midnight f rl k Sol

586-4837
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Otacussion Group tor

Students with

Problem Drinking Parents

The University Health Services Divisions

of Mental Health and Health Education are

sponsoring a ten session tofric-focused group

for adult children of alcoholics.

Sessions will be held

at the University Health Services on TXiesdays

from 1:00-2:30 pm beginning OCTOKR IS

Participants must pre-register and schedule

a screening interview prior to

OnOBBI ilBBS
For more trifotmstton sfid/or rc^^trstion,

cat Heaim Education 54»-2e71 ExI 181

f

i

Monday Night

Football
I

I

at

For the student

who has no equal-

scientific

calculators that

have no equal.
i-,'.t "i] IS

)S gs (?) pa (3 (ti Fim ft ri

tf^m^"--—
—

pq pg t^ pa Piwm PIm rq

Bi ra f^-^ ra r=)^ cT)m PI r-i

Hi

This vear, get d head start on

your classes with the HP-llC

or the HP-15C. So advanced

IIh'\' don't need an "equals"

kev. So extrenielv easy to use,

\'ou'll solve even the most

complex math problems such

as permutations and combina-

tions with a tew kesstrokes. . .

a bi,i; plus at exam time.

(,et an HP-llC or Hi'-l^C

todav, an^\ start out thi> vear

one sli'p ahead W/,p% ^

I

I

i

i

<^:

Stealers vs. Bengals

37 N. Pleasant St.

Proper ID Required

Don't Drink and Drive

I

I

i
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I SAFA

I BACK!
f Students Advocating Financial Aid s
g General Meeting g

I Monday, Sept 30, 6:30-8 |
I Memorial Hall |
f Everyone Welcome J
I call 545-2317 |
^lilllllllilllUlinillHlllllll>HllllllHlllllll"lllllll<lllllllllllllllllHlllllllllll|||llllH
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EWLETT
PACKARD

Located in the Campus Center

M-F 9-5 Sat 10-3

'i^ UNIVERSITY
^kSTORE^

m«

''^i'

liij=

r)€LanO§

Getdownto business faster.

Withthe BA-35.

Where else? f

I September Special -
|

I BECKS 1
1 1
i Exciting New Menu! f
^ Hors*d'oevres 4-6 pm 7 days a week M
1 Proper ID a Ml ST €
= ,',7 N. IMeasanl St. =

J 25:1-.-. Ml 1
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It there's one rhinn biiMnc.>» c.ikul,ituin>«, ,nnorti:,itions

stiiJent> h.ivc .ilwiiys nccJed, .uul ImIIohii p;ivini-nts.

tluN IS It: .in .ittorJ.ilMc, Imim- Fhc BA-^S iikmiin xmi

ncss-oricntcd caiciil.ttor

TIk- Tcx.is In.strunu'iu^

BA-^S, rlu- StuJcnt I^umiu-ss

An;ilvst.

Its hiiiltm Imimih-^-

tnrimil.is let vou pert* inn

coniplRMfcii tni.iiui-.

.Ki iiiifitmu: .iii'.l 't.iti-tit ,il

lUIK tUMIs tlu- I MRS til, It

iiMi.ilK roi|iiiii' .1 lot 1 if timi.

,inii ,1 -t.ulv lit fi'ttTfUt (. Ininks, til help \im ijrf tlu' m. '^t out

like present ,uul tutiite \,iliie ot i.,ikiil,iti if aiui >. l,l^^IlHlm.

A powertui ciinihinatinn

Think business. With
the BA-^S Stikient

spend less tiiiu' ctlcul.itiiiL:, Business An.iKst.

,iiii.i inure tune le.irninu. One
kevstmke t.ikes the pl,n.e

uf in, ins.

The t ,ik III, It' u I-- |n-t put

nt the |\K k,iL;e Vui ,tU. > '.^et

,1 hdnk th.it ti lili lU'^ nil l^t

hiisniess t iiiirse>; tin.' I^hmiu n\

.AtiaKst c ii(i,fi/'iiiil\ Business

prutessdrs helpeil iis untr it.

Texas
Instruments
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Oppression and education
Yes, it will be a most wonderful day when

people will "not be judged by the color of

their skin, but by the content of their

character," as Martin Luther King said.

For now, though, we all must realize that

racism is alive and well in the United

States. Ignoring that facts helps no one,

since all of us lose when human lives and
potential are wasted. The black civil rights

movement helped to raise the popular

social consciousness to the point where
racism and discrimination are seen for the

evils they are; but the movement in no way
eradicated those evils.

According to the Employment and Earn-

ings Report published by the U.S. Depart-

ment of labor Bureau of Labor Statistics

(Sept. 1985), white men over 25 years old

have an unemployment rate of 4.4 percent.

Black men in the same group have a rate

of ILl percent; white women have a rate

of 5.4 percent; and black women have one

of 11.5 percent. Further scrutiny of this

report reveals that black workers are skew-

ed into service occupations with a 24.5 per-

cent rate. Only 12.3 percent of whites have

service jobs. While 24.2 percent of whites

are in managerial and professional special-

ty jobs, only 13.9 percent of blacks are

similarly employed.

Although women are employed at a rate

comparable to men in managerial and pro-

fessional specialty jobs; 19 prcent of women
are employed in service occupations as op-

posed to only 9.5 percent of men. While 5.8

percent of men have administrative sup-

port/clerical positions, an amazing 29.3 per-

cent of women are so employed.

I do not believe these statistics represent

the current range of abilities of women or

minorities in the work force. Nor do they

represent the fulfilled goals or potentials

of these people. Economic disadvantage,

racism, and sexism continue to fuel the in-

equities cited here. Indeed, these concepts

are inextricably linked.

It is ludicrous to pity the white racist

man who will hate even more and ra-

Bob Brigham

tionalize his bigotry when an equally skill-

ed Asian or Hispanic is hired instead of

him. We live in a white world in this coun

try. It is also a male world; and a heterosex-

ual, Anglo-saxon, Christian one. Privilege

and opportunity are still bestowed on many,

with regard to these qualities, as a birth-

right. As a white, Anglo-Saxon male
my.self, I don't have to contend with the

issues that women, people of color, and peo-

ple of non-Christian religions must deal

with when looking for a job. And, God help

me if I ever choose to come out as a

homosexual during the interview process.

Finally, it is not up to the black and other

minority communities to educate whites

about race oppression. Because many
whites won't do this themselves though,

minorities have taken on the task. In ad-

dition to dealing with prejudice and its con-

sequences on a daily basis, they have had

to take on the burden of turning around

and saying, "This is wrong; I am being

denied opportunities, and I am being ex-

ploited." In the same way, women should

not have to be the ones to educate men. Nor

should Jews have to educate Christians,

and homosexuals and bisexuals shouldn't

have to teach heterosexuals. We all have

enough to contend with.

It is simple racism to deny the history of

oppression against people of color. It is

racism to ignore continuing prejudice and
discrimination, and to argue that protec-

tive laws don't need to be built into the

system to help secure the rights of

minorities. I wish we all were blessed with

some quality that makes us "different" or

"unacceptable" to the majority; or at least

that we were blessed with enough compas-

sion to recognize injustices committed

against other human beings.

Bob Brigham is a UMass student.

Faith in humanity restored
It started out like any other day, the day

that my faith in humanity was restored. It

was a Friday, and I had about an hour left

before my first class began. After realizing

that there was no possible way to get

another days use from my last pair of socks

I knew it was time to do my laundry. I

dragged down the stairs what clothing I

could, and had some of the more lively

pieces follow me on their own.

Entering the laundry room, I found to my
astonishment both a washer and a dryer

not being ussed. Prior experience had

taught me that this situation wouldn't last

for long. I immediately placed the correct

change into each machine, giving them

both the appearance of being in use. I then

sat and waited the half hour necessary for

the washer to complete its cycle.

During this half hour many people walk

ed into the laudry room hoping to find a

dryer they could use. Everyone of them left

with the same look of anger or frustration

on their face. As each one left I knew that

one day they would learn to play the game.

Either they would learn to play the game,

or they would spend the next eight

semesters with dirty laundry.

When the washer finally shut off. I look-

ed around to make sure no one was wat

ching. Seeing that the coast was clear, I

gi-abbed my wash and threw it into my

previously selected dryer. Realizing that it

was getting late, I placed some fresh change

into the dr^er and went off to class.

It being Friday, there were many distrac-

tions to be found in the town of Amherst.

So, it wasn't too surprising that I didn't

return to my dorm until nearly midnight.

Herb Ramy

Walking by the laundry room, I

remembered what had been nagging at the

back of my mind all evening. My laundry

was still in the dryer.

After waiting for a moment to regain may
composure, I walked into the room know-

ing fully well what to expect. I knew what

happened to the laundry of fools who left

it alone, unguarded for long periods of

timles. If it was there at all, it would be

strewn all over the rooms as a reminder for

other to beware.

OPINION
Tfie opinions on ihts page are those ot the individual wniei or canoonisi and do not necessarily reflect

ihf view^ o* the ColUfian c the University unless otherwise noted

Q. Vou describe yourself

B^a siir^iValist.

Uhat does that mean?

Q. Uhat do you Inave

for tk clangers of

a f)ost-inyclearuorld?

Q. And the Cold

and darkness ?

^Q.W the lack of food?
/:
0. And the recent report

that nuclearuar survivors

could develop an AlDS-

typG disease ?

Creating a better society
Welcome to the United States, land of

freedom, truth, and justice. Yet, when con-

sidering the political system in this coun-

try, we are severly lacking in all three of

these ideals.

Our government has made a systematic

attempt to suppress the truth. President

Reagan subjects government employees to

lie detector tests and other methods of

preventing communication that would

serve to enlighten the public. Blame for

this, however, cannot be placed only on

Reagan.
Before he denied the press access to the

the Grenada invasion, the system of cover-

ups was well in place. Recent disclosures

about U.S. intelligence agencies aiding

Nazi war criminals show this was happen-

ing at the time of World War II. Even as

far back as the Declaration of Independece,

the public was being denied information

that was vital to decision making in a

democratic society.

By now, some of you are reacting by say-

ing "Well, what about national security?".

Yes, there is information vital to our na-

tional security that must be kept secret.

Given the state of world politics and

distrust, this is a necessary evil. The infor-

mation of concern, however, is about the

everyday matters of government. Why is

this withheld? It is not of national securi-

ty interest. The only other reason is to

mislead the public about what the govern-

ment is doing.

Without an informed public, it becomes

impossible to exercise political freedom.

Decision making that is inherent in

freedom cannot be made based on inac-

curacies and half-truths. In countries that

David Valade

are currently struggling to free themselves

from past oppressive systems, literacy is

considered a primary objective in moving

iway from repression. Only an enlighten-

ed public an attain true freedom. Here, we

have a high literacy rate, so the tactics of

keeping people ignorant must be varied.

Justice is also sadly lacking in the United

States. Here, justice has been disregarded

and replaced with "due process." This

equates properly followed rules with the

philosophical concept ofjustice. What is lea

instead are rules that are subjugated to the

will of the powerful few.

So what went wrong with the dreams and

ideals that this country was founded upon?

Only history can provide this answer and

at best it will be incomplete. History is

recorded by those that contrt)! the system.

What history will show is the justifications

for our current justice system. The reason-

ing behind this creation will not be

included.

By now, certain reactionary types are ex-

claiming "But what about the Soviet

Union? It's better here than there!" Yes, it

is better here, but better is not good

enough. We can create a better society than

currently exists here or in the Soviet

Union. We need to judge what we can be,

not what the Soviet Union is. The power
and the future are ours. It is up to us as to

what we do with them.

David Valade is a UMass student.

After a quick inspection of the floor, it T\.cttCrS
was evident that my laundry wasn't there. J-iv^U'i/v^

^frhri'vTArr.'i^:ieri'r«hf:«:;S On aids and the mainstream
left.

To my astonishment, there was a neatly

and carefully folded pile of laundry sitting

there. At first I didn't recognize it, but slow-

ly I was able to identify certain articles of

clothing in the pile. It was a full minute,

though, before the realization hit me that

this was my laundry. It was inconceivable.

Someone had actually taken the time to do

this for me. I'm not ashamed to say that I

was moved to tears.

lb whoever did this deed for me, I give my
sincere thanks. Not just for folding the

laundry, mind you, but for showing a young

cynic that humans still have the capacity

for goodness.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

On behalf of Stuart Gottlieb, I would like

to rebut the corporate response of Ms.Mur
phy and Mr Jackson with regard to Got-

tlieb's "insensitivity" toward AIDS victims.

These two maintain that by denying the

victims the use of certain facilities, such as

public education, dnetal care, and housing,

we are both ostracixing them and denying

them "the lifestyle to which they have

become accustomed." They further main

tain that AIDS victims deserve virtually

unrestrained coexistence with non victims.

This logic is faulty for two reasons, the

first being our dangerous teick of knowledge

about the disease. The first case of AIDS
was diagnosed in June, 1981. Now, four-plus

years later, surprisingly little is known. We
simply do not know enough about the

causes or effects of the disease to risk the

health of non victims.

The second reason for barring AIDS vic-

tims is the risk that they, the victims, run.

In a letter this month to the New York

Times, Dr Edward H. Resiner Jr M.D.

wrote, "AIDS patients are many more times

su.sceptible to the everyday strep, staph,

and other germs that threaten you and me,

than we are to the exotic organisms that

lay them low."

In separating the victims of AIDS from

the mainstream, we are maintaining the

health of the afflicted, and possibly that of

the non-victim, until a cure can be found

for this horrible killer

John Swanson
Sylvan
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HOUR COMEDY SHOW

#^
<^^

MON. SEPT. 30

S.U,B, 8 PM

$1.50 -I. -Mr- :,-

\ ^ W.Mnc
ft
Agjiiy '.

_^

$25.00

REWARD

/^t\\

mlPay $25.00in Cash, Plusa 'WakeMe Laugh

TShirtif You Can Survive asa Contestanton OurShow!!

Those ThatDo NotSurvive WillAlso Receive a
WiifMMiihi 5WmiMmm'nitmm
drawingatthe eveningperhrmance.

NEED SPACE?
ALL RSO'S WISHING TO OBTAIN OR

RETAIN OFFICE/BUSINESS SPACE IN

THE CC/SU COMPLEX MUST APPLY

BY
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2 AT 5 PM.

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE IN

THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OFFICE,

ROOM 817 CAMPUS CENTER.

I

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning J

"l\/1ia's" newest revelation is a

little leather boot with lots of

character. Be ready to meet
every fashion challenge,

vailable in black and snow.

I] ( 'iillf./nni'

WITNESS :
Did you see UMass*

Police Officers J
struggling with a man^
near Grad Research*
Center on May 5, 1985*

(during Spring Concert)? ©
If so please contact: •

DoiOihy v/5rlo _

16 Center St. #314 ^
Northannpton, MA 01060

•

413-584 8424 •

Hampshire
Business

Machines Inc.

TYPEWRITERS
Sales, Service

Rentals

Brothers, IBM.
Smith Corona, etc

321 Main St.

Amherst
549-6177

r

Open Sundays

Featuring Steve Ktoc'sj

i

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER

Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Sfteaks,

Prime Ribs,
Seafood j

DIRECTIONS take 1 16 north to
^

South Oeerfield, south on route

5-10 1 Vj miles. Right on Chris-

tian Lane 'A mile from center of

(own. Open:
Mon-Sat 5-10 pm

Sun 1-9

S

rARDS# CARDS• CARDS• CARDS • CARD\
ds« cards • cards • cards • cards <

s« cards • cards• cards • cards •
s# cards# cards« cards^ cards^ c\
• cards • cards • cards • cards • ca
cards^ cards^ cards# cards^ car
:ards« cards« cards^ cards^ card
rds« cards^ cards« cards^ cards^
ds« cards^ cards^ cards^ cards#
s« cards^ cards# cards^ cards^ c\
• cards • cards • cards • cards• ca
cards • cards • cards • cards • car
ards« cards • cards • cards • card
rds« cards • cards• cards • cards ^

ds« cards• cards• cards • cards •
s« cards# cards • cards • cards • cj
• cards• cards • cards • ca
cards • cards • cards • caf
ARDS • CARDS• CA a StorB-tui of kimi

RDS^ CARDS ^ CARl Downtown Amh«r«t Daily 10- 6. Sun. 12 5

IWhat ifyou dorit

get intothe

giadschool of

yourchdce?

Ofcourse, youmay get into another

school, butwhy settle? Prepare for the

LSAT. GMAT, GRE. MCAT or any grad

school entrance exam with the best test

piep organization— Stanley H. Kaplan.

For neariy 50 years. Kaplan's test-

taking techniques have prepared over 1

million students for admission and li-

censing tests of all kinds. So call. Why go

tojust any grad school, when ycu can go
to the right one? ^j^pr

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

KAPLAN
SIANllYH KAPIANlDUt AIlOt^JAl arJlfKltU

The woilds leading

test prep
organization.

I

I

;?.^)H N. Pleasant
Fret- SiH'o.i 549-5780

Rfadinj,' Lesson

Availahk" Anvtinu-
Knrollin);- Now \'<i

Dec L.SAT/CRK

i

i

i

Adegree
of caring.

For people who care about people-
teachers, counselors, health and hunnan

services professionals— Northeastern Uni-

versity has a special place where you can

obtain the knowledge and skills needed
to help others Boston-Bouve College of

Human Developnnent Professions.

You can reach out and further your

career with Master Degree progranns

that include:

Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction

• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation
• Special Education

Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Physical Therapy
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &
Audiology

Doctoral and non-degree certification

programs are also available

For more information and a free catalog,

call (617) 437-2708 or write to Boston

O INordKastcrn linlwrsily Bouve College at the address below.

Graduate School, Boston Bouve College of Human Development Professions

107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave , Boston, MA 021 15

IIIi^Hi Hi'^m^™w^V^HjH^^Ks^KSR^B^W^U
^ .^jKm9l^^^S^-jJm
i^hni3hRh

n

BOSTON
BOUVE

NoflfiMSI*'" University ^ an equal oppoftunity/af'irmativc ,jrii1 e'^'pl lyf
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McsdTitfn raffviMB

ONE-A-DAY
Maximum
60 tablets Formula

$4.39
Save $2.10

AQUA-FRESH
8.2 oz.

$1.49
Save 70*

B

!

!

gppiHPPHEPIEMM^l®
IMIMIMSIIISMH]

COVER GIRL
REPLENISHING

LIQUID

$1.88
Save $1.11

i^^
BIC LIGHTERS !

39^
Save 40*

1^m

LADY SPEED
Stick by Mennen

1.5 oz.

$1.29
Save 86*

sHck

1
1
1
1
1

il

Discount Health and

Beauty Aids

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-3534
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Graduate Students I

Do you feel that you play no

role in the University?

That your needs and

interests are not

considered?

The Graduate Student Senate is currently filling

graduate positions on many campus-wide commit-

tees, such as the Board of Governors, the Fine Arts

Council, the Legal Services Governing Board, the

Transit Advisory Committee, the Graduate Council,

and a host of others dealing with all aspects of the

University community.

If you want more information, or wish to serve on

one of these committees, contact your department's

Senator, or the Graduate Student Senate Office,

Room 919, of the CC - 545-2896.

M^imiMlHIMUlMUMH
giumi@i@imn@imiiMii

* VOTE *

in the

Undergraduate Student Senate

& Commuter Area Government Elections
* Today * * Today * * Today *

Cast Your Ballots in the following locations:

Franklin D.C. - Orchard Hill & Central Residences

11 am -2 pm 4 pm -7 pm
Worcester D.C. - Northeast & Sylvan Residences

11 am -2 pm 4 pm -6:30 pm
Berkshire D.C. - Washington, JA, JQA, Patterson

MacKimmie, Cance, Pierpont & Moore Residences

11 am -2 pm 4 pm -7 pm

Hampshire D.C. - Coolidge, Kennedy, Thoreau

James, Melville, Emerson, Crampton & Prince Residences

11 am -2 pm 4 pm -7 pm
All Commuters & Greek Area Residences

Vote in the Hatch 11 pm - 4 pm

Monday, September 30, 1985!
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Weather

Tbday: Sunny, high in the

mid 70s
Tonight: Fair, lows from the

mid 40s to the lower 50s.

Tomorrow: Partly cloudy,

high in the raid 70s.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Miled by 1 rude Michel Jaffe

Gordy By Gorde
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Auditions
for

Fall Production

of

Dracula
the Musical?

Audition Material Will

Be Provided!

Monday, Sept. 30th

Campus Center Rm 164
1

Collegian

It's a good

J

read!

ACROSS
1 song

(Cheaply)

5 College deg
8 Unit of mag

nelic induction

13 Up and coming
16 Hue IS Its

capital

17 Down and out

18 Feature ot a

booK cover

19 Namesakes of

a Kennedy
20 One oft tie

Argonauts

22 Oneof ttie

seven seas

Abbr
23 Coins of Iran

24 Islamic call to

prayer

25 Leave out

26 Elec units

27 High and low

29 lacocca

30 City in

Normandy
31 Watchman
32 Parker from

Ft Worth
33 Remove a

pear s cover

34 Creative person

37 Small islands

38 Early in the

3rdcen ; Rom
41 Wild and wooly
43 City of NW

Spam
44 George Herman
45 Brook
46 City of NW

North Dakota
47 ABA member
48 European
49 Like a lamb
50 Shuns the

chocolate

chips

52 Amuse
54 Register

55 Up and around

56 Has a siesta

57 Take in tow
58 Not so much

DOWN
1 Of the central

govprnment

2 Former
3 Alter

4 Cooperatives,

in the USSR
5 Wagers
6 AUdall. to

friends

7 Voter

8 Channels
9 Blackbird

10 Wild and
wooly

1

1

Saint Andrew s

cross
12 Refinery worker

14 Hodges and
el al

15 Durable wood
21 Nohow
24 Pa and 5th

25 Central Euro
pean river

27 Island,

part of Midway
28 of the

Roses
30 la vie

32 Angle

33 Actor Mum

34 Scraper

35 Cut and dried

36 Giggles
37 Eagle wearer

38 Square meter

39 Hard workers

40 Means
42 Passenger

43 Horizontal door

beam
46 Griffinof TV
48 Jam and Cuba
49 School subi

51 Nursery school

P'lpil

53 Fort Worlh inst

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Y E SB C R E.E11R
H E DllC E

MIEIR 0,

HMs L aMH
"ST A T fIBIR A M AHT E|D1

T H E DlOlR E N A vfA|R R;0,

E A R PCAPONJ aIpIiId

F|I,A T

P R 0,8 t'o T E
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INS tot AMfIn Mam S.irftraM
9/30/85

TOKYO

the Cheapest fares to:

• EUROPE
• ASIA
• AUSTRALIA/

NEW ZEALAND
• DOMESTIC

DESTINATIONS
also railpasses, Int'l student

ID, car rentals, tours, AYH
membership and much,

.much more'
Call 256-1261 or drop

by at

79 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

Ask for our FREE catalog'"'

COUIMCIL TRAVEL

^^^^^Vi'v**************************'^******!
Now Open

the

Paper House Inc. —

'

WE HAVE RE-OPENED!
318 College St. (Rt 9) Amherst • MA

next to Shumway's Paint and Jane Alden's

2-3 blocks past Elder Lumber

An Authentic
Italian Restaurant

A Few Samples From Our Menu

New Telephone

Number 253-2970
^^^^^^^^^^.^ HidH QUALITY
rSALE^ COPIES
^^^^^^^^^ Only 5^ ea.
PRINTING • COPYING • GRAPHICS

Saltinbocca -

Veal Saltinbocca, rolled

pieces of veal stuffed with

prosciutto, three cheeses,

sage, and sauteed in a double

wine sauce.

Maccheroni
airArrabbiata -

Angry macaroni served in a

tomato, roast pepper, and

hot pepper sauce.

OPEN TUESDAY

Fritto Misto -

Fried seafood medley,
shrimp, sole, calamari. and

clams fried in a light butter.

Polio Cardinale
Chicken Cardinal, bite sized

chunks of chicken breast

sauteed with mushrooms,

prosciutto,, and herbs. Top-

ped and broiled with Marsala

and cheese.
SUNDAY

96 Russell St

4:00 - 10:00 PM
You'rt' invited tn hrin^j v<>ur own hecr atui wiru'

(Rte9)Hadley 384-8000

^^^^^********¥¥ **************** **********

fck'JM*
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APT
''Noises Off' is witty, gunshot-paced
"Noises Off"
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Sunday Sept. 29

By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

It was so bad, it was good.

Noises Off, the British parody of a

hopelessly inadequate but nevertheless

stalwart acting comopany, was the season

opener at the Fine Arts Center (FAC).

And, unlike the ridiculed troupe in the

showwithin-a-show, Nothing On, the cast

of Noises Offwas excellent. Noel Harrison

was particularly fine as the harried direc-

tor enjoying some dalliance with assorted

cast members, and Patricia Kilgarriff was

wonderful as the loud leading lady with a

lover half her age. But ii was the stunning

Lydia Laurans who stole the show as the

stereotypical "dumb blonde" who couldn't

keep her contact lenses on her eyeballs. The
only drawback was Selsdon's (Moultries

Patten's) insistence on tossing away the

ends of his lines.

The play was rich in sharp, witty lines,

lots of gunshot-paced slapstick (like a

painful-looking telephone cord to the groin),

and hilariously misplaced props, (including

everything from hot water bottles to sar-

dines). The three acts let the audience

eavesdrop on the company in dress rehear-

sal, backstage, and at the end of their emo-
tionally and professionally rocky tour.

And as hellish as it must have been for

the struggling little company of Nothing
On, Noises Offwas heavenly for the rest of
us.

Maybelline'

EPOFF all

/Vteybelline'
products

Coupons also valid in the Mini Store

Maybelline'
products

Noel Harrison and Lydia Laurans in the Fine Arts Center's season opener,

"Noises Off."

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

l*m at my best
TM

with A/lEtybelline

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

rentAnreck

New & Used Care
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

i

eatiiiji place

: • OPEN
\ 6 A.IM.-3 A.M.

\ SUN.-THURS.

( • OPEN 24 HOURS
; FRI. A SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
1 (NEXT TO SUPER
• STOP a SHOP)

I
Ittf . 9 • Hidlti/ftmlitrst

> 256-6889

mlDAS-

INTERNSHIPS
& SYMPOSIA

/;/ W nshincfton, D.C..

RNSHirS—tlill-riiiK- work cM|xn<.iKv

wirli lImhcc of pl.KciiKin

SVMI'OSIA—in-Jqnh LontciviKCs (mi

ti kI.in s (. arccr tivinls ami issues

IVrson.tlK niloral pmjii.ims

( t)sts littk inori. tli.in st.ivinu

1)11 t..)inpiis

Ml ni.i|ois. ,\\\ licUts

OfKrcii w.n "hhiiuI

i-.irn .K.uk'inK iiviiu

• MoiiNtng .u.iil.iMi'

K.is\ n» .i|>pl\

THE ECONOMIZER
MUFFLER

• J

»

Resular

$59.95
Per axle ^lA OA

(most cars) Regular 9/4.SfU

BRAKE SPECIAL

Al>nHfs> .

IIIVMMV /II-

M (KM*!

1 1,, n ..

IK.f Iff '

Attend a meeting with a representative

from the Washington Center Monday,
September 30 at 3:30 p.m. in the Cam-
pus Center Room 917. For more informa-

tion contact Ellen Wolf in the Office of In-

ternship.

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
The Economizer muffler from Midas fits most
American-made cars and trucks Your satisfaction

with this product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Muffler is

warranted by Midas for one year from the

date of installation and will be replaced

free of charge if it fails during this period.

expires 10/31/85

DISC BRAKES
• F(e» 4-Whe^i broKe

• Replace pads wuh tic v
guoronieed disc f>ods

• l\«surfoce »oiof«
• Replace grease seals
• Inspvct ono ropocK

wheel b^orioQs
• Inspect calipers

Inspect hydraulic s/siern
• Lubncote caliper onchors
• Inspect fluid levels
•• Add fluid If required
• Rood test

Owevkirte*. MIda* brake shoes and disc brake pads ar* warranted for

ai long aa yo<i owr> your American or foreign car. van or light truck
lundar 7,000 lbs ) i. If tbey ever <Meai. new Midas brake shoes or pads

wl'l t>e inatMied without charge for the shoes oi pads or the iat>Of to
install thk sitoea or cads Aodinonai parts and/or labor reouirad to
restore tiM system to operatiortai condition are extra

DRUM BRAKES
> KM»e 4-Wheel broKe
ii»$^"i»cilon

• Pr.'^oce shoes with new
gnor-T'ieed linings

• Re:>urface drums
• Inspect wheel cylinders
• Inspect hold down springs
• Lubricote bocKing plotes
• Inspect hydraulic .vsieim
• Readjust brakes
• Rood test

FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

143 KING ST.
JCT. RTES. 9& 116

NORTHAMPTON
HADLEY

586-4840
586-9991

Midas
n ^E^

Monday, September 30, 1985!
Collegian n

i^the Harvard game continued from page 12

UMass ended the quarter ahead 3-0. It

started the second quarter with an eight

play drive to the Harvard one. On third

down from the one, Simeone lost a yard.

Stall passed on the easy field goal again,

electing to have Simeone attempt a pass to

Barnwell, linebacker Brent Wilkinsson bat-

ted it awav.

Harvard, after a sack by Eddie Sullivan

(who had a great day with 12 tackles and

three sacks) punted from its own seven.

UMass drove to the Crimson 25, stalling as

Simeone gained nothing on second down at

the 25 before he underthrew Crowley at the

19. Kaczorowski's 42-yard" field goal at-

tempt was short with 2:21 to go in the half.

Harvard took advantage, gaining 15

yards on a poor interference call before

quarterback Brian White looked for Den-

son at the UM 41.

Denson was covered by safety Bob
Shelmire and as the pass arrived, it was tip-

ped up by linebacker Todd Rundle. The ball

fell into Denson's hands and he raced un-

touched 60-yards for the touchdown. George

Barnwell fumbled it away at his own 35 two

plays later and kicker Rob Steinberg (after

Harvard was stopped by the UMass

defense) booted a 43-yard field goal for the

final margin.

Harvard, outside of the 60 yard gift, team-

ed 32 first half yards and had only four first

downs. UM's defense, especially Rundle,
.

Sullivan. Platek and nose guard Mike

Dwyer, stuffed the Crimson's running

game, allowing only 104 yards on the

ground.

The second half was downright boring.

UMass had its chances, driving to Har

vard's 34 before Barnwell fumbled, to its

own 40 before Simeone was intercepted, to

the Crimson 42 before another pickoff and

finally getting the ball at Harvard's 46

with 1:24 left, only to see Simeone get in

tercepted by Lee Oldenburg.

UMass was hurt by a season-high 70

yards in penalties, but had the ball almost

10 minutes more than Harvard.

Rhode Island, with All-Americans Tom
Ehrhardt and Brian Forster, will challenge

the proud UMass defense on Saturday, but

without a more cohesive offense the

Minutemen will suffer like they did on

Saturday. "Let's hope," said Stull, "this

type of game doesn't happen again."

Volleyball ranked 12th
The University of Massachusetts women's

volleyball team has been ranked national-

ly for the first time.

Coach Elaine Sortino's women have been

ranked 12th nationally in the Division II

poll, the only northeast school to break the

grip California and Midwest schools hold

on the poll.

The Minutewomen, 13-0, are ranked first

in the Northeast poll. They won both the

UMass Invitationals and the Central Con-

necticut Tburnament.

The UMass Classic, scheduled for Friday

and Saturday in Boyden, was cancelled due

to the hurricane. The games could not be

rescheduled, meaning UMass lost six

games.
UMass will play next Tuesday, taking on

local rival Mount Holyoke in Hadley. They
return home on Saturday to host North

eastern University, a rival Division II

power that previously held the top spot in

the Northeast poll.

if field hockey
Though the Minutewomen lost their in

tensity, playing much of the second half on

their heels, according to Springfield head

coach Dottie Zenaty, Hixon's former coach,

during her playing days at Springfield.

"We were lucky. Our kids had nothing to

lose. There was a lot of pressure on UMass
to win because they're supposed to win all

the time," Zenaty said.

She was quick to point out though, that

despite the loss, she said UMass will still

represent New England in the NCAA Tbur-

nament in November
"UMass can play a lot better than they

did today," she said. "No question, player

•continued from page 12

for player UMass is far superior than us."

Despite the upset, Hixon said she didn't

think that the loss was devastating but it

certainly wasn't one that the team needed.

"There's no time to think about it," she

said. "We've got to go forward from here."

Springfield tied the game with 10:01 re-

maining in the game as Sophomore Penny
Guilmain fired a loose ball pa.st UMass goal

keeper Lynn Carlson, starting her first

game of the season.

For the game, UMass outshot the

Maroons by a staggering 41-7 margin, and
had more corners, 19-2. Carlson made three

saves.

^trUH(M^

- Quality Pizza

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY
Sun. - Wed. 4 pm to 2 am

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 4 pm to 3 am

ELEK-TEK . . . SAVES YOU M
ON CALCULATORS

EL 5510 ^O PC 1?61

EL5500T TO ^H|^B PC 1 35UA
^'-^^'°

?n SSSE rplps°^PC1250A 70 lUl^^H CB125
PC 1260 ''' ^^^^ CE126P

CE 150

Mpa^kap^ calculators P|—7-^-—IP
HP-1 1C Scientific 58
HP- 1 2C Financial 90
HP-15C Scientific 90
HP-16C Programmer 90

*^^^ FREEl
New Advantage software module from HP with the

^^,^ purchase of any HP-41 at Elektek. Offer ends 11/15/85.

HP-41 CALCULATORS AND ENHANCEMENTS
HP-41C 105* ,' - ^ . Prinle'(82143A)

HP-41CV 168 /^i^?^ HP-1L Module
HP-41CX 245 /"-^rv'~\ Dig Cassette Drive

HP- 718 Computer 399 /:::; LJ t t\ HP IL Printer

Optical Wand 95 \':^'^\:L \l\ Think Jet Printer

Card Reader 145 m|^^^^_ 91 1 4A Disk Drive

MEMORY EXPANSION MODULES (for HP-41C)
Timer Module 60 •Y^ HEWLETT Ext Function Module
Quad Module 60 &Xfl PACKAno Ext Memory Module

•While limited supplies last

135
135
150
1 19
55
150

FREE
JZS-

283
95

400
335
375
600

60
60

CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-1269 EXCEPT ILLINOIS, ALASKA
At cessoi.PS discounted loo MaMeiCa'd or VISA by phone or mail Ma.l Cashier s. heck Money Ord Pets Chock
I? v»ks toclr) Sorry no C O D s Add $4 00 isi ilem $1 eaadd IshpgA handi Shpis lolL address add ^'ffc la« Puces

suDi to change University/College PO s Welcome WRITF ino calls! loi tree catalog 30day leluin policy (or

,1elH,t,ve merchandise only ALL EIEK TE K ME RCHANPI Sf ISBRANDIMFW 1 ST QUAL I T V AND COMPL E fE

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIK
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

U«chl-f«vu Karat* Oub maMs Fri 6 PM
Rm 24 NOPE No few New students

vyelcome. Clsssicel Okmawan Karate train

ir>Q. Dan Instructors.

Tha ^Marketing Club announces tl>at

Rictiard Fein of SOM Placement will speak

7 30 PM Monday. September 30th in SBA
8'

UMa*a~duting Club ganaral meeting
7:00 room 182-75 CC all welconne. Gerneral

information, slide show, trip an-

nouncements ?s 545 3131 Sept 30 tonight

1074 Audi Fox *2S0? Needs muffler to pass

inspection South Hadley 536 1094 evenings

1970 Buick LaSabre excellent body ex-

cellent engine always runs always will $700

or best offer 549 7580

1S77 Honda Civic drive it away 36 mpg Bob
263 2098

Audi Fox 76 station wagon 4 speed good
condition 72k miles telephone 549 1738

ae Ford Falcon mint condition 11300 or 80
call Aaron 256-

1

239

CALCULATORS

2 floor aaats for J Taylor at the Wang on

Sept 30 call Marie 549-4186

Bundy Ruta. Excellant condition, very

rarely used 276.00 or best offer 665 7544

Computer Terminal with modem *300 or

BO Diane 549 14^
WhylRant? Dorm size fridge excellent con-

dition »50. 774-7672 after 5.

There will be a maating tonight at 700 in

Rm 163 of the Campus Center of Spectrum

Art and Literary magajine

Whoa Who in American Collagas and
Unlversitiat juniors and seniors applies

tions in 420 Student Union BIdg return by

10-4-86

UPC Oanaral Maatlng we are your con-

cert connection'! New mamtiers yyelcome.

Date. October 1, Time: 6:30 pm. Place: 163

CC

ATTENTION: PI KAPPA ALPHA

Brand new HP12C financial calculator.

Does simple, compound interest, amortiia

tion, present & future value, & much more
Comes with user handlx)Ok Must see to ap

preciate. *90. Sells in stores for *100 to

120 Call 256-0078 avea.

"CASH" ~

Paying cash for baaaball oarda call Mika

at 546 6105

ENTERTAINMENT

To tha gamlaman I spoke to Friday att/eve

at 5:30 PM about my ring: award awaits

upon its return: call 266-8037

AUTO FOR SALE

M Vaoa New battery, rusty, njns. »200

885-7661 Ed after 10 pm

"Tt^dge Dart 86,000 miles, good condi

tton »750 or best offer Ingrid 253 2622

71 Grand Prix 2 dr coupe 77000 mi AM/FM
• stereo AC tilt cruise rear defog 13000. exec

cond 546 9964 ^
7B Chevy Chavatta 4 speed 4 cyls low mi

axcallant cond »13S0 call 666^4388

1174 Volvo Wgn. red 4 sp 4 cyl great

engine good body A steal at »975 must sell

546 7766 after 6 00 prn

ISn Ford Pinto 4-door, naw clutch, recent

,
tires Runs great 1500 or BO 253 366 1

T% Ooal 4 speed, excellent running cond.

500/BO call Bill 649 1588/546^4286

ItTi^^odge Aspen exceltent condition

auto PS, PB AC. cruiae, new bettery, 74k

miles 549 5994

1970 Dodge Oarl Swinger 89k good

engine good body Dependable 560 Tom
2560962

1978 Ford Oranada rabuHt angina good

condition »750 00 266-8847

Dodge Dart 1878 slant 6, runs good, tSOO.

6489248

iilPO Ford 6t Torino good conditioo •eOO

or 80 Tom 266-6708

1M0l>attun Pickup '*TbOO can 268-1320

aak for Gary Jr

Rack A Disc Enterteinment Agency.
Disc Jockeys, large screen video dances,

light shows and rentals 549 7144

"Wa can make you laugh" »25 OO if you

can hold on to your funny bone Monday
night Sept. 30 8 pm S.U 8 adm »1.50

~ DECADANCE I

Friday. October 4th, come to the CC
Auditorium from 9 to 1 dressed in the style

of your favorite decade 20's, 60's,

whatever' Be creative' Admission is 12 00

til 10 00, and »2.50 after 10:00 The CCA is

accessible This dance is sponsored by the

Lesbian, Bisexual, snd Gsy Alliance, and all

are welcome'

POR RENT
"~

Northampton Main St 2nd floor front 2

bedroom apt immediately, $700 month
utilities 12031 344 1587 6^10 pm only

Rosaignol Sklls 170 Caber boots 9 poles

Solomon bindings cheap 266-8696

iStarao for sale good condition $50 or bast

offer Rich 6 8471

oTdar IBM e]*c Typvwtr has foreign

language keys call Eliane 1-593-9476

Tires - 2 new P206 14" radials $66 call

666 7791 Andy

Raaboks for leas. Call Andy 549-5184

FOUND

Found at UMaaa-Holy Croaa gama on

Saturday camera bag and contents, owner

pleese call 617 753 6156 ask for Carol

I found a nice paTr of sunglassas with

their cese last Sunday near Mahar If they

are yours, call Stef at 546-8891 and identify

l|^ays found on t>ench outside of Bartlett

call Beth to identify 546-4240

Found dorm room key in womans lockar

room at Totman Pool call: Lisa 6-1228 mid-

afternoon or night

FREE
"

Fraa Puppy - 8 weeks old, needs a home
call 263-2132

HELP WANTED

put toxic waste cleanup, acid rain control

and utility reform on the 1996 ballot. Why
clean tables when you can clean up the en
vironment Call Susan at 266- 6434.

weekdays, for interview

Residential Assistanta/Reliaf Worfcars
needed tot residential programs serving

MR/Multiply handicapped adults in Belcher

town and Palmer Entry level /pan time

positions ComrT)itment a must Meridian

Associates, P O Box 974 Belechenown,'

MA 01007 1413) 323 6872, AA/EOE

Freshman Student Athletic Trainers

10 12 hours/week contact in Boyden Tram
ing Room (#91 tel 545 2866

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic automobile

workshop. 28 hours including classroom

and shop. Limited enrollment. 263-2098

JC arid HOTEL MALIBU

Hay Quysl How about a paraooal?' Hera it

is< Love, CAL

KENYA BAGS

Only tie In tha Concoura* rtxjat every day

in Saptambar

" LOST

Tha Sub is now taking applications for peo-

ple with cars to deliver sutjr

Drivers Wanted Good wages, immediate

openings The Upper Crust 71 N Pleasant

St Amherst 253 9739

Horn rimmad glaaaa dropped approx. 338

Puffton call Jeff 546-4932

Reward - no questions asked, for return

light blue Schwinn Touring bike taken out

side Hills South Sunday Carl 26fr6749,

5-0718

bold bracelet fraahwatar paaria Mack
atone reward 666 3164 sentimental value'

Pair of brown glaeses in bisck case.

Somewhere between Morrill and Boyden.

Call John 256-0235 reward

Loat a long gold chain with paaria on It.

If found pleese call Susan Brehm at

548^1228 or 646-2162

1 bedroom in Brittany. Heaat ft hot water

inci Full kitchen Et bath $180/mo evenings

256^)783

Fridga Rantala caN R & P Package Store

253-9742 fraa dallvary

roR SAIE
~

For sale 1M1 KawaaakI 440LTD $10d0or

BO 549 6000 «412 Leo _
SONY TCKTTapeTdack, $100. Nikko

TRM aOO stereo amplifier. $150 Peter

549^5426 keep trying

Inaxpenslve women's shirts, many styles

all under $20 Kenya bags $16 call 64»4863

Lab Sariae lOOw guitar ampllflar axe $275

or BO call Rob 549 4141

Plita Makers Wanted: pareona with ex-

parier>ce in making Italian style piiza are en-

couraged to apply at The Upper Crust. 71 N
Pleasant St 263 9739 PT/FT CWS possible

Intaraated In writing, photography or

nr«arkatlng7 The yeartx>ok is hinng for

general staff positions Apply at INDEX, 103

CC or call 646-0848

Saptr28 tTa wili be the laat days to

work at Riverside Amusement Park Trans is

provided and pay received at end of day call

546-6641 oi 546 6466 fot more info

talamarketer 6 salespersons needed to

sell residential s«tnllit« systems Salary E>

commission call 548-4732 days and 648^5813

nitas

MICHBLE

MIchala Happy Birthday" Hera's to a

great weekend' Love ya - Stacy and Kim

and Bruce, too'

MUSIC

Attention Banda, Musicians Embaaay

Recording Studio offers you 16 track state

of the art for lass. Great for demo tapes.

Amherst 24 hrs 649-7640

St Juda - Thank you for your powerful in-

tercession - rK)w and always

Looking tor Christian FallowBhip7 The

Alliance Christian Fellowship is now
meeting' Call Mark 263 7206 or Jen

546 9283 for info

Free Tension Releese. Volunteers needed

for acupressureist in training. Call Susanna

546^5092

TENNESSEE^Tve seen your car around

UMass You're from 25, I'm from 2. Please

call 546-4486

Jennifer, There was s huge mix up when
you called Sunday night Please call nne

back Gil 6-6700

Major panic - stock up on beer, fill the tub

with weter, buy extra keanax and cat food.

Graphics is prepared.

Ciirls FInlay where are you? Call rtta'

Mone 266-6889 miss you _______
Friee^kittenil Very cute and playful' Com-
ptetely toilet trained 256 6889 free

Happy^lrthdayl Sue folman love Pete'

i^hrieey - things are getting reelly out of

hand' I wish you good luck with Dad on Fri-

day' Your loving roommate at 222

A^one interested in sterling a sailboerd

club pleese call 8-5114 aak for Dan

Evan I think that you ftava something I

want

Sean ^gs Thanks for a really great year

dude' Its been the best' I love you so much"
XO Dianne

Knightar (Brittany Manor) • bawara' The

loke s on you' - Gap

OOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (u

repetrl Also delinquent tax property Call

1 -806-687 60OO ext GH 9618 lor mfomia

tion

Today Scott^Araglado tuma 231 Why
don't you call him at 263-2061 to wish him a

Happy Birthday??

Jud^and JMIka - Good luck to one of the

sexiest couples I know' P S. Welcome to

Amherst*

i lova you to death and even after our

time is up you'll be eternelly engraved In my
heert' 236 to go?

Happy Blrthday^RTlDon'l forget 'It's

quality not quantityi" lova your
"roommate" CB

PRIVATE OUITAR LB8SONi~

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 bdrm apt excellent deal $140/m
everything included 549-2843

Famele housemete for single room m Roll-

ing Green. $164. utilities inc. 266-0801 after

8 pm

Famala non-emokar to live in sirtgle room
m Puffton call 549 5186

3 glrla looking for 4th roommata call

266^1320 after 5 if interested

Fourth roommete wentad for two
tiedroom Southwood Apt clean, great loca-

tion, snd cheap' Call nights 26fr4266

8EROEANT DINA FINE

Happy ISth Birthday, DInali May you find

youi "mysterious berry" somewhere on this

campus' Have fun on your fieW trip this

weekend With tove from the Ear and

"the Slug"

SERVICES

Profeeelonal typing dona by UMass stu

dent Reasonable rates R Charron

K37^)044 ^
TAli^R Alteration Expwt Same Day Ser-

vice Available SHAANN'S Rt \\%

Sunderland Open 8 am 686^ 3878

Pregnant? Need halprCall BWhrlghl:

548-1908

Briari's Typing Service. Feat, accurate.

Tape transcription Available almost

anytime 666^ 7662

STINQ CONCERT

I n««d two ttekata to tha Sting Concert, in

Naw York, Naw Jersey area on Sept. 30lh.

Call Dave at 649 0866

TYPINQ » WORD PROCESSINQ

PERSONALS

Deaperataly seeking atudanta Earn

$35 45 day Make money make friends and

make a difference with MASSPIRG Help

Bands Wanted to play in tha 6th annual

Southwest Battle of the Bands Coma pick

Gp an application at the SWAG office in

Hampden Commons or call 6^0960 Applies

tion deadline Oct 4, 5 pm

Exparlancad ft patient teacher.
Rock /Pop /Folk /Blues Improvisation,

Reeding, Theory, Composition Your ho»t>e

or my studio Doug 649 4786

PROFESSIONAL tVPINO SERVICE

Ceses, pepers, diseartations. theaas. on

campus depenilabia. outstanding quality,

low rates. 584 7924

Naxt day aorvlca. TYPE RITE 2536111

QUALITY TYPINQ . Long or~short proiacM^

WW coirect grammar, spelkng. 6 purtctua-

tion Meticulous proofreeding Hw*i IBM
typewriter 548^087

WANTED

Exparlancad interior palntarlal twawlad
rafarences preferred Pteasa can 648- 161

1
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SPORTS
UMass gives Harvard a tip, 10-3
Deflected pass stops Minutemen,
Simeone replaced at qb byfreshman
By PETER ABRAHAM
ColletJian Staff

(\AMBRIDGE-When you hold a team to

178 yards of total offense and 10 points, you

ncu niall\ txpect to win any football game.

But the University of Massachusetts

defense, as good as it is. discovered it

couldn't wm l\\ itself as the Minutemen
lost, 10-3 to Harvard on Saturday in

Cambridge.

The UMass offense had the ball 17 times,

nine times inside the Harvard 46 yard line,

but failed to get more than Stan Kac-

zorowski's 41-vard field goal. For the first

time in 1985, UMass did not deserve to win,

fumbling the ball away four times and be-

ing intercepted three times to fall 2-2 on the

season.

Harvard, 2-0, didn't exactly have the vic-

tory coming to them either, scoring on a 60

yard touchdown pass after the ball was

deflected and again on a 43-yard field goal

after recovering a fumble on the UMass 35
and gaining only nine yards on five plays.

"We're not going to win any games by not

scoring when we have the chances," said

UMass coach Bob Stull. "Defensively, we
played a gi-eat game. The turnovers killed

us though. It's demoralizing to march down
the field and lose the ball again and again.

Then they score on a tipped pass and after

a fumble, it was a frustrating game."

Senior quarterback Jim Simeone, star-

ting for the injured Dave Palazzi, was not
sharp. Simeone was five-of-16 for only 39
yards. He was intercepted three times. On
the gi-ound, he gained 59 yards, calling his

own number 19 times on the option, once
more than tailback George Barnwell (76

yards and three fumbels) and six times
more than fullback Al Neri (42 yards).

On Sunday, the UMass coaching staff

decided to bench Simeone, putting
freshman Bill Shaughnessy first on the

depth chart for Saturday's Homecoming
game against Rhode Island. Shaughnessy,
a 6-1, 175 pounder from Quincy, was 0-for-

four in relief of Simeone.

Palazzi, who made the big plays in

leading UMass to its first national rank-
ing since 1981, was obviously missed.

UMass drove deep into Harvard territory

in the first half (reaching the 18, 11, 45, 2,

and 35) and scored only three points.

"Who knows?" questioned Stull when
asked if P&lazzi's absence was the reason
for the lack of offense. "We thought we
could run the ball on them, but we couldn't

get the big play. The fumbles and intercep-

tions were costly, we gave them the game.
Jimmy, I'm sure, did his best."

Credit the Harvard defense with stuffing

the Minutemen offense and giving veteran

coach Joe Restic his 79th win, a Harvard
record.

"I felt very lucky at halftime, we were

given two gifts for the points," Restic said.

"Our defense was outstanding. They're

(UMass) a good football team, they're

physical and very tough, we just made '^ome

big plays."

All eyes are on the ball as a Massachusett.s player
won, 1-0.

Women's soccer
downs UVM,3-0
UMass wins its 100th game
It was one to remember for the University of Massa-

chusetts women's soccer team as the Minutewomen won
their lOOth game, beating VV'rnif)nt 3 on Saturday.

UMass. ranked third in the nation, is only the second

school in NCAA history to win 100 games as a program,
Harvardd being the first .season. In eight seasons, UMass
IS KJO 22-8 overall.

The Minutewomen are now 6-0. outscoring their op-

ponents 32-0 and outshotiting opponents 127 7 Against

Verm(mt, UMass outshot the ("atamounts 17 1 and had
an 8 1 advantage in corner kicks.

UMass scored at the 42:30 point of the first half ;i-< Im

ward Cathy Spence taillied, a.ssisted by Susan Bird iwiiii

a pass from the midfieldi.

Freshman forward Michelle R)wers scored the next two

goals, the first game 43 minutes into the half, assisted

by fullback Chris Schmitt Powers scored again 17:43 into

the second half. ;iltir n head from forward Monica Seta.

Freshman goalie Caria DeSantis registered the

shutout, being called upon to make only one save

UMa.ss committed 20 foul-, X'ciitKint ua> whi^tlrd for

11 fouls.

C'olU'Kian ph<it<> by Nril Berkerman

battles a Vermont player in action Saturday at Boyden. UMass

Field hockey splits two games

The first quarter was as erratic as both

teams sputtered offensively. UMass safety

Paul Platek recovered a Robert Santiago
fumble on his own 24 just 42 seconds into

the game, the first of 11 turnovers the

teams would combine to make.

UMass ran three plays for five yards as

Barnwell lost five yards on third-and-five

at the 18. UM was called for a delay as Kac-

zorowski (a guard kicking for the injured

Silvio Bonvini) changed into his kicking

shoe. After the junior was set, he scored his

first collegiate points, booting a 41-yarder

with 12:23 to go.

Harvard's Terry Denson fumbled the

kickoff after being nailed by Dan Sullivan.

The ball was recovered by UM's Chris Wood
at Harvard's 19.

Simeone overthrew an open John Crowley

before Neri gained two yards. Crowley
caught a pass for seven yards to the 11,

bringing up a fourth-and-two. Stull passed

on the easy three, calling for Simeone to try

an inside keeper, he was stopped inches

short of the first down by Brian Sullivan.

continued on page 11

UMass edges
Vermont, 1-0

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team raised its record to 7-3 as mid-

fielder Andy Bing scored on a direct kick

in the second half to beat Vermont, 1-0 on
Saturday at Boyden.

The Minutemen, winners of six of their

last seven and undefeated at 4-0 at home,
fought a chippy defensive battle with the
Catamounts before being awarded the
direct kick.

Matt Dowd shuffled the ball over to Bing
and the middle rifled a shot into the left

side of the net for the victory.

Freshman goalie Sam Ginsburg
registered the shutout, his second of the

season.

For Bing, it was his fourth goal in as

many games and second game-winner in

two games. In four games, he has scored ten

pints for the Minutemen.

UMass will continue its homestand this

week, hosting the Elis of Yale on Wednes-
day at 3 p.m.

The Minutemen will then host the an-
nual UMass Invitationals at Boyden Field
on Saturday and Sunday. Northeastern
University, the University of Hartford and
St. Joseph's willbe in town to battle the
Minutemen. UMa.ss then hosts Rode Island

on October 12.

UMass upset by Springfield
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The last time the 4th ranked University of Massa-
chusetts Field Hockey Team played on the sizzling turf

of Springfield's Benedum Field, the Minutewomen escaped

with a 3-2 victory over Virginia.

The Minutewomen returned to Benedum F'ield, Sunday,
fresh from a 3-0 win against Providence College at NOPE
last Thursday, but weren't as fortunate, as unranked
Springfield College stunned UMass, 2 1 in overtime.

'We panicked," UMa.ss head coach Pam Hixon said. "We
did everything right in the first half, but we only played

35 minutes. Somehow we lost sight of what we had to do.

'

Springfield sweeper Ingrid Gonesh's goal with 1:11 gone
in the 10 minute extra period capped a frustrating loss

which saw UMass squander numerous offensive oppor
t unities, unlike it's victoiy over I'ldvidtrice during which
forward Lisa Griswold scored two goals and defenseman
Megan Donnelly added a penalty shot. All Thursday's
.scorini^ >amc midway through the second half.

The Minutewomen. now 4 2, donunated the first half.

f)Utshooting the Maroons, 26 1 , and 1 1 () in corners. Ter
ritorially. UMass held the ball in the Springfield and near
ly the entire half, relentle.ssly firing away at Springfield

goal keeper Alanna MacDonald.
"She did a good job," Hixon said.

MacDonald thwarted several UMass .scoring oppor-

tunities, clearing a Griswold rebound that had initially

eluded her, while withstanding six con.secutive corners

during which she was made three saves off Donnelly
drives.

UMass finally scored with just 40 seconds remaining the

first half as Donnelly, an AU-American, filled home a shot

from the top of the circle off a corner from senior forward

Judith Morgan with Chris Kocot assisting.

"It was like watching two separate games," Hixon said.

"We just stopped moving. We weren't patient or persistent,

It was as if we were behind, not ahead."

Hixon said that though she didn't think that her team
looked pa.st Springfield, she said she though UMass didn't

take Springfield as serious as it should have. When ask-
ed if she thought the te.iin took Springfield for granted,
she said they did.

"We need to get more fire and desirp," she said. "We can't

he cocky and wish the ball into the net. You won't score

if you don't play hard all the time."

continued on page 11
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The new peace pagoda will be dedicated this weekend with activities in

Leverett and Amherst. It took over 18 months to build the shrine.

Pagoda represents world peace

Shrine to be
unveiled

By ANITA ROYE
Collegian Correspondent fl

The first shrine in North America dedicated solely to

peace will be the focus of a five-day celebration this week,

culminating with an unveiling of the shrine on Saturday.

The New England Peace Pagoda, a 100-foot high dome,

located in Leverett, was the effort of several groups of

monks, nuns, and other volunteers, many from the

Japanese Buddhist order, Nipponzan Myohji.

The shrine was built to represent "a crystalization of

peoples' pure hearts, and the embodiment of an effort to

renounce weapons and violence," Sister Clare Carter, a

Buddhist nun associated with the project said. Construc-

tion began in March of 1984.

The celebration begins tomorrow at 7:30 a.m. with a

peace walk from Pulaski Park in Northampton to the

University of Ma.s.sachu.setts. The walk is in commera-
tion of Mahatma Gandhi's birthday.

A rally will follow the peace walk at 11:15 a.m. at the

Campus Pond. John Schuchardt fo Plowshares Eight, a

predominantly Christian organization geared toward

disarmament, will .speak on the necessity for world peace.

Musicians and the Dragon Dance Theater will also per

form at the rally.

The inauguration on Oct. 5 at the pagoda

continued on pageJ

Schedule
of events

Today:
Peace Pilgrims arrive in

Northampton

Wednesday:
7:30 a.m. Peace Walk

departs Pulaski Park
11:15 a.m.- 1:00 p.m. Ral-

ly at UMass Pond, keynote

speaker John Schuchardt
1:00 p.m.l:30 p.m. Walk

to Amherst Commmon
1:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. Rally

at Amherst Common, key-

note speaker George
Willoughby, secretary of

Peace Brigades Interna-

tional

Thursday:
Final work day at Peace

Pagoda

Friday:

9:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Con-
vocation: "Faith in

Action" UMass Campus
Center Auditorium;
featured speaker Fr.

George Zebalka, chaplain

for crews who dropped
atomic bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

continued on page S

WFCR radio

looks to expand
Hoping to expand its air time and increase diversity in

programming, WFCR FM. a Five College public .service

radio station based on the University of Ma.ssachusetts

campu.s. is considering the purchase of WTCC-FM, in

Springfield.

"There are several advantages to having two stations

under one administration, " Joan Rubel, general manager
at WFCR said. "We would be able to combine the resources

of both .stations and put more money into programming.

"

WFCR, however, has competition in acquiring WTCX's
license, according to Rubel. The WGBH Foundation,

located in Springfield, and Connecticut Public Radio have

also expressed an interest in WTCC, Rubel said.

Rubel, who could not estimate the cost of obtaining

WTCCs license, said WFCR is still investigating the

possibility of owning both stations.

"Not only do we have to learn more about the legalities

of the situation, but also what WTCC has in mind when

they do relinquish the license," Rubel said. "They (WTCC)

may have certain requirements or litigations as to what

kind of legacy' they want to leave,"

Rubel said WTCC is probably considering the release

of its license because of the financial drain it may have

put on Springfield Technical College where the radio sta

tion is based.

Rubel said 60 percent of WTCC and WFCR's program

ming is classical music Both stations subscribe to Na-

tional Public Radio.
-JOSEPH TIGAN

Inside

Knapp to visit China Sunday 3

Denton on being cool •

Undefeated spikers challenged by valley rival 16

"It's wandvrful to be ranked in the top 20 ofvolltyholt

and he east of the Mississtppt."

'UMoiiN Volleyball amch Elainr Sortino.

Geraldine Ferraro AH ril* pholu

Ferraro returns
to Amherst

By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Former Democratic vice presidential candidate

Geraldine Ferraro and Naomi Tutu, daughter of South

African bishop Desmond Tutu, will give speeches next

weekend to highlight Hampshire College's 15th anniver-

sary celebration.

Ferraro's speech at 8:15 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 11, will

kick off the alumni weekend. Tutu, whose father Des-

mond won the 1984 Nobel Peace Prize, will speak at 4:15

on Sunday, Oct. 13.

Ferraro's last visit to the Pioneer Valley was in Oc-

tober 1984, when she attended a rally at the Campus
Pond, attracting 20,000 people. It was the largest rally of

her campaign.

The rally was attended by Gov. Michael Dukakis, then

senatorial candidate John Kerry and other area

Democrats.
This year's speech, scheduled for the roI)ert Crown

Center on the Hampshire campus in Amherst, is arrang-

ed in conjunction with the anniversary celebra*i*+n, which

will begin Friday with a jiarents' weekend. The celbra-

tion continued Oct. 13, rontinu^'d on page ,y

Petition to
nullify senate
elections filed
Bv JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A written petition to nullify the commuter area .senate

seat elections scheduled for yesterday and today will be

filed by the Student Government As.sociation's attorney

general.

The debate centers around the positioning of senate can

didates and leaflet distributors to the polling places while

students were voting ye.sterday, Scot McC^racken SGA at

torney general said.

SGA election rules prohibit candidates and their sup-

porters from campaigning, actively within 50 feet or in

sight of a polling place during an election.

Candidates and their supporters, McCracken said, were

handing out leaflets in the Hatch by the ballot boxes

yesterday. The leaflets contained names of candidates and

the issues they stand for. At the bottom of the leaflet, it

stated: "You can take this leaflet into the polling booth"

which McCracken said is a violation of election rules.

"You cannot hand out literature within 50 feet of a ballot

box," McCracken .said. "More alarming or more insulting

is that the officials at the ballot boxes today were people

like Dave Martin who's running for office."

Martin, a candidate for a commuter area senate seat,

.said he was at the ballot boxes because not enough peo-

ple were available to work at the polling places ye.sterday.

He said the Governmental Affairs Chairman John
Crowley requested for anyone able to work the boxes to

do so.

Martin .said he thinks it will be a .shame if the commuter
elections have to be done over becau.se of the positioning

of leaflet distributors.

"I think Mr. McCracken is being used by political forces

for political end.s," Martin said "I wish he was a little more
aware of this."

You leave yourself open to slulT tht- ballot box,"

McCracken said of the candidates who stand around the

election boxes "I'm not accusing anyone, I'm just mak
ing sure the constitution is observed."

After the written petition is filed with Senate opt ak •

John Rudd(Kk. it will be placed on tomorrow night's seiaV

meeting agenda for debate.

"I don't see any problem in getting this (commuter elec

tioni nullified,'" McCracken said "They directly broke the

constitution."
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Reagan optimistic about
peace talks with Hussein
WASHINGTON (AP)- President Reagan

expressed optimism Monday about over-

coming obstacles to the opening of Arab-

Israeli peace talks this year, while Jordan's

King Hussein stressed that negotiations

must take place at an international con-

ference attended by the Soviet Union.

Reagan and Hussein met for nearly an

hour in their second round of talks this

year. The meeting came against the bac-

drop of Reagan's announcement Friday of

a controversial, $1.55 billion weapons

package for Jordan.

The United States and Israel have ob-

jected to holding peace talks at an interna-

tional conference because that awould give

the Soviet Union a role in shaping the

future of the Middle East. Israel does not

have diplomatic relations with Moscow,

and the Soviets have provided arms to

Syria and other Arab countries hostile to

Israel.

A senior administration official said

Reagan and Hussein focused their talks

"very intensively" on the organization and
structure of an international conference.

"I thin headway has been made. This is

not the moment, this is not the place to get

into the details of that headway," said the

official, briefing reporters under rules

granting him anonymity.

Regan and Hussein both have talked

about holding negotiations under "ap-

propriate auspices" but have differed on

what that should be.

"We're not excluding anything," said a

White House official, speaking privately.

"We are exploring what appropriate 'inter-

national auspices' might contain. We don't

want to get involved in something where
Israel is made a spectator."

In Hussein's view, the "appropriate
auspices" for talks is a U.N.-sponsored
conference attended by Middle East
delegates and the five permanent members
of the U.N. Security Council: the United
States, the Soviet Union, Britain, France,
and China.

AP I^wrphoto

FOULED FOWLS—Two birds soaked in oil sit on the east bank of the Delaware
River in Bridgeport, N.J. yesterday. A tanker off Claymont, Del. spilled 400,000
of crude oil Saturday night.

Heckler asked to resign
WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan asked Health and Human Services

Secretary Margaret Heckler yesterday to

give up her Cabinet post for the am-
bassadorship to Ireland, the White House
announced.

Mrs. Heckler, who launched a campaign
in recent days to save her job at the helm of

the government's largest department, ask-

ed for and was given a few days to think

about it, presidential spokesman Larry
Speakes said.

Mrs. Heckler met with Reagan alone in

the Oval Office for 50 minutes yesterday
afternoon to try to talk him out of reassign-

ing her.

But Speakes said the president, who
denied earlier in the day that he would fire

the HHS secretary, urged her to accept the

job as "a promotion."

Earlier, Reagan had declared himself

satisfied with the f)erformance of Mrs.

Heckler, whose management ability and
loyalty to conservative principles have l)een

questioned by top administration officials.

Mrs. Heckler, after leaving the White
House, ignored reporters' attemf)ts to

question her. She returned to HHS head-

quarters after the session and met with

some members of her staff. A
spokeswoman said the secretary would

have no immediate comment on the se.ssion

^B * Jj1 ^ ^ ^"
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A I' file photo

Margaret Heckler, shown in this 1983
photo, has been appointed ambassador
to Ireland.

with Reagan.
Reagan, who had never a.>^ktMl a nicnib«T

of his Cabinet to sU'\) down, apparently
was convinced by his chief of staff. Donald
T. Regan, and other advisers that Mrs.
Heckler should U' moved out of the leader

ship of the giant bureaufrary. Hut S|K-;ikes

insisted the president wa.s nut Hi'> iii.^lu'd

with her performnncc arid that -lie was not

k-ing fired.

AP Laserphoto

ADDRESSES PARTY—South African President P.W. Botha addresses the rul-

ing National Party yesterday in Port Elizabeth. He offered to include blacks on

the President's Council, a 60-member body that advises on legislation.

Botha offers to let

blacks onto Council
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP)

— President P.W. Botha yesterday of-

fered to include blacks on the President's

Council, a 60-member body that advises

on legislation, but again ruled out a one-

man, one-vote system that would give the

majority blacks control.

Botha, addressing a congress of his rul-

ing National Party in Port Elizabeth in

the eastern Ca|>e province, delcared his

commitment to a united South Africa that

allows for black rights but said any future

system must also protect the rights of

whites and other minorities.

The President's council, a kind of upper
house of Parliament, was revised last year

to include mixed-race and Asian members
for the first time, but whites still out-

number members of other races and con-

trol the body.

Botha appealed to black leaders to join

in negotiations, and he did not repeat past

conditions for prospective participants

such as renouncing civil disol>edience.

The key question is how to include non-

white group in a constitutional system
built by whites over three centuries.

Botha said, adding, "That is, how they

can share in a liberated South Africa. All

reasonable South Africa. All reasonable

South Africans want to see that freedom
become their share."

The president offered no specifics, say-

ing details would have to be worked out in

negotiations.

"The facts are that we are busy work-
ing to outgrow apartheid in the

discriminatory and negative sense, and
have done so in many respects," he said.

His address was made available to

reporters in Johannesburg.
More than 750 people have died in the

past 13 months in rioting against the

system of white domination, called apar-

theid. All but seven victims have been
blacks or people of mixed race.

Earlier yesterday, police said the bodies

of three more blacks were found, bringing
to eight the number known killed in

weekend clashes blamed on black in-

fighting in Durban and on the eastern
Cape.l

In Cape Town, police arrested six

mixed-race youths and dispersed 150
more as a group marched tf) a govern-
ment office building to demand reforms in

schools. Cape Town's 464 mixed-race
schools, shut down in early Septemln^r
after rioting there, were scheduled to

reopen for the final term today.

Increased taxes on liquor and
perfume in new fiscal year
WASHINGTON (AP) Americans will find

liquor and perfume more expensive and a

scheduled tax cut on cigarettes likely to be
scrapped when the government's 1986
fiscal year begins today.

And pressure begins on states to adopt
tough new laws to collect child-support

payments from absent parents.

The cigarette tax had been scheduled to

drop from 16 cents a pack to 8 cents.

However, Congress now appears likely to

approve a bill to keep it at the 16-cent-rate
- meaning $5 billion in extra revenue over
the next three years - and may also add
taxes to snufT and chewing tobacco.

The 8-cent levy may be in effect for a

short time because it appeared unlikely the
House and Senate could agi-ee by midnight
yesterday on details of a bill extending the
full tax. Once a bill is approved, it almost
certainly would be retroactive to Oct. 1.

The states have their cigarette taxes, too,

and 17 of them have enacted increases that
take effect if the federal levy drops. Of the
17. seven have laws that would roll back the
.state tax increase ifCongress reinstates the
full I6-cent federal tax.

While the Senate Finance Committee has
voted to impose a federal tax on snuff and
chewing tobacco, there is no certainty that
measure will become law.

Al' l.uKi'rphntii

WEDDING GOES TO THE DOGS-Debbie Dolan of Niagara Falls with her
bridesmaids: from left. Pierre, Pebbles Angel, and Sweet Pea. All four dogs
walked with Dolan, a dog groomer, down the aisle on Saturday. The groom is a
rar salesman.

Health Services hopes to
continue to defer costs
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

University Health Services expects to be
able to continue to defer student health
costs if its three-year accreditation is renew-
ed by the Joint Commission on Accredita-

tion o Hospitals.

Health services was recently inspected by
five surveyors sent by the commission and
received a list of recommendations to im-
prove its services. However, Health Services

probably will not find out if its accredita-

tion will be renewed for six months.
"The accreditation is important to us

because we can bill Blue Cross/Blue Shield
and other third party organizations with
it," Dr. David Kraft, executive director of

Health Services, said.

Under the current health plan, students
have the option to use other health policies

instead of the supplemental health plan of-

fered by the University, which cost $160 for

this school year. Blue Cross/Blue Shield and
other family insurance policies are often

combined with the basic student health fee

to save both Health Services and students
money.
"Without the joint commission accredita-

tion, we will not be able to charge third par-

ties to keep fees as low as possible," Kraft
said. Students would have to pay the
University's supplemental health plan
without the accreditation.

The commission examines the in-patient
units and urgent health care areas to make
sure they are up to standard. Kraft said.

Health Services is also accredited by the
Accreditation Association for Ambulatory
Health Care. The association examines the
other areas of Health Services such as the
out-patient units and health education
services.

The recommendation from the commis-
sion outlined several precautionary sugges-
tions that are not standard procedure at
Health Services, Kraft said. Currently,
there is no routine check to make sure pa-
tients at Health Services do not pick up in-

fections while they are being treated at the
center.

Although the five surveyors did not find
any instances where this has happened,
they recommended that Health Services
develop a standard precedure. Another
recommedation was to monitor high cost

pharmacy items on a regular basis and to
make several small physical renovations to
the building.

UMass president to visit China
Plans to tour
universities in

exchange program
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

President of the University of Massa-
chusetts David C. Knapp is leaving for a
15-day visit to the People's Republic of

China Sunday.
Knapp, his wife Rita and theDirector of

International Programs Barbara Burn will

visit four universities and several other

places where University students and
faculty are currently on exchange.
They will tour Beiljing, Xian, Shanghai,

Hangzhou and Kunming where the Univer-
sity has been running several exchange
programs at "partner institutions."

"We'll be visiting with presidents of the

institutions. Many have already visited

here and we're returning their visit,"

Knapp said. "We want first hand impres-

sions of exchange agreements and other"

types of agreements we're thinking about
making."

Knapp said the University is interested

in strengthening relations with the univer-

sities in China so the exchanges can "serve

useful puposes to both us and them."
However, Knapp said he is not sure if the

University can anticpate an increase in

students. The University will not make any
specific plans to set up more exchange pro-

grams until it looks at how well the other

programs are working.

Knapp plans to visit several press agen-

cies where University faculty are currently

working in addition to the several univer-

sities around the country. There are cur-

rently four or five faculty members from
UMass who are working alongside Chinese
university faculty on their mutual in-

terests. Burn said there are also 20 UMass
students on exchange in China.

The University is probably one of only

several universities in this country with the

most exchange agreements in China,

Knapp said. In addition to examining the

exchange programs in China, Knapp will

spend some of his time as a tourist. "I'm
afraid I'm just like any other American. (I

want) to see the sights and get a sense of

the culture and physical environment."

Cop car damaged during chase
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts police of
ficer lost control of his cruiser and hit a me-
dian strip on Massachusetts Avenue Sun-
day afternoon while chasing two speeding
motorcycles, police said.

One of the motorcycle drivers was stop-

ped on Governor's Drive and the other was
later arrested in Salem. Both were charg-

ed with speeding and refusing to stop for

a police officer

In other police reports:

A 19-year-old man was injured when he
was thrown from the back of a pick-up truck

Saturday morning on North Pleasant

Street.

The driver of the pick-up truck took a

turn too quickly, threw the passenger from

the truck and left the scene. Police said the

man who fell off the truck received a gash

on his forehead and was treated at Univer-

sity Health Services. The driver was charg-

ed with leaving the scene of an accident and
driving to endanger.

A 1960 Chevy Camaro, valued at $4500,

was stolen from parking lot 22. The car had

been missing since Wednesday, police said.

A pizza delivery person knocked on a win-

dow and accidently broke it in the lobby of

Kennedy tower Thursday night. Police said

the man was scared and ran away after a

security person heard the window break.

Police later stopped the person who was
identified from a license plate number.

itpagoda- continued from page 1

will feature the former head of the Greater

London Councrl, Illtyd Harrington, and
Gandhi's granddaughter. Sumitra
Kulkarni.

The idea for a peace pagoda was initiated

by the Rev. Mamoru Kato. The structure is

designed to signify a dedication to peace,

a symbol of the renunciation of war and a

determination to be free of nuclear arms.

Leverett was one of the first nuclear-free

zones in the country. The Peace Pagoda was

constructed to be a symbolic prayer for

peace for all groups, and is intended for

everyone who has an interest in peace
issues.

"The Peace Pagoda is the physical em-
bodiment of a universal prayer; a prayer for

peace that must embrace the whole of

mankind," Kato said.

Carter said Leverett was chosen because
of its "openness tolerance and the stand it

takes on peace issues."

continued fhym page 1 ^
4:00 p,m.-5MM) p.m. Film

of the Most Venerable

Nichidatsu Fujii, founder

of Nipponzan Myohoji,

UMass Campus Center

Auditorium

Saturday:
8:00 a.m. -9:00 a.m.

Parkins: and jcatherinj? at

south end of Cave Hill

Road
9:00 a.m. -10:00 a.m.

Processional for Inauguar-
tion up Cave Hill Road,
Leverett

10:(K) a.m.-12:00 p.m. In-

augural Ceremony and
Dedication of New
Eniifland Peace Pagoda

7:30 p.m. Concert for

World Peace: Organized
and sponsored by Baha'is

of Massachusetts. Pro-

ceeds to benefit Bahai
observance of U.N. Year
of Peace. Fine Arts
Center, UMass (Tickets

$8, students, $4, children)

( i>lle|;iBn photo bv Srolt Maquirr

LONELY CONCENTRATION—This student uses the solitude of Tobin Hall to
get in some late afternoon studying yesterday.

WOMEN'S FORUM
Everywomans Center holds an open house

The Everywomans Center invites all

university and community women to at-

tend an Open House to be held from 4-6

p.m., tomorrow. Food and music will be
provided and the event is free of charge.
Staff will be available to provide infor-

mation about counseling, tiaining, ad-

vocacy, resource and referral, support
groups, skill development, organizing, and
workshops.
The Everywoman's Center is located in

Wilder Hall, behind the Morrill Science
Center. For more information call

545-0883.
• ••

"Leadership Skills For Women" a three-

day workshop designed specifically for

women interested in increasing their

leadership skills will be held from 6-10

p.m. on Thursday and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday at the University of
Massachu.setts.

The workshop's leader is Diane Flaher-
ty, who is an independent human resource
and organizational development consul-
tant. Currently. Flaherty teaches cour.ses

and conducts workshops and training pro
grams in leadership human relations,

supervisory skills, affirmative action and
.sexual harra.ssment, conflict manage-
ment, group dynamics, and training for

trainers.

Workshop fee is $100. For more informa
tion contact the Division of Continuing
Education at 545-0474

i^Ferraro continued from page 1

with an alumni weekend.
"There is not a great deal of embellish-

ment to go along with this speech," said

Peter Gluckler, executive assistant to the

president at Hampshire. "The evening pro-

gram does not include a formal ceremony."

Glucker said preliminary plans are to

keep the Ferraro speech open to the public,

but noted that the possibility remains that

.seats may have to be reserved because of

limited space.

"Seats will be reserved for the board of

trustees and the media," Gluckler said.

"Beyond that it is open to the public, but

that may be changed."
Hampshire College is a small lil^eral arts

school that opened in 1970. The anniver-

sary events include panel discussions, ex-

hibits of alumni work, films and a formal

ceremony on Oct. 12.

< ollrKxn photo by Drrrk Koh«rlii

Students walk on campus at Hampshire College, who celebrates its 15th an-

niversary with activities and speeches the next two weekends.
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Over 50,000 Greeting Cards.
Sweet 'n sentimental. Saucy 'n sexy. Wild 'n

wacky. For every person. Every feeling. Every

occasion.

World Class Poster Collection.
Live with your favorite rock star, movie star,

weird animal. If you want it on your walls, you'll

find it on our walls.

Flashy Fashion Jewelry.
Send a signal. Light a fire. Our trendy, colorful,

expensive-looking bracelets, earrings could

change your life.

UMASS Tee Shirts. $2.98!

$2 98'? Yes, $2.98. We're talking (and wearing)

soft, smooth-fit 50-50 cotton-polyester. Regular

price $6.98. In colors the original redmen only

dreamt of.

Candy by the Buckets.
Munch for a month! Mix 'n match delicious,

chewy caramels and imported, wrapped
candies. Buy one pound—get one free.

More Stuff!
Stationery, games, crystal, candles, costumes,
gags, giggles. Mini puzzles—reg. $3.50, now
$1.19. Wall plaques—reg. up to $7.50. now 97C.

Ceramic coffee mugs—reg. $4.98. now $1.98
Playing cards—reg. 99C. now 59C;. Soft, cuddly
teddy bears, too. Regular phce $15.98. Opening
special only $4.98*.

Card Gallery New and hot in Hadley. Route 9
next to Super Stop and Shop at the Amherst
line. Open daily 10:00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. and
Sunday noon to 5:00 p.m.

•Special selections while supply lasts We reserve the right to limit

quantities

Card gallery
Hot's all we got!

New England joins hunger fight
BOSTON (AF)-M()re than 300 rock

and folk musicians from New England
teamed up with nightclul) owners to raise

money to fight hunger in New England
and around the world.

David Giammatteo, co-publisher of The
Beat magazine, organized the Beat-Aiil

concerts, which he hoped would raise

$70,000.

"The fact that 160 bands and 27 clubs

can come together as a community in just

six weeks is incredible," he said. "This
proved there's not another local music
scene anywhere in the country like ours."

The shows were held Sunday, with most
clubs putting them on in the evening.

Some, including Bunratty's in Boston's

Brighton section. Jonathan Swift's in

Cambridge and The Last Call in Pro-

vidence, R.I., held day-long sessions.

Liberty
means responsibility.
^ Its why most men
dread it/' ( in."<^ R^'-otl S'lju.

Nexi year it's all up lo

you Only you can decide

lo sun an insurance

program now The
longer you wan. (he

more II costs Find oui

how easy ii is lo be :in

our college plan, chosen
by more seniors ihan any
other.

Call the Fidelity Union
Life Field Associai; in your area

RONAID I NATHAN ACfNCV
20 Gatchoufc Rd., Amherst, Ma.

T«l: 2S»43S1 UnionLife

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days
253-7018

;5p,Ma|n St. Amherst, MA

Watch for

our Valuable

Coupons on

Mondays &
Wednesdays

JIPMENT
Racquetball Racquets
Racquetball Balls

Racquetball Gloves
Racquetball Glasses

Also available

Sport Clothing

Sport Bags % I

Headbands
Wristbands

Whistles

I

• I
I I

» I

»i

1

Tennis Accessories

Basketball, Soccer

Football, Baseball

Frisbees

Swimming Accessories

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

'QyUmVERSITY
mSTORE^

Battle over pay equity
bill fought inCongress
w.x.smxcrrox ,a['> ronurissioiKii
! )t'nK)criits thou^'hl thcv wen' waltzing
Uiward passaj^e iiflaw thi.^ yiar that would
lead to equal pay for women. Then Hou.se

con.servatives .stopped the nui.sic

Angry women s groups and lahor unions
say the few Republicans who have stalled

the legislation with .scores of amendments
are fighting a losing battle against one of

the most significant women's issues of the
decade.

But opponents backed by President
Reagan and major corporations believe

thay are buying time to inform Americans
that the proposal to rai.se pay for certain
jobs traditionally held by women could
destroy the economy.
At issue is a House bill scheduled for ac-

tion this wei'k proposing to study whether
women and minorities in the federal

workforce are victims of pay
discrimination.

Ii it becomes law, it could be used to

establish a system, of comparable worth
under which men and women would receive

the same .salaries for different jobs judged
to be of similar value. If the bill fails, the
women's movement and labor unions will

have lost an important te-t of -,t length.

"It they make this a l)ig national issue,

they're going to get a black eye," predicts

the bill s sponsor. Rep. Marv Hose Oakar,
UOhio.
"Women and minorities have a stake in

the bill. If con.servatives want to fight it,

good. Let them alienate the blacks, women
and Hispanics in their districts.

"

Ms. Oakar's pay equity bill passed the

Hou.se by a 413-6 vote la.st year, but it never

came up for a vote in the Republican-

controlled Senate. To increase the chance
of pas.sage this year, the measure was
broadened to include minority groups. In

addition, an identical bill was introduced

in the Senate by Sens. Alan Cranston, I)

Calif., and Daniel Evans, RWash.
This year. Ms. Oakar said. Senate ap

proval IS more likely becaust> Kvans is a co-

sponsor and because 22 Si'iiate seats held

by Republicans are up tor re election next

year.

The president has ridiculed comparable
worth as "harebrained " and Clarence
Pendleton, Civil Rights Commission chair

man, call it "the looniest idea since Looney
Tunes came on the screen'

Gloria ruins state apples
SPRINGFIELD (AP)-State officials

estimated yesterday that Hurricane Gloria,

which roared through the central Massa-
chusetts apple orchards in the midst of the

picking season, caused up to $8 million

damage to the state's $25 million fancy ap-

ple crop.

"About half of the Mackintosh's had

l)een picked and none of the Red Delicious

and Cortland's," said James Cassidy, chief

of the state's bureau of farm products. "It

came at the worst possible time. We pro-

bably lost \b to 20 percent of the crop.

There will be plenty of cider to drink, but

where the farmers make their money is on

selling for the fresh market."
"The apples appear to be the hardest hit,

with the severe damage centered on
Bristol, Middlesex and Worcester coun-

tries, although there was also some
damage to corn that hadn't yet been
harvested," said Raymond E. Duda, the

state executive director for the U.S.

Agriculture Department's Stabilization

and Conservation office following a

meeting with state Agriculture Commis-
sioner August Schumacher Jr.

Duda said officials expected to present
more detailed information to Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis following an Oct. 1 1 meeting
hard to put a finger on it, because some
areas we thought would be hit hard weren't
and others were," he said.

"We were lucky. We had no problems at

all," said Howard Atkins of Amherst. The
family's 250-acre orchard was right in the

path of the hurricane as it moved north up
the Connecticut Valley.

t VOTE
t IN THE
{ UNDERGRADUATE
t STUDENT SENATE
{ & COMMUTER
{ AREA GOVENMENT
* ELECTIONS

TODAY * TODAY
THIS IS THE
LAST DAY.

I ALL UNDERGRADUATES
VOTE IN THE

CAMPUS CENTER
CONCOURSE FROM

10 AM TO 4 PM
* VOTE TODAY *

it
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NEW! FREE DELIVERY
^:
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4:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m ¥
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¥

A&w

Subs served with Onions • Lettuce • Tomatoes •

Pickles • Green Peppers and Black Olives • Spices

(Extra Cheese or Mushrooms 20^ Extra)
v."

PRICES

Half Whole

Sub Roll or Syrian Bread

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

IA
N

i

D

S
A
V
E

i

2.29

2.89

2.49

2.19

2.19

1.89

2.09

2.19

2.49

2.29

2.19

2.19

2.19

2.99

2.19

1.89

1.99

1.59

1.89

2.19

2.49

1.39

1.69

3.59

4.19

3.59

3.09

3.09

2.29

2.99

3.09

3.69

3.29

3.09

3.19

3.29

4.79

3.09

2.69

2.89

2.39

2.69

3.09

3.39

1.69

2.29

STEAK - Cheese - Mushroom - Onion - Pepper

THE SPECIAL - Turkey, Ham &c American Cheese

THE SUPER - Genoa - Pepperoni - Ham - Bologna - Provelone

ITALIAN - Pepperoni - Genoa Salami - Provelone

COMBO - Ham - Bologna - Salami

BOLOGNA x^
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I

I

I

I
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GENOA SALAMI
PEPPERONI
ROAST BEEF
TURKEY
PASTRAMI
HAM

R
E
E

D
E

I

V
E
R
Y

SODA IN CANS 60«f

I

I

I

I

NOW YOU

HAM 6c GENOA SALAMI
CRAB SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD
EGG SALAD
TUNA SALAD
FOOT LONG SUB DOG
FOOT LONG CHILI DOG
MEATBALL
MEATBALL & CHILI

VEGETARIAN
CHEESE - American or Provelone

OPEN 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
33 East Pleasant Street, Amherst

Prices are Subject to 5% Massachusetts Meal Tax
CAN HAVE YOUR FAVORM t: SUBS DELIVERED "F R E E"

549-5160JUST CALL

M

¥
M

^

m

W

FREE Can of Soda with each order

M

offer expires Thursday October 3rd
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Cool is the rule in school
There I am cruising down the strip in the

PVTA bus, looking too cool for words. My
hair is swept back in casual yet suave
elegance; mirrored sunglasses hide my
gaze, and my lips pout in studied boredom.
It is not cool to smile too much or for too

long, so I don't. Pointed gray Gucci's, flashy

shirt, and pleated linen trousers complete
my wardrobe. I am ultimate.

Many people are embarassed to look as

cool as I do, but I have my friends. One sits

two seats ahead. I cannot tell if he would
like to talk to me because his eyes are hid-

den by his mirrored shades. To my left is

a cool woman. Her hair is in artful disar-

ray, and her pastel fingernails rest lightly

on her tapered, striped trousers. I would
like to get to know her, but we are too cool

to talk to each other.

Coolness requires two things: you cannot
appear to care about anything, and
everything must appear to come easily. I

nonchalantly cover my notebook whenever
possible. True cool needs no notes. Also, I

take only subjects which come easily to me.

My first class today is Chem 103E, Identi-

fying Glassware. It would be more cool to

breeze through advanced metaphysics, but
it is important never to be in over your
head. Glassware I can handle.

Classroom etiquette is more difficult. It

is good not to sit too far up front, and spare

moments are best spent in bored gossip or

discussing leisure activities, such as skiing,

concerts, and other expensive habits. I prop

my sunglasses in my hair, and nod to the

professor as I glide into the room. This is

key; other students wonder if we have a

prior acquaintance.

As soon as class is over, I snatch a Col-

legian to camouflage my notebook, and
stroll blithely into the Hatch where I can

see and be seen. I choose the wrong cashier.

"Well, hello there, Liberace! You know, I

have a boy just like you, but I straighten-

Rusty Denton

ed him out fast. I said to him..."

I interrupt, "Keep the change." 59 cents

is not worth a lecture.

I notice one of my friends at a table. His

designer boxer shorts are drooping below

his designer corduroy shorts. This, too, is

cool.

My lunch group is exclusive. I adjust my
shades and give my cohorts a significant

look as I notice the beauty from the morn-
ing bus wandering by. She and a friend take

the nearest seats at the adjacent table.

They proceed to critique the same low-life

movie my associates are discussing.

Naturally, we invite them to join us.

Naturally, they do. We arrange a dinner

date.

Eventually, our group breaks up. I have
just missed a political science class, but I

try to make my 2:30 anthropology class.

The Politics of Profanity. Swearing is cool,

as long as it is done dispassionately.

My day is almost over I am tired, but I

maintain my air of effortless control. I find

my roommates passing GQ back and forth.

They ai'e my support group. We wonder how
long the funds from summer dead-end jobs

will hold out before we have to settle for

Sears Best. We order a pizza. We decide to

toast it on the hibachi as an excuse to be

outdoors in fioral Bermuda shorts. We
break out burgers when the pizza is

charred.

It is getting late. There are only two cool

ways to study: casually, with distaste, or

with the curtains drawn, we are ail behind,

.so we opt for the latter. At midnight, we
break out jammies from home and snooze.

I fall asleep thanking God I was not born

to be a yahoo.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

The guest that won't leave
The party at our house last weekend was

cool. The people were cool, the tunes were
cool, and most of the neighbors were cool.

There was only one problem.

The Keg in the Bathtub.

We never got around to tapping it, and
not even my athletic roomates can move it.

The Karate Expert can't move it. The
Marathon Bicyclist can't move it. The
Equestrienne can't move it. And Liz the

Wimp certainly can't move it.

It seems the keg is happy in our bathtub.

I've tried to convince it to at least get some
fresh air.

"Do you really want to spend the rest of

your life in the bathroom?" I asked.

"Aren't you lonely? Don't you want to go

out and play with all your little keg

friends?"

No go. The Keg in the Bathroom is ap-

parently a lone wolf. So I appealed is its

sense of responsibility.

"Your mother is going to be worried

about you. She's arranged for the movie

theaters to flash your picture on the screen

during the previews; HAVE YOU SEEN
THIS MISSING KEG?
But the Keg in the Bathtub wouldn't

leave, not even to call home.

My roommates don't mind the Keg in the

Bathtub. In fact, they're growing rather

fond of it. It's a handy place to put their

Elizabeth Luciano
drugstore-sized collection of shampoos,

shaving creams, and conditioners. They
like the Keg in the Bathtub.

"Maybe I'll make a skirt for it, so it mat-

ches the shower curtain," one of them mus-

ed.

But I am not at all happy with the Keg in

the Bathtub. It's invading my privacy. I

just don't get into showering in front of

casual acquaintances; call me a prude. I've

been wearing a bathing suit in the shower
ever since Sunday morning.

And I hinted around to the Keg in the

Bathtub about kicking in a little rent

money. I was standing around, waiting for

the Silkience to adjust to my hair's special

needs. Anyway, the keg flatly refused,

which really ticked me off.

"You're outta here," I told it. "You're

history."

"That's what you think," the keg snarl-

ed.

That did it. One aggravation I can live

without is a smart-valved keg. I have got to

get it out of the bathtub.

Party at my house, this weekend.

Elizabeth Luciano is a Collegian columnist.
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All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the

author's address and telephone number, which will not be published. Let-

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

umn submissions should be between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. —Editor.

The Colleffian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Sub-

rib: ions should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or

they can be dropped off at the Collegian classified ad counter in the base-

ment of the Campus Center. Ihie to the volume of mail received, individual

replies cannot be made.

OPINION
The opinions on this page aie inose o' \r\e individual lArntei ot carioonisi anj do noi nacassanly 'edcct

ihe views ol tie ColUf/ian c the Univeisiiy unless otherwise noted

Defensive vs. offensive
What do President Reagan's .star wars

missile defense system, the great wall or

China, the Maginot line, and bullet proof

vests have in common? They are all defen-

sive weapon sy.stems. Another thing these

systems have in common is they have been
very expensive. The only thing that

separates star wars from the rest is that

every defensive weapons system ever built

has been easily defeated; star wars hasn't

been built yet.

Who can calculate the cost of building the

great wall of China, the only man-made
structure that can be .seen from the moon?
That, too, probably started as a ridiculous

idea by .some aging, senile leader Millions

were spent developing bullet proof vests

made of Kevlar; teflon coated bullets which

cost pennies slice through them like but-

ter The French spent millions on the

Maginot line; the Germans went around it.

The sad list goes on for as long as history,

but the point is, it is much easier to develop

offensive weapon .systems than defensive

missile systems. Why is this so? I used to

work on a defensive missile system in the

Navy and perhaps I can offer some insight

into this question.

First, there are design specifications.

When the defensive .system is designed, it

is able to defend against any technology

available at that time. However, it is true

that "necessity is the mother of invention,"

and, since an enemy knows what is need-

ed to defeat the system, one can simply in-

vent a new offensive weapon.

The second reason defensive weapons are

easily defeated is the element of surprise.

One has to be on guard at all times, while

an enemy can get a good nights sleep and
"sucker punch" you when it is convenient.

Imagine how difficult it would be if

somebody told you that they were going to

shoot you in the back sometime during the

next 10 years. After looking over your

shoulder constantly for seven years, you

begin to tire and boom you're dead.

The third, and perhaps the mo.st signifi

cant but least understood, reason is the

que.stion of energy, a very, very, very small

Lawrence Soucie

part of which bounces off the incoming
missile and shows up as a blip on a radar

screen. There are two problems with this:

first, an attacking aircraft can detect the

defending radar's transmit pulse at better

than 10 times the range thai the defending

radar can detect the small amount of

reflected energy from the attacking air-

craft. This means the attacking aircraft

knows exactly where the defending radar

is loacted.

The second energy problem is jamming.
Suppose a microwatt of energy is reflected

off the attacking aircraft. All that the at

tacking aircraft has to do is transmit a one

watt signal (at the same frequency) direct

ly at the defending radar and this will com-

pletely saturate the defending radars
receiver because their signal is one million

times stronger. Of course, it is more com-

plicated that that, but it takes more energy

to defend than it does to attack.

If Ronald Reagan gets his way with star

wars, the United States will spend billions

to put together another defensive system

in operation, which if it works, will be the

first time in the history of mankind that

a defensive system has been successful. The
Union of Concerned Scienti.sts, and anyone
el.se that is willing to put aside what they

want to be true and accept what is true,

have come to the conclusion that star wars

will not work, at least not for long. How will

the Ru.ssians defeat it? Who knows. Maybe
they will build more and faster missiles.

Perhaps they will use decoys and jamming.
Or maybe they will sneak in a few conven-

tional bombs and place them in critical

locations to create chaos just prior to a

nuclear strike. Maybe, all they will have to

do is coat their missiles with teflon to

defelct the lasers and particle beams which

took us billions to develop. Whatever the

case, if we build such a system, history will

not be on our side.

Liiwrenve Soucie is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Marching Band was outstanding
I would like to commend (Jeorge Parks

and the University of Massachusetts Mar-

ching Band for their outstanding effort in

front of the HO,0(K) people who attended

the Patriots game at Sullivan Stadium last

weekend. The band provided great excite-

ment for the disgusted Patriot's fans, at

halftime, they did their unique version of

Tchaikovsky's 1H12 Overture, which kept

most of the fans .seated. In their .seat,s, they

started the "Wave," and challenged the

beer call "Taste (Jreat/i^'ss Killmg" with

another section. I felt honored to lie a

UMass student at the game In-cause I

heard many f)eople commenting on their

professional appearance, even the critical

drunkard who sat in front of me said "Hey!

They're O.K. ' Thank You. keep up the

g(K)d work,

Steven R. Sullivan

Amherrt
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The Campus Center-Student Union

Student

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
is looking for students to fill the following

Coordinator positions for the 85/86 school year

• Finance •

• Governors Program Council •

• Vending •

Work Study and Non Work Study

Application Deadline - Friday, October 4, Noon

Applications and More Information are available

in the BOG Office - 817 CC
The BOG is an

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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AP l^aaerphoto

SECRET MISSION—The crew of the space shuttle Atlantis arrive at Kennedy

Space center yesterday to prepare for Thursday's secret Dept. of Defense flight.

Left to right, Cmdr. Karol J. Bubko, USAF Maj. William Pailes, Robert L.

Stewart, David Hilmers and pilot Ronald J. Grabe.
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What if

youdoritget
into the

gradschcx)!
ofyour choice?

Of course^ you may S^ '"'o

another school, but why settle^

Prepare for the LSAT. GNIAT.

GRE. MCAT or any grad school

entrance exam with the best test

prep organization— Stanley H.

Kaolan.

Pbr nearly 50 years, Kaplans
test- taking techniques have pre

pared over 1 million students for

admission and licensing tests of

all kinds Socaill. Whygotojust
any grad school, when you
can go to the right one?

KAPLAN
MANlt V H IT APIAN tOUCATIONAl CtN'E' ITD

The worid's leading

test prep organization.

358 N. Pleasant
549-5780

ENROLLING NOW
for Dec LSAT/GRE

BLACK AFFAIRS
Black students have
problem with Africans
Communication is the key
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

For a long tjme, there has

been little communication
between the black students

and the African students on
campus. In an effort to try

and combat this problem,

the African students Asso-

ciation has organized a
panel discussion to see what
can be done to solve this

problem.

The discussion was
originally scheduled for last

Friday evening. However,
because of the hurricane,

the meeting was postponed
until a later date.

The purpose of this

meeting is to bring blacks

and Africans together to see

why we aren't talking to

each other," said Kango
Lare-Lantone, a member of

the African Students Asso-

ciation.

Lantone considers all

black Americans to be
Africans of Diaspora.
Diaspora means all blacks

who do not live on the conti-

nent of Africa.

"There are some black

Americans who do not con-

sider themselves Africans,

but only as black
Americans. Until history

proves it and it hasn't done

Discussion Gnx^) tor

Students with
Problem Drinking Parents

The University Health Services Divisions

of Mental Health and Health Education are

sponsoring a ten session topic-focused group
for adult children of alcoholics.

Sessions will be held

at the University Health Services on Tuesd;^
from 1:00-2:30 pm beginning

~

Participants must pre-register and schedule

a screening interview prior to

onoKR 9,

For

cal
Monnalfcm and/or m^lto i.

Education S49-2S71 Ext. 181.

that yet, black Americans
are Africans," he said.

The structure in Africa

depends on simply having a

better understanding of the

black community around
the world. "The African

government should be more
active in what is going on in

the black community
around the world."

When Jesse Jackson ran

for president, he didn't go
to Africa. "The government
wasn't active in encourag-

ing his initiative. This was
the first time a black man
was running for such a high

office. We should have
showed our pride and hap-

pincess by inviting him
over. It would have helped

break a chain of stereotypes

that people have about

Africans," he stated.

"This type of thinking is

very dangerous. By having

contact with Africans,

hopefully, will help dissolve

this type of stereotype," he

said.

Lantone feels that the

United States isn't aware of

international struggle or

the importance of interna-

tional connections. "It is im-

portant to have interna-

tional connections because

they have a lot of impact of

how issues get solved."

estaurant
Week Long Specials

MOlsons 99*

Sombreros 99*

Large Pizza

and Pitcher
(soda or beer)

$7.99

Every Tuesday
55 UNIVERSITY DRIVE, AMHERST 549-5713
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In a letter toBishop Tutu,
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Editor's Note: James Baldunn, rekturum

author and five-college professor who is

teaching this semester at Hampshire Col-

lege, wrote a letter to Bishop Desmond
Tutu about his thoughts on the situation in

South Africa.

Tutu is the winner of the 198U Nobel

Peace Prize and the general secretary of

the South African Council of Churches.

This letter is reprintedfrom the August

23, 1985 issu£ of The New Statements with

permission. Part I appears today. Part II

unit appear on Fridiay's page.

"Though I am not a religious, or, more
precisely a churchgoing man. 1, like all

black Americans, come out of the chur-

ch—the black church, for wt- were not

allowed to be members of the white one. I

can, therefore, uso an imaj.^e which is part

of my inheritance ami say that you and I,

who have never met on earth (but who
may meet in that kingdom that you are

struggling to make real) have already

met: in hell. And a more felicitou dwelling

place has a very precise meaning for those

who meet in hell.

But this is a very particular and peculiar

hell. It is not built four square. It is hard

to convey the quality of the inhabitants.

Every system involves a hierarchy, so

perhaps 1 could suggest a system of this

hell by observing that those who meet
there manage to meet because they know
where they are. The others— the minority

in your country, the majority in

mine—never meet because they imagine

that hell is a place for others. Their also

imagine that they control this system.

It will be comsidered offensive—un-

patriotic— to compare the South African

situation to the American situation: nor

will I, in fact, make such a comparison

because I do not know enough about your

country (I may not know enough about my
own), yet, you must have somettimes been

struck, as I have l^een, but the vehemence
of the Western leaders (my own nominal

representative in France en tete) concern-

ing global freedom and democracy; deep

concern over Polish freedom, the deter-

mination of the American government to

bring freedom to South America and the

Phillippines by any means whatever, and

the ineffable gallantry of the British

Prime Minister's insistence on freedom
for the islands off Argentina.

But none of this bellicosity i.^ exhibited

in the case of South Africa.

To back track, and in order to make my
point clear: I am certainly concerned
about the freedom of the Poles in War-
saw; but the Poles, in Chicago, are Whites
who hate Blacks. I am certainly concerned
about Ireland: but ttie Irish, in Boston,

are Whites who hate niggers. I may l)e

ambivalent concerning the pliysical pur-

jM>ses of the .state of Israel, but American
Jews are, in the main, indistinguishable

for American white Christians: and I

would not like to be an Arab in Jerusalem.

And Israel is, also, an ally of South
Africa—which Western nation, indeed, is

not? (And, it is worth pointing out that the

ANC is as homeless as the PLO, for the

same reasons.

i

And finally, to discuss— 1 dismiss— 'the

Russian menace': I have known very few
black communists; black Americans, on
the whole, are far less romantic than
white Amricans. The Russian menace has
been invented by the West in order to

distract attention from the moral and ac-

tual chaos in the West. People one day
ahead of death by starvation do not hud-

dle before their camp fires (assuming that

they have any fire at all) reading Marx or

arguing about dialectical materialism.

And it is worth pointing out that my coun-

try, which accuses Cuba of exporting
'revolution', is the most notorious ex-

porter of revolution of this century.
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Plus quality repair of all l.vpes and slvlos of jfuelrN

Remounting and resetting

al.so doni'.

J. AU§TllS^
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on the common, amherst, 253-3986

mon.-sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

the

I ) Paper House
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318 College St. (Rt 9) Amherst • MA
next to Shumway's Paint and Jane Alden's

2-3 blocks past Elder Lumber

New Telephone

Number 253-2970
HIGH QUALITY
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cover the spectrum
By JOE SHARTAND
Collegian Correspondent

Susan Heideman is exhibiting her art work at Smith
College's Museum of Art, in Tryon Hall, until Nov. 24.

The paintings focus on tide pools, gold fish, and sea

plants.

Heideman is an associate professor in the Art Depart-

ment at Smith College. She received a Bachelor of Fine

Arts degree in 1972 at the Boston University and a

Master of Fine Arts from Indiana University in 1974.

She has received many scholarships for her paintings.

Her exhibition utilizes, primarily, two basic colors: red

and green. These colors are smeared on the canvas into

the likeness of gold fish and sea plants. She uses

photographs of tide pools in Maine in order to convey

them in her paintings.

These works appear to be reaching for abstraction, yet

they have nothing to say. Her portrayals of tide pools are

less inspiring than the real thing and only seem to be

a recording of those photographs that she uses. The ar-

tist isn't saying anything except that this is how it looks

under water According to her interpretation, it isn't very

exciting.

In direct contrast to Heideman's uninspiring art was
an exhibit in the next room call Leaders. Leaders is a

collection of photographs, paintings and sculpture of

famous personages. There are photographs of James
Joyce and Henry James that have been widely publish-

ed on the book covers of their works. A caricature of

Marianne Moore by David Levine is one of the more con-

teemporary portraits of the collection.

Leaders, unlike Heideman's exhibit, inspires thought,

because the various artists were attempting to ac-

complish something. They tried to capture their subjects's

inner workings as well as their physical appearance. They
succeed and these are the photos and paintings that we
will look at in order to remember these famous leaders.

Their grimaces, smiles, and frowns give us clues to their

personalities. The artists were able to capture this on
their canvases, and at the same time, gave a little bit

of themselves. Heideman, unfortunately, does not give

I us much of an idea as to what she is about.

''Creator" interesting but implausible
CREATOR
Starring Mariel Hemingway
and Peter O'TooIe
Mt. Farms Theatres

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Correspondent

Creator fails in making its story and characters plausi-

ble. The plot has Intriguing possibilities, but never

believably carries any of them out. Peter O'Toole, as an ec-

centric scientist, is trying to ressurect his dead wife from

her cells. This idea is put on the back burner when the film

decides to focus on the characters' love lives. Victor

Spano, as O'Toole's assistant, falls in love with Virginia

Madsen, and Mariel Hemingway becomes enamored with

O'Toole. Besides these complications, there is David

Ogden Stiers trying to ship O'Toole out of his university.

But, from the beginning, it is obvious that everything will

turn out all right in the end, because they love each other.

Therein lies this film's credibility gap.

Peter O'Toole, on the other hand, doesn't do much ac-

ting here either. Instead, he appears bemused about the

character whom he is playing. His perpetually amused

blue eyes give him the appearance of being above

everything, without being snobbish. It's as if he's thinking

that these silly directors, producers, and writers can make
him do embarrasing things, but it doesn't matter. For ex-

ample, when Spano opens up to O'Toole, after his father's

death, O'Toole just sits there as Spano rambles on, while a

slight smirk rests on O'Toole's gaunt face and his amused
eyes are slightly removed from the situation. He seems to

be pondering something other than Spano's problems.

O'Toole is the only likable person in this entire film.

Jeremy Leven's screenplay, adopted from his book,

doesn't contain very realistic dialogue. He suses such

phrases as 'God's testicles," "the big picture," and
"sunuvabith" ad nauseam. The characters have to utter

cliches, like when Spano says to O'Toole, "I want to be

just like you, when I grow up." How many graduate

students would actually say such tripe to their teachers?

The situations are almost as unbelievable. Spano raises

Movie Review

The main theme of this movie is that love will cure

anythijig that ails you. Mariel Hemingway cures O'Toole

of his obsession with his dead wife and Victor Spano

revives Virginia Madsen from a coma. Besides being too

sentimental, these ideas are unbelievable. In real life,

death is not conquered by love. It's the other way around.

The characters are almost are almost as unreal as the

plot. Most of them behave in stereotypical fashion and
come off as performers, not real characters. Mariel Hem-
ingway is brass and loud in her role, as a sex-crazed 19

year-old, and is a very dislikable character. Even when
O'Toole first meets her, and she tearfully tells him that

she might be pregnant, she comes across as phony. She
isn't actually in mental anguish because she might be preg-

nant; she is dcting like she is in mental anguish. From
Manhattan to Personal Best, her acting style has declined

from realistic to shallow.

his girlfriend from a coma with love talk. O'Toole revives

his dead wife from a cell. Also, Mariel Hemingway ac-

cidently blows up O'Toole's lab, years of work and the

beginnings of his resurrected wife. Yet O'Toole isn't even

mad. In fact, he tries to get her back so that he can marry

her.

Ivan Passer, awho directed Cutter's Way, has made a

very forgettable film. The actors and actresses aren't very

interesting and Passer doesn't seem to have tried to get

any acting out of them. He even seems embarrased of the

O'Toole-Hemingway romance. We see Spano and Madsen
in bed quite a few times, yet O'Toole is nothing but father-

ly to Hemingway, even though she has his baby at the end.

There seems to be an implicit prejudice in this film, as well

as many others; that it is disgusting for old people to make
love, that they are meant to be parental figures, and
nothing more.
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Homecoming
is Saturday

October 5th.

Join
the

Paryde

UMass

plays

URI .

to the Victory

The annual parade, sponsored by the Greek
Area, invites

- all the RSO Groups b
- residence halls

to participate in the event.

Make a float or just join in the fun.

It's not too late!

Deadline for float building is October 1st

by 5:00 pm

Call Greek Affairs at 545-1963 for more information.

The parade starts at 1 1 in the parking lot across
from Whitmore and runs down N. Pleasant St.,

through the center of Amherst, down to the

football stadium.

All are Welcome!
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Caddushack
S.U.B. 5. 7, 9, 11 o'clock

$1.00 $1.50
at 7, 9, 11at 5:00
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Le Boudoir reveals a romantic 6
undercurrent for Fall! K

Choose from our wide selection of ^
teddies, camisoles & Jfl

tap pants, bras and bikinis, nightgowns L
and much more. r

We carry such famous designers as Sami, \
Lily of France, Christian Dior, Olga anci ft

St. Eve. p
Plus Dancewear by Dance France 6

for your dance classes. K
Come in and browse! ^

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St. J

Amherst 549-6915 P
M-S 10-5:30, Sun. 12-5:00 \
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Jorma Kaukonen and
band play Woodbury
Jorma Kaukonen and Their go the
Neighbors
Woodbury Ski and Raquetball,
Woodbury, Conn.
Sunday^ September 29

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

It's hard to know what to say about a con
cert that only last 45 minutes because the
performer got lost and was late, but this is

what happened at Sunday's Jorma
Kaukonen show in Woodbury.
Playing with a three piece band, Jorma

played about six songs including "I Heard
it Through the Grapevine," "Keep Your
Lamps Trimmed and Burning" and an
awful version of "Sitting in Limbo"
The concert started slow, but by the

fourth song, "Come Back Baby," Jorma's
playing had vastly improved. Alternating
solos between straight and slide playing
styles, played through distortion and phase
shifting devices, Jorma and his band
brought layers of musical textures into play

bringing to mind a sort of dreary realism;
the sort of thing that French symbolists us-

ed to thrive on.

The band then broke into Kaukonen's
equivalent to Lou Reed's "Kcroin," "Junkie
on Angel Dust" or 'Man for All Seasons"
as it was called on record. Like "Heroin"
the song has slow verses but a rhythmic
chorus that gets your blood going. And this

performance of the song was no exception.

So things were moving along but then
Jorma Kaukonen and his band left the
stage because the town of Woodbury had a
6 p.m. curfew on music. So because Jorma
had arrived quite late the show was short.

There was one short encore and it was over.

Oh well.

Opening up for Kaukonen were the New
Riders of the Purple Sage and Max Creek.
Max Creek played a very long set of pseudo-
Grateful Dead songs that at times was
agonizing, but ended with a really good
cover of "Slow Down." For some reason Max
Creek has the worst attributes of the Dead
without the benefits.

SAlvatore Macchia, Dorothy Ornest, Nancy Lehrer and Charles-David I^ehrer
will prform at 8 p.m. tonight. Bexanson Hall. Admission is free.
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Students interested in

MEDICAL or DENTAL
CAREERS

are invited to attend an

alumni/ae career night

on

Wednesday, October 2, 1985

at 8:00 PM
in Campus Center 162

A panel of physicians, veterinarians, and dentists who
earned their bachelor's degrees from UMass in the

seventies will discuss their thoughts on the undergrad

and medical education, medical training and present

employment. Opportunities will be available to visit

with these returning alumni at the conclusion of the

panel.

Sponsored by Pre-Medical Advisory Committee

University Placement Service and Alumni Association

W. Brian O'Connor, Chairman

Pre-Medical Advisory Committee

ARTS
artlines

Artsfolk at UMass and in

the area apparently fared
well through Hurricane
Gloria, despite several
cancellations, including
several cancellations, in-

cluding a Chinese dance
performance at the Fine
Arts Center (FAC), as well

as a few showings of the

New World Theater's "The
Dance and the Railroad."
There's plenty going on as
we glide into October,
though, mostly music and
visual arts...

Folks who are homesick
for good old Beantown will

have to hit the Student
Union Gallery's Boston
WOW! exhibit, which open-

ed yesterday evening. Said
gallery is located in the Stu-

dent Union Building...

Herter Art Gallery has
dished up a double feature.

Colette's Beautiful
Dreamer Uniform Series

and Leonel Gongora's Pain-

tings/Drawings will be on
display through Oct. 17, in

the gallery. Seems a little

backwards to have a recep-

tion follow an exhibit, but
hey—whatever colors their

canvasses, right?

Photography enthusiasts

may want to get over to

Emerson College prof
Lauren Shaw's show at

Greenfield Community Col-

lege's South Gallery, open
Monday-PViday, 8 a.m. -5

p.m. Said exhibit runs
through Oct. Iti, which

gives you plenty of time to

bribe your automotively
blessed friends...

Music fans have a full

week coming up at the

FAC. There's a faculty

recital at 8 p.m. tonight in

Bezanson Hall (see photo). 8
p.m. Friday night brings the

Multiband Pops Concert,
sponsored by the Depart-
ment of Music and Dance.
Said concert offers
everything from jazz to

symphony to the
Minutemen Marching Band.
And the price is right, too...

It's free.

Tonight

Tuesday, Oct. 1st

DJ TONY KORD I

Wednesday, Oct. 2nd

DJ KENNY the WHALE
- requests

5000 records to choose from

Thursday, Oct. 3rd
from Boston:

GIRLS NIGHT OUT
also special surprise guest

only $6.00 at the door
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MON...

moncfay nighff foofball

50^drinks

free hot dogsfe popcorn

RSoCOVER]

TUE...

MOVIE NIGHT
first runmovies

50t drinks

free hotdpgs&popcorn]

INOCOI

50cent drinksVtfED^

^e

:

PARTY NITE

FIFTY CENT DRINKS!

with

' musicH
BACK lo BASICS ..lh th« b«,l p.rly ,

BiHy Wcl, Chak. KhM &u,r«,U»dlHHI

NO COVER.

HESPECIALSARE BACK

The Areas Best Entertainment Spot

50( DRINKS!
All weelcl

ITHURS....

JUSTIN RYAN'S '»»"•?«"

you to BEAT THE CLOCK IFRI&SAT...

7:m 9:PM U:PM

VS
cover 2jOO

CENT DRINKSl

IC^pltA till lOpm
(3.00 cover)

Tuesday, October 1, 1985=

Doonesbury
.Collegian 13

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

OOOP PeOPLt ' MY SUPPL/
HUSMWdLMOKT SIDE- IS

\ HA5AMeS5A6B iVAni
- FOR. YOU' y'CHl/l

mK5Uf;AMKlCA'^ mm you.m „^,^ S^
NBXT5H0U/S ^^OIAIPO ^^
ARBAJSOO "fOUlhlNK Weather

Today: Increasingly cloudy
with scattered showers.
Iliglib in the 70s.

Tonight: Lingering showers
with lows in the 4()s

Tomorrow: f^artly sunny
wi.h highs in the 60s.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
TfiKeneep oh sinctUlar

RemiNiNO pftNpeuoN...

mf^cofi^iN'ro

..'r-

norunnin: no JUfApiN

:

NO FicKiN'. NO ^Pirm:
NOCfRmaiN'. NOVBLUN'.
NO 5KINNY PIPPIN' PUBLIC
ToiLBTS ftpe fl pfMemp

HAMe ft Nia PftY

.

enrtRtUG

Gordy By Gorde

(ihAT'S RIGHT, &ORDX
I i'M fOOT TALKISJ&
V To MANGLe

(hom c>ake he
get me ''high/'
i'm mot that
txpb of &ir. .

.

WOMAN,'//

HE'S THE AIOST
EUfL, PAfJ&EI^US

ILITTLE SBKM
BueR MET,

USS i-U3lfE fijoo or UMASS V

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

G-60B B\le^ /\JG.

,

'P/^&SID^rJT r^tMtCrr>,,^

AV/^J TOL.l> H" 5
G e/Jrtt ^cs -rs> bb
Ot4 Fui c SCf^L f-

ncee.T /^s HB Pjer-
r^ee^S f:rc^ ,^

/^ucce^je ^TT^oc
t^^o^ -r^fr s^\itCT::>

\ im^. -!.

^SSSS^Sm >
s^^^if^i^i^^^M ti

S^^^^^^^H &
^^k^^^^l M
^S^^^^^^^ Jb^ r^

\ 1

'Ti-tfr ryTl^e f^T-^ /rs/

^.

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

9i?e&n)€Ayr of u^em
(/Ay/vef?s/7Y. Here ,iou

Good CMi?ijr<AM as

CoeCC AS. A COoD SCHot/JR.'

Due emizECi /jj

/rjPlft«i€^AwDs TO HECP
South ^F^irfi ck/o

Got) ujooCD Hftvt ,

uiht^TEn

'

o\/e jfj The "^>ecj

Soo TH ^rricA" TocjMSniP

!

SH0W/AJ6 ntfiT

"sefitif^nTE Bor eouN.
'

CAU tie ^OA///

IK> Pl6»T/K>6 CdOCeSS

Commu^JiSTS A*/t S^coiAH.

Hi/ftiAKii%,-n uj€ snfess

Goo

u/C Sft^e ft (-or oF

07we>?ujise "Be Ca^astfo

"ResefiVcH I

... Ouf jTuhetJT^

00 Off fO OUR ZPEO^c

"r^vfs of Pevea^rtot^'

(jjHtsti rne^/ e^i^r \

OKI o«ty tmecrs,

2fiT a
occns/o*jnc

Hf?r IS owe" of
OUR sfun&yrs AFTeR

room T>fiis of
m^tii-mTioto ON thc
Host cetc f^AtJoe

of TH€ CEjo/TAC o

fl/UO THE LoRV 6?AK€

SAi/AJO " He ojho

LS^fH "hOOJtJ Atf\oMC>

-The SHEEV
, UftK€TH

LP UtiTH AttJ

IKtfE^I^Ai, iTcH JJ"

/

Today's

Menu:

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Cranberry Sauce
Cheese Strata

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich

Cranberry Sauce
Cheese Strata

DINNER
Rotini

Salsa Con Verdure
Roa.st Pork

Gravy, Spiced Apples
Silver Palate Sniad Plate

BASICS DINNER
Clarden Medley Casserole

Hi Protein Spaj^hetti

Tomato Sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled b> Irude IVfictiel Jaffe

ACROSS
t Beowull. eg
6 Kind of base

10 Ferrara patron
M Tomcat, in

Toledo
15 Author Jong
16 Journey
1

7

Hebrew letter

18 Mechianical

failures

20 Moccasin s

relative

22 Deodar or

ginkgo
23 Court require

ment
24 PartofQEF
26 Sevareid

28 Uses bridge

strategy

32 Part o' an opera
35 Bedouin
36 Port ol NW

Germany
38 Colorful

cfieeses

40 Dam
41 Perfumery com

pound
•It liK«' —

of l)nct.5.

44 WhHcl huh'
.1(1 •

' . i ',,'..

73 Transmit

OOWN
1 Alike, in Dieppe
2 Alto

3 VA/illow

4 Rest period

5 Corntiusker

State

6 Part of ETA
7 Nam
8 Hawe (be

considerate)

9 Los Angeles
team

10 Ike s area
1

1

Broadcast
12 Alt

13 Formerly once
19 Remove sleet

21 Comparative
endings

25 Linden trees

27 National monu
ment in bW
Utah

28 Voung deer

29 you loud
and clear

30 Unsophisti

cated
11 Landau

33 Of birth

34 Love, in Livorno

37 Labels of a sort

39 Natioor sfieep

42 Foamy
45 Slittier

49 under
(overwhelmed)

51 Ache
53 Siegfried's

horse

55 Urge on
56 Zone
57 u of Nevada

locale

59 end (done)

61 Base
62 Novelist

Dorothy

63 Require
6.) Donkey
66 Pans summer

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

47

4(1

^11

-- avis

i)islribij|f?s

.'Ml , A-'

>UV' P.M. (S.' Ni

Pn.',. A >!....

1964

54 Put in gathers
Vai

55 Thun s riyei

'iH M". N. 1-

t .!.,lf !-.

bO Numtie' loi

Landry
64 Harbor protec

tion

67 Assistant

68 Nightfalls to a

poet

69 Growing out

70 Swiss artist

Paul
71 Resort NNEof

Sania Fe
72 Wintd and

'

J 4 i t -

1
10 II u IJ

14 15 M,

1 f <l
i

i«

n ?i Jl

I ?1

Hk^^^^^H?) ?> ^^1 •*' V IVH
?« 71 10 J> J/

1

n 14

Jb

1
3t 1 li 14

40 41 *»

1
41

44 4i 4li 4r

I
41 «l iO sT1 »? SA I^Mi

45 »» S7 SI 40 ti 1? II

t4 TT tT

1

IT

U

1
«l

~-

?t T? »l

: im I M «•(•«» THim ItnOwi
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A UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events:

^itUU^S^

Pioneer the future.
Join us in ceating the next

generation of technological

wonders Our representatives will

be on campus to discuss )ob op-
portunities it you have a degree in

Electrical Engineering
Computer Science
Mechanical Engineering
Physics
Manufacturing Engineering

Electronics Technology
Industrial Engineering

Oct. 4
Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Service.

Arts Council 12S Herter Hall S4S-()2()2

Eoudk y 77?^ nims college students...

RENT A CAR
WITH
CASm

On Campus Interviews:

October 7, 8

S«e your Placemenl Office

for complete details.

Proof of US. citizenship required
Equal opportunity employer

Creativity Americadepends on.

HUGHES
CORPORATE COLLEGE

RELATIONS

rat.-MOM. MOOM
700 MILES FREE...
rmi.-TVES. MOOM
900 MILES FMEE...
FMtl.-WED. MOOM
1,000 MILES FMEE

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU:
-A^PAYIESS CAR RENTAL CORP. OF MASS. fVA^ 7 1 A

1

1 80 BOSTON RD., SPRINGFIELD, MA i QL' I 1 9

1

*KONO CAff OflATHAM. $75 Alkmi,r-Sh^f Id., lothom N Y tS HI 7§i. 13M4
ittCOMOCAaOf/UMMY, 46*CmHmlAm. AJkmf,r. N. Y.(S 1$) 4M.U0I*KONO CAM Cf SammCTAOr. 1230 stmt, U.. S€h,„*rfo&r N r IS im i774>4:

1

irfArmSCAKtBtTAUOfSrMACUSI. StU ttr'd. Sr«„«, NY l3li)4SS-St7l
"^ "" VtHt$, Corf* Von; Mini Von$. . Call Toihy

\

.^•41>»ij >»a; >»>g ik*i.

EPSON
J^.

Autumn Special

QX-16 Computer
The 3 in 1 Computer

- VALDOCS 2 integrated

software package
- MS-DOS Computer
- CP/M Computer

^^$2695.

Fainilu Fvc5Ak Clothing

ONCl' MOPE

LVITII FEELING

Affordable prices for all your clothing needs.

.^tnh^ fit . rjA

$400* trade in allowance guaranteed

^ ^ . .
Sale Ends 10/15/85

J^f* 'Minimum allowance on functioning CPU unit plus display unit plus data storage unit
'^^ One trade in per QX-16 purchased.

MlBompiitsrWorks ^
228 Triangle Street Amherst '

"^^op

549-7133

Questioning the way
you use alcohol?

Drinking interfering with your studies?
Realtionships? Want more control over
your drinking habits?
The Student Opportunity Program (STOP)
offers five weeks of alcohol education and
group support beginning on Monday
October 21 (6-7:30 pm) for students who
would like to make changes in their drink-
ing behaviors.

To register call:

John Novo
University Health Services

549-2671 X 186

Mondays 1-5 PM

Tuesday. October 1. 1985: .n2i!egian 15

Water polo wins UMass tourney
By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian StafT

The University of
Massachusetts men's water
polo team won the UMass
Tourney over the weekend
by defeating Amherst Col-
lege and RPI in their two
scheduled matches. The
Minutemen scored a total of
27 points while giving up
only seven, enabling them
to claim the tournament
victory.

In their first match
against Amherst College on
Saturday, the Minutemen

were helped greatly by
goalie Fred Marius. Marius,
a senior, stopped 10 shots on
goal in route to a 7-4

Massachusetts victory. The
other key in the fast paced
UMass win was the clutch
scoring of Mike Hoover.
Hoover successfully put
three penalty shots into the
net and also had an assist.

Other UMass scorers were
Jim Flannery with two
goals, and Owen Mcgonagle
and Bill Feeney with one
shot netted each.

The second match against
RPI turned out to be

nothing more than a chance
to get the second team water
time. UMas.s handily
defeated RPI by a .score of

20-3 with scoring con-
tributed by virtually
everyone on the team.
Hoover once again led the
attack with eight goals and
two assist. Feeney was also

a force with four goals.

Other scorers include Paul
McDonough with two goals

and two assists, and Jim
Flannery, Drew Donovan,
John Piaget, and Jim
Boudreau with one goal
each.

Coach Russ Yarworth was
obviously satisfied with his

teams performance, which
upped their recod to 5 2 (in

the season.

"We played some good
polo, but after a long week
with intense workouts my
players were a little tired

and that led to some sloppy
play especially in the
Amher.it game. Once rested

1 feel we will be more than
ready for the league tourna
ment, and realistically

challenge for .second in New
England."

UM women's tennis
loses tough match

r College Supplies of all kinds

Greeting Cards, Stationery

Newspapers and Magazines

at

A-J-Hastings^ Inc.
"Convnimnlly tocatad in thm center of Amharat"

45 South PImasanI ilra«t
OPEN: Weekday* 5 a.m. fo 9 p.m.. Soi>doy». 5 am to 1 p.m.

1

i

Sports

notices

MEN'S TRACK TEAM:
Anyone interested in joining

should attend an organiza-
tional meeting today at 4:30

p.m. in Boyden, room 249.

SKIING CLUBS: Anyone
interested in forming a

cross-country skiing team or

racing club should contact
J.P. Grosjean this week at

546-4260, Call anytime
after 7 p.m.

By LAURA KAUFMANN
Collegian Correspondi'nt

The University of Massachusetts wo
lost to the University of New Hanipsli
in Durham.
UMass, 3-2 ihi.s season, puslied the

sets five different times, indRalin^ t Ik

closer than the score shows
"The .scores weie so cUisi', if we had

|

probably would have won," said seni.

Marie Mackertich.

Mackertich was one of the winni-rs \

tory at the thii-d singlo position. .M

senioi- Joyce Giracella wvw the olln <

their number two doubles match 4 H

Senior Diana Biagioli lost her first in

in three .sets at the number two single

Laura Morgan, playing fifth singles, \'

.set loser.

Freshmen sisters Ann-Marie and M
diopped yet another three set heartbn
doubles.

UMass plays at Wellesley on Wedn

nun ^ tennis team
;ic. 7 2 (111 Sundav

Wildcats to three
• match was much

ilayed at honu' uc
<r ciicaptam Ann

ith a H 4. B 1 VIC

ichelle ( '{ipe and
winners, takinj^

7 (i, 6 .3.

alch lit the .sea.soii,

- posit ion. Junior
as another three

•\ Beth Polinsky
iker f)laying third

^dav

* cross country

'

continuedfrom page 16

beating hapless Middlebury but losing i

final tallv .stood Dartmouth 28. UMa.ss .:

61.

UMass was led by Lauren Heyle's tin

was good enough for fourth place. Win
Dartmouth's talented Maura Teevens, >

out of the rugged course. Teevens' lean
was second in running a 17:02.

"I feel that we've made good impn
year." said Minutewoman coach Can

^¥*¥**^^*******-¥****¥¥*****¥*****^
|nti«itnii|iHiiiii|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifliiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

HOT
j: ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

Your MSG
filling

station!!

1

11 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

I

I jBuy A Big One Roast Beef
j

I I Get A Reg. Roast Beef i

I I FREE I
» I All coupons subject to rules posted In the store | W

f Good Thru Oct. 31, 1985 f
fl|||||||ltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllil||iilllllllllllllllllllll>iNlllliHil|||llltlNIII^

>f

If

jf

jf

if

jf

jf

Now Open

bnelina

Saltinbocca -

Veal Saltinbocca, rolled
pieces of veal stuffed with
prosciutto, three cheeses,
sage, and sauteed in a double
wine sauce.

Maccheroni
alFArrabbiata -

Angry macaroni served in a
tomato, roast pepper, and
hot pepper sauce.

OPEN TUESDAY

An Authentic
Italian Restaurant

Few Samples From Our Menu:

Fritto Misto
Fried seafooi
shrimp, sole, ca

clams fried in a 1

Polio Cardin
Chicken Cardin;

chunks of chi(

sauteed with

prosciutto,, and
ped and broiled ^

and cheese.
SUNDAY

96 Russell St

4:00 - 10:00 PM
You're invited to hring your own beer and wine

(Rte9)Hadley

**¥****#-¥4^*****-*¥**¥*¥*¥**¥^>

I Dai t mouth. The
9 and Middlebury

ic (if 17:58, which
iin^i the race was
i(» carved a 16:51

ate Kelly Keller

iicnt .so far this

< iardiner.

4-

4t

medley,
fnari. and
ni butter.

lite sized

n breast

ishrooms,

rbs. Top-
•1 Marsala

584-8000

****¥*¥

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES "CASH"

The Mtaftiatlnf Cliib announcM that

Richard Fain of SOM Placamant wHI ipaak
7:X PM Monday, Saptamber 30tt> in SBA
8>

Paying eaali for baaabaH card* caM MIka

atS4S4106

CASH REWAHO
UPC Oanara< Maating iwe are your con-

oan connaction" Naw mamtMn watooma.
Data: Octobar 1, Tima: 6:30 pm, Placa: 183

CC

"Sas Rolaa In tha KIbbutt" lactura by
Michtl Patgi, Htrvttd't Imtituta for Kibbutt

Studiaa. Tuatday 10/1 7 PM Barttatt 121

Why Rant? Oorm tin fridoa axcallant con
dition (SO 774-7672 aftar 5

Rotalgnol Skllt 170 Cfbar boots 9 pole*

Solomon bindings chasp 2S6-8096

Starao for aala good condition tSO or tMat

offer Rich 6-8471

Suparior Pitta naad* kitchen help , mor-
nings or nights. Plaaia call 549-0626 PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

Loet Laathar Jacket - 1 «vW pay you big Ml
for finding and returning my jacttst ris

burgundy. Kia 38, with a lining no hassle

reward, I just want it back Slave at

256-0886 thank you

ENTERTAINMENT

ATTENTION: PI KAPPA ALPHA

To the gentleman I spoke to Friday aft/eve

at S:30 PM about my ring: t award awaits

upon its return: call 2S6-8037

AUTO POR SALE

1M0 Ford Pinto 4-door, naw clutch, recent
tirea Runs greet 1600 or BO 263 3661

1876 Oodae Aapan exceUeni condition
euto, PS. PB. AC, cruise, new bettery. 74k
mllee54»-68»4

Rack-A-DIsc Entertainment Agency.
Disc Jockeys, large screen video dances,

light shows and rentals 649-7144

187W Ford QrarMda rebuilt engine good
conditioo I760.00 266-8647

"We can make you laugh" 126.00 if you
can hold on to your funny tmne Mondey
night Sept K 8 pm SUB adm 11.50
"""

oeca'oance I

Friday, October 4th, come to the CC
Auditorium from 9 to I dressed in the style

of your fsvorit* decsda 20's. SO's.

whetever' Be crestivei Admission is t2 00
til 10:00. and 12 SO after 10 00 The CCA is

acceasibia This dance is sponsored by the

Lesbian, Bisexual, and Gay Alliance; end all

are welcome'

Older ISM Elac Typawtr has foreign

language keys call Eliana 1 -593-9476

Urea - 2 new P205 14" radiaFs 166 call

aee-7791 Andy

Raaboka for laea. Call Andy 548 6184

FOUND

Kaya found on bench outeide of Bartlatt

can Bath to identify 646-4240

Found dorm room key in womans locker

room at Totman Pool call: Lisa 6-1228 mid
afternoon or night

free"

Know your car. Basic automobile
workshop 28 hours including classroom
and shop. Limited enrollment 2&3'208e

Banda Wantad to play in the Sih annual
Southwest Battle of the Bands Come pick

up an application si the SWAG office m
f4ampdan Commons or call 6-0960 Applies
tion daedline Oct. 4, S pm

St Jude ' Thank you for your piowarful in-

tercession now end always

t^iOE WANTED

THunday h<

return ride i

Thursday, 5 <

to Springfiald Tuaaday,
,1 liday mornings by 8:30

' "1 SI 12 30 Tuesday and
)Mday call 548-0156

»OOM WANTED

KENYA BAQS

Only IIS in tfta Concouraa moat every day
in Saplambat

Looking for Chrlatian FaHonvahlp? Tha
Alliance Christian Fellowship is now
meeting! Call Mark 263 7206 or Jen
54&9283 for info

Sif^gla famai-i naada a room in Balchai
town or Amli

, iraa Call 323p6317 an 666
Tues Sat 9v ,,s 2S3 3009

LOST

Rewerd - 'o questions asked, for return

light blue Schwinn Tounng t>ike taken out

side Hills South Sunday Carl 266-6749,

&0718

TENNESSEE I've aaan your car around
UMass You're from 26, I'm from 2. Please
call 54« 4466

ROv.'MMATE WANTED

Chris FInlay where era you7 CaU me'
Mon* 256 6689 miss you

Free Puppy
call 2S3 2132

8 weeks old, needs a home

Qold bracelet freehwetar pearls black
etone reward 866-3154 sentimentsi velue'

Peir of brown glassas in black case
Somewhere between Morrill end Boyden
Cell John 2S6 0235 reward

HELP WANTED
Loat a long geld chain with paerle on It,

If found pleeae caU Susan Brahm at

649 1228 or 546 21S2

Free kittenll Very cute end pleyful' Com
pletsly toilet treined 256-6888 free

Anyone interaatad in starting a sailboard

club please call 6-5114 ask for Oan

knightar (Brittany Manorl - tMware' The
(oke's on you' Qep

Health Sarvicee favorite cuetomer
returns for enother semester Everything's

back to normal now

1880 Dataun Pickup 11800 call 268-1320
aak for Gary Jr.

1874 Audi For I2S07 Needa muffler to pass
inspection South Hedley 636- 1094 evenir>gs

1870 Buick LeSabre excellent body en

cellent engine always runs always will 1700
or best offer 54S 7S8D

1877 lionda Chric drive it (way 35 mpg Bob
253 2098

FOR RENT

Fridaa Rantala caU R fr P Package Store
£3-9742 free dativary

FOR SALE

For aala 18S1 •(awaaakl 440LTO 11000 or

BO 549 6000 x4l2 Leo

Audi Fox 78 etetlon wegon 4 speed good
condition 72k miles telephone 549 1738

88 Ford Felcon mint condition 1 1300 or BO
cell Asron 266 1239

1874 Impale 24000 milee' great condition

best offer call Miles 256-0033 evenings

77 Cutieas Supreme exc cond new
brekes. liree, PB. PS, AC 546^7207

Ineiipenelve woman'a shirt*, many styles

all under «20 Kenya bags *16 call 549 4863

Lab Series lOOw guitar amplifiar exc $275
or ao call Hob 549^141

Bundy Flute. Excellent condition, very

rsrely used 275 00 or best offer 665 7644

Computer Terminal with modem 1300 or

BO Diana 549 1449

Tito Sub is now taking applicatlorta for pao
pie with cars to deliver subs

Interested In writing, photogrephy or
merkatlng7 The yeartx>ok is hiring for
generel staff positions Apply at INDEX 10.1

CC or call 546 0848

Talemerketer 6 saleapereons needed to
sell residential satellita systems Salary E>

commission call 549 4732 days and 549 59 1

3

nites

Reeldentlel Aaalatanta/Rallef Workera
needed for residentisl programs serving
MR /Multiply handicapped adults in Belcher
town »nd P*lnr\er Entry level/pan time
;....*.;;,oc.i Cummitmant a must Maridien
Asaociatas, P Bo» 974 Belechertown
MA 01007 (4131 323-6872, AA/EOE

Fraahman Student Athletic Trainera
10-12 hours/week contect in Boyden Tram
ing Room (#91 lei 546 2886

Loet In Hetch 8/23. brown glass case
w/glassas Needed desprtly' II you pick

them up pleese call 266 1776 than*

My favorite grey awaaier. Tuaaday after

noon h«rwM«n F-leb sort Wnrrtmlm C. I

reaHy need it' Maria S46-4II7K

MAO 0008

8th floor Brown new management Pros
VP Trees. Sec still luv u Scotty' Lets
Ulica Hunan. VCR. mostly KOH Yahoo"

MUSIC

Attention Bende, Muelcians Embassv
Recording Sludio offers you 16 track state
of the art lor lass Great foi demo tapes
Amherst 24 hrs 549 7640

To the guy with the Door* (orcay who
ale dinner lata \A/edneadty, Franklin I went
to meet you This Thursday 12 15 Franklin

the usual entrance tfia girl who's too shy to

say heflo

Happy MadUug SIrthday Dawn t± Kev
love ft Utica the 5th XOXO 86

PRIVATE GUITAR LESSONS

Experienced ft petlent teacher
Rock /Pop /Folk /Blues Improvisstion,
Reeding Theory Composition Your home
dt my studio Doug 549 4786

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Ceses. pepers. dissertations, Ihaaas. »r'

campus dependeble oulsiarKling quality
low rales 564 7924

»• •»»evv»»"' -

Fomelahou: "

mg Green $

8pm
Fourth roo
bedroom Soi,

tion, and che^i

Profaaslonn
dent ReS'
1 637 0044

TAILOR All

vice Ava>
Sunderland

Pregnent ?

549 1906

Brien s Tyi
Tupii Iran

anytime 66^.

MONTRE
November

TYPIN

nte for single room m Rod
tilities inc 256-0601 sfter

Ata wantad for two
• lod Apt cleen. greet loca-

all nights 256 4255

SERVICES

.Ding done by UMaaa stu
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URI's aeri
landing at
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Rhode Island's offense,

to use one word, is scary.

The Rams are going to throw that ball at

least 40 times against the University of

Massachusetts on Saturday, if not more.

Senior AH American quarterback Tom
Ehrhardt and All-Amencan tight end

Brian Forster are possibly the best passing

combination in the country.

URI burned the Brown secondary for 461

yards through the air in a 32-27 loss to

Brown on Saturday. Ehrhardt was 30-of-67

with Forster catching passes for an NCAA
record 327 yards. Last season, Ehrhardt

threw for 405 yards and three touchdowns

in a 20-19 victory over UMass.
"You have to think pass almost every

time against them," said UMass defensive

line coach Steve Inlander. "We can drop five

of six guys back in the secondary, but they

could throw a trap run against the line and

pick up some easy yards. They're tough to

get ready for. They have a great team."

The Rams, like UMass, aie 2-2 and on the

verge of dropping out of the national rank-

ings. Harvard's 10-3 victory over UMass
and Brown's win over Rhode Island were

upsets and both teams need victories to get

back on track. The game is UMass' first

Yankee Conference clash, URI is 1-0,

beating UMass 34 14.

The UMass defense, one of the nation's

toughest, should be able rush Ehrhardt.

Down linemen Mike Dwyer, Ed Sullivan,

Mike Kowalski and Manny Fernandez have

been playing well, but the Minutemen
secondary «ill h.nc thf pressure fin them.

al show
UMass
Starting cornerback Carlos Silva remains

doubtful for the game with an unjured

ankle. Duckworth Grange started for him
against Harvard and played well. Senior co-

captain Paul Platek has been solid at

strong safety. Free safety Bob Shelmire also

has looked good along with cornerback

Chris Wood.
The extra defensive backs will be either

freshman Andrew Thomas, sophomore

Chris McCray, junior Scott Brown or

sophomore Kirk Willimas. Potentially

UMass may drop as many as seven players

back in the secondary.

The defense has allowed less than 11

points a game, 80.5 yards-a-game rushing,

162 yards, passing and only nine points in

eight second half quarters (none in the

fourth period).

Pfer 100 yards gained, UMass opponents

have scored but three points.

The defense, UMass learned against Har-

vard, needs the offense. Following the loss

to Harvard, coach Bob Stull selected

freshman Bill Shaughnessy to start at

quarterback ahead of senior Jim Simeone

(three interceptions against Harvard).

Shaughnessy, a 6-1, 175 pounder from

Quincy, was an all-Suburban League per-

former for Quincy High. As a basketball

player, he was second in the state with 28

points-per-game as a senior. He captained

both the football and basketball his senior

year.

Shaughnessy looked nervous in a brief

stint against Harvard, throwing incomplete

four times. Knowing he will start and work

ing with the first team in practice this week

should help accomplish that goal.

Tailbiick George Barnwell ran for 172

Sports informulion photo

Senior fullback Frank Fay, back from an unjury, adds needed depth to the

Minutemen running back corps. UMass faces Rhode Island on Saturday.

yards against URI last year. Keeping the

ball away from the Rams and Ehrhardt is

a key on Saturday and a good running

game will help accomplish that goal.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: UMass
has ten players on the injured list, in-

cluding eight starters. More on the injuries

later this week. Stull called Rhode Island,

"an explosive offensive team that has the

best passing-receiving combination in Divi-

sion 1-AA."

Players of the game against Harvard in-

cluded Stan Kaczorowski, Mike Briggs, Ed-

die Sullivan, Dan Sullivan, Rod Turner and
Dan Rubinetti. The season series with the

Rams is led by UMass, 29-28-2.

Volleyball feels no pressure
But spikers cautiously approach Mt Holyoke

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team is cur-

rently on top of the world. Elaine Sortino's Minutewomen
are nationally ranked for the first time, occupying the 12th

position, are the top ranked team in the Northeast, and
are sporting a perfect 13-0 record this season.

But fifteen minutes down Route 116 lurks a potential

spoiler in the form of Mount Holyoke College. The spikers

travel to Hadley today, looking to keep their national rank-

ing and unblemished record intact.

"Being nationally ranked is a compliment to our pro-

gram and it puts us on the map," said Sortino. "And cer

tainly means a lot to the kids. They were totally surpris

ed."

However, the pressure that often accompnaies being

ranked does not seem to bother Sortino or her players.

"Tb me, pressure is internal,' said Sortino. "The pressure

in this program is within us, its never from the outside

and it never will be because of ranking or anything else.

It's because we want to be a good volleyball team and we

want to be a good program."

"We have nothing to lose and everything to gain," add

ed Sortino. "It's a wonderful feeling to be ranked in the

Top Twenty of volleyball and be east of the Mississippi."

"I don't feel any different now than I did last year at

this time where the pressure is concerned."

UMass does not face a pushover in Mount Holyoke. They

have attended the Division II national tournament several

times recently, and have always been a tough match for

the spikers. Sortino does not expect an easy time of it.

"It's a very important match, mainly becau.se we haven't

played in a week." said Sortino. "They have good coaching,

go<xl players, good recruiting, and they always play well

at home. They're going to be very, very tough.

Rerause of the cancellation of the UMass Classic

Volleyball Tournament, the spikers lost a potential of six

^^.unt s and have been idle since last week's sweep of Holy

Cross. The Minutewomen experienced a let down against

the Crusaders and tame fairly close to dropping their first

match of the season

"I think the Holy Cross experience was a good thing.

l)e<.iiise we went in there and waited until we had our

backs to the wall and had to comeback," said Sortino. "1

think we really learned from that. We are taking Mount

Holvoke very seriously."

Senior hitter Annie Ringrose and the University of
Massachusetts volleyball team are at Mount Holyoke
tonight.

VOLLEYBALL HITS. Today "s match against Mount
Holyoke is the first of three critical matches for the

Minutewomen The spikers face Northea.stern Universi

ty on Saturday and the University of New Haven on Oc
tober 9 Both teams are ranked in the Northeast region

behind UMa.ss.

Today's match is scheduled to start at 7 p.m.

Minutemen lose

X-country meet,

women split
By PHIL SAYLES
Collegian Correspondent

Running amid the last vestiges of Hurricane Gloria, the

University of Massachusetts cross country teams had an
up-and-down weekend with the men losing and the women
splitting tri-meets at Hanover, NH, on Saturday.

For the men, Dartmouth led the three team field with
a low score of 27, while Northeastern managed to squeak
by the Minutemen by a scant four points, 49 to 53.

"We entered this meet on pretty much even terms with
both the other teams," said UMass head coach Ken
O'Brien, "but we failed to run aggressively. We let Dart-

mouth come out and take control of the meet. I guess you
could say that we ju.st had a lazy meet. It was a learning

experience for us, and I'm happy to have this type of defeat

happen early in the season so we can work on it."

UMass was paced once again by senior John Pianaccione,

who finished third with a time of 22:41. The race was won
by Dartmouth's Frank Powers and Tbm Kempainen, who
both ran a 22:32.

"John proved once again his ability to compete with
other top runners in every meet," said O'Brien. "He has
been very consistent in his career."

The depth of the rest of the team, which had shown so

much promise in the opening meet, failed to materialize.

The next finisher for the Minutemen was Jan Novak, who
posted a 23:10 for tenth place. Sophomore Bill Stewart
finished on Navok's heels with a time of 23:11.

"Other than Panaccione, the team was simply not able
to get into the flow of the race," noted O'Brien, who was
also quick to stress that his confidence in the team has
not ebbed. "We have a talented team, and I'm sure we'll

have a successful season."

The UMass women managed a split at their meet,

continued on page 15

Sports at a glance

UMass schedule:
Today:

Volleyball: at Mount Holyoke, 7 p.m.
Men's Golf: New Englands at New Soabury
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New plants
to beautify
the campus
By ROBYN RUGGIERO
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to spruce up the campus, the

Physical Plant plans to landscape and im-

prove certain areas of campus, including

the Faculty Club and by University

Health Services.

The most prominent of these plans in-

cludes a public arts project underway in

the Southwest Residential area. The Arts

Council project, located at Hampden
Court, is a sculpture and landscape design

collaborative. Although Physical Plant

pcrsoiinel are doing the work for the area,

the project is the result of a competition

between UMass ai-t students.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey will speak

at an unveiling of the project Oct. 5.

University landscape architect William

Lambert said the project will be 'a spot of

interesting color, texture and form. A
place you'll want to pass time with

friends.' Chairman of the University's

Physical Planning Committee David

Booth said, 'It should be a big splash.'

Physical Plant workers planted shrubs

at the three projects while the heavy con-

struction was completed by Warner
Brothers of Sunderland. The total cost of

the three projects is about $140,000,

Lambert said.

Landscaping around the Faculty Club

began last fall and was completed in the

spring. Corrective draining, piping and

catch basins were installed to eliminate

water pooling which caused ice to form on

walkwsoifs.

The building is now accessible to han-

dicapped people since the walkway from

Stockferidge Road has been regraded. This

will allow the Advisory Committee for

Handicapped Affairs to hold their recep-

tion there for the first time, Lambert said..

The building was built in 1728 and

because of its historical background

Lambert said he 'designed planting plans

using plants which the original in-

Collegian photo by Piwul Ctosmaraw

Anne Ralls works on the Thr^e Graces Scul|>turc) Park now under construe*

tion by Hampden Court in the Southwest Residential Area.

habitants could have planted.*

The plants surrounding the entrances

to University Health Services 'add a

splash of color that is continuous from

February to August, then in the fall leaves

firom trees will take on color,' Lambert
said. The building was made handicapped

accessible three years ago and now meets

all handicap codes, he added. Landscap-

ing improvements began two years aga
The intent of the planting is to add piz-

2az2 80 that people going into health ser-

vices will feel cheery,' said Lambert. '1

hope they feel a little bit better by being

surrounded by something pretty. If you

place people in an aesthetic environment

they are happier. This whole campus
should look like a park and be functional

at the same time.'

Report:homosexual services lacking

UM environment

fosters oppression

By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

The needs of lesbian, gay. and bisexual

students at the University of

Massachusetts are rarely met by campus

services, contributing to an oppressive en-

vironment for these students, according to

a report commissioned by the Office of the

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs.

Titled 'The Consequences of Being Gay:

A Report on the Quality of Life for Les-

bian, Gay. and Bisexual Students at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst',

the survey resulted from a series of events

concerning gav rights and harassment in

the fall of 1984.

Felice Yeskel coordinated the report

working as a Human Relation.^ Planner

and Advocate. The survey compared data

coming from several questionnaires com-

pleted by homosexuals, bisexuals, and

heterosexuals and concentrated mostly on

the 174 students responding to a survey

developed by Yeskel and the Student Af

fairs Research and Evaluation Office

directed at gay, lesbian, and bisexual

students.

The report is the first 'systematic' at-

tempt to document and clarify the needs

of gay, lesbian, and bisexual students,

Yeskel said. 'Campus agencies now have

information and we hope and assume they

will respond to the role of their respective

agencies refiecting on the data we have

compiled,' she said.

The report presents both quantitative

and qualitative data to document the ex-

isting environment at UMass. The fin-

dings reflected on general harassment and

discrimination, support services for vic-

tims of harassment and discrimination,

student services, academic life, housing,

and demogi'aphics of gay, lesbian, and

bisexual students.

The respondents indcated that UMass
administration, faculty, staff, student

government and student publications fail

to adequately meet the needs of gay, les-

bian, and bisexual students. And campus
services fail to provide adequate support

for the gay. lesbian, and bisexual com-

munity at UMass.
The report concluded that the lesbians,

gays, and bisexuals most open about their

sexual orientation are the most likely to

encounter harassment and discrimina-

tion. The lesbian, gay. and bisexual

population 'experience a range of verbal

and physical assault which exceeds that

of any other group of students,' it stated.

Only the Everywoman's Center and the

Lesbian and Gay Awareness Trainers

(graduate assistants) were immune from

the overall negative evaluation of student

services, receiving approvals as 'adequate'

from 80.7/ and 83.3^ of the respondents

respectively.

'So many sources correlated that the

report points to substantial problems,'

Yeskel said. 'Intuitively, we suspected it

all from earlier conversations but it's more

powerful to have data from the sources.

This all points to many problems on all

levels for lesbian, gay, and bisexual

students on campus.'

The recommendations of the report state

four chief goals towards improving the en

vironment for gay, lesbian, and bisexual

students at UMass and fifteen specific

recommendations.

The goals are to create positive social,

aradpmir. and employment conditions: in

crease University understanding and
awarenes.s, reducing negative attitudes;

reduce the effects of alienation among
members of the homosexual and bisexual

community; ensure enforcement of

estaWlished campus policies prohibiting

harassment of and discrimination against

lesbians, gays, and bisexual students.

Elections
hit a snag
Rules broken
By JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The Student Government As.sociation's

governmental affairs committee last night

voted to nullify the commuter area senate

and governing board seat elections.

The vote allows the committee to make
a recommendation at tonight's

undergraduate student senate meeting

that the commuter area's election votes be

invalidated and a new election be ordered

for sometime next week.

There was about a '20 percent voter tur-

nout in voting Monday and yesterday, said

John Crowley, governmental affairs chair.

The committee's action stems from an in

cident where SGA Attorney General Scot

McCracken allegedly witnessed campaign
leaflets being distributed closer than 50

feet to the ballot boxes which is illegal. He
said he al.so saw a candidate sitting by the

box of which the candidate was running.

McCracken yesterday filed the petition to

nullify the commuter area seats.

The candidate in question, Dave Martin,

who is running for a commuter area senate

seat, yesterday said he was sitting at the

table by the ballot box. He said this was the

only violation he committed and that he did

not hand out leaflets, but rather confiscated

any that he saw while at the table.

Responding to the committee's decision.

Martin said he thinks it is recommending
too much to the senate.

"I think if anything, they(the committee)

should have nullified just the (commuter)

senate elections and not the (commuter)

governing board elections," Martin said. "It

seemed like the only evidence they could

prove was that I worked at the booth."

Crowley said Martin came to him and

asked if any help was needed at the poll

ing places. Crowley said "I never said to

him that people on the ballot can't work in

their own area. So, we both share the

responsibility."

"John Crowley and I should have had bet

ter sense," Martin said. "The fact is there

were too few people working."

If the senate votes to nullify the com
muter votes, which by all accounts is highly

probable, the election will be rescheduled

for early next week, Crowley said.

Meanwhile, students overwhelmingly did

not support, by a 762 to 294 vote, the pro-

posed financing of the 10,000 seat sports

facility which is currently planned to open

in 1990. The referendum states that the ad-

ministration and the Board of Trustees are

planning to finance the arena by a man-

datory student fee, which will be im-

plemented when the arena opens. The pro-

posed fee calls for about $160 per student

per year for 24 years. Instead, students ap-

proved of smaller fees and half of those

voting no opted to pay no amount towards

construction at all.

INSIDE:

New drug to fight AIDS «...2

Engineering makes tie to busineaB.3

Volleyball goes to 14-0 ~16

Landscaping improvements "add a splash

of color that is continuous from February

to August, then in the fall leavts f^-r the

trees will take on color."

—University landscape cw<^j..'.**rt

William Lambert
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Power outages
prompt state probe

AP Laserphoto

CABINET CHANGE-With the former Health and Human Services Secretary

at his side. President Ronald Reagan announces yesterday that Margaret
Heckler has agreed to give up her Cabinet post to become ambassador to

Ireland.

BOSTON (AP)- The ability of Hurricane

Gloria to pull the plug on 500,000

Massachusetts electricity customers has

prompted legislators to plan an investiga-

tion into how Bay State utilities could bet-

ter cope with future storms.

Rep. William Galvin, House chairman of

the Government Regulations Committee,

said yesterday a special commission would

focus on future needs instead of second-

guessing utilities for their performances in

dealing with the impact of last week's

storm.

"This is not a witch-hunt and we do not

want to assign blame. We are not

ungrateful for the efforts of people who
work with utility companies and what they

have done," he said. "But we live in an area

where such storms are not unknown and
we're saying, "There's got to be a better

way."

Meanwhile, the state Department of

Public Utilities said it had gotten so many
complaints about one power company-
Eastern Edison, which serves the Brockton

and Fall River areas-that it has decided to

investigate its performance.

The storm disrupted service across the

state, but the DPU said half of all the com-

plaints during the past two days were from
the 155,000 Eastern Edison customers.

Galvin said the legislative hearing,

planned for next week, would focus on

technological changes that could limit

similar power failures in the future.

"Electricity has been around 100 years,

but there have not been many technological

advances in the whole area," said Galvin.

D-Boston. "We also want to look at who's

responsible for clearing trees and branches

away from power lines and at the total plan

for restoring power-who gets it back first."

Rep. Frank Hynes, D-Marshfield, said he

felt many utilities hadn't learned their

lesson following the Blizzard of 1978. Of-

ficials who designed emergency
preparedness systems after that snowstorm

should have 'learned from that experience

and addressed this storm in a more effec-

tive manner than I believe it was address-

ed," Hynes said.

Officials at the Boston Edison Co., which

has 600,000 customers throughout eastern

Massachusetts, said they would be vin-

dicated by any legislative probe.

"That's their choice All I'm saying, quite

frankly, is that I'm satisfied Boston Edison

did absolutely everything. We were as well

prepared as we could be for a hurricane to

hit our system," said spokesman Mike
Monahan.
The DPU plans several hearings to in-

vestigate Eastern Edison, which had
107,000 customers without power at the

height of the storm. Last night, 19,200

customers remained without service.

Drug may safely combat AIDS
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)—An experimental new drug stops

the AIDS virus from reproducing and attacking blood cells

in the laboratory, and initial tests show it can be given

safely to AIDS victims, researchers said yesterday.

"I think this is very promising. This is one of the most
potent drugs" against the AIDS virus, said Dr. Hiroaki

Mitsuya of the National Cancer Institute. "The advantage
of this agent is that it is less toxic in vitro," or in the test

tube, than other experimental AIDS medicines.

The drug, known chemically as azidothymidine, has been
code named compound S by its developer, the phar-

maceutical firm Burroughs Wellcome.
The effort to treat AIDS has been stymied by the dif-

ficulty of attacking viruses in general and the virus that

causes this lethal disease in particular. The new drug
works by short-circuiting the chemical process that the

virus uses to make copies of itself inside human white
blood cells.

Reports on experiments with the drug by Mitsuya and
others were presented at a meeting of the American Socie-

ty for Microbiology.l

Currently there is no effective treatment for acquired

immune deficiency syndrome, and victims often die of so-

called opportunistic infections, attacks by germs that

healthy people easily ward off. More than 13,000

Americans have gotten the disease, and the U.S. Centers

for Disease Control estimates that the number will dou-

ble over the next 13 months.
Experts caution that much more work will be necessary

before they can say whethere compound S will play any
role in the treatment of AIDS.
"No therapeutic claim has been made," said Dr. Samuel

Broder of the cancer institute.

He added: "I am cautiously optimistic that the virus can
be defeated. And I am cautiously optimistic that this drug
can be developed and that other drugs of more refined

technology can be brought to bear on it."

Mitsuya's studies show that in the test tube, at least,

the drug protects infected cells from being killed by the

AIDS virus. Once the drug is withdrawn, however, the cells

die.

Testing of the drug on AIDS victims, most of them with
advanced cases, began in July at the cancer institute and
at Duke University. About 12 to 18 patients will be enroll-

ed in the studies.

So far, the research has found that the drug can be given

safely, but experts said there is no information yet on
whether it changes the course of the victims' illness.

The AIDS virus attacks blood cells known as helper T
cells, or T-4 cells, that orchestrate the body's defenses

against disease.

US helicopter fired at in Europe
WASHINGTON (AP)-A U.S. Army helicopter flying a

routine surveillance mission along the West German
border was attacked without provocaton over the weekend

by a Czechoslovakian jet fighter, the Pentagon disclosed

yesterday.

The jet, described as a high-performance L-39 fighter,

fired twao to four rockets at the helicopter but failed to

hit it and then flew back across the border to Czecho-

slovakia, said Pentagon spokesman Robert B. Sims. The
American helicopter was carrying two crewmen, neither

of whom was injured.

The United States filed a strong protest over the inci-

dent on Monday, Sims said. He declined to answer ques-

tions about whether the Czech government had respond-

ed to the protest or offered an explanation for the attack.

The State Department also refused to discuss the protest.

The incident occurred Saturday at 7 a.m. EDT, north of

the (Jerman city of Freyung, near the village of Finsterau,

in airspace about one mile inside West Germany.

"The attack, which took place inside Federal Republic
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of Germany airspace in clear weather, was observed and
confirmed by two separate groups of German civilians,"

Sims added.

He said the helicopter was an Army AH- IS Cobra gun-

ship, assigned to the 2nd Armored Calvary Regiment at

the Feucht Army Airfield outside Nuremberg. Helicopters

from that regiment routinely fly daily surveillance mis-

sions along the border and there was no reason for the at-

tack, the spokesman said.

"It's routine border reconnaissance to see if there is a

change in fortifications along the border or an increase

in troop concentrations and as forth," Sims said, adding

American pilots were under strict rules not to move any
closer than 100 meters—or 330 feet—of the border

Although the spokesman said he knew of "no unusual
tension in the region," he added that Czech or other War-

saw Pact aircraft routinely violate German airspace in the

region, which lies in southeast Germany near the borders

with Austria and Czechoslovakia.

The incident on Saturday was the 17th such incursion

since April, but the first in which an American aircraft

was fired upon, he said

The Cobra is an older type of helicopter gunship that

saw extensive service in Vietnam. The AH-IS is armed
with 20mm cannon and can also carry TOW anti-tank

missiles. The Pentagon declined to say whether the copter

involved in the weekend incident was earring any missiles.

Sims referred only to the 20mm cannon, adding that he
was under attack and took evasive action. But Sims said

he could not discuss what type of missiles were fired, how
close they came to the helicooter. or whv they missed.

AP I.ia8«rphoto

The photographs of three Soviet Diplomats and the
embassy's doctor,

Kidnapped Soviets
alive despite threats

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP>—A telephone caller said yester
day that two of four kidnapped Soviet Embassy employees
had been killed, but intelligence sources said they were
alive and the purported abductors produced photographs
of them.
The instant photos, in color, showed all for Soviets with

guns at their heads. An accompanying message said they
would be killed unless a Syrian-backed offensive against
fundamentalist Moslems in the northern part of Tripoli
was called off.

There was no indication in the pictures of the da;y or
time the photos were taken. The photos were delivered to
a Western news agency in Beirut with the statemen, which
said: "We will start carrying out the death sentence on
the first hostage at 9 p.m., 2 p.m. EDT sharp unless the
atheistic campaign against Islamic Tripoli stops."
But as the deadline passed, there was no indication

whether any action had been taken. Leftist militias backed
by Syria, the Soviet Union's main ally in the Middle East,
have cornered fighters of the fundamentalist militia
Islamic Unification in Tripoli, the port city 50 miles north
of Beirut.

Two of the men in the pictures were identifiable as the
kidnap victims from pictures in their residence permits,
photocopies of which were circulated by the kidnappers
earlier in the day. Lebanese authorities verified that the
permits were authentic.
The photos and statement purportedly were from the

Islamic Liberation Organization, Khaled Ben al Walid
forces, the Beirut Secter, a Sunni Moslem group linked
to the Islamic Unification movement.
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THE SHADOW KNOWS—A pair of dark figures traverse the indoor bridge that connects Marston Hall with
Engineering East at UMass.

Central Area fights disorders
By SANDRA DIAS
Collegian Correspondent

The media has been largely responsible in perpetuating

images of the so-called "perfect woman" which has

resulted in an increas in victims suffering from anorexia

nervosa and bulimia, according to Ann DiBenedetto, sex-

ism awareness advisor for residential east.

In an effort to draw attention to the causes and effects

of anorexia and bulimia, the sexism awareness commit-

tee and a group of Central Area residential assistants kick-

ed off "eating disorder week" wtih a film and discussion

last night in Dickinson Lounge.

"Eating disorders such as anorexia and bulimia are

symptoms of our society which sells to us how we should

look. Women and men have received so many messages

about the perfect body. Men pump iron. Women punish

themselves by either hinging and purging or starving and

it's something women need to get help for," DiBenedetto

said.

The film shown last night titled, "Killing Us Softly"

revealed how advertisements portray women as sex objects

and subordiante members of society. The film cited several

popular ads which create an image of ideal female beau-

ty in which thinness plays a major part.

"There needs to be a higher level of awareness in regard

to the issue of eating disorders and the impact that it has

on women's lives," DiBenedetto said.

The discussion made up of about 20 women and about

10 men stressed that eating disorders, though they

primarily effect women, are not solely "women's issues."

"Pteople feel guilty about being born into such a sexist

society," DiBenedetto said, noting that men as well as

women have the opportunity to educate themselves, and

make individual choices without falling prey to society's

stereotypical ideals.

Those involved in last night's discussion agreed

subliminal messages in advertising have a definite effect

on how many women perceive themselves as human be-

ings. In order to overcome these false reflections society

must call for an end to this oppressive yet generally ig-

nored type of communication.

"A lot of attention has been paid recently to eating

disorders because of the serious side effects which have

come to light and people in the media who have had bouts

with the illness," DiBenedetto said.

Eating Disorders Week continue Wednesday with the

grand opening of the Central Area Women's Center in Van

Meter Lounge from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. A film titled "I Don't

Have to Hide." followed by a discussion on specific forms

of eating disorders will take place from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

Thursday in Butterfield Lounge.
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Coal pollution
cleanup goes
on schedule
By CAROLYN PHILLIPS
Collegian Correspondent

The cleanup of the University of Massachusetts coal pile

that has been polluting Taylor Brook is now running on

schedule after more than a year of missed deadlines.

"An interim solution has been in effect since July 1."

said Roger Cherewatti. director of the UMass Physical

Plant. This short-term solution involves the building of

a concrete curb to prevent run-off from flowing into Taylor

Brook.

The run-off will be collected in a sedimentation pond and

sent through a pumping station into the town's sewage

system. The coal pile is being sprayed with a detergent,

sodium lauryl sulfate, to slow down the activity of the

bacteria that causes the pollution.

A University report from the department of environmen-

tal sciences noted that the coal pile is a source of sulfuric

acid in the stream. Local farmers have linked the polluted

stream, which runs through their farms, to the deaths of

several of their cows.

Ming-Jung Coler, professor of environmental science and

Oliver Zajicek, professor of chemistry are conducting tests

of the run-off and growth in the stream to make sure the

spray is effective.

"Whether the solution has been effective or not won't

be known until May or June," Cherewatti said.

"The permanent solution will be completed by the fall

of 1988 or early 1989," Cherewatti said. He is presently

in the process of hiring a designer for the long-term solu-

tion to the coal pile problem. This $1.8 million project in-

volves lining the bottom of the pile and building a treat-

ment plant to filter run-off.

The coal pile will be divided into thirds once the per-

manent solution plan is underway. Each third will be us-

ed up every spring and part of the lining will be in.stalled.

The $130,000 for the interim solution and the $1.8

million for the permanent solution are being funded by

the state Department of Capital Planning and Operations.

Engineering , business link up
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

A University progiam, designed to develop new ap-

proaches to the petrochemical industry, was unveiled by

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and the chemical engineer-

ing department yesterday.

The center will be the only academic research project

in the U.S. using high technology to design systems for

petrochemical plants. "We're finding ways to invent bet-

ter and safer processes," James Douglas, the center's direc-

tor, said. Eight companies, including Eastman Kodak, Du-

pont. General Electric, Exxon and Mobil, have signed two-

year contracts with the center, pledging $30,000 a year.

Douglas said he hopes to double the number of sponsors

in the next two years.

"This is the third time in three years the University has

sought and established a formal relationship with in-

dustry," Duffey said, referring to the two existing programs

in polymr and computer sciences.

"This progiam is another point in the game of develop-

ing a pre-eminent university." Provost Richard O'Brien

said. "We believe our future is tied with that of industry."

The center will work with indu.stries to design and im-

prove chemical plants. Douglas said. "We can design a

petrochemical plant in an hour. This software tells us what
is worth doing and what should be abandoned."

Douglas said the project evolved as an attempt to find

a better way to teach engineering design to his students.

'We found a way to put rules of thumbs together and get

shortcuts. This computer plots results in microseconds that

take me a half an hour."

The computer is able to develop simulations in plant

design. Douglas said. This could help reveal a defect that

could make a toxic accident such as the one in Bhopal or

West Virginia less likely.

"We're working on a hierarchy of design concepts,"

Douglas said. "Safety and environmental considerations

are within that hierarchy."

The program is located in the chemical engineering

department. It will have about 30 graduate students work-

ing on it.
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DRAWING A CROWD-Rama Davis, a 19-year old Amherst resident, attracts an audience of ducks while

drawing by the Campus Center Pond yesterday.

i'lillPKinn Photo by Paul DesmaraiK

FAC ON GUARD-The cutting angles of the eastern

side of the Fine Arts Center help to shield the

monsterous Tower Library emerging in the rear.

Locked bicycle stolen,

obscene calls received
A Huffy bicycle valued at .$400 was reported .stolen from

the bike rack next to Arnold House Monday night. Univer-

sity of Massachusetts police said. The bike had been

locked.

Two female students reported receiving a number of

obscene phone calls in their room in \^n Meter Dormitory

Monday afternoon. The callers voice was difficult to

recognize, police said.

A UMass student was reported missing Monday morn-

ing, police said. Her roommate told police that the woman
was supposed to have returned to their Squire Village

apartment but failed to show up. Pblice also received a

missing persons report on the student from the woman's

mother. The missing woman later called and reported her

whereabouts.
-JEANETTE DEFORCE
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Choosinga lonp distance

company isa lot lilce clioosing
aroommcrie.

Ifs bettertolcnow wliotthey're
iiioebeforeyoumove In.

Living together with someone for the first

time can be an "educational" experience.

And living with a long distance company
isn't any different. Because some companies

may not give you all the services you re used to

getting from AT&T.

For instance, with some companies you have

to spend a certain amount before you qualify for

their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary

But when you choose AT&T, there won't be

any surprises when you move in. You'll get the

same high-quality trouble-free service you're

used to.

With calls that sound as close as next door.

Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate—so you can talk during the times you can

relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers.
Operator assistance and collect calling.

So when you're asked to choose a long dis-

tance company choose AT&T. Because whether
you're into Mozart or metal, quality is the one
thing everyone can agree on.

Reach out and touch someone?

Wednesday, October 2, 1985
1
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- 1985 ATaT Communications

AT&T
The right choice.
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Local college
praises the
UM budget
The University of

Massachusetts' budget re-

quest for next year received

a stamp of approval from
Berkshire Community Col-

lege last week.

"I cant remember this

happening before,"
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey
said. "It is encouraging
when one college gives its

support to another.

"This endorsement
demonstrates a sense of

recognition and unity bet-

ween the colleges," he said.

In a letter from Berkshire
Community College's board
of trustees dated Sept. 25,

the request for $164.3
million was endorsed.

The letter states that the

board of trustees "wishes to

express its support" of

UMass' efforts to "improve
and upgrade the physical

facilities and quality of

education at the Universi-

The letter also stated that

"a strong flagship universi-

ty is essential if the state is

to progress culturally and
economically and if the com-

munity colleges are to move
ahead as they should."

The budget request was
approved by the University

of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees in August and is

expected to be approved by

the Board of Regents of

Higher Education next

summer.
-LESLEY CLARK

I SOUNDS BETTER

I...
STEREO

I REPAIR I

CUP i SAVE

TCYP has openings for

the following positions:

FOSTER CARE
-mature individuals and
families to provide a stable

environment for needy
adolescents.

RELIEF STAFF - to

provide respite hours to

youths in foster care. Situa-

tions vary according to

need.

ADVOCATES - willing

to share living accommoda-
tions with young adults

needing orientation into in-

dependent living situations.

Stipends, training and
support are available for

all openings. For further

information, call B.J.

Vanessa at Tri-County
Youth Program, 16 Ar-

mory St., Northampton,
586-6210.
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Freshmen math skills
improving, report says

Collegian phiito liy Paul DesmariaN

Behind bars—As if in prison, a small child peers
through a black fence on the University of
Massachusetts campus.
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By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Correspondent

Math .skill deficiencies of entering
University of Massachusetts freshmen are

on the decline but 'math anxiety' still ef-

fects students' math scores, a recently

released math department report states.

"The student body is getting stronger,"

said Doris Stockton, pre-calculus coor-

dinator in the mathematics and statistics

department. "The (secondary) .schools are

woiking harder to prepare students for col-

lege."

Stockton recently completed the report.

"Mathematical Deficiencies of Entering

Students at UMass Amherst" which in-

cludes plans to improve some of the math
skills of entering freshmen.

"Our student pool is up." Stockton said.

"The University is picking up students that

would normally be going to the more Lex-

pensive private colleges."

The report indicates a rise in the mean
math Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores

of entering freshmen. This year's mean
math score is 528, a 10-point increase from

1983.

Summer math placement tests scores in

1985 placed almost half of the students

tested in calculus courses. ,37 percent in pre-

calculus and 14 percent in remedial math.
These perrentages reflect almost a 10 per

cent increase in students entering calculus

classes and a 10 percent decrease in those

enrolled in remedial math classes from the

previous year.

The report recommended an increase in

funding for basic math courses because

they "form the underpinning of 50 to 59

percent of all major programs on campus."

"Math anxiety " is a continuing problem
and can co-exist with the improved .scores

of the incoming freshmen, Stockton said.

"Math anxiety is still prevalent. Anxiety
is more obvious in math than in other sub-

jects becau.se the material is cut and dry."

Mathematical deficiencies can be lessen-

ed if the University increases its com-

munication with high .schools and com-

munity colleges, the report states. Also,

high schools can prepare future college

students by expanding early math place-

ment testing, offering more col lege- level

courses and by advising high school seniors

to take math courses that will prepare

them for college math.

Beyond all

boundaries...
The Hamilton
Standard

x
I.
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From the propeller that car-

ried Lindbergh to Paris to flight

controls tor the most advanced aircraft

to major achievements in space explo-

ration our history's one of pushing beyond

traditional boundaries.

Today, were extending technology's reach in a diverse

range of sophisticated systems for the Electronics, Aerospace, and

Commercial/Industrial markets. Our exciting programs involve Environ-

mental Control Systems Digital Flight Management Systems Electronic Engine

Controls Space Suit/Life Support Systems Hydromechanical Fuel Controls

If you believe in yourself and are ready for professional achievement, we'd

like to hear from you You must have or be receiving a BS or MS in EE, ME,

Aeronautical Engineenng or Computer Engineering.

As a dynamic organization, with sales exceeding the billion-dollar mark, we

can offer you exceptional career prospects To start the action right

away. . . be sure to contact your placement office and sign-up for an

interview.

An equal opportunity employer US. citizenship required

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
HAivtiOONi
STANDARD

We're coming on campus
Wednesday, 10/23/85

Thursday, 10/24/85

Be sure to sign up for an interview

Extraordinary achi««mtms.
through hands-on creativity
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Question

:

What do the following UMASSgrads
have in common?
Annette Perry '85 James Jung '85

Mike Altneu '85 Jamie Fieldsteel '85

Answer:

7776/ all work for G.FOX...a division

of The May Department Stores

Company which offers general

management opportunities in both

merchandising and finance.

Stop in at our OPEN HOUSE
and see what else we have in comnnon.

DATE: October 3, 1985

TIME: 10am-4pm
PLACE : SOM Faculty Lounge

Please bring a copy of your resume, if available.

Casual dress. Light refreshnnents.

Wednesday. October 2. 1985
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OPINION
The opinions on ihis page are iriose o' ine individual wnier oi cartoonist and do not r^ecessanly retieci

me vipws o' the ColUfiatt oi the University unless otherwise noted

They tell us it's safer
It's all well and fine to talk about South

Africa and the Soviet Union, AIDS and acid

rain, earthquakes and hurricanes, and
£U-ms control and the deficit, but sometimes
an issue strikes so close to home that it

shakes the very foundations of our being.

Sometimes an issue hits us where we live

to such an extent that our consciences de-

mand that we bring it to the forefront of

public discussion. Sometimes an injustice

can go just so long until we must cry out

in the moral outrage and psychological in-

dignation. I am, of course, refering to the

inability of most college age adults, proud
Americans for the most part I might add,

to legally purchase and consume alcoholic

beverages in this country that declares

itself the land of liberty.

Why does this tyranny against our na-

tion's youth exist? Are we not adults? Are
we not held accountable to every respon-

sibility of adulthood? What is it that com-
pels the freeist nation on earth to

discriminate against its youngest adult

citizens? They tell us it's safety. Those who
favored raising the drinking age to 21 like

to cite statistics that show how the drink-

ing age saves lives. That sounds fair

enough, but why stop at 21?

We could go back to prohibition and real-

ly cut back on drinking related fatalities.

Of course, that would mean all those politi-

cians would have to do away with their

cocktail parties. But they shouldn't mind,
because lives will be saved. Using the same
rationale, we could address the issue of

crime. Like drunk driving fatalities, a lot

of people are killed every year by violent

crimes. If we imposed a constant state of

martial law and a nightly curfew, we could

Stephen Erickson

arrest anyone found on the streets after

sunset. That would surely cut down on

violent crime.

We could all tay home in our alcohol-free

police state, wearing crash helmets and
knee pads, playing checkers and twiddling

our thumbs, but that's just not what being

an American is all about. (It's not about

mandatory seatbelt laws either.) The
responsibility of the government is to

guarantee our rights, not to hold our hands
as if we were children or inmates in a fun-

ny farm.

We can vote, be taxed, be drafted, run for

political ofiice, pick our noses in public, and
own firearms but darn it all, we are just not

responsible enough to drink, or so we are

being told. Drinking isn't everything, but

it is something, and there is a higher prin-

ciple at stake here. We are willing to suf-

fer the full weight of the law should we
violate it, but we ought to demand that the

law be applied evenly to all segments of our

society.

Surely, we young Americans did not win
our revolution against British tyranny,

abolish slavery during the Civil War, fight

two World Wars, shed our blood in Korea
or Vietnam, only to be denied a beer
Somehow, we have run amuck of the U.S.

Constitution. We must all work for the day
when this un-American drinking age is

repealed and young adults will no longer

have to crack a cold one in the closet.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian columnist
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A grandson and his return

Letters-

Smith college has no alumni
I enjoyed the Coltegianartide (Sept. 30)

on Mary Maples Dunn's inauguration as

president of Smith College. However, the

reporter made an error when she referred

to the audience "dotted with alumni."

Smith College has no alumni. Since it ad-

mits only women at the undergraduate

level, what it produces are alumnae. As a

classics major and future alumna, I hope

my letter straightens out this small

mixup— I was mystified to read the my
alma mater had apparently been co-ed in

the past!

Stannie Holt
Northampton

gate's success depends on

student work and involvement
"Hey, how are classes going?"

"Okay,"

"Only okay?"

"Yeah. I have one professor who's areal

zero. Couldn't teach a fish to swim."

"That's too bad. Make sure you tell CATE
about that."

"Is CATE your roommate?"
"No..."

CCATE is the Course and Teacher

Evaluation Guide, an alternative source for

students to use when selecting their classes

and professors. In (act, it is the third most

widely used source of information for course

registration. The CATE guide has even stir-

red interest from colleges and universities

across the country who are interested in

starting their own student run course

guide.

Despite its recent success and im-

provements, the fate of CATE at this point

seems nebulous. CATE's critics, namely

faculty, might be pleased if the CATE guide

no longer existed, but studetns who are

paying for quality education may no longer

know how. and with whom, to get it. Dur-

ing the past week, advertisements have

bepn placed all over campus to hire a year-

round staff person to coordinate the produc-

tion of the CATE guide, but no one has

responded.

Granted, the pay is not great, but we

should all remember that it is only recent-

ly that it has become a paid position. The

hours are fiexible and work is done at one's

own pace, more or less. Experience? As one

advertiser put it so well, "We don't ask for

it, we give it." The only definite prere

quisites are interest, basic writing com-

petency, and a desire to learn.

I truly hate to add to all of the mail that

criticizes students for being apathetic, but

the fact that not one person responded to

the advertisements makes me wonder if, in-

deed, students, are interested in maintain-

ing the toolg of student empowerment that

we have at our disposal. The CATE guide

is paid for by you—through the Student Ac-

tivities Fee and costs over $10,500.

I'm sure the SGA Budget's Committee

could find many uses for that amount of

money, but I wouldn't want to see it used

any other way. The CATE guide has surviv-

ed court battles to mandate that faculty

release their evaluation forms (obviously

we lost), budget cuts, lack of responses, and

other threats to its existence. I feel a cer-

tain responsibility to maintain what

previous CATE staff people have worked so

hard to create. I'm sure you do, too. Applica-

tions are still available in room 420, Stu

dent Union Building.

Gayle Witjen,chairwoman
SGA Academic Affairs Committee

I became increasingly nervous as the

ferry pulled in to Dun Leoghaire after the

voyage across the Irish Sea from England.

Ck>ing to Ireland was my way of making an

attempt to get a feel for the land of my
grandparents, and I was uncertain about

how I would be received. Would they be

friendly and hospitable, or would I be ig-

nored, treated like just another nostalgic

"Yank"?
A lot awaited me. One of them was stun-

ningly beautiful countryside. The land-

scape is covered with a living green carpet

of thick grass and wildfiowers. There are

flat areas, rolling hills and steep, craggy

moutains. On the back roads, farm animals

wander around freely—cows, sheep, goats,

donkeys, horses and ponies abound. I saw

lazy cats sitting in doorways and dogs run-

ning up and down the fields. They have

these wonderfully amiable little terriers

and collies that would not even bark at a

stange man with his backpack.

The streams fiow clear and pure. I drank

out of more than one of them and have suf-

fered no ill effects. Many of the lakes are

so full of fish that they practically jump up

on shore and beg you to put the hook in

them. Apparently, acid rain is not a pro-

blem. Yet.

In the towns and cities I found people

with a charming capacity for self

deprecation and a healthy mistrust in

government and politicians. (I had always

wondered where I got that. Now, I knkow,

it is in my blood.) They also make for great

hosts. The hitch-hiking is superb although

I noticed that I was picked up mostly by

older, rural people. When I mentioned that

fact to one of my benefactors, he explained

it by saying that many of the young folks

suffere from the suspicion and paranoia of

a modern society that their parents, for the

most part, had never experienced.

I also found (particularly among the

youth) a great deal of bemoaning the lack

of opportunity their country affords. Many
of them leave for England, Europe, or the

United States as soon as they are old

enough to get traveling money together

Whether this is dtie to a rather stagnant

William Spain

socialist-oriented economy, or just due to a

desire for a new life in a different place, I

cannot say. It has certainly been going on

for a long time.

While fwas in Ireland, I figured it wold

be a good idea to see if the stereotype of

their love of drink had any truth to it, so

I spent a good amount of time in bars (for

research purposes only, of course). I ran in-

to about the same number of drunks as 1

would have on a typical night in Boston,

rather less than I might in Northampton
or Amhrst. I saw a lot of couples drinking

(he, a pint—she. a half-pint) together in the

cities, a few groups of women, but never one

along. I looked carefully for the last (also

for research purposes). The only women I

saw drinking in the smaller towns were

tourists.

A push is on among Irish women for

reproductive freedom but it has been slow

in coming. Contraception has only recent-

ly been made legal, and then only be

prescription and for married persons. There

is no way to get a legal divorce. Abortion

services are not available. Many would say

that they have a lot of catching up to do.

Others would say they have gone too far

already. The same as anywhere elese. it all

depends on who you talk to.

I will go back to Ireland someday. It has

the feeling of being a find place for a

honeymoon.
As I walked in may grandmother's

footsteps along the river Barrow in New
Ross (which, incidentally, is also the Irish

home of the Kennedy's) I reflected upon

whether I approved of her choice to leave

Ireland behind to raise her descendants as

Americans. With no offense to my Irish

hosts or their lovely island nation, I would

have to say that I am glad she did. Thanks,

grandma.

Collegian Columnist William Spain is

travelling from Ireland to Sri Lanka this

semester

Dissemination of information

Th0 Colletfian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon subtniasions. Submissions

shlnSd & mLne?to he Editorial Editor at th^Collcgtan, 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003. or the^ can be dropped off at

the Co/Wionclassified ad counter in the basement of the Campun Center Due to

the volume of mail receiv€<l, individual rephes cannot be madfe

Bravo to columnist David Valade for his

courage and forthrightness in addressing

key issues of our time. His most recent piece

(Sept. 30). raises the gap between the myth

of America and the reality. And, as he

begins to explore the dissemination of

information—and its retention—determines

how knowledgeable the citizenry can be.

Not to minimize this point, but there are

two related issues which also impact on the

degrees of relevance the U.S.—as well as

other Western nation's—populace may
have.

The first is. how willing are individual

citizen.'- in speaking out against the

pressuies to conform? As saocial

psychologists hdVM --hown, individuals will

make decisions which adapt to the jjroup

norm even when, separately, they would

respond differently. The other point has less

to do with information per say but rather

focuses on the receiver

As the psychoanalyst Erick Fromm has

stated, in a society like ours, whose prevail-

ing dictum is "I consume therefore I am,"

the individual's mmd is (alas) geared

neither to seeking the truth nor to acting

on it.

Hence, for a better world each of us must
risk leaving the materialistically-

conditioned domain in order to more fully

develop as human beings and thus

transform the status quo.

R. Jay Allain. '73

Northampton
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Students interested in

CAREERS
are invited to attend an

alumni/ae career night

on

Wednesday, October 2, 1985

at 8:00 PM
in Campus Center 162

A panel of physicians, veterinarians, and dentists who

earned their bachelor's degrees from UMass in the

seventies will discuss their thoughts on the undergrad

and medical education, medical training and present

employment. Opportunities will be available to visit

with these returning alumni at the conclusion of the

panel.

Sponsored by Pre-Medical Advisory Committee

University Placement Service and Alumni Association

W. Brian O'Connor, Chairman

Pre-Medical Advisory Committee

i

Massachusetts Digest
Associated Press

Gloria brings in exotic birds
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BOSTON (AP)—Hurricane Gloria blew

some rarely seen exotic birds into Massa-

chusetts, including a White-tailed Tropic-

bird, but it largely spared the local wild

bird and mammal populations, wildlife ex-

perts said yesterday.

In addition, about 45,000 pheasants and

more than 1 million trout being raised by

the Massachusetts Department of Fisheries

and Wildlife rode out the storm at the

state's game farms and hatcheries.

While the damage to forests was exten-

sive, most of the things that live in the

woods appear to have survived quite nicely.

"There apparently is a small mortality,"

said Jim Baird of the Massachusetts

Audubon Society. "For the most part, birds

that are on land simply hunker down and

stay where they are."

But birds that live out over the ocean,

known as pelagic species, do get caught up

in big storms and sometimes end up far

from home.

One such exotic stray, the gull like Tropic-

bird, turned up Saturday morning on the

soccer fiedl at Gov. Dummer Academy in-

Byfield, north of Boston.

Medicaid patients rap doctors
HOLYOKE (AP)-A group of social ser

vice agencies and Medicaid recipients vow-

ed yesterday to picket the offices of Hamp-
den County obstetricians and gynecologists

who refuse to treat Medicaid patients.

Two weeks ago, as a state legislative com-

mittee was about to open debate on a

measure requiring doctors to treat

Medicaid patients. Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

and the Massachusetts Medical Society an-

nounced an agreement aimed at getting

physicians to voluntarily agree to join the

program. The goal of the voluntary pro-

gram was to sign up at least 85 percent of

the state's physicians to treat Medicaid pa-

tients by the end of next year.

"We are going to hold them to it," said

Barbara Shapiro of Western Massachusetts

Legal Services, and a member of the gi-oup

calling itself the Medicaid Access Coalition.

She said the picketing was scheduled to

begin "within a few weeks."

Nun faces assault charges
WAREHAM (AP)-An attorney for a

former nun accused of pummeling the

chests of two hunters who were stalking

geese outside her home said yesterday his

client may have overreacted but isn't guil-

ty of assault.

Dorothy Checchii-O'Brien, 54, of

Plymouth, an animal rights activist, is on

trial before District Court Judge Richard

Kelleher on charges she hit and screamed

obscenities at Michael Veloza and Steven

Tyler, both of Plymouth.

Her attorney, Jack Atwood of Plymouth,

said Mrs. Checchi-O'Brien's actions were

"not too bright, probably one of the dumber

things she's done in her life." She faces fi/e

years in prison and $1,000 in fines if con-

victed by the six-member jury of both

counts of assault and battery.

Mrs. Checci-O'Brien said outside the

courtroom she was trying to protect a flock

of geese she'd been feeding on a pond out-

side her house for 10 years.

The hunters and Mrs. Checchi-O'Brien

agree that she first confronted them Dec.

8 as they shot at birds near her home. She

met them two days later when they return-

ed to the area to hunt.
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HOT
N, ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

Your MSG
filling

station!!

11 am - 2 am 7 days
253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

Buy A Big One Roast Beef
[

I Get A Reg. Roast Beef i

I
FREE I

I All coupons subject to rules posted in the store |

Good Thru Oct. 31, 1985

KllUliil^l'IIHU)l>iiliHaniHllltiltHIHlHllilliilllillllllllllilll<llN«tllHlllOll^

"igma Delta Tau
OPEN RUSH

Wed. Oct 2 at 8:45
Thurs. Oct 3 at 5:00

(dinner)
Mon. Oct 7 at 7:00

All University Women
Invited

Call 545-0527

i

Collegian is now accepting

applications for position of

SUBSCRIPTION
MANAGER

This position entails a highly

responsible individual.

Apply at the Collegian

113 Campus Center

Application deadline is

Friday, October 11.

the

Paper House Inc. —

<

WE HAVE RE-OPENED!
318 College St. (Rt 9) Amherst • MA

next to Shumway's Paint and Jane Alden's

2-3 blocks past Elder Lumber

New Telephone

Number 253-2970
HIGH QUALIT .

COPIES
Only 5*^ ea.

PRIISITIIMG • COPYING • GRAPHICS

S. African police
fight with students
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP)-Pblice battled

mixed-race high school students following a rally at a

university near Cape Town yesterday, and tens of

thousands of youths boycotted classes despite a govern-

ment appeal.

Violence broke out at the University of the Western Cape

in Bellville after about 4,000 student leaders staged a rally

there to decide whether to go to the classes, witnesses said.

Schools reopened yesterday after being closed nearly a

month because of fierce rioting and the government ask-

ed students to return.

Reporters said police fired tear gas into buildings of the

mixed-race university and one youth was shot in the leg

aftpr a crowd of about 200 youths started throwing rocks.

Skimishes continued late into the afternoon.

Student leaders decided at the rally to urge a return to

schools tomorrow to debate at each site whether to con-

tinue the boycott.

but the government announced a ban on all meeting on

school grounds, jeopardizing chances of an agreement to

end the walkout.

Reporters who visited schools around the Cape Penin-

sula said most were deserted. Only some primary schools

had relatively good attendance, news reports said.

Police said seven reporters, incuding foreign television

cameramen, were arrested during the Cape Town rioting

and were accused of hindering police.

iiii frfrffftfi n iiii iffff ii r r

the sub —^

The Sub is now hiring drivers
;

for deliveries.
j ^

IVIust have own car.
:; |

^

Part time, full time.

Inquire at Sub

I
at 33 E. Pleasant St. Amherst,, i

AP Laserphoto

AIRPLANE COLLISION-Members of the medical examiners office look

over one of the victims of yesterday's mid-air crash near Dallas.

<<<«»»M»»' << "

CAROL'S HEAD QUARTERS
full service salon

reasonable rates

walk-ins welcome

I
Free Sample |

I with this coupon I

I Shampoo & Conditioners I

and Styling Gels
J

\

115 Russell St. Rt - 9

Hadley Mass 01035

»l

1-(413) 584-9948

Walk-ins Welcome

i

\

\

Featuring Steve Kloc'sf

*

S

ZJ

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Ribs,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: take 116 north to

\

South Deerfield, south on route :

5-10 1 'A miles Right on Chris S

' ian Lane '-^ mile from center of t

I own Open: j

Mon-Sat 5-10 pm \

Sun 1-9 \

THE UNIVERSITY STORE PRESENTS THE:

YELLOW SALE

Located in the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
mSTQRE^>?-t#CT

QpeTTM-F 9-5Sat 10-3

20-60%

SAVINGS
Off Publishers

List Price

limited quantities

and titles

sale in progress

.^^1^^^
^^v^;-^^

.A*

^'»^

Store Hours
Monday-Friday 9-5

Saturdays 10-3

(on special sale

tables located

in the Trade Book
Dept.)

Located in the Campus Center

<f .UNIVERSITY
ihkSTORED
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Cummings solo worth the wait
Blondell Cummings
Saturday, Sept. 28
East Street Theater

By ANNE D. CHENEY
Collegian Staff

On Saturday, Sept. 28, Blondell Cumm-
ings performed a solo concert at the East

Street Theater in Hadley The perfor-

one characterization to the next are

nothing short of amazing.

Saturday's concert was divided into two

sections. The first half consisted of two

choreographed works and a series of struc-

tured and audience-suggested improvisa-

tions. The second half, entitled Food for

Thought, was made up of four pieces, all

with food names: Chicken Soup, Meat and
Pbtatoes, Tossed Salad, and (my favorite)

Dance Review

mance was one day late, due to the hur-

ricane, but it was well worth the wait,

cummings is one of an impressive list of

performers.

When Cummings stands on stage, she

is not much to look at: a short black

woman with no figure to speak of, no long

legs, no high cheek bones. As soon as she

moves or speaks, however, her emorphous
face and body take shape and breathe life

into every character and every movement
of her choosing. Her transformations from

Chocolate. In Chocolate, Cummings, ac-

companied by slides of drawings of the

word chocolate, was covered in a brown
cloth that swirled, took various chocolate

shapes, and at one point extended a

beckoning figure toward the audience.

Cummings explained early in the con-

cert, to introduce her working Moving Pic-

tures, that her first love had been
photography. The eye that she developed

as a photographer gives her images on

stage the clarity of a well-focused camera.

Arts Council plans bulb planting

The UMass ARts Council

has announced several

events in conjunction with

landscape architecture/out-

door sculpture project in

Southwest.

The project, located bet-

ween Coolidge Tower and
Hampden Commons, is the

work of landscape architec-

ture major Tbdd Richardson

and art student Caroline

Gould. Theri design was
selected from a field of 30
applications.

And exhibit documenting
the project will open at the

Hampden Gallery on Satur-

day, Oct. 5. It will be accom-

panied by a forum in Hamp-
den Theater 11 a.m.-noon.

An opening reception will

follow.

At the reception, 1,000

spring bulbs will be
availabe to students for 25

cents apiece. A planting will

follow the reception.

JOHN GREY: Ptirk; a Fantastic Story (Car-

canet, $7.95 paper)

By any measure, Park is a twisted little

novel. A bizarre ripoff of Well's Time

Machine, this short (107 pages) novel deals

with a certain Eh-. Mungo Park who, upon

dying, finds himself in a future world in-

habited by a sophisticated culture of Latin-

speaking black Catholics. Underground

live the morlock-like progeny of white

Englishmen. Pretty wacky, huh? Originally

published in 1931, Parks is preachy in

much the same way C.S. Lewis' Perendela

triology or Herbert Read's The Green Child

communicate the authors'

moral/ethical/religious beliefs. And for good

reason—Grey had a vested (vestmented?) in-

terest in the subject, he being white and

English and a member of the Roman
Catholic clergy. In fact, in many respects

Grey's life (covered briefly in an afterward

by Philip Healy) is more interesting than

his book. A platonic member of the Wilde

circle. Grey is believed to be the model for

the hero in "The Picture of Dorian Gray,"

and was a friend to many of the French

Symbolists such as Louys, Mallarme and-

Verlaine. Their influence is, unfortunate-

ly, not felt in Parks, which is rather stifled

and Victorian in a not-so-chariming way.

RAYMOND CHANDLER: Raymond
Chandler's Unknown Thriller; The
Screenplay of "Playback" (Mysterious

Press, $15.95).

Mention film noir, and somebody will in-

evitably bring up Raymond Chandler. One
of the triumverate who defined the genre

(Chandler, Dashiell, Hammett and James
C. Cane. Oh, add a fourth: Cornell

Woolrich). The Big Sleep Lady in the Lake,

The Long Goodbye, are a few of his novels

adapted for now-classic films. Chandler also

scripted a few classics: The Blue Dahlia,

Strangers on a Train, and Double Indem-

nity. Now a previously unpublished
screenplay has been released, a loose adap-

tation ofhis short story, "Playback," which

was later generously adapted into his kast

(and some say, weakest) novel of the same
name
Film noir is characterized in part by the

pathos of the (anti)hero's situation and the

futility ofescape; existential alienation and
omnipresent darkness. The film Playback is

not spared these qualities. The unfortunate

heroine, vacationing under an assumed
name in order to leave behind her old life,

tarnished by a murder rap from which she

was only narrowly aquitted, is once again

suspected of murder.

/,

- WRSI
IQ i) PRESENTS $12.00 UMASS

$14.00 PUBLIC

JAZZ
AT THE

CALVIN THEATRE
(DOWNTOWN

NORTHAMPTON)

Spyro Gyra "One of the Best Jazz Groups
at the Newport Jazz Festival

1985"
Oct. 10th - 7pm
Advance Seats Jazz al it'$ Be$l

mutmmi
Tickets on Sale Now

A HORNOR-FOX PRODUCTION

Coming October 25th

The Manhattan Transfer

Springfield Symphony Hall

SEATS AVAILABLE
I AT All Datatix outlets, Stop A Shop In

Pitttfield. Greenfield, Northampton, Hadley. Springdale & Holyoke,
Platterpus Records in Wettfield, UMatt Fine Arts Center, Springfield
Civic Center, Main Street Records in Northampton, and RapCity in

Brattleboro, Vermont. M/C A VISA Call 1-800-243-4842

^k'-^m '•'

MARSHALL

DowntoAvn is a letdown
By Jim Neill

Collegian Correspondent

Marshall Crenshaw
Downtown
Warner Brothers

Marshall Crenshaw is not as popular as

he should be. The man who got his start as

John Lennon in Broadway's 'Beatlemania'

is responsible for some of the most roman-
tic pop songs of the 80s. His self-titled debut

from romanc to rape. The guy has gi

little class.

Now, a good two years since Field

comes Downtown. Sadly, even contribu

as talented as N.R B.Q., TBone Burn
Mitch Easter and Faye Hunter of Let's

tive can't prevent this record from sound
like out-takes from the first two Ips

ghost of Buddy Hplly has always linge

somewhere in the background of C
shaw's records but this time he's shak

Album Review

and the follow-up Field Day (as in 'having

a...') are both contenders for my stranded-

on-a-desert-island- with-a-stereo-and-only-

ten-records list.

Marshall has always held women in high

esteem. Who else could write a song called

'Girls' (from his first Ip) and get away with

it? Give the same subject to Billy Idol or

David Lee Roth and watch the tone change

his head instead of snapping his fing<|f«.

Songs like 'Blues is King* and 'I'm S<5tiy

(but so is Brenda Lee)' and maybe on

two others keep the disc from being a ||fti

stinker, but after the expectations n^l^
Crenshaw fans had built up during ^M
legnthy interim period. Downtown is niwb« '^

like a piece ofjunk mail than the lov« let-

ter we'd been hoping for. b;-

artsnote
The screening of Living

at Risk: The Story of ft

Nicaraguan Family was
cancelled due to the hur-

ricane. It has been
rescheduled for Thursday 8

p.m. in the Main Lecture

Hall, Hampshire College.

Correction
Due to an editmg error,

the opening of the Student

Union Gallery's Boston

WOW.'exhibit was er

roneously reported in

yesterday's Collegian. The
exhibit opens Oct. 6. The
Collegian regrets the error.

Cut the rug

with Arts!

ifTlTi^

iji.

^ir CQndltione<

TONIGHT
Wednesday Oct. 2nd

Oldies, Newies, Rock, Pop, Dancin' to

a collection of over 5,000 platters

D.J. KENNY the WHALE
He's as big as his record collection.

1

UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events;

Oct. 4
Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Service.

Arts Council US Herter Hall S4S-02()2

Come Enjoy

Our Daily

LUNCHES

Thursday Oct. Srd

GIRLS
NIGHT
OUT

plus special guests

FLIX
only $6.00 at the doorl

'DONT MISS THIS"

Wednesday Night Film Festival

at the Campus Coffee House

showing feature films continuously

from 5 P.M. til 11 P.M.

No Cover Charge (unbeatable anywhere')

Location: Bluewall Cafeteria

Friday Oct 4th
Where's the beat?

D.J. ANDREW WOLF
of KISS 108 F.M. Boston

Saturday Oct. 5th
The beat goes on'

D.J. MARK STONEHAM
The Rock N' Roll Legend

is coming to Pearl St.

Thursday Oct. 10th

BO DIDDLEY
plus special guests

Th« Wildcat O'Halloran Band

ompiUj
/^

o*'*prinq a splpction of

gourmet coffee and pd'Jf^

' )\f

FuescJaLj - SuncJaij ^f^^Jr̂ i g^
^ 00pm -

I I 00pm Jp^f^^Z)^
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West German police quell riot
FRANKFURT, West Germany (APV-Two

thousand people went on a rampage of

window-smashing and arson last night

after a mass rally against neo-Nazism in

a downtown square.

Hundreds of riot police fought running

battles with the rioters and used water can-

non against them.

The most serious clash occurred when

black leather-claH rioters barricaded a

boulevard opposite the main railroad sta-

tion, and the police charged.

A police water cannon truck unleashed

bursts on .scored of milling protesters,

waielding clubs and plastic shields, the

police fought with many youthful

demonstrators, and a woman bystander was

seriously injured. Hundreds of other rioters

fled, smashing store windows and whoop-

ing as they went.

About 65 people were arrested, and at

least five were injured in clashes with club-

wielding police, police spokesman Manfred

Fullhardt said.

Another police spokesman, Herst Grin-

niger, said earlier that groups of black-clad

rioters numbering between 100 and 300

marched through various parts of

downtown, smashing windows and fighting

sporadically with riot police. Windows of

the main train station were shattered by

rock-throwing demonstrators.

It was the fourth day of .street violence by

leftists protesting a \\eekend meeting in

Frankfurt of the neo-Nazi National

Democratic Party. The violence also has

spread to other West German cities.

AP Laserphoto

BIG MOUTH—Robert Emry holds a set of shark jaws while being framed

by a reconstructed version of a set of carchoden megaloden shark, a predator

that lived more than five million years ago, during a news conference yester-

day to announce a new exhibit on sharks at the Smithsonian Institution in

Washington.

Gilts

Crafts

Cards

Your

Every

thing

Gilt

Shop

1 mile r\ont

ol UMsss

Questioning the way

you use alcohol?

Drinking interfering with your studies?

Relationships? Want more control over

your drinking habits?

The Student Opportunity Program (STOP)

offers five weeks of alcohol education and

group support beginning on Monday
October 21 (6-7:30 pm) for students who

would like to make changes in their drink-

ing behaviors.

STOP

' To register call:

John Novo
University Health Services

549-2671 X 186

Mondays 1-5 PM

* * *

«

mm**-***** * * * * *

BcrrelPs Ice Cream ^Sl^A
Old South SI Inlrance

Norlhamplon

Op*n Noon 'till 11.30 Sun thuft

Noon nil Midnight FrI k Sot

586-4837

KARATE HEALTH
FITNESS CENTB=I

50cent drinks WED..

^?^/m
with PARTY NITE

FIFTY CENT DRINKS!

7 wi. Loaka Khan Guarenleedmiii

coming sooniiH

I

r

We'll pay you $10.00

I To check out our competitor ;

• •Art i-rAi-- -:"•.-.. ;-."<ThH <i»:i

^IBO WEST ST,AIVI-BRST

25B-OCDBO

^^^R[SiBjiiX^^l
SBT™!mBBiBSiiCT

HHATnfSi^il 1STTSTi^^^l

^^u
We believe the last thing that should keep someone from going to college is

money. So call 1-800-SHAWMUT or come in and see us about our compre-

hensive education loan program
. ^0^ Qhou/mi it

Because at Shawmut, we've been helping ^Ew r niTi^Vlir
^ J ^ , , 'c ^Sf0 LookToUs For Direction,

students make ends meet for ages. ^i^h- -

Mi.»Mintf Ivtuk'- .Hi- nu M»K '^ 1 PK -hhI i'»)»i.il lioii'.mt Kn*K'»>.
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Doonesbury

•Collegian 13

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

^^^^i2 TRILLION
' iHDsminujAs

DOU^LSORHOTHmO
ANPTHBCOUNmnOST!

^ psoPiei iT% riMBiosJOP
ma 3106557ma luncmbr

^evaRlOdRUNCHIN
THeUJHIT5H0USai

OPeN rouR. ay£5,evBRY0Ne!

dym9,ONe-HALF0FALL
R£^eHUe5UJliLdeU5e-P
lOPAilKTBJiBSTOHme
PSPiciT!m Neap rA)(ES!

f< PROPHer
lA/lTHOUT

HONOR

DON'T B8 so
SURB. THATMAN
COJLDdaiN
CDNGRSSe IN

TIAJO ieARS.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

-mmeK HOOKUPS
snu-fimLm^fiT
CAIAPffROUW # 74^

.

r^

^S9S*^
'

\/jHArivuKe
15 TO— 'dCUde

MBFOKA
deCONP,
SON.

tm-wN xv/'sywe
5nmK 3^... ANP 0/r yef<

urruoNeiDsroF
pippuN'oNiHeaeme...

SAVm.. TP
UKETVUmP
ON (\ QftNpam.

i

jmPONft-'?
eoN, youeyep
HBflRP OF

m NmvPAL
MLANCeOF

VilNbi)
^

Gordy By Gorde

\ REALLY KOTMADAT
\ ME FOfi. (SBTTfKlG
YOU '"HI&H" THE
VoTHBR NIGHT

T

tFRiBNOS,
lAAN&LE

BESIDES, PAPPY
^

ALi^AYS TAUc^^r A^E ^

"!?£ M'CE To ThE
LOtAJER ILASSES."

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

S)

G-or ^f^i eib-hir
a ' C L OCK C t-A S J r> c> TO o

a-c^ ^ ^J «> &a
p-VT

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

. . . OJf /A/ XdJR^cv ItJ

Ac^O€min' ^K our fo

fHCi te Fifom -rwf tePr

/^oue #•» ?t?oRr(>Jc»

of 'lUf HiSToKi tiEPr

f^OL€ t*i KfWT"^

Po(ir/c<»t ocie*/u ?W^

"x ^m THe sT^re ."
'

1 UCH -ffujif^iiT/ei .' u>(

/98t>i£S ' You tcA/ouj
'

LiiCE Soc/flc/r/^ fiiNh

Country Club

A«- e~(t><\f^O'''
'

by Bucky

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
\ BlacK and blue

6 Prefix VKith fit

9 NitpicK

13 Ending with

talk

14 Sheeptoid
15 Dairy case iten^

16 Like a Ihermo-
nneier

18 Joint

19 Lafiile

20 01 certain

energy

22 On the other

hand
23 Zippy car

25 Flicks

27 PartofHRH
28 La •:

Oukas score

29 Test

33 Easy on the

eyes
37 Interrogated, in

court

40 Uncommunica
tive

41 Purlieus

42 One of the

Martins

43 Part of AT&T
45 Up to date
48 So so
53 Ending with

ideal

54 Photographs
56 Downstairs

worker
57 Zhivago's love

59 Gaucherle
61 Aquarian tote

62 Embroilment
63 Comedian Alan

64 Htctor Hugh
Munro't pen
name

65 N«v«rth«l«u
66 Stays tha

court*

DOWN
1 Bindery worker

2 Aviator Balbo
3 Ruatic retreat

4 LIkacoiieee

walla

5 800. paga
flgyrt

Kdiled by 1 rude Michel Jaffe

6 Travel by car

7 Docket entry

8 Slit

9 Food fish

10 Makes excuses
11 Cabaret offer

ing

12 Men of letters

14 Supply the

party fare

17 Assess
21 Bar concoc-

tions

24 Ambulance-
chasers

26 Kepi feature

28 de deux
29 Impersonation

30 Mrs .
in Mexico

31 PartofSPCA
32 Tangential

33 Biddy
34 Person
35 Oh. give

home "

36 City desk
workers, for

short

38 Provide figures

39 Samovar s

relative

43 Enumeration
44 To be, for Ovid
45 Marathon units

46 Famed con
ductor

47 Actor Jacobi

48 Drape effect

49 Singer Lucine

50 Relies on
51 Sanctioned
52 Ideal places

5b Respecting

58 Biblicallion

60 Sal, of song

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE:
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.ConegiaHis

PLO retreat bombed
by Israeli jets, 60 die

Rescuers walk among the remains of Palestine Liberation Organization

headquarters in Tunis, Tunisia following a raid by Israeli fighter planes

yesterday.

9lllliHtiNliilltillltHilllltlRlilill»ll»lAmU^^^^^^

General Meeting of

Graduate Students

Tuesday, 8 October 1985 at 7:15 p.m.

in 917 Campus Center.

1 Discussion and voting on changes in the |
Graduate Student Senate Constitution, f

1 A preliminary agenda is posted at i

919 Campus Center. |

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiriiiHNiiiMiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

THE BEST VIHIERPROOF
BOOTS ATAPRKE

THJff WONT SOAKYOU.
Timberland* boots are fullv insulated and water-

proof to U.S. Militan' standards. The eyelets dXQ solid brass

to resist rust. And becau.sc^ an\ ntx^dle hole is a potential

water hole, everv seam is seakxl w ith not one but two toats

of latex.

And now, \ou c an get a

pair of TimlxTland's tor the

price of ordinary lxx)ts.

When vou c()mj:)are what

vou act w ith w hat vou pa\, wh\

sink vour monev into anv lxx)t

oth(T than TimlxTland?

Timbertand®

$49.99
men's and women's

HAMAM PLAGE, Tunisia (AP)-
Streaking 1,500 miles across the Mediter-

ranean Sea. Israeli warplanes bombed
Palestine Liberation Organization head-

quarters in a Tunis suburb yesterday and
the PLO said as many as 60 people were

killed.

The jets swept low over the coast to strike

Yasser Arafat's headquarters only 12 miles

south of the Tunisian capital. Although
Arafta escaped the devastating attack, the

Israeli bombs destroyed his political head-

quarters, his residence and the homes of

several PLO officials.

Dressed in military fatigues and appear-

ing distressed, Arafat and an aide inspected

the damage and talked with the wounded.
Arafat has made his main headquarters in

Tunisia since he was driven out of Beirut

by the Israelis in 1982.

In Tel Aviv, Defense Minister Yitzhak

Rabin told a briefing the raid was to

retaliate for the Yom Kuppur slayings of

three Israelis aboard a yacht in Cyprus.

And he called it a warning to terrorists

"that the long arm of the IDF Israel

Defense Forces will reach them wherever

they are."

Although a caller claiming to ivpresnt

the PLO group "Forrf 17' claimed respon-

sibility for the attack in Cyprus, the PLO
has denied involvement.

Lt. Gen. Moshe Levy, Israel's chief of

staff, told a briefing in Tel Aviv that as

many as 50 people were killed in yester-

day's raid. Medical sources in Tunis put the

death toll at about 30 and said about 100

were injured.

Israel has bombed guerrilla bases in

neighboring Lebanon 13 times this year,

but it was the first time Israel has struck

any other country since June 7, 1981 when

Israeli warplanes bombed an Iraqi nuclear

reactor near Baghdad. Israel also mounted

the airborne mission in 1976 and rescued

hastages held at Entebbe airport in

Uganda.
Yesterday's raid provoked expressions of

anger from other Arab countries and

Tunisia called for action by the U.S. Securi-

ty Council.

In Washington, the Reagan administra-

tion suggested it considered the raid an act

of self-defense.

YVONNE'S
CARRIBBEANA RESTAURANT

Luncheon Specials

with Super Island Vegetarian and Regular dishes

Prices from $2.50 and up

50* DRAFT BEER
with all lunches

Route 9, Hadley, same block as Soda City

586-4389

Lunch Hours 11:30-3:00 pm Monday - Friday
Dinner Hours 5:00-10:00 pm Every Night

\3^, -aejK.agagag^^g'vr^g^g^g ^g-«-ag'

COLLECE
DRUG

»4 SaL/ t-S Sun.

4 MAM SneX MMRSl PIim 2D-2U3

Duracell Batteries
AA-4 pack reg. $3.99

$1 .99 (while they last)

Diane Von Furstenberg
lips and nails

40% off (all colors)

Keri Lotion

9oz Reg $5 26 NOW $2.29
while they last

We are your center for mousses, gels,

and other professional Hair Care itenns

8 Main St. Amherst
253-5598

^Q£^ Open Sundays 12-5

$1.00 OFF
All

Timex
Watches

(in stock)

expires 10/6/85

j
Olgive

I Heavenly

I Body

I
Shampoo & l

I Conditioner i

I
99'

I
I expires 10/6/85 |

I

I

iThe Colgate

I
Pump

reg & gel

$1.29
expires 10/6/85

Stephenson dumped
BilW coach replaced by Bullough

ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP)-Kay
Stephenson, whose Buffalo Bills won only

two of their National Football League

games last season and are winless so far

this year, was fired Tuesday as head coach,

the team announced.

Team owner Ralph C. Wilson Jr. said in

a statement that he had relieved Stephen-

son as head coach and replaced him with

defensive coordinator Hank Bullough.

"I have made this move today because I

consider it to be in the best interest of the

Buffalo Bills football team" Wilson said.

"Kay Stephenson is a friend of mine and

awill remain a friend of mine, but we need

to move in a new direction, and it can no

longer wait."

'Kiwo weeks ago, after the Bills were

beaten 42-3 by the New York Jets, Wilson

refused to place blame on Stephenson. The

team owner said most of the Bills were not

NFL-quality players.

Stephenson, 41, was the second-youngest

coach in the NFL behind Sam Wyche of

Cincinnati.

Baseball roundup

Reds stay alive, win 7-6
SAN FRANCISCO (A? i-

Eric Davis looped a two

run single to center field in

the eighth inning to send

Cincinnati ahead and the

Reds beat the San Francisco

Giants 7-6 Tuesday to re-

main mathematically alive

in the National League
West pennant race.

The first-place Los

Angeles Dodgers, who lead

the Jteds by five games, had

an opportunity to clinch at

least a tie for the division ti-

tle by beating San Diego on

Tuesday night.

Davis had three hits, in

eluding the game-winner off

relie ver Scott Garrelts. 9-5,

and drove in four runs. The
Reds loaded the bases in the

eighth on Dave Concepcion's

single, a walk to Bo Diaz

and a bunt single by Ron
Oester.

Tom Hume, 3-4, was the

winning pitcher and John

France earned his 1 1th save.

HOUSTON-Phil Garner

and Dickie Thon drove in

second-inning runs to back

rookie Charlie Kerleld's pit

ching and give the Astros a

2-0 victory Tuesday over the

Atlanta Brave.s.

Kerfeld, 3-2. allowed four

hits, struck out six and

walked two in 1-3 innings

before Dave Smith took over

and picked up his 26th save,

only one Atlanta runner

reached as second against

Kerfeld.

Steve Bedrosian, 7-18,

took the less.

****************************************

HELP WANTED
The Campus Center-Student Union

Student

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
is looking for students to fill the following

Coordinator positions for the 85/86 school year

• Finance •

• Governors Program Council •

• Vending •

Work Study and Non Work Study

Application Deadline - Friday, October 4, Noon

Applications and More Information are available

in the BOG Office - 817 CC
The BOG is an

Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^i^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^T . .^^^_ .^ „ ..,- ..-_ -ri O.AC, o.-jn Cri • noariiinia i«t 7 (iavs nrjof to oublication dav
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri

^ **

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE
• Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

AcnvmEs
"CASH"

OlMlMuMMd VMtor* Program m««ting

tonight 7 PM CC 1« Wad 10/2 naw
mambara <watcoma' DV<'

Raaponaa and diaeuaaion to the man with

the croM, led by Rev. Kevin Lewi*. Today.

2:00, CC 163

Fraa tntroductorv Lactura: Tranicandan

tai Meditation "Live Without Straaa and Un-

told Full Potential" Thu Oct 3 7:30 PM Cam-

put Ctf 911

ATTENTION: PI KAPPA ALPHA

ENTERTAINMENT

To tho gonMaman I tpoka to Friday aft /eve

« S:SO PM about my ring: t award awaiti

upon Ita ratum: call 2S6-W37

AUDIO

Maranti 8R22B gold aartaa rocohror 1 H
yn old. Great for domi room. Asking 175.

Sharon 646-GaM

AUTO FOR SALE

1M0 Ford Pinto 4-door, naw clutch, recent

tiraa. Buna great. 160 or BO 263-3661

Iff?* OedgaTAapan excellent condition

auto, PS, PB, AC. cruiee, naw battery, 74k

miie« 649 6994

lira Ford Qranada rebuilt engine good

condition »780 00 2S6«47

ino Dataim Piekup *iaOO caH 250-1320

aik for Gary Jr

IfTO Buick LaSabra excallant body ax

cailent otiyim) almay* .ur,» alway* will 1700

Of beat oWet 549 7660

1677 Honda Ovlc drive It away 36 mpg Bob
263-2096^
66 Ford Falcon mint condition IISOO or BO
cad Aaron 266-1239

1674 Impala 24000 mHwigreat condition

bast offer caM Mite* 266O033 avening*

1 Paying caah for baaaball carda call Mike

» at 646^106

^ CASH REWARD
~

2 Loat LMther Jacket - 1 will pay you big•
J for finding end returning my iacket it's

r burgundy, aiie 38, with a lining no haasle

'reward, I jutt want it back Steve »t

•256^)666 thank you

I

«Rack-A-Oiac Entartalnmant Agency.

(Oi«c Jockeyi, large screen video dancaa,

%hght shows snd rentals 549 7144

» oEcirbANCE r

^Friday, October 4th, come to the CC
t Auditorium from 9 to 1 dreaaed in the style

%of your favorite decade. 20's, 60's,

%whateveri Be creative' Admiasion is »2 00

^'til 10:00, and »2 50 sfter 10:00 The CCA is

%acceesible This dance is sponsored by the

^Lesbien, Biaexual, and Gay Alliance, and all

kare welcome'

5 FINAL WEEK OF «WAP

Jl live In Contral and want to move to

'Southwest call me anytime 6-4742 Laura

J
FOR RENT

Supreme exc. cond
PB. PS, AC. 64^7207

77 Cutlaas
brakes, tires,

Wannal>«y a^Jnblrd? Than give ma a

call' Standard low mileage new radials no

rust greet corvJition »1860 ce« 549-4698

lira Oodge Dart depandabla, stendard

676 or BO can Kathy 549-4800 ext 346

bridge Rentals call R & P Package Store

%263-9742 free delivery

fcTbadro^ in Brittany l4eat ft hot water

Joel full kitchen & bath »1«)/mo 2Se-07O

%One beiirnom apt at Cllffside. Great

Iwastern view, all lacilitias. MOO Inclusive

^Availabla Nov I Call now 886-7^

% roR «ALE
"

^InoRponalva womon'a aWita. "Jf"Y •'vjf!

Jail under »20 Kenya begs lie csll 649-4863

kLabl^rla* lOOw guitar empllfier e«c *275

I or BO call Rob 549-4141

% Bundy Fluta . ExMllent condition, vary

• rarely uaed 275 W or best offer^ 666 7544

J Computer Tarrnlnal writh modem ISOO or

• BO Oiane 549 1446

I Why Rant 7 borm aita fridoa excallant coo

I ditioo •60 774-7672 after 5.

I

Roaslgnol Sklls 170 Caber boots 9 poles

SolorrvKi bir>dirtgs cheap 256-8896

Starao for aala good condition 160 or beat

offer Rich 6-8471

Older I^M ElacTypawtr hes foreign

language keys call Eliane 1 593 9476

TIroe - 2 naw P206
886-7791 Andy

Toyota Callea 74 »800 runs waW 649^Tae

Taga Sola Sunday 13 Nutting Ave (neer

Fearing St I Info: Melisse at 549-1366

1674 Mavariek
866-7736

14" radials 186 call

running cond. 1400

aothing - new. used, vintage Sale Sun

day 13 Nutting Ave Amherst Info: Eva st

649-8W3

76 Chevette excelleni condition reasonable

price FM cassette stereo cell eves 467 3966

aaR2S3-
PUMV - 6
S37l32

««aaks oM. noada a homo

HELP WANTED

Talomorfcotor » aolaaporaona noadad to

aaN raaldantlal aaiaWta ayatama. Salary Et

oommlaalon call 6464732 day* and 646-6613

rT,^..~.. ttitdont Athlotic

10-12 hour»/y»aak contact in Boydan Train

mg Room (f9l tal 646-2668

Suporior Pitta noada khetion holp. mor

ningt or nights Plaaae call 64S<n6

The office of the SOA Attorney Oanarel

nss one posrtiori avsiiaula '"j> •" Asaiitar.t

Attorney Applicants should have strong

organiiational tklN Applications can be ob

tainad in SU 434 or SU 420 or call 546-0341

ext 7 AA/EEO

baaparataly Booking Studonta Earn

t36-46/day. Make money, make friends and

make s difference with MASSPIRG Help

put toxic waste dean up. acid ram control &
utility reform on the 1966 l>a«lot Why clean

ubtes when you can cleen up the environ

mont? CaH Susan at 266-6434 to arrange in

t^'viaw

worVahop 28 hours including clasaroom

ar>d shop. Limited enroWntant. 263-«*w

LOST

Loat In Hatch 6/26. brown glaaa case

w/glsstas Needed desprtly' II you pick

them up pleese call 256 1778 rt>*nx

WuTavoritegrey sweater. Tuesday after

ry>on, between E leb end Worcester DC I

really need it' Maria 546-4675

Meroon wallet loet in Lot 44. 9/26 pleasa

call Leah 546-4961

Loat famaTe cat gray and white, since 9/5

reward 256-6833

FadadTavi danim (ackat can identity if

found plaaaa call 648-1567 reward

MUSIC

Attention Banda. Mualoiana Embasay

Recording Studio offers you 16 track state

of the ert for leas Great for demo tepes

Amherst 24 hrs 549-7640

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Vontura Elocttlc OuHar w/caae book

value 476.00 asking »250 00 or BO mint

cond used 3x Tern 684-3640

PERSONALS

Bands Wanted to play m the 6th annual

Southwest Battle of the Bend*. Come pick

up en application at the SWAG office in

Hampden Commons or call 6-0980. Applies

tion daedtine Oct. 4, 6 pm

meet you This Thursday 12:15 Frenklin, the

usuel entrance - the girl who's too shy to say

hello _______^__
Maddog you haven't had a menage all

semester Do something.

bearUsa i think you are sexy. Love, your

secret admirer

Annette our eyes keep meetir>g but neither

of us says a word how come?

Will the paraon who found my
ettackbook plaaae return to 160 Whitn>ora

BMg and claim your reward or call 733-3738

Bernrce^osca: Just wanted to say thanx

for sticking by lately I don't know what I'd

have done w/o you' My old self will tje back

soon' Thanx again Staph

Attention Brittany Manor after hour par-

ty goars Mr Pitcher was kidnapped Satur

day night" Plaaaa sand him home

ROOMMATE WANTED

Fomaio houaofnato for single room in RoB-

ing Green. •164. utilities inc 26S4601 altar

8 pm ___^__

Fourth roommate wanted lor two
bedroom Southwood Apt clean, greet loca-

tron, and cheap' Call nights 256-4266

Quiat couple looking to

attei 3 CM call <59^^7
Fainala roommate wanted. Rolling Graan

116 50 rno evoryttiing included on bus

route 263 7761

share 2 bd apt

SERVICES

John,
From one year, to the rest of our lives I'll

siwsys love you babe Let's celebrate

tonight
Love elways, Carolyn

PI KAPPA ALPHA

To all of the brother* Thanks tor

everything durirtg ruah' Love, the sisters

land pladgaa of Phi Mu

PRIVATE QUrrAR LESSONS

INSTRUCTION

( 8l Jude - Thank you for your powerful in

I
tercession now Br»d always

* Looking for Christian FaUowahlp? The

I Alliance Chrietien Fellowship is now
( meeting' Csll Merk 253-7206 or Jon

% 54&92B3 for info

* Chris Flnlay where ara you7 Call ma" *

* Mona 286^8868 miss you ______ S

J Fraa kittanlT Very cute end playful' Com ^

J
pletely toilet trained 266-6889 free

^

I Anyone interaated in starting a saHboard ^

I club pleese call 6^5114 ask for Dan %

* Knighter (Brittany Manorl beware' The •

* joke's on you' Gap

Eiperlancad » patient toaehar.
Rock /Pop /Folk /Blues Improvisation,

Reeding. Theory, Composition Your home
or my studio Doug 549-4796

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Cases, papers, dlssertetions, thaeae, on

campus, dependat>te, outstanding quality,

kjw rates, 564 7924

%

«

I

t

«

^MONTREAL COLLEOB WEEKEND
^November 1 3 drinking age 16 •66, •TS call

I Bonnie 6-6432

^"^^TriMNOTWRD PROCESSINO

Profaaalenirt typing dona by UMaaa stu-

dent. Reesonable rataa. R Charron
1-637-0044

TAILOR Altaretlon Expert Same Day Ser

vice Avsilsble SHAANNS Rt 118

Sunderland Open 8 am 666-3876

Pregnant?
549 1906

Need help? CaH Birthright:

Brian's Typing Sarvlca. Fast, accurate

Tape transcription Available almost

anytime 666 7862

COINS ia/lil tutoring 5 00 par hr.

tom<er 123/121 grader Alex 256 1239

TRAVEL

RIDE WANTIO

Ride needed to Springfield Tuesday

THursday snd Friday mornings by 8 30

return ride needed at 12 30 Tueedey snd

Thursday, 5:00 Fnday call 549 0156

jNaMt day service TYPE RITE M3-6111_

» QUALITY TYPiNG Long or short projects

%Will correct grsmmar spelling & punctua

ktion Meticutous proofreading New IBM
(typavimter 548-0367

«

»

WANTtD
ROOM WANTED

5 To the guy with the Doora Jocaay who ate
^

Know your car. Ba.lc iiii^ir^^Mi \ <*nner lete Wedne^ley, Frenklin I want to^

Single female naode a rttom in Belchef

town or Amherst srea Call323 6317 e« 566

Tues-Sat, aveninga 263-3006

» —
^Houaakeapars, part time Hwlda hogia

rwaakday* and weekends on bua f0M«a apply

Jet Howard Johnaoos Lodge R«a 6 Hadtay
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Volleyball cruises, sweeping Mt. Holyoke
- .. . . « .1 1 I 1 «•>' ;J

UMass now 14-0

BY ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADLEY-The University of Massachusetts

volleyball juggernaut continued to roll on as the

Minutewomen swept a pesky Mount Holyoke College

squad 15-10, 15-5, 15-9 last night. The victory raises the

12th-ranked spikers record to 14-0.

"They (Mount Holyoke) were a very tough team to play,"

said UMass coach Elaine Sortino. "They were everything

I thought they would be They're a very scrappy team."

Mount Holyoke gave UMass all they could handle in game

one The spikers raced out to an 8-2 lead behind the strong

serving of sophomore middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis. But

Holyoke chipped away at the UMass lead and tied the

score at 10- 10 before an Ann Ringrose crush gave the

Minutewomen an 11-10 lead. UMass went on to win game

one 15-10. connecting on 100 percent of their serves.

Game two proved to be a bit of a breather for the

Minutewomen. UMass cruised to an 8-1 lead thanks to

several booming kills by Guiliotis and senior co-captain

Sally Maher The UMass lead would bulge to 14-1 before

Holyoke middle hitter Kelly Boldy nailed four consecutive

services aces. A Ringrose crush ended the mild Holyoke

rally and gave UMass a convincing 15-5 game two victory.

Despite taking game two in decisive fashion, the spikers

looked a little tentative on the floor, more so than in game

one.

"The thing that I was the most afraid of was that our

flow would be disturbed from the week-long layoff," said

Sortino. "But I think it was there toni^ght. Our being off

for a week didn't hurt us that much."

Game three would be an almost carbon copy of game one

This time, Mount Holyoke jumped out to the early lead

taking a 4-1 advantage. A Maher kill down the line clos-

ed the gap to 4-3 and it began to look like the

Minutewomen were on a roll.

But Holyoke stopped two UMass rallies and led 9-6

before a Guiliotis block started things again for UMass.

Maher then took matters into her own hands by nailing

three bruising kills to put the spikers up, 10-9. A Ringrose

crush, along with two Holyoke errors and another Guiliotis

block, gave UMass game three, 15 9 to complete the sweep.

"Our timing was very good," said Sortino. "That means

that we can start spreading out the offense a little bit more

I'm very happy about that."

Caught in

a slump:
Field hockey is at Yale
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Coming off a frustrating 2-1 overtime loss to Springfield

College on Sunday, the fourth-ranked University of

Massachusetts field hockey team will be looking to re-

bound today as it travels to New Haven to take on Yale.

'We've had two really good practices. We're ready to roll,'

said UMass coach Pam Hixon.

On Sunday, the Minutewomen dominated both halves

of the game, outshooting the Indians 41-7 and holding a

19-2 edge in corners. The Astroturf of Springfield's

Benedum Field favored the quick passing, ball control of-

fense of UMass, but the Minutewomen, 4-2, failed to

capitalize on scoring opp>ortunities for the second time in

three games.

'The opportunities have been there. We've been

dominating play in each of the last three games," Hixon

said. 'It's just going to take a little more work. We'll have

to bear down and execute a little better.'

Hixon laid out the following strategy for today's game
(3 p.m.), 'We're going to have to move the ball around,

creating more chances to score. We haven't been too decep-

tive in setting up our shots, and in order to score more
goals, we're going to have to rely on the element of sur-

prise a bit more.'

Against Springfield, Hixon said that the Minutewomen
panicked at a point in the game when they should have

been in control. Unraveling under pressure is not

characteristic of the nation's fourth-ranked team, but ac-

cording to Hixon, the loss is already well in the past as

far as the team is concerned.

'For a while we had tunnel vision and that hurt us,' she

said. 'But that's all done for, out attitude is that we've got

to make things happen and forget about what has hap-

pened.' Yale is anchored by goaltender Nada Sellars. one

of the top keepers in the nation. With the Minutewomen's
recent scoring slump, it will be important to control the

tempo against the Elis.

'Sellars is exceptional,' said Hixon. 'We're going to have

to be very persistent and try to play around her because

she's a very aggressive goalkeeper She'll come out and
challenge an offense.'

Last season, the Minutewomen defeated Yale, 2-0 at

home on NOPE Field in a game that saw UMass, ranked

seventh at the time, outshoot Yale 19-4. Sellars, with 14

saves, turned in a strong performance. UMass would like

to see a repeat of that score this afternoon.

Football falls

from 1-AA poll
The University of Massachusetts football team enjoyed

a short stay in the Division 1 AA national rankings, fall

ing out of the poll this week after losing to Harvard, 10 3

on Saturday. Richmond, a tight 19 14 winner over the

Minutemen, are first with 79 points and three of the four

firsl place vute.s. The only New England team is Harvard,

16th at 2 0.

In the weekly E("AC statistical rankings, UMass does

very well. The Minutemen are third in scoring defense,

allowing an average of 10.3 pointsper game They are

first against the rush and second in total defense (242

yards per game). Kickoff returner Andrew Thomas, a

freshman, is second with an average of 25.3

yards-per-returiT.
PETER ABRAHAM

Collegian photo by Haul Demnarais

University of Massachusetts forward Lisa Griswold lets a shot fly in action earlier this season. The

Minutewomen face Yale in New Haven this afternoon.

Boaters undefeated at home

High-flying men's soccer

gets tested by Yale today
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's soccer

team, 7-3, puts its perfect

4-0 home record on the line

again.st an excellent Yale

University squad this after-

noon at Boyden Field at 3

p.m.

Yale is ranked second in

New England behind the

University of Connecticut.

The Minutemen are sixth,

but on a roll, winning six of

their last seven outings.

UMass is hurting though
as midfielders Andy Bing
and John Shannon are in-

jured and not expected to

start. Bing has been the

leading scorer for the
Minutemen so far this

season with seven goals and
five assists. He has scored

the game winning tally in

UMass' last two contests.

Head coach Jeff Gettler is

counting on forwards Franz

Zwicklbauer (two goals, four

assists) and Ferdie Adoboe

(two game winning goals,

four assists) to pick-up the

scoring for UMass.

'I am hoping the forwards

will put some goals in the

net; said Gettler 'The mid-

fielders have been doing the

scoring, so now the forwards

have to get on track.'

Senior Don Donahue will

be the goalkeeper for

Massachusetts. Donahue is

3-3 on the season with a 2.5

goals against average and
33 saves.

The Elis tout an im-

pressive lineup with five

former high school AM-
Americans including
freshman Steve Cass from
Duxbury.
Cass set the

Mas.sachusetts state high
school scoring record and
was a three-time
All-American.

Jeff Duback will be in net

^or Yale. Last season.
Duback was named a first

team collegiate All-

American. Other key
players to watch are Charlie

Dumphy from Springfield

and Klaus Jenson out of

Duxbury.
'They are very balanced

with no weaknesses,' said

Gettler 'An all-around good

team, so it should be a good

game for us. We will see

what we are made of.'

If the last two meetings
between these teams is any
indication, this game should

go down to the wire.

Two years ago, the Elis

scored with 20 seconds left

in overtime for a 2-1 victory.

Last year, Yale defeated

UMass 3-1 in another over-

time affair

SOCCER KICKS: In other

statistics, Bing leads UMass
in shots with 41.

Zwicklbauer is second with

29 with Anders Hedelin

third at 28. UMass has
allowed more than two goals

only once this season, a 5-0

pasting by Boston Universi-

ty. Bing is the only player in

double figures for points,

with 19.

* ColtrKian photo by Scott Mairuirv

UMass forward Anders Hedelin (right) and the men's
soccer team host a tough Yale team at 3 p.m. today
at Boyden Field.

Sports at a glance
UMass Schedule:
Today:

Men's Soccer: Yale. Boyden Field, 3 p.m.

Field Hockey: at Yale, 3 p.m.

'Women's Tennis: at Wellesley, 3 p.m.

Football Luncheon: at Justin Ryan's, noon, $4.
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STANDING TALL — A 12-foot statue of Mahatma Ghandi was part

of yesterday's Peace Pagoda inauguration.

Inauguration of the Pagoda

celebrates Gandhi's birthday
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

With a peace walk from Northampton

to the Campus Pbnd, speeches, prayers

and theatrics, the builders of the Leverett

Peace Pagoda celebrated Mahatma Gan-

dhi's birthday yesterday as part of their

week-long inauguration of the pagoda.

The marchers, carrying Buddhist prayer

flags and beating small drums, were

greeted at the Campus Pond by a 12-foot

statue ofGandhi, several large white-cloth

birds and Associate Chancellor James

Leheny.
Despite the constant drizzle, about 60

people attended the rally Other curious

students looked on while a skit depicting

the sinking of the Greenpeace "Rainbow

Warrior" was performed.

Later, 11 vows of conduct taken by Gan-

dhi were recited as a small fire was lighted

for each.

After marching from Northampton at

7:30 a.m.. Jon Keller of the UMass
Peacemakers told the crowd, "You might

ask why anyone in their right mind would

do it. I did it to wake people up from their

daily lives."

He warned the crowd of the threat of Tri

dent submarines and said, 'If you don't

think we have enough (submarines) now
don't worry, my government is planning

on building 22 more at $1.2 billion each.

I encourage everyone to do all they can to

stop nuclear madness."

John Schuchardt of Plowshares Eight,

a pro-disarmament group told the crowd,

"The work of peacemaking is planting

seeds. We are people who know that these

seeds (of peace) will bring peace. We know
that violence only brings a harvest of

violence."

Speaking of non-violent protest,

Schuchardt said, "The only way of break-

ing violence is by bringing suffering on

ourselves and never inflicting pain on

others."

Many of the Buddhist monks and others

at the rally, who are walking in a

pilgrimage for peace from Plymouth to the

Pfeace Pagoda, walked through the hur

ricane Gloria, Schuchart said. "I suppose

you are the eye of that hurricane (of

ronlinued on page ,'i
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Board of Trustees seeks

$259.6 million for 1987
By GREG BROWN

Collegian Staff

Tht University of Massachusetts Board

of Trustees voted yesterday to ask the

Legislature for $259.6 million for Fiscal

Year 1987, a 15 percent increase over the

University's Fiscal Year 1986 appropria-

tions.

The trustees also approved their FY87
capital outlay budget which is money to be

appropriated for extra projects. Because

there was no capital outlay in FY85, and

one is not expected for FY86, the FY87 re-

quest repeats the proposals that have been

made for the past two years, according to a

trustee document.

The capital outlay request would garner

$1.7 million for the Amherst campus, to

replace Fisher Laboratory, which was

destroyed by a fire in April.

After the vote on the budget request, a

debate ensued over whether the University

should petition the Board of Regents of

Higher Education for more support. The

regents have initially recommended that

the University only request about $241

million, but they will hold hearings in

Memorial Hall Monday to further analyze

the proposed requests.

Of the $259.6 million, $230 million is for

"maintenance" funding—the amount of

funding needed to maintain current enroll-

ment and facilities-and $29.6 million is for

additional programming.
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey sai^, "I'm

prepared to go to the regents (Monday) and

ask them for more, but will the board (of

trustees) back me up?"

Trustee Chairman Robert H. Quinn said,

"We on the board are all concerned with

maintenance requests."

Trustee James F. Carlin said. "I refuse

Center refurnished
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

At a ceremonial dedication yesterday of

the new University Career Center,

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey announced

plans for two more new buildings at the

Amherst campus.

A new Visitor Information Center will

be built next year across from the Whit-

more Administration Building, and plans

are being made to erect an admissions of-

fice building within the next three years,

Duffey said.

"Groundbreaking for the Paul Robsham
Memorial Center for Visitors will com-

mence in the spring," Duffey said. "We
hope to complete it a year from then," he

said.

The visitor center will be named for the

son of the University Trustee E. Paul

Robsham, who died in an auto accident a

few years ago, Duffey said. The elder

Robsham financed the project in full.

The small building will be located direct-
cuntinued un page 10

to believe the regents don't know that if

you don't maintain something, its cost will

go up."
In other business, the trustees granted

tenure to Eula Bingham, a public health

professor, and William Highter of the civil

engineering department.

Also, the trustees approved the merger

of the Judaic Studies department with the

Near Eastern Studies faculty, and the crea-

tion of a PhD program at the Amherst cam-

pus.

The trustees voted to approve a $1 per

semester optional fee for the State Student

Association of Massachusetts.

Commuter seats nullified;

election slated next week
By JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Undergraduate Student Senate debated for

about one hour and forty minutes last night

before nullifying the commuter area senate

and governing board elections.

The motion to accept the commuter elec-

tions, which failed by one vote, 25 to 26, was

cast by secret ballot after the prolonged

debate.

The nullification will mean a new elec

tion will be scheduled for the commuter
seats on Tuesday, Oct. 8, near the Student

Union entrance to the Hatch. An amend-

ment was voted down which would have

allowed candidates who didn't originally

run to file nomination papers.

Earlier in the meeting, the senate voted

to approve the results of every other area

election held Monday and Tuesday.

The 24 commuter area seats still remain

vacant, until the commuter election Tues-

day. A run-off election will be held soon for

eight other seats that are temporarily va

cant because of a tie. .said John Crowley,

governmental affairs chairman.

When the motion to approve the com-

muter area elections first came up for

debate, it nearly was passed without much
attention from the senate. This was later

attributed to senators who said they

weren't paying close enough attention to

the tloor action. Debate wa.s started by Bill

Bennett, a senator who said rushing

through the motion to accept the results

"was not fair to the seven thpu.sand people"

in the commuter area.

Dave Martin, the commuter area

spokesman, who said he had staffed a poll-

ing booth with the approval of C:rowley. said

"there's a question here of degree " of the

violation committed. Some SGA officials

said it was "ethically wrong" for Martin to

work at the polling area of which he was

running. Also, there was a question concer-

ning individuals who allegedly handed out

campaign leaflets within 50 feet of the

ballot boxes, and the implication of this

action.

A motion was then approved to limit

debate to two minutes per senator who
wished to argue either pro or con on the

nullification.

"I won on both positions," said Jordan

Rosner, finance committee chairman, "but

I still want them invalidated." Rosner said

the names of candidates on the alleged!-

distributed leaflet received more votes than

the names of candidates not appearing.

It's more work for me to do, " Crowley said.

"I don't think it's (new election* going to

change anything radically."

Before adjournment, the senate passed a

re.sdlution that calls for Amherst College

President Petei Riuncy t<. apologize and ex

plain to the UMa.ss community for referr-

ing to the Five College Area as "...a big

elephant and four little beautie.s

"None from l^Ma.ss is convinced t^\i i.

was done in a huninristie fashion." said

Stacy Roth, campus president. "It's our

hope that out of respect for the UMa.ss .stu-

dent body and officials that we will receive

some proper action on this reciuest."
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WORLD AND NATIGIMAL NEWS
Rock Hudson dies ofAIDS

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Rock Hudson, the cinema idol

whose gallant admission of a yearlong battle against AIDS

won sympathy and attention for victims of the disease,

died yesterday at his home. He was 59.

"Please God, he has not died in vain," his friend and

onetime co-star Elizabeth Taylor said in a statement.

Miss Taylor, who starred with Hudson in "Giant" and

"The Mirror Crack'd," was one of his closest supporters

in his final days, and was co-host for an AIDS benefit

Sept. 19 with actor Burt Reynolds.

Hudson donated $250,000 to the benefit, which grossed

more than $1.2 million for AIDS research, and sent his

last public words:

"I am not happy that I am sick. I am not happy that I

have AIDS, but if that is helping others, I can, at least,

know that my own misfortune has had some positive

worth."

He had known for more than a year that he suffered

from acquired immune deficiency syndrome, but it became

publicly known after a gaunt Hudson checked into the

American Hospital in Paris on July 21. The hospital decid-

ed that Hudson was too weak to be a good candidate for its

experimental therapy with an unproven drug.

He returned to Los Angeles Aug. 6 and spent the next

18 days in UCLA Medical Center.

Olson said Hudson had been seeing friends and seemed

unchanged recently. He said the actor had not suffered

pain or taken pain medication for complications of AIDS,

Animal-rights activist

convicted of assault
WAREHAM, Mass. (AP) — A diminuitive animal-rights

activist accused of punching and shouting at two men who
were hunting birds near her home was convicted yester-

day of assaulting one man and assaulting and beating the

other.

A six-member jury deliberated less than two hours

before returning a verdict against Dorothy
Checci-0'Brien,-54, of Plymouth.

Mrs. O'Brien showed no reaction in the courtroom when
the verdicts were read, but outside she embraced her hus-

band, John O'Brien. As the hunters walked past the cou-

ple, O'Brien shouted, "You happy? You should be."

At sentencing immediately following the verdict,

District Judge Richard P. Kelleher, turned down a pro-

secutor's request for probation and fined Mrs.

Checci-O'Brien $405.

The 4-foot- 11 woman was accused of pummeling the

chests of Michael Veloza and Steven Tyler, both of

Plymouth, when she spotted them stalking geese and
ducks near her house last December.

Jt UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events:

Oct. 4
Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Service.

Arts Council 12S Herter Hall S4S-0202

which disarms the body's resistance to disease.

The office of Rexford Kennamer, Hudson's physician,

said it would not comment on the immediate cause opf the

actor'sdeath. Coroner's spokesman Bill Gold said it would

not be a coroner's case, since Hudson had been under the

care of a physician.

Olson said only the staff at Hudson's home was there

when he died.

Funeral services were not set immediately.

The most common victims are homosexuals, intravenous

drug users and hemophiliacs. The disease is believed to be

spread through sexual contact, contaminated needles and

blood transfusions.

In 1955, Hudson married his agent's secretary, Phyllis

Gates. The newlyweds had a much-publicized honeymoon

in Florida, but separated the following year and were

divorced in 1958. Hudson never remarried.

People magazine reported this year that the marriage

had been set up by Universal studios to dispel rumors

about Hudson's homosexuality. Olson refused to comment
on such reports.

"There has never been any definitive statement abou'

that from anyone, including Rock himself," Olson said

Wednesday.
Hudson, 6-foot-4 and ruggedly handsome, was a peren-

nial top 10 box office attraction during the 1950s and

1960s when big studios created stars and built movies

around them^
ROCK HUDSON

AP Laserphoto

GORBACHEV AND MITTERRAND - Soviet

leader Mikhail Gorbachev (foreground) and
French President Francois Mitterrand
together at Orly airport during Gorbachev's
first visit outside the Ea'st bloc since assuming
power nearly seven months ago. The visit

serves as a reminder to the United States that

Europe is not united on Star Wars.

TOKYO

3POJ

the Cheapest fares to:

• EUROPE
• ASIA
• AUSTRALIA/

NEW ZEALAND
• DOMESTIC

DESTINATIONS
also railpasses, Int'l student

ID, car rentals, tours, AYH
membership and much,

,much more'

Call 256-1261 or drop
by at

79 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

Come in for our Free Catalog'

Waste bill may require
approval of nuclear site

GREENFIELD, Mass. (AP) -Wary western
Massachusetts residents have balked at a proposed low-

level radioactive wate dump bill some say could circum-

vent a 3-year-old state law requiring voter approval of

nuclear waste sites.

"There is everything in this bill from soup to nuts, but

there is a glaring omission of any mention" of the referen-

dum, state Rep. Carmen Buell, D-Greenfield, complained

at a public hearing Tuesday.
The hearing was the first of three being held in western

Massachusetts this week by a special Legislative Commis-
sion, which drew up the proposed sitting bill. Additional

hearings are scheduled in North Andover, Fall River,

Worcester and Boston.

"We beat the nuclear industry fair and square the

American way—at the ballot box," Said Al Giordano of

Charlemont, an anti-nuclear activist, who led the initiative

petition drive that led to the 1982 referendum law.

"Tonight we are here with a painful sense of deja vu... and
the fact that we have to stand here burns in our guts."

Sam Lovejoy, who gave national attention to the anti-

nuclear movement in 1979 when he felled a 400-foot-high

test tower on the site of a proposed nuclear power plant in

Montague, urged resistance "in the Legislature, in the

courts and, if need be, by any available means."
Reference to the 1982 law was deliberately omitted from

the bill because no popular vote would be "triggered until

all other licensing and approvals are in place" for a pro-

posed site, said state Sen. Carol Ammick, D-Bedford,
chairwoman of the special commission.
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THEY'VE GOT THE BEAT — Buddhists beat their drums during yesterday's peace

walk ft*om Northampton to the Campus Pond.

ir rally I continued from page 1

peace). I can't help thinking again and

again of that image. That we are all living on borrowed

time, that we are all living on death row."

The idea of a Peace Pagoda began with Nichidatsu Fu-

jii, a buddhist high priest, who built the first one short-

ly after the first atom bombs were dropped on Japan.

Work on the Peace Pagoda began 18 months ago under

the direction of the Nipponzan Myohoji buddhist order.

Leverett was chosen as the first peace pagoda site in the

United States, partly because it is one of first nuclear-

free zones in the nation.

Midwifery called "growing movement''
Choices about birth have
implications concerning freedom

By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

Women who want an alternative to hospitalized

childbirth, have the option of midwifery, a process recently

legalized in Massachusetts, which allows women to have

their children in their own home.

Midwifery, legal in six states, is now the subject of pen-

ding legislation in the Massachusetts legislature, which

would provide a certification board for a all practicing mid-

wives. Primary opponents to the practice are members of

the American Medical Association who have lobbied

against its legalization. The American Medical Associa-

tion in Washington D.C. refused comment yesterday along

with its public relations office in Chicago.

"It's important that people realize that this is not just

a fad, but a growing movement. A large cross section of

society is demanding midwife services," said Julie Burns,

who has been a midwife for four years and is currently

practicing in Amherst.

American Medical Association statistics show that in

Holland, where 89 percent of children are born at home,

infant mortality rates are 2 to 3 percent compared to The

United State's 13 percent rate. Burns explained that mid

wives "offer the best care" in childbirth because of the

intimacy and "philosophy of natural birth," involved with

midwifery.

"We can afford to give women individual attention. We
don't have a whole roll of women coming in here. The

average visit with a doctor lasts about three minutes, but

(midwives) visit with their patients for at least an hour."

Burns said she believes in a philosophy which supports

a drug-free, natural birth process which she said hospitals

rarely provide. Besides administering unnecessary drugs

to patients, Burns finds fault in procedures which bar

husbands and children from being present during labor.

"Women have a feminist perspective when it comes to

most things, but with birth all that seems to go out the

window. In the future I hope women can realize that

choices about birth have long-reaching implications con-

cerning a baby's health, and women's freedom," Burns

said.

Shirley Kopinski, who had her child at home under the

care of a midwife, said midwifery is an issue "of freedom

of choice."

"he personal aspect of childbirth has been taken away

aid Kopinski,"adding, "Hospitals are places where peo-

ple go when they're sick. Birth is not an abnormal pro-

cess and in a hospital it's seen as such."

Kopinski said she chose midwifery because she "didn't

like the authority in hospitals."

"With a midwife, birth is a home-like process, and you

can go at your own pace. Doctors have a way of playing

on women's fears, but midwives help me feel powerful,

and are there to help me through that natural process,"

she said.

According to Burns, midwives provide "extensive and

thorough pre-natal care", on a regular basis. Cost for ser-

vices usually range from $400 to $800 which she says is

very low compared to hospital care, although midwife ser-

vices are not covered by insurance. However, if the bill

which would provide a certification board were passed she

said it "would just be a matter of time" before it were

covered under most insurance plans.

Eating disorders
mask problems of

pressures, stress
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

Anorexia and bulimia, eating disorders which cue

reaching epidemic levels on college campuses, are not

diseases but symptoms that people use to mask other pro

blems according to an eating disorder coun.selor.

Mary Aubrey, a counselor at the Everywomen's center

at UMass, said most of the people who suffer from these

disorders are women who feel that their more deep rooted

problems can be solved by losing weight.

"For many women by not providing themselves with food

they don't have to face the real problem that is bothering

them," Aubrey said adding that family dynamics plays a

major role in the development of eating problems.

Many women who are brought up in households that

don't teach them how to cope with pressures and stress

are susceptible to develop an eating disorder said Aubrey.

"When women are forced to make the transition from

home life to college life it can be very difficult," Aubrey

said, "aside from academic pressures are the pressures of

dating, meeting new people, and learning to deal with a

strange atmosphere. By developing an eating disorder a

women doesn't have to cope with these pressures because

she can hide them with her concern for her weight."

Bulimia, also called hinging and purging, has reached

a higher level on the college campus then anorexia because

the physical signs of bulimia are less noticeable.

"The body weight of someone suffering from bulimia

rarely changes so not many people would suspect that an

individual has an eating disorder, " Aubrey said.

She explained that an individual with bulimia will eat

only to dispell the food later while someone suffering from

anorexia will starve themselves. Aubrey also said that one

out of every person suffering from an eating disorder is

male.

Ellen LaFleche, a teacher of eating disorders in the

southwest residential college explained that another big

problem on the college campus is that society has put

pressure on women to be physically beautiful, and part

of that means being very thin.

"Women have to learn to like their bodies," LaFleche

said, "they spend too much time talking about being on

diets and discussing their looks. Women want to try and

have the perfect body when they should be happy with the

body they have."

Mejia speaks about Bolivia
The moving human force behind the Federation of Pea-

sant Women in Bolivia, Lucia Mejia, will speak on
"Women in Bolivia's Pea.sant Movement"! 7 p.m. tonight

in Porter Lounge, Converse Hall at Amherst College.

In 1980, Mejia was elected Executive National Secretary

of Peasant Women. On a trip to the Control Workers head-

quarters in Bolivia, where Mejia was accompanied by a

fellow union worker and her infant son, her companion
was killed and the union was then taken over by military

forces.

"When there was the military coup of Garcia Meza, I

knew of no one outside of Bolivia to whom I could tell what
was happening to my country. I want the world to know
about Bolivia, about our lives, about our struggles." Me-

jia said in an interview with the Third World Women's
Program of the Everywoman's Center.

Mejia then left her post in the then military-controlled

country, resuming it when democracy returned to the

country. Now a community and union organizer in

Bolivia, Mejia trains women in community participation,

union and cooperative formation, while concentrating on

solving basic health problems.

-SUSAN EATON

UMass student assaulted,
Employee causes accident
Two men assaulted a student outside the

Undergraduate Student Senate office on

the fourth fioor of the Student Union Tues-

day afternoon. University of Massachusetts

police said.

The student told police he knew his

assailants but wanted to consult his lawyer

before pressing charges. It is believed the

assault stemmed from conflicts in the stu-

dent senate elections, police said.

In other police reports:

R)lice were alerted when a prisoner of a

local jail did not show up for his regular job

work in Berkshire Dining Commons Tues

day. The prisoner was returned to the

Sheriffs office when he showed up a half

an hour later, police said.

An 18-year-old University of

Massachusetts student has not been seen

since Sunday. Her roommate reported her

missing Tuesday morning and police have

contacted her parents.

A state van received over $1,000 in

damages after it was hit by a 1979

Oldsmobile Tuesday afternoon on Com-
monwealth Avenue.

The driver of the car, a 34-year-old man
told police he was watching the construc-

tion on the roof of a nearby building when
he hit the van. The driver of the van was

a UMass employee.

The driver of the car was cited for failure

to have his vehicle under control at all

times, police said.

A combination television stereo valued at

$300 was taken from a room on the 13th

floor of John Adams Tbwer Tuesday after-

noon.

Police later recovered it from other

students who had been fighting with the

owners of the set. No arrests were made,

police said.

A Cheverolet received $200 in damages

after its windshield was smashed in Plot.

The owner of the car reported the incident

to police Tuesday.

A bicycle valued at $ 1 10 was stolen from

North Village Tuesday afternoon.

-JEANETTE DEFORCE
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TRIPLE TROUBLE - Dietrich Epp, Jennifer Fisher, and Carlin

Warren go for a stroll on Tuesday down North Pleasant Street with

Elaine Long, a graduate student in early childhood education.
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Over 50,000 Greeting Cards.
Sweet 'n sentimental. Saucy 'n sexy. Wild 'n

wacky. For every person. Every feeling. Every

occasion.

World Class Poster Collection.
Live with your favorite rock star, movie star,

weird animal. If you want it on your walls, you'll

find it on our walls.

Flashy Fashion Jewelry.
Send a signal. Light a fire. Our trendy, colorful,

expensive-looking bracelets, earrings could

change your life.

UMASS Tee Shirts. $2.98!

$2.98? Yes, $2.98. We're talking (and wearing)

soft, smooth-fit 50-50 cotton-polyester. Regular

price $6.98. In colors the original redmen only

dreamt of.

Candy by the Buckets.
Munch for a month! Mix 'n match delicious,

chewy caramels and imported, wrapped

candies. Buy one pound—get one free.

More Stuff!

Stationery, games, crystal, candles, costumes,

gags, giggles. Mini puzzles—reg. $3.50, now
$1.19. Wall plaques—reg. up to $7.50, now 970.

Ceramic coffee mugs—reg. $4.98, now $1 .98.

Playing cards—reg. 99C, now 59C. Soft, cuddly

teddy bears, too. Regular price $15.98. Opening

special only $4.98*.

Card Gallery. New and hot in Hadley. Route 9

next to Super Stop and Shop at the Amherst

line. Open daily 10:00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. and

Sunday noon to 5:00 p.m.

'Special selections while supply lasts We reserve the right to limit

quantities

Card gallery
Hot's all we got!

I
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i*lus quality repair of all t\pi's and sInU's of jt'u flr\

liemjimnlini: and reselVlnK

also done.

J. AU§TlN^
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on the common, amherst, 253-3986

mon.-sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

V^unan garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Th« BEST Chines* Food"

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Sparc Ribs
LargeSmall

SO80 S/l 60

The
fastest-growing

profession

in America.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,

the need for paralegals is about to double.

Now is the time to become a part of this

dynamic profession . . . and there is no finer train-

ing available than at Philadelphia's acclaimed

Institute for Paralegal Training. After j ust four

months of intensive study, we wilt find vou a job

in the citv of your choice. We are so confident of

the marketability of our graduates that we offer a

unique tuition refund plan.

To learn how you can add market value to

your college degree, return the coupon or call toll-

free: 1-800-222-IPLT.

Luncheon
Specials

$025
From /& served 11 am.

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU 8-25
CAN EAT D

iFra

2) CMdun Fkign*
AChtckmWiMi
OOiiMMBBQPlMli
5) Braccnll In Oy««f Saw*

61 SwM * Sow CMckan
7) Pan FfM RIn
8) Pan Fitod Noodb*
ivtifcChkiMn

9) Pan FtM Ravioli

lOtHot ••- imuSoup

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-lO p.m.
Frt. &Sat. 11:30 a.m.-ll p.m.

10 Belchertctwn Road
at Rte. 9. Amherst

256-0252

We'll be on campus ^211L

Contact your pldcement ot'tice to arrange tor an

individual interview or group presentation.

Housing and
Financial Aid
available

THE INSTITUTE
FOR PARALEGAL
TRMNING
Approved by the

American Bar

Association

Mail this CDupon ti):

Instituto for Paralegal Training

1^26 Arch Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Please send a copv of \ our catalogue.

RUMA

N.imi'-

AJdross-

Cilv ./,p.

Phonc-

hT (fljS'Jti 1

^VNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
Located in the Campus Center

Store Hours:

Monday-Friday 9-5

Saturday 10-3

BOOK SALE
Hardbound 1»
Paperbound ».»

:nb.H.vW«P'!!'

(on special display tables

located in the

Trade Book Dept.)

V

^^M^ RENT-A-CAR
C^^ Good reliable rentals at a

better than fair price.

CARS, TRUCKS, VANS
Low Daily & Wknd. Rates

50 Russell St.. (Rte. 9)

Hadley. Ma.
tel 584-2319

-Just ovei Cooiidoe Bridge-

t

Some ol Iht ilii artatfreiom odrring

FREE and/w Two (or One lilt licliru:

CT - Mohawli: ItAA - >frkihirr Snow
tnin. BomqufI Brodif. Jimlny Peak,

Om Kidgt. NH • BtlMmiAirildrmm,

Brriion Woodl. Cioichf d. Gunsioct. King

Pint. King Ridge. ML Cranmwe. ML
Whiliier. Temple. Tennry. U'ildcat:

NJ Vernon ValleyAVrai Goige:

NY . |»ell»»YT». faiamfHini Deer Run.

Gore, virtiiietace; PA Ski liberty. Ski

Sawmill. VT Aicuiney. Hayiiack.

Hogback. Proipetl Berlhoud Pail. Boom
Basin, ConquKiador. Po«»de' Win. Red

River. SilvetCreek. Ski Cooper, Snow
Valley.

SKI CAROmemberi alio u»e on lilo ac

Aipen Min. Snowman. Breckenridge.

Aipen Mighlandv Coppef, Vinier Park/

Mary Jane. Squaw Valley. Kirkwood.

Mouoi Ro*e. ML Reba/Bear Valley. Big

Sky. Ski Broadmoor. Waierville Valley,

loon. PleaMoL Saddleback. Wiip.

Berkihire fan. KU '<"". *"l'^•^^

Campion. Windham. MaMhope, Moniagc,

Shawnee. Ski Roundiop, Pali Peak.

Smucjglen' Notch, Bryce, jay Peak.

SuKictr S.i. Pico, Song.

Bay before September 30tb

Save $10 on each SKI CARD and SKI THEE at AiUtash*

Special Half-Price Student Offer

Reg Price $40.00 NOW ONLY $20.00
• Thursday and Friday Only *
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$12.00 UMASS

$14.00 PUBLIC ARTS
Dreamer is pretentious

Beautiful Dreamer Uniform Series

By Colette

Herter Art Gallery, through Oct. 17

By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

In one sense, Colette's Beautiful Dreamer
Uniform Series, currently on display in

Herter Art Gallery, is the ultimate show:

COLETTE - A self portrait of

the "beautiful dreamer."

it couldn't possibly be worse.

lb begin with, Colette has chosen an art

form so in vogue that it's cliched: painting

over photographs. This in itself would be

forgivable if the artist had approached this

avant-garde method in an original or in-

teresting way.

She didn't.

Eight oversized works comprise one part

of the series. The image of a sulky woman
in a bunchy mini-dress and leg warmers is

barely perceptible through meaningless

splatterings of paint and Halloween glitter.

The works are similar to the point of be-

ing boring, and, in all but one case, even

the colors are unexciting -beiges, pinks and

gray atop more grays. Boring.

The one happy exception is slashed with

vibrant reds and teals, and bold gold

sparkles. This portrait evokes a passionate,

almost carnival-like feeling.

But one work does not a show make.

A dozen framed painted photographs are

slightly better, but still lacking in inspira-

tion. The photographed woman is more visi-

ble here, but still covered with the same

profusion of dots and blotches and lines.

Three of these, in which the artist has

drawn the visual 'lines' directly onto the

photo, are downright insulting to the

viewer's intelligence It doesn't take any

genius to figure out where such lines are;

we don't need the artist to tell us.

Two very forthright works in the series

are headless statues of women swathed in

fabric, and lit from within. They are

reminiscent of the tacky Christmas or-

naments often seen on front lawns during

December; they're tacky. Wor.se than that,

they're just plain ugly.

The largest work in this unauspicious ex-

hibit is a three-panelled mural. The same

sultry woman is painted here, minus her

photograph. Bunches of fabric are stapled

to the work, and again we see the same

abstract confusion that never bothers to in-

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
FOR DECEMBER GRADUATES

Training progrann geared to the mid-year graduate

Rated as one of the 10 best company training

programs in the country by Business Week magazine
Come find out why 15 UMASS graduates

have joined us in the past 3 years

Opportunities in finance, operations and merchandising

Representatives from G.Fox, a division of

The May Department Stores Company,
will be on campus to answer your questions

and provide information on careers

OCTOBER 3
STOP IN AT OUR OPEN HOUSE

PLACE: SOM Faculty Lounge
TIME: 10am-4pm

Please bring a copy of your resume, if available.

Casual dress. Light refreshments

G.FOX

i;

\®]
WRSI

PRESENTS

JAZZ
AT THE

CALVIN THEATRE
(DOWNTOWN

NORTHAMPTON)

Soyro Gyra "One of the Best Jazz Groups
at the Newport Jazz Festival

1985"
Oct. 10th - 7pm -
Advance 8««tt ^^" *' '' ' ^^''

lilM tmtmmn
Tickets on Sale Now

|

A HORNOR-FQX PRODUCTION

Coming October 25th

The Manhattan Transfer

Springfield Synnphony Hall

Iall seats available! AT Ail Datatix outlets. Stop A Shop in

photographed-the beautiful dreamer-is

Colette herself.

She should keep dreaming.

It's also interesting to note that Herter

Gallery's other show, Paintings and Draw-
• •••!••••••••• • •••••••••• «•••••••• !••••••••••

Art Review

terest, excite, or touch the viewer.

The work is pretentious and completely

unworthy of gallery space in a community

with so many talented artists. And it's in

teresting to note that the woman

ings by Leonel Gongora, which was to open

Sept. 30, has been delayed until Oct. 10.

The gallery's excuse?

'The artist got nervous.'

Enough said.

Uncle bonsai, a progressive music trio comes

to the Iron Horse this Wednesday.

filfl»f.!iT.IUMiM'

TONIGHT

Thursday Oct. 3rd|

GIRLS
NIGHT
OUT

plus special guests

FLIX
only $6.00 at the door

Friday Oct 4th
Where's the beat?

D.J. ANDREW WOLF
of KISS 108 F.M. Boston

Saturday Oct. Sth
The beat goes on'

D.J. MARK STONEHAM

Pittsfield, Greenlield. Northampton. Hadley. Springdale 4 Holyoke

Platterpus Recorda in Weatfield, UMaaa Fine Arts Center. Springfield

Civic Center. Main Street Recordt in Northampton, and R«PC«ty in

aJattleboro, Vermont. M/C & VISA Call 1-800-243-4842

Thursday Oct. 10th

The Legend

The nnan who invented Rock n' Roll

BO DIDDLEY
A special area appearance

that shouldn't be missed by

anyone who loves to Rock n' Roll

also special guests

The Wildcat O'Halloran Band

Tix in advance $7.00 - $8.00 at the door

Now that everybody has

calmed down from the hur-

ricane (somebody had to

mention it just one more
stupid time) we can settle

down to avoiding doing our

homework because we aie

obsessed with seeing in-

teresting acts when they are

in the area.

So what are ihrse

facinating things to do,

anyway? Well, as my
parents used to say, there's

something for everyone.

Tonight, for example, at the

Iron Horse, there is some
Celtic kind of experience

featuring Relativity. On the

other hand, in an effort to

impress a potential pro-

ducer. Girls' Night Out will

be tearing up the stage at

Pearl Street. In case you

don't know, they are an area

motown and originals band.

Locally, the Habits will be

playing at the Hatch for

free.

Tommorow night, if you

are willing to travel for a

heavy metal type party, you

can see Ratt playing in New
Haven, which isn't as far as

it seems. Locally, the in-

credible Dr. John will be

playing at the Iron Horse.

He is dependably good. He's

a really good piano player as

well as the writer of such

songs as 'Right Place,

Wrong Time,' and 'Such a

Night' which he performed

in the Band's movie, "The

Last Waltz.'

On Saturday there will be
a concert for world peace in

the Fine Arts Center featur-

ing Odetta, DO'A as well as

other artists. Sunday John
Sprague will be at the

Buckley Recital Hall at

Amherst College and Mimi
Farina will be at the Iron

Horse. Monday brings my
obsession, Jorma
Kaukonen, to the Iron Horse
with Atlanta Bluesman Roy
Dunn.

Tuesday, bluegrass

guitarist Tbny Rice will be

at the Iron Horse, and Un
cle Bonsai, an entertaining

vocal trio featuring one of

progressive music's few

v(K:al counter tenors, will be

at the Iron Horse on
Wednesday.

Watch for Ho Diddley next

Thursciav at IVarl Street.
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Perceptions of our homeless
Last year, as an exchange student in

Portland, Oregon, I did some field research

on the skid-row homeless in that city. I

would like to share some of that informa-

tion and illuminate the facts on a greatly

misunderstood minority group. There are

roughly 45 million people living below the

poverty level in America. Of this class,

there is another lower class minority of two

to three million people living at the bare

minimum of life.

In 1983, a division of the Oregon state

social services interviewed 131 people liv-

ing on the streets, in missions, in soup lines,

in parks, etc. Here are some of their fin-

dings: The mean age was 38 years and 58

percent were in their 20's and 30's. 85 per

cent were male, 77 percent were white, and

40 percent said they slept outside. Two-

thirds depended on soup lines or other

agency provided meals. One-fourth were on

public assistance. Almost 50 percent

reported having some high school educa-

tion or graduating from high school. 46 per-

cent had some military experience; of those

who did, 82 percent were honorably

discharged. Of those answering the ques-

tion, two-thirds said they had no immediate

family. 68 percent had never been married.

Of those who had family, over three-fourths

said they received no help from them. Last-

ly, over 90 percent were unemployed.

More and more social scientists are sup-

porting the widely accepted theory that the

most influential factor in our lives is the

environment in which we are raised and

come from. Must of the enviroment depends

on social class and education. Most of the

homeless come from the lower to working

class strata. Between 50 and 70 percent of

the homeless suffer from either alcoholism

or mental illness.

It is practically impossible for people

without treatment of these problems to

hold a job or lead a satisfactory life Because

of their social class, they cannot depend on

financial assistance form their family for

treatment. Even worse, few of the homeless

have any family, thus having no one to re-

ly on for moral support or "connections" for

jjobB.

Drew McLeod

Even those who aren't mentally ill or

alcoholics just don't wind up there and they

just don't leave. It is a hole they dig

themselves into and it's a rut they get stuck

in. It is days of boredom, some loneliness,

and despair, where alcohol can be a relief.

After months of sleeping outside, they enter

into a negative culture, a negative culture

which drains one's self respect, diminishing

one's chances for a job. These people endure

a lot of stress. Deviancy, instability, and

relapse have a direct relation to that stress.

Another problem these people fact is

structural unemployment. In a capitalist

system, production runs in a boom-bust cy-

cle. These unemployed homeless are depen-

dent and vulnerable to those cycles. Besides

working for low wages, they are the last to

be hired, and the first to be fired. When a

recession hits, there are fewer public funds

available, resulting in social services cut

back even further. As an example, since the

start of the Reagan Administration, it's

estimated that 250,000 mentally ill were

cut from Security Disability.

There is not sufficient treatment for the

poorer, lower class people suffering from the

diseases of alcoholism, mental illness,

and/or the homeless phenomenon. Basic

human needs (mental/physical health, food,

shelter, clothing) are human rights, not

privileges. In a country unprecedented in

wealth, it is difficult to imagine we can let

people live this way.

In closing, to help raise funds for a

homeless shelter, the UMass Pteacemakers

and the Radical Student Union are having

a Peace Camp, starting Friday, at the Cam-
pus Pond. Besides fund raisers, there will

be informal group discussions, teach-ins,

and a chance to interact with students

working for peace and justice. I hop to see

you there.

Drew McLeod is a UMass student

and a member of the RSU.

Did you know that UMass/Amherst main-

tains one of the most celebrated Linguistics

Departments in the world? Did you realize

that our Engineering, Pblymer Science,

History and Pblitical Science Departments

provide some of the most qualified

graduates in the nation, within their fields?

Have you recently seen a listing of the

number of Awards, Fellowships and Grants

which are achieved by the Faculty and

graduates of this university each year?

Have you been able to take the time out

of your heavy academic schedule to realize

all of the social and cultural involvements

and educational experiences which are

available to you here at the university? Has
anyone really bothered to tell you before,

that contrary to popular Massachusetts at

Amherst is considered one of the best state,

and indeed, overall higher education in-

stitutions in the nation?

What is that you ask? Why are we spen-

ding valuable column space on "horn blow-

ing hoopla?" Frankly, because our Univer-

sity is well worth it! Mostly, because too

many of our friends and neighbors do not

realize our potential, and it is our respon-

sibility to make our presence known! For

reasons of diverse academic excellence, for

reasons of social and cultural education,

and because our size provides some of the

best reasoning within the Five-College

Area. For political rallies, concert tours,

Broadway shows, lectures, debates, films

and so many other types of events take

place for/under the care, education, and

leadership of members of our Five-College

Consortium.

Roth/Burgess

Finally, because statements such as Peter

Pbuncey's, the president of Amherst Col-

lege, reference to the Five-College area as

"the big elephant surrounded by four lit-

tle beauties," are still being made today. It

is about time that our neighbors appreciate

all that UMass has to offer and does pro-

vide for their use and enjoyment!

Pouncey made that statement this past

Sunday, vhile speaking at the inaugura-

tion of the new Smith College president.

Once again, the worth and reputation of

this University are brought to question by

an overzealous neighbor. We are not over

reacting, we are simply trying to put an end

to a constant stream of unprovoked attacks.

In fact, if we truly want to change the

course of events, the feelings must come

from within—which is why we have come

. to you.

Obviously, if we had no problems with

how the University was operated internal

ly, we would not have tried to become the

SGA co-presidents. Yet, there is a huge dif

ference between attempting to gain more

input into/or asking for changes within the

system, and projecting an attitude of low

esteem and pride about the opportunities

made available to us all. Throughout the

following two semesters, we, along with

many University officials, will be organiz-

ing a large scale. Campus Pride and

Beautification Campaign.

It is our hope that by steadily promoting

the worth of various campus facilities and

activities, we will be able to help convince

not only our own community, but also our

neighbors, that UMass has much to offer

everyone. Indeed, by improving our physical

appearance, or simply by being aware of the

vast array of services available at our

University, we can curb the habitual ac-

tions of disrespect received from our peer

institutions, as well as many state officials.

The coming months are meant for enjoy-

ment and education. Thee is a necessity for

your organizational involvement and

overall participation. Most of all, there is

a need for open minds and acceptance of the

actual and high value of our university.

Each day, as we strive for excellence in

academia, social awareness, or any other

task, we also reserve the right to feel good

about what we are experiencing, why we

are experiencing it, and where we are hav-

ing that experience. We have no need to be

subjected to the immense disrespect por-

trayed in statements such as Mr. Pbuncey's.

Indeed, the next time someone prods your

ego, by asking about "life at the Zoo'—tell

them that you have not been able to visit

in awhile, but the last you heard, the

newborn Panda was doing just fine.

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are the SGA
co-president.
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It was 6 a.m. and I should have been
,

asleep. Actually, I think that I was asleep,

only in an upright position. As I sat out-

side of Hasbrouck with two strangers, swat-

ting mosquitos off my arm, I wondered to

myself, is this worth it?

I'm sure you may be wondering what

would get me up at such an ungodly hour.

Me, who has never even taken an 8 a.m.

class in four years at UMass. Me, who needs

10 hours of sleep each night to function

properly.

I almost didn't wake up. My roommate

had to practically drag me out of bed. I was

telling myself, "the PVTA bus isn't really

that bad." She told me, "You'll be sorry,"

and she was right. Last month I was too

late to get my Campus Center Garage base-

ment monthly parking sticker. I wasn't

about to miss out this month!

As I lay in bed that morning, I had

thought about my other choices. I could get

a sticker in Plot, but that's about as close

to my classes as my apartment is. I could

take the PVTA bus, but after my ex-

periences on the MBTA in Boston last sum-

mer. I swore that I'd never take another bus.

My last choice was to continue to fight

for meters near the School of Management
every day. It's not so bad if I can get a five-

hour meter, but since my first class on Mon
day, Wednesday and Friday is 1 1.15, it was

rough to even get an hourly meter. And
when I did. I'd have to run back and forth

all day, putting money in the meter. And.

even then I'd usually get a ticket at the end

Kathy Hart

of the day for being three minutes late.

And so, I got up that morning, and there

I was. I was number two. A young man was

already waiting by the door when I had ar-

rived. My roommate decides to check all of

the doors to see if we could get into the

building. The concrete was damp, cold and
very uncomfortable. I laughed at myself for

bringing a book to read, a boring bood at

that. I could barely keep my eyes open, and

reading was not the remedy.

Suddenly, I saw a silhouette approaching

from inside the building. It was my room-

mate! I was psyched as it was starting to

rain. Two more people had arrived, my
roommate opened the door and the five of

us made our way down the dark hallway.

We found the lights and I put our blanket

down. We have reached our destination,

and now we had to wait.

And so there I was. I wondered if I was
going to make it through the day, and I had

my doubts. One of the men in line then of

fered to go on a coffee run. I glanced at my
watch and saw that it was already 7 a.m.

People were starting to arrive in droves. Ac-

tually, it wasn't as bad as I thought. The
parking office opened at 8:30, and you can

be sure I bought my sticker, and I'll never

have to get up this early again. At least,

until npxt month!

Kathy Hart is a Collegian .'Staffer

Breaking structural racism
Last evening I read a newspaper article

about the Fresh Air Fund. The Fresh Air

Fund enables inner-city children to spend

time each summer living outside the city

with a host family. Most of the city children

are black. Most of the host families are

white.

My family sponsored a Fresh Air child for

several summers when I was growing up.

His name Tracy, and I remember being sur-

prises that his palms were pink, much

lighter than the rest of his skin. It was fine

having him around, but every September

he went back to New York City, while we

got to stay in our comfortable town with its

excellent public schools and plenty of space

to play.

The newspaper article I read interview-

ed the white host family and their black

summer-daughter. While the white family's

hearts were certainly in the right place, I

found myself wondering what the black

child's parents thought. How did they feel

to send her away to white people (strangers

that first summer) so she could get out of

the city? How did they feel not to be able

themselves to offer the environment they

wanted her to grow up in? What kind of

psychic harm is inflicted, on parent and

child, with the lesson that moving to a bet-

ter place can happen only be leaving

behind one's parents and culture?

Finally, I wondered why the reporter had

not thought the black parents' views impor-

tant enough to report.

Most of the city children needing a bet-

ter place to spend the summer are black.

Most of the host families who get to stay

in those nicer places all year round are

white.

Racism. I was very upset the first time

someone told me that all whites in this

culture are racist, simply by virtue of the

Deborah Kutenplon

privileges gained because of their white

skin. Whether or not they seek those

privileges, whether or not they even want

them, all whites gei them.

I was upset because I did not see why

anybody should consider me a racist for

what I could not control. I thought "racist"

should apply only to what we could control

personally—our attitudes, feelings, pre-

judices, and individual actions. About one

month later, I finally realized why the man
(a white) had simply looked steadily at me
when I said this. He was silently deman-

ding that I take personal responsiblity for

my privilege, too, and for either accepting

it mindlessly or working to change the

system that unjustly awards it to me at

others' expense.

My privilege, given my by structural,

rather than personal, racism, has allowed

me not only better schools, but safer

neighborhoods, better jobs, more money,

and more options than I would have had if

I had been born black or brown. Not to men-

tion fresh air.

Certainly the great contrast between

white privilege and racially-based depriva-

tion is not the fault of the Fresh Air Fund.

If anything, the Fund humanizes the pro-

blem for a white family, perhaps encourag-

ing them to care personally about challeng-

ing racism, while giving a cooler and

perhaps more relaxing summer to a black

child. Maybe one day the child will not have

to leave in September; maybe one day her

family will live next door.

Deborah Kutenplon is a Collegian

columnist.
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Letters

Push for 'Treedom Wagon jj

I was deeply impressed to learn that the

UMass student senate had voted in favor of

cancelling classes one Friday to show

solidarity with people struggling for

freedom and human rights. The will-

ingness of the senate to make this sacrifice

should convince everyone of the senate's

devotion to this noble cause.

Still, human nature being what it is,

there are bound to be cynical souls who'll

say, however unjustly, "Those senators

will do anything to get out of going to

classes."

To disprove this calumny, I suggest the

senate vote for a "Get on the Wagon for

Freedom" month. The entire student body,

with the senators setting an example,

would refrain from alcoholic drinks of any

sort for the following thirty days.

While giving up alcohol would certainly

be less of a sacrifice to the senators than

missing classes, I believe that everyone will

recognize what a public relations coup the

Freedom Wagon program would be.

I'm sure now that the idea has been pro-

posed, the senate will rush to pass this

resolution.

Bernard Miller

Professor of chemistry

1985 Doublethink at UMass
Racist. How is it possible for so much pain

and hatred to be conveyed by one short

word? Say it aloud. Feel the word hiss and

crack along the tongue. Consider the whips

of South African police slicing through the

air, bloodying the backs of children. The

word fits the concept well; it is sharp, ugly

and direct.

Racism has once again become

fashionable. Neo-Nazi groups are planning

for the future through an elaborate com-

puter network; they believe their time is

almost here. They are armed.

Who are these people? They are those

who doggedly maintain that American

business will change the racist ideology of

the Afrikaners. "Constructive engage-

ment" is a way to lucratively invest $56

billion, not a humanitarian project. It is a

means of reaping the benefits of white

privilege.

M:
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Mispropriety in priorities

They are those who defend South Africa's

fascist government as preferable to com-

munism, thereby clouding the issue with

cold was rhetoric. These cold warriors are

really only defending the status quo, a.ka.,

white privilege.

They are those who would dismantle the

Civil Rights Commission and, like Ed

Meese, proclaim that to preserve, you guess-

ed it, white privilege.

Closer to home, they are those who would

slash the SGA Affirmative Action Office

budget by 75 percent in the name of fiscal

responsibility, while leaving the well padd-

ed UMass Republican Club budget com-

pletely unscathed. What do you suppose

was being protected there?

Timothy Harris
Amherst

The issue of AIDS appears to be more im-

portant than what's going on in the White

House, or even in South Africa, these past

few months. We have been reading about

it in all kinds of publications. We have been

watching reports of it on television and we

have been hearing about it on the radio.

This brings me to a common problem that

has been in existence ever since life itself

It's the issue of money and its deadly rela-

tionship to humanity.

AIDS seems to be a perfect example of

this problem. There are people who are

"catching it." There are those who are dy-

ing because of it. And, there are some who
have diagnosed homosexuality as the main

cause of this disease. Therefore, whoever

has AIDS, are either homosexuals or they

have had some sexual connections with

homosexuals. Yes, that is the diagnosis, or

at least, that's what some "experts" have

led society to believe.

Now, for those who have contracted it,

they are condemned . . . treated as garbage.

Others, if lucky, are treated once, maybe

twice, then are told that there is nothing

possible left to be done, not at this stage,

at least. Keep in mind that these people are

the common people. The "peasants" as they

are referred to in our history books. These

are people who are Franklin-less, Grant-

less, Jackson-less, Hamilton-less, Lincoln-

less and sometimes even Washington-less.

They are so penniless that they have no

choice but to be satisfied with a doctor's

diagnosis at a local clinic.

However, it is now known that not only

are the common people faced with this

deadly disease, but also the movie stars .

. . the handsomes and the pretties, the rich

and the famous. Yes, I'm referring to the

late actor Rock Hudson. However, not un-

til now have I seen such determination to

find a cure for an illness. Don't misinter-

pret me, finding a cure for AIDS should

always have been an important issue. The

public and our "experts" were always eager

to learn something, anything, about the

real cause and the proper cure for such a

disease.

But, ever since Rock Hudson, the once ex-

tremely handsome, seductive, debonaire,

became stricken with this disease, it seems

that a tremendous amount of progress is

now beginning to be made. A possible cure,

i'*u^ ;i\i '\i''

Donna Henry

known as HPA-23, which was previously

made known to the general public, is now

public knowledge.

Although this drug was actually

discovered 13 years ago, and was first used

to treat a rare and deadly neurological

disorder, known as the Jakob-Creutzfeldt

disease, never was it made known that

there was a possibility that it could prevent

a replication of the virus that is the cause

of AIDS. And, some not very promising

other antiviral drugs such as Suramin,

Ribavirin, Alpha Interferon and Fascamet

are hastily being tested.

Husdon had also been flown to Paris to

seek treatments from "readily awaiting ex-

perts in the field" at the Pasteur Institute.

These are experts who were around when

the common people were stricken, com
plaining and sent home untreated.

These are experts wheo. if those afflicted

are not rich and famous, aren't going to

speed up with care and caution, to find a

cure for such a lethal disease. These are ex-

perts who cannot overlook the fact that

you're penniless and think of you as one of

the "unfortuinates," trying desparately to

save the most precious gift God has given

you— live.

My friends, don't be misled by the tone

of this column. I liked Rock Hudson. I have

always admired his talent as an actor. But

if it takes a celebrity with enormous fame

and wealth to actually set fire to our

governments', to our .scientists', and our

renowned physicians' behinds, for them to

so readily attack a germ as AIDS, or cancer,

or any other of life's deadly enemie.s, then

what?
What happens to the life of the poor

widow with five children, no job, or work-

ing male companion, or sufficient food, who

is living in a rat-infested apartment and is

dying of cancer; or the life of the poor elder-

ly man who lives next door and whose Sun-

day consists of a meal comparable to what

some would feed their pets? What then? It

appears to me that our priorities are

decidedly mixed-up.

Donna Henry is a Collegian correspondent

Daily fight of S. African blacks

I urge anyone who tends to minimize the

state of repression in South Africa to im-

agine themselves in the place of a black

South African. Suppose you live in the

squalor of a shantytown outside Johan-

nesburg, a black township under the guns

of the South African police, or one of the

Bantustan states like Transkei. Maybe you

know that some whites can sometimes

manage to critisize the racist system of

apartheid without being banned or haying

their newspapers shut down by the regime.

So what? You're blcuJc.

What white people do, you cannot. For

you, there is no "free press," regardless of

what the whites allow among themselves.

That's what apartheid means: blacks are

not treated as humans, let alone equals. If

you grew up in South Africa, you would

know that before you knew your name.

Imagine, then, that somehow you picked

up a Collegian and saw some American col-

lege student claiming that the dissidents

who risk arrest to denounce apartheid ac-

tually prove that South Africa has free

speech. Wouldn't you feel totally

frustrated? If you keep your mouth shut,

f)eople in the U.S. would go on l)elieving

that things in South Africa were getting

better, which you know to be untrue. But,

as soon as you speak up, along comes a stu-

dent to say things must not be so bad after

all, since you can speak. You're damned if

you do and damned if you don't.

As a black South African, you probably

don't know if people in the U.S.S.R. have

more freedom than you do. In fact, the

question seems ridiculous to you. You are

not living in the U.S.S.R. You are living in

the racist Republic of South Africa, where

talk (for whites) is cheap, and your life

tothe government is even cheaper.

Fachism? You don't have breathing time to

debate the exact character of white

supremacy and its historical roots. Leave

that to American college students. You
must struggle for survival, day by day. and

dream, work, and fight for a society whose
sole purpose is not to crush you. Com-
munism? Capitalism? T(K) absract, too far

away to seriously consider. Smash apar-

theid first.

Isn't that what you would be thinking

about, if you were black and South

African?

Dennis Fischman
Northampton
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Series of Nazi Holocaust lectures begin tonight

the

A lecture series exploring the Nazi Holocaust will begin

at 8 p.m. tonight in the Wright Hall Common Room at

Smith College.

Smith history professor Klemens Von Klemperer will

start the series of five lectures with "On Germans and

Jews, Some Historical Reflections." He will explore the

historical relationship between the Germans and the Jews

which led to the tragic Holocaust.

Reknowned author David Wyman will be the second

speaker of the series on Oct. 17. Wyman, a University of

Massachusetts history professor, is the author of Aban-

donment of the Jews.

if trustees
continued from page 1

in front of

Haigis Mall, and will include

a telephone, rest rooms, a

small parking area, and peo-

ple and resources to

welcome and aid visitors to

the Amherst campus.

The chancellor took

several trustees on a short

tour of the career complex,

after their meeting in

Memorial Hall yesterday.

At the end of the tour,

trustees Andrew C.

Knowles and Gordon N.

Cakes, both alumni of the

Amherst campus, unveiled a

plaque dedicating the

center.

The career center, located

behind Orchard Hill in the

old fraternity/sorority park,

was refurbished by the

University at a cost of about

$400,000, Duffey said.

The series is co-sponsored by the newly established

Jewish Study Program at Smith and the B'nai B'rith

Hillel foundation at Smith and Amherst colleges.

The goal of the series is simply "to offer different

perspectives, by hosting speakers who were directly in-

volved in the Holocaust from both sides," a spokesperson

from Smith said.

The New Jewish Studies Program was established this

fall with a government grant and the appointment of

Director Howard Adelan.

- BRIAN D. BLOCK
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i eating place
\

1 mile nort^

o1 UMass

1

\

• OPEN
• A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. * SAT.

CAMPUS PLl^ZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Kit. 9 • Ha««)|/AMhcrst

^ 256-6889

Paper House Inc. —

<

WE HAVE RE-OPENED!
318 College St. (Rt 9) Amherst • MA

next to Shumway's Paint and Jane Alden's

2-3 blocks past Elder Lumber

New Telephone

Number 253-2970
,^,^,^,,^^ HIGH QUALITY
rSALE^ COPIES
J^-^^*^^ Only B'^ ea.
PRINTING • COPYING • GRAPHICS

Check us out.

. GM Authorized service

. Full line of parts

• Auto Body
. Rental Cars

Paige's
Chevrolet

Dickinson St.

AMHERST
253-3444

CM QUAL/TY
scuvicE PAirrs ^^Si

i^t^X^'M^^^K^X^X^V.^X^tt^V^V.^V.^'M^^C.^X^V.^V.^V.^X^^t^'M^^C^^'

Hiu^b R^aurant

UMASS IS GOING TO
PIZZAS
The Best Pizza

in town is FREE
from 9-11 PM, Tues-Thurs

Molson 99*

Sombreros 99*

Check the

Daily Dinner Specials

55 University Dr., Amherst 549-5713

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4Cyl

$34."
^MJ --_ P'ug* pomH 4 (©«<*•»»•' oOiui'^QQ 99 d«« \o9^ ^•* '""•"« '»«< bancr,

^^^^w« and i»W9rnq ir*'**" "*»p«C 'oKn

"
Jf (aW*^ t»" *'H»' arid *ape* (on-*

^••••b ,jna Pf.n»OMi

Lube, Oil & Filter

99M5J
Includes up to 5 quorls

ofl 0-30 oil, and sorfety

check.

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

FuH Service Tire Store

78 Sundvrland Rd . No AmAarsl. MA
Across tro<n Walroba s Stote

549-4 704
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Running Short on Spending Money?

Collegian Employment

Distribution of the Collegian
Monday - Friday

Must have a car and mornings free until 11:00

We are now hiring drivers to

Start immediately

Excellent Salary and Experience

Come down and fill out an application

at the Collegian Office

Deadline Friday October 11, 1985

56 MAIN ST.
AMHERST, MASS.

AMHERST
253-7002

REGISTERED OPTICIAN - HEARING AIDS

"FINE EYEWEAR DOESN'T COST - IT PAYS "

Over 1 quarter century of service to UMass'

Amherst's First Optician

1 1 1 1 r r f r r r njfUtf fi
«******»»***»»»»»»«*;*********

SALADS SUiMABINtS -STniA"!?

the sub
n » M TO 2 AM ' OATS

jj e ole*s»n' 5* »M-€os' /»<9.^i«':

;
The Sub is now hiring drivers ;

for deliveries.

iVIust have own car.

Part time, full time.

Inquire at Sub
; at 33 E. Pleasant St. Amherst^^^

TALKMBA
with over 75 schools.

In one place. In one day.

Hcrr'i a rewarding oppotiunity to meet wllh rcprcMntalivM from many o^ Ihc

country s leading graduate management ichooli to diicust adnuasiona. curriculum,

financial aid. career development, and placement.

Daily ragittralion tor Ihc MBA Foruma and Workahopi ii SS payable at the door.

198.") MB.\ Konims - Boston

Boalon Pwk PUia • S« Arifaifton StraM

I

Fridov . Olober 11 12 00 7 00 Sdlurday, October 12 ' 9:00 • 3:00

One-Hour Workshops

THE MBA AND YOU MBA CARfXHS DOCTORAL PROGRAMS
Friday 1 00 nnd -SOO Friday 1 00 -nd 5 00 Fnday 3:00

Saturday 11 00 and 2 00 Saturday 1 100 and 2:00 Saturday 12:30

For more workshop mlormation tall iS»-S3«-lW2 |m New |eriey 809-734 1539)

F©RUMS
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m NEW! FREE DELIVERY
4:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

> m • •

>:•:• -•:•:•

^

:̂...<

¥
¥

m

¥
¥
¥
¥

>iS••V

w

Subs served with Onions • Lettuce • Tomatoes •

Pickles • r.reen Peppers and Hlack Olives • Spices

(i:xtra Cheese or Mi^shroojps 2W lixtm)

¥M
¥
¥

I

I

I

I

L

1» K 1
(• i; s

W hole

^iMHBI^^HB^^BBaB^aBBB^**"

Sub Boll or Syrian Broad

Provelone

Clip

2.19 3.29

2.99 4.79

2.19 3.09

1.89 2.69

1.99 2.89

1.59 2.39

1.89 2,69

2.19 3.09

2.49 3.39

1.39 1.69

1.69 2.29

NOV% YOl
•

and Save

HAM 5 (JCNOA SAl.AMl

CHABSALAD
CHICKKN SALAP
ECG SALAD
T"NA SAI.AII

FOOl LONG SUB DOf.

FOOT LONC, CHll.l DOC
MKATBAl.L 5t>l>A IN

MFATBAM, & CHILI

VE(;i-TABIAN

cm: LSI- - American or Provelone

OPLN 11K)0 a.m. - 2:00 a.nt. SI.VI N PA^S \ VMI'.K

33 i:ast Plons/int Street, Amherst

Prices arc Siit)Ject to 5% Mnssnchuselts \lcnl 1 ax

CAN HAVi: YOl'B FAVOKIIi: SL'HS l>M.I\ 1:111 l» "

-'' 549-5160

CANS fiOj»

1 N 1 1

'^

Half

SlUAK - Cheese - Mushroom - Onion - Pepper

Tilt; SPKCI.M. - Turkey, Ham 5 American Cheese

1 Hi; Sl'Pr.K - Ccnon - Pepperoni - Ham - BoloRnH

n ALIAN - Pepperoni - (lenoa Salami - Provelone

COMBO - Ham - BoloRna -Salami

BOI.OCNA

(iKNOA SAl.AMl

PEPPIIKONl

BOAST Bi;i;r

TL'RKUV
PASTBAMl
HAM

2.29

2.89

2.49

2.19

2.19

1.89

2.09

2.19

2.49

2.29

3.59

4.19

3.59

3.09

3.09

2.29

2.99

3.09

3.69

3.29

3.09

3.19

2.19

2.19

1

^

hi-

¥

•Ay

V

¥
¥

$5.00 minimum order

required

M

^?=: ;$?*;»= ^*-*%x3 •
•

•-•-•" •-•-•-

•»- •-%•• •••••- ••

•••• •••.•• •.•••. ••!•

^:^:m ^^^B-;s^.35
•-•- ..•.•. •.•... ••
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iUilNOUNGING:
PLAYBOY'S

• College Fiction Contest

FmST PRIZE:
$3,000 and publication of the winning story in a future issue of

PLAYBOY magazine

SECOND PRIZE:
$500 and a one-year subscription to playboy magazine.

DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES:
January 1, 1986

ADDRESS ALL ENTRIES TO:
PLAYBOY COLLEGE FICTION CONTEST
919 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60611

JUDGES:
The editors of playboy magazine. All decisions are final.

^QNT col KLJLtw 1 No purchase necessary 2 Contest is open lo all college

students No age limit Employees ol Playboy Enterprises, Inc. its agents afliliates and tamilies are not

eligible 3 To enter, submit your typed, double spaced manuscript ot 25 pages or less with a 3 x 5 card,

listing your name, age, college altiliation, and permanent home address and phone to PLAYBOY

COLLEGE FICTION CONTEST, 919 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago. Illinois 60611 Only one entry per

person All entries must be original wortis of fiction All entries must be postmarked by January 1. 1986

Iwtutilated or illegible entries will be disqualified 4 Pnies awarded to those entrants whose stones meet

PLAYBOY'S standard for quality PLAYBOY reserves the right to withhold prizes if the submitted entnes do

not meet PLAYBOY'S usual standards for publication All decisions of the judges are final 5 Winning con-

testants w!l! be notified by ma'i. <»nfl may he obligated to sign and return an Affidavit ol Eligibility within

thirty (30) days of notificatioa In the event of non-compliance within this time penod alternate winners

may be selected Any prize ratification leHer or any pnze returned to Playboy Enterprises. Inc. and

undeliverable may be awarded to an alternate winner 6 PLAYBOY reserves the right to edit the First Prize

winning story for publication 7 Entry authorizes use of any pnze winner's name, photograph and

biographical information by Playboy Enterprises. Inc, without further compensation to the winner 8

PLAYBOY reserves the right to publish the winning entries in the US and Foreign editions of PLAYBOY

magazine and to reprint the winning entries in any English language or foreign edition anthologies or com

pJlations of PLAYBOY material 9 Contest is subiect lo all federal state and local laws and regulations

Taxes on prizes are the sole responsibility of winning contestants Void where prohibited by law 10 All

manuscripts become the property of Playboy Enterpnses, Inc. and will not be returned A list of winners

can be obtained by sending a self addressed stamped envelope to Playboy Enterprises, Inc COLLEGE

FICTION CONTEST, 919 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago, Illinois 60611

Free.
Get HP's new $49*

software module
when you buy an
HP-41.
A deal that has no equal, for a

calculator that has no equal.

The HP-41 Advantage holds the

most popular engineering, math
and financial programs ever

itten for the HP-41. Plus:

12K bytes of ROM
user-accessible subroutines

it's menu driven

Just what it takes to help

make the grade in every-

thing from Linear Al^eSra

to Physics to Electrical

Engineering Fundamen-
tals to Statics and
Dynamics.

Get the calculator engi-

neersprefer. And get

the HI^41 Advantage at

tJie price you prefer.

er ends 11-15-85.

us. lipt pnc*.

HEWLCTT
PACKARD

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORE

^
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ATTENTION!
ALL RSOs

THE FY1987 SGA FUNDING
GUIDE IS AVAILABLE

NOW!
Ihurry! the deadline!

for submittal is

NOV. 1. 1985

5:00 PM
ROOM 420S.U.B. 8-4

FOR ASSISTANCE CALL
JORDAN ROSNER

545-0341

#338 College Street

BEER
Fuller's London Pride

(England)

Roland Light

(German)

Grolsch

(Holland)

$3.95

$3.95

$3.95

6pk. reg.$6.70

6pk. reg. $4.95

6pk. reg.$4.95

Wine New Item!
From Jean de Pierre

French Royal Raspberry 750 $3.99

French Royal Mimosa 750 $3.99

French Royal Strawberry 750 $3.99

If you like Wine Coolers

you'll love Jean de Pierre

LIQUOR
A Popov L $5.99 Bacardi 1.75 $12.99

>J V >

Congratulations to the Winners
of the 24th Annual

«

Alumni Association
Trivia Contest!!!

TEAM #1 -THE A.M.F.'s

Harry Chevan, Captain
As our Grand Champions, the nnembers of Team 1 will have to decide who will go to ARUBA over

spring break, and how to divide the collection of great prizes that made up our Grand Prize Package. Life

is certainly tough in the winner's circle. . .

Congratulations to all the competitors and especially the members of our five winning teams. And a

huge and special THANK YOU to our sponsors:

Trans National Travel Adirondack Music The Mercantile

The Mountain Farms Four Theaters Domino's Pizza FACES
The Fine Arts Center Bart's Ice Cream The University Store

The Pub Delano 's Restaurant The Cheese Shop College Drug

Spirit Haus Main Street Records J.C. Penney
Grape Street Records Shear Delight Dynamite Records

The Alumni Office

Watch for the 25th Annual Alumni Association Trivia Contest coming in the fall of 1986 "

The 24th Annual Alumni Association Trivia Contest was a presentation of the University of Massachusetts Alumni Office in

cooperation with WMUA 91.1 FM.
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

I META FASCINATIN6 HOMB- L
L£5S MANM TH5 mRKTOmx I

PEAR . HEm5 SHOUTING THE ^

i MOSTSEHSiBLB ThmSAdOJT
TheNEEPFOR.

^ TAXES.

He's IN5PIRBPME TO RAISE THE I

ISSUE A6AIN IN COMMI TTEE 1

THIS aM5RES5 HAS BEEN
HELP HOSTAGE TO TUB REAGAN

"MANQATE"LONG \

ENOUGH' ij;

IT'S TIME TO SAY NO TV
UJHITE HOUSE SUPPLY5IPE
FANTASIES, TO THEJR LOOPY
PROJECTIONS, THEIR FLIM-

FLAM NUM0EFS..

EXCUSE ME.
dOSS. THERES
A MISS TINKER.

BELLHERETO
SEE YOU

..ANP
THEIR
FLAKEY

lOaBY/STS!

\u weather

Today
Mostly cloudy an(t dry with

J. a, ui^ii in ijtic low* t>*/s.

Tomorrow
Temperatures will be the

same with occasional light

rain.

r

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

50 ONe mdvcves
NOT RISK MiSeMO
Tue $if/OLe Mo&r
specmcJULflR coMer
FUhHT IN MOPERN
ceLeenfii HidTo^.
imUVINOJUST
FOR THAT MPibiC

MOMENT.

Ail

WHOOP^THBRIE

IT mNr/

Gordy By Gorde

YOU ARB THE LUCKY
[/UlfyJtJER, OF A COM-

PLETELY FURNISHED,
ALL BXPENSaS PAID,
LAVISH, LU)(URy
COhJOOMIhJIUM!."

AhJDMnr JU5T AMY COMDO.'

''OfJCE'THE-PRAKE
COKJOOMINtUMS/// "

0^(^ THE LOCAT'Ot^J OF
THE LE&E/^OARy
AMHERST &AR////

Bat Brain

TOAIORROIaV.

''A REietO OF Tfi?^0'?/"

By Bill Bearing

\

-^ ,

^) .^, e^^.'^e- rr

ryiet'' >'"-'

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
f diird b> Irudr Miihrl Jaffr

ACROSS
1 Founlsinofde'

S Squeal
9 Writer s

problerri

u Bauiiteand
hemalile

15 Painier

BonHeur
16 Youno

Moniague
17 Sachs ol

Nurnberg
18 Kiln

19 Liner i domain
20 In a posil'on of

eminence
23 Clarels

24 Very old Abbr

25 Ttatloria

specialties

28 Gasguliiei

30 Qfeei< peait

34 Willow

35 Artist Tnomas
Benion

36 Leile' on a key

37 Standing
between
eiitfemes

41 Daisy

42 Club funds

43 Task
44 Linemen
46 Govt org

47 Does a kitchen

iob

48 EOT lonower

50 Certain bog
contents

51 Way to the

top'*

59 Uncanny
60 Ha«e patience

61 Nautical

necessity

62 Winged
63 Otherwise
64 Press

65 Polk s

predecessor

66 Oracle

V Copp*' com

3 Fender blemish

4 Various

5 Sulks

6 Dawdles
7 Helper

for short

8 English spa
9 Tiara s cousin

10 Elaborate an
style

11 US*
12 Dinner

13 On Golden

21 Singer Bailey

22 Planet

25 French apple

26 Chinese e g
27 Did a construe

lion lob

28 Sidewalk spots

29 Gratis

companions
31 Pan oi a place

selling

32 Glass Iragment

33 Parap'oies

sionais

35 Time ol day

38 Novelist

Wharton

39 Brilliance

40 Aristotle work

45 Descendant ol

Shem
47 Common

comparative

49 Beef on the

hool

50 Social grace

51 Notable
achievement

52 Depend (oni

53 Certain e«am
54 Fold dwellers

55 Cotton quantity

56 Encore'

57 II Came —
a Midnight

Clear

58 Conlined

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
K.diled b> Irudr Michel Jaffr

wtim

ACROSS
1 Humid
5 Hacienda eg
9 Taken

laurprisedl

14 Beloregramor
graph

15 Chester
Arthur

16 Dallas dude
1

7

Shoe part

18 SoHo residence

19 Nimble

20 At

icontusedl

22 Have to have

24 Oodles
25 Certain savings

27 High in music

29 Actor Linden

30 Gralutv
34 Certain players

in repertory

38 City onihe
Jumna

40 Neighbor ol

Syi.a

41 Mandaiay s

land

43 Prol s posers

44 Encludmg
46 Gel back

48 Comes 10 a boil

50 Shade
51 Press a lori

52 Restrains

56 Pass quickly

59 Republic ol

W Alrica

62 Having
Yuppy sgoai

63 Proportion

65 Powerful

emotion

67 LaPaima eg
68 Mary or Jacob
69 Freshly

70 Miss
Regrets

71 Obdurate
72 Factio"

73 Have a snack

DOWN
1 Lounge piece

2 Allan

3 In bOK Items

4 PropOMt

5 While House
nickname

6 Accompanying
7 Secure
8 Chip in

9 glance

10 Is evasive

tl Leal stem
angle

12 Racer
Yarborough

13 What Maisie

James novel

21 Actor Conneiy
23 Aswan e g
26 Full of blarney

28 UK money
lormerly

30 Largest

asteroid

31 The Cadets

32 Cesi
33 Bu77 0fi

34 Naborsor
McKay

35 Author ol

Trimly

36 Copter lealure

37 Enticement

39 Ending with

real

42 Throb

45 Symington lor

short

47 dOrsay
49 Skirl feature

52 Dwelled

53 Must
54 Island in New

York Bay

55 Cut drastically

56 Monks
57 Ultimate

58 Tell the

Marines'

60 Weilaway'

61 TV 5 Anderson

64 Ending with

tact

66 West African

people

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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LUNCH
Cutlet

wich/Cranberry Sauce
Cheese Strata

Sand-

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sand-

wich/Cranberry Sauce
Cheese Strata

DINNER
Rotini/Salsa Con Verdure

Roast Pork/Gravy, Spiced Apples
Silver Palate Salad Plate

BASICS DINNER
Garden Medley Casserole

Hi-Protein Spaghetti/Tomato
Sauce

*******
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Flayortui

orange
6 Old a garden

chore
10 Restrain

14 Kind ot clock

15 Atlanta arena

(with The")

16 Peek
17 Relay runner's

rod

18 Before docks or

doggie
19 Chefs

thickener

20 em!
21 Lubricant for a

tough job?

24 Like Yankee
Doodle's
pudding''

26 Tended the

roast

27 Toots one's

own horn

29 Mosel
tributary

31 Pester

32 Softens, in a

way
37 of the

woods
38 Riders'

problems
39 Sicily's volcano

40 Good used car

buy
42 Risk

43 Liberal

44 Courteous
45 Word on a New

Orleans menu
49 Newsstand
50 American

sportswriter.

humorist

53 Devour
56 Secondhand
57 Venture

58 Region's plant

and animal life

60 Same, In St Lo

61 Chemical com-
pound

62 Diana's beloved

63 Mawr
College

64 Engrossed

65 Sounds from

the kennel

DOWN
1 Pokes
2 Jai

3 Not likely!

4 To's partner

5 Pardon, ot a

sort

6 Favorite

pastirT>e

7 Melville novel

8 Sufficient,

poetically

9 Typographical

ornaments
10 Is concerned
11 K^arltime threat

olWWI
12 Awaken
13 in (cor

nered)

22 USN officers

23 Uncommon
25 Asian tree

27 Bench In a pare

28 Ace
29 Enjoys a sea

sport

30 Crown worn by

Osiris

32 Boxing match
33 Virginia dances
34 Succeed
35 Military group

36 Wan
38 Knife for butter

41 Shopping
center

42 Big sandwich
44 As easy as

45 TidWt

46 Stairway part

47 Foe
48 City in N Utah
49 Bowed down
51 Frog genus
52 Kind ol kick

54 At the summit
55 Makes leather

59 Dander

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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14 Collegian.

Collegian is now accepting

applications for position of

Subscription Manager and

Circulation Manager

These positions entail highly

responsible individuals.

Apply at the Collegian

113 Campus Center

Application deadline is

Friday, October 11.

RENT/^RECK

I

New & Used Cars
Trucks St Vans AI»o Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

1^
Canto
GUU
Crafts

B4»-2M7

NOaTVI A*On«ST

010)9

1 Mite Nofth of UMass

Thursday, October 3, 1985

FOR THE
PRICE OF

HAIRCUTS
STYLES BY
DEBORAH
call 549-5610

new customers only

l)llllini||||llll|||Bllll||Ullll||U|lllll||UlPlIIUIII»llllllllHllllll«Wllll"lM^^^1

I

Season's Sunday Brunch Buffet

It's

your choice

and what a choice!

Season 's specialtiesfrom
traditional Bacon & Eggs to

Seafood Casseroles to Scrumptious

Desserts. Season s Sunday Buffet

from Eleven to Three

only

$7.95
All major credit cards accepted

Experience the Joy

ofDining with

family andfriends at

General Meeting of

Graduate Students

Tuesday, 8 October 1985 at 7:15 p.m.

in 917 Campus Center.

Discussion and voting on changes in the

Graduate Student Senate Constitution.

A preliminary agenda is posted at

919 Campus Center. |

^lll||iHIIIWIIIIII|tllililM|illWlUll"llli|ll<>"llill"IHl|lll"lll|lH>"ll|lll"lll|llllllll^^

529 Belchcrtown Road Amherst (413)253-9909

PARTY TONIGHT AT

dance/club
L

Sigma Delta Tau
OPEN RUSH

Thurs. Oct. 3 at 5:00 (dinner)

Mon. Oct. 7 at 7:00

All University Women
Invited

Call 545-0527
^"H^"!! 0~ f^-tt t

Amherst's Fantastic Funspot!
*#«*»«»#»»*««»*** NO COVER **<!***/****

Pearl ^
^.o / .... ^ harbors

*

^Melon Salls^

» $1.60$V25

Mike
Kane

GRAND OPENING
WE PROUDLY PRESENT

THE ULTIMATE IN FASTER.

SAFER SUNTANNINQ EQUIPMENT'

n.sunntAitcR
^-^^^*^ 10 Visits

$25.00
vouvEoor TOTwy/r-

IIS U.V A. Non-Burntng, Sal*. Cool

•nO Comlort*bl«l

Now You C«n Capluri tot YoutmII

tha Dmp. Oarli, SAVAGE LOOKING
TAN Ev*ryon«'a Raving About I

Saa Tha CMtlaranca For Youraall

Whara?

Large Assortment of Non-Alcoholic Drinks

»»#«««#««««»«*»» NO COVER *********«**

Rt. 9 Amherst 256

189 N. Plaasant St.

Amherst, MA
253-9626

egenc^

Thursday, October 3, 1985————^—
i^ women's soccer-

Collegian 15

I continued from page 16

The UMass defense will

be facing a 6-1 Connecticut

team that has outshot
(148-54) and outscored its

opponents (18-2) despite

dropping a 2-0 decision to

top-seeded George Mason
last week.
UConn beat UMass in

their last meeting, a 2-1

overtime decision in the

NCAA Final Four last

November in North
Carolina. UMass took the

1984 regular season
meeting, 2-0.

Senior All-American
foward Cathy Shankweiler
f4-3-l 1 ) leads the Huskies in

scoring along with senior

all-East midfielder Missy

Morrone (4-3-11).

Sophomore Bonnie Mil

chell, who lost her first

career game against George
Mason, will be in net for

UConn with a 0.29 goals

against average.

UMass, ranked first in

New England and winners
of the last two New England
titles, will most likely go
with freshman Jan Holland
(four saves) in net.

"We just have to keep up
our intensity and have a

killer instinct," Banda said.

HOLIDAY TEAVELERS COLLEGE STUDENTS...

RENT A CAR
WITH
CASHl

Try Our

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

Credit C«rds Accepted.

Unlimited Mile*

-k UMass wins

FRI.-MON. MOOM
700 MILES FREE...
FRt.-TVES. HOOK
900 MILES FREE...
FRt.-WED. NOOK
1,000 MILES FREE

SgQOO

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST TOV:

782-7191
•PAYIESS CAR RENTAL CORP. OF MASS

1 80 BOSTON RD., SPRINGFIELD, MA
klCOMOCUOnATHAM. i75 *lbonr-Sh>*t Hd.. Latham NY (Sli)7$3-ISt4

kKOMOCAM Of/UMANY, 46* Cantnl 4»»., Mbany, N. Y.(S II) 43$.2*et

iftCOMOCAMOfSCHBHKTADY, niOStafU.Schafyctady NY (Hi) 377-047

'

•M neSS CAIK mtTAlS OfSYIUCVSl. S$ So Bay «</., SyrocuM. N Y (3 IS) 4iS-i82

1

Van*. Corf Vant, Mini Vant.CaU TaSay

continued from page 16

up for goals.

At the 63:23 mark of the contest Giordano threaded a

pass between two Eli defenders. Zwicklbauer picked up
the feed and was in on Duback. The feshman put the shot

past the keepers' left for the 1-0 score.

"I got the ball coming up field," said Giordano. "I look-

ed up and saw F.J. going through. I had no time to think."

"Before the game the coach said to keep our shots low,"

said Zwicklbauer. "He said we could beat him (Duback)

low. He's tall and handles the high balls well. It was not

a great shot, but it got by."

The Minutemen did not try to sit on the lead, instead

keeping up its tenacious attack.

"We wanted to get two," said Gettler "One is not enough
in this day and age (of collegiate soccer)."

With 5:36 left in the game, Zwicklbauer stole the ball

at midfield and kicked a lead pass to Giordano. The junior

dribbled in alone and booted past Duback's right.

"F.J. stole the ball from their defense and lead me," said

Giordano. "I had to keep it low. It was nice to beat an All

American. It feels good."

This was the first time that UMass has beaten Yale after

coming up short the last three years, the last two in

overtime.

ColleKian phuto by Paul DrsmarHiN

UMass forward FJ. Zwicklbauer scored a
goal and had an assist in yesterday's 2-0 vic-

tory over Yale. UMass is now 8-3.

"I thought we played our best game of the year today,"

said Gettler "Tfechnically and skill-wise we played real

well. The victory raised the Minutemen's record to 8-3 on

the season and 5-0 at home. UMass has won seven of its

last eight."

Massachusetts hosts the UMass Invitational this

weekend with Northeastern their first opponent on Satur

day at noon. Hartford plays St. Joseph's at 3 p.m.

^^^^^*^^^****if***¥^Jf*******^***************J
Now Open

rmelinai
An Authentic

Italian Restaurant
Few Samples From Our Menu:

Saltinbocca -

Veal Saltinbocca, rolled

pieces of veal stuffed with

prosciutto, three cheeses,

sage, and sauteed in a double

wine sauce.

Vangole Giovanni
Clams Giovanni - Fresh
clams coated with prosciutto

and wine stuffing and baked.

Very appetizing.

Frutte di Mare
Alfredo
Seafood Afredo - Fettuccine

Alfredo made with a creamy
seafood sauce. Be adven-

turous and satisfied.

Gamberi alia Diavola
Shrimp Devils Style - Shrimp
in a mildly spicy red sauce on

a bed of linguine. Another of

the chefs favorites.

bPEN^TUESDAY - SUNDAY 4:00 - 10:00 PM
You're invited to bring your own beer and wine.

96 Russell St. (Rte 9) Hadley 584-8000

INCREASING
SELF-ESTEEM
Tuesdays 3:15 - 4:45

EMOTIONAL
EFFECTS OF
CHRONIC
PHYSICAL
ILLNESS
Thursday 1:15-2:45

SELF-
EXPLORATION
GROUP

Wednesdays
3:30 - 5:00

UMass 2, Yale
UMass
Yale
Scoring:

M: Zwicklbauer (Giordano) 63:23

M: Giordano (Zwicklbauer) 84:05

Shots:
UMass 21

Yale 17

Saves:
UMass (Donahue) 8

Yale (Duback) 5

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

Watch for

our Valuable

Coupons on

Mondays &
__ ^ ^.Wednesdays

am - 2 am 7 days
"

253-7018
11

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^^o to rolleaian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day
oome TO V.O « ^^^ .^ advance • Phone number FREE

AcnvmES

AHORA It having It* «r«t danca. Tvw
live bands. Sataa, mafengoa,. .Friday

1(M-aB at the SUB at 8 30 pm fktt MOO in

advance •3.00 to» info call 546^2479

Southwaat Raaldanla - Gat involvad'

Waaklv Southwait Ataamtolv noaetlng

.tonight 7:00 PM in Hatnpdan Southaide

Room. All Walcoma

AUDIO

Maranti SR2B gold aoriaa racalvar 1

H

S»
old. Great fof domi room. Aaking »76.

hafon 6*6-5894

AUTO FOR SALE

1l7f Ood«« Aap«n excailant condition

auto PS, PB, AC, cruiaa, naw battefv, 74k

mile« 549-5994

IHO'Dataun Pickup tISOO call 2S9-1320

aak fof Gary Jf

1t77 Honda Civic drtva it avuay 36 mpg Bob

ass-aoBB

m Ford Falcon mint condlthMi (1300 or BO
ell Aaron 28»-123»

IBM Impdia 24000 milaa' great condition

beat offer call MIlea 26S-00n avenirtga

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Dlac Entartelnment Agency.
Disc Jockeys, large screen video dances,

light sho»vs end rentals. 649-7144

DECA-DANCE I

Friday, October 4th, come to the CC
Auditorium from 9 to 1 dreeeed in the style

of your favorite decade 20's, 50's,

whatever' Be creative' Admission is 12.00

til 10:00, snd 12.60 after 10:00. The CCA is

accessible. This dence is sponsored by the

Lesbian, Bisexual. ar>d Gay Alliance; end ell

ere vvelcome'

FINAL WEEK OF BWAP
~

I live In Control and want to move to

Southwaat can me anytime 6^742 Laura

FOR RENT

Fridge Rentole can R Er P Package Store
263-9742 free delivery

1 bedroom In Britteny. Heat Er hot water

ind. fuH kitchen b beth *180/mo 2560783

Tlsoa - 2 new P206 14"

686-7791 - Aftdy

*66 call

LOST

Toyota Colica 74 MOO runs well 649-4188

Tege Sole - Sunday 13 Nutting Ave Inear

Feering St I Info : Melisaa at 649-1368

1974 Maverick running cond. »400
8B6-773B

OotMng - now, uaed, vintage. Sale Sun-

day 13 Nutting Ave Amheral Info: Eva at

pk:k

day 13 Ni

64MiBB3

One bedroom apt. at Cllffslde. Greet

wesisrn view, all fecilitiet MOO inclusive.

Available Nov 1 Call now 666-7928

71 Ctiovette excellent condition reesonebte

price FM casaette stereo call eves 467 3966

File CeMnets 2 and 4 drawer standard and
legal size office quality and steel desks No
Amherst Motors 649-2BB0

Poavoy BandK brarKJ new. only 1226; Hon-

do Porteseional II guitar II SO also Auatin

diatortion pedal «60 call Dave 686-7966

HLX home stereo epoakor* 100 watu

J POUND

Found one aot of koya. Tuaeday in Cape
Cod Lounge Red keychain with seven key*.

including kryptonite key. Call Dave after 6.

2537464

HELP WANTED

Loat In Hatch 9/23, brown
w/glasaee. Needed desprtty* If you
them up please call 26^1778 thanx

My favorite gray ewootor, Tueaday after-

noon, between E-M> and Worcaatar DC I

really need it' Maria 646-4675

Maroon woHat loat In Lot 44. 9/28 plaaaa

call Laeh 646-4881

Faded Levi denim |ackot can Mantify if

found pleese call 648-1867 reward

Rod epiral notebook IMicBio 3101 end
gold woman's watch large reward 646-4716

Ragwool cardigan awoatar. Somewtters
btween Student Umon and Morrill. If

found pieaae call Oa>«* 266-0061

Loat license in /around Baraia's - Oonna H.

Fram if found call Oonna 648-2730 reword'

MOTORCYCU8
~

S Hondo MfMfMNvkMO runs great look*

Hke new, low mHaa 11600 can Dave 648-7882

MUWC

Chrle Hnlay wttora era you? Call me>

Mona 266-8889 miesyou

Free kittenll Very cut* snd playful* Com-
ptetely toilet trained 266-6889 free

Anyone Intereeted in sterting a saHboerd

dub please ceM 6-6114 sek for Den

Doer Uea I think you ere aexy. Love, your

secret admirer
|

Will the pereon who found my
checkbook pteaae return to 150 Whitmor*

BIdg. end claim your reward or caH 733-3738

Nice shirt RamboDog

Oobbo Qobbo Hoy I - The Remonaa are

ROOM WANTED

SIngto famola nooda a room In Botehar-

town or Amherat sree Call 323-8111 ex SBB
'•.•«* S»« "woing* 263-3006 ^_

ROOMMATE WANTED
'

Quiet couple looking to *here 2 bd apt

after 6 PM caH 469^)237

SAVE (88

n Cutlaaa
brakaa, tire*,

Supreme exc. cond.

PB, PS, AC 646-7207

Wanna buy e Sunblrd7 Then ghre me a

can* Standard tow mUeaoa new radial* no

ni*t great condttton (1660 call 649-4698

1875 Dodgo~bart dependable, standard.

S76 or BO call Kathy 648-4600 ext 346

1971 RabbK Cheap tranaportation Good
engine, body fair (MO. 686-2843, eveninga

1878 Morcury Monarch exc condh.

AM/FM BBk orig mtae now part* A '
C
jw"

I paint (1600 oaN Erin 54^8180

AvalleMe October 16, one bedroom apart-

ment in Sunderland (route 1161 rent in-

dudes utilities. Call CHffside /Apartments

886-3966 on bus route acroes from 7-11

FOR SALE

Inexpensive women's shirts, msny styles

ell under (20 Kanys bags 116 call S49-4863

Lab Series lOOw gulter antpllflor exc (275

Of 80 call Rob 649 ^H1

Bundy Hute. Excellent condition, vary

rarely used. 276.X or beet offer 686-7544

WIS Plymouth Fury 6e6-3878 until 6

HM P!ymo«t»» Scomp runs great 660 or

SO2eSS>80

18 Hrobird A/C, *w»oo, good cond. (2600

or 80 848-1846

Computer Termlnel «vllh modem (300 or

BO Diane 649-1446

Why Rent? Oormsiia fridge axoallant con-

dition (60 774-7872 after 5.

"CASH"

yinfl
I MM'

oordacaa

106

Rosalgnol Sklls 170 Cabor boot* 9 polaa

Sotomon bindings cl>oap 2SSS886

SmroolorMlo good condition (60 er beet

otfor Rteh 6S471

OMor IBM~Eloc Typowtr has
language kay* cal EHana 1-681-8476

Froabman Studont Atblotle
10-12 hours/wreek oontect in Boyden Train-

ing Room (f9l tal 646-2866

Superior Pliie need* kitchen help, mor-

nings ot nights Please call 649^)626

The olflce of the SOA Attorney Oenoral

has one position available for an Assistsnt

Attorney. /Applicants should have strong

organizational skills. /Applications can be ob-

tairted ii> SU 434 or SU 420 or call 646^)341

ext 7 AA/EEO

Doeporataiy Booking Studonta Earn

(36-46/day. Make mor>ey. meke friends er>d

make a difference with MASSPIRG Help

put toxk weete cleen-up, acid rain control ft

utility reform on the 1968 beMot. Why deen
lablae «i4ien you can dean up ttie environ-

ment7 Cal Suaan at 296-6434 to arrange in-

Attention Bends, Muelclens - Embassy
Recording Studio offers you 16 Irscli state

of the an for lees. Greet for demo tapes

Amharat 24 hrs 649-7640

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Venture Electric Oulter w/cese book
velue 475.00 aaking (260.00 or BO mint

cond uaed 3k Terri 984-3640

pmsowAU

Sartde Wanted to play in the 6(h annual

Southweat Battle ot ttw Bands Come pick

up en eppNcation at the SWAG office in

HantpdanCommonaorcellS^MO AppHca-

tton daedkria Oct. 4. 6 pm

St Judo • Thank you for your powerful in-

ooTTMngl

TheRemonee ere playing UMaael Watch
this space for info

Joel, Lee. Lee, Tap, JeH. thanks once

again for bair>g there That problem I hed

with the X wea pretty aerioua Vou guya

always seem to make tough situstions easy

to handle. You guy* are the beet. MESS

hoy Rueaol WoWaeb: Poke ya lator

Deeperetely cooking Deb I owe you (15

tove your OP Gusrdlsn Angel

Dan K - 1 iuM wanted to tell you that I lov*

you' 4-Ever-Em

Whet seonslike e bed thing now wHI

hopefully t>e good for us both in the long

run. I sure do feel k>r>ely though. Love, Jim

WtlVATl OUfTAR LESSONS

Eaporleneed ft patient leeeher.
Rock /Pop/ Folk /Blues Improvisstion,
Reeding, Theory, Compoeltton. Your home
or my studio Doug 649-4786

Qroot gift or peraonel treasure. SASE to

FIND OUT PO Box 641 Amheret MA 01004

SERVICES ^
Prefoaalonol typing dona by UMaa* *hj-

dent. Reesoneble rata*. R Charron
1-637-OOM

TAILOR Altarellon Expert Seme Oey Ser
vice Available SHAANN'S Rt 116
Sunderier>d Open 8 am 886-3878

Pregnant? Need help? CeH Birtbright:

649-1906

COINS 123/121 tutoHng BOO per hr.

former 123/121 greder Alex 266-1238
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UM rolls,shuttingdownYale,2-0
Minutemen

5-0 at home
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

The sign of a good team is its ability to

rise up for a big game and that is what the

University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team did by shutting out Yale University

2-0 yesterday on a rain soaked Boyden

Field.

The Elis entered the contest r^ked se-

cond in New England, boasting a line-up

with five former high school All-Americans,

and the top collegiate goal keeper in the

country.

"They are definitely the best team we

have played this year," said UMass coach

JefT Gettler. "It was a great game for us."

Both teams played tight defense in the

first half with neither having a clear ad-

vantage. When either squad had a scoring

opportunity the keepers, Don Donahue for

UMass and JefT Duback for Yale, were

equal to the challenge. Twice the

Minutemen had shots dead on net from

15-yards out only to be denied by Duback.

Gettler said he looked for aggressive play

from his forwards to combat the Eli offen-

sive attack.

"The forwards had to play defense," said

Gettler, "and our forwards won the balls.

We tried to stop them from playing on the

wings, letting them come up the middle.

There was good hard play and our backs

were stepping up and winning balls."

That aggressive style paid off in the se-

cond half. Forwards F.J. Zwicklbauer and

Tbm Giordano took turns setting the other

continued on page 15

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

University of Massachusetts forward Anders Hedelin sneaks a pass between Yale defenders
Dave Pfefferkorn Geft) and Paul Morsink (right) in action yesterday at Boyden Field. UMass
won, 2-0.

Field hockey
beats Yale
UMass snaps slump, 4-0

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Traveling to New Haven yesterday aftejnoon, the

fourth ranked University of Massachusetts field hockey

team needed to overcome a recent scoring slump and lack

of concentration in order to beat Yale.

The Minutewomen shifted into high gear yesterday,

crushing the Elis, 4-0, dispelling any doubts that their

inability to score goals in the last three outings would
linger.

UMass All-American defender Megan Donnelly scored

three goals to lead the attack while junior forward Li.sa

Griswold added a goal off of an assist by Donnelly.

The Minutewomen, who had 104 shots in their previous

three games but could only manage only one win, in-

cluding losing 2-1 in overtime on Sunday to Springfield,

scored a pair of goals in each half in disposing of Yale,

now 3-3.

UMass coach Pam Hixon had been wary of Eli

goalkeeper Nada Sellars, praised as a top-notch keeper,

but the Minutewomen looked sharp offensively, getting

good shots on the cage and capitalizing on their scoring

opportunities.

The Minutewomen will next play on Sunday, hosting

the University of Maine at 1 p.m. at NOPE Field. UMass
goes on the road on the following Tuesday, playing at

Northeastern.

The Minutewomen then return home for their three

biggest games of the season, playing Tfemple, defending

champion Old Dominion and nationally-ranked

Connecticut.

UMass coach Pam Hixon was not available for com
ment on the game.

Big women's soccer game
Third-ranked UMass hosts fourth-ranked UConn

CollpKian photo by Scott Mairuirr

Freshman forward Michelle Powers and the
third-ranked University of Massachusetts
women's soccer tangle with fourth-ranked
Connecticut today at 3 p.m.

Stull undecided on quarterback for URl
Who will quarterback the

University of

Massachusetts football

team against Rhode I.sland

on Saturday?
Freshman Bill

Shaughnessy was put at the

head of the depth chart on

Sunday, but coach Bob Stull

said yesterday that

sophomore Bob Williamson
may land the job.

'It's really up in the air

right now," said Stull.

"We'll evaluate the reman-

ing practices and name so-

meone on Friday. We'll give

the starter a chance in the

game, but I can't rule out

the possibility that the

other guy will come in."

Freshman Dave Palazzi
.started the season, leading
the team to a 2-1 record

before separating his

shoulder against Holy
Cross. Senior Jim Simeone
started last Saturday
against Harvard, losing

10-3. Stull announced a

change on Sunday.
Alabama transfer Tim

Hecht and freshman Roger
Baldacci "are not out of the
picture" for the rest of the
.season according to Stull,

but either William.son or

Shaughnessy will start
against URI.

-PETER ABRAHAM

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

At the beginning of the season, University of

Massachusetts women's soccer coach Kalekeni Banda
planned to let his All-American midfielder Kristen
Bowsher go anywhere on the field .

Faced with the loss of last year's leading scorer Jolie

DePauw, Banda was hoping Bowsher would be the
catalyst for the Minutewomen soccer team.
"She has the option to play the whole field. She has the

freedom to go anywhere she wants. She's the player of

the team and she's a marked player," he said.

As third-ranked Massachusetts raced off to a 6-0 start,

Bowsher, who has been slowed by a bruised knee injury,

has played in only three games and has scored just two
goals. So much for Banda's plan.

"The difference between this year and other year's is

that we're playing a total team game," Banda explained.
The Minutewomen have four players in double figures in

points scored as UMass takes on fourth-ranked Connec-
ticut today at Boyden Field at 3 p.m.
UMass midfielder Carolyn Micheel (four goals, seven

assists, 15 points) and foward Monica Seta (6-3-15) lead
the Minutewomen in scoring. Freshman fowards Cathy
Cassady (4-2-10) and Michele Powers (5-0-10) are also

among the leading scorers.

"Last year, everyone was looking for Jolie (DePauw) and
having her knock it in. This year five girls have scored
(the majority of goals) and the goals are coming quicker.
No one is being lazy," Banda said. "We're making the
issue.

"The offense is helping the defense and the defense has
moved up to help the offense," Banda continued. The
Massachusetts defense hasn't given up a goal all year as

UMass has outscored its opponents by a 32-0 margin and
outshot its opponents by an incredible 127-7 score.

Fullbacks Chris Schmitt and Debbie Belkin had game
winning goals against Brown and Rochester, coming up
from the defensive line to pressure the goaltender.

continued on page 15

Sports at a glance
UMass schedule:
Today:
Women's Soccer: Connecticut, Boyden Field, 3 p.m.

Men's ll^nnis: at SUNY-Albany. -
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Committee
proposals
discussed
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

A committee charged with reviewing a

recently implemented salary program for

University of Massachusetts professional

staff is expected to decide today whether to

recommend changes to Vice—Chancellor
Richard O'Brien.

The proposals for modification of the con-

troversial "Olney plan," which were outlin-

ed at the committee's last meeting on Sept.

30, will be discussed amid internal contro-

versy about the efficiency of the committee

"My major concern with the committee

is that it's not taking the time to do the job

right," committee member Gerald Quarles

said at yesterday's senate meeting of The
Professional Association of the University

of Massachusetts at Amherst, an organiza-

tion which represents non-academic

employees, whom the new salary plan af-

fect. Quarles added that he has no com-

plaint with the committee's individual

members.

"I have a somewhat different view of our

progress," Committee Chairwoman Susan

Pearson said in response to Quarles, adding

that he missed two previous committee

meetings because he was on vacation.

Quarles expressed concern that the com-

mittee "didn't make sure interests of the

professional staff were covered" and that

the committee displayed "difficulty in get-

ting information from the personnel office."

"I can't recall any instance where the

committee has had trouble getting informa-

tion," Pearson said later, "the personnel of-

fice has been extiremely responsive."

continued on page 15
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PERFECT! — The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team

celebrates at Boyden Field yesterday after defeating Connecticut to

stay undefeated on the season. Story, p.20.

Alumni book
hotels solid
No local vacancies
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Hotel and other

area hotels, motels, and inns are reporting

they are completely booked for homecom-

ing weekend at the University of

Massachusetts, today and tomorrow.

"No rooms are available as far away as

Greenfield and Holyoke," said Eric Snoek

of the University Development and Alum

ni Office. "We're talking Springfield, and

rooms there are getting scarce. The only

chance someone has of getting a room in

this area is if someone else cancels their

reservation."

Hotel employees attribute the scarcity

of rooms every year at this time to a com-

bination of homecoming festivals, football

games, and the fall foliage. In addition,

many of the hotels in the area do not have

many rooms.

"We only have 20 rooms," said Lisa Skir-

boll, an employee of the the University

Moterlodge in Amherst. "Except for

Howard Johnson's, most hotels in this

area are small." Skirboll said there have

been no openings at the Motorlodge for

the past month, nor will there be any un-

til mid-November.

The situation is the same for the

continued on page 15

The search is on:
Cereal captain is

missing from box
By SHEILA SPITZAK
Collegian Correspondent

Despite the fact that Cap'n Crunch is the

most popular breakfast cereal among
University of Massachusetts students, the

moustachioed, sea-faring captain has left

the face of the cereal box and has been

replaced by a giant question mark.

Last Year, University Food Services

ordered 3,248 lbs. of Cap'n Crunch, 2,000

lbs. more than the second favorite cereal.

Raisin Bran. 'It's by far the most popular

cereal,' said Richard Bongiovanni, pur-

chasing manager of Food Services.

The cereal is re-ordered every three or

four weeks while other cereals are ordered

once a month. But recently, the boxes of

Cap'n Crunch have been arriving at the

dining commons without the familiar face

on the front.

The Quaker Oats Company has taken ad-

vantage of the cereal's popularity by con-

ducting a $10,000 natinwide contest for col-

lege students and children, most of whom
have been used to seeing the captain's face

on their breakfast table.

'It's our version of 'who shot J.R.?"

Jerry Perkins, brand manager for Cap'n

Crunch, said. Perkins admits that the con-

test is a marketing scheme.

The contest is an acrostic puzzle designed

by Thomas Middleton who designs puzzles

for the New York Times and gives clues to

the captain's whereabouts. The puzzle is

found on the cereal box.

Worcester Munchy's manager Carla

Bordeaux said Cap'n Crunch also sells bet-

ter than other cereals, probably because it

is a sugar cereal. Students eating at the

dining commons tended to agree. 'I hate

cereals like Cheerios that aren't sweet, the

kind my mother gets,' student Tom Derosa

said.

Knapp maps
future plans
for UMass
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts President

David C. Knapp mapped his plans for the

future of the University in an address to the

Faculty Senate yesterday.

"We want to be the best public Universi

ty in the Northeast, partly because it's do-

able," he said. "While we measure the

quality of a university in resources and

reputation, the involvement of students and

staff are better tests."

"This University is finally coming into

its own. We were seen as an answer to solv-

ing quantatative problems, taking care of

so many numbers of students, now we're

seen taking a qualitative approach."

Knapp said the University faced several

problems that had to be solved in order to

attract top-level faculty. "We have a pro-

blem with resource backlogs, especially

those related to equipment and library sup-

plies," he said. "Modernization of the

physical plant is another problem."

"The climate for making our move is very

good," Knapp said. He said that one of his

objectives is to "make the University the

object of conversation on academic mat-

ters." Knapp said he has seen encouraging

signs with the increasing number of grants

and contracts awarded to faculty. "This

growth has been spectacular, reflecting the

vitality of our faculty," he said.

"The context for the next stage is at the

state level," Knapp said. "The state has

realized the importance of a quality

research university for the economic well-

being of the state." Knapp said partner-

ships between universities and industry

have increased, and that "UMass is at the

forefront of this trend."

With the increase in ties between the

private and public sectors, Knapp said in-

terest in the University's internal workings

has increased. "We're undergoing a sort of

internal academic accountability. What is

the value that the University provides its

students?"

In senate business, the senate

unanimously passed two ammendments to

the by-laws. The first amendment creates

a committee on University Relations and

Development to represent faculty in the

development of policy relating to institu-

tional advancement. The second by-law

broadens the scope of the Research Coun-

cil and adds a member of the administra-

tion to the council. Both ammendments
must be read three times before they are

officially by-laws. Yesterday's reading was

the first

Cap*n Crunch: But whereas the

face?
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Reagan voices no

objection to talks
CINCINNATI —President Reagan raised no objec-

tions yesterday to the Soviet Union's proposal for separate

arms talks with Britain and France but suggested the

Kremlin was making an almost meaningless gesture by

offering to cut back its medium-range missiles in Europe.

Reagan said the Soviets have not promised to destroy

tte medium-range missiles that are targeted on Europe,

but simply have suggested moving them elsewhere.

"lb simply drive them up into the Ural Mountains or

someplace else and then say that they're not a threat to

Europe makes no sense," Reagan said. "They can be

brought back any time they want to turn on the gas."

Reagan, visiting a soap manufacturing plant during a

trip to promote his tax-overhaul program, stopped briefly

after lunch to answer reporters' questions about the arms

package unveiled in Paris by Soviet leader Mikhail

Gorbachev.
Gorbachev's plan calls for a total ban on space weapons;

a 50-percent reduction in strategic nuclear missiles; direct

talks with France and Britain over their^own nuclear

arsenals, which contain about 150 missiles;*and a pledge

that the Soviet Union would begin unilaterally reducing

medium-range SS-20 missiles to the June 1984 level of

243.

WELL-SECURED — Police line Victoria

Avenue in Paris yesterday as Soviet Leader

Mikhail Gorbachev met with Paris Mayor Jac-

ques Chirac.

Just Fun Arcade
Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley

again offers our

Wednesday Night Special

Come in any Wednesday nite

and play any or all of the games
from 8:30 to 10:30 for just $2.00

Bring in this ad and receive

two Just Fun Game Tokens

absolutely FREE

Just Fun, Mt. Farms Mall Hadley (flw)
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Mission of
mystery for

new shuttle
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.-Atlantic joined America's

space shuttle fleet yesterday with a dazzling liftoff on

a mission of mystery, carrying five astronauts and a pair

of military satellites built to withstand nuclear radiation.

Except for the launch, which could be seen from much

of central Florida, the fiight had as much secrecy as the

Air Force could muster.

"The space shuttle is in orbit," was Mission Control s

terse announcement 45 minutes after liftoff. 'AH systems

on board the orbiter Atlantis are good. The mission is

proceeding as planned."

The Air Force said in advance there would be only two

public reports about Atlantis unless problems develop.

The first, a status report four hours into the flight; the

other, a 24-hour notice that the shuttle will land at Ed-

wards Air Force Base in California.

Atlantis' maiden flight, the 21st of the shuttle program,

was the second all-Pentagon mission. A spy satellite was

delivered to orbit on the first.

Despite the news blackout, there was reliable informa-

tion that the astronauts will deploy two Defense Satellite

Communications System satellites, an advanced model

known as DSCS-3. The $100 million satellites are design-

ed to prevent an enemy from jamming their communica-

tions and for use by the president to send emergency in-

structions to nuclear forces around the globe.

The satellites also have been shielded against the

radiation and electromagnetic pulse effects of nuclear ex-

plosions, which could short out or overload unshielded

electronic components.

AP Luerphoto

The Space Shuttle Atlantis lifts off at Ken-

nedy Space Center early yesterday on a top-

secret mission.

Surplus use a ^judgement call'
BOSTON—Students at Southeastern Massachusetts

University could have received reduced room in board in

1982-84 if school officials had used a $540,901 budget

surplus to reduce costs, state Auditor John Finnegan said

yesterday.

Finnegan's audit found the school placed the surplus

money in a reserve account instead of using it to reduce

room and board rates by $204 per student in 1982-83 and

$244 1983-84.

"At a time of escalating costs for students in our public

universities, it is most disheartening that SMU students

lost out on badly needed reduction of their expenses," Fin-

negan said in a statement attached to the audit of finances

at the Dartmouth school.

But SMU officials said they saved students money in the

long run by increasing the reserve account, which is be-

ing used to pay for a $1 million roof repair project.

"It's a judgment call," said Greg Stone, spokesman for

t' -mouth-based school. "As it turns out, we needed

that reserve and ifwe didn't have that account, we would

be collecting an additional $500 for that one repair."

"We could have applied it to the next year and students

would pay less," Stone said. "What we said is no, we felt

it was more prudent to have that kind of reserve, gain in-

terest on it and then apply it when major repairs have to

be done so students don't get socked with an increased

bill."
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Better student retention
aim of committee proposals

\A.

BY ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Students who face the possibility of drop-

ping out of school, and those who have drop-

ped out and intend to return, may get some
relief if a set of proposals offered by an ad-

ministration committee becomes Universi-

ty policy.

TTie proposals, made by the Campus
Retention Commission--a committee
established to investigate how to help stem
the tide of students dropouts-include man-
datory faculty advisement for freshman
and students on academic probabtion.

The report also proposes a requirement

of all departments to grant access to first

year students the courses they need to meet
major requirements, or otherwise limit the

number of majors within the department

so there will be space for first year students.

"This report certainly is a good start,"

Randy Donant, director of Student Ac-

tivities Office and one official who will have

a hand in revising the proposals, said

yesterday. "In fairness to the commission,

they do comment that they have more to

do."

The commission plans to issue another

report in June, after lengthy review of its

current proposals.

The 'interim report,' released last week
by Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson,

recommends:
% Students on acacemic probation should

be required to meet with an academic ad-

viser regularly.

% Students with falling grades should

have access to an "early-warning system"

where they notify their own advisers for

special counseling.

% Entering students, about one half of

whom drop out, according to the report,

should undergo mandatory faculty

advising.

%Student8 who apply for readmission

after academic dismissal would undergo a

mandatory interview, be assigned to a

faculty adviser and if the student achieves

higher grades at another school would have

his or her new grade point average kept

separate from the previous average.

% Incoming students would participate

in a revised New Students' Assistants pro-

gram offered each semester.

% Students who face difficulty enrolling

in popular courses, one of the problems

members of the commission believe at-

tributes to dropouts, should discuss the pro-

blem with respective department chairs.

Also, departments should guarantee enter-

ing students access in their first semester

to major courses and if that cannot be done,

should limit the number of majors in its

programs or 're-design' course

requirements.

Anorexics are survivors
Disorders affect diet
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

Women who have eating disorders should

not be seen as weak victims, but rather as

survivors, according to the leader jof a focus

group meeting on anorexia and bulimia

held last night in Butterfield Lounge.

In an end to Eating Disorders Week at

the University of Massachusetts,
Everywoman's Center Counselor Mary
Aubrey, who facilitates a support group for

women struggling with the issues of eating

disorders and body image, discussed ap-

parent causes and effects of eating

disorders.

The discussion focused on anorexia ner-

vosa; a condition that causes women to

starve themselves and exercise in excess,

and bulimia, a condition where people

become obsessed with eating extremely

large amounts of food and vomit or use lax-

itives to rid their bodies of what they've

consumed.
Aubrey said that anorexics and bulimics

may come fix)m families where "there is not

a lot of permissiveness in regard to show-

ing one's feelings," adding, "Instead of

showing any type of weakness, (bulimics)

focus on food in helping them avoid other

problems."

A woman can't take real control of her

life, Aubrey said, until "she can face the

problem areas and difficulties in her life,"

and only when "she finds other alternatives

in life to fulfill her needs."

Nancy Kent, a recovered anorexic who at-

tended the discussion to talk about her

struggle in overcoming the illness, stress-

ed the "power" anorexics and bulimics

must have This obsession with thinness or

food as a remedy will inevitably encom-

passes their entire lives, but they still will

be able to function and appear as if "all is

in control."

"Just image what (anorexics and

bulimics) could do if their bodies were full

and alive with the energy they direct

toward this obsession," Kent said.

Anorexia, Kent said, is misperceived in

society as the "dieting disease." This causes

people to think that anorexic women hold

an ultimate goal to be thin and beautiful,

when they are actually in a "search for

separateness," and are crying out for help.

Kent added that bulimics rather than

anorexics are more likely to reach out for

help in rational ways. She said anorexics

would not attend support groups because

these groups are usually places where peo-

ple get together to realize they are not

alone in their problem. Anorexics "want to

be alone with their problem because they

think it is making them special," she said.

According to Aubrey, anorexia can be

fatal, and is more physically dangerous

than bulimia, but bulimia is "just as

dangerous" because it can happen in com-

plete secrecy.

"With bulimia, a person can maintain

their normal weight and easily appear as

if they are in control of their life. ..nothing

will make (a bulimic) stand out," Aubrey

said. Aubrey pointed out she had been

counseling women who had been hinging

and purging for as long as 10-12 years.

Aubrey explained that many bulimics,

were once anorexics who were obsessed

with being thin, but that "a pattern

develops and a very hard one to break. A
woman will come to find that she's depen-

dent on that hinging and purging, as a way
of coping and as a way of surviving."

SGA tribunal rules speaker *lax'
By JOEL R COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts Student

Government Association judiciary tribunal

last night ruled that Senate Speaker John
Ruddock 'was lax' in his response to a mo-

tion passed l^y the senate last April.

The motion called for the placing of an

American and a Commonwealth of

Massachusetts flag at the front of the

senate meeting place, next to the speaker's

podium. The point in question last night

was who was responsible for getting the

flags' placement implemented after the mo-

tion was passed.

The tribunal ordered that Ruddock was
ultimately responsible and ruled that he

has to have the flags in place before the Oct.

16 senate meeting.

"Ultimately, 1 feel that the people who
said they were responsible for getting the

flag should be responsible," Ruddock said.

Ruddock was referring to the fact that the

original motion passed, four senators said

they would provide the flags during the in-

terim period, during which time it would

be decided how the flags would be funded.

"In keeping with the mandate set forth

by the senate, I'll have no problem" in ob-

taining the flags. Ruddock said.

"I consider it a victory for the senate,"

said Scot McCracken, the SGA attorney

general.

"It's very important that the speaker

realizes the importance of carrying out acts

of legislation made by the senate,' said

Michael Cerrato, the senator who initiated

the hearing.

A decision was reached after more than

two hours of debate, which centered on the

responsiblity of the speaker in the placing

of the flags. Many references were made to

Robert's Rules of Order on just what the

speaker's responsibilities entail.

"John Ruddock should be bound by the

rules," Cerrato said. "It's his duty to make
sure it's carried out."

Since April, on only one occasion was a

flag displayed at a senate meeting, when
an American flag was anonymously draped

upside down over a blackboard.

Photo by Brian Guamotla

RAIN, RAIN — Mary Kate Daly contemplates the rain yesterday

through a window in the Student Union.

Benefit concert for world peace
By DONNA HENRY
Collegian Correspondent

A benefit .concert to support the World

Peace Campaign will be held at 7:30 p.m.

tomorrow at the University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Center.

Sponsored by the Baha'i Club and the

Baha'i Task Force of Massachusetts, the

concert will raise funds to support

organizations that promote peace during

1986, the year chosen as the United Na-

tion's Year of Peace.

"The importance of the concert for world

peace is to make people more aware of the

fact that it's necessary for us to come

together and recognize that we are one

family and that we need to work together

for peace," said Carol Rutstein, from the

Amherst Baha'i community.

The concert will coincide with the dedica-

tion of the first North American Peace

Pagoda in Leverett.

Featured entertainers at the concert will

be the internationally-renowned folk singer

(3detta and two Candian performers. Jack

Lenz and Doug Cameron. Cameron's ap-

pearance at the Fine Arts Center will mark

the starting point of his national tour to

promote his latest albumn, Mona with the

Children.

The Traditional Cambodian Music

Ensemble and Do'A World Music Ensem-

ble, a five piece jazz group from New
Hampshire, will also appear and the New
World Generation and the St. John Con-

gregational Senior Choir will perform.

Local motorists wear seat belts

twice as often as state norm
By JOSEPH TIGAN
Collegian Correspondent

According to environmental health and

safety research conducted at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, local motorists should

find it easy to adjust to the statehouse's

recently passed seat belt bill if C50V. Michael

S. Dukakis signs it into law as expected.

"The Amherst community is a well-

informed group which recognized the

benefits of wearing seat belts," said Donald

Robinson, director of the Department of En-

vironment Health and Safety at UMass.

Robinson, who teaches safety engineer-

ing, conducted research this semester and

discovered that the percentage of seat belt

use in the Amherst area is double that of

the national scale.

While there is a 14 percent voluntary use

of seat belts nationally, 28.5 percent of

Amherst area drivers wear the restraints,

according to Robinson's research. "On the

average, for every 10 percent increase in the

seat belt use, 1800 lives are saved," Robin

son stated in his report.

"People in this area seem to be coming

to grips with something that should be re-

quired," Robinson said. The mandatory seat

belt law for Ma.ssachu.setts motorists will

take effect Jan. 1, 1986 if Dukakis approves

it-

Dukakis aided the bill's passage in the

House of Representatives.

"This law is designed to protect you and
the occupants of your car," said Robinson.

"It is the single most effective way to reduce

highway fatality."

The bill, which invokes a $15 fine on
motorists caught no wearing seat belts, will

be inforced only if police pull a car over for

another reason.

Sgt. Ron Rembinszewski, state police of-

ficer, said it will be difficult to enforce the

law. "The fact that the car has to be stop-

ped for another reason will definitely make
it hard to enforce."

Rembiszewski said he agrees with the bill

even though it may be hard to enforce "I

think it will help save lives to a certain

degree."

The only opposition to the bill comes from

people who feel they may be losing certain

private rights or personal freedom, Robin-

son said.

"These are people who feel the rights of

the individual outweight the enforcement

of using such restraints," Robinson said.

One benefit of the bill for state motorists

is a 2.4 percent rate decrease for 1986 in-

surance premiums, according to the state

Rate Setting Bureau.

Su
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'85 HOMECOMING COMEDY REVIEW
Featuring KEN OBER '80

PETER TOLLAND
Saturday October 5th

4:00 to ??

^^ dance club

THE G@©D EGG
Serving Breakfast & Lunch Daily

Specializing in Home Style Breakfasts

5:00 am - 2:00 pm
485 West St, Meadowbrook Shops, South Amherst

253-2294

Only 2 minutes away from

Brittany Manor Southwood
and Riverglade

Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Sun. - Wed. 4 pm to 2 am

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 4 pm to 3 am

Creative roots of peace pagoda influencedbyUM
By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Although the peace pagoda in Leverett, which is set to

open tomorrow, seems like a concept from a distant land,

part of its creative roots are influenced by the University

of Massachusetts.

The leverett pagoda emphasizes the pacifist teachings of

Buddha as revived by the late VeneraJsle Nichidatsu Fujii

after the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

On his last trip to the United States two years ago for a

Montgomery's Floiist
Fiowert For EvMy Event

And Of Court*...

Local Dollvorlot ft

Doilvorlot To U M«M Dally

WEOOtNOS
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HOU0AY8
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WEa-STOCKED TROPICAL HOUSE PLANTS
M OUR YEAfMOUND QREENH0U8E O

FULL LINE OF CORSAGES,
BOUTONNIERES, AND PRESENTATION

BOUQUETS FOR FOR FORMALS,
SEMI-FORMALS OR ANY SPECIAL

EVENT
584-3798

SSO RUSSELL ST HADLCY
RT. 9. AOtOSS ntOM BUROCR ONGI

consecration ceremony at the pagoda site, Fujii delivered

a sermon on his 99th birthday. He began his address by

saying that "a very deep karma had led him here," for

William Freeman Clark one of the founders of

Massachusetts Agricultural School, UMass' predecessor,

had come to Japan long ago with 1,000 Bibles and had a

major influence on Fvyii's teacher.

Clark taught students not only how to cultivate rice, but

also how to cultivate souls, said Mameru Kato, the Bud-

dhist monk who is supervising the pagoda.

Fujii, who died this year at the age 100, was head of the

Nipponzan Myojojithe, the order of monks and nuns who

are building the pagoda. The pagoda in Leverett has taken

two years to build. It is the first of its kind constructed in

the United States, and the 71st worid-wide.

Ordained as a priest in 1903 at the age of 19, Fujii

traveled through Asia, spreading Buddhism and arrived in

India in 1931 to eventually meet Gandhi, who gave him the

name Guruji.

Fujii said it was his dream to build a peace pagoda in

America. He said he became aware of America on his 61st

birthday while he was praying on a mountain in Korea,

said Kato, The 61st birthday is significant in Japan for, as

legend has it, anyone who reaches the age will be reborn

as a baby. But, on Fujii's birthday there was little cause

for joy since that was the day the U.S. bombed Hiroshima,

Kato said.

A volunteer worker applies granite to the pagoda

in July. CoUegian photo by OF. Cairoil

'A very deep karma has led me here,

"

-Nichidatsu Fujii, 198S

It was then that Guruji began building peace pagodas,

Kato said. "The most Venerable Fujii revived this ancient

Buddhist practice of constructing peace pagodas after the

atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in order to of-

fer a spiritual basis for humanity to recover its true,

righteous, and compassionate mind," Kato said.

Today's activities include a Convocation titled "Faith in

Action" from 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium. The featured speaker is the Rev. George

Zebelka who was the chaplain for the crews who dropped

atomic bombs in Japan and is now devoted to non-violence

based on Christian Gospels.

Tomorrow, a processional is scheduled at 9 a.m. up Cave

Hill Road in Leverett to the peace pagoda.

At 7:30 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center, a concert for world

peace will be offered. The event, spnsored by the Baha'i

community, is free.

GO MINUTEMEN BEAT URI!!!

Specials

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans

$10.75 + $1.20 cs.

BUSCh 12 oz. cans

$9.55 + $1.20 cs.

Rum 1.75 L $11.95

Gin 1.7BL- $10.95

Vodka 1.75 L $9.95
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253-5595 175 University Drive
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For the love of cotton and colorl

32 Main St • Amherst • 253-3361 • Mon-Sat 9-5:30

Collegian photo bv C.F. Carroll

This statue is part of the Peace Pagoda in Leverett,

which took 2 years to build.
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Be Informed! Be Aware!

Read the

Daily Collegian

Have the Collegian delivered directly to your home

or office for the Spring 1986 semester.

Keep informed about the University and Five

College area happenings.

If you are interested in this service, please fill out

this form and mail to the address below.

I

Name

Address

City/State/Zip Code.

Please check one:

First Class - one semester $30.00

Third Class - one semester $12.00

*Third class mail is subject to inconsistencies and delays which
account for its lower rate.

All subscriptions are payable in advance
Mail this form and payment to:

The Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003

Telephone (413) 545-3500
*Effective starting Spring Semester 1986

BLACKAFFAIRS
Professor never expected to

stay or win prestigious award
By CHRIS ALLEN
and NANCY KLINGENER
CoUegian Correspondents

When Julius Lester arrived at the

University of Massachusetts in 1971, he
never expected to stay for 14 years, much
less win the prestigious Professor of the

Year SUver Medal Award from the Council

for the Advancement and Support of

Education in 1985.

'I never thought I would be here 14 years

later, but here I am...UMass students grew
on me,' said Lester, professor of Afro-

American studies.

In addition to the council award, Lester

has won other major awards for his

teaching, including the University's

Distingxiished Teaching Award in 1984.

'Professor Julius Lester reflects the

highest ideals that we hold for educators

and scholars. We deeply appreciate his con-

tributions to our campus and especially to

campus dialogue,' Chancellor Joseph Duffy
said in his letter nominating Lester for the

award.

He grew up during the 1940's and 50's in

Kansas City, Kansas and Nashville, Ten-

nessee and spent summers in Arkansas. He
remembers the time as not 'being pleasant

for black people and I am angered and of-

fended by white people who get nostalgic

for the fifties. It is a world I recall with Uie

pain of inner screaming,' he said.

He survived that world because he knew
somewhere beyond 'were dreams and
possibilities and I knew this was true

because the books I read ravenously and-

desperately were voices from that world.'

He remembers 'how disappointed I

would be if I got a present and it wasn't a

book-it would be a wasted Christmas.' And
he loves to give books as gifts. 'It's my
favorite thing to give to children,' hg said.

fhoto courteay of Office of Public Information

Professor Julius Lester, winner of

the Silver Medal Award

Lester is also a songwriter, singer and
string player, whose traditional and
original songs were issued in 1966 and

1967 by Vanguard Records. But he doesn't

do much playing and performing any

more, except for his daughter's class at

school in Amherst, and occasionally for his

classes at the University of Massachusetts.

Lester says he would rather have been a

jazz musician but, 'My feeling was that I

had greater abiUty in writing than in

music'
'At the age of eight, all kids can write,'

Lester said. "The images are there, because

they're young.' However to become a real

writer 'There has to be something inside

that compels you.'

the

Paper House Inc. —

<

WE HAVE RE-OPENED!
318 College St. (Rt 9) Amherst • MA

next to Shumway's Paint and Jane Alden's

2-3 blocks past Elder Lumber

New Telephone OCO OOlrt
Number £D0^5I/U

HIGH QUALITY
COPIES

Only 5"^ ea.
PRINTING • COPYING • GRAPHICS

Drop-out rate increasing
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

The increasing rates of drop-outs is a

growing concern in the Hispanic communi-
ty. As part of the continuing celebration of

Bilingual Education Week, a panel discus-

sion was held Wednesday night to address

the problem.
' Many reasons were given for the hi^
drop-out rate of Hispanics: teachers have
low expectations of Hispanic students, lack

of Hispanic role models in schools, lack of

counseling services, high student-teacher

ratio, repeated placement of students in

grades below their level, and high teenage

pregnancy rate, especially among Puerto
Ricans.

A member of the audience, who came
from Puerto Rico and is a student at the

University, said, 'Some professors have the

attitude that if a Hispanic student asks for

more time on an exam or for something to

be explained, it automatically means that

they don't understand because they are

Hispanic. They never assume the reason

could be because it's just a hard topic'

'At the beginning of the century, the pro-

blem was not drop-out, but keep out.

Mexican-American children weren't allow-

ed to go to public schools even though their

parents paid their money,' said Meyer
Weinberg, director of the Horace Mann
Bond Center for Equal Education at the

University of Massachusetts.

Many educators refuse to use the term
drop-out because 'no one wants to admit

they're a failure,' he said,.

"The bilingual education program was
created to help Hispanic students become
more adjusted to education in America.

However, some people feel that it has

hindered more than helped.

Marcela Lancomb, director of Com-
pliance Massport, which is a company that

,f^^^#^*^^^***********#¥¥*¥¥*¥¥¥#¥***¥¥¥¥¥*#
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Now Open

^nielinai
An Authentic

Italian Restaurant
A Few Samples From Our Menu:

Saltinbocca -

Veal Saltinbocca, rolled

pieces of veal stuffed with

prosciutto, three cheeses,

sage, and sauteed in a double

wine sauce.

Vangole Giovanni
Clams Giovanni - Fresh
clams coated with prosciutto

and wine stuffmg and baked.

Very appetizing.

OPEN TUESDAY -

Frutte di Mare
Alfredo
Seafood Alfredo - Fettuccine X
Alfredo made with a creamy
seafood sauce. Be adven-
turous and satisfied.

Gamberi alia Diavola
Shrimp Devils Style - Shrimp
in a mildly spicy red sauce on
a bed of linguine. Another of
the chefs favorites.

SUNDAY 4:00 - 10:00 PM
You're invited to bring your own beer and wine.

INCREASING
SELF-ESTEEM
Tuesdays 3:15 - 4:45

EMOTIONAL
EFFECTS OF
CHRONIC
PHYSICAL
ILLNESS
Thursday 1:15-2:45

SELF-
EXPLORATION
GROUP

Wednesdays
3:30 - 5:00

owns Logan's Airport m Boston, Mass.,

feels that the Hispanic population has to be

brought into the mainstream. 'It's not

enough to be part of a bilingual education

program. We have to look at bilingual

education as a tool and not as an ends to a
means.'

Yolanda Ulloa, director of Bilingual

Education Ut the Springfield School

Department in Springifeld, Mass., doesn't

view bilingual education as a means, but as

an opportunity.

'I'm very proud of my accent because it

identifies my ethnicity. When you are

defending your identity, you react dif-

ferently to the language of the people who
want to oppress you,' she said.

Secretai7 of Education William J. Ben-

nett's statement saying that he felt the bil-

ingual education program was a failure

was met with varied responses.

'While it is true the program doesn't

reach the children who need it most, Ben-
nett didn't cite any kind of statistics to pro-

ve that the program was a failure/

Weinberg said.

'I think the program is successful. It

helps to retain students and their identity

witiiout rejection,' Ulloa said.

'The program could be more effective if

financial resources were allocated. If we
don't respond to this, there is a chance that

the bilingual education program will be

eliminated,' said Hilda Crespo, director of

Education, at ASPIRA (which means
Hope) of America , in New York, New
York.

Many suggestions were made about what
bo do to solve the high drop-out rate.

Crespo suggested, 'We hold political of-

ficials res()onsible and get on decision mak-
ing bodies.'

'Organize the parents because they can

be a force in making change happen,' said

Ulloa.

I Due to sptKe liimtations, the second part of James I

JE^ddwin's letter to Bish<^ Desmond Tutu will.not appear

Some corrections need to be made from Tuesday's

editor's note. James Baldwin is hosted by the Universi-

ty through the five college program as a professor <tf

literature.

He is teaching a writing workshop at Mount Holyoke

College and not Hampshire College as previously

rep<nited. „_____________

Mirula,

HAPPY BIRTHDA Y!

I love you!

Yours Always,
Duncan

P.S. One Week!

'"Liberty
means lesponsibility.

ThaSiS why most men
dieadit*'^

96 Russell St. (RteSIHadley 584-8000
^^^»»»»»*»4^*********¥**¥******^***********^
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Next year ifs all up to

you. Only you can decide

to Stan an insurance

Erognunnow. The
Miger you wait, the

more it costs. Find out

how easy it is to be;;in

our college plan, chosen

by more seniors than any
other.

Fiddto^

Uiioiufe

Call the Fidelity Union Life

Field Associate in your area:

RONALD J. NATHAN AGENCY
20 Gatehouse Road, Amherst, MA - Tel. 256-8351
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Over 50,000 Greeting Cards.
Sweet 'n sentimental. Saucy 'n sexy. Wild 'n

wacky. For every person. Every feeling. Every

occasion.

Wdrld Class Poster CoUection.
Live with your favorite rock star, movie star,

weird animal. If you want it on your walls, you'll

find it on our walls.

Flashy Fashion Jewelry.
Send a signal. Light a fire. Our trendy, colorful,

expensive-looking bracelets, earrings could

change your life.

UMASS Tee Shirts. $2.98!

$2.98? Yes, $2.98. We're talking (and wearing)

soft, smooth-fit 50-50 cotton-polyester. Regular

price $6.98. In colors the original redmen only

dreamt of.

Candy by the Buckets.
Munch for a month! Mix 'n match delicious,

chewy caramels and imported, wrapped
candies. Buy one pound—get one free.

More Stufi!
Stationery, games, crystal, candles, costumes,
gags, giggles. Mini puzzles—reg. $3.50, now
$1.19. Wall plaques—reg. up to $7.50, now 97C.

Ceramic coffee mugs—reg. $4.98, now $1 .98.

Playing cards—reg. 99$, now 59<P. Soft, cuddly
teddy bears, too. Regular price $15.98. Opening
special only $4.98*.

Card Gallery. New and hot in Hadley. Route 9
next to Super Stop and Shop at the Amherst
line. Open daily 10:00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. and
Sunday noon to 5:00 p.m.

•Special selections while supply lasts We reserve the right to limit

quantities.

Card gallery
Hot's all we got!
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UMass deserves respect

This weekend is UMass Homecoming. We all have something to be proud

of.

Our University is attracting more qualified applicants, research grants,

alumni donations, and Statehouse attention than ever before.

Last year, the University received a record breaking 18,00 applications

for admission. This is really no surprise, as the improving reputation of

UMass is noted in every m^r college guide to be printed in the last three

years, including the finicky "Me guide, never previously known for lavishing

praise.

UMass shines as more people realize the value of a public education. Most

of New England's public higher education students are enrolled here.

UMass also graduated more than half of the graduate students in New
England and is ranked in the top 20 national graduate education

institutions.

The University has also actively encouraged cooperative efforts with

governemnt and business circles, with the result that UMass has become

a model of public/private cooperation.

While all of this is happening, we, as students, have a responsibility to

take pride in our University We have a faculty that, both individually and

collectively, is among the nation's best, and UMass is rapidly becoming

known internationally as a high quality institution.

Athletically, the women's soccer, field hockey, and volleyball teams are

nationally ranked, and there is a renewed interest in UMass athletics, as

evidenced by increased scholarship support and the tentative plans for a

new arena.
/. «, j

Tomorrow, the UMass football team takes on the University of Rhode

Island Rams. With a revitalized program, guided by second year Head

Coach Bob StuU, the Minutemen are in the midst of their best start m three

years.
, ^ •

The Minutemen were nationally ranked last week for the first time since

1981, and there is good reason to believe they can pull off a big victory

tomorrow.
So, on this homecoming wekend, attend the football game and rally

behind the Minutemen. There are many reasons to be proud of UMass, and

the homecoming game is an appropriate way to show our support for all

that the University is accomplishing.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Collegian Board of

Editors.

Media made Gloria a hoax

Letters

Freedom, truth and justice merit

more than 'dearth of cogitation'

David Valade's saltant babble about the

sad state of freedom, truth and justice in

this country deserves attack for a number

of reasons.

Not once in his lachrymose essay does

the author present a shred of supporting

evidence that can withstand the test of

even casual scrutiny. When he tries to pre-

sent such evidence, his argument collapses

into absurdity. For example, his 'proof

that the U.S. government 'has made a

systematic attempt to suppress the truth'

[about what, Valade does not say] lies in

the fact that government personnel with

access to key intelligence information are

subjected to periodic 'lie-detector' tests

and 'other methods [again, Valade does not

elaborate] of preventing communication

that would serve to enlighten the public'

Enlighten it about what, the U.S. Navy's

anti-submarine warfare capabilities?

But Valade tells us that 'the information

of concern... is about the everyday matters

of government,' and that it is this informa-

tion that is being so sinisterly withheld. My
only question is, if it is being withheld, how

does Valade know what it is?

In completing his condemnation of the

American political system, after some

fatuous references to Nazi war criminals

and the Founding Fathers, Valade

manages an amazing feat. In just one

paragraph, a mere four sentences, less

than fifty words, he condemns the entire

concept of American due process to the ash

heap of history. Here he vaguely constructs

his argument (if it can be called such)

around the impropriety of equating a body

of rules with 'the philosophical concept of

justice,' as if any society ever has or could

hope to approach a philosophical social

ideal.

Perhaps Valade's most telling contradic-

tion, and the one that best reveals the

dearth of cogitation that went into his esay,

comes in his last par^aph. Naturally,

power and destiny derive from political

freedom, access to information, and not

unrelatedly, a just society. Yet, interesting-

ly enough, Valade concludes (rightly, for a

change), 'The power and the future are

ours.' Funny, that's what I always thought.

George Morancy
Amherst

On September 26, millions of Americans

living in the Northeast were subjected to

Nature's wrath in the form of Hurricane

Gloria. While the effects of the storm on

Amherst were quite obvious- to all of us in

the Southwood Apartments who spent the

"Hurricane Holiday" playing soccer and

football, it took all day coverage by WTNH
Action News to keep us abreast of the en-

tire national scene.

From about 3 until 6 p.m., we saw the

same storm-ravaged tree stump in

Bridgewater, Conn, from 12 different

angles. Every now and then, the crew would

show a boat or two bobbing in the water

The storm was not quite as devastating and

all destructive as the networks would have

hoped. (This is why I believe the news

broadcasters created a national disaster)

And, come on A-Tfeam and Miami Vice

fans of America, admit it. You were disap-

pointed, too. You also wanted to see the

Tbwer Library end up in the Campus Pond,

the Southwest residential building play

dominoes with each other

At about 4 p.m., it became apparent

through the efforts ofTbm Noel, the "James

Bond" of weather reporting, who was being

flown all over Connecticut, that Gloria was

not going to strike anymore trees. Then,

after showing a few waves and a .street light

blowing in the wind, there was a public ser-

vice announcement, "Don't touch electrical

wires on the ground." Thank you for the ad-

vice, WTNH. I'm sure that if you had a

sister station in Oregon during Mt. St.

Helens it would have been fla.shing, "Don't

touch the red hot lava."

After the message, it was back to the

newsroom where an exhausted anchorman

with an unbottoned shirt and rings under

his eyes provided up-to-the-minute

newsbriefs on every tree which had been hit

in Connecticut. In the background, one

could see a fulcrum of activity as techni

Karl Schieneman

cians, meteorologists, and anyone else who
was in the room ran back and forth in front

of the camera. Once agin, the forgery could

be seen upon close examiniation, as the

similarities between the background per-

sonnel and cartoon scenery were obvious.

Later in the day, network anchor Peter

Jennings hinted that something was amiss

when he inadvertently said to a hurricane

expert, "The hurricane is past... Everyone

is pleased that the hurricane did not do as

much damage as expected. Explain why?"

And people say that reporters hate to give

bad news.

The final indicator that we had ju.st

witnessed a modern day War of The Worlds

was the last graphic flashed on the .screen.

"This has been a presentation by WTNH
Action News." What more could an in-

dividual ask for in the way of proof than

this admission of creating a hoax?

There was probably .some legal reason for

the graphic, involving protection against

liability. But the whole thing could have

been avoided if there was more morality in

the news world.

Something should be done about this

soon, for we are already firmly entrenched

in a media-oriented world and it already

may be too late. But until we attack this

problem, people willcontinue to be dazzled

by half-truths and eventurally end up as

1984 Prols. As college students and the

future leaders of our country, we should

realize that our minds are a terrible thing

to waste and act quickly to clean up the

news world.

Karl Schieneman is a UMass student.

Letters

Trustees' actions questionable

Courageous nun not extremist

I was truly shocked to read the article in

yesterday's paper about a former

Plymouth, Mass., nun charged with assault

and battery. I can't believe this woman

'faces five years in prison and $1,000 in

fines' for protecting geese from two

hunters near her house!
.

Her lawyer says she 'overreacted m
'pummeling the chests' of two men who

were shooting at the birds. This woman has

been caring for the birds for ten years -I

think she has the right to defend them,

even if it does mean screanung and swear-

ing on her part.

How could these men be arrogant enough

to file charges against Mrs. Checci-O'Brien

and how could her attorney call what she

did 'probably one of the dumber things

she's done in her life'? What she did was

not excessive or extreme, but it did require

courage and she should not be penalized for

her actions.

Kristin Gordy
Central

Thank you for covering the board of

trustees meeting on Wednesday, It's good

to have reports on what the powers that be

are doing with our money, in our in-

stitituion. I feel, however, that several key

events were ommited from the reporter's

article:

Primarily, there was a letter concerning

the disciplinary actions to be taken against

the 31 students arrested last May, over the

since-resolved divestment issue. This letter

was given to the trustees with a request to

have the letter di.scussed. Needless to say,

it never was. Being one of the 31 arrested

I would love to know what their position on

this issue is. The .students have triumphed

over the administration on South African

investment. The issue left about divestment

is the fate of the 31 protestors. These peo-

ple were prime movers in facilitating this

University's current, and supposedly

ironclad, policy on divestment.

Also, why were there alcoholic beverages

being served at this meeting? After all, it

did take place in Memorial Hall, on this

campu.s. Isn't that in violation of the cur-

rent policy regarding alcoholic beverage

consumption on campus? Is the Universi-

ty Board of Trustees perhaps exempt from

this policy because they are such .stalwart

members of our UMass community, even if

most of them rarely ever come to the cam-

pus? Pbrhaps President Knapp, or even one

of the illustrious trustees could answer thia

I think most of the community would like

to know.
Some answers to these questions would

be appreciated.

Matthew Shakespeare
Northampton
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Preliminary apple crop loss put at $5 million

Hurricane Gloria damage

tallied in Massachusetts
BOSTON (AP)—Nearly a waeek after Hurricane Gloria

churned across Massachusetts, no one yet has an exact

tally of the cost inflicted on the state's homeowners,

utilities and governments, although it is unlikely to run

into tens of millions of doUsu-s.

But utilite& reported yesterday a dwindling number of

households without electricity, with full power expected

today.

As for a detailed overall figure on losses, Jim Doresey,

press secretary to Gov. Michael Si Dukakis, said, "We don't

have it, and we won't have it until early next week."

"We have sent a letter to 351 political subdivisions,"

Civil Defense Director Robert Boulay said. "We have said

to them we need information about your losses, the

damage in your community; we'd like to know the figures

on insured and uninsured public and private property We'd

also like to know about the debris clearance, the overtime,

this kind of information,"

As of late yesterday, Boulay had received no replies—in

part, he said, because public works crews in most com-

munities were still cleaning up
Boulay said he expected answers from local officials in

the middle of next week, and the results will be used to

apply for federal relief, if any is available.

Janet Christensen, a marketing specialist at the state

Department of Food and Agriculture, said preliminary

estimates showed a loss of $5 million to $7 million in the

wind-blown Massachusetts apply crop. Some of it can be

saved for use in cider, and some downed apples can be sold

slightly bruised, she said.

In Worcester and Middlesex counties, 10-15 percent of

the young apple trees were simply blown down and will

need to be replaced.

In addition, about 20 percent ofthe Bilage com crop was
destroyed; 70-80 percent of the peach trees in Worcester

County were blown down; and some Bristol County

vegetable growers lost up to 30 percent of their crop.

Generally, though, dairy farmers weathered the storm

well, except for isolated farms that lost power for refrigera-

tion and some farms in central Massachusetts where wind

blew bam roofs off.

Massachusetts ElectriQ.Co. managed to get the last of

its customers back on line early yesterday, but a short at

a sub-station at 5:40 a.m. cause 6,000 customers m the

Maiden and Lynn areas to lose theri power again for about

two hours, said spokesman Jeff Dennard.
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Genesis

Via Satellite
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'Stars Wars'defended by
Secretary Weinberger
Washington (AP)-

Defense Secretary Casper

W. Weinberger offered a

rousing defense yesterday of

President Reagan's "Star

Wars" program, accusing its

ciritics of adopting a "blame

America first" attitude and

ignoring Soviet efforts to

achieve military superiority.

Weinberger, addressing

the Philadelphia World Af
fairs Council, said he was

troubled by the "tunnel vi-

sion" and "lack of strategic

perspective" that has mark-

ed debate over the

program—known formally

as the Strategic Defense

Initiative.

His prepared text was
released at the Pentagon.

"This tunnel vision is

born of the simplistic idea

that there is really no

substantial difference bet-

ween the doctrines and
capabilities of the United

States and Soviet Union," he

said. "Indeed, ifyou read on-

ly domestic critics and
Soviet propaganda, you

would think that SDI
emerged full-blown from our

minds without reference to

Soviet capabilities or

strategic history."

The Star Wars program is

more than the world's best

hope for ending the "mutual

suicide pact" that now
maintains peace.

Weinberger said. It is a

military necessity, prompted

by clear evidence the Soviets

have spent the last 13 years

ignoring arms treaties and

seeeking the capability to

win a nuclear war.

A high-powered chemical laser blows apart a

stationary missile in an experiment for the

"Star Wars" program.
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ARTS
Weekend movie round-up:

Friday Film Folies
By DON UPPER
Collegian Staff

Can you believe that all the movie
theaters in Amherst closed down last Fri-

day because of a measley little hurricane?

Wimps! Who cares if the governor declared

a state of emergency? REAL movie
theaters never close. That was the second

most catastrophic loss of service in this

area.

The worst disaster to strike the com-
munity was the loss of my Friday film col-

umn. Untold thousands sat in darkness
mourning the absence of my cinematic

words of wisdom.

Have no fear, oh, unht^py hordes, me
and my ego have returned. But enough
about me, what about the movies?
Glenn C\ose(Big ChiU)is in two of the

Hampshire 4 Theaters. Maxie is a comedy
which stars Close as a housewife whose
body is taken over by the spirit of a wild
singer from the 1920's whose name is

(guess what?) Maxie. (Look for a review
next week). Close also stars in a murder
thriller called The Jagged Edge. In Jagged,
Close is a savvy lawyer assigned to defend
Jeff Bridges who is accused of savagely
butchering his wife. Everyone in the
known universe thinks Bridges is guilty but
Close knows he's innocent. Why? Because

^^ Crafts

louno

I Mile North of UMam

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditicxiing

Hampshire presents

^People are Living There'

Hampshire College Theatre has opened its fall season

with Athol Fugard's People are Living There, a

psychological study of four characters.

The show, which will run through Saturday evening,

will be presented in the college's recently renovated

Mainstage. Curtains are at 8 p.m.

Tickets are available by phone through tonight. Call

the Hampshire Theatre box Office at 549-4600, exten-

sion 351. Tickets are $3 for the general public, $2.50 for

students.

Catch the newest
tunes with Arts!
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Where's the beat?

Join the street beat with. . .

D.J. ANDREW WOLF
of KISS 108 F.M. Boston

Saturday Oct. &th

The beat goes on. . .

D.J. IVIARK STONEHAIVI

ROCKY MO«HO«

PINK FLOYD

TME WALL

DAWN
OF THE DEAD

COMMANDO
Iragular a iliiiiaalon

A.

Thursday Uct. lUth
The Legend

The Man Who Invented Rock N' Roll

BO DiDDLEY
A special area appearance

that shouldn't be missed by

anyone who loves rock n' roll

Also Special Guests

The WILDCAT O'HALLERAN BAND
tickets in advance $7.00 - $8.00 at the door

Coming Oct 17th NRBQ
limn mm mjiitnii fi 4issium

she's in love with him. Sounds good but will

a jury buy it?

Raul Julia can be seen in two movies

playing in the area. In Kiaa of the Spider-

woman, Julia is Arregui, a political

prisoner in a South American jail cell with

an effeminate homosexual played by
William Hurt. Julia is a somber and intense

tortured rebel but it is Hurt who will snag
at least an Academy Award nomination

maybe even a statue for his performance in

this film. Ki88 of the Spiderwoman is play-

ing at the Academy of Music in Northamp-
ton until Oct. 17th.

Julia can also be seen in the suburban
murder comedy (what will they think of

next?) Compromising Positions as a
somber yet comic police detective in-

vestigating the murder of a very lecherous

dentist. Susan Saradon {The Hunger,

Rocky Horror Picture Show) stars as a

suburban housewife who gets caught up in

the mystery and solves it. There are a few
tense moments in the film that are positive-

ly Hitchcockian. In one scene, Saradon is in

danger and Julia, who could easily save

her, is on the other side of the door com-
pletely unaware that she is even in danger.

The humor is very dry and it may take a
few seconds to get some of the jokes.

My two favorite Shakespearean actors,

Chuck Norris and Arnold Schwarzenegger
star in two macho blood movies that search

and destroy their way into two area

theaters this weekend. Invasion USA is a

delightful little paranoia tale about ter-

rorists who try to take over America and
the one man on the continent who can stop

them. Chuck Norris. Comando stars Ar-

nold (Conan, Terminator) Schwarzeegger
and Rae Dawn Chong (Quest for Fire).

Chong is the daughter of Chong of Cheech
and Chong fame. Even after reading a

press release for this great piece of cinema,
I still have no idea what this film is about
All I know is that there's lots of explosions
and Arnold is in leather. If you rate movies
by body count then this one could be for

you.

Creator stars Peter O'Toole {Laujrence of
AraMa, etc.) as your average everyday
Nobel prize-winning scientist who wants to

re-create his dead wife from her cells which
he has been cultivating for 30 years. Vin-

cent Spano is his yoimg assistant, Mariel
Hemingway plays O'Toole's girlfriend.

Most reviewers found the film contrived

but they also thought O'Toole transcended
way above his material.

Agnes of God stars Jane Fonda, Anne
Bancroft and Meg Tilly (see review). Agrnes

is a mystery about a young nun who gives

birth to a baby that is later found strangl-

ed. Later under questioning, the nun,

Agnes (Meg Tilly) says she didn't know she

was pregnant and doesn't even remember

the baby. The court appoints a psychiatrist

(Jane Fonda) to find out if Agnes is mental-

ly fit to stand trial for manslaughter. Anne
Bancroft plays the Mother Superior of the

convent. She tries to protect young Agnes
from Fonda. If you can't stand Jane Fon-

da, you probably won't like this movie. Not

only does Fonda act like Fonda, she also

tries to make you think she smokes. If you

can stand Fonda, you may like this contest

of modem science versus faith.

Pleasant St. is showing The Coca Cola

Kid which stars Eric Roberts as a Coca

Cola representative trying to bring Coke to

the only place left in the world that doesn't

drink the beferage. With messianic fervor,

Roberts tries to convert the small

Austrailian town from their heathen way
to righteous path of Coke.

Costumed as "Commando," Arnold Schwarzenegger prepares for the
box office battle.
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^'Agnes of God
pits faith against
modern science
AGNES OF GOD
Starring Jane Fonda, Anne Bancroft and Meg Tilly

Directed by Norman Jewison
Screenplay by John Pielmeier based on his stage play.

Mt. Farms Theatres

By DON LIPPER
Collegian S^aff

Agnes (Mel Tilly) a young nun in a convent screams in

her room one night. When the other nuns finally break

open her door, they find Agnes curled on the floor, her

white novice's uniform drenched in her blood. In Agnes'

wastepaper bsket the Mother Superior (Anne Bancroft)

finds a newly bom baby strangled with its umbilical cord.

Under questioning Agnes says she doesn't remember
being pregnant or giving birth. She doesn't believe the

baby exists. The court appoints a forensic psychiatrist

(Jane Fonda) to determine if Agnes is mentally fit to stand

trial for manslaughter. Everyone wants Fonda to give a

quick answer and everyone wants the answer to be that

Agnes is crazy. Neither the church nor the state wants the

case to come to court because the publicity would help no

one. Fonda tells them she won't make a judgment until

she understands everything about Agnes.

Fonda gets opposition from the Mother Superior (Ban-

croft). 'I do not want that mind cut open,' Bancroft states.

As Fonda pushes further into her investigation, she

discovers that this may not be a simple case of hysterical

amnesia. Fonda exposes a cover-up and a trail of clues I

won't disclose.

The film was directed by Norman Jewison who also

directed A Soldier's St-frry On<» ''^n s*^ why he was chosen

for this project. Jewison is very good at opening up plays

but I ihwkAgnes would have been streng^ened draimtical-

ly if Jewison had kept most of the action indoors. The
original stage play was set in a room with two chairs and

an ashtray. The film would have benefitted from that kind

always staring at the sky.

Anne Bancroft performs best in this film, though at

times she seems a bit embarrassed by what she is doing.

Bancroft's performance has the most variety and depth.

Unlike Fonda, you always see the wheels turning in Ban-

croft's head. She's always thinking or feeling something.

It is her presence that is felt throughout the film.

Gandhi photo exhibit is striking

«'«««««'«««««'«« «««««
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115 Russell St, Rt. 9, Hadley, MA
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Movie Reviewer

of intensity.

It is nice to see a trend in movies that produces scripts

for strong leading female characters. AlthoughAgnes pro-

vides an opportunity for all three actresses to shine, the

performances are not as strong as one might have hoped

for.

There are some people who can't stand Jane Fonda. If

you are one of those people then this movie may not be for

you. Jane Fonda acts like, well, Jane Fonda. What's worse

in this film, you are expected to believe that she smokes. It

doesn't come off. Her performance is passable. It isn't

great, but it serves.

Meg Tilly is convincing as a naive novice. Some people

were put off by the way she portrayed sublime holiness by

Aflrwes.while it is outwardly a murder mystery, also con-

tains a debate about faith and modem science. Fonda

rightly accuses Bancroft of keeping Agnes in complete ig-

norance about the world around her. Agnes leads such a

sheltered life that she doesn't know where babies come
from. Agnes' ignorance pushes her further into faith.

When Fonda asks Agnes if she was ever outside the con-

vent, Agnes says 'There is no world outside the convent.*

Bancroft at one point suggests that Agnes' pregnancy

might be a miracle.

This film may sound like a very dry and boring
theological debate. It is not. Agnes is an involving and at

times, humorous movie.

The Life of Gandhi
Student Union Gallery,

Wheeler Gallery

Through Oct. 13

ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

To approach the Student

Union Art Gallery's The

Life of Gandhi as merely a
photography exhibit would
be a mistake. It is much
more than that.

Art Review

areThe photographs
strong in quality; the large

(some up to five feet high)

black-and-white works grab

the viewer with both their

simple, clear composition

and their obvious empathy.
It's, important to

Peace activist Mahatma Gandhi weaving his own clothing.

remember that most of the

photographs were not snap-

ped in the interest of art

alone; therein lies their

strength. The portraits elo-

quently capture the shaman
of nonviolent resistance as

he cared for lepers, held

children, served time in

prison, and fasted. One par-

ticularly striking work, a
close-up of Gjandhi's face,

shows him deep in reflec-

tion, with lips pursed and
eyes closed.

This exhibit is being

presented in honor of the

Peace Pagoda in Leverett,

in conjunction with two
other UMass galleries.

Nuclear Sites, by Robert

Del Tredici, will be on

display at the Hampden
Gallery today through Oct.

13. Also, the Gandhi exhibit

is on its way to Wheeler
Gallery, where it will run

through Oct. 13.

The three galleries should
be commended for working
together.

The Minuteman Marching Band is performing
tonight at the Fine Arts Center as part of the

Multiband Pops Concert.

Catch the latest tunes, movie
and play reviews and of course
Bibliofile on the Arts page.

Meg Tilly and Jane Fonda in "Agnes of God." Anne Bancroft also stars.

Running Short on Spending iVloney?

Collegian Employment

Distribution of the Collegian
Monday - Friday
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Must have a car and mornings free until 11:00

We are now hiring drivers to

start immediately

Excellent Salary and Experience

Come down and fill out an application

at the Collegian Office

Deadline Friday October 11, 1985

\9
Pick Your Own
PUMPKINS lOCib

Sunday Oaly 10-S

Ift- 2J«WSlilBl«»
Op*n 8 a.m. lo 8 p.m. L 5

HARVEST YOUR CROP at ATKINS
STOCK UP NOW on FRUITS & VEGETABLES that are AT THEIR

BEST in QUALITY & FLAVOR
CRISP. JUST PICKED APPLES from ATKINS...
The Most popular Now Available. Juicy and Sweet

CORTLAND MCINTOSH MACOUN
Well As: MOLLIES DELICIOUS

GREENINGS,
CRAB APPLES

PEARS:
BARTLETT for Canning & Eating
MAGNUS Great for Eating

ATKINS, Fresh Pressed Pure SWEET CIDER Delicious anytimg No Preservatives!

FROM THE LOCAL FARMS TO YOU:
SQUASH (over 8 varltlcs) POTATOES. ONIONS. CABBAGE.

PUMPKINS. SWEET CORN. BEETS. TOMATOES. CUCUMBERS A Much, much mor«

Winter Keeping U.S. '1

KATHADIN POTATOES

$2.75 50 lbs

Mass.

CARROTS
19*

Specials 10/4-10/10
Slock Up On All Mass. Native Specials

Mass. Native

SPINACH
39* lb

Native

ONIONS
3 • 39*

SPY GOLD
Apples

^^ ^%^ Gicat ior Pie»

lb.

Sliced.

SMOKED TURKEY BREAST

»4.75 lb

Natural. Unsweetened

APPLE BUTTER
jF-r 10 o»

Chewy. Fudge

BROWNIES
3 s

99* (rpq 40 I

DECORATE YOUR HOME
FOR THE FALL:

Pumpkins, Gourds. Indian Corn. Scarpcrows,
Dried Flowers, and ^,^__^_^^____^^_^^______

^^^^^OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

FRESH FALL BOUQUETS
AND ARRANGEMENTS

Alwai/s Fresh Cut Flowers
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eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amherst

i
256-6889

CONVENIENT

CAMPUS!
BREAKFAST SERVED

ANY TIME

•OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THUR8.

OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. A SAT.

• BEER A WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNITE

• PLENTY OF PARKING

IWBWW^T^^^^Wt'^"^^

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
NcKt to Town UmU

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
$20 MINIMUM ORDER,
COFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

All Prices In Store Cash Only

ALL AMERICAN WINES
(750 ml

including Champagne15% OFF ^^"^

mm^i^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^f

;gi3ii 16

I

GUINNESS
STOUT
$435 + dep.

HARP $399
^ .

LAGER
6 pk + dcp.

BartUs & Jaymes
Wine
Cooler 1^

4pac.
«3a5

WOLF
LIGHT
$^60

6pk -*- dep.

LOWENBRAU
Light or Dark

6pk 330
+ d«p»

^IM^M^H^H^M

Our Shoes Aren't Cheap,

The CompetitionIsJust Too Expensive!

I

Puma 1st Rourtd
Leather court shoe
Reg S32 99

$26

Puma 1st Round
High Top Leather

court shoe

_ S3899

$30

Puma Clyde
Suede court shoe

Reg S39 99

$30
In our game the best way to stay on top is to keep our prices under everytjody elses

Even on best-selling Puma leather court shoes. That way, we all come up winners

MenssJ2es6'/j-12

Bonus Sp«clall

Get a free Puma painter's cap or a pair of wide shoe laces with every Puma footwear

purchase. Offer good while quantities last, so hurry on in now.

,' \

\

\

,:- :.< s-; .»;*,•;

^
,..^'

1 ^1 ^
4 ^m>

1«»' %l

.#.>
;::>'

_ ...i...v ,„ii„ -....fe».i.'>i..1

i^homecoming'
continued from page 1

HAPPY CAMPERS — Die-hard fans slept out Wednesday night for a good place in line to bay
Morris Day concert tickets at the Fine Arts Center. The musician will perform Oct. 24.

i^Olney.
continued from page 1

The modification proposals for the salary plan, which
was implemented July 1 at the recommendation of Olney
Associates of Boston, included:

% a readjustment of the plan's method of determining
salary increases

% a modification of the plan's criteria for determining
job classifications

% an adjustment of the plan's criteria for determining
job classification

Discussion of the Olney Plan at the PAUMA senate
meeting was opened when Chancellor Joseph Duffey was
addressed by George Clay, laboratory manager of Health
Services.

Clay questioned Duffey on whether the administration
was honoring a memo of agreement with PAUMA. The
memo states "in effect, that the PAUMA senate will be
given the opportunity to review changes that awould af-

fect its members," Clay said.

"It is absolutely essential that this University have a

clear policy with regard to salary structure," Duffey said

before he further discussed the issue off the record.

At a faculty senate meeting yesterday, Quarles thank-
ed the UMass faculty for its support ofPAUMA since the

implementation of the Olney plan.

Police report
Two trash can fires were extinguished Wednesday

night in the Campus Center walkway between the video

arcade and the Barbershop, University of Massachusetts

police said.

Stemo was found in the bottom of the two trash cans.

There were no damages reported and police have a

suspect, they said.

In other police reports:

Tire tracks dug up part of the Warren G. McGuirk
Alumni Stadium field Wednesday night, an athletic

department official told police. A car drove through the

unlocked south end gates onto the field and drove a full

circle around the field starting from the 45'yard line.

More than 20 feet of grass was dug up, the official said.

Two men were arrested Wednesday night and charged

with trespassing after they were reported to be fighting

with residents of Dwight House.
Police issued trespass notices to an 18-year-old

Brookline man and a Foxboro man, neither of whom are

students. Police said the two men were later spotted near

the Whitmore Administration Building and were ar-

rested and charged with failure to obey a trespassing

notice. The men are also suspected to have vandalized

the hallways of Dwight House with graffiti, police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

Motel, according to employee Kay Corrigan. "We're book-

ed solid. A lot of it is due to the homecoming, but also

because d'the football games and the fall foliage," she said.

"I couldn't begin to estimate the number of people we've

turned away."

Homecoming has little effect on the Campus Center

Hotel, employee Meredith Schmidt said. "We are booked

up pvfry wppkend during the academic year." she said.

"For Saturday, about a hundred alumni have reserved

rooms."

Because of the scarcity of rooms, the date and activities

of the activities of the annual homecoming weekend must
be planned years in advance, according to Snoek. "We have

to plan ahead a minimum of three years just because get-

ting hotel rooms in the fall in Amherst is next to impossi-

ble," he said.

Homecoming weekend officially starts today at 7 p.m.

with a bonfire at the Campus Pond." (UMass Football)

Coach (Bob) StuU will be there with some of the football

team. The band will be there along with alumni and
students," Snoek said. At 8 p.m. a band concert will be

held at the Fine students," Snoek said. At 8 p.m. a band
concert will be held at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall,

featuring performances from the music and dance featur-

ing performances fi-om the music and dance departments.

The festivities will continue with a parade at 11 a.m.

tomorrow, starting at the Haigus Mall, going through

downtown Amherst, and ending at Alumni Stadium.

Alumni classes from 1975 and 1980 will have a barbeque

outside the stadium at 11:30 a.m.

^^°"H
let us do yOur
wash-dry- fold

and
hand pressing

10-5 P.M. MON.-SAT

SELF SERVICE

7 DAYS 7AM 10 P.M.

5^9 'f665

Quality
Laundry
11 Pray St.

Amherst, MA

33: zc 3Z se zs ZE ZE zc

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
NSE CLUB

Those on exchange, returning from exchange, or others

interested:

There will be a meeting to elect officers and discuss the Colum-

bus Day weekend day trip. Anyone interested in running for of-

fice should contact Joel in the NSE Office at 545-2191.

The T-Shirt design contest is still open!

Come down and support the club!

Date: Thursday, Oct. 10, 1985

Time: 6:30 - 7:30 PM
Place: 163 Campus Center

^g- -^g- ^g- »« ir SLL Jie. ^e "ar(«-»—•——-^
WED., THURS. and FRI. SPECIAL

RENT/\>WRKK

New & Usod Cars
Trucks a Van* Also Avalabte

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

^t^
STOP&
SHOP AT
THE OLD
MILL

For the best

in gifts,

lamps, uni-

que crafts,

cards. Col-

onial fur-

niture and
Nonnt Af^ua»sr decorator ac-I

Oio»f

Route 63
1 mile north

of UMass

cessones.

Hrs. 10 to 6
kTues - Sunday Closed Monday

Viss Cr

Mastsr-
chsrgs

HAIRCUT
$6.95
with Laurie

atSHEAR DELIGHT
Complete Hairstyling For Men and Women
228 Triangle St. ( Y* mile from Southwest)

on the corner of Triangle and Pray

549-1502
coupon expires 11/1 /85

Concert for

World Peace
Sat., October 5, 1985 • 7:30 p.m.

Featurin3—

Doa World Music Ensemble premierins their "Or^e World
Symphony' dedicated to International Year of Peace

D0U9 Cameron /Canadian Sinser/Songwriter in the first

US oerformance followms release of his new album
"Mona and tr>e Children

'

Jack Lenz/Canadian composer/performer

New World Generation Back from their West Indies tour

The Traditional Cambodian Music Ensemble
An ancient tradition survives in N^assachcisetts

Tickets: $8.00
Fine Arts Center ($4.00 students and children)

O-ganizec! oy tne Ba-.a is o' Massachusetts '.c oer.ef • u N international year o' Peace
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Collegian is now accepting

applications for position of

Subscription Manager and

Circulation Manager
These positions entail highly

responsible individuals.

Apply at the Collegian

113 Campus Center

Application deadline is

Friday, October 11.

THE PIERCED EAR in OCTOBER

r ALL OPALS Sf

20% OFF
(Including Opal Ear Piercing Earrings)

FREE EAR PIERCING

with purchase of ConceptsTM

Allergy Free Ear Piercing Earrings

I

i

I

ECOMING
SALE

25% OFF Basic Sweats

50% Creslan* Acrylic 50% cotton

Long Sleeve Crew Neck Sweatshirt
Sizes S-M-L-XL
Sale $7.50 Reg. $10.00

Pullover Hooded Sweatshirt
Sale $11.25 Reg. $15.00

Hooded Zip Front Sweatshirt
Sale $12.75 Reg. $17.00

Basic Style Sweat Pant
Sale $7.50 reg. $10.00

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, MA 01035
413-686-8736

• FREE
Ear IVIagic

• FREE
Checlc-ups

I

Sale prices effective thru October 12, 1986.

located at

the

Hampshire Mall

jC Penney VKA*

mn
•»«•

XPenney

FOUR SEASONS
Wines/Liquors

BEER SPECIALS
HEINEKEN 12 oz. btis $15.99

GRIZZLY 12 oz. btIs $11.99

LABATTS BEER €r ALE. ... 12 oz. btls. . . . $11.99

BUD, BUD LIGHT cans $11.50

COORS and COORS LIGHT 12 oz. cans. . . . $11.50

LITE 12 oz. cans $10.99

WINE SPECIALS
RIUNITE 1.5 L $4.99

WINE COOLERS 4 pk $3.60

LIEBFRAUMILCH 750 ml 2 for $5.00

CHANDON BRUT 750 ml $12.99

SIX PACK SPECIALS
GROLSCH $3.99

DAB $3.99

SWINKLES HOLLAND BEER $3.25

WURZBURGER OKTOBERFEST $4.49

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $8.99

RON ROBERTO RUM. 1.75 L $10.99

HENRI PHILIPPE PEP. SCHNAPPS. 1.75 L.$9.99

HENRI PHILIPPE AMARETTO. . . 1.75 L. . . $11.99

^A GOOD LUCK
MINUTEMEN!

Location - on Route 9 past McDonald's and Burger King

#

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU ^m/^^tmmmrm^f^

..ANDimNKISPeAK
fOiAUMyFrnOUlCOH- AM£N!

ilN6mMUSrP05OM5-
-"^ THIN6AB(HfT

,

MS VmmjKl.SINCBCONGRtSS
5KMS UNWIUINO TO FUfUHdR.
RBOUCBSPBNDiNG.HOUOOiOU
PROPOSaDAClONTHa

P^ICITf

mtHEFCtSlfiSLB/VXFSHlPFOR. A
omeei rm surbB/ame uphbrb
IS FimiMi UIILUNG TOAPMIT Jm
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BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
bCANNtNG me M6r. ifim>€
R£ACHe5 Of -me cosmic mp
HIS miNP mNP&r5 w me
F/Wfi6nc .ion£ ijNfmw&\ -

Afce couLP He ee starino
INW we i€^ FKe ». OF

Gordy ByGorde

(2gRpe

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

{AJ€^K 0etnt T-Hts.

M,t><i*CW»'

TH IB /<

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

My Goo (A«iHL

.

' V -

.
-

'
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OOIMC ON IM
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The Sub is now hiring drivers

for deliveries.

Must have own car.

Part time, full time.

Inquire at Sub
I at 33 E. Pleasant St. Amherst, |

Collegian classifieds

will get you top dollar!

**A little out of the way
a lot less to pay*'

Doris Beads N Jewelry
• Charms • Beads • Earrings

located

in Mt. Farms Mall

I

Open Wed-Sun Hadley

•MWi.SW^'1 "^"flfl^lfw'

vv«atli«r

IbdfiQr's Weather
Rain ending in the morn
tng, partly cloudy in the

post meridian. Tbnigh,
we'll have 'variable

cloudiness,' with lows in

the 60's.

LUNCH
Fishburger on Roll

Turkey Divan

DINNER
Baked Cod

with Newburg Sauce
Cheese Lasagna
with Tbmato Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Rice Frittata

Fishburger on Roll

BASICS DINNER
East West Lasagna

Baked Cod
with Newburg Sauce

Copy editor needed
immediately

Do you have good spelling, grammar, style? Are
you free Thursday nights? Want to earn $10? (Low
pay, but great experience.) Copy editors proof all

new stories for the above, and write headlines. Come
see Anne McCrory at 113 Campus Center, after 2:30

p.m. today for an application and qualifying exam;
bring your AP stylebook. Applications must do betp

ter than 80 percent on the quiz for consideration.

Come done today!

J

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Tnidr Michel Jifre

1 rMllHy tMAd
S "...at*«nw

10 R«f«r 10

M Author ot'TD*
Angry HUM

15 nMllor't Mgn
16 air on lit* Oka
17 HackMt •

•lock inlrad*

le a*t ready

20 Racord ttoldar

22 Holding

d«V)CM
23 U o) Maina t

locata

2i Lovaf of

NarciMut
26 Oatignaiat
28 Town al mouth

ot tna Tioar

32 Actor Hingia

33 leh Princa

o<Wata«»
motto

34 GaaasuMdin
air-conditionart

35 Borodin s

Princa

3r Novamtiar viP

39 Italian painlar

40 E»iat>ii«h

42 Court nama
44 Roman

goddett
4& Saad covaring

46 Almanac, in a

way
48 -Cnina

M Su*anolll>a
tcraan

SI Al tt>ahalm

SS Snapnardaf I in

rtta Wmiar (

Tala

S8 Aiart

60 Muralilt 'rom

Spam
61 Educating

Caina
film

6? Panottha
Skull Comp
lorm

63 Port in Pannayl

vania

64 Scut
65 Madaotcaraai
66 Authority with

po««r

1 Smooth -hairad

dofla

2 Sm In tha

USSR
3 WaMaacartain
way

4 Oaciara
poailivaly

5 Mindful

6 Boo loMowar
1 Caaaini

8 Maaturat m
London

9 Sat of moral
principlat

10 Ravai ag
1

1

Oias

12 PartolNWT
13 Cartain tooth

baarars

19 Magitttatain
anciani Spana

21 Parina' of null

24 Spraadfor
braad

26 Tidal bora
21 Absiraci baings

29 yatlatday s

ballarinat

30 Circia or

aanclum

31 Olobalaraa
32 Early inhabitant

of Graal Britain

34 aarly

timat J

Woolman
36 Sana
38 Cmdartoliha

comics
41 Augsburg aunt

43 Pracadarot

blast

46 bassoon

4T Englisr> county
49 A fun place

51 Arthur or

Chaster

52 Ganusof
dolphin

M Viaudspan
nama

S4 Capricorn

S6 Domingo
specially

6' Bril Silver

59 Oir

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ7LE
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WITNESS ;
Did you tae UMau*

Police Officers *

struggling with a man^
near Grad Research •
Center on May 5, 1966*
(during Spring Concert)?^

* If so please contact: •
Dorothy Cario *

• 16 Center St. 1314 J
2 Northampton, MA 01060*
Z 4li684-8424
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FREE BUS RIDES
Lkn-Uy

S<*t.l7«hft

RncktoBATOEAXE
OaM«OcL««i*Sdi
THREEOFAMND

toiuidfrofn

CAMPUS CENTER at U - MASS
Every Fri. & Sat. at 8:30 P.M., Returning at 2:15 A.M.

YOU DOTHE PARTYING — WE DO THE DRIVING
MMIMMMIMiMMHWMMHmMtMIMHM

HOT
r?OAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

. Watch for

our Valuable

Coupons on
Mondays &
Wednesdays

I

Friday, October 4, ittM -
1

1

11 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

^P.M^i", ?*• Amherst, MA
i.» II <i 11 *^ I

ft C_
,^^ ^^1

k

^-'2r%
ŷ

\buvegot
offiend

at

Home of Keepsake Diamonds

* 14 Karat Gold
* Seiko Watches
* Jewelry Repair

Sigma Delta Tau
OPEN RUSH

Thurs. Oct. 3 at 5:00 (dinner)

Mon. Oct. 7 at 7:00

All University Women
Invited

Call 545-0527

taherstCkMese Foods

ta-M MAIW ST.. AMHERST
BUR a WINE LICENSE

f-rmth VM*f*MM
from Our Own farm

CLOMO wtonnoAY
•« 00 Oi U»« "SO 0« ••TCiM COlO««0

2S3-783S

STUDENT DISCOUNT 10%
(all jewelry)

Located in the Hampshire Mali

^-'^

Balloon Delivery Service
'

BALLOONS in TEAM COLORE

got any amount 1-500/

Celebrate Post Game
with a BELLY DANCER or

BALLOON DELIVERY/
CALL to order 9Mol^30

2"^ Fleer Carriac* Shepa

N. Ploaeant

-I ii

233 ABHerot

"^ \

\

Quality Food 1 Praparvd
To Ord»r^
ChMtnut Plain Rd

Whataly

i-taB-aoM-**^

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER

Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Ribs,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: take 1 16 north to

South Deerfield, south on route

6-10 1 Vi miles. Right on Chris-

tian Lane V4 mile from center of f

^own. Open: :

Mon-Sat 5-10 pm \

Sun 1-9 \

\

•IT PAYS TO PLAY"

ATHLETIC
SUPPLIES. INC.

Distributors of

Spalding • Rawlings • Wilson
• CCM • Daoust • Bauer •

• Adidas • Nike • Brooks •

• White Stag • Sand Knit •

We Design Intramural

. Team Shirts & Jerseysll

Retail Store

377 Main St.

Amherst
253-3973

For the occasions when you need a

heel - but don't went a high heel. Try

'Alison" by9WEST Available in black,

taupe, royal blue.

THE SPORTING LIFE

In all cotton... ., ^ ,, JT
Naturally;

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Motonlc St. • Northampton • 586-6336
* Jutt Ground the corner from Bort't

Mon. -Sat. 104, Thura. 'til f. Sun 12-6

Colle gian_i9

ir hooters win continued from page 20

all at home during a four game stretch com-
mencing next Saturday at 1.

The 12th ranked University of
Massachusetts volleyball team, 14-0, will

face their toughest challange of the season
against a tough Northeastern University

club tomorrow at Boyden Gym. Game time
is slated at 1 p.m.

We're not going to change anything for

them," said coach Elaine Sortino. "What we
want to do is expand our offense a little and
do a few different things. Hopefully we'll be
alright."

The Minutewomen and Huskies met
earlier this season at the Central Connec-

ticut State Tbumey with UMass coming out

on top in a two-game sweep.

"What we need to do and do well is serve

tough," said Sortino. "It helped us a lot in

our first match with them and I think

"They looked very good at the CCSU
tourney," said Sortino. "They have more
talent than they did last year and they have
more experience Basically they have the
same team from last season."

"I think Northesistern took us a little bit

for grsmted last time we played," added Sor-

tino. "You can believe that's not going to

happen on Saturday. They're going to be
very well prep£u-ed to play us."

UMass will have their hands full dealing

with Northeastern's big g^ns: outside hit-

ter Monique Ellis and the former Junior
Elite Tfeam setter Karen McAnaw, who Sor-

tino called "an extraordinary setter".

"Player for player, I think we match up
well," said Sortino. "Defensively, they're

probably as scrappy of a team as we will

ever see or face We are going to have to play

off our offense and expect the ball back."

"The thing that I'm the most concerned
about is that we get out and play well," said

Sortino. "We sputtered against Mount
Holyoke I don't think we had a particular-

ly good match against them. It's been a
while since we've played well and had a

good flow."

"This is a match we are not going to be
tired for," added Sortino. "We will be ready
to p.lay."

University of Massachusetts forward Catherine Cassady dribbles past a

UConn defender on Thursday. UMass won, 1-0.

ifHomecoming weekend sports previews. continued from page 20

It was MacDougall, a senior co-captain,

who blew a one-on-one opportunity with
just 3:45 left in the game, sending a shot

over the crossbar. Huskie Missy Morrone
also had a few good chances that were
broken up by the UMass defense that has
still hasn't given up a goal all year UMass
has outscored its opponents, 33-0.

Massachusetts outshot their New
England rivals by a 9-3 margin with a good
deal more going over the crossbar. UMass'
freshman keeper Jan Holland made three

saves. UC's Mitchell made nine saves.

"It was really hard out there," UMass' for-

ward Cathy Cassady said. "It was the first

time we really had to put it together and
work hard."

The rain-slicked and the mud-covered

field didn't help either. "It just made it

more intense," Cassady said. "We had to

concentrate on the little things—like stay-

ing upright."

Both teams also had to battle an incon-

sistent referee who managed to call nine

fouls on both teams, much to the

displeasure of the UMass fans who felt that

the Minutewomen were short-changed.

But it was really just a battle between the

two top-ranked teams in New England.

UMass played the last five minutes like

they were the team down 1-0 and constant-

ly pressured UConn and Mitchell, who
made some diving saves in the last three

minutes.

"We had never lost on this field," Mac-

Dougall said."We thought they would be

young and inexperienced. They were'nt.

"In our opinion (coming into the game),

we thought UMass was the best team in the

iffootball faces Rhode Island

country," she said.

Banda said, 'We went to the ball and forc-

ed them to make mistakes by putting

pressure on the ball. Everyone played well."

All-American Kristen Bowsher played

the entire game and had two shots on goal

along with Carolyn Micheel. Defenders Sue

Bird, Chris Schmitt, Belkin and Susan
Montagne kept UConn at bay and brought

up the ball on more than a few occasions.

"It was a good, tough, well-played game.

A good game for women's soccer," Tsantris

said.

continued from page lA

Keys for UMass include cutting down on turnovers (they

had seven last week against Harvard) and maintaining

the high level of intensity they have displayed this season.

The Rams will be looking to establish the air game early

and often and put the pressure on Williamson. UMass can

not afford to get behind early to the Rams, after the loss

to Brown (which came after leading at one point, 10-0)

coach Bob Griffin's crew isn't likely to let down at any time

"As all Yankee Conference games are, this is an impor-

tant one," Griffin said. "The game is on the road to the

conference championship. This is UMass' first league

game and they have it at home where they always play

tough. They are a well-coached team and have obviously

improved from a year ago."

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: Unknown idiots drove

a car around the field on Wednesday night after driving

though vmlocked gates at the stadium. The field will have

to be filled in, but due to the weather is can not be resodded

in time . .the UMass-URI season series is a close 29-28-2

with the edge to the Rams. . .McKeown leads UMass in

tackles with 46, Sullivan is second with 30, but leads in

sacks with 4.5. . .Sullivan, a transfer from Iowa, played

his best game against Harvard with 12 tackles. . .Neri

leads UMass in rushing with 250. . .Barnwell has 205. .

.per 100 yards, UMass opponents have scored only three

points. . .Shaughnessy is O-for-4 in two series of downs
(both against Harvard) this season. . .UMass has averag-

ed 12,866 fans in two games. . .for the season, UMass has
played before an average of 13,700 fans, a considerably

higher number than last season. . .retired UMass
titasnrer Robert Hawley, a long-time UMass fan, will be
at the game, he is celebrating is 90th birthday later this

month.

.iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash In advance • Phone number FREE

ACTtvmES ENTERTAINMENT

AHORA la having Ha flrat dane«. Two
Nva bartdi. Salaa, marangu*,. . .Friday

1(M« at tha SUB at 830 pm tkts M.OO in

advafKa M.OO for info caw M6-2479

8e«ithwaat RaaManta - Gat involvad)

Waakly Southwaat Aaaambty maating. .

tonight 7:00 PM in Hampdan Souttwida
Room. Al Walcoma

Spactrum Maating Monday in tt>a Oukaa
Room in ttia Studant Union at 7:00 PM

ADVEWnSINO. ANYONE? ~~

Wa ara a young, anargatic Northampton
advartiaing firm. Wa taak • hard-working,

confidant paraon to aaaiat in our acttvitiat.

Muat tMiv9 own wtiaalt. If intaraatad, plaaaa

callSW-2136

AUTO FOR SALE

Rack-A-Dlac Entaitalnmont Aganey.
Olac Jocfcaya, larga acraan vidao dancaa,

light ihowt and rantato. S4e-7144

DECA-DANCE I

Friday, Octobar *#>, coma to tha CC
Auditorium from 9 to 1 draaaad in tt>a alyla

of your fivorit* dacada 20'i, 60'a,

wtiatavar* Ba craativa' Admiaaion it $2.00

til 10:00, and M.SO aftar 10:00. Tba CCA ia

accaaaWa. Thit darK* it tponaorad tiy ttia

Laabian. Biaaxuai, and Gay AWanca; and all

ara walcoma'

FOR RENT

Twrtn bad faaturing oak boarda box tpring

and mattraaa fifty dotora or BO caH Maria

251-3734/ga-27(H

lOapaad Schwlnn Varalty bika it in good
condition call Karan 546-1027

FOUND

Found ana aat af kaya, Tuaaday in Capa
Cod Lounga. Rad kayd^n with tavan kaya,

irK^uding kryptonita kay. CaW Oava aftar 6.

253-7464

I found a nlea pair of aunglaaaaa in tan

caaa on Sapt. 22 naar Mahar. CaH Staf at

»1 todaimi

Studant Union af>d

found plaaaa caH Oava 2SM06\

Loat lloanaa in/around Baraia 't Porwta H.

Fram if found call Donna 54S-2730 raward*

Oray Ooratan Jachat plHii call Bath at

Bn-48B1 vary important to ma

MOTORCYCLES
~

B Honda NIghtliawh MO runt graat tookt

lika naw, k>w rnHaa •1B00 caH Oava 64B-7a82

MUMC

Dodga Aapan axcaHant condition

auto, PS. PB, AC. cnjlaa, naw battary, 74k

milat 649^5994

1M0 Dataun Pickup 11800 call 2SB-1320

aak tor Gary Jr.

Ford Falcon mint condition t1300 or BO
can Aaron 256-1238

1874 Impala 24000 n>llaa>graat condKion
baat offer caH MHat 2B6O033 aveoingt

77 Guttata Suprama axe. cond. naw
brakaa, tiraa, PB, PS, AC S46-7207

Ona badroom apt. at Ctlffalda. Graat

wattam viaw, aH faclHtiat. MOO inclutiva.

AvaHabIa Nov 1 Call now 966-7928

Avallabia Octobar 16, or>a badroom apart-

ment in Sundariand (route 1161 rent in-

dudat utilitiet Call CItffttde Apartmantt.

666-3966 on out route ecrott from 7 11

Rebart Lawaky. I four>d your drivar't

licante pick it up at tfia Informatkjn Oatk in

tt>a Camput Center Bklg.

HELP WANTED

2 badroom condo partiallv fumithad. No
patt. Maximum 3 partont lOOO monthly.

Echo HMI. 10 montht laaaa. 263-2912

FOR SALE

Wanna buy a SunMrd? Than give ma a

caHi Standard k>w mUaaga naw radiala no
ruat graat corMjition »1660 calt 54»459e

1876 Rabbit. Cheap trantportation. Good
angina, body fair 1200 ee&2»43, evening*

coodit

.

Mercury Monarch exc

AM/FM 56k orig milaa new pertt A/C, pwr
v»ind, need* peint 1500 caH Erin 646-8180

1871 Flymouth Fury 686-3878 untH 6

1874 Ptymoutlt Bcamp mnt graat SEO or

BO 29M7B0

78 Fkabkd A/C, ttarao, good cond. *2600

or BO 648-1846

1874 Ford Orand Torino axcaHant condi-

tton naw tiraa, thockt, cartoaurator. PS PB
AC FM Tape caM 253 9917

74 Capri runt graat. No njtt »600 caH

Debbie 548-4166

VW Bug
888-3817

Inaxpanelva woman'a ahlrta. many tfyiat

tH under »20 Kenya bag* »16 call 649-4863

Lab SariaalbOw guitar ampliflar exc *275

or BO call Rob 5^-4141

Bundy Huta. ExceHent cor>dition, very

rerely uaad. 275.00 or beet offer 696-7644

Computer Terminal with modem MOO or

BO Diane 549 1449

RotaignorSkiia 170 Caber boott 9

Solomon bindingt cheap 266-8896

1888 rebuilt angina 160.00

"CASH"

:mi
ear^caHMiia

Stereo for aala good condition *60 or beat

offer Rich 6-6471 _^
Older ^BM Elec Typawtr het foreign

language keyt ceH Eliene 1 ^9478
foyote Carica74"»a6 runt weH 549-4168

lET^r'Mavarlck running cond. »400

686-7738

78 Chavatta exceHent corxmon rtaaartabia

price FM ceeeette ttereo ce« eve* 467-3886

Hie Cablnett 2 and 4 drewer ttendard artd

legel ttte office quality end etaal daeka No
Amherat Motor* 549^2880

Paavey BandH brand new, onty 1225; Hon

do ruifaailnni' II guitar *1S0 alao Auttin

dittortion pedel »60 ceil Dave 666-7966

mTlx home atarao apaakafa 100

4110 2G6^>7«6

Fraahman Studant Attilatic Tralnera
10-12 hourt/week contact in Boyden Train-

ing Room (18) tal 646-2886

Superior PItia naada kttchan halp, mor-
ningt or nightt. Plaeee caH 64^0826

The office of the 80A Attorney Oanaral
hat ona potition tvaHeble for en Ataittant

Attorney. Applicantt thoukl have ttrong

organisational ikHIt Applk:attont can be ob-

tained m SU 434 or SU 420 or cell 5460341
e«t 7 AA/EEO

sick of DC food? Get out of the OC'ti Gat
a rabati of your meal plen mor>ey plua free

home cooked meelt. Only 16 to 20
hrt/week. Call Jim at 546-2150

INSTRUCTION
~

l<now your car. Batic automobilr
workahop. 28 houra IrKkKMng daaeroom
and ihop. Umltad anroNmant. 2S3-2088

KARAZ lAKI
~

Happy B-day P-Baarl Hare'a to a waafcand
of maative partying Nva K up on tfw Big 20
k>ve ttweya LBB

LOST

Loet In Hatch 9/23, brown glaaa caee
w/gliteit. Needed detprtly* If you pick

tf>e«Ti up pleete call 256-1778 tlMnx

Attantlon Banda, Mualclana - Embaaey
Recording Studio offert you 16 treck itate

of tha ert for laaa. Graat for demo tapaa.

Amherat 24 hra 649-7640

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT ~
Venture Electric OuHar w/caae book
value 475 00 atking 42SO.0O or BO mint

cond uted 3x Tern 684-3640

PERSONALS

Bande Wanted to play in the 6lh annual
Southweei Benle of tha Bandt. Come pick
up en application at the SWAG office in

Hempden Commone or caH 5-0880. Applica-
tk>n daedlir>e Oct. 4, 5 pm
8t Juda Thank you for your powerful in

tarceeelon - rK>w and alwaya

Looklrtg for Chrlatlan Fellowahip? Tha
Alliance Chrittitn Fellowthip it now

546-1'9283 for Info

Chrit PInlay
Mone:

where ara yau? CaH me*
you

Marc In LSO you are eo aexy • I crave your
bod< - e comrade in arma

Oaorga I tova you alwaya ' Joanna

Daaparataly Saaking Orape JuIca Lady
(hay do I know you?i| "Craty for you" for 8
morttfta B aKveya. I kxra you. aignad Pepper
Man (no oni'al

With a S page paper. eH you heve to fear

la wax buHdup, aH ovar your body.

Carolyn MC. - you cattMrMte my hor-

mor>ee" - Stratcft

LL L LA orM down many more to come.

H.L.H. - Thie one'a for you. Can I )uet teH

you?. . .You're tha beat, thana for

averytfiing,

Happy Birthday Roeemaryl Heve e great

day. Love. Jemie

The Marina Corpe Aviation Exam
originaHy echedulad for Friday 27 Sept it

reecheduled for Friday 4 Oct. Meet at Cam-
put Center Info Deek et 9:30 em. Watkint
are invited.

Mlaay Happy 19lh Birthday' gal peyched
for MaHbu' I k>ve ye Eve

Mike "Chewy" - Happy 22nd Birthday and
2 yr annivartary' Get paychad for

Homecomir>gi I k>ve yr. tonti XO Jen

Hev~Butter-Blg M.L. Heppy i9th Birth

day to an "angel" of a tiateri I don't krraw
what I'd do writfiout you' Love you, J.L.

JHE • Thenka for ahwaya being here for me
You're the beet' AH my k>ve forever NCM
Branda - we'H mite you' (jood tuck with
your intern Love, Ooobie Doo

Mery Beth: Heppy 18th Birthdey* En|oy
yourielf, t>ut don't get into troukile' Cieo,

town or Amherat eree. Call 323-631 1 ea 886

Tuee-Set. evenkige 2S3-3008

ROOMMATE WANTED

Quiat eoupla ktoWno to thare 2 bd apt

after 6 PM ceH 4e8^«a7

Apartment avallabia I heve e

bedroom in a 2 bedroom ept in PuffUn
ViUege It it fully fumiahed Rent neg. CaH

549^3830 or 548-5186 etk for Ed

SAVE we

Oraat gift or pataonal traaaura. SA8E to

FIND OUT PO Box 641 Amherat MA 01004

SERVICES

Prolaielawal typlni done by UMaaa alu-

dent. Reeeonabie ratea. R Charron
1-637O044

fAILOR Alteration Expert Same Day Sar-
vica Available SHAANN S Rt 116
Sunderiend Open 8 em 666- 3878

Pregnant? Need help? CeH Binhiighl:
648-1906

COINS 121/121 tutoring 5 00 per hr.

former 123/121 grader Alex 266-1238

Quellty Typing by
Heather 2S3-3ia

Profeeelonal. CaH

TRAVEL

Free kittenll Very cute end playful' Com-
pletely toilet treined 266-6689 free

Anyone Irtteraeted in alerting a taHboard
dub ptaeee call 6-51 14 aak for Dan

Dear Uea I tf>ink you ara aexy. Love, your
tecret admirer

Oabba Oabba Hayl - Tha Wamonaa arii

Tha Ramonae are playing UMaaal Watch
I for info

Maroon wallet loat In Lot 44, 9/26
call Leeh 646-4861

Feded Lavl danim Jacket can identify if

fourKi pleaaa caH 648-1687 reward

Daaparetely eeeking Deb I owe you 116
love your DP Guerdien Angel

Daapaiataly eaaking JahnI Love, KoHie

Brought to you by Mom and tha Rude
Qirtt land Quya). Perfect aa aver.

PRIVATE OUffAR LESSONS

Eiperleneed B patient teacher.
Rock / Pop/ Folk / Bluet Improvitttion.
Reeding, TI>eory, Compoeition Your home
or my ttudio. Doug 648-4788

PROFESSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

v^e^e, papeie. ^veeenanone* maeee* on-
camput, deperMlaWe, outatancHng quaHty,

k>w ratet, 584-7824

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEBKIND
ftovamber 13 drinkk>g age 18 468, •78caH
Bonnie 6443S

TYPING » WORD PROCESBINO

Naat day aervice TYPE-RITE. 2B3-S111

QUALITY TYPINQ. Long or thoft pnj^act*
WMI correct grammar, tpalling, Ef purictue
tion. Meticuk>ut proofreedir>g New IBM
typewrrter 548^X167

WANTED

(MteBto 3101 and
gold woman a watoh large raward 648-4718

Tare Lea: Tfiey took awiy ttie Drake artd

ihay took ewey our boote and now I'm go-
ing craiy not havir«g you. Capt. Moonraker

Brian 'a Typing Service. Feat, accurate
Aveiteble ehnoet enytime 666-7662.

ROOMWANfiO

Houeefceepera, pert tima flex .la houra

weekdeyt tnd weekenda on but route apply

at Howard Johnaont Lodge Rte 9 Hadlay

Two houaamatee. Montague ferm houae
180 /mo ceH 7 PM 10PM 367 2 148

People^ wrho hete eenaorahlp. Demand
YEASTHEAD be returned Write to lltia

puDNcmon'

10B
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Homecoming weekend: UM's busy
Soccer, volleyball, field hockey

are all in action this weekend
T»., r>0'^F'" '^TTAPVAVuy ivvJvjiliiv \^iirxx IVirviN

JOHN A. NOLAN
and BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
soccer team host three other Division 1

squads this weekend in the UMass Invita-

tional Tburnament.
The Minutemen, 8-3 and ranked second

in New England, go up against Nor-

theastern University in the opening match
tommorrow at noon.

UMass has won seven of its last eight con-

tests and are 5-0 at home. Massachusetts
is also coming of a big 2-0 shutout of Yale

on Wednesday.
Leading scorer Andy Bing (seven goals,

five assists), coming off an ankle injury and
the flu, and John Shannon (sore knee) are

both cine^tinYtable starters for the

Minutemen.
UMass will go with senior Don Donahue

(4-3, one shutout) in net on Saturday and

freshman Sam Ginsburg (4-0 , two

shutouts) on Sunday.

Northeastern, 2-0, gave UMass a tough

game last year (a 2-1 Massachusetts vic-

tory) and coach Jeff Gettler is expecting

much the same this year.

"They have very good forwards," said Get-

tler, "with a tough kid, Franz Manard, up
front."

Other standout performers for the

Huskies are forward Tbny Dias and keeper

Frank Stockwell.

Lastyears toumamment champion Hart-

ford, 3-6, squares off against St. Josephs

(Pa.), 2-6, in the second game at 3 p.m.

The consolation game will be played on

Sunday at 12 a.m. with the championship

game at 3 p.m.

Gettler has two goals for his team this

weekend, winning its own tournament for

the first and in the process tie the school

record for wins at ten.

"It is the third year (of the tournament)

and we have yet to do it," said Gettler. "We

have come in second each time" The UMass
field hockey team, breaking out of a three

game scoring slump, hammered Yale, 4-0,

Wednesday in New Haven. The fourth

ranked Minutewomen host unranked

Maine, Sunday at 1 p.m. on Tbtman Field

at NOPE.
The Minutewomen, 5-2, outshot the Elis

25-3 in their highest scoring output since

trouncing Pacific University, 5-0, three

weeks ago at NOPE.
"Yale was an important win for us

because we've been complacent at times,"

UMass head coach Pam Hixon said. "We
were constantly on target. We played big

time and did a great job."

Hixon said she was especially pleased

with the efforts of senior All-America

defender Megan Donnelly and sophomore

midfielder Amy Robertson. Donnelly had

a hat trick and added an assist while

Robertson, converted to right wing last

Sunday against Springfield, has adjusted

to the change very well Hixon said.

"She's done a very good job working with

Judy Morgan in the last two games," Hix-

on said of Robertson. "We've had a number

of players in different and new positions

this year and it's going to take time for our

players to mesh, but everyone combined

well against Yale They showed a lot of men-

tal toughness and determination."

Hixon hopes that the Minutewomen will

continue to show that same mental

toughness and determination against

Maine, regarded as a young, inexperienc-

ed team with a lot of freshmen.

"We have to go out, play hard and do it

up," Hixon said. The Minutewomen then

travel to Northeastern on Tuesday before

returning to Tbtman Field for their biggest

test of the season taking on Tfemple, defen-

ding champion Old Dominion and Harvard

continued on page 19

Soccer still perfect,winning 1-0

Collegian photo Paul Deainaraia

University of Massachusetts forward Michelle Powers boots the ball away from Connecticut defender Maureen

O'Connor in action yesterday on a wet Boyden Field. UMass won, 1-0 to go to 7-0 on the season.

Women now
7-0 on year

The fourth-ranked University of Connec-

ticut women's soccer team went after the

third-ranked University of Massachusetts

team in the first ten minutes of yesterday's

game the only way they knew how. Hard.

The Huskies came out, in a torrential

downpour that lasted most of the game, and

dominated a flat-footed Minutewomen team
in the early going.

But Massachusetts went to what they do

best. They made freshman Beth Round-

tree's stunning goal with 8:46 left in the

first half stand up for a 1-0 UMass win, the

Minutewomen's seventh win in a row.

UMass played the ball and made their

one-touch, two-touch passes. And they took

over an intense struggle before 200 dren-

ched fans at Boyden Field and 50 or so drier

fans on Tbbin Hall's balcony.

"I thought we looked very composed,"

UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said. "Our
defense didn't let them score. You have to

give them credit. We play defense to get

results. We play team defense to score

points."

It was sophomore fullback Debbie Belkin

that had the game-winning assist. "I cross-

ed the ball (in front of the goal) instead of

dribbling. It happened to be a good cross

and Beth was there," said Belkin.

And Roundtree, a freshman foward from

Ewing, N.J. ,made a superb play faking out

Huskie keeper Bonnie Mitchell by kicking

the ball hard backwards into the left side

of the net. Mitchell was going to the right.

"Somebody (Roundtree) made something

out of nothing," said UConn coach Len
Tfeantris, whose Huskies lost their second

game in a row, dropping to 6-2.

But Connecticut had their chances to tie

it up despite Massachusetts dominating the

second half of play.

"We just haven't clicked yet (on offense),"

UConn's Etonna MacDougall said. "UMass
consantly attacked on defense. They played

a great game."

continued on page 19
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INSIDE

In today's special

Homecoming issue, there

are complete Massachusetts

and Rhode Island rosters for

Saturday's game, a preview

of the game (page 1-A) and
the Collegians regular

UMass sports coverage
(pages 19 and 20).

Also today: news, edit-

orial, arts, and black affairs

sections. Get all your news
in the Collegian.

Homecoming sports at a glance
UMass schedule:
Saturday:

Football: Rhode Island, Alumni
Stadium, 1:30 p.m.

Men^s Soccer: UMass tourney, Boyden
Field.

Men's CMk Ibski Invitationals at
Iiick<nY Ridge.

VdJ^trbail: Northeastmi, Boyden Gym,
1 I^m.
Wmmu's CroM Cowalry: at Rulgsra

invites.

Crew: at Ibxtile Regatta, Lowell.

Women's Soccer: Rutgers, Boyden
Field, 3 p.m.

Women's Rugby: Beantown, Southwest

Fields, 1 p.ro.

SuruU^:
M«b's Soceer: UMae» tourney cQn>

tinues, Bqyden Field.

fMd BochBT' Maine. NOPE Field, 1

pim.
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THE SPO

12 oz. Drafts 75*

Pitchers $3.75

Beer

Of The Month
Moosehead

$1.10 a bottle

Welcome Alumni - stop by the newest bar in town

boo

Spoke Drink of the Week -

Peach Tree Schnapps orange Julce and Grenadine $1.25

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002
oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooeoeoi

- Quality Pizza - Subs -

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY

r^un. - Wed. 4 pm to 2 am
Tfiurs. - Fri. - Sat. 4 pm to 3 am

NEW! FREE DELIVERY
4:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

^iihs served wjth Onions • I.eltupc • Tomatoes •

Pickles • (ireen Peppers and HJuok 01ivc"=. • Spices

(I Xlr" rhcfso or Mii<<hrnom<, 'll^ I xlrir)

OPUN 11K)0 a.m. - 2:00 a.m. Si;vi N PAYS A WIJ.K

33 Kast Pleasant Street, Amtierst

Prices arc Subject to 5% Massnchiisctts Menl I ax

NOW YOl' CAN iiAvi; YOl'U jj\ voniji^ SL'US im:i,i\ i:iu;i» "
I U I I

$5.00 minimum order J"-'^'' '"^i' 549*5 160
required

-• T. —- ^jr .a-^ltf-* •

Pick Up or Delivery Call

256-8147 or 256-8148

(delivery Begins at 5:00)

175 University Drive

(in Price Chopper Shopping Plaza)

Can we build one for you?;
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Design your favorite bagel sarxJwich and bring us the blueprint we II build it to
exact specs We're the bagel engineers at

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN
For Your Pregame Pleasure

Amherst Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St. 549-631

4

Amherst area's largest

selection of imported and
domestic wine and liquor.

• In store wine tasting every Saturday 12-5 pm
• Cold Kegs

• Ice

• Returnable bottles and cans welcome
OPEN 10 am - 11 pm
253-5384 or 256-8433

Rt. 9 East Amherst

Special Homecoming game preview

Massachusetts vs. Rhodelsland

Ehrhardt's next for UM's defense

The University of Massachusetts defense (from left: John McKeown, Steve

Silva, Mike Kowalski, Chris Wood and Duckworth Grange) will have a big

task Saturday, taking on Ail-American quarterback Tom Ehrhardt and the

( ollpioan photo by Mic-hrlh' Sc«iill

University of Rhode Island at Alumni Stadium at 1:30 p.m. Both teams are

2-2 on the season.

• the URI game -

Rhode Island, with AllAnierican Tom
Ehrhardt. doesn't have any quarterback

problems. The Rams, under head coach Bob

Griffin, can be expected to throw the ball

at least 40 times on Saturday. Tight end

Brian Forster, another AU-Amcrican, is

Ehrhardt's primary target, catching 40

passes for 637 yards this season.

In a 32-27 loss to Brown last week,

Ehrhardt threw for 461 yards, completing

30 passes. Forster caught 18 passes for 327

yards, a national record for tight ends. The

Ehrhardt-to-Forster combination is easily

the best in 1 AA and among the tops in col-

legiate football.

"We've got a big task ahead of us," said

UM defensive coordintaor Jim Reid. "He's

(Ehrhardt) a hell of a quarterback. I think

we're a little more ready for him this year

than last year."

Last season, UMass was beaten 20-19 in

Rhode Island and could've tied if not for a

missed extra point. The Rams, although

running up a lot of yards, had troubles scor-

ing. UMass held a 16 7 lead midway

through the second period. Ehrhardt threw

three touchdown passes, going 37-for-54 for

405 yards of passing.

The UMass defense is a much better one

in 1985. The Minutemen have allowed just

over ten points a game this year thanks to

an inten.se defensive line, a group of hard-

hitting linebackers and a much-improved

secondary.

UMass also has greater depth, having

two .solid players at each position. That

depth has been tested so far however as

three starters have been knocked out for

the season and several others for periods

from up to six weeks (P&lazzi) to just a game

(linebacker Paul Manganaro).

"I'm comfortable with the players we

have in there right now, " said Stull. "But

continued from front cover

I wouldn't want us to go any deeper."

Against Ehrhardt and the Rams, UMass
selectively blitz and drop back inwi

multiple pass coverages. Ehrhardt drops

been .scored on the UMass defense.

On offense, the question is the quarter

back. Williamson ran the option at Milford

Academy and was recruited by UMa.ss. He

entered non-football playing Worcester

State in September of 1984 before transfer

ing to UMass in January.

The Palazzito-Simeone-to Williamson

change of signal-callers is one Stull hopes

is finished. The second-year UMass coach

wants a leader to come forth.

"Ideally, he will go out and play well,"

Stull said. "But that doesn't always hap

pen. I think Billy (Shaughnessy)can do the

job if we need him. Last week was the first

time we didn't score after getting inside the

20, 1 don't want to see that again, we can't

afford it, especially against Rhode Island."

UMass will be looking to establish a

time-eating ground game to keep the ball

away from Ehrhardt and the explosive Ram
offense. Last year, senior tailback George

Barnwell rambled for 172 yards against the

Rams. Add junior-college tran.sfer fullbacks

Al Neri and Anthony Strickland and the

Minutemen should be able to gring it out

with some success.

Should Williamson go to the air, he will

look primarily for UM's top receiver, junior

flanker John Crowley (nine catches for 136

yards) or split end Tom Cioppa (four grabs

for 69 yards).

On the line. UMa.ss has had success go

ing right, behind the blocks of guard Stan

hay, who started at fullback last season

but has yet to play this season after ir^jur

ing a knee in spring practice, came to

UMass as a defensive back before being

shifted to offense. He will be used in special

schemes on defense and potentially on of-

Rhode Island vs. UMass
Where: McGuirk Alumni Stadium

When: Saturday, 1:30 p.m.

The Series: URI leads 29-28-2

Last Season: URI won, 20-19

Players to watch: (UM) TB George

Barnwell, DT Eddie Sullivan, NCJ

Mike Dwyer, QB Bob Williamson.

(URI) QBTom Ehrhardt, TE Brian

Forster, WR Dameon Reilly.

The Latest Line: Massachusetts by Radio: WTTT-AM (1430). WSPR-
2. AM (1270). WPOE-AM (1520),

Stull vs. URI: 0-1 WUHN-AM (1110) and WMUA-FM
The Records: UMass and URI are (9 i.i) will carry the game,

both 2-2. Abraham's Prediction: UMass 24,

URI 21.

fense and special teams.

UM's linebackers (Todd Rundle and

Manganaro on the outside and John

McKeown and either Vito Pferrone or Steve

Silva on the inside) Mare fluid athletes that

play good pass coverage. The defensive line

(nose guard Mike Dwyer and tackles Eddie

Sullivan and Mike kowalski) will be met

with double and triple teams and will be

responsible for stopping what little runn

ing game the Rams have (21 1 yards in four

game), plus trying to get at Ehrhardt.

The defense as a unit is among the best

in 1 AA. They are in the top ten in rushing

defen.se (80.5 yard.s per-game), total defense

(243 yards per game) and scoring defen.se.

Tbp-ranked Richmond, maybe the division's

po.st potent offensive team, scored only 19

points on UMass, one touchdown on a punt

return and another on a halfback option.

Only three legitimate touchdowns have

Keys for UMass include cutting down on

turnovers (they had .seven last week again.st

Harvard) and maintaining the high level

of intensity they have displayed this .season.

The Rams will be looking to establish the

air game early and often and put the

pressure on William.son. UMa.ss can not af

ford to get behind early to the Rams, after

the loss to Brown (which came after leading

at one point, 10 0) coach Bob Griffin's crew

isn't likely to let down at any time.

"As all Yankee Conference games are,

this is an important one," Griffin said. "The

game is on the road to the conference cham
pionship. This is UMass' first league game
and they have it at home where they always

play tough. They are a well coached team
and have obviously improved frorh a year

ago."

Kaczorowski and tackle Mike Briggs.

Center Pete Montini has also played well.

The left side is manned by John Benzinger

and first time starter Bob Greaney (in for

the injured Sheldon Hardi.soni. Tight ends

Ned Toftey and Bart Fuller have also played

well.

On special teams, punter Dimitn Yavi.s

has averaged 40 yards a kick. Placekicker

Silvio Bonvini is questionable with an in

jured him. should he be unable to go
sophomore walk on R<^»lf Wendt will take
over the kicking chores

continued on page 19
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THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

DISTINCTIVE FOOD AND DRINK

FROM MEXICO AND THE
AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

7 OLD SOUTH STREET
NORTHAMPTON • 586-0400

The Areas Best Entertainment Spot

Two Dance Floors

Available For Private Functions

256-1059, Rte. 9, Amherst

corner of University Drive
If

Now Open

f^.

An Autht niic

Italian Restaurant
A Few Samples From Our Menu:

Saltinbocca -

Veal Saltinbocca, rolled

pieces of veal stuffed with

prosciutto, three cheeses,

sage, and sauteed in a double

wine sauce.

Vangole Giovanni
Clams Giovanni - Fresh
clams coated with prosciutto

and wine stuffing and baked.
Very appetizing.

Frutte di Mare
Alfredo
Seafood Alfredo - Fettuccine X
Alfredo made with a creamy
seafood sauce. Be adven-

turous and satisfied.

Gamberi alia Diavola
Shrimp Devils Style - Shrimp
in a mildly spicy red sauce on
a bed of linguine. Another of

the chefs favorites.

OPEN TUESDAY - SUNDAY 4:00 - 10:00 PM
You're invited to bring your own beer and wine.

96 Russell St. (Rte 9) Hadley 584-8000
^.^^.^^^^^^^.^^.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l^**4r

D D y '

RESTAURANT
Specializing in HOME COOKED Breakfasts

Luncheon Specials

Dinner Specials
• ALSO FEATURING REDDY'S

GIANT SUBS
314 College St. 2

Monday - Thursday S:00 am.to 8:00 pm
Friday and Saturday 6:00 am to 9:00 pm

Sundays 8:00 am to 2:00 pm
Take Outs Avaiiable

•• •• -^HrATSTSf**-^^ •••••••••••••

1985 Fall Season Athletic Schedule

Oct

Nov

5 RHODE ISLAND (Homecoming) 130

12 at Northeastern 1 00

19 MAINE .130

26 BOSTON UNIVERSITY 130

2 at Connecticut

9 DELAWARE
16 at New Hampshire

Coach Bob StuH

MEN'S V^

Oct

1 00

1 00
1 00

3 00

Nov

2 YALE
56 UMASS INVITATIONAL with

Northeastern/Harttord'St Joseph s

•••••••••••

nu to

lift «m ^«»^itf iw

awe yrw;

rm.

• ^e free <k^ tennin, m
• '^(o free t inning se^iom tf n^m

BECAUSE WL BEUEVE
we are thi best

Tanishng center
NJ Pleasant St

Aniherst 253-94S4

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Nov

Oct

12 RHODE ISLAND
16 at Connecticut

19 at Brooklyn College

22 at So Connecticut

26 BOSTON COLLEGE
28 at Springfield

2 at Maine
6 HARVARD

Coach Jeff Gettler

3 at Albany
5 VERMONT
16 at Westtield

Coach: Manny Roberts

2 00
3 00
2 00
300

1 1 00
730
1 00
2 00

Oct

Nov

300
1 00
3 00

RUTGERS
9 a! N^^w Hdmrs'^i'f

t2 NORTH CAROLINA
15 at Daftmouth

19 at Adeiphi

22 at Harvard

26 at Boston Coiiege

2 SPRINGFIELD

Coach KaieKeni Banda

2 at Yale

6 MAINE
8 at Northeastern

12 TEMPLE
13 OLD DOMINION
16 HARVARD
19 at New Hampshire

22 DARTMOUTH
26 RHODE ISLAND
30 at Boston Un versity

2 CONNECTICUT
9 at Michigan

10 Purdue at Michigan

Coach Pam Hixon

3 00
3 00
? 30
n 00
3 00
2 00
3 00
1 00

1 00

Oct

Nov

5 at Rutgers invitational

12 at Holy Cross Invitational

26 at New HampshireA/ermont 12 00

2 at New Englands at Franklin Park 12 00

16 at ECAC Championship at Lehigh 12 00

Coach Caroline Gardiner

Oct 12

19

26

Nov 2

16

Northeastern/Lowell/Keene State/

Connecticut at Franklin Park 100
Eastern's at Burlington. VT 1100
Atlantic 10 at Penn State 1100

New England's at Franklin Park 12 00

IC4AS at Lehigh

Coach: Ken O'Brien

3 00
1 00
3 30
1 00
1 00
3 00

12 00
3 00

12 00
7 00

1 00
11 00
11 00

Oct 1 New Englands - New Seabury

5 7 TOSKI INVITATIONAL —
HICKORY RIDGE

1113 Atlantic 10 Championship — Rutgers

14 Westfield State Invitational —
Shaker Farms

Coach Jack Leaman

Oct 2

5

8

12

16

19

23

25

at Weliesley

VERMONT
CONNECTICUT
MAIAW S
Holy Cross
Dartmouth
Smith
New Englands

3 00
1:00

3 00

2 30

1 00

3 30

Oct 1 at Mount Holyoke

5 NORTHEASTERN
9 NEW HAVEN

11 at So Connecticut Tourn

12 at So Connecticut Tourn

18 at Delaware Tourn

19 at Delaware Tourn

23 at Smith

25 at New Haven Tournament

26 at New Haven Tournament

30 SO CONNECTICUT

Nov 2 MAIAWS
5 SPRINGFIELD
8 at Northeastern Toijrnament

9 at Northeastern Tournament

Coach Flame Sortmo

Oct 2 at Yale

10 at Mount Holyoke

16 HARVARD
18 SPRINGFIELD
22 DARTMOUTH
25 at Smith

30 at Mitchell College

Nov 2 CONNECTICUT

Coach Sharon Wilkie

7 00
100
7 00
600

9 00 am
600

9:00 am
7 00
600

9 00 am
7:00

7 00
6 00

9 00 am

Oct 2 YALE
12 at Amherst
15 at Connecticut

19 at Williams

23 at Holyoke CC
26 DARTMOUTH
28 SPRINGFIELD TECH CC
30 at Springfield

Nov 2 AMHERST
6 HARVARD

Coach Istvan Tamoga

Oct 11-13 Dartmouth Invitational

17-19 Mt Holyoke Invitational -

Coach: Jack Leaman

3 00
11 00
3 00
11:00

330
11 00
3 00
500

11 00
2 00

- Hanover
Orchards

4 15

4 15

4 30

2 30
4 15

4 00

3 00

230

DEPARTMENT OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

AMHERST MA 01003

Frank Mclnerney

Head. Department of Athletics/lntramurais

Ticket Information

(413)545-0810

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Welcome Back Students and Parents

NOW OPEN IN HADLEY
Route 9

A Family Refltaunuit

&
Take Home Pie Shop

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Full Menu • Full Liquor License

Open 7 am txi 10 pm Sun thru Thurs

To 12 pm Friday and Saturday

Celebrate Yourself!

401 Russell St. (Rte. 9)

Hadley 584-0311

(adjacent to Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge)

WHERE mn BEAT IS.
10 PEARL ST, NORTHAMPTON, MA 584-7771

If you can't

have fun here

you re

BORING

Rte. 1 16*Sunderlan
Tei 665 7969

*'Breakfast Special
'

'

French Toast 99'

with bacon, ham or sausage $1.89

Add 2 Eggs for just 70*

Monday - Thursday 6 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Friday and Saturday 6 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Sunday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.

/
25th

ANNIVERSARY
7 New and Improved

^iiiiiiiitifiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii>ni<<Nintn^

WatroSa^s
North Amherst's Finest Selection

of Beer, Wine and Food

IsO Sunderland Road - North Ai herst, MAJ
HOURS: MONOAY THRU SATURDAY • AM TO 11 PM - SUNDAY 8 AM TO 9 PM

549-0933

^^.

•OB sas-nfs ses

n tps sas-isao
• B«f«l«« Of Tha

• ft O' ftli*«««)t« Off tc«

'i.

11 am - 2 am 7 days
253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

.^

iJr. Deluxe Burger or Reg. Roast Beefj

Sm. FF's, Sm. Soda

$2.00 tax included

All coupons subject to rules posted in the storeI
Xsooia thru Homecoming Weekend

For current infornnation on UMass Athletic Facilities,

Schedules, and Events call:

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE

545-1540
2477 Athletic Events

2685 Body Shop
2453 Gym Schedules

2678 Intramurals at UMass
2459 Pool Schedules

2471 Racquetball and Squash Court Schedules

2464 Tennis Court Schedules
2476 Weight Room Schedules

For a complete listing of available information tapes, come by our

office in Whitmore 227. .^^. ,_-, ^c-i-i^f-
A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE
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Beyond the Ordinary

ULTRX R2B Reciever

dQ watt/ en

i s/ matrix and more

OHM E2 2-way loudspeaker

5 year warranty (demos oniy

»

Sherwood S90 Cassette Deck

Dolbv metal tape capability

Parasound TTb 700 belt dnve turntable

A $650 Value JUST $349.9i

//4Mt7KX

uHM. . .Sony

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS
OCTOBER BEER SPECIAL

St. Pauli Girl

57 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
IKKU OY»ieilit

ffS%:^Jii>^^^Fb efCi^Q;:}^^^/^ fffC!^j:£>^^S^ «7v^k.<^.^:3% ffSCi^Q£>.^:J=d ffSi:i^QP^0^:j^ d7CSk^<;9

1

i

14 oz. Bloody Mary. 2 Eggs. Ham. Bacon or Sausage
Homefries, Toast & Coffee

Saturday ^ jg C%CT
10:00 AM til 1:00 fp4«^0 October 5, 1985

- Join Us -

Food Served Until 9:30 PM

Dancing

9 till

No Cover

^Wytftt/tiiiliihinH iiim««\\V»V\\\\\vv<

Nikko NR7no

40watt/chan. reciever

Sony PSLX410

fullv automatic direct drive turntable

OHM L23 way loudspeaker

with 5 yr warranty

(demos only)

A $1200 value NOW $499.95

SHARP
vc 4

SHARP!
VC582U VMS VCR

SONY
Db D in

L__

SHAR»» SM/^R**

ode
poa.

Isl
cl.

and
ht. Ht.

1. HilliaM, Ray C9 Jr 3-11 179
2. Csntora, Tn—i Q9-P 9o 5-11 189
3. Stnngfsllcm, Paul K 9r 5-9 186
4. Bri«fin, flik* K 9o S-B 161
S. QcxMlrtch, 8t«v» K Fr 6-0 200
6. Carbcanv, Jatin SS So 5-11 I90
7. Malkar, John S9-tC Fr 6-1 200
B. Milliaas, BOT-ry R9 Jr 5-6 188

,,'. Cass>dy, Hik* F8-P Sr 5-M 190
10. <HNa9«ia. Tony tE *• *-4 716
tt. farland. araq 09 SB a-n 186
12. »ir«w^t, ToK 09 Sr 6-3 ZIO
13. Jaron, J»*« FS fy »-IO 193
14. a>>u«nt. Paul 09 fr 5-11 174
tS. LaMon, Pat Uf SI- 5-10 200
1«. BittHH-t, t>a«* m *r 6-1 190n fll^ S-IO 197
18. Tun««ll. ToM K Sr 6-2 207
JV. M»J«, Tony F« Sr 6-2 196
20. Mlaaa, T«ny C9 Fr 5-11 IA6
2i . Poiriar, Ctiris ft9 rr 5-9 198
22. Arbuse, Scott LB-P Fr 6-S 220
23. Redding, Kavin FS So 5-10 177
24. Pratt, Jia WR So 5-11 175
2S. Hayn»«, Doug RB Fr 5-11 172
26. norrill, Dava RB Go 5-10 203
27. Foatar, Eaerson MR Fr 5-9 163
28. Rocha, Randy CB Sr 6-2 I90
29, Santoptatro, Chri* Dt So 6-1 223
30. Ptaazak. 6%*v« XB So H-S 1173
31. riBCkary, Carl re Pr -I aoo
32. Pr«H, nik» as fr S-11 19S
33. Sint»<, E«rl CB Fr S-IO 7IH
34. atutfioy. Hay TE So 6-2 204
SS. auekivy, nark DC Pt 6-3 207
3«. Mhlk*. Nark OCHJ Sr fc-l 212
37. OiQura, Paul re Fr 6-0 216
M. Mappa, J>« Ul So 6-Z 217
3«. rocktHrll, Kurt LB Fr 6-0 219
•0. Mataon, Charlaa CB So 5-«l 179
41. Husa, Jia TE So 6-2 201
42. Paraira, Jaaia SS Fr 5-IO 169
43. norriB, Brian RB Jr 5-1 214
44. Donnallv, Jk« rt-p Sr 6-2 238
45. a Brian, Dan OE Jr 6-2 217
46. BroMn, Bill LB Fr 6-1 215
47. Tigha, Joa DC So 6-3 209
48. Donfiald, Bob MR So 6-2 167
49. Poland, Tia NO Jr 6-0 234
50. Thtwa, Aaron oc »* 6-2 214
91. •>nltbtn. Jaa BT rr h-t 247
32. OtTn—l»n. rrank OC So 4-1 21*
SS. Paioiii, »am OTHOC Sr 6-4 24Z
S#. ttarrMwMro, Jt* OB 4r 6-1 Z40
SS. lUattton. Tt* Ul SB 6-1 21B
a*. Palar«D, Bob OC Stt fc-» 240
S7. Dwmy, J»«f m Jr *-o 293
SB. Hatdstt*. Oawn m *f b-3 220
9«. UHmhanM, Bab m 4r 6-2 229
•«.-M«>a«y, Erik m v *~«. 290
61. Hadairoa, Rich or h-1 •ns
62. Banjaain, Qrag NB 6-1 230
63. Hughaa, Oria CB Sr 6-0 243
64. Baabrick, Rich OB Bo 6-3 230
63. DiBartolo, JoTin 06 Fr 6-2 262
66. Stoahar, Stvva 09 9r 6-3 2S7
67. Vachcn, Paul NB Fr 6-2 22S
66. Janaon, Mlka oe Sr 6-2 266
69. Janaaf>, Htka OT-OC Sr 6-2 266

70. mxsttntu, imrrv or Fr 9-3 »w>
rt», MMta, Ml*art or Br »-4 2*0
TS. tamlrv, Jia «t •a *-a 29*
74. l^>Uw^ala». M* vt Fr *-5 9BB
79. Umvi Araly BT Sa -S 2*9

77. ^»», Ray
y, nartln. Ban

»Tm
or

if
fr

*-»
9-7

ass
SS67

TV. SiW^ttlO, Tony m
SB

»-l ass
tm. mmrXtm, ami* Ml *-» 21«
M. at.mill, SCflw* TK fr A~2 3t«
«9. Caram. arad Wt Sr 6-» 447
3. »-aana. Jay MR Fr 5-11 19*
•4. Daly, JttfHi BT Bo 6-3 tS4
19. Hi liar. Bill TE Jr 6-3 217
96. Foratar, Brian TE Sr 6-1 an
97. >^lca*iy, Ptill BT Jr 6-4 a««
99. T«inar. Twan MR 9r 6-0 190
9«. Mallly. nm j

m Sr S-ll ITS
ao. Nakar, 9111 OE Sr 6-4 231
«1. tMlaarth, Kki Ml Fr 6-2 lao

Haad Coactii Bob »-l««tn.
Aaalatwit ceachaai Pata Adrian Dick Doanay, Nllaa NalBon, Tia
Carraa, Lvry Caaaal 1 . Hal Koop Barnla Plna.

Pf

D

Now Just

^9.95

' this ad

NOW $4 95

with this ad
Metal c

LCD c

and more

A $319.95 value

NOW $199.95

NOW $24.96

$29.95

A $49.95 value

5 EAST D» «= ^SANT ^^^o^^^*^ AMHERST ri^'
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PIZZA SUBS GYROS GELATO
71 N. PiBaianI St.

Downtown AmhsrtI
253-9739

estaurant
1

Spirits, Sustenance and Sauce
Casual, Pleasant Atmosphere

and Great Food!

Specializing in American, Greek

and Italian Cuisine

Homemade Soups, Fresh Salads and Desserts

Visa, Mastercard and Diners Club accepted
549-5713

located at University Drive

just past Alumni Stadium
J

•%
^a Cuema c/i

TIN.OCCHIO
1177 North Pleasant St., Amherst

549-3669

For Fresh Veal, Chicken, Seafood,

and Homemade Pasta, Pizza and Subs

Serving the Finest Italian Specialities

Full Beverage Licensf*

Cappuccino Expresso Homemade Desserts
Serving Dinner Hours: Weekdays 5 'till 9:30

Weekends 5 'till 10:00
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Weiner will try

for Conte's seat
By KATHLEEN KENNEDY
Collegian Correspondent

The former Director of the U.S. House of Representatives

Committee on Aging, Robert S. Weiner, D-Amherst, an-

nounced his candidacy for Congress, Friday morning at

the City Council Chambers in Northampton, aiming to

unseat current Congressman Silvio Conte.

Weiner, a 10-year resident of Amherst and UMass

master's degree recipient said, "through a massive

telephone campaign, organized campaign management

and supportive volunteers," he plans to beat Silvio Con-

te. R-Pittsfield, who has held the seat for 27 years.

"Conte is a conservative Republican," Weiner said, "tied

to the administration in almost all it does except for a cou

pie of votes in an attempt to quiet down the people of

Western Massachusetts."

Weiner has been elected as a delegate to the 1982, 1983

and 1985 Massachusetts Democratic State Conventions.

He is legislative Chairman of the Pioneer Valley Gray Pan-

thers, vice-president of the Amherst Democratic Town

Committee and was on Senator John Kerry's state cam-

paign finance committee.

John Kerry's state campaign finance committee.

Weiner said he vowed to "fight to win back the funds

we have lost in housing, education, jobs, environment, pro-

tection, energy and health care."

Robert S. Weiner announced his bid to unseat

Representative Silvio Conte.

According to Weiner, "The district lost $14 million in

student loans during the last five years of the Reagan Ad-

ministration along with $200 million in other program

cuts."Weiner is the president of a nationwide executive

search and management consulting group in Amherst. He
was also the director of the U.S. House Subcommittee on

Health. In addition, Weiner served as a campaign aide to

President Carter in 1976 and Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-

Mass, in 1980.

Weiner recieved his master's degree in recent American

history from UMass and a bachelor's degiee from Oberlin

Collegein 1969.

Peace pagoda is inaugurated

C'ollr«iiin |)hiilo li\ DiTi-k Kohj-ii-.

Spectators await the start of the ceremony in-

augurating peace shrine in Ix'verett Saturday. The
celebration continued despite heavy rain.

INSIDE:

Hampshire College like few others • 32

BOG approves constitution •'»

Fbotball slides in mud **»

—a Buddist monk's vhant

By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

LEVERETT-The clouds and rain

shrouding the top of a crowded hill here

Saturday did not darken the splendor of the

inauguration of North America's first

"peace pagoda."

More than 2,000 people from all over the
,

world converged upon this hill, bedecked

with flowers and banners, to pay homage

to the White structure erected as a

"challenge to war mongers the world

around," as one speaker said.

The celebration culminated 18 months of

work by volunteers using donated

materials to build the pagoda, sealed with

cement and filled with Buddhist artifacts

and remains of Buddhism's founder,

Siddhartha.

Though rain powerful enough to remove

the white face from parts of the freshly

painted pagoda persisted, many people re

mained standing throughout the ceremony.

They listened to Buddhist monks' wind

muffled chants of "Myo Ho-Ren Ge Kyo," an

expression of their desire for world peace.

"Rain or shine, we remain dedicated to

peace," Mahatma Gandhi's granddaughter,

Sumatra Ganhi Kulkarni Devi, said as

rainwater washed over the podium where

she s'-ood.

Other speakei-s included Leverett Select

woman Nancy Emond, who is studying at

the University of Massachusetts.
"1 have noticed a great deal of am

bivalence and apathy among college

students," Emond said, "I believe apathy

is fear In this jaded age of Ram bo mania,

you have followed a difterent vision " Illkyd

Harrington, who helped build London's

recently completed peace pagoda and is a

member of that city's governing council,

traveled to Leverett for the inauguration.

"This is a great spiritual and emotional

challenge to war mongers the world

t around, " Harrington said. After the

ceremony, those who withstood the heavy

downpour sought refuge under food tents,

featuring cultural specialties ranging from

Japanese sushi to Sri Lankan rice. Others

remained outside to stroll around the

pagoda, examining guilded statues recess-

ed into the pagoda wall, each representing

a stage in the Buddhi.-^t quest for

iMili^'htenment.

Town resident
drafts petition

for rent control
By PETER DELANl
Collegian Correspondent

Tenants facing rent increases may soon find help if a

petition calling for Amherst to rt-quest tin- stale

Legislature to form a rent control board becomes law.

The petition would take at least until May 19HH to

become before it is passed, according to Kenneth Mosakow,

the Town Meeting member who diafted the petition.

Despite the lenghty process involved in establishing the

rent control board, Mosakowski said he is enthusiastic

about its potential. If the board is established, it would

rule on an appeals basis.

"An individual or a gioup of tenants fiom a housing com-

plex would have to file a petition to the rent control board

if they thought they were victims of exhorbitant rental

increases," Mosakowski said "It would be very similar to

a small claims court." Mosakowski said the wording of the

article submitted to the state would be similar to a rent

control article approved for Lowell in 1975.

That article stipulated that the board would meet every

two weeks to review cases. A petition from tenants would

lake approximately 30 days to go before the review board.

Mosakowski said this board would be a "two way street,'

serving as a vehicle for landlords and owners to air any

displeasure or problems they may have with tenants.

Mosakowski said there is a tremendous need for low-

income housing in Amherst. More than 10 percent of the

traditional families in Amherst are under the poverty

level, up more than 100 percent from 1970. Mosakowski

said that the waiting list for subsidized housing is the

longest it has been in years. In 1984, Amherst received

over 300 applications for low-income housing. In 1982, Wat-

son Farms -a 15 unit housing complex for low income

families on East Street in Amherst -recieved 124 applica-

tions from families within two weeks of its opening.

Perhaps the most telling figure is from a survey taken

in 1980 by the Census Bureau. The U.S. Government

established a relative figure on how much of a family's

net income should be spent on housing. The government

said no more than 30 percent of a family's net income

should be spent on housing. Of the tenant households in

Amherst more than 48 2 percent of the families spend 35

percent or more of their total income towards housing. This

figure exceeds those of neighboring communities. Belcher

town is the closet town, with 41.8 percent of families pay-

ing more than 30 percent of their income for housing.

Others are as follows:

• Deerfield 23.4 percent • Hadley 18.2 percent Nor-

thampton 23.8 percent • Holyoke 27.9 percent.

Mosakowski said since the 1970s, "conventional family

poverty has more than doubled in Amherst."

The housing shortage and high rates effect not only low-

income families, but ."ftudents and faculty at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

Observatory to

have $3 million
By ANITA ROYE
Collegian Correspondent

A $3 million grant was recently awarded to the Five Col-

lege Radio Astronomy Observatory by the National

Science Foundation in recognition of past research.

The observatory, used by all the colleges in the Five Col-

lege system, is de.signed to study planets, young .stars and

galaxies by the use of the largest single antenna

millimeter radio telescope in the United States.

The grant will help further research to "survey a large

number of nearby galaxies and study star formation," said

Piiul Goldsmith, associate Director of the observatory and

a radio astronomy professor at the Unviersity of

Massachusetts.

The 11-year-old observatory is housed in a dome near the

Quabbin reservoir

The $3 million will help to continue operation of the

observatory for the next three years, until the grant runs

out, and then the observatory will be eligible for recon-

sideration. The money will also go toward purchasing new^

equipment and paying the salaries of engineers,

astronomers, and graduate students working in the

iitiitiniiftl on i><im- 3
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Our Clients Expect To Work

With The Best Information Systems

Specialists In The Business. .

.

. . . AND WE DON'T LET THEM DOWN.
American Management Systems, Inc. is one of the

nation's leading firms in applying computer and

systems engineering technology to solve the com-

plex management problems of large organizations.

We provide our clients with a unique combination

of professional services, industry expertise in

critical functions, and our proprietary applications

software. Founded in 1970, AMS has grown to 1300

employees nationwide.

We are looking for innovative people interested in

designing, developing and implementing informa-

tion systems. You will have a variety of challeng-

ing assignments analyzing and solving our clients*

management information problems.

Wb cordially invite all computer science

and information systems nuyors to attend

a presentation on opportunities at AMS
being held at: The University Career

Center on November 14th at 7:00 PM.

A representative from AMS will be inter-

viewing on campus on November 15th.

If you are interested in hearing more about our Pro-

grammer/Analysts and Systems /Analysts oppor

tunities please contact the placement office or for-

ward your resume to: Pattsy A. Chimin!, Profes-

sional Recruiter, American Management
Systems, Inc., 1777 North Kent Street, Arl-

ington, VA 22209.

ams
AMERICAN MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS. INC.
Washington. DC - New Yofk - Chicago Houston - Dcn\'cr - San Francisco

^_^.^^_^M.^.^.^^ Equil C)ppi»nunic> Employ

Youth

buried
ASHBURN, Ga.

(AP)—Ashburn's black com-
munity gathered amid tight

security and refrains of

hymns yesterday to bury a

black man whose shooting
death by police touched off a
violent demonstration and
several days of racial ten-

sion.

State patrol officers lined

the funeral route and stood

outside the new Mount
Olive Baptist Church, where
nearly 300 people attended

services for Robert L.

Wright.

About 30 extra law en-

forcement officers waited at

the Turner County Sheriffs

Department in case trouble

developed, but the southern

Georgia town of 4,500 peo-

ple, about evenly split bet-

ween whites and blacks,

was calm.

The Rev. Fred Taylor of

the Southern Christian

Leadership Conference told

mourners that the

"ultimate question" blacks

in Ashburn face is how to

"prevent or lessen the

chance of the same thing

happening again."

Taylor, bearing a message
from SCLC President
Joseph Lowery, said, "It is

very tragic. We live in a

world where |)eople resolve

human conflict with the bar-

rel of a gun."
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All University Women
Invited

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
OPEN RUSH
Men. 10/7. . . .7-8 PM

Tubs. 10/8. . . .6-7 PM Dinner

Wed. 10/9. . . .7-8 PM Fiesta

Come see what Sorority life

is all about!!

406 Nortli Pleasant St.
'

256-6874
H=dmHair=Jn.iW!-ll

Collegian is now accepting

applications for position of

Subscription Manager and

Circulation Manager
These positions entail highly

responsible individuals.

Apply at the Collegian

113 Campus Center

Application deadline is

Friday, October 11.

phn

The body of Robert Lee Wright, Jr. is carried by pallbearers from a Georgia

church Sunday. Wright was shot by a police officer while fleeing courtroom

hearing. His killing touched ofY a night of rioting by angry blacks.

1 killed in riot
LONDON (AP) - More than 500 youths

battled police in fierce street fighting

yesterday night in north London. Officials

said one policeman was stabbed to death

and another officer wounded by a shotgun

blast was among 28 people injured.

It was the first police fatality and the

first gunfire reported in the riots that hit

the south London district of Brixton last

weekend and the industrial cities of Liver-

pool and Birmingham last month.

Clive Appleby, administrator of North

Middlesex Hospital, said a policeman died

shortly after being admitted with a stab

wound in the neck.

Scotland Yard said at least six policemen

were injured during the rioting in the Tot-

ternham district, including one with a

shotgun wound in the stomach.

Press Association, Britain's domestic

news agency, reported earlier that three

policemen were shot, but police did not con-

firm that. The agency said one policeman

seen being dragged away unconscious, and

is quoted another officer as saying "They
are now using shotguns."

3 Soviets held
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)-A caller say-

ing he represented the extremist group

holding three Soviet Embassy personnel

hostage said yesterday they would not be

freed until the Soviet Union and America

end Lebanon's 10-year-old civil war.

The anonymous caller told a Western

news agency that the group holding the

Soviets, the Islamic Liberation Organiza-

tion, also appealed to another terrorist

organization not to free the American and

French hostages that it kidnapped.

Guerrillas of the Islamic Liberation

Organization, a Moslem fundamentalist

group, kidnapped three Soviet diplomats

and a Soviet Embassy doctor on Monday

and the body of one. Cultural Attache Ar-

cady Katkov, was found Wednesday in a

West Beirut suburb. He had been shot in

the head.

In its initial report of the abductions,

the Islamic Liberation Organization

threatened to kill all four Soviet hostages

unless Syrian-backed militias halted their

offensive against the Moslem fundamen-

talist Tawheed militia in the northern port

city of Tripoli.

PART-TIME OPPORTUNITIES

MAKE YOUR OWN SCHEDULE!
If you know the basics of home construction or weatherization

(or even if you consider yourself to be "handy around the house"),

DMC Energy needs your talent to motivate area home owners to

save energy.

We have an immediate need for part-time energy auditors.

These are flexible positions which put you in charge of your

schedule. This is an ideal opportunity for anyone who wishes to

work, but needs a part-time position which won't interfere with

classes. No sales involved.

There is a three week training course (part-time). You will be

paid a stipend of $27.00 per each training day. Upon successful com-
pletion if training and passing of certification tests, you will be given

a bonus of $125.00. Another bonus of $125.00 will be given you upon

completion of one month's service, provided you have performed

quality work.
There is a $16.00 payment for each credit completed, plus a

$5.00 expense reimbursement for each completed audit.

Our next training class begins on October 15. If you are in-

terested in the positions or would like additional information, please

contact Ms. Temple at 1-800-332-2754 as soon as possible.

the

Paper House Inc. —

<
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WE HAVE RE-OPENED!
318 College St. (Rt 9) Amherst • MA

next to Shumway's Paint and Jane Alden's

2-3 blocks past Elder Lumber

New Telephone OCO OQTIl
Numbe_r ZDJ-ZSI/l/

HIGH QUALITY

PRINTING

COPIES
Only 5*^ ea.

COPYING • GRAPHICS
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OPINION
The opinions on ihis page are those o< the individual lArtiiei or cartoonist anj do not necessarily reflect

me views ot the ColUgian o' the University unless otherwise noted

Letters
Column inconsistent
with author's views
So, acclaimed CollegiancoluYnist Stephen Erickson has

decided to speak out against the injustice of Americans
under the age of 21 no longer having the right to drink.
According to Erickson, this is un-American, the respon-
sibility of our government being to "guarantee our rights,

not to hold our hands as if we were children or inmates
in a funny farm."

Well, as a big fan of the warden of this funny farm, I'd

have thought that Erikson would realize that President

Reagan was the one ultimately responsible for this un-

American activity. Getting the government off the backs
of Americans by eliminating affirmative action is ap-

parently OK, but Erikson seems not to have noticed that

it was the Reagan administration which forced the states

to raise their drinking age to 21 or face the withdrawal

of all federal highway funds. Is this the new federalism,

taking control away from the federal bureaucracy and giv-

ing it back to the states? Come on, it's about time that

Erikson and the rest of the Republican Club started to

become aware of the hypocrisy of the Reagan
administration.

Monika Giacoppe
Amherst

Mitch K. Gaslin
Amherst

Withdrawal of strip

true to following

I know of the recent censorship of YecLsthead. I know
you have your rules to abide by. Jason Talerman has also

dedicated his spare time to help the Collegian with

photographic and editorial submissions. I do believe that

Talerman should be cut, because his comic strip is far

above the Collegian's expectation of humor and thought.

In other strips, the reader can easily notice the pun intend-

ed, similar to watching television as a mere observer.

In Yeasthead though, one has to think as a philosphical

reader. I know the Collegian is not concerned about the

advancement of the student—just the rights of the

students. In recent strips of Gordy, FreaJcer Patrol, and

Bat Brain, we, the observer, have seen characters abusing

alcohol, sex, and drugs. I know how the Collegian likes to

condone these deviant actions in their comics, but I do not

participate in the use of illegal narcotics.

To get back to Yeasthead, if the Collegian feels Taler-

man's recent submissions were too offensive, the only way
Talerman can keep his "following" is to withdraw. This is

due to the fact his publication Yeasthead is too advanced

for this prestigious journalistic paper. If Talerman wants

Attitude of authority
Webster's Dictionary defines authority as the power to

command, influence, judge; an accepted source of expert
information.

Yet the "experts" of the UMass security department
seem to have their own definition of authority. They sent

dozens of blue and white uniformed "officers" to the

stadium on Saturday to make everyone feel like they were
in prison, not at a football game.
Suited up with their guns and billy clubs, the

"authorities" proceeded to walk, hands folded and
cigarette lit, in gangs, up and down the parking lot, mak-
ing everyone feel on edge.

I'll be the first to admit that crowd control is important,

but the attitudes of these so-called professionals was
irksome. I have never seen such an ugly display of power
in my life. One sign at the game read "dry tailgate." Is

prohibition next?

UMass forces you to grow up fast. The irony is that once

you are of age some University employees have this habit

of making you feel less and less responsible. Respect

should flow on a two way street.

Well, at least one could go inside the game and gain

respect, right? Wrong, wrong, wrong. Everywhere one

turned, an officer was telling you to sit, stand, turn

around, walk faster or slow down until you were too dizzy

to watch the game anyway. I guess issuing parking tickets

all week game them an extra sense of power to ruin a day

in which many look forward to getting together, socializ-

ing, and having a few beers. I was waiting for the tow
trucks to arrive for the grand finale—who knows how
much stock each officer has in Amherst towing?

I have a good feeling about the UMass Minutemen. They
are a talented ball club this season. Too bad the UMass
police will turn people away from attending. Down
through the ages, differing attitudes have drawn people

apart instead of together. Unfortunately, Saturday's

game made me experience this lesson first hand.

Mary Lou Sullivan

Sunderland

to attack any racial, ethnic, or religious group, he should

first choose to attack the people who are against the First

Admendment and freedom of speech.

Michael J. Wysocki
Orchard Hill

All comic strips, like any submission to the Collegian,

are subject to editing to adhere to Collegian standards

before being printed in the paper. As has been done with

comics in the past, strips are revised by the editor with the

consent of the cartoonist, or the artist is gix>en the option of
resuhmitting them. Jason Talerman submitted three strips

that were not acceptable for publication by Collegian stan-

dards and he chose not to revise them. He has not submitted

any strips since.

—Editor

Improve sharing
of evaluations

Undoubtedly, much fascinating reading material has
escaped my attention through the years; however, "The
Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide" was recently

brought to my attention by several of my former students

we were "disturbed" and "upset" over the "review" of

Exc. Sci. 210, a course which I introduced and continue to

teach.

While reading the Introduction in CATE, I could not

discern whether this publication was to be a serious piece

or whether it was intended to be a spoof. Evidence in sup-

port of spoof is found in the statement, "We will not

evaluate a course on the basis of a single response, but in-

sist on at least two (emphasis mine) evaluations so that we
can present a more complete picture." A bit further along
in the Introduction more spoof-support can be noted: "So,

as you can see, the summarization of CATE responses is

hardly a cold analytic endeavor."
But is the CATE staff, as noted in the Introduction,

really "proud to bring you this guide"?
As the thousands of students who have enrolled in my

course during the past many years can attest, course
evaluations have been shared, voluntarily. It was not
necessary for students to ask. What was shared was the

"semi-official" instrument. In truth, there is not official

course evaluation instrument at this university. My ex-

perience tells me our university administration is hoping
the problem will somehow go away. Most students are

aware of the evaluation sheet I have described and most
students of my acquaintance employ a variety of escape
mechanisms to avoid completing it.

Just to point out a serious descrepany between CATE
and the "semi-official" instrument, I proudly present the

evaluations for my Exc. Sci. 210 course for the two most
recent semesters. I was on sabbatical leave at the Medical
School at the University of Rome, Italy, for the Pally 1984
semester, hence the unavailability of the Fall 1984 evalua-

tion.

Benjamin Ricci

The rating scale is as follows: 1 -Hopelessly inadequate,

2-Inadequate, 3-Barely adequate, 4-Adequate, 5-Effective,

6-Very effective, 7-Unusually effective.

The evaluations, reported as means and standard devia-

tions for questions 10 through 21, are too lengthy to

report here, but everyone—student or faculty— is invited

to examine the computer print-outs.

Questions 10 through 21 deal with the instructor's

teaching preparaton and ability—"states objectives,

organization, encourages student participation, motivates
students, is clear, etc." Question 16 deals with the ex-

aminations and their "fair indication of mastery of

material." The means for each of the questions, except 16
range from 6.08 to 6.66 (thus my teaching is very effective

leaning towards unusv/illy effective). The examinations,
question 16, were evaluated 5.66 for 1984 and 4.78 for

1985. somehow my exams are only "effective" or "ade-
quate," but I still insist that students ought to be prepared
for life after commencement when ability to think clearly

assumes extreme importance.

Not so incidentally, the enrollment in 1984 was 273 and
the number of returns was 1 16, or a 42 percent return. In

1985, enrollment was 251 with 64 returns, or a 25 percent
return. A comparison with the CATE "evaluation provid-

ed by 13 students of 251 enrolled—or 5 percent, is invited.

Student evaluations are important, but they should be
done seriously and without malice. Given the discrepancy,

as well as the validity and reliability of the comparative
measuring instruments, I conclude that spending $10,500
for the CATE publication strikes me as immoral in this

day of serious gaps (really chasms) in the delivery of
human services in Massachusetts.

I recommend that the student body (1) divert that hand-
some sum of money to the Boltwood Volunteers, a student
group which has brought and continues to bring great
credit to out" university and (2) engage in jaw-boning, per-

suasion, or whatever else is necessary to encourage facul-

ty to share their evaluations with students. The cost of this

approach will be minimal.

Can we hear it from the studetns who, incidentally, are
not "fickle" as characterized in CATE?

Benjamin Ricci is a professor of exercise science, and a
member ofthefaculty senate committee on teacher improve-
ment and evaliuUion.

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off at

the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due
to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters mu.st be typewrit-

ten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column submissions should be
between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are subject to editing for clarity and
length.—Editor
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ONCE MODE^

LVITll EEELIN
Affordable prices on \A/inter coats

and all your clothing needs.

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant

Amherst, MA 549-3772
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Running Short on Spending Money?
Collegian Employment

Distribution of the Collegian
Monday - Friday

Must have a car and mornings free until 11:00

We are now hiring drivers to

start immediately

Excellent Salary and Experience

Come down and fill out an application

at the Collegian Office

Deadline Friday October 11, 1985

^

miDAS*

THE ECONOMiZER
MUFFLER

Resular

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
; ne Economizer mjftler from MicJas fits r,io-5!

AiTierican-made cars ana trucks Your satisfa. tion
>vith thiL- product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Muffler is

warranted by Midas for one year from the

aaie of instaMation and will be replaced

free of charge if it fails during this period.

expires 10/31/85

$59.95
Per axle ^-Tii aa

(most cars) Regular $74.90
BRAKE SPECIAL

DISC BRAKES

'(iOttllCO
' Rt-pic. » pods wii! < t V

guoi..iitf?ed Jisc md^
• Re'i'/rfore 'c>",f<

> Replace grease seals

wheel beorings
' Inspect calipers
' Inspeck hydroulic s/ict-^'
' liibticote cohper onchoi
' Inspect fluid levels
• Add (luid if requited
' Kood test

Quarant**. MiJas bi^Kr. brtu«i> a< .j o<~» indKt^ pjils dft- .dnadiud foi
a* long as yo^i own your Arriem-dii oi loretgn rat van or light irgcK
lundof 7,000 lbs I • I' they ever fCixt ne* Midas brake sr>oes o' pads

w!'! 1^8 '.nstaiiea wllnout charge lor the shoes ui pads or the iat>or to
Install lh« shoes or pads Additional parts and/or labor required to
restore tht* syktem to operational condition aie e«lra

DRUM BRAKES
• } ,a 4 Wheel broKe
II >i, ••t ion
Vf 'rn^' shoes with new
g>i !:• i^.eed linings

• Re.urtQce drums
• Inspect wheel cylinders
• Inspect hold down spnngsl
• Lubricate backing plates
• Inspect hydraulic -, stern
• Readjust brokes
• Rood teut

ESTIMATESMSiSMiiSuu:-
143 KING ST. NORTHAMPTON
JCT. RTES. 9 & 11 6 HADLEY

Midas

586-4840
586-9991

< till Ado

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

invites students of all majors and fields to talk with

GSB representatives about our M.B.A., Ph.D., and

combined-degree programs. Since we cannot visit your

campus this year, please come and see us at the

BOSTON GMAC M.B.A. FORUM

Friday, Oct. 11, 1985 12 Noon-7 PM
Saturday, Oct. 12, 1985 9 AM-3 PM

Boston Park Plaza

Arlington Street at Park Plaza, Boston, MA

Admissions materials are available at your

University Placement Service

Monday. October 7, 1985

1

The Sub is now hiring drivers ;

for deliveries.

Must have own car.

Part time, full time.

Inquire at Sub
; at 33 E. Pleasant St. Amherst^_

i

paling place

: • OPEN
] 6 A.M.-3 A.M.
I SUN.-THURS.

\ • OPEN 24 HOURS
( FRI. & SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
> (NEXT TO SUPER
• STOP & SHOP)

I
Ut 9 • Hidley/Amherst

i 256-6889
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ARTS

KCSi classic's ESSK? ^^^r^or^^^^^
dSESSS

mS^ classc's ESSKT

t:::r ZEISS' oi2!3^@i3a^2ffi

TheOrlClnall

•*•***••***********

SANMVtCHE^

***************

*»*«-»•» *e*ao*

GC2E^ = aiEI^

ttSEOCMiltSiaBGMBBV <aSS»-ME2S iClGB OfliSI

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

artslines
The key word in this

week's arts line-up is music.

You'll be able to hear

everything from fusion to

rock to the classiest classics

without moving even your

big toe from the Happy
Valley...

UMass professor
Savatore Macchia, con-

trabassist, will offer 20th-

century music for bass at 8

p.m. tomorrow night in

Bezanson Hall. Macchia will

be joined by Robert Stern,

piano and conductor; Lynn
Klock, saxaphone; Laura
Knock; horn; and David
Sporny, trombone; and
Martin Kluger, percussion.

Said concert is part of the

Department of Music and

Are you denying
yourself

abettershot
at grad schoof?
Okay, it may be too late to

get a 40 But its not too late to

try to do better on your LSAT,

GMAT. GRE. or MCAT. For that,

theres Stanley H Kaplan
No one has prepped more

students than Stanley H
Kaplan Our test- taking tech-

niques and educational

programs have prepared
over 1 million students

So whatever grad school

exam youre taking, call us.

Remember, the person next to

you during your exam might
have taken a Kaplan W''^
course. ZS^

KAPLAN
STANlE Y H KAPlANtDUCATlONAl QNTIR ITD

The wotid's leading

test prep organization.

358 N. Pleasant

549-5780

Enrolling Now for Dec. LSAT/GRE
Free Speed Reading Lesson

Available Anytime

K^DOVE
^w -^P Serrf^tarial Services

FcLst, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

PARTY ON OUR HAYWACON

DAY OR NIGHT, BONFIRE

AND PICNIC AREA PROVIDED

For UforaHtioa

ud KciCTvilhiai

CAU 247-9098

' WEST
HATFIELD

STABLBS
RTE. 5, V/tH HUfldd, N*

4 mikt Bortb of Nortk*iii|i«oii

VJt^^M^M^SfSfM^S

Featuring Steve Kloc's

I
Famous Broiled

I
LIVE LOBSTER

I

Also Serving
^

I
Louisiana Cajun •

I
Entrees ?

i Also Steaks,
|

\ Prime Ribs, !

\ Seafood \

• DIRECTIONS: take 116 north to
\

J South Deerfield, south on route :

t !>10 1% miles. Right on Chris N

: 'ian Lane 'A mile from center o1 \

)iown. Open: <

Mon-Sat 5-10 pm !

Sun 1-9 \

Dance Faculty Recital

series, and is free...

Those of you who Hke a

side order of visuals with

your music should tear

yourself away from MTV on

Thursday to catch "Rock
and Roll Time Tunnel," a

half-hour slide show
brought to us by the Gover-

nor's Program Council.

Said show will be presented

at 7, 8, 9, and 10 p.m., in the

Student Union Ballroom...

Thursday will also be a big

night for jazz fusions fans.

Spyro veterans of the

Boston Globe and Newport
jazz festivals, Gyra will

grace the stage at Nor-

thampton's Calvin Theater

at 7 p.m. Tix are still

available at all Datatix

outlets, the Fine Arts

Center Box Office, and

Main Street Records in Nor-

thampton, among other

places...

Saturday brings the

Academy of St. Martin in

the Fields Octet to Amherst
College's Buckley Recital

Hall. Said concert will begin

at 8:15 p.m. and works by

Brahns, Bennett, and
Mendelssohn, all of whom
hummed more than aimless

tunes. Tickets are $12 for

the general public, $10 for

senior citizens and
students, and can be reserv-

ed by calling 542-2195 any

morning this week. So get

into the groove...

The Hampshire College

Chorus and Valley Festival

Orchestra have something

to sing about. They're

presenting two Bach con-

tatas at 2 p.m. Sunday, at

the Grace Church on
Amherst Common. Admis-

sion to said concert is free.

And to prove that classical

music can be fun, there will

be a Bach look-alike contest

at 1:45. First the winner

will receive dinner for two

at Plumbley's.
If you missed last

week's photo exhibit on
Mahatma Gandi, just trek

up to Wheeler Gallery

Oct. 14...

\

Sigma Delta Tau
OPEN RUSH

Man. Oct. 7 at 7:00

All University Women
Invited

Call 545-0527
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ir volleyball- cnntinurd from page 16

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Blocks like this helped the University of

Massachusetts beat Northeastern in five games on

Saturday.

The exaitement began in game lour. Northeastern

jumped out to a quick 6-1 lead. But the spikers, behmd

the combined hitting and blocking of Guiliotis and

sophomore hitter Violetta Gladkowska. tied the score 7-7.

The lead would change hands several times until the

Huskies went up 14-12 to darken the chances of a UMass

comeback bid. But after freshman middle hitter Barbara

Meehans block, the serving that had abandoned the

spikers in games one and two returned in full torce, caus-

ing key Huskie miscues. UMass went on to win game four.

16-14, saving five match points along the way and forc-

ing a fifth and decisive game.

The Minutwomen cruised out to a 10-3 lead, again spark-

ed by the tandem of Guiliotis and Gladkowska. But Nor-

thea.stern would not die and rallied to knot things up,

10-10. However, another Gladkowska kill stifled the

Huskie rally and gave the spikers an 11-10 lead.

UMass would never look back. An Ann Ringrose service

ace put the spikers up 12-10. The lead would increase to

14-10 behind a head-turning Meehan kill and another Nor-

theastern error A Huskie hit sailed out of bounds, com-

pleting the dramatic UMass comeback.

Sortino attributed the win as a complete team effort, but

also cited the incredible play of Gladkowska, who nailed

several big kills to lead the UMass comeback charge.

"We said to Juliet (Primer, the UMass setter) to use

Violetta at the end, because she was scoring for us, she

always does," said Sortina "She doesn't hit as hard as some

people do, but she gets to the open spots. She sees the court

very well." continued from page 16

Monday, October 7, 1985 <
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irfield hockey wins continued from page 16

"If you can control the

ball between your op-

ponents' 25 and 35-yard

lines, you can control the

game," Hixon said. We can

do that very well with Don-

nelly in the middle
because she just controls

play."

Keeping the ball within

the Black Bear end for an

astonishing 65 of 70

minutes, the
Minutewomen ran play

after play continually

wearing them down.

Donnelly opened the

scoring with 17:00 to go in

the first half with a blast

that beat Maine
goalkeeper Tina Ouellette.

Robertson initiated the

goal with a corner hit that

Donnelly stopped, faked a

shot from the Lop of the cir-

cle. Donnelly has scored

five goals in two games.

Six minutes later, junior

attackman Erin Canniff

took a pass on the right

wing, and shredded the

defense before having the

ball knocked out of bounds.

On the ensuing corner,

junior forward Lisa

Griswold sent a shot off the

post that bounded toward

midfield. Senior forward

Chris Kocot retrived the

ball, fed to sophomore for-

ward Tonia Kennedy who
passed to Robertson who
scored her first goal of the

year since being transfered

from defense to right wing.

Donnelly closed out the

.scoring off a free hit by

Kocot.

CoUrgian photo by Paul Desmarais

Setter Ann Ringrose sends a pass in action Satur-

day at Boyden. UMass won in five games over

Northeastern.

if tourney continued from page 16

ifwomen s soccer
from

Belkin to give UMass the 2-0 with a minute to go in the

half.

Roundtree, has scored six goals this year, three in the
last two games.

"It may be a blessing in disguise," Banda said of being
scored upon."The monkey is off our backs.We'll do a bet-

continued from page 16

ler job of handling it the next time." UMass has outscored

its eight opponents 36-1.

Massachusetts outshot Rutgers 14-2 and now holds a

150-12 shot advantage over its eight opponents.

"It was a very physical game," Banda said, "and the

players were just pounding through the wateHand mud
that made up the lower Boyden Field)."

Anders Hedelin broke free from the Huskie defense and

fired a shot off of the left post.The freshmen followed his

shot and put his own rebound into the net.

At 20:55, Marciano took a feed from F.J.Zwicklbauer,

broke in from the right, and blasted a shot past keeper

Frank Stockwell's left.Giordano was also credited with an

assist on the play.

Just three minutes later, Giordano picked up a loose ball

30 yards in front of the NU net, went left, and beat

Stockwell for an unassisted goal.

After a one hour rain delay at halftime,. the Minutemen
came out and continued to dominate in the second half.

Goals by Zwicklbauer and Giordano completed the UMass
offense for the day and the rest was left up to keeper Don
Donahue and the Minutemen defense.

The shutout was Donahue's second in a row. The

Minutemen have not allowed a goal in four games, have

won give straight,and nine of its last ten.

A/feiybelline
OFF all

/Vteybelline'
products

with coupon

Coupons also valid in the Mini Store

COFF
AU

Maybelline*
products

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

l*m at my best

with MsyteAlins
Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

SPRING 1985 DEAN'S LIST
Congratulations to those of you whose names appear below. You have earned a place on the Dean's List by your outstanding

academic performance. This honor is accorded to students who achieve a semester average of 3.5 or higher with twelve or more

graded credits. Since fewer than 15 percent meet this high standard, it marks significant accomplishment. Providing the opportunity

for academic achievement is the University's highest priority and I am especially pleaded, therefore that you made the most of that

opportunity. Your success is a source of pride to the entire University community. Congratulations.

Joseph Duffey,Chancel lor

PRESS RELEASES
The Office of Publiclnformation will issue a press release about your Dean's List achievement to your hometown newspaper if you

are a Massachusetts resident. Out of state students please pick up a press release form at 200 Munson Hall.

PARENTS DAY
A special program for the parents of students who achieved Dean's List status for the Spring Semester 1985 and/or Fall Semester

1985 will be held on Saturday, April 12, 1986, on campus. There will be an all day series of academic and cultural activities, providing

parents with an opportunity to sample and experience our educational programs. Details will be forthcoming in Mid-March 1986.

This event is being coordinated by the Office of Alumni Affairs, 545-2317.

The Dean's List is published under av^spices ofthe Dean ofStudents Office, and is based on grades provided by the Registrar's Office

as ofAujgust 27, 1985. (If your name is not listed and you believe you qualified, based on the stated criteria, please confirm your

academic record with the Registrar's Office and bring a copy ofsu4)h record to the Dean ofStudents Office, 227 Whitmore Hall, so that

your name can be added.)

Arts and Science
Humanities and Fine Arts

AAKONIAN.MlNtFKcL) R»
AUAEtREbHCCA J,

AJAMSf JUNATHA.Ni K,

AOAMSf MICHAEL P,
AHRENSfKATHLfctN V,
ALERQINGtSTEVEN A,
ALEXANDER, KATHLEEN,
ALLYNfELlZABETH M,
AMARALtJEAN E,
ANOEREoGf MURRAY F,
AMOREWtBROCE B,
ANTDNIUtLUZVIMiiNDA A

APPLEdAUM.kONOA A,
ARCHAMBAJLT, ELLEN J,
ATTMUUUtSUSAN,
BAILEY, SANOKA*
BAIL£Y,SrtVE.M K,

BALAZS.KATHERlNc J,

BALISCIANU,MARCIA L,
BALLOU, TIMOTHY A,

BANKS, KATHINA L.

BAPTISTE, JAMES J,

BAkR.STEVEk T,
BARTON, ELLEi^ M,
aAKTOS,JUUiTH A,

BATES, ANOkEA J,
BATT,i¥EIL A,
BATTEV, SYLVIA A,
B£AJORV,CHKiSTJPrltR
BEfcN,MAkY A»

BENfyjETT, JULIE M,

BERTEAUX, JEAN MARC,
BEUoLESi, ANiHuNY U,

BOLLES,REdtCCA,
BOUGHTUN, ANOREm n,

aOMMAN,UOUNA K,
BOYLE, ROBERT K,JR
8RAJLEE,MARY T,
BRA'^OSTRAJEk,VERU.NilLA ELL I SON, LAURA
BRESSNCR.GURM A,

BROGAN,BENEJICT M,

BROwNtLYNOA b,

BROi^N,.SUSAN E,
BRUNELL,JANINE S,

BRUNO, DEBORAH R,

BUD0FF,NA1HAN t,

CAHDON,AMY B,
CANIZARES,LEJNOR M,

CARD, ROBERT A,

CARLISLE, CYNTHIA K,

CARROLL, JEAN V,

CARTfcN, JANICE P,

CARY,SONJA,
CASE,mEN0Y D,
CASEY, SHEILA Ct

CAVALIERI ,LISA E,

CAVANAUGH, JOHN P,

CERNAK, LESLIE J*

CERVANTES, MARY S,

CHAOrtlCK.KATHERiNt B

CHANDLER, MICHELLE L,

CHAUDHURI ,KIRAN,
CHERNOV, BERYL P,

CHESLER,ROCH£LLE S,

CHRISFIEL0,CARLA C,

CHKI STOPHERSON,cLLEN
CLARK, LESLEY A,

CLARK, SARAH E,
CLEARY,SEAN J,
COFFIOIS.JOEL P,

COHEN, PAMELA B,
CONNOR, SHEILA M,
CONRAD, PHILIP T,

COSTA, JENNIFER S,

COVELLI,JANNlNE K,
COX, AMY G,
CURRAN,EDMARU P,

CURRIN,TINA J,

CUSHING.GmYNNE l,
DALEY, EDMAKO M,
DARL AND, CHRISTOPHER

, DARR, KAREN E,

DAVIS, LISA A,
DEANGELIS, SALLY L,
DELLA-TUKRE,RISA M,

DEMETRIUS, ROBERT 0,
DERY,B ROBIN,
OESCOTEAJX.DENISE M
DEVITO,LULIA R,
01CKlNSuN,JUSEPH M,

OIMAIO, MARIA C,
DIMEO,LISA M,
DIUNNE.ALAN M,
OIPILATO, NANCY M,

DONAHUE, SHEILA M,
DONNELLY. JANE E,
DOONER, STEVEN M,
DOST AL,JEFFREY A,

L.DRINKER, DAVID E,
ORISCOLL, DAVID P,
DROHAN,J0HN M,
0UBEAU,ANNE MARIE,
DUCHARME,ANN F,
DUGAS, COLETTE M,
DUMOULIN, JOANMARIE
EARLE, DOROTHY R,
EICHELMAN, MICHELLE
EIG, ROBIN S,

E,
EN0,MADELEINE G,

EVANS, CHRISTOPHER J

FALLMAN,EDMARO J,

FANG, CHRISTOPHER T,

FARBER, PHOEBE,
PARI AS, RANDY J,
FASCHING, CHRISTINE
FELDMAN,KATHRYN J,
FERRIS, DAVID P,
FIERO,JOHN D,
FILIOS.DENISE K,
FINKLE.JAMES R,

FINSTEINtKEBEKAH,
FIJRILLO, MICHELLE A

FISCHETTI ,DANA L,
FITZGERALD, JEFFREY
F1TZPATRICK,LYNNE D
FLOOD, JONATHAN J,

FOLEY, ANNE V,
FOLEY, JEAN MARIE,
FONTAINE, SUSAN G,
FOSTER, KIMBERLEY b,

FOSTER, MARK L,
FOULKE,GAYLE S,
FOX.ONEIDA L,

FOY, JEANNE A,

FRANCOEJR, THOMAS D,
FRESHMAN, DAVID J,

FRIEDMAN, SETH,
FURMAN, MARTHA A,

GABRIEL, OSNAT,

GAETA,ANNE E,
GAGNON, PATRICIA M,
GALLAGHER, ALIuA M,
GAR OF ALU, FRANCESCO,
GATES, AMY M,

GERSON, SUSAN B,
GIACOPPE,MONIKA F,
GICKAS,JOHN G,
GILBERT, CHRISTOPHER
GLOVSKY ,LORRIE J,
GOLDEN, ALLISON L,
GOLDMAN, SUSAN I,
GONEr,JILL,
GOODMAN, DOUGLAS J,
GORDON, DAVID li

,

GOSSELS.mAKREn J,
GOULD, ANDREm I,
GOOLD, CAROLINE L,
GOULD, JOHN C,
GREGORICUS, JASON J,
GREI^IER,DEBRAH L,
GRIFFIN, DANIEL P,

GRIMAKD, SUZANNE H,
GRISmOLO, ANDREA R,
GROVE, TODD C,
GUIOICE, CAROL D,
GOLA,JO A,
GWIRTZMAN,LISA A,

HALL AOAY, JULIE M,
HAMNERTON, ROBERT G,
HANLEY, MARTHA M,
HARDING, CHRISTINA A,
HARRINGTON, THOMAS D,
HARRISON, RICHARD S,

HART, KATHLEEN E,
HATCH, DAVID M,>

HAVELOCK, ALICE M,

HEMENMAY, JENNIFER 4,
HEROA, ANNETTE M,
HERNANDEZ, LOURDES,
HERREID, CHRISTOPHER
HILTON, DAVID T,
HOLDING, PATRICIA J,
HOLMES, TODD J,
HORAN,LISA M,
HORVITZ,LISA E,
HOUCK,LISA A,
HUGHES.CHRISTOPHER G
JACK,MATTHEm F,
JACKSON,LAMRENCE H,
JACKSON, PHILIP S,
JARMON, KAREN R,
JARVIS, SCOTT R,
JAYES, MICHAEL E,
JESSUP, MARGARET R,
JOHNSON, MAYNE E,
JORDAN, KATHLEEN P,
KAGAN, BARBARA 0,
KAHAN, VICTORIA S,
KALLOR, ROBIN Lt
KAM,DEBORA V,
KAMINSKI,KATHRYN M,
KAPIN,LAUREEN 0,
KASSIRER,nENOY a,
KASTANGa,LVE A,
KATZvELISA,
KEATING, ELIZABETH A,

KELLS,JOHN R,
KENr«EOV, PHILIP M,
KENNEY,MARK A,

KIEVRA, ROBERT C,
KILCaMMONS,SHAMN M,
KIMBALL, ERIK P,
KOHL ER,CHRISTOPHER
KONaMlTZ,SHERI B,
KOPEC, KATHLEEN A,
KOMALCZVK, STEPHEN L
KRISTOPIK, ANDREM V,
LACEY, KATHLEEN R«
LANEfOIANE P,
LANXNER,MENDY k,
LANZA, JULIE M,
LARCOMBEfJOEL M,
LARKIN, COLLEEN J,
LAUTER BACH, REBECCA
LEA, ERIC R,
LEARY, REBECCA J,
LEBLANCJOAN M,
LEDDV, CHARLES J,
LEE, IRENE M,
LEFEBVRE,CHANNING H
LEIBOVITZ, GEOFFREY
LEONARD, EILEEN M,
LEVESUUE, CHRISTINE
LEWIS, WENDY E,
LIBUCHA,MARK A,
LICHTMAN,GENE J,
LOCONTEfGUY R,
LOKOMOWITZ, SHARON D
LORICCO,GINO R,
LOVELL, HELEN M,
LOYA, THOMAS A,
LUODY, JENNIFER J,
LYON,KIMBERLY C,
MAJCHROWSKI .HELEN J

MANTRONE, TRACEY J,
MARCHAND, PAMELA N,
MARD, MELISSA L,
MARINE, DmIGHT H,
MARKEL,ADAM D,
MARTIN, COLLEEN L,
MCALARNEY,BRION P,
MCCLONE, MARTHA P,
MCCORMACK, JOSEPH,
MCDOOGALL, THERESA B

MCGIBNEY, AMANDA M,
MCGINNIS, PATRICIA M
MC HUGH, MICHAEL,
MCKEAN, LISA M,
MCLEAN, ALLISON L,
MCNAMARA, SUSAN ANNE
MEAGHER, CHRISTOPHER
MECKEL, THERESA,
MEERS, JENNIFER A,
MEGNA, MICHELLE A,
MESSINGER, LAURA G,
METAXAS, MARIANNE E,
METZGER, SUSAN 0,
MEUSE,MARIAN£ K,
MEYER, JUL JF E,
MICEK.MAUREENa
MIDTrUN,ERIC S,
MILLER, BRIAN C,
MINNETTE, ELIZABETH
MINTON, SUSANNA L,
MIZAUR, CAROLE J,

MOEBES,JOHN R,

MOLL OV, MARY T,

N0NUEAU,JILL M,
'MONTAIGNEiNICHELE H,

MORGAN, ROXANNE,
MORI ARTY, CORNELIUS J,

MOSS.ANDREA M,

MOYER, SANDRA,
MOYNIHAN, KATHLEEN M,

MURGIA,JOHN k,JR
MURPHY, ELIZABETH A,

MURPHY, JANICE,
MURPHY, JOHN W,JR
MURPHY, PATRICK M,
MURPHY, SUZANNE R,

MYERS, RUTH J,
NASHEL, TRACY A,

NATHAN, JONATHAN S,

NEAVE,KATHERINE F,

NELSUN,JEWEL J,
NICHOLSON, MELISSA A,

NODDIN,LI ANE,
NORDBERG, HEIDI L,
OBRIEN, KAREN L,
OBRIEN, LAWRENCE E,

OCONNOR, DANIEL S,

0GLETREE,UAVID E,

OLEARY, THOMAS J,

OLEARY, TIMOTHY F,

OLSON, MERI L,
ONE ILL, DAVID E,
0ROURKE,ANN M,

OSSING,ERIC R,
OST£RAAS,ENE M,

OSTROFF, LAUREN S,

PALINO, CYNTHIA M,
PANAGOPOULOU,ANGELIKI
PAPANASTASIOU,ARETI. N

PARKER, SUZANNE L,

PASZKO, TANYA L,

PATIERNO,MARY M, ^

PAOL-, STEVEN P,

PAULIN, CHRISTOPHER M,

PAYNE, JENNIFER A,

PEARSALL, JANET E,

PERRY, JULIA C,
PERRY, KEVIN M,
PERRY, MARTHA,
PETERS,ANDREA 0,
PHILLIPS, WILLIAM J,.

PIKUL, DEBORAH A,

PITKIN, TIMOTHr,
PLZAK, EILEEN R,

POIRIER, DIANE M,
POON, CHRISTINE N,
POTTER, MATTHEw C,
PRESTON, THOMAS R,
PRIMAVERA, JONATHAN
PROSER,AJKIANA G,

PULAhSKI,LLLEN M,

PULL lAM, NICHOLAS U,

PURC£LL,JOHN E,
RABI DEAD, MARK G,
RALPH, YOHAH,
RANCATORE, LAURA,
RAVENS, ROBERT E,

REECE, JENNIFER T,

R£G0,0AVIJ A,

REILLY, JOYCE A,
RICE, STEPHEN W,
RlNGGAkD,BLTH E,

ROBERTS.DONNA M,

ROCHE, PATRICIA A,
ROSENSWEIu,ROUl S,

ROSS, ANNE E,
KOTH,MARY M,
ROTHKEGEL, IVAN U,
ROY, LINDA J,
ROYt ,MIIwHELL,
ROSSO, CHRISTOPHER A
RYAN, JANE M,
SACKS, STACEY E,
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CHER TOK. BARBARA S,
CHESTERSON.PAUL A.
CHIAVACCI.ANNE T.
CHICKERING. JULIA A

CHIU.KWONG F

.

CHOOERA.AMY Jt

CI AVOLA, ANTHONY R,
CLEARY,ROSANNE M.
CLEVELAND, SARAH G,
CLUKEY,MARK E,

COLATOSTI .LAUREN J

C3LELLA. DANIEL B.
COLETT I.MARK D.

COOK. GREGORY A,
CORNWELL. JANET L,
COS, CHRISTINE M,
COTTA. MICHAEL A,
CRAIG. KIMBERLY A.
CRANER, THOMAS G,
CRELLIN, JONATHAN
CROWLEY, SHARON C,
CJMMINGtALAN R,
CUMMINGS.DEIRORE A

CUSTER, RONALD E,
DAMIEN.SABRINA M.
DAMON. ROBERTA H.
DAVIS-COURY.LANE B

DAWSON. ANNE M,

DAWSON.KURT T,
OEBIASS£,MICHELE A

DEBLASIO.BARRY J,
DELLIMA,Cf«ISTINE.
OELUZIO.MARI A E,
DEROODE.AMY V,
OIBIASE.MARK P,

DICKINSON, CYNTHIA
OIGGINS.PATR iC lA A

DILLON. MARK F,

DOLAN. DAVID G.
DONAHUE. SHARON L,
OOOBLEOAY,WILLIAM
DOWNS. HELEN R,
OR IS COLL, DONNA M.
OUGAS, BRIAN J.
OUMAS.MARTHA S,
OJNN, GERARD P,

DUNNING, ROY J.
DUTTON. STEVEN R,
DYCK. ILSE M.
DZEN.JOHN 0.
ECCHER. ANTHONY P.
EMOND.DIANNE C,
ENGLE. JENNIFER B.
EVANS. RICHARD L»
EZZO. DAVID M,
FA DOING .MARC S,
FAIN. BARBARA J,
FALL3N. CHRISTOPHER
FANT INI. TODD A.
FARRAR. SANDRA J.
FELOMAN.SHARI H.
FIELD. DEBORAH C.
FIRTH. SCOTT P.
-FITZGERALD, SUSAN M.
FLAHERTY, JAMES E,
FLETCHER, KAREN H,
FOOTRAKUL.SUNI SA .

FOULKES, JONATHAN P,
FREDA. ELISE.
FRIEDMAN, RUSSELL A.
FRIEL.NARY ANN,
FRISBIE,SETH H,
GAGLIARDQ, ELIZABETH
GAGNE,MARK 0,
GANNON, COLLEEN F.
GATELY, DAVID T.
•GEORGE, MALCOLM W.JR
li^ERLACH.BETT INA,
i3ER% ISH.WALTFR <;.

C.

H

GILDEA, MICHAEL
GILFIX.DEBRA L.
GILROY. STEVEN P.

GLADDING, KIMBERLY
GLAZER,CARYN B.
GLOWATSKY.LOREN F.
GDOLEWSKI.JEAN M.
GOODMAN. MARNE B,
GOODYEAR. JULIA A.
GOUDEY, BRIAN D.
GOVE.BRENDA K.

GRADY. JOSEPH M,
GRAHAM. ANN L.
GREEN, DAVID,
GREENWALO, VALERIE R

GREVE.CATHER IN E A .

GROSS. DAVID J.
GUILFOIL. COLLEEN A.
HALL.JDSEPH B.
HALPER.NARNI J.
HAMILTON. JUDITH W.
HAND. DOROTHY E«
HA NO .GERALD I NE B.
HAN3LEY.J0Y C«
HARATY. BRUCE E.
HARGRAVES. PATRICIA
HARHEN.BRENDA A.
HARRINGTON. TODD P.
HARRI SON. LISA M.
HART. JEFFREY W>
HA SEL TON. STEVEN T,

HEINS.GRETCHEN M>
HELMS. GREGORY A.
HENDERSON. JAMES K.
HENRY. DARRYL R.
HERSHENSON.BETH T.
HILL. SCOTT A.
HODGINS. JILL IAN E.
HOFFMAN, AMY L>
HOHMAN.JEFFREY J.
HOLBEN. JULIE L.
HOLM. DAVID L,
HDWE.JOHN D.
HRVNOWSKI .EDWARD J

HUNTING. CURTIS D,
HJTCHINSON. TIMOTHY
ISENBERG. ELIZABETH
ISRAEL. LARRY J,
JACOB SON. MARGARET
JAHOS. WILLIAM R.

JEKA NOW SKI. GARY P.
JHONG.LINDA U«
JOHNSON, DORE EN A.

JOHNSON. JEFFREY L.
JOHMSON.LISA L,
KAISER.PHILIP G.
KANSANEN.JUHA M.
KEARNEY. JOHN.
KELLEY.BRENOA E.

KELLEY. ELIZABETH
KELLEY. KEVIN P.
KELLEY. STEPHEN L.
KILPATRICK.HOWARD
KIMEMIA. ANGELA M.
KLAUS.LAURA K.
KOKANSKY.KIM A.
KOSTECKI.LYNN T.
KOTLER.MARCY S«
KOTOSKI.JOHN R.
KOUMJIANtLAURA.
KRUEGERt MONICA M.
KUBICA, SANDRA M.
LABRIOLA. MICHAEL J

LANOERS.JUOITH Ct

B

LANGKAU. MICHAEL J,
LAUGHRIOGE. PAMELA.
LAVALLEE.LEONA M.
LEBLONO.MELANIE A.

LEFF.THEA.
LESSER.MICHAa J,
LI AZOS. ANDREW C.
L I VR A ME NT O.JOYCE A.

LDCKE.EVAN 0.
LUBY.CYNTHIA G«
LUCEK.PATRICIA A.
LJCIANO. MICHAEL J.
NACNEIL. JENNIFER M.

MAHQNEY.DIANE S»
MALEK. RICHARD S.

MALKASIAN.CHRISTINE
HAL3NEY. TIMOTHY W.
NANIJAK.MARY E.
MANN.STACIE A.

MANN. STEPHEN M.
MANN ION. DEREK Gt
NARGIL. JULIE E,
MARGIOTTA,TERESE Q.
NARQUAROT.JEAN M.
MARTIN.THOMAS J*

MA ST ROMA TTE Of ANN M.
MATFESS.MARTIN E,
NATHIESON.BERT W.
NAYNARD.LORI

.

MCCALLUM, TRACY A.
MCCARTHY, TIMOTHY E.
MCCORRY. KATHLEEN T.
NCCUSKER. MAUREEN P.

MCGAUNN, SCOTT P.
NCGRATH.JEAN E.
HCILHENNY. JENNIFER
NCINTVRE. CHRISTINE
NCKINSTRY.JOEL Et
NCMAHON.JANET L.
NE OE I ROS. LORRAINE C
MEDEIROS.MARYJANE L
NEGAZZINI.ROBERT P.
NE I.JOHN P.
ME LENOE Z.LYNDA M,
MERGE NER. THERESA M.

NERJIAN.GARY S»
MERRILL. DIANE M.

NERKIMAN. FRANCES F«
NHAJAN.PARANJEET S.
NIADES, LESLIE A.
NILKEY. OAVID G.
NITCHELLtSUSAN Lt
MO INEAU. ROBERT E.
NORGAN.JEANNE M.
MORGANELLI.RALPH F.

NULHERIN.MARIA R.
MURPHV.KATHRYN N.
NYLLYMAKI.OAVIO Wt
NADEN. JAMIE S.

NASI. MATTHEW C.
NEVEU.LYNN A.
NEVILLE. SUSAN A.

NEWAYNQ.DIANNE M.
NEWTON. RAYMOND Jt
NICHOLSON. DE BR A I.

NOEPEL.MARK R,

NOVAK, MICHAEL J.
OBERHAUSER.KERRI A.
ODOWD.ESTELLE M,

OKUROWSKI , VI VI AN M.
ONEILL. KEVIN M.
QSULLIVAN. DENNIS J.
OXLANDER.MICHELLE Lt
PAGE.PRISCILLA J.

PANACCIONE, DANIEL G.
PATTISON. KEVIN J.
PAVAN. WILLIAM J.

PAYNE. KENNETH C,
PEL3SKEY, JANIS M.
PENGEROTH.OENISE M.
PERCHEMLI OES .GREGORY
PERENICK. CHARLES H.JR
PERREAULT .NORMAN J.

PETTENGILL. EDWARD W.

PI E3N0NT, NANCY J.
PIPER. JAMES M.
PLATT.SANDRA J.
POND. LINDA M.
PORTER. KAREN L»
PORTER, MARY ANNE,
POS, ROBERT H.
POWER. STEPHEN M.

PRIESTLEY. JENNIFER B.

PRYTZ.HARALD.
PUALUANt REBECCA HOTZ.
PUZZI. JOSEPH V,
QUACKENBUSH.ANNE B.

QUIGLEY. KELLEY A.
QUINN. KEVIN J.
OUINN. PAMELA M«
OUINTY. TIMOTHY P.
RABINOVE. ELLEN R»
RANDALL. JOSEPH C. '

RAPOZA.JENNIFER L,
RAVITZ. ELLEN J,
REALE.MARY C.
REARWIN. OAVID T.

RE SNIC. SUZANNE J.
REYCROFT. JENNIFER E.

RICE. JEFFREY S.
RICHMONOt ALAN M.
RIOROAN. ELLEN J.
ROBBINS.CAROLINE Rt
ROB I SON. DONNA M.
ROOR I GUE* JO-ANN M.

ROGERS. WILLI AN P.
ROOS.GWENN E.
ROSS. MICHAEL B.
ROTHROCK. RICHARD Et
RUDISILL.TRICIA L.
RUSSELL.LISA A.
SABATINO. JEFFREY.
SAIA. ANDREA J.
SALAS. BRIAN A.
SALMINENtEDWARO M.

SAULNIERt JAMES H.
SCHWARTZ. ERICA A,
SEAQUIST.PAUL.
SEARFOSS. KAREN E.
SE IF ERT. DOUGLAS D.
SEMERARO.HEATHER A.
SEN*4. CAROL A.
SEVIGNY.RENEE.
SEYMOUR.PHILIP K.
SHAVE. JAMISON E.
SHEA. JOHN M.
SHEE-IAN.LAURA L.
SIANO. JOSEPH J.
SIBLEY. EMMA L.
SILVESTRI .JOHN M.
SIMON. ROBERTA M,
SKLAR.STEVEN M.
SLINEY. DONNA M»
SMITH. DAVID Bt
SMITH. ERICKA J.
SMITH. ETHAN A.

SNITH.MARIA Et
SMITH.STEPHEN Pt
SMITH. SYLVIA J.

SNYDER. ELIZABETH A.
SOUCIE.LAWRENCE R.
SOUTHWICK. DAVID P.
SPARER. SUSANt
SPITZER, ALISON L,
STAATS.NICHOLAS R.

STA:kPOLE. TRACY E.
ST ART. WILLIAM 0.

ST EOMAN. RICHARD I.

STEIN. EVAN M.
STEINtROBERT F.
STEPHENSONtANDREW Mt
STETSERt SCOTT.
ST lEGLER. MONICA I.

STINCHFI ELD. JESS ANYN
STRACHAN. JENIFER.

SUESS. PATRICIA A.
SULLIVAN.LISA M,
SWEENEY. JOHN P.
SZYNALA.ALEKSANDRA.
TALBOT. JAMES P.
TALTY. BERNARD J.
TASSE.NARIELLE S.
TATAR I AN .SUZANNE A.
TAYLOR. DONNA L.
TEKJLSKY.KARB4 S.
THIBOOEAUtJESSICA A
fILTON. DONNA L.
TITUS. DOUGLAS M.
TREMBLAY. TRACY P,
TRENER.JANE J.
TR I BOU. JEFFREY M.
TRUEBENBACH. KRI STY.
TRZCINSKI .JENNIFER
TURMAILtKARIN L,
TWAMLEY.LISA M,
TYNAN .MAR I ANNE,
UPBl N.LESLIE A.
USCHN ANN. SHAWN W.
VAN HEEST.MARY T.
VANDER BOGART. LAURA
VASSALLO.ELIZABETH
VAZ.CHRISTINE,
VEZOZZO.ALCEU.
VILSCHICK.MICHELE
VOGELtDELIA A*

VOORHEES.ANN C.
WAITKEVICH, SHARON
WAITZE.OANA M.
WAR3.ANNE T.
MARE. ALEXANDER Ct
MEBERtLORIN B.

WEEKS. VIRGINIA Lt
WEIGtLISE A.
WEINERvOEBRA L«
MELSCH.ANNA CAROLINA.
WERSCHLER .MARIE B,

WETZLERtJODINE.
WHEELER. SCOTT D.
WILES. C MICHAELt
WILLIAMStBETH ANNEt
WILSON. ELIZABETH L.
yOM.REICH.KERRY Rt
IWOLFE.WENOY E.

1400. DOR IS N«
WOOD t PANEL A Gt

WRIGHT. JOHN H»
ZAOOR.ANTHONY Z»
ZAARAOEStANTKlNY At
ZAYAtSHARON Ht
ZERANBY.JACQUELINE Nt
ZIMA.OANia Sf
ZUKAS. MARGARET

Alternative college is thriving in its 15th year
By AARON SCHACHTER
Collegian Correspondent

Hampshire College, celebrating its 15th

anniversary next week, is already con-

sidered to be among the few hundred selec-

tive colleges in the nation and a frontrun-

ner in granting students academic
independence.

The school began as a testing ground and

is unique because it does not give grades

for classes completed.

"Letter grades represent a shorthand dif-

ficult to evaluate. Each professor has a dif-

ferent view on gi'ades; they wouldn't tell a

student where his or her weaknesses were,"

Russell Powell, a Hampshire spokesman,

said.

"We feel that education should be

qualitative rather than quantative, it

shouldn't be coercive," Powell said."

For this reason, Powell said, Hampshire
does not require that students fill a certain

amount of credit hours. Instead, students

submit a contract for approval by their

faculty advisor, specifying what they expect

to accomplish in their years of study.

"Because of this," Powell said, "the

student-faculty adviser relationship is

much greater than in a normal college,"

Powell said.

"The spirit of the school has to do with

a philosophy among the faculty; an em-

phasis on the principles of getting students

not to regurgitate information," Powell

said, "but to structure it in a way that

fosters or encourages the student to actual-

ly think like a professor or scholar in his

field."

Joel Meister, a former professor at Hamp-
shire, said: "It is doubtful that the founders

of Hampshire had anything else in mind

than designing a more appealing means to

the same end-good citizenship, a modicum
of knowledge, and social and occupational

success. Hampshire's aim was to replace the

classroom by independent work as the cen-

tral learning experience."

The quality of professors at Hampshire

is high, with over 70 percent holding full

doctorate degrees.

"Most of the professors have a fine reputa-

tion as teachers in their field," Pbwell said,

"Two of our current professors have been

given national awards for excellence in

their work."

Hampshire College was first established

in 1970 by the four college consortium and

a $6 million donation by Harold Johnson,

an Amherst College graduate.

Hampshire also gained notoriety in 1977

when It became the first inslituliun uf

higher education to completely divest from

South Africa. Parallel to Hampshire's deci-

sion to divest, is the passing of a third world

resolution which requires that every stu-

dent engage in issues of the third world

before they graduate.

"Classes in America are significantly

culture bound," Powell said, "so this resolu-

tion gets students to experience their

scholarship from more than a single

perspective and acknowledge that one's

perception influences the questions one

asks and consequently, the answers."

Hampshire began the first cognitive

science program in the country, which has

recently been copied by other colleges,

Powell said. The cognitive program deals

with research on how the brain operates.

The faculty places a heavy emphasis on

interdepartmental work and inter-

disciplinary study, which pleases both the

students and professors. These innovative

programs, Pbwell said, have been praised

by the National Instutite for Education and

the Association of American Colleges, and

have been recommended by them to other

academic instutiions.

CiilleKiun pholo by Derf k Robfrts

An outsider's view of swimming pool at Hampshire College, known as a

very "selective" institution by educators nationwide.

Hampshire awarded for energy-efficiency
By Nancy Klingener

Collegian Correspondent

The installation of a pair of cogenerators

at Hampshire College, saving an estimated

10 percent in energy costs, has earned the

school a $1000 award from the tenth an

nual Cost Reduction Incentive Awards

Progi-am.

The cogeneration project was first recom-

mended in the fall of 1983. said Hampshire

College Treasurer Allen Torrey.

•'We were looking for ways to reduce our

dependence," he said.

The cogenerators provide propane gas-

fired electricity for Hampshire's all-electric

campus, with a by-product of hot water for

the school dining commons and the two dor

mitories. They can produce 60 killowatts

per hour.

Torrey said the cost of running the

cogenerators depends on the daily hours us

ed, but he estimated that daily 18 hour

usage would cost $30,000 per year.

The entire installation cost of $160,000

was funded with a bond.

Other energy saving measures recently

introduced at Hampshire include im

provements to Enfield House, a residence

known as a 'mod'. The building houses

about 200 students and some offices.

With only one building renovated, there

was a $16,000 difference between the elec-

tricity costs for 1984 and 1985.

"In about two years, we can really tell,"

Torrey said. "The main thing is we're try-

ing to combat the high energy costs. We're

interested in a good, quick payback.' Tor

rev said.

Ilr|{ii>n pholo by IVrt'k KobiTi>

Levereti.
IN TOUCH-Buddhist monk holds relic placed and sealed Saturday inside peace shrine in

ir observatory continued from pa^e 1. Lightning hits transformer
observatory.

The $3 million is supplementary to money already pro-

vided by the state."We have succeeded by support from the

Commonwealth," Goldsmith said.

Tbtal costs are estimated to be $4.5 million for the next

three years, he said.

The astronomers associated with the observatory are

looking forward to applying the grant to develop new, more

sensitive detectors Already, the observatory has detected

distant quasars with high resolution.

"One of our advantages right now is a very large

telescope with a sensitive detector," Goldsmith said. The

observatory is also involved in combined telescopic

research with the facilities at UCLA and CalTVch. "In the

past, we have achieved the highest degree of clarity in

these joint efforts," Goldsmith said.

A lightning bolt reportedly .struck a power transformer

on Amity Street near Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium

at 1:03 p.m. Saturday, police said.

An unidentified pedestrian told police the lightning

struck the metal point at the top of his umbrella as he

was passing nearby. Police said a small 'pinhole' in the

umbrella was caused by the lightning and no one was

reported injured.

Also, police reported that a man was rushed to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton at 1.11 pm. for an

apparent heart attack, while attending the University of

Massachusetts football game.
-JOEL P COFFIDIS

BOG approves
constitution
Bv PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

After a delay of several weeks, the Campus Center Board

of Governors ratified its 1985 constitution last week after

a one hour debate on whether faculty members of the

board should be given the power to vote.

Although the motion was withdrawn before a vote could

be taken, if pas.sed it would have allowed the two faculty

members of the board to vote on all issues in the executive

committee. Since the board's creation, only student

members have been allowed to vote. Faculty members, the

Campus Center director and the director of the Student

Activities Office may express their opinions during board

meetings.

Board member John Stefanini proposed the motion

because he said he felt the board would have more

credibility by having faculty members involved in deci-

sion making. "It would be beneficial to have non-students

more involved with the board. The board is losing in-

fluence in the Campus Center and reorganization has to

be done for the board to have more control over Campus

Center fees," he said.

Representative of the Ciraduate Student Senate John

Hayes said he oppo.sed the motion because faculty

members do not pay any Campus Center fees.

"We can a.ssume the faculty accounts for only 10 per-

cent of the revenue of the Campus Center." he said. "The

students should have the power for the administration of

fees because we're the ones who pay them."

Speaking in favor of the motion. Gary Kaufmen said,

"A gap exists between students and administration. They

do things behind our hacks and we do things behind theirs.

If the motion is approved, the gap will possibly clo.se and

we may get appointments to act in their committees."

The board's treasurer, Fran Hegeler, said she considered

the board 'incredibly naiive" for pondering whether to

give voting rights to non .students.

"We will open ourselves "We will open ourselves up

for special intere.st groups (by passing the motion). Peo-

ple can participate in the board without needing to vote,"

Hegler said. "I strongly oppose giving the right to vote

to people if they haven't the interest to show up for the

meetings."

After a motion was made to postpone the decision for

a week, Stefanini withdrew. The postponement would have

also put oft' the final vote on the constitution. "I would

rather have the constitution ratified. Pbstponing it would

hurt our standing, which is not what I want,'" Stefanini

said.
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For the student who has no equal-

scientific calculators that have

no equal.
iw;
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This year, get a head start on your classes with the

HP-1 ICdr the riP-15C. So advanced they don't need .m

"equals " kev. So extremely easy to use, you'll solve e\ en

the most complex mathematical problems tiuicklv.

Hewlett-Packard's innovative design eliminates a \ asl

number ot keystrokes. That saves vou time with hvper-

holies and other complex calculations ... a big plus al

exam time.

Get an HP-llCor HP-15C tt>dav, and start out the vear

one step ahead. ^.^ Hewlett
mLKM PACKARD

Hampshire
Business

Machines Inc.

TYPEWRITERS
Sales, Service

Rentals

Brothers, IBM.

Smith Corona, etc

321 Main St.

Amherst
549-6177

I

FOR THE ^

PRICE OF

HAIRCUTS
STYLES BY
DEBORAH
call 549-5610 „

n«w customers only

rentAnrkk

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ,

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Presentation on Internship

in Financial Planning

PRESTON TURNER
Director of Manpower Development

Northwestern Mutual Company

Tues. Oct. 8th at 4:00

CC Room 905
All are Welcome!

!G0ING HOME!!
!!THE LOWEST HOLIDAY FARES TO ANYWHERE!!

ftssssssrt$tstttttttttt€tttrefrr r — »»<######»»»»***»****»**#**»»»****»*»i

found trip fore* . f*«trictions may opply

COUNCIL TRAVEL ^^^A
SERVICES ^A^^

79 SO. PLEASANT ST AMHERST

Shident Health

Advisory Board

Positions are available for those interested

and /or concerned with health, education,

business, communitv relations, politics, and

more. Please attend our first meeting;

refreshments will be served.

Tuesday, October 8

Room 304 - 5:30 p.m.

University Health Center

Monday Night

Football
at

TIMEm OUT
>^ .«!»

^^^x^'

tK.o.<^^

I St. Louis vs. Washington

i 37 N. Pie

I Proper ID

i
^

Pleasant St.

Required

Don't Drink and Drive

Getto the answers faster.

With theTI-55-n.
Wl^.ir vtui iu'Cv.1 to t.ukU'

the hmhcr niiitlK'in,itics of .1

stk-nco or cni^iiifcnnn ciir-

ru iihiin .irc niorc functions -

ro piTloriii complex olciih- rho TI-55-1I cwn simpler,

tions - like lichniro integrals, .ithI sh,iw> vou how U) use all

linear regression and hyper- the power ot the calculator,

holies at the touch i>t a Ciet to the .inswers f.ister.

more tunctions than .i simple button. And it can also he

slKJe-rule calculari)r has. prot^rammev.! to Jo repetitive

Enter the T1-5S-II. with problems without rc-enteiinK

112 powei^u! functions. Vou the entire formula,

can work faster anJ more InckkieJ is the C^ilcuLuor

accurately with the Tl-SS-Ii, /)eiiMon-M(ikin;ij S((t<rct'b<K)i<.

heciui.se it's preproyrainmeJ It makes the process of usin^

I'ls^. ri

Let aTl-S5-ll

shovv yi)u how. ^
Texas

Instruments
OeatinK useful products

and services for yuu.

Monday. October 7, 1985
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ANOERSONt SUSAN M*
ARKLEtMAJR£E:N P,

BARSTOMtSUSAN Ei
BASUUEtlKENEt
BEVERlOi^ttKATHLEEN
BONSiGNUREtPATRIClA
BKINKMANtOtHRA Mf

BRQmN* JENNlhEKt
UROWNfMENUl Jt

BOAHHAOtSELwA M*

BUNSIEIN, CYNTHIA £,

BURKEtCATHLEEN A|

CARL) iNAL I MICHELLE R

CARPENTERfUIANE Ft
CLEARY.RJSE.^IARIE,

CGI-SKY,K-tISTIN At
CORLEYtMAKTHA At
OILLUNtKRiSriNE Lt
OOLANfMAKIE 0.
DkUHYtJAYNE I,

ERViNtJUDiTH Rt
FARRIER, kENEE Ct
FELKERtMARY S,

FERNANOEStOtSlREE L,
FIELOtVlRulNiA MUNJtK
FISHKlNOtHE IDY S,

FORGETtLAUREN Nt

FURLANI, KATHLEEN N,

GAUOETTEt JOANNE M,

GRAHAMtMIRlAM P«

HAMANNtJANNA M,

HAHER, MELISSA At

HULL. ELLEN M,

KUKUSZYNA.LOkl Jt

KSZASZCZtCARLA A,

KUKAFKAtLlSA Rt
LACHfSUSAN £t
LARUCUUEtMICHELLt Rt
LEARYtJEANNE Mt
LEBEAUtCURI Jt
LEEtLAUklL A,

LEMAYtEKiC St
LOWEtTKACEY A,

LUKASKIEniCZt JANETt
HARTItSHERYL A,

MCCAULEY, THERESA Rt

MELBOURNE tMICHAEL Rt
MIGLlACCIOtNORA Et

MlTCHELtUONNA Rt

MOANtCHRiSTINE Jt

NORTONtHlLARY St

OCALLAGHAN, PATRICIA.
ORLiCKtAMY R,

ORLOWSKI t KAREN A,

OHENtSTACEY At

PAPauTSAKlSiGtORGIA
PHAIRtSHEILAt
PHIPPStANN Ct

POULINtHEiJI M,

RANUALLtSUSAN Et

RICCItKAREN A,

RICEtSALLY J,

ROY.ANOKbA :>

,

RUOINSKY.JAY M,

RUUFFi JENNIFER L,

SAo^I0tMARTMA.»4NE Mf
SARMENTutNiUlA d

t

SAVOY, SUSAN Si

SCHMIDT, L ISA M,

SCHULTZ.JUUY A,

SCHJLZttVlCTURIA L,

SCUTT,LAUkA m,

SERINO.IHEkfcbA t,

SHEKtaUOUtHULLY J,

$IMCiNcAU,LlSA M,

SINGERtMcNDY Et

SINGLETON, CULLEEN E

SINGLtTUN.LAUKEN C.

SKltST.RELiECCA K,

SLOAN, SUSAN A,

SMITH, LISA tJURwELL.
^USSMAN, SUSAN T,

SWIFT, SARAH B,

SZASO, EDITH P,

TURNER, ELIZABEIH h,

VANDETTE, JACQUELINE
VITKUStMELANIE A,

MALLACEtL INDA Mt
WALSH, JENNIFER A,

NbODtMAKK h,
HROBLEi«SKI,bAKbARA

Management

AOKAMb. DEBORAH Jt
AUDJR.LISA P.

ALdEEtSTEVEN Lt
ALBRIGHTtLISA Mt
ALECHNY.THAISA Lt
ALGER, STANLEY F,
ALLENtOEBURAH JEANNEt
ALLENtSUSAN Mt
ALMEIOAtSANDRA,
ANDERSON, KATHERINE Jt
ANDERSON, KENNETH U,
ANGELUNE.ANN MARIE.
ANSELMO,ANN,
APPELSTEIN, DONNA L.
ARMSTRONG, ThERESE M,
ASHTON, GLENN K,
AZIZ, PAUL R,
BACHRACH,ALEX,
BAILEY GATES, LAURIE C

BAILEY, RUbEKT J,
BALLtDANIEL St
BALLIETT, ALLISON L,

BANDLOMtDLbJRAH F,
BARNEStDAVIDt
BARQNtELlSA 8,
BARRETT, IHEkESA A,
BARRON, JENNIFER L,
BARRY, ELIZABETH A,
BASS,ANJREA F,
BEJTLICH, MICHAEL L,
BELLORA, MICHAEL R,
BERiiLUNDtDAViD Ft
btRIZtTOOD Ft
BEZKOROVAINYtTATlANA
bLACKADAR, MICHELLE L,
BLAIRtRAlNER M,
BLANCHARD, ELSIE R,
BLAU, STEPHANIE A,
BLUM,STtPHEN A,
BuCHES.MICHAEL E.
BOGURSKY,RISA R,
bULJTIN.MlTCHcL J,
BOTTOMLEY.JILLt
BOUCHER, LAURIE A,

BRADY, JOHN D,
BRANDEStBENJAMIN t$

BKEEN, MITCHELL L,
Bt<OCKMAN,MARCY S,

BRuQKStBETH At
BROMNfGREGuRY Ht
BROrtN.HAYLEY tt
BUNTING, MELUDI L,
BURNS, TERRE N,
BZDELtwITOLDt
CAUUETTEtKAKEN Jt

CAREYtTHEODORE D,

CARPINTERItKIMoERLY
CARRtKAREN M,
CASEYtJANES D,
CELATKAtSABIN A,JR
CELUNA, STEPHEN F.

LENEDELLAtJOANN,
CHAGNONtKATHLEEN M,

CHANtTING KvlUNGt

CHITTICK, CYNTHIA Mt

CHIUtSELlNA P,

CHRISTENSEN.UEBRA E,

CHRISTENSEN, JAKOB U,

CHUNGAtLAwRENCt E,

CHUS ID, RICHARD A,

CIAMPAtKL ITH Gt
CLANCY, THOMAS Ot

CLARK, LAnKENCE P,II
CLiNfctJANET Et

COHANEtKlMBERLY B,

COHEN, JILL Et
CONDEtGuNCALO ^t
CONTEtBLAIZE,
CORBOSIERO. JENNIFER
CORMIER. KEVIN M,

CORRIGAN, STEPHANIE
COULTER, JOHN M,

COURCHESNE,ELAI,>jE,
COUTURE, KIM A,

CUX,MARGU Bt
CRAIGtSUSAN Mt
CRAT TY, CYNTHIA A,

CRuFTtwENDY Lt
CURTIStCHARLES Et
CUTTERtJEFFREY At
DANNAYtELlZABtTH M.

DARLING, JENNIFER L.
OATTOREtL ISA,
DAnSON, REBECCA i,

OEANtROBERT C,
DEANGELU, RICHARD A.

0£CANDiO,LYNN A,

DELAPLACE .BETH Mt
DEMEKJIAN.MARY BETH
OENNEHYtTERESA F,

DESHAM, SUSAN J,
OEyi-INtTERRENCE 6,
Dlf^RQFIOtLISA Mt
DOANEtJOANNE Bt
DONALOSONtKATHLEEN
DUNOVANtRlCHARD Ft
OUBORGtGEORGE. Ftl II

DUGANtLYNN 6/
DURRtCHRISTINE Lt

EAGLES, JAY E,

EARSY.PAUL G,
EASTHAMtSUSAN Bt

EISENBERGtALAN E,

ELFENBEINtDEBBIE Bt
ELKHILLtCHRISlUPHER
ELLISONtMlCHAEL P,

ENGELtROBIN Pt
ENGELMANtKARENt
ENGLUNDtKARLA At
ERICSONtERlC J,

EVANStJULIE A,

FEIGENBAUM, AARON D,

FEINSTEIN,PAUL H,

FENZELtJOAN Mt
FERRAROtALYSE J,

FERREROtLiSA A,

FERRIS, IRICIA A,

FIELOSTEEL, JAIME S,

FILBERT, JANETTE Lt

FJELLVANGtAUDt
FLICOPtiUSAN R,

FLYNNtCATHERlNL A,

FULEYtKATHLEEN A,

FOPIANOtJILL A,

FOSTER, SUSAN A,

FRANKELtMICHAEL Jt
FREELtDuNNA Mt
FRIEDMAN, JENNIFER,
FRIEDMAN, JOEL Ct
FRIEDMAi^, JOSEPH M ,

FRIEORICHS.JOLYNN f

GAGNUN.NlLLIAM Pt
GARAYtSHARA SHELBY
GARBER,ROSS B,
GARClAtJUDY Nt
GARDNERtMICHAEL A,

GAYNOR, LESLEY I,

GELLER, NANCY E,
OILMAN, JAMES,
GITKIND,ANDREmI L,

GLASER, MICHAEL L,

GLASSMANtVlVIAN Lt

GLICK, DEBORAH A,

GLIDOENtLISA At
GOtRAYMOND D,
GODFREYtELlZABtTH,
GOFFAR, REBECCA A,

GOLDBERG, ROBYN.
GUHES, ANTONIO P.

GONTER.JOHN M.
GOODMlNtJENNIFEK b

OORGONE, PHILIP M.

GOSSffKELLIE L,
GOULOtJEFFREY R.

GRAOV. JOSHUA A.

GRADY. KEVIN M.
GRANDPRE. CATHERINE
GRANT. VIJAYA E.
GRAY.JULIA Et
GREELEY. ALICE H,
GREEN. JAMES T.

GREGORY. LISA A,

GRENIER. ISABELLE M

GROSS, ELLEN B,

GUIOOt JENNIFER Ct
GUYtMlCHELLE Lt
HADELHANtPEIER J.
HALLEEtDENISE Mt
HAMMOND, JEFFRtY rt

,

HAMMOND, KIMBERLY A

HARBOLD, LYNDA M.
HARITON.DEENA,
HAROLD, JOHN,
HARRIS, DAVID S,

HARRITY, PATRICIA A

HARnOOO, DIANE L,

HASSENZAHLtDAwN M,
HAUSSER.MARK E,
HAYES, KATHLEEN M,

HAYnES.SCuTT Mt
HAZEN.JOHN H,

HEHIR, PATRICIA M,

HESTER, RICHARD At

HILL, ALLISON M,

HILL tBRIAN KEITH,
HINES,mILLIAM C,
HOFFMAN, MAYNARD S,
HOGAN, SHELAGH M,

HOLMEStLAURA Kt
HOLTERtFREORIK,
HOMETtJAMcS L,
HORGANtCRAIG Dt
HUSTONtJiLL A,

HOTCHINSUN, BRYAN 1

lARROBINJ.PAOL E,

JAMROo,KARE.^ A,

JANNEYtTRACEY E,

JANTZENtPETER Jt

JUNG,JAME:> M,
JURNAK, MICHAEL F,

KADISH, DAVID I,

KAGANt JONATHAN M,

KAIOEN,mENDY S,
KALIGIAN,GARIN A,
KALLlSHtKARLN L,
KALMBACH, ELLEN M,
KANE,ANDRhA M,
KAPLAN, ELLEN F,
KARP, HARRIET,
KAkP, JEFFREY T,

LAROCHE, JLFFREY P,
LASTEtVALERIE S,

LATINA, KERRY,
LAVALLEE ,TuDD D,

LAVIGNL,LISA A,
LAVIGNE,M1CHELE J,
LAVIN,JjDITH L,
LEAMANtLAORA Et
LEFKO»»ITZ,AMY Bt
LEGERtMIKL A,

LEICHTER, STACEY J,
LEVESQUE, JEANNE E,
LEVINtDAVID E,
-LEV1NE,R0N G,
LINANtERiN At
LINSKY, MEREDITH A,
LIPETZ. DAVID,
LIPKIN, PAMELA B,
LITMACKtJbNNIFER Et
LI VlNGSTUNtMARCIA A,

LOFTUStKAY T,
LOmRY, PATRICK J,
Lak,Y,MARCI R,
LUCIANO, BETH E,
LUNDGREN, PAMELA J,
LUTFYtLAURA A,
LYNCHtELLEN Et
LYNCHtJOHN Wt

KATZtERiK St
KATZtNENDY Ht
KAUFMANt JOSEPH A,

KEELERtKAlHLEEN M,

KENDRICK, ELIZABETH A,

KENDRICK, JENNIFER H,

KENNYtPAUL Jt
KESSLERtLINDA A,

KINGti«ILLIAM m,
KINGSTON, CINDY L,

KLEINER, HLIDI A,

KOHL, STEVEN A,
KORNbLUM,LlNDY J,

KOTOWITZ, JEFFREY A,

KUVACStLORNA M,

KOVALtDANlEL Pt
KRASONtCAROLYN Mt

KRUGLAKtCARL R,
KRYPEL, SCOTT P,
KUHN.EkIC T,

KUSHNtR,EVAN M,

LACROI X,L INDA L,

LAM,TYNG YIH LLlZABETH
LANGE,ERIKA N,
LAPING,KRISTINE C,
LAPOINTE, TIMOTHY R,

LAROCHE, GREGORY J,

ma:lhia,carl J,
MADDEN,KAREiM L,
MAFFIORE, KEITH J,

MAGUIRE, RICHARD,
MAHONEY, Theresa a,

MAIER, STEPHANIE A,

MAKQ>«I£CKI ,MARCIA L

NALINOmSK I ,LINDA M,

MARANHAS, MICHAEL S,

MARKOLtVERONICA J,

MARjUES.ANA PAJLA,
MARSHALL, DUNNA M,

MARSHALLtLlNDA V,

MASS, ANDREW J,
MATLOFF,««ENDI A,

MCGINNIStbtTH A,

MCGQVERN, JUHN D,

MCGREGOR, LISA A,

MCINTYRE, JOHN P,

MCKEON, KATHLEEN A,

MCLEAN, DAVID a,

MCMAHONf COLLttN A,

MCNEARtJUHN »»,Jk

MCNlCHOLStDlAi^E E,

MCWILLIAMS, KATHLEEN
MENDOZA, NANCY J,

MESSIER, GARY P,

MICHEL, MARGOT A,

MILLER, ALISA S,

MILLER, scon M,
MIMELES, MICHAEL A,

MOEL IS,JtFFKtY J,

MOINEAU, PHILIP J,

MOLINE, JUDITH A,

MOLK, JEFFREY H,

MORSE, SHEkRILL L,

MUKERJI, RAJIV,
HOLLEN, DAVID K,

MOLLEN, MICHAEL J,

MULLIN,HUcH H,

MONZER,MARK L,

NAHOR, DAVID A,
NANNERY, KAREN J,

NAREY, STEPHEN F,

NATriAN, DANIEL J,

NEMMARK,BETH J,

NEYLCN, THOMAS F,lil
NOGA, PATRICIA M,

NOONAN, ELIZABETH A,

NUGENT, CHERYL B,

NYE, LAURIE E,
OBRIEN,PAUL J,
OCONNOR, KAREN E,

OOUNNELLtPHILIP R,JR
OLIVER, CRAIG Rt

OLiEN, PETER C,
OMALLEY, PATRICK M,

PAGAN, ALBEkTU J,
PANETTA.MARY-REGINA
PAPANICuLAOU,GtOkoE
PARKER, SUSAN M,
PASTINO,BETh a,

PAOLOING, MICHAEL J,

PELLOwS,MATTHL« W,
PENDERGASI,LY<^N M,

PENZEL,LESLy K,
PERREAULT .BRIAN K,

PERRY, GIL U,

PETTENGlLCMlcHAEL
PICKERIN^^, DAVID M,

PICKER ING, SHA*rJ P,

PILAR, JtKoNIMA,
PLISZKA, KENNETH A,

PLUMB, EMILY A,

POL DLLIZ,CINDV A,

POL EN, BARRY r*,

PULLOCKfUAVlD L,
PORt<0,MAR IbLlH A,

PORTER, wILL 1AM y,

PORIMAN.tLLb.M :i

,

PoUL i.4,DJi<ALD C,
PUZZANGHEtxUtiMAktSA
PUZZOtPAOL A,

CiUEENEY.PAlKlCIA A,

yoIM BY, KATHLEEN M,
RABI NQViTZ,KJdY,\i a,

RACINE, KAREN L,

RAMSEY, KENNlTh d

,

RASTElLINI ,ALAN J,
RAUSCHLR,,'1AkTA A,

RAYMOND, PATkI lU L,

REjF lELD, SHARu.\,
REGAN, ELIZABETH A,

REIDY,MARY,
REPPERT, VINCENT J,

RtYNOLDS, JAiME J C,

REZENDES, THOMAS E,

RICrJ,HELAINc m,

RIDoE, KATHARINE,
RIGGtVANESSA St
RiMBACH, Jonathan l

RINoLE,ANDRt:w S,

R ISP ULi, DOMINIC C,
RITUCLi,SHERYL A,

ROBERTS, LYNN 0,
R0BINS0N,.'1ARK A,

RODMAN, MAkK R,
ROKDrtSKI

,

JOSEPH R

,

ROSENBAU.M.oRAD Rt
ROSENBLUMtBRADLEY

ROSENGARTtNtGAIL P,

ROSENSTEINtHOwARD S

ROTH, VANESSA J,

ROTHBARD,MAkTIN,
ROTHENBERGt^TtVEN d

RUBINtSTEVEN B,

RUGGIERJ, STEPHEN Et

RULLOtJUHN F,

RUSSELL, DtbORAH M,

RYTERtwENDY At
SAFR ANtMARuLRy J,

SAGEtREBELCA A,

SALERNO, JOHN A,

SALJWSKI , ANiJEMAkIL,
SANTRY,MARYlERcSA,
SARlfAvAKi AN,EDmARD
SATO, LOR I A<«N,

SCHATINER, STEPHANIE
SCHMILL, CAROLYN D,

SCHJFIELD, JtNNlFtR
SCHJLER, PAMELA J,

SCHUMACHLk, JOANNE E

SCHnARTZ ,KUBIN L,

SCUDERl, NICHOLAS J,

SEBASTYN, JEROME T,

SEGAL, RUdt:Kl M,

SELKIRK, DjUliLAS F,

SELTZEk.R^ockI a,

SENECAL, 1 nu.-IAS m,

SE.^NUTI, JuHw L,JR
SERKA,DlANNt M,
SHAMON.JJlL F,
SHAP IkO.MiCHALL ,

SHATOS.MEG c,
SHAJi,HNESSY,ai ANNE
SHEPELUK, Jj,^ At
SHERMAN, NANLY L,
S IE SER, DAVID A,
SILVESTRI ,KAThY A,
SIMONITSuh,MKSTEN
SIMONS, wENJY L,
SINGER, SJZA.mNE R,
SMEAD,RJXANN£ E,
SMITH, FKANCINL L,
SMITH, TIMjTHY a,
SNAY , BR I AN D,
SPINNEY, JOHN N,
SPITZ, CARYN A,
STANGE,KLLLY J,
STARKEY,LISA H,
STEINBERG, LuOIS St
STEPHEN, MARK R,
STERN, ILENE H,
STEmART ,wAROLYN J,
STEwARTtDAVIO J,

STtM ART, LISA Mt
STOLLERtSUSAi-^ At

STONE, JAY S,
STRATTUN, JENNIFER L
STRAZDAStijRE^ORY j,

SULL IVAN, DE IRDRE L.

SmANSON, DAVID C,
SYAT T, MICHAEL A,

TAMMARO,LlSA J,
TAMZARIAN,ARMtN,
TAN,ALIv,L J,
TATRO,OA^ID P,
TLDUiTS.MlCrtAtL L,
TEiCHER, KAREN- t,

TENCZAR.DANIbL R,

THORNTON, J MAITHb*,
TIMMONS,STbPhANib A

TcFI AS, MICHAEL D,

TOLLbFSE.'<,TERj£ M,
TORRES, SUSAiM J,

TuZL jnSK 1 , JuA.^mL,
TRODEkMAN, JEFFREY S

TKOMBETTA, PATRICK M

IUNG,EILLbN F,

OLM,DAmN M,
OKBAN,MAnK b,
VANoELL,LARuL A,

VAZjOEZ,MONIwUE P,

VEND ,RDdLRT H, I I

VbNTURA, JOil I.>* L,

VEKVILLE, LINDA L,

rtALL ,dETH R,
wATbRiO(^,MARK,
WEAVER, JONATHAN S,
WEodER,KlM b,
WbBER,STACEY K,
WEICH,dLVtRLY J,
libI^«AND,CHRl ST INb b
mHITE, BARBARA A,

WHITE, TINA M,
WIDDISON, DEBORAH A,
nILDAY, JAMES R,
lnILSui^,A.MDREw S,

WlNSLUN, PAMELA E,

WINSTON, THEL.DJRE,
NISTREICH,ADR1ENNE ^

NOODnARD, HERBERT , JR
YARIN, DAVID M,

YATES, MEGAN M,

rUCAVlTCH, CHERYL R,

[APPIN,GR£^ F,
ZIMMERMAN, EVE R,

i*»##»»»»»» »»»##«»»<»»#»<»*»»><l»»»»»»»»#»»»<»»»» »00» P00000»»*»» 00»»»*»»»f* *
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Physical Education

AUSfcViCH.STtPHfcN J.

BASSEir. DAVID t.

BUUR»JEAU,MAUREfcN t*

BUCHlNSKl iJUHN Jt

CALLAriAMfDAwNf
GUST AiMlINltJUANN,
OAMMlNotRf KARENf

OAMUNittKULt Mt

DINAKUOf ANN Mt

OaiiESfGLcNN Lt

L)U»NS»»<llLLlAM t»

fcRNEST ,^YM H,

GALEUCiA.CA.MUtCE
GESSfNAN.,/ ti

GOKOONf JUANNfc Li

GRANT, MELVILLE W.III
HANLUNfilAuREEN,
HEbELibARbARA M,

HILLER,A,>»V M,
h(jma,kakE\ a,

HOBBARJ, n ILL I AH t

,

IWUL fLHAKLti^t -1,

JEYEfEDwAKJ P,

KANTORfYALL C.

LEVINEfMtLHAEL Jt

LYUNiIRALY E,

MARC MANJ, MARY d

,

MCLARTHY.LHRlSriNE
NELSON, JILL A,

NlEHOF^,^ARi SSA L,

ONtlLL.KAKLN Jt

USSEN,SIEPHtN M,

PARA jr tCrini ST iNL J,

PUULTUN.JtEFRfcY J,

PKATT.RUbALlE A,

SCHUMER, JUSHUA 0,

SHERiJAN. JUMN R,

SMITH, dLAKE A,

SUTIR, CATHERINE L,

STRIPP, SANDRA L,

SnAIN, DIANA C,
TRIANU, PAULA A,

WEBdER,LAuRI M,

HDLFfMAKlNA L,

Bachelors Degree

with Individual Concentration

ALTHEIM, MARC A

CAMMARATA, GAIL A

DAVIS, PHILIP R

DORNFELD, MICHAEL

GOLDWIN, NANCY M

HOLMES, COLETTE M

HOLT, MARY K

JENSEN, BRITTA W
KRAOIN. ROBERT D

LEONE, JAMES M

LOPATER, ROBIN E

LUNDEGREN, BRUCE E

LUSSIER, RONALD R

NORMANOIN, JOYCE E

PASTERNAK, ANNE R

PORCELLO, MARY JO

RAMAGE, KATHERINE A

SIMON. TERR I L

SINGER, DAVID A

SKOLNICK, LISA S

TAGAYA, MAKI

TREACY, DOREEN M

UMPHREY. JAMES G

VASIL, STEPHEN J

WEGLOWSKI, NANCY J

WEISS, LAURA B

STEINBERG, ROCHELLE

Exchange and Honors

AL^GREN.GJNNAK J»

AUERttACH, JUDY Gt

BAGNALLtCAVlD C,

BELLfXlLLlAM D,

BJORKLUNJD,MAGNDSf
BULDZKY,MICHAL,
CARR, JAMES E,

CHAPMAN, VICTORIA,

CLAJDIL. FLURES.ANDRESfjLLERfOtNISE,
COANE, AMANDA A,

CRAVENfKENRY J,
DESART, GREGORY P,

DURY, NANETTE K,
OUaVlLLt,CrtARLENE M,

FIGJERUA TORRES, MARTA
FITZHENRY, JAMES W,
FRASER*JILL A,

FULTON, I AN A,

GADFFlN.tJJORN L,

HAGINO. HOLLY AUNEt

HALLER. JOSEPH W,

HALL lOAY, ROkiERT At

HAkTMANN, THOMAS,
huPLEYtOEREK,

KAKELL»LiNUa Tn »

KASHlwAol ,MARl ,

KlENiZLER, CLAUDIA.
KIKI0,N0R1HISA,
KLtINSCHROTH,ORSOLA,
KuSICH,hlLLERY H,

KOPFER,DAHL lA f,

LINDSAY, ST ACE D,

MCCAKvju,0ONCAN Jf

Ml MULLEN, KlMBERLY
NAGATa,JANN Y,

UDA, DAVID A,

UKADA.REMI,
USH1R0,KAkEN M,

RANSLEY.JOLIA M,

RAJSCH, COLETTE L,

R1NG*ALD, ANNETTE,

RIVERA SA>4T IA^U,ANA
ROYER, CLAUDE,
SCOTT, NICOLA,
SEDA TOKO,MAYRA K,

SICELY, MICHAEL J,

SIENKIEWICZ, AARON,

TSEO, PAMELA M,

VANDlJt<.,MARo.AREr L,

YANAGlSA*A,tJONNlE Y

Interdepartmental and Others

ALFANO, JAMES Jt LAO, CHI BAN, MITCHELL, ERI^A J, MORRILL, MiuHAEL K,

The Collegian

congratulates everyone

who made the

Spring 1985

Dean's List.

Monday, October 7. 1985

i^football loses
Ehrhardt completed four passes to All

American tight end Brian Forster during

the drive, the bulk of the offense the Rams
got from Forster as UM's defensive scheme
of playing a deep zone and putting corner-

back Duckworth Grange on the URI star

worked.

UMass, with sophomore quarterback Bob
Williamson making his debut, did little of-

fensively either, being intercepted once and

gaining little on the ground in the slop.

Ehrhardt mixed up his offense on the

scoring drive, throwing five times for 42

yards and handing off to fullback Dave
Morrill (27 carries for 97 yards) six times

for 16 yards.

On second and goal from the eight, Pratt

made a diflicult cut to take the reverse

eight yards for the score. Paul Stringfellow

kicked the extra point.

Kevin Smellie returned the kickoff 44

yards to the URI 48, two Barnwell carries

gave UMass a first down at the URI 38 at

the start of the fourth quarter and a chance

at winning.

Williamson hit flanker John Crowley for

.Collec^ian 15
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eight yards to the 30, Barmvell s three yard

rush set up first down at the 27. William-

son carried for no gain before reserve

fullback Anthony Strickland, earring the

ball for nnlv the "sprnnH timn :il1 name,

fumbled. URI's Todd Tunnell recovered at

the 27.

The Rams then went to Morill and the

5 10, 203 pound Natick product responded,

carrying the ball nine straight times for 33

yards to the UMass 41.

On fourth and two at the UM 40, Griffin

made the toughest call of the game, letting

Ehrhardt go to the air His pass to a sliding

Pratt was complete for 24 yards to the 16.

Both Pratt and UM safety Paul Platek slip-

ped in the mud, Platek just missing tipp

ing the ball away.

The drive was eventually stopped, with

UMass taking over at its two with 2:30 to

go. A pair of runs by Al Neri and Barnwell

gained two before Williamson hit Crowley

for 23 and a first down at the 23.

Statistically, Williamson was five-of-10

for 49 yards, Ehrhardt was 19-of-36 for 194

yards and two interceptions. UM linebacker

John McKeown made 14 tackles.

Collegian photo by Paul D^smaraia

UMass quarterback Bob Williamson is down in the mud. The Minutemen

lost to URI, 7-3.

i College Supplies of all kinds

[
Greeting Cards, Stationery

I Newspapers and Magazines

j

at

I A-I-Hastingsjinc.

I

I
"Convmni»nlly locatmd in th» cantttr of Amh«rat"

45 South Pleasant Srr««f

OPEN: Weekdays S a.m. Ic ? p.m.. Sunduys, S a.m. to I p.m.

forcing the ball into triple coverage and get-

ting intercepted by Charles Watson at the

44 with 42 second left, ending UM's
chances.

Statistically, Williamson was five-of-10

for 49 yards, Ehrhardt was 19 of-36 for 194

yards and two interceptions. UM linebacker

John McKeown made 14 tack s. UM
punter Dimitri Yavis had a good day, hav-

ing a 41.1 average on seven kicks.

Rhode Island 7, UMass 3
URI 7 0-7
UMass 3 3

Scoring:
UM: Kaczorowski, 36 FG.

RI: Pratt, 8 run, Stringfellow kick.

Statistics:

First downs: UM 10, RI 15.

Rushing: UM 47-for-138, RI 35-for-102.

Passing: UM 10-5-2 for-49, RI

36-19-2-for-194.

Tbtal yards: UM 187, RI 296.

Individual:
Passing: (RI) Ehrhardt 39-19-2-194. (UM)
Williamson 10-5-2 49.

Rushing: (RI) Morrill 27-97, (UM) Barn
well 25-96, (UM) Neri 10-29.

Receiving: (RI) Forster 8-85, (RI) Muse
7-56, (UM) Crowley 2-20.

Punting: (UM) Yavis 7-41.1, (Rl)Centore

6-34.3.
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Now Open

nnelinai

Saltinbocca -

Veal Saltinbocca, rolled

pieces of veal stuffed with

prosciutto, three cheeses,

sage, and sauteed in a double

wine sauce.

Vangole Giovanni
Clams Giovanni - Fresh
clams coated with prosciutto

and wine stuffing and baked.

Very appetizing.

OPEN TUESDAY -

An Authentic
Italian Restaurant

Few Samples From Our Menu:

Frutte di Mare
Alfredo
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M^y
HOT

_nv roast beef
"sandwiches 11 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

60 Main St. Amherst, MA

Seafood Alfredo - Fettuccine 4.

Alfredo made with a creamy
seafood sauce. Be adven-

turous and satisfied.

Gamberi alia Diavola
Shrimp Devils Style - Shrimp
in a mildly spicy red sauce on
a bed of linguine. Another of

the chefs favorites.

SUNDAY 4:00 - 10:00 PM

96 Russell St.

You're invited to bring your own beer and wine.

(Rte 9) Hadley 584-8000
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IBuy A Big One Roast Beef
j

I Get A Reg. Roast Beef i

I
FREE I

I All coupons subject to rules posted in the store |
Bi^iM^^————^^—M^^iWI—^^iWwH

Good Thru Oct. 31, 1985
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OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days pnor to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

Workshop lor Piychology Majort: Ap
plying to Graduate School Tu«» Oct 8 Tobtn

30* 4 pm Conducted by Or Rochard Halgin

Stvdvnt HoaHh Advisory Board masting
all majors welcomed Tues. Oct 8. 196S 5:30

pm room 304 University Health Services

refreshments served

WMUA Station Body Maatlng new
members welcome Experience offered in

Music, News, Sports, Public Affairs, Pro-

motions, Production 7:30 PM 804CC

ItTt Mercury Monarch exc. condH.
AM/FM S6li orig mile* new parts A/C, pwr
wind, needs paint tISOO call Erin 546-8180

197S Plymouth Fury 666-3878 until 6

78 Firebird A/C, stereo, good cond. t2e00
ot BO 549 ie«

1974 Ford Grand Torino excellent condi

tion now tires, shoclts, cartjeurator PS PB
AC FM Tape call 253-9917

FOR SALE

74 Capri - runs great.

Debbie 548-4166
No rust WOO call

InaKpanslva woman's shirt*, many stylaa

all under 120 Kenya bags *16 call 549-4863

Lab Series lOOw guitar amplifior exc t275

or BO call Rob 549-4141

Bundy Flute. Excellent condition, very

rarely used. 275.00 or best offer 865 7544

Computer Terminal with modem »300 or

BO Diane 549 1449

The office of the SOA Attomoy Qanoral

has one position avsilaUe for sn Assistant

Attorney Applicants should have strong

organi/ational sl<ills Applications can be ob-

tained in SU 434 or SU 420 or call 545-0341

axl 7 AA/EEO

Sick of DC food? Get out of the DCs' Got

a rebate of your meal plan money plus free

home coolied meals. Only 15 to 20

hrs/weel< Cail Jim at 546-2150

Hampden Commons or can b-u960 Applica

tion deadline Oct. 4, 5 pm

St Jud* - Thank you for your powerful In-

tercesaion now and always

town or Amherst area Call 323 6311 ex 566
Tues Sat, evenings 253 3008

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for Christian Fallowahip? The
Alliance Christian Fellowship is now
meeting! Call Mark 2S3 7206 or Jan
546 9283 for info

Apartmant availaMa I have a
bedroom in a 2 bedroom apt in Puffton
Village It it fully furnished Rsnt nog Call
«» %30 Of 549 5186 ask for Ed

Interested In Woman's Sports? Then try

out for Women's Rugby' Practices are

Tuesdays end Fridays 5-7 pm Boyden FieMs

beginners welcome

Pootry/Rction reading Tuesday, Oct 8,

7:30 pm Live literature at the Jones Librsry,

Amherst: poet Nat Horold, author, Judy
Slater ^
Organiiatlonal Maatlng for HWei - spon-

sored mid-semester trip to Israel in January

Tuesday, October 8, 7:30 PM Dukes Room
Everyone weteoma'

ADVEHTISIWO. AWV0WE7

Wa ara yoims. ar>arg«tk: Northampton
advertising firm. We seek a hardworlring,

confident person to assist in our activities

Must have own yvhaals. If interested, pleasa

call 686-2136

AUTO FPU SALE

IflTS Oodga Aapan axcallant condition

auto PS, PB, AC, cruise, new battery, 74k

miles 648-6894

IMTOataun Plokup 11800 can 2SB-1320

ask for Gary Jr.

lif74 Impale 24iobo milas^reei condition

tMst offer r!»" Mlleo TW-Trr^ evenings

n Cutlasa Supreme exc cor>d, new
brakaa. tiraa. PB. PS. AC. 648^7307

VW Bug 1S8S rebuilt engine 150,00

SB6-3917

ItTt Suburu DL 5 spd excellent condition

83,500 miles need cash must sell t1800 or

BO 549 6874

1170 Ford QT Torino good condition 400 or

BO Tom 266-6708

"CASH"
~

Paying oath for baaaball cards call Mike
at 54^6106

ENTERTAINMENT

Toyota Celica 74 MOO runs well 549-41 68

Hie Cabinets 2 and 4 drawer standard and

legal size office quality and steel desks No
Amherst Motors 549 2880

Musicians/Small Bands wanted for cof

fee houses for developmentslly disabled

young adults. Funding available evenings

253 7507

Chris FInlay where ara you? Call ma<
Mona 256 6089 miss you

Free kIttaniT Very cute end playfuM Com-
pletely loilel trained. 266-6688 free

SAVEm

Qebba Qabba Heyl
coming'

The Ramonas ara

Qraat gift or paraettal traaaur*. SASE to

FIND OUT PC Box 541 Amharat MA 01004

SEftVICES

HLX home stereo spaakar* 100 watts

110 266-0786

Twin bed featuring o*k boards box spring

and martress fifty dollars or BO call Maria

2S3 3734/253 27M

lO^paad Schwinn Varsity bike is in good
condition call Karon 546 1027

INSTRUCTION

FOUND

Know your car. Basic automobile
yyorkshop. 28 hours including classroom

andsfrap. Limited enrollment. 263-209B

LOST

Maroon wallat loat In Lot 44. 9/28 plaaaa

cail Lash 546-4961

The Remonaa ara playing UMaaal Watch
this space for info

Oespereteiy Seeking Orapo Juice Lady
(hey do I know you?'! "Crazy for you" for 8
months ft always. I love you, stgnad Pepper
Man (no oni'sl

Profaaaional typing dona by UMaaa stu-

dent Reasonable rates. R Charron
1«37-0O44

Rack-A-DIsc Entertainment Agency.
Disc Jockeys, large »creen video dances,

light shows and rentals 549 7144

FOR RENT

On* kodroom apt. at Olffsida. Great

western view, an facHHias $400 inclusive

Avsilabis Nov 1 Call now 8e& 7928

Available October It. one bedroom apart-

ment in Sunderland (route 1161 rent in-

cludes utilities. CaH Cliffside Apartments

886-3868 on bus route across from 7-11 ^
2 b*droom cendo partially furnished No

pets Maximum 3 persons. »800 monthly

Echo HHI 10 iTHKtths lease 263-2912

Found one sat of kays, Tuaaday in Cape

Cod Lounge. Red keychain with seven keys,

including kryptonite key. Call Dave after 6.

2537464

Mound e nice pair of aunglasses in s tan

case on Sept 22 near Mahsr Call Staf at

546-8891 to claim I _^_
Robart Laweky I found your driver's

license pick it up at the Information Desk in

the Campus Center BWg

Red spiral notebook IMicBto 310) and

gold woman's watch large reward 546-4716

Ragwooi cardigan sweater Somewhere
between Student Union and Morrill. If

found pleese call Dave 266 0061 ___
Drivers License /I. D. call Dave Peckham
546-4436 I can't drink without iti

Was the chance of a llfatlma aaattiatlcally

piaesing?

Borderline Sought. No words, just stares

One way perfective? Is the friendship wtlting

too? Need to talk Soon

Rendae - Tfuinks for bair>g the best frier>d ft

X-rootrtmata' i K>va ya> The Dope

TAILOR Alteretlon Eiipart Sanne Day Ser-

vice Available SHAANN'S Rt 116
Sunderland Open 8 am 686-3878

Pragrtent? Need
649 1906

help? Can Birthright:

COINS 123/121 tutoring 6.00 par hr

forrT>ar 123/121 grader Alex 256 1238

QuoHty Typing by Professional
Heather 263 3i«3

Celt

PROFESSIONAL TVPfNO SERVICE
TRAVEL

MUSIC

HELP WANTED

Attention Bends, Musicians Embassy
Recording Studio offert you 16 track slate

of the »n tot leu Gr»at for demo tapes

Amherst 24 hni 548 7640

Casaa. papers, diaaartatlons. thaaaa. on
campus, dependable, outstsnding qusHty,

low rstes, 504 7924

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND
November S3 drinking age IS. MS. f ) caH
Bonnie 6-6432

Fraahman Student Athletic Trainars

10 12 hours/week contact m Boyden Train-

ing Room (#91 tel 546-2B8B

Superior Pltie needs kitchen help. rtuK

ntoigs or nighu Pleas s call 549-0628

Brian's Typing Service Fast, accurate.

AvaHabia aktMiat anytHT«a. t85-7S62.

"RINO"

PERSONALS

Rands Wanted to play ••< il<e 6th ennual

Southwest aanie ot the Bandr . Come pick

u() an apptwatkm at the SWAG offKe m

Lot's aiMnd the nifltil logathor . RoWng
Stone*

TVPfNO m WORD PROCtSStWO

NeKrday~sarvice TYPE RITE 2S36111

QUALITY TVPiNO Long or sfiort projectt^

Win correct gremmsr, spetiing ft pufKtua-
tion Moticuiousproofresdir>g New IBM
typatwntar. e4S-OJt7 _ ^_„^_^__^_^^^...

ROONI WANTED WANTED

wo^ /Ma. art 7 r«i - wm mt-*m
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Soccer,volleyballextendstreaks
Women, 8-0, allow first goal Spikers down NU in five games

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The third-ranked University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team ex-

tended another streak when they won their

eighth straight game over 16th ranked

Rutgers by a 3-1 score on a quagmire of a

field (lower Boyden) on Saturday morning.

The Minutewomen won their third game
in a row over Top 20 competition in the rain

and mud, having beaten UConn and Brown
in similar conditions.

"When it gets colder and snows, you need

good mental toughness. This was a good

test of that," coach Kalekeni Banda said.

The Minutewomen, 8-0 also gave up their

first goal of the year, a shot off the foot of

Rutgers Cathy Bostjowcic with 29:30 left in

the game to narrow the UMass lead to 2-1.

Miscommunication on the part of keeper

Carla DeSantis and the UMass defense and
the slippery conditions gave Rutkers the

edge she needed to break the streak.

While the Scarlet Knights celebrated as

if they had won the pennant, the UMass
defenders "got mad,"Banda said. There
really wasn't a letdown, UMass was able

to stay with it and scored with a minute to

go in the game.

Freshman Beth Roundtree, a New Jersey

product, scored her second goal of the game
from sophomore Kristen Bowsher another

Jersey product with 40 seconds left in the

game.

Catherine Cassady took a Debbie Belkin

pass and gave UMass the 1-0 lead with

19:00 left in the first half that UMass
dominated. Roundtree took another pass

ronlinm'tl on page 8

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The clock was about to strike midnight

and the University of Massachusetts

volleyball team's dream season was almost

just that,a dream.

But the 12th-ranked Minutewomen, after

trailing two games to none and facing five

match points in game four, orchestrated an

electrifying comeback and beat the Nor-

theastern Huskies, 9-15, 6-15, 15-7, 16-14,

15-10. The win keeps the spiker unbeaten

streak alive at 15.

"I knew we could come back if we tried,"

said sophomore middle hitter Marcy
.Guiliotis. "We just had to get our defense

going and start talking on the court. When
we do that we're pretty good."

I'm relieved that it's over," said UMass
coach Elaine Sortino. "They fought a long

hard match to come back and win three in

a row."

UMass didn't even closely resemble a

team that had won 14 straight decisions in

games one and two. The Minutewomen
committed several passing and service er-

rors and it looked as though the Huskies

were going to depart the hostile confines

of Boyden Gym (with a crowd of close to 200)

with a sweep over the spikers. "In game
one, I thought we were going to be blown

right out of the gym," said Sortino. "I was
happy to see that they could turn
themselves around after starting so poor-

ly and that they held their composure."

continued on page 8

UM bogged downby Rams, 7-3
URI runs over
UMass in the mud
By .PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Rhode Island beat the University of

Massachusetts at its own game: running the football.

The Rams entered Saturday's game as one of Division

lAA's best throwing teams, but after a pre-game

thunderstorm turned the Alumni Stadium field into

literally a sea of mud, coach Bob Griffm resorted to the

traditional Minuteman standby, slugging it out on the

gi'ound.

URI, scoring on an eight-yard reverse by wide receiver

Jim Pratt in the third quarter, held on to beat UMass 7-3

before 6,871 Homecoming Day fans.

The loss drops UMass to 2-3 and 0-1 in the Yankee Con-

ference. UMass has lost two straight, scoring six points

in the process.

"It's tough to play offense under these conditions," said

UM coach Bob StuU. "I was sure nobody was going to score

a lot of points, but we had our chances to score and didn't

make the most of them, again. This was another

frustrating game."

The Rams won the game with a fourth quarter drive that

covered 72 yards in 9:22. On fourth and two at the UMass
two. quarterback Tom Ehrhardt's pass was batted away,

but the Rams accomplished what they wanted, ball

control.

"That drive was as good an offensive effort as we've put

out all season, " said Griffm. "We didn't score, but we kept

the ball out of their hands and killed a lot of time."

UMass, playing without nine injured starters, took the

lead in the second quarter when Stan Kaczorowski booted

a 36-yard field goal with 9:21 left.

The UMass drive .started as the RI 35 after the Rams
were forced to punt from their endzone after Griffm was

hit for two penalties for protesting a call. A series of runs

by George Barnwell (25 carries for a season-high 96 yards)

put the ball on the URI 21. On third and five, Barnwell

was stopped after gaining three. Kaczorowski, the starting

left guard, came on and kicked his second field goal of the

season for a 3-0 UM lead.

The UMass defense, with the exception of URI's open-

ing drive, didn't allow a first down in the fir.st half and

contained Ehrhardt. The Rams drove to the UMass 37 dur-

ing their first possession before linebacker Paul

Manganaro intercepted P2hrhardt at the 17.

continued on page 15

Men's soccer goes to 10-3 on season

Collegian photo by Paul UesmaraiR

UMass tailback George Barnwell is hit by Rhode Island's Phil Mulcahy in the mud Saturday at Alumni
Stadium. UMass lost, 7-3.

Minutemen take own tourney,
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

For the first time in the

three year history of the

UMass Invitational

Challenge Cup, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's

soccer team won its own
tournament this weekend.
The Minutemen made a

goal by senior Nick Mar-

ciano at the 76:16 mark
stand up for a 1-0 victory

over the University of Hart-

ford yesterday to secure the

championship.

Marciano took a pass
along the left side line from
Tbm Giordano.The forward

headed toward the corner

and fired the ball in the

direction of the goal in an

attempt to connect with a

teammate, but Hartford
defensive back Eric Wallert
deflected the ball past

keeper liob Sondheim."!
tried to cross the ball in

front of the net, going for the

near post," said Marciano."It

hit off a defender and went
ill."

That was all the scoring in

the game as neither team
could put together any sus-

tained oftense.Freshman
goalkeeper Sam Gin.sburg

recorded his third shutout of

the season as Hartford could

manage only a total of six

shots on net.

The win was particularly

sweet because Hartford beat

the Minutemen last season

in the championship game
to take the title.The rematch
was a physical affair.

"One of our weaknes.ses

has been our play against

physical teams, said UMass
coach Jeff Gettler."We cor-

rected that. That is the way
Hartford plays, a real

physical team."

On Saturday, the
Minutemen jumped out in

front of Northeastern
University 23 seconds into

the game and never looked

back on its way to 5-0

victory.

< nnlinucd on page H

Field hockey
beats Maine

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The .seventh ranked University of Massachusetts field

hockey team, won its second straight game Sunday,
smothering unranked Maine, 3-0, on Tbtman Field at

NOPE.
All-American defenseman Megan Donnelly scored two

goals while sophomore right wing Amy Robertson add-

ed a goal and an assist to pace the Umass attack.

"It was a one-sided game," Umass head coach Pam Hix-

on said."We created lots of opportunities.Even though the

ball didn't go in the net too often, we played well."

The Minutewomen dominated every phase ofthe game,
outshootingthe Black Bears, 25-3, including 11-0 in the

second half and holding the advantage in corners, 18-1.

continued on page 8
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Collegian photo by Dert»k Kobfits

PUMPKIN SEASON APPROACHING - Allen Price, a history and art major, stacks pum-

pkins at Countryside Farm and Garden on Rt. 9 in Hadley.

^Boldest' budget ever proposed
UMass asks for more money
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusett.s administrators yesterday

continued to press for their "boldest, soundest budget pro

posal ever" at the Board of Regents of Higher Education's

budget hearings, here.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said the hearings were the

beginning of a long process in which the University's

budget proposals for fiscal year 1987 will be discussed and

debated.

"I'm quite confident that we will have success with these

proposals," Duffey said. "We've really done our homework

and prepared for what's ahead," he said. Final decisions

on the proposals are many months away.

The Board of Regents' vice chancellor for administra-

tion and finance. Joseph Finnegan, said. "This is the best

budget document we have ever received from the Amherst

campus. It's clear and complete.

The administration has proposed to the regents that

$259.6 million be requested from the state Legislature for

FY 1987. Of that amount, the Amherst campus would

receive $18,307,150, but the regents have approved only

$241 million of the overall proposal thus far. Dufl'ey said

he expects the regents to have final figures in two weeks.

The Board of Regents is the first administrative body,

except for the University's Board of Trustees, to be

presented with the budget requests. Ultimately, the

Legislature must confront the proposal before July 1.

1986, when the 1987 fiscal year begins.

Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost Richard O'Brien

addressed yesterday's hearing in Memorial Hall, describ-

ing sections of the budget and explaining the need for each

line item.

O'Brien noted that the general education proposal for

$1,263,400, which he said the regents cut "relatively

severly," was important to the process of balancing the

curriculum at the University. He offered the regents a

counter-proposal, suggesting a "faculty bank" which could

be used to exchange and share faculty throughout the com-

monwealth's system of public colleges and universities.

O'Brien said the proposal could be pha.sed in over the

next six to eight years, and would benefit all the public

colleges.

Another section which O'Brien described as "especial

ly close to my heart"" is bio-technology. The money in this

proposal. $770,200. would be used to hire new faculty and

make major laboratory renovations in the Morrill Science

Center.

The second largest section of the proposal, the amount

needed for the University's library .system, was for

$2,750,800. Duffey noted that an additional $500,000.

under the heading of "physical facilities," would be needed

for lenovatons to the library buildings for fi.scal 1987 and

1988. Of the $2.75 million. $2,375,000 would be used for

new books, subscriptions, and other materials.

Despite ban,
alcohol still

being served
By GREG BROWN

Collegian Staff

Despite the prohibition of the s.ilr ofalcoholic beverages

on campus, numerous conferees and University nl

Massachusetts oificials have l>een enjoying cocktails at on

campus events.

All three campuses of the University were banned from

.selling alcohol at the beginning of the .seme.ster because

alcohol liability insurance, which covers alcohol related

accidents, was not made available to the University this

vear.

Yesterday, a conference in the Campus Center was

catered by Auxiliary Services and it featured a wine and

cheese reception and a cocktail hour, both on the 10th floor

of the Campus Center.

Auxiliary Service Director Ashoke Ganguli said. "The

conferees paid for their own insurance to cover us. This

is only a one shot deal."'

"However, if other people want to pay for their own in

surance. we'll let them. It's a very expensive proposition,

though."" he said.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, confirming rumors that li

quor was served at the Board of Trustees meeting m
Memorial Hall last week, said that he has his own per-

sonal alcohol liability insurance policy. The policy allows

the chancellor to serve alcohol at events which he hosts

and attends.

After the trustees meeting, the chancellor hosted a tour

of the new University Career Center During the lecep

tion after the tour, wine was .served.

"My insurance policy leaves me personally responsible,

hut it"s really my insurance company that is responsible.

Student Government As.sociation co President Dan

Burgess said. "1 think these events are inconsistent. The

alcohol policy should be uniformly enforced.'"

Yesterday "s conference in the Campus Center, titled the

International Geoscience and Remote Sensing Syni

posium. was held in the Campus Center Auditoruini. hut

was moved to the 10th fioor for the recept ion and cocktail

hour.

UMass rated a *best buy' in education
By MARJORIE NAYLOR
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts is one of 200 "best

buys" in American higher education, according to Edward

Fiske. education editor of the New York Times.

"The University of Ma.ssachusetts is a big school with

J
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"My insurance policy leaves me personally responsible but

it's really my insurance company that is responsible."

—Chancellor Joseph Duffey on his alcohol insurance

policy"
m ^
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a lot to offer if the student is savvy enough to tap its

resourses,"" said Fiske in his recently published book. The

Best Buys in College Education.

In a little under two pages. Fiske describes for the col-

lege consumer some of the ins and outs ol study at UMa.ss.

The B.D.I.C. program, the honor "s progiam. the depart

ments of English, art. engineering. smMolog>'. microbiology,

polymer science and hotel, restaurant and travel ad

ministration were exceptionally regarded, Fiske wr<it<'

Larry Benedict, associate vice-chancellor for student ai

(airs responded favorably to the "best buy " standing. "In

general, the entry is an accurate portrayal of our univei

sity's diversity,"" said Benedict.

Beyond the realm of academia. the author points out

that residential areas offer "just one dimension of the

social life at the university." He also added that extracur

ricular activities were abundant, ranging from Passover
rniilniinil I'll pour .'*

Rotting wood
caused collapse
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

An Amherst building inspector has determined that

rotting wood caused the collapse of an outdwir deck Sept.

21 that injured .seven people at a North Amherst home.

Inspection Services director Chester Ftnza said the rot

ten timber u.sed to build the deck was clearly visible

after he inspected the ruins of the deck which collapsed

and sent 35 people plunging to the giound two weeks ago.

Penza said it collapsed after rotting floor joints allow

ed one of the supporting posts to .separate from the deck

of the house located at 180 Market Hill Rd.

"The deck was built over 20 years ago."' Ptmza said. "At

that time there was no building code in the town of

Amherst." A permit was i.ssued for the house more than

20 years ago to comply with the town's zoning ordinances.

A1.SO. the deck was not built with pressure treated wood

which is now the recommended building material for con-

struction, Penza said.

Amherst's inspection services only inspects new homes,

additions or alterations on houses. "We don't have the

stafTto inspect existing hou.ses," Penza .said. "People who
have decks should take a good look at them to make sure

they "re .sound."

The fraternity and sorority houses on campus that are

under the town"s jurisdiction are inspected once a year

as are public buildings such as theaters, churches ami

schools.

The condition of Amherst's ;j,r)()0 houses is ^Miod. Pen

/.I said, according to the minimal fitness stamlaids lor

human habitation <st,ililish((i ti\ tlic state Hoard nt

Health
"If you told nie to eondt'mn six hoii-e*^ liundirou. it'd

l)e tough," Peiua said.

University of Massachusetts student Michael Butcher,

20. remains in satisfactory c(»ndition at ."^f Vincent s

Hospital in Worcester. He broke a vertebra when he fell

from the deck two weekends ago
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WORLD AND lyATIDNALNEWS
Street riots in London leave
one police officer dead
LONDON (AP) Pblice threatened

yesterday to use tear gas and plastic bullets

against street rioters, after some of the

worst urban violence in Britain since 1981.

One policeman was stabbed to death and

232 fellow officers were injured.

Twenty civilian also were hurt when
more than 500 youths, some armed with

shotguns, machetes and staves, battled

police Sunday night and early Monday in

the racially mixed north London district of

Tottenham.

Police Commissioner Sir Kenneth
Newman told a news conference the riot—

the fourth major outbreak of urban violence

in Britain in a month—was the first in

mainland Britain in modern times in

which guns were used and a police ofTicer

was killed.

Newman said he sent tactical squad of-

fleers armed with plastic bullets and tear

^^as to the scene at the height of the

violence but the riot was contained without

using them.

"But I wish to put all people of London

on notice that I will not shrink from such

a decision should I believe it a practical op-

tion for restoring peace and preventing

crime and injury," he warned.

British police have never used plastic

bullets in riots outside Northern Ireland,

and tear has has not been used since the

1981 disturbance in the Tbxteth district of

Liverpool. Except for Northern Ireland,

where all police patrols are armed, police

in Britain traditionally carry only night

sticks and go into riots p'^^-cted by body-

length plastic shields.

Home Secretary Douglas Hurd, the

Cabinet official in charge of the police, said

he fully supported the use of plastic bullets

"if police find themselves being attacked

by petrol bombs."

The rioters, blacks and whites, appeared

to be aiming at police, whom they blamed

for the death of Cynthia Jarrett, a 49-year-

old woman who collapsed and died of an ap-

parent heart attack during a police search

of her home on Saturday night.

f fV * • ' ••WtWMOT
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.AP Lasttrphutu

This is recent file photo of the Italian cruis ship Achille Lauro that

was reported hijacked Monday off Egypt by a group of Palestinians.

Mobs burn two blacks to death

Palestinians hijack Italian

ship, 400 people on board

JOHANNESBURG,
South Africa (AP) - Three
leading Sunday newspapers
portrayed President P. W.
Botha as failing in a cam-
paign to convince the coun-

try that he is sincere about

racial reform, and police

said black mobs burned two
blacks to death.

The English-language
Sunday Star said that Botha
suffered from "poor timing
and even poorer marketing"
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in recent speeches to his

governing National Party

while parts the country re-

mained under a state of

emergency and blacks con-

tinued to die.

Police headquarters in

Pretoria said one black was
burned to death Saturday in

a heap of flaming tires in

Langa township, near
Uitenhage in eastern Cape
Province.

In Soweto, near Johan-
nesburg, witnesses said

mourners at a funeral vigil

for a riot victim became
aroused Saturday by anti-

apartheid speeches and
burned a black p)olice officer

to death in his home.

PORT SAID. Egypt (AP>-
Palestinians hijacked an
Italian cruise ship with

more than 400 people
aboard off the Egyptian
coast yesterday, demanded
the release of prisoners held

in Israel and threatened to

blow up the ship if attacked,

port officials reported.

They said the ship had
been bound from the Egyp-
tian coastal city of Alexan-

dria to Port Said, entrance

to the Suez Canal, and head-

ed out into the Mediterra-

nean Sea after the hijack-

ing, its destination
unknown.
The threat to blow up the

cruise ship Achille Lauro
came from the hijackers'

leader, identified only by the

name of Omar, the Egyptian

officials said.

Leading the list of

prisoners demanded in ex-

change for the ship was a

Palestinian named Samir
Konaiterry, they said.

It was not known who the

hijackers took control of the

ship, which they seized

about 30 miles from Port

Said, where it was schedul-

ed to dock at 9 p.m. 4 p.m.

EDT.
An SOS was sent when

the hijackers made their

move, and was picked up by
an amateur radio operator

in Sweden, said ANSA, an
Italian news agency.

ANSA and other Italian

agencies quoted the Foreign

Ministry in Rome as saying

454 people were aboard the

23,629-ton liner, but Egyp-

tian officials put the
number at 500.

Palestinian sources in

Nicosia, Cyprus, said Giulio

Andreotti, the Italian

foreign minister, had ap-

pealed to Yasser Arafat, to

ensure the safety of the

passengers and crews.

The sources, who spoke on

condition of anonymity, said

the Palestine Liberation

Organization chairman was
consulting aides at PLO
headquarters in Tunis,
Tunisia.

Prime Minister Bettino

Craxi, Defense Minister
Giovanni Spadolini and An-
dreotti also were in constant

touch with Egyptian
authorities, the Italian news
agencies said.

Sexualviolenceprevention group formed

for

By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts is lack-

ing both in services for men who are poten-
tial perpetrators of sexual violence and pro-

grams which effectively educate those who
are ignorant to issues of sexual violence ac-

cording to members of the Sexual Violence
Prevention Network.
The network, made up of representatives

from various campus offices including the
Office of Human Relations, Department of

Public Safety, Dean of Students Office,

University Health Services, and the
Everywoman's Center, held their first

meeting yesterday with the primary goal

of indentifying campus needs and
highlighting resources already available.

"I see that there is a missing link on this

campus and that is programming for males
who are perpetrating the violence," said

Re-elections
seats in SGA
senate today
Bv JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The commuter area senate and governing board seats,

which were nullified in last week's election, will be decided

in today's re-election from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Stu

dent Union Building entrance of the Hatch.

Last week's commuter election was invalidated by the

Undergraduate Student Senate because of SGA election

rules that were allegedly broken. Campaign leaflets were

seen being handed out within 50 feet of ballot boxes, which

is in violation of election rules.

Twenty-eight senate seats and 13 governing board posi-

tions are up for contention at today's election. 25 can-

didates are running for the 28 senate seats, with about

a dozen write-in candidates, said John Crowley, govern-

mental affairs committee chairman. In addition, Crowley

said, 17 people are running for the 13 positions on the

area's governing board, which is the most competiton in

years.

"I just want to get it done,"rowley said of the repeated

election. "I'll be there all day and I'll be counting them

(results)." Many of the candidates, Crowley said, have

been handing out campaign fliers and the competition and

involvement have been high. "I'm kind of glad a lot of peo-

ple are running for the governing board,"he said. "More

involvement usually means more (campus) events."

With less competition, Crowley said, "There are fewer

people and there are less hands" to get things accomplish-

ed. For this reason Crowley said he anticipates a greater

showing at the ballot boxes today.

At last week's election, a shortage of polling workers

caused a candidate to staff the polling area in which he

was running, which Crowley said will not occur again

because he has enough help.

Of a potential problem occuring in today's election,

Crowley said "I sincerely hope not for my case. Thank God

it's over," he added.

UMass student assaulted

Pat Barrows, coordinator of the Counselor
Advocate Program at the Everywoman's
Center.

Barrows said the campus administration

should "take a lesson from the state of

Massachusetts" in regards to the com-

monwealth's drunk driving law
enforcement.

"When the state decided they wouldn't

stand for it (drunk driving) anymore they

didn't make more beds for victims or teach

people how to drive so that they would stay

out of the way," Barrows said.

Barrows explained, "We can't continue

to put the oweness on the victims for them
to come out abd tell us about it. It (sexual

violence) is a reality."

Robert Bureau, coordinator of Men
Against Violence Against Women
(MAVAW) cited a total lack of funding for

this organization which he said makes it

difficult for him to do outreach and recruit-

ment. At this point. Bureau said he is the

groups only member.
Echoing the need for "some kind of refer-

ral program for men," Physical Plant

Storekeeper, Jonathan Tuttle said he has

encountered situations where men he

works with have had problems relating to

women, and though they want to come to

grips with this fact, they have nowhere to

go.

University Ombudsman, Howard Gadlin,

whose office mediates 4campus disputes

said, "We need to train people who can

work with men who do the harrassing.

They are very hard to develop skills. We
need to send our people somewhere where

it's being right or develop (the system)

here."

Gadlin added, "All we can get now is

some kind of acknowledgement of wrong-

doing."

Susan Allen, a progi-am coordinator for

the Residential Education Program added

that programs that are around, "don't

touch the people who need it the most." She
said she "would like to see a 3-credit course

required for all undergraduates" which

would address issues such as acquaintance

rape, and sexual harrassment.

With such a course, she said, "NVomeru

could understand when they were being"

sexually violated and men would know
when they were perpetrating such violence.

Right now we don't even have that

baseline," Allen added.

Gadlin and Coordinator of the Working
Woman's Program at The Everywoman's
Center, Myra Hindus stressed that within

the revision of the university's sexual

harassment policy, it will be suggested that

there be a campus-wide central ofllce to

refer people to what they said can be the

.sometimes confusing services available in

regards to sexual violence.

An 18-year-old woman stu-

dent was allegedly

assaulted by a 23-year-old

man in Washington Tower

Saturday night. University

of Massachusetts police

said.

The woman was taken to

University Health Services

where she was treated for

cuts and bruises and releas-

ed, |X)lice said. Police issued

a trespass notice to the man
who was not a student.

In other police reports:

i^Best buy-

A 20-year-old man was in-

jured when the car he was
riding struck a light pole on

University Drive early Sun-

day morning, police said.

The driver of the car, a

20-year-old man from New
York, was arrested and
charged with leaving the

scene of a personal injury ac-

cident and driving under
the influence of alcohol.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

continued from page 1

workshops to the

parachuting club.

"UMass students tend to

be rather motivated and
self-possessed people," said

Fiske.

The Five-College program

is highly emphasized by

Fiske as offering UMass
students "an incredible deal

since through the five-

college interchange pro-

gram one has access to

courses, libraries and dining

halls at all five campuses."

According to Benidict,

Fiske places too heavy an

emphasis on the five-college

"deal." Benidict pointed out

that "more students from

the neighboring campuses

come here to UMass than
UMass students go there."

Benidict, though pleased

with the "best buy" stan-

ding, was a "little disap-

pointed that schools like the

University of Rhode Island

and the University of Maine
are listed because we have
better quality programs and
a better, more diverse stu-

dent body than those
schools."

Overall, Benedict agrees

that UMass is a good buy for

the money. Says Benedict.

"We aren't cheap, but we
aren't as expensive as most
schools with which we com-
pete."

L'ltllei^an photo hy Derrk Robertu

CROWDED STREET — A lone student walks by a crowded street of parked cars yester-

day afternoon on University Drive.

Former member of United Nations to speak

Second speaker in series
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Correspondent

The former Assistant Director-General of the United Na-

tions Educational Scientific and Cultural Organiation

(UNESCO), Richard Hoggart, will be visiting the Univer

sity of Massachusetts to give a lecture called "Between

Two Worlds: Public and Private Discourses."

The lecture will be given at 8 p.m. tomorrow in room

120 of the School of Management.
Hoggart is the second guest speaker in a four part series

titled "Boundaries of Discourse." The series is sponsored

by the Coordinating Dean for the College of Arts and

Sciences, and the Institute for Advanced Studey in the

Humanities.
The basic issues of the series are evaluations of current

intellectual development in the various disciplines of the

sciences and humanities.

Hoggart said his lecture would focus on the problems

and challenges of shuttling between the academic and the

public life. That tells you something about the boundaries

of discourse, about the state of the language, about the

state of thought and the enclosedness of much academic

careers.

"My excursions into the big world reached a peak when
I became an assistant director-general at the UN, but I

never ceased feeling that my academic background was
relevant," he said.

Hoggart is the author of "Uses of Literacy," a book about

popular culture, lifestyles, reading materials, working
class people, and how they changed during the post war
period.

Claire Hopley, assistant to the coordinating dean of the

college of arts and sciences said, "the objective of the series

is to get very distinguished people to discuss what worth

there is in talking about knowledge and what culture does

for our society."

The remaining two lectures in the series include "Speak-

ing of Heterogenity" by Catherine Stimpson, a professor

of English at Rutgers College and director of the In.stitute

of Research on Women, and "Crisis in the Media" by Tbm
Wicher, a political columnist for the New York Times.

The first lecture was given by William Julius Wilson,

a sociologist at the University of Chicago, with an

honorary doctorate from UMass. Wilson spoke about his

research on social conditions concerning welfare

dependency.

photo hv Sroll (iuMrnoltii

MARCHING IN
THE RAIN - The
UMass marching
band got soaked dur-

ing Homecoming ac-

tivities on Saturday.
The week before in

the sun, the UMass
band played halftime

at the Patriots-
Raiders game.
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Bostonian art is fun
Boston, WOW!
Student Union Art
Gallery
Through Oct. 18

Bv ROB SKELTON
Colle^'ian Staff

Boston Wdu is a col-

laborative show by five

Boston and New York artist.-

which, while somewhat out

of the ordinarv, does not im-

mediately merit a "wow!"
When the viewer realizes,

however, the energies which
went into producinj^ these

works, (many and varied)

and the underlying ir-

reverency which permeates

the show, the event takes on

gi'eaier ariisiic relevency

and even makes for a good

time.

Three of the five displays

involve complex collage; it is

This is one of many evocative
works in the "Boston, WOW!" ex-

hibit, currently on display at the
Student Union Art Gallery.

more an act of modelling
layers of materials built up
to three-dimensional images
of puppet-like figure-s, car-

toon vacation scenes, and
animated montages
familiar to most children.

The two more '"tradi-

tional' artists displayed,

Lou Schellenberg and Libby

Ramage, lent an air of nor-

malcy to the show.

Schellenberg showed a
series of dark futuristic

paintings made soft with
purple and pink pastels, col-

ors which an ultraviolet

light might have made ex-

plfflde had there been one
tht,re. They had an eerie

guiw but were pleasant to

look at.

Libby Ramage works with
greeting cards, or what
might be or might have once

xm.XV X l3

rOiUsgian

been greeting cards. They

are painted, complemented
by illustrations, and
mounted in frames.

And then there was the

third artist in the collage

theme, but this was quite

different—admirable com-

plex, multi-dimensional,

original, and, even . . . cute.

Flex EHer—even the name
arouses interest—created—

and it must have been
painstaking— th^- most
likeable art from this exibi-

tion. In the gaudy (Jf a fifties

postcard from a tacky spot

like the eighties Hampton
Beach the artist uses
multilayered tin cuttings

and creates the image of

groups of happy people

mustering in a vacation

spot.

At first it's a jumble of

painted pap>er cut-outs; next

thing one realizes this stuff

is not delicate, it could break

windows. And despite its

cute colors and yay-holiday

appearance, it is strong
work because it took so

much work, and came out

right.

This is not a bad show. It

made me wonder, "What is

art?" People should go and
have a look at what the ar-

ti.sts did.

Don't be empty-
headed! Read

Arts!

i eating place
• • OPEN
\ 6 A.M.-3 A.M.

\ SUN.-THURS.

( • OPEN 24 HOURS
: FRI. & SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZft
> (NEXT TO SUPER
• STOP & SHOP)

I He. 9 • H»dl(j/ftmh«rst

\ 256-6889

Win $1,0001

100 Prizes!

Poetry
Contest
A $, 1 000 grand prize

IS being offered in

World of Poetry's ex-

citing poetry contest
— open to all stu-

dents. There are 100

prizes in all. Begin

ners welcome! For a

FREE list of rules and
prizes, write —

World of Poetry
2431 Stockton,CS
Sacto., CA 95817

Please print . .

.

UPC DEC PRESENTS

f

i;

[®f
WRSI

PRESENTS

THUR OCT 24th

UMASS F.A.C.

S12.00 UMASS

$14.00 PUBLIC

OPENING BAND:
FULL FORCE

and
LISA LISA

PAUL
YOUNG

and The Royal Family

with Special Guest
Tlx on sale Oct. 9th

UMass $13.90 Sat. Oct. 26th

Public $15.00 F.A.Q. UMass
8 PM

TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE A«TS CENTfcA , SPRINOFIELO CIVIC CENTER
STOP 4 SHOP LOCATIONS IN NORTHAMPTON HOLVOKE. ORtENFIELO

»RITT8FIELD NO CANS BOTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES UMASS ID RfflUlflED

JAZZ
AT THE

CALVIN THEATRE
(DOWNTOWN

NORTHAMPTON)

Spyro Gyra "One of the Best Jazz Groups
at the Newport Jazz Festival

Oct. 10th - 7pm 1985"

Advance 8«at« Jazz jl ii'g Bett
CTUOCMT I

Tickets on Sale Now
A HORNOR-FOX PRODUCTION

Coming October 25th

The Manhattan Transfer

Springfield Symphony Hall

ALL SEATS AVAILABLE
i AT All Datatix outlets, Stop A Shop in

Pitttfield, Greenfield. Northampton, Hadley, Springdale A Holyoke.
Platterpus Records in Westfield. UMass Fine Arts Center, Springfield
Civic Center, Main Street Records in Northampton, and RapCity in
BralHeboro, Vermont. M/C & VISA CatI 1-800-243-4842
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Black Attairs Ed-tor

Revealing radical cause
A startling revelation has just been

transmitted to me. Apparently, there is a

mask being worn by many students on cam-

pus. In the daytime, dui ing the week, these

students remove their masks, put it in their

knapsacks, and hide it under a jumble of

books, papers, and writing implements.

After classes and on weekends, however,

many of us are seeing faces that we don't

see in class. 1 learned all of this when talk-

ing to my news source, Milton Fullaschitz.

"It's like this," he told me, " first, one of

these people will turn on the Grateful

Dead. The music brings these people back

to a happier time'

•'You mean the 1960s?"

"Yes, the 60s. Well, once the music starts

playing, the students puts on a tie-dye shirt,

torn blue jeans with bandana patches on

them, and a frisbee helmet on their head.

When all of that has been done, they then

kick off their shoes, and pull the mask out

of its hidinir place."

•'What does this mask look like,

Fullaschitz?"

"It is the mask of the radical! It can be

seen all over campuses across the country.

They are people holding up signs that say

'Peace Now.' or "Make Love, Not Bombs,'

They will be listening to the Dead, Arlo

Guthrie, or Jefferson Airplane. They are the

ones wearing this mask."

"Why do they wear this mask?"

"That's not as easy to answer, but I in-

filtrated the radical information center and

found out why these people are radical.

"Apparently, radicals are not being

radical for the interests of others, as they

would like you to believe. They are our for

their own interests. They are protesting

behind this mask for money. The reason

Ron Berutti

that they protest for peace is becau.se they

want the federal government to spend

money on welfare programs. They are not

really concerned with all welfare, but just

certain programs."

"Which programs?"

"First of all, they want more government

loans to students. This keeps them in .school

and protesting. This is how these masked

creatures get publicity. Secondly, they want

a national health care plan, very much like

the one that Ted Kennedy proposed. Their

rt'a.soning is that they will be able to get

patched up for free, when the police beat

them up with billy clubs."

"What happens when they get out of

school?"

"That is what they are mainly protesting

for. They want unemployment and general

welfare insurance for all those out of work,

because they realize that when they get out

of school, nobody will give them a job. Who
wants to hire someone who only knows how

to scream and shout? Freak shows are a

thing of the past. So. you see. all these

radicals know they will be poor."

"Won't they have learned anything else

from their classes to enable them to get a

job?"

"No, because these are the same people

who go to political science classes and do

nothing but yell at the professor insisting

that Walter Mondale really won the elec-

tion of 1984."

Ron Berutti is a UMass student.

Letters—

Groups interacting: a response
In reference to the Collegian article

"Black students have problems with

Africans," on Oct. 1, 1 would like to say that

the purpose of black American students

and black African students getting

together on campus to improve relations

should be clarified.

Not only do black American students

share a common interest Me. education) but

also the majority of black American

students are descending of Africa. I don't

think that African students and black

American students have any problem

socializing with one another, but they may

have a problem in organizing with one

another for a common cause.

We should consider that black Amencani

students have been ripped away from their

original homeland and have adapted to the

culture of Europeans, therefore, there are

many differences between Africans and

Afro-American students. Interaction bet-

ween our fellow students should take place

to enhance, edit, and reinforce that we are

Africans of Diaspora, and, in turn, consider

the many benefits that Africans can gain

from black American students. I think this

relationship is quite important when we

consider the current conditions of blacks in

the U.S. and the state of emergency in

African countries, especially South Africa.

Valerie Green
Amherst

OPINION
The opinions on ihis page are mose o' me individual wmei or canoonisi anj do not necessarily retieci

ihe vie\A(S ot the Collegian c the University unless otherwise noted

On women and the Bible
Recent UMass doctoral graduate Valerie

Yound has found that professional women
feel like frauds unless they know almost

100 percent of their jobs, whereas men are

comfortable if they know just 30 or 40 per-

cent. Young labels these feelings among
women the imposter syndrome, and has

held workshops to deal with them. I find

her research very interesting.

For one thing, it suggests women might

have a stronger drive for competence than

men do. For another. Young's work is

academic evidence supporting the embattl

ed biblical position that women are

"weaker vessels." more vulnerable than

men psychologically. Young recommends
awareness and support groups as a remedy.

1 think it's instructive to examine the

biblical prescription for "weaker vessels."

The prescription is not, as some local

feminists contend, to keep women from

positions of influence. In ancient Israel, a

succession of judges guided the nation

before it had any kings. The judge was a

combination of prime minister and
supreme arbitrator of the nation. A woman
named Deborah (who was married, by the

way) distinguished herself as a judge in the

Bible, and is still celebrated for iier pro

phetic and poetic gifts. Obviously, the

woman had authority.

Deborah is just one example of biiilical

women engaged in business outside the

home. The book of Proverbs describes the

"excellent wife." Her activities included tex-

tile production, buying real estate with

money she earned, raising crops, a brisk

wholesale business in garments, feeding,

clothing, and educating her household. She

makes a name for herself and her husband.

I have the great fortune to be married to

such a woman.
If a woman is encouraged to do all these

things, it is clear that the Bible does not

mean "inferior" when it says "weaker."

Why. then, does it prohibit women from

teaching or ruling men in the congregation,

Rusty Denton
and insist on wives submitting to their

husbands? It is certainly not because men
have nothing to learn from them, or that

men are naturally wiser or holier—they're

not. According to the Bible, men have cer-

tain exclusive privileges in the home and

the worship place because they are suppos

ed to be protecting the natural

vulnerabilities of women and children I

will now pause for 10 seconds so feinmists

can snort, stomp, and grind their teeth

before they finish this column.

The Bibie states that a wife is the glory

of her husband, and he is to protect and

honor her the same way he would protect

the weaker parts of his own body He is sup-

posed to be her support group when she is

assailed by self-doubts. He is supposed to

be her security so that vwn if a vent me
fails, they will be provided for. He is sup

posed to recognize her unique abilities and

different emotional needs. A few of those

needs can only be met by him, a few only

in having children. In other words, he is to

be strong for her, and yet tenderly listen

and be available.

Scripture states that a man is held ac

countable for the spiritual condition of his

family, and that God does not heed the

prayers of a man who dishonors his wife.

Therefore, leadership in the church is

limited in the Bible to men—specifically to

only a few men. each of whom nuist have

a happy and well adjusted family. A iami

ly demonstrates whether a man's commit

ment is to building others up, or to enjoy-

ing life at their expense.

There are those who will never believe

these arguments, who will go to their

graves believing that the Bible was writ-

ten to preserve partriarchal power. But

others will di.'^cover that the Bible is a pro

vision for a lifelong, live in support gioup

fp,- women.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Pouncey's joke inappropriate
On behalf of the 25,000 students at the

University of Massachusetts, I would like

to voice my criticism of a statement made
by Peter Pouncey. president of Amherst Col-

lege, at President Dunn's inauguaration

ceremony at Smith College. Before an au-

dience of 2,000 individuals, comprised of

Smith students alumnae, visiting college

heads from around the country, corporate

leaders, and prominent individuals of the

Pioneer Valley, Pouncey jokingly "referred

to the Five-College community as "the big

elephant and the four little beauties,' in

reference to UMass and the remaining

small private colleges."

If Mr. Pouncey's statement was in fact

meant as a joke, which apparently it was,

it was done so in very bad taste and with

total disregard for academic profes-

sionalism given the position he holds. Over

the past 20 years, this university has work-

ed extremely hard to promote a positive im

age both on a state and national level To

day. it prides itself in the recognition it

justifiably receives as one of the top rank

ing state universities in the country. Sure

ly Mr. Pouncey could have thought of a

more suitable way of describing the Univer

sity to his audience than an analogy to an

elephant.

As for the snobbish belief that only

Hampshire. Smith, Mt. Holyoke and

Amherst are the beauties of the Five

College community, I suggest Mr. Pouncey

think again. The University of

Massachusetts is the bigge.st "beauty" of

the Pioneer Valley, as well as the state for

that matter, offering the most of evei-ything

to everybody. Mr. Pouncey, this University,

its faculty, and its student body take pride

of this fact and welcome your apology

David Swanson
Orchard Hill

And another sad parking story
Once again, upon the whimsical decision

of a top brass official, the little people must

pay the consequences. I guess I really

shouldn't complain, but for four years not

I've been ticked off, bothered and frustrated

by a system that keeps proving to everyone

it does not work. I've had this nightmare

before, but I guess it is fitting that it had

to happen my last semester at school.

Did you ever come home late from study

ing, tired of reading, so lost in all your

studies so that all you want to do is go to

sleep? You drive your car into the parking

lot in front of where you live, glad to use

the lazy mobile permit you spent so much
money on, only to find no spots, less the

handicapped ones. But over there, to your

left, since some cars have parked so close,

what remains is half a spot, but enough to

park your little car in.

Well, what I found when I pulled into my
lot was a huge sign askewed to the left of

the spot that says. RESERVED FOR . ..,

well, foi some director of a sort. I looked

closely at the spot and finally concluded

that there should be no problem for anyone

to park in this spot in the morning.

The phone rang at 8:30 a.m. and a friend

from downstairs told me that my car was

leaving the lot, without a driver! I jumped

out of bed just in time to open the shade

and wave goodbye to the tow truck. I guess

\he big shot didn't have enough room to

park, or did he/she? They certainly found

room in one of the other three open spots

that were available that morning, but I

guess none looked as inviting as 'their'

spot. I wonder about people like this, maybe

they sit in 'their' office and count all that

is 'theirs.' Perhaps they are insecure and

need their own spot, and of course a sign

to tell them where it is or to warn others

of the power such a person has. Thanks B.

Brass, I really could use the aggravation.

Heck, the semester is still young!

Lawrence Kessler
Southwest
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Nothing
but the truth
ELVIS AND ME
By Priscilla Beaulieau Presley
G.P. Putnam's Sons
320 pgs, $16.95

By Brian Stacey

Collegian Correspondent

Four times sent Priscilla's manuscript
back. They wanted more sordid details.

Reluctantly and minimally, Mrs. Presley

book can be read more quickly than an

Elvis movie can be watched. Before page

one Mrs. Presley quotes Elvis. "Don't

criticize what you don't understand, son,

you never walked in that man's shoes."

Heavily ghostwritten, we cannot fathom

Priscilla herself ending a chapter with, "I

looked over at the bottle of pills near the

bed and realized I still had competition."

Three-quarters of the book details the

seven-year courtship of fcHirteen-year-old

Priscilla. Unarguably, Elvis Presley was

among the world'd most celebrated men
and he could and did have any woman
desired. All that's new is Priscilla's

ARTS
ject of another book.

The real story here is Priscilla's triumph;

she's a survivor from an addictive relation-

ship. This is her psychoanalysis. Best of

friends at the time of Elvis's death, re-

marriage was a possibility. She still loves

Elvis and states unequivocally that Elvis

remains the greatest influence of her life.

Presumable Priscilla would have us

believe that she adopted all the magical

qualities from "this man who contributed

so much to our culture through art and

music" and discarded all his faults. We have

no reason to doubt this. Apart from the

astonishing beauty that Elvis found so

endearing, Priscillas vulnerability is gone.

Book Review

complied. In her epilogue the star of televi-

sion's Dallas states, "Some will find that

I have left out many important dates,

specific facts, and countless stories." The

pleading for the consummation of her love

and Elvis' fulfilled vow for a virgin wife.

Also developed is the Oedipal-like relation-

ship between Elvis and his mother; the sub-

photii ri)urtes> iif CnlumhiH Pirtures

Agnes of God, the case to determine whether Agnes (Meg Tilly,
center) is mentally fit to stand trial for the murder of her baby brings
Dr. Livingston (Jane Fonda, standing left) in conflict with the faith
of the Mother Superior (Anne Bancroft, second from right).

Cut the rug

with Arts!
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A Free 26 Minute Slide Show
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PUFFERBELLIES
Hyannis, Mass.

Fabulous Final Fling
Oct. 11th, 12th, 13th

FRIDAY
Al Halliday £r The Hurricanes

^'''"a?ff]Clyers HH 3-8 PM
Al Halliday €r The Hurricanes

SUNDAY
D.J. SULLIVAN'S

Retirement Party 3 pm to 9 pm
with Gary Titus DJ, Cliff Myers

and John Morgan
featuring D.J. Sullivan

9 pnn to 1 am
Al Halliday & The Hurricanes

tribute to "The Boss"
///////////////////. ///////////////////////////////^^^^
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Presented by
GOVERNOR'S PROGRAM COUNCIL

JThursday, October 10 FREE Showings at 7, 8, 9 and 10 PM
Campus Center Student Union Ballroom

Time Tunnel PHOTO EXHIBIT at the Campus Center Concourse.
sponsored by .Kodak

Connected with the Collegian for the sole purpose of distribution.
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Lisa and Curtis Sliwa Collej{ian photo by Paul Desmarais

Pioneers visit UMass
by lulian Tynes
Nummo Statt

On September 24,1985, Curtis and Lisa Sliwa, impact, and still live their daily lives. Ms. Sliwa then

National Directors of the Guardian Angels spoke to relinquished the podium to her husband, the

a crowd of approximately 500 people in the founder of the Guardian Angels, Curtis Sliwa

Campus Center Auditorium. The Sliwas explained Curtis Sliwa told the audience, that when the

why the Guardian Angels were created and the Guardian Angels were formed in February 1979,

many activities the Angels have participated in. he was a manager for a McDonalds in the South

They stated the reasons why they feel crime is so Bronx. "Drugs ran rampant throughout the

widespread in the United States today, and why neighborhood." There was a train nicknamed "the

police, politicians, and the like do not support muggers express" and people came off of that

groups like the Guardian Angels. Lisa Sliwa feels train mugged, stabbed and robbed every day",

part of the problem is that people want to see how Sliwa claims that the police and local politicians did

much they can get away with. "Every one in nothing. Mayor Koch did nothing. Sliwa and

America does it whether it's an inner city pimp or a thirteen friends got together to form a group to

vice president of E.F. Hutton." She said, "It's easy to patrol the streets and the subways in the hopes of

point at poor inner city people but we all do it. making them safer. They called this group the

Whether ifs cheating on our income taxes or Guardian Angels. From 1979 1981 the Angels

ripping someone off." Ms. Sliwa ,
calling this grew but they did not achieve notional prominence

attitude a "criminal mentality", feels this is one until 1981.

overwhelming reason there is such a high crime In 1 981 the Guardian Angels were asked to come

rate in America today. Citing statistics, she stated to Atlanta, Georgia at the invitation of Block

"seventy-five percent of all crimes commited in the churches which hod heard about the Angels

United States ore commited by people under the through New York sources. This brought the Angels

age of 21." Another reason for the high crime nationwide publicity, and helped the group expand

rate among youth that she pointed out was a lock of to its present size of forty-seven cities and 5,000

positive role models for young Americans today, members.

Ms. Sliwa pointed out that most of the role models The Angels have expanded to almost every major

y<.unspJplehov.lodoyo.«i*e. from the sport, city ,n Ihe U.S. Mr Sliwo sold Ihol Ihough he t,o> compony S..I.S o pr,c. h.ke

Hispanics lead in SAT scores

by Chris Allen

Nummo Staff

Hispanic students led the strongest gain in average Scholastic Aptitude Test scores for more than two

decades this year, a surge hailed by some educators as evidence that reform is taking hold in public

schools. College Board president George H. Honford said at a news conference recently that

nationwide average scores rose five pointson the verbal portion of the test, to 431, and four points in

moth to 475.

The combined gain of nine points kon the two part exam, taken annually by about a million college

bound high school students, boosted the average math verbal score to 906. It was the biggest increase

since 1963, when scores also gained nine points before sliding steadily for the next two decades.

The SAT is scored on a scale of 200 to 800, with a combined math verbal score of 1 600 being perfect.

It is an entrance requirement at virtually all the nation's selective colleges and universities.

Scores in the ACT, a rival test administered by the American College Testing Program in Iowa City,

Iowa, and token by about a million students mostly in the West and Midwest, also rose in 1 985 but only

slightly.

Honford said that this year's SAT upsurge was a product of steps token by schools in the 1 970s to stress

basic skills, as well as the more recent education reforms of the 1980s.

In Washington, Education Secretory William J. Bennett hailed the SAT gams with a "Bravo!" but

cautioned against letting up in the push for

educotional excellence. He called this year's results "further evidence that American secondary

education is on the mend."

Honford also warned against complocency. "Despite the gains of the post few years, we ore still a

combined total of 74 points behind the scores of 1 963, the last high point m this SAT saga. We still havt

a long way to go."

He added that it might not even be reasonable to expect overage scores to ever equal 1963 levels

again - 502 moth and 478 verbal. More students take the test now, he said, including many more

minority students who traditionally have troublewith standardized exams.

President Reagan lost year set a goal of trying to wipe out half the 22 year SAT score decline by 1 990.

To achieve that would require overage combined math verbal gams of seven points onnuolly.

Mexican American and Puerto Ricon students registered the best gains of any ethnic group. Puerto

neons' verbal scores rose 10 points to a 368 overage, and their moth scores were up six points to 428.

Mexican-Americans gained six points on both math and verbal scores, averaging 426 and 382

respectively.

Honford said he hod no explonotion for the strong showing by those two groups, but said minority

groups in general seemed to be performing better on the SAT in recent years.

Block students' scores improved four points on the verbal, and three points on the math. White students'

scoresrose by four points on both moth, up to 492, and verbal, 449.

Honford said it was disturbing that the percentage of blacks taking the test went down, indicating that

fewer blacks were considering going to college.

In 1985, he said, 8.9 percent of the test-takers were Black,compared to 9.1 percent in 1984. That

meant 2,000 fewer Blacks took the SAT.

The College Board also reported a continued rise in the percentage of high scorers, those who score

over 600 on either port of the SAT. Nearly 77,000 students did so on the verbql half of the SAT and

167,000 on the math section.

Bus hike may affect UMass community
by Chris Allen
Nummo Staff

Peter A. Picknelly Jr., senior vice president of the Although Peter Pan has not increased its fares

bus firm, said recently that the hike would represent within the transit district,it did.in 1 984,raise fores on

the first fore increase since 1982. Increosed other routes it ooerates in Massachusetts,

operating costs, including rise in the costs of The routes expected to be affected by the hike are

insurance, maintenance and fuel ore the reason the Springfield Amherst,with the rotes expected to go

or entertainment ^o^ld. Such role^ been in Birmingham, Alabama; Selma, Alabama;

models tend to be prefabricated images the - Memphis, Tennessee; Jackson, Mississipps; on

public is duped into believing Among these numerous other cities throughout the Soutfi Boston

were those of Brooke Shields, Madonna, and Sean is the worst city he has seen as for as racial

Penn. Ms. Sliwo mentioned the lack of positive role i:elations. He went as far as to soy, "Boston is theP

models for Block and Hispanic males. In using most racially polarized city I've ever been in"

from $2.50 to $3, the Springfield Eastfield Mall,

,, ,, _ .. .1 .. .Ill Uk,^ from 90 cents to $1, and from $1.75 to $2 for the
The Pioneer Valley Transit Authority will hold two
... , . J tl L » II U-. Springfield Westtield route. Ine

pub ic hearings on the isssue today. The hrst will be '1 **
, . , . j. , ,, „ .

.. ,

. , . n nio ic t U/-K M^ll Spnngfield-Eostfied Moll rotes will apply on
heldat5p.m. inRoom218ofSpnngheldCityHoll.

^ j
**

,

, , , ,

1 11 L L ij • 7 on ,, », ;« iko Sundays and holidoys only.

The second will be held at 7:30 p.m in ttie '
,

, i ,l j
, 1 . /- I A n«;,-« Urr,^or^ n» Picknely said that a mojor reason tor tt>e proposed
lorthampton Council on Aging Oftice, located at

. ^ , . u
.« .. r. .! -*u « i„„ hike was that the Company s insurance rate tiave

40 Mam St. in Northampton.lost racially polarized city I ve ever been in . 240 Main bt. in Northampton. j i i j looo "i ^^„. ^.w«. w«.. «
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2^

^^n,^g.ve yo. o

with purple eyel,ner, gold choins, moke up, ond p,o(it. They rely completely on donot,ons^ The,|,„., by obou. 1 8 percent on -o es n
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^,tU iU„,r lives and make on impact without are presently involved in is providing supplies such .... .4,,.Mm,,c»

alanqing their daily lives. That is where she soys as food, and clothing to the earthquake victims ,n I By low, fore chonges within the •^°"^'» ^.strict mu^t
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"But you don't look like a freshman." How often fiove we fieord nay,

even uttered-tfiis nonsensical pfirase?

What is a freshman supposed to look like anyway? Is this the creature

who talks loud, always walks with a herd of its fellow beings, always

walks with a herd of its fellow beings, and wears a permanent look of

confusion and wonder at the complexity of college life on its face?

Is it that breed of college student that checks its mail everyday, is on

time for every class, and arises early in the day to perform rituals little-

known to college kind, such as ironing its clothes and curling its hair?

I suppose the sophomore sophisticate (who, by the way, probably has

30 hours and 10 minutes of credits and probably had as much trouble

during registration as the low life) thinks he's doing the freshman a favor

by telling him he looks older.

why is it that no one ever soys, "Funny, you don't look like you're a

sophomore," or "Really! I would never have guessed that you were a

sixth-year senior."

Is there some sore of physiological change that accompanies the

accumulation of credit hours? if you fail or drop classes, do you start to

look younger? Of course not.

We all know tht freshmen don't really look any different from upper-

classmen. Some of them do hove distinguishing characteristics, though

freshmen are individuals too.

Some freshmen, on campus for the first time ore no more lost than

graduate students who are also here for the first time. Other freshmen,

who have visited the campus numerous times while they were in high

school, exude the same confidence that seniors do.

Last year the lack of freshmen participation seemed to be a major

concern of Student Government leaders. They wanted freshmen to get

involved with extracurricular activities.

From what I hove seen, though, freshmen seem to be sufficiently

involved in extra-curricular activities. The way I see it is, if a student is the

type who is willing to get involved, he will begin as soon as he hits

campus. And if a student doesn't plan to get involved in anyway being

a junior isn't going to stop him from sitting inside his room all day long.

Nummo News held a drop in recently for interested students. Of the

25 or more who came, over 90 percent were freshmen. This was not a

rare occurance, I guarantee yoi/.Eoch year, organizations depend on

freshmen to boost their enrollment.

If you think about it, life at college would be pretty dull without

freshmen. Who would the guys in gawk at? Certainly not the some

old "merchandise" from lost year.

Who would organizations try to recruit? And what would conversation

be like without freshmen to talk about? Most importantly, who else could

we blame every time things go wrong, and who else would volunteer to

be the butt of all the college jokes? Certainly not the sophomores.

if it weren't for freshmen, sophomores couldn't walk around campus

giving free advice on college, truth, and the meaning of life.
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Editorial Editorial

South Africa; their future?
by Hollis Cotton

Nummo Staff

Although the media has focused on South Africa

for at least a few months now, it is most certainly not

a new story. The story is one of years of oppression,

which has token its toll upon generations of people

of color in South Africa and neighboring countries.

Along with the years of oppression, racism and

destruction, have come years of passionate

struggle for freedom in the country.

The fact that the media has focused upon this issue

is a testimony to the years of struggle which has

involved people of all ages and all walks of life

throughout the country. However, we must

recognize that the medio has been tardy in giving

attention to on issue which the Afr<|American

community has focused upon for years.

One person whose contribution to the struggle has

been recognized is Nelson Mandela, now being

held in Robben Island Prison. Mr. Mandela has

been held by the South African authorities since

1962. He has been' recognized leader of the

country since 1916. Along with Mr. Mandela, there

are other prominent figures such as Chief Gatsha

Buthelezi, leader of the six million Zulu people in the

notion.

In addition to Mandela and Buthelezi, Rev. Allen

Boesak, along with Bishop Desmond Tutu and

Winnie Mandela moke up the core of leadership

which is recognized by the Western ^Aedia. Of

course, without the masses of people supporting

major and revolutionary change in the nation, the

leaders would be ineffective.

The United Democratic Front, headed by Rev.

Allen Boesak, has a membership now of 600

groups. This umbrella organization was formed in

1983. Many of the UDF leaders, including Boesak,

hove been jailed and are waiting for their trials.

Others hove been killed. The African Notional

Congress, led recently by Oliver Tambo and

Nelson Mandela, is a "banned" organization,

even though it comes to mind as the most prominent

group. Membership in the ANC therefore is

VI

forbidden. The group cannot publicly hold

meetings or organize in any fashion without

ioloting the law. Also, South African journalists

cannot publicize any information about the ANC.

Winnie Mandela, wife of Nelson Mandela, has

been banned from attending public meetings

under South African low; under these lows, she

cannot speak to more than two people at a

particular time. Hundreds of others have suffered o

similar fate under banning laws.

In addition to these repressive banning lows. South

Africa has declared a "state of emergency" which

prohibits political resistance to the regime. This is

most clearly evident in the law, which forbids

people from gathering at public rallies, and forces

them to use funerals of those killed in the rebellions

for political expression.

The police hove not been selective in the violence

they hove imposed upon the block people of South

Africa. Their victims have been men, women and

children alike. Even babies hove died. One of the

most graphic images of violence must be the

picture of a whip coming down on a South African

child's bock. The children have, at the risk of their

own lives, taken up leadership roles in the struggle

for justice. They, by their spirit alone, give new

energy to on ageless struggle. They have reignited

a torch which was lit by earlier generations. They

also hove o new strategy, they do not hesitate to

express anger and frustration which the older

generation previously left pent up inside of

themselves. The demands of the youth ore not

much different than the demands of the country as

o whole. They include better education, no

passbooks, a"d

on end to apartheid with no compromise.

In 1964, during his last statement before being

carted off to jail. Nelson Mandela told the court

about "an ideal for which I am prepared to die."

Like Mandela, the children of South Africa are

ready to give the supreme sacrifice for that ideal.

I

by Chris Williams

Nummo Correspondent

Disgusting! This is the most appropriate word to

describe the lock of Block students at the Anti-

Apartheid rally and demonstration on September

20th.

The demostration began ot Amherst common.

From this location o group of approximately 1 50

people, mostly white students, marched to the

University. Once the procession arrived at the

University some Black students managed to latch

onto the march for a brief moment. Most of the

Block participants were from Smith College. They
,

along with faculty members, administrators, and

students should be congratulated for sacrificing

their time and energy. At the close of the

demonstration many individuals asked: "Where

were the Block students and their organizations?"

No clear or concrete answer was given, except for

a collection of excuses. I shall begin with these.

"We didn't know about it," they all cried. This

sounds like o valid argument, but let's onolize it.

How is it possible for Block students to be informed

about a poorly advertised party or to hear about

the cancellation of a party? The answer is simple

the word gets around. Now parties ore fine; infacf

they ore wonderful for socializing and are an

excellent catharsis, but they do have their place.

Unfortunately, they ore placed high on most of our

lists. Infoct they may be too high, which is too high

for our own detriment. A balance needs to be

implemented by everyone to set goals and

priorities, which ore social, intellectual, academic,

physical, and sprirtuol. Balance is a fundamental

concept in African philosophy, and we should learn

from it.

Even if one was not informed about the Anti

Apartheid Demonstration verbally, it was

announced in The Collegian. But I guess that you

don't read The Collegian? All students read The

Collegian, inspite of its questionable articles. One
of the reasons why people attend college is that

Where Were You?

they con get better job offers than those with high

school diplomas. Now if you don't read your

campus newspoper, the local or national

newspapers

then you will not be informed about the job market.

The next excuse is ,"We all hod classes." Now, I

do not advocate that Blacks should skip their classes

because we ore all here to attend classes.

However, it is herd to believe that 99.5% of the

Block students at UMASS had classes from I0;30

a.m. until 2:00 p.m., with no break. That is just

impossible. This becomes more evident when one

recalls that Friday classes ore also given on

Mondays and Wednesdays, and that particular

Friday was o very hot day. Even if o quater of the

Black student population showed up it would hove

been fine, but there is no excuse whatsoever for a

mere handful of Black students showing up I'm

pretty sure if Tina Turner, who has performed in

South Africa, made a special appearance most of

us would have managed to get there.

Many have asked: "why ore the Black students so

apathetic?" The answer is complex, but not

unanswerable. A close study of the Block student

population would reveal that some of us have an

identity problem. More and more of us ore trying to

assimilate into the dominant white culture. Some

may have some success at this, but they will never

assimilate fully; their brown skin becomes their

handicap to achieve complete ossimialtion.

Finally how do we overcome this? First, it is

important that we understand who we ore; where

we are' how we come here; and where are we

going. Wo should develop our minds and ask

questions; constructive questions. Talk to students,

faculty and administrators in order to understand

the dynamics of the University and the world. All of

this is port of education too. And most importantly

we should learn from our history, so that we won't

repent the mistakes of the past

SGA Business
with David Moore

On October 3, 1985, there was a Student

Government Association (SGA) Judical Hearing.

Ai this meetif^g the speokei of the Undergraduote

Senate, John Ruddock, was served with a 'Writ of

Mandemus.' A Writ of Mandemus is a mandate

that requires one to take action.

The writ was filed through the SGA Attorney

General, Scott McCrocken, from the Northeast

Area Government president, Michael Cerrato.

Michael filed this writ because he felt the speaker

was not taking appropriate action on a motion that

was passed by the student senate on April 1 0, 1 985.

That motion was to place a United States and a

Commonwealth of Massachusetts flog on the

poduim from which the Speaker speokes starting on

April 17, 1985.

Senator Cerroto's complaint was that this flog was

not present as the senate hod agreed upon and he

stated that he hod approached Speaker Ruddock

on two occasions to place the flag on the podium

and it was not done. Throughout the entire meeting

the two major objectives of the Judicial hearing

were: 1 . To determine who is responsible for the

placing of flogs and 2. To determine who will pay

for it once the flags ore obtained.

At the end of the three hour meeting Senator

Cerrato and Speaker Ruddock mode the following

closing statements. Senator Cerrato claimed "This

is nothing personal against you J.R." and later said

"John Ruddock should be bound by the rules."

John Ruddock replied "This is only putting icing on

something that is much deeper."

The final decision mode after deliberation was to

have two flags plolced on the podium by October

16th (the next senate meeting) and if not he would
:

be served with a Writ of Mondemous. if not further

action would be taken.

Black History Corner
with

Patricia Oduor

Dr. Charles Richard Drew was on achiever. He

was born in 1 904 in Washington D.C. He attended

Amherst College where he was the star halfback of

the football team, and also the captain of the track

team. However, he didn't limit his achievements to

athletics. At Amherst College, Drew received the

Messmon Trophy which was presented to him for

bfinging the most honor to the school in his years

there.

After graduating from Amherst College in 1926,

Drew went on to receive his M.D. degree from

McGill Medical College in Montreal, Canada in

1933.

In 1935, Drew joined the faculty of Howard

Medical College. Also in 1935, he was awarded a

General Education Board Fellowship to Columbia

Univerisity Medical School. This Fellowship

enabled Drew to do research on and important

project, concerning the

preservation of blood and its use for transfusions.

In 1940, the British government requested thct

Drew work on the "Blood for Britain" project. It

involved collecting and drying blood plasma to be

used for transfusions on the battlefield. This project

was the first blood bank in England. Drew's

techniques saved innumerable lives during World

War I. While working on the "Blood for Britain"

project. Drew was granted on honorary Disc

degree from Columbia University.

In 1941, Drew served as the director of the

American Red Cross Blood Bonk, the assistant

director of blood procurement for the National

Research Council, and as chief Surgeon of

Freedmen's Hospital in Washington DC.

In his time. Drew perpetually disputed any

scientific basis thot indicated any blood differences

according to race. It was later proven that blood

has absolutely nothing to do with the transmission of

hereditary materials. Therefore it can't be used to

delegate a racial type.

Dr. Charles Drew was killed in on auto accident in

1950. He was in North Carolina driving to a

professional meeting. He wosdriving in order to

avoid the public accomodations in the South. After

the crash he was brought to a segregated hospital.

Ironically, he died because the hospital was unable

to give him any blood plasma.

In 1976, Drew's house was named a National

Historic Landmark by the Department of Interior.

Charles Drew was c great man his occom

lishments will be remembered by all peoples. Due

to his work, many lives hove been saved and many

more lives will be saved. He was truly one of the

world's leading hemotologists.

NNOUNCEMENTS
The Upward Bound Program at the University of

Massachusetts is looking for qualified tutors to assist

our students in High school. College Preporatory

Level courses. Tutors will be needed to service the

folowing areas: Amherst, Holyoke, Springfield,

Pittsfied, and North Ada.ns. Fur more imformation,

call or vTi»e Brvant Lewis at:

Upward Bound
205 New Africa House
U-Mass, Amherst, Ma. 01003

(413) 545-0250

POSITION OPEN

Assistant Attorney General

Duties ,.11
•Advocates on behalf of students involved injudicial

system

* Assist Attorney General in carrying out office

objective.

* Liason to Administration

* Defense Advocacy/Prosecution,Advocacy

Applications availiable in Attorney General's office

.Sttident Union Rm. 434 or SGA ofike 420 S.U. Phone

545-0341

Come to the tropics for good food and atmosphere at

YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
206 Russel Street on Route 9, Hadley. Light and
heavy lunches served from 1 1 :30-3:C)Opm,

with Carribbean taste buds.DINNERS Tuesday,

Wednesday 5-9pm Thursday, Friday, Saturday 5-

lOpm.
SUNDAYS International Brunch with Jazz from 1 1 -3

pm. Dinner from 5-10 pm.
Check us out, you won't loose!

All CCEBMS students who singed up

for tutorial help and were assigned a

tutor must attend tutorials regularly.

Failure to attend tutorial sessions

regularly will jeopardize your tutorial

service. If you requested a tutor and do

not know who your tutor is, contact

Carol Young as soon as possible.

Navy Reserve College Student

No active duty

Training on weekends and

Good pay. $5042.00
Cash bonus for

Navy and other service

Call Collect (617) 786-2927

opportunity

required

summertime
educational benifit

certain rates

veterans welcome
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St. Patrick Ewing he's not, rich he is

by Chris Allen

Numnio Staff

Patrick Ewing, saying he is not St. Patrick, let alone

a franchise savior, signed a contract recently with

the New York Knicks thot makes him the highest-

paid rookie ever in pro basketball and one of the

richest ever in professional sports.

The value and length of the contract were not

disclosed by Ewing, or the Knicks or ProServ Inc. the

Washington -based agency that handled the

negotiations for the 7-foof center from

Georgetown University. Estimates ranged from five

to seven years and from $12 million to $1 5 million.

But at a Madison Square Garden news

conference announcing the signing. Donald Dell

Chairman of PreServ, said Ewing "will be the

highest- paid rookie ever in the NBA."

Ewing regarded as the best defensive center to

come out of college since Bill Russell in the 1950's,

said he felt no pressure to turn around the Knicks'

fortunes by himself. New York finished 24-58 last

year and earned the right to draft Ewing No. 1 in

the National Basketball Association's June draft by

winning a lottery amng the seven worst teams in the

NBA.

In his four years at Gorgetown, the Hoyos went to

the finals of the NCAA Championship

Touornament three times, winning the title in 1984.

He averaged 1 4.6 points and 9.2 rebounds a gome

as a senior.

"I have nothing to be worried about." Ewing

said."All I con do is play as hard as I can. I don''

consider myself a savior.l'm not Jesus or even St.

Patrick."

Dave DeBusschers, the Knicks' vice president in

charge of basketball operations, called the signing

"a significant day in the history of New York we all

look forward to seeing the great attitude and

determination of this young man."

Training camp for the Knicks this past Saturday.

"I feel great and I'm glad it's over," Ewing said "I

can get down to what I do best and that's playing

boll. I left negotiations to my lawyers because I

didn't want to pressure them. I spent my summer

preparing myself to play."

The previous high NBA rookie salaries, to Ralph

Sampson and Akeem Olajuwon of the Houston

Rockets, were for close to $ 1 million a piece the last

two years

The only other rookies in American sports who

signed contracts that may have been worth more

than Ewing's were three football quarterbacks.

Steve Young signed a multi year poet worth on

estimated $40 million with Los Angeles of the U.S.

Football Leogue John Elwoy a five-year contract

worth about $1 million each season with the

National Football's league's Denver Broncos, and

Bernie Kosar a four-year contract with the

leveland Brown of the NFL worth about $1 .4 million

each year

Knicks Coach Hubie Brown said Ewing will ploy

both center and power forward for the Knicks

rotating at those positions with Bill Cartwright, who

waSiHnjured all lost season, and Pot Cummings.

r

Interested in campus sports?

Write for NUMMO NEWS
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W\th Julian Tynes

Welcome to another week of Nummo Sports Talk.

Baseball is the main focus as the pennant race gets

right. All you Yankee fans, sorry! il Iooks nke the

"Bronx Bombers" are going to get bombed right

out of the race. The Bluejoys ore for real! Of

course the Yankees, Billy Mortin and Ed Whitson

ore so close.

The Mets and the Cards look like they will be

playing for the National League East title all the way

to the last day. Both teams hove more power. The

Cardinals are faster on the base paths and hit for a

higher overage. The Mets will win by one game (I

hope). The Dodgers hove loocked up the National

League West.

Meanwhile, in American League West, the Kansas

City Royals and the California Angels compete in

the least publicsized race.

In the National Football League only two teams

ore left in the undefeated ranks, the Los Angeles

Rams and the Chicago Bears. It looks like this could

be a good year for the Bears. Last year their

defense was rated second overall in the league,

(San Francisco 49ers were first) with all pros

Richard Dent and Don Hampton on the defensive

line and Mike Singletory backing them up os

linebacker, the Bears hod the most physical defense

in the N.F.L. Now with the addition of their first

round pick. All American defensive tackle, 6'3 320

pound William Perry, o.k.o. "The Refrigerator", the

Bears may hove the roughest, hardest hitting team

in all of football. Their previous weakspot, offense,

also has improved. All pro Walter Payton leads the

running attack, while Jim McMahon passes deep to

speedster Willie Gault and opens up the field with

passes to fullback Matt Suhey with Payton coming

out of the backfield. Wotch the Bears!

N.B.A. Watch: Watch the Lakers. Rumor has it

that they are making personnel moves to secure

their shot at a second consecutive National

Basketball Association title. Among their more

shocking moves has been the release of vetern

forwards Jamol Wilkes and Bob McAdoo, and the

signing of ex Pheonix Sun forward, Maurice Lucas.

The Lakers and the rest of the teams in the N.B.A.

will be spotlighted in Nummo s pre season look at

the N.B.A. later in the year.

Boxing Upset! Michael Spinks, in a big upset,

defeated Larry Holmes to become the first light

heavyweight to ever win the heavyweight

championship. Now Marvin Hogler wants a shot at

Spinks for his light heavyweight and heavyweight

championships. Hogler hopes to become the

middleweight, light heavyweight and heavyweight

champion. Continue reoding this column for

further developments.

ijIjAL'IVAt 1? AJxvo
Indebtedness to capitalist countries is a
problem in many Third World countries today

%*^ mm

S
COHHUNITY CUES

Bv KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

The problem of in-

debtedness in Third World
countries has increased
dramatically over the years.

It has increased so much,
that Third World courtries

owe large amounts of money
in the range of billions of

dollars.

"Third world countries as

a collective debt owe a

trillion dollars. Out of this

total, Latin america and
Caribbean countries owe
360 billion dollars. Most of

this money is owed to official

government agencies and
multilateral loaning institu-

tions," said George Mekun-
zie, a Social Thought and
Political Economy (STEPC)
student.

According to him, develop-

ing countries have
economical needs which
have to be met which can't

be fascilitated by domestic
economic activities."

"Whether talking
railroads of the United
States railway system,
either electrical plants or

other electrical generating
units, manufacturing
plants, and iacilities, coun
tries seeking to acquire

technological means which
they don't posses.s, tend to

borrow to facilitate such
transactions," he said.

»

The Union Progrom Council in ojjocialion with ihe Dulie t llington CommrWe* proudly pr«i«ntj on

evening with Morns Day with tpeciol guests FuH Force ond Liso liso: on Thursday October 24th ot

SOOprn inihe UMoJs Fine Arh Center Tickets ore $12.00 for UMoss students ond $14 00 general

public; at- Fine Arts Center box oHice. the Springfield Civic Center ond oil Dcrtotix locations in

Nonhomplon
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The pi'esent wave of in-

debtedness can be said to

have occurred largely

because of two factors.

"As dependent economies.

Third World countries tend
to specialize in the produc-

tion and export of primary
materials, be it agricultural

or minerals and the struc-

ture of the international

market as it relates to the

export of such primary pro-

ducts and import of finished

manufactured products
creates what is often called

balance of payment deficit,"

Mekunzie .stated.

The term balance of pay-

ment, deficit means that

Third World countries ex

port and receive for their ex

port less than what they pay
for their import.

Mekunzie said, "When
this happens, borrowing is

often resorted to enable
Third Wbrld countries to im-

port enough to meet their

domestic needs. "The
phenomena we're dealing
with is what is called declin

ing terms of trade."

Declining terms of trade

means Third World goods
exported to developed coun-

tries have a value added
than developed countries ex

port to Third World
countries.

This trend has been going
on for quite some time.

Recognizing these unfair

terms of trade. Third World
countries banded together

within the framework of the

United Nations, expre.ssing

concern over what
economists generally term
as the increasing gap bet

ween the developed and
underdeveloped world.

"Eleven years ago. the

United Nations overwhelm
ingly resolved that for this

process of relative increas

ing underdevelopment to be
reversed, there was a need to

implement the New World
nternational Order (NEIO),
What the order called foi-

was the establishment of

mechanisms for the free

How of technology from the
developed to the
undeveloped countries. It

al.so called for mechanisms
to insure more favorable

means of trade and addi

tionally, it called for a com
plete restructuring of the in

ternational financial

system," Mekunzie stated.

Prices have also played a

major role in the Third
World indebtedness, "Bet-

ween 1975 and the present,

the developed economies
have been shifting

backward and forward from
recession to recession. The
latest recession, back in the

early 1980s, brought about
the economic jargon stagfla-

tion."

"The existence of stagfla-

tion heightened national

consciousness to the fact the

capitalist world economy ex-

ists in a constant state

crisis. To life the U.S.

economy ftut of its tagllated

state, the Reagan ad-

ministrat ion employing
supply side monetary
policies, have created a ctm-

dition in which the U.S.,

while having one of the

largest deficits in the world,

was able to attract the in-

flow of dollars from other

parts of the world through
artificially high interest

rates," Mekunzie said.

"To make matters worse."

lie coiUiiuied. "We have a

situation in which the Inter-

national Monetary Fund
(IMFt. created as a result of

the 194.5 Brentwoods con
lerence whose preview is to

supervise the international

financial system, operates

in a manner which can he
best described as suspect in

its dealing with Third World
countries.

"

"It is commonly held by

Third World countries who
have had to deal with the

IMF that theii- policies an-

not only inappropriate
because of its mechanistic

approach, but that in

general, the IMF tends to do

the bidding of the developed

countries whose voting

power in the IMF, based on

their financial contribution

to the fund, far outstrips

that of the Third World com
munity of nations." he said.

In the 1970s, the interna

tional banking community
found itself in possession of

an overfiow of petrol dollars

or Eurodollars as it is call

ed in economic terms,
following the increa.se of the

Organization of Petioleum
Exporting Countries
(OPEC) oil price.s.

SAVE*50
.ArtCarvcd SiUidium " college rings arc now more affordable than ever

( ;hoose from an incredible \ariet\ of styks.

.See vour .Art( larved rcpresentat'xe now

and s.»ve S.SOon a great Siladiuni college nng.

E\er\ \rt( iarved ring is backed b\ a lull Lifetime Warranty.
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Paid editorial positions now available

at the Collegian

— associate editorial editor

— associate black affairs editor

— associate arts editor

— copy editor

To apply for a position, pick up an

application in the Collegian newsroom

at 113 Campus Center.
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PART-TIME OPPORTUNITIES

MAKE YOUR OWN SCHEDULE!

rfFFJFalf=J<=Jig'm

If you know the basics of home construction or weatherization

(or even if you consider yourself to be "handy around the house"),

DMC Energy needs your talent to motivate area home owners to

save energy.

We have an immediate need for part-time energy auditors.

These are flexible positions which put you in charge of your

schedule. This is an ideal opportunity for anyone who wishes to

work, but needs a part-time position which won't interfere with

classes. No sales involved.

There is a three week training course (part-time). You will be

paid a stipend of $27.00 per each training day. Upon successful com-

pletion if training and passing of certification tests, you will be giver

a bonus of $125.00. Another bonus of $125.00 will be given you upon

completion of one month's service, provided you have performed

quality work.

There is a $16.00 payment for each credit completed, plus a

$5.00 expense reimbursement for each completed audit.

Our next training class begins on October 15. If you are In-

terested in the positions or would like additional information, please

contact Ms. Temple at 1-800-332-2754 as soon as possible.

All University Women
lnvite(d

IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
OPEN RUSH

Tues. 10/8.

We(d. 10/9.

.5-6 PM Dinner

.7-8 PM Fiesta

Conne see what Sorority life

is all about!!

406 North Pleasant St.

256-6874
asEzzsi ^m

FINANCIAL AID - SPRING 1986
Financial Aid Forms (FAFs) for the Spring 1986 semester (for

those who have not applied for financial assistance) can be ob-

tained at the Financial Aid Ofice, 243 Whitmore Admin. BIdg.

Priority will be given to those applications received by College

Scholarship Service (CSS) by October 15, 1985.

Guaranteed Student Loan applications (GSL, HELP, PLUS,

etc.) are due in this office by Friday, December 13, 1985 if they

are to be used to defer payent of Spring 1986 Semester Fee

Bills.

PELL Grant Student Aid Reports (SARs) are due in this office

by Friday, December 13, 1985 if they are to be used to defer

payment of the Spring 1986 Semester Fee Bills.

APPLICATION DEADLINE -

OCTOBER 15, 1985
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Le Boudoir reveals a romantic

undercurrent for Fall!

Choose from our wide selection of

teddies, camisoles &
tap pants, bras and bikinis, nightgowns ^

and much more.

We carry such famous designers as Sami,

Lily of France, Christian Dior, Olga and

St. Eve.

Plus Dancewear by Dance France

for your dance classes.

Come in and browse!

G

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 549-6915

M-S 10-5:30, Sun. 12-5:00
QCJ^c^'^'csi? ftc^c^-^^aap c^^^ct"^:!^ ^c^ct)'"''?^^^
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TUESDAY
RACK-A-ViDEO ENTERTAINMENT

presents

- Giant Ten Foot Screen - HEY 19!
Happy Birthday, Marcel ine.

From everyone at

Cooper, Burch and Howe.

— .•*l>r\rtlCC . Latest Video Releases •

"the
PUB

15 E. PLEASANT ST./AMHERST MA
413-349-1200
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BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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call 5-2626
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w e a t h r

TODAY
Mostly sunnv with highs in tht

TONIGHT
' nud (iOs

(•l.>ar and cool with the lows in the lOs. Bundlf up
TOMORROW

Pint Iv sLinnv skies, breezy and warm with ti'inpt-r, iiuri'>

in tht" 70 75 lanf^'e.

Copy editor needed
immediately

Do you have good spelling, grammar, style? Are
you free Thursday nights? Want to earn $10? (Ix)w

pay, but great experience.) Copy editors proof all

new stories for the above, and write headlines. Come
see Anne McCrory at 113 Campus Center, after 2:30

p.m. today for an application and qualifying exam;
bring your AP stylebook. Applications must do bet-

ter than 80 percent on the quiz for consideration.

Come done today!

po THE

CROSSWORD PUQLE
ACROSS

1 Chesi
5 Spatter

to Small bird

t4 Thailand,

formerly

15 Mam artery

16 Common line

ture Comb
form

17 Superkid ol car

toons
19 Mix II

20 Kevin Curren s

torle

21 Farm machine
23 Serves the pur

pose
25 Ivy league

school

26 A son of Jacob
29 Thai

32 Highway
maneuver

35 fvlax the lighter

36 Johnboy s

brother

36 Cincinnati

player

39 Arab garments
40 Archie s *ife

41 Super'

42 Kiddie shojv

watcher
43 Symtx)! in an

cient manu
scripts

44 Warmed over

cabbage, to

some
45 Allan ol the

Oreen Moun
lain Boys

47 In medias
48 Apogees
49 l^asten

51 Leisure

53 Maker oi

strange bed
fellows''

57 Face
61 Germane
62 Kermit smiiieu

64 Prevalent

65 Go on
(spree)

66 Noted Italian

family

67 Umps' relatives

68 Schisms
69 Ascend

hdiled b) Trud

DOWN
CEO s helper

Mellow
City in

Normandy
Rectifiers

Analyze gram
matically

Mauna
Rainbows
Editor snota
tion

Hassle
Meander, in

Scotland
Show for the

pre school set

Steve's partner

Bete
(bugbear)

Designer of the

New Look
Metrical foot

Fast pitch

Nullify

Clog s cousin
Cartoon cat

Id walK

Dense
Category
Utopias

( Michel Jaffr

36 CSA general

Stuart

37 Sounds ol sur-

prise

41 Approaches
43 Sit

'

(repress)

46 Sets straight, in

a way
46 fell upon

a day WS
50 Arizona Indians

52 Alleges

53 'Voung salmon
54 Steinbeck

character

55 Darling

56 TV attraction

58 Expression ol

discovery

59 I've SIX

pence '

60 Pitcher

63 Touch gently

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Shident Health

Advisory Board

Positions are available for those interested

and /or concerned with health, education,

business, community relations, politics, and

more. Please attend our first meeting;

refreshments will be served. ^

Tuesday, October 8

Room 304 - 5:30 p.m.

University Health Center

j^*****¥*¥***¥#*¥**¥*¥¥¥¥¥*-***j.

. OPEN RUSH!
/\ Interested Women,

Join the Sisters
ofAxn

A/NA Alpha Chi Omega J

for a Dynasty Partyl J
Wed. Oct. 9 at 8:30 p.m.

For more info call Linda

549-5697 545-2152

38 Nutting Ave»««»»« *«**«*«
If

If

iiiiiiiimmiWiiiHmiiiiimiiiiHiiniiiiiiiiiiimimiiiiinmiiiHiiiiiiimiiins

InR^ns
TUE...

MOVIE NIGHT
first runmovies

50*drinks

free hotdoigs&popcorn

DOOR PRIZES
INItlNIIWIIIINHNIIIIIIIIHI

NOCOVER S
IIHIIINNHIIIIIINNtlllR

Wednesday Oct. 9th
The Phenomena

KENNY the WHALE
Spinning what you want and more

from over 5,000 vinyl platters •

Thursday Oct. 10th

LIVE ON STAGE
The man who put rock Into

Rock N' Roll

Bp DIDDLEY
plus special guests

The Wildcat O'Halloran Band
Tix $7.00 in advance; $8.00 at the door

Tickets at Albums in Amherst, Main St.

Records In Northampton and at Dynamite

Records In Thome's Market.

jiNuisjiui iffriii^fff fi tiiiiu/n

J. t^---n " **

IJ E Bi.fc»b*N' i • w^e"3' / ^.i-ti'iSC

The Sub is now hiring drivers

for deliveries.

Must have own car.

Part time, full time.

Inquire at Sub
; at 33 E. Pleasant St. Amherst. J

Running Short on Spending Money?
I

Collegian Employment

Distribution of the Collegian
Monday - Friday

I

I

Must have a car and mornings free until 11:00

We are now hiring drivers to

start immediately

Excellent Salary and Experience

Come down and fill out an application

at the Collegian Office

Deadline Friday October 11, 1985

M^MIMIMM

What if

Youdoritget
into the

grad school
ofyour choice?

Ofcourse you may get into

another school, but why settle?

Prepare for the LSAT. GMAT.
GRE, MCAT or any grad school
entrance exam with the best test

prep organization— SlarJey H.

Ki<plan.

ror nearly 50 years. Kaplans
test- faking techniques have pre-

pared over 1 million students for

admission and licensing tcits of
all kinds So call. Why go (o just

£iny grad school, when you
can go to the right one?

,1KAPLAN
SIANlfVH ICAPlANEDUCAriONAiaNTtlllTO

The worid's leading

test prep organization.

358 N. Pleasant
549-5780

ENROLLING NOW
for Dec LSAT/GRE

The
fastest-growing

profession

in America.
AccordlHig to the US. Bunau of Labor Statistics,

the need hit panleg/ab is altout to doubJb.

Now is the time to become a part of this

dynamic profession . . . and there is no finer train-

ing available than at Philadelphia's acclaimed

Institute for Paralegal Training. After just four

months of intensive study, we will find you a job

in the city of your choice. We are so confident oT
the marketability of our graduates that we offer a

unique tuition refund plan.

To learn how you can add market value to

your college degree, return the coupon or call toll-

free: 1-800-222-IPLT.

We'll be on campus ^Q^^^

Contact your placement office to arrange for an
individual interview or group presentation.

Housing and
Financial Aid
available

THE INSUFLrrE
FORPARMfCAL
TRAINING

Approved try the

American Bar
A<isociation

Mail this coupon to: RUMA
Institute for Paralegal Training
1926 Arch Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Please send a copy of your catalogue.

Name

( ilv JSme. ./.p.

Phone
(vr 11* fjTid t

Iptr^rni)

irfootball continued from page 12

well has 301 yards, Neri 279 . . . UMass has
934 yards on the ground, 186 yards-a-game.

Opponents have been sacked 22 times, four

times each by Eddie Sullivan and Mike
Dwyer ... a reporter from a Rhode Island

newspaper asked URI coach Bob Griffm,

"Do you think the condition of the field ef-

fected the game?" Griffin just smiled.

There are nine UMass starters on the in-

jured list but on a positive note, backup

*soccer—
who gave up a total off eight

goals in just two games.

St. Joseph's (Pa.) defeated

NU 3-0 in the consolation

game. The Huskies were
outscored 8-0 for the
tournament.

The Minutemen are still

perfect at home with a 7-0

record. UMass has won five

tailback Ted Barrett (shoulder) and the
starting outside linebacker Paul
Manganaro will be back in action on
Saturday.

PunterAinebacker Jim Tandler (knee),

tight end Mike Kelley (shoulder), defensive
end Bruce Strange (knee) are out for the
year. . . PK Silvo Bonvini (hip), who miss-
ed the last two games, is questionable.

straight, nine of ten, and
have not given up a goal in

its last four games.
Goalkeepers Don Donahue
and Sam Ginsburg have
each had two of the
shutouts.

Going into the weekends
action, Massachusetts was
ranked second in New

—— continued from page 12

England behind the na-

tionally ranked University
of Connecticut. The
Minutemen and the
Huskies clash on October 16
in Storrs.

UMass' next action is this

Saturday against the
University of Rhode Island
at Boyden Field at 2 p.m.

ifNew York continued from page 12

will be the third guard, and a good one
having prepped in summer games with

Magic Johnson and his buddies in

Michigan.
The Celtics frontcourt can not be mat-

ched up with by any NBA team with the

addition of Walton. Boston potentially

could play a lineup of Robert Parish at

center, Walton and Kevin McHale at for-

wards and a backcourt of Dennis Johnson
and Larry Bird.

Tfeke Parish or Walton out, move Bird to

the frontcourt and Danny Ainge moves in.

Scott Wedmen, Vincent, Greg Kite and so-

meone from the Rick Carlisle-Sly

Williams-David Thirdkill group add quali-

ty depth.

Red, after losing to the hated Lakers,

didn't sit still, he's added the best

available players to his team. The K nicks

won Ewing on the virtue of a lottery and
have done nothing else to help themselves.

I feel almost bad for New Yorkers. The
subway series is but a dream, the Rangei*s

and Islanders are fading fast and the

Giants and Jets are, well the Giants and
Jets. Now the Knicks, despite the addition

of Ewing, will fail.

The Celtics, for some reason, have a

quality about them that doesn't permit

them to lose. K.C. Jones is a class coacji,

Gaston, Cohen and Dupree are cariiTg

owners and Red is a legend.

So New Yorkers, watch as the Green rule

the league again and cry some more.

There are two great teams in the NBA, the

Celtics and the Lakers. All the rest are

pretenders to the throne.

The Red Sox may be out of it by every

July 4th, the Patriots will never get

anywhere and the Bruins glory days are

past, but the Celtics carry Boston's heart

with them everytime they go on the court.

Basketball season is here, finally. The
first time I see Ewing complain to the of-

ficials, Hubie stomp up-and-down and
Cartwright mistime a jumper, I'll be con-

tent knowing I'm a Celtics fan.

Delta Zeta
cordially invites

all university women to

OPEN RUSH
7:30 PM

10/8, Tues:

10/9, Wed:

10/10, thurs:
1 1 PhiMip Street

Contact: Shezi at 253-9916

Ueberroth to take drug action
NEW YORK (APt -

Baseball Commissioner
Peter Ueberroth savs he is

"going to take action" m the

near future against baseball

players who have recently

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days
253-7018

Watch for

our Valuable

Coupons on

Mondays &
Wednesdays

fP.M?l". ?J-. ^."!?*^'?l'.'yA

rentAnreck

New & Used Cars
Truck* & Vara Also Avalable

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880 .

•
;

admitted taking' dru^s.

Tin not goinj,' to pre-

publicizf it,' said Uchcr
roth, "but I'm going to look

at all the information, I'm

going to meet with each one,

and I'm going to look at

them eyeball to-eyeball and
the detrimental efTect this

has had on baseball
'

Ueberroth made his com-
ments in response to urg-

ings to take actions against

such players as Cincinnati's

Dave Parker and Dieth Her-

nandez of the New York

Mets.

l^J^^^^^^*^*^*4**^^**¥¥*¥**¥***************#

4-

4-

Now Open

rmelina!

Saltinbocca -

Veal Saltinbocca, rolled

pieces of veal stuffed with

prosciutto, three cheeses,

sage, and sauteed in a double

wine sauce.

Vangole Giovanni
Clams Giovanni - Fresh
clanns coated with prosciutto

and wine stuffing and baked.

Very appetizing.

OPEN TUESDAY -

An Authentic
Italian Restaurant

Few Samples From Our Menu:
Frutte di Mare
Alfredo

4-

Seafood Alfredd - Fettuccine ^
Alfredo made with a creamy
seafood sauce. Be adven-

turous and satisfied.

Gamberi alia Diavola
Shrimp Devils Style - Shrimp
in a mildly spicy red sauce on
a bed of linguine. Another of

the chefs favorites.

SUNDAY 4:00 - 10:00 PM

96 Russell St.

You're invited to bring your own beer and wine.

(Rte 9) JKadley 584-8000

Collegian is now accepting

applications for position of

SUBSCRIPTION
MANAGER

This position entails a

highly responsible individual.

Apply at the Collegian

113 Campus Center

Application deadline is

Friday, October 11.

^^^.^*¥********************************

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Pnme to Colleaian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Men - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day
^ Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AAA RESUME SERVICE

PrefM.tonat conauHMion/praparatlen
of rMumM, covm l«tw» Rob 263-7527

ACTIVITIES

En.rgv and Economic D«v.iopm«nt:

Olob.) v«Mvt .nd iMuw in GrMce MIT

Zjidttori»*n 9-lfiO Cwnbfidg., M«M Oclobw
12-13, 1«»9wn
CiSln iMIIww rtdamuMf 1 tmrnmr^
Uithaian CtHlrc^ twiiotraw, b.B*notnQ «
5.10. Bupqw ani dttomHon. M m*

Marcury MonM'Ch .xc. condH.

AM/FM 66k orig m8M ntrti pant A/C, pwr

wind, now!. p»im »1B00 ell Erin 54fr«160

ItTS Plymouth Fury O06-3B78 until 6

7t HraMrd A/C. M«*o. good cond »2e00

Of BOB<MB46
ItM Ford OrMid Torino mcHint condi-

tion nw« iir«. »hock», cartmmv>i. PS PB
AC FM Tap. call 2S3-9917

wwtsm vm*/. all lacilitias. MOO incluaivB

Avaitabl. Nov 1 Call now 665-7928

Avall.bi. Octobor 16. on. iMdroom apart-

rrwnt In Sundwiand (routa 1161 rwit in

cludM utilitiM Call Clitfaide Aparlmwita.

606-3968 on bua route acroaa from 7 11

•rt Capri rur« graat. No ruat MOO can

166

2 bedroom condo partialty turniahad. No

pata. Maximum 3 paraona MOO monttily

Echo Hill. 10 montha iMaa. 253-2912

NYC ColumbiaTroa Larg. quiat 6 rooma

avaHabi. now for Wad-Mon on ragular ^

—

413-288-0102

organizational akilla Appticationa can b. ob
tained in SU 434 or SU 420 or call 646-0341
axt 7 AA/EEO

Sick of DC food? Gat out of tha OC'ai Gat
a rabata of your mail plan monay ptua fraa

homa cookMl maala. Only 16 to 20
hta/wwk CaH Jim at 546-2160

Mualclana/Small Banda wrantad for cof-
fa. houan for davatopmantafty diaablad
yout>g adulta. F«4|Hing avaliaWa avwiinot
263^^07

U)«T

ImpwtMM ArmanlMi Club MMtIng Oct.

98:30 pm CC - won't ba a long maatlng. but

H'a Impoftanti'

UPC Qanaral Maatlng. W« ara your con

cart connactionii New mamben walcom..

TTfT>.; 8:30 pm; Data; Tuaaday, Oct. 8;

Place: Comrr>onw.alth Boom

Fro. Introductory LMtur.: Tranacendan

tal Medtlation Live Without Straaa and Un

lokl Full Potentiar Thu Oct 10 7 30 PM
Campua Ctf 903

MM Siiburti OL 6 ipd axoaBant condWon
n.SOO miloe naad caah mual aall tISOO or

BOMS«74
1870 Ford QT Torino good condition 400 or

BO Tom 266-6708

70 Vohm 142, aolid, raHaMa 486 or BO
1 287 3081

1987 Volvo 1228. atrong angina, raliabia,

»700 263 5074 Beth

1977 Red Chev Camaro good condition 2

extra tires ft spare, AM FM caaaette 1100 or

BO call PM 549 0462

"CASH"

ADVCRTI8IN0. ANV0NE7

Wa ara a young, anergatic Northampton

advartiaing firm We aaak a hard-wotting,

confident paraon to aaaiat in o«"«f"JJ***,
Muat have own whaala. If intaraatad. plaaaa

call 686-2136

Paying caah for baaaball carda call Mike

at646<105

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

AUTO TOR SALE

100% wool only MO in tha Concouraa 3

daya a weak in Octoto.r a., you thwe

ENTERTAINMENT

InOKponalva vtroman'a ehlrla. man/ tO/taa

all under 120 Kenya baga »ie call 64^4863

Lab Sartea lOOw guitar amplHlar axe 1275

or BO caM Rob 549-4141

Bundy Fiuta. Excellent condKion, very

raraty utad 276 00 or best offer 666 7544

Computer Terminal with modem I3p0 or

BO Diane 549 1449

foyotal:aiica 74 MOO runs well 549 4168

HlVCabinata 2 and 4 drawer standard anc

legal aire office quality and steel desks Nc

Amherst Motors 549 2880

HLX home stereo speakera IW want

110 256^0766

lO^apaad Schwinn Varalty bike is in goo(

condition call Karen 646^1027
________

toatht Lot «•>«/»

Daaparataly aaoking that aaOHy TA from
LSO a comrade in arma

Mona P~Now that we have tiaan formaMy

introduced, and you remwnbered my name,

lata go out aome tima. kwk me up Jim S

Omigodll - TanitTaZO'^rhere's tha Oil of

Olay? Happy B day. Swaatiai Love alwaya.

your Wtchin' roommate

Happy Na«v Year to the brothaca of Lamb-
da Chi Alpha and tha aiatars of Sigma Kappa

k>va. tf»a alatara and pledgee of Phi Mu

To Xan Ni and CM
lloati Low*, tha SMan and Cf PN

caiLaah

Rad aplral notebook IMIcBio 3101 and

goM woman'a watch large rewadi 648-4716

briviars Ucanaa/I.D. caM Dave Paekham
6<fr4436 I can't drir^k writhout H'

MUSIC
~

Attantten Banda. Mualelans - Embaaay
Recording Studio offers you 16 track state

of the art for less (jmat for demo tap«
Amherst 24 hrs 549 7640

- 1 ramambafad. Happy BIrlMav. with

tove. Sta^ania

Happy BIrtltday Captain glad to aaa you
I it thru 21 yra of the high aaaa

MIsa our flnit meeting? WSYL atill haa

ahihi available Thursday 10/10 7:00

Webatar Lounge . _

PERSONALS

1880 Dataun Pickup IBOO call 288^1320

aak for Gary Jr. ^

1874 Impair240d6 mileei greet condition

beet offer caK MHea 266-0033 evenlnga

77 Cutlaee Supreme exc. cortd new

brakaa. tiree. r(». rS. AC. 546-7207

Rack-A-Dlac Entertainment Agency.
Otac Jockeya. large screen video dmces,

»9W ahowa and rantala. 648-7144

roR RENT

Ona badroom tig*, at Cdffalda. Snwt

Fraahman Student Athletic Trainera
10-12 hours/weak contact in Boyden Train-

ing Room (19) tel 54&2Bee

Superior Pliia naada kitchen help, mor
ninga or nights Pleaee call 5490826^

The office of the 80A Attorney Qanaral

haa ona poaitlon available for an Aaaiatant

Attorney. Appticenis snuuid iieve sUorifi

Looking for Chriatian Fallowahip? The
Alliance Christian Fellowship is now
meeting! Call Mark K3-7206 or Jen
646-9afe for Info ^
Qabba Qabba Hayt • Tha Ramonae are

coming*

The Ramonaa ara playing UMaaal Watch
thia space for info

Borderilne Sought. No worda, |ust ataras

One-way perfactlva? la the frier>dahip wilting

too? Need to talk Soon

So what'a thIa I hear about Mom and
tha Ruda People doing a mualc vidao?

PROPESSIONALTVPINO SERV^CE^

Caaea. papera. diaaartatlona. theaea, on
campus, depandabla, outatanding quality,

tow rates, 684-7924 ^ _
Brian's Typing Satvlca. Fast, accurate.

Available almoat anytime. 886-7882.

RIDE WANTED

FIND (JUT PC Box 641 Amherst MA OIOM

SERVICES

Profoaahtnal typlttt dona by UMaaa atu
aent. rieaaonabia raiaa. R Charron
1«37^)0«4

TAILOR Allaretion Eiipert SarTlxOay Ser-
vice Available SHAANN S Rt 118
Sunderler>d Open 8 am 886-3878

COINS 1ZI/121 tutoring 6.00~par hr.

former 123/121 greder Alax 28»123B

M - WE RMNT m Wordp(t>-
loeka baiter itian typtrtg aavaa

tkna and •. Beat aarvtoe towaat rawa -

TOTAL ACCESS 188 Main Northampton
VM012

TOBUBHf

Looking for 2 woman to share large. s«in-

ny room in a two bedroom Crown Pt Apt.

bus route, close to campua and shopping.

Available immadiataly' Plaaae caH Kim
2535406

TRAVEL

Naad ride to UNH Durftam area. Satur

day 10/12 after noon, call Haliene 266 0970

aerty mominga or late evenings, will share

ROOMMATE WANTID

1~er 2 mature houaamataa twpmad to

ahsre 3 bedroom apt on Rt 6 Er 10 in Deer-

fleid ork:e ia neootiable Martv 686^2931

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND
November 1 3 drinking age 18 $89. *79 call

Bonnie 6 6432

Campua Rep needed for Council Travel

Servicea/CIEE great travel benafit*i<* For in-

fo, call carol at 266 1281

TYWNO > WORD PROCESBIWO

i^t day aervlc^TYPE RITE 253 5111

QUALITY TYPING Long or abort protect*^

WIH correct grammar speHmg. & punctus
tion Meticulous proofreading New IBM
tvpatwrltet. 648-0367

WANTED
SAVE ISO

Qr«M Blfl Of p«*aon«l traMura. SASE to

Two howewnaiaa Montaaue farm houae

\m*lmo. can 7 PM 10PM 387 2148
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SPORTS
Football notebook

Offense stumbling for

battered Minutemen
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Two games, six points. Something's

wrong with the University of

Massachusetts offense.

Head coach Bob Stull doesn't like to make

excuses for his football team, but there are

exc uses to be made.

For starters, there are the starters. Nine

Minuteman regulars missed Saturday's 7-3

loss to Rhode Island, including quarterback

Dave Palazzi.

Its becoming more than a coincidence

that since Palazzi separated his shoulder

in a 27-3 victory over Holy Cross UMass

has gone from a team that averaged 26

points-per game to one that averages three.

The blame can not be placed on the two

quarterbacks that have replaced Palazzi,

Jim Simeone and Bob Williamson. The

fault, if anv exi.sts, is with the offense in

general. UMass has lost its concentration:

missing handoffs. fumbling m key situa-

tions and failing to capitalize in key

situations.

Stull came to UMass as a reknowed of-

fensive coach, but has built, with the

valuable help of defensive coordinator Jim

Reid, one of the toughest defenses in divi-

sion 1-AA.

The UMass defense has played well

enough to win five games, allowing a mere

nine-points-per-game and less than 100

yards a game on the gi-ound. The defense

has given the offense good field position and

put UMass in a position to win.

Against Harvard and Rhode Island, the

Minutemen had the ball late in the game,

trailing by a touchdown or less, but failed

to score. The Minutemen are two short scor-

ing drives away from a 4-1 record.

In both the Harvard and Rhode Island

games, the UM offense gave the ball away

deep in enemey territory, throwing away a

,-hance to win the game.

The defense will face a different kind of

test on Saturday against Northeastern in

Boston. The Huskies, a 3-0 loser to UMass

last season, are playing the wishbone

The Huskies are 0-3 and despite the

wishbone, should be easy pickings for the

UMass defense.

The wishbone, with its multiple options,

can confuse a defense but UMass should be

able contain it and go back to .500 at 3-3.

After that however, UMass gets back in-

to Yankee Conference play, facing Maine

and Boston University at home, two must

victories if the Minutemen want to serious-

ly contend for the league title, their self

professed goal.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: About

30 minutes before Saturday's scheduled

kickoff, a bolt of lightning hit a pole across

the street from the staduim, sending out a

ball of light and causing reporters to

wonder why they were sitting in metal

chairs high above the stadium. . .freshman

linebacker John McKeown leads the team

in tackles with 60. . .John Crowley leads

in receptions with 11 for 164 yards. . .op-

ponents have only scored one touchdown on

the ground, URI's reverse on Saturday. The

defense has allowed just 424 yards in five

games (84.8 yards-a-game). . .Stull pointed

out the play of long-snapper Craig Wagner

and punter Dimitri Yavis in Saturday's

sloppy game . . . George Barnwell took over

the team rushing lead from Al Neri, Barn-

continued on page 11

lollegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Tailback George Barnwell and the University of Massachusetts

offense have slumped as of late, scoring six points in two games.

Field hockey out of slump, at NU

CollffOan photo by Paul Desmarait.

Forward Erin Caniff, right, and the UMass

field hockey team face Northeastern in Boston

this afternoon.

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Field hockey fans can breathe easily again now that the

seventh ranked University of Massachusetts field hockey

team has reestablished its regional dominance.

With rejuvinated confidence, the Minutewomen, 6-2,

tackle Northeastern, a team playing below .500 this

season, today at 3:30 p.m. in Boston.

A week ago, the team was reeling from an unnerving

2-1 overtime loss to an outclassed Springfield College

squad. The loss dropped the Minutewomen three places

in the national rankings to their current positon but more

importantly it indicated that UMass would need to work

much harder to achieve winning results, UMass coach

Pam Hixon said.

After destroying Yale, 4-0, Thursday in New Haven and

Maine, 3-0, Sunday at Totman Field, the Minutewomen

demonstrated that the determination to win had paid off

and that they had reaquired their missing concentration.

"We're playing more like a team now," Hixon saidprefer-

ring to her team's victories since losing to Springfield.

In pounding an ineffective Maine squad, UMass, as it

had done all year, controlled the tempo and outshot its

opponents by an eye-popping margin. But as it had failed

to do in its previous two losses this season, UMass was

able to capitalize on its opportunities, tallying goals in

stead of just impressive shot margins.

The Minutewomen have been hot behind the scoring ot

senior All-America defenseman Megan Donnelly who has

five goals in her last two games. The Minutewomen will

have to take the scoring burden off of Donnelly if they ex-

pect to win. Sophomore defenseman Amy Robertson,

recently swiched to right wing has been impressive ac-

cording to Hixon.

Sorry New Yorkers,

but Celtics will rule

Soccer notebook

Scoring picks up for men

rhe University of Massachusetts is an

interesting place for a sports fan.

p'or every Red Sox, Bruins, Celtics or

Patriots fan, there exists a Yankee, Met,

Knick.s, Rangers, Islanders, Giants or Jets

fan.

New Yorkers, because of the lack of de

Peter Abraham
cent colleges in that state, flock to

Massachusetts' schools and bring then-

sporting opinions with them.

Which brings us to the age-old question;

the Celtics or the Knicks. who's better?.

This born and bred Kastern

Massachu.setts kid is here to tell you that.

„nce again, the Celtics are the class of the

NBA and with little trouble will pound

Ihi' hapless Knicks.

•Patnck Ewing" New \orkers aw

screaming. Granted, even 1 will admit.

Patrick iH a great player Hnw.ver he can

not do It without a supporting ca.st

The Knicks have nothing to help their

new star High scoring Bernard King wil

mi.ss at least 40 games and the inefTectual

nill t-.tivV..lH'-i

much of the start of the season

Who's left? Louis "Ghandi" Orr is

holding out, the backcourt is feeble and

the starting small forward is Ernie

Grunfeld. Depth is non-existent and

Hubie Brown, despite all his claims, is not

the best coach in the NBA, far from it.

The Knicks, as good a defensive team as

they are, are still a few players away from

respectability, so put that in your

Mercedes and take it back to the Island.

The Celtics, however, will reign the

Atlantic Division again. Quinn Buckner.

Ray Williams. ML. Carr and Cedric Max-

well did not play in the final game of the

198,5 championship series, th^y are gone.

In their place. Red Auerbach has put

Bill Walton. Sam Vincent and Jerry

Sichting.

Red. as he has done many times before,

has stolen the league blind again. Max-

well wasn't going tfi play hard for thf

( eltics again. Walton, who when healthy

IS the best center around, expressed a

desire to play for the Celtics and is a

Celtics type of player. Sichting will pro

vide shooting off the bench while Vincent

rnntmui'il i>n page 11

B.v BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

When the University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team suffered key injuries a

week ago to Andy Bing, the club's leading

scorer, and hardworking midfielder John

Shannon, coach Jeff Gettler voiced the need

for more offense from his forwards.

"I am hoping the forwards will put some

goals in the net", said Gettler three games

ago. "The midfielders have been doing the

scoring, so now the forwards have to get on

track."

In those three games, the Minutemen
have scored a total of eight goals, all com

ing from the forward position.

This resurgence of olTensive output from

the UMass front line has been led by Tom
(iiordano Uhree goals, two assistsi, F'.J.

Zwicklbauer 'two goals, three assists), and

Nick Marciano (two goals).

After Massachusetts rolled om i N'or

th«'a.stern University 5 in its opening

game of the UMass Invitational on Satur

day, Gettler s main concern for Sunday's

championship match was his team's

attitude.

"1 am just worried we will he too cocky."

said Gettler on Saturday. "We are a lunch

pail team, we do it with hard work, and if

we get away from that we will be in trou-

ble."

But the coach was happy with the clubs

effort on Sunday. "Playing Hartford was a

real incentive." said Gettler. "They beat us

in the final last year."

The Minutemen outscored its opponents

this weekend 6-0 and outshot them by an

astounding 36-10 margin.

Defender Matthew Gushing was reward-

ed for his contribution to the two shutouts

by being named the tournament's Most

Valuable Player. The sophmore sweeper

was all over the field, keeping the ball away

from the UMass net and controlling the

tempo of the game.

Along with Gushing; Bing, Marciano, and

Giordano were picked to the all tournament

team. An odd selection was Nort heasti'in

keeper Frank Stockwell,

(oiitiiiiiiil iin page II

Sports at a glance

UMasM sehecluli*:

Today

Field Hoekey: at Northeanlern. 3:30 p.m.

Women's Ili-nnU: C.tniiecticut, NOPE
Courts, a p.jn ^^
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Regents ok
new policy
Affirmative action

Bv GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON-After a heated debate, the

Board of Regents of Higher Education voted

9-3 yesterday to approve a report that

outlines a new series of affirmative action

policies for the state's public colleges and
universities.

The report from the regents' Affirmative

Action Office, titled "New Direction for Af-

firtmative Action," was openly criticized by

regent Edward T Sullivan who said he had

"great objections to this report, if it's

serious."

Sullivan began his argument by reading

sections of the report and repeatedly say-

ing, "I don't understand thi.s." He said some
of the wording in the report was too vague,

noting the use of verbs like "enrich,

strengthen, fortify...These are advertising

terms. Next we'll see 40 percent bran in the

report," he said.

As he argued against the policy in-

itiatives outlined in the 2.5-page report

Sullivan was at odds with most of the other

regents. Board member Mary Lou Ander-

son said, "It will be a sad day for the com-

monwealth and the board of regents if we
do not approve this affirmative action docu-

ment," she .said.

continued on page 3
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TAKING AIM—Lewis Dormitory in the Northeast Residential Area is fram-

ed in a circular window of Arnold Hall yesterday.

Commuters finally elected
More veovle vote
By JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The commuter area elections, which were nullified last

week by the Undergraduate Student Senate, ran smoothly

yesterday with about a 20 percent voter turnout.

John Crowley, governmental affairs chairman, said the

turnout was "much better than last week, " and "there

were absolutely no problems with this election."

Competition for the seats, which Crowley said was heavy

compared with previous years, explained the high voter

turnout. There were 43 candidates for the 28 .senate seats

and 18 candidates for the 13 governing board positions.

Last week the commuter elections were nullified by the

student senate because of a violation of SGA election rules

after some senators said they observed campaign leaflets

being handed out within 50 feet of the polling box located

outside the Hatch. Also, an "ethical violation" was brought

up when a candidate was seen staffing the ballot box for

the election he was running in. The election was in-

validated after the senate debated for nearly two hours

on the degree of the violations.

In yesterday's election, "both sides (ideologies) had

voting li.sts and were campaigning heavily," Crowley said.

However, he pointed out that no violations were observed

by either group.

"I feel that it is time to get onto other things other than

our own election.s," he said. "We can't have an active senate

without getting this over with."

Crowley, who was at the ballot boxes checking for any

violations, said he was "relieved" that the elections were

finally over.

The winners
Commuter area senate
Faith Lailv/Brian Culverhouse 121; Don Cassidy/Gayle Wintjen 110; Lisa

Bernard/Alesia Wanica 110; Grace Olshansky/Robin Gagnon 107; Seamua B.

McGovern 106; Chuck Konner 104; Pattee McGarry 103; Ellen Breslin 101;

^Joseph Sparks 100; ^aron Hoffman 97; Deborah A. Johnson 96; Christopher

J, McCarthy 96; Caroline Murray 95; David C. Martin 93; David J.

Musante/Mary T. Johnston 91; Joel Stanley 90: Jordan A. Rosner 87; Russell

Wallach 86; Patrick S, Costello 85; Karin Gauger/Mark DeNyse 79; Paul Col-

lins 78; H. Kelly/M. Saro{T77; Jane Lidsky 69; Johnson/Kaufman 68; April

Sinclair 68; Suzanne Murray 64; Yolanda Maldonado 58: Seth Kaplan 56

Commuter governing board
Joseph Sparks 169; Alex Guest 165; Lisa Talis 148; Leah Gordon 138; Melin

da L. Thomas 1.36; Ellen McCuUough 135; Talbert Swan 123; Joyce Chut-

chian 122; Drew Flint 121; Seth H. Kaplan 118, Dianne F Arico 117, Karin

Oaoger/Mark DeNyse 114; Jo«l Stanley 112

Science
experts
convene
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

The University of Ma.s.sachusetts is play-

ing host this week to more than 4.50 top

scientists and engineers from around the

world who are partaking in the IHH.'i Inter

national Geo.science and R^iuote Sensing

Symposium.
UMass engineering Profes.sor Calvin T.

Swift, who headed the conference's

technical programs conmiittee, said that

the main purpose of the symposium is to

allow engineers and scientists in this field

and other related fields to meet and ex-

change ideas and new information.

"There are 3.50 papers being presented on

many different topics some of which includi'

sea ice studies, image processing for remote

sensing, and studies with microwaves and

la.ser probing in the atmosphere." Swift

said.

One of the biggest projects bring address-

ed during the three day conference is radar

images of the earth that were taken from

the space shuttle using new techniques.

"The images were taken only cme year

ago and already 32 papers have been writ

ten about them and they are being u.sed bv

scientists to observe the earth," Swift .said.

Swift said that many of the topics being

looked at can be mainstreamed into every

day life.

"Some of the new microwave proces.ses

that we are looking at can be u.sed in tak

ing weather pictures that are seen on the

news," he said explaining that by using a

remote .sensing technique microwaves can

penitrate through clouds (lurmj^ both the

day and night to pick up images. In the

pa.st, the clouds did not allow clear pictures

of the earth to be taken.

Thus far. 455 scientists and engineers

have registered from 12 different countries.

Many of the people attending the con-

ference are rated tops in their field and

hope to gain additional knowledge in their

area of interest.

E Reyna from the Johnson Space Center

in Houston Texas who is doing research in

radar sensing in forests said, "it is imp(»r

tant to keep up with new information be

ing discovered. A symposium such as this

allows me to learn from what other people

are doing."

Graduate senate against URF

Inside:

A prostitute speaks out 2

A puzzling secretary 3

Field Hockey gets a tie 12

'7'm not talking and it's a good thing for

you I'm not angry."

—Patriots defensive end Kenneth Sims after

a loss to the Cleveland Browns

By Sean Casey
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student

Senate formed an ad-hoc committee last night to in-

vestigate the possibility of graduate students amending

the Universal Resource Fee (URF), which many students

protested last year before its implementation.

Graduate students in most departments find the fee,

which encompasses among its components the debt ser-

vice fees for University buildings such as dormitories and

dining commons, unfair to all off-campus students since

they do not use these buildings.

The ad hoc committee will attempt to construct an ef-

fective response to the fee from the varied suggestions put

forth by many different academic departments.

Several senators stressed that any action taken must be

severe enough to convince the administration of their com

mitment and unity. A boycott of the fee by graduate

students in the German Department will be advised

against by the senate at least temporarily to consolidate

graduate .student action.

"We have to tell themtthe admini.strationi that we iic

going to do something big that hurts them, do it and then

tell them we'll do it again," said senate Vice-President

GeoiL'e Claxton Senate Executive Officer John Haves .said

that since most graduate students' bills are due October

11th or 16th it would probably not be possible to organize

any action directly involving the bills this semester.

"Maybe we will have to swallow our pride this once, but

we will actively resist it (the URF), and to do this we need

a cooperative action," Hayes said.

Some of the ideas presented by graduate students

through their senators were a bill-paying strike in

January, a possible TA/TO walkout, or a simultaneous

failure to turn in grade sheets, although this last sugges-

tion was criticized for possibly hurting undergraduates,

who would not be the intended victims.

"We al.so have to stress that this is not only for us, but

that unfair fees will make it harder to attract graduate

students here," Hayes added.
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a cooperative action," Have-; ^ald.
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A group of men walk along Beach Street near

Chinatown in the red-light district of Boston more
commonly known as the "Combat Zone."

Asians take on
Combat Zone

BOSTON (AP)—Marlene, an admitted prostitute, said

she had just stepped out of a Chinese restaurant when a

score of Asians flashed lights in her face, yelled "She's a

hooker!"and began rolling video cameras.

The videotaping of pimps, prostitutes and their

customers early Sunday morning was the latest skirmish

in a battle between Asians and prostitutes over

Chinatown, which borders the red-light district known as

the Combat Zone.

Marlene says the campaign is unfair.

"Guys like to come down here, enjoy themselves," she

said. "This is ours. Why should they take it all away?"
Members of the Asian community say they want to

turn the videotapes over to police to drive out the

X-rated trade spilling onto their streets, making them
unsafe and hurting business.

"The ordinary family will not pass through the Combat
Zone to go to Chinatown to eat," said Suzanne Lee, who
helped organize the taping. "It's a total disgrace to

women and children, or anyone for that matter."

But those who work the streets say shooting pictures

of prostitutes won't make them move. "Girls are still go-

ing to hustle. Nothing's going to stop them," said one,

who refused to identify herself.

Named for fights among soldiers and sailors who
visited ladies of the night, the Combat Zone became the

center of the sex trade in the early 1960's when a

previous red-light district known as ScoUay Square was
razed during an urban renewal project.
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Hormone found to help arthritis
CAMBRIDGE (AP)-A chance observation during a

cancer experiment has led to the surprising discovery that

injections of the hormone interferon seem to relieve the

pain and swelling of rheumatoid arthritis, researchers

reported yesterday.

Preliminary studies show that the hormone, made

through gene-splicing techniques, works in about two-

thirds of people who are unhelped by conventional treat-

ment.

It is still too soon to know whether this natural body

chemical will play a role in treating rheumatoid arthritis.

But if it does, it could provide a large, unexpected new
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market for genetic engineering's mass-produced human

hormones. ^ , et ^
Although interferon has been shown to be effective

against genital warts, most of the testing until now has ex-

amined its possible use in cancer. The homone's apparent

power against arthritis was first notice about a year and a

half ago during one of these cancer studies at Bioferon, a

German subsidiary of the biotechnology firm Biogen

"They incidentally noted in a few patients who had both

cancer and rheumatoid arthritis some improvement in the

pain from arthritis," said Dr. Seth Rudnick, Biogen's vice

president for pharmaceutical development.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

DEPARTMENT OF THEATER

COME CELEBRATE OUR TENTH SEASON AT
THE FINE ARTS CENTER.

BE A SUPER SUBSCRIBER
AND SEE ALL FOUR OF
THESE EXCITING RAND
THEATER PLAYS FOR
THE PRICE OF THREE

PLUS THIS OUTSTANDING
BONUS
See one of the following Curtain Theater

productions free!

Sophie Trcadwell';

Sovember 5-9'

MACHINAL

IWilliam Shakespeare's MACBETH
|Oc/o6er 17 19. 23 26

This 1928 Brt>adwa> hit fcalurrd Clark Cablr in his first major rolf. In

spircH and influenced b\ the sensational Snyder-Gray murder rase, the play

is thf slorv about a woman v»ho attempts to strike bark against an indiffer
f

enl and mechanized society. A play hailed by < ritic> as <me of the most po»

Shakespeare's most savage drama about one man's bloody quest for thi
^,^f^^^ examples of the »»oman's movement in American arts and letters.

throne of Scotland. Promised a cro»n by three mysterious apparitions

goaded by an ambitious wife, convinced of his own invincibility, Macbetlig^^j^
Henlev's CRIMES OF THE HEART

turns from honored hero to murderous tyrant. A production (hal will trans^
mhpr 12 16*

form the Rand Theater into a futuristic world of the imagination.

loliere's THE MISER
December 6 8*, II 14

A Pulitzer Prize and New York Drama (>ili<s Circle Award winner, Bethl

i Henlev's first plav is a warmhearted, irreverani, zanv and brilliantiv iniagi-

, native examination of the plighl of three young sisters betrayed by theirl

Ipassiiitis. It IS a tale so touching and honest that it will linger with yim limgl

lafler the curtain falls.
A comic masterpiece featuring the most outrageous miser of dll linie. Har
Ipagon. He loathes the word giving so much that "hi' won't I'ven give u

'good morning.' " Even his daughter lakes second place to his lust fof'*'^"
Genet's THE MAIDS

[gold. His greed leads to the well-justified conniving of family and servants ''/""'' '
''*

|ui a hilarious plot with a surprising ending. A new iranslalion l.v Virgini;. j^,, r.,|,-play ing servants nighllv enact bizarre rituals centering around anl

attempt to murder their mislres>. By degrees, we are permitted a glimpsel

into a world where beinfi and sremmg are harrowing in their likeness. Inl

Virginia Srotl's LESSER PLFLASI^RES: A SECRET OPERA this stunning drama, Cenel turns an uncompromising eye upon the sociall

iarch 68*, 12 15 '""' ^''*"''' ^"''"- **'" ^'''•>

lie Universilv of Massachusell> Department of Theater continues with its
, , , .1, «. .< . rrm »r-. ,,«.,r»i- •* <•

[honored tradition of presenting to Pioneer Valley audiences some of the fi-Wiliiam Shakespeare s ALl, S ^ ELL THAT ENDS ^ ELL

[nest in new plays being written in America triday. In a worhl premiere, Vir-'''/"'''
°' '*

lglnia Scott. "Theater in the Works" Dramalurg. otters a spectacular musi-,^ Shakespeare's glorious galanv o| heroes and heroines. Bertram and
|

|cal entertainment about the private life of Marie Antoinette and Louis XVT
j,,.,,,,,^ ^^^. ,^„ „, ,j„, ^„^, (a^-inaiing This si„ry of star-crossed lovers is

set against the background of the glittering French Court and the brulalj

iLanford Wilson's TALLER S F()LL\ battlefields of the Tuscan Wars — an intriguing comedy about the triumph

lAfav 1-3* 710 "f '"ve and the maturing of a young man.

This beautifully v»ritten plav won both the Pulitzer Prize afd New York

)rama Critics Circle Award. Part of the cycle of plays begun with 5lh OF

ILY. it deals with the courtship of Sally Tall*y and her suitor. Malt Fried

nan. A simple and most lyrical work that marks Wilson a one of the

strongest and clearest voices writing for the theater today.

Fur tirket inf«»rmali<>n pl<'aKt' rail the

Fine Artit Center Box OrHre, 545-2511.

Eveninn Curtminn »t 8:00 PM t-xrepi Sundsyn hI 7:00 PM

Matinee rurtainn at 2:00 PM.

Box Offire Hourit from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM.
Monday through Friday.

l*HO>K XH R MASTKR<:aRI)/MS\ ORDKR
l> TODA^ AT:

141.11 ."Vt-V^lll OR TOI.I. FRKK I IMMH 2t.1-4«42

Alcohol program teaches
students about drinking
Course is confidential

By RHONDA SWAN
Collegian Corre.spondent

Alcohol consumption is a popular activity with many
students but it can sometimes lead to undesirable drink-

ing habits that bring on physical and emotional problems.

To prevent these habits, the Student Opportunity Pro-

gi-am (STOP) will begin again this month to educate the

University of Massachusetts community about alcohol

related issues.

The program is designed for students who have ques-

tions regarding their drinking habits but who are not

necessarily trying to quit drinking, said Carlene Riccelli,

coordinator of alcohol education at University Health

Services.

"STOP is an early intervention program. It tries to stop

problems before they get serious," Riccelli said.

Riccelli said that students who are aware that they have

a serious drinking problem would be better ofT seeking

help from some sort of abstinence program such as

Alcoholics Anonymous.
The purpose of STOP is to "provide information about

alcohol, its effects on the body and the signs and symp-

toms of problem drinking," said Riccelli. Students like

STOP because it is an education, not a treatment pro-

gram,she said.

"// is a very open kind ofprogram and a very good
diagnostic tool. It lets people figure out the extent of
their problem and decide where to go from there."

—Carlene Riccelli

The progi-am, which begins Monday, Oct. 21, consists

of a series of five sessions and is strictly confidential. No
records are kept unless students feel that documentation
of their participation would be to their benefit.

According to Riccelli, the above is usually the case with

students whose drinking habits have caused problems in

the residence halls or with authorities. In such ca.ses,

students join the program as a "good faith gesture" to show
that they are willing to get help.

Students in the STOP program develop their own goals

relating to their drinking behavior. Each student keeps

a drinking log that records when, where, with whom, and
how much they drink. These personal diaries are helpful

because students can "get a profile of their drinking

behavior" and can compare it with people who have pro-

blems and see where they stand, she said.

"It is a very open kind of program and and a very good

diagnostic tool. It lets people figure out the extent of their

problem and decide where to go from there,"Riccelli said.

Initial interviews for people interested in participating

in STOP are now being held at University Health Services

every week.

rollrgian Photo by Paul Desmarais

SHOWER TIME--Jeff Anderson, a technical assis-

tant in the plant and soil science department waters

plants in the green house attached to Clark Hall.

Collegian Photo by Paul Desmarais

MUNCHING OUT—A local squirrel takes a bite to eat yesterday under the

cover of a campus tree.

i^Regents ^ continued from page 1

Anderson noted that the report was "sup-

posed to be about policies, not strategies."

The report outlines the key issues and
problems in affirmative action efforts in the

state's public higher education system. The
three main problem areas, according to the

regents' report, are: Dadministration of af-

firmative action, 2)outreach and recruit-

ment for staff" and faculty, 3)student recruit-

ment, enrollment, retention, and
progression.

Sullivan said his greatest objection to the

report was that it places most of the burden

of ensuring equal opportunity on the labor

unions, by proposing that affirmative ac-

tion policies be implemented in the collec-

tive bargaining process.

"How can we try to implement affir

mative action in collective bargaining

when we decide who's going to be in the

unions by hiring them?" he asked.

The regents' Affirmative Action director,

Bruce Rose, said, "Both the regents and the

unions have a commitment to ensuring

equal opportunity for for all union

members."
Regents Chairman David J. Beaubien

said, "The document isn't perfect, but its

only the first draft of a policy document, not

a strategy initiative. And it is a beginning."

Secretary has puzzling hobby
By CHRISTOPHER MARAK
Collegian Correspondent

Some people are stuck on Miami Vice,

others hide away in the steamy world of

Harlequin Romances; Gertrude Lashway is

a fanatic about jigsaw puzzles.

Lashway, a secretary for 25 years in the

home economics department at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, said she has tried

other methods of relaxation such as solv-

ing crossword puzzles but has now found

her niche.

Unlike many people who find jigsaw

puzzles frustrating, Lashway said, "they

have a tranquilizing effect on me. " Her

favorites are the 500 700 piece puzzles

because they are quicker and take up less

space than 1.000 piece puzzles.

Many of Lashway 's colleagues also take

' ! ' '-.V "I iftiT find d*'''>d''^ '"
part in tn'i ih>i'i»_v. » .;ii.i-i. i.siu j.--^

the lunch room sitting at the table putting

.some pieces into place."

She usually completes a puzzle every

week. Susan Stern, another department
secretary, is also an avid puzzle fan and five

of her and Lashway 's puzzles are on display

on a bulletin board in Skinner Hall. Both

agree that their favorite puzzle is the one

featuring different types of food.

Lashway has been scouting out spots to

find new jigsaw puzzles. "I find most of the

puzzles at tag sales for as low as 50 cents.

When I finish with them. I usually trade

them with other people who spend spare

time working on them."

Recently, Lashway found two puzzles at

a tag sale that are made of wood and were

actually cut from a jigsaw. This has in-

.spired her to begin collecting jigsaw puzzles

as well as solving them.

Delays rapped

Senate eyes own rules
By JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Prompted by slow-moving Undergi-aduate

Student Senate meetings a motion to

amend by-laws in senate procedure as a way
of reversing the order of events will be on

tonight's senate meeting agenda.

The motion, sponsored by Bill Collins,

"would replace an obsolete section of the

(SGA) bylaws," Collins said. "It would ac-

tually outline the procedure for the agen

da." Collins said he sees the amendment
"as a rules reform to bring more power to

the individual .senator."

A senator.s power would increa.se, Collins

said, because senator's propo.sals from prior

weeks would come up for debate as 'un-

finished business" before the senate of

ficer's reports, which usually have taken up

most of the time at meetings. The result,

he said, would be that any unfinished

business would be dealt with right after the

call to order and anv announcements.

"It (the amendment) makes perfect sense

and I could guarantee passage," Collins

said. "Since I'm a regular senator it's put

at the bottom," and for this reason Collins

said he doesn't think the senate will get to

it tonight.

The senate this semester has been unable
to debate old business on the agenda
because of "petty bickering." said senate

Speaker John Ruddock.
"I really think it (rules amendment) falls

short of the objective that the .senate should

be dealing with," Ruddwk said. "There are

other ways of dealing with the problem." he

said, including getting lui of redundant
debate, following parliamentary procedure,

and eliminating grandstaiKling on the part

of senators."! think the student uovcrnnicnt

has the potential ol luin^ nnr of I In-

strongest voices on this campus," he said.

By being less than fully elTicient the senate

"is doing students a dis.service."

Graduate student suspected
of setting off false fire alarm
A graduate student will be summoned

to Hampshire District Court as a suspect

in yesterday's false fire alarm in Marshall

Hall, University of Massachusetts police

said.

Fblice said the student became a suspect

from a taping of his voice.

In other police reports:

• An excavation pump, valued at approx-

imately $1,500 was reported stolen from

the Waste Water Tieatment Plant. The

pump is the property of the School of

Engineering and was stolen within the

past two weeks, police said.

• A car was reported vandalized in lot

71 Monday afternoon. A parking decal,

valued at $125, was also stolen, police

said.

• A graphic equalizer, valued at $100,

was stolen from a car parked in fraternity

sorority park last weekend. Police said the

dashboard of the car was ripped up.

-JEANETTE DEFORGE

CollrKian Photo by Paul DpsmarHJ*

Home economics department .secretaries Gertrude Ijishway. left, and Linda

Myers take part in their favorite lunch break activity, solving a jigsaw puz-

zle in Skinner Hall.
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Collegian is now accepting

applications for position of

SUBSCRIPTION
MANAGER

This position entails a

highly responsible individual.

Apply at the Collegian

113 Campus Center

Application deadline is

Friday, October 11.

LAST YEAR 300 STUDENTS DID

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ON THEIR CAREERS. . .

"The degree of responsiblity and accountability I
rf^^'^'T^r^fl^^a'"^

'°-°P

exceeded my expectations. In short, the job v^as hard, but fun.

"Working for a time in a professional environment was terrific. Novv I can

interview with recruiters and feel comfortable.

"Cooperative Education can be invaluable. I hope to land another co-op job

in the spring. ^_^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ Concourse --

Wednesdays throughout the month of October

Deadlines For Spring Co-ops Are Approac^ Fast

DAILY INFORMATION SESSIONS
IN THE CAREER CENTER*
Monday, Wednesday 2:30

Tuesday, Thursday 12:00 noon

(•formerly frat/sor park - Orchard Hill busj-outej^

OFFICE FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
University Career Center 545-2224

PART-TIME OPPORTUNITIES

MAKE YOUR OWN SCHEDULE!
If you know the basics of home construction or weatherization

(or even if you consider yourself to be "handy around the house"),

DMC Energy needs your talent to motivate area home owners to

save energy.

We have an immediate need for part-time energy auditors.

These are flexible positions which put you in charge of your

schedule. This is an ideal opportunity for anyone who wishes to

work, but needs a part-time position which won't interfere with

classes. No sales involved.

There is a three week training course (part-time). You will be

paid a stipend of $27.(X) per each training day. Upon successful com-

pletion if training and passing of certification tests, you will be given

a bonus of $125.00. Another bonus of $125.00 will be given you upon

completion of one month's service, provided you have performed

quality work.
There is a $16.00 payment for each credit completed, plus a

$5.00 expense reimbursement for each completed audit.

Our next training class begins on October 15. If you are in-

terested in the positions or would like additional information, please

« contact Ms. Temple at 1-800-332-2754 as soonjs^ possible.

V^unan (garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"TlM BEST CblMM* Food"

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Sparc Ribs
Small

$080
Large

SAM
r ^

Luncheon
Specials

$025
From /W ««^^ \} ••"»•

3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU op 25
CAN EAT 3
l)t«<«MiFraik

SCMdwiWlMi
ChiMMBiQF

St Bracaat Ik OyMOT

HSMMftSwCMdMi
PMFiMRla
PMFiMNee4Ms

91 Pm) Fitad Ravtot
lOl Hot -t- Soar So««

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service
FuU Cocktail Menu

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-lO p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m.-ll p.m.

10 Belcheit^ivn Road
at Rte. 9. Amherst
- 256K)252
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Alcohol's adverse effects
I'm writing this column as a result of an

incident that took place this past weekend
in my home. It was Saturday night and

there were several parties in our courtyard

here in Puffton Village. It was about 11

p.m. and I was heading out to meet my
wife, who was out with several of her

friends who were visiting for the weekend.

I was coming out of out kitchen when I

heard our door open. I walked around the

comer expecting to see my wife and her

friends, thinking that they decided to come
home instead of staying out, when I was
met by two young men who were complete

strangers to me.
They started to walk past me, heading

toward our bedroom when I stuck my arm
in front of them to stop them. The first

man said that it was OK and that they were
just going out the back way (we have no

'back way') and started to push past me. I

then pushed the first man with my arm
slightly more insistently than I had the first

time. He stumbled backwards, tripping

over our barbecue by the door, and landed

on his back half in and half out of out door-

way.

He then got upset that I used force on him

(I believe that a sober person wouldn't have

fallen in the same situation). I got equally

upset that he hadn't even knocked on our

door before walking in. It's not as if we
were in some way part of the parties going

on and he might have thought he was
welcome. Later, I got even more upset

when I thought about what might have

happened if the situation were reversed

and it was my wife who was home alone

when these two intruders entered (mr

home.

I can see why the University is trying to

cut down on the drinking going on — some

students are just not responsible enough. I

understand their situation,— I consumed

my fair share of beer when I was an

undergraduate. I don't want to be a party-

pooper. I am very tolerant of the loud

music, the boisterous crowd and the mess

the morning after; however, when so-

meone just walks into my home — no way!

I realize that many people think that this

Steve Fundakowski

is just two students out of hundreds, but it

is more than that.

It is an attitude that a large part of the

drinking student body has — one of incon-

siderate disregard for other people. I can't

think of anyone that I used to drink with

who would even consider doing something

like this. These guys weren't that drunk
that they didn't know what they were do-

ing; they knew full well. The attitudes of

some students will have to change if they

want the University to consider them
responsible adults who should be allowed to

drink. Otherwise, incidents like this will

constantly send a message to University of-

ficials that the University should go dry.

Before the bottle bill was passesd, Sun-

day morning meant having to navigate

your car through the broken bottles in

parking lots. Since then, demonstrations of

this peculiar fetish (breaking bottles) have

nearly disappeared. There is an old phrase

that can be modified to apply here — in-

stead of 'drunken stupor' in is 'drunk 'n'

stupid.' More than once, I've heard people

on the Monday morning bus bragging

about something equally stupid (e.g. 'You

should have seen Jack throw that cinder

block through their window'). Whether
these stories are true, exaggerated, or

complete fiction is immaterial. The fact is

that the responsible party's friends are

condoning these actions by laughing at

them, saying that they wish they could

have seen it or just by listening to it.

Until the frequency of incidents com-

parable in irresponsibility to this one

decreases I will side my opinions with the

University that many students should not

be allowed to drink on campus. Unfor-

tunately, I live off campus and would pro-

bably be exposed to more of the same — the

again, maybe some people would finally get

the message.

Steve Fundakowski is a UMass gradxuite

student

Letters

Minimalistic ode to Yeasthead
Alas, poor Yeasthead.

Dead?
The First Amendment.
Rent.

Neal Steiger
Sunderland

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003. or they can he dropped off at

the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due

to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters must be typewrit-

ten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column submissions should be

between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are subject to editing for clarity and

length.—Editor —

OPINION
The oDinions on ihis paoe are those o' the individual vMnter or cartoonist and do riot rvecossarily retiect

the views ol the ColUfimit or the University unless otherwise noted

Whose 'discovery' was it?

A warm December breeze blew off the

Gulf Stream as a burly, bearded seafarer

gazed out at the open ocean from atop a

ridge. All was now ready for the ensuing

winter, as cabins had been built and the

steer set to forage on the island's vegeta-

tion. The land and sea would support them
nicely, for the fish were plentiful, the

ground never froze, and the area abound-

ed with wild grapes, which had prompted
them to call this place Vinland (Wineland).

The year was 1003, and so, almost 500

years prior to Columbus' 'discovery' of the

New World, the Vikings were settling down
to spend winter in America.

I have always celebrated Columbus Day
under protest. Although my ancestry may
indicate a bias, it has always puzzled me
why we should give a national holiday to

Christopher Columbus. When he arrived in

America, Columbus mistook it for the East

Indies and called the native Americans 'In-

dians,' whom he proceeded to enslave and
bring back to the King and Queen of Spain

a? a sort of show and tell. Indians and

trinkets were not all he brought back,

however, as his crew had contracted syphilis

and presented that as a gift to the Euro-

pean community as well. Sure, Chris Col-

umbus brought to Europe the news of the

New World, but he wa.s not the first Euro-

pean here, by some 500 years.

During the Dark Ages of Europe, the skill

and technology of Norse seaworthiness was
unsurpassed. The Vikings penetrated

much of Europe, settling deep within

Russia, Germany, and France on lands they

conquered or were granted as ransom. One
can follow the progressiorv of Viking col-

onization westward from Scandinavia to

the British Isles, to Iceland, to Greenland,

and finally to the North American
mainland itself.

In the year 1002 Lief Eriksson. Son of

Erik the Red (who had settled Greenland),

learned of western lands from the Viking

merchant Bjarni Heriulfsson who had

Stephen Erickson

sighted them after his ship had been blown

west in a storm. The following year,

Eriksson set out with a crew of 35 sailors

to explore Bjarni's claims. They set sail not

in the better known Viking Longboat but

in a larger ship, capable of carrying

livestock and supplies, which was
customary for longer ocean voyages.

Eriksson first struck land at a barren

place which today is called Baffin Island in

Northern Canada. The .second region

visited was described as heavily wooded

and is, no doubt, present day Labrador The
third and final place Eriksson landed, he

named Vinland. The location of Vinland re-

mains a mystery, but most .scholars place

it at or near Cape Cod. Here the Viking ex-

pedition spent the winter of 1003-1004,

after which it returned to Greenland.

According to Norse legend, during the

following years, many subsequent voyages

were made to Vinland. The first European
to be born in America was reportedly given

birth to there. A lively trade developed with

the native inhabitant.s, but apparently

there was some conflict between the Vik-

ings and the American Indians, which may
explain the eventual abandonment of

Vinland. The Viking settlement in

Greenland also disappeared but it is

thought that this occurred as a result of

isolation from Europe and cultural

assimilation with the local people.

Despite the mystery that surrounds the

Viking presence in America, it is widely ac-

cepted that the Norsemen were here quite

some time before the Spaniards. So, this

Columbus Day, when you hear talk of the

Nino, the Pinta, and the Santa Maria, give

some thought to the lone Viking ves.sfl

plowing through the icy waters of the North

Atlantic.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian vnlunintst.

Faculty evaluation access
The students of Profes.sor Benjamin Ric-

ci's class who did not like the Course and

Teacher Evaluation Guide's summary of his

course are wishing for the impossible: a

student-opinion guide which accurately

reflects their opinions without their own in-

put. However, even though their complaints

are a bit late, they are not without merit.

In the two years I have been working on the

Course and Teacher Evaluaton Guide, I

have often thought how much better the

Guide would be if more students would res-

pond. In addition, it would be helpful if

those professors who handed out their own
evaluation forms, as Benjamin Ricci does,

would send them into the Guide to be

published instead of writing the Collegian

later with the results.

Two summers ago, I worked on the CATE
Guide as a staff member I was then hired

to be the year-round coordinator My goal

was to get a larger student response to the

Guide and to help make the production of

the Guide a more organized, professional

endeavor lb this end, I worked with Whit-

more's Student Affairs Research Organiza

tion to improve the form and to send more
out to each student, with cover letters to

explain what we were all about. When I

counted the responses coming in in May
and saw that it was about the same as last

year—only about seven percent, I was ready

to throw in the towel.

But the rest of the staff and I went ahead

and worked (and worked and worked* on

the Guide, chocking up the lack of improve

mcnt in that area as a lesson learned, and

going on to improve other areas of the

Guide (readability, a clear statement of

methodology, and more). This year, as the

new CATE coordinator begins her/his work,

I hope .s/he'll think of a way to improve the

response rate. I would like to .see CATE give

up on mass mailings altogether and work

in.stead on polling students ?»>< they come

out of classes or as they stroll down the

Kathleen Offenhartz

halls of the Campus Center
This method would take tremendous

person-power, but would co.st less money
than a mailing. In addition, I would al.so

like to see another challenge of the ruling

that says that teachers are not required to

have evaluations that have been filled out

by students be available for students to lf>ok

at (and/or publish). As it stands now, it is

only through the CATE Guide and the

kindness of such professors as Ricci that

students get to see the evaluations other

students fill out.

Finally, as the cost of printing goes

higher and the Student Senate has less

money to give to student groups such as

ours, I wonder how many Guides we'll be

able to print up. Will we have to start sell-

ing them (at no more than 50 cents per

copy, I hope), as the adminsitration has

already done with issues of the Course

Catalog? I certainly hope not. We have

started selling ads in the Guide, and

perhaps by also no longer doing a mailing,

we will have enough to offset printing costs.

The summer staff hours have been cut

drastically by the Senate The yearly salary

I cut myself, knowing the money was need-

ed elsewhere.

I hope I haven't bored people much with

this tale of the mystery and intrigue of put-

ting together the CATE (mide and its

finances. And, yes, I am proud to have been

one of the folks who brought you this Guide.

For tho.se of you who mi.sscd your chance

to get a Guide, there will be more handed

out before second semester, and probably

a table on the Campus Center Concourse

during Coun.seling Week. And. thanks to

those loyal students who sent us their forms

last year
Kathleen Offenhartz is the CATE
Coordinator
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INSTALLED

$299
INSTALLED

KPA-150
AM/FM cassette deck

with Boston/Acoustics
C704 speakers

KENWOOD
KRC-2000
digital cassette deck

with KFC-1205
speakers

it movie review

Get a little taste

of an exclusive Club...

Sound&Mwnc
90-92 King St. iRteSI, Northampton •Mon- Sat 10-5:30, Thu til 9

VISA, MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available* 584-g547

I

Hollander, turkey, roast beef,

hamburger & chicken salad...

all triple-decked and served

with "homemade" french fries.

PUB
15 E. PLEASANT AMHERST 549-1200

ed any professional insight. From an ar-

tistic standpoint, it was a joke. From an
arms standpoint, every weapon is either in-

accurate or ficticious. The action scenes are

so poorly constructed they lack any
credibility or excitement.

There is a subplot that involves the only

woman in the film, a tough-guy named
McGuire (Melissa Prophet). She's a reporter

mmmm^mmm^^m^^^^^mimimt continued frOttl page 8

who just so happens to be at the scene of

most of the terrorist attacks sheerly by ac-

cident. She is hostile towards Chuck for

most of the film, but as soon as they start

showing affection for each other, she

disappears.

Chuck (who co-wrote with James Brun-

ner, based on a story by Brunner and

Chuck's son Aaron) created the most

ludicrous situations and witless quips, like

Til give you so many lefts you'll beg for a

right.' Chuck also seems to be sufiering

from Stallone's Syndrome. The major symp-

toms are numerous close shots of his face

and placing him in scenes simply because

he's the star Chuck is the same character

in all his films, which is t*he portrayal of his

id. He's desperately trying to be a hero.

The first 20 minutes we see the plot slow-

ly constructed while we cut back to Chuck
for twenty seconds doing nothing. The in

vasion turns out to be nothing more than

an oversized gang war The film is really

about Rostov using a band of terrori.sts to

eliminate the invincible Chuck.

The film ends in a ridiculous battle in

which the terrorists are trapped in a police

station where Chuck is being held. They

then confront the National Guard in a

struggle which parallels Chuck's fight with

Rostov.

Nausea results from overexposure to this

fyawn) excitement.
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HOT
;^; ROAST BEEF
"^SANDWICHES 11 am - 2 am 7 days

2S3-7018

60 Main St. Amherst, MA

IBuy A Big One Roast Beef
j

I Get A Reg. Roast Beef i

I
FREE I

I All coupons subject to rules posted in the store |
gj^—^—^——

i

MIMM—IMl————^^^
Good Thru Oct. 31, 1985

FINANCIAL AID - SPRING 1986
Financial Aid Forms (FAFs) for the Spring 1986 semester (for

those who have not applied for financial assistance) can be ob-

tained at the Financial Aid Ofice, 243 Whitmore Admin. BIdg.

Priority will be given to those applications received by College

Scholarship Service (CSS) by October 15, 1985.

Guaranteed Student Loan applications (GSL, HELP, PLUS,

etc.) are due in this office by Friday, December 13, 1985 if they

are to be used to defer payent of Spring 1986 Semester Fee

Bills.

PELL Grant Student Aid Reports (SARs) are due in this office

by Friday, December 13, 1985 if they are to be used to defer

payment of the Spring 1986 Semester Fee Bills.

APPLICATION DEADLINE -

OCTOBER 15, 1985
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. OPEN RUSH!
/\ Interested Women,

Join the Sisters
of

Alpha ChiOnnega

jf

>f

jf

jf

for a Dynasty Party! J

Wed. Oct. 9 at 8:30 p.m.

For more info call Linda

549-5697 545-2152
******* 38 Nutting Ave *******
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BUD light]

CHANNELED ENERGY

»»-»--»-

thursday

Study
Abroad

Fair
campns center concoorse

October 10^^ 10 am - 3 pm

Running Short on Spending Money?
Collegian Employment

Distribution of the Collegian
Monday - Friday

Must have a car and mornings free until 11:00

We are now hiring drivers to

start immediately

Excellent Salary and Experience

Come down and fill out an application

at the Collegian Office

Deadline Friday October 11, 1986

For further information contact International Programs Office

239 Whitmore Administration Building - Tel. 545-2710

A Free 26 Minute Slide Show
on the History of Roclc. .

ATTENTION
Juniors/Seniors
thinking about

Graduate School?
if. . .

when, . .

where. . .

how. . .

Contact the Pre-Graduate Advisor
CASIAC, Machmer E-21

for appointments call 545-2191
545-2192

. j^^g'

s^-'

56 Maplewood Shops

Northampton, Ma
588-7506

I

1862 ALFREDNOBEL UGHTS THEFIRSTSTICKOF
DYNAMTTE,ANDNEVER GETSANOTHER .

MOMENTSPEACE.
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TONIGHT I

Wednesday Oct 9th |

50s, 60s, 70s, 80s anything you want |

DJ KENNY the WHALE |
and his 5.000 disc monster mix I

I
Don't Miss the Legendary

But he got a big bang out of

his discovery

And you']] get a

biggerbang out

c^discovering

Bud Light ]t's the

less-Mtng ]ight beer
with the first name
m taste

Get on the stidc

Huny to ttte bar of

your choice andbnng
out your best By
discovering today's

great light Bud Light

EVERYTHING
ELSEISJUST
ALIGHT

Presented by
GOVERNOR'S PROGRAM COUNCIL

JThursday, October 10 FREE Showings at 7. 8, 9 and 10 PM
Campus Center Student Union Ballroonn

Time Tunnel PHOTO EXHIBPr at the Campus Center Concourse.
' sponsored by Kodak

IDDLEY
i

JThursday Oct 10th

plus

special guests

The
Wildcat

O'Halloran
Band

$7.00/$8.00 at door

Cut out this ad and

pay no cover Friday or Saturday

before 9:30
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Bo Diddley looks back
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian StafT

The eO's was a time I had to take the

back row but now I'm on my way back to

the front row,' said Bo Diddley in a recent

Collegian interview.'The British Invasion

hurt a lot of people like me and the

Coasters and others. We couldn't get work.

Groups like the Rollinji Stones got lucky.'

But now Bo gets on well with the Stones,

i love them,' he said. Saying that he lik-

ed ther Stones' cover of his song Mona, as

well as the Quicksilver's. Diddley added

that he will be coming to Pearl Street on

Thursday with his guitar and will join a

pre-arranged band doing the work he does

all the time, Just going places and rockin'

and rollin' people.'

Film has *Stallone Syndrome*

UPC DEC PRESENTS

^ '*

THUR OCT 24th

UMASS F.A.C.

$12.00 UMASS

$14.00 PUBLIC

W
OPENING BAND:
FULL FORCE

and
LISA LISA

PAUL
YOUNG

and The Royal Family

with Special Guest
Tix on sale Oct. 9th

UMass $13.60 Sat. Oct. 26th

Public $15.00 F.A.C. UMass
8 PM

TlCHrrS ON sals at fine arts CtNTkB , spniNOFtELO CIVIC CENTER

STOP ft SHOP LOCATIONS IN NORTHAMPTON HOLVOKE QRfcENFIELO

t»ii-f«Finn NO CANS BOTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES UMASS IDRSflUlBBD

INVASION USA
Starring Chuck Norris

Directed by Joseph Zito

Mt. Farms Theaters

By AL DIONNE
Collegian Correspondent

Then Chuck gets mad and jerks his cheek

muscle.

From that point on the movie consists of

action scenes showing the terrorists blow-

ing things up. The victims include mall

shoppers, churchgoers, and families

decorating Christmas trees. They are each

Movie Bmmw
This time Chuck Norris is Matt Hunter,

a semi-retired mercenary employed by 'The

Company' or 'The Agency,' whichever you

prefer. He has a grudge against Mikhail

Rostov (Richard Jaeckel), a Russian who

keeps changing languages. Chuck is living

peacefully in a swamp when Jaeckel storms

in. kills his friend, and blows his house up.

given scenes in an attempt to build sym-

pathy for them. The attempt fails; they are

just anonymous casualties.

Joseph Zito (Missing In Action), who
directed this garbage heap, has no

understanding of cinematic construction.

From a technical standpoint, the film lack-

continued tin page 7

CINEMA
Wednesday - Saturday

A Clockwork Orange 7:00

Repo Man 9:20

Double Feature $3.00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253 5426

Qualitv Food 1 Proparod I

To OtdtCj
ChMtnut Plain Rd

Whatoly ^
•l-SSR-3044-'*^

!

Featuring Steve Kloc's
j

Famous Broiled '\

LIVE LOBSTER •

Also Serving
j

Louisiana Cajun
j

1 Entrees ?

i Also Steaks, )

i
Prime Ribs,

|

I Seafood
'

• DIRECTIONS: take 1 16 north to
\

J South Oeerfield, south on route :

( 5-10 1 V4 miles. Right on Chris-
J

•ian Lane 'A mile from center of i

town. Open:
Mon-Sat 5-10 pm

Sun 1-9

WRSI
'i PRESENTS

^X^

<**

JAZZ
AT THE

^o><^'

p^^° CALVIN THEATRE
(DOWNTOWN

NORTHAMPTON)

Spyro Gyra "One of the Best Jazz Groups
at the Newport Jazz Festival

1985"

Jszz St it's Be$t

Oct. 10th - 7pni
Advance 8«at«

^S^TS^S^ Tickets on Sale Now
A HORNOR-FOX PRODUCTION

Coming October 25th

The Manhattan Transfer

Springfield Symphony Hall

[ALL SEATS AVAILABLE
I AT All Datatix outlets. Stop & Shop in

Pittsfield. Greenfield, Northampton, Hadley, Springdale A Holyoke,
Platterpus Records in Westfield, UMass Fine Arts Center, Springfield
Civic Center, Mam Street Records in Northampton, and RapCity in
Brattleboro, Vermont.—~ m/C & VISA Call 1-800-243-4842
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Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

SO THIS 15

THe. PC YOU'VE,

dSBHmRKJNe
\ ONFORJOee?

UH-HUH.
SITPOUJN
ANP I'LL

SHOW YOU
H0UJSH5
(WRXS.

STEVEN IS VERY INTO
OPEFATIONAL ELE6ANOE.
UNFOKTUNAJEIY, SOME
PEOPLE PREFER SPEEP
ANP BRUTE MEMORY TO

EASE OF HANPUN6.

lAJHAT I'VE PESI6NEP IS

A SELF-COmiNEP SERIES

OF USAGE PR06RAMS,
THAT IS A VARIETY OF
lAlAYS FOR THE MACHINE
TO PSIATE TO YOU.

\

A COMPUTER ^f^,\VmHA ^^^
MULTIPLE .Jl^.
PERSONAUTYr ^^^ Weather

Today: Partly sunny and breezy with
highs in the mid 70s.

Tonight: Cloudy with a chance of showers.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

5/xMomn5..Tmr3

mve LEFT. 5fK Momns
'fou\Ye/\uFeTW^^.

-usmopoY
OPUS0UPPY.

MAim..5(my You

mmrFiKST MujitMr\

fofWpmmJiT
I

B^»t- ,»,s^ar

NOW, c(mrdA5Y..

)

exme
HIM.HE'S
HAPTVO
MANY
5HIKLeY
TBMPLe
COCKTfilLb

Today's Menu

LUNCH
Fried Clam Strips

Tartar Sauce
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Fried Clam Strips

Tartar Sauce
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Pineapple Ham Steak

Oriental Stew

BASICS DINNER
Baked Cod

Lemon Wedge
Sweet and Sour Tofu

Gordy ByGorde
^ Copy editor needed ^
^ immediately ^

Do you have good spelling, grammar,
style? Are you free Thursday nights?

Want to earn $10? (Low pay, but great

experience.) Copy editors proof all new
stories for the above, and write
headlines. Come see Anne McCrory at

113 Campus Center, after 2:30 p.m. today
for an application and qualifying exam;
bring you AP stylebook. Applicants
must do better than 80 percent on the

quiz for consideration. Come down
today!

^ ^^tr^^^^<r'Cririr<r'^^

f AT HAZELTINE,
WEEMPLOYTWO THDNfCS

YOURE SURE TO LIKE.

THEBESrreOHi
Everyone wants «o hire the best people The creattve people-wlth bold ideas But few, If

any companies, have had as much success as Hazeltlne at bringing the best on board And

there are some very good reasons for our success

It all begins with our environment It tends to be more supportive than most— especially

v»hen It comes to helping new graduates make the most of the skills they ve acquired and

the talents they ve been bom with From our open-minded, progressive management to

our superb inhouse training and lOOX tuition reimbursement programs, everything at

Hazeblne works together to help the best woifc better We also give you important responsi-

bilities—the chance to be a productive contributor from day one Finally, theres virtually no

limit to how far you can go No wonder so many of the best keep choosing us

THE HIGHEST TECHNOLOGY
A lot of companies call themselves leaders in electronics technology But Hazeltlne's

leadership is based on fact, not talk Our RfltD facility Wheeler Lab, is world renowned The

FAA awarded us the contract for the Microwave Landing System—making us the undis-

puted leader in that field Add all this to our ongoing breakthrough work in electronic

systems and software development, signal and Information processing, radio communica-

tions, VLSI and microelectronic design, and antenna research

Hazeltlne is, without question, the Ideal place for graduates who want hands-on experience

with electronics technology that is continually slate-of-lhe-att,

Vh're looking for graduates with a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in

Electrical Engineering or Computer Science.

Make plans to meet our representative on campus:

Wednesday. October 23

Or, If you re unable to meet us, send your resume to Doreen Cassidy indicating your

specific area of Interest Details on the diverse career opportunities at Hazeltlne are

available In your schools placement ofiJce HAZELTINE Corporation. 780 Park Avenue.

Creenlawn. NY U740 An Equal Opportunity Employer Committed to Afflrm'atlve Action A

HazeHlne Corporate Policy

Sf^^4^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^.^^^^^^^^^^^#^^4F¥¥^¥^¥^¥¥¥¥^¥#^|^
* Now Open

Hazeltine
Corporation

onelina'
An Authentic

Italian Restaurant
A Few Samples From Our .Menu:

Saltinbocca -

Veal Saltinbocca, rolled

pieces of veal stuffed with

prosciutto, three cheeses,

sage, and sauteed in a double

wine sauce.

Vangole Giovanni
Clams Giovanni - Fresh
clams coated with prosciutto

and wine stuffing and baked.
Very appetizing.

OPEN TUESDAY -

Frutte di Mare
Alfredo
Seafood Alfredo - Fettuccine J
Alfredo made with a creamy
seafood sauce. Be adven-
turous and satisfied.

Gamberi alia Diavola
Shrimp Devils Style - Shrimp
in a mildly spicy red sauce on
a bed of linguine. Another of
the chefs favorites.

SUNDAY 4:00 - 10:00 PM

96 Russell St.

You're invited to bring your own beer and wine.

(Rte 9) Hadley 584-8000
^M.M.>t.]t.)f.it.if.if.»fif.if.»f.»ftf.ifif.)f»f.»f^»f»f.»f.»fif.if.ifif-)ftf.»f.if.»f.»f.if.lHf.)f.u.it.>i.)t.M.u.

If

>f
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1 eatinj; place

rentAnrkk

New & Used Care
Trucks a Vans Also AvaNabto

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880

• OPEN
O A»W»*0 A*W«
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. A SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP A SHOP)

he. 9 • Hadlty/Ambtrst

i

[ .J?56:^88S i

a U
<:?/

<:^

.T^- Student Special

%^ HOUR
c.'^TUB for

%fl0UR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
{next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)

We believe the last thing that should keep someone from going to college is money.

So call 1-800-SHAWMUT or come in and see us about our comprehensive educa-

tion loan program. ^S^ CK^iaimi
Because when it comes to helping students, ^^V OTICIWlTIUI

our heads are in the right place. ^ftlff) l^kToUs For Direction.

Shiwmut b*nks are mcmtwrs FDIC and equal housing lenders

Delta Zeta
cordially invites

all university women to

OPEN RUSH
7:30 PM

10/8, Tues:

10/9, Wed:

10/10, Thurs:
1 1 Phillip Street

Contact: Shezi at 253-9916

S I L A D htWvl-^^ RINGS
NOWONLYW.95

%&x -^^^^^

IFinal Day

Now Serving

Lunches

p

^/0

at the

TIME OUT
37 N. Pleasant St. SiWE»50

IS^X^ »;

i^///////////////////////////////////^^^

PUFFERBELLIES
Hyannis, Mass.

Fabulous Final Fling

Oct. 11th, 12th, 13th
FRIDAY

Al Halliday & The Hurricanes
SATURDAY .... ^« „..

i Cliff Myers HH 3-8 PM
Al Halliday €r The Hurricanes

SUNDAY
I D.J. SULLIVAN'S

I

Retirement Party 3 pm to 9 pm
^ with Gary Titus DJ, Cliff Myers

and Jolin Morgan
featuring D.J. Sullivan

9 pm to 1 am
Al Halliday & The Hurricanes

tribute to "The Boss"

i

ArtCarved Siladium*^ college rings arc now more affordable than ever.

(Choose from an incredible variety of styles.

See your ArtCarv'cd representative now

and save $50 on a great Siladium college ring.

Every ArtC'arved ring is backed by a Full Lifetime Warranty.

CLASS RINGS

10/8 and 10/9 10-4 mSTORE^
DATE TIMb PLACE

O«po»it Required 8fj HXS Artt jrvriK ljs% Rinp

Wednesday, October 9, 1985;
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CAROL'S HEAD QUARTERS !

' I

< 1

' I

I

Former Employees of LORDS 6 LADIES
Carol, Sandy and Ingrid

A Full Service Salon
- Manicures - Cellophane Colors - Perms

Reasonable Rates Walk-Ins

115 Russell St, Rt. 9, Hadley, MA
1-413-584-9948

Student Discount w/valid ID

The job should be more than

work!
A cheerful atmosphere, people who
get along, and best of all:

(1) starting salary up to $3.70 an hour

(2) flexible hours

(3) meal discount

Come give us a try!

Aren'tYottHun^?

Rt. 9, Hadley

RmSUCCESS.
You're the man in charge. And you can

handle it. Because the Navy has given you

the management and technical training to

get the job done.

Thirty men report to you. And what you
do includes the care and responsibility for

millions of dollars worth of sophisticated

equipment.

At age 22 you can be a leader in the

Navy. With all the decision-making

authority you need to help you match
up to your responsibility.

The rewards match up, too. A solid

starting salary of $17,700, and up to as

much as $31,000 in four years with

regular promotions and increases.

Responsibility and rewards. It's the

way you measure success in the Navy.

See your Navy Recruiter or

CALL 800-327-NAVY.

NAVYOFFKERSGET RESPONSIBIIJTY EAST.

urif rrf rr^mr^ri-jf * *«««..•—^^

lie oleaS'm' s' iM^eos- / *49-^'5:

The Sub is now hiring drivers

for deliveries.

Must have own car.

Part time, full time.

Inquire at Sub
i at 33 E. Pleasant St. Amherst, _^

•LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AAA RESUME SERVICE

Profaulenal conauHMlon /preparation
of raaumaa, covar lanara Rob 2S3-7S27

AcnvmES

DIttlngulthad Vialtora Program
MaMlng Tonight Wad 10/9 B PM CC
166-168 all OVP'ar* mutt anand "~ '

mambar* walcoma' DVP

AOVBRTISINO. AMV0NE7

Wa ara a young, anargalic Northampton

advarttaing fimi. We laok hard working,

confidant paraon to aiaiat in our activitiet.

Muit hava own wfiaala. If intaraatad, piaaM

call 686-2136

AUTO POR SALE

laSO DMaun Pickup *1800 call 2SB-13K

aak lor Gary Jr.

1074 Impala 24000 milaaigraat coodhtor

baat offar call MHaa 266-0033 avaninga

im IMarcurv Monarch aKC. condh

AM/FM 66k orig mltaa naw part* A/C, pwi

v»tnd, naada paint 1160 caH Erin 546-8180

1WS Plymouth Fury 666^3878 until 8

1878 Laguna loadad PW PL PS PB tilt AC
cniiaa AM/FM swivsl buckati lo\w mi. graat

condition call Chna 6-7464 *2800

"CASH"

^ylng caah for baaabaH carda call Mika

at 6488106

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

M0% wool only MO in tha Concouraa 3

day* a waak in Octobar taa you thara

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Olac Entartalnmant Agancy.
OiK Jockayi, larga scraan vidao dancai,

light »howi and rental* 548-7144

5488078, 548-8086, 5488067

HELP WANTED

Fraahman Studant Athlattc Tralnara
10 12 hourj/woek contact in Boydan Train

ing Room (#91 tel 545-2886

Superior PIzia naade kitchen help, mor-
ning* or night*. Please call 5490628

Sicit of DC food? Get out of the OC'*i Get

a rebate of your meal plan money plut free

home cooked meal* Only 15 to 20
hrt/waak Call Jim at 546-2150

Musician* /Small Bands wanted for oof

fee house* for developmentally disabled

young adult*. Funding available evening*

253 7507

POR RENT INTERESTED IN BUSINESS SCHOOL?

NYC Columbia area. Large quiet 5 room* ,

available now for Wad Mon on regular beat*
|

413-268-0102

POR SALE

78 HreMrd A/C. itareo, good cond 12

or BO 648-1848

1874 Pord Qrend Torino axcollant condi

tion naw tiraa, shock*, carbaurator. PS PBj

AC FM Tape call^9817
1878 Suburu DL 5 *pd axcallant condition

83 600 miles need cash must sell 11800 o'

80 548-8874^

1870 Ford QT Torino good condltten 400 or

BO Tom 258-8708

70 Volvo 142. soM, raNaole MSB or BO
1-287 3081

ISn Rod Chov Cemaro good condition 2

extra tiraa ft spare. AM FM caaaMta 1 100 or

80 call PM 549 04m

1878 Ford driTnada - must aaM now. Call tor

details Rick 648-6843

InoKponalva women'a ahlrta. many stytas

all under $20 Kenya bags 116 call 549-4863

Lab Series lOOw guitar amplifier axe t275

or BO call Rob 5«-4141

'> Bundy Flute. Exrellent conditkMi, very

;
rarely used 276.00 or baat offer 886-7644

Computer Terminal with modem 1300 or

BO Diane 54»1448

nTa CaMnata 2 and 4 dravxer standard and

I

legal wie office quality and steel desks Mo
Amherst Motor* 648-2880

Must sell 1871 Dodge Dert excellent runn

ing condition 648-6088 Mike keep trying

HLX home stereo apookore 100 wratt*

110 266-0786

Dixie Drum Set 4 piece excaWant condition

must sacrifice Mike 548-8088 _
tvvin Bed. mattreaa and boxspring *30

10x10 oriental rug »20 684-754 1

6n» pair Scott three-way apoakera MO
1 467 7877 can P.M.

On Wednesday. Oct tlh the Smith Col

lege Career Development Office will present

a buainaaa school panel featuring Pat Lang
from Columbia, Rosalyn Berne Irom Col

gate, Bartil Liandar Irom UMas*. and Deidrs

Leopold from Harvard They will discuss

whan and why to apply to a businaas school

and how to choose or>e. The meeting will be
in the Browsing Room of Nsilson Library

LOST

Red aplral notebook (MicBio 3101 and
goM woman* watch large reward 5484716

Drivers Ucense/l.O. call Dave Pcckham
546-4436 I can't drink without It'

Loet - glaaaaa in brown case, left in Hatch
on a table, aomeone picked tfiam up,

I, any info call 268-1778 avaa

Recording Studio offer* you 16 track state

of the ert for less Grest for demo tape*

Amherst 24 hrs 549 7640

Cathy For only $300. wa'H sit with him. SAVEtaO

PERSONALS

Looking for Cttriatlan F«lloii«slilp7 The
Alliance Christian Fellowship la now
meeting* Call Mark 253-7206 or Jen
548-9283 for info

Borderllna Sought. No words, just stares

One way perfective? Is the friendship wilting

too? Need to talk Soon

Mona P Now that wa hava bean formally

introduced, and you remembered my name,
lets go out some time, look n>e up Jim S

Mark - 1 ren>embered Happy Birtf>day, with

love, Stefania

Mlaa our first (noetTng? WSYL still has

shifts svaHaWa Thursday 10/10 700
Webster Lounge

The eaaence of huntanlty la abaurdlty.

Michael - Thanks so much for Dale and
Byron' I love them. . .ar>d you too' J

Angel: Welcome to UMasa' U kiva you'
Yours Alwsy* . .-S.S.

Hay good boya, wftan you leam how to

play quarter* let u* kr>ow The bad boy*

MOTORCYCLES

POUND

Pwind Maok oM on Saturday nigM caH

INI Kawaaofcl OPt 7M axcallant condi-

tion with halmei *2000 5484112 263-0112

Honda CXIOO custom. Perfect condition

fsst snd dependaMa. Must soH - 11300 War
ran 548-9787

MUSIC

Attention Banda, Mualclane - Emtiaaay

SWAG and WMUA

Tha Ramor>es w/tl>a Nelghborf>oods

Friday. November 1, 1986
in th» Studant Union BellrtXMn

tickets go on sale Octobar 21st

watch this apace for info

another

Southwest Ares Govarrxnant
ProductkKi

Nancy, Hillary. Hooey, Kerry. Suaan,

Carrie. MIchete, Meg: Cant I hava aH of

you? Ik.

FriM Tension Release. Volunteer* needed

lot acupressureist in training. Call Susanna

586^5092

The alatera of Kappa Kappa Qamma
mould like to welcome our new pledges:

Bet»y, Adrienne, Diane, Kim, Leigh snd

Meeghan We're glad to hsve you with^u*

Cera tha^orTglnal pinapple heed, have a

wonderful birthday' You're the best' We
love you' The Convent's First Floor

To PeeWee Hope you had the bast Birth

day in tha whole world. - ha-ha'

JMadwoman RMiT has a wedding to at

tend this weekend" Only 3 day*' Remember
NO tears & be HAPPY I'll be thinking of

you. Dish

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Caaea, papera, disaertatlona. thaeoa. on
campus, dependable, outitanding quality,

low rates, 584 7924

Brian's Typing Service. Fast, sccurste.

Available abnost anytime. 886-7862.

(Groat gift or poraenol troaouro. SASE to

IfiND out PO Box S41 Amhom MA 01004

Profoaalonal typing dona by UMaaa atu-

ient Reasonable rates, R Charron
6370044

TAILOR Alteration Expert Same Day Ser-

vice Availsble SHAANN'S Rt 116
Sunderiand Open 8 am e6fr3878

COINS 123/121 tutoring 500 per hr.

'ormer 123/121 grader Alex 266 1239

rotTwritriF we" RIOhTflTi"Word pro-

:«8sing looks batter (hsn typing savaa
time snd III Best service lowe*t ratea

TOTAL ACCESS 198 Main Northampton
WLIOI?

RIDE WAHrrSD

Thank you for tha happlaat six mon-
ttis of my life I love you' Happy Artniver

sary. NoeHa.

Nood rido to UNH-DuflMMi area. Satur

day 10/12 after noon, call HaNena 2580970
early mornings or lata aveninga. will shsra

Ride needed deaperataly to Buriington

Vermont or nearby for this long weekend
Pleeae call soon Susan at 648-1228 or

646^2152

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 or 2 mature houaematea wanted to

shsra 3 bedroom apt on Rt 5 (t 10 in Deer

fieM price is negotiable Marty 5882931

Quiet couple looking toshara 2 bedroom
apt. caH after 6 pm 5488237

SERVICES

TOBUBLIT

Looking for 2 women to share large, sun
ny room in s two bedroom Crown Pt Apt

t>u( route, close to campus and shopping

Avsilsbia immediately' Pleaaa call Kim
253-5406

TRAVEL

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND
November 13 drinking ege 18 188, 179 call

Bonnie 88432

TYPING » WORD PROCEBSINO

Next day service TYPE-RITE. 283-6111

QUALITY TYPING Long or short protects

WiH correct grsmmar, spsHing, B punctua
tion Meticulous proofraad)r>g. New IBM
typewriter 548-0387

WANTID

Two liuuiainotoa. Montague fwtn heuaa.

180 /mo ca« 7 PM 'Of^*^ ?'^ __
Applicants for Roger T Rllkonen
Memorlel Scholarship Fund
1600/samaeta' information and application*

vaUcble in Financial Aid Office Whitmora
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SPORTS

("olleifian photo by Paul Desmaraif

Forward Monica Seta (left) and the women's soccer

team at UNH today.

Minutewomen
riding high,
are at UNH

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Last year, as a freshman.

Cathy Spence came off the

University of

Massachusetts women's
isoccer team bench and was

"Instant Offense" as coach

Kalekeni Banda liked to

say.

With a late-season flurry,

including five goals in the

last three games of the

reason, Spence was the

J
teams leading scorer with
1 1 goals and eight assists

for 30 points.

However, all that scoring

drew a lot of attention to

Spence. Perhaps too much
as the Minutewomen,
ranked third in the nation,

travel to Durham this

afternoon to face the
unranked University of

New Hampshire at 3:30

p.m.

"They're (opponents)
looking for Spence," Banda
said. "They know her
number, they're marking
her one-on-one."

As the opposition worries

about bottling up Spence.

UMass" leading returning
.scorer and holder of three

NCAA tournament scoring

records, another freshman
has taken off.

Forward Beth Roundtree
has been a grateful reci-

pient of the tough

coverage on Spence and
UM's All-American mid-

fielder. Kristen Bowsher.

She has scored three goals

in the past two games, in-

cluding the game-winner
in a 1-0 victory over the

University of Connecticut.

"Beth is more used to be-

ing marked one-onone
from high school." Banda
said. "She goes after peo

pie."' Roundtree. with her

recent flurry, has assumed
the .scoring lead for the

undefeated f8-0)

Minutewomen.

Roundtree has scored six

goals with four assists for

16 points. Sophomores
Monica Seta (6-3-151 and
Carolyn Micheel (4-7- 15

1

are close behind.

So what is the role for

Spence? She's still coming
off the pines, but assuming
the role of a starter

"We've told her to be pa-

tient, hold the ball and be

tough," Banda said. "She
has to work hard in prac-

tice on being a starter, but

coming off the bench."

Today's game with the

Wildcats begins the second

half of the UMass season,

during which they will face

four Top 20 teams, in-

cluding four-time and
defending national cham-
pion North Carolina on
Saturday at 11 a.m. at

Boyden Field.

Field hockey ties, 1-1

Donnelly scores at 0:01
'By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

BOSTON—The University of Massachusetts field hockey

team went as far as they could before pulling out a last-

second miracle in senior Megan Donnelly's goal as time

expired to boost the seventh-ranked Minutewomen to a 1-1

tie with Northeastern here yesterday.

The Minutewomen, 6-2-1, had been outplayed and out-

shot by the spirited Huskies, who scored early in the first

half on the turf at Parsons Field.

"We were absolutely flat. Our offense was non-exsistent,"

said UMass coach Pam Hixon.

The Minutewomen had just five shots in the second half,

down 1-0, and only four penalty corners, two in the final

minute of play.

Donnelly's shot with 19 seconds to go went wide, but

UMass struggled to get another penalty corner with 10

seconds to go. Sophomore Amy Robertson raced to get the

ball down into position for a shot.

With four seconds left, Robertson hit the ball to the top

of the circle to junior Lisa Griswold who stopped the ball

with her stick. Donnelly hit the ball with one second left,

hitting the back of the net with no time left and the horn

Women's tennis

downs Wellesley
By LAURA KAUFMANN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's tennis team
scored an impressive victory over a tough Wellesley Col-

lege last week, 5-4, to go to 4-2 on the season.

Second doubles players Jill Nesgos and Ann-Marie

Mackertich won the match for UMa.ss, winning 7 4 in the

tiebreaker of a very exciting see-saw match as darkness

fell.

Mackertich won at third singles. 6-1. 2-6. 7-5. Others

winners included first singles player Chris Frazier, a

seni«tr and sixth singles player Laura Morgan, a junior

The Minutewomen travel to the MAlAW's this weekend

to face various teams and players among area colleges.

The Minutewonu-n then go on the road for three games,

playing Holy Cross. Dartmouth and Smith away before

tl.t"..,ea,>on finale, ihc New England champinn>.h,p^

blaring. "It was a good corner," Donnelly said. "Amy got

is right on target and Griz (Griswold) made a good stop.

All I had to do was hit it."

Donnelly, an All-American and U.S. National team

member, scored a goal of a penalty corner with three

seconds to go against Old Dominion in the Final Four two

seasons ago to send the game into overtime, where UMass
lost, 2-1.

There was overtime yesterday bercause both coaches

didn't agree on it prior to the game. The NCAA doesn't

require overtime in the regular season.

"You have to give Northeastern credit," said Donnelly.

"They were beating us to the ball. They were flying."

Northeastern outshot UMass, 20-13 as Minutewoman
goalie Katherine Rowe was forced to make 14 saves.

"We got here and we just weren't ready to play," said

Hixon. "We can't play like that and be in the Top 10. We
need to play with intensity and enthusiasm, and we'll have

it if I have to beat it out of them."

Northeastern scored on its first penalty corner with

24:09 left in the first half as Sharon George sent a rocket

by Rowe. The Huskies (3-2-3) entered the game unrnak-

ed, but unbeaten in its last four games.

"Our team is good," Hixon said. "Mentally we just

weren't in it until we were going to lose it. We have to put

opponents on their heels we have to come to play every

day."

( iillcKian photo by I>er«'k Roberts

Volleyball coach Elaine Sortino hopes to keep her team undefeated tonight against New Haven.

Volleyball undefeated

UM puts streak on line
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It's been a rough couple of

weeks for the University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team. The 14th-ranked
Minutewomen were fiat in a

three-game sweep of Mount
Holyoke College last week
and had to manufacture an
unbelievable comeback ef-

fort to beat Northeastern
last Saturday.

The road ahead doesn't get

any easier for head coach
Elaine Sortino's unbeaten
spikers. The University of

New Haven, ranked second
in the Northeast behind
UMass, invade Boyden
Gymnasium for another in

a series of critical matches
for the Minutewomen, 15-0.

"New Haven is more of an
offensive team than Nor-

theastern," said Sortino.

"They have a more balanc-

ed attack and a couple of

outstanding players."

UMass and UNH met
earlier this season for the
Ci'IiIimI ( '(inni'cl icuf Tour

nament championship.
UMass swept UNH for first

place honors.

"We were psyhcologically

ready for them at the CCSU
tourney," said Sortino. "We
had just come off a great

semi-final match against

Northeastern and we got to

rest before the match. We
had great momentum. New
Haven's semi-final match
went on for about an hour
and forty-five minutes, .so

they were pretty tired."

UMass will need consis-

tent performances from key
players to dispose of LINH.
New Haven plays a style of

volleyball similar to that of

Northeastern defensively,

but carry a little more offen-

sive punch.
"They are much more

disciplined than Nor-
theastern and more or-

thodox in style," said Sor-

tino. "For that reason. I

think they're a bit easier to

play than Northeastern."

Sophomore middle hitter

Marcy Guiliotis and
sdphomore hitter Violetta

Gladkowska dominated the

net against the Nor-

theastern with timely hit-

ting and blocking and will

be looking to do more of the

same against New Haven.

Both Guiliotis and
Gladkowska, along with

senior co-captains Ann
Ringrose and Sally Maher,

played a major role in the

spikers win over the

Huskies.

Freshman middle hitter

Barbara Meehan, freshman

setters Juliet Primer and

Ann-Marie Larese, and
sophomore defensive

specialist Debbie Cole will

also have to be in top form

to stop New Haven's potent

outside hitting attack.

Overall. UMass will have to

get out to a quick start and
not fall behind as they did

against Northeastern.

"We've got to be able to

get through that stick point

where we get out to a big

lead and let teams back in-

to the match," said Sortino

after Saturday's win over

Northeastern. "That stuff

has got to go. Somebody is

going to break our backs

over it."

Tbnight's match figures to

produce more of the same
edge-of-your-seat excitement

that about 200 lucky fans

witnessed at the Nor-

theastern match. Both
teams feature exceptional

defenses as well as explosive

offenses.

Sports at a glance

UMass schedule:
Thday:
Volleyball: New Haven, Boyden Gym. 7 p.m.

Women's Soccer: at New Hampshire, 3:30 p.m.

Football Luncheon: at Justin Ryans, 12 p.m., $4
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New draft
submitted
on smoking
By MINDY A. ANTONIO
Collegian Staff

Recent increases in campus complaints
have prompted the University Health
Council to submit a new draft of a public

smoking policy to the University of

Massachusetts Faculty Senate.

Warren Schumacher, chairman of the

council, said the council's aim was to for-

mulate a specific policy that would
designate smoking and non-smoking sec-

tions in all public areas.

The draft attempts to summarize several

smoking policies that are already in ex-

istence as part of the University conduct

code and state law.

The new policy states that smokers must

be provided with a smoking area apart

from those who choose not to smoke. Smok-

ing would be prohibited "in classrooms,

public areas, auditoriums, food service

areas and individual work sites, except in

designated smoking spaces or as agreed to

by occupants, consistent with appropriate

fire and safety regulations," the proposed

draft states.

The committee formulated the draft in

response to requests made by the Faculty

Senate, graduate senate and the personnel

office. Recent research studies of the

hazards of tobacco smoke also prompted the

draft proposal.

Schumacher said most complaints were

coming from secretaries who were being

«annoyed by people smoking in their offices.

"The health council did not intend to

create a new policy, but rather, wanted to

highlight and bring together the already-

existing policies that have been pro-

mulgated in the past," Schumacher said.

"What this policy does is it puts a

pressure on the administration to enforce

the old policy that states the rights of both

the smoker and non-smoker,'" Schumacher

said.

The draft also stated the dangers of tobac-

co smoke mising with chemicals in work

and study areas such as chemical

laboratories.

With the recommendation and support of

Provost Richard O'Brien, the council is

bringing the proposal to the Faculty Senate

and is hoping it will discuss and respond

to the request that the administration and

faculty carry out their obligation to enforce

the policy.

"What the policy is saying is that

everyone has rights. If a person wants to

smoke, space should be designated for him

to smoke," Schumacher said.

"Non-smokers have the right to be able

to breathe smoke-free air and this should

be provided for them too," he said. "Nobody

is trying to make a war. We're just saying

that rights should be respected." .

"This policy will put pressure on people

in administrative posts to designate ap-

propriate physical space for each of these

groups to respect these rights,"

Schumacher said.

InaidtJ Box
American killed in hijacking 2

Men's group supports women's issues.3

Willem Bruekcr album review 11

"We're likf tu>o mountain dthtbers . . . tied

together to a rope . . . if one falls, the oth^

falls,"

-^Pr. William L. Dry speitking of the
^- f/ni*«iJItete* and the Sovtrt Union.
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SHEDDING SOME LIGHT ON THE MATTER—Ed Dillion, senior

animal science major prepares a "hazards" obstacle for this weekend's
driving competition to be held at Tillson Farm.

Miscommunications pose risks

Creation of center

aims to reduce war
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

The United States and the Soviet Union
can reduce the threat of accidental nuclear

war by establishing "crisis control centers
"

throughout the world, an author said last

night at Amherst College.

Dr. William L. Ury said the greatest risk

posed by the world's nuclear weapons is

war created by "a series of incidents and
miscommunications." He attributes this to

the current lack of efficient communication

between the superpowers.

"By focusing on the risk of inadvertent,

accidental nuclear war, one would be focus-

ing on the main danger, rather than the

marginal danger (of intentional nuclear

war)," Ury said.

Installing worldwide control centers,

linked by telecommunication systems

would be only one aspect of reducing

nuclear disaster, he said. Ongoing talks

between defense ministers of the two na-

tions are an essential part of Ury's recom-

mendations for reducing the risk of war.

"Right now U.S. and U.S.S.R. military

machines are constantly interacting," he

said, "yet the leaders of these military

establishments almost never com-

municate."
Ury said creating crisis control centers

is politically feasible, citing a unanimous
vote for such a measure by the Senate in

June 1984. Soviet leader Mikhail Gor

bachev responded to the idea positively

when it was suggested to him last month,

Ury said.

Collegian photo by Michelle seKall

Dr. William L. Ury
"We're like two mountain climbers on a

precipice," he said of the two nuclear

powers, "we're tied together to a rope, and

if one falls, the other falls."

The U.S. assumes that "we're playing a

game which one side will win and the other

will lose" and that "if you don't like so-

meone you don't have to deal with them"
must change before dialogue can be suc-

cessful. Ury said. He added that negotia-

tions which concentrate on arms reduction

are not effective enough.

"Not that weapons aren't important,"

IJry said, "but we also need to think about

the human factor."

Ury is director of the Nuclear Negotia-

tion Project at Harvard Law School and
author of Beyond the Hotline: Controlling

a Nuclear Crisis. Ke has lectured to the

U.S. State Depa»-tment and the Pentagon.

Last ni
•

'? lecture was the first of four

in a series on "New Approaches to Peace

and World Security" presented by the Five

College Progiam in Peace and World

Security Studies.

Acid rain
researchers
move ahead
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Acid rain researchers at the University

of Massachusetts will embark this month
on a 10-year study designed to chart fur-

ther damage to state streams and ponds.

The study, phase three of the Acid Rain

Monitoring Project, conducted by the

Water Re.sources Research Center, will be

a statewide effort, with nearly 500
volunteers collecting more than 2.500

samples from about 750 lakes and ponds.

"This is the most extensive project of its

kind." project director Paul Godfrey said.

"Our first two .studies told us wheie we are.

Phase three will tell us where we are go-

ing."

Volunteers from across the state will col-

lect water samples from local lakes and

ponds. The collected samples will be

analyzed in 23 local laboratories and sent

on to UMass for further analysis. Godfrey

said.

Sampling begins Oct. 20 with water

bodies previously sampled by state agen-

cies, because of their importance as

fisheries. In April, more than 500 water

bodies will be randomly selected, in an at-

tempt to get a balance based upon water

body characteristics representative of the

state.

Although the results of the first two

phases of the project were comprehensive,

Godfrey said the third phase will establish

long-term acidification trends.

"We are looking for a trend," Godfrey

said, "but it takes some time to evaluate

a trend." Researchers hope to use the in-

formation to draw predictions about the

nearly 5,000 bodies of water in

Massachusetts.

Water bodies to be sampled by the pro-

ject are evaluated on watershed size, prox-

imity to communities and soil

characteristics. Godfrey .said the primary

goal of the .study is to "characterize the sen-

sitivity of the water bodies."

Godfrey said they would also run tests to

determine whether there are any correla-

tions between various metals and minerals

in the water and the water's ability to

withstand the effects of acid rain.

Results from the first two .studies indicate

that 6 percent of the .state's water bodies

are "acidified." meaning that they can no
longer support acquatic life.

In addition, 18 percent are termed
"critical," and another 70 percent are

"highly sensitive" or worse, meaning that

at current acid rain levels these water

bodies will acidify. Godfrey said water

bodies are evaluated by their ability to

neutralize acid.

"We have a pretty serious problem," God-

frey said. "The only real solution is to

reduce acidic emmissions."

Acid rain is precipitation with a high con-

centration of acids from sulfur dioxide,

nitrogen oxide and other chemicals in-

troduced to the atmosphere by the burni'-

of fossil fuels. Godfrey estimates that 50 to

90 percent of the acid rain in

Massachu.setts is produced by industrializ-

ed Midwestern states. He said three-

quarters of sulfuric acids are emmitted by

electric generating facilities.

Godfrey e.stimated that 18 percent of the"

rritiral water bodies will be acidified

within 10 years. "Even if we were to reduce

emmissions by 50 percent today, x* would
still take 10 years to clean up. Wo I! iti'^

lose the ponds."

(Jodfrey said the project should be able

to issue its first long range projection

within a year. ,
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Hijackers kill American on Italian ship

Leon and Maril3m Klinfi^hoffer

AP Luer photo

PORT SAID, Egypt (AP) - Palestinian hijackers of an

Italian cruise ship gave up yesterday, ending two days

of terror for more than 500 hostages, but Italian officials

said the pirates killed an American and threw him

overboard.
Prime Minister Bettino Craxi identified the dead

passenger as Leon Klinghoffer, 69, ofNew York City, who

was traveling with his wife Marilyn, 58,

"Unfortunately I have to give you mournful news," he

told a news conference in Rome. "In the course of this ag-

gression, an American citizen was killed. The captain of

the ship told me this a few moments ago, when I spoke

with him. He was apparently killed and thrown into the

sea."

The Achille Lauro's captain had said earlier that no one

was injured. About a dozen Americans were aboard, and

earlier unconfirmed reports had said two were killed.

The Foreign Ministry said the terrorists surrendered to

representatives of the PLO. They were taken to the Port

Said Naval Base.

"The hijackers, who number four, will leave ERypt,"

Foreign Minister Esmat Abdel-Meguid said. "The ship

will go to Port Said harbor. There were no demands." He

did not say where the hijackers would go from Egypt.

Company spokesmen said the cruise would continue,

with the next stop Ashdod, Israel, and the passengers who

had left the ship could rejoin it if they wished. Some had

already been flown from Egypt to Rome.
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Mental patient

captured in

Holyoke

HOLYOKE (AP) - A
mental patient charged

with t:hild rape who bolted

during a hospital-

sanctioned excursion to a

Northampton movie theater

was captured yesterday by

the police chief, who was
driving to work.

Arthur J. Chouinard, 57,

formerly of Chicopee, was
apprehended by Chief

Harold Skelton about 8:30

a.m. Skelton said he spotted

Chouinard walking on a

Holyoke street and ap-

prehended him after a brief

struggle.

Chouinard was taken to

Holyoke Hospital for a

checkup after complaining

of chest pains and then to

Hampden Superior Court in

Springfield, where he was
scheduled to be arraigned

on escape charges.

Chouinard, who was being

held on $50,000 bail pen-

ding trial, escaped after a

Northampton State

Hospital attendent took him
and another mental patient

to the movies, according to

Louis Berman, the state

mental health department's

assistant commissioner for

hospital management.

Berman said yesterday

that the department has
launched an internal in-

vestigation into the inci-

dent. "We are concerned

about the thought processes

involved in making the

clinical decision to allow

him off the grounds and
whether enough common
sense was used," he said.

Berman said Chouinard
had been allowed to leave

the hospital grounds to at-

tend a movie "on at least

one other occasion."

Irate prosecutors have

issued subpoenas for state

mental health and hosptial

officials to appear al a Fri-

day court hearing to explain

their decision to allow

Chouinard off the hospital

grounds.
Hampden County District

Attorney Matthew J. Ryan
said Tuesday he was
"outraged" by the action.

"It is apparent something

is sadly lacking when so-

meone being held on this

amount of bail is taken to

the movies. Someone has

got to be held responsible for

this," Ryan said.

William W. Teahan Jr..

assistant district attorney,

said yesterday that he

planned to request that

Chouinard not be returned

to Northampton Hospital if

he was found to need

psychiatric care.
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KICKING BACK—The UMass Okinawa Gojunryu karate club stret-

ches out before practice at NOPE field.

Local men's organization
explores women's issues
By SALLY DEANGELIS
Collegian Correspondent

Although they have no funding, and

members who, over the years have mostly

become inactive, a local men's organization

continues to explore women's issues from

a different perspective.

Affiliated with the Everywoman's
Center, Men Against Violence Against

Women (MAVAW) explores "men's chang

ing roles and expressions toward women's

issues through workshops and counseling

in the area," according to Robert Bureau,

the group's only coordinator.

Bureau voiced concern over what he sees

as the campus' lack of services for men who
want to learn more about sexual violence

issues. At this week's meeting of the new-

ly formed Sexual Violence Prevention Net-

work, participants came to the conclusion

that the campus is lacking in this specific

service. Bureau said he hopes to widen ac-

cessibility this semester with funding and

support from the Student Government
Association and the administration.

"Men's participation in the women's

movement has become more openly ap-

parent. Men have to decide and define what

is important to them, what they value and

how they express themselves," Bureau

said.

In an effort to expose some of the myths

about rape and physical abuse against

women, workshops, open to men and

women have been held in the dorms and

at the Bangs Community Center. Bureau

said they continue with the purpose of "pro-

viding dialogue in a respectful way about

issues of sexism as it manifests itself in

society and ourselves."

Short term individual counseling is also

available to men whose friends, lovers or

family members are survivors of sexual

assaults, harrassment or abuse. Bureau

said group members are trained for

counseling through the Everywoman's
Center.

Bureau said he will change MAVAW's
name in hopes of attracting more members
toward the organization.

"The name is not positive, it's confusing

and unclear."

Steven Bodkin, a founder of MAVAW,
who is no longer an active member said,

maintaining continuity is difficult because

the campus community is so transient.

"We should all come to a consciousness

against violence. Men Against Violence

Against Women is just one example of the

men's movement," he said.

Bureau remains hopeful about his efforts

being successful. "One person becoming

educated in the issues has an echoing ef-

fect. There is a transfer of this knowledge

and sensitivity."

Senate approves
referendum to ask
increase in student fees
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Undergraduate Student Senate last night

approved a referendum that will ask for

student approval in raising the Student Ac-

tivity Fee $12 per year.

The activity fee provides resources for the

Student CJovernment Association to fund
services, activities, and advocacy to the stu-

dent community. The referendum, which
will send the issue out to students for ap-

proval, is "the biggest concern in the senate

in six years," said Jordan Rosener. budget
committee chairman.
Rosener and SGA Treasurer Diane Rossi

made a presentation to the senate, which
showed that far too little activity funding

is projected for fiscal year 1987. The $12
activity fee increase would "get the senate

by for the next two years," they said.

"I just wanted to give some background
to the issue," Rosner said of the presenta-

tion. "This issue is so big and so mighty
that the students have to decide it."

The major reason for the fiscal problems
is the increase in professional payroll.

which will raise the payroll to 75 percent

of the total SGA budget for fiscal year 1987,

Rosner said. The problem began last year,

when he said the professionals got a new
contract calling for increases.

One professional present at the meeting,

Katja Hahn d'Errico, director of the

Economic Development Office, said, "If the

jobs we are doing for you are important at

all, set your priorities."

That's exactly what the senate will do ac-

cording to Rossi, who said that a plan to

educate the students on the fiscal problem
will be underway. The problem, she said,

"affects all the RSOs (Registered Student

Organizers)," and therefore, since there are

500 of them, most students become direct-

ly involved.

The referendum is scheduled for Oct. 29

on the Campus Center Concourse and will

require a 7.5 percent student vote and ap-

proval in order to be sent to the Board of

Trustees.

At the start of the meeting, Chancellor

Joseph D. DufTey fielded questions from the

senate regarding the concern of alcohol be-

ing served at two recent campus events and
several other current issues.

Anti-apartheid rally will be held today
A Five-College anti-apartheid rally and

teach-in, sponsored by the South African

Organizational Project, will be held from
3-5 p.m. today in John M. Greene Hall at

Smith College.

Guest speakers include former Boston

mayoral candidate Mel King, white South

African Derek Kotze and University of

Massachusetts Afro-American Studies pro-

fessor Michael Thelwell. They will discuss

the issues of apartheid and divestment as

they relate to the Five-College community.

According to South African Organiza-

tional Project member Suzinne Pak, the

purpose of the rally and teach-in is to raise

the level of awareness about South African

issues in the Five-College area.

The event will be instrumental in

"creating and developing a network of sup-

port for the anti-apartheid movement bet-

ween the five colleges. The event will also

express the solidarity of the members of the

community with blacks in South Africa."

Pak said.

A question and answer period will be

held at the end of the rally and teach in

after which a resolution calling for divest-

ment from all five colleges will be drawn
up, Pak said.

As it now stands, the University has sold

its stock in compliance with its investment

policy while Smith, Mount Holyoke and
Amherst Colleges retain investments in

corporations doing business in South

Africa. Hampshire College also remains
divested from the country.

CHRISTINE LEVESQUE

Former Pentagon official to speak
A former Pentagon official will speak at

8 p.m. in the Red Room of Converse Hall

at Amherst College on "NATO: Should the

United States pull out?"

Earl Ravenal, a professor at Georgetown
University has written eight books in-

cluding NA TO's Unremarked Demise and
Strategic Disengagement and World Peace.

He has also written more than 140 articles

for Foreign Affairs, Harper's, The Atlantic

Monthly, the New York Times Magazine

and professional publications.

Ravenal received his master's and doc-

toral degrees from Johns Hopkins Univer-

sity where he was a professor.

The lecture is sponsored by the political

science department of Amherst College and

The Five College Peace and World Securi-

ty Studies Lecture Fund.

A reception will be held in the South Col-

lege Library after the lecture.

Man arrested after assault at UMass
A 21-year-old man was arrested on a

default warrant after he assaulted a

woman on the seventh floor of Brown
House Tuesday night. University of

Massachusetts police said.

The man, who was not a student, was put

into protective custody because he was

allegedley drunk. He was brought to

University Health Services where his con-

dition was evaluated. Police later releas-

ed him from protective custody and ar

rested him on a default warrant. The man
was released on bail and was issued a

trespassing notice.

The woman was not injured and did not

want to press charges, police said.

In other police reports:

A 1980 Pontiac Sunbird and a 1985 Ford

Mustang, valued at $8,900 were reported

stolen in lot 32 Tuesday. The Pontiac was
last seen Sunday morning and the Ford

was last seen Monday, police said.

A 1983 Subaru received $2,000 in

damages when it was hit in Plot Tuesday
night. Paint markings were found on the

car and police said they believe it was hit

by a truck.

A typewriter valued at $280 was reported

stolen from the fourth floor of Coolidge

Tower Tuesday, police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

Guatamalan rights reviewed
The Faculty and Staff for Peace in Central America are

sponsoring a talk about the Guatemalan Health Rights

Support Project at noon tommorow in Campus Center

room 168.

Curt Wands, coordinator of the project, will speak about

the newly formed Washington-based organization, the

purpose of which is to "maintain a primary health care

program that helps meet the on-going needs of displaced

and war-ravaged Guatemalans who lack many of the basic

elements for human survival with dignity."

The project maintains that out of 30 countries in

America, life expectancy the third lowest by the United

Nations. More than 200 out of 1000 live births in

Guatemala end in death before age five. Added to these

statistics, the project claims 79 percent of the people live

in poverty and illiteracy in some an>as reaches 80 percent.

According to the its statement of purpose, the project

proix'-^f^ '" "'"'1 <'"^ supply health workers for the

Guatemalan Health Movement, a group that was cieateii

as a result of "^nneninient and military policies that do

not allow for community based project- which deal with

the basic causes and preventi(.n "^ f^i^t^ases
••

T A. lALAVONE
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A LONG WAIT—Students stand outside the Fine Arts Center yesterday to purchase Paul

Young concert tickets.

• ' ' r
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SUNDAY BRUNCH
AT THE PUB...

Better than
Breakfast

in Bed.

I

Sunday, Oct. 27, 1985

John M. Greene Hall
8:00 p.m.

Tickets starting Oct. 11

For the Record (Faces), Main St. Records, Fine Arts

Center Box Office 8- Seelye Basement at Smith

College.

Tickets $9 and $10

$12 at the door

I

I

w?^sfe>

From Eggs Benedict

to Crobmeat Frittoto. .

.

The best reason

for getting out of bed

is our terrific new
Sunday Brunch...

Four food-filled,

fun-filled hours

every Sunday,

llam-3pm.

No cans, bottles, recording devices or cameras. Hall is wheelchair

^ accessible. ^

ctKDER FRED
U. MASS. MANIA!

MENS

Mistral „ „B OUR PWCE $7.99

, optimum .h"« "••*"

,

Famous Name ourpw"*!?-^

Girbeaud J..n- "•"^'^ ourpb.M«15.99
iForenzaJMn* B«fl "°

I

Unleaded oubp"""*''^*

iGloria
Vanderbilt

iGloria
Vanderbilt

c.nv..l.ck«.
B...««

Stanley Blacker

Lweaters
"'»

Isheridan ..hrprice $16.93

hamoiS Shirt Reg.$36.00 OUR PRICE 2/$25.00|

ands Off

annels Reg. $28.00 OUR PRICE $10.99

ateway Rugbys Reg. $28.00 OUR PRICE $10.99

iLee Jeans Reg. $25.00 OUR PRICE $14.99

Repage Active CordsReg. $28.00OUR PRICE $8.99

Counter Proposal
Cotton Casual Rag. $38.99 OUR PRICE $18.99]

DAX Urban Jackets Reg. $86.00OUR PRICE $39.95

St. Charbel
"Miami Vice Style " Reg. $38.00 OUR PRICE $24.95

oUBPBl«»24.9!JC°"«»9e
Print

FOOTWEAR

Sweatshirts Reg. $18.00 OUR PRICE $9.98

OURPB»CE$'*^-^

OURPWCt^'*^-^

Levi's leather shoes Reg. $60.00OUR PRICE $24.99|

iHerman Survivors
jootsirrs. Reg. $96.00 OUR PRICE $49.95|

iFamous Name
lieather sneaks Reg. $60.00 OUR PRICE $19.95

*Nike Transit Jogger

Reg. $38.00 OUR PRICE $24.99

1

Puma
Ralph Sampsons Reg. $66.00 OUR PRICE $29.99

1
9 West leather flats Reg. $60.00 OUR PRICE $27.99

1

Snickers

I

Hi Tops leather shoes Reg. $48.00 OUR PRICE $17.99

1

Famous Name
I
joggers Reg. $36.00 OUR PRICE $14.95]

Canvas workouts Reg. $28.00 OUR PRICE $6.99

Trader Fred's is working to become your lowest Priced Clothing Store in Hampshire County.

48 North Pleasant St., Amherst
in the new Tucker Taft Building below D'Angelo's 253-7155

Be Informed! Be Aware!

Read the

Daily Collegian
Have the Collegian delivered directly to

your parents home or office for the

Spring 1986 semester.

Keep them informed about the

University and Five College area

happenings.

If you are interested in this service, please fill out

this form and mail to the address below.

I

Name

Address

City/State/Zip Code.

Please check one:

n First Class - one semester $30.00

D *Third Class - one semester $12.00

Third class mail is subject to inconsistencies and delays which

account for its lower rate.

All subscriptions are payable in advance

Mail this form and payment to:

The Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003

Telephone (413) 545-3500

Effective starting Spring Semester 1986

I

I
I

I

I

I
I

I

\
I

I

I

I

I

I
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i^ record review
alto saxophonist Andre
Goudbeek has a startling

cadenza that revives the

memory of Eric Dolphy.

There are so many marches,

growling brass and tongue

in cheek flourishes going on,

that when the band drops

out for Goudbeek, it sounds

as if time has stopped and

amtinitedfrom paf/f 1

1

held its breath. The latter

composition recalls Frank
Zappa's extended in-

strumental works. We hear

quotes of "Columbia, the

Gem of the Ocean." cowboy

and Indian themes and an r

& b ostinato figure played in

unison by the horns, behind

Breuker's screaming tenor.

The humorous edge that

runs through much of their

music is in boldest relief

here.

"Sylvia's Proposal" is the

only introspective piece

among the seven selections

and is a feature for the

leader's emotive clarinet. It

has the feel of Gil Evan's

melancholy classic, "Where
Flamingos Fly," except

DAILY EXPRESS SERVICE

Springfleld-Worcester-Boston
Peter Pan also serves:

• Albany • Amherst • Deerfleld • Holyoke • Lee
• Natick • Northampton • Palmer • Pittsfield

• South Hadley • Westfield and
other Massachusetts points

Charters & tours across the U.S.A. and Canada

Breuker inserts a plaintive,

speech-like clarinet state-

ment. Again, the com-

parison with Dolphy 's sound

is obvious. Dolphy was a

prime influence on this

generation of the Dutch jazz

community, having played

with Mengelberg and drum-

mer Han Bennick, fathers of

modern jazz in Holland.

"Kontrafunkt," as the title

implies, contains some not

quite straight ahead boogie.

The concluding number,
"Sond of Mandalay," one of

two Kurt Weill originals on

the album, is a plate-

balancing vaudeville romp,

featuring a breakneck
soprano sax solo by Breuker.

Gustav Mahler was
quoted a ssaying "The sym-

phony should be like the

world; it must contain

everything." It is a state-

ment Willem Breuker and

his Kollektief have taken

very much to heart.

The album is simply en-

titled, Willem Breuker
Kollektief. It has been
released on a label called

"About Time'—to which we
. can all say "Amen."

!!THE
!G01NG HOME!!

LOWEST HOLIDAY FARES TO ANYWHERE!!

For information cail: The Peopie Professionais

Ea±az
1776 Main St.. P.O. Box 1776
Springfield, MA 01102-1776

Fares & Schedules: 761-3320
General Office: 781-2900

COUIMC U- TRfVE^^^e>^
ri=iir<n-

79 SO. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST

Uke «***?*-

%

:;

7727
253-spAS

Utopia Spas
1 75 University Drive. Amherst

call now for reservations

4 P.M. 1 KM. Tu. Sun. 1 1 AM. I A.W.

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

i»»#<»«»»**<»»*<#<*»»<»**»***>*****************^*f

SALADS SUBMARINES

t:he sub
VRIAMSS.

'
>

<
t

'
I

:;

::

;;

The Sub is now hiring drivers

for deliveries.

Must have own car.

Part time, full time.

Inquire at Sub,

i^

< >

' >

1 >

; at 33 E. Pleasant St. Amherst. ;

RENT/^RKK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Avalable

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

EATING
PROBLEMS?
Group for women
18-35 with bulimia

compulsive overeating,

bingeing/starving,

anorexia.
Registration Sept 1

1

Oct 4. Call Health

Education, 549-2671

x181 for more info

confidentiality insured

A Free 26 IVIinute Slide Show
on the (History of Roclc. . .^

At'

B^i

Thursday, October 10, 1985
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WVAL CkAUE
ORIENTAC
FOOD MAHk^ET

360 College St., Amherst (Route 9)

Mon-Sun 10-8 253-5658NOW OPElSr
with a large variety of

AUTHENTIC ORIENTAL
• Produce • Sauces S Spices • Noodles • Froicn & Canned Goods
• Cooking Implements 6 Supplies • Homemade take out food

The best prices 6 largest inventory outside of Boston or NJ^

Pius quality repair of all t\|)i's and st\li's oT it-wcliN .

Komounlin^ and ri'st'ttinu

also dont'.

J.?VU§TtN.
.|i:\vi:i.i;k

•

on the common, amherst, 253-3986

mon.-sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Season's Sunday Brunch Buffet

It's

your choice

and what a choice!

Season 's specialtiesfrom
traditional Bacon & Eggs to

Seafood Casseroles to Scrumptious

Desserts. Season s Sunday Buffet

from Eleven to Three

only

$7.95
A II mnior credit cards accepted

Experience the Joy

ofDining with

family andfriends at

•-"•« "Wi* w*w "W^

,P««ii,
iox^*"

mfmfmjmimjfiimimmumjmmmjmmm

529 Belchertown Road Amherst (413)253-9909

MATRIX
The Difference Between Music

and "Hi-Fi"

There's a big difference between real music and

"hi-fi". Unfortunately, most people shopping

for stereo components

never get to hear that difference.

AT MATRIX AUDIO, we take the time

to pick components that DO sound more musical

than anything else in their price range,

and to set up our demonstration rooms so that

you don't have to take our word for it:

YOU can hear the difference for yourself!

MATRIX personnel take all the

time necessary to analyze your current system

for the most cost-effective way to

better musical performance.

K

Presented by
GOVERNOR'S PROGRAM COUNCIL

Thursday. October 10 FREE Showings at 7, 8, 9 and 10 PM
Campus Center Student Union Ballroom

Time Tunnel PHOTO EXHIBIT at the Campus Center Concourse.
sponsored by Kodak

lllllli

MATRIXAUDIOVIDEO

T'>*-^>*r"r»'r>*tirr#*^'r»v '>#*'• ftf^^f

2 West St.. W. Hatfield, Ma. 413-247-5689

COMPARABLE PRICE.
INCOMPARABLE PERFORMANCE.

The
fastest-growing

profession

in America.
According to the U.S. Bureau of Lalw StatisthSf

the need for paralegals is about to double.

Now is the time to become a part of this

dynamic profession . . . and there is no finer train-

ing available than at Philadelphia's acclaimed

Institute for Paralegal Training. After j ust four

months of intensive stud y, we will find you_a job

in the city of your choice. We are so confident of

the marketability of our graduates that we offer a

unique tuition refund plan.

To learn how you can add market value to

your college degree, return the coupon or call toll-

free: 1-800-222-1 PLT.

IVe'W be on campus 1°^
Contact vour pinioment otfice to arrange for an

individual intorviow or group presentation.

f'iiiancini Aid

(wnilnblc

THEiNsrnurE

Ariuovcd In/ the

.'\mcrhiui Ihr

A>soci(Uioii
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Institute tor r.ir.ili');.«l Ir.iining

1^26 Arch Street
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U.S. sanctuary idea naive
The sanctuary movement is a growing

force in America, particularly among the

churches of this nation. Indeed, many
refugees have been brought to this campus
and to cities throughout Massachusetts to

describe their ordeals, in the hope of inspir-

ing the audience to actively oppose U.S. in-

volovement in Central America.

The refugees and the movement's ac-

tivists relate terrible stories of government

torture in El Salvador and Guatemala, and,

as a result, have convinced thousands of

Americans to violate Federal Immigation

law as "public witnesses" to "evils" of U.S.

foreign policy in the region. Tragically,

however, these faithful have naively ac-

cepted a movement which has deliberate-

ly misrepresented reality, and have become,

in Lenin's words, "useful idiots."

The sanctuary movement's key organiza-

tion is the Chicago Religious T^sk Force

(CRTF). Its director, Renny Ck)ldman,

recently proclaimed that the flow of

Guatemalan refugees "will only stop if our

governments stops giving weapons to the

Guatemalan government—the people's

killers." Goldman is obviously an expert at

stimulating sympathetic emotions; yet she

is not an expert with accurate information,

since she conveniently ignored the fact that

the U.S. has not supplied weapons to

Guatemala since 1977, when President

Carter suspended all arms sales to that

country.

The Sanctuary movement also claims

that illegal aliens deported to El Salvador

face torture and death upon return, and

then buoy this claim with the personal ex-

periences of one or two unidentifiable

refugees. These claims of "certain death"

have been repeated so often and with such

emphasis that the absence of evidence goes

unnoticed.

Currently, there are approximately

500,000 Salvadoran illegal aliens in the

United States, despite the efforts of the Im
migration and Naturalization Service. And,

according to a study done by the Congres-

sional Research Service of the Library of

Congress. "70 percent of the Salvadorans

apprehended by the INS return to El

Salvador under a 'voluntary departure'

agreement rather than a deportation

order." Obviously, these aliens have no fear

of death upon return to their native coun

try. Furthermore, apprehended aliens fill

Peter Dow

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's ad

dress and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters must be typewrit

ten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column submissions should be

between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are subject to editing for clarity and

length.—Editor
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Overseas views of the U.S.

out an INS asylum questionnaire if they

want asylum in the U.S., and the vast ma-

jority have cited economic considerations as

the primary reason for their asylum, not

the "fear of death."

Not only do the sanctuary activists ignore

these facts, but they also fail to provide any

solid proof that those who have been
deported have suffered human rights

abuses upon their return. In 1982, the

CRTF printed "Basta! Sanctuary
Organizer's Nuts & Bolts Supplement, No.

1," and claimed that: "as of August 1982

... 30 percent of all refugees forcibly

returned to El Salvador from the U.S. and
Mexico have been tortured, maimed, or

murdered upon their return."

The CRTF claimed Amnesty Interna-

tional as their source. Yet in June 1983,

Amnest International disclaimed the quote

(no doubt reluctantly), stating that "none
of the facts or figures published by CRTF
are accurate." In fact, contrary to CRTF
claims, no Salvadoran human rights

organization has reported any case of a

deportee being killed since 1981. In addi-

tion, a 1983 study by the leftist ACLU,
undertaken to document human rights

abuses against deportees, could not

establish one positive identification bet-

ween and a human rights victim.

The hypocrisy of the sanctuary move-

ment's leaders is also evident. While con-

centrating on Salvadoran and Guatemalan
refugees, they purposely ignore the far

worse plight of Nicaraguan and Cuban
aliens in the Miami area, or the

Nicaraguan refugees in Costa Rica and
Honduras (who happen to be products of

repressive communist governments).

The points made here can only lead to one
conclusion—that the primary goal of the

sanctuary movement is not humanitarian,

but political. The goal is the undermining
of American foreign policy in Central

America and our national security; the

tools are the well-intentioned but naive con-

gregations in U.S. churches. It is time for

American to wake itself up and see reali-

ty, before it is too late.

Peter Dow is a UMass student.

"Americans seem to be brimming with

self-confidence when they travel abroad.

They feel that everyone else is jealous of

them and cannot understand why anyone

would want to live anywhere else but the

U.S.A. I do admire the way they are able

to stand up and talk out loud without wor-

rying about it.

"I wish your government would stop talk-

ing to the Russians in such childish

language. America is no more or less evil

than the Soviet Union in the way they

behave in the international arena."

Kathy R., 28, cook

"I would love to live there because your

standard of living is so high. My family,

which is middle-class, would probably have

a nice house with a swimming pool in the

backyard.

"I don't agree with your nuclear policy or

what your president is doing in general.

"Some Americans take us as being

stupid— like we are all peasants or

something. They think they are big-shots

but they are only giving themselves a bad
name."

Albert S., 18, bartender

"I spent two years in the United States

and, to be honest, didn't like it much. Of
course, it probably would have been nicer

if I weren't with my American relatives all

of the time. They drink too much."
Thomas C, 51, seafood wholesaler

"We are very happy for your business but

I think your attitude often leaves a bit to

be desired. The Irish are a soft-spoken lot

and I'm afraid Americans tend to be a bit,

well, loud.

"Even though his treatment of your

South Americans neighbors is awful, I like

Ronald Reagan and not just because he has

Irish blood. He is a very sincere man and

William Spain

has a lot of courage to stand up for what
he believes."

Galen T., 34, shipper

"You are all crazy to freely elect a man
like Ronald Reagan. He is very bad news

for us because he wants to do to Europe
what he has done to the United States, in

terms of defense policy. All he will really

accomplish is to totally split Europe in half.

This is already happening."

Tony C, 33, unemployed

"It makes me angry to think that the

next time your country decides to get in a

war. it will poison all of us and there is

nothing we can do about it."

William H., 47, fisherman

"All I know about the States comes from

what I read but it appears to be a nation

of great opportunities for young people. Of
course, it is a very powerful country—
perhaps a bit too powerful."

Cellie R., 67, shopkeeper

"When you get back in Boston. I wish you

would tell people to stop sending money for

bombs that blow up our neighbors in the

North."
Kevin G., 63, farmer

"No comment. Really, I don't hav^
anything to say about it."

Mary S., 29, unemployed

"I love your accent."

John T., 21, car salesman

Collegian columnist William Spain col-

lected these observations while in Ireland.

GATE better than nothing
After reading Dr. Ricci's column on the

Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide, I

am really surprised that he failed to realize

that his own arguments were actually in

support of CATE.

Ricci's pertinent criticisms of the CATE
guide can be summed up as follows; it is

unscientific in it's analysis, it receives too

low a response to be taken seriously, and,

worst of all, it has less than favorable

things to say about Exercise Science 210.

I will hand Ricci a victory on all three

points. He has carefully and copiously

shown us that the CATE Guide is less than

efficient in evaluating his course. Ricci's

next point is even better— I thoroughly ap-

plauded his brave and noble deed in open-

ing up his University evaluations to all

who want to view them. I also

wholeheartedly endorse his recommenda-
tion that a reliable and accurate policy be

drawn up to address the problems which
affect the official evaluations.

Ricci's logic is also sound in pointing out

that the "semi-official" truth of the Univer-

sity Evaluations are certainly better than
CATE's. What Ricci completely overlooks,

is that CATE knows it.

It would certainly be great if the CATE
book contained the University's Evalua-

tions; scientific, more accurate than
CATE's, and definitely necessary. In 1980,

CATE sued the University to try to get ac-

cess to these documents—they lost. So what
does a student do?

I read the CATF Guide. Not because it

is the gospel of luth. but becau.se it is all

we've got. As the CATE Guide states

"given that we haven't the re.sources or

funding to perform a scientific survey, we
mu.'Jt somewhat subjectively interpret the

results ..." There is no reason to take

CATE as a farce—they state right away
what their limitations are.

Mark Rubin

Allow me to elucidate on the most impor-

tant limitation. Students pay professors

part of their salaries and they are public

employees who are responsible to us. Our

check on them is our ability to judge their

effectiveness. This is a large rea.son why

the University provides a copious evalua-

tion service.

Now, imagine the ludicrous 1980 court

decision that denies thi information to

students. Instead, the court left the deci-

sion to make the evaluations public in the

hands of professors; either the proud ones

like Ricci or the uncooperative "Dr.

Refusal."

To make matters worse, given the con-

cerned competitiveness in landing a class,

just how will professors be in realising bad

evaluations to a few pain-in-the-neck

students? Let's face it, it does "Professor

Refusal" no justice to not only be called a

stiff, but to release it to over 20.000

students.

CATE's strenght is that it enters where

our elite faculty refuses to yield to

democracy, truly being responsible to those

whom they are accountable to. And yes,

Ricci is correct in his criticisms of CATE's
methodology. But 3s soon as the anti-CATE
discussion turns to voluntary evaluation

disclosures, the case for CATE strengthens

because it is the only sure thing we
students have.

If people want to do away with the less

than adequate CATE's, open up the

University evaluations or increase CATE's
funding. Otherwise, leave our 50 per stu-

dent investment alone

Mark Rubin is a UMass student.

How much should we pay?
"Since the late 1960's, the Amherst

Campus (UMASS) has had a critical need,

but not the funding resources, for a

multipurpose arena with large seating

capacity which would simultaneously meet
the requirements for implementing a quali-

ty program for intercollegiate hockey and

basketball and provide the indoor seating

capacity for major University events: con-

vocations, concerts, and a rainy weather

alternate for commencement excercises."

The above statement, written by

Chancellor Duffy in September of last year

is still true today. The University of

Massachusetts at Amherst could certainly

use a large multipurpose facility: skating is

fun, concerts are great and a few new
squash courts would help too.

The Cage only holds 5,000 people, not

really enough to support first rate bands or

provide a rain alternative for commence-
ment. It is clear that the proposed facility

would prove immensely useful to UMass.

However, the issue at hand, as usual, is

money.
One year ago the proposal called for stu-

dent fees to support the project at $95 per

student per year. Former Student Trustee

Jim Keller spoke against the proposal on

the basis of significant fee tuition increases

in the recent past and offered alternate

funding sources such as the state alumni

and ticket revenues.

This project is being discussed again, on-

ly this time the fee is $160 per student, $65

dollar increase! Where do the financial

planners think students will get this kind of

money? Certainly not from the federal

government. Is UMass experiencing gen-

trification? Are we going to maintain our

accessability and diversity? These are

essential questions that must be asked.

Roth/Burgess

A recent referenda question resulted in a

clear mandate that students do not support

construction under the existing cir-

cumstances. A majority felt that students

should not pay for this project at all, while

many students felt like $20 or $50 would be

appropriate. The building is for the

students and it is clear what students are,

and are not, willing to pay. $35 million is a

tremendous amount of money for this pro-

ject. Students are not infinite "funding

resources" and the administration and the

trustees need to recognize this.

Our job is to represent students. We feel

very strongly that students are not, and

should not be treated as, a source of

endless amounts of money.
UMass/Amherst is the state's star in-

stitution. Quality must be sought after of

course, yet we are a state land grant in-

stitution. Accessability is as equally impor-

tant as quality. The state, trustees and ad-

ministrators cannot ignore this responsibli-

ty if we are to be faithful to our mission.

There is a delicate balance that must be

achieved.

In light of our jobs as students represen-

tatives, the recent referenda, and our own
personal perspective, we feel compelled to

resist the proposal as it presently exists

and to support the quest for alternative

sources of funding.

We seek your input, reactions and ideas

and encourage you to share your presepec-

tive with the administratgors and trustees

as well.

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are the SGA
co-presidents.

The different types of hugs
A much-ignored ability of the average

human being is the hug. Today, I would

like to discuss the different aspects of the

hug, along with the ways hugs are used

and abused. Hopefully, by the end of this

article, people will see that hugging
deserves a special place with other bodily

functions such as eating, sleeping, and pro-

creating. There are presently three types

of hugs in existence, each serving a specific

purpose.

The first of these hugs is the passionate

hug. Although this is the first hug I am
discussing, it is more than likely the least

important one because of its sexual con-

notations. During the act of love making,

the passionate hug is merely a tool by

which each partner gets a better grip on the

other. A passionate hug is also a very

selfish hug. Each person is trying to get

more out of it than the other. As we will

learn, this goes against the very nature of

the hug.

Our second hug is the social or relative

hug. The name of this hug is fairly self ex-

planatory. It is given to relatives or ac-

quaintances when it is expected to be

given. A family reunion is usually a hot bed

of social hugging. Here you migh meet

Aunt Agnes, the one who wears entirely

too much makeup. Instead of a social kiss,

a social hug would be much more
appropriate.

The main problem with this type of hug-

ging is that it is done more as a chore than

for enjoyment. From your own experiences

you should be able to see that there is lack

of feelings when hugging in this manner.

The only exception to this rule is the hug-

Herb Ramy

Letters-
Bible is oppressive to women

ging of close relatives such as parents,

grandparents, and siblings.

Our final type of hug has never been

named, because mere words cannot capture

its true essence. I refer to it simply as "the

hug because someone needs a hug." The
difference between this hug and the others

is that there are no selfish motivations,

whatsoever. This statement only gives a

part of what this hug is all about. To ex-

plain it more clearly, I will try to give an
example.
A friend (male or female— it doesn't mat-

ter) walks by your room, and you notice

that this person has quite a somber look on

his or her face. Before even asking what is

wrong, you go over and give this person a

hug. This may seem a bit forward, but it

is usually appreciated.

As you can see, this type of hug is very

simple and can be accomplished with lit-

tle or no forethought. Surprisingly enough,

this hug benefits both the hugger and the

huggee—the reason being that no one can

hug or be hugged too often. In other words,

there is not way to overdose.

The idea of hugging a friend in today's

society is almost unheard of, but I think

that it's time for a change. I've presented

the facts on hugging as clearly as I could.

It is now up to you to weigh the value of

hugs, and see if they are worth trying.

Hopefully, you will give them a chance.

They are well worth the effort.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

In response to Rusty Denton's column,

"On Women and the Bible," I feel I must
comment on a few points. Although Den
ton seems somewhat understanding of

woman's rights, he mis.sed a few important

statements in the Bible. In my opinion, the

Bible oppresses woman from page 1 of

Genesis.

In Genesis 1:26 it states, "... and God
said. Let us make man in our image, after

our likeness: and let them have dominion

over the fish of the sea. and over the fowl

of the air, and over cattle, and over the

earth, and overy every creeping thing that

creepeth upon the earth."

Think of that for a while. This statement

shows man as the all-powering and
domineering individual who has been

given power over human and animal life.

This oppresses woman. It's obvious. It's

amazing how the Bible has had persuasive

influence over contemporary thinking.

In Gen. 2:22, it states, "And the rib, which

the Lord God had taken fiom man, made
he a woman, and brought her unto the

man."
In Gen. 2:18, it states, "And the Lord God

said. It is not good that the man should be

alone . .
."

To me, these sections in the Bible show

women a.s serving men and being beneath

them. It .states that woman was created for

man's pleasure and to serve him since he

is the dominant superior being of the earth.

Surely this oppre.sses women and brings

false images of gender roles into our society.

I hope people were aware of these facts

before they read Denton's column To me.

oppivssion is written everywhere in the Bi-

ble. Trying to make any .sen.se of gender

equality out of the Bible is verv rlifficult.

Nice try. but no cigar!

Yet. there is still another point I must

make aware to people. I hate to disappoint

Denton and his perception of femini.sts, but

1 am not "snorting, .stomping, and giinding

my teeth. ' As a feminist my.self. 1 am not

irrational as Denton indirectly stated. I

read Denton's column with interest and

want him to realize that there are many
people out there who have never read the

Bible. 1 hope they realize that the Bible is

full oppressive sections and must be con-

tinually explored.

Linda Serenson
Southwest

Newspaper's need for accuracy
The article entitled "Indebtedness to

capitalist countries is a problem in many
Third World countries today" Oct. 8

represented a genuine attempt to inform

the campus community of the devastating

position in which Third World nations find

themselves. Unfortunately, however, the

article contained numerous errors. Not on-

ly were there inaccuracies, and improper

and incomplete quotations, a number of

other problems, such as the misspelling of

my name, detracted from the general clari-

ty and thrust of the piece.

The problem associated with the article

can and should be viewed within the con

text of a major problem which confronts the

Collegian. Without trying to impune the

character and question the professional ity

of the staff of the Collegian, it is very ob-

vious to those of us who take the time to

read the paper that the quality of the repor-

ting and proofreading of articles is Ie.ss

than what it can and ought to be.

Recognizing that the Collegian is both a

training ground as well as a communica
tion medium, I would like to humbly sug

ge.st to the management and the editorial

board of the Collegian that some concerted

effort be directed toward training reporters

and copy editors so as to improve the

readability of the paper. Looking at the ar

tide in question and numerous others, it

is very evident that some work needs to be

done in this area.

To those who read the article and were

unable to make sense of what was being

communicated—please keep your eyes at-

tuned in the upcoming week for a more
detailed and concise discussion of the pro-

blem of Third World indebtedne.ss. This is

a most pressing problem which confronts

two thirds of the world's population; indeed

most deserving of our attention.

A frequent saying of those who support

and defend the "Military Indu.strial Com-
plex" is. "for the past 40 years we have

managed to pre.serve world peace." They
base this statement on the fact that no

nuclear weapons have been used since

WWII. However, when the history of the

pa.st 40 years is examined, we come to see

that another form of warfare has been ef

fectively under way, nonetheless, a war in

which wholesale hunger and deprivation

have become internationalized as well as

in.stitutionalized. That is the socialization

of poverty, sanctioned by international

financial organizations such as the ('lub of

Rome, the Paris Club, and the Trilateral

Commission; presided over by multi lateral

financial institutions such as the Interna

tional Monetary P'und and the World Bank.

This wholesale proliferation of proverty is

also promoted and defended by the

Pentagon.

George M. McKenzie
Office of Third World Affairs

Yes, 'nordic awareness,' but

Congratulations to Steven Erickson for

his brilliant "nordic awareness" column.

Lord knows we know far too little about

this greatly oppressed people, and the col-

umn certainly opened my eyes to this

forgotten tidbit of our history. One thing

still puzzles me anyway—how can a conti-

nent be discovered when t^'ere are already

several thousand people already living

there? People who had been living there for

millenia?

America was first inhabited by the

Teotihuacan peoples who crossed the frozen

Bering Straits from Siberia in the ice age,

thousands of years before Christopher or

even Leif were twinkles in their fathers'

expansionistic eyes.

Being one eighth "Indian," I too protest

Columbus Day, not to celebrate another
"discoverer," but rather to celebrate the

marvelous cultures already in existence in

America. By the way. most of those

cultures have since been destroyed by
European exploitation and disi'ase, such as

smallpox. Remember the case of Jeffry

Amherst? He, in his drive for "Indian" land

gave the "Indians" of western
Massachusetts blankets infested with
smallpox (a di.sease they had no immunity
toi. and wiped them out completely. Aren't

you glad you live in this town? Happy Col-

umbus Day.
Matthew Shakespeare

Northampton
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- Catch
the newest
tunes with

Arts!

PAINLESS
HAIR REMOVAL
THE ELECTRGH

NONElOLEt -^^^ .^^

M«mb«' I S E

New Reflections
586-8371

8 Bridge Street

Northampton
Free Consultation and

Demonstration

MASS. APPROVED tNSPCCTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4Cyl

$34."
6Cyl6(.yl

$39
Wait ««»wll nvM '•fitof tpori

and ch«9Ki9 »r*>«^ •nspan rokw

^^^A 98 >•« '•**« IncludtS ItMMiOn Tmi

Lube, Oil & Filter

^$15.99
r Includes up to 5 quortt

oil 0-30 oil, and safety

I
check.

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center

"Fut Service Tire Store"

78 Sumtwtand Rd.. No. Amhwtl, MA
Across horn Walroba's Store

549-4704

SAVE $1.50 ON
COLUMBUS DAY

Worth $1.50 towards purchase

of any books on

Monday, Oct. 14, 1985 ONLY

Limit: 1 per customer

W-,^.Tir>|(

Jeffery

Amherst
Bookshop

55 S. Pleasant

Amherst
253-3381

Rock 'n' Roll Boogie Man

BO DIDDLEY
plus special guests

The Wildcat O'Halloran Band
only $8.00 at the door

Next Thursday Oct 17th

NRBQ p<"'

Ray Mason and The Chills

Cut out this ad and

pay no cover on Fri Cr Sat

before 9:30 p.m.
inmisiiui ntJiiKnn ii finuini

lliiiL..——i^'J HASTRIDE
PARTY ON OUR HAYWAGON

DAY OR NIGHT, BONFIRE

AND PICNIC AREA PROVIDED

For Inforawtloa

and Rcscrvatioos

CALL 247-9098

WEST
HATFIELD

STABLES

<v<

•III!
only

e<&^ ^AGCLS
coffee
so<las
Juices
sanawicneB

•St.
.morel

4Vopk*6 market" «-^-i "-
SWmU wcMnJ Rr StudenU W*J E.,»lrf~J.

Running Short on Spending IVIoney?

Collegian Employment

Distribution of the Collegian
Monday - Friday

Must have a car and mornings free until 11:00

We are now hiring drivers to

start immediately

Excellent Salary and Experience

Come down and fill out an application

at the Collegian Office

Deadline Friday October 11, 1985

^

ARTS Dutch musician a ^magician'

live Mire
by Peter Wlssoker
Well in case you missed it, last Tuesday

was mountain day. This is the day when
all classes at Smith and Mt. Holyoke are

cancelled so that the women have one last

chance to go to the mountains before hun-

ting season starts. Once you've recovered

from this fascinating piece of information

you can get on to the rest of the week.

Today is an extremely busy and exciting

kind of day. Bo Diddley will be at Pearl

Street tonight. Hearing his early records

makes ot clear just how he could really

rock 'n roll and how much he was ripped

off by the Who et. al.

Across town at the Iron Horse, Maria

Muldar will be playing two sets. And if

that isn't enough, Spyro Gyra, veterans of

UMass spring concert, will be at the

Calvin Theatre. Tickets are still available

for all these events.

Paul Young will be coming to UMass.
Tickets went on sale yesterday.

Friday June Millington will be playing

at Pratt Hall chez Mt. Holyoke. Saturday
there will be three great bands at the

Zone in Springfield: Miracle Legion,

Starkraving and Pat on the Back.

On Sunday the great Ruben Blades will

be playing at the War Memorial in

Holyoke. Les Quebecois, Le Bottine

Souriante, will be playing at the Iron

Horse that day as well. Ray Charles will

be at Bushnell Auditorium in Hartford.

George Winston will be playing at

Smith on Tuesday. That same day Cris

Williamson will be at the Iron Horse.

Willem Brueker
KoUektief (About Time)
Willem Brueker
KoUektief

By GLENN SIEGEL
Collegian Correspondent

As a well known troupe of

European zanies are fond of

saying: "And now. for

something completely dif-

ferent . .
." This is not a

KoUektief has advanced the

evolution of the marching
band, beer garden om-pah-
ing, European classics from
Mahler to Weill, dance
musics and all manner of

jazz styles.

Breuker is such a monster
on soprano and tenor sax-

ophones and clarinet, that

one begins to wonder about
the source of such talent.

place of origin. Jazz is a
distinctly American art

form, and with the exception

of the Belgium-born
guitarist Django Rheinhart,
European jazz musicians of

the first half century tend-

ed to slavishly copy New
Orleans, swing and bop
styles. Despite the impact o(

Europeans on the jazz scene
in the last fifteen years

Record Review

I

Joan of Arc
Brie

$3.99

Italian

Roast
$5.79

79 Main Street, across from Plumbleys

Imported Cheeses Coffee Beans

Bulk Tea Fresh Pasta

Delicious Giant Cookies and other Baked Goods

Gourmet Groceries

Daily until 6; Saturday until 5; Sundays 9-1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
.9

review of another Miles

Davis record. Instead, it is

about an obscure Dutch in-

terloper by the name of

Willem Breuker and his

KoUektief (Collective).

The KoUektief is as much
a reflection of European
roots as Basic and Ellington

were of Afro-American
beginnings. Just as Black

musicians in this country

have adapted African
polyrhythms to a new set of

realities resulting in the

blues and jazz, the

Add to that the bottomless

drawer-full of tricks, devices

and voicings he has at his

disposal as a composer and
arranger, and this bearded
sound magician starts to

take on mythic proportion.

Although Breuker formed
his KoUektief in 1973, word
from Holland has spread
slowly. With this release on
an American label, the band
will reverberate on both

sides of the Atlantic.

One reason for the slow
pace of recognition is their

V listen to bassists Dave
Holland and Niels I^ersen,
pianists Misha Mengelberg
and Michel Petrucciani and
trombonist Albert
Mangelsdorff, to name a

handful), the perception

that Europeans are in-

capable of original

statements in an American
language remains.

"Amsterdam Rhapsody
Overture" and "Preparation

and Farewell" cover the

most ground. In the former,

contxnued on pa^ g

FOR THE
PRICE OF

HAIRCUTS
STYLES BY
DEBORAH
call 549-5610

new customers only

THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
DEPARTMENT OF THEATER

COME CELEBRATE OUR TENTH SEASON AT
THE FINE ARTS CENTER.

BE A SUPER SUBSCRIBER
AND SEE ALL FOUR OF
THESE EXCITING RAND
THEATER PLAYS FOR
THE PRICE OF THREE

IWilliam Shakespeare's MACBETH
|0rto6«T 17-19. 23 26

IShakespeare's most savage drama about one man's bloody quest for th«

[throne of Srotland. Promised a crown by three mysterious apparitions

IgoHded by an ambitious wife, eonvinted of his own invinribihiy, MacbelJ

[turns from honored hero to murderous tyrant. A production that will trans

Iform the Rand Theater into a futuristic world of the imaemation.

loliere's THE MISER
December 6 8*, H 14

I A comic masterpiece featuring the most outrageous miser of all lime, Har

Ipagon. He loathes the word giving so much that "he won't even give a

I 'good morning.'" Even his daughter lakes ^econd place to his lust f<ii

Igold. His greed leads lo the well-justified conniving of family and servant>

in a hilarious plot with a surprising endmg. A new translation by Virginia

IScoll.

irginia Scoit's LESSER PLEASURES: A SECRET OPERA
torch 6 8\ 1215

IXhe University of Massachusetts Department of Theater continues with its

|honored tradition of presenting to Pioneer Valley audiences some of the fi-

Inest in new plays being written in America today. In a world premiere, Vir-

|ginia Scott, "Theater in the Works" Dramaturg, offers a spectacular musi-

|cal entertainment about the private life of Marie Antoinette and Louis XVI.

Lanford Wilson's TALLEVS FOLLY
{Moy l-3\ 710

This beautifully written play w<m both the Pulitzer Prize and New York

lOrama Critics Circle Award. Part of the cycle of plays begun with 5th OF

Il'LY, it deals with the courtship of Sally Talify and her suitor. Matt Fried-

Iman. A simple and most lyrical work that marks Wilson a one of the

Islrongesl and clearest voices writing for the theater io<lay.

For tickft information pleaHf call lh«*

Fint- Arts Crnlfr Box Offire. 545-2.'>ll.

PLUS THIS OUTSTANDING
BONUS
See one of the following Curtain Theater

]

productions free!

Sophie Treadwell's MACHINAL
November .5

9*

This 1928 Broadway hit featured Clark Gable in his first major roir In

spired and influenced by the sensational Snyder-Gray murder case, the play I

is the story about a woman who attempts lo strike back against an indiffcr

enl and mechanized society, A play hailed by crili<> as one ol the most pnwl

erful examples of the woman's movement in American arts and letters.

Beth Henley's CRIMES OF THE HEART
yovember 1216*

A Pulitzer Prize and New York Drama Critics Circle Award winner. Beth|

Henlev's first plav is a warmhearted, irreverant, zany and brilliantly imagi-

native examination of the plight of three young sisters betrayed by iheirj

pa.ssions. It is a tale so touching and honest that it will linger with you long|

after the curtain falls.

Jean Cenel's THE MAIDS
.-ipril 15*

Two role-playing servants nightiv enact bizarre rituals centering around an
[

attempt to murder their mistress. By degrees, we are permitted a glimpse

into a world where feeing and seeminfi are harrowing in their likeness, in

this stunning drama, Genet turns an uncompromising eye upon the six lal
|

and sexual roles we play.

William Shakespeare's ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL
April 8 12*

In Shakespeare's glorious galaxy of heroes and hernmes, Bertram and|

Helena are two of the most fas'inaling. This slory of star-crossed lovers is

set against the background of the glittering French Court and the brutal
j

battlefields of the Tuscan Wars — an intriguing cnmeily about the triumph

of love and the maturing of a young man.

Ei^ninfi Curminn al 8:00 PM fxrefil SunfLiyii at 7:00 HM.

Mmlinee curtain* at 2:00 PM.

Hox Officf Hours from 10:«> 4M U**.m\ PM,
Monday through Friday.

I'HONK >0| R M\STKK<:AHI)/M'»\ <)KI>KK

i> nww W:
141.11 .>4.'>-2.''>ll OK KM.I KKKK I tWMII 2t.l-f»t2

56 MAIN ST.
AMHERST, MASS.

AMHERST
253-7002

REGISTERED OPTICIAN - HEARING AIDS

"FINE EYEWEAR DOESN'T COST - IT PAYS "

Over 1 quarter century of service to UMass'

Amherst's First Optician
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eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amherst

256-6889

CONVENIENT
to

CAMPUS!
• BREAKFAST SERVED

ANY TIME

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

UPC DEC PRESENTS

N

OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. A SAT.

• BEER & WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNITE

• PLENTY OF PARKING

Collegian is now accepting

applications for position of

SUBSCRIPTION
MANAGER

This position entails a

highly responsible individual.

Apply at the Collegian

113 Campus Center

Application deadline is

Friday, October 11.

THUR OCT 24th

UMASS F.A.C.

$12.00 UMASS

$14.00 PUBLIC

ft

m

>kr/

OPENING BAND:
FULL FORCE

and
LISA LISA

PAUL
YOUNG

and The Royal Family

with Special Guest
Tix on sale Oct. 9th

UMass $13.50 Sat. Oct. 26th

Public $15.00 F.A.q. UMass
8 PM

TICKETS ON SALE AT PINE ARTS CENTfcfl , SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER.

STOP k SHOP LOCATIONS IN NORTHAMPTON. HOLYGKE. GREENFIELD

iPITTSFIELO NO CANS BOTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES UMASS ID REQInHRED

Announcing

A NUTRITION INFORMATION PROJECT*
- to encourage and support conscious choice of nutritious snacks

- includes nutrition information activities at the Franklin Munchy's

and campus vending machines

- announcements on WMUA and in the Collegian

so WATCH FOR SNACKSENSE
- jestions, comments or suggestions are welcome

C itact: University Health Services

Division of Health Education

549-2671 Ext. 181

University Health Services

University Vending Services

University of Massachusetts/Amherst

looooooooeoooooooooooooooooooooeooi

FINANCIAL AID - SPRING 1986
Financial Aid Forms (FAFs) for the Spring 1986 semester (for

those who have not applied for financial assistance) can be ob-

tained at the Financial Aid Ofice, 243 Whitmore Admin. BIdg.

Priority will be given to those applications received by College

Scholarship Service (CSS) by October 15, 1985.

Guaranteed Student Loan applications (GSL, HELP, PLUS,

etc.) are due in this office by Friday, December 13, 1985 if they

are to be used to defer payent of Spring 1986 Semester Fee

Bills.

PELL Grant Student Aid Reports (SARs) are due in this office

by Friday, December 13. 1985 if they are to be used to defer

payment of the Spring 1986 Semester Fee Bills.

APPLICATION DEADLINE -

OCTOBER 15, 1985

^rif
.J V >

The Amherst Wine Tasting Club

Invites You

To A Tasting of

1983 German Wines
Spatlese, Auslese, Eiswein

October 22, 1985, 7:30 pm The Lord Jeffrey Inn

$16.00 per person

For more information, call the Spirit Haus
Spirit Haus Inc.

338 College St. Amherst, MA
413-253-5284 256-8433

Thursday, October 10, 1985
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Weather

TODAY
Increasingly clbudy with showers,

temperatures in the mid to upper

60s. Showers ending tonight with a

low of 40.
<

TOMORROW
Sunnv and windv with highs of

55-60.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

bdiird b> Irude Michrl Jaffc

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

UrliASS DCs ,

^̂

^*''
m^ RENT-A-CAR
Goo6 reliable rentals at a

better than fair price.

CARS, TRUCKS, VANS

Low Daily & Wknd. Rates

50 Russell St.. (Rte. 9)

Hadley. Ma.

tel 584-2319
-Just ovei CooJidoe Bridge-

I>

HOT
ROAST BEEF

i!* SANDWICHES

1 1 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

Watch for

our Valuable

Coupons on

Mondays &
Wednesdays

ACROSS
I Lasses
5 Follows Shebat

9 " corny as

Kansas.
"

13 "Like out

otheii"

14 Irish exporl

15 Maternally

related

16 Eddie Murptiy

dim hit

19 Storehouse

20 Aging
21 Greek letter

23 Sun talk

24 Barney Leason
paperback

30 Rascals

34 Anger

35 Nantes's river

36 Gaucho's
weapon

37 Domesticated

39 Roanoke feeder

40 Kind ol pie

41 Short lacket

42 Harden
44 Concealed
45 Transmit

46 Sinatra song hit

48 Sugar Sufdx

50 Canals
51 Stateofin

activity

57 "Last in

Paris" 1973

dim
61 Gloria Swanson

hit 1950

63 Viper

64 Like Mother
Hubbard s cup
t>oard

65 Novelist

Bagnoid
66 Ending with

late or slow

67 Hurried

68 Fall guys

DOWN
1 Kaplan ol TV
2 Encourage
3 Kilauea output
4 Asian plain

5 Part of APB
6 otWine
and Roses"

7 Yearning

8 Check
9 Enroll

10 Spice rack item

n ol bricks

12 Calendar a()br

15 Otherwise
17 Old an antique

dealer °s work

18 majesty

22 Altar words
24 Ceremonies
25 Hold lorth on

the dais

26 Fiend

27 Wild

Pony" 1976

dim
28 Oom native

29 Most brilliant

planet

31 Collee variety

32 Highlander s

wrap
33 Entertainer

Duncan
38 Supports
40 Mescal
43 Hotel units:

Abbr.

46 Fast time

47 Rye and whole

wheat
49 Tip loilower

51 • for he
Englishman!"

52 Rut>ens subiect

53 Finishes

54 Recedes
55 Laundry item

56 Unlailing

58 Zola heroine

59 Valise

eo Tote board
figures

62 Zeppelin
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adirondack music
Demo - Used - Left Over Tech Hifi Inventory

f#

"One of a Kind Clearance Sale.
Our warehouse is about to burst open and to alleviate our problem we

are selling all one of a kind pieces taking up space at unheard of

prices.

OnkyoTX6160w/ch
Technics SA810 85w/ch

Akai AAR42 60 w/ch

AkaiAAR2230w/ch

Akai AAR25 35 w/ch

Technics SA222 30 w/ch

Marantz SR1000 25 w/ch

Pioneer SX40 40 w/ch

Dennon DRA40040w/ch

RECEIVERS
List 540.00

List 530.00

List 430.00

List 250.00

List 270.00

List 320.00

List 240.00

List 250.00

List 400.00

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa AD6300 Dolby

Aiwa AD6550 Dolby

Akai HX3 Dolby B/C

JVC KDV300 Dolby B/C

Marantz SD242 Dolby B /C

JVC KDV100 Dolby

Onkyo TA2015 Dolby B/C

Pioneer CTA Dolby B/C

Technics M205 Dolby

Sony KIA Dolby

Victor Research VCX200 Dolby B

List - 260.00

List - 470.00

List - 230.00

List - 250.00

List - 200.00

List -160.00

List -210.00

List -190.00

List -165.00

List - 210.00

/C List -200.00

$49.95

$59.95

$119.95

$119.95

$69.95 (7 left)

$59.95

$99.95

$69.95

$59.95

$49.95

$99.95 (2 left)

MISCELLANEOUS
Shenwood G020 Preamplifier List 250.00 $79.95

Luxman PX101 Turntable List 400.00 $199.95 (2 left)

Audiomate auto reverse Walkperson A $50 value/now $19.95 (25 left)

OHM K2 two way loudspeaker List 450.00 $129.95(4pr)

OHM L 3 way loudspeaker List 440.00 $179.95 pr (6 pr)

$299.95 { 2 left)

$299.95 1[2 left)

$179.95 (11 left)

$99.95 ([1 left)

$129,951[2 left)

$129.95 111 left)

$79.95 111 left)

$99.95 111 left)

$199.95 (1 left)

u

15 EAST PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST
^ ^"^

oft -^ AH sates Cash Only • MC/Visa/Check add 3%
"'1^ ^'^' »5l ah quanfitfes limited • Subject to prior sale

Not resportsible for typo^aptucal errors

Thursday, October 10, 1985
.CoHe^ian n

Sports notice

There will be a mandatory meeting for the Stockbridge

basketball team, both returning and new candidates, on

Tuesday October 15 at 4 p.m. in Boyden 223.

If you can not make the meeting, contact coach Jack

Leaman before the meeting in Boyden 228 at 545-1301.

UMass crews
open season
The University of Massachusetts men's and women's

crew teams opened their season at the Textile Regatta last

weekend.
The race, held on the Merrimac River in Lowell, saw

the Massachusetts women's junior varsity eight come in

second with a time of 18:50 over the three mile course.

The UMass women were just a second behind the Boston

University entry that turned in a time of 18:49, just edg-

ing out the UMass shell.

Other UMass results included the men's junior varsity

eights taking eighth with a 17:03.

The women's varsity eight was fourth, covering the

three miles in 18:10. The men's varsity was third, turn-

ing in a speedy 16.01 clocking.

Finally, the men's four was third with a 20:28.

This coming weekend, the women's crew team will be

at the Mount Holyoke Regatta on the nearby Connecticut

river.

The UMass men will also be on the Connecticut river,

but further south, competing in the head of the Connec-

ticut races.

Correction

The photo of the women's soccer players in Wednes-

day's Collegian was taken by Scott Maguire.

Also, the volleyball preview was written by Roger

Chapman, not Gerry deSimas. These were due to editing

and production.

The job should be more than

work!
A cheerful atmosphere, people who
get along, and best of all:

(1) starting salary up to $3.70 an hour

(2) flexible hours

(3) meal discount

Come give us a try!

Aren'tYouHun^?
aNG

Rt. 9, Hadley

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AAA RESUME SERVICE

ProfMttonal comuftatlon/praparation
of fMumei, cover Imtart Rob 2S3-7S27

ACnVITIES

H«nn«ck« Von SaaaawHi, Director Gar

man Information Center, New York, "Wait
German Foreign Policy" Fri<lav, 10/11/86,

11:15, 917 Campus Center

The Alliance Christian F«llo«vahlp i*

meeting tonight in the Campus Center. All

welcome' See you there'

Southwest Residents Get involved'

Weekly Southwest Assembly meeting

tonight 7:00 PM in Hampden Southside

Room. All are welcome.

The Laeblan. Blaaxual and Oay Men s

Counseling Collective is open Mondsy,
Wednesday, THursday 3 7, Tuesday 13
room 433SU

WSYL's second maatlngl Due to Gloria,

DJ applications still available. Tonight 7:30

Webster Lounge mandatory for all in

terested.

1174 Ford Qrand Torino excellent cortdi-

tion new tires, shocks, carbeurator. PS PB
AC FM Tape call 2S3-9917

1977 Red Chev Camaro good condition 2

extra tires b spare. AM FM cassette 1 100 or

BO cell PM 649 0462

ItTI Ford Grenada - must sail now. Call for

details Rick 549 5943

Must sell 1971 Dodge Dart excellent runn

ing condition 648-0089 Mike keep trying

1979 Laguna loadedPW PL PS PB tilt AC
cruise AM/FM swivel buckets low ml. great

condition call Chris &^7464 12500

70 VW Bug rebuilt engine perfect under-

body needs minor repairs 548-9315

77 Cutlaas Supreme exc. cond new
brakes and tires PB PS AC call 546-7207

1979 Datsun 710 station wagon good run

ning condition 380 or BO call Shawn
256^880

The Bowlino Oub is looking fonward to a

new saaaon. Anyone who wants to join call

M6-S433

Concarriad about acid rain 7 Make a dif-

lerence' Contact Mass PIRG 2S60199

Kayna M-Th 1-4 or Shawn M b W 1-3

ADVCRTISINa. ANVONET

W* arc • voiin«, anargatic Northampton

Idvortising firm We seek a hard vwrking,

»nfident perso" to bssh' >" nur srtivttiiw

Must have own vi^heaU. If interested, pir

iallSSS-2136

AMTO POR SALE

I9n Datawn Rtekup *iaOO can 2SB- 1320

Mk for (iny Jr.

1974 Impata 24000 mileaifreat condition

test offer call MHes 266-0033 evenings

V HraMrd A/C, stereo, good cond »2«00

irBOB«»-l846

79 Sunbird standard low mileage AC new
radiBis great condition 11660 549-4588

197B Ford Maverick good condition auto

new tires 53,000 mi asking 11060 call eve

828-4467

1997 Volvo 122S strong engine reliable

700 263-6074 Bath

COLORED BOUVIAW SWEATERS

100% wool onlv 930 in the Concourse 3

days a weak in October see you there

ENTBRTAINMEWT

Rack-A-Dlac Entartalnmaflt Afaney.
Die Jockeys large screen video dances
light shows and rentals 549-7144

fOR RENT
~

NVC Cotumbla araa. Larga quiM 6 rooma
available now for Wed-Mon on regular basis

413-286-0102

ROR SALE

IrMRponalva weman'a ahlrta. many styles

rf „n4i tX Kenya baga IC. call S«g 4g^

Lab Series lOOw guitar ampllfiar ext 276
or BO call Rob 548-4141

Bundy
rarely ui

Flute. Excellent condition, very

Bd. 275.00 or beat offer 886^7544

Computer Terminal with modem SOO or

BO Diane 549 1449

RIaCabinets 2 and 4 drawer standard and
legal size office quaHty ar>d steel desks No
Amherst Motors 549-2880

Dixie Drum Sat 4 piece excellent condition
must secrifice Mike 546-6069

Twin Bad. mattress and boxspring SO
10x10 oriental rug ^20 584-7641

Sony turntabla/Harmon-Kardon Tuner
excellent condition 176 call 549-3576

Schwinn LeTour. 24 in metallic blue in ex-

cellent condition A bargain at 200 or beet
offer. Call Joe fi4<^-Hi70

ROUWD

Found bleck cat on Saturday nigftt caN
546^078, 646-8086, 64»<067

HELP WANTED
~

Fraahman Student AtMatlc Trainers
10-12 hours/week contact in Boyden Train-

if>g Room {19) tel 546-2886

Sick of DC food? Get out of the DCs* Got
a rebete of your meal plan money plus free

home cooked nteels. Only 15 to 20
hrs/week Call Jim at 546-2150

Muaicians wanted for coffee houaes for

developmentelly disabled young adults.

Funding svailabla evenings 2i53-7607

9 models needed (M/Ft for rational adver-

tising campaign Apply in person, Thursdey,

Oct 17 11-2 Room 802 Cempus Center

Taamworka Sporta is hirmg work study
only. Apply In Economic Devatopmenmt Of-

ftee by October 18

Rut your car to work for you Superior

Piiza riMds drivars able to work at leest one
waakaod day call 84»-06a8

LOif

gold woman's watch large reward 546-4716

Drivara Ucanaa/ID. call Dave Peckham
546-4436 I can't drink wtthout it'

Loat
on a

glssaes in brown case, left in Hatch

table, someone picked them up,

any info call 256-1 778 eves

Brown wellet tost in Newmen Center on

10/6 contect Bo 546-6679

Rosrtrn7e<r giessos In blue caaa. pro

baWy near Thompson, on 9/23. Reward.

Please cell Sue 546^71 ^
Loet gold rope bracalat if found please

contact Audrey 646-8096 thank*

MOTORCYCLES

19B KawaaakI OPt 7S0 excaNent condi-

tion with helmet ^2000 549-01 12 253-01 12

lliipiiN liiliilcd Kl) Favi!!

Krom the niKhl staff!

AngelT Welcome to UMasa' I love you'

Yours dwsys. S.S.

Looking for Christian Fallowehlp/ The

Alliance Christian Fellowship is now
meeting' Call Mark 263 7206 or Jen

646-9283 for info _^.

Honde CX600 custom. Perfect condition

fas' and dependable. Must sell ISOO War
ran 546 9767

MUSIC

Attantlon Banda, Muaiclana
Recording Studio offers you 16 treck state

of the art for less. Greet for demo tepes.

Amherst 24 hrs 54»7640

PERSONALS

H0> anil

SWAG and WMUA

The Ramone* w/the Neighborhoods

Friday, November 1 . 1986

in the Student Union Ballroom

tickota go on sale October 21st

«vatch this space for info

anottiar

Southwaat Area Oovamwant

Production

FraaTanaion Ralaaaa. Voluntaara nt

for acupreaaureiat in training. Call Suaanna

586-5002

Watch out NortfiamptonI The Rude Girls

are on the way'

Dawn Heppy twentieth Blrthdeyl Hope

you have a greet day Thanks for being my
friend. Love, Kareri

Happy 19th Amy Thanks for being there I

treasure your friendship. Robin

J08IE - For him's sake

me" Love. EL

.pretertd to love

Congratulatlona Uiard * * I'm so

psyched (and anviousi" Let's celebrate

Love ya. Christine

kelth HsveT super 19th birthday Long

live your wining streak Your friend, Mike

PROPtSSIONAL TYPINO SERVICE

Caeas. papara. diaaartattona. thaaaa, on-

campus. dependable, outstanding quality.

k>w rates. 564 7924

share 3 bedroom apt on Rt 5 & 10 in Dear-

field price is negotiable Marty 586^2931^

Quiet coupla looking to shere 2 bedroom

spt. call after 6 pm 649-6237

SERVICES

Profaaatonal typlno dona by UMaaa atu-

dent Reasonable rataa. R Charron
1637-0044

TAILOR Alteretlon Eapart Same Day Ser

vice Available SHAANN'S Rt 116
Sunderland Open 8 am 686-3878

COINS la/irT tutoring 6.00 par hr.

former 123/121 grader Alex 266-1239

VoiTwrtteV ~WE RIOMT riTWord pro-

caeaing looks better then typing savea

time and Best service lowest ritee

TOTAL ACCESS 198 Main Northami'ton

S86-1012

TNAVIL

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND
November 1 3 drinking ege 18 69. T'' cell

Bonnie 6-6432

Campua Rap needed for Council Travel

Sorvicee/CIEE Great travel ber>efHs" For

info, call Carol at 256-1261

Brian's Typing Sarvlca. Fast, accurate

Availeble elmost anytime 666^7862.

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Burilngton VT or near

by. For this long weekend. Pleeae cell

Susen at 649-1228 oi 646-2162

i^on or NY NJ LI or Waahlngten DC
WIN Share expenaes call Bafna 640-3»»^

ROOMMATE WANTED'

1 Of t matMra tianaatwaWi wawtad to

TYPINO » WORD PROCtSSINQ

Naat day aarvlca. TYPE-RITE. 283-6111

QUALtTY TYPINO Long or short projecta.

Will correct grammai. spaiNr^. h punctue-
tion Meticulous proofreedlr>g New IBM
typawritar. 540*0387

WANTED

Two houeatnatae. Montague farm houaa.
180 * /mo call 7 PM lOPM 307-2140

Applicants for Rogar T Rllkonan
Mamorlel Scholereltip Fund
600/samealer nfomiation and appkcatkma
availaHa in FkwwM AM Oflloe WNtmore
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SPORTS
Win streak ends at 15

for UMass volleyball
Spikers swept by New Haven for first loss

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The match was almost everything it was

billed to be, with the exception the out-

come. A highly touted University of New
Haven team, ranked second in the Nor-

theast, walked mto Boyden Gym and hand-

ed the 14th-ranked University of

Massachusetts volleyball team its first loss

of the season, sweeping the Minutewomen
15-9. 1511, 15-12. The loss ended the

spiker unbeaten streak at 15.

"We came in as the underdog," said UNH
head coach Deborah Chin. "They are in a

very good team, but we think we have a

very good team also. They (UMass) played

an outstanding match."

UMass came out storming in the infant

stages of game one. jumping out to a quick

9-0 advantage behind the .serving of senior

hitter Sally Mahar and the blocking of

sophomore middle hitter Marcy Guiliotis

and freshman setter Juliet Primer. At that

point it looked like the rout was on.

But New Haven had other ideas. The
Chargers went on to tally 15 straight points

and beat a bewildered UMass team 15-9 in

game one.

"We obviously didn't play well," said UM
head coach Elaine Sortino. "We got out to

that quick lead, and then we stopped play-

ing. Ten of the 15 points they scored were

off our mistakes."

The Minutewomen seemed to regroup in

game two. UNH led 5-3, but UMass came
back to tie the score 5-5 thanks to a

Guiliotis roof block and a New Haven
miscue. UNH then put together another

scoring spree, this time racing to a 13-5

lead.

Booters
topple

Wildcats
DURHAM, N.H. Defending NCAA

champion North Carolina is next for the

undefeated third ranked University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team after

they disposed of unranked New Hampshire
4-0 here yesterday.

The second seeded and four-time Na-

tional champion Tar Heels face UMass at

Boyden on Saturday at 11 a.m.

UMass, 8-0, registered its seventh

shutout of the year."It wasn't the prettiest

win in the world but we won," UMass
coach Kalekeni Banda said."UNH played

us tough with what skill they had."

Fullback Debbie Belkin scored her fourth

goal of the year to give UM the 1-0 lead

with 13:40 gone in the first half. Belkin

headed in a corner kick from Carolyn

Micheel, her eighth assist of the year.

Then Belkin teamed up with freshman

foward Beth Roundtree for the fourth time

in three games. Roundtree gave UM the 2-0

lead with 7:40 to go in the half. Belkin

assisted on Roundtree goals against UConn

However, the spikers put together a

streak of their own and closed to 13-10 pac-

ed by two more Guiliotis roof blocks and
several Charger errors. UNH gained a-

14 10 lead on a UMass mistake, and went
on to take game two, 15-11.

"We were very timid after that run in

game one," said Sortino. "We certainly

can't play like that. It's just not our style

to play tentatively."

The Minutewomen led 5-3 early in game
three. UNH closed to 5-4, but the spiker

lead bulged to 7-4, keyed by a Barbara

Meehan block. New Haven tied the score

at 7-7 before another Guiliotis block gave

UMass a one point advantage, 8-7.

The UMass lead would grow to 12-10

behind a Violetta Gladkowska block.

Again, UNH closed the gap, knotting the

score at 12-12. New Haven then capitaliz-

ed on crucial UMass miss-hitsand came
away with a 15-12 game three victory to

complete the sweep.

A glaring factor in the match was the

presence of New Haven middle hitter

Shirley Bacon. Bacon was a dominating

force in the middle of the UNH attach both

offensively and defensively.

"Having her back made a difference,"

said Chin. "Unless you're able to do

something out of the middle in volleyball,

you're just putting your outside hitter

against two strong blocks. You can't win
like that."

"She hurt us on some points and side

outs," said Sortino. "But I can't blame her

for the way we played."

"I don't feel bad about the loss," said Sor-

tino. "1 just feel bad that we didn't play.

Los.ses will happen in this game."

I'ollcijiHn photo by Paul l)i'sm«r8is

Massachusetts goalie Carla
DeSantis registered the shutout
against New Hampshire yesterday.

and Rutgers (2).

Goals by Cathy Spence (Sue Bird assist)

and Michele Powers (Cathy Cassady assist)

finished up the scoring. UMass outshot

UNH by a 19-3 margin and UM's Carla

DeSantis stopped three shots, all in the

first half.

Wildcat coach Margie Anderson, who
played for UMass and Banda in 1981 and
1982, didn't have any comment on the

game.

Water polo drops three
By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts water polo

team had a tough time last

weekend at its first league

tournament, leaving Har
vard Unl^e^slty with a 13
record

All thit-e lo.'^es were by

one goal with another going

into overtime. In a match
against Brown, leading

scorer Mike Hoover was lost

for the season with a broken

hand.

In the first match of the

tourney against 11th-

ranked Brown, UMass
played tough but was hurt

by Hoover's injury .and

another top scorer. Bill

Feeney, fouling out in the

first quarter.

However, two player came
on for UMass to take ur the

.scoring slack. Both Jim
Flannery and Owen
McGonagle played well as

UMass tied the game at

AP Laii«rphoto

Kansas City Royal Willie Wilson slides into second base as Toron-

to Shortstop Tony Fernandez tries to complete the double play. He
didn't as George Brett was safe at first. The Blue Jays won, 6-5.

A columnist returns
with a few questions
The much-maligned baseball season is

moving into the playoffs, the NBA and

NHL campaigns get underway soon, and

the NFL is starting to hit high gear. In no

time at all, the four major sports will be

running into each other simultaneously,

creating quite the sports page jam. Before

Russ Whinnem

all this happens, it seems like a good idea

to throw some points out for serious

discussion.

How many baseball fans are still having

trouble accepting the Toronto Blue Jays as

division champions? It almost seems
unAmerican to root for a Canadian team
to win a baseball championship. Hey, take

off you hosers, eh?
Was it my imagination, or was that Brian

Brennen, former Boston College star

receiver whom the Patriots bypassed in the

draft two years ago, making a variety of in-

credible catches against New England Sun-

day for the Cleveland Browns?
And isn't that also John Tudor, who was

given up on in Boston, starting in the first

game of the National League champion-

ship series tonight for St. Louis, after hav-

ing a Cy Young caliber season?

Is it a coincidence that both the Patriots

and Red Sox owners have the same last

name? Are they really related in some
w.iy? Do they simply think alike? So many
questions.

It seems that Oil Can Boyd could become

a great pitcher if he only tones down the

frequent emotional outbursts. He also has

to stay away from the death wish confron-

tations with Jim Rice in the clubhouse.

Saw that Marvin Webster called his own

press conference to announce that Patrick

Ewing will have to beat him out for the

starting center's position on the Knicks.

Sure Marvin, whatever you say.

Islander star John Tonelli ended his con-

tract holdout yesterday, saying that signifi-

cant progress was being made. In this case,

significant progress means the season is

starting and Tonelli doesn't want to lose

his job.

When the Hartford Whalers front office

puts you on hold, they play a highlight tape

while you wait. It consists of one highlight.

Remember that goal?

John Mugabi, Marvelous Marvin

Hagler's next toy for destruction, claims he

stepped aside for six months to allow

Thomas Hearns to fight Marvin first. Does

Mugabi realize he has made a good career

decision? He has delayed his retirement

from boxing by about six months.

Watching Michael Spinks dethrone

Larry Holmes brought some questions to

mind. Does Leon have his drivers license

yet? When will the town of Brockton hold

a parade in Holmes' honor? When will

Larry Merchant get a new tuxedo? Does

anyone really think Holmes' will go down

in history as a great champion?

(Russ Whinnem is a Collegian staff writer

returning after a semester as an intern as

WNEV-TV. A sports columnist before his

departure, Russ will continue writing col-

umns for the newspaper this year).

eight with two minutes left.

The game went into

overtime.

The teams continued
through a second overtime

and into sudden death,

thanks to the solid play of

UMass goalie Fred Marius

(1.5 saves). Brown received a

free shot i'.^ter a UMass
penalty and converted, to

win the game.
UMass also lost to Yale

(9 8), to Harvard <b-5» but

defeated MIT. 6 2.

UMass teams rolling this fall

Ohio State, UCLA maybe, but the

University of Massachusetts a sports

factory?

The five major UMass fall teams (foot-

ball, field hockey, volleyball and men's

and women's soccer) are a combined
41 8-1 (not including last night's

volleyball game*.

Few schools, if any. can boast of such a

combined record. The women's soccer (8-0

and ranked second nationally) and

volleyball (15-0 and ranked 12th national-

ly) have led the parade of success.

The men's soccer team (10-3 and rank

ed second in New England) is on the verge

of a national ranking while the football

team (2 3) was ranked 17th at one point.

The field hockey team, currently rank

ed ninth in the nation, has slid a little

lately, but are still 6 2-1 and could make
the NCAA tournament.

The University of Massachusetts a

sports factory? Seems that way this fall.
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Collegian photo by Derek Roberts

Julio Fernandez Oeft) and Jay Beckenstein (right)jam at the Calvin Theatre in Northampton last night.

(See page 7 for review and photo.)
^
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UM profs
running on
third party
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts professors are work-

ing in one of the nation's poorest cities in an attempt to

lay the groundwork for a third major American political

party.

"If and when the major parties in the United States

abandon the major concerns for social justice, we hope to

show that we can establish a major third party," Economics

Professor Richard D. Wolff said in a telephone interview

yesterday.

Wolff, 43, is running on the Green Party's ticket for

mayor of New Haven. UMass Labor Studies Professor

Frank Anunziato is running on the ticket for the position

of New Haven City Clerk.

Incumbent Democratic Mayor Biagio DiLieto, and

University of New Haven political science Professor

Caroline Dinegar, a Republican, are also running for

mayor in the city that the U.S. Department of the Census

ranked as the 7th poorest in the nation in 1980.

"Earlier this year a large group of people were deeply

disturbed that the local democratic party in New Haven
had moved substantially to the right," Wolff said.

Wt)lff, a 22-year resident of New Haven, said the city's

democratic leaders have tried to reverse the economic
continued on page 3

Academia vs.Accuracy:

Duffey to debate

University of Massachusetts Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey will lock horns Monday
with a member of a group advocating the

monitoring of professors.

Duffey will debate Reid Irvine, a member
of Accuracy in Academia, at 11 a.m. on

Cable News Network (CNN). The group,

formed by the Washington-based Accuracy

in Media, has targeted the University of

Massachusetts as one of several colleges re-

quiring monitoring by students. In a

September interview, Executive Director,

Les Csorba III, said the group was formed

"to combat the dissemination of misinfor-

mation," in colleges and universities across

the country.

"We are lookmg for misinformation in the

t 'assroom, whether its coming from the

left, right or center," he said. "It just so hap-

pens to be that all our information is that

the threat is coming from the left."

Csorba said he is asking students in

cinssrooms to record professors' statements

and send them to the group which will

determine their correctness. He said the

profes.sors will be asked to acknowledge

alleged errors and if they don't, the

.statements will be published in a monthly

newsletter

Csorba said his group has received more
letters about UMass than he has about

most schools. "Apparently, from what we've

heard, the economics department doesn't

always provide a balanced view," he said.

Duffey was invited by CNN and v/ill

travel to New York for the debate.

-LESLEY CLARK

UM prof sees famous comet
By SANDY BAILEY
Collegian Correspondent

Halley's Comet, which makes an ap-

pearance once every 76 years, is scheduled

to appear early next year but has already

been spotted by a University of

Massachusetts professor, making him the

first American to spot the famous comet.

Pfeter Schloerb, associate professor of

astronomy, spotted Halley's Comet several

weeks ago using a radiotelescope at the Na-

tional Radiosastronomy Observatory in

Greenbank, West Virginia.

Harvard professor kept CIA grant 2

ian ft>lumbaum on "Marxist-monitoring"

5
Women's Soccer hosts N. Carolina 12

"The seventh pooriftt city w the nation t*

subsidizing the second richest unii-ersi0

in fhr country.
'

—Richard D. Wolff. Green Parly candidate

for Mayor o/WVvr Harm

Last seen in 1910, the comet will be

observable with the naked eye as early as

December, said Schloerb, noting that best

viewing will occur in late March and early

April of next year.

Schloerb and colleague Mark Claussen

began tracking the comet in July with a

radiotelescope which detects weaker radio

signals emitted by molecules breaking up

as the comet is warmed by the sun.

"Comets typically appear very suddenly

so we have little chance to coordinate obser

vation." said Schloerb. Halley's comet is ini

portant because it is a periodic comet and

scienti.sts can plan ahead for it, he added

Becau.se Halley's is so well-known and is

one of the brightest of the periodic comets,

scientists have prepared an extensive range

of experiments. .Schloerb and William Ir

vine, director of the Five-College

Radioastronomy Observatory, are leading

the International Halley's Watch which in

volves 900 astronomers and li>i» obser

vatories in 47 countries.

"This is a good example of collaboration,"

.Schloerb said. "Together we make a much

.stronger experiment than as individuals."

innhriued on page 3

(olleKian photo by Rri»n (^uarnotlA

Valley political activist Frances Crowe speaks at anti-apartheid rally at

Smith College last night.

Smith raps apartheid
By BRION MCALARNEY
Collegian StatT

Divestment was the message sent by a

group of guest speakers and faculty to the

Smith College Board of Trustees yester

day at the Five College Anti-Apartheid

Rally/Teach-in at Smith College.

The rally, held at John M. Greene Hall

with about 120 in attendance, was an at

tempt to educate the student body on

apartheid in South Africa and create a

network of communication in the Five

College area said Suzinne Pak. chairman

of the Ethical Investment Committee at

Smith College and coordinator of the rally.

Apartheid is the system of law which

limits the rights of blacks in white minori-

ty South Africa.

'We want to have all five colleges attend

the trustee meetings," she said, referring

to a student meeting scheduled with

trustees Oct. 26.

.Among the speakers yesterday was Mel

King, state representative iind head of the

Boston liiiinbow Coalition.

'You must knr)w corporations would not

be there if it vvas not nn 'jxploitive ji^bor

situation," King said. "The minute the

dollar sign shows that they are in the red,

they will leave.

"If Smith College has money tied up in

these corporations, they are saying that

these are the values we are

perpetuating,"he added.

King criticized investors who claim they

are helping South Africa by investing in

that country.

"I would ask the Trustees to be bold in

their beliefs and go to .South Africa and

say something out loud to end apartheid,

put their mouth where their money is," he

said.

King urged students to "take the move-

ment back to your dormitories, .streets, get

on airwaves, .so people know why its so im-

portant we struggle, in i h.uige polities at

Smith."
Michael Thelvvell. professor of Afro-

American studies at the University of

Massachusetts, criticized F'resident

Reagan's approach lo apartheid.

"Oppre.ssion in South Africa is made
possible by western participation, by their

trade and investment. .. if Heagan had an

r)unce of intelligence, morality, he would

take the lead on this i.'^sue." Thelwell said.
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WORLDANDNATIONALNEWS
Professor kept

CIA money
CAMBRIDGE (AP)-An investigation was underway at

Harvard University yesterday into a report that a pro-

fessor broke university rules by keeping all of a $50,000

grant from the Central Intelligence Agency.

Nadav Safran, director of the Center for Middle

Eastern Studies, told the student newspaper The Harvard

Crimson the CIA gave him the money for a closed con-

ference next week on Islam and Muslim politics.

Under university rules, professors must clear govern-

ment grants in advance and pay Harvard two-thirds of all

grant money to cover such overhead costs as researcher

salaries. Faculty guidelines also prohibit secret or

classified research on campus.

Faculty Dean A. Michael spence said in a prepared

statement the matter was "of serious concern to me," but

refused furthr comment until he had finished his investiga-

tion.

"He has nothing at this time to add beyong the state-

ment," his assistant, Betty Woodward, said yesterday.

Safran declined to discuss the matter until the university

had finished its inquiry.

Safran told The Crimson Wednesday he kept the money

because he arranged the conference on his own rather

than on behalf of the Center for Middle Eastern Studies,

even though, according to the newspaper, invitations went

out on Harvard newspapers.

"I did not do it through the center because of the 60 per-

cent.. .and all the red tape," Safran said. "I don't think it is

a 'serious concern.' I'm not blind to the fact that some peo-

ple think the CIA is a leper."

Opening Next Week
The

WRITING CENTER
The Southwest Writing Center has

expanded. We now have three loca-

tions, are open four times as many
hours, and have twice as many tutors.

If you visited us last year you know
we helped, if you never visited us

come give us a try.

Mon, Thurs 7-9 PM
Pierpont (SoWest) Baker (Central)

Tues, Wed, Thurs. 3:30- 5 PM
Bartlett 101

Wed. 7-9 PM
Bartlett 101

Actor Orson Welles, known for his work in "Citizen

Kane" and "War of the Worlds." died of natural

causes at his home yesterday, officials say.

The job should be more than

work!
A cheerful atmosphere, people who
get along, and best of all:

(1) starting salary up to $3.70 an hour

(2) flexible hours

(3) meal discount

Come give us a try!

Aien'tYouHungry?

Rt. 9, Hadley

Reagan: *turn

over pirates'
ROME (AP)—Soon after President Reagan demanded

that four Palestinian sea pirates be turned over for pro-

secution; a plane carrying the hijackers was escorted last

night to a NATO base by U.S. military aircraft officials

said.

Further details were not available.

Two Reagan administration officials said they believed

the four hijackers, who were accused of killing the elderly

American passenger aboard the Italian cruise ship Achille

Lauro, had been sent to an airport outside Cairo in early

afternoon EDT and that Egyptian authorities were

preparing to fly them to an unknown destination.

By late afternoon, another official said, "Right now we
can't honestly say where they are." He, like the other of-

ficials, spoke on condition of anonymity.

Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak said the hijackers

had become the Palestine Liberation Organization's

responsibility, but a PLO spokesman in Tunisia said the

pirates had not been turned over.

White House chief of staff Donald T. Regan, told of the

reports that the hijackers were at the Al Maza airport,

said, "We know what the latest information is, but we
are not sure of that and are still checking it out."

First AIDS student

at Boston schools
BOSTON (AP)-A boy suffering from AIDS reportedly

is attending a public elementary school in Boston, the first

student in the city system reported to have the often-fatal

disease.

Boston School Superintendent Laval S. Wilson would

not confirm or deny the report Wednesday according to

The Boston Globe and The Boston HeraJd. Both papers said

they were told of the boy by unidentified sources.

"The boy reportedly contracted acquired immune defi-

ciency syndrome through a blood transfusion and attends

the Harriet A. Baldwin School in the Brighton section,

which has about 300 students enrolled in kindergarten

through 5th grade. Tfie Herald said it was told the boy

recently transferred to the school.

An AIDS policy for students, similar to one recently

adopted by the state, was drawn up last June by Robert R.

Spillane, then superintendent of schools.
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LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherat
NcKl to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
$20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFT UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

All Prices In Store Cash Only

^d<M*MU^

Flavored Schnapps
• Peppermint
• Blackberry
• Apricot
• Root Beer

• Butterscotch
• Raspberry
• Orange
• Pefch

• Apple
• Strawberry
• Choco-Mint
• Hazlenut

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

^he sub
NS^S.

;

11 A.M. TO 2 AM. / 7 DAYS

uutt

• Heineken • Becks

• Grotsch • Amstel
6pk.

$099

MW*i.

3 + dep.

SAM ADAMS
Beer

From Boston

6pk. 570
-¥ dcp.

The Sub is now hiring drivers

for deliveries.

Must have own car.

Part time, full time.

Inquire at Sub
I at 33 E. Pleasant St. Amherst.

n. K. n. jc n.,

Daily
Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500

icacac 3S^^E2

it's FRIDAY! Are You Ready

:':'::«i*iMiHMi.

SWINKELS
$030
%M 6pk.6pk.

California
Cooler
S350

4pk.
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J

9^pJ JT-^ How about
' fm^ taking a dive

~ intoanice
relaxing Hot Tub at

Utopia Spas? Imagine
the soothing music

of your choice playing in

your private room.
Ahhhhh! That's awesome!

Vi hour ar^d hour rates available

Open Mon a PM-i AM,
Tues -Sun 1 1 AM-1 AM
call now for reservations

(JTOPlASPAS ^
165 University Drive. Amherst

253-7727
art ctWTincATts AvAitAte
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Amherst College life altered with fraternity ban
By MICHELLE GOODWIN
Collegian Correspondent

Amherst College students are filling in

the gaps of their social life left by the ad-

ministration's decision neai'ly two years ago
to ban fraternities on campus.
The historical houses, once used for

fraternity organizations, are now used as
extensions of dormitory houses and for on-

campus parties.

"When the administration closed the
frats, they offered no provisions which left

a void in the social life," said Steve Tober,

an Amherst College junior. Tober said the
completion of a new student union, which
will centralize social activities, is schedul-

ed for completion by 1988.

"With the end of the fraternities came a
shift from large parties to smaller more per-

sonal parties," Ian Thomas, a junior at

Amherst, said. The college still funds par-

ties and bands, "everything except alcohol,"

he said.

In keeping with the tougher
Massachusetts drinking laws, bartenders
are hired for parties to check identification

and serve the drinks. "The security has
cracked down this year with the rased

drinking age, but there are still ways to get

drinks at a party," said sophomore Colleen

Foley.

Despite the fraternity ban, many of the

houses continue to carry out old traditions.

There are still established parties each
week that are based on the past house's

reputation.

Keelin Brennan, said she still is a

member of the national fraternity Psi Up
silon in spirit. She said she was drawn to

the group because of similar interests and
remains loyal to the fraternity.

"The first year, only 25 percent of the

students in a particular frat could remain
in the house. This year the quota has been
dropped," Brennan said.

"Frat activities have practically faded in

the past two years," senior Carol Chicker-

ing said. Chickering chose to remain in the

house where she once belonged to a

fraternity.

Although she said she thinks the ad-

ministration made a wise decision, she

disagrees with the school moving in to

reform an aspect of social life which should

have been an individual choice.

"Two ex-coed fraternities are in the pro-

cess of making overtui-es with the nationals

(fraternities) for a national charter to

become underground, all-male fraternities,"

Chickering said.

"The school abolished coed frats, but in

my mind the creation of underground frats

is far worse," she said.

The century-old fraternity system was
banned from the college two years ago

NATO will

drain US
budget dry
By CAROLYN PHILLIPS

Collegian Correspondent

The United States could save almost

half of its military defense budget if it

withdrew from NATO, a former high-level

Pentagon official said last night in a lec-

ture at Amherst College.

"NATO is not an alliance like those in

history where nations pool their resources

commonly," Professor Earl Ravanel of

Georgetown University said. "NATO con-

sists of a unilateral guarantee of nuclear

support in Western Europe." Earl Ravanel <.:,iw»hw ph;u, in n,nk Rnh,rts

"NATO has always required between 40 or 50 percent ofthe total American

defense budget,"

—Earl Ravanel, former Pentagon official.

According to Ravanel, a professor of in-

ternational relations, the protection of

more than our own citizens or "extended

deterence" included in the NATO agree-

ment requires the United States to adopt

a policy of "redundency of nuclear

weapons."

"For the moment, extended deterence is

unattainable technologically," Ravanel

said. In order to attain counterforce

capability, a first strike capability must
first be achieved.

The costs of setting up both first and se-

cond strike capability that can "limit

damage to tolerable levels" are

phenomenal, according to Ravanel.

"NATO has always required between 40

or 50 percent of the total American
defense budget," he said.

"Out of the $314 billion requested by

Ronald Reagan for the 1986 defense

budget, $241 billion is for the cost of

general purpose defense. Out of this $241

billion $134 billion is to go to the defense

of Western Europe," Ravanel said. He
predicted by 1995 $2.2 trillion will have

been spent in support of NATO.
"I would opt for a no first use posture,"

Ravanel said. "Such a doctrine in my own
mind equates to the dissolution of NATO.'

If the United States pulls out of NATO,
the projected budget accumulation for the

defense of Western Europe would be $800
billion by 1995 instead of $2.2 trillion,

Ravanel predicted.

"The results of the dissolution ofNATO
are unpredictable," according to Ravanel.

We don't know that the Soviets will attack

Western Europe if the United States

withdraws support. What will happen if

the Soviets do attack cannot be predicted

either. We don't know what communist
control in NATO countries will mean for

the United States, he said.

"We do know, however, the costs and
risks of remaining in the NATO alliance."

Ravanel said.

i^Halley's comet continued from pnffc I

"Comets are in fiome sense a lot of nothing"
—Peter Schloerb, UMass astronomy professor

The
Radioastronomers can monitor aspects of

the comet that are not observable using op-

tical telescopes because a radiotelescope

can be used during both night and day The

radiotelescope measures the velocity of

gases flowing from the comet and can

detect the presence of other molecules that

might ho part of the comet's nucleus.

Schloerb said the radiotelescope functions

like a car radio but instead of playing the

signal out over loudspeakers, it records the

signal on a computer.

'Comets are in some sense a lot of

nothing," he said. "The comet nucleus is

kind of like a big, dirty snowball: ice, water

and dirt." As the comet nears the sun.

particles cannot hold together, sunlight

breaks the molecules apart and hydroxyl

is produced as a result of this water vapor

process.

The Five-College Radioastronomy Obser-

vatory at Quabbin Reservoir has one of the

world's most sensitive telescopes for obser

ving the primary molecules in the comets

nucleus and the Greenbank telescope is one

of the most sensitive to hydroxyl, Schloerb

said.

"I'm hoping one or both of these obser

vatories will make a major contribution to

the studv of comets," he said.

Former fraternity house at Amherst
Amherst abolished the Greek system
buildings to other use.

despite many protests from students who
fought vigorously to keep the 624-member
system on campus.
Other than house parties initiated by

students, there are currently few functions

promoted by the college.

('ollegiiin photo by Maria Bull

College, now named Garman House,
three years ago and converted the

Christian Fellowship, which has 150
students involved, is one of the student

groups on campus which offers alternatives

to traditional social activities. It sponsors

lectures, dances and other Christian ac-

tivities at the college.

Union barred at meeting
By GREG BROWN
Collegian Staff

The director of employee labor relations

at the University of Massachusetts denied

the request of union officials to attend a

meeting of the Board of Regents of Higher

Education this week.

Jonathan Tuttle, president of the local

union for service and maintenance workers

at the University said that H.S. Overing,

the director of labor relations, deemed "in-

appropriate" the union's request for special

work releases to attend Tuesday's regents

meeting in Boston. The meeting address-

ed the issue of affirmative action in collec-

tive bargaining.

"Under the circumstances, I had clear

authority to grant or deny any release,"

Overing said. He said he denied the relea.se

at the recommendation of the board's office

of employee relations. The associate direc-

tor of the office, Roy Millbury, confirmed

that statement.

Tuttle said the contract between the

University and the union allows the

workers to request "special releases" to at-

tend meetings of state agencies that direct-

ly affect the union.

The regents voted Tuesday to approve an
affirmative action policy package that

places much of the burden of seeking

minority candidates on the collective

bargaining process.

Tuttle called the regents' document
"fairly nebbish; it says they've been doing

terrible and trying to do better."

The new affirmative action policies pro-

pose implementation of a new minority

recruitment in the collective bargaining

process, which places a greater burden on

labor unions of the .state's public colleges

and universities.

Tower theft,

arrest made

An 18-year-old man was
arrested and charged with

armed robbery Wednesday
afternoon in Washington
Tower, University of

Massachusetts police said.

The student assaulted

another student on the 10th

and 11th floors and was

charged with armed rob-

bery, larceny, and assault

and battery with a

dangerous weapon, a knife.

The man turned himself to

the police. He was released

on bail and was arraigned in

court yesterday, police said.

In other police reports:

A woman was assaulted

Wedne.sday in lot 44 outside

of Brown House. She knew
her a.ssailant and had had

former confrontations with

him. Police said she receiv-

ed minor cuts and bruises.

A 1971 Mercedes received

over $500 in damages when
it was hit by a 1975 Toyota

Wedne.sday afternoon in lot

31, police said. The driver of

the Toyota was cited for

failure to use care in back-

ing and having an invalid

inspection sticker, police

said.

Two balance scales valued

at $700 were reported stolen

Wf'rlnesday afternoon from

the 15th floor of the

(Graduate Research Center

They had been missing

since Mondav. police said.

-JEANEITE DEFORGE

Professor Richard D. Wolff

* Wolff

CilUnKiii I'll' fill"'"

continued from pane I

decline of New Haven by subsidizing businesses in the ci-

ty, including Yale University, "the city's biggest business.

"Yale University, on principle, refuses to pay any taxes

whatsoever on its educational property," Wolff .said "The
taxpayers of New Haven have to pay for delivering ser-

vices to Yale University which refu.ses to pay for tho.se ser-

vices."

According to Wolff, New Haven has the highe.st proper-

ty tax rate in Connecticut. "It's a kind of reverse Robin

Hood arrangement in which the rich live off the poor The
ironic fact is that the .seventh poorest city in the nation

is subsidizing the .second riche.st University in the coun-

try." Wolff said.

According to Wolf, the (iiven Parly hopes to end this

practice of subsidizing business and attempt to rebuild

New Haven's economy through improvement of public

schools and municipal services.

WolfT. who obtained his Ph.D. in economics from Yale

University in 1969, teaches Marxian economics, European

economic historv and introductory economics courses at

UMass.
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Neo-McCarthyism hits UM
There's a new extracurricular—or

perhaps curricular—activity on American

college campuses: Marxist-monitoring.

By volunteering a few hours of course

time each week, students at more than 100

campuses can become secret informers for

Accuracy in Academia, a Washington-

based group whose declared mission is to

expose leftist "misinformation" in the

classroom.

Accuracy for Academia's leaders recruit

students to sit in on classes and report
'

'
questionable' '—read non-conservative—

teachings, so that they can intimidate the

offending instructors, either through direct

confrontation, or by attacking them in a

newsletter.

My generation missed out on Sen. Joseph

McCarthy's call to flush out Communists

from under every bed in the 1950s, but ac-

cording to Accuracy in Academia's ex-

ecutive director, Laslo Csorba III, there's

plenty of smearing to be done today. He

charges there are 10,000 professors in the

United States who are "trying to covertly

convert their students to radical causes."

Ten thousand! We've come a long way.

McCarthy's now-infamous 1950 speech,

warning of subversive^ in the State

Department, cited only 205 villains.

I wonder who among my classmates at

UMass/Amherst, where I will return in

January after a six-month leave, has been

drawn into this crusade—and why. Becom-

ing one of Csorba's collegiate minions re-

quires more than a right-wing politician

bent. It involves a rejection of vvhat higher

education is all about: hearing different

views and encouraging oneself to be

critical.

Certainly there are leftist pro-

fessors-including Boston University's

Howard Zinn, Harvard's George Wald,

UMass' Samuel Bowles, all of whom have

been marked for scrutiny by the group-

just as there are the Richard Pipeses and

Ian Polumbaum
Milton Friedmans and Henry Kissingers of

academia, usually disposed to pushing

their own political views.

After hearing a professorial position with

which I disagree, or think I disagree, I try

to call up the courage and the knowledge to

argue against it. Failing there, as usually

happens, students often struggle with the

question in their minds. This is exactly

what the best instructors hope for: that if

they don't spark debate, they at least pro-

voke reflection.

This seems to have been lost on Accuracy

in Academia. Like Reed Irvine's Accuracy

in Media, the right-wing news-monitoring

organization of which it is a spinoff, this

group portrays itself as an objective wat-

chdog—while aiming not to promote

balance, but to stampt out views that don't

jibe with its vision of how the world should

be.

College is supposed to cultivate young

adults' ability to think. Disagreements with

instructors—and among them—can only

help.

What intellectual enrichment can be

gained by volunteering to sit in a classroom

holding each comment up to a reactionary

litmus test, furtively recording suspect

statements in a notebook or tape machine,

then slithering to the phone or mailbox to

report to Anticommunist Mission Control

in DC so that the professor can be dragged

through the mud?
Not much pride can be garnered from

this either—just a perverse satisfaction

which is often mistaken for patriotism and

which, sadly, has not yet been banished to

another era.

Ian Polumbaum, currently an editorial

assistant at the Boston Globe, is a memher
of the University of Massachusetts class of

1986.

Letters
~

Generalizations unacceptable
I am writing in response to the article on

the Celtics that appeared in the Oct. 8 issue

of the Collegian. I am sure that Peter

Abraham feels that his views are the end

all in sports commentary, and I almost feel

sorry that I have to tear apart his rendition

of the generalization blues.

I will start with the "pretenders to the

throne." I am certain that in all Abraham's

sports wisdom there is just not room for

names like the Philadelphia 76ers, Houston

Rockets, or the Denver Nuggets, to name a

few. But on to more important things, be-

ing that sports are so trivial to my point.

Do not get me wrong, I am a sports fan too,

but I do not feel that sports are the end all

and I find it unnecessary for the CoUegian

to have articles about the Celtics' Ime-up

surrounded by so many vague generaliza-

tions about everything under the sun.

I am certain that New York State would

be interested to hear how it has a "lack of

decent colleges." I guess Abraham agam

does not have room in his vast knowledge

for the following names: Columbia Univer-

sity, Cornell University, New York Univer-

sity, University of Rochester, St.

Lawrence University, Syracuse Universi-

ty, Vassar College—need I go any further?

I also find it very unnecessary for the

Collegian to allow such stereotypical

statements such as "so put that in your

Mercedes and take it back to the Island" in

their paper. I hate to disillusion Abraham,

but not everybody on Long Island has a

Mercedes and even if they did, what con-

cern is it of Abraham? (No, I am not from

Long Island.)

If Abraham would like to tell the whole

world about the Celtics and how awesome

they are, then more power to him. Maybe

in the future though, he will avoid making

vague generalizations about things which

he obviously knows little about.

Robert Feathers
Orchard Hill

New Yorkers demand apology
In defense of all New York residents who

have chosen to attend the University of

Massachusetts. I would like to voice my

adamant dissatisfaction with Peter

Abraham's comments in the Oct. 8 Col-

leqinn. Abraham, through his position on

the Collegian staff, has taken it upon

himself to insult and degrade the educa-

tional opportunities of the State of New

York With his comment. Abraham has

demonstrated as few have, their ignorance

of a given situation. Since he feels compell-

ed to believe that there is a "lack of decent

colleges" in New York, I also feel compell-

ed to^emind him of one of the finest state

university systems in the nation as well as

the outstanding private institutions which

the state has to offer. A small smapling of

these outstanding academic establishments
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Letters
Republican presents defense

In response to Timothy Harris' letter in

last week's Collegian I would like to say

that the UMass Republican Club shares

with Harris complete revulsion at all in-

stitutions of racism. It is unfortunate,

however, that he does not realize that most

racism in the world today emanates from

teh left-wing extreemism with which he

sympathises. The Soviet Union, for exam-

ple, is one of the most racist nations on

earth. Sadly, many Americans are more

concerned with achieveing "Detente" and

"International Brotherhood" with these

mass murderers than they are with the

lives of helpless Jews and Afghans.

Similarly, many of leftist presuation acutal-

ly sympathise with the PLO, thus condon-

ing or at least overlooking Yassar Arafat's

attempts to finish Hitler's evil work. I

would also consider to be racist people who

demean black and Hispanic Americans by

calling them "Third World."

In concluding his statement. Hams
writes, "there are those who would slash

the SGA affirmative action office budget

by 75 percent...while leaving the well-

padded UMass Republican Club budget

completely unscathed." First, our budget is

minute when compared with the size of our

membership and the budgets of much

smaller left-wing advocacy groups; second^

last year our budget was cut 22 percent as

our membership grew 50 percent. Harris'

last statement, therefore, was completely

untrue. The affirmative action budget was

cut 75 percent, but this was achieved by

eliminating a salaried affirmative action of-

ficer and salaried assitant during summer
and winter break when this function is

totally useless, for there is no hiring going

on at those times. By eliminating this boon-

doggle the SGA was able to fund a dozen

RSOs including the Republican Club and

Harris' Radical Student Union.

One last thing that can be said about the

UMass Republican Club budget is that we
don't have any paid positions to give to our

friends comfortable but useless summer
jobs at the student body's expense.

Loren Spivack, president

UMass Republican Club

Editor accused of tactlessness

are Columbia University, Cornell Universi-

ty, the Cooper Union Institute, as well as

New York University and the Rochester

Institute of Technology.

Although Abraham may have intended

his comments to be somehow good-

natured, I find it insulting and thoroughly

misleading. As well as insulting the New
York State educational community,

ABraham said that he almost felt bad for

us New Yorkers. Well as a r^ident of

Queens, New York for 18 years I feel bad

for Abraham since he has obviously delud-

ed himself. Abraham's apology is expected

and would be graciously accepted.

Bruce Weissgold
Southwest

I want to respond to Peter Abraham's ar-

ticle "sorry New Yorkers, but Celtics will

rule." I am not an avid sports fan, but I am
from New York. To be more specific I am
an "Islander." His article could have l)een

very amusing and informative, as he seems

to be quite knowledgable in the sports field,

but his tact is lacking. His comments about

NY State schools and Long Islanders were

unnecessary and insulting.

Where does his resentment towards New
Yorkers come from? It can't possible l)e

from our sports rivalry alone, especially

since the Celtics have always done so well.

Maybe in future articles he will stick to the

sporting rivalry he is addressing and leave

his personal sentiments out. As Sports

Editor of the Collegian Abraham should

know better. Well, have fun rooting for the

Celtics-but watch out for us New
Yorkers— we're winners both on and off

the court.

Jacqueline Koppele
Amherst

All letters submic.ed for publication must be signed and include the

author's address and telephone number, which will not be pubfished. Let-

ters must be typewritten and doul.le spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

umn submissions shcuk' be between 10 and <?0 lines. Ail submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. —Editor.
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Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Sun. - Wed. 4 pm to 2 am

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 4 pm to 3 am
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THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

12 oz. Drafts 75*

Pitchers $3.75

Beer

Of The Month
Moosehead
$1.20 a bottle

SHOWCASE
dNEMUS

RT.S RiyEROALE \A/.SP«HMnFIEL.O 733-5131

\A/EO. FRI.SAT. AIMPSUIM.

AFTERNOOMSMOW/OMI.Y Sa.SO
SHOWS SAT.SUfM.&HOLIOAY8

"THERE'S NEVER BEEN A COMEDY
QUITE LIKE AFTER HOURS/ A RACY

RAUCOUS RIDE THROUGH THE NIGHT
BOUND TO LEAVE AUDIENCES
REELING WITH LAUGHTER."

"What a pleasure It IS to watch Scorsese ccxik He is masterful His

images sparkle his love of nnoviemaking reveals itself m every

dazzling cut and close-up The cost is a dream

After Hours is the year's best shaggy dog story, a delirious and

challenging comedy Highly enioyable'

•**•• (Highest Rating) Martin Scorseses ingenious new film

gem will stay with you long after you have experienced it

The film IS definitely an original, unlike any of Scorsese s films.

Of for that matter, unlike any film

"

:

Spoke Drink of the Week

"The Crab Apple" Apple schnapps and Cranberry Juice $1.20

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

puiirinnn i ii iimnnnnnnnnnnnnnnm " ^^^>^^<»*><m»i**m

THE GEFFEN COMPANY PRESENTS A OOUbLE PLAY PRODUCTION

ARER HOURS • ROSANNA ARQUEHE • VERNA BLOOM • THOMAS CHONG

GRIFFIN DUNNE • LINDA FlORENTINO • TERI GARR • JOHN HEARD

RICHARD CHEECH MARIN • CATHERINE HARA

PRODUaiON DESIGNER JEFFREY TOWNSEND

MUSIC BY HOWARD SHORE • EDITED BY THELMA SCHOONMAKER

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY MICHAEL BALLHAUS

WRinEN BY JOSEPH MINION • PRODUCED BY AMY ROBINSON

GRIFFIN DUNNE AND ROBERT F COLESBERRY
" "

DIRECTED BY MARTIN SCORSESE rS "'^^t'T^J^

x\Xi/ JL O

STARTSTODAY

Now's
the time

to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

^iiiiaiiHiiiimioiiiiHiiiiiiag

S £
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1 Advertising 1
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Spyro Gyra parties in Noho

1 uuBiiiy roou rraparaa •

VTo Ord«rPl J
Cha«tr>ut Plain Rd. ^

UVt^atety ^^^1 jBBi.inu^^

\

MOOS.

Ouslity Food j Prepared
To Ordar^
Cha«tr>ut Plain Rd

UVt^ataty

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,

Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: take i lo ncufi to

i South Deertield, south on route

t !}-10 1 Ml miles. Right on Chris-

: ' ian Lane "/4 mile from center of

J
town. Open:

( Mon-Sat 5-10 pm
' Sun 1-9

\

SPYRO GYRA
Calvin Theater, Northampton
Thursday, Oct. 10

By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

Spyro Gyra, high priests of the jazz/rock

mixture called fusion, played to a worship-

ful crowd at the Calvin last night.

Concert Review

"An enthusiastic audience," sax player

Jay Beckenstein noted after the band
opened with "Free Time."
Justifiably so. The band turned out an

hour-and-a-half set so tight and sharp,

you'd swear they'd taught God Himself to

play

Dave Samuels, who'd munched on
greasy popcorn before the show, had no
trouble holding onto his magical mallets,

and Tbm Schuman delivered mindbending
keyboard work. Percussionist Gerardo
Velez and guitarist Julio Fernandez
leaped around the stage like acrobats.

Richie Morales put forth a heavy-duty
drum solo.

The set was dominated with cuts from
the group's latest album, "Alternating
Currents," including the lovely and elo-

quent "Taking the Plunge," which
Beckenstein wrote when he got married
last year, and "Carribbe," with a subtle

reggae flavor A few Spyro classics were
also thrown in -notably "Catching the
Sun" and "Morning Dance." (Beckenstein
tried to retire the latter last March;"You
do anything for seven years, and it's go
ing to get a little stale." Audiences pcji-

suaded him to dust it off).

continued on page 10

..JQOOOOOOOOOOOOC

FOUR SEASONS
Wines/Liquors ^^q

BEER SPECIALS ^
COORS and COORS LIGHT. 12 oz. cans. $10.99

BUD, BUD LIGHT cans $11.50

HEINEKEN 12 oz. btls $15.99

GRIZZLY 12 oz. btls $11.99

LABATTS BEER & ALE . . 12 oz. btls.. .$11.99

UTICA CLUB 12 oz. btls $6.99

SIX PACK SPECIALS
SPATEN OKTOBERFEST $4.99

WURZBURGER OKTOBERFEST $4.49

SWINKLES HOLLAND BEER $3.25

BALLANTINE BEER 12 pk $3.99

LIQUOR and WINE SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $8.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 L $10.99

HENRI PHILIPPE
PEP. SCHNAPPS 1.75 L $9.99

LIEBFRAUMILCH 750 ml 2 for $5.00

AMBURU WINES 750 ml 2 for $5.00

CARLO ROSSI 4 liter $5.99

ALL WINE COOLERS 4 pk $3.60

2 LITER WINE COOLERS $3.89

SMILES SERVICES

CHANCELLORS
LECTURE SERIES

I g 8 s ' I g8 6

EMMON W. BACH
Dipanwent ofIjn^ust'ics

NATURAL LANGUAGE
METAPHYSICS

Julio Fernandez of Sypro Gyro gets down last night at the Calvin
Theate.*- in Northampton

!

[Location - on Route 9 past McDonald's

I
and Burger King

SoooooecMWoeoooooooooooeeoeooooooooooooooooooeoooooi

Is lanmiagc a \cil over

rcalitN or a window to the work!.' 1 )o different lanf^uaRcs

presiipjiose different visions of the world ... or is there a

iinivefHal stmt tiire of meanings common to all languages and

part ofour human hentagc.'

OGTOBER 17,1985' 8 PM
MEMORIAL HALL

I'rcc to I'ivc ( lollcgc faciilry, staff, students and the public.

STePHCN KING S

imvm BUUET
H E. MAKES EVIL AN tVLNT

DINO De LAURGNTIIS PReS€NTS
STePHCN KINGS SILVER BULL6T GARY BUSeV EVGReTT McGILL

CORGY HAIM MUSIC BY JAY CHATTAWAY BASED ON THG
NOVeLGTTG CYCLE OF THG WEREWOLF BY STEPHEN KING

SCRGENPLAY BY STEPHEN KING PRODUCED BY MARTHA SCHUMACHER ^^at-McciNf-uM ^ PARAMOUNT PICTURE r^n «r=,T.i., DIRECTED BY DANIGL ATTIAS

Starts Friday, October 11 at a theater near you.

Backstage with the Band

Giving fusion a good name
Bv ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

The gi'oup was named at 4

a.m. in a Buffalo. N.Y. bar,

back in 75. They were being

billed as Tuesday Night-
Jazz Jam, and the bar's

manager, who was concern-

ed about advertising,

threatened sax-

ophonist/leader Jay
Beckenstein with being

fired unless he came up with

something better.

Beckenstein, then a pre-

med student, had just writ-

ten a paper on "a little

algae"

"So I said, in complete and

utter facet iousness, 'You can

call it Spirogyra, for all I

care."

The manager did.

The unique spelling of the

group's name—Spyro
Gyra—was not due to any ei"

forts at being cute; the bars

manager was a less-than-

perfect speller.

But despite such in

auspicious beginnings, the

seven-member jazz/fusion

ensemble has cut nine

albums and become a hot

ticket on the concert circuit,

playing the Boston Globe

and Newport Jazz Festivals,

as well as headlining the

1984 Spring Concert right

here at UMass.
Beckenstein can't quite

decide whether he prefers

playing indoors or out:

"It depends on the

weather," he laughed in a re-

cent Collegian interview.

"Production values are bet-

ter indoors; the sound is bet-

ter. But—and this is a big

but—a huge outdoor concert

can have an audience with

spectacular energy. If it's

the right audience with the

right situation, it blows you
away."

^MlC THEATRES

[»i»wgiKiinnuTtsiw|
MT (ARMS 4 ba4 91S3

mf
ms'.

.IMull
t»nU '•>• .^atfiinn Iwtt

^P^^ UNUSUAL
GIFTS
WITH
A

NEW
ENGLAND
FLAVOR

OUNill

NORT»H AMHERST
!gVl MASSACIU'sFTTS

01 O*!')

I mile north u( L.MaBS 549-2667

Stephen King's
SILVER BliLLET

Kn :il if> iMi t'd M) 7.4.'>. '.<
'.'•

s.i! Sun ai (;;,:i" * '• 12 .'>oi 7 4f). '•

Mnn .11 12 :tli \: 1. 1. $1! .Ml( H 4'.

Jane Fonda
Anne Bancroll - Meq Tilly

I'^nes ofGod
Hri ,11 I,, 111

i\: :,ii| ,
;((f ',1 :,:,

m .SunaiiL; !'.&.' $2 .M))7 :iii. 4 :

|lK9l ^"" "' '^ ''' <& •< I''' $2 .Ml) K iU

HAMPSNIRE 4 SI4-7550

|Micnaei . fo« m

BnCK To The
FUTUR€

M
Glenn Close is ^\

Vn at (M«i W :iin 7 :«i. '.i .1^1 • ^^
Ira

Sal Siinai (f. $2 .Ml) 7 :<". » r..'.

M'.n .11(1. ir. $2MMS1.S

CINEMA
Friday and Saturday

A Clockwork Orange
Repo Man

Sunday - Tuesday

Richard III

MacBeth

.ia(',(;kii v.\*\v.

al 14 4:. I'J. :'.il|

7:1.S. H4.'.

|.Sai .Sun al (2 l.'i &
4 4.'. $2r.ll)7.l^.

" 4.'i

lM..n al 12 Ui & fi

1 f2 .Ml) K.:<ll

METROPOLIS
SatSun at

(2:30 $2..'-,0)

Mon at

(2:Hr $2.5(1)

7:00

9:20

6:30

9:15

nrnold
Schuiorzeneggcr

COMMANDO
al |.'. INI i.' Ml) 7, .Ml. 'I .'.,'.

Sal .Sun al (2 :«l i- f' :.ll| 7 ;ill 1 ..',

Mun .11 (2 :(0 Al '.
I i .?;' .11) « 1 .

IMS nmC L«TE SHOWS'

nil SAT at 12 15 SEATS S 3 50

nniihle Feature $3.00
30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

Iw

R(k;ky

HORROR

IMNK FLOYD
THE WALL

IB

METROPOLIS

IS

COMMANIX)
(n-jftilii'' ii'lhit***'!'-?!
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BLACKAFFAIRS
AHORA serves

Latin community
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

The Latin American organization AHORA was found-

ed in 1972 by a group of Latin American students ^ho

wanted their own organization and representation on

"^Sding to their constitution, the specific purposes
|

of the or^nization are to address the problems en-

Sunt^redby Spanish-speaking staidents of Western

Massachusetts in the following manner;

.To research, initiate, and carry through educational

programs, which will meet the needs of the Latm-

/SSn community, including those du-ected toward

careers and job, as well as advancement and opportumty.

. To create and execute programs addressed to the

elimination of discrimination, where it concerns student

admissions, student-community relations, law, mass

communication, and in the commumty at large^

. To create, direct, assist and support other organiza-

tions, institutions, agencies, societies, corporations, and

associations organized for any of the above purposes

"We represent latin American students on and off

campus, in the studetn senate, and at cross cvJturaJ

events," said Eligio Acoste, vice-president of the

°
Ther^are various ways in which students can become

involved with AHORA. "Students can become mvolved

in the social, cultural, educational, and political commit-

tees we have and volunteer office hours. We always

welcome new ideas any particular students may have,

*oT October 4th, AHORA celebrated their 11th an-

niversary and they have made plans to hold future

events "In November, we plan to have a Carnbean

Week. We helped to sponsor Latin Amencan week and

events by the Bilingual Collegiate Program (BCF),

Acoste stated. u *„u t,^

Today a table willbe set up m front of the Hatch to

help raise money for the earthquake victims m Mexico,

"we will have a place to receive donations for our Mex-

kan sisters and brothers as well as information about our

prganiz^tion." he saiiL

Klan should be banned
By MANNING MARABLE
Special to the Collegian

Editor's note: Dr. Manning Marahle teaches political

scoiology at CoUgate University, Hamilton, New York.

No group in American history has a more vicious,

undemocratic and racist tradition than the Ku Klux Klan.

The cowards and demagogues who have hidden thier faces

beneath white robes take pride in bombing churches,

defacing synogogues, maiming and murdering children.

Racism and anti-Semitism are the driving ideological force

behind those who join its ranks.

But it seems curious that this legacy of blood and terror

finds defenders among many who disavow the Klan's

politics. This year, a disturbing trend to protect and de-

fend Klansmens' "rights" has taken shape all over the na-

tion, according to the Klanwateh project of the Southern

Poverty Law Center.

This April, for example, a newspaper editor at Harbor

College in California who had been fired for his Klan

associations was reinstated to his position by a federal

judge. The judge claimed that the youthful Klansman's

"rights" had been violated when college officials demand-

ed his dismissal. In May. the Federal Conmiunications

Commission ruled by a 5 to vote that the broadcasting of

racist and anti-Semitic propaganda over the radio "is no

grounds for revoking the license of a radio station." White

supremacists and Nazis who utter threats and racist

diatribes are "protected" by the First Amendment.

Last month, the Ku Klux Klan's New Jersey chapter

demanded a permit to hold a racist rally m the city of

Newark. With a population more than 60 percent black,

Newark could have become another Greensboro-a violent

confrontation between racists and blacks who refused to

be intimidated by terrorism. Wisely, Newark mayor Ken-

neth Gibson refused to grant a permit to the Klan.

Opinion

But instead of praise, Gibson became the target of in-

tense media criticism. The New York Ttrn^ editorialized

that Gibson did "his city and the law a disservice by deny-

ing the permit." The Times admitted that the KKK was

"loathsome," and its "history of violence and terror was

"indisputable." Nevertheless, the mayor had no right to

curtail the Klan's public protest. Unless the Klan rally

"poses an immediate threat of uncontrollable violence, the

rights to assemble and speak freely are, and should be m-

violate." In short, the white supremacists must enjoy

equal protection of the law."

^%
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PUFFERBELLIES
Hyannis, Mass.

Fabulous Final Fling

Oct. 11th, 12th, 13th
FRIDAY

Al Halliday & The Hurricanes

^''™g|?f^^yer8 HH 3-8 PM
Al Halliday Cr The Hurricanes

S"'^^§!l. SULLIVAN'S
Retirement Party 3 pm to 9 pm

with Gary Titus DJ, Cliff Myers
and John Morgan

featuring D.J. Sullivan

9 pm to 1 am
Al Halliday & The Hurricanes

tribute to "The Boss"

Daily

Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500

FRI. AFTERNOON
JUSTIN KfM&

253-5595 175 University Drive
FREE BUFFET!

3-4PM
I
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By Garry Trudeau
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Expect some lingering showers on the

cum. side, with the sun peeking oui thii,
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midSOs. Tonight, clear, with lows about 45.
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Gordy By Gorde

Positions open

The Collegian is now accepting ap
plications for associate editors for the

Arts and Editorial Page departments.

We are also looking for one comic strip

artist. Anyone interested should stop

down to our office (113 Campus Center)

any day next week for more informa-

tion. Thanks to all those who took the

time to apply for the copy editor

position—there are almost 50 of you! In-

formation on your status will be
available Tuesday.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien
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Professor Jones by Norm DePlume
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ACROSS
Picnic

playwright

5 Moves rest

lessly

9 Entertainer

AnKa
13 Blackbird

14 Actress

Anouk
15 Land measure
16 Oiaryot

Housewife"
17 Stadium area

19 Large block of

stone
21 Amino and

boric

22 Smeller waste
2J Musial

24 Member ol the

highest court in

old Athens
26 Youngster

30 Blue dye plants

31 Started a card

game
32 Hwy
33 Parlot AD
34 Landol

magical charm
35 Sounds Irom

the stadium
36 Inlet

37 Classilies

36 Crescent

shaped object

old style

39 Cape Cod town
41 Ignite

42 All good
;hingsare

Browning
43 Director

Lubilsch

44 Cereals
46 Spanish

noblemen
49 Pawaroiti s

•one
SI MissKr^li

f)2 Seep
•)* thorn apple
')4 Ages and ag^s
'i't lnspiri>d with

wonder
S<) MildenplPlive

Kdiird b) Irudr Michel Jaffr

5? Nucleic acids
lor short

DOWN
1 Muslim leader

2 Verne s

captain

3 Venice s mam
route

4 Realm o( riches

5 Rafter supports

6 Oriental nurse

7 Study
8 With a solemn
manner

9 Verdigris

10 Prep school

1

1

Cottoe servers

12 Took the helm
14 Graze tor a

fixed rate

18 Meager
20 Privation

23 Chars
24 Sleepy or

Bashful

25 Aegean area of

yore

26 Canines
27 Wyoming peak

20 Merman
29 Remainder Fr

31 Pub game
34 Links group
35 What still water

does'"

37 Hale
38 Waterfall, in

Scotland
40 Lamented

41 South African

village

43 Strayed
44 Hill sedge
45 Demolish
46 tiorse'

47 Lab heater

48 Impudence
49 Part of India

50 Pin down
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Herreirs Ice Cream ^^^A

••ploc
Old South SI Inltanc*

Northampton

Op«n Noon 'till II 30 Sun. - Ihurt
No-tn nil IMIdnighl M. k Sol.

586-4837

« « « « »««»*«* « « « « «

^'•-J'f HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

Watch for

our Valuable

Coupons on

Mondays &
Wednesdays

Tonight
Friday Oct 11th

Doing what he does best

D.J. ANDREW WOLF
from KISS 108 F.M. Boston

Saturday Oct 12th
This guy too'

D J MARK STONEHAM
The five-fingered platter-pusher

All of this and

much, much, more in the valley's

biggest and best nightclub

Cut out this ad and

pay no cover Friday or Saturday

before 9:30

Jt^

Route 63
1 mile north

of UMass

X.

STOP &
SHOP AT
THE OLD
MILL

For the best

in gifts,

lamps, uni-

que crafts,

cards, Col-

onial fur-

niture and

iU-,
'^^^'^ <artMcusT decorator ac-
«»Mss^44uscn» cessories.

rtC' o«o»f
Visa b

Hrs. 10 to 6 Master

kTues - Sunday Closed Monday charga

I IN ONLY ONE YEAR,

I
YOU COULD BE AN MIS PROFESSIONAL

I Boston University School of Management

I Master of Science in Management Information Systems Program

MIS professionals specialize in using computer information to

help organizations solve their business prohlems. The MS/MIS
Program at Boston University;

— Combines real wcwk experience with excellent classroom

instruction

— Offers an outstanding placement record

— Consists of four management courses covering MIS appli-

cations and eight technical MIS courses, taken over a

twelve-month period.

An undergraduate degree in business or management is

required for admission. A Program representative will be on

campus to answer your questions:

Wednesday, October 16, 1985 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Five College Graduate/Professional Schools

Information Day
Campus Center Auditorium, University of Massachusetts

For more information, write or call

Boston Uiuversity Schiwl of Management,
MS/MIS Pn>gram, 621 Commonwealth Avenue,

Boston, MA 02215; telephone 617/353-3522
Bws/oii Unii'rriiiiv u tn nfuil otrpi'rluiilv imlitulifn

Another "Close"encounter y^Concert

MAXIE
Starring Glenn Close, Mandy Patinkin
and Ruth Gordon.
Hampshire 4 Theaters

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Maxie is a sweet comedy about a husband
and wife and their ghost. In this light-

hearted comedy Glenn Close stars as a nice

everyday suburban housewife who is mar-

them that Maxie was her dance partner in

the 20's. Maxie, she says, died the night

before she was due to go to Hollywood.

The next night, Maxie's spirit comes by

and takes over Glenn Close's body. The rest

of the film. Close and Maxie fight for posse-

sion of the body. Close will be at a formal

library fundraising banquet when suddenly

Maxie takes over. Maxie starts gargling

bourbon, singing songs and making a spec-

tacle of herself. Patinkin finds himself be-

ing wooed by Maxie; Close accuses him of

Movie Review
ried to a nice everyday surburban husband
(Mandy Patinkin). She's the bishop's

secretary, he's a librarian specializing in

rare books. They're both nice, ordinary and
a little bit bored until. ..(you knew there was
an "until" coming soon, didn't you?) they

discover some 60 year-old graffiti under
their wall paper. (Not exactly a skeleton in

the closet, but still). The graffiti was writ-

ten in lipstick by a flapper from the twen-

ties named Maxie Malone.

When the landlady (Ruth Gordon in her

final film role) sees the graffiti she tells

adultery. Things start getting complicated.

Maxie wants to be an actress more than
anything. She also wants Patinkin. All

Close wants is Maxie's absence.

Although the film is sentimental, it is

also fairly funny. Close creates two in-

dividual characters that each express a

range of emotions. There is a particularly

sweet scene in which Maxie dances with

Ruth Gordon for one last time. Patinkin

(The Story of David) turns out a solid com-

edic performance, as does the rest of the

cast.

continued from page 7

Bass player Kim Stone's

funky, jumping-in-the-sun

fun "Bob Goes to the Store"

stole the show. Stone seems
like the kind of guy who
doesn't talk much, so when
he does, everybody listens:

"Bob is a little dog I have.

This song is about a day in

the life of Bob, and his

adventures in going to the
store alone, without any
human supervision. So try

to imagine him running,
jumping, flying through the
air, smelling new smells,

having fun."

But as the dancing crowd
proved through two encores
of Spyro's consistently quali-

ty music, nobody had to im-
agine having fun. They were
already having it.

I

I

1

I

Free Spirited!!

Manager Trainees
25 Openings

Nationwide Tool and Supply Company
Expanding telemarketing division

in Amherst
Guaranteed salary

plus commission and bonus .

Go Getters Only

Call (256-4101) for an appointment
part time and full time

positions available

jMtrstChiMse Foods

12^ MAIM «T.. AMMERST
BUN A WINE UCCN8E

M«*li V»gmtmbl0»
from Our Own Farm

CLOtao wtonnoAY
mt 00 BOt uti MM o« Mncuu. coiomm

253-7835

WITNESS :
Did you see UMass*

Police Officers J
struggling with a man^
near Grad Research*
Center on May 5, 1966*
(during Spring Concert)? «

If so please contact: •
Dorothy Carlo •

16 Center St. #314 ^
2 Northampton, MA 01060 •
2 413-584-8424 •

Navy Gold:
Forged in a Tradition

of Excellence
Because the Officers wearing it are the best

in the worid at what they do
. . . they have to be

It takes a special breecj

of aviator to meet the

challenges of Naval

Aviation. Strong, dedi-

cated professionals

who can control the

world's most sophisti-

cated aircraft. There's

no room over the

oceans for aviators

that are second-best.

To find out if you're qualified, see the Navy Representa-
tive that will be in the Campus Center on October 1 7.

1985 or call collect (518) 462-61 19.

Minority Students Encouraged to Apply

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

Beneath the surface

pulses a unique
environment few will

ever challenge. Only an
uncompromised
standard of excellence

earns a submariner his

dolphins. The Navy's

Nuclear Propulsion

Officers wear them.

Daily
Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500

t 1 1 I f J I J

catiiig place ;

i

i

i„

• OPtN
e A.M.-3 A.M.
8UN.-TMURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. A SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA,
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP a SHOP)

Mt 9 • Hadlcy/Amlwrtt

256-6889 .^t

rentAnrkk

N«w & Used Cars
Trucks a Vans Also AvaNabts

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
f?t. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

i

UMass weekend previews

Men's soccer, volleyball,x-countryaction
By BRYAN QUENZEL
and PHIL SAYLES
Collegian Staff

With a game against seventh ranked Connecticut com-

ing up on Wednesday, it v/ould be easy the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team to look past its contest

with Rhode Island tommorrow.
But UMass coach Jeff Gettler is determined not to let

his troops look too far ahead. "That's all I have been tell-

ing them for a week," said Gettler. "Last year, we looked

beyond Rhode Island and played horrendous and still on-

ly lost 2-L"
"We have not beaten Rhode Island since I have been

here (four years)," said the coach. "This game is probably

bigger than the one against UConn."
The Minutemen (10-3) square off against the Rams

(54-1) tommorrow at 2 p.m. on Boyden Field where UMass

is a perfect 7-0 this season. Massachusetts is currently

ranked second in New England, behind Connecticut, and

URI is fifth.

Gettler sees Rhode Island as a definite threat to his

team's chances at qualifying for the national tournament.

"If we lose to Connecticut, we are still number two and

in good shape for the nationals," said Gettler. "If we lose

to Rhode Island, we can forget it."

At the moment, the Minutemen are good shape for an

invitation to the national tournament. UMass is 8-1

against New England opponents with five regional games

left on the schedule. Because two teams from Ncv.-

England go to the nationals, with a strong finish

Massachusetts would be a logical choice (along with

UConn).
"If we don't lose any of the next five games, I can

guarantee us making it," said Gettler.

UMass has been playing well of late, victorious in five

straight and nine often, culminating in winning its own

tournament last weekend. The team's 10 victories ties the

school season record.

In addition, UMass has not let up a goal in its last four

games. Freshman goalkeeper Sam Ginsburg (5-0, three

shutouts) will attept to keep that streak in tact tommor

row for the Minutemen.

URI will also start a freshman keeper. Lance Klima.

Another standout for the Rams us midfielder and team

captain Rich Ficsher.

After a two week layoff, the UMass cross country teams

iKSoccer vs. UNC

swing back into action on Saturday in a four team meet

at Boston's Franklin Park.

The Minutemen will face UConn, Lowell and Nor-

theastern as they try and rebound from a disappointing

effort in their last meet. There is also added incentive in

the presence of Northeastern, UM having lost to the pesky

Huskies one already this season.

"I think we're ready for a good meet," said UMass coach

Ken O'Brien.

"The team is looking for another shot at Northeastern

and we would like to take Lowell, as they've given us fits

in the past."

O'Brien said that the team needs to pick up the slack

behind top runner John Panaccione.

"John has run well, but he did not have support from

the rest of our top five runners," he said.

Providing Panaccione can get that support, UMass could

return to the form that saw them defeat Boston College

early this season as well as come back with a few needed

victories.

In other UMass action, the volleyball team will be at

the Southern Connecticut Tournament, looking to shake

off its loss to New Haven on Wednesday. The

Minutewomen are 15-1.

continued from page 12

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team, ranked third in the

nation, duels second ranked North Carolina on Saturday at Boyden.

Against North Carolina, UMass will have

to be at its fastest. "They don't recruit slow,

fat players," Banda said. "They have quick,

thinking players who are explosive."

Junior Jo Boobas leads the (i^arolina scor-

ing attack with 13 goals, eight assists for

36 points. Junior April Heinrichs

(1010-30), who has a fractured wTist, heads

up an high-scoring group of fowards.

Junior goalie Kathleen O'Dell (0.46 goals

against ave.) will be in net for the Heels.

Massachusetts, who has shutout eight of

its nine opponents, will counter with

Holland (0.00 goals against ave.). "My
stomach is always in knots before the

game," she said. "It's just in a few more

than usual."

Holland has only made eight saves, com-

pared to O'Dell's 30. But the freshman

welcomes the opportunity to play.

"I'm ready for it. I want it. I want to come

through with the big saves when they (UM)

needs it. I'm ready for that action," she

said.

infield hockey

Freshman sweeper Susan Montap'

missed half of the New Hampshi . ,,. .

with a sore ankle but she'll play a^^- ;

UNC.
"There is the pressure to be the best

every game," Donance said. "There is mor.

tension to stay at the top. It's like a carnivfa

tietting there."

It is going to be a war between what some

are calling the top two teams in the nation.

"It'll be a great test for us," Banda said.

"As far as I'm concerned, UNC i.s the

number one team in the country right now."

SOCCER NOTES-For the past two

weeks, UMass has been getting first place

votes in the national poll. ..It was UNC that

pushed UMass out of the second spot two

weeks ago...Only three UMass players,

senior co-captains Jamie Watson, Sue Bird

and junior Michele Rodney have ever fac

ed North Carolina. That was in the 1983

Final Four semi-finals where UNC won
2-0 ...The last team to beat UNC was

UConn, 3-1, in September, 1983.

continued from page 12

-kfootball —
continued from page 12

could've won," said Stull.

"If we play as hard as we have, we'll do well.

I think we can maintain our intensity and
win this game. It's a big one for us."

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS:
Sullivan is probable for the game after suf-

fering from a hyperextended elbow. . .Split

end Lonny Brock has been moved to corner-

back. . .Frank Fay is back at fullback after

playing defensive back against URI.

UMass at NU
Where: Parsons Field, Brookline, 1 p.m.

The Records: UMass is 2-3, Nor-

theastern is 0-3.

The Series: UMass leads 8-71.

Last Year: UMass won, 3-0 at home.

The Lastest Line: UMass by five.

Keys for UMass: Stopping Nor-

theasterns wishbone offense, playing con-

sistent offense and establishing a passing

attack to go with the running game. It is

;i y>\e K'lme for the Minntpmen.

Hixon said UM did not do at

Northeastern.

"We just didn't play as a

unit against Northeastern,"

Hixon said. "We were never

really into it until there

were only five minutes left.

I think we felt that we could

just go out and play, but we
couldn't. I don't know, but

that game is over."

No one can just go out and

just "play" against Temple
or Old Dominion and expect

not to be humiliated. Tem-

ple, a Top 10 team, is con-

sidered as a fiesty, hard hit-

ting team notorious for

physical play.

Old Dominion, losers to

North Carolina last

weekend, will bring a vic-

tory machine to Totman
Field, Sunday, but, as Hix-

on pointed out, must face

once beaten UConn on

Saturday before travelling

north. Both games are at 1

p.m.

The Minutewomen enter

the weekend searching for

answers to a sporadic of-

fense that has yet to play to

its .potential. Donnelly,

despite scoring at a goal-a

game pace, needs support

from the rest of the ofTense

in order for the
Minutewomen to alleviate

their offensive woes.
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AAA RESUME SERVICE

Profeoional contultation/preparation

of resumes, cover letters Rob 253-7527

1973 VW Superbeetl* - runs great eood

mileage, strnng flcMirtKiards but outerbody

ruat!Call 2.W-3956 $450 or BO

POUND

ACTIVITIES

2 door 80 CiUtion 83k miles everything

redone, no rust $2500 leave message for

Laura eves 1 772-0745

Found black cat on Saturday night call

.546-607H, 546-6085, 546-6067

HELP WANTED

The UMaai Cheaa Club will meet this

Monday. 10/14 in room 168C in the Cam
pus Center

Meeting - Spectrum Magaiine looking

for new members and editors all are

welcome Rm 804 Campus Center Tuesday

Oct 15 at 7:00 FM

"Lunch with the Rabbi" join Hillel Rabbi

Saul Perlmutter for informal conversation

over bagels. Suffolk R(K)m Tuesday 10/15

12:29 PM Free

^ "COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

1mywool only 130 in the Concourse 3 days

a week in October see you there

ENTERTAINMENT

AUTO FOR SALE

I»74 Impsla 24000 miles! great condition

best offer call Miles 2560033 evenings

78 Firebird A/C. stereo, good cond. $2600

or BO ,S491845

1974 Ford Grand Torino excellent condl

tion new tires, shocks, carbeuraU>r. PS PB
AC FM Tape call 2.53-9917

1976 Ford Gnmada - must sell now. Call

for details Rick .549-5943

Rack-A-Diac Entertainment Agency.

Disc Jiickeys, large screen video rtancps,

light shows and rentals. 549-7144

FOR~RENT ' '

NYC Columbia area. Large quiet 5 rooms

available now for Wed-Mon on regular

basis 413-256-0102

Freshman Student Athletic Trainers

1012 hours/week contact in Boyden

Training R«wm (-9) tel 546-2866

Sick of DC foodT Get out of the DC s! Get

a rebate of your meal plan money plus free

home cooked meals. Only 15 to 20

hrs/week. Call Jim at 545-2150

Musicians wanted for coffee houses for

developmenUlly disabled young adults.

Funding available evenings 253 7.507

8 models needed (M/F) for national adver

tising campaign. Apply in person, Thurs

day, Oct 17 11-2 Room 802 Campus (enter

FOR SALE

Must
ning

I sell 1971 Dodge Dart excellent run

condition ,546 WlS'.t M ike keep trying

1978 LaiinTl^edTw PL PS PB tilt

AC cruise AM/FM swivel buckets low mi

great condition call Chris 6-7464 $2500

70 VW Bag rebuilt en^ne perfect under

body needs minor repairs 548-9315

77~Cutla»a Supreme exc. cond. new

brakes^" t^resVB PSj\(>ajl^46^7

TsTe Dataun 710 sUtion wagon K"«< "in

ning condition $360 or BO call Shawn

2.56-6880

78 Sunbird sundard low fnileage AC new

radials great condition2[«>^j^::[5?i_

r975 Ford Maverick go<Mi condition auto

new tires 53.000 mi askmg $1050 call eve

628-4457

Inexpensive women's shirt*, many styles

all under $20 Kenya bags $16. call

,549 4853

Lab Series lOOw guitar amplirier exc

$275 or BO call Rob 5494141

Computer Terminal with modem $300 or

BO Diane 549 1449

File Cabinets 2 and 4 drawer standard

and legal sue office quality and steel desks

No Amherst Motors 549-2880

Dixie Drum Set 4 piece excellent condi-

tion must sacrifice Mike 546-6089

Sony t^rntable/Harmon-Kardon Tuner

excellent c.nditi.Ti $175 ra il .549 .1576

Schwinn LeTour. 24 in meUllic blue in

excellent condition. A bargain at 200 nr

bestoffer Call J'^ .546-6170

Communitv Tag Sal*. Village Park

Apar'mentls, East Pleasant St. Amherst.

MA. Dates October 12 thru October I3th

Hours 9:0'^ arr 5:00 iim. Just follow the

sign? ons'.'.'d on F\s'. Pleasant St.

Teamworks Sports is hiring work.studv

only Apply in Economic Development Of-

ficf by October 18.

Put your car to work for you Superior

PizM needs drivers able to work at least

one weekend day call 549-0626 ^
Overseas Jobs. Summer, yr round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia All

fields $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo Write IJC. Box 52-MAl Corona Del

Mar. CA 92625

felemari(cting & Sales No car necessary

commission i salary flexible hours

availablecall Dave days 549-4732 nite

549.5913

Tutor needed Introductory Physics

.536-2286

LOST

Rose tinted glasses in blue case, pro-

bably noar Thompson, on 9/23. Reward

Pleasie rail Sue 546 7971

Lost goldTropc bracelet if found please

contact Audrey .546-8096 thanks

Small white dog Monday night 10/7 on

campus please call 549-4852

~
MOTORCYCLES

1982 Kawasaki GPi 750 excellent condi-

tion with helmet $2000 54901 12 253-01 12

Honda CXSOO custom. Perfect condition

fast and dependable. Must sell - $1300

Warren 546-9767

MUSIC

Attention Bands. Musicians • Embassy
Recording Studio offers you 16 track state

of the art for less. Great for demo laiies.

Amherst 24 hrs 549-7640

PERSONALS

SWAG and WMIIA
present

The Ramones w/the Neighborhoods

Friday, November 1, 1985
in thr Student Union Ballroom

tickets go on sale October Z 1st

watcn this space for info

another
Southwest Area Government

Pnniucliuri

Thanks night staff it was my first per-

sonal in years!

Own a standard auto? Earn some cash

teaching me to drive. 546-5414

Jennifer you are welcome for the twins.

You Itnow I love you and the boys. MLT

Leslie 1 enjoyed our chat Tuesday evening

on tlie bus after your Consumer Marketing

lest. Have lunch with a physics type?

Chuck 256 1522

Joah - My one and only housafire. Happy
Anniversary Bear ! I love you. Lee

Free Meals!! AXO needs people for

setup/cleanup in exchange for real food!

Call and ask for Julie at .549-1063 or

.545-21.52

Congratualtions Karen Sexton!!
Homecoming Queen 1985 love, your

sisters at Tn -Sigma

Pledges of Tri Sigma Thanks for helping

to make homecoming a great weekend^

We sure do love you' The Sisters of Tri-

Sigma ^
Denise. Well done in Acct. Keep up the

good work. GNP
Dear Frind. Rick's smiling face is going

crazy with curiosity please come forwarn

DcaTLeanne. Without a doubt the best 12

months of my life Happy (eariy) one year

anniversary' With all of my love. Josh

Susanne FIcnard. Happy 21st Birthday'

Sorry I won't be here but I'm sure that

you'll drink for both of us! Eryoy yourself

A misbehave' Love ya. Dish

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

field price is negotiableJ4arty^86-K3l_

QuietToupielooking~io share 2 bedroom

af)t. call after 6 pm 549-6237^

Finale itudinl wanted to share a two

bedroom apt in Amherst Rent is low Call

256-6131

SERVICES

Profcaaional tTplng done by UMass stu-

dent. Reasonable rates. R Charron
1-637 (K)44

TAILOR Alteration Expert Same Day
Service Availalile SHAANN'S Rt 116

Sunderland Ojien 8 am 665-3878

COINS T23^2l"Tutoring 5 OO per hr.

former 12.1/121 grader Alex 256 1239

You write it~^ WE RIGH-TlT! WoH pro-

cessing looks better than tyoing saves

time and $$$ Best service lowest rates

TtJTAL ACCESS 199 Main NorlhampUm
5861012

TRAVEL

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEND
November 1-3 dnnking age IK $69, $79
call Bunni* 6-6432

TYPING a WORD PROCE8glNG~

Nest day acrTle*. TYPE-RITE. 268-6111

QUALITY TYPING. Long^rllTort pro^
jects. Will correct grammar, spelling, A
punctuation. Meticulous proofreading.
New IBM typewriter 549-0367

WANTED

Red spiral notebook (MicBio 310) and

gold woman's watch large reward
546-4716

Ijost - glasses in bn>wn case, left in Hatch

on a table, someone picke<l them up,

please, any info call 256-1778 eves

Free TenaJon Release. Volunteers need-

ed for acupressureist in training. Call

Susanna 586-5092

JOSIE - F(7r him's sake. . pretend to love

me!' Love. EL

UMOC Thanks for the use of your maps

and for your assistance. Graphics

Caaea, papera, dissertations, tkeMa, on

campus, dependable, ouUtanding quality,

low rates, 584-7924

Brian's Tvping Senrke. Faat, accurate.

Available almost anytime. 665-7652.

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 or 2 mature hoaaematea wanted to

share 3 bedroom apt on Rt 5 & 10 in Deer

Two ho«*emate*. Montague farm !»"••

180«/mo. call 7 PM 10PM .167 2149

Applicants for Roger T Rnkonen
Memorial Sehorarship Fand

. $600/8emester information and applica

Uons available in Financial Aid mrce
Whitmore ^^^_____
Two ho«*e~matca. Montague farm iKiuse,

180»/mo call 7 PM 10 PM 367 2149
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Soccer war: #2 NorthCarolina at #3 UM
Minutewomen, 9-0, hosting a

potential Final Four matchup
By r.ERRY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

Last November after winning its fourth

straight National title. University of North

Carolina coach Anson Dorrance was

already looking towards the challenge of

the 1985 season, one where the Tar Heels

would lose eight lettermen.

"We look foward to next year after we lose

an enourmous amount of talent," Dorrance

said at the time.

While the second-seeded Tar Heels have

met the challenge so far, posting a 12-0-1

record this season, the University of

Massachusetts has also risen to the test.

The third-seeded Minutewomen, 9-0,

began the season without its leading scorer,

Jolie DePauw, who left school for personal

reasons. Five freshmen, including the

goalie, have been added to the starting

lineup. They join six sophomores and have

formed a defense that may be the nation s

best.

The biggest challenge of 1985 for both

teams will be Saturday as North Carolina

travels to New England for only the fifth

game in its history to face Massachusetts

on Boyden Field at 11 a.m.

The T^r Heels are in the midst of a

57-game unbeaten streak and meet the

Minutewomen for the first time in the

regular season. They have met twice in the

national playoffs with UMass losing twice,

6-0 in 1981 and 2-0 in 1983.

"It should be a showcase of finalists of the

Final Four," UMass coach Kalekeni Ban-

da said. The Final Four will be held on Nov.

22-24 at George Mason, the only team to

avoid a loss to UNC the past two years, hav-

ing tied the Tar Heels twice.

The Minutewomen have been impressive

giving up only one goal this year while

scoring 40. UMass has outshot the opposi-

tion bv a 169-15 margin.

It's very impressive until you see how

North Carolina has outscored its 13 op-

ponents by a 70-5 margin and outshot its

opponents by a 221-41 margin.

UMass has averaged 4.4 goals and 18.7

shots a game while the Tar Heels average

5.3 goals and 17 shots.

"We're going to try and put the pressure

on them and play good team defense, "
Ban-

da said. "We have to mark tight and not

hold back at all."

The Minutewomen are hoping to use

their speed, which they possess up front

and in the back. "We have to play up to our

capablities," Banda said. "We have to play

up a notch to North Carolina's level."

Freshman foward Beth Roundtree, who
has four goals in the past three games,

three of which were assisted by fullback

Debbie Belkin, leads the team in scoring

with seven goals, four assists for 18 points.

Sophomore midfielder Carolyn Micheel

(4-8-16), foward Monica Seta (6-3-15), and

freshman foward Cathy Cassady lead the

scoring troops for UMass. However, it has

been the defense that frequently brings up

the ball and Belkin (4-4 12) has been hot.

"Banda is really stressing the defense,"

starting goalie Jan Holland said. "He's

really stressing the speed and picking up

the pace of the game. Our best offense is

defense."

Banda had his team scrimmage the men's

junior varsity team yesterday ."He wanted

us to play a faster paced team," Belkin

said."He wanted us to get our game up."

continued on pa^e 11
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UMass
needs win
atNU
PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Following games with the likes of Richmond, Holy Cross

and Rhode Island, Northeastern University is supposed

to provide a respite to the weary University of

Massachusetts football team.

The Huskies, despite an 0-3 record, are anything but.

Northeastern has instituted a wishbone offense this

season, and in three games that offense has looked both

very good and very bad, rolling up close to 900 yards of

rushing, but a number of costly fumbles have led to a

winless 1985 for the Huskies so far.

The Minutemen enter the game at 2-3 and losers of two

straight. They stood at the same point after five games

last season. But UMass is a much better team than last

year, being victimized by injuries and an inconsistent of-

fense that has scored only six points in the last two games.

"I'd like nothing better than to have the offense break

out of their shell and score a lot of points," said UMass

coach Bob StuU.

"We've has offensive troubles sure, but against Rhode

Island (a 7-3 loss last Saturday) we were playing in horri-

ble conditions. The rain and mud on the field made it im-

possible for anybody's offense to do anything."

The offense will be guided by quarterback Bob William-

son. The sophomore made his first start last week, com-

pleting five-of-ten against the Rams in the mud.

"Bobby didn't reafly have a chance to show what he is

capable of," said Stifli. "He has a great arm and he show-

ed last week he can run our option. We're going to throw

a lot more this week and I expect Bobby to have a good

game."
The UMass offense has looked impressive in places this

season, but fumbles deep in opponents territory against

both Harvard and Rhode Island proved critical. Running

backs George Barnwell and Al Neri provide a balanced

attack on the ground. Receivers John Crowley and Tom

Cioppa have had success along with tight end Ned Toffey.

The offensive line has also done its job. Against Nor-

theastern, a team that has given up over 20 points a game

to three teams (Connecticut, Bucknell and Youngstown

State) that are not as good as UMass, the offense should

be able to move the ball.

The defense has been the strong point of the Minutemen.

Ranked nationally in team defense against the run, scor-

ing defense and total defense, the unit has shut down op-

posing offenses, allowing an average of less than ten points

a game and only four touchdowns in five games.

Collpgian photo by Derek Roberts

University of Massachusetts quarterback Bob Williamson (11) will make his second start on Satur-

day against Northeastern. The Minutemen willneed a good effort fron^ the sophomore to get a much-

needed victory.

The Northeastern wishbone however, presents a new pro-

blem to the Minutemen and defensive coordinator Jim

Reid.

"We haven't played against a wishbone since 1980 and

to tell you the truth I wasn't feeling too good about it on

Monday. I fell a lot better now, I think we can do pretty

well against it," said Reid.

The wishbone, if run correctly, can devastate a defense.

The quarterback has the option of handing off to the

fullback into the line on a dive, pitching out to a halfback

or keeping it himself.

"There's so many things that can happen so quickly,"

said Stull. "It takes a great deal of concentration and good

play from the perimeter defensive people (the outside

linebackers and the secondary) to stop it."

UM has a pair of good outside linebackers in freshman

John McKeown and junior Paul Manganaro. The secon-

dary of cornerbacks Chris Wood and Duckworth Grange

and safeties Bob Shelmire and Paul Platek have the

athletic ability to make the plays, but must be in the right

place, a difficult task against the wishbone.

"It's a matter of saying, 'you have the fullback, you have

the quarterback and you guys take the halfbacks' and not

taking any fakes," said Reid. "The line has to play the

fullback's dive and pressure the quarterback if he decides

to throw."

The line (nose guard Mike Dwyer and tackles Lddie

Sullivan and Mike Kowalski) has played well and will key

on stopping NU fullback Gary Benoit (50 carried for 220

yards) and halfbacks Larry Smith and Keith Wright.

Quarterback Jim O'Leary has thrown only 28 times, com-

pleting nine for 163 yards and two scores.

"We've played hard for five games and lost two, two we

inntintiecl on pafic 11

Stickers host big games Sports at a glance

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Continually flirting with

inconsistency, the ninth

ranked University of

Massachusetts field hockey

team gears up for a big

weekend, hosting Temple
Saturday ;ii 'If)tman Field

before welcoming three-

time defending national

champion Old Dominion on

Sunday.
The Minutewomen, 6 2 1,

come off a 1-1 tie to Nor

theastern on Tuesday, a

game that senior All-

American Megan Donnelly

salvaged with a goal with

no time remaining. It was

Donnelly who scnrod with

three seconds i cinMiiiiiiL; to

tie an NCAA semi-final

game against Old Dominion

two seasons ago. Despite the

last second heroics, the

Minutewomen, 2-1-1 in

their last four games, did

not play well and in order to

compel*' tins weekend, will

have to create their own of-

fense, something coach Pam

Today:
Men's Golf: at Atlantic 10

Ghampionships.
Volleyball: at Southern Conn.

Iciurnament.

Saturdav:

Football: at Northeastern. 1:30 p.m.
Women's Soccer: North Carolina,

Bovdcn Field, 11 a.m.

Field Hockey: Temple, NOPE Field. 1

tournament.
Men's Soccer: Rhode Island, Boydett

Field, 2 p.m.

Ultimate: NE Regionals. Southwest

Fields behind Stadium.
Men's Cross Country: Lowell, UConn,

Northea.'^tern at Boston.

Women's Cross Country: nt Holy

Cross.

Women's Tennis: at MAIAW'S.

The best women's soccer team? UMass
Minutewomen §1 bound, heating

North Carolina, 2-0, go to 10-0
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It was a history making day on Saturday

for the University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team.
Not only did the third ranked

Minutewomen deal second ranked North

Carolina the first shutout in its seven year

history but UMass took a giant step

towards a number one ranking with a 2-0

win before 1000 fans at Boyden Field.

Number one George Mason lost to Boston

College yesterday, setting up the

Minutewomen as the probable number one

team in the nation. UMass has never been

ranked higher than second.

But the Minutewomen, who snapped
North Carolina's NCAA record of 57

unbeaten games in a row, can't let up yet

according to goalie Jan Holland.

"This is our mid-term," Holland said.

"We still have a final yet. We have to take

the next game and start thinking about

that." UMass, 10-0, travels to Dartmouth
this afternoon for a 3 p.m. matchup.
UNC tested UMass early, but

Massachusetts used its speed to hold the

four-time national champions in check,

especially on defense. "Let's give credit to

the (UMass) defense," Tar Heel coach An-
ton //nueJ on page 19

A great weekend
Football

The UMass football team
raised its record to 3-3,

beating Northeastern,
10-7. The UMass defense

shut down the Huskies, . .

. page 20.

Field hockey

The UMass field hockey

team improved its chances

at a tournament bid,

beating Temple 4-2 and

Old Dominion 2-1 this

weekend . . . page 20.

Men's soccer

The men's soccer team
also closed in on the na-

tional tournament beating

Rhode Island 4-0 as Anders

Hedelin had a hat trick . .

. page 20.

CollrKian photn by I'aul UeKmnriii!,

Massachusetts forward Michelle Powers (right) and North
Carolina's Stacey Enos go after the ball in action on Saturday.

UMass won, 2-0.
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Ferraro speaks in Amherst
Recalls recent Soviet trip

By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Geraldine Ferraro returned to Amherst Friday to a rous-

ing ovation and, in her keynote speech at Hampshire Col

lege, called the upcoming meeting between President

Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev "long over-

due."

Ferraro, former Democratic vice presidential candidate

and three-term congresswoman, devoted the balance of

her speech to her recently completed trip to the Soviet

Union, where she met with various leaders and discuss-

ed curent Soviet-American issues.

"I told them I did not go as a negotiator from the United

States and it was not my place nor my intention to discuss

the arms race in Geneva nor the upcoming meetings," she

told the crowd of more than 1.200 Hampshire alumni, five-

college students and visitors. "Rather, I tried to bring

perspective, a voice of the other people."

Ferraro said her major discovery was that there is a

great deal of misinformation coming from the Soviet

Union and the United States.

"There is very little the Soviets know about us," she

said. "Meaning there is more based on propaganda than

on fact."

Later in her speech, Ferraro said the Soviets are ig-

norant of the American system.

"They do not really know how our system functions,"

she said. "They cannot understand how the Congress

works. They do seem to understand the flaws of the system

and they exaggerate them."
Ferraro received two standing ovations before she began

her speech, which was punctuated with applause five

times. She also received two standing ovations at the end.

Spectators standing on the balcony of the Robert Crown
Center hung banners reading, "Academic Freedom,

"

referring to the recent crusade by the right wing to

monitor alleged bias in the college classroom, and "Power

to the People Not the Feds."

See related story on page 7

At one point during Ferraro's speech, signs bearing

swastikas and the messages "Ferraro is a Pig" and "Go
to South Africa and Sell Pepsi." alluding to Ferraro's re-

cent appearance in a Pepsi commercial, were paraded

along the balcony. When .sounds of shouts reached the

podium, Ferraro stopped speaking and .'^aid, "It's so much
easier when there's only one.'

She was referring to her campaign last year, when she

was hounded by hecklers throughout her appearances.

In her speech. Ferraro emphasized that the Soviet Union
I inil\i\livil nil i>(i^;i .'i

CollfKinn pholii li> Mirhi'llr Si'({iill

Former vice presidential candidate
Geraldine Ferraro spoke before a full house
at the 15th anniversary celebration of

Hampshrire College Friday night.

Anti-apartheid coalition

advises college trustees
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A 14 member Amherst College student

coalition concerned with ending apartheid

met Friday afternoon with the Amherst

College Trustees and presented them with

a two-phase proposal concerning

divestment.

Towards the end of the mt>eting, about

120 Amherst students circled the alumni

house, where the meeting was held,

holding hands in silence.

Amherst College President Peter

Pouncey, leaving the building first, said

"They (students) made a good statement

and the trustees will get back to them
"

None of the trustees present at the

meeting were willing to comment as they

left the building.

The big question now, students said, is

how and exactly when the trustees will

respond to the students" proposal.

The proposal, written by the Com
munication Coalition, asks that the col

lege divest by Dec. 31, 1985 of all com
panies doing business in South Africa that

are not listed in the Eighth Report on the

Signatory Companies to the Sullivan

Principles.

The principles are a code of conduct

governing activities of U.S. companies do

ing business in South Africa. Also, the

proposal includes companies in categories

two or three of that report, which means

these companies are doing little to

dismantle apartheid.

Amherst has about $32 million in

stockholdings with busjne.sses in South

Africa, and about 35 percent fall into the

category of stocks sought to be sold by

Dec. 31.

Category four of the report, which lists

iiintinueit on page 3

Bishop Tutu's daughter
foresees end of apartheid
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

The anti apartheid movement in South

Africa is one largely made up of "miniature

adults' who are paving the way for the end

to racist segi-egation policy in that country,

according to the daughter of South African

Bishop Desmond Tutu.

As part of Hampshire College's alumni

weekend and 15th anniversary celebration,

Naomi Tutu Seavers, spoke Sunday to a

crowd of about 250, who were packed into

Franklin Patterson Hall.

"We will see a free South Africa in our

Ufetime," she said, adding. "Our struggle

cannot fail because it is a just one."

Tutu-Seavers traced the history of the

anti apartheid movement distinguishing

today's movement as one where actions of

blacks are "much more widespread." This

progressing movement came about, Tutu-

Seavers said, as a lesson from the past,

where the black population was at one time

"seemingly calm." This apparent quiet, she

said, allowed the South African govern-

ment to implement an educational policy

which guararnteed blacks would receive an

education inferior to whites.

She said in 1976, "young black students
I" ^niiii-il >» /Mifii-

Lord Jeffrey
Inside
employees union 'unde

pressure —3
Ferraro reflects on censorship.

conservatives 7

Bach look alikes gather in downtown
Amher.st 10

"Oh my God. it's unhi'hctahle! We've

had four yeans offrustration, hut tv^ ?- c'-

ly got them."
—Field hockey senior Megan Do/f«ei.*v

after UMass heat national vhampHm Old
DiHiunion on Sunday.
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Palestine Liberation Front Leader
Mohammed Abu el Abbas is wanted by U.S.

authorities in connection with the hijacking
of the Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro.

U.S. wants
hijacker tried
WASHINGTON (AP) - Top Reagan administration law

enforcement officials insisted yesterday that a Palestinian

guerrilla leader accused of masterminding the Italian

cruise liner hijacking be brought to the United States to

face trial.

But the administration, rebuffed earlier by Italy in an

attempt to have Mohammed Abu el Abbas arrested, made
no headway in getting his provisional arrest in

Yugoslavia, pending a formal extradition request.

In fact, the Yugoslav news agency reported that Abbas,

38, was out of the country. The White House said it had
no independent confirmation of that.

However, CBS News said its correspondent in Tunis,

Tunisia, had spoken to Abbas by telephone in Yugoslavia

shortly before 9 a.m. EDT—after the Palestinian leader

wa already said to have left.

CBS quoted Abbas as saying that Yugoslav authorities

had told him he could stay as long as he wanted. The net-

work did not say how its correspondent knew that the man
to whom he spoke was Abbas.
The State Department said the United States was ask-

ing Yugoslavia for confirmation that Abbas had left the

country.

The statement also said: "We have not yet received a

response from the Yugoslav government to our request

that Abbas be provisionally arrested pending a formal ex-

tradition request from the United States."

"We've not had success in Yugoslavia at this moment,
although discussions have continued," FBI Director

William H. Webster acknowledged.
"If, in fact, he's gone to another country, we'll continue

to pursue our rights through Interpol and other organiza-

tions to enforce our criminal laws, which are entitled to

respect by friendly nations elsewhere," he said.

Abbas, also known as Abul Abbas, is close to Palestine

Liberation Organization chairman Yasser Arafat and
heads a wing of the Palesine Liberation Front, one of the

violent factions in the PLO

AP Laserphoto

KHADFY REVIEWS GUARD - Libyan leader Col. Moammar Khadfy, accompanied by
Soviet President Andrei Gromyko, review an honor guard at Moscow Airport yesterday

as he left the Soviet Union. Earlier, Khadfy condemned the hijacking of an Italian cruise

ship but cited "causes" that provoked the terrorists.

Officials expect
a $25 millionjackpot
BOSTON (AP) — While other state employees observ-

ed the Columbus Day holiday, Massachusetts Lottery

Commission workers met yesterday to prepare for the

expected onslaught of Megabucks ticket buyers hoping
for a record $25 million prize.

"We've just had a meeting to make sure everything
is staying on track," said lottery spokeswoman Frances
McDonnell.
"However, we've made a lot of adjustments since the

$18 million drawing in 1984 so we're comfortable the

system will be able to handle the volume of business,"

she said.

While about 62 percent of Massachusetts' adults play

the Megabucks game regularly, lottery officials say they

expect the lure of a record state jackpot could generate
90 pi'irent participation in time for the next scheduled
drawing tomorrow.
The jackpot estimate was upped from $20 million to

$25 million at yesterday's meeting, said Dave Ellis,

another lottery spokesman, because Sunday sales were
triple the usual $100,000 and projections for Monday
sales were that they would quadruple the usual

$600,000.

Quebec electric company
will sell to New England
MONTREAL (AP) - Hydro Quebec signed a multi

billion dollar contract yesterday to sell 70 billion kilowatt-

hours of guaranteed energy to the New England Power
Pool over a 10-year period, beginning in 1990.

The signing of the contract, the largest firm sales com-
mittment in the history of Hydro-Quebec, followed an
agreement in June 1984 between the Quebec-owned utili-

ty and the six New England states.

Under the terms of the contract, which must be approved
by the Canadian National Energy Board, the New
England utilities will pay for seven billion kilowatt-hours

each year over the 10-year period.
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2 Americans
receive nohel

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) - Two American doctors

won the 1985 Nobel Prize in medicine yesterday for

discoveries about cholesterol that Nobel officials say

could help prevent heart attacks and strokes.

Doctors Michael S. Brown, 44, and Joseph Goldstein,

45, both of the University ofTexas Health Science Center

in Dallas, discovered that human body cells have recep-

tors that determine how much cholesterol circulates in

the blood, Nobel officials said.

Excessive cholesterol levels in the blood can cause

hardening of the arteries, which can lead to heart attacks

and strokes that kill hundreds of thousands of people

each year. The researchers also found a link between

cholesterol-related disease and the lack of such receptors

or their failure to function.

The Nobel Institute said the discoveries of the two

Americans had "revolutionized our knowledge about the

regulation of cholesterol metabolism and the treatment

of diseases caused by abnormally elevated cholesterol

levels in the blood."

Nobel officials said Brown and Goldstein had shown

that excessive cholesterol levels in the blood can be af-

fected by increasing the number of receptors, known as

low-density lipoprotein, or LDL, receptors.

"It is still a relatively complicated procedure to

stimulate LDL receptors," said Lars A. Carlson, one of

the 50 members of the Nobel Assembly, which choses

the winners of the prestigious prize.

"But the important thing is that we now have this com
pletely new concept of a point of attack," Carlson told

journalists after the award was announced.

I

Lock collapses;
waterway blocked
WELLAND, Ontario (AP) — A lock caved in yesterday

on the St. Lawrence Seaway, blocking passage from lakes

Superior, Michigan, Huron, and Erie on one side and Lake

Ontario and the Atlantic Ocean on the other.

A 125-foot section of the wall of lock No. 7 in the Welland

Canal collapsed, pinning a ship, said Malcolm Campbell,

vice-president of the western region of the St. Lawrence

Seaway Authority. No injuries were reported.

"Oh, Lord. That's a major, major problem," said John

Hanieski, chairman of the Detroit-Wayne County Mich.

Port Authority, when informed of the accident.

"It's especially a problem now because people are try-

ing to finish up their shipping season," he said. "You've

got people laying in inventories in anticipation of the

seaway being closed in winter.

"You've got the harvest season on the wheat pretty

much concluded in the northern Great Lakes area, so

you've got the elevators wanting to move the product out

to their customers."

Efforts were being made to fill the lock with water in

hopes of freeing the Panamian-registered Furia said

Campbell. He could not estimate how long the seaway
would be closed.

AP Lasprphoto

MONSTER PUMPKIN - Maine governor
Joseph E. Brennan shows off a 95-lb. pumpkin
that he grew in the Blaine House garden at a
news conference promoting Maine agriculture
last Thursday in Augusta.
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Inn employees protest
slow contract negotiations

('olleKian photo hy Derek Roberts

Protesters picket outside the Lord Jeffrey Inn on Friday in sup-

port of union employees involved in contract negotiations with

Amherst College.

Foreign students to speak
on their political activities

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

About 35 employees from the Lord Jef

fery Inn, partly owned by Amherst College,

picketed in front of the school's administra-

tion building Friday to draw the coIIpjtp's

attention to the slow-moving contract

negotiations.

Robert Traber, area director of Local 217

Hotel and Restaurant Employees Union,

AFL-CIO, said the picketing was a signifi

cant move "to draw attention to the role

of the college in these negotiations." The
present contract expires midnight Oct. 24.

"We would call on the college to assure that

there is a fair and reasonable settlement,"

Traber said.

The Inn's management, Traber said, is

trying to do the union's work themselves.

He said that they are attempting to wipe

out seniority, the right of employees to

.schedule their own hours, and have

employees assigned different tasks at

anytime during their shift.

The Inn is also seeking economic cuts in

the form of benefits and salary cuts from

new employees. "They're asking to take

the gut out of your rights, Traber told the

picketers.

The Inns employees are being treated

like second class citizens compared to the

college's other employees, who have had

consistently raised wages and benefits,

Traber said. "We don't think we should be

By JEFFERY BARTASH
Collegian Correspondent

Four representatives of student political

organizations in southern Africa and

Nicaragua will address students in the

Five-College area today and tomorrow, in

eluding 8 p.m. tonight in Campus Center

room 174 176.

The students" appearance is part of a na-

tional tour jointly sponsored by the United

States Student Association and the

American Committee on Africa and Con-

cerned Clergy and Daity. The name of the

tour is "Boycott South Africa, not

Nicaragua." It's designed to give American

students a first hand account of the ex-

perience and struggle of their counterparts

in these embattled countries.

"We believe that it is important that

American students get a chance to hear

and talk with students from the major

southern African liberation movements
and the National Union of Nicaraguan

Students," said Josh Nessen, an Amherst

College gi-aduate and campus coordinator

of the tour.

"Here are young people whose lives have

had to be devoted to their peoples" strug-

gle for equality, independence, and social

justice since they were teenagers, " Nesson

said. "As high school students they ex-

perienced arrest, torture, armed struggle

or exile for seeking rights our students take

for granted. In these countries, students

have been at the cutting edge of pro-

gi-e.ssive change, we as American students

must understand and support their strug-

gle." Nessen said.

Clair Mohapi, 26, was arrested in 1978

for organizing student protests, was im-

prisoned for six months and was tortured

by South African security police. She

escaped into exile and has been active with

the Youth Section of the African National

Congress (ANC* ever since in Zambia.

Mohapi said the theme of the tour was

"for all Americans to see the link between

the two (South Africa and Nicaragua), to

.see how destructive U.S. foreign is."

Monica Nashandi, 25, is a student

organizer of resistance to the South African

occupation of Namibia and a member of the

Southwest Africa Peoples Organization

(SWAPOl. She is currently in exile work

ing in refugee camps in Angola.

Roger Uriarte, 25, and Virginia Montoy,

22, are organizers of the National Union

of Nicaraguan Students (UN EM). Speaking

through translators, they deplore the

Reagan Administration's support of the

contras in Nicaragua.

Uriarte fought in the mountains from

1984 to 1985 against the contra invasion.

He said the frontline students in Central

America need support by students in the

North American states.

"We are fighting to defend the freedom

we have conquered and the peace we have

wished for." Montoya said. "What unites

us with our friends of Namibia and South

Africa is that we are fighting for peace and

justice for all.
'

The four repeatedly expressed solidarity,

the satisfaction of speaking to North

American students of their country's

plights and praised U.S. students who have

fought "misguided" U.S. foreign policy con-

cerning South Africa and Nicaragua.

The group said U.S. students can help

southern African and Nicaraguan peoples

by petitioning the Reagan Administration,

organizing rallies, boycotting American

companies that support the South African

government and contras. and to send

clothes, educational and medical supplies.

The four representatives will also appear

at 4 p.m. today at Mount Holyoke College

in a room to be announced, at 4:15 p.m.

tomorrow in the Wright Hall Auditorium,

and at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Main Lee

ture Hall at Hampshire College.

if divestment^ tcDiitinufd from /wiatc '

the com-

panies doing the least or

nothing to dismantle apar-

theid, are not targeted in

the proposal. The college

divested from these com-

panies and now claims to

own no stocks from this

category.

One of the coalition

members, Karim Sharif, 19,

said the trustees "might

give some sort of weight for

the proposal, but I was

dissatisfied with the result

of the meeting. However,"

he added, "they had a

legitimate belief in what we

had to say
"

The second phase of the

propo.sal, Sharif .said, is to

divest 10 percent of the re

maining -locks in each of

the next six quarters, alter

'7 think they
(trustees) want to

keep our proposal in

a perpetual state—as

a proposal."

—Amherst College

student

Dylan Sanders

the initial 35 percent is sold.

Dylan Sanders, 20,

another coalition member,
said he is not confident or

optimistic because of the

issue's history.

"I think they (trustees)

want to keep our proposal in

a perpetual state as a pro-

posal. ' Sanders said. 'On

the other hand there were

treated any differently than other depart

ments of the college," lie said. Amherst Col-

lege owns about 75 percent of the Inn.

During the picketing, Traber and a five-

member Union Negotiating Committee

entered Converse Hall and presented a

nf'tition to Amherst College President

Peter Pouncey's .secretary. Pouncey was at

a meeting and could not meet with the

picketers.

The petition stated that the workers

would stand together and "not accept the

rape of our union by management who pro-

poses massive economic takeaways and the

total abrogation of our rights and protec-

tions."

Of the Inn's 70 union workers, Traber

said about half are students, and of those,

75 to 90 percent are UMass students.

Edmund Patterson, a part time UMass
student and a desk clerk at the Inn, said

it is the management's attempt to take

away the right of employees to make their

own schedules that will affect him most

since he is a student with a busy schedule.

Boetta Pocsik, a UMass student and an

Inn employee for four years, said the "Lord

Jeff has offered nie the best wages and

^eiitial benefits." and she said she will

fight to keep them. The Inns management
wants to eliminate students from the

payroll, she said.

Traber said the next step will come
tomorrow when the Inn should come up

with a counter proposal.

(°iillegi»i) photo hy Derek

BLURRED VISION - Passer-bys at the Fine Arts Center take a

fuzzy outlook in the reflectory pool water Friday afternoon.

Peace Corps at UMass
recruits highest in nation

some things seen here. For
the first time students saw
dissent on the board at-

large," he said. "We feel

there is some potential now.

A guarded potential."

Mark Johnson. 21, said

that "although we don't

have any definite answer
from them, except that they

are going to look at this, the

level of receptivity among
the trustees compared to

meetings in the past is

phenomenally high.

"They indicated that we
would be able to meet with

them in January," Johnson
said. However, although he
said the trustees said they

would re.spond in "all due
haste." it is untlcar as to

just whiai a firm answer can

be expected.

By JOSEPH TIGAN
Collegian Correspondent

Out of 80 schools in the nation with Peace

Corps recruitment offices, the highest

number of Peace Corps recruits comes from

the University of Massachusetts.

•'We had 41 recruits nominated in our

most recent campaign, which is more than

any other college or university in the coun-

try." said Leona Lavallee, Peace Corps

recruiter at UMass.
The 41 students have been nominated

from the five college area, the bulk of which

comes from UMass, Lavallee said.

"This is a rather liberal area and there

is a large population of concerned citizens

who recognize the Peace Corps goals." she

said.

Those goals are to extend a helping hand
to developing nations, exchange cultures

and inform the U.S. about Third World life,

recruiter Lisa Ann Sammet said.

Peace Corps students are sent to Africa,

Latin America, South America and Asia to

apply their skills to these developing

countries.

"Basically, we look for people with skills

that will transfer to a Third World coun

try." Lavallee said. "And in order to adapt

to new cultures, people al.so have to have

a certain amount of ncxihility "

The Peace Corps ofi'ice is entering its

sixth year at I'Mass while the nationwide

anniversary this year.

While the Peace Corp has extended its

services to areas such as education, health

services, business, science and math, it still

maintains an emphasis on agriculture,

Lavallee said.

*'When recruiting we look for

a tangible knowledge such as

mechanics or farming. That

doesn't mean a history major

can't he eligible for recruitment.

Just as long as they have the

skills that are necessary."

—Leona Lavallee, UM Peace
Corps recruiter

"When recruiting, we look for a tangible

knowledge, such as mechanics or farming.

That doesn't mean a history major can't be

eligible for recruitment, just as long as they

have experience in skills that aie
necessary."

Lavallee. who used her skilled trade in

construction to help build schools in Togo.

West .MViia. -aid that along with the ex

perience. there is a $17") stipend saved each

month lor each volunteer .\t theeiuioftuo

Peace Corps prngi-am is celebrating its 25th \e.irs. each \olunteei iecei\e- $},2()(t.
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The

Office of the Chancellor

and

The

Distinguished Visitors Program

present

renowned paleoanthropologist

Richard Leakey
^^The Makings of Man^'

Monday, Nov. 4, 1985 8:00 PM
Campus Center Auditorium

Tickets:

available at the Fine Arts Center

Oct. 15 & 16 UMass Students only

Oct. 17 General Sale

5 College ID FREE

General Public $2.50

distinguished

Visitors program

Free.
Get HP's new $49*
software module
when you buy an
HP-41.
A deal that has no equal, for a

calculator that has no equal.

The HP-41 Advantage holds the
most popular engineerings math
and firiandal programs ever

tten for the HP-41. Plus:

12K bytes of ROM
user-accessible subroutines
it's menu driven

Just what it takes to help
make the grade in eveiy-
thing from Linear Al^eora
to Physics to Electncal

Engineering Fundamen-
tals to Statics and
Dynamics.

Get the calculator engi-
neersprefer. And get

the HP-41 Advantage at

^te price you prefer.

er ends 11-15-85.

us. iMt pncc.

HEWLETT
PACKAPO

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

CHANCELLOR'S
LECTURE SERIES

1085 I g8 6

EMMON W. BACH
Department ofLinguistics

NATURAL LANGUAGE
METAPHYSICS

is language a veil over

realiry or a window to the W(trld? Do difterent languages

presupjx)se ditferent visions of the world ... or is there a

universal structure of meanings common to all languages and

part ofour human heritage.'

OCTOBER 17,1985' 8 PM
MEMORIAL HALL

Free to Five C>ollege faculry-, staff, students and the public.

i

I

!

I

Smith College Rec. Council presents

ti£ uR,E

s

Sunday, Oct. 27, 1985

John M. Greene Hall
8:00 p.m.

Tickets starting Oct. 11

For the Record (Faces), Main St. Records, Fine Arts

Center Box Office & Seelye Basement at Smith

College.

Tickets $9 and $10

$12 at the door

No cans, bottles, recording devices or cameras. Hall is wheelchair
accessible.

i
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ROT
ROAST BEEF

t. SANDWICHES

50 Main St. Amherst, MA
11 am - 2 am Tday^weak

"

"

T^aluable Couponr—

iTues 10/15 99' Reg. Bee

! & I

10-2 amWeds 10/16

I

I All coupons subject to conditions

I posted in the store

V«'^ nr«I1 rrafi rr^r 'y^< »«<^

Writing a Paper?

Want Help?

Come to the Writing Center.

Mon, Thurs 7-9 pm:

Pierpont (SoWest)

Baker (Central)

Tues, Wed, Thurs 3:30-5 pm:

Bartlett 101

Wed 7-9 pm: Bartlett 101

(this week Wed will follow Monday schedule)

,»,^ ^•k, i>.*k,^*'i*»H\t9M J*iJH»All>^

,

<:^^
W^&

U
CO of

%V^t
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168 N. Pleasant St. Downtown Amherst
Open till 10:00 PM M-F 253-2291

Tuesday, Oct 15th

Alternative Lifestyles Nite

D.J. TONY KORD
Wednesday Oct 16th

Oldies, Newies, Rock, Pop, Funk

D.J. KENNY the WHALE
The biggest D.J. in captivity with

the biggest vinyl collection known
to man, woman or child. . .

Thursday Oct 17th

The boys are back in town

NRBQ
plus special guests

Ray Mason and the Chills

Tix only $7.50. . .at the door $9.00

Cut out this ad and bring along for

no cover before 9:30 Friday or Saturday

ri^fiK \mu mJUMnii ii tnjium

East-Asian word processors installed
By JENN HEMENWAY
Collegian Correspondent

The Five-College East Asian Studies program is begin-

ning to use five foreign-language word processors from

China, Japan and Korea which were donated by IBM in

August.
"These systems are rather similar to an IBM pc with

the difference that they have a larger capacity which in-

cludes Japanese, Chinese and Korean," said Donald Gjert-

son. head of the East Asian Studies program at UMass.

"Most of us are still trying to get to know the machine."

said Matthew Mizenko, head of the East Asian Studies

program at Amherst College. Because there are no Korean

programs currently offered in the Five-College area, facul-

ty are now learning how to use just the Chinese and

Japanese word processing. The other three computers

have been installed at Mount Holyoke, Amherst and

Smith Colleges.

The system will soon serve students and faculty for

research and scholarly study, Gjertson said. "The in-

dividual faculty members will use this as they would use

an IBM pc with the advantage of sticking English in

where it's needed in papers and textbooks."

"The word processor will enable us to make neater

materials for the students," Mizenko said. The computers

Daily
Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500

8 MODELS NEEDED
(male & female)

for photo session

ski sportswear

by local agency
Apply in person

one day only

Thursday, Oct. 17"^

1 1 :00 am-2:00 pm
room 802

campus center

will also be used to develop new teaching methods in the

future.

Also, these systems will be helpful for advanced students

who wish to compose letters and various other documents

in these languages, Mizenko said. These programs, along

with others will not happen for a while yet because "there

is still a lot of software which has not even been explored,"

said Lorna Peterson of the Five-College program.

Peterson would not disclose the cost of the computers.

"These machines were made in Japan for use in the

Japanese market," she said. "We basically call them in-

valuable."

Because the Asian languages do not have a romanized

alphabet, the computer keyboards are somewhat com-

plicated, Gjertson said. Japanese, the simplest of the three

l?inguages, has 2,000 characters which must be learned

l)y all Japanese majors before graduation.

"Yoii more or less type in the sounds, a bunch of

characters will appear on the screen and you select the

one you are looking for." said Gjertson. This system is

much like the English words "bare" and "bear" but there

may be as many as 20 versions of a character in Japanese.

Chinese, which consists of 3 to 4,000 commonly-used

characters, is typed in with a system of components. "The

keyboard has various parts of a Chinese character broken

down. With the use of the shift key, the keyboard can easi-

ly fit 150 parts on the board," Gjertson said.

* Ferraro' ^^^^gg^^^^tmm^^miiinlitiueii frimi page I

is not an "evil empire," as President Reagan once refer-

red to it.

"Russia is not an evil empire," Ferraro said. "It is a

society every bit as complex as ours. They are not like us,

yet they are not monsters 10 feet tall."

Ferraro also noted about her trip, "Our discussion (with

Soviet leaders) of human rights was not an easy one. I

know it's something they did not want to hear."

Ferraro's speech marked her return to Amherst after

last year's campus pond rally that attracted more than

20,000 people. It was the largest rally of her campaign,

and caused her to note Friday, "What a day. I will never

forget that sparkling afternoon."
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Getto the answers faster.

With theTI'55-n.
What Viui need to tackle

the higher mathematics iif a

science or en{^ineerinj» cur-

riculum are more (unctions -

more tutictions than .i simpli

NliJe-rule calculator has.

Enter the T1-5S-I1. with

112 pi>wertul luiKtiori>. You

can work t.ister aiui more

aLcnrately with the TI-SS-II,

hetausf u'^ prcproijraiTuneJ

£1 I'^^S Ti

to perfi>rm complex calciila- the TI-55-II even smiplcr.

tions - like definite integrals, and shows you how to use all

iine.ir regression and hyper- the power of the calculator.

holies - .If the tt)uch of a

button. And it cm also he

projjranuned to do rcpetitiM-

problems without re-entering

the entire formula.

Included IS the C'ulcultilor

/\i iMiiri-Mukin;^' SrMircchook

It iiiikes the process ot usin^

( iet to the answers faster,

let ,1 ri-S5-Il

Texas
Instruments

( reatin^ useful products

,ind siT\ K es tor vou.
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Your first

18 months
atEDS can
make the
|iast4years
payoff.

Find out how at the EDS Open
House— October 17th

Your college education is the first step

toward finding the career you want. Now
Electronic Data Systems (EDS) Corporation

can help put you years ahead of your con-

temporaries by oflering the comprehensive

training you need to excel. As a world leader

in information processing, EDS offers the

most advanced developmental programs

available. You can find out more about these

programs and the opportunities at EDS by

attending our Career Open House to be held

on your campus on Thursday, October 17,

1985.

Systems Engineering Development
(SED) Program. Prepares you to be a Com-
puter Programmei; Programmer Anal>'st and

Systems Analyst with emphasis on customer

relations.

Engineering Systems Development
(ESD) Program. Involves you in software

development for robotics, CAE/CAD/CAM/
CIM, machine vision, manufecturing control

systems, expert systems and simulation

systems.

Accounting and Financial Develop-

ment (AFD) Program. Prepares you for

diverse positions in corporate accounting

and finance in an information processing

environment.

Systems Programmer Development
(SPD) Program. Provides training in funda-

mental pn>gramniing languages with the

opportunity' to design, implement and sup-

I»rt EDS information processing

applications.

Preferred majors include Business,

Engineering, C>omputer Science. Phv-sical

Science and Mathematics. However we will

coasider any other major witli a stn)r^

interest in information pnKessing and a

technical aptitude.

Don't mLss out on our Open House. I^et

EDS show you Ikjw \'our first 18 montlis on

tlic job can make your college \cars pa> off

Plan now to attend the EDS Open
House:

Thursday, October 17

6:30 to 9:30 PJVI.

Presentations at 7:00 and SKX) PM.
University Career Center

Bring your mind to EDS.

Electronic Data Systems Corporation

An liqiial Opporiunily i;mpl«)yiT M/l

Tuesday. OctobtM- 15, 1985
Colle gian

Ferraro: seasoned player
who maintains her ideals
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

She may have lost the vice presidential

election, but she has not lost her ideals, nor

has she lost her pride and focus.

Geraldine Ferraro still has the fighting

spirit that put her at the top of the 1984

Democratic ticket as the vice presidential

candidate.

And at first, as she sat for an interview-

Saturday in the chancellor's residence near

Orchard Hill, she was like any other

person—slightly nervous and conscious of

the camera. But when she began discuss-

ing the issues ranging from the alleged

growth of student conservatism to putting

labels on record albums, her personality as

a seasoned politician emerged.

When asked about the talk of a growing

conservative tide, Ferraro immediately

dispelled the notion that campus ideologies

are shifting to the right, noting that when

people are asked to vote on the issues and

not the personality, the ideals of the

Democratic party are still .strong.

Ferraro further noted that President

Reagan, in his second term, has been forc-

ed by public opinion to change his policies

on issues ranging from arms control with

the Soviet Union to policies on South

Africa. All testimony to the fact, she said,

that the 1984 Democratic platform was

more realistic than the conservative

agenda.

"I think the con.servatives are out to push

an agenda from books through lectures

through the social programs like abortion

and prayer in the school." Ferraro said.

'And in each instance, the American peo-

ple are saying, 'no."'

Ferraro has maintained her belief that

the 1984 landslide was a personal victory

for Reagan, and not his policies, and that

goes especially for college students, she

said.

i happen to think that you show them

(college students) the issues, they'll vote on

those issues and not the ideological labels,"

she said, leaning forward in her porch

chair. "I'm not one of those people who feels

that the younger people of this country are

conservative, because I don't think the

country is going conservative."

When asked about the issue of the ad-

ministration's huge .student loan cuts, Fer-

raro called them short sighted.

"I think the cuts are short-sighted." she

said. "And I frankly think that if a student

takes a loan, he should pay it back. That's

what it's all about. You borrow, you pay it

back."

On the subject of Accuracy in Academia,

the right wing movement to monitor pro-

fessors across the country for alleged bias,

Ferraro expressed concern.

"It's a little bit like ' Big Brother' from

what I've seen." she said, referring to her

recently completed trip to the Soviet

Union. "I have a real big problem with peo-

ple coming in and putting any sort of a hold

on academic freedom."

She cited the example of the recent effort

by the wives of some U.S. senators to

monitor rock music recordings.

'7 think the (student) cuts are

short-sighted. And I frankly

think that if a student takes a

loan, he should pay it back.

That's what it's all about. You
borrow, you pay it back."

—Geraldine Ferraro

•'It is similar to putting warnings on

record albums," she said as she shifted in

her chair. "I mean, give me a break. If my
kids are listening to it they're not going to

go out and do anything strange aftei" listen-

ing to a song. There are other influences.

"I think as well that if there is censor-

ship in this issue, that's what parents are

for." she said, gesturing. "I mean, if you

want to get tough with your kids, you get

tough with them.'

Ferraro spent the night with her hus-

band, realtor John Zaccaro, at Chancellor

Joseph Duffey's residence after delivering

the keynote speech at Hampshire College's

15th anniversary celebration. Anne Wex-

ler, who is married to Duffey, was Ferraro's

chief campaign adviser for the 1984 cam-

paign and Ferraro and Wexler remain in

close contact.

The speech came exactly one year after

her historic debate with Vice President

George Bush. The last time she was in

Amherst was Oct. 20, 1984, when she ap

peared before more than 20,000 at a

Democratic Party rally, the largest of her

campaign, near the Campus Pond.

She said she will announce late next

month whether she will enter the race for

the Senate in New York. Since losing the

election last year, Ferraro has written a

book detailing her campaign and plans a

three-week tour beginning next week to

unveil her new book.

Navy Gold:
Forged in a Tradition

of Excellence
Because the Officers wearing it are the best

in the world at what they do
...they have to be

It takes a special breed

of aviator to meet the

challenges of Naval

Aviation. Strong, dedi-

cated professionals

who can control the

world's most sophisti-

cated aircraft. There's

no room over the

oceans for aviators

that are second-best.

To find out Ifyoure qualified, see the Navy Representa-

tive that will be in the Campus Center on October 17,

1985 or call collect (518) 462-61 19.

Minority Students Encouraged to Apply

Beneath the surface

pulses a unique

environment few will

ever challenge. Only an

uncompromised
standard of excellence

earns a submariner his

dolphins. The Navy's

Nuclear Propulsion

Officers wear them.

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

CollrKinn photo by Michfllr S<'i;hII

Geraldine Ferraro doesn't believe that conservatism is making a

comeback in the United States.

Free Spirited!!

Manager Trainees
25 Openings

Nationwide Tool and Supply Company
Expanding telemarketing division

in Amherst
Guaranteed salary

plus commission and bonus

Go Getters Only

Call (256-4101) for an appointment

part time and full time

positions available

HALLOWEEN '86

ASloi«-IUlol
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Exclusive privileges?
In response to the Collegian column by Rusty Denton

on Oct. 8. 1 would like to voice my criticism of his 'theory'

of "Women and the Bible."

First, Denton states that weaker (when referring to

women), does not mean inferior.

1 agree.

He states that women should be encouraged to make

Byname for themselves, and their husbands.

1 agree, but what about those of us without husbands?

He states that men protect women and therefore they

have "certain exclusive privileges" in the home and in

the worship place.

What?!? "Certain exclusive privileges!" Sounds good for

drumming up membership to a country club, but not for

the church. Men protect women from what? When was

the last time someone had to go slay a dragon to protect

their wife? Many of the weaker, but not inferior sex (in-

cluding myself) slay our own dragons, either by choice or

necessity.

Finally, Denton stated that Scripture says that a man
is held accountable for the spiritual condition of his family,

therefore leadership is limited in the Bible to men.

Denton's theory" of "Women and the Bible" has some

serious flaws. Who for instance, is accountable for the

single woman? The divorced woman? The woman whose

husband does not share the same religious beliefs? If

women are all Denton says they are then why can't they

lead in the church? Is it because they are not physically

as strong as men? Last time I checked there was no heavy

lifting required to hold a leadership position in places of

worship.

Margret Fuller expresses my feelings best in a quote

from Women in the 19th Century. "The idea of man,

however imperfectly brought out, has been more so than

that of women; that she, the other half of the same

thought, the other chamber of the heart of life, needs now

take her turn in the full pulsation, and that inmprove-

ment in the daughter will best aid in the reformation of

the sons of this age."

Michelle Manning
Southwest

Write to legislators
As the November summit approaches, one would think

that it is the intransigeance of the Soviet Union that

makes arms control impossible. The August 5th challenge

by Soviet Secretary Gorbachev to stop the testing of all

nuclear weapons by starting a Soviet moratorium on all

testing was promptly dismissed by our administration as

mere propaganda.

We forget that 20 years ago, President John F. Kennedy

threw out a similar challenge to the Soviets by instigating

a unilateral U.S. moratorium on atmospheric testing of

nuclear weapons. He then negotiated the Limited Test

Ban Treaty of 1963 which is in effect today. They trusted

us. Why can't we trust them?

In view of this administration's flare for the dramatic,

it is also easy to forget that much of the hard work on

lowering U.S./U.S.S.R. tensions and pulling back from the

death race towards mutual nuclear destruction goes on

in quieter, daily ways—in Congress. Three extremely im-

portant pieces of legislation are currently under discus-

sion, and our representatives need to be urged to co

sponsor them. These are:

L The Comprehensive Test Ban Resolution. A non-

binding resolution that calls for the resumption of negotia-

tions (stopped under the Reagan Administration) towards

a treaty that includes on-site inspection of nuclear tests,

international exchange of seismic data, and seismic

monitoring stations of both territories. It also calls for

ratification of the Threshold Test Ban of 1974 and

Peaceful Nuclear Explosions Treaty of 1976. (Silvio Con-

te has not yet signed as a co-sponsor.)

2. Simultaneous Nuclear Test Ban Act. This calls for

resuming negotiation and mandates a halt to testing by

Congressional cut off funds if the President does not halt

testing by January 1, 1986. Contingent on the Soviet's

not resuming their tests.

3. Comprehensive Freeze Act Resolution. (House 3100

and Senate 1500) calls for binding legislation to end the

testing, production, and deployment of all nuclear

weapons and their delivery systems. It would cut off funds

for further weapons development provided the Soviet does

the same. (Senator Kerry is a co-sponsor; Senator Ken-

nedy and Rep Conte have not yet signed.)

Our representatives in Congress do listen to us and do

^S^^SSSSS^S^^^SS Tuesday, October 15, 1985

influence the passage of legislation that matters. Please

write.

Frances Crowe
Northampton

Students do care . . .

I have been at the University for almost two years and

as Director of Physical Plant I have heard many negative

comments concerning the attitude of various students on

this campus. Well, I would like to share with the readers

a most pleasant experience that I have had with a large

num'oer of students.

Approximately six months ago, I was asked by my wife

to assist her in getting volunteers to help build a play area

for the children of the Town of Amherst at the Fort River

School. I went to see Robert White, the Greek Affairs Coor

dinator and he recommended I talk with the Greek Coun

cil Leadership. The Greek Council agreed it was a wor-

thwhile project and decided this would be their fall project.

In early September, we met with representatives of all

the Greek Houses and requested volunteers. We asked for

a written list of all volunteers and received a list contain-

ing approximately 400 names. When asked by other

parents how much of a turnout I expected, I stated I would

be happy if half of the 400 students showed up. To

everyone's surprise, and my personal delight, the Greeks

not only showed up and helped, but they almost dominated

the group. More than 600 strong, these UMass students

arrived and worked hard without complaining ab out the

types of tasks they were asked to perform. Almost every

parent who was at the play area building project com-

mented on how outstanding these students were. In my
opinion, the Greeks truly displayed what I have felt since

arriving at UMass—that our students do care and want

to be involved in community events.

The University should be proud of these students would

benefit by following the lead established by the Greek

Sororities and Fraternities.

Finally, I would like to thank Chancellor Duffey, Robert

White, Debra Valkenaar, Lori-Ann Swanson. and Dave

Doran for their outstanding support of this worthwhile

cause.

Roger Cherewatti, director

UMass Physical Plant
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Biblical food for thought
Previously, I wrote about the biblical

term "weaker vessels" as applied to

women. I demonstrated that the term per-

tains to their special vulnerabilities and

need for a supportive family and congrega-

tion, not to their professional abilities.

However, one can't understand the privileg-

ed place women hold in the Bible until one

understands the creation account in

Genesis. There are some interesting inter-

pretations of scientific data which support

the Genesis creation account. Whether one

accepts those interpretations or not, the

creation story itself is the foundation of the

Bible's view of women.

Genesis states, "God created man in his

own image." This doesn't mean that God
has biceps and a hairy chest. It means that

humans alone have been endowed with the

ability to make moral choices, to appreciate

beauty, to exercise wisdom and creativity,

and to display qualitites such as

righteousness, justice, mercy, and love.

When it says that God used Adam's rib to

make a female helper named Eve, it doesn't

mean that God gave him a pet whore. It

means that God took not only Adam's flesh

and bone, but also separated out into a

woman a unique part of his reflection of

Gods glory. Many students of the Hebrew
texts believe that Adam had both male and

female qualities when created and that

some of those qualities became the ex-

clusive domain of women when Eve was

formed. In other words, women are equal-

ly made in the image of God, although they

i-eflect a different side of Him than men do.

This view of women and God is borne out

by several other passages in the Bible.

Isaiah described God with a word for mer-

cy which applied only to women. The pro-

phets used many names for God, one of

which (El Shaddai)can be translated "the

Breasted One." Although I accept the scrip-

tural statement that God is a "He," it is not

because I assume that I am any more like

God than my wife. In fact, scripturally, on-

Rusty Denton
ly when a man and a woman are united in

marriage do they fully reflect the image of

God.

This fuller image of God received the

strongest protection found anywhere in the

Bible: covenant relationship. A covenant is

a lifelong agreement in blood between two

people that each will do the other and their

family only good; each swears with an oath

to willingly forfeit his/her own life if they

cross the other. The Bible itself is a history

of two covenants: God's agreement with

Abraham, and God's agreement with

Christians. Another word for covenant is

testament; you made have heard of the Old

and New Testaments. Marriage is another

biblical covenant, and no less binding.

This surrendering of rights to each other

is important because each husband and

wife was to be supportative of each other

as they raised children and managed their

patch of the planet. There is a scripture

that a divided household can't survive, and

Genesis established an order for family life

to prevent division or confusion. Eve was

to recognize Adam as having the final word,

and Adam was to recognize Eve as a God-

given counselor. Thus, she is described as

a "helper" to him—not out of chauvinism,

but in the interest of order.

That is the whole point of Genesis: that

things were created in an orderly way. It

is not the order that most of us grew up

with; perhaps it is not the order that we

want to live under. But to assume that the

Bible is oppressive without living under it

is prejudice and nothing more I know many
women who live in biblically patterned

households; I don't know any who feel un-

privileged or oppressed.

Rust\ Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Logic behind accusations is shaky
By the viciousness of UMass Republican

Club President Loren Spivak's attack in

the Letters section Friday I can assume I

must have struck a raw nerve. By cramm-

ing me and my philosophies into the

nebulous and convenient category of "left-

wing extremism " Spivak is able to imply

that therefore I must identify with, and,

condone Soviet racism. Predictably, he goes

on to pull out the PLO and insinuate that

since all left-wing extremists support

Arafat then I must be anti-semitic too. The

logic behind these accusations is shaky at

best.

I stand corrected as to the status of the

Republican Club budget. I was present

when the Budgets Committee decided to

level-fund the Club and was unaware that

they had amended their decision. Their

budget was in fact reduced by 22 percent.

While Spivak assures us that cutting

"totally useless" positions from the affir-

mative actions budget made possible the

funding of groups such as the Radical Stu-

dent Union, his divide and conquer excuses

leave me unconvinced. One reason for my
skepticism is that the RSU budget itself

was slashed by 47 percent during the

organizations most active year to date. In

light of this, Spivak's "'fiscal responsibili-

ty
' begins to break down along ideological

lines.

Tim Harris
Amherst

Less attacks, more tolerance here
In response to Loren Spivack's defense of

the UMass Republican Club against the

•"unwarrented attacks" ofTimothy Harris's

"poison pen," I am happy that Spivack, like

Harris, does not condone racism. But, that

it has it's origins in 'left wing extremism"

is a little off the mark. Racism eminates

from attitudes which believe that personal

attacks are necessary as defense, and

which believe that name calling or finger

pointing will help to reach common ground

in anv situation.

I am relatively sick of the Left/Right

UMass battles. Polar extremes (e.g. right

and wrong) conflict. But, like real life does

this polarity really exist? Let us try to work

together toward that gray area—middle

place. If we help each other and mutually

respect each other's views, then important

problems, like racism, can be solved.

Diana Sherwood
Northampton

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

ghouia be mailed to the Editori*! Editor at the ColUgian, 113 Campus Center.
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To be gay and comfortable
One of the most frightening aspects of col-

lege life is peer pressure. We've all been sub-

jected to it, and we all know the kinds of

influence it can have on someone's

behaviour. I'm writing this column to all

of those people who are struggling under

the pressure put on them by society and

their peers (and themselves) to suppress

their sexual orientation. Being gay and

"out" can be very scary, but when put side

by side with the prospect of living life in

a false way, furtively covering your tracks

and desperately afraid that someone might

"find out,' I think the choice should be a

little easier

On this campus, where (unlike the real

world) we are in a framework of openness

and social awareness, or at least claim to

be, being gay is thought of somewhat like

being a fundamentalist Christian: it's fine

if they keep to themselves and don't bother

anyone else with their nonsense. The pro-

blem is that being gay is not like being a

Christian, it's not a choice: it's something

I believe is as much a part of your personal

makeup as is your skin color.

When I, as a gay man. walk through

Amherst or Boston, or Moose Breath. Iowa,

I am surrounded by image.? that cater on-

ly to heterosexuals, and that's not good. I

can feel very alone sometimes, and very

unhappy. But when you think about it,

straight people can feel alone and unhap

py too, so it's not so bad.

Most of the pressures that a gay man or

lesbian feels are pre.ssures they subject

themselves to. Because we are rejected by

the mainstream of society, we tend to react

in ways that are sometimes neces.sarily

unpleasant for the straight world. Marches,

rallies the immediate affiliation of the gay

world to radical politics, are all ways that

different homosexual organizations have

chosen as their tools to make an impact on

the world. But this is only a small part of

the picture. Being gay does not change a

person, but rather the way that person is

forced to see the world, and it's important

to realize that you don't have to march, or

go to rallies, or become a leftist (I certain

ly didn't), or even change the way you talk

or dress.

The people you call friends know you and

if you happen to be gay, that shouldn't take

away the bonds of friendship you've already

established—unless you've made it a point

to impress upon everybody exactly how

M'icheal L, Cerrato
straight you are. Then it'll take some work

to re-establish your identity. It may sur-

prise you, but most of the time your friends

can appreciate the kind of struggle you've

had, and are willing to help. If not, tell

them to go to hell. That way, if our fun-

damentalist friends are right, you'll have

some company there.

Parents are a whole issue all by

themselves, and if I decide to write another

column like this, maybe I'll try to say

something useful about them. But for now,

I can tell you how I feel about my parents,

and how I believe they feel about me. I love

them very much, and in the past few years

as I have become more comfortable with

myself and really started to appreciate

them, they have shown depths of

understanding that are beyond their son's

comprehension. Most inip<iitantly. they love

me. What do I need beyond that".' Even if

they don't agree with me. they haven't stop-

ped loving me.

So, to end up with a few words to

everybody reading this:

lb those of you who are straight and

whose first instinct is to beat up gay peo-

ple, chill out. You don't know who is gay and

who isn't, and there's a good chance that

one of your drinking buddies might just be

gay. Learn to re-spect other people as

human beings and not as to whether they

fit into your own narrow view of the world.

Tti those of you who are gay and "out."

more power to you. If nothing else, at least

you can pride yourself in the fact that you

are being honest, and trying to deal with

the crap that the world hands us to live

with.

And to those of you who are gay, or bisex-

ual, or don't know, talk to someone. If you're

afraid that your friends might not like you,

then maybe you'd better start thinking

about how much you need them; are they

worth the excruciatingly difficutl efforts it

takes to keep hiding? There are a lot of peo-

ple on this campus who are ready and will-

ing to listen to you, privately, no strings at-

tached. Call the LB(1A Office incognito, if

you have to, give a fake name, tell me it's

about a "friend," but talk to someone. It's

worth it.

Muhral L (\'rratii /s n VMass student.
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ARTS
Classical music is fun . . .

Looking Bach
By ELIZABETH COX
Collegian Correspondent

There's more to a Bach concert than just music. That

was apparent Sunday afternoon at the Grace Church,

Amherst.
Two Bach contatas were performed by the Hampshire

College Chorus and the Valley Festival Orchestra, but

it was what preceded the concert that lent a note of

humor to the formal occasion.

Dressed in costumes from paper wigs to a cardboard

box, contestants participated in a Bach look-alike con-

test, vying for dinner for two at Plumbley's.

The winner?
Eva Redz from Hampshire College, in a powdered face

and cottonball wig. who entered the contest "last minute,

on impulse."

The concert, with its unconventional openmg, was per-

formed in celebration of Bach's 300th birthday.

''Time TunneV is a good trip
By HERB RAMY
Collegian Staff

Thursday, in the Student Union Ballroom, the Gover-

nor's Program Council presented 27-minute show, Rock

and Roll Time Tunnel. It was billed as a history of rock

from the 50's to the 80's. One wonders how any film could

hope to capture 30 years of music in a mere 27 minutes

favorite bands was missing). As a whole, each decade was

represented rather well.

The smoothness of the show was also quite surprising

when one considers how much was shown in such a short

time period. The presentation could have easily become

quite choppy in places.

While all these things were important to the show s suc-

cess, its best feature was the feeling of participation that
hope to capture dU years oi music in a me.tr ^< 'ir^-^r.^^. •••••••••

Film Review
•••••• i*a»«*«*»*»»»*»*>****«****
Happily, Time Tunnel pulled it off.

The presentation was a success on many levels. First,

the screens and camera were used to create the illusion

of actually travelling through a tunnel.

Secondly, the choice of bands was strong, (although

everyone who saw the'show probably felt that one of their

• • •••••••,..........•••••••••••••••••••
was created. Each band was cheered, applauded, and sung

to by some part of the audience. For some strange reason,

the only exception to this rule seemed to be the Bee Gees.

The only problem with the show was that it reminded

me of at least 25 albums I'd still like to buy. At $6.99 each,

I'm going to be in debt for the rest of the semester.

"Kiss" is sensual
THE PERFECT KISS
By Jonathon Demme

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Correspondent

Jonathon Demme's new rock video, The Perfect Kiss, ex-

udes sensuality through its images. The camera focuses on

the fingers and faces of the musicians; forcing us to be in-

Video Review

timately familiar with them on first sight. Thin, white

fingers pressing on the keys of the synthesizer, close ups

"~ Daily
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^^tt Cafeterias, Inc. .

Wyatt Cafeterias, Inc., based m Dallas, Texas, is

one ofthe most successful, stable, and rapidly growing

cafeteria chains in the country. We operate over 120

cafeterias throughout 9 states in the Southwest, with a

growth rate of 6-8 new cafeterias annually.

To meet our needs we are looking for intelligent,

energetic, and dedicated individuals that are seeKing

a challenging career in restaurant management. Wyatt's

offers a 10 week Training Program consisting of both

formal instruction and on-the-job training. The program
will expose you to all facets of our operation.

We also offer a full benefits package, excellent

starting salary and merit based promotions. If inter-

ested, we will be on campus interviewing on 10/22/85
.
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ALL STUDENTS!!!
4th Annual Five College

GRADUATE &
PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL
INFORMATION DAY
Over 100 schools — Including:

Boston University

University of Chicago

Columbia University

Dartmouth College

Emory University

Institute lor Paralegal Training

University of Michigan

Monterey Institute of International Studies

New School for Social Research

Northeastern University

Pace University

Pratt Institute

Tulane University

University of Massachusetts Medical Center

University of Vermont

WANG Institute of Graduate Studies

Wednesday, October 16, 1985
Campus Center Auditorium
10 am to 3 pm
Information & Literature on: Admission,
Financial Aid, and Housing

Smith College Rec Council

cordially invites you to

THURSDAY
NifiHIGLUB

Band or DJ
Every Thursday 10-12 pm

Davis Student Center Ballroom

AFTERNOON
ALTERNATIVE

Entertainment - Munchies

Every Saturday 3:30-5:30pm

Davis Student Center

sponsored by:

University Placement Service

Career Development Office

Careers Options Resource Center

Career Services

Office of Career Coun>elif>g

Univerelty of MaatachuseHe
Smith College

Hampshire College

Mount Holyoke College

Amherst College

ALL WELCOME
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ir video ritnlinued from page 10 -artslines

of averted, selPconscious faces and the pounding beat of

the music make us feel like voyeurs, watching them per-

form for the very first time.

The bass guitarist, with his long, disheveled, brown hair

and two day old beard, gives the impression that he is the

only one who has experience. He holds the guitar pick bet-

ween clenched teeth and his bare fingers slide up and

down the neck; pumping out his personal rhythm. This

guitarist unabashedly, faces the camera, while the others

always shy away, as if the camera were spying on them, or

catching them in the act.

Demme doesn't allow us to see the whole musician, until

the end, and this keeps our attention on their erotic rap-

port with their instruments. Demme seems to

understands rock's potent sexuality and utlizes it to make

coherent images, unlike most videos on MTV. He manages

to make a rock video that actually looks intelligent.

HAnUDE
PARTY ON OUR HAYWAGON

DAY OR NIGHT, BONFIRE

AND PICNIC AREA PROVIDED

For iBformatkia

and RcscrvatkNU

CAU 247-9098
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It's a short school week,

thanks to Columbus, but

that doesn't mean that

there aren't lots of exciting

things going on this week,

anyway...

There will be some
outrageous "cutting of the

rug" when BALLETAP,
USA comes to the Fine Arts

Center (FAC) 8 p.m. Thurs-

day night. Founded by

Maurice Hines and
Mercedes Ellington, the

company focuses on ballet

and tap. Tix are available at

the FAC Box Office...

Folks who like their dance

with aan even more
generous dose of culture

shouldn't miss THE
CHINESE MAGIC
REVUE, 8 p.m. Sunday,

also at the FAC. Said show

features acrobats, dancers,

and magic from Korea,

Thailand and China. Check

out the FAC Box Office for

CINEMA

WEST i

^HATFIELD
STABLES

RTE. 5, Wh( HitncU. Ma

4 mile* Dortk of Northamptoa

/

Richard III
^"^"^^y 6:30

Macbeth 9:15

Wednesday - Saturday

East of Eden 7:00

Rebel Without A Cause 9:00

Double Feature $3.00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

UPC DEC PRESENTS

^ '*

THUR OCT 24th

UMASS F.A.C.

$12.00 UMASS

$14.00 PUBLIC

^
OPENING BAND:
FULL FORCE

and
LISA LISA

PAUL
YOUNG

BODE
I

zsaaoBBEBU

and The Royal Family

with Special Guest
Tix on sale Oct. 9th

UMass $13.50 Sat. Oct. 26th

Public $15.00 F-A.C. UMass
8 PM

TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE ARTS CENTkR , SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER

STOP « SHOP LOCATIONS IN NORTHAMPTON. HOLYOKE. GREENFIELD

» PITTSFIELO. NO CANS .OTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES OMASS lOJfflUlBCD

JJ

tix...

The auditorily-oriented

will get a treat on Wednes-

day when VAN CLIBURN
SILVER MEDALIST
Philippe Bianconi performs

at the FAC. The Van
Cliburn is the Rolls Royce of

piano competitions -Lisa

Loopner the man is not...

The UMass Department

of Theater opens up the

1985-86 season on Thursday

night with "MACBETH,"
which will run Oct. 17-19

and 23-26 at the Rand. Tix

are $4 for the general

public, $3 for students, and

are available at the FAC
Box Oflice, or an hour before

curtain at the Rand Theater

Box Ofilce...

And last but not least,

THE FIVE COLLEGE
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
GROUP, a faculty ensem

ble, will appear at 3 p.m.

Sunday in Buckley Recital

Hall, Amherst College. Said

concert is free, so hit the col

lege's Robert Frost Library

then check out the concert.

It'll be a good study break.

Kubrick's ^'Lolita

is romantic
LOLITA
Starriiig James Mason, Shelley Winters,

and Peter Sellars

Directed by Stanley Kubrick

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Correspondent

A troupe of seasoned performers and superb

characterizations make Lolita one of Stanley Kubrick's

besst films. The best actor is, by far, James Mason as the

obsessive and droll Humbert Humbert. Mason is thrill-

ingly realistic as the writer who can't get his mind off the

excruciatingly beautiful Lolita. He gives his character an

imassuming naievate under all the learning and

politemess that he assumes in his dealings with everyone,

except Lolita. Humbert just can't seem to accept that

Lolita doesn't really love him. Mason portrays this inno-

cent romantic with marvelous drollness and sophistica-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Movie Review
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Another innocent romantic in this film is Shelley

Winters as Lolita's mother. Winter's character goes

after Humbert with the same one'minded obsession that

propels Humbert after Lolita. The mother is whining,

older, miuuie'class woman hangs onto her men as if they

were lifepreservers. When she finally gets the man that

she wants, she regrets it and selfdestructs. Shelley

Winters acts out her character's whiny desperation quite

realistically. We feel sorry for her yet she turns us off by

the way she unabashedly backs Hubert into a corner.

Quilty is Peter Sellars' role. In this part, Sellars

basically changes characters as he has done in other

films. His character, an amoral playwright, is also after

Lolita, but not for the game romantic reasons as

Humbert. Sellars has fun with the role but his is only a

small part and doesn't really match up to the perfor-

mances of Winters and Mason.

Lolita is excellent because the characters are people

we can identify with. Mason is appealing because he

desperately clings to his romanantic ideals. The same

thing holds true for Winters' character, as she attempts

to keep what she feels is an ideal love. This is what finally

makes the film a tragedy: The characters are operating

under the assumption that the people they have fallen in

love with, love them back.
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Philippe Bianconi, piano
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Van Clihuni Inlcnmtional Piano

Conipchtion

Wfdnesclay. October 16, 8 pm.
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Ki:vi i: «r i.vnv.w

An Oriental

Spectacular

Sunday, October 20, 8'pin

Tukois $1K. Itv 14

Five Cotlege Students HaH-Prtce Tickets available at Fine Arts ^-i-j

Center Box Oftice. Spfingfietd Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets ___
Call (41 3)545-251 1 or1-«0O-243-4842 y|
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ONITED TECHMUKIES
IS UeiCING FOR ANtTHER CURIE

When you spend four years ciH^kin^ ei^ht tons

of pitchblende down to a single anxm of radium,

that's perseverance.

Perseverance, and the confidence to know
when you're ri^ht, and the couraj^e to keepgoinR.

We'd hke to find a few more people like that.

We have a lot to offer in exchange. As a

worldwide group of companies, with galaxy-wide

interests, we have r(X)m for tons of raw materials

and time for years of patience. And sometimes it

seems almost everyone here's an engineer, right

up to the top, so we speak your language.

We're the world's largest maker of helicopters,

aircraft engines, elevators, escalators, and air

conditioners. There's always something C(K>king

in spacesnits or fiber optics. We're at the center.

C^heck us out. Stop in at the campus place-

ment office, t>r write for more information and

a reprint of this ad. United Technologies,

P.O. Box 1579, Hartford, CTT 06143.

United Ti-chni)l«>Ries means
Pratt & Whitney, Hamilton
Standard, Ois, (.lantet,

AutoitHitivc CJnHip, United
lectinoki^es MKrticJecinHiks

Onter, Nixik-n, Clicinical

Systems, Vjoex, Sik«*sliy,

M«Klek srxl United Tcchnol-

mK-s Ri'v.m l» C -t ntcT.

An equiil (ippiinunny

empkiyef.

Career Sense

And advice on:

'^ investing

^ choosing a check account

that's right for you

Tomorrow, in the first

CoZZe^ian business page

Watch for it!

•^ mm Ml^^WMVI.

To master your career in business, see
The Specialist: Bentley Graduate School.

Organizations in today's cxjmplex tKisiness world

need both competent general managers and

skilled specialists with expertise m specific twjsi-

ness functions. Thais why Bentley College offers

students a choice of five different graduate busi-

ness programs

You can select from four specialized master of

scier>ce programs, m accountancy computer in-

formation systems, finance or taxation, to com-

plement your undergraduate degree in liberal

arts, saence. or business Or choose our unique

t^BA program that, unlike most other MBAs, is

tied into our specialized programs, allowing

you eight areas of concentration plus interaction

with fellow students and professors with special-

ized perspectives

Located just nine miles from Boston off Route

128 95, twlassaqhusetts high-technokjgy highway

Bentiey College offers graduate programs that mir-

ror the real-world business environment where

general managers and their more specialized col-

leagues work hand-in-hand to achieve success for

their organizations and ttieir own careers

If you're looking to be the tnaster of your

business future, see The Specialist. Send this

coupon to the Bentley College Graduate

School or call (617) 891-2108.

Visit US on Graduate and Professional Schools Day: October 16

Campus Center Auditorium— University of Mass Amherst

/^r\ Bentley College

Graduate School
Waltham, MA 02254

V»s, I'd Hke to learn mon. Please send me
information on the following programs;

L J MS in Accountancy Q MS in Taxation

[J MS in Computer D MS in Finance

Information Systems

[ 1 Master in Business Administration

I am interested in: Full-time Part-time

study study

Name

.

Street

.

City — State

.

Zip.

College

Maior

Year ol GfadLation .

K^DOVE
Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

iVteLybelline^
OFF all

/Vb^ytelline'
products

Special 3M Computer Diskettes

* SS, DD $23.79 a box of 10

* DS, DD $24.09 a box of 10

A-l'HastingsJnc.
"Convmni»nlly locotftd in thm cantor of Amh»rit"

45 South Pimatant Struct

OP€N: Weekdays S a.m. tc 9 p.m.. Suiiduys, S a.m. to I p.rn.

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES

Msiybelline*
products

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

I'm at my best
TM

with Maybelline
Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORE*

HALLOWEEN '85

ASlo(«-Mo(

Downtown Amh«rtl/(MyK> «.Swn.n S
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You don't need to

sacrifice style for a

comfortably sporty

boot. ''Hiker'' by Moot-

sies Tootsies in black

and ice.

ON CAMPUS
Members of Our Technical Stafif

October 17, 1985
Research challenges for PhD/MS graduates with

interests in

• Machine Intelligence

• VIS!

• Image Processing

• Signal Processing

• Optics

• Digital Systems Design

• Satellite Communications

• Microelectronics

To arrange an interview, contact your Placement Office or

send your resume to Marilyn L. Bodnar, I^^IT Lincoln

Laboratory, 244 Wood Street, Lexington, MA 021 7J

(61 7-863-5500, ext. 7050). U.S. Citizenship required.

An equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Lincoln Laboratory

rOVERNIGHT-
VCR RENTAL

|

I

I

I

I

I

vmEO to ca I

44 MAIN ST., AMHERST |

L.—256-1509-._J

95
Mon.-Thurs.
dep. required

incl. 1 free movie

COUPON GOOD THRU OCT. 31

SEMESTER
ATSEA

PRESENTS A
SPECIAL

SLIDE SHOW

Discover an exciting way to travel around the world and
continue your undergraduate studies aboard ship. Visit major
ports in the Mediterranean, the Middle East and the Orient.

More than 60 voyage related university credit courses are
ottered.

SPECIAL SLIDE PRESENTATION
October 15, 7:30, CC Room 903

October 16, 7;30, CC Room 801

October 17, 7:30, CC Room 176

Financial Aid is available

to qualified students

APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING ACCEPTED
FOR SPRING 1986III

SfMtSTtR AT St» TOLL FREE NUMBER (800) 854 019b

lN_
i

IPMENt
Racquetball Racquets
Racquetball Balls

Racquetball Gloves
Racquetball Glasses

Also available

Sport Clothing

Sport Bags

Headbands
Wristbands

Whistles

Tennis Accessories

Basketball, Soccer

V Football, Baseball

Frisbees

Swimming Accessories

I

I

I

I

I

I

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

BLACKAFFAIRS
MiHMMMHillAa

Transfer student adjusts

to life at university
As any freshman knows, it's hard to ad-

justing to college life after high school. You

have to get used to a whole new way of

teaching and learning. The same thing ap-

plies to transfer students, only they have

to adjust to another college, meet new peo-

ple, and adjust to another system.

As transfer student from Northeastern

University, Carla Goss, a legal studies ma-

jor, didn't encounter many difficulties.

"The only thing that I found difficult was

meeting new people," she said.

She finds it harder to adjust being a

transfer student than a reshman because

"As a transfer student, you've already had

a taste of college life and you've already ad-

justed to the way that things are done at

another college. When you transfer, it's just

like starting all over again."

She transferred from Northeastern

University for a variety of reasons. "At

Northeastern, I was part of a co-operative

progi-am that required students to attend

the university for five years and I only

wanted to go for four years. I could have

enrolled in the non-co-operative program

which would have allowed me to attend for

four years, but it cost a lot more. Since my
major is legal studies, I wanted more

background in law, and at Northeastern,

you have to learn a lot in a very short

amount of time," she said.

According to Goss, there are some major

differences between UMass and Nor-

theastern. "Most of the students at Nor-

theastern are commuter students so they

don't really become involved in the cam-

pus and the university is located right in

the heart of Boston. At UMass, you can

take five classes and receive three credits

for each course. But at Northeastern, you

have to take four classes and you receive

four credits for each class."

It didn't take long for her to adjust to life

at the university. "It took me about a week

or two to adjust. The people I know who at-

tended the university helped me to adjust

and I had visited the campus before," she

stated.

How does she like it here so far? "I'm en-

joying it. I like the atmosphere and the

academics. You have more time to learn

things," she said.

It may be hard at first for transfer

students to adjust to coming on to a new

campus, but once you've made the adjust-

ment, you'll be able to relate to the classes

and meet new people in no time at all.

Sweethearts help their brothers
Everv black fraternity has a sweetheart chard Hill, painting the Shirley Graham

organization. There are the Omega Pearls, DuBois Library in the New Africa House,

the Kappa Diamonds, the Sigma Doves, and they participated in the Walk tor

and the Iota Sweethearts. Hunger' which took place last semester

"A sweetheart is a little sister to tne The usual time it takes for a person to

fraternity brothers. They help the guys on become a sweetheart is six weeks. "But it

line go over and look out for each other." also depends on how long it takes for the

said Bridgette Booker, a Kappa Diamond, line their helping to pledge to go over,"

There are various ways a person can Booker stated,

become a sweetheart. "When a guy goes on There is no limit to how many girls can

line, he can choose two girls to be his become sweethearts, and she doesn't need

"We will see a free South

Africa in our lifetime. Our strug-

gle cannot fail because it is ajust

one. .

sweethearts. It is their duty to help him go

over and give him encouragement." Booker

said.

"When the brothers go on line, the

sweethearts have to help the Crescents

with their projects and do various gi-oup ac-

tivities to show that they could work

together as a family," said Jennifer Goss,

a Sigma Dove.

Some of the community projects the

Doves were involved with to help their

brothers go over included helping them to

restore and rededicate the Martin Luther

King Jr. Cultural Center located in Or-

any special qualifications. "When you're on

the Scroller's Court (which is what new

sweethearts are on while their line is pledg-

ing), you will be on call 24 hours a day. You

must be reliable and dependable," Booker

said.

"Anybody who's willing to work and

shows a strong interest in helping the com-

munity can become a Sigma Dove." Goss

said.

"Some people look at being a sweetheart

the wrong way. It's not anything roman-

tic.The relationship is more of a brother-

sister type." she said.

CullrKiun pholu l(> Drrt- k Roberts

Naomi Tutu, daughter of 1984 Nobel Peace Prize winner Bishop

Desmond Tutu, speaks on racism and South Africa.

* Tutu continued from page {

realized they were being indoctrinated in-

to their role of subservience to the whites,

who were benefitting by the status quo."

About 20,000 young blacks began mar-

ching to Orlando West High where they

would elect leaders, and map out strategies

for the coming years. In the middle of their

march, "police opened fire upon them."

Tutu-Seavers said.

"Young people have seen now how whites

use education as a tool against the blacks."

she said, explaining that those involved in

the movement now believe, 'South African

blacks must liberate their minds before

(they) begin to liberate their bodies.

"Blacks had been told for so long they

had been incapable of things. Now they

know there is not a shortage of black

engineers, teachers and leaders, because

they,were not capable but it was that way

Take a

Social ScienceQUIZ
1

Perry Anderson Jerome Bruner.

Agnes Heller. Eric Hobsbawm,

Charles Tilly, Louise Tilly. Albrecht

Wellmer and Aristide Zolberg recently

joined what graduate faculty?

3 In 1985, which internationally-

_ oriented graduate center located

in the heart of Greenwich Village

teaches students from 40 states and

nearly an equal number of countries?

because of a conscious government policy

to limit their numbers." Tutu Seavers said.

Tutu-Seavers encouraged young people

in this country to help the black South

African youth movement by educating

themselves about the situation in South

Africa and by supporting boycotts and

divestment policy in the United States.

Tutu-Seavers .stressed that she has no

"blue-print plan" for a liberated South

Africa, but did say that young in her

homeland "mu.st be ready to .serve in the

reconstruction of this liberated South

Africa."

Solarz to speak on S. Africa
U.S. Rep. Stephen Solarz. D NY.. Chairman of the

House .sub-Committee on African Affairs, will be speak-

ing on his recent trip to South Africa at 4 p.m. today m
room 804 of the Campus Center. The lecture is free and

open to the public.

2 In 1933, a University in Exile was

I founded as a haven for European

scholars fleeing from Nazism. What is

that school called today?

4 And in what school is interdiscipli-

nary study the preferred path to

theoretical and applied research?

The answer of course is The New Schools Graduate Faculty of Political and Social

Science We will soori be visiting your campus, and invite you to ask us about rriaster s

and doctoral-ieve! work in anthropology, economics, historical studies, liberal stud.es,

philosophy, political science, psychology and sociology. Join us;

Five College Graduate and Professional Schools Information Day

Campus Center Auditorium University of Massachusetts, Amherst

October 16. 1985 10:00 am-2.00 pm

If you cannot attend, you can get all the answers from Elizabeth Ware, D^ector of

Admissions, The Graduate Faculty. 65 Fifth Avenue, New York. NY, 1 0003.

Her phone number is (212) 741 -5710.

New School for Social Research

Graduate Faculty ofPolitical and Social Science

RENT/^RKK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

I

I

I

Daily
Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500

I

I

J

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

t:he sub
11 AM. TO 2 AM /

!

-«{^spT»jvr^^^^,

I

The Sub is now hiring drivers

for deliveries.

Must have own car.

Part time, full time.

Inquire at Sub
at 33 E. Pleasant St. Amherst.
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You spend your nights [
at the 1

TIME
*^Oc/,

How about a day?

with Daily Luncheons

^PJ0I1I1)1IPI1I@1MI1I1@1IMPPI1I1]1M1HM

cordially invites

Seniors

to the University Career Center

on Tlnirsday, October 17th

at 7:00 p.m.

Meet our executives and enjoy refreshments. Tell us

about your career goals and hear about the exciting

Executive Development Program at Lord & Taylor,

America's leading fashion specialty store.

Even if you have not previously thought of

retailing as a career, you may want to know abouf

the many interesting opportunities at Lord & Taylor.

If you have proven abilities and a record of achievement,

and look forward to the challenge of running a profitable

business, Lord & Taylor looks forward to meeting you.

JD5IWRy^
TUE...

MOVIE NIGHT
first run moviiBe

SOtdiinkb

free hotdqg8&popcorn

DOOR PRIZES NOCWWBI

Are you denying
yourself

abettershot
at gradschool?
Okay it may be too late to

get a 4.0 But its not too late to

try to do better on your LSAT,

GMAT. GRE. or MCAT For that,

theres Stanley H Kaplan.

No one has prepped more

students than Stanley H.

Kaplan Our test- taking tech-

niques and educational

programs have prepared

over 1 million students.

So v^atever grad school

exam you're taking, call us.

Remember, the person next to

you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan

course.

KAPLAN
STANUYH K APIAN EDUCATlONAiaNTiRlTD

The world's leading

test prep organization.

358 N. Pleasant

549-5780

Enrolling Now for Dec. LSAT/GRE
Free Speed Reading Lesson

Available Anytime

Tuesda^y, October 15. 1985'

Doonesbiiry
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By Garry Trudeau
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Today's weather

TODAY — Cloudy with showers.

Highs will be in the mid 60s.

TONIGHT - Showers will be en-

ding with lows in the mid 40s

TOMORROW - Mostly sunny and

seasonably cool, breezy. High

temperatures in the high to mid

60s.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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Gordy By Gorde
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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j^o^mV?

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien
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Professor Jones by Norm DePlume
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Positions open

The Collegian is now accepting ap-

plications for associate editors for the

Arts and Editorial Page departments.

We are also looking for one comic strip

artist. Anyone interestes should stop

down to our office (113 Campus
Center) any day this week for more in-

formation. Thanks to all those who
took the time to apply for the copy
editor position—there are almost 50 of

you! Information on your status will be

available today.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled by Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
) Icy coaling

6 Cabbage
kid

10 Wimbledon
winner 1976

14 Cap <f'om

head 10 foot)

15 City on the

Tigris

16 Do an usher s

|ob

17 White House
pet

18 Starot Lid

19 Board game
piece

20 Errol Flynn dim

1940

22 A MaxMrell

23 Gives the go
ahead

24 King stopper

25 Workman, ol

yore

27 Slinging

lellytish

33 Rapidity

34 One who
persists

35 Have
Will Travel

Hope
36 On with

37 Kind ot god
mother

38 Ot course'

39 Presidential

title Abbr

10 American short

story writer

1

1

Summons
4^ Walruses
44 Norma and

Charlotte

45 Alehouse, in

Soho
46 Mad Hatter s

beverage
47 Squeals
49 Skill in

navigating

56 PartolQED
57 Jewish holiday

58 Raced
59 West Indian

shrub

60 Ecclesiastic

wear
61 Give voice to

62 Storefront

feature

63 Sees lo

64 English symbol

DOWN
Dagger handle

Bright!,

colored lish

Wing, at Oriy

A 60 Minutes

man
5 S American
rodents

6 Indian nanny

7 Gone With the

Wind' locale

6 Boast
9 Hitler Aaron

10 Phase
11 Marine salad

12 Commands to

Dobbin
13 Sicilian sight

21 Made do (with

out')

24 Gas Comb
torm

25 Silas Marner

loved one
26 London s Woll

Larsen.eg
27 Ladies in

service

28 Choice part

29 Lew ot tne

screen

30 French marshal

31 Moves furtively

32 Spot markers

33 Lake Indians

37 Extreme

38 Starwort ol the

ocean
40 Fireplace pro-

lection

41 Light machine
gun

43 Work hard

46 Domesticates
47 Gather

48 Water buffalo

49 Notice

50 Seine feeder

61 Flaherty j

Man of -

—

52 Gentle in

nature

53 sapiens

54 Garden flower

55 Singer Seeger
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Volleyball takes
second at So.
Conn tourney
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts volleyball team, rank-

ed 14th in the nation, placed second at the Southern Con-

necticut Invitational volleyball tournament at New

Haven, Connecticut, on Saturday. UMass lost to the

University of New Haven, 5-15. 13-15 in the champion-

ship match.

The Minutewomen earned a spot in the championship

match by defeating East Stroudsburg State University,

15-12, 15-8, in the semi-finals. The spikers also defeated

the University of Lowell, 15-1, 15-8, Yale University, 15-4,

15-11, Pace University, 15-7, 15-0, and Rhode Island Col-

lege, 15-8. 15-9. UMass also lost to Bryant College, 13-15,

13-15.

The Minutewoman record now stands at 20-3 on the

season.

"We played much better against them (New Haven)

than we did last week," said coach Elaine Sortino.

"Overall, it was a good tournament."

New Haven handed the Minutewomen their first loss

of the vear last week, sweeping the spikers in three games.

"I was pleased with the East Stroudsburg match," said

Sortino. "They are a big, strong team but we were able

come out on top."

However, Sortino was not so pleased with the UMass

effort against Bryant College.

"We were really flat against Bryant." said Sortino. "We

were out of it and before we knew it, we were fighting

for our ives."

In the second game of the match with the score tied at

13, a crucial illegal hit call by the head referee robbed

UMass of a potential game point. Bryant gained a side

out and served for the match.

Sortino cited the play of senior co-captain Sally Maher

who "came through with some really big hits" throughout

the tourney.

The Minutewomen have the week off before they travel

to Delaware to for the Delaware Invitational volleyball

tourney.

-kfootball continued from page 20

back about 15 yards, escaped

a gang of UMass defenders, and tried to kick the ball.

Sophomore Chris McCray blocked the kick and Jim Ver-

tucci recovered at the 10. Two plays later, Strickland

busted over for the TD. Stan Kaczorowski, a starting of-

fensive guard subbing for an injured Silvio Bonvini, booted

the first extra point of his career.

Northeastern, after devastating hits by Rundle, safety

Bob Shelmire and linebacker John McKeown on three suc-

cessive plays, was forced to punt again. Rod Turner broke

loose and blocked the kick. Duckworth Grange picked up

the ball and went 25 yards for the score. UMass, however,

was called to having 12 men on the field and the score

was called back. NU picked up the first down, but the half

ended with UM atop, 7-0.

UMass drove 68 yards to open the third period, stalling

at the NU nine. Kaczorowski was called in and booted a

30 yard field goal to make it 10-0.

The Huskies, who were by this time frustrated by the

UMass defense, called in Fergason to quarterback for

starter Jim O'Leary. Fergason drove the team to the UM
nine (after Barnwell fumbled at the UM 28) before Mike

Kowalski stuffed fullback Gary Benoit on third and five,

setting up a 27 yard field goal.

Dwyer busted through the NU line, blocking the kick.

But UM was caught offside and Fergason went four yards

•k men's soccer wins—
Senior Paul Ricard threw the ball in from the side line.

Hedelin played the pass off of his chest, turned and plac-

ed the shot "past Klimas right.

"I had alot of luck today," said Hedelin. "In other games,

I have had a lot of chances, but this day I was lucky."

"I am playing a bit more aggressive now. It is hard com-

ing from Sweden, learning new teammates, it takes time.

I hope rU keep it up and score more goals."

URI coach Geza Henni was disappointed with the play

of his team. "We made mistakes. A team cannot afford

UMass 10, Northeastern 7

UMass 7 3 10

NU 7 7

Scoring: UM: Anothy Strickland, 9 run, Stan Kac-

zorowski kick.

UM: Kaczorowski 30 FG.
r. j i i,

NU: Jeff Furgason, 4 run. Lance Gordon kick.

Attendance: 5,100

Passing- UM - Bob Williamson 2-for-6, 28 yards. NU
_ Jim O'Leary O-for-2, Furgason Ifr^S, 5 yards

Rushing: UM - George Barnwell 14-79, AlNen 13-45,

Ted Barrett 6-30. NU - Keith Wright 5-54, O Leary

10-43, Gary Benoit 10-31. _^
for the score on the next play. Dwyer, obviously upset at

the score, called the defense together on the sidelines, and

NU gained but one yard on its next eight plays.

Freshman Dimitri Yavis also played a part in rescuing

the offense, punting seven times for a 43-yard average

his final effort pinning the Huskies on their 11 with 1:07

left.
, . .

The starting offensive guard, Kaczorowski was good on

his third attempt in four tries since taking over for the

injured Silvio Bonvini. The big man booted the kick over

the NU fieldhouse, a good 15 yards beyond the goalpost.

^^^^^^^g^ig^^g^^ggi^^^ai^^m^^^^'^ continued from page 20

to loose the ball so close to its goal. We lost the game ob-

viously in the first half I did not recognize my team

Gettler was happy with the play of the entire squad. "It

was a team effort. Capital TEAM. We have been able to

impose on teams. With the ball, we have been very skililul.

Without it, we have been hard.We make them earn

anything they get." . • ,,

Now the Minutemen must travel into the unfriendly con-

fines of the University ofConnecticut to determine who

is number one in New England.

irfield hockey sweeps two tcontinued from page 20

The job should be more than

work!
A cheerful atmosphere, people who

get along, and best of all:

(1) starting salary up to $3.70 an hour

(2) flexible hours

(3) meal discount

Come give us a try!

Aren'tYouHungry?

Rt. 9, Hadley

Minutewomen in the previous two regular season

meetings, but more importantly, the Owls have always

been a bruising warmup for UMass' game the following

day against Old Dominion,

the Minutewomen had always lost the heartbreaker,

until Sunday.
With the changes implemented, the Minutewomen over-

whelmed Temple as senior All-America defensman Megan

Donnelly had a hat trick, while sophomore right-wing

Amy Robertson had two assists and freshman forward

Ruth Vasapolli added her first career goal.

"The win against Temple was a real moral booster

heading into the Old Dominion game," Hixon said.

The Minutwomen rose to the test against ODU, despite

the rainy weather and a poor call midway through the

first half allowing the Lady Monarchs a penalty shot that

thev converted.

Donnellv knotted the score with 19:28 left in the game,

with her i3th goal of the season, scoring off Robertson's

fifth assist of the vear. Continually turned away after

scrambling for loose balls in front of the Old Dominion

net, UMass finally put the game away as Lisa Griswold

scored her sixth goal of the season with 1:55 left.

Pandemonium broke loose, UMass had finally beaten Old

Dominion.

/^ :»

ATTENTION
Juniors/Seniors
thinking about

Graduate School?

if.

when, . .

where. . .

how. . .

Contact the Pre-Graduate Advisor

CASIAC, Machmer £-21

for appointments call 545-2191
545-2192

THE ECONOMIZER
MUFFLER

Resular

$59 .95
(most cars) Regular $74.90
BRAKE SPECIAL

<:?.

U^^J^^Student Special

^y ^ TUB for

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
The Economizer muffler from f^idas fits most

American-made cars and trucks Your satisfaction

with this product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Muffler is

warranted by Midas for one year from the

date of installation and will be replaced

free of charge If It fails during this period.

expires 10/31/85

DISC BRAKES
• ftef 4-Whe<?i broke
if«ot»t.tior>

• Reploce pods wtih ne a/

guoronteed disc oods
• Resurfoce fotof«

• Replace grease seals
• Inspect ono fepocK

wReel beatings
• Inspect calipers
• Inspect hydfoollc s/»iem
• Lubricate collper anchars

Inspect fluid levels
• Add fluid If required
• Road test

DRUM BRAKES
. t:,,-e 4-Wheel broke
inS|.t.»ciioo

• Peploce shoes with new
giioroneed linings

• Re>urfoce drutr^s

• Inspect wheel cylinders

• Inspect hold down springs

• Lubricote backing plates
• Inspect hydroullc .\ stelnn

• Reodjust brakes
• Rood test

wn^aniM MI(JM brake sho** and disc brake pads are warranted tor

mIomu you own your American or lorelon car, van or light truck

(un*?7 000ibi 1 ' H they ever wear, new MFdas brake shoes or pads

Jrihl inaia IM without charge lor the shoes o. pads or the labor to

Tnatln lH! thSs or oad. Ajdlt.onal parts and/or labor required to

rMtore th« syatem to operational condition are extra

lOUR PRICE FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

an Incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Pfi'-e ("hopper Main

143 KING ST.
JCT. RTES. 9 & 116

NORTHAMPTON
HADLE

586-4840
586-9991

Midas
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CollpKiun photo by PhuI Drsmarais

Massachusetts forward Cathy Cassady readies a kick past North Carolina defender Bir-

the Hegstad on Saturday at Boyden. The #3 Minutewomen won, 2-0.

i^ women's soccer beats UNO continued from page

«
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son Dorrance said. "They forc-

ed us to rush our shots and they played us better than

we thought they would."

UMass outshot UNC by a 11-4 margin as they used its

speed and the dominating play of midfielder Kristen

Bowsher and Carolyn Micheel to take control of the game.

It took UMass a few minutes to adjust to North

Carolina's speed and skill but UMass began to bear down

on keeper Katherine O'Dell with 27 minutes left in the

half. UMass got three consecutive corner kicks and ODell

made two outstanding saves.

Micheel crossed the ball in front of the goal on the thu-d

kick, players converged upon the ball and it ended up with

UM foward Monica Seta passing it to Cathy Spence. who

hit it in with 25:47 to go in the first half, for the 1-0 lead.

Bowsher, a sophomore all-American, set up Micheel

about eight minutes later. Off a direct kick 35 yards out,

Bowsher moved right and kicked the ball left, where no

one was.

Micheel got to the ball, faked out UNC's Stacey Enos

and went one-on-one with O'Dell. Micheel shot, picked up

the rebound and drove it just inside the right post at the

18:50 mark for the 2-0 lead.

"I didn't think they would allow me to be in there. Then

was barely any pressure on me, " Micheel said.

Bowsher did what she does best. She controlled the mid

fii'ld on offense and on defense for UMass, who hav.

outscored its opponents by a 42 1 margin.

"She was just brillant," Dorrance .said. "She was jus

outstanding. She just works and works on defense."

UNC did have a few chances, two shots rolling acros;

the goal mouth and three shots on goal by its best foward

April Heinrichs, but they couldn't convert.

'They (UM) have to be numlxM one." Dorrance .said

"They are the only unbeaten, untied team."

"That only matters at the end of the season," Band;

said.

But for the 1000 fans who packed ihv Boyden grand

stands and ringed the field standing and clapping durini

the final minute in tribute Saturday, a number one rank

ing is what the team deserves.

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
T^toCollegl Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Men - Thurs; 8 45 - 2:30 Fri .Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day
come to ^oneyi«

^^^^ .^ advance • Phone number FREE

"AAA RESUME SERVICE"
n«w tires M.ooi) mi asking |1»)50 c«Il eve Nq Amhent MoU)rg'549-S880

628-4457

of resumes, cover lettera Rob 253 7527
rustiC.all 253^956 »460 or BO

1»7J VW S«pCTbeeU* - nii« P^^J^
mileage, strong floorboards but out«rtoody

ACTIVITIES

Tonifftit! Radical Student Union meeting

room 90."i CC 5:30 pm new members

always welcome

Abilitica Unliaiited, handicapped/diaabi

ed and non^isabled student org.. Recep

lion tonight 6 30-8 pm. Brett main

lounge. UMass. Refresh, served

ANDREA MOSS

2 door 80 CiUtlon 83k miles everything

redone, no rust $2500 leave message for

Liaura eves 1 772-0745

7» BMW SM 6 cyl. 4 »pd. sunroof Perrelli

AM FM caaaette 60000 miles excellent

cond. best offer 5491119

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWKATKRH^

lOIKwool only ISO in the Concourae 8 days

a week in October tee you there

Schwinn LeTottr. 24 in metallic blue in

excellent condition. A bargain at 200 or

best offer Call Joe 546-6170

Datsun Wagon 74 new carburator

radiator brakes etc runs excellent needs

battery must sell $450 call 2.S6-1370

Radar Detector Bear Finder- 1 no more

tickeU saves $$ call Steve anytime

266-8467

FOUND

Oct 2Ut to Kim Bierwart. 36 Warburtoh

Way, Northampton, MA 01
'>g|j

Spaniah Tutor (native speaker) Please

aiTMiguelina 586-3100 ext 3357 (after

7.30 pm)

Narainc aaaiatanU: all shifu. flexible

scheduling. compeUtive salary, fnnge

h^nefitS^ AmhVr.t Nursing Home
266-8185

Kitthcn aida: Part time positions. More

^g and afternoon Excellent salary wd fr

in|e henefiU. Amherst Nursing Home

256-8185

Own a aUndard aato? Earn some cash

leaching me to drive 546-5414

Jennifer you are welcome for the twins.

You know I love you and the boys. MLT

JF>^~ Meals!! AXO needs peopje for

setup/cleanup In exchange for real food!

Call and uk for Julie at 549 1063 or

545 2152

Silver framed ere glaaaes in brown caae.

Found in Has. 134 caII 549 1369
LCA LIITLE 8I8TER8

Go home! You're legal in New York now

Happy Nineteenth Birthday! This peraonw

ad wM sponsored by; Dina, Judith, Betty

Anne & Lisa _^

DEAD
Key in Gunneaa Lab on Thurs Oct 10 call

Jim 586-9208

AUDIO

Clarion AM/FM Caaaette Deck. 100 watt

4.way speakers, 5 band Craig eaualiier &
booster, and a 7 band egualiier and

booster. Call Scott at 256-6802

Help Help Help Help Help Help Help

I didn't get any tirkeU for >hi9 lour If you

have any extra Worcester or New Jet^V

tix please call me. Matkins 256 1203

645-fcoO

HELP WANTED

LCA Uttle Siatera and piwaipecUve

nishees. Mandatory meeting 6:00 Tues

day 15 or call 549 4063 we miss you

ENTERTAINMENT

Panaaonic Radio AM FM and

recorder for sale call Lina 549-6934
tape

Raek-A-Diac Entertainment Agency.

Disc Jockeys, large screen video dances,

light shows and rentals. 549-7144

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Impala 24000 miles! great condition

best offer call Miles 2560033 evenings

1976 Ford Granada must sell now Call

for deUils Rick 549 594.'<

ItTS Uguna loaded PW PL PS PB tiU

AC cruise AM/FM swivel buckets low mi.

great condition call Chris 6 7464 $2500

70 VW Bug rcimnTenpne perfect under

body needs minor repairs 648-9315

FOR RENT

NYC Colombia area. Large quiet fi rooms

available now for WedMon on regular

basis 413 256-0102

Sunderland. 2 bdrm apt, on busline,

420/month, everything included. Avail im

mediately! 666-3440. leave message

FOR SALE

77 Cullaaa Supreme exc. cond. new

brake" and tires VBP.S AC caII 546-7207

197$ DaUnn 710 aUtion wagon g™?! ™"
condition $350 or BO call Shawnning

256 6880

TRSnnbird standard low mileage AC new

radials great condition $1650 549-4698

ItTI Fort M«»<»rtek good condition auto

Inespenaive womon'a aklrU. m«jy style*

all under $20 Kenya bags $16 call

549-4863 ___^__—

—

Lab "Series idOw guitar ampHfler exc

$275 or BO call Rob 54941 41

FiTe^ Cabinetsy and 4 drawer s^f^^
and le^l siie office aualitv and steel desks

Sick of DC food? Get out of the DCs' Gel

a rebate of your meal plan money plus free

home cooked meals Only 15 to 20

hra/week. Call Jim at 5452160

'Teamwork* Sporta is hiring work studv

only Apply in Economic Development Of-

ficeby ()ctober 18
.

Put your ear to work for you Superior

Piwa needs drivers able to work al least

one weekend day call 649-0626

Overaeai Joba. Summer, yr round.

Europe, S. Amenc*. Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo Sightseeing. Free in-

fo Write IJC, Box 52 MAI Corona Del

Mar. CA 92625 ^
Telemarkelinf A Sales No c»r necessary

commission & salary fl"'''!', hours

availablecall Dave days .549 4732 nite

649-6913

Tutor needed Introductory Physics

636-2286

AFS returnees are needed to help recruit,

and inl»Tvipw students Contact Jean

F^an8<^n SOM MBA Box 34

Aaaiirant Swim Conch; Local

Y M C.A.'USS Team. PracUces: Mon-Fn,

5:30-7:00 pm Experience desired For in-

terview aend cover letter and resume by

LOST

Loet • glaaaes in brown caae. left in Hatch

on a table, someone picked them up.

please, any info call 256 1778 eves

Roee tinted glasses in blue caae. pro^

bably near Th(>mps«)n, on 9/23 Reward.

Heasecall Sue ,546 7971

SWAGandWMUA
present

The Ramones w/the Neighborhoods

Friday. November 1. 1985

in the Student Union Ballroom

tickets go on sale October 21 st

watCTi this space for info

another

Southwest Area Government
Production

Beth - Happiness is hard to come by in thi

life, and you have given me more than m
ahare. Love Jeff

rttOFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

CMea. papers, diasertations. theaea, on

campus, dependable, outstanding quality

tow rates, 584 7924

BriMi'a Typing Service. Fast. acruraU

Available almost anytime. 665-7662.

ROOMMATE WANTED

Aat Ui ahare pleasant reaaonable ideall

(anted in Amherst Center 774-2740

SERVICES

Loat gold rope bracelet if found please

contact Audrey 646-8096 thanks

iOO years and going strong*! Happy Bir

thday Alpha Chi Omega!!'!

JowmeTHappy ZOth Birthday! Friends

forever, Joan

PERSONALS

Daar Frind, Rrcks smiling face is going

craxy with curioaity please come forward

fill to neceaaiUte or involve.

Spend the Spring (and Summer) in sunny

Sriain Quality inslnjclion at economy

prices Bus AdminislraUon, Hispanir

Studies, Art* & Sciences; (Irad course for

Spanish teachers. Contact: Admissions, St

ijouis Uraversitv 221 N. Grand Blvd St

Louis. MO 63103 or 8LU in Spam, C/de la

Vina 3, 28003 Madrid, Spain^

John.TrorirNortheaslem to UMaas we've

had two great years! Thanks for making

them so special' 1 love you alwavs! Me

Mt HolToke'- My green backpack thinks

your red dufflebag is cute. Can they meet.

Ex-Mt Holyoke

Profeaalonal tjr^nc done by UMasa at

dent Reasonable rates. R Cham
1-6S7-0044

TAILOR AlUration Esneri Same Di

Service Availalile SHAANNS Rt 1

Sunderlanii ( )\n'n H am 666-3878

Coins' mail tutoriiig 5.00 perHi

former \iAI\2\ grader Alex 266 12.t9

YMwfilTit - WE RIGHT IT! Word pr

ceasing • lo"ks UMter than tyning sav

time and $$$. Best service lowest rat

TOTAL ACCK.SS 199 Main Northampt.

586-1012

ian - Anything-'significant'' hap^

pen this past weekendTT Hope you had a
Jeff
pen v.,.»

, ,

good one! See you at lunch

fRAVBL

py Bday
Bnan

I today, (

6 91».'l Have a
Ellen Fears isYuminf 19 tojU^, Call &
wish her » Happy
^Kid one Ellen! Br

Concert Seeuri'ty and SUge Crew
Volunteers wante for the Ramones Con-

•ert First meeting for volunteeni is

THuraday. t>ctober 17th at 6:00 pm in the

Hampden Southside Room in Southwest

For^Swre info call SWAC at 5 0960^ The

Ramones Concert is another Southwest

Area Cfovernment Production

MONTREAL COLLEGE WEEKEJ
Novemlier 1 ;( dnnking age IH $t>H. I

call Bonnie H 6432

"TYPINli a WORD PROCESSING

NexTday service?TYPE RITE 25351

QUALITY •TYPING. Ixrng or short p

)ect«. Will correct grammar, .sfielling.

punctustiiin Melirukma proofreadii

New IBM tyiH-wnter 549-WI67
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SPORTS
There will be a mandatory meeting for the Stockbndge

basketball team, both returning and new candidates, to

day at 4 p.m. in Boyden 223.

If you can not make the meeting, contact coach Jack

Leaman before the meeting in Boyden 228 at 545-1301.

UM Defense d'
Football 3-3, beating Northeastern;

defense resuces slumping offense

10-7

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

BROOKLINE - Luckily for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, its defense never

rests.
.

Sparked one again y an unyielding

defense, the Minutemen evened out their

record at 3-3, beating winless Northeastern

10-7 in a sloppy game before 5,100 at Par-

sons Field.

"The defense has been great all season,

give them all the credit," said UMass coach

Bob Stull. "They set up out touchdown,

stopped Northeastern all day and controll-

ed the tempo of the game. I just wish our

offense could get it together."

Quarterback Bob Williamson was two-

for-six for 28 yards and fumbled four snaps

from center, losing the ball once. He was

sacked four times for a loss of 28 yards. All

in all, a less-then-memorable performance.

The UMass offense was pitiful the entire

day, gaining only 163 yards (a mere 45 in

the first half). The Minutemen had but

eight first downs and fumbled six times,

losing the ball three times.

Northeastern's only touchdown came

after tailback George Barnwell fumbled on

his own 28. Barnwell ran well, gaining 79

yards on 14 carries, but his two fumbles

caused Stull to bench him in favor of

sophomore Ted Barrett during the last UM
possession. Barrett responded, carrying the

ball six times for 30 yards, picking up a key

first down that helped UMass kill some

time late in the game. He also caught a 38

a 14 tackles, three sacks, two fumbles caus-

ed and a fumble recovered, the 275 pound

catalyst was named to the ECAC weekly

all-star team.

"I feel the defense has to set the tone,

keep the other team off balance and give

us a chance to win the game." Dwyer said.

"We've played well this season. They

scored on a cheap play, nobody has been

able to drive on us."

Outside linebacker Todd Rundle, who

played quarterback on a high school team

that ran the wishbone, also proved

troublesome to the Huskies, making nine

tackles, six that resulted in a loss of

yardage.

"It's was diffucult adjusting at first, the

turf speeds the game up," said Rundle.

"But we made some good plays. Coach

UMass' defense:

the best?
of

time late in tne game, ne Biisu «,auBm. " "--^ .
, n . . j

ya^d ouchdown pass that was called back (Jim) Reid prep^ed us for what we saw and

because of a clip in the UMass backfield. the scout team did a great job in practice

The defense, which should sue the offense

for lack of support this season, was outstan-

ding. Now ranked first in the nation in

scoring defense (9.1 points-per-game),

UMass took some time adjusting to the NU
wishbone offense, but once they were set,

the Huskies were taken out of the game.

"The wishbone seemed real fast at first,"

said UMass nose tackle Mike Dwyer. With

After a scoreless first period, highlighted

by a mised Northeastern field goal, UMass
scored on an eight yard run by fullback

Tony Strickland. The UMass drive'

covered 10 yards, coming after a blocked

Northeastern punt.

The Huskies were forced to punt at their

24. Punter Jeff Furgason chased a bad snap

continued on page 18

How good is the University

Massachusetts defense?

In the latest NCAA national division

1-AA statistics, the Minutemen are rank-

ed first in scoring defense, allowing a

mere 9.1 points-per-game over six contests

this season.

UMass is third in overall yardage

defense, allowing 244.17 yards-per-game,

and 18th in rushing defense at 103 yards-

per-game. Against the pass, UMass allows

141 yards-per-game.

The Minutemen, who allowed just 29

yards of total offense in the second half

of Saturday's 10-7 victory at Nor-

theastern, have allowed just five

touchdowns this season. One came on a

deflected pass, one on a halfback option

and two others after the UM offense

fumbled deep in its own territory. Only

one team, number one ranked Richmond,

has had a long drive for a score this season

against UMass.
UM opponents have scored only one

touchdown in the fourth quarter.

Field hockey
rebounds,

beating ODU
Champs fall

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

With its back against the wall and its number nine na-

tional ranking on the line, the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team blasted three-time na-

tional champion Old Dominion, 2-1 on Sunday at Totman

while knocking off tenth ranked Temple, 4-2 in an earlier

home game on Saturday.

"Oh my God, it's unbelieveable," an ecstatic Megan

Donnelly said, after UMass beat Old Dominion. "I've had

four years of frustration, but we finally got them. There

was no stopping us because we wanted them too badly

This feels better than I ever thought it would."

The two wins improved the Minutewomen's record tc

8 21, serving notice to the NCAA National Tournament

Committee that the missing intensity responsible for the

Minutewomen's five place drop in the national ranking?

has been recaptured, and that UMass is once again a

serious contender for the national championship.

This was a very big win for us and our program.

"University of Mas.sachusetts head coach Pam Hixon said,

referring to Sunday's capper over Old Dominion. "Its

always great to beat the best.

"We are now going to be a factor to be reckoned with.

From now on we are going to control our destiny, no one

else." she said. "I dont think I've coached a team that

was ever in a more must win situation this early in the

season. But my players just reached back and gave

everything they had to us and each other."

After experiencing what some people believed to be their

most disheartening performance to date, a 11 tie to

unranked Northeastern last Tuesday, the Minutewomen,

who will certainly rise in the national rankings, weren't

expected to battle the national champions as it had so pas

sionately in the past.

Hixon said that changes had to be made. UMass had

been fiat against the Huskies and needed a spark to give

the Minutewomen renewed winning desire. Hixon

countered by sitting down four starters, replacing them

with freshmen Colleen Reilly, Julie Stuart. Ruth

VasapoUi and Cathy DeAngelis.

"All my freshman played with intensity and enthusiasm

and gave the team what it needed. Sometimes freshmen

dont know who they're playing. Its their first chance to

play and they just want to impress they don't know to be

intimidated becau.se they've yet to have game experience.

They just don't know any better^that's the attitude we

needed.

'

Old Dominion has been the team everyone has wanted

to upset the last three years, but no one has had much

success, especially when the national crown has been up

for grabs.Temple. traditionally in the shadow of the Lady

Monarchs. has always been tough, physical and beatable.

The Owls have been vulnerable and beaten by the

continued on page 18

ColleKian phnio by Paul DesmaraiR

Massachusetts forward Amy Robertson Oeft) fights Temple's Mandee Moore for the ball

in action Saturday. UMass beat Temple, 4-2.

Men now 11-3 on season

Minutemen blank Rhode Island, 4-0
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

Bring on Connecticut.

Led by an Anders Hedelin hat trick, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team rolled over the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island. 4-0 on Saturday setting up a confron-

tation between the top two teams in New England torn

morrow afternoon in Storrs.

"Everybody played real well." said UMass coach Jeff Get

tier. "We put on a clinic in the first half. Now there is no

pressure going into Connecticut. We are number two,

that's pretty good. They are number one, they have to de

fend it."

The victory over URI extended the Minutemen's (11 3)

winning streak to six games. They have won 10 of their

last 11. The 11 wins is a new record for Massachusetts

men's soccer.

Hedelin scored his first goal at the 14:33 mark. The

junior forward picked up a pass from Ferdie Adoboe in back

of the Ram defense and fired a shot past goalkeeper Lance

Klima's right

Midfielder Andy Bing interupted Hedelin's heroics for

a brief moment at the 34;26 when he stole a pass, rushed

the middle of the URI defense, and blasted a shot from

35 yards out into the top right corner of the net for an

unassisted goal.

Hedelin scored his last two tallies in the closing minutes

of the first half. The Sweedish import scored his second

goal with 4:17 to go on a pass from F.J. Zwicklbauer. He

completed the hat trick.with just 19 ticks left on the clock.

continued on page 18
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Chancellor challenges
Accuracy in Academia

Collcifian photo by Paul Desmarais

RAINY DAY BLUES — A student and her shadow take cover from the

rain yesterday by the Fine Arts Center sculpture.

Areas reject constitution
Senate takes it up
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association

Constitution will be rejected at tonight's

Undergraduate Student Senate meeting

because it hasn't received enough area

government support, according to student

officials.

The proposed document needed the ap-

proval of four of the seven area govern-

ments, and as of last night. Northeast and

Sylvan area^ had rejected it, while Orchard

Hill and the Greek area had abstained. An
abstention is in effect a no vote, and the re-

jection will result in further review and

discussion of the document in the coming

weeks.
Concerning the people who had problems

with the document, Senate Speaker John

Ruddock said he hopes "they would bring

those concerns and make them explicitly

known." Ruddock was unaware of a lack of

area government support, because only one

area had notififtd him before last night's

constitution forum scheduled to answer

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

After the dust had settled, University of

Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph D. Duf-

fey found himself with a further debate

commitment against a member of Accuracy

in Academia.
Duffey's debate Monday on Cable News

Network (CNN) with Reed Irvine, a

member of the group which advocates the

monitoring of professors, resulted in the

chancellor's challenge for Irvine to come to

campus.
"I would be delighted to come up and

debate with Sam Bowles (a Umass
economics professor targeted by the group)

and .some of the other Socialists and Marx-

ists you have teaching in your department

of economics," Irvine said in response to the

invitation.

In a telephone interview yesterday, Duf-

fey said he had drafted an invitation to Ir-

vine. "I hope he does come up for a debate,"

he said. "He committed himself to one

Monday."
Accuracy in Academia, formed by the

Washington-based Accuracy in Media, has

pinpointed UMass as one of several colleges

requiring monitoring by students.

Irvine, speaking in the debate from CNN
headquarters in Washington, said the

group seeks to promote greater accuracy on

campus. "I don't think that any genuine

liberal, including Dr. Duffey, would say that

questions concerning the document that

they had objections to it.

Cyndy Wison, Orchard Hill area govern-

ment treasurer, said her members abstain-

ed "because of lack of time" to review the

document. She added that not enough

copies of the document were distributed to

the area's members.
"We thought that certain parts ofthe con-

stitution were inadequate," said Mike Cer-

rato, president of the Northeast area

government. "There were parts left in that

contradicted our bylaws."

Bob Griffen, a senator from the Greek

area, said his area government will "have

no position" on the document, which

qualifies as an abstention. "The SGA
leadership has not been actively pushing

the SGA constitution," he said. "Ifyou don't

give people support, they're not going to

pass it."

Defending his role in pushing for passage,

Ruddock said just as "it's the responsibili-

ty of the speaker as chief executive officer

of this (senate) assembly," it's the area's

presidents who are "responsible as chief ex-

ecutive officers of their own areas to pro-

vide (information) for their assembly."

a professor who gets up and tells his class

that there is more injustice in the United

States than there was in Nazi Germany,
that that is a reflection of liberal bias.

That's simply outright falsehood. And
that's the kind of thing that we are trying

to overcome."

Irvine said his group has student

reporters on over 110 college campuses
ready to report on professors' views. Duf-

fey, speaking from New York, said he found

the aims of Irvine's group confusing. "First

they indicated that they were going after

what they considered to be left-wing bias.

Then later they said they were trying to

preserve a balanced presentation in the

classroom, and now they're talking about

accuracy.

"If your group could encourage students

to read, to ask questions, to be vocal in the

classroom, to engage in debate, 1 think we

would have a very common league," he said.

Duffey was cut off by Irvine when he
questioned Irvine's "network of informers."

"Reporters, Dr. Duffey, not informers,

reporters," he said. JHis group wants to

give students "materials which they're not

getting in the reading list the professors

give them, which will enable them to

challenge some of the things that are be-

ing said.
continued on page 3

Legislator wants sanctions

South African anger pr*

to erupt soon, he says

By JOSEPH R. TIGAN
Collegian Correspondent

Unless the U.S. combines external

pressure on apartheid with existing inter

nal pressure, it will be impossible to achieve

a peaceful solution in South Africa, accor-

ding to Congressman Stephen Solarz (D-

New York).

In a speech yesterday at the University

of Massachusetts, he said the U.S. must

maximize its pressure on the South African

government to produce a non racial

environment.
"Originally, I thought we had about 10

years to reach a solution in South Africa,"

Solarz said. "But with the enormous in-

crease in rage and impatience, especially

in young blacks, that time has diminished

to two to three years."

Solarz, 38, from Brooklyn, is the fourth-

ranking Democrat on the House Foreign

Affairs committee and former chairman of

the Africa subcommittee. He has just

returned from a visit to South Africa in

August, his fifth visit there.

There could be a death toll of about a half

million people in that country with racial

segregation if a resolve is not reached

within that two to three year period, Solarz

said.

Labeled as a 'meddler' with a policy of

"starve them into .submission' by his op

eKianpnutxibySul DeHmaraiH

New York Congressmen Stephen
Solarz.

ponents in South Africa, Solarz favors im-

posing economicsanctions on South Africa

to pressure that government int"*

abolishing apartheid. ,

"If the US simply talks of economic sanc-

tions, and doesn't enact them. South Africa

wouldn't be prepared to take such a threat

seriously." Solarz said. "We must
continued on page 3
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"What we have here is an incredibly simplistic attempt to set up a sort of

iT^ormai ministry oftruth that 's going to tell the rest ofus what '8 accurate.
"

— .Chancellor Joseph D. Dv.ff«y on t-h^tt group Accuracy in Academia
J
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MITprofwinsa Nobel
STOCKHOLM. Sweden(AP)-France

Modigliani, a Massachusetts Institute of

Technology professor, won the 1985 Nobel

Prize in economics Tuesday for theories he

developed 30 years ago on personal savings

and the value of businesses.

'I am obviously very pleased.' the

67-year-old economist said at his home in

Belmont. Mass. 'It's always nice to hear

that the work I've done is appreciated and

regarded as important.'

Modigliani, who emigrated from his

native Italy to the United States at the

beginning of World War II, was cited for

theories on how people save for their old

age and for refining economic thinking on

how to determine the market value of

businesses.

Yesterday's award marked the 13th time

in the 17 years of the prize that it was won
or shared by an American.

Professor Assar Lindbeck, a member of

the Swedish prize jury, said after the an-

nouncement Uiat Modigliani' s work 'is not

explaining what we should do. It explains

what we see and helps us understand the

world.'

The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences,

which made the award, said Modigliani

developed a life-cycle hypothessis of

household saving and formulated theorems

used to value firms and capital costs.

Modigliani's savings theories, worked

out in the 1950s with a student, the late

Richard Brumberg, helped demonstrate

how people reduced their savings when
they could count on improved pensions.

He said yesterday that he leaves deci-

sions about household finances to his wife,

Serena. As he expressed it: 'I give the

general ideas, and my wife makes better

specific decisions.'

Theories Modigliani developed with col-

league Merton Miller, also in the 1950s,

de^t with corporate finance.

Lindbeck said work by Modigliani and

Miller showed that 'a company manager
should not maximize annual profits but

maximize the value of shares on the stock

market.'
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undercurrent for Fall! K

Choose from our wide selection of
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tap pants, bras and bikinis, nightgowns
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Come in and browse!

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 549-6915

M-S 10-5:30, Sun. 12-5:00

S E S T

stuily .irouiul the worlJ, visitinn Japan, Korea,

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt,
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Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education

University of Pittsburgh. 2E Fbrbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh. PA 15260

Special Slide Presentations!
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accepted for Spring 1986!!
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Chancellor dedicates environmental health center
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

Nine years ago, a newly hired University of

Massachusetts professor had a dream to initiate the na-

tion's first attempt to find regional solutions to en-

vironmental health problems. Yesterday, his goal was
accomplished.

A dedication ceremony took place yesterday for the Nor-

theast Regional Environmental Public Health Center, to

be located in the UMass Public Health Building. The
brainchild of public health professor Edward J. Calabrese,

the center is supported by the public health departments
of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Con-

necticut and Rhode Island.

"This day represents this University's commitment to

public service and our commitment to working in coopera-

tion with our (neighboring) states," said Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey at the ceremony.

The main purpose of the center is to allow public health

officials throughout the northeast region to gather and
take integrated approaches to solving environmental

health problems. The organizers hope agreement will be

reached on industry regulations for all of New England.

The center will supply education, technical information,

research services, jdong with public policy formulation and
evaluation for regional officials.

In the keynote address, Douglas Costle, Esq. former ad-

Groups fight hunger
withWorld Food Day
By JIM BURKHUAGE
Collegian Correspondent

World Food Day at the University of Massachusetts, the

culmination of efforts by members of the UMass Hunger

T^sk Force and MassPIRG, begins at 10 a.m. today in

Campus Center room 169.

Funds will be raised for hunger relief agencies through

private donations and by selling balloons and t-shirts. Pro-

ceeds raised at UMass will be contributed to the USA for

Africa fund, which has helped raise money nationwide for

famine relief. The effort is also backed by the National

Student Campaign Against Hunger.

The UMass Hunger T^sk Force is a group of about 15

students who work on their own and in conjunction with

other organizations to raise money for hunger relief

projects.

"Student interest has not been as high as it could have

been in the past," co-president Meryl Gura said. In addi-

tion to raising money. World Food Day is an effort to

educate, inform and get people involved in the issue. The

day's events will include videotape presentations and

guest speakers from the Western Mass. Food Bank and

Oxfam America.
Each year, the Hunger Tksk Force sponsors Oxfam

America in the Fast for a World Harvest. This is an event

when students can choose to give up one meal in the din-

ing commons so that the cost can be contributed to the

fight against hunger This year the event will take place

on Nov 21. Students can fill out contribution cards which

will be located near the cashiers' stations. "Twenty-one

children die every minute from hunger," Gura said.

Health coordinator says

it's tough in Guatemala

TA.IACOVONE
Collegian Staff

Basic health care in Guatemala is very difficult to ad-

minister because of the overall economic, social and

political conditions of the country. Curt Wands, coordinator

of the Guatemala Health Rights Support Project (GHRSP),

said Friday at the University of Massachusetts.

The infant mortality rate in Guatemala is 27 percent.

The three leading causes of death are entiritis, influenza

or pneumonia, and death caused by violence. The GHRSP
serves to disseminate information on health conditions in

Guatemala as well as to raise funds and train health

workers.

"The most difficult part of the problem is that we have

to work clandestinely because there is repression against

all sectors of the society. Just to treat displaced people,

including 100,000 orphans, the (health) workers are risk-

ing their lives," Wands said.

Part of the economic and social conditions of Guatemala

are a result of U.S. aid, he said.

"The Agency for International Development supports

projects for the cultivation of snowpeas rather than the

more appropriate beans and corn;. . and although the

U.S. government has stopped arms supplies, there is still

a great deal of aid going through our allies to Guatemala."

More optimistically, Wands said that the Project's workers

employ traditional and natural medical techniques in

their services.

"When I leave, there are five or six people who can con-

tinue the work," he said.

^_^_^MM^KCon^inMf(i from pagf 1

if Duffey
"Ifwe find anyone, whether he is conservative or liberal,

who is teaching things that are incorrect, we will be hap-

py to handle those complaints and try to do something

about it," Irvine said.

"What we have here is an incredibly simplistic attempt

to set up a sort of informal ministry of truth that's going

to tell the rest of us what's accurate," DoiTey said. >

minstrator of the Environmental Protection Agency under
President Jimmy Carter, said that in the process of clim-

bing the 'learning ladder' in regards to environmental
health, our society has found that the "chemical revolu-

tion," though it "brought us economic growth and
technological advances, it also brought side effects we
hadn't ever been able to comprehend."
Costle said he sees an increasing awareness in American

society and its public officials regarding environmental
health and said,"attempts to deregualate it, caused a

renewal in our values."

Assistant Director for the Science Center for Environ-

ment Dr. Paul Wiesner talked about how a "multi-

disciplinary approach to environmental health issues" can
and will appeal to national agencies with the same in-

terests such as the Food and Drug Administration and the

National Center for Disease Control.

"The biggest need (of the environmental health profes-

sion) is the development of models for interacting with a

concerned community," Wiesner said.

First, he said, people in the profession must "retdize that

people as people have something to contribute," and that

scientists in this field have always had "problems with

credibility."

Wiesner said those involved with environmental and
public health issues have to come to the realization that

"discussions between scientists which had at one time

been private must now become public," which he said will

help toward attaining credibility.

Shade Tree Laboratories
turn 50, will be honored
In celebration of their 50th anniversary, the University

of Massachusetts Shade Tree Laboratories will be

honored today by the Massachusetts Tree Warden's and

Forester's Association.

According to Dr Francis W Holmes, director of the

laboratory, there will be a plaque presentation and an

the planting of an honorary tree, called the 'Kentucky

Coffee Tree' (a Gymnocladus dioicus), which will serve

to help the laboratory's teaching program.

"The purpose of the laboratory is to conduct research

and educational programs in support of the public shade

tree officials of the commonwealth," said Holmes, adding

that the shade tree industry is an important one for

Massachusetts because it involves more than 30,(X)0 jobs.

The ceremony, which will be held outside the Shade

Tree Laboratories building, will include speeches given

by State Rep. James Collins,D-Amherst, Associate Direc-

tor Richard A. Rohde of the Mass. agricultural experi-

ment and other noted officials from the University and

abroad. The laboratories, whose work has brought inter-

national recognition to UMass, will also receive citations

from the state.

-BETHANNE MOSKOV

('(illc(jian |>hiii(i U\ Paul I)<'smur:iis

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

Class for women teaches
management of problems
Any woman wishing to improve her self-image can begin

to do so by enrolling in an eight-week class designed to

help women feel more positively about themselves despite

their weight or body type. Registration for the class ends
today.

Barbara Harrington, author of "One Size Fits All?", will

teach the course aimed at frustrated dieters and com-
pulsive overeaters who find they can't feel good about
themselves because they are not at the correct weight.

"The course is designed to help women try to develop

better self images by finding out who they are inside their

bodies," Harrington said.

The class will feature readings, writings, discussion, and
"imagining" exercises to help women become more com-

fortable with their bodies. By focusing on how they feel

about food and how others treat them, women can begin

to turn negative feelings into positive ones.

"This is not a weight loss class. It is a class for women
of all shapes and sizes who are tired of using food and con-

stant dieting as a means of changing their lives," Harr-

ington said.

Harrington, herself a recovered bulimic, compares "One
Size Fits All?" to a consciousness raising class rather than

a counseling session. It is a reaction to the present talk

CuI|pKi«n photti hy Scott MaKUiiv.

SURVEY OF A SURVEYOR- Civil Engineering student Alex Gimpelman, right, checks out the line

of angle from his tripod focusing on the Engineering East building while his lab partner looks on.

• continued from page 1* Solarz
manifest by deed as well as by word." Solarz mentioned

the executive order for limited economic sanctions issued

by President Ronald Reagan as one of the measures taken

by the U.S. in an effort to disassemble apartheid.

"The problem in South Africa will be solved when that

government sees that the price of maintaining apartheid

is greater than the cost of eliminating it.

"1985 has been a significant year for awareness in the

U.S. of the strife in South Africa, due mainly to the media.

And with Reagan's support of ecpAomic sanctions, the

question is not whether sanctions should be made, but

which sanctions?"

According to Solarz, the release of Nelson Mandella from

prison would be a strategic step to easing tension over

racial negotiation.

"Over the last 5 years, Mandella has been transformed

into a figure of mythic proportions and any hope for serious

negotiation between the government and black leaders

hinges on his approval of many issues," Solarz stated.

"The issue of segregation is no longer the main issue

but rather, the distribution of political power"
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HAIRCUT
$6.00

with this ad/coupon

atSHEAR DELIGHT
complete hairstyling for men & women

549-1502
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Bay Bank* Food Baskat

Triangle St.

SHEAR
DELIGHT

SUGAR
• Most Americans consume about 33 teaspoons of sugar a day.

• 70% of the sugar you consume is In processed foods.

• Sugar Is the leading ingredient added to foods.

• High sugar consumption has been related to obesity and

dental cavities.

• Sugar has little nutritional value.

SENSIBLE SUQQESTIONS"

You don't have to give up all your favorite sweets

but try to eat sweets in moderation.

Cut down on portions.

Put the sugar bowl away.

Use spices like cinnamon or nutmeg instead of sugar.

Substitute nature's candy - FRUIT - for some dessrts and snacks.

Division of Health Education and University Vending Services

Free Spirited!!

Manager Trainees

25 Openings
Nationwide Tool and Supply Company

Expanding telemarketing division

in Amherst
Guaranteed salary

plus commission and bonus

Go Getters Only

Call (256-4101) for an appointment

part time and full time

positions available

* * Just 2 weeks left * *

Washington D.C. Spring Internships

All application materials must

be in Washington by Oct. 25, 1985

Hurry in now for a

Spring Internship Program

16 Curry Hicks

545-0727

Over 100 schools — including:

Boston University

University of Chicago
Columbia University

Dartmouth College

Emory University

Institute for Paralegal Training

University of Michigan
Monterey Institute of International Studies
New School for Social Research
Northeastern University

Pace University

Pratt Institute

Tulane University

University of Massachusetts Medical Center
University of Vermont

WANG Institute of Graduate Studies

ALL STUDENTS!!!
4th Annual Five College

GRADUATE &
PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL
INFORMATION DAY ''^'i^^

Wednesday, October 16
Campus Center Auditorium
10 am to 3 pm
Information & Literature on:

Admission,
Financial Aid,

Sponsored by:

University Placement Service

Career Development Office

Careers Options Resource Center

Career Services

Office of Career Counseling

University of Massachusetts
Smith College

Hampshire College

Mount Holyoke College

Amherst College
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Coalition vs. administration
In 1977 the University of Massachusetts

became one of the first Universities in this

country to totally divest from South Africa.

Last summer we discovered that UMass
had become one of the first universities in

the country to REINVEST in South Africa

and after months of fruitless negotiations

with UMass Administration over this, on

April 1st, 100 students, calling ourselves

the April 1st Coalition occupied the Vice-

Chancellor of student affairs office.

The national media zeroed in on UMass
and because of this attention. Chancellor

Duffey did not call in the police. After four

days a negotiated settlement establishing a

commission of administrators, faculty and

students to discuss divestment was reach-

ed.

But as the media turned its attention

away from UMass and focused on places

such as Columbia, Cornell and Berkeley,

the struggle at UMass intensified. And,

with the national media no longer wat-

ching, the Administration decided to fight

back.

On April 10th, some six days after the

end of the sit-in, a business conference was

held in the Campus Center, featuring a

representative of Citicorp, the largest U.S.

lender to the government of South Africa.

When two students attempted to silently,

peacefully and legally hold up a banner pro-

testing Citicorp's support for Apartheid,

they were assaulted by a University

employee, then illegally arrested, handcuff-

ed and thrown in jail, in direct violation of

their First Amendment Rights.

Some three weeks later, after the divest-

ment commission issued its report calling

for immediate divestment, over 100

members of the Coalition marched to the

UMass Treasurer's office to demand that

the Treasurer follow the report and im-

mediately divest the stocks. We were told

we couldn't see the Treasurer as he was in

Worcester for the day. when in fact we
learned later, he was at his home in

Amherst and in communication with the

UMass police force. 32 students decided to

stay peacefully until they could talk to the

Treasurer. They were arrested, handcuff-

ed, dragged, transported on a bus

dangerously leaking gasoline, held in the

UMass police station for sue hours and

abused by UMass police, including one

woman who was dragged by the chain con-

necting her handcuffs and one man who
received a billyclub in the groin. They were

then taken to six different jails all over the

Marc Kenen

state, held overnight and brought to the

courtroom the next morning, again in

handcuffs, and arraigned on charges of

Trespassing.

As if this wasn't enough. Chancellor Duf-

fey then had the audacity to file school

disciplinary actions against these 32 for

'Inciting a Mass Disturbance'. They face

possible suspension from school.

But, obviously the Administration and

police department were saving the best for

last. One week after the action in the

treasurer's office the UMass police walked

into the Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting and arrested the speaker of the

senate, John Ruddock, who also happens to

be the leading third world member of the

April First Coalition and the most powerful

undergraduate third world student on this

campus. It seems that when the bus was

leaking gasoline John ran to get help from

the head of the police department. In his

haste, he put his hand on the roof of a car

and vaulted over it. The car happened to

belong to one of the UMass police officers,

who claims that there is over $200 worth of

damage. Half a dozen people have examin-

ed the car and found no damage. Ruddock

was charged with a felony, malicious

destruction of property, handcuffed, taken

to jail and held on $200 bail.

These actions represent a seemingly bla-

tant attempt by the UMass Administration

and police force to intimidate and crush the

growing student movement on this cam-

pus. But it will not work. They can arrest

us, jail us, brutalize us, and discipline us but

we will not be intimidated by an Ad-

ministration that calls for human rights in

South Africa and jails students for holding

up a banner; that denounces apartheid but

reaped profits off of companies and banks

that thrive on apartheid; that criticizes

police violence in South Africa but utilizes

and condones it on campus and worst of all,

an administration that calls for the

freedom of the leader of the black people of

South Africa, Nelson Mandela while impri-

sioning the leader of the undergraduate

third world community here at home, John

Ruddock. This summer, the University

finally divested fully, but the students'

fight goes on.

Marc Kenen is a member of the April 1st

Coalition.

This week-random thoughts

What we can do about world hunger
There is a crisis occuring every day, all

over the world, that not enough people are

aware of. This crisis is Hunger, it is Disease,

it is Death. Not just last year, in Ethiopia,

but constantly, everywhere, including the

United States.

There are many people who think they

understand the situation, but do not do

anything to find out more about it. These

people simply 8ay,"Sure, I know what

'hunger' is, it's the discomfort, pain or

weakness caused by a need for food." Yet,

hunger is much more than a dictionary

definition. There are many who think

they've done something to help, but listen-

ing to Live-Aid and "We Are The World"

just isn't enough. Giving up a turkey, stuf-

fing and potatoes dinner at the DC's once

a year is certainly a start, but it still isn't

enough.
"What is enough?" you may ask. Well,

nothing is ever enough, but there is plen-

ty that you can do that will help a lot. There

is an organization on campus that is call-

ed the UMass Hunger 'ftwk Force, and it's

there for you to help the hungry. The

"ymi"i8 the 26,156 students on this aware,

involved, caring campus. The-'them" is the

21 children who die every minute from

hunger. It is the billions of people all ower

the world who don't have anything to eat;

who don't get enough helfx

Haider is the most widespread cause of

human suffering in the world todsy—most

peo|rie don't realize that. There are mangr

ways in which people can learn more about

hunger, and many organizations which ex-

ist for just that purpose—education. These

organizations also develop annual events in

which anyone can play a role There is a fast

that is held every November by one of these

organizations. Reulicipation here on cam-

pus entails giving up a dinner meal at the

DC's. The cost of each meal sacrificed is

donated to Oxfam America, one of the

many organizations working to combat
hunger. There is also an event being held

in the Campus Center today called World

Food Day. This event is in conjunction with

the National Student Campaign Against

Hunger, a group formed by the USA For

Africa Relief Fund. Besides these groups,

there's the Western Mass Food Bank, Bread

For The World, and many more. They are

all there, fighting to educate people,

fighting to get more people involved,

fighting to end hunger.

No one is denying the fact that the pro-

blems rf world hunger are politically bas-

ed. Yet, the primary problem—today-
seems to exist within the public This is not

to say that there is a lack of concern, just

a failure to act, perhaps due to a feeling of

helplessness. So remember, for every "us"

that feels th^ don't make a difference,

there is a "them" that knows youcould

have.

Meryl Gura, co-president

UMass Hunger T^k Fbrce

Beware of the feminist sex censors. Last

week's column on the Viking explorers is

the latest victim. Apparently, any word

with 'man' in it (I hope it's O.K. to write

'man') is subject to their rewording.

'...Norse seaworthiness was unsurpassed.'

Just think of all the words we can no longer

use: hu— , ro—tic, wo—, pen—ship, —date,

—ifest etc. Since my character has been

smeared all over the pages of the Collegian

in the past with little restraint provided by

the editors (I've been called a liar, a racist,

etc.) it's interesting that the paper objects

to a harmless word like sea—ship.

So what's the big deal about 'Accuracy in

Academia' at the University of

Massachusetts? Are not campus leftists

always the ones telling us we should ques-

tion authority? Anything that will enhance

discourse on this campus should be

welcomed. If left-wingers object, let them

start their own organization to monitor

conservative professors.

For quite some time I have been wonder-

ing why the powers that select the artwork

to be displayed on campus consistently

choose that of a contemporary nature.

There may very well be people out there,

other than the artists themselves, who en-

joy the cold pieces of twisted metal, teeter-

tottering geometric shapes and rusting

cubes scattered about campus, but I have

found few of them. Why must we erect

modem art sculptures exclusively? Cer-

tainly our generatioin is a arrogant one if

we ignore the art of the past thousands of

years in favor of the 'Cult of the New.'

Speaking of art, for those students who
have yet to see the student arts magazine,

Spectrum, they should check it out. It's bit-

ter attacks on the United States and Presi-

dent Reagan make Pravda look conser-

vative. The magazine represents such a

Stephen Erickson

narrow portion of the policital spectrum

that it would be better entitled Segment.

Oppressive and less oppressive govern-

ments of the right wing nature are dragged

through the coals while leftist dictatorships

are ignored or glorified. That shouldn't

surprise us though, for the magazines

editor, who is probably a supporter of

South African divestment, has, in the past,

sold sweaters on the Campus Center Con-

course made in Bolivia, Libya and
Afghanistan.

Americans have a right to feel good

about last week's capture of the P.L.O ter-

rorists by the United States Navy. It is cer-

tainly satisfying to finally bring some of

these murderers to justice. There could,

however, be dire consequences to what, for

now, feels like such a victory. As a result of

this recent episode, Egypt's President

Mubarak was made to look like a liar or a

fool. The undermining of Mubarak, who
rules a country with a growing Moslem
fundementalist movement, could be

dangerous. Egypt is an important ally and

a major actor in the Middle East peace pro-

cess (if there be such a thing). Let us hope it

stays that way.

Here is some sick news. Black and white

racists are putting aside their differences

to persecute Jews. The former head of the

California Ku Klux Klan has provided black

Moslem militant Louis Farrakhan with lists

of Jewish 'extremists', as well as a finan-

cial contribution. Both the KKK and Far-

rakhan's group are anti-semetic and ad-

vocate racial separation.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian columnist.

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Sub-

rrissions should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the ColUgian, 113

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or

they can be dropped off at the Collegian classified ad counter in the base-

ment of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received,"lndlviauar

replies cannot be made.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the

author's address and telephone number, which will not be pubhshed. Let-

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col

umn submissions should be between 40 and §0 lines. All submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. —Editor.
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* careers ,
Contintied from page 7

Career Services offers a two-stage workshop for inter-

viewing: part one, an overview of the one-on-one interview

and question/answer period is held from 10 to 11:30 a.m.

on Tuesdays; part two allows the student to role play an

interview on videotape for analysis and feedback. This ses-

sion, which must be signed up for in advance, is held from

3:30 to 5 p.m. on Mondays and from 4 to 6 p.m. en

Tuesdays.

Collegian correspondent Joseph Kates also contributed

to this article.

* investing • Contintied from page 7

There are two types of brokers: discount brokers, such

as banks, and retail brokers, who will spend more time

with the client but charge up to one-third more than a dis-

counter. Banch advises potential investors who want a lit-

tle more risk to buy bonds in companies that are in finan-

cial trouble. Due to their risk, they offer a higher return

and if the company goes bankrupt, the bondholders are

the first to get paid off, he says.

As for money-making schemes, however. Branch offers

some traditional advice: "If it sounds too good to be true,

it probably is." ^_^

The job should be more than

work!
A cheerful atmosphere, people who

get along, and best of all:

(1) starting salary up to $3.70 an hour

(2) flexible hours

(3) meal discount

Come give us a try!

Aren'tYottHtmgry?

CKY SEVEN

October 17-20
Thursday-Sunday

I

TONIGHT
You name it, he's surely got It

D.J. KENNY the WHALE
The biggest D.J, you've ever seen

and the biggest disc collection

no cover with student I.D.

THURSDAY OCT 17th

the bovs are back in town

With A Prediction

For Fun...
starting Wadntsday, om day

bafara tht Sak, visft Hampsiiira

MairsPsychk Fair with

raadings affarad at a naminai

faa!

Featuring:

• Astrology

• Tarot Cards

• Palmistry

• Numerology

• And Much More
LKnM MiwMn rwnun wwwi • n#c«nHvy

11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.

Wednesday thru Saturday,

Sunday, Noon-S

0Tiamz»4 by SMrky Ann TakatiMCk
lor •fittrUmiiMfll parposM only.

Saturday, October 19
Free balloons, cake and live entertainment

featuring the Paradise City lazz Band

...And A Chance
To Win A Trip To
Las Vegas for Two!
Among many other prizes! !

!

Spin-TO-Win! From 44 p.m.

Just fW ant tlM affidal Spin te Win
antry fann balaw far yaiir FREE SPIN
an tiw Lucky Savan Whaal af Clianca.

If tiw wliaal steps an numbars 7, 17,

ar 27 ar an a cambinatian that adds up
ta savan, (16,25), yau'H win a HampsMra
Mall Gift Carttficate, a FREE psycliic

raadhs, or a creat gift from a

Hampshire Mall store.

If you spin the lucky "7". in

addition to winning a prize,

yau'll be eligible far our
drawing for a trip for two to

Las Vegas for 5 days and
4 nights, courtesy of Travel

Unlimited and Hampshire Mall.

Drawing will be heM Saturday,

Octabar 19 at 7 p.m., and yau
must ba prasaot to win.

I
plus special guests

RAY MASON and THE CHILLS
Tix only $7.50. . .at the door $9.00

I

Cut out this ad and bring along for

no cover before 9:30 Friday or Saturday

itmn iJiuj iffriiflfrif ii muum

Official Spin to Win Entry Form.
You must complete this fomi and present it for your chance to spin

the Lucky Seven Wheel of Chance, Saturday, October 1 9th

between 4 and 6 p.m in Cafe Square (One spin per person

All prizes must be claimed by Sunday, Oct 20, 5 p.m.

Name

Address

City

You T'ust be at least 1 8 years of age to spin MaH Employees arc not eligible

$tudent
$ense
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By
Christine Hughes and Peter Rice

Careers and Business

ROUTE 9, HADLEY, MASSACHUSETTS • MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10Af^-9:30P(V! • SUNDAY 12-5PM

A checking account. It sounds innocent

enough, doesn't it? Well, it can be. But to

anyone who has bounced a check, forgot-

ten to record a payment, or had a check

that they never wrote (or did they?) show
up on their statement, it can become a

real nightmare. Knowledge of a few sim-

ple guidelines will therefore help you to

not only keep your finances in order, but

also to save a bit of time.

There are many different types of check-

ing accounts, offered by many different

financial institutions. Choosing the best

one depends both on your particular needs

and also on a few external factors. What
most people don't realize is that it costs

a bank money to maintain "your" check-

ing account. So of course, as banks are in

the "money making" business, they

charge you that service in a variety of sub-

tle ways.

You most commonly pay in the form of

a monthly or per check charge, or you

might have what the bank will call a

"free" checking account. That account ti-

tle alone raises some suspicion, doesn't it?

In this case, banks obtain their fee by col-

lecting interest on your money without

paying you any in return. Ifyou should be

fortunate enough to be able to maintain

a Isu-ge balance, some banks will not

charge you a fee, and will pay you the in-

terest earned on your account. Rest

assured, however, that even in this case

the rate of interest they pay will be lower

than you earn elsewhere. That is, it's lower

by the amount of whatever it costs them
to maintain the account.

Okay, so there are some charges that

you have no control over. But there is one

big charge you can and most definitely

should avoid. This is that infamous and
usually astronomical charge for insuffi-

cient funds, better known as a "bounced

check" fee. It can most definitely be ex-

tremely expensive --$25 is not an unusual

fee.

In case any of you are unfamiliar with

what a bounced check is, it means writing

a check for more than you have in your

account. It can be avoided very easily with

a little thought and foresight. Each time

you make a withdrawal or deposit on the

account, or write a check, RECORD IT! If

you keep track of how much you have left

in your account, you can't overdraw it.

Unless of course, you do it on purpose

(who, me?)

Now, if you follow that simple rule you

can avoid the embarrassment, expense,

and hassle of bouncing checks. No pro-

blem, right? Well the fact is, banks rate

bounced check fees as one their largest

profit producers, so apparently it is a pro-

blem for quite a few people. Keeping your

checkbook balanced is the key.

I know. Balanced? What's that? Many
people seem to have a problem balancing

their checkbooks. Balancing simply

means accounting for all the transactions

you've made and thereby all the money in

your account. In one sentence, your ac-

count is balanced if the latest balance in

your checkbook, plus the total of all the

checks you've written since your last

statement (outstanding checks) equals the

ending balance on your last statement.

If it doesn't add up, then one of two

things has happened. Either you forgot

about a transaction, or the bank made an

error. Not that the latter doesn't happen,

but take it from someone who has seen it

from both sides, you would be wise to

check yourself before blaming the bank.

Rarely does the statement balance ac-

tually match that in your checkbook. In

fact, if this ever happens to you, don't tell

anyone because I doubt that they would

believe you! The reason that you need to

balance your checkbook is because you

generally write checks between the last

date that the statment covers, and the

date that you actually get it.

As you can now see, keeping a ckeckihg

account can really be quite easy! It just

takes a little time and discipline in keep-

ing track of your payments. Just

remember.IF YOU WRITE IT, RECORD
IT!

Now's the time
to start job
By ELIZABETH YOUNG
Collegian Staff

The countdown begins today.

There are 221 days left until the class of

1986 will don black robes and colored

tassles and gather on the field of Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium to celebrate

commencement. And while everyone will

be celebrating the successful attaimnent of

a college degree, some students will be smil-

ing more than others.

They'll have jobs.

While not everyone wants to embark on

their careers the day classes end, for those

that do, it's time to start looking. Both the

University Career Center and the School

of Management Placement Office, which

have full schedules of recruiters coming to

campus and numerous other resources, are

here to help.

The career center, which was dedicated

after renovations earlier this month, is

located in Fraternity/Sorority Park, down
East Pleasant Street from Orchard Hill.

There, counselors are available to help

students with resumes, interviews, and
research on the job market..

The SOM Placement Office, which was
established in 1973, is finsmced with con-

tributions from alumni and corporations

and is geared specifically toward finding

jobs for business msgors. It held nearly

2,000 interviews last year for 450 can-

didates, 150 of whom were offered and ac-

cepted jobs through the office interview

process.

Its workshops, which include resume
writing, interviewing, cover letter writing

and networking (building contacts in a

chosen field), are open to edl students.

The job search process begins, for career

services, with re^stration to open a creden-

tial file, which will contain up to three

references for undergrads (five for graduate

students) and a transcript, if desired.

Writing a resume, preparing for interviews,

choosing the firms to which to apply and

then interviewing, come next.

THE RESUME. Employers will spend an

average of 45 seconds looking at your

resume, according to career services

materials; therefore, it's the first impres-

!^'1^%
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sion that counts. Your resume should be

honest, concise, grammatically correct and

stress those capabilities that will entice an
employer to give you an interview. While

experience is key for a dynamite resume,

don't despair ifyour career heis not already

been significantly launched to fill out this

category. Play up any experience you do

have, while concentrating on your educa-

tion as well. Good quality reproduction, on

rag or bond paper (though not necessarily

printed - good photocopying can look just

as professional if it's done well), is also

essential.

Sound like quite the project? Placement

services offers a two-tier resume writing

workshop. Session I is offered from

10:00-11:30 a.m. on Mondays and Session

n is offered from 10 a.m.-noon on Thursdays

and 4-6 p.m. on Fridays. Times for SOM
workshops are posted down the hall from

the SOM library.

THE INTERVIEW. Your prospective

employer might give your resume a grand

Career

workshops
Resume Session I: over

view of resume prepara-

tion, format, content, style,

colors, printing. Mondays,
10-11 a.m.
Resume Session II:

review of first draft in

small group setting with

counselors on hand.
Thursdays, 10 a.m.rnoon;

Fridays, 4S p^m.

Interview Technique's

I: overview of one-on-one

interview with ques-

tion/answer period
Tuesdays, 10-11:30 a.m.

Interview Techniques
II: opportunity to role play

mock interview on
videotape. Mondays,
3:30^ ixm.; Tuesdays, 4-6

p.m.
All workshops are con-

ducted in room 101 of the

University Career Center

with advance sign-up re-

quired for session II

workshops.

45 seconds, but it's the first 10 seconds of

an interview that counts - a first impres-

sion is a lasting impression.

In preparation for the interview, read up

on the company you will be interviewing

with. Analyze your stengths and
weaknesses in advance, dress appropriate-

ly, and be yourself. A weak or half-hearted

handshake, failure to maintain eye contact,

slouching; lack ofenthusiasm, smoking and
poor grooming can reflect poorly, as can

boastfulness, egotism, and being overly

aggressive

lb interview with recruiters coming to

campus, students must submit a redume to

the University Placement Services office

one month before the recruiting date for

pre-Bcreened interviews. For open signups,

students can begin submitting resumes two

weeks prior to the recruitment date at the

Whitmore sign-up counter. Students must
submit a resume at this time for each

interview. ^ . .

Continued on page 6

Interview

College students can learn to invest
By STEVE KOHL
and CHRISTOS KULIOPULOS
Collegian Correspondents

Mention the word investing and a college

student will say, "1 don't have the time,

money, or the know-how to ^t involved in

the stock market." But whether it's stocks,

bonds or real estate, there is an investment

opportunity for everyone, according to a

Universtiy of Massachusetts professor of

finance.

Ben Branch, the author of Investments,

A Practical Approach, has taught about in-

vestments at UMass for the past 10 years

and has several suggestions for college

students interested in planning their in-

vestment future.

For starters, "They should begin equipp-

ing themselves when they do have the

money to invest by reading the Wall Street

Journal, Forbes. Barrens, Businessweek!'

Branch advises. Once they become familiar

with investment terminology, he suggests

that they set up a mock portfolio and go

through the motions of buying and selling

securities. But playing the stock market

which often has its risks - isn't the only

way to go. A mutual fund is a good choice

for those not confident with investment

decisions.

The Mutual Fund
A mutual fund, which starts at about

$1,000, is a diversified portfolio of stocks

that offers the investor limited risk and the

potential for a reasonable return - about 1

1

percent - on his money.

The funds come in two types: no-load,

which is bought directly through the com-

pany, and load, which is bought through a

stockbroker or financial agent and is ac-

companied by an entry fee of about 8 per-

cent. Low-risk options include money
market funds, while municipal bond funds

are a good choice for those concerned with

taxes; those more interested with a good

long-term return may prefer a corporate

bond fund. And those looking for a little

more risk might choose common stock or

high risk bond funds.

"Picking the (specific funds in a given

area) is almost a game of blind man's bluff,"

Branch said. "Individuals should pick

funds that suit their own interests - riskier

funds for riskier individuals."

Real Estate

For those students whose parents have

some extra income at least

$10,000-$ 15,000 - another option is buying

a condominium or older house that can be

renovated by the family at a low cost. By
purchasing a condominium. Branch ex-

plains, the student will not have to pay rent

and the parents can use the purchase as a

tax write-off.

lb buy a house, parents can take out a 20

to 25-year mortgage. If the student is able

to rent out extra rooms to friends, there will

be additional income and the student will

be learning how to manage a business. And
the market price of the home should rise

Professor Ben Branch
after several years such that it should off-

set all the interim expenses.

"For somebody who is ambitious, I think

it would be a really good learning ex-

perience," Branch said.

Playing the stock market
For students who are more knowledgable

about the stock market, Branch recom-

mends diversifying one's portfolio in at

least four or five stocks in different in-

dustries. A broker should be enlisted when
one is ready to invest in $1,000 com-

mitments, which Branch recommends as a

minimum, and one can buy one stock at a

time as the money becomes available.
Conttnued <'n pnge f>
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PETER GOODCHILD: J.

Robert Oppenheimer; Shat-

terer of Worlds (Fromm,

$10.95 paper)

Based on the BBC series

Oppenheimer which he pro-

duced, Pfeter Goodchild's

biography of the greatest

American tragic hero has

been rereleased. A brilliant

physicist, Oppenheimer
headed the Manhattan Pro-

ject which produced the A-

bomb. Drawn into the

government's scientific

machine, he moved in in-

creasingly higher circles,

advising Tnunan on various

scientific matters. Due,

however, to his early flirta-

tions with the Communist
party, Oppenheimer was a

victim of the Red Hunt. The
McCarthy trials ravaged his

reputation and left him a

broken man. What was his

flaw? Duplicity? He exager-

rated and lied about his lef-

tist connections. Hubris?

His intellectual arrogance

and satiric insolence was
well known. Ambition? His

thirst for power made him a

possible security risk.

Whatever the path, we are

still lead to the same sad

conclusion: Politics and
genius seldom mix.

Goodchild's book does not

have certain advantages

evidenced in other books

dealing with the subject. It

lacks the breadth and style

of Robert Jungk's Brighter

than a Thousand Suns. It

lacks the depth of personal

insight found in Haakon
Chevalier's The story of a

Friendship. But it offers

something the other books

do not: pictiu-es. Beautiful-

ly riddled with photographs,

Shatterer of Worlds offers a

visual authenticity that

none of the other books can

match. Seeing the progres-

sion of this modern Galileo

from precocious youth to

dilapidated adulthood
evokes a pathos reminicent

of Dorian Grey.

DANIEL FORSTER: The
Sailor's Edge. Tfext by Jay

Broze. (Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, $35 until 12/31,

$40 thereafter.)

J. Robert Oppenheimer's

favorite pastime was sail-

ing, a sport paid glorious

tribute in this book of action

photographs. With dynamic

shots of windsurfing in

Hawaii and Australia, of

Olympic racers in frothy

competition, of entrees in

the Southern Ocean Racing

Conference (S.O.R.C.), of

clipper ships vying for the

America's Cup. Forster cap-

tures all the frenetic inten-

sity of the sport, and his

beautiful photographs pay

homage to the sea's dark

majesty and the men and

women who strive to tame
it. The book also features

appreciations of Forster by

renowned professional

sailors such as Gary Jobson,

Dennis Connor and Cino

Ricci.
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Concert
tonight

Van Cliburn Piano Com
petition silver medalist

Philippe Bianconi will per-

form at the Fine Arts

Center at 8 p.ra. tonight

Hckets are available at the

Fine Arts Center Bo*
Office.
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CAROL'S HEAD QUARTERS
full service salon

reasonable rates

walk-ins welcome
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WNJVERSiTY Of MASSACHlJStTTS AT AMMfRST

TONIGHT!

Philippe Bianconi, puino

Silver Medal Winner of the 19S5

Van Cliburn Internatinnal Piano

Competition

CINEMA

Wednesday, Oct. 16, 8 pm.
Tickcis: S6

Wednesday - Saturday

East of Eden 7:00
i

Rebel Without A Cause 9:00

Double Feature $3.00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253 5426

African Artifacts

yXreswellX •

Cards
/ Gallery \ •

1 ^^ 1
Cloths

pV iSm^ Ik •

-i\ - •»^- x® Dolls

^v ^WK' y^ •

"vviii^^^ Jewelry

^^:nr3i^^*
•

Posters

Carriage Shops •

233 N. Pleasant St. Pottery

Amherst •

10-5 Mon-Sat Prints

549-6600

The

Office of the Chancellor

and

The

Distinguished Visitors Program

present

renowned paleoanthropologist

Richard Leakey
^^The Makings of Man''

Monday, Nov. 4, 1985 8:00 PM
Campus Center Auditorium

Tickets:

available at the Fine Arts Center

Oct. 15 & 16 UMass Students only

Oct. 17 General Sale

5 College ID FREE

General Public $2.50

CHANCELLOR'S
ECTURE SERIE

I g 8 5 • I g8 6

EMMON W. BACH
Department ofLinguistics

NATURAL LANGUAGE
METAPHYSICS

<|»tin9jished

is langiia^ a veil over

fcality or a window to the worid? I)o different languafi^

presuppose different visions of the woiM ... or is thcic a

imivereal stnictuie of mcaninf^ comnMm to afl bngiia^cs and

pan ofour human herka^cP

OCTOBER 17, 1985 • 8 PM
MEMORIAL HALL

Free to Five Oollege faculty, staff, students and the public.
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By Garry Trudeau

DR.P,UJHyPO
m/FeeLJHe
BOOMBRSARB

i sooKtfyseo
' u/rm-mPKid-
imS0FA6IN6^

BSCAueaimR.
eeNBRATIONAL
IPmiTYHAP
50WCHTDP0
UJITH yOUTH,

MARK. \

WPRBS^A 38-y£AR-0iP
BA^BO(y^^R,ANPHB'LL
USUALiiAPMIT THATINHI€>

HBARJOFH5A/^B He STILL

WlhiKSOFHIMSetFAS
A "KIP." \

BUTPOhtnOU
THINK THATHA^-
IN6TheJR.0mi
KJPSISHNALLV
MAKINSTHBdOOM-

ySAH.THAT
PLU^KX/RB
STARJINQV
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ATTACKS. I

imrXL
POIT.

I

HBY.LST^FACB
TT HAVING A
CORONARyiN
YOURBWBJeAHS
l$EMBARRAS&IN6.

\

Today*s weather

Today: Mostly sunny and breezy with

highs in the 608.

Ibnight: Clear and cold with lows in the

upper 30«.

Tbmorrow: Lots of sunshine with highs in

the 608.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

MomeR..

LlFB...mT

AR£ youHERB r

mPI^/ORONCr
eeoRiije.

-rmser
fWR. FNB.

Nmpimcesmm
MY IMMBPmB fmwf.
CON6RATVlAnONi,

ffm.HffiBRNi oHsrsvie,

cameNTr wHBNARe
( J>=^ iou(>onm'^^

oermRRiepr

Gordy By Gorde

Menu
LUNCH

Turkey Club Sandwich
Cheese Mushroom Fondue Bake

BASICS LUNCH

Swiss and Sprout Sandwich
Cheese Mushroom Fondue Bake

DINNER

Baked Ham/Orange Glaze

Meatball Grinder

Antipasto Cold Plate with

Bread Sticks

BASICS DINNER

Polynesian Vegetables

Italian Tofu Balls and Sauce/

Grinder Roll

Vegetarian Antipasto with

Bread Sticks

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

THIS /S Af Sumnoo'^S
Po/i. you 7u /^r^e^^
/aJ cooerr o^i tuc

2i 0*V LoA.z>^ Of=-^'C€.e
'^

u>hiA-r /rtv p-iUf-rHe'ft

^fi-/pr Ti~l£' r^^ OCT'

TTV^ 3/Z>e. of= jc>ry%e.

t>tf>l>.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

Ho H«^... ^>f^<^^

CLUQ

x^^^ \

SPt^i 1'Ki^oTt

fh? Oou>AJ To the

COULD Cf^T T>IS(iasreD

SoumW

j'" C/X.L

1 a f^fuce

IK) OOR.

Interested in helping out with our next

*focus on business' section? Informa-

tional meeting at 4 p.m. next Monday in

the newsroom. All majors welcome.

J

ACROSS
1 High: Prefix

5 USNA Irosh

10 Tax men
14 Ripped
15 Odin.Thoret al

16 Fastener
17 Whistle sound
18 Aptly named

19th cen.

English

novelist

19 Location

20 Posh people

22 Musial

23 Actress

Charlotte

24 Bad actor

26 Scold
29 Broadcast
30 Linl(Sorg

33 Turned wan
34 No place to

change horses

37 CooK'sneed
38 Beat It'

39 Therefore

40 Tarkington title

42 More unusual

43 Compass pt

44 For shame'
45 Counting tx>ard

47 The whole
48 Ocean Abbr

49 Defeat

52 Part of

Congress
59 He loves, to

Caesar
60 Support

politically

61 Sweetbread
source

62 Telegram
63 Before now
64 She, in Aries

65 Firstrater

66 Carrier

67 Network

DOWN
1 Aleutian Isle

2 Eyelet

3 De (too

(TMICh)

Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

38 IMost quiet

41 Gridiron org.

42 Pledge
46 Trade
47 Michaelmas

4 Come between
5 Real estate divi-

sion

6 Eager expres-

sion?

7 Jacob's brother

8 Bridge openers

9 Extreme
irritability

10 Pit

11 Component
12 Cruising

13 Bridge

21 Sudden attack

25 Tate offering

26 Blackbird

27 Pupil, in Paris

28 Johnny Carson

eg
29 City on the

Seyhan
30 Concealed
31 Personal

pledges

32 Love, in Iberia

33 Assert

35 Grapes of

wrath

36 Type of fodder

daisy

49 Precepts

50 Leave undone

51 A Roosevelt

53 Medley
54 Exited

55 Behold', to

Brutus

56 Ubangi feeder

57 Seaman
56 flobt

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.

Hi^[Al[fT

A P 1 E
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Choosingq 10119 distcinco

company isa lot litechoosing
a roommate.

H^ bettertoknowwhatthey're
likebefdreyoumove in.

Living together with someone for the first

time can be an "educational" experience.

And living with a long distance company
isn't any different. Because some companies

may not give you all the services you re used to

getting from AT&T.

For instance, with some companies you have

to spend a certain amount before you qualify for

their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary

But when you choose AT&T, there won t be

any surprises when you move in. You'll get the

same high-quality trouble-free service you're

used to.

With calls that sound as close as next door.

Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate—so you can talk during the times you can

relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers.

Operator assistance and collect calling.

So when you're asked to choose a long dis-

tance company choose AT&T. Because whether
you're into Mozart or metal, quality is the one
thing everyone can agree on.

Reach out and touch someone?

©1985 AT4T Communtcations

AT&T
The right choice.

m

<iM

W^
:%%•

m

Wednesday, October 16, 1985!
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8 MODELS NEEDED
(male & female)

for photo session

ski sportswear
by local agency
Apply in person
one day only

Thursday, Oct. 17"^

1 1 :00 am-2:00 pm
room 802 _

campus center

$2.00 SAVE •••••••• SAVE $2.00

One FREE coupon worth
$2.00 off on any

, purchase of a

^ Kenya Bag
reg. $14.99

come
save on:

riday Oct. 18 Campus Center
$2.00 SAVE •••••••• $2.00 SAVE

««««««« ******* »«
Herrcirs Ice Cream ^^^/j,

Tho'nai Moilia'p
Old South SI (nitanc*

Norfhomplon

Op«n Noon till II 10 Sun inun
No-in nil MldnioXI frt k Sol

586-4837

"^ ^

i

noT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

i

i

Quality Food I Prsparad
To Ofd«r^
Chestnut nain Rd

\ Featuring Steve Kloc's^

Famous Broiled '\

LIVE LOBSTER |

Also Serving
j

Louisiana Cajun •

Entraps ?

Also Steaks, :

Prime Rib, \

Seafood
\

• DIRECTIONS: take I lonouii IZ
^

J South Deerfield, south on route :

[5-10 1 Vj miles. Right on Chns \

i »ian Lane Vi mile from center of t

S town. Open: :

Mon-Sat 5-10 pm !

Sun 1-9 \

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

Candy
Tobacco
Cards

Calendars

Cassette Tapes

Books
Backpacks

Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics

Health and

Beauty Aids

Film

Film Processing

Clocks

Batteries

Electrical Supplies

Lamps
Magazines

Memo Board

Pens and Pencils

Binders

Notebooks

Paper

Newspapers

Tote Bags

School Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons

Glassware

Cups
Decals

Pennants

Chips

Cookies

Popcorn

Umbrellas

50 Main St. Amherst, MA
11 am - 2 am Tdays aweek
r" valuable Coupon

j
99* Reg. Bee

iWeds 10/16
I

I

I

I

10-2 am

}

All coupons subject to conditionsAll coupons SUUject tu cwuuilujjio
I

I posted in the store 9

^^
Now's

the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
ReconditkxTing

Many other items available

545-2528

Located in the

Student Union

Convenient Hours

M-F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday

BtOO am to 10:00 pm

the

mini Store

NURSING:
CHECK IT OUT

At New England Deaconess Hospital School of Nursing.

Now is the time to apply. You could even start planning your

courses to qualify for our two-year advanced placennent

program.

Just call Joy Erb, recruitment coordinator, at (617) 732-8343

Come join us at our Fall Open House, Sundays, 2-4 p.m.:

October 27, December 1; Tuesdays, 4-6 p.m.: October 29,

December 3.

NEW ENGLAND DEACONESS HOSPITAL
SCHOOL OF NURSING
One Autumn Street, Boston. MA 02215

Committed to the coopj^ot equal opportunity in education

•LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Tmne to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AAA RESUME SERVICE

Profesiional comultation/preparstion
of resumes, cover letters Rob 253-7527

ACTIVITIES
~

DVP - Distinguished Visitors Program
meetiriR. Tonight Wed 10/16 7:30 PM
CC-91 1 programming • be therel Also,

Richard Leakey tickets available: FAC
Box Office!

The Marketing Club announces that

guest lecturers will speak on ADVERTIS-
ING Thursday. October 17lh, at 7:30 PM
in room 917CC.

World Food Day National Student Cam
paign Against Hunger. Speakers, films,-

facts. Wednesday Oct 16 Campus Center

Rm 165 169

Need to Uik? The Lesbian, Bisexual, and

Gay Men's Counseling Collective holds

Rap Groups Wednesdays at 7:00 in room
413B SU

AUDIO

aarion AM/FM Caaactte Deck, lOO-watt

4-way speakers, 5 band Craig eaualizer &
booster, and a 7 band equaliser and
booster. Call Scott at 256-6802

AUTO FOR SALE

It70 Dodge Dart good condition $550 and

1964 VW Bug very good condition $650.

Both pass inspection. Tom 256-09.52

VW Camper $7S0. engine poor. Lots of

minor fixing. Fun for camping. Good in-

vestment. ,549 6535 John

74 Volvo 144 4 speed, 4 door, 2nd rebuilt

76 engine running very well, go<xi body,

Blaupunkt stereti, $1600 or BO. Call John
,549-2793 after 12 noon.

Tomm
SiWcr hlid eye gUaaea in brown case.

Found in Haa. 15 call 549-1369

1978 Oldsmobilr Cutlaai Supreme GC
PS/PB/AC/AM KM $2.'S00' or BO Rakesh
549-0748

"CASH"

Paying caah for your baacball cards call

Mike 546-6105

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

Key ia G«wMaa Lab on Ttiun Oct 10 call

fim 686-9208

Wbo loat tbeir aaagiasae* near Mabar
I Sept. 22T I found them in a beige case

in the graas. Call Stephanie a

tol to identify.

GOLD HEARTS ARE W!

At DavMa'a Garden of Baaden • CC Coiv
courae. Every Thursday and Friday

HELP WANTED

lOVwool only $30 in the Concourse 3 days

a week in October see you there

DEAD

Help Help Help Help Help Help Help

I didn't get any tickeU for this t«ur If you

have any extra Worcester or New Jersey

tix please call me. Matkins 256-1203

,545-5600

ENTERTAINMENT

l»76 Laguna loaded PW PL PS PB lilt

AC cruise AM/FM swivel buckets low mi.

great condition call Chris 6-7464 $2500

TOTVV Bug rebuilt en^ne perfect under-

body needs minor repairs 548-9315

77 Cutlass Supreme exc cond new
brakes and tireaPB PS AC call 546-7207

1976 DaUun 710 station wagon g<K>d run

ning condition $350 or BO caT Shawn
256-6880

Rack-A-Disc EnterUinment Agency.
Disc Jockeys, larifi' screen video dances,

light shows and rentals. 549-7144

Skfc of DC fo«dT Get out of the DC's! Get
a rebate of your meal plan money plus free

home cooked meals Only 16 to 20
hra/week. Call Jim at 646-2160

TauBwarka Spotla is hiring work studv

only. Apply in Economic Development Ol-

ftce by October 18.

Pat yaw ear to work for yo« Superior
Pizsa needs drivers able to work at least

one weekend day call 549^)626

Overseaa Job*. Summer, yr round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightaeeing. Free in-

fo Write IJC, Box 52^A1 Corona Del

Mar, CA 92626

FOR SALE

1975 Ford Maveriak good condition auto

new tires .53.000 mi asking $1050 call eve

6284457

lt7S VW Superbeetic • runs great good

mileage strong floorboards but outerbody

nislTall 253 3956 $450 or BO

2 door~M Otation «3k miles everything

redone, no rust $2500 leave message for

Laura eves 1 7720745

Tt BMW 120 6 eyi 4 spd. sunroof Perrelli

AM FM cassette 80000 miles exreltenl

ootid, beet offer 64»-n 19

Inexpenahre wo«Mn'a ihirta, many styles

all under $20 Kenya bags $16. call

549-4853

Lab Seriee lOOw guitar ampUner exc

$276 or BO call Rob 549-4141

File Cabinets 2 and 4 drawer standard

and Ipk^I ^i'<" office quality and steel desks

No Amherst Motors 549-2880

Datsun Wagon 74 new carburator
radiator brakes etc runs excellent needs

battery must sell $4.50 call 256 1370

Radar Detector Bear Finder- 1 no more
tickeU saves $t call Steve anytime
266-8467

Aria Prell CS4M gwitar. Gibaon hard
shell caae. Dimanio pickups. John
&4S40M

TclcmaikcUnf tt Sales No car necessary

commission a salary flexible hours
availableoai Dave days 649-4732 nite

649-6913

Tator needed Introductory Physics
.536-2286

AFS returnees are needed to help recruit,

and interview students Contact Jean
Franson SOM MBA Box 34

Assistant Swim Coach: Local
Y.M C.A./USS Team. Practices Mon-Fri,
5:30-7:00 pm Experience desired For in-

terview send cover letter and resume by

Oct 21st Ui Kim Bierwarl, 36 Warburton
Way. Northampton, MA 01060

Spanish Tutor (native speaker) Please

call Miguelina 686 3100 ext 3367 (after

7:30 pm)

Naraing aaaMMto: all shift*. fleiribk>

scheduling, competitive salary, fringe

benefits, Amherst Nursing Home
2664186

Kitchen aids: Part time positions. Mom
ing and aflemo<m. Excellent salary and fr-

inge benefits. Amherst Nursing Home
2^8185

Cooked in a busy restaurant? We want
talented saute cooks with experience. . .an

prep cooks. Do dishes? We need you too.

Apply Judies, Amherst

Psint a house? l^ooking for 2 experienced

people to stain exterior of home im-

mediately. Call 253 9871 after 6 PM

LOST

Loat • glasaes in brown caae, left in Hatch
on a table, someone picked them up,

pleaac, any info call 2.56 1778 eves

Lost gold rope bracelet if found please

contact Audrey 546-8096 thanks

Members Only Jacket (black) left in

Franklin D.C. on October 10 around noon.

Call Mike 646-9469

PBR80NAL8

SWAG and WMUA
present

The Ramones w/the Neighborhoods

Friday, November 1, 1985
in the Student Union Ballniom

tickets go on sale October 2lRt

watcn this space for info

another
Southwest Area (Jovemmenl

Production
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

your red dufflebag is cute. Can they meet?
Ex Mt Holyoke

Concert Secaritv and Stage Crew
Volunteers wantea for the Ramones Con-
cert. First meeting for volunteers is

Thursday, October 17lh at 6:00 pm in the

Hampden Southside Room in Southwest.

For more info call SWAG st 5 0960 The
Ramones Concert is another Southwest

Area Government Production.

213 days plenty of time to give way to

unreasoning fear

Congratulations
Sigma Kappa's new fall pledge daaa

hsve fun, gel psyched
Love your Sisters

Dear Liiard, Congratulations! All the

best forever! Love always, Tara Sue and
Gwen

Attention ATG: What goes up must come
down

8 months! I love you Bacon. Kan

. Alliance Christian Fellowship is now
holding rallys and Bible studies. For infor-

mation call Mark 253-7206 or Jen
546 9283 All welcome'

Brian's Typing Service. Fast, accurate

Available almost anytime. 665-7652.

REWARD

$30 for return of maroon backpack with

sui-ile bottom and black nylon straps taken

from Hampshir*' Dining Commons Thurs
day 10/10 call 546-6936

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideally

localiKi in Amherst Center 774 2740

Female wanted share Brittany Manor
bedroom in two bedroom $150 heat includ-

ed Call 2.53 2140 Lon

David
Aaaro

Asaro of Gloucester call Susan

Roommate wanted for Nortkaapton apt
rent 260$ call Chris 584 6605

SERVICES

Delta Chi is proud of its quality pledges:

Blaine, Zuke. Perry, Spec, Tom, Imve,

Rich, Mike, Bruce, Pete. Good luck!

You're halfway there'

Todd and Norio wish the best of luck to

their new little sister pledges: l.*unf.

Michelle, Nikki and melissa. Welcome Ui

Delta Chi!

To Kim Parsons have a ducky B-day with

many "chuck"les we love you Anita ami
Mana

Sunabine
dy

Free Meals!! AXO needs people for

setup/cleanup in exchange for real food!

Call and aak for Julie at 549-1063 or

645^2162

Spend the Spring (and Summer) in sunny
Spain. Uuality instruction at economy
pnces Bus Administration, Hispanic
Studies, Arts t Sciences, Grad course for

Spanish teachers. Contact: Admissions, St

Louis University 221 N. Grand Rlvd , St.

Louia, MO 6SI(n or SLU in Spain, Udr la

Vina S, 28003 Madrid. Spain. _
Mt H«iy«kt - My^grecn backpack thinks k>w ratM^ ^-7924

Bod Thanx for the best year I hope it last

longer Crad

Professional typing done by LIMass stu-

dent Kea.sonanle rates. R Charron
l-ti:i7-il044

TAILOR Alteration "Eapait Same Day
S<.rvi.f Available SHAANN'S Rt 116

SiiMilerland Open 8 am 666-3878

COINS"i23/Tyrtntoring~5Too iH-r hr

fortnir 123/121 grader Alex 2.56-l2:W

You write It -"WE RIGHT Tf! Wont pro

ri^^KiH li»)ks Ix-tter than typing saves

linn- Hiiil $$$ Best »«-rvice lowest rates

Tni M. ACCKSS 199 Main Northampton
5!<i li'l:;

. I k>ve you as always! Sailor An-

Attcation Edgar - You are cordially in-

vited to dine with Linda and Kim lonite

an evening of elegant tasles and sensual

ures awaits you at 312 Leach. Please

SVP in claaa. . Anxioualy Awaiting .

PROTESaiONAL TYPINO BBRVICE

C—a. pwra. disaertattwu, tkmi. on-

campus, dependable, ouutanding quality,

"iNt; A WORD PROCESSING

N.vi . la* service! TYPF.RITK 25;t f.lll

tjl ALITY TYPING. Long or'short pn.
liHis Will correct grammar, spelling. &
iiiifi : :ilion Meticulous pnMifreading
N.'A IHM typewnter 549-WI67
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SPORTS

UMASS

Women
1st in

soccer poll
UM beats Dartmouth
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

For the first time in the eight year history

of the program, the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team is the

number one ranked team in the country.

It's the first time a UMass team has at-

tained a top ranking since field hockey did

in 1981.

UMass received all twelve first place

votes while North Carolina remained se-

cond in the poll. Boston College, who upset

former top-ranked George Mason, 2-1

Monday, jumped up to third place. Mason
dropped to fourth.

"It's kind of scary," starting goalie Jan

Holland said of the top ranking. "We'll

have a lot more to fight for now. Pfeople are

going to want to take it away from us."

The Minutewomen won their first game

as the nation's top team yesterday, shut-

ting out unranked Dartmouth, 6-0, in

Hanover, N.H.
UMass, 11-0, was led by freshman Beth

Roundtree and Michele Powers, who both

scored two goals. Monica Seta scored a

goal and added two assists as UMass out-

shot the Big Green by a 25-1 margin.

Cathy Spence also scored a goal. Goalie

Jan Holland was barely touched in net,

making one save.

"I have mixed feelings about it," Ban-

da said of being ranked number
one,"becau8e its not the end of the season.

It's good for the institution and the

players. It tells people our program has

risen."

"But," he warned, "it's not the end ofthe

season. We still have four games left to

play. I just hope it makes us more hungry.

I think we have a team that can stand up

to the pressure."

Men's soccer 18th in nation

BBttl6 for NE«
UMass is at UConn
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts invades

the University of Connecticut today to

decide which men's soccer team is number

one in New England.

UConn (11-0-3) is currently the top rank-

ed team in the region with UMass (11-3)

right behind in second. The Minutemen are

ranked 18th nationally, tied with

California-Berkley. It is only the second na-

tional ranking a Massachusetts men's soc-

cer team has ever achieved. The Huskies

are seventh.

UM has won 10 of its last 11 and have

recorded five consecutive shutouts. The 11

victories is a school record. Connecticut has

won 11 in a row, the second longest streak

in the school's history.

Minutemen coach Jeff Gettler does not

have any special plan of attack for UConn.

"We are just going to try to shut them

down," said Gettler. "They are not creative

in their attack, it generates off of their

defense. They have struggled trying to earn

goals, so we will make them earn anything

they get."

The Connecticut offense is led by senior

forwards Matt Addington (10-3-23, four

game winners) and E.J. Raffery (6-3-15).

Senior Andy Pantason (0.43 GGA) has

started all 14 games in goal for UConn and

has six shutouts to his credit.

"They are a run and gun, great team,"

said Gettler. "They go all out and try to run

you into the ground. They have great

players, great depth. They can throw a lot

of players at you."

The Minutemen rely on the scoring of

sophmore midfielder Andy Bing (8-8-24)

and forwards F.J. Zwicklbauer (4-9-17), Tbm
Giordano (5-5-15), and Anders Hedelin

(6-1-13), who had a hat trick on Saturday.

Gettler is going with senior Don Donahue

in net. The keeper has a 5-3 record with a

1.60 goals against average and two

shutouts.

Last year, the Minutemen upset UConn
2-1 at Boyden Field, so revenge should be

a major incentive for the Huskies.

"Revenge should be a big factor for them,"

said Gettler. "Sometimes that can work

against them too. They get keyed up and

can usually make mistakes. Hopefully we

can capitalize on them."

But this year, the Minutemen will not be

on the familiar turf of Boyden Field. Con-

necticut is 8-0-1 at Storrs and a hostile

home town crowd of more than 2500 fans

is expected.

Gettler feels his troops are ready to give

UConn all they can handle.

"We are ready for them," sayd Gettler.

"We are ready to go after number one."

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Senior midfielder Tbm Ushock and
the UMass soccer team take on
rival Connecticut today.

5th-ranked field hockey
hosting Harvard today

UMass' Kathy D'Angelis leaps over

weekend. The fifth-ranked

at home.

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

a fallen goalie in action this past

Minutewomen face Harvard today

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

With its impressive victories over Tfem-

ple and three-time defending national

champion Old Dominion last weekend, the

University of Massachusetts field hockey

team jumped four places in the national

poll to the number five spot, enhancing its

chances for an NCAA National Tburna-

ment bid.

Riding high on a wave of confidence, the

Minutewomen (8-2-1) take on Harvard, to-

day at NOPE at 3 p.m., looking to take ad-

vantage of an inexperienced squad with

first-year coaching.

The Minutewomen will be without senior

All-America defensman Megan Donnelly,

a scoring machine with ten goals in the last

five games, who will begin a week of play

with the United States National Tfeam

which competes in the American Classic in

Trenton, N.J. on Thursday.

"Megan has really given us everything

she has," University of Massachusetts head

coach P&m Hixon said. "Against Ttemple

and Old Dominion, our freshmen looked to

Megan and she took charge."

Hixon isn't worried about Donnelly's

absence, saying the team has been playing

as a cohesive unit and cited the play of her

freshmen as the key.

"Our freshmen really turned us around.

They showed that they really wanted to be

out there," Hixon said.

Now that the Minutewomen have regain-

ed their winning ways, Hixon said that they

must guard against losing their momen-
tum and falling back into a rut.

"We've proven to ourselves that we can

play our game against anyone and win,

even against the best," she said. "We've got

fire and really want to win, our spirit was

lacking earlier this season."

Football eyes conference title

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts football

team's professed goal at the

start of the season was the

Yankee Conference title,

now is their chance to ac

complish it.

The Minutemen, 3-3

overall and 0-1 in the

league, have five games left

this season, four against

conference opponents. On
Saturday, UMass will host

Maine at Alumni Staduim,

the week after they host

Boston University.

"We've got to go out and

play our hardest and hope

we can come away with the

title," said UM nose guard

Mike Dwyer. "It's been our

goal all season."

MINUTEMAN MUT-
TERINGS: Freshman
quarterback Dave Palazzi,

who led UMass to a 2-1

record before separating his

shoulder against Holy Cross

four weeks ago, has started

practicing and may see ac-

tion soon. Bart Fuller will

start at tight end for UMass
on Saturday. It is the first

start in his career. Senior

.tpijback George Bamw^lJ

moved into fourth on the all-

time career rushing list

with 1,713. He is 24 yards
behind Bill Coleman ('78)

and 67 yards behind second
place Rich Jessamy ('77). He
could catch both with a de-

cent effort on Saturday.

First-place Garry Pearson
('83) is unreachabla however,

with 6,857 career rushing
yards -2,144 ahead of Barn-
well.

Basketball practice

starts for UM
The University of Massachusetts' basketball teams

opened practice yesterday, with high hopes for a suc-

cessful 1985-86.

Men's coach Ron Gerlufsen welcomed eight newcomers

to his squad and has closed practice for two weeks in-

order to keep his rookies out of the spotlight.

Women's coach Barbara Stevens returns her entire

team, plus two freshmen.

The men open their season on November 23 against

Merrimac College in the renovated Curry Hicks Cage.

The men return two starters, guards Carl Smith and

Lorenzo Sutton. Tbm Emerson, Jack Sheehan, Matt
Ryan, and Wilbert Hicks return from last season. A full

preview for both teams will be in the Collegian soon.

PETER ABRAHAM
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College Trustees partiallydivest $27million
By BRION McALARNEY
Collegian Staff

After 13 years of controversy, Amherst College Trustees

decided to partially divest the college's $27 million worth

of stock in companies conducting business in South Africa.

In an open letter to students on Monday, Peter R.

Pouncey, president ofAmherst College, outlined the deci-

sion made by the Board of Trustees.

"The students are generally happy," said Peter Sands,

president of the Student Assembly at Amherst. "The

trustees responded to the students."

Students have been seeking divestment in an on-again,

off-again struggle since 1972, said Sands.

The College will sell its stock in category three com-

panies that have not followed the Sullivan Principles. The

principles are guidelines afor reaching racial equality in

employment procedures of companies in South Africa.

The college will also sell its stock in category two com-

panies which partially comply with the Sullivan Prin-

ciples by March 31, 1986, and will decide the status of

category one companies which already comply with the

principles in May, 1987.

A committee of six students will meet quarterly with

the investment committee of the Board of Trustees to

determine the progress of those companies.

"It seems like a very sane proposal, it seems carefully

made, well-considered, it doesn't represent much of a

threat to the financial well-being of the college," Sands

said.

Donnella Green, one of the 12 students who met with

the trustees, said, "I was surprised that they even

answered our proposal, double-surprised that they

answered so quickly."

They came pretty close to our proposal, just a different

time frame," Green said

The main difference between the students' proposal and

CollpKian photo by Scott Maguirr

SILHOUETTES — Two figures make their way through a large geometric shape on

campus.

COOL aims toward helping others

New program encourages

the human services field

By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON — Chancellor Joseph Duffey and seven

University students yesterday launched COOL, a new pro-

gram encouraging college students to enter the human
services field.

COOL, short for Campus Outreach Opportunity League,

is a nationwide effort aimed at attracting students in-

terested in helping others. Fields could include, for exam-

ple, counseling cancer patients and their families or help-

ing set up shelters for homeless refugees.

Among the plans for the program, kicked off in a press

conference here, is the creation of an ROTC-style oppor-

tunity where students would receive scholarships in

return for a promise to spend time in community service

during weekends and after graduation.

"All the polls show a decline of belief in the political

process and a sense of one's ability to participate in com-

munity service," said Frank Newman, president of the

Education Commission of the States, which is

spearheading the COOL effort.

"We are concerned about three things," Newman said.

"First we want to send a clear voice that encourages

others to join in community service. Second, we want to

create a mechanism that students have for a straight for-

ward opportunity. And third, we want to make a clear call

that this is important."

The morning press conference, which was held at the

National Press Club, featured Father Tim Healy of

Georgetown University, Howard Swearer, president of

"First we want to send a clear voice that

encourages others tojoin in community
service,

- Frank Newman

Brown University, Newman and two studcnt.s who bet;an

community service projects on their own two years ago.

Stacey Roth and Dan Burgess, student government co-

presidents, David Martin, of the commuter area govern-

ment, Lori-Ann Swanson and David Doran, Greek Area

leaders, Charles Sheffield and Anthony Gee, along with

Duffey, made up the Umass contingent.

Duffey said during his flight back to Amherst that he

intends to ask the UMass alumni to create a scholarship

fund for students who cannot afford to bear the cost of

entering community service, in an effort to encourage par

ticipation in the program.

"I don't think you have a strong society if people have

amnesia about those people who are less fortunate," Duf

fey said.
continued on page 6

the trustees' decision was the divestment of Category two
stocks in March rather than December and the retention

of Category one stocks rather than divesting 10 percent

each quarter.

Green said it was important that the students met in

front of the whole board, rather than just the investment
committee.
"They were very shocked that students came up with

a proposal...they expected us to just come in and demand
divestment," said Green.

The total value of stocks to be divested is $27 million,

representing about 20 percent ofAmherst College's port-

folio of investments said Terri Allen, Amherst College Of-

fice of Public Affairs.

The value of Amherst College's stock portfolio has
decreased from $32.5 million to $27 million in recent

months, due to deteriorating economic conditions in South
Africa, according to The Hampshire Daily Gazette.

Faculty Senate

to vote on UMass
jail proposal
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate will vote today to oppose a con-

troversial proposal for a jail on campus, designed to de-

tain people arrested or placed under protective custody

by University of Massachusetts police.

The proposal for the jail, which was created by an ad-

visory board, is "almost wholly without merit," a report

from the Faculty Senate Rules Committee states.

The committee said the board, in developing the pro-

posal, had "failed to realize that the construction,

maintenance and operation of a jail on campus is wholly

inimical to the idea of a University."

The committee is urging that the faculty record its op-

position to the "totally repugnant" proposal. "We can find

nothing good to say about it. We urge the Senate to record

its opposition to the proposal in an unequivocal manner,"

the report states.

The proposed jail would house anyone arrested by
University police, including both students and non-

students. People arrested and detained by campus police

are currently transported to the Amherst police station

and held there until bail is posted. Any woman arrested

on campus is held in the jail in Northampton. A campus
police officer is required to search the individual to pre-

vent suicide or injuries.

"This would be a temporary holding facility," Gerald
O'Neil, director of public safety said. The cells would ac-

commodate people on a short-term basis, between six to

eight hours, until bail is posted. A campus facility would
save campus police from having to take people downtown.

A new state law requiring police to physically check

each detainee every 15 minutes, also gave impetus to the

proposal. In addition, Amherst town officials have express-

ed concerns about the town's liability in handling de-

tainees from the University.

"If the town is taking care of someone else's pri.soners,

it can be held liable in a suit," Amherst Town Manager

and member of the board, Barry DelCastilho, .said. "If I

were a member of the University I would prefer to be held

in a University facility, rather than in another communi-

ty"

University police arrested 'X)6 people last year. Of those,

159 were students. Another 71 people, 34 of them
students, were placed in protective custody because they

were excessively drunk.

Inside

Massachusetts motorists buckle up 2
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"/ don't think you have a strong society if people have

amnesia about those people who are less fortunate,"

—Chancellor Joseph E. Duffey
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A clerk in a Boston drugstore tries to keep the flow of people moving while sellng

Megabucks lottery tickets yesterday. The Massachusetts Lottery Commission said the

jackpot could reach as high as $30 million.

$30 million lottery tries people's luck

BOSTON (AP)—Liquor stores and supermarkets were
choked by would-be millionaiares yesterday as people tried

their luck at a $30 million lottery, the largest jackpot ever

offered in Massachusetts.

"We're besieged. The line goes out the door," Steve

Krawchuk said from his Attleboro package store, Steve's

Beverage, which has sold two winning jackpot tickets

since the twice-weekly Megabucks game began three

years ago.

The drawing was sacheduled for 10 p.m. yesterday bet-

ween dog races at Raynham Park, but lottery officials said

it would take computers at least seven hours to determine

if there even was a winner and several more hours to find

out where the winning tickets were sold.

"They literally have to search four days' worth of files

to find those numbers and see where they come from,"

spokesman Dave Ellis said.

Winners then must present their tickets at Lottery Com-
mission headquarters to collect a prize.

The lottery has gone awithout a wainner since Oct. 2.

If no one wins yesterday's game, it could reach $45

million, beating the $41 million jackpot record set last

August in New York.

Lottery officials said they expected up to 90 percent of

the adults in Massachusedtts to buy tickets for the draw-

ing, almost 30 percent more buyers than during a typical

month. "You go out and ask any 10 people, I guarantee
nine have bought a ticket," Ellis said.

Ticket sales yesterday would almost certainly surpass

the previous day's record of $7 million, Ellis said, noting

that 45 minutes after lottery computers opened for

business yesterday, stores had recorded $316,580 in sales.

"The rule of thumb is on the day of the drawing, we do

twice as much business as in the previous three days, but

that physically can't happen," he said. "The most the com-

puter system can handle is $11 million a day."

Lines of 20 to 30 people stood all morning yesterday at

Hill's Package Store in Seekonk, a few hundred, yards

from Rhode Island, owner Henry Campatelli said. Lottery

officials said the busiest stores were in border towns like

LSeekonk where out-of-statersss could slip over the line

to buy tickets.

Campatelli said the day's sales promised to outdo Tues-
day's record if the lottery computers kept pace. He said

his biggest bettor so far was an unidentified man, a
newcomer to the store, who had laid down at least $500.

Newlaw requires

Massachusetts
to buckle up
BOSTON (AP)—A compromise bill requiring

Massachusetts motorists to buckle their seat belts won

approval yesterday in the House and Senate, including

a provision allowing voters to express their opinion next

year at the ballot.

On a roll-call vote of 84-64, the House accepted a report

by a joint conference committee and sent the bill on to

the LSEnate, which approved it a short time later on a

roll-call of 24-13.

The measure, which makes Massachusetts the 15th

state in the national to require seat belts on Jan. 1, im-

poses $15 fines o n violators—but only if motorists are stop-

ped for some other infraction.

It required only routine enactment votes in each

chamber before going to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

Dukakis, who has been promoting the mandatory seat

belt law on the grounds that it will save lives and reduce

auto insurance premiums, planned to sign the bill this

week, according to his sides.

"My sense is there is very substantial support on all our

highway safety initiatives," Dukakis said.

Asked about the non-binding public referendum insisted

on by the House, the governor said: 'I have said I'd prefer

not to have it. But if the Legislature wants it, that's okay."

In the latest round of debate on the issue, supporters

in the House defended the proposal on safety grounds. But

opponents, often in bitter terms, renewed their attack on

the bill as excessive government intrusion.

Rep. Thomas White, House chairman of the Public Safe-

ty Committee, opened the debate by noting that the $15

fine for violations would be enforced only if a motorist is

stopped for another violation.

"It is a concrete step to reduce those fatal highway ac-

cident and reduce spiralling medical costs in the com-

monwealth," said White, D-Worcester.

"It is still a ridiculous bill," countered Augusta Horn-

blower, R-Groton, a leading opponent.

While she would would urge others to wear seatbelts,

she objected to the use of state power to force people to

do something for their own benefits.

"If it were truly important, why would we make it a

secondary offense?" asked Rep. Michael Ruane, D-Salem.

"It's a meaningless law."

"Right now, anyone in this state who wants to put a seat

buckle on can put it on," argued Rep. Thomas McGee, D-

Lynn, the former speaker.

Opponents also condemned the bill for requiring air

bags, or similar automatic safety devices, on all cars sold

in Massachusetts after 1989.

Last week the House rejected the conference commit-

tee's first proposal because it did not require a November
1986 referendum, which was part of the original House
bill.

The new compromise calls for all motorists, in both the

front and back seats of a motor vehicle, to buckle up star-

ting Jan. 1 or face a $15 fine. Police would cite a motorist

only if they had pulled over a driver for some other reason.

The proposal instructs the state insurance commissioner

to consider the expected saving in injuries and claims

when computing 1986 auto insurance rates.

It also forces taxi cab drivers and passengers to buckle

up and adds seat belts to the list of equipment to be check-

ed during the annual inspections.

Americans called ^most educated'
WASHINGTON

(AP)— Giant strides in

schooling since 1940 "have
made the American people

the most educated in the

world," but the quality of

U.S. schools sagged in the

1970s, a Census Bureau
tudy concluded yesterday.

The special demographic
study by two Census
analysts also found evidence

that the "return" on a col-

lege education—the edge in

earnings that college
graduates have over high

school graduates—is grow-

ing again after shrinking in

the 1970s.

"Less than 45 years
ago...a solid majority of

young adults were either

high school dropouts or had
never gone beyond elemen-

tary school," said the

report. "Today. ..high

school dropouts have been
reduced to a small
minority."

In 1940, only 38 percent

of those ages 25 to 29 had
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attained a high school

diploma, and a mere six per-

cent had college degrees.

Now, the report said, 86

percent of those surveyed

by the Census Bureau said

they have high school

diplomas and 22 percent

possess college degrees.

"These are very large

trends and they have made
the American people the

most educated in the

world," said the report,

"Education in the United

States: 1940-1983," by
Dave M. O'Neill and Peter

Sepielli.

It cited surveys showing
that in 1980-81 almost 32

percent of all U.S. adults 25

or older had at least some
college education, compared
with 17.3 percent of East

(^rmans, 17.2 percent of

Canadians, 15.5 percent of

Swedes, 14.5 percent of

Japanese, and 7 percent of

Hungarians.

AP l^ii«rphoto

Amy Carter signs a giant foot symbolizing the hope of stamping
out world hunger. At a press conference to kick off the national stu-

dent campaign against hunger, Amy Carter spoke urging students
to become active in the fight against hunger.
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1985 Chancellor's Lecture Series begins tonight

By GLORIA ROSADO
Collegian Correspondent

A distinguished linguistics professor will deliver the

first address in the 1985 Chancellor's Lecture Series

tonight at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Hall Auditorium.

Emmon W. Bach, University of Massachusetts professor

of linguistics will speak on "Natural Language

Metaphysics." He will discuss recent research on seman-

tics and its importance in linguistics theory.

"Linguistics tries to understand language in general,

more importantly the built in human capacity for

language," said Bach."The first half of the lecture will

be devoted to introducing linguistics theory. Then I will

be applying these theories and models to and posing ques-

tions about natural language," he said.

Bach began teaching at the University in 1973 and was

named head of the lingui.stics department in 1977. He has

taught courses in German language and literature general

linguistics, syntactic theory, phonology and structure of

American Indian languages on the Northwest coast.

Bach's research intersts include formal semantics and syn-

tax, Wakashan linguistics and sentence processing.

In August, Bach was named the Edward Sapir Professor

of Linguistics by the University's board of trustees. He
was named a Fellow of the Institute for Advanced Study

in the Humanities in 1984 and was awarded a Universi-

ty Faculty Fellowship in 1982.

He has recently completed a book Language Universals

and Language Particulars: Selected Papers, 1962-77 and

is currently engaged in two other works. Topics in English

Metaphysics and A Theory of Syntax and Semantics.

The Chancellor's Lecture Series recognizes distinguish-

ed members of the Chancellor's Medal, the highest honor

bestowed on individuals for "exemplary and extraordinary

service to the University of Massachusetts at Amherst."

SATF referendum

seen as Vital'
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A referendum asking student approval in raising the

Student Activity Fee $12 per year, scheduled for Oct. 29,

is seen as "vital" by student leaders in keeping student

control of their own funds and programs.

The referendum, if approved, will raise the Student Ac-

tivity Trust Fund (SATF) from $88 to $100 per year and

will mark the first increase of the fee in six years. The
SATF provides resources for the SGA to provide services,

activities, and advocacy to the student community.

If the proposal fails to pass, 55 of the 80 Registered Stu-

dent Organizations that are funded now, will lose their

current funds and have to seek alternative revenue, SGA
Treasurer Dianne Rossi said.

The basic reason behind the proposed fee increase, Rossi

said, is that "we only have so much money and we have

so many committments."
Rossi said the $12 increase is necessary for the SGA to

fund line-item committments such as the Union Program
Council, Board of Governors, Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority, area governments and the Distingquished

Visitors Program. It is also for covering the costs of the

reserves, such as capital equipment and compensating for

the Stabilization Accounts, \Vhich are funds used for

emergencies. In addition, the increase will help pay back

the SGA's liquidation of its reserves, which it did last year

to cover funding.

"Over the summer we did a lot of cost analysis and pro-

jections," Rossi said of the $12 figure. "We tried to pro-

ject what a reasonable increase would be."

If the referendum doesn't pass, Rossi said, it would be

a great loss to student's rights. "We have one of the

strongest Student Government Associations in the coun-

try because of a trust fund that we (students) really con-

trol," she said. "To lose any of that would be devastating

to the student body and their control over it."

SGA Budget Committee Chairman Jordan Rosner said

students would lose their voice in the budgeting process.

He said that instead of various groups having imput, four

or five students along with the administration would have

most of it. "The students aren't going to make the deci-

sions, it will be the adiministration."

Rossi and Rosner cited inflation, insurance increases of

1000 percent, cost of living allowances for professionals

and classified employees and dropping enrollment as the

major causes of the fiscal crisis.

"Everything they've been working on here since the fif-

ties is on the brink," Rosner said of the importance of the

fee increase. "Either it goes over the edge or it gets pull-

ed back."

If the fee increase is approved, it will only serve as a

short-term solution for about two years, both Rossi and

Rosner said. They said the SGA will have to examine the

situation and set up a committee solely responsible in ex-

amining the fiscal crisis.

The Oct. 29 referendum, scheduled for the Campus
Center Concourse, will have to be voted on by 7.5 percent

of the students and gain trustee approval before it goes

into effect in September of next year.

Senate is delayed by

committee positions

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Ma.ssachusetts Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate last night debated recent committee appoint-

ments after the assembly recognized the failure to cur-

rently review the SGA Constitution.

More than one hour of debate wa.s spent on a motion

to accept committee appointments which were made last

week. The SGA nominating sub-Committee made the ap-

pointments, but only four of the six members were pre-

sent during the procedure. This point became the object

of debate as David Martin, a commuter, requested that

the senate divide the question. This would have divided

the nominating sub-committee positions from all the other

appointments.
Concerning the constitution, spokespersons from six of

the seven area governments announced their area's vote

on the proposed document. The constitution was rejected

by the Sylvan and Northeast areas, tabled by the Greek
area, given no vote by Southwest, abstained in Orchard

Hill and not considered by the commuter area. The
spokesperson's reports, which came at the start of the

meeting, effectively rejected the document from being

voted on last night.

"The document will go back for negotiation." said John
Ruddock, senate speaker. "This is an SGA document
which has been worked on for three years," he said, em-
phasizing the importance of prompt consideration and
debate in the near future.

Dianne Rossi, SGA treasurer, said all the professional

employees working within the SGA will attend next

week's senate meeting. She said they will present a five-

minute description of what they do, in response to a

referendum's pa.ssage at last week's senate meeting. The
referendum calls for student approval of a $12 increase

in the Student Activity Fee to maintain pri'sent funding

levels.
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Hands Off

Rannels Reg. 128.00 OUR PRICE $10.99

Gateway Rugbys Reg. $28.00 OUR PRICE $10.99

Lee Jeans Reg. $25.00 OUR PRICE $14.99

Repage Active CordsReg. $28.00OUR PRICE $8.99

Counter Proposal
Cotton Casual Reg. $38.99 OUR PRICE $18.99

DAX Urban Jacltets Reg. $86.00OUR PRICE $39.95
St. Charbel Jackets
"Miami Vice Style " Reg. $38.00 OUR PRICE $24.95

OUR PB.ce»24.9q^°""9«'
Print

Sweatshirts Reg. $18.00 OUR PRICE $9.98

OURPR'CE$10.'

OUR PR'CE $12.99

-t</-

\

Sheridan „_ ^2 oo
^»'» price $1699

J

^^^^n ^^_ .^,
,.,..^..nK.we>t,rsR»gJS^ SUllHVlMtS

PIBA

FOOTWEAR
Levi's leather shoes Reg. $eO.OOOUR PRICE $24.99{

iHerman Survivors
)oots irrs. Reg. $96.00 OUR PRICE $49.95|

iFamous Name
feather sneaks Reg. $60.00 OUR PRICE $19.95

like Transit Jogger

Reg. $38.00 OUR PRICE $24.99

1

Puma
Ralph Sampsons Reg. $66.00 OUR PRICE $29.99

1 9 West leather flats Reg. $60.00 OUR PRICE $27.99

1

Snickers
Hi Tops leather shoes Reg. $48.00 OUR PRICE $17.99

Famous Name
joggers Reg. $36.00 OUR PRICE $14.95

Canvas workouts Reg. $28.00 OUR PRICE $6.99|

Trader Fred's is working to become your Lowest Priced Clothinj; Store in Hampshire County.

48 North Pleasant St., Amherst
In the new Tucker Taft Building below D'Angelo's 253-7155
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Gay, lesbian community holds forum
By ROBYN RUGGIERO
Collegian Correspondent

Issues concerning verbal and physical abuse, inadequate
on-campus service and staff awareness, and the quality
of academic life and residence hall living for gay, lesbian
and bisexual students at UMass were addressed at a
Human Relations forum yesterday.
The group met to review the findings and recommen-

dations of a report submitted in June titled, "The Conse-
quences of Being Gay: A Report on the Quality of life for

Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Students at the University
of Massachusetts at Amherst."
The report was submitted to the vice-chancellor for stu-

dent affairs. The author of the report, Felice Yeskel and
her co-worker Reed Ide, were recently hired as coor-

dinators of the new Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual Program.
Felice Yeskel was enthusiastic about the program say-

ing, "One of the things I'm most excited about is that we
are one of the few campuses anywhere in the United
States that has undertaken such systematic research in

this area," and expressing her hope that they can share
what they have learned with the other campuses in the
five-college area as well as around the country.

"It is very clear to me that the statistics are horrendous.

My first concern is to find ways that the gay, lesbian

population can feel secure and protected," Reed said. He
continued that if action is taken to secure the atmosphere
for gays, then they may feel more secure about express-

ing their concerns in order to find help. He added that Ac-

quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome is a "medical, social

problem creating a tremendous trauma that has to be ad-

dressed as a health issue."

Not only is Massachusetts eighth in the nation for high
incidence of AIDS, but one out of every five cases are

within the age group of 20-29 according to Ide. He also

expressed the concern that "AIDS is a convenient avenue
that leads to discrimination."

The two coordinators of the new program discussed

social programs as a way to build on strength for the gay,

lesbian, bisexual community.
Yeskel said the program would be "Open to col-

laborative efforts wherever possible." She said people

could help the program by publicizing it's existence, sen-

ding articles for its resource file, and making the program
aware of incidents of homophobia on campus, new ideas

and suggestions for the program, and needs on campus.
The program is designed for lesbian, gay and bisexual con-

cerns and will be used as a resoxirce for such.

T?VT •

Auditions tonight for models;

Scholarship offered

AuditioiiB will be held at 8 p.nL tonight in the Student
Union Ballroom f«r models for the tjpcoming Black Unity
Homecomijag fashion show to be held Dec. 8. Contact
Sharon Jackson at 545-2426 for more information.
Studente who have outstanding potential for leader-

ship In public service and who have a minimum grade >^

point average of 3.0 are eligible to apply for a Truman
Scholarship. More than 100 ofthe national schoLarships

will be awarded to students who will be junior* in,

September 1986. Preliminary applications may be pick-

ed up from Luther Allen, professor of political science,

332 ThtMnpson Hail. Preliminary applications are due
Friday, Oct. 2Sv

»Coliegian»

To go wild, go to Card Gallery.

Tricks, treats, claws, paws Be a Ninja,

nun or Princess of Power We've got

clowns, ghosts, funny feet, blood and
gore, rotten teeth and nnore. Play a

French Maid, wield a devil's pitchfork,

sport a huge bow tie, flip those whips

and chains, washable hair color spray,

martian antennae, tongues, body parts,

lashes, lances, witches, spiders, pirates

and bats. Swords and axes. Party table-

ware, napkins, candy, crowns. Even tape

cassettes of 100% pure Halloween noise.

If you don't like any of this wild stuff,

could we interest you in a bright red

clown nose?
Card Gallery. Daily 10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

and Sundays. Haymarket Square, Spring-

field; Next to Shop Rite Plaza, Westfield;

Enfield Square; Amherst-Hadley, next to

Super Stop & Shop.

Card gallery
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Motions to be viewed
in dealing with a crisis

The Faculty Senate will view proposals today designed

to aid the University in dealing with a crisis situation.

The proposals were spurred by the senate's special

report on the events surrounding the arrest of a resident

assistant charged with one count of arson in Dec. 1983.

The report, compiled by the Faculty Senate Committee

on the Status of Minorities, found evidence of civil rights

violations in the arrest.

The three motions include a provision to develop policies

to be implemented when non-University law enforcement

agencies become involved in on-campus investigations.

The second motion requests that the administration "re-

affu-m" that the Office of Student Affairs and the Dean

of Students Office are responsible for all students, in-

cluding those suspected of illegal or dangerous behavior.

The third proposal calls for an expansion of sensitivity

training and crisis management for all campus security.

In other senate action, the senate will vote on a proposal

to increase the term of the ombudsman from two to three

years to "lend more stability to the position and reduce

the number of searches required to find a new om-

budsman."

The senate will also vote on a proposal to oppose the con-

struction of a holding facility on campus, and view an-

nual reports by the Health Council, Admissions and

Records Committee and the Campus Physical Planning

Committee.

-LESLEY CLARK

Frank Newman, president of the Education

Commission of the States at yesterday's press

conference in Washington D.C.

i^Duffey continued from page 1

Senator Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., in a statement

released yesterday, praised the efforts of the project,

recalling his brother John's efforts when he created the

Peace Corps 25 years ago.
^^

"Once again the call to public service must be made,

the statement said. "The need for civic commitment and

constructive contributions to the public welfare of our

great country is the key to our future."

Newman said during the press conference that funding

for the project, which he expects to be nationwide within

three years, would come from private grants as well as

Congress.

»^^w^^—M^—"^M" Thursday, October 17, 1985

il Building named after

recently retired Marcus
The Engineering East building now has a new name in

honor of recently retired Associate Dean of Engineering

Joseph Marcus.

"I cannot think of a more fitting, lasting tribute to the

fine qualities exemplified by Joe Marcus as a teacher, ad-

ministrator, humanitarian, than to name Engineering

Building East in his honor as Marcus Hall," said College

of Engineering Dean James John.

Marcus joined the University faculty as an instructor

in 1948 and has been on staff for 37 years. In those years,

Marcus became a highly respected member of the Univer-

sity community and the renaming of the building is a fit-

ting tribute to his accomplishments, John said.

One of Marcus' greatest contributions is his influence

over the vast improvements made in the College of

Engineering, John said. He credited Marcus with the tran-

sition of an undergraduate teaching institution to a ma-

jor research graduate center.

"Throughout this transition, Joe Marcus has had a very

positive influence of the College, its faculty and students,"

said John.

"Marcus' efforts and devotion to the University and its

College of Engineering evidence the extremely high stand

of the concept of service and has given a new meaning

to the term, 'institutional loyalty,'" John said.

Art Clifford of the Office of Public Information said that

it would take years for him to list all of the contributions

that Marcus has made. He said, however, that one of Mar-

cus' greatest contributions was his effort to find jobs for

the University alumni and "the thousands of hours of his

own time which he dedicated to the University."

In addition, Clifford said Marcus strongly supported the

minority recruitment program and is responsible for the

presence of many minority faculty on staff.

Marcus is currently living in Amherst and was

unavailable for comment.
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FOR THE
PRICE OF

HAIRCUTS
STYLES BY
DEBORAH
call 549-5610

new cuatomars only

8 MODELS NEEDED
(male & female)

for photo session

ski sportswear
by local agency
Apply in person
one day only

Thursday, Oct. 17'^

11 :00 am-2:00 pm
room 802

campus center

VWWWW^ft^VWVWWW^

MMISNCE
LH^IMiORE
IMTION4L
MB0R410RY
TECHIMOIL
EXCEILENCE
SINai952

NDEPENCfNC I—

/

• Electrical/Electronics Engineers

• Chemists/Materials Scientists/Chemical Engineers
Our major research programs are
• National def«ns« (nuclear weapons and defensive systems researcti) • Magnetic Fusion Energy
• Laser Fusion • Energy Re$earct> • Biomedical and Environmental Research

ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY
OCTOBER 24

See your Placement Office for more information, or write to:

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. P.O. Box 5510, Dept. JCR.
Livermore. CA 94550.

An equal opportunity employer m/f/h.

U.S citizensfiip required.

UnversitYOf California

1
1

1 Lawrence Livemxxe
La National Laboratory

Panel concludes students must realize the reality of nations
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

To help students in South Africa, Namibia, and
Nicaragua with their daily struggle against oppressive

regimes, American students must learn about the reality

of the political situation and pass on the information, con-

cluded a panel last night comprised of representatives

from these nations.

The panel, part of a nationwide tour titled "Boycott

South Africa, not Nicaragua," was made up of students

from Nicaragua, South Africa and Namibia who have

become leaders in their people's struggle.

Also in the panel were Michael Thelwell, professor of

Afro-American studies at the University of

Massachusetts, and John Nessen, campus coordinator for-

the tour.

"Many students don't know what's going on because of

misinformation and apathy," said Monica Nashandi, a

member of the Southwest Africa Peoples Organization,

and student organizer against the South African govern-

ment's occupation of Namibia.

Namibia, she said, is the most militarized country in the

world with people being killed every day. "People of

Namibia have decided to launch a political, diplomatic, and

liberation struggle against the racist regime of South

Africa."

American people, she said, are not well enough informed

about the importance of divestiture from South Africa.

Clair Mohapi, representing the Youth Division of the

African National Congress, spoke of the five months of

hard torture, and following that, the two months of

solitary confinement she went through "at the hands of

the South African government."

"Students," she said, "are restricted to specific regional

areas and they are not allowed to go anywhere else to

study." These students aren't able to study because they

have to stay in a three room home that houses over five

people, she said.

"Over twenty people a day are being killed by the South

African regime. Our people aren't afraid of dying

anymore in fighting against this system," she said.

There is a need for greater boycotting against South

Africa, Mohapi said, and a halt of the boycott by the U.S.

against Nicaragua.

Virginia Montoy, a student in Nicaragua and an
organizer of the National Organization of Nicaraguan

Students, expressed her agreement, saying, "We en-

courage you to stop this. We all know that the boycott

should be against South Africa and not Nicaragua."

University-Argentina Program

examines constitutional democracy
"Civil-Military Relations in a Constitu-

tional Democracy" was the topic of a three-

day seminar held this week at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

The seminar was sponsored by the

University of Massachusetts, the Univer-

sity of Buenos Aires, and funded by a grant

from The Tinker Foundation Incorporated.

It was the first in a three part series

scheduled by the University-Argentina

Program to examine the institutionaliza-

tion of constitutional democracy in

Argentina.

Chancellor Joseph Duffey opened the

seminar on Monday by welcoming the the

participants which included academics,

government and military officials and
businessmen from Argentina and the

United States

Other noted speakers included Dr. Fran-

cisco J. Delich, rector of the University of

Buenos Aires who presented a paper entitl-

ed "Los problemas de la transicion a la

democracia en el Tercer Mundo" or The
Problems with the Transition to

Democracy in the Third World.

Dr. Robert A. Potash, Haring Professor

of History at UMass, and Dr. Jeffrey Cole,

coordinators of the seminar, are directors

of the University-Argentina Program.
The program came about following an

agreement that was signed by Chancellor

Duffey and Dr. Delich last Febuary. The
agreement called for the promotion of Latin

American studies on the Amherst campus
and of North American studies at the

University of Buenos Aires.

The agreement also sought for more
faculty exchanges between the two univer-

sities and a series of seminars to be held

in Amherst and Argentina.

^unan garden
N5e«5t«ur«Mt
MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

'*Th« BEST ChlBCM Food"

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs
Small

$080
or

Large

S460

Luncheon
Specials

$025
From ^& served 11 a.in.

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU 3-25
CAN EAT 3

iFnrii

biOyaMf

<i Smm ft Smi CMckM
7)PwFiMmn
«PwriMNoB«a
MiOiklMM

9» Pmi FfM Rmtol
let Hoi -f SOM S«*

Free Ear

Piercing
with the purchase
of piercing earrings

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Servkc
FuU CocktaU Menu

Sun.-Thun. 11:30 a.m.-lO p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11:30 a.m.-ll p.m.

10 Belchert^wn Road
at Rte. 9. Amherst

256-0252

J AUSTIN.
ji:\yi:ij:k

on the common, amherst, 253-3986

mon.-sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Just 2 weeks left * *

Washington D.C. Spring Internships

All application materials must

be in Washington by Oct. 25, 1985

Hurry in now for a

Spring Internship Program

16 Curry Hicks

545-0727

jONO DCiiARin inioni

HALLOWEEN '85

ASkm-fulof
Downtown A/Tih«r»l/tMhrlO-6, S«in.iaS
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adirondack musk
nUE STEREO PROFESSIONALS

Demo - Used - Left Over Tech HiFi Inventory

"One of a Kind Clearance Sale. .
."

RECEIVERS
Akai AAR25 35 w/ch

Dennon DRA400 40 w/ch

JVC RX40 40 w/ch

JVC RX60 55 w/ch

Marantz SRIOOO 25 w/ch

Miida 3120 30 w/ch

Onkyo TX61 60 w/ch

Technics SA810 85 w/ch

Nikko NR1015 85 w/ch

List $270.00

List $400.00

List $350.00

List $450.00

List $240.00

List $220.00

List $540.00

List $530.00

List $570.00

Vector Research VR2500 22 w/ch List $265.00

$129.95

$199.95

$129.95

$159.95

$79.95

$49.95

$299.95

$299.95

$199.95

$99.95

CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa L450 Dolby B/C List $295.00

Aiwa F770 Dolby B/C 3 head

Akai HX3 Dolby B/C

Akai 6XC709D Dolby

Harmon Kardon HK2500 Dolby

Hitachi DE 10 Dolby

Hitachi DE66 loaded

Kenwood KX500 Dolby

Marantz SD242 Dolby B/C

Pioneer CT4 Dolby

Pioneer CT550 Dolby

List $500.00

List $230.00

List $385.00

List $319.00

List $200.00

List $400.00

List $255.00

List $200.00

List $200.00

List $175.00

Vector Research VCX200 Dolby B/C List $200.00

$149.95

$229.95

$99.95

$79.95

$99.95

$49.95

$89.95

$29.95

$69.95

$69.95

$69.95

$99.95

i

MISCELLANEOUS
Crown straight line one preamp List $374.00 $99.95

SAEtwolOO w/ch power amp List $400.00

Vector VQIOO equalizer List $250.00

Plus many more unadvertised specials

15 EAST PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST
AK safes Cash Only • MC/Visa/Check add 3%
AH quantities limited • Subject to prior sale

Not responsible for typographical errors

(hurry in)

$199.95

$99.95

WeKeepYDU

BUSCH BEER
24 - 12 oz. cans

$9.99 Plus deposit

Garelick

ORANGE JUICE

$1.19 Half Gallon

f^n LABATTS
Beer and Ale

Ubatfs

m
Six Pack - 12 oz. bottles

YObWw Plus deposit

2 minutes from Townhouse, Brandywine & Puffton

PfvcESOOooAT mimcMTwiG STORES TV1R0UGH: Octobcr 31, 1985 THE SOUTHLAND CORPORATION

^
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lP^\f UNUSUAL

GIFTS
WITH
A

NEW
ENGLAND

ROUTE (.^ FLAVOR

NORIH AMHrRST
MAS'nAC.HI S!TTS

01(1^')

1 mile north i.f I MaiiH 549-2667

Collegian photo by Scott Maguire

PASSING UP THE CLIMB - Two men ex-

plore one of the campus center's more popular
entrances.

Tower robberies reported
The Kennedy Snack bar and the Student Government

Room in Kennedy Tower were reportedly broken into

Tuesday in separate incidents, University of

Massachusetts police said.

About $60 worth of candy bars, a sliced ham and a

turkey was reported stolen from the snack bar, police said.

Equipment valued at $47 was reported stolen from the

Student Government Room Tuesday night, police said.

The doors of both rooms, located on the fifth floor, were

pried open, police said.

In other police reports:

Students reported a man exposing himself outside the

lobby of Cance house Tuesday night. The area was sear-

ched but no suspects were found, police said.

A 1984 Plymouth recieved $150 in damages when it was

reportedly vandalized in lot 21 Monday afternoon. The car

was owned by a Hamden Dining commons employee,

police said. -JEANETTE DeFORGE

let usdoyOur
wash -dry -fold

and
hand pressing

,<*^°"%

10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7 DAYS 7A.M 10 PM
5^9-1665

Quality
Laundry
11 Pray St

Amherst, MA

J

Valuable Coupon

I
Thurs, Fri, Saturday

1 1 Free Reg. Fries!!
I with any purchase over $2.CX)

I Good 10/17 - 10/19

I All coupons subject to conditions

j posted in the store

Include* up to 5 qoorls

0*10- 30 oil ond "sofety

check

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fu# Service Tire Store

7B Sundarlamt Rd . No Amheisl. MA
Acioss I'om Welroba's Sioi>-

S49-4 704

^ 1 [r3
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Downtown Amh«f«l/bily 10 - *, lurv n-S
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Executive Board—Fall 1985

Varsity demotions unfair
September 1, 1986 is slated to be an

ominous day in the history of

UMass/Amherst. On that day, five of our

varsity sports teams: men's and women's

skiing, men's and women's tennis and

men's golf, will experience a change-of-

status. In other words, they will be

demoted to club status. We can hardly cite

this as a proper tribute to these teams,

whose individual achievements have con-

tributed immensely to UMass tradition,

over the past 25 years.

Just over one year ago, the Board of

Trustees voted to immediately demote

seven sports teams to club status. In addi-

tion to the five named above, wrestling and

women's golf were also included, at that

time. After a summer of hectic lobbying by

faculty, staff, and students, a two year

grace period, at varsity status, was

granted by the Board of Trustees. The past

year and the coming year are devoted to a

continuing lobbying effort, as well as the

preparation of alternative actions which

the trustees might consider. In the mean-

time, wrestling and women's golf have

slowly withered into non-existence. These

are technical facts...confused? Well,

hopefully you are, at least, the slightest bit

curious. Overall, we are in need of ideas,

support, and "teamwork." Hence, allow us

to explain the rest of the saga so that we
can enlist your help.

What are the major arguments? Basical-

ly, the seven sports teams cost approx-

imately $75,000 to fund and maintain at

varsity status. Proponents of the status

change assert that, by demoting these

teams, the University will free itself of

financial obligations to them. Therefore,

the teams will have to compete (as well as

possible) with the other club teams and the

$75,000 could be put towards additional

sports scholarships for the football, basket-

ball, and the remaining women's sports

teams. The logic is based on the

"Georgetown go for the gusto with one"

argument. If we can upgrade our basket-

ball and football to an extent which will

help them attain constant national ranking

and press, funding will increase and pride

will be fostered around two excellent

sports teams.

This is preferred to simply enabling

several mediocre teams to exist. Those

students who desire it can participate and

compete at the club level. This will be much
more gainful to the University's reputation

Roth/Burgess

than our present constantly awkward ap-

pearance of not having any big spectator

winning sports.

The counter arguments are many
faceted. First, we cite the need for a

university the size of UMass/Amherst to

provide a diverse program of sports. Any

university which claims the diverse

background and opportunity foung here

had best be accountable to all aspects of the

educational process. This includes sound

education through involvement in "life

long sports," not just big money making

spectator sports.

Additionally, the trustees failed to ex-

plain alternative funding methods for the

seven sports teams. Perhaps by juggling

funds within the Athletic Department or

not hiring an additional football coach or

asking the students if they want to pay a

special athletic fee, the problem could have

been solved in a different way. Indeed, it

could still be solved by using one of these

methods. Last spring, a referenda by

students to affirm the acceptance of a

$2/year fee for funding these teams was

overwhelmingly approved. The difference

between this fee and the many others

which the trustees implement is fundamen-

tal. This fee is based on a choice of priority

set by the students, for money which they

are spending on their college education.

Specifically, these team players would no

longer be able to obtain easy access to

University transportation or medical per-

sonnel, in conjunction with their traingand

competition. They would also have extreme

difficulty using University Academic
Scheduling facilities and in obtaining quali-

ty competitors due to their lack of varsity

status.

The parents of the members of those

teams. University alumni, and students

must work together if we expect to save

these teams. Throughout the next month,

the University Board of Trustees will make
their decision regarding the future of our

presently diversified sports program. We
need your input, ideas, alternatives, time

and any other solutions you may have. Stop

by and talk to us. Soon.

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are the SGA
co-presidents.

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Sub-

nissionp should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Coliegiany 113

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or

they can be dropped off at the Collegian classified ad counter in^the base-

ment of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received ,"mdiviclilat

replies cannot be made.

All letters submiit^'d for publication must be signed and include thf

author's address and telephone number, which will not be published. Let>

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

umn submissions should be between 40 and ^ lines. All submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. --Editor.
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His lessons offensive, oppressive

I must confess that I have never read the

Bible. I am not religious or of any religious

background, but I always felt I would like

to read the Bible. It was the same impulse

that led me to read Dickens and Chaucer.

Since following the series of articles by

Rusty Denton, I have changed my mind! If

Denton's intention is to get people, par-

ticularly women, to read the Bible, well

then, I would like to say he lost one

previously curious customer.

I find it personally offensive that Denton

feels that he, as a man, is responsible for

my protection. How presumptuous! That

Denton feels all women have "special

vulnerabilities and need for a supportive

family and congregation..." is ludicrous.

Does this mean that men don't need a sup-

portive family? And where does Denton get

off telling me that I need a congregation?

He doesn't even know me!

Denton stated and honestly believes that

awoman was created as a "God-given

counselor." Then, how does this explain the

failing of man to listen to her? Denton says

that a woman is "a help to him (man)—not

out of chauvinism, but in the interest of

order." I think Denton should lift his head

from his Bible and focus his eyes from the

print onto the world around him. What
kind of "order" has man created? With

world "order" in the process of falling down
around us, he can sit back in his comfor-

table reading chair and tell us women that

we are "weaker vessels" and have "Special

vulnerabilities." The truth is that this is

only true if we women let it be true. One
way not to let it be true is to realize that

the book Denton is so fond of quoting from

is many centuries old and, in my opinion,

unlike other "classics" of literature, is

outdated.

I would never say that women who
choose to live in "biblically-patterned

households" are either unprivileged or op-

pressed, but tojudge the rest of us by their

standards oppresses us. And whether

anyone likes it or not, the rest of us are the

majority in the waorld, and if they ever

want to further the ideas of Denton's

minority, they had better learn some less

offensive tactics—tactics that do not put 50

percent of the population down as "weaker
vessels" and simply "God-given
counselors." If people are so blind as to the

changing status of women around them,

then they areally are not putting their God-

given sh«u-e of wisdom to much use.

Andrea Llamas
Amherst

Sanctuary not a naive idea
Peter Dow's "US Sanctuary Idea Naive"

column in last week's Collegian seeks to

discredit this extraordinary and powerufl

call to conscience.

His language dehumanizes individual

and family suffering with the legalistic

terms "illegal aliens." While Dow cites

Salvadoran and other human rights

organizations wahen they apparently sup-

port his argument, none of these groups

would offer any support for his assertion

that Nicaraguan and Cuban Refugees suf-

fer "a far worse plight" than Salvadorans

and Guatemalans.
Dow neatly divides the supposed good

and bod countries. He evidently does not

know that thel Guatemalan government
routinely receives US military aid through

what are labeled economic channels and
through third government proxy funding.

Moreover, ignoring the Immigration and
Naturalization Service's coercive treat-

ment of refugees, its infiltration of sanc-

tuary communities, and the individual

refugees' problems with the language and
legal conventions means the reader of

Dow's polemic has far fewer facts than ap-

pear at first glance.

For Dow to find sanctuary noteworthy is

a sign of the times. The appeal of sanctuary

is the human face it gives to the headlines,

making contact with individuals who are

refugess and exiles and immigrants, and
who at the very least deserve these words
and not "illegal aliens." Such words,

deliberate or not, can create the social con-

ditions in the United States where the least

protected are the most vulnerable. So im-

portant news is Grov. Dukakis' executive

order insuring greater protection for

refugees in the Commonwealth as well as

establishing a new office of Refugee
Resettlement.

I hope Dow will allow his demonstrable

f>owers of argumentation to join hands with

a compassionate understanding of in-

dividuals and their complex lives. Sanc-

tuary is not a naive idea or an abstraction.

It is a special presence, a community of

hope and trust here in the Pioneer Valley.

I hope we can all meet the reality soon.

Patrick J. Sullivan

Professor of Education

Marcos an asset for U.S. Philippines ripe for change
While most American political attention

has centerd around South Africa, Central
America, and the Middle East recently, the

government of Ferdinand Marcos in the
Philippines continues to make positive

political and economic reforms. These
reforms have occured, in large part,

because of quiet US pressure on the Mar-
cos government since the murder of

Benigno Aquino in 1983.

Marcos' reforms have also succeeded

despite the efforts of American leftists who
want the pro-US, anti-communist Marcos
overthrown. Indeed, there is a substantial

opposition movement in the Philippines;

much of it is moderate, democratic, and
unorganized. But the major threat comes
from the New People's Army (NPA) which
is the Philippines' highly organized com-

munist insurgency. The NPA has between

10,000 and 12,000 armed guerillas (in a

country of52 million), and operates visibly

in many urban neighborhoods. However 85

percent of Filipinos belong to the Roman
Catholic Church, which serves as source of

stability, and provides no substantial

forum for "liberation theology."

Perhaps the most accurate indicator of

Filipino political ideology was the election

for the National Assembly in May, 1984.

Despite the leftist boycott of the elections

and NPA violence at some voting places,

Filipinos cast votes for five times as many
opponents as previously sat in the

Assembly. More importantly, Marcos has

respected the election results, and has

allowed the opposition to be seated. Such
a strong opposition is very encouraging,

since it shows a rebuilding of democratic

institutions, and also proves that Filipinos

want democratic, not revolutionary,

change.
Other political, economic, and military

progress in the Philippines should prove to

the US that this ally is worthy of our sup-

port. There is now a great degree of press

freedom in comparison with other develop-

ing countries. Additionally, the Agrava

Board (appointed by Marcos to investigate

the assasination of Benigno Aquino) has

charged 24 military conrunanders with con-

spiracy, thus restoring some faith in Mar-

cos and his government's judicial system.

On economic issues, Marcos has begun to

implement IMF recommendations to ease

the current crisis; strict budgetary con-

Peter Dow
straints, limits on the domestic money
supply, and a floating peso are some of the

recent policy implementations. In addition,

Marcos has begun market-orientated

reforms that are necessary for sustained

economic growth.

Militarily, the Philippines has undergone

some major reforms, directed by the new
Chief of Staff Fidel Ramos. Ramos' first em-

phasis has been to "clean up" his military,

and redirect efforts to where they are need-

ed; fighting the communist insurgency. In-

deed, the admission of the NPA as a major

threat is an important step—until a few

years ago, Marcos tended to ignore the

growing communist opposition.

The US must, however, maintain its

pressure upon Marcos to ensure continued

reforms. We must support fair and free

local and Presidential elections in 1986 and

1987. Economically, the US can use the

power of the IMF and the World Bank to

pressure for more free markets, particular-

ly the busting of agricultural monopolies.

Militarily, the US must increase its

assistance to the Philippines, contingent

upon the implementation of reforms. In-

deed, their military budget has been slash-

ed drastically, to levels insufficent to effec-

tively combat the NPA (as a percentage of

GNP, defense expenditures are at 1.1 per-

cent, the lowest level in Southeast Asia).

Additionally, the American military

bases in the Philippines are vital to the

security of the area; they provide an effec-

tive balancing presence to the Soviets in

Vietnam. Yet the importance of the bases

should not be overstated; if the Philippines

fell, the US could find alternative, though

inferior, bases. Yet, if the NPA did gain

power, there would be no alternatives for

52 million Filipinos. The severe problems

experienced today under a pro-US
authoritarian government are minor com-

pared to the conditions under totalitarian

communist regimes. We see this situation

today in Nicaragua, Cuba, Vietnam,

Angola, and Ethiopia. America must not

allow this dreadful fate to be imposed upon

the Phillipines.

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist.

Fraternity's rude behavior
On Oct. 2, Ghandi's birthday, the Nip-

ponsan Myohoji Buddhist Monks' peace

walk arrived in Amherst. They were on

their way to Leverett to inauguarate the

first Peace Pagoda in the Americas. This

in itself is a singualrly important event,

since the US is the only country ever to

have used an atomic weapon. The monks
had walked all the way from Plymouth, to

end here at the campus with a message of

peace-consciousness raising and of non-

violence. The gathering here was very poor-

ly attended (either students were not aware

of the event, or, perhaps because of fear in

the face of possible nuclear annihilation,

there is apathy.)

John Shuchard, one of the "Plowshare 8"

gave an inspiring talk on non-violence and

its imperitive value in a world with a nar-

row margin of safety. (The Plowshare 8 is

a group of eight members who broke into

a Trident Submarine base, and, with their

own blood, wrote THOU SHALL NOT
KILL on the nuclear warheads. They were

sentenced to various prison terms for this

act of nonviolence. John, himself spent two

years in prison.)

Now brothers, on our peace walk fi-om the

Campus Pond to Amherst Common, you

met us at the BKO fraternity house with

a banner. It read "Nuke the Pagoda" and

you stood on the steps jeering and shouting

obscentities.

I take exception to this kind of rude,

unfeeling behavior for a number of reasons.

Among them, as a member of Leverett's

Board of Selectmen I object to the in-

hospitality of your act. I had a number of

Japanese guests staying in my home last

week for this inauguration. It certainly

speaks ill of BKO and the UMass campus

to have witnessed subjecting them to such

unthinking cruelty.

I stepped out of the walk to ask you to

put away your banner. I asked you why you

had done this. You said things like. "Bet-

ter dead than Red" and "because we love

our country." I told you if you loved your

country or your family or friends you would

be in the walk with us-and I'll thank you

not to assume I, or my family, would rather

Nancy Emond

The US-propped government of Ferdi-

nand Marcos in the Philippines, like so

many other puppet regimes of the Third

World, seems soon to fall. As with

Pinochet's Chile and Chun's South Korea,

there's a limit to how long an oppressive

and unpopular government can continue to

pander to the industrial world, while ignor-

ing the needs of its people.

Witness Somoza's Nicaragua and
Nimeiri's Sudan; Marcos is repeating

history by overstaying his welcome, stifl-

ing opposition, and accumulating vast

wealth. Banana republics differ little from
pineapple archipelagos in this respect—safe

haven for United Fruit means more than
peasant niceties. And political movements
tinged by Marxism mean Western support,

despite dismal leadership records.

The assasination of popular opposition

leader Benito Aquino on the tarmac at the

Manila airport signaled the beginning of

the end for Marcos. Though he wasn't

directly implicated, the parallels with other

equally suspect incidents elsewhere hint

that Marcos is on his way out.

The Somoza-ordered murder of Pedro Joa-

quin Chamorro, editor of Nicaragua's on-

ly opposition paper La Prensa in 1977, pro-

vided the fuel that really fired up the

revolution that was to oust the US-backed
government two years later.

In Sudan, Nimeiri's inept government-

ordered hanging of a very popular Moslem
leader preceded his ouster by a few months.

Marcos has held on for two years now, but

signs indicate he is fast slipping.

Philippine export earnings this year

plunged 1 1 pecent from last year's already

low levels, prompting the International

Monetary Fund, which oversees their $25

billion foreign debt, to call for another un
popular devaluation of the peso.

While the Filipino middle and working
classes get pinched by IMF austerity

measures, the elite (including Marcos) hold

overseas investments equal to 54 percent

of the foreign debt, according to the

estimates of private Philippine economists.

A recent front-page New York Times
feature describes this in detail.

Rob Skelton

"be dead than Red" because, my friends,

we'd rather be alive than anything.

You told me I was too idealistic and

boasted ofyour pragmatism. I hate to break

this to you, but "better dead than Red" is

the supreme nationalistic, idealistic state-

ment. Don't get me wrong, I love this coun-

try in a patriotic way, not in a nationalistic

way. There is something dangerous about

that kind of nationalistic fervor. In these

jaded times, there is no room for violent

heros like "Rambo" and Schwartzenegger.

We have grown in our level of con-

sciousness to the point where we should

slways question authority. Nobody should

ever walk blindly into a conflict where lives

are lost because of a difTerent ideology.

Every country, every person has the right

to self-determination.

If you really know in your hearts what

love is, that it transcends ideologies, then

I ask you to join the peace movement. Not

one human life should ever be lost because

of any ego-centered ideology. When we are

socialized, we are taught not to kill. Basic

training dehumanizes young men. It strips

them of every shred of morality when it

teaches them to "see the enemy as less

than human." Only then can one hate and

kill someone who is trying to defend his

home and family.

As I left the fraternity, after 20 minutes

of exchanging thoughts, one of you called

"come back sometime." I'd still like to talk

to with you, and so would the Vietnam

Veteran's Peace Education Network. We
think ifyou examine your hearts, you'd not

find anger but fear. On one level or another

we're all afraid. Who isn't afraid of the

thought of the world afire? This is not a

game brothers, because there would be no

winners. With hands clasped, I bow and

say, "Na mu myo ho ren gey kyo."

This is the chant we used on our peace

walk, a chant of non-violence.

Nancy Emond is a UMass student

Armed counter-government insurgencies

are the people's answers to Marcos' inat-

tentiveness. Even though the Philippines

have received billions of dollars in foreign

aid (mainlv payment for US military

rights), rural development and land reform

promises have gone unfulfilled. Less than
2 percent of the Filipino peasants now have

title to their land as a result of Marcos'

"reform."
Three-quarters of all Filipinos depend on

agriculture for their livelihood, but most
don't own their own land. The Philippines,

like its Spanish-colonized cousins in Cen-

tral America, has a legacy of the rulers and

the ruled. Filipinos, like Central
Americans, are in the midst ofchanges that

are revolutionary.

Marxism appears attractive to those op-

pressed for decades. Hard-ass rulers who
refuse to budge don't make compromise
easy. And overseas patrons who either see

red, white and blue, or only red maker for

disasterous policies similar to, say, Viet-

nam, or El Salvador.

A recent US Senate report pointed to the

vulnerability of the two American bases in

the Philipines. The fact that guerrillas of

the New People's Army (NPA) were actual-

ly operating within the perimeter of the US
Naval station at Subic Bay, which is guard-

ed by the Philippine military, is "nothing

short of incredible," the subcommittee said.

That is only one example of the deteriora-

tion in the Philippines. The facilities near

Manila are valuable to western defense,

but indications are that when Marcos goes,

the bases will follow shortly. America had
a chance to clean up the Philippines, but,

like Nicaragua, we deferred until it was too

late.

We will, hopefully, come to terms with

this blind spot. Until then we remain a

target, and rightly so, of Third World
frustration.

Rob Skelton is the acting associate editorial

editor.

Letters

Taith' and 'religion' not the same

Last Friday I attended the convocation

of faith ("Faith in Action") happening on

this campus and, subsequently, the inaura-

tion of the first peace pagoda in North

America located in Leverett.

The latter event is probably one of the

most important events of a lifetime

because it was to commemorate one of the

first structures built in this country not to

speak about or against war, but to sym-

bolize peace.

Disappointingly, very few students at-

tended either event. Why? Is this apathy

based on fear (which was suggested by one

of the speakers) or misconceptions about oc-

curances labled religious? I believe that

when one says 'faith' or 'religion' to a per

son, they freak out. The subject for me
brings bnack memories of being dragged

out of bed to Sunday school, which told me
things I could neither understand nor ac-

cept then, but this is not religion.

Religion (and I define it it loosely in my
own terms because, above all, belief is per-

sonal) is only a word which is a description

of the intangable 'Spark' embodied in all

life.

This being the case, the message about

"Faith in Action" is that if we can perceive

this force in ourselves, to create world

f)eace and justice, we must learn to respect

it and nurture it in all other living beings.

It doesn't mean we all hop on the perfec-

tion/guilt 'faith' train. It just means that

we try to care about and respect the life

around us, that's where peace begins.

One last note: As I was leading some Nip-

ponzan Myohoji nuns (This is the order of

Japanese buddhist monks who have been

around and about campus these past

weeks) through the Campus Center Friday,

I heard a young woman say, "Yeah, weird.

But at least they're not hurtin' anybody."

Well, in fact, they are doing a lot more than

just no hurtin' anybody. They have been-

working for us on the pagoda in these past

two years to bring the message of dedica-

tion, strength andpeace into our

community.

Diana Sherwood
Northampton
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ARTS

This is your big chance to

catch the up and coming or

going bands in the area.

Every Thursday night a

band or two plays the

Hatch. The last two weeks

there has been good

danceable music which has

an edge to it which is rare-

ly found on MTV. At any

rate there will be bands

there every Thursday until

the end of the semester. It's

worth checking out.

NRBQ will be playing at

Pearl Street tonight. New
Man will be at the Red

Balloon.

Nothing much on Friday,

Richard Thompson and

Randy Newman at Berklee

in Boston but that's about

it.

Saturday's big excitement

is Blue Oyster Cult, booked

as Soft White Underbelly,

will be playing the Agora in

Hartford. On Sunday,
Paradise City Jazz Band
will be playing at the Hotel

Northampton and Claudia

Season's Sunday Brunch Buffet

It's

your choice

and what a choice!

Season s specialtiesfrom
traditional Bacon & Eggs to

Seafood Casseroles to Scrumptious

Desserts. Season 's Sunday Buffet

from Eleven to Three

only

$7.95
AU major credit cards accepted

Experience the Joy

ofDining with

family andfriends at

529 Belcheriown Road Amherst (413)253-9909

TONIGHT AT

iiiyiUi

Schmidt will be at the Iron

Horse. Ducks Breath
Mystery Theatre will be at

the Northampton Center of

the Arts.

Taj Mahal will be at the

Iron Horse on Tuesday.

10,000 Maniacs, billed as

some kind of post-punk

Fairport Convention will be

playing at the Iron Horse on

Wednesday. This is spon-

sored by WMUA so figure

that it will be pretty in-

teresting. X will be playing

with the Del Fuegos at the

Agora in Hartford.
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Cars rush by the newly repaired Academy of Music in downtown Northampton

Morris Day will be appearing with Lisa Lisa

and Full Force 8 p.m., Thursday Oct. 24, at the

Fine Arts Center, courtesy of UPC and the

Duke Ellington Committee.

UMASS IS GOING TO
PIZZAS
The Best Pizza

in town is FREE

from 9-11 PM, Tues-Thurs

Rolling Rock 99*

Sombreros 99*

Check the

Daily Dinner Specials

55 University Dr., Amherst 549-5713

56 MAIN ST.
AMHERST, MASS.

AMHERST
253-7002

(Donald $ C'^
REGISTERED OPTICIAN - HEARING AIDS

"FINE EYEWEAR DOESN'T COST - IT PAYS"

Over 1 quarter century of sen/ice to UMass

Amherst's First Optician

!GOING HOME !!
MTHE LOWEST HOLIDAY FARES TO ANYWHERE!!

Academy repaired
By JENNIFER KAUFMAN
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - The Academy of Music reopened

on Sept. 6 after closing for renovations on May 21, earlier

this year. The 93-year-old plaster ceiling had collapsed and
was refurbished for safety reasons.

Money needed for the reparation was loaned by the Ci-

ty Council. The Bank of New England is the Academy's
sole commercial sponsor, and will match public contribu-

tions providing that $2,500 is raised. Donations by Pioneer

Valley residents are still being accepted directly by the

Academy, and via the Bank of New England.

The Academy of Music was built in 1892 by Edward H.

Lyman, specifically for opera. Now the Academy features

foreign, domestic, and reperatory art films. The Academy
also offers live theater. Resident opera, dance, ballet, and
symphony companies are booked for the next three

months. Recently, classical tastes have been appeased by

special appearances by Anna Pavlova and the Boston

Symphony.
Duane Robinson, manager of the Academy, says the

establishment "speaks for itself," and takes pride in men-

tioning the appearances of some of America's foremost

entertainers.

Sarah Bernhardt dazzled the audience for the premier

of the Academy. Harry Houdini built a trap door for a por-

tion of his act, and the door can still be seen on the stage

in front rfthe screen. Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor

were presented prior to filming a movie at Smith College.

"It is no wonder/'says Robinson, that Mayor David B.

Muste Jr. hsis referred to the Academy as "the cornerstone

of Northampton."
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COUNCIL TRAVEL_^0^
SERVICES ^^f^

79 SO. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST

AIDS
Acquired immune

Deficiency Syndrome
Lecture by

Health Educator
Janet Bath

of

New England
Deaconess Hospital

Date: Friday, Oct. 18

Time: 10:00-11:00 AM
Campus Ctr Rm 917

RENT/\>NRKK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Avalabt*

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

Joan of Arc
Brie

$3.99

Danish
Roast
Coffee

at $4.89 a pound

79 Main Street, across from Plumbleys

Imported Cheeses Coffee Beans

Bulk Tea f^resh Pasta

Delicious Giant Cookies and other Baked Goods

Gourmet Groceries

Daily until 6; Saturday until 5; Sundays 9-1

.O.

Dance/Club
»«*»»##»»»#»»»»*

|\|o Cover »*»«#»#»»»»»«»*

Bar Drinks $1.25

No Cover

TtIC PLACE TO D4NCC
ftASCLS

-J Amherst 256 8284

Sign Language Translation

Spanish Translators

Childcare

Available with Preregistration

545-0341

c^ JiXuki-CuliiVicd

ciHfijji xoacn

t^xjiunain^ tL'at J-£.XiLpt.£.::tiu£.i.,
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GENERAL ELECTRIC
BRINGS CO-OPORTUNITIES

TO UMASS
Representatives of General Electric will describe spring-

summer paid co-ops at General Electric Plastics.

Majors: ME, Chem E, COINS, Chemistry, Physics,

Business (with MIS background)

Time: 4:00 p.m.

Place: Campus Center Room 803

Date: Thursday, October 17, 1985

Faculty and Students Welcome!

OFFICE FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
University Career Center 545-2224

1

FRI. AFTERNOON
JUSTIN RV^
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FREE BUFFET!
3-4PM
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ALCOHOL AWARENESS
WEEK

OCTOBER 21 - 25
MONDAY

ALC0H0L:TH1NKING ABOUT DRINKING
12:00-1:00
' 'Drinking and the Need for Power

Dr. Andrew Sorenson, Director University

Division of Public Health

"ON THE ROAD AGAIN" Marck Morrison,

Mime Campus Center Concourse (Also ap-

pearances in selected classrooms during the

day.)

• 1:30-4:00 Workshops

WEDNESDAY
ALCOHOL: HEALTH ISSUES

10:00-11:30

"How Can Alcoholics Annoymous Help?"

How Are Women
12:00-1:00

"Women and Alcohol:

Special?"

' 1:30 - 3:00Workshop

7:00-10:00

"Alcohol Hotline"

545-2684 or 2685

FRIDAY
ALCOHOL: PARTY

• 1:S0-S:00 Workshops

Jt:00-6:00

PARTY Blue Wall
Entertainers,

I
Steve and John Kowalczyk,

IJazz Duo

Specials on non-alcohol alternative drinls and

other surprises.

JOIN US!

TUESDAY
ALCOHOL: LAW & LIABILITY

10:30-12:00

"Law and Liability: How are we affected?"

Lawyer and University personnel officers

1:00-2:30

"Drinking and Driving"

Police & treatment professionals

• 1:30-3:00 Workshops

THURSDAY
ALCOHOL: FAMILY & FRIENDS

12:00-1:00

"// You are Concerned Abo^U Students or a

Colleague. .

."

Treatment professionals

• 1:30-3:00 Workshop

7:00-10:00

"Alcohol Hotline"

* For More Details:

An Educational/Information Table on the

Campus Center Concourse will be staffed

every day 10:00-4:00 by University Peer

Educators.

Workshops by University Alcohol Education

Program

The Residence Hall will also be scheduling

various workshops, entertainment, games,

non-alcohol beverage events during the

course of the week.

All activities held in

the Campus Center Rm 168

complex unless otherwise

indicated.

Backstage with the pianist ....

Getting to know Bianconi

By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Correspondent

French pianist Phillipe

Bianconi, who won the

silver medal of the Seventh

Van Cliburn International

Piano Competition, has

come a long way from the

seven-year-old boy who
began playing the paino

because he "liked it."

Bianconi, who appeared in

concert last night at the

Fine Arts Center, made his

first orchestral debut in

1975 with the Nice Philhar-

monic of France. He began

to think about playing the

piano as a career at age 13

and performed his first con-

cert at age 15.

"I was considered a very

talented and gifted child.

COMMITTEE ON ALCOHOL USE
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

ac It Ji»

Phillipe Bianconi, silver medalist in the

prestigious Van Cliburn International Piano
Competition.

but not a prodigy," Bianconi

said. At age 18 he began his

concert circuit while he con-

tinued to study piano
performance.

The Van Cliburn wasn't

his first winning competi-

tion, but it was his most im-

portant. "It's the thing that

has brought me so many
engagements and changed

my life so completely," he

said.

"The rhythm of my life

has changed and I am
traveling much more," he

said. More than 30 concerts

have been scheduled in the

U.S. and he said he
estimates he will have even

more next season.

Although he likes to make
music and play for an au-

dience, Bianconi doesn't en-

joy competitions and says

they are unecessary.

"I hate to be compared to

others," he said. "There's a

bad atmosphere at competi-

tions."

As part of his Van Cliburn

competition prize, Bianconi

has recorded a solo album of

music by Liszt, Ravel, Pro-

kofiev and Schumann.
"I like Romantic music

like Chopin, Schumann,
and Brahms. I like to play

the French Impressionists

and I like Mozart," he said.

Bianconi, who lives in Paris,

will be giving an informal

talk about his musical ex-

periences and the competi-

tions at 10:10 a.m. today in

the Bezanson Recital Hall.
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sHioi get in on the ground floor in our undergraduate officer

scommissioning program You couW start planning on a career

slike the men in this ad have And also have some great

sadvantages like:

§ Earning $100 a month during the school year

sB As a freshman or sophomore,

§you could complete your bask train-

Sing during two six-week summer

ssessions and earn more than M 100

sduring each session

Wmttqnwve
vpqtuddy?

Juniors earn more than $1900 during one len-week s

summer session £
You can take &ce civilian flying lessons I
You're commissmned upon graduation 1

Ifyou're kwking to move up quKkh, look into the Marine Corp€

undergraduate officer conunissmn-

1

ing program You could
'^

start off making more

than $17,000 a year.
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CHANCELLOR'S
LECTURE SERIES
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EMMON W BACH
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Is language a scil over

rcalirs or a window to the world.' Do ditlcrcnt langiiafjes

prcsiip}X)sc different visions of the world ... or is there a

universal stnictiire of meanings common to all langiiaj»cs and

part of our human heritapc.''

(Xri'OBER 17,1985' 8 PM
MEMORIAL HALL

Free to I'ivc College tkultv start", students and the piihlie.

Movie trends . . .

Exploring the ^Commando' genre
By Thomas Harrington
Collegian Correspondent

Let's face it. Not only was Rambo: First

Blood, II the highest-grossing film of the
summer movie season, but it made
Sylvester Stallone the new John Wayne
and firmly established a whole new gun-
blasting, gut-crunching genre: The Com-
mando Movie. Stallone will almost certain-

ly get to work on the next Rambo install-

ment as soon as possible, and already, Ar-

nold Schwartzenegger, the new Errol

Flynn, has burst forth with Commando and
Chuck Norris, the new Audie Murphy, ha
come out with Invasion, USA.
So what is a commando movie? Basical-

ly, it's a new type of war movie characteriz-

ed by several departures from the old form.

Firstly, the hero possesses a strength and
ferocity that was not found in even the

toughest old combat flicks. Secondly, he is

a loner, working without or apart from his

fellow soldiers and the militeiry command,
and thirdly and most importantly, there is

a moral and political message that makes
these movies very relevant to the public's

current feelings, especially those of

younger people.

The super machismo aspect of the genre

was bred mainly by Stallone's Rocky III,

a landmark film in American pop culture.

Not only did it turn away from the popular

'70's image of "sensitive male" that

Stallone himself tried to emulate in Rockys

I and n, but it created a macho man who
went beyond ordinary toughness and into

mythological, almost superman levels,

making stars out of two of the feattu-ed

players in the film, Mr. T and Hulk Hogan.

First Blood and Schwarznegger's Conan
and Terminator flicks also contributed

towEU-ds the trend.

The vigilante approach of a commando
movie is a total depau-ture from the team-

work and camaraderie found in most old

GI flicks. The hero now works alone,

without fighting companions or leaders.

Though he is sometimes portrayed as a

soldier of fortune (ex. Stallone in Rambo),

it is always clear that honor—both his and
America's—are far more important to him
than money. The chief inspirations here

are the Death Wish and Dirty Harry series

starring Charles Bronson and Clint

Eastwood respectively.

The most important aspect of these films

by far is the political and moral messages

that they give to their audiences, especial-

ly regarding the Vietnam war. These over-

whelmingly patriotic fans, though too

young to have any real memories of the

war, have come to see it as the dividing line

between "old" American values as

characterized in World War II and cowboy

movies, and "new" problems, such as the

Iranian hostage crisis. For them, the war
is like a cloud of failure hanging over the

country, stifling it from taking direct ac-

tion in tense situations.

The POW films of the geru-e-(/ncommon
Valor, Missing in Action, I and //, and

i?am6o—resolve this dilemma. In every one

of these films, there are still prisoners in

Vietnam, proving that the issue of the war
remains unresolved. The hero then comes

in and rescues them, proving in principle

that the US could have won the war. Ram-
bo became a great success by including the

"true" source of America's failure, the

bureaucrat, as the main villian.

In a sense, the commando movie icons,

especially Rambo, serve the same purpose

SIS an earlier generation's Billy Jack by pro-

viding young people with an invincible

father-figure icon who symbolizes (and ex-

ploits) their ideals and frustrations.

This makes one wonder about the future

of these films. Now that their "statement"

has been made with Rambo, will the com-

mando movies fizzle out like the portest

movies ofthe early TOs did? Will they drop

their politics and try to make an appeal

beyond actions fans? Or will they perhaps,

continue to follow Rambo's formula, with

ever^ movie?
After all, we still need help with the

Beirut bombings and the 007 crash, and we
never did get back Britain for the war of

1812, did we?

UPC DEC PRESENTS

^ ^i

1

THUR OCT 24th

UMASS F.A.C.

$12.00 UMASS

W
$14.00 PUBLIC^ .^^-^

O^'

OPENING BAND:
FULL FORCE ^

and c5^
^

LISA LISA c*^

PAUL
YOUNG

^4-^^^ and The Royal Family

with Special Guest
Tix on sale Oct. 9th

UMass $13.50 Sat. Oct. 26th

Public $15.00 FA.q. UMass
8 PM

TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE ARTS CENTkfl
, smiNGFIELO CIVIC CENTER.

STOP* SHOP LOCATIONS IN NORTHAMPTON. HOLVOKE. GREENFIELD

4PITTSFIELD NOCANS BOTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES UMASS ID REQUIRED

Sylvester Stallone brandishes muscles and weapons in "Rambo" an

example ofthe violent trend in new movies.
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ARTS
^Commando' is predictable,uninspiring

^.... . ..rwv^ .« -* it-- £:i_ ..„ *V.«* 4 U..4^ U >».>.rl«>o ;fooll^ erk cfimir) tKat ovon nnlrl aavinor "T am nroud tO bc E Yankee"?COMMANDO
Starring Arnold Schwarzenegger
and Rae Dawn Chong
Hampshire 4 Theaters

The opening of the film assures us that

Schwarzenegger, the retired head of one of

those top secret task forces, would like

nothing better than to spend all his time

with his cute little daughter who, though

By THOMAS HARRINGTON raised alone by him in a secluded mountain

Collegian Correspondent cabin, has inherited none of his Northern
^^^^^^

European accent. Alas though, she's soon

kidnapped by terrorists, and poor Arnold

must start snapping necks, stealing planes,

and blowing up buildings to get her back.

And they say they don't make films about

families anymore.

This all leads to a climax in which Arnold

takes on an army of mercenaries who all

shoot at him as if they were cross-eyed, ex-

cept when he's running from them or stan-

Movie Review
Early in the picture, Arnold

Schwarzenegger forces innocent passer-

by Rae Dawn Chong into her car and,

pointing to a villain's car, orders her to

"follow him."
"I knew you were going to say that,"

she moans back. Indeed, I knew he was
going to say that too, as did everybody

else in the movie house. Commando
follows the conventions and cliches of

tough-guy action pictures so faithfully, it's

often too silly for words.

two, but it renders itself so stupid that even

the most exciting scenes were greeted by

as much derisive laughter as applause.

Highlights include Arnold breaking a

chain lock with his bare hands and not even

straining; his rummaging through an army
surplus store that contains enough

firearms to supply a third-world nation;

and a South American mercenary who
says, "A little girl's throat cuts just like

butter." In another scene, Arnold tells a

bad guy that he "eats Green Berets for

breakfast." Is this a challenge to Ramhol
In fact, Commando takes most of its

ideas from Rambo, including the lone hero

on a mission format, the father figure of-

ficer who stands in awe of his student's

cUng perfectly still, in which case they don't capabilities (James Olson), and the ultimate

shoot at him at all. uselessness of regular soldiers, who are all

The production values are okay and the either shot down or too late to do any good,

film moves along at a pretty good pace, oc- About the only thing missinjg is super-

casionally coming up with a new idea or patriotism, but then can you imagine Ar-

nold saying, "I am proud to be a Yankee"?

Actually, Schwarzenegger does a pretty

good job of bringing a light touch of humor

to his part, probably the best strategy con-

sidering his material. Unfortunately, his

more emotional scenes are awfully thin,

proving that the closer he comes to playing

a real person, the less believable he is.

Rae Dawn Chong turns in a good perfor-

mance, though it's the thankless job of be-

ing the romantic interest in an action

movie. In one scene, the script had her bab-

ble on for what must have been at least

twenty seconds, prompting a fan in army

fatigues behind me to tell her to "shut up."

Though it's good for a laugh, Commando
is simply too lightweight to make any real

impact on the viewer. In fact, when it was

over, I made a point to ask a Stallone fan

friend of mine what he thought of it.

"It was so stupid," he said. "I mean

Rambo was real—in comparison, I mean."

It's time you changed your socks!

22 MASONIC ST . NORTHAMPTON . 586-6336
'Ju$l »round th» corner from Bart't

Mon.-Sal. 1&«, Thurs. ill 9, Sun. 12-5
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WEEKEND
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TONIGHTI
MAURICE HINES in

******* «« *****

Yuletap.

Thursday,

Oct. 17,

8 pm.

t,i,*,;ff=:s.
Also starring

ryi^^ Mercedes Ellington

ASMASHI\aSEWl
COMPA\Y Tickets: $18,16,14

FRl.-MOM. MOOM
700 MILES rME£...
FRI.-TVES. MOOM
900 MILES FREE...
FRI.-WED. MOOM
1,000 MILES FREE
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CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU:
•PAYLESS CAR RENTAL CORP. OF MASS. 7!!^ 7 1 Q

I

1 80 BOSTON RD., SPRINGFIELD, MA I OA" I I 9

1
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Aim rBMiiijir Von*. Cmf Vant, Mini Vent. .CaH TtSay

\W^ RENT-A-CAR
fi^9 Good reliable rentals at a

better than fair price.

CARS, TRUCKS, VANS
Low Daily & Wknd. Rates

50 Russell St.. (Rte. 9)

Hadley. Ma.

tel 584-2319
^ust ovei CooiidQe Bridge-

TONIGHT
Thursday Oct 17th

The boys are back in town
I

NRBQ
I

plus special guests

RAY MASON & THE CHILLS
Tix in advance $7.50 : $9. at the door

Friday Oct 18th
from KISS 108 F.M. Boss-town

D.J. ANDREW WOLF

I Saturday Oct 19th

DJ MARK STONEHAM
9 Cut out this ad and bring

along Fri or Sat before 9:30

and pay no cover

\

I
,
'Cut out tfils ad and bring along for

no cover before 9:30 Friday or Saturday

If ffji/xfirfr ifffiii^rif ij ifisM7;;r

Stiklv .inmnJ the \MirLi, viMtinu Japan, Korea,

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt,

Turkey, Grvcce and Spain. Our 1 00 Juy voyaKos sail

in liiruuirv :inJ Sipti-niU'r oMcrinn 12-15 trnnstfrahle

hours lit iriilit trom nion- than SO vdyayi'-rihui-d-

loursi's.

Tlu- S.S. UNIVERSE is .1 'iOO passcnKcr Anuraan
^iiilt IK (.Mil liiuT, ri'nisti'ri-il in LiK-ria. Semester at Sea

ailiiiits stikK-nts without regard to color, race or creed.

F-"<.r .l«tails (all tollfrre (800) 854-0195
or writf:

Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education

University of Pittsburgh, 2E Fbrbes guadrangle
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

Special Slide Presentations!

Oct. 16, 7:30, CC Rm 801
Oct. 17, 7:30, CC Rm 176

Financial Aid is available to qualified

students. Applications are still being
accepted for Spring 1986!!
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Fitzhue By David Margil

Interested in helping out with our

next *focus on business' section?

Informational meeting at 5 p.m.

next Monday in the newsroom. All

majors welcome.

Today's weather

Today will be sunny with a high of 55 60.

Tonight will be clear and cool, low of

3035.

Tomorrow will be increasingly cloudy

with a high near 60.

3!^m|^ Menu

LUNCH

Fish in Batter

Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce
Diplomat Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Turkey Swiss Sandwich

Fish in Batter

Tartar Sauce, CocktailSauce

DINNER
Chinese Chicken Wings
Vegetable Chow Mein

Chow Mein, Noodles, Fried Rice

Roast Pork, Gravy, Applesauce

Egg Said Plate with Crackers

BASICS DINNER
Chinese Chicken Wings
Vegetable Chow Mein

Chow Mein, Noodles, Fried Rice

Potato Mushroom Delight

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
F.diled b> Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Party man, m a

iway

5 Howard oi the

Three

Stooges
10 Eared container

14 Israeli

statesman
15 Pertaining to

John Paul M

16 Protuberance
17 Parlor piece

18 Sheepish^
19 Excursion

20 Crystal gazer

21 Fruil tit tor the

gods''

23 Oolong and
peKoe

25 Collier s way
26 Gaiyvayor

Banlry

28 Arrividerci

31 City on the

Smoky Hill

River

35 High mountain

36 Problem lor Ihe

police

38 Stage design

39 Clark Kent s girl

41 V(/orker with

gold or silver

43 Hall Prefix

44 tree

46 —- Park

Colorado town
48 Sound Irom ;he

cote
49 Set forth

51 Cook quickly

52 Dispensers of

TLC
53 Crusaders

stronghold

55 Senate leader

57 Pie eater of

rhyme
62 Adult acorns

65 frightful figure

66 Turn out to be
67 Steinbeck

character

66 Harris s Rabbit

69 Minule
amounts

70 Broadcasted
71 Does a farmer s

jOb

72 Part of a wave

73 Units of work

DOWN
1 Harry s

helpmate
2 Orchestral reed

3 Temporary
fasteners

4 Kind of drum
5 Patrons

6 Own
7 Homeric effort

8 Huge ray

9 Argues before

Ihecourl

10 Having right to

1

1

Threadbare
12 Entertainer

Adams
13 Corded fabrics

22 Saudi capital

24 Rainbow
26 Hobbyist s

wood
2/ Century plants

29 fy^arcei

Marceau for

one

30 Oft the mark
32 Ship to liven the

party''

33 IS an
Island Donne

34 Opera house
highlights

37 Diminutive

ending
40 Footwear lor

Bird

42 Reciiner attach

ment
45 Roguish
47 Siqnof a hit

50 of

Capricorn
l^iller

54 Bobble
56 Unpackaged
57 Gigs toGetz
58 Soil Comb

form

59 The Argonauts
in a sense

60 Bird sound
61 Stowe heroine

el ai

63 Chess piece

64 Fines in place
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•A/zdy Bing'
is simple.

"I just go out and try to have fun," Bing said. "I know

that sounds corny but I don't know how much longer I'm

going to be able to play at this level of competition so I'm

just trying to enjoy myself."

Bing has had so much fun this year that people, especial-

ly opposing coaches and players, are beginning to take

notice. Bing was named to the all-tournament teams at

the Akron (Ohio), lona, and UMass tournaments. Bing

was named the outstanding offensive player at the lona

event. All honors were determined by the votes of oppos-

ing coaches.

All this recognition hardly resembles the attention

given to Bing during his first year of varsity play, when

he was trying to adjust to the college level of play.

"I have seen a 100 percent improvement in his play as

compared to a year ago," Gettler said. "Around the mid-

dle of last year, he started his first game and he told me

to get ready to take him out after the first ten minutes.

Now he goes the full ninety minutes."

"The biggest difference has been in his confidence," Get-

tler said. "But that's normal, it usually takes a year for

ucontinued from page 20

the guys to get used to playing at the college level."

"I definitely think I've adjusted more to the college

game," said Bing, who played soccer at Princeton Day

High School as well as baseball and basketball.

"Last year I was kind of awkward. I think I've learned

to be more effective and not get pushed around. I try to

learn from every game and use what I've learned

everytime i go out on the field," he said.

Even though he broke into the starting lineup late in

the season in '84, Bing led the midfielders in scoring with

five goals by the year's end.

While Bing posseses exceptional speed and strength, cer-

tain intangibles impress his coaches.

"His sense of anticipation is very good, even excellent,"

Gettler said. "That's what makes him such a good player,

his ability to 'read' the action. He just sees the game ahead

of a lot of the other players."

Specifically, Schmiechen points to Bing's ability to

"make the through pass, the pass that beats defenders-

and opposing teams.

"It's easy to make the pass to the right or the left but

he makes that forward pass that gives his teammates

chances to make shots or passes," Schmiechen added.

"I don't think I have a lot of responsibility as a center

halfback," Bing said. "I just try to open up the whole field

and find the open man. I try to get good balls to the open

men and make things happen. When I have the ball I just

try to beat my man."

If there is one part of the game that Bing enjoys the most

it is the one-on-one confrontation. In these situations, Bing

likes to think his physique gives him an edge.

"I think I'm deceptive looking," Bing said. "My op-

ponents see this tall and skinny guy coming at them and

they think, 'what's he going to do'. So I try to catch them

off their guards."

While Bing adeptly handles his responsibilities as a

player, he prefers to leave the responsibilities of team

leadership to the senior members of the club.

"In practice I just listen and try to improve," Bing said.

"When gametime comes the captains and the seniors do

the job out on the field. Everyone knows their respon-

sibilities anyway. You have to let the coaches do the

coaching. I'm not much of a leader."

"We have players that take care of the outward leader-

ship because they are experienced," Gettler said. "But An-

dy leads by doing, he picks us up with his play."

J<2W2A}l.H^f|6*Uii

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amherst

256-6889

CONVENIENT
to

CAMPUS!
• BREAKFAST SERVED

ANY TIME

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. & SAT.

• BEER & WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNITE

• PLENH OF PARKING

*--v^-

BEER SPECIALS

Becks
Moosehead

Labatts

$3.95 6/pack

$3.70 6/pack

$3.50 6/pack

WINE SPECIALS

Calvin Cooler $2.95 4/pack

(Citrus and Red only)

Alsation Pinot Blanc $3.99 750

Delicious Wine for Anytime

Tasting Saturday 12-5

Special Savings on case purchases of wine.

Come in and browse.

MANY LIQUOR SPECIALS IN STORE

Spirit Haus Inc.

338 College St. Amherst, MA

UMass
EMERGENCY

PHONE NUMBERS
FROM ROOM AND OTHER FROM PAY AND

NON-PAY PHONES OFF CAMPUS PHONES
DIAL DIAL

UMass POLICE

Amherst POLICE

RAPE LINE

FIRE

HEALTH
SERVICES
STUDENT
INFORMATION
UNIVERSITY

SWITCHBOARD
INFORMATION
DATA BANK (IDB) 5.1555

TAPED
INFORMATION
PHONE
SERVICE (TIPS) 5-1540

I

5-3111 545-3111

9-911 911

5-2677 545-2677

5-3111 911

9-549-2671 549-2671

5-1515 545-1515

545-0111

S.15.55 545-1555

545-1540

256-8433 253-5384
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OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AAA RESUME SERVICE

Profetsional coninltation/preparmtion

of resumes, cover letters Rob 253-7527

ACTIVITIES

The Marketing Club announces that

guest lecturers will speak on ADVERTIS-
ING Thursday, October 17th, at 7:30 PM
in room 917CC.

T.G.I.F. Come celebrate Friday tomorrow
night with singing and fun Christian

fellowship. 7 pm m the Campus Center.

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ

Racquetball Court Time Now Available

Downtown
membershi

Amherst. Individual or group
ips. Call 253-2r,28 for details

Southwest Residents • Ciet involved!

Weekly Southwest Assembly meeting
tonight 7:00 pm in Hampden Southside

Rimm. All are welcome.

The Coalition for Environmental Quali-

ty will hold meeting preparing for Kn
vironmental Coffeehouse 6:30 Thurs 3<H)

Sr new members welcome

Business Club meeting 231 Herter at

7:00 Thursday Oct 17th

Prophet^and other Heretics: Discussing

issues of political conscience, personal

ethics, and the Chnstian faith. TODAY,
12:l.'il:15, UCF, 428SL'B

AUDIO

Clarion AM/FM CaMMtte D«ek. 100-wati

4way speakers, h band Craig equalizer &
iKxister, and a 7 band eijualizer and

booster. Call Scott at 2.'">6-6802

VW Camper 1750, engine poor. Lots of

minor fixmg. Fun for campmg. Good in-

vestment. 549-6535 John

74 Volvo 144 4 speed, 4 door, 2nd rebuilt

76 engine running very well, goo<i body,

Blaupunkt stereo, 11600 or BO. Call ,Iohn

.549^793 after 12 noon.

1982 Honda Civic 4 dr sedan 5 sp AC 3250
2.53-5286

1972 Bnick Centurion convertible 600$
or BO call Jill .^46-1431

1974 Dodre Dart 6 cyl. auto PS. 4 new
radials AM-FM cass runs well $650.
.549-0019

"CASH"

Pavinc cash for your baseball cards call

Mike 546-6105

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

Lab Series lOOw guitar amplifier exc

$275 or BO .-all Rob 549-4141

File Cabinets 2 and 4 drawer standard

and legal size office quality and steel desks
No Amherst Motors 549-2880

Datsan Wagon 74 new carburalor
radiator brakes etc runs excellent needs

batterj- must sell $450 call 2,56-1370

Aria ProII CS400 guitar. Gibson hard
shell ca.se. Dimarzio pickups John
546-6084

AKC German Shepard Puppies black &
Un 413-655-2788 anytime

Pumpkins all sizes shapes 10' lb. follow

the signs at I hi intersection of Meadow St

& Rte 1 16 to ',6 Meadow St, No Hadlev

POUND

Silver framed *y* glasses in brown case.

Found in Has 1.34 call .549-1.369

lOawool only $30 in the Concourse 3 days

a week in October see you there

DEAD

iieip llelp Help Help Help Help Help
I didn't get any tickets for this tour. If you

have any extra Worcester or New Jersey

lix pleas*' call me. Matktns 2.56-1203

.545-5500

Who lost their sunglasses near Mahar
on Sept. 22? I found them in a In-ige ras«-

laying in the grass. Call Stephanie a

546-8891 to identify.

ENTERTAINMENT

Rark-A-Disc Entertainment Agency.
I>isc Jookeys. large .scri-cn viden dances,

light shows and rentals, .549 7144

FASHION MARKETING CLUB

AUTO FOR SALE

70 VW Bug rebuilt enpne perfect under

body needs minor repairs .548-9315

77 Cutlass Supreme exc cond. new
brakes and tires PB PS AC call .546 7207

1976 Datsun 710 sUtion wagon g.iod run

ning condition $3.50 or BO axU Shawn

256 6880

Informational Meeting - Today!!
Refrcshmc'nts and fun 4:00 Skinner
lyvunge if can't attend contact Judith

6-4742

FOR RENT

Sunderland, 1 bdrm apt, on busline,

42iinvinlh. cvePtlhing included Avail

immediately' 665-3440, leave mes-sage

GOLD HEARTS ARE IN!

At Davida's Garden of Bcadcn • CC Con-
course. Every Thursday and Friday

HELP WANTED

sick of DC food? Get out of the DC s! Get
a rebate of your meal plan money plus free
home cool<e<i meals. Only 15 to 20
hrs/week. Call Jim at ,54,5-21,50

Put your car to work for you Su[>erior
Pizza needs drivers able to work at least

one weekend day call 549-0626

Overseas Jobs. Summer, yr round,
Europe, S. America. Australia, Asia All

fields. $900-2000 mo Sightseeing Free In-

fo. Write IJC, Box .52-MAl Corona Del
Mar. CA 92625

Telemarketing A Sates No car necessary
commission & salary

Spanish Tutor (native speaker) Please
call Miguelina ,586-3100 ext 3357 (after
7:30 pm)

Nursing assistants; all shifts, flexible

scheduling, omfietitive salary, fnnge
benefits. Amherst Nursing Home
256-8185

Kitchen aids: Part time positions. Morn-
ing and aflern(«in Excellent .salary and fr

inge benefits. Amherst Nursing Home
2,56 8185

Cooked in a busy restaurant? We want
talented saute cooks with experience. . an
prep cooks. Do dishes? We need you t<Ki.

Apply Judies, Amherst

Paint a house? Looking for 2 experienced
people to stain exterior of home im
mediately. Call 253-9871 after 6 PM
Gain valuable work experience become a
volunteer teller move into higher commit
ties quickly contact the UMass Student
Federal Credit Union

fnternship at SGA Communications
Public Relations Assistant excellent ex

perience information at HH Student
Union 545 1977, ask for Ed or Janet

LOST

Lost gold rope bracelet If found please
contact Audrey 546-8096 thanks

3 kevs on black 'telephone cord' coil

kevcKain, last week Anne 2.56-(KI84

Concert Security and Stage Crew
Volunteers wanted for the Ramones Con-
cert. First me«'ling for volunteers Is

Thursday. October 17th at 6:00 pm in the
Hampden Southside Room in Southwest.
For more info call SWAG at 5 0960. The
Ramones Concert Is another Southwest
Area Government Production.

Alliance Christian Fellowship is now
holding rallys and Bible studies. For Infor-

mation call Mark 253-7206 or Jen
.546-9283. All welcome!

Dear Lauren: Happy Birthday Greenie!

You're an awesome roommate. Sorry it's a
little late. Love, Marlene

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Blue overnight shoulder bag with tan

strap lost on bus from Boston clothes In

aide reward call ,546-47,56

David Asaro of Gloucester call Susan
Asarfi

To Kim Parsons have a ducky B-day with
many "chuck"le8 we love you Anita and
Mana

Larissa When' are you? Did you get back
from rural Ashfield OK? Or was the
nilture shock I(m> much?

Travas I miss you very much! lx>ve
Mousele

• SWAG In cooperation with WMU A *

• presents: *

• •

• The RAMONES w/the Neighborhoods *

• • '

Friday, November 1, 1985
• in the Student Union Ballroom *
• •

• Tickets go on sale Octolier 2 1st *

• watch this space for info
'

• •

• another *

" Southwest Area trtivemment *

• priKluction *

Cases, papers, dissertations, theses, on-

campus, <iej>endalile, outstanding ijuality,

low rates, !>84-7924

Brian's Typing Service. Fast, accurate.

Available almost anytime. 665-7652.

REWARD

$30 for return of maroon backpack with

suede iMittom and black nylnn straps taken

from Hampshire Dining Commons Thurs-

day 10/10 call 546-6936

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideally

located In Amherst Center 774 2740

Female wanted share Bnttany Manor
bedroom in two bedmnm $1.50 heat Includ-

ed Call 253 2140 Lori

Roommate wanted for Northampton apt
rent •^50$ call Chris .584-5.505

Female to share room in Southwood.
$116 /month* Call '^.53 5137

Quiet couple looking to share a 2 bedroom
apt. Completely furnished Call .549 6237

Lost male cat named Fred no collar. But-
terscotch coloring Cllffaide Apts area call

665 76,30 after 5:(M)

A sentimental pearl pin in gold in the
sha()o of 2 circles attached Lost on 10/8

near Thompson If found please contact

Marti 6 9892 will appreciate return im
mensely

Lost lined Levi jacket In Gunness on
10/11 contact Matt .323-4965

1975 Ford Maverick good condition auto

new tires .53,000 mi asking $10.50 call eve

628-44.57

1973 VVFSuperbeelle - nins groat jto(Kl

mileage strong floorboards but outerlHKiy

rust Call 2.5;! 3956 $4.50 or BO

79B1HW"320 6 rvT 4 .sf>d sunroof Perrelli

AM FM c«s.seli'e 60000 miles excellent

cond best offer .549-1 119

1970 Dodge Dart gmxl condition $550 and

19<;4 VW Bug very good condition ShWi.

Both pa.ss insp«>ction Tom 256-09.52

availablecall

.549.59 13

Dave
flexible hours

days .549 4732 rule

1 bdrm apt avail Nov 2: $400.00 Inclusive

call Carol 256- 1261 ..rsn.pl.y llKCliffside

Apts Sunderland

Fridge Rentals call R & 1' Package StT.re

•>W.^ 9742 fre<> delivery

FOR SALE

Inexpensive women's ahirta, many styles
all under $20 Kenya bags 116. call

,549-4853

Tutor needed Inlroduclorv Physics
5.36-2286

AFS returnees are needed to help recruit,

and interview students Cnn'.K ' 'i ,iii

Franson SOM MBA Box ,34

Assistant Swim ^Coach: Loral
V.M.CA./l'SS Team. Practices Mon »i.
5:30-7:00 pm F.xfienence desired For in

lerview .send cover letter and resume by
Oct 2Isl to Kim Bierwarl. ,36 Warhurtoh
Way. Northampton, MA 01060

Rose-tinted glasses in blue case, pro
bably near 'rnf)mpson <m 9/23. Reward
Please call Sue 546 7971

Key on Florida key chain with a Rainbow
and my name, Claire please rail if you
found i't 546-6097

PERSONALS

Free Meals!! AXO needs people for

setup/cleanup In exchange for real fo<Nl'

Call and a.sk f^ir Julie at 549 106.3 or

.54521:V2

Mt Holyoke • My green backfiack thinks

your red dufflebng is cute Can they meet?
V,x Ml Holyoke

Anyone who has been to the Card
Gallery (lo<ated on Rte 9) call 6-7705 to

voice your opinions ask for Stacey

Beaker • Thanx for an awesome weekend!
My first taste of NYC and martini's

wouldn't have In-en half as giKMl if 1 wasn't
with you. I'm I'xiklng forward to more
gxxid times. P.S Always, Bumper I'ars,

The Carjienter Ha Ha Hugs & Kisses

Your SI)

lot P, I miss talking to you Kathy H.

DLC. . .Happy Birthday. Merry
(,'hristmas ancf ail the others I've ever
missed. Five years and going strong'!

Your loving Marine. Dave

Chris M of Sunderland somebody missed
you this weekend and she was me
Kveryone needs a not .so secret admirer

Fiy'BoysT Nlc1( SciiU Mikt'~& Pauftha't
was only a beginning. The Link

Debbie I hone you enjiiy- your present
tonight. I wifl Happy Birthday l^ive

Woody

David: 1 will never forget the weekend I

OM'l you; the back seal of my father s

Chevy, the first time I realized I wa.s in

love with you Happy Birthday!" Love.

Lisa

SERVICES

Professional typing done by
dent Reasonaiile rales
I 637 (H)44

TMa.ss stu-

R Charron

TAILOR Alteration Expert Same
Service Available SHAANN'S Rt II
Sunderland Open 8 am 665 3878

COINS IMTiTi tutoring S^fMipeTlir"
former 123/121 grader Alex 2.56 12.39

Voo wfite Tt - WF7RiGHT IT! Word^
cessing li¥iks better than typing saves
lime and $$$. Best service lowest rates
TOTAL ACCKSS 199 Main Northampton
.586 1012

TYPING A WORD PROCESSING

Next day service. lYPK RITF 25.3 5111

QUALITY TYPING. Long ..r short p^
jecls Will corrwt grammar. s|>elling, A
punctuation. Meticulous proofreairmg.
New IBM tyjiewnter ,549-0367

WANTED

Help! I need an Italian tutor quick! ('ail
Sieve ' 546-55'.>6
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SPORTS
SoccerbeatenbyConnecticut
Men lose New England title game,

winning streak snapped at seven

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

ed by Huskie goalkeeper Andy Pantason.

The rebound came out to the right to

Junior Anders Hedelin. The forward's shot

STORRS, CT - Scoring opportunitie.do hit off the
>^^:Z^:]^1XS^°:^.

Slrti:^"ar
'-rUn^veVr of :^tt"baU Jard the goa., hut UC dejen-

Massachusetts men's soccer team

squandered the few that it had as the 18th

ranked Minutemen fell to the seventh-

ranked Huskies 2-1 yesterday.

"We should have had a goal, maybe two

goals." said UMass coach Jeff Gettler. "We

had four good chances in the first half. You

hope that you are going to get goals when

you create opportunities."

The Minutemen' s best threat came just

9:26 into the contest. UMass was awarded

a direct kick 8 feet from the UConn goal.

The Connecticut defenders formed a

human wall in front of their net. Junior

Ferdie Adoboe fired a shot that was block-

sive back Tony Rizza deflected the shot

away.
. .J A J

"We had our opportunities, said Andy

Bing, UMass' leading scorer. "I don't know

how some didn't go in."
, r ^

The two teams played even for the first

half and went into the locker rooms knot-

ted at zero, but Connecticut began apply-

ing more pressure in the second period.

The brilliant play in net of Scn:cr Don

Donahue kept the game scoreless for a

while longer. The UMass' keeper con-

tinuously denied the UConn attack, in-

cluding a spectacular diving one-handed

deflection of what appeared to be an open

net shot. „ . ,

"He made some incredible saves, said

Bing, "and the fullbacks made some in-

credible saves too."

Connecticut finally broke the drought at

the 56:22 mark. Senior Matt Addington

took a pass from Junior Greg Barger, split

the middle of the UMass defense, and hit

a shot from 20 yards past Donahue's right.

The goal was the forwards eleventh of the

year and his fifth game winner.

A key to the play was when UConn back

Thouki Stavrianidis won a loose ball at

midfield and fed Barger along the left

sideline. The Huskie defenders controlled

the midfield area all afternoon and were

able to keep the majority of play in the

Minutemen's end.
,-. ,j r

"We were not as tight at midfield as 1

hoped we would be," said Gettler. "The

game was one or lost at midfield."

"We gave them to much room," said

Bing. "My man, number 5 (Stavrianidis)

was all over, so I deserve some of the

blame."
, . ^ „ ^

"We didn't care ifthey had the ball most

of the game. We wanted to keep the ball

in front of us, then make long runs. That's

physically exhausting. They are a great

team, they deserve all the credit."

Connecticut's second goal came on a

great individual effort by Freshman Dan

Donigan. The forward rushed the middle

of the UMass defense and blasted a shot

from 30 yards into the top right corner of

the net . Sophmore James Forgette was

given an assist on the play.

Pantason recorded his seventh shutout of

the season. The UConn keeper has allow-

ed only six goals in 15 games this year.

The loss broke a six game winning streak

for UMass and dropped their record to 11-4

on the season. The Minutemen entered the

contest ranked second in New England,

just ahead of Boston University. Gettler

feels that the defeat to Connecticut should

not hurt his teams position.

"I still think we are second, I don't

know," said the coach. "I would still like

to come back here at the end of the year

(in the national tournament) and give it

another shot."

No letdown
for stickers,

UM wins, 2-1
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

There was no letdown for the University of

Massachusetts field hockey team as it defeated Harvard

University 3-1 on a wind-swept NOPE Field yesterday

afternoon. , ,

UM coach Pam Hixon feared her fifth-ranked

Minutewomen would be complacent after big victories

over Temple and Old Dominion this past weekend. That

and the absence of senior Ail-American defender Megan

Donnelly (playing for a week with the U.S. national team)

had Hixon worrying about the game with the Crimson.

"Last season, after the Temple and Old Dominion

games, we lost to them (Harvard) 1-0," Hixon said. "But

today we came right out and .went after them, forcing

them to run and getting good shots on net. It was a good

effort for us."
. , r^i. •

UMass, now 9-2-1, got two goals from senior back Chris

Kocot, who moved into Donnelly's position for the game.

UM's first goal however came from sophomore middle

Amy Robertson, who scored at the 22:01 point of the first

half, picking up a rebound in the circle and firing it in

past Crimson goalie Denise Katsias.

The lead remained one for the rest of the half despite

UMass' domination and control of the tempo.

Kocot put the game out of reach just 1:29 into the se-

cond half, scoring on a free hit after a Harvard penalty.

Lil Hulton picked up the assist. The Minutewomen made

it 3-0 on another Kocot goal with 17:02 left.

Harvard's only tally came with 6:08 left when Alicia

Clifton took Leelee Groome's hit and put the ball in the

bottom of the cage.

"It was important that we scored early in the second

half," said Hixon. "It helped us to establish our lead and

kept them from getting anything going."

Collegian photo by Neil Beckerman

University of Massachusetts forward Usa Griswold intercepts a pass in action against Har-

vard at Totman Field. The Minutewomen beat Harvard, 3-1 going to 9-2-1 on the season.

Andy Bing:
Making an impression in soccer

CollrKian photo by Paul l>p«mar«i«

Sophomore midfielder Andy Bing (right) has helped lead UMass

to an 11-3 record.

By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staft"

For a tall, skinny kid from New Jersey,

Andy Bing does all right.

This fall, the 6-0, 165 pound sophomore

has emerged as the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team's

strongest offensive threat while providing

his share of help on defense.

Bing, a midfielder, leads the team in

goals, tallying eight, and assists, dishing

out eight in the 14 games the Minutemen
(11-3) have played this season. The
Minutemen, ranked second in New
England, have climbed into the national

poll, acheiving a ranking of 18th.

"Andy penetrates for us, moves our of-

fense, and makes our midfield go," UMass

coach Jeff Gettler said. 'But on defense

he's a sneaky player who sort of steps up

out of nowhere to make the play."

Bing is not the type of player that runs

over his opponents, overpowering them. In-

stead, he is the type of player that runs

around them.

"Andy is a mental player, a smart

player," UMass assistant coach Tim
Schmiechen said. "He uses more finess

than power to beat his opponents, relying

on his exceptional skill as opposed to hi«

physical attributes,"

Bing's motivation for playing as he does

continued on page 18
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Parents Day
tomorrow
By LISA BABCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

More than 1,700 parents of

undergraduate students are expected to at-

tend the first Parents Day at the Universi-

ty of Masaachusetts tomorrow which will

feature tours, exhibits, movies, panel

discussions and a football game.

"Parents are a great constituency. They

really appreciate the fact that you're mak-

ing an effort," said Valerie Falk, coordinator

of the event. She said most of the parents

who will participate in tomorrow's events

are from Massachusetts and some of them

are alumni.

An orientation will begin the day's ac-

tivities at 9:30 a.m. to introduce parents to

the 10 schools and colleges within UMass.

It will also feature the University Chorale

and a fanfare by Walter Chestnut, UMass

music professor. The orientation along with

helium balloons will be a "kickoff" for the

rest of the day, Falk said.

"The Last Quarter Century" is the theme

of Parents Day because most of the parents

are a quarter century older than their

students, she said. Contrasts between the

1960s and 1980s will be made in the panel

discussions about the University's develop-

ment and other activities.

Walking tours, movies, professional art

exhibits and the football game against the

University of Maine have also been

scheduled in the day's program.

"Parents love being on campus with their

student and enjoy feeling like a part of

things. The overall feeling about it is good,"

Falk said.

This is the first Parents Day that all

undergraduate students' parents were in-

vited. Until this year. Parents Day was

limited to parents of freshmen or Dean's

List students because of the large number

of parents who would be involved.

Falk said she was inspired to hold an

open Parents Day last year after 100 per-

cent of the parents who attended last year's

event rated it as "good to excellent."

continued on page 4
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Collegian photo by Maria Bull

FINDING FAULT-University of Massachusetts professor Donald U- Wise

and his Geology 631 graduate students study faults and fractures at Quab-

bin Resevoir yesterday.

Local Better Chance program
prepares Fall Foliage Walk

« •. • «« '1 T_-^ 1I_^ O^..J^^_i

By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Correspondent

The Amherst Committee for a Better

Chance is preparing for its annual Fall

Foliage Walk fundraiser Saturday that sup-

ports the education of inner-city children.

The committee is entering for its 18th

year and is designed to give "bright, gifted

individuals an education in the Amherst

public schools that, due to the nature of the

systems that they come from, they would

I Inside

[Leverett group aiding Guatemalan

I

refugees ;•••-; ^

Deborah Kutenplon on sex selection.... /

UMass's starting QB returns 16

'•And my parents finally realUe that I'm

\kidnapped and they snap into action tm-

\mediat£ly: they rent out m^ room:
^Woody Alien

not ordinarly obtain," said Jacqueline

Smith-Crooks, president of the committee.

Residential Directors Mitchell and Liz

Smith, along with their two children, are

cvirrently acting as surrogate parents for

10 boys at 74 North Prospect St. and pro-

vide opportunities to reinforce racial and

cultural differences that otherwise might

be lost in the new environment.

"It's a good experience to live in a

residence hall with a family because it give

the guys a good family environment," Mit-

chell Smith said.

Amherst depends exclusively on funds

raised locally and "relies heavily on the

success of the Fall Foliage Walk," Smith

said. "It's a 12-mile walk through the

Robert Frost Trail and local merchants

donate snacks for the walkers. It's a good

time for young children and their families

to come together for a good cause," he said.

"The rest of the funds comes from civic

organizations, local churches, businesses,

private citizens, and the Hampshire Com-

munity United Way. It's rewarding to see

community members come together to sup-

port this program," he said.

The Amherst committee selects students

that it feels will benefit the program, from

a pool formed by the National Better

flhance Program pool.

Students with exceptional academic

talent are referred to the National Better

Chance Program through a national net-

"It's a good timefor young children

and theirfamilies to come togetherfor

a good caiise,"

—Mitchell Smith, Amherst

Committeefor a better chance director

work of teachers and principals.

Anton Smith, a 15-year-old Long Island,

NY resident, is one such applicant that was

chosen by the Amherst chapter. His mother

said she learned of the program from a

fellow social worker and after some tests

and an interview, her son was accepted.

Anton said the program "offers me a bet

ter education. I have learned how to con-

duct myself in a better manner." He said

he aspires to be an anesthesiologist and at-

tend Harvard Medical School.

He said it was easy to make friends and

that most of the students in the program

participate in school sports.

The Amherst committee started in 1968

and is the second oldest national public pro-

gram. Smith said. It is part of a national

network of 170 programs.

Fac. Sen.
votes down
campus jail

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate voted yesterday to op-

pose the proposed construction of a tem-

porary holding facility on campus at the

University of Massachusetts.

"It's simply a question of liability," said

Maria Tymczko, a comparative literature

professor. "Tbwns no longer have liability

insurance, but that's not our problem. The

town of Amherst reaps additional tax

benefits for having the University and this

is just one of the lumps they have to take."

The proposal, created by a University ad-

visory board, advocates the construction of

a holding facility to detain people arrested

or placed under protective custody by

UMass police.

People detained by campus police are

presently transported to the Amherst police

station and held there until bail is posted.

Any woman arrested on campus is held in

the jail in Northampton.
"This is something the University must

begin to think about seriously," Arnold

Silver, an English professor and member of

the board, said. Silver, who argued in favor

of the proposal, said that the senate failed

to consider the demands put upon the

University by a new state law which re-

quires police to physically check each de-

tainee every 15 minutes. In addition,

Amherst town officials have expressed con-

cerns about the town's liability in handl-

ing detainees from the University.

"The Rules Committee asks for alter-

natives, but what arc the alternatives?"

Silver said. "Can we beseech the town to

continue doing something they don't want
to? The town is uneasy about being sued."

"My opinion is that it is the responsibil-

ty of the town and counties," Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs, Dennis Mad-
son, said. "The University should cooperate

with the town, but no holding facility

should be constructed on campus."

"I do not believe the University should

be engaged in activities which are not cen-

tral to our mission," David Booth, chairman

of the Rules Committee, which authored

the veto, said. "I'm skeptical about depar-

ting from that goal."

"In oiu- quest to become the best univer-

sity in the Northeast, I don't think we

would set the ball rolling by being the first

university to have a jail," he said.

Silver said the University of California

at Berkley and the University of Michigan

both have holding facilities. He added that

the advisory board's document makes no

proposal. "We hope to stimulate thought

and discussion," he said. "Should there be

a jail at an ideal university? No, but then

should there be crime at an ideal

university?"

The senate's opposition states that it

"strongly opposes the construction of a tem-

porary holding facility on this campus, and-

urges the administration to explore all

other alternatives to the proposal."

Silver's proposal, which was defeated,

asked that the administration "beseech the

increasingly reluctant town officials of

Amherst and Northampton to continue to

use their jails."

President of the Graduate P'ude-.r
Senate, Jerry Ashlock, said the gradualv,
senate is against the concept of a holding
facility.
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Navy analyst convicted And the winner is

BALTIMORE (AP)-A federal jury yester-

day convicted former civilian Navy in-

telligence analyst Samuel Loring Morison

of espionage and theft of government pro-

perty; for leaking three U.S. spy

photographs of the construction of the

Soviet Navy's first nuclear-powered aircraft

carrier.

Morison, 40, was convicted of two counts

of espionage and two counts of theft of

government property, each count carrying

a possible 10-year term and $10,000 fine.

U.S. District Judge Joseph H. Young did

not immediately set a sentencing date.

The verdict was reached after six hours

and 15 minutes of deliberations on Wednes-

day and yesterday.

Morison was accused of endangering na-

tional security by giving a British military

journal, Jane's Defense Weekly, three

photographs of the Soviet Union's first

nuclear-powered aircraft carrier under con-

struction at a Black Sea shipyard.

The photographs were taken on three

days in July 1984 by a U.S. Spy satellite.

He also was accused of theft of the photos

and theft of government documents that

described a May 1984 explosion at

Severomorsk, the main ammunition depot

for the Soviet Union's Northern Fleet.

Morison admitted giving three

photographs to the magazine, but main-

tained he was innoncent of spying and theft

of the potos, which were taken from a co-

worker's desk.

Duarte sends family to U.S.

sanction of refugees urged
WASHINGTON (AP)-Rep. Joseph

Moakley, D-Mass., citing the decision of El

Salvador's president to send his daughters

and grandchildren to the United States,

yesterday urged President Reagan to stop

deporting Salvadoran refugees.

"The recent decision of President Jose

Napoleon Duarate to send his family

members to the United States to wait out

the storm dramatizes the fears that so

many Salvadoran refugess who have fled

their country must feel," said Moakley,

sponsor of a bill that would grant a tem-

porary stay of deportation to Salvadoran

refugees already livilng in the United

States.

"We can all understand President

Duarte's anguish in sending his family to

the United States for temporary safety.

However, I believe we should also recognize

that the Salvadoran refugees who are now

in the United States have the same con-

cerns," Moakley wrote.

The Reagan administration, in opposing

MoakleyI's bill, have argued that many
Salvadorans came to the United States to

seek greater economic opportunities, and

not because they feared for their safety.

Reagan has refused to grant temporary

asylum to the refugess from El Salvador

and that refusal prompted Moakley to in-

troduce his bill last year and again this

year.

Urging Reagan to change his mind,

Moakley said, "Granting Salvadorans tem-

porary safety from the current violence in

their homeland would be a great

humanitarian gesture and could very well

result in the saving ofmany innocent lives."

Moakley also said that the general con-

dition of violence and the tactics of the

guerillas opposing Duarte's government

also provide justification for giving the

refugees a temporary stay of deportation.

Duarte earlier this week sent three of his

daughters and his grandchildren to the

United States, saying he had received kid-

nap threats against his family.

Cuomo says he's not running
for president in '88

WORCESTER (AP)—Persistent questions

about a presidential run in 1988 used to an-

noy New York Gov. Mario M. Cuomo, but

he now finds the talk brings in donations

from around the country.

And the money, Cuomo says, will be us-

ed for his gubernatorial re-election bid.

"I simply don't see the rationale for set-

ting my sights now on the presidency," said

Cuomo. "And if you did, then you shouldn't

run for governor I am comfortable as gover-

nor.

With $4 million, his campaign fund is

well short of the $25 million Cuomo said

thel Republican Party plans to send in an

attempt to force him out of the governor's

mansion next fall, The Worcester Telegram

reported.

Cuomo's comments came at a press con-

ference Wednesday aft«r he had addressed

about 1,100 people at Mechanics Hall,

where he rejjeated his announced intention

Congratulations

on your

agement

We love you! Your Sisters in Phi Mu

to run for re-election.

Cuomo said he believed he is the best-

qualified candidate for governor of New
York, but not for president.

He said he expects Massachusetts Sen.

Edward M. Kennedy, Colorado Sen. Gary
Hart and even Arkansas Sen. Dale
Bumpers to seek the Democratic nomina-

tion for the presidency in 1988.

In his address, Cuomo said Gov. Michael

S. Dukakis "ought to think about running

for president."

Cuomo, who electrified the 1984
Democratec National Convention with a

keynote speech, again recalled the social-

ly consciously, can-do spirit of the

Democratic party.

"The free enterprise system at its best

will not include everyone," he said, adding

that goverment has an obligation to help

those left out, including the old, the weak
and the frail.

AP Laserpholo

Philip CapeUa, 25, of North Chelmsford holds up a copy of his winning

Megabucks ticket yesterday at the Massachusetts Lottery headquarters m
Br^ntree. CapeUa will spUt the $21.7 prize with 7 other winners.

Two claim their shares
of Megabucks jackpot
BRAINTREE(AP)-A

young Chelmsford paint

company operator and an

Ashburnham watiress were

the first yesterday to their

one-eighth share of $21.7

million Megabucks jackpot.

The eight winning tickets

on the richest payoff in

Massachusetts lottery

history we sold in stores

chiefly in the eastern half of

Massachusetts, officials

reported yesterday.

The first of the eight to ar-

rive at lottery headquarters

was Philip capella, 25, of

North Chelmsford, who
owns A & J Paint & Paper

Co., spokesman David Ellis

reported.

For the each of the eight,

the payoff totals $2,714,315

spread over 20 yeau^, or

$135,715 yearly before the

25 percent tax deductions.

Capella, who is married,

told of choosing all the

numbers from dates in the

life of his infant son, Adam
Joseph, whose initials were
used to name the A & J

company.
"He told me he had bor-

rowed $600 from his mother
yesterday to buy a car for his

business and still has the

$600 in his pocket," said

Ellis. He said the first thing

he is going to do is pay her

back—with interest.

An Ashburnham waitress,

Laurie Caouette, 20, termed
it an early birthday present

when she learned Wednes-

day night she is among the

eight sharing the top prize.

Her claim, however, will not

be honored until her ticket

has been cleared by the Lot-

tery Commission.
"I couldn't believe it until

my uncle verified it through

the lottery," Laurie

Caouette told The Gardner

News. "I was shocked."
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THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

12 oz. Drafts 75*

Pitchers $3.75

Beer

Of The Month
Moosehead
$1.20 a bottle

Spoke Drink of the Week
Pine Cone southern Comfort & Amaretto with Pineapple Juice $1.50

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002
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STUDENTS VS ACID RAIN- Rayna Sargent Oeft) and Lisa Gonyea, both of Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group, collect signatures yesterday on a petition to put a referendum on the 1986

state ballot. The referendum, if passed, would seek to limit the emission of sulfur dioxide by 30 per-

cent in 1990.

Acid rain's effect oncorn studied
By ED HAYWARD
Collegian Staff

Responding to the needs of Commonwealth farmers,

University of Massachusetts plant and soil science Pro-

fessor Lyle E. Craker is currently conducting and develop-

ing several studies on the effects of acid rain on crops and
pesticides.

"Our work responds to the problems experienced by

members of the Commonwealth's agricultural communi-
ty," Craker said. "We orient ourselves to the needs of the

Commonwealth and the United States, and our laboratory

interests relate to stress on plants. Acid rain represents

serious stress on the environment."

Craker said he is presently conducting research on the

effects of acid rain on corn crops. The research takes place

in University labs and on the University farm in South

Deerfield. Craker's work now concentrates on whether

acid rain is decreasing the yield ofcom crops by inhibiting

reproductive processes.

"Corn is a crop that is very exposed," Craker said. "Of

course this means that the corn is also very exposed to

rainfall. We are trying to find out if this exposure to acid

rain reduces crop yield by possibly reducing the number
of kernels per ear."

Research on the reproductive process of corn began one

year aga Craker said he expects the analysis of the field

experiements to be completed by June, 1986. Funding for

this research came from the U.S. Department of

Agriculture.

Craker hopes receive approval and funding for a second

series of research concerned with the effects of acid rain

on other vegetable crops. He said he expects funding to

come from the Massachusetts Food and Drug
Administration.

Craker will also be working on a third research project.

This project will study the effects of acid rain on the fighter

toxicity of pesticides, he said. Since acid rain falls on the

leaves of plants which are also the target areas of most

pesticides Craker wants to examine the effectiveness of

chemical workings on plants following exposure to acid

rain.

"We hope to determine if acid rain changes the

physiological effects of pesticides on plants," Craker said.

Craker said the University has been conducting studies

on acid rain for the past five years and that he expects

completion of the latter two projects in two to three years.

Craker is now searching for additional funding on these

two projects.

The final data from the experiments will be distributed

in several manners, Craker said. Data will appear in

various scientific journals and publications; be presented

on regional and national levels; be discussed at field days

and through University extension services and appear in

reports for the sponsoring agencies.

"This is all part of research on acid rain that effects

agronomic crops," Craker said. "The effects of acid rain

on crops are of concern Massachusetts; and other state and

federal agencies and we hope to have definitive answers

to these problems in two to three years."

Collegian Correspondent Claudia Carver contributed to

this story.

Pre-retirement programs developed
By EILEEN MCDONOUGH
Collegian Correspondent

It began with the closing of a garment factory last spring

which forced many people into early retirement. Faced

with the problem of assisting the displaced workers, a

University of Massachusetts professor has since then

developed pre-retirement programs now being im-

plemented by state department offices.

Harvey Friedman, director of the Labor Relations and

Research Center at UMass, was asked to develop services

for the many displaced workers by the state offices of the

Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of Economic Affairs.

Many of the 230 workers who were retired from the

Lesnow Manufacturing Co. of Easthampton were women

in their late 50s and early 60s and were unable to re-enter

the job market. In researching the problem, Friedman

recommended that a pre-retirement program be establish-

ed at the Industrial Services Unit, which is funded by the

state.

"Not only is it good, it's a must," Friedman said. "Only

6 percent of all Americans get any help preparing for

retirement."

After conducting a series of pre-retirement workshops

this summer in Easthampton, Friedman said he is

cautiously enthusiastic about tentative plans for the labor

research center to conduct similar programs in the future

In addition to Friedman's workshop series, the former

Lesnow factory workers were offered a variety of services

including counseling, job fairs, a re-training program and

a Holyoke Community College high school equivalency

program.
The positive effects of pre-retirement planning on pro-

spective retirees' attitudes toward retirement is perhaps

the greatest reward. Friedman said.

"The greatest benefit is a sense of tranquility that can

come to many of these people when they understand they

Collegian photo by Derek Roberta

Harvey Friedman

share certain concerns and problems with most other peo-

ple in their category, and help is there for them," he said.

The Labor Relations and Research Center, established

in 1965, functions primarily as an academic program.

However, the staffs responsibilities include speaking and

advising on the broad spectrum of problems affecting the

labor community.
Several community professionals took part in this sum-

mer's series and addressed issues of financing, housing.

Social Security and part-time jobs. "The program can run

as a service to the community because many people are

willing to volunteer their serVitefe," Friedman 9aid\

Program
to educate

about AIDS
By PAMELA BURRELL
Collegian Correspondent

In an effort to educate the Five-College community about

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, two branches of

the University of Massachusetts will hold lectures and
discussions about the disease and issues concerning it.

At 10 a.m. today in Campus Center Room 917, Dr
Jerome Groopman and Janet Bath of New England

Deaconess Hospital in Boston, will speak about AIDS.

In November, University Health Services in coordina-

tion with other sponsors will hold an open house panel

discussion and produce a half-hour video tape

presentation.

According to UMass Health Educator Ron Mazur, Health

Services is planning a question and answer session in

order to meet the needs of the community in terms ofwhat
its concerns are. "There are a lot of misconceptions about
AIDS. Public education is critical," he said.

The November discussion is sponsored by the AIDS Ac-

tion Committee of Boston and the Valley Health Plan.

Under the direction of UMass student Joan Goodwin,

the informational videotapes will be duplicated and

distributed to dormitories. They will also be shown

regularly in the Student Union and Campus Center

University Health Services is currently working on

guidelines for the treatment of AIDS victims, Mazur said.

"We have to do all we can to stem the tide until a vaccine

or effective treatment is found. The search is on. Until we

have these tools, education is our most important ally,"

he said.

A myth about AIDS is that it is a "gay" disease, Mazur
said. "I can't stress enough that AIDS is not a homosex-

ual disease, it is simply a virus that has hit the male
homosexual community quite suddenly."

According to the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services AIDs may be transmitted by sexual contact, in-

travenous needle sharing or, less commonly, through blood

or blood components. The risk of having the disease is in-

creased by having multiple heterosexual or homosexual

partners.

Confidential testing for the AIDS virus HTLV-III can be

obtained at University Health Services.

Preliminary results of studies released in August show

that most people infected with the virus remain in good

health, according to the U.S. Health and Human services

department.

Refugee brothers

to speak Sunday
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Correspondent

Two Guatemalen brothers who have been given sanc-

tuary in Leverett since July will speak at 10 a.m. Sun-

day at the Unitarian Universalist Society of Amherst.

The brothers, who go by the pseudonyms Pedro and Jo-

quin Valesquez, have been receiving sanctuary from the

Leverett Mount Tbby Meeting of Friends, sanctuary com-

mittee member Ruth Hawkins said.

Pedro, 33, was a radio announcer in Guatemala and read

his own poems about the plight of the Mayan Indians in

Guatemala over the air Although the brothers are of

Spanish background, they are both very concerned about

the plight of the Mayan Indians. Hawkins said.

Pedro's speaking out about the persecution of the

Mayans "made him a person that the government did not

want to have around," she said.

Joquin, 23, was a member of a theater group that tried

to help people in his native country unite against persecu-

tion. When several theater members were assasinated, Jo-

quin fled from Guatemala with his older brother

The brothers came to the Mount Tbby meeting through

their associations with a sanctuary committee in Tucson,

Arizona. Hawkins said that although "there are perhaps

a million refugees from Central America in this country,"

not every refugee wants to make a public statement about

their plight and the plight of their people.

TTie Friends are sponsoring the two brothers because

"this was one way of helping to change the situation for

them in those countries," Hawkins said. "People in the

U.S. don't know enough about the situation."

Although the two brothers are the first refugees from
Central America that the Friends have sponsored in

Leverett, they are part of a continuing tradition of show-
ing concern for those in need, Hawkins said.

Before the Mount Tbby Meeting was formed, the Friends

were a major supporter of the Underground Railroad before

the Civil War During World War II, the Mount Tbby
Meeting helped refugees from Nazi Germany escape and
brought a Japanese-American woman from a relocation

center to Mouitt Holyoke .College.
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By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

The only organization providing shelter

and other services to women in Hampshire
County will be holding a "Move-A-Thon"

fundraiser tomorrow in Northampton.
Necessities/Necesidades will hold its 2nd

annual Move-AThon where staff member
Sonja Enlow, said "participants can move
in any way they wish." In other words, peo-

ple may walk, run, bike, use a wheelchair

or skate the 5-mile course beginning and
ending in Pulaski P&rk in downtown
Northampton.

"It is vital that we rely on community
support," Enlow said because, "In general

there are alot of women seeking shelter.

And our shelter is often full to capacity."

She added that Necessities/Necesidades

operates mostly on a volunteer basis and
serviced more than 300 women and 600

children last year.

The organization also operates a safe-

home network, where women and men of-

fer space in their private homes when the

shelter is full. Enlow said

Necessities/Necesidades "would love to ex-

pand the shelter so we could bring in more
women, but with the funding we have now,

it is really impossible."

Last years Move-A-Thon raised more than

$3,000 which helped fund the centers ser-

vices, including a 24-hour crisis hotline,

therapy, child-care, and education for

women who have experienced emotional or

physical abuse, sdong with education for the

community.
Enlow stresses that women of color are

strongly encouraged to look for help at

Necissities/Necesidades. She said affir-

mative Action efforts over the past two
years have begun to change significantly

the makeup of the staff, which is now made
up of 50 percent of minority women.

Man held for drugs, conduct

A 19-year-old University of

Massachusetts student was charged with

possession of hashish and marijuana and

lewd and lascivious behavior Wednesday

night in Patterson House, UMass said.

Tlie man was allegedly drunk and was

masturbating in the hallways. He was put

into protective custody, police said.

In other police reports:

A 1976 Fiat received extensive damage

when it caught fire on Stadium Road

Wednesday evening, police said. The fire

was extinguished by UMass police and the

Amherst fire department, police said.

A stereo receiver, valued at $500, was

reported stolen from an unlocked room on

the first floor of Mackimmie House

Wednesday afternoon, police said.

A radar detector, valued at $250, was

reported stolen Wednesday afternoon from

a 1983 Jeep in lot 22. The windshield also

received $200 in damages, police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

* parents continued from page 1

This year's Peirents Day will be a one-day

affair because lodging in the Amherst area

is limited this weekend because of activities

at the other four colleges. "We tried to work

out a program so that parents from far

away can go home without missing

anything," she said. Rooms at the Campus
Center Hotel have already been reserved

for next year's Parents Day.
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WITNESS
Did you see UMass

Police Officers

struggling with a man
near Grad Research

Center on May 5, 1985

(during Spring Concert)?

If so please contact:

Dorothy Carlo

16 Center St. #314

Northampton, MA 01060
413-584-8424
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Gays to confer tomorrow
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A weekend conference titled "Celebrating

Our Diversity and Unity—A Gathering in

Celebration of Lesbians, Gay Men, and

Bisexual Persons," will be held tomorrow

and Sunday at Hampshire College.

The event, sponsored by the Valley Gay
Alliance, the Lifeline Institute, Face to

Face: A Lesbian and Gay Speakers Bureau,

in association with the Hampshire College

Women's Center and private individuals,

will include more than 30 workshops on

various topics.

"It is a personal growth conference which

will allow an oppurtunity to learn and grow

and also honor and recognize the dif-

ferences between us," said Joseph Lamott,

a conference organizer. "We also want an

opportunity to network with each other,"

by getting different groups together con-

cerned with different issues, he said.

The conference will be attended by peo-

ple from the greater New England area,

and parenting, relationships and health

and legal issues will be discussed, Lamott

said. There will also be a wide range of les-

bian/gayA)isexual films and presentations

by spokespersons from the six-state region

representing various organizations, he said.

'The big emphasis is on having a good

time," Lamott said. "I hope that many peo-

ple will renew old friendships and make
new friendships and recognize solidarity."

Presentations of distinguished awards for

private and public service will be awarded

as well as the "Turkey of the Year

Award,"which will be given to Gov. Michael

Dukakis for his stand on a foster care issue.

A news conference will open the event at

11:45 a.m. tomorrow in Room 106 of

Franklin-Patterson Hall on the Hampshire
campus. Workshops, craft exhibits, and

group discussions will follow and a dance

tomorrow night will be preceded by a

catered dinner and awards banquet

Fall celebration is tomorrow
Tbmorrow the Orchard Hill and Central

area Governments will be sponsoring their

traditional fall festival, compolete with live

entertainment, sporting events, and
refreshments.

The festival will begin at 9 a.m. in front

of Webster dormitory with a 3.1 mile road

race, followed by a volleyball tournament

at noon.

Throughout the day on the Central area

basketball courts will be performances by

four local bands: First Circle, Free Will,

Way Off, and The Modern Plaids. Refresh-

ments will be sold Outside of Greenough

from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Octoberfest is a free outdoor celebration

of Autumn, but in the case of rain, the

festival will be inside the Student Union

Ballroom on Sunday.

Rally on Soviet Union today
A rally focusing on negative aspects of

the Soviet Union will be held at 12:30 p.m.

today on the steps of the Student Union
Building.

The rally, sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts Republican Club, is intend-

ed to point out to students that the Soviet

Union is the "primary problem in terms of

human rights," and "worst in its potential,"

said Loren Spivack, president of the club.

i ne rally will focus on the Soviet Union's

alledged human rights, military, and peace

treaty violations, Spivack said. The rally,

he said, is in part a reaction to anti-

apartheid rallies regarding South Africa.

Spivack said apartheid is disgraceful but

"it is not the worst problem in the world."

Instead, he said, the Soviet Union is worse,

and students should be aware of this.

-JOEL P COFFIDIS
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An Authentic
Italian Restaurant

''Dove si mangia bene
M

Now featuring -

Salad Bar

Open Tuesday - Sunday

4:00 - 10:00 PM

96 Russell St. (Rte 9) Hadley

584-8000

You're invited to bring

your own beer and wine.
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You've Learned

About Power. . .

This Spring,

Experience It!

District Council 37, AFSCME, New York City's largest union, is

offering Spring legislative internship to qualified juniors or

seniors.

Government, Politics, and Labor

As the representative of 120,000 state and municipal workers.

District Council 37 is at the crossroads of politics and government.

From budgets to bill drafting to research to press conferences, in-

terns learn policy and politics from some of the best in the

business. Recent areas of union concern include toxic torts,

E.R.A., comparable worth, and tax reform.

Nuts and Bolts

Most schools award full academic credit for the January-to-June

Albany internship. Interns also receive a $550 monthly stipend.

We are seeking applicants who write well, speak effectively, and

thrive on pressure.

Resumes, with a cover letter to:

Norman M. Adler, Director

Political Action and Legislation

District Council 37, AFSCME
125 Barclay Street, NY, NY 10007

Questions? Call (212) 815-1552

Applications close November 15, 1985
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Be Informed! Be Aware!

Read the

Daily Collegian
Have the Collegian delivered directly to

your parents home or office for the

Spring 1986 semester.

Keep them informed about the

University and Five College area

happenings.

If you are interested in this service, please fill out

this form and mail to the address below.

City/State/Zip Code.
I

I

I

Please check one:

n First Class - one semester $30.00

D *Third Class - one semester $12.00

*Third class mail is subject to inconsistencies and delays which

account for its lower rate.

All subscriptions are payable in advance

Mail this form and payment to:

The Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003

Telephone (413) 545-3500

*Effectivt; starting Spring Semester 1986
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The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.
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Selecting for boys only
Sex selection clinics are slowly but in-

sidiously growing across the country. Like

a mold.

Sex selecation clinics are places aspiring

parents can go to have their semen sample

manipulated to increase their chances of

conceiving a child of the sex they want.

I recently read about a private clinic in

Springfield. A cheerful lab technician (1 ad-

mit it, she sounded chirpy to me!) told the

newspaper interviewer, "Oh, I just love

working in this field! It's so rewarding to

help couples choose the sex of their baby!

And the procedure for separating X sperm
from Y sperm is really very simple."

As the interview went on, it became

calear that Y sperm could be selected for,

but not X sperm. In other words, couples

could get help selecting a boy only. The pro-

cedure to separate out the X sperm, for a

girl, it "still experimental," the technician

admitted.

Interestingly, this point did not come out

until near the end of the article, and then

was treated as insignificant. But it's not in-

significant at all. Can you imagine the

uproar that would be caused by clinics pro-

ducing only baby girls? We'd start hearing

panic about the lesbian conspiracy to take

over the world.

In any event, we are not seeing the

growth of sex selection clinics, we are see-

ing the growth of male selection clinics.

Now most si)ecies have some adaptive male

to female ration (which often changes

depending on environmental conditions).

But I am not particularly worried about an

overglut of human males destroying the

ecological balance since everybody knows

they periodically decimate their numbers,

through wars.

What I am worried about is men think-

ing they're even more than they already

believe. I mean, if parents are knocking

themselves out to get boys, it's got to make
members of that sex feel pretty good about

themselves.

Already people in this culture (and many

others) are taught that men are the most

important creatures on earth. As young

Deborah Kutenplon

boys, all the active characters in their

children's stories were male, unless they

were mothers. Even the active animals

were male All the radio of television shows

and movies were written firom a male point

of view, and so boys learned that this was

the right one to identify with. All the

heroes were men, from Joe DiMaggio to

Abe Lincoln to Aristotle.

As adults, men see other men
predominating in the news, holding near-

ly all the political offices, making and en-

forcing the rules from various positions of

power. Even their God is male Besides, they

can play football. All these reflect impor-

tance in our society.

So it is no wonder that many men con-

sider themselves to be rather important.

And we are seeing the effects on our earth

of this imbalance Certain industries kill

creatures, even to the point of extinction,

not just for necessities but also for human
luxuries. Development takes over animals'

habitats. Companies mine and farm and

drill and pave the earth using methods She

will never recover from. Countries go to war

to maintain control over the earth's natural

and human resources. These are actions of

people who rate their awn importance firm-

ly above the importance of others. And the

overwhelming majority of these people, the

decision-makers in industry, development,

and politics, are men.
Of course not all men believe they are

that imlportant. But enough do. Enough to

threaten our now-fragile planet.

Male-selection clinics are just one more

in a long series of messages telling how

much more desirable they are than

anything else that walks the face of this

earth. Thoughtful women and men are try-

ing to change those attitudes, in themselves

and in others, and male selection clincs are

not helping.

Deborah Kutenplon is a Col legian

columnist and a member ofSCERA.
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On Nov. 5, the Supreme Court is going

to decide on two cases involving the ex-

tremely vital and personal issue of abor-

tion. These cases, which involve two lower

court rulings in Pennsylvania and Illinois,

would allow states to restrict women's right

to abortion. If the Supreme Court upholds

these lower court rulings it would effective-

ly overturn the 1973 Roe V. Wade decision

which gave women the right to choose

abortion.

This summer, the Justice Department,

under the guise of President Reagan, filed

a "Friend of the Court" brief which asked

the Court to overturn the Roe V. Wade deci-

sion. This is the first time in history that

the government has asked the Court to

revoke a constitutional right. There are cer-

tain political realities involved in the tim-

ing and the intent of this Reagan Ad-

ministration brief. In 1968, California was

the first state to legalize abortion. This bill

was signed into law by then-governor

Ronald Reagan. As Ronald Reagan made

his ascent up the political ladder, and ac-

tually become the Republican P&rty's

nominee for president in 1980, he gained

tremendous support from the anti-choice

foctions of the Republican ftuty. Since most

polls indicate that the overwhelming ma-

jority of North Americans are pnxhoioe

(meaning that they support a woman's

ri^t to chooae abortion), Reagan realized

that aqything beyond lip service to Uie

"pro-life" cause would be political suicide

in his first term.
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Letters

No preconceived political purpose

Before abortion was legalized in 1973,

hundreds of thousands of North American

women obtained illegal abortions each year

and each year thousands of women died

from the unsafe practices of the back alley

abortionists. Under the impending threat

that we may soon revert back to those days,

women have begun to tell their horrifying

stories of illegal abortions. Women struggl-

ed to gain access to legal abortion and we

are still struggling to maintain that right.

Even if all women had access to effective

birth control, a minimum of half a million

ulnplanned pregnancies would occur each

year. The fundahnentalists preach that sex-

ulal abstainence and a new "sexual morali-

ty" are the solutions to this problem. As col-

lege students in the 1980's we know the

reality of such a suggestion.

The right to have control over one's body

is a fundamental human right, one which

men have never been denied. We are talk-

ing about women's lives. None of us, female

or male, can afford not to learn more about

this issue This weekend there is going to

be a free conference at UMass which will

discuss the issue of abortions and the other

vital issues of women's reproductive

freedom. I urg^ you please to attend and to

learn about some of the most important

issues which our nation is facing today.

Heidi Holland
Northampton

Stephen Erickson's column in Wednes-

day's Collegian makes several incorrect

assertions about SPECTRUM, which

SPECTRUM would like to answer.

First, Erickson claims that "the

magazine represents a narrow portion of

the political spectrum." SPECTRUM does

not perceive itself as having any

preconceived political purpose. In choosing

the theme, "The Third World and A New
World: Color in the Gaps," We were seek-

ing a cultural diversity beyond the scope of

our own local self-interests, trying to

stimulate artists rather than restrict them.

Certainly some artists found this constric-

tive But, by-and-large the theme did in fact

stimulate the artistic community to think

in terms of a larger world view than what

we usually receive and with excellent work

as well. The artworks were political, as all

art is, and much of the artwork was ex-

plicitly political. It was, after all, a political

theme and political art is a major art move-

ment of the 80s.

At the back of the magazine, there is the

traditional disclaimer that "the views and

opinions expressed in SPECTRUM belong

to the individual authors and artists. All

selections were made on the basis of the ar-

tistic merit of the work as well as its

relevance to the theme."

If we had received any work and, at that,

good work, from let's say a first world

perspective it would have been considered,

but we did not receive a single piece

upholding the status quo as the solution for

Third World problems. We did receive many,

many pieces which criticized this point of

view, some of which were published. When
Erickson charges that we are "narrow" the

onus is on him to support his claim with

some sort of evidence that a quality art-

work was excluded from publication on the

basis of its point of view. There is no such

evidence SPECTRUM has no hidden

political agenda.

The second assertion that Erickson

makes is that there is some economic rela-

tionship between SPECTRUM and Libya

and Afghanistan. We don't really know how

to respond to this because we don't really

understand Erickson's point. In any event,

we would like to clarify the episode which

he has inaccurately portrayed.

It is true that SPECTRUM sponsored a

vendor in 1984 who sold Afghanistani

sweaters, but nothing from Libya. (The ven-

dor stated that these sweaters are made
from people who are associated with anti-

government forces in communist
Afghanistan.) SPECTRUM never really

considered this issue; we merely had ask-

ed the BOG Vendor Coordinator at that

time if there were any vendors available to

us for fund-raising purposes, and we were

assigned a vendor. This helped us to put out

the 1984 edition. We looked to a vendor

because of the increasing budget cuts that

have occurred in the arts over the past two

years, in particular with SPECTRUM. In

any event, it has no bearing on the funding

of this year's SPECTRUM.
Erickson could have asked us about this;

instead he chose to write from ignorance

and his own rather obvious political view-

point. Who appointed Erickson as editorial

watehdog, and, if he is self-appointed,

doesn't he still have a responsibility to be

fair and accurate? Otherwise the watehdog

becomes an attack dog.

C.F. Carroll, Production Editor
SPECTRUM Magazine

Columnist Stephen Erickson apologizes

for errors made regarding the accusation

that Lybian sweaters were sold by a SPEC-

TRUM sponsored vendor and the implica-

tion that the selling ofthe Afghan sweaters

in anyway supports the Soviet puppet regime

in Afghanistan.

KAL incident reference clarified

In yesterday's Collegian article on "Com ed" because a Soviet MiG fired a heat seek-

mando Movies" the author of the article ing missle into one of its engines, resulting

referred to "the 007 crash." The editors of in the destruction of the wing on that side

the Collegian should remember that of the aircraft. Hank Thayer
Korean Airline's Flight Number 7 "crash- Amherst
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BLACK AFFAIRS
CASA helps university
By KIMBERLY BURGE
Collegian Staff

This fall, a national campaign is under-

way to gather support to get supplies and
financial aid sent to the University of El

Salvador.

Doug Calvin, a member of the Central

America Solidarity Association (CASA)
went to El Salvador for 10 days this sum-
mer as part of a delegation for the "US
Students for Academic Freedom and Peace

in El Salvador" to investigate the condi-

tions at the university and the situation

in El Salvador today. The trip was spon-

sored by the US Students Association

which consists of over 500 student

governments.
On June 26, 1980, with classes in full

swing, army tanks, helicopters, and 800
members of the Salvadoran strike force in-

vaded the campus and killed over 60
students and professors and forced the

university to close. Duarte was president

during that time. "He claimed the univer-

sity was a center of armed subversion.

They dug into cellars and bombed
buildings, but they never found anything.

It was just an excuse to suppress voices

other than the government's," he said.

Calvin learned about the situation

around the time it happened. "I learned

about the situation through solidarity

work. A large part of that learning came
from self education and educating others.

About that time (1980), attention started

to be focused specifically on the universi-

ty," he said.

During the time of the invasion, the

university continued to function out of

store fronts, backrooms, and anywhere
they could manage. CASA hopes to raise

$2500 "Which will go towards the

reconstruction of the University of El

Salvador, funding of the medical clinic and

the rebuilding of the student offices

which were totally destroyed during the
invasion. We're also looking for material
aid such as microscopes and educational
supplies," Calvin said.

CASA has been monitoring the situa-

tion in El Salvador since last January.
"We're a relatively new organization, but
already we're seeing results. A new prin-

ting press and supplies to help have been
delivered to the university to help reopen
the student-run medical clinic," he stated.

The situation has changed very little

since 1980. "The university reopened in

1984 due to international pressure and in-

ternal unrest. However, the government
is denying the school a full budget and is

very actively threatening the school with
continuing physical oppression. The disap-

pearances of students and professors con-

tinue," he said.

The president and vice-president of

AGEUS, a student association at the

University of El Salvador, are in the

United States to talk about the situation

in their country. They are on a death
squad list. "Most of the people on the list

have fled the country, but they decided to

remain so they could help fight the oppres-

sion. However, they are worried about
returning because they could easily be
kidnapped at the airport," Calvin stated.

The week of November 10-16 has been
designated as the time to participate ful-

ly in the national campaign. "UMass will

participate in this event. We are trying to

gather strong support for this campaign."
he said.

If anyone is interested in helping or

would like more information, contact the
CASA office at 545-2148 and leave a

message. "We welcome all sectors to

become involved. We're looking for all

kinds of involvement from writing letters

to participating in the week by doing an
event," he said.
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[Location - on Route 9 past McDonald's
and Burger King
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Network trying to bring unity
By ALFRED GETONGA
Special to the Collegian

(Editor's Note: Alfred Getonga is a senior

at Amherst College and is a
economics/political science major He was a
former president ofthe Five College African
Students Association.)

On October 10th, a group of people

gathered in the Babbot Room at Amherst
College. In terms of their social and
cultural background, they were not a

homogenous group. However, they all had
one thing in common, they were all of

African descent.

A series of "networking" meetings have
been held at the University of

Massachusetts and at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege with the hopes of increasing the

dialogue between the students of African

descent and the Afro-American students in

the Five College area.

This network has many goals to ac-

complish, but no one can deny the opening
remarks of one of the program's coor-

dinators, Kango Lare-Lantone of Tbgo. He
said, "At least the program has managed
to set a foundation for official lines of com-
munication to established within the whole
community of students of African descent

in the valley." The program has the full

backing of the Five College African

Students Association which has managed
to bring the community of African students

together under one umbrella.

At the start of the meeting, Sherwood
Thompson, director of the Office of Third

World Affairs at the University of

Massachusetts, pointed out the fact that,

"It is necessary to break down the

stereotypes that have been created within

the community."
Throughout the meeting, it was clear that

there exists stereotypes that have forced

students to take more pride in being

associated with a particular college than

with the fact that they are African and not

Afro-American. The terminology of identi-

fying one's self as being black, Third World,

African, or Afro-American became more

important than being a person of African

descent and proud of it.

Sharon Jackson and Christopher
Williams, students at the University of

Massachusetts, expressed their disappoint-

ment at the minimal amount of interaction

that goes on within the Afro-American com-

munity in the area. Donna Ferguson, a

sophomore at Smith College, said, "When
she first came to the area, it was a totally

alien environment to her because while

growing up in New York city, she had been

led to believe that there was more interac-

tion amongst the community."

David Moore, a junior at the University

of Massachusetts, pointed out his disap-

pointment at the reaction he received from

the Africans within the area.

Clearly, "Network" has a big job to ac-

complish. But, it would be made easier if

the whole community was devoted to mak-
ing it work. The struggle is far from over

and it is only within ourselves that we can

make it work.

Chairman of NAACP to speak Monday
The Office of Third World Affairs Fall

Lecture Series will present Dr. William

Gibson, Chairman of the National Board

of the National Association for the Ad-

vauicement of Colored People at 8 p.m. Mon-
day in the Student Union Ballroom.

Gibson will discuss "The Challenge for

a Discrimination Free America."
This program is free and open to the

general public. Further information is

available at the Office of Third World Af-

fairs at 308 Student Union Building,

UMass, Amherst.
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: Visitors pio^jf&m

The first planning meeting for

International Women's Event

:

s
will be held on Wed. October 23, 1985

^
'

at 7:30 pm in CC Room 171-173

All interested please attend
I s
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Ski

Mount Snow,Vermont
for$15perday.

Purchase a MOUNT SNOW 6-PAC for $90 and

enjoy six days of big mountain Vermont skiing on any

Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday (non-hoHday)

throughout the 1985-86 ski season.

>X^y conquer hills when you can challenge a

mountain? Located in easy to reach southern

Vermont, Mount
Snow boasts 1

2

lifts (a summit gon-

dola, 5 triple chairs, 6

double chairs), 57 trails,

1 700 vertical feet and

80% snowmaking.

Purchase a 6-PAC at

the Season Pass

Office with a valid

college picture l.D. The
6-PAC is non-transferable.

$Himni ^noui
For more
information call

(802)464-8501.
For the latest ski

report call (802)464-2151.

VERMONT

Mount Snow Ski Resort

Mount Snow, Vermont 05356

IWfWiP»**»WW»W»WiW»lWW»WWW^W"""~"^

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
N«Kt to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
!^20 MINIMUM OF^DER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

AU Prices In Store Cash Only
»*»*WW*^^F^^^^^^^^

Mondavi Table Wine
red & white

$4149
1.5 liter fi

Rolling
Rock

12 oz. refills

^^L ^^^ cs-t-dep.

Seagram's
Wine Cooler

SO 45
%9 4pk.

Jl

Vodka
1.75 liter

59.2 o2.

$0998

lA>r Cnndition«<

TONIGHT
Friday Oct 18th

He'd never pass for your Grandma!

D.J. ANDREW WOLF
From KISS 108 F.M. Boston

CKY SEVEN

I

Saturday Oct 19th

Diskeccentricity

D.J. MARK STONEHAM
Coming Up

23rd Eight to the Bar

24th The John Coster Band
30th The Glenn Phillips Band

3l8t The Great Pearl St Halloween
Costume Party

First Prize $250.00 cash

many other prizes & surprises
Cut out this ad and bring along

Fri £r Sat before 9:30 8- pay no cover
II mil sjiuj fffriii^rif. ii ^rnif/z/f

rt^^Sfi© cc?^<;5""''*ai9 «c^<»"""^3iP ftC'^C!)"'"'::**?«:^c^

I

^^'
October 17-20

Thursday-Sunday

FINE FOOD

^ SPIRITS
I

I OCTOBER BEER SPECIAL §

^
St. Pauli Girl

*
57 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

With A Prediction

For Fun...
starting Wtdntsday, ont day
btfort tiM Sale, visH HampsMrf
MaU'sPsychkFairwitii
rMdinss offtrtd at a nomiiial

fat!

Featuring:

• Astrology

• Tarot Cards

• Palmistry

• Numerology
• And Much More
ucnM MfWMn FMnMfi wwvHft • JCPMMty

lla.m.-9:30p.m.
Wednesday thru Saturday,

Sunday, Noon-5
Orfaaiiad ky SWrtty Aim TakatMck
nf intefteliMBMt piirp#Mft Miy.

Saturday, October 19
Free balloons, cake and live entertainment

featuring the Paradise City Jazz Band

...And A Chance
To Win A Trip To
Las Vegas for Twol
Among many other prizes! !

!

Spin-TO-Win! From 4-6

Just fiH out the official Spin to Win
entry form bolow for your FREE SPIN
on tha Ludiy Savon Whaol of Chanco.
If the whaol stops on numbors 7, 17,
or 27 or on a combination that aiMs up
to savon, (16,25), you'll win a Hampshire
Mall CiftCefrtificata, a FREE psychic

raadbig, or a tfaat ^ft from a
Hampshire Null store.

H you spin the lucky "7", in

addition to winning a prize,

you'll be eligible for our
drawing for a trip for two to
Las Vegas for 5 days and
4 nights, courtesy of Travel
Unlimited and Hampshire Mall.

Drawing wiN be hold Saturday,
October 19 at 7 p.m., and you
must be present to win.

p.m.

Official Spin to Win Entry Form..,
Ycxj must complete this form and present it for your chance to spin
the Lucky Seven Wheel of Chance, Saturday, October 1 9th
between 4 and 6 p.m. In Cafe Square. (One spin per person)
All prizes must t>e claimed by Sunday, Oct. 20, 5 p.m.

Name

Address

City

Yoj must b«a( leas! ie years ofagt to spn Mat En^loyees »e not etg<)le

ROUTE 9, HADLEY, MASSACHUSETTS • MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10AM-9:30PM • SUNDAY 12-5PM

Balletap's hot trotters

By SUE IZZO
Collegian Staff

How would you describe an up-beat,

newly-formed dance troupe specializing in

a combination of ballet and tap? How
about spectacular?

Balletap was formed by Maurice Hines,

of Cotton Club fame, and Mercedes Ell-

ington, former June Taylor dancer, in

1984. Using both ballet and tap, as well

as a little break-dancing, they put on a

show that has gained them critical

acclaim.

The evening began with a warm-up,

utilizing every dancer and every possible

tap step. Even though there was no music,

the dancers' feet spoke for themselves.

Following this was a take-off on M-TV,

highlighted by Mercedes' entrance as The
Wife of Frankenstein. Afterwards was
breakdancing by Hines' two youngest

dancers, probably aging from five to seven.

The audience was treated to a pinball

game, ala tap dance.

The second act contained solo work from

Mercedes and Hines, leaving the beginn-

ing of act two weak. The 'finale' of the

evening made that lag forgivable, after all,

what better way to end an evening than

with a good bedtime story, especially

when the story contains some amazing

dancing? This dance sequence channels

the energy of the entire company in-

cluding both Mercedes and Hines, danc-

ing the leading roles of Pretty and the

Wolf-kind of a mix between Red Riding

Hood and Guys and Dolls, if you can im-

agine it. It left the audience in awe, not

quite knowing what to do except clap un-

til their hands were red.

The standing ovation proved it-if tap

dancing is making a comeback, Balletap

is where it will be made.

FRIDAY

FILM
'

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

A film columnist's

nightmare: lots of films to

write about but no space to

do it. First a look at the

malls. Well, they're big

buildings with lots of stores

inside. Next a look at the

movies in the malls.

Remo Williams, The
Adventure Begins: dumb
movie, no adventure.

Plenty: Meryl Streep
takes the fall of the British

empire personally. In her

sad anger she destroys the

lives of all those around her.

Sting, Geilgud, McKellen

and Chance also star.

Silver Bullet: Another

doomed Stephen King
movie. Werewolves.

Agnes of God: Shrink Fon-

da must find out if young

nun (Meg Tilly) strangled

her newborn baby. Bancroft

plays the protective mother
superior in this involving,

somtimes funny mystery.

Commando: Arnold
single-handedly kills 300

badies. Stupid.

Jagged Edge: Lawyer
Close must defend publisher

Bridges in trial of his wife's

brutal murder. Good flick.

See it.

Sorry fellow prisoners,

that's all I've got room for.

See ya.

"Macbeth" goes Star Trek

MACBETH
The Rand Theater

Oct. 17-19, 23-26

By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

When Shakespeare is transported beyond

his own century, tragedy is often the result.

Sadly, the UMass Theater Dept.'s Macbeth

is no exception.

This is through no fault of the actors.

David Alun Spencer's kindly Duncan and

grief-stricken Macduff were spectacular,

and Nick Plakias' tormented Macbeth is

bound for Masterpiece Theatre. Sheryl

Stoodley's Lady Macbeth was sufficient in

the more intense scenes, but Stoodley fell

into reciting her lines during the lulls. On
the whole, the cast was valiant, and is to

be commended for managing to do Macbeth

in the round.

It surely was no mean feat to get into

character while dressed as Star Trek's

Romulans. While the costumes were attrac-

tive and appealing, they were inappropriate

for the play. Having Shakespearean folk

clad as the Jetsons was distracting and

detracted from the performance, rather

than enhancing it.

The futuristic foibles got out of hand dur-

ing scene in which Macbeth asks the wit-

ches for guidance. Rather than a face ap-

pearing in smoke above a cauldron, a

steaming, hi-tech cylinder drops from the

ceiling and advises Macbeth in a taped,

ridiculously robotic voice.

The production also committed the sin of

provoking audience laughter at inap-

propriate moments: the death of Banquo,

Lady Macbeth's madness, and-most
unforgivably-Macbeth's demise.

In the tradition of UMass Theater Dept.

productions, the set is stunning, complete

with magically moving platforms and a tru-

ly imaginative angular design.

But even that, coupled with the actors'

noteworthy determination, couldn't save

this Macbeth from its own ambitions.

f

Daily
Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500

CMMA
Friday - Saturday

East of Eden 7:00

Rebel Without A Cause 9:00
Sunday - Tuesday

Fellini Satyricon 7:00

Fellini Roma 9:15

Double Feature $3.00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

FRI. AFTERNOON
inRvmb

kC

HOUR

FREE BUFFET!
3-4PM

^rfi^f!^

0^p>Wf^'
?

Mf^^
HALLOWEEN '85

A SlorvtuI of IdMt

Downtown Amh«r»t/Oi«y » 6. Swrv W
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Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures

Polish Outreach Program

CZESLAW MILOSZ
Polish poet and Nobel Prize Laureate

will participate in a dialogue with

HARVEY COX
Victor Thomas Professor of Divinity, Harvard University

Memorial Hall

University of Massachusetts

October 25, 1985
4 p.m.

Milosz is a poet, essayist and novelist who worked for the Polish

Resistance in Warsaw during World War II. Since 1961 he has

been Professor of Slavic Literature at the University of Califor-

nia, Berkeley. His books include The Captive Mind, Bells in

b
Winter, and The Issa Valley. In 1981 he was awarded the Nobtl

Prize in Literature. Cox is the author of The Secular City, The

Seduction of the Spirit, and Turning East,

ill be a reception for Professor Milosz and Cox immediate-

^ing the program. The public is invited.

Boots, boots, boots,

boots, boots, boots

FALL '85

Free.
Get HP's new $49*
software module
when you buy an
HP-41.

A deal that has no equal, for a

calculator that has no equal.

The HP-41 Advantage holds the

most popular engineering, math
and financial programs ever

itten for the HP-41. Plus:

12K bytes of ROM
user-accessible subroutines

it's menu driven

Just what it takes to help

make the grade in every-

thing from Linear Algebra

to Pnysics to Electncal

Engineering Fundamen-
tals to Statics and
Dynamics.

Get the calculator engi-

neersprefer. And get

HP-41 Advantage at

price you prefer.

ends 11-15-85.

MS. \m prira.

HCWLSTT
PACKARD

Open
M-F9-5
Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

UmVERSlTY
STORED

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Bud Light, Lite, & CoorS light suitcases. ..$11 .99 case plus dep.

BuSCh 12 oz. cans suitcase $9.95 case plus dep.

Haffenreffer Malt 12 02. cans (close outs)

^5S»$|r$9.99 case plus dep.

Moosehead Canadian $3.70 6/pk plus dep

Utica Club 12 02. refills $6.49 case plus dep.

Vodka or Gin 80« $5.49 liter

Kahlua(while they last) $11 .99 750 ml.

Rum light or dark 80° $1 1 .25 1.25 liter

BEER OF THE WEEK*
Heinekens $3.99 6/pk plus dep

Amstel light $3.99 6/pk. plus dep.

Those who come -

stay - Those who stay -

Enjoy - Pool - Fun -

Sandwiches —*itSTl

Reasonable S
Prices ^

La Cucina ai

PINOCCHIO
! '. 77 ,V. Pifiisant Sim :

\.ll/l«T>i'. M«.S.S(ll /lliS<f.'S

I

5m/v

iPi:zzas

Cfuesc

Omen

Sausoije

^rcili curfVffcr

CHambuty

CaiuuJuiii bacon

CKant

'Tncih slued musliroonis

Salami

Z- combo

5 - combo

4 - combo

iPinvcchio Special

Optn

Italian

SsaU isT- Stcai^ If c\uus€
'*» '4J5 ^

V evpir >teak,
4*c 6.y

,
.

C^lusnrooiii c^ sreaK

sec

.«.iV

SM

J7S I04S

Onion e- ^r^euk

{iloa:>r beef

'Turkjiu
-IS

'Tuna

"Tiiitnimi

'Vemfiironi

SuuiOiffi'

!M4tubaH

Salami & cheat

'.J.T

Cheese

Small

*t7S

29S

J95

29S

33S

99S

I9S

ass

e-ao

s»s

2.9S

»7»

Veal cutlet yanniatana^
97s ISSS

•90 ffru I SundMfS S 'ttl I

t.Oi

*es

40s

3»S

seo

9-70

405

tkjM^S II

*Tick Up/To Go Special"

from October 18th thru October 30

$1 off any large or small pizza

$2. off any large pizza with 2 toppings

Just mention ad when ordering &
present this coupon for special

1177 North Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA
549-3669

All Prices Subject

to 5% Mass meal tax

Townhouse

Fuffton

CJrad Tower

Lights

^ A 1 Pinocchio's /

JO

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

PAN,IHAVaT0A9K
you-MiywBENPLees
C05a9SION Ujm BOOMBRS ?

P0N7 iOU ThINK ITMAKB^
omeRoeNBRAJKm R3-

J y£5, ANP ThAT'S UNPdR-
STANPABL3. BUT ifSNOT
OFTBN THAT HI'ylDfCi PRO "

ViPeS US UJITHA eetBRA
-

TION THAT'S TRULV
MrmiCAL' \

J Tha dOOMEFS AFB UKB
TUB THIRJUHTH TRl3e OF
ISRAEL, TUB LA5TAZTECS,
THE "U)ST"6ENERA7I0N

OF THE '20s, ThE '69 METSi

MJOUJ..

irs AMAZ-
ING THSi'RB

NOTMORB
STUCK UP.

I

UBLL.BRUCB
SPRINGSTEEN

KEEPS THEM
HONEST

\

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
bOOP HfORHNd,

W\. MHftr'5

THEN^-Of-T^
pmr

ae&iro
CHURCH
LATELY ='

OHST€¥ie...irXlW

NOT /WP PfVr/ TH/fT

st^e you PON'T UP etiP

IW4-. UPIN...l5NIFr/:

\_^^ IN...

Gordy By Gorde

so ttWAT IF IT'S
FRIDAYMO VJE m\fE
ABSOLUTSLY /V07W/W(3
To CO -mtJI&HTf

C'MOKl,-mBRE'S

PBSC&JT OM TU/
LET'S sea,HUH T

Y

(SO'SHfaNAT 9:00,

STARV^EKf

' EPISOPE. THE
CO^QO^lTE MAKIEUVER
-''AM ALCOHOL

K

mpX^ET HOLPS THE
ENTERPKISE AT BAY."

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

HOuj S^oCi TH£'

Poa/t e\d€Ai

me ^

I

i.f>

T'e/ems u>Oie.Tf-i op
ujo<K Fai^ -ri-i<r

/^3 H/^ttl> /9J zyrLL-o,

a L

Fitzhue By David Margil

ir Su(!.e. ^Mob1 (50rt^

w.cl

QO^a

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

TODAY'S WEATHER
Clouding up today, with a chance of

showers in the latter part of the day. Highs

will be in the mid 60s.

Look for showers tonight, with
temperatures from the middle 40s to mid-

dle 508.

Menu

LUNCH
Torpedo Grinder

California Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Summer Salad with

Syrian Bread
California Quiche

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef/Gravy

Spaghetti with

Red Clam Sauce
California Melon Plate

BASICS DINNER
Potpurri

Hi-Protein Spaghetti

with Red Clam Sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
F^diled b> Irude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Brooms o1 old

7 Shakespearean
heroine

13 Valencias and
mandarins

15 Loire River city

16 Flack ol rock

17 Sea cows
18 Letter from

Greece
19 Sodium car-

bonate
21 Refrain syllable

22 Fashion name
24 Ripped
25 Like some flan

nei suits

26 Musical group
28 They Fr

29 Certain force

30 Asian title

32 Enclosed

33 Discovery

35 Glossy fabrics

38 Vex
42 Doctrine

43 Panay native

44 Flat

45 Word with

made or maid
46 Baseball family

name
47 Sandy tract, in

Dover
48 cod

fish'

49 Blustered

52 Male animal

53 Day of rest

55 Prologue
57 Body of citizen

soldiers

58 Chlorine or

iodine, e g
59 route

60 Most prudent

DOWN
1 Ennui

2 Love literature

3 Armies. Eng
Bible style

4 Single

5 Diamond ViPs

6 table

7 Bluenose
8 First name in

gymnastics
9 Early auto

10 Conniption
11 Thankless one
12 Tested
14 Kind of cracker

15 Scents
20 Barrister s

colleague

23 Prepared

25 Take for

27 Tendency
29 Recipe direc-

tion

31 Coll entrance

exams
32 Evergreen

34 Victory

35 Div;sions

36 Semitic

language
37 Defensible

39 Soso
40 Certain bridge

holdings
41 Basic com-

ponent
43 Hello, in Hilo

46 Storage place

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

49 Egyptian

goddess
50 Periods

51 Rue Paix

54 Storage com-
partment

56 Weather word

iB olsls
p

H E M P E w E R|

E B A N A P A L N D E

,S p A V 1 N E T R 1 P

S E E R N E c T A R 1 N I $

OUaB EKUDD
.B A Y R M ApSIA L 1 N A

A L P C R 1 M E n E c R

L 1 R S M 1 T hH E M 1

S E NN n n s T E S B A A

A S S E R D B E A R R N S

iinn
A c CIB [•ID [i
K iLOlR'NLE.R. U A K s

0|G RE PR V E K 1 E

B R E R 110 T A $ s E N T

|s|o wis c.Lfi.I. s.JJ 1,Lb[g Isj

.10/1 s/ss

1 1 1 4 s 6

1

; a 1 10 11 17

n 14 15

16 W

in n ?0 1\

11 ^^^^H 74 _ 1\

n n ^H ?l rfn
10 ji 1?

n 1^^
I'l V> V .m JI 40 41

«? 1" 44
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1
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Call:

545-3500

I
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Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

gjrv] Gifts

Crafts

nonm^i

I MfeNortliof

FOR THE
PRICE OF

HAIRCUTS
STYLES BY
DEBORAH
call 549.5610
expires 10/31

now customers only

^**« «*»» « « « « «

Herrell's Ice Cream ^^//t
Old South }l (ntranc*

Norlhomplon

Op«n Noon (III II )0 Sun Thun
No->:i nil Mldnighl Fil k Sot.

586-4837

«««« ««««««««« ««««

amc TMEATREB

.MMrwEianmiTESiMNrj
MT fARMS 4 514 9153

IM I4:4i • OJKI 7:ti. :«
I SM«(2:aO»4:4i#(2.m7:W. 1:4

iKg Sun t a:00 » >«• (I Ml t:30

l^jSJ MtrylSU
I Rr« 14;4i# UVI 7:tS. t:4(

S« •! 12:00 » 4:4i# «» 7: It. •:4i
I « Sun at 12:00 ft 1:00 #a.ni •:»

Sign Language Translation

Spanish Translators

Childcare

Available with Preregistration

545-0341

<=4 Ji\u[ti-Cu[tuxu[

C77JD,fixoacn

clnnancincf L^'az J^iuLi.

STEPHEN KINGS

BUiUT
FrI at WiB« «.m 7:40. »*

, ^ iM M (2:» » 1:00• la-m 7:». •:«' «MI»W ttW»>;fc#<aJWt;4i ,

Jane Fonda
Anne Bancroft - Meg Tilly

'^nes ofGod
M at (i:00 • «I.m 1%.:

l-_, 8m « (2:H » f!flO# tt.m 7:». »«
IBUi twi at U:1» » %m# ».«• •:4i

DID VOU HI88 THE UOLLEVBRLl ENTRY DRTE? IT'S NOT
NOT TOO LRTE. BRING VOUR MEN'S, lilOMEN'S OR CO-REC
TERM ROSTERS TO THE IM OFFICE, 215 BOVDEN. RS SOON
RS POSSIBLE.

[laMQtiiMiJIDll QPOQ'iFa ^'^^°^''^''
5-2693/5-0022

HAMPSHIRE 4 584 7550

BfiCK To The
FUTUR€

Ff< at 14:41# «a.m 7:H, 0:4*
'

Sat at (2:00 » 4:40 Ok 13.001 7:W . 0:40

IB Sun at (2:00 ft 0:&# 0.00)0:10

EMtRALO PORCST
OfMWaakOnlvl
M IB.-00 # 02.001

rM.%m
ot ism • «.flOI

7:20, Vm

nOTHfR FHOM
ANOTHfN
PIANT

sm Ills • a 001
Sun a:«# M 00)

li^c/c/'fl IQ, 20

Unlvcxiitif of <:iiai.i.acnuictti, ^mnzxit

>rMuTTai/ JJ. JLincoLn Camfiu^ Centex

Glenn Close jetf B'.nqps

JAGGED
FH at 14:40 • •2.00)~Hr0:4r

Sat at (2:10 ft 4:40• OLOOI 7:10. 0:40
SunatttlSI )•»

Arnold
S<hujorz«n«9ger

COMMRNDO
FrIatVoO • «.00l 710. 0:00

lal at a» ft (M
Sun at (2:30

IHt CimC lift SHOWS
<l*S*To«12:i5 SfATS $ 3 50

o3o#ia.OOt7:JO. OA
lftO:1B#«2.00IO:10

ROCKV Honnon
^^qtmih planet

PINK FLOYD

TMt WAU
COMMANDO
(Rat adtnlaaon

Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Sun. - Wed. 4 pm to 2 am

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 4 pm to 3 am

EPSON
QX16

Computer System
- VALDOCS five

function software

included FREE
- Designed to be

easy to use

- MS/DOS and CP/M capability

$2695

.

PLUS!!

EPSON RX80 Printer FREE
or

4 module accounting software FREE ($899 value)

or

Generous savings on other EPSON printers saie ends Nov. 9th

^^^^^^^^^1^2h

iw^ipiiil

'^^^
STOP &
SHOP AT
THE OLD
MILL

For the best

In gifts,

lamps, uni-

que crafts,

cards, Col-

onial fur-

niture and
Noww ,a/»tticnsT decorator ac-
>v«j2c«uscm

cessories.
rji^ o»o»f

Hrs. 10 to 6 MMter-
kTues - Sunday Closed Monday charg*

Route 63
1 mile north

of UMass

HOLIDA Y TEA VELEES COLLEGESTUDEMS...

RENT A CAR
WITH
CASm

mComputerWorks
228 Triangle Street Amherst

549-7133

Store Hours:

M F 10-5:30

Sat 10-5

Try Our

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

Crwlit C«rd« Accoptad

°,^i.'*18.95
UnlimiUd Mils*

/=4'^1\3

rmi.-MOM. moom s^^t
TOO MILSM rmMM... '99
rmi.'TVEB. MOOM t^Bi
fOO MILSt rUKK... *OS
1,000 MILEB FMEK *9V

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU:

782-7191
-A^PAYLESS CAR RENTAL CORP OF MASS

1 80 BOSTON RD., SPRINGFiaO, MA
mCONOCAtOHATHAM. $7S ABm,>rtt>^^ »^. i'**-'" " ^ (St^7$S-IM*
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Stickers riding momentum into NH
Soccer, volleyball, cross-country also in action
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team,

riding a three game winning streak, will be at New Hamp-
shire on Saturday in one of the many games UMass teams

are involved in this weekend.
Preparing for tommorrow's game against the eighth

ranked Wildcats, UMass head coach Pam Hixon said that

it will be important for the Minutewomen to control the

tempo and not allow UNH the opportunity to gain

momentum.
"This is emotionally a very big game between us because

we've always had a rivalry," Hixon said. "New Hampshire

is a tough, physical team that has always been good."

Hixon said that a pulled hamstring suffered by freshman

midfielder Julie Stuart may force her to miss tommorrow's

game. Junior Nancy O'Halloran is expected to start in her

place.

Aside from battling a team in the nation's top ten, Hix-

on said that she anticipates playing before a vocal crowd

and that the home field advantage may be very impor-

tant in a game between two teams looking toward the top.

"At this point in the season no one has emerged as be-

ing untouchable, so you have to respect your opponents,"

she said. "Playing New Hampshire, it will be important

to keep them from getting on track because the fans are

a factor, and they can be if we let them. But I think we're

ready, and we have to use that to our advantage."

The UMass's men's soccer team will be looking to re-

bound after its 2-0 loss to UConn, facing a tough Brooklyn

College team on Saturday in New York.

The men, ranked 18th in the nation, are 11-4 on the

season.

The UMass volleyball team will be at the Delaware tour-

nament, looking to keep its second ranking in the Nor-

theast Division II poll intact.

The Minutewomen took second in their last tourney, at

Southern Connecticut. UMass is 20-3 on the season.

The men's cross country team will be in the Eastern

Championships in Bui lingston, Vt. this weekend. The men
took second in their last meet at Boston's Franklin Park.

The UMass crew teams will be at the Head of the

Charles Regatta in Boston on Sunday. In other action, the

women's tennis team is at Dartmouth.

The UMass women's rugby team will host the Hartford

Roses on Saturday at 1 p.m. on Lower Boyden Field.

Finally, the UMass men's lacrosse team will scrimmage

Holy Cross and Westfield State on Sunday afternoon on

Lower Boyden. This is the first game action for Garber's

Gorillas this season.

* football •continued from page 16

10-7 win at Northeastern. Crowley leads UMass with 12

receptions for 181 yards. He will be replaced by freshman
Dan Rubinetti (three catches for 27 yards).

UMass lost 20-7 at Maine last season, the low point of

a forgettable 3-8 season. This season, sparked by an ag-

gressive defense that is ranked first in Divison 1-AA in

scoring defense (9.2 points-per-game), the Minutemen will

be looking for a payback.

Maine is 3-3 overall and 0-2 in the conference. The Bears,

under first year coach Buddy Teevens, gave top-ranked

Richmond a battle before losing 37-24. The 3-3 record is

deceiving as Maine has beaten the likes of American In-

ternational College, Howard and Central Connecticut, all

Division II teams.

Tfeevens' biggest threat is quarterback Bob Wilder. The
6-2, 222 pound sophomore has completed over half of his

passes for 1.129 yards and nine touchdowns. Maine has

thrown more recently, looking to sophomore split end

Sergio Hebra (32 catches for 487 yards and six

touchdowns).

On the ground, the Bears have freshman tailback Doug
Dorsey (87 yards-per-game). Defensively, linebacker Mark
Coutts, and all-conference selection, made 20 tackles and

had an interception against Richmond.
"Maine is a good team and we will have a battle," StuU

said. "I'd like to establish our offense and continue play-

ing our good defense. The defense has been outstanding,

I can't ask for anymore from them."

UMass will be looking to pressure Wilder with nose

guard Mike Dwyer (nine sacks). Linebackers John

Maine at UMass
Where: McGuirk Alumni Staduim
When: Saturday, 1:30 p.m.

The Records: UMass is 3-3, 0-1 in the Yankee Con-

ference, Maine is 3-3, 0-2 in the conference.

The Latest Line: UMass by 10.

Common Opponents: Richmond (UMass lost 19-14,

Maine lost 37-24) and Rhode Island (UMass lost 7-3,

Maine lost 34-14).

Last Season: Maine won, 20-7.

Radio: WTTT-AM ( 1430), WSPR-AM (1270), WPOE-AM
(1520) and WMUA-FM (91.1) will carry the game.

The Series: UMass leads, 24-6-1.

Injuries: UMass - TE Mike Kelley (shoulder) is out,

LB-P Jim Tkndler (knee) is out, OG Sheldon Hardison

(knee) is out, LB Steve Silva (knee) is out, OG Peter Bor-

sari (knee) is out, DT Bruce Strange (knee) is out, DT
Eddie Sullivan (ankle) is questionable, FL John Crowley

(leg) is out, PR-KR Andrew Thomas (leg) is doubtful.

Maine - FB Jeff Cosgrove (sickness) is questionable.

* soccer continued from page 16

fielder Denise Harkins
(9-22-40) is a big help
around the net as is foward

Denette Pollack (10-6-26).

The Panthers have tied

Villanova and Keene State,

both by a 2-2 score, in its last

two outings. UMass trounc-

ed Keene State in its season

opener 9-0 and also beat

Rutgers, 3-1, a team that

Sports notice

Skiers are needed for intercollegiate cross country rac-

ing team to represent the University of Massachusetts this

winter. Anyone interested should contact J.P Grosjean at

546-4760 by Friday, Oct. 25.

knocked off Adelphi 2-1.

Lurking in the

background are games with

Harvard, having a tough

year at 3-5-2 after losing to

UConn on Wednesday, 1-0 in

overtime on Tuesday in

Cambridge and a game next

Saturday with third-ranked

Boston College (6-0-1) on the

turf at Chestnut Hill.

McKeown (a team-high 78 tackles), Paul Manganaro, Tbdd
Rundle and Vito Perrone have played well. Co-captain Paul

Platek, Duckworth Grange, Bob Shelmire and Chris Wood
have allowed only 141 yards of passing a gsune, good

enough to be 16th in the nation.

MINXTTEMAN MUTTERINGS: Defensive back Chris

McCray has been shifted to linebacker to bolster depth

there. . .punter Dimitri Yavis is averaging 40.8 yards a

kick. . .he has been conference rookie-of-the-week for the

past two weeks.
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Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days pnor to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

CALCULATORS HELP WANTED

AAA RESUME SERVICE

Protesiional coniulUtion/prcparation
of regumes, cover letters Rob 253-7527

ACTIVITIES

T.G.I.F. Come celebrate Friday tomorrow
nieht with singing and fun Christian

fellowship. 7 pm in the Campus Center.

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Chnst

Racquetball Court Time Now Available
Downtown Amherst. Individual or group
memberships. Call 253 2528 for details

Alcohol Awareness Week October 21-25

Films, workshops, guest lectures, and
discussions. Everyday in 168 Campus
Center, all sessions are FREE
Newman Community Colors Hike Sat
Oct 19 meet at Newman Ctr 8:45 retui-n at

2:30 bring walking shoes and camera all

invited

AUTO TOR SALB

70 VW Bug rebuilt engine perfect under-
body needs minor repairs 548-9315

77 Cutlass Supreme exc. rond. new
brakes and tires PB PS AC call 546-7207

Yo Snooks, Happy Anniversary. The real

one this time. I love you, BB

'CASH"

Paying caah for your baseball cards call

Mike 546-6105

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

lOVwool only 130 in the Concourse 3 days

a week in October see you there

DEAD

Help Help Help Help Help Help Help
1 didn't get any tickets for this tour. If you
have any extra Worcester or New Jersey

tix please call me. Matkins 256-1203

545-3500

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment Agency.
Disc Jockeys, large screen video dances,

light shows and rentals. 549-7144

FOR RENT

1976 Dataun 710 station wagon good run-

ning condition $350 or BO call Shawn
2566880 ^__
1I7S Ford Maverick good condition auto
new tires 53.000 mi asking f 1050 call eve
628-4457 ^__^__
197J VW Superbeetle • runs great good
mileage, strong floorboards but outerbody
rust. Sail 253-3956 $450 or BO
79 BMW 320 6 cyl. 4 spd. sunroof Perrelli

AM FM cassette 60000 miles excellent

cond. best offer 549-1119

1970 Dodge Dart good condition $.550 and
1964 VW Bug very good condition $650.

Both pass inspection Tom 256-0952

VW Campcr$7S0. engine poor. Lots of

minor fixing. Fun for camping, (iood in-

vestment. 549-6535 John

74 Volvo 144 4 speed, 4 door, 2nd rebuilt

76 engine running very well, good body,

Blaupunkt stereo, $1600 or BO. Call John

549-i793 after 12 noon.

1982 Honda Civic 4 dr sedan 5 sp AC 3250

253-5286

1972 Buick Centurion convertible 600$
or BOcalUill 546-1431

1974 Dodge Dart 6 cyl. auto PS. 4 new
radials AM-FM cass runs well $650.

.549-00 19

197C Datsun 710 good running cond new
wtr pump & other parLs $400 or BO call

Shawn 2.56 6H80 Bntuny Manor

mgOidsmobile CuUaas Supreme GC
PS/PB/AC/AM FM $260<W or W) Rakesh

549-0748

BLUE NOVA DRIVKR

Had McMMt M Rt 9 Friday with red

BMW. PIcMC aUI imn>ediai«ly

Sunderland, I bdrm ajft. on busline,

420/month, everything included. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

1 bdrm apt avail Nov 2; $400.00 inclusive

callCarol 256 1261 or stop by llSCliffside

Apts Sunderland

Fridge RenUlsTall R & P Package Store

2.53-9742 free delivery

Room in house available, across St. from

campus, 15 minutes to town, F.P.. decJt,

dark room, washer, dryer, big back yard,

peU?. 250/month 549-6364

FOR SALE

Lab Series lOOw gvitar ampliflcr exc

$275 or BO call Rob 549-4141

Datsun Wagon 74 new carburator

radiator brakes etc runs excellent needs

battery must sell $450 call 256-1370

Aria ProII CS400 guiUr. (Jibson hard-

shell case. Dimariio pickups. John
5466084 ^__
AKC German Shcpard Puppies black &
Un 413-6,55 2788 anytime

Pumpiiins all sizes shapes 10* lb. follow

the signs at the intersection of Meadow St

& Rte 1 16 to 66 Cumins St, No Hadley

Baybanks Winner wanu to sell the 10

speed bike $1.50 or best offer Call Chris

at 6-6054

FOUND

Woaans Watcb last Tuewlay. Call to

identify Mark 6 4733

COLD HEABTS ABE IN!

At Davida's Garden of Beadcn - CC Con-
course. Every Thursday and Friday

Sick of DC food? Get out of the DC's! Get

a rebate of your meal plan money plus free

home cooked meals. Only 15 to 20

hrs/week. Call Jim at 545-2150

Overseas Jobs. Summer, yr round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in

fo. Write IJC, Box 52-MAl Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

Telemarketing & Sales No car necessary

commission & salary flexible hours

availablecall Dave days 549-4732 nit*

549-5913

Tutor needed Introductory Physics

536-2286

AFS returnees are needed to help recruit,

and inl^rvipw .students Contact Jean

Franson SUM MBA Box M
Nursing assistants: all shifts, flexible

scheduling, competitive salary, fringe

benefits, Amherst Nursing Home
256-8 1 85

Kitchen aids: Part time positions. Morn-

ing and afternoon. Excellent salary and fr-

inge benefits. Amherst Nursing Home
2'5i-8185 __j
Cooked in a busy restaurant? We want
talented sauie cook.s with ex[>enence. . .an

prep cooks. Do dishes? We need you too.

Apply Judies, Amherst

Paint a house? Looking for 2 experienced

people to stain exterior of home im-

mediately Call 2.53 9871 after 6 PM

Gain valuable work eKperience become a

volunteer teller move into higher commit-

ties quickly contact the UMass Student

Federal Credit Union

Internship at SGA Communications
Public Relations Assistant excellent ex

perience information at 304 Student

Union 545-1977, ask for Ed or Janet

Accounting Clerk Butterfield kitchen for

the Spnng semester minimum commit-

ment is one academic year. 6 hours/week

$4.25/hour with free room and baord. Ap
plications are available at the Butterfield

Kitchen Office and are due by 5 pm on

Nov 1,1985^

We're stlTiTooking for chambermaids, &
room inspectors to work in the Campus
Center Hotel. Great experience for HRTA
studenU or anyone seeking employment.

Apply in 8th Floor Personnel Office.

LOST

Lost gold rope bracelet if found pleaae
contact Audrey 546-8096 thanks

3 kevs on black 'telephone cord' coil

kevchain. last week Anne 256 0084

Lost lined Levi jacket in Gunness on

10/11 contact Matt 323-4965

Rose^inted glasses in blue case, pro-

bably near lliompson on 9/23. Reward.

Please call Sue .546-7971

Key on Florida key chain with a Rainbow

and my name, Claire please call if you

found it 546-6097

Blue Notepad at Newwan CafeUria Wed
AM Randy 546-1091

Keys on a "telex" ktf chain on 10/10

around CC area c(mtact Jeff 549-1381

Happy 18th Birthday Sari! Hope you
have « great one! Love, Chris, Sue, Carol

Today is Sari's 18th Birthdav! If you
want to wish her a Happy Birthday, call

6-6641. Ha, ha love from J and J (who else

would do it?)

John You've become the most special and
irreplacable part of my life these past ten

months Thanks for your love and your
fnendship Happy 23rd Always, Treebaliy

Weebles wobble but they don't fall down
- they're awesome!

Brian's Typing Service. Fast, accurate.

Available almost anytime. 665-7652.

REWARD

$30 for return of maroon backpack with

suede bottom and black nylon straps taken

from Hampshire Dining C<immi>ns Thurs-

day 10/10 call 546 6936

RIDERS WANTED

* MARE AND JUDE * Stephen Alfred. Talk about pain

sendi """

Angle
s her love. Please call her soon. Lar-

Hey Theo and Drisc! November 1 st is

coming up soon' I hope the phone

bill doesn t! Your Roomie, Boofie!

PERSONALS

Free Meala!! AXO needs people for

setup/cleanup in exchange for real food!

Call and ask for Jiilie at 549-1063 or

545-21.52

Mt Holvoke - My green backpack thinks

your red dufflebag is cule. Can they meet?
Ex-Mt Holyoke

Alliance Christian Fellowship is now
holding rallys and Bible studies For infor

mation call Mark 253-7206 or Jen
546-9283. All welcome!

David
Asaro

Asaro of Gloucester call Susan

To Kim Paraons have a ducky B-day with

many "chuck"le8 we love you Anita and
Mana

• SWAG in cooperation with WMUA *

• presents:
*

• The RAMONES w/the Neighborhoods '

• •

Friday. November I, 1985
in the Student Union Ballroom

• •

• Tickets go on sale October 2 1 St *

• watcn this space for info
*

• •

• another *

• Southwest Area Government *

• oroduction *

Dear Lauren: Happy Birthday Greenie!
You're an awesome roommate. Sorry it's a
little late. Love, Marlene

Blue overnight shoulder bag with tan
strap lost on bus from Boston clothes in-

side reward call 546-47.56

Loat male cat named Fred no collar. But-
terscotch cotonng Cliffside Apts area call

666 7630 after Slko

A seatimcnul peari pin in gold in the
shape of 2 circles attached. Lost on 10/8
near ThomMon. If found pleaae contact
Marti 6-9892 will appreciate return im-
mensely

Free kitUn for more info call 6-8395

Friday Night Video
• presenu "The Killing Fields"

*

• Fnday (kt 1 8 Newman Ctr r9 pm
^
^

*

iley big n* hard ptjf rough guy tough
guy. . .who s sweatihirt?

bear Marahalt, Thanks for a great year I

love you! Vicki

Dear Lisa How do you explain luve at first

sight? You don't know how sexy you are.

Love. Your not so secret admirer

FALL BREAK!!! Madog goes down! Do it

up big fella!

Which Lunch. . .when Ian J.

Twinkles - No more talk. Just smiles, and
that promise (for a while?) Friends forever

(at least)? Always - Choo-Choo

Dear M.C. Happy Birthday!!! How about

lunch? Love ya XXOO Fred

Julie: The weather is warm in Florida and
so are the pepole.

Massachusetts Citizens'

repeal the Dukakis
surtax

sign referendum petitions

today

on the Campus Center
Concourse

sponsored by

Students for (rt>vernment by

Referendum and
CItitens for Limited Taxation

Ted - Are you a 36C or do you have the

mumps? RPJJTKC

Two girls - Dead Mall • Monday night,

October 14. Guys from bus, movies

REMEMBER! Burping man on bus. rain

Baybank; held door fiir you, if still in

leresled pleaae call 6^92*23

Kristine Fernald Racky, you are a

vacuem and I'm gonna miss you. Partners

in crime forever!

Dearest Jen: I love you!!!! And I always
will! Sailor Andy

PHOTOGRAPH EXHIBIT

To Buffalo (Roch. OK) leaving 10/24 call

2.56 0203 anytime

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to ahare pleaaant reasonable ideally

located in Amherst Center 774 2740

Female wanted share Brittany Manor
liedroom in twn bedroom $150 heat includ-

ed. Call 253 5379 Lori

Roommate wanted for Northampton apt
rent 260$ call Chris 584 5505

Female to share roooTin Soutliwood.

$116 /month • Call 253-6137

Quiet couple looking to share a 2 bedroom
apt. Completely furnished. Call 549 6287

Female wanted neat, responsible, own
room $232 plus util. Must pay $696 up
front call 549 0490 8 10 am irt Il.'JOpmor

(617)436 2783

Hair apt room available in Amherst at

low rent call 256-6 1
3J

1 or 2 nonsmoiiing feanales to join me in

finding an apartment to move into in»-

mediately or in January call 546-4009

SERVICES

Profoealoaal typing done by UMass stu-

dent. Reasonable rates. R Charron
1-637-0044

TAIIX)R Alteration Expert Same Day
Service Available SHAANN'S Rt 116
Sunderland Open 8 am 665-3878

ODrN8^237i2f"tutori«g 5 00 per hr.

former 123/121 grader Alex 256-1239

Ym ^tc U - WE RfGHTlT! Word-pro-
cesaing looks t>etter than typing saves
time and $$$ Best service lowest rates

-TOTAL ACCESS 199 Main Northampuin
586-1012

TYPING * WORD PBOCBSSING

"The Worldo of SephaHic aM Oriental

Jcwn," an exhibit of photos and posters,

will be on display at Wheeler Gallery,

located in Wheeler House, from October
17-27 M-TTi; 3-7 PM Sun: 2-5 PM

ntOPESSIONAL TYPING SBBVICB

Caaoa, pwMra. dlaserlaUoaa, thwaa, on-
campus, detiendabie, outatanding quality,

low rates, 584 7924

Ne«t day -rrtf. TYPE-RITE. 263 SI 11

QUALITY TYPING. I/>ng or short pro-

jects. Will correct grammar, spelling, A
Rinctuation. Metkuloua proofreading,

ew IBM typewriter. 6494)367

WAWTBD

Hotp! I Mad aa ItaUM tatmr fidch! Cal
Steve • 54S-5M6

. * *

• t
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SPORTS
Palazzi returns at quarterback

Freshman returns from injury,

leads Minutemen against Maine

Collegian photo by Michelle Segall

Freshman quarterback Dave Palazzi has returned from a separated

shoulder and will start S.aturday against Maine

Backup center
quits women's
hoop team
JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team will be without the services of its second leading

scorer this season, UMass head coach Barbara Stevens

said yesterday.

Forfeiting her scholarship, backup center Karen t it-

zgerald cited a recurring knee injury and mounting

academic pressure as the primary reasons for her depar-

ture from the team.

"I want to get more into my msgor, do better and improve

my grades," Fitzgerald said. "I haven't done poorly but

I would like to ei\)oy my college life more."

Fitzgerald averaged 8.9 points-per-game last season,

second only to senior Barbara Hebel who averaged close

to 11 points per game. She also was responsible for 4.3

rebounds-pergame coming off the bench for much of the

season. Fitzgerald saw starting action early last season

when starting center Sue Burtoft suffered an ankle

injury. ,

The decision did not come as a surprise to Stevens who

said that it was well thought out and had been discuss-

ed with the coaches and Fitzgerald's parents before it was

decided two weeks aga

"Initially I was upset. We were shocked, Stevens said.

"But its been a struggle for her. She had lots of poten-

tial and could've been very good for us if she was will-

ing to do what we were asking from her

"She didn't want to disappoint her teammates, the

coaches or herself," Stevens said. 'In the long run, it will

be better for her I want it to be known that it was an

amicable split. We'll miss her.'
i. , .

Fitzgerald said that she also didnt think that she

would be able to perform at her best because of torn

cartlidge in her knee that had prompted a pair of opera-

tions during the past two off seasons.

"I'm very happy now. but I'll really miss it.
f
»tzgerald

said. "I'm glad everyone understands. But, 1 il stiU be

around."

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Dave Palazzi has returned, finally.

The freshman quarterback that led the

University of Massachusetts football team

to a national ranking before separating his

shoulder four weeks ago, will start Satur-

day when the Minutemen ta*ke on the

University of Maine at Alumni Staduim.

Palazzi returns three weeks earlier than

planned following the second degree

separation of his left shoulder during a 27-3

victory over Holy Cross. The 6-2. 198 pound

redshirt began practicing on Monday with

UM head coach Bob StuU announcing

Thursday afternoon that he would start

against the Bears.

Palazzi, in three games, was 27-of-54 tor

313 yards and three touchdowns. He also

rushed for three scores and 152 yards as

UMass averaged 26 points-per-game.

Since the injury however, the Minuteman

offense has sputtered. First senior Jim Si-

meone and then sophomore Bob William-

son were tried at quarterback, with litle

results. UMass lost two of three games,

scoring an average of 5.3 points-per-game.

Simeone and Williamson were a combined

14-of-36 for 124 yards and five interceptions

as UMass failed to score a touchdown for

a string of 10 quarters. The Minutemen

finally broke their drought against Nor-

theastern, scoring on a nine-yard run by

Anthony Strickland, but that touchdown

was set up by a blocked punt on the Huskie

10-yard line.

In Palazzi's absence, UMass did not put

together a good drive. He may not have the

raw talent of UMass' other quarterbacks,

but Palazzi made things happen.

"Dave is a big-play type of quarterback,

said StuU. "He doesn't have the arm

strength of some of our other guys, but that

doesn't always matter, it's more of a men_

tal thing The offense was making a lot of

mistakes and didn't have that spark."

Stull said on Wednesday that he hoped

to get a game out of Williamson before go-

ing with Palazzi next week against Boston

University, but after evaluating his prac-

tices, Stull elected to bring Palazzi back

ahead of schedule.

The UMass defensive players are pro-

bably the most happy to see Palazzi return.

Since the separation, they have allowed on-

ly three touchdowns, two due to opponents

recoving fumbles deep in UMass territory

The defense has played well enough for

UMass to be 5-1 this season. Palazzi's in-

jury, to say the least, has been the biggest

factor this season.

UMass, 3-3 and 0-1 in the Yankee Con-

ference, is still hounded by a series of in-

juries. Linebacker Steve Silva underwent

a knee operation on Thursday and is lost

for the season along with punter Jim

Tandler (knee), and offensive guards

Sheldon Hardison and Peter Borsari

(kneGs).

Starting defensive tackle Bruce Strange

(knee) is out for another few games, tight

end Mike Kelley (shoulder) may see action

near the end of the season, defensive tackle

Eddie Sullivan (ankle) is questionable for

Maine and return man Andrew Thomas'

hamstring will keep him sidelined for at

least another game.

The biggest loss may be starting flanker

John Crowley The junior's hamstring has

given him problems on and off during his

career and he reinjured it late in last week's

continued on page 15

#1 UMass is 11-0

Women's soccer

plays at Adelphi
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Being the number one

ranked team in the country

doesn't make University of

Massachusetts women's soc-

cer coach Kalekeni Banda

feel any easier going into

tomorrow's game with

unranked Adelphi Universi-

ty on Long Island.

"Anything is possible."

Banda said. "We can't afford

to be complacent. We have to

keep out standards up and

not play down. On any given

day. we could lose a game."

The undefeated

Minutewomen, 11-0, face a

Panther squad that is on the

verge of breaking into the

Tbp 20. And Adelphi has

already beaten Harvard,

who UMass hasn't stopped

in two years, 1-0.

"I just hope we don't

overlook the smaller teams,"

goalie Jan Holland, who

brings a 0.00 goals against

average into the match,

said. "Being a freshman,

there (the opposition) all the

same to me. We can't look

down on anyone."

Massachusetts will look

to unleash its offense and

speed on the 7-3-2 Panthers.

Freshman Beth Round-

tree has been the catalyst in

the last five games with six

goals and three assists, in-

cluding the game-winners

against Connecticut and

Rutgers. Roundtree has a

team-high nine goals and

four assists for a team-high

22 points.

Sophomore Monica Seta

(7-6-20), Carolyn Micheel

(5-8-18), who is four assists

from tying the UMass
single-season record of 12

set by Kelly TuUer in 1978,

and freshman Michele

Pbwers (8-0-16) also con-

tribute to the scoring punch.

UMass has outshot

(206-20) and outscored (48-1)

its opponents by staggering

margins. The Minutewomen

have never lost to Adelphi in

three meetings, beating the

Panthers 6-1 last year

Adelphi, who has slumped

in its last two games, has

people who can score. Mid-

continued on page 15
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Kristen Bowsher and the top-ranked women's soc-

cer team are at Adelphi on Saturday.

Weekend sports at a glance

UMass schedule:

Friday:

Volleyball: at Delaware Tburnament.

Saturday.

Football: Maine, Alumni Staduim, 1:30

p.m.

Men's Soccer: at Brooklyn, 2 p.m.

Women's Soccer: at Adelohi, 2 p.m.

Volleyball: at Delaware Tburnament.

Field Hockey at New Hampshire, 12

p.m.

Men's CroBB Country: at Easterns,

Burlington. Vt.

Women's Tennis; at Dartmouth.

Women's Rugby: Hartford, Lower

Boyden, 1 p.m.
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TWO-CAR COLLISION—Two people were injured Friday night when their cars collided on East

Pleasant Street near Clark Hill Road. Both cars were towed from the scene. No other mformation was

available. —

Anti-semitism
is on decline,
official says
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts has made significant

gains in dealing with anti-semitism since 1979. the coor-

dinator of the Office of Human Relations said last night.

"To say that the University has not eliminated anti-

semitism is an understatement of some magnitude," Judy

Davis said. Davis spoke to an audience of 30 at the Jewish

community of Amherst building on Main Street.

"But we've come a long way from a time when anti-

semitism was a word that could not be said, to a time when

it is openly discussed on campus," she said.

"About six and a half years ago," according to Davis,

grafitti on dormitory walls and "diatribes" in Nummo
News caused pressure to be brought upon then-Chancellor

Henry Koffler to form the Committee on Civility and

Human Relations, which culminated in the Year Towards

Civility. Davis said the goals of the Year Towards Civility

were to develop strategies for fostering "non-anti-social

behavior on campus," and to "raise awareness on campus

of the multiple dimensions of incivil behavior."

At this time the Office of Human Relations was founded

to deal with racism, sexism, homophobia and anti-

semitism, Davis said.

Thanks in part to "an explicit sexual harassement

policy," Davis said that "we have raised campus stan-

dards on what is and is not acceptable behavior."

"We have also lowered the threshold at which com-

plaints (of a civil nature) are reported," Davis said. Hence

the number of reported incidences have gone up in recent

years, she said.

"Victims of civil abuses are not as likely to suffer in

silence as they used to," Davis said.

Davis said she has found that to attempt to educate cam-

pus students, faculty and staff is to risk backlash. "For

every poster we put up on anti-semitism. somebody paints

a swastika," she said.

Davis said that the University should continue to

develop regulations concerning anti-semitic incidents, as

well as other civil offences. She also said that the Universi-

ty should further develop and offer education for students

faculty and staff.

"We've made enormous strides on the student level,

she said of efforts to educate students in civility. "We've

found that educating our peers (faculty and staff) is much

more difficult than educating students," she said.

Anne Nusbaum, Sunderland, said she attended the talk

by Davis because she was "surprised" to hear of anti-

semitism at the University.

"It effects the community in every aspect. Anti-

semitism will effect how graduates will do business and

raise their children," Nusbaum said.
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Alcohol use
is examined
beginning today
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Correspondent

Beginning tomorrow, students will have a chance to

learn more about alcohol use through the week-long se-

cond annual Alcohol Awareness Week.

Every day from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. there will be an m-

formation table on the Campus Center concmirsf with

University Peer Alcohol Educators on hand to answer

questions regarding alcohol issues.

"The campaign is usually a short-term process to get

people to think about alcohol use." said Carlene Riccelli,

chair of Committee on Alcohol Use at the University

Health Center.

Residence halls will hold various workshops and show

films throughout the week and an Alcohol Hotline for pro-

blem drinkers needing counseling and information will

also be available.

Last year, the Alcohol Use Committee won a national

award for its work on the first alcohol program.

"Last year's program was only one-tenth of this year's

efforts," Riccelli said.

Alcohol workshop issues will include: "Thinking About

Drinking," "Law and Liability," "Health Issues." "Fami-

ly and Friends" and "Party." THe theme of "Party,"

featured on Friday, will stress ways of socializing without

alcohol, according to Riccelli.

A mime performance of "On the Road Again," by Mar-

ck Morrison, will be performed today at 12:30 p.m. on the

concourse. Morrison has been granted permission to per-

form in six lecture halls, allowing approximately 2,500

students to see the show, Riccelli said.

Every day except Thursday, from 12-1 p.m., t-shirts can

be silkscreened for free at the education tables on the con-

course.

Town Meeting
begins tonight
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

Members of Amherst Town Meeting are expected to

decide tonight whether to appropriate money to cover in-

creased town insurance premiums and create a fund to

nrotect the town from lawsuits.

The town lost coverage protecting it and individual

police officers from liability on June 30, and has been in-

suring itself since. Because Amherst has been unable to

buy police insurance for any price. Town Meeting will be

asked to secure $198,500 to continue protecting police of-

ficers aerainst claims.

By insuring iUself . the town has the opportunity to avoid

out of court settlements which an insurance company

might request because of a desire to avoid attorney's fees.

"We don't like the appearance of an admission of guilt,"

Town Manager Barry DelCastilho said, though he main-

tains that the town will need to get police liability in-

surance.

Premiums for the town's existing fire and theft and

general liability insurance are rising, and Town Meeting

will be asked to appropriate another $198,500 to cover the

costs. Additionally, it is being asked to establish a perma-

nent fund to cover any unpaid claims.

Other articles that may come up at this fall's first ses-

sion of Town Meeting, when it convenes at 7:30, are:

• A $12,000 request to fund minor improvements at Puf-

fer's Pond.
• An $11,000 for reconditioning a 1968 fire pumper.

• A $220,000 request for renovations to Town Hall to

make the building accessible to physically handicapped

persons.

Before it adjourns for the season next week. Town
Meeting will review two highly controversial articles on

rental housing in Amherst. A rent subsidy article proposes

that the town allocate $200,000 to subsidize residents who
are paying more than 35% of their gross income for rent.

An article which requests the establishment of a board to

review rent increases in Amherst is the last article on the

warrant.

Collrni'n photo *»t Derek Robert»

DOVES AND HAWKS—Protester, left, at Friday's

Republican rally sUnds beside Loren Spivak, UMass

Republican Club president. Rally on steps of STudent

Union, sponsored by the Republican Club, attracted

approximately 100 spectators. See story p. 3.

Inside

Rally draws both sides
^

Vijtade on Gorbachev ^
football comes out muddy, but ahead »

**Ffyr every poster we put up on anti-semitism, somebodty

paints a swastika.

"

, ^
—Judy Dains, director of

Office ofHuman Relolions
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Smith College Rec. Council presents

i

Sunday, Oct. 27, 1985

John M. Greene Hall
8:00 p.m.

^

;Monday, October 21, 1985

^ AMHERST
MUSICHOUSE

AND GUITAR WORKSHOP

MIDNIGHT

Tickets starting Oct. 1

1

For the Record (Facesh Main St. Records, Fine Arts

Center Box Office, See/ye Basement at Smith

College and all Datatix Outlets including Stop & Shop

and Springfield Civic Center.

Tickets $9 and $ 10

$12 at the door

I

No cans, bottles, recording devices or cameras. Hall is wheelchair |

M accessible.

I

I

Marines
WdKlookingforafewgoodmen.

A CHALLENGE AND A PROMISE

THE CHALLENGE - Test yourself during the summer by

measuring yourself against a tough standard - that of a

Marine Corps Officer. If you are a freshman or a sophomore,

you attend one six week camp for two summers; juniors go

for one ten week session. The challenge is the same for all -

Are you a leader? The Marine Corps will help you to find out.

THE PROMISE -

- Guaranteed aviation training and civilian flight

lessons for those qualified, regardless of major

- Law option for those candidates who want to go to

law school after graduation

- Leadership experience which will carry over into

any field.

See Captain Schiffer

in the Campvs Center Concourse

today atid tomorrow
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.,

or call 1-800-255-USMC

Friday, Oct. 25th

,

10 A.M.-12 P.M.
ENTIRECONTENTS

**A'O

OFF
Cuitars. Amplifim. Sl^in>^. Fiffcrts. Micniphcws. Music. Accessories. EVERYTHINCJ!

233 NO. PLEASANT ST. (CARRIAGE SHOPS)
AMHERST

549-1728

A manh/ud^dby
thecompany^ keqjs.\

As a Marine Corps officer, you'll be keeping some very select

companv. That's because you'll be sening with some of llie

finest officers the military has to offer. Officers that will be

leading a group of men who are second to none. If you're a

college student or graduate w ho thinks this is the ^•^-'^

kind of company he'd like to keep, see your Marine y^ > 7.S^

Corps Officer Selection Officer. VJ.
'
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Herrcirs Ice Cream ^^I^/j,
Old South St Entranc*

Northampton

Op«n Noon till 11 30 Sun 1hur«
No-i.-t till Midnight frl i. Sot

586-4837

K^DOVE
Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

Are you denying
yourself

a better shot
atgrad school?
Okay, it may b€ too late to

get a 4.0. But it's not too late to

try to do better on your LSAT.

GMAT, GRE. or MCAT For that,

there's Stanley H Kaplan.

No one has prepped more

students than Stanley H
Kaplan. Our test- taking tech-

niques and educational

programs have prepared

over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school

exam you're taking, call us.

Remember, the person next to

you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan '^

course.

KAPLANI
STANUYH KAPlANEDUCATlONAiaNTlRlTD

The worid's leading

test prep organization.

358 N. Pleasant

549-5780

Enrolling Now for Dec. LSAT/GRE

Free Speed Reading Lesson

Available Anytime

.Collegiania

Encore performance yesterday by the Modern Pladz brings

Octoberfest. held near Central basketball courts, to a close.

Photu by .Mark Parker

1985 Central-Orchard Hill

Anti-Soviet rally gets heckled
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

Speakers protested Soviet communist policy and prais-

ed President Reagan despite heckling, as an estimated

100 students turned out for a rally in front of the UMass
Student Union Friday.

"A new form of fascism has come to the forefront of

the world political scene," UMass Republican Club Presi-

dent Loren Spivack said, "Fascism of today is com-

munism."
Addressing the upcoming arms talks, another speaker

said the Soviet Union was trying to weaken the United

States.

"The Soviet Union cannot be considered a trustworthy

friend," Lynn McCabe said, "Don't be fooled by the wolf

in sheep's clothing."

In retort of McCabe's comments, a heckler in the

crowd shouted "fear breeds fear."

Near the speakers, who were all Republican Club

Panel raps Reagan stance

members, a member of the UMass Peacemakers and a

Hampshire College student displayed a banner reading

"United we stand, divdied we fall." The banner depicted

portions of the Soviet and American flags united in a

"yin-yang" symbol.

"I'm doing this for humanity," Hampshire student and

protestor Karen Winheld said.

Speaker Tony Rudy said democratic countries usually

ignore foreign threats to them "because it (democracy)

hates doing what it needs to do to stop them.

"The Reagan doctrine has transformed America's

passive view of the world into an active one," Rudy said.j

Though speaking between heckles and laughter, Jenny

Abrams warned that there are many nations on the

verge of joining the 30 communist states in the world.

"It's up to the U.S., as guardian of the free world, to

say 'stop' to the Soviet Union," Abrams said.

The Peacemakers and the Radical Student Union gave

studetns at the rally leaflets refuting the belligerence of

communist nations.

By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

The Reagan administration is trying to mold the

American family back into the traditional, nuclear, white,

patriarchal family through its use of funds and anti-

abortion laws, a panel on reproductive freedom concluded

Saturday.

"It is quite evident that the Reagan administration's

objective is to dismantle family planning and prohibit legal

abortion to bring us back to the Victorian era," said

Amina Ali, of the four-member panel.

The panel, sponsored by the Committee for Equal

Rights and Reproduction Freedom, was part of a day long

workshop titled "Reproductive Freedom: A Multi-

Cultural Approach" and dealt with the reproductive rights

of women from all cultures.

Alit said that the Reagan administration has created

"squeal laws," that require the parents of girls under 18

to know if their daughters get an abortion at a federally

funded clinic.

Ali also said that dispensing information about abortion

is prohibited, and funding for abortion services is denied in

an attempt by the government to use money to shape the

lives of women.
continued on page 7
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Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
10-5 Mon-Sat

549-6600

African Artifacts

Cards

Cloths

Dolls

Jewelry

Posters

Pottery

Prints
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The job should be more than

work!
A cheerful atmosphere, people who
get along, and best of all:

(1) starting salary up to $3.70 an hour

(2) flexible hours

(3) meal discount

Come give us a try!

Aren'tYouHungry?

Rt. 9, Hadley
-UA.

•'V

Come and audition for

COMEDY/CABARET
SHOWS

Can vou sing, dance, act,

play an instrument, or

tell jokes?

come to; Hauiden Tlieater

Oct.22&23 at 7pm
545-2803
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Monday Night

Football
I

"* i

TIME OUT

1^
1^
I CHICAGO vs GREEN BAY

|

I
37 N. Pleasant St. |

I Proper ID Required |

I Don't Drink and Drive |
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OVERNIGHT-
VCR RENTAL

95
Mon.-Thurs.
dep. required

incl. 1 free movie

COUPON GOOD THRU OCT. 31

vwca la an
44 MAIN ST., AMHERST

.256-1509-_<
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LEARN, GROW,
AND PROSPER. .

.

Sound conn? At imW\ it s a ri'uiit\ tor our mori- than .iSOO employees

worklwiile! We can pro\icle vou with one of the most exciting high-tech

enxironments to be found an\ where. Known as The (x)mplete Networking

Companv", we ve been a leader in the Networking and Data (>)mmunications

iiuUi>tr\ for over 20 \ears

In fact, we took the Data Communications industry from its infancy, when we

buiU error-correction svstems, through its formative years, when we

pioneered new modulation, multiplexing, and switching technology. .\nd m)w

we re de\ eloping the integrated communications networks of the future! hi

addition to an eiitrepreneurial atmosphere, we offer the stability that comes

from being a part of the .Motorola Information Svstems Group, one of the most

respected names in the industry

Our greater Boston location affords a unique blend of activities, from theatre

and museums to world cla.ss restaurants and four season sports, all just

minutes awav. Vou can live in either an urban, suburban, or rural setting,

with recreational facilities for skiing, boating, tennis, and many other activities

nearbv .\nd man\ of the tlnest universities in the country are in and around

Boston, where you can lake full advantage of Codex s tuition reimbursement

to further xour education.

If you are a CS or EE major interested in Software Development, you

can find out more aiwut Codex*s exciting career opportunities at our

Information Session.

Date: Monday, October 28

Time: 7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Location: II. Mass. Career Center

Refreshments served.

01\-€AMPIIS INTERVIEWS WILL BE CONDUaED ON TUESDAY,

OCTOBER 29, 1985 & THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1986. FOR MORE

INFORMATION, CONTACT THE CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE.

code\
An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer, M/FA7H.
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The rich get richer and
In a few weeks President Reagan will be

meeting with the leader of the Soviet

Union, Mikail Gorbachev. As this summit
approaches, hopes are increasing that

some form of arms reduction agreement

can be reached. These hopes are fed by the

increasing rhetoric as the encounter ap-

proaches. For some, however, there is only

cynasism, resulting from past disappoint-

ments and contemplation of the nuclear

arms race.

There will be no nuclear arms limitations

agreement reached at the Reagan-
Gorbachev summit. Expectations will rise

until the meeting, but the cold reality will

become apparent. It is not in the interest of

Ronald Reagan or the lobbying forces in

Washington to reduce the number of

nuclear weapons.

The new right and Reagan have unleash-

ed and attack on "welfare" programs.

They are vehemently oposed to any at-

tempt by goveniment to redistribute in-

come from the rich to the poor. They have,

however, given complete support to the

military, which serves to redistribute in-

come in the other direction.

Our tax system, coupled with military

spending contracts, ammounts to a welfare

program for the rich. A history of fraud

and cost overruns in weapons systems bill-

ing make clear the profitability of arming

the government. The money spent to pay

these bills comes overwhelmingly from

taxes paid by the f)oor and middle classes.

Most of the dividends paid on the earnings

of corporations producing weapons go to

the wealthy. In additon to this, we are

footing the bill for government borrowing

needed to finance deficit spending. The

poor are bearing the cost for the rich to get

richer.

The reasons for not producing an arms
control agreement go even further. The
stated purpose for the military escalation

in this country is to provide for peace

through strength. It is expected tthat once

we acheive nuclear superiority, the Soviet

Union will bargain with us and the agree-

ment reached will be favorable to us. This

David Valade

has created a vicious circle of weapons
building. Once we reach a position of

strength, the Soviet Union won't
negotiate. They will procede with their

military build-up until they are stronger.

We will be where we started. The only dif-

ferenc ewill be an increased capacity to

destroy the world.

The appearance of "nuclear superiority"

won't allow for a better negotiating posi-

tion. It will, however, make it possible to

facilitate a more aggressive stance in Cen-

tral America. Grenada was a mild foray

compared to what iwU become possible

with a properly equipped armed force.

Weapon superiority will make it feasible to

attempt invasions of Nicaragua and Cuba.

At the very least, the intimidation factor is

being used in an attempt to force policy

changes.

The military build-up in HOnduras is

believed by many to be a precursor to an in-

vasion of Nicaragua. The most extensive

military manuveurs in U.S. history, known
as Big Pine II, are a blatant attempt to in-

fluence the internal policies of Nicaragua.

The Reagan administration will not be con-

tent until the Sandanista government is

dead and buried.

The real reason behind our military build-

up is to provide some sort of security

against Soviet retaliation after an invasion

in Central America. Any appearance of

weakness could result in a nuclear confron-

tation. By creating the facade of superiori-

ty, this can be avoided.

Reagan's military has reached the level

necessary to provide intimidation toward

the Soviet Union. The only thing protecting

Nicaragua and Cub now is the attitude of

the American public. An extensive pro-

paganda effort is being undertaken to

soften our fear of another Vietnam. We
have fought and died for the right to self-

government. Shouldn't others be entitled

to the same right?

David Valade is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Right to free expression inclusive

I'm writing in response to Nancy

Emond's column published Thursday titled

"Fraternity's Rude Behavior." Let me
first point out that I consider myself

liberally oriented when it comes to politics,

and that I am not a brother of any

fraternity.

I fail to understand Emond's position on

free speech. Her letter condemns the BKO
fraternity for exercising its colelctive right

to jfree expression simply because they did

not agree with her and her band of seem-

ingly anti-establishment peace activists. I

find it appalling that she would use the

"Plowshare 8" as a good example of non-

violent protestors. Maybe it's just me, but I

don't find anything honorable or heroic

about a bunch of lawless bandits who broke

into an Amreican naval base in an attempt

to sabotage the very weapons that keep us

free and the world at peace. History has

shown us over and over again that we can

only achieve peace through strength.

I'm not condoning BKO's actions, but 1

must support their rights to express what

they believe, just as I must support

Emond's right.

I must also refute Emond's claim that

BKO reflected pooHy on the University. On

the contrary, BKO reflected the UMass

spirit of involvement and interest that we

all agaree is good for the University.

Finally, I'm curious to find out if Emond
has ever gone to bootcamp or had any con-

nection whatsoever with the military. If

not, and I doubt she has, she's most un-

qualified to make any statement regarding

the so-called "dehumanizing training"

received by our young service men and

women. It's ironic indeed that the same

military that she attacks and insults is the

one that is there to protect her right to

speak out against it.

Dana Ducharme
Central

with the support of:

Paul Kiley

Kathy Thornley

John J. Dillon

Central

Korean alphabet phonetic, simple

The article in last week's Colkgiav says,

"Japanese is the simplest of the three

langiiages of the East Asia." This may be

misleading. The simplest for word process-

ing' If it applies to simplicity and com-

pleteness, Japanese is no contest with

Korean. . .^ ,
, ,.,

Korean has 24 characters in its alphabet.

14 consonants and 10 vowels. One can

learn how to write and read it in an hour.

The king, named Se-Jong, and a group of

scholars invented Korean alphabet 40

years before Columbus discovered

America. They declared, "Now, we can

A rite any sound, even the sound of wind."

They didn't know that there was the

Roman alphabet on the other side of the

world.
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Sanctuary: the reasons why
After having read Peter Dow's column

"U.S. Sanctuary Idea Naive," I wondered

who was being naive. Obviously, Dow was

unaware of our government's historical in-

volvement in Central America and the

nature, length, and extent of this involve-

ment.

Our government has not been merely ac-

ting like a concerned neighbor. We have

been very instrumental in shaping (or

misshaping) the situation in Central

America as it exists today. The key issue is

not the snactuary movement in itself, but

what brought it about, i.e., what made

otherwise law abiding citizens feel that it is

necessary to "aid and abet" these so called

"illegal aliens."

It was our governmetn's policies,

jwsture, and actions in the Central

American region that generated the sanc-

tuary movement. The U.S. presence in

Central America has been long standing,

exploitive, and, "a rose is a rose by any

name," it has been colonialist. That is to

say that we have been treating Central

America as though it were our colony and

clevely disguising our actions as "suppor-

ting our neighbors." All the while

manipulating, shaping, and intervening

with military power, all in the name of our

"National Security" and "National In-

terests."

In realilty, we have denied the people of

Central America that which we hold so

dear in our country—freedom to pursue

their own destiny. I am speaking not of the

few welathy and elite landowners and

business man of these countries, but rather

of the people that make up the vast

majority.

The majority of the jpeople in these coun-

tries have been subjected to poverty, star-

vation, and death thanks to repressive

governments supported by our country,

vis-a-vis corporate interests. Over the past

decade or so, conditions have worsened

because of local crop failures and a falter-

ing world economy. The people had to act

or they would die. Whereas in the past they

were fighting more for their sovereignty,

they were, and are now also fighting for

their lives.

They began to speak out more against

the oppression that they had been sub-

jected to as the momentum of this revolu-

tionary process grew. Their governments

and the U.S. government l^egan to sense

Unfortunately, they couldn't foresee that

people would use typewriters and com-

puters later. So, Korean, instead of being

written in rows of individual characters as

in English, is written in blocks of a few

characters forming one syllable at at a

time. This makes it complicated to do word

processing in Korean. But, with develop-

ment of computer technology, this problem

the threat to their control and began to

move against them. They (the govern-

ments) began to resort to coercion, political

imprisonment, and assassination. In the

past five years they've even resorted to

mass genocide.

This leads to the formation of more con-

frontational rebel groups. Those people

who chose not to become rebels, but chose

instead to openly work for freedom, found

themselves targets of the infamous "Death

Squads." They had to choose between

silence, death, or fleeing to another coun-

try.

There are those in this country who in

good conscience decided to respond to the

situation and began the sanctuary move-

ment. Our goal in sanctuary is not "the

undermining. ..(of) our National

Security...," as Dow stated, but rather the

preservation of life and peace in Central

Amrica. We would like to see an American

foreign policy that reflects the American

ideals of "Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of

Happiness."

The impetus for the local sanctuary

movement comes primarily from the Mt.

Toby Friends Meeting of the Religious

Society of Friends—the Quakers. The

Society of Friends has a time honored trad-

tion of working toward social reform and

peace. Hardly an impulsive group of

"naive," "useful idiots."

Nor are we in any way under the direc

tion of any "far left" political group, as

Dow's vague but pointed use of a Lenin

quote implied. Personally, my politics have

always been just "left-of-center." I firmly

believe in the American system of govern-

ment as is spelled out in our Constitution

and Bill of Rights. However, I disagree

with the way our stystem is being

maniputlated to suit the needs of corporate

America. Furthermore, as an ex-Marine

I've personally been involved in past U.S.

actions very similar to Central
America-Viet Nam, 1968-70. Don't tel.

me I'm naive.

I invite Dow and anyone else who holdt

his opinion, to really take an indepth look

at the Central American situation, and not

accept to readily the image presented by

our media, remeber, as Noam Ch( mslq/

observed, there is a "subserivence < f the

media to power and official ideology

Carl McNeely is a UMass student.

can be solved in the near future and v

do word processing in Korean esse
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there are lots of wonders and beautit
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Hampshire
Business

Machines Inc.

TYPEWRITERS
Sales, Service

Rentals

Brothers, IBM.

Smith Corona, etc

321 Main St.

Amherst
549-6177

FOR THE 4

PRICE OF

HAIRCUTS
STYLES BY
DEBORAH
call 549-5610
expires 10/31

new customer* onlv

rentAnrkk

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

* SPECIAL NOTICE

DFPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS/AMHERST

ABANDONED PROPERTY AUCTION
150 Bicycles

( under MGL Chapter 75-32A, Trustee Doc. #T84-089 )

Location : Parking Lot behind Dickinson Hall

Friday, October 25, 1985

3:00 P.M.

1:00 P.M. - 3:00 P.M.

Dean Jack Dennison

Date

Time

Viewing

Auctioneer

Proceeds go to the Gerald T. O'Neil

Director
Student Scholarship Fund Department of Public Safety

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
INFORMATION MEETING

There will be two information meetings for

students interested in applying for the National Stu-

dent Exchange Program for Fall, 1985.

Tuesday, October 22 4:00 - 5:00 pm CC 803

Wednesday, October 23 4:00 - 5:00 pm CC905

College Supplies of all kinds

Greeting Cards, Stationery

Newspapers and Magazines

at

A-1-HastinesJiic
Cor«v*ni*n>V locatmd in th» cmntmr of Amhmnf

45 South Flmotant Str»«t

OffN: W»«kdov» 5 a.m. Ic •> p.m., Suridoyi. 5 a.m. to 1 p.m.

!GOING HOME !!
MTHE LOWEST HOLIDAY FARES TO ANYWHERE!!

miDAS'

round triptorei . rettrictions mqy opply ^

COUNCIL TRAVEL ^^^A
SERVICES ^'i^^

79 SO. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST

i-^^-^as* «s?-«)-«a^ ftc^-c^-^^ii? «c^(»-'?3i9 «=c?^<3D

THE ECONOMIZER
MUFFLER $59 .95

Per axle ^TVI QA
(most cars) Regular 9 /*I-!IU

Resular
BRAKE SPECIAL

DISC BRAKES

,:,

a

FINE FOOD
&

SPIRITS
Mon & Tue Nile

S Free Taco Bar* &
h * 9 - till it lasts! n

r OCTOBER BEER SPECIAL ^

I St. Pauli Girl
|

I 57 N. Pleasant St. Amherst o

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
The Economizer muffler from Midas fits most
American-made cars and trucks. Your satisfaction

with this product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Muffler is

warranted by Midas for one year from the

date of installation and will be replaced

free of charge if it fails during this period.

expires 10/31/85

Mc^ 4-Wh*?«?i bfcke
sovcticn
PepiGce podi wiir> n* </

gooronteed disc lods
Re»urfoce fotoff

' (Replace grease seals

Inspect ona repocK
wheel bearings

' Inspect calipers
' Inspect hydraulic s/siern
> Lubricote collper anchors
' Inspect fluid levels
• Add fluid if required
> Kood test

au«r«nt**. Midas brake shoes and disc brake pads are ^varranted lor

as long as yon own your An^rican or foreign car. van or light truck

(under 7 000 Ibt I
' " '''©V •*•' wear, new Mfdas brake shoes or pads

wl'i l>« 'nataiiM without charge for the shoes oi pads or the labor to

Install th« sho«8 or oads AddltK>rk«i parts and'or labor requirad to

restore th«* system to operational condition are extra

DRUM BRAKES
. K^oe 4Wheel broke
ii'S^' 'JC'ion
• P«».:'!nc(? shoes >*/lth nev^

gvi.ito''.eed linings
• Reiurfoce drums
• Inspect wheel cylinders
• Inspect hold down springs
• Lubricote bockir>g piotes
• Inspect hydroulic .•, steirt

• (Readjust brakes
• Rood test

FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

143 KING ST.
JCT. RTES. 9 & 1 1

6

NORTHAMPTON
HADLEY

586-4840
586-9991

Midas
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-kpanel continued from page S

"Ironically, sex education programs and information

about prevention of pregnancy are not included in the ad-

ministration's approach of illegalizing abortion and chang-

ing the sexual lives of Americans," she said.

The government is denying people on federal insurance

abortions, she said adding that those affected range from

active military personnel and their dependents to women
on Medicaid who, Ali stressed, are the "neediest of the

needy."
"Abortions have only been legal since 1973," said

Shoshonna Ehrlich, an attorney on the panel," but it is im-

portant to realize how newly founded and shaky this right

is," she said.

Abortions were freely practiced in pre-Christian

societies, with no civil ccxles against it, Ehrlich said, ex-

plaining that the moral question of abortion only came into

play" when the medical profession was trying to separate

their knowledge from that of the untraditional doctors."

"The question of whether the fetus was a living soul was

determined by the medical profession as proof of their

knowledge and power," she said.

Ehrlich said that when abortion was illegal women

UPC DEC PRESENTS

OPENING BAND
FULL FORCE

and
LISA LISA

THUR OCT 24th

UMASS F.A.C.

S12.00 UMASS ^
$14.00 PUBLIC

YOUNG

never stopped having abortions.

"People who didn't have power or money went to the

butchers," she said.

Maria-Idali Torres, a former member of the Holyoke In-

fant Mortality Task Force, said those most affected by the

new abortion laws are black, Hispanic, and poor women.

"These are the waomen who depend on Federal money

and they are the ones who will have to pay for abortions

out of their own pocket. They are ignored by the govern-

ment who claim that there is nothing they can do about

it," Torres said.

eUt^^^e rr:^^y
OPEN

7 10 MON FRI

7 3 SAT SUN

168 N Pleasant St Downtown Amharit 7M 2291

0^.

Now's
the time
to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

-^S

and The Royal Family

with Special Guest
Tix on sale Oct. 9th

UMass $13.50 Sat. Oct. 26th

Public $15.00 FA.q. UMass
8 PM

TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE ARTS CENTbfl
. SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER.

STOP a SHOP LOCATIONS IN NORTHAMPTON. HOLYOKE. GREENFIELD

& PITTSFIELD NO CANS BOTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES UMASS IOREQU!SED

•l a«6 30«4'

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,

Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: t»k« 116 north to

South Oaarflald. south on route

6^10 1M mil** Right on Christian

Lana Vi mHa from cantar of town.

Open:
Mon-Sat 5-10 pm Sun 19

"IT'S MY CHOCOLATE "WETLU. I D|(^ TWE

FIX THE BRoWMieS. VECjqiE" scE«^e.-mEY

-m£ CQO«ES.THE CAKES' EVEN HAVC HUWAU:^.

^LASSEMTSJOO^ UCH

Hungry?
1. Pizza - not again

2. Subs - nah!

3. Macaroni & Cheese -

are you kidding?!?!

Discover
>}'

M

HOT
ROAST BEEF

i' SANDWICHES

'I

^#

11 am - 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amherst, MA 253-7018

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^ ^Tr^r^.r^o CC 113 • 8-45-3-45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day
Come to Collegian Office CC 11^ «•

^^^^^ ^^ g^^g^^^ . phonenumberFREE

REWARD

ACTIVITIES

T.G.I.F. Come celebrate Friday tomorrow

night with sinifinK and fun Christian

fellowship 7 pm in the Campus Center.

Sp<insi)re<i by Campus Crusade for Christ

Rarquetball Court Time Now Available

Downtown Amherst. Individual or group

memberships. Call 253-2528 for details^

Film, "Zelig." with W(x>dy Allen, Mia

Farrow. Free. Tuesday, 10/22, 7:30 pm.

Student Union Ballnxtm. Sponsored by

Hillel

WMUA tUtion body meetinn important

meeting! Constitution Ratification. New
members welcome. CClOl 7:30 pm

BLOOD DRIVE
Time 10:30-4:30

Dale Tuesday Oct. 22

Place Rm 165 Campus Center

Sponsored by Army ROTC

1975 Datsun very reliable, great on gas.

$6(K) or BO Liz 549 4135

1979 Datsun 310 30 mpg $1950 call

1 589-7462 or 1-583-2120 ask for Mark

78 Datsun B2I0 4 sp 92000 steel radlals 2

new radial snows on rims good

shape/mileage needs brakes $850.00

549-4133

1978 Sunbird new radials, sundard, low

mileage great condition $1650 ,549-4598

foyotaCorolla 4 door 4 speed 1974 white

snows rebuilt 1600 motor $450 665-2577

Fridge RenUls call R & P Package Store

253-9742 free delivery

Room in house available, across St. from
campus, 15 minutes to town. F.P., deck,

dark room, washer, drver. big hack yard,

peU?. 250/month 549-6364

FOR SALE

•CASH*

Paying cash for your bMcball cards call

like 546-6105

AFS

AF8 returnees arc wanted to help recruit

and interview students. Here is your

chance to meet other returnees. Contact

Jean Franson SOMMBA Box 34

• Coming Soon!

sponsored bv Ahiha Phi Omega ^

"CHECK IT OUT "

AUDIO

Funnels Youve seen them at parties now

^t your own only $10 call and order

546-6341 _^__

Fiaher l(»-watt nitV system, linear

track turntable, equalizer, dual cass.

$850/BO call Bill at 545-0182

AUTO FOR SALE

"COLORED BOLIVIAN^WEA;reRS

Ub Series lOOw gultw •mplificr exc

$275 or BO call Rob 549-4141

AKC German Shcpard Puppies black &
tan 413-655-2788 anytime

Baybanks Winner wants to sell the 10

speed bike. $150 or best offer. Call Chns

at 6-6054

Passport Radar Detector brand new! Get

the Ix-st at fraction of cost best offer call

Gary 256-0971

miTDodite Dart go<Ml iKidy $300.00 or

best offer ask for Sharon 665-3749

Cilstom Pickup Cap for 8' 1^ »" B'"-'"'

very nice $4.50^) call Bill at 545-0182

FOUND

Womaiis Watch last Tuesday. Call to

identify. Mark 6-4733

Set of kcTS found in Microbiology Dept

Morrill IV North call Microbiology Dept

Cooked in a busy restaurant? We want
talented saute cfK)ks with experience. . .an

prep cooks. Do dishes? We need you tfK).

Apply Judies, Amherst

Accounting Clerk Butterfield kitchen for

the Spring semester - minimum commit-
ment IS one academic year. 6 hours/week
$4.25/hour with free room and baord. Ap-
plications are available at the Butterfield

Kitchen Office and are due by 5 pm on
Nov. I. 1985

We're still looking for chambermaids, &
room inspectors to work in the Campus
Center Hotel. Great experience for HRTA
students or anyone seeking empjoyment.
Apply in 8th Floor Personnel Office.

LOST

Blue ovemight shoulder bag with Un
s!rap lost on bus from Boston clothes in-

si<^ reward call ,546-47.56

Lost male cat named Fred no collar. But

t*racotch coloring Cliffside Apis area call

665-7630 after 5-?)0

Blue Notepad at Newman Cafeteria Wed
AM - Randy 546-1091

i00^(»roni7$30 in the Concourse 3 days

a week in October see you there

n Main Office to identify

Men's wristwatch in Morrill call Pete at

666-3286 to identify

DEAD
70 VW Bug rebuilt engine perfect under-

body needs minor repairs 548-93 15

1975 Ford Maverick good condition auto

new tires 53.(M)0 mi asking $1050 call eve

6284457

79 BMW 320 6 cyl. 4 spd. sunroof Perrelli

AM FM cassette 60000 miles excellent

cond. best offer 549 1 1 1

9

f4 Volvo 144 4~speed. 4 door, 2nd rebuilt

7ti cnginr running very *<'l'. K"?<l„''f^.>''

Blaupunkt stereo, $1600 or BO Call John

549-2793 after 12 noon.

1972 Buick Centurion convertible 60<)$

or BO call Jill 546-1431

rniDidgrDart 6 cyl auto P.S. 4 new

radials AM FM cass runs well $6.50

549-0019

1978 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme «;<

PS/PB/AC/AMFM $25<Kt/ - or ho Riik.'sh

,549-0748

HEIf WANTED"

HikTRdp Help Help Help Help Help

I didn't get any tickets for this tour If you

have any extra Worcester or New Jersey

tix please call me Matkins 2.561203

545-3500

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Disc Ent«rt«iim«nt .

Disc Jockeys, large •creen video

light shows and rentfte. 549-7144

Agency,
dances,

Overseas Jobs. Summer, yr round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo Sightseeing. Free in-

fo Write IJC, Box 52 MAI Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

Tutor needed Introductory Physics

536-2286

APS r««anMes are needed to help recruit,

and interview students Contact Jean

Frmnson SOMHBA Box 34

Keys on a "telex" key chain on 10/10

around CC area contac t Jeff 549138 1

three keys on a brass Snoopy keychain

They could be anyplace, who knows'! Call

Annie. 256-8693. Reward!

MOTORCYCLES

1*82 Honda Nighthawk 6tO excellent

condition low miles with helmets call Dave
549-7882

PERSONALS

Mt HolTokc - My (treen backpack thinks

your red dufOebag is cule Can they meet'

fcx-Mt Holyoke

b«tM Aaaro of Glo«cealcr call Susan

Asaro

FOR RENT^

Sunderland. I bdrm apt. on busline,

420/month, everything included. Avail,

immediately' 665 .1440JcavemeM^e__

l^rmTpt avail Nov 2: $400 00 inclusive

calK ar'.l256 1261 orsto

AIpIn Sunderland
r stop by 1 18 Cliffside

'''tirsing aaalatants: all shifts, flexible

Si heduling, competitive salary, fringe

benefits. Amherst Nursing Home
2.56-8 1

8

6

Kitchen aids: Part lime positions. Morn-

ing and afternoon. Excellent salary and fr

mge benefits Amherst Nursing Home
266-8185

AMirew Congrats' on makln|i; SOM I

knew you could do it!!! Love va "Barb"

Free kitten for more info call 6-8396

Dear M,C. Happy Birthday'" How about

lunch'' I.,iive ya XXtK) Fred

Julie: The weather is warm in Florida and

wi arts the [K'|"ile

Massachusetts Citizens!

repeal the Dukakis
surtax

sign referendum petitions

today

on the Campus Center
Concourse

sponsored by
Students for Government by

Referendum and
Citizens for Limited Taxation

Two girls Dead Mall - Monday night,

October 14. Guys from bus, movies

REMEMBER! Burping man on bus; rain

Baybank; held dmir for you; if still in-

terested plea8ecall6^S^23

Kathleen our Queen • how was your big

weekend of shopping?

Chocoiatellappy Belated Birthday! You
still have SLOC wicked love. Bowie

TotUndv • 303 Kennedy BaHa! and Hap
py Birthdav'!' Love your J. A friends. Lin

da and Judy
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• SWAG in cooperation with WMl'A *

• presents;

• The RAMONES w/the Neighborhoods
*

• Fnday. November 1, 1985
*

• in the Student Union Ballnnim *

.-- sg(
,

watcn this space for info

• another
• Southwest Area Government

*

• production
#•••••••••••»•••••••••••••••••••••

Congratulations to tEe newly inltiate<l

sisters of Chi Omega! We lore you -The
Sisters and Pledges

Paul - Happy one year! Isn't life fun?!! I

love you! - Tara

' Professional typing service

$30 for return of t tfoon backpack with

sue<ie Ixittom and black nylon straps taken

from Hampshire Dining Commons Thurs-

day 10/10 call 546-6936

RIDERS WANTED

To Buffalo (Roch. OK) leaving 10/24 call

256-0203 anytime

ROOMMATE WANTID

Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideally

located in Amherst Center 774 2740

Roommate wanted for Northampton apt
rent 250$ call Chris 584 5605

Quiet couple looking to share a 2 bedroom
apt. Completely furnished Call 549-6237

Female wanted neat, responsible, own
nwim $232 plus ulil. Must pay $696 up
front call .549 0490 8 10 am lO 1 1:30 pm or

(617)436 2783

Half apt room available In Amherst at

low rent call 256-6131

1 or 2 nonsmoking females to join me in

finding an apartment to move Into im-

mediately or in January call .546-4009

Female wanted Rrandywine share two
bedr'H)m $145 heat hot wal.er included

54»-46»8

""SERVICES

Professional tynliig done by UMass stu-

dent. Reasonable rates. R Charron
1-637 0044

fAlTOR Alteration Expert Same Day
Service Available SHAANNS Rt 116

Sunderland Ojien 8 am 665 .3878

a)iNS 1237121 Intoring 5 fH) per hr

former 123/121 gra<ler Alex 256 1239

Brian's Typing Service. Fast, accurate.

Available almost anytime 666 7652
- — 1 ^t^*-

TrrtHOWOEDPBOCESSIWO^

Ne«t 4gyjgjiwJTPE RITE 268-SlBl

qUaT.ITY typing. Ung or short pro-

jecLs. Will correct grammar, spelling, &
punctuation. Meticulous prtmfreading

New IBM typewriter .549-0367

WANTED
Cases, papers, dissertations, theses. <m

i-ampus. ileix'ndahlr. imtslainling i|ualily.

I.IW rates, .^H4 7924

Help! I need an Italian tutor quirk! Call

Sti-vf * .'.46 5596
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SPORTS
Minutemen handle Maine, 20-7

Palazzi throws 2 touchdowns as

defense stuffs Bears, UM now U-3

Colletnan photo by Neil Beckerman

Dan Rubinetti (81) congratulates Tom Cioppa on his touchdown reception in

Saturday's 20-7 Massachusetts victory over Maine.

Volleyball takes tourney
NEWARK, DE.-The University of

Massachusetts volleyball team proved this

weekend that they are a force to reckon

with in any division.

The Minutewomen, one of two Divison

II squads at the Delaware Invitational,

stunned 14 other East Coast Division I

teams as they won the tournament for

the first time ever, knocking off James

Madision in the finals, 9-15, 15-11, 15-6,

on Saturday.

"I just can't believe it," coach Elaine

Sortino said. "It's like a dream come

true." Massachusetts, ranked second in

the Northeast, improves to 25-4.

The Minutewomen opened the tourna-

ment with a 15-13, 15-11 win over New
York Tech but faltered in their next

match, a tough 11-15, 15-12, 11-15 loss to

Townson State in a match that ended at

midnight on Friday.

UMass showed its mettle, qualifying for

the invitational playoffs by coming from

Denma to beat the top seed in UMass'

pool, UPenn, 8-15, 15-13, 15-9 at 7:30 a.m.

Saturday morning.

The road to the finals wasn't easy in a

19-17, 15-7 win over Westchester State

and a win over the Eastern Athletic Con-

ference leader Drexel, 15-9, 15-8.

UMass struggled with James Madison,

who knocked off three-time champion

Princeton, in the first two games. But the

Minutewomen rallied to roll in the third

and decisive win to twin the match, 9-15,

15-11, 15-8.

"It was an all-around effort by

everyone," Sortino said. Still, seniors Sal-

ly Maher, Anne Ringrose, and

sophomores Marcy Guiliotis and Violetta

Gladkowska stood out. Setter Juilet

Primer excelled throughout the tourney

and Ann Marie Larese provided some ad-

ded relief help off the bench in the finals.

"Our goal was only the semis," Sortino

said. "This is gravy. This assures us of a

winning season and a great season."

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Take an exciting young quarterback and

add an older bunch of veterans out to make

up for past sins, and you have what's turn-

ing out to be a good Univeristy of

Massachusetts football team.

The Minutemen, paced by two touch-

down passes freshman quarterback Dave

Palazzi and their usual ferocious defense,

defeated the University of Maine, 20-7 on a

muddy Alumni Stadium field before 5,644.

The wins put UMass 4-3 on the season

and 1-1 in the Yankee Conference. It also

gives UMass the most victories since 1982

and the first back-to-back wins since 1983.

The Minutemen also paid Maine back for a

20-7 loss in Orono last season, considered

by many the low point of a forgettable

season.

The Minutemen won in the manner

they're accustomed to, having Palazzi

make the big plays while the defense makes

the big hits.

Palazzi, a redshirt freshman that return-

ed to the starting lineup after separating a

shoulder for four weeks ago, showed little

loss of the mobility that has helped him

direct UMass to a 3-1 record. Palazzi was

nine-of-14 for 147 yeards including a

24-yard scoring pass to freshman Dan

Rubinetti and a 69-yard bomb to Tom Ciop-

pa. Fullback Al Neri busted a 10-yard run

to account for the other score.

"I felt good, real good," said Palazzi. "I

wanted to play and the coaching staff and

everybody else had confidence in me to go

out there and run the team. It was a good

win for us."

Ther UMass defense, now down to 8.8

points allowed per-game, forced eight

M aine fumbles, recovering five. I IMass also

intercepted two passes and sacked Maine

quarterback Bob Wilder four times. The

bears, 3-4 and 0-3 in the conference, were

held to 77 yards rushing.

"I'm pleased, we played a good game,"

said UM coach Bob Stull. "We took advan-

tage of their turnovers to score some

points and once again the defense was

tough. They've played well all season and

now our offense, with Palazzi back, is scor-

ing some points."

UMass opened the game with Palazzi, the

Yankee Conference rookie-of-the-week for

the second time this season, driving the

team to the Maine 43 before he was sacked

for a 1 1-yard loss. Dimitri Yavis punted to

the UMass 13.

Two plays later, Maine quarterback Bob

Wilder was intercepted by UMass co-

captain Paul Platek at the 28. returning the

ball to the 24.

Palazzi took advantage, throwing 24

yards over the middle to freshman split end

Dan Rubinetti for a touchdown with 10:30

to go in the first period. Stan Kaczorowski

added the extra point.

Maine turned the ball over four limes in

the first half, UMass gave it away three

times, twice on fumbles. Senior co-captain

George Barnwell continued to have pro-

blems holding onto the ball, losing the ball

after a 10-yard gain to the Maine 12-yard

line. Wilder was intercepted by Duckworth

Grange at his 34 with the cornerback retur-

ning it to the 16. UMass drove to the seven

as Palazzi was stopped on a run. Kac-

zorowski missed a 36 yard field goal as UM
missed another scoring opportunity.

The UM defense set up another score as

Rich Philpott crunched Maine punt

returner Stu Pelkey and Tom Moran

recovered his fumble setting up Al Neri's

10-yard run four plays later. Kaczorowski

added the point.

Maine drove 73 yards on eight plays for

their only score as Mike Walsh went 12

yards with 13:02 left in the game. UMass
then drove to its 31 before Palazzi went

over the middle to John Crowley.

The pass tipped off Crowley's shoulder,

falling into the hands of Tom Cioppa who
went 69 yeards for the score. The kick

missed, but it was 20-7 and garbage time.

Freshman linebacker John McKeown
was co-Yankee Conference defensive

player-of-the-week with 14 tackles. Ted

Barrett led UMass with 69 yeards on 19

carries. Maine is now 3-4 and 0-3 in the con-

ference.

Men's soccer wins, 2-1

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

It would have been easy to letdown after

Wednesday's tough loss to Connecticut,

but the University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team bounced back Saturday to

defeat a good Brooklyn College squad, 2-1

in New York.

"It was a great win for us," said UMass
coach Jeff Gettler. "It was a great way for

us to get back on track after Connecticut (a

2-0 loss)."

The victory improved the Minutemen's

record to 12-4 while dropping Brooklyn to

7-3-1 on the season.

UMass struck first, just 8:18 into the con-

test. Freshman F.J. Zwicklbauer scored on

a pass from junior John Shannon. Junior

Ferdie Adoboe was also given an assist on

play.

Brooklyn tied the game on a goal by Carl

Azord at the 42:45 mark. Brian Anderson

was credited with an assist on the score.

It took the Minutemen only 27 seconds to

regain the lead on a great individual effort

by Shannon. The midfielder stole a pass

and hit a volley shot from 20 yards over

goalkeeper Robert DeGale's head.

The goal was Shannon's thrid of the

season and his first game winner.

UMass goalkeeper Sam Ginsburg's

record in now 7-0. The Brooklyn score

broke a streak of three consecutive

shutouts for the freshman.

Gettler cited the play of Kevin Knopf,

Ferdie Adoboe, and Zwicklbauer. Rich

Baldwin was moved into the stopper posi-

tion and according to Gettler, played very

well.

Women's soccer shrugs off Adelphi
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The top-ranked University of Massachusetts women's

soccer team found the cards stacked against themselves as

they knocked off unranked Adelphi University, 5-1, Satur-

day on Long Island.

"I don't like to talk about the referees but they really

wouldn't let us get into our game," senior co-captain

Jamie Watson said. UMass, 12-0. got called for 44 fouls

and three yellow (warning) cards while the homestanding

Panthers were calle<i for only 18 fouls.

Adelphi, 8-4-2, scored its only goal on a controversial

call with 18:20 gone in the second half and UMass leading

3-0. The Panthers had a direct kick in front of the goal and

the shot by Sue Steele hit the crossbar and fell straight

down.
UMass goalie Jan Holland, who was standing in the

goal, stoppped the ball next to the post, but the referee

claimed it had broken the plane of the goal.

"We all thought it was just a great save and then the ref

raised his hands for the goal," Watson said. "All during

the game, (coach Kalekeni) Banda was trying to get us

away from being upset at the refs. We managed to keep

our cool."

Cathy Cassady gave UMass the 1-0 lead just 5:40 after

the opening whistle. Carolyn Micheel "assisted. All-

American Kristen Bowsher (Beth Roundtree assist)

scored on a breakaway 2:15 into the second half and

Monica Seta's (Cassady assist) goal six minutes later made
it 3-0.

Cathy Spence took a pass from Bowsher ten yards out

and made it 4-1 with 12 minutes to go in the game. Debbie

Belkin (Micheel assist, her tenth of the year) finished the

scoring with a goal with two minutes to go.

UMass outshot the Panthers by a 9-2 margin and

Spence, Watson and assistant coach Carl Beal received

the first yellow cards the Minutewomen have gotten all

year.
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Gibson calls on
community leaders

I'hoUi liy Neil Beckerman

CONCRETE SURFING — Senior electrical engineering major Rey

Perez shows his wind surfing form as he wind-skates across the Fine

Arts Center yesterday afternoon.

By KIMBERLY BURGE
Colle^an Staff

It is the time for all peoples to come

together and a timt for strong leadership

in the black community, Dr. William Gib-

son, chairman of the national board of

directors of the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored People

(NAACP) said in a lecture at the Student

Union, last night.

"We're living in some troubled times.
"

he said. "Not just for black people, but for

others as well. A whole lot of them don't

know they're in trouble."

Gibson claimed that the NAACP and the

Legal Defense Fund, "will be filing more

legal suits against your (present) U.S.

government than (against) the previous

four (administrations)."

Gibson said that Reagan went after the

black people first. "He's been coming after

us ever since he granted tax exempt status

to Bob Jones University which is a

segregated, private university. He'll be

coming for the Hispanics next with cuts in

the bilingual education program. He came

for the farmers, most of whom voted for

him, and they aren't farmers anymore."

Gibson said that Reagan is "the most ac-

tively anti-black, anti-feminist, anti-

minority president that we have ever had.

Turning back the clock spells troubls and

trying tim.es."

He believes the kind of leadership we

need now is one that is unselfish and uncor-

rupted. "There is no simple definition of

leadership. Those of you in leadership posi-

Cc.lleinan photo hy Scott MaKuire

Dr. William Gibson

tions should expand on and pursue your

roles. You should feel honored and proud.

If you are a leader, you should not be

leading for your ego or glory, but because

you have a cause and you believe in that

cause," he said.

He cited these characteristics of a suc-

cessful leader. "A successful leader must

have integrity because nothing can

substitute for that. A leader must be in-

formed and know something about what

they are trying to lead. A leader must have

a sense of humor and be able to laugh at

continued on page 7

UMass police handle lots

of calls last weekend
Money appropriated for

police insurance
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Town Meeting voted last

night to appropriate $128,500 to establish

an account to cover possible claims against

the Amherst police department, which has

been working without liability insurance

since June 30.

Last night was the first night of the

Town Meeting (see related story p.4).

No longer are insurance companies

automatically offering coverage to any

town that requests a policy. Instead, many

carriers are pulling out of the municipal in-

surance market, leaving towns and cities

vulunerable to expensive court settlements

stemming from civil law suits, according to

James Lindstrum, Amherst town ad-

ministrator and planner.

To magnify the problem, carriers are

backing out after little warning, forcing

local officials to scurry for new policies and

in the interim, operate without coverage.

The situation is similar to the recent pro-

blems bars and taverns faced in obtaining

liquor liability insurance. The cost of

coverage skyrocketed, causing some

owners to close their doors.

On the Amherst campus of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts, students, faculty and

some administrators are experiencing a

dry campus for the first time, after the

University lost its alcohol liability in-

surance this summer. UMass can no longer

sell or serve alcohol on its premises.

In September, legislators created a li-

quor liability insurance pool that is ex-

pected to bring down the cost of coverage

and help campus bars return to normal.

But, towns finding themselves in the

midst of an insurance crisis are not that

lucky.

"It's a real problem for us," Lindstrum

said. "As an official, I wouldn't want to

work and at the same time jeopardize my
house and fortune." Barry Del Castilho,

Amherst town manager, said he believes

the record of civil claims against his town

discourages the companies.

Under the terms of municipal insurance,

a city or town is protected up to a certain

amount, from having to pay out huge sums

to plaintiffs who would be suing, for exam-

ple, the police department and board of

selectmen for handling an arrest.

There is no Massachusetts law

stipulating a community must carry in-

surance, and if a community is not covered,

officials or employees named in a suit are

liable for damages awarded to a plaintiff.

In Amherst, Lindstrum said the town

was notified by the carrier. National Union

Fire Company only days after it was decid-

ed that the annual $20,000 premium

Amherst was paying for a building, fire and

theft policy would double.

In addition, the annual premium for a

policy covering public officials, also offered

by National Union, would rise from $2,000

to $6,000.
continued on page U

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

A unusually high amount of incidents

handled by the UMass police this past

weekend could not be explained, especially

since it was neither a concert or large cam-

pus event weekend, said Gerald T. O'Neil,

director of public safety.

"I really don't know what happened,"

O'Neil said of all the problems the police

had to handle. "Saturday the game was

wonderful and Friday night and Saturday

morning was basically routine until the un-

fortunate accident." O'Neil was referring

to the incident where a 19-year-old died

from head injuries he sustained from a fall

behind the Fine Arts Center (see related

story p. 3).

"Things just happened," he said, and

"we can't even blame it on a full moon."

An 18-year-old resident of McNamara

House was arrested Saturday night and

charged with assault and attempted rape.

He was held on $10,000 bail, police said.

The resident director of John Adams

Tower received a cut on her face when she

was assaulted by two men early Sunday

morning in the stairwell of the 11th floor,

police said.

The men were in the lobby of John

Adams and were allegedly drunk, rowdy

and disruptive. The resident director asked

them to leave and they ran away from her

into the elevator. She followed them to the

stairwell where she was hit in the face with

a bottle. Police have a description of the

two men, they said.

A foot locker caught fire on the 7th floor

of Webster House late Saturday night

when a student was using a portable coffee

maker on top ot it and it caught fire. There

was no damage done to the dormitory,

police said.

A student was injured Sunday night

when she sell down the stairs of George

Washington Tower during a false fire

alarm, police said. She was treated at

University Health Services for an injured

A student slipped and fell down five steps

of the Fine Arts Center Saturday night.

She was taken to Cooley-Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton where she was

treated for a possible back iryury. 'The

stairs were wet from the rain, police said.

Thirteen payroll checks valued at $2000

were reported stolen Saturday morning

from the fourth floor of the Student Union

building. The director of SCERA reported

the theft, police said.

A homemade bomb exploded next to

Hamlin and Knowlton Houses Saturday

night. There was no damage, police said.

Other bombs were discovered later in the

Northeast residential area. There are

suspects, police said.

A 17-year-old Springfield resident hit a

telephone pole, damaged a light pole and a

curb, when he lost control of his car on

Governor's Drive near the entrance to lot

31- continued on page i
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Digest
By Associated Press

After leaving, Craxi asked

to form a new government
ROME (AP) - Bettino Craxi was asked to form a new

government yesterday, four days after he resigned as

prime minister. Politicians expect him to try to resurrect

the same coahtion that fell apart over the Achille Lauro hi-

jacking.

"I will immediately start work to resolve the political

crisis, which does not lend itself to easy solutions," Craxi

told reporters after President Francesco Cossiga named

him premier-designate.

Politicians said Craxi would try to form a goverment

with the same four parties that joined his Socialists in the

former coalition—the Christian Democrats, Republicans,

Social Democrats and Liberals.

Hopes for a solution to the latest of many goverment

crises in postwar Italy boosted prices on the on the Milan

Stock Exchange. Shares regained two-thirds of the 6 per-

cent thev lost after Craxi's resignation Thursday.

Award against firm upheld

by U.S. Supreme Court
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court, without

comment, yesterday let stand an $850,000 award against

the manufacturer of an oral contraceptive found to have

caused a Massachusetts woman to suffer a crippling

stroke.

The court rejected the appeal of Ortho Pharmaceutical

Corp., which contended it provided adequate warnings of

the drug's risks.

Carole D. MacDonald of Worcester began taking Ortho-

Novum contraceptive pills, as prescribed by her

gynecologist, in 1973, when she was 26. Mrs. MacDonald

three years later suffered a stroke that left her per-

manently disabled.

A jury awarded her $800,000 and her husband, Bruce,

$50,000.

A judge threw out the verdict, but it was reinstated by

the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court.

The state's highest court said the jury properly may

have determined that the drug company was negligent for

failing to warn users that the pills can cause "strokes."

The drug packets did contain warnings that Ortho-

Novum may cause blood clotting and death.

But the state court noted that Mrs. MacDonald said she

had known about the risk of stroke.

Convicted San Francisco
murderer commits suicide

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Former Supervisor Dan

White, whose City Hall murders of Mayor George

Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk rocked San Fran-

ciso in 1978, committed suicide yesterday, according to

Supervisor Quentin Kopp.

"Dan White killed himself about an hour ago. I don't

know the details," said Kopp. Supervisor John Molinari,

the board president, confirmed the report.

White shot Moscone and Milk, a popular gay supervisor,

on Nov. 27. 1978. He won a conviction on voluntary

manslaughter instead of murder on a defense of diminish-

ed capacity due in part to the consumption of junk foods.

The defense became famous as the "Twinkie defense."

The conviction on the lesser counts touched off a night

of rioting that became known as the White Night riot and

resulted in injuries and extensive damage to City Hall. The

anniversary of the verdict is still marked by marches by

community groups angered by the verdict.

U.S. envoy meets
with Mubarak
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) - President Reagan's special en-

voy said a meeting yesterday with President Hosni

Mubarak was "a good first step" toward easing

diplomatic tensions over Egypt's handling of the Achille

Lauro hijackers and the U.S. interception of the plane car-

rying them out of Egypt.

John C. Whitehead, deputy secretary of state, told

reporters he gave Mubarak a letter from Reagan that "ex-

pressed his continued commitment to close U.S.-Egyptian

relations and his hope that we can now put our recent dif-

ferences behind us."

He came to Egypt from Italy, whose coalition govern-

ment collapsed over Prime Minister Bettino Craxi's deci-

sion to release Palestinian guerrilla leader Mohammed Ab-

bas. Abas accompanied the four alleged hijackers out of

Egypt on an Egyptian jetliner which took off 10 hours

after Mubarak said they had already left the country.

Mubarak had accused the United States of treachei7 for

intercepting the Egyptian airliner on Oct. 10 and forcing it

to land in Sicily, where the alleged hijackers were arrested

and charged with piracy and the murder of an American

passenger aboard the cruise ship.

Whitehead left Cairo yesterday afternoon. U.S. Em-

bassy spokesman Edward Bernier would not comment on

his destination, but air controllers at Cairo airport said

Whitehead's pilot filed a flight plan for the Tunis, Tunisia.

A visit to Tunis by Whitehead was expected to be aimed

at smoothing diplomatic feathers ruffled by the Reagan

administration's refusal to condemn Israel's Oct. 1 air raid

on the Palestine Liberation Organization headquarters

outside the Tunisian capital.

Congressmen ask students

for help rebuilding party
BOSTON (AP) — Seven Democratic members of con-

gress met with hundreds of college students on campuses

around Massachusetts discussing what went wrong in

the 1984 presidential election and how the party can

regain support among students,

U.S. Rep. Chester Atkins, who also serves as

Masschusetts Democratic party chairman, said the

meetings were designed to rebuild the party's base on

campuses.

"The Democrats took a lot of things for granted and

they got a rude awakening last November when college

students voted overwhelmingly for Ronald Reagan,"

said Atkins, a Concord Democrat now serving his first

term in Washington.

"It's an opportunity for the Democrats to get back to

basics and to do what we should have done over the last

decade—make sure people on college campuses who

want to get involved in a hands—on way in the political

process know where and how they can do that," he said

in an interview.
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Sexual diseases

at UMass match
national average
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

Sexually transmitted diseases are rampant among col-

lege students and the number of people afflicted at the

University of Massachusetts matches the national college

averages, say University Health Center officials.

"Students think that these things occur with other peo-

ple, in other places such as Boston, or New York, but they

happen to everyone," nurse practitioner Doria Meriam,

said. "These diseases are rampant in the group that's

most sexually active, and that tends to be young people."

Because some diseases are harder to diagnose than

others, people may tend to believe sexually transmitted

diseases include only well-known ailments such as herpes

and syphillis, Meriam said. She stressed that there exist

more than 16 other diseases such as gonorrhea,

nongonococcal urethrities, also known as chlamydia, can-

didal vaginitis, scabies, and genital warts.

Of the 14 patients that she sees a day, six to seven cases

are directly related to sexually transmitted diseases, she

said. Other health service official said they were not able

to give specific statistics, because their system does not

record each and every case.

According to Dr. Will Whittington, research in-

vestigator at the Center for Disease Control in Atlanta,

Georgia, "There are an estimated 3 million cases per year

of chlamydia, with an increase since last year." The pro-

blem in reporting these diseases, he said, is the lack of ef-

fective lab tests to test for the disease which can cause in-

fertility in men and women.

The more sex partners one has in the course of a

lifetime, the greater the risk of acquiring a disease,

Meriam said. "Young people just can't seem to realize

they are at a risk."

According to Meriam, chlamydia, which is the most com-

mon sexually transmitted disease today, can be difficult to

diagnose because, "It can look like a bladder infection as

well as non-specific urethritis." She said symptoms of the

sidease include a burning during urination, and a pale,

thick discharge from the vagina or penis. Women can also

experience pain during intercourse.

Herpes genitalis is usually transmitted by sexual or

close contact with an infected person, while genital warts

can be caused by a virus transmitted by anal, genital or

oral-genital intercourse. Within one to three months after

contact, lesions resembling warts form around the

genitals.

Elizabeth S., a University of Massachusetts senior

whose name has been changed, contracted chlamydia but

was diagnoses as having a bladder infection several times.

"I'm worried now about infertility. I waited too bng to

check other possibilities out because the pain would come

and go," she said.

"The important thing is to check out the symptoms just

to be on the safe side. It just seems that promiscuity is na-

tionwide but that young people just don't think about the

consequences, and that has to stop," she said.

The most effective way of preventing infection from

these diseases is through the use of a condom. "It is a bar-

rier that prevents direct contact," Meriam said. "Sper-

micides might also have anti-viral, antibacterial

benefits."

"Condoms are effective, but they have to be put on and

used, not just left in the drawer," said Joyce Mezzano,

family nurse practitioner.

Meriam said that American society gives us "mixed

messages" about sex. It's important to accept yourself as

a sexual being, and admitting there's a risk of sexually

transmitted diseases is the first step. It's very important

to really know your partner."
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PUMPKIN MANIA — The round orange ones abound outside the Student Union yesterday as

Kristen Vernon (middle) and Scott Godin (far left) of the Flori-club sell pumpkins. They were also

raffling off a 202-lb pumpkin (far left).

Prof's court report gets

national media attention
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Correspondent

Although President Ronald Reagan may
not appoint another Supreme Court

justice, he will have left "an indelible mark

on the judiciary and the course of

American law," through his administra-

tion's appointments of judges to the federal

bench, according to a University of

Massachusetts political science professor.

Professor Sheldon Goldman's recently

published article, "Reaganizing the

Judiciary: The First Term Appointments"

has attracted national media attention

from Newsweek magazine and the New
York Times. Goldman, on leave this

semester from the University, elaborated

on Reagan's judiciary appointments.

According to Goldman's report:

During Reagan's first term, the ad-

ministration appointed white male

Republicans to 97 percent of the district

court positions, while only nine percent of

the appeals court appointments went to

non-white males.

The Reagan record in appointing women
to district court slots was second only to

the Carter administration record but adds

the administration may have refrained

from appointing women to "the more im-

portant and prestigious" appeals court to

test their abilities before they are "actively

considered for promotion."

Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day

O'Connor is a "source of satisfaction to the

administration," the report states. O'Con-

nor voted against civil liberties arguments

71 to 75 percent of the time.

John Brigham, a UMass political science

professor, said that Goldman has "made

people aware of how the Reagan ad-

ministration appoints judges. Many people

believe that an administration can appoint

anybody it likes.

"But, as professor Goldman has pointed

out, there is a long standing tradition of ap-

pointing good judges," which the present

administration has not kept with, Brigham

said.

Although Brigham could not say if

anyone will retire from the Supreme Court

during Reagan's second term, he said the

potential nominations are Circuit Appeals

Court Judge Richard Posner from Chicago

and Appeals Court Judge Robert Bork

from Washington D.C.

Both Posner and Bork are conservatives,

Brigham said. "The Reagan administration

prefers conservatives." Bork, a former

Yale law professor, and other law

academics are easy to evaluate for possible

judgeship appointments, Goldman's report

states because their publications indicate

their judicial philosophy.

The Reagan record for black district

court appointments is worst since the

Eisenhower administration during which

no blacks were appointed, the report

states.

In contrast, Reagan appointments of

Hispanics to district courts was second to

the Carter administration. This is linked by

observers to the Republican party's effort

to attract Hispanic votes in 1984, the

report states.

During the Reagan administration, only

one black and one Hispanic were appointed

to the appeals courts, Goldman wrote.

MASHED BUG - A
wrecked Volkswagen
bug outside the Stu-

dent Union helps get

across the message of

Don't Drink and Drive

as alcohol awareness
week continues across

the campus.

Student dies

after falling

from wall

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Visiting hours for Robert

J. Mortarelli Jr., a 19-year-

old student who died Satur-

day morning from head in-

juries he received from a

fall, will be held today from

2-4 p.m. and 7-9 p.m. at the

Arthur Doherty and Son

Funeral home in Natick.

Mortarelli received severe

head injuries after he fell off

a 20-foot wall onto a cement

sidewalk on the east side of

the Fine Arts Center, at

4:30 a.m. Saturday morn-

ing.

He was taken to Cooley-

Dickinson Hospital and
transferred to the head unit

of Holyoke Hospital where

he died less than an hour

later. There is no suspicion

of foul play, UMass police

said.

Mortarelli was a

soi^omore communications

studies major at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at

Amherst. He was scheduled

to graduate in 1988. He liv-

ed in 227 Cance House.

He was bom in Natick

and lived there most of his

life. He graduated from

Natick High School in 1984

where he played intramural

sports.

He leaves his parents,

Robert J. Mortarelli Sr. and

Mary (Ryan) Mortarelli, one

brother David J. Mortarelli

and two sisters Anne-Marie

and Lynne Mortarelli, all of

Natick. He also leaves his

paternal grandparents, Mr.

and Mrs. Bruno Mortarelli

of Wellesley and his mater-

nal grandmother, Barliara

Ryan of Natick.

A funeral Mass will he

held at 10 a.m. Wednesday
at Saint Patrick's Church

on Routh 139 in Natick. The

family requests flowers l)e

omitted and donations \ye

made to the Saint Patrick's

Youth Ministry.
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Alteration
money passed

Amherst Town Meeting members last night rejected a

proposal to appropriate $855,000 for the construction of a

recreation area on a sanitary landfill—but secured

$240,000 for alterations to Town Hall.

With a vote of 135 to 32, members indicated their op-

position to the elaborate recreation area proposal after

some members voiced concerns about a possible health

hazard at the landfill site.

Because there are "household" toxins buried

underneath the site, the possibilty <>f wastes seepmg

through the ground was an issue of concern to many

members. Also, member Mary Wentworih stated that she

felt the location of the area, which would require children

to travel along Route 9, posed danger.

Jonathan Greenberg, a member from precinct 6, propos-

ed buying land from neighboring Bekhcrtown for con-

struction of recreation area.

"We have the bucks, they have the latu I ,
he said, let s

make a deal with them."

Town Hall will undergo $270,000 won li of modifications

to make it more accessible to handicap} >t(i persons after

meeting members approved funding of t he project.

In a unanimous vote. $12,000 was ap{>roved for im-

provements to the Puffer's Pond area.

-Steve Higgins

< ccmtinxved from page 1 WjJ0LXC6

The job should be more than

work!
A cheerful atmosphere, people who

get along, and best of all:

(1) starting salary up to $3.70 an hour

(2) flexible hours

(3) meal discount

Come give us a try!

Aren'tYouHttftgry?

Rt. 9, Hadley

*insurance
Worse yet, the American Insurance Company, a sub-

sidiary of Fireman's Fund, told the town its general liabili-

ty policy would be dropped without the option of buying

another one for a higher premium, and the Imperial

Casualty and Idemnity Company would no longer carry

Amherst's insurance for law enforcement officials.

"Since July, we have rebid for all four types of

coverage," Lindstrum said. "We have found that there

aren't any bargains out there."

According to a memo released by Lindstrum, a "wide

mailing of bid specifications" was sent out by the town,

yet only three bids from insurance companies to insure

Amherst were received. No bids were received for law en-

forcement coverage.

As a result of the costly insurance, some parts of

Amherst-dams such as Puffers Pond and certain reser-

voirs—will also go uninsured.

Operating a town without law enforcement coverage

leaves Lindstrum a little concerned, but the town's police

chief, Donald Maia, is not bothered.

"I'm comfortable with it," Maia said. "Without an in-

surance company, the town has the ability to defend its

cases. Before, it was up to the insurance company to

decide whether to go to court. I think if we had gone to

court in the past, we would have won some cases."

Hungry?
1. Pizza - not again

2. Subs - nah!

3. Macaroni & Cheese -

are you kidding?!?!

Discover
.>sj^, HOT

ROAST BEEF
^'' SANDWICHES

^^^^^^.^^m^^^ cmitintLed from page 1

A^ passenger in the car, a 1980 OldsmobUe Omega, was

injured and taken to Cooley-Dickinson Hospital in Nor-

thampton. He was cited for speeding and his car received

extensive damage, police said. ....
A 20-year-old student was arrested Saturday night and

charged with driving under the influence of alcohol and

drugs. His passenger was injured when he struck a parked

car on Fearing Street, police said.
^ , . . ,

The passenger was checked for injuries by the Amherst

Fire Department and both cars received extensive

damage, police said.

A 1969 Chevrolet valued at $2800 was stolen from lot

44. It had been missing since Thursday, police said.

The glass on 24 fire alarm pull pull sUtions was reported

broken Friday night in Lincoln apartments. All of the

glass had to be replaced. It was valued at $48, police said.

A backpack valued at $150 was stolen Saturday night

from the Campus Center Garage. The owner of the

backpack said he left it on the ground and drove away. He

returned 5 minutes later and it was gone, police said.

Six minors were arrested this weekend for being in

possession of alcohol in separate incidents. Two were

charged with being in possession of forged Massachusetts

driver's licenses, police said.

»:\1

HOLIDAY TEAVELEHS COLLEGESTUDENTS...

RENT A CAR
WITH
CASm

'i.

?
11 am - 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amherst, MA 253-7018

Try Our

WEEKEND
SPECIALS
Credit Cards Accepted

"«:;.'48.95
UrUimitad Miles

FRI.-MON. NOON
700 MILES FREE.
FRi.-TVES. MOOM
900 MILES FREE.
FRI.-WED. NOON $Og%00
1,000 MILES FREE *OU

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST TOV:
•PAYLESS CAR RENTAL CORP. OF MASS. rj^t% 7 1 Q

I

1 80 BOSTON RD., SPRINGFIELD, MA I QL* 1191
UlCOMOCAiOnATHAM. #75 /»*onr»-*«' »'' '<"'»'" NY(SII)7i3-l3»4

•kKOMOCAMOfMMANY 466C»nml»y. Afcony, N.Y.(il$)43$.7t01

^tCONOCJJIOrSCHB^KTADY, ; 220 $«»•$», Sch^n^cforfy Nr.(S1$}VJ-0*^'

itTAYmSCMntanAlSOfSYKACUU S$Sc BayKd Sr«^„. NY l3IS)4ii.SS21

Aim futfng— Van*. Caif Van$, Mini Voni. Call ToSay
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Twenty-five million adult Americans are totally illiterate.

Another 35,000,000 are functionally illiterate.

Is America creating

a pennanent underclass . .

.

an academic third world?

Our biggest and best sale yet!

Graduated Savings.

"Absolutely," answers

Reginald Damerell, for-

ntjcr professor of education

at the University of Mas-

sachusetts in hts new
book, Education's Smok-
ing Gun, which squarely

places the blame on the

uachers ' colleges and gradu-

au schools ofeducanon.

"This is a tough, no-holds

barred attack on teachers'

training that has departed

from the fundamental

importance of the ? R's in

favor of visual aids. When
a nation such as this

democracy permits its

educational standards to

decline because teachers

are not adequately trained

it is necessary for someone

to cry: ' Halt!'"'

He contends that the

introduction of black stud-

ies, ethnic studies, and

bilingual programs have,

in fact, harmed most.

those whom they were

designed to help—minor-

ities. "He damns three

practices he encountered

while teaching: admit-

tance of graduate students

who have abysmal aca-

demic records in an effort

to offer equal opportunity;

the wide-spread attitude

that the 3 R's do not come
first in education; and the

lack of 'a body of knowl-

edge' in the education

curriculum."^

"Strong stuff, this, writ-

ten by one who came into

education after a suc-

cessful advertising career

Like many outsiders, he

was appalled at the igno-

rant, narrow-minded

illiterates who peopled the

classes, administrations

and faculties of far too

many university education

departments . . Damerell

is sharp and informed.

with little patience for the

intellectual slums repre-

sented by education

courses and the empty cre-

dentialism of the Ed. D."'

Education's Smoking
Gun—"Patsionate,

lucid, a great polemic,

the book belongs in every

Uvely public affairs col-

lection"^ —read it today!

I. John Birkhun Revicwt

2 Publitheri Weekly

} Kirkui Rcvitwj

4 Bookliii

Education's
Smoking Gun
How Teachers Colleges

Have Destroyed
Education in America

Reginald G. Damerell

FREUNDLICH
BOOKS

University Store campus center, university of Massachusetts

Jeffery Amherst Bookshop 55 s pieasam st
,
Amherst

Globe Book Shop as Pleasant Street. Northampton, MA

Odyssey Book Shop 29 College street, south Hadley, MA

One week only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete

details, see your Jostens representative at:

Date Oct. 23, 24, 25 • Wed, Thur, Fri nm> 10-4 pm r).|H.s,tR,H| $15.00

^jamVERSITY
Place

€il9H.'), Jostens. \\v

JOSTENS
AMERICAS COLLEGE RING'^

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of ihe individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise notea.

Founded in 1870

Movement misguided, gullible
Somewhere in Central America, if you "

know where to look, there are people

whose political convictions place them in

mortal danger. Exactly which nations are
.

more dangerous to live in is a subject of

some debate, but most observers agree

that Central America can be a dangerous

place to live. On this basis we have been

asked to sanction the illegal "santuary

movement" in the last few months—the

underground railroad of the 1980s.

In many ways, this underground railroad

is the ideal vehicle for "civil disobedience'"

it is dramatic, generally involves very little

personal sacrifice, and flaunts disrespect

for the administration currently in office.

Moreover, there is the vicarious thrill of

participating in an illegal alien's flight from

the Immigration and Naturalization Ser-

vice.

Now, I won't say there's never a place

for civil disobedience, but I don't equate it

with taking the law into one's own hands.

It seems to me that most of what passes for

civil disobedience in the United States con-

sistently takes the least imaginative and

most rebellious approach to tackling a par-

ticular issue, and the sanctuary movement

is no exception. It also seems to me that the

movement is somewhat indiscriminate in

what it accepts as fact, disregarding what

will damage its case, and uncritically

welcoming whatever will bolster its argu-

ment. Some may call this faith, but as a

man of faith, I call it gullibility.

How gullible is the sanctuary movement?

CBS reported on an INS investigation into

the background of illegal aliens in "mortal

peril" who were smuggled in by American

churches. The INS interviewed families

and friends, finding that over 80 percent of

the illegals had never been in danger of any

kind back home. In other words, they had

lied; they were "economic" refugees.

Perhaps there were political motivatioi

Rusty Denton

which biased the INS report, but at least its

claims were documented and verifiable,

unlike those of the sanctuary movement.

As misguided as the sanctuary move-

ment is in how it perceives its refugees, it is

even more misguided in its solutions. The

Americans involved may call themselves

churches, but they consistently ignore

biblical mandates which place a church

under certain constraints in reaching out to

refugees (or any other persons). Briefly, a

biblical asylum will be legal if at all possi-

ble, considerate of the asylum-granting na-

tion, and willing to invest personal time,

resources, and discomfort.

A legal solution might be to arrange

safehouses in a Central American country

(call it X) friendly to the United States, and

amicable to refugeres. A considerate ap-

proach would be to establish industry in

country X so that refugees don't compete

for native jobs. A true commitment would

be to invest oneself at the refugee site. This

could meet the needs of economic refugees

as well. A logical next step would be to lob-

by lawmakers so that refugees could some-

day come to America instead.

Contrast this approach with the sanc-

tuary movement—armchair missionaries

encouraging a criminal act, and assuming

local economies will support however many

thousand illegals they choose to sponsor. If

one didn't know better, one might get the

impression that sanctuary leaders were

trying to pick a fight with the government.

To me, that is typical of civil disot>e-

dience. Working toward world safety and

peace and harmony by starting a fight.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Dormitory rules made for a reason
I am writing this letter to re-inform

students of a serious problem on campus. I

say re-inform, because they have already

been informed about the austerity of this

violation at the beginning of the semester.

Yet I'm sure the majority does not think

twice about committing it.

Several weeks ago, while studying in the

dorm lounge. I thought it wise to throw

some rotten peaches out the window-bio-

degradable, possible food for the squirrels,

and too rotten for my trash. My friends

agreed-no harm done. Looking out the

window, I noticed someone walking by on

the other side of the grass, but didn't think

anything of it. So I opened the window, and

tossed out the mess.

Within the next minute, a woman was at

the door and angrily asked me to accom-

pany her to the cluster office downstairs.

She introduced herself as the Residence

Director, and informed me that because I

had broken the law, it would be necessary

to meet in a more formal setting-a pre-

trial conference. My immediate reaction

was one of disgust.

"How stupid and unnecessary, I

thought. As if reading my mind she added,

"Please read page 13 of your Residence

Hall Manual. This is a very srious matter,

possible resulting in dorm suspension
"

Larry Bouchie
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Greenpeace diverse; weak

Back in my room. I contemplated the

situation. Firstly, I didn't think too nicely

of the R.D., and secondly, I easily pictured

myself on a street corner with no place to

live. But having sometime to think about

the matter, I changed my opinion drastical-

ly. What if my peaches had instead been a

chair or even beer bottles? Someone could

have been injured badly. And, by the time

one goes to college, one should have learri-

ed where trash belongs, and a little maturi-

ty in decision making. Also, the Residene

Director is responsible for many students,

and I was the one at fault.

At my pre-trial hearing, the Residence

Director was very fair. Because I have no

previous record, and had a positive at-

titude, I was lucky enough not to be

suspended, or put on semester probation.

Instead we both thought up a suitable

punishment. I really respect the R.D.; for

not only does she work well with people, she

certainly has taken on a big committment,

as the Residence Director.

Needless to say, the point of this story is

not to relate my experience so you can have

a chuckle over my misfortune, but to warn

you, so you won't have one like it. Don't

throw anything out the window.

Lisa Rigsby
Central

The notion that to be on either side, or

the middle, or off-center, or off-balance, of

the political spectrum means that you must

support all the causes and whims of that

alignment does not hold water in the case

of Greenpeace.

However iron-cast your currently

fashionable conservative exterior is, that

little liberal part of your heart cringt'd

when you heard that some silly French

frogpersons had sunk the Rainbow War-

rior. (France should be held up to interna-

tional condemnation for the lives lost in

this incident.)

While the Rainbow Warrior lay cripplfd

in port, whales everywhere basked blissful-

ly on ocean surfaces, confident that tht'ir

friends at Greenpeace were keeping the

scurrilous Soviets and Japanese at bay.

Further north, helpless baby Harp seal.'<

lay wide-eyed and innocent on iceflows as

baseball-bat-wielding men crept closer.

Meanwhile, here at UMass, "Nuke tlu-

Whales, Beat the Seals" graffiti spread a.s

animal haters and assorted malcontents

took advantage of Greenpeace's weak posi-

tion.

The point of this is that Greenpeace is

spread too thin; they're swamped. Animal

rights is usually thought of as a liberal

cause, hence Greenpeace is a liberal

organization. Being liberal does not mean

that Greenpeace has to vigorously throw

itself into every liberal issue. Diversifica-

tion is fine for corporate giants, but not for

militant animal rights groups.

Some eyebrows were raised this summer

when Greenpeace boarded up sewage

outlets leading from a chemical plant to a

river. There was speculation that tlu-y

were trying to save a nearly extinct aqual it-

newt that was indiginous to the area, but it

Joseph McCormack

turned out that they were simply pio-

testing toxic waste.

The shocking thing about the whole af-

fair was that they didn't even hire baby sit-

ters to watch the seals. The whales ran

take care of themselves in a pinch, but not

the Harp seals. Greenpeace's first priority

should be to save those seals.

The next time regularly scheduled televi-

sion programs were interrupted for

Greenpeace's benefit, the Rainbow War-

rior was sinking off the coast of Nrw

Zealand. New Zealand? Were they pro-

testing nukes.

The protest against nuclear power i.^ a

hobby in itself. The protest circuit is titm-

consuming; from Seabrook to Three MiU>

Island, to rallies in Washington D.C., and

on to prevent the launching of another

nuclear submarine in Groton, Connecticut.

It's difficult to see where Greenpeace ex-

pects to find enough time to take care of

the whales and seals. Perhaps it's time so-

meone suggested foster homes.

With all the coalitions, fronts, and

alliances, the nuclear protest movement

should have enough personnel without

Greenpeace. Let the hue and cry of the

liberal populace be for Greenpeace to at-

tend to our animal friends, and leave the

other issues to the appropriate groups. If

Greenpeace ignores such a mandate, wear

that button on the inside of your ragg>'

denim jacket until (Greenpeace listen.^.

Also, be ready to adopt a seal.

Josejhi McCormack i-s a Collegian rolum-

nvit.

Noisy library — unneeded irritation

Spirit of intolerance, not involvement

In response to Dana Dacharme's letter to

the editor "Right to Free Expression In-

clusive," we grant that BKO and others m
their accordance do possess the right of

freedom of speech. Yet, their statement

"Nuke the Pagoda," displayed a high

degree of intolerance and ignorance to

what the movement represented. The aim

of the Pagoda is to establish the sanctity of

peace, without interfering in the lives of

others. Since said statement was one

without regard to the rights of those in-

volved with the Pagoda, how could it ever

represent UMass' "Spirit of

Involvement?" Instead it appeared to be an

individual attempt at the annhilation of

peace, and was highly lacking any spirit.

Marie Meckel
Meg Garrity

Mari Gadlin
Central

During the long Columbus Day weekend

,

I took what I thought would be the perfert

opportunity to find some quiet time lo

prepare for my upcoming management

midterm. To my delight, the second floor of

Goodell library was nearly abandoned.

There were only about five people there. 1

found a table all to myself at the center (»f

the room. Everything was perfect-for a

while.

Soon I was joined at the next table by a

group of four baby-faced students. I was

surprised to see them there during a holi-

day weekend. I have heard that the Univrr-

sity admission standards have risen in re-

cent years and I took this to be a result o/

that trend. How wrong I was. It started

with a few giggles which were at first ig-

norable. Next came a four f)erson tag team

game of "footsie" followed by a really neat

contest to see who could pop their knuckles

the loudest. By the time they sUirte«l n.

fight over a Mars bar I had had enough

I left the sanctuary of the library for a

more peaceful environment. I think that

this kind of behavior is inexcusable.

Perhaps we should implement some sort of

library monitoring sys' n where responsi-

ble adult staff members such s the

librarians warn inconsiderate fools to shut

up or have their names sent to the Dean for

disciplinary action.

I know this suggestion sounds con-

descending and possible anti-student but

the sanctity of the library is something that

has to be respected in a serious learning en

vironment. I call on the SGA, faculty, and

library staff as well as students to get

together to stop this constant and un-

necessary irritation.

Timothy Kress
Amherst

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, U3 Campus Center.

University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off at

the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due

to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.
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RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

BLACKAFFAIRS

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
INFORMATION MEETINGS

There will be two information meetings for

students interested in applying for the National Stu-

dent Exchange Program for Fall, 1985.

Tuesday, October 22 4:00 - 5;00 pm CC 803

Wednesday, October 23 4:00 - 5:00 pm CC905

me Huqgy li^^RS«^"«^*"^

UMASS IS (QOING TO
PIZZAS
The Best Pizza

in town is FREE

from 9-11 PM, Tues-Thurs
Rolling Rock 99*

Sombreros 99*

(all week long)

Check the

Daily Dinner Specials

55 University Dr., Amherst 549-5713

Announcements

Lisa Lisa and Cult Jam are the opening act for Morris Day "Color of

Success" Tour which begins Thursday night at the Fine Arts Center.

The Dove Court of Phi Beta Sigma

Fraternity Incorporated presents "A
Blast from the Past" which will V)egin at

10 p.m. on Friday in the Malcolm X
Center at the University of

Massachusetts. Admission will be $2.

The Gentlemen of Phi Beta Sigma

Fraternity will be sponsoring the First

Annual Third World Organizational Night

to be held on Wednesday, Oct. 30. Time

and place will be announced.

Third World Organizational Night is

designed to expose all Third World

organizations that exist and want to exist

at the University of Massachusetts.

Representative of various organizations

will be giving three to five minute presen-

tations on their organizations.

Any organization who would like to be

involved is requested to respond by

tomorrow. Call 546-9803, state your

organization, president, contact ptrson,

and telephone number.

A new support group for women who
have experienced, or are presently ex-

periencing sexual harassment, will t)egin

at 7 p.m. tomorrow. The group will pro-

vide a safe place for discussing your feel-

ings and ways of dealing with sexual

harassment.

For more information, contact Myra
Hindus at the Everywoman's Center at

545-0883.

The Resource/Referral Program of the

Everywoman's Center is looking for com-

munity volunteers and student interns to

staff the Resource Room for the fall.

For more information, a job description

and an application form, contact Sandy

Mandel, Resource/Referral Coordinator,

in Wilder hall at the University of

Massachusetts or call 545-0883.

i^NAACP
their adversary and at themselves. He
must also have a sense of fairness and put

up a barrier that he'll refuse to cross in

order to win. But most of all, a leader must

have what I call mother's wit or common
sense."

Strong leadership is needed now more

than ever before. "We need men and

women of all races to ban together as one

unit because our destinies are strictly ent-

wined," he said.

Gibson's speech was part of the Fall lec-

ture series and was sponsored by the office

of Third World Affairs.

WED., THURS. and FRI. SPECIAL

HAIRCUT
$6.95

with Lori

with this ad/coupon
Expires 11/1/85

atSHEAR DELIGHT
complete hairstyling for men & women

(A

8
S
£
ui

Bay Banks Food Basket
549-1502

Triangle St.

3
(0

SHEAR
DELIGHT

228 Triangle

BRUEGOERS
BAGEL BAKERY

Open Seven Days

A Week

Bagels Baked Fresh Daily

Our Pizza Bagel

Only $1,59

Tel 253-5713 170 N. Pleasant St.

GARFIELD' and ODIE
(g)

tie k-Alike Contest
Win a SUPER GARFIE

or ODIE!

(

OuMinlh^ tfji Km Alfha.

ZJfk OtrstAnmunL

. Tien years Eve .

!ort W 11X6 ftr MOO ifflfs

«5oo cover

26 MAIN ST. AMHERST 256-8331
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To enter the GARFIELD and ODIE Look-AIIke Contest, just send a snapshot of your look-alike, a

100-word or less description of "Wfty my 6oq or cat nsembles GARFIELD or ODIE" and mail with

the coupon below.

The top 100 winners in each category will be awarded a 27V2 tall SUPER GARFIELD (retail value to

$80) or a 29V2" ODIE (retail value to $56).

All decisions are final. W^'re sorry, snapshots cannot be returned and become the property of

R Dakin & Company. NO PURCHASE REQUIRED. Offer begins September 1, and all entries must

be postmarked no later than midnight, October 31, 1985. Winners will be notified by mail by

November 30, 1985.

Please print legibly.

Send to: R. Dakin & Company
P.O. Box 7010 San Francisco, CA 94120UNIVERSITY

STORE*
Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Name.

Address.

City, State, Zip _ _
Watch for the GARFIELD Halloween Special in

October! ^ Oakm a company. 1985
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It's going tx) be an industrial-strength

week for arts lovers in the Valley. Heavy-

duty goings on are as follows:

Today the UMass Theater Dept. will con-

tinue holding open auditions for Moliere's

The Miser, 7-10 p.m. in room 204 of the

Fine Arts Center (FAC). Sign-up sheets

are outside room 112, and scripts are

available in the main office. Call 545-3490

for further information, and break a leg . .

.

Today will also bring lots of sweet sounds

to campus. The Performing Arts Division

(PAD) is offering a free cello master class

at 6:30 p.m. in the seminar room of Old

Chapel. Also, pianist Nigel Coxe will pre-

sent a faculty recital at 8 p.m. in Bezanson

Hall. He'll be joined by University students

Amy Gates and James Kometani. Sounds

great ...

Tomorrow's going to be heavy on the

visual arts as Herter Art Gallery opens

two shows, Hui Ming Wang; Pamtmgs

and Prints, and Jerry Reams; Pamtmgs,

both with opening receptions 7-9 p.m. It

should also be remembered that the UMass

Theater Dept. Macbeth will run tomorrow

through Saturday.

Thursday, the spotlight will fall on Mor-

ris Day at 8 p.m. in the FAC. He'll be ap-

pearing with Full Force and Lisa Lisa,

courtesy of the Union Production Council

(UPC) and the Duke Ellington Committee .

On the mellower musical side, Thursday

cellist Leopold Terapulsky and pianist

Estela Olevsky will offer a faculty recital

at 8 p.m. in Bezanson Hall. The concert is

free . . .

Also on Thursday, there will be two new

offerings for the dramatically inclined.

Smith College Theatre Dept. will present

Kingsley B. Bass Jr.'s We Righteous

Bombers at 8 p.m., Oct. 24-25, and Oct. 30

- Nov. 2, at Smith College's Theatre 14.

Admission is $4 for the general public, $2

for students. Oct. 24, 30 and 31 are Dollar

Night performances. Call 584-3023, 12:30 -

4:30 p.m., weekdays . . .

A little closer to home, Hampshire Col-

lege will present Center Ring, which in-

cludes original scripts, vocal performances

and works by Sam Shepard. The produc-

tion will run 8 p.m., Thursday through

Saturday. For tickets and further informa-

tion, call 549-4600, x351, 1-5 p.m

And while we're in a dramatic frame of

mind. Mount Holyoke College will present

Aristophanes' Lysistrate, Friday through

Sunday at at 8 p.m., and Saturday and

Sunday at 2 p.m. Call 538-2406 for tickets

and further information . . .

Also on Friday, Herter Art Gallery will

offer a lecture by Braham Gund, Fellow of

the American Institute of Architecture, 8

p.m., in Herter Auditorium 227 .. .

Your Next Paper

Could be Better Than Your Last

Want Help?

Come to the Writing Center.

Mon, Thurs 7-9 pm:

Pierpont (SoWest)

Baker (Central)|

iTues, Wed, Thurs 3:30-5 pm:

Bartlett 101

Wed 7-9 pm: Bartlett 101

M«1* •mMall nvw r«ft<»IO> tpori

cy*d chof9<o9 »y»t»fn impact roKK

9S *v t'llw tnclutWt Emission T*it

I and fr.ntov*

Lube, Oil & Filter

loclod«» up to 5 qoorts

o«l 0-30 oil, and »a»e1y

chack.

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fu# Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Hd.. No Amherit, MA
Aooss I'om Watroba s St<xe

549-4704

j
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J

Xleotrlcal «xi#lneer«...Computer Sdantlsta...

Math0m«tioUna...lAxitfnag« BveUliMtm.

The National Security Agency analyzes foreign

signals, safeguards our government's vital com-

munications and secures the government's massive

computer systems.

NSA's unique, three-fold mission offers you

unheard of career opportunities. Here are Just a few

of the exciting possibilities.

Blectrlcal SnglnMrlng. Research and develop-

ment projects range from individual equipments to

complex interactive systems involving micro-

processors, mini-computei^s and computer graphics.

Facilities for engineering analysis and design

automation are among the most advanced anywhere

Computer Science. Interdisciplinary careers in-

clude systems analysis and design, scientific applica-

tions programming, data base management systems,

operating systems, graphics, computer security and

networking—all in one of the world's largest com-

puter installations.

Mathematlca. Projects involve giving vitally im-

portant practical applications to mathematical con-

cepts. Specific assignments could include solving

communications-related problems, performing long-

range mathematical research or evaluating new

techniques for computer security.

Lan^ua^e Speciallets. Challenging assignments

for Slavic, Near-Eastern and Asian language majors

include rapid translation, transcription and

analysis /reporting. Newly-hired language specialists

may receive advanced training in their primary

language(s)

In addition to providing you with unheard of chal

lenges, NSA offers a highly competitive salary and

benefits package Plus, you"ll have the chance to live

in one of the most exciting areas of the country—

between Washington, DC, and Baltimore, Md.

Sound good? Then find out more Schedule an in-

terview through your College Placemeiit Office or

write to the National Security Agency.

HAYRIDE
PARTY ON OUR HAYWAGON

DAY OR NIGHT. BONFIRE

AND PICNIC AREA PROVIDED

Whatif
youdoritget

intothe

grad school
ofyo^^^c^o^^^^

Of couree. you niay get into

another school, but why settle?

Prepare for the LSAT, GMAT.

ORE MCAT or any grad school

entrance exam with the best test

prep organization— Stanley H.

Kaplan.

For nearly 50 years. Kaplans

test- taking techniques have pre-

pared over 1 million students for

admission and licensing te>ts of

all kinds. So call. Why go to just

any grad school, when you

can go to the right one?

NSA will be on campus November 20, 1985. Fbr

an appointment, contact your placement office.

Unheard of Career Opportunities

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
ATTN; M322(N)
Port Meade, MD 20756 6000

US Citizenship required

An equal oppnrtunilv employer

TONIGHT
Tuesday Oct 22nd

Alternative Lifestyles Night

D.J. TONY KORD
Wednesday Oct 23rd

EIGHT TO THE BAR
Kings and Queens of the Wild Party Scene

$6.00 at the door

Thursday Oct 24th

THE JOHN COSTER BAND
iinniiiiffi miitanu at i\ii%^iii\

Tuesday. Octolxer 22, 1985'

Doonesbury
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

SAL,MIKB5AyS)/0U'RB m^Q
MVINdPfWLEMeFIT- mfiffjc,

sooiAimiMe^ ID FilmuimMy
FOOMMATe^ ANDALL TH£ OTHBR PRB
MePFLAMeRS, The ClAyS OF TWf

UVItiSPeAP?

THe.tmxe ATMO^PHBFa hbj^
STINKS, MAN. THaAPMINl^mriON,

THB FAOIlTi, THf/^ LUNQiMeAT
couRses, TheyALL stinki this

-^ ^^'^^ PLACE. MAKS5MB.

weather

Today: A mixture of sun-

shine and clouds with highs

ranging in the 55-60 range.

Tonight: Partly cloudy for

the start of the IM football

playoffs and the rest of the

night. Lows in the 40s.

Tomorrow: Variable
cloudiness with
temperatures in the 60-65

range.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

weLLThe^J.iiL jusr

TBLL mS^ONF WeN I'LL
HOIMYOUCjOOKBP

INTO OeWNCf
FflNNY'UFT
IMPLANTS

LA6TmRCH.

I

WLLeve^--

OHNOM
WONT//

Attention all Collegian staff

All Collegian staff using the computer terminals must

have a certification card by the end of this week. For

anyone who has not been trained, Mat Atkins will be

holding training sessions at 4 p.m. today and at 2 p.m.

tomorrow. Sign up in the newsroom and talk to Mat if

you cannot make these times but still need to be trained.

Gordy By Gorde

H£KF£UA$ff

ME?

WOULD EITHER OF
you <5UY5 HA\JE
CHAM&E FOR. A

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

Ke^O it:

X'^ so T/AE^V

Surfman by Bart

Freaker Patrol

0s9»\JT THC

ByDowe and O'Brien

Hr . x'(r\ 'Q\FFl
CJMAT OJQuCb VOO

Houj
/^botrr/*

/

PussJAW VODIfA .'

6€T -TMis P/v/ro
»Scot»A>Dpet o</fofM

t^>f<.C, Looey foT? H«rr^

Cue Oit>'A/f Hf\^e fb uSf

I

Attention all editors, AMEs
copy editors

George Forcier of the Greenfield Recorder will be giv-

ing a workshop on headlines, use of photos and layout at

7 p.m. on Thursday. This should V)e a great workshop and

will be mandatory for all of you (no attendance, no pay

this week, unless you have a marvelous excuse). All staff

and correspondents are welcome to attend— this will

count toward staff status.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Mited b> Trude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Homeot Tenny

son s Illy maid

8 Graduate e«am
12 Worsted tabfic

13 Kindo' pass

16 University ot

ticials

17 Dancef I'om

Omaha
i(j — *edown

hearted''

iy Become
useless

21 Objects tor

recycling

23 Loki s son

24 Hummocl<s
2b Goll pro Jim

27 Give a title

29 Distance ot

some wins

30 Money, in

Lisbon

32 Enisling Lai

34 Rise. lil>ea

Lippi7aner

35 Charges
36 Supplicate

39 Bridge play

42 Shopping area

43 Pertaining to a

period

tb Started a card

game
47 With and

a bound
Coleridge

49 txjy

b\ Ending with lot)

ill mob
>, Words ol en

, oiifagompni

S'. I figid

'.I. »kw\ ,)doin

ineni

' Spread waimin
'I W.ili ilecoia

lions

liu Builder loi o"P
111 I'lialted in

hl'MUI'V

".' I. on>mLil»»f s t*'

DOWN
1 M,lht> luil't^ii"

. B,«"t<n

1 W <'\ ,i".l pi>.

4 CocKney s

abode
5 Duch loiiower

6 Composer
Dvoran

7 Person *no
leaves a aiIi

8 Henry William

son s Ta»iia

9 Stales ol being

prepared

10 Musical

passages
11 Munificence

13 Not yet

14 Can or tray

15 Tenant

20 Ironstone and

tinstone

22 James Bond
lor one

26 Herbs
28 Appearance
31 Oasis tidbit

33 Emgency
35 Lii>e some

coiiee

36 Western
Americans

iJ Kindol sheet

38 Nev» Jersey

capital

39 Name in

tashions

40 Pall

41 imponsnt
person in

November
44 New Zealand

trees

46 People who
never give up

48 nee

50 Macaw
53 vane letters

54 Dutch com
mune et al

58 I, in Bonn

ANSWER TO PREVIOU S PUZZ LE

iOXMByj<iAisj_J
iR S_ AMP.A.S. S :

MiU!

t«li» I . *<*t*'' (i(T)r-i »>»rt<licilr 10/2278$



10 Collegian,

You've Learned

About Power. .

This Spring,

Experience It!

Di'^trict Council 37, AFSCME, New York City's largest union, is

offering Spring legislative internship to qualified juniors or

seniors.

Government, Politics, and Labor

As the representative of 120.000 state and municipal workers,

District Council 37 is at the crossroads of politics and government.

From budgets to bill drafting to research to press conferences, in-

terns learn policy and politics from some of the best m the

business. Recent areas of union concern include toxic torts,

E.R.A., comparable worth, and tax reform.

Nuts and Bolts

Most schools award full academic credit for the January-to-June

Albany internship. Interns also receive a $550 monthly stipend

We are seeking applicants who write well, speak effectively, and

thrive on pressure.

Resumes, with a cover letter to:

Norman M. Adler, Director

Political Action and Legislation

District Council 37, AFSCME
125 Barclay Street, NY, NY 10007

Questions? Call (212) 815-1552

Applications close November 15, 1985

UPC DEC PRESENTS

r '*

' )//cross

THUR OCT 24th

UMASS F.A.C. ^
$12.00 UMASS ^ ^

<^^'
>^<>

o^'
$14.00 PUBLIC 1^

Don't miss Morris as i^^^^ P^\UL
<5/^ YOUNG

guest V-J on MTV Tues
at 10 PM

OPENING BAND:
FULL FORCE

and
LILA LISA

UMass $13.50

Public $15.00

and The Royal Family

with Special Guest
Tix on sale Oct. 9th

Sat. Oct. 26th

F.A.C. UMass
8 PM

TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE ARTS CENTtP . SPfliNOFIELD CIVIC CENTEB

STOP » SHOP LOCATIONS IN NORTHAMPTON. HOLVOKE GREENFIELD

*PITTSFIELO NO CANS BOTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES UMASS lOJEayifltD

Tuesday. October 22. 1985

'cacji

ALC RENESS
WEEK

OCTOBER 21 - 25

MONDAY
ALC0H0L:TH1NK1NG ABOUT DRINKING
12:00-1:00
' 'Drinking and the Need for Power

Dr. Andrew Sorenson. Director University

Division of Public Health

••ON THE ROAD AGAIN"- Marck Morrison,

Mime Campus Center Concourse (Also ap-

pearances in seleiUjH classrooms dunng the

day.)

• 1:30-4:00 Workshops

WEDNESDAY
ALCOHOL: HEALTH ISSUES

10:00-11:30

••Hou! Can AlcoholicsAnonymousHelpr'

12:00-1:00

••Women and Alcohol: How Are Women

Special ?
'

'

' 1:30 - 3:00Workshop

7:00-10:00

••Alcohol Hotline"

545-2684 or 2685

FRIDAY
ALCOHOL: PARTY

• 1:30-3:00 Workshops

U:00-6:00
PARTY Blue Wall

Entertainers,

Steve and John Kowalczyk,

Jazz Duo

TUESDAY
ALCOHOL: LAW & LIABILITY

10:30-12:00

••Law and Liability: How are we affectedf

Lawyer and University personnel officers

1:00-2:30

••Drinking and Driving"

Police & treatment professionals

• 1:30-3:00 Workshops

THURSDAY
ALCOHOL: FAMILY & FRIENDS

12:00-1:00

"// You are Concerned About Students or a

Colleague. .

."

Treatment professionals

•
1 :30-3:00 Workshop

7:00-10:00

•Alcohol Hotline"

Specials on non-alcohol alternative drinks and

other surprises.

JOIN US!

* For More Details:

An Educational/Information Table on the

Campus Center Concourse will be staffed

every day 10:00-4:00 by University Peer

Educators.

Workshops by University Alcohol Education

Prop"am

The Residence Hall will also be scheduling

various workshops, entertainment, games,

non-alcohol beverage events during the

course of the week.

All activities held in

the Campus Center Rm 168

complex unless otherwise

indicated.

COMMITTEE ON ALCOHOL USE
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS^

SB

:1a .Student Special

\0

.it
u

^^' TUB for
spS3

t?

OUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mai!)

Daily
Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500

HIGH STYLE at Low Costs

Even college students can afford

to look good at Marjon

also:

Tanning

and

waxing

K4arjo»

,
Hair

start at

cuts $8.00

perm 38.00

foiling 45.00

shampoo/cut/dry 14.00

Marjon Hair Design

Mountain Farms Mall

Rt9
Hadlev, Ma

586-4551

Aa
it^

1

!
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Soccer gets test, stickers tie ^Abraham continued froTH page 12

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's soccer

team goes up against the

top ranked division two
team in the nation.

Southern Connecticut State

University, in an important

New England contest at 3

p.m. today in Nev Haven.

The Minutemen (12-4) are

vying with Boston Universi-,

ty for the second New
England spot in the NCAA

tournament. The Terriers

played Southern (11-1-1) to

a scoreless tie earlier this

season, so a win for UMass
today would help its

chances.

"It's a must game for us,"

said UMass coach Jeff Get-

tler. "BU and UMass are up

for grabs for the playoffs."

The Owls promise to be a

tough opponent as their on-

ly loss this season was to

Clemson, the number one

team in division one.

"They (SC) are super

talented," said Gettler.

"They keep the ball on the

team and are very
dangerous."

Southern is led by for-

wards Elias Zurita and Mar-

'vin Etienne. "They are

fabulous players," said Get-

tler. "Both are real good

one-on-one players."

The Minutemen must also

look out for Brian Bliss, a

member of the US National

Team this summer. Bliss

can play at either midfield

or sweeper back.

Gettler is looking for a big

game from his front line.

"The forwards have to keep

the ball on the team. We
need to be upbeat."

"We have to shut them
down in the important parts

of the field, in front of our

goal, and keep pressure on

them."

Senior Don Donahue (5-4,

1.65 goals average) will

start in goal for the

Minutemen.

Despite poor weather con

ditions and a sloppy field,

the fifth ranked UMass field

hockey team continued its

last second heroics, scoring

on the games final play to

salvage a 2-2 tie with the

University of New Hamp-

shire on Saturday, exten-

ding the UMass unbeaten

streak to seven games. The
stickers play Dartmouth to-

day at home at 3 p.m.

The dramatic goal came
with just two seconds re-

maining as Senior Judy
Morgan sent a drive past

the UNH goalkeeper off an

assist from Sophomore
right wing Amy Robertson.

(Collegian Staff member
John A. Nolan contributed

to this story.)

ding in a women's soccer player.

If there was ever a question, there isn't now. Howard

Cosell is a parody of himself, a complete uiiot. The World

Series is better off without him.

Mark down November 23 on your calendar and be at the

Cage early: the UMass basketball team takes ..n sacnficial

lamb Merrimac College to open its season.

Look for freshman forward Duane Chase when you re

there, this kid has the tools to be a great one. We're talk-

ing major dunks here, big ones.

Finally ... the Cardinals in six, UMass 24, BU 10 on

Saturday, the Celtics from wire to wire and me to catch

even more hell from New Yorkers. Happy Birthday on

Friday to my Mom.

Sports Notice

Anyone interested in being a manager for th< women's

I

basketball team should contact Karen Byrne at .'>4 5-26 10

or Sue Skarzynski at 546-4930. Contact the baskflhall of-

fice in 220 Boyden for more information

SAVINGS OF 50%

in our Historic Stone Mill

WARE SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY STORE
Women's Cashmere and All Wool Coats

Introducing: Coats, Pea Coats and Rainwear by Evan Picone

Petite - Regular and Half Sizes

WARE SHOE OUTLET
All Leather Shoes -

Nickels, Jazz and Paloma

Merchandise sold only

in fine stores and better catalogs

Gold:
Forged in a Tradition

of Excellence

Because the Officers wearing it are the best

in the world at what they do

. . . they have to be

INDUSTRIES YARD
Ware, Massachusetts

Hours: Weekday - 9-4:30; Saturdays - 9-1

(20 minutes from UMass
on Route 9)

It takes a special breed

of aviator to meet the

challenges of Naval

Aviation. Strong, dedi-

cated professionals

who can control the

world's most sophisti-

cated aircraft. There's

no room over the

oceans for aviators

that are second-best.

To find out if you're qualified, see the Navy Representa-

tive that will be in the Campus Center on October 28.

1985 or call collect (518) 462-61 19.

Minority Students Encouraged to Apply

Beneath the surface

pulses a unique

environment few will

ever challenge. Only an

uncompromised
standard of excellence

earns a submariner his

dolphins. The Navys
Nuclear Propulsion

Officers wear them.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^ ^^"^^^^^^^^^ « ,^ ^ Mr- k. Ti c. Q.yiK . o'iCi Fri • npaHlinfi is 2 davs orior to Dublication dav
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2 30 Fri

uome lo V.U cy
^^^^ .^ advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

Rarquetball Conrt Time Now Availmbic

Downtown Amherst. Individual or grouy

memberships. Call 253-252H for »ielails

Firat T'ommuniration Disorden Club
Meeting to b«- helii Tues Oct. 22. 7;(K) pm
120 Arnold House all welcome

1979 Chevette excellent condition

$12<)0/BO 546-722() after 7 pm

MMMW nUvT 12 noon.
lrti)r(fe & Mike LOST

1972 Buick Centurion convertible t><)0$

or RO call .nil ,''>4K14:n

HELP WANTED

•CASH*

Workihop for
Writ

PayrholoKX Majora:

Resume Writing. Conducted hy Floyd

Martin Tuesday October 22nd 4 pm Tobin

304 _^
Leabran/Biiexual/Cay Counaelinit Col-

lective IS o|>en Monday. Wodnesiiay,

Thursday 3-7; Tuesday 1-3. Drop by room

l33Si; or call 5-2«45l__

Lutheran Student Fellowahip will meet
ttcdncsilav 5:30 7:30 pm al Immanuel
Lutheran Church for supjKT and a discus-

<ion on healinn ministries.

UPC GenerarMeetinf!! fi:30 pm Tuesday

(10/22) in the Commonwealth Rofim,

Those working uuoominn concen.s must

attend! New members always welcome.

Paving raah for vonr baicball cardi call

Mike 546-6105

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

imywool only »30 in the Concourse 3 days

a week in October gee you there

DEAD

Help Help Help Help Help Help Help

1 didn't ifel any tickets for this lour. If you

have any extra Won-ester or New .lersey

tix please call me. Malkins 256-1203

545-5500

1974 Dodge Dart 6 cyl. auto P.S. 4 new
radials AM-FM cass runs well 1660.

.=i4!»-0019 _____^
1979 Datiun 310 30 mpe t\9UU call

1-589-7462 or l-!>83-2120 ask for Mark

78 Datsun B2I0Tsp !t200o7teel radials 2

new radial snows on rims good
shape/mileage needs brakes $850.00

.549 4

1

33

1978 Sunbird new radials, sundard, low

mileage great condition $1650 ,549-4.598

Toyota Corolla 4 d<Kir 4 speed 1974 wh
snows rebuilt 16(M) motor $450 665-25'

ENTERTAINMENT

EnterUinment Agency.
'eo dance.s.

Rark-A-Diac „
Disc .lockeys. large screen vide

light shows' and rentals. 549 7144

AKC German Shepard Puppiea black &
lan 413-655-2788 anytime

Bavbanki Winner wants to b«'II the 10

<pof<i liikf $1.50 or best offer Call I'hris

,tl H.60,'>4

AFS
FOR RENT

AFS returnee* are wanted to help recruit

and interview students. Here is your

chance lo meet other returnees. Contact

Jean Franson SOM-MBA Box 34

AUDIO

Sunderland. 1 bdrm apt. on busline.

420/monlh. ever>thing included. Avail

immediately: 665-3440. leave message

Flaber lOO-watt rack ayatem, linear

track turntable, equalizer, dual cass.

$8.50/BO call Bill at 545-0182

TV Magnavox 19 inch color RC. $75 call

584 3428

AirrO FOR SALE

1 bdrm apt avail Nov 2; $400.00 inclusive

calK'arol 2.5«1261 or slop by 118Cliffside

Apts Sunderland

FrTdge^ntaU call R* P Package Stor.'

2.53 9742 free delivery

Paiiport Radar Detector brand new! (iet

the l>est at fraction of cost best offer call

(;ary 2.56-0971

r970 Dodge Dart good ImkIv $3(Kt imi or

liesi <iffer ask for Shamn 665-3749

Cuitom PirkupTap for 8 bed all glass

very nice $4.5oAxi call Bill at .5450182

Icelandic Sweater* handknit. good selec

tion call 549 7809

Phillips home Upc deck. Jensen car

siH-akers Both exc cond BO 546-5144

Room in houae available, across St. from

campus. 15 minutes to town, F.P.. deck,

dark room, washer, drver. big back yard.

|)ets'. 2.50/monlh 549-6364

FOUND

FOR SALE

1975 Ford Maverick (rt«>d condition auto

new tires 53,000 mi asking $1050 rail eve

628 4157^
79 BMW 320 6 cyl. 4 sj>d sunrooi . errelli

AM KM cassette 6iH¥)0 miles excellent

cond. best offer 549 1119

Lab Series lOOw guiUr amplifier exc

$275 or BO call Rob .549 4141

74 VoivoTlTTspeed. 4 d.K.r, 2nd rebuilt

76 engine running very *«'•. B™'<^,,";*|>

Blaupunkt stereo, $1600 or BO. (all .lohn

Men'i wriatwateh in Morrill call Pete at

665 3286 to identify

A woman'! watch! Outjiide Machmer la.s!

Friday. If you can idenlifv it, it's vours'

Sue 6 8116'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Katera. here it la! - Hamy I8th - Have
Kun and Enjoy Best Wishes Mom, Dad,

Overieai Joba. .Summer, yr round

Eurojie, S. America, Australia, Asia. All

fields $900-20(M1 mo. Sightseeing. Kn-e in-

fo Write I.IC. Box 52MA1 Corona Del

Mar. CA 92625

Tutor needed Introductory Physics

5;j6-2286

AFS retumeea are needed lo help recruit,

and interview students Contact Jean

Franson S( )M MBA Box .34

Nursing aaaiaUnta: all shifts, flexible

sche<luling. competitive salary, fringe

benefits, Amherst Nursing Home
2.56-8185

Kitchen aida: Part lime p<isitions. Morn-

ing and afterniMin. Excellent salary anri fr

inge lienefits. Amherst Nursing Home
2.56-8185

Cooked in a buay resUurant? We want

talented saule ciMiks with experience, an

prep C(M>ks. Do dishes'* We need you too.

Apply Judies, Amherst

Accounting cTerk BuUerifield kitchen for

the Spring semester minimum commit-

ment IS one academic year 6 hours/week

$4 25/hour with free room and baord. Aii-

plications are available al the Butterfield

KiU-hen Office and are ilue by 5 pm on

Nm-, L 1»H5^ —
-TEGATaSSISTANTS WANTED

Appir now for a full-time intemahip ai

the lyegal Services Office for the Spring.

1986 semester. Aid attorneys in client in

t^rviewB, preparation of court forms

maintenance of continuing caseload, giv

mg advice and referrals and invest igatiom

and research V\> to 15 credits may K'

receiveti fn>m academic dejwrlments

(lain valuable exi^rience in the legal pP'

fession while working on campus >•

previous exf«-nence in Ihe legal profession

ne«-essarv. training is providcl. Deaillin.-

to begin'the formal application process is

NovemlMT 6 Kor birther informal loti. call

mary at Legal Services, 5451995

Blue overnlKht ahoulder bag with un
strap lost on bus from Boston clothes m-

side reward call 546-4756

Loiirmale cTt named Fred m. (Millar But

terscolch coloring Cliffsulc Apts area call

665 7630 after 5:00

Key* oirir"telex" key chain on 10/10

around i'C area contact Jeff .549- 1.'{81

IVee kevs oiTa braaa Snoopy jieychain

They coufd lie anyplat-e, who knows?! Call

Annie, 256 8693. Reward!

A watclTon campua. Rewanl for return.

Call 549 7732

$30 for return of manmn backpack with

viirdi- tioii..ni and black in Ion straps t^iken

from Hampshire Dining ("ommons Thurs-

lav 10/10 I'al! 546 6936

RIDERS WANTED

To Ruffalo (Roch. OK) leaving 10/24 call

2.560203 anytime

Grev with purple denim jacket and key

on while plastic cil kevchain If found call

.546-5031

MOTORCYCLES

1982 Honda Nighthawk 650 excellent

condition low miles with helmets call Dave

.549-7882 .„ _
PERSONALS

ROOMMATE WANTED

Roommate wanted for Northampton apt

r«'nt 250$ call Chris :5H4 5505

Female wanted neai, resixmsible. own
nxmi $'2.32 plus ulil. Must iiay $696 up
front call 549-0490 8 10 am 1 6- 11 :30 pm or

(617)436 2783

1 or 2 nnnamoking femalei to join me in

finding an a|>arlinent li' move inni im-

mediately or in .lanuary call .546-4009

Female wanted Brandywine shari' two
betlrooni $145 heat hut water included

.5494.598

SERVICES

David Aaaro of Glouceater call Susan

Asaro

We're all too tired to write anything

New atudenta articlei left at Summer
Oricntalion must lie daimeil by (Vt 25.

Rm 101 Berkshire

Lynn You are Ihe light of nis life l.<'is

dance luv Fran (

'

Home needed fast for a ihrct- year "M
female. Blue(>oint Siamese cal Uuict in

nature I am moving away ami need (o find

a home for her If interested please con

tact Jill .549-7537

TAILOR Alteration Expert Same Day
S<'rvice Available SHAANN'S Ri 116

Sunderland 0|H'n 8 am 665 3878

COINS 123/121 tutoring 5 (Kl jkt hr

former 123/121 grader Alex 256 12.'t9

Brian'* Typing Service. Fast, accurate.

Available almost anytime. 665 765'2

Spaniah "Tutor (native apeaker) Please

.all Mlgiielini- .586 3100 ext 3357 (after

7:30 pm)

TRAVEL

Jamaica in Januarv and March for imly

$399 Call Kevin at •2.56-ltW7 for deUil*

PR(»FE8SI0NAT?rYPING SKRVICK TYPINtJ « WORD PROCESSING

Ca»e». paper*. di**ertation*. the*e*, "o

campus. ile(i«'ndable, outstanding iiuality.

Miw rates. .584 7924

REWARD

Next day service. TYPK, RITK 253 51 1

1

QIALITY TYPINt;. Long .ir short pro

),nis Will rorreci grannar, spelling, ii

iiunituation Meticulous pronfreaJing

New IBM tvjH'wnt

ICUloUS [iron

er 5490367
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fclli-triiin pholo by Scott Maguirf

Massachusetts defensive coordinator Jim Reid (center) talks strategy with his team during

Saturday's 20-7 win over Maine.

UM gets one for Coach Reid
Maine victory was a big one for Minuteman assistant

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts defensive coordinator

Jimmy Reid was uncharacteristically quiet the week

before the Minutemen played the University of Maine on

Saturday.

Usually, all you have to do is ask the assistant coach a

single question and he rattles off a stream of football con-

sciousness.

But he changed for a week, getting little sleep, spen-

ding long hours in his cramped office, crouched over

defensive play charts, determined to find a way to not

just beat the Black Bears, but to shut them down.

Reid's defensive unit. Division 1-AA's top-ranked team

in scoring defense, knew something was up. Coach Reid

had something to prove.

An assistant coach at UMass since 1974, Reid

graduated from Maine in 1973. He paid his dues as an

assistant, putting together defenses that dominated the

Yankee Conference. The 1978 team allowed just 13

points-per-game on way to the 1-AA national champion-

ship game. He saw one of the stars of that team, defen-

sive end Steve Telander, become a fellow UMass assis-

tant as he waited for his chance.

He was named interim head coach when Bob Pickett

retired after the 1983 season, but saw Bob Stull come

from Washington and be named U) the top position. He

waited some more.

Maine head coach Ron Rogerson then left for

Princeton at the end of the 1984 season giving Reid

another chance at a head coaching job.

Maine seemed perfect for Reid. It was his alma mater

and the school had the same work ethic he grew up with

in Medford, a tough Eastern Mass working-class town

where sports provided an avenue to college.

His hopes of finally landing a head coaching job were

raised when he was named one of the finalists, but Reid

lost the job to Boston University assistant Buddy

Teevens, who was just a senior in college when Reid's

defense was menacing the Yankee Conference in 1978.

And now he was facing Maine, wanting a game more

than he had in quite awhile. His defense called a meeting

before the game. Coach Reid wanted the game it was

agreed, let's get it for him.

It was Reid's type of game, played in a cold drizzle on a

muddy field and dominated by the defense, his defense.

UMass forced seven Maine turnovers, setting up the of

fense for two easy scores. They allowed only one

touchdown and gave Reid the game ball in tribute. He

had proven his point.
,,

"Hey, he's the best coach I've ever had, I mean ever,

said big nose tackle Mike Dwyer, who contended with

double and triple teams all day to open up tackles Mike

Kowalski, Steve Robar and Manny Fernandez. "We had

to win this game."
,

"Coach Reid is well ... we love the guy, there s

nothing we wouldn't do for him," said freshman

linebacker John McKeown, the latest in a long-lme of

UMass defensive stars. "He didn't say anything to us,

he's like that, but we knew, we knew he wanted it. It was

a special day for him."

Reid sat in the locker room after the game with his son

Matthew, back to his mile-a-minute self, a burden off his

shoulders and another goal met.

"I didn't say anything all week, I just let it dwell in my

mind ... this was Maine," said Reid. "This means so

much to me, I've got a game ball. This is great."

It's not every day that an assistant coach steps into the

spotlight, but not every assistant coach is a Jim Reid

either. He's one guy who deserves any glory he gets.

Top-ranked
UM women
at Harvard
Soccer, 12-0, gets tested

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The record is deceiving. But University of

Massachusetts women's soccer coach Kalekeni Banda

isn't fooled by Harvard University 4-5-3 record.

"Don't write them off," he said. "They're strong

They're not pushovers. They always have a sense ot

urgency."
, , ,

Harvard is also a squad that has beaten the top-ranked

Minutewomen twice in the last two years. UMass' only

win over the Crimson since 1982 came m last year s

NCAA playoffs.
. ^ ^ .

, .

.

The two squads renew their rivalary in Cambridge this

afternoon at 3 p.m. and the 12-0 Minutewomen will be fac-

ing one of the top goalies in the nations. Crimson

sophomore Tracee Whitley.

"Beating Harvard means beating Whitley and its as

simple as that," Banda said. Whitley has almost single-

handedly kept the Crimson afloat this season.

Harvard has had trouble scoring, scoring only nine goals

in 12 games, while giving up eight. "They'll be looking for

the long ball and looking for the quick goal," Banda said.

"They are still looking to make the playoffs and they 11 do

everything they have to do."

UMass hasn't had a lot of trouble scoring with 52 goals

to the opposition's two but Banda is stressing defense

defense to his undefeated squad. "We have to win the

50/50 balls right off the bat," he said. "We have to be fast

and hard."
. ^ , i j *u

As its been all season, strong defense has sparked the

Minutewomen offense and Banda expects today's game to

be the same. Freshman forward Beth Roundtree and

sophomore Monica Seta share the team scoring lead with

22 points. And UMass keeper Jan Holland has given up

just one goal all year.

The squads have had five common opponents. UMass

beat Dari;mouth 6-0, Adelphi 5-1, UConn 1-0, Vermont 3-0

and the University of New Hampshire 4-0. Harvard lost to

Adelphi 1-0 in overtime, UConn 1-0 in overtime, and beat

New Hampshire 2-0, Vermont 2-0, and Dartmouth 2-0.

More impressive is the fact that Harvard tied third-

ranked Boston College 1-1. But it will take more than im-

pressive previous performances for the Crimson to knock

off the nation's number one team.

"We don't want to leave anything to chance," Banda

said. "We don't want to make their season."

UM women win
x-country meet

Random sporting thoughts...
It's been a long time since I've attempted this, first the

new computers and then all the irat« New Yorkers . .
.
well

anyway: ,
Dwight Evans and Jackie Gutierrez to Kansas City for

either Danny Jackson or Mark Gubicza? I'd hold out for

Jackson, but settle for Gubicza.

But why do I have the feeling that the Sox will stay with

the status quo, happy to draw fans, make money and

never contend. . —

Peter Abraham
At least trade Mark Clear, to anybtxly, please.

First team Atlantic 10 all-name team. St. Bonaventure

freshman Radcliffe "Rocky" Llewellyn. ^
. . ,

Would you have pitched to Jack Clark in that situation.'

Who will the Celtics keep? How about them Bruins and

who will win the Heisman? Boy, do I love this time of year.

News Item: Pat Ewing throws an elbow at Steve

Stipanovich and the two get ejected after a fight. It s Ew-

ing's third fight and the season hasn't even started. Who

does this guy think he is, he's got a lot of growing up to do

before becoming a force in the NBA.
Put money on it now, lots too, the Patriots will lose to

Tampa Bay this week.

Speaking of New Yorkers: If NY schools are so wonder-

ful (as I've been told many times recently) why aren't you

there? I was going to go to Ithaca but couldn't stomach the

thought of four years of not being able to see the Celtics on

TV.
Dave Flutie, I mean Doug Palazzi . . . Dave Palazzi. The

comparison hasn't been made yet, but he's the best

freshman quarterback out of New England since you-

know-who.
I wouldn't want to be a kid now, imagine reading about

Yaz doing cocaine or Sandy Koufax getting high before

pitehing? Where are our heroes today?

The Dallas Cowboys sent me a letter asking me to write

back with a list of players I think would make good profes-

sionals, plus the best athlete on campus, regardless of

sport. I'm thinking of screwing up their computer and sen-

continued on page 11

By PHIL SAYLES
Collegian Correspondent

Both University of

Massachusetts cross coun-

try teams returned to action

last weekend as the men
placed third at the Piastern

Championships at Burl-

ington, Vt., while the

women emerged victorious

at the Holy Cross Invita-

tional in Worcester.

For the women, senior hill

specialist Lauren Heyl

nogotiated the rugged
course well enough to place

first in an impressive time

of 18:27.

"This was Laurt-n's type

of race," said

Massachusetts head coach

Caroline Gardener, "She

really runs her best on the

tough courses."

Rounding out the top

three for the race were

UVM's Diane Hanks and

Holy Cross' Katie Redden,

with time of 18:33 and

18:35, respectively. For the

Minutewomen, Karen
Holland finished eighth

overall and Doreen
Erickson was 14th.

"This was a big victory

for us," noted Gardiner, "It

will give us good momen-
tum going into next week's

meet (at New Hampshire)."

In the Easterns, the men
were the victims of the Pro-

vidence College cross coun-

try juggernaut, as the

Friars low team score of 21

was 60 points below the

nearest competitor.
Southern Connecticut. The
Minutemen, however, were

able to salvage a respectable

third place finish among the

15 team field with a strong

overall team effort.

Sports ataglance

Today

Field Hockey: Dartmouth, NOPE Field, 3 p.m.

Women's Soccer: at Harvard, 3 p.m.

Men's Soccer: at Southern Connecticut, 3 p.m.
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Rent control

proposed for

Amherst area
Two housing rental proposals for

Amherst will be addressed at this week's

Town Meeting, after the town's Rent Con-

trol Study Commission (RCSC) reported
•

that many tenants in the area are paying a

large amount of their income for rent.

A town warrant article sponsored by

RCSC Chairman Kenneth Mosakowski

proposes that the town establish a rent

review board to examine cases of high ren-

tal housing costs on a case-by-case basis.

As a alternative to Mosakow ski's plan,

the Pioneer Valley Housing Association

(PVHA) is proposing that the town

establish a $200,000 fund to subsidize in-

dividual families who are paying more than

35 percent of their gross yearly income on

rent.

Under the PVHA's play, a committee

would be created which would decide who

is eligible for a subsidy and how much cash

they will receive.

But the PVHA, made up of local

landlords, has not decided whether college

students living away from their parents

will be eligible for rent subsidy as perma-

nent residents.

But Mosakowski said he feels the

$200,000 which the town would spend

under the subsidy plan would be better

continMed on page 12

C«UcgimB plwto liy Michcll ScgUl

MOCKING ART—Art history profesror Mark Roskill, third to left, and

members of his art history 522 class participate in one of several skits portray-

ing a mocking and nihilistic form of art called Dadaism that was popular in

Europe during the 1920s. . .—

Phone service

could cut rates

by 30 percent
By BRIAN BLOCK
Collegian Correspondent

A long-distance discount service called

UMATEL, which m akes use of inactive

circuits already installed at the University

of Massa chusetts, is now being im-

plemented for on-campus residents.

UMATEL is a campus-based trial ver-

sion of "MCI" or "SPRINT" developed to

expand the previously installed long

distance service used by University

employees, Roger Barbeau, assistant

telecommunications manager, said.

Student subscribers can expect a 25 to

30 percent savings below conventional

rates. The savings are greatest in the calls

made within the 617 area code, he said.

"We lease circuits that management
use during the day to make long distance

calls and are not being utilized at night,"

Barbeau said. To accommodate the new
service, the telecommunications depart-

ment bought additional switehing equip-

ment which transfers long distance calls

locally.

Unlike most other systems, Barbeau
said, studetns who subscribe to UMATEL
do not have to make all their long distance

calls with the University system.

"We want to make sure that if anything

happens to our long distance switeh that

they can still get out," he said.

Instead of a monthly fee, a $50 down
payment is required to start the service

and goes towards bill payments. But if

$50 worth of calls are not made, the re-

maining money can be carried over to the

next semester's charges or can be refund-

ed, Barbeau said.

continued on page 15

UMass women reflect on meeting
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

Four University of Massachusetts

women who attended the Non-
Govemmental Conference for Women in

Nairobi, Kenya this summer said yesterday

their time in Africa allowed them to get

close to a "diverse" group of women who

"shared common problems,"

"17,000 women attended the conference

and came from every known part of the

worid, but basically women are essentially

dealing with the same set of issues," said

Barbara Love, associate professor of the

school of education who is involved in that

school's division of international leader-

ship.
.

Love recalled a conversation she

overheard between a male American

reporter and the wife of a leader in a third

world country in which she said the

American took on a patronizing tone. "He

asked her why women were given no equal

rights in her country and she replied, 'why

haven't you passed your ERA (Equal

Rights Amendment).'"

Remi Pai, who also works for the center

for international Leadership, said the

issues of reproductive rights and health are

ones womens in the first and third worlds

are currently facing. She stressed that the

Reagans administration's attempts to im-

plement a Natural Family Planning Policy

will ultimately affect women in the third

world.

"Developing countries are placed in a

dilemma. If they do something they think

may alleviate problems, it is linked to

perhaps receiving or not receiving aid,"

Pai said.

"Imagine if you worked in a small clinic

(in a third world country) that provided

contraception services and abortion to

women and you're told you must sign a

contract saying the only thing you will pro-

vide is education about the (rythym

method) and stop giving abortions," she

said.

As an example of other roles the US
plays in the third world, Pai pointed out the

CollcKiui photo br Mu-ia Bull

Barbara Love, associate professor in

the school of education.

in 1982 the US government funded a $15

million project in Bangladesh where, in

order to cut down on a growing population,

women would be "forcefully sterilized and

given the equivalent of one dollar if they

went through the operation."

Director of the Office of Third World

Programs in the Fine Arts Center Roberta

Uno Thelwell, said her experience in

nairobi was "extremely and immediately a

disappointing one at first."

"There was never one time when we all

sat down together to decide what our

plans, what our agenda was." Because

there were no "conference reporters," and

because "things were done on a very in-

dividual basis," it revealed, "the marginal

condition of women," Thelwell said.

"They are still being locked out of true

power and real definition," she said.

Thelwell did add that she was "inspired"

to see that "in spite of there being no

main central organization for women, they

sat down and said, 'this will make a dif-

ference in our lives'."

Negotiators

given power

to strike
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

Union employees of the Lord Jeffery Inn,

who are currently negotiating a new con-

tract, cleared the way for a possible strike

when they voted yesterday authorize their

negotiating committee to call for any ac-

tion necessary to break the contract

deadlock.

"Anything we can do to avoid a job ac-

tion at this point we will do, within reason.

We're not going to sell our souls,

however," said Robert Traber, area direc-

tor for local 217 of the hotel and resteraunt

employees union which represents the

employees.
Negotiations between the union and the

Inn, which is 75 percent owned by Amherst

College, have been going on for three

weeks. The employees' contract expires at

midnight tomorrow.

Of the 70 employees whose contracts are

being renegotiated, over half are Universi-

ty of Massachusetts students.

Traber said that negotiations were plann-

ed for last night and tomorrow. "We are

looking for a fair and reasonable contract,

and that includes a raise. We are opposed

to a two-tier pay system," he said. He add-

ed that if an a^rreement is not reached by

10 p.m. tomorrow, the negotiating commit-

tee will meet to decide what action to take.

If a strike is called, it will begin Friday

morning. The employees voted 53 to 2 to

authorize whatever action the committee

feels is necessary.

Edmund Patterson, a desk clerk at the

Inn and a union steward, said that with the

new contract the management wants to

take away the employees' right to set their

own schedules and would eliminate health

insurance that the Inn now provides for

employees.

Patterson said the management of the

Inn would also like to insititue a two-tier

pay system under which new employees

would not be able to achieve pay levels that

current employees achieve. He said

management is trying to cause a division

between current and future employees

which would result in the elimination of the

union.

Eric Nussbaum, the manager fo the Lord

Jeffery Inn, declined to comment on

negotiations except to say, "We are

negotiating with our employees face-to-

face, not through the newspapers of the

press."

The negotiating committee for the union

is composed of Traber, Connie Holt, who is

a union organizer, and 10 Inn employees.

The management negotiating team is

Nussbaum, an assistant manager of the

Inn, and a lawyer who was hired by

Amherst College.

Traber said that as of now, a job action is

likely. "This vote, against the Inn, is more

directed against Amherst College, which

owns the Inn and which is demonstrating

its disdain for the community," Traber

said.
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WORLDANDNATIONALNEWS
Dukakis signs

bill: buckle up
BOSTON AP, -Massachusetts became the 16th state aith

a mandatory sea! beii law yesterday when Gov Michael S

Dukakis signed a bill that he said would --i- •' ' -"^ "^--^
=:

"' -"" '

on automobile insurance costs.

The law. which takes effect Jan 1. calls for a SI 5 fine tor

front-seat and back-seat passengers who fail to buckle up State

officials said they expected it to increase use of safety restraints

from the current 14 percent to more than 60 percent

The bill signing ended a long campaign by Dukakis and a

A ^^1 belt aH-.o'-ates to reverse years of legislative

rndf. :.'. A similar bill was killed in the

?ar by more than a .3-to-l margin

KoQan. very few people thought we would win

ily have a bill and a good bill, but very broad

?3id Dukakis, who demands that all

... .ar buckle up before the vehicle can

CHUSETT5

coalition ot se^jt

oppositior, 'o a

HoL

Today. .'

public supp

passengers i

move
•o make lawbreakers of people or raise

mont^ : I- -'^ . .'.r; re trying to deliver the strongest message

we can Wear your belt"

Public support of the mandatory law will be tested in a non-

binding referendum in November 1986 Legislative opponents

said they will push to repeal the law if Massachusetts residents

vote against it

The law calls for police to use secondary enforcement, in

which they would cite motorists only if they were pulled over

for another infraction. Each passenger who fails to wear a belt

could be fined $15. with parents being held responsible for

youngsters under age 16.

Soviets charged
with violation

Washington (AP) —Defense Secretary Caspar W
Weinberger charged yesterday the Soviet Union has begun

deploying a new mobile nuclear missile in violation of the SALT

II accord and said this provided fresh justification for Presi-

dent Reagan's 'Star Wars" program.

Weinberger confirmed the deployment of the new SS-25

missile in the course of attacking administration critics who

believe "that arms control is a more ethically justifiable course

of action than attempting to strengthen deterrence through

defensive weapons."

"Recent history shows that arms control has hardly been a

raving success," Weinberger told a conference sponsored by

the Ethics and Public Policy Center, a conservative Washington

think tank.

"Today, I can officially confirm that one of their new ICBMs,

the mobile SS-25. is now being deployed and is an unques-

tionable violation of Soviet assurances given to us under the

SALT II accord," he continued.

The SS-25 is road-mobile and can be housed in launcher

garages equipped with sliding roofs. This makes it an extremely

versatile weapon The SS-25 violates the SALT II agreement

that permits development of only new type of ICBM Their

first new type developed, the SS-X 24, is now being tested"

AP Lmaerphoto

BUCKLE UP —Gov. Michael Dukakis holds up a t-shirt yesterday before signing a mandatory seatbelt

bill into law at press conference in Boston.

Eiffht blacks reportedly killed in S. Africa
•—' :j L- J_.-.:„«J ..^A^r a co/-iiritij Ian; that allows Dolice

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) - Rioting flared out

side major cities yesterday with up to eight blacks reported kill-

ed, and a white South African minister said he and five other

churchmen want to talk with the African National Congress,

the main guerrilla organization trying to overthrow the

government.

President P.W. Botha warned that a meeting would'amount

to a challenge of the state's authority'

Security police reportedly an-ested a leader of the United

Democratic Front, the main multiracial organization opposed

to white-minority rule. Colleagues of Trevor Manuel, a member

of the front's national executive who is of mixed-race ancestry.

said he was detained under a security law that allows police

to deny the victim a trial.

"They just walked straight up to him. handcuffed him and

took him away," said Veronica Simmers, an office worker for

the front who said she saw Manuel being detained in the group's

Cape Town offices.

Witnesses said rioters swarmed around the black and mixed-

race neighborhoods east of CapeTown. where it is becoming

increasingly dangerous for whites to travel the highways link-

ing the city to its international airport.

The roads skirt black and mixed-race townships, and young

ambushers heaving stones and gasoline bombs have been at-

tacking white motorists.tacKing wnne rnuiuii&ib. _

Flynn calls for rejection of treaty proposal
WASHINGTON (AP) — A new extradition treaty proposed

by the Reagan administration would ally the United States with

Great Britain in the conflict in Northern Ireland, Boston Mayor

Raymond L. Flynn told the Seante Foreign Relations Commit-

tee yesterday.

Flynn urged the committee to reject the treaty, which is aim-

ed at preventing Irish Republican Army members accused of

crimes in the United Kingdom from seeking asylum in the United

States.

Flynn, who said he opposed terrorism by the IRA. said the

treaty would deal with only part of the problem, and would have

the effect of aiding terrorism, rather tha opposing it.

"A significant body of evidence is available to this commit-

tee demonstrating that the violence by the British security forces

against unarmed Catholics in Northern Ireland, along with the

denial of due proces rights, amount to a very real form of of-

ficial terror, as well as an ongoing source of Catholic alienation

from the institutional structures of Northern Ireland," Flynn said.

Sen. Thomas Eagleton, D-Mo., who has been a harsh critic

of terrorism on both sides in the Northern Ireland conflict, ask-

ed that the Foreign Relations Committee staff assemble a report

on violence committed by the British against the Catholic minori-

ty in the six northern counties of Ireland.

FI>EEING POLICE—Blacks in Johannesburg, South Africa run from clouds

of tear gas fired by police and army troops after attending peace talks between

inmates of a men's hostel and local residents in the suburb of Soweto.
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Introducing: Coats, Pea Coats and Rainwear by Evan Picone

Petite - Regular and Half Sizes
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in fine stores and better catalogs
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Hours: Weekday - 9-4:30; Saturdays - 9-1

(20 minutes from UMast
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1 Grad senate forms

protests against URF
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

An ad hoc committee of the University of

Massachusetts Graduate Student Senate is

currently investigating graduate students

options for actively protesting the Univer-

sal Resource Fee.

Senate Executive Officer John Hayes is

heading the committee, which is attemp-

ting to collect the ideas of graduate

students concerning the issue and con-

solidate them into a plan of action.

The Universal Resource fee merges stu-

dent fees into a single account, which

therefore charges graduate and off-campus

students for the debt service fees on dor-

mitpries and dining commons which they

don't use.

"We plan to start with small-scale ac-

tions while we try to convince the

chancellor to talk to us and at the same

time get graduate students involved and in-

terested in working on the issue," Hayes

said.

Hayes asked students to fill out various

forms such as the change of address and

the Prince House housing application to

create more administrative bookwork for

the University.

"These are just small, aggravatmg ac-

tions that don't hurt anyone badly, but just

pressure the smaller administrators to

pressure the higher ones to do something

about the URF," he added.

Hayes said if no progress is made on the

issue by the end of the semester, the com-

mittee may ask TA's to withold grades in

January and may even urge graduate

students to refuse paying the fee in March.

The committee will work closely with the

Commuter Area Government which is also

organizing a protest of the fee, Hayes said.

A differential fee, which would be higher

for dormitory/dining commons users, was

one option suggested for the committee to

propose to the administration.

Hayes also said that the committee will

consult the Legal Services Office to explore

graduate students' rights and respon-

sibilities concerning the fee and their pro-

test of it it.

Also last night, the senate tabled a mo-

tion endorsing a petiitiori being circulated

by the Union of Concerned Scientists

because there was not a copy of the actual

motion available.

Collegian photo by Jiwl Beckerman

NEARING COMPLETION—A worker rises up towards the Southwest art

sculpture by Hampden dining commons. The project has been under construc-

tion all semester and should be completed soon.

Food eng. gets new head
By RHONDA SWAN
Collegian Correspondent

"Delighted" was the word John R.

Rosenau used to describe his reaction to his

recent appointment as the head of the

department of food engineering at the

University of Massachusetts.

Rosenau, who joined that department in

1973, has participated in several research

projects designed to improve both the food

engineering and food processing in-

dustries.

"It is a logical program that people

interested in engineering should look

into.

"

—John Rosenau

"Business Woman of the Year" Susan Lowance.

Member of Smithhonored

Rosenau said he has several goals, in-

cluding seeing "a closer tie develop bet-

ween the undergraduate program and the

school of engineering." In addition, he said

he would also like to extend those ties to

the food engineering and processing in-

dustries.

Rosenau expressed concern for the

limited number of engineering students

who are aware of the food program. "Our

undergraduate program is a bonafide

engineering program with excellent

placements of graduates in the food pro-

cessing industry and not too many people

know about it."

CollcKtan photo by Scott Mafoir*

John Rosenau, the new head of the

food engfineering department.

"It is a logical program that people in-

terested in engineering should look into,"

he said.

One project Rosenau looks forward to is

combining the efforts of the food engineer-

ing department with those of the plant and

soil sciences department to computerize

the process used to maintain and control

the atmosphere storage for apples without

the use of preservatives. "Computerizing

this process will better keep the product

without labor intensive monitoring."

By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

In observance of National

Businesswomens' Week Oct. 19-26. the

Business and Professional Womens' Club

of Hampshire County named Susan C.

Lowance, director of the Smith Manage-

ment Program, "Business Woman of The

Year."

Honored for "her serious commitment

to the education and advancement of

women as managers," Lowance said,

"Our nation is not very far along for

women who are managing a career and

faimly at the same time. There are a lot of

opportunity before there is any support

system is in place."

She pointed out that though women

may be moving up in business fields,

things like family management and male

awareness are still not considered impor-

tant issues in American society. "It's like

having a Ferrari before all the roads are

paved," Lowance said.

Lowance has been the director of the

Smith Management Program since 1982.

She explained that the program gives for-

mal management training to women who

have worked their way up to the middle-

management level but who do not have a

graduate degree in business administra-

tion.

Calling the program a "huge success,"

Lowance said Smith aims it at middle-

managers because, "since women had not

yet moved far enough up to join the ma-

jority of the programs offered by the

business schools that focus on upper and

middle-upper managers."

She explained many business schools of-

fer similar programs, but studies show

that 97 percent of the participants are

male.

"At that period of time, (1982) it had

become apparent that a dual career was

not only preferred but necessary for

American families," she said.

Participants come to the Smith College

for two-week periods over two summers

where women are taught by faculty from

University of Massachusetts, Harvard

and Dartmouth College, and Yale

business schools. Lowance adds that the

program is "a fine way to move theory in-

to practice" in that students are required

to complete a project on the job before the

graduate from the program.

Lowance is a former chairwoman of the

Amherst Planning Board.

useCom
mandatoryfor

frosh English

By KATHLEEN KENNEDY
Collegian Correspondent

This semster, first-year students are giving up their

pens and pencils for 30 Digital Decamate Word Pro-

cessors available through the Freshman Wntmg Pro-

gram.
The word processors, which were requested by Pro-

fessor charies Moran, Dean of Fine Arts and Humanities,

were implemented this year into the Freshman Writing

Program to allow freshman access tt) computers and to

enable them to edit and revise quickly.

"The technology makes us able to teach revising. You

may say to a student, 'Try another first sentence." Well

now they can rewrite the first sentence 15 times and not

have to rewrite the entire paper to squeeze it in, Moran

said

Word processors don't teach you how to write, Moran

said In class, studetns work on grammar and style with

the guidance of a teacher, who allows students to build on

their own potential. Freshmen in the writing program

have two hours of regular class and one hour devoted to

the word processors.

The University is the only school in the Five C ollegf

area to have word pr(x;essor labs.
^ . ,

,

"Outside of this area, Wostfield State and the Universi-

ty of Connecticut have programs, but they are half the size

and not as elaborate as ours." M<.ran sa.d^^^
^ ^_^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^

I
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UNHED TECHNOLOGIES

Some people arc hard to satisfy. They invent

something revolutionary, like wireless telegra-

phy, and it doesn't even slow them down. Tney
keep making it hetter. Stretching it farther.

Going on to short-wave communications with

ships at sea.

United Technologies would like a few of those.

We're the world's largest maker oi aircraft en-

gines, helicopters, air conditioners, elevators,

and escalators, hut that's not half the story.

Microelectronics. Fiher optics. Spacesuits. If it's

mtxiern technology, we're there at the center.

t »

Making new things and making them better.

There are 25,000 engineers already with us,

but we always need new talent. New men and

women who wouldn't be satisfied if they'd in-

vented the wheel. They'd go on and invent the

axle. We need some more Marconis.

And we know you're there, and reading this.

Shi>uldn't you stop by the campus place-

ment office and ask some questions? Or write for

more information and a reprint of this ad to

United Technologies, P.O. Box 1379, Hartford.

CT 06143.

ED
NOLOGIES

United Technologies me»ns
Pratt & Whitney. Hamilton
Standard, Otis, Carrier,

Automotive Group, United
Technologies Microelectronics

Center, Norden, Chemical
Systems, Essex, Sikorsky,

Mostek and United Technol-

i>Bies Research Center.

An equal opportunity

employer.

iwm
V.

Contest: create a cool dorm room
The results are in, and

the winners are...

By Renee Bachcr

Collegian Staff

In the quiet month of August, before the University of

Massachusetts filled its residence halls with roughly 11,000

students, CoUegian staffers brought a stark, empty dorm room

to life with the help of items donated by local merchants.

This season's first living section (Back-to-School issue Sept.

4) featured the finished room in a piece titled, "Designing a

dynamite dorm room," complete with suggestions for students

who would be staring- at four similar blank walls. We listed the

ingredients used in our creation, and delivered a challenge to

on-campus students.

In the interest of inspiring creativity, our challenge appealed

to those who thought they put a special eHort into designing

the ultimate crash pad.

A panel of judges made up of CoUegian editors, a photo

technician, and a graphics specialist have chosen the following

winners who were awarded accordingly from the stash of items

donated for our sample room:

First place- Scott McGaunn of Dickinson dormitory

Second place-Mark Shelby and Ted Selig of Chadbourne

dormitory

Third place— Charlene Pina and Lisa Horan of Dickin-

son dormitory
ColleciBn photo* by M«ri» Bull

Scott McGaunn, a senior HRTA major and

resident assistant, has a double room without

a roommate. This has presented Scott with both

an advantage and a disadvantage: his room was

decorated with only his personal taste in mind,

yet he has had to conjure up enough creativity

for two and supply twice the materials as a per-

son with a roommate. Scott calls his room a

"warm, comfortable crash pad which is good

for entertaining."

Most of his materials were acquired from

home or friends, although he did invest in some

tag-sale glassware and prints from a Campus

Center print sale. As far as the picture perfect

state of his room. Scott says it's consistently

clean. ,

Tm always neat, it's part of my major, he

says.

Mark Shelby, junior landscape architecture

major, and Ted Selig, junior engineering ma-

jor, say their room creates a 'contemporary at-

mosphere which is warnoer than most" Accor-

ding to Ted, the two are good friends who are

able to tell each other when they don't care for

something. Together, they've been able to tear

undesirable things down and throw them out.

They're most proud of their Ansel Adams print

and an enlarged photo which Ted took.

"We've kind of developed an art collection."

Ted says.

Charlene Pina. sophomore astronomy ma-

jor, and Lisa Horan. junior English major, were

inspired by an oriental scene painted on their

door to decorate their room based on that

theme. Charlene said the two women "pooled

their resources" from home to create a "warm,

lived-in atmosphere" Charlene says that the

tapestry covering the ceiling took the most time

and energy, yet it is one of the unique touches

that makes their room special.

Scott McGaunn of Dickingson dormitory, above, captured first place in the

first Colt^gian decorate-a-dorm-room contest Below is ^he «^^°"'*-P^**"/„^^^

Chadbounie, where Mark Shelby and Ted Sel.g live and that of Charlene Pma

and Lisa Horan, of Dickingson, who came in third, thanks to all who entered.

E Second

Cooking: not my cup of tea

1 never claimed I could cook.

I always thought home cooking meant that

you opened the can at home. My recipe for

good cooking is fast cooking. The quicker it is

to cook, the quicker I can eat it, and the quicker

I can get back to the activity all students par-

ticipate in: procrastinating.

Salads? As long as it comes prepared with

its own bowl and salad dressing (not bleu

cheese). I'll have some Making a salad the old

fashioned way, starting from scratch as it were,

is not my bag. It takes more time choosing the

lettuce head than it would to eat the entire

salad. 1 don't need my food that personalized.

Basically, if it's good enough to be put in a can.

it's good enough to be on my plate.

Greg C. one of my roommates, is a meat-

and-potatoes man. His idea of a complete meal

•s the same as Swanson's. Dinners should con-

sist of: DEntree; — this usually means a tan-

talizing Salisbury steak, or some other meat by-

product: 2)Some lovely vegetables, like freshly

canned corn, or stuffing; 3)Fresh mashed

potatoes made from grade A powder; and 4)an

eye-catching dessert, like a brownie. For Greg,

the "mess factor" isn't a main concern. In fact,

to show how important it is to have a complete

meal, he doesn't let the pots and pans bother

him. It bothers us.

Another roommate. Itaru K.. is from Japan

and cooks some amazing concoctions. As were

watching the tube and our stomachs grumble

so loudly the neighbors complain, we know

then that it's time for dinner. This is convenient,

however, because it takes two people to prepare

llaru's dishes.

He uses me for all canned resources. Over

the years, I have become proficient at opening

a can. and artistically spilling its contents into

the wok. Itaru uses the finest ingredients Ac-

tually, all the ingredients are written in

Japanese, so I have no idea what he puts in

Dode Levenson

there. I also don't know the name for the dishes

he makes. Neither does he.

What would ^lou call a dish that has rice,

some kind of noodles, some green stuff.ac-

cented by some thick red stuff, mixed in with

a healthy amount of curry, spices, chicken, and

of course canned corn? I just call it delicious.

Pete D, yet another of my roommates is a

big boy. He's 6 foot 3 and 220 lbs. of carnivore.

When he snacks, it usually means time to get

another five lbs. of hamburger and a loaf of

bread.

He. like me. likes things to be quick and easy.

"You can have a pizza here in a half hour?

Great " The prep work involved in Pete's eating

requires a finger in good working order and a

telephone. The cleanup afterwards is as easy

as crumbling up a box and depositing it in an

overflowing trash can. Wouldn't it be great if

eueryone could eat that way?

I know I have left nutrition completely

unmentioned I trust those folks at the cannery.

I mean, how could they in good conscience put

something that was not nutritious in a can? 1

realize this is no way for someone to prepare

food for the rest of his or her life; but for col

lege, it'll do.

Dode Levenson is a Collegian staff member

Interested In writing a light, sllce-of-life col-

umn for the bi-weekly living page? Submis-

sions should be informative, heartwarming,

witty (and typed) or contain some other vir-

tue and deal with University life. Contact

Renee Bacher or Anne McCrory at 5-35Q0

for more Information. ', .\\' V ,\ .'
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Letters
Terrorism as a reaction

Terrorism is a problem that has plagued us since we

have become "civilized." Lately it has become a topic of

great concern among Americans. The news gives us

renewed accounts of violent acts committed by terrorists

almost daily. We need only think back over the last few

years and the myriad of bombs exploding in cars, stores,

embassies, air bases, etc. remind us of a growing problem

and a rising death toll.

Groups such as the PLO. FALN, IRA, Shut« Moslems

and any others have become familiar to us all. We see

them as blood thirsty takers of innocent lives. We as

Americans blame them for the death and destruction that

their bombs have caused. I agree, they are responsible for

the infringement of many human rights and are responsi-

ble for the deaths of thousands, but I also believe that part

of the blame falls on our own heads.

In examining war (i.e.terrorism) from a moralistic pomt

of view several assumed rules must be established. War

must be fought almost exclusively between combatents,

excluding innocents (non-combatents). For this reason, we

condemn terrorism because it frequently involves non-

combatents and takes away innocent hves. Combatants

must fight on a uniform battlefield and have access to each

other. It one is going to kill, one must be prepared to be

killed These rules apply to terrorists as combatents. In

many instances the United States has fought militant

groups and denied them the right to retaliate.

By shelling the Shiite militia in the hills of South

Lebanon with United States warships, we thus entered in-

to a conflict with the Shiites. Not only did we kill innocents

but the United States also denied them a chance to

retaliate (as required by the moral code of war). Instead

the Shiites were forced to find other means to retaliate —

car bombs that killed many innocents. We supply the

Israelis with weapons, thus becoming involved in a conflict

with Israels enemies, yet we deny them a chance to

retaliate. Again they turn to terrorist activities.

Arguments can be made against what I have said, but I

think we must ask ourselves, why are Americans con-

sistently targeted by terrorists? Are we condemning ter-

rorists withoutexamining all the facts? I believe that we,

as United States citizens, are partially to blame for some

of this violence and itis about time we accepted some of

the guilt. If we can admit that we are responsible for some

of this then maybe together we can begin to find a solution

to the problem to terrorism whkii, in the end, is most important.

Philip Ziperman
Central

Libraries must be quiet
How come every time I go to the first floor of the Tower

library to study, I get an overwhelming urge to stand up in

the middle of the room and yell at everyone to shut up?

Since when did the library turn into the UMass hot spot of

social hours? I thought it was built so students, like

myself, could study in a peaceful, academic surrounding.

However, it appears to me that it it, more or less, a place

for "pseudo-studying"; where giggling, gum-snapping in-

dividuals meet, dressed to impress, and where the latest

gossip is likely to spread the fastest.

To those of you who fit this description (of course you

will deny it), I think you are inconsiderate and rude. I have

a right to study at the library in PEACE because that is

one of its nmin purposes and I should not be forced to go

elsewhere to do so. Therefore, next time you are standing

in the middle of the library chatting casually with friends

and someone glares at you from a nearby table,

remember-they may think of you as I do, sit down and shut

up. Margie Kelley

Orchard Hill

Peace is an ideal for all
Well spoken, Nancy Emond. Your Collegian letter con-

cerning the BKO fraternity behavior summed up the opi-

nions of countless on this campus. Few, if any, could've ex-

pressed it better. Members of the peace movement are

neither dead nor Red, and rally for pea<Ie because we love

this country and world. As Americans, we openly oppose

President Reagan's nuclear policies—a privilege that we
are proud U) have.

I saw the peace walk advance towards Amherst (past

BKO incidentally) and gritted my teeth at not being able to

join in the festivities. As far as the generally low turnout

by UMass students is concerned, perhaps it can be at-

tributed to the religious appearance of the walk. Granted,

the theme was world pjeace and by no means is that a

strictly Buddhist ideal. But U) the casual observer, the

walk appeared to have religious overtones. The low tur-

nout did not in any way reflect the interest of peace. Rest

assured, as far as peace lovers go, the University is teem-

ing with us.

To each an interpretation

It's hard to say which is the more objectionable aspect of

Rusty Denton's recent article: their sexism, or their

presumptuousness about what "the Bible says".

The Bible is not any one person's interpretation of it.

Three world religions embrace it as their sacred text, and

vrithin each, readers without number find different ways

of applying it to their daily lives. My own religious tradi-

tion, Judaism, holds that without understanding the oral

teachings that accompany the biblical text, you cannot

know what it means. In other words, the Bible doesn't

simply "say" anything. It's up to us to discover its current

meaning by posing questions and coming up with creative

interpreatations—carryong on a dialogue with God over

what it should mean.

Now, relations between men and women make up on e

of the liveliest debates going on within religious circles to-

day. Somehow, though, Denton thinks he can short-circuit

the wholoe discussion simply by flourishing a few quota-

tions. How dare he? Does he think his words can substitute

for God's?

Women who desire to live proudly have already rejected

Denton's patronizing message. Women and men seek to

live devoutly should refuse to turn the Bible into a false

god, toon. „. .

Dennis Fischman
Northampton
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SUGAR, by any other name tastes

as sweet and has little nutritional value.

Dextrose, sucrose, corn syrup, fructose,

lactose, maltose, galactose, honey and

molasses all mean sugar. Read the label

on all the processed food you buy and if

sugar (by any name) is in the top three.

Beware.

Drv. of Health Education

University Vending Service
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ATTENTION:
NEW DATES
The new dates

for the Writing Program
Placement test

are as follows:

Monday, November 18,

Thompson 106, 7:00 PM
and

Wednesday, November 20,

Thompson 104, 7:00 pm
kaWLWXWlWJJUWJJUAJJlLA

Hungry?
1. Pizza - not again

2. Subs - nab!

3. Macaroni & Cheese -

are you kidding?!?!

Discover
FORSUCCESS.

.>•.

':N1

HOT
ROAST BEEF

^•, SANDWICHES

i.

^#

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst, MA 253-7018

You're the man in charge. And you can
harKlle it. Because the Navy has g^ven you
the management and technical training to

get the job done.

Thirty men report to you. And what you
do includes the care and responsibility for

millions of dollars worth of sophisticated

equipment.
At age 22 you can be a leader in the

Navy. With all the decision-making

authority you need to help you match
up to your responsibility.

The rewards match up. txx). A solid

starting salary of $17,700, and up to as

much as $:il,0()0 in four years with
regular promotions and increa.srs

Re.sjxHisibility and rewards It s the
way you measun* success in the Navy
See vour Navy Recruiter or

CALL 800-327-NAVY.

NAVYOFFICERSGET RESPONSIBIIJTY FAST.
* I >
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The opinions on this page are those of ihe individual writer or cartoonist and do not
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Housing crisis in Amherst
The town of Amherst suffers from a housing shortage, a problem which

students contribute to, but are victims of also.

In addition to the overburdened and occasionally disorganized on-campus

housing "option," off-campus students are often subject to skyrocketmg

rents, difficult or discriminatory landlords, and uncertainty about vacan-

cies in a town chock full of tenants.
^^ . „

Unlucky dormitory dwellers should never have to settle for swing

space, nor should others be forced to compromise their study space.

Similarly, inflated rental costs should not force students to be vagabonds,

living in unsafe conditions or depending on the goodwUl of others for a roof

above their heads, . . ^ u««
The diminished capacity of the University to house students came when

enrollment expanded by 19,000 from 1960 to 1983, while housing space

rose by only 8,000 in the same period.
.

The continued requirement of underclass residency despite an mabihty to

handle the number of occupants, and the renovation of former dorms into

administrative centers reflect the University's and th^ Legislatures

negligence in going about solving this problem. ^

While University administrators may be re-examining the on campus

sophomore living requirement, permitting students to move off campus at

an earlier time will not alleviate the housing crisis.

Amherst has grappled with a housing shortage for 10 years. The most re-

cent rent control study commission found that a serious shortage of

residential rental housing exists in town; that there are unnecessary

obstacles to the construction of new, low and moderate cost rental housing;

and that tenants face continuing problems finding affordable housing.

A town of many committees, Amherst's strict zoning by-laws make

building new housing prohibitively difficult. Rent control has been con-

sistently voted down at Town Meetings, attesting to the influence of

landlords, many of whom are owner-occupants renting out one or two

""a compromise Housing Review Board will come to a vote at Town

Meeting this week. Proponents of this initiative believe the creation ot the

board with the authority to approve or reject rent increases on a case-by-

case basis is a step towards equal housing opportunities for all.

Critics of this plan contend such practices translate to government con-

trol of private property; the Pioneer Valley Housing Association, a group

made up of landlords, proposes a $200,000 a year subsidy program for low-

income tenants, specifically for those who pay more than 35 percent of

their income on housing costs. „ ^ . • *

A third item on the agenda asks the Planning Board to review town zon-

ing maps and by-laws to see what changes could be made to allow more con-

struction of rental housing in Amherst.
j , * u *

These steps that the town is taking are to be commended. Amherst

benefits greatly from student business, and by taking steps to solve the

housing shortage, the town is acknowledging the contribution we make to

^

Meanwhile, the state has a responsibility to ensure its students have ac-

cess to proper housing. Building new facilities, despite the expense, should

not be ruled out. Expanded bus service to outlying towns should be ex-

^
Another option that has been employed successfully in other college

towns is cooperative living. Like fraternities or sororities, but without the

pledge, cooperative houses instill in residents both a sense of community

and interest in the upkeep of the house.

Students can help alter their reputation as nsky tenants by acting ap-

propriately in rental situations. A concerted effort by all parties involved -

landlords, tenants, town and University officials - can alleviate the pro-

blem this community faces.

This is also an opportune time to boost student empowerment. Working

writhin the political system, by supporting our peers at Town Meeting

tonight, and by taking active interest in local affairs, students can assume a

vital roie in protecting our interests.

After all, it's in our interest.

Unsiffned policy editmnals reflect the rmjority opinion of the Collegian-

Board ofEditors. __________««---------

Quotes presented in misleading way
Although I appreciate the CoUegian's

continuing effort to cover issues of human

relations and in particular the talk on anti-

Semitism I presented Sunday night at the

Jewish Community of Amherst, I need to

correct at least one quote from the Oct. 21

article that is inaccurate and inadvertently

misleading.

The purpose of the talk was to describe

the University's attempt to deal with anti-

Semitism - in the context of addressing all

forms of anti-social behavior — and to

discuss not only the positive results of that

effort, but some of the seemingly negative

consequences as well. Among these are: (1)

the rise in the number of reported incidents

as victims are increasingly less likely to suf-

fer in silence,, and (2) th« ftotentMd nae m
the actual number of incidents as educa-
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tional programming in the area of social

issues always risks stimulating latent anti-

social behavior.

It was in this context that I said "The

more posters there are about Holocaust

Memorial Week, the more likely we are to

find a poster defaced with a swastika." Th

s is very different than "For every poster

we put up on anti-Semitism, somebody

paints a swastika," the phrase attributed

to me not only in the article, but repeated

— completely out of context — in the shad-

ed "Inside" box next to the article. The dif-

ference between these two statements is

more than simply a difference in numbers.

Judith Davi8, coordinator

Office of Human Relations
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Assessing conservative cause
Although many self proclaimed political

analysts hesitate to label themselves, they

are often anxious to label and characterize

others who view the world from different

political perspectives then their own.

Nowhere is this practice more common

then when refering to conservatives, who

are frequently portrayed as selfish, uncar-

ing, warmongering, and even racist. In

many ways this is reminiscent of McCar-

thyism, as liberals and socialists were ac-

cused of being Soviet Communists. In spite

of such unfair characterizations conser-

vatives have a world view as humanitarian

as any other. Peace, prosperity, freedom

and justice are the conservative's goals,

although the assessments of, and means to

solving, worid problems may be quite dif-

ferent from that of leftist ideologies.

Almost certainly, Marxism is the

challenging proposition of the twentieth

century, whether it be redistributionist

welfare state policies, Soviet Communism

or something in between. Contemporary

conservatism is primarily an attempt to

hold the line against ideas rooted in Marx-

ism, in favor of the more traditional con-

cepts of the eighteenth century Enlighten-

ment.
Poverty, tyranny, and disease have been

the overiding themes in history, and indeed

are still with us today. The plight of the

Third Worid is nothing new. What is uni-

que to the world, is that for the first time in

the history of humankind, significant

numbers of people (primarily in the

Western world) live under a republican

form of government largely free of

economic want. This unprecedented

development is a direct result of capitalist

industrialization intertwined with the

political/economic ideas of the Enlighten-

ment.
Mechanization, instead of creating lower

wages and unemployment as Marx

predicted, increased productivity, thus for-

cing consumer prices down relative to

wages and actually created wealth for an

expanding world economy. The long term

effect of what conservative MichaelJ^vak

has termed '"democratic capitalism" has

Stephen Erickson

been to create an average standard of liv-

ing never before dreamed of.

Today, ideas that challenge the free

enterprise system tend to be Marxist in

nature. Strangely, without a single suc-

cessful socialist model in the worid, "in-

tellectual" circles in the West consider

Marxism a viable alternative.

Redistributing wealth has never created

more prosperity, but has only served to

stagnate economies. The rising standard of'

living in the U.S. (including the lower

classes) has been curbed, not improved

since the U.S. government embarked on

large scale social spending. Likewise,

socialism has been an abysmal failure in the

Third Worid. Capital investment is the only

proven means to raise standards of living

in the developing world (i.e. Taiwan and

Singapore).
.

The Western worid is also unique in that

it is an island of democratic ideals in a sea

of oppressive states. Whereas some of

these are right wing governments, many

are of a Marxist-Leninist nature. Right

winggovernments havf i tendency to turn

to democracy (i.e. Brazil and Ar^^entine),

while Marxist-Leninist states never do.

Led by the Soviet Union, these nations

have plainly stated in both words and deeds

that their chief object is to impose their

totalitarian system on the world, thus

threatening the future of both global

human rights and prosperity. For this

reason, Marxist-Leninism is the primary

foreign policy concern of the conservative.

Hopefully, then, it can be seen that the

conservative world view is a humanitarian

one, concerned ultimately with the well be-

ing of the earth's people. Conservatives are

not the selfish ogres they are portrayed to

be. This realization is the first step to con-

sidering the conservative position objec-

tively, and if one really cares about the

future of humanity, the rational weighing

of ideas ought to \ye one's goal.

• «

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian columniat.
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ARTS
Taj Mahal electrifies
Taj Mahal
Iron Horse Cafe
Northampton
Tuesday. Oct. 22

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

Taj mahal belted out his brand of blues to

a sold-out crowd at the Iron Horse Cafe

last night, he sang a combination of tradi-

tional blues, folk songs, and even a

Jamaican tune.

Taj mahal, once a veterinary medicine

major at UMass, electrified the audience

with a blast of feeling in every song. As he

wiggled his fingers across the keyboard of

the piano, or up and down the guitar str-

ings, he moved in time with his rhthym. His

whole body shaked and his hips gyrated as

the music took hold of him.

His songs and ecstatic feelings were

transfered to the audience and they began

to feel a little of his energy. He sang a

Jamaican song called "Johnny You're too

Bad" where he got the audience to sing in

the chorus. The crowed never actually sang

words in teh songs, only phrases like

"WTiooooah" or "Bop Bop de Bop". Even

though they were singing nonsense,

Mahal's energy made them sing loud and

clear.

He also sang "Fishing Blues", "Walking

Blues", and "Ain't Nobdody's Business

But Your Own". He also dedicated a song

to Elizabeth Gotten, who has had an impor-

tant influence on his style. These songs

were sung in Taj Mahal's usual abandon.

Concert Review

As he sings, he jerks his head back and

forth as if in ecstasy with his eyes closed

and a smile on his face. Taj Mahal and his

guitar are in perfect harmony and move
together.

Frank Christian opened up for Taj Mahal

and was no amateur when it came to a

guitar picking. On songs like "Brother Can
You Spare A Dime" and "Big time Bob,"

Christian fiddled with those strings as well

as some of the best folk-singers. He sangs a

wide array of songs from love songs to a

humorous tune about divorce. His voice

was cool detached, if uninspired. His sing-

ing was a direct contrast to the emo-

tionalism of Taj Mahal's blues. OH BOY—Pop singer Boy George sports a new look during an interview on

Good Morning America yesterday. ^^^^

ATTENTION:
BASKETBALL
TRYOUTS

FOR ALL WALK-ONS
THURSDAY OCT. 24

9:00 P.M.

CURRY HICKS CAGE

Daydreams
Fantasy

Myths
Legends

lUosions

Figments of

Imagination

357 MAIN ST.
GREENFIELD. MASS.

•l 8«6 3044'

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: taka 11* north to

South Daarflald. south en routa

6-10 1H ntllaa. R4ght on Chrtatian

Lana W mlla from cantar of town.

Open:
Mon-Sat 6-10 pm Sun 1-8

y

S CENTER
CONCERT-HALL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Armin Jordan,

Heinz Hollinger,
Obui- Soloist

Munciay, November 4 8 pm.
Tickets $18,16 14

o:
DEIA

SUISSE
LOMANDE

YVONNE'S
CARRIBBEANA RESTAURANT

Luncheon Specials
with Super Island Vegetarian and Regular dishes

Prices from $2.50 and up

50^ DRAFT BEER
with all lunches

Route 9, Hadley, same block as Soda City
586-4389

Lunch Hours 11:30-3:00 pm Monday - Friday
Dinner Hours 5:00-10:00 pm Every Night

MARIAN McPARTLAND

Tuesday, November 12 8 pm.
Tickets: $13.11,9

A fascinating, inventive pianist; playful, probing

and provocative
John S. Wilson. \ew Yitrk Timet

ASPEN WIND
QUINTET

Thursday, November 14 8 pm.
Tickets S6

Winner—iXauniburg Chamber Music
Award 1984

Kivc College Stu.J.. Us Half Price 1 ickels available at Fine Arts ^JL^

Center Bo.x Office Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets ^^
Call (413)545 251 1 or 1 800-243 4842 p""

Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures

Polish Outreach Program

CZESLAW MILOSZ
Polish poet and Nobel Prize Laureate

will participate in a dialogue with

HARVEY COX
Victor Thomas Professor of Divinity, Harvard University

Memorial Hall

University of Massachusetts
October 25, 1985

4 p.m.
Milosz is a poet, essayist and novelist who worked for the Polish

Resistance in Warsaw during World War II. Since 1961 he has
been Professor of Slavic Literature at the University of Califor-

nia. Berkeley. His books include The Captive Mind. Bells in

Winter, and The Issa Valley. In 1981 he was awarded the Nohtl
Prize in Literature. Cox is the author of The Secular City, ihc
Seduction of the Spirit, and Turning East.

There will be a reception for Professor Milosz and Cox immediate-
ly following the program. The public is invited.
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*Coca-Cola Kid' is touching
THE COCA-COLA KID

.Coiiegian 9

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

The Coca-Cola Kid is inof-

fensively irreverent
towards big business cor-

porations and the people

who run them. Eric Roberts

is a Southern trouble-

shooter for Coca-Cola, who
is sent to Australia to in-

crease sales for the com-

pany there. He is beseiged

by a sexy secretary (Greta

Scacchi), a CIA employee,

the local soft-drink baron

who is competing with coke,

and Austrsdian culture.

The director, Dusan
Makavejev, tries to satirize

Coke, as well as various

other corporations, but he

portrays all their money-

grubbing, amoral methods

as cute. Roberts, as the big-

gest corporate buffoon of

all, turns out to be a really

nice, caring guy. For exam-

ple, Greta Scacchi, who has

been rebuffed by Roberts,

tricks him into coming to

her party and proceeds to

humiliate him. As Scacchi

fights with her former hus-

band, Roberts slinks into

Scacchi's daughter's room
and, with tears dripping

down his face, he tells him

not to cry. This is one of the

most touching scenes in the

film, but it doesn't fit into

Robert's character. He's

supposed to be a macho, all-

American capitalist, who
thrives on money, not feel-

ings. The last thing he

should do is shed tears, or

have any pangs of cons-

cience; yet, eventually, he

forsakes everything for

love. A real macho capitalist

wouldn't be caught dead in

such a vulnerable situation.

Robert's character isn't

as ruthless as he appears,

but Scacchi's character acts

and is sexy. Scacchi chases

after Roberts for the entire

film and it's difficult to

understand how he could

resist her for so long. She

permeates erotic energy as

she removes her shoes,

crosses her legs, or bites her

lip. Roberts droUy resists

her advances and, until he

gives in, the contrast bet-

ween his sexual repression

and her sexual expression is

very funny.

Makavejev has made a

clever comic film, not a

satire, for a satire is much

more ruthless. Roberts was

supposed to represent Coca-

Cola, as a major corpora-

tion, and how heartlessly it

sought profits and sales.

Movie Reviews

j^j • •is visited by a fan of his: Marilyn MonroeNpW movie IS (Theresa Russell), who tries to seduce him.
X^ V. Aiavr T *^

Meanwhile Senator Joe McCarthy (Tony

'Roug-ish'
Insignificance

directed by Nicolas Roeg

at the Academy of Music, Northampton

by BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

Nicholas Roeg's Insignificance treads

the fine line between culture and kitsch. In-

volking pop figures of the fifties, this enter-

taining and well-constructed film makes

powerful statements against nuclear ex-

pansion and the misuse of power.

The narrative takes place one night in

New York. Albert Einstein (Michael Emil)

Curtis!) attempts to coerce Einstein into

testifing at a anti-communist hearing and

Joe DiMaggio (Gary Busey) attempts to

retrieve Monroe, his wife. At no point in

the film are the personalities ever named,

there is even a disclaimer. Yet their iden-

tities are obvious: pictures of Monroe are a

recurrent motif and Einstein wears a

Princeton sweatshirt.

While the film ostensibly deals with the

conflicts that arise between the characters,

it is more significantly about expolitation.

A parallel is drawn between McCarthy's

Red Hunts and Nazi persecution. At one

point McCarthy uses the phrase, "the

Jewish question." McCarthy is also tied to

Nbcon at one point when he begins an ex-

The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater

presents William Shakespeare's MACBETH
Rand Theater Fine Arts Center

October 17-19 and 23-26 8 PM
Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office. 545-2511

*Silver Bullet' is off target

SILVER BULLET
Directed by Dino de Laurentis

Starring Gary Busey and Everett

McGili and Corey Haim.

Mountain Farms Theaters

By HERB RAMY
and MATT MACHERA
Collegian Staff

To date, there has been no truly great

movie made from a Stephen King novel.

It could be argued that The Shining or

possible Salem's Lot were good, but

neither of these lived up to their potential.

Sadly, we once again have only a

mediocre offering in King's latest attempt

Silver Bullet.

King has stated that the reason his

novels have never translated well into

movies is because he never wrote the

screenplays, in Silver Bullet he was given

his chance, but failed to produce.

The movies major flaw, was that it was

a fairly simplistic werewolf saga. If

nothing else, we have come to expect a

degree of originality from King's works.

This problem could probably be traced

back to the fact that the movie was

adapted from a novella instead of a full

length novel.

As a result of this all of the movies

characters lacked depth. Gary Busey was

completely wasted as an alchoholic uncle

talked into believing in werewolves by his

niece and nephew. It was impossible to

feel for him or any of the other characters

because we don't know enough about

them. Instead of us learning about these

characters through their actions, we are

simply told what they have done or are

capable of doing. All we are left with is

stereotypical, Hollywood, plastic figures.

The movies special effects were good,

but unoriginal. They were nothing that we
hadn't already seen in American
Werewolf in London or The Howling.

Even with all these flaws, the movie

was entertaining to some degree. If

you're die hard Stephen King fan, then

the movie is probably worth seeing. One

can only hope that The Stand, King's next

scheduled adaptation, is what we are all

waiting for.

TCYP has openings for

the following positions:

FOSTER CARE
-mature individuals and

families to provide a stable

environment for needy
adolescents.

RELIEF STAFF - to

provide respite hours to

youths in foster care. Situa

tions vary according to

need.

ADVOCATES - willing

to share living accommoda-^
tions with young adults'

needing orientation into in-

dependent living situations.

Stipends, training and
support are available for

all openings. For further

information, call B.J.

Vanasse at Tri-County

Youth Program, 16 Ar-

mory St., Norttiampton,
588-6210.

Special Guest Dan Riley

Springfield Symphony Hall

January 16th-7:00pm
All Seats Reserved - $16.50 & $14.50

TICKETS AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS
AT FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

PHONE CHARGES: (413)787-6600 or (800)243-4842

presented by WMASFM95 Vfe just keep makin it better
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Concert Update

October's fruitful harvest

of hot concerts will continue

right through November as

the following bands and per-

formers hit area stages:

THE RAMONES will

play the Student Union

Ballroom on Nov. 1 at 8

p.m. The NEIGHBOR-
HOODS will be opening up

the show. Tickets are

available at Tickets
Unlimited and on the Cam-

10,000 Maniacs

•insignificance
planation, "Let me make this perfectly

clear." Will Sampson, whom you

remember from One Flew Over the

Cuckoo's Nest, points out America's

assimilation of Indians. "We are all

Americans," the once proud Cherokee

says.

Most clearly depicted is misogynistic ex-

ploitation. Throughout the film we are led

to leer at the lovely Theresa Russell. We
watch her strip for drooling adolescents

and lecherous producers. We see her

Cubist calender pose in sleezy bars. And we

hear her description of the filming of the

scene in The Seven Year Itch, "I just spent

the last four hours of my life getting my
skirt blown up around my ears." When she

demonstrates the Theory of Relativity to

Einstein, she asks him to show her his legs

as reward. This mixture of humor and

pathos is charateristic of the film.

eating place

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
Fni. a SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

tUt. 9 • Hadlcy/Amhtrst

J?56:6889

i

jjjjjjffffffrf** **'**"*"****** ***" *"" ******'

CAROL 'S HEAD QUARTERS
Former Employees of LORDS & LADIES

Carol, Sandy and Ingrid

A Full Service Salon
- Manicures - Cellophane Colors - Perms

Reasonable Rates Walk-Ins

115 Russell St, Rt. 9, Hadley, MA
1-413-584-9948

, Student Discount w/valid ID

I

Rent-A-Puff
Sales and Rentals

Special Weekend Rates

Low Cost Rentals

Major Credit Cards Accepted

Short & Long Term

Leasing Available

584-6445
; / Russell Street

rT'"0%'OFF"T"j
I ^P^ with this coupon ^ |

I
expires Oct. 31, 1985 I

pus Center Concourse, and

are $9, $11 at the door.

CHAKA KHAN will ap-

pear at Springfield Sym-

phony Hall, alson on Nov.l.

COMEDIAN STEVEN
WRIGHT will play Spr-

ingfield Symphony Hall on

Nov. 15.

MANHATTAN
TRANSFER will also hit

Springfeild Symphony Hall

in the near future. Wath the

Collegian for details.
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Talent Scouts |

I Exceptional studentss

§ perience! Exceptional in- 5
: come! Essential to have s

s strong interpersonal s

I abilities, good communica- 5

I tion skills, and ability to 5
5 make personal evalua- E

s tions. It you feel you have s

s these skills, write to Presi- =

I dent, Polaris Enterprises 5
sCorp., 80 Independences
n Ave., Quincy, Ma 02169 =

||NlllllllilllllHIIIIIIIIIII"">>""""">-

Now's
the time

to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

I

lectrlcal ngl2ia6rs...Coinpiit«r Bdsntlsta...

Matliematlelaiui...]:.axi4iia<« SpadAlirta.

The National Seciirlty Agency analyzes foreign

signals, safeguards our government's vital com-

munications and secures the government's massive

computer systems.

NSA's unique, three-fold mission offers you

unheard of career opportunities. Here are Just a few

of the exciting possibilities:

Slectrlcal Xn^lneerlng. Research and develop-

ment projects range from individual equipments to

complex interactive systems involving micro-

processors, mini-computers and computer graphics.

Facilities for engineering analysis and design

automation are among the most advanced anywhere

Computer Science. Interdisciplinary careers tn

elude systems analysis and design, scientific applica-

tions programming, data base management systems,

operating systems, graphics, computer security and

networking—all in one of the world's largest com

puter installations.

Mathematica. Projects involve giving vitally im-

portant practical applications to mathematical con-

cepts Specific assignments could include solving

communications-related problems, performing long-

range mathematical research or evaluating new
techniques for computer security

Language Speclallata. Challenging assignments

for Slavic, Near-Eastern and Asian language majors

include rapid translation, transcription and

analysis /reporting. Newly-hired language specialists

may receive advanced training in their primary

language(s).

In addition to providing you with unheard of chal

lenges, NSA offers a highly competitive salary and

benefits package. Plus, you'll have the chance to live

in one of the most exciting areas of the country

—

between Washington, D.C., and Baltimore. Md.

Sound good? Then find out more Schedule an in-

terview through your College Placement Office or

write to the National Security Agency.

NSA will be on campus November 20, 1985. R)r

an appointment, contact your placement office.

'Unheard of Career Opportunities

NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
ATTN; M322(N)
Fort Meade, MD 20755-6000

US Citizenship required.
An equal opportunity employer
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W/ The INIeighborhoods

Friday, Nov. 1st, 8pm

UMASS
student union ballroom

: Tfcfcefs on sale TODAY!
CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE

& Tickets Unlimited

price- $9 ($11 at door)
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4-

4-

Another

Southwest Area Government
Pmduction

- nl.l
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4-
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4
4
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* ^-^—^^ Anniversary^

Specials

$1.00 off a Large Pizza

or 50* off a Small Pizza

for the month of October only!!

so hurry. . .to

65 University Drive Amherst

^'k•k^^tir•k'k'kif*irit•kir^r^k'^r^r^t^t^^*^lt*^r^^^ir^k^'k'k'k**'k^r^^'k^ir'^4.

^unan (garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Th« BEST ChiacM Food"

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs
LargeSmall

$080 $460

Luncheon
Specials

$025
From /W ^^^ \} «™

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU g-25
CAN EAT J>

549-1311^ ^ „ M M ?^§r?Py>< >< >< >i >< A

END OF MID TERMS PARTY
sponsored by the

UMass Rugby Team
Tonight, Wed. Oct. 23rd

6) SiMtt ft Sour Caikk«a
7) Pm Fitad Rm
t) Pan F>M tteodn
wtlhCMckan

4) CNmm BBO^PoA 9) Pan FiM Ravto*

5) Bracook In Oy««t Saaot I0| H« « Soui Soi«

1) Bot4 >tih Fraah
Muiiiramw

2) Chicken Fingcfs
3)CMdi«WiMS

BBQPi

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-lO p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30 a.m.-l 1 p.m.

10 Belchert0wn Road
at Rte. 9, Amherst

256-0252

riANQ
dance/club

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

UPC DEC PRESENTS

^ %

Our biggest and best sale yet!

Graduated Savings.

THUR OCT 24th

UMASS F.A.C. ^
$12.00 UMASS ^ ^

$14.00 PUBLIC ^

jji

^$15
fl
$30 I $f) «

OFF m.
ALL 18K GOLD

<f.y*
(*o^'

'C^^

PAUL
YOUNG

OPENING BAND
FULL FORCE

and
LISA LISA

and The Royal Family

with Special Guest
Tix on sale Oct. 9th

UMass $13.50 Sat. Oct. 26th

Public $15.00 FA.Q. UMass
8 PM

OFF
ALL lOK GOLD

OFF
ALL 14K GOLD

One week only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete

details, see your Jostens representative at:

i)au Oct. 23. 24, 25 - Wed, Thur, Fri Tm. 10-4 pm d i).»stK.., $15.00

Place.

^ijNIVERSJTY

ClHH'i.liislfns, Iri'

TICKETS ON SALE AT FINE ARTS CENTtB , SPRINOFIELO CIVIC CENTER.

STOP « SHOP LOCATIONS IN NORTHAMPTON. HOLYOKE. GREENFIELD

4PITTSFIELD NO CANS BOTTLES OR RECORDING DEVICES UMASS IDRSflyiBCD

JOSTENS
A M E R I CAS COLLEGE RING'^

* ' * *-.«vr,fv/»^*V*JV'*'v/.*''' ' » '
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HOLIDA Y TEA VELERS COLLEGESTUDEMS...

RENT A CAR
WITH
CASm

#V-il«

Try Our

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

Cradit C*rda Accepted.

Unlimitod MUm^

rmi.-MOM. mom
700 MILKM ntMM..
ni.-mo. moom
OOO MtltM TMKE..
rmi.-wxD. Koom
1,000 MtLEg FUME

CMl TEE OFFICE NEAREST YOU:
•PAYIESS CAR RENTAL CORP. OF MASS. 7II9 7 1 Q

I

1 80 BOSTON RO., SPRINGHBi), MA 1 QL' I 1 9

1

•fCOMD our OTMMMn. 4UCmmW Am., Ubonf, N.Yp 1$) 4M-3MI
jrtCaHOCM OF tamNKTADY, ITTOStmfU.. Sch^ntimfy NY. (51$) 3^-04:

1

^PAYmSam miTAU orSYUMVSt St $0 tor fd.Sroc^NY (3 }S) 45i-it7

1

l'»in. TlBf Ytnt "'—
'

" ''-" '—*-!

invent
spent on construction of

new housing in Amherst.

This could help alleviate the

rental housing shortage, he

said, which is the cause of

the town's high rents.

"The town should ask the

University for land which

could be used for new hous-

ing," Mosakowki said.

"UMass has plenty of land

which could be used."

continued from page 1

While Mosakowski said he

feels construction of new
housing would help, he is

proposing that the five-

member rent board be

created to alleviate the

burden on tenants who can-

not afford rent increases. In

the last four years, rent in-

creases have been between

7 and 102 percent, he said.

Jane Nevin, a PVHA

spokeswoman, said subsidy

is the best alternative

because it would keep the

housing market value high

and would maintain the

town's tax base.

"If a landlord can't make

sufficient profits, he will cut

costs," Nevin said. "The

landlord would tend not to

pay as much attention to the

u^eep of the unit (and its

value would decrease.)"

Mosakowski stresses his

rent review proposal is dif-

ferent than existing

systems of regulating rental

costs, which are commonly

known as rent control.

"As rent control is prac-

ticed in Brookline and Cam-
bridge, it is not expropriate

for use in Amherst," he

said.

RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks A Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880^

^NNIiailHHIIMIOIIHIHHIlia^

i Daily g
9 Collegian i
1 Advertising |
I that I
5 works!! Q
i Call: I
S 545-3500 I
s S
^iiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiianiiiiiC

The job should be more than

work!
A cheerful atmosphere, people who

get along, and best of all:

(1) starting salary up to $3.70 an hour

(2) flexible hours

(3) meal discount

Come give us a try!

Ai^n'tYottHttn^?
BIHI6CR
MN6

Rt. 9, Hadiey

jD^mirRY^

^e :.

with PARTY NITE
FIFTY CENT DRINKS!

'"'» 'o^ ^^^^saarsi
^^^^^^^^^oSt

ATTENTION
Juniors/Seniors

thinking about
Graduate School?

if. . .

when. . .

where. .
.'.

how. . .

Contact the Pre-Graduate Advisor

CASIAQ Machmer £-21

for appointments call 545-2191
545-2192

Jf^^^^Student Special

^^^ glHOUR
iC:^

:t?

/<:?TUB for

^''Ihour price
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mai!)

reas^^gi^Bppyfr^prays, Man
ody ColcJr; rop Streeks, Foam Gels,^

ical Hair, Wigs — Tinsel, AAowhawk,
Long Hair, Afro^, Witch. Hat5^Wet-Loo

ys. Bowl
fngster. AA

'^izards, Th,

:at. Bird,

words,
[Ears, Teef

ireaturei

•prays,

^treeks,

[nsel, M
•o. Wit
Usels, Indi

igan, WoodyT

[op Hats, Tinsel

Nixon^ea

Beagle,
irrors, Ligh^

olor.

nas, Hillbil

dy, Einsteil

rs, Sequini

ccessoriesi

iousiacnes. Noses
nana Nose, Aliens]

p. Grease Paint, Hoij

Body Color, Po|

Glitter, Theatrica l Hq ir, Wigs
Long Hail

Top Hoti

HALLOWEEN T^ ^—sks — NiXOl
hugs, Wolv(

mas. Feathers, .Sequins, CUT, Bird, Capes, Go'
ies. Devils, Accessories, Swords, Why
s. Moustaches, Noses, Ears, Teeth,

Nose, Aliens, Creatuc^^Mirrors
aint, Hj A Storv-ful of Ideas

Downtown Amhcril/Dwiy )0 - 6. Sun. 12 5

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

f>RO0t£Mt$AlACKOF tgoTA
\ A PERSONAL milO50- fmOSO-
- *" ^^ mi

BAsicALVf.ieeuBv^t^MefaPUT
\€St£- TORmV. ANPIM5AN, fWTi!

UHBN -me ACTION coMB.e' pcm,m
6OnA0e.JU5nUTALU(XJTAH/W

THB IMPORTAmTMN6 15 NOT TO

CMB ThATmf, U/HBH 1HINC66eT

OP, AS THey FmxieNTLy po, I'm

G0N5, BUTIM NOT5TR£66eP0UT.

THATSA mUKB
PHILOSOPHY^ PUBLISHeV

\

weather

Today: Mostly sunny skies with hi^jhs

60-65 degrees.

Tonight: Clear and chilly with lows in the

40s.

s

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

W/CAH TXLTBlief^-
BLACK/ML ME. ONBHlMiOU
/unjomiT, (Xfftr&eKi _

iouKmTHeR msa^

-rmNJUTBu.
e/epyoNeHiM
HHI QAMCe IN
FmNTOfTHB
MIRROR HAKeP
10 0LP
mUBOSMONP

ANPTLL1UL
eveKYONeuM
yw PRINK
VOPKAANP
PlAVSNUbeU-
BUNNiebwnn
MIKHAIL

me

IPOMO
5UCU
WNCf/

NO, Bin-

1

KNOW you'll

THOUGHT
ABOUT fT.

tiR..i BeLieve

we'Re sfliLm Mmwu.
INTOdOMB eeo^R
veeeRf^Y .

ABOUT

mieRoiJd smiT

W/mR6m^' ^ff^-

Hff^'-MOf^
V UiPLw^(%=^r\
f^AHr /""^^Rlfe

ig3^ir^^"*
^^

_1II|P 1 1 IB J. VI

Gordy By Gorde

fh X

[hair STYUM&
I AVXJSSEf

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Surfman \ by Bart

/WEIl SON HEH HEM
/ WELCOME To yooft

riEANwriiLE Ar-rne pas/ sic <K, a^NT

Ac. KENNtpy,

CtCAN
THAT

IptACE

Freaker Patrol

Me«RO ^MOUM ToKCJi

ByDowe and O'Brien

Xlcite R/^cy I

txTT^RAcy
IOC

I'

This tJteK Wt

(.lOfOAc ArtTi Type*,

w^4^r we cam qo \

lOO

Tor

TM£M ti A Ooorr
Re PORT. THeOOOH
FOR YOUR RePoe
\i A\)AlLA(y.C
AT T-ne Tcrr
l306K AislMeK

LlTTCRAcy
too

And Thi«, UeeK We
Rtflu-V 5Houi 'cn\

^ UJAis)T Yot» To
iJie VERBS I

^PMI^P^PW

LxTT£«flcy
too

' ron.

0'

K-'

Attention all Collegian staff

All Collegian staff using the computer terminals must
have a certification card by the end of this week. For

anyone who has not been trained, Mat Atkins will be

holding training sessions at 2 p.m. today. Sign up in the

newsroom and talk to Mat if you cannot make these

times but still need to be trained.

J
LUNCH

Country Broil Sandwich
Stuffed Pepper
Tomato Sauce BASICS LUNCH

Basic Country Broil

Pineapple Yogurt Stuffed Pepper

DINNER
Beef Stew

Mushroom-Pepperoni Pizza
D.C. Ice Cream Parlor

BASICS DINNER
Sauteed Tofu and Sno Peas

Mushroom Pizza
D.C. Ice Cream Parlor

Attention all editors, AMEs
copy editors

George Forcier of the Greenfield Recorder will be giv-

ing a workshop on headlines, use of photos and layout at

7 p.m. on Thursday. This should be a great workshop and

will be mandatory for all of you (no attendance, no pay

this week, unless you have a marvelous excuse). All staff

and correspondents are welcome to attend— this will

count toward staff status.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1

• girl!-

5 Qracltn balls

10 Roman author

14 Quiigar>ua

15 tour

16 Potlar'a ra-

quiramant

17 Tanthotan
aphah

IB DIM saads. in

iha Bibia

19 Claopatri's

rivar

20 Solar or lunar

yearsKcass

22 Tha Bulldogs'

school
23 Whan days ara

dona
24 Local official

26 Softens

28 Shakaspaare's
prankish spirit

30 Understand
34 Thick cigar

37 Pirate's

treasure

38 Excavator's

entry

39 Happen
42 Manner of

walking

43 Inasmuch as

45 Supporter of

government by

the tew
47 Collected

49 Showy parrot

50 Disc jockey's

media
52 Biblical landing

site

56 Serve lea

59 Mod's "In

voived"

61 Xeno'small

62 Years: Lat

63 Chubby's air-

craft?

65 Above, In Bonn
66 Like a bug's ear

67 Peleeemls-

alone

68 CX>uble

negative?

69 Habfew lyre

70 Jugs
71 Offtcacopy

DOWN
1 "A Lesson from

": 1961

Fugardplay
2 Sunshine State

port

3 Pay tha tab

4 "Enterprise",

eg.
5 Nos person

6 Counting
rhyme word

7 Iron horse, eg
8 Championship
9 In (Intrin-

sically)

10 Oregon Trail

vehicles

1

1

Tel

12 Distant: Prefix

13 Purse fillers

21 Counterweight

25 Trilllonth: Prefix

27 Collar stiffaner

29 Catchall abbr

31 Frost

32 Auricular

33 False notion

34 Stand the test

35 An Adams
36 Marmalade

ingredient

40 Small one:

Suffix

41 Costa
44 Airllnsabbr

46 Hungarian coin

46 Comestible
51 Acquired

relative

53 Futuristic

figure

54 TheColos
seum, eg

55 Picture card

56 Spotted cavy
57 Burden
58 Do

others..
"

60 General
Bradley

64 Letter abt}rs

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE;

9 T E H T F 1 N E i. 5 E

M A R T [4 R A L l>JtAlLlTl
A t E A a A T T a a T E R

H A N Q 1 N T H E R ? 1 q Y

A N T E N N A R A D 1 A T E

S C N C E S E R E c T o;r

BdENi Q A S lH ElRiSj

10/2V8S

1 7 J 4

1

s 1 1 1 1 10 TT- 17 '3

14 <s It

1» II II

?0 ?i I 71 !1

?« n n 77 l^^l^n n n

1
M 11 1! 11

14
— TT ll 1'

jT M 40 41 47

4] 44 4J M

47 41 " l^^l
50 !P I »> >] M IS

TT 51

1

jT M II
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1
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Halloween
Happens Soon!

Be prepared with
an assortment of

self-made disguises.

Makeup Carnival Sticks

reg.$1.95 NOW $1.50

Color Make-up Palette

reg. $4.95 NOW $2.99

Mini Clown Kit

reg. $3.95 NOW $1.99

Large Clown Kit

reg. $6.95 NOW $3.99

Clown White
Facial Makeup

reg. $3.95 NOW $1.99

Crayon Creme Sticks

reg. $3.50 NOW $1.99

and much more
at the same

reasonable prices

COLLEGE
DWG

M MLI V-a Sun

4 MAM SnSI MAEIUl
iiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniMiniitMMM

PUI/^CH/

Twenty-five million adult Americans are totally illiterate.

Another 35,000,000 are functionally illiterate.

Is America creating
a permanent imderciass . .

.

an academic third world?
"Absolutely," answers

Reginald Damerell, for-

mer professor of education

at the University of Mas-

sachusetts in his new
book, Education li Smok-
ing Gun, which squarely

places the blame on the

uachrrs ' colleges and gradu-

au kKooIs of education.

"This is a tough , no-holds

barred attack on teachers'

training that has departed

from the fundamental

importance of the 3 R's in

favor of visual aids. When
a nation such as this

democracy permits its

educational standards to

decline because teachers

arc not adequately trained

it is necessary for someone
to cry: 'Halt!'"'

He contends that the

introduction of black stud-

ies, ethnic studies, and
bilingual programs have,

in fact, harmed most.

those whom they were

designed to help—minor-

ities. "He damns three

practices he encountered

while teaching: admit-

tance of graduate students

who have abysmal aca-

demic records in an effort

to offer equal opportunity;

the wide-spread attitude

that the 3 R's do not come
first in education; and the

lack of 'a body of knowl-

edge' in the education

curriculum."^

"Strong stuff, this, writ-

ten by one who came into

education after a suc-

cessful advertising career.

Like nuny outsiders, he

was appalled at the igno-

rant, narrow-minded

illiterates who peopled the

classes, administrations

and faculties of far too

many university education

departments ... Damerell

is sharp and informed.

with little patience for the

intellectual slums repre-

sented by education

courses and the empty cre-

dentialism of the Ed. D.

Education's Smoking
Gun—"Passionate,

lucid, a great polemic,

the book belongs in every

lively public affairs col-

lection"^ —read it today!

I. }ohn Barkhun Review*

2 Publubcn Weekly

i. Kiikut Revim
4 Bookliil

Education's
Smoking Gun
How Teachers Colleges

Have Destroyed
Education in America

Reginald G. Damerell

FREUNDLICH
BOOKS

tlllllililliiUIHIIillllWIIIiiliillilU*'

University Store campus center, university of Massachusetts

Jeffery Amherst BOOllShOp 55 S Pleasam St Amherst

Globe Book Shop 38 Pleasant street, Northampton. MA

Odyssey Book Shop 29 College street south Hadley. MA

tp^-^-
HALLOWEEN '85

ASloratulof

Downtown Amhersl/Oaiy K) A. Swa W 5
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ifwriting'
i— ccmtiniied from page i

"More than $40,000 was spent on the

word processors and printers," he said.

"An ideal for us would be that the students

are given the opportunity to buy the

machines and take full responsibility for

their warehousing and maintenance."

"You need to know how to use them

because they are all around and you'll have

an edge over others in the job market,"

Carole Sirois, a pre-HRTA major said.

In the class of 1989, 30 students will be

asked to work in the labs next semester for

four to six hours a week helping new
students. In return, they will be allowed to

use the word processors for their own pur-

poses.

* Umatel continued Jrom page i

While most long distance telephone ser-

vices charge for calls by the minute,

UMATEL charges by the one-tenth of a

minute. But because the system has not

way of telling if a call has been answered

or not, a customer may have to pay for a

call that rings more than seven times,

whether or not a connection was made.

The service, which began at the beginn-

ing of the semester, will be offered for the

remainder of the school year as a trial ser-

.
Collegian H

vice. Barbeau said the subscription rate

will determine if the service will become

permanent.

"We are learning and implementing as

we go along," he said.

An authorization card and a code

number, which is dialed before the long

distance telephone numl)er, will be given

to students who fill out an application and

pay a $50 deposit to the telecommunica-

tions office in room 602 in the Goodell

library.

^illlllilllllllilili^^

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

C the sub
11 A.M. TO 2 A.M. / 7 DAYS

NEW! FREE DELIVERY
4:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m

33 E. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST / 549-51

Siihs .served with (Viiod.s • i.otliico • Tomntoc's •
I'ic'lJrs • < li-oon i'i'(MHM-s (ind Hl.ick (^liv<vs • Spices

(I'Xti'.M Cheese or Muslirooins 21l<' l.xttwi)

I' K I
( i: S

IIhII \MioIo

SnI) It oil or '^Vfi'iii Hre.id

S I I \K - ( he»^s(^ - Miishrooiii - (*riioii - I'epptT

I 111. SIM ("I \l. - I'lirkey, ll.im vV Americnii Cheese

I III "^l WW - ( n^no I
- l'ep(H''i'Oiii - Mnm - H<ilo)'.nii

II \l 1\N - I'epperoiii - < iiMio.i S;iliinii - I'roveloiie

I cmi<C' - 11,1m - holoj;ii;i - Snlnini

M(M.C>CN.\ 1/

'rovcMoiie

One FREE flying saucer
per order

while supplies last

(;i:no \ s.M.AAii

i'i:iM>i:uoM

luwsr m;i;i

I'L'KKKY

I'ASTH.XMl

IIA \i

H

119 ;}.2y iiA w .V (,i:noa salami

99 4.79 CKAUSAi-AI)

19
.

3.(19 CII1CKI;N SAI.Ah

89 2.fi9 l-dC SAI,AI>

99 2.89 TL'NA <5A1-Al>

59 2.39 IO(.>l LON<i SUU DOC
89 2.(i9 I 001 l,ON(i CIIIM |)0(i

,19 :J.09 MliATUALL

,49 :J.39 MliATHAI-L A (MIILI

39 i.«9 vi;(;i;rAi<iAN

09 2.29 CUi;i:Si: - Americnn or I'rovclonc

(">I'|;N IHMI n.m. - 2:(l(l (i.ni. SIIVI-N l>AVS A \\\.\.\\

33 i:,isl Pinnvinl Slrcol, Amherst

Prices .ire "^iihjeet to .''Vi Mji.ssHchuselts Me.il Tm.v

N(>U Y<H' CAN IIAVi; Y(>l'l< I A \ OKI I I SI ,iS | M;i,l\ I.H I P "I H T I

"

?(M>A IN CANS Cllv*

.JI'ST !'A1 I, 549-5160

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
T^to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri .Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day
v^ome xo V.W w

^^^^ .^ advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

RacquctMl Cmirt Time Now A*«ilBblc

Downtown Amherst. Individual or group

nwrnbershipg Call 253-2528 for details

SOM STUDENTS Schedule your appoint-

ment for "Battle of the Classes" Blood

Drive by Thursday in SOM Lobby. Priies

by STEVe^S

DVpTDUtinrniihed Visitor'* Program
meetme tonight We<l Oct 23 7;30 pm CC
171 -73 formal protframminK discussion

tnlernational Women's Event (IWE)

first planning meeting tonight Wed Oct 18

6:30 pm CC 171-73 all interested, please

attend

Free Introductory Lettnre: Maharishi

Technology of Unified Field, the

Transcendental Mediution Program Thu

Oct 24 7:30 pm Campus Ctr Rm 803

Betsy McLindon Art Exhibit: "The

Feminiiation of World Politics (and other

issues closer to home). Now! Student

Union Art Gallery.

1979 Datsan 310 30 mpg $1950 call

1 589 7462 or 1-583-2120 ask for Mark

78 Datsun B210 4 sp 92000 steel radials 2

new radial snows on rims good
shape/mileage needs brakes $850.00

649-4133

1978 Sunbird new radials. standard, low

mileage great condition $1650 549-4598

Toyota Corolla 4 door 4 speed 1974 white

snows rebuilt 1600 motor $450 665-2577

1979 Chevette excellent condition

$1200/BO 546-7220 after 7 pm

1967 Volvo 122 good running condition

$700 contact Beth 253-5074

1975 Volvo 244DL standard 101,000 mi.

engine and body excellent. Some rust

$1260 549-0360

"CASH"

Pajrinf cash for yoar bu«b«ll earda call

Mike g>fr6106

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

1970 Dodge Dart goo<l bodv $300.00 or

best offer ask for Sharon 665-3749

Custom Pickup Cap for 8' bed all glass

very nice $450Ak) oUI Bill at 545-0182

Icelandic Sweater* handknit. good selec

tion call 549-7809

Bundy FluU for sale. $80 or best offer

Call 665-2711 PM

nights/wk. $15/hr. (must be worth it) Pn-i

teaching exp. preferred Ken 646-8446

HOMEMADE CHOC CHIP COOKIES

Neon Sipi (Lowenbrau) - never used. $65

or best offer. 256^1538 leave message

Help! I need a ride 10/26. Fridav to F<ti

Devens or Leominster for work by 5! M>
boss will compromise, I can lie a little lai^

Will give gas $ & makv homemiinc

chocolate chip cookies! Please caII len

rafer, 266-1603 late nights.

I'lndition low miles with helmets call Dave
.49-7882

PERSONALS

FOUND
INSTRUCTION

A woman's waUh! Outside Machmer la.-<i

Friday. If you can identify it, its ymirs

Sue 6-8115

Bartending classes starting Oct 28 covon

all sapocts sign up in Crodit Pros Workshop*

To«v«r Unary

HELP WANTED 'LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

APS
lOVwool only $30 in the Concourse 3 days

a week in October see you there

APS rctomccs are wanted to help recruit

and Interview students. Here is your

chance to meet other returnees. Contact

Jetsn Franson SOM-MBA Box 34

ENTERTAINMENT

AUDIO

Rack-A-Di*e Entertainment Agency.

Disi- Jockeys, large screen video dances,

light shows and rentals 549-7144

Fiahcr 100-watt rack lyitmn. linear

track turntable, equaliter, dual caas.

$850/BO call Bill at 545-0182

TV Magnavox 19 inch color RC. $76 call

584-3428

FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 Ford Maverick good condition auto

new tires .53,000 mi askmg $1050 call eve

628-4457

79 BMW 320 6 cyl. 4 spd. sunroof Perrelli

AM FM cassette 60000 miles excellent

cond. best offer 549-1119

1972 Bnick Centurion convertible 800$

or BO call Jill 546 1431

1*74 bod(e Dart 6 cyl. auto P.S 4 new

radials AM FM caas runs well $660

S49-0019 • . » '

SundM-land. 1 bdrm a^t. on buslme,

420/month. everything included. Avail,

immediately! 666-3440, leave message

1 bdrm apt avail Nov 2; $400.00 inclu.^ive

call Carol 2.^6- 1 261 or stop by 1 1 8 Cliffside

Apts Sunderland

FrTdgeRentais call R & P Package Store

253-9742 free delivery

RoominhouM available. acroM St. from

campus, 15 minutes to town, F.P.. deck,

dark room, washer, dryer, big back yard,

pets?. 260/month 549-6364

FOR SALE

Lab SwiM lOOw gvitar amplifier exc

1276 or BO call Rob 649-4141

Overaaaa Job*. Summer, yr round

Europe, 3. America, Australia. Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in_

fo Write IJC, Box 52^A1 Corona Del

Mar. CA 92626

Tutor needed Introductory Physics

536-2286

AFS returnee* are needed to help recruit,

and interview students Contact Jean

Franson SOM MBA Box 34

Nnraing Ba*i*tMU: all shifts, nexihli

scheduling, competitive salary, fnng.

benefits, Amherst Nursing Horn.

256-8 1 85

Kitchen aids: Part time positions. Morn

ing and afternoon. Excellent salary aivl fr

inge benefits. Amherst Nursing Hom<
256-8185

Cooked in a busy resUnrant? We want

talented saute cooks with experience, hi

prep cooks. Do dishes? We need you «">

Apply Judies, Amherst

AcrountinR Clerk BuUerfield kitchen for

the Spring semester minimum comniit

ment is one academic year. 6 houDu^tfk

$4 25/hour with free room and baonl \i)

plications are available at the Bulterfielil

Kitchen Office and are due by 5 pm on

Nov. 1, 1986.

French Tutor desperately needed fv
hours per week wages neg. Call Jen ,ii

666-4692 after 6

Apply now for a fnll-Ume inUmiiMp at

the Ix«al Services Office for the Spnng,

1986 semester Aid attorneys in client in

lerviews, preparation of court forms,

maintenance of continuing caseload, giv-

ing advice and referrals and investigations

and research. Up to 15 credit* may be

received from academic departments.

Gain valuable experience in the legal pro-

fession while working on campus. No
previous experience in the legal profession

necessary; training is provided Deadline

to begin the formal application process is

November 6. For further information, call

marv at Legal Services, 545-1995

LOSf

New students articles left ai Summer
Orientation musi lie claimed by Oct 25.

Rm 101 Berkshire

Home needed fast for a three year old

female. Bluepoint Siamese cat Quiet in

nature. I am moving away and need to find

a home for her. U interested please con-

tact Jill 549-7537

HEY LYNN EISENBERG!!!! Thanks for

the letter and the pictures. You doni
notice any misspelled receives in the ads

do you?T7

Allison Forde this is your lucky di^.

Suty to a cute RA in 260 Moore whats up

. .a distant friend

Hey Speedy!! Saw you driving up 95 to 91

Amherst in a white Cadillac please call

blue Saab 253-9687

Hey 03S607760! You've got mv heart now
I want your name! Lovingly, 03362070Si_

Lisa from We*tboro Sunday nite I'm glad

the Dominos driver did not give you a nde!

The guy waiting for his ride

Andy - When ya gonna cash in your rain

checItTT? The wine is still cold and I'm still

waiting.

Happy 22nd Birthday Tony, love Anne

Amy Scheer and Donald Duck I miss you
love Bruce Springsteen

tr.mt call .5440490 8 10am lA lliaOpmor
(ti 1 7) 436-2783 ________
I or 2 nonamofcing female* to join me in

finding an apartment to move intji im-

mediately or in January call 546-4009

Female wanted Brandywine share two
bedroom $145 heat hot water included

549-4.598

Female wanted share apt in Brittany

Manor. Call 266-0668

SERVICES

Same Day
116

TAILOR Alteration E
.Service Available SHAANN'S Rt
Sunderland Open 8 am 666 3878

COiNSr"l23/l21 tutorinf"5!00~ per hr
former 123M21 grader Alex 2.56-1239

Brian's Typing Service. Fast, accurate.

Available almost anytime. 666-7652

Spanish Tutor (native apeaker) Please

<;ai Miguelina 5863100 ext 3357 (after

7;30 pfn)

TRAVEL

Jamaica in January and Mareh for only

$399 Call Kevin at 256 1037 for deUil*

IMontrcal Weekeiid November 1. 2, 3 call

Ronnie 6-64S2

TRICU H !!

Lost male cat named Fred no collar. But-

terscotch coloring (Cliffside Apts area call

665 7630 after 5:00

Keya on a "telex" key chain on 10/10

around CC area cfintact Jeff 5491381

A watch on campus. Reward for return.

Call 549 7732

Happy Birthday Tricia! (Sorry it's a day

late) much love Moira, Joanne. Sue and

Klizabeth

,

TYPING FWORD PROCESSING

Grey with purple denim Jacket and key

on white plastic coil keychain. If found call

646-6031

Black puree w/*hoalder strap Puffton

Sat. 10/19. ContenU: wallet, ID, key nng.

Very imporunt Reward. 253 7039

Karen, Tri Sig , Sorry 1 did not see you w
the party Sat PKA _____^ —
Sunahine. Thanks for all your patu'n • Nexl day »ervke. TYPE-RITE. 263 51lf

Love Paco qiALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects Will correct grannar. spellinji, &
luation Meticulous proofreaJin

IBM tyjiewriter

I need a Cale 127 taaebtr. One or iw.. —-—

—

- .-

MOTORCYCLES

INTHonda Nlghtkawk •«« excellent

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Cases, papers. disserUtiona, theaes. on

campus i(('i)<'ndal)le. outstanding i)ualit>.

low rates, 584 7924

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female wanted neat, reaponsTble, own
r<).)m $23'/ olus util Must nav $696 ui

iHincluation Meticulous proofreading

S,..w IHM tvtiewriter ,54!H ^67

WANTED TO RENT

Brandywine want to take over lease in 2

Ntrm for Spnng reward $50 ' ,549-4798

______

Mandatory Meeting for Ml members CC
163 164 7 30 DJ* bring »6 Hum TONIGHT
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SPORTS
UM shows Harvard no mercy, 5-0
Women's soccer rolls, now 13-0

By GERRY deSlMAS
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE-There wasn

't any chance of a Harvard upset over the top-

ranked University of Massachusetts womcns

soccer team yesterday.

There wasn't anything the 20th ranked Crim-

son could do. even play on a smaller field, to

stop the Minutewomen from rolling to their 13th

straight win. 5-0.

The only ones that stopped the 13-0

Minutewomen were themselves. After a stellar

first first. UMass was flat in the second period.

it's tough to play up 5-0, I don't care how

good your team is.'UM coach Kalekeni Banda

said. "They know that they can play better; I'm

not going to dwell on it."

What UMass did do well was move the ball

and score in the first half. "We forced them to

make mistakes and finished (the plays) well."

Banda said The defense pressured the Crim-

son and made things happen as the first two

goals were scored by fullbacks.

Defender Chris Schmitt scored the first goal,

stealing the ball from a Crimson forward and

firing a shot from 20 yards out past Harvard

goalie Tracee Whitley, who gave up a career

high five goals.

Sophomore back Debbie Belkin made it 2-0,

taking a pass from Kristen Bowsher and sen-

ding a shot into the upper right side of the net.

Sophomore forward Cathy Spence scored a

pair of goals sandwiched around a Bowsher tal-

ly. Bowsher's goal was a great effort as she was

knocked down by a Harvard defender while

shooting, but managed to blast a line drive past

Whitley.

"They had some sheer brilliant individual ef-

forts,"said Harvard coach Bob Scalise. "They

have the most talent of any team I've seen. It

would almost be a fluke if they didn't win the

national championship."

The game was played on smaller, narrow

Soldier's Field because "we just felt it would help

us close the spaces. It's the homa field advan-

tage." Scalise said.

Nan-ow or not, the field didn't hamper UMass

attack. UMass outshot Harvard (4-6-3) by a

15-3 margin and had a 12-0 corner kicks ad-

vantage. UMass snapped a twoo-year Harvard

winning streak with the win.

"We worked the ball well in the first half,"

sophomore midfielder Carolyn Micheel said.

"We played good team ball"

Collegian pholo by Michelle Segall

University of Massachusetts freshman forward Kathy DeAngelis (middle) battles two Dartmouth defenders for the ball

In action yesterday at NOPE field. UMass won, 1-0.

Tournament hopes bleak

Men's soccer beaten by So. Conn, 2-0

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

Just one week ago the

University of Massachusetts

men's soccer team had high

hopes of qualifying for the

NCAA tournament Since

then, however, matters have

changed greatly

The Minutemen dropped

their second of three contests

yesterday, 2-0, to the top rank-

ed Division II Southern Con-

necticut Owls in New Haven
UMass is now 12-5 on the

season and odds of the

Minutemen being selected as

the second New England team

to the tournament over Boston

University are remote at best.

The nationally ranked Univer-

sity of Connecticut would be

the first NE team.

The three main criteria in the

selection process after overall

record are head-to-head con-

frontations, record against New

England teams, and record

against other common
opponents.

The Terriers beat the

Minutemen 5-0 in an early

season meeting BU is 6-1 in

the region. UMass is 4 2 BU

played Southern to a 0-0 tie

this season, so Massachusetts'

loss yesterday could be con-

sidered strike three.

The Owls (12-1-1) were led

by Juan Vargas who scored

both of Southern's goals. SC's

Gino Etifani was in goal for the

shutout.

The Minutemen will try to

get back on track against

Boston College this Saturday

on Boyden Field at 11 am

Field hockey
wins another
thriller, 1-0
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Welcome to the thriller express.

For the second time in two games, the fifth-ranked Universi-

ty of Massachusetts field hockey team scored in the final minute

to salvage potential losses, further solidifying its position in the

nation's top ten.

After playing the University of New Hampshire to a 2-2 Ue

on Saturday, the Minutewomen, 10-2-2, overcame a sluggish

offensive performance in shaking off a pesky Dartmouth squad,

1-0, yesterday at NOPE.

The winning goal came with just 34 seconds remaining as

junior forward Lisa Grtswold scored her seventh goal of the

season taking a feed from freshman forward Kathy DeAngelis

and firing from the left side past Dartmouth goalkeeper Nicki

Demakis.

"I was glad to get away with this game and the one against

UNH," Hixon said. "Dartmouth has been a tough team against

us.

"They always have good sticks, smack the ball hard and

always seem to catch us in a transition game," she said. "They

didn't play to our style."

Dartmouth, the defending Ivy League champions, came in-

to the game as clear underdogs returning only six lettermen

from last year's 7-7 team. Still, the Big Green hung tough as

the UMass offense failed to capitalize on its opportunities.

Despite being outshot 12-4 and outcornered 8-2, Dartmouth

had to feel happy with the outcome of the first half as neither

team scored.

"We had a lot of scoring opportunities," Hixon said "l haven't

the vaguest reason why. but we were unable to score today.

Sometimes it jsut happens"

With senior All-America Megan Donnelly sitting on the bench

resting after a week of play with the U.S. National Team, the

Minutewomen came out in the second half looking for their

missing offensive punch. Despite controlling the tempo and

holding the ball in the Dartmouth end for nearly the entire half,

the Minutewomen failed to tally as the offense continually lost

its rhythm.

Ten minutes into the second half, Hixon looked to Donnelly

for the missing UMass spark, sending the midfieldr along with

sophomore forward Tonia Kennedy into the game.

"We had no real enthusiasm, we were definitely flat and need-

ed a spark," Hixon said. We didn't move the ball well at all. We
were passing the ball to Dartmouth more than to ourselves.

Sometimes it's difficult to play hard against teams you expect

to beat"

With twelve minutes remaining the Minutewomen caught fire

unleashing seven corners and five free hits on Demakis before

putting the ball past her in the final minute. The score was set

up off a corner to junior forward Lil Hultin who deflected the

ball to DeAngelis. DeAngelis then shovelled the ball to Griswold

who put away the game winner.

UMass volleyball at Smith
1

The University of Massachusetts volleyball

team will travel to Smith College tonight to

renew their long-time rivalry with the Nor

thampton school.

The Minutevw)men are coming off of a first

ever win at the Delaware Tournament this past

weekend UMass is 25-4 on the season and

eaperly awaiting the nevf pivision 11 Northeast

Poll UMass was ranked second in the last poll,

but could move up

Tonight's match at Smith is at 7 p.m. The

Minutewomen arc then off until this weekend

when they play in the New Haven

Tournament

sports
notice

-PETER ABRAHAM

Anyone interested in be-

ing a manager for the

women's basketball team
should contact Karen Byrne
at 545-2610 or Sue Skarzyn-

ski at 546-4930 for informa-

tion.

ConnectedWith the Collegian for the sole purpose of distribution.
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Students Speak on Oppression
"BOYCOTT SOUTH AFRICA, NOT

NICARAGUA!"

That was the cry of four representatives of the

Student Political Organization from,southern

Africa and Nicaragua

as they addressed students in the conference room

at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst on

October, 15. Their primary goal was to give

students first hand accounts of the experiences and

st" 'les they face in their countries.

Josh Nessen, a worker for the American

Committee for Africa was the coordinator of the

tour. He also was a graduate of Amherst College.

Michael Thelwell, professor at the University oi

Massachusetts, was the moderator for this event.

Their first speaker was Ms. Virginia Montoya.

Through a tronslater, she told of her experiences

before and after the revolution in Nicaragua.

Directly effected by the revolution, she as well as

other students lived in fear of o normal life. "Before

the revolution, it was very dangerous to be young in

Nicaragua, we couldn't s*ucly in peace, we couldn't

live in peace, and we cculdn't amuse ourselves as

we wiinled t.; be " une at various times in my

country before the revolution, we were always

living in a stote of emergency."

Virginia spoke ot the many deoths ot innocent

people in her country. The Counter Revolu-

tionaries, also known as the Centra's, make life

hard for the residents of Nicaragua. The Contras

have destroyed mony schools an'' daycare

centers. The U.S. government, who is financing the

counter revolution) declared an economic boycott

on Nicoragua. This has just made life for the native

''Jicaroguans tougher.

Next to speak was Clair Monopi from Namibia,

South Africa. She also was a student. There was a

problem for her and her fellow classmates because

there was an active military base 500 meters from

their school. Students lives were always in

jeopardy. They protested about the location of the

bose, and many, including Ms. Monopi, were

'. r'ested. She was jailed for six months, two of

•'Sich were spent in solitary confinement. She was

frrtured, and treated very poorly. There was a

desporote need for freedom in her country,

because of her circumstances she was more

deteTtnined to fight and protest when released from

pnson

Ms. Monopi, with many ofhers,fight for freedom in

her country It is the only thing that they con do to

help. "It is a fact that we ore not launching the

entire struggle because we like war, mb were

forced to fight because peace end talk do not mean

anything to the racist regime in South Africa." Nine

years ago Ms. Monopi left South Africa. She hasn't

seen her brothers, sisters, and mother since then.

She fears for them and others living in South Africa

because the econom • is suffering. The help that

they need is here in the United State. "As the name

of the tour states. Boycott South Africa not

Nicaragua."

Monica Noshondi was the next speaker. She and

Ms. Monopi shore in the battle against their

country. She is also in exile. Ms. Noshondi is a

member of the Southwest African Peoples

Organization, otherwise known as Swapc. She

also works in refugee camps in Angola. They fight

many battles as a militarized country. They fight

battles of both diplomatic and political natures. The

South African people ore trying to pc'ticolly

mobilize the youth, and educate them.

Roger Uriorte was the final participant of th. 'our

lo speak. He hod been fighting in the mounuins

against the contras since 1984. He hates the

revolution, and will do anything to end it ond free

his country. He feels .f.ot thf.re is a great link

between Nicaragua jnd Africa. He soys to the

South African Representatives, and to the omericon

students, "We as young people moke our own

decisions, and for this reason, the young in

Nicaragua and South Africa, ond America could

bond together to overcome oil of these struggles."

The four representatives all fight for the some

thing: freedom of thejr controlled countries. As

young educated cili/ens, freedom con be

acheived, with a little help. This help can be

acquired by omericon students taking an active

stand. We con moke ourselves heard by the

government of the United States. We, as students,

can help free these countries from their captors.

South Africa ...the struggle still goes on
bv HoHis Cotton

Nummo Staff

This year, during the struggle for freedom in South

Africa and its neighboring country to the south

west, Namibia, there have been countless riots in

the black townships. Violent injury and death has

become a way of life for block South Africans.

The white South African government, based in

Pretoria, is opposed by the vast majority of the

people of the country. The reasons for this are very

simple-the government in power onlv represents

slightly more than 15% of the entire population.

The Nationalist Party government, which come to

power in 1948, and has remomed in power ever

since, installed the oppressive system of apartheid

in its first year of operation. This system, which

segregates people be race, has barely changed

since that time.

The people who enforce the laws of apartheid are

the South African police and milifio force. A

number of blacks are now on the police and militia.

Theirs is a particularly deadly job The block police

are the ones specifically called upon to disperse

public protest. Their orders are to do this by any

means necessary. The South African police are

known all over the world for brutality and excessive

use of force.

The block police are perceived by the majority of

the black community to be traitors, spys or stooges.

Therefore, their lives are in even greater danger

than that of the white officers. As targets of anger

nnd frustration, their houses ore being burned

30wn.

A gang of youths overturn a delivery van prior to setting it afire yesterday morning in rioting which began after

three teenagers were killed in the Athlone section of Cape Town by South African Police.

One police officer, Michael Modisa, said: " They

burned down my house. Our children can't go to

school because they threaten to kidnap them."

Modisa and other police live in fear.

In addition to police officers, others are used as

spies in the black community and are paid off by the

"police. One incident stonds out because it was

reported on international television. It involved a

young woman, Maki Skosonso, 24, who, while

continued on page 3
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A common expression is knee-jerk liberalism. This refers to a

tendency among some people to take the liberal point of view on

an issue without considering the issue first. Lately I ave seen many
instances of knee-jerk conservatism. For example, the way many

Republican Club members hove been supporting the government

of South Africa. You don't hove to be a liberal or a Marxist to

realize that the majority of South Africans are being asked to obey

a government in which they ore not represented. It is well know

how many Americans felt about being ruled by a government in

which they were not represented 200 years ago. Recent columns

in the Collegian hove attempted to discredit the ANC because of its

violence and its acceptance of aid from the USSR. However,

George Washington was engaged in violence and he accepted

help from France. One con only imagine what Dow and Erickson

would have written hod tt -^y been around then. Perhaps

Something like this:

"Many people ore ignorantly supporting the French-sponsered

terrorists. Sure we hove problems, but we don't suffer from the

tyranny of the French King. The french hove the most reperessive

society in history and they ore bent on World domination.

Benjamin Franklin's visit to Paris illustrates that the Continental

Army is a tool of the French. Washington's troops hove killed

countless people.

We cannot solve problems through violence. The Brittish

government sees the kneed for reform. So much progress has

already been mode. We must be patient, change never happens

overnight."

Geoffery Feldman

Photography Editoi Dovid Walker
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Jimior staff: David Affomeai, HoUis Cotton. Michelle Creese,

Wilma Tynes, Yvonne Morgan. Patricia Odnor, Yvetty Russell,

Marion Timley, Carla Tucker, Shawn Wigham, and Deneice

Williams.
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Are you offended? Submit to

Nummo.

What's happening to the Third World

organizations on campus.? Does anyone care?

The Third World Recognized Student

Organization's at the University of Massachusetts

ore facing massive budget cuts, and possible

extinction. In the post five years these R.S.O's. hove

hod their budgets cut in half or even more.

I belive this is a clear message from the Student

Government Association, saying that Third World

R.S.O's ore not important. The SGA has been

squeezing the life blood from Third World R.S.O.'s

for too long. And it's time that we as Third World

students stood up for our rights. All students pay the

exact some student activity fee, and should have a

say in how it is used.

There are ways of beating them at their own

game. The most efficient way to gain control of our

R.S.O's is through participation. I mean participate

in these organizations, before there are no

organizations left to participate in. Put to use the

resources that our brothers and sisters hove fought

so hard for. Don't let their struggle go to waste. It's

also important to participate in the SGA. (a large

problem the Third World R.S.O.'s have with the

SGA, is that they don't hove enough people to

represent them in the SGA.) This mokes it very easy

for the SGA to cut our budgets because we don't

have adequate Block representative in the SGA to

successfully oppose the budget cuts. The voices

that we do hove ore quickly out voted. They need

your support and mine.

We OS students shouldn't turn our bocks on these

problems. Enough things ore going on behind our

bocks already. Stand up! Don't be overlooked!

Don't let them take what is rightfully ours! You

wouldn't let someone take your gold chains, or

money, so don't let them take our cultural centers,

clubs or organizations. You paid for them; they're

/ours. Don't let them be taken away. Get involved

ond keep the things that were created for the Third

World Students.

Dear Readers,

It has come to the attention of the Nummo News

orgonizotion that our readers are not completely

satisfied with this publication. For this we'

apologize. It would appear that there is a general

misunderstanding held by the University of

Massachusetts community and administration, that

Nummo represents o radical and militant way of

thinking. However, we would like to moke it clear

that this is not the cose.

The word "Nummo", means the power of the

written and spoken word. Nummo News was

created as the result of an early 1970's struggle

when a group of Block and Hispanic students took

over the Massachusetts Daily Collegian office and

demanded representation in the University paper.

Thus, Nummo News is the voice of the Third

World community of the University of Mass-

achusetts. It exists to provide this community with a

channel of communication; a vehicle from which to

disseminate ideas and a forum for the expression of

our goals and ocheivements.

Nummo attempts to provide its readers with on

interpretation and analysis of the news that affects

members of the Third World. Because it is not

published daily and is not a newspaper in the

coventionol sense of the word, Nummo News does

not provide on account of the days events, but tries

to give an enlightened understanding of these

events from the oerspective of the Third World.

Aitlioi;gh Nummo is printed from the perspective

of ttie Tlii'd World community, it invites readership

ftoin the entire university community. It is our

( "po " to enlighten and to educate everyone.

NurTTic hos an open editorial policy and welcomes

your questions and comments.

Editorial

We as black people, we as non white people are

being subjected to a slow process of brain damage.

It is apparent to those of us who recognize this. For

us who have not, then look closer at this

brainwashing machine. 1 speak momly of the use of

the medio as a form of imprinting damage to young

non-white children. The new Saturday morning

cartoons lead in the succesful method of making a

child feel that the only people that are heroes is the

white super hero they view through the medio. The

media has gone backward so much so that you con

count the comeriols on both hands and run out of

fingers watching the blonde hair blue eyes on

television. Equally disturbing is the the fact that

movies such as Star Wars, a masterpiece in special

effects, used a technique that was used in old

films,that being Black representing evil and White

representing good. I noticed that television

portrayals of non -whites in American Society are

still showing the passive side of non-whites and

deletes the realities of being non-white. The media

has successfully used all forms of protests to the

point in which the general public looks at non-white

protestors os advocates to violence. If we as a

people ore to be strong, we must take the time to

watch what our children ore watching and our

young brothers and sisters who seemed to be going

backwards in time, simply by hating their real hair

and processing it or straightening it to get rid of their

natural block beauty.

In closing, I'd like to odd, while block people all

over the world are fighting to gain self governing

powers many of us who reside within the U.S. hove

forgotten what real beauty we do possess, if to you,

you feel what I hove written then dwell on this. The

white world uses such hair products to get body,

which we alreody hove some of, maybe have too

much body in our hair. There ore products for

tanning skin and we ore tanned all year around.

Products for making the torso look round and God
knows we as o non-white people hove plenty of

"ASS." So, what is the answer of becoming

ourselves? To me, it is simply having pride in being

what you are.

Lynn Walker.

VOICE YOUR

OPINIONS

with

LETTERS TO

THE EDITOR

The Dance and the Railroad New World Theatre... a road to success

bv Marion Tiiisk-y

Nummo Staff
"

New World Theatre's production of "Dance and

the Railroad". o play by David Henry Hwong,

explores the struggle foi dignity ol two Chinese

men. The Ploy is set during the Chinese railroad

workers strike of 1867.

"Donee and the Railroad" was directed by

Roberta Uno Thiwell, -founder of the New World

Theotre and faculty member of the theater

deportment at the University of Massachusetts.

in the ploy, the two men, Lone and Mo, go through

a series of revelations during their struggle to find

themselves and the strength of their Chinese

heritage.

The Character of Lone was portrayed by John

Cruz, a native of Howon. Cruz is an actor, dancer,

and a professional musician who performs in the

local area.

Lone is a dignified, self disciplined man who "who

will not bend to the evils of the white devil." Lone

goes to the top of a mountain doily where' he

performs a ritual of dances in order to discipline

himself by connecting with the heritage*f his

people.

On the mountain, Lone tries to symbolize the

differences between himself and the roiroad

workers. On top of the mountain Lone is his own

man, he is above everyone else. ^He is unlike the

collies who slave all day working on the railroad

dreaming of the riches they expect to save and

send bock to their families in China.

mountain Lone is able to clearly see the'^e

differences between himself ond the'workers. They

believe in the American dream; the land of milk and

honey. Lone feels that they try to ochieve that

dream through

assimilation.

The character of Mo was portrayed by Victor Ho,

a native of Hong Kong. Ho is a philosophy and

religion major at Amherst College. Mo is a collie,

who, like the other railroad v.'orkers, falls prey to the

Amc ricon dream. Speaking ibout his character Ho

soys, " to me, Ma tries to be strong by hanging with

the guys because in the guys he finds strength in

hirnself. Mo really wonts to rise above everyone

else. Mo is an eig^>teen year old, insecure boy, and

to mim Lone signigies strength and integrity

to him Lone signifies strength and integrity which is

what Mo is after. However, at the end. Mo finds out

that Lone isn't really what he thought he was after

all and in turn comes to terrns with what his own life

meons."

Beth Nothonson, Administrator at the Fine Arts

Center Office of Third World Progroms, said, " this

is one of the few contemporary ploys of New

World Theatre that deals v^ith the relationship

between \v/o men. Through this ploy we try to

educate the people by showing them what really

happened during on

historical event."

South Africo
continued from page 1

attending a public funeral, was fingered as a spy.

She then was attacked by a mob which beat her

with sticks and destroyed her clothes. Gosoline was

doused on her and she was burned to death. A

television crew recorded her death.

Incidents like this one ore a result of w Id'-..:.read

police brutality, including the use of whips, clubs

and tear gas on men, women, and children alike.

One particularly brutal section of the police force

has been the Bureau of Special Services, or BOSS.

Their special service has been to destroy all political

resistance to the government. A large portion ot

the national budget is devoted to paying the police

force, now numbering about 43,000. The force is

evenly divided between whites and non -whites.

The possibility of violence escalates in a situation

where there are few, if any, rules and regulations

governing police conduct. The police hove mode

bv Rhonda Swan
Numnu) Stall

The moss communications system in America,

both the news media and the entertainment

ndustry, has been criticized for years for both their

lack of representation and their misrepresentation

of people' of the Third World. In view of this

situation, an organization here at the University of

Massachusetts is making a concerted effort to bring

about a change. This organization li the New

vVorld Theatre, founded six years ago by Mrs

Roberta Uno Tnelwell, a faculty member of the

theater department.

"New V^orld Theatre was founded in order to

present the theatrical works of Third World peoples

OS a major contribution to contemporary theater

arts", said Thelwell in this season's brochure. In

addition to her work with the theater, Mrs. ''^helwell

teaches a course at the university entitled. Theater

of Third World Americans. Through her efforts she

s determined to "highlight the theatrical works of

Third World people" and to provide a "forum for

the expression of our struggles, aspirations and

dreams."

A program that has developed through the theater

is the New World Theatre Ensemble. The ensemble

is comprised of people from throughout the five

college area communities. The members include

not only students, but also children and professors,

who range in age from nine to sixty one years old.

The ensemble provides on excellent training

ground for people interested in all aspects of stage

production. Its members ore expected to learn

everything pertaining to theater work, acting, as

well OS backstage production. The ensemble olsr-

acts OS an advisor tc ihe theater management ono

participates in the decision making of the or

ganizotion. Each semester, New World Theatre

attempts to bring at least two original ploys to the

university, in addition to bringing several per

forming group-. The ensemble ploys o role in

deciding who! performances and performers to

sponsor Lost seasoii the theater was one ot the

sponsors bringing the Negro Ensemble, the

performers of the play "A Soldier's Story" to the

Fine Arts Center.

The ensenihle is truly representative of the Third

World community with membeis of African, Asian,

and Hispanic descent in addition to many others.

Bess Nathanson, on administrator in the Fine Arts

Center Office of Third World Programs, the parent

organization of New World Theatre, says that one

of the problems of the organization is that not too

many people ore aware that it exists. However, the

theater has had two success stories. Laura

Corrington, a director with the theater in 1980,

appeared as the blind lady in the musical video,

"Hello", with Lionel Richie. Also, Lee Hammond, a

1985 UMASS graduate and previous student

coordinator of the New World Theatre Ensemble

appeared on the October 17th epis' '3 of the

highly acclaimed "Cosby Show".

Ms. Nothonson said that the purpose of New
World Theatre is to "bring multi cultural theater to

the community as well as the student body, ond to

present social and economic reality that isn't often

done in mainstream theater." The three pro-

ductions that the theater is presenting this semester

will try to do just that. Just like the Big House

their own judgement as to how to conduct

themselves during civil disorder, and this has led to

disaster. For example, recently in Capetown during

a demonstration, whites were given 45 minutes to

disperse coloreds 10, and the blacks, just two

minutes.

Police brutality is not o new feature of South

African life. In Shorpeville in 1960, the police

shocked the world by brutally killing 67 blacks.

They died when the police aimlessy shot into o

crowd. In 1976, the South African police once

again gained notional attention when they killed a

young revolutionary leader, Steven Biko. He was

killed in his jail cell and the police tried,

unsuccessfully, to cover it up as a suicide.

Unfortunately, situations like these illustrated will

remain as they ore until apartheid is finally and

completely destroyed.

Recruiting. . . UMass Goal
by Chris Brown

In recent years the Admissions office has initiated

a number of programs in an effort to identify, enroll

and serve minority students at the University of

MassachuseHs. Members of the admissions staff

have visited all Massachusetts high schools with a

significant minority population in both public and

pnvote schools throughout Worcester, Springfield,

Holyoke, Chicopee, and Metropolitan Boston.

Admission staff members also attend the Notional

Scholarship Service fund for Negro Students

(NSSFNS) foirs in Boston, Hartford, Philadelphia,

New York, and Atlanta. At these sessions more

than three thousand 1 1 th and 1 2th graders in each

city talk with college admissions advisors.

Admissions later contacts these students with

additional information.

The total number of minorities presently enrolled

at UMoss is not yet available, however, Timm

Rinehart, Acting Admissions Director, did cite the

statistics on the numbers of minority freshman

enrolled.

The freshmen class has o minority population of

388 students. These students make up o 8.5 percent

of the total freshmen doss. Of these 388, 135 are

Block, 6 Native Americans, 104 Asians, 122

Hisponics, 21 Cape Verdions, and 54 non resident

aliens.

Rinehart pointed out future objectives ore to

increase the enrollment of minorities that includes,

stronger recruitment efforts among non-resident

minorities and admission preference to talented

minority students with a high consideration of them

receiving maximum financial aid and marketing

attention.

MAKE YOUR EXPERIENCE
COUNT WRITE FOR
NUMMO NEWS

Everyone who knows Morris Day should realize

that he has the potential to put out a great show ol

UMASS on October 24th. He has already proved

that rot only is he an actor, as shown in his

performance in PUYple Rain, but also that he can

sing and he con donee.

Morris, olios " The Kid", gained notional

recognition when he almost took ove? the show in

Purple Rom, the movie. Tfie Time, Morris' group,

Then just as it seemed like all was going smoothly

rho Time broke up. Now we can see the

e<ceptional talent that was working together to

moke Tho Time such a success.

Jesse Johnson went solo. He is doinq fine with his

"

Revue " and other positive releases. Jerome is

contributing his "know how" in another group with

a different sound. The Family.

And Morris. He went solo and he's got on olbum

ieemed to have a lot going for fhem. They were a out, " The Color of Success ". He is keeping busy

good group with a different sound. Their album, -^''f' ^•'' " Color of Success " tour and will be here at

Ice Cream Castles went to the top of the chart in UMASS on the 24th of October. And this is one

1984. With songs like
" Jungle Love " and " The concert that is recommended. Y'oll wanna learn a

Bird
" which combined Morris' seductive voice with new dance? Are you qualihed to learn one? Come

the fresh beat of the bond, who could possibly "'Ce an exciting show, October 24th at the Fine Arts

resist?
-enter.

The Union Progrom Council m ossociotion wHh the Duke Ellington CommiMee proudly presents or

evening with Moiris Doy with special guests Full Force ond l,s,.i I mi on Thursday October 24iFi at

8 00 p.m. in the UMoss Fine Arts Center Tickets are $1 ? 00 (oi IJMtiss iludents ond $U 00 general

public; at Fine Arts Center bo« office, the Springfield Civit Center and all Oolotn locutions in

Northomplon
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N.S.B.E. holds career fair

The members of the Notional Society of Block

Engineers (NSBE) ore urging those students

majoring in engineering, math, computer science,

or other science related disciplines to attend their

Second Annual Career Fair. More than 30

Companies will attend this career fair at the

Campus Center Auditorium at the University of

Mossochusetts on Monday, October 28, 1985. The

Coreer Fair is open to all Five College students. The

porticipoting corporate representatives ore in

terested in talking v/ith students about various

career opportunities within their companies. In

addition, many companies will have permanent,

summer, or co-op job opportunities available.

Because of the under representation of Blacks and

Hisponics in engineering and engineering related

areas, companies are especially interested in

students from these ethnic backgrounds. For this

reason, the National Society of Black Engineers is

sponsoring this event.

Second Annual Career Fair is part of an on going

effort towards the goal of NSBE, which is to

•jncreose the number of minority technicol pro-

fessionols who will support each other and are

committed to aid minority communities.

Mony of the companies attending are involved in

high technology production. Firms" such as IBM,

United Technologies,General Dynamics, GTE,

Ford, and Texas Instruments lead the list of

companies attending from across the country.

Recruiters ore looking for people interested in

government defense and private sector related

work. Although many firms ore hard hit from the

recent slump in the high technology market, those

same firms ore searching for more engineers to

remain competitive among increasingly tightening

competition. Also, the demand for engineers

working in defense related industry remains strong.

Semi-formal business dress will be appropriate at

the Career Fair. Also, don't forget to bring copies

of your resumes along.

INTERESTED IN CAMPUS

SP0RTS7WRITE FOR NUMMO
NEWS

*

>:•».•.•.•.•.•.•••:•:•:•:•:•:•>:•;•

Sports Parade
M exceptional batter and well-known for his ability tc

with Pat Odour
Jackie Robinson, Hank Aaron, dob'.iibson, Willie

Moys. What two qualities do these men have in

common? Firstly, all of them are Block. And

secondly, each one ot these men has been elected

into The Baseball Hall of Fame.

I

Being elected into The Hall of Fame is not on easy

ask to be underestimated. Only the hardest

vorking, the most talented, the best baseball

jloyers ore honored to be voted into this prominent

nstitution. Robinson, Aaron, Gibson, and Mays ore

ust a few of the Block men who hove received this

ecognition.

Jackie Robinson signed with the Brooklyn Dodgers

n April 1 947. He was the first Block player to ploy in

major league baseball. At the end of his first year

playing for the Dodgers, he hod already received

the famed "Rookie of the Year" Award. He played

various positions in the infield, but focused on

second base. Robinson played for the Dodgers for

the next ten years, ploying in several pennants and

in one world championship. When he retired in

1957, he had a career batting overage of .311.

Hank Aaron started his career with the Milwaukee

now Atlanta) Broves as a shortstop. He soon

established himself as a good outfielder ond on

(ven better batter. Who said thot Betty Crocker

ways? Aoron was on"lode a bette ays

exceptional batter and well-known for his ability t

hit home runs. In April 1 974, he broke the home ru

rfecord of Babe Ruth when he smashed his 715t

major league home run. By the time he retired h

had led the. Braves to two pennants ond won the|

National Leagues Most Valuable Player Award

Bob Gibson was a pitcher. He was not on overog

pitcher by for. Ho hurled his way to three complete

game victories in the 1967 World Series. Gibson

not only led the St. Louis Cardinols to triumph in thi

series, but he also was voted the outstanding ploy

of the 'series. However, Gibson did not rest oft

these accomplishments. He went on to see th

Cardinals to first place of the National League

while also earning the MVP and Cy Young Awords.

Willie Mays, or "Amazing Mays", received a

bonus of $5,000 when he joined the New York

Giants in the early 1 950's. By 1 964, he was earning

about twenty times that amount. He was brought

up to the major leagues in 1951. That year h

batted .274. But, the next year Mays was draftee

into the Army. When he returned in 1954, he wos

batting .345. He hod hit 41 home runs. And he

helped l>qng the Giants to both a pennant one

World Series victories. When he retried in 1 97^3, h

hod quite an impressive record. He hod won two

MVP's, he had led both leagues with 40 stolen

bases. He wos known to be one of the lifetim

homerun leaders with 654 homeruns. ond he le

with o coreer betting oyeroge_of_^302^^^_^^

St. Patrick... will he make it

f

by Christopher M. Brown

New York Knicks', Patrick Ewing, found out

this past weekend just how rough being the

NBA's no. 1 draft choice can be.

Ewing suffered a bruises left elbow in a fight

with Indiana's Steve Stipanovich during an

exhibition game this past Saturday night at

New York's Madison Square Garden. As a

result, Ewing was left behind with his are in a

sling as his team traveled to Toledo, Ohio

Sunday.

In an interview with CBS's /VFL7b<i2>, Ewing

spoke on his on court fights in college and the

pro ranks. He stated, "I get blamed for

everything that happens. I guess that's life."

Ewing also appeares this weeks issue of

Business Week with commissioner David Stern

in an articl about the NBA's renewed

financial health. The headline, "Thanks,

Pat", referred to Ewing, the $12 million-$16

million a year rookie.

The Adidas athletic footwear firm and

Ewing have devised a plan to help reduce the

dropout rate in the New York City's high

schools. Ewing plans to visit troubled high

schools and those with top attendance will

win merchandise.

"When I got to Georgetown, everybody

said I couldn't miss in basketball. But 1

wanted to cover myself with a good

education. I believe that is what's most

inportant. My mother instilled that in me.",

Ewing said on Thursday. He is expected to

be rcadv for debut on Saturday.

^
$:Thc NAACP is in the vallev at Smith College. v:

$ :.::

ft x-
•:• The Agenda will be -: :•:•

:•.: (1) Pan-Africanism ::|:

§ (2) Films i?

:•: (3) Guests Lecturers :•::

• • *•*•

•:• (4) Rap Sessions •:•:

X >t"

:•: -current events about political issues concerning >:';

•:• blacks in the diaspora. •:•:

ijiOn Oct. 21, 1985, 5-6 pm at Stoddard Annex. •§

:j:j Other meetings will be held at 2 week intervals with ^
jijinext meeting Nov. 5. >:•

>•: NOTICE; On Oct. 24 there will be two films in :$;

iji-McConnell lOS (Audiiorum) from 7:30-10:00 pm. %
':•:•:•:•>;•:•;•

';•:•;•;•;•:•:•;•; :•••!•:•!•!•:•!•:•:•

1^ Navy Reserve College Student opportunity "^

J^No active duty required -^

!<. Training on weekends and summertime M
^ Good pay, $5042.(X) educational benifit a-

*^ Cash bonus for certain rates j^
*r Naw and other service veterans welconr>e. ^
I^Call (C ", /86-2927 V

Third World Organization Leaders:

On Wednesday October 30, the gentlemen of Phi

Beta Sigma Fraternity will be sponsoring the first

annual "Third World Organizational Night". Third

World Organizational Night is designed to expose

all Third World organizations that exist at the

University of Massachusetts.

It is important for each organization to become

visoble in a positive fashion. In light of this, we are

trying to introduce students to organizations and let

jthem become ocquointed with your organization

lond their philosophies.

We would like a representative from your

organization to give a three to five minute

presentation on your organization.

With your support and participation, this event will

strengthen and unify the Third World community.

IWe feel as though this is the first step in the building

of each and every Third World organization.

This event will be publicized throughout the Five

College area. Your response is requested by

Wednesday October 23. To respond, call 546

803, -tote your organization, president, contact

person(if not the some) and telephone number. Wt

look forward to working with your organization.

Phi Beta Sigmo Froternity Inc.

••S::

v*
oi.i.V'

Th»' Upward Bound Program at the Universir,' ^iX

Massachusetts is looking lor qualified tutors to assist;:::

our students in High school. College Preporatory|

Level courses. Tutors will be needed to service thej:!:

folowing areas: Amherst, Holyoke, Springfield,:::;

Pittsfied, and North Ada.ns. Fi^r more imforniation,!::;

(all or write BrvaiM Lewis at:

:::::::::::::::::::::::::r:S::::::::::::::x::-S ^Ipward Bound

•ji; 205 New Africa House g
jij: U-Mass, Amherst, Ma. OlOOSijJ

i^ (413) 545-0250 S
•A ^ ' :•:

vei-:'Xr:«:r:::r:!Xr:::^:rW!:::::::::::::::::::::::S:::::¥S::::-!!:

Come to the tropics for good food and atmosphere at

YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
206 Russel Street on Route 9. Hadley. Light and.

heavy lunches served from 1 1 :30-3:00pnn,

with Carribbean taste buds.DINNERS Tuesday,

Wednesday 5-9pm Thursday, Friday, Saturday 5-

lOpm.
SUNDAYS International Brunch with Jazz fronn 11-3

pm. Dinner from 5-10 pm
Check us out. you won't loose!

, I •. » v « * » ,

TheMassachusettsDailu
-"-•'•---—-NK^^t^N'-LA.Ds l.argest college daily

Collegian
ivi'w<2iTY nPM AQfisArmmp TTs^^^ AMiiKksT rf»ir»-:ir)00^Volume CXV, Issue 35 UNIVERSITY OF MASSACH USKTTS

•X'.'I'X'X'l'X*! ':•;••..•.<
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Collegian phincj by MirMIe Sefcali

A SLICE OF AUTUMN — Members of the Alpha Tau Gamma fraternity carve pumpkins in

preparation for Halloween yesterday afternoon.

Ice-cream co-op will not open
Blue Wall
would cause
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

coffee shop
competition

The proposed ice-cream cooperative, scheduled to oc-

cupy the space which formerly held University Records

Unlimited, will not open at all because of a number of un-

foreseen complications, according to Robert E. Jenal,

business manager of the Student Activities Office.

"We found that the coffee house operating in the Blue

Wall is going to swith over from soft-serve ice cream to a

more expanded ice cream service,' Jenal said. The expan-

sion would place the co-op in direct competition with the

coffee house, he said. "We have had a lot of experience

like this in the past. The Campus Center had lost $200,000

in student ventures in competitive businesses."

The Student Covernment Association did not want to in-

vest any student money in the co-op because it had no

guarantee of success, Jenal said.

"Renovating the space would cost between $3,000 and

$10,000, depending on who you ask. There would have to

be capital investments for tables," he said. The earliest

estimate for the co-op to show a profit would be six mon-

ths, until then the SGA would have to pay the salaries of

co-op employees, he said.

The space where the co-op was to have been located is on

the lower level of the Student Union, down the hall from

the Hatch. From 1979 until spring 1984, it was occupied

by Union Records I'nlimited which sold records and tapes.

The record store never opened in the fall semester of last

year due to budget, personnel, and operating problems. At

the time many registered student organizations were in-

terested in the space, such as the Sporting goods and Bicy-

cle co-ops. the Republican Club and Circuit Magazine.

The chairman of the Board of Governors, Alex Zuckcr

said he agrees with Jenal over the reasons behind the co-

ops termination, but he said he felt there was also a pro-

blem with commitment among those involved in conver-

ting the space.

"Over the summer the project stagnated," Zucker said.

"Had it been more dynamic, had more work been done

with a better base for competition, they might have had a

chance (for SGA funding)."

The board will decide whether the next (x;cupants of the

space will be a new student operated business or an

already existing business, Zucker said. "Most likely, we

allocate to a group that already exists. Otherwise we'll

have to wait longer before the space is filled," he said.

^Star Wars'
petition

meets UMass
By ANITA ROYE
Collegian Correspondent

A petition calling for an academic boycott of the $2.5

billion "Star Wars" program proposed by President

Reagan in 1983. has reached the University of

Massachusetts and Amherst College.

The petition was started last June by David Wright, a

post doctorate fellow of physics at UPenn, and Lisbeth

Gronlund, a physics graduate student at UPenn, to show

the public that the technical community is opposed to the

program, and to raise issues on campuses.

The petition, which has been on campus since Oct. 16.

stresses that funding for "Star Wars" will increase the

nuclear arms control negotiations, Wright said.

The petition has been circulated around the nation to

over 95 colleges and universities, and has been signed by

over 1,300 professors and scientists, Wright said.

University physics Professor William J. MuUin said he

felt the program is not feasible because the probability of

securing a 100 percent effective nuclear shield is highly

unlikely.

"This type of effort is destabilizing to the United States

national defense," Mullin said. The program is a waste of

money that could be used for more constructive purposes,

and the petition would be stronger if it was solely

distributed to those who would be eligible for the research

funds, Mullin added.

Mullin said he felt the program "doesn't fit the role of an

academic community," because secret research is not ap-

propriate for a campus.

The petition is being received "just fine" in the physics

department, and Mullin said he couldn't speculate yet to

the actual number who would be signing the {K^ition.

Amherst College physics professor Joel B. G<jrd()n, said

"The U.S. ought to do defensive research in a quiet and

judicious manner."
.

"The program is too vocal, too expensive, and is con-

tradictory to peace," he said.

Gordon, who signed the petition last week, said that

Amherst College would not be eligible for funds from the

"Stars Wars" program. Wright believes the "Star Wars"

program is very dangerous and has been "sold to

Americans on false pretense." A project of this sort needs

to be 100 percent effective, which it is not, Wright said.

Wright, along with professors and scientists, is concern-

ed what the effect of the program will be to the Soviet

Union. Even if the U.S. had a 50 percent effective shield

against nuclear weapons, the Soviet Union would double

its arsenal to counter our efforts, Wright said.

While at the University, the petition will be distributed

to chemistry, computer and information science and

pngineering departments.

UN celebrates anniversary

Inside:

St. Louis wins game four 3-0 2

Professionals probe unions ^

Ramones to appear *^

"Nudge, nudge, wink, wink. Knov^ what I

mean?" „ ,

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The United Nations which was created in an effort to

achieve world peace and security is celebrating its 40th

anniversary today.

The U.N. was formed as a result of 50 nations that op-

|K)sed (^^ermany, Italy and Japan on Oct. 24, 1945 shortly

after the end of World War II in order to prevent another

"I think the best way to describe the U.N.

i9 to say that it is a theatre ..."
—Jaynes DerDanan

world conflict from happening again. It was not until

Oct. 31, 1947 that the General A.ssembly declared Oc-

tober 24 as U.N. day.

Even though it has grown to more than 150 members

compared to its original 50, the role of the U.N. in woHd

peace has been doubted.

The U.N. has founded such organizations as United

Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organiza-

tion iVSK^'C'''-^ niri T'nited Nations Children Funds

(UNCF) which works against worid hunger.

"It is a pseudo-institution," said James Derdarian, an

associate professor in the political science department.

"I think that the best way to describe the U.N. is to say

that it is a theatre. It is the center stage of world

politics," he added.

Although DerDarian thinks that the U.N. has "no

f)ower" he does think that it opened up opportunities for

the nations to unite on some level. "1 think that it is good

and it can give j)eople the chance to get out their

grievances on stage. It exj)Oses people in the U.N. to

cultural diversity." DerDarian said.

Luther Allen, a professor in the political science

department, called the U.N. "a failure" in reference to

its accomplishments, emphasizing the Iran/Iraq conflict

and the U.N.'s failure to prevent it. In addition, Allen

l)elieves that the U.N. has potential. "It can be useful in

the future. If there should be another middle east war,

the U.N. would be helpful," Allen said. He added that it

is an important organization, calling it "a place where

representatives can be in contact with one another."

U.N. Day, which will be celebrated today at its head-

quarters in New York City and will include a ceremony

where the president of the General Assembly and the At-

torney General will speak. They are expected to an-

nounce the year of world peace for the coming year's

goal.
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WORLDAM)NATIONALNEWS
UMass allows AIDS sufferers
AMHERST, Mass. (AP) - University of

Massachusetts generally will allow AIDS
sufferers to work, study and teach on the

25,000-student campus under guidelines

for dealing with the sidease that are still

being drawn up, campus health officials

say.

Meanwhile, an AIDS committee at

Boston University is recommending that

student who test positive for the AIDS
virus, but who have no symptoms, should

be allowed to continue normal campus life.

Those with more advanced cases, including

contagious skin lesions, will be asked to

withdraw, said Boston University's

medical director, Dr. Julius Taylor.

The University of Massachusetts' policy

will include a provision barring Acquired

Immune Deficiency Snydrome sufferers

from campus if their behavior is considered

a danger to others. Dr. Thomas McBride,

medical director of University Health Ser-

vices, said.

"If we had an outhread of some

epidemic, a communicable disease, we

might need to take precautions for that

person," said David P. Kraft, executive

director of the school's health services.

The virus, known as HTLV-III, destroys

the body's ability to fight off other infec-

tions. The school policy also states that

medical information obtained by the

university on those with AIDS will remain

confidential.

Duarte deals with kidnappers

AP I.asei^iholn

Tito Landrum of the St. Louis Cardinals watches the flight of his solo

homer off Kansas City Royals pitcher Bud Black in the second inning of

last night's game. The Cards won, 3-0 to take a 3-1 lead in the best-of-

seven Series.

SAN SALVADOR, E\

Salvador (AP) - The
government will free 22 jail-

ed rebels and permit
evacuatin of 96 wounded
guerrillas inexchange for

the kidnapped daughter of

President Jose Napoleon
Duarte, a friend, and 33 ab-

ducted municipal officials,

Duarte's chief adviser said

yesterday.

The deal could end more
than six weeks of tension

that nearly paralyzed the

Salvadoran government
while leaders negotiated

with a little-known guerrilla

group.

Julio Adolfo Rey Prendes

said the exchange would

take place "at a determined

date" and would be private,

according to an agreement
with the rebels.

He said he expected
Duarte's daughter, Ines

Guadalupe Duarte Duran,

35, to join her family by

Thursday morning, but

gave no further timetable.

He said her release would

be the first step in the ex-

changes^ ^_______^_
Staff Box
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He indicated at a briefing

at the Camino Real Hotel

that the 22 jailed rebels had

been taken out of prison or

would be out almost

mediately.

im-

Renee Bacher
Nancy Stern

Conor Plunkett

Michelle Segall

Conor Plunkett

Kelly Sieger, Leslie Nakajima, Opie, and
Irani

Production

Correction:

Computer use in the first year student writing pro-

gram is not mandatory, only about 15 percent of the

writing students use the computers. Students must

register for a special class section in order to use the

system. Also, Charles Moran is the director of the

writing program.

Rema Pai's name was spelled incorrectly in the story

on the women's conference in Nairobi and she doesn't

work for the center for international leadership. There is

no division of international leadership.
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Skateboards
arriving

this week

Hacky Sacks
Footbags
only $3.99

Sunglasses
only

$3.99

O R I t V

!oTtER Shirts
RonChereskin

WOMENS
hamoiS Shirt Reg.$36.00 OUR PRICE 2/$25.00

lands Off

lannels Reg. $28.00ra\\itfa^ ^^ p,g. $18. OUR P**'^^
I Flannels Reg. $28.00 OUR PRICE $10.99

hoO% cotton tur^en«c ^ I Ug^Q^gy
Rugbys Reg. $28.00 OUR PRICE $10.99

I
Pine Grove now>i • IIqqj^^^, Reg.$2s.oo our price $14.99

quUfd woo. wand
.Wrtr-fl

'

Pine Tree

down J«cKat» n-«- ^ qUB P"--—
Girbeaud J-n« "•«

our pR»ce $15.99

ForenzaJean.
Beg wo

unleaded
----'^^

G»or.ayanderb.t^^

Gloria Vanderb
It

Stanlov Blacker

Uwaaters "'»

Sheridan

A4Q 99 I PLiateway Rugbys Reg. $28.00 OUR PRICE $10.99
now ILee Jeans Reg. $25.00 OUR PRICE $14.99

AA9 95 VRepage Active CordsReg. $28.00OUR PRICE $8.99

,pr1ce$25.95
Counterproposal

^^ ^...- AO Cotton Casual Rao $38 99 OUR PRICE $18.99

,1.. K M V K I » •

oounier Proposal

Cotton Casual Reg. $38.99 OUR PRICE $18

DAX Urban Jackets Reg. $86.00 OUR PRICE $39

^e«ift99 Windcrest

FOOTWEAR

^e«ift99 vvinacresi
nURPR>CE$1«>-^'^^ Jean/Canvas Jackets Reg. $70.

OUR Pfl,«»24.96
College Print

OU« rn
Sweatshirts Reg. $18.00

OUR PRICE $16.99 -XZ-

NOW $39,991

OUR PRICE $9.98

OUR PR«CE $12.99

.waatars
«•«'-'-

. oo IC
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rr?

PIBA
SPOUIS

Spaulding
survival sneaks Reg- $56.

iHerman Survivors
Iboots irrs. Reg. $96.00

JFamous Name
(leather sneaks Reg. $60.00

Nike Transit

Reg. $38.00

Puma
Ralph Sampsons Reg. $56.00

9 West leather flats Reg. $60.00

Snickers
Hi Tops leather shoes Reg. $48.00

Famous Name
joggers Reg. $36.00

I

Gloria Vanderbilt
leather boots Reg. $76.

NOW $16.99

OUR PRICE $49.95

OUR PRICE $19.95
Jogger

OUR PRICE $24.99

OUR PRICE $29.99

OUR PRICE $27.99
[

OUR PRICE $17.99

OUR PRICE $14.95

NOW $39.991

Tradef Ired's is working to become your Lowest Priced Clothing Store in Hampshire County.

48 North Pleasant St., Amherst
in the new Tucker Taft Building below D Angelo s 253-7155
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Alcohol abuses
both genders
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

Women who abuse alcohol have symp-
toms and problems with the drug which are

special to their gender and aren't being ad-

dressed because experts fail to realize

alcoholism affects women as much as it

does men, according to a University of

Massachusetts health educator.

A part of Alcohol Awareness Week, pro-

fessor in the Division of Nursing and
former director of The Women's Alcohol

Treatment Program in Springfield, Nancy
Fisk spoke to a group of women yesterday

about how her experiences and research

has shown her how "women are special" in

regard to the issue of alcohol.

"We see experts saying that for every

three men that are changing for women in

many areas. We are beginning to close the

gap between men and women who drink.

The fact is that more and more women are

choosing to drink," she said.

Fisk said women alcoholics have certain

symptoms which are more prominent in

women then in men. Factors in a women's
life which make women more susceptible to

the disease, include, low self-esteem,

depression, heavy smoking, alcoholic

parents, and rape and sexual abuse. Accor-

ding to Fisk, intermediate symptoms in-

clude, insomnia, a sense of inadequacy, us-

ing alcohol to ease pain or induce sleep, and

a severe personality change.

"With women you see more poly-

addictions (many addictions) to drugs in the

continued on page 5 [
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CLOWNING AROUND — Jeremy Brown, first year liberal arts stu-

dent juggles outside Tuesday afternoon by Sylvan.

SGA chairman receives overpay

Former treasurer

illegally allows raise

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A Student Ciovernment Association

committee chairman received $222.77

more in pay than his position's wage
allocation last semester because the

former SGA treasurer had illegally ap-

proved the increase, said a student of-

ficial.

John Crowley, present governmental

affairs chairman, was paid $785.57 for the

spring 1985 semester, but was budgeted

for $562.80 during the period, said Jordan

Rosner, SGA budget committee chair-

man, Rosner said he was informed of the

discrepancy by a source that he said

wishes to remain anonymous.
For about 10 weeks, Crowley said he

received 20 hours pay fpr 12 hour posi-

tion, which Crowley said occurred after

the treasurer John Moorsulian "strongly

suggested to do so, Crowley said, because

the committee chairman job was an-

ticipated to be a 25 to 40 hour position

scheduled to work on many projects in-

cluding several elections and referenda.

Crowley was appointed in March after the

previous chairman, Joel Rabinowitz, quit

the job. Mooradian, who graduated last

May, is presently in Europe and
unavailable for comment.

"I was working 30 or 40 hours per week
trying to get this (SGA) presidential elec-

tion ready," Crowley said. "If he (Moora-

dian) thought there was any problem,'^ he

would have stopped it the (increa.se)."

Since the former SGA treasurer sug-

gested and approved the pay hike, and the

treasurer has the payroll authority,

Crowley said he didn't know any violation

had occurred. "I had never l)een paid by

the SGA l)eff)re." he said. Also, Crowley

said, every week's pay check was signed

by former Senate Speaker Chris Sullivan.

SGA by-laws require that any pay rate

inrrea.se proposal be submitted to the

budget committee for approval, Rosner
said. The request has to be presented on

an authorized position list (APL) form,

and be approved by Rosner, which never

occurred.

"Any changes in the APL have to be

brought to the budget committee,"
Rosner said. The fact that Mooradian ap-

proved of the increase, "doesn't make it

right" he said.

"I think it's a disgusting breach of con

tract," said Autumn Maki, a senator who
yesterday drafted a resolution demanding

that Crowley pay the money l>:ick. Maki,

who plans to submit the resolution for

next week's senate meeting, said "he

(Crowley) knows the system very well,"

and he shouldn't have taken advantage of

the extra pay.

"Many, many co-ops and workshops

could have used that money," Maki said.

Maki is a member of the Governmental

Affairs committee.

Crowley said that the disclosure of the

overpayment was planned to be released

today, because he is up for re-election to

the governmental affairs chairmanship

tonight. "This whole thing is political, "he

said.

Referendum seeks student approval

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Undergraduate Student Senate last night

listened to presentations from profes-

sionals on the Student Activity Trust F'und

payroll, in preparation for an Oct. 29

referendum on the issue.

The referendum will ask for student ap-

proval in raising the Student Activity Fee,

which comprises the fund, $12 per year,

per student, as a result of the fiscal crisis

facing the Student Government Associa-

tion.

"The most important thing is that

students are funding these people to work
for them and it is very important that they

know and understand who these people are

and what they do," said Dianne Rossi, SGA
treasurer. Rossi organized the presenta-

tions after the senate members requested

information on what professional staffers

do within the SGA.
"Any student who comes in contact with

these professionals knows the invaluable

services they offer and we need for

senators and other students to recognize

these pe<iple too," Rossi said.

Eunice Konieczny, office manager of the

senate, said she realized that the SGA
budget committee was putting a squeeze on

available funding, but she advised the

senate not to sacrifice "any quality or com-

mittment of prefessional staff."

Giving a brief description of her job,

Konieczny said "I feel that you should still

have a full-time person in the office." She

said this even aftir disclosing that this was
her last semester, so any possible cuts

wouldn't affect her.

At the start of the meeting, the Rape
Awareness Task Force presented a pro-

gram titled Rape and Sexual Assault:

Prevention and Treatment. The program is

a joint project of the counselors and ad-

vocates at the Everywoman's Center, the

department of public safety, and the

University Health Services.

The two presentations ended at 10 p.m.

and the senate passed a resolution 34-17

sponsored by the co-presidents Stacy Roth

and Dani Burgess, urging all members of

the University community to think of spen-

ding one week advocating a personal non-

alcohol week honoring Alcohol Awareness

Week.

Campus employees look toward unionization
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The only group of employees on campus

not unionized probed union alternatives at

a forum yesterday.

More than 150 meml)ws of the Profes-

sional Association of the University of

Massachusetts met with representatives

from the Massachusetts Teacher's Associa-

tion (a union) and the Office and Pn)fes-

sional Employees International Union.

The drive behind the forum, sponsored

by the association, is the recent implemen-

tation of a controversial wage classification

program. The Olney study, recommenda-
tions put into affect in July sets wage
scales for the non-academic professionals.

"I'm here to state why we should

unionize, and why we should chose MTA,"
said Dale Melcher, a women's studies staff

assistant. "We need a legally binding con-

tract which clarifies our fKjsition. The law

gives us that right. We need a clear rela-

tionship with those who employ us."

Melcher said her dissatisfaction with the

Olney program stems from the job

classification descriptions which were not

made available. "Pre-Olney, we had a

chaotic system at best. Salaries varied for

the most bizarre rea.sons. Post-Olney we
have an autocratic, insulting and
unrealistic system. We have no idea of

what criteria they (the Olney program) us-

ed to evaluate our jobs."

A member of the Office and F*rofes-

sionals Employees International Union,

Steve Hunt, said that with unions

"employees will collectively and
democratically have input 'n salary rnd

working condition decisions."

'IX /mt/i I'

Conference
held here
on industry
By EILLEN FRAZIER
Collegian Correspondent

A two day conference, hosted by Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph

Duffey, begins today on "New England's

Role on Enhancing America's Com-
petitiveness."

The conference has been organized in

reaction to a report by the President's

Commission on Industrial Competitiveness

submitted to President Reagan and Con-

gress in January.

The report states that "the ability of

American industry to compete against

foreign competitors both at home and

abroad . . . has declined over the past two

decades." Chancellor Duffey said he feels it

is necessary to assess the role we might

play in the struggle for economic survival.

According to Jamie Chernoff, an

associate to the Chancellor, Duffey wants

to show that higher education is directly

linked to industry by supplying the

necessary tools for innovation and creativi-

ty in its work force.

"Presently, 90 percent of industry is

technology intensive. The way in which we
educate provides the skills needed for

technological research and the af)plication

of it," said Chernoff, in reference to a let-

ter written by the Chancellor. He also said

that education permits technology to grow
by using the latest training in teaching.

According to the commission's report,

our country as a whole is declining its com-

|)etitiveness which fell in the United States

by 52 percent. The report also shows the

reasons for its decline.

Presently, 70 {percent of our nation's pro-

ducts face deficit. The over valued dollar,

falling U.S. saving rates, and lagging

research development spending were also

proven to contribute to these results.

At the conference, there will l:>e speakers

addressing the topics, followed by round-

table discussions. "The speakers will focus

on a certain aspect, and the other meml>ers
will share their ideas, discuss po.s.sible ac-

tions, and how the .said topic affects New
p]ngland, if differently," Chernoff .said.

Some of the key speakers are Kevin P.

Phillips, author of Staying on Ti>p: The

Buni,ness for a NntionnI Irxhistrial

Strategy. D. Bruce Merrifield, of the U.S.

Department of Commerce, Peter Behr,

writer and editor for the Washington Post,

and Alexander B. Trowbridge, president of

the National Association of Manufacturers.

The 40 or .so invited guests are opinion

leaders, mainly from western
Massachusetts and New England. They in-

clude chief executive officers from
businesses in industry and faculty from

schools such as Brandeis University and

the University of Southern Maine. About
20 percent of the conference members are

affiliated with the University of

Massachusetts, mainly through the

Economics and Management departments.

The conference, which is not open to the

public, will adjourn at 4 o'cl(x;k tomorrow
afternoon.

Student believed to be

carrying fake LD.
An 18-year-old student was discovered

with two different New Jersey licenses

Tuesday night, neither of which are l)eliev-

ed to be his. University of Massachusetts

police said. He was stopped on the south

side of John Quincy Adams Tower, when

police realized he fit a description of one of

a numbt^r of students who were allegedly

on the roof of Berkshire Dining Commons,
police said.

In other police reports:

A 1985 Renault received over $1000 in

damages when the driver, a 20-year-old

man. hit a traffic island and went off the

road near the intersection of Governor's

Drive and Commonwealth Avenue Satur-

day night, police said.

Poor visibility as a result of fog was the

cause of the accident, police said.

A license plate was reportedly stolen

Tuesday morning from a 1985 Volkswagen

parked in lot 22, police said.

A wallet containing aboue $80 and iden-

tification canls was rejwrtetl lost or stolen

Tuesday afternoon from Dickinson House.

It had been missing since Sunday, police

^'^- -JEANETTE DeFORGE
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To go wild, go to Card Gallery.

TrcKS treats, claws. pa\A'S Be a Nmja,

nun or Pr ncess of Power We've got

clowns, ghosts, funny feet blood and

gore, rotten teeth and more Piay a

French Maid, wield a devils pitchfork,

sport a huge bow tie flip those whips

ana Chains washable hair color spray.

martian antennae, tongues, body parts,

lashes, lances, witches, spiders, pirates

and bats Swords and axes Party table-

ware, napkins, candy, crowns Even tape

cassettes of 100% pure Halloween noise.

If you don't like any of this wild stuff,

could we interest you in a bright red

clown nose'!'

Card Gallen/ Daily 10:00 am -9:00 p m.

and Sundays Haymarket Square. Spring-

field: Next to Shop Rite Plaza. Westfield,

Enfield Square: Amherst-Hadley, next to

Super Stop & Shop

Card gallery

HAIRCUTS

with thi« coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

65 University Dr..

Amherst, MA
549-5610 ^

expire* 11 30 06 " ^

mmf'
I ElEVEn

BUSCH BEER
24-12 oz. cans

$9.99
Plus deposit

COORS and COORS LIGHT
12 oz. cans loose

$10.60
case plus deposit

Garelick

ORANGE JUICE

$1.19 Half Gallon

Annual

Halloween Sale
Bewitching Bargains

&
Treats for Your Feet!

Starts Friday,
October 25th

OPEN SUNDAYS

»»•'**»«'«'«***«' »»»»•

LABATTS
Beer and Ale

Six Pack - 12 oz. bottles

$3.59 P. US deposit

2 minutes from Townhouse, Brandywine & Puffton

HoOneKeepsYbuRewwUl LHfe

ALPHA PHI OMEGA
&

GAMMA SIGMASIGMA

PRESENT
THE 24thANNUAL

I

PBCESOOOOAT PARTIOPATliG STORES TXROUGH OctObOr 31, 1985 THE SOUTHLAND CORPORATION

Campus
Center

Auditorium

MOCK
GAMBLING CASINO

Friday,

October 25,

1985PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY

7:30 DOORS OPEN

10:30 AUCTION BEGINS

(USING PLAY MONEY WON DURING EVENING)

DOOR PRIZES EVERY HALF HOUR REFRESHMENTS SERVED

$3.00 Admission: allows you $5,000

play money. Additional money available.
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same depressant category for instance, be-

ing addicted to alcohol and Valium at the

same time," Fisk said.

Fisk said poly-addictions are "related to

the fact that because when women come in

with problems related to nerves and stress,

doctors are apt to not take it as seriously

and to disregard it as not being serious.

They often think that what women need is

just a little bit of sedation and do they

prescribe the drugs."

Fisk went on to explain that a woman's
body takes longer to metabolize alcohol,

than does a man's and that metabolism
rates vary with the menstrual cycle. She
said that during the premenstrual ?nd
menstrual cycles it takes longer for alcohol
to Kp jMirnpH off.

Due to the "puritanical" history of

women and alcohol, and i:)ecause of a

stigma attached to alcoholism and women
alcoholics in particular, makes it more dif-

ficult for women to come face to face with

their problem, Fisk said. She added that

our society sometimes views women who
drink heavily as being "loose and cheap."

It is a lot harder for a woman to come
forward and say, 'hey I'm an alcoholic and

I need help,"' Fisk said.

The issue of alcohol education for

women, Fisk said, is one women often have

to deal with because "they are really the

one's who are role-modeling what they do

in life to their children. And the children

will also look at (their mother) as a role

model when it comes to alcohol."

Despite ttieir differences,
these diamonds ore identical.

Each one, regardless of size or shape, is an ideal cut

diamond that reveals its maximum t:)rilliance and beauty

because it has been cut and polished to the exacting

standards that have been established as ideal

Whichever shape you prefer round, oval

marquise, emerald-cut, pear or heart-shaped

and whatever size you choose, LK Ideal Cut

Diamonds ensure you of getting the most beauly

and value.

IDEAL GUI
DIAMOND
jtwtitr?

sjlverscape designs
.-«_^,, GOLDSMITHS
1^/ 264 N PLEASANT
S^l 3 PLEASANT
^?*

I OPEN THURSDAY

GEIV1 GALLERY
AMHERST 253-3324

NHAMPTON 584-3324
TIL 900 PM

I Mie Nartk of UMaM

IT
iimntn

f

^lM^ RENT-A-CAR
6^^ Good reliable rentals at a

better than fair price.

CARS, TRUCKS, VANS
Low Daily & Wknd. Rates

50 Russell St.. (Rte. 9)

Hadley. Ma.

tel 584-2319
-Just ovei Cooddge Bridge-

Christine imperaiore

a former UMass
intern said, "The
advantages of doing

field experience are

endless. By being an

intern you have
absolutely nothing to

lose; you can't step

back - only
forward." Christine

interned at Batton,

Barton, Durstine and

Osborne, one of the

largest advertising

agencies in New
York City. To start

YOUR internship

contact the

University

Internship Program
16 Curry Hicks

545-0727.
** jimmj.ii.|j.t

Season's Sunday Brunch Buffet

Its

your choice
and what a choice!

Season 's specialtiesfrom
traditional Bacon & Eggs to

Seafood Casseroles to Scrumptious
Desserts. Season s Sunday Buffet

from Eleven to Three
only

$7.95
A II major credit cards accepted

Experience the Joy

ofDining with

family andfriends at

529 Belchertown Road Amherst (413)253 9909
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A fine selection of Men's and Women's

Dress and Sport Watches -
Repairs and Servicing Available

ji:\vi:ij:k

on the common, amherst, 253-3986

mon.-sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
^ Utopia Spas
^*^ ' 75 Ui^iversity Drive, Amherst

7727

call now for reservations

N(of> 4 P «. 1 A.M. Tu. Svn. I I *-« I A.«.

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

!V= ^«= !V= =v= :M=

jy/Gi/ STYLE at Low Costs

Even college students can afford

to look good at Marjon

i

i

also:

Tanning

and

waxing

,
Ha.r

Start at

cuts S8.00

perm 38.00

foiling 45.00

shampoo/cut/dry 14.00

Marjon Hair Design

Mountain Farms Mali

Rt 9

Hadiev, Ma

FRI. AFTERNOON
AT juj^in Ryans

586-4551
FREE BUFFET!

3-4PM
;^*S ^^ =»«= sK= ;^^ ^^

'=5?'

m

nirrieldg
Country Pie Restaurant

&Take Home Pie Shop
,T^^h: r».. Metw 0<(eT» A >*<>« '.»-.«-, o* Food ^v^r*

OCR HOST l.N'iQCE WE SHOf

Expenmcc th« rLavor »nd aravu* o* hr>«%«m«de food

1
Sening Breakfast. Lunch & Dinner

Full Menu • Full Liquor License

Open 7 am to 10 pm Sun thru Thurs

To 12 pm Friday and Saturday

r LUO Roast Prime Rib of Beef
$•795

I

I

I

I 50' OFF
I

ANT
BREAKFAST

50' Off
ANT LUNCH
Expires 11 11

Sl.OO OFF I
I ANY DLVNER

I Dinner Specials »

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
01 Ruwcii St. Rl 9. Hadley MA. • Tel. 584-0311

I Ac;acer •

&»

H'-i-Aard Johns'T? L -u^^

S33
MA 79^103

tSS S^K«x Aw« Rt« 194
SontdtMVtteM CT ««4-122$

100% COTTON ^

TURTLENECKS
in a dozen dazzling colors

REG.&eS

6.95
3 FOR

19.95

3 DAYS ONLY

A Store fuN of Ideas

Downtown Amhtrtt/Daily K) 6. Sun. 12 • S

eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
{NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rte 9 • Hadley/Amherst

256-6889

CONVENIENT

CAMPUS!
BREAKFAST SERVED

ANY TIME

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. A SAT.

• BEER & WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNUE
• PLENTY OF PARKING

WHAT ARE FRIENDS FOR?
At Le Bon Soleil they're for helping you receive

Le Bon Soleil
(the good sun!)

safer than the outdoors

$10 OFF!
That's right. Come in with a friend

and take a FREE VISIT

If you decide to join you get 10

sessions for ONLY $29

Call Today
for an appt

253-9454

264 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

UMass
EMERGENCY

PHONE NUMBERS
FROM ROOM AND OTHER

NON-PAY PHONES
DIAL

UMass POLICE 5-3111

Amherst POLICE 9-911

RAPE LINE 5-2677

FIRE 5-3111

HEALTH
SERVICES

STUDENT
INFORMATION
UNIVERSITY

SWITCHBOARD
INFORMATION
DATA BANK (IDB) 5.1555

TAPED
INFORMATION
PHONE
SERVICE (TIPS) 5-1540

FROM PAY AND
OFF CAMPUS PHONES

DIAL

545-3111

911

545-2677

911

9-549-2671

5-1515

549-2671

545-1515

545-0111

545-1555

545-1540
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'Eminent domain' upheld
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

Amherst Town Meeting voted last night

to retain for the Board of Selectmen "emi-

nent domain" authority for a parking lot

behind Louis' Foods which it granted at the

Fall 1984 Town Meeting.

Under eminent domain, the board has

the right to acquire the privately-owned

land on which the parking lot sits if they

determine it the best interest of the town.

The board was granted the authority

because of a concern that the owner,

Shawmut Bank of Hampshire County,

would redevelop the land for another pur-

pose. Town Meeting members said they

now feel Shawmut Bank will not redevelop

the parking lot, but many members would

like to retain the land for a public parking

lot or possible construction of a parking

garage.

In the long debate which followed in-

troduction of the article, many residents

addressed the long-standing shortage of

public parking in downtown Amherst.

We have an opportunity to acquire one of

the few, if not the only lot of this size in the

central business district—for a clear and
present public need," Town Meeting
member Rick Rice said.

Town Meeting members also voted to ap-

prove a request for re-zoning by Dr.

Michael Katz for his land on Snell Street.

Dr. Katz wishes to build an extension to the

Snell Street structure which now houses

his veterinary facility to make it "state of

the art."

Arlene Arvakian, a client of Dr. Katz,

said that she felt Dr. Katz was a unique

veterniarian and should be allowed to ex-

pand.

"I never thought I'd be coming to speak

on behalf of my dog," she said, "but I think

Dr. Katz should be allowed to practice

veterinary medicine the way he wants to."
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Happy Halloween!

Make it special

with something shocking

from Le Boudoir!

The widest selection of

intimate fashions in

the valley.

\

\

\

eCarriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 549-6915 T

M-S 10-5:30, Sun. 12-5:00 8
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BAYSTATE LOCKSMITHS

GET A FREE KEY MADE
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with this coupon

coupon expires 11/7/86

96 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST
REAR OF ANN AUGUST 253-5311

the twenty-five plus club
presents

A Pre-Halloween

Pumpkin Patch Party
This Saturday October 26

from 8 pm - ?

for a thorough explanation call

545-2148

or

323-6750

For all graduate students and older undergrade
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Larry Bouchie

Editorial Editor

Support union workers
Ideally, tiie purpose of a union is to serve the needs of and provide adequate

representation for its members, without having to call for a job action to achieve

these goals.

Unfortunately for both the management and the employees of the Lord Jeffrey

Inn, recent contract renev^ral negotiations have precipitated, in the eyes of the union,

the possibility of a strike or similar job action vi?hen the current contract expires at

midnight tonight.

The manager of the inn has stated that management prefers to negotiate with

union members "face-to-face," and he declined to discuss the matter with a Col-

legian reporter. This is regrett^le, as the press and the public are interested in the

fate of the union and its members, but can only learn of management offers through

union negotiators willing to di.scu8s those offers.

According to union steward Edmund Patterson, management has proposed a new

two-tier pay system, which the union believes will lower employee wages, and even-

tually, eliminate the union. Patterson has also said that inn management has propos-

ed the suspension of health services benefits and the employees' right to set their

schedules.

If what Patterson says is true, then the management of the Lord Jeffrey Inn, of

which Amherst College has as75 percent share, should be ashamed of itself. If the

sole motivation for these proposals is fiscal difficulty, then the solution should

emanate from sacrifices by those able to bear them—management and Amherst Col-

lege. Obviously, union employees are least responsible for making financial

sacrifices which will ultimately benefit Amherst College and not the union.

We urge ail members of the community who care about the fate of the employees'

union to offer their support to members by rallying with them at 10 a.m. Saturday

on the Amherst Common, by not seeking interim scab employment at the inn during

negotiations, and by respecting a picket line if that is necessary.

Unmnied policy editorials reflect the majoHty opinion of the Collegian Board of

Editors.
MiiiiHiiitiiiiiiiii

Afghanistan atrocities
"Most people seem unaware that the

Soviets are not simply occupying

Afghanistan, but trying to wipe the

Afghans off the face of the earth." This

quote is from Robert Macauley, founder of

Americares Foundation, a private

organization established to transport

m^ical supplies into Afghanistan. Accor-

ding to this foundation, more than one

million Afghans have died since the Soviet

invasion in 1979. Yet many leftists

downgrade, even deny, the existence of

these genocidal attacks upon an innocent

country.

Indeed, one only had to watness last

week's anti-communist rally sponsored by

the UMass Republican Club. As various

speakers documented the abuses and

dangers of communism in an attempt to

enlighten their fellow students, leftists in

the crowd enjoyed turning the rally into a

comedy show, complete with costumes and

"I am a communist sympathizer" iden-

tification cards. I heard two long-haired

Peter Dow
types confidently proclaim that the situa-

tion in Afghanistan "isn't so bad" and that

we (those protesting communism and the

Soviet destruction of Afghanistan) were

being "fooled by the western media which

are controlled by multinational corpora-

tions." One finds such foolish statements

humorous only until we remember the

grave conditions which do, in fact, exist to-

day in Afghanistan.

The uneducated claim that the situation

"isn't so bad" obviously emanates from a

level of ignorance. The Soviets have been,

for six years, waging a war not simply

against the armed Afghan resistance, but

also against the Afghan f)eople. Just a few

examples are needed to illustrate this

point. In 1983, Soviet troops killed at least

360 civilians in three villages near Kan-

dahar; most were women, elderly, and

children. The bodies of the dead were then

doused with a chemical to hasten decom-

SATF worthwhile
$1.6 million is certainly a huge sum of

money. This is the amount of revenue

generated annually for the Student Ac-

tivities Trust Fund.

There is a proposal to raise the SATF
from $44 per semester to $50 jjer semester.

We want to shed some light on where all of

this money goes and what it does for you.

We also want you to vote to increase the

SATF this Tuesday.

Our Student Government Association is

one of the most powerful SGA's in the

country. This is primarily because students

decide what to do with the $1.6. We, as

students, are able to direct ottr tax money
where we see fit. It is no small feat to

equitable allocate so much money and to

simultaneously maintain fiscal accoun-

tability.

Our SGA, like the SATF, is enormous.

The list of activities, services, and

resources provided by the SATF is almost

endless. To understand why the SATF

Roth/Burgess

needs to be increased, we must first try to

understand the scope of the SGA/SATF.
The SGA/SATF affects your life at UMass
daily. Groups funded, both directly and in-

directly by the SGA/SATF include the

Chess Club, the Outing Club, the Union

Video Center, the Hunger Task Force and

WMUA-to name just a few. The SATF
provides free legal advice, referral and/or

representation via our Legal Services Of-

fice (we all know the cost of private at-

torneys).

Where else but at UMass can you ride so

many buses on so many routes for free?

The largest student run credit union is yet

another aspect of our uniqueness. The Stu

dent Center for Educational Research and
Advocacy is an institutionalized
mechanicism to research and adv(X"ate stu-

dent issues. The off Campus Housing Of-
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position. In another village, Soviet troops

arrested 40 peopel, tied them up and piled

them like wood. Then gasoline was poured

on the pile and they were burned alive. A
deserter of the Soviet army said that the

troops "-were ordered that when we attack

a village, not one person must be left alive

to tell the tale ... so women and children

were locked in a room and grenades were

thrown in." Various Soviet torture techni-

ques are also prevalent; electric shocks,

burnings, beatings, chemical baths, and teh

smashing of hands and feet.

Indeed, the Soviets continue to brutalize

Afghanistan; yet their attempts at

demoralizing the guerillas have not suc-

ceeded. Thus the past few years have

brought about a new Soviet strategy; the

"scorched earth" war of attrition. Starva-

tion is the new tool and the tactics include

bombings fields just prior to harvesting

and machine-gunning livestock. Im-

mediately, one thinks of Stalin's man-made
famine in the Ukraine in 1932-33, which

killed at least five million citizens. We can

only hope the West awakens itself in time

to stop history from being repeated.

Likewise, the charge that we are being

fooled by multinational-controlled media is

preposterous. All reliable information (in-

cluding the examples in this column) cornes

from human rights groups or medical

reports. Just a few of these organizations

are; Helsinki Watch, Americares, Aide

Medicale Internationale, Medecins sans

Frontieres, Medicins du Monde, and the

Afghanistan Relief Committee. Ironically,

the western media (particularly television)

pay sickeningly little attention to the plight

of the Afghan people.

The genocidal attacks of the Soviet army

in Afghanistan indicate the true nature of

the Soviet regime, and the misguided

beliefs expressed by American leftists

show their ignorance of the situation.

Meanwhile, the world hardly notices Soviet

atrocities. The United Nations, that foun-

tain of hypocrisy, condemns South Africa,

the United States, and Israel; yet protests

against the Soviet Union go unheeded.

When will the world recognize the agony of

the Afghan people and assist them?

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist.

fice provides essentail services to students

living off campus. Area governments make
residential life much more enjoyable. The
Office of Third World Affairs provides

critical resources to our campus. Free

films, lectures and concerts! All of this is

provided to you by the Student Activities

Trust Fund. The Spring Concerts, Univer-

sity Childcare, Students Advocating Finan-

cial Aid and the UMass Marching Band all

receive monetary support from the SATF.
Work such as the bill to get a student on

the Board of Regents, the sexual harass-

ment policy, the grandfather clause on the

raising of the drinking bill, the academic

grievance procedure, the saving of the

sports teams, the Tuition Issues Project

and much, much more are all supported by

the SATF as well. Student Controlled

Business such as the Ski Club, the Bike

Coop, the Peoples Market, and the snack

bars all receive support from the SATF.
We can go on and on but hopefully the

point is made.
Last year the SGA/SATF witne.ssed a

severe financial crisis. The SATF has not

been raised in six years, (we doubt that any
other University fee can make the same
statement!) and inflation, cost of living in-

creases, salary adjustments and a new
University Administrative charge of

$80,000 known as full costing have created

a situation where we are forced to expand
and increase our fee.

We are probably the only governing body

that is so democratic that there is a general

election required to raise our tax. This can

be suicidal though, because if we are unable

to maintain fiscal solvency we are clearly

inviting an administrative take-over.

The increase is small and justified. The
benefits are enormous. Diversity is what
make UMass so special. Students create

and nurture that diversity. To be bored at

UMass, one really has to try.

We invite challenges, questions and

disagreements. But most impor-
tantly-VOTE! This Tuesday from 1 1 a.m.

- 4 p.m. on the Campus Center Concourse.

Stacey Roth and Dani Burgess are SGA co-

presidents.

Letters
Quotes out of context
With reference to the article "UMass women reflect on

meeting" 1 would like to clarify some remarks attributed

to me which were inaccurately reported.

That developing countries are facing a dilemma is ob-

vious, but is it with regard to population-family planning

policies that I made that my remark. Further, it is these

policies that are influenced by international aid, especially

bilateral aid. The quote about contraceptives, natural

family planning, and abortions was intended to raise the

issue of peoples' basic right to information about all

methods and services of family planning and letting them
decide what to do.

The comment about U.S. gr)vernments activities in the

Third World should actually be— thai USAID has backed a

$22.8 million project in Bangladesh. A? a par* of thp pro-

ject, women were sterilized without being told that the

operation was irreversible.

I feel this is not the first time that a speaker's remarks

were quoted out of context. Also offensive was the fact

that both my name and departmental affliation were inac-

curate. Perhaps Collegian reporters need a crash course in

writing and reporting accurately.

Rema Pai

Amherst

Aversion to cooperation
Happy United Nations Day? There is lit-

tle unity at the U.N. other than a g^anging-

up of Third World and eastern-bloc coun-

tries against the United States, say some of

our leaders, prompting them to dismiss

such collective efforts, because they are not

"in our interest." Actually, we need rtiore

mediative bodies, not less.

Today marks the fortieth year of the

U.N. Created as a forum where member-
states could meet to resolve common pro-

blems, and hosted by the newly-eminent

United States, the U.N. embodied the

hopes of a world weary of war and ready

for a new age of diplomacy.

Over the years, many former colonial

possessions gained independence and a

vote in the U.N., and in various other one-

country, one-vote bodies, such as the World
Court and UNESCO-the United Nations

Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization.

Work went on; but with the Reagan
years the United States increasingly exer-

cized its veto power, defending itself and

its two pariah allies—South Africa and

Israel— from the onslaught of anti-

apartheid and anti-zionist sentiment which

emerging countries directed our way.

U.S. discomfort in confronting much
smaller states on a somewhat equal basis

has resulted in our brushing aside the

bodies which entitle those states to a

disproportionate amount of influence in the

world arena.

The World Court, which America has us-

ed to successfully settle international

disputes such as fishing rights, was recent-

ly informed that the United States will no

longer necessarily abide by its jurisdiction.

The reason: the Court found that

Nicaragua had a legitimate case against

our country involving contra atrocities in

the CIA-formulated war against the San-

dinista government.

Rob Skelton

UNESCO, whose international programs

benefited many in both the developed and

underdeveloped world, has suffered the

loss of America's contribution (25 percent

of its budget) as politics punches yet

another hole in the fabric of the world com-

munity.

The official reasoning for U.S.

withdrawal from UNESCO: the group

politicizes issues, is anti-American, and

wastes money. More probable: the group

became suspect for exploring the possibili-

ty of creating a new world information

order, one which sought equitable distribu-

tion of world media resources, and one

which undoubtable scared many countries

who feared they might have something to

lose in the deal.

Such selfish motives are but few. Restric-

tions on the nature of Third World develop-

ment which first world dollars are aiding,

such as what kind of birth control, medicine

(illegal in USA, okay otherwise) and fer-

tilizer manifests itself as racism, much like

the grandfather clause hindered the

political progress of the developing black

peof)les earlier in U.S. history.

President Reagan's belligerency towards

everything adversarial is typical of him.

America will have other concerns that ex-

tend beyond 1988, and for that we must re-

erect a framework of internationalism.

It may be convenient in the short run to

disregard these bodies, or mislabel them
'counterproductive,' 'politicized,' or

'wasteful.' In the long run, however, we
are going to need such institutions because

they are the essence of our diverse but

divisive world community that must co-

exist in order to exist.

Rob Skelton is a Collegian columnist.

Achieving that mentality
I was watching television the other night

when my favorite commercial came on.

"The coffee achievers," it said, were the

backbone of a new generation. Being a cof-

fee achiever for some time already, the

commerical made me feel like I was part of

this revolutionary coffee drinking genera-

tions.

It reaffirmed my belief that I wasn't a

wimp like Robert Young or Lauren Bacall

who eat quiche with their decaffeinated

coffee. All of this, however, reminded me
of the upcoming exam for which I would

have to spend hours of studying.

After the commercial, I went to the bank

and withdrew my final $23 so that I would

have enough money to support my study

habit. I walked back to campus where 15

minutes later, I reached my destination,

the Newman Center, which was my
destination. I really needed a pick-me-up

when I got there, so I shelled out a dollar

for two large coffees. Then I unpacked my
notes and started to review them between

gulps of my favorite hot beverage. After a

few hours of trading long swallows of that

wonderful Java with occasional peeks at my
miserable notes, I decided to call it quits for

the evening. I bought one for the road and

went home to bed.

My alarm went off at 7 a.m., only two

hours after falling asleep. Dragging myself

out of bed and into the shower, all I could

think about was the smell of a fresh pot of

coffee, ready to awaken me like a loyal ser-

vant.

I stumbled blindly to the Newman Center

where I immediately purchased two large

coffees. After swilling them down, I

started to get the sense of being awake. I

then purchases another cup for my trek to

the Campus Center Coffee Shop where I

would study for the next day's exam.

I labored hard at the Coffee Shop. At one

Ron Berutti

point, however, I felt an incredible burst of

energy, so I gathered my belongiiigs and

ran to the Newman Center where I would

study until closing.

By 10 p.m., my eyeballs felt like pinballs,

and my hands were trembling slightly. I

hadn't had a cup of coffee in almost 15

minutes, so I decided to go get another cut

to calm myself down.

I went to the counter and poured out a

cup. Reaching into my pocket, I pulled out

the necessary 45 cents and handed it to the

cashier. I then went home, where five

hours later, I fell asleep.

It was now the morning of the big exam.

"At least three cups of coffee are

necessary to wake me up for this exam," I

thought to myself as I walked to the

Newman Center. When I got there, I open-

ed my wallet where, to my surprise, I found

no money. I reached into my pockets for

the necessary silver pieces—there were

none to be found. Then I blacked out.

Rumor has it that I fell to the floor and

went into convulsive shock.

Only now do I realize that the reason I

passed out was because I lacked sleep, due

to my mind's preoccupation with my exam.

That, coupled with the thought of not get-

ting a cup of coffee to awaken me, ended up

putting me out.

I am not doing what had to be done: I

have stopped studying for exams. This

whole episode proved to me that the only

way to achieve, as the commerical said,

was through coffee. The reason for this

story was my hope that it will be in-

strumental in making you yet another

member of the coffee achiever generation.

Ron Berutti is a Collegian cnlumnist.
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Women's market value
The latest liberal fad sweeping the

American landscape is "comparable
worth." The idea is that jobs of equivalent

workload and responsiblity should cor-

relate to equivalent pay. That is, if a truck

driver's jt)b requires the same overall work
as, say a laundress, they should be paid

equally. Women's groups claim that jobs

traditionally womens' are lower paying
than comparable mens' jobs. They want the

government to force comparable jobs to

pay comparably.

'There is no rea.son justifying the com-
parable worth concept. The marketplace
sets wages for each occupation, something
every engineering graduate could no doubt

explain, as they are currently overvalued in

the marketplace. People choose their own
profession, and many factors other than

pay figure into the decision. Arguing that

jobs should pay according to the amount of

'work' involved is like arguing that food

should be priced according to its nutritional

content, books according to their lengths,

or old masters according to the size of their

canvasses. Athletes and rock stars certain-

ly earn more than any comparable worth
formula would suggest. Babe Ruth, when it

was pointed out to him in 1929 that he was
making more than the President, respond-

ed, "I had abetter year than he did." "There

is no relevance at all in who 'worked'

harder.

Somewhere an implied moria doctrine of

'fairness' has snuck its way into the issue.

The Constitutions doesn't say anything

about fairness, likely because it's such a

loaded concept. Who's to determine what is

fair? If the government is to set a fair price

for a given job then why not set a fair price

for bread, also? The reason is the free

market. The free market is the closet thing

Paul W. Kasman

on earth to the truth. Into a 'price' is fac-

tored all the facts, expectations, rumors,
myths, and relevant history at the moment
of pricing. As a commodities futures

broker, I've seen many s(>eculators lose

their shirts for insisting that prices are 'too

low' only to see them drop further, or 'too

high' only to see them double from there.

While SfK'culators are frequently wrong,
the market is never wrong. In the long run,

the free market is larger than any corpora-

tion or government—witness at—tempts at

fixing the price of gold, pegging foreign ex-

change rates, or inflating the price of oil.

These efforts, policy at one time or another
of some of the most powerful governments,
have all ended in what is effectively free

market pricing. No one would argue
whether the price of gold is 'fair' to jewelry

buyers, or if the price of tulip bulbs was
'fair' to gardeners when a market panic

sent the price skyrocketing. In fact, the on-

ly time a price is unfair is when it is made
artificial and therefore does not reflect ac-

tual supply and demand.
This is precisely what the comparable

worth advocates are attempting and this

would result in a worse situation for the

very people it is intended to help. If the

market truly values women's work less,

which is the underlying reason for a com-
parable worth policy, legislation would only

serve to hurt women in the job market. For
if employers must pay men and women
equally, but value the men's work higher,

they will hire only men.

Paul W. "The Kaz" Kasman is a UMass
student.

Comparable sexism
Last month the press reported that the

First Lady had gone to Mexico to assess

the earthquake damage and offer US aid.

Now, I certainly have no objections to the

President's wife representing the United

States, but must she be referred to as the

"First Lady?" Imagine that Geraldine Fer-

raro had been elected president, would the

headline read "First Man John Zaccaro

goes to Mexico to offer US aid?"

But this is really just semantics, and if

that was all there was to sexism, we could

probably live with it. But the real problem

is the financial inequality that exists bet-

ween the sexes. The National Organization

of Women has reported that women earn

on average 59 cents to the dollar that men
receive. This is largely due to the fact that

jobs traditionally held by women are lower

paying than the jobs held by men,
regardless of training or degree of difficul-

ty. Right on this campus, for example, star-

ting pay for a clerk is grade 4; for a janitor,

grade 8. I don't need to tell you which sex

dominates which job.

Conservatives might argue that a janitor

has a harder job. Baloney. I know a grade
clerk who coordinates hundreds of com-

pany recruiters from all over the country,

and literally thousands of resumes from
several hundred students seeking employ-

ment. Degree of difficulty? I don't mean to

belittle the work of a janitor, but there isn't

a lot involved with pushing a broom. To
replace this grade 4 clerk would be a dif-

ficult task.

Not only is the job more difficult, but a

clerical test must be passed before a clerk

is hired. No test is required for janitors.

So what can we do now? President

Reagan has been very successful in .scaring

the American pu^'lir" ^n- saving that c<im-

parable worth, equal pay for jobs of com-

Lawrence Soucie

parable value, would require a huge federal

bureaucracy. This is hardly the case.

Negotiations for the new labor contract on
campus will begin soon. At that time,

representatives of the workers will sit

down with the administration and try to

work out a fairer job classification system.

If negotiations like these take place at the

local level throughout the nation for all

federal and state workers, it would set the

example for private industry to follow.

There would be no need for a huge
bureaucracy as the President has sug-

gested. Rather, the issue would be
negotiated at the local level with people

who know what their own problems are.

Being an institution of higher learning

and higher ideals, the University of

Massachusetts should set the example
statewide by beginning to implement a job

classification system based not on tradi-

tion, but on degree of difficulty, training

requirements, and most importantly,

worth to the employer. We should all ex-

press our support for the union and make
our desire known to the administration.

To be sure, there will be those whose
view of the world is so narrow and whose
fear of trying anything new so acute, that

they will try to maintain the present

system of unequal pay for as long as possi-

ble, just as those who sought to exploit

slave labor for as long as possible. But we
all have mothers, sisters, and other women
that we love and respect very much, and I

think that our love will eventually win out

over our prejudices.

Laurrevee Soucie is n Collegian columnist.
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itunion
The debate between the two unions centered around the

issue of a bargaining unit which must be established
continued from page :i before a union election. Members of the audience express-

pH cor- •»-n phont wVipt-o *^*» ''"*" >v>tween r^^map"**'"**'^*^ and

Hunt said his union, a division of the AFL-CIO, had staff would be drawn. Hunt said he did not anticipate pro-

begun a drive to collect signatures for a union election, blems with the administration in determmmg manage-

"As long as you don't have a union, nothing is negotiable, ment and non-management personnel. Melcher disagreed.

The University can do a Smith study or a Brown study, it saying that she believed determining a bargammg unit

won't matter." would be a lengthy process.
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HATRIDE
PARTY ON OUR HAYWAGON

DAY OR NIGHT, BONFIRE

AND PICNIC AREA PROVIDED

For Informatbii

and Reservatkms

CALL 247-9098

WEST
HATFIELD

STABLES
RTE. 5, Wett HatflcU, N>

4 mllct north of Northampton

vllE'VE GOT YOUR
NUMBER-501*

They're still the original

Levi's* blue jeans that won

the west over 130 years ago.

Five pocket, button-fly,

copper-riveted, shrink-to-fit

denim jeans. But since that's

a mouthful to ask for. we

thought you might like to call

them by their name

-

501 's* jeans.

I

I

i

I
i

OUAUTY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE

now available

it<<n^a^^

1 open 7 days |

I 253-9729 \
i Downtown Amherst |
.^iiiiiiiiiimMiiiiMiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiHitiiiiiniiiifflitiiiriiiiiiiiMitiiiN

''"AMHERSr^
IMUSICHOUSE

AND GUITAR WORKSHOP

MIDNIGHT
SALE!

Friday, Oct. 25th

,

10 A.M.-12 P.M.
ENTIRECONTENTS

*%o
11

(iuHars. Amptificrs. Sinnjis, l-ffccls. Micrriph<»ocs. Music. Accessories. EVtRYTHINCJ'

233 NO. PLEASANT ST. (CARRIAGE SHOPS)
AMHERST

5494728

Our biggest and best sale yet!

Graduated Savings.
i!Hiilllll!!iiiilillilllil!!!'!!liiii|iii...

'illiiiiii

""

i\ OFF
ALI.lOKCrOLI)

OFF
ALl. 14K GOLD

OFF
ALL 18K GOL[)

CJnc week only, .save on thegokl ring of your choice. PY)rronipl('te

dftails, .sf'<' your Jostens representative at;

"at. Oct. 23, 24, 25 • Wed, Thur, Fri Tim. 10,4 pm ix-[K>sitRfq. $15.00

Place:

^UNIVERSITY

le ©198.5 Jostens. Inr

JOSTENS
AMERICAS COLLEGE RING'**

live wire
huPeter Wissoker

First an apology to anyone who went to

the Hatch last Thursday and found out that

there was band playing. Sorry. This week
there definitely is a jazz band there tonight

and a rock band called the Steadys tomor-

row nig^t.

Tickets for the Ramones in the SUB are

on sale. The SUB is really the definitive

place to see them. And now for this week's

excitement.

Tonight Morris Day and Full Force and

Lisa Lisa will be playing the most show of

this weeks' excitement. Location: Fine

Arts Center. In another college town,

Williamstown, the Band will be playing at

Williams College. Peter, Paul and Mary

will be playing at Bushnell Auditorium in

Hartford.

Local Musician John Coster will have an

album release party at Pearl Street

tonight. Well actually, that's the John

Coster Group to be more specific. The
LLamas will be making their headlining

debut at Sheehans also tonight.

Tomorrow night singer/guitarist Rory

Block wrill be performing at Sie Iron Horse.

The Motels will be at the Agora in Hartford

and the Steadys will be at the Hatch.

The Hastfield Mall will be hosting two

really great shows on Saturday and Sun-

day. I know it sounds weird but this Spr-

ingfield Mall is presenting some of the best

music available in the area. Saturday night

there will be a gospel jubilee featuring the

Macedonia Church of God in Christ Choir,

Horace Clarence Boyer and the Year Of

Jubilee, and Bishop Bryand Robinson Sr.

The gospel jubilee that Professor Boyer

has presented here at UMass is always

really fun or shall we say, inspirational.

On Sunday, Taj Mahal. Phil Woods

Quintet, Avery Sharpe Group and others

will be playing there.

Back to Saturday. Paul Young and the

Royal Family will be at the Fine Arts

Center. Ex-Weaver Ronnie Gilbert will

singing at Smith College in Sage Hall.

Did you know that Bruce Springsteen

(aka. The Boss)'s latest single, "Coin'

Down" is a rip off, perhaps unintentional,

of a Richard and Linda Thompson song

from about 10 years ago called "Hard Luck

Stories?" The verses have exactly the same

melody. Could it be the Boss is doing a little

stealing? Of course it is a pretty obscure

song, but one never knows.

On Sunday night the Cure will be playing

at Smith College. It's kind of nice to get a

new wave band with a real edge up here,

although they are starting to mellow out a

bit. All in all it should be kind of like last

year's Psychedelic Furs show.

Greg Brown of the Prarie Home Compa-

nion and Aiistin City Limits' Nancy Grif-

fith will be at the Iron Horse on Sunday.

"The amazing Bobs, stars of New Wave Ac-

cupella, will be there on Monday.

Guitarist Glenn Phillips will be at Pearl

Street Wednesday night. I first heard him

about five or six years ago and be is really

good. His music used to sound like a com-

bination of Quicksilver and Santana, all in-

strumentals, basically one of the last pure

guitarists.

ouru

ROUTE 6<

UNUSUAL
GIFTS
WITH
A

NEW
ENGLAND
FLAVOR

NORTH AMHERST
MASSACHLbETTS

01059

1 mile norUi of UMui 549-2M7

':m

Tl
\

The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater

presents William Shakespeare's MACBETH
Rand Theater Fine Arts Center

October 17 19 and 23-26 8 PM
Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

The Ramones will appear in the Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m.,

Nov. 1. Tix are available at Tickets Unlimited.

For The Ultimate Study Break...

Relax your mind and recharge your body

in the weightless, stimulus-free environment

of Utopia Spas' flotation tank,

$9.00 per hour

Utopia Spas
175 University Drive, Amherst

(413) 253 7727

TONIGHT
Thursday Oct 24th

New & Used Cars
Trucks a Vans Also Avatable

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

aiiiniiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiHiiiHf

I Talent Scouts g
5 Exceptional sludentss
s sought for new company S
s "puot" program.

S

S 15/hours/wk. Great ex-g

5 perience! Exceptional in-g

5 come! EssentiaJ to havei
S strong interpersonal!
5 abilities, good communica-C
s tion skills, and ability to»

s make personal evalua-i
S tions. If you feel you have |
s these skills, write to Presi- 8
£ dent, Polaris Enterprises i
s Corp., 80 Inde{)endc'nce 5
s Ave., Quincy, Ma 02169 S
ailllllllllHIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIr

THE JOHN COSTER
BAND

album release party

Friday Oct 25

Surprise, Surprise

Mystery D.J.

Saturday Oct 26
danc* msstar •xtraordtnair*

D.J.

MARK STONEHAM

Wednesday Oct 30
"Uka Handrix or Back what

this man can do without tha

aid of outaida davtcaa ia

awaaoma"

The GLENN PHILIPS
BAND

from Atlanta Q«orgia

Thursday Oct 31st

HALLOWEEN
COSTUME
PARTY

$250 cash 1st priie

plus many other

valuable prizes

cut out this ad and
pay no cover before

9:30 Fri or Sat

ilPfUltllUI

tmunn

'Beat" Munchie Special...

Buy 1 Get 1 FREE
Choos* from our New Munchio Platter.

BBQ RIbe or Mexican Plxza...Monday
thru Thuredav. « til 1 1 :

Friday 4-6

"Best" Drink Specials...

Domestic Draft 75$
Hdnskln Bottle 1.2S

Theever<popular"Madr»i" 1.25

Carbur's
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
Rout* 9 H»cfl«y 586-1978
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adirondack music
'THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS^

Pre Madness Clearance Sale. .

Demos & Last Pieces at Must Go Prices

AR 58B 3-way

EPI A300 3-way

OHM C3 3-way

OHM L 3-way

Scott 312D 3-way

EPI TE/320 3-way

Scott 199B 3-way

List $700

List $880

List $750

List $440

List $660

List $500

List $700

EPI 2.0 2-way 2/passive radiator List $710

Allison 120 2-way List $320.00

OHM KZ 2-way List $450.00

Celestion DUO 2-way List $400

DCM QED 2-way List $600

$99.95 ea

$99.95 ea

$299.95 pair

$179.95 pair

$99.95 each

$249.95 pair V2 price

$349.95 pair

$99.95 ea.

$160.00 pair

$129.95 pair

$199.95 pair

$299.95 pair

Thursday. October 24, 1985

Doonesbury

,Colle;^ian 13

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

SAL, HAVB yoUCON-
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Weather

Partly sunny today, high in

the 60s. Cloudy tonight with

possible showers and a low

of 50.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed 1

HmBNOB" SUB-PLOTS,

CMFiem.

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Fried Fish Squares/

Tartar Sauce

menu
BASICS LUNCH

Oatburgers
Fried Fish Squares/

Tartar Sauce

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
Quiche Lorraine

Seafood Rice Salad Plate

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
Quiche Lorraine

Seafood Rice Salad Plate

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

TRONICS
Marantz SD242 Dolby B/C cassette deck List $200.00Now $69.95

Onkyo TX61 60 w/ch receiver a $540.00 value Only $199.95

Technics SA810 85 w/ch receiver a $530.00 value Only $199.95

JVC RKIOO 22 w/ch receiver a $200.00 value $79.95

Akai AARI 20 w/ch receiver a $170.00 value $69.95

Nikko NA2090 85 w/ch intergramp a $430. value V2 price $215.00

Scott 418A 30 w/ch intergramp a $165.00 value $79.95

Pioneer FX50 digital tuner a $200.00 value $99.95]

Pioneer CTX6 cassette deck a $230.00 value $99.9^

MANY DEMO CAR STEREOS IN STOCK AND
DRASTICALLY REDUCED TO MOVE. . .
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Attention all editors, AMEs
copy editors

George Forcier of the Greenfield Recorder will be giv-

ing a workshop on headlines, use of photos and layout at

7 p.m. on Thursday. This should be a great workshop and

will be mandatory for all of you (no attendance, no pay

this week, unless you have a marvelous excuse). All staff

and correspondents are welcome to attend—this will

count toward staff status.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Surfman bv Bart

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

15 EAST PLEASANT STREET, AMHERST
M sales Cash Only • MC/Visa/Check add 3%
AH quantities limited • Subject to prior sale

Not responsilyle for typographical errors

^fr

^nJ'''^/f,

^SZ<

Hey

UP?
my

S,
>^f ^.

(VH1

X THINK

ALirrie

Meo-o my Ff?»«

3orr\6 of?i6«»jic

^^)u flOotrrvS>mc

BTD.

se«(. '.'

Cuocv Bot> •'

hiEmy!

ACROSS
1 County

c«i«t>fatk>ns

6 Th«C^arl•8'^
canine

10 Both: Prefix

14 Ahead
15 Went In haste

16 Flue residue

17 Recently

passed
18 Instrument tor

Stan Get!
20 Young one
22 Title holder

23 Upbraid

24 Soft colored

26 Holding device

29 Electronic

tut>es

32 At home Abbr

33 TaKes flight

34 School org

36 Inert gas
37 Soft shoulders

38 Blessing

39 Have a meal
40 Expanses
41 Large Prefix

42 Last period of

the Paleo/oic

era

44 Reindeer moss,
eg

45 Harbinger

46 Reality

47 Look alter

50 DH or

Gertrude
54 Like Captain

Queeg
57 Hunter of the

sky

58 Auto follower

59 Wander
60 Potassium

compound
Bril

61 Handle, to Henri

62 Irritating insect

63 Ginger cookies

DOWN
1 Part of a yard

2 Pol filler

3 Spiiiane s

Jury

4 Nobel
physicist 1901

Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

5 Spreads out 37 Cheese for a

6 Brains or

beauty, eg
7 Box
8 Name for a

Houstonite

9 Tumult
10 After Shrove

Tues
11 Satellite

12 Item of

contention''

13 Road to Rome
19 Marco at al

21 Donate, in

Dundee
24 British buggies
25 What haughty

people put on
26 Containers
27 Slightly ahead.

in sports

28 Search blindly

29 Hindu gateway
30 Historic period

31 Deposit

33 But did you
ever

elephant fly''

35 Immediately

gourmet
36 Vaccine

preparation

40 Egyptian's

Zeus
41 Millimeter parts

43 Revolve
44 Oarrow's forte

46 Diamond
surface

47 Pet protection

gp

48 Be on the
payroll

49 Historian's

concern
50 Kilauea

output
51 Spanish girl's

name
52 Business abbr
53 Vanedirs
55 Part of GAS
56 Charged

particle

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Hungry?
1. Pizza - not again

2. Subs - nah!

3. Macaroni & Cheese -

are you kidding?!?!

Discover
HOT

ROAST BEEF
It.. SANDWICHES
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SUPERIOR
PIZZA

Simply Superior Pizza

Fast, Free Delivery
i 17 Montague Road

I North Amherst

I .542--2i26
I p^uy an"Iafg:e pizza wiuroneltemrj

get second item FREE
j |

Expires Nov. 11, 1985 j I
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Berreirs Ice Cream ^S^^^fe
»lplac»

Old Souin SI Enlronc*
Noiinamplon

Op*n Noon nil )l )0 tun. - Thun
No->M nil Midnight rrt k Sol.

586-4837

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst, MA 253-7018

Rent-A-Puff
Sa/es and Rentals

Special Weekend Rates

Low Cost Rentals
Major Credit Cards Accepted

Short & Long Term

Leasing Available

584-6445
1 1 Russell Street

rT"'io%"oFF"
I '^P^ with this coupon

I expires Oct. 31, 1985 |
^ 1^ Hll^B I^B ^B ^rfP

•1

J. Anthony Lukas will be here on
Wednesday, Oct. 30 from 2-3 P.M. to

autograph his new book

COMMON GROUND
A portrait of Boston during the
tumultuous decade following the
assassinations, struggling with the race
problem, revealed in the lives of three
families - Yankee, Irish, and Black.

He will also be speaking at:

Amherst College - Mon Oct 28 8 p.m.

UMass - Tue Oct 29 4 p.m.

Please join us on Wed Oct 30 «& 2 p.m.

Jeffery

Amherst
Bookshop

55 S. Pleasant

Amherst
253-3381

Body
Sit

b

f
I Jim

tiancy — Z was

firtelace and It

fcmi"*!^**/ »»»* en a
visii" 4c fke.

Body Skop.

\
fa/

'
1

1 aolCpB^
1

aafr lOD
ifl J. it

He»Aj $30^

Body SHOP
e«y(l«n T^immh

y^g.Ht^S

The job should be more than

work!
A cheerful atmosphere, people who
get along, and best of all:

(1) starting salary up to $3.70 an hour

(2) flexible hours

(3) meal discount

Come give us a try!

Aren'tYouHui^gry?

Rt. 9, Hadiey

^-

^t^^^

EARN
MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE
LOADERS &
UNLOADKRS
$8 hr • PART- 1 1 MK
KVKNINCJS &
EARLY MOHMNt;
HOI RS

We (if'foi stt'iifK I 'ipploymont,
p. lid vacation- .nui hoiilth
Ivm-fits. Inter', it'u will tic h.-lci

t'Vfiv Wodncsfiiiy Ham 1pm

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE ^
120 Wayside Avenue ^^
West Springfield, MA 01089

rADYS
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Ifs a Snap
to Stay Healthy
When Y€Hi Drink
PURE WATER

SEAGULL' Wat9r
Puritiors make
even Amherst

water taste good!

The portable FIRST-NEED water

purifier is great for college dorms
and apartments. Cfieap^r, more

convenient, and better quality than

expensive t>ottled water.

///

Send brochure on portable dorm model - FIRST-NEED
Send brochure on kitchen model SEAGULL* IV

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE'ZrP

PHONE

reqislefpd (rademarks ot Genera' Ecology inrI feqislefpd (rademarks ot Genera' Ecology 'nr

With SEAGULL^ Water
Purifiers you can remove
toxic chemicals, harmful

bacteria. chlorir>e, tastes,

odors, asbestos tllMrs,

Glardia cysts, and
much more. ..for only

pennies a day!

For mor» information:

CALL or till in coupon,

Franklin i Hampden County:

PIONEER ECOLOGY
Box 1535

Greenfield. MA 01302

(413) 773 3486

Hampshire County:

THE CONWAY TRADER
Route 9

Hadiey, MA 01035

(413) 586 2141

I^OVAC: CJIAUE

OI^IENTAC
FOOD MAHk^ET

360 College St., Amherst
Rte 9 East 253-5658

• Large Indian Inventory arriving oct. 30th

• New items arriving every week
• On Rte 9 across from Cumberland Farms
• Gourmet foods at everyday prices

• Asian cookbooks at publisher's prices

• Special menu plan each week with all ingredients packaged-try your

hand at different nationality cuisines

• Special weekend take-out plans

• Open 10-8; sat. Open 9-8

«,.,.tor,.v«i«tvo» AUTHENTIC ORIENTAL . deduce • $su«s I Sp»e«

. |>4oodlct • Fr<n«n i Canned Goods , CooWn« Implement* t Supp«« . Homemade take out food

ATTENTION:
BASKETBALL
TRYOUTS

FOR ALL WALK-ONS
THURSDAY OCT. 24

9:00 P.M.
CURRY HICKS CAGE

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
~7 ^^^.ar. n«irp rr 113 • 8-45-3-45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days pnor to publication day
Come to Collegian UTTice «^^ u o.

„,.^h^, frffCash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES CALENDAR MEN WANTED

Racquetball Court Time Now Available
Diiwntriwn Amherst. Individual or ifriiup

meml)ership9. Call 253-2528 for details

Friday Niffht Video presents a Hitchct)ck
diiuble feature The Birds and Psychn Ot
25 Newman Ctr Lounge start 7:()0 pm

Prophets and other Heretici: Discussine
issues of p)litical conscience, [lersonal

ethics, anci the Christian faith. Today.
12 151:1.5. UCF, 428 SUB

If you're rood looking and interesttnl in

hi-coming famous contact MB 546-9807

"CASH*

Paving caah for your Iwaeball carda call

Mike r.4fi H105

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

Tutor needed Introductory F'hysics

.">3«-228fi

Nursing aaaiatants: all shifts, flexible

sohe<iulm((. competitive salary, fringe

benefits, Amherst Nursing Home
2.56-8185

Kitclien aids: Part time positions. Morn-

ing and afternoon Kxcellent salary and fr

inge benefits Amherst Nursmg Home
25tA«185

to l)egin the formal application process

Novemlier 6 Kor further information, ci

.„ .. , . cess IS

rNovemoer n ror lunner information, call

mary at Legal Services, ,54.5- H*95

LOST

Southwest Reaidenta - Get Involved!
Weekly Southwest Assembly meeting
tonight 7:00 pm in Hampden Southside
Room. All are welcome.

Coalition for Environmental Quality will

hold meeting Thursday October 24 6:30

pm 306 SI to focus on upcoming En-
vironmental Coffeehouse 545-4312

T.G.I.F. - Come celebrate Fnday with
Ringing and fun Christian fellowship.

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ
7 pm Campus Center

ATTN PROFS A STUDENTS

Campus reporter for nat'l magacinc
seeks profs married to or dating students
for article. Please call Anne 549-,5,532 eves
or 5-3600 days.

AUDIO

Fiaher 100-walt rack syatem, linear

track turntable, equalizer, dual cass.

$850/BO call Bill at 545-0182

TV Macnavox 19 inch color RC. 175 call

584-.34a

AUTO FOR SALE
~~

1975 Ford Maverick good condition auto

new tires 53,000 mi asking $1050 call eve

628-4457

1979~ Datsun 310 30 mpg 11950 call

1 589 7462 <ir 1 .583-2120 ask for Mark

78 Datsun B2I0 4 sp 92000 steel radials 2

new radial snows on rims jp;ood

shape/mileage needs brakes $8,50.00

,54941.33

ToyoU Corolla 4 door 4 speed 1974 white

snows rebuilt 1600 motor $450 665-2577

1979 Chevette excellent condition

$1200/BO 546-7220 after 7 pm

1967 Volvo 122 good running condition

$700 conUct Beth 253 5074

1975 Volvo 244DL standard 101.000 mi

engine and body excellent. Some rust

$12.50 ,549 0360

ICWwool only $30 in the Concourse 3 days

a week in October se<- you there

ENTERTAINMENT

TURN THE TABLES professional

club/party D.J. 5 yr experience. Lowest

rates .586 9691

Play Bass? Must have equip. No metal call

Rick 6-6792

FOR RENT

Sunderland. I bdrm apt. on hu.sline.

420/month. everything included. Avail,

immediately! 666-3440. leave message

1 bdrm apt avail Nov 2: $400.00 inclusive

call Carol 2.56- 1 26 1 or stop by 1 1 8 Cliffside

Apt-s Sunderland

FridgrRenUls call R & P Package Store

253-9742 free delivety

Room hThoose^availablc. across St. from

campus. 15 minutes to town. F.P.. deck,

dark room, washer, dryer, big back yard,

pets?, 260/month ,549-6364

FOR SALE

Cooked in a busy restaurant? We want

talented saute coo'ks with exi«erience. .an

prep cooks. Do dishes' We need you too.

Apply .'udies, Amherst

Accounting Clerk Butterfield kitchen for

the Spring semester - minimum commit-

ment is one academic year. 6 hours/week
$4.2,5/hour with free n>om and t>aord. Ap-

plications are available at the Butterfield

Kitchen Office and are due by 5 |>m on

Nov. 1, 1985^

French Tutor desperately needed five

hours per week - wages neg. Call Jen at

665-4692 after 5

I need a Calc 127 teacher. One or two
nighLs/wk. $1.5/hr (must be worth it)Prev.

teaching exp. preferred Ken 546-8446

Travel Field Opportunity. Gain valuable

marketing experience while earning
money. Campus representative needed im-

mediately for spring break trip to Florida.

call Bill Ryan at 1 -800282-6221

HEY BOOBY BROWN

Rmc* arc red, violets are blue, I'm cracy,

flipped, and etcetera over you. Happy 2nd

I love you K

HOMEMADE CHOC CHIP COOKIES

Keys on a "tele»" kev chain on 10/10

around CC area conUct Jeff 549 1.381

Grey with purple denim jacket and kev
on white plastic coil keychain. If found call

546-5031

Wallet, Thurs - haste mekes waste
Reward $ call I 477 6.598

Mary Jane Nnw 1 ran Imy you th.it

gorgeous Italian 14k gold bracelet thai

ynii nave alw.ivs wante<T Thev have a wide
seltvtion l)etween $15$K0 (40-70%) sav

ings at (Jolden Opportunity 13 N Pleasant

St Amherst at l.Ki<iestone l.,five Bruno

Do you know Rich Rothrock ?

•••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••a

Pleaac return jean jacket taken from
Barsies Saturday night call Mary 263-7847

MOTORCYCLES

1982 Honda Nigkthawk 650 excellent

condition low miles with helmeta call Dave
.549-7882

NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD

Thursday Octolwr 24, Mahar Auditorium
showings at 5. 7. 9. 1 1 s[)onsored by Alpha
Zcta

PERSONALS

Home needed fast for a three year old

female. Bluepoint Siamese cat. Ouiet in

nature, I am moving away and need to find

a home for her. If interested please con
tact Jill ,549-7,537

Hey Speedy!! Saw you driving up 95 to 91

Amherst in a white Cadillac please call

blue Saab 253-9687

Andy - When ya gnnna cash in your rain-

check TT? The wine is still cold and I'm still

waiting.

• 6th Annual *

SWAG BATTLE of the BANDS
• >

• Sunday. October 27lh
• noon - 6 pm *

• HamfKJen Southside (next to Munchies *

Bands: * Moscow *

• First Cirice
• Joel Simon '

Thanks to Robert Bniwn *

• Sundard Issue
' *

• Modern Pladi
*

• •

• another
*

• Southwest Area G<ivemment "

• production
*

bear Amy. I love you so much. Thanks for

making the trip' Now I don't have to .s«'nd

you postcards, I can give them to you!

lyive, Neil

Alliance Christian Fellowship will meet
tonight in the Campus Center at 7:15 all

welcome!

SHARON LEE Happy 2Ut Birthday
Ixive K

SERVICES

TAILOR Alteration Expert Same Day
S«'rvice Available SHAANN'S Rt 116

Sunderlanii Ojien 8 am 665-:i87H

COINS 123/121 tutoring 5(10 per hr.

former 123/121 grailer Alex 2.56-1239

Brian's Typing Service. Fa.st, accurate.

Available almost anytime 665-7652

SHAWN STEPONATE

Desperately Seeking Skawn. . .1 have

be«'n watching you for what se«'m» like an

eternity and Ihelieve it is time for us to lie

united on the moonlit sands of some
desolate shore. If you can't make it would

yoursister he intereste<l? Wear red on Fn-

day and I will make my approach with a

following classified

SPRINGBREAK M
Campus Rep. organize sailing charters

Ft. Ijiudeniale/Hahamas
Comnii.ssion & Free Cniise

Write or call ("aptain Williams

37 Hendnck Isle Ft 1-aiiderdale 33.301

30652392.59

Lab Series lOOw guitar amplifler exc

$275 or BO call Rob 549-4141

Custom Pi7kup Cap for 8" bed all glass

very nice $4,50A>o call Bi ll at 54501 82

IcelandiVSwesters handknil, good selec-

tion call 549 7809

Help! I need a ride 10/25, Friday to Fort

Devens or Leominster for work ny 5! My
lioss will compromise. I can be a little late.

Will give gas $ & make homemade
chocolate chip cookies! Please call Jen-

nifer, 256-1603 late nights.

Bundy Flute for sale. $80 or best offer.

Call 66,5 2711 PM
' INSTRUCTION

Neon Sign (Lowenbran) - never used $65

or best offer. 256 1,538 leave message

FurnitureTor sale - couch & two chairs

$1.50 or BO .549 5185

Bartending classes starting Oct 28 covert
all aspects sign up in Credit Free Workshops
Tower Library

KAREN McNAB

Philips 2930 8 in 2-way, ported speakers

verv good condition asking $i5 for the

pair or BO call Phil at 546-8876

Scliing^<Me 101 Speakers used for three

weeks only rail for price 6-791

T

Hey Sunshine! Hope you have a great hir-

th(fay' Behave yourself in Boston, but be-

ing a true LOB. we know 'hat's impossi-

ble! We'll celebrate next weekend Love
ya. Judy and Minnie alias the LOBS

Kathleen - You can wear watch caps and
rain slickers. Much cheaper than a white
dress.

Todd Happy Birthday! You're in for one
hell of a night! All my love and respect'

Nan

Happy Birthday Todd Love Christine and
Nicole

Video Dance

Fnday Oct 25
8:30 pm 12:.30am

Sl'B

only $2.00/person

music by Rack-A Video

sjmnsored by
SA(j/Brown House

Cute little Reich girl You're special to me
Happy Birthday the guy who knows too

much

Teddybare I love you please marry me and
make my dreams come true forever Sex
Kitten

Chris and Mike, H'appy 19th Birthday! Go
wild in NYC" love, Mer '

'

"^

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Cases, papers, dissertatioM, tkeaca, on-

campus, dependable, outsunding quality,

low rates, .584 7924

RIDE WANTED

eryl and Diane

• SWAG in cooperation with WMIIA *

• presents:
*

• TheRAMONKSw/theineighlmrho-Kls *

• •

Friday. Noveml>er 1. 1985
• in the Student Union Ballroom *

• •

TickeU on sale TODAY
• (!ampu8 Center Concourse 4 Tix

*

• another
*

• Southwest Area Crovernment
*

• production *

•«•••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

To RI 10/25. .leanette, eves 646-7220 will

share expenses

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female wanted neat, responsible, own
n«>m $2.32 plus util. Must pay $696 up
front call 54i» 0490 8 10 am 1() 1 1:30 pm or

(617)4.36 2783

Female wanted share apt in Brittany

Manor Call 2.56 0668

Female wanted sliare Brittany manor
bedroom »150 month call Lori 2S3 S379 try

night
"~~

TRAVEL

FOUND
LEGAL ASSISTA.NTS WANTED

1973 BMW 2002 good cond. nins well new-

tires sunriKif $1,500 or BO 2.56 1885

1974 AMC Hornet St. Wagon 6 cyl 105k

mi new battery, carbeurator. muffler,

alternator passed inspection needs minor

work $450 call 666-3986 af^er 5 pm

75 l>atsun B2T0 veryTeTiable, manv new

parts. .Some rust but runs great. $600 or

BO must .sell Lii.549 4I85

Woman's watch near

Thursday call Thom to

after 8 pm plea.se

Whitmore last

identifv 6-9066

HELP WANTED

Overseas Jobs. Summer, yr round

Europe, S. Amenca. Australia. Asia. All

fields. $9<tO 2(KX) mo Sightseeing. Free in

fo Wnir IJC. Box 52-MAl Corona Del

Mar. CA 92625

Apply now for a full-time intemahip at

the Legal Services Office for the Spring.
1986 semester. Aiil attorneys in client in

terviews. pretiaration of court forms,
maintenance of continuing ca-seload. giv
mg advice and referrals and investigations
and research. Ip to 15 credits may be
received from academic departments.
Gain valuable expenence in the legal pro-
fession while working on '.•iinpiis No
previous exjienencp in the legji' (trofession

necessar\': training is pr^videM Di-adline

Happy IRth Birthday Laurie! Psychetl for

Vermont'' We'll paint the state fH' I^ove

va! F:iiiabeth'n'Beth

Simpleton Bacelor* 1 A 2: Do ^ou
remember this (from the summer of 85)

"Aw. he would be insulted if you would
call it a Pinto "

Count down to Jennifer London's birth-

day. Zero days left' Hap!i\ Hir'fniru

Jenn We love you • Diane in'l \1i "^^ i

Blue Eyes (323 Puffton) you're gorgeous
where are you let's get together Z'«im

JwMica In January and March for «<nly

$.3;»9 Call Kevin at 2.56 1037 for details

Montreal Weekend N<Wmber 1 . 2, 3 call

Bonnie 6 64^2

^ TYPING A WORD PROCESSING

Felix V. from JFK: Please don't leave me
1 can'l fare life without vou L<'t's make

,,. :j,..,y

Chris - IXi you read these ads evervday ti

see one for you'' Here it is' Love Paul

Next day service. TYPE RITE 253 5111

VJl'ALltY TYPINtrLong or short pro-

jects Will correct grammar, spelling, £
punctuation Meticulous proofreading

New IBM typewnter 549 0.367

Sweetpea you are the most special part of

my life my one and only. I love you very,

very much' Forever. Cavey

To Jen and Pete, my Van Meter buddiee:
Happy Birthday' Hope to help you
celebrate I love you guys! I.,ove, Nancy

WANTED TO RENT

Brendvwine • want in take over lease in 2
MriM fi'i ,'^piiiiii reward $50! 549-4798
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Football notebook

Injured players
returningquickly
for Minutemen
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Finally, University of Massachusetts football coach

Bob Stull can smile when talking about his team's injury

situation.
, . ,

•
f

"We're getting some guys back and they re gomg to

help a lot," said Stull yesterday. "We've got some big

games coming up and we're going to need all of our

depth."
,

^, .

UMass has nine starters miss at least one game this

season. The Minutemen entered the season with solid

depth, but soon found themselves scrambling to fill holes

as the season progressed.

Going into Saturday's game against Boston University

(Alumni Stadium at 1:30 p.m.), the Minutemen will be

without only seven players, four of them starters when

the season began.
, , . , .

Tight end Mike Kelley (separated shoulder) has been

out from the beginning of the season, but may return in

two w^cks.

Defensive tackle Bruce Strange (knee) has missed five

games and is also expected back soon. Linebacker Steve

Silva (knee) has been out four weeks and may see action

towards the end of the season.

Reserve linebacker Jim Vertucci (eye) is lost for at

least three weeks.

On the plus side, UMass returns several players to ac-

tion against the Terriers. Kickoff and punt return

specialist Andrew Thomas will be back after missing

three games with a pulled hamstring. Defensive tackle

Eddie Sullivan is also expected back after missing the

Maine game with an ankle injury. Cornerback Carlos

Silva (ankle) dressed last week and is expected to play

this week.

C olleKian photo by Scott MaKuirr

Quarterback Dave Palazzi has been involved in

all but one of UMass' touchdowns this season,

despite missing three games.

Minuteman mutterings: Freshman quarterback Dave

Palazzi (another returnee from the injury list) has been in

on all but one of the 13 touchdowns UMass has scored

this season, despite missing three games. He has thrown

for five touchdowns, ran for three and handed off for

four others . . . with Palazzi in the game, UMass averages

24 points, without him the Minutemen score only 5.3

points all season . . . UMass has allowed only ten second

quarter points all season (seven on a kickoff return) . .

.the Minutemen have gained only 44 yards more than

their opponents all season, despite an average of five

minutes more of ball possession a game . . .the

Minutemen have a plus three turnover ratio this season .

. . Tom Cioppa is averaging 27.6 yards a reception and

leads UMass with two touchdowns through the air.

UM volleyball

defeats Smith,

goes to 25-4
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - The University of Massachusetts

women's volleyball team celebrated Smith College's final

home match of the season by pounding the home team

15-7, 15-4 and 15-8 before a sparse crowd last night at

Smith College.

It took just 50 minutes for the Minutewomen, 26-4, to

dispose of the helpless Unicorns and if not for time outs

and whistle-blowing officials interrupting play to make the

appropriate calls, UMass could have been back on the road

much sooner.

"I thought we could've been out of here in 15 minutes,"

University of Massachusetts head coach Elaine Sortino

said, "Smith has a pretty good team but we just

dominated them. This was the first time we've gone

against a weaker opponent and dominated them the way

we should."

Smith never had a chance. Throughout the mateh, the

Minutewomen continually took advantage of giant holes in

the Unicom defense killing the ball with repeated cruelty.

Utilizing the entire bench, Sortino took advantage of the

UMass success in game one to rest the starters in game
two.

Excitement as provided in the second when, after the

Unicorns jumped out to a 1-0 lead, UMass caught fire,

scoring the next 13 points in just over 5 minutes. Senior

outside hitter Sally Maher electrified the bench pounding

down six kills, sandwiched around a Michele Barys service

ace, the first of which six-packed on embarrassed Unicom.

"I was pleased with the mateh because it gave me a

chance to play the bench, Sortino said. "They played well

and held their composure."

Duckworth Grange:
Former running back starring on defense

rollepan photo liy NpiI Beckerman

Senior cornerback
Duckworth Grange
(above, returning an in-

terception in

Saturday's 20-7 victory

over Maine) was moved
to the defense after

spending three years as

a running back for the

Minutemen.
This season. Grange

is eighth on the team in

tackles, has returned
one of his two intercep-

tions for a touchdown,
has broken up six

passes and has a runn-

ing back sack. Grange,
and safety Bob
Shelmire, were both of-

fensive players before

being moved into the

defensive backfield this

season with great
results as the UMass
pass defense is among
the nation's leaders in

Division 1-AA.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Duckworth Grange spent three years

with the University of Massachusetts foot-

ball team in total frustration.

Grange c; me to the Minutemen from

Bloomfield (Conn) High School with great

hopes. As the state champion in the 400

meter dash and solidly built at 5-10, 190

pounds, he naturally expected to contribute

to UMass' football success.

But Grange became a forgotten man. He
was spoken of highly as a great athlete

with unlimited potential, but playing

behind AH-American Garry Pearson (UM's

all-time leading rusher) and then George

Barnwell (UM's third leading career

rusher) he had few chances to show his

stuff.

Grange carried the ball once in 1982, 58

times in 1983 (for 204 yeards) and 60 times

(for 247 yards) in 1984. He also caught 14

passes for 88 yards in three years and ran

back kickoffs (seven for 91 yards. In all, he

ha 632 total yards in three years with no

touchdowns. Not much for an athlete with

"unlimited potential."

Finally, Grange was given his chance to

shine for UMass. Not by carrying the ball .

.

but by stopping those who do.

Grange was converted into a cornerback

in spring practice this season. Along with

former fullback Bob Shelmire and scout

team fullback John McKeown, Grange was

shifted to defense and expected to con-

tribute to unit that had given up a lot of

yards in 1984, one of the many reasons

IJMass suffered through a 3-8 season.

"I just wanted to help out the team any

way 1 could," said Grange. "Coach (Bob)

Stull felt it would be as a defensive back, I

think he made the right decision."

Grange has turned into one of the con-

ference's best corners, intercepting two

passes (including one for a touchdown in

the season opener against Morgan State),

making 32 tackles (eighth on the team),

breaking up six passes (tied for first on the

team) and making a running back sack.

Against high-powered Rhode Island,

Grange was isolated on All-American tight

end Brian Forster and did a good job

against him, holding him under 100 yards

without a touchdown. UMass, now 4-3, and
Grange are enjoying the change.

"He's such a good athlete we feel we can
use him against the better players," said

Stull. "He's strong and very quick, good at-

tributes to have when playing in the secon-

dary. I'm very confident having him back
there for us."

The UMass defense, with an average of

8.8 points allowed per-game, leads Division

1-AA. They are also highly ranked in

overall defense, passing defense and
rushing defense, thanks in part to the play

of Grange and the other two former offen-

sive players.

"It's a matter of pride with us," said

Grange. "We get upset when people score

on us, we feel we can shut another team
down every game. UMass hasn't had much
to be happy the last few years as far as

football goes and now that's changing. Per-

sonally, I'm feeling good about myself as a

player and the role I'm playing. I knew I

could contribute."

SI in town to

shoot for
Smith feature
Sports Illustrated will do a feature story

on University of Massachusetts point

guard Carl Smith in its annual Basketball

Preview issue.

The magazine will be in Amherst to take

pictures of the Minuteman captain for a

story about how the 5-11 junior has won

or tied several games in the last second in

his career. Smith has been dubbed "The

Final Minuteman" by SI. UMass opens its

season on November 23 in the Cage

against Merrimac College.

—Peter Abraliam
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SPIRIT IN THE NIGHT—Spectators watch an intramural football playoff game at Boyden Fields.
Playoffs continue Monday and Tuesday vidth the championship game at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday.

Training program starts
Unskilled workers
to receive priority
NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Correspondent

Unskilled University of Massachusetts
workers will be able to gain the
knowledge and experience to become skill-

ed craftsmen in a new program establish-

ed by the University this week.
The program will be run jointly by

UMass and local chapter 1776 of the
American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees.

"I'm very pleased that the union has
had the confidence in the future and the
vision to sponsor this program,"
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffy said. "I very
much appreciate the union's leadership.

I'm also delighted that it's another first

for us."

The program, which has a provision that

one-half of the apprentices will be women
and minorities, will provide training for

apprentices to become electricians,

carpenters, and plumber/steamfitters.

Current employees of the University have

priority on bidding for the apprenticeship

positions.

"The program will open up new oppor-

tunities for people working in the Univer-

sity to move up by learning a skilled

trade," Duffy said.

The idea for an apprenticeship program
has been talked about since 1970, but

wasn't acted upon because "we had a kind

of a stubborn management to push
around," said Tbny Grimalde, a former

president of the union and present chief

steward. The affirmative action require-

ment gave the program the extra boost it

needed, he said.

"The program will open up new op-

portunities for people working in the

University...

"

—UMcLss Chancellor Joseph D. Dujfey

Inside:

Peace walk in Northampton tomorrows

Morris Day opens tour at FAC 11

Football faces BU tomorrow 20

"If I write a policy, then don't I have a

right to break it?"

—UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey on

the University's alcohol policy, p8.

The union brought forth the idea of an
apprenticeship program in consultation

with the U.S. Department of Labor.

Members of local 1776 will be given

preference for the apprentice positions,

but the program will recruit outside the

union to fill the affirmative action require-

ment if it has to, Union President

Jonathan Tuttle said. In that case, the af
firmative action requirement would be
dropped to 30 percent.

'Our first responsibility is to the
employees we represent,' he said.

In addition, there will be a Coordinator
of Apprenticeships, whom Director of the

Physical Plant Roger Cherewatti will

appoint.

Funding for the apprenticeships will

come from the University's regular ap-

propriations. There will be "no additional

appropriations for this program," said Jim
Coopee, associate personnel director of the

University. Instead, existing vacancies in

the physical plant will be utilized. Appren-
tices will fill those vacancies, Coopee said.

There will be tour apprenticeships, each
with a starting salary of $245.95 a week.
"If the program is successful, it's our

hope in the future to expand the number
of apprentices and trades." Coopee said.

"We are extremely excited about this pro-

gram."

N.E.autumn
By ELIZABETH LUCIANO
Collegian Staff

It's not just regional pride or an overac-

tive imagination convincing you that

autumn is most beautiful in New England.

"People come here because we have the

best," says Francis Holmes, shade tree

laboratory director at the University of

Massachusetts.

Holmes, who works out of a white, clap-

board building that resembles a summer
cabin, should know. He's been studying

trees for 36 years.

The great diversity of the trees' species

is one of the factors that makes a New
England autumn so spectacular, accor-

ding to Holmes. The fall colors are varied

and vivid, in contrast to other areas with

climates conducive to fall foliage, such as

the Netherlands, where Holmes has done
extensive research.

"They have a cultural appreciation for

uniformity," Holmes says. "They don't

plant the species that turn red and gold

and yellow."

And then there's the economic factor:

"They needed to get lumber, and they

planted what would grow well."

But trees growing in a mixed environ-

ment tend to be healthier, according to

Holmes. If a disease breaks out, it is

usually limited to one kind of tree. Thus,

an entire forest will not be killed by Dutch
elm disease, for example.

"In our wild mixture, we have a great

advantage," Holmes says.

Another advantage is the layout of the

land in New England. The hilly terrain

simply offers a better view of the fall col-

ors, particularly in and around the

Berkshire Mountains.

Surprisingly, the weather does not ef-

fect fall foliage, except for "driving rain

or gusty wind," which may knock some
leaves to the ground prematurely. Hur-

ricane (Iloria arrived to early in the

season to do significant damjige to the fall

foliage.

"The whole thing is triggered by day
conliriufd on pane 6

Senateback
resolution
on alcohol
By JOEL R COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Undergraduate Student Senate, approving
an alcohol-use resolution 34-17 Wednesday
night, will lead in urging students not to

consume alcohol next week.
The resolution states that individual stu-

dent senators should "take the lead in this

campaign for an overall more responsible

attitude toward alcohol u.se." All members
of the University community are urged by
the decision to .spend the week, starting

yesterday and continuing through Hallo-

ween night, to at least think about their

drinking habits, said Stacy Roth, campus
co-president.

Roth, the resolution's co-sponsor, said

"the purpose of the resolution is to promote
individual thought and awareness about
alcohol use." The awareness, she said,

ranges from the amount a person consumes
to the dangers of drinking and driving.

"It's (the resolution) presented in a very
positive way because it leaves the in-

dividual to set their own priorities,"Roth

said. "It also brings the issue of alcohol use
directly into the limelight."

Roth stressed the importance of giving
more thought towards alcohol abuse, and
emphasized that it's not necessary to go the

entire week without drinking, but rather
to open one's mind to the issue.

"If it prompts even one student to have
a non-alcoholic beverage next to their keg
on Saturday night," Roth said, "then every

person at that party is going to think about
it."

Wednesday night's opposition on the

resolution came mostly from Senator Bill

Collins. He said he feels the non-alcohol

week will allow the campus administration

to take advantage of the resolution and
force further restrictions on alcohol

consumption.
"We should fight the clampdown on

alcohol use, not endorse non-alcoholic

weeks," Collins said. Collins, the Southwest
Area Government president, said his area's

government "is fighting night and day for

legal-age students to retain the right to

drink alcohol in their homes and dorms.

The SGA is hindering our efforts."

The resolution, Roth said, will help con-

vince the administration that the students

are aware of the issue.

"By passing a resolution like this and by
having the .students think about their

alcohol use and the responsibility for their

alcohol use," Roth said, "then we are on our
own as a student body demonstrating to the

administration that their strict alcohol

policies on campus are not really

necessary."

Roth said she plans to not drink this week
"just to prove to myself that I don't need
alcohol" to have a good time.

Two students interviewed on the Campus
Center Concourse

thinking is a start in the right direction."

"On having the Student Government
Association promote this, it will give

students the feeling that they are not alone

in their recognition of this act," Landry
said.

Rita Murphy, 22, a senior from
Weymouth, said the senate should try to

find out when alcohol will be served again
on campus instead of endorsing this

resolution.

"Given the fact that right now students

can't drink an campus, I think the senate

is being much too kind to the administra-

tion," Mujphy said.
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School system approves

policy on AIDS victims

PLYMOUTH (AP)-The
Plymouth-Carver Regional

School Committee has ap-

proved a complex policy on

students afflicted with

AIDS, requiring a school

principal to tell all parents

of other children at the

school about the case.

The policy was approved

unanimously by the board-

Wednesday night to cover

students and adults who
have AIDS or have been ex-

posed to the virus which

causes it, The Enterprise of

Brockton reported.

When a youngster or

adult has been diagnosed as

having the ailment or has

been exposed to it, the prin-

cipal must send him home or

to isolation at the school

nurse's office.

Readmission will come on-

ly with the written recom-

mendation of a doctor.

"The school system will

be supportive of children or

staff diagnosed as having

AIDS to the extent possible

by providing proper
resources," said Dean
Koulouris, special education

administrator, who drafted

the policy.

"We will also provide

ongoing medical and related

information to all the school

community about AIDS as

that knowledge becomes

available," he added.

On individual privacy,

Koulouris's policy said

parents of students in "self-

contained classes" have a

right to know that an in-

dividual with AIDS or AIDS
exposure is attending

classes with their children.

The victim's right to con-

fidentiality must be "weigh-

ed against the rights of

children and staff members

to know of an imminent or

probable health risk," the

policy said.

The illness, acquired im-

mune deficiency syndrome,

is a virus-caused ailment

which attacks the body's

ability to fight infections.

There is no known cure.

The policy will affect

8,000 students at Plymouth-

Carver Regional High

School. Plymouth-Carver

Intermediate School and

nine elementary schools in

Plymouth.

In cases where school of-

ficials and the doctor

disagree over a proposed

return to school, the issue

will go to the Department of

Public Health for review.

Like the state policy, the

Koulouris version said

students will be prevented

from attending school if

they have skin eruptions or

weeping lesions. They will

also be barred if they show

signs of "exhibiting inap-

propriate behavior—biting,

or frequent incontinence,

for example—that increase

the likelihood of transmis-

sion."

AP L««erphuto

PACK EM IN-Overcrowding conditions at the East Tennessee Reception

Center have forced prison officials to convert the gym into a dormitory.

Star Wars gets $2.5 billion

defense budget in House
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More AP news
page 4

WASHINGTON (AP)-The House App-

propriations Committee voted yesterday to

spend $2.5 billion this year for "Star

Wars" research and rejected a proposal to

cut deeper into President Reagan's plan to

find a high-tech shield against Soviet

nuclear missiles.

The decision came as the panel worked

its way through a huge bill appropriating

money for the Defense Department for the

current fiscal year. The bill contains most

of the proposed $292 billion Pentagon

budget.

Still awaiting final House approval is a

separate measure authorizing the Pen-

tagon to spend $302.5 billion this year. The
appropriation measure is smaller because

the authorizing bill includes some projects

which would be paid for in later years.

The appropriations defense subcommit-

tee had proposed spending $2.5 billion this

year for the Strategic Defense Initiative,

the formal name of Reagan's program, in-

stead of the $2.75 billion in the authoriza-

tion bill. Reagan sought $3.7 billion for the

program compared to $L4 billion in the

last fiscal year.

Rep. Vic Fazio, D-Calif., moved yester-

day to cut the Star Wars appropriation to

$2.1 billion, telling his colleagues that "we

need to bring Star Wars down to earth."

But the committee rejected his proposal,

31-23, and thus accepted the $2.5 billion

total.
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SPECIALS
I

WINES
Villa Serena Burgundy 4 l $4.99

Italian Red or White i 5 l $3.39

Folonari Soave i 5 l $3.99 or 2 for $7.50
(includes wicker basket)

Tura White Wine 750 mi $2.99

(mail in rebate: $2.99) yOUr COSt $0.00

NEW
Almaden Golden Champagne750mi$3.95

Schnapps

Peach, Strawberry & Rootbeer 750 ml $5.95

BEER
BuSCh cans $9.55 -H $1.20

Lite $10.75 + $1.20

Molson Ale $13.70 + $1.20

Molson Beer $13.70 + $1.20

Michelob $12.60 + $1.20

IMPORTED SIX-PACKS
Kronenbourg $3.90 + $.30

O'Keefe $3.40 + $ 30
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Night escort service

ensures student's safety
BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

Working towards making the University

of Massachusetts a safer place to walk at

night, the on-campus Student Security of-

fice offers an escort service for students who
don't want to walk alone in the dark.

Carol Radzic of student security, a divi-

sion of the Pepartment of Public Safety,

said "the service was set up to help

students feel safe when they walk on cam-

pus at night", adding that many students

will feel safer if they are escorted to their

destination instead of walking alone.

"Most of the students who use the service

are either returning from the library, or go-

ing from one dorm to another," Radzic said,

explaining that the students simply call the

security office and an escort will meet them
where ever they are on campus.

The service runs 8 p.m. to 2:30 a.m. dai-

ly and escorts people to on-campus loca-

tions only, Radzic said.

"The escorting is done totally by foot, and

the escorts are easily identified by their

security hats and badges," she said.

The service began two years ago on a

volunteer basis through the Student

CJovernment Association. However, Radzic

said, it usually took a few months to get the

service underway each year. "The service

was moved to this office because we can

make it a permanent service, with paid

positions for the escorts," she said.

Peace supporters to rally,walk

NORTHAMPTON-Between 75 and 100

people will gather at the Unitarian Socie-

ty Meeting House tomorrow before begin-

ning a 10-kilometer walk for peace down
Main Street.

The American Friends Service Commit-

tee and the Disarmament Working Group

will sponsor the event, which is taking the

place of the "freeze walk" the groups have

sponsored the last two years.

"The walk should raise $5,000 for educa-

tional programs including films, videos and

lectures that raise awareness of issues fac-

ing people people worldwide (such as apar-

theid and hunger relief)," said Rachel

King, one of the 30 volunteers working at

the disarmament group's Northampton

office.

Balloons, banners and a rally involving

singing and chanting are among the pre-

walk activities in the center of

Northampton.
"Media coverage, including an interview

on (radio station)WHMP afterwards should

earn the recognition that will make the

event possible in the future," King said.

The small, local peace movements, spon-

soring walks such as the one taking place

tomorrow, are more active than the na-

tional campaigns, she said.

"The freeze campaign, which now has in-

ternational headquarters in Washington,
has lost its focus and is no longer an active

working group," King said. "A campaign
must work in small towns avoiding na-

tional bureaucracy in order to have a clear

focus."

She said she hopes that the focus of the

peace walk is clear to people participating

in and witnessing the rally.

-CHRIS MARAK

175 University Drive

Collegian photo rrrdit by Scott M»ifuire

A LIT};LE BRASS—UMass Munuteman Marching Band members blow
their horns at the last home football game. The band will perform at

tomorrows game vs. Boston University at Warren McGuirk Stadium.

Collegian photo by Brian Guarnotta

THE BIG 'Q^ Bill Stepchew, Chief engineer of WMUA, fastens a box
containing predictions by a mind reader to the Fine Arts Center yester-

day. The predictions will be opened Halloween night.

Polish poet, Harvard
prof, speak today
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Polish poet Czeslaw Milosz, who won the

1981 Nobel Prize in Literature, will engage

in a dialogue with Harvard University pro-

fessor of divinity Harvey Cox at 4 p.m. to-

day in Memorial Hall.

Milosz has been in voluntary exile from

Pbland since 1951 and is now a professor

of Slavic languages and literature at the

University of California at Berkeley.

"He has written on the fine arts and

literature and the history of Polish

literature," said Marilyn Nelson, assistant

professor of Russian and Pblish languages

at the University of Massachusetts. "He's

very much a world intellectual and ad-

dresses arts and literature as a world

phenomenon."
Milosz'z 1981 Nobel Prize citation states

"He is an exiled writer, a stranger for

whom physical exile is really a reflection

of a metaphysical, or even religious,

spiritual exile applying to humanity in

general."

The poet worked for the Fblish Resistance

in Warsaw during World War II and has

written several books including. The Cap-

tive Mind, Bells in Winter and The Issa

Valley.

Cox, a noted theologian currently on sab-

batical from Harvard University, has been

noted for the development of his secular-

political theology that integrates Chris-

tianity with the modern society.

"He's one who tries to practice what he

preaches," Nelson said. For seven years Cox

and his family lived in Roxbury, a ghetto

of Boston, to personally confront the pro-

blems of the black community. He has also

lived without modern conveniences such as

the telephone, television and automobile as

an experiment in simpler living.

Cox is the author of The Secular City, The

Seduction of the Spirit and Turning East.

Corvette damaged in collision

A 1980 Corvette received over $3000 in

damages when it hit a traffic sign Wednes-

day night at the intersection of Com-
monwealth Avenue and Governor's Drive,

University of Massachusetts police said.

The sign was valued at $150. The driver,

a 22-year old student, was cited for

speeding, police said.

In other police reports:

• A 1978 Tbyota received $200 in damages
v/hen it was hit by a 1979 Tbyota Wednes
day morning, police said.

The driver of the 1979 Tbyota was a

22-year-old woman who had missed the en-

trance to a parking lot, was backing up

down the street and hit the other car, which

was driven by a 22-year-old man. The
woman was cited for failure to use care in

backing, police said.

• A 30-year old man was arrested on

University Drive Wednesday afternoon, for

having an expired license and speeding,

police said.

• A 1974 Cheverolet was reported van-

dalized in parking lot 22 Wednesday even-

ing. An officer discovered the car earlier in

the day but the owner could not be con-

tacted. It was reported by the owner later,

police said.

• A 10-speed bicycle valued at $80 was

reported stolen Wednesday afternoon from

a bike rack outside the Lederle Graduate

Research Center. The bicycle was not lock-

ed and was stolen on Oct. 8, police said.

• The windows in the parking booth in

lot 62 were reported broken Wednesday

morning. Estimated damage was $60,

police said,

• A pizza valued at $6.50 was stolen

Wednesday night from a car parked on

Sunset Avenue outside of P&tterson House.

A College Pizza delivery person was in the

dormitory delivering other pizzas. He left

his car unlocked, and returned to find the

pizza stolen, police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE
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An armored vehicle patrols a street in Cape Town, South Africa yesterday,

police closed off the street when black won»en staged and anti-apartheid rally.

Botha lifts crisis status

in six districts
JOHHANESBURG,

South Africa (AP)-Presi-

dent P.W. Botha yesterday

lifted a three-month-old

state of emergency in six

districts but left it in effect

in 30 other areas, including

cities in Cape province

where four people died to-

day in racial unrest.

The state of emergency
was still being enforced in

the major centers of Johan-

nesburg and its industrial

suburbs.

In a statement from
Pretoria, Botha said, "Con-
ditions in some of the af-

fected magisterial districts

have improved to the extent

that the government has

decided to lift the state of

emergency in those
districts."

The six areas—Hankey,

Balfour, Alexandria,
Humansdorp, Steytlerville

and Westonaria—are small

towns in rural areas of the

eastern Cape province and

Transvaal province.

"The lifting of the state of

emergency in these areas is

proof to the effectiveness of

these measures in ensuring

a return to stability in these

areas," Botha said.

The state of emergency

took effect July 21 and gave

police broad powers to de-

tain suspects without
charges and without access

to lawyers. The white-

minority government said

the measure was necessary

to end anti-apartheid rioting

that had resulted in hun-

dreds of deaths since

September 1984.

Under apartheid, some 5

million whites dominate and
deny the vote to about 24

million blacks.

House passes

no smoking bill

BOSTON (AP)—A bill that would ban or restrict tobac-

co smoking in restaurants and many other public places

has moved a step closer to becoming law.

The Massachusetts House voted 110-38 on Wednesday

in favor of the "Clean Indoor Act" and sent it to the Senate.

There was little of the drama associated with the issue

when it came for a crucial test vote two weeks ago.

With little debate, the House rejected an amendment

offered by Rep. Charles Mann, RHanson, that would have

make smoking bans subject to approval by each city and

town.
Anti-smoking forces argued that the amendment would

effectively destroy the proposal, since communities already

have the power to impose local smoking bans but many
have not.

As passed by the House, the bill would ban lighted

cigarettes, cigars and pipes in public elevator, food stores,

mass transit, courtrooms and government meetings.

It would also ban smoking—except in designated areas—

in courthouses, schools and colleges, museums, libraries,

trains, airpor terminals, hospital lobbies, bingo parlors and

govenment buildings.

It would also require spacial seating secitons for smokers

in restaurants with more than 75 seats.

The'Rventy-First
CenturyOverture

here will time take us next?

To an information Utopia where knowledge belongs to cvenonc? To

an ai^c when the computer becomes one with communiealions and

tht)u^ht travels cverN-where. an>"^vhere and at anytime? To a brave

new world where electronic intuition solves the impossible

problems that have folU)wed us through histor>?

(ielting to this future first is our mission.

We're Bell Communications Research (Bellcore), established as the

central source for the research and technologies that will enable

the Bell Operating Companies to meet the needs of the iuture.

We are working in areas that include software development;

applied research; information systems; systems engineering;

network planning ser\ices; and equipment assessment.

Our purjiose is to know more, understand more, see

more so that we can provide others with the expert

advice they need in many different teehnictil

and scientific areas, (hir mandate is

to provide leading edge answers.

The Bell Operating Companies
look to us ior the software
and technologies they

need to operate
efficientlv.

We are a

'brain trust' that

imagines a new tomomjw.

We have opportimities
at otir northern and central

New Jersey locations for individuals
with riil). MS or HS degrees in

Electrical Kngineering. Computer Science.
Mathematics. Operations Research.

I'hysics. or Human Factors I'sychology.

If you want to write the technological harmonies that the

future will play

Meet us on eampus
I^ovember 7
.\ltematively, sen<l yojir resume, detailing your cthjcatioii an<l

experience to: Manager, Technical I'mplovmcnt. Hell Commmiica-
tions Research. RR(\ Department 127 ;^5;^H H.=), CN j;*()t),

I'iscataway. New Jersey ()HMn4.

.\ii cciiial opportiuiity employer

Bell

Communications
Research

Because the mincl must meet the future

Collegian photo by Brian Guamotta

TOWER SQUARED—The University's library

tower as viewed formthe Morrill Science

Center bridgeway

continued from page 1

length," Holmes explains, which is why

trees in the north turn colors before their

more southemly counterparts—they're

farther from the equator, and the days

become shorter, sooner.

Some of the brilliant yellows associated

with autumn are always present in the

leaves, although "the chlorophyll, which

is green, is so powerful that it overpowers

the others," Holmes sayes. When produc-

tion of chlorophyll ceases in late summer,

the green diminishes.

"Carotene, as you might guess from the

word, gives you a yellow color," Holmes

sayes. Xanthophylls is another yellow pig-

ment. Birch, elm, and sycamore trees are

among those that turn yellow in the fall.

"A combination of these yellow

pigments plus a brown color—perhaps a

tannin—gives the gold color. Gold is

characteristic of beech and sugar maples.

The combination, and the precise shade,

varies from tree to tree," according to a

classroom article written by Holmes.

The red and purple colors that appear

on red maples, red oaks, and dogwoods

are due to pigments—anthocyanins—that

are produced at the onset of autumn. Cool

temperatures aid in the synthesis of such

pigments.

"Early fall color is not something to be

happy about," says Holmes. A tree whose

leaves begin turning in late August, for

example, may be exhibiting a symptom
that merits "looking into."

Holmes' advice to the fall foliage fan?

"The thing to do is to go out and enjoy

it, and not think about one chemical, or

the dropping of an electron," he says. "If

you think about that too much, then

you're not enjoying how pretty it is."
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HALLOWEEN '85

A Slof«-h4 of ktoas

Downtown Amh«r»l/0»Hy X5 6. Son 12

Annual

Hallowcciv Sale

J^Mf-?

Bewitching Bargains
&

Treats for Your Feet!

Starts Friday,
October 25th
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BEER SPECIALS

COORS and COORS LIGHT. 12 oz. cans. $10.99

BUD, BUD LIGHT cans $11.50

HEINEKEN 12 oz. btls $15.99

GRIZZLY 12 oz. btls $11.99

LABATTS BEER & ALE . . 12 oz. btls.. .$11.99

UTICA CLUB 12 oz. btls $6.99

SIX PACK SPECIALS
SPATEN OKTOBERFEST $4.99

WURZBURGER OKTOBERFEST $4.49

SWINKLES HOLLAND BEER $3.25

BALLANTINE BEER 12 pk $3.99

LIQUOR and WINE SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $8.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 L $10.99

HENRI PHILIPPE
PEP. SCHNAPPS 1.75 L $9.99

LIEBFRAUMILCH 750 ml 2 for $5.00

AMBURU WINES 750 ml 2 for $5.00

CARLO ROSSI 4 liter $5.99

ALL WINE COOLERS 4 pk $3.60

2 LITER WINE COOLERS $3.89
THEO. ROEDERER Champagne from France
Only $10.00 btl.

SMILES SERVICES
Route 9, Hadley 584-8174
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Smith College Rec. Council presents

I

I

I

I

I

Sunday, Oct. 27, 1985

John M. Greene Hall
8:00 p.m.

Tickets starting Oct. 1

1

For the Record (Faces), Main St. Records, Fine Arts

Center Box Office, See/ye Basement at Smith

College and all Datatix Outlets including Stop & Shop

and Springfield Civic Center.

Tickets $9 and $ 10

$12 at the door

No cans, bottles, recording devices or cameras. Hall is wheelchair

accessible.
V/////y//yy///////////////////////////////^^^^

W PALACE
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"one of the best direqed,

best wrihen. and best acted

fiukisofthisoranyyear:
-MKH/lfl BlOKKtN IHf BWIOM &10BI

"BUBBLES TO PERFEQ ON.
FULL OF SUDDEN STARTLEMENTS AND TWISTS:

-RICHARD SCHICKEL, TIME

WILLIAM PAUL SONIA

HUDT JULABW(iA

s=^

PUIO SmKm IS™ WEISMAH BABtIKO

1 STARTS TODAV
1

Hungry?
1. Pizza - not again

2. Subs - nah!

3. Macaroni & Cheese -

are you kidding?!?!

Discover
'tj.,'\ HOT

ROAST BEEF
-^' SANDWICHES

Ir-i

i.

'^

Friday Oct 25

Surprise, Surprise

Mystery D.J.

Saturday Oct 26

dance maatar •xtraordlnair*

D.J.

MARK STONEHAM

Wednesday Oct 30

"Like Handrix or Back what
thia man can do without the

aid of outaide devicas Is

awasoma"

The GLENN PHILIPS
BAND

from Atlanta Georgia

"Phillips plays with an imagina-

tion that would do a jazz man
proud, and solos with an
economy even punks will ap-

preciate. . .He has power
enough for Van Helen and
Nugent fans, melodic ease for

the Allman /Clapton school, and
inventiveness for the fans Beck,

McLaughlin, and Santana.

"

THE BOSTON GLOBE, April '82

Thursday Oct 31st
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$250 cash 1st prize I

plus many other |

valuable prizes |
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11 am - 2 am 7 days
SO Main St. Amherst, MA 253-7018

cut out this ad and _

pay no cover before

9:30 Fri or Sat

\IHUlillin

Our biggest and best sale yet!

Graduated Savings.
|!lli::
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OFF
ALL lOK GOLD
3C

OFF
ALL 14K OOLD

OFF
ALL18K(X)LI)

One week only, save Oil ilit',LV(i|(| nriMDl'vounlioKc Foi- romijlctc
details, .stn- Nour.Iostcn.s n'pn'scntaiixc at

'" Q<^^- 23. 2J^2j^Wedjrhiu% Fri ^ 10-4 pm 1,1., $15.00
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Amherst may face deficit
By DONNA HENRY
Collegian Correspondent

The Town of Amherst may be faced with
a $450,000 deficit for the fiscal year 1987,
which begins in July.

James Lindstrom, director of administra-
tion and finance for the town, warned the
'87 fiscal year may prove to be difficult if

the current pattern of spending and
revenues persists.

"Projected expenditures are based on
spending patterns for the last few years
which have approximated a 10 percent in-

crease annually," Lindstrom said. The in-

crease in spending has been a result of both
expansion and inflation, he said.

Although projected deficits have occured
in the past, Lindstrom said that his would
be the first actual deficit the town would
experience.

Amherst has $4.5 million in surplus

funds. One million dollars of that fund is

encumbered for major captial expansion

projects, such as a new police station and a

new town recreation center. More than $3
million are considered in free cash and
about $300,000 in federal revenue sharing.

Lindstrom said the town has three op-

tions to solve the budget problem:
• try to keep spending closer to seven

percent than 10 percent
• take a closer look at the property levy,

which has remained at the same level for

the past five to six years
• lobby the state legislature to insure

that an adequate amount of state aid will be

distributed in a manner that does not

penalize the town
However, there are certain expenditures

which the town considers priorities, in-

cluding the school budget, Lindstrom said.

Symposium at Mt. Holyoke

In anticipation of its 150th anniversary
in 1987, Mount Holyoke College will hold
a symposium this weekend on the present
and future roles of women's education.

The symposium, "Creativity and
Criticism in Women's Education", will draw
scholars from across the U.S. to question

and share ideas on the roles of art,

philosophy and critical thinking in the

education of women.

The keynote speaker of the event, which
will take place today and tomorrow, will be
Elisabeth Young-Bruehl, of Wesleyan
University, who will address the strengths
and limitations of western thought in her
talk, "The Education of Woman as
Philosopher" today at 8:00 p.m.
Other sessions scheduled include

Women's Relation to Established

Knowledge, featuring Myra Jehlen, State

University of New York at Purchase, and
Ann Ferguson, University of

Massachusetts, who will both present

papers at 10:00 a.m. today.

Session two, The Point of Women's Educa-
tion: Accommodation, Contemplation of

Criticism which will take place 2:00 p.m.,

will have a panel of guest speakers from
various colleges.

Tbmorrow will hold sessions four and five,

The Education ofWoman as Artist and Vi-

sions of a New Future: The Next 150 Years
respectively. One of the scheduled speakers
will be Ruth Schmidt, president of Agnes
Scott College.

All sessions are open to the public and
take place in Hooker Auditorium on the
Mount Holyoke campus.

-BETHANNE MOSCOV

(^^'demonstration of... ^^
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HYPNOSIS!
featuring... DAVID BENETTI
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OCT. 3r* 8 PM
FINE ARTS CENTER

ADMISSION $3.50
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Chancellor's inconsistency
It's no secret. Campus bars are dry, and it is not our fault. On Aug. 1,

the University lost its liquor liability insurance, the coverage that protects

the school from paying large amounts of money if sued for serving alcohol

to someone who later is injured or causes an accident.

The secret is, the alcohol is still flowing on campus. But, it is not coming
out of Blue Wall taps, or TOC glasses. There is no money changing hands
either.

It is happening behind closed doors, against Chancellor Joseph Duffey's

policy directive. Yet, Duffey is the worst offender.

And after it was discovered he served the sauce at a trustees gathering

in Memorial Hall last month, he was asked about the inconsistency bet-

ween his summer directive ordering the campus dry and offering the alcohol

on campus. He shrugged and said he thinks he is clean.

"If I write a policy," he said, "then don't I have a right to break it?"

If he was talking about rights, then he is correct. There is nothing il-

legal about serving the trustees. But there are two other issues the

chancellor seems to be taking lightly.

The first is the question of liability. If Duffey offers the alcohol and
something does happen, is the University liable? If so, losing a lawsuit and
not having adequate insurance to cover the settlement spells trouble, con-

sidering trends show the costs of liquor lawsuit awards are skyrocketing.

One attorney, who asked not be identified, said if he were representing

a client in a liquor liability case involving the University, he would sue
Duffey and the school and then leave it up to the jury to decide who exact-

ly is liable. The way things are going with liability settlements these days,

that would probably mean a huge court bill for the University.

The second question is one (rf* ethics. Doesn't Duffey see anything ethically

wrong with serving the alcohol on campus to the trustees when students,

faculty and employees are forced to leave campus for a beer or a mixed
drink?

Come now, chancellor, we are all adults. But, apparently we are beneath
you. You may serve alcohol on campus, yet we may not buy, let alone bring

any alcohol with us, for example, to the TOC.
"The principle of noblesse oblige, chancellor, does not apply in this country.

When the chancellor was confronted with the ethical question, he said

he saw nothing wrong with what he was doing. When asked if he would
serve alcohol again, he laughed heartily and said he would.
He said as far as he knows, he is personally covered if he is to be sued

for an alcohol-related accident, and added he is not sure, but believes he
is covered by the University's host liabilty coverage, which as far as he
knows, protects the University.

Donald Madsen dT the treasurer's office, who handles the University's

insurance, said he knew very little about the host liability clause and also

said the University Counsel, Sidney Meyers, would be the person to ask.

Meyers would not answer a reporter's questiona
Duffey's personal insurance agent would not comment on Duffey's own

policy.

The point is: No one knows, or if anyone does, we are not being told the
answers.

But we know one thing for sure: Duffey is wrong on two counts. He has
gone ahead and put himself above us and his own poliqy and served alcohol
when there is, in effect, a ban on campus.
And he may very well be risking the finances of our University by offer-

ing alcohol.

It's time for some answers, chancellor. And what better time then at the
end of Alcohol Awareness Week.
Unsigned policy editorials reflect the mqjority opinion of the Collegian
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Civil rights abuses

Response to Surfman {Collegian, Oct. 10) by: University of

Massachusetts Employees AFSCME Local 1776, AFL-CIO

I refuse to apologise for the civil rights

abuses of any government, but I think it is

possible, indeed necessary, to put the

restriction of freedom of speech in

Nicaragua in the context of the unseemly
history of the role of the U.S. government
in Latin America.

Though every country in Latin America
is different, most of the countries share a

history of struggle with the colonial and im-

perial forces which have played such a ma-
jor role in the development (and
underdevelopment) of their governments.
The similarity of the experience of all the

p)eople of Latin America gives revolu-

tionaries and ruling conservatives alike im-

portant educational opportunities. Both
sides have learned certain important
lessons from history of various Latin
American countries.

Ruling elites know that they can brand
popularity based movements for social

justice as communist and receive military

and economic aid from the United States to

keep their unpopular governments from
being overthrown. They know that as
long as they keep both the natural and
human resources of their country available

to U.S. multinational corporations at a low
cost their record on human rights will not
be a matter of concern to the American
government.
Groups who are opposed to U.S. backed

dictatorships have many discouraging and
terrifying lessons to learn from the history

of U.S. intervention. The record of U.S. in-

tervention shows that there are no moral
limits to the measures the Central In-

telligence Agency (as a proxy for the U.S.
government) will take to prevent the ascen-
dancy to power of opposition groups. The
methods used by the CIA have ranged from
merely propagandistic to violent—and they
have always been carried out with skill and
determination.

Rebecca Thatcher
The Sandinistas, as a popularly based

opposition group who managed to come to

power during a brief hiatus in U.S. in-

tervention, have no models of U.S. support
for "liberty and justice" in Latin America.
They have the example of Chile, where the

CIA assisted in the assassination and over-

throw of the popularly elected government
of Salvador Allende and the installation of

the dictatorships of Augusto Pinochet.

They have the story of El Salvador, where
one does not talk of mere censorship, one
talks of journalists being tortured and
murdered and presses being bombed and
yet Larry Speakes is never seen on the

front page of the New York Times denoun-
cing press restrictions in that country and
the military and economic aid continue to

flow.

And finally, there is Cuba, where the

selective concern for human rights is

demonstrated most blatantly. Cuba's stag-

gering progress in providing its citizens

with education, food and shelter were com-
pletely ignored in favor of a policy of

bellicose attacks and attempts at
destabilization.

These are just three examples of a pat-

tern taken with few exceptions in U.S.
government policy towards Latin America:
A double standard on freedom of speech
and other human rights depending on
whether or not the country is a U.S. client

state.

This is not to say the restriction on
freedom of speech in Nicaragua is totally

insignigicant. It just should not be con-

sidered in a vacuum. It has to be viewed in

the historical context of U.S. hypocritical

attitude and military intervention in the
region.

Rebecca Thatcher is a Collegian Staff
member.

Message from a union member
You may have heard recently about the

contract negotiations between the Lord
Jeffrey Inn (owned by Amherst College),
and the union which represents its

employees. You may have seen us on televi-

sion, read about us in the Collegian, or been
handed one of our leaflets in town. Ten
years ago, the employees of the Lord Jeff
decided that they wanted a stronger voice
in how the Inn was run, and introduced the
local hotel and restaurant union into the
Inn. Since then, every time the contract ex-
pired, negotiations took place to establish a
new contract, one which modified the old to
better suit the needs of management and
employees.

This year however, management and
Amherst College have all but refused to
negotiate, and the contract which has stood
and been strengthened for 10 years is in
danger of lieing completely destroyed. It is
not the intentions of this editorial to detail
the issues being debated, but rather to in-
form you that we employees may be forced
inU) action if a fair and reasonable contract
is not in place .«!oon.

If we decide to picket the Inn. we ask

faculty and students, as well as anyone else

who may read this, not to patronize the Inn
or its restaurant. If we must strike, we ask
for your support and that you not accept
any job offers management may make in

order to break the strike. This is very im-

portant to us because the student body,
especially HRTA majors, could provide a
large part-time work-force for the Inn. It's

ironic, because students and people with
priorities other than work are one of the

things management is trying to get rid of.

There will be a good deal of publicity

about this during the next few days, in-

cluding a rally on the common this Satur-

day. All we ask is that you consider the

issues, and then make your own decisions.

Keep in mind that many of the employees
at the Lord Jeff depend on their jobs for

their livelihood. The town of Amherst
prides itself on civil mindedness and
cultural awareness. Please give us your
support and help us in our fight for justice

against Amherst College and The Lord Jef-

frey Inn.

David M. Kigali, union member
A m h e r B t

Selling out and apathy
Does it ever strike you as odd when it is

taken as an article of faith that American
college students are apathetic? Does it

sometimes seem weird that the citizens of
the most powerful nation on earth are, by
international standards, politically naive?
When anti-American sentiment boils over,

as it has recently in Egypt, and students
burn buildings in protest of our country's

actions, do you wonder why their hatred is

so passionate?

Our society is one which constantly bar-

rages its people with messages designed to

sell anything and everything from
multicolored toothpast to MX-missiles. A
consumption oriented society such as ours
needs to create a demand for the products

it has to sell. This need demands our accep-

ting that now it can be fun for little Johnny
to brush, and he'll sleep safer knowing
America's "window of vulnerability" is

growing ever smaller. One wonders why, in

a country that any native-born citizen can
grow up to be president, that there aren't

at least as many presidental candidates as

there are brands of toothpaste to choose
from.

Edward Bernays, the founding father of

the public relation industry, once described

"the engineering of consent" as the

essence of democracy. Walter Lipmann,
another PR man, predicted 60 years ago
that the "manufacture of consent" would
lead to a revolution in "the practice of

democracy." Many would agree it has. It is

no coincidence the most popular president

since Kennedy happens to be an actor.

While there are many cultural forms of

social manipulation, the most ubiquitous in-

truder into most people's lives is their own
television. Values, lifestyles, social norms
and the legitimate parameters of p)olitical

thought are all defined to some degree by
that guardian of normalcy, purveyor of the

status quo and friend from childihood, the

box in the living room.
The results of current study of television

viewers, known as the Cultural Indicators

project, has been printed in The Journal of
Communication. This study reveals that

extensive viewing will often result in the

"mainstreaming" of the viewer.

A set of questions concerning lifestyles

and politics were presented to groups of

Timothy Harris

both heavy and light TV viewers. The light

viewers held a divergent spectrum of opi-

nions while the ideas of the heavy viewers
were relatively alike. The opinions of the

heavy viewers reflected ideas that were the

currency of a TV induced and maintained
reality.

While the standard of living in the U.S.

isn't the world's highest (South Africa's in-

stitutionalized slavery is more lucrative

than our own neo-colonialism) it compares
extremely favorably with more places on
earth. Why protest when we can, from
positions of middle-class comfort, bask in

the soothing messages we have come to de-

pend on?

We're generous, i.e. Live Aid; We're
democratic, i.e. electoral pwlitics and
defense of freedom around the world;

we're compassionate, i.e. our concern over
heart patients and deformed babies; we're
civilized, i.e. cultural achievememts such as

"Dallas"; and most of all, we're not the

Soviet Union, i.e. lack of breadlines,

miserable masses, etc.

We also still believe we have a resonable

chance of achieving the American Dream.
While America continues to deliver the

goods, to protest seems unreasonable, self-

defeating and abberant. Rationality

demands complacency.
However, the facts do not go away.

Unemployment among black youth re-

mains at over 50 percent. The science of

torture used in the Third World is created

in the United States along with its in-

struments. Also created in the United
States are the bombs falling on Salvadoran
civilians. World opinion of the United
States is at an all-time low and for good
reason. And all •*»> hear about is how they

envy us for opulent lifestyles.

We are being bribed out of our own
humanity; selling our decency as thinking

humans for a choice between 47 types of

toothpaste and a shot at a Volvo in the

driveway. We might be able to live with
ourselves now, but can the rest of the

world live with us?

Timothy Harris is a UMass student.

Club rally disappointing
I wasn't going to, but I have to say it. I

was very disappointed with the Republican

Club's rally Ijist Friday. For those of you

who may not have heard about it (the

publicity wasn't all too well done), it was a

rally to "Stop Communism," and a "Pro-

test of the Soviet Union," to quote their ex-

tensively informative poster.

Now, speaking of disappointments, that

poster was the first one. The poster cer-

tainly displayed very little— if

any—thought or analysis. But even the

poster wasn't as disappointing as the tur-

nout at the rally (although I expect the

Republicans are even more disappointed

than I am), but since they claim the largest

membership of any political group on cam-

pus (over 300 members, they say), I was ex-

pecting throngs of people to be there—all

of those 300, and even a few of their

dedicated supporters. Imagine my dismay

when I saw that there was only a small

crowd of people, most of whom seemed

something short of supportive of what the

Republicans had to say. Where were the

300? Were they all in class?

But even this was a comparatively small

disappointment. Above all, I had been hop-

ing they would finally break out of the rigid

conservative mindset that divides the

worid into "good" and "evil," with all good

emanating from the United States, and all

evil from the Soviet Union. Unfortunately,

things just don't split themselves up so

easily. I, too, am critical of the Soviet

Union. I do not approve of its government

or similar governments.

In my eyes, it has failed in the institution

of true communism as an economic system,

and created quite priveleged segments of

its society, just as capitalism has done here

and in other places. I am displeased with

the status of women and homosexuals in

the Soviet Union, appalled at the persecu-

tion of Jews and other minority groups,

and condemn their brutal invasion of

Afghanistan just as soundly as does Ronald

Reagan. In these beliefs I support the

Republicans.

Nonetheless, they must realize that the

time has come to examine ourselves in the

same way that we examine the Soviets.

Monica Giacoppe

Although they lament the situation of the

Jewish people in the Soviet Union, they

never comment on the fact that the United

States accepted many former SS men into

the CIA and NASA after WWII, hiding

them from the justice of the Nuremburg
trials in Europe. And did they protest the

anti-semitism of the United States when
our own President honored the graves of

SS soldiers this year in Bitburg? If they

did, it was even more poorly publicized

than their rally against the Soviet Union.

They have never felt the need to mention
the all-out genocide of Native Americans
and the institutionalized violence they have
suffered ever since Europeans came to this

land. Perhaps they believe we've reformed
ourselves and progressed beyond such
things, but then maybe they are not aware
of the fact that our own government is cur-

rently forcing 14,000 Navajo and Hopi In-

dians to leave their homeland in Arizona.

(Land which incidentally contains coal, cop-

per, and other minerals.)

But it's hard to keep hoping. And this is

the greatest disappointment of all. To the

best of my knowledge. Peacemakers, the

Radical Student Union, and CASA
(formerly WMLASC) do not make a policy

of condoning. Soviet atrocities in the name
of "anti-imperialism", anti-capitalism, or

any other vague (or even specific) ideology.

But the Republicans sadly continue to

callously ignore similar crimes against

humanity when committed by our govern-

ment or with our resources by foreign

govenments that we support. We are not

living in a John Wayne world, and it is

unrealistic to try to see it as one. Further-

more, it is especially dangerous to start

throwing around accusations of absolute

good and evil just before the summit talks

between Reagan and (Gorbachev are about
to begin in (Geneva. Let's hope that in the

future the Republicans can demonstrate a

less segmented and more human world

Random notes
A recent Boston Globe editorial called for

the resignation of John Duff, chancellor of

higher education, in light of his admission
that he solicited political contributions

from at least one member of the board of

regents. Meanwhile, Chairman David
Beaubien says he is determining whether
he should call for a special regents meeting
since Gov. Dukakis has requested an
investigation.

It will be interesting to see if Duff resigns

now, especially since many have known for

awhile that Duff has been searching for

another job and some Massachusetts educa-

tion administrators are waiting for him to

go.

Larry Bouchie

Who among us wouldn't recommend the
necessary funding allocation for the repair
of the Old Chapel clock? This week it seems
to be running exactly two hours fast. Is this

UMass Daylight Savings Time?

The Third World Caucus recently con-

sidered inviting Louis Farrakhan to speak
on campus. But one member said it appears

that Farrakhan may soon step down and
appoint a new national representative for

the nation of Islam.

Fairakhan may be spending more time
coordinating POWER, an economic
development group organized with the in-

tent of keeping black and Third World
dollars within the community. On campus,
look instead for an exciting group of black

speakers during Black History Month in

February.

Though some are disappointed they can't

hoist a beer in the Blue Wall anymore,

others have discovered a good study area.

The Blue Wall Coffeehouse offers good

lighting, large tables, television, many
blends of coffee, and munchies from 3 to 11

p.m., Tuesday through Sunday. It isn't the

Blue Wall as some of us used to know it,

but it serves the best coffee to be found on
this campus.

Though the New York Times and the Dai-
ly Hampshire Gazette have covered the
suspension of civil liberties in Nicaragua
for the last week, Boston Globe coverage
has been minimal. It seems that veteran
Central American reporter Julia Preston
was still in Mexico when Ortega announc-
ed the sanctions. Wednesday, a Globe staf-

fer said Preston would be flying down to
Nicaragua very soon.

The SGA Public Policy Committee is lob-

bying for the student regent bill in Boston.
The bill, which proposes that a student
member sit on the state Board of Regents
of Higher Education cleared the state

House of Representatives this summer, and
the Senate last Tuesday.

Though some question how a single stu-

dent may fairly represent students from the
27 state colleges, the bill proposes that repr-

sentation be on a rotating basis; the first

student regent would be from the communi-
ty college .system, the second from the state

college system, the third from the UMass
system, eta

* *• •

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Right to expression disturbed—again
I could not believe the childish attitude of

some of the people present at the

Republican Rally last Friday afternoon.

Let me first state that I am not a

Republican but I was down there to listen

to an opposing viewpoint. What I did hear

is the same old stupid, emotional

arguments that are not backed up by fact.

Unfortunately these did not eminate from

the Republican speakers but from the

hecklers in the crowd.

When an attempt was made to quiet do
wn the hecklers one said, "why should we
let them speak, we don't agree with them."
I guess whomever said that "it takes a
sense of maturity to value freedom" was
correct. The First Amendment guarantees
freedom of speech without suppression.

Christopher Miller

Sylvan

Let's credit wisdom of the public
The recent attempt by the group known as

the "Washington Wives" to impose their

pesonal standards of morality upon the

record-buying public by calling for a system

of ratings is reason for concern. Our

pluralistic society is based upon the concept

of freedom of expression. Any attempt at de-

nying this freedom should be resisted

strongly.

These self-appointed censors claim that

the ratings will not prevent certain albums

from being sold but will merely serve as a

convenient way for parents to monitor their

children's listening. Civil libertarians

scream at the first signs of this kind of

deception. I have to wonder about the in

tentions of these 'protectors of innoncent

minds.'

I think that the regulation of childrens'

listening is the responsibility of the parent
and the child together and not that of a
McArthy.seque group of politicians' wives.

I grew up li.stening to Jim Morrison. I still

haven't committed suicide. I listened to
Black Sabbath and Aerosmith at age eleven
and believe it or not Mrs. Gore, I haven't
murdered my mother with an axe. Let's
give some credit to the wisdom of this coun-
try's founders and the intelligence of the
American public and let people choose their
own music

Timothy Kress
Amherst

view.

Monica Giacoppe is a UMass student.

Ai! letters subnill ed for publication must be signed and include the
author's address and telephone number, which will not be pubfished. Let-

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

unir. .si/)'n'ssions s'lcuk be between 10 and §0 lines. All submissions are
i> jIjv'CI to editing for clarity and length. —Editor.
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PIZZA
Simply Superior Pizza

Fast, Free Delivery
17 Montague Road
North Amherst

549-0626

1 1 Buy any large pizza with one itemTI
1

1

get second item FREE
j

i I Expires Nov. 11, 1985
j
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ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Same Day Results -

Services that are

Free, Confidential, Caring
& Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shops

Upper Level
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The job should be more than

work!
A cheerful atmosphere, people who
get along, and best of all:

(1) starting salary up to $3.70 an hour

(2) flexible hours

(3) meal discount

Come give us a try!

Aren'tYouHuagry?

m
Rt. 9, Hadiey

UNWANTED
HAIR?

Have it removed
the

Electronic
Way!
Call

NEW
REFLECTIONS

586-8371

No Needles,
No Pain, No Hair

r»itAnreck

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880
.

HAIRCUTS

with this coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

65 University Dr.

Amherst. MA
549-5610

expires 11 M-86 - '' '

ARTS

;
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{(^aurant
Free Pizzas

Tues-Thurs

9:00-11:00

Friday Dinner Special

VEAL PARMIGIANA
only $8.25

includes SUPER SALAD with

spaghetti and a beverage

Drink Specials (all week long)

Rolling Rock 99* Sombreros 99*

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
NcKt lo Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
$20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UNiASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

All Prices In Store Cash Only

15% Off French Wines
(750 mi)

including all 1982 Bordeaux & Champagnes
(Wini's on spec iai not inchuit'ci)

Corbett Canyon

Chardonnay
I littT

$^506
a gri'cit value!

Coors • Coors Light

Miller Light
(suili'.tsf)

$1 |99
+ dep.

Cattos Scotch
1.75 liter

$1/14914
Vodka

I liter

S449

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
C O N C E R T • 1

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Armin Jordan,
Music Director

Heinz Hollinger,
Oboo Soloist

Monday, November 4 8pni.
Tickets: $18,16,14

01
DELA"

SUISSE
LOMANDE

y

riOt^

MARIAN McPARTLAND

Tuesday, November 12 8 pm.
Tickets SI 3. 11, 9

"A fascinating, inventive pianist; playful, probing
and provocative

John S. WiKiin. .Vi'h ) i/rfc 7 ii>H'>

ASPEN WIND
QUINTET

Thursday, November 14 8 pm.
Tickets Sb

Winner—Xautnburg Chamber Music
Award 1984

Ce
Five College bludents Hall Price Tickets available at Fine Arts ^~^

met Box Office, Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets zi^
Call 1413)545 2511 or 1 800 243 4842 y|

Byford
•/ LONDON/NEW YORK

^01150 ofValsti
32 Main St., Amherst 25 3-3 361 Mon.-Sat. ^-SiO

The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater

presents William Shakespeare's MACBETH
Rand Theater Fine Arts Center

October 17-19 and 23-26 8 PM
Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-2511

Day breaks on FAC
MORRIS DAY Fine Arts
Center Oct. 24, 1985
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

What can I say about this

show? It was fantastic! The
lights, the sound system, the

music, the choreography,

everything was on time (ex-

cuse the pun).

There was something for

everyone. For the guys, there

was Lisa Lisa and Cult Jam
singing their hit, "1 Wonder
If I T^ke You Home" to get

their blood flowing. And for

the ladies, there was Full

Force with their close to

perfect chest measurements
and pelvic thrusts to get

everybody's blood flowing.

Finally, for all of the sexy

people (and that was
everyone with a ticket),

there was Morris Day. What
can I say about Morris Day
that he hasn't said about
himself already? Sexy?
Sophisticated? He was that

and a whole lot more.

The light show did more
than give us a glimpse of

Morris. The stage was bath-

ed in neon blue, yellow, red,

and green light which was
controlled by a state of the

art computer control board.

Watching Morris perform on

stage with that kind of light

show was like watching a

movie For two hours, he was
larger than life.

The light show alone could

have carried the concert but,

Morris wasn't going to let

anything out do him. He
came out on stage dressed in

stylish black pants, a crisp

white shirt, a gold and black

print blazer, and his

trademark Stacy Adams
shoes. He started off the

show with "Cool" and
"7779311", songs he did

when he was a member of

the Time. Then he perform-

ed songs from his solo

albumn "Color of Success".

One song in particular, "The

Character' seemed to

describe him to a tee. The
crowd really came alive

when he performed "Jungle

Love" and "The Bird" from

the movie "Purple Rain".

He lived up to his reputa-

tion as being a ladies man
when his two sexy back up
singers wiped the sweat off

of him during the show and
invting one lucky female

from the audience on stage

to have champagne with

him so "he wouldn't be lone-

ly any more."

Many people were surpris-

ed at how good his new band
was. No one thought ex-

pected them to be as good or

as flashy as the Time. But
the band played tightly. If
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FILM

Friday Film Follies
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

For God's sake, get off this campus!
Savage, pulsating Midterms are stalking
the dark shadows ofthe campus. With in-

human patience the Midterms quietly
crouch, waiting for weary, book-burdened
students to pass by. Ifyou value your life,

there's only one thing to do. Movies. We're
talking lots of movies.
Only one new movie is coming to the

malls but it's a great one. After Hours
stars Griffm Dunne (the young American
who got killed at the beginning of An
American Werewolf in London) as a word
processor who spends one unforgetable
night trying to get out of SoHo. It is a very
funny comedy that takes a journey into
the nightmarish regions of the Twilight
Zone. This is probably the best American
movie of the year. It has everything, com-
edy, a dark journey, Cheech and Chong, ar-

tistic merit, a good script, punks, good ac-

ting, strange women, a good director (Mar-
tin Scorsese), and bondage. My kind of
movie.

Also at the malls is John Sayles' The
Brother from Another Planet. In this
urban science fiction comedy a black ex-
traterrestrial with no voice and three toes
flees his galactic slavemasters by
crashlanding in Harlem. He finds himself
in bar resembling a unique version of
Cheers and meets an off beat set of city

dwellers. But his slavemasters are on his

trail and closing in.

The rest of the malls is pretty much the

same old story. Jagged Edge: don't let

the ads fool you. This is not a unstoppable-

manic-slashing-naked-virgins-because-I-

was-fed-fruit-lo ops-as-a-chi Id-movie.
Glenn Close stars as a savvy lawyer who
must defend publisher Jeff Bridges when
he is accused of the brutal ritualistic slay-

ing of his millionairess wife This is a good
one, see it if you can.

Agnes of God: Jane Fonda stars as a
psychiatrist who is appointed by the court

to determine if Agnes (Meg Tilly) a young
nun is fit to stand trial for the strangula-

tion of her newborn infant. Agnes doesn't

believe in the existence of the baby, she
only believes in God. Anne Bancroft is the

mother superior who tries to protect

Agnes and the convent from Fonda's in-

vestigation. An involving mystery that

pits modern science against faith without
coming down on either side.

The Amherst Cinema has a great

weekend of double features. On The
WaterAront is one of the best movies of all

time. Marlon Brando and an all star cast

turn out truly brilliant performances in

this great story about life on the docks of

New York City. See it before it leaves after

Saturday. A Streetcar Named Desire is

the film adaptation of the Tfennesee

Williams play. Classic Brando.
Pleasant Street is showing Alan

Parker's Birdy.

It's FRIDAY! Are You Ready
For An

How about
taking a dive

intoanice
relaxing Hot Tub at

Utopia Spas? Imagine
the soothing music

of your choice playing in

your private room.
Ahhhhh! That's awesome!

V? hour and hour rates available
Open Mon 4 PM-1 AM,
Tues.-Sun. 1 1 AM-I AM t-tsa^t^

call now for reservations ^
GTOPiA SPAS srS
165 University Drive, Amherst
253-7727
G»FT CERTIFlCArES AVAILABLE

Navy Gold

:

Forged in a Tradition
of Excellence

Because the Officers wearing it are the best
in the world at what they do

. . . they have to be

It takes a special breed
of aviator to meet the
challenges of Naval
Aviation. Strong, dedi-

cated professionals
who can control the
world's nnost sophisti-

cated aircraft. There's
no room over the
oceans for aviators

that are second-best.

Beneath the surface
pulses a unique
environment few will

ever challenge. Only an
uncompromised
standard of excellence
earns a submariner his

dolphins. The Navy's
Nuclear Propulsion
Officers wear them.

To find out ifyou're qualified, see the Navy Representa-
tive that will be in the Campus Center on October 28
1985 or call collect (518) 462-61 19.

Minority Students Encouraged to Apply

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

• Concert Review

you closed your eyes, you'd

swear you were listening to

the albumn. For most of the

musicians, this was their

first time going on a na-

tional tour, but you couldn't

tell by last night's perfor-

mance. "I didn't expect the

band to be as good as they

were. They were excellent!"

said an enthusiastic fan.

The choreography was
very slick. He did many of

the steps that he did in

"Purple Rain" plus he add-

ed some new steps that I'm
swre we'll be seeing perform-

ed on the dance floor very

soon.

The show ended with «
rousing performance of his

smash hit "Oak Tree".

Every member of the sold-

out audience was on their

feet, waving their hands,

and chanting "Oak Tree"

aiter Morris. As a matter of

fact, the audience was on
their feet from the first song
to the last. No one risked sit-

ting down for fear of missing

one second of this great

show.

IT! cm4s
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Crafts
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Nai«iafUMHS
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\mi\vvA
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^ C. At iA Af^te »t Mil 1 1« I

Daily
Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500
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Jane Fonda

Store Managers
Hadley / Springfield Area
BESS EATON DONUTS

Bess Eaton is . . . growing. Opportunity exists

at Bess Eaton for participation in the . . .

American Dream for experienced
Managers/Assistant Managers. If you seek a. .

dynamic organization, Bess Eaton can offer the
atmosphere for your professional success.
We Offer:

- Excellent Salary

- Complete company paid benefit package
- Generous incentive bonus program

To arrange a confidential interview call Mr. Phelps at

1-800-722-5012

Mon-Tues-Wed Bam - 12 noon

^ess or send resume to

Mr. Phelps

PO Box 522

Westerly, Rhode Island 02891

gjj Anne Bancroft Meg Tilly

^J^nes ofgod
>.. 41 15 00 ^ (2 SOi 7 3D 9 56

1,^ ,
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BROTHER FROM
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Glenn Close el> B'lOges

JAGGED
EDGE
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E ^mC LATE SHOWS-
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BEVERLY
HILLS
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PINK fLOYD

THE WALL
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I BROTHER FROM

I

ANOTHER PLANET

Cut Your Study Time
and Earn

Higher Grades

Inlroducing HBJ's COLLEGE OLTLINE SERIES
The mosf efficient way to study:

• complete course in outline form
• key concepts clearly explained
• extensive drill and problem-solving practice
• full-length practice exams with answers
• textbook correlation table

MBJ COLLEGE OUTLINES NOW AVAILABLE EOR:
Analytic Geomelry
Applied Fourier Analysis

Applied Vector Analysis

Arithmetic

Business Communication
Business Law
Business Statistics

Calculus

College Chemistry

Intermediate Accounting

Intermediate Microeconomics
Introduction to BASIC
Introduction to Fortran

Principles of Economics
Microeconomics

Trigonometry

Aviiiltil>l, Imni r"^ UNIVERSITY
AiiSTORE^

^) Harcourt BraceJovanovich

Righteous Bombers
opens at Smith
kiijIHTEOUS bombers
Theatre 14, Smith College
Oct. 24-25; Oct 30-Nov. 2
By MARY CATANESE
Collegian Correspondent

Kingsley Bass Jr's 'We
Righteous Bombers' is set in

a futuristic 'secret police

state.' He exposes the battle

of soul mind and body bet-

ween 'righteous' terrorists

and cruel perpretrators of

anti-human policies in an

tne voices the actresses.the

discontinuity of their
movements.coupled with
gaudy and complicated
costuming reduced the per-

formance value of the play.

It was disappointing to heeu-

shrill,performance con-
scious voices attempt to con-

vey earthy, living expres-

sions of the Negro people

working for 'freedom, justice

and self-determination.'

Hisa Lynn Takakuwa's

Movie Review
American anti-apartheid

state. The play itself is a

strong statement appealing

for unity and action in the

struggle of oppressed people

, focusing upon the ongoing

dichotomies of violent

revolution

Sheila Bland's direction,

however,lacks the fire and
energy that the title implies

and the gravity that the plot

contains. All parts were

played by woman actors,

though the script calls for

male performers. The lack of

conviction and empathy in

performance was outstan-
ding . She fully embodied
the spirit of a poet searching
for truth and beauty in a

corrupt and injust world. In-

teresting questions are rais-

ed by her character's sym-
bolic heroism. Portraying

revolutionary attitudes and
actions, Tkkakuwa's Murray
Jackson grapples with a

dilemna. Hero becomes
assasin after he murders the
High Prefect ofthe state and
suffers the consequences of

his action and his cause.

Bass touchingly expressed

"^^ HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

500 MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM
GREASE PAINTS—HANDS—FEET—WITCHES'
HATS AND BROOMS—WIGS—MOUSTACHES
BEARDS—NOSES—FANGS—TEETH

TOOTH BLACK OUT

H.L. CHILDS & SON
open daily and Saturday 8-5,15 open Thursday and Friday nights October 24-25 until 9:00 pm

^5 STATE STREET 584-2604 NORTHAMPTON

HALLOWEEN

%!.>
«•» ••«•« «*••««« * * » «

Herrcirs Ice Cream ^^^A
Thorn*! Moihctploc* o V*^ \ ^T^\^
Old South SI. tntranc*

Nonhomplon

Op«n Noon 'till M SO Sun. • Thuri

No-).'! till Midnight Frt k Sol

586^837

The
Night

Come
Home!

Featured on

Sunday, October 27, 1985

at: 5, 7, 9, and 11

$1.00 for 5:00 show

$1.50 for remaining 3 shows

BEER SPECIALS
Becks $3.95/6

Moosehead $3.70/6

Labatts $3.50/6

Innsbruck $3.95/6

San Miguel Light $3.95/6

WINE SPECIALS
Bellagio 1.5 liter $3.99

white or rose

a great tasting Italian wine, just off dry

Sun Country Wine Cooler 2 liter $3.29

all flavors

^6 a^

NEW

Calvin Cooler 4 pack $2.95

Red and Citrus only

Jacques Bonet $2.99

Raspberry Champagne

As usual, many liquor specials in store.

Spirit Haus Inc.

338 College St. Amherst, MA

256-8433 253-5384

^Bi'
c,^'il

100% COTTON
/;

TURTLENECKS
in a dozen dazzling colors

REG.Sr95

6.95
3 FOR

79.95

3 DAYS ONLY

A Stofe-fuH of Ideas

Downtown Amhtr»t/0«Hy K>-6. Suo.12-5
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Glenn Close

and Jeff Bridges

star as star-

crossed lovers in

Vagged Edger
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the question of a life lived

for a cause and how. that

singular drive consumer a

body's passion and ( an

fester one's ability to love

tenderly and selflesslv.

Though the performance
itself lacks a vigorousness

that the message generate?,

the piece deals with contem-

porary issues of hope in a

living ideal for justice and
peace, evolving in us and in

our children.

Collegian

It's a good

read!

knkent Chiaese Foods

ea-M MAIM rr., ammerst
BEER ft WINE LICENSE

from Our Owrt Farm

CLOtKO WfOMKSOAY
M 00 MO'ukf MO 00 MTICI*l cot. OMMC

253-7835

3oc/y

O

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

P
fcy J i rTJ

(d«4, fo*' A $l04an

fari*tc Qaor S«o^.

/

o-

Ron .

Qci </ ?

Tune «*»,

h;--

L<^5 heAr
li Ron.

i<K y '-

Tome. \J?

\S/oR<^ Our
<jit reduced rare.,

MOW $30-

THIS SATURDAY
Huddle up or cuddle up,

but he there

with your friends for:

Yankee
Conference

Game

WJ'' • ' V '^'- ' "Y

il

MINUTEMEN
vs

nets

Time: 1:30

Place: McGuirk

Alumni Stadium

Harvest Specials

Crab Stuffed Scrod
Chicken Cordon Bleu
Pork Parmesan
Roast Sirloin of Beef i^ iu«!

all ^6$/:95
All specials include potato, choice of salad or
vegetable, french bread & butter, homemade dessert
coffee or tea

Specials served Sun.-Thurs. 5:30-9 p.m.

University Drive, Amherst

BLACKAFFAIRS
Interview

Gibson
discusses

apathy
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

Racism and discrimination have been
problems in the black community for a

long time. Many suggestions have been

offered and many ideologies have ad-

vocated different ways of dealing with the

problems, but a permanent solution has

yet to be found.

The question of can we really have a
discrimination free America has been

raised. Dr. William Gibson, chairman of

the national board of directors of the Na-

tional Association for the Advancement of

Colored People (NAACP), doesn't think

so. "I never like to say never. It's a

possibility that there could be a

discrimination free America, but it won't

be in my lifetime or in my children's" he

said in an interview on campus Monday.
In a speech he gave that evening as part

of the Third World Fall Lecture Series, he

said, "We are living in some very troubled

time." President Reagan is trying to turn

the clock back to the time when blacks

rights were being restricted. He has voted

against every major civil rights bill that

has come before him and he has signed a

sanction against South Africa that Gibson

considers both lame and racist.

Should one ethnic group make more of

an effort than another to help eliminate

racism? "Racism is a human problem.

Both sides must be part of the solution

and it should be equal. However, it may be

Dr. William Gibson, chairman of

NAACP board.

necessary for the group who is being op-

pressed to do mjre for themselves," he
said.

Racist groups such as the Ku Klux Klan
proliferate in times of hardship. "There
are a lot of poor white people who are do-

ing bad and they are prime recruitment

material," Gibson said.

According to him, the lack of unity in

black community is nothing new. "The
way people talk about the '60s it sounds
like every black person was involved in

the civil rights movement, but that isn't

ture. We had apathy in the '60s just like

we have now. Everybody didn't play the

game." We should have more unity.

However, he feels that blacks will not

unite unless they are personally
threatened.

To make blacks become more aware of

what's going on in their community, Gib-

son suggests, "Reading and listening to

the news, attend meetings, and generally,

get involved."

Committee urges corp.

to divest out of S. Africa
By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Correspondent

The Five College Black Studies Executive

Committee in it's unstinting support for

the struggle against apartheid in South

Africa, is trying to get corporations to

divest their money out of South Africa. The
action may appear to be a small step, but

it can become a critical leap forward and

impart material signals to South Africa's

present rulers of our unwillingness to

cooperate with social practices totally in-

compatible with the spirit within which the

Five College Consortium was established.

Apartheid exists primarily because of

British investors and to an extent, corpora-

tions of the United States. South Africa is

an isolated country and lately, there have

been increasing racial confrontations bet-

ween blacks and whites. After rioting in

Johannesburg, Benjamin Moloise, a black

poet, was executed after being convicted of

killing a police officer

It is morally inconsistent that the United

States should uphold the principles in-

dividual freedom and democratic rule while

at the same time, materially profiting from

"Ifthey can't be moved morally, they

will be moved by their pocketbooks."

a totalitarinism government based upon

racial distinctions. A human and moral ap-

peal is being made to people and corpora-

tions to continue divesting their funds. "If

they can't be moved morally, they will be

moved by their pocketbooks," said Ernest

Allen, chairman of the Five College Black

Studies Executive Committee.

While the whites in South Africa con

tinue their exploitation, suppression, and

disfranchisement of the majority of its

citizens, other governments will have to

adopt more enlightened social policies and

put more pressure on the South African

government.

In this way, world public opinion will in-

fluence the South African government and

may make them take some decisive action

against their racist apartheid policy.

UPC brings big acts
touniversity
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Fresh Buffalo Milk

MOZZARELLA
$5.99 per 8 oz piece

79 Main Street, across from Plumbleys

Imported Cheeses Coffee Beans

Bulk Tea Fresh Pasta

Delicious Giant Cookies and other Baked Goods
Gourmet Groceries

Daily until 6; Saturday until 5; Sundays 9-1

By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

Morris Day's first solo concert tour will

either make or break his solo career. Peo-

ple know of him only through his associa-

tion with the Time and his scene-stealing

role in the movie Purple Rain.

"Many people affix his character to him.

He's just like any other actor playing a
part," said Lance Foley, talent coordinator

of the Union Program Council (UPC).

"He has the potential to become a major
black artist. His single "Oak Tree" is No. 5

on the R&B charts which means in two
weeks it will No. 1," Foley said.

The set Morris used in his concert last

night in the Fine Arts Center was the most
elaborate set UPC has ever seen. "There
were three truckloads of equipment, band
gear, lights, etc. plus four busloads of peo-

ple," he said.

This concert was the biggest that UPC
has ever undertaken. "We've never kicked

off a major tour before. Most bands are

wary of colleges because nobody knows
what to do," he said.

The Union Program Council is the

largest independent and student-run pro-

duction company in New England. Its

members deal directly with the agents.

"We do everything from providing
transportation to disassembling the set

after the concert," Foley said.

"There's never been a major problem.

We have a solid reputation and agents are

willing to talk to us about big acts. We
never try to overstep our capabilities. Fifty

percent of it is knowing what you're doing

and the other 50 percent is knowing what
you're capable of doing," he stated.

Many promoters of big name acts only

talk to major promoters in major cities.

They don't usually look for a college au-

dience. But Foley states, "College crowds
will be more receptive because they'll really

be into the music and won't notice if the

band's choreography is a bit out of sync or

they're not as tight as they should be."

How does a student-run, college produc-

tion company book big acts such as Morris

Day and Paul Young? "We call and ask the

agent what acts are working in the New
England area. At that time, we have 10

days to put in an offer. He asks about the

price and consider if it's a fair price for the

size of the hall and the artist. The agents

gets back to us and tell us whether our of-

fer has been accepted or not," he said.

Most of the promoters and agents have
very high confidence in UPC, Foley said.

"It's unique because usually college pro-

duction companies don't get that kind of

confidence. It made me feel good and I

think that it's a real compliment to the

University."

Farrakhan not seen as
a threat to community
By RHONDA SWAN
Collegian Staff

"Farrakhan threatens the black com-

munity" is the title of an article written by

Bayard Rustin, President of the A. Phillip

Randolph Educational Fund, which ap-

peared in the October 11 issue of the New
York Daily news. In this article Rustin says

that Farrakhan is a "milestone around the

neck of blacks in America, while fervently

claiming to be their saviour." In addition,

he said that Farrakhan is 'anti-semitic',

'anti-democratic', and 'morally repugnant'.

Rustin accuses Farrakhan of 'exploiting the

sense of frustration and helplessness that

grips many segments of the black

community.'
However several prominent members of

the University of Massachusetts communi-

ty do not feel that Farrakhan is a threat

and many believe there are more important

issues surrounding Farrakhan that should

be considered.

Sherwood Thompson, director of the Of-

fice of Third World Affairs, says that based

on his personal knowledge and understan

ding of Farrakhan, he sees him as "a vi-

sionary leader who wishes to win friends

and influence people especially in his own
culture." Thompson feels that Farrakhan

represents leadership with "responsibility

and accountabilty at a time when blacks

could use as many leaders as possible." He
does not see Farrakhan as a threat, but as

a man whose goal is to 'work to increase

the standard of living for all people,

especially the oppressed.' He feels that Far-

rakhan is "A voice for black people. He is

saying what milions of blacks and oppress-

ed would like to .say if they had the oppur-

tunity," he said.

In response to the claim that Farrakhan
is anti-semitic, Chester Davis, professor of

Afro- American Studies, said, "From what
I know and have heard and read, I do not

think that Farrakhan is any more amti-

semitic than any other black." Davis feels

that the media in this country has blown
Farrakhan's importance and his views out

of proportion. "Newspaper accounts have

taken his statements out of context to make
it appear that he is a flaming anti-semitic,"

said Davis.

Ernest Allen and Ester Terry, both pro-

fessors in the Afro-American Studies

department, believe that the issue concer-

ning Farrakhan lies in his ability to attract

such large audiences and gain many
followers. Both Tferry and Allen feel that

this is indicative of the damage being done

to blacks by the Reagan admini.stration.

Allen said, "A man like Farrakhan has

emerged in our society becau.se of Reagan's

policies. The real damage is being done by

the Reagan administration. The situation

in this country is absolutely wretched " He
believes that Farrakhan represents a

positive element in the society. "What are

the alternatives in terms of where black

people are going to go?" he said.

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-5441

Bud, Lite, Ef CoorS tultcatet $11.99 caasplu* dap.

StrohS 12 oi. cana $10.99 caaa plus dap.

Busch 12 oz. cans aultcata $9.96 caaa plus dap.

Backs, Grolsch, Wurzburger $4.25 6/pk piut dap
Vodka or Gin 80° $8.99 i tb iitar

Kahlua(whila thay laat) |334f $11 .99 750 ml.

* BEER OF THE WEEK •

BRAUMEISTER LAGER 12 oz. cans 9^ $6.80 case plus dep.
(while they last)

HEINEKENS (light or dark) and AMSTEL $3.99 6 pk plus dep.
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NOTICE!

Ask most beer drinkers and they'll likely agree:

nothing tastes better than beer from a keg.

Ever since the days young men delivered bucket-
fuls to your door, keg beer nas always been fresher.

That's because it isn't cooked to preserve it like most
bottled and canned beers.

Well, now we've found aw^ to deliver the same
fresh draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-

filtered instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was
drawn straight from the keg.

Plank Road Original Draught. Dl AMIT HflATI

Original Draught
Keg beer in a bottle.

Cl'lS'iMill.T Hmvmi.i;( r, Mil«.,iik.r UI
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Weather

Today's weather:

That rain should end today, with the

high temperatures in the mid-70s.

Tbnight, it might be partly cloudy, with

lows in the 30s to low 40s.
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Lake near Salt

Lake City

b Marina Sight

9 Violinist

Mischa
14 Wiikie Collins

novel (with

The)
16 Silk fabric

17 Rash
18 Pineapples
19 Gadget tor

gollers

20 Merit

21 OofmanI
22 For each
23 Macbeth trio

25 Present oneself

28 Bell or statue

30 Iridescent

gems
31 Oblique angle

edge
32 Unit of length

34 Water source

35 Sea birds

36 Jab
37 Certain cow or

dog
38 Potpourris

39 Fla> product
40 Hollywood

hopeful

42 Incorruptible

43 A Gandhi
44 Diving bird

45 Rabbits
47 Aromatic Oint

ment
49 West
52 Terrestrial

iiiard

53 Yearning

bb Gold or silver

56 Among other

things Lat

57 Removes rind

58 Anna of films

59 Clasped

DOWN
1 Give Oft

2 Appioacri

3 One of a vtr

fuous fno
4 Unil

bdiird by Tnidr MichH Jaffe

5 Royal family of 33 Fender mark
35 Island in New

York Bay
36 Oianthus
38 Trying e«

periences

39 More
clamorous

41 Farm
Orwell

Scotland
6 Needy
7 Seek
(Advice to a

sluggard)
Carryl

8 Scale syllables

9 Enroll for |ury

duly Var

10 Loaf
11 Trattoria

specialty

12 Islands off

Galway
13 Aene
15 Guides
21 Ear parts

22 Politician s

index

24 Spills asunder
25 Fusses
26 Fencers gear
27 Realm of a

pnnce
29 Symbols of

restraint

31 Prickly bush

42 Listen'

45 Rustic relreat

46 Type of curve

48 Poker slake
49 Unit of distance
50 Blue dye
51 Word from

Maior Hoople
53 Towel word
54 Cheer

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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BU at UMass
Where: McGuirk Alumni Stadium, 1:30 p.m. *The

Records: UMass is 4-3 and 1-1 in the Yankee Conference,

Boston University is 2-4 and 1-2 in the conference.

The Series: UMass leads 17-13, the home team has won
each game for the past six seasons (three each).

Last Year: BU won, 31-21.

The Latest Line: UMass by 6.

UMass against the Spread: The Minutemen are 5-2,

2-2 as favorites and 4-0 at home.

Injuries: UMass- P Jim Ikndler Cknee), OG Sheldon Har-

dison (knee), OG Pfeter Borsari (knee), LB Steve Silva

(knee), DT Bruce Strange (knee), TE Mike Kelley

(shoulder) and LB Jim Vertucci (eye) are all out. DT Ed-

die Sullivan (ankle) is probable along with KR-CB An-

drew Thomas (hamstring). BU- TB Randy Pfettus (con-

cussion) is questionable.

Common Opponents: Maine (UMass won 20-7, BU won
19-14; Rhode Island (UMass lost 7-3, BU lost 34-19).

Streaks: UMass has won two straight, BU has lost two

straight.

TV/Radio: The game will be on NESN (cable) live and

on WTTT-Am (1430), WSPR-AM (1270), WPOE-AM
(1520), WUHN-AM (1110) and WMUA-FM (91.1).

* football continued from page 20
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action last week against Maine (9-of-14 for 147 yards and
two touchdowns after missing three games with a

separated shoulder), has few problems. The Minutemen
need to stop fumbling deep in enemy territory, but so far

that bad habit has just caused UMass to win by fewer

points, not lose any games.

The offense will be looking to throw more this week.

Paleizzi, in his opening three games, had little chance to

show the ability of his arm because of his getting used

to running the offense. In his return last week, he was
hampered by a muddy field. Stull indicated earlier this

week that he would like to go to the air more. Probable

targets are junior flanker John Crowley (14 catches for

203 yards and a touchdown) and freshman split end Dan
Rubinetti (five catches for 55 yards and a touchdown). Tbm
Cioppa (five catches for 138 yards and two scores) is

another possible threat.

On defense, UMass leads 1-AA with just 8.8 points allow-

ed per-game. The secondary will be challenged by Brooks,
but the defensive line (bolstered by the return from injury

of tackle Eddie Sullivan) should be able to pressure Man-
cini and contain the running game.

"I like the way we are playing this season," said Stull.

"BU will be a good game for us to go out and show how
much we've improved."

Conegian photo by Neil Beckerman

Sophomore split end Tom Cioppa races ahead of

Maine defensive back Gary Groves for a touchdown
last week against the Black Bears. The Minutemen
face Boston University at home on Saturday.

\

ealing place

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
Fni. ft SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP A SHOP)

Kit. 9 • Hidley/Amherst

256-6889

>1«66JX>t4'

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS tak* 116 north to

South Daarfiald. louth on routa

6-10 1% mjlai. Right on Christian

Lana 'A mlla from cantar of town.

Open:
Mon-Sat 5-10 pm Sun 1-9

giiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi^

I Talent Scouts I
S Exceptional studentss

5 come! EssentisG to haver
= strong interpersonal!
s abilities, good communica- s
s tion skills, and ability to 5
5 make personal evalua-S
5 tions. Ii you feel you have i
s these skills, write to Presi- s
s dent, Polaris Enterprises i
a Corp., 80 Independences
5 Ave., Quincv, Ma 02169 S
niiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiff

UNtSL'AL
GIFTS
WITH
A

NEW
ENGLAND
FLAVOR

AMHERST
HLSETTS

01059

1 mile north of UMass 549-2S67

^"^^aiP cc^o-'Qi^ cjr^^ct)"""''!^^ <i£:^G^'''<i^ <iC3^c^

STOUFFER
^ HOTELS^

HOTEL RESTAURANT
MAJORS!

HAVE YOU TALKED WITH A
STOUFFER HOTELS

REPRESENTATIVE YET?
WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS:

October 28th

Contact Your Placement Office

For Complete Information
A<^ Equal Onpo'tunitv EfTipinv***

\ FINE FOOD ]

\ SPIRITS ]

15th ANNUAL BIG BASH

UMASS SKI CLUD

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 19-24

TRIP INCLUDES:

5V^ DAY LIFT TICKET SUN - FW

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL o*CONDO

ENTERTAINMENT: FK£E BEER & WINE PARTIES

HOT TUB PARTID . LONG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TURTLE RACES. FKEE BEER b WINE PARTIES

FREE BEER & WINE PARTIES naSTAR RACES

SUGARDUSH COUPON 500K. EO la.

HOTEL PACKAGE

CONDO PACKAGE

.*,«a«« ONLY $149
>,,«Q.«« ONLY $199

{ OCTOBER BEER SPECIAL

\
St. Pauli Girl ^

57 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

HMT too «0»U TO MGM U» WHJ. M QJGIBU FC* A FREE TT^IP

&.<ii>-*C5^tffCSaw.Q5.^£5^ «vih^(».<i£5^ «T«3&^0,.rfC??> «Ci:J!

i

5

LAGNAP 86
FOR MORE INFO 545-3407 430 STUDENT UNION

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

12 oz. Drafts 75*

Pitchers $3.75

Beer

Of The Month
Moosehead
$1.20 a bottle

Spoke Drink of the Week
Peach Fuzz peach Tree Schnapps and grapefruit juice $1.25

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

Friday, October 25, 1985!
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UMass field hockey
athome againstR

I

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

After playing field hockey continually

since early August, the fifth-ranked

University of Massachusetts field hockey

team has taken two days off, resting up for

Saturday's game against Rhode Island on

Tbtman Field at noon.

Capitalizing on the two rest days, UMass
coach Pam Hixon has taken the opportuni-

ty to continue what has been an extensive

recruiting campaign this season, heading

out-of-state looking to capture top-notch

talent to replace this year's crop of depar-

ting seniors.

Hixon was unavailable for comment, but

UMass assistant coach Patty Bossio said

that the coach gave the team the extra days

off because they had earned them and that

she feared exhaustion.

"A few of the players were getting worn
down, falling behind in their work," Bossio

said. "Pam gave everyone time off in order

to take their minds off field hockey for a

couple of days. With the season winding
down we have to hit high gear if we want
a shot at the national tournament."
With but five games remaining, the

Minutewomen, 10-2-2, are unbeaten in

their last eight outings including three

heartstopping affairs which featured
UMass goals in the final 34 seconds to

avoid potential losses.

Hixon has said though that the key to the

team's success this year has been the sur-

prising but exceptional play of her
freshman crop, something she didn't expect.

ColleKian photo by Paul DesmaruiH

Sophomore midfielder Amy Robertson (19) takes a shot in action earlier

this season. The UMass field hockey team takes on Rhode Island at home
on Saturday.

HOllDA Y TEA VELEES COLLEGE STUDEMS...

RENT A CAR
WITH
CASm

FKi.'MOM. MOOM tm^oo
700 MILEi rmE£... *9U
FMI.-TVBS. MOOM s^coo
900 MILES FREE... 'D9
FRI.-WED. MOOM t0mg%
1,000 MILE9 FMEE *OU

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU:
• PAYLESS CAR RENTAL CORP OF MASS.HM 7 1 Q

1

1 80 BOSTON RD., SPRINGFIELD, MA i Oft" I I 9

1

•kECOMO CAMOfUk TMAM, $7i AtionrShattr W., Utham. N. Y. (S It) 7«-IMt
•keCONO CA» OfAlMANY. 4M CtnUml 4m., Ahmy. N. Y.(i\l) 43t-UCI
•keCOHOCAMOrSOmtKTADY, l2MStvfU.,Sth»nttt><iY NY (St$) 377-047

1

•k^AYUSSCAKimTAlSOfSrKACUSl, S$5: Boytd. Sro<u-. NY (3I5)4SSSI2I

Ah» Ponungm Van*. Carf Vant, Mini Vani Coll Tm^y

y^TTten's soccer.

She said that her starting five freshman,
Pam Bustin, Colleen Reilly, Julie Stuart,

Ruth Vasapolli and Kathy DeAngelis, have
played great field hockey since seeing their

first starting action against Tfemple and
defending national champion Old Domi-
nion two weeks ago. At the time Hixon at-

tributed the freshmen' accelerated play to

their desire to prove themselves on the

field, contributing to the team.

Two weeks later, the Minutewomen owe

much of their success to the play of the

freshmen who have added a needed spark

to a tired outfit. Saturday will be a test for

UMass. Rested and ready to play, the

Minutewomen will have to dispose of the

Rams early and avoid allowing them to stay

in the game.

continued from page 20
between UMass and Boston
University with the advan-
tage currently belonging to

the Tferriers. Connecticut is

a shoe-in for the first slot.

Grettler does not think his

players have given up either Connecticut, they were
and that making the tour- shutout. A revitalization of

In both of the
Minutemen's past two
losses, to nationally ranked
Connecticut and Southern

nament is just another goal

to be achieved.

"Going into this season,

nobody even picked us for

being in the top six (in New
England), said Gettler. "In

all the previews, we didn't

even get a mention. We
came together and have
been pretty magic even

the offense has to be a

priority against BC.
Freshman Sam Ginsburg

(7-0, 0.63 goals against
average) will be in goal for

the Minutemen.
BC (3-7-3) comes into the

contest boasting a defense

that has given up only 12

goals in 13 games this

Sports Notice

Student trainers are needed by the Intramural office.

Flexible hours are available. Apply in person at Boyden
215 or call Frank Wright, Zulma Garcia or Maryann Oz-

darski at 545-2693 or 545-0022 for more information.

six.

though we lost our two of season. However, the Eagle
our best players (All-New offense has produced only
Englanders Kurt Manal and
Paul Serafino to an iryury

and academics respective-

ly)-"

For UM, it's just one game
at a time. Then hope for the

best.

* women's soccer
continued from page 20

in 19 games set in 1982 with a 15-4 record.. .The

Minutewomen have set a new record for most wins without

a tie. The record is currently 14, snapping the old record

of 10 set in 1978, 80 and 82. The streak dates back to

UMass' 4-1 win over California in the consolation game
of the Final Four last November.
More record information. . .the Minutewomen are cur-

rently tied with Cortland State (1978) for the fewest goals

given up in a season, two...UMass, who has won t?

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CO 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days pnor to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone nunnber FREE

ACTIVITIES

Racquetbsll Court Time Now Available
Downtown Amherst, Individual or group
memberships. Call 2.'i3-2528 for details

The (JMaaa Cheat Club will meet this

Monday. 10/28 in Room 168 at 7 pm. All

are welcome.

Come Mc what othcri fear: the documen-
tary "Room 101." on October 25th.

UMass, Flint 105, 8:00 pm. Funding by
I 'Mass Arts Council

The Twenty Five Plua Club presents a

pre Halloween Party this Saturday Oc-

tober 26 from 8 pm to ? call 323-6750 or

.S45 2148 for more info

Panel Discuasion on topical issues in East
Afnca Oct 26. 85. Bettv Shabzz Hall, Hoi
Coll 7:(X) pm party to follow 2 dollars dona-
tion

AUDIO

Fither lOO-watt rack tyatem, linear

track turntable, equalizer, dual cass.

$8,50/B() call Bill at 545-0182

TV Magnavox 19 inch color RC. $75 call

.^843428

AUTO FOR SALE

Tovota Corolla 4 door 4 speed 1974 white

snows rebuilt 16CK) motor $4.'>0 665-2577

1979 Chevelte excellent condition

»1200/BO 546 7220 after 7 pm

1975 Volvo 244DL standard 101,000 mi

engine and body excellent. Some rust

11250 .'S49 0,160

1973 BMW 2002 giKid cond. runs well new
tires sunrtM)f $1500 nr BO 256-1885

1974 AMC Hornet St. Wagon 6 cyl 10.5k

mi new battery, cartieurator, muffler,

alternator pa!i!M>d inspection needs minor

work $450 call 665 3986 after 5 pm

1979 Dataun 310 30 mpg $1950 call

1 589 7462 or 1.583-2120 a-sk for Mark

78l)ataun B210 4 sp 92000 steel radials 2

new radial snows on rims good
shape/mileage needs brakes $8.V).00

549-41.S3

75 Dataun B210 very reliable, many new

Kirts. Some rust but runs great. $600 or

must sell Ui 549 4185

shape but

call 256-6880
76 dataun 710 wagon good

neetlsall & batt $200 or BO
Shawn new wtr pmp

ENTERTAINMENT

TURN THE TABLES professional

club/party D.J. 5 yr experience. Lowest
rates 586-9691

I*lay Baas? Must have equip. No metal call

Rick 6-6792

Super Diak Jockiea. sound equipment
rentals and lighting perfect for your party.

Low orices. excellent references. Call now
549-7427

• Bonnie and Clyde
*

Oct25Fri6, 8, 10

6, 8 $1.00 1 $1.50
•

FOR RENT

ipt. on busline,

included. Avail
Sunderland, I bdrm
420/month, everything
immediately! 665-3440. leave message

1 bdrm apt avail Nov 2; $400.00 inclusive

call Carol 256 1261 or stop by 1 18 Cliffside

Apts Sunderland

Fridge RenUla call R & P Package SUire

253-9742 free delivery

Room in houae available, across St. from
campus. 15 minutes to town. F.F'., deck,

dark room, washer, dryer, big back yard,

peU?. 250/month 549-6364

FOR SALE

Lab Seriea lOOw guitar amplifier exc

$275 or BO call Rob ,549-4141

Cuatom Pickup Cap for 8' l)ed all gla-ss

very nice $4.50Ak) call Bill at .545-0182

1978 Oldimobilc Cutlaai Supreme CA:

PS/PB/AC/AM-FM $2,500/ or BO Rakesh

549-0748

"CASH"

Payinc t—lk tvt your bueball cards call

Mike 546-6105

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

lOCywoot only $30 in the Concourse 3 days

H week in (Vlnhor see you_therc_^^_^^

Bundy Flute for tale. $80 or best offer.

Call 665-2711 PM
Neon Sign (Lowenbrsu) - never used. $65
cir l>est offer. 2.56- 15.18 leave message

PhTlips 2930 8 in 2-way. ported ipeakers
very kihhI condition askmg $75 fur the

pair or BO call I'hil at .54tiX8<H

Seiiing Boaeloi Speakers used for Ihret-

weeks only call for price 6-7917

top of the Iin7 Fuii Bicycle 2 years old

used 2 months $150 AT&T old fa.shioned

phone (replica) used 3 months $85 also

women's clothes being sold for great

prices rarely worn Come see these ami

more Saturday 10/26 at UlifM) until 4:00 or

call Debbie at .549-6570 at 49 Hobart Unc

Braaa Canopy Bed Seta for sale!

Reasonable pnces. Limited quantity. Call

today! Linda (evenings) 2.56 1083 or Lisa

6 5465.

Pumpkins 10' lb. $2.50 max per pumpkin.

Free pumpkin with this ad & purchase.

Follow signs at the intersection of Rte 116

& Meadow St No Amherst

foyotrToroTTa Liftbarli sundard runs

excellent $985/hesl offer plea.se call

,5496283

(iovernment Homes from $1 (u repair).

\ls(> delin'ineni tax propertv. Call

I 805-687 6000 exi. C.H 9616 for I'nforma

2 Paul Young Tickets must sell sec 3 call

665-8209

FOUND

Woman's watch near Whitmore last

Thursday call Thom to identify 6-9066

after 8 pm please

HELP WANTED

Overaeaa Jobs. Summer, yr round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mn. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo. Write IJC, Box 52-MAl Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

Tutor needed Introductory Physics

5.362286 ^
Nursing asaistanta: all shifts, flexible

schpiiulinK, r<im()etitive salary, fringe

benefits, Amherst Nursing Home
^56-8 185

Kitchen aida: Part time positions. Morn-

ing and afternoon. Excellent salary and fr-

inge benefits. Amherst Nursing Home
2.56-8 1 8.5

Cooked in a buay restaurant? We want
talented saute cooks with experience. . an

prep cooks. Do dishes? We need you too.

Apply Judies, Amherst

Accounting Clerk Bulterfield kitchen for

the Spnng semester - minimum commit-

ment IS one academic year. 6 hours/we«"k

$4.25/hour with free room and baord. Ap
plications are available at the Butterfield

Kitchen Office and are due by 5 pm on

Nov, 1, 1985,

French Tutor desperately needed five

hours per week - wages neg. Call Jen at

665-4692 after 5

Travel Field Opportunity, Cam valuable

marketing •xpcrii'nre while earning
money. Campus representative needed im
mediately for spring break trip to Florida,

call Bill Ryan at I 8(H) 282 6221

Government Jobs. $167»4n^^9T230/vr~
Now hiring. Call 1-81)5 687 0000 exl

R-9616 for current federal list.

On rampuB non-work atudy MWF 7-noon

call Jane at .546-6889

Student nurses. Apply now to work dur-

ing semester lireak. Good earnings, plus

experience in your field. Weekend and
morning work available now. Call any
1.",,. \fpdical Personnel Pm>lJ->86-73«5

INSTRUCTION

Bartending claaaea starting Oct 28 cov«r«
all atpocti sign up in Crsdtl Fr«« Workthopi
Tower Library

INTERESTED IN LOSING WEIGHT

Hcrballifc Natritioml Profram meeting
on Tuesday October 29 If intereated caH
546-9632

LEGAL ASSISTANTS WANTED

Apply now for a full-time Intertiahip at

the Legal Services tttfice tor thi' Spring,
l!*H6 lAi'nu'sIrr An! :»tiiirn<'y^ ot t-lu'n* .ti

terviews, preparation of court forms,

maintenance of continuing ra.seload, giv

ing advice and referrals and investigations

and research. Up to 15 credits may lie

received from academic departments.

(Jain valuable experience in the legal pro-

fession while working on campus. No
previous experience in the legal profession

neces.sary; training is provided. Deadline

to begin the formal application process is

November 6. For further information, call

mary at Legal Services, 545-1995

LOST

Grey with purple denim jacket and key

on white pla.stic coil keychain If found call

,546.5031 ___^
Wallet, Thurs • haste mekes waste

Reward $ call 1 477 6598

Please return jean jacket taken from
Barsies Saturday night call Mary 263-7847

PERSONALS

Home needed fast for a three year old

female, Bluepoinf Siamese cat. Ouiet in

nature 1 am moving away and need to find

a home for her. If interest*-!! please con

tac t Jill 549-7537

Todd Happy Birthday! You're in for one

hell of a night! All my love and respect!

Nan

y Birthday Todd Love Christine and

Nicole

•••••••«••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• Video Dance *

• •

Friday Oct. 25
• 8:30 pm 12:30 am

SCB

only$2,00/person
• •

• music by Rack-A-Video
*

. •

• sponsored by
*

SAG/Brown House
• •

•••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• 6th Annual
• SWAG BATTLE of the BANDS
• •

Sunday, October 27lh
• noon 6 pm
• Hampden Southside (next to M'lnohK's

*

• Bands: * Moscow "

• • First Cirlce
• • J(»l Simon *

• • Thanks to Robert Brown *

• Sundard Issue
*

• Modern Pladr.
'

• another
*

• Southwest Area Government *

• priMiuction
*

teddybarel fove you please marry me and
make mv dreams come true forever Sex
Kitten

Who loves ya^babe. . .?? No. 43 t.H, dwr'

V-gibblea and dm and » 5 man show M

Michelle I^venaon! Happy 20th. Baby"
We love ya! Love. Lisa, Jill, Dot, Val,

Grant, Alan, Dana, Rob, Steve, Elaina,

Liandra & Ba

Sharon • This past month has been
something special and it will never be
forgotten. Love always Jay

SWAG Battle of the Bands
-FREEtoallresidents!-

• Sunday, October 27, noon -6 pm *

• Hampden Southside
*

• Root for your favorite band '

• another
'

• Southwest Area (jovt production '

fntcrviewinK with Livemorc Labt to-

day? Plea.se consider the alternatives! You
have unlimit/"<i mtenlial, why not direct

your talents to tne pursuit of excellence in

creative rather than destructive research.

We all want a job "with a future". Don't

take one that promises no future at all!

P.S. Thanks for being the Big Brother
I've always wanted! Love, Glove

Happy Birthdav Carol!! The big 20! I love

you roommate!! Love, Bren

Chriateeeen! Happy 21 you slob! Ha Ha.
Canil

To the iiatera of Tri-Sisma Do we have
It? And if we do, how do we know? VET.
Happy 20th Peggy love your exroommate

Anita, Hi. Its Willy Steve's icecretun this

.Sunday night at 10:00 P.M. with me and
E.? How could you turn down this inmn
cent? (Imagine tne biting of the lip for ef-

fect) Sincerely, The inventor of chocolate

chip(ZZZ7.zz) PS, Elmo is now in therapy,

Hapny Anniveraary and many more love

ya Money, (iail

Julie, Old friends are the best! Happy Bir

thday Uive, Nancy

wT.hing Judylir2TToTA. a Hanpy Bir

thday along with a wild and crazy

w«'ekend • and Afterhous forever! Love,

your roommate, Linda

* SWA(! in cooperation with WMl'A
* presents:
•

* TheRAMONESw/therneighborhiHKis

Friday. NovcmlHT 1, 19H5
* in the Student I 'nion Ballroom

Tickets on sale TODAY
* (!ampus Center Concourse 4 Tix

* another
Southwest Area Government

duction

Trucker Happy 2Znd B-day' You're the

hesl. We love you! Blanch and Snorky
XOXO

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Caaes, paper*, diiicrtationa, theaea, on-

yjer

low rates, &84-7924
campus. ndable, outstanding quality,

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female wanted neat, responsible, own
room t'i'.Vi. plus ulil Must nay $696 up
fmnt call 549 0490 8- 10 am It^ 1 1 :30 pm or

(617) 436-2783

Female wanted share Brittany manor
bedroom tISO month call Lori 253 5379 try

night

SERVICES

TAILOR Alteration Expert Same Day
Service Available SHAANN'S Rl
Sunderland Open 8 am 665-3878

U%

COINS 123/121 tutoring 5.00 per hr.

former 12.3/121 grader Alex 256 1239

Brian's Typing Service. Fast, accurate.

Available almost anytime. 66S-7652

SPRINGBREAK M
Campus Rep. organize sailing charters
Ft. I>auder(iale/Hahamas
Commission & Free Cruise
Write or call Optain Williams
37 Hendrick Isle Ft. 1-auderdale .'1.3301

305-523-9259

START YOUR CAREER NOW

Earn money and work on Fortune ,500

companies' marketing programs on cam
pus Pari time (flexiliTe) hours each week
We give references, call 1-800 243 6679

TRAVEL

Montreal Weekend November 1.

drinking age 18 call Bonnie 6-6432
2. 3

TYPING * WORD PROCESSING

Next day senricc. TYPE RITE. 253 5111

tillALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects Will correct grammar, spelling, &
punctuation Meticulous priKifreading

New IBM lypewnter. 549-0367

orodu

>i you
rrmemlier this (from the summer of 85)

"Aw, he would be insulted if you wouUl
call It a Pinto."

fhctiiiniis I co«M say ab««t lO-spced
bike*, would make the IT couch linik

WANTED TO RENT

bdrm
lywine -

for Spn)nng reward $.50! 549-4798

MAGUMBA

It's been too long without a Snakebite!
When's your 21st' I can't wait fur mine.

BA
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SPORTS
Minutemen renewBU rivalry
Terriers are still tough

despite 2-4 record, UM
offense looks to throw
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

lb be honest, the University of Massachusetts and

Boston University football teams do not like each other.

Hate, in fact, may be the appropriate word to describe the

feelings between the two teams.

The bitter season series (led by UMass, 1713) between

the two long-time Yankee Conference rivals will continue

on Saturday at McGuirk Alumni Stadium at 1:30 p.m.

The game is a big one for both teams, for far different

reasons. UMass, 4-3 overall and 1-1 in the conference, must

win to remain hopeful of catching Rhode Island in the

league title chase. BU, at 2-4 and 1-2. must win to acheive

at least a respectable season.

The tables are turned from last season when a struggl-

ing UMass went to Boston and lost to what turned out

to be a playoff-contending Tferrier team, 31-21. UMass was

in the midst of a terrible season, but still managed to be

within three points (17-14) of a much-better BU team in

the fourth quarter. The game featured the hardest hitting

exhibited by UMass all season.

"They hate us, they hate coming up here to play us and

they hate losing to us," said UMass coach Bob Stull. "It's

a big game for us for a lot of reasons, but mostly because

it's BU."
UMass has gained a lot of respect this season with its

comeback from two straight 3-8 seasons, but a victory over

the Tferriers would go far in firmly establishing the UM
resurrection.

A victory on Saturday would make this UMass team the

first since 1982 to win five games, the first since 1981 to

have a winning record after seven games and the first since

81 to win three straight: accomplishments that

Minuteman seniors, long tired of losing, would love to

chalk up.

A University of Maine lineman jumps offside in

face Boston University on Saturday at 1:30 p.m.

UMass defeated Maine 20-7 last week. The Black Bears,

along with Holy Cross, were teams that defeated UMass
in 1984. The UMass players have BU on their payback list.

The Terriers have struggled this season, scoring an
average of only 14 points-per-game. First-year coach Steve

Stetson has Yankee Conference rookie-ofthe-year Pat Man-
cini at quarterback and All-American split end Billy

Brooks to spark his offense, but the gaping holes that the

offensive line opened last season are not present this

season. Sophomore tailback Randy Pettus leads BU with

ollegian photo by Neil Beckerman

action last week at Alumni Stadium. The Minutemen
at home.

334 yards, but is questionable for the game with a con-

cussion suffered in a 34-19 loss to Rhode Island last week.

The Mancini-to-Brooks combination has produced five

touchdowns and 587 yards. Mancini himself is 62-of139

for 782 yards and seven touchdowns, he also has nine

interceptions.

On defense, the Terriers lost a number of valuable

starters, but more importantly the leadership that made

BU among the most aggressive units in Division 1-AA.

continued on page 18

Minutewomen are 13-0

8th ranked BC next

for women's soccer

CollPKinn photo by Paul D««maralii

Freshman forward Michelle Powers (middle) heads the ball against North

Carolina earlier this season. The women's soccer team faces Boston College

on Saturday at BC.

Men's soccer takes on Eagles

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

Another hurdle stands in the way of the

top-ranked University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team and the quest for its

first-ever unbeaten, untied season as it

faces eighth-ranked Boston College tomor-

row at 1 p.m. in Boston.

Making the task of winning its 14th

straight game more difficult will be the pro-

spect of UMass playing the Eagles on the

artificial turf of BC's Alumni Stadium, a

surface that five of the UMass freshmen,

who put in a lot of minutes, have never

played college soccer upon.

"You need to have skillful players on

turf," UMass senior co-captain Jamie Wat-

son said. "You also need to have speed. We
have it up front and we have the skills, too."

The Minutwomen, 13-0, spent yesterday

practicing on the turf at Westfield State

preparing for the game.

"It just adjusting our game to the turf,"

coach Kalekeni Banda said. "The surface

will be faster and so we'll be faster too.

We're just going to look for timing, precise

timing."

Boston College (10-3-1) has shown the

ability to play with the best of teams when

they handed third-ranked George Mason

(then, the number one team) a 2-1 loss two

weeks ago. Since then however, the Eagles,

who were ranked third a week ago, have

tied 16th ranked Harvard 1-1, lost to 14th

ranked Radford 2-1 and lost to 11th rank-

ed UConn 1-0 on Tuesday.

"We're going to look to deny them the

quick, transition game," Banda said. "We

going to play a tight marking game. They

have some dangerous players. They'll be

playing some long balls."

The Minutewomen, coming off a 5-0

pasting of Harvard, will look to play 90

minutes of soccer and try to avoid the flat

second half they had against the Crimson.

Last year, UMass walloped BC 5-0 in both

team's regular season finales but when the

two squads met a week later in the NCAA
playoffs, UMass took a tight 3-2 win in

overtime.

SOCCER DRIBBLE UMass' closest

shot at an unbeaten, untied season came

in the program's first year when the

Minutewomen went 15-0-1 under coach Ar

nie Morse...The team has posted 11

shutouts in 13 games this year. That is still

short of the UMass record of 14 shutouts

continued on page 19

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

After a two week absence,

the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer

team returns to the friend-

ly confines of Boyden Field

tomorrow to take on Boston

College at 11 a.m.

UMass (12-5, 9-2 in New

England), losers in two of

their last three contests,

hopes to resume its winning

ways at home where they

are a perfect 8-0 this season.

The Minutemen still har-

bor hope of being choosen

for the NCAA tournament,

but a loss to the Eagle?

would end any speculation.

"We just need to keep win-

ning," said UMass coach Jeff

Gettler. "We need to win our

next four games. If we go

16-5. I can't believe we
wouldn't be in the tourna-

ment. I know it doesn't look

good, but we have to hope we
didn't strikeout."

The second New England
spot in the tournament is

continued on page 19

Weekend sports at a glance
UMass Schedule:
Today
Volleyball: at New Haven Tbumament.
Women's Tennis: at New Englands.
Snfunfay:

Football: Boston University, Alumni
Staduim, 1:30 p.m.

Men's Soccer: Boston College, Boyden,
11 a.m.

Women's Soccer: at Boston College, 1

p.m.

Field Hockey. Rhode Island, NOPE,
noon.

Volleyball: at New Haven Tbumament.
Men's cross-country: Atlantic 10 meet

at Penn State.

Women's cross-country: at New
Hampshire, noon.
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Health Services
forms AIDS policy

Collegian photo by Neil Beckerman

NOT FOR LONG—Students enjoy Friday's warm weather in front

of Student Union. True fall weather returns to The Valley today, as

high winds bring the temperature down into the 50s. Drag out the

heavy blankets tonight because the mercury will dip to the low to

mid 20s.

Area coordinators revise

dorm Halloween policy

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

University Health Services is one of the

first programs in the area preparing a

general policy to deal with victims of Ac-

quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome.

The policy will deal with the treatment

of AIDS victims in three parts, according

to David Kraft, executive director of health

services.

AIDS patients will be able to continue at-

tending the University as employees,

students or faculty members in the campus

community, Kraft said, and Health Ser-

vices will work with students to educate

them about AIDS and the effects on the vic-

tim and those close to them.

The third aim of the program, Kraft said,

is to teach people that the victim is at risk

and not those they come in contact with.

The AIDS victim is in danger, because of

their immune deficiency, he added.

Kraft would not discuss the possibility of

having AIDS victims on campus.

Thomas C. McBride, medical director of

the University Health Services, is writing

the policy and should be ready with the

final draft in a couple of weeks, and after

approval from the executive committee, the

policy will be circulated for further feed-

back from leaders of the gay and lesbian

community as well as others, Kraft said.

Dennis, Madson, vice chancellor of stu

dent affairs, created the AIDS policy health

services is working on.

"Inevitably, there will be an AIDS vic-

tim on campus," said Sarah Boy, special

assistant to the vice chancellor. UMass
should be prepared with a policy when the

time comes, he said. Both Kraft and Boy

refused to comment on the specifics of the

policy .saying it was still in the form of a

rough draft.

The Dolicv will only be for the Universi

By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

The residential security policy for Hallo-

ween, which will be in efl'ect from Thurs-

day, Oct. 31, through Sunday, Nov. 3, has

been revised to be uniform for dormitories

campus wide, housing officials said.

The original policy had rules for

Southwest that differed from Eastside.

"We wanted one consistent policy," said

ed to outside guests.

The disparity between the requirements

in the original policy, she said, existed

because the areas are so different.

" There are different concerns for

Southwest because it is so densely

populated and so visible," Wallace said.

" Southwest has high rise buildings,

young students, and it attracts more non-

UMass students," said Chaz Durant

Because it is so much more visible, when

"Southwest has high rise buildings, young students, and it at-

tracts more non-UMass students. Because it is so much more

visible, when you advertise a Southwest party, everyone comes
"

—Charles Duraut

>f

Chaz Durant , assistant director of hous-

ing services for Southwest.

Under the original Halloween policy, two

non-University overnight guests were per-

mitted in Sylvan, Central, and Northeast,

while Southwest was not permitted any

non-University overnight guests. Also,

Halloween masks were only banned in

Southwest," because of the potential for in-

creased anti-social acts."

"We tried to make the new policy as con-

sistent as possible. The only difference is

that masks are still not allowed in

Southwest," said Carol Wallace, area coor-

dinator for Central.

The policy was formulated by area coor-

dinators, with input from the residential

directors and Southwest Area Government,

she said.

The new policy, Wallace said, will allow

for two overnight guests, and four sign in

guests per resident for all the residential

areas. Also, dormitory parties will be clos-

ty, said Ron Mazur, corrdinator of the Peer

Sexuality Education Program at Health

Services. He said that other campuses may

want to look at it, but there are none

similar to the UMass policy. The policy will

provide confidentiality, proper medical

treatment, and support for AIDS victims,

Masur said.

Mazur also said that UMass cannot

detect the AIDS virus through the Univer-

sity health services' blood tests. Blood tests

are used to test a donor's blood for AIDS
antibodies, which does not mean the pa-

tient has AIDS.
Some people can have the antibodies, yet

never contract the disease.

Health Education Services is preparing

phamphlets, video cassettes and advice to

educate students on AIDS. A phamphlet

called "Safe Sex" is being prepared by

health education, Mazur said, and will ex-

plain some precautions to insure safe sex.

Video cassettes are being prepared and will

be available to all dormitories.

AIDS is a "major public health issue for

everyone," Mazur said.

More money is needed for research, social

services and treatment, he said, adding:

"people with AIDS are being abandoned."

Nationally there is an overreaction to

AIDS "with a clear hate for homosexuali-

ty" behind the fear of the virus, Mazur

said.

Lesbian and Gay Allicance is also trying

to tducate the public through dormitory

woi kshops, panels and lectures.

S oencer Liles, an Alliance member, said

AIDS creates more prejudices against gay

people and he believes the names of AIDS

victims should be kept confidential, adding

that an AIDS victim should be guided by

individual responsibility and conscien-

tiousness, if they are still sexually active.

continued on page 3

Workers maintain protest

you advertise a Southwest party everyone

comes," he said.

Masks, he said can cause a problem,

because they make it impossible to iden-

tify someone who has committed a crime,

such as assault.

Wallace said the policy is more relaxed

than in recent years. "It will probably relax

every year until we feel comfortable with

it," she said.

Bill Collins, a senator from Southwest

said, "It is unfortunate that there are still

stereotypes concerning Southwest. Assault

can happen anywhere, notjust Southwest,"

he said.

Collin.s said there had originally been a

lot of confusion centered on exactly what
the policy was.
" With the making of this new policy,"

he said, "one opinion seemed to dominate
another."

Housing Services has shown Hexibility

regarding its policies, Collins said.

By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

Employees of the Lord Jeffery Inn in

Amherst took to the streets this weekend

in a 'work and walk' movement to gain sup

port for their contract struggles.

The management of the inn, 75 percent

of which is owned by Amherst College, pro-

posed cuts in benefits and wages for the

employees new contract. Because the

employee's union rejected the new pro-

posals, workers have been without a con-

tract since the last one expired Thursday.

They have picketed outside the inn every-

day since Friday.

"The ignorance and arrogance of the

management has caused mistakes at the

expense of the workers," said Rob Traber,

director of the employees union and a

member of the negotiating team. "They

(the management) are more concerned with

turning off light bulbs then they are with

the rights of the employees.
"

A management spokesman declined to

comment.
The employees, members of local 217

Hotel and Restaurant Employees Union,

said they believe that since the college

owns the inn they should have the same

rights as any other Amherst College

employee.
According to Lee Wildes, an employee at

the inn and a member of the negotiating

team, the college and the inn are trying to

establish a two-tier wage system, under

which new workers would be paid less than

experienced workers for doing the same job.

The inn, Wildes said, is also trying to

take benefits fr-^m all employees, especial
_

ly pan ...Leis. and take away standard

employee rights such as scheduling by

seniority.

"This is not a strike but a protest of the

management. We don't want more money,

we just want to maintain what we have

now." Wildes said.

Currently, the employees are working as

usual, but are also maintaining a picket

line and urging customers not to go into the

establishment, Traber said.

"We (the union) want to gain as much
support as possible from the area," said

Traber. adding that it is important to ask

the public if they really want to patronize

an establishment that treats their workers

as the inn does.

"As for the future anything can happen.

The workers are solid tight and ready to

fight," Traber said.

In a rally held by the employees on Satur-

day, various speakers spoke out against

Eric Nusbam, the general manager of the

inn and Kent Faeber, Directer of Almni Af-

fairs at Amherst College- both key

negotiators for the inn.

Faeber was not present at the rally.

However, Nusbam emerged from the inn

midway through the rally, prompting an

employee singing a protest song to say:

This one's for you Eric."

Inside

Officials want to slow campus traffic 3

Paul Young hits FAC stage 7

Palazzi leads Minutemen to win 12

"There have been too many near misses, we

fear someone will he hit"

-Warren Schumacher, chmrman of the

Faculty Senate Health Council Committee, on

discussing plans to lower the speed limit on

\fassachusetis Avenue. Story on page 3
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1DOVE
-^ Secretarial Services

AP Laserphoto

BIG SPORTS SUNDAY-Sports lovers and

casual fans had plenty to keep Jhem going

yesterday. At above left, Kansas City Royals

^pitcher Bret Saberhagen embraces Royals

third baseman George Brett after the Roy^s

last night downed the St. Louis Cardmals, 114),

to win the 1985 World Series four games to

three. Above, Italy's Orlando Pizzolato, and

Norway's Grete Waitz stand in the winners

circle yesterday in Central Park, after defen-

jding their titles to win the New York City

arathon. _

iMonday, October 28, 1985

State finds
phone fraud
BOSTON (AP)—Personal calls made to such faraway

places as Botswana and Iran and charged to telephones

at state universities have cost Massachusetts taxpayers

more than $300,000, an angry legislator said.

"I don't understand how someone could make 15 calls

to Iran-where we don't even have diplomatic relations-

and no one even noticed," Rep. Robert Carasoli, D-Qumcy,

told The Sunday Boston Herald. "They just paid the bill.

Cerasoli heads the House Post Audit Committee, which

found a few months ago that the state was paying for hun-

dreds of phones in government offices that didn t exist.

The latest phone scam—personal long-distance calls

charged to some ofthe 950 office phones on Massachusetts

campuses-has probably cost taxpayers about $300,000,

or one-third of the $1 million paid every year for long-

distance calls on state university phones, Carasoli told the

Herald.

"It's outrageous that the college administration has

never made a serious effort to monitor their phone bills,

he said.

Carasoli told the newspaper that bills showed calls to

southern Africa, Cuba, Europe, the Northern Antilles and

the Middle East, as well as to private homes elsewhere

in the United States.

-^Monday, October 28. 1985:

Fasty Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers

• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN
is hiring an Accounting Clerk

Will be hired for the Spring and Fall of 1986

Minimum commitment is 1 academic year

6 hours/week
$4.25/hour with free room and board

Applications and job description are

available at the Butterfield Kitchen Office.

Application is due by 5 pm on Nov 1

Applicants must be available for training

during December
Applicants must be students in good
academic standing during the periods of

employment
The Butterfield Kitchen is an equal opportunity employer

Tbday's Staff
Night Editor Andy Wolff

Copy Editor Steve Higgins

Layout Ttechnician Leslie Goldstein

Photo Tfechnician Maria Bull

Production Supervisor Bethanne Moskov

Production: Andy Diskes, Paula Saucier,

Kelly Sieger, Dave Boardman, and Rob Catalano.

Where can you buy TDK SA 90

cassettes for just $149 each?

(in lots of 10)

only at

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

Thurs til 3 am Fri til 6

"TGOINGIIOME!!
MTHE LOWEST HOLIDAY FARES TO ANYWHERE!!

LOS ANGELES

from $ 338

CHICAGO
from $21S

^V«

mvD^S'

BRUSSELS
from $358

k^ tr in l««r

WASHINGTON DC
from $1|8
rvilrielions may oPPlY

COUNCIL TRAVEL ^0 0^

79 <Q PLEASANT STAf^HEK ST

Are you considering professional school?

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

JOHN F. KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

Is Looking for Future Leaders in Piihln Affiiirs.

Come Leant About Hanards Tuo-Vear \/.i>N'r's

i'rograw in I'lililii I'oluy. Leading to either

the Master in Piihlic Policy or

City and lii'^ional Pliinniii'^ ni-\;ref.

THE ECONOMIZER
MUFFLER

f\\i\ I VMIH

l)\II

>( (»M M I

Madeleine Thomas
Associate Director, Public Policy Program

Thurs., Oct. 31

,

10-11 group session

Your Career Placement Office

Resular

195

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
The Economizer muffler from Midas fits most
American-made cars and trucks Your satisfaction

with this product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Muffler is

warranted by Midas for one year from the

date of installation and will be replaced

free of charge if it fails during this period,

expires Nov. 30th

$59.95
Per axle ^^il QA

(most cars) Regular 9/^. JJU

BRAKE SPECIAL
DISC BRAKES

• F<e<? 4-Whe;?l broke
irispectlon
• RcplGce pods wiih ne *>

gooronteed disc Dods
• Resurfoce rotor;

• Replace grease seals
• Inspect ona repock

wheel bearings
• Inspect collpers
• Inspect hydroulic s/stem
• Lubricote coliper onchors
• Inspect fluid levels
<• Add fluid if required
• f^ood test

Quarantoo. Midaa brake shoes and disc DraKe pads are warranted tor

•8 long as yo>i own your American or torelon car. van or light truck
(under 7 ooo lbs I

' I' they ever wear, new Midas brake shoes or pads
wl'i l^e tnstanea without charge lor the shoes or pads or the labor to

Install thb shoes or pads Additional parts and/or labor required to

restore th« systetn to operational condition are extra

DRUM BRAKES
. K'oe 4-Wheel broke
U\if ecuon
• Peploci? shoes with new

giiat'T^ieed linings
• Reiurfoce drums
• Inspect wheel cylinders
• Inspect hold down springs
• Lubricote bocking plotes
• Inspect hydroulic .> ste(m
• Readjust brokes
• Rood test

FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

•W/ sn«/i»iN. W/ V;.i;cif- Ml )i,ii- WiliKiiii'

foint /)i\'Mr /Vi'vr.iDiN ()/fiTic/ mlh

Hiinard\ nthir l'n>l,s'.ii»uil s. /n'd/-

143 KING ST.
JCT. RTES. 9& 116

NORTHAMPTON
HADLEY

586-4840
586-9991

Midas

Speed limit

proposal is

under review
By BRION McALARNEY
Collegian Staff

A proposed speed limit reduction to improve pedestrian

safety on Massachusetts Avenue has been delayed until

the Department of Public Safety determines the legal ef-

fects of the reduction. oATiilDU
The proposal would reduce the speed limit from 30 Mi'n

to 20 MPH on the four-lane road running between the

Whitmore Administration Building and the Southwest

Residential Area.
.

"We are taking our time, we do not want to rush into

something and have legal problems later," said Gerald

O'Neil, director of the Department of Public Safety.

"The proposal was approved in the spring by the Faculty

Senate and everyone in the administraion," said Fred

Drake, History Professor and Chairman of the Faculty

Senate's Safety subcommittee.

Public Safety is waiting for a judge to determine its

legality so cases won't be thrown out of court, Drake said.

"We had been assuming that before the summer it was

going to be changed," said Warren Schumacher, Chair-

man of the Faculty Senate Health Council Committee.

"There have been too many near misses, we fear someone

will be hit."

The speed reduction on Massachusetts Avenue is a dit-

ficult problem legally, though it could be declared a school

zone, O'Neil said.
. *u

"A few years ago," O'Neil said, "a judge determined that

30 MPH on a four-lane highway was justified,"

Other proposals to enhance pedestrian safety on

Massachusetts Avenue include plantings (shrubs), to block

pedestrian access to the road, better use of crosswalks, and

barriers, though there is a feeling against barriers on cam-

pus, Drake said.
.. , .. , . r i

"A reduction of speed limit and a little tighter funnel-

ing of pedestrians with plantings is a possible solution,

Speed bumps have been proposed, but would cause a pro-

blem for trucks carrying bottles, said Schumacher

Ed Mientka, an officer of the Environmental Health and

Safety support group at the University, said his office is

thinking of ways to encourage students to use a pedestrian

tunnel under Massachusetts Avenue, which connects

Southwest to the main part of campus.

"There is no clear-cut solution, a lot of it is judgment

education, hopefully a short-term implementation (speed

reduction) can improve pedestrian safety," he said.

The Facultv Senate Safety subcommittee has also made

a recommendation to improve pedestrian safety on North

Pleasant Street. The recommendation is to redesign and

move the bustop across from Lot 62 and possibly move

it north toward the Fine Arts Center, to separate it from

the crosswalk.
, a u o*

But since North Pleasant Street is under Amherst

jurisdiction, the decision would be made by the town ol

Amherst, O'Neil said.

ifAIDS continued frutn page 1

The AIDS virus is transmitted through sexual contact,

needle sharing, or through blood or its components, ac-

cording to a report of the U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services. The report emphasized that the virus

cannot be transmitted through casual contact with AlUb

victims, but recommended reducing the risk of contrac-

ting AIDS by avoiding sexual contact with multiple part-

ners or sharing implements such as toothbrushes or

razors, that could be contaminated with blood.

Collegian photo by Maria Bull

GOTTA GO-Children from Belchertown Day School finish coUecting leaves last week for

their autumn collage. ^
Officials allow Olney plan changes
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

University administration officials have agreed to

several modifications of the Olney plan, a controversial

wage scale program for professionals.

The amendments, which are in effect, were proposed by

a committee created by the administration to review the

salary program. They provide for financial awards for ex-

cellence to be allocated in the form of increases in base

salaries for professionals whose salaries are at or above

the maxium for their position.

In addition, a second amendment reduces the number

of position levels, and increases the salary range for each

level, so that professionals may receive salary increases

without being promoted.

A third amendment provides salary increases for addi-

tional responsibilities, only when the increases do not war-

rant promotion. The final amendment ensures that salary

increases will accompany all promotions.

These are considered to be the first of several changes,

according to a memorandum drafted by Provost Richard

O'Brien.
, .

The committee plans to discuss the appeals procedure

and the criteria used in determining position levels and

dissemination of information about the program, accor-

ding to a commmittee memorandum.
Questions have been raised about the criteria used m

the Olney plan to set wage scales. Salaries were set com-

parable to positions at 15 other schools, but the criteria

used has not been released to the professionals.

Also, considerable controversy has centered around the

issue of an appeals procedure for professional staff. Under

Olney, job complaints must first be heard by department

heads before further action is taken.

This "compromises employees' abilities to appeal," Tom

Coish, legal services staff attorney, said last month.

Negotiations to modify the Olney plan, enacted July 1,

have continued since the summer.

Symposium looks at education
By Lisa DiMeo
Collegian Correspondent

Marking Mount Holyoke College's 15th anniversary as

a higher institution for women, three women educators

took part in a weekend-long symposium and addressed the

white male perspective dominating liberal arts education.

The session titled, "The Point of Women's Education:

Accommadation, Contemplation, or Criticism?" brought

together professors Amrita Basu of Amherst College,

Beverly Guy-Sheftall of Spelman College and Constance

Buchanan of the Harvard Divinity School. Each have con-

ducted specialized research in women's studies.

"In liberal arts, the ultimate subject is humanity,"

Buchanan said, adding that in liberal education "for

humanists, the human subject is the male subject.

According to Buchanan, whose research in women's

studies focuses on women and religion and women in the

1980's, the main problem women confront is that educa-

tion focuses on the white male subject rather than the

whole human experience.

Buchanan said her experience has shown her educa

tion's male perspective is part of society, "giving women

the best education available to men.

'

Guy-Sheftall, a professor of English, Afro-American

studies, and women's studies, said a special problem for

black women in higher education is that "it is not possi-

ble for a black institution to exist by educating blacks

away from themselves."

She said she feels the primary objective of a black in-

sitution is to create a larger middle class, which can be

assimilated into the dominant culture.

Criticizing what she said is America's obsession for in-

dividualism that has resulted in a lack of trust among

students, Guy-Sheftall said the emphasis instead should

be on "the sense of community which is being lost."

Basu said the main problem she sees in western

feminism is that women have disassociated themselves

from tradition.

"Western feminist theory represents an attempt to start

anew," she said, adding that she feels it is a mistake to

fall into liberal feminism because it is too "radical.

Rather, she said, women should understand tradition

and look forward to new possibilities.

SGA members initiate a 'week of sobriety

Collegian photo by Maria Bull

Bickert, a seniorNEW FRIEND-Irene
zoology m^or, holds Jed, a four-month-old or

phan racoon
.

^

Several undergraduate student senators, who approv-

ed an alcohol use resolution this past Wednesday, are

beginning to urge their constituents not to consume

alcohol until Thursdav.

The resolution, approved 34 to 17 at last week's senate

meeting, states that individual senators should take the

lead in the campaign for an overall more responsible at-

titude toward alcohol use. The resolution's sponsor, cam-

pus co-President Stacy Roth, said it is not necessary to

go without drinking, but at least to beome aware of the

issue.

"I'm writing a letter challenging my constituents not

to drink for the week," said Michael O'Duro. a senator

from Kennedy dormitory. "I personally challenge UMass

students to go one week without drinking."

Suzanne Gauger, a senator from Crabtree dormitory,

said it's "a week of sobriety" for her because "1 think it s

a good idea." She said she has told her fioormates about

the resolution but stressed that there should be individual

I
choice in abstaining from alcohol.

Robert Gershon, a senator from Baker dormitory, said

he wrofe Sets c^n alcohol awareness to ^njorm his con^
he wroie leai

, ^ ^^h their drinking

haJstnd be aware.' buThe added that "l really don't

thtk m""iople will care and thaf , the problem.

-Joel P. Coffidis

FYI:
The University of Massachusetts Minority Engineer-

ing Program is sponsoring its second annual Career Fair

from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. today in the Campus Center

Auditorium.
High school students will be viaitmg UMass as part

of a program sponsored by the National Society of Black

Engineers^^ .

-
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To go wild, go to Card Gallery.

Tricks, treats, claws, paws. Be a Ninja,

nun or Princess of Power. We've got

clowns, ghosts, funny feet, blood and

gore, rotten teeth and more Play a

French Maid, wield a devil's pitchfork,

sport a huge bow tie, flip those whips

and chains.-.washable hair color spray,

martian antennae, tongues, body parts,

lashes, lances, witches, spiders, pirates

and bats. Swords and axes. Party table-

ware, napkins, candy, crowns. Even tape

cassettes of 100% pure Halloween noise.

If you don't like any of this wild stuff,

could we interest you in a bnght red

clown nose?

Card Gallery. Daily 10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.

and Sundays. Haymarket Square. Spring-

field; Next to Shop Rite Plaza, Westfield;

Enfield Square; Amherst-Hadley, next to

Super Stop & Shop.

Card gallery

let us do your
wash-dry -fold

and
hand pressing

10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7 DAYS 7AM 10 PM.

5^9-9665

.^tt""^.

Quality
Laundry

11 Pray St.

Amherst, MA

Where can you buy a Sharp 25"

Color T.V. for just $299M?
only at

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

Thurs til 3 am Fri til 6

jllllllllllllllllllllillKI""""""'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii""""i""i"""""'""t:

Store Managers

Hadley / Springfield Area

BESS EATON DONUTS
Bess Eaton is . . . growing. Opportunity exists

at Bess Eaton for participation in the . .
.

American Dream for experienced

Managers/ Assistant Managers. If you seek a. .

dynamic organization, Bess Eaton can offer the

atmosphere for your professional success.

We Offer:

- Excellent Salary

- Complete company paid benefit package

- Generous incentive bonus program

To arrange a confidential interview call Mr. Phelps at

1-800-722-5012

Mon-Tues-Wed Bam - 12 noon

Monday Night

Football
at

TIME OUT

I ^
/•

%. s

or send resume to

Mr. Phelps

PO Box 522

Westerly, Rhode Island 02891

I GAME I

I LA. Raiders vs San Diego Chargers
|

1 37 N. Pleasant St. |

I Proper ID Required {

I Don't Drink and Drive
|

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii""""""'" "" iiiHimn"!'!"""" iii«

m.
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Getdowntobusiness faster.

Withthe BA-35.
It there's une thinfi business

students have hIwhvs needed,

this IS It: an .iftdrdiible, busi-

ness-oriented calculator.

The Texas Instrunients

BA-^5, the Student Bumiuns

Analyst.

hs built-in biiMness

formulas let yi>u perform

ci)mplicatei.l finance,

accountin^i and st.uisrical

junctions - the ones th.it

usually require ,i lot ot tune

and a st.ick I'f retereiue books

like present .mkI future v.ilue

c.ilcul.itions, .imorti:atu>ns

and balloon payments.

The BA-^5 means vou

spend less time calculating,

and more time learning:. One
keystroke takes the place

of many.

The c.ilcuiator is just part

of the package. You also ^et

a bi>ok that follows most

business courses; the Bumjk'.vs

AnuKst Ciwdchtok. Business

professors lielped us write it,

, to help vou net the most out

ot calculator and cl.issroom.

A powerful combination.

Think business. With

the BA-35 Student

Business Analyst.

Texas
Instruments

CreatinK useful products

and ser\ ices for you.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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Punishment is murder
The death penalty is a societally sane- .

tioned form of murder. It is cleaned and

repackaged as "punishment," but the fact

remains that we are murdering a person -

in the name of justice.

Albert Camus writes in Resistance,

Rebellion, and Death of execution by the

guillotine; "If we may be permitted to give

our opinion, such sights are frightfully

painful. The blood flows from the blood

vessels at the speed of severed carotids,

then it coagulates. The muscles contract,

and their fibrillation is stupefying; the in-

testines ripple and the heart moves ir-

regularly, incompletely, fascinatingly. The

mouth puckers at certain moments in a

terrible pout. It is true that in the severed

head the eyes are motionless with dilated

pupils; fortunately they look at nothing

and, if they are devoid of the cloudiness and

opalescence of the corpse, they have no mo-

tion; their transparency belongs to life but

their fixity belongs to death. All this can

last minutes, even hours, in sound

specimens: death is not immediate . .
.
Thus

every vital element survives decapitation.

The doctor is left with this impression of

a horrible experience, of a murderous

vivisection, followed by a premature

burial."

In The Plague, Camus writes of execution

by firing .^quad; "Have you ever seen a man

shot by firing squad? No, of course not; the

.spectators are hand-picked and it's like a

private party; you need an invitation. The

result is that you've gleaned your ideas

about it from books and pictures. A post,

a blindfolded man, some soldiers in the of

fing. But the real thing isn't a bit like that.

Do you know that the firing squad stands

only a yard and a half from the condemn-

ed man? Do you know that if the victim

took two steps forward his chest would

touch the rifles? Do you know that, at this

David Valade

short range, the soldiers concentrate their

fire on the region of the heart and their big

bullets make a hole into which you could

thrust your fist? No, you didn't know all

that; those are things that are never

spoken of."

We have moved away from these

methods of execution. Now we use lethal

injection, gas chambers, and the electric

chair. The common fact remains that ex-

ecution is not a clean, quick act. Death is

slow, excruciatingly painful, and messy.

We, as a society now utilize more

"humane" methods of death. These techni-

ques are not more humane, all that is

changed is our perception of the

humaneness involved. The death penalty

is hidden so we don't have to face the

brutality it entails.

There are so many arguments used, both

pro and con, in the debate over the death

penalty. Debate centers on whether there

is a deterrent effect. Proponents claim that

it is a form of justice and retribution. No

one considers what really happens, that

society brutally murders a person.

If we as a .society hope to justify our belief

that murder is wrong, then how can we con-

done the death penalty? It is no less brutal

than the act committed to cause this form

of punishment. We hide it to relieve our

culpability. The fact remains that when we

execute a person, we are lowering ourselves

to that level of barbarity. We are not rais-

ing the standards of society by eliminating

the individual. If we truly wish to become

a better society, we must find a way to

justice without sanctioned murder.

David Valade is a Collegian columnist.

LottGrs "

Job entails more than people think
This letter is written in response to

misunderstandings stated in Larence

Soucie's column "Comparable sexism"

{Collegian, Oct. 24). We don't intend to take

issue with most of Soucie's thoughts but we

feel he needs a better understanding of the

work of a janitor.

Janitors at the University of

Massachusetts have a wide range of duties

far beyond "pushing a broom." The janitors

in the Housing Department perform a

myriad of tasks including emptying trash

cans, vacuuming carpets, cleaning

bathrooms and replenishing supplies, wet

or dry mopping floors, dusting furniture,

washing walls and windows, waxing and

buffing floors, sweeping stairwells and

walkways, changing light bulbs, re-

arranging furniture, maintaining

machinery, and making minor carpentry

and plumbing repairs. During summer

vacation we clean entire buildings from top

to bottom including hundreds of student

rooms. In a day we use many different tools

and cleaning materials; we must know how

to use them properly to avoid harming

floors, fixtures, and ourselves. Daily, we

spend most of our time on our feet; our

tasks require constant bending, stooping,

and stretching. The work of a janitor,

however, is not only physical.

A major part of our responsibility is be-
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Rent review makes sense

ing a bridge between the students and their

living environment. We are the ones to

whom they report problems within their

buildings. We, in turn, report problems

that we cannot handle to our head janitors

and supervisors. They report repairs need-

ed to the appropriate trades people within

our community. On a more personal note,

we take interest in the students living in

our particular dormitories; we care about

their health and safety by maintaining the

building. We offer friendship and guidance

and many of us have children of our own

in the same age range. We are in constant

communication with the Resident

Assistants and Cluster Coordinators; we

also talk with each other about how to be

more effective on our jobs. Needless to say,

the life of a janitor is many faceted. We also

have families, hobbies, and classes to at-

tend at the University and other educa-

tional institutions in the valley. "Pushing

a broom" is one of our minor attributes.

Again, we have no problem with most of

Soucie's thoughts. Of course a clerk at

grade 4 needs and deserves more money-
just don't pit that grade against ours. An
interesting footnote is that 45 percent of

the janitorial staff in housing is female.

Housing Janitors
Orchard Hill

You may have been hearing a lot about

rent review lately. There is a movement in

the ongoing Tbwn Meeting (which meets

tonight) to establish a Rent Review Board

which would allow tenants to have their

rents adjusted according to fair operating

costs of landlords. This system would, in ef-

fect, allow for a certain degree of tenant

participation in the process of setting rates

for rental housing.

As many off campus students know, hous-

ing is difficult to find and very expensive.

Since there is only about a one percent

vacancy rate in Amherst, (federal regula-

tions define a rate below five percent as a

crisis) the laws of supply and demand are

exploited. High demand and low supply put

students in a position where they are forc-

ed to rent an apartment at extremely high

prices (whether there are sanitary code

violations or not) or go without housing.

The former is the more attractive solution.

By establishing a rent review board,

students would have more bargaining

power than the market currently allows. It

should be noted that the major landlords

exploit the lack of rental housing by charg-

ing high rents for often substandard hous-

ing. Also, landlords have waged a signifi-

cant propaganda campaign aimed at scar-

ing both students and private home owners

into believing that rent review would lower

property values, inis tiaim nas not been

substantiated.

And how would rent review raise rents?

Robert J. Merlino

To put it simply, it wouldn't, at least not at

the current rate of increase. Landlords

know their rents are high and fear they will

not make the exploitative profits of the

past. They're so afraid of this that they pro-

posed a $200,000 fund to subsidize rents for

low income families. This is blood money

designed to placate a portion of the rental

population while tricking everyone else in-

to believing they are concerned, philan-

thropical people and blinding renters to the

fact that they will continue to reap huge

profits at the expense of ALL.
Students are urged to speak out for rent

review. It is not rent control, it would open

channels of communication between

landlords and tenants and allow for flex-

ibility in rental rates. It would also assure

tha, rental housing would be required to

con ply with all State Sanitary Codes (those

of vou out there with cockroaches, take

heed). In short, rent review would not be

the tragic disruption of the rental market

as the landlords would lead us all to believe.

I feel that rent review should be establish-

ed to serve as a means for fair and equal

representation within alandlord-dominated

market.

Robert J. Merlino, Jr is a UMass student.

Don't forget 'Refuseniks'

Greenpeace exploits seal appeal
4. f;„f,.rrr.atir.n inrpfprenceto as lung as vveii-meaning people don t know

about four years ago. But. Greenpeace has
Richard Colton

continued to exploit this emotional issue tor
Biochemistry Dept.

All letters submii;' u lor publication must be signed .-^nr' include t.V

author's address and telephone number, which will not be published. Let-

ters must be typewrit .en and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

umn submissions should be between 10 and ^0 lines. All submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. —FAJor. A

On Oct. 18, a rally was held in front of

the Student Union Building, pointing out

the "negative aspects" of life in the Soviet

Union. On Oct. 15, 1 also took part in a ral
"

ly for people living in Russia, held outside

of the Soviet Embassy in Washington, DC.

The rally was also a vigil for Jews living

in the Soviet Union, Jews who are referred

to as "Refuseniks." The Soviet constitution

guarantes cutural freedom for all recogniz-

ed nationalities in the USSR, including

Jews. But, the authorities do not allow it

and the Jews are the victims most often

denied their rights. Over 2.5 million Jews

live in the Soviet Union. More than 11,000

have been refused exit visas, thus they are

referred to as "Refuseniks." Soviet

authorities use many means to discourage

Jews from applying for exit visas, including

harassment by the KGB, expulsion from

their jobs, banishment into eternal exile,

and confinement in psychiatric hospitals.

Zacher Zunshein, a Soviet Jew. was

charged with "anti-Soviet slander" for

holding up a sign saying "give me a visa,"

He was sent to prison where he was gang-

raped. He was also told by authorities to

repair an electrical cable while standing in

water. He refused, was stripped, and was

forced to remain on his knees for 24 hours

and was given a quota of flies to catch. He

was beaten for not meeting the quota. His

only crime was wanting to take his family

to Israel.

The goal of the Soviet Union regarding

Julie Lynn Bergstein

the Jews is to a.ssimilate them, lb ac-

complish this, the study of Judaism as well

as the study of Hebrew is outlawed. Hebrew

teachers are often arrested on trumped up

charges of posession of arms and drug

possession. In fact, these people are ar-

rested for studying and teaching Hebrew.

With today's reactions to the South

African oppression, the awareness of the

public to other oppressed peoples is all that

more important. In comparing the blacks

in South Africa to the Jews in the Soviet

Union, a staff writer for the Union of Con-

cern for Soviet Jews wrote,"the South

African government, apparent in their

perpetuation of apartheid, sponsors and

supports facism. The Soviet Union is the

world's largest producer of anti-semitic

literature and encourages anti-semitism at

home. Blacks in South Africa and Soviet

Jews are both considered second-class

citizens. Both are oppressed because of

their ancestryskin color or religious

background. Both live in fear of the secret

police, both have their leaders arrested and

jailed, and both are denied rights granted

under the international Declau-ation of

Human Rights. Both seek justice and both

depend on our continued support."

Julie Lynn Bergstein is a UMoss student.
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Information

Data Bank

TIPS
Taped Information

Phone Service

54 5-1540

FOR TAPES LISTED BELOW, CALL 5-1540 AND ASK FOR TAPE REQUESTED BY NUMBER

1010

1011

1023

1024

1028

1029

1030

1035

1036

1037

1038

1040

1041

1045

1310

1315

2224

2300

2682

Academic

Programs
Bilingual Collegiate

Program (BCP)

BDIC
Credit by Examination

CCEBMS
Minority Engineering

Program

Five College Courses

Internships

University Honors Program

Stockbridge School of

Agriculture

Writing Program

Studying Abroad

University Without Walls

Full Time Second Bachelors

Degree Program

Women's Studies Program

National Student Exchange

New England Regional

Students Program

Coop Education

Mortar Board

Army and Air Force ROTC

Academic Rules
1005 Who is your Academic Dean

1006 Adding and Dropping

Courses

1007 Academic Dishonesty Code

1008 Figuring your Grade Point

Average

1009 Credit Load

1012 Auditing Courses

1013 Dean's List

1020 Changing Your Major

1026 Access to your Academic

Records

1027 Incompletes

1031 Graduation Requirements

1032 Pass/Fail Option

1033 Repeat Option

1042 Grade Changes

Athletics
2453 Gym Schedule

2459 Pool Schedule

2464 Tennis Court Schedule

2471 RacquetbaliySquash Court

Schedule

2476 Weight Room Schedule

2477 Athletic Events

2678 Intramurals at UMass
2685 Body Shop

Community
Information

1553 Food Stamps

1555 Child Care for the

University Community

1701 UMass Answers

2000 Voting in Amherst

2005 Absentee Voting

Continuing

Education
1022 Continuing Education and

CEU's

1600 Arts Extension Service

1602 Extended Engineering

Program

1604 Part-Time MBA Program

1606 Part-Time Second Bachelor's

Degree Program

1608 SAdult Career Transition

(ACT)

1708 Liberal Arts Program

Counseling
1409 Finding or Changing Your

Academic Advisor

1410 Everywoman's Center, the

1430 Counseling and Career

Development Center

2691 Lesbian and Gay Men's

Counseling Collective

Current Events
1504 Fine Arts Center Events

1509 Concert Information

1530 Information for

Commencement

1532 Daily Weather

Financial Aid
2404 Pell Grant

2410 Emergency Short Term

Loans

2412 Financial Aid at UMass

2415 Help Loans and NDSL
2440 Work/Study Program

Health
2600 Basic Student Health Plan

2605 Contraception

2610 Cold Self-Care

2615 Dental Service

2620 Employee Assistance Center

2622 Eye Care Program

2625 If you think you are pregnai '

2630 Mental Health Services

2635

2637

2645

2650

2655

2660

1558

2155

2160

2170

2171

2172

2458

2460

2462

2489

7000

Sexually Transmitted

Diseases

Suicide Prevention

Supplemental Health Plan

Valley Health Plan

Problem Drinking

In a Medical Emergency

Housing
Greek System

Family Housing

Prince House

If your dorm is scheduled

for renovations

Reapir Work in Dorm Rooms

Room Choosing

Off-Campus Housing

Meal Plan Options and

Exemptions

Snack Bars, Munchy Stores

and Bakery

University Housing

Regulations

Residence Hall Closing

Legal Services
2422 Legal Services Office

.

Community Legal Education

Warranties

Small Claims Court

Security Deposits

Eviction Process, the

Signing and Breaking Leases

Disorderly Conduct

False I.D.'s

Search and Seizure

Sexual Harrasement

Operating Under the

Influence

2480

2481

2482

2483

2484

2485

2486

2487

2488

2490

2493

1304 Paying your Semester Bill

and Lab Fees

1305 I.D. Cards

1307 Changing your Permanent

and Local Mailing Address

1308 If you haven't been placed in

a course you Pre-R

1316 Preregistering for Courses

1317 State Residency and the

Appeals Process

1318 Stockbridge Fees

1320 Transferring to UMass

1321 Undergraduate Fees

1325 Withdrawal From and

Readmission to the University

1700 Public Information and

Privacy Requests

2420 Transcripts

Student

Organizations
1319 Student Government

Association

2349 Collegian

2350 How to become a RSO
2355 Student Activities Office, the

2362 Union Program Council

2428 Outing Club

2450 Craft Shop

2680 Hillel

2689 Office of Third World Affairs

2690 People's Gay Alliance

2700 Dyslexix Student

Organization

Student Services

Paul Young lets loose in FAC

Collegian photu by Michelle Segall

Paul Young seems to have landed from flight

at this point during his Saturday night concert

at the FAC. .^^^^^^^^

PAUL YOUNG AND THE ROYAL FAMILY
Fine Arts Center
October 26. 1985

By DANIEL CALNAN
Collegian Staff

Every now and then a performer comes along who is

capable of completely submerging himself in his act and

letting loose everything that he has. Last Saturday night,

Paul Young showed a packed FAC concert hall that he is

one of the more exciting acts on the music scene today.

With his nine-piece band. The Royal Family, scattered

about the stage. Young sang, danced, and cartwheeled

through an intense hour-and-a-half set. The entire stage

was a flurry of motion, as each member of the band join-

ed in on the theatrics. Young can dance with the best of

them, falling into Prince-like splits and sliding across the

stage. He was all over the place, resting only to catch his

breath or wipe the sweat from his forehead. Neither he,

his band, nor the audience would stop dancing the entire

evening.

Belting out numbers from his albums, "No Parlez,' and

most recently, "The Secret of Association," Young con-

tinually lead the audience in synchronized song. Among

the favorites from his play list were "Everything Must

Change," "Everytime You Go Away," "Come Back and

Stay," and a wonderful! version of the Sam Cooke classic

"Cupid." The audience seemed to know the words almost

as well as Paul did.

The stage set was elaborate, with each member of the

band on a platform high off the ground. Only Paul remain-

ed on the floor. Added to an exciting light display and fog

machine, the set proved to be an effective accent to the

soulful, almost desperate style of Young.

The opening act, "Simon F," was a different story Their

music was loud, distorted and vulgar Where did Paul

Young find these guys? They certainly didn't belong on

the FAC stage and were almost booed off of it. Maybe they'd

be more at home playing in a Chinese restaurant in Lon-

don, but then youd probably end up walking out in the

middle of your mushroom chow yoke They were that

awful.

Where can you buy a front

load cable ready Sharp VHS
VCR for just $2Jf9.95?

only at
ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madn^^ss Sale

Thurs til 3 am Fri til 6

Where can you buy a $400.

Sharp compact disc player for

only $199.95?

only at

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

Thurs til 3 am Fri til6
^•••••••••••••••***********'^

Hampshire
Business

Machines Inc.

TYPEWRITERS
Sales, Service

Rentals

Brothers, IBM.

Smith Corona, etc

321 Main St.

Amherst
549-6177

Amherst College

Department of Theater & Dance presents

The Dialectic of Enlightenment
Q; What is The Dialectic njEnlightenment

^

A: Performance art in a radical transform-
ation of Kirby Theater. . .

A: An emotional three-ring circus of

overlapping scenes.

A: A post modern soap opera.

By Daryl Chin
Q: Who is Daryl Chin?
A: A New Yort performance artistVpainter-

sculptor/piaywright-director who "has
never studied and has no intention of

ever studying, art, dance, film, video,

performance, or theater; he intends to

remain either a naif or an autodidact

until he decides to go into anot^ier pro-

fession."

Directed bv Michael Birtwistle.

Designed by STuzanne Palmer Douean.
October 31, November 1. 2, 3, 8:00 P.M.

Kirby Theater, Amherst College
For reservations and ticket information

call ,542-2277.

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,

Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: t»k« 116 north to

South Oaarfiold. south on route

6-10 1% milat. Right on Christian

Lana % mlla from cantar of town.

Open:
Mon-Sat 5-10 pm Sun 1 9

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Parking
2200 Commercial Bus Service

2201 Five College Buses

2205 Long Term Parking

2206 Parking Ticket Appeals

2215 If your Vehicle has been

Towed

2216 UMass Transit Service

Registration
1014 Delayed Tuition Payment

System

1302 Applying to the University

1303 Graduate Tuition/Fees

1034

1435

1607

2405

2421

2425

2427

2465

2468

2670

2671

2681

2688

2695

Professional and Graduate

School Exams

Tutors and Tutorials

Writing Center & Workshops

Check Cashing at the

University

Handicapped Student Affairs

University Ombusman Office

Placement Service and Job

Interviews

The Textbook Annex

UMass Student Federal

Union

Notary Services

Sexual Assault and Crisis

Service

Lecture Notes

Communication Skills Center

Newman Center

INFORMATION FOR UMASS
js urahiirijs «'\tan disponibles en cspanol

I;ipc>avail2hii' for fhi- hearing impaired

Hours! M-F 8:30 A.M.- 9 P.M.

Weekends: 10 A.M. -3 P.M.

A SKRVU K OK rill-: DEAN OK Sll DKNTS OKKICK

DEMONSTRATION OFaa.

ESP,
MINDREADING

and

HYPNOSIS!
featuring... DAVID BENETTI

OCT. Sr* 8 PM
FINE ARTS CENTER

ADMISSION $3.80
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^ HELP WANTED^
*
«
«
*
^
^
SNOW REMOVAL

t Positions to be filled:

•X-
Managers and Assistant Managers

Earn up to $9.00 per hour

Applications available at

Grounds Office in Physical Plant

Deadline for applications November 1st

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

^
•X-

•X-

^
•X-

X-
je
X-
•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

I

TT " "^ ^ ^ ** "•

Regress to your Childhood
with your favorite movie,

THE WIZARD OF OZ
Tuesday, October 29

7 9, 11 PM Campus Center Auditorium

plus Free Candy & Cartoons
sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel

S^^T^B uuM i^^^juwURH MMm --

ftis a Snap
to Stay Heaiaty
When You Drink
PURE WATER

SEAGULL* Water

Purifiers make
even Amherst

water taste good!

The portable FIRST-NEED water

purifier is greet for college dorms

and apartments. Cheap0r, more

convenient, and better quality tfian

expensive bottled water.

Serxl brochure on pof1»b)e dorm mod«l FIRST NEED

S«r)d brochure on kitchen model SEAGULL' IV

NAMt

ADDRESS

PM'iNt

With SEAGULL* Water

Puriliera you can remove

toxic chemicals, harmful

bacteria, chlorine, tastes,

odors, asbestos fItMrs,

Glardia cysts, and

much more. ..tor only

pennies a day'

For more (/iformafion;

CALL Of till in coupon.

Franklin t Hampden Counly:

PIONEER ECOLOGY
Box 1S3S

Greenfield, MA 01302

(413) 773 3486

Hampshire County:

THE CONWAY TRADER
Route 9

Hadley. MA 01035

(413) 586 2141

-OVERNIGHT-
VCR RENTAL

95
Mon.-Thurs.
dep. required

incl. 1 free movie

Coupon Good Thru 10/30

VIDEO n&L
L

44 MAIN ST., AMHERST

.256-1509-^. J
•••••••••••••••••*********

RAMONES
W/ The IMeighborhioods

*
4-

student union ballroom i

CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE ^^ *

& Tickets Unlimited

Friday, Nov. 1st, 8pm

UMASS

Ticfcefs on safe TODAY I

price- $9 ($11 at door)

Another

Southwest Area Government
Production .... ^ ...._... ^•••••••••••*******

s
s

HOUSING
EXEMPTION

APPLICATIONS
Fresh, sophomores and Stockbridge students who wish to live

off-campus for the Spring Semester 1986 should apply for an

exemption from the on-campus housing regulation. Housing

Exemption Applications are now available in the Housing

Assignment Office, Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due

no later than Thursday, October 31 , 1985. Applications will not

be accepted after this date. Please submit all applications to

the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore.

IMPORTANT NOTES:

Please Read Carefully

*« Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving an exemp-

tion from the on-campus housing requirement. DO NOT SIGN I

A LEASE UNLESS YOU HAVE RECEIVED AN EXEMPTION

Any student who signs a lease without prior approval from thej

Housing Assignment Office is responsible for all on-campusj

fees and will be required to reside on-campus.

**Students who are granted an exemption from the on-'

campus housing regulation will lose their housing assignment
|

for the Spring 1986 Semester on the last day of this semester,

unless prior arrangements are made with the Housing Assign-

ment Office. Thank you.

£222"
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Doonesbury

.Colle gian.9

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

mATCHOO
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Weather

WEATHER
Today

Mostly sunny, windy, highs

in low 50s

Tonight
Clear, lows 20-25

Tomorrow
Sunny and cool, near 50

wm\n
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

^-s.

pipYuum/eiooRpeR
THflTCXmA MAKTINI.

5W/eN? ^KiPOtOU
LmyouRUFeiNeucM

5INFUL exceds ?

\

tAuse
mbOINO

m.

OH,P(WriKNOW
rT'STKAK/HTlD
HBLL/RfbHT ^

imu NOTmoMR
mRp...ipf<oMm.
UT'd m^ f\

PRINK 1Vm,..
wReeom^
PeSTINY.

\

m/RK^HT.

BormMS
UP...

POifJN

I

'

MENU

Lunch
Tri-County Fair Sandwich

Sausage Patties with Com Fritters, Syrup

Basics
Garden Sandwich

Spinach Noodle Casserole

Dinner
Roast Lamb/Gravy, Mint Jelly

Chicken a la King/Puff Pastry

Italian Garden Plate

Basics

Golden Carrot BakeAVhite Sauce

Chicken a la King/Puff Pastry

Gordy
By Gorde

few, rue OAWMkje
OF A STUO,

CHAIPTER. two: ''EARW

-ro-BB LAfJPS OK) BARTH

Attention

Collegian Staff:

Mandatory staff meeting at 7.30 p.m.

Wednesday. Important issues will be

discussed.

J

Bat Brain
ByBillDearing '^

T Hf^uer Tb 5-nsDV r

/-/"^Vr TO S'a)T>V. IT

Ui^\Jir Tt) STL>T>V z

o
b

3TUpy
o

Daily Call:

Collegian 545-3500

Advertising ^
that ^

works!! ^
.;•:•:•;•.•.•.•..•.•.•.•.•.•••.•••...•••.•.•..•-•-•- _

Where can you buy Sony
|

WMF10 Walkman refurbished |

units a $129.95 value for just
|

$U9.95? I

Only at

i
ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

i Thurs til 3 am FritilG %

HAIRCUTS

with this coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

65 University Dr.

Amherst. MA
549-56;i0

expires 11 30 86

UNWANTED
HAIR?

Have it removed
the

Electronic
Way!
Call

NEW
REFLECTIONS

586-8371

No Needles,

No Pain, No Hair

-.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiii iiiiiiii:

I Talent Scouts |

I Kxceptional studentsS
new company 5

program.

-

(Ireat ex-s

s sought for

= pilot
: IB/hours/wk.

5 periencel Kxceptional in-|

s cornel Essential to haves
S strong interpersonals
S abilities, good communica-s
5 tion skills, and ability to 5
s make personal evalua-s

s tions. It you feel you haves
s these skills, write to Presi- s

5 dent, Polaris Enterprises g
s Corp., 80 Independences

5 Ave.. Quincy. Ma02Hiit 5
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiii''

RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

Delta Zeta is the place for

friendship, fun, togetherness

All University women are

invited to open rush on:

Monday, Oct 28 - 7:30-8:15

Hearts Full of Friendship

Tuesday, Oct. 29 - 7:30-8:15

House Tours

Thursday Oct. 31 - 8:00-8:45

Halloween Party

11 Phillips St. Amherst

for more info call 253-9916

and ask for Shezi

K»Ai k»*U VL9Miy^i.iy*^i>*^^:

Couldn't YOU use help

with your writing?

Come to the Writing Center.

Mon, Thurs 7-9 pm:

Pierpont (SoWest)

Baker (Central)

Tues, Wed, Thurs 3:30-5 pm:

Bartlett 101

Wed 7-9 pm: Bartlett 101

WhereTwiTyou buy a $250 value

Ball Arcade

video computer game for

$13.13?

Only at

ADIRONDACK MUSICS
Midnight Madness Sale

I.TlmrsJtn3,anL ^Er.Ltili,i

^^^:;^A. stu Special

<}
s-j"

SPSS

•a

^^TUB for

OUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Pnce Chopper Mai!)
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Get your last minute

Halloween masks, makeup &
decorations

at

Ai'Hast inssjnc
Conv»nimnlly locatttd in tha cantttr of Amhar%t"

45 South Plaoiont Strtmt

OPEN: Weekdoyi 5 o.m. tc 9 p.m.. Soridays. 5 a.m. «o 1 p.rn.

$1.00 OFF on all

Football Shirts & Jerseys
with this ad

Valuable Coupon Offer good thru Sat. Nov. 2

jMonday, October 28, 1985

CASEWORKERS
Attention, Seniors:

The KEY Program,

Inc., a private, non-

profit human service

agency serving troubl-

ed adolescents and

families, is coming to

campus Friday
November 1. Please

schedule an interview

in the Placement
Office, or send
jesume to:

• KEY Program
i State Street

Berreirs Ice Cream ^IS^J^
lhorn»l Moik»tplac»

Old South SI Inlionc*
Norlharnplon

Op»n Noon IHI II JO Sun Ihuti O

Noi:i ml Midnight fil k Sol '

586-4837

•» « « * * * « « « < * » • « « « « «

4$**********:r

\Where can you buy aW Sharp

color T.V. for just $199.95?

only at ra

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

jThurs til 3 am Fri til 6

^^-«345» C:C?^C?)-'^5i9 e^rs^C^^^^^i? S^J^c^^^^^i? ^^^^i

6

Q

e

Mon & Tues Night

FREE TACO BAR
(9 til it lasts!)

j
Fine Food and Spirits T

October Beer Special
|

St. Pauli Girl
]

i
57 N. Pleasant St. Amherst ^

4^<»^i<i?&tf^Ca^»^<:5--^5* fff\:^^<^.^^^ tffCi»^<SJ)--i:75 tf^vi^

^Hs*********^*"

National Society

Black Engineers
=»*=

HIGH STYLE at Low Costs

Even college students can afford

to look good at Marjon

also:

Tanning

and

waxini

,

Hair

start at

cuts $8.00

perm 38.00

foiling 45.00

shampoo/cut/dry 14.00

Marjon Hair Design

Mountain Farms Mall

Rt9
Hadlev, Ma

2nd Annual Career Fair

tfO*

Qi^»s»o" Oe„er.i/
r>v

^i^'"-

"am,cs

Ford Mou>r Company "^

VV*-* GIF Stralenit SyMems Din . IBM/Kin^sK.!

ibM/e**'
'

yo',<v-'
,0^''

.»>'
.vVx

•«*»•.,^*^
sVi^r

MassComp

1 St"-'"'

I nitci) >iaies Na\N NP^"^
Vr."-'" '

N.„...nal se.ur.tv An^no

'afr^.
^h,

s.»<^^'

>•'

/

586-4551

^

Monday, October 28, 1985!
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Campus Center Auditorium

October 28, 1985 - 10:00 am - 3:00 pm

All Are Welcome

iffootball defeats BU
UMass actually has a 10-0 lead in the game, one that

could have been bigger if not for George Barnwell's fum-

ble at the BU 28 in the first quarter and a pair of missed

field goals by Kaczorowski.

The Minutemen scored on a 32 yard field goal by Kac-

zorowski with 6:49 left in the first quarter and again in

the second quarter as Anthony Strickland rambled in from

the 13 with 12:08 to go.

BU took the lead on a disputed one-yard run by Pettus

and an eight yard Schuman-to-Brooks hookup and a two-

point conversion rush by Brooks. On Pettus' score, the

tailback looked to have a knee on the ground at the one

(as the linesman called it), but another official came from

the other side of the field to call it a touchdown.

continued from page 12

Schuman was dynamic in relief, going 22-of-36 for 218

yards Palazzi was 8-of-13 for 79 yards and rushed 16 times

for 60 yards. Barrett added 66 yards and Nen another 40.

Defensively UMass was lead by linebacker Vito Perrone

(15 tackles and a fumble recovery) and Eddie Sullivan and

Paul Platek (10 tackles each). Manganaro, Dwyer and

Todd Rundle each had sacks.

Game Statistics

Are you denying
yourself

abetter shot
at grad school?
Okay it may be too late to

get a 4.0. But it's not too late to

try to do better on your LSAT.

GMAT. GRE. or MCAT. For that,

there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more

students than Stanley H.

Kaplan. Our test- taking tech-

niques and educational

programs have prepared

over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school

exam you're taking, call us.

Remember, the person next to

you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan ^j^K
course. ^^

KAPLAN
STANUYH KAPlANEDUCATlONAiaNT^RLTD

The woild's leading

test prep organization.

358 N. Pleasant

549-5780

Enrolling Now for Dec. LSAT/GRE

Free Speed Reading Lesson

Available Anytime

UMass
BU

3 7 7

6 8

17

14

Attendance: 11,072

Statistics: First Downs: UM 20. BU
J/^

Y«rds

Rushing: UM 239, BU 99. Yards Passing: UM 92^U
232. Fumbles-Lost: UM 3-1. BU 1-1. Passing: UM -

Palazzi 8-of-13, 79 yards; Barrett lofL 13/f
^s- BU -

Schuman 22-of-36, 218 yards; Mancmi l-of-4, 14 yards.

Rushing: UM - Barrett 12-66, Palazzi 16-60, Neri 6-40.

BU - Pettus 19-65. Receiving: UM - Crowley 3-31,

Fuller 2-24. BU - Brooks 10144.

Scoring: UM: Kaczorowski, 32 FG. UM: Strickland 13

run, Kaczorowski kick. BU: Pettus, 1 run, kick failed.

BU: Brooks, 8 pass fromn Schuman, Brooks rush. UM:

Palazzi, 17 run, Kaczorowski kick.

Mildred Discovers

J.B.'s Roast Beef

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES 1 1 am - 2 sm 7 days

'O

50 Main St. Amherst, MA
253-7018

Collegian photo by Paul Desmaraia

Sophomore tailback Ted Barrett rushed for

66 yards on 12 carries as Massachusetts

defeated Boston University 17-UonSaturday.

.. .lerTcanyou buy a ''B" stock

3

Apiece Sony Boom Box with

^equalizer, music search and

detachable speakers for $59.95 f

only at

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S

Midnight Madness Sale

Thurs til 3 am Fri til 6^

oLlegian classifie
T:5,oCo,leg!n Office CC ,i^:45-3:46 Mon - Thurs, 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior ,o pub„ca„on day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

RacqactlMll Court Tim* Now Available

Downtown Amherst. Individual or (froup

memberships Call asa'i.'SZR for details

Tau BeU Pi Meeting all initiates and

members must attend October 30 6:00 in

Marston 221

SKI PATROL strong skiers int*re8t«^ in

patrol training including toboggan first

aid come to Campus Center 7 pm Mon Oct

28 Rm^904

TheTiTchology CluY(CUSP> is meeting

Tuesday at 7:<»0 in in Tobin .304. We ve got

big stuff planned, so everyN>dy come!

Honors"StudeiitT»«ociation Halloween

gettogether/mceting all students

welcome seasonal refreshments Monday

Oct. 28 7:00 pm 6th f1 lounge. Thompson

Rcncuion Night. Favorite childhood

cartoons, movie. "The Wiiard of Oz.

Free candy! Tuesday, 10/29, 7. 9, 11 pm.

. Campus Center Autiitorium

I AUTO FOR SALE

78 Datiun B210 4 sp 92000 steel raaiais z

new radial snows on rims good

shape/mileage needs brakes 1850.00

549 41.3.3

foyotil^foiU 4 door 4 speed 1974 white

snows rebuilt 1»>00 motor $4.^) 66.5 2.S77

l979^^he»*Ue excellent condition

11200/BO ,546-7220 after 7 pm

1J75 Yolvo 244DL sUndard 101,000 mi.

engine and body excellent. Some rust

$12.50 r>49 0.360

posure while minimizes your cosU. For ap-

plication and information call Sherry

549-2616 or Noelle 546-8059

HELP WANTED LOST

"CASH"

Paying cash for your bMcball cwrda call

Mike 546-"46-6105

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

lOCKwool only 130 in the Concourse 3 days

a week in October see you there

ENTERTAINMENT

TURN THE TABLES professional

club/party D.J. 5 yr experience. Lowest

rates 586-9691

FOR RENT

SundcrUnd. 1 bdrm apt. on busline.

42fl/month, everything included. Avail,

immediately ! 665-3440. leave message

Available Brittanv Manor Apt newly

cari>eted & painted take over lease star-

ting .Ian call now 256-0203

Incredibie^ne bedroom tuite! Located in

Presidential Apts, the closest apts to cam-

pus. Includes heat dishwasher A/C
disposal etc. Call .Ion eves 549-6167

available in December

Kridg^MiUU call R & P Package Store

253-9742 free delivery _^___^__

FOR SALE

1974 aMc Hornet St. Wagon 6 cyl 105k

mi new battery, rarlieuralor, muffler,

alternator passes! inswrtmn needs minor

work $450 call 665 3986 after 5 pni

1978 Oldsmobile t;ulla«» Supreme (IC

PS/PB/AC/AM FM $2500/ or BO Rakesh

549-0748 __^__-

Lnb Scric* lOOw g«it«r Mnplificr exc

$275 or BO call Rob .549-4141

CAREER CONNECTION

* Gradnatei * To obtain a great, satisfy-

ing job you need the right people to see

your resume Career Connection will

publish and market your resume in a pro

fessionally printed and bound l)ook ar-

ranged in career categories. It will be

distributed to over .300 corporate jierson-

nel officers of New England companies.

er Connection maximi»e§ your ex-

Neor Sign (Lowenbrau) - never used. $65

„r best offer 2,56 1538jeave mes.saKP

PhiiT^ moTSTnl'wii^ port^ speakers

verv rood condition asking $75 for the

paif or BO call Phil at .546-8876

Selling Bote 101 Speakers used fur three

weeks only call for price 6-7917

Brass Canopy Bed Sets f<;r^f}^'

Keasonable prices. Limited ,iuanlily t all

miay' Linda (evenings) 2.56- 10R3 or Lisa

ti-.54ft.5

Tovota (•orolla Liftback standard nm?

pscrllenl $9K5/best «ff<T |.l.':isc call

5496283

Oversea* Jobs. Summer, yr round

F.urof)e S America. Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2tK)0 mo. Sight.seeing. Free in-

fo Write IJC, Box 52 MAI Corona Del

Mar. CA 92625 _
Nii^g assUUnts: all shifts, flexible

scheduling, competitive salary, fnnge

benefits. Amherst Nursing Home
256-8185

Kitchen aids: Part time positions. Morn-

ing and afterniKin. Excellent salary and fr-

inge lienefits. Amherst Nursing Home

256-8185

Accounting Clerk Butterfield kitchen for

the Spnng semester minimum commit

menl is one academic year. 6 hours/week

$4 25/hour with free room and baord. At)

plications are available at the Butterfield

Kitehen Office and are due by 5 pm on

Nov. I, 1985.

Travel Field Opportunity. Gain valuable

marketing experience while earning

money Campus representative needed im-

med ately for spring break trip to Florida.

call Bill Ryan at 1-800-282-6221
.

Student nurtearApplv now to work dur

ing semester break. Good earnings, plus

extierience in your field. Weekend and

morning work ' available now. Call any

time. Medical Personnel Pool. .586-7365

Entry L«vel Marketing Poaition flexible

' hours. Sold and pay commission produc-

tion oriented job in multi-million dollar

area company. Interview by appointment

contact David SUnsel .584 -.3596

Wanted: SGA Budgets Committee Assis-

tant, Auditor, Secretary Karh pays 5-7

hrs/week. Work.sludy & non-workstudy.

Appiv 420 SUB 5 0341 The SGA is an

AA/EOE employer^^ ^—

Loat wallet Tuesday on 3rd floor SUB call

Alex 5-0194

PAQUITO

Happy Birthday!!! Te deseamos un felii

dia y la mejor de las suertes. Muchos,

Muchoscarinos. Voli y FranciU

PERSONALS

SWAG in cooperation with WMUA *

presents:
^

Mary Jane, now I can huy you Iha

Korgeous Italian 14k sold bracelet that

vou have always wanted They have a wide

Selection between $15 $80 (40 70%) sav

ings at Golden Opportunity. 13 N. Plea-

sant St., Amherst at Lodestone

Chnlin, Chalin, I'm very proud of you'

Not only for the picture! For many other

things too. Esos detallitos tuyos. Te amo

Mita

John Water*. Im glad vou found Kollie

Flower. Love, Vivian P.S Thanks for the

quarters!

Linda Gibba. Happy Birthday! Its time

apun for those awesome strawberry dia

quaris. Love ya. Kelly

SPRINGBREAK 86

Campui Rep. organize sailing charters

Ft Lauderdale/Bahamas
Commission & Free Cruise

Wnte or rail Captain Williams

37 Hendnck Isle Ft Lauderdale 33301

305.5239259

START YOUR CAREER NOW

Earn money and work on Fortune 500

companies' marketing programs on cam-

Dus Part time (flexible) hours each week.

We give references, call 1 800 243 6679

;

The RAMONES w/the .neighborh.xxls
^ q^pFESSIOl^iaTYPrNG SERVICE TIME IS RUNNING OUT

INSTRUCTION

Bartending classes startinfl Oct 28 covwi

all »»poct« sign up in Credit Free Workshops

Tower Library

Friday, November 1. 1985
• in the Student Union Ballroom

• Tickets on sale TODAY
• Campus Center Concourse & Tix
•

• another
• Southwest Area t^vemment
• production

Who atole oiir Madog iconT

fi"the brother, of PI Kapma Alpha:

Thanx so much for the raid. See you at

J-Boar<l

LeeSllvai-AndthTdays dwindle -lown to

a precious few September. November

\nd these few precious days II share

with you These precious days I II share

with you." Paul

Fitipatrick!!! Still eating plasticT? Ay que

rico! Luv ya JC

KiiTwiH!!! Here's your own ad, the one

you've waite<l for Baby oh baby let s

have another 406 Love 302

tr« ""'
•

Concerts, Activities. Services *

Vote Yes on SATF Referendum '

•
•l\ie«day, Campus Center ConCTurje^.^^

CMerpapen. disaerUtions. these., on

campusldTpendakile, ouU^Undmg quality,

low rates. 684 7924

RIDE WANTED

Pleaae! To Pittsburgh PA or any point in

between any weekend Stacy 546-6.394

keep trying thanks

ROOMMATE WANTED^__

room $232 plus iitil Must pay $696 up

ft^nl caJlM0490 8-10 am irtl 1 :30 pm or

(617) 436 2783 _.

fiii^t wanted share BrWiany marwr

Simoom »1B0 month call Lori 263 8379 fry

nioht

Apply now for a fall-time inUniahip at

the Legal Services Office for the Spnng,
.986 semester Aid attorneys in client in-

terviews, preparation of court forms,

maintenance of continuing caseload, giv-

ing advice and referrals and investigations

and research Cp to 15 credits may be

received from academic departments

Gain valualile expenence in the legal prtv

feasion while working on campus. No
previous experience in the legal profession

necessary; training is proviile*! Deadline

txi begin IS November 6 For further infor-

mation call Mary at Legal Services.

.54.5-1995

TRAVEL

Montreal ^•*«ff*„November 1.

drinking age 18 call Bonnie 6-6432
2.

SERVICES TYPING A WORD PROCESSING

Tuesda^,^

TAILOR Alteration Expert Same Day

Service Available SHAANN'S Rt llfi

Sunderland Open 8 am 665-3878

COiN8^2'3/T21 tutoring 5 (K) uer hr

former 123/121 grader Alex 2,56 1239

BriaiTTf^lng Service. ^'. ^„^"™"'

Available almost anytime. 665 765^;

N^ day service. TYPE RITE 263-5111

QUALITY TYPINtT Long or short pro-

jects Will correct grammar, spelling, &
punctuation Meticulous proofreading.

New IBM typewriter 5490367

INTERESTED^IN LOSING WEIGHT

HcrballTfe Nutritional Program meeting

on Tuesday October '29 If interested call

.546-9632

Brothers Dunng mir next •"•"^P?"';' **"

you make our fantasies come true' hmten

Angle, Iwanl lo^iinl out that except for

the" 'niverse, there is nothing If your still

not convinced, go ahead and marry Ifie ig

uana. lAive Llew Pagan

Janiora/Seniors "ITiinking about Graduate

SchrHir If. when where how coii

tact the pre-graduale advisor CASIAC
Machmer Hi3l E21. For appointments,

call 545 2191 or .545-219''

WANTED

Wanted take over leaae in 2. .'!. 4 bedroom

ajit reward negotiable call 546-8822

|_£ireer
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SPORTS
UMass notdeniedby BU, 17-14
Palazzi wins game
with TD run, win
streak now at three
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

With 8:35 left in the game, trailing 14-10, the season

was on the line for the University of Massachusetts foot-

ball team.

A betterthan-advertised Boston University had contain-

ed Minuteman quarterback Dave Palazzi while running

up big numbners with its passing game and stood on the

verge of a Yankee Conference upset, looking to salvage

its season.

But Palazzi saved his best for last, engineering UMass

best drive of the season, a 73-yard push downfield that

took just 2:09 and seven plays, capped by the freshman's

17-yard option run down the left sideline for the winning

touchdown with 6:26 left.

BU made it close, driving to the UMass 19 with 1:30

to go, but Ashley Dussel's 37-yard field goal attempt went

wide to the left to give UMass a hard-earned victory before

11,072 at Alumni Staduim.

"I though we were looking at overtime," said UM coach

Bob Stull. "It must be tough game for them to lose, but

we've been on that side of the ball too."

UMass, now 5-3 overall and 2-1 in the conference, has

won three straight for the first time since 1981 and pro-

viding Rhode Island helps out with a loss or two, is still

in the hunt for a playoff berth. Bu is now 2-5 and 1-3

"This game means so much to us," said senior offensive

guard Stan Kaczorowski. "We had been losers for three

years, but now we're putting it together like I always

thought we could. UMass football has a great tradition

of winning, we're finally contributing to that."

The winning drive was a thing of football beauty. In

seven plays that averaged over ten yards each, UMass pro-

ved that their 1985 comeback is legtimate.

"I knew we had to score," said Palazzi. "We weren't

about to lose after working so hard this season. The line

did a great job of opening the holes and we just had to

run through them."
UMass started with Ted Barrett's halfback option pass

to John Crowley for a gain of 13. Barrett then busted

through the line for eight before taking a Palazzi option

pitch for six more and a first down at the BU 47 with 7:22

to go.

Palazzi kept on the option, gaining 14 before hitting

Bart Fuller for seven yards to the 27. Fullback Al Neri

then gained ten up the middle to the 17.

Palazzi then made the play of the game. Going left on

the option, the freshman quarterback faked a pitch to Neri

and went for the touchdown. Kaczorowski's kick was good

and UMass had the lead.

Palazzi's run, his fourth rushing touchdown of the

Colleipan phnio by Michelle .Segall

Massachusetts quarterback Dave Palazzi raises the ball after running 17 yards for the

winning touchdown on Saturday as the Minutemen beat Boston University, 17-14

season, was keyed by a block from Barrett and his ownL^^l^l^l^AB t " I^IJ ••^^ "k-»- -^J *- „-„,,-.

read of the safety. Palazzi also may have confused UMass
fans by wearing reserve quarterback Jim Simeone's

uniform after tearing his own.

"It was a play we had used before and got stopped,"

Palazzi said. "I'm supposed to decide what to do depen-

ding on how much the safety comes up to cover, he was
out of ther play so I kept on going. The guts threw some
great blocks, give them the credit."

BU, however, wasn't done. The Terriers drove down to

the UMass 25 with 2:21 to go as reserve quarterback Jim
Schuman (in for Pat Mancini after he went out with a first

quarter rib injury) completed four passes, two to AU-
American split end Billy Brooks (who killed UMass with

10 catches for 144 yards).

On a second and ten at the 25, the UMa-ss defense made

its play of the game as Paul Manganaro and Mike Dwyer

busted through the line and bore down on Schuman.

Schuman was looking to pass to Pettus on a screen, but

Dwyer, all 6-2, 275 pounds of him, crushed Pettus (all 5-10,

190 pounds of him) in the backfield after Schuman faked

a hand-off. Manganaro kept up his pursuit, sacking

Schuman for an eight yard loss back to the 32.

A pass to Brooks netted 11 yards but no first down,

Dussell was called in and missed the field goal.

"We weren't about to lose this one," said Manganaro,

UMass' 222-pound answer to Mark Gastineau. "We've

played so well this season that we didn't want to let it

go to waste." continued on page 11

Another weekend romp for UMass sports
• Women's soccer rolls
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

CHESTNUT HILL— it took about ten minutes for the

top-ranked University of Massachusetts women's soccer

team to get used to the artifical turf at Boston College's

Alumni Stadium and once they did, the eighth-ranked

Eagles lost any opportunity at an upset.

"It (the turf) is very fast," said freshman Beth Round-

tree, who scored the gamewinner in UMass' 2-0 victory

over the Eagles for the Minutewomen's 14th consecutive

win of the year. "It was hard getting used to the turf. You

had to have precise timing."

It was Roundtree and Bowsher that displayed precise

timing with 11:04 gone in the first half. Bowsher sent a

pass down the sideline to Roundtree, who picked it up and

made a move between two Eagle defenders to go one-on-

one with Eagle goalie before blasting the ball in the left

side.

UMass (14-0-0) added an insurance goal with 31:25 to

go in the game as Michele Pbwers scored off a long pass

from Carolyn Micheel.

"They are an unbelieveably strong team," Eagle coach

Suzanne Kaplan said."They took advantage whenever we

made mistakes."

UMass outshot the Eagles 8-4 but Boston College (10-4-1)

never really had any strong opportunties to score. UMass

used its speed advantage on the foward line to keep

pressure on the Eagle defense for a majority of the con

test, played before an estimated 400 fans.

The Minutewomen finish up the regular season with a

home match against Springfield on Saturday. The NCAA
playoffs begin a week later.

9Field hockey wins
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Following its sluggish 1-0 victory over Dartmouth on
Tuesday, the fifth-ranked University of Massachusetts
field hockey team was given a two day rest by coach Pam
Hixon in hopes of rejuvenating her squad, exhausted from
eight weeks of activity.

Rested and ready to play, the Minutewomen crushed the

University of Rhode Island, 4-0, Saturday at Totman field.

"The couple of days off really helped the team. We came
back with a renewed enthusiasm and were ready to play,"

Hixon said.

On a beautiful afternoon before a large group of poten-

tial high school recruits, the Minutewomen scored early

and never looked back to run their record to 11-2-2.

Six anda-half minutes into the game, senior All-

America defenseman Megan Donnelly put UMass on the
board, the winning tally coming off a corner from
sophomore right wing Amy Robertson.
Junior forward Lisa Griswold increased the UMass lead

to 2-0 with 11:39 remaining in the first half as she in

tercepted a clearing pass and knocked it past the Rhode
Island goalkeeper.

UMass led 2-0 at the half, but had the goal been a little

wider, the Minutewomen could have led by many more.
"I think today we needed the goal about a foot bigger.

We had the ball around the goal all day, but I could have
been happier with a few more," Hixon said.

The second half mirrored the first as senior Judy
Morgan snuffed Ram hopes by pushing a loose ball past
the goalkeeper, extending the lead to 3-0. Senior forward
Chris Kocot added the final tally with seven minutes re-

maining, picking up a rebound and firing into the right

corner.

UMass outshot the Rams, 38-2, and had more corners,

22-1.

Men's soccer cruises
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts men's soccer team con-

tinued its home field domination and kept alive NCAA
tournament hopes with a 3-0 shutout over Boston College

on Saturday.

The victory improved the Minutemen's record to 13-5,

10-2 in New England, and 9-0 on Boyden Field.

UMass jumped out on top on a goal by sophmore Andy
Bing at the 9:24 mark. The Minutemen's leading scorer

came through with a typical Bing play.

The forward stole a pass just over midfield, rushed the

middle, and fired a shot from 25 yards along the ground

past BC goalkeeper Eric Hasbun's right.

The lead increased to 2-0 on a Tom Uschok goal coming

off a cornerkick. Junior Ferdie Adoboe crossed the ball

from left to right and Ushock blasted it from 10 yards out

into the left corner.

Sophmore Brian Sullivan closed out the scoring for

UMass. The hard-working forward took a pass from

freshman F.J. Zwicklbauer behind the Eagle defense and
broke in alone. Sullivan unloaded a shot over Hasbun's

head into the top of the net.

Massachusetts goalkeeper Sam Ginsgurg is now 8-0 on

the season with five shutouts. UMass' coach JefTGettler

is pleased with the freshman's performance this year.

"You never know how a freshman will be," said Get-

tler. "Certainly Sam has done real well. We still go to Don-

nie (Donahue) for the games. Today Sam earned his

shutout."

The Minutemen are at Springfield College tonight for

a 7 p.m. game. The Chiefs play on artificial turf. UMass
is 1-1 playing on phoney surfaces this season.
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Names
show up as
sponsors
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The names of six employees of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, in a violation of state

law, appeared as sponsors for a fimd-raising

benefit for a congressional candidate.

The six had agreed to make $50 contribu-

tions to the campaign of U.S. Rep. Edward

J. Markey, D-Mass., but had not been in

formed that their names would appear on

the invitation to the fund-raiser, said Ralph

Whitehead, a journalism professor and one

of the six contributors.

State employees may make contributions

to political campaigns, but state law pro-

hibits direct or indirect solicitation of cam-

paign contributions.

"It was an honest mistake, though a

technical violation," an aide to Rep. Markey

said. "It was miscommunication. People

had agreed to be sponsors, but we did not

realize listing their names would be a viola-

tion."

The aide said none of the sponsors were

soliciting funds and that the fund-raiser, a

brunch at the home of Hampshire College

President, Adele Simmons, would not affect

any legislation concerning the University.
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Collegian photo by Scott Maguire

WAITING FOR THE MONEY-The check cashing line at the Campus

Center takes on a different outlook in a security mirror yesterday.

Bill to up activity fee

to be voted on today

"It was an honest mistake, though a

technical violation... It was miscom-

munication," Aide to Rep. Markey said

in reference to names appearing on

sponsor list. ^^__^________

Whitehead said he was asked by a

member of the Markey campaign to con-

tribute to the campaign. "In fundraismg,"

he said, "certain terms are used to

distinguish different giving levels. I had not

known the ^pearance of my name would

be questionable." Whitehead said he sent

a letter to Simmons' asking that his name

be removed as a sponsor.

"People are sensitive about the

(Massachusetts Chancellor of Higher

Education, John B.) Duff affair," Markey's

aide said.
,

Duff is under investigation for allegedly

trying to solicit campaign contributions

from members of the Board of Regents of

Higher Education.

"In the future," Markey's aide said, "we

will be more careful in asking people if they

are state employees

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Students vote today from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

on the Campus Center Concourse for a

referendum which seeks to raise the Stu-

dent Activity Fee $12 per year to cover pre-

sent services and resources provided by the

Student Activity Trust Fund.

The referendum, if approved, will raise

the Student Activity Fee firom $88 to $100

per year for each student. SATF money

enables the SGA to provide services, ac

tivities, and advocacy to the student

community. „
"We haven't had an increase in six years,

said Dianne Rossi, SGA treasurer .
"With

inflation, we have had to take money from

the RSOs (Registered Student Organiza-

tions). I would like to see more money go

to these groups," she said.

William Collins, a member of Students

For Government by Referendum said he

will oppose increases in the activity fee un-

til changes are made in the distribution of

funds.

"My conviction is the fee increase will

allow the SGA to continue its wasteful, self-

serving system instead of re-examining and

restructuring their priorities," he said.

The referendum will be binding only if

there is a 7.5 percent voter turn-out. The

increase is considered vital by the SGA
treasurer and budget committee chair, who

have said 55 of 80 student organizatons

supported by the trust fund will lose fun-

ding if the referendum is not approved.

WViile other RSOs favor the increase. Col-

lins said his group, which has 10 members

and receives no funding from the trust

fund, opposes it because the increase will

not be used to fund any new activities.

"Two-thirds of the activity fee goes into

paychecks. I feel it should go into actual ac-

tivities," he said. "The SGA and the BOG
(Board of Governors) should cut down on

their own paychecks before they touch any

smaller organizations."
e/-.A r

"I have been a member of the SGA for

three years and president of SWAG
(Southwest Area Government) for one Dur-

ing this time, I haven't taken one

paycheck." Collins said. "I feel students

should work for students, not for money.

Rossi disagreed with Collins over the

ethics of students being paid with activity

fee money. "It would be nice if all students

could afford to work without being paid.

But people with skills and the motivation

continued on page 3
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Publicforumtodiscuss StarWars plan
By JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A public forum addressing the Reagan

administrations' proposed Space Defense

Initiative, known as Star Wars, will be held

at 8 p.m. tonight in the Student Union

Ballroom.
The forum, sponsored by the University

Peacemakers and UMass Republican Club,

will feature a speaker from each side of the

issue fielding questions from the audience.

Vera Kistiakowsky, a professor of physics

at the Massachusetts Institute of

Tfechnology and board member for the

peace group Council for a Liveable World,

will speak on the production research and

technical feasability of the system, said

Jonathan Spaulding of the Peacemakers.

Opposing Kistiakowsky will be A.T. Stair,

Jr., the chief scientist for the U.S. Air Force

Geophysics Laboratory at Hanscom Air

Force Base in Bedford, Mass., said Gilbert

Stair of the UMass Republican Club. The

Inside:
^

Soviet sailor defects
g

Another rape reported on campus
^

Star Wars: Pro and Con "^'g

The pressure of being number one

-Ifa landlord knowingly rents apartments infested by cockroaches, they're in clear

violation of the health ^<^rej^^^
^^.^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^.^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^

Air Force official will speak on the

strategies and nuts and bolts of the system.

The Star Wars plan is a "hot issue," Loren

Spivack, president of the Republican Club

said. "There's already been a lot of funding

into Star Wars and most people don't know

what it's all about." The forum, he added,

may help people make a better personal

decision on the plan' effectiveness.

The forum will point out "a large com-

munity of scientists that are not behind the

military buildup," Spaulding said. Many
scientists, he said, are interested in "con-

structive things with their technical

knowledge instead of destructive things."

Stair said both speakers will focus on dif-

ferent aspects of the system, which is why

it's a forum rather than debate.

Those in attendance. Stair said, "will

learn a lot even if they don't agree with all

the opinions."

The Republican club invited the Air Force

official Stair while the Psacemakers invited

the physics professor, Kistiakowsky.

Rent
Review
Approved
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

After three and one half hours of debate

last night, Amherst Town Meeting voters

approved a motion requesting the state to

establish a town rent review board to

resolve complaints of excessive rents.

Members amended the motion calling for

a review board five times before passing it,

by a vote of 119-69.

The town will petition the state General

Court to propose the establishment of a

five-member board. Members would be ap-

pointed by the Town Manager and the

Board of Selectmen.

Town Meeting rejected two other pro-

posals addressing the housing shortage in

Amherst, both sponsored by resident

Stephen Puffer. One of the rejected motions

would have rezoned parts of the town for

construction of more rental units, and

another recommended the town establish

a $200,000 fund to subsidize tenants.

"Rent review offers tenants clear protec-

tion against excessive rent increases,"

sponsor of the review article Kenneth

Mosakowski said. "I believe that we have

found a solution to an issue which has been

before us for at least a decade."

Most of the debate centered around a part

of the article which would call for an an-

nual review by Town Meeting of a rent

review board decision on landlord income.

The section which asked Town Meeting

members to approve annually a board-

established "fair and reasonable net

operating income for landlords" was said

to be too complex an issue for Meeting

members to debate.

But Mosakowski asserted the importance

of Town Meeting input on all determina-

tions of the review board.

"As excruciating as debate is sometimes,

I would like to maintain input at Town
Meeting," he said before members voted to

delete the disputed part of the article.

Another article section which stated that

two review board members stand for town

election each year was debated by Town
Meeting for an hour before being defeated.

Mosakowski proposed an amendment to

his motion requesting that the Town
Manager appoint review board members

and submit the appointment to the Board

of Selectmen for final approval, instead of

requiring a town election.

"This (review) board has a great deal of

power and I think it should be elected,"

former Rent Control Study Commission

Secretary Linda Smith said.

Town Meeting member Vincent O'Con-

nor said that the amendment to nullify

town election of board members "is not a

well considered amendment."

But member Hilda Greenbaum echoed

fears of an elected board being an un-

qualified one.

"I'm scared to death, frankly, of an

elected board," she snid before a vote ap-

proved the establishment of a review board

by the Town Manager and selectmen.

The motion f^ establish a town rent sub-

sidy, which was heavily lobbied for by a

group of landlords, was rejected after

members expressed concern that it was in

effect a subsidy to landlords instead of

tenants.
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WORLD/NATIONAL
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PHILIPPINE WOMEN DENOUNCE U.S. SUPPORT OF MARCOS-These women marched in Manila

yesterday protesting Americas support of President Ferdinard F. Marcos (middle sign). They accused

Marcos of hiding alleged ill-goptten wealth abroad and protested Armed Forces Chief Fabian C. Ver

fleft) benefitting from his close ties with Marcos. ^___

Soviet sailor

questioned by
U.S. reps
BELLE CHASE, La. (A?)- A soviet sailor twice forced

back to his ship after apparent defection attempts was

taken off the vessel yesterday for questioning by U.S.

authorities who had spent the weekend seeking to inter-

view him, officials said.

The seaman, Miroslav Medvid, was taken by a Coast

Guard lauch to the cutter Salvia, where a State Depart-

ment official who speaks Russian and other U.S. represen-

tatives began interviewing him shortly before 6 p.m.,

State Department spokesman Peter Martinez said.

"Soviet representatives also are on the ship," he said.

"They had agreed earlier in the day to this procedure."

U.S. officials earlier yesterday renewed their weekend

demands to question the man in a "non-threatening en-

vironment."

He had jumped from the ship Thursday and Friday, but

was returned to it by Border Patrol agents who apparent-

ly could not communicate with him and thought he was a

stowaway. The ship, the Marshal Koniev, stayed at anchor

in the Mississippi- River as U.S. and Soviet officials

discussed the man's situation.

"We wish to interview him in appropriate surroundings

to determine his true intentions," White House

spokesman Larry Speakes said in Washington.

He said administration officials discussed the situation

with Soviet officials both in Washington and aboard the

ship, which was anchored downstream from New Orleans.

Speakes refused to say whether President Reagan had

ordered the ship held in U.S. waters pending resolution of

the dispute.

Asked about the way the case has been handled,

Speakes said the president has recieved "a rather detailed

report to indicate there was difficulty in determining his

intentions because of the interpretation problems there.

Once the matter was examined closely, then State Depart-

ment officials were alerted."

V4state Department spokesman Bernard Kalb said the

United States will make no move toward defection pro-

cedures until the sailor is interviewed at a location away

from the Soviet freighter.

Top Nazi war criminal

ready to surrender
Munich, West Germany
(AP)—Alois Brunner, one of

the world's most wanted

Nazi war criminals, says he

is ready to surrender after

living for years in Syria, a

West German magazine
reported yesterday.

AP bBMrphoto

Nazi war criminal Alois

Brunner.

The magazine Bunte
reported the 73-year-old

Brunner, who was
anassociate of Adolf
Eichmann in the Nazi SS
and the deportation of Jews
to death camps, said he

would give himself up for

trial on condition he not be

sent to Israel.

The Israelis captured
Eichmann in Argentina and

took him to Israel where he

was tried, convicted and put

to death in 1962 for crimes

against Jews.

Brunner is considered the

most wanted Nazi war
criminal since the discovery

this year of a body belived

to be that of concentration

camp doctor Josef Mengele.

Nazi hunters such as

Beate Klarsfeld have alleg-

ed that Brunner was
responsible for the deaths of

100,000Jews.

The magazine Bunte-

quoted the Nazi fugitive as

saying that in his escape

after Worid War II, he

recieved official documents

under a false name from

American authorities and

worked for the U.S. Army
as a driver.

"I'm ready to go and res-

pond before an interna-

tional court," Bunte quoted

Brunner as saying.

N o r b e r t

Sakowski.Bwntedeputy
chief editor, said in a

telephone interview with

The Associated Press that

Brunner set the condition

that he "not be handed over

to the Israelis."

In Vienna, Austria, Simon

Wiesenthal, who has traced

nrnny war criminals, said

the reported offer by Brun-

ner is "rhetoric."

API' Laaerphoto

SOGGY SEAT—This Delacroix, LA resident doesn't seem to mind the wet

seat caused by flood waters caused by Hurricane Juan. Delacroix, a low-

lying coastal town was flooded over the weekend.

Halloween fears of tainted treats exaggerated
New York (AP)— Fears about "Halloween sadists" who

give trick-or-treaters candy containing sharp objects or

poisons are exagerated, based on a myth that diverts at-

tention from greater dangers to children, a sociologist

says.

"We've blown this thing way out of proportion," said

Joel Best, a sociology professor at the California State

University at Fresno, who described what he called the ur-

ban legend of the halloween sadist in the November issue

of Psychology Today.

While incidents of tainted candy occur occasionally,

"there is no reason to feel that Halloween sadism is a ma-

jor threat to children," Best said Sunday in a telephone in-

terview. "I think we waste, nationally, just an enormous

amount of energy on this problem and it isn't worth it."

Attention would be better spent on hazards like unsafe

toys, cribs, and other unsafe products, as well as school

bus accidents, he said. Important Halloween dangers are

those of children being hit by cars or Ungled in their

costumes, he said.

In the magazine. Best wrote, "Everyone knows that

Halloween sadists have been responsible for countless

deaths and serious injuries. Fortunately, everyone is

wrong."
He reports finding no evidence of death or serious injury

from Halloween sadists between 1958 and 1984 in the Los

Angeles Times, the Chicago Tribune, the Fresno Bee and

the index to the New York Times. No reports of serious in-

juries appeared in an index to popular magazines or a

medical journal database, he said.

The newspaper search found 76 specific instances of

tainted Halloween candy, and allusions to hundreds more,

Best said. One child required 10 stitches, which was by far

the most serious injury reported, he said Sunday. Most in-

juries were on the order of pinpricks.

None met his definition of serious injury, which included

hospitalization, he said.

Best excluded a 1974 Texas case of an 8-year-old who

died after his father gave him cyanide-laced candy. In a

1970 cas*" of apparent Halloween sadism, a child's death

was later traced to heroin he had found in a relative's

home. Best said.

Best said he was unaware of a Cranston, R.I., youth who
collapsed in 1982 after eating a candy bar that police said

was treated with an insecticide.

He said his point is not that such incidents never hap-

pen, but that they are not as widespread as believed.
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Student is arrested,

charged with rape

CoUeKian photo by Neil Beckerman

FOOTBALL'S SECRET WEAPON?-Maybe in ten or 15 years, UMass foot-

baU may benefit from this youngsters practice along the sidehnes in Satui>

day's 17-14 UMass win over Boston University at Alumni Stadium.

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student

was arrested and charged with rape Friday

afternoon on the ninth floor of Kennedy

Tbwer, campus police said.

According to the Daily Hampshire

Gazette, he was arraigned in Northampton

District Court later that afternoon, and

released on $10,000 personal bond on the

condition he stay away from UMass dor-

mitories and the victim.

According to court documents, the alleg-

ed rape took place on Oct. 4. A UMass

police report said that the victim and the

alleged rapist were at a local bar that night,

and he invited her back to his dorm for a

party.

When the two arrived, there was no par-

ty and they went to the alleged rapist's

room, the report said. There, he is alleged

to have struck the victim on the head,

raped her, and then threatened her with

bodily harm if she reported the matter to

the police, the statement says.

A pre-trial conference is scheduled on the

matter on Oct. 30.

In other police reports:

• A 19-year-old male student, and another

man and a woman who were not students

were taken at gun point to the police sta-

tion Friday night near Butterfield House,

police said.

Pblice received a report from a security

guard of three people carrying guns,

described as a 38, a smaller pistol and a ri-

fle. The police found the people, took them

to the police station and discovered the

guns wpre nlastic The three peoole said

they were playing 'bang bang games.' The

toys were confiscated and the three were

warned, police said.

• A student received minor bruises when

he was assaulted on the 13th floor of John

Quincy Adams Tbwer Friday night, police

said. .

The man said he knew the first name ol

his assailant and had had previous pro-

blems with him, police said.

• A student was arrested and charged

with breaking and entering in the

nightime, larceny of a building and receiv-

ing stolen property under $100, Saturday

afternoon near the Student Union

Building, police said.

The man was confronted carrying a

television set. The set was confiscated and

it was discovered it had been stolen from

an off-campus apartment, police said

• An 18-year-old man was issued a

trespassing notice Friday night on Sunset

Avenue.
, u u * e

The man was jumping into the bucket oi

one of the Amherst Fire Department trucks

while they were on a training call, police

• A 21-year-old student was arrested late

Saturday night on Massachusetts Avenue

and charged with driving under the in-

fluence of alcohol and running a red light,

police said.

• A 20-year-old man was arrested and

charged with possession of marijuana

Saturday night on the third floor of Gor-

man House, police said.

• A 1960 MG received over $1000 in

damages when it was vandalized Friday

night inside of the McGuirk Stadium where

it was parked over night.police said.
guns Wfr-rti iMn»i.i>^ iiir- i-iuv-v, f^^^^.~ - -

Organized tenants need
Pulitzer Prize winner to speak not fear harassment

J. Anthony Lukas, Pulitzer Prize winn-

ing reporter, will speak today at the at 4

p.m. in Memorial Hall about his new book

on the Boston school integeration and bus-

ing crisis.

Lukas' book. Common Ground, traces the

history of the crisis through the life stories

of three families, one Irish, one Black and

one Yankee. It also includes profiles of

Boston leaders.

Professor Howard M. Ziff, chairman of

Journalistic Studies at the University,

describes the book as "a James Michener

type of saga. Because he followed these

families so closely for ten years, the book

is a very personal account of the crisises,

he naid.

Lukas will be spending the day on cam-

pus as a guest of of the Journalistic Studies

department. He will also be meeting with

journalism students and will give inter-

views to a local radio station and

newspapers.

"The official title of his talk, Reading

Boston: Reporting as a Liberal Art' is

significant," Ziff said, "in that it suggests

the approach tojournalism that emphasizes

the solid liberal arts background that we

on this campus find so congenial."

Lukas was awarded his Pulizter Prize in

the late 1960s for his work on the subject

of Vietnam. He worked as a reporter for the

New York Times for a number of years. The

lecture is open to the public.

ifSATF
continued from page I

couldn't afford to work here if they had to

work somewhere else," she said. "For $50

a week, I work over 30 hours a week. It's

not like I'm being paid off. I work my buns

off."

If the referendum is not approved, Rossi

said, the RSOs will suffer the most. The

SGA, she said, is committed to supporting

certain organizations, sucn as the Union

Program Council, the Pioneer Valley TVan-

sit Authority, and the Five-College buses.

Rossi she said the fund covers some ad-

ministrative costs and purchases of capital

equipment. "We obviously have certain

committments and if funds arent re-

allocated to small groups, they will have to

go."

By MICHELLE GOODWIN
Collegian Correspondent

A tenant of Puffton Village, who receiv-

ed a $3000 settlement against the owner,

stressed last week that if legal steps are

taken against landlords, tenants should not

fear filing a complaint against a faulty

landlord.

At a tenants meeting in the Campus

Center last Wednesday night, students

discussed organizing a tenants union and

learned they can legally withold rent if a

landlord violates state health codes.

The tenants also heard from Bob Tbdesco,

who was awarded a financial settlement

last May from Puffton Village manage-

ment aft«r he filed a legal complaint^

Tbm Coish, an attorney from the UMass

Legal Services Office told the tenants dur-

ing the meeting that a state "warrant of

habitability" guarantees that "landlords

have a legal responsibility to their tenants

to lease habitable apartments, free of any

health violations."

Many of the tenants at the meeting were

residents of Puffton Village, which was the

target of criticism due to an excessive

number of cockroaches in the apartment

units. , ^ .

"If a landlord knowingly rents apart-

ments infested by cockroaches, they are in

clear violation of the health warrant," he

said, "and they are legally liable for it."

The tenants, Coish said, are legally en-

titled to withold rent until health viola-

tions are corrected and if they follow three

steps:
• File a complaint with the state Board

of Health.
• Inform the landlord of the decision to

withold rent by a letter of intent.

• Put rent money aside in a bank account

to prove good intent.

A common concern among tenants at the

meeting was possible harassment by the

landlord after the complaint has been fil-

ed, Coish said that there is an anti-reprisal

law which protects tenants from eviction.

Pufflon Village owner Stephen Puffer has

said that he "will be monitoring residents

who file complaints in order to justify the

legitimacy of their claims" and that he is

"very aware of the complaints."

Coish said that witholding naoney

through an organized tenants union is the

best way to achieve results.

"The key action is in numbers," he said.

More information about tenant's r'ghts

is available by contacting Lee Knowles at

the Legal Services Office, Coish said.

FYl:
Finals slate out tomorrow
The fall 1985 final exam schedule will be available,

beginning tomorrow. Copies will be distributed to

students living offcampus from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the

first floor lobby of Whitmore Administration Building.

Copies are being delivered to students in the residence

halls.

Tour of Russia planned
The Amherst College Russian department is again

coordinating a three-week study tour of the Soviet Union

in January. This year's itinerary includes extended visits

to Moscow and Leningrad with short excursions to

Novgorod, Zagorsk, Pushkin and Pavlosk.

The trip, which departs from JFK International Air-

port in New York City on Jan. 2, 1986 and returns Jan^

23 with an overnight in Helsinki, Finland, is scheduled

during a time when Soviet cultural life is at its height

The tour cost, including all transportation, meals, hotel

accomodations, guide services and two theatre perfor-

mances, is $1,574 plus a $35 visa charge and a $3 depar-

ture tax. Space must be reserved and travel deposits sub-

mitted by Friday. Further information is available

from Professor Greta Slobin, who will be leading the tnp.

at 542-2060, or Barbara Madg«tt at 642-2360.

Coilrgian photo by Scott Maguirr

PAI M WATFRS-There won't be any rapids for these kayaks at Hampshire CoUege that are used,

in'ih^la^^nrfL^in^rpl.^l! to L.ch studenU how U, «.U the bo.U over in th. w..*r without

falling out. ^
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Letters

Don't accept bad ideas with good
I write this letter in response to com-

ments made on the Black Affairs page of

the Collegian (Oct. 25) concerning one

Louis Farrkhan of the Nation of Islam.

It is true that Farrakhan has made

several good suggestions as to how blacks

can improve their financial status by sup-

porting one another economically, however

his rhetoric fails and becomes even

dangerous when it switches to the subject

of social relations. The comment by Prof.

Davis of the Afro-Am Studies Program does

nothing to alleviate this problem. The sug-

gestion that the open bigotry of Farrakhan

is somehow generally reflective of the feel-

ings of black people as a whole is not only

false but insulting.

I am black and not anti-Semetic, and

while I will readily admit that I do not con-

stitute a representative sample, neither do

I feel that I am alone in taking this posi-

tion. I wonder too whether the majority of

blacks in America facing the ubiquitous

MASS. APPBOVEO INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4Cyl

$34.»» W"

racism which still exists in our society are

ready to become part of an ideology that,

with some minor alterations, is the same

as that spouted by the tradition enemies of

black Americans.
.

The Ku Klux Klan, the American Nazi

Party, and the Aryan Nation also want to

divide the country, they too want a feudal

power structure, they too hate Jews and

misrepresent their bigotry as ethnic

solidarity I reject their theses as I reject

Farrakhan's, and for the same reasons, they

are false and largely born of ignorance.

While some of Farrakhan's, and for the

same reasons, they are false and largely

born of ignorance.

While some of Farrakhan's ideas are

good, most are not and as one need not eat

the chaff v^dth the grain, one should not ac-

cept bad ideas just because they are couch-

ed among good ones.
^

George Claxton, Vice President

Graduate Student Senate

The strangest thing happened
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I had a very strange dream last night,

and I'm still not decided as to whether or

not it was a nightmare. It began innocent-

ly enough.

I was driving down Main Street with a

friend of mine, and the light changed from

green to yellow. I decided to try my luck,

but as soon as I had exited the intersection,

the blue lights were flashing in my

rearview.

As the officer approached the car, I

prepared the perfunctory why-I-ran-the

yellow/red-light spiel, but I was cut short.

"No seat belt, huh? What's the matter

with you, kid? Don't you know the law?,"

he asked. "For your safety you're required

to wear your seatbelt." I was confused, and

a ticket ensued. I noticed a motorcyclist

driving by without a helmet on, and turn-

ed to my friend.

"What about that? Is that safe?," I asked.

"What do you want?," the officer demand-

ed. "Another ticket?" I decided to rest my
argument, and headed home to take a

shower and do some studying.

(At this point my sleep became very

restless, but there was more to come.) As

I descended the stairs to go to the shower

I was ticketed for not holding onto the rail-

ing, and then again for an untied shoelace.

I decided to hop into the shower, to cleanse

away my anxieties. No sooner had I step-

ped into the shower, when in popped a

helmeted head.

"Sorry, citizen, but there's no mat on your

shower floor That's a violation of the Per-

sonal Health Safety Act, and I'm afraid

you'll have to come with me." He grabbed

my arm and the next thing I knew, I was

in a straightjacket, still wet and very con-

fused. As he pulled me away, my feet hit

a wet patch on the floor. I was falling, fall-

ing, falling...

I woke up on the floor, sweating, and

wrapped in my blankets.

The Geneva players'

chances for success
With the November summit in Generva between Ronald

Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev almost upon us^I ve noUc-

^STkeying for postion by both men, especially Gorbachev

Sws recent trip to Paris, he tried to gain the support of

the Wests' liberal press by making a disarmament pro^

posal that would actually further the Soviet lead in the

TowTe casual reader might be asking himself "How

could a disarmament proposal that is such a total and com-

p°ee canard win the sympathy of any
-^^^f'^;^^

i^^^^'"'

no matter how liberal?" The answer to that is that there

s^eZme who believe that any arms reduction agreement

TbeTter than none, and Mr. Gorbachev is simply playing

up to this constituency. Nonetheless, he still made the pro-

^sal in an effort to pass himself off as being serious about

'
mneTprance, the Gucci-slick Gorbachev unveiled his

ploy of offering to cut Soviet offensive strategic missi es

by half if the United States would do the same and also

give up its plans to build a so-called "Star Wars" strategic

**fr should bTpointed out that this seemingly innocent

proposal actually leaves the Soviets in a better position

?han now exists, because of their closer proximity to

France, Belgium, and Britain, as opposed to our missiles

to Leningrad and Moscow Unfortunately for the Comrade,

the American people did not bite, and the damage done

the Soviets by this bogus proposal far o^fweights Uie

cosmetic success of the French folly that delineated Gor-

bachev as the new, cosmopolitan Soviet leader with mass

Td also like to point out that Gorbachev stands nothing

to lose in an unsuccessful summit. If the talks go souI^

his hand will be strengthened internally. He will look

strong to his generals. As for the rest of the world, he will

suavely blame the president. On the other hand, Reagan

will have to answer to the people of the United States and

western Europa This is why it is clearly in his best in-

terest (not to mention the rest of the worlds ) for the sum-

mit to be a success.

With the summit just weeks away, the people ot the

United States should hope that our president is cautious

during the talks. It would not be in the best interests of

the US to strike a disarmament deal just for the sake ol

a deal A bad disarmament accord is much worse than the

thought of continuing the arms race at our current pace,

which, ironically, may be what has prevented the dread-

ed WWIII from occuring for the past 40 years.

Baub Menzel
Northampton

Michael Berman
Southwest
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Star Wars: costly farce
The militarization of space is well under-

way, but it is not yet too late to stop it. Now

is the time to take action, before the .

momentum becomes too great to prevent

this next step in the arms race from being

taken. The Reagan administration is pro-

moting space weaponry under the double-

speak title "Strategic Defense Initiative,"

hoping to con the U.S. public into thinking

that the purpose of the program is to de-

fend our population from nuclear attack.

Remember, the people promoting Star

Wars are the same group that fantasizes

about limited nuclear war in Europe,

nuclear warning shots, and ultimately,

winnable nuclear war. Let's not be so gulli-

ble as to fall prey to their ridiculous, yet

slick and well-funded public relations

campagin.
As Dr. Vera Kistiakowsky will show

their presentation tonight at UMass, Star

Wars cannot function effectively as a

defense against full-scale nuclear attack.

Even if the system could shoot down 98 per-

cent of the incoming ICBM's (as claimed by

its advocates), the remaining 2 percent

could still cause millions of deaths. In ad-

dition. Star Wars does nothing to stop

cruise missiles or bombers. It is simply a

lie that population defense is the purpose

of Star Wars. To understand the real

motive behind building Star Wars, we need

to examine how it would fit into the larger

strategic picture.

For many years the arms race has no

longer been merely quantitative. The real

race now is a qualitative one for fu-st-strike

capability; i.e., the ability to attack the

other country and eliminate their ability

to retaliate. It is in the context of this race

that Star Wars is being contemplated. As

an interceptor of a very weakened

retaliatory strike, Star Wars might serve

the military's needs well. Certainly the

Soviets perceive Star Wars as another step

Jon Spaulding

in the direction of U.S. first-strike capabili-

ty. And no doubt there is a small group in

the U.S. who salivate at the idea of being

able to threaten the USSR with a first

strike. Clearly it is the responsibility of the

majority of us closer to the abyss of nuclear

war.
What would result if the Star Wars pro-

gram were allowed to go ahead? Surely the

Soviets would respond by developing

counter-measures and drastically increas-

ing the number of missiles. Since the

Unites States would feel no obligation

tohonor any of the other arms control

treaties. Star Wars could escalate the arms

race beyond the poing of no return.

The base of teh US-Soviet conflict is in

the human, political realm, and the

weapons are merely a reflection of this

human relations problem. The answer can-

not lie in developing a supre high-tech

computer-controlled laser weapon system.

That wouldn't bring the United States and

the USSR any closer together or help break

down the fear and lack of communication.

Immediate moves must be taken to stop

and reverse the arms race, but it is true

that these agreements alone won't lead to

meaningful disarmament. A Comprehen-

sive Test Ban and a freeze should be coupl-

ed with massive educational and cultural

exchange programs in order to build

citizen-to-citizen contact. The people of both

countries might then be motivated to force

their governments to work out a long-range

plan fr nuclear disarmamaent. This won't

happen, though, unless each one of us puts

as much energy as possible into working

for it, beginning now.

Jon Spaulding is a member ofthe UMass

Peacemakers.

SDI: something better
For years now world peace has been "

maintained by a concept ofMutual Assured

Destruction. Under this system, both the

United States and the Soviet Union are

deterred from launchying a "first strike"

nuclear attack because they realize that

the other side would be able to retaliate

and destroy them completely. While this

nuclear balance has prevented the out-

break of World War III so far, it is hardly

an ideal situation.

President Reagan's Strategic Defense In-

itiative offers the world something better.

Emphasizing the defensive potentials of an

anti-ballistic missile system rather than

the retaliatory capabilities of ICBMs,

strategic defense utilizes a weapons system

that kills missiles instead of people.

Basically, it would consist of a system of

satellites that would be capable of shooting

nuclear missiles down shortly after they

were launched. Potentially, these defensive

weapons could make nuclear arsenals ob-

solete and bring the world out of the age

of nuclear terror.

Although Gorbachev criticisizes SDI

almost every time he opens his mouth, in

reality the Soviets are great believers in

the program. They've been working on it

themselves for years. Therein lies another

reason why it is vital for the United States

to proceed with strategic defense. If the

Soviets were to develop such a system

before the free world did, they would be

able to threaten us with nuclear assault,

while remaining immune to retaliation.

This situation would give the Soviet Union

complete military dominance. We must en

sure the free world's safety.

Among the arguments against SDI is

that it would be terribly expensive.

Although it is too soon to calculate an ex-

act price tag for the program, it must be

considered that SDI would potentially

make other weapons systems obsolete and

Loren Spivack
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Some censorship justified

thus save money. (The current nuclear

deterrant is expensive also.)

SDI's detractors insist that it could never

be 100 percent effective. Such lack of con-

fidence in American technology and in-

genuity is unjustified, especially in this age

of rapid scientific advance. But even if the

anti-missile system were only partially ef-

fective, the Soviets would never know

which of their missiles would get through

and which would not. They, therefore,

would never be able to launch a first strike

with the confidence that they could destroy

all of our retaliatory capabilities.

Also, it is argued that the SDI programm

would extend the arms space into space and

thus "militarize" the heavens. This argu-

ment, it would seem, has the situation

backwards. When a country launches

nuclear weapons, space is being militariz-

ed. When a installs a satellite system thast

destroys those ballistic missiles, space is be-

ing demilitarized.

We have before us nothing less than the

opportunity to bring the world into a new

and better era. We can leave the nuclear

arms race behind, along with its enormous

costs, its terror, and its inherently

destabalizing effects on world peace. For

the first time in the nuclear age, we can

design a national defense around defense

instead of offense. By supporting President

Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative, we

could reach this new era in our lifetimes.

Or we could do nothing, and wait for the

Soviet Union to achieve permanent

dominance in military power. The time has

come to learn the facts and take the first

brave steps into a new world.

Loren Spivack is the president of the

UMass Republican Club.

To some people, the best form of govern-

ment is one that allows them to do

whatever is right in their own eyes. In the .

Pioneer Valley, that includes everything

radical. I sometimes get the impression

that local activists want to run the world

without the world telling them what to do.

It is no surprise, then, that the local

media have featured so much outrage at

censorship-related events. In the last few

weeks, we've been told about "Accuracy in

Academia" auditing UMass courses,

"Washington wives" trying to get ratings

on record albums, and "National Banned

Books Week" celebrating profane classics

a month ago. If I'm to believe the rock stars,

professors, and jounalists, this is an un-

precedented frontal attack on the First

Amendment rights, and it restricts their

latitude of creativity. I have to wonder how

much of their argument has to do with ge-

nuine fear of losing their freedom of

thought and how much has to do with be-

ing held liable for their freedom.

I understand that "Acciu-acy" has a con-

servative ax to grind—they say they don't,

but it seems to me that they are exercising

their own freedom of speech in a responsi-

ble manner when they insist that academic

freedom requires rigorous academic hones-

ty: no conclusions without facts, no facts

without context. Let's eliminate opinion as

gospel.

There is much less opinion regarding

record albums. The lyrics, if intelligible, are

either obscene, or they are not. I've heard

more than enough which rely on grunts,

quivers, and screams of passion. I have to

wonder what kind of parents would allow

their children to bring this trash into their

home-probably not the kind who would

bother to look at e censor's label. But I

think the "Washington wives" (wives of

U.S Senators) have some points. If most

Americans don't want their children cham-

pioning trashy songs, then they have a con-

stitutional right to demand labelling. Some

may say this limits freedom of expression,

but what one can say to minors without

their parents' consent is a pretty fuzzy area.

Rusty Denton
anyway. Indeed, other forms of expression

are constitutionally limited; published libel

and obscenity, child pornography,

treasonous statements, etc

I find a strong position against any form

of censorship is a fairly hypocritical at-

titude in the Pioneer Valley. Although most

of us don't think of it that way, the local

community employs a great deal of censor-

ship of racism, sexism, "heterosexism," pre-

judice against the handicapped, intolerance

of others' opinions, and more. In fact, there

seems to be a widespread attitude in

America that Christianity is censorious

and prejudiced and should be censord out

of our public institutions—reverse censor-

ship as it were.

What Christianity is being replaced by

is sometimes called secular humanism,

which basically means that one does

whatever one thinks is right. I think this

is a dangerous trend. The last 20 years have

witnessed abortion, multiple divorce,

children suing their parents, parents let-

ting handicapped newborns die, hard core

pornography, "mercy killings" of the elder-

ly, legalized prostitiution (Nevada), children

taken from their families by the state, revi-

sionism in history, a national epidemic of

drug use, a huge rise in violent crime, chaos

in the schools, and on and on. The national

sense of moral shock is atrophied; there is

no shame
I have to wonder Our parents' ideas

shocked our grandparents; the cause of our

generation shock our parents. What are our

children going to do to shock us? Kill the

elderly (us) when we can't work anymore?

Sterilize men and women after one child?

Have sex worship? From where I sit, the

radical changes in the last 20 years have

come as a result of constantly challenging

the limits of the law. Censorship is a

reasonable way for the law to push

back...before it's too late.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist

Letters ; T""
Greenpeace: direct action, diversity

I would like to clear up some of the

misperceptions Joseph McCormack has

about Greenpeace. Greenpeace doesn't ex-

ist to police the oceans to make the world

safe for whales and seals. The name
Greenpeace says it all. Greenpeace is an

organization devoted to the environment

and peace. The central component that has

brought Greenpeace to fame is their

philosophy of direct action, not seals and

whales.

Greenpeace has focused direct action on

whatever issues have needed immediate at-

tention. These issues include: ocean dum-

ping of nuclear wastes, acid rain, preserv-

ing Antarctica from exploitation, and clean

water, as well as the wildlife issues.

Greenpeace has offices all over this coun-

try and all over this world and is sufficient-

ly strong to deal with a wide range of global

issues. It is an insult to Greenpeace to ask

them to babysit the seals. The seals have

nearly been saved, now it is time for

Greenpeace to work on the rest of the world.

Patricia Diggins
Amherst
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Where can you buy a Sharp 25"

Color T.V. for just $299.95?

only at

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

Thurs til 3 am Fri til 6

^NifiaiiHiiitiMDiiNNiiiniag

Daily
Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500

S
5

i
I
8
i

BLACKAFFAIRS

CiiiiiiiiniiiaiiiiiiHiiiiaiiiiiii0

NSBE has their second
annual job recruiting fair

. t.^ ...Ur.4 <.r<> r>a£>/1 at TRM TVip nmrip

EXPERIENCE THAT PAYS OFF. . .

It's not too early to start planning for spring co-ops.

Employers currently seeking co-op students include:

• The Boston Globe

• National Marine Fisheries

• General Electric

• Raytheon

• Filene's

• IBM
• Burroughs Corp.

• UNIRoyal Chemical

Deadlines for paid spring co-ops are approaching fast—

-

Come and find out about them!

OFFICE FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
University Career Center 545-2224

<ic^c;.-^i49 cc?-(»-^iiP ftc^e^-'JSiP c^:?-«>-«ai9 «c^c^-^:ii9
«c^(»-'C5i9«c^(^

1

i

tfSCa^QP,.*:^ CTC^dP^d^^Si^QS)^^^^ tfFC^<:i)-*c3^ tffCs^CS^^^ tfKi^Ci)^^^ CFCi-

NOVEMBER SPECIAL
expires 11-30

Students - bring your college I.D.

and have a full set of

Sculptured Nails
for $40.00

By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

The National Society of Black

Engineers (NSBE) held their second an-

nual Career Fair Monday in the Campus
Center auditorium. Several companies

participated in the fair including GTE,

Pratt and Whitney, Ford Motor Company,

the Navy, Raytheon, IBM Endicott and

ffiM General Tbchnologies Division, New
England Ttelephone, General Dynamics,

Texas Instruments, Sanders, Data

General, Xerox, and General Electric

Anthony Gee, president of the NSBE,
made the opening presnetation. "I hope

this will be the start of a lasting relation-

ship between the companies and the

students," he said.

Reynolds Winslow, an advisor to the

NSBE, hope that the companies would

"Be as helpful as the students are ner-

vous."

Many companies are looking for dif-

ferent things in a potential applicant.

Pratt and Whitney is looking mostly for

mechanical engineers. "We want people

who demonstrate hard work and have a

good cumulative average We look at the

whole person to see if they're good or not,"

said Steven Samuel, a mechanical

engineer at Pratt and Whitney and a 1983

graduate of the Universsity of

Massachusetts.

At IBM, "We're looking for the best

qualified people," said Thomas W Guer-

riero, manager of the data systems divi-

sion at IBM in Kingston, NY.

IBM works very closely with the univer-

sity's co-operative program. "UMass is a

corporate school. We have examined the

school and the programs are compatible

to what we need at IBM. The academic

quality is very good," said Jerry HIU, a

representative of the Corporation College

Relations department at IBM.

Many of the companies were interested

in the student's resume. "The resume ex-

plains background, classes, and other job

backgrounds," said Benjamin Berokhin, a

computer systems engineer at IBM and a

1984 graduate of UMass.

"A resume is important to any job,"

Samuel said.

"A resume is very important. It's the

first piece of information that we get about

a person. The resume gets you the inter-

view and gets interest generated in you,"

said Ken Mohler, manager of production

engineering in federal systems operations

at Sanders.

This year's career fair has been set up

since the beginning of last semester "We

have a list of companies and invite as

many companies as possible. We also pro-

duce a resume book of many engineering

majors and given them to the companies,

so wen a student goes to interview waith

a potential employer, they already have

their resume," said Charles Sheffield, vice-

president of the NSBE.
He believes the career fair is "One of the

most important ways for black students

to get jobs. There are a lot of opportunities

to get summer jobs especially for juniors

and seniors."

The UMass chapter of the National

Society of Black Engineers has approx-

imately 45 members. There are 130

chapters nationwide and their purpose is

"Tb help minority students with their

classes and to provide support," said

Nadine Marcellus, a member of NSBE.

/J'

Down from College Drug

253-9996

NAIL & SKIN CARE SALON

The ultimate, nail fashion

and skin beauty

40 Main Street, Amherst

Tuesday - Saturday

« « « *««««««

Herreirs Ice Cream !^^^^
Ihomai Moikslploc*
Old Jouin SI. Intronc*

Northampton

Op*n Noon till II )0 Sun Thun
NoiM llll MIdniohl Ffl ii Sol.

586-4837

tffC^«)^£5*tffC^(i»^<^ <f?vi^<ii)-.^ tf?v^<ii)^^ tffv^<»^^3^ ««i^<»^

UNITED TECHNOUGIES
IS LOOKING FOR ANOTNER WJffT

James Watt Icxiked thciuyhtfully at the

Newcomen cnj^ine and .saw that it was inetfi-

cient, expensive, and slow as a mule in mud. He
figured out how to miprove it, and the Industrial

Revolution came to pass.

We could use people like that.

The reason we lead the world in thui^s hke

aircraft engines, elevators, and air condititming.

is that we're never really satisfied. We keep im-

proving things. Even new things like spacesuits

and weapons control systems.

We're looking for people who never think

anything's perfect. People with your kind of

Class-A education, plus a mind that can make a

brilliant leap oi imagination and then buckle

down to the nuts and holts.

In return, we're offering the worldwide

companies oi United Technologies. C^ompanies

where 12,000 engineers, right up to top manage-

ment, speak your language.

The first step's easy. St(»p by the campus

placement (office, or write for more information

and a reprint oi this ad. I'nited Technt)logies,

P.O. Box 1379, Hartford. CT 06143.

L'nited Technoli^ies means

Pr.itt &i Whitney, Hamilton

Standard, Otis, Carrier,

Aiiti>nu)tivc Ciriiup, United

Tethnoloeics Micnviectriinics

Onter, Norik-n, Chemical

Systems, Issex, Sikurskv

and Linircd Techni>loKif>i

Research C 'enter.

An I'qu.il .(pportunits

cmpluvct.

Happy Halloween!

Make it special

with something shocking

from Le Boudoir!

The widest selection of

intimate fashions in

the valley.

\

G

I

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St. ^
Amherst 549-6915 C

M-S 10-5:30, Sun. 12-5:00 y

«:5^(»-^i» «C?^(»-5aiP ^^^c^-^^^S^ ^^r^G^'"':^

JUST FOR THE FUN OF IT

POOL TOURNAMENT
Every Tuesday Night

Beginning at 8:00 pm

Cash Prizes.

amount depending^

on number
of entries

For more details,

call 253-9202

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES

rr ,iere can you ouy a "B '
stock 3

^ piece Sony Boom Box with

equalizer, music search and

detachable speakers for $59.95 f

only at

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S

Midnight Madness Sale

Thurs til 3 ani Fri til 6

s sought for new company g
5 "pilot" program.

I

s 1,"(/hours/wk. Great ex-

5

S perience! Exceptional in|
icome! Essential to have|

I

s strong interpersonal-

S make personal evaiua-

S tions. ifyou feel you have ^
S these skills, write to Presi-

!

S"

dent, Polaris Enterprises 1

-Corp., 80 Independence I
s Ave, Quincy, Ma02169 1
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiniiiiniiii<7

paling plate
\

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. A SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

M(. 9 • H»dlt)|/»mhtrst

256-6889^..^.

Where can you buy a $400.

Sharp compact disc player for

only $199.95?

only at

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

» Thurs til 3 am FritilG J

If
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Llamas play a good range
The Uamas with Pat On The Back
Sheehan's Cafe
Northampton Thursday, Oct. 24

By JONATHAN PERRY
Collegian Correspondent

The Llamas told a lie.

Although this band opened their set at

Sheehan's Cafe Thursday night with XTC's

"This is Pop," for the remainder of the even-

ing they played anything but.

Instead, the Llamas delivered razor-edged

rock 'n' roll ranging from Chuck Berry to

Echo and the Bunnymen. A three-piece

band who originally played the Boston area

before debuting in Northampton this

semester, the Llamas are comprised of

UMass students Chris Barber (guitar and

vocals), Gerry Powers (lead vocals, bass),

and drummer Jon Lev.

During an electrifying evening, the

Llamas exuded the energy and enthusiasm

that is characteristic of their tough, raw

sound. The band dug into a host of tunes

primarily by Echo and The Bunneymen,
Gang of Four, and the Jam, as well as of-

fering fine versions of Chuck Berry's

"l^lkin' 'bout You," and Pink Floyd's

"Lucifer Sam," which featured Barber's

mean, slicing guitar. Powers' aggressive

vocals underscored by a pulsating bass line,

and Lev's frenetic drumming.
The Bunneymen's "Do It Clean" was done

well, and Powers' snarling, corrosive vocals

complemented the song nicely. "Read It In

Books," a slow, ominous, Bunneymen tune,

also highlighted the show, as did Gang of

Four's "Damaged (k)ods," a song built on

spit-out vocals, slashing guitar licks, and
anchored by vigorous drums.
Maintaining a good-humored rapport

with the crowd, the Llamas answered a re-

quest from the audience for an improvisa-

tional "Batman" jam that got everybody on

the floor dancing. The show also featured

an impressive amount of Llamas original

material. Most of the ban's eight originals

have been written over the past few

months, and all were strong Thursday

night, starting with "Poor Day for Shopp-

ing," which featured a strong bass line and

innovative guitar. The song was followed by

two other originals, "No Place For A
Home," and "Granite."

A near-whispering, desparate vocal by

Powers highlighted "By The Doorstep" and

Barber's thoughtful guitar and crisp rangy

vocals on "Hand Don't Tbuch" punctuated

by Lev's clipped cymbal crashes made it one

of the band's best.

Tomorrow Night
Wed Oct 30th
Monster Rock
from Atlanta

'Awesome Guitar Rock'
"Like Hendrix or Beck,

what this man ran do
without the aid ol out

side devices is

awesome I

Only $2.(X) If you bring

this ad to the door
Thursday Oct 31st

THE HALLOWEEN
PARTY
Nov. 6th

John Lee Hooker
and John Hamrriond

Nov 7th

Southside Johnny
and the Jukes

If PMfi sjiin

tWiMHIl II

lfJ5M///J

Where can you buy a $250 value

Ball Arcade

video computer game for

$13.13?

Only at

ADIRONDACK MUSICS
Midnight Madness Sale

Ii;huisi.il3ain ^Eritiie,

HAV^RIDE
PARTY Oti OUR HAYWACON

DAY OR NIGHT. BONFIRE

AND PKNIC AREA PROVIDED

ATTENTION
Juniors/Seniors
thinking about

Graduate School?
if. . .

when. . .

where. . .

how. . .

Contact the Pre-Graduate Advisor
CASIAQ Machmer E-21

for appointments call 545-2191
545-2192

J. Anthony Lukas will be here on

Wednesday, Oct. 30 from 2-3 P.M. to

autograph his new book

COMMON GROUND
A portrait of Boston during the

tumultuous decade following the

assassinations, struggling with the race

problem, revealed in the lives of three

families - Yankee. Irish, and Black.

For lBfc>rottlk>fi

and Riucrvaltoiu

CAU 247-9098

He will also be speaking at:

Amherst College - Mon Oct 28 8 p.m.

UMass - Tue Oct 29 4 p.m.

WEST
HATFIELD

STABLBS
RTE. S, HM Haindd, Mi

4 mlkt MTtk of NertkMpKM

Please join us on Wed Oct 30 & 2 p.m.

Jeflery

Amherst

Bookshop

55 S. Pleasant

Amherst
253-3381

Coming next month...

Chaka Khan (right) will fiink up Symphon Hall in Springfield at 7

p.m., Friday. Then, funnyman, Steve Wright, brings his dead pan humor

to the hall at 8 p.m., Nov. 15. For ticket information call 787-6600.

CASEWORKERS
Attention, Seniors:

The KEY Program,

Inc., a private, non-

profit human service

agency serving troubl-

ed adolescents and

families, is coming to

campus Friday
November 1. Please

schedule an interview

in the Placement
Office, or send
^^esume to:

^^^ Th« KEY Program
^^m 576 Stat* Str««t^V SpringfWd, MA 01109

An affi/maiive aclion/equai
oPDOrfunrtv employer M/F/H/V

rentAnreck

New & Used Cars
I Trucks & Vans Also Available

I NorthAmherst
I Rent-A-Wreck
I Rt. 63 No. Amherst
1^ 549-2880^

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

- Same Day Results -

Services that are

Free, Confidential, Caring
& Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shops

Upper Level

Where can you buy a 19" Sharpl

color T.V. for just $199.95?

only at

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

Thurs til 3 am Fri til 6

IHUlMSMSMEMSMMIlIl

Where can you buy TDK SA 90

cassettes for ju^t $1.U9 each?

(in lots of 10)

only at

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

Thurs til 3 am Fri til 6

Cafe«RestQuiQnt»PlQno Dor

Thallgween party
Thursday Nite Cash Prizes for

Best Costumes Judging at 11:00

Weekly Drink Specials

MOLSON DRAFT 10 oz. $1.00
at all times

103 North Pleasant Street
on Boltwood Walk
Amherst • 253-3636

What if

you don't get

into the
grad school

ofyour choice?

Of course, you Tiay get into

another school, but why settle?

Prepare for the LSAT. GMAT.
GR£. MCAT or any grad school

entrance exam with the best test

prep organization— StarJey H.

Kaplan.

For neaiiy 50 years. Kaplans
test- taking techniques have pre-

pared over 1 million students for

admission and licensing tests of
all kinds. So call. Why go to just

any grad school, when you
can go to the nght one? ^

^^BKAPLAN
SIANltVH KAPlANtOOCAHONAlCENTHltO

The worid's leading

test prep organization.

Tuesday. October 28, 1985
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Doonesbury

=Col]egian9

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

SOU/HAT YOU 6ar
lOSAyFORiOUR-
5eU=;JACXrY£AH,

you! youbmin-

thin: chilp?

YOU60T
THAT
RJ6HT.

0H.Y5AH^
(/UHATPO

yOUI»lAHT^

\

mTHIN6. ffSJUST

mcBToeetsoMt-
ONaeer REALLY
OUTOFHANPHeRB.
YOUR. ACT ISTOTAL-

LY RADICAL. MAN.

OH..

THANK5.

^
/^

mt,iPYOu
60NNA SIT

HeRB,YOU
60TTA CON-
IRiBUl^

yo! ujeesies'.

dACK OFF!

\
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Weather

TODAY~It will be sunny

but on the cool side. Highs

will be in the low-mid 50s.

TONIGHT-It will be

clear and cold. Lows in the

mid 208.

TOMORROW-It will

partly sunny skies with

highs around 55-60.

,1

MSM^ISll

358 N. Pleasant
549-5780

ENROLLING NOW
for Dec LSAT/GRE

Lunch:
Grilled Turkey Swiss Sandwhich

Fried Fish Sc^uares/T^u-tar Sauce
Basics Lunch:

Grilled Turkey Swiss Sandwich

Fried Fish Squares/Tartar Sauce

Basics Dinner:

Ziti/Tomato Sauce with

Tbfu and Mushrooms
Chili Cheese Puff

Dinner:
Baked Ham with Fruit Sauce

Baked Ziti

Silver Palate Salad Plate

•**•***
Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

\B^ LoiT. TO •n-ie'

rt> y\/err£' ^t^^y^

^

Attent4on
Collegian Staff:

Mandatory staff meeting at 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday. Important issues will be

discussed.

••**••*
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Ediird by Trud* Michel Jaffe

Zoo 'toons By J. J. Equi

.<jib HTm*iR£ \ 5ft>o To fne. .,

.

oj.rv-> rHt'^t, Vc. '--"^
-•'-''

ftfltU f L.**" ^"-^ ""^^

N 6 t C >

1

f€'-
IStL-

Woe's Moe!
ckru

By Maureen Hayes

ACROSS
1 ' (say

5 Numeral
10 Particular

14 Whether
15 Horace s

muse
16 Title (or

Margot Fonleyn

17 Before dinner

reading

18 Poison

19 Touched down
20 Accomplishing

nothing

23 Argyles

24 Antique car

26 Teeter

28 HI King

30 DA s worK

space
33 Staggering

34 One of Woody s

children

35 Queens
playpen

36 Accomplishes
nothing

39 Babysit

40 Facial feature

41 City on the

Rhone
42 Part of the UK
43 Make an

impression

44 Go gliding

45 Ring wins

46 Malaysian crafi

47 Accomplishing

nothing

54 Ye Gift

Shoppe
55 Lorna

56 Type style

for short

58 Artifice

59 Charles—
f-fughes

60 lorrid eg
61 Coward with

many talents

62 Coup
63 Windups

DOWN
1 Comedian
DeLuise

2 Neighbor of

Wash
3 William s aunt

4 Site of Notre

Dame
5 Com
6 A Forsyte

7 Crowd
8 Pour

(intensityl

9 Hit song from

Annie

10 Bafiing potato

11 Narrative

12 Dubai
millionaire

13 Parcel out

21 Turnpike taKes

22 Teeny
25 Extravagance

26 words of

tongue

27 Creature

28 Snatch

29 Otherwise

30 Claw
31 Sublease

32 Colettes cup

34 Prolific

author 'o'

short

35 Author a

soap opera
37 Biased
38 Devastation
43 Saluki

44 Stay
45 Prepare to be

knighted

46 Feather or wing

47 Strapless, for

one
48 Mishmash
49 Unused
50 After otto

51 Chesterfield

52 Town near

Windsor CastI

53 Light beige

57
Sylphides

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

ULUi
tt04K4IYiM

i

TctEM T

Tiy F p E E

MlElf

no aiicin igiici

unci OBH

7— 7—
J . Hjt 6 7 1 « ^H") " "

it -m-jt -m-
;o TT

n ^r b™?! 71 m 11

jj" JB^
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^^s

Ig'^
^sn ^^
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Kt ^TrtAuSwEEN
SUPPLIES

.•.•••.•-•••.•.•••.•.•.

i Where can you buy Sony
|

i WMF10 Walkman refurbished |

tvmts a $129.95 value for just |

I $49.95? §

I Only at

I ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

:^ Thurs til 3 am Fritil6 *

yi>
500 MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM

GREASE PAINTS—HANDS—FEET—WITCHES*
HATS AND BROOMS—WIGS—MOUSTACHES
BEARDS-NOSES-FANGS-TEETH

TOOTH BLACK OUT

H.L. CHILDS & SON
open daily and Saturday 8-5:15; open Thursday and Friday nights October 31-Nov. 1 until 9:UU pm

25 STATE STREET 584-2604 NORTHAMPTON

r 1 1 Pizza Shops !

I 3 Sub Shops I

41 Roast Beef Shopj
uei^i?.* HOT

ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am -2 am 7 days

253-7018

Main St. Amherst. MA

We don't sell Pizza

and we don't sell Subs

I

B^^mmjiriuiircar

Fajnilvj Resale Clothing

^ONCE MODE

|VlTH FEELIN

HOLIDAY mVELEBS COLLEGESTUDENTS... \

RENT A CAR
WITH
CASm

#v-;*v

This Halloween

create your own costume

Affordable prices on winter coats

and alt your clothing needs.

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant

Amherst, MA 549-3772 J ^.^

Try Our

WEEKEND
SPECIALS
Crwiit Card* Accepts! .

Unlimited Mill

FMI.-MOM. MOOM
700 MIL£$ FMEE...
FMt.-TUEM. MOOM
900 MILES FMEE...
FMI.-WED. MOOM
l,000 MILEM FMEE

SgQOO

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST 70U:
•PAYIESS CAR RENTAL CORP OF MASS. 700.7 1 Q

1

1 80 BOSTON RD., SPRINGRaD, MA 1 9L'11^1

•^foato CAM eeAlMAUY 4MCanMWA«*., Mbanf, N.r.(Slt)4J»-MI>l

X^AYlBSamuSTMSOf SMMCUJt S$ S. Bay U.. iro<^. N Y. (31 S) 4SS~Si2

<

- Vam. CmW Van; Mini Van: Call Ta^ay

rt Jfc
• M- « M ^r jcae

Regress to your Childhood
with your favorite movie,

THE WIZARD OF OZ
Tuesday, October 29

7, 9f 11 PM Campus Center Auditorium

plus Free Candy & Cartoons
sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel

1?ui/^ch/

Twenty-five million adult Americans are totally illiterate.

Another 35,000,000 arefunctionally illiterate.

Is America creating

a permanent underclass . .

.

an academic third world?

Tues-Thurs

9:00-11:00 PM
FREE PIZZA

Only $7.99
LARGE PIZZA

& PITCHER SPECIAL!
(BEER OR SODA)

Every Tuesday, all semester

long. Ask your waitperson

for details, f^^

Closed Mondays HiMgiyU

Bar Drinks 99' all week long

55 University Drive, Amherst 5U9-571

S

"Absolutely," answers

Reginald Damerell, for-

mer professor of education

at the University of Mas-

sachusetts in his new

book, Education's Smok-

ing Gun, which squarely

places the blame on the

uachers ' colleges and gradu-

ate schools of education

"This is a tough, no-holds

barred attack on teachers'

training that has departed

fron> the fundamental

importance of the 3 R's in

favor of visual aids. When
a nation such as this

democracy permits its

educational standards to

decline because teachers

are not adequately trained

it is necessary for someone

to cry: 'Halt!'"'

He contends that the

introduction of black stud-

ies, ethnic studies, and

bilmgual programs have,

i,-; fact , harmed most.

those whom they were

designed to help—minor-

ities. "He damns three

practices he encountered

while teaching: admit-

tance of graduate students

who have abysmal aca-

demic records in an effort

to offer equal opportunity;

the wide-spread attitude

that the 3 R's do not come

first in education; and the

lack of 'a body of knowl-

edge' in the education

curriculum."'

"Strong stuff, this, writ-

ten by one who came into

education after a suc-

cessful advertising career.

Like many outsiders, he

was appalled at the igno-

rant, narrow-minded

illiterates who peopled the

classes, administrations

and faculties of far too

many university education

departments— Damerell

IS sharp and informed,

with little patience for the

intellectual slums repre-

sented by education

courses and the empty cre-

dentialism of the Ed. D."'

Education's Smoking
Gun—"Passionate,

hicid, a great polemic,

the book belongs in every

lively public affairs col-

lection"* —read it today!

1 John Barkham Revirws

2 Publithem VK«klv

J Kirkus Reviews

4 Bookliit

Education's
Smoking Gun
How Teachers Colleges

Have Destroyed
Education in America

Reginald G. Damerell

FREUNDLICH
BOOKS

University Store campus center, university of Massachusetts

Jeffery Amherst Bookshop 55 s pieasant st
,

Amherst

Globe Book Shop 38 pieasant Street, Northampton, MA

Odyssey Book Shop 29 CoHege street, south Hadley. MA

0^;P^
HALLOWEEN "85

continued from page 12

irthe World Series
htirlers in John Tudor and Joaquin Andujar. It's too bad

that frustration overtook the both ofthem in game seven.

I hope those so-called owners at Fenway Park are tak-

ing notice, this wasn't a hitters Series and Kansas City

certainly didn't win on its hitting .

This was a great Series that the Cardinals had chances

to win but it was one that showed that the Royals knew

how to win. These were the Royals that had battled back

and won three straight from the Angels to win the AL
West.

They won three in a row from Tbronto to win the AL pen-

nant and again pulled it off to beat the Cardinals. This

team is simply the best team in baseball when they have

to win three games in a row.

The umpires were a disgrace to baseball and next year

the best upmires in both leagues should call the Series

ir volleyball
tional tournament has
become a secondary matter

to Sortino and the

Minutewomen.
"We need to concentrate

on qualifying for the state

championships and making
the ECAC (East Coast
Athletic Conference) tourna-

ment," said Sortino. "Our
chances there are very

good."

VOLLEYBALL HITS: The
Minutewomen are coming of

a so-so weekend at the

University of New Haven
Tburnament. The spikers

lost their opening match

against host UNH, 3-15,

154, 8-15, 12-15. UMass

continued from page 12

and the playoffs. But, they didn't cost the Cardinals the

Series, nor did they cost the Blue Jays the playoffs.

One call, as in the ninth inning of game six, didn't blow

it for the Cards. They should have scored more than one

run in game six and they could have won the game three.

A team that bats .190 through six games and scored 13

runs in seven games doesn't lose the Series on one um-

pires call.

St. Louis is a very good team and they proved it by

outlasting the Mets for the division and the Dodgers for

the pennant. Kansas City is too and they deserve some

respect, which I don't think they will get next spring.

Baseball is a team game and the Royals showed how to

do it as a team. Kansas City is not the best team in

baseball, on paper. St. Louis is better. The Royals are simp-

ly the 1985 World Series champions.

bounced back to top Army,

15-7, 12-15, 15-10, 15-10, but

were swept by Northeastern

University, 8-15, 5-15, 13-15,

in the round-robin

tournament.
"We played a very good,

consistent match against

Army," said Sortino. "We
were just very flat against

Northeastern."

UMass now prepares to

entertain Southern Connec-

ticut on Wednesday ay

Boyden Gymnasium. The
Minutewomen attended the

Southern Connecticut

tourney earlier in the year,

but did not meet SCSU in

tournament play.

v-r"'

Catch t ^
the newest ^ J

tunes with
Arts!

Delta Zeta is the place for

friendship, fun, togetherness

All University women are

invited to open rush on:

Tuesday, Oct. 29 - 7:30-8:15

House Tours

Thursday Oct. 31 - 8:00-8:45

Halloween Party

11 Phillips St. Amherst

for more info call 253-9916

and ask for Shezi

Collegian photo by Derek RoberU

UMass' Barbara Meehan (13) and Juliette Primer

(12) block an attempted spike in action earlier this

season.

Where can you buy a front

load cable ready Sharp VHS
VCR for just $2U9.95?

only at
ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

Thurstil3am _ EiLtiHi

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^ ^^^^^^^^^T .^^r ,^ ..^^ -ru:.._. o.iic nin Pri • nftarllinfi is 2 davs Drior to Dublication day
Come to Collegian Office CC113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES •CASH'

Racanetbcll Court Tim* Now Av«iUblc

Downtown Amherst. Individual or group

memhershipa Call 253-2528 for details

Conrepto Latino Meeting. Tuesday 10-29

5:00-6:30 pm Campus Cneter Rm 802

iSip 01 work for Student Rights! New
members always welcome Radical Student

Union Meetmg 5:30 pm CO 805

UPC GeneniT Meeting Tuesday October

29 at 6:30 pm in Room 163CC. New
members are still always welcome!

AUTO TOR SALE

78 Dattun B210 4 sp 92000 steel radials'2

new radial snows on rims good
shape/mileage needs brakes $850.00
549-4133

Toyota Corolla 4 door 4 speed 1974 white

snows rebuilt 1600 motor J450 665-2577

197» ChcTcttc excellent condition
$1200/80 546 7220 after 7 pm

l»7S Volvo 244DL sUndard 101,000 mi
engine and body excellent. Some rust

$1260 649-0360

1974 AMC iiomet St. Wagon 6 cyl 105k

mi new t)allery, c«rl)eurator, muffler,

alternator pa.s,sed mspection needs minor

work $450 call 665-3986 after 5 pm

I* it tni« you can buy jeeps for $44

through the US Government? Get the

facts today! Call 1312-742 1142 ext

.i931A -

Paying caah for yow bMcbcll tarda call

Mike 546 --46-6105

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

lOO'wool only $30 in the Concourse 3 days
a week in October see you there

ENTERTAINMENT

ment ^is one academic year. 6 hours/week
$4.25/hour with free room and baord. Ap
plications are available at the Butterfield

Kitchen Office and are due by 5 pm on
Nov. 1, 1985.

Travel Field Opportunity. Gain valuable

marketing experience while earning
money. Campus representative needed im-

mediately for spnng break trip to Florida,

call Bill Ryan at 1-800-282-6221

Lo«t on Thnra 10/10 pr of brown frame

sunglasses between Goodell and Newman
contact Suzanne 323-4716

PERSONALS

Dcapcrately seeking JD to wish her a

happy birthday

Floasie: Happy Birthday! Right left cor-

rect! Hope tocfay is the best. I love you.

Freddie

SERVICES

TAILOR AltemtloB Encrt Same D«y
Service Available SHAANN'S Rl 116

Sunderland Open 8 am 665-.'W78

SWAG in cooperation with WMUA
presents:

"lUppy" • Happy Birthday! Have fun but

no p! and P , OK? We love ya! Lesley,

Mappy and AnnWench

TURN THE TABLES professional

club/party D.J. 5 yr experience. Lowest

rates 586-9691
__^

TORRENT

SanderUnd, 1 bdrm apt. on busline,

420/month, everything included. Avail

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

Available Brittany Manor Apt newly

carpeted & painl<^ lake over lea-ie star

ting Jan call now 2!>6()203

Incredible one bedroom suite! Located in

Presidential Apts, the closest apU to cam-
pus. Includes heat dishwasher A/C
disposal etc. Call Jon eves 549-6167

available in December

Fridge Penult call R & P Package Store

253-9742 free delivery

Student nurse*. Apply now to work dur

ing semester break. Good earnings, plus

experience in your field. Weekend and

morning work available now. Call any

time. Medical Personnel Pool. 586-7365

—-T-r=^ ' The RAMONES w/the ineighborhoods
*

lurknc niir- . •

Efltry Level Marketing Poeition flexible

hours. Sold and pay commission produc-

tion oriented job in multi-million dollar

area company. Interview bv appointment

conUct David Stansel 584 3696

Wanted: SGA BudgeU Committee Assis

tant. Auditor, Secretary. Each pays 5-7

hra/week. Workstudy & non-workstudy.

Apply 420 SUB 5-0341. The SGA is an

AA/EOF. employer

Friday. November 1, 1985

in the Student Union Ballroom

TickeU on sale TODAY
Campus Center Concourse & Tix

another
Southwest Area Government

production

Lee Silva: "And the days dwindle down to

a precious few September, November!

And these few precious days I'll share

with you. These precious days I'll share

with you." Paul __

Don't be fooled by all the sweet
talk. .

Vote No

to a Student Activities Fee
increase

Today from 10 to 4 on the Campus
Center Concourse

Paid for by Studenu for

Government bv RfJ*"*™^, . , ,

,

COINS 123/121 tutoring 5.00 per hr.

former 123/121 grader Alex 266-1239

Brian's Typing Service. Fast, accurate.

Available almost anytime. 666-7652

START YOUR CAREER NOW

Earn aoaey and work on Fortune MO
companies' marketing programs on cam-

s Part-time (flexible) hours each week.
e give references, call 1 800-243-6679^:

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Drivers Wanted. 3-4 days. Must have car.

Apply in person at Pinocchio's 1177 N.

Pleasant St., N Amherst

•••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••**

TOR SALE

CAREER CONNECTION

* Graduates * To obtain a great, satisfy-

ing job you need the right people to see

your resume Career Connection will

publish and market your resume in a pro

fessionally printed and bound book ar-

ranged in career categories. It will be

distributed to over 300 corporate person-

nel officers of New England companies

Career Connection maximites your ex

posure while minimiies your costs. For ap-

plication and information call Sherry

549-2616 or Noelle 646 8059

Stor Sign (Lowenbraul - never used. $66

or be!<t offer 256- 16.38 leave mes-sage

Philips 2930 sTn 2-way, ported speakers

very (food condition asking $75 for the

pwr or B(lca!l Phi! »t 64fi-5«7fi

Brass Canopy Bed Sets for sale'

Reasonable pnces. Limited quantity. Call

today! Linda (evenings) 256-1083 or Lisa

6-6465.

Toyota Corolla Liftback .standard runs
excellent $986/be9t offer please call

.549-6283

HELP WANTED

Part-time on-call work with Mental
Health Agency. Hours to suit your
schedule 636-5473, 9 am 6 pm

Student Nurses. Apply now to work dur-

ing semester break. {Jood earnings, plus

experience in your field Weekend and
morning work available now Call any time

MedicalPersonnel Pool 586^7365

INSTRUCTION

Bartending elaaaca narting Oct 2B covers

II aspect* sign up in CrucNt Fre* Worttahop*

Towef Libfsrv

INTERESTED IN LMING WEIGHT

Hcrballife Nutritional Pro^m meeting

on Tuesday OcUiber 29 If interested call

646-9«8^ —-

—

~~ LOST

Concerts, Activities, Services *

Vote Yes on SATF Referendum *

• Tuesday, Campus Center Concourse!!
*

.«»«»••>••••••••••••••••••••••••••

To Gnathostomc and Mia* PVTA: Every

clock has a different phone number. Love.

Miss Chiff

LW! Happy 2l*t! Sorry it's late Love.

Dee P.S. How many more minutes 'til mid-

night??

Vote no to s Student Activities Fee in-

crease. The Student Activities Fee is cur-

rently $88, Are you getting $88 worth of

student activities' Two-thirds of your

money goes to someone's fiaycheck. Do

you want to spend more money on an inef

ficienl system and an already bloated

payroll? Vote no to a Student Activities

Fee increase. Paid for by Students for

Govt by Referenda.

Caae*. paper*, diiacrtation*. these*, on

campus, dependable, outstanding quality,

low rates . 584 7924

RIDE WANTED

PIcM*! To PittatMirgh PA or any point in

between any weekend Stacy 546-6394

keep trying thanks

^^ ROOMMATE WANTED "~

TIME IS RUNNING OUT

Apply iM>w far • Adt-tlat fail«niahi|» w
the Legal Services Office for the Spring
1986 semester Aid attorneys in client in

terviews, preparation of court form*
maintenance of continuing caseload, giv

ing advice and referrals and investigation!

and research Up to 16 credit* may bf

rei-eived fnim academic depart menta.
Gam valuable experience in the legal pro-

fession while wori^ng on campus. No
previous experience in the legal profession

necessary: training is pmviaed. Deadline
to begin is November 6 For further infor-

mation call Mary at Legal Servicaa,

M6-1995

TRAVEL
"

Montreal Weakcad November 1,

drinking age 18 call Bonnie ft-6482

Z,

Accounting Clark Butterfield kitchen for

the Soring semester minimum oommit-
Loat wallet Tuewlay on Srd floor SUB cpUl

Alex 5-0194

The SGA ahould fight the fee increase*,

not propose them Vole no to the Student

. Asuwitiea Pee increaa* •

Female wanted neat, responsible, own

r<H.m %2X1 plus util Must pay $6% up

fnmt call 54d 0490 8 10 am 10 11 :M) pm or

(617) 436-2783

fMiiairWanted *hara Briltanv mmtot

bedroom ISO mooth can Lori 253-S379 try

night
_ _^

Female to iharc apt in BritUny manor
call 256-0668 evenings

Apt to share pleasant rea»inabTe ideally

located in Amherst Ctr 774 2740

TYPING 4 WORD PROCESSING

Next dayService. TYPE RITE 253 61

U

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro
j«-l» Will rorrwt grammar, spelling, &
punctuation Meticulous proofreaoin

New IBM typewriter. 549-0367
Ping,

WANTED

Wanted take over leaaa in 2. 3, ibedroom
apt reward negotiable call 546-<#22
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SPORTS
What's itliketobenumber 1?

CoUegian photo by Paul Deamarais

Forward Beth Roundtree (11) celebrates another

Massachusetts goal with Cathy Spence (right).

Women's soccer finding out
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

It's a problem that head coach Kalekeni Banda and the

21 members of the No. 1 University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team have never dealt with before.

Being the top team in the country has been a new m^

teresting and challenging experience for the undefeated

(14-0-0) Minutewomen. • «t

"It's a new feeling for us," senior co-captam Jamie Wat-

son said. "I don't feel a lot of pressure. We were just en-

iovinc it. We're just working hard and we ve earned it.

On its way to 14 wins, UMass has outscored its op-

ponents 60-2 and has outshot them by a 237-29 margin.

UMass averages 16.9 shots a game while the opposition

has averaged just two. „

"Pfeople all over are recognizing us as a good team,

Banda said. "Professors from the chemistry and biology

departments call and congratulate us after every wm^

The area media has also become aware of the talented

team that is one win away from its first-ever unbeaten,

untied season. Even Channel 4 in Boston has done a

story, interviewing Banda, leading scorer Beth Round-

tree 10 goals, 4 assists for 24 points) and fullback Deb-

bie Belkin. That piece is scheduled to run Wednesday or

'"uMasThas made stories in the Boston Globe, the

Herald and Soccer America, a national soccer weekly

magazine.

With this recognition, comes distractions. Friends, old

high school teammates, parents and grandparents are

attracted to UMass games at home and on the road.

Banda wants his players to concentrate on one thing

The game at hand.
, ,. , j

"We know that we're beatable on a given day, he said.

"We're looking for that mental toughness off the tield.

I know the girls can play They don't need extra distrac-

"It's true We do need to be mentally prepared," Wat-

son said, "and you can't when your talking to your sister

of brother You can always do it after the game.

The squad also has to deal with higher expectations

of the fans, who don't expect the top team in the nation

to have an off day.

Goalie Jan Holland, who has given up just one goal

in 11 games this season, said, "It's kinda scary But, it

will help us. It helps to have confidence and we 11 use it

to our advantage."

Banda has confidence in his team standing up to the

pressure of being no. 1. "We have a team that can stand

up to the pressure It's not bad to have The personnel

is there to do it."
. , . . i

With the overall team speed that is rivaled by only

North Carolina and George Mason, UMass is running

towards its first NCAA championship.

"With the talent they have it would be a fluke it they

didn't win the national championship," Harvard s Bob

Scalise said.

At UMass, its cautious optimism. "We ve got a chance

to go all the way," Banda said

Football notebook

Playoff dream alive

for the Minutemen
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It will take a little help, but the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts football team isn't out

of the playoff picture

The Minutemen must hope for a share of

the Yankee Conference title to have any

chance of making the national 1-AA

playoffs. Rhode Island is undefeated in the

conference along with New Hampshire

They face each other on Saturday at URI.

A New Hampshire victory over Rhode

Island coupled with a UMass victory over

New Hampshire on Nov. 16 would give all

three teams a 4-1 conference record. No one

team would stand out, since UMass lost to

Rhode Island, New Hampshire would have

lost to UMass and Rhode Island lost to New

Hampshire The issue would have to be

decided by a committee vote

Confused? Be clear on one thing: the

Minutemen will lose any hopes unless they

can defeat Connecticut on Saturday in

Storrs. The Huskies, 3-3 and 0-2 in the con-

ference, are bitter rivals with UM and

would love to be spoilers.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS:
UMass quarterback Dave Palazzi was

chosen as Yankee Conference co-Rookie-of-

the-Week, it marks the third time he has

been chosen for the honor Linebacker Vito

Pterrone was chosen as Co Defensive Player-

of-the-Week after a 15-tackle effort against

Boston University. He was also named to

the weekly ECAC all-star team. Palazzi's

stats for the season: 44-of-81 for 539 yards

and five touchdowns, he also has rushed 62

times for 134 yards and four touchdowns.

The Minutemen are ranked seventh in the

polling for the i-AA Lambert Trophy. .
.they

were unranked last week, listed in the "also

receiving votes" catagory. . .The UMass
defense is still first in the nation in 1-AA

in scoring defense with only 9.5 points-per-

game . .in the combined 1-A and 1-AA

rankings they are third. The overall yar-

dage defense is ranked fifth with defense

against the rush ranked tenth.

Palazzi's change into reserve quarterback

Jim Simeone's uniform shirt after his was

torn prompted a number of calls to the Col-

legian asking who was the player that

scored the winning touchdown. .
.the blame

can be placed on the terrible public address

system at McGuirk Alumni Staduim. .

.tailback George Barnwell needs only 11

yards to catch Rich Jessamy for second

place on the UMass career rushing list, he

has 1,769. Barnwell has also fumbled at

least once in the last three UMass ganies,

all deep in opponents territory. . .Injuries:

for the first time all season, UMass came

away from a game without a serious ir\jury

(one causing a player to miss at least one

game). . .the UMass coaches applauded the

play of offensive linemen John Benzinger,

I^ter Montini and Bob Greaney after the

BU game.

CoUegian photo by MicheUe SegaU

Freshman tailback Kevin Smellie is one of a number of underclassmen

contributing to the 1986 UMass footbaU team^

UMass playoff hopes shaken
Volleyball drops two

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The clouds on the horizon

are beginning to darken for

the the University of

Massacusetts volleyball

team's Division II national

tournament chances.

The spikers, who began

the season with a 15-game

unbeaten streak and a na-

tional ranking that swelled

as high as 12th, are now fac-

ing the very real possibility

of failing to qualify for the

national tournament.

"Our chances as they

stand right now our slim,"

said head coach Elaine Sor-

tino. "Realistically, we
would have to win the rest

of our remaining matches."

That would be no easy feat

for the Minutewomen, 28-6

on the season. UMass has

matches with Southern

Connecticut State Univers-

ty and Springfield College

as well as a tournament at

Northeastern University

left on the schedule. In all,

the Minutewomen would

have to win a total of at

least seven matches to sub

mit a serious bid to the na

tional tourney. •

The national tourney has

a 16 team format. Because

of that, breaking the na-

tional Tbp Twenty barrier

would not serve as a

guaranteed tournament bid.

However, getting back into

the Tbp Twenty would give

UMass a glimmer of hope in

making the tourney

"It's obvious that we've

got to make our way back

into the Tbp Twenty," said

Sortino. "Hopefully, our per-

formance at the Delaware

tournament will impress

some people when the bids

are sent out."

UMass won the Delaware

tournament, an event

dominated by Division I

powers, for the first time

ever two weekends ago. The

spikers defeated five Divi-

sion I schools on their way

to the championship.

But despite the gloomy
outlook on the spiker's na-

tional tourney chances, Sor-

tino remains very happy
about her team's showing so

far this season.

"At the beginning of the

season, I never would have

dreamed that we would win
15 straight, be nationally

ranked, and have a shot at

making the national tour-

nament," said Sortino. "All

that really matters i^ that

we play well. The rest is just

a bonus for us."

"If we don't make the

tourney, at least we'll know
that we had our chance."

In fact, making the na-

continued on page II

K.C. deserved to

win the Series
This weekend's World Series triumph by the Kansas

City Royals was one that proved how important pitching

is to a ballclub The Royals effectively shut down the Car-

dinals, who had been the National League's top hitting

club.

Never mind that many fans said that maybe two Royals

could start for the Cardinals (George Brett and Willie

Wilson). When you have great pitching from that

Gerry deSimas

youngster MVP Bret (Daddy) Saburhagen, Danny

Jackson and Charlie Leibrant, you can afford to have a

Steve Balboni, who didn't have an extra-base hit in the

Series, or a Pat Sheridan.
.,, . ,

Like that old Orioles adage, great pitching will shut

down a great hitting team the meyority of the time The

Cardinals, to their credit, were also loaded with quality

continued on page II
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Lucas looks at busing years
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

The Boston racial crisis of the 1970s was partly a

response to class conflict within the Irish community, ac-

cording to the author of Common Ground, a current best

seller on the Boston Busing crisis and school

desegregation.

J. Anthony Lucas, author and pulitzer prize winning

reporter for the New York Times, addressed a crowd of

about 100 yesterday in Memorial Hall. Earlier in the day

he toured the University of Massachusetts and met with

journalism students.

Lucas said he first became interested in the Boston bus-

ing crisis in September of 1974 when Sen. Edward Ken-

nedy, D-Mass., was attacked by a mob protesting court

ordered busing at a City Hall Plaza rally

"I though what in the world is going on when a crowd,

largely Irish Catholic, could drive Jack Kennedy's

brother under cover," Lucas said.

"In addition to (being) a story of animosity between the

whites and blacks of Boston, the school desegregation

battle is between the Irish who made it and the Irish who

didn't," Lucas said. "It's a class battle"

Boston Democratic politicians like Kennedy, U.S.

Speaker of the House Tip O'Neil and former Boston

Mayor Kevin White, leaders of the Catholic Church and

U.S. District Judge W. Arthur Garrity, Jr were seen as

"two-toilet Irish" by the residents of Charlestown, Lucas

said.

That phrase refers to the fact that while the working

class residents of Charlestown could afford homes with

only one bathroom, those Irish who played a major role

usually lived in more expensive homes in the suburbs

of Boston.

Lucas began to research Common Ground in 1976 after

writing Nightmare, an account of the Watergate scan-

dal.

Collegian photo by Paul Deamarais

Author and Pulitzer Prize winner J. Anthony
Lucas.

"The time had come to go for broke, to do the very best

I could possibly do in book form," Lucas said. He spent

more than seven years researching and writing the book.

Common Ground is a chronicle of what happened to

three Boston families from 1968 to 1978. Lucas chose a

black family living in the South End, an Irish family in

Charlestown and a Yankee family that had fled to

Newton, a Boston suburb. He also studied five public

figures and institutions in the 659-page book.

During the seven years it took to complete the book,

Lucas said many of his friends began to question if he

would ever finish the project.

"There were many moments when it was depressing,"

he said. "But nobody ever said writing is easy."

Speakers differ over Star Wars
JL ui.. u« <)anlr,iro/4 in tho 1 QCMIs Sflt.ir said.

By BRION McALARNEY
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts Institute of Tfechnology physics professor

Vera Kistiakowsky called the Reagan Administration's

Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), also known as Star

Wars, technically unfeasible and strategically unworkable,

last night in the Student Union Ballroom.

Kistiakowsky spoke at a public forum addressing the

Star Wars defense system along with A.T. Stair, the chief

scientist for the U.S. Air Force Geophysics Laboratory at

Hanscom Air Force Base in Bedford, who defended the

defense plan.

"It does not take new ideas, it stretches existing

technologies. The power required is 100 times greater than

what we have now," said Kistiakowsky.

Kistiakowsky also criticized the research aspect of the

program.
"An enormous increase of money has gone into a very

narrow spectrum of research to support weapons programs

... it is not basic research, it is a distortion of national

science priorities," she said.

Satir said it was important to convince the Soviets that

strategic defense is better than strategic offense.

"We have not invested the way the Russians have . . .

we have to start over, start equal, convince Russians that

it is better to be defensive," he said.

Satir in support of his opinion cited three conditions

made by the Fletcher Study in the summer of 1983 to

make SDI feasible The defense system had to be

technologically possible, cheap enough, and able to sur

vive a nuclear attack.

"For a defen.se system to work in the long run, we have

to make it cheaper to be defensive than offensive," he said.

SDI is a layered defense system designed to shoot down

missiles at different phases of attack, Satir said. Each

layer is independent, he added.

SDI is currently a research program that will
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"Darid Leiterman has had it. By the time I'm through

with him, he'll be running at 3 a.m. rather than J2:30.

-Massachusetts Congressman Chester Atkins after

declaring tongue-in-check war on the talk show host for

his remarks about the representative on his show last

week.

presumably be deployed in the 1990s, Satir said.

Kistiakowsky said SDI space satellites, which could be

armed to shoot down missiles, would be vulnerable

"It is much easier to destroy satellites or launch vehicles

than it is to destroy incoming vehicles (retaliatory

strikes)," she said, "If someone were to launch an attack,

that is where they would attack first."

Kistiakowsky said SDI would be destablizing because

it would cause the Soviets to build more offensive weapons,

while Satir said it was important for both countries to re-

ly on defensive weapons rather than offensive, and to reach

an agreement on defensive systems.

Students reject

$12 increase
of activity fee

By JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

In a 354 to 315 vote, students at the University of

Massachusetts yesterday rejected a referendum seeking

a $12 per year increase in the Student Activity Fee.

If the referendum had been approved it would have rais-

ed the fee from $88 to $100 per year per student. The fee

goes into the Student Activity Trust Fund which enables

the Student Government Association to provide services,

activities, and advocacy to the student community.

"It's a victory for students," said Bill Collins, a student

senator and a member of Students For Government by

Referendum, which opposed the fee increase. "Now the

SGA will sit down and re-examine and restructure its

priorities," he said.

The re-examining, Collins said, will include looking at

the various payroll accounts in the fund, examining the

need for professional staff, and studying the Student Ac-

tivity Office and its purpose. "It was my feeling that very

little of the money goes to activities like concerts, movies,

etc."

The trust fund, Collins said, has $1.7 million to spend

each year and "that should be plenty of money to provide

for the concerts and movies and parties that we want,"

he said. Collins added that the present SGA treasurer

shouldn't apologize and justify "the mistakes the SGA has

made in the past in setting up this system."

Dianne Rossi, SGA treasurer, said the fee increase was

to help save Registered Student Organization funding.

There are more than 500 RSOs, and about 80 are funded

by the student fee. Of these 80, Rossi said, about 55 will

be in danger of losing their funding without the additional

money from the fee raise. After learning of the referen-

dum vote result, Rossi said she "couldn't say what's go-

ing to happen now."

"The SGA will work with our organization now," Col-

lins said. "We would not be against an increase that was

guaranteed to go towards concerts, movies and parties etc"

The referendum required about 1500 votes or 7.5 per-

cent of the total undergraduate students in order to be bin-

ding. Only 669 undergraduates voted and the vote is non-

binding, said John Crowley, chair of governmental affairs.

"There are lots of options" to what might happen to the

fee increase, Crowley said. "I don't think the whole thing

was well organized either pro or against."

CollFRinn Photo by Paul DrumarBiK

LOCK UP-Electrical engineering major Dave Ashley applies some safety measures to his bicycle

in the rack outside the Tower library yesterday.
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HIGH TIDE IN
LOUISIANA-High
winds and heavy rains

from Hurricane Juan
have had a devastating ef-

fect on this southern state

in the last two days. In the

above photo, two
residents of Chauvin, LA
paddle in a boat to check
on their neighbors after

flood waters submerged
their town. At left, man's
best friend could use a lit-

tle help in New Orleans
where many animals and
people have been displac-

ed by rising water from
the unexpected
hurricane.

Surprise hurricane causes
extensive damage to coast
MORGAN CITY, La. (AP)-Unexpected

Hurricane Juan wobbled ashore and stall-

ed again yesterday knocking down a third

oil rig as its heavy rain and 85 mph winds

whipped offshore waves 20 feet high and

drove tides up to 10 feet high above normal

against inland levees.

At least three people were dead and four

missing, including three believed trapped

in a drilling rig that toppled in a marsh.

About 160 people had been rescued from

rigs and boats in the Gulf of Mexico and ad-

jacent waters over three days, the Coast

Guard said.

By 3 p.m. CST, however, Juan's winds

diminished to 65 mph, and the National

Weather Service downgraded it to a tropical

storm. At 5 p.m., the poorly defined center

of Juan was estimated to be near latitude

30.4 north, longitude 92.1 west, near

Lafayette, La.

Displaced snakes, including poisonous

water moccasins, and balls of stinging fire

ants floated through some flooded streets.

The storm, which surprised forecasters

when it strengthened into a hurricane Sun-

day and then stalled for a day just off the

coast, came ashore and then stalled near

Lafayette.

By noon, winds on land had gusted to 40
mph and heavy bands of rain extended from

the Gulf south of Mobile, Ala., to Jackson,

Miss., and as far east as Florida.

Offshore, winds were clocked at 85 mph
and kicked up 20-foot waves at noon, seven

hours after Juan moved ashore near here,

said Coast Guard Petty Officer Gary Stark.

Tbrnadoes spun out of the rain clouds at

Laurel, Miss., and Orange Beach, Ala.,

damaging trees, a barn and a trailer home
at Laurel and a store and a car at Orange
Beach. In Florida, a tornado caused minor
damage to the Panama City suburb of

Calloway, and rain flooded streets in

Jacksonville, on the Atlantic coast.

Southeastern Tfexas had gotten almost

71.25 inches of rain since Sunday.

Divers from the Coast Guard and the

Louisiana Department of Wild Life and
Fisheries cut holes in the steel hull of a

jackup drilling rig that toppled in a marsh
near Hopedale.

Pentagon budget approved;
military alloted $302.5B
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Correction

A story in yesterday's Collegian incorrectly reported that the Amherst Town

Meeting rejected a motion calling for the rezoning of land. The motion was

amended and approved by Tdwh Meeting.

WASHINGTON (AP)-The House yester-

day approved a bill authorizing a record

Pentagon budget for the current fiscal year

after some liberal Democrats dropped com-

plaints that had delayed the measure for

three months.

The bill, approved by voice vote,

authorizes Defense Department spending

of $302.5 billion in the fiscal year that

started Oct. 1. That will buy thousands of

planes, ships, tanks and other weapons, but

it also halves President Reagan's MX
nuclear missile program from 100 to 50 of

the 10-warhead weapons.

It also permits development of new

chemical weapons for the first time since

1969, although money to actually pay for

the project was stripped last week from a

companion spending bill. Those funds will

have to be restored on the floor or else the

Army could not build the nerve gas bombs

and artillery shells.

The Senate approved the authorization

measure 94-5 three months ago, shortly

after it emerged from a House-Senate con-

ference committee called to resolve 1,200

differences between the versions passed by

the Democratic-controlled House and

Republican-run Senate.

But some House liberals were unhappy

with the bill, arguing that House members

of the conference committee, led by Armed

Services Committee Chairman Les Aspin,

D-Wis., made too many concessions.

Rep. Barney Frank, D-Mass., said yester-

day "the position of the House was not well-

represented" in the conference committee.

Wife of dissident rumored
leaving USSR for treatment
BOSTON (AP>-The family of one of the

Soviet Union's most famous dissidents said

yesterday they expected Yelena Bonner to

come West any day, if reports that she has

been allowed to leave are true.

But if she leaves the country, her family

said, she will stay only long enough for a

treatment of serious eye and heart pro-

blems before returning to her exiled hus-

band dissident Andrei Sakharov.

"There is no doubt about it," Efrem

Yankelevich, who is married to Mrs. Bon-

ner's daughter, said in a telephone inter-

view from the family home in Newton, a

Boston suburb. "If Andrei Sakharov is still

in the Soviet Union, as soon as she has

finished medical treatment she will go back

to him."

A West German newspaper reported this

week that Soviet authorities told Mrs. Bon-

ner she could leave the country immediate-

ly to go "anywhere she wants."

Yankelevich said the permission came

three years after she first applied for an exit

visa to get medical treatment unavailable

in her country.

"If she is about to leave, I would expect

this to happen today or tomorrow, " he said.

Sakharov and Mrs. Bonner have both

been exiled to the closed city of Gorky west

of Moscow and allowed little contact with

the West.

Yankelevich, 35, said the family booked

two telephone calls to the Soviet Union, one

for Wednesday and another Thursday, in

the hope of reaching Mrs. Bonner, 60.

"We haven't spoken with her for a year

and a half," Yankelevich said. "We want her

to come to Massachusetts. It will be easier

for us to make necessary arrangements if

she needs a heart bypass. But it's up to her

to decide, of course, where she wants to go."
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SKIING IS HERE-Jennifer Smith makes a turn at Killington ski area in

Vermont yesterday after cold temperatures made it possible for the moun-

tain to make snow and become the first place in the East to have skiing this

year.

*.

Rosbsham Memorial Center for Visitors, University of Massachusetts

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

After receiving more than $175,000 from

a University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustee member, the University is forming

plans to build a visitor and information

center by next fall.

The Robsham Memorial Center for

Visitors, to be located across from the

Haigus Mall, will be a place where visitors

can bring their questions. It is named on

behalf of the late son of Paul and Joyce Rob-

sham and will be the first new building on

campus in over 10 years.

"We don't have a central meeting place

for visitors,' said Dan Melley, director of

imiversity relations. He said there isn't cur-

rently a place for people to go with their

general questions about the university.

"There are signs on campus directing

people where to go, but what we're hoping

to do is have signs leading visitors to the

information center so that they can find out

how to get to events and where to go to lec-

tures," said Melley.

Melley also wants to have a computer

with the kind of information that visitors

would need. "We're hoping to have a com-

puter that will have all the events that are

going on around campus."

All of the University's brochures and

publications will be available there as well

as campus maps. In addition, the center

will most likely be the starting point for the

two daily campus tours. "We would like to

have a room where they could see a slide

show or movie as a preview to a tour,"

Melley said. "This way we can welcome

visitors appropriately."

Melley, who would like to see the center

staffed by students who are knowledgeable

about the University, said that there would

probably be two people working at a time

when the center opens. "We would like to

have it open seven days a week," he added.

Although at the present time they have

not picked an architect, there are tentative

plans to begin construction this spring.

"This will be the first new building on cam-

pus in 10 or 12 years," said Melley.

Women in Bolivia discussed
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Correspondent

The main goals of the Federation of Peasant Women in

Bolivia, South America are to progress and educate

themselves as Bolivian women and to educate and raise

the consciousness of their children, said a Bolivian Indian

peasant woman last night at Amherst College.

Lucila Mejia de Morales, executive secretary of the

federation, spoke about the history and achievements of

the organization. The lecture by Morales, who speaks no

English, was interpreted from Spanish by Noga Tar-

nopolsky, a student at Amherst College.

"Sixty percent of the population in Bolivia are illiterate

and the majority of this 60 percent are women," said

Morales, adding that the federation is working to educate

peasant women in an effort to lower this rate.

Pteasant women had to self-educate themselves, because

after the 1952 Agrarian Reform Bill made education free

in Bolivia, it was still economically unaccessible for

peasants. Morales said.

"I left home when I was 12-years-old to educate mysell.

and finished basic primary school," said Morales, who after

receiving her education returned home to teach other

women to read and write.

In 1975, Morales went public to ask for rights of the In-

dian women to have an education. Due to media atten-

tion, Morales was appointed as Secretary to the Liason

of Women, in La Paz, the capital of Bolivia.

The first meeting of Bolivian Indian women was in La

Paz in 1975 and addressed the question of women's il-

literacy said Morales. The first National Conference of

Bolivian Indian Women was in 1980, and was attended

by 3,500 women who spoke four different languages.

The National Conference held in 1983 achieved positive

steps for Indian peasant women by demanding certain

basic items such as kerosene, vaccinations for children and

doctors, said Morales.

"Every advantage we have gained has been taken away

and and we have nothing again," she said, attributing this

to the new broad-based populist government of Bolivia.

"We try to raise a consciousness of the Bolivian peasant

people, but our goals are always postponed." Morales said.

Attorney general tightens reins
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Correspondent

Ineffectiveness in the Attorney General's office of the

Student Government Association is a thing of the past,

according to the new Attorney General Scot McCracken.

Collegian Photo by Paul DeHmarai*

Student Government Association Attorney

General Scot McCracken.

"The purpose of this office is to prosecute violators of

the senate by-laws and constitution," said McCracken, a

junior legal studies major and former Central and Nor-

theast Area Advocate.

"There's an attitude around here that you can break the

by-laws and nothing will be done about it and 1 plan to

change that," McCracken said.

McCracken has come under criticism for pressing

charges against many student senators.

'i have prosecuted John Ruddock, senate speaker, for

not performing his speech duties well and 1 won," he said.

That occurred a month ago when an SGA tribunal found

Ruddock iax' for not providing two flags displayed at

. Senate meetings.

McCracken said he plans to give each senate member

a copy of the by-laws and a letter explaining the purpose

of his office at tonight's senate meeting.

"I will not stand for people disobeying the (senate) con-

stitution," he said.
, ,

McCracken said he views his office as an apolitical posi

tion. "An attorney general should maintain impartiality

to function as a mediator in the senate."

McCracken said his office has a responsibility to the

SGA to ensure fairness and adherence to the by-laws of

the constitution and "to defend and protect student's

rights that are violated in the residence halls." Student

residence halls should be made comfortable and safe, he

said.

"The administration doesn't deserve the bad picture that

is always painted of them because they are often used as

a scapegoat by the SGA," McCracken said.

McCracken said he will work to improve relations bet-

ween the administration and the SGA.

Speaker to focus on arms control
By JEFFERY MATHIEU
Collegian Correspondent

James Hackett, consultant to a presidential arms con-

trol committee and Heritage Foundation member, will

speak on "Arms Control without Agreements" tonight at

Amherst College.

The lecture, at 8 p.m. in Converse Hall, will be the se-

cond in an on-going series presented by the Five-College

Program in Pfeace and World Security Studies.

Hackett said he will talk about "some of the things the

United States and its allies can do, unilaterally, to con-

trol arms without depending on formal agree nents with

the Soviet Union."

"Arms control negotiations between the United btates

and the Soviet Union, with regard to the major

agreements, have not been successful."

One arms control proposition he will discuss is the

"denuclearization" of the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-

tion. We can "seriously think about a non-nuclear defense

of Europe," Hackett said, because of today's high

technology conventional weapons.

continued on page 5
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IN THE TRENCHES-Three employees of

Superior Caulking and Water Proofing work to pre-

vent leaks along the walkway leading to the Cam-

pus Center near the garage yesterday.

UMass employee
assaults officer
An University of Massachusetts police officer received

bruises to his ribs and shoulders when he was assaulted

Monday night by a 23 year-old campus employee in the

Curry Hicks Cage. UMass Pblice said.

The employee was arrested and charged with breaking

and entering, attempt to commit a misdemeanor and the

assault of a police officer.

The officer was investigating a report of a man inside

of the building and was allegedly beaten by the man when

he went inside. Other officers could not immediately aid

the officer because he entered the Cage through the roof

since the buillding was locked.

The officer was treated at University Health Services

and released, police said.

In other police reports:

• Thirty-four light fixtures and 68 florescent lamps

valued at $1256 were reported stolen Monday morning

from the first floor of Machmer Hall, police said.

• A 1976 Fiat received over $100 in damages when it

was reported vandalized in the Plot of Fraternity-Sorority

Park. The incident occurred sometime since Friday, police

said.
• A 21 year old student was arrested and charged with

shoplifting a $1.45 tube of glue Monday morning at the

University Store.

• A 35-year old Amherst resident was given a trespass-

ing notice Monday evening when he was allegedly bother-

ing students on the 17th floor ofJohn Adams Tbwer. Rjlice

had had problems with the man before, they said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

_i
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DEANS FROM BERKELEY,

UCLA AND use

LAW SCHOOLS

TO SPEAK AT AMHERST

Assistant Dean Beth O'Neil of Boalt Hall School of

Law (UC Berkeley), Assistant Dean Michael Rap-

paport of UCLA Law School, and Associate Dean

Lawrence Raful of the University of Southern

California law Center will be at Amherst College to

present a panel discussion on the practice of law

and legal opportunities in California, as well as in-

formation about their respective law schools.

The panel discussion will be on Thursday evening,

October 31, 1985 from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. in the Red

Room of Converse Hall at Amherst College. In-

terested students from U.Mass are cordially in-

vited to attend.
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^Imposter syndrome^ a
problem for women
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

Nancy Jones is the vice-president of a suc-

cessful public relations firm, makes over

$50,000 a year, and is well respected by her

colleagues. But Jones doesn't think she is

competent for the job. She is afraid that

someday she'll be exposed as a fraud,

pretending to be something she is really

not.

Jones is among the many women who suf-

fer from the "imposter sjmdrome." These

women doubt their intelligence and think

that they really don't deserve the success

they've attained, said Dr. Valerie Young,

president of an Amherst based consulting

firm.

"Women believe that they are imposters,

that they achieve their positions not

because of intelligence or ability, but

because of luck or accident," said Dr. Young.

Young has studied this syndrome for over

five years and now gives workshops for

various organizations, including corpora-

tions, universities, government agencies,

and human service organizations. She

facilitates workshops for University of

Massachusetts staff, students, and
community.
The women who attend her workshops,

she said, include lawyers, businesswomen,

doctors, graduate students, secretaries, and

other professionals. "These women con-

stantly doubt their competence, and ques-

tion why they have succeeded," Young said.

The reasons for their self-doubt, she said,

include early socialization of women.
"Women get a pampering form of support,

the 'don't worry your pretty little head

about it' kind of attitude," she said.

This prevents these women from getting

exposed to and accepting failures as a part

of life, she said.

These women grow up equating their self-

worth with their successes and failures.

Young said, adding that "women tend to

remember only their failures, disregarding

all the good things they've accomplished".

Although Young has seen men suffering

from this syndrome, "women suffer more

collectively as a class," she said.

Perfectionism is a trait of these "self

doubters," she said. A "recovering im-

poster" herself. Young said that women feel

that they have to be perfect, and that they

are not entitled to make a mistake.

One reeison for this, she said, is because

women feel they not only have to prove

themselves, but also prove that women in

general have competence. This adds an ex-

tra pressure on the corporate woman.
Pressures from society, such as disparities

in wage rates, sexist remarks, and media

role models also add to a woman's feeling

of inadequacy, she said.

CoUegian Photo by Paul Desmarais

ON THE EDGE—Inquiry program mtgor Laurie Johnson draws yesterday

on a wall near Clark Hall.

'ii: HCLCkett'^f^ontinued from page 3

According to a spokeswoman from the

Heritage Foundation, the group is a conser-

vative U.S. public policy research and

educational institute.

Hackett is currently the editor of the

Heritage Foundation's National Security

Record, a monthly publication on national

security issues. He is also a consultant to

President Ronald Reagan's general ad-

visory committee on arms control and

disarmament. Hackett served as deputy ex-

ecutive secretary of the national security

council under former secretaries of state

Henry Kissinger and Alexander Haig.

There will also be a seminar given by

Hackett and open to faculty within the Five

College community at 4:30 p.m. in room

302 Converse Hall at Amherst College.

Where can you buy a front

load cable ready Sharp VHS
VCR for just $2^9.95?

only at
ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

Thurs til 3 am Fri til 6

;;

CAROL'S HEAD QUARTERS
Former Employees of LORDS & LADIES

Carol, Sandy and Ingrid

A Full Service Salon
- Manicures - Cellophane Colors - Perms

Reasonable Rates Walk-Ins

115 Russell St, Rt. 9, Hadley, MA
1-413-584-9948

Student Discount w/valid ID

5 !

>»»»#»#»##*#»»»»»»»»»»»»******»»»»*»»*»»»»»»*i»i»***

Where can you buy a Sharp 25"

Color T.V. for just $299.95?

only at

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

Thurs til 3 am Fri til 6

17UI4CH

Twenty-five million adult Americans are totally illiterate.

Another 35,000,000 are functionally illiterate.

Is America creating
a permanent underclass . .

.

an academic third world?
"Absolutely," answers

Reginald Damerell, for-

mer professor of education

at the University of Mas-

sachusetts in his new
book, Education's Smok-

ing Gun, which squarely

places the blame on the

teachers ' colleges and gradu-

ate schools ofeducatum.

"This is a tough, no-holds

barred attack on teachers'

training that has departed

from the fundamental

importance of the 3 R's in

favor of visual aids. When
a nation such as this

democracy permits its

educational standards to

decline because teachers

are not adequately trained

it is necessary for someone

to cry: ' Halt!'"'

He contends that the

introduction of black stud-

ies, ethnic studies, and

bilingual programs have,

in fact, harmed most.

those whom they were

designed to help— minor-

ities. "He damns three

practices he encountered

while teaching: admit-

tance of graduate students

who have abysmal aca-

demic records in an effort

to offer equal opportunity;

the wide-spread attitude

that the 3 R's do not come
first in education; and the

lack of 'a body of knowl-

edge' in the education

curriculum."'

"Strong stuff, this, writ-

ten by one who came into

education after a suc-

cessful advertising career

Like many outsiders, he

was appalled at the igno-

rant, narrow-minded

iUitcrates who peopled the

classes, administrations

and faculties of far too

many university education

departments— Damerell

is sharp and informed.

with little patience for the

intellectual slums repre-

sented by education

courses and the empty cre-

dentialismof the Ed. D."'

Education's Smoking
Gun—"Passionate,

lucid, a great polemic,

the book belongs in every

lively public affairs col-

lection"* —read it today!

1 John Bwkhim Reviews

2 Publishers 'WetUv

i Kirkus Reviews

4 Booklist

Education's
Smoking Gun
How Teachers Colleges

Have Destroyed

Education in America

Reginald G. Damerell

FREUNDLICH
BOOKS
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Halloween
Happens Soon!

Be prepared with
an assortment of

self-made disguises.

University Store campus center, university of Massachusetts

Jeffery Amherst BOOlCShop 55 S Pleasant St
.
Amherst

Globe Book Shop 38 Pleasant street, Northampton. MA

Odyssey Book Shop 29 CoHege street, south Hadley. MA

Makeup Carnival Sticks

reg.$1.95 NOW $1.50

Color Make-up Palette

reg.$4.95 NOW $2.99

Mini Clown Kit

reg.$3.95 NOW $1.99

Large Clown Kit

reg. $6.95 NOW $3.99

Clown White
Facial Makeup

reg. $3.95 NOW $1.99

Crayon Creme Sticks

reg. $3.50 NOW $1.99

and much more
at the same

reasonable prices

COLLEG
iHtIG

M M./ »4 lun.
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Where can you buy a iP" Sharp\

color T.V. for just $199.95?

only at

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

Thurs til 3 am Fri til 6

Letters

Peace is not a game, but...

SHOWYOUR FACE
At Our 3rd Annual

Costume/Comedy Night Bash!

Whether it's scary, funny,

gorgeous, or just plain

wild, put your best face

forward at Carbur's

Halloween Party,

Thursday, Oct. 31st

at 9:00 p.m. (Come early

for drinks and munchies!)

PRIZES FOR BEST
COSTUMES: Grand
Phze: One night and two

days on the town in NYC
for two, plus $50. cash.

Other prizes include

tickets to the Billy Crystal

Show at Springfield

Symphony Hall. Main

Street Record Gift

Certificate and Carbur's

Gift Certificate. Costume
judging at midnight by

Buddy Rubbish. $1.00 off

Comedy admission if you

come in costume!

Halloween Week
continues at

THE PUB
Tonight -

Featured Oldies

Old Motown, Old Funk,

Old Fun
with Amherst College DJ

Donn Hassan
9-1

Special Halloween Dances

g^^f^a^

THE
PUB

15 E. PLEASANT ST./AMHERST MA
4l3-Si9l20Q

We thoroughly enjoyed Nancy Emond's

column in the Collegian (Oct. 17). We often

find fiction is amusing. Emond is right, it

was Ghandi's birthday, she was in Amherst,

and we did have a sign "Nuke the P&goda.'

Other than that, time must have clouded

her memory. The jeers which she wrote of

were merely our opinions being voiced. In-

cidentally, not one obscenity was ever

yelled.

Emond mentioned how poorly students

attended the walk (laecause of our fear or

apathy towards nuclear annihilation). Did

she consider that the overwhelming majori-

ty of college students support Ronald

Reagan's stand on terrorism and com-

munism, and that the era ofJimmy Carter

and his "turn the other cheek" attitude are

over, until the Soviet Union proves it can

be trusted?

She wrote about John Shucard and

"Plowshare 8," and how they broke into the

Trident submarine base and wrote "Thou

Shall Not Kill" in their own blood to pro-

test nuclear war. Emond spoke of them as

leaders of society, but we will continue to

look upon them with resolute disdain.

Emond also mentioned the Vietnam

Veterans. We have nothing but the highest

respect for them. It was her generation of

"supposedly" educated students who rioted

at universities for the return of U.S. soldiers

from Vietnam, and then subjected them to

cruel and unjust ridicule, and spit on men
who only thought they were defending their

country, and we say this in reference to your

example of our so called "unthinking cruel-

ty."

Every country, every person has the right

to self-determination. Ask yourself if peo-

ple in Afghanistan, Czeckoslovakia,

Poland, and thousands of others currently

enslaved in Soviet work camps enjoy that

right.

We understand her sentiment towards

world peace, but the reality is that world

peace cannot be reached while the Soviets

continue their policy of expansionism.

We agree with her, however, that this is

not a game, but we hold true to our views

and opinions, in spite of her attempts to

sway us.

Kevin S. Hill

Walter J. Hanley
Beta Kappa Phi Fraternity

For The Ultimate Study Break...

Relax your mind and recharge your body i

in the weightless, stimulus-free environment

of Utopia Spas' flotation tank,

$9.00 per hour

Utopia Spas
175 University Drive, Amherst

1413) 253 7727

INCREASE YOUR STUDY POWER

"too much to learn .

... too little time"

A SOLUTION IS OFFERED BY THE
TECHNIQUE KNOWN AS

Sleep's

'Arnake your notes concise — decrease study time

li^increase your understanding — earn higher grades

'^retain knowledge longer — important for exams

THIS UNIQUE AND INEXPENSIVE
GUIDE CAN HELP YOU MAKE
MAXIMUM USE OF AVAILABLE
STUDY TIME - send today

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $7.95 TO:

NAME.

ADDRESS

ALLOW 3-5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

AMP EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

P BOX 77224

GREENSBORO, NC 27417-0224

ZIP -

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of ihe individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.
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Compromise takes time
South Africa. South Africa. South Africa.

I have noted that the world has not follow-

ed my lead in focusing more attention on

other repressive regimes, so beating a

strategic withdrawal until more enlighten-

ed times are upon us, I have relented on the

issue of the public agenda, and am seizing

the defensive in writing about South

Africa.

It is not my intention to defend apartheid,

however, for such a system is indefensible.

The question is not whether apartheid

should continue to exist in South Africa,

but how and when it will be dismantled.

What, then, is the most prudent covu-se

for South Africans to choose? The African

National Congress, whose ideology and

good intentions many in the West seem to

accept without question, demands an im-

mediate end to apartheid, along with an

election consisting of one person, one vote.

It's strange that leaders of the ANC, such

as its President, Oliver Tambo, en-

thusiastically support Marxist dictator-

ships such as those in Mozambique, Zim-

babwe, and Ethiopia (the ANC's "Freedom"

broadcasts are beamed out of Ethiopia) yet

advocate democracy for South Africa.

Should such people come to power. South

African democracy would be short lived

indeed.

The notion of one person, one vote is one

that at least for now, white South Africa

will not accept. This fact, it would appear,

puts the government and the ANC on an

unavoidable collision course.

Assuming the ANC can gain enough sup-

port for a full scale revolution, let us ex-

amine what such a revolution would mean
to South Africa. Militarily, the South

African army is per capita, one of the

strongest in the world and the amount of

destruction it could do to the South African

black community is almost inconceivable.

In a race war within South Africa, millions

could die. Capital would quickly leave the

country, and much of the remaining

economic infrastructure would lie in ruins.

Africa's most developed nation, with the

highest standard of living for both whites

and blacks, would be utterly destroyed.

It's quite easy for Americans to cheer a

revolution in South Africa. It is not our

homes that will be burned, not our family

Stephen Erickson

Less hate, more tolerance

During the trials and tribulations of my
midterms, I must admit I have been

somewhat lax in keeping up-to-date with

the happenings in the Collegian. However,

with those incredible and intolerable pieces

of multiple-choice exams behind me, I final-

ly picked up a copy last Friday and began

to read. I must say the most disappointing

part of my whole week was not my
psych.217 midterm, no, not by a long shot,

instead, it was my unfortuante decision to

read the editorial/opinion page

Now, I'll readily admit that any one of

those people who write opinions in the

paper are just as (or more) literate than

myself. True, I am not claiming that the

page is the UMass answer to

Shakespearean sonnets. However, there is

a certain key element lacking in these

pages. That element is tolerance, especial-

ly the tolerance of another person's view-

point. Everyone has his or her own set of

values, moral judgments, and personal opi-

nions. Everyone in this society has a right

to these personal opinions, and a right to

express these opinions, lb heckle or

criticize just for the point of insulting

another person or another group is nothing

but a detriment to society—nothing more,

nothing less.

True, one has a right to their own per-

sonal opinions. But when someone else (i.e.

The Republican Club, the Lesbian, Bisex-

ual, and Gay Alliance, etc) is exercising

IKeir'iigbt- lo" voice, aii- (^>inion. no one

Executive Board— Fall 1985

Larry Bouchie

Editorial Editor

Dode B. Levenson
Editor in Chief

Peter Soderberg

Production Manager

Anne McCrory
Managing Editor

Elizabeth Young Sherry Sharfman

Business Manager Business Manager

Board of Editors— Fall 1985
Dode B Levenson

Editor in Chief

Anne McCrory
Managing Editor

Elizabe*^ Luciano

Arts Editor

Peler Abrahann

Sports Editor

Derek Roberts

Photo Editor
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News Editor

_ Susan Eaton

Women's Issue Editor

Larry Bouchie
Editorial Editor

Kimberly Surge

Black Affairs Editor

members that will die. Although we are

supposedly from the "Give me liberty or

give me death tradition," who among us

can say that if they were a black African

they would choose a life of poverty under

a black dictator (like the rest of Africa)

rather than a life of relative prosperity in

white ruled South Africa? For years,

Africans have made their own choice by

migrating to South Africa in large

numbers.
Rising living standards lead to rising ex-

pectations, and this is especially true in

South Africa where white affluence and

privilage naturally lead to black

dissatisfasction. What's more, unless the

South African government continues

reform, unrest will grow into open revolt.

Unless compromise is reached. South

Africa will be destroyed. Compromise is the

only answer.

The white rulers of South Africa must

design a long term time table to be follow-

ed in granting all peoples of South Africa

full citizenship rights. Although voting

rights might be placed a long way down the

road, many things could be done more im-

mediately to ease tensions. They include

abolition of the homeland policies and pass

laws, the completion of desegregation,

acknowledgement of universal citizenship,

judicial reform, and equal government fun-

ding for black education.

l^ken step by step, these changes can

lead to the kind of evolutionary change that

Chief Buthelezi of South Africa's largest

tribe advocates. Liberals within South

Africa's government must push for these

reforms. Meanwhile, conservative

Afrikaners will attempt to remain intran-

sigent while the African National Congress

engages in terrorist activities, killing fellow

blacks who are willing to compromise with

the government. South Africa has a fine

line to walk, and for it to survive, cooler

heads must prevail.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian

columnist.
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Inaccurate intentions

Richard A. Martin

should try in any way to harass that right.

It seems that everyone around here is

operating under the assumption that they

must find some way to insult and ridicule

the opinions of anyone who dares look at

things a little differently than they do. It

is as if everyone were so insecure about T .p'f"f'OT*G
themselves that they proceed to insult •1-'^ *^ l/v/X O
anybody in the way; a form of paranoia

that, unfortunately, has been spreading

now for much too long.

Accuracy in Academia doesn't belong on

this campus, accuracy in academia does.

Columnist Stephen Erickson condones

the presence of Neo-McCarthyism on our

campus because it agrees with his politics.

Ifa socialist organization was to initiate a

massive, national campaign to monitor and

influence the American student's educa-

tion. President Reagan, the FBI. and the

CIA would see all the perpetrators behind

bars. However, the leaders ofAIA (like most

of today's political leaders) are conser-

vatives, so the administration not only

tolerates them, but also tacitly encourages

their efforts.

My disagreement with AIA isn't with

their professed goal that education be ac-

curate, but with their self-appointment as

prosecuter, judge, and jury. Professors

should be evaluated regularly on a variety

of criterion including accuracy, honesty,

currency, and, of course, teaching ability.

Paramount, however, is that the Universi-

ty community be the monitors, the pro-

secutors, and the judges ofwhat should and

shouldn't be taught. This includes ad-

ministrators, students, faculty, and alumni.

Individuals chose to come here to teach,

to study, and to contribute in a personal

agreement with the University communi-

ty. Any violation or shortcoming should be

dealt with solely on that basis, not through

the forced intervention of a politically bias-

ed outsider with no knowledge of this

University or its people.

The best case against AIA would be to re-

Bill Cole

televise the virtuoso performance of its

maternal organization, Accuracy in Media.

Broadcast this summer on PBS, it was the

most openly biased, subjective, and ig-

norant program ever to be run west of

Moscow. The lack of factual analysis and

the hack-job production revealed the pro-

ducers' total ignorance of journalistic

technique. AIA is much more dangerous

than AIM, however, because now these

bludering hacks are trying to improve

education. If allowed to run wild, they'll

probably ruin the lives of many good pro-

fessors while, at the same time, closing off

doors to information which they don't agree

with.

Only the most ignorant believe in "ab-

solute truths" in all matters. Subjects like

history, political science, etc rely heavily

on interpretation, resulting in individual

opinions. The AIA people try to find a right

or a wrong answer to everything as if it

were math.
Socrates was never confident of a "fact"

unless it had been repeatedly held up to

challenges and weathered them intact. On-

ly by continually questioning and studying

"the truth" can we retain the slightest hope

of maintaining accuracy. AIA, and those

who condone it, aren't searching for truth,

they're trying to isolate it.

Bill Cole is a UMass student.

Seatbelt laws will create criminals

After all, we are all human beings. We
are living in a world so bent on hating, that

each and every minute could be our last.

Let's stop the hating here and now. Life is

just like a multiple-choice exam, with each

event we have four or five choices to pick

from. Some of the questions have no single

correct answer, and sometimes each and

every answer is allowable. Just because I

pick "A" and you pick "C," does that make
me any less of a person than you are?

By the way, the time limit on the exam
is about 60 to 70 years. I don't know about

you, but that's much too short a time for

me to stop and quibble about question

number thirteen. There's still a million

more questions to go.

Richard A. Martin. is a UMau. gtudtoLi

There is a significant body of statistics to

suggest that wearing a seatbelt dramatical-

ly improves one's chances of surviving an

automobile accident. With this in mind, I

strongly recommend that people wear their

seatbelts, as I am not in favor of un-

necessary death or mutilation. Gov.

Dukakis, I think is is fair to say, shares my
opinion on the wisdom of wearing safety

belts, and this good. Dukakis has express-

ed his opinion l^ making is law. This is not

good.

Laws are powerful defenders of the rights

of individuals, or they should be. The Bill

of Rights enumerates ways in which the

government should not be allowed to infr-

inge upon those rights. Does a citizen who
does not wear a seatbelt infringe upon the

rights of others? Clearly, such a person

jeopardizes only their own life, and this may
«4M»l> 1)^.%M, %tkV ifc U*c^itri!ital?'I%fhapB

skydiving, cigarettes, and cholesterol

should also be outlawed.

The issue of the seatbelt law is clouded

because saving lives has great popular

appeal—and that is heartening in some
ways—but let us not become confused, lb

say that people should wear seatbelts and
live long and happy lives is a very good

thing to do; shout it from the rooftops and
you will have my support. Say that the

citizen who does not wear a seatbelt is a

criminal and levy a fine on him, and you
have forgotten your place. Dukakis has

forgotten that laws are for preserving the

rights of individuals, not for making
criminals of citizens minding their own
business.

Get it together, buckle up.

Michael Dane
. . Amhemt
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YVONNE'S
CARRIBBEANA RESTAURANT

Luncheon Specials

^ with Super Island Vegetarian and Regular dishes

Prices from $2.50 and up

50^ DRAFT BEER
with all lunches

Route 9, Hadlev, same block as Soda City

586-4389

Lunch Hours 11:30-3:00 pm Monday - Friday

Dinner Hours 5:00-10:00 pm Every Night

Ordarf

Choatnut
Whataly

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: taka 116 north to

South Daarflald. aouth on routa

6-10 1M mllaa. Right on Chriatian

Lana Vt mlla from cantar of town.

Open:
Mon-Sat 6-10 pm Sun 1-9

i rating pte
;

\ • OPEN \

\ 6 A.M.-3 A.M. F

I
SUN.-THUnS. !

• OPEN 24 HOURS
\

] FBI. & SAT. 1

CAMPUS PLAZA \

\ (NEXT TO SUPER •

1 STOP* SHOP) J

lie. 9 • Hadleji'Rmherst
^

256-6889 '}

\ 25C

RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

.VX'VOV" •"•••••••••••••••• •••• ••••.•.

% Where can you buy Sony

i WMF10 Walkman refurbished

ij: umis a $129.95 value for just

I $J^9.95?

Only at

I ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

§Thurstil3am Fritil6 i

. . .you are invited to a Costume Party. .

at 10 Pearl Street, Northampton 584 7771

Thurs. Oct 31st Doors open at 8:00

Arrive early to register for contest

First Prize $250 cash and a Pearl St gold card

Many more prizes including gold and silver cards

r 1 1 Pizza Shops
I

I 3 Sub Shops
I

il Roast Beef Shopj

I

I

I

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

1 1 zm - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

I50 Main St. Amherst, MA

We don't sell Pizza

and we don't sell Subs

I

t

^' /

si>

^HAuSwEEN
SUPPLIES

500 MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM
GREASE PAINTS—HANDS—FEET—WITCHES'
HATS AND BROOMS—WIGS—MOUSTACHES
BEARDS—NOSES—FANGS—TEETH

TOOTH BLACK OUT

H.L. CHILDS & SON
open daily and Saturday 8-5:15; open Thursday and Friday nights October 31 -Nov. 1 untM a:UU pm

25 STATE STREET 584-2604 NORTHAMPTON

Halloween Sale
Bewitching Bargains

&
Treats for Your Feet!

Starts Friday,
October 25th

$tudent
$ense

By
Christine Hughes and Peter Rice

Safeguarding your ATM bank card

OPtN tUNDAVt

Buy now, pay later. Charge it. Finance it. Installment

plan it. Put it on my tab. Bill me. Sound familiar? It

should. It's all credit in one form or another, and more

and more, a credit rating is becoming essential to finan-

cial stability. Therefore, now is not too soon for you to

learn how to do both—obtain and maintain—good credit.

You could have lots of money, always have paid for

things on a "cash-only" basis, and never have been in

debt. The fact remains, however, that as you attempt to

apply for a car loan, a home mortgage, or even a credit

card, the first question you'll be asked is, do you have

any previous credit?

Now logically, you would think that if you hadn't ever

borrowed money to buy something (or bought on credit-

it's the same thing) that you would be copnsidered a good

"credit risk." Wrong. Before most companies will extend

credit to you, or before a bank will consider extending

a loan to you, they want to see that you have borrowed

money in the past and successfully paid it back. In other

words, a person who has previously dealt on a credit basis

will be considered a more safe and responsible financial

risk that someone who has dealt solely on a cash basis.

Well, that's not so unreasonable. But the question is,

if you need to have a credit history to get credit, then

how do you ever get a credit history to begin with?

Realistically speaking, you probably won't be able to

get up tomorrow, walk into a commercial bank, and leave

with a large loan. More often than not, a bank will not

consider your application unless you are currently

holding a stable job in the "real world."

The major credit card companies would also like to be

assured that you are earning an adequate and steady in-

come, therefore enabling you to make steady monthly

payments (although some companies do offer cards to

juniors and seniors through the mail). So, until you have

that second interview, or sign that contract, you can, as

they say, plan on "leaving home without it."

On a less discouraging note, there are a few things that

you can do now to begin building that important credit

base. One way to get started is to apply for what many

banks and financial institutions will call a "secured

loan." A loan of this type is one in which the bank lends

you a sum of money, equal to an amount that you will

leave on deposit with them, until the loan is paid off. On

the surface, the idea of a "secured loan" may seem almost

ludicrous, but it needn't be for an especailly large

amount, and it can definitely be an important stepping

stone when qualifying for essential credit in the future.

Another possible way to begin establishing credit is to

apply to a department store for one of its own credit cards.

These companies are generally more lenient than the ma-

jor financial institutions as to whom they will issue a

card. They do, of course, consider your income stability

and past credit, but they are more likely to take you on

as a credit risk. Their main objective is to increase sales,

and what better way to do this than to extend you their

credit! Again, obtaining various stores credit cards may
not seem so important, but it can be the initial factor

in your future quest for important credit.

A credit base in its simplest form can be built through

the everyday paying of bills, and the proper maintenance

of your financial accounts. Late payments and bounced

checks only aid in the destruction of an otherwise respec-

table credit history.

Most of you can begin to work toward this simply

through the payment ofyour monthly phone bill. In case

you weren't aware of it, college studetns have a notorious-

ly bad reputation with the phone company. Why? Well,

remember that night when you just had to talk to so-

meone. only that someone happened to live in Florida?

As much as you don't remember, AT&T never forgets. It,

like other companies, expects to be paid on a regular basis

for the service provide you.

Often times students neglect ot plan and therefore deal

with the problem of bills by writing bad checks, or even

worse, by not paying at all. Most companies aer practic-

ed in cases like these, and will not hesitate in halting

the provided services, charging extraneous fees, and sen-

ding the account to a collection agency. This lack of

responsibility on your part enables them to take that first

step in ruining your credit rating.

Simply put, of the three types of credit (good bad and

non-existent), only one is of worth to you. Which you

choose is your decision. A credit rating of some degree

is very important, and like it or not, before long you will

be confronted with the need to get credit or at least show

that you can. By doing a little planning now, you can save

yourself a lot of potential problems in the not too distant

future.

Christine Hughes and Peter Rice are former managers

of the UMass Student Federal Credit Union. Their col-

umn appears regularly on the bi-weekly business page.

Next: how to keep a budget.

Local banks discuss policies

as national losses at $100

m

Automatic teller machines. They're everywhere—all over

campus, in every shopping mall, on every street corner in

Amherst, facilitating easy cash during off hours to satisfy

any emergency or whim. But along with the high volume

of such computerized banking comes the potential for

abuse of lost, stolen or even borrowed cards and occasional

mechanical errors.

U.S. Department of Justice figures for ATM fraud, com-

piled in August, reveal there is $70-$100 million worth

of ATM fraud among $262 billion worth of ATM volume

nationally. One-half of that fraud is the result of lost or

stolen cards.

Although local bank officials say that the automatic

teller machine loss is minimal to their institutions, there

are some facts the customer should know to protect himself

should his card be abused and withdrawals on his account

made. By law, a customer can be assessed only a $50

charge for unauthorized card use if the bank is notified

within 24 hours, a provision a customer should take note

of since some machines permit withdrawals of $150 and

over in one transaction. After one day, the customer can

be liable for up to $500, and the customer's liability is

unlimited if unauthorized transactions that appear on

statements are not reported within 60 days.

If a card is determined lost or stolen, the first thing to

do is report it to the bank. The account will then be frozen

and no additional funds can be withdrawn.

Heritage Bank in Amherst puts lost or stolen cards on

a "Hot Card File," according to Don Vickowski, assistant

vice president at Heritage. If someone proceeds to use

cards in this file in an automatic teller machine, they will

be retained by the machine. Of all the cards being reported

lost or stolen at Heritage Bank, about 10-15 percent are

recovered in this manner. Most cards reported lost are

simply replaced by the owner and returned to the bank

by the finder, Vickowski said.

Most machines will swallow a card after the user has

punched in three incorrect passwords, and hidden video

cameras record all people making transactions on the

machines. While these can aid in catching a thief, they

are mostly used as deterrents or as a customer check, ac-

cording to Gordon Lauder of the marketing office at

Shawmut Bank in Amherst. If someone claims that they

did not make a withdrawal and this cannot be distinguish-

ed by the computer records, or "audit tape," bank officials

can refer to the camera to view the person making the

transaction, he said.

In addition to the precautions banks take to guard

against card misuse, bank officials stres.s that customers

should take measures as well. The password needed to

make transactions on a teller machine is sacred-

customers should avoid writing the word or number down

and need not ever reveal it even to a bank employee, says

Stephen Ruoth of Bay Bank. Choosing a password like a

birthdate or other number found on identification can be

risky, as a thief with a customer's wallet at his disposal

could think to try to use these numbers as passwords and

succeed.

But despite the risks of having a teller machine card—

the Justice Department figures represent just .02 percent

of all business—the cards are indeed popular. Bay Bank

currently has 7,000-10,000 cards outstanding, with most

of these card holders being students; Heritage Bank has

about 8,000 cards out with 1,000 cards added each

September, and Shawmut Bank issues between 3,000 and

4,000 cards each year to students in the area. Cards are

available to customers opening either a checking or sav-

ings account at any one of these three banks in Amherst.

The monthly charges, minimum balances and transaction

fees vary according to the type of account and the in-

dividual bank.

This report was compiled by Collegian correspondents John

Mirabella, Cristas Kuliopulos, Steve Kohl and Collegian

staff member Liz Young

Interview

Business strategy for the 1980s
By SHERRY SHARFMAN
Collegian Staff

Underinvestment in American firms is a prime factor

in some companies' waning ability to compete with foreign

businesses and within domestic industry itself—a situa-

tion with which Elliott Carlisle is more than familiar

Carlisle, a University of Massachusetts professor who

teaches a business policy and strategy course, is a manage-

ment consultant in his spare time. Having worked with

such firms as Ford, Bendex, and the Stroh Brewery Com-

pany, Carlisle's role is one of helping the company with

its internal problems and training managers who are

ready for promotion, helping them consider the broad

perspective of the organization.

Collegian photo by Nell Beckermaii

Professor Elliott Carlisle

"Business strategy has never been more important to

American executives than it is now," Carlisle asserts. "If

you're not interested in business strategy, you're not in-

terested in business."

Out on the job, Carlisle listens, questions and reflects

on what the company executives themselves have to say,

helping them reinterpret the company and its structural

problems. By evaluating short term factors, he helps them

develop a strategy—a task that he says is seldom easy, as

it is difficult for managers to view their problems

objectively.

This process can involve one consultation session or

many, depending on the size of the company: it takes more

time for a small firm to define its present situation, for

example, and a small company can't afford financial risks

the way a large one can.

"Intuition and analysis in strategic formulation must

go hand in hand. One without the other is indeed

dangerous," Carlisle said.

Changes in the environment and the sphere of foreign

competition, Carlisle says, are changing the ways

Americans must do business. Here, concentration on in-

creased capital investment and versatility is the key.

In one case where Carlisle was called in. a highway con-

struction company was faced with the fact that the govern-

ment was halting expansion of highways. He advised the

company to diversify its services to reduce the effects of

this environmental change.

As for foreign competition, Carlisle observed on a trip

last year to Japan with 14 graduate students, sponsored

by the US Department of Education and the International

Trade Institute, an entirely automated car manufactur-

ing plant. It had no production workers, only maintenance

people. Such plants enable the Japanese to mass produce

cars cheaply to be sold in the United States, a move that

only one American firm has followed though it was

American technology from the Unimate company that con

structed the Japanese plant.

The American company that has taken advantage of the

technology is General Motors, with its completely

automated "Saturn Project," scheduled to begin operations

in its Silver Springs, Tfenn. facility in several years.
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Kearn's comic art: a must-see
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

Jerry Kearns is a comic-

book, new-wave hipster as

indicated by the style of his

recent paintings, four of

which are showing now at

Herter Gallery.

In contrast to the

children's art in the next

room. Reams' straight lines,

sharp images, and solid

brights in newsprint/cartoon

relief mixed-presentations

feel awesome, drawing
viewers close to inspect the

consistancy and hidden

meaning of his work.

The canvases are much
larger than life. There's

Reagan, Three-mile Island,

the Statue of Liberty—all

created using a screen or

half-tone effect from a pro-

jection on the wall. Canny
alignment of the dots pro-

duce a very realistic image.

Fantasy juxtaposes reali-

ty; in 'Missing,' a superhero

with gaping body cavities

anguishes. Behind him
stands camera-ready line-up

shots of, presumably, Wayne
Williams who, was
presumably involved in the

Atlanta child

disappearances.

'Three-mile Rapture'

features the trademark
coolant towers, from which

FOLLOW THf LEADf

R

BB f^sAoy TO
moBi

Th« riding Mason it your tlm« of

y««r. St«y r«»dy for action!

Our Honda Pro Technicians Know

your Honda better than anyone.

And we do it right

Winter Storage

$99-

Free Pickup

with this ad

V/aliey
'"^otorspoflsM
348 King Si ,

Noflhamplon 584-7303 |

Veet

TONIGHT
Wednesday Oct 30th

Monster Rock
from Atlanta

THE
GLENN
PHILLIPS
BAND

'Awiomt Guitar ffock'

"i*» Hftdh* Of Back, what tha

man can do without tha aid of out-

$ida davtcat it awatoma
"

Only $2.00 if you bring

this ad to the door

Tomorrow Night

The Halloween Party

Nov 0th

I

JOHN LEE HOOKER
and John Hammond

Thursday Nov 14th

SOUTHSIDE
JOHNNY
and tho Jukos

this Is the place to party

ffiriJifrfi II

a young man's body hurls

toward the ground. Again,

the definitive coloring sup-

ports the whole; a familiar

Tkrot card theme introduces

the mystical, and everything

works out just right.

Kearns portrays pain in

his art. 'Repo Man', which

features the familiar just-off-

the-helicopter Ron Reagan

as real, and contrasted by

fantasy pictures of a

bleeding businessman, a

schizophrenic Santa Claus,

and a mad woman with

let usdoyOur
wash-dry -fold

and
hand pressing

««*""%

10 5P.M MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7DAYS 7AM 10 PM

5^9-1665

Quality
Laundry
11 Pray St.

Amherst, MA

hammer and sickle earring,

all have jarring overtones. It

seems to say, "Everything's

okay in the President's

world but over here the peo-

ple are going crazy." Scat-

tered currency and the

Leninist reference perhaps

indicate political flirtations.

Hmmm.
'Naked Brunch' takes

place near Ellis Island. A
ragged man and woman
chomp on fish in an in-

flatable raft. Behind them is

the camera-ready Statue of

Liberty, undergoing renova-

tion. This one's spooky and

disturbing—very nice.

A reviewer can't do justice

for Kearns work. They just

have to be seen to be ap-

preciated: Words can't cap-

ture the vivid effect of this

man's art. The sample at

this showing is an appetizer,

for what one hopes will be a

bigger and better menu
with which we can plan a

future feast.

"Road to Casablanca," by Jerry Kearns who is cur-

rently showing in Herter Gallery.

On Sunday, November 3rd, all of us here in Amherst have a chance to do something

about nuclear weapons that could really make a difference. By participating in the

November 3rd College Peacewalk you'll be giving your moral and financial support to

next year's historic, 9-month Great Peace March. On March 1, 1986, five thousand

people will leave their jobs, schools, homes and families to walk 3,235 miles across this

country, from Los Angeles to Washington, D.C. Their goal: to rid the earth of nuclear

weapons for good. ,

The nuclear arms race is not just another issue, and the November 3rd College

Peacewalk is not just another walk-a-thon. So tie your shoe laces. We're going after

peace. On foot.

The November srd
college Peacewalk

i

Pledge Sheets and
information PEACE MAKERS 546-2661
Available at:

THE GREAT
PEACE MARCIL

PRO-Peace 8150 Beverly Blvd.. Los Angeles, CA 90048 (213) 653-6245

kV
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ARTS

Hi. Before we get on with the reviews, a

few announcements. Albion Bookshop in

Amherst is throwing a party today from 3

p.m. to 6 p.m. for UMass economic pro-

fessors Stephen Resnick and Richard Wolfe,

authors of the highly acclaimed Rethinking

Marxism under the Automedia imprint of

Semiotexte. Pulitzer prize winner J. An-

thony Lukas, author of Common Ground,

will autograph copies of his book today at

the Jeffery Amherst Bookshop from 2 p.m.

to 3 p.m. So tomorrow will be an auspicious

day for the adventurous autograph hound.

In fact, this has been an amazing week for

meeting writers. Ram Dass (aka. Richard

Alpert), author of the insightful Be Here

Now and once Tim Leary's sidekick in LSD
experimentation, was here Monday. And
last night Madeline L'Engle, author of A
Wrinkle in Time, spoke at Smith. Wow.

Without further ado, here are a couple

reviews of some big books with pretty pic-

tures: KATE BRASCH: Prehistoric

Monsters. Photographs by Jean-
Phillipe Varin. (Salem House, $12.95)

Boy, if there's one thing I love, it's a big

book on dinosaurs, and that's exactly what

Prehistoric Monsters is. After a brief in-

troduction describing the usual paleon-

tological background, the book opens for us

marvelous vistas of our favorite extinct rep-

tiles in their favorite environments. What
makes this book niftier than many others

is that instead of lurid oil paintings, we get

actual photographs of reconstructed models

(at least I hope they're models). While some

of the shots require a bit of the ol' suspen-

sion of disbelief, other pictures, such as the

Nothosaurus are quite convincing, even

striking. The drawback is that we get none

of the gory violence found in many dinosaur

books, where we have feverish paintings of

a hulking sweaty TRex ripping out the

tender throat of a bewildered tracadon.

JAN GARDEN CASTRO: The Art and

Life of Georgia O'Keeffe (Clarkson Pot-

ter, Inc., $30.00)

Georgia O'Keeffe, now 98 years old, has

been one of the most important, subdued

forces in the art world for almost 70 years.

Her unique American vision has inspired

countless modern artists, most obviously

Judy Chicago. Her unprecedented approach

to subject matter, her striking use of color,

her sensuous use of form and line ensure

her permanent position in the artistic

canon. Castro's book, engrossingly written,

follows O'Keeffe's progress and develop-

ment from her childhood recollections to

her current activities. In addition to the

wealth of biographical tidbits offered, the

book collects and discusses critical ap-

proaches to O'Keefe's work, such as her per-

sistant denial of the interplay of male and

female symbols inherent in her paintings,

especially in her flowers, which have been

likened to portraits of female genitalia.

Often an attempt is made ot demonstrate

how her art and life are intermingled. For

TCYP has openings for

the following positions:

FOSTER CARE
-mature individuals and
fannilies to provide a stable

environment for needy
adolescents.

RELIEF STAFF - to

provide respite hours to

youths in foster care. Situa-

tions vary according to

need.

ADVOCATES - willing

to share living accommoda-
tions with young adults

needing orientation into in-

dependent living situations.

Stipends, training and
support are availabia for

all openings. For further

information, call B.J.

Vanasse at Tri-County
Youth Program. It Ar-

mory St., Northampton.
686-8210.

Amherst College

Department of Theater & Dance presents

The Dialectic of Enlightenment
y; What is ThfDiiilertiriiJ't^nliiihlcnineiilf

A: Performanct' art in a radical transtorm-
alion of Kirby Theater. . .

A: An emotional three-ring circus of
overlapping scenes.

A: A post modern soap opera.

By Daryl Chin
Q: Who is Daryl Chin?
A: A New York performance artist/painter-

sculptor/playwright-director who "has
never studied and has no intention of
ever studying, art, dance, film, video,
performance, or theater; he intends to

remain either a naif or an autodidact
until he decides to go into another pro-

fession."

Directed b^ Michael Birtwistle.

Designed by Suzanne Palmer Dougan.
October 31, November 1, 2, 3 8:00P.M.

Kirby Theater, Amherst College
For reservations and ticket information

call 542-2277.

rONCERTHALL
IMVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS \J AMHERST

ArminJordan,
Music Director

Heinz Hollinger,
Oboe Soloist

Monday, November 4 8 pm.
Tickets: $18,16,14

ORCHE
DELA

SUISSE
DMANDE

MARIAN McPARTLAND

Tuesday, November 12 8 pm.
Tickets; $13,11,9

A fascinating, inventive piatiisl; playful, probing

and provocative"
John S. Wil««»n. ,Vrw V«r* Tiiitet

ASPEN WIND
QUINTET

Thursday, November 14 8 pm.
Tickets: $6

Winner—\'auniburg Chamber Music
Av^ard 1984

% r

Center

Five College Students Half-Price. Tickets available at Fine Arts ^^
er Box Office Spruiafield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets ^^erboxuiMC, p

«^c.II (413)545-251 1 or 1800-243-4842 f^^

instance, the connection is made between

the work of hr lover of 28 years, Alfred

Stieglitz, whose photographs make a land-

scape of the body, and her own paintings,

which anthropomorphize the land. While

the book is fascinating, it has some flaws.

Castro peppers the book with numerous il-

lustrations, most of them in color. However,

she discusses many works not pictured in

this volume, which can be annoying. And
she uses the words "lingam" and "yoni,"

uncommon terms from the Kama Sutra for

the male and female genitalia. Although

Castro's eccentricities can match O'Keeffe's,

this is an impressive book.

Ninety-eight-year-old artist Georgia

O'Keefe.

Where can you buy TDK SA 90

cassettes for ju^t $149 each?

(in lots of 10)

only at

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

Thurs til 3 am Fri til 6

Daily
Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500

Itelnternational Women's Event^jJ

First Planning Meeting

Tonight Wed., Oct. 30 CC 802

all those interested please attend

THIS IS THE LAST CHANCE

i RAMONES i

If

W/ The IMeighborhoods
Friday, Nov. Isf, 8pm

UMASS
student union ballroom

Tickets on sale TODAY!
CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE

& Tickets Unlimited

price- $9 ($11 at door)

Artother

Sou^twest Area Government
Productton

oil

4-

•^^••••••••••*««««**«»^*''******^'**'^*******—*^
:^V.
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Hampshire delivers a knock-out with Center Ring
* ur^.t ,.,oc that Shpnard en ovs dissecting conflicts. convey lu

_ ^^__ „, ;**,.„ k» Wa„,r.cV,Jro
By PATRICIA NYLANDER
Collegian Correspondent

Hats off to Hampshire College division III student,

Richard Sinkin, producer of Hampshire College's Center

Ring, for helping to present a fine collaboration of theatre

pieces.

The collaboration was performed, adapted, directed and

in part, created by Hampshire faculty and students. In the

Hampshire College tradition, diversity was the theme of

last weekend's performance and its accompanying photo

exhibit by student, Anne Walker.

"I wanted to get as many people involved as possible,

said Sinkin, who chose the performers who brought to the

total performance six short skits and two song selections.

Three of the short skits were written by acclaimed

playwright and actor, Sam Shepard who starred in the

films; Country, The Right Stuff, and Paris, Tfexas among

others. Apparent in his three pieces, Savage/Lave and True

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN
IB hiring an Accounting Clerk

Will be hired for the Spring and Fall of 1986

Minimum commitment is 1 academic year

6 hours/week
$4.25/hour with free room and board

Applications and job description are

available at the Butterfield Kitchen Office.

Application is due by 5 pm on Nov 1

Applicants must be available for training

during December
Applicants must be students in good

academic standing during the periods of

employment
The Butterfield Kitchen is an equal opportunity employer

]fji^^^
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West was that Shepard er\joys dissecting conflicts.

Savage/Love, played by Ben Schwartz and Lee Schreiber,

was particularly interesting. The skit reminded me of a

Levi's commercial or better yet, an MTV video with its

seductive lighting and Joan Armatrading background

music. The scene dealt with the interplay and exchange

of emotions through the various stages of falling in love.

True West took more of a comical edge in dealing with

two brothers trying who are trying to write a screenplay.

At the same time they are groping for common ground bet-

ween themselves.

Shepard's other piece, Killer's Head, started out as grip-

ping and proved disappointing. The opening lights reveal-

ed a man in an electric chair. The image is very intense.

What will he say? Well, he said alot of things, mostly about

horses and pick up trucks. Then he was executed. Frank-

ly, he lost me on the horses and trucks, perhaps the very

nature of the short skit makes it difficult to accurately

convey its meaning.

Two pieces in Center Ring were written by Hampshire

students. One of them, Burt in the Marketplace, written

by John Dobies and Ellen tremble was a witty look at how

a dignified and ever pragmatic Englishman (played by

Michael Carley) deals with facing death in the anonymi-

ty and silence of the desert.

What can you do with five actors and four newspapers?

The other original piece, titled Street, attempted just that

with an improvisation group, TheatreSix, performing. The

group worked closely with director Leland Vail in develop-

ing their characters with the end result being a snappy

scene. Nicely interwoven in the production were singers

Sarah Gould and Rachael Richardson's selections. Par-

ticularly impressive were Gould's heartfelt rendition of,

"Brother can you spare a dime?" and Richardson's wide

range of vocal talent displayed in her performance of an

Italian aria.

Will your wardrobe
pass this exam,or wUl it

get an incomplete?
When you own the seven articles of clothing pictured above, it's easy

to be well dressed. They give you the seven basic combinations you need to

ensure you're dressed appropriately for business or almost any occasion.

You may think you have i . A

The Fundamentals

of Fashion
GWH
PRICt

TYPICAl
RHAIL
PRICt

\

Novy Pin Stripe Suit

Grfy Flannel Suit

Tdn Three ".eason Suit

Grey Mannel Slacks

Navy Blue Blazer

Khaki Slacks

Hams Tweed Sport Coat

Total

$139 9P

$119 99

$ 89 99

$ 34 99

$ 69 99

$ 24 99

$ 99 99

$185
$180
$ 60
$10S
$ 4S

$160

$S79 93 $960

to go to several department or

specialty clothing stores to

find these clothes. Not true.

You can find them all at

Gentlemen's Wear-House.

Moreover, you'll find we carry

the same clothes as the other

stores, but for 35-5(y/o less.

You see, we not only sell

clothing—we make it. Which means we can give you outstanding, factory-

direct savings and a more complete selection than any other clothing store.

So if your fundamental wardrobe is incomplete, come to Gentlemen's

Wear-House. For selection and value that deserves close examination.

Gentlemen'sWear-House
Traditional clothing at prices that go against tradition/

*l imit one tif p*r customer

Locations:

HALLOWEEN '86

ASnvMat

t1 \n

Exit?
) MMtPUan

SteleSi^^^
i75

1

••-SpongdeW niaoitMM.)

Ludlow
Industrial Park
Slate St , Ludlow

S83 8665

Hours:
Mon-FrilO-9,
Sat 10-6. Sun Noon-

5

Also: Auburn
6 Johnson St

E. Windsor, CT
2 North Rd

W. Hartford. CT
1031 New Britain Ave.

Hartford, CT
221 Brainard Rd

American Express, VISA &
MasterCard Accepted
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Weather

Ibday: A mixture of sun and clouds

with highs in the 50s.

Tbnight: Partly cloudy, lows 40 to 45.

Tbmorrow: Increasing cloudiness with

highs in he 50a

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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Today's Menu

LUNCH
Hamburg on Roll

Egg Roll/Fried Rice

Due Sauce, Soy Sauce

. BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burgers

Egg Roll/Fried Rice

Due Sauce, Soy Sauce

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Mushroom Sauce
Baked Cod

Eggs with Sharp Cheese
Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER
Creamed Vegetable

Croquettes
with Sauce
Baked Cod

Eggs with Sharp Cheese
Cold Plate

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien
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Attention

Collegian Staff

Mandatory staff meeting at 7:30 p.m.

TONIGHT. Important
discussed.

issues will be

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trude Michel Jaffe

Surfman by Bart

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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ACROSS
1 French
Impressionist

6 Dies

10 Arduous
journey

14 Marketplace

o* yore

>t Hinger

Diamond
10 Nimbus
17 "Taming ol the

Shrew" musical

19 Novelist Hunter

20 First lady?

21 Insect feeler

22 Norse raider

24 Uneasy
26 Isle ol song
27 Millet's -The

Man with the

28 Diplomat's

desire

31 City near

Karlsruhe

34 State tlower

ol Utah
35 Mountain pass,

in India

37 Cuckoopinl
38 Pole used in

Highland

games
39 Air Pretin

40 Japanese
aborigine

41 News Item

42 FishhooK
adiMhct

43 Launch out

against

45 Young one
46 Wight, for one
47 Haydenolthe

ballet

51 Vaquero s

milieu

54 River in

Yorkshire

55 Duffer 5 goal

56 Giselle

composer
57 Pygmalion

musical

60 Bristle

61 Smile
radiantly

62 Waterwheei
63 Prolific author

Abbr

64 Delhi dress

65 'The Old
Bucket

"

DOWN
1 After doll

or toy

2 Pointed arch

3 Count
(enumerate)

4 Oral hesita-

tions

5 Cover lor a

gun's muule
6 Trimming

tape
7 Harvest

8 River island

9 Lift. American
style

10 "Getting to

Know You
musical

11 SItarlst

Shankar
12 Verve
13 After Hong

or King
18 Roof edge
23 deCtte

Pans
25 "Seventy-six

Tromtxines
"

musical
26 Father

28 Bookkeeper s

term

29 "Of I

sing .

"

30 Actor James
Jones

31 Cote sound
32 Opera feature

33 Demands pay
ment

34 Finelur

36 Sesame plant

38 Electrical

units

42 Port of S Italy

44 Tough wood
45 Actress Garr

47 Vice"

48 Kind of plug

49 Hawkins
50 Indo-European

51 Tabula

52 Yemen capital

53 Defense gp
54 A long way off

58 Certain vote

59 Mauna
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Where can you buy a $250 value

Ball Arcade

video computer game for

$13.13?

Only at

ADIRONDACK MUSICS
Midnight Madness Sale

3luistil3aEL Fri tij 6

V^Creswell x
Gallery

'* and gi^'

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
10-5 Mon-Sat

549-6600

African Artifacts

Cards

Cloths

Dolls

Jewelry

Posters

Pottery

Prints-"^i
B You Spend Your Nights

at the

How about a day?
with our

DAILY LUNCHEONS
37 N. Pleasant St.

15th ANNUAL BIG BASH

UMASS SKI CLUD

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 19-24

TRIP INaUDES:

y/i DAY LIFT TICKET SUN FW

5 NIGHT5 LODGING HOTEL o*CONDO

ENTERTAIHMEKT: FKEE BEER G WINE PARTIES

HOT rUO PARTIES .
LONG UNDERVLAA PARTIES

njnTu luos. n« beer & wine parties

rR£E OEER (r WINE PARTIES NASTARMOS

sugawwjsh coupon OOOK. EQ EO

HOTEL PACKAGE ^-o^. ONLY $'

CONDO PACKAGE ^"""^ ONLY $

nWT .00 «0»U TO yOHUf VM M OKilBU fO« * FME TRIP

ONLY $149
ONLY $199

LAGNAF 86
FOR MORE INFO 545-3407 430 STUDENT UNION

^Wednesday, October 30, 1985
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SAVINGS OF 50%

in our Historic Stone Mill

WARE SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY STORE
Women's Cashmere and All Wool Coats

Introducing: Coats, Pea Coats and Rainwear by Evan Picone

Petite - Regular and Half Sizes

WARE SHOE OUTLET
All Leather Shoes -

Nickels, Jazz and Paloma

Merchandise sold only

in fine stores and better catalogs

•^I J^C 5(C 5(C 5(C 5jC SJC 5|C 5)C 5JC 5f!"

INDUSTRIES YARD ,20 mlnut.8 from UMass

Ware, Massachusetts on Route 9)

Hours: Weekday - 9-4:30; Saturdays - 9-1

I
f
1

FORSUCCESS.
You're the man in charge. And you can

handle it. Because the Navy has given you

the management and technical training to

get the job done.

Thirty men report to you. And what you

do includes the care and responsibility for

millions of dollars worth of sophisticated

equipment.

At age 22 you can be a leader in the

Navy. With all the decision-making

authority you need to help you match

up to your responsibility.

The rewards match vip, too. A solid

starting .salary of $17,700, and up to as

much as $;il,000 in four years with

regiilar promotions and incr('a.ses.

Re.sponsibility and rewards. Its the

way you measure siuccss m the Navy.

See your Navy Kecriiiter or

CALL SOO-327-NAVY.

NAVYOFFKBISGETRESPONSBIUTY EAST.

Wednesday, October 30, 1985
Collegian
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Where can you buy a $U00.

Sharp compact disc player for

only $199.95?

only at

ADIRONDACK MUSIC'S
Midnight Madness Sale

Thurs til 3 am Fri til6
><•••••••••••••••**********

J*-

itDonnelly and Griswold

Resume
Typesetting

*High quality

*Letter perfect

•Customized layouts

*SuF>erior to all other

methods

Contact SGA Communications Office

304 Student Union

Ed Cunningham or Jim Emmett
5-1977

been the backbone of an otherwise young

team. With six years of combined ex-

perience playing for Final Four caliber

ballclubs, the two command a lot of respect

from their coaches, teammates and

opponents.

Both make things happen on the field

(their combined 22 goals attest to that), but

according to Hixon their styles differ

"Megan is the field general who dictates

the tempo and direction of the play." Hix-

on said.

"I try to work hard every day, getting the

job done over and bver,"Donnelly said. "I

model my play after Beth Anders, the

former coach of the U.S. National Team,

who was a hard working, competitive team
player playing because of her love of the

sport."

By contrast, Hixon said that Griswold is

more of a one-on-one player who takes

passes from the defense and challenges the

opposition.

"Lisa is an exciting player who is always

a scoring threat. Her moves are unpredic-

table and she doesn't allow opposing teams

to contain her," Hixon said.

,,^.,».»...oW from page 16

"I think of myself as an aggressive player,

but I don't really try to play one-on-one. I

just like to move the ball, pass it, create op-

portunites and get in position to score," said

Griswold.

You might think that Donnelly, on

defense, and Griswold, on offense, wouldn't

work well together concentrating each of

their efforts on separate ends of the field.

But as opponents have come to realize, the

two look to each other in creating

opportunities.

"We work well together because when I

bring the ball upfield I look for her," Don-

nelly said.

Griswold agreed, adding that she felt that

the two have a natural chemistry between

them.

"We read each other, its something that

comes naturally." The Minutewomen are

preparing for the NCAA tournament in

mid-November. With any luck, Donnelly,

Griswold and company may all have a

special ring on their finger to show off to

the rest of the nation.

Are you considering professional school?

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

JOHN F. KENNEDY
SCHOOL OF GOVERNMENT

h /.ooAi«v fiir future Lcaiicry in l^iihlii ,^f^llrs.

Coim- l.fitni About tliiniiril \ Ju ,<)i,ir \fiisfi'r .•.

Pro^riitii in Piihlii. I'oluM liiiilins; to iilhtr

the AfiisfiT in /'nl'/ii- /'i>/ii 1/ or

Cifv ii'ii' lie\(ioniil I'liinnin,; lUs'iii-

fMI I 1 VMIH

i\ri

Madeleine Thomas
Associate Director. Public Policy Program

Thurs.. Oct. 31.

10-11 arouD session

•M^ti Your Career Placement Office

Ml sViii/iiiN Ml Miuor', Ml )r,if. Wthonu '

lonil l)i\;rii /V(n;ri(iii- Olrrii.l ,i illi

lliiri iinl s olhir /'/iifivsniiiii/ s, /niii/s

(.(inrdK-. (.rii\s-l\c\^i-li:'.!lon I'li: lUy^i - n illi olliii '^iliiwl--

OL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
dome to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 fVlon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadl.ne .s 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

RaeqiMtlMll Coart TiMC Now Available

Ik.wntown Amherst. Individual or mup
memberships. Call 253-2528 for details

Attention Lesbians
llrgent meetinR for all I^esbians to discuss

slartinK a social hour, to work on the con-

stitution, and to determine Lesbian Union

policies. 7:30 \>m Thursday October 31st

(BrinK your brooms) Campus Cen ter 901

LeabTan/iSraeiiuaT/Gay Counaeling Col-

leetive is open Monday, Wednesday.

Thursday 3-7, Tuesday 1-5. dnip by room

43.SSU or call 5-2645!

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

lOO^wool only S30 in the Concourse 3 days
a week in October see you there

ENTERTAINMENT
~

TURN THE TABLES professional

club/party D.J. 5 yr experience. Lov t

rates 586-9691

FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

78 DaUun B210 4 sp 92000 steel radials 2

new radial snows on rims good
snape/mileage needs brakes $8,?0.00
,r)«&4133

Toyota Corolla 4 door 4 speed 1974 white

snows rebuilt 1600 motor $450 665-2577

1978 Chevctte excellent condition

$1200/BO 546-7220 after 7 pm

1974 AMC Hornet St. Wagon 6 cyl lOSk
mi new battery, carl>euralor, muffler,

alternator pa-siM-d insiiection needs minor

work J450 call 665-3986 after 5 pm

ii it true you can buy jeeps for $44

throuifh the I'.S. Oovemment"' Gel the

facts today! Call 1-312 742-1142 ex'

5931

A

7S Dodce Dart detiendable sUndard some

rust. 450 or BO Kathy ,S49 4600 ext 348

Sunderland. 1 bdrm apt. on busline,

42()/month, everylhinfj included. Avail

immediately' 665-3440, leave messaRe

Available Brittanv Manor Apt newly
carpeted & painted take over lease star-

ting Jan call now 256-0203

Incredible one bedroom suite! I^ocated in

Presidential Apt.s. the closes! apts to cam
pus. includes heat dishwasher A/C
disjwsal etc. Call Jon eves 649-6167

available in December

Fridge RenUU call R & P Package Store

2ii3-9742 free delivery

FOR SALE

$4.2i>/hour with free rmim and naord Ai>-

plicatW.nc ,re available at the Butterfield

Kiichen Office and are due by 5 pm on

Nov. 1, 198.5.

On campus non-work atudy MWF 7-noon

call Jane at 546-6889

Entry LeveT Marketing position flexible

hours. Sold and pay commission produc-

tion oriented job in multi million dollar

area company. Interview by appointment

contact David STansel 584-3596

Wanted: SGA Budgets Committee A.ssis-

lant. Auditor, Secretary. Each pays 5-7

hrs/week. Workstudy and nonwork.study.

Apply 420 SUB. 5-0341 The SGA is an

AA/EOE employer.

Driven wanted. 3-4 days. Must have car.

Apply in person at Pinocchio's, 1177 N.

Pleasant St., N. Amherst

Part-time, on-call work with Mental

Health Agency. Hours to suit your

schedule 5.36 5473, 9 am 5 pm

Government Jobs. $16,040 $59,230/yr.

Now hiring. Call 1805-687-6000 ext

R-9616 for current federal list.

INSTRUCTION
"

MELISSA FORMAN

Melisaa, I've been waiting all my life for a

woman like you to cross my path. 1 h<>pe

we can meet one of these days my p:ission

IS unbearable to live with until 1 meet you.

How alwut Friday at noon? The Hatch? Je
t'aime

MUSIC

Attention bands muaicians Embassy
Recording Studio nffer.s 16 track state of

the art recording for less great for demo
tapes Amherst 24 hours ,S4;i-4(ii).'!

PARKING AVAILABLE

Low coat on campus parking for the

year Great location call 665-876*;

PERSONALS

Philip* 2930 8 in 2-way, ported apcakcrs

very g<K)d condition asking $75 for the

pair or BO call Phil at 546-S876

Toyota Corolla Liftbaek standard runs
excellent $985/best offer please call

5496283

Bartending riaisei itartlng Oct 28 covars

all atpocts sign up in CradK Fro* Worlishopt

Tower Library

Tutoring Services for Biology and

prerequisites, $5.00/hr. call Carl

665-3088 at any reasonable hour

iU
at

CAREER CONNECTION

• Gradnatca * To obtain a great, satisfy

ing job you need the right people to see

your resume Career Connection will

publish and market your resume in a pro

fesaionally printed and bound book ar

ranged in career categories. It will be

distributed to over 300 corporate person

nel officers of New England companies

Carter Connection maximizes your ex

posure while minimires your costs. For ap-

plication and information call Sherry

M9-2616 or Noelle 546 8069

Univega I2-Bpc«d completely set up. Ex-

tra ev«M7l>iing$200^49^^^

ElcT Guitar Aria Pm2 ex cond bik with

case $300 neg call Rick 6-6792

Government Hornet from $1 (u repair).

Also delinquent tax property. Call

1 805 687-6000 ext. GH 9616 for informa-

tion

POUND

LOST

• SWAG in cooperation with WMUA *

• presents:
*

• TheRAM0NE.Sw/the7,neighlH.rhoods *

• •

Friday, November 1,1985
in the Student Union Ballroom '

Tickets on sale TODAY
• Campus Center Concourse & Tix

*

• another
*

Southwest Area Government *

ction
•

producti

Loat on Thura 10/10 pr of brown i.ame

sunglasses between G<iodell and Newman
contact Suianne 323-4716

Loat wallet Tuesday on 3rd floor SI IB call

Alex 5 0194

Scam of the Earth.

Eric - Did the soap suds get to your brain

while you were in the laundry room, or do

you just like climbing an extra flight of

stairs? JKL

JMarcy Cohen Get psyched for Thursday
f'l

•CASH"

Paring CMh fwr jvu taactell cards call

M*eMM105

Watch found near Post Office call 6-4972

and describe

HELP WANTED

Accounting Clerk Butterfield kiichen for

the Spring semester minimum commit-

ment u one academic year 6 hours/week

»at black and white male cat witn tilack

fluffy tail. Anywhere from Presidential to

Townehouse. Please call 549-4462

Old green Itathar jacket reward
266-6849

Loat ladies watch will identify pleaae call

Robin 649 0868 reward!

Phi Mu Sorority Pin. Great sentimental

value If found pleaae call 256 1380 Ask
fwTara

night: Love your big sis

ThankTto all wlio voted against the Stu-

dent Activities Payroll Fee We love you.

Students for Government by Referenda

CongTatalationi Southwest Area
Government on the Halloween Policy

change Ciood job.

iicy Borrtacn! Love thoae heavenly hip«!

Have fun in Flonda! Love, the petite ones

For all weeks oalyl!! Paacualino. my
adoraWe kittv, need* • plare tn »Uv Fee

negotiable. Call Sara 2,53-9354

Ramone* Concert Security Meeting -

Tonitc at 6 pm in Hampden. Southwest.

Madatory. Limited to those who have at-

tended a previous meeting

Hey Boo Boo, Thanks for the awesome
dinner, candle light and all. How about

Saturday night. See ya DD

Paul R. It has been a hell of a year. What
do you say we go for a few more. Luv ya.

Amy W.

Kimberly I love you very much always and
forever Gleebe

You know now, and it's not even Friday

yet. Yes, I'm falling, and no, you don'i

have to answer Just thanx for everything

I can and can't explain to you Time is not

of the essence, regardless of what others

think. VourS.B. will always be your friend

first.

ju^ine'. Hiippy 20lh'Biirthday^May thir

year bring lots of "Changes" and a steadj

post with "BigD"! I.,ove Lisa Lisa and
Mikelle

Stephen "no pecks" Ybu ar«" incredible'

i'm all over you big time. Slumber Part v

tonite? Play it by ear - nibble, nibble

Lusting you always

Hey Batman! Here's your personal.

Friends forever!! Who knows! Lovi,

Magnum

Happy Birthday Glenn Cox 10/28/85

Hope your day was great! Love forever

Mom, Dad, Jamie, David, and Garry!

Kent B. repunzelle Repunzelle loves your
muscles!

Sbcryl: You can't live on tuna all

semester. How atxiut a good dinner?? AW
ALAN, Thanks for the best two years of

my life! Happy Anniversary I love you!

Love, Nancy

Happyliirthdav Dan! I'm sn glad we wen-
assigned to eacn other

Female to share apt in BritUny manor

call 256 l>668 evenings

SERVICES

TAILOR Alteration ExMrt Same Day
Service Available SHAAhlN'S Rt 116

Sunderland Open 8 am 665-3878

COiNS 12l/i'2nutoring 5.00 per hr.

former 123/121 grader Alex 256 1 239

Brian ^» typing Service. Fast, aicurate

Available almost anytime 665-7652

iCXPERT TYPrNGTasiy mrcampusTwiri
correct sfielling low rates 646-4340

TIME IS RUNNING OUT

Apply now for a faU-tiaM internship at

•he I-egal Services Office for the Spring,

1986 semester. Aid attorneys in client in

lerviews, preparation of couri forms,

maintenance of continuing caseUiaii, giv-

ing advice ami referrals ar d investigations

und rewarch. Up .to 15 credits may be
receivei) from academic departments.
Cam valuable experience in the legal pro-

fession while working on campus No
previous exf>enence in the legal profession

m>ceKsary, training is provided Deatlline

Ut begin is November 6. For further infor-

mation call Mary at Legal .Ser\'ices,

545 1996

TRAVEL

Montreal Weekend November 1, 2, :

drinking age 18 call Ronnie 6-6432

U4PUFFT0N

Thank yo« far aimwing nw (Handa a

good time Saturday night. John Crane

ROOMMATE WANTED

Pa«al« waalad nMt, r«aponrible, own
room $232 plus util. Muit pay $6% up
front call 644-0490 8-10 am 1<) 11:30 pm or

(617) 43^2783

Interested in a trip around the world?
I'll U- leaving in January for 6 months
i.,<Miking for adventurous travel compa
nions Call lireg 253-5618

TYPING a WORD PROCESSING

Neat day service. TYPE RITE 253 511

QUALI'TY TYPINGT limg or short 1pro

jecls. Will correct grammar, spelling, i
punctuation. Meticulous proofreading
New IBM typewriUr. 549 0367

WANTED

REGtiAE'THilASH Cuilanst and Drum
mer wanted call (rt-off 5«fi 7845

Any Richard Leakey ticket* you won'

uie? Pleaae call Shan 25«^>407
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Together, they make it

happen in field hockey
Donnelly, Griswold leading UM to the top

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

When Megan Donnelly first arrived at

the University of Massachusetts, she pro-

mised herself not to wear any rings on her

fingers until her team won the national

championship.

Three years later, Donnelly, the senior

defender and three-time All-America, still

holds to her promise and is confident that

this could be the year for field hockey glory

at UMass, currently the fiflh-ranked team

in the nation at 12-2-2..

She has had a lot of help from her team-

mates in contributing to the current suc-

cess story, but no one has addded to this

Junior forward Lisa Grisowold has

led the UMass field hockey team along

with...

it failed to reach the Final Four for the first

time since Donnelly has been here. Her ad-

dition to the team, combined with Donnel-

ly's leadership and an enthusiastic

freshman crop could prove to be the miss-

ing ingredient from last year's squad.

"We felt that Lisa would have an im-

mediate impact on our program, she's that

good," University of Massachusetts head

coach Pam Hixon said.

Griswold redshirted last season after

transferring from the nation's current

number one nationally-ranked team, but

said she has no regrets coming to UMass.

"Pam Hixon is just about the best coach

in the country. The program is great here,
cess story, but no one has addded to tnis

off helped a lot because it gave me
year's team any more than junior forward ^ ^^^^^^ ^ .^ ^^ ^^^^,, Qriswold
Lisa Griswold.

^^^^
Griswold, a transfer from the University r^^^y^^^ Griswold and Donnelly have

of Northwestern, has added the offensive
i"Be"ic -^

punch that the team lacked last year when continued on page 15

...senior All-American defender

Megan Donnelly. The Minutewomen
are 12-2-2 this season.

Ball St. meets

Stooges in

IM finals

Title game today

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Stick to lacrosse guys.

Sack, an intramural football team made

up largely of lacrosse players, was savage-

ly beaten by Ball State, 58-12 in the

semifinals of the Intramural champion-

ships yesterday afternoon on Lower

Boyden Field.

In the other semi, the Stooges escaped

with a slim 24-23 victory over WWF The

finals are set for today at 4:30 p.m.

Ball State was tough on defense, scor-

ing four touchdowns on takeaways fi-om

Sack. The Stooges meanwhile advanced to

the finals thanks to a blocked extra point

on the last play of the game. WWF had

scored to come within a point, but their

low point after attempt was batted down.

In the co-rec semis, Why Tbwnehouse

was a 24-21 winner over American Ex-

press and Ball State defeated Bomb Squad

54-18. The co-rec finals are today at 5:30

p.m.

In the ultimate frisbee finals yesterday.

Common Ground was a 16-8 winner over

Pastafarians.

In the first-ever Intramural lacrosse

championship. Grape Smugglers defeated

the Bulldogs 11-10 in a hard-fought

contest.

The Smugglers were led by Mike Gelson

with two early goals and ken Kohlberg

with a power play tally The Dogs tied the

score at four before the Smugglers went

up by one, 5-4, at the half.

The Bulldogs scored three straight

before the Smugglers tied it up. Taking ad-

vantage of a penalty, the Smugglers went

up by one, 10-9. Mike McKie tied it at 10

before Tbm Landon won the game with

three seconds left.

In the co-rec soccer finals. Off defeated

Amherst Towing 6-1. Allison Hill netted

a hat-trick and Steve McStay added two

goals for the winners. Ed Vanlingen also

scored for Off.

For Amherst 'Il>wing (who IM supervisor

Zelma Garcia had an unpopular name),

Kraus Freuberg scored tht^ only goal.

in the first co rec Softball championship,

the undfif'aKTi B;.U P. '! ' were 9 7 win-

ners over (MV K.i-c

Ball Bakers -tnr.'d the winning,' runs in

the bottom of t hi- fifth, scoring four runs

The teams played a close game until the

fifth. The score was tied at 11 early Each

team scored three runs in the third inn-

ing to tighten the game up.

CoUegian photo by Neil Beckerman

Christine Frazier (above) and the University of Massa-

chusetts women's tennis team went 8-5 this season. They

defeated Vermont in their final match of the falL

mens soccer

Women's tennis

finishes at 8-5,

beating Vermont
By LAURA KAUFMANN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's tennis team

finished off their fall season with a 5-4 victory over the

University of Vermont.

The Minutewomen ended up at 8-5 on the season, one

of the best records in recent years. Considering that the

team has coached by new two part-timers and faces a

budget cut this season, quite an accomplishment.

Against the Catamounts, senior Jill Negros was an easy

6-3, 6-4 winner at fourth singles to close her season.

"It was a great way to finish up the season. We've had

so many close matches against UVM- it's nice to come out

on the winning side," Negros said about the match.

Other UMass winners included senior Diana Biagioli

in the second singles, 6-2, 7-5. Freshman Kim Pbla was

a victor at third singles, 6-1, 4-6, 7-5. The first doubles

team of senior Lisa Corbett and sophomore Debbie Ginn

were 6-2, 4-6, 6-4 winners.

The UMass team will continue to practice outdoors un-

til the weather worsens and forces them to move indoors.

The Minutewomen will then prepare for their spring

season, the last season they will play as a varsity sport.

The men's and women's tennis teams, the men's and

women's skiing teams, the men's and women's golf teams

and the wrestling teams were all demoted to club sport

status in May of 1984.

With the exception of the wrestling team, this will be

the last season for all of those teams.

Playoff hopes alive for

Bing's goal beats Springfield, 1-0
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

Sophmore Andy Bing scored his fourth

game-winning goal of the season and senior

Don Donahue recorded his third shutout as

the University of Massachusetts men's soc-

cer team downed Springfield College, 1-0

Monday night in Springfield.

Bing's tenth talley of the year came at the

52:19 mark on a spectacular rush.

The midfielder took a chip pass from

junior John Shannon, rushed from the left

side toward center, beat three defenders,

and nailed a shot from 18 yards off the

under side of the cross bar and into the net.

The Minutemen (14-5) had a number of

chances to increase the lead, but were

unable to complete their opportunities.

UMass outshot Springfield 30-10 and forc-

ed Chief goalkeeper Tim Miller to make
15 saves.

"We had a lot of chances and really

threatened," said UMass coach Jeff Gettler.

"We were in the right positions at the right

times, but we just hit the goalie

"Springfield was pumped up. They

thought they could make their season with

an upset over a division one team, we are

their toughest opponents. They came at us

hard."

Donahue improved his record to 6-5 and

lowered his goals against average to 1.52

on the year.

The victory keeps alive hopes of a berth

in the NCAA tournament for the

Minutemen.

Volleyball, field hockey in action Sports at a glance

Thi i -itv of MasMuhusetts
volleyball icani will face Southern Connec-

ticut in Buvdi'n (Wm at 7 p.m. tonight.

The Minutewomen are 28-6 on the sea-son

and must win to keep their Division 2

NCAA playoff hopes alive.

Tbnight in Boston, the fifth ranked

UMass field hockey team will face Boston

P Ni'\\'lJnivi>r,^it\ l(Hik)n^' td k.

England dominance intart.

The Minutewomen an' 12-2-2. tm the

season and haven't lost in their last nine

games, they are riding a twao-game winn

ing streak. Like the volleyball team, the

Minutewomen are hoping to increase their

chances at a tourney bid later this season.

UMass Schedule
Today
Volleyball: So. Conn., Boyden. 7 p.m.

Field Hockey: at BU, 7 p.m.

Football Luncheon: at Justin Ryan's,

noon, $4.
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Duff reprimanded by regents
By MARTIE BARNES
The Associated Press

BOSTON (AP) - The state Board of Regents of Higher

Education yesterday reprimanded Higher Education

Chancellor John Duff, who is under investigation for

possibly violating state law by soliciting a campaign con-

tribution from regents.

"Based on the information available to us which we
have reviewed and discussed, the regents have found no

indication of a practice of political solicitation by the

chancellor or his staff," the panel said in a statement

issued after a three-hour closed-door meeting.

"However, there appears to be a single instance of an

inappropriate action on the part of the Office of the

Chancellor. While the regents continue to support the

chancellor, the Office of the Chancellor has been ad-

monished for this lapse and a directive has gone to the

chancellor to report to the regents what further steps will

be taken to ensure that such an incident does not reoccur."

Before the closed-door meeting. Chairman David Beau-

bian asked Regent John Fox, a retired judge, to head an
adhoc committee to study "allegations in The Boston
Globe with which you are familiar."

The Globe reported last week that Duff tried to solicit

political campaign contributions from board members, in

apparent violation of state law.

Duff denied any such action. But he said he accepted

responsibility for a letter, sent by press aide Estelle

Shanley to five regents, that requested they buy $100
tickets to a fundraiser planned by House Speaker George
Keverian.
Duff has said the matter has been overblown and that

he has no plans to resign. He said Keverian had no

knowledge of the action.

State law prohibits public employees other than elected

officials from directly or indirectly soliciting campaign
contributions.

Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti has said he also

2 day care
facilities face
investigation
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts spokeman
confirmed yesterday that two of the four

day care facilities on campus are being in-

vestigated by the state police, the Depart-
ment of Social Services and the Office of

Child Services for alleged child abuse
violations.

The investigation of the Grass Roots and
New World day care centers started after

a pediatrician from University Health Ser-

vices filed a report of possible abuse to the
State Department of Social Services in mid-

October, according to Arther Clifford of the
UMass Office of Public Information.

Clifford declined to reveal the age or the
sex of the child, nor would he mention the
precise nature of the complaint because of

the need for confidentiality in the
investigation.

Clifford denied that the investigation is

centered around one certain employee of

either facility, as reported in the Daily
Hampshire Gazette yesterday. "The in-

vestigation is not focused at any one in-

dividual right now," he said. "It is a broad
investigation and will be completed when
the State Police are satisfied with the
evidence."

The two facilities provide day care for 120
children between the ages of two months
to 5 years old, from the University system.

Clifford said their questions will be
answered when the investigation is com-
pleted. "We have only two concerns right

now," he said. "The first is concern to pro-

tect the children. The second is to protect

the reputation of a very good child care pro-

gram."

CoUrgian photo by Micbetlr S«gall

EASY DOES IT — Joe Burke, a first year student in the

Stockbridge School of Agriculture, practices repelling

near the Southwest parking lots yesterday.
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Soviet press to interview Reagan 2

Halley's comet hotline is hot 15

Fantini finds logo at UMass 8

Spikers go 29-6 20

"It's great when you see a little kid wear-

ing this humongous mask."

—costume store manager on this year's

best-selling Halloween outfit. Story, page
2.

Party, guest policies no
different on Halloween
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Guest policy for the University of Massachusetts residence halls will

be no different than usual this Halloween weekend.

Both the East and West sides of campus will be under the same securi-

ty policies, according to Larry Moneta, director of Residential Educa-

tion East.

"From now on, we will have campus wide policies for things like this,"

Moneta said. "That is our new mission: to reduce stress for students.

"We are relaxing, but we are not eliminating security for the Hallo

ween weekend," Moneta said.

Each resident will be allowed two overnight guests and four sign-in

guests. Non-UMass students will be allowed in the residence halls,

Moneta said, but they will not be allowed to attend registered parties.

Unregistered parties will be dealt with in accordance to the usual

residence hall polirips

Moneta said use of Halloween masks is discouraged on both sides of

campus.
Security in the residence halls will be expanded, according to Carol

continued on page

5

is investigating the matter.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, who has appointed or reap-

pointed 10 of the 15 regents, asked the regents to convene

about the matter. He said it "certainly calls for some pret-

ty decisive action."

Duff has been searching for a new job and is a finalist

for a job as commissioner of the Chicago Public Library.

Meanwhile, the Globe reported that a statewide com-
puter network the regents operated reportedly faces a
multimillion-dollar shortfall.

Unidentified officials quoted in the newspaper said they

think only about $500,000 or $1.6 million that the

Legislature appropriated in 1983 to pay an overdue bill

to Control Data Corp. was paid toward that debt during
the 1983 fiscal year. They said the rest of the money was
used to buy equipment.
The officials said the regents now owe Control Data at

least $1 million on the old service debt and as much as

$1 million more for software and for servicing the new
equipment.

Divestment
will be viewed
Smith trustees to respond
By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

The Smith College Board of Trustees promised last week
to respond to a recently-submitted student proposal for

divestment from companies doing business in South Africa

by Feburary.
In addition, students received a renewed promise to view

summaries of letters written by the trustees to the cor-

porations with dealings in South Africa, said Cathy Peter-

son, student member of Smith's Student Government
Association Ethical Investment Committee.

"Roughly 7.4 percent of our portfolio have South Africa

related investments," said Charles Johnson, associate

treasurer. Out of Smith's $222 million endowment, $16.3

million are in stocks which denote a share of ownership

with companies tied to South African business.

The ethical investment committee submitted a three-

part proposal Saturday calling for divestment that day

in a meeting with the college's trustees. Smith President

Mary Maples Ehinn and 15 students, Peterson said.

A divestment from companies conducting business in

South Africa over a two-year period was outlined in the

proposal. Also, an immediate divestment from three com-

panies that do not abide by the Sullivan Principles, a set

of guidelines for reaching racial equality in employment
procedures, was called for in the proposal.

"If we divest from these three companies, it would be

about $3.5 million," Peterson said. U.S. Steel, Kimberly-

Clark Corp. and IMS International are the three com-

panies in which Smith holds stock.

The third point in the proposal calls for an implemen-

tation of college policies that preclude future investments

in businesses and corporations that do business in South

Africa.

"We are walking on tender ground," Peterson said of

the committee's presentation of the proposal to the

trustees. "They (the trustees) are most concerned about

the money invested.

"The trustees have agreed that apartheid is awful hut

they have a lot of questions that can't be answered," she

said. At Saturday's meeting, the trustees brought up the

broader issue of what would happen if a revolution breaks

out in South Africa and U.S. companies are bought out

by other countries with different standards of human
rights

But Peterson said the proposal is one which only con-

cerns Smith investments and not sweeping economic

pre.ssure. College proposals draw great media attention,

she said, and put pressure on trustees to take action. "It's

embarassing to the trustees and it lodges a burr in their

consciences."

Last spring, the college's trustees denied students ac-

cess to view letters they wrote to companies and corpora-

tions which are involved in South African business. But

they reversed their decision and announced last week that

students could read summaries of the letters.

Peterson said the trustee's letters were requests for com-

panies to explain their policies regarding apartheid in the

country.

continued on page 5
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South Africa holds election
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JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) -

The National Party, putting its race reform

measures on the line with white voters in

five special parliamentary elections, han-

dily won one race yesterday, narrowly

defeated an ultra-rightist in another and

lost a third, unofficial returns showed.

Results were not in from two conser-

vative farming communities.

The elections were viewed as a gauge of

white feeling toward the government's

limited moves away from apartheid after

14 months of black riots and a deepening

economic crisis.

Meanwhile, police said at least seven

blacks were killed yesterday and late Tues-

day in violence believed linked to unrest

against apartheid, South Africa's system

of enforced racial separation.

The balloting was to fill midterm vacan-

cies in the whites-only chamber, which has

final say in the three-chamber Parliament.

Whites, people of mixed-race and Asians

meet separately in the Parliament. Blacks

have no vote and no chamber.

Soviets to interview Reagan

AP Las*rphoto

BOO! - A Nashville, Tenn. office building gets into the Halloween

spirit yesterday, pulling selected window shades to create this holi-

day message. The building houses the American General Life In-

surance Co.

Hulk Hogan costume favored

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan, in a pre-summit gesture to the

Soviet Union, will be questioned today by

four journalists from Moscow in the first

interview granted by an American presi-

dent to the Soviet press in nearly a quarter

of century.

The session, at 2 p.m. EST in the Oval

Office, is a "unique and historic opportuni-

ty for the president to communicate direcl-

ty with the people of the Soviet Union,"

said White House spokesman Larry

Speakes. "We hope it is a sign of a new and

more open information policy on the part

of the Soviet Union."

No restrictions have been imposed on the

Soviets' questions, although they are like-

ly to focus on Reagan's summit Nov. 19-20

with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev in

Geneva and superpower relations, Speakes

said. He said the United States has not ask-

ed to review in advance what will be

prblished.

BOSTON (AP) - Step aside Ronald

Reagan. The nation's chief executive who
was last year's favorite Halloween face has

been replaced this year by a heav>'-hitter

of another sort: professional wrestler Hulk
Hogan.
While the vampire queen of the costume

rental business appeau-s to be television's

horror movie hostess Elvira, the

mustachioed muscleman who inspired a

pro-wrestling mania is the top choice

among maskwearers.
"He's alone in his greatness," said Carl

Bertolino, assistant manager of Little Jack

Horner Inc., one of the nation's largest

costume shops. "We can't get enough of

them."

"It's great when you see a little kid wear-

ing this humongous mask," he said. "It's

hysterical. The kid looks like a Munchkin
character with a big head and a little

body."

As usual, said Bertolino, costumes hav-

ing connections to popular movies, televi-

sion shows and commercials are making
money. The mask of E.T. $50, Dr. Spock

$40, Mr. T $25 and Charlie Chaplin $21 are

selling like hotcakes.

Bertolino said men and women across the

country are renting everything from

military uniforms $20-$60 to elaborate

Renaissance outfits $40-$65. Classic

costumes such as witches, ghosts,

werewolves, devils and draculas also are

hot.

Today's Staff

Anne McCrory
Jim Patriquin, Nancy

Night Editor:

Copy Editors:

Stern
Layout Technician: Conor Plunkett

Photo Technician: Michelle Segall

Production SupervisonConor Plunkett

Production: Kelly Sieger, Peter

Soderberg, Nancy Rivers, Leslie Naki-

iima, Peter Forget, Norm Achin and Pam.

Editor's note: Today's issue contains

our annual Halloween supplement.
This issue is prepared in the holiday
spirit. We hope you enjoy it.

Correction:
Author J. Anthony Lukas's name was

misspelled in yesterday's Collegian. It's

Lukas and not Lucas.

1982 CAPTAIN REAL ESTATE
— Former FBI agent G. Gordon
Liddy, who went to prison for

masterminding the Watergate
break-in, will make his television

debut in NBC's "Miami Vice."

C^: Utopia Spas
^^ 1 75 University Drive. Amher

Wouldn't a nice soak

at the Spas give you

a clearer mind for

studying:

,-,7727

call now for reservations
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HIGH STYLE at Low Costs
Even college students can afford

to look good at Marjon

n
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cuts $8.00

perm 38.00

foiling 45.00

shampoo/cut/dry 14.00

Marjon Hair Design
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360 College St., Amherst
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UMASS IS GOING TO
PIZZAS
The Best Pizza

in town iy FREE
from 9-11 PM, Tues-Thurs

Bar Drinks 99*

All Week Long

Check the

Daily Dinner Specials

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

USSR has
strategic
superiority
By JOSEPH TIGAN
Collegian Correspondent
Arms control agreement talks have fail-

ed in improving U.S. security, and in the

meantime the Soviets have obtained

strategic superiority over the US, which

they intend to maintain, the former direc-

tor of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarma-

ment Agency said last night at Amherst

College.

"Right now, we have no defense if a mis-

sle were headed to the U.S.," James T.

Hackett said.

Hackett, who outlined a history of

failures in arms control agreements, said

it would be impractical to use arms control

in place of national defense, adding that

such talks 'have only tranquiled the

Americans into doing less than they

should, while the Soviets build up."

"To use these type of agreements as a

cheaper and safer way to maintain U.S.

security is impossible," he said. "Such a

precaution will not hold back a determin-

ed totalitarian state such as the Soviet

Union."
Moscow's strategic forces are geared

toward a first strike capability, and are

employed not in deterrence, but to win,

Hackett said.

"From 1972-1980, the U.S. restrained

from building any missies while the Soviets

engaged in the most massive build up

ever," Hackett said. "And with this build-

up has come the Soviet ability to intimidate

and expand through military power the

spread of Marxism."
Hackett said that to maintain a credible

defense as a deterrent, the development of

small mobil missies (Midgetman) is impor-

tant. He also said that movement towsu-d

high technology conventional weapons is

an excellent alternative.

James T. Hackett, former direc-

tor of the U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency
"Nothing attracts the attention of the

men in the Kremlin more so much as the

ability to drop a missle down the chimney,"

he said.

The most important move to maintain

U.S. security is the Strategic Defense

Initiative—SDI, or Star Wars—which has

the purpose of deterring any attack and

making nuclear weapons obselete, accor-

ding to Hackett.

"We live in a world of mutually assured

destruction (MAD—where it is assured that

if one country were to send offensive

missies, the opposing country could res-

pond by sending their own, virtually assur-

ing destruction), but the greater the

defense, the less likely there would be an

attack. SDI offers an escape from MAD."

VIEW FROM DOWN UNDER - Phil Perrault of Chandler Glaziers,

subcontracted to do glasswork for the renovation of the Curry Hicks

Cage, practices his craft on a skylight as viewed here from inside

the building yesterday. coiiegjan photo by p.ui o-mTia.

Collegian photo by Scott Maguire

THE WITCHING HOUR - Traditionally a symbol of Halloween,

this black cat is one ofmany creatures who will be stalking Amherst
tonight.

Student regent likely
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Correspondent

A bill that proposes to place a student

member on the state Board of Regents of

Higher Education is expected to be signed

by Gov. Michael Dukakis next week.

Co-chairpersons of the Student Govern-

ment Association Public Policy Committee

Clare Bouzen and Don Cassidy said the

measure would provide for an

undergraduate student from a public col-

lege or public university becoming a voting

member of the board of regents.

Bouzan said, "The board of regents is a

very powerful body, responsible for

establishing tuition policy, overall

academic regulations, and in a large

measure, the overall future of public higher

education in Massachusetts."

The governor will choose the student

regent based on three candidates recom-

mended to him by the Student Advisory

Committee, which is comprised of student

trustees from each public community col-

lege, state college, and university in

Massachusetts, said Bouzan.

The appointments will operate on a three

year basis, Bouzan said. The first year, the

student regent will be from a university,

the second, a student regent from a state

college, and the next year the student

regent will be from a community college.

This policy aims to give all Massachusetts .

public higher education institutions equal

input.

The state board of regents failed by one

vote to pass a motion to endorse the

presence of a student on its board last

February, prompting student lobbyists to

push the bill through the Legislature.

Cassidy said, "We lobbied in Boston this

summer on behalf of the bill and we called

and sent letters to members of the House

and Senate."

The bill passed in the Massachusetts

House in July and in the Massachusetts

Senate last Tuesday, largely through the

efforts of Senator Gerard D'Amico, D-

Worcester, and House member Dennis

Lawrence, D-New Bedford.

Bouzan said the bill is a result of several

^ears of hard work by a strong coalition of

students throughout Massachusetts.

"I think the student regent bill will give

students a direct mechanism for express-

ing their concerns to the body that oversees

their condition," she said.

Deaf people consider themselves a sub-culture
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Deaf people do not regard themselves as disabled, but

as member of a subculture, according to two mterpreters

who gave a presentation yesterday titled "Deafness:

Disability as a Subculture."
, ^^^ rux- ru^rs

Hannah Yaffee and Geary Gravel, of the Office of Han-

dicapped Student Affairs, spoke about the way that

deafness is perceived in our culture, and about the way

deaf people perceive themselves.

"The deaf students on campus don t see themselves as

disabled." so they don't belong to student groups like

Disabilities Unlimited, Yaffee said. "It's a whole separate

Hocictv

People born deaf are "the only cultural group where the

children are bom to parents of another cultural group,

Yaffee said. "It's the only subcultural group people can

talk about getting rid of," which offends deaf people.

Gravel said.
, >_ i:r„

"The major effect that deafness has on a person s life

is access to society," Gravel said. Since most of television

is not interpreted or close-captioned, he said much of

popular culture is restricted from the deaf and hearing-

'"^Tdeafs' use of American Sign Language (ASL) also

excludes them from popular culture. Most schools for the

deaf teach either lip reading or signed English; deaf peo-

ple learn ASL only from other deaf people. In those

schools, the priority is to teach people to function in

society.

Most deaf people are very conservative in their political

views, because the way that current topics like feminism

are discussed in everyday life excludes deaf people. They

don't participate in the exchanges that open peoples'

minds, so their politics remain conservative, Yaffee said.

Common misconceptions anger deaf people, such as the

belief that deaf people can't hear anything at all. In reali-

ty, "deaf people don't go around in a silent world," Yaf-

fee said. The belief that deaf people can read lips from

across crowded streets is also a fallacy, Gravel said. Only

30 percent of speech is visible on lips.

The schools for the deaf, Yaffee said, give graduates cer-

tification for an eighth grade education, but most deaf

adults read only at a fourth grade level. The schools are

controlled by hearing people, which is a "sore point" for

some of the more politically active deaf people, Yaffee said.

They are often run by people who see themselves as

devoting their lives to "helping the deaf," instead of by

those who see themselves as interpreting between two

cultures.

Gravel and Yaffee, who see themselves as interpreters

between cultures, said many conflicts exist between those

two cultures. "Nobody will say interpreter for the deaf

and hearing," but merely "interpreter for the deaf," Yaf-

fee said.

Professors in courses will often start talking to the in-

terpreter, who is only there to help communication bet-

ween the student and professor. "It's the kind of situa-

tion where you really try to stay neutral," Gravel said.

"The best thing to do is just be a communication

mechanism."
Interpreting here is especially challenging because the

vocabulary is so diverse. "You have to have a college

degree yourself," Yaffee said, since interpreting a course

like Comparative Literature may involve communicating

shades of meaning to a word that a deaf person has only

memorized a definition for.

There are 117,000 hearing-impaired people in Western

Massachusetts, Yaffee said. The interpreters spend 25 to

30 hours a week interpreting for nine full-time deaf

students and 11 deafemployees at the University, as well

as running workshops to help educate hearing people. The

presentation on deafness as a subculture was originally

given last year as part of the Cross-Cultural Resources

program. "We felt that some of these deserved a larger

audience," said Judy Davis of the Office of Human Rela-

tions, which led to the office sponsoring the presentation

yesterday.
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Guess Who's Coming
To Campus?

Representatives from Walt Disney World Co. will be

on campus Tuesday, November 5, 1985 and Wednes-

day, November 6, 1985 recruiting for the spring ses-

sion of the Walt Disney World College Program.

Restricted to Leisure Studies students and

Hotel /Restaurant and Travel Administration. These

students who are interested in co-op should contact

the office of Cooperative Education at 545-2224 for

further information.

• • • •
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IT'Smmm DID
YOU
GET
'OUR!

We're Making A

CWIiH Owwy Productnni

Ulalt lisneu World
An Equal Opportunity Employer

All Unsold

B€I>KS
Are going back to

the Publishers NOMK.

SSL

MON-FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

• • • 9 • •

^KPER FRED'J
\ > LABELS FOR LESS O

MEN'S

D Cotler Shirt
MENS

D Repage Cords
HANDSEWN WEEKENDER

D Boat Shoes
WOMEN'S

D Optimum Shirt
WOMEN'S

D Forenza Jeans
BRUNO VALENTI

D Dress Flats

^

Vi $899

$1299

$1599

$lg99

r»|.

$24.99

Trader Fred's is working to become your lowest Priced Clothing Store in Hampshire County.

48 North Pleasant St., Amherst
In the new Tucker Taft Building

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-9
Sun. 12-5

253-7155
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^ <S TYlith "^ continued from page 1

Students were not allowed to read the

letters because the college wanted to main-
tain the integrity of the relationship bet-

ween the school and these companies,
Peterson said.

Meanwhile, Smith students are organiz-

ing several other activities to support

divestment. "We are initiating a referen-

dum to pass through the SGA and a letter

writing campaign among alumnae," she

said. The ethical investment committee
will still maintain pressure by sending

trustees newspaper clippings of the latest

activities in South Africa "as a little

nudge" to remind them of the urgency of

the situation.

Peterson said there is also talk of a sit-

in at Smith to protest the college's

investments.

^hallow€£Tl''^^^^^^'^f^*^ f^^

'

Radzik, direc-

tor of Student Security. Radzik said she

could not reveal exactly how extensive the

security would be in the residence halls,

but said, "there will will be additional

security in residence halls, and ad-

ministrative staff will be watching to see

how things go."

Under a new plan, approved in early

September by Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis Madson, the Campus
Center/Student Union complex will be re-

main open for events scheduled for today

through Sunday.
The Campus Center had been closed on

Halloween weekends since 1979, when
vandalism and arrests on Halloween night

reached what University administrators

had called "dangerous proportions."

DEMONSTRATION OF...

MINDRHADING
and

HYPNOSIS!
featxLring... DAVID BENETTI

OCT. 31" 8 PM
FINE ARTS CENTER

ADMISSION $3.50

ColleKian photo by Michelle SeKall

THE SWEET TASTE OF FALL - Jon Dowse, a senior in the

Stockbridge School of Agriculture, serves a thirsty patron at the An-

nual Stockbridge Cider Sale yesterday outside the Student Union

Building. The sale is sponsored by the Fruit and Vegetable Club.

Lecture on Mulroney is today
Glen Williams, a professor of political

science from Carleton University in On-

tario, Canada will speak today on Cana-

dian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney's first

year in ofrice.

The lecture will be at 4 p.m in W-26
Machmer.
Williams, visiting as part of the Five Col-

lege Canadian Studies Program, will ad-

dress Mulroney's handling of political and

economic problems, said George Sulzner,

director of the Five College Canadian

Studies Program and UMass political

science professor.

Mulroney is the first Canadian Prime

Minister to be elected by a large majority,

Sulzner said. "Conservatives have an over-

whelming majority in the Parliament, 211

seats to the Liberal Party's 40. Mulroney

will be in office for a considerable period

and will have time to do some long-term

policy. It looks as if he'll move for future

(foreign) trade and try to bring Quebec

closer to Canada, " said Sulzner, who coor-

dinates the lectures and invited Williams.

Williams has taught at Carleton for

seven years and has published books and

articles on Canada's politics and economy.

His speech is the third in the lecture series

"From a Canadian Perspective" spon.sored

by the Five College Canadian Studies Pro-

gram. The next speaker, the Canadian Am-
bassador to the United Nations, Steven

Lewis will speak on Canada and World Af-

fairs on Dec. 5.

-LISA BABCOCK

Daily
Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500 Cards
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Gas Saving
Tune-up
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Lube, Oil & Filter
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A selection from Eugene J. Prakapas' Bauhaus Photography.

Bauhaus Photography (MIT Press,

$30.00)

The Bauhaus, the school founded in 1919

by architect Walter Gropius, produced

some of the greatest German artists of this

century, such as Klee, Kandinsky, Schwit-

ters and Gropius himself. In 1923

photographer Laszlo Moholy-Nagy joined

the Bauhaus, and redirected its course to

focus on the union of art and machinery.

Although the Bauhaus enjoyed an ex-

istance of only 14 years (disbanded by

Hitler in 1933), it could have had no more

influence over German art if it had been

an actual phoenix rising in Weimar from

the ashes of WWI.
Bauhaus Photography collects over 500

photographs taken mostly between
1927-1931. They demonstrate many of the

themes and qualities associated with the

school such as the fascination with the in-

terplay of vertical and horizontal and the

meshing of media. Still lifes segmented by

shadows from Venetian blinds, portraits

superimposed upon Eu*chitecture, patterns

in manufactured items; cigarettes, masks,

mobiles, matches, chairs, bricks.

That there is experimentation is to be ex-

pected; in light and shadow, in close ups

and bird's eye views, in violent contrast

and subtle gradations of shade, in frame

and content. Yet their approaches come

always as a suprise. There is the white-clad

student reflected in a ball-bearing like a

fallen angel in a Christmas tree decoration.

There are anxious students lined up, reclin-

ing, squatting in boxes, lying in ihe sand.

There is Lux Feininger's grotesque portrait

of Johnny Schawinsky who, in the frac-

tional seconds required by the lens to cap-

ture an image, voiced the tortured angst

and unearthly decadence of a generation.

The book also collects examples of

Bauhaus graphic design and photomon-

tage. Photographs of Bauhaus architecture,

furniture construction, sculpture, theater

are also included, evoking a haunting and

disturbing picture of the degeneration of a

cultural avant garde. There are artistic

manifestos and articles by members of the

school, including Kallai and Moholy.

This volume would be as comprehensive

as anyone could wish for, if not for a serious

ommission: In his preface Eugene J.

Prakapas mentions that many photographs

by Bauhaus artists exist that are not

reprinted here. Prakapas tells us of shots

by Gropius, Klee, Lyonel Feininger,

Schawinsky and Citron. Why are they not

included? Prakapas doesn't say.

<S^ RENT-A-CAR
C^y Good reliable rentals at a^ better than fair price.

CARS, TRUCKS, VANS

Low Daily & Wknd. Rates

50 Russell St.. (Rte. 9)

Hadley, Ma.

tel 584-2319
-Just ovei Coo^idge Bridge-

« « « «

«

* « •• « « « * * *

Herreirs Ice Cream ^^^/^
Ihom»i Morkatploc* O Wk \ ^TX^*Thorn«i Mark«tp
Old Joum SI tnttonc*

Northomplon

Op*n Noon till II ]0 Sun Thun
No in IIM Midnight Frt k Sol

566-4837

i

</
.^

^HALLOWEEN
SUPPLIES

500 MASKS 70 CHOOSE mOM
GREASE PAINTS—HANDS—FEET—WITCHES'
HATS AND BROOMS—WIGS—MOUSTACHES
BEARDS—NOSES—FANGS—TEETH

TOOTH BLACK OUT

H.L. CHILDS & SON
op«n daily and Saturday 8-6; 15; open Thursday and Friday night. Octobw 31 -Nov. 1 untH 9:lW pm

25 STATE STREET 584 2604 NORTHAMPTON

Tuesday Nov. 5 R-rated Hypnotist SHOWYOUR FACE
At Our 3rd Annual

Costume/Comedy Night Bash!

Whether it's scary, funny,

gorgeous, or just plain

wild, put your best face

forward at Carbur's

Halloween Party.

Thursday, Oct. 31st

at 9:00 p.m. (Come early

for drinks and munchies!)

prizesTOr best
COSTUMES; Grand
Prize: One night and two

days on the town in NYC
for two, plus $50. cash,

Other prizes include

tickets to the Billy Crystal

Show at Springfield

Symphony Hall, Main

Street Record Gift

Certificate and Carbur s

Gift Certificate. Costume
judging at midnight by
Buddy Rubbish. $1 .00 off

Comedy admission if you

come in costume!

iVriio

elEWIStl
9 9 9 9 ^ ^ W

TRIVIA

clANE LENARSKY
DODE B. LEVENSON
BflRMRfl WflGtIMfIN

A little book, lots of chutzpah
Can you name all of Elizabeth Taylor's Jewish husbands?

Jewish Trivia (Quinlan
Press, $7.95)

By BRADFORD VERTER
Collegian Staff

Oy, have I got a book for

you!

If you love obscure and

diverse information as

much as I do (and by all

means you should), and are

sick of rereading your dog-

eared Trivial Pursuit cards

for the nth time, then

Jewish Trivia by Jane
Lenarsky, Dode B. Leven-

son and Barbara Wachman
(Quinlan Press, $7.95) is the

book you've been searching

for.

Jewish Trivia (an ox-

ymoronic title, if ever I

heard one) is a wonderful

compendium of facts rang-

ing in subject matter from

Biblical lore to sports

averages (a distinction not

made by everyone). Subjects

include entertainment,

history, geography and, of

course. Tradition. There is

also a 20 page section of

photographs for the visual-

ly inclined.

The questions cover a

spectrum of difficulties.

There are a few giveaways,

such as "Where did Noah's
ark land?" and "Name the

five Marx brothers," and
"What are the three mean-

ings of the word shalom?'"

But there are some real

doozies. The name matching

parts are the toughest. Sure,

Bob Dylan is Mark Zimmer
man, that's pretty common.
But did you know Ann

Landers real name is Esther

P. Freedman? Or that Peter

Lorre was once Laszlo

Lowenstein? Too much!

One of the authors, Dode
Levenson, is a UMass
junior. The son of a rabbi, he

was too bashful to comment
on the book. According to

his sister liana, a

sophomore at UMass, the

book is selling very well

since it was first published

in May, and is now in its

third printing. "They carry

it in the University
Bookstore," she confided.

One of the reader's com-

ments on the back of the

book is by Andrew (Jershon

of Washington DC who
says, "I can't wait for

Jewish Trivia II! "My
response, Mr. Gershorn, is:

Ditto.

Another reader said,

"When I first got the book,

my roommates and I spent

half the night asking each

other questions." Ditto, dit-

to, ditto, ditto . . .

;i

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Ma
586-6053

THEI
AMHERST DELICATESSEN

In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975!

OtfCampus & Aparttnent
Delivery Available • 549-6314

10% OFF
ANY NON-SALE MERCHANDISE

WITH STUDENT I.D. AND THIS COUPON
Coupon Expires 11-15-85

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
•Foot-Long Subs

• Fresh Soups & S2i]ads

•Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheesecake

THE
AMHERST

^Z^3.DELICATESSErS ^
233 No. Pleasant St., Amherst • 549-6314

Open Man. -Sat . 9 am.- 10 p.m. ...Sun., 9-6

=TI r^

Season's Sunday Brunch Buffet

It's

your choice

and what a choice!

Season s specialtiesfrom
traditional Bacon & Eggs to

Seafood Casseroles to Scrumptious
Desserts. Season 's Sunday Buffet

from Eleven to Three
only

^ C^/Yo/^a/m^ d(y//^dii Q^in/l^^a^€^

Plus quality repair of all types and styles ot jeuelrx.

Remounting and resetting

also d<me.

$7.95
A II major credit cards accepted

Experience the Joy

ofDining with

family andfriends at

529 Belchertown Road Amherst (413)253-9909

J i:\vi: LICK

on the common, amherst, 253-3986
mon.-sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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Fresh Breads

and Croissants

Baked Daily

79 Main Street, across from Plumbleys

Imported Cheeses Coffee Beans

Bulk Tea Fresh Pasta

Delicious Giant Cookies and other Baked Goods
Gourmet Groceries

Dally until 6; Saturday until 5; Sundays 9-1
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ARTS
Chelmsford band finds a logo

University art department is instrumental

By DANIEL HONIG
ColleRian Correspondent

A band called Fantini has found a name logo - in the

graphic arts department at the University of

Massachusetts.

In an interesting move, the members of the Chelmsford

based band, decided to have students in Professor Herb

Paston's graphic arts class design their logo. The one

chosen by the band was designed by Nancy Yarborough.

The band, at first, looked into various graphic design

agencies in Boston and found some they thought to be very

impressive. However, two of the band members, who are

UMass alumni, had heard good things about the school's

art department.

They decided to give graphic art students a try at design-

ing a logo.
. r .u

"We wanted it to be a leammg experience for the

students, but it would also serve our needs," said Todd

Fantini, one of the band's guitarists.

Todd got in touch with Herb Paston, professor of graphic

design in the art department. Todd explained the situa-

tion to Paston, and Paston was eager to participate with

his class. The Fantinis wanted their music, ideas and style

to be reflected in the logo, and were very happy with the

final result.

"It has a certain flair about it, a cool sort of

style...Something that could stay with us for a long while,"

Todd said.

The logo has a contemporary style and is indeed reflec-

tive of the musical and artistic styles of the band members.

"Although our music is different from bands like Duran

Duran, the music and band personalities lend themselves

to that sophistication of fashion and high tech, dance, rock

music," Todd said.

Fantini began playing in 1979, and within a short time

began to draw large crowds as they toured the New
England area. Mark, the band's second guitarist, was only

10 years old at the time, when they were drawing crowds.

The other members are Steffan Fantini, on keyboards, and

Arron Williams, playing percussion. On tour and in the

studio, Fantini hires drummers.

Their popularity grew and by 1984 they had played over

70 private schools, 40 public schools, and 40 colleges. In

the same year the group went into the studio and record-

ed demo tapes of their original music. After two months

of recording they had produced what they considered to

be the Fantini sound.

Collegian photo by Maria Bull

Artist Nancy Yarborough shows completed

Fantini logo to band member while graphics

professor. Herb Paston looks on.
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1 1 Pizza Shops
3 Sub Shops

1 Roast Beef Shop
.^^i^^^ HOT

ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

1 1 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

I50 Main St. Amherst, MA

We don't sell Pizza

and we don't sell Subs

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sundav Noory to 10 PM
Mon Sat 1 1:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:
430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St,

Hadley Northamptcn

2S3-2571 586-8220

Leather Aerobic Shoes That
Workout Right

^^?i (/si-;-3i»cs..i

m

Autry " Leather

Reg S34 99

$26

Pony*Leather
High style Low style

Reg S34 99 Reg S?8 99

$26 $22
Olympian'Leather

Low style High style with

Reg S?3 99 Reg S25 99

SI 8 $20
Make all the right moves in supple leather, comfort cushioned aerobic shoes.

For exercising, jazz dancing or casual wear, Olympian has the right shoes, now at the

right price. Women's sizes to 10.

,'^ S }

^"X

UM? thr\\/eon competition.
Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley

..l.lt. <»< ¥ » » » «»*»'
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Conne by in costunne on Halloween

and receive a FREE ITEM

"Mashed-ln" with the purchase of a

one, two or three mix-ln
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Trick or Treat 'in is so sweet at Steve's® i g

Valid only In Amherst on Oct. 31st 1965 (coupon necessary for a Free Item) |
I

eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amherst

256-6889

CONVENIENT
to

CAMPUS!
• BREAKFAST SERVED '3"^*!^

ayy TIUF A.M.*3 A.M.
AW I ilMt SUN.-THURS.

OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. A SAT.

• BEER & WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNITE

• PLENTY OF PARKING

p^^?.*-^°^-
1,^

^BJ's^'^'

Ss*?
save

A store-fun of kSeas

Downtown Amher»t/Odily lO - 6. Son. 12-5

• 5U«=RC(£Mr QOAMTfHES;
oCLASS*A"lHERCMAklDiS£./

,

o OOeAR VDUR KJORMAL CLOTHES>i
oTuK)'b)eek. R£RJfJDPRIVlL£6»£.'

Now Thru Nov. 9
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RBfl/^NRECK

^ yNew & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

HAIRCUTS

ith this coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

65 University Dr.,

Amherst, MA
549-5610

expirss 11 30 86 C

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

- Same Day Results -

Services that are
Free, Coryfidentlal, Caring

& Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shops

Upper Level

UNUSUAL
GIFTS
WITH
A

NEW
ENGLAND
FLAVt>R

NORTH AMHERST
MASSAtHL'SETTS

01059

1 mile north of UM 549-2M7

This past week has been a really good one for lectures

(see yesterday's Bihliofile). Madeline L'Engle was great

at Smith. But this week there's all sorts of musical goodies

luring one away from cheap intellectual pursuits.

Tonight there is a benefit for the valley's sanctuary

movement with Bright Morning Star at Sage Hall, Smith

College. A much different sort event is Dio at the Wor-

chester Centrum.
Tommorow night there are tons of things to do. I'm

talkin' tons. First and foremost the Ramones are at the

Student Union Ballroom, or SUB. Downstairs, in the

Hatch, local favorites Circle will be playing. Both these

shows will be really good and if you can't afford the

Ramones, Circle is a good but very different alternative.

Very different.

Elsewhere tommorow night. Commander Cody will be

playing at the Backstage in Ellington Connecticut and

Chaka Kahn will be playing at the Springfield Symphony

Hall.

Today is as good a day to start thinking about what

you're going to do on November 21. Ray Charles will be

coming to Pearl Street that night. Oh great, you say (well

maybe), but naturally nothing is simple. That night

Adrian Belew is playing in Boston at the Paradise with

his band the Bears. So what are you going to do? I guess

this is good practice for chosing who in a relationship has

priority in deciding where to move post-graduation.

Saturday night: The Sighs, Bamboo Steamers, and The

Underground will be playing in Springfield at the Zone.

Sunday night is folk night here in the valley. Singer

Jean Redpath, frequent guest-star on the Prarie Home
Companion will be singing at Buckley Recital Hall at

Amherst College. Melanie ("Castles in the Rain" and "I've

got a Brand New Pair of RoUerskates") will be at the Iron

Horse.

The Nylons will be at the Northampton Center of the

Guitarist Billy Bragg will appear at the Iron

Horse Cafe Monday night.

Arts. The Nylons are an acapella group, reputed to be

quite good.

On Monday guitarist Billy Bragg who sounds like the

Clash all by himself will be playing at the Iron Horse. If

you missed him 'ast time you might want to check it out.

The Grateful Dead will be at the Centrum Monday and

Tuesday. If you don't already have tickets forget it.

Tuesday night Melanie will be back at Iron Horse for

two more shows.

John Lee Hooker and John Hammond will be at Pearl

Street on Wednesday. This should be great. John Lee

Hooker will be playing with his band and he is positively

amazing. He sits on a chair, sings and occasionaly plays

these really eerie licks (as they're called) on his guitar.

Look forward to Peter Tork from the Monkees on Thurs-

day at the Iron Horse.

*

ARTS
J. T. gets happy
By RENEE BACKER
Collegian Staff

James Taylor certainly looks cheerful on

the cover of his most recent album. That's

Vfhy I'm Here.

His face is tan, his eyes are a calm blue,

and his pressed, white shirt appeeu-s to be

straight from the cleaners. This is not the

person many James Taylor fans know and

love. This is a happy person.

Of course, I'm the first to rejoice over

James' emotional renaissance; however, I

can't bear the fact that WHMP, WHYN,
and all the other "hot spots" have picked

up on it so quickly. James truly is the

greatest, in my eyes, yet associating him

with conunercial radio lowers him one rung

on the godliness scale.

That's Why I'm Here is a collection of

songs, some of which avid J.T. fans have

been hearing in concert for quite a few

years but have had no recorded version to

turn to. When in search of some powdered,

ready-to-serve happiness, this is a great

remedy for the blues, resembling a style a

lot like that of his brother, Livingston

Taylor.

In fact, on the album James has record-

ed his own version of Livingston's, "Going

Around One More Time." The album is

upbeat, it's pop, and there are some added

surprises. Namely, saxophonist David San-

born, Joni Mitchell, Don Henley, Grahani

Nash, and drummer Russ Kunkel (James'

old friend and Carly Simon's latest beau).

The song, "Everyday," if you haven't

already heard it, will be played to death

shortly on the radio (if it isn't deceased

already). No great loss. It's sweet but a tad

simplistic, that's all. "Everyday it seems

a little stronger. Everyday it lasts a little

longer. Come what may, do you ever long

for true love from me?" The lyrics alone are

boring. But not to worry, it was written by

Norman Petty and Charles Hardin, not

James. Combined with music (and a soulful

personality behind the vocals), the song has

a happy quality. Kinda makes a person feel

good to be alive (even during midterms).

A more interesting selection is the album
title, "That's Why I'm Here." It gives

flavor to an album which is fluffy and sen-

timental. Rumor has it this is a dedication

to John Belushi whom James spent a lot

of time partying with on Martha's

Vineyard.

"John's gone found dead he dies high he's

brown bread later said to have drowned in

his bed. After the laughter, the wave of

dread, it hits us like a ton of lead. It seems

"learn not to burn" means to turn on a

dime and walk on if you're walking even

if it's an uphill climb . . .

It's a piece about survival, and friendship

and trying to deal with success. Apparent-

ly, James has had some trouble with these

things in the past which took the form of

drug dependency and other forms of self

destruction. He continues, 'Fortune and

fame's such a curious game, perfect

strangers can call you by name. Pay good

money to hear fire and rain again and

again and again. Some are like summer
coming back every year. Got your baby got

your blanket, got your bucket of beer. I

break into a grin from ear to ear and sud-

denly it's perfectly clear. That's why I'm

here..."

In a recent Boston Globe interview James

said this is the first album he has done

without the help of drugs. He claimed the

only unnatural influence to be caffeine, and

that he was a little nervous about how the

album would be received.

Other mentionables on the album are,

"Only a dream in Rio," a song with a very

tropical sound. If you're looking for some

meaning in this one, it might be mention-

ed that brushing up on one's Portuguese

is essential. "The man who shot liberty

valance" is a Burt Bacharach/Hal David

piece. What posessed James (if this perfect

stranger may call him by name), I'm not

sure. It's kind of a goofy song.

"Only one" is my personal favorite

because it's very conducive to donating

one's own harmonies. Not that Joni Mit-

chell, Don Henley, and David Lasley leave

anything to be desired. You just want to

kind of get in on the fun. In its lyrical

simplicity there is simply a very powerful

line, "I've got two long legs like to carry

me, two sharp eyes to look for the light, two

strong arms to hold on tight, two good

friends on my left and my right, but only

one only one." (}et it? Well, if you have an

"only one" of course you understand.

"Mona" is a love song about a pig.

Literally. It's kind of sad because Mona got

"too big to keep and too damn old to eat."

I won't ruin it by telling you James's solu-

tion to the Mona dilemma." Oh Mona
Mona, you can close your eyes. I've got a

12 gauge surprise waiting for you."

Oops.

Kegs • Beer *
Wine • Soda •

m

\ r^j

SPECIALS
WINES

Villa Serena Burgundy 4 l $4.99

Italian Red or White i 5 l $3.39

HAVE A
HAPPY

HALLOWEEN

Folonarl Soave i s l $3.99 or 2 for $7.50
(includes wicker basket)

Tura White Wine 750 mi $2.99

(mail in rebate: $2.99) yOUr COSt $0.00

NEW
Almaden Golden Champagne750mi$3.95

Schnapps

Peach, Strawberry & Rootbeer 750 ml $5.95

BEER

BuSCh cans $9-55 -H $1.20

Lite $10.75 + $1.20

Molson Ale $13.70 + $120

Molson Beer $13.70 + $1.20

Michelob $12.60 + $1 20

IMPORTED SIX-PACKS

Kronenbourg $3.90 + $.30

Q'Keefe ^3.40 + $.30

UNIVl BS'! * / DB'Vl

253-5595 4£

•— ROUTF 9

175 University Drive
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10% Storewide Discount

w/UMass ID

Exp. 11/16

DEANS FROM BERKELEY,

UCLA AND use

LAW SCHOOLS

TO SPEAK AT AMHERST

Assistant Dean Beth O'Neil of Boalt Hall School of
Law (UC Berkeley), Assistant Dean Michael Rap-
paport of UCLA Law School, and Associate Dean
Lawrence Raful of the University of Southern
California law Center will be at Amherst College to

present a panel discussion on the practice of law
and legal opportunities in California, as well as in-

formation about their respective law schools.

The panel discussion will be on Thursday evening,
October 31, 1985 from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. in the Red
Room of Converse Hall at Amherst College. In-

terested students from U.Mass are cordially in-

vited to attend.
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$250.oo
pmsT
PRIZE'

. . you are invited to a Costume Party .

at 10 Pearl Street, Northampton 584 7771

Thurs. Oct 31st Doors open at 8;00

Arrive early to register for contest

First Pn;e «260 cash and a Pea'! Si qotti c ,vf1

Many mo'P pri7PS mclurti-.q gnlfl a^fl *i've' .a'O^ I

IThursday, October 31, 1985
Thursday, October 31, 1985 :

Collegian la

Thursday

.V^

Halloween Party
i^ at

THE PUB
Cash Prizes for Best Costume

$100 Cash 1st Prize
50 2nd Prize Album

25 3rd Prize^ Giveways

THE
PUB

15 E. PLEASANT ST./AMHERST MA
413-549- 120Q

Presented with

Grape Street Records
J4r

¥

i
i

I

<4

PSON
BLUE BOW

PRINTER SALE

$224.00

RX 80 only 5 left

$399.
FX80 +

only 4 left

$259.

LX80
only 7 left

$469.
FX85
near-letter

quality model

/i$299.
LX90

Includes tractor

$799.
DX35
36CPS
Daisywheel

FREE! Kensington

Printer Stand with any Printer purchase
Sale ends Nov. 30 or while supply lasts

I^B TVianV 'T'O'^^' pri/Tri inu'viw ^^ VI""' " '-* " ' ' ^n

jdjComputerWorks
228 Triangle Street Amherst

549-7133

Store Hours:

M-F 10 5:30

Sat 10-5
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U.S. farewell a good move Peace ? Or course L want
PEACE... AFTER YOU'RE

CX)W|sl FOR TUE COUNT \

Last week the United Nations celebrated

its 40th anniversary, as journalists and
television news personalities praised the

U.N.'s "peaceful intentions" and its "fonim

for international dialogue." Indeed, many
even made use of the opportunity to con-

demn the United States for its decision to

pull out of the U.N. Educational, Scientific,

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).
However, what was missing from last

week's bountiful praise was an objective

evaluation ofthe United Nations, and more
specifically, an investigation of the reason-

ing behind our UNESCO withdrawal.

UNESCO's official purpose is obvious in

its title and its constitution, where member
states are pledged to a belief "in full and
equal opportunities for education for all, in

the unrestricted pursuit of objective truth,

and in the free exchange of ideas and
knowledge.' Of late, however,UNESCO has

proven to be, at best, an agency that has

accomplished so little and wasted so much
that the value to the U.S. membership has

become negligible.

For years, UNESCO has evolved into a

haven for radical leftists, wielding anti-

Western rhetoric, supporting many ter-

rorist organizations (such as the ANC,
SWAPO, and the PLO), and attempting to

de-legitimize Israel. Indeed, in 1979,

Senator Daniel Moynihad generalized that

UNESCO "has become a place where the

democracies find themselves under a con-

stant, unremitting, ideological and political

attack designed to advance the interests of

the totalitarians."

Consider that the United States has con-

tributed 25 percent of UNESCO's budget

for the last few years; yet a majority, con-

sisting of developing nations which con-

tribute almost nothing to the UNESCO
budget, are able to dominate the forum
with treaties and resolutions condemning
the free enterprise system and Western
liberal ideals.

An example of this was UNESCO's at-

tempt to establish a "New World Economic

Peter Dow
Order" through the Law of the Sea Treaty

(its appropriate acronym is LOST). If the

treaty had been enacted, it would have con-

trolled the marketplace by discriminating

against private deep sea mining ventures,

ending in the socialization of the world's

mineral wealth.

Yet, examining the ineptitude of

UNESCO is not enough. Consider, for in-

stance, the three reasons given by the

Reagan administration for leaving

UNESCO: 1. "UNESCO has exhibited a

hostility toward the basic institutions of a

free society, especially a free market and

a free press." Yet so has the General

Assembly on many occasions. 2. "UNESCO
has extraneously politicized virtuallyevery

subject it deals with." Well, so has the

General Assembly, with its maddening and

outrageous use of double standards. 3.

"UNESCO has demonstrated unrestrain-

ed budgetary expansion." This is true, but

its budget increases have not been
significantly greater than those of the

United Nations itself. The United States,

along with its UNESCO contribution, also

pays for 25 percent of the U.N. budget, or

around $1 billion.

In short, these reasons for a UNESCO
puUout could easily be applied to our

membership in the United Nations as well.

Therefore, it is the hope of America that

the UNESCO withdrawal will lead to

reforms in both this and the parent

organization, until at some point it would
be of mutual benefit for the United States

to rejoin. Meanwhile, the United States

should continue to forcefully defend oiu*

Western ideals in the General Assembly,

until the U.N. member nations realize that

the real threat to world peace comes not

from democratic capitalism, but from

totalitarian communism.

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist.
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Look into COOL project

Letters

Marxism and activism differ

I thank Kevin H. Hill, Walter J. Hanley,

and the brothers of Betta Kappa Phi for

res|x>nding to my letter of Oct. 17.

However when they displayed their

"Nuke the Pagoda" banner they made me
angry on many levels. It was rude, and it

was a violent statement. It showed a total

lack of respect for a group of people who,

for most of their lives, have been peace ac-

tivists. To display an attitude of violence

toward an act of peace is a violation of my
sensibilities. They deserved to be

confronted.

For the record, I was living in West Ger-

many in 1968 (probably about the time you

were born) and working in Nuremberg at

the Eiu-opean Exchange System. The

Soviet Union invaded Czeckoslovakia in

August of that year, and, as I was also a

Red Cross Volunteer at the 20th Station

Army Hospital, I was called to the Czeck

board to help out-process American

citizens. The Soviet Union is guilty, as

charged for this and so many more

unspeakable atrocities. I resent the way

they inferred that I, as a peace activist, am
also a procommunist.

They said in their letter yesterday that

my generation of "educated students"

rioted for the American soldiers in Viet-

nam to come home, and they were. When
they inferred that we treated them poorly,

I take exception to that. You see, one of

those soldiers was my husband. He return-

ed, studied the history (not revisionist

history) of the war and co-founded the Viet-

nam Veterans Peace Education Network.

When the brothers wrote that the soldiers

thought they were defending their country,

the brothers were wrong. The soldiers

thought they were fighting Communism,
just as people their age will believe if this

country's posture in Central America re-

mains paranoid and hostile.

I agree with them that each country, as

well as each individual has a right to self

determination — Afganistan does.

Nicaragua does. Why couldn't they see the

larger picture I was trying to paint? As I

stated, with Mutual Assured Destruction

in place, with sometimes not-too-sober GI's

driving around West Germany with por-

table, yes, portable nuclear weapoms on

their jeeps, with a husband, Vietnam

veterans working for peace, and with the

obscene vision in my mind of a world reduc-

ed to a cinder, I ask people to think clearly

about everything I said.

Some continue to try, albeit feebly, to

polarize the campus by saying that if we

are not Republicans, or ifwe are peace ac-

tivists we must be Marxixts. There were

58,000 Americans killed in Vietnam, but

the number of Vietnamese civilians killed

were 90 percent of the total killed.

I am a humanist, and I cried for my hus-

band who fought there and I cried for the

victims of Lt. Galley's atrocity Mai Lai, in

which he had his men systematically kill

370 elders, women and children, for which

he was, incidentally, court martialed.

People would do best to be more

thoughtful on a grander level, a global

level. If men who fought in Vietnam are

enraged at having had to go there, and if

the brothers respect them, as they say they

do, why not invite them to an evening at

their house and hear what they have to say

about their experience?

Nancy Emend
Leverett

Have some extra time on your hands?

Maybe even too much sometimes? How
would you like an eiyoyable, fulfilling way

to spend that time? If you would like that

a lot, maybe you should look into the COOL
Project.

COOL stands for Campus Outreach Op-

portunity League It is a new national ef

fort to get students involved in public and

community service work in a way they

haven't been involved in years. COOL has

three foci. It will create and become an

organizing structure for the community

service work—impressive in its own right—

which is already done at UMass by groups

like the Boltwood Project and many of the

fraternities and sororities on campus.

Though these groups do excellent work, an

organization which would help them coor-

dinate their efforts and facilitate better

resources management is bound to improve

their work.

The second focus of COOL is to find out

what kinds of services our community

needs. By determining what types of ser-

vices are most needed, and getting that in-

formation to groups prepared to deal with

those types of needs, the overall quality of

public and community service work in the

Pioneer Valley can be greatly enhanced.

Finally, COOL will look into getting

students work study money, credit and

recognition for the work they do. For,

though the work itself is very rewarding,

these students, who are going beyond the

call, academia deserve to have this "extra

effort" recognized.

Now, why should you get involved in all

this? Well, community service work is kind

of like cleaning your room. Anything to bet-

ter the community you do, not only for the

community, but for your friends—which

will come to include the people you will

work with in the community—and for

yourself Community service work gets peo-

ple involved in The Real World, as it's call-

Roth/Burgess

ed by so many students. The experiences

you derive from that involvement will help

you both as a student, in terms of pulling

you out of a rut, and as a graduate, i.e. a

person in The Real World. We're talking

about more than jobs skills hera One day

each of us will be "permanent members of

a community." Ifwe have the skills, we can

make those communities better places for

everyone who lives there.

but beyond that, there's an incredible feel-

ing that goes with public and community
service work. In the back of your mind,

you'll get to keep the knowledge that you've

done something concrete for your communi-
ty. Even if you worked with the elderly or

disabled children, where the results ofyour

work couldn't be "seen'—not like the

building of a playground can be Been—you
know what you did. You know you can be

proud of yourself, even if you just flunked

an exam.
COOL is just beginning. Yet it is sup-

ported by the Chancellor and Sen. Edward
Kennedy, and is, in fact, part of a national

trend. Campuses across the country are

running or starting strong community and

public service programs
What can you do? At the beginning

there's a need for the ideas, labor, interest,

and the ability that we need youir help with.

If you're interested in getting involved,

bring the idea up in other organizations

you're involved with, write to the editor of

the Collegian in support of an idea, or, best

of all, call, or stop by our office Together

we can make this community a better place

for everyone.

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are the SGA
co-presidents.

Letters —^-^^
Censorship: decided by whom?
I'm writing this letter in response to Rus-

ty Denton's Column on the justification of

censorship.

First of all, who will decide what subject

matter should be censored, and what

shouldn't? I think we can all agree, or at

least assume, that it will be the govern-

ment lawmakers, who consist primarily of

white, financially comfortable males who
will be making the decisions. I, for one, do

not want this class of people deciding for

me what films, recordings, or newspaper

articles are "acceptable." or "moral."

Secondly, to address Denton's notion of

"reverse censorship"; I would like to re-

mind people that deleting racist, sexist,

homophobic, or deragoatory remarks about

differently-abled people is not an act of cen-

sorship, but is protection of these people's

civil liberties, and hopefully an attempt at

respecting and accepting our fellow human
beings for who thev are.

Finally, I would like to ask why this new
movement coined "Accuracy in Academia"
is not searching instead for accuracy in the

statements of the head executive of the

U.S. government namely Ronald
Reagan???

Marianne Caldwell
Central
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Car hits PVTA bus
and causes $1,000 damages
A PVTA bus received $1000 in damages

when it was hit Tuesday afternoon by a car

on the access road of Lot 22, University of

Massachusetts Police said.

The driver of a 1972 Ford, a 20-year-old

man, was cited for failure to use care in

starting. His car received $800 in damages

when he hit the bus while pulling out of

the parking lot.

In other police reports:

A 1979 Mazda received $200 in damages

when it was reported vandalized Tuesday

afternoon in Lot 44, police said.

A pocketbook containing $25 and iden-

tification cards was stolen frcm a

Greyhound bus Tuesday afternoon. The

pocketbook was stolen someplace between

Springfield and Amherst, police said.

-JEANETTE DEFORCE
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Problems of soil studied
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The Environmental Institute at the

University of Massachusetts is hosting a

conference on "Public Health Effects of

Soils Contaminated with Petroleum Pro-

ducts."

"The purpose of the conference is to ad-

dress the question of what to do with con-

taminated soils," said Paul Kostecki, who
is coordinating the conference. Scientists

from all over the United States as well as

other parts of the world are expected

attend.

"As far as I know, the United States is

the first country to address the problem

(of contaminated soil)," Kostecki said, em-

phasizing the need for something to be

done. "It is an economic, health and safe-

ty problem."
One of the dangers that accompanies

contamination of soil is the possibility of

its affecting ground water. Kostecki hopes

that the conference will be a step towards

resolving the problem in the future. "This

conference will bring together scientists

to present the state-of-art findings for the

future," he said.

The two-day conference is being given

in four sessions, each one consisting of two

hours of lectures followed by an open

discussion. Yesterday featured lectures on

"Chemistry and Modeling" and conclud-

ed with a lecture on "Public and En-

vironmental Health and Safety." Today's

sessions include "Remedial Action and

Engineering" and "Regulatory/Law."

One of the scientists who will be speak-

ing is Doug Costle who was the EPA
director under the Carter administration.

The conference is being sponsored by

the Division of Public Health at UMass,

the Massachusetts Department of En-

vironmental Quality Engineering, and

the Atlantic Richfield Company among
others.
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Of The Month
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Halley's comet info available

CoUegian photo by Michelle Segall

PROTEST CONTINUES - An employee
of the Lord Jeffrey Inn in Amherst pickets
outside the establishment yesterday. The
working protest, which began last Friday,
continues as negotiators seek a contract
since the last one expired a week ago mid-
night today.

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

A state wide toll-free number that gives information

about Halley's comet has been established out of the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Gerald Moriarty, a graduate student in astronomy, said

that people were always asking "What is a comet." Now
they can dial a number and get an answer. "We even put

music on them sometimes," he said.

The messages contain updated information about

Halley's comet as well as backround information and

trivia. The first message defined a comet while the second

one talked about meteor showers.

"This week's talks about Edmond Halley who discovered

the comet," said Moriarty. It also mentioned the controver-

sial pronunciation of Halley's name. "There is lots of

evidence that he actually pronounced his name like 'hol-

ly," said Moriarty.

"I write the messages," added Moriarty. He also pointed

out that William Irving and Peter Schloerb of the UMass
astronomy department, who are also members of the Five

College Radio Astronomy Observatory, are the ones who

came up with the idea of a prerecorded message giving

information on the comet. They had been bombarded with

phone calls daily about the routine information regarding

the world famous comet that only appears once every 76

years.

The recorded message, which lasts from one to three

minutes, is changed every Friday. The machine has receiv-

ed so many callers that the astronomers are investing in

a new recording machine. "Friday the machine was run-

ning almost continually," Moriarty said of the success of

the taped messages after only three weeks.

The in-state toll-free number, 1-800^446-3422, is schedul-

ed to continue informing Massachusetts residents with

comet trivia through March. "I think we'll be going

through at least March, maybe even longer," said

Moriarty.

Pleasant St. Theater"
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TONIGHT!!
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AVAILABLE

Friendly room-mate.

Quiet and smart. Able

to sort through

complicated issues. Will

share work load.

Problem solving is my
specialty. Flexible.

Clever. Fun. Good

looking.

I'm the IBM Portable

PC. To find out how to

take me home, stop by

the IBM information

booth in the Campus
Center this Thursday

and Friday. You'll find

me surprisingly

affordable.

P.S. Bring a friend.

This Fall

We've Got It All

In BOTH STORES!
Amherst Cor.ioge Shops • Northampton (Next to Iron Horse)

POSTERS BAMBOO BUNDS
Huge

Selection

BEDSPREADS ^ . ,» .X^.r^cc
(Cover Walls Fum * LAMPSHADES

Windows) ^°"^^ °' '^°^°"^

RUGS S MATS ^ CARDS
(Colorful Durable) 'O^^' ^ '*°° Designs)

Greotly Expanded Brass & Silver

SKIRTS & BLOUSES * JEWELRY
(Comfortable Cotton; (earrings rings etc.)

FALLSALE
20 - 50% off

selected Clothing, Chinese Shoes

Tapestries & Rugs

Great Gifts-

Great Prices

Doily & Sot. 10-6 • Sundoy 12-5

Amherst Nofthompton
205

Spirits are soaring and plentiful
|

FOUR seasons]
Wines/Liquors |

i

B

• green spirits

• pink spirits

• blue spirits

• red spirits

• orange spirits

• brown spirits

• white spirits

• yellow spirits

BEER SPECIALS
COORS and COORS LIGHT. . 12 oz. cs.. . $10.99

BUD, BUD LIGHT $11.50

GRIZZLY. $11.99

UTICA CLUB $6.99

SPIRIT and WINE SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $8.99

HENRI PHILIPE
PEP. SCHNAPPS 1.75 L $9.99

LIEBFRAUMILCH 750 ml 2 for $5.00

AMBURU WINES 750 ml 2 for $5.00

ALL WINE COOLERS 4 pk $3.60

SMILES SERVICES
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BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

Weather

Today:
Partly sunny. High 55 to 60.

Tonight:
Partly cloudy. Low near 40 along coast

and in the 30's elsewhere.

Tomorrow:
Becoming cloudy. High 55 to 60.

Tm mnn^emNT of this

FBfmm, IN CONJUNCTION

yum 'aio no peficnes :

PReseNTS Tm fouomno
ABROBICS INSTRUCTION

FORTm FUNICS BeNBflT.

A HBALTyYMP FIT COLICS

RBAPeR 15 fl LAUeHINd fiNP

jams ernes fbaper.

SOm MfiY WISH TO CONSULT

fl PHYSICIftN BeFOFB
ftmMFTIN(j THESe

exeRcises.

OKBY-QOKB...

'UFT mRe/ym
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=&^'^

4^t
:̂s^ ^^^iU^
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I
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feficms Hfts XHCPUUP we
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YVKIL 9, ZOI^ . SeCYOUTHeN.^

Gordy By Gorde

'^opr rue
^OniGllJ OF FOOF
'FO^ THIS EMBli-
oeucrr scmjcal!
OaOO^H, /'Ai

so Ripf>epf

ARnsrfMiY? AiAF/A
IhNOLUEMefJT/ CRIME,
DRUGS, FXSrBALL CARDSf
WE'LL HAUB fOO PART

IhJ THIS FILTH AA/P MIRB*

RicruRED

BILLY RAY

"THERA DON"
ASJP

DERBk: ''TUX"
McEtJTEE,

'' THE (5KEEK
OUERLORO "

seated:
GOROE, "THE
(BoDFAThER"

^^ I98S imuii v^tyicr*

Fitzhue By David Margil

Y/

Surfman by Bart

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

\

ib

OJArJT TO

Ll9rgFi9'

I

^/c^ -n^ey oah,l.

Umr-ivicRe/

I

Menu LUNCH
Barbecued Pork on Bun
Shells in Cheese Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Swiss and Sprout Sandwich

Shells in Cheese Sauce

DINNER
Baked Chicken with
Champignon Sauce

Ratatouille

Tomato Torte

BASICS DINNER
Baked Chicken with
Champignon Sauce

Ratatouille

•*•••*•
Photo Workshop
Michael Gordan, photographer for the

Springfield newspapers, will give a photo

workshop and critique prints at 7 p.m.

Monday in Campus Center room 905-909.

Mandatory for Collegian photographers;

all are welcome.*••****
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

¥

ACROSS
1 Law and orde'

symtxjl

5 Kindot VP
9 Fundamanlals
13 Poelorta
14 Gitlo'boy

16 Spanish
surrealisl

17 Battle solo

18 Spa feature

19 Three handed
card game

20 Athletic coun
fugitives''

23 Near neightxjr

ot Scot

24 High
Anderson

2b LiKe some
church
windows

27 Works with

toddlers

32 Spill the beans

33 Airline abbr

34 Gol' S

Slamming
Sam

36 Runner up
39 A Fitzgerald

41 Variety

43 A Ooli s

House
occupant

44 Move
obliquely

46 The 49

Buchan
48 OC based gp
49 Has a bite

51 Estrange

53 Boot camp
graduates

56 SKates relative

5' Calilorma tort

58 Evil

podiatrisf

64 Rich topsoii

66 Pyrenees or

Dane
6? Orchestral

reed

68 Being Lat

69 Unearthly

70 Intelligence

M Very Ger
72 Conjurer S

implement
73 Thin wood strip

Ediird by Trade Michel Jaffr

31 Yule figure

35 Fencing malch

37 Panof QED
38 Seldom seen

DOWN
1 Wild guess

2 TheOHara
home

3 El and
others

4 Properly

5 Making certain

6 Rip-off

7 Menu item

8 Airs

9 Public notices

10 II gives rise

to cakes''

11 Saint of

Assisi

1194 1253

12 Localed
15 Knave of

Means booty

21 Chinese idol

22 Weigh anchor

26 Party to

27 Social gather

ings for work

28 King of the

Huns
29 Race for Ihe

less hairy''

30 River of

N England

53 Hidden spies

54 Came about

55 The Turn ol

Ihe

James
59 Consort ol Zeui

60 Pointless

61 Film director

Gance
62 Hawkeye Stale

63 Co;y retreat

65 La
Debussy

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

40 Jai

42 Showing vigor

45 Famous
volcano

47 Harbor or harp

50 Material for

a blue suit

52 Hosiery
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SALE STARTS THURSDAY OCT. 3l8t NOON til 3 AM & FRIDAY 9 AM-6 P
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i^Bowsher
The Minutewomen played two games

without the sophomore engineering major
(who was accepted into Princeton) earlier

this year when she strained a knee. "We
did all right without her," Watson said.

"We can't overlook the fact that we are

stronger with her, so much stronger with

her."

Boston College tried to stop Bowsher by
putting one of their bruisers, Maria Mon-

iCoIlegian

, continued front page 20

touri, on her. Bowsher shrugged off the

pushes and by the end of the game her

speed had worn Montouri down. It didn't

stop her, either, from feeding Beth Round-
tree with with the game-winning goal.

Bowsher didn't really have much to say
to the media after the game, she would
rather do her talking on the field.

And on the field, she gets as much as at-

tention as she wants.

SAVINGS OF 50%
in our Historic Stone IVIill

WARE SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY STORE
Women's Cashmere and All Wool Coats

Introducing: Coats, Pea Coats and Rainwear by Evan Picone

Petite - Regular and Half Sizes

WARE SHOE OUTLET
All Leather Shoes -

Nickels, Jazz and Paloma

Merchandise sold only

in fine stores and better catalogs

Coliei^an photo by Michelle Segall

Stooges quarterback John Malley gave it his best shot, but lost

to Ball State 44-16 in the Intramural football championship.

INDUSTRIES YARD ,^ ^,„„,,3 from umss.

Ware, Massachusetts on Route 9)

Hours: Weekday - 9-4:30; Saturdays - 9-1

Ctfte.

Intelligent.

GltEMUNS
FROMWMMIMOft

A MAnNEH COMUUNtCATiONS COMPAN*

TONIGHT!!

Campus Center Auditorium

showing at 5:00, 7:00, 9:00 pm

Correction

In yesterday intramural
story, the winner of the co-

rec Softball story was
rejjorted incorrectly. The
winners of the title were Off

Base, 9-7 victors over Ball

Bakers.

Also, the game of an in-

tramural supervisor was in-

correctly spelled, he name is

Zulma Garcia.

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIK
fv!me to Colleqian Office CO 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

lUcqaetball Court Time Now Available
Downtown Amherst. Individual or group
memlHTships. Call 2.'i3-2528 for details

Concerned ahont Acid Rain? Join the

Acid Rain Campaign '86 Saturday
November 2 Student Union 423B info call

545-0199 ^__
Ur^nt Meeting for Letbiani: to discuss
social hour, to ratify constitution and
determine LU policies. 7:30 pm 10/31

CC901 (bring brooms)

TGIF - Come celebrate Friday tomorrow
night with singing and fun Christian

fellowship! 7 pm in the Campus Center.

Sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ

Propheta and Other Heretics: Discussing

issues of political conscience, personal

ethics, ana the Christian faith. Today.
12:15 1:15. UCF, 428 SUB
Southweat ReaidenU - Get InvolTcd!

Weelcly Southwest Asaembly meeting
tonight at 7:00 pm in Hampdens Soulhside

Room. All are welcome.

AUTO FOR SALE

78 DaUm B210 4 sp 92000 steel radials 2

new radial snows on rims good
shape/mileage needs bralces $850.00
649-4133

Toyote Corolla 4 door 4 speed 1974 white

snows rebuilt 1600 motor M60 666-2577

1»7» Chevette excellent condition

$1200/B0 546 7220 after 7 pm

1>74 AMC Hornet St. Wagon 6 cyl 105k

mi new battery, carbeuralor. muffler,

alternator paaaed inspection needs minor
work $450 call 666-3986 after 5 pm

7S DodfcDart dependable standard son>e

rust. 450 or BO 549 4600 ext 348

81 BerlinetU Camero 54k white red cloth

interior cruise control tilt wheel AC PS PB
AMFM ca«s chapman new exhaust well

maintamed sacrifice $6900 546-9000

1>74 SaabiSLE automatic. In good condi-

tion. $900. 263 7393

BUS DRIVING JOBS!

UMaaa Tranait Scrricc is looking for

several part-time drivers. Applicants must

be UMass studenU carrying fi or more
credits in a degree program. Class II

license re<iuired. Startmg pav is $4.60/hr.

Call Bud or Jenny at 5450056 for more m
fo, or apply in person at the Bus Garage.

CAREER CONNECTION

Paving caah for your baseball cards call

Milie 546-6105

COLORED BOLIVIAN SWEATERS

lOO'wool only $30 in the Concourse 3 days

a week in October see you there

Health Agency,
schedule 536 5473, it am

Hours to suit

5 pm
ynur

ENTERTAINMENT

TURN THE TABLES professional

club/party D.J 5 yr experience. Lowest

rates 586-9691

FOR RENT

Sonderland, 1 bdrm apt. on busline,

420/montli, everything mcluded. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

Fridge RenUli call R & P Package Store

2.53-9742 free delivery

Incredible one bedroom suite! Located in

Presidential Aptfi, the closest apUs to cam-

pus. Includes heat dishwasher A/C
disposal etc. Call Jon eves 549-6167

available in December

Large room for 2 people V4 mile from

Mall available 1/1/86 call Julie or Deirdre

586-5425

Joe's Paradise Chicken a new restaurant

is opening swm in Amherst. We are l(H)k-

ing tor a few people to fill counter and kit

chen help positmnB. Good pay. If in-

terested plea.-* call Bill or Joe at 253-7494

or after fi;0<) pm 665-3597

z=^ Santa needs elves - Petite outgoing in-

FOR SALE

Lab Seriei lOOw guitar amplifier exc

$275 or BO call Rob 549 4141

Univega 12-ipecd completely set up. Ex-

tra everything $200 .54§-0386

Elec Guitar Aria Pro2 ex cond bik with

case $300 neg cal l Rick 6-6792

'Toyota Corolla Liftback standard runs

excellent best offer must sell call 549-6283

FOUND
~

Watch found near Post Office call 6-4972

and describe

Ring found at Orchard Hill Courts

546-7439

GREAT YOGURT

Dannon, Stenyficld. Colombo,
Uinhigh, and Brown Cow yogurt,

the People's Market

Moun-
only at

HELP WANTED

• Craduatei * To obuin a great, satisfy

mg job you need the right (MHiple to see

your resume. Career Connection will

nublish and market your resume in a pro

fessionally printed and bound biMik ar

ranged in career categories. It will be

distributed to over 300 corporate person

nel officers of New England companies

Career (Connection maximiies your ex

posure while minimires your costs. For ap-

plication and information call Sherry

549-2616 or Noelle 546-8069

"CASH"

Accounting Clerh Butterfield kitchen for

the Spring semester - minimum commit-

ment IS one academic year 6 hours/week

$4.2.5/iiour with free room and baord. Ap-

plications are available at the Butterfield

Kitchen Office and are due by 5 pm on

Nov. 1, 1985.

ONTcampui non-work atndy MWF 7-noon

call Jane at 546-6889

Entry Level MarkeTing potition flexible

hours. Sold and pay commis-sion produc-

tion oriented job in multi-million dollar

area company Interview by appointment

contact David STansel ,584 35%

Wanted: S(Ta Budgets Committee Assis

tant. Auditor, Secretary, Kach pays 5 7

hrs/week Workstudy and non-worksludy

Apply 420 SUB 5 0341. The SGA is an

AA/EC:=. AA/EOE employet\

Part-time, on-call work with Mental

dividuals needed to wprk 1-5 wkdys. Apply

at Job Matching in Hampshire Mall or call

584-8889

Free meals in exchange for lunch and din-

ner set up & clean up. For more info call

549- 1063 ask for Heidi or Tammy

Student* Urgently Needed. Earn
$35-45/day, work 2-5 days/week. Join our

statewide referendum campaigns for toxic

waste cleanup, acid rain control, and utili-

ty reform. We are MASSPIRG, the sutes
leading public interest lobby, and we're

seeking college students, grads and others

for our citiien oitreach staff. Travel and

advancements. Will train. Call 2.56 6434

HIGTT^ARNINGS FREE TRAVEL
BENEFITS National Travel and
Marketing Co, seeks highly motivated in-

dividual to represent its Collegiate Travel

Vacatiops on your campus. No experience

needed. Will train. Call: (718) 855 7120 or

write: Campus Vacation Associations 26
Court St . Brooklyn, N.Y 11242

On campus non-workatndy TuTh 9-noon

call jane at 546-6889

Studenta to werli for travel agent. Hours
negotiable. Experience preferred but not

necessary. Send a resume (ASAP) to:

University Travel Inc., 225 Main Street,

Northhampton 01060

Student Nurses. Apply now to work dur-

ing semester break, flood earnings plus

experience in your field. Weekend and

morning wort available now. Call

anytime. Medical personnel Pool 586-7365

INSTRUCTION
~"

Bartending elaaaea starting ()ct 28

covers all aspects sign up in Credit Free
Workshops Tower Lmrary

Tutoring Services for Biology and its

prerequisites $5.00/hr CafI Carl at

665-3088 at any reaaonable hour.

JE TAIME

I can't wait until Friday. How about to

day. Same time same place. Meliaaa

LOST

Loit wallet Tuesday on 3rd floor SUB call

Alex 5-0194

Lost black and white male eat with black

fiuffy tail. Anywhere from Presidential to

Townehouse. Please call 549-4462

Lostladieswatch will identify please call

Rol.in r>4'.»-08K8 reward'

ixtst eve glasaca w/black case, please call

Scott (5 4'ffl5

Burgundy^ wallet loat? Please return

don'l screw up my life Plea.se Reward
.549 7297 C J

Set of key* in tan Fendj case lost. Very
'nit 'sse call Shervl 256-1645

Herring on a string. Five keys including

L'Maiis key and gas key. Call 546-5767

Phi Mu Sorority Pin. Great sentimen tal

value. If found please rail Tara at

256-1380

MUSIC

Attention Bands Musicians Emba-sssy

Recording Studio offes 16 track sUte of

the art recording for less. Great for demo
tapes Amherst 24 hours 549-4003

PARKING AVAILABLE

Low coat on campus parking for the

year. Great location. Call 665 8766

PERSONALS

Marcy Cohen Ot psyched for Thursday
night! Love your bu sis

Thanks to all who voted against the Stu

dent Activities Payroll Fee We love you

Students for (jovemment by Referenda.

Congratulations Southwest Area
Government on the Halloween Policy

change. Cj<x>d job.

For six weeks only!!! Pascualino, my
adorable kitty, needs a place to suy Fee

negotiable, call Sara 25i 9354

Congratulations

to the Winner of the 6th annual

SWAG Battle of the Bands:

MODERN PLADZ

SWAG wishes to thank all the bands

who played and those who attended

another
Southwest Area Government

production

Kathleen • Have the best 18 ever! Luv ya

your neighbor, Alice

Happy 26th^irthduy Kevin! 4;30 won't

come soom enough! le amo, siempre! Stef

To Jeff and Tom Happy Birthday we will

get our shnmp yet Kaiser II

WB in 432 Pierpont who let that dog in

here? Want to be my Maid of Honor when
I retire to the dairy farm? Yivur partner in

crime

We were maddog, we are maddog, we
will remain maddog!!!!

Cheer up Julie A! Your roommates need

and love you! The Gang

MDG I'm still head^^^veT heels and even

though time waiLs for no one I would rock

with you anyday cause you built a fortress

around my heart . I will always love you

Button "

R^ymJnd Happy -2 don't worn,. 111 . rii.

annind love, your best fnend

HAPPY aHnIvFRSARY KAREN
Thanks fi>r the best two years of my life,

we've come a long way baby' 1 love you,

Michael

done. .

Ziom ~WhtTe~are you? Waiting to har

from you Blue Eyes

Mat - If you don'l like it, try men. (the

Rude Girls)

Call to Pam. Checkers Club is active!! We
have key on seventh floor Student I'nion.

Oime tonight, wear red & black!!!

CC - Se ya at Gremlins before the baah!

I love you Geno Limone!

TK - Roses are red, Violets are blue.

Should I bring Coast or Dove U) make your

wish come true? Happy Birthday' Guess

Who?!

Carol ^ilhelm - Today marks 4 vears

from Drexel lo Conn, Rutgers and 1 'Mass

its has been mahvelous and getting better.

1 love you - Steve

Hey Norm. When are you going to take us

U) Wiggins Tavern? (Ruth will wear

Gram's dress)

LUISI; Missing^you on Hallpween and

don't you ever forget I still love you! Hug
and kisses Monique

Happy Birthday Aimlaon! Have a wild

nignt' Be cautious Icxik for the unex-

pected!! Love the wenches!!

Happy~Birtdliay Aime Degrenier I know

it wil be wild and craiy! I>>n't forget Deb-

bie!! Love Sandra

Lansaa I'm sure the "kiss" was good for

him was it good for you?

Ruth What happens Friday if the big "it
"

strikes no little brother watching over

you. ^
Kathy Does your alter-ego live only on the

6th (foor McNamara

Beth The big red scoop bed doesn't work

when you feed your victims Sominex

Betty Ann Was there a particular reas<in

you nad to leave all at those luscious ad-

reps to work with us?

Martha, Are those happy pain killer drugs

for public sale?

Madog, You and Busty soon: the IT couch!

Oi^Iim. Great Sheik of Orchard Hill, are

you brin^fing your harem to the Collegian

party Friday?

located in Amherst Clr 774 2740

To share 5 bedroom house in Belcher

town Own room, on bus route (slops n^ht

in front), $165 plus utilities. Available im
mediately Call 253-5390 after 5 pm

SERVICES

TAILOR Alteration Expert Same Day
Service Availalile SMAANNS Rt 116
Sunderland ()j>en 8 am 66ri ;tK7K

COINS m/12i tuToring 5(10 i)er hr.

former 12.3/121 grader Alex 2,56 1239

Brian's Typing Service. Fast, accurate.
Available almost anytime. 665-76.52

Juniora/Seniors Thinking about graduate
school? If when . where how con
tact the pre-graduate advisor Casiac.

Machmer Hall E-21. For appointments,
call .545 2191 or 545-2192
'

STARTING JANUARY

0«r eraiy rooMmatc Jady is finally

graduating and we need 2 females to share
our 2 liedrrxtm apt in Bnttany Manor
Must have a sense of humor! Call 266-1603
for info!

TIME IS RUNNING OUT

Apply now for a Nil-lime intcntahip at

the I-egal Service* Office for the Spring.
1986 semester Aid attorneys in client in

tennews, preparation of court forms,

maintenance of continuing caseload, giv

ing advice and referrals and investigations

and research Up to 15 rrt-dits may be
received from academic departments.
Gain valuable experience in the legal pro
fession while working on campus. No
previous experience in the legal profession

necessary, training is provided r>eadline

to begin the formal application process is

November 6 For furtner information, call

Mary at Legal Services. 545-1995

TRAYEL

Montreal Weehend November 1. 2, 3
dnnking age 18 call Bonnie 6-6432

intereatad in a trip around the world?
I'll be leaving in January for 6 munlhs.
Ijookinff for adventurous travel compa-
mons. Call Greg 253 5618

TYPING A WORD PROCESSING
~

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE Neat day aervice. TYPE RITE 253 6111

era. dissertations, thcict. on
outstanding quality,

low rales. 6»4 7924

RIDERS WANTED

Cases, paper
campus, ifeiiendable,

QUALITY TYPING. lyong or short pro-

jects. Will correct grammar, sjielling. &
punctuation Meticulous proofrea»ring.
New IBM typewriter 549-0367

Cheap Bus to

weekend. Friday
.545-2 145

Boston, $9.50.
11/8, 12 noon.

long

To the men of Pi Kaooa AInha a ioh well

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female wanted neat, res(H>nsililc. own
room t2K iilus ulil Must iiav $696 ii|.

front call 549 04<«) « 10 am 10 n :t(ipm ..r

(617) 4:W27M.'i

Female to share apt in Krittany Manor
call 2,56-0668 evenings

Apt to share pteaaant reasonable ideallv

WANTED

Wanted lake over lease m L', .'(. i liedmom
!i|it ri'ward ni'ifoiiable i-»ll ri46-H822

Reggae/Thrash (iuitar & Drummer
wiinli-<l call (rt-.ff r,nr< 7845

.An* Richard Leakev tickets you won't

u^. ' ("lease call Shan 2.'>« 0407

WANTED TO RENT

2 females looking for apt or room prefer

in N Amherst area Start Jan or Spring
call .546 .5.326
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Ball State quarterback Al Mennino (center) threw for four touchdown passes to lead his

team to a 44-16 victory in the Intramural football championship.

Ball State rolls, 44-16
Plante, Mennio lead team to IM title

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

If there is such a thing ar. a dynasty in Intramural foot-

ball, it is Ball State.

Trailing 10-6, State scored six straight touchdowns

(three by Bill Plante) to rout The Stooges, 44-16 in the

men's title game yesterday at Lower Boyden Field.

Ball State won its second crown in three years and ran

its record to 28-1 over that span. The only blemish on

the slate being a triple-overtime loss in the quarterfinals

of the 1984 playoffs.

"We're just a bunch of good freinds having a great

time," said Plante, who caught one touchdown pass and

returned two interceptions for scores. "It was a sweet

win."

The Stooges started strong, scoring first on a 27-yard

field goal by John Malley. State came right back as op-

tion quarterback Al Mennino tossed a 25-yard TD pass

to John Cahill. The kick failed and State held a 6-3 lead

after a quarter.

The Stooges then scored on a Malley-to-Jack Delaney
one yard pass. Malley booted the point. The turning point

of the game came with a second left in the half as Men-

nino tossed a ten yard ID pass to Cahill. State missed
the kick, but led 12-10 at the half.

State went right to work in the third quarter as Men-
nino threw a scoring pass to Plante with 5:05 left to make
it 18-10. State then showed some style as Mennino hit

Plante over the middle who in turn pitched back to Mike
Morrill who sprinted 20 yards for the score. Mennino
then hooked up with Mark O'Hara for another score

(Kevin Rocha rushed for two points) before Plante in-

tercepted two Stooges passes and returned then for

scores.

Other Ball State players include Mark Pelosky, Will

Dillon, Matt Mattos, Bruce Smith and Steve Ondrick.
Other Stooges were Dave Morel, Tom Power, Scott

Cohen, Kurt Spagnuolo, Kevin Spagnuolo and Peter
Tonelli.

"We're a defensive team. We've tried the option this

year and its worked well." said Rocha. "We've worked
hard, now its on to New Orleans (for the national in-

tramural championships in December)," said Mennino.
In the co-rec finals, Mennino quarterbacked Ball State

to a 50-38 win over defending champion Why
Townehouse. O'Hara and Morrill were also on both
teams.

No Classes Tomorrow

J

Volleyball

knocks off

So.Conn St
Minutewomen go to 29-6

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The Southern Connecticut State University volleyball

team is probably wondering why they made the trip to

Amherst last night.

In a match that took less time than your basic Monday
morning 9:05 class, the visiting Owls were rudely dismiss-

ed in 44 minutes by a fired up University ofMassachusetts

volleyball team, as the Minutewomen administered an all

out pounding to SCSU, 15-6, 15-0, 15-7.

"I think we dominated them," said coach Elaine Sor-

tino. "For as much as we had the ball, I thought we did

a lot of good things tonight."

The spikers, 29-6 on the season, were in complete con-

trol of this one from start to finish. UMass raced out to

a 7-0 advantage in game one, sparked by an impressive

offensive display by sophomore hitter Violetta

Gladkowska and senior co-captain Sally Maher. The
Minutewomen capitalized on numerous Owl miscues and

cruised to a 15-6 decision.

UMass continued its domination in game two, as the

spikers blanked SCSU, 15-0, and for all practical purposes,

guaranteed the rout.

The Owls would make things interesting in game three,

as SCSU gained its first lead of the match, 4-3. The Owl
lead would swell to 7-4 forcing UMass to call time out.

But any chances of a SCSU comeback were squelched, as

the Minutewomen went on to score the next 11 points of

the match to take game three and complete the sweep,

15-7.

"I think that in a match like this you have a great poten-

tial to become sluggish," said Sortino. "I was really pleas-

ed to see us not get caught up in that type of situation."

Defensively, junior defensive specialist Debbie Cole kept

several rallies alive with spectacular digging throughout

the match.
The Minutewomen will now prepare for the state cham-

pionships being held at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology this weekend. The four team tourney will in-

clude Wellesley College, MIT, and last year's state cham-

pions, Eastern Nazerene College. UMass finished second

in the tournament last year, losing to Eastern Nazerene

in the finals.

The spikers are the number one seed in the tourney and
will face number four seed Wellesley on Saturday. MIT
will face Eastern Nazerene in the other semi-final.

"The state title has eluded us for a long time now," said

Sortino. "We've always been the bridesmaid and never

the bride."

"We've got as much talent as we've ever had before, so

I think our chances are good at winning it this time," add-

ed Sortino.

Kristen Bowsher:
UMass' All-American deserves all the attention she gets

CnlleKinn photo hy Pmil Dpnm«r«it

Midfielder Kristen Bowsher, an All-American

sophomore, has been one of the catalysts for

the top-ranked women's soccer team.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

On a team less-talented than the No. 1 University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team, sophomore mid-

fielder Kristen Bowsher would stand far above the rest.

However on the undefeated (14-0-0) Minutewomen, a

team loaded with skilled athletes, a Kristen Bowsher can,

at times, tend to blend into the background.

This is not a woman to take lightly. Bowsher, an All-

American pick last season, is the straw the stirs the

UMass drink. She controls the vital midfield area where

the transition game becomes so important in soccer.

Bowsher isn't a big scorer, with four goals, six assists

for 14 points - good enough for eighth on the team. That's

not her job. She dishes off the ball and draws the atten-

tion, the double teams, that free up the UMass speedy

fowards.

"You can't overlook her talent," senior co-captain Jamie

Watson said. "She just commands attention. She can play

with anybody, anywhere. That's a given."

A high school All American from Maplewood, N.J.,

Bowsher played on the East team at the National Sports

Festival in Baton Rouge, Louisiana this summer. She was

also named to the all-tournament team last fall at the

Final Four.

"Bowsher is the ultimate player," UMass coach

Kalekeni Banda said. "She makes everyone look good. She

would make my dog look good. She's a real athlete."

She is one that works year-round at her craft. Bowsher
didn't miss any of the 6:30 a.m. workouts that Banda had
the team run through last spring.

Bowsher, teammate Chris Schmitt and former player

Jolie DePauw would just get together on a Sunday after-

noon to just kick the ball around. "I never had athletes

before who would go and workout without being told

to,"Banda said. "These girls live for soccer."

North Carolina coach Anson Dorrance said, "She's

brillant. She was outstanding," commenting on her play

in UM's 2-0 win over the Tar Heels Oct. 12. "1 saw her

play at the National Sports Festival and she just works
and works on defense."

Bowsher enjoyed the challenge of going up against the

four-time champions. "This was such a great game to play.

Both teams were so skilled, it was a lot of fun," she said.

Banda thought so highly of the sophomore's skilled play

that he gave her the freedom to roam the field to "sup-

port play offensively and defensively. She's a marked
player. If (other) teams don't realize that, their not doing

her justice."

Her teammates realize Bowsher's worth and how hard
she works.

"She hustles so much. She often forces the oppositions

halfbacks to make a mistake," fullback Debbie Belkin
said. "It slows them down and gives us time to think."

Watson added,"She works under a lot of pressure.

Kristen puts the ball through so fast, you really don't have
time to flHinnt." continued on page 19
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Sculpture injures five
Cement artwork

slides into pond
By PAWLING ARTE
Collegian Staff

The black sculpture now sitting on the

steps of the Fine Arts Center, left its home
early yesterday afternoon, sliding into the

Campus Pond, leaving 25 ducks dead and
several students injured.

"It seems as though this huge hunk of

plaster has taken on a life of it's own, and
is excreting a slippery waste, which causes

it to slide right down those stairs," said

Berry O'Real, director of Public Safety at

the University of Massachusetts.

The sculpture was replaced early this

morning by some emergency volunteer art

students, who have recently volunteered

all their spare time (of which there is a lot)

to lend a hand in these situations.

"This is great. I'm going to sue this

university for millions of dollars. I can

hardly wait, " said Bie Mee, a junior

finance major who reportedly threw

himself in front of the sculpture as it was
falling.

University spokespeople at the Office of

Public Individuals said as long as this

wasn't a fire, there was really nothing to

worry about. Officials said they spent their

day reassuring parents about crisis proof

clothing now being sold at the University

Sore.

A special assistant to a special special

Collegian photo by Derek Roberts

ART AT IT'S BEST - FAC Sculpture slipped off the steps near
the Rand theater yesterday in a freak accident injuring 5 students,

and causing damage to the art piece.

assistant to the special and newly-
improved vice-chancellor for things which
are falling apart who asked not to be iden-

tified said, "The university certainly sup-

ports a policy that would provide for ropes

to be put up which would block the

sculpture when it falls but it would have
to go through several committees on the

subject of different things and then the

SGA will have to approve it, so that could

take a long while and then . .
."

What this means is that nothing will be

done. People will probably die at high

numbers. And there will be no more ducks.

Yes, no more ducks.

"Evacuation seems the only answer at

this point in time," said an unidentified

clerical worker at Memorial Hall. Ap-

parently, the chancellor has taken her ad-

vice and sent everyone home.

T.O.C. to sponsor bash
By DECLAN P. McMANUS
Collegian Staff

The Top of the Campus Lounge, schedul-

ed to re-open Monday, Dec. 2, will be serv-

ing free beer and mixed drinks from noon

to 5 p.m. in its first five days as part of the

"T.O.C. is Back Week" festivities.

In addition to the free spirits, the T.O.C.

will serve lunch and dinner to the first 200

patrons during the specified hours at no

cost, said Jake Riviera, lounge manager.

He added that each customer will be able

to drink as much as they wan't.

"Drink limiting will not be an issue dur-

ing that week," Riviera said. "If it looks

like a person has had one too many, then

good for them."
"The opening week festivities are occur-

ring because the Universtiy community
has gone for too long without the T.O.C.

and we should welcome them back with a

bang," said Steve Nieve, a bartender at the

lounge.

"As a matter of fact," Nieve said, "I pro-

bably won't even check IDs. Maybe I'll just

ask for student IDs," he laughed. "I'll on-

ly card someone it they ask for an 'Open-

ing week Octopus," he said.

An Opening Week Octopus, Nieve said,

is two shots of 14 different alcohols mixed
with heavy cream and tomato juice. It is

then mixed in a large bucket and chugged
as quickly as possible. At the end of the

week, the person who drinks one quickest

gets a $25 dollar gift certificate to the

Hatch.

"The timing for these festivities is all

screwed up," said an official at the Dean
of Students office. "Why must they

schedule the free drinks during the

daytime when students will be tempted to

skip classes to get buzzed," the official said.

"Besides, I have to work during those hours

and it's not fair to just have the free drinks

scheduled during the day."

"I plan to take advantage of the

festivities," said an English Department
professor who wished to remain
anonymous. "I have noticed that in the

past I teach better after a couple of shots.

I wonder what one of those sf>ecial Octopus

drinks will do for me?"
Universi*^v of Massachusetts oolice have

Pouncon *really sorry'
By DELWOOD LEVENBURG
Collegian Staff

In a complete about face, Peter Pouncon,

president of Amherst College, has apologiz-

ed to all of UMass for saying the five col-

lege area was like 'four little beauties and

one big elephant.'

Pouncon said, "What I meant to say is

that UMass is a fine school, like fine wine,

a luxury car, a grand and glorious institu-

tion full of intellect and book smarts, and

is tough, like an elephant. After a long day

of shaking hands and smiling, I only men

tioned the elephant part, and totally forgot

about the fine wine and stuff. I am really

sorry.

When asked why it took so long to

apologize for the remark,Pouncon respond-

ed, "It wasn't really meant as a dig against

UMass. Not really. Heck, I am sure no one

took it that way. Besides who was there of

any importance anyway?"
Representatives from 85 colleges from all

over the world, including Harvard,
Princeton, Yale, Oxford. NYU, Brown, and
Dartmouth were there, as well as Julia

Child and Smith College alumni from

every class since 1914. Pouncey said, "Oh.
Them."
Pouncon ended the press conference say

ing "It had nothing to do with my personal

issued a memo to the T.O.C. management
on conditions the lounge must follow dur-

ing the week. The memo warns not to serve

to any customer "who sways back-and-forth

while ordering a drink or who can't correct-

ly pronounce at least half their words."

"The opening week will sure be a

headache to handle with all the people

drinking and all," a police official said.

"However, I assure every citizen of

Amherst that it won't be bad. Just look at

it like a weekend that lasts a few extra

days and where everyone has a little \r
'

more to drink than usual."

The police memo will be read and observ-

ed, said Riviera. "If I see a customer sway-

ing and slurring their speech, I will not

serve them until they sober up in the sober-

ing room which will be located next to the

lounge and provide cots and mattresses to

sleep on." After they go to rest for a while

they can come back and eat and drink

more.

In examining the festivity schedule, the

Undergraduate Student Senate, may pro-

pose that classes be canceled for the week
of Dec. 2.

insecurity about how UMass has improv-

ed over the years. I'm not really worried

about competition between the two schools.

It's not a real cheap shot. I'm real good at

cheap shots, and that wasn't really one of

them. I don't usually take cheap shots.

Why are you asking so many questions?

Leave me alone! Go away!" A visibly

distressed Pouncon left the room in a hurry.

University of Massachu.setts Chancellor,

Joseph D. Fluffey, replied by saying, "Who
cares what Amherst College thinks

anyway? They're a whole bunch of waspy
snobs anyway. Sure they pretend to be this

high class institution, but UMass is really

far more superior."

A distinguished English gentleman

disguised as a bag lady was heard in the

background yelling, "NO IT'S NOT!"

Classes
cancelled
tomorrow
By B.A. MOSKOV
Collegian staff

There will be no classes on Friday at the

University of Massachusetts due to lack of

funds to pay instructors and employees for

a full week of work.

"This has never happened before in the

history of the University," said Provost

Richard O. Brie, "it just kinda snuck up on

us. This is really poor financial planning
on the University's part".

A spokesperson from the treasurers office

said that the University's payroll account

just ran dry this week.

"It seems like all the money went to

things like faculty affairs and parties" said

Dr. Green Bucks of the finance committee.

"Yesterday we thought we would have

enough money to at least pay professors

with tenure, but it looks like even those

guys are bumming".
The chancellors office made an appeal to

the financial aid office to loan some money
to the faculty payroll account, however,

financial aid reported that all of their funds

are tied up in student loans and grants.

"/ was totally psyched to hear that those

commy facist profs aren't going to get

paid.

—Griggs Willson

"It's just like those guys over in financial

aid to give all their money to the students,"

said Bucks adding that without the pro-

fessors this University wouldn't exists so

they come before the students.

"Who cares if students need financial aid,

the professors need money to feed their

families," Bucks said.

Bucks explained that the university is

presently seeking measures to obtain

federal funding under code 3642, emergen-
cy funding for large Liberal Universities

"if those guys down in DC. refuse us then
I dont know what we are going to do," said

Bucks, " if we get really desperate we may
have to cancel classes for a whole week."
Student reaction has been very en-

thusiastic. " I was totally psyched to hear
that those commy facist profs aren't going
to get paid", shouted Griggs Willson a
senior STEPIC major.

"Those pig teachers are always craming
oppressive, capitalistic and conservative

ideas down our throats, its about time those

pinkos sufferd a little", Willson screamed
at the top of his lungs.

Other students seemed more excited at

the thought of having the day off from
classes."This is an awsome time to have a

20 keg party", said Durk Stongarm, " me
and my buddies have been planning a bash
and this friday is the perfect day, so come
on down and have a beer."

Inside:

Revised policies 3
Football stars leave UMass
Have your problems solved

"News Sucks"
—Peter Snderhurg—

Production Manager, Collegian
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Ask most beer drinkers and they'll likely agree:

nothing tastes better than beer fi'om a keg.

Ever since the days voung men delivered bucket-

fuls to your door, keg oeer has always been fresher.

That's because it isn't cooked to preserve it like most

botded and canned beers.

Well, now we've found a wav to deliver the same
fiesh draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-

filtered instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was

drawn straight from the keg. -.--- «».^ ^ «^
Plank Road Original Drauglit. DJ hmU Iinil ||

Original Draught
Keg beer in a bottle.
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SMOOTH SAILING — The UMass administration approved a policy yesterday to allow
saUboats on the Haigis Mall. This rowdy crew were the first the raise their sails.

Policies
Halloween

at UMass
•Alcohol

By MELLY CIGAR
Collegian Staff

The administration announced yesterday it's 1985

Halloween policy, unveiling a stringent plan of guidelines

and mandatory student activities which includes the

reopening of the Campus Center and all other campus

buildings for Halloween-related events.

"You degenerates wanted to party, so we're going to

shove it down your throats," said Chancellor Joseph Doofy

after the announcement. "It's reverse psychology," he

added.

The strict set of rules established by the plan will be

enforced by a 24-hour security system. These rules include

mandatory alcohol consumption, drug experimentation,

and sexual involvement.

A variety of required workshops- 1 credit each-will be

held today through Friday. These include Fake IDs: A
Must in the SOs (bring fake birth certificate), Sexual

Stimulation: What's best for you (partners) available),

and Party Prepatory (bring rolling papers, razor blades

and a $2 fee).

The dinning commons will remain open regardless of

the food ban (see related story on page — ). A fully stock-

ed bar and a complimentary drug plate will be accessible

to students with valid UMass ID. Condoms and vibrators

can be found in the dessert sections. Cigarettes and

toothbrushes will be handed out upon leaving.

The Ceimpus Center will be open Halloween night, for

the first time since 1979. The highlight of planned ac-

tivities will be a 24-hour marathon of classic motion pic-

tures. Movies expected to be seen include Psycho, Hallo-

ween I and I!, Friday the 13th I V, and The Shining.

"There comes a time in every administrator's life when
he just has to say 'what the fuck,'" said Duffey. Questions

regarding this year's policy can be asked at Duffey's first

annual 10-keg Halloween Bash tonight at his home near

the Orchard Hill residence area.

By Luna the Tuna
Collegian Staff

The banning of alcoholic beverages on campus was in-

stead intended for food according to a statement released

yesterday by Chancellor J. Duffo.

"We have cleared out all the dining commons and all

other places on campus that serve food. We are liable for

anything that should happen in the event of food causing

any accidents by any UMass student" said Duffey.

The ban which was originally planned to take effect at

the beginning of the school year took effect yesterday

instead.

"I don't know how this mix up occured," Duffo said

yesterday with the heavy smell of alcohol on his breath

in slurred speach.

The ban on food has already greatly affected conven-

tions that were scheduled to take place on campus. "We
just gotta eat" said one woman who had just cancelled

the reservation for what would have been the largest con-

vention to have ever come to UMass. We are simply gon-

na have to take our business elsewhere" she said.

Students are protesting the ban heavily because the

sound of rumbling stomachs acts as a distraction during

class. In addition, clothes are becoming loose and are fall-

ing of students bodies as they walk around campus. "I'm

stavin' like Mavin" said UMass sophmore. Cherry Pitts.

If the ban is lifted, there will still be food restrictions

placed on those under 20. "Those under the age of 20 will

be allowed to eat only natural foods. It's better for them."

said Duffo. He added that this would restrict them to

eating in Basics. "Hey, it is better than nothing."

In reported incidents where students have violated the

food ban, punishment has been serious. Besides being ar-

rested, they are forced to watch Burger King commercials

for ten hours straight. "We must enforce this because

posession of food is a serious offense" said Duffey.

"I don't know how a mistake like this could have hap-

pened" said Duffey before passing out cold.

Chemist blows up

Natural foods
could be fatal
By MothAnne Beskov

Collegian Staff, sort of

The American Cancer Society has just released a report

today, that tofu and granola causes lots of cancer in lab

students and will soon be banned from store shelves.

According to Nat Tural, president of the ACS.

everybody thinks that stuff is so healthy, well they are

wrong! We feed over 3 million students tons of granola

and tofu, and all ofthem developed some kind of cancer".

Tiu-al warned that earthy crunchies are the most suscep-

tible to the cancer because they are the ones who eat most

of the tofu and granola in the country.

'The best thing for those freak.s, I mean all-natural wier-

dos to do is either start eating mass amounts of twinkles,

or, if they want to stay with down to earth foods they

should start to eat dirt and roots, even small twigs are

good," said Tural.

The Amherst area could be in lots of trouble, according

to town officials because this area is the highest consumer

of the dangerous tofu and granola in the world.

Autum Leaf, owner of P^arthfoods and Peoples Market

in the UMass Student Union, said "like you know wow
this concept is like you know too orgasmic for like you

know verbal description. Like we here in you know like

earthland are all sicking our fingers in the ground to like

you know become one with nature in like you know a

radical move."
Leaf said that the administration at UMass has passed

a referendum to rename the liberal e.stablishments Dirt-

market and Dirtfoods. Dishes like stirfried veggies and

leaves, baked dirt with cream sauce and comprevssed dirt

bars with dirtfuty will now be served.

"Like you can bet your Birkenstock sandles we are go-

ing to like protest this one," said leaf adding that there

was nothing else to protest this week so this .sounded as

good as anything.

Other areas of campus that could be in trouble because

of the ban on tufu and granola are members of the Radical

Student Union, SCERA, and The Peacemakers who are

all traditional consummers of the now deadly food.

Pig calling contest
By ZELDA FITZGERALD
Collegian Staff

The month of November will start off with a bang, or

better, a squeal and a shout tomorrow with the Universi

ty's first annual swine-calling contest, which is being

sponcered as part of the University-wide "Lets Have a Dif-

ferent November This Year" program.
" Holy Moley" said Big Billy Footprint, who graduated

from UMass in 1972 and hasn't been here since then. "I

forgot what a one horse town Amherst was, jeez." Foot-

print was careful to pronounce the H in Amherst.

Footprint, who shovels snow off the rooves of Burger

Kings when he's not winning big bucks "hollerin." is a

renowned swine-caller and always has been. "And always

will be," he hastens to add, with a frown of pride on his

face.

First prize is a check for $100. "A hundred buck.s," Foot

print pondered. "Imagine that. Jeez."

Calls that have made Footprint famous for hollerin in-

clude: "Come here, stupid pink one," and "Little pigg>'-

poo, come yah doo." The Fort Lauderdale resident likes

to make up his own swine calls. He said that the tradi-

tional swine calls, while they are easier to call, "do not

fulfill my needs, creatively-speaking, at this time in mv
life."

The swine calling contest will take place from 4p.m. to

9 p.m. tomorrow at Alumni Stadium, 30 thousand are ex-

pected to attend.

Expected damage to stadium grounds is minimal. "I

dont expect a problem wilth the pig thing tomorrow." said

Tony Cinnamon, Head Groundskeeper for the University.

By ARTHUR DIMMESDALE
Collegian Corespondent

Noted chemist D.N. Ableson, speaking

before a capacity crowd in the Campus
Center auditorium last night as part of the

Distinguished Visitors Program, suddenly

burst into flames and was reduced into a

pile of smouldering ashes before help could

arrive.

Ableson was speaking about the feasibili-

ty of alternative fuels in the face of oil and

natural gas shortages. Ten minutes into his

speech, he appeared to be sweating heavi-

ly. Wiping his forehead with a napkin, he

said, "Gee, it sure is getting hot in here."

Moments later, the podium exploded with

a blinding flash as Ableson became con-

sumed with flames. University Chancellor

Joseph Dufflebag, seated to Ableson's left,

poured his drink on Ableson in an attempt

to extinguish the flames. Dufllebag had ap-

parently forgotten he was not drinking

water, but rather a vodka martini which

added to the intensity of the flames.

When asked why he was allowed to drink

alcohol while the rest of the campus can-

not because of no alcohol liability in-

surance, Dufflebag said, "My insurance

policy leaves me personally responsible.

but it's really my insurance company that

is responsible. I don't know if they cover

spontaneous combustion, though."

The Ableson tragedy is the Latest in a

string of bad luck and unexplained oc-

curences that have plagued the

Distinguished Visitors F*rogram for the

past five years. The first on record happen-

ed when former Red Sox pitcher Bill Lee

appeared here five years ago. As a result

of a freak accident involving a faulty

microphone stand, was sent to the minor
leagues and eventually relea.sed by the

Montreal Expos.

Last spring, author Steven King was
named in a plagiarism suit, moments after

he finished speaking in the Campus
Center. He said at the time: "I knew 1

shouldn't have come tonight. I just knew
something ghoulish was going to happen."

The most recent incident occurred last

month to Curtis and Lisa Sliwa, the

founders of the Guardian Angels. After

finishing their talk, the Slawas were robb

ed in their Campus Center hotel room.

Neither was injured and the university of-

fered to replace all lost possessions but Cur
tis Slewa refused, saying, " Let me the hell

out of here. This place is haunted."

qu'est-que c'est?

"PSYCHO SQUASH" - A irt iizied Stockbridge studt nt hopelessly

tries to kill an overzealous pumpkin which has grown out of con-

trol next to Parking Lot 71.
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Star Wars is old hat
What's all this fuss about Star Wars?

Hasn't this movie been released for five

years already? I mean, it's not as if this is

some sort of new technology now.

Geez, the way people talk, you would

think it's some big deal that President

Reagan and Mr. Gorbachev are supposed to

discuss it. If the leaders of the two largest

nations of the world have nothing better to

talk about than an old movie, then we must

assume that Gorbachev is an actor also.

And just how is it that Star Wars is vital

to our defense? Why are we giving the Pen-

tagon billions of dollars for defense when

the movie industry is responsible for our

latest technology? Isn't there a conflict of

interest when an actor president rewards

his Hollywood buddies by making Star

Wars our latest defense strategy?

And another thing, is the Soviet Union

really the Evil Empire? I never saw

anything about Darth Vader being a com-

munist, or was that part in the Star Wars

sequel that was a prequel? And what's with

these prequel s, anyway? They should just

show the damn movies in order, or is disar-

ray truly chic?

Just because the Soviets are behind us in

culteral technology, doesn't mean we have

a disparate ideology - they have bread lines

while we have movie lines. And speaking

of lines, what is this news from Reagan

about using the space shuttles for Star

Wars research? Admit it, Ronnie, they're

watching movies on their damn VCR up

there while little robots do all the work. Are

these astronauts just people with patronage

jobs? Research, my ass.

Besides, if we are really serious about us-

ing movie ideas for weapons, why don't all

those majors and generals just watch a few

Larry Mouth
John Wayne movies. You know, where
everyone is a patriot and people can win

those decisive battles single-handedly, just

like the Duke did. Show some of those flicks

to our soldiers before they go out on the

field of combat and we'd have more bloody,

victorious patriots than we could stomach,

and national security.

Which reminds me, if they're going to use

Star Wars, then shouldn't colleges and

universities be getting Department of

Defense funding for college film crews? How
come when they come up with a weapons

idea, schools always do the reseacrh and

then some multinational corporation builds

it, but with Star Wars, some movie com-

pany gets all the bucks? Are America's

temples of higher education chopped liver,

Mr. President?

The only reward to the educational

system so far has been sending one teacher

up there. The view can't even be that great.

Is this teacher supposed to come back and

teach people about space, when they don't

even know anything about special effects?

They should just send up a film crew and

then they wouldn't have to fake all of those

movie tricks.

I don't know, maybe it's just me, but Star

Wars is no big deal. I liked Pee Wee Her-

man's Big Adventure. Now that was an idea

whose movie has come. I'm still working on

my customized bicycle, a la Pee Wee.

Larry Mouth is not Lawrence Soucie

Really.

We're not talking anymore
How come I never read about dogs and

other pets in the narrow-minded pages of

the Collusion? Every day, people feel com-
fortable and justified in treating the

animals of this nation like second-class

citizens, yet the subject is never broached

by the "esteemed" Board of Editors.

"They smell. They eat too much. Their

breath smells bad. They
bark/meow/chirp/grunt all the time. They
go to the bathroom everywhere and never

clean up after themselves," people say.

What do humans expect from us, after all

we're animals- you're the humans. Exact-

ly how civilized do you think you would
look if we weren't around to be compared
to?

I guess that what really makes me boil

is that all I e.or hear about pets is com
plaints. If the United States, the greatest

nation in the world, doesn't value its

canine and feline allies, why shouldn't we
turn to the communist bloc countries for

continued support?'

Many, many pets have been fully versed

in the radical theories of government, in-

cluding Marxism. Leninism, socialism, and

Buddhism, to name just a few. Believe me,

after many a catnip over-indulgence, we
animals have jokmgly discussed the violent

overthrow of the status quo, and the in-

stallation of an animalistic majority rule

government.

Do you realize the immense voting bloc

of power pets could attain if it were a

system of "one mammal, one vote," instead

of "one person, one vote," like it is now?

Trust me. one of human's best friends, it

Clancy

would not take long at all to organize the

pets of America. Know how?
Well, first, I'm going to tell you a secret.

Don't ever repeat it, and forget it as soon

as you finish reading this. The real reason

that we never clean up after we go to the

bathroom is because this is our silent,

universally understood (by animals, that

is), and continual method of

communication.

Ifyou don't believe me, how do you think

we always find our way back home, no mat-

ter where you dump us? Or, how do we
always know how to find our own species

who are "in the mood," or in heat, as you

lustful humans refer to it? Or, how do you

think we selectively learn your vocabulary,

by your baby talk and horrible disfigure-

ment of language?

Think about it. Long and hard. Then
think some more. We're serious about this.

It took us two months to organize this let-

ter and find a volunteer (me) who wanted

to spend the time typing this on my
"master's" wordprocesser. We are not tak-

ing the continual stream of insults and

maltreatment dished to us daily by you

humans any longer.

We're mad as hell, and we're not going

to take it anymore
Now sit. Good human.

Clancy the wonder dog is a Collusion canine

staff member.

Tips forCKeaters

Bobby
zdBc

Letters
Joe's waiting patiently for change
The Blue Wall has finally been turned in-

to something worthwhile—a campus cafe.

Unfortunately the Blue Wall stocks coffee

beans from the most repressive regimes in

the world today. How can I drink Hon
duran coffee knowing full well that coun-

try harbors the contras who torture and

maim peaceful Nucaraguans to the tune of

$12 million damage yearly?

Last year the Campus Center Board of

Governors recommended the discontinua-

tion of Coors beer on campus due to the

repressive nature of the Coors family. This

year the Central American coffee grinds

which emanate and entice our souls ought

to be banned from the Blue Wall and

everywhere else on campus which stocks

them.
"People's Market," the campus bastion

of progressivism hypocritically offers us the

best beans from the worst regimes. No mat-

ter its attractive name, Java from a central

american country is a South American

country is an African country is a

repressive regime is unfair is not right and

certainly is against the intentions and bet-

ter judgment of this institution.

I'm waiting patiently.

Joe Summotion
Amherst

Alcohol abuse and abusive
Alcohol turns people into idiots-

complete and utter idiots. It promps other-

wise normal human beings to take most

juvenile, unthinking and unproductive at-

titudes, such as screaming obscenities bet-

ween dormitories, or flagging strangers

with the middle finger from the back seat

of a foul-smelling sedan.

Alcohol has somehow been drilled into

our campus conscious as something

necessary for a good time. On Thursdays

through Saturdays the lines form for the

package stores, and the promis fo a happy

time makes normal students appear like

recipients of emergency aid in Africa. In-

stead, it's a shot of "fun" from a laminated

tap, and the possibility of a pick-up later on.

Alcohol has done more damage to this

world than any other substance. Because
of this, the age of legal consumption is 21

in most states. Why not make it 91? And
why not close the package stores one day
a week as a sort of religious observance?

Retail alcohol are distributors are as bad
as dope peddlers. Age restrictions are

meaningless because anyone with a month
and throat can drink. Those who believe

they are celebrating with alcohol are mere-

ly toasting the profit-makers, and attesting

to their lack of originality and need for a

crutch. „ , .,. ,,
Red Sketton

All letters to the editor must be accompanied by a non-refundable $20 dona*
tion to Larry's Parking Ticket Fund. Submissions must also be typewritten,

double- spaced, margins to be set at 599 and 666, and include a list of 10

different headline suggestions, none of which will be taken seriously.

Letters must also contain voting records, FBI file numbers, student

numbers, social security numbers, credit card numbers (and the expiration

dates), checking and savings account numbers, two signed blank checks or

withdrawal slips, which may be published depending on your position and

the amount of blackmail involved. Letters may or may not be published pen-

ding the editor's agreement.

ARTS

Collegian photo by Maria Bull

BEAM ME UP SCOTTIE - Lisa Usa is

"beamed up" by her leaders. "There is no in-

telligent life down here," she wails.

Grateful Dead
to break up
By MATKINS
Collegian Staff

In a surprise move, the Grateful Dead announced

yesterday that they are splitting up. the decision has fans

around the world in a state of great distress. No one is

quite sure what impact the move will have on the illegal

LSD industry.

"I'm to old for this nonsense," said the graying and

obese, unofficial leader of the band, Jerry Garcia. It has

been rumoured that Garcia has one too many times lost

his temper at fellow band member, Bob Weir.

"Jerry is god," said Weir. It has also been reported that

Weir is upset because Garcia refused to call him "Mr.

Wonderful."

Loyal fans known as "Dead Heads," are reportedly

grieving over the loss of their favorite pastime (or waste

of time). "Where will we go from here?, one fan sobbed."

"A short twenty years they've been together and

already they've gone to pot? How can this be?," asked

Mars Earthy, a fan who has 'dead'icated her 18 years of

life to the band.

One of the questions looming over everyone's heads,

what will happen to the vital drug industry? Officials

estimate 1/3 of the nations Gross National Product is

derived from the sale of illegal intoxicants at Grateful

Dead concerts. "The economy is certainly looking grim.

Wer'e hoping we can convince Jerry to go just one more

year," said Dollaren Sense, of the presidents Office of

Management and Budget.

Xf you've been wanting the American
Express" Card for some time, this is some
time to apply. „ .

Because if you're a senior, all you need

is to accept a $10,000 career-oriented job.

That's It. No stnnqs No gimmicks

(And even if you don't have a job right

now don't worry. This offer is still good for

12 months after you graduate.) Why is

American Express making the Card a

httle easier for seniors to gef^ aurr- i

Well, to put It simply, we be-

lieve in your future. And this is

a good time to show it -for we

W.llil)4.W) J„l;';t»-lt5

can help in a lot of ways as you graduate.

The Card can help you be ready for busi-

ness. It's a must for travel to meetings and

entertaining. And to entertain yourself,

you can use it to buy a new wardrobe for

work or a new stereo

The Card can also help you establish

your credit history, which can help m
your future

So call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask to have

a Special Student Application sent

to you Or look for one en campus
The American Express' Card.

Don't leave school without it.'^

riaHa

,t% f^T

O m^ Amrruan Exprr*^ Tfsivfl Rpbtrd Srrv u ,„ ( ' 'n-tj.ins. Ii
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UM's grossest
By UGLEE ESTE
Collegian Staff

Looking gross? And why not? Last year, we realized that

if a bunch of California kids could become rich just by sell-

ing a calender filled with surfers, then we could also make

a fortune by designing a "Looking Good" calender geared

especially toward East Coast students, featuring the men

fo UMass Amherst.
Unfortunately, after three months of searching, we could

only find eight good-looking men at UMass, (two of whom
were really Hampshire students taking classes here. None

of these handsome men said they wanted their faces

associated with the university.

Our solution: Looking Gross, a calender that offers a

real alternative to the other male calenders now available.

Consider the advantages!

It won't make your boyfriend jealous.

It comes up and down easily, allowing you to place it

over your more erotic male posters when prudish friends,

or parents come to visit.

At least one "Looking Gross" boy will remind you of

someone you know.
Included are:

The Rambomaniac: Loves America, but can't spell it.

The Political Eco Freak: Believes in bathing, in

principle.

The ladykiller: sees himself as God's gift to women, pro-

ving it is truly better to give than receive.

Looking Gross, twelve month's worth of seven years

bad luck. Just in time for Haloween!

A new flick in town
By EGGBERT CHAINSAW
Collygian Drug-Tester

Can you see the rainbows? I can. The voices in my head

tell me to kill S&M gerbils and rant about movies.

The latest blockbuster from Hollywood is busting blocks

all over the country. "A Midsummer's Night Misogyny

or How to use food processors to kill 42,000 naked sluts

who deserved it anyway: Part VIII: Quimby goes to lunch"

may seem like your average movie fare, but don't be fool-

ed by the simple title.

This masterpiece is brilliant, simply brilliant. It

transcends the usual Hollywood intellectual claptrap .so

much it makes your toes water. Most of the stupid people

around here (you know the kind, they can read) won't be

able to understand the amazing brilliance of this fine piece

of cinema. Only really, really clever people like me who
get all their answers from cereal boxes can see that this

continuing saga of Quimby the slaughtering surtax ac-

countant is really an amazingly subtle discussion of Marx-

ist lesbian seperatism.

The director Phallus "Parrot-Eater" Felch and

Mongolian screenwriter Wussy Pudd Pudd "Keep women
in the house, u.se them as rugs" Wolfgargle, have created

one loopy loopy did anyone see the platapus movie that

simply must be seen when in a catatonic drug-induced

stupor. Fungus.

Real pretty cats here
PICTURES OF MY CAT
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston
Through Nov. 1

By LIZ THE WOMAN IN RED
Collegian Stiff

After all that silly fuss about all those dumb, boring

paintings in stupid girly colors by some dead French

painter, the Museum of Fine Arts (MFA) has finally come
up with a worthwhile exhibit.

Pictures of My Cat is exactly that—pictures of my per-

sonal, cute little five-month-old kittycat, Ziffers. I took

these pictures with my Kodak Disc camera last summer,
when he was even more adorable than he is now, and they

came out really good, which is why they're at the museum,
and like, I'm wicked psyched.

The photos are eloquent and expressive; one gets a true

sense of the furry feline's personality, indeed, one can

almost hear him purring like a little lawn mower. He sits

nobly atop a stereo, (mine, actually), and one becomes im-

mediately aware of his interest in music, his cultural

awareness, and his highbrow pursuits.

Which is not to say this kitty's not down to earth.

Another photo shows him diligently clipping coupons. His

concern for his financial assets is made clear in his fur-

rowed brow and tightly set mouth. He'd rather have a

nickel in his pocket than give it to the people who
manufacture Litter Green. Smart kitty.

And he's careful to watch his kittenish figure. ZifTers

knows those Kal Kan Chicken Dinners can add up, so he

weighs in every day, as we see in this really cute picture

that I took while sitting on the John.

But dieting alone does not a healthy kitty make. In

another photo, we see Ziffers untying the shoelaces on his

Nikes, before a brisk jog with his female friend. Fluffy.

His athletic prowess and well -developed muscles come
through sharp and clear as he tries to pull the laces from

his claws. No nerdy scratching post for him!
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Girltalk

Ask Beth and Sue
pros at problems

Sue and Beth answer all

Dear Beth and Sue,

My boj'friend has lost interest in me, I'm

afraid. I think it might be because the other

night I went "all the way." Can you tell

me what to do? I cry every night.

Desperate in Amherst.

Dear Desperate,

Well, looks like you blew it. Didn't

anyone tell you the surest way to lose a

man is to sleep with him? I'm sure now he's

with a nice girl who he can respect and

bring home to his mommy. I don't blame

him. Why buy the cow when you can get

the milk for free.

can't get a date. Can you help me please?

Really Hideous in Hadley.

Dear Hideous in Hadley,

Have you checked the library tower

stairwells and bathroom walls for phone

numbers of men looking for fun and frolic?

I'm sure they'd accomodate you no matter

how hideous you may be. As for being real-

ly hideous, sorry, your'e bumming, sweetie.

He sucked her eye out Fun with Chess

NOBEL SUCK — Dr. Bernard Lown, co-president of International

Physicians of Nuclear War, sucks the eye from his wife after he ac-

cepted the 1985 Peace prize on behalf of the organization.

MOSCOW(AP)
Here, in algebraic notation, are the

moves made Thursday in the 19th game of

the World Chess Championship between

Garri Kasparov ,
playing White, and titlist

Anatoly Karpov: Nimzo Indian Defense.

White Black
1. d4 nfS

2. c4 e6

3. nc3 ne4
5. qc2 fB

6. g3 nc6
7. bg2 0-0

8. 0-0 b:c3

9. b:c3 na5
10. c5 d6
11. bd5 fS

12. ch8 m9
13. hS c5m
14. s7 c89
15. d3 ck

16. d3 h8j

17. Hs iiS

18. o-o h8
19. d8 xso-o

20. hi sc8

21. g3 nc9
22. h8 x9
23. ch Op
24. nj 09
25. d3 lo

26. n9 p6
27. f6 no-o

28. mn8 Om
29. ce9 oo

30. s7 2b
31. sf n9
32. d3 c7

33. a9 mp
34. si 98
35. n8 5m
36., cF 3n
37. xi mO
38. n9 ml
39. c3e d

40. n8m c

Dear Beth and Sue,

I'm so ugly and worthless and fat, I can't

stand it. My mother says I'm pretty, but I

Dear Beth and Sue,

I'm a very insecure person... do you

understand? Well, even I you know, I need

some advice on how to stand up for myself,

and not to be afraid of rejection. Help me?
Please?

Scared Shitless

Dear Shit,

Sorry. Too busy.

OUR LETTER POLICY
In order to submit a letter to "Ask Beth and Sue," you must be really

desperate, and of coursc.a girl. Absolutely NO BOYS allowed. No women
allowed either. We can help you only if your problems are petty and mean-
ingless. Please don't ever ask us about all those radical things like the ERA,
feminism, etc. That's just not our bag and our boyfriends would be totally

grossed out if we talked about those sorts of things. You gals understand

don't you? Just to clue you gals in, Beth's specialty lies in the field of per-

fume and clothing usage. Sue is well versed on "what is the proper way
to do things for nice gals."

Dear Beth and Sue,

My mother's brother's best friend's uncle's daughter's

husband has been making passes at me big time. I don't

want to hurt anyone, but this guy is quite a hunk of meat,

get the picture? Should I stay away or really go for it?

Lolita

Dear Lolita,

This is a potentially dangerous situation, and we think

that you should seek professional help.

P.S. whats the guys phone number? sounds kinky!

Dear Beth and Sue.

It's half way through the semester and I don't know
where my classes are. I've been to Whitmore, but no one

seems able to help me. What should I do?
Flunking Out

Dear Flunking Out,

Perhaps you should go bfeck to Whitmore, find the

registrar's office and withdraw for your classes. If this is

too hard, then try finding your way home.

Gossip By SUSAN ATE
and

SANDY DIED
This campus has been buzzing with activity, lately, and

I mean buzzing!

A little birdie told me. ..well actually it was a big, black

hawk which let me in on all these UMass tidbits. Here
goes...

We heard that the Princess Diana and Prince Charles

of Amherst, Joe Fluffy and Anne Waxler's marriage is

on the rocks. Seems they had a spiff about Joe's stance

on the divestment issue. And whats even better, she has

had a slew of male callers of late. Old Fluffy boy better

keep on his toes!!!!

And what's this we hear about Stacy Rots? One of our

ISPY correspondents saw her at The Spoke last week
where she was really whooping it up with fellow SGA
types. All this on Alcohol Awareness Week! What was
that holier than thou attitude, all about anyway, Stace?

Have you seen the new night guy over at the Mobil Sta-

tion lately? That's right, you guessed it. It's our illustrious

Provost, who I guess isn't so illustrious after all. Things

are tough all over.

All kidding aside, something very serious is happening
on this campus right now. Mc Carthyism at its best... or

its worse! In a venture entitiled, "Acuracy in ExtraCur-

ricula", Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs, Dennis
Mason, and other unnamed administrators have been

hiding under dormitory beds and in closets in an attempt

to "determine exactly what it is that students do behind

closed doors." "We want to know what these kids are do-

ing instead of studying. How they watch TV, sleep, eat,

and who they do it with. Most important. ..are they doing

it without bias; are tht-y doing it accurately?" Mason said.
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Di.sclaimer:

The Halloween issue is intended to be humorous,

and not offensive If you find it offensive, call the Col-

legian office between 3 and 6 a.m. at 545-3500.

Horror
Scope

Airheads: Watch out for

breaking mirrors and fall-

ing ladders today. Do not

partake of substance abuse;

the effects may be

irreversible.

Bulls: Little ghosts and
goblins who turn off your

alarm clock before it goes off

will make you see red as you

oversleep an exam.

Gems: Royalty beware.

Wicked witches will want to

wrangle the rings from your

fingers and the nails from

your toes. Have some wit-

ches' brew for dindin to

sample them yourself.

Moon Children: i'his is

your day. Visitors abound
on their annual convention;

some heavy broom action

will sweep past your
environs.

Lions: Control that

temper aroused by pesky

children prowling the area,

giggling hysterically and
threatening you with deeds

unknown. Or if you can't,

just steal their candy.

Virgins: Go for it; the

spirit calleth. And you can

always redeem yourselves

tomorrow on All Soul's Day.

Lizards: Quick! Get down
to the Southwest maze!
They're having a cattle call

for eels of your type for the

upcoming updates of

Frankenstein and Hallo-

ween 15.

Scorpions: Wild karma
enhance your poison and
the pool of willing victims.

Scabs:
you are.

You know who

Candy corn: Your most
popular day of the year. En-

joy it.

Aquacreatures: Your
calling is to the Campus
PonH He r.npful of WolveS
en route.

Pieces: Time to gather
yourselves together. Even
the strange people are in the

groove today.
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Collegian photos by the Missing Link

Quarterback Dave Palazzi (above) and head coach Bob Stull

(below) are leaving UMass.

Ostendarp
to coach
Minutemen

Amherst College coach

Jim Ostendarp, who
earlier this week turned

down an offer for an ESPN
broadcast of his games
against Williams, is ex-

pected to be named the

football coach at UMass.
"My first move to be get

sports information director

Howie Davis fired and
cancel the UMass radio

network, I don't want any
publicity," said the crusty

coach.

"I'll make UMass as

much of a backward pro-

gram as Amherst's,"
Ostendarp said. "Nobody
will know, or care, about

us."

Palazzi,
McKeown
and Stull

leave UM
Players transfer, coach

to Westfield State
By R.U. SERIOUS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts football

coach Bob Stull announced yesterday that

he will resign his position to take over the

job at nearby Division 3 doormat Westfield

State University.

The startling announcement came
minutes before two of the Minutemen's best .

players, freshman quarterback Dave Palaz-

zi and freshman linebacker John

McKeown, called a press conference to say

that have transfered to Division 1 power

Oklahoma.
Stull, who in two seasons led UMass to

an 8-11 record, but was 5-3 this season, said

that he had met the challenge of bringing

the UMass program back to respectability

and wants to try his luck at Westfield State,

a winless team that is considered one of the

weakest teams in the nation.

"Life's a challenge," said Stull. "This will

be my biggest."

Palazzi, who has led UMass to a 4-1

record as an option quarterback, will sit-

out a season before being able to play for

the Sooners. McKeown will also have to

wait a year before being able to suit up.

Both are looking forward to playing for

coach Barry Switzer and being able to com-

pete on the Division 1 level.

"I think that Oklahoma will be a great

team for me and John to play for," said

Palazzi. "Coach Switzer is a great coach

and he said that I'll have free reign on the

field."

McKeown, who will also play baseball for

the Sooners, said that he felt Brian

Bosworth, the Sooners All-American

linebacker, would have to beat him out to

start.

"Brian Bosworth has nothing on me,"

said McKeown. "I may be a little small, but

I'm tough."

The moves came as a complete surprise,

catching the assembled press corps off-

guard. UMass athletic director Frank
Mclnerney would not comment, rushing

from the room past reporters.

"They are tremendous athletes," said the

coach. "Lou Carnesseca told me that

UMass was a great place to get transfers."

Carnesseca, the St. John's basketball

coach, has former UMass basketball player

John Hempel playing for him this season.

"My work is done at UMass," said Stull.

"Westfield State deserves a good football

team, which is what I plan to give them.

Ever since I've been an assistant at the

University of Washington, I've dreamed

about coaching on the Division 3 level."

Collegian photo by H. Hogan

University of Massachusetts
defensive coordinator Jim Reid
(left) will lost the services of
freshman linebacker John
McKeown (right) due to the
freshman's transfering to the
University of Oklahoma. The
linebacker joins freshman quarter-
back Dave Palazzi in leaving the
Minutemen. Coach Bob Stull is also

leaving; going to nearby Westfield
State. McKeown, the teams defen-
sive leader, expects to replace All-

American Brian Bosworth for the
Sooners.

Basketball, baseball cut to clubs

Money saved to be used for football dorm

By I.M. RIPPED
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's and women's

basketball teams and the baseball team will be demoted

to club sport status with the money saved to be used to

build a dormitory for football players

"Its a difficult move to make, but one we felt would be

good for the school in the long run," said UM athletic direc

tor Frank Mclnerney. "And the football players are going

to love the dorm. It has a pool, a weight room and a well-

stocked bar."

The basketball teams will have one season of varsity

competition left before starting a schedule that will in-

clude the likes of Holyoke Community College, North

Adams State, UMa-ss' own Stockbridge College team and

Greenfield Community College.

The baseball team's spring trip to Florida has been

cancelled. The team will instead tour the Berkshires in

a school bus, playing local high schools.

"Get ofT, our own dorm," .said one football player when
asked about the plans.

Soccer team
investigated

So that's why they win so many games.
The University of Massachusetts women's soccer is

under investigation by the NCAA for over 100 recruiting

violations, including payments of large sums of money
to star players.

UMass is the first team in the nation, other than a foot-

ball or basketball team, to be inverstigated for such

serious charges.

"They told me to build a winning team, so I did," said

UM coach Kalekeni Banda. "Nobody told me about any
rules."

—deGerry Simas

The Massachusetts Daily
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Harassment
hasincreased,
report says
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts officials yesterday issued

a statement condemning campus discrimination and
harassment in an effort, as one official said, to reaffirm

the University's stance against violence.

The statement, issued on stationary from Vice

Chancellor Dennis Madson's office and signed by deans

and department leaders under Madson, comes in the

wake of news that sexual assaults and harassment on
campus this semester have risen and are now reaching

a plateau.

"There are more incidences of asault and sexual

violence not being reported," Madson said after the state-

ment was released. "Not many of these reports are go-

ing to the police authorities on our campus."

"We must vigorously continue campus efforts to

eliminate both obvious and subtle acts of violence and
prejudice. We reaffirm the University's commitment to

prevent discrimination on such bases as race, religion,

gender, age, sexual orientation, handicap, or veteran

status," the statement said.

"The opinion of most of the people is that things are

not worse, but they are not good," Madson said when ask-

ed why the statement was issued. "There are a number
of women that have indicated they have been attacked."

Madson, who did not have statistics on attacks this

semester, said that the statement, addressed to students,

faculty and staff, is part of a larger effort by members
of his staff to combat crime on campus.

However, when reached at home last night, Gerry Scop-

pettuolo, advocate for research and training at the Stu-

dent Center for Educational Research and Advocacy, said

the statement is not enough.

"When it comes to the University spending money to

actively combat prejudice, advocating this is a nice thing,

but you're looking at crumbs," he said.
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WHICH WKIGHS MORE?-MaIik
Thompson hangs out with a Hallo-

ween guest in the Van Meter House
cluster offica His mother, Kandi, is the

clust«>r'A Assistant Resident Director

TRICKS ARE FOR KIDS-An Amherst family prepares for the annual ritual of trick-or treating last

night. University students are expected to celebrate the holiday more, as the administration recently

relaxed its previously tight Halloween security policy. ^
[

Opposers of rent review have tinje

Board needs state approval

before Tow^n Meeting vote
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

Opponents of a proposal to establish a rent review board

in Amherst which would hear complaints of excessive ren-

tal costs may be able to turn public sentiment against the

issue before Tbwn Meeting votes on it in May.

Although Tbwn Meeting voted to send a petition to the

state legislature requesting authority to create a review

board, the request must be granted before the town can

act. Then, Tbwn Meeting must vote in May to pass a by-

law which will establish a review board.

"1 presume that this will sail through the legislature

without much trouble," rent review sponsor Ken
Mosakoski said.

But the measure will meet oppostion before it is voted

on by Tbwn Meeting, primarily through the Pioneer Valley

Housing Association.

"We'll try to point out to people that it will cost

homeowners and people in non-controlled housing,"

association spokeswoman Jane Nevin said.

Rent review would hurt student.s, Nevin said, because

year-round Amherst residents would occupy all the lower

cost housing under review with students having to .settle

for higher cost "non-controlled housing."

But Mosakowski said that any tenant who feels rent is

excessive would be able to file a complaint with the review

board.

"VVlu'thtT a [Ki'son i^ n .student or a iion st ,i(lt'nt that

pcrsdii can appeal what they f<.'(i i !i i'Mi',-,-i ,( riiit. ';'

.said Bii! Mes.ik'iv, ki added, SI u<i«-iit .ippeals may not he

-.'ranted .1- nlt'ii because tliey u-^ualls di%'ide rent crisis

imnii^ nian\ ()e()ple.

'

;. r'\il\ .1V-. ;liai !i;U review would als. \\i

uetii itnation ot .Xinht-rst properties, which are eii>'- n. ' \

cellent condition." Iiecu.-e nf ;: review f)ropnsal -ection

v. lihh .iljnws the n'\ le^^ t>i);ird to determine wh:il 1.-;. (air

income ioi landlords. Becau.se the hoard will not consider

innney set a-ide in a capital improvements fund as non

iiic(,ni. .

,\'. vin suid that landlords will r ike property

repairs less often.

"Painting will not get done as often and carpets will not

be replaced as often," Nevin said.

But rent review would create a mechanism to guarantee

that landlords maintain their properties, Mosakowski said,

because a landlord would have to file a rent increase pro-

posal with theboard. The board could then determine if

the property has been properly maintained before gran-

ting an increase.

"The message will be 'if you want a rent increase, you

better fix the place up,' " Mosakowski said, adding that

review also enables tenants to air complaints of health

violations.

"There are some very serious cases of violations of health

codes where the tenants simply did not know where to go,"

Mosakowski said. "Now they can go to the review board."

Nevin said that the Amherst housing market will suf-

fer from a lack of development because of regulation im-

posed by the review board.

"Part of the capitalistic system is shot," she said, "you're

not going to see a whole lot of people rushing to invest

on Amherst."
May's Tbwn Meeting decision to establish a rent review

board will depend largely on the make-up of the town

representatives, which will change with the new spring

elections.

"Anything can happen," Mosakowski said. "This town

is notorious for reversing itself."

J
Inside:

MASSPIRG ncM'ds 2.000 si^naHnv.-^

What's at the mnvics

Fiiofhal! face- ('("otin

3
10
16

1

'I iini no longer ani'j-y. am ui'//--'fi't ki'il itith tili^s

inul tiiilrf p<if)rr. and cm (inxiously uiruifin^ my
briHlwr's (trrivuL"

—Mart Boulerice on the University Halloween

policy, see page 7
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AP Laser photo

Tatiana Yankelevich, daughter of Yelena Bonnei; who is the wife of Soviet

dissident Andre Sakharov, looks at the telephone yesterday after another

unsuccessful stte'mpt to call the Soviet Union about the release ofher mother

Bonner will be allowed
to leave, Soviets say
NEWTON (AP>-Govenment officials

report Yelena Bonner will be allowed to

leave the Soviet Union to seek medical

treatment, but her family here is apprehen-

sive because th^r cannot telephone her.

"I believe that we must not forget the
possibility that the Soviets are just dragg-
ing their feet until the upcoming meeting
between President Reagan and Soviet
leaders and then nothing will happen," her
Daughter, Tatiana Yankelevich said
yesterday.

"I'm very alarmed and it makes me
worry very much," she added.
She commented after the second straight

day the family tried unsuccessfully to place

a telephone call to Mrs. Bonner in the
Soviet Union.

Mrs. Bonner, 60, and her husband, Nobel

laureate Andrei Sakharov, 64, are living in

internal exile in the city of Gorky, about

250 miles east of their former home in

Moscow.

Both are reported ill and Mrs. Bonner has

tried repeatedly to win permission to seek

treatment in the West for eye and heart

ailments.

State Department spokesman Bernard

Kalb reported Wednesday the United

States has "reliable information that Mrs.

Bonner has been granted permission to

leave the Soviet Union."

The Soviet ambassador to West Germany,
Vladimir Semyonov, earlier told The
Associated Press in Bonn he believes the

reports that she could leave for medical care

were true, but he said he did not know
when or where.

Other relatives said Mrs. bonner may
have delayed her departure to make sure

her dissident husband gets proper care

while shw is away.

"She might be trying to make sure that

in the time she is abroad he is in a hospital

in Moscow and there is somebody to care

for him," said Mrs. Yankelevich's husband,

Efrem, late Wednesday.

300 SMU students sick
DARTMOUTH (AP)-

Samples of food from
Southern Massachusetts
University were being
tested yesterday after more
than 300 students fell ill

after eating at the dining
hall, officials said.

The students suffered

stomach cramps, vomiting

and diarrhea—all symptoms
of food poisoning, said SMU
spokesman Greg Stone.

The affected students were

being interviewed by school

health officials to learn

what they ate at the dining

hall Wednesday night.
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Stone said. "We're looking

tor some common thread,"

he said.

Turkey and pizza were two
of the items on the dinner

menu that were being
checked, he said. School of-

ficials also are checking
items served at lunch, he
said.

Stone said 30 students

went to St. Luke's Hospital

emergency room in New
Bedford some time after 9
pm. Wednesday after suffer-

ing severe cramps and
vomiting. All were treated

and released, he said.

The school's health of-

ficials treated the other

students on campus, he said.*• «« ««««
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Reagan to propose new
limitations on weapons
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Reagan

announced yesterday that he is making a

new nuclear weapons limitation proposal

to the Soviet Union and will request that

the current round of negotiations in Geneva

be extended to consider it.

In a nationally televised statement,

Reagan said the latest Soviet offer "unfor-

tunately fell considerably short" in certain

areas. But, he said, there were also positive

"seeds" for an agreement and that he had
built on them with the new U.S. offer

Significantly, he called both sides' pro-

posals "milestones" in the quest for reduc-

tions of nuclear weapons. "I believe pro-

gress is indeed possible ifthe Soviet leader-

ship is willing to match our own commit-

ment to a better relationship," Reagan said.

Just before his announcement, Reagan
told four Soviet journalists in an interview

that he would accept some of the figures

proposed by Soviet leader Mikhail Gor-

bachev, who called last month for a reduc-

tion of about 50 percent in missiles and
bombers carrying nuclear warheads.

Reagan said the US Offer calls for "deep

cuts" in offensive weapons, research on
defensive systems and "no cheating." But
the president said he would divulge no fur-

ther details. He said the American proposal

would be offered in Geneva today.

"It is my hope that our new proposal

would enable both our nations to start mov-

ing away from ever-larger arsenals," the

president said.

The Soviet proposal, in a letter to Reagan
from Gorbachev last month, and the U.S.

response are designed to make headway in

the slow-moving negotiations before the two

leaders meet at the summit in the Swiss

city Nov 19-20.

"Arms control is a result," Reagan said.

"First you've got to eliminate the suspi-

cions and paranoia between us." He called

the U.S. proposal serious and detailed.

The new US proposal was also sent

directly to Gorbachev and is "part of a pro-

cess of interaction that we hope will lead

somewhere," Secretary of State Geoge P.

Shultz said later at at news conference.

But he also streesed US concerns over

human rights and regional conflicts, and
declined to place halting the nuclear arms
race at the top of the agenda. "There are

many issues and they are entwined," Shultz

said.

He denied the Reagan administration

w£is engaged in public relations rivalry

with Gorbachev. "It is not a propaganda
game," Shultz said.

HAPPY HALLOWEEN-Sharon Richard paints the face of 8-yearK>ld
Keishe Verdin of Dulac, La., as part of a HaUoween celebration in an evacua-
tion center in Howma, La., yesterday. About 1200 people remain inshelters
after the damage caused by Hurricane Juan.

Storm heads inland, causing

$1 billion damages

»•<««» «»
<r***^##**^^#-**lt

PENSACOLA, Fla., (AP)-Erratic
Tropical Storm Juan returned to the Gulf
of Mexico and spun briefly back up to near
hurricane strength yesterday then headed
inland over rain-soaked Alabama and
Florida after causing more than $1 billion

damage in Louisiana.

But the storm weakened again after it

rolled ashore near Gulf Shores, Ala.,

southeast of Mobile near the Florida border,

and moved toward the northeast at 1^ to

20 mph on a path that would take it across

southeastern Alabama and into Georgia,

the National Weather Service said.

No damage or flooding was reported in

Gulf Shores or netu-by Foley when the
storm's center passed over. "We've had
thunderstorms with more wind," said Foley

police dispatcher Walter Hemmert.
Gale warnings were posted from Port Ar-

thur, Tfexas, to Fort Myers, Fla., and tornado
warnings were issued for peui^ of Alabama,
Georgia and Florida.

Thunderstorms spread across the region

and tides reached 4 to 6 feet above nor-

thwestern Florida.

Late in the morning, Juan carried squalls

up to 70 mph, with gusts to near hurricane
force, mostly over the open water

But during the afternoon its highest sus-

tained winds were estimated at 60 to 60
mph, mainly over the water. At 5 p.m. EST,
Juan's broad center was near latitude 31.2

north, longitude 86.9 west, near Brewton,
Ala., or 55 miles north-northeast of

Pensacola.

Florida Gov. Bob GreJiemi cut short a trip

to Washington and urged coastal residents

to be ready to evacuate, as they did ahead
of Hurricane Elena during the Labor Day
weekend. However, no evacuations were
ordered because officials did not want
motorists jamming roads while tornadoes
were forecast.

Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace declared

a state of emergency and the Emergency
Management Agency opened shelters in

coastal cities.

At least seven people had been killed by
the sudden, late-season storm since it

sprawled along the Louisiana coast Sunday.

Seven people were unaccovmted for, but four

others aboard a sailboat were reported safe

Thursday more than two days after they
were reported missing
Water began slowly receding in tidal

Louisiana and Misissippi as wind behind
Juan shifted to the north, and some people
were allowed to return home

Resource politics

lecture at Amherst
The Founder and Executive Director of

the Political Economy Research Center in

Bozeman, Mont., Dr. John Baden, will pre-

sent a lecture at Amherst College today
titled "Conservation and Free Enterprise:

The Emerging Synthesis."

The lecture, at 3 p.m. in the Converse
Hall Assembly Room, is the third in an
ongoing series which began five years ago
as part of parents' weekend festivities.

Baden is the contributing editor of

Managing the Commons and Bureaucracy
vs. Environment and co-author of Natural
Resources: Bureaucratic Myths and En-
vironmental Management.
Baden is an expert in the fields of public

policy and administration and political

economy. He has written and lectured ex-

tensively on the benefits of examining
governmental and private management of

natural resources. He has said one of his

goals is to help build the intellectual foun-

dations for policy reforms consistent with

the traditional American values of in-

dividual freedom and responsibility.

Baden has a strong background in

natural resources related issues. He has

served as Forest Service Consultant, taught

forest and political science. His work has

been published in Public Choice and Jour-

nal of Legal Studies.

The lecture is free and open to the public

-PETER DELANI

Acid rain bills need signatures
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Seeking to gather an additional 2000 signatures in its

battle against acid rain, the University of Massachusetts
Public Interest Research Group is calling tomorrow
"Saturday 2000."

Fearing that bills calling for an acid rain reduction will

die in the Legislature, the group began a lobbying effort

six weeks ago to put the question on the ballot.

"This will be the biggest single day of signature gather-

ing," Shawn Baird, a member of the group said. "We usual-

ly average 500 signatures a day."

Baird said the group will target several area grocery

stores and a craft fair in Hadley.

The group must collect 61,000 signatures by Nov. 20 to

get the question on the November 1986 budget, Cindy Ja-

ques, the former statewide chairperson for MASSPIRG,
said. Jaques said the proposal for acid rain reduction had
never reached the floor of the Legislature for a vote, but

"if the public qualifies a bill for a vote the Legislature

must vote.

"Students have never taken on an event of this

magnitude," she said. "We're setting the political agenda
for the state."

Local, national walks
support world peace

By SANDRA DIAS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Pfeacemakers, in col-

laboration with student groups from the Five Colleges, will

sponsor a 10-kilometer walk-a-thon to raise funds for a

cross-nation peace march.

The local march will begin at 10 a.m. tomorrow at the

Campus Center circle Marchers will walk along North

Pleasant Street to Pine Street and then back to campus

along East Pleasant Street.

Both the local Peace on Foot march and the Great Pfeace

March, a national peace movement, were created by the

international citizen's organization PRO-Peace. The

marchs aim to force governments around the world to

eradicate nuclear weapons, according to David Mixner,

director of the organization.

A founder of the Vietnam Moratorium Committee in the

'60s, Mixner said, "The idea that I had to do something

about this massive nuclear build up came when my seven-

year-old niece told me she was afraid she would die in a

nuclear war."

PRO-Pteace, which stands for People Reaching Out for

Pteace, has a staff of professionals in media, law, govern-

ment and other fields. The Great Peace March will start

in March in Los Angeles and end in Washington D.C.

"We expect to have people from all walks of life," said

Mixner. "We already have 7000 applicants and we expect

to reach 15,000. We will try to select a broad spectrum

of people, from students to housewives to businessmen and

women, so that whether we walk through Springfield,

Utah or Harlem, the people in those places will welcome

us and will be able to relate to us."

Mixner said he hopes to kick off the event with a con-

cert by Bruce Springsteen, Madonna and Don Henley in

the Los Angeles Colliseum.

Five thousand people will leave their jobs, schools and

families to make the nine-month hike across the country,

according to Mixner .

^

Andy Miller, a member of the Amherst chapter of

MASSPIRG said the group is asking for a 30 percent

reduction of industrial sulfur dioxide emissions by 1990.

Three-quarters of sulfuric acids are emitted by electric

generating facilities, he said. MASSPIRG's proposal seeks

to reduce emissions by requiring electric generating plants

to burn low sulfur fuel. Plants would also have the option

of installing scrubbers or filters within smokestacks to im-

prove air quality. Miller said the proposal does not make
companies stick to any one plan.

Baird said the bill would not cost taxpayers anything.

He said the group is also collecting signatures for a pro-

posal which would set up a citizens' utility board to review

rate hikes. "It's an effective way of fighting unfair costs,"

he said. "This board would fight to stop utilities from pass-

ing on the costs of the acid rain legislation."

Results from an acid rain monitoring project at the

University indicate that 6 percent of the state's water

bodies are "acidified," meaning that they can no longer

support acquatic life. Baird said the state spends $2

million a year "dumping lime into the Quabbin (reservoir)

to negate the trend."

Baird said the rainfall acidity level in Massachusetts

is equal to vinegar. "It beats on cars," he said.

Technology's impact

on jobs studied
By STEPHEN JOYCE
Collegian Correspondent

A national study on the effect of technological innova-

tion in employment is being led by a University of

Massachu.setts economics professor

The study, sponsored by the National Academies of

Sciences and Engineering and the Institute of Medicine,

is being conducted by a 21 -member panel includes

economists from Stanford, Harvard and Carnegie-Mellon

Universities. The panel is directed by Dr. Leonard A. Rap-

ping, who is on leave from the University and a visiting

professor at the University of Notre Dame.
"We will carefully examine both the job elimination

effect and the job creating effect," Rapping said in a

telephone interview. "This involves an examination of

new processes like containerization and computer-

assisted manufacturing."

Rapping said that technological advances do not

necessarily mean the loss of jobs.

"There may be other forces other than technological

change which -contribute importantly to the high

unemployment rate This would include competition from

foreign products as well as workers who lack training

and marketable skills," he said.

The panel, which began research in September, is

reviewing all published information and talking with ex-

perts from around the world according to Rapping. The

last major study of this kind was the 1965 Presidential

Commission on Tfechnology, Automation and Economic

Progress. The new panel will "certainly take advantage

of all the insights that study the 1965 study contained,

but we are also going to strike out on our own," he said.

The 1965 study found that automation did not pose a

threat to employment and among other recommenda-

tions suggested that the federal government invest in the

area of public service.

Rapping, who teaches labor, macroeconomics and in

ternaitonal economics, plans to return to UMass once the

study is completed. He lectured at Carnegie-Mellon

University before coming to UMass in 1974.
, _,

BOG to buy
$3,200computer

for efficiency
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors voted last night

to purchase a computer to make the board more efficient

and able to process information faster.

The board voted 14-2, with four abstentions, to spend

$3,194 on a Leading Edge computer for its office. The com-

puter will be used for filing board records, budget prepara-

tions, and for keeping record of the "financial analysis of

all auxiliary trust fund departments and accounts," board

Treasurer Fran Hegeler said.

The computer will make the board more efficient,

Hegeler said. "The finances of Auxilary Services are so

complex that analyzing balance sheets with a pad and pen-

cil is extremely time consuming £md frustrating," she said.

Some members of the board said they were concerned

about training on the computer. Hegeler said she would

compile literature which would answer questions about

the uses ofcomputer hardware and software Two members
of the board would be trained to answer questions other

board members would have, she said.
' William Harris, director of the Campus Center, asked

if computer literacy would become a requirement for

anyone seeking employment with the board. Hegeler

replied, "I think everyone is capable of learning to run
a computer. It will not be a mark against anyone if they

don't know how to use a computer It will be a mark
against them if they aren't willing to learn."

Delivery and installation of the computer will take four

to six weeks after it is ordered, Hegeler said. The com-

puter is expected to be functioning before the start of next

semester, she said.

Scholars confer

on Renaissance
Ibpics *more concurrent'
By FRANCI RICHARDSON
Collegian Correspondent

Scholars fit)m around the world will gather today at the

University of Massachusetts for the two-day 46th annual

New England Renaissance Conference of 1985.

"Its purpose is to bring together scholars in different

fields that study the Renaissance from the 14th to the 16th

centuries," said Daniel Martin, director of the conference

and a French and Italian professor at UMass.

Four concurrent special sessions will highlight the con-

ference today. They include "Pierre de Ronsard's Images

between Metaphor and Description," a panel discussion

on "Spanish Philosophy in the Renaissance," a panel

discussion on "Boccaccio," and a discussion on "Ruthless

Capitalists of Renaissance Nuremberg."

Many of the participants of the conference are from

Canada, France, and England. "This is perhaps one of the

very few times that it (the conference) has been truly in-

ternational. I have expanded it to be more concurrent

which makes it more diverse. More people will be coming

from other regions than regularly," Martin said.

All discussions will take place in the Campus Center

except for a 6:15 p.m. banquet and concert at the Alum-

nae House at Smith College.

Jane E. Ruby, President of the New England
Renaissance Conference, will announce her retirement

tonight. The presidential position will be accepted by Pro-

fessor Samuel Edgarton from Williams College.

A panel discussion on "Women in the Renaissance" will

begin the second day of the conference after welcoming

remarks from UMass Vice Chancellor Deidre Ling. This

section will focus on whether or not women had a

renaissance in literature. It will also address mothers in

Shakespearean tragedy. Preceeding a break for

refreshments, there will be a discussion on physics and

astronomy, including the origin of astronomy with an em-

phasis on Halley's Comet.

"I think this will help bring the University of

Massachusetts to the forefront of scholarship. We need to

have more of this so we can become more visible in the

intellectual world," Martin said.

Bicyclist collides with car
A 19-year-old student was ir\jured while riding her bicy-

cle Wednesday afternoon when she was hit by a car on In-

firmery Way, University of Massachusetts police said.

The student was riding down an inclined sidewalk, ap-

proached the roadway and drove in front of a 1981 Ford,

driven by a 43-year-old woman.
The student said she saw the car but was not able to

stop. There were no citations issued and the student was
taken to University Health Services. She had no visible

injuries, police said.

In other police reports:

A 12 speed bicycle valued at $190 was reported stolen

from the loading dock of Brown House. It was locked and
chained, police said.
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Technology ideas sought
By JOE SHARTAND
Collegian Staff

Quest for Tfechnology, a division of Con-

trol Data Corporation, is a program attemp-

ting to uncover both students' and faculty

members' technological innovations on col-

lege campuses around the country.

Jack Rowan, the program's director,

described its purpose to uncover universi-

ty, industry, or government lab develop-

ment technologies, before commercially

evaluating their potential for transfer in-

to the private sector. He said their purpose

is to uncover new technology and know-how.

The Chancellor's Working Group for

Economic Development and approves cer-

tain projects for further development. "An

on-campus committee screens submissions

to determine that required information has

.been provided and that technology has

developed past the idea stage," states a pro-

gram pamphlet. This year, 56 projects were

put before the committee for review and 27

were accepted for commercial development,

said Rowan. "Then the submission is for-

warded to World Technology, a division of

Control Data," according to the pamphlet.

After a submission is approved, an agree-

ment is signed v/ith the individual before

it is marketed world-wide. Rowan said.

"The Quest program operates within the

context of existing patent agreements,"

stated the pamphlet. The program is open

to everyone, including students and facul-

ty. Rowan said that faculty sends in the

most ideas, and that it is too early to deter-

mine the program's success.

The University signed a two-year contract

with Control Data for the program, which

has been at UMass since 1984. Twenty-six

other campuses around the country and in

Europe have also signed the contract.

Rowan said. Dr. Mariam Williford,

associate provost for continuing education.

Rowan said, asked Control Data to come to

campus with its program.

Control Data Corporation, which controls

the Quest program, is a super-computer

manufacturer and a multi-national cor-

poration. The corporation has had many
successes with the program, Rowan said. At

a Florida State University, a new process

for defrosting frozen foods for restaurants

has been developed.

CoUcgtan photo by Brim Guemotta

BIRDS EYE VIEW-The 17th floor of John Adams House in Southwest

Residential Area provides an interesting view of the pyramids near Hamp-
shire Dining Commons. Students can only dream of the sunning and frisbee

that the sopt will provide when the spring comes. Bands also play at the

pyramids during Southwest week in the spring.
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FREE 3~4PM BUFFET

• COMBO DINNERS •

Six different platters with

combinations of our most popular

entrees served with Spanish Rice

and Refritos. . .4.05 - 4.85

.Bring Your Appetite!

TACOVILLA
SPRINGFIELD
M9 SUMNER AVE

788 0919
Bring Vour 0*in

3 ^

AVAILABLE

Friendly room-mate. Quiet and smart.

Able to sort through complicated issues.

Will share work load. Problem solving is

my specialty. Flexible. Clever. Fun.

Good looking.

I'm the IBM Portable PC. To find out

how to take me home, stop by the IBM

information booth in the Campus Center

this Thursday and Friday. You'll find

me surprisingly affordable.

1 -. • • • •
» « 4 i i i » A A 4 4 *- Jk

P.S. Bring a friend.

Minutemen

Go For It. . .

BEAT UCONN!

S!«toS)
•- ROUTF 9

253-5595 175 University Drive
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Route 63

1 mile north

of UMass

STOP &
SHOP AT
THE OLD
MILL

For the best

in gifts,

lamps, uni-

que crafts,

cards, Col-

onial fur-

niture and
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Visa Cr

Hrs. 10 to 6 Master-

kTues - Sunday Closed Monday charge

15th ANNUAL BIG BASH

UMASS SKI CLUB

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI (j PARTY WEEK
JAN. 19-24

TRIP INCLUDES:

y/i DAY LIFT TICKET SUN • FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL o*CONDO

EKTERTAINMEm: FREE DEER b WINE PARTIES

HOT TUO PARTIES . LONG UNOERN^EAR PARTIES

TURTlf RACES. FREE BEER 6 WINE PARTIES

FREE BEER & WINE PARTIES naSTaRRACK

SUGARBUSH COUPON DOOK. EC EO.

SfanetchYourSiuiiigDoDar With

fetcir Ru'sSbattoa ntountain
EiqpKss P^Kkage

iiim!ttm!tiexms>nwif0imvAii$^tm

^~

x^^m'Mi

iMtoi\
Peter Pan Bus Unes and Stratton Mountain are offering a special

ski package this season. . .a way to further stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiing fun.

Arrival at Stratton Nt.: 9:00 a.m. • Leave Stratton Nt.: 4:30 p.m.

Peter Pan's Stratton Mountain Express round-trip service is

available Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.

Package Includes:

Round-trip transportation and a day's lift ticket for Just $25.00

Tuesday, Thursday and $27.00 on Sunday. . . less than you'd pay

for a lift ticket alone! A great value to stretch your skiing dollar

and your skiing fun. Advanced reservations only.

Tickets available at all local college campuses and at the Peter

Pan Bus Lines Atlantic City Office. For further information on

pick up points and reservations. .

.

Contact: The People Professionals

Rmimi:HmnBumLinma,Inc.
1776 Main St., P.O. Box 1776

Sprlngneid, MA • 781-2900 Ext. 253

MA Toll rree 1-600-332-8995

'Liberty
nmns KH^onsibility.

Tha^ %vliy most men
dieadit'-Guiili «l'>«

Ncu year \\'% ail up toI year I

Only;yoH . uniy you can decide

M siaft an inturance

piagramnow. The

Iwifer you wai(. ihc

iiKNC il cous. Find out

bow easy it is to bejm
oarcollefe plan, chosen

by nofc tcmort than any

Cdi dK Fideliiy Union

Life Field Associate in your area:

ONALD |. NATNAN ACfNO
MCaMioMiM

T«l:aSM3S1

mUdk 1 TEA VELEHS COLLEGE STUDEMS...

RENT A CAR
WITH
cAsm

Try Our

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

Credit Cardi Acc«pt«<i.

Unlixnitwi MilM

HOTEL PACKAGE r^*.«a-«) ONLY $149

CONDO PACKAGE *"'*^ ONLY $199

nwT 100 «oni to yon-i* whj. u djoibu for a FREE TRIP

LAGNAF 86
FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION

FRI.-MOM. MOOM
700 MILES FRES...
FRI.'TUEM. MOOM
900 MILES FREE...
FRI.-WED. MOOM
i,000 MILES FREE

SgQOO

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST YOV:
^PAYIESS CAR RENTAL CORP. OF MASS 7A^ 7 1 Q

I

1 80 BOSTON RD., SPRINGFIELD, MA I 0«" I 1 7

1

•ktCOHOaUtOnATHAM. »T$Ukmmr-SI-hmU.. Lothcm NY (S1i}r$3-IS$4

iftCOMOCAMOfAIMANY, 4MCMMNrf4(«.. Alkmiy. N.Y4$1$j43$-3*01

*KONO CAM orSamNKTAOY. tTM StmH St., Sf^wn^ctorfy N Y (SO) 373-047

1
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Vam, Cora* Von$. Mini Van: Call Ta^y

RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

BUS DRIVING JOBS!!

Tuesday Nov. 5 R-rated Hypnotist

Rte. 9
JOSIWR^^N^

Amherst 256-1059
corner of University Drive

Train in January to start work in February!

UMass Transit Service will hold an

APPLICATIONS MEETING
Thursday , Nov, 7th at 7:00pm

CC162
The first 125 people will receive applications.

You Must —
- be 18^ years old

- have had a driver's license for a year
- have 2 + semesters left at UMass

YOU POSTIVEL Y MUST BRING PROOF OF YOUR
CLASS YEAR TO THE MEETING.

The ONLY acceptable proofs are schedule, transcript, or

letter from the Registrar.
For more info, call 545-0056. UMTS is an AA/EO employer.

'!:•!•!"!•!•:•;

WMV:

Take a FREE Trial Session

and you'll automatically be entered

in a drawing for a

FREE 20 SESSIONS!

Le Bon Soleil
The Best For Less

264 N. Pleasant St.

253-9454

Expires Nov. 15th, 1985

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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The opinions on this page are those of ihe individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted
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Policy provokes a rage
I will begin this highly serious and much-

labored work of art with two simple

statements: 1) Halloween is my favorite

holiday; 2) until recently, I was very piss-

ed off about Sputhwest's Halloween

weekend guest policy.

The reason for my displeasure was a large

green sign posted in the lobby of my dorm.

I first noticed it one morning last week on

my way to my class, and it stopped me in

my tracks.

"Absolutely no visitors will be allowed

during Halloween weekend. Residents may
sign in two Umass Students per day. 24

hour security effective thursday 6 p.m. thru

Sunday 2 p.m."

Just as I reached up to tear down that

despicable notice, my RD walked by and

said, "Hi Mart." Startled, I said, "Uh, hi

Griff," and hurried out the door.

On the way to class, I learned that

Southwest was the only residential area on

campus to be saddled with such stifling

rules on my favorite weekend, which only

made matters worse. Were we being punish-

ed for living in the most popular residen-

tial area? How ridiculous, I thought, and

during my class and for the rest of that day,

the btorning image of that hated sign would

not leave my mind. I wanted to kill that

sign.

So, when I retvu-ned to my dorm, I ripped

it down, tore it into little pieces, and flush-

ed it down the toilet. Satisfied, I returned

to my room and realized the phone that had

been ringing insistently while I was

murdering the sign, was my own. Raising

the receiver to my ear, I heard my younger

brother's excited voice say, "Hey dude,

what's up!?" He then said that the reason

for his call was to see about coming with

a few of his derelict friends for Halloween

weekend.
I remembered my first UMass experience.

It was my sophomore year in high school,

and I had come to Amherst Halloween day

to visit one of my buddy's older brothers

who lived in Southwest. I couldn't believe

my eyes. Thousands of intoxicated students

were partying all over Southwest, dressed

Mart Boulerice

in wild costumes. I woke up with a woman
who was 19 years old (I was 15 years old),

and decided that UMass was the place for

me.

"Hey, you still there?" came his voice,

waking me from my trance. "Yeah, I'm

here," I replied.

"Well, what's the deal, can we come up?"

he said, and suddenly a burst of happy

energy welled up inside me, and I cried in

my most noble voice, "Fear not my brother,

they may have won the battle— but they

won't win the war," followed by a blast of

sick, demented laughter that made my own

spine tingle.

"What the...." he began, but I cut him off

and told him it was OK, bring any of his

pals who wanted to experience an incredi-

ble UMass Halloween, and bid him
farewell.

The die was cast, I'd made my decision

and was determined to either somehow try

to change the rules, or simply break them.

I figured I'd try to go about it the legal way

before adopting guerrilla warfare tactics, so

I visited my good friend and former floor

mate, the notorious Klew-Dawg, an

outspoken student senate member. He told

me a vote on the matter was slated for the

next senate meeting, and he would do

anything he could to rectify the situation.

A few days later, I read in the Collegian

that the student senate had indeed chang-

ed the rules, and now southwest residents,

like everyone else, were allowed to have

guests over Halloween weekend. I am no

longer angry, am well-stocked with eggs

and toilet paper, and am anxiously

awaiting my brother's arrival. On behalf of

my brother, his derelict friends, myself and

doubtless hundreds of other Southwest

residents, I would like to thank Klew-Dawg

and the entire student senate, for helping

to make a happy Halloween.

Mart Boulerice is a UMass student.

Reaffirming commitment
We live in a world beset by serious

problems—famine and poverty; racial,

religious, and sexual violence; environmen-

tal decay and destruction; the threat of

nuclear war. As members of this academic

community we cannot ignore and must ac-

tively address these and other critical pro-

blems. In order to do so, we must create and

maintain an environment which respects

diversity of thought, lifestyle and expres-

sion; which allows us to admit ignorance,

to seek the truth and to change; and whose

members need not fear acts of intimidation

and violence.

Creating such a community requires ac-

tion in many arenas. We must vigorously

continue campus efforts to eliminate both

obvious and subtle acts of violence and pre-

judice. We reaffirm the University's com-

mitment to prevent discrimination on such

bases as race, religion, gender, age, sexual

orientation, handicap, or veteran status. We
must hold fast to standards of academic

honesty. All members of this community

have been and will continue to be held ac-

countable for actions which contravene

these values. Specifically, violence of any

kind will not be tolerated and persons iden-

tified as performing violent acts will be

severely punished.

We believe regular, explicit, public

statements of institutional values are

necessary. These values must be stated not

as ends in themselves, but as the underpin

nings of all else we do as a university. Our

standards of community behavior free us

to think and reason together as we seek to

understand today's questions and solve

pressing problems. Different kinds of peo-

ple from the Commonwealth, this nation,

and other nations make up this Universi-

ty. Let us respect and learn from our diver-

sity as we work together to better our com-

munity and its contribution to the world

beyond the campus.

Signed by D.L. Madson, vice chancellor

for student affairs, William F. Field, dean

of students, Larry Benedict, director of

academic support services, David Kraft,

director of health services, Gloria de

Guevara, director ofeducational access and

outreach, Gerald O'Neil, director ofpublic

safety. Randy Donant, director ofStudent ac-

tivities, and Joseph Zannini, director of

housing services.

Randy Donant, Director

Joseph Zannini, Director

Student Activities

Housing Services

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and mcluJe the

author's address and telephone number, which will not he published. Let-

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per hne. Col-

umn submissions should be between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. --Editor.
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Random notes,
Controversy within the Massachusetts

Board of Regents continues, with the com-

pleteion of a legislative report which claims

that unauthorized computer expenditures

were made by members of the regents' staff.

According to the Curifio report, expen-

ditures were authorized to pay bills due, but

some of the money was instead used to pur-

chase new equipment and software.

Also, Chairman John B. Duff still has an

employment application pending with the

Chicago Public Library. A library represen-

tative came to Boston last week for a fact

finding visit concerning Duffs involvement

in the solicitation of a political contribution

from another regent.

University administrators, concerned

with campus violence, and specifically

violence against women, recently con-

sidered purchasing a large number of

whistles for use by people on campus after

dark. This plan has since been abandoned,

while administrators brainstorm more

practical methods of violence prevention.

Due to a long, grueling, and frequently

interrupted debate about who has the

authority to make certain committee ap-

pointments. Senate Speaker John L. Rud-

Larry Bouchie

dock adjourned the weekly senate meeting

after only two hours. Ruddock had
repeatedly called for order and warned the

increasingly disorderly senate that he

would adjourn if this type of behavior con-

tinued.

A former UMass associate professor

alleges in his new book about teaching col-

leges that Bill Cosby attended few classes

to obtain his doctoral degree from the

University School of Education. Author

Reginald G. Damerell writes that Cosby

received many credits for his work on

Sesame Street, The Electric Company, and.

Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids.

There's a battle brewing between Cam-

pus Center BOG students and Auxiliary

Services administrators about what type of

programming is suitable for the Blue Wall

Coffeehouse. BOG members say the issue

is one of student empowerment, while ad-

ministrators consider what constitutes "ap-

propriate entertainment."

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Death penalty is selective, unfair

I would like to echo David Valade's sen-

timents against the death penalty, which

he claims is merely state sanctioned

murder. Consider what Clinton Duffy, the

longtime warden of San Quentin, who has

presided over 90 executions, said, "There

is no such thing as a humane way of kill-

ing. I'm against the death penalty because

it is wrong to kill. It was wrong to have the

first murder, and it's wrong for the state to

premeditate another murder."

In our country, the death penalty is prac-

tically a lottery, and the losers are always

poor minorities. A statistical study found

that the main determinant of who lives and

who dies is the lawyer's ability to create

reversible error; most people sentenced to

death are represented by a court-appointed

attorney, who often is not the most able. As

Justice William Douglas put it, "One sear-

ches our chronicals in vain for the execu-

tion of any member of the affluent strata

of our society."

If our intent is revenge, maybe the death

penalty is appropriate—but do two wrongs

make a right? Our purpose in society

should be to try to rehabilitate criminals;

rather than getting rid of them we can

endeavor to improve their lives and make
them valued members of our communities.

Jack Abbott, in his excellent book In the

Belly of the Beast, vividly describes the

animalistic treatment of criminals. He
claimed, "No one has ever held out a hand

to help me be a better man." I would like

to suggest that the most effective way of

fighting crime and injustice is by reaching

out to the poor, the downtrodden, the

lonely—edifying them so they can live a

dignified life. We must never give up hope

on a human being by invoking the finality

of the death penalty.

Jeffrey Hall
Amherst College

The CoUeqian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Sub-

TJvions should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113

Campus Center, University of Massachusetts. Amherst. Mass. 01003, or

they can be dropped off at the ColUstian classified ad counter in the base-

ment of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received, individual

rec^ies cannot be made. i
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Kmhtnt Ckiiese Foods

<2-«4 MAINTT.. AMHERST
BEER a'wINE license

t-rmth VgttWm*
from Our Own farm

CLoato wttmnoAY
•I 00 »ot jU naa o* »«tici»i coio««o

253-7835

HAIRCUTS

with this coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

65 University Dr.,

Amherst. MA
549-5610

expires 11 30-86 C

.VCSii) <tE3^<D^'!3i9 <tC3^(»^"'!3b5* <S£^(7y''':iSS> «:C^<^

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,

Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: take 116 north to

South Dearfiaid. touth on route

6-10 1% milai. Right on Chriatian

Lane V^ mile from center of town.

Open:
Mon-Sat 5 10 pm Sun 19

6
\

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

FINE FOOD
&

SPIRITS
Mon & Tues Nite

Free Taco Bar*
* 9 - till it lasts!

^NOVEMBER BEER SPECIAL
j

a Molson S

P 57 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
^

i

I

d

ARE YOU A MAN
OF THE 80's?

PROVE IT!

Are you good-looking? Photogenic? Intellectually

stimulating? Between the ages of 18 and 25? Fun loving

and athletic? Mature enough to know what you want
and aggressive enough to go after it? If so, don't go un-

noticed' S.H.E. may be looking for YOU'

Send your name, address, phone number, a

photograph, and a short paragraph describing yourself,

postmarked no later than November 22, 1985, to:

S.H.E.

P.O. Box 376, N. Amherst, MA 01059
All entries become the property of S.H.E.

JQSTWR^NS

50^ Drinks

$2.00

Cover

Rte. 9, Amherst 256-1059

corner of University Dr.

JUST FUN Arcade
Mt. Farms Mall, Hadley

offers our

Wednesday Night Special
Come in any Wednesday Night

and play any or all of the games

from 8:30 to 10:30 for just $2.00

Bring in this ad and receive

2 Just Fun Game Tokens absolutely FREE

Just Fun, Mt. Farm's Mall, Hadley

offer expires Nov. 9, 1985

J

Special Student / Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia.
Winter Rates:

New York to Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm
from $215 one way, $350 roundtrip

Chicago to Copenhagen
from $215 one way, $350 roundtrip

Chicago to Oslo, Stockholm
from $255 one way, $430 roundtrip

and tours designed especially for students to the

SOVIET UNION
For Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
17 E. 45th St., New York. NY 10017

(212)986-9470

It's FRIDAY! Are You Ready

How about
taking a dive

intoanice
relaxing Hot Tub at

Utopia Spas? Imagine
the soothing music

of your choice playing in

your private room.
Ahhhhh' That's awesome!

Vi hour and hour rates available

Open Mon 4 PM1 AM,
Tues.-Sun. 1 1 AM-1 AM tl^iA
call now for reservations r

UTOPIA SPAS s^^

165 University Dnve. Amherst

253-7727
Gift CERTlFICArES AVAILABLE

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-5441

® HALLOWEEN WEEK SPECIALS ^
BEER:
Budweiser 12 oz. cans $11 .99 case + dep.

Heinekens, Amstel Light $3.99 6/pk + dep.

Becks, Grolsch, Wurzburger $4.25 6/pk. plus dep.

Braumeister 12 oz. cans $6.80 case + dep.

BuSCh 12 oz. cans $9.95 case + dep.

LIQUORS:
Vodka or Gin 80° $8.99 1.75 liter

Peppermint Schnapps eo" $6.49 Liter

Kahlua $11.99 750 mi.

- Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
bun. - Wed. 4 pm to 2 am

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 4 pm to 3 am

BLACK AFFAIRS
Organizations explain
their functions to students

Hispanics will be state's

largest ethnic minority
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian StafT

For many students, deciding what
organizations to join can be very hard.

Especially when they're new and don't

know what organizations are available or

what they have to ofTer.

The first Third World Organizational
Night was held last night for that specific

purpose. "An event of this magnitude serves

the specific purpose of unifying and infor-

ming students of the many diverse ex-

tracurricular activities available on this

campus," said Gregory Curry, a sophomore
psychology major

"I attended this meeting because I

wanted to find out more about third world
organizations and become involved with
them," said Leslie McCoy, a sophomore
legal studies major
There are 23 registered third world

organizations on campus. Representatives

from several organizations talked about
their organization and what they had to

offer

"The Central America Solidarity
Association is a group of students who are

involved in activities concerning Central
America," said CASA member Cindy
Kaufman.
"The Office of Third World Affairs has

three main purposes: to present organiza-

tional services such as recruitment, lec-

tures, and workshops, for groups, to provide

information and resources in understan-

ding national and international issues of

today, and go to bat for concerns of third

world students and the third world com-
munity in general," said Sherwood Thomp-
son, director of OTWA.
"We are one of many organizations that

offer an internship. On an mternship, you
can earn academic credits and on the job
experience," he said.

Carl McLauren, president ol Atrik-Am,
said the purpose of his organization is "To
try and expose all students to the richness

of Afro American culture."

Anthony Robinson, co-coordinator of the

Malcolm X Center, stated, "The Malcolm
X Center is not a party spot. It was created

in the early 70's because black students

demanded a place where we could be

together and not have to watch what we say

or bite our tongues. Our main focus is

academics. We provide a tutorial service

and are open to other third world organiza-

tions and fraternities for meetings."

"The Black Mass Communications Pro-

ject (BMCP) was founded because black

music wasn't getting represented on this

campus. We are responsible for all black

entertainment on WMUA. Our primary
focus is entertainment. Journalism and
communications majors can use BMCP to

manipulate their talent," said Louis Alfred

in, general manager
Marilyn Bou, a member of the Third

World Caucus, talked about Concepto
Latino and AHORA. "Concepto Latino was
formed out of BMCP because there was no

Latin music on campus. It is the musical

arm of the Latin community. AHORA is a

representative organization of the Latin

community. It has existed for 1 1 years and
is an example for other Latin groups across

the country," she said.

All organizations who were represented

complained about the lack of student in-

volvement.

"Pteople are apathetic. It's really hard to
get people involved," Kaufman said.

BOSTON (AP)- Hispanics are the poorest

and least educated ethnic group in

Massachusetts and in five years will

replace blacks as the largest ethnic minori-

ty, according to a new report. The state

Commission on Hispanic Affairs says

Hispanics face barriers to social and
economic opportunity that put them in

danger of becoming entrenched as a lower

class.

"Hispanics are having a disproportionate

impact on the economic fabric of the cities,"

said Yohel Camayd-Frexias, co-chairman of

the commission and a professor at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. "It

is going to affect everyone in the cities and

towns where Hispanics live."

An estimated 220,000 Hispanics live in

Massachusetts, nearly 4 percent of the

state's total population and the 12th largest

grouping in the nation.

The study estimated that by 1990, there

will be 300,000 Hispanics in

Massachusetts, about 45,000 more than the

number of blacks.

Hispanic families, on the average, include

more children than other large ethnic

groups, the report said.

"We are at the beginning of a Hispanic

baby boom in Massachusetts," Ms. Camayd
Frexias told The Boston Globe. "Yel

Hispanics have the lowest median familj

income in Massachusetts, even lower thar

native Americans."

The report said the unemployment rate

last year for Hispanics in the state was 16.<

percent, compared with 4.6 percent foi

other whites, and that Hispanics have t

poverty rate of 36 percent, six times tha

of other whites.

The commission said Hispanics have th«

lowest level of education of any ehtnic grou)

in the state. The 1980 census showed tha

56 percent of Hispanic adults have not com

pleted high school, and the commission sai<

nearly half the Hispanic youths in somt

cities drop out of school.

Many Hispanic residents of six cities ii

the state told the commission they were ex

eluded from adequate health, employment

education, and housing services. They alsi

viewed bilingual assistance as critical, tb

commission said.

Discrimination and the lack of trainini

programs cost them jobs, they said, and th'

shortage of jobs and youth services cor

tributed to delinquency and alcohol am
drug abuse.

Announcements
The Brotherhood of Iota Phi Theta

Fraternity Inc., Beta Beta chapter, proud-

ly present "A Gold and Brown Affair"

highlighted by a FUNKY step show to aid

the John Wright Scholarship Fund.

Festivities will begin at 10 p.m. on

November 8 in the Student Union
Ballroom at the University of

Massachusetts- at Amherst.

Proper dress is required and there will

be a donation of $4.

As part of American Indian Awawreness

Month, Bufly St. Marie will be in concert

from 7:30 p.m.—9:30 p.m. on November 2

in the Fine Arts Center Hall

For more information about other events

taking place during American Indian

Awareness Month, contact Donna at

545-0883 or Cynthia at 545-0031.

GRAND OPENING
Friday Nov. 1

)il m

PEKING GARDENWE WELCOME YOU TO

We hope to Introduce you to a new. authentic taste In Chinese cuisine.
We emphasize the use of different Chinese spices In making a dish,
such as fresh ginger root, scalllon. fresh garlic, pepper corn, star anise,
sesame seed, and of course, hot pepper. We also have a variety of

Chinese sauces made from assorted beans and spices, will give a dish
its unique, exotic flavor.

In our Menu we combine the most famous dishes from the south and
the north to enable you to taste a wide range of genuine Chinese cook-
ing. Our spicy dishes are prepared In three categories, mild. hot. and
very hot. Please advise your waitress which category you desire. Our
Chef has had 20 years of experience from all over the world, such as
Mainland China, Hong Kong, and New York City. Therefore, we can
guarantee you the finest in Chinese cuisine.

We sincerely hope that you will enjoy both our food and service

We welcome your comments and criticism

AfiituLiriii ij" Suihiuni HaUiiihi

Luncheon Specials from $2.25 - $4.50

Mon-Sat 11:30 am - 3:00 pm (except Holidays)

Sunday Brunch served from 11:30 am - 3:00 pm
$6.95 per person $4.00 per child under ten

Banquet Room Available for larger parties

Cocktail Lounge

For take out orders and reservations please call 586-1202

Sun-Thurs 11 am - 10 pm; Fri £f Sat 11 am - 11 pm

48 Russell Street
Hadley, Mass. OK

STAR MARKET
CO-OP

OPPORTUNITIES
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WORKING IN AN EXCITING

BUSINESS IN THE SUPERMARKET OPERATIONS FIELD?

well if YOU are, we at Star Market would like to talk to you.

we offer an excellent cooperative education experience

with outstanding benefits, pay (6.87 per hour to start),

40 hour work week, as well as excellent career oppor-

tunities as a result of a successful co-op experience, we
are interested in talking to students from all majors.

we will be on campus for an informational session on

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7 at 7:00 PM
inS.O.M. Rooml12.

interviews will be held on NOVEMBER 8.

To find out more about Star s Co-op program,

please contact Co-op Program, 5-2224 today!

STARMARKET SINCE

An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF
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A Brass fantasy
Lester Bowie and his horn
I Only Have Eyes for You (ECM) Lester

Bowie's Brass Fantasy When Lester

Bowie goes before the microphone and

bright lights to communicate with his au-

dience and who knows whom else, he

always has two things with him: one is his

trumpet, the other is his physician's lab

coat.

With a trumpet for a divining rod, he

searches for his music's underground rivers.

During nearly three decades as a profes-

sional musician, Bowie has developed a

knack for tapping the wellsprings of jazz.

What about the lab coat? Pferhaps it is

emblematic of his attempt to soothe our ills

through sound. Or maybe he is doing ad-

vanced research in sonic architecture.

Whatever the rationale, his pursuit is

decidedly non-academic

"Playing jazz is more than technique," he

recently told Jaa Times, "It's about expres-

sion of feelings and it's about memories, it's

about a lot of things." Lester Bowie, from

St. Louis, by way of Little Rock, Arkansas

and Fredrick, Maryland, laughs, cries and

marches us through decades ofjazz history.

His early involvement with R&B bands,

travelling carnivals and his fluency in

Caribbean, New Orleans and avant-garde

musics are all a part of his dedication to

what he calls "great Black music—ancient

to the future." Bowie's eclecticism is not

predicated simply on the listener's need for

variation. His "big ears" enable him to ap-

preciate the organic and seamless whole of

Black music, from reggae to Tin P&n Alley;

from the Bartonsville Cornet Band (in

which three of his uncles played, early in

this century) to Muhal Richard Abram's

Experimental Big Band.

In recent years Bowie has seemed par-

ticularly fascinated with the possibilities
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• OPEN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. 4 SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP a SHOP)

Kte. 9 • Hadlty/Amherst

256-6889

A
A^^^^S^^^^^ «]£•
T* ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^t^ ^^ ^^ ^^1^^^
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Catch

the newest
tunes with

Arts!

TONIGHT
Friday Nov. Ist

MYSTERY DEE JAY

Saturday, Nov. 2nd

D.J.

Mark Stoneham
WadnMday Nov. 6th

Two big blum legends

JOHN LEE HOOKER
and the Coast to Coast

Blues Band also

JOHN HAMMOND
Thuraday Nov. 7th

GIRLS NIGHT
OUT

Wadnaaday Nov 13th

Raggaa Night

LOOSE CABOOSE
Thursday Nov 11th

Mlllsf Rock Series

SOUTHSIDE
JOHNNY

and th« JUKES
Thursday Nov 21st

RAY CHARLES
with a full 16 piece

orchestra

If P/lfl i]t\l]

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
NaxI to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
|20 MINIMUM OI^DER.
(OF? UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

All Prices In Store Cash Only

tiORDON'S
Gin

1.75 $1249

Torres
1981 Coronas

750 ml

399

Coors • Coors Light

Miller Light
(siiiu iisiT

$1 J99 t dep.

Grizzly Beer
Imported from Crtnrfdrt

$3.25
¥rm¥m9^»

6 |ik • <l«"|»-

Swinkels Beer
Iniporlt'rl Iron) hulliiiiil

$0303 i' pit ' lit |i

—Friday, November 1, 1985 Friday, November 1, 1985
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ARTS
• u * „ krooe T« 1 qft9 hP hplnpd form tions, centered around various mutes, could

'u^T^ i . ^ . RpJSnrv ro Th^ never approach the assortment of honks,
the N.Y. Hot Trumpet Repertory Co. (The ph

s^xonhone fami-
quintet played UMass in 1983). He has now

let his imagination out even further and

formed Brass Fantasy: eight premier brass

players and drummer Philip Wilson. Their

debut release on ECM, entitled / Only Have

Eyes for You, reveals a variegated sound

that, despite the odd instrumentation,

never resorts to gimmickery. The three

other trumpeters in Brass Fantasy, Bosto-

nian Stanton Davis, Malachi Thompson

and Bruce Purse, were also members of Hot

Trumpets (Wynton Marsalis was the fifth

hornman). The trombonists are Craig Har-

ris and Steve Turre (who delighted a Bright

Moments Festival crowd here last summer
with his work on conch shells in addition

to trombone). Vincent Chancey is o?tex-

tural limits of their instruments, it was

largely assumed that a brass player's op-

FRIDAY

FILM

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

It's Halloween weekend.

(Great, tell us something we
don't know.) And you know
what that means don't you?

It means movies. Well,

everything means movies to

me.
This weekend we

celebrate one of the greatest

festivals of hedonistic greed

known to all of kid-kind. In

the spirit of this holiday

season we owe it to ourselves

to go to the movies. How's

that for one whopping ra-

tionalization for theater go-

ing? Be the first kid on the

block to use it on your

friends.

If this weekend makes you

want to regress. Pleasant St.

is showing a selection of

Silver Screen Parodies star-

ring those greats of the film

industry. Bugs Bunny, Daf-

fy Duck and Porky Pig

which highlights an
underground short parody

by the Disney animators

called Uncle Walt.

Also showing at Pleasant

St. is Utu the story of a New
Zealand native who deserts

the army after his village is

destroyed and goes on leads

a killing rampage against

the white man. It is suppos-

ed to be a fierce and intense-

ly intriguing action film.

In case you missed either

The Breakfast Club or St.

Elmo's Fire, the Academy of

Music is having a double

feature with Breakfast at

7:00 and Elmo's at 9:00.

If you want to visit the

modern day model of Main
St. (the malls) you can see

four new movies. Sweet
Dreams stars Jessica Lang
(Tboteie, Country, etc) as

country singer F^tsy Cline.

Cline was, "The gifted fun-

loving Queen of the
Nashville Sound who, more
than any other vocalist of

her time, was able to put

'Country Heart' into

sophisticated uptown ar-

squeals and vibratos of the saxophone fami-

ly. When we are thus placed in the midst

of such devices in Ellington's early bands,

are doubtlessly smiling now.

The leader's other original, "Coming

Back, Jamaica," like his composition "Ja,"

recorded in 1979 with the Art Ensemble of

Chicago takes artistic license with reggae

while remaining faithful to the spirit and

feel of Jamaica's native music. The group's

relaxed, yet tight, reading of Al Dubin's and

Harry Warren's title track, is a good il-

lustration of how a jazz treatment can

breathe life into tired standards.

These men in Brass Fantasy, too young

to remember, but smart enought to know

about the hegemony of brass in early jazz,

are taking good care of that legacy. They

are brass proud.

rangments. and achieve

dual stardom as a Popular

and Country music per-

former," according to a press

release.

The movie is supposed to

chart the most dramatic

years of her career (before

she died at the age of 30) as

well as telling the story of

her passionate and tur-

bulent marriage with
Charlie Dick (great name,
huh?) played by Ed Harris

{Right Stuff and Alamo
Bay). To be reviewed.

7b Live and Die in L.A. is

a drug and counterfeit

money action thriller from

the director of The French

Connection. To be reivewed.

Better Off Dead is a very

strange movie that's sup|X)s-

ed to be the best teenage

comedy of 1985. It stars

John Cusack (who turned

out a good performance in

the last year's pretty much
ignored. The Sure Thing).

Once again Cusack is play-

ing a confused comically

suicidal teenager going
through the usual crisis.

The plot is suppossed to be

a pretty conventional love

story but what makes this

movie different is the world

where the story takes place.

It's a bizzare surburban set-

ting where mothers create

continued on page 11

Tuesday Nov. 5 R-rated Hypnotist

JUSTInRYANS
Rte. 9, Amherst 256-1059

corner of University Drive

• Film Follies continued from page 10

fine cuisine from green
slime; teenagers sniff Jell-O

through straws; newspaper
boys intimidate customers
who don't pay on time; and
a 10 year old kid who builds

a real rocket ship out of kit-

chen appliances. Even the
high school is weird. When
the smiling chemistry
teacher orders his class to

memorize pages 39-110 in

their text, the students ap-

plaud, when the bell rings

marking the end of school,

they groan. David Ogden
Stiers and Kim Darby are

Cusack's parents in the

film. They're a very strange

version of middle America.
They give tv dinners for

Christmas presents, lb be
reviewed.

And Charles Bronson
returns as the constantly

victimized family man who
finally decides to strike back
against the criminal knee-

biters who infest our cities.

Why do crooks keep on

bothering this guy? You'd

think they would learn not

mess with his family. If you

like violent revenge with lit-

tle plot to slow it down, you

might want to check out

Deathwish III. To be

reviewed.

Weekend Best Bet: Aside

from the ever-present Back
to the Future, the malls have

the best movies around this

weekend. After Hours is a

bizarre comedy that takes a

non-descript word processor

(Griffin Dunne) into the

hightmarish regions of the

Twilight Zone (SoHo).

Rosanna Arquette, Terri

Garr and Cheech and Chong
are the crazy inhabitants of

this dark but funny world

created by director Martin

Scorsese. Really the best

movie around.

Jagged Edge is a cour-

troom murder mystery
thriller starring Glenn

Close as a savvy lawyer

defending publisher Jeff

Bridges who is accused of

savagely butchering his

millionairessd wife. Don't be

fooled by the ads, this is not

a psycho-slasher movie.

Agnes of God stars Jane
Fonda as a psychiarirst ap-

pointed by the court to

determine if a young nun
(Meg Tilly) is mentally fit to

stand trial for the strangl-

ing of her newborn baby.

There's only one problem:

the nun doesn't even
remember the baby or being

pregnant. She doesn't

believe the baby existed, she

only believes in God. Anne
Bancroft shines as the pro-

tective mother superior of

the convent in this clash bet-

ween modern science and
faith

That's all folks
Jessica Lange and Ed Harris star in Sweet Dreams

LESBIAN WORKSHOP H
Lifeline Institute

presents author of Lesbian Sex,

Joanne Loulan, to speak Fri. Nov. 8, f

7:30 pm, Seeyle 10, Smith College,

Free.

Full day workshop Sat. Nov. 9, $30.

Call Lifeline for more information

253-2822.
a:z aiE zs arc

Jessica Lange plays country singer Patsy Cline in Sweet Dreams

casm

CONCERT-
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Armin Jordan,
Music Director

Heinz Hollinger,
ObcH' Soloist

Monday, November 4 8 pm.
Tickets $18 16 11

Friday - Saturday

An American
Werewolf in London 7:10

Animal House 9:00
Sunday - Tuesday

Lord of the Flies 7:15

Ulysses 9:00

nnuhie Feature $3.00

Ol

SUISSE
DMANDE

MJTY ST. AMHER$T 2S3-5426

;

ylUt^^Jkli^

MARIAN McPARTLAND

Tuesday, November 12 8 pm.
Tickets; SI 3, 11,9

A fascinating, inventive pianist; playful, probing

and provocative"
Jdhn S. WiKon ,Vc\>' Vorlr Tiinfs

ASPEN WIND
QUINTET

Thursday, November 14 8 pm.
Tickets; S6

Winner—,\auniburg Chamber Music
A^Kord 1984

^Pleasant St. Theater^
'MIRACULOUS" "INSPIRED"
-Pauline Kaei THE \FW YORKER _^^ ^^^^ ^A, WEEKLY

"SPELLBINDING" "BREATHTAKING'
-Robprt Hun. ST. lOlIlS WEEKIY _^^ ^h,^ ^A TIMES

AN EPIC ADVENTURE FROM NEW ZEAIvXNl)
' BREATHTAKING.RIVKTING... ITU has been compared to an

American weslem. While it unfolds with the simplicity and force of

the best of the genre, it is distinctively New Zealand in its flavoring.'

I

, ,^
-Kf> in Thomas I A. TIMES I

i* "Eerie. . .poetic. . .sumptuous

.:lliill£„Jiii,.„ . . . (rt) see ill"

Anne Bancroft - Meq Tniy

^^nes cfQod
Fn (t IS 00 9 12 SOI 7.30. 9 SB

|9Sai Sat at 12 15 eS 00 a 12 501 7 X. 9

1

HiMPSNIIIE 4 M4 7S5

SnCK To The 3
FUTURE IT
Ffia< 14 46 12 501 7 IB. 9 46

liyg St at 12 00 ft 4.46 9 »2 fiOl 7 IB. »:4»

Wild and Wonderful!

Fn ai 15 00 12.501 7;30. 9 SB

I* Sat at 12 » (r S.OO • «2 SOI 7 ». 9:SB

n m.

lohn RiitiardMin N ^ FRIBI \E

Gieon C:ose .••"B.ages

JAGGED
EDGE

Fn al 15 00 « *2 SOI 7 X. 9 SB

In Sat at 12 15 & 5 00 12 501 7 X. »«
J€»SIO to

HARinS

*SWEEX

Five College Students Haif-Price. Tickets available at Fine Arts ^^
Center Bo.x Office Springfield Civic Center and DATATIX Outlets ^^

Call (413)545 251 1 or 1 800 243 4842 QE^ ilRl.-^-,

. \i>,^\

... (I \xni\\ (>/ lunioi

directed In' Geoff Minfyhv

Fnat I4«0 UfiOl 7 15 9 46
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i
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PLAYING NOW!
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PtNK FLOYD

mi WALL

BEVtBLV MILLF CO

HrruRN OF TH«
* LIVING OCAO
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AVAILABLE

Friendly room-mate.

Quiet and smart. Able

to sort through

comphcated issues. Will

share work load.

Problem solving is my
specialty. Flexible.

Clever. Fun. Good

looking.

I'm the IBM Portable

PC. To find out how to

take me home, stop by

the IBM information

booth in the Campus
Center this Thursday

and Friday. You'll find

me surprisingly

affordable.

V^fi^'^'

SK0^

save

A Stofe-futl of ideas

Downtown Amh«r»l/Daily TO • 6. Sun. 12-5

mrs

P.S. Bring a friend.

i«'. .ii^'.V

Harvest Specials

Crab Stuffed Scrod
Chicken Cordon Bleu
Pork Parmesan
Roast Sirloin of Beef (aujus)

an '6$£95
All specials include potato, choice of salad or
veqetabie. frcnch bread & butter, homemade dessert
coffee or tea.

Specials served Sun.-Thurs. 5:30-9 p.m.

University Drive, Amherst

Friday, November 1, 1985

Doonesbury
£ollegiani3

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
(/UeU.ThATSHOULPGIVa
THB FLAMBRS 50Me.7HlN6

W TALK /^OUT, HUH?

PIP YOU sea TH£JR. FAC£S
lAlHBN U/e SKIPPBPOUT
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing
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Weather

Today:

Clear and mostly sunny, highs in the SOa.

Ibmorrow:

Clear and sunny, highs reaching the 60s.

Menu

LUNCH
Barbecued Pork on Bun
Shells in Cheese Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Swiss and Sprou Sandwich
Shells in Cheese Sauce

Dinner
Baked Chicken with Champignon Sauce

Ratatouille

Tbmato Tbrte

BASICS DINNER
Baked Chicken with Champignon Sauce

Ratatouille

*•**•**
Photo Workshop
Michael Gordan, photographer for the

Springfield newspapers, will give a photo

workshop and critique prints at 7 p.m.

Monday in Campus Center room 905-909.

Mandatory for Collegian photographers;

all are welcome.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiird b\ I rudr Michpl Jaffr

ACROSS
' T>anspoft 'or

Cleopatra

6 QV separators

to The maples
M Zeno s

marketplace
15 Viscount s

superior

16 Legume ot Asia

1 J No way'
18 IneKperienced

person

20 Typeoi apple

22 November slate

23 The Apostle

ol Rome
24 Gull ol Greece
25 Roman

encampmeni
28 Aphid

32 Except that

33 Unusual person

34 New Guinea
seaport

35 Dolphinlike

cetacean
36 Osole
37 City in

NE India

38 Rosinante.eg
39 Whirl

41 Attic

43 Exultant

45 Asian notables

46 Tenth part

Prefix

47 Caen s river

48 Strain to

go forward

51 Firth of

Clyde port

55 Jealous

57 seas

58 Soil

59 Place for a

chapeau
60 Rhone feeder

61 Potato
substitutes

62 Once a ruler

63 On by

a river

DOWN
1 Loud sound
2 Ripening agent

3 Wander

4 Brewed
beverage of

a sort

5 Those on the

payroll

6 Kingdoms Lat

7 Famous
puppeteer

8 Three m Italy

9 Plant yielding

caucho
10 Clinker

container

11 Make dinner

12 Fictional Jane
13 Carry on
19 Gunpowder

ingredient

21 Retirement

accts

24 River at

Florence

25 Prompting

26 Record of

a year

27 Connacht
province port

28 Auctioneer s

verb

29 Sudden
outburst

30 Part of a cake

31 Nobeiisl loi

literature 1923

36 Type of skirt

37 Least

experienced

39 Dutch artist

Jan
40 CSA General

George Edward
41 Pans depot

42 IWemory gap

44 Revokes, as a

legacy
4 7 Judge scan
46 Andersen s

duckling

49 Malay canoe
60 Juncture
51 horse''

52 Past

53 Wax
54 High or deep
56 Fine'

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

llfl/tS

?>l«k> I.M AivMn TMan VaMnW rtfiias
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THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

12 0£. Drafts 75^

Pitchers $3.75

nK«
U>,i«9' iiii

Beer

Of The Month

Molson Golden

$1.25

Spoke Drink of the Week

Pearl Harbor $1.25

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

Apply Now to Compete in the 1986

Miss Massachusetts - USA
Pageant

Mercedes Waggoner

1965 Miss Massachusetts - USA

No Performing
Talent Required

Why not go for it??? Apply to compete for the

Title of MISS MASSACHUSETTS-USA, our

representative to the prestigious MISS U.S.A.

PAGEANT, to be nationally televised on CBS in

May, 1986. Over $100,000 in prizes await the na-

tional winner.

Our 1966 State Pageant will be held in February,

1986. To qualify, you must be single, between 17

and 24 as of May 1, 1986, and at least a six

nnonth resident of this State - thus, college dorm
students are eligible. So for some fun, excite-

ment amd glamour, phone (617)-266-3280 or

write to

MAMiss Massachusetts-U.S.A. Pageant Headquarters, Dept.
222 Newbury Street, 2nd Floor, Boston, MA 02116

Your letter MUST include a recent snapshot, brief biography and PHONE NUMBER
DEADLINE IS NOVEMBER 15. 1965

BEER SPECIALS
Moosehead $3.70/6

Labatts $3.50/6

Innsbruck $3.95/6

Dos Equis Silver Label $4.20/6

WINE SPECIALS
Bellagio 1.5 liter $3.99

white or rose

a great tasting Italian wine, just off dry

Sun Country Wine Cooler 2 liter $3.29

all flavors

Calvin Cooler 4 pack $2.95

Red and Citrus only

NEW
Jacques Bonet $2.99

Raspberry Champagne

As iisual, many liquor specials in store.

Spirit Haus Inc.

338 College St. Amherst, MA

256-8433 253-5384

\ \

The Office of The Chancellor
and the

Distinguished Visitors Program

proudly present
renowned paleoanthropologist

DR. RICHARD LEAKEY

speaking on

The Makings of Man"

8:00 pm
Monday, November 4, 1985
Campus Center Auditorium

Unix'ersity of Massachusetts at Amherst

Tickets avcilable through the Fine Arts Center Box Office

Sally Fox
^'Jewish Involvement Theatre''

will perform

Saturday, November 2 at 8:00 P.M.

Campus Center 174, UMass

Ms. Fox presents a unique program designed to create a feel-

ing of caring, belonging, and participating in relevant Jewish

issues. Sally is a chameleon, able to 'become' another person

In a matter of seconds. The character walks in and begins talk-

ing, telling about his/her life and presenting the question

he/she is facing. You become involved, participate and feel a

tie to this make-believe resal person. Jewish Involvement

Theatre is a rare opportunity to come together to focus on the

humerous and the serious questions of being a Jew today."

(Nancy Tamler, San Jose Jewish Community Center)

^
dbtin^uished

Visitors pfo^rami

Simulcast

Campus Center 165-9

Sally has received enthusiastic revews In over 35 states. Don't

miss herl

FREE
Back by popular demand

Sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel and made possible by a grant

from the UMass Arts Council

Friday, November 1, 1985; Collegian

Booters playing to keep hopes alive
Volleyball in state playoffs
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

When the University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team travels to Orono to face Maine tommorrow, it will

have two goals to accomplish; first, defeat a team it has
lost to the past two years and, second, keep its NCAA tour-

nament hopes alive.

UMass (14-5) is currently ranked third in New England
just ahead of Maine (10-5), which is fourth in the polls.

"Maine has upset us the last two years," said UMass
coach Jeflf Gettler. "They were the ones that knocked us
out of the playoffs last year."

Clarification

A loss in Oreno tommorrow would spell the same fate

for the Minutemen this season too.

Massachusetts and Boston University are in a battle for

a spot in the tournament, with the advantage currently

going to the Tferriers. BU (10-2-1) is ranked second in New
England and twentieth in the nation.

"Ratings have nothing to do with it," said Gettler. "It's

up to a committee. It is i}ossible to get up to five teams
from any region."

There are 23 spots available in the national tournament.

Of those, 16 are guaranteed, leaving seven at large bids.

So, it is possible for both UMass and BU to be invited. Get-

tler is insistent that 16 wins (UMass has two games re-

maining on its schedule) should be enough to qualify the

Minutemen.
The UMass volleyball team will be in the MAIAW cham-

pionships in Cambridge on Saturday.

UMass, 29-6 this season, will be looking for its tirst

MAIAW title The tourney is considered the Massachu.setts

state championship. The Minutewomen are seeded first.

UMass lost last season to Eastern Naizerene College (in

the finals). ENC is seeded third behind MIT. Welleslev is

seeded fourth.

UMass will open the tourney against Wellesley on Satur-

day at 9 a.m. The winner will face the Nazerene-MIT wm-
ner for the title.

VOLLEYBALL HITS: The UMass team will hold

tryouts on Saturday and Sunday at 6 p.m. in Boyden Gym.

* football continued from page 16

A clarification of a story in Wednesday's Collegian
("Ball State meets Stooges in IM Finals" on Page 16) is

needed.

The opening line "Stick to lacrosse guys" regarding
a loss by Sack to Ball State in the semifinals, was not
meant to slight the athletic abilities of the team, made
up largely of lacrosse players, lb reach the semifinals of

the intramural football championships as well as excell

in the sport of lacrosse attests to the tremendous athletic

ability of these athletes.

The line was intended to be humorous, but was not
taken that way by some readers. The Collegian regrets

this and apologizes for any misconception the story may
have caused.

* swimming.
preseason, but is making a

strong return for the teams
first meat against Vermont.
Not to be overlooked, the

sophmore class has
Margaret Cameron and
Julie Wilkins, top swim-
mers from last years team.

Cameron will swim distance

and breaststroke events.

Wilkins, the third leading

scorer for last year's team,

will swim backstroke.

Newcomb said that last

seasons team suffered from
a lack of depth. His goal

after Isist year was to add
quality and depth to the

—continued from page 16

team. He seems to have ac-

complished that goal

UMass, which opens its

season on Saturday at

Boyden Pool against Ver-

mont at 1 p.m., will be hurt

by the loss of Liz Feinberg,

who captured first place in

• the 200 freestyle at the New
England championships.

Newcomb hopes for a .500

season, and more important-

ly to be more competitive in

the conference. He sees this

years team as,"much more
competitive than last years

squad, no team will be able

to take us lightly."

And one that's without senior co-captain' George Bam-
well. UMass' leading rusher, Barnwell is still suffering

frtjm a bruised shoulder obtained in the BU game and will

not dress.

In his place, sophomore Tfed Barrett (59 carries for 204

yards and two touchdowns) will start at tailback. He will

team with fullback Al Neri (411 yards). Freshman Kevin
Smellie (9 carries for 90 yards) will see a lot of action as

will backup fullback Anthony Strickland (20 carries for

70 yards).

"I like having the good depth at running back," said

StuU. "I'm anxious to see what Smellie and Strickland

can do. Kevin has great speed and Tbny is a big strong
runner. I think we can do something with them."
UM quarterback Dave Palazzi (44-for-81 for 539 yards

and five topuchdowns) and the rest of the UMass offense

will have to contend with a UConn passing defense that

is ranked fourth in the nation.

The Huskies return All-New England defensive end
Mark Michaels (63 tackles) and linebacker Mike Jansen
(74). On offense, transfer quarterback Peter Lane (1,287

yards and four touchdowns, but 13 interceptions) looks to

a host of receiver pre-season drills. . .freshman kicker

Silvio Bonvini is back from iivjury and may see action. .

.Stull and about 20 players went to the Shriners Children's

Hospital in Springfield after practice on Wednesday and
carved pumpkins with the patients, many ofthem serious

burn victims. "It was a great time," said Stull. "It really

put things in perspective." Bundle was about the best

carver, McKeown by far the worst.

UMass at UConn
Where: Connecticut's Memorial Stadium (16,200-

grass) at 1 p.m.

The Records: UMass is 5-3, 2-1 in the Yankee Con-
ference. UConn is 3-3, 0-2 in the conference

Common Opponents: Northeastern (UMass won,

10-7; UConn won, 27-13). Holy Cross (UMass won. 27-3;

UConn won, 22-2). Maine (UMass won, 20-7; UConn lost

28-3).

Last Week: UMass beat Boston University, 17-14;

UConn lost to Maine, 28-3.

Streaks: UMsiss has won three straight, UConn has
lost one
Season Series: UMass leads, 30-23-2.

Last Year: UMass lost. 21-16.

The Latest Line: UConn by 1.

UMass against the Spread: UMass is 5-3, 0-3 on the

road and 3-0 as an underdog.

Ii^uries: UMass- TB (Jeorge Barnwell (shoulder), P
Jim 'Rmdler (knee), OG Peter Borsari (knee), LB Steve

Silva (knee), DT Bruce Strange (knee), OG Sheldon Har-

dison (knee) and LB Jim Vertucci (eye) are all out. UConn-
OG Mark Murphy (knee) and OG Dave Franks (knee) are

out. OG Dan C^udgma (ankle) and DE Mike McNamara
(ankle) and probable. DT Gary Lanzafame (neck) is

doubtful.

Radio: WTTT-AM (1430), WSPR.AM (1270), WPOE-AM
(1520) and WMUA-FM (91.1) will carry the game. J

BE A SPORT

BE INFORMED

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE:
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone nunnber FREE

ACTIVITIES CAREER DAY '8S

IU«qnetbaJI Court Time Now Available
DownUiwn Amherst. Individual or ^roup
memberships. Call 263-2528 for details

Concerned abont Acid Rain? Join the

Acid Rain Campaijrn '86 Saturday
November 2 Student Union 423B info call

545-0199

8:00 pm Snnday Not S Newman Ctr lec-

ture by Mary Dutcher, A witness for

peace, Peacenulcing in Nicara^a can a

Sustained Religious Presence Halt the

Bloodahed'

AUTO FOR SALE

78 DaUua B210 4 sp 92000 steel radials 2

new radial snows on rims good
shape/mileage needs brakes $850.00
549-4133

ToyoU Corolla 4 door 4 speed 1974 white
mows rebu ilt 1600 motor $460 665-2577

1974 AMC Honwt St. Wagon 6 cyl 105k
mi new battery, carbeuralor, muffler,

alternator paaaed inniection needs minor
work $460 aU 66M986 after 6 pm

71 DedM Dait dependable standard aome
mat. 480 Of BO 649-4600 ext 348

SI BwlbMtU Cmmto 64k white red cloth

interior cruiae control tilt wheel AC PS PB
AM-FM caas chapman new exhaust well

I
maintained sacrgee $6900 646-9000

1174 Baak MLB automatic. In good condi-

tion. $900. 268-7893

72 VW Paatbaek rebuilt engine new muf-

fler brakes battery snows runs great no

work ^equirT^d $850/BO 549-0362 or

5-0720

BUS DRIVING JOBS!

UMaas Traaalt Service is looking for

several part-time drivers. Applicants muat
be UMass students carrying 6 or more
credits in a degree program. Class II

license required. Starting pay is $4.60/hr.

Call Bud or Jenny at 545-0()56 for more in

fo, or apply in person at the Bus Garage.

CALENPARMEN

Intcrrlcws for UM calendar will be held

Sun Nov 3 in lower level of CC 7:00 pm
any questions call MB 6-9807 ^

CAREER CONNECTION

Wednesday Nov 13tli over 30 companies

represented. Presentations, luncheon, and

career fair. Luncheon tickets on sale now
in SOM Lobby thru Nov 8tli all m^ors
welcome

HAPPY BIRTHDAY BIERS

Hey Latemeister, Lazymeisler.
Jukemeister. Betmeister - Just kidding

Biers, Happy Birthday. We're having a

, are you coming' It's at your hous*-

Loat black and white male cat with black
fluffy tail. Anywhere from Presidential to-

Townehouse. Please call 549-4462

Loat ladies watch will identify please call

Robin 549-0868 reward!

Kerry L
blast

Happy 19th Birthday. Have a
Love, if, M, P. J, K, L

Loatc
Scott

ijt glasa
6-4 •?05

I w/black ( pl call

"CASH- HELP WANTED

Payiag caah for yoor baaeball earda call

Mike546-6105

ENTERTAINMENT

TURN THE TABLES professional

club/party D.J. 5 yr experience. Lowest

rates 586-9691

Rack-A-Diac Entertainment Agency for

the best party this semester. DJ's, large

screen viaeo, rentals. 549-7144

ERIK BIERMEI8TER!

Arc Toa gonna get tl

glass? Happy 20th Tex
it that cheese off the

FOR RENT

Sandcriand. 1 bdrm apt. on busline,

420/month, everything included. Avail,

immediately! 666-3440, leave message

Fridge Rentals call R & P Package Store

253T742 free delivery

Incredible one bedroom saite! Located in

Presidential ApU the cloeeat apt* to cam;

pus Includes neat dishwasher A/C

disposal eU-. Call Jon eves 549-6167

available in December
for 2 people V4 mile from

1 call Julie or DeirdrejluifIvaaable'l/1/86
586-6425

FOR SALE

• Gradaale* * To obtain a great, satisfy-

ing job you need the right people to see

your resume. Career ("onnection will

publish and market your resume in a pro-

Feasionally pnnted and bound book ar-

ranged in career categories It will be

distributed to over 300 corporate person

nel officers of New England comp«>ies.

Career Connection maximiies your ex-

poeure whBe minimiiea your costs. For ap-

piKation and infonnation call «'«-'™

649-2616 or Noelle 6464069

Ub Seriea lOOw gvitar amplifier exc

$275 or BO call Rob 549-4141

IJnivega 12-apeed completely set up. Ex-

tra everything $200 54ft-0.m

GovcmnMKl Homea from $1 (u repairV

Also delinquent Ux property. Call

1-805-687-6000 ext. GH-9616 for informa

tion.

Mast sell Ramones UckeU $12.00 for 2

call Nancy 256-6849

Blcycle~i>ailt for two. Motobacane 10

q>eed. $400 1-467 7877

AccoBRtlag Clerk Butterfield kitchen for

the Spring semester minimum commit-
ment IS one academic year. 6 hours/week

$4 25/hour with free room and baord. Ap-
plications are available at the Butterfield

Kitchen Office and are due by 5 pm on
Nov. 1, 1986.

On eampaa non-work atady MWF 7-noon

call Jane at 546-6889

' Entry Level Marketing peeition flexible

hours. Sold and pay commission produc-

tion oriented job in multi-million dollar

area company. Interview by appointment
contact David STansel 584-35%

Wanted: SGA Budgets Committee Assis-

tant. Auditor, Secretary. Each pays 5-7

hrs/week. Workstudy and nonworkstudy.
Apply 420 SUB. 5-0341. The SGA ia an
AA/EOE employer.

Part-tiate, on-call work with Mental
Health Agency. Hours to suit your
schedule 536-5473, 9 am - 5 pm

Joe's Paradise Chicken a new restaurant

is opening soon in Amherst We are look-

ing for afew people to fill counter and kit-

chen help positions. Good pay. If in-

terested please call Bill or Joe at 263-7494
or after 6:00 pm 666-3597

Santa needs elves - Petite outgoing in-

dividuals needed to wprk 1-5 wkdys. Apply
at Job Matching in Hampahire Mall or call

684-8889

Free meals in exchange for lunch and din-

ner set up & clean up. For more info call

649-1063 ask for Heidi or Tammy

Stadents Urgently Needed. Earn
$36-45/day, worii 2-5 days/week. Join our
statewide referendum campaigns for toxic

waste cleanup, acid rain control, and utili

ty reform. We are MASSPIRG, the sUtes
leading public interest lobby, and we're

seeking college <>tudenta, grads and others

for our cititen outreach staff. Travel and
advancemenU. Will train. Call 256-6434

Merchandiser 20 hours per week $4.41/hr

call between 8-5 need car 684-2060

Borgvndy wallet loetT Pleaae return
don't screw up my life. Pleaae. Reward
549-7297 C.J.

Set of keys in tan Fendi eaac loat. Very
important! Pleaae call Sheryl 256 1645

Phi Ma Sorority Pin. Great sentimental
value. If found pleaae call Tara at
256-1380

Wilson Tennis Raonet. Must find or will

flunk tennis class! Any info call 253-7357

Ring lost

549^717

MUSIC

Attention Banda Mnaiciaas Embaaaay
Recording Studio offes 16 track state of
the art recording for less. Great for demo
tapes Amherst 24 hours 649-7640

PARKING AVAILABLE

Fol and Herbic Happy Anniversary we
love you EDF and Agatha

Rich C.E.O. of the man club: This is one
of those things that you will have to live

through by yourself. Tony

Dear Chocolate Eye* - Thank you for the

greatest year of my life - Rik Babe I really

love you! Be mine forever love your baby

Oh-My-Lord! Time to make the Resistors!

Happy Birthday Mike. You're a super

roommate

fiiu
unreci

Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideally

located in Amherst Ctr
774-274J)

To share 6 bedroom honsc in Reirher-

town Own room on bus route (stops ri^t
in front), $166 plus utilities. Available im-

mediately. Call 263 5390 after 5 pn.

1 bedroom available in Amherst houae
with country setting for 1 female or cou-

ple. $195/166 256-1700 keep trying

to yoa by the

few who in spite of the rest

day

Low cost on earapas
year. Great" location. Cal'

parking for the
11665-8766

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

POUND

Sherry

Ring found at Orchard Hill CourU
546-4739

GREAT YOOURT

Bartcadiag classes starting Oct 28

covers all aapecta si(rn up in Credit Free
Workshops 'Tower Library

Tlianks to all who voted against the Stu-

dent Activities Payroll Fee We love you.

Students for Government by Referenda.

Congratalations Soathwest Area
GoTcmment on the Halloween Policy

change. Good job.

Cheer ap Jalie A! Your roommates need
and love you! The Gang

Zoom - Where are you? • Waiting to har
fn)m ymi Blue Eyes

Call to Pam. Checkers Club ia active!! We
have key on seventh floor Student Union.
Come tonight, wear red & black!!!

I lore yoa Gcno LiaMNic!

Dianne Piqaettc we're going to misa you
at S.A.O you have made the past 2*^ yrs
of my life much more eryoyable. The beat

of luck at Whitmore. Thanx Mom - Davij^

Happy Birthday Liaa ami Diaae! Love,
James and Kich and Brook!

message broaght
ognizedfi

of you do a good job everyday

Sisters of Sigma Kappa - Isn't it nice to

begin your day at 5:00 am!! We love you
the Pledges XOXO
Roaa Zarhs What a guy! What a friend!

I'm sure glad I know you.

Here is the perooaal you've been bucking
for Rich

Mike of Alpha Phi Omega faase: Thanks
so much for helping us out. Chi Omega

The Sisters and Pledgee of Chi Omen
welcome Mary Gallagner to the family!

Chi Omega loves our 12 awesome
pledges!!

MikcT, This is only the beginning let's go
sick! I love you, Elitabeth

Darid! Happy 20th! Here's to a great

weekend! Love, Me

To BemaH Happy Birthday you FPPBH
KCSN SPM

Qniet eoaple looking to share 2 bedroom
apt. completely furnished call after 6 pm
549-623'r

SBBVICBB

TAILOR Altenittaa Eapett.Same Day
Service Available SHAANN'S Rt \»
Sunderland Open 8 am 666^3878 '

COINS lSS/121 tMoriu 5 00 per hr.

former 12S/t21 grader Alex 266-1239

Briaa's Typlag Sorrice. Fast, accurate.

Available afmoat anytime 665-7652

Oaality Typiag
Reasonable rates.

Heather 26S-316S

by Profeasioaal.
Convenient. CaN

Happy Birthday Marcaa A. will they bake
you a cake at Ft DevT If not I will love An-

nnn

PLAYER BUTLER

Happy Birthday Playo'I You are truly my
beat friend, and la vie sans toi serais tree

difficile Have a super day • you deserve it

craxyhead! Cheers! Much love, Elizabeth

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Caaes. papers, disaertatioaa, theses, on
campus, dependable, outatanding quality,

km rates, W4-7924

Midtena friMimaT Student coonaeHBg
service. After 2 pm 1-467-7877

TRAVEL

laUraatad la a trip ararad the wacMT
I'll be leaving in January for 6 montha.
Looking for adventuroua travel compa-
nions Call Greg 263-6618

Take a Break on the French side!

Skibreak's January trip to TignesAi'al

d'laere in the French Alps includes RT air-

fare (Swissair), Transfers, Accommoda-
tions, Skipaas (116 lifts). Slalom race*,

cocktails for $740/7 nights in reaort.

Skibreak: 203-864-6069

Caiapas cordiaator for January Skibreak

to the French Alps travels for Free! (1/16)

MUea/Skibrteak (203) 364 6069 PD

TYPING 4 WORD PROCESSING

Next day aerrlce. TYPE-RrTE. 268-6iTi

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

ject* Will correct grammar, spelling, A
punctuation. Meticulous proofreading.

New IBM typewriter. 649-0367

WANTED

Hey Swiss Village Anti-Socials There's a

Web" Krdiav

RIDERS WANTED

iU
at

< I t t

Dwinoa, StoayfUM, C aUik s. Moun-
tainhigh, and Brown Cow yogurt . .only at

the People's Mariiet

Tatoring Services for Biolocy —
prerequisites. $6.00/hr. Call Carl
665-3088 at any reasonable hour.

LOST

Lost wallet TueMlay on Srd floor SUB call

Alex 5-0194

keg al the

teresled? If

amund.
you haven't

nif^t. In-

seen It, look

Sagarbash Ski WoakI Hotel $149 see Ski

aub now 546-8437

To that sleek looklag Lambda Chi in

uniform DJC 1 love to watch you walk.

Love the girl next door

Cheap Baa ta Baataa. $9.60,

weekend, Friday 11/8, 12 noon.

646-2146

Call

Wanted take wrmr laaae in 2, 8, 4 bedroom
apt reward negotiable call 646-6822

Reggac/thraah GuiUr A Drummer
wanto<) rai l Geoff 686-7846

Aiiy~Rirhard Leakey tickeU you won't
uae> Please oaU. Shan ibMiOi

Hay Vidaadata - I want a rematch, how
about one -on -one krre, the tall one

toOMMATE WANTED

Female to share apt In Brittany Maaor
call 256-0668 evenings

WANTED TO RENT

2 fcBules loaklag far apt ar raam arefar

in N Aniherat area. Start Jan or 3prin(

caU546-U26
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UMass startsplayoff
push at Connecticut
Barnwell injured
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian StafT

In September, few people believed that

with three games left in the season Univer-

sity of Massachusetts football coach Bob

Stull would be talking about making the

playoffs.

But going in tomorrow's game at the

University of Connecticut, the Minutemen

are confident they can be one of the 12

teams selected to make the Division 1-AA

tournament.
UMass can make it one of two ways, by

winning the Yankee Conference title or be-

ing selected for an at-large bid.

The Minutemen are 2-1 in the conference,

losing only to Rhode Island. The Rams host

New Hampshire on Saturday in a battle of

the two undefeated teams remaining in the

conference UMass is at New Hampshire on

Nov. 16. A UNH win tomorrow combined

with a UMass win against the Wildcats

would give each team a loss and create a

three-way tie at the top.

The issue ofwho would represent the con-

ference in the playoffs would go to a com-

mittee vote. Should UMass lose that vote,

they can hope for an at-large bid.

"If we win the three games we have left,

that would give us an 8-3 record and a six-

game winning streak. It would be tough to

leave us out," said Stull. "But it all hinges

on beating UConn."
The Huskies are an enigma this season.

At 3-3, UConn has soundly whipped Holy

Cross (22-2), yet lost to Maine last week,

28-3. The Huskies gave nationally-ranked

Delaware State a good game and lost to

New Hampshire by only two points, 10-8.

They also defeated a high-powered Lehigh

team.
"We can't look past then, no way," said

Stull. "They throw the ball well and have

a good pass defense. It's a good rivalry for

us, I expect a tough game."

The Minutemen lost 21-16 to the Huskies

in Amherst last season. They will be look

ing to make the Huskies the third team

(along with BU, Maine and Holy Cross) to

get paid back for a 1984 loss.

"They're on the list," said nose guard

Mike Dwyer. "We remember last season's

game We're a different team now, one that's

ungry. continued on page 15

Field hockey
takes on #1

Connecticut

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Secondary coach Mike Hodges talks things over with
cornerback Duckworth Grange. The Minutemen are
at Connecticut on Saturday.

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Bring on the best.

The fifth-ranked University of Massachusetts field

hockey team will try to duplicate the current UMass policy

of knocking off the nation's number one team this Satur-

day when it battles the University of Connecticut at 1 p.m

on NOPE field.

Earlier this fall, the UM women's soccer team, ranked

third at the time, snapped the University of Norttamounts,

senior Jill Negros was an easy 6-3, 6-4 winner at fourth

singles to close her season.

"It was a great way to finish up the season. We've had

so many close matches against UVM- it's nice to come out

on the winning side," Negros said about the match.

Other UMass winners included senior Diana Biagioli

in the second singles, 6-2, 7-5. Freshman Kim Pola was

a victor at third singles, 6-1, 4-6, 7-5. The first doubles

team of senior Lisa Corbett and sophomore Debbie Ginn

were 6-2, 4-6, 6-4 winners.ase a loss, this weekend would

be it. Connecticut, currently on a six-game winning streak

since losing to Penn State, 3-2, three weeks ago in Penn-

sylvania, are 15-1-0, climbing to the top of the national

poll this week.

"This is a big chance to redeem ourselves. If we can beat

or tie Connecticut, the BU loss will mean nothing," Hix-

on said. "We're playing the number one team in the coun-

try, this is our chance to roll. We've got to do it."

Playing giant-killer is never an easy task, but if anyone

can do it, the Minutewomen can. Unbeaten at home, the

Minutewomen have stopped nationally ranked Ttemple and

defending national champion Old Dominion on Totman

this season.

"This is going to be a great game We've got a very good

rivalry so every year it's kind of a special game," senior

All-America defenseman Megan Donnelly said.

The game is of special interest to Donnellj' who's close

friend, senior co-captain Janet Ryan, plays midfield for

the Huskies. Ryan, a two-time All-America midfielder, has

nine goals and four assists for the Huskies and heads a

potent attack that has two other players with 11 goals

each.

The Minutewomen are led by Donnelly,(14 goals; 1

assist), junior forward Lisa Griswold (8 goals; 2 assists),

and senior forward Chris Kocot (4 goals; 4 assists).

Senior Kathryn Rowe starts in goal, anchoring the

Minutewomen with an 11-2-2 record and a 0.78 goals

against average. Rowe also has six-and-a-half shutouts,

splitting one shutout with sophomore Lynn Carlson who

is 0-1-0 with a 1.33 goals against average.

Bring on the best, UMass is ready.

Women's soccer
looks to finish
season perfectly

14-0 Minutewomen face Springfield

UM women want respect

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The Springfield College women's soccer

is a sleeper that could make things very

uncomfortable for No. 1 University of

Massachusetts tomorrow.

It is the unranked Chiefs that stand in

the way of UMass's first-ever unbeaten,

untied .season. The Chiefs are the last

team in New England to try and derail the

Minutewomen's New England champion-

ship Saturdav at 1 p.m. match at Boyden

Field.

"You can't take 'inynnr for gianled," UM
coach Kalek?ni B;ind,i said citing' thr

LTMass i'wU iKxi " - -i lii-'~ to

unranked 'ostnn I invLisity on Wi'dnt-s

day.'it's: a \ prv imix.itunt tramr in terms

(jf prid( ui'i ' m1 M 1
1
in: p;)! i-

Tlv ^lame ai.so i^arks '.lit' tma! regular

.^aM>n game for L^Ma.H.s stninr co captain.^

Sue Bird and Jamie Watson 'lh»'.v arc th*

only members left from the hu^'e

14-member freshman class that started

with the team in 1982

"These girls have earned it." Banda

said. "They can make history."

The Minutewomen can also make

history if they top Springfield by finishing

the season as the number-one ranked
team in America, besides being the first

undefeated UMass soccer team since Ar-

nie Morse led the first Minutewomen
team to a 15-0-1 record in 1978.

"I think we're really going be pysched,"

foward Monica Seta said. "The fan support

should really be good. It's also a chance

to go undefeated."

A 15 0-0 regular season record wasn't

what the UMass team was shooting for in

September. "Our number one objective

was to win the New England region," Ban
da said. "We wanted Id do •verythiiit,'

(lossihic to he till' best tciin in New
Mii^land "

Si'ta adficd. 'I looked at ttie sehedui<

.\n<\ sonv inckrH hard (UConn. I 'NCi. We
I;. t hv them we mij^ht

ha\r ! -iiii! ' :n ^om^ unbeaten i."

Fri'shnian l^eth Roundtrep lead the

s(|iiad m '^eonn^ with 10 ^^o.als. lour assists

for 24 points. Seta has 22 points (8-6) ami

Carolyn Michofl (Ft \ 121 ) is one a.ssist shv

of the (Mass season a-sist record.

Freshman goalie Jan Holland has ^]\>'n

up only one goal all year for a 10 goals

against average.

Swim season opens
By FRED NADEL
Collegian Correspondent

Respect. The University of

Massachusetts women's
swimming team is fighting

for respect. Coming off a

disappointing season,

second-year coach Bob
Newcomb looked into the

high school ranks and
brought some of the finest

swimmers from the New
England area to UMass,
looking to bolster the
1985-86 team.
Eight freshman and

transfer student Kris Hen-
son add depth that was sutc-

Iv missed last yi;ii •

season

[cad I n^
Mi>uUr\Mi!iR'n ihi

,11 ( ( f) captaii

record. Freitas, a senior

swims the individual
medley, as well as the sprint

events.

Senior Nancy Stevens and
Lori Carrol, a freshman,
pair up in the 100 and 200
butterfly to form a strong

winning combination.
Perhaps the most signifi-

cant gain is Henson, a

transfer from Clark
University.

Last season, Henson
swam in the Division 3 na
tional championships, and

looks to be one of the top

distance swimmers in New
England.
New recruits Michele

Leary, Melissa Waller, and

diver Debbie MuUin will

also add points for UM.
Leary will swim a

multitude of events and

might be a major suprise to

a lot of people. Waller will

swim the breast-stroke and

can be a strong competitor

in New England. Mullin

was injured during the

conttniii'd on pa^f 1^

and1 AIM son i.

the
-rason

'•'ri'ita-

i //O. .1

)uni<if roturnm;.' tfom
sickness. \'i-i'\- -he h.is a lot

!o prove. A double I'M
record holder in the 1 ()()()

and 1650 free.style events,

Allison wishes to improve

upon these records and
recapture the 500 freestyle

Sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:

Football: ., ; i

[Women's S'>ecer; >pi -.lu-'tiild. Boyden Fit-id- i |> m.

Field Hoekey: ('onnettieut, NOPK Field. . p in.

Men's Soccer: at Maine, 1 p.m

Women's Swimming: Vermont, Boyden Pool. 1 p.m.

Icross Country: New Englands at Franklin Park,

[Boston.

Volleyball: at MAIAW s.
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Inn contract talks end;

workers continue protest

Coliegian photo by Neil Beckerman

HOT LIGHTS-Ramones lead singer, Joey Ramone, belts one out

Friday night as the Ramones played to a full Student Union

Ballroom. Review can be found on page 7 of today s Arts section.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian StafT

Negotiations between management and

employees at the Lord Jefferey Inn ended

this weekend without a settlement or plans

for future talks, union representaive Rob

Traber said.

The 70 employees of the inn, owned by

Amherst College, will continue their job ac-

tion and picket the inn during their off-

hours, which has resulted in a substantial

loss in dining room business, according to

Eric Nusbaum, general manager of the inn.

"It's had a distasterous effect on our

restaurant business," Nusbaum said, refus-

ing to specify exactly how much money the

inn has lost since the 11-day work protest

began. "Let's just say it's a significant loss

of sales."

The overnight accommodations haven t

suffered as much, Musbaum said. Parents

Weekend at Amherst College filled the

hotel.

The inn workers have been working

without a contract since Oct. 24 and are

protesting management proposals to

establish a two-tiered system of workers,

where new employees would work for less

than present employees. They would also

receive reduced benefits and have fewer

rights involving matters such as

scheduling.

"I find it hard to understand that other

employees at Amherst College, which are

non-union, have received wage increases.

We're not second-class citizens," Lee

Wildes, a desk clerk at the inn said.

Nusbaum said the problem of not offer-

ing wage increases to inn employees stems

from the establishment losing money.

"The whole thing centers around around

the fact that the inn hasn't been pro-

fitable," he said, "We're still trying to

return it to a break-even situation."

Nusbaum said employee layoffs are

probable.

"We've made no secret that there will be

layoffs," Nusbaum said. "Our business

volume is a lot slower in the winter than

in the fall."

The picketing employees of Local 217 are

asking people not to stay, eat or drink at

the inn.

"It's really cut down on my income,

waitress Florence Kilgo, a UMass student,

said . "I still have a job but I'm not mak-

ing any money. There hasn't been any

business in the dining room."

Looming in the background is the

possibility of a strike that was approved by

the employees.

"If we determine that it's the right thing

to do, we'll strike them," Traber said. "It's

the college's doing. They can end this at

any time they want."

Official cites AIDS fear

in decline of donations
By ROBYN RUGGIERO
Collegian Correspondent

Connections drawn between AIDS and

blood donations threaten to affect the

American Red Cross blood supply in

Massachusetts, according to a Red Cross

Medical Director.

"Overall blood donations are down in our

region 8 percent from one year ago," Mark

Popovsky, the director, said. "People are

concerned with the disease and have

misconceptions about how to contract the

disease."

Popovsky said much of this can be at-

tributed to the negative press svurounding

AIDS. ^ „ .

,

"There is a fear of being educated, said

Claire Gemme, Red Cross manager of col-

lections operations. "The Red Cross is hop

ing with education people will understand

that there is no danger of contracting AIDS

when donating."

Popovsky said there is no risk of contrac-

ting the disease from donating blood. Red

INSIDE
Retired associate dean dies 3

Ramones come to campus ^

Women soccer 'make hi8tory'......l2

"He was an interesting man. He was

a combinaHon of being a very

thorough, well-organized man, but

also had the abilUy ofbeing warm and

friendly." ^
-Melton M. Miller, assistant dean of

the College ofEngineering

Cross policy states that the equipment us-

ed is sterile and will not be reused.

The Red Cross is holding a blood drive at

UMass tomorrow, Wednesday and Thurs-

day and according to one Red Cross official,

Chris Keaney, the University "is the big-

gest of any single donor group in the state."

Red Cross' goal is 500 pints in three days.

Steve's Ice Cream in Amherst is supporting

the drive by donating 2 fori sundae cer-

tificates to donors.

Popovsky said much of the fear of con-

tracting AIDS through blood donations

comes from equating donating with shar-

ing needles for drug use, which is one con-

firmed was of contracting the disease.

"A person cannot get AIDS through blood

donations," he said. "Never could, never

will."

Popovsky said 92 percent of AIDS cases

are contracted through sexual relations

and illicit intravenous drug use.

Hemophiliacs make up an additional 1

percent.

He said 1 percent are related to blood

transfusions, but the Red Cross has taken

precautionary measures to protect the safe-

ty of their blood supply.

In an effort to protect the public from

risks related to blood transfusions, the Red

Cross has implemented two policies for

blood donors to follow before they are allow-

ed to donate.

The first of these is a careful screening

of blood donors to access whether or not

they are members of groups at risk. Nurses

carefully screen donors by asking if they

have any of the symptoms attributed to

continued on page 3
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Collrgian photo by Maria Bull

South western view of Puffer's Pond in North Amherst, which is

expected to undergo msyor repairs next fall.

$12,000 allotted by state

for Puffer's Pond work
Cy CAROLYN PHILLIPS
Collegian Correspondent

By next fall. Amherst officials hopeJ;o

begin $12,000 worth of state-funded im-

provements to Puffer's Pond, which will

include construction of erosion control

terraces.
. .

After the town conservation commission

decided to cancel a more comprehensive

$95,000 improvement proposal, Town

Meeting voted last week to approve the

less extensive changes.

The commission rejected the $95,000

proposal because it would have required

renovations that some members felt

would alter the pond, Peter Westover,

director of town conservation services

said.

Under the new proposal the town would

have to install running water, permanent

restrooms and at least 100 parking spaces.

The commission members "don't want to

change the atmosphere of Puffer's Pond,"

Westover said.

In addition to building erosion control

devices, the commission also intends to

use the money to install concrete pads for

rental toilets, construct drainage surfac-

ing along State Street and improve access

to the pond for handicapped persons.

At the next town meeting in May,

discussion of the possiblity of the town

funding its own $95,000 improvement

will begin. The improvements may in-

clude installation of a lighted ball field,

tennis courts and a picnic area. An
$80,000 dam repair will also be discussed.

Puffer's Pond is open from 6 a.m. to

dusk, and is a popular spot for swimming

and sunbathing. Prohibition of night use

and alcohol consumption will be strictly

enforced because "there are still occa-

sional complaints from residents nearby

(the pond) about noise late at night,"

Westover said.
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Agents plead
manslaughter

AP Laaerphoto

Philippine President Ferdinand E. Marcos,

facing a growing Communist insurgency and
mounting U.S. criticism of his rule, announces
yesterday he is ready to call a new presiden-

tial election in three months or less to settle

questions of his popularity. He made his an-

nouncement during a live satellite interview

with ABC's 'This Week With David Brinkley.
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AUCKLAND, New
Zealand (AP) - Two French

secret agents today pleaded

guilty to manslaughter in

the July 10 sinking of the

Greenpeace flagship Rain-

bow Warrior.

The change in the charge

from murder to the lesser

charge of manslaughter

came as a surprise to spec-

tators in the crowded
courtroom.

Maj. Alain Mafart and

Capt. Dominique Prieur

pleaded guilty to the

charges of manslaughter

and wilfuU damage in the

sinking of the ship in which

a Greenpeace photographer,

Fernando Pereira.was

killed.

There is no set penalty for

manslaughter, and the two

agents will be ordered

before the High Court for

sentencing.

Some legal observers said

the government's decision

to accept the pleas to the

lesser charges indicated it

might deport the couple.

They had been charged

with murder, arson and

conspiracy.

Prime Minister David

Lange had said Sunday that

the agents probably had no

physical connection with

blowing up the Rainbow

Warrior that was blasted by

two mines while docked in

Auckland harbor.

"I would be almost certain

that those two never had

anything physically to do on

the night of July 10 which

caused that ship to sink and

that man to die," Lange

said. The agents were ar-

rested in New Zealand on

July 12.

Lange, a former criminal

lawyer, said he had no

knowledge of the details of

the prosecution's case

against the pair.

A French investigation

disclosed in August that

Mafart, 34, and Ms. Prieur,

36, were among six French

agents who were monitor-

ing activites of the Rainbow
Warrior^
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HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY!!

Smart & Sassy, that's our Sam -

And never shy (she's one part Ham)'

Mirth & Joy are Gods she chases, and

Visits she makes to far away places,

the Athletic Dept. will miss her soon,

'Cause she graduates this coming' June.

Can you guess who she could be?

A downward glance and you will see.

TTTFgnAYNOV. 25 R-RATED HYPNOTIST

Chxitnut Plain
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Featuring Steve Kloc's
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Louisiana Cajun
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Across Uom Watrobas Store

549-4704
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Are you denying
yourself

a bettershot

atgrad school?
Okay it nnay be too late to

get a 4.0 But its not too late to

try to do better on your LSAT.

GMAT. GRE. or MCAT For that,

there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more
students than Stanley H.

Kaplan Our test- taking tech-

niques and educational

programs have prepared

over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school

exam youre taking, call us.

Remember, the person next to

you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan
course.

corner of University Dr.

Look into the one
market research

graduate program
that all

these companies
are involved in:

A.C. Nielsen Company
Advertising Research Foundation

Audits & Surveys, Inc.

Burke Marketing Services

Campbell Soup Co.

Coca-Cola USA
Custom Research Inc.

Frito-Lay

General Foods
General Mills, Inc.

Grcv Advertising

Kenneth Hollander Associates

McDonald & Little Advertising

Market Fads, Inc.

Marketing & Research

Counselors. Inc.

MRCA Information Services

Needham, Harper & Steers Advertising

NFO Research, Inc.

Procter & Gamble
Ralston Purina Co.
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SSC&B:Linlas Worldwide
The Pillsbury Company
Yankclovich. Skelly & White
Young & Rubicam

KAPLAN
STANlf Y H K APIAN EDUC ATlOfviAl QNTIR ITD

The woild's leading

test prep organization.

358 N. Pleasant

549-5780

Enrolling Now for Dec. LSAT/GRE
Free Speed Reading Lesson

Available Anytime

The University of Georgia's Master of Marketing Research Program is

truly unique. It is governed by a Board of Advisors drawn from the leaders

of industry. Their personal involvement results in an outstanding program

that prepares you for the real world.

It's a fifteen month program that combines classroom and on-

the-job research experience. It was the first and is still the finest integrated

program ofgraduate study leading to a Master of Marketing Research degree.

As you would expect, admission is selective and competition is stiff.

$6,000 scholarships are available for qualifying applicants.

Professor Fred D. Reynolds
122 Brooks Hall

University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602

Dear Sir.

Please send mc complete information on your MMR program.

Name.

StrccU

Citv_ -State.

-Apt._

_Zip.

I)av Phone.
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Retired dean
dies at 64
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A funeral service was held yesterday for Joseph S. Mar-

cus, retired associate dean of the School of Engineering

at the University of Massachusetts, who died of cancer

Friday at age 64.

Marcus retired from the University in January and died

in his Amherst home after an illness lasting several

months.
Marcus received many distinguished teaching awards

from the University, and was honored two weeks ago by

the Board of Trustees, when it named the Engineering

East building Joseph Marcus Hall.

"He was an interesting man. He was a combination of

being a very thorough, well-organized man but also had

the ability of being warm and friendly," said Melton M.

Miller, assistant dean of the College of Engineering.

Miller said he worked with Marcus for more than 10

years and Marcus was a "link between the school (of

engineering) when it was new and the school as it is now."

Marcus was a faculty member since 1948, when he

taught civil engineering. He became an assistant pro-

fessor, associate professor and in 1969 was named
associate dean of engineering.

He helped start the Joseph Marcus Yiddish Book Col-

lection at the University Library, a 15,000-volume

reference resource for Jewish Cultvu^al studies.

"He had a strong conmiittment to the students," said

Nancy Hellman, an assistant dean of the School of

Engineering. "He encouraged students to develop in their

particular chosen field," through advising and counseling.

Marcus was born and raised in Worcester, and

graduated from the Worcester Classical High School in

1940 and from Worcester Polytechnic Institute in 1944.

He earned his master's degree at UMass in 1954.

He received the Chancellor's Medal for Service to the

University, the Metawampe Award for distinguished

teaching and the Distinguished Teaching Award.

He leaves his wife, the former Dorothy Slovin; two sons,

Steven of AUston and Alan of Arlington, Va.; a daughter,

Arlene Marcus of Newton; two brothers, Seymour of

Worcester and Norman of Marblehead.

Health care
workers meet
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian StafT

Looking to share knowledge and gain support, nurses

and other health care providers involved with the issue

of abuse against women yesterday completed their First

Annual National Nursing Conference on Violence Against

Women.
According to Peggy Peni, R.N., and a Ph.D. candidate

in the School of Education, the main goals of the two-day

conference were to "foster dissemination of ideas and in-

formation and to provide networking for the nurses and

health care people that attended".

The conference, sponsored by the Division of Nursing

and the Division of Continuing Education at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, was primarily aimed at profes-

sionals who have done research in the area of violence

against women and who are seeking support for their

work.
"Forty-eight presentations were given touching upon

the topics of rape, battering, child sexual abuse, iiicest,

medical exploitation, pornography, and elder abuse," said

Peni, co-coordinator of the conference. The keynote

speaker was Ann Burgess, a van Ameringen Professor of

Psychiatric Mental Health Nursing at the University of

Pennsylvania.

"The people who attended the conference shared their

ideas and discussed various problems that they are fac-

ing", said Peni, adding that the conference was a great

success with about 150 people attending from over 30

states.

Peni and Christine King, faculty member in the divi-

sion of nursing and co-coordinator of the event, came up

with the idea of the conference last semester when a class

was being taught on violence against women.

"We decided that these issues concerning women were

ones that needed to be discussed and brought out into the

open," Peni said.

Plans are already in the making for the second annual

conference, Peni said.
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UP IN SMOKE-
Passersby were
treated to a flaming
spectacle Friday
when car, above,
began smoking and
burst into flames on
Commonwealth
Avenue near Boyden
Gym at 4:09 p.m. The
driver of the auto, a
University student
who police would not

identify, escaped
unharmed, police
said. The blaze, which
took Amherst
firefighters nearly 15

minutes to extinguish,

temporarily closed
the road and there

were no injuries,

police said.
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Speaker praises civilian watch
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

The official U.S. policy of contra-funded destruction in

Nicaragua can be countered by maintaining a continuous
presence of concerned American civilians in the war zones,
said an activist last night at a lecture at the Newman
Center.

Speaking about "The Effects of the Contra War Against
Nicaragua," Witness For Peace member Mary Dutcher
described her group's goals and discussed its

accomplishments.

"We go to areas of most tension," Dutcher said, referr-

ing to the Christian-based groups' initial successes in ceas-

ing hostilities near the Honduran border in 1983. "Since

then we've been sending long-term and short-term teams

into Nicaragua as an offering of friendship, and protest

against our government's policy there," she said.

The presentation, which included historical narrative

and slides of contra-inspired economic and social sabotage,

was an attempt to clear up the confusion surroundii.g the

potentially explosive international incident when she and

29 other religious North Americans were abducted by con

tra forces in Costa Rica near the Nicaraguan border last

summer.
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HARVEST MOON—All that is missing from this photo is the witch on her broom, as the

Moon hovers over Amherst last Wednesday night.

"We went to the Rio San Juan in an attempt to create

a demilitarized zone," Dutcher said. "This delegation dif-

fered from others in that we were responding in part to

a threat made two days earlier by contra commander Eden

Pastora."

"He issued a public threat that we were 'wolves in

sheep's clothing' and more 'politicians' than Christians,"

she said. "But we believe what the U.S. is doing funding

the contras is illegal, immoral, and not in the best in-

terests of the United States,"so the flotilla set off.

The group was shot at and intercepted by members of

the ARDE (Revolutionary Democratic Alliance), who took

the members hostage for 27 hours.

"We were marched to a little shack and told to wait.

Later a man arrived who said the kidnappers were not

the ARDE and that we were free to go." Dutcher said.

In the meantime, Witness For Peace members befriend-

ed their captors enough to ascertain their loyalties, which

were to Pastora, according to Dutcher. "The American

media confused this like they do most other Nicaraguan

issues," she said.

Dutcher said other examples of media misinformation

include the U.S. embargo of Nicaragua. "There is not an

appreciation in this country of how ugly our behavior is

to the rest of the world," Dutcher said. "We called on

everyone to embargo, but no one did."

mntinupfi from page 1 «

They must read

a brochure on risk groups and sign it. If determined a

member of a risk group they are not allowed to donate.

The second precaution involves a test for an antibody

called Anti-HTLV III (Human T-Cell Lyphotripic virus,

type III). This is the virus, discovered in 1983, that cases

AIDS.
If the test for this virus is positive it means the person

has been exposed to AIDS, not that they have it. Those
who have this antibody are not allowed to donate and are

referred to an alternate test site. There are nine such sites

in Massachusetts and one is located at UMass.
Those who have positive results when tested are

prevented from donating in the future also.

The Red Cross encourages those who feel they might

be carriers of AIDS to go to the alternate test site before

donating. Those at risk are "any male who has had sex-

ual relations with another male since 1977. Homosexual

females are not excluded unlpss they have had relations

with those males in the risk group," Popovsky said.

-kAIDS
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PART-TIME OPPORTUNITIES
MAKE YOUR OWN SCHEDULE!

If you know the basics of home construction or weatherization

(or even if you consider yourself to be "handy around the house"),

DMC Energy needs your talent to motivate area home owners to

save energy.

We have an immediate need for part-time energy auditors.

These are flexible positions which put you in charge of your

schedule. This is an ideal opportunity for anyone who wishes to

work, but needs a part-time position which won't interfere with

classes. No sales involved.

There is a three week training course (part-time). You will be

paid a stipend of $27.00 per each training day. Upon successful com-

pletion of training and passing certification tests, you will be given a

bonus of $125.00. Another bonus of $125.00 will be given you upon

completion of one month's service, provided you have performed

quality work.

There is a $16.00 payment for each audit completed, plus a

$5.00 expense reimbursement for each completed audit,

Our next training class begins on November 12. If you are In-

terested in the positions or would like additional information, please

: contact Ms. Temple at 1-800-332-2754 as soon as possible.

Tuesday Nov. 5 R-rated Hypnotist
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let us do yOur^

wash -dry -fold

and
hand pressing
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10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7DAYS 7AM 10 PM
549-t665

Quality
Laundry
11 Pray St.

Amherst, MA

HAIRCUTS

with this coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

65 University Dr.

Amherst, MA
549-56;i0

expires 11 30 86

TIN RYMS
Rte. 9, Amherst 256-1059

corner of University Drive

JUST
TAKE HISTORY.

HAKE
HISTORY

Be the generation to abolish nuclear weapons everywhere.

Join The Great Peace March.

No one under the age of 30 has ever lived free from the

threat of nuclear war. fVlillions believe that they will die in a

nuclear war within the next ten years.

There comes a time in history when young people must

take a stand and become the conscience of the nation. Students

can make the difference.

On March 1st, 1986, you can take a stand by being one of

five thousand people who will leave schools, homes, jobs, and

families to walk from Los Angeles to Washington, D.C. We wilt

walk 15 miles a day. 255 days. 3,235 miles. Our one goal; global

nuclear disarmament Nothing less.

We need you to make it happen. We need you to create a

citizens movement so massive that world leaders will have no

choice but to abolish nuclear weapons.

If you're eighteen or over, in good physical condition, and

ready to devote nearly a year of your life to peace, then step

forward Help turn hope into history.

Look for the Great Peace March representative on

campus today.

The Great Peace March YES! Card

Yes! I want to march Send me an application

Yes! I want to get academic credit for marching Send me information.

D Yes' Enclosed is my contribution of a $100 n $50 D $25 a Other $ _

Yes! I want to help Please contact me

Name

Address

Daytime phone
{

Campus

Gty State

Evening phone ( )

Zip

Mail to PRO- Peace

8150 Beverly Blvd . Suite 203, Los Angeles, CA 90048 (213) 653-6245

Please make checks payable to PRO-Peace Your contributions are tax deductible

~~THE GREAT^
PEACE MARCIL

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of .he individual v^^riter or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Founded in 1870

Abortion an ugly reality
I am a white female, 21 years old. This

summer, I got pregnant. This summer, I

had an abortion.

One does not get an abortion, one has an

abortion. And I will have this abortion for

the rest of my life. Before I became preg-

nant, I was pro-choice. And after the ex-

perience and the pain and the tears, I am
still pro-choice. Abortion is an option which

should be available to all women, but it is

not something I would recommend to

anyone.
The positive test results were not a sur-

prise: a week before I actually had the test,

my boyfriend and I discussed our options.

We talked about keeping the child and get-

ting married, we talked about keeping the

child and living together, we talked about

adoption. After we had decided against all

of those options, we discussed abortion. I

could not use the word "abortion" for

several weeks after the experience, and I

still have trouble with it. To me, it is

onomatopoetic; that is, it is a word which

by the way it sounds, descibes the ex-

perience. I always referred to my abortion

as "going to the clinic" or something like

that.
.

I had thought it would be an easy deci-

sion to make, an easy decision to execute.

Within half an hour after I received the

positive test result, I was on the telephone

to the clinic, making an appointment. Had

I waited any longer, I might have talked

myself out of it.

I was cornered by circumstances. I am a

college senior, and school was starting in

a few weeks. My family would not have

handled my situation well, had I kept the

child, and my boyfriend did not really want

the commitment of marriage, myself, and

a child.

At a time when I should have been total-

ly in control ofmy destiny—and the destiny

of a future human being-I was not allow-

ed to truly think for myself.

Ideally, I would have kept the child and

raised it on my own, or with the help of any

loving person who had come along. I cried

long, hard, and deeply for the child inside

me - the child I had to kill because it was

not conceived at a time convenient for me

and my circumstances. Each time I looked

into my boyfriend's eyes for help and

answers, all I could think was, "My God,

it would have had blue eyes."I cried for a

beautiful blue-eyed child I would never see.

But I felt happy and fulfilled; content,

almost, with the life inside me, knowing it

would have to be extinguished before much

longer. Even now, I have trouble being

physically intimate with a man without my
insides turning to stone and without think-

ing I have killed another human being as

a result of such intimacy.

This is what I did this summer. I killed

another human being. I was pried open like

a clam on a sterile operating table, and I

had the life sucked out of me by a man in

a green suit holding several auction tubes.

The tubes fed iuLr > bottle and the bottle

was not fully covered by that piece of green

cloth —I could see what they had taken

from me. I could see what I was never go-

ing to get back. I felt so damn helpless ly-

ing there flat on my back, pried open.

At the clinic, I hadn't cried until the mo-

ment the doctor said "you might feel a lit-

tle prick and then your ears might ring for

a few minutes." At that moment, there on

the table, abortion became more than a

word" it became real, an experience to be

dealt with.

While my ears rang because of the

anasthetic, the rest of me became a knot

of agonized flesh and bone. This is

something I will not ever forget in this

lifetime.

I don't cry as much anymore, but there

are times where I wonder about what could

have been. I have accepted my situation,

and I am receiving counseling. Nothing I

can do will change what has happened to

me, but I can make sure it will not happen

again. Never again should I have to make

the decision to end a human life. I unders-

tand that to some people, a four week old

fetus may not be a human life. To me it

was. Wait until you are given the chance

to carry life inside you to make that

decision.

I know abortion was the right decision.

It was the right decision for me, as a liv-

ing, breathing human being.

Due to the sensitive nature of this column,

the editor has respected the author's request

for anonymity.

Letters '

On mutually attractive diplomacy
The Right will apparently support any

atrocity committed in the name of "anti-

Communism," while the so-called Left

stands ever ready to apologize for exactly

the same crimes, so long as they are com-

mitted in the name of "Communism" or

"socialism."

Since World War II, both Communist and

right-wing totalitarianism has spread over

much of the globe, fostered by the com-

peting aims of American and Russian im-

perialism. Most recently, Ortega has void-

ed the most basic civil rights in Nicaragua.

His rationale for so doing was increasing

American diplomatic, economic and

military pressure on the Sandinista

regime. Thus did American foreign policy

provide Ortega with the perfect alibi for

repression.

In contrast to the paranoid defensiveness

that has characterized American foreign

policy for more than a generation, a true-

ly democratic foreign policy would support

popular struggles for self-emancipation

everywhere, while giving no support to any

government which obstructs the

democratic aspirations of its own or otner

peoples The first step toward implemen-

ting such a policy is to disengage from
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A future worth fearing

power politics and the arms race.

The superpowers now routinely violate

the sovereignty of smaller states, attemp-

ting to dignify their thuggery with names

like the Monroe Doctrine and the Brezhnev

Doctrine. Fortunately, there are counter-

vailing tendencies to this organized, world- •

class gangsterism.

In the last five years small but substan^

tial independent movements for peace and

democracy have developed in the East Bloc.

These groups operate under considerable

adversity, and they desperately seek sup-

port from the Western peace movement

and other democratic forces which they see

as their real allies in the West. The same

can be said of conscientious objectors and

trade unionists in Nicaragua. With a state

of emergency declared who is to defend

them? Until the Latin American Solidari-

ty movement stops apologizing for

repressive policies committed in the name

of "socialism," it will have little to offer the

American public but the backside of a tvi^o

dimensional, cardboard politics already

available from the Republicans.

Gabe Gabrielsky
Amherst

November 7th, 1988-Pat Robertson, the

candidate ofthe Christian/Republican Par-

ty, is elected President of the United States

on a platform of "Good Government

Through God." The following January...

"Hi everyone, and welcome to the 700

Club. I'm your host, Pat Robertson, and

this week we have a terrific show lined up.

Last week was our special inaugural show

from the Capitol steps, and tonight we're

coming to you live from my new oval office

in the White House. It is here that I'll begin

the job that God has given me: to save this

nation from the throes of its decadence, and

lead it down the path of moral

righteousness."

"Before we move on to my Cabinet ap-

pointments, let's bring out my Vice-

President and co-host ... Mr. Ben Kin-

chlow!! . . . How are ya' this week, Ben?"

"I'm feeling great, Pat. For once I'm pro-

ud to be an American, and I'm ready to

help my countrymen be righteous!!"

"That's terrific Ben, and now let's in-

troduce our Cabinet selections. My first

guest is a righteous man who for the past

20 years has displayed tremendous in-

genuity in the private sector. His tactful

treatment ofemployees and his Right-Wing

ideology make him a natural choice for

Secretary of Commerce. Ladies and

gentlemen . . . Joseph Coors!! . Joe, glad

you could join us on 700 Club tonight."

"My pleasure Pat, and might I add you're

looking particularly righteous tonight
. . .

I must say. As the new Secretary I proclaim

that to prevent Communist infiltration, all

workers unions are hereafter banned!!"

"Whew, well brother Joe that is indeed

a righteous thing you have done. Now mov-

ing on to my second appointment, the posi-

tion of Secretary of State .
Jeannie

Kirkoatrick!!"

"Thank you Pat. I like to think I've pro-

ven my ability in my previous stint as UN
Ambassador. Why I can still remember the

Bill Cole

night I dined at the Argentine Embassy in

the midst of the Falkland Island invasion.

And the time I voted wrong at the UN...and

one time when I was alone in the General

Assembly with the Nigerian representative

"Well thank you Jeannie, I'm sure your

stories will liven up our staff meetings. My
next guest tonight is making his second ap-

pearance on a Cabinet, having served brief-

ly in the previous administration. How

about a nice hand for the Interior Secretary

himself . . . Sawing' Jimmy Watt!!"

"Hi Pat, thanks for having me. I'm thrill-

ed to see righteousness again in the White

House. In fact, as I was sitting backstage

a vision from God descended upon me."

"Well that's great!! Would ya' like to

share it with us Jim?"

"Sure. It was a huge airport with miles

of runway, and on the terminal it

said'Yosemite National Park.' I knew then

that God has a job for me to pave the USA.

Also Pat I'd like to add that I'm honored

to be on a Cabinet that features a red-

baiter, a fundamentalist, a black, a woman,

and a . .

."

"Yes thank you Jimmy. My final appoint-

ment tonight is that of Defense Secretary

... Mr. Mark Hofmann. He's received

tremendous public acclaim lately for his

literally 'explosive' talents. What's more he

just recently switched from the Mormon to

the Baptist faith because, as he puts it: "I

saw the light ... a bright light." Mark will

be joining us as soon as he's released from

the Morman Medical Center.

"Well that's it for tonight. Please join us

next week when we outline oiu- national

policies with William Buckley Jr., Phyllis

Shafley, George Will and John Silber. God

bless you all and Good Night."

Letters

The merits of seatbelts, longevity
Baub Menzel hit the proverbial nail right

on the head when he described his "dream"

in Tuesday's Collegian that began with

"trying my luck at the intersection when

the light turned yellow." That's a game

most drivers in this State seem to ei\joy in

their waking hours as well.

The theme of Baub's "dream" was that

after he ran the red light, he was stopped

by the police (now you KNOW he was

dreaming; cops seem to ignore this nasty

habit) who harassed him for not wearing

a seat belt.

How about this scenario, which happens

in real life all too frequently in this state.

The "I-can't-wait" driver decides to try his

luck upon getting the yellow light, and

runs the red, whereupon he slams into

some poor fool who forgot to wait the man-

datory two or three seconds after getting

a green light. His luck runs out, and death

and/or serious injury are the result.

If I were a year round resident of this

State, I wouldn't need a law to force me to

wear a seatbelt. I find the idea of dying of

old age appealing.

David Johnson
S. Deerfield
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$59 .95
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BRAKE SPECIAL

ollegian photo by Neil Berkerman

Dee Dee Ramone playing base with the Ramones at the Student
Union Friday night.
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INSTALLATION INCLUDED
The Economizer muffler from Midas fits most

American-made cars and trucks Vour satisfaction

with this product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Muftler is

warranted by Midas torone year from the

date of installation and will be replaced

free of charge if it fails during this period,

expires Nov. 30th
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(under 7 000 Ib« I
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restore Ihrt system to operational condition are extra
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Lubrlcote backing plates
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FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

143 KING ST.
JCT. RTES. 9 & 1 1
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NORTHAMPTON
HADLEY

586-4840
586-9991
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Guess Who's Coming
To Campus?

Representatives from Walt Disney World Co. will be

on campus Tuesday, November 5, 1985 and Wednes-

day, November 6, 1985 recruiting for the spring ses-

sion of the Walt Disney World College Program.

Restricted to Leisure Studies students and

Hotel/ Restaurant and Travel Administration. These

students who are interested in co-op should contact

the office of Cooperative Education at 545-2224 for

further information.

//

OVvM Owwy Productioni

Ulalt lisneu Ulorfd
An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Office of The Chancellor
and the

Distinguished Visitors Program

proudly present

renowned paieoanthropologist

DR. RICHARD LEAKEY

speaking on

^The Makings of Man"

8:00 pm
Monday, November 4, 1985

Campus Center Auditorium

Uni\'ersity of Massachusetts at Amherst

Tickets available through the Fine Arts Center Box Officf

TUESDAY NOV. 26 R-RATED HYPNOTIST

Rte. 9,

Amherst
corner oT University Dr.
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HIGH STYLE at Low Costs

Even college students can afford

to look good at Marjon

also:

Tanning

and

waxing

Hoi'

start at

cuts.. $8.00

perm 38.00

foiling 45.00

shampoo/cut/dry 14.00

Marjon Hair Design

Mountain Farnns Mai

Rt9
Hadlev. Ma

586-4551
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ARTS
Ramones play *fast, hard'
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

The Ramones are getting

lazy, plump and middle-

aged but nevertheless put

on a really good show in the

Student Union Friday

night.

Still driven by the fury of

the 1-2-34 beat, yelled at

the beginning of at least

half the songs they played,

the Ramones played about

25 songs plus another six

during two encores. Open-

ing with "Teenage
Lobotomy" the songs spann-

ed all 10 of the Ramones
albums concentrating most-

ly on older material.

Lights flashing, guitars

banging, despite the crum-

my sound system the crowd

ate it up, and why not?

The Ramones were an an

tithesis to the arty, boring

FM radio of the 70s playing

loud, fast and hard. Com-
pared to hardcore, though,

the Ramones begin to lose a

little of their power. But on

more than one song Friday

night, it seemed like it

wasn't just in comparison to

hardcore that the Ramones
were slowing down. For ex-

ample, during "Blitzkrieg

Bop" Lead Singer Joey

Ramone was actually sing-

ing instead of yelling.

Guitarist Johnny Ramone
also played fewer leads and
except for climbing on a

block on the side of the stage

didn't move around that

much. If you'd been playing

the same songs for ten years

with the same chords, just

different words you'd be a

little bored too though.

Despite any complaints

that one could have, the

Ramones are always the

Ramones and therefore fun-

damentally infallible. I

mean, they are the Beach
Boys of the seventies.

Almost every song is short,

to the point, melodic.

Among the highlights of

the show were "Beat on the

Brat" (and not just because

Joey was wielding a

baseball bat), a wonderfully

unintelligable "Comman-
do" and, of course, the ir-

resitable finale "Pinhead".

Perhaps the lowpoint was
an unbelievably sloppy and

sluggish version of "Rock 'n'

Roll High School".

As for being plump, it was

hard to resist laughing

when Joey came on stage

having gained about 20

pounds and looking positive-

ly 10 years older than he

looked a year or two ago.

The truth of the matter I

suppose is that he really

looked his age.

Like the Grateful Dead they

may never change but they

are unquestionably still one

of the best dance bands

around.

The Neighborhoods were

about as tight as a three

piece unit can be for the fu-st

two-thirds of the set, but

they just don't know when
to leave the stage. They
have a really full sound

which rarely sounds as good

as it did on Friday.

Typewriter Paper, Typewriter Ribbons

Correction Fluid and much more!!

A-l-Hastings<,Inc
"Convmnimntly locatad in thm cantmr of Amh^rtt"

45 South PUasant Str»mt

OPEN: W««kdays S a.m. tc 7 p.m.. Sundays, S a.m. to I p.m.

Now's
the time
to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

mnnn
distinguished

Visitors program i

Simulcast

Campus Center 165-9

Applause - Aria - Burnslde - Caizone - Casio - CB-700 - Digitech - OOP - Embassy Studios

2nd ANNUAL WESTERN MASS.
MUSIC EXHIBITION/WORKSHOP

t

Nov. 10« 1985 10:00 am to 5:00 pm Nov. 11,1985

Sunday - Two Days - Monday
Parwick Centre - Chicopee, MA (Exit 5 ma. tpk)

$4.00 in advance (save a dollar) C3ood for

, $5.00 at the door . ADMISSION

$2.50 to all students ^^^ ^^vs

Admission charge applicable towards any purchase expires 1 1 /27/85

FEATURING CLINICS ON: Yamaha Drums • Zildjian Cymbols • Simmons Drums •

Guild Guitars • DOD Effects • Siel Keyboards • Digitech Rack Mounts • Sieko

Keyboards • Yamaha Sound Reinforcement • Kurzweil Keyboards • Yamaha DX

Keyboards, Ycams, Drum Machines sponsored by Fatcett, Music

For more information please call (413) 543-1002 ^'"^^ ^^^

1181 Worcester St. Holyoke Mall 69 Elm St. 543 Enfield St.

Indian Orchard at Ingleside Westfield, Ma Enfield, Ct.

543-1002 538-7970 568-8855 203-745-3737

iouos - suoujujis - l©!S - o^BS - usjqes - o>|By^ - |{eMZjn>| - aVM^I - PUnO - xejsoj

c

O

A UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events:

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Service.

Arts Council U^ Herter Hall S4S-0202
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GRAND OPENING
Friday Nov. 1

III

m PEKING GARDENWE WELCOME YOU TO

Wehopeto Introduce you to a new, authentic taste In Chinese cuisine.

We emphasize the use of different Chinese spices In making a dish,

such as fresh ginger root, scalllon, fresh garlic, pepper corn, star anise,

sesame seed, and of course, hot pepper. We also have a variety of

Chinese sauces made from assorted tieans and spices, will give a dish

Its unique, exotic flavor.

In our Menu we combine the most famous dishes from the south and

the north to enable you to taste a wide range of genuine Chinese cook-

ing. Our spicy dishes are prepared In three categories, mild, hot, and

very hot. Please advise your waitress which category you desire. Our

Chef has had 20 years of experience from all over the world, such as

Mainland China, Hong Kong, and New York City. Therefore, we

guarantee you the finest In Chinese cuisine.

We sincerely hope that you will en|oy both our food and service

We welcome your comments and criticism

MatuLtrin (f Surhiuus '''"/ tfinil .^

Luncheon Specials from $2.25 - $4.50

Mon-Sat 11:30 am - 3:00 pm (except Holidays)

Sunday Brunch served from 1 1 :30 am - 3:00 pm

$6.95 per person $4.00 per child under ten

Banquet Room Available for larger parties

Cocktail Lounge

For take out orders and reservations please call 586-1202

Sun-Thurs 11 am - 10 pm; Fri & Sat 11 am - 11 pm

48 Russell Street
Hadley, Mass. Oil

Butterfield

Information
Session

Any student interested in living in Butterfield for

the Spring 1986 semester should plan on attending

an information session. This information session

will be scheduled as follows:

Tuesday, November 5, 1985

6:30 p.m.

Butterfield Main Lounge

Those attending the information session will be

given Butterfield House Contracts and Butterfield

House Housing Preference Forms to sign. Ques-

tions: call the Housing Assignment Office, 235

Whitmo**e Administration Building, 545-2100.

Thank you.

MAIN STREET
MINI MART
Formerly Michael's Market

437 Main Street, Amherst

$2. OFF
Ballatore

Spumante Champagne

with this ad til 11/31/85

2 liter Coke

Only 99^
Limit 2 per customer

with this ad til 11/31/85

$1. OFF
Almaden

Golden Champagne

with this ad til 11/31/85

2 liter Coke

Only 99^
Limit 2 per customer

with this ad til 11/31/85

Serving You Daily 8 a.m. - 11 p.m.i

STAR MARKET
CO-OP

OPPORTUNITIES
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WORKING IN AN EXCITING

BUSINESS IN THE SUPERMARKET OPERATIONS FIELD?

well if YOU are, we at star Market would like to talk to you.

we offer an excellent co-operative education experience

with outstanding benefits, pay (6.87 per hour to start),

ao hour work week, as well as excellent career oppor-

tunities as a result of a successful co-op experience, we
are interested in talking to students from all majors.

we will be on campus for an informational session on

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7 at 7:00 PM
inS.O.M. Roomll2.

interviews will be held on NOVEMBER 8.

TO find out more about Stars co-op program,

please contact Co-op Program, 5-2224 today!

STARMARKET
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

!Monday, November 4, 1985!

Doonesbury
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

OKAY, THB A LIBRARV
P00R!59TIJCK, OH.MIKB.

3UTI THINK. tVeAUAJAV^
7HArsl>eU- WANTBPA

BRARY U0RAf^'

Weather

TODAY:
Cloudy with a 40 percent

chance of drizzle or rain,

temperatures 50-55, with

easterly winds 10-20 mph.
TONIGHT:

Rain and fog, low in the mid
40s.

TOMORROW:
Periods of rain, high in the

mid 50s.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

NO MORE KINKY 5€CRemRie6 /
NO MORe Lonea dvocK-
BR0KeR6 / 7W5 BOV HR5
BeeN pRommp /

600(^56 KNOWS. I've

HflP JUSTftSOUr

eNouQH OF Twse
OOOFY, liVHfT^, (/PFSR-

MI{?CH£-CiA5d

(/KMN TYPeS..

r^
^^;

< V̂*VyyT<<fJ

mneuman

New WEMPf

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

OF OFF C<^roPui MvyitJO."

fboD i

^K/0 moiT OF AtL
Voo're: K/or 'RoTHSKet)

By r//^ C4nPtiJ Mokse"

TO

Menu
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Tuna Oriental/Chow Mein
Noodles

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Tuna Oriental/Chow Mein
Noodles

DINNER
Barbecued Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak

BASICS DINNER
Barbecued Chicken

Egg and Cheddar
Florentine

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled by Trude Michel Jaffe

o

IT'S
m:\

DID
YOU

V GET

We're Making A

All Unsold
• BOOKS
•Are going back to

*the Publishers NOMK

NOWb the UNIVERSITY SlGTvf-

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
(a)pnN6icaipiantDidC(

MON-FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Photo
Workshop
Michael Gordan,

photographer for the
Springfield newspapers,
will give a photo workshop
and critque prints at 7 p.m.

tonight in Campus Center
room 905-909. Mandatory
for Collegian
photographers; all are

welcome.

Writing
Workshop
For all new staff and cor-

respondents at 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday in the newsroom.
This counts for staff statxis!

ACROSS
1 Liberal or

martial

5 Toss, the dice

9 Warming
beverage

14 Wish you
here

15 Entertainer

Adams
16 Grown up
W Belter than

19 Alter a while

20 Ending with

Brooklyn

21 Ennui

23 Sauce lorio

mein
24 Lethargy

26 Pacrdc Coast
shrub

28 With a mystical

meaning
31 Power ot lilms

34 Haberdashery
ottering

37 Positive

39 Blessing

40 Clodhopper
41 Interrupt.

at a hop
42 It

Secret Jo
Staftordhil

43 Chip in

44 Magnum —

—

(maater work)

45 Tough slutl

46 Altruism s

opposite

48 Martinique

peak
50 Single

52 Way out. to

Barnum
56 Bath or door

Item

58 Splendid

steed

61 Greek letter

62 PiKieish

64 Ration one s

use of

66 Bearer ot

bundles ot |oy

67 Hudson Bay
Indian

68 Employ
69 Regret lul

70 One ot the

Ladds

71 Hankerings

DOWN
Look forward to

Right-hand

page
More faithful

All

iready)

Transformed
Redolence

7 Kind of wire

8 Yorkshire city

9 In a tranquil

way
10 Harem room
1

1

Abandons
restraint

12 Larder staple

13 Given '

18 Nearly

22 Like porridge

25 Dietary need
27 Third party,

often

29 Theiig !

.30 Clown
32 And Then

There Were

Christie classic

33 Chemical
compound

34 Wings
35 Carol or

canzonet

36 Capable ot

38 Face the day

41 One with

promise
45 Sign, in music
47 Chichi

49 Heavy
51 Capital of

Bangladesh
53 A Muppet

54 Cut
55 Units of

loudness
56 Jumble
57 Choir member
59 Actor singer

Ives

60 Virginia

willow

63 Kind of verb;

Abbr
65 do I love

you .

ANSWERTO PREVIOUS PUZZLE;

I liilii lil^Bii III' I nWAlHlE

11/4/8S

I ! 1 4

1
S b 7 1 i 10 n 17 1]

14 IS 16

IT i« 19

?0 I " 7? 1" [~
?4 ?S ||M ?•>

7« 71 30 31 17 1.1

n ]^ 16 IT 1»

1
;|ii

)0

1
41 4?

<] 4« «n

n Tn r- 4<l BHI
SO SI

1^1
S7 SI S4 S5

M ST SD S? iO

I
it

6? ^^

1

b4 &s

if, ft7

1
61

it TO M

•^19$$ I M AmrH*^ Itmrt SvntfkM* ii/4/a5

^
VII76 ^
CO D

%. .^m'#f#
J7:

r o OAY
RE C OR ot>

7»t t^O. 25 5- '=*201
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RENT/\NRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vtfis Also AvaUable

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

^ 549-2880 ^

mmtmmmmmm

Tuesday Nov. 5 R-rated Hypnotist

bSrISr
In Store Special:

FREE Pitcher of

Soda or Beer

with Large Pizza

Monday thru Thursday
(Free Delivery begins at 4:00)

175 University Drive 256-8147

y t WITH THIS COUPOrflffcM^M^I [

JBSnSKfM^
Rte. 9, Amherst 256-1059

corner of University Drive

m

NOT JUST FRIES!

THEY'RE HOMEMADE
IN NATURAL PEANUT!
OIL WITH THE SKINS

"

STILL ON!
I

'WITH ANY
JUICY BURQER

I
OR SANDWICH
BETWEEN

IIAM'n'lePli M-F

IHOURSflHHI\ 7-10 M-F /
I

\7-3 S-S/

StretchYour SiuiiisDonar Witli

Petar Iota's StrattOB Pfountain

h^M
^>^

Ir
'W.\^^'^^

'0^

^M
1^
^~'»::t

nr
^.

Peter Pan Bus Lines and Stratton Mountain are offering a special

ski pacluige this season. . .a way to further stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiing fun.

Arrival at Stratton Mt.: 9:00 a.m. • Leave Stratton (It.: 4:30 p.m.

Peter Pan s Stratton Mountain Express round trip service is

available Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.

Package Includes:

Round trip transportation and a days lift ticket for just $25.00

Tuesday, Thursday and $27.00 on Sunday. . . less than you d pay

for a lift ticket alonel A great value to stretch your skiing dollar

and your skiing fun. Advanced reservations only.

Tickets available at all local college campuses and at thf Peter

Pan Bus Lines Atlantic City OfTlce. Tot further information on

pick up points and reservations. ,

.

Contact: The People Professionals

UmimclUanBumLinaa, Inc.
1776 Main St., P.O, Box 1776

Springfield, MA • 781 2900 Cxt, 253 rj^^rpy
MA Toll rree 1-800-332-8995

"""

DISCOUNT HEALTH and BEAUTY AIDS

191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst

253-3534

Sale prices in effect thru Nov. 9, 1985

$$$HOP THESE
9

FOR $$$AVINGS1

AQUA NET MOUSSE
5 oz.

or

SOFT & DRI ROLL-ON

SO
.v><

O^'
P^^

99'

or
COVER GIRL LUMINESSE

LIPSTICKS
your choice

save $1.00

$1.49

MAXIUMUM STRENGTH
PAMPRIN
16 capsules

save $1.20

Clalrol

CONDITION

PANTYHOSE OFFER
IB" MAIL '/*l!;£ U» TO »J 00)

Qb.
TAMPON 30 s

Ob

obL
only

$2.55

I

I

2 oz. tube

$1.88

save $1.07

Monday, November 4, 1985«
.Collegian n

ii:football rolls

The key play was a forty-

four pass play from Palazzi

to junior John Crowley. The
flanker streaked down the

left sideline and outjumped
UConn cornerback Kevin
Johnson at the 11, coming
down with his 18th recep-

tion of the season.

Crowley burned UConn in

the first half, catching 4

passes for a 103 yards. On
the day he had 6 for a

career-high 126 yards. He
was named to the weekly

ECAC all-star team.

UMass opened the second

quarter as Neri plunged a

cuntinued from page 12

yard to cap a 93-yard drive

with 6:43 left. The march
took 5:51 and was
highlighted by a Palazzi

pass to Bart Fuller that

covered 31 yards.

Cornerback Chris Wood
and Rundle made it

academic with interceptions

in the final two UConn
possessions.

Volleyball wins tourney

?J-^-:, HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amherst, MA
253-7018

Worthless (coupon g

Buy a big one B

get a JR Beef

at full price!!
Worthless Coupon B

MINUTEMAN
MUTTERINGS:
Linebacker John

McKeown had 11 tackles

and recovered two fumbles

. . . UConn cornerback Jerry

Mcintosh was taken off the

field in the fourth quarter in

an ambulance with chest in-

jury . . . UM Safety Paul

Platek cauf^ed two fumbles

. . UMass ran 18 more

plays then UConn and had

the ball 11:34 more.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

volleyball team achieved yet another

milestone over the weekend. For the first

time in the team's history, the

Minutewomen captured the MAIAW
state championship, defeating the

Massachusetts Institue of Technology

15-4, 15-6, 15-11 in the finals.

UMass, 31-6 on the season, defeated

Wellesley College 15-3, 15-4, 15-10, in the

semifinals.

"We did what we had to do to win it."

said head coach Elaine Sortino. "It was

just a great performance."

In addition to winning the state cham-

pionship, freshman setter Juliet Primer

and freshman middle hitter Barbara

Meehan were named to the MAIAW All-

Tournament first team.

Saturday's victories puts the

Minutewomen in a good spot to gain a

possible at-large bid to the Division II na-

tional tournament, and also enhances a

possible bid to the East Coast Athletic

Conference playoffs later this month.

Women's swimming wins first

By FRED NADEL
Collegian Correspondent

A rejuvenated University of

Massachusettes women's swimming team
opened its season with a 91-49 victory over

the University of Vermont on Saturday in

Boyden.
The squad led from start to finish in a im-

pressive performance. "It felt good to beat

Vermont after a close six point loss last

year," said UM coach Bob Newcomb. "The

victory shows the improvement from last

years squad.".

Four freshman—Lori Carrol, Mellisa

Waller, Regina Jungbluth, and diver Deb

bie Mullen claimed victories in their first

meets for the Minutewomen. Carrol swept

the butterfly events winning both the 100

and 200. Waller won the 100 breaststroke

and Jungbluth captured the 200

breaststroke. Mullen after finishing third

in the one-meter diving, but came back to

win the three-meter diving.

Junior co-captain Allison Uzzo was also

a dual winner with victories in the 500 and

1000 freestyle events. Co-captain Sue

Freitas was first in the 50-yard freestyle.

Also adding a win was transfer student

Kris Henson in the 200-yard freestyle.

"There were some very fine swims today,

some that will appear in the UM all-time

top 10 list" Newcomb noted.

Newcomb also said that he was proud of

all the swimmers who contributed to the

victory and hopes the team can improve on

their performances against the Cata-

mounts. With contributions from all team

members, UMass seems to have a well-

rounded attack capable of victories in all

events. The team takes on Smith College

in Northampton on Saturday.

November is Career Planning Month
Information sessions and interview sign-ups in November:

EMPLOYER

EVENT

IBM

Open House
Note: ?> resumes

required for admission
Meet recruiters & sign up
for Nov. 13 interviews

Nov. 12

STAR MARKET

Info Session

DATE
TIME/
LOCATION
MATnR<5 EE. ME, IE, CS
iVlAJUn^

Mktg, MIS, Acclg

10 am - 4 pm
CC 162-75

Nov. 7

7 pm
SOM 112

Finance, Tech Writing

HRTA, Food Mktg,
Mngmnt & related

WALT DISNEY
WORLD

Info Session

Nov. 5

7 pm
CC 805

LS&R. HRTA

'..'•yXv-'.--'

A}} npftorfurnti^ fn futti *nit dhnuf si>t»r nffhr ro-nps in ijnur wnjor!

OFFICE FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
University Career Center 545-2224

m

W^

BUS DRIVINgIoBS!!
Train in January to start work in February!

UMass Transit Service will hold an

APPLICATIONS MEETING
Thursday , Nov. 7th at 7:00 pm

CC162
The first 125 people will receive applications.

You Must —
- be 18+ years old

- have had a driver's license for a year
- have 2 + semesters left at UMass

YOU POSTIVELYMUST BRING PROOF OF YOUR
CLASS YEAR TO THE MEETING.

The ONLY acceptable proofs are schedule, transcript, or

letter from the Registrar.
For more info, call 545-0056. UMTS is an AA/EO employer.

">

m
./'.vy.-.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days pnor to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

Racquctball Court Time Now Available

DownUiwn Amherst. Individual or grouf;

memberships. Call 2ft3 2528 fnr deUils

The Office of the Chancellor and the

Distinguished Visitors Pro(fram present

Paleoanlhropologist Richard Leakey
tonight CCA 8:00 simulcast CC165

Outing CUib Meeting, 7:00, tonight room

TBA trips and gen announcement*. Slide

show Grand Canyon rafting. All welcome.

Amateur Radio Asiociation meeting

Tuesday Nov 5 7 PM 109 ELah all

members and nonmembers welcome talk

to t)»e world!

AUTO FOR SALE

COMMANDO BOB

Thanks for that wild night of iungle lac

tics, L/Ove and Kisses. List night's Lucky
Winner

ENTERTAINMENT

TURN THE
club/party D.J
r»tes 586 9691

TABLES professional

5 yr experience. Lowest

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment Agencv for

the best party this semester. IM's, large

screen video, rentals. 549-7144

Santa needs elves - lelite nulRoing in

dividuals neede<l to wprk 15 wkdys Apply

at Job Matching in Hampshire Mall or call

584-8889

Free meals in exchange for lunch and din-

ner set up & clean up. For more info call

549 106,3 ask for Heidi or Tammy

Mcrehandiaer 20 hours per week $4 41/hr

call between 8-5 need car 584 2050

Student Nuract. Appl^ now to work dur-

ing semester break. Good earnings, plus

experience in your field. Weekend and

morning work available now. Call any

time. Medical Personnel Pool 586-7365

A Faces package at Bay Banks Triangle

St. on Sat 10/26/85. If v<>ii have info nlea-s*-

(-'! K"n at 2.^3-7805. After 6:00 PM. The
book is important.

MUSIC

Attention Bands Muaieians Fmhasssy
Recording Studio offes 16 track stale of

the art recording for less. Great for demo
24 hours ,549-7640

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Cases, papera, diaaertationi. theacs, on

campus, dependable, outstanding quality.

low rates. 584-7924

REWARD

Loit two silver heart charms in Central

read forget me not call .546 1106 Heather

TRAVEL

tapes Amherst
RIDERS WANTED

PERSONALS

FOR RENT INSTRUCTION

Cheer up Julie A! Your roommates need

and love you! The Gang

Cheap Bus to

weekend, Friday
545-2145

Boaton, 19.50.

11/8. 12 noon
long
Can

Interested In a trip around the world'
I'll W leaving in .lanuary for 6 monthi-

Looking for adventurous travel oompii

nions. Call Greg 2.53 5618

Take a Break on the French side

Skibreak's January trip In Tignes/Vn
d'Isere in the French Alps includes RT air

fare (Swissair). Transiers. AcrommodH
tinns, .Skipass (116 lifts), Slalom race^

cocittails for $740/7 nights in resort

Skibreak: 203 3,54 6059

1>74 Saab NLE automatic. In good condi

tion. 1900. 253 7393

Sunderland, 1 bdrm apt, on busline,

420/month. everything included. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

FOR SALE
72 Duster new heater, brakes runs great

560 firm 549 1269 or 6-6042 Paul

1»77 Red Chev Camaro good condition

AM FM cassette stero 2 extra new tires

$900 or BO call 549-0462 evenings

71 VW Faatback rebuilt engine good body

new muffler floor battery snows no work

rwjuired $850 BO &-0720 or 549-0362

Is ii UiM you can buy jeeps for $44

through the U.S. Government? Get the

facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext

6931

A

Lab Series lOOw guiUr amplifier exc

$275 or BO call Rob .549-4141

Univega 12-ipeed completely set up. Ex-

tra everything $200 ,549-038,5

Bicycle built for two. Molnbacane 10

speed. $400 1-467-7877

Bartending riaatcs starting Oct 28
covers all aspects sign up in Credit Free
Workshops Tower Lmrary

its

at

Zoem - Where are you?

from you - Blue Eyes
Waiting to har

ROOMMATE WANTED

Tutoring Scrvicci for Biology

prerequisites. $5.00/hr. Cafl

665-3088 at any reaiionable hour.

and

GREAT YOGURT

BUS DRIVING JOBS!

Dumon, StMjrflcId, Colombo, Moun-
tainhigh, and Brown Cow yogurt. . .only at

the People's Market

HELP WANTED
UMaat Trmnait Service is lookmg for

several part-time drivers. ApplicanU must

be UMass sludenU carrying 6 or more

crediU in a degree program. Class II

license required. ?.ls.-!ir.K pay is tLWrhr
Call Bud or Jenny at 545-00,56 for more in

fo, or apply in person at the Bus Garage.

CAREER DAY ^
WcdncMlay No* llth over 3' ompanies

represented. Presentations, lur-heon, and

career fair. Luncheon lickeU on sale now

in SOM Lobby thru Nov Hlh all majors

welcome

"CASH*

PayiHff caah for your baseball cards call

Mike M6-6I0S

Accounting Clerk Butterfield kitchen for

the Spring semester minimum commit-

ment is one academic year. 6 hours/week
$4 25/hoiir with free room and baoni. Ap-

K'ications are available at the Butterfield

itchen Office and are due by 5 pm on
Nov. 1, 1985.

On campus non-work study MWF 7-nnon

call Jane at 546-6889

Entry Level Marketing position flemhle

hours. Solid pay abd commission pnviuc

tion orient.eo job in multi-million dollar

area company. Interview by appointment
ojntaci David Stansel 584 3.596

Part-time, on-call work with Menial
Health Agency. Hours to suit your
schedule 536 5473, 9 am 5 pm

LAST CHANCE FOR SPRING

Apply now for a full-time intcmahip at

the iLegal Services Office for the Spnng.
1985 semester. Aid attorneys in client in-

terviews, preparation of court forms,

maintenance of continuing ca."wload, giv-

ing advice and referrals and investigations

and research. Up to 15 crediU may be

received from academic departments.

Gain valuable experience in the legal pro-

fession while working on campus No
previous exf>erience in the legal profession

necessary: training provided^ Deadline to

begin the formal application process is

November 6. For further information, call

Mary at Legal Services. ,545-1995

Lost black and white male cat with black

fluffy tail Anywhere from Presidential to

Tow'nehouse. Please caII ,549-4462

Lost eve glaaaet w/black case, please call

Scott (i-4f05

Set of keys in tan Fcndl caae loat. Very
impnrunt! Please call Sheryl 2,56-1645

Wilson Tennis Raouet. Must find o>> will

flunk tennis class! Any info call 2,53-7357

RTng loat two pearls sentimental value
549-' 717

I love you C^eno Lliwonc!

Sugarbush Ski Week! Hotel $149 see Ski

Club now 545-3437

MD We lust after your grandfather hat

Meet you in the darkroom at noon. Sweet

Young Things

To Raggedy-Ann Got your nie»»^j
remember, timeless love will break all

walls. To my Paisley Love Affair, The

Berry

Chritsy and Winnie - Thought you would

never see it? Well here it is and it says it

all. Thanks for being Ihere-I would never

survive without you both! Love always.

Nance

Yo Derek "the lax" McEntee: This is a

voice from your past. . .let's get together

sometime before our tinoe here is up. Call

me at the Collegian. I'll buy the first

round! JB Lang

Keith P. You're hot! Happy B-day love

your P.P.

Caryn - You want a personal? You got it!

Happy Birthday! Caroline

Catherine Happy Anniversary you are

very special and 1 will love you forever

Ijove Christopher

Happy BIGday. MrthDOOR!

Rich, A person does not a nation MAKE
Relationships rely on tolerance not on

hate. Conoe back when us ymi can

tolerate. Your so-called lone-on-one)

friends? Bonnie, Lisa, Mary. Tony, Tom

Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideally

located in Amherst Ctr 774-2740

To share 5 bedroom house in Belcher-

town. Own room, on bus route (stops right

in front), $165 plus utilities. Available im-

mediately. Call 2,53 5.390 after 5 pm

1 bedroom available in Amherst house

with country setting for I female or cou-

ple. $195/1.56. 2.56-1700 keep trying

Quiet couple looking to share 2 bedroom

af)t completely furnished call after 6 pm
,549-6237

SERVICES

TAILOR Alteration Eipcrt Same Day
Servirt- Available SHAANN'S Rt 116
Sunderland Open 8 am 665 3878

COINS 1X3/121 tutoring 5.00 per hr
former 123/121 grader Alex 2.561239

Campus cordinator for January Skibrea^

to the French Alps travels for free! (1/15

Miles/Skibrt«-ak (203) 354 6059 PD

TYPING A WORD PROCESSING

Ne»t day service. TYPE-RITE. 2.53 5lT
QUALITY TYPING, lying or short pm
jecls. Will correct grammar. s|>»-llmg, *

punctuation. Meticulous proofreading
New IBM typewriter. 5490367

WANTED

Wanted take over leaae in 2, 3, 4 beHroon
apt reward negotiable call 546 8822

Reggae/Thrash Guitar & Drumme:
wanted call Geoff 586-7845

WANTED TO RENT

Quality Typing
Reas(!nable rates.

Heather 2.Vi 3163

by Professional.
':onvenient. Call

2 females looking for apt or roomprefe
in N Amherst area. Start Jan or Sprint

call 546 5,'>26

Sunday Night SUff
What can I say'' You giiys are bad!

Just kidding, you're amaxing!

BethAnne

service. After 2 pm I 467 7877

T^Mg, Tape TranacriptlMi. Fast, ac

curate. Available almost anytime
6667652

SPRING BREAK 'M

Register now for Spring Break 'St in Ft

Ijiuderdaic/Diivtnns Boarh' Cnces from
$199. A $.30 deposit guara;itees your
reservation (plus more!) Take until

January 29 to pay balar" Pick your own
roommates, fcxtrasi • Mike ,'>4h-9i»a9

Hey Rob CatalanoH
We'll have a party, when you do
your laundry We'll do the dishes.

Us

KarinT
Here's to those late nights and ear-

ly mornings!

I'll miss you next semester'

lyove your typing roommate, Kel
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Basically, football rolls on, 21-7
The MassachusettsDaily

A RKUlSTEKKli STl l)tNT (iK(iASlZATI(»N NEW ENGLAND'S LARGKST COLLEGE DAILY

UM wins 4th straight at UConn,

Palazzi and defense star again

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

STORRS — Winning is becoming basic

for the University of Massachusetts foot-

ball team.

There was nothing unusual about Satur-

day's 21-7 victory over the University of

Connecticut before 11,340 at Memorial

Stadium. Freshman quarterback Dave

Palazzi sparked the offense by running for

two touchdowns and throwing for 212

yards while Division l-AA's best defense

held the Huskies to 276 yards and a mean-

ingles touchdown.

Just good, basic and winning football

from a team that after nine games last

season would've done anything for a vic-

tory. 1984 seems a long time ago.

UMass, 6-3 and 3-1 in the Yankee Con

ference, won its fourth straight. The

Minutemen are assured of their first win-

ning season since 1981. The UMass defense

is now allowing a mere 9.2 points-per-game

while the offense upped is average to 17

points-per-game (23 with Palazzi).

"It was a good win for us," said UMass

coach Bob StuU. "They had beaten us two

straight and we wanted to keep things go-

ing this season. We're becoming a pretty

good football team."

Rhode Island, however, put a damper on

UMass' celebration, dumping New Hamp-

shire 30-20 in Kingston. The Rams, at 4-0

in the conference, have claimed at least a

tie for the conference title and a berth in

the NCAA playoffs. Even if URI loses to

UConn on Nov 16, their 10-7 victory over

UMass earlier this season would put them

in the tournament.

UMass could get in via an at-large berth,

but must win its next two games to do so,

home against Delaware this Saturday and

at New Hampshire the week after.

"They're all big ones now," said Palazzi,

who had his best day passing, hitting on

13-of-23 while running 13 times for 51

yards and the two scores that won the

game. The freshman quarterback now has

six touchdowns on the season to lead

UMass.

The Minuteman defense meanwhile paid

the Huskies back for the 504 yards they

ran up in a 21-16 victory last season. Nose

guard Mike Dwyer (six tackles, a sack and

a pass break-up) and linebackers Todd Run-

die (who was named conference defensive

player-of-the-week with eight tackles and

three sacks) and Vito Perrone (14 tackles)

helped punish UConn, holding them to

negative two yards of rushing in the first

half and just 85 on the game.

"We were fired-up," said Rundle, a 6-3,

225-pound sophomore that is quickly

becoming one of the East's best

linebackers. "We felt we could pressure

(UConn quarterback Peter) Lane and force

him to make mistakes. Things are really

coming together for us."

Things came together for the UMass of-

fense in its second possession as they mar-

ched 80 yards in seven plays, scoring on a

Palazzi option keeper that went 11 yards

with 4:59 left in the first period.

continued on page 11

Minutewomen
are perfect, 5-0

Soccer (15-0-0) awaits tourney

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

15-0-0

Undefeated.

Untied.

The number one University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team ac-

complished what no other soccer team has

ever done at UMass as they disposed of

unranked Springfield College, 5-0 to end up

a perfect regular season in front of 1,000

fans at Boyden Field, Saturday.

"This is something you dream about. I

didn't think it was possible," UMass coach

Kalekeni Banda said. "This is great."

Sophomore midfielder Carolyn Micheel

had two assists to set a new single-season

record of 13 on an afternoon honoring

senior co<:aptains Sue Bird and Jamie

^^S%SOT\.

Playoff bids for the 14-team NCAA tour-

nament will be awarded today and it's ex-

pected that UMass will receive one of the

two byes and the Minutewomen will host

a NCAA quarter-final game either Nov. 16

or 17.

"We've made history, " Banda said. "The

kids did a great job. It was a lot of hard

work."

"We have a real sense of accomplish-

ment," Watson said. "It's a great feeling.

It hasn't really hit me yet. I'm sure as time

goes by it will be more special. It's real

special right now."

The Chiefs were hopelessly outmanned

by the Minutewomen who scored twice in

the first 15 minutes. Micheel got her first

assist of the day crossing the ball to Deb-

bie Belkin for a goal with 6:06 gone in the

game.
Micheel broke Kelly Tuller's 1978 record

seven minutes later when she chased down

a loose ball and crossed it front of the net

to a waiting Monica Seta and the 2-0 lead.

Springfield had the most success using an

offsides trap that caused UM to be caught

offsides 12 times, nine in the first half But

UMass recovered by dumping the ball and

outrunning the Chief defense.

Cathy Spence faked out the Chief goalie

Danielle Trinceri to give UM the 3-0 lead

with 15:20 to go in the first half. Cathy

Cassady's goal amde it 4-0 and Kristen

Bowsher's second penalty kick of the year

(the first was against Adelphi) made it 5-0.

It was a physical game in which Beth

Roundtree (back spasms) and Chris

Schmitt (bruised shin) had to sit out.

UMass outshot the Chiefs 13-2 and Jan

Holland made two saves.

Bird and Watson were honored before

and aft^r the game as the lone seniors on

the squad. "It f6els really nice to end on a

good note," Bird said.

Now the second season begins.

SOCCER KICKS:Banda played the en-

tire roster in the game, giving all of his

players a chance to savor the undefeated

season . . . the Minutewomen did not allow

a goal at home this season . . . the Final

Four is November 22-23 at George Mason

University in Virginia.

%

Collegian photo by l)«rek Roberts

Massachusetts forward Cathy Spence (right) readies a head pass

against Springfield College at Boyden on Saturday. UMass was an

easy 5-0 winner.

Minutewomen lose second straight

UConn downs field hockey, 2-1

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Connecticut ,
without a doubt, is the

number one field hockey team in America.

Senior midfield All America Janet Ryan scored her

tenth goal of the season midway through the second halt,

snapping a 1-1 tie and ending the fifth-ranked Universi-

ty of Massachusetts upset bid over the nation's top-ranked

'^ey are number one," University of Massachusetts

head coach Pam Hixon said. "They use each other well,

and pass better than anyone, that's for sure

The Huskies scored early .
jumping on the board just five

minutes into the game as Tracey Fuchs, UConn's leading

scorer scored her twelfth goal of the season, deflecting a

drive past a diving Kathryn Rowe.

Despite having only two shots in the first half, the

Minutewomen, now 11-4-2 and losers of their last two

games, struck back ten minutes later as junior forward

Lisa Griswold scored her ninth goal of the season, shov-

ing a loose ball past UConn goalie Laura Eby.

"They are the best team we've played this year. I'm

disappointed to lose but they are an excellent team, and

we've got nothing but respect for them," UMass' senior

All-America Megan Donnelly said. "But I'm glad we

played them and got experience against them before the

tournament. I hope we get another shot at them."

Men*s soccer falls

to Maine, 2-1

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team

saw their NCAA playoff hopes severely damaged, los-

ing to the University of Maine, 2-1 in Orono on Saturday.

UMass, now 14-6, entered the game ranked third in

New England. Maine was fourth. Only the top two teams

are given berths into the tourney, although UM has a

slim chance at an at-large berth.

Maine scored the first two goals to lead 2-0 at the half

as Jay Hedelund and Torin Dudley tallied. UMass mid-

fielder John Shannon scored at the 60:23 point of the se-

cond half, assisted by Ferdie Adoboe and Brian Sullivan.

UMass goalie Sam Ginsburg played well, making 11

saves. The Minutemen play their final game of the

season on Wednesday, hosting Harvard at 2 p.m.
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HONORS ABOUND—Parento and students walk near Amherst College's monument at Memorial Field contain-

ing the names of Amherst alumni who have died in wars this century.

Mt. Holyoke advise divestment
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADLEY- The faculty ofMount
Holyoke College voted last night to advise

immediate divestment of the college's over

$14 million in stock it holds in companies

operating in South Africa.

At their November meeting, over 100

faculty members approved a resolution to

send the college trustees an advisory, call-

ing for divestment of college stock in 26 cor-

porations doing business in South Africa

- including General Electric and General

Motors.

Mount Holyoke trustees will meet on Fri-

day and Saturday, when they may act on

the resolutions, Lu Stone, associate direc-

tor of public relations for the college said.

The trustees in 1981 and 1983 divested

$500,000 worth of stock in two companies

doing business in South Africa.

"1 don't think it (divestment) will bring

"/ don't think it (divestment) will

bring down apartheid. I think its im-

portant on a symbolic level
"

—Eugenia Herbert, Mt. Holyoke

down apartheid," Eugenia Herbert, a

Mount Holyoke faculty member who pro-

posed the resolution said. "I think it is im-

portant on a symbolic level.

"Those who oppose apartheid in South
Africa are tremendously dependent on out-

side support and encouragement."

A committee of three students and three

faculty members will meet with the

trustees on Thursday to discuss divestment.

All schools in the five-college area -

Amherst, Hampshire and Smith colleges

and the University of Massachusetts have

either divested their stock in companies do-

ing business in South Africa or are meeting

with groups proposing divestment.

Before the faculty meeting, students

handed out leaflets encouraging divestiture

of the stock which is part of Mount
Holyoke's $84 million endowment.

Study origin of man "on the Move"
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The science ofdetermining man's origins

is "once again a science on the move," said

paleontologist Dr. Richard E. Leakey, in a

speech last night.

Leakey, speaking to a capacity crowd in

the Campus Center Auditorium, said "in

the past few years, even months, we have

been making extraordinary

breakthroughs." In Kenya, he said, his crew

had unearthed the first clearly human
skeleton, dating back 1.6 million years.

More than 80 people also viewed the

speech on closed-circuit television in an ad-

jacent room of the Campus Center

"We're actively looking for fossils in the

context of understanding what led them to

undergo adaptations," Leakey said. In a

press conference before the lecture, he noted

that the advent of bipedalism. the ability

of primates to walk upright, marked the

"first genesis in human life."

Leakey addressed the concept of the

evolution of man, saying "there are a good

number of people who have trouble pro-

nouncing the word, never mind thinking

about the implications of the word." He

said, however, that the conflict between

religion and evolution is less of a burning

issue than it has been in the past.

"We know enough to be as certain of

evolution as we are of gravity," he said.

Leakey said humans bear closer genetic

resemblance to chimpanzees than horses do

to donkeys. "The notion that all forms of

life are part of a grand design for humans

is as silly as the idea that at the top of the

evolution tree is the male Caucasian."

Leakey said humans evolved in terms of

functions, such as the use of hand tools.

"The presence of stone tools suggests that

their makers had the ability to concep-

tualize them, something that is not present

in other primates," he said.

"Stone implements have been traced to

a point in time consistent with the expan-

sion of the brain," Leakey said. The in-

crease in brain size is one of the

characteristics that eventually distinguish-

ed primates from humans.

Leakey said his recent discovery of the

human skeleton at Lake Turkana in Africa

would be outlined in the next issue of

SCIENCE magazine. His colleague,

Kamoya Kimeu, who made the initial find,

continued on page 4
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U.P.C.tohost

show in

coffee house
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Union Program Council will schedule at

least one show in the Campus Center Cof-

fee House this semester, ending a disagree-

ment between the Campus Center Board
of Governors and the Food Services Ad-

ministration, said Alex Zucker, board

chairman

The disagreement between the BOG and
Food Services, according to Zucker, centered

around who has the last word in the

scheduling of acts in the Coffee House.

Food Services vetoed a UPC request to

book the Violent Femmes for Sunday, Nov.

24 because "they had improved their

business (in the Coffee House) since the

beginning of the semester and didn't want
the show to disrupt their progress," Zucker

said.

Richard Ellis of Food Services would not

confirm the existence of a disagreement
with the board, saying only "We have

always worked together in the past with

student groups and will continue to work
with them in the future."

Zucker said the matter was not resolved

until he met with Ashoke Ganguli of Aux-

ilary Services Friday afternoon, and ex-

plained the irrationality of Ellis' position.

"I told him that, in all possibility, the show
would be great publicity for the coffee

house, " he said. "And Ashoke said 'It

sounds good to me."

Ganguli said one of the problems had to

do with the short advance notice given by

the BOG, but he added, "Whatever dif-

ferences we had, we ironed out."

Ganguli said he was not worried about

the concert chasing away the Coffee House's

regular clientele "They'll come back. Some
of the regular customers may even go to the

show." he said.

UPC Talent Coordinator Lance Foley

said, "One night in the (Coffee House) will

not change anything for the semester.It

would be absolutely ridiculous to think one

concert on a Sunday night will make
students, who go there for coffee and to

study, say 'We can't go there anymore. We
won't know if there will be a show tonight."

Although UPC has been given clearance

for the night of Nov. 24, Foley said he will

not know for sure until the end of the week
whether the Violent Femmes can be sign-

ed to play in the coffee hou.se. If they are

signed, both Foley and Zucker .said they ex-

pect the 750-seat Coffee House to sell out.

CoUcgian photo by Scott M»|fuir«-

Dr.Richard Leakey.
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"Ronald Reagan is more of a politician

than he is a fundamentalisU"
^Dr Richard Leaky, speaking at the

Chancellor's house yesterday.
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WORLD/NATIONAL
Summit agenda planned
MOSCOW (AP)-

Secretary of State George

P. Shultz met with Soviet

Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevardnadze for nearly

eight hours yesterday to

plan the agenda for this

month's U.S. -Soviet summit
meeting, which is expected

to focus on arms control.

Shultz arrived with a let-

ter from President Reagan
to Soviet Leader Mikhail S.

Gorbachev, but its contents

were not disclosed.

Shultz and Shevardnadze

talked from noon, through a

"working lunch," until

about 7:40 p.m. at the

elegant foreign Ministry an-

nex.

Rozanne Ridgway, U.S.

assistant secretary of state

for European affairs, refus-

ed to characterize the

meeting or say whether pro-

gress was made.
"We went through the

whole agenda and
everything on it," she said.

Shultz was to meet today

with Gorbachev, whose call

for a 50 percent reduction in

American and Soviet
nuclear weapons was
followed by a new U.S.

arms control offer announc-

ed by Reagan last Thurs-

day.

Shultz planned to hold a
news conference after

meeting with Gorbachev

Town votes on recalling

Board of Selectmen
WAREHAM, Mass (AP)-Voters got the chance to

make state history yesterday by voting to wipe the slate

clean and oust their entire Board of Selectmen as the

result of zoning dispute.

"There's a deep undercurrent rumbling. I think the

recall will be successful," said Elsie Towne, editor and

publisher of the town's newspaper, the Cape Cod Indepen-

dent.

Two months ago, the recall petitioners in this town of

15,000 surprised many, including the selectmen, when

they produced 1,887 certified signatures, more than the

amount necessary for the recall election to be scheduled.

Ten candidates are running to replace the incumbents.

Last spring, the town zoning board refused the select-

men's request to withdraw a building permit from a local

contractor. The contractor, Marty Johnson of Bourne,

took his case to court and won.

The selectmen, lead by Lionel LaCasse, appealed the

case and lost, but they delayed in giving Johnson permis-

sion to begin his project.

"I'd have to say that the Marty Johnson case brought

everything to a head," Ms. Towne said.

"All they've done is to make decisions that are un-

popular with a small group in town. The recall is

ridiculous, and it's obstructive," he told the Boston

Herald.
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What do Lynn Marie Bibby, David Eckoff

and Liz Berman all have in common?
They're all Umatel Subscribers'

Lynn Marie and David saved 27% on their

long-distance calls in September and
October' Liz saved 26%'

Isn't it time you looked Into Umatel?

All you need to qualify for Umatel,

is to be a dorm resident.

University Tslecommunications D^pt.

602 Qoodall

A O»»coonl»d Long-OltUnct T«l«phon» S«rvlc«

for RMtdvnIlal Sludtnli

and depart Moscow Tues-

day night, said Ms. Ridgway

and Bernard Kalb, the State

Department spokesman.

Shultz told reporters

before arriving in Moscow
that the Unit^ States and

Soviet Union were still

"quite a difference apart"

on strategic arms control

issues.

Sakharov talks tofamily
NEWTON, Mass. (AP)-Soviet dissident

Andrei Sakharov, speaking with relatives

here for the first time in six years, said

yesterday he is recovering after losing 44

pounds during a hunger strike that might

have prodded the government into allow-

ing his wife to come to the United States

for heart surgery.

Sakharov, 64, and his wife, Yelena Bon-

ner, 62, were contacted by his step-

children and mother-in-law by telephone

in Gorky, where he was exiled in 1980.

Sakharov 's voice on the phone was a

surprise to the family, which had schedul-

ed the call last week following reports

Mrs. Bonner had been given permission

to once again leave the country. She has

been abroad three times for eye treat-

ment, most recently in 1979.

Mrs. Bonner plans to go to Siena, Italy,

at the end of the month to consult with

an ophthalmologist about her eye pro-

blems, then to Boston for coronary bypass

surgery, her children said.

Mrs. Bonner's children said their

mother and stepfather apparently were

reunited Oct. 23, just before Mrs. Bonner

was granted an exit visa. They said he

had apparently been in a hospital during

his hunger strike.

"They want us to know he is alive.

That's quite clear," Tatiana Yankelevich,

Mrs. Bonner's daughter, said when ask-

ed why Sakharov had been reunited with

his wife for yesterday's call.

Mrs. Bonner's children said they believe

the fast and the pending summit between

President Reagan and Soviet leader

Mikhail S. Gk)rbachev led to the permis-

sion for their mother to leave.

"They did not want him on a hunger

strike during the summit," said Mrs.

Yankelevich.

But Efrem Yankelevich, Mrs. Bonner's

son-in-law, said his mother spoke

cautiously about her trip, and could not

specifically say why she was allowed to

leave.

Washington(AP)—Vitaly
Yurchenko, a high-level

Soviet KGB officer who
defected to the West in

August, has redefected to

the Soviet UNion, a

spokesman for the Senate
Intelligence Commitee
said yesterday.

The spokesman, Dave
HoUiday, said he was told

by the Central Intelligence

Agency about Yurchenko's

change of heart. The
Soviet Embassy in

Washington called a news
conference late yesterday

afternoon and said Yur
chenko would appear
there.

CIA spokeswoman Patti

Volz refused to confirm or

eny the report.

BUS DRIVING JOBS!!
Train in January to start work in February!

UMass Transit Service will hold an

APPLICATIONS MEETING
Thursday , Nov, 7th at 7:00pm

CC162
The first 125 people will receive applicatiorw.

You Mutt —
• be 18+ years old

' have had a driver's license for a year
- have 2 + semesters left at tIMass

YOU POSTIVELYMUST BRING PROOF OF YOUR
CLASS YEAR TO THE MEETING.

The ONLY acceptable proofs are schedule, transcript, or

letter from the Registrar.
Fo)r more info, call 545-0056. VMTS m an AAIEO employer.

Student senate will examine dissatisfaction
By JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A motion asking the Undergraduate Student Senate to

give a no confidence vote to Speaker John Ruddock has

been submitted on tomorrow night's agenda after two of

the senate's committees voted the speaker no confidence.

A no confidence vote usually serves as a signal for the

speaker indicating that members are not satisfied with

the speaker's performance, for whatever reasons brought

forward during debate. In many cases, an overwhelming

no confidence vote usually results in the resignation of

the officer in question.

The motion submitted for full senate consideration is

sponsored by Jordan Rosner, budget committe chair. He
said Ruddock has repeatedly left motions off the agenda,

has little knowledge of parliamentary procedure, and in-

Meeting raps
rape prevention
on campus
Bv SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

The second meeting of the Sexual Violence Prevention

Network took place yesterday and members looked at one

educational approach to rape prevention on campus.

Kathy Alexander, director of the Everywoman's Center,

presented a sample of the center's program on rape educa-

tion, as she discussed what the program involved and

showed the film titled, "Beyond Rape: Finding an End to

Sexual Assault."

"With the workshops we give, what we are trying to do

is find out where the students are in regards to knowing

and understanding what rape is,"Alexander said.

Alexander explained that frequent misconceptions

students have is that rape is a sexual act, that rapes oc-

cur between strangers, and that attractive or "pretty

women" are most the popular victims of rape.

"Two-thirds of rapes occur indoors, and seventy percent

of rapes are between aquaintances," Alexander said, ad-

ding, "Date rape is the most popular kind of rape at this

age (19-22), and at this university." Alexander also explain-

ed that "rape is never a sexual act. Rather it is agression

which is being acted out sexually."

Within these workshops which take place at the

Everywoman's Center, in residence halls, and at the re-

quest of campus and community organizations, Alexander

said she tries to show women ways they can feel safer from

rape, but also that "there are no guarantees. Everyone is

vulnerable to rape," she added.

"We also talk about the basis of a society which condones

rape. How does this society image women? What is the

system that supports this? And, why have we gotten to

this point?"

Coordinator of Men Against Violence Against Women

(MAVAW), Bob Bureau said he is in the process of asses-

ing campus needs and is working with the Coordinator

of Greek Affairs, Bob White to possibly provide workshops

for fraternities and sororities.

terprets SGA by-laws to his liking.

Ruddock said his "foundation is one of unity" and

blames certain senate members, particularly those ask-

ing for a no confidence vote, of putting personalities in

front of issues.

Last night, the Coordinating Committee, made up of the

six SGA chairs and senate officers, had a special meeting

to examine "various issues that needed to be dealt with

for the effective functioning of the senate," Ruddock said.

The issues. Ruddock said, included a pending resigna-

tion and two SGA appointments.

However, several members walked out of the meeting

after calling for quorum, when a motion calling for full

confidence of Ruddock was brought up for debate

The full confidence motion, submitted by Ruddock

himself, was never considered because there was no longer

quorum.
The motion asking for full confidence of Ruddock was

stopped because "the make-up of coordinating committee

does not represent the full senate," said Mark DeNyse, co-

chair of the coordinating committee. DeNyse said he walk

ed out "to stop this motion (full-confidence of Ruddock)

from going on."

Ellen Breslin, a member of the coordinating committee,

said the no confidence vote approved by the two commit-

tees will "do more harm to the student senate than the

situation it is in now." She said the senate has lost its prin-

cipal interpersonal goals and that certain members are

"acting like brats."

The committee's votes and the walkout of the coor-

dinating committee is a reaction to la.st week's senate

meeting which was adjourned by Ruddock when he could

not sustain order.

Colleftian Photo by Scotl Maifuirf

BREAKING IT IN-The women's basketball team works out in the newly refurbished Curry Hicks Cag&

The 'new' Cage opens Saturday, Nov. 23 when the men's team hosts the Merrimack College iri »*» season

opener. The Cage, which seats 4200, laid down cement and a new plastic floor over the old dirt floor

as it underwent a $3,2 million renovation. It opened originally in 1932.

Halloweengoes smoothly
By JEANETTE DeFORGE

Collegian Staff

Despite University of Massachusetts ad-

m.instrators relaxing the Halloween policy

and allowing students living in residence

halls to have guests for the first time since

1982, the police did not have an unusual

ammount of arrests last weekend.

"We handled a lot of minor calls but

nothing earth shattering," said Robert

Joyce, UMass police chief.

"The Ramones concert (Friday night)

caused quite a few problems," he added.

Three cars caught fire Friday in two

separate incidents, UMass police reported.

Two cars, a 1973 Ford and a 1974

Oldsmobile caught fire in the parking lot

outside of Chi Omega Fraternity. The fire

started in the Ford and it spread to the

Oldsmoblie which was next to it, police

said.

A 1975 Cheverolet Impala caught fire on

Commenwealth Avenue The fire was caus-

ed by a faulty transmission line, police said.

Both fires were extinguished by the

Amherst Fire Department, police said.

In other police reports:

Two 19-year-old men were arrested early

Sunday morning on Lincoln Avenue and

charged with receiving stolen property,

police said.

A student and a Roslindale resident were

seen driving with a table desk in the open-

ed trunk of their car. They were stopped and

police discovered the desk, valued at $130,

was UMass property.

The Roslindale resident was also arrested

on a default warrant and charged with

transporting alcohol as a minor, police said.

A 21 -year-old Somerville resident was ar-

rested Friday night in the bathroom of the

Student Union Ballroom and charged with

possession of cocaine, police said.

A 25-year-old Brockton resident was ar-

rested Saturday night in parking lot 22 and

charged with driving under the influence

of alcohol, driving without a license, driv-

ing an unregistered and uninsured vehicle

and attaching licen.se plates, police said.

Incense burning in a discarded flower pot

caused a small fire in Washington Tbwer

late Sunday night. There was no damage
continued on page 4

CoUefllan r now by ScoM Magulrc

HPAT RFPAIRS-Workers continue yesterday on restoring heat to the Cam-

nus Jente^hoS. As of last night, most rooms had heat but those that didn't

had space heaters. All the rooms had hot water. ^^

Journalist speaks today
South African journalist Benjamin

Pbgrund will be visiting the University of

Massachusetts tomorrow as a guest of the

Journalistic Studies Program.

Pogrund, correspondent for the Boston

Globe and former deputy editor of the now
defunct Rand Daily Mail, will speak to an

Introduction to Journalistic Studies course

in the morning, and he will spend the rest

of the day on campus touring and speak

ing with students, faculty and staff.

According to Professor Howard Ziff, direc

tor of the journalistic studies program here,

"Pogrund is in the area visiting friends, but

he will also meet with campus media, jour-

nalism faculty and local journalists."

The Rand Daily Mail, renowned opponent

of the aparthied policies of the South

African government, closed last spring

after 83 years of publication. The official

reason for closing was the paper's financial

losses. It lost $7.5 million in 1984 and $23

million over the last ten years. Forty per-

cent of the paper was owned a corporation

owned by Harry Oppenheimer, a wealthy

American businessman.

JILL LANG
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Striking teachers force

cancellations of classes

TEWKSBURY, Mass. (AP)-Striking teachers forced

cancellation of classes for 4,500 public school students

yesterday, with round-the-clock negotiations scheduled to

begin later in the day in an effort to draw up a new con-

tract.

Edward Farley, acting superintendent of the school

system, said school was cancelled for a third day when not

enough teachers reported for work to assure safe opera-

tion of the system.

He said school was tentatively scheduled for today, pen-

ding the outcome of negotiations.

Richard Mousseau, president of the Tewskbury

Teachers Association, which is bargaining for the 273

public school teachers in the town north of Boston, said

the union stood fast by its pledge, "No contract, no work."

He said although talks with the School Committee had

been productive, "We are still what we consider miles

^art on money."

The teachers, who have been without a contract since

Aug. 31, went on strike Thursday and Friday, closing

elementary, junior high and high schools.

Teachers and school officials had met with a state

mediator Sunday night until 11 p.m. without reaching an

agreement.

"We don't go back to classes until we have an agree-

ment," Mousseau said.

Mousseau said there had been "nunimal, but some" pro-

gress.

ifLeakey ^^^^^_^^^^^ continued from page 1

was recently cited by

the National Geographic Society for his contribution to

the science of human evolution.

Leakey, the son of Louis and Mary Leakey, pioneers m
African anthropology, never completed high school. He has

received two honorary doctorate degrees of science and is

the author of Origins of Man. In 1983 Leakey authored

a seven-part series, "The Making of Mankind,' for the

British Broadcasting Corporation. He has been the direc-

tor and chief of the national museum of Kenya for the past

18 years.

i^police —^^^—^^-^— continued from page 3

done and the area was ventilated, police said

Jewelry valued at $205 and $8 were taken from a room

on the second floor of Baker House Sunday afternoon. The

door was closed but unlocked, police said.

A 12-speed bicycle valued at $450 was reported stolen

Saturday afternoon from the fourth floor of Cashin House.

It was left unlocked in the lounge of a suite, police said.

A 1980 Yamaha motorscooter was stolen early Friday

morning from parking lot 32. It was found three hours

later in the Kennedy Tbwer driveway It was not damag-

ed and was recovered by the owner, police said.
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What if

youdoritget
into the

grad school
ofyour choice?

Of course, you may get into

another school, but why settle?

Prepare for the LSAT. GMAT.
GPE. MCAT or any grad school

entrance exam with the best test

prep organization— Stanley H
Kaplan.

Pbr ncady 50 years. Kaplans
test taking techniques have pre-

pared over 1 million students for

admission and licensing te.ts of

all kinds. So caJl. Why go to just

any grad school, when you
C£in go to the nght one'

KAPLAN
S1*Nll < .A, CErjttBiTr.:

The world's leading

test prepoi^anizatjon.

358 N. Pleasant
549-5780

ENROLLING NOW
for Dec LSAT/GRE

Nnw there i a heller uxiy In iHicalinn in Bermuda —
ihe island ofpink sand heaches. u^irm lurquoise

wolers, and eastj-ening charm uilh a Brilixh accent

Now you can hecome a member ofour exclusive

vacation cluh. and enjoy your own collage here in

our private coloHy.

It's a rare opporlunily to own in Bermuda, for a

fraction of the cost you might expect. And it comes

With all the trimmings - including private suimming.

tennis, dining and heach facilities, plus a Robert

Trent /ones golf course next dmn

To learn how you may applyfor membership,

please contact us in Spfld. at il.i-7S9-7Hi6

n^e- St Georqe's CluB
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Adegree
of caring.

For people who care about people-

teachers, counselors, health and human
services professionals— Northeastern Uni-

versity has a special place where you can

obtain the knowledge and skills needed

to help others. BostonBouve College of

Hunnan Development Professions.

You can reach out and further your

career with Master Degree programs

that include;

Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction

• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation

• Special Education

Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Eclucation

• Physical Therapy
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &

"ROQTOlVr Audiology

OVJlJ jL KJJLm Doctoral and non-degree certification

,^^— vv ^ m' I
programs are also available.

Tj||T T\/Tr For more information and a free catalog,

MJX^KJ V M.J
call (61 7) 437-2708 or write to Boston-

O Northcasfern Lnivtrsity Bouv^ College at the address below.

Graduate School, Boston Bouve College of Human Development Professioiis

107 Dockser Hall.Nofiheastern University, 360 Huntington Ave ,
Boston, MA 021 15

N'.r-hpasiprn University ,', a« "qu,*! oppol ^,r.:\yiaff«n^.v,ve act.on educational institution and en^ploygr
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Random thoughts—autumn
Taking a stroll one clear autumn day,

nostalgia sets in.

Fall used to be getting to school with
leaves stuck on your tights from joyfully

stomping through them on the way.
Fall was jumping in the jumbo leaf pile

after spending all day raking with Mom
and Dad. And then watching more blow
over from the neighbor's yard just minutes
after you had filled the last Glad bag.

Fall was anticipating trick or treating

from Sept. 1 on and hoping wouldn't be so

cold you'd have to wear a winter jacket and
cover up your costume. And defying Mom
and not wearing a jacket anyway, coming
down with pneumonia for three weeks
afterward in first grade.

Fall was going to your grade school

harvest fair, getting your face painted and
selling balloons.

Fall was picking out the pumpkins-one
large one for the family and one each for

the kids-carving the same face with

triangle eyes and nose every year. Even
though everyone else opted to create

monsters and other evil characters.

Fall was not minding when all your
classmates called you pumpkin head
because of your hair color, since at least it

was in season.

Fall was going apple picking with your
family and a few others, eating the fruit

constantly so you could try every kind.

Then never wanting to touch another piece

when you got home with five bushels.

Fall was having your hands get numb
playing outside but never wanting to go in

anyway.
Fall was having the Concord grapes in

the backyard ripen and learning to like

them, even though you preferred the white

seedless kind. And then helping Dad with

the jelly project, making out the labels for

the jars all the relatives would get for

Christmas.

Anne McCrory

Fall was dressing up like Pilgrims every

Thanksgiving, wearing "maxi-dresses," as

they were then called, and Dad's handker-

chiefs for head gear. Then playing the part

by crumbling bread for the stuffing and

peeling potatoes.

Fall was collecting colored leaves for the

table and then having to throw them away
because they were covered with ants.

Fall was getting excited for a class trip to

Plymouth Rock, only to find the stone en-

cased in a fence so you couldn't even touch

it

Fall was making candleholders with

acorns that always ended up in the attic.

Fall was being honored, at age 9, to par-

take of the annual family fishing trip for

flounder in Quincy Bay. And abdicating

that honor two years later, when you were
considered old enough to bait your own
hooks.

Fall was not minding that the days were

getting shorter since there were cozy fires

in the fireplace to look forward to. And you

always were a night person, anyway.

Fall was checking to see if your ice skates

fit for the upcoming winter and learning

that your younger sister had bigger feet

than you did.

Fall was placing bets on when the first

snow would be and then never winning

because no one had designated a prize.

Fall is getting sentimental as you're

about to graduate from college and wishing

for a moment that the years hadn't passed.

Then realizing, that with the memories in-

tact, it's time to move on.

Anne McCrory is the Colleginn Mnvngivq
Editor.

Polluted thought processes
One of the things I do when I have an

hours or so of spare time is help

MASSPERG collect signatures. MASSPIRG
is trying to put four binding resolutions on

the 1986 ballet: The first would require

hazardous waste sites to be cleaned up; the

second would allow mail-in voter registra-

tion; the third would set up a consumer

utilities board to keep utility rates down;

and the fourth would reduce acid rain. For

the most part this is a very rewarding ac

tivity and I would encourage anyone who

has a moment of free time and a desire to

make a difference to give it a try.

However, every now and then you come

across people who are so out of touch with

reality that they make some pretty funny

comments, and I thought I would share a

few of the more humorous ones with you.

When asked why he didn't want to sign

the acid rain petition, a well-dressed young

man replied "Industry should be allowed

to pollute because they breathe the air like

everyone else—if it causes cancer, they'll get

it toa" I almost chipped my tooth from grit-

ting my teeth. Sure, they breathe the crap,

but they rake in the profits from not dispos-

ing of their waste properly, while the rest

of us lose our lakes, trees, and even our

buildings to acid rain.

Already six percent of our lakes are

acidified. Another ten percent are likely to

go within the next decade. What we really

need is federal legislation, but since

Massachusetts produces thirty percent of

its own acid rain, this is a start.

"Well, it would hurt the economy" he

replied. Not true. Japan has installed the

most up-to-date pollution control equip-

ment with no obvious ill effects on its

economy. As he was walking away I shouted

"I hope your house dissolves."

Another person signed the acid rain, con-

sumer utility board and mail-in voter

registration petitions, but refused to sign

the hazardous waste clean-up petition. His

reason, "ya gotta dump the stuff

Lawrence Soucie

somewhere." How about disposing of the

stuff properly? Even if you care nothing

about the earth, or how many people will

die, it is still much more economical to pre-

vent an aquifer from becoming con-

taminated than it is to try and clean it up

once it is polluted. Already 40 towns in

Massachusetts have been forced to drink

either bottled water or purchase water from

another town. Look at the town of Woburn,

the site of one of the worst dumps in the

nation, with little kids dying of leukemia.

"I'm from Woburn" he replied. I just stood

there, speechless.

Then there was the religious old lady who
said "acid rain is from heaven and anj^hing

from heaven can't be bad." Ha Ha Ha. If

acid rain is from heaven, then God lives in

a smoke stack and has horns.

Or how about the fatalist who said "acid

rain is going to fall and there is nothing wre

can do about it—signing your petition isn't

going to help." Out of all the excuses, the

fatalist bothers me the most. It may be true

that the most anti-environment President

in history is now in office, but he only has

so much power The vast majority of what

he has tried to do has been blocked by the

Congress. Even among his own party the

President has little support when it comes

to the environment.

But it is true: without national leader

ship on these issues the final solution

might be years away. We've got to try, least

the prophecy of Chief Seathl come true in

out lifetime: "And to harm the earth is to

heap contempt on its creator The whites,

too, shall pass—perhaps sooner than other

tribes. Continue to contaminate your bed,

and you will one night suffocate in your

own waste"

Lawrence Soucie is a Collegian columnist.
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The perils of wanton lust
There is a saying, not original with me,

that states there are three kinds of people

in this world: those who make things hap-

pen, those who watch things happen, and
those who wonder what happened. In my
better moments, I am one of those who
watch. Lately what I've been watching is

the desperate politics of federal aid for abor-

tions and for AIDS. It seems to me that the

desperation has less to do with medical care

than with the horrendous thought that so-

meone somewhere might have to put a lid

on their sexual urges.

I emphathize with that de.speration and

I realize that moral discussions are small

comfort when we're talking about giving up

sex, but I think there are more than enough

mundane, pragmatic reasons to keep one's

pants on.

Tb start with, there's venereal disease. Ac-

cording to University Health Services,

there are 14 different VD's one can pick up

during copulation. Furthermore, it is now
possible to get AIDS from almost any class

of society—gay or straight, heroin addict or

not. Officials at the Center for Disease Con-

trol in Atlanta say the germ mutates so

quickly they don't beleve it is even possi-

ble to abolish it, and they calculate that 50

new, worse viruses will develop from it.

VD isn't the only medical complication

from intercourse. For straight couples, the

evidence indicates a strong correlation bet-

ween sex and pregancy. No birth control

device is 100 percent effective, and even the

ever-present panacea of fix-it abortions has

been known to fail. In fact, abortions have

other surprises: long-term psychological

trauma is attested to by thousands of

women who had their babies aborted.

Those fortunate enough to avoid the

$400.00 abortion bill or a case of the clap

have other things on their minds. When

two people share the most intimate parts

of their persons, there's a level of trust and

vulnerability which is unique in the

human experience. How does it feel on the

morning after (or the year after) when
"sweetheart" goes their own way? Most

people I've talked to feel either rejected or

u.sed. Others have to live with themselves

knowing that they willfully rejected or us-

ed a lover. Some party.

What makes people subject themselve-s to

this kind ofabu.se and emotional turmoil?

Is an hour in the sack worth being in bon-

dage to lust or loneliness? There are so

many students getting their weekly or

monthly "fix" of sex that an e.stimated one

quarter of the women graduating from

UMass will have had an abortion. Amherst

is so proud of its liberated politics-

liberated from everything but its gonads,

as far as I can tell.

Such politics have a heavy price I unders-

tand that two billion federal dolhu-s just got

funneled into AIDS research. I have no

doubt that it was the right thing to do, but

two billion dollars could feed a lot of hungry

people. Instead it's going to research a

heartbreaking problem which resulted

from thousands of horny people having

their own way. Who knows how many
millions of tax dollars have been spent to

abort babie.s?

Abstention is hard. I'll be the first to ad

mit that there are few things as gratifying

and affirming as a night with the love of

one's life. But it's not worth .sacrificing

character and peace of mind. God knows,

it's not worth it. Maybe one of these days,

if enough people can be woken up, we can

abolish the idea of sex as a national

sacrament.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.
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New & Used Cars
Truck* & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTMG

- Same Day Results -

Services xnax an
fr—, Conlidential, Cartng

& Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shops

Upper Level

"Al/ in all I can
honestly say
working in

Washington D. C.

was incredible,

"

said a recent UMass
student who
interned at the

State Department-
Bureau of Public

Affairs. "It was by
far the most
exciting &
rewarding
experience
of my life.

"

Internships are

available for all

nnajors on campus.
To plan YOUR
internship contact

I the University
Internship
Program. 16 Curry
Hicks 545-0727.

StKtchYourSkfingDoOar With

felar tmis ittrattiMi nauntain

V .-^

HAVEIDE
PABTY ON OUR HAYWAGWJ

DAY OR NKHT. BONFIRE

AND PKNK AREA PROVIDED

For laforflUtlM

and Reacrvathms

CALL 247-9098

WEST
HATFIELD

STABLES
RTE. 5, Wett Haindd. Na

4 mllei north of Northampton
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Peter Pan Bus Unes and Stratton Mountain are offering a special

ski package ttiis season. . .a way to fiirtlier stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiing fun.

Arrival at Stratton Mt.: 9:00 a.m. • l^ve Stratton lit.: 4:30 p.m.

Peter Pan's Stratton Mountain Express round-trip service is

available Tuesday. Thursday and Sunday.

Package Includes:

Round-trip transportation and a day's lift ticket for Just $25.00

Tuesday, Thursday and $27.00 on Sunday. . . less than you d pay

for a lift ticket alonel A great value to stretch your skiing dollar

and your skiing fiin. Advanced reservations only.

Tickets available at all local college campuses and at the Peter

Pan Bus Lines Atlantic City Oflfice. Tor further information on

pick up points and reservations. .

.

Contact: The People Professionals

RmimjcBMnBumLinaa,Inc.
1776 Main St., PO. Box 1776

Springneld. MA • 781-2900 Ext. 253

MA Toll rree 1-800-332-8995
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Hcrreirs Ice Cream ^^-^<fe
Iho'nai Maikaiploc*
Old South SI Entfonc*

Norlhamplon

Op*n Noon 1IH II lO iun Thun
No 111 nil Midnigrit Frt a Sot

586^837

Nov. 5th

• copies CopyCat PnHFsi^
* Binding
* Enlargements
and Reductions

"When, the copy is as important as the original"

* Resume Writing
* Word Processing

* Printing
* Typesetting
* Flyers

We use the Xerox 1090, the latest technology by Xerox.

549-3840
.e»^*>

LU

r>Bay
1^ Banks

Triangle St.

CopyCat
Print Shop

228 Triangle St.

2ncl floor above

Computer Works

Hours: 8 am - 12 pm M-F
11 am - 7 pm Sat

12 pm - 9 pm Sun

Introductory

Autofeeding

Special A COPY THRU SUNDAY
NOV. 10

BLACK AFFAIRS
Apartheid still aproblem
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

We may not have heard much about apar-

theid lately, but it is still a problem. The
violence between black South Africans and
the white minority leaders of that country

has increased to the point where whites

who live in residential areas are no longer

safe in their own neighborhoods. Jour-

nalists and photographers are being attack-

ed by white South Africans because they

feel that all the attention being drawn to

the violence by the press, incites the blacks

to riot even more.

Whether this is true or not is not the

issue. The issue is what are people doing
and what can people do to bring an abrupt
halt to this appalling situation.

Groups of students, citizens, business

leaders, and even entertainers are showing
their displeasure against aparthied. "Sun
City", a single released by various recor-

ding artists calling themselves Artists

United Against Apartheid, opposes the

segregation of audiences in Sun City, a Las
Vegas type of city in South Africa.

Locally, the sorority of Delta Sigma Theta
and the fraternity of Kappa Alpha Psi of

the University of Massachusetts are hop-

ing to get 100 thousand signatvu-es on a

petition stating that the American people

do not agree with Reverend Jerry Falwell's

view that apartheid is not racist.

The red ribbon campaign sponsored by
the Office ofThird World Affairs is still go-

ing on strong. Thousands of ribbons sym-
bolizing the bloodshed and struggle of black

South Africans have been given out to

students £md faculty.

Everyone can do his or her share in show-

ing their support against apartheid.

Whether it is attending a rally, wearing a

ribbon, buying the "Sun City" single, or

simply putting your signature on a i>eti-

tion.

Announcements
The prestigous brothers of Kappa Alpha

Psi Fraternity, Inc, would like to invite all

young gentlemen interested in their

fraternity to a Smoker. The Smoker will

be held promptly at 8 p.m. on Thursday,

November 7, in room 809 of the Murray
D. Lincoln Campus Center on the campus
of the University of Massachusetts. Pro-

per dress is required.

The Jessi B. Cox Charitable Trust of

Boston has awarded Hampshire College

a second grant of $86,000 in its support

of the minority student outreach and

scholarship program.

For more information, contact Nancy

Sherman or MariaW Duncan at 5494600

ext. 780.
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Writing a Paper.?

I
Want Help?

I
That's what we're here for. I

I
THE !

I
WRITING CENTER

\
iMon, Thurs 7-9 pm: i

I
Pierpont(SoWest)|

I Baker (Central) a

iTues, Wed, Thurs 3:30-5 pm: h

j Bartlett 101

5

Wed 7-9 pm: Bartlett 101
^

2C3C

MOI\l£V MOTIUATED?

?^<i» s^:::^Cii''os^ 5:C?^ct)"''<sAP«£3^<»""'^3iP ftc^'co'^'sai? «c^«>"""'ai9 c^r^^CT)""*:^

If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and

Have the Confidence to Prove

What it Takes, Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expanding a

new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing is the future

successful road to sales in the 1980's, and we are growing

rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to work around your schedule,

and you can earn up to $10.00 per hour while training.

There are still 25 positions available. Salary -h Commissions

+ Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM, Dave
413-256-4101

"" ^»»J*-»M« acBri^cacsc acs^

UMASS SKI CLUB
Ski Sale Meetings

Thurs. Nov. 7

4 pm CC Rm 165

7 pm Hamden Commons, SW
AH those interested in worlcing the sale

must attend one of the abovel

For more info call 545-3437

m
WED., THURS. and FRI. SPECIAL

HAIRCUT
$6.95
with Laurie

with this ad /coupon
Expires 11/15/85

atSHEAR DELIGHT
complete hairstyling for men 8- women

c
«
a
o

Bay Banks Food Basket
549-1502

Triangle St.

3

SHEAR
DELIGHT

228 Triangle

7f
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Rte. 9,

Amherst JUsTiN ^
corner of Unlvertity Dr.

256-1069

<

>

•
>

PART-TIME OPPORTUNITIES
MAKE YOUR OWN SCHEDULE!

If you know the basics of home construction or weatherizatlon

(or even if you consider yourself to be "handy around the house"),

DMC Energy needs your talent to motivate area home owners to

save energy.

We have an immediate need for part-time energy auditors.

These are flexible positions which put you in charge of your

schedule. This is an ideal opportunity for anyone who wishes to

work, but needs a part-time position which won't interfere with

classes. No sales involved.

There is a three week training course (part-time). You will be

paid a stipend of $27.00 per each training day. Upon successful com-

pletion of training and passing certification teats, you will be given a

bonus of $125.00. Another bonus of $125.00 will be given you upon

completion of one month's service, provided you have performed

quality work.

There is a $16.00 payment for each audit completed, plus a

$5.00 expense reimbursement for each completed audit.

Our next training class begins on November 12. If you are in-

terested in the positions or would like additional information, please

« contact Ms. Temple at 1-800-332-2754 as soon as possible. ,
ijjjjjffrfffffffrrrrrrrr 00000000000000000 ^
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Doonesbury

Collegian 9

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

For those who favor going

out during weeknights in-

stead of a trip to the library

here are some cultural

distractions (certainly more

productive than conven-

tional forms of

procrastination).

At 8 p.m. tonight, the

Department of Theatre will

put on Sophie Treadwell's

Machinal at the Curtain

Theatre The production will

run at 8 p.m. tonight

through Saturday. One
matinee is scheduled for 2

p.m. Saturday. Tickets are

available ($4.00 general ad-

mission, $2.00 for students)

at the Fine Arts Center box

office from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

and at the Curtain Theatre

one hour before show time.

If theatre is not what

you're in the mood for

tonight, at 7 p.m. the UMass
Spanish Club will present

Tuna,a musical group of

students from Sevilla, Spain

in Memorial Hall. There is

no admission charge for five-

college students.

Dancers and others should

know about the Five-

College Dance Concert at

8 p.m., Thursday and Friday

at Mt. Holyoke College. The

performance is the 'Fall

Dance Faculty Concert.'

Tickets are $4.00 general

admission and $2.00 for

students. Call 586-3100 for

more information. (A repeat

performance will take place

at Amherst College's Kirby

Theatre, Friday, Nov. 15 and

16).

Anyone with an appetite

for Rock n' Roll who is in-

terested in making the trek

to Northampton, Watch the

l^eth Kate (an interesting

local band) is playing at 9:30

p.m., Thursday at Sheehan's

Cafe.

Rte. 9,

Amherst

Weather

TODAY- Windy with periods of rain,
heavy at times and temperatures in
the 50-55 range.
TONIGHT-Spot fog with occasional
drizzle. Lows in the 408.

TOMORROW- Variable cloudiness
with a chance of leftover showers.
Highs in the mid 50s.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

corner of University Dr.

256-1059

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4Cyl

$34." TO^
. C I W« " .^»'oti "•* '•»'*'» *po^

" W' robiM o" *•!»•' ona ^opc tori*

and P'mtou*

$39

$44

Lube, Oil & Filter

$1799
IncliKles up to 5 quarts

o<1 0-30 oil ond safety

checK.

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd . No Amncrsl. MA
Acfoss trom Watroba's Store

549-4704

Jt UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS

Ei El I

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events:

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Service.

Arts Council 12S Herter Hall 545-0202

^ THE FINE ARTS CENTER^^ COSCERTHA L_L

vifr...

U t,#

.SETT^ \^ ^MHERS

MARIAN McPARTLAND

Tuesday. November 12 8pni,

Tnkcli SI3 II y

A tusciiialing iiiwH/ivp inanisi: playlul prohmn
and prnvocalive'

Johns l\iiiM« \.-« I'cfe '"•'"

ASPEN WIND
QUINTET

Ihursiiay November 14 8 pni

lukilb ill

Hiiiiiii ,\ui/iiilill//( C'uiKlIx"' VfnM<

Awnril I'lHJ

MABOU MINES
"Cold Harbor"

A hlink * IhiiiiIiIuI Xm'i ••/ (.i-m'ii'

L'ly\\f\ S. Gni'tl

Sunday. Ni'vcmber 17 Spin
lukrli SUM"

llv.loll.T., Slu>l,-i,lsll..l( I'f...' 1,. k>ts.iv.nl.,hl, .ilhM-A,,., ^ZZj

C.-ril.-t H<.«t)(liir S|iriilBlirlil I ivii < . 111. I iiiuMlA I All >( Uullils

l»ll |4riir>4'i /'.I I or 1 M(Ml !4.l 4H4J Q

CA00A(}€ FATCH ThmS
ReFUBilCmifA .

HAve BeeN pon€
0V 'TlMe'ANP

weRe '5

NOTHINO

This cwmKi
IS OKOMNO
3U3PtaOU5 OF

t^ePlfl-MANU-

Ff\aiM€p
TKeNPS

(jmjlHO 505PI '

OROWINO :

1Ht$C0l/LP

Gordy By Gorde

FOOP, THE O^tGIKJ
.'^THEFI/dtALCmPTBR. "

son- mws,
HE VMJLO WALK THB
EARTH..

A fie/M6 OF Ot.7/Af471E

&ReATAJSSS. AHEhJ

AWVWRE H/A/l, MiMEAl
oesiREHm...

CHAMPIOtJ OF THE
OPPRESSNE. A SEXUAL
MARVEL DBJOTEP 7D
HELPIfJ6' THOSE
IN NEEO..

Menu
LUNCH

Open Face Roast Beef
Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

BASICS LUNCH
The Salad Sandwich
Quiche Lorraine

BASICS DINNER
HARVEST FESTIVAL

Harvest Stuffed Acorn Squash
Roast Turkey

Cornbread Dressing, Gravy
Cranberry Sauce

DINNER
HARVEST FESTIVAL

Roast Turkey
Cornbread Dressing, Gravy

Cranberry Sauce

Fried Deep Sea Scallops

Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

STAR MARKET
CO-OP

OPPORTUNITIES
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WORKING IN AN EXCITING

BUSINESS IN THE SUPERMARKET OPERATIONS FIELD?

1?UI/^CH.'

Twentv-five million adult Americans are totally illiterate.

Another 35,000,000 are functionally illiterate.

well if you are, we at Star Market would like to talk to you.

we offer an excellent co-operative education experience

with outstanding benefits, pay (6.87 per hour to start),

40 hour work week, as well as excellent career oppor-

tunities as a result of a successful co-op experience, we
are interested in talking to students from all majors.

we will be on campus for an informational session on

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7 at 7:00 PM
lnS.O.M.Roomii2.

interviews will be held on NOVEMBER 8.

TO find out more about Star's Co-op program,

please contact Co-op Program, 5-2224 today!

ST/\RMARKET
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Is America creating
a permanent underclass ..

.

an academic third world?

AnoAnIowThC Ao^/Ar/TAGCi O^
O^I C^nPuS l-\\»\NG..

"Absolutely," answers

Reginald Damereli, for-

mer professor of education

at the University of Mas-

sachusetts in his new
book, Education's Smok-

ing Gun, which squarely

places the blame on the

teachers ' colleges and gradu-

au schools of education.

"This is a tough, no-holds

barred attack on teachers'

training that has departed

from the fundamental

importance of the 3 R's in

favor of visual aids. When
a nation such as this

democracy permits its

educational standards to

decline because teachers

are not adequately trained

it is necessary for someone

to cry: ' Halt!'"'

He contends that the

introduction of black stud-

ies, ethnic studies, and

bilingual programs have,

in fact, harmed most.

those whom they were

designed to help—minor-

ities. "He damns three

practices he encountered

while teaching: admit-

tance of graduate students

who have abysmal aca-

demic records in an effort

to offer equal opportunity;

the wide-spread attitude

that the 3 R's do not come

first in education; and the

lack of 'a body of knowl-

edge' in the education

curriculum."^

"Strong stuff, this, writ-

ten by one who came into

education after a suc-

cessful advertising career

Like many outsiders, he

was appalled at the igno-

rant, narrow-minded

illiterates who peopled the

classes, administrations

and faculties of far too

many university education

departments . . Damereli

is sharp and informed,

with little patience for the

intellectual slums repre-

sented by education

courses and the empty cre-

dentialismof the Ed. D."'

Education's Smoking
Gun—"Passionate,

lucid, a great polemic,

the book belongs in every

lively public affairs col-

lection"*— read it today!

1 John Bwkhim Rcvicwi

2 Publithers Weekly

) Kirkui Rcvim
4 BooMiU

Education's
Smoking Gun
How Teachers Colleges

Have Destroyed

Education in America

Reginald G. Damereli

FREUNDLICH
BOOKS

MO LANDLORD MASSceS !
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Writing
Workshop

A former reporter for the Concord Journal will

be giving a newswriting and reporting workshop
at 7 p.m. TODAY in the Collegian newsroom. Man-
datory for all correspondenta and new stafT.

Investigative Reporting Workshop (18 pt. bold)

Journalism professor Frank Faulkner, former-
ly of the Springfield Daily News, will give an in-

vestigative reporting and public documents
workshop at 7 p.m. Thursday. This will count
toward staff status for new people and it would do
everyone some good to attend!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled b) Irude Michel Jaffe

.p»)

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

University Store campus Cemer. university of Massachusetts

Jeffery Amherst BOOlCShop 55 S Pleasant St Amherst

GiObe BOOlt Shop as Pleasant street, Northampton, MA

Odyssey Book Shop 29 CoHege street, south Hadley, MA
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Surfman by Bart

ACROSS
1 John Of Paul

5 ' Gels in

Your Eyes
10 ResofI ot a

son
13 October

birlhslone

M Teulonic got)

15 Work out in

thefing

16 Water source
1 7 In super

abundance
19 Poels

preposilion

?0 Singing

brolhers

?1 Emulaled Leo

22 Cheese dish

24 Strike

25 Capp and
Capone

?6 Bad tempered

?9 Sleppenwoll

author

J2 Ancient

theologian

.13 Answer at the

altar

34 Calch sighl ol

36 Twists

sideways
36 Black tea

poet

37 I wandered
lonely

cloud

38 Olympic: sleds

39 Hosiery thread

40 Kind ol ad
42 NT book
43 Leave out

44 Coloratura s

specialty

chaste as

ice. as
snow Hamlet
Labor tor

a lawyer

Word with

cake or meal

52 Guest quarters

54 Newspaper
item

55 Wyalt

56 Boredorri

57 Before scope
or winkle

58 Barbecue
bulinski

59 Crowded
60 One ot the

Waughs

DOWN
1 Glory s partner

2 Diva s domain
3 Less ruddy

4 Wing ot a kind

5 Mystics

6 Painter ol

haystacks
7 Gambler s

concern
8 Siberian people

9 Gargantuan
10 Barbecue

treats

1

1

Trim down
12 Oh. my luve

IS like .

15 Flood

18 Begrimes
20 Competent
23 Simple

24 Recoils

26 Don t Be
Elvis hit

27 Worshipped
one

28 Alter school

treat

29 Tin Li^/ie

30 Philosopher's

existence

31 Item lor an
emergency

32 Pond covering

35 Divided

36 Emerald Isle

38 Chateaux
country river

39 Miners quest

41 Sound through

a straw

42 A Chorus
Line role

44 The Plague

author

45 Coveted prize

46 Kinshasa s

country

47 Room at the

top''

48 Sailing

49 Bridge

50 R I s neighbo

53 in a

million

54 Pficeconlroi

org 1941 53
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LIBERAL ARTS CAREER WEEK
SPONSORED BY

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

NOVEMBER 5 - 7, 1985

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

November 5 - LIBERAL ARTS CAREER WORKSHOP

CC 101 - 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
. ^ • • *« r««crH ac a

SEMINAR- Learn how to market what industry is beginning to regard as a

very valuable educational experience in today's world of work.

November 6 - LIBERAL ARTS CAREER FAIR

Campus Center Auditorium - 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Over 30 corporations and government agencies will be participating.

Entry level positions in technical writing, management training programs,

marketing, public relations, health care, personnel and more.

DON'T FORGET TO BRING RESUMES!!!

November 7 - HOW TO LAND A JOB IN HIGH TECH WITH A LIBERAL

ARTS DEGREE -CC 168- 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. ^. ^ ,
.

Facilitated by a software engineer manager from WANG Labora ones.

ToS H^^^ prepare while still in school; skill building; developing

references! leveraging experience; job search and interviewing techniques.

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE - WE MAKE IT HAPPEN!

University Career Center

University of l\/lassachusetts, Amiierst

545-2224

Tuesday, November 5, 1985
Collegian "

i^ volleyball —
potential to accomplish
more milestones before the

season is over.

"I'm surprised we've done
as well as we have," said

r continued from page 12

head Coach Elaine Sortino. won four of six tournaments

"I'm very happy, but still this season and carry a 21-5

surprised." tournament match record.

The list of team statistics The Minutewomen have
is impressive. UMass has won 75 percent of their

Resume
Typesetting

I

I

I

*High quality

*Letter perfect

*Customized layouts

•Superior to all other

methods

Contact SGA Communications Office

304 Student Union

Ed Cunningham or Jim Emmett
5-1977

games and have swept op-

ponents 20 times. The
spikers are also 7-1 at home
this season.

Tonight, the

Minutewomen face possibly

the most crucial match of

the season against New
England nemesis
Springfield College at

Boyden Gym at 7 p.m.. Any
hopes of a national tourna-

ment bid hinge on a win

over the Indians, ranked

fifth in the Northeast.

"They used to dominate

us in the past," said Sortino.

"Only recently has it turn-

ed around for us."

The Minutewomen have

been getting the upper hand

on Springfield, coming out

on top in their last two

meetings, both of which

went the maximum five

games. Last season's victory

over Springfield was one of

the most exciting matches of

the year and solidified a

UMass spot in postseason

play. Tonight's match also

marks the final home match

for senior co-captains Ann
Ringrose and Sally Maher,

two mainstays of the record-

setting 1985 Minutewomen
team.
"We're going to have to

block and serve well and

run a good middle attack to

beat Springfield," said Sor-

tino. "We plan to run the

middle every chance we get.

We have to run the middle
in the next four matches,

especially if we're talking

about post-season play."

SAVINGS OF 50% .

in our Historic Stone IVIill

WARE SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY STORE
Women's Cashmere and All Wool Coats

introducing: Coats, Pea Coats and Rainwear by Evan Picone

Petite - Regular and Half Sizes

WARE SHOE OUTLET
All Leather Shoes -

Nickels, Jazz and Paloma

Merchandise sold only

in fine stores and better catalogs

Why doesn't JB's

Deliver?
1. It's worth the trip

2. You need the fresh air

3. Fresh food is better

4. All of the above

5. None of the above
Answer Below

'4-\ .»»\

HOT
ROAST BEEF .. _ _ .

SANDWICHES ' ' ^m - 2 81X1 7 olays

60 Main St. Amherst, MA

INDUSTRIES YARD
Ware, Massachusetts

Hours: Weekday - 9-4:30; Saturdays

(20 minutes from UMass
on Route 9)

9-1

(xo'j V umx) i^uop 9(n) g jidcnsuy

Sports
notice

Candidates for the

UMass men's and women's
varsity ski teams should

attend an organizational

meeting at 7 p.m. on
Thursday, November 14 in

room 306 of Holdsworth
Hall. Positions are

available for experience

racers. Meetings will be

held every Thursday until

snow is available for try-

outs.

rating place ;

I

• OPEN
6 A.M.-d A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
Fni. a SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP A SHOP)

l(lc. 9 • Njdin/kmktrst

i

S

S.

- New to Our Menu -

MEXICAN PIZZA
Crispy Flour Tortilla Chips

covered \N\Xh a Tangy Tomato

Sauce, your choice of Toppings

and lots of Melted Mozzarella

Cheese. . .

I

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON AMHERST SPRINGFIELD
21 CENTER ST 41 BOLTWOOD WALK 749 SUMNEH AVt

584 06 73

Bring your Own
Beer or Wine

256 8217
Beer A Wine
Served

7880919
Bring Your 0*rn

Beer or Wine

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^v!mp tTconeaian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day
L.ome lu y ^^^^ .^ advance • Phone nunnber FREE

ACTIVITIES BUS DRIVING JOBS!

iUcqnetlMn Court Time Now Available

Downtown Amherst. Individuikl nr group

memberships. Call 253-2528 for details

Armenian Hub MertinK Nov fi fi 30 i>m
("(' Wn details alH)ut dance and party "Id

and new members always welcome!

Lutheran Student Fellowahip will meet

Wednesday 5:30 7:30 at Immanuel
Lutheran l^urch for supper and a discus-

sion. All are welcome

"Lunch witiTthe Rabbi" Guest Hannah

Kliifer, "Yiddish LanifuaKe and Culture:

The Connection to Us" Tue.sday, 11/5,

12:20 pm, Suffolk Room

Eastaide Spring Concert Committee
first planning meeting. Interest^ in plan-

ning hospittJity, talent, stage crew, etc.

Wed. • fi:0O pm Room TBA

UMaas Traniit Service is looking for

several part-time drivers Applicants must

be I'Mass students carrying 6 or more

credits in a degre<' program. Clas-s II

license required. Startmgpay is $4.60/hr

Call Bud nr .lenny at 545-0<).% for more in

fo or apply in person at the Bus Garage

CAREER DAY '85

Brand new Harmon Kardon receiver and

speakers BO .^49-5185

Safe Suntani 25-50% Off Just in time for

winter. The best prices you'll see all year.

Join alone: $29 for 10 sessions With a

friend only $20. Act now. Take a free trial

session and you'll automatically be

entered in a drawing for a free 20 ses

sions. Le Bon Soleil. The best for less. 264

N. Pleasant St. 253-9454 expires Nov. 10

Wednesday Nov 13Ui over 30 companies

represented. Presentations, luncheon, and

career fair Luncheon tickets on sale now

in SOM Lobby thru Nov 8th all majors

welcome

GREAT YOGURT

•CASH"

Paring rMh for your baaeball cards call

Mike 546-6106

Lesbian
ective is

Bisexual. Gay Counseling Col-

open Monday. Wednesday,
COMMANDO BOB

ly.

TTiursday 3-7; Tuesday 1 3. Drop by room

433 SUB or call 5-2645!

Help as finalise plana for the Rally for

Rights' Radical Student Union meting

6^0 pm CC 808

UPC General Meeting Tuesday, 11/B at

6:30pm check showcase or come to the of-

fice far room number

Is lack of time keeping you from gettiM

involved in oublic issues? Get credit

through MASSPIRG inUmships Info:

646-0199

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Saab 99LE automatic. In good condi-

tion. $900 253 7393

That night of private war games in the

wfHids was heaven. I'd follow your com-

mand anywhere. Love, a Lucky Private

ENTERTAINMENT

TURN THE TABLES professional

club/parly D.J. 5 yr experience Lowest

rates .586-9691

Rack^-Disc EnterUinment Agcncv for

the best party this semester. DJ's, large

screen video, rentals. 549-7144

FOR RENT

Dannon, Stonyfield. Colombo, Moun
tainhigh. and Brown Cow yogurt, only at

the People's Market

HELP WANTED

OiTcampui non-work study MWF 7-noon

call Jane at 546 6889

Entry Level Marketing position flexible

hours. Solid pay and commission produc-

tion oriented job in multi-million dollar

area company. Interview by appointment

conUct David Stansel .584-359<i

Santa needs elves - Petite outgoing in

dividuals needed to work 1-5 wkdys. Apply

at Job Matching in Hampshire Mall or call

,584-8889

Free meals in exchange for lunch and din-

ner set up & clean up. For more info call

.549- 1063 ask for Heidi or Tammy

Mcrchandrser 20 hours per week $4.41/hr

call between 8-5 need car 584-2060

INSTRUCTION
~

fession while working on campus. No
previous experience in the legal profession

necessary; training provideii Deadline to

liegin the formal application prm-ess is

November 6. For further information, call

Mary at Legal Services, 545-1995

LOST

Lost Mack and white male eat with black

fluffy tail. Anywhere from Presidential to

Townehouse, Please call 549-4462

Lost eve glasses w/black case, please call

Scott 6-4705

Set of keys in tan Fendi case lost. Ve-y
imporUnt! Please call Sheryl 2.56-1645

Ring lost two pearls sentimental value

549-7717

A Faces package at Bay Banks Triangle

St. on Sal 10/26'86. If you have info ulease

call Ron at 253-7805 '

*
' "^

book is important

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Cases, papers, dissertations, theses, on-

campus. lieiH'ndable. outstanding (juality.

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom apt Cliffside F-4 starting

January or Febniary Bob 665-8219

low rates. !)84-79'-J4

REWARD
TRAVEL

Lost two silver heart eharaia in Central

read forget me not call 546-1 106 Heather

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Fordkam Univeraity or

New York City Friday November 8.

Please call Katie 549 2616

After 6:00 PM. The

Lost: Luis Vuitton wallet, containing $$,

credit cards, ID's. Of very sentimental

value. Rewarded. Thank you.

MUSIC

Attention Bands Musicians Embasssy
Recording Studio offes 16 track sUte of

the art recording for less Great for demo
Upes Amherst 24 hours 549 7640

Desperately seeking ride RT Syracuse or

K.K-hester weekend of 8lh call ,546 7498
anytime

RIDERS WANTED

Cheap Baa to Boatoa. $9.60, lone

weekend, Friday 11/B. 12 noon. Call

,545 2145

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideally

located in Amherst Ctr 774-2740

Interested in a trip around the world?
I'll be leaving in January for 6 months.

Looking for advenlun>us travel compa-
nions. Call Greg 263 56^8

fake B^ Break on the French side!

Skibreaks January Inp to Tignes/Val

d'Isere in the French Alps includes RT air-

fare (Swissair), Transfers, Accommoda-
tions, Skipass (116 lifts). Slalom races,

ciK-kUils for $740/7 nights in resort.

Skihreak: 203 354 6069

Campus rordinator for January Skihreak

to the Krenih Alps travel.>( for free! (1/15)

Milea/Skibrteak (^03) 354 6059 PU

TUNA

PERSONALS

Sunderland, 1 bdrm apt. on busline,

420/month. everything included. Avail

immediately! 665-3440. leave message

Bartending classes starting Oct 28 Club now 545 3437
covers all a-spect-s si(rn up in Credit Free
Workshops Tower Library

Cheer up Julie A! Your roommates need

and love you! The Gang

Sugarbush Ski' Week! Hotel $149 see Ski

72 Duster new heater, brakes runs great

.550 firm 549 1269 or 6-6042 Paul

FOR SALE

1977 Red Chev Camaro good condition

AM FM cassette st^ro 2 extra new tires

$900 or BO call 549-0462 evenings

n VW Fastback rebuilt engine good bodv

new muffler floor battery snows no work

required $850 BO 5 0720 or 5490362

BMW 2002 1969 new^gine OK b<idy

good buy 66.5-4142 evenings

Ub Scries lOOw guitar amplifier exc

$275 or BO call Rob 549 4141

Univega 12-speed completely set up. Ex
ira everything $200_64§^386

Bicycle buliT for two, Motoliacane 10

sfieed $400 M672877

Computer IBM 2.56k, color monitor

mouse parallel, serial, printer NL_
g/graphics computer desk, printer sUnd

software .549 5185

Tutoring Services for Biology and its

prerequisites. $5.00/hr. Call Carl at

665-3088 at any reasonable hour.

LAST CHANCE FOR SPRING

Apply now for a full-time intcmahip at

the l,egBl Services Office for the Spring,

1985 semester. Aid attorneys in client in-

terviews, preparation of court forms,

maintenance of continuing ca.<teload, giv-

ing advice and referrals and investigations

and research Up to 15 credits may be

received from academic departments.
Gain valuable experience in the legal Dm

Chrissy and Winnie - Thought you would

never see it? Well here it is and it says it

all. Thanks for being there--I would never

survive without you both! Love always,

Nance

Caryn - You want a personal? You got it!

Happy Birthday' Caroline

AHright Dode thisls It!

MralieorgelSTchaels! How is "T " you

know I am jealous! Has your racquetJball

technique paid off yet? Love ya, The

Wench

Daniel -

celebrate
lov. !:y

Happy 21st babe! May
lOOlh together Allyour

we
my

To share 5 bedroom house in Belcher-

town Own room, on bus route (stops right

in front), $166 plus utilities Available im-

mediately. Call 2.53-5390 after 5 pm

Quiet couple looking to share 2 bedroom
apt. completely furnished call after 6 pm
.549-6237

SERVICES

COINS 123/121 'tutorTnir5 00^r hr

former 123/121 grader Alex 256 1239

Midterm problems? Student counseling
service After 2 pm 1 467 7877

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac-

curate. Available almost anytime.
666-7652

SPRING BREAK '»<

Register now for Spring Break 'M in Ft

Laudcrdale/Daytona Beach' Prices from
$199 A $30 dejmsil guarantees your
reservation (plus more') Take until

January 29 to pay lialance Pick your own
roommates. Extra.s" Mike 546 9039

TYPING A WORD PROCESSING

QUALITY TYPING, Long or short pro-

jects. Will correct grammar, spelling. &
punctuation Meticulous proofreamng.
New IBM typewriter 549-0567

WANtBD

Wanted take over Icaaa in 2, S, 4 badroom
apt reward negotiable call 546-8822

WANTED fo'RENT

2 females looking for apt or room prefer
in N Amherst area. Start Jan or Spring
call ,546 .5326

Responsible male senior seeks room in

quiet apt or house near campus spring
semester Okay to call late nights, early
mornings .546'bl43

2 females need room anywhere in North
Amherst will lake over January lease rail

.5493809
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UM soccer

seeded first

in tourney
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The undefeated University of Massachusetts women's

soccer team was named the top seed in the 14-team

NCAA Division 1 tournament, Monday. Defending four-

time national champion North Carolina was seeded

second.

UMass. 15-0-0 , received a first round bye and will play

the winner of the this weekend's Boston College-Brown

game on Sunday Nov. 17 at noon at Boyden Field. UMass

is undefeated (5-0) in playoff play at Boyden dating back

to 1981.

UMass beat Brown, 6-0 and Boston College, 2-0 in the

regular season. Brown, ironically, was the number one

seed last year before being upset by Connecticut, 1-0 in

the quarter-finals.

"We feel very happy that the NCAA has recognized the

University as the top-ranked team," UMass coach

Kalekeni Banda said. "We've earned it. Now we have to

go out and live up to it."

The Final Four will be held in Fairfax, Virginia on the

campus of George Mason University on Nov. 23-24. ESPN
will be covering the championship final.

UMass advanced to the Final Four last season, losing

in the semi-finals to Connecticut, 2-1. They ended the

season ranked third in the nation, like they had finish-

ed in 1983.

In other first round games this weekend, Cortland

State is at UConn, William and Mary faces George

Mason, Radford takes on N.C. State, Wisconsin makes

it first NCAA appearance taking on Colorado College and

the University of California-Hayward takes on UCal-

Santa Barbara.
North Carolina also receives a first-round bye

SOCCER KICKS-It is the fifth year of national cham-

pionship competition and UMass has qualified each year

as has North Carolina, UConn..Minutewomen 'Rabitha

Polley and Marcie Englestein saw their first action ofthe

year against Springfield as Banda cleared the bench.

UMass has made a steady rise in the past few years.

In 1981, UM finished seventh at the AIAW nationals, in

1982 UMass was knocked out in the quarter-finals by

Central Florida and finished fifth. In 1983, UMass took

third at the Final Four topping UConn.
In its last two home games, UMass has played before

2000 fans, a 1000 each in the North Carolina (2-0) and

Springfield wins (5-0). "The fan support has been tremen-

dous," Banda said.

SPORTS
TheMassachusettsDaily
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Cross country
fourth in NE
Minutewomen take eighth

The University of Massachusetts men s cross country

team took fourth place in the New England championships

at Boston's Franklin Park over the weekend.

UMass finished "pretty much where where we expected

to," according to coach Ken O'Brien, who said that the top

three finishers (Boston University, Northeastern and Pro-

vidence College) were a class ahead of the Minutemen
while the second five teams (Keene State, Lowell, Boston

College, Brandeis and MIT) were about a class below.

Once again, it was John Panaccione who led UMass.

With a 24:49 over the five mile course, Panaccione was

12th, a place better than last season and 15 seconds faster

A group of sophomores were the next four placers for

UMass. Steve Page was 25th in 25:26, John Lorenzini was

32nd, Bill Stewart was 33rd and Renardo Flores was 41st.

Only 15 seconds separated the four runners.

"We need that runner between Panaccione and the rest

of the team," noted O'Brien. "We're getting there, we've

faced some top teams lately."

The men are in the IC4A Championships in two weeks

at Lehigh.

"The New Englands were a new experience for those

sophomores," said O'Brien. "It's a big meet and they did

pretty well. I expect them to draw on that experience and

keep up those efforts in Lehigh. I think our hard work will

pay off."

The UMass women meanwhile, were taking eighth in

the New Englands. The Minutewomen trailed BC, but

were ahead of Rhode Island, Northeastern and Bryant.

BU's Lisa Welch was fu-st in the race with a 17:24 over

the 5,000 meter course^ hIso at Franklin Park.

Collegian photo by Michelle Segall

Nose guard Mike Dwyer (center number 71) and the rest of the UMass defense has turned into one

of the nation's best units.

UMass football notebook

TheUM defense doesn't rest
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

1984. Seven times. University ofMassachusetts football

opponents gain over 400 yards of total offense, four times

they break they 500-yard plateau. UMass goes 3-8.

1985. Only once in nine games has an opponent broke

the 500-yard mark, and UMass still comes up a winner

when Boston University does, 17-14. The UMass defense

is ranked first in the country in Division 1-AA in scoring

defense, allowing only 9.2 points-per-game The overall and

rushing defense are also ranked in the top 20. The

Minutemen are 6-3, winners of four straight and are talk-

ing about playoff possibilities.

"It's a great feeling, to look at the stats and know we're

doing this," said UM defensive tackle Eddie Sullivan. "It

shows how far we've come."

I^r 100 yards gained by the opposition, UMass has

allowed only three points. The Minutemen have allowed

only two fourth quarter touchdowns all season, for seven

straight games no opponent has scored in the first period.

On the Stat sheet and on the field, UMass has dominated

the opponent's offense this year.

"It's hard to believe that we were down to Morgan State

(UM's first opponent, an eventual 38-9 loser and holder

of a 0-7 record so far this season) 3-0," laughed UM defen-

sive coordinator Jim Reid. "We've approached each team

a different way, we've learned from our mistakes last

season. Plus, most importantly, the kids have played with

tremendous intensity."

Freshman inside linebacker John McKeown has been

among the most intense, averaging over 12 tackles a game.

Inside linebacker Vito Pferrone has also come on, making

78 stops. Inside backer Tbdd Rundle, a sophomore, has 75

tackles, five caused fumbles, eight sacks and eight hits

for a loss on running backs. Senior nose guard Mike

Dwyer, the emotional leader of the UM defense, has 70

tackles, 11 and a half sacks and has caused three fumbles.

He also managed to break up a pass in Saturday's 21-7

win at Connecticut.

With a Delaware team that ran up over 300 yards on

Division 1 Temple coming to town on Saturday (1:30 p.m.

at Alumni Stadium), the Minutemen will have another

challenge to meet.

"Not to be too cocky or anything, but we want to shut

them down too," said McKeown. "We don't want to allow

over 10 points to anybody."

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGSrPlayoff chances-

UMass must hope for an at-large bid (URI has the

automatic Yankee Conference bid wrapped up). An 8-3

record and six-game winning streak may do it. That makes

Saturday's game the most important in the last seven

years. "We're looking for some student support," said head

coach Bob Stull.

Junior offensive guard Stan Kaczorowski has given his

placekicking duties to freshman Silvio Bonvini. "I was jiist

filling until he came back (from a hip iryury)," said Kac-

zorowski, who was five-of-six on extra points and four-of-

eight on field goals for 17 points. "But it was good to get

some glory," noted big Stan. Tailback George Barnwell is

listed as questionable for Delaware with a bruised

shoulder. . .defensive tackle Bruce Strange, linebacker

Steve Silva and tight end Mike Kelley are all expected to

play after long absences due to injury. UMass' depth seems

back intact now that they have gone two straight games

without iixjury.

Special teams players of the week against UConn were

Frank Fay, Rod Turner and Ken Girouard. UMass
receivers averaged over 16 yards a catch against UConn,

flanker John Crowley has 23 receptions on the season for

360 yards, a 15.7 average. . .UMass opponents have an

overall record of 33-36-1, however its next two opponents

(Delaware and UNH) are a combined 12-5. . .Bart Fuller's

31-yard catch against UConn was the longest grab by a

UM tight end this season. . .no UMass team has won five

straight since 1979. . Andrew Thomas is averaging 23

yards per kickoff return. . .backup quarterback Jim Si-

meone is playing special teams and looking good.

UMass volleyball notebook

Minutewomen face Springfield
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It's been a season of firsts

for the University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team.
The Minutewomen won

their own UMass Invita-

tional Tournament in

September, took the

Delaware Invitational last

month and attained a na-

tional ranking as high of as

12th, all of which had never

been done before in the

team's history. Had it not

been for the overblown and

much ballyhooed arrival of

Hurricane Gloria, UMass
probably would have won
the cancelled UMass Classic

as well.

The spikers sport a 31-6

record, marking the second

time UMass has reached the

30-win plateau, and are on

ly three victories away from

surpassing their best

regular season mark of

33-15, set in 1983. UMass is

also ranked second in the

Northeast region and is in

serious contention for a bid

to the Division II National

Tournament. The
Minutewomen won the
state championship over the

weekend and are also in ex-

cellent position to receive a

East Coast
Conference

bid to the
Athletic
playoffs.

Put all of this together

and what you come up with

is a successful season by

anyone's standards and the

continued on page 11

Sports at a glance

VMat»» Schedule:
Thday- Volleyball: Springfield College, Boyden Gym,

7 p.ro.
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S. African journalist

criticizes home press

Collegiui photo by Paul Dctmanis

GRAY DAY—Susan Vickie, a freshman elementary education major, reflects

on the dreary weather yesterday from a balcony of Grayson Dormitory.

Local man fights hunger
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The fund-raising campaign

stMted out as "Pioneer

Valley for Africa Month"

when a Northampton resi-

dent Doug Rose wanted to

help those who are starving,

but has since sprouted into

"Massachusetts for Africa

Month" for November as

declared by Gov. Michael

Dukakis.

"It has gone farther than

I ever thou^t it would go,"

Rose said {ji)Out the success

of his crusade to help the

hungry.

This month Rose has

recruited businesses from

all over Massachusetts to

help contribute whatever

they can to those who are

starving. Rose said the par-

ticipating groups include

the AFL-CIO, the New
England Patriots, the

Boston Celtics and the

Massachusetts Federation

Inside:

SenaU Speaker feels the heat 3

AfUr Houn fun
-J

UMasa Bports enjoy succe** '
l*

'*I don't recaUageruUubemgthu long.'*

—Senote member Joe Sparke in reference to the

eeoenpage agenda fin- tonight'* senate meeting.

See etory on page 3,

of Teachers who are runn-

ing the program through

the public schools.

Locally, the UMass
Hunger Task Force and Ox-

fam America are allowing

students to help the hungry

by giving up their dinners in

the dining commons on Nov.

21. Proceeds will go to Ox-

fam. This is the sixth year

that they will be organizing

the fast. In addition, an Ox-

fam representative will be

coming to campus to ad-

dress the hunger problem in

the world.

"I think it will be better

for America," Rose said,

adding that Sen. John

Kerry, D-Mass., will bring

the issue of a national

hunger fund-raising effort

mto Congress. Rose said he

, thinks it is the first kind of
*
fund-raising to be organized

statewide. He said the

money raised will go direct-

ly to the organization.

continued to page 5

By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Due to the absolute power of the white

government, the press in South Africa is

becoming less and less equipped to tell the

people about the growing state of crisis

there, South African journalist Benjamin

Pogrund said yesterday during a visit to

the University of Massachusetts.

"The white rule is not about to fall

apart," Pogrund said. "The white rulers

are totally ruthless, and their power is

totally awesome.

"They have a firepower which has hardly

been seen, and now, with the ghettos being

closed off to the press, especially the

foreign press, the government is allowing

itself to move in and smash down the

revolt.

"That won't make it go away, however,"

he said.

Pogrund, who describes himself as "the

late deputy editor of the late Rand Daily

Mail," was on campus as the guest of the

Journalistic Studies Program. He spent the

day visiting with students, faculty and area

journalists.

When the Rand Daily Mail closed in

April of this year after 83 years of publica-

tion, Pogrund said he found himself

wondering about his future. After his lec-

ture tour to the University of

Massachusetts, the University of Michigan

and the University of California at

Berkeley, Pogrund said he plans to be the

international editor of a new newspaper in

London.
In 1957 when Laurence Gandar became

editor of the Mail, a change came over the

atmosphere and attitude at the paper. "He

was a total maverick. He wrote articles

analyzing the South African situation...He

was brutally critical of apartheid, and he

had a unique writing pen," Pogrund said of

Gandar.

The Mail was one of the first papers to

actually speak out against government

policies in his country, he said.

Pogrund, who has contributed articles to

the Boston Globe, said it was "unique to

work in an environment where the govern-

ment is aimed against you."

The Mail began to change at this time

and "in due course the entire South

African press was affected."

"The press reflects the society in which it

exists," Pogrund said. "And the same is

true in South Africa. Both the society and

the press there are in a state of decline.

The people know very little, and with the

current decline, there is even less

knowledge."

There is a division, he said, between the

English speaking press and the Afrikaaner

speaking press in South Africa. "There is

no real press in South Africa to express the

views and grievances of the majority."

Seventy-two percent of the population in

South Afi-ica is black.

There is a strong white control of the

black press, but the black editorial voices

are growing stronger too, Pogrund said.

"^idio and television are also propagan-

da organs. They are state owned govern-

ment mouthpieces.

"The newspapers are white papers, writ-

ten for and by whites; the ads are written

for and by whites," he said. "Blacks are

barely featured in the press except when

they participate in riots and when crimes

are committed."

The government is using various laws

and repilations to suppress everyone with

an opinion against apartheid, Pogrund

Pogrund has been convicted under the

Suppression of Communist Act in his coun-

try for having and holding obscene and in-

decent publications. When searching

Apartheid protest

in red ribbons

By ANITA ROYE
Collegian Correspondent

More than 16,000 red ribbons symboliz-

mg the blood shed in the struggle against

apratheid in South Africa have been

distributed at the University of

Massachusettts since September.

Director of Third World Affairs Sher-

wood Thompson, which is responsible for

the campaign, said the white government

apartheid policy which subjugates blacks

and takes away many of their civil rights

is "the most brutal, dehumanizing and op-

pressive system of governmental control

over people that exists today."

Thompson said the purpose of the

campus-wkle campaign is to alert people

to the activities in South Africa and to en-

courage ribbon wearing until the state of

emergency is lifted. He said the ribbons

"remind people of violence and oppres-

sion and demonstrate opposition to the

apartheid movement." 1

The University has taken an aggressive

role in the effort against apartheid and is

in the forefront of the movement.

The national movement started in New
York this past suirmer by the African Na-

tional Congress ahdTEos iince spread to

campuses around the country.

AndrewLemieux, a sophomore thought

and political economy major, has worn a

ribbon since September. "I don't think it]s

right to deny basic human rights, which is

what apartheid does," he added, adding

that he wore the ribbon so others would

ask questions and show an interest in the

movement.
Tom Hancock, a junior enroled in the

University Without Walls program, said

he wore the ribbon as a visible statement

against a philosophy "that I don't ap-

prove of." Hancock said he would con-

tinue to wear the ribbon until apartheid

was abolished.

Smith College which has also been in-

volved in the anti-apartheid movement

distributed 300 ribbons for individual

wear, and has also wrapped the ribbons

around trees on campus.

Suzinne Pak, sp^eswoman of the

Ethical Investment Committee at Smith

College, said the campaijgn has been well

recieved and rallies for divestment are be-

ing planned.

Pak said a proposal for divestment has

been given to the Smith College Board of

Trustees. A respoiwe is guaranteed at the

next trustees meeting in February.

Amherst College plans to distrilwite 1500

ribbona today »i^ucl» are expected to go

(^uckly.

Karen Gardner, co-chair of the Black

Student Union at Amherst College, said

the sdiool is currently assembling

materials such as ribbons and literature

for immediate release.

The college also plans to §onduct divest-

ment protests sometime in the near

ftiture.

Pogrund's house near Johannesburg, the

police found several 25-year-old

newspapers he was using for research pur-

poses. The papers had been banned by the

government.

"The rights of the press crumbled with

the rights of the people.
'

Pogrund was instrumental in helping

Makaziwe PhunUa Mendela, daughter of

imprisoned South African political leader

Nelson Mendela, come to the University for

graduate studies.
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WORLD/NATIONAL
Alleged spy
returns
home free
WASHINGTON (AP)-Vitaly Yur-

chenko, the Soviet spymaster who shpped

from the CIA's grasp after three months in

America, was granted permission to return

to Russia yesterday after assuring U.S.

authorities he was not being forced by the

Soviet Union to go home.

Yurchenko, clenching his hands over his

head like a victorious boxer, left the State

Department after a half-hour meeting £ind

declared, "Yes, home!" when asked if he
was heading back to the Soviet Union.

With four Soviet diplomats on one side

and six State Department officials, in-

cluding a doctor, on the other, Yurchenko
had his first face-to-face meeting with U.S.

authorities since he walked away from

their custody over the weekend, after three

months in the United States.

Yurchenko had appeared at an extraor-

dinary news conference at the Soviet Em-
bassy Monday, charging he had been ab-

ducted in Rome, drugged and pumped for

secrets in CIA hideaways. The State

Department denied the charges, saying

Yurchenko had voluntarily defected.

As a result of his meeting yesterday,

"the United States government has decid-

ed that Mr. Yurchenko's decision to return

to the Soviet Union was made of his own
free will, and that he is now free to leave

the United States," State Department
spokesman Charles E. Redman said.

"In arranging this meeting we wanted to

satisfy ourselves that Mr. Yurchenko truly

did wish to return to the USSR and that he
made this decision freely and of his own
volition," Redman said.

He said the meeting was held in an at-

mosphere free of the possibility of Soviet

coercion and the Yurchencko was told he

would not be subject to U.S. detention or

returned to Soviet custody if he didn't

want to be.

The doctor determined there was no

observable evidence Yurchenko had been

drugged, "which could affect his behavior,

or that he was not competent to nudce his

own decision to return to the USSR," Red-

man added. He said the doctor made no

direct physical examination of Yurchenko
but was "completely satisfied."

AP Laacrphoto

An array of fires break out in a petroleum refinery in Mont Belvieu, Texas

after an explosion rocked the compound yesterday.

Secession of Roxbury suggested
BOSTON (AP)-Two residents are

organizing a campaign to convince the

city's Roxbury section to secede from

Boston, saying minorities in the

predominantly black area would have more

control over public services and develop-

ment in their neighborhood if it were a

separate municipality.

Curtis Davis, a state employee, and An-

drew Jones, a freelance television pro-

ducer, said they began investigating the

possibility three years ago because city of-

ficials were not addressing major
problems in the area such as crime, poor

city services and little community control

over development.

"After the 1983 mayoral vote was
counted and the Mayor Raymond L. Flynn
plurality declared, the tally revealed that

challenger Mel King had lost the election

with 99 percent of the black vote," Jones
told The, Boston Globe in an interview

published yesterday.

Shuttle crew returns to tests
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)-

Space shuttle Challenger's international

crew of eight packed up yesterday for their

landing in California, but five of the

astronauts face more intensive medical

tests on the ground after the end of the

science mission.

Mission conmiander Henry Hartsfield

and pilot Steven Nagel, assited by

astronaut James Buchli, will guide the

stubby-winged shuttle to a landing at 12:44

p.m. EST today on a dry lakebed runway at

Edwards Air Force Base.

Two West German scientists, Reinhard

Fxirrer and Ernst Messerschmid, Dutch
physicist Wubbo Ockels and American
science astronauts Bonnie Dunbar and
Guion Bluford worked rapidly yesterday to

complete the 76 experiments cranmied in-

side the 23-foot-long Spacelab module in

the shuttle's cargo bay.

Messerschmid and Bludford, the "red

team" in the two-shift, around-the-clock

operation of Spacelab, will close out the

final experiment just eight hours before

landing. The "blue team" of Furrer, Miss

Ehmbar and Ockels will awaken from their

sleep in space just in time to help complete

the stowage.

Preparations
continue for

the summit
MOSCOW (AP)-Secretary of State

George P. Shultz wound up 14 hours of

"vigorous discussion" with Soviet Leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev and other Kremlin

officials yesterday, saying the talks failed

to narrow the superpowers' differences on

arms control.

Shultz said that despite "serious

disagreements, the two sides had pledged

to work hard in preparing the Nov. 19-20

summit meeting between President

Reagan and Gorbachev in Geneva.

"Basically, we have a lot to do," Shultz

said.

In a news conference before departing

for an overnight refueling stop in Iceland,

Shultz tempered his downbeat appraisal of

the two-day visit by observing "we see

some positive developements" in the

U.S.-Soviet relationship.

But he was unable to cite any major area

of reconciliation or prospect of an accord

for the first superpower sunmiit in more

than six years.

In fact, Shultz said, he would not bet on

an agreement in principle between the two

leaders on how to pursue a treaty to curb

the arms race.

Philosophically, Shultz said "life does not

end in the middle of November." He said

the possibility of additional meetings bet-

ween the leaders was "before us but

nothing has been settled."

He said later the four-hour session was
"a vigorous exchange that covered

everything."

He twice described the talks as "frank,"

which in diplomatic parlance often means
considerable disagreement.

But Shultz said, "It was far from a

shouting match. The discussions were

straight-forward, always quite cordial and

I thi^ they reflected our desire to use the

time well."

Besides arms control, Shultz singled out

regional issues and hunuin rights.

"As we broke up we wished for success

at the upcoming Geneva meeting and
beyond and pledged to each other that we
would work hard for continuing prepara-

tions."
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PLEASE NOTE: Due to technical difficulties, today's

Collegian has been reduced four pages and the bi-weekly

living section does not appear. The section wiU return in

two weeks.

CORRECTION: In yesterday's apartheid story on the

Black Affairs page. Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity was in-

correctly credited with organizing a signature drive.

Omega Psi Fi fraternity is organizing the drive.
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America Needs
A Hero fbr Every Age.

From the Kevdlutionan- Wiir ',.> the War in

Viet Nam, in national crises and natural (lis;isters.

the National (iuard has always been ready when
America tailed.

Today is no different. The Guard still needs

the kind of pet»ple who know peace and freedom
don't come cheap. Who are willing to stand up
and be counted when the chips are down.

If y( m're one i )f them - and yi lu've K"t I wo
days a month and two weeks a year to invest in

something important -we've got a J4)b, a pay
check, and some pretty attradive benefits waiting

for you.

Talk to your l<iial ,\niiy (iuard recruiter

today.
,.. ,. J . MAssACMuMTis

Because hero diH'snt iiavftolx- m^w^iv^v
just a word, it can be the (ace you see LlilMJ.F^^M
when you l<»»k in the inimir

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

586-4110

100%

CollegUii photo by Paul Detmarmii

"GIMME SHELTER"—A student and hie umbrella head for the dry sanctuary of the Campus Center dur-

ing yesterday's downpour.

Senate speaker under fire

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A resolution asking the Undergraduate Student

Senate to present a vote of noKionfidence and request the

resignation of Senate Speaker John Ruddock is on

tonight's agenda, causing controversy among senators

over the motivation behind the issue.

Ruddock, responding to the resolution, said certain

"people are trying to unload a lot of problems with the

senate on me."
The resolution's sponsor, Jordan Rosner, chair of the

Budget Committee, said since ruddock has been speaker,

the senate meetings have run inefficiently and too many

motions have been left undebated. Ruddock has been

condescending to people, has coached senators on mo-

tions during meetings, and misread many by-laws,

Rosner said.
. . . l . i u

Ruddock said, "It's insulting to think that people who

are relatively new to the senate are questioning my ex-

perience with parliamentary procedure. People fail to

realize that I've been in the senate since 1981."

Citing the lack of respect members give each other m
the senate, Ruddock said, "Respect is something you get

after you've given it." He said respect is not evident

because cerUin senators "cosntantly monopolize

meetings with dilatory comments," and "parliamentary

procedure is only as strong as people are willing to abide

Joe Sparks, co-chair of the Rents and Fees Committee,

said he looks forward to the no-confidence vote tonight.

Ruddock, he said, has an "inabUity to facilitate a

meeting," and "does not relate well to the senate at all.

A no-confidence vote of Ruddock has already passed in

the Governmental Affairs and Budgets committees, and

a similar vote is predicted to pass in two more commit-

tees by tonight.
. • ,n jj i ^

"I think they (senators) haven't given him (Ruddock) a

chance since day one," said Dave Martin, the communter

area spokesman. "People who should resign should be

senators giving him the no-confidence."

Inefficiency questioned;

meetings disruptive
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
CoUegian Staff

The agenda for tonight's Undergraduate Student

Senate meeting is seven pages long, almost three times

longer than usual because of semester-long inefficiency

in senate debate.

A big question facing the senate now is why this pro-

blem has arisen and what can be done to alleviate the pro-

blem.
The members of the Governmental Affairs and

Budgets committees, who overwhelmingly gave a no-

confidence vote to Senate Speaker John Ruddock,

evidently believe that the speaker is contributer to the in-

efficiencv •

Many other senators said they feel the problem of inef-

ficiency is the senat'e habit of disruptive actions during

debate, which come in the form of personality clashes

and filibustering.

At last week's senate meeting, only three motions

were approved, and the meeting was adjourned after "a

threat of danger" was sensed by Ruddock. Ruddock said

he called for adjournment after a senator had some

papers grabbed from his possession and when he sensed

a danger to the assembly as a whole.

The agenda is seven pages. Ruddock said, because of

"filibustering, petty bickering and abject disregard for

order."

Whatever the reasons behind it, there remains an

agenda that many senators said is far too long and there

is concern of the agenda expanding further in the coming

AVCCKS

"I don't recall agendas being this long," said Joe

Sparks, co-chair of the Rents and Fees Committee.

"Other speakers have had to deal with obstacles but

they've kept the ball rolling."

Students trying
peaceful tactics

against fee
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

After meeting with Graduate School and University of-

ficials last Friday, an ad-hoc committee of the Graduate

Student Senate said it would change slightly its plans to

protest mandatory payment of the Authority Fee by

graduate students.

The committee will now work on a detailed proposal to

present to Chancellor Joseph D. Duffy and the vice-

chancellors concerning the fee, which graduate students

oppose paying since it includes fees for dormitories and

dining commons buildings used almost exclusively by

undergraduates

.

The senate agreed to urge graduate students and any

other concerned citizens to reqtiest an itemized

breakdown of the Authority Fee (formerly called the

Universal Resource fee) from Associate Chancellor H.J.

Littlefield's office.

A proposal to flood the Housing Assignment Office with

Prince House applications was dropped as it was con-

sidered a "guerrilla tactic" the senate could use later if

their current plans were being stalled or unaddressed by

the administration.

Other actions such as witholding grade sheets by TA's

or not paying the Authority Fee in March are still actions

the committee will consider, but only as a last resort if on-

ther attempts failed.

Graduate School Dean Samuel F. Conti vehemently op-

posed these ideas and threatened to fire anyone who car-

ried through with them, said committee chairman John

Hayes.

"The graduate school officials agree with us inprinciple,

so we really have to convince the chancellor and the vice-

chancellors," Hayes said.

"We're not going to hurt anyone now, we just have to

show we're organized and put pressure on the right people

so that they'll change the policy," he said.

Vehicular incidents

top police reports
A 1978 Pontiac received over $1000 in damages when it

was hit by a 21-year-old woman driving a state van Mon-

day on the comer of Stockbridge Road and North Pleasant

Street, University of Massachusettts police saod.

The woman pulled out of an intersection and hit the Pon-

tiac. She was cited for failure to use care in starting out,

police said.

In other pohce reports:

• A 1983 Dodge Charger valued at $6500 was reported

stolen Monday morning from P Lot. The car was locked

and there was a spare ignition key left in the glove com-

partment of the car.

• A Toyota received $300 in damages when it was hit by

an unknown vehicle Monday morning in lot 65.

• A pocketbook containing miscellaneous identification

and a small amount of cash was stolen from a PVTA bus

Monday morning. The owner left the purse on the bus and

she called the PVTA Bus Company shortly after realizing

it was missing. The company had not found it.

The pocketbook was lost somewhere betweeen ttie

Lederle Graduate Research Center and the Army ROTC

• A New York license plate was reported stolen Monday

night from a 1982 Toyota parked in lot 43.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

Engineering dept. plans

joint admissions program
•^

start at a community college," Miller said.

To any HamdMMMti

FREE TUITION ^--«lCollo,.orUn(««»t,

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

A new joint admissions program with the

purpose of increasing access to the school

of engineering will be run next year by the

University and selected commumty col-

leffes.

"It'll give incoming students a choice bet-

ween coming direcUy to the University and

spending their first two yeare at a com-

limiity college," said Melton Miller, assis-

tant dean of engineering for

undergraduate affairs.
j . ..u

Students wUl be dually admitted to the

University and one of six commumty col-

leges. After completing two years at the

community college, they can transfer to the

University's engineering school as jumors.

"We're interested in giving students who

are qualified to come to the University s

college of engineering an opportunity to

start at a community college," Miller said.

Students will not be eligible for this pro-

gram unless they have been accepted to the

University under the normal admissions

standards. "It's not a second rate pro-

gram," he said.
.

Benefits for potential students include

the lower cost of community colleges and

being able to live at home.

Holyoke, Berkshire, Springfield

Technical, Greenfield, Nortliem Essex,

and Cape Cod Community college will par-

ticipate in the program as "the ones that

have programs the first two years that are

equivalent to our first two years," said

James John, dean of the school of

engineering. "We are doing this with com-

munity colleges who can guarantee that

our students, because they're still our

students, can transfer to become junior

engineering students" at the University,

Miller said. . . . oantinuedI on

CollcfUa photo by Paul Dctnanii

STUDENT DONOR—Sophomore communications major Colleen Clark gives

blood yesterday in the Student Union Ballroom under the supervision of Red

C^s iSff member PegTlley. The Red Cross blood drive here ends tomorrow

and officials are hoping to collect 500 pinU.
«•••««•
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LIBERAL ARTS CAREER WEEK
SPONSORED BY

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

NOVEMBER 6, 1985

November 6 • LIBERAL ARTS CAREER FAIR
Campus Center Auditorium - 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Over 30 corporations and government agencies will be participating.

Entry level positions in technical writing, management training programs,

marketing, public relations, health care, personnel and more.

DON'T FORGET TO BRING RESUMES!!!

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE • WE MAKE IT HAPPEN!

University Career Center

University of Massachusetts, Amherst
545-2224
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* hunger

"I think that is good because it gives people more con-

fidence if they know where it is going."

Rose said he thinks the benefit of Hunger Month will be

in making people more aware of the problem and to get

people working together. "People from all walks of life

are contributing. Everyone from the police department to

sports teams are involved.

"Individuals can make contributions to famine relief and

organize projects themselves," he said. "Any kind of fun-

draising and contributing would be great."

Rose arranges for businesses and benefits by looking

through the phonebook and making phone calles to

everything with "Massachusetts" in front of it. He started

everything in the Pioneer Valley by going around to

businesses and asking for a percentage of a day's profict.

Rose said he has received from 5 to 33 percent. He then

persistently called the governor's office until Dukakis

signed the proclamation for November to be

Massachusetts for Africa Month.

After the month was declared, he quit his job to devote

all of his time to the cause. "I have aborrowed all of the

money that I can borrow." Rose said he is living "here and

there," but does not regret a thing because "I feel for-

tunate in relation to others. Stuff can get done if people do

it," he said.

KftDTHEARTSPftfrE

CoIIckUb pboto b; Paul Dcimarmit

PAPER BREAK—Students read the Collegian

while waiting for companions outside Berkshire Din-

ing Commons yesterday.

L
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But he got d bigbang out of

his discovery

And you'll get a

bigger bang out

ofdiscovering
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in taste

Get on the stick

Hurry to the bar of

your choice and bring
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SMU bans water
DARTMOUTH (AP)-Officials of Southeastern Massa-

chusetts University have banned the drinking of campus

water until tests have determined whether it was respon-

sible for the stomach cramps and vomiting suffered by

more than 300 students in the past week.

School officials brought bottled water onto the campus

yesterday for the 5,500 students.

The college banned the water Monday after tests by the

state Department of Public Health indicated the water

might be responsible for the still-unidentified illness, ac-

cording to SMU spokesman Greg Stone.

No contaminants have been found in the water, but the

school is taking measures to prevent other students from

coming down with the illness, the symptoms of which

usually disappear within 24 to 48 hours, he said.

Health and school officials fear the illness might be a

type of virus that flourishes under the same conditions as

a strain of hepatitis so they are asking all students living in

dormitories to recieve inocculations against the strain as a

precaution. Stone said.

No hepatitis cases have been uncovered, but the

hepatitis has a month-long incubation period so any possi-

ble cases wouldn't be apparent yet, he said.

More than 300 students were stricken by ^hat officials

originally thought might be a type of food poisoning last

Wednesday night. While they have been recovenng

without problems, another 50 cases were reported on

Monday, Stone said.

engineering » continued from page 3

Miller said that the program is "administratively uni-

que" because the students will be admitted to the Univer-

sity from the start of their freshman year. "Our goal is to

intergrate them gradually through the advising process."

The first students enrolled in the program will begin m
September of 1986. "I think we'll first of alls ee how many

students are going to do this. We might have 40 or 50 the

first year," John said.

15 Cowles Lane, Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 256-8931

Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30; Sat 9-1; Thurs til 7:30

SKI
EUROPE
Two Great Tours

To Choose From:

Feb. 27th

ENGELBERG

Mar. 14th

BADGASTEIN

Tours include: round trip air transpor-

tation from Boston, accommodations,

two meals daily, taxes and gratuities.

Feb. 27th tour includes 7 day ski pass!

Call now for reservations!
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Room Choosing Process

for Spring 1986

RESERVING
YOUR
CURRENT
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

CHANGING
YOUR
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

ROOMMATE
REQUESTS

IN-HOUSE
ROOM REQUEST
FORMS

QUESTIONS?

Please read carefully

If you intend to keep your present residence hall assignment

personally sign up with your Resident D.rector/R^.dence

Hall Manager on Tuesday, November 12. Pgq^lhng for

p^^p, R«y.prvation is Tu««dav. November 12,

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR PRESENT RESIDENCE

HALL ASSIGNMENT WHILE ALSO SUBMITTING A

PREFERENCE FORM YOU MUST DO THE FOLLOWING.

1. Sign up for the same room on Tuesday, November 12 or a

different room on Wednesday ,
November 13.

2 Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference Form in the

lower right comer is a box you must "check" if you vvish to be

returned to your residence hall if your residence hall or area

choices cannot be met. oo./-Ki»iicMT ic
yn.fR 1

p RFSmFN^F "^" ASSIGNMENT IS

rfi lAqi^MTPP" ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH STEPS.

If you wish to move to another rnnm in the aame

rAnidance hall, you must sign up with your Resident Direc-

tor/Residence Hall Manager. DEADLINE FOR MOVING

WITHIN A RESIDENCE HALL IS WEDNESDAY, November

13.

If you wish to move to f»nnthar rasidance hall, you must

complete a Housing Preference Form. DEADLINE FOR

RETURNING COMPLETED HOUSING PREFERENCE

FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS FRI-

DAY, November 22. Preference Forms may be dropped off at

any Area Operations Office (Southwest-JFK Lobby,

Northeast/Sylvan-Johnson, Central/Orchard Hill-101 Baker).

If you wish to move to another residence hall to room with a

student already assigned to that residence hall, you must

together complete a ROOMMATE REQUEST FORM.
DEADLINE FOR RETURNING ROOMMATE REQUEST
FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS THURS-

DAY, November 14.

If you wish to become roommates with a student in a

residence hall to which neither of you is currently assigned,

you must each complete a Housing Preference Form. These

forms should be identical (with the exception of the "check"

box) and stapled together. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING

HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS IS FRIDAY, November 22.

If, during the regular In-House Room Choosing period, you

were unable to secure a particular type of accommodation (a

particular single or double room), please contact your Resi-

dent Director/ Residence Hall Manager and fill out an In-

House Room Request Form. Rooms that become available

during Intersession will be assigned according to seniority, to

those students who have filled out this form and returned it to

the Housing Assignment Office.

If you still have questions about the Room-Choosing process,

please contact the Housing Assignment Office (545-21001,

235 Whitmore. Thank you.
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Let that free market flow
Within the hallowed halls of our federal

government of late, there has arisen quite a

ruckus over the U.S. trade imbalance. One

member of Congress after another is jump-

ing onto the protectionist bandwagon.

Pressing their faces into T.V. cameras,

these would-be defenders of the American

public are quick to chastise "the little

yellow men" (Sen. Donald Riegle D-Mich.)

and propose quotas to restrict imports

while ignoring the consequences of such ac-

tions.

Without a doubt, there are U.S. in-

dustries that are hurting from stiff foreign

competetion. As many a Congressman has

pointed out, the trade deficit is partially a

result of foreign subsidies as well as a

variety of other protectionist measures im-

posed by foreign governments. But to

blame our trade problems on these factors

alone is misleading.

The high value of the dollar, which is

brought about in no small measure by the

debt on the federal deficit, serves to make

the export of goods difficult while en-

couraging a flood of imports. It is political-

ly convenient for Congress to blame the

loss of American jobs on foreigners, but the

issue is far more complex than our

representatives in Washington would lead

us to believe. Protectionism is a classic

case of the cure being more painful than

the disease.

First of all, we ought to consider the ef-

fect that protectionist measures would

have on the American consumer. If the

U.S. government enacts import quotas,

then there will be fewer inexpensive goods

in the U.S. and the consumer will be forced

to pay higher prices. Middle class liberals

may say that they are willing to pay more

for consumer goods if it will protect

American jobs, but those lower down on

the economic scale can not afford such

patriotic gestures.

In the long run, protectionism will pro-

bably not preserve American jobs either.

Higher costs for components to U.S. pro-

ducts formerly manufactured abroad will

result in making U.S. products more ex-

pensive and thus less competetive in a

world market. The U.S. implementation of

quotas might have the same effects in

Japan that theirs have here. A new series

of foreign trade barriers will arise which

will either cause the further loss of U.S.

jobs due to more restricted markets, the

enactment of more U.S. quotas or sub-

sidies, or some combination of these.

Stephen C.

Of all the government-sponsored protec-

tionist measures, government subsidies for

failing industries are the most ridiculous of

all, because such policies require the tax

payer to fund inefficiency. Although

members of Congress may wail and moan

about the unfairness of foreign govern-

ments subsidizing their native industries,

what is acttially happening is that foreign

tax payers are subsidizing the cost of what

Americans pay for imported consumer

goods. For example, the British taxpayer

may be footing a portion of the bill for a

pair of shoes a poor child in the U.S. is buy-

ing. It's better that the British taxpayer do

this than the American taxpayer through

expanded Welfare programs.

As the debate over protectionism rages,

we ought to realize that the United States

already has plenty of protectionist

mechanisms in its trade policies. Dairy and

tobacco subsidies represent a substantial

chunk of federal money. We also have a

good deal of import quotas already in place.

The lowering of U.S. quotas for Latin

American imports, for example, is a chief

interest of those nations south of the U.S.

border. Latin American countries

desperately need U.S. markets, yet

American liberals who raise impassioned

pleas to help our bretheren in the develop-

ing world are the first to advocate protec-

tionism.

The U.S. economy is one in transition,

moving from a smokestack industrial base

to a technological one. Some of our older

industries are relocating to the developing

nations where labor is cheaper, but insodo-

ing, they are creating much need capital in-

vestment and jobs in poorer countries.

Meanwhile, the traditional industries that

remain in the U.S. have become leaner and

more competetive, employing the new

technologies of our changing industrial

base.

Despite the loss of some jobs to foreign

competetion, more Americans are at work

today then ever before, reflecting new

economic opportunities. Regardless of

what special interests or some members of

Congress say, a free trade policy, not pro-

tectionism, will protect the American

worker.

Stephen C, Erickson is a Collegian Colum-

nist,

Senate beset by quarrels

Letters

World needs peaceful dialogue

This past weekend a conference with

great historical implications took place in

Amherst. Approximately fifty people for

Eastern and Western countries met to

discuss peace activism. These citizens met

to discuss the linkage of people on the

grass roots level worldwide.

Among the delegates were seven Rus-

sians (from the independent peace

movement-specifically the Moscow Group

to Establish Trust Between the USSR and

USA) who were recently exiled from the

Soviet Union. These people tried to make

proposals to their government and educate

the public on the arms race. In the Unit«d

States such actions would simply by ig-

nored. In the Soviet Union, persons vi^ho

engage in these activities are subjugated to

imprisonment or detainment in mental in-

stitutions. In prison, people are subject to

16 hour work days (of hard labour), recieve

only 1200 calories per day, and are often

tourtured. In mental hospitals, patients are

constantly interrogat*;d and arc forced to

take psychoactive drugs.

Due to these oppressive conditions m the

Soviet Union, the people are unable to have

any public peace movement. Underground

however, there are thousands of people

communicating with one another to

promote peace and human rights (this is

very difficult and if caught can mean 3-17

years in jail). The citizens of the Soviet

Union are people just like ourselves. They

have different ideas, and different aspira-

tions, as do United States citizens.

However, they hold one hope in common,

and that is to end the arms race and pro-

mote free thinking amongst all people.

These are people who, unlike their govern-

ment, are working for world peace through

trust and global truth.

We, as citizens of the United States, have

an incredible responsiblity to those in

Eastern bloc countries. Although the effect

we have on our own government may seem

weak, we must support these people in

their struggle. We have the ability to

publically object to the arms race and the

violation of other human rights. We must

not further the oppression of the world's

people by pointing thousands of warheads

at them and forcing military spending;

rather we should stand up and say no.

So, next time you feel too tired to go to

the rally, have too much homework to

write your representative, or feel you have

no effect on anyone, remember your

friends in the East.

Lisa Bohne
UMssB Pescemakers

A major crisis looms over the University

of Massachusetts. October saw the board of

Regents of Higher Education recommend

to the governor that $255,000 in stat«

financial aid be cut from the UMass budget

request. This means that at least 500

students will find their access to education

jeopardized. Some of your friends may be

among those 500. You may be among those

500. This issue is important to you, isn't it?

You'd think that this is a matter that your

student senate is dealing with, right?

Wrong.
Instead, your student senate is occupying

itself with far more weighty concerns. This

week's senate crisis is a part of a month-

long parade of similar "crises" which have

kept your representatives from addressing

the financial aid, and many other dilemnas.

The new problem is that some members of

the Student Goverment Association have

tried to make John L. Ruddock, the

speaker, a scapegoat for the senate's in-

ability to move through its agenda in an

orderly, respectful fashion.

It's not the role of the speaker to func-

tion as a babysitter for the senate.

However, upon wandering into a senate

meeting, anyone will come to the conclu-

sion that a babysitter is needed. The

speaker has repeatedly made rulings based

on Robert's Rules of Order, the guide by

which procedural decisions are made.

Members of the assembly, ignoring the

authority given to the speaker in the rules,

have chosen not to respect John Ruddock's

legitimate rulings. Why has the student

senate adopted rules which is has chosen to

overlook? As a parliamentary official in the

U.S. Congress said to us, "Rules of

Parliamentary Procedure were written for

assemblies that wish to abide by them."

The problem is not the fault of the whole

senate. Instead, it is fostered by the same

individuals who wish to place the blame on

the speaker. They are creating a disruption

and are then using that disruption to

hamper the ability of the speaker to do his

job. It is reasonable for the speaker to ex-

pect that individuals will not speak out of

Guest/Wingle
turn, interupt others, have shouting mat-

ches across the room, make rude and

disrespectful comments, or engage in any

other behavior which belittles the title

bestowed upon senators by their consti-

tuents. Instead of blaming the presiding of-

ficer, you'd think that these people could

simply clean up their acts.

The individuals we are refering to could

act in a restrained, orderly manner. It's not

that they don't recognize their infractions.

The speaker has fulfilled his responsiblity

to maintain discipline, by bringing these

procedural violations to the attention of

these people, many times. Obviously, the

fact that they have continued to behave in

this way can only be construed as a con-

scious attempt to disrupt proceeding and

undermine the confidence that the rest of

the SGA in John Ruddock's ability to main-

tain order.

So, who are these people and why are

they doing this? Certain senators have con-

flicts with the speaker that are rooted in

personal political ideology. John Ruddock,

as a private individual, and as a member of

this campus' Third World community, is in-

volved in many extra-senate causes. His

personal agenda has been labeled "pro-

gressive" by the senators in question.

The question we want to leave you with is

this. Do you think this Senate is fulfilling

its obligation to you? We feel that if these

people treated your elected assembly with

the respect that their constituents expect,

then the business that the SGA was created

to address could be acted on. John Ruddock

is not the issue. The responsiblity of

senators to recongnize your concerns and

to conduct themselves properly is the mat-

ter at hand.

Mei Guest and Paul V/ingle are assistants,

respectively, to the SGA Presidents and

SGA Speaker.

Inappropriate media coverage
We, the members of Cashin House Coun-

cil feel the need to express our utter

disgust and contempt for a news story

aired on WMUA last weekend. As you may

have heard, Fred Flintstone was struck

down by gall boulders Friday night. This in

itself was a total surprise, but the real

shock was the WMUA reporter's coverage

of the tragedy. In the middle of what must

have been Wilma Flintstone's worst hour,

the reporter was looking for her so that he

could get a statement.
^

The heinous disregard for this woman s

feelings is excusable; to pry a statement

out of this shell of a woman is the worst

form of self serving sationalism. The peo-

ple of UMass deserve more than this

reprehensibly irresponsible journalism.

Michael Gervasi
Sylvan

A thank-you for a tearing story
An open letter to the young woman who

shared her ab<jrtiun experience with us.

Thank you.

You made us all listen. "All" meaning

those who relegated an abortion to just a

"simple" operation, those who deny the

human life within them (Quot«: "I killed

another human being"), those who do not

understand the life-long ramifications am.

would shrug off the whole experience,

those who have also chosen abortion who

cannot speak as openly as yourself, and

those who are continuing to work for life.

Ann Mancini
Amherst
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MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST ChiB««« Food"

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Sparc Ribs
Small

$080
Large

SA60
f ^

Luncheon
Specials

$025
From ^ served 11 a.m.

*o p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU BtZ2S
CAN EAT ^

WORCESTER

1) B«f !* FrMh

S)CMdianWlMi

S) Bnxcot m Oy««f SMt*

O SmM * SoMf CkkkM
7) Pan FiM Rta
nPaaFfMNoDdH
•MiOildMn

tIPanFitadRwM
lOIHM-t-SaaiSoMP

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service

FuU Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-lO p.m.

Frt. & Sat. 11:30 a.m.-ll p.m.

10 Belchert^Wn Road
at Rte. 9, Amherst
- 256-0252

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center
FuK Service Tire Store'

78 SundarUnd Rd.. No Amhvrsl. MA
AcfOts froin Watroba s Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

Quality Food IPraparadj
To Ordar^
Ch<iatnut Plain Rd.

Whatalv
*iaS6-J044

'

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,

Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: taka 11« norttt to

South Daarflald. aouth on routa

6-10 1% mllaa. Right on Chriatlan

Lana Vi mlla from cantar of town.

Op«n:
Mon-Sst &-10 pm Sun 1-9

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

MUNCHY

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

^.UNIVERSITY
aMstore*

LOVE NOTES TERM PAPERS
TAKE HOME EXAMS
RESEARCH PROJECTS

The IBM Portable PC can help you with them all.

With a built in amber display, two diskette drives,

and 256 KB of main memory, the Portable PC
runs the full range of IBM PC software.

To find out more about the Portable PC and what

it can do for you, come to the IBM information

booth in the Campus Center this Wednesday,

Thursday, and Friday.

NO MATTER WHAT YOU'RE TYPING,

WE'RE YOUR TYPE.
I

ARTS Street survival:
L.A. is the place

SoHo by night:
A strange After Hours
AFTER HOURS
Starring Griffin Dunne
Directed by Martin Scorses

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Anyone who's ever been locked out of

their car late at night in a strange city

knows what a unique experience getting

stranded can be.

You swear that if you ever make it home,

you'll never leave your house again, and

afterwards, you can't help describing your

adventure to everyone you meet. It's this

odd combination of excitement and fear

that noakes AJier Hours such a fun ex-

perience.

Our hapless hero is a bored computer

operator (Griffin Dunne) who works in an

office that is as antiseptically clean as his

bright white suit. Suddenly, a chance en-

counter with a strange woman (Rosanna

Arquette) not only sends him off on one of

the most bizarre dates imaginable, but

eventually strands him in nighttime SoHo
like a lost child in the woods.

At first, getting home seems to be a sim-

ple matter, but an apparently unconnected

series of events slowly but surely work
against him, and his every sanctuary is

violated, his every friend lost. It's a

paranoic's delight.

You'd think that a story like this,

especially directed by Martin Scorsese,

(Tori Driver) would be more morbid than

fun, but Scorsese averts this by utilizing

one of the freakiest casts possible. Griffin

Dunne previously appeared as the living

dead college student in American Werewolf

in London, while Arquette has just receiv-

ed huge acclaim for her performance in

(xmtiniied on page 1

1

A^ UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS

•aa»«a»««*»*»""""*»

Deadline for submission of grant proposals for

single projects or events:

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8

Grant guidelines and applications available at

Arts Council, the Student Activities office, or

the Arts Extension Service.

Hampshire
Business

Machines Inc.

TYPEWRITERS
Sales, Service

Rentals

Brothers, IBM.

Smith Corona, etc

321 Main St.

Amherst
549-6177

TVvo friends

raised under

one root

Bryon sayfi/ the

future coming

Markney^erknev^

vvhat hit him.

.,«.«cl«l"

STARTS FRIDAY NOVEMBER 8TH
^^^T^^ATRE NEAR YOU.

TO LIVE AND DIE IN L.A.

Starring William Peterson

and John Pankow
Directed by William Friedkin

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

To Live and Die in L.A. cynically por-

trays corruption as a way of survival in the

streets.

Director William Friedkin invokes a

mood of hopeless despair and ferocious

brutality. Thre is no innocence in his

characters and if there is, it's quickly ex-

tinguished in the barbarous streets,

Richard Chance (William Peterson) and

John Vukovich (John Pankow) are two

secret service agents hunting for

counterfeiter, Eric Masters (Bill Dafoe),

Chance's friend and former partner.

Chance is now out for revenge and will do

anytiiing to bring Masters to "justice."

Everything snowballs as the two agents

steal a large amount of money, accidentally

kill an FBI agent, and generally ignore the

rules in pursuit of their prey.

Many minor and major characters are

blown away with shotguns and nobody, in

RENT/^RKK

N«w & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Avalable

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

the audience or on screen, seems to care.

Chance and Vukovich are connected only

by a bond of guilt in their lawless actions

while attempting to apprehend Masters.

None of the characters have any morali-

ty, they kill and steal without thinking

about it. They are merely pawns that move

around in action sequences. These people

are downers, as human beings and if it

wasn't for the tremedously exciting car

chase, this movie would be a downer too.

The action sequences are laid on thick,

messy and fast, especially the car chase.

This is the most exciting chase captured on

film in a long while. The two agents rise

against oncoming traffic to escape guns,

trucks and a car full of armed men. This

scene was carefully choreographed by the

director and it shows. Trucks shoot out into

the agent's path from nowhere as their car

windows are shattered by shotgun bullets.

It is one of the few scenes in the film that

actually causes thrilling shivers of excite-

ment sdong the spine. If only Friedkin had

spent as much time on the plot and

characters as he did on that car chase

scene. He would have had an excellent film.

continued on page 1 1

TCYP has openings for

the following positions.

FOSTER CARE
-mature individuals and

families to provide a stable

environment for needy

adolescents.

RELIEF STAFF - to

provide respite hours to

youths in foster care. Situa-

tions vary according to

need.

ADVOCATES - willing

to share living accommoda-
tions with young adults

needing orientation into in-

dependent living situations.

Stipends, training and

support are available for

all openings. For further

information, call B.J.

Vanessa at TrI-County

Youth Program, 16 Ar-

mory St., Northampton,

6W-6210,

.next Tmf
iiTTpneAM

...1T\is messa^^ bvT>ugv\f to you by yoor ^i»^^ m^ersi^M^ Se>fim

^ THE FINE ARTS CENTER
^^^ CONCERT H ALL

„ M\ER^!TV OF
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CAREER DAY '85
Wednesday, November 13

Over 30 companies represented!

Presentation, Luncheon and Career Fair

Luncheon tickets on sale in SOM lobby until Nov. 8

•X-
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•X-

•x-

•X-
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t Those wishing to attend only presentation and Career Fair are |

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

X-
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welcome from 10:00 am - 5:00 pm, 1st floor Campus Center
^

Open to all students - any major! ^

4^
Sponsored by the Undergraduate Business Club ^

SOME FACTS ABOUT FAT

Functional Fat
i. a c r^ c w u

Fat in your diet carries fat soluable vitamins such as A, E, D tt K. it

also provides essential fatty acids. Body fat protects body organs

and provides insulation.

BUT, a diet high in fat is associated with an increased risk of heart at-

tack,' stroke and breast cancer. Fats are also high In calories.

How to cut down
- drink skim or low fat milk and use it in cooking too.

- substitute low fat yogurt for sour cream or use a mixture of the two.

- eat fewer fried foods and try more fruits and vegetables instead.

University Vending Services & University Health Services

Division of Health Education/ University of Massachusetts/Amherst

The Hot Spot 99,3 presents

Comedian

SEEN ON THE
TOMGHTSHOW.
SATLUDAY
NIGHT inT.

DA Ml)
LETTERMAS

& HBO

CATCH
CHANNEL 22

& WHMP 99.J
"THE HOT S
FOR DETAIL

LOOKOUT
RODNEY

DANGERFIELD;
EDDY MURPHY
& GEORGE
CARLIN

1985's HOTTEST
NEW FUNNY
PERSON

Steven Wright
Friday, November 15, 8:00 p.

m

Springfield Symphony Hall

Tickets available at: Main Street Records. Northampton.

U. MASS Fine Arts Center, All Stop &v Shop Stores &. the

Sorincfield Civic Center Box Office.

MC/VISA 1-800-243-4842

A Hf)r}H)r-Fox Production

Wednesday, Noyember 6, 1985
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r Writing a Paper?
|

^ Want Help? |

1 That's what we're here for. i

\ THE
i WRITING CENTER

\

« Baker (Central) I

kues, Wed, Thurs 3:30-5 pm: g

I
BartlettlOlb

I Wed 7-9 pm: Bartlett 101
f
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MONEV MOTIUATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and

Have the Confidence to Prove

What it Takes, Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expanding a

new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing is the future

successful road to sales in the 1980's, and we are growmg

rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to w6rk around your schedule,

and you can earn up to $10.00 per hour while training.

There are still 25 positions available. Salary -h Commissions

+ Bonuses. For an appomtment, Call 7 AM-7 PM, Dave

413-256-4101 ^

IT'S

We're Making A

All Unsold

HOOKS
Are going back to

the PublishersHo¥i

fWilN TEXTBOOK ANTvJEX
@prvscaip3rtacig

MON-FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m

I

WedneMlay, Norember 6, 1985 !

* Hours^—
Desperately Seeking Susan.

Cheech and Chong of

course, are Cheech and
Chong. They are all talented

comedians, and this gives

the film a bite that regular

dramatic actors wouldn't be

able to deliver.

Some viewers are bound

to find the character's

frenetic behavior tiring

while others will find it fun-

ny. The film's other major

Collegian

' continuedfrom page 9 "^ Lj,J\.,'

flaw is that it doesn't end,

but simply stops at one
point, giving the audience a
sli^t disappointment.

Still, while it's going.

After Hours is a terrific

stop-and-go roller coaster

ride, the kind you want to

get right back on once it's

ended. It's a film that com-
edy fans and horror buffs

can enjoy equally.

Sex, blood and violence

make this film especially

palatable to teeny-boppers

who are into this kind of

thing, yet the despair and
cynicism may limit its com-

mercial appeal. The
characters, though hand-

some are mentally hideous

continu*d from page 9

and would commit any
depravity to get what they

want.

Editor's note: For trivia

buffs, Bill Dafoe who plays

the villianous counterfeiter,

Eric Masters, is brother-in-

law of UMass journalism

Professor Ralph Whitehead.

'^K ../H*- HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

r
CAROL'S HEAD QUARTERS

Former Employees of LORDS & LADIES
Carol, Sandy and Ingrid

A Full Service Salon
- Manicures - Cellophane Colors - Perms

Reasonable Rates Walk-Ins

115 Russell St, Rt. 9, Hadley, MA
1-413-584-9948

Student Discount w/valid ID

1

< I

;

::
I

<

::

>####»*##<#»»#»#»»»*####*»#*#»#»»»»#»•***»»*»**»»*

11 am - 2 am 7 days

bO Main St. Amherst, MA 253-7018

•'/--^^> HOT
ROAST BEEF

ir. SANDWICHES

caling place

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
Fni. a SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP » SHOP)

Ktc. 9 • Hadlty/Kmhertt

\ 256-6889L

I

I

I

Daily
Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500

Open House
at The Old Mill

Saturday, Sunday, Monday
Nov. 9, 10, 11

65 Montague Rd.
Route 63
1 mile north of UMass

Monru ^in44cusT

rVISS/1Ci4USCTTS
START CHRISTMAS

I

SHOPPING NOW AT
OUR ONE STOP

SHOP

Refreshments Served

STAR MARKET
CO-OP

OPPORTUNITIES
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WORKING IN AN EXCITING

BUSINESS IN THE SUPERMARKET OPERATIONS FIELD?

WAQY/WiXY present

?2ni«es aTare^ulf Of a successful co-op experience, we

IrSintlrestedfn talking to students from all majors.

we will be on campus for an *"'o""a*'?"^' "^f!'*'"
°"

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7 at 7:00 PM
inS.O.M. Rooml12.

intprwiews will be held on NOVEMBER 8.

TO Pnd ou?mo"e about Star s Co-op program,

please contact Co-op Program, 5-222a todavi

STARMARKET^^
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Springfield Civic Center
November 7th-7:30pm

All Seats Reserved - $9.50. $8.50, & $7.50

On Sale at Civic Center Box Office,

Datatix and TIcketron.

•

PHONE CHARGES: (413) 787-6600 or (203) 549-2622
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15th ANNUAL BUSH BASH

UMASS SKI CLUD

SU6ARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI 6 PARTY WEEK
JAN. 19-24

TRIP INCLUDES:

yh DAY LIFT TICKET SUN - FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL o*COMDO

ENTERTAlNMEhfT: FREE DEER & WINE PARTIES

HOT TUB PARTIES . LONG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TURTU RACES, FRH BEER b WINE PARTIES

FREE OEER b WIHE PARTIES NASTARRACI5

SUGAROUSH COUPON BOOK. EQ EO

VXreswell X
Gallery

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
10-5 Mon-Sat

549-6600

African Artifacts

Cards

Cloths

Dolls

Jewelry

Posters

Pottery

Prints

,v^a49

i

^£:^Cir''c^ «:?-<»-^:M«9 9£^<Tir<iS» «^^<^^

ONLY $149

ONLY $199
HOTEL PACKAGE ^^.-o^^ qNLY $149

CONDO PACKAGE -**"«^ ONLY $199

fiMT 100 Ptopu ro yOHOP viu oc ojgibu ^^o* a FREE TRIP

Sign-up before Nov. 19th and get a free T shirt

LAGNAF 86
FOR MORE INFO 545-3437 430 STUDENT UNION

StretchVonr SkibigDonar With

reler PM's StiattiM Hountain
E]i|Hcss Pacinge

xtwm-^-^ ' ""«'*^*—"goo

^

\

\

FINE FOOD
&

SPIRITS
Mon & Tues Nite

3 Free Taco Bar*
' * 9 - till it lasts!

^NOVEMBER BEER SPECIAL
j?Heinekeii J

57 N. Pleasant St. Amherst N

^P

1

I

Peter Pan Bus Lines and Stratton Mountain are offering a special

ski package this season. . .a way to further stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiing fun.

Arrival at Stratton Mt.: 9:00 a.m. . Leave Stratton Mt.: 4:30 p.m.

Peter Pans Stratton Mountain Express round-trip service Is

available Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.

R^'^dTp't^nsXion and a days lift ticket for just $25.00

Tuesday. Thursday and $27.00 on Sunday, less than you d pay

for a lift ticket alonel A great value to stretch your skiing dollar

and your skiing fun. Advanced resenrations only.

Tickets available at all local college campuses and at the Peter

Pan Bus Lines Atlantic City Olflce. Tor further information on

pick up points and resenrations . .

.

Contact: The People Professionals

p^*mr Pmrt BiiMLiruaa,Inc.
1776 Main St., P.O. Box 1776

~
Springfield, MA • 781-2900 Ext. 253

MA Toll rree 1-800 332 8995

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
CHESS CLUB

GAMES CONVENTION NOVEMBER 8, 9, 10

Friday Nov. 8, 7 pm Commonwealth Rm (Student Union): 5-Time

US CHESS CHAMPION ARTHUR BISGUIER will simultaneous-

ly play all challengers. FREE to UM students, others: $5/board.

Saturday, Nov. 9, 9 am Student Union Ballroom: JOE SPARKS

GRAND PRIX A 5-round nationally rated chess tournamnet with a

projected prize fund of $1,000. Prize$ awarded at skill levels

FREE entry to UM students who preregister. Others $15-$30

depending on section.

Saturday & Sunday, Nov 9 & 10 Commonwealth Room: THE

GRENADIER SOCIETY UM's miniatures and strategy games will

be holdinff demonstration miniatures and board games; observers

l^^viled to%arrcipate. THE STRATEGY GAMES CLUB will be

running various board, strategy and role-playing games tour-

naments. Prizes will be awarded. FREE ENTRY to UM students,

others $3/day, $5/2 days.

Sunday, Nov. 10, 7 pm Commonwealth Room: 5-MINUTE SPEED
CHESS TOURNAMENT

For information & registration contact

Joe Sparks at 545-0341, 420 SUB
Sponsored by the UMass Chess Club with help from the Grenadier Society, Strategy Games Club,

BOG, CC Administration and SGA (hopefully).
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Doonesbury

Collegian

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Weather

Today: Cloudy with periods of drizzle

Highs will be 50 to 55.

Tomorrow: Mild and partly sunny with

highs 55-60.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien
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Bat Brain By Bill Bearing
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Surfman by 3art

Menu
LUNCH

Chili Com Chip Bake
Grilled Cheese Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Hearty Latin Stew

Grilled Cheese on Wheatberry

DINNER
Italian Sweet Sausage

Spaghetti, Tomato Sauce
Baked Corned Beef

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Nut Loaf
Mushroom Sauce

Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Tomato Sauce

Investigative Reporting
Workshop

Journalism professor Frank Falukner,

formerly of the Springfield Daily News, will

give an investigative reporting and public

documents workshop at 7 p.m. tomorrow. This

will count toward staff status for new people

and it would do everyone some good to attend!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Domingo
6 On

(equivalent)

10 TV messages
13 Surprised

14 Actress

Ttiompson
15 SE Asian

land

17 Dog
constellation

19 Goya s

duchess
20 Pearl Buck

heroine
21 Basic military

units

23 Inst near

Harvard

24 Drs procedure

26 Cattle leed

28 Facial feature

31 Verdi opus
33 Sulky pace
34 Welder's fuel

37 Widespread
40 Alice in

Wonderland'
creator

41 Birthstonetor

May
44 Desirable

Streef
45 Inauspicious

47 Egyptian

goddess
50 Province ot

Piedmont
51 Authority

52 Unhappy state

55 A Gershwin
57 Bosh'

56 Glorify

(someone)
60 Politician's

prize''

64 Once again

66 Go downhill

68 Product of

50 Across
69 Arm Ixjne

70 Two wheelers
71 Brunchedor

munched

hdited by Trude Michel Jaffr

38 Typeot market

39 MacDonald s

72 Program
73 Favor

DOWN
Cantina serving

Equal, in

Oi|0n

Zola heroine

Suppose
In medias
Far East

Panpipe
8 Ornament
9 Least abundant
10 mode
11 Firehouse

mascots
12 Fertser novel

16 Fill to repletion

18 University at

Montreal

22 Knights title

25 Ring event

27 "Maltese

Falcon' star

28 Drawstring

29 Athletic org

30 Dogged
32 Eatery

35 Secret meeting

36 Morays.eg

coslar

42 Proposal

43 Moslem pnnce
46 Trattoria treat

48 Strong emotion
49 Spoot
52 Tie

53 Part ol ancient

Asia Mmo'

54 Domicile,

tor some
56 Spring month
59 A Passage to

India director

61 Topographic
feature

62 Shoshones
63 Army meal
65 Tiny

67 Certain lidp

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

i lft<i l.M '^ftlw llflMi svBtfmtr 11IM
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IBM Portable PC

$1075.00*

DEMONSTRATION
THIS WED.11/6
THROUGH
FRI.11/8

• UMass ' success
Don't forget the UMass cross country

teams that are also ranked among the top

five in New England or the women's t«nnis

team which went 8-5 and did well in the

region.
.

But maybe the biggest surprise has been

the play of the UMass football team.

Written off by many after two straight

3-8 seasons, second-year head coach Bob

Stull has rebuilt UMass into a New

England power. The Minutmen are 6-3 and

also talking playoffs. They have won four

___^—> continued from page 16

straight and beaten a number of t«ams that

beat them in 1984. The mixture of veterans

tired of losing and talented newcomers, in-

cluding a freshman quarterback in Dave

Palazzi that seems a shoo-in for many

Rookie-of-the-Year honors, has sparked

the football program back to where it

belongs.

Fall 1985, so far a season to remember

for UMass athletics, and with the tour-

naments coming, more glory may be on the

way.

Orders will be taken on Nov. 18 - 21

this special offer available to

students, staff, and faculty.

Certain restrictions apply

^ see store for details

* Delaware

Located in

The Campus
Center

545-2619

^UNIVERSITY

16-14 losers to Lehigh.

UMass was an easy 27-3

winner over Holy Cross,

just a week before Delaware

played them.

Leading the Hens is

quarterback Rich Gannon,

the 1984 ECAC Rookie-of-

the-Year. Gannon runs the

complicated Wing-T offense

with accuracy, completing

over 55 percent of his

passes and throwing for six

touchdowns. He has also

run for 279 yards, 86

against Temple. Gannon is

Delaware's best athlete on

offense.

On defejise, sophomore

middle lintebacker Darrell

Booker leads the Hens vkrith

126 tackles. He had 23

against Temple and was

named Defensive Player-of-

the-Week in the ECAC.
Free safety Tyrone Jones

has five interceptions.

The Hens have a variety

of defenses, but show a lot

of multiple fronts with up to

eight men rushing the

passer. UMass will need to

establish a short passing

game to combat this.

Last year, UMass led

14-10 before the Hens ran

off two quick scores to put

the game away in the fourth

quarter. The Minutmen are

unlikely to pull a similiar

fold this season, especially

with what is on the line.

"It's the biggest game

we've been in since I've

been here," said UM head

coach Bob Stull. "Delaware

is an excellent team, but I

feel good about our team

this year. I'm anxious to see

what happens."
MINUTEMAN MUT-

^m^^^ continued from page 16

TERINGS: UMass is rank-

ed eighth in the latest

Lambert Trophy poll,

Delaware is foiulh...a win

will probably put UMass

back into the national rank-

ings for the first time in six

weeks...Delaware's mascot

is a chicken wearing a

sweater vdth a "D" on it, in-

spiring it isn't.

Mid-Semester Trip to

ISRAEL
January 5-19 (extra week option)

THE EXPERIENCE
OF A LIFETIME

Discover Israeli Life and Culture.

Visit major cities

and a development farm.

Call now while places are still available.

I
Hillel 5-2526 Student Union 302

UMASS SKI CLUB
Ski Sale Meetings

Thurs. Nov. 7

4 pm CC Rm 165

7 pm Hamden Commons, SW
All those Interested in working the sale

must attend one of the above!

For nr>ore info call S4&-3437

What's at Stake
The Game: Delaware at Massachusetts, Saturday at

1-30 p.m. at McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

The Records: Both UMass and Delaware are 6-3 on

the season. .

What's at stake: Both teams must wm the game to

have any chance at making the Division 1-AA national

playoffs in late November.
. v i.

Why?: UMass can no longer make it as the Yankee

Conference champion because the University of Rhode

Island has clinched at least a tie for the conference cham-

pionship and due to its 7-3 victory over UMass, would get

the league's automatic berth. Delaware is considered an

independent 1-AA team (it will become eligible wr the

Yankee Conference title next season) so an at-large bid is

its only means of making the playoffs.

UMass' Chances for an At-Large Berth: Hard to say

right now, UMass needs to win both its remaining games

(Delaware and next Saturday at New Hampshire) to have

any shot, with an 8-3 record, a winning streak of six in-a-

row and one of the divisions best defenses, UMass would

be given a good look by the selection committee. The

Minutemen did have the division's fifth-toughest

schedule coming into the season, do play m a tough con-

ference and have lost three games by a combined 16

points (two of the losses coming without starting

quarterback Dave Palazzi) so hope exists.

mi#1

BUS DRIVING JOBS!!
Train in January to start work in February!

UMass Transit Service will hold an m
APPLICATIONS MEETING ^

Thursday , Nov. 7th at 7:00pm m
CC162 p

Tfie first 125 people will receive applications. lii

You Must — »
- be 18-¥ years old l^p

- have had a driver's license for a year «
- have 2+ semesters left at UMass ;»

YOU POSTIVELY MUST BRING PROOF OF YOUR ^
CLASS YEAR TO THE MEETING. ^

The ONLY acceptable proofs are schedule, transcript, or

letter from the Registrar.

FoY more info, call 545-0056. UMTS is an AAIEO employei^

J ,
*!lV»li

' ^
i

PART-TIME OPPORTUNITIES
MAKE YOUR OWN SCHEDULE!

If you know the basics of home construction or weathenzation
;

(or even if you consider yourself to be "handy around the house"), ;

DMC Energy needs your talent to motivate area home owners to

save energy.

We have an immediate need for part-time ener^^y auditors.

These are flexible positions which put you in charge of your

schedule. This is an ideal opportunity for anyone who wishes to

work, but needs a part-time position which won't Interfere with

classes. No sales involved.

There is a three week training course (part-time). You will be

paid a stipend of $27.(X) per each training day. Upon successful com-

pletion of training and passing certification tests, you will be given a

bonus of $125.00. Another bonus of $125.00 will be given you upon

completion of one month's service, provided you have performed

quality work.

There is a $16.00 payment for each audit completed, plus a

$5.00 expense reimbursement for each completed audit.

Our next training class begins on November 12. If you are in-

terested in the positions or would like additional information, please

L contact Ms. Temple at 1-800-332-2754 as soon as possible. .....a
jjjjfiffffrrrrrr

YVONNE'S
CARRIBBEANA RESTAURANT

Luncheon Specials

with Super Island Vegetarian and Regular dishes

Prices from $2.50 and up

50* DRAFT BEER
with all lunches

Route 9, Hadley, same block as Soda City

586-4389

Lunch Hours 11:30-3:00 pm Monday - Friday

Dinner Hours 5:00-10:00 pm Every Night

Resume
Typesetting

'1

I

*High quality

*Letter perfect

•Customized layouts

•Superior to all other

methods

Contact SGA Communications Office

304 Student Union

Ed Cunningham or Jim Emmett
5-1977

[Wednesday Nov 6th

TONIGHT
A big blues double bill

John Lee Hooker
and the

I Coast to Coast Blues Band

plus

John Hammond
only $8.00 at the door

Tomorrow Night
Boston's favorite

lady rockers

Girls Night Out

Wed Nov 13th

Reggae Rockers

Loose Caboose

Thursday Nov 14th

Miller Rock Series

SOUTHSIDE
JOHNNY

and THE JUKES
If mil rrirr

iffr"<ifrff II

4JJSK///I

SAVINGS OF 50%
in our Historic Stone Mill

WARE SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY STORE
Women's Cashmere and All Wool Coats

Introducing: Coats, Pea Coats and Rainwear by Evan Picone

Petite - Regular and Half Sizes

WARE SHOE OUTLET
All Leather Shoes -

Niclcels, Jazz and Paloma

Merchandise sold only

in fine stores and better catalogs

INDUSTRIES YARD
^^o minutes from UMass

Ware, Massachusetts on Route 9)

Hours: Weekday - 9-4:30; Saturdays - 9-1

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

lUeqaetball Court Time Now AnUUMc
Downtown Amherst. Individuml or gjrmip

nriemberships Call 2532528 for details

AnMnian Club Meetinf Nov 6 6:30 pm
CC Wtl details alKiut dance and party • old

'

and new members always welcome!

IFSEA Meeting 700 Toniffht in the Flint

Cafe. Frank Banks of the Yankee Peddlar

in Holyoke will he speaking.

DVP - Distinguished Visitors Pro(gram

meeting ' tonite Wed Nov 6 6:30 pm in the

Dukes Room, Student Union!

AniMal RighU Coalition m«etinf today

in the Campus Center room 1 77 be there

or be square

AUTO FOR SALE

1974 Saab 9fLE automatic. In good condi-

tion. S900 253 7393

72 Daster new heater, brakes runs great

550 firm 549-1 269 or 6-6042 Paul

1977 Red Chev Camaro good condition

AM FM cassette slero 2 extra new tires

$900 or BO call 549^462 evening*

BMW 2002 IMt new engine OK body

good buy 665-4142 evenings

1977 Honda Accord. 5 speed, AC,
AM/FM cassette, 30« mpg, new water

pump, brakes, excellent mechanically,

dependabie transportation, $975 or best

548-9396

BUS DRIVING JOBS!

UMaaa Traaait Sctrice is looking for

several part-time drivers. Applicants must

be UMass students carrying 6 or more

credits in a degree program. Class II

license required. Starting pay is $4.60^r.

Call Bud or Jenny at 545-0()66 for more in

fo, Of apply in person at the Bus Garage.

CALirORNIATTTTT

Please return annonymously or personally

to Mark Sands 286 E. Hadley Rd.

Amherst, MA 01002 256-1725 Thanx

ENTERTAINMENT

TURN THE TABLES professional

club/party D.J. 5 yr experience. Lowest
rates 586-9691

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment Agencv for

the best party this semester. DJ's, large

screen video, rentals. 549-7144

FOR RENT

call Jane at 546-6889

1 Mtb a^. on busline,

420/nionth, everythiiw included Avail,

immediately! 666-8440. leave meaaage

rifiafced kadroMB in second story of a

bouae. Cloae to town and campus. 16S

TriaMle St fZ call Gail anytime before

11:00 pm 649-7692

Beadailaad 1 Itdrw afl !"«'—""*'' '"-

chiaive, on bualine, avail immediately

6«6-49«4 leave meaaage

Entry Level Marheting position flexible

hours. Solid pay and commission produc

lion oriented job in multi-million dollar

area company. Interview by appointment

contact David Stansel 584-3596

SanU bleeds elves • Petite outgoing in-

dividuals needed to work 1-5 wkdys. Apply

at Job Matching in Hampshire Mall or call

584-8889

Free meals in exchange for lunch and din-

ner set up & clean up. For more info call

549 1063 ask for Heidi or Tammy

Merchandiser 20 hours per week $4.41/hr

call between 8 5 need car ,584-2050

. afteriMMNi on eaapaa, near

Herter a PANASONIC WALKMAN w/a

TDK 90 min Upe, entitled "assorted

crap" PLEASE call Val 6-9270

MUSIC

Attention Bands Maaicians Embaaasy

Recording Studio offes 16 track state of

the art recording for less. Great for demo
. tapes Amherst 24 hours 549 7640

PERSONALS

INSTRUCTION

Bartending elasaea starting Oct 28
covers all aspects sign up in Credit Free
Worlishops Tower Lmrary

its

at
Tutoring Services for Biolojpr and
prerequisites. $5.00/hr. Call Carl

665-3088 at any reaaonabte hour.

FOR SALE LAST CHANCE

Selling plane ticket to San Franciaco

leaving IVoemlter 23 roming back January

12. $298 or best offer. Call Bill at 546-6277

CAREER DAY '86

Wedneaday Nov IStli over 30 companies

represented PresenUtions, luncheon, and

career fair Luncheon tickeU on sale now

in SOM Lobby thru -Nov 8th all majors

welcome

Lak Sariea 10Ow gnitar amfUntr exc

$276 or BO can Rob 649-4141

Biercle knUt for two, Motobacwie 10

ipeed. $400 l-4«7-78r7

Brand new Haiman Kard— receiver and

apeaken BO 649^6186

Coannter IBM 26«k, color monitor

mouse parallel, serial, printer NL-
(ygraphica computer deak, printer stand

abftware 649-6186

Snfe Snntana >8-M% Off Just in time for

winter The beat prices you'll see aJJ
year.

Join alone: $29 for 10 seaeions. With a

fnend only $20 Act now Take a free tnal

session and you'll automaticallv be

entered in a drmwing for a free 20 jm-

ona. Le Bon SoleU. The beat for Im*. 2«4

N. Pleasant St 268-9464 expires Nov. 16

OvaUea AecwHtic ll-atrinff nltar with

built in microphone pick-up. Good condi-

tion. $400 or BO Alex 2664)646

Ckevy MaUkn 1971 $860 new parU call

Dave 649-7424

IS" Hitachi calar TV. 1984 modal, ex-

cellent condition. $100 649-2869

Campns rcpoftcr for nat'l nugasine
seeks interviews with past or present

students dating or married to profs.

Please call Anne 549-5532 immediately!

~ LAST CHANCE FOR SPRING

Apply now for a (Wl-thnc Interaahip at

the Legal Services Office for the Spring,

1985 semester. Aid attorneys in client in-

terviews, preparation of court forms,

maintenance of continuing caseload, jpv-

ing advice and referrals and investigations

and research. Up to 16 credits may be
received from academic departments,

(lam valuable experience in the legal pro-

fession while working on campus No
previous experience in the letral profession

necessary; training provided Deadline to

lie)i^n ibe formal application process is

November 6 For furtner information, call

Mary at Legal Services. 646-1996

LCWf

Sngarbnah Ski Week! Hotel $149 see Ski

Club now 545-3437

Mrs George Michaels! How is "T" you
linow I am jealous! Has your racquetnall

technique paid off yet? Love ya. The
Wench

* To Bummer and the Doable Agent - *

* Thui^iay'''' Raid" We're scared"
* Earn some points fast, your reputations

*

* are in jeapordy and so is OPUS! *

Love •

* Kathy. Mollewit. A the Saur^ Wench *

November 7, Herter 305; or stop by

Bartlett 160.

Bob (Poppet) Jeniski and Rich Gior-

dano!! Happy Birthday! con amore Cat-

woman
Tired of the party acencT Feel empty and
without direction? Jesus said. 'T have

come that they may have life and have it

more abundantly." To find out more, call

Barrie or Nini at 2.53-7206 l>ei -en 6 and

7 pm (Alliance Chnstian . ellowship,

RSO).

MJF - Happy one year Sweetheart! How
can I tell you how much you mean to me?!

I'll love you always, Shawn

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

C;aacs, papers, diaaertations, theaea, on-

campus, dependable, outstanding quality,

low rates, 584 7924

Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideall

located in Amherst Ctr 774 2740

SERVICES

COINS 12S/I2I tutoring 5.00 per hr.

former 123/121 grader Alex 25frl2.39

Midtemi problems? Student counseling

service. After 2 pm 1 467 7877

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac

curate. Available almost anytime,

6657652

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE An.
length papers, grammar correctioi

modem word processor letter qtialit;

Steve 549 0048

REWARD

Loat eyej[laia»i w/black caaa,

Scott I
4 '706

call

I Hainaa fram $1 ( rapairl.

Also delinquent tax property. Call

1-806-687 6000 exl. GH 9816 for uiforma-

tion

"CASH" GREAT YOGURT

Paring eaah for yoar baaeball earda call

MihelMfr8106
^

DESratATBLY SEEKING WALLET

I lani mr wallet in U>^"Suidwl Union off-

campus locker aKtion on the third noor.

uwniOTi. StanyfloM, Calamhe. Mpun
tainhigh. and Brown Cow yogurt, only at

the People's Market

HELP WANTED

On MWF7-fK»n

Set of keys In tan Fendl caae loat. Very
important! Pleaae call Sheryl 266-1646

Lost: Luis Vuitton wallet, containing $$,
credit carda, ID's. Of very sentimental

value. Rewarded. Thank you.

Help! Glaaaea with pink frames loat on
10/SB somewhere around Wheeler. Pteaae

call Tricia V6-4939

Loat Mcna Seiko watch on Boyden Ftolda

10/28 has aantimaiital vahie reward if

found call Mitch M8-t08» or «rt-H84

HP4ICV Catralmar It'i my UM If found
pleaae caU M»-6(0» ||raward88

Madog - Force yourself t<i cheer up, we
can't deal with depression. Besides you're

our man, our myth and our microbiologist.

Happy B-day Anita C! LeU get wasted at

M-colIege! We iove you Maria Kim Diane

To everyone who did Ramones security

on 1 1/1 - Thanks the show could not have

happened without you - Joel

Prccions, Happy Anniversary!! I love you.

You will always be my little snugglebunny!

Ollie

Hey Yogi! Don't forget, today is your bir-

tixMy! Relax & celebrate it, you're only 21

once! Happy Birthday! love Cindy Bear.

PS I won t tell Mr Ranger if you won't. . .

To S.J. you've made my Tues & Thurs in-

teresting and fun! Thanks!! 6884381

Ollie - Two months! Who would have ever

guessed? And I like you even a whole
bunch of more lots. Here's to things get-

ting better and better. Liz

PL Let's start all over again I think we
can do it! Stiil want to go to Fla w/me in

Jan? Who loves ya. . .babe? Friends
forever -NW

MAX and OPUS (with a "Y") remember,
you're a senior! Love ya! MJ

Mark - There are two thing* to do at 4:30

in the morning - sleep and. . .read the Col-

legian love the Coward

Simplaton Bachelors: Dam broke. Let's

meet. You plan. Reapond ASAP. Campus
mail. No peraonala. State phone number?

Meet HM In Orford next awnaMr with the

UMaia Oxford Sumemr Program. Details,

Alumni. SIMes all available 7;S0, 1>uiKl«y

Loot two silver heart charms in Central

read forget me not call 546 1106 Heather

RIDE WANTED

Ride ntaded to Fordkam Uaiveralty or

New York City Friday November 8.

Pleaae call Katie 549-2616

Deaperalely seeking ride RT Syracuse or

Rochester weekend of 8th call 546-7498
anytime

Ride needed to Long Island or NYC Fri

Nov 8 Michelle 546-8667

PLEASE! I need a ride to Portland. ME
on Nov 7 or 8. Share t call Janice at

584 6592

RIDERS WANTED

Ckaap B
weekend,
646-2146

M to
Friday n/8.

. $9.50. !i

12 noon.
long
Call

ROOMMATE WANTED

Xm skat* i kodreom honse in Belcher

town. Own room on bus route (stops ri^t

in fhmt). $166 plus utilities Available im
madiataly. Call 263 5390 after 5 pm

Male bellydancer for hire. Parties, bir

thdays, etc Reasonable rales 6-5579

Juniors, Seniors thinking about (iraduat

Schooi? if . when, . where. . how. . Con
tact the Pre-Graduale Advisor-CASIAC
Machmer Hall E 21. For appointment
call 645 2191 or 545-2192

Quality Typing by professional
Reasonable rates. Convenient. Cal
Heather 253 3163

SPINAL TAP IS COMING

UMaaa Premier of This is Spinal Ta
Thurs Nov 7

SPRING BREAK 8>

Regiator naw for Spring Break 18 in Ft

Lauderdale/Daytona B<«ch! Prices fror

$199 A $30 deposit guarantees you
reservation (plus more!) Take unt
January '.29 to pay balance Pick your ow
roommates Extras! Mike 546 9039

WANTED

Wanted take over laaac in 2, 3, 4 bedrooi
apt reward negotiable call 646-8822

WAidtbt^UNT
seeks room i

quiet apt or houae near campus sprin

jemester. Okf to call late nights, earl

mornings 648-5148

naad raan anywhere in N<
rill take over January laaae

lf<
Amherst will take over
649-3809

iNorl
les
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SPORTS
nn 1 >i O • This fall ,

Massachusetts teams are

I |-A4l"^» p.^jnying almost incredible success

By PETER ABRAHAM
Col^an Staff

77-19-2. In the five major fall sports this fall (football,

men's and women's soccer, field hockey and volleyball),

the University of Massachusetts has gone a combined

77-19-2. With little doubt, this is the best overall season at

the school in athletic success.

All five of those teams are now (or have been) nationally

ranked, all five are in the top three in their regions. The

NCAA playoffs are at least a possibility for all of the

teams. For the most part, all of the t«ams are made up of

young players and are not donunated by seniors, similar

success, if not an improvement, seems inevitable for 1986.

UMass fall sports dominate New England like few other

schools. UMass is 51-10 against New England, losing rare-

ly. At home, UMass is even more dominant, running up an

impressive 38-3 record.
.

A big reason for this success has been the athletic

department's growing comittment to building good teams,

not just ones that are competitive.

The football team, for example, was pushed up to the

NCAA limit of scholarships. The women's soccer team is

also approaching the NCAA limit. The men's soccer, field

hockey and volleyball teams have also received increased

funding for scholarhsips, the results are obvious.

"You are going to see big things from us," predicted

UM women's soccer coach Kalenkeni Banda at the start of

this season. He was right, his team went 15-0-0 and was

ranked first in the nation. They take the top seed into the

14-team NCAA Division 1 tournament.

Jeff (Settler's soccer team set a UMass record for vic-

tories with 14. The Minutemen (14-6) are 9-0 at home and

have had to play without the services of two all-New

England players due to injury and academics respectively.

Chances are they will not make the NCAA tournament,

but Gettler admittedly didn't expect to be discussing the

possibility in November either.

The field hockey team has slumped recently, losing two

straight (two straight has been the longest losing streak of

any UMass sport, the dubious honor shared by the stickers

and the football team), but are stUl 11-4-2 overall and have

two games to play. They are hoping for their second

straight NCAA tourney appearance. Coach Pam Hucon s

team, despite its lossess recently, is still a factor on the na-

tional scene, ranked fifth. A group of freshmen starters

has helped lead UMass.

The UMass volleyball team has won 30 games for only

the second time in its history, riding a 31-6 record into last

night's home match against Springfield. UMass is 9-1 at

home, has won the UMass Invitationals (for the first time),

the Central Connecticut Tournament and the Delaware

Tournament. The Only Division 2 team at UMass, die

spikers are moving up into Division 1 next season and a

rugged Atlantic 10 schedule. They have also won the state

MAIAW championship and play in the Northeastern tour-

nament this coming weekend. Coach Elaine Sortino's

team, another young UMass squad, is hoping for a bid to

the national tournament or the ECAC playoffs.

continued on page 14

The five winners

A breakdown of the 1985 UMass fall teams:

Football: The Minutemen are 6-3, winners of four

straight and hoping for an at-large bid to the natio^l

1-AA playoffs. They have won the most games since 1981

and are ranked eighth in the East.

Women's Soccer: UMass best fall team is 15-0-0 and

awaiting the winner of the Boston College/Brown game

for its NCAA Division 1 quarterfinal tournament game

(Nov 17 at UMass). The women have set a record for

seasonal winning percentage and have allowed only two

goals all season.

Volleyball: Not including last night's match wiUi Spr-

ingfield, UMass is 31-6 this season. They won the UMass

Invitational, the Delaware Tournament, the Central Con-

necticut tourney and the Massachusetts state title.

Field Hockey: UMass is 11-4-2 this season and ranked

fifth in the nation. They are awaiting their final two

games of the season and the NCAA tournament bids.

Men's Soccer: UMass, 14-6-0, has set a record for

wins in a season and is 9-0 at home. The Minutemen are

ranked third in New England and were ranked nationally

earlier this season, all without 1984's leading scorer,

Kurt Manal, due to injury.

UM volleyball rolls

,

Springfield falls in 4

Coitagian flic photo

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team will face Harvard Univer-

sity today on Boyden Field at 2 p.m.

Soccer hosts Harvard
UMass men hoping for at large berth

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It wasn't the prettiest of victories for the

University of Massachusetts volleyball

team. But a win is a win, and the

Minutewomen made last night's victory

over a pesky Springfield College count.

15-3, 14-16, 15-7, 15-3. The win raises

UMass' record to 32-6.

"We did some really fine things tonight,

said head coach Elaine Sortino. "But,

overall, I think we were kind of flat. We
haven't been up for a match in a while."

Last night's vnn also marked the final

home match for senior co-captains Ann

Ringrose and Sally Maher. Ringrose, a four

year starter, made her 191st career start.

"I've seen those two grow so much. They

came in as raw, gut talent volleyball

players," said Sortino. "They have done so

much in the four years that they've been

here. The program has really taken off

since they entered their freshman year."

"Annie is remarkable for her size. She

has been very consistent for us," said Sor-

tino. "Sally still does stuff that leaves me

wondering how she did it. She just does it

all."

By the way, there was a match. The

Minutewoman through game one, 15-3,

largely due to a revamped UMass middle

attack centered around sophomore middle

hitter Marcy Guiliotis and freshman middle

hitter Barbara Meehan. Both Guiliotis and

Meehan put down several balls while

Ringrose dazzled the Boyden crowd of

about 100 with pinpoint accurate serving.

Springfield came back to win game two

and it looked as though a five-game match

was in the making. UMass trailed in game

tawo, 14-11, due mainly to miscues. But the

spikers rallied to tie matters behind the hit-

ter of Maher. UMass saved three game
points, but fell 16-14.

The Minutewomen would regain their

dominating form in game three as the

spikers bolted out to a 10-3 lead. The Chiefs

made a mild run, but were surpressed,

15-7.

Quite fittingly, Ringrose and Maher

would steal the show in game four. A
Ringrose solo block game UMass a lead it

would not relinquish, 2-1. A Maher kill with

emphasis increased the lead to 6-1. The

spikers cruised the rest of the way, led by

more offensive fireworks courtesy of

Ringrose and Maher, 15-3.

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

Boyden Field has been a haven for the

University of Massachusetts men's soccer

team this season and the Minutemen hope

to continue their domination at home

when Harvard visits this afternoon at 2

p.m. for UM's last scheduled game of the

SGASOn.

UMass is 9-0 (14-6 overall) on its home

field this year, but are coming off a tough

loss to Maine on Saturday that dealt a

severe blow to the Minutemen's NCAA
tournament chances.

"We desperately need this win to hope

for an at-large bid," said UMass coach

Jeff Gettler. "I don't see why not (UMass

should hope for a spot). We will be com-

pared to other teams around the country,

then it's up to the committee."

A victory over Harvard (5-5-1)

therefore is a must, but it won't be an

easy task. The Crimson have won four in

a row while bombarding opponents with

13 goals in its last three games.

"They are the same team as last year,

except for two players," said Gettler.

"Last year, they went to the final eight."

That Harvard team of a year ago blew

out the Minutemen, 5-0 in Cambridge.

"They are a good attacking team," said

CJettler. "Defensively they're suspect, but

they are good coming at you."

Senior Don Donahue (6-5, three

shutouts) will be in net for his regular

start for UMass, but since it is the last

scheduled game this season (iettler will be

starting the rest of his seniors too.

Nick Marciano will be at forward replac-

ing Tom Giordano, Paul Ricard will play

in the backfield instead of Kevin Knoph,

and Mike Bellino will start in the midfield

for Andy Bing, the Minutemen's leading

scorer.

Delaware scouting report

Blue Hens need to win
as much as Minutemen
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of

Delaware football team, like

the University of

Massachusetts, has to win

Saturday's clash at Alumni

Stadium to have any chance

at making the Division

1-AA national playoffs.

The Blue Hens, 6-3 this

season and ranked 17th in

the latest poll, have tradi-

tionally given the
Minutemen problems.
UMass has lost all nine

meetings with Delaware
dating back to 1958. They
have met every season since

1979 and lost 27-14 last

year.

In years past, UMass

players wore shirts that said

"We owe Delaware," at-

testing to the desire UMass
has to defeat Tubby Ray-

mond's Blue Hens.

"We've never beaten

them, they're the only team

we've faced regularly for

four years and haven't

beaten," said UM co-captain

Paul Platek earlier this

season. "It would be so

sweet to get them."

Delaware won't be easy to

get. The Hens are among
the East's best teams in

1-AA, having defeated Divi-

sion 1 Temple last week,

17-10. They have also

knocked off Rhode Island

(29-13), Navy (16-13) and

Boston University, 21-0.

The Hens haven't been

consistent, however. They

lost to Holy Cross, 22-6;

dropped 17-16 decision to

William and Mary; and were

continued on page 14

Sports at a glance

UMaas Schedule:

Today-
Men'a Soccar: Harvard, Boyden Field, 2 p.m.
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Networking...picking up momentum
in Five College area

By ALFRED GETONGA
Special to Numino

Recently a group of people gathered in the Babbot

room on the campus of Amherst College. They were by

no means a homogeneous group in terms of their social

or cultural background, yet they all shared one thing in

common, they were all of African descent.

The reason they had come together was only port of a

process that many Africans as well as Afro-Americans

have heard little about. It is a program that is picking up

momentum in the Five College area. It was the third in a

series of meetings that have previously been held at the

University of Massachusetts and Mount Holyoke College.

It has been given the name "networking." Essentially it is

a program that hopes to increase the dialogue between

the students of African descent in the Five College area.

Network has many goals to accomplish. However, no

one can deny the opening remarks of one of the program

coordinators, Kango Lari Lantone of Togo. He pointed

out that the program has at least managed to set a

foundation for official lines of communication to be

established within the whole community of people

descending from Africa in the valley. It is a program that

has the full backing of the Five College African Students

Association which has managed to bring together the

community of African students in the valley under one

umbrella.

At the start of the meeting, Sherwood

Thompson of the Office of Third World Affairs at LI-

MASS. Pointed out that it is necessary to break down the

stereotypes that have been created within the

community. It was clear throughout the whole meeting

that there did indeed exist many stereotypes that had

forced students to take more pride in being associated

with a particular college or the fact that one was an

African and not an Afro-American. Also the fact that

terminology became so important within the community.

Phi Beta Sigma,

a big impact

By PATRICIA ODUOR
Nummo Staff

The gentlemen of Phi Beta Sigma are moking an impact

at the University of Massachusetts. Phi Beta Sigma is new

on this campus. In fact, this chapter of the fraternity

began at UMass only last semester, and was officially

recognized on May 11, 1985. Approximately five

months have passed and Phi Beta Sigma has contributed

exceedingly to the Third World community.

Phi Beta Sigma was founded on January 9, 1914 ot

as to how one was to be identified, either as Black, Third

World, Afro-American, African, was all attest to the

fact that one was not just proud enough to be a person of

African descent.

Jabu Maphalalo, a South African studying at Amherst

College, pointed out the importance of the community

coming to grips with the basis of their own culture. He

added that as a people we have a very positive history

that we have allowed to be manipulated by other people

to the extent that we now wont to be disassociated from it

because of the negative image it has been given.

Other speakers such as Sharon Jackson and

Christopher Williams both studying at UMASS, expressed

their disappointment at the minimal amount of interaction

that goes on within the Afro-American community.

Donna Ferguson, who is a sophmore at Smith College,

remarked that when she first came to the area it was a

totally alien enviroment to her. VA/hile growing up in New

York Cit y she had been led to believe that there was more

interaction among the community.

David Moore, a junior at UMASS, pointed out his

disappointment at the reaction he had received from the

Africans within the area. However Monica Velazquez, a

senior econmics major at UMASS, seemed to offer a

reply to his remarks in her presentation.

She noted that Afro-Americans have clearly readjusted

to a new culture due to the changed enviorment in the

United States, and thus it was important to identify the

new forms of bonds that link the whole community of

African descent together. As for our

differences we have to search them out and come to

terms with them.

Clearly "Network" has a big job to accomplish but it

would be made easier if the whole community was

devoted to making it work. It is important that the

community realizes that the social political and economic

struggle of the people of African descent is far from over

and it is only within ourselves can we find the solutions.

A few having
Howard University. The fraternity currently has over

90,000 members nationwide including four members at

UMass. Their motto, "Culture for service, service for

humanity", is taken very seriously. Along with their

principals of brotherhood, service, and scholarship, Phi

Beta Sigma has traditionally instilled future leaders with

values that emphasize working in the service of society.

"We train leaders to not only deal with technical type

issues, but also to deal with people and interact with

people."

Some of the well-known members include the

celebrated Black scientist, George Washington Carver

as well as Nnamdi Azikiwi, President of Nigeria, William

coniinued on page 2
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VIDEO COP~Eddie Murphy, star of the hit

movie "Beverly Hills Cop" smiles as he

displays a video tape of the movie, Thursday

in Nev^ York City. The Paramount Pictures

production has set an all time record for video

tape sales with 1.35 million cassettes sold.

Cosby pledges

war on Hunger
By CHRIS ALLEN
Nuinino Staf"!

Bill Cosby, along with some other celebrities, hove asked

millions of Americans to give them a hand in fighting

hunger in the United States. The plan is to form a chain of

some six million people across the country and raise $1 00

million by taking donations from participants.

"Millions of Americans go hungry every day. Now it's

time for Americans to help Americans." Cosby said on a

video tape shown at a New York news conference. Pete

Rose, one of the celebrities involved said, "'Hands across

America' is millions of Americans joining hands from the

Atlantic to the Pacific, from coast-to-coast raising money

for hungry and homeless Americans." In hustling up

support he added, "Please help us."

The stunt is sponsored by U.S.A. for Africa, the group

formed to distribute African famine relief funds from the

song "We are the World".

Other entertainers who have signed up to help include

Harry Belafonte, Lionel Richie, Tina Turner, Quincy

Jones, Richard Dreyfus, Morgan Fairchild, Jane Fonda,

Kris Kristofferson, Ed McMahon, Willie Nelson, Kenny

Rogers and Susan Saint James

Quote of the day

Opportunity Knocks But Unce!
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IBM donates computers to Five
College Inc.
By Chris Allen

Nummo Staff

At the Five Colleges, instructors of Chinese and

Japanese hove now fully "entered the computer age,"

thanks to a gift made this year to Five Colleges , Inc., by

the IBM World Trade Americas/For East Corporation.

The five IBM 5550 Multistations donated by IBM have

been installed at four of the five campuses where they are

now in popular use among East Asia faculty members.

Each station offers three keyboards, which give the writer

access to several options that include moving from

English to the forms for Japanese and Chinese. As a result,

students of these languages are also beginning to enjoy

some of the benefits such technology offers.

Two of the stations hove been installed at the University

of Massachusetts, which has the largest number of East

Asia language instructors on its faculty in the Department

of Asian Languages and Literature. The other three

stations ore located at the Amherst, Mount Holyoke and

Smith college campuses, where language sections are

offered in both Chinese and Japnese. Faculty of all five

colleges have already received demonstrations and

training in the various uses of the machine from IBM

representatives.

Among faculty users enthusiasm remains consistently

high. Several are already conversant with the 5550's

capabilities and applications for a variety of their

research and teaching needs. Matthew Mizenko, Choir

of the Asian Studies Department at Amherst College,

reports that the new machines are "really making life

easier for teachers (of Chinese and Japanese)" at the five

colleges. For his own scholarly writing, it means "not

having to leave blanks in the text as I compose," and later

having to fill these in with hand-drown forms. As a non-

native speaker of Japanese, Mizenko also regards the

new machine as "an invaluable tool for keeping up my

ability to compose in Japanese" as he corresponds with

Japanese colleagues.

Phi Beta Sigma
continued from page 1
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Talbert, President of Liberia and Kwome Nkrumoh,

President of Ghana.
'

Lost semester at UMoss was the pledge period for the

current members on campus. These members are

A.Anthony Gee, Paul Fisher, Charles Sheffield and Al

Valdez. During their pledge period the "Mkuu Line"

completed various projects. Mkuu in Swohili means

"leader" and the crescents brothers of Phi Beta Sigma

exhibited their ability to lead.

The Mkuu Line began by painting the New Africa House

library, which was long overdue for a point job. They also

refurbished the front entrance of the New Africa House.

The next project was the restoration and rededicotion of

the Martin Luther King Jr. Cultural Center. The Crescents

participated in a walk for hunger from which they raised

money for the starving in the world.

During their pledge period, the Mkuu Line also toured

inner-city students around the campus. These kids

needed incentive and the Crescents attempted to give

them it. They spent the day with the students and as Fisher

mentioned, "provided them with some insights on

campus." Gee felt that the kids needed to know that

college "wasn't out of their reach" so their goal was to

"fry to interest them in college."

The Mkuu Line ore no longer Crescents. They ore now

official members of Phi Beta Sigma. As members, they

have continued their involvement in the community. On

October 16, 1985, A.Anthony Gee, Charles Sheffield,

Chnnrpllor Duffy nnd four other student representatives

went to Washington D.C. for a national press con-

ference. At the conference, on important project was

publicized. This project. Gee stated, will deal with the

Similar testimony about the effectiveness of the

Multistations is offered by Don Gjertson, Chair of the

University's Department of Asian Languages and

Literature, who notes that these machines provide in

Japanese "all of the conviences that the English

speakers." Although the machines do not currently

provide a word processing program for Chinese, Ted

Yoo, a member of the Asian Studies Department at Mount

Holyoke College and current Choir of the Five College

East Asian Languages Program, is finding the machine

useful for producing clearly h/ped Chinese characters for

supplementary "handouts" in his advanced Chinese

languages classes.

In fact, faculty members emphasize the benefits

students derive from the machines as well. For the first

time, Mizenko observes, "professional-looking handouts

for our students." And these con be produced in a

fraction of the time it once took to do so in hand-written

form. But the benefit is not merely a matter of cosmetics

or efficiency: clearly-typed materials give students

experience in reading characters, he noted, a vast

improvement over the "hand -crawled" versions that

were once the only alternative for supplementing text

excercises and readings. Gjertson, Yoo and Mizenko

stress the fact that clearly- printed materials also hove on

important and positive effect upon the attitudes of

students towards learning the language: students no

longer hove to struggle with "deciphering" characters

that hove been hastily drown while struggling to master

the characters themselves, they point out.

Arrangements for the gift, including the installation and

demonstration of the machines, were mode through the

office of IBM World Trade Americas/Far East

Corporation. Commenting upon the significance of the

award. Five College Coordinator E. Jefferson Murphy

observed that "these machines clearly represent on

important addition to the resources of our Five College

East Asian Languages Program. They serve to enrich the

lives of both faculty and students in a number of ways.

We ore grateful... and we ore delighted to have them."

Lecture Planned on

Gender and Race
On November 19, 1985, Beverly Manley will deliver two

lectures at Amherst College and UMass on gender and race

issues in the Caribbean.

The first lecture, at 4:00 pm in the Gerald Penny Black Cultural

Center, Octagon, Amherst College, will be titled, "Race, Politics

and Gender in the Caribbean" and the second lecture, at 7:30

pm in the Campus Center 163C, UMass, will be titled, "Black

Women in the Caribbean."

Ms. Manley is the former President of the Women's

Association of the People's National Party (PNP) in Jamacio

and is former First Lady of Jamaica. She was instrumental in

establishing the Women's Bureau, and pushing legislation

requiring equal pay for equal work through the bureacratic

system.

She is presently doing research on development issues with

emphasis on women for her doctoral dissertation. Ms Manley

is a consultant on communications, and women and de-

velopment, she is also working on a regional radio program

for women.

Ms. Manley's visit is sponsored by Amherst College: The

Black Studies Dept., Black Student Union, La Causa, The

Romance Language Dept., and the Woman's Center and by

Umass: Everywoman's Center, The Women's Studies Dept.,

CCEBMS, and the Five-College Black Studies Committee. She

is travelling under the auspices of the Institute for Policy Studies,

Woshington, D.C.

Nummo News Service

Released N American

Kidnapped by Contras

Western Mass

"growing complexity ond danger in the problems facing

American society." He feels that people are more

interested in their self-interests as compared to the public

interest. Gee observes that "the intense demand for

economic, social, and political renewal requires a for

greater sense of public purpose "as opposed to self-

Nummo News Photo

Mary Dutcher, Witness for Peace volunteer came to

Western Mass., on November 1 st and was available to

meet with local community groups, churches and the

medio. Mary is one of the 29 religious North Americans

abducted last August by counter-revolutionary forces in

Costa Rica near the Nicoraguan border.

She was aboard the Witness for Peace flotilla which was

travelling on the San Juan River in a vigil for peace. As

the first civilian vessel on that river over the previous 30

months, its purpose was threefold: to pray for peace in

the border zone, to commemorate the lives lost in that

region, and to support any and all gestures to reduce

tension in the zone.

Their boat was fired upon and they were held by U.S.

backed contras in Costa Rican territory for 27 hours.

Mary Dutcher is a Catholic layworker from St. Louis,

Mo., and has been with Witness for Peace in Nicaragua

since March 1 984. As a member of the Long-Term Team,

she arranges delegation tours and documents contra

activity. Trained as a lawyer, she was the first woman
attorney hired by Anheuser-Busch. Later she went on to

become the Assistant Attorney General for the State of

Missouri (in charge of the St. Louis office) and served as

chairperson of the Mental Health Committee of the St.

Louis Bar Association. While in Nicaragua Mary assisted

in the preparation of Nicaragua's recent cose in the

World Court. Her contributions to peace and justice

were recognized by Cardinal Corberry when he ap-

pointed her to the Archdioceson Commission on Human
Rights in St. Louis.

Witness for Peace is a grassroots, non-violent, faith-

based movement committed to changing U.S. policy

toward Nicaragua. Since 1983, Witness for Peace has

arranged for over 1 300 North Americans to visit the war

zones of Nicaragua.

Construyomos Juntos was happy to sponsor Mary's visit

here. Construyomos Juntos is a group from Western

Mass., travelling to Nicaragua in 1986 to help build a

school.

Nummo News Service.

interest." "The university is trying to work with

organizations that ore reaching out to the community",

Gee said. Phi Beta Sigma is on organization that is

helping with the project. The goal of the project, as Gee
mentioned, is to "foster greater youth involvement in

public and community service by establishing a Data

Bonk of public service programs to college students."

ihe project, when completed, will provide information to

organizations about each other. So, as Gee pointed out,

"the right hand knows what the left hand is doing."

Editorial
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Editorial

There is a tendency among people of all races in general to equate the

word, "Block" with violence or evil. This is because, the word black has

always been associated with negative values in our society. Words such

OS black-mail,Black power. Block revolution are associated with wrong

doing, and hove some sort of negative connnototion to them. The term

Black power is usually enterpreted as "violent" power and Block

revolution, as interprise that deals with violence. Naturally, thisenterprise

is comprised of individuals with dork color skin. However, in contrast on

how the ignorant society has classified our color or any other word

associated with the word "block"; the Block revolution,for example, was

a cultural metamorphosis. Its main objective was to help in the struggle of

Block people; to understand and accept themselves and each others

goals, to redefine their place in America in terms of responsible

participation in the full range of possibilities offered or demanded by this

society.

Block students,...Lets look at ourselves. Ignore societies ignorant

teaching. Teach ourselves that Block is beautiful. Be proud of your color.

Feel pain when a brother or a sister is executed simply because of their

skin color. Help fight against the iniquities of the world and not against

one of your own just because you "don't like him/her." Be violent...yes;

but not because you're Black...be violent because of the iniquities and the

unjust that society has inflicted on our people.

And society understand...,being block, white or yellow does not

eliminate the possibility of violence by individuals, because as we hove

seen, there ore violent individuals in the society regardless of race, sex,

color, or creed!
Donna Henry

Managing Editor

David Affonseca, Mollis Cotton, Michelle Creese, Hope Jones,

Wilma Tynes, Yvonne Morgan, Patricia Oduor, Yvette Russell,

Marion Tinsley, Carla Tucker, Shawn Wigham, and Deneice

Williams.
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Dear Editor,

Allow me the space to respond in port to a recent

editorial which appeared in the October 30, 1985

edition of the Collegian by Stephen Erickson.

Speaking in Santiago, Chile, in 1973, Fidel Castro,

the Cuban Premier remarked, "Every social system

think itself eternal until history comes forward to set it

straight." Indeed, most people throughout the world

today know that history has come forward to set the

reign of apartheid in South Africa straight. That is of

course, with the exception of the likes of Ronald

Reagan, Jerry Folwell and rather sadly. Collegian

columist, Stephen Erickson.

In my opinion, Ronald Reagan, Jerry Folwell and

Erickson, based upon the position which they

articulate with regards to South Africa as it presently

exists, con at the very best be seen as would be

supporters of Hitler's Germany. These apologists for

apartheid may do themselves a favor by coming to

grips with the reality as Fidel Castro on that very some

occasion pointed out, "No social system under attack

has ever resigned of its own velocity, in favor of the

revolutionaries; instead, they hove responded, and

when they hove responded they have always done

so with violence." White South Africans, the

perpetrators and defenders of apartheid know that

they are under attack and they ore responding with

violence. While they respond to block challenges

with violence,they ore also saying to blacks that they

should renounce violence. What perverted

I
absurdity!

Whether one subscribes to violent revolutionary

action as a means to bring about the desired social

and political change, and/or, whether one believes

that there is still time for a reletively peaceful

resolution to the conflict there, is the fundamental

question here. Anyone with integrity con see that

there is o certain truism in the above statement by

Fidel Castro. The applicability of this analysis is

borne out in the unfolding events within South Africa

over the past year or so. Any failure to understand

this allows one to go around making apologies and to

act in defense of that wretched system of focist terror

and constitutionalized racism.

The perpetrators of apartheid and their overseas

supporters over the post year hove become

poinstokenly

aware of the fact that this last phase in the struggle to

eradicate apartheid from the face of the earth

cannot be contained. They ore now engaged in o

moss propaganda campaign, one in which they

hope to spread enough confusion in the minds of

people throughout the world with the hope that by

doing so they will buy themselves some time to make

bond aid solutions to the very real, compounded and

complex problems. Problems which for four hundred

years they hove neither shown the desire nor the will

to resolve. We must ask ourselves, what has

awakened their conscience in this late stage of the

game?

So that after several years of support for apartheid,

we now hear Ronald Reogon,- Jerry Folwell and

Erickson, omong others, saying- apartheid is

atrocious but! But

what? The communist ore coming! Apartheid is

atrocious but! But What? We need time! This is what

Reagan, Folwell and perhaps the least among them,

Erickson, is saying to the long-downtrodden African

people. They say to black South Africans- be

patient, you hove lived with apartheid for four

hundred years already; what is going to matter if you

continue to live with it for another ten years or so?

Yes, Reagan, Folwell, Erickson and the like, ore

saying to the oppressed black masses of that notion;

be patient reform is on the way! Give us a little more

time so that we may change our ways! Indeed, how

very familiar? How immoral; How fundamentally

unjust that a recalcitrant regime should, at the

appointed hour of their demise, be asking for time.

Editorial

Time-you hove hod four hundred years! There is a

popular phrase which best describes the mentality of

those who are advocating for time. It goes as follows:

"When the oppressed cries enough, this is enough- -

the perpetrators of injustice tremble in their seats."

Regan, Folwell, Botha, Erickson- -we know whose side

you are on. No more time! No way!

Apartheid, oh great enemy of human rights, human

dignity and freedom- -your time has come and you

must go! You hove a choice. You may go in relative

peace or, you may go in pieces, but you must go!

"Opresso-mon" don't you chide our people about

your need for time-time so that you may change

your unjust, inhumane and dirt/ ways! Four hundred

years our people have waited, but in vain! Four

hundred years our people hove pleaded, but you

turned a deaf ear! Four hundred years our people

hove prayed, but the gods did not seem to answer!

And now, now that the tables ore turning, the winds of

freedom ore blowing in our direction- -you turn to our

people to ask for time? You ask our people to be

patient!

The time for which you ore asking is not ours to give!

The patient for which you plea is not ours to give!

Humanity, the convincing majority of humanity hove

become impatient with you! They demond that you

must go-go and never again to return in human

affairs. Never again to raise your ugly head! You

must go-get out from among us! Be banished! Go!

Get out of our father's land. We ore the voices of

South Africa! We ore voices reaching out, reaching

beyond the dungeon of apartheid to the four corners

of the globe, calling out to people of goodwill-lend

us your hand in this the hour of our persecution! We
con smell the sweet fragrance of freedom- we con

taste it if only you will lend us a hand!

Go tell Ronald Reogon, go tell Jerry Folwell; go tell

Chester Crocker; go \e\\ George Bush; go tell

Margret Thatcher; go tell the generals of NATO; go

tell all the enemies of our freedom to let our people

go! We hove earned the rights to live as free men

and women in the land of our ancestors bvt poverty,

hunger, bigotry, genocide, exploitation is but all we

see!

GEORGE M McKENZIE

1

HAVE A

PROBLEM?

MAKE USE
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OPINIONS
Living in discontent

LETTERS TO

As internal coordinator of the Third World Caucus, I

wanted to express the frustrations that I have been

dealing v»/ith trying to get students to join the Third World

Caucus (TWC). Each meeting of the Caucus this

semester, the same six or seven senators have been

present. Only half of those attend both the caucus

meeting, as well as the senate meeting, that immediately

follows.

I have been pleading my case to undergraduate

students to please join the TWC to help us protect the

comparatively small amount of resources that we still

posses.

While students of color on this campus are shrouded in

apathy and confusion concerning meeting the challenge

of making your own destiny, the administration of

Whitmore and the Student Government ore making

personal attacks on minority faculty, staff and

administratiors.

The attacks are waged on professionals by giving bad

"Annual Performance Reports" and never granting merit

to minority professional staffs The above procedure

eventually sets the professionals ip to be masterfully and
effectively terminated when the professional persons'

contract is due to be reviewed for renewal.

If you as a student were to check around and ask

minority professional staff what kind of pressure ore they

under from the administration, you would be surprised at

the alarming number of those professionals that could

soon be facing unemployment.

You would not hove to go for to find out this information.

In fact you would not hove to go any further than the

Office of Third World Affairs, CCEBMS, Housing,

Financial Aid, Afro-Am Department, or just wherever

there is a professional worker of color

.

Let truth be told, if there ore unfriendly forces in

David D. Moore

Whitmore and the Student Government, it will not be long

before these some forces will breath a sigh of relief and

say, "Well now the hard port is over, we got rid of all the

troublesome professionals that didn't see things our way,

but now lets get rid of the students of color that we don't

really wont on this campus anyway."

If you don't realize what this means, I will explain for

you. After the administratiors ore gone, who on this

campus will advocate for you, not Denny Modsen, not

Decn Field. For the last three years, especially the

amount of Third World students on this campus has been

increasing. But instead of the CCEBMS staff increasing it

has been reduced. Money has been taken away form

them and other resources are steadily being taken away.

The Whitmore administration has graciously accepted

us Third World students at the urging of CCEBMS and

BCP, but have not steadily been increasing the resources

or the funding of CCEBMS that it would take to insure that

those students do well, for some reason BCP's funding has

doubled. Resources ore certainly not adequately

supplied and will not be supplied until we gather and

make a strong statement.

Budgets of Third World students have been severly

slashed, and certain professionals ore constantly in

turmoil. So when you go to that next party, semi-formal,

cultural event, or step-show, remember Whitmore wants

you to hove all that fun so you will forget how to protect

your resources. You will then be setting yourselves up for

elimination because all you want to do is have fun and do

not care to be serious and give power to yourselves.

Dear Editor,

Please allow me to point out some of my experiertfces

that I have encountered, being here in the "Happy

Valley". My experiences will be based on interactions I

have hod both here and abroad, Kebyo, in particular.

They also concern me because I am a foreign graduate

student in the School of Education, and I think it is good to

shore them with my fellow collegues.

It is difficult to understand why blacks and some other

minority groups hove problems in communicating among

themselves. It is not that they ore too lazy or ore cowards

to come forward and compete for positive leadership. I

understand that there are many constraints on the way,

but there ore as well, some ways to enter and effect to

some comfortable extent. This means working hard, and

struggling more. This may be very discouraging, but who

said life is easy any way! Is the struggle over yet?

People should look back at the beginning of the "New

World America" and what the Puritans hod in mind, the

struggle to extend liberty, to be great and unique in the

world. That means putting some people down and

making them stay down, while remaining on top. The

struggle gained a different momentum when, what the

Puritans thought was going to work, did not work. This

was a result of liberation of some group (physically) from

slavery but not psychologically.

Some of us hove managed to internalize this type of

psychological slavery and hove appealed to the system.

Other^ hove been left out and ore struggling. But many,

in this case the youth, feel isolated. They do not know

which way to follow. This is evident when you go to the

University Departments and check out who is where. You

realize that we hove not yet ocheived "Uhru" (freedom).

I don't know whether it is fair to blame the black and

minority recruiters or the system. This remains to be

discussed.

The other observations is the question of the role

models. When I attended the first lecture of the Third

World series of lectures, I was very emborrosed at the

lack of student participation. First, the auditorium was

almost empty, only a few blacks and white students

attended.

How can we blame the students for not attending

important meetings and yet, we the faculty, (role models)

haven't shown them how important they ore?

It is obvious that there is a lack of guidance because of

the accusations which occurred among student leaders,

which showed the division among the block community

itself. And this, I can't blame the student leaders for.

Masila Mutisya

NICARAC3UA

THE EDITOR
Men can cry, too

This column is mainly for men. It's not about football, or

beer, or women. Rather ifs about something very

unmacho; the showing of emotion, in particular, crying.

Now it's very possible that a lot of you guys out there are

saying; Crying, he's writing about that? What a whimp!"

Possibly true, but III go regardless.

Lets examine the American mole: intelligent

(sometimes), macho (most of the time), humerous (almost

all of the time) and totally uncapable, for most of us at

least, of any emotional display. Uncapable, thats not

quite the right word, lets say conditioned to hide these

emotions

At this point let me clarify something.l'm not only

addressing the men, I realize that there are many women

who ore also reluctant to display emotions. I'm just

focussing on men because society seems to be more

willing to accept a woman crying than a man..

Men do get hurt, it's true. I'm a man, I played football in

high school, drink beer, and hove hod relationships with

women. I have done all of these macho things that seems

to characterize a man, as to whether they really do

characterize a man is up for grabs, and I've been hurt.

Frustration, losing a loved one, breaking up with a

girlfriend, being afraid of the unknown (ask any senior if

they've felt that), we've all hod these, or similar incidents

happen to us, and yes, they hurt men. Yet, most of us have

been taught not to show that hurt.

"Keep a stiff upper lip, BE A MAN."

I was at the funeral of a friend who was very close to me,

where I acted as a poll-bearer. After the casket was

placed in theground, I knew I couldn't hold the tears back

and they came. No one knew, it was a rainy day and the

tears mixed with the water running down my face.

There it is, I'll just keep all my tears, heartbreaks,

lonliness, sadness, frustration, and all the feelings we're

all subject to and that aren't proper to display in public,

inside of me, packed up, carrying them with me for a time.

REVOLUTION
FABLES FOR MINORITY SURVIVAL AT UMASS

Dear Editor,

Most of you ore likely to be familiar with the following

experiences or fables:

A man was walking through the snow-filled valley. He

occidently stepped on a snake who was frozen stiff. The

snake begged and pleaded, and finally convinced the

man to carry him to warmer climates. The man placed

the snake under his coot. In his shirt pocket and continued

his journey. Although the journey was hard, the man

never considered exploiting the snake as food. Not long

And I'll save my tears for the rain.

Chris Allen

after reaching warmer climates, the man felt a burning

sensation in his chest He realized he hod been bitten.

Suffering from the pain of heartbreak more than the

poison, he questioned the snake: "Why, when I was

willing to carry you, would you bite me?" The snake in his

most socially aware voice said: "In the snow, I was cold;

in th edessert I was hot; but I've always been a snake.

Once when I was young, I watched my grandfather

work in his garden. He hod two shovels. One was a very

nice army issue, green shovel with a detachable fold up

handle; the other was a one piece rusty iron job. After

whining long enough, he allowed me to help him dig. It

seemed as though he favored the army issue, so I, of

course, asked for the army issue. First, he mode me

usethe old iron job. Then when I was tired he let me use

the army issue. After a few minutes I realized that the old

shovel was equally effective and equally tiring. Fifteen

years later, I hod the opportunity to teach my younger

brother the some lesson. By now the shovels were so old

so I hcd repainted them one in block rust-proofing, the

other in all white point. It didn't matter, the lesson was the

same.

The morals of these two stories respectively ore:

(1) a snake, is a snake, is a snake!

(2) whether it is green, or brown, or white or black, a tool

is a tool.

The combined moral of these stories is: if your friend

won't call a spade a spade, don't hold them too close to

your heort If there are any administrators or staff people

who feel attacked, take a lesson from Cinderella- If the

shoe fits wear it.

by D. Anderson Hooker

Random Political thoughts
BY DAVID D. MOORE

Five members of the University of Massachusetts

community, three faculty and two grad students wer?

sitting down one evening over drinks and decided tc

create a forum to budget the existing gap between block*

born inAfrica and blacks born in America. These five

founding members (Sherwood Thompson, Lane Lontone

Kongo, Masila Mutisya, Rudy Jones and Paul Barrows'

felt there was not enough interaction between Africans

and African American students and faculty on this

campus and wanted to dosomething to improve it.

Lots of brainstorming took place to try to get a broader

focus before making a meeting public. In this way the

meeting would hove direction when larger groups of

people particopted. The first meeting come into existence

at theNew Africa House. The distinguished participants

which included the five founding members as well as,

David DuBois and Michael Thelwell. The goal of the first

meeting was to decide what issues were to be discussed,

to create an open agendo under the umbrella of bridging

the gap between the Block people from all over the

world. With a common origin; the African continent.

The second meeting held at Mt Holyoke College was a

panel discussion that hod members from both American

and Africa. The major concern at the second meeting

was the lock of concern at the second meeting was the

lack of warmth and communication between Africans

and African Americans.

The third meeting of the "African/African American

Connection" was held at Amherst College on 1 October

1985. Sherwood Thompson was the facilitator, present on

the panel were Jomu of Amherst College, Donna

Ferguson of Smith College, Chris Williams,

Sharon Jackson, Monica Velasquez, and David Moore

all of UMoss Amherst.

Issues covered at the third meeting were South Africa,

neocolonialism, lack of friendliness, history of the panel

discussion and promoting a commong interest of Block

people. At the opening of the panel discussion everyone

introduced themselves and

Sherwood Thompson said, "we ore all here to become

friends, get to know each other and shore experiences."

Jomu spoke of history, and of neocolonialism. He said

"we must speak to each other or we ore helping

colonialism come back. Our dissossociotion of people

with whom we hove a common post is destroying us. Do

not hove someone else solve our problems

for us. There ore still instances where Blacks go out and

bomb homes of majority Block neighborhoods.

Monica said "if Block people ore a species then ollk of

our fates ore inter- related." Numerous people from the

audience of 40 people contributed comments and views

to the panel. On of the founding members, Kongo,

contributed this statement. "During this summer I was

teaching a group of /CCEBMS students

and felt students could not accept the fact that on African

was teaching them Moth.

Kongo also said, "the students did not believe that

Africans were smart or civilized. The students thought

Africans ran behinnd the toils of tigers. Some students felt

Africans and civiizotion do not go together. One student

did not know what the word 'lynching' meant."

Chris Williams suggested that "we hod better learn our

history as a people or we will continue to be token

advantage of because a people without history ore a lost

people."

This third panel discussion raised the consciousness level

of many involved and decided there is a definite need to

get some solutions to the points that were generated.
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The Arquipelago of

Cape Verde
By ANITA ALMEIDA
Nummo News Staff

The Cope Verde Islands ore located approximately 300

miles off the coast of Senegal, a country in West Africa.

The Cope Verde Islands were "discovered" in 1446 by

Diago Gomes. In 1462 the Portuguese established their

first African colony. Some people believe that Africans

inhibited the islands before Portuguese claimed the

islands.

The archipelago consist of ten islands; Bravo, Fogo, Sao

Vicente, Santa Luzio, Sao Nicolas, Mais, Sol and

Santiago.

Santiago, the capital island, was settled with 56 natives

of Portugal, 1 6 free Black men, 1 6 free Black women and

approximately 400 slaves.

Seven years after they settled on the island, the

Portuguese signed a contract for the buying and selling ol

slaves. At that time slavery was their main source ol

income. Slaves worked in cotton fields, farms,

plantations and did some domestic tasks such as weaving

clothes. In 1472 the Royal Warrant legalized the slavt

trade. Previous to the passing of this law the trade had

been conducted without authorization. The Ponuguese

sold the majority of their slaves to the United States.

Brazil and the Carribean. They called this actior

triangular slavery. The slave trade lasted for 1 70 years

The islands suffered other miseries such as drought'

from 1875 to 1948 that killed 8,000 people. During thf

years between 1 950- 1 970 there was a significant amoun'

of emigration from the islands. The people left th<

country because of famine, droughts and the absence of :

basic economic struture.

Most of the immigrants came to the United States

others went to PortugaJ, Italy, Holland, France, Brazi

and Germany amongother European countries. Most o

those immigrants were able to live a comfortable life anc

send some money back to help support their families.

In 1975 after 500 years of struggling under Portugues*

colonialism the islands acheived independence, th«

numbers of emigrants decreased. Most of the emigrant

returnt ti to the motherland to visit and many even stayec

there to live.
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BLACK HISTORY
CORNER

Novenber 1, 1942 - The first commercially successful

Black magazine, Negro Digest, was published by John H.

Johnson. In 1945 Johnson founded Ebony Magazine •

which is presently the largest Block magazine in the

world.

November 4, 1952 - John T. Wright, owner of on

Englewood, N.J. taxicob company, became the first

Black man elected as councilman in Bergen County, N.J.

and one of the few Democrats ever to win an office in the

Republican stronghold.

October 30, 1979 Dr. Richard Arrington, an educator

with a graduate degree in inverterbrate zoology, was

elected Mayor of Birmingham, Alabama. He was the first

Block to be elected to that office in that city and is

currently serving a second term.

October 30, 1976 Dr. Joseph H. Evans was elected

president of the United Church of Christ. Dr. Evans was

the first Block to head the group. A native of Kalamazoo

Michigan, he graduated from Western Michigan

University and received his divinity degree from Yale

Divinity School in 1942. He has been Minister of

Churches in Chirngo, Cleveland and New York.

By YVETTE RUSSELL
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Personal Profile. . . Arthur Jackson • •

By YVETTE RUSSELL
Nummo Staff

Mr. Arthur Jackson is the Director of the

-incncial Aid Program located in the

^hitmore Administration building at the

Jniversity of Mossachusetts-Amherst. Al-

hough his job consists of many things, the

Dosic summary of his job is being re-

jponsibie for internal and external relations

about financial aid. He is also the

epresentative for all three campuses

University of Massachusetts at Amherst,

Boston, and Worcester) with the department

Df education, which concerns the ad-

ninistration and applications for financial

aid. Mr. Jackson is responsible for policies,

Drocedures and the like, concerning

•inancial aid. His office is one of the largest

Df student affairs.

-We are prohtbtled h lew to discnmmate on the basis oflau

by color, creed, race. etc. so about 7 5 years ago they took alt

racial and other classifications out,

"

Mr. Jackson was very coooerotive in

answering several questions concerning the

effect financial aid has on minorities. When

asked about the cutbacks that Reagan has

made on financial assistance for students

and its affect on minorities, he said "...the

actual cutbacks have not been as bad as

they hove been publicized. However, what

is happening is that Black students and

parents are becoming disenchanted about

coming to school. Remember, even though

the president has recommended cutbacks in

finar\cia\ aici, the congress hos overturned

fhose decisions." Mr. Jackson explained

that one cannot accurately state the amount

of scholarship money that goes to minorities,

stating, "...we are prohibited by law to

discriminate on the basis of color, creed,

race, etc., so about 1 5 years ago they took

all racial and other classifications out, so

there really aren't accurate counts on

students as far as their racial background

etc., because it can be used both positively

end negatively. But what we are trying to do

is expand certain programs, such as the

W.E.B. DuBois scholarship program where

we bring in 5 scholars each year who write

an essay and hove interviews with a campus

committee. They ore awarded a

scholarship equal to the cost of tuition for 4

years. So we're trying to expand on

scholarships for minority students, we all feel

that if we expand financial aid for all

students that we'll benefit minority students."

Ben Rodriguez.
Continued from page 7

the high drop-out rate from high school students and

college students. B.C.P. currently offers a "Community

Education Program" through which they educate the

parents and community leaders about the educational

opportunities available through the Bilingual Collegiate

Program.

During their recruiting sessions, the B.C.P. counselors

advised prospective students and their families about

admissions, financial aid, housing, and academic

problems at the university.

Bilingual Collegiate Program currently has enrolled five

hundred and sixty-two students. There are eight staff

members, fluent in several languages. As the director of

B.C.P., Mr. Rodriguez ensures that all components of the

program are fulfilled. Mr. Rodriguez's main concern is

within the community. He emphasizes the importance of

a college career for everyone. Mr. Rodriguez's fieldwork

within the community is vital, as is the search for funding

for Bilingual Collegiate Program.

The greatest acheivement of the Bilingual Collegiate

Program is the success of their alumni, who represent

every aspect of the professional world. The alumni of

B.C.P. also help today with grades as well as with

recruitment of new students.

B.C.P. is making a difference. Offering diverse services

\o a multicultural, multilingual population, B.C.P. is quite

unique. If the university would recognize B.C.P. as a

unique program its potential would be limitless.

Director of the Finiancial Aid Program,Arthur

Jackson.

Jackson added that "We're trying to expand the first program that we

started which was the W.E.B. DuBois scholarship program. We're also

doing far more in terms of recruiting and I think thof s the largest basis.

We're starting to go to the high schools with the Challenge program,

and starting to educate the students about what they can get as for as

education and financial aid and so on. I think when you' re dealing with

a public university, there's not that much specialized funds you hove.

But in fact, one doner did donate a $2,000 scholarship for minorities. It

wos by on anonymous doner, but we ore beginning to receive

donations from people. I guess what we're trying to instill in minority

students is that you can't turn oH an education because of cost. If you

want to go to college and you hove good grades then the college will

try to help you pay for the expenses needed."

In closing this interview, I asked Mr. Jackson if he hod any comments

which he would like to make towards the minority student body. He

stated, "Well I hope that the minority student population will remain

accurate in issues concerning education, and that they will take an

interest in South African issues because they do indeed effect us. Also

keep up to date with what is happening here, as well as in your own

home community. I think also, to become accurate in college will lead

you down the proper rood."

IANNOUNCEMEhJTS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY/RATES
1-15 words $2.50

16-30 words $3.00

Deadline will be Friday 3pm
EXACT CHANGE OR MONEY ORDERS
REQUIRED. NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER
THE PHONE.

Attention oil interested students. Positions avoilable at

Nummo News in Photography, Layout, Writers, and

Production. For more information please call or stop by

Nummo News Office located in 103 New Africa House,

545-0061(0062). Workstudy and Non-Workstudy

positions available.

Belated Binhday Greetings to Anthony Strickland from
P.T.L.

The Graduate WAGES Program of Everywoman's

Center is sponsoring a four week general support group

for graduate women. The group will be discussing

general concerns of women as graduate students.

Facilitated by Ronna Tulgon, the group will meet

Thursday evenings from 7 to 8:30, beginning November

7 and tentatively ending December 5. Childcore may be

available. For more information and registration, call

FWC at 545-0883

PREDICTlONSContinued from page 81

1. Los Angeles Lakers

2. Ponland Trailblazers

3. Los Angeles Clippers

4. Seattle Supersonics

5. Golden State Warriors

6. Phoenix Suns

TO ALL THIRD WORLD
ORGANIZATIONS!!

Please submit all allocation

request to Afrik-Am 3 weeks

in advance. Contact Leslie

Toons, Secretary.

Hamr*>er 1 - November 22, 1985

Augusta Savage Memortal Gallery

New Africa House

Come to the tropics for good food and atmosphere at '

YVONNE'S CARIBBEANA
206 Russel Street on Route 9, Hadley. Light and

heavy lunches served from 1 1 :30-3:00pm,

with Carribbean taste buds.DINNERS Tuesday,

Wednesday 5-9pm Thursday, Friday, Saturday 5-

10pm.
SUNDAYS International Brunch with Jazz from 11-3

pm. Dinner from 5-10 pm
Check us out, you won't loosel

Hong Kong A year abroad

experience from an Asian American

perspective

Carolyn Y. Lee

"HONG KONG: One of life's great adventures and tfie

only place in the world where east meets west so

perfectly."

These ore the innages that a travel agency facilitates to

persuade you to travel to the Far East. "The shopping is

outrageous, the food is fantastic and the entertainment

and nightlife is always the happening thing..." So, I

decided to take on this "adventure" and prepared myself

for the challenge of my college career, giving up the

security of UMASS and becoming a Hong Kong

exchange student for a year.

Although being a first generation A.B.C. (American

Born Chinese), my experience might be perceived a little

differently. Going to Hong Kong not only meant

learning, growing and becoming more independent, it

also meant discovering what my ancestors cultural roots

and heritage were all about. Entering a different country

is entering a culture - a civilization of a given race and

given customs. It meant going to discover the cultural

differences between the U.S. and Hong Kong. Having

been born and raised in America and taught American

values and traditions, I was always looked upon as a

"banana" or "white washed" in the eyes of traditional

Chinese people. So, I thought I would use this "unique,

once in a lifetime opportunity" to discover what being

Chinese was all about, trace my roots and in the midst of it

all, maybe find myself.

When I first arrived in Hong Kong, it was hot, humid and

very crowded. My first glimpse of the active citylife

included numerous toxusm double-decker buses, mini-

buses, motorcycles, trams rickshaw drivers, limosines and

only the newest in BMW and Mercedes Benz cars. The

streets were saturated with scurrying people and drivers

would stop at nothing to make the light before it turned

red. The fostpoce busy lifestyle that everyone hod

"warned" me about before I left was suddenly becoming

a reality.

The "millions" of people instantly came into view. Yes,

5.5 million of them on this crowded little peninsula on the

coast of China, which measures approximately 400 sq.

miles. Now, I was about to become just another face in

the crowd. I knew it wouldn't be long before I would have

to adjust to the pushing and shoving and accept it as a

port of the normal everyday activity.

The overall views of the city was simply fascinating.

High sky- risers, beautiful hotels and cars, spectacular

lighting and lots of excitement - it was like New York City

only the people were all Chinese. For once, I was not a

minority I was one of them, but even having the right face

not enough- why doesn't this person speak the right

language? Obviously, I was the foreigner and

sometimes, speaking English hod its advantages because

it meant that you were a "somebody" -an American, and

to the Hong Kong people, it seemed like America was the

best place to be.

Yes, Hong Kong truly is "Shopper's Paradise" - they

really do "have everything." From hawkers off the streets

literally screaming out their low price merchandise, to

pushy salesgirls in the shops, to elegant designer

boutiques. If s no wonder the people of Hong Kong ore

high among the fashion conscious since everything is

cheaper here and mamufoctured or rather, "Mode in

Hong Kong."

And the food was fantastic. They hod just about

everything you could imagine from Western Style Prime

Ribs to various South East Asian dishes such as pidgeons

and snake soup served directly from the alley streets.

The nightlife in Hong Kong really is the happening thing.

The city is filled with neon lights, fantastic disco's, movies

with glamorous stars, harbor cruises, sailor's and giHie

bors, palm readers and dentists on the streets, lots of noise

and the familiar sounds of mahiohng,snaJ(e shows.. .yes,

the sites were amazing, but the skyline of Hong Kong. ..is

simply the most beautiful in the world.

Then, there was school, life at the Chinese University of

Hong Kong-odifferent kind of university life. Different to

what one might find of the college campus's of the U.S..

The Chinese University was located a half hour away

from the city and all the excitement. It was situated on a

mountain with a scenic view of the harbor below. The

buildings and facilities were quite similar to what we hove

at home., but there were no: campus pubs, frat parties,

women's equal rights issues, racism, students with cars,

campus hotel, heat in the dorms, organized goy/lesbion

groups, students on work- study jobs, cheating on exams

R.A.'s reminding you of 24 hr. quiet hours-it was always

pretty much 24 hours of quiet, football gomes, students

that wore contact lenses-they all wore glasses, students

that smoked... anything, shaving cream fights, food

fights, arcades on campus, contact between student and

professor, co-ed bathrooms, and girls that wore make-

up. However, there were: huge cockroaches in the

room, laundry service, dim sum and Chinese food all the

time, maids that swept the room once a week, a 1 a.m.

curfew, bamboo scaffolding against the side of the dorm

to climb into your room after 1 a.m, "sweet soup" get

togethers, an outdoor swimming pool, lots of tourists and

wedding couples on the weekends taking pictures, a fruit

truck once a week, a post office on wheels, workers

constantly burping and spitting, mole/femole visiting

hours in the dorm rooms (restricted to weekends only

between 12-6 p.m.), Chinese instructed classes, dorm

activities such as singing contests, bamboo trees and

poinsetta plants on campus during Christmas, shy guys, a

2 month rainy season, and always a shortage on toilet

paper.

Classes and homework were similar to what was

expected at UMASS. Therefore, my learning experience

lay in the actual day to day interaction with the Chinese

people and culture rather than textbooks.

A significant port of this learning experience was the

interaction, dealing and accepting other people and

ideas., finding out what makes them who they ore. Life is

different for everyone. Accepting those differences by

trying and doing new things was almost on everyday

activity. For example, eating on crocked stools and

wooden tables in crowded dark alley streets (sometimes

in the company of cots, rots and snakes) was a way of life

for the Hong Kong people. I tried it, learned to accept it,

and grew to love it.

The ability to adopt and get along well with others, to

reach out and try to understand one another, to

communicateand shore our feelings and ideas.

Developing those social interpersonal skills with all

different kinds of people was and effort I always tried to

moke. And the 2 girls that I lived with, were not just my

roomates., we became best friends.

I also found out what it was all about to be Chinese., who

I am and where I belong, what my elders meant when

they would tell me "this was how it was then we were

young," why we celebrated oil those holidays that aren't

on the calender, and ate the kinds we did. I could really

beging to pick out what was Asian about me and what

was American, because finally, it was me against the

entire Chinese culture.

Of course the year did hove its ups and downs and

lonely times, buty with all the leering and applying of

what you know and being able to lough with new friends,

"problems" seemed only so minute and I was really very

grateful. In the end, I think I only began to grow and

become more of that independent person we all wont to

be.

Yes, this once in a lifetime opportunity was everything

that it was supposed to be. It was eye-opening, mind-

broadening and o time in my life, I'll never forget. The

initial idea was to go, be open minded, experience,

learn, adopt, accept, and eventually become a port of,

and so for 9 months, I did it all and I love Hong Kong! It

definitely is the only place in the world where east meets

west and being Asian American, it was the best place to

discover that you ore the best of both worlds.

"Go Discover Hong Kong!"

Ben Rodriguez.,,

the man at

the helm
By ANITA ALMEIDA
Nummo News Staff

Nummo Photo By David Walker

Mr. Benjamin Rodriguez, is a graduate from Catholic

College of Puerto Rico. After graduating, Mr. Rodriguez

returned to New York city to work with migrant workers.

Also he felt a great need to help Black and Puerto Ricon

children.

In 1973, Mr. Rodriguez and several of his colleagues

formed a Spanish component. Mr. Rodriguez was

elected the Director of the program, which he named

"Bilingual Collegiate Program" also known as "BCP".

The program became active in 1 974. It began with only

five staff members and forty students. The majority of the

staff members were workstudy students. B.C.P. now has

several components such as tutoring, counseling, career

and personal placement services. B.C.P. also offers

scholarships to students.

The goals of B.C.P. ore to establish the opportunity to the

migrant community in Amherst, and "to open the

university door for the migrant children."

According to Mr. Rodriguez, "At this moment B.C.P. is the

most diverse program in the university."

B.C.P. caters to students from oil over the world; Latin

America, Asia, Europe, and everywhere. The counselors

at B.C.P. con relate to every student - in their own

language! "No other service here at the university con

claim to cater to the needs of so many different cultures."

The Bilingual Collegiate Program has been very

successful in offering education to a wide range of Third

World students. And to help these students graduate,

return to help the community, and to bring the community

into the university. Recently, the most rapid expansion

has been with the Asian students.

One of the most difficult tasks for B.C.P. is to decrease

Continued on page 6
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85-86 N.B.A. Prediction
with 'Julian Tynes

Nummo News Staff

It's time for National Basketball Association prediction^'

This week we ore featuring predictions for the N.B -*

Pacific division, the home of the "World Champion" Lv,.-

Angeles Lakers.

Every team in this division has improved itsell

significantly, and all 6 teams ore contenders for a playofi

spot. On with the predictions!!

Los Angeles Lakers

The Lakers hod a great season. They obtained

edemption in the championship series when they

defeated the Celtics 4-2. The Lakers now hove a goal of

A/inning bock-to-back championships. With the present

jquad, they hove on excellent chance of repeating. In

he N.B.A., a good center is essential for o run at the'

-lusive title. The Lakers hove a premier center in Koreem

A,bdul Jabbor. Jobbor, entering his 1 7th N.B.A. season, is

he leagues all time scorer and shotblocker. Last season

Jabbor averoged 22.0 points per game and added 622

rebounds to re establish himself as the leagues best

center. The other starters on the frontline ore James

Worthy and Kurt Rombis.

James Worthy shot 57% from the field while averaging

1 7.6 points per game (ppg). Worthy may be the quickest

forward of his size in the league and may be ready to

emerge as an N.B.A. superstar.

Kurt Rombis is a poor shooter and an adequate

rebounder surrounded by superstars. "Rombo" gets over

on his non-stop hustle exemplified by frequent diving into

the bleachers for a loose boll.

In the bockcourt the Lakers are led by the "Magic Man",

Earvin Johnson. Magic averaged 18.3 ppg and 12.6

assist per game (apg) while adding 476 rebounds.

Bockcourt partner Byron Scott averaged 16.0 ppg and

led the N.B.A. in 3 point percentage.

However, bench strength is what separates the Lakers

from the rest of the N.B.A. Maurice Lucas, Michael

Cooper, rookie A.C. Green and Mike McGee would be

starters on most N.B.A. teams; they give the Lakers quality

depth. Reserve center, Mitch Kupchock, gives Jabbor an

opportunity to grab on occasional rest while adding

muscle on the court. With a line up like this, look for the

Lakers as the team to beat!!

Portland Troilblazers

This is a team on the move! They have youth, talent, and

desire. They hove o good coach in Jock Ramsay.

However, they will probably end up eliminated, once

again, by the Lakers in the playoffs.

The Blazers start off with Sam Bowie at center. Bowie

only averaged 10 ppg but was third in the league in

blocked shots and averaged 8.6 rebounds per game

(rpg). After a summer of tutoring in "The fine points of

being an N.B.A. center", by Bill Russell, Bowie may be

ready to establish himself as on N.B.A. force, on both

ends of the court.

The rest of the front court consists of Mychol Thompson,

Kiki Vondeweghe, and Kenny Corr. Thompson, who

averaged 18.4 ppg while adding 618 rebounds and 205

assists, is the Blazers best all around front court player.

Vondeweghe is the consumate scorer, able to drive by

the ablest defenders and hit jumpers from 3 point range.

Kenny Corr is the Rambistype role player who rebounds

and elbows with the best of them.

The bockcourt of the Blazers is even deeper and more

talented than their frontline. The main man in the

bockcourt, Clyde "The Glide" Drexler. Drexler, o former

charter member of the University of Houstons famed

fraternity, "Phi Slommo Jammo", averaged 17.2 ppg, 5.9

rpg, 5.5 opg, and 2.21 steals per game (spg), establishing

himself as Portlands best all-around player. He won the

shooting guard spot from N.B.A. all-star Jim Paxon, o

great outside shooter ond good passer who lacks

Drexlers Michael Jordon-like qualities.

The point guard position will be run by either Steve

Colter or Darnell Valentine. Colter is better at running the

fast break, Valentine is superior in the set-up offense.

Valentine the better defender. Cotler the man with the

deodly"J". Either way Portland comes out a winner.

Los Angeles Clippers

What is this? A home for star forwards that nobody

wonts? Marques Johnson has a drug problem,

Milwaukee ships him to the Clippers. Cedric

"Cornbread" Maxwell injures his knee, Boston ships him

to the Clippers. Jamool Wilkes injures his leg and is

released by the Lakers, he signs with the Clippers. What's

going on? All joking oside, the acquisition of these

forwards could finally mean stability to this troubled

franchise. The Clippers should be set at center. Rookie

Benoit Benjamin should be the answer to the Clippers

prayers! The 7 foot, 250 pound Benmjomin led the nation

in blocked shots last season with 5.1 per gome while

finishing second in rebounds (behind Xovier McDoniel)

and scoring 2 1 .5 ppg on 58.2% shooting. Benjamin could

turn out to be a superstar. He is backed by James

Donaldson, a 7-2, 280 pounder who led the league in

field goal percentage (fg pet.).

The Clippers bockcourt is set. Off guard Derek Smith

was picked up on waivers from the Golden Stote

Warriors. He proceeded to emboross Golden State

management by averaging 22.1 ppg while snaring 427

rebounds in 80 games. His running mote. Norm Nixon

was fourth in the N.B.A. in assists (8.8) while averaging

17.2 ppg. They ore backed up by Lancaster Gordon and

Franklin Edwards, two young athletes who should mold

themselves into capable bockups.

That means everything depends on the fon/vards. Witf

a trio of Johnson, Maxwell, and Wilkes, the Clippers

should have a workable forward combination. Wher

combined with Benjamin and their guard duo, the

Clippers could be a potent force for other N.B.A. teams tc

contend with.

Seattle Supersonics

"Oh where, oh where has my Gus Williams gone, oh

where, oh where can he be?" This refrain should have

echoed through the Kingdome lost year as Seattle

virtually collapsed without "The Wizard".

Up front the Sonics ore set. Center Jock Sikma is o

perennial all-star. Power forward Tom Chambers is o

hidden gem. The 6-11 forward led Seattle in scoring,

averaging 21 .5 ppg while proving to be the best running,

jumping, 6-11 forward in the league. Clearly, this guy

doesn't suffer from "white man's disease"!

First round draft pick Xovier McDoniel should nail down

the small forward spot. The 6-7 McDoniel was the only

collegiate player to ever lead the notion in both scoring

and rebounding. He should solidify the small forward

position, a weak spot since the retirement of John

Johnson many moons ago. The starters will be obly

bocked up by 6-11 Tim McCormick, 6-10 Frank

Brickowski and 6-7 Danny Vrones.

The bockcourt is where Seattle suffers. Off guard Al

Wood is o great shooter in the open court or behind a

pick, however his poor passing and boll handling mokes

him a liability when playing in the bockcourt. Gerald

Henderson is o fairly good point guard, but he's no Gus

Williams. While a better floor general than Gus, he locks

the speed, quickness, shooting, defense and playmoking

of Williams; abilities Seattle sorely missed. Jon Sunvold,

hi? 6-2 backup, is too slow to drive by anyone or defense

anyone. This leaves it up to reserve Ricky Sobers to

provide quality reserve help. Sobers is a cool customer

under pressure, but lost year they often weren't in many

pressure situations. This could be a long season for Sonic

fans.

Golden State Warriors

This could finally be the season which brings a smile to

the faces of Warrior fans. However if the Worriors don't

learn to play better defense, it will be "the some old

story"!

The Warriors hove offensive talent. Center Joe Barry

Carrol has 20.1 ppg career scoring overage. Forward

Purvis Short averaged 28.0 ppg lost season while power

forward Lorry Smith averaged 11.1 ppg, and 10.9 rpg.

Backup forword Greg Bollard has proven N.B.A.

credentials and backup center- forward Jerome

Whitehead will be fighting for playing time with rookie

Bobby Lee Hurt of Alabama.

The bockcourt has scorers in Eric "Sleepy" Floyd and

first round pick Chris Mullin of St. Johns. However if the

Warriors do not develop depth and defense they con

forget it!

AP L«Mrphoto

New York Knicks center Patrick Ewing (right) , tries to

find his way to the basket as Golden State Warriors

center Joe Barry Carroll defends during the first

quarter of their NBA game in Okland Thursday night

Phoenix Suns

A team in transition, hard to figure out!

The Suns have a hole in the middle; 7ft James Edwards

has nice turn-around jumper, but averages 5.5 rpg. He

is o poor shotblocker and defender who can't pass.

Alvon Adams is a good shooter ond great passer,

however the 6-9 Adams is too short and thin to be on

effective rebounder or defender as on N.B.A. center.

Rick Robey is terrible, he can't run, jump, or shoot. A total

waste of 6 feei 1 1 inches!

The forward situation isn't much better. One bright spot

is the ploy of 6-10 forword Lorry Nance. Nonce, an

N.B.A. oll-stor averaged 19.9 ppg while hauling down

536 rebounds as o "small" forward. However power

forward Mounce Lucas is gone. This means first round

pick Ed Pinkney may find himself in o starting position.

The 195 lb Pinkney is not the banger Lucas was and with

Adams, and Nonce, he Suns may hove the thinnest

frontline in the league.

The guard situation is even worse. With Walter Davis'

comeback uncertain and Kyle Mocy having moved on,

the bockcourt is in chaos. Davis is one of the great guards

in the league. At 6-6, combining flashing speed with silky

smoothness and the sweetest jumper in the league, this

guy is so good he's Michael Jordons' idol! Joy Humpries

seems like the heir apparent at the point. Humpries has

been compared to Dennis Johnson defensively and

Norm Nixon offensively, however Walter Davis is the

key. If Davis is healthy they hove a good chance to moke

the play-offs, however, without "Sweet D" forget it!

FOR PACIFIC DIVISION PREDICTIONS, SEE PAGE 6
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Senate
makes
progress
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Undergraduate Student Senate, in a turn

around from last week's meeting when on-

ly three motions were considered, last

night got through more than half its un-

precedented seven page agenda.

The senate considered about 15 motions

up to 10 p.m., many ofwhich were from the

old business section of the agenda. It was
rearranged by a senate vote to suspend the

rules, which allows the rearrangement.

Three motions were withdrawn by their

original sponsors and six motions were
tabled for further student review. The
agenda is usually about two and a half

pages long.

A move to vote no confidence to Senate

Speaker John Ruddock was not acted upon
before the senate adjourned.

A motion to require that senate meetings

end no later than 15 minutes before the last

bus is scheduled to leave on seven selected

routes, was approved 48 to 28 by the

assembly. The passage will result in senate

meetings, beginning last night, to end at

11:15 p.m. to insure the safety and conve-

nience of members.
Senate meetings have been scheduled to

go to midnight, which is the time a Cam-
pus Center room is reserved for the

assembly. The motion caused much debate

continued on page 7
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TRYING TO TAKE COVER — Senior accounting mayor Susan

Allen tries to escape yesterday's rain under the protection of her

jacket. Today's forecast calls for a chance of showers tonight.

'Assassin' may threaten student safety
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

The game "assassin," in which students

shoot at each other with water pistols, has

caused University of Massachusetts of-

ficials to be concerned that the game might

threaten student safety, emd be a souce of

harassment to those who don't play or

understand the game.
On Oct. 26 campus police stopped at gun-

point one student and two non-students

outside of Butterfield House after dor-

mitory seciu"ity reported three persons

walking outside the building with guns.

The guns were plastic. The three were

warned and released.

In a letter to all Orchard Hill and Cen-

tral residential area residents, dated Oct.

30, area Coordinator Carol Wallace said

that because "assassin" is being played on

campus, "a number of students have in

their possession assorted plastic 'weapons.'

These weapons have caused several

students to feel harassed and frightened

and several other students to go through

judicial proceedings for 'harassment' and

'endangering behavior.'"

Wallace cited the incident that took place

outside of Butterfield. "Although this

situation did not end tragically, the pro-

liferation of plastic weapons on campus

Inside:

Sen. Kerry to jspeak on campus on
Friday 3

Finals are coming! 10

Soccer knocks off Harvard, hope for

playoffs 20

"There may be some grand plot here we

can't fathom now."
— UMass professor Karl Ryavec on the re-

defection of former KGB official Vitaly

Yurchenko.

creates a potentially life-threatening situa-

tion," the letter stated.

In the game "assassin," each person is

an assassin as well as a target. One per-

son determines who will be the target of

whom; ifone "assassinates" someone, that

person reveals who his or her target was
before he or she was "assassinated." Then
the assassin goes after that person. The leust

person to not be "assassinated" is the win-

ner. Jim Vaudreuil of Gorman House said

a game can last as long as two weeks.

Gerald O'Neil, director of the campus
Department of Public Safety, said com-

plaints to the police concerning weapons

have to be treated as though the weapons
involved are real.

"What we are dealing with is a common-
sense approach," O'Neil said. "We can't

assume that every gun is a toy, because our

experience has been that a lot of complaints

we get involve real weapons."
Wallace said that she means to "educate

students in the consequences of playing

with these toy weapons. The police feel

compelled to draw their guns in 'weapons

complaint calls,' and whenever real

weapons are involved, there is a potential

for serious consequences," she said.

"Our concern is that when it (assassin)

continued on page 3

Lack of
business
closes Inn
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Lack of business has forced the Lord Jef-

fery Inn to close its restaraunt and bar in-

definitely. About 50 union employees who
have been picketing the inn have been laid

off by the company management's decision.

The action was announced yesterday

after the union and management failed to

reach an agreement at a meeting called by

a federal mediator Tuesday night. Food and

beverage sales make up 55 percent of the

inn's income according to Kent Faerber,

president of the Amherst Inn Company,
owners of the inn.

Restaurant business at the inn, of which

is 75 percent owned by Amherst College,

has been off by about 60 percent compared
with last Fall, according to the inn's

General Manager Eric Nusbaum. Much of

the drop in customers has been due to the

14-day-old picket by members of Local 217

of the Hotel and Restaurant Employees
Union.
Many drivers for food and beverage supp-

ly companies have honored the picket line

by refusing to deliver goods to the inn.

"We're out of all Coca-Cola products,"

Nusbaum said

"We had days when we were serving

nobody for lunch and six or eight people for

dinner," Nusbaum said. The inn has lost

more than $500,000 in the last five years

he said. In remarks to Amherst College

faculty, Faerber said deficits are projected

at $200,000 for the current fiscal year.

Union employees have been working at

the inn without a contract since Oct. 24.

The main dispute in negotiations has been

a two-tier pay scale proposed by manage-

ment where new employees would work
with a lower pay scale and fewer benefits

than present employees.

Union members will attempt to bring the

issue to campus by speaking to students,

faculty and staff at Amherst College, said

Union Representative Rob Traber.

Although about 30 union employees are

still working at the inn no future

negotiating sessions have been scheduled.

Yurchenko returns home
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

While the reasons for former KBG of-

ficial Vitaly Yurchenko's desire to return

to the Soviet Union remain unknown, a

Soviet specialist at the University of

Massachusetts thinks personal considera-

tions better explain the incident than the

fact the man may be a double agent—

a

possibility, however, he does not rule out.

"He may be a double agent sent here to

find out how we handle these debriefings

for defectors—what we ask, how we han-

dle it, and who's doing it," political

science Professor Karl Ryavec said in an

interview yesterday. But "It's much more

likely we have a person who defected for

the reasons he stated (dissatisfaction with

the Soviet system)...(who) simply realized

American society is going to very different

from what he left."

Yurchenko, once the number five of-

ficial in the Soviet KGB responsible for

North American operations, was the

highest ranking official from the spy

agency ever to defect to the West when he

disappeared from the Vatican Museum in

Rome last July and defected to the US
Embassy there. Last month, he reported-

ly revealed information on Soviet in-

telligence to the CIA.

Monday night, he appeared at a surprise

press conference at the Soviet residential

compound in Washington, claiming the

CIA had kidnapped, drugged and attemp-

ted to bribe him. He said he wanted to

return to the Soviet Union, and State

Department officials determined that that

decision was voluntary after meeting with

the defector Tuesday. He flew home last

night.

Amherst College professor of political

science William Taubman, who
specializes in Soviet foreign policy, noted

that several Soviet defectors—among
them, former leader Joseph Stalin's

daughter, a journalist, soldiers stationed

in Afganistan and most recently a sailor

aboard a Soviet freighter in the Mississip-

pi who jumped ship last week—have
chosen to retvwn home. While their fates

continued on page 7 Vitaly Yurchenko
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National
Reagan redefines goals

for *Star Wars' system

Ballot victories for
gun control, abortion
(AP) — Voters approved

ballot measures afTirming

handgun control and the

right to abortions and to

smoke-free workplaces, but

three communities rejected

attempts to fluoridate their

water and San Franciscans

refused to limit downtown
high-rise construction.

Even in an off-off year

election, voters in nine

states and scores of cities

and towns grappled with

ballot issues that touched on

some of the nation's most
emotion-laden economic and

social questions.

Three New England
towns-Bristol, Conn.; Dover,

N.H.; and Derry, N.H.-
rejected similarly worded
measures Tuesday calling

for the overturning of the

U.S. Supreme Court's
12-year old ruling that

legalized abortions.

Oak Park, 111., one of the

four U.S. cities which have
banned handguns, beat

back a proposal to repeal its

13-month-old ban. The other

cities with similar handgun
laws are Washington, D.C.;

Morton Grove, 111.; and
Evanston, 111.

Tucson, Ariz., voters pass-

ed a proposition restricting

smoking in workplaces, and
another one limiting the

size and location of

billboards. But they
defeated a measure that

would have required smoke-

free space in restaurants.

Fluoridation fared badly

in three cities. San Antonio,

Texas, narrowly turned
back a proposal to fluoridate

the city's water supply,

maJting it the second largest

city without fluoride in its

water after Los Angeles.

Westfield and Leominster,

both in Massachusetts, also

rejected fluoridation.

"People feel the time has

come to decrease the
amount of additives in our

drinking water and they are

increasingly demanding a

say in issues such as

fluoridation," said Susan
Pare, president of the

Center for Health Action,

based in Springfield, Mass.

San Franciscans soundly

defeated a proposal to

authorize spending up to

$150,000 in public funds for

a statewide petition drive to

legalize marijuana. They
also rejected a ballot

measure to deny building

permits for high-rise struc-

tures exceeding 50,000
square feet. Maine narrow-

ly approved a "people's

veto" referendum giving

residents the right to ap-

prove any disposal plans for

low-level nuclear waste.

Residents of two college

town, Boulder, Colo., and
Oberlin, Ohio, approved
measures declaring their

cities "nuclesu- free zones,"

off limits to nuclear

weapons. Boulder voters

also approved a proposition

renouncing the first use of

nuclear weapons by the

United States. Santa Bar-

bara voters rejected a pro-

posal, backed by en-

vironmentally minded
celebrities like John
Travolta, Jane Fonda and

James Arness, that would

have imposed tough new
restrictions on offshore drill-

ing. It was a victory for oil

companies which had run a

$1.1 million campaign t9

defeat the measure.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President

Reagan redefined his goals for the propos-

ed "Star Wars" missile defense system

yesterday, saying he would deploy the

space shield unilaterally if other nuclear

powers can not agree on a worldwide

nuclear defense and disarmament

program.
"If we had a defensive system and we

could not get agreement on their part to

eliminate the nuclear weapons, we would

have done our best and we would go ahead

with deployment, even though, as I say,

that would then open us up to the charge

of achieving the capacity for a first strike,'

Reagan said in an interview less than two

weeks before he meets Soviet leader

Mikhail Gorbachev in Geneva.

The president's comments appeared to

negate the terms he laid out in an inter-

view with Soviet journalists last week in

which he said he would not deploy a defen-

sive system until offensive missiles had
been dismantled. But Reagan denied there

was any inconsistency in his separate

descriptions of his policy.

"The terms for our own deployment

would be the elimination of the offensive

weapons," Reagan said to the Soviets.

But yesterday, he told the White House
correspondents of Western news agencies

tht if the U.S. research program he calls

the Strategic Defense Initiative were to

come up with an effective system to defend

against nuclear attack, the United States

would call a meeting of all nuclear powers

to "see if we cannot use that weapon to

bring about . . . the elimination of nuclear

weapons."

If that conference failed to gain an agree-

ment for mutual use of the defensife

system, Reagan said, "we would go ahead

with deployment."

1 Buck Buchanan ? Sparky
Lyie 3 Bubba Smith 4 Ben
Davidson 5 L C Gfpenwood
6 Tommy Heinsohn 7 John
Madden 8 Dick Bulkus
9 Marv Throneberry
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Mizofak 17 FranN Ufii I

18 Grits Gresham
19 Boom Boom Geol'non
?0 Jim Shoulders 21 Lee
Meredith 22 Mickey

Spiilane 23 Alexis Arguello
.?4 Billy Martin 25 Corky
Carroll 26 Rodney
Danqerlield 27 BotUJerkpr

IVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED IN A BEER. AND USS.

Friends don't let friends drive drunk.

Electiondaybrings surprises and stability
Founder of Green Party
^astounded' by progress
By JIM FINKLE
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts professor is "astound-

ed" by the fact that in only five months he and the

founders of the New Haven, Conn., Green Party have been

able to do what he says the Democratic and Republican

parties took 150 years to accomplish.

Economics professor Richard Wolff received 2,441 votes

out of 24,782 cast Tuesday in the New Haven mayoral

contest, approximately 10 percent of the tally. Incumbent
Democrat Biaggio DiLeto received 18,921 votes.

Republican challenger Carolaine Dinegar received 3,420.

Wolff, a founder of the Green Party, said his organiza-

tion had originally hoped to gamer 1 percent of the vote,

the amount required by the state of Connecticut to obtain

legal status as a minor party.

"Everyone is astonished by the results," Wolff said of

the city's political establishment. "To be honest, so are

we."
The New Haven Green Party was formed last spring in

order to lay the groundwork for a third national party "if

and when the major parties in the United States aban-

don the major concerns for social justice," Wolff said.

"The Democrats run the city, we are the opposition and
then there is the Republican Party," he said. Wolff said

he was especially pleased that he beat the Republican Par-

ty candidate in one third of the city's precincts.

"The basis of disaffection from conventional politics in

the United States is broader than any of us understood,"

Wolff said. "The willingness of Americans to accept and

consider new political choices is much greater than we

understood."

Wolff said he and the leaders of the Green Party will

use the next few weeks to "try and figure out where this

support comes from in order to make the New Haven
Green Party a regular part of the political life of New
Haven."
The next step will be to establish a shadow cabinet, "in

a sense a parallel government so we can become step by

step a party that is active all year and a party that can

demonstrate to the people that is has the insights and in-

tegrity to govern," Wolff said.

Musante Jr. re-elected as mayor
David B. Musante Jr. was re-elected for a fourth term

as the mayor of Northampton by a large majority of votes

Tuesday.
Musante ran against James A. Kruidenier, a founding

member of the Northampton Citizens Action Network,

who was competing for the position for the first time.

About 6,400 of the 16,000 registered voters in Northamp-

ton turned out to vote in Tuesday's election, said Adeline

Murray, the city clerk of Northampton.

Musante received 4484 of the votes and Kruidenier

received 1695 of the mayoral votes.

The only referendum question on the ballot, which asked

if a commission should be elected to form a city charter,

was defeated in a close race. The question received 2683

votes for it and 2721 against it.

The 54-year-old mayor has held an elected position in

Northampton since 1963 and has been been the mayor

of the city since 1980.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

egiaii photo by Michelle Segall

FAMILY WALK IN THE RAIN - Emily McClung and her two-

year-old son Gregory of Amherst enjoy the light rain as they stroll

through downtown yesterday afternoon.

Teach-in discusses crisis
By FRANCIE RICHARDSON
Collegian Correspondent

A teach-in to discuss who is responsible

for the crisis in Central America will be

held tonight at 7:30 p.m. in room 120 in th?

School of Management.
The teach-in, sponsored by the Faculty

and Staff for Peace in Central America,

will be divided into two parts. In the first

series of discussions, speakers will focus on

the background information having to do

with the start of the Central American

crisis.

The second half of the teach-in will look

at on what students can do to help solve the

crisis.

"I think we want to get the campus com-

munity more involved in some way," Ruth

Hooke, the director of the University

Without Walls program said. "It would be

ideal if they (students) wanted to take a

course or go on a trip to Central America.

We want them not only to be informed but

get involved and do something."

Speakers in the first half of the teach-in

Sen. Kerry will speak
at UMass tomorrow
By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

Senator John F. Kerry, D-Mass., will

speak on arms control and the Geneva sum-

mit at 2 p.m. tomorrow in the Student

Union Ballroom at the University of

Massachusetts as part of a series of discus-

sions on arms control.

The series, "The Summit and Beyond:

Preventing Nuclear War," begins today

and will continue until Nov. 19 when Presi-

dent Reagan and Soviet leader Gorbachev

meet in Geneva for their summit meeting.

The series, sponsored by the Five College

Program in Peace and World Security

Studies, opens today with a panel discus-

sion titled, "After Nuclear War Starts: Can
it be Controlled?". The discussion at 8 p.m.

in the Converse Hall Assembly Room at

Amherst College will feature Allan Krass,

a physics professor at Hampshire College

and a consultant to the Union of Concern-

ed Scientists, and Professor Paul Bracken

of Yale University.

A conference on arms control, titled,

"From Trinity to Star Wars," will be broad-

cast, Tuesday via satellite, from

Washington, D.C. to Mein Lecture Hall at

Hampshire College. Amherst, along with

five cities, has been chosen to participate

in this conference.

John Sanbonmatsu, assistant director of

the Five College Program in Peace and

World Security Studies, said "satellites

will be hooked up in Atlanta, Dallas,

Chicago, Philadelphia, San Fransisco and

Amherst." He said Krass convinced the

Union of Concerned Scientists, which pro-

duced and organized the conference, to

telecast it out to Hampshire College.

The conference will include Sen. Albert

Gore, D-Tenn; Ambassador Jonathon
Dean, chief U.S. negotiator at the USSR
Mutual and Balance Force Reductions;

Hodding Carter III, former assistant

Secretary of State under President Jimmy
Carter; Paul Bracken from Yale Universi-

ty; and Henry Kendall, chairman of the

Union of Concerned Scientists. The au-

dience will be able to communicate with

the panel members through a live satellite

link from Washington, D.C. "People will

be able to ask questions of the panel

members,"Sanbonmatsu said.

The Five College Program in Peace and
World Security Studies will handle all the

publicity and details involved. "I hope that

the space-age formats of the conference will

bring people's attention to these kinds of

issues," Sanbonmatsuhe said. "We hope

people that attend will learn something

about the space-age and U.S.- Soviet rela-

tions."

On Tuesday, Nov. 19, Professor Richard

Lebow, director of peace studies and pro-

fessor of politics at Cornell University, will

speak on the arms race in the New York

Room, Wooley Hall, Mount Holoyoke Col-

lege. On Nov. 20 there will be an instant

analysis of the Geneva summit with

Lebow, Eric Einhom, and Amherst College

political science professor William Taub-

man at 8 p.m. in Graham Hall at Smith

College.

Grievance policy ready

include John Cole, professor of an-

thropology, geography professor Julie

Graham. Mary Dutcher, a Witness for

Peace activist, and Micheal Thelwell, a pro-

fessor of Afro-American Literature. A ques-

tion and answer period will follow the four

speakers.

The second-half speakers will be Michael

Urmann, national director of Technica,

who will discuss how his organization can

scientifically and technologically assist

Nicaragua and Bill Gibson, a professor of

economics and advisor to the Nicaraguan

government.
Ruth Hooke. director of University

without Walls, will speak on Sanctuary

and Doug Calvin, the head of the Student

Delegation to El Salvador, will speak on

"El Salvador: Mass Organizations and

Crisis at the University".

The Faculty and Staff for Peace in Cen-

tral America was established in December

of 1984 to "educate the UMass communi-

ty about what is going on in Central

America" Hooke said.

By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

The Academic Matters Council of the

Student Government Association yester-

day approved the substance of a proposed

academic grievancv? policy, to be formally

voted on by the council next Wednesday.

"I felt something very supportive and

-constructive today," Ellen Breslin, chair-

woman of the Undergraduate Student

Senate's Academic Affairs Committee,

said.

The 12-person council met yesterday mor-

ning to make revisions in a policy that has

been in the works for over eight years, she

said.

The policy would allow for a formal pro-

cedure that a student can follow if there is

a complaint about a faculty member's

grading procedures. Larry Benedict, dean

of Academic Support Services, said, "I am
very pleased with the proposed policy.

Every group on campus has a formalized

due process except for the students."

According to the policy, an academic

grievance is defined as a complaint by an

undergraduate student alleging that some
member of the University community has

''Rused the student to suffer some specific

harm related to an academic matter.

Exceptions originally were made pertain-

ing to "matters of academic judgment,"
Howard Gatlin. UMass omsbudsman said,

"(hut) then we would have a procedure but

no definable grievance."

The council proposed a solution by defin-

ing "arbitrary and capricious grading" as

grading that is given to a student on basis

other than performance, or by
unreasonable standards.

"Nobody was willing to define academic
judgment. Now the policy concentrates on
what can be touched," Breslin said.

"This procedure can also protect faculty

from unjust complaints, and it will improve

relations in general," Gatlin said. "Pro-

fessors who are accused unjustly will also

benefit from this policy."

Al Wynne, a member of the council and
a chemistry professor, said, "I have a con-

cern that those receptive to the policy won't

need it, and those who do might have pro-

blems with it. It definitely should be put

through, however."
The policy mu.st still be formally approv-

ed by this council, and then it will be

pre.sented to the Faculty Senate before the

end of the semester, council members said.

continued from page 1ifassasin
gets into the community which isn't

familiar with the game, then it can cause

problems," said Larry Moneta, assistant

director of residential education for the east

side residence halls.

Gorman House residential assistant

Share Craray said that the Gorman-
Wheeler Cluster staff have distributed a

letter throughout the two dormitories en-

couraging the use of subsitutes for water
guns, such as stickers or water balloons,

while playing "assassin."
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CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

far In or Take Out Hours:

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon Sat 11 30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:
430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St.

Hadley Northamptcn

253-2571 586-8220

Yesterday &
Today Records
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'^(L^Qrateful Dead Psychadellc

(in Punk Jazz

Grand Opening

Blues

L

Top CASH For:

Records Tapes

Stereos Guitars

Videos CD's

An
Alternative

Record Store

96 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-9209
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AnplA»ii.«» Aril. Burn«ide - Calzone - Casio - CB-700 - Pigitech -BOD - Embassy Studios

MUSIC FXHIBITION/WORKSHOP
Nov. 10,1985 10:00 am to 5:00 pm Nov. 11,1985

g Sunday - Two Days - Monday

t Parwick Centre - Chicopee, MA (Exit 5 ma. tpk)

N $4.00 in advance (save a dollar) Good for

$5.00 at the door ADMISSION

. $2.50 to all students both days

Admission charge applicable towards any purchase expires 11/27/85

FEATURING CLINICS ON: Yamaha Drums • Zildjian Cymbols • Simmons Drums •

I Guild Guitars • DOD Effects • Siel Keyboards • Digitech Rack Mounts • Sieko

E Keyboards • Yamaha Sound Reinforcement • Kurzweil Keyboards • Yamaha DX

> Keyboards, Ycams, Drum Machines Sponsored by Faicetti Music

For more information please call (413) 543-1002 ^'"^^ '^^

1181 Worcester St. Holyoke Mall 69 Elm St. 543 Enfield St.

Indian Orchard at Ingleside Westfield, Ma Enfield, Ct.

543-1002 5387970 568-8855 203-745-3737
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STUDY AT OXFORD, NEXT SUMMER WITH THE
UMassat

(Max\
STUDY PROGRAM.

FOR DETAILS,

ATTEND THE OXFORD METING AT:

HERTER 305

NOV. 7, 1985, 7:30 PM,

OR STOP BY BARTLET 160

OR CALL 545-1914.
rTimiiiuii T1
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V '^ LABELS FOR LESS O
BABY..

TRADER FRED SOWN

D Cliamols Slilrt "^^ 44^^ 2 f.r^25
8 LEATHER INSULATED IRR S ^ M /%QQ

D Herman Survivor Boots reg m ^k, 49
WINCCREST DISTRESSED CANVAS & DEMM O^ ^^ ^^ f\ r

D "Guess-Styie" Jacket reg 69" a:.-. ^W^
PINE TREE FOR WOMEN

n Down-Fiiled Jacltet reg loo s ^49^^
GLORIA VANDERBILT CO /% Q (%

D Leatlier Boots reg '69 r', oS
100" COTTON

Turtienecks reg is »«
». $799

48 Nortli Pleasant St.. Amiierst
in the new Tucker Taft Building

Mon. -Sat. 9:30-9
Sun. 12-5

253-7155
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21st Oxford seminar
offers an experience
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Staff

For students who £u-e seeking a summer
educational experience at one ofthe world's

oldest universities, the University of

Massachusetts is sponsoring the twenty-

first suinual Oxford Summer Seminar
beginning this July
A meeting to discuss the seminar, will be

held tonight at 7:30 in Herter Hall room
305.

All classes in the seminar are taught by
British professors, and contain no more
than 12 students. Many are set up as in-

dividual or small group tutorials.

In a recent letter to the English Depart-

ment, one student wrote, "I look back on

my summer at Oxford with the fondest of

memories. I am certain I learned more

about people, how and why they operate,

than ever before."

Last year 120 of the more than 200 ap-

plicants were accepted to the program.

Forty-five of these were from UMass, and

the rest represented 46 other colleges

around the country.

The six-week long session is open to all

five-college students, and runs from July

3 to August 13. Room, board and tuition for

seminar participants costs $1775.

"The Oxford Summer Seminar is one of

the oldest international programs, and one

of the most reasonably priced," Richard

Blum, assistant director of the program

said. A ten-day pre-seminar program,

which serves to introduce students to the

English countryside, is offered for $690.

The program also features optional side

tours to parts of Europe, social functions,

and recreational activities—arranged and

organized by the summer's student ad-

ministrative staff.

November is Career Planning Month
Information sessions and interview sign-ups in November:

EMPLOYER IBM STAR MARKET

EVENT

DATE

TIME

MAJORS

Open House
Note: 3 resumes

required for admission
Meet recruiters & sign up

for Nov. 13 interviews

Nov. 12

10 am - 4 pm
CC 162-75

Info Session

Nov. 7

7 pm
SOM 112

EE, ME, IE, CS
Mktg, MIS, Acctg

Finance, Tech Writing

An (Tfrportunity tofind out about some of the co-

OFFICE FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
University Career Center 545-2224

HRTA, Food Mktg,

Mgt & related

Are you looking for a

CHALLENGING CAREER?
Explore career oportunities with

LECHMERE, a ten-store growth

leader of the $8 - billion plus

DAYTON HUDSON
CORPORATION

Come share challenging ideas with

C. George Scale, Chairman, CEO and

President of Lechmere on

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7

5-6 pm
School of Management Building,

Room 312

7-9 pm
University Career Center,

Fraternity/Sorority Park

LECHMERE will be recruiting on campus on

NOVEMBER 19 for management oportunities In

the MARKETING and SALES divisions

LECHMERE
An Affirmative ACtlon/Equal Opportunity Employer
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Blood drive ends today
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

In the last day of its campus blood drive

today, the American Red Cross is pushing

to increase blood donations which have

been low this week.
The blood drive will begin this morning

at 9:30 and end at 3:30 p.m.

"Yesterday, we collected 113 pints of

blood and we had hoped to do 150," said

Chris Keaney, a field representative from

the Red Cross. "We did about 40 more last

year."

The blood drive in the Student Union
Ballroom, which comes to the University

for three days every semester, depends on

UMass donors for a certain number of

pints. "We have to collect 200 pints a day

to meet expectancies," Keaney said.

"UMass is the single largest donor

group in the state," she said, emphasiz-

ing the dependance of the state on UMass
donations. "Everybody throughout the

state notices how well UMass does and
they do appreciate it."

She attributes the main reason for the

decline in donations to the misconception

that people can get AIDS from giving

blood. "We feel the AIDS problem is af-

fecting the blood donor problem. You
definitely can't get AIDS," Keaney said.

In order to fit into people's schedules

and avoid lines, the Red Cross is taking

appointments. "It only takes 45 minutes
to an hour to donate," Keaney said, ad-

ding that this is the only blood drive in

western Massachusetts.
The bloodmobile also comes to the

University every Tuesday to a room in the

Campus Center.

eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rte. 9 • Hadley/Amherst

256-6889

CONVENIENT
to

CAMPUS!
• BREAKFAST SERVED

ANY TIME

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

OPEN 24 HOURS
FBI. A SAT.

• BEER & WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNPrE

• PLENTY OF PARKING

TONIGHT
THURSDAY

THIS IS

SPINAL TAP

The Concept Movie

Shows 5, 7, 9, 1

1

$2.00 admission

Campus Center Auditorium
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MEN'S SHOE
and BOOT
SALE

Including such brand names as:

Timberland

Clarks

Dexter

Nunn Bush
Come in and SAVE!!

8 Main St. Amherst SHOES 253-5698

I f you've been wanting the American
Express' Card for some time, this is some
time to apply.
Because if you're a senior, all you need

is to accept a $10,000 career-oriented job.

That's It. No strings No gimmicks
(And even if you don't have a ]ob right

now, don't worry. This offer is still good for

12 months after you graduate.) Why is

American Express making the Card a
little easier for seniors to gefr*

Well, to put It simply, we be-
lieve in your future. And this is

a good time to show it- for we

can help in a lot of ways as you graduate
The Card can.help you be ready for busi-

ness It's a must for travel to meetings and
entertaining. And to entertain yourself,

you can use it to buy a new wardrobe for

work or a new stereo
The Card can also help you establish

your credit history, which can help in

your future.

So call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask to have
a Special Student Application sent

ittUfcUI-Wl l.tWJiijrf

0-
to you. Or look for one on campus.
The American Express" Card.
Don't leave school without it.^"

1985 AnwTKin Exptns Trtwl RrlatnJ Srrvicw Compinv. In

MINI ALBUM

Bring in a roll ot 110. 126 Disc. 135 C-41

Color Print Film for developing & printing.

We'll give you a 12 page mmi-album FREE.

Located in the

Campus Center

I Ml
uft

Utombw !«•»-•*

Offer Good:
PAPER

nov.l"12

^.UNIVERSITY
\mSTORE^
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senators questioning the necessity of the meeting
deadline.

"I encourage you all to vote for this," said Dianne Rossi,

SGA treasurer. She cited the increasing amount of

assaults on campus and the impending danger to women
walking home alone if they were forced to walk.

One of the motion's opponents was Bob Griffen, a

senator who said meetings "should go as long as possible

to get the work done for the good of the students." Senate
meetings, he said, should not be cut short because of cer-

tain difficulties for some in getting home.
The senate also approved more than 30 committee ap-

pointments which were the object of controversy at last

week's meeting. There was debate last week over who had
the power to make the appointments, which caused an ear-

ly adjournment because of excessive disruption in the

assembly.

In other business, a Budgets Committee motion to ap-

prove the allocation of the $50,000 concert fund was ap-

proved. The fund, which was determined by a student

referendum, is allocated to provide the Union Program
Council with 45 percent or $22,500 of the total fund. The
Southwest and eastside concerts are provided 22 percent

or $11,000, and the Greek area concert is to be provided

11 percent or $5,500 of the fund.

* Yurchenko

CoUrgian photo by Haul i>««inarals

UPWARD SPIRAL — The ladder on the water tower at Orchard Hill moves upward into
the cloudy Amhrst skies yesterday.

continued from page 1

Motivations aside, Yurchenko "must
have given them (the CIA) some valuable

information - otherwise, they would've

dropped him," Ryavec said. And he will

have to give the Soviets information dur-

ing his debriefing when he returns home,

a situation that leads Ryavec to call the

man a possibly "unbalanced" person who
"wanted to do heroic deeds."

"He was a hero here (when he defected),

now he will be a hero to the Soviets

again," he said.

The CIA has denied Yurchenko's tale of

being kidnapped and drugged by its

agents, but that story will most likely be

used in the Soviet press in order to make
the incident seem believable and "they

may even do a movie or TV show on it,"

Ryavec said.

are large \mknown. Sen. Patrick J. Leahy,

D-Vt., vice-chairman of the Senate In-

telligence Committee, said yesterday of

Yurchenko's future: "If he's lucky, a

bullet will be put in the base of his skull."

As for the reasons behind Yurchenko's

decision, Taubman said, "This is the

secret world of espionage of game within

games within games. It's not like inter-

preting Soviet foreign policy, which in

itself is not that easy (but at least) you
have something to go on. This is really a

mystery."
Ryavec said another factor in Yur-

chenko's "re-defection" may be the fact

that Yurchenko's family still lives in the

Soviet Union. "He may have sacrificed

himself to make sure their lives wouldn't

be so terrible—that his family won't
become non-pjersons," he said.

Ryavec noted that many emigres leave

the Soviet Union to make better lives for

their children—an option that Yurchenko,
with his wife and son still in Moscow, does

not have. Beginning a new life in the

United States can be difficutl for a

50-year-old man, especially one who, as a

former member of the KGB, would not be
welcomed into the Soviet emigre com-
munity, which is largely Jewish.

"America is a very dynamic, fluid, con-

fusing society—many emigres find

America difficult," Ryavec said. "They's
like something more orderly, predictable,

than what they get here.

Oh where oh where is

DELAWARE?
McGuirk Alumni Stadium

Saturday at 1:00

Let's break the Delaware jinx

and help the Minutemen

into the Playoffs

Bring your noisemakers,

banners and especially

your Spirit to the

Biggest Game
of the Year

Be there on Saturday

at 1:00
mnm

1

- Quality Pizza - Subs -

256-0222
FREE DELIVERY
Sun. - Wed. 4 pm to 2 am

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 4 pm to 3 am

LOVE NOTES
TERM PAPERS

TAKE HOME EXAMS
RESEARCH PROJECTS

The IBM Portable PC can help you with

them all. With a built in amber display,

two diskette drives, and 256 KB of main

memory, the Portable PC runs the full

range of IBM PC software.

To find out more about the Portable PC

and what it can do for you, come to the

IBM information booth in the Campus

Center this Wednesday, Thursday, and

Friday.

NO MATTER WHAT YOU'RE TYPING
WE'RE YOUR TYPE.
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THE SUMMIT AND BEYOND: -j^
AVOIDING NUCLEAR WAR "^^

A special series of events sponsored by the Five College

Program in Peace & World Security Studies (PAWSS)

TONIGHT, 8:00 PM:

"AFTER NUCLEAR WAR STARTS:

CAN IT BE CONTROLLED?"
A panel discussion with Dr. Bruce Blair (Cornell), Dr. Paul

Bracken (Yale), and Prof. Allan Krass (Hampshire College)

Amherst College, Converse Hall, Red Rm.

TOMORROW, 2:00 PM:

SENATOR JOHN KERRY
Will speak on nuclear arms control and the Geneva Summit

U.Mass Student Ballroom

TUES., N0v"l2, 8:00 PM:

"FROM TRINITY TO STAR WARS''

National video teleconference from Washington, D.C., with

former Secy, of Defense Robert S. McNamara, Sen. Albert

Gore, Aipb, Jonathan Dean, Dr. Paul Bracken, and Prof.

Henry Kendall (MIT). Sponored by the Union of Concerned

Scientists (live hook-up via satellite)

Hampshire College, Franklin Patterson Hall

All events open to all Five College students, faculty and

staff. For information, call: PAWSS, 549-4600, ext. - 563

: Thursday, November 7, 1985
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CAREER DAY '85
Wednesday, November 13

i!

B

I

i

i

i

Over 30 companies represented!

Presentation, Luncheon and Career Fair

Luncheon tickets on sale in SOM lobby

until Nov. 8

Those wishing to attend only presentation

and Career Fair

are welcome from 10:00 am - 5:00 pm,

1st floor Campus Center

Open to all students - any major!

i!

Sponsored by

the Undergraduate Business Club

Plfclldair=lr=l*=Jr=lfaJiain!Eli'gllBBIigie

LIBERAL ARTS CAREER WEEK
SPONSORED BY

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE

NOVEMBER 7, 1985
November 7 - HOW TO LAND A JOB IN HIGH TECH WITH A LIBERAL
ARTS DEGREE - CC 168 - 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Facilitated by a software engineer manager from WANG Laboratories.

Topics: How to prepare while still in school; skill building; developing

references; leveraging experience; job search and interviewing techniques.

UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE - WE MAKE IT HAPPEN!

University Career Center
University of IVIassachusetts, Amherst

545-2224

Thursday, November 7, 1985;
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Cigarette causes fire in Hampden DC
A cigarette thrown into a waste basket

containing styrofoam cups and other paper

products caused a fire in the lobby of

Hampden Dining Commons Tuesday even-

ing, University of Massachusetts Police

said.

There was no damage done to the

Today's Staff:

Night Editor
Copy Editor
Layout Tech
Photo Tech

Gerry deSimas
Nancy Stern

Conor Plunkett
Michelle Segall

Production Supervisor MAtkins
Production: Peter Soderberg, Kelly

Sieger, Naomi Goldberg, Norm Achin, and
Itaru Kato

IV Mummrkmttlti Dmttg Cottfimm (USPS penut-68). m
BcgirtOTMl Stadaat OrgmaiuUoa at the Vnirtnlty of

MaaMchBMtto at Aabtnt, i* pablialMd Monda; tkroafh
Friday cxclodiag boUdayi, czaa aad racmtkM p«ri«da. Om-
tent U dctcrmlMd olciy by the CMItfian Board of Edlton
withoat prior approTal froai UaiTonity adaiiiatraton,

faculty or staff. Opcratioaa arc foadod aelcly by adrertiaiBg

and rabacription rcTcnnc. Sobacriptioai aad adrcrtlsiag

rate* arc araiUblc at 113 Caapoa C«at«r, UaiTcraity of

MaaaMhoMtU. Aahcrat. Maa*. 01003. (413) S45-3600.

Poataaatcr: scad addraaa chaagoa to the aboTc addrcaa.

building. Amherst fire department ex-

tinguished the fire, police said.

In other police reports:

A student hit his head on a wall Tuesday

evening on the 18th floor lounge of

Washington Tower when he was allegedly

"horsing around" with other students. He
was semi-conscious and was taken to

Cooley-Dickinson Hospital in Northamp-

ton, ]K)lice said.

Stereo equipment was reported stolen

Tuesday from two cars parked in lot 44 in

seperate incidents, police said.

A stero equalizer and two speakers

valued at $260 were stolen from a 1973 Dat-

sun, police said.

A car stero valued at $218 was stolen

from a 1979 Toyota, police said.

The driver's side window of each car was
smashed.
A wallet containing $5 in cash and

miscellaneous identification was stolen

from the reference room in the library. It

was left unattended for a short period of

time, police said_jg^g^g OgFORGE
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t THANK YOU t
{to THE VOLUNTEERS WHO WORKEDJ

AND*
WHO?

{SECURITY, STAGE CREW,
-HOSPITALITY, AND ALL
* FOR MAKING^attended,
{ramones
-ksuccess.
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%^W^ RENT-A-CAR
C^y Good reliabte rentals at a

better than fair price.

CARS, TRUCKS, VANS
Low Daily & Wknd. Rates

50 Russell St.. (Rte. 9)

Hadley, Ma.

lei 584-2319
-Just ove» Cooiidge Bricjp©;;

let us do yOur
wash-dry -fold

and
hand pressing

««*"*%

10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7DAYS 7AM 10 PM
5^9-1665

Quality
Laundry
11 Pray St.

Amherst, MA

as TT JLL. as
LESBIAN workshop

Lifeline Institute

presents author of Lesbian Sex,

Joanne Loulan, to speak Fri. Nov. 8,

7:30 pm, Seeyle 10, Smith College,

Free.

Full day workshop Sat. Nov. 9, $30.

Call Lifeline for more information

253-2822.
az

MASS APPROVED INSPECTION STATIOnI

Gas Saving
Tune-up

pURSffi

to knocK ^
J
cr\iuon-"^\^\"^^

theBrpihers^pjay-emaU-Havea

Qet'email' •>

4Cyl

$39.»»
8Cyl

$44.»»

Lube, Oil & Filter

#^1799

_k

Include* op »o 5 qoorts

of10-30oil ond sofety

check.

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fo# ServKe Tire Store

ra Sundcfland Rd . No Amharsl. MA
AcfOSS I'om Walruba 5 Stoii-

549-4 704

Thursday Nov 7th

TONIGHT
Red hot rockers from

Boston

Girls Night Out
only $6.00 at the door

Wednesday Nov 13

Reggae Rockers

Loose Caboose

Thursday Nov 14th

Miller Rock Series

presents

SOUTHSIDE
JOHNNY

and the JUKES
Lets Party!

Every Friday

Mystery Deejay

Every Saturday

D.J. Mark Stoneham

II mil rifrr
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Increase worth the fight?
Recently, a group calling itself "students

for government by referenda" has been
working extremely hard, postering the

campus urging you to vote against the

since defeated Student Activities Trust

Fund (SATF) increase referenda question.

We can't help but feel perplexed by the

motives of these people.

This group, widely believed to be head-

quartered within Southwest Area Govern-

ment, has a surprising amount of energy

to work against the SGA and to seriously

attempt to limit its effectiveness. Yet
where were they when students organized

to work against the Universal Resource

Fee last year? Where are they now to help

save the sports teams? What did they do

when the SGA was fighting the outrageous

tuition hikes? Do they care about the RA
pay cut of $100?
These people are wasting a tremendous

amount of energy over a $6 per semester

increase in the SATF, which, unlike any
other university fee. has not been raised in

over six years. Do they care about a pro-

posed $80 fee, per student, per semester to

fund a multi-sports facility? Are they even
aware that the athletic fee was raised $25
last year? Where were they during the

struggle to get a student on the Board of

Regents? Are they helping to better the

university's FY 87 budget proposal? Did
they help the SGA to include the grand-

father clause on the bill to raise the drink-

ing age?
This is infighting energy. Not only is this

group's energy grossly misprioritized, but
they are lying as well. For instance, they
suggest on their posters that the third and
fourth priority of the SATF is to fund SGA
conferences and SGA retreats. Last year
the SGA Conference Account was
eliminated and the money spent on the

Roth/Burgess

SGA retreat was less than 100th ofone per-

cent of the SATF, hardly an economic
priority of the SGA.
We can respect their philsophy on stu-

dent government (which is basically that

student enpowerment is useless and that

student government is inherently bad) but

we are amazed that they would choose the

financially least intelligent and least effi-

cient area of the University to fight.

"Students for government by referenda"

would like us to disband the SGA, in which
case there would be no fee to fund
anything. Ther administration would pro-

bably run a couple of concerts, help sub-

sidize the Distinguished Visitor Program
etc. but they would pay themselves a for-

tune in administration costs and they are

much more likely to be out of touch with

student's desires.

We have to have some type of governance

body and it either has to be the SGA or the

administration. Students for government
by referenda have no concept of the history

behind student empowerment; they want
the administration to take over, and they

want to remove the student input that now
exists.

Strong evidence suggests that their

posters were printed in Southwest Area
Government using student money and
resources, further placing them in

contradiction.

We suppose every group has to have its

crazies. We just wish these folks would
work for students instead of against them.

Stacey Roth and Dani Burgess are SGA
co-presidents.

Treaty should be scrapped
In preparation for the upcoming summit.

President Reagan and Secretary Shultz
have become increasingly mo^e con-

ciliatory to Sovietdemands concerning
America's Strategic Defense Initiative

(SDI). Our latest position is that we will

continue SDI research and development,
but only in accordance withe the ABM
Treaty of 1972 and the Protocol of 1974.

One can only wonder why the policy

makers and spokesmen in Washington con-

tinue to constrain our attempts at develop-

ing SDI, while, at the same time, they ig-

nore the Soviet Union's quiet development
of their own missile defense. America con-

tinues to treat the ABM Treaty as holy
scripture; meanwhile, the Soviets have con-

signed their copy of the document to the
trash can, except when the restrictions of

the Treaty may be used to hinder U.S. SDI
research.

Soviet violations of the ABM Treaty are
too serious to be overlooked, and prove that

the Soviets do have confidence in a missile

defense. There au-e at least five major pro-

visions in the ABM Treaty and its Protocol

that have been violated by the Soviets. The
first violation is of Article I of the 1974 Pro-

tocol, which determined that the U.S.S.R.
would only deploy an ABM system around
Moscow. However, U.S. satellites have
discovered an ABM radsu* at Krasnoyarsk.
Secondly, Article VI (b) of the ABM Trea-

ty stipulates that radars designed to detect

incoming ICBMs may only be deployed
along the periphery, and must be oriented

outward. Yet the Krasnoyarsk radar is in

the central part of the U.S.S.R., 3000 miles

from tlie Pacific and oOO miles north of

Mongolia. Thus this radar must be con-

sidered to be an ABM battle management
tool. In addition, the Soviets have also

tested many surface-to-air missiles (in-

cluding the SAM-10, SAM-12, and the SA-
X-12), in violation of Article (a) of the Trea-

ty; these missiles are also mobile, which is

a violation of Article V (a). And finally,

American satellites have spotted the

deployment of SH04 and SHO-8 ABM

Peter Dow
missiles around Moscow. These photos in-

dicate that the Soviets have constructed

more than 100 missile silos, violating Ar-

ticle II of the Treaty.

Yet, despite these obvious Soviet viola-

tions, U.S. arms control experts continue

to haggle over whether bsisic U.S. SDI
research is in accordance with the Treaty.

This application of a double standard by
arms controllers is very dangerous. Ap-
parently, Soviet activity approaching na-

tionwide ABM capability is in the "gray"
area of the treaty, and therefore allowable;

but at the same time much of the U.S.

resesu-ch is also in the "gray" area, and
therefore not allowable. Indeed, this is the

most disturbing flaw in the ABM Treaty;

there are no clear, concise restrictions, nor

are there provisions for verification. Im-

mediately, the U.S. is at a disadvantage,

simply because of the nature of our socie-

ty; while opposing forces in the U.S. argue
over ABM legalities, the U.S.S.R. con-

tinues to research, develop, and deploy

their own ABM system.

Thus we can only conclude that America
must exercise its right to abrogate the

ABM Treaty, a right given to both sides by
negotiators. First, it is foolish and
dangerous for the U.S. to abide by the ABM
Treaty when we have overwhelming
evidence that the U.S.S.R. has already

broken that agreement. Secondly, it is

wrong for us to adhere to the current docu-

ment, which is so general and ambiguous
so as to simultaneously prevent a U.S. ac-

tion while allowing a similar Soviet action.

Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, the

U.S. must pursue deployment of its own
SDI to counter the Soviet's attempt at

achieving first strike capability. In short,

the ABM Treaty was built on the wrong
principles initially, and the Soviets have
already violated it. So why don't we simp-

ly proclaim the Treaty to be void.

t*eter Dow is a Collegian columnist.
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Warning: get going now
The clank of quarters on a formica table

top . . . the sound of the stereo speakers

louder than usual competing for possesion

of the air . . . the gulping of alcoholic

beverages of every kind fills UMass on any
given Friday or Saturday night.

This is how, you as a student let out your

aggressions that have been growing inside

you like a cancer that you must get rid of.

Aggravating conversations with stubborn

professors who refuse to sign you into their

class and waiting in long lines to spend

yovu" hard earned cash on completely

unrecreational school books, (actually

that's not true, I have used my books to

prop up my TV which is recreational) are

only some of the reasons you need to un-

wind and put up your feet with a few brews.

However, as the semester progresses,

these Friday and Saturday night party at-

titudes seem to carry on into the week. The
usual Sunday afternoon hangover becomes
a Sunday night case of "Bud" to conquer
that hangover. That professor, who final-

ly let you into his class although now you
wish he hadn't because he is a horrible lec-

turer who makes up even more horrible ex-

ams, seems like a good enough reason to

suck down another bud.
Suddenly the days blur together and you

can't even remember what time your
classes are, but then again you don't care

eigher. So you keep on partying in the so

called "Zoo Mass" spirit.

You know that you are beginning to miss
handling in some important assignments
but you figure that you will "wail" on the
final exam and hopefully pass.

With only a few weeks left in the

liana Levenson

semester, you realize that it is time to dust

off the books and get to work. To prove your

seriousness about studying you decide to

modify your drinking habits, which have
become your livelihood, to between classes

and late afternoon, leaving as many as two
hours to study on some nights.

Without warning, finals week sneaked
up on you. Your first final is tomorrow, so

you turn down the stereo and put the beers

in the fridge to keep them cold for later and
open your notebook. The first few pages are

filled with words, now meaningless to you,

and time consuming doodles around the

edges. As you try to recap the notes, a few

things come back to you, like the title of

the course. After the first few pages in the

notebook, it has nothing in it but white lin-

ed pages that were starving for notes all

semester that you never gave it.

You enter the final exam at Boyden
Gymn sweating bullets. When the proctor

signals you to begin the exam, you take

your number two pencil and begin random-
ly filling the dots. Realizing that you flunk-

ed, you nervously go up to the teacher and
ask if there is anything that can be done

at this poing. The teacher laughs in your

face and says that he has been waiting for

this semester to be over so that he could

celebrate. Now that it is over, he is going

out for a brew.

liana Levenson Ls a Collegian staffmember.

Letters
Speaker has abused his power

I am very concerned that the SGA leader-

ship might eliminate funding for our spring
concerts. On September 30th, I submitted
a motion, to guarantee spring concert fun-

ding every year, to be considered by the
Student Senate. Speaker John Ruddock
does not support my motion and will not
allow it to come to the Senate floor.

For the October 2nd Senate meeting.
Ruddock placed my concert motion on the
bottom of the ngenHn (the last item to be
considered). On October 9th, John Ruddock
questioned the presence of quorum before
the motion was to be considered. The next
week (October 16th), Ruddock cast the
deciding vote to adjourn the meeting, as my
motion was about to reach the floor. Rud-
dock "inadvertently" left my concert mo-
tion off the agenda for the October 23rd
meeting.

Since the October 2nd meeting, John

Ruddock has placed over 40 motions on

Senate agendas in front of mine. Last

night's agenda alone shows 24 motions that

were submitted after my concert motion,

but that Ruddock has placed before it. This

is an absolute disgrace. Through Ruddock's

biased and inept handling, he has

prevented a motion that is very important

to students from reaching the Senate floor.

A motion, calling for a "no-confidence"

vote for Ruddock, was placed by Ruddock
at the very bottom of last night's seven

page agenda. I expect that it will be treated

in the same manner as my concert motion.

John Ruddock has clearly abused his power

as Senate Speaker. Abuse of the agenda is

only one example. If he does not modify his

behavior, the Student Senate should re-

quest his resignation.

Bill Collins

Southwest

Needed: a clear impression
In the Nazi period many Germans said

they didn't know their government was
murdering millions of innocent people. In

^ignorance of lack of concern they quietly

supported what what is now known as the

holocaust. "Ovu" government knows best—

I

have my own life to worry about"—could
have been their motto.

This is like many people here and now.

The government depends on ignorance and
apathy while it plays Empire. Reagan
hopes we will keep quiet about Central

America, as long as U.S. troops aren't us-

ed in direct fighting. He thinks we will

believe his lies about "totalitarian," "ter-

roristic" Nicaragua.

The U.S. policy is, and has been, to sup-

port any government, no matter how
bloody or corrupt, if it is pro-U.S. and anti-

communist: for example, South Africa and
El Salvador. And it tries to bring down any
government that is independent of the U.S.

and friendly to socialism: for example,

Chile, under the leadership of Salvador

Allende, and Sandinista-led Nicaragua.

The little country of Nicaragua, whose
population is the size of metropolitan

Boston, is a threat to Reagan only because

it has declared independence from the U.S.,

and instituted programs of democracy and
social reform that recognize the validity of

certain socialist ideas: farm cooperatives,

free education and health care, universal

literacy, and planned economic develop-

ment, to name a few. They are honestly

committed to the poor, and could be a

model to other Latin American countries

with similsir problems. But this is no

threat, unless you mean they give priority

to the needs of their own people, instead of

U.S. cooperations. (They say, and I believe

sincerely, they don't want to be closer to

the USSR than to the U.S., but they want
independence, and they respond to the

USSR as to other countries who act toward

them in a friendly and supportive way).

"It's a Marxist-Leninist dictatorship,"

says Reagan. Never mind that it has a mix-

ed economy with legal guarantees of

private property, with 63 percent of the

agricultuial land privately owned; with

seven political paulies of every tendacy, all

equally funded by the government in the

recent elections, in which 85 percent of

John Brentlinger

these eligible voted secretly, and the San-

dinistas received 69 percent of the vote.

"It's a totalitarian puppet of Russia," he

says.

According to America's Watch, the San-

dinista revolution has made Nicaragua,

one of the best countries in Latin Ameruica
for human rights, freedom of the press, and

freedom of religion. That they abolished

the death |)enalty, pardoned thousands of

captured National Guardsmen, and have

a standing offer of amnesty for the contras;

that they created a model prison system

called "open farms," which re-educate in-

stead of punish, and allow week-end

furloughs, conjugal visits, and operate

without fences or armed guards. "They au-e

international terrorists," Reagan says. Yet

he hasn't produced one bit of evidence to

support that charge.

On the other hand, Reagan calls the con-

tras "freedom fighters," though they are

paid mercenaries who conduct systematic

terror gainst the civilian population of

Nicaragua. More than 7,(X)0 people have

been killed, of which 3,000 are children and

adolescents; and 359 schools, 41 health

centers, 14 production cooperatives, and 11

child-care centers have been burned and
destroyed, along with many other vital

economic facilities.

I spoke with some peasants who had been

driven from their cooperative farm by the

contras. They said: "They attack to show
we aren't safe on the side of the revolu-

tion." One woman, 18 yeeu-s old, described

how the contras came in at night and
murdered her father, mother, brother,

2-year-old daughter. "They murdered my
family to make us afraid," she said.

You won't hear words like that on the

evening news. But you will hear many
more facts and viewpoints, and some in-

teresting discussion, at our faculty teach-

in tonight at 7:30, in SBA 120. I cordially

invite you to attend, and fight that apathy

and ignorance.

John Brentlinger is a member ofthe Facul-

ty/Staff For Peace In Central America.

Lofty misunderstandings
For the past few years, the Blue Wall Bar

has been losing substantial amounts of

money. If one adds up the transactions for

the Blue Wall from Fiscal Years '82

through '85, the sum is a loss of $77,169.

Remember—this is before the Blue Wall

stopped serving alcohol. At the same time

the Blue Wall has been losing more and

more money on beverages, the overall

Campus Center Food Services operations

have been cutting their losses over the

same time period. As the CC Food Services

have been slowly crawling their way out

of a hole, the Blue Wall Bar has been

tumbling in on top of them.

This year, the Blue Wall and CC Food

Services must be examined in a new light.

The Campus Center is currently without

a liquor liability insurance policy due to the

high costs of insurance brought on by

numerous lawsuits against bartenders and

drinking establishments. Until a pool of in-

surees get together to form an underwriters

group, the Campus Center/Student Union

will not serve alcohol. An underwriters

association is, simply put, a group of

alcoholic establishments joining together

to provide a pool ofmoney upon which any

one of the bars/pubs/tavems may draw in

case of a settlement against them. The

state legislation providing for the forma-

tion of these groups will not allow for such

a group to be formed until November 29.

In the meantime, the CC Food Services

(under the aegis of the Auxilliary Enter-

prises operations) has been attempting to

lure students into the Blue Wall in spite

of the lack of alcohol. The Campus
Center/Student Union Board of Governors

(a student organization) has been working

closely with the Food Services people in

this important area. The result of this work

is the "Campus Coffeehouse," located in

the Blue Wall.

One of the BOG's priorities is to schedule

some high quality entertainment in the

Coffeehouse in order to attract students to

the new area and around interest in this

innovative enterprise. The Board funds the

Union Program Council, another student

group, to provide musical programming

within the CC/SU Complex.

On Wednesday, October 30, the talent

coordinator for UPC went to the Food Ser-

Alex Zucker

vice Manager of the CC with a proposal for

a dance concert in the Blue Wall/Cof-

feehouse on Sunday, November 24. He was

told that this program was in conflict with

the new atmosphere in the Coffeehouse and

was not eligible for consideration. He call-

ed on the BOG in an effort to resolve this

discrepancy between former and current

CC administrative policies. I spoke with

the Director of Food Services for Auxilliary

Enterprises and I was told that the Cof

feehouse was available only for "mellow"

jazz music two nights a week and occa-

sional Saturday evening dance parties.

I then spoke to both the Director and

Assistant Director of the Campus Center

who were very supportive of UPC's pro-

posal and the possibility of a highly

publicized, revenue-producing dance show

in the Blue Wall/Coffeehouse. After receiv-

ing their support, I called the Director of

Food Services and reiterated our case. I was

told the decision was up to the Associate

Manager of Food Services, the CC Food

Services Manager and the Blue Wall

Beverage Manager and their decision was
withstanding. I spoke personally with two

ofthe three managers listed above and they

were clearly dead set against any type of

programming which did not fit into their

perception of what the Coffeehouse

clientele preferred. Case closed. Or is it?

Who are the clientele of the Blue

Wall/Coffeehouse? Students. For whom
does LTPC program a dance concert?

Students. Who pays for the Campus Center

every year on their bills? Students. So who
should decide what is or is not "suitable

programming" for the Blue Wall/Cof-

feehouse? Food Service adminstrators?

You figiu"e it out.

Alex Zucker is Chairperson of the Campus
Center/Student Union Board of Governors.

Editor's note: Upon being informed of this

potentially explosive situation, the Director

of Auxilliary Services Ashoke Ganguli

agreed to overturn his subordinates un-

popular decision.

Cafeteria hysteria
I know that the Dining Commons bring

out the stupid, evil, and ignorant sides of

most people, but this semester these

tendencies seem to be even more pro-

nounced than usual.

Take last week for example. I decided

to eat early, because I had an exam later

that evening. When I reached the D.C.

there was already a small crowd of peo-

ple there waiting for the doors to be

unlocked, so I waited with them. While
waiting, another individual joined our

group and proceeded to elbow his way up
to the doors to try and open them. Finding

them locked, he swore quite loudly and
began waiting also. I still don't unders-

tand this person. Did he think that the en-

tire group was just waiting around for

some geniur like himself to come open the

doors for us?

This person is bad, but there are others

who are even worse. How about the

woman who cuts all the way from the

back to the front of the line simply

because she has a friend there? I had
friends who had gone through the line a

half hour before, does that mean I can do

this too?

Let us not forget our wonderful lunch

ladies. When they're not busy drinking

coffee or smoking, they're just full of ways
to make your life hell.

For instance, the other day at dinner I

asked for the chicken. The lunch lady

looked at me, sized me up, and smiled. She

then proceeded to reach all the way to the

corner of the pan, almost dislocating her

shoulder in the attempt, just to get me a

piece from an obviously one time anemic

Herb Ramy
chicken. I tried to give it back, but a tall

250 pound gentleman objected.

"Fuck you buddy, take it. Better you

than me." How could I ignore such a

silver tongued request?

Now we come to the worst group of all,

the D.C. cooks themselves. I realize that

its difficult to cook for thousands of peo-

ple each day, but some things still have

to go.

The first thing that has to go is the

multi-colored flourescent peas. They're so

bright that I usually save a few of them

to read by at night, and why are they dif-

ferent colors. Is this supposed to represent

the original day of the week they were

served on?
Next we have the juices and jello. Did

you ever notice that whatever color the

juice is, the jello is the same one? Coin-

cidence? I think not. What I want to know,

is the jello juice that didn't make it, or is

the juice jello that didn't make it?

Finally we have the most important

thing that must go, and that is the nuts

in the brownies. It's not that I don't like

nuts. Heaven and Jimmy Carter forbid,

it's just that they don't belong in

brownies.

I must admit that there is one advan-

tage to being on the meal plan. None of

us will ever have to spend a single day in

purgatory because we've already been

through hell on Earth.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

Bobbyzoeo
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Letters^

Ideologue printed, responses not

Thank you Rusty Denton for your

thought-provoking article in Tuesday's Col-

legian about the issues concerning certain

forms of "censorship."

It seems as thought the Collegian grants

you the freedom to write such articles. Yet,

when its' readers—such as I—respond a

number of times to the Letters Dept. com-

menting on similar issues, presenting a

viewpoint which is truly "against the

grain" of what seems to be the popular

"radical" tradition of this newspaper, the

letters never seem to appear.

Continue Rusty—and I'll try also!

Ann Mancini
Amherst

Irksome columnist provokes angst
Why must the students at this Universi-

ty be constantly bombarded by the simple-

minded, inconsistent, and sophomoric

views of David Valade? Everyone should

have the chance to express his or her opi-

nion on certain issues, and by the way
Valade writes, I can tell everyone does.

Tony Rudy
Sylvan
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ARTS
Debate at Harvard addresses
warnings on album covers

Zappa debates
tough parent

CAMBRIDGE (AP)— A mother who fought to get rock

'n' roll records to carry warnings of explicit lyrics found

herself at a prestigious wing of Harvju-d University lock-

ed in debate with a Mother of Invention, rock star Frank
Zappa.

More than 1,000 youths overflowed the John F. Ken-

nedy School of Grovernment Tuesday night, most ofthem
to cheer Zappa in his discussion with Sally Navius, co-

founder of the Parents Music Resource Center.

Her group last week reached an agreement with a record

industry representative to carry labels on albums con-

sidered offensive, warning "Explicit Lyrics - Parentsil Ad-

visory.

The crowd at the forum "Caution: Rock 'n' Roll May Be
Hazardous to Yovu- Health," exploded in applause when
Zappa recited the label carried on his own recordings:

"This album contains material that a truly free society

would neither fear nor suppress, and some socially retard-

ed areas, religious fanatics and ultraconservative political

organizations routinely violate your First Amendment
rights by trying to censor rock music."

A 40-member student committee at the graduate school

voted to sponsor the debate because "no one from the

target age group participated at the debate" in Congress,

organizer Tony West said. "We were left out."

Cafe•RestQUiont*Piano Dor

LIVE ENTERTAINMENTII
Thursday - Andy Jaffe JAZZ STYLIST

9-clo8e

Friday - Art Andrews 6-9

from URBAN RENEWAL
Bob Cummings

9-close
Saturday - David Rutherford 6-9

Will Haigh 9-close

103 North Pleasant Street
on Boltwood Walk
Amherst • 253-3635

THE TEXTBOOK
ALTERNATIVE

Professors, check these advantages

for your students:

• Longer, more convenient shopping

hours

• Open Saturday and Sunday

• 10% discount on school supplies and

regular (noncourse) books

• No long waiting lines - no hassle

• A helpful, warm, friendly shopping

environment
^^

Jeffery

Amherst
Bookshop
call us now:
253-3381

256-8735

mmmm^m

Test yourself.
Which early pregnancy test is as

easy to read as red, no—white, yes?

Which is a simple one-step test?

Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results unmistakable?

Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as many hospital and lab tests?

Which is portable for convenience
and privacy?

IS^Amv
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For a long weekend this one's a little short on enter-

tainment. Not to say that there's nothing to do, just not

as much as usual.

Tonight Peter Tork, formerly of the Monkees, will be

at the Iron Horse. He actually plays the banjo so he won't

be singing accapella. Across town Girls Night Out will

be playing at Pearl Street.

Friday the Sighs will be playing with Beat Therapy at

Sheehan's. The Jon Butcher Axis will be playing at the

Agora in Hartford.

Also on Friday, Eighth Route Army will have a record

release party at the Zone in Springfield. A good time is

guaranteed for all. Wynton Marsalis will be playing with

the Springfield Symphony. Salley Rogers will sing at the

Common School in Amherst.
Sunday night The Alarm and Beat Rodeo, Martin

Cathy, John Kirkpatrick and Gabriel Yocomb will be at

the Iron Horse for some English-type folk music.

Tuesday Stevie Ray Vaughn will play at Springfield

Symphony Hall. Wednesday, Loose Caboose will be at

Pearl Street.

^W"PP^»!"W"W

ARTS

SNOWCAiC
MOUT* B wvanoALC nOAO

icm.o Ta3-BWi
Aaia.MAT.wnnLMMJMT.SUM.

"A REFRESHINGLY LOOPY MOVIE!"
KalPfeen C«r'OM NEW VOBK DAILY NEWS

THEGOW
HUSTBE

A TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX RELEASE
JAMIE iJYS •

'-
- THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY

a CAT FILMS PRODUCTION—^MARIUS WEYERS SANDRA PRINSLOO
andXAO.THE BUSHMAN v. -—

_ :.;V.lBOET TROSKIE -; JOHNNY BOSHOFF
"..J-Jr'i-.. JAMIE UYS

Album reviews:
Some hot, some not
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

ANOTHER WORLD (Warner Brothers)

The Roches
Surprise, Surprise. Despite denying that they would

ever play with a full scale rock orchestration in a Collegian

interview last year, on the new Roches album they do just

that. Another World is extremely overproduced. There are,

at their core some good songs on this album, as the Roches

proved last spring at Mount Holyoke, but many of them
get lost in between screaming guitars playing ripoffs of

Eddie Van Halen on one hand, and bad violins on the nice

cover of "Come Softly to Me." But this drive towards the

25* market and ADR are only for the worst. Sorry, don't

write the Roches off, just this album.

SERIOUS BUSINESS (AUigator)

Johnny Winter

Johnny Winter is still the best white bluesician around.

His guitar playing on this album is great as usual. My
only complaint is that it is 1985 and the time where it

was acceptable to sing about going and shooting "your
woman" to put you out ofyour misery is past. This is just

intolerable. It was entertaining when we didn't know bet-

ter but now?

BOSTON, MASS. (Slash)

The Del Fuegos

This is a great album. It rocks hard from beginning to

end. The Del Fuegos themselves sound really good. More
than any other band around the Del Fuegos have managed

The Del Fuegos on the cover of
their latest album, Boston, Mass.

to master the integration of Rock and Rockabilly. And
Boston, Mass. proves it.

LOST IN THE STARS (A&M)
The Music of Kurt WeiU

There are few things as entertaining as hearing Sting

sing "Mack the Knife" but that is only the beginning of

the endless amount of entertainment to be derived from

this new collection of Kurt Weill's songs. The album is

produced by Hal Willner who produced last years collec-

tion of Thelonious Monk's songs. Lost in the Stars features

Lou Reed, Marianne Faithful and Chris Spedding, Carla

Bley and others. "Alabama Song," known mostly for its

treatment of the Doors, is rendered by Richard Butler (of

the Psychedelic Furs) as the gang leader with Ellen

Shipley's beautiful soprano voice looping in the

background like a ferris continued on page 16
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STARTSTOMORROW

i^ THE FINE ARTS CENTER^^ CONCERTHALL
S1\ERS1T^ OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

'^<M

BUS DRIVING JOBS!!
Train in January to start work in February!

UMass Transit Service will hold an
APPLICATIONS MEETING

Thursday , Nov. 7th at 7:00pm
CC162

The first 125 people will receive applications.
You Must —

- be 18+ years old
- have had a driver's license for a year

- have 2 + semesters left at UMass
YOU POSTIVELYMUST BRING PROOF OF YOUR

CLASS YEAR TO THE MEETING.
The ONLY acceptable proofs are schedule, transcript, or

letter from the Registrar.
FoY more info, call 545-0056. UMTS i» an AAIEO employer.

1 mile north of Uin«aa

Open House
at The Old Mill

Saturday — Sunday — Monday

Nov. 9-10-11

Your One-Stop Christmas Shop
8«« N«w Qlftt, Crafts, and D«cor«tor

Acc«ssori«s From th* R«c*nt
Qlft a Furnltur* Shows

MANY CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS
Come In and refllster for Door Prizes

Refreshments Served

IN0W ©PilN
WORCESTER

MUNCHY

S^M T® fPM
iijUmVERSITY
mSTORE^

« OI«#'

^*= =»«= ^«= ^«= ^<= =»<= =»f=

Fresh Croissants

and Breads Baked Daily

Huge Delicious Coolcies

Freshly Made Pasta

79 Main Street, across from Plumbleys

imported Cheeses Coffee Beans
Bulk Tea Fre^ Pasta

Delicious Giant Cookies and other Baked Goods
Gourmet Groceries

Daily until 6; Saturday until 5; Sundays 9-1

>' » i
-
1 r " "

MARIAN McPARTLAND
Tuesday, November 12 8 pm.

Tickets $13.11.9

"A fascinating, inventive piauiat: playful, prohinn
and provocative

Jiihn S WiKon. .\V« >«r* /'iiiiii

ASPEN WIND
QUINTET

Thursday, November 14 8 pm.
Tickets S6

Winiter—Naunibiirg Chanilnur Mi4sic

Award 1984

s»fc
^<=

MABOU MINES'
"Cold Harbor "

A bleak & beautiful study of General
Ulysses S. Grant

Sunday, Ntwember 17 8 pm
lickcls J 12. ID

50 CENT DRINKS

Thurs
Beat the Clock

7-9 9-11

Drinks 50^ 50^

Cover $1.00

livr I'olU'KC Sliulcnis I liilf Price, rkkolsuviiil.ihio ill Kinc Ails C23
CiiiliT Hox OflJir .SpriDnfulil t'lvii CViilir .iiiil l")A TA TI.X Oulli-ls

Ciill(4IJ)545 Z.'ill <»r I 800 24:j 4K42

3C3S3S: X IC

Fri £r sat
The Best In Dance Music

50* $2.00 Cover

Catch the Celts on

The Big Screen

The Party Never Stops

MONEV MOTIUATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and

Have the Confidence to Prove

What it Takes, Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expanding a

new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing is the future

successful road to sales in the 1980's, and we are growing

rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to work around your schedule,

and you can earn up to $10.00 per hour while training.

There are still 25 positions available. Salary -h Commissions

H- Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM, Dave

413-256-4101

1
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Season's Sunday Brunch Buffet

It's

your choice

and what a choice!

Season 's specialtiesfrom
traditional Bacon & Eggs to

Seafood Casseroles to Scrumptious

Desserts. Season 's Sunday Buffet

from Eleven to Three

only

$7.95
A II major credit cards accepted

Experience the Joy

ofDining with

family andfriends at

529 Belchertown Road Amherst (413)253-9909

• COMBO DINNERS •

Six different platters with

combinations of our most popular

entrees served with Spanish Rice

and Refritos. . .4.05 - 4.85

. . .Bring Your Appetite!

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON ,

AMHERST . SPRINGFIELD

21 CENTER ST I 41 BOLTWOOD WALK I 749 SUMNEH AVE

584-0673 ' 256 8217 ' 788-0919

Bring Your Own B-f « WIm Brty V«»f O*"

Antique and unique styles available

in a wide ranp^e of prices.

JFAVKUvK

on the common, amherst, 253-3986

mon.-sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

E^pEp^
massau ^i^
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COUNCILTRAVEL
SERVICES

79 ^n PIFASANT ST AMHERST

15th ANNUAL BUSH BASH

UMASS SKI CLUD

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI Cj party week
JAN. 19-24

TRIP INCLUDES:

b'A DAY LIFT TICKET SUN - FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL o« CONDO

ENTIRTAINMENT: FREE OEER 6 WINE PARTIES

HOT njO PARTID , LONG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TURTU RACES, FREE BEER 6 WINE PARTIES

FREE OEER & WINE PARTIES NASTARRAOi

SUGAROUSM COUPON BOOK. Ea EO

K>RSUCCESS.
HOTEL PACKAGE

CONDO PACKAGE

^*J^ MOuOtt-, ONLY $149
ONLY $199

nnsT 100 worn to vomu» viu m a>Gi*a 'cm *. FR£ETRIP

Sign up before Nov 19th and get a free T shirt

LAGNAF 86
FOR MORE INFO 545-3407 400 STUDENT UNION

You're the man in charge. And you can
handle it. Because the Navy has given you
the management and technical training to

get the job done.

Thirty men report to you. And what you
do includes the care and responsibility for

millions of dollars worth of sophisticated

equipment.

At age 22 you can be a leader in the

Navy. With all the decision-making

authority you need to help you match
up to your responsibility.

The rewards match up, too. A solid

starting salary of $17,700, and up to as
much as $31,000 in four years with
regular promotions and increases.

Responsibility and rewards. It's the
way you measure success in the Navy.
See vour Navy Recruiter or

CALL 800-327-NAVY.

NAVYOmCERSGET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

Stnlcli¥(NirSkiiiiglMIar With

feter ite's Sfaattcm nountain
Express riKlfi^ie

liOHlMoitilliii iiM

PM!n^ifm%vmm^mi mK^i^wm
-?•<.•

^•:;t .

Peter Pan Bus Lines and Stratton nountain are offering a special

ski package this season. . .a way to further stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiing fun.

Arrival at Stratton Mt.: 9:00 a.m. • Leave Stratton Mt.: 4:30 p.m.

Peter Pans Stratton Mountain Express round-trip service is

available Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.

Package Includes:

Round-trip transportation and a day's lift ticket for just $25.00

Tuesday, Thursday and $27.00 on Sunday. . . less than you d pay

for a lift ticket alone! A great value to stretch your skiing dollar

and your skiing fun. Advanced reservations only.

Tickets available at all local college campuses and at the Peter

Pan Bus Lines Atlantic City Office. Tor further information on

pick up points and reservations. .

.

Contact: The People Professionals

JSMilmizRan.BuMLinaa,Inc.
1776 Main St., P.O. Box 1776

Springfield, MA • 781-2900 Ext. 253

MA Toll Free 1-800-332-8995
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ARTS
A Cultural Peace Journey
portrayed in realistic hues
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

Red-baiters would have us believe those

activists who preach peace through con-

ciliation work counter to our 'interests'.

Interesting. The collective evidence of 10

Amherst-area artists whose cultural peace

journey was made in the name of

awareness-raising suggests otherwise. The
100 color photographs on display in the

Student Union Art Gallery through

Nov. 15, prepare the viewer for a more ra-

tional approach to arms control, East-West

relations, nuclear restraint, and other

vitally mutual interests that override any

petty body politic.

The collection is different, but it's nor-

mal. It's just a bunch of people doing

regular things. They don't look like

Americans, and should that be a surprise?

Simply put, this showing of everyday ac-

tivity serves to remind us that, despite

geographic technicalities, most people have

common interests.

Some of the images suggest less aflfluence

than Americans enjoy, but it could be easi-

ly stated there is less blatent waste, less

of an ugly materialistic culture.

So we see fewer grays as our newspapers

show, and more realistic hues of life -

strawberries (yes, they have strawberries)

for sale in a farmer's market, dozens ofeggs

sold by old street vendors, a man selling

herbs, and a circus with trained hippos do-

ing tricks.

There are hints of Communism such as

drinking machines on public streets which

dispense soda and which all who use must

share a common cup. And a bathtub shared

by 16 people.

Remnants of the old days abound—
glorious memorials to Peter the Great, and

sad tombstones for the disproportionate

number of Russians made casualties of

war.
"I believe cultural exchange programs

can give people a profound sense of other

human realities, and I hope this show

brings us all closer to world peace," Jane

Kreisman, coordinator of the gallery said.

This show is a way for Americans to get

a more realistic handle on the superpower

conflict, which seems a world away from

photo by Lorrc Wyatt

Armenian herb Vendor from The Cultural Peace Journey
is on exhibit at the Student Union Art Gallery through
Nov. 15.

many of the pictures in this collection.

It shows an appearance of normalcy, one
which we've been trained not to see of the

U.S.S.R.

"We were given remarkably little con-

straint," said one of the participants. "But
sometimes the groups who were arranged

as an audience seemed uncomfortable, like

school children. And the

language barrier was
sometimes difficult to over-

come," she added.

Photographs can always
help instill understanding.

What we all need now is

some more of that.

I Not valid with any ulhei coupon utlei Liirul one coupon pet customer Subiecl lo local applicable lanes VOid where prohibited OMer good only at store(&) listed Oiler eipiies

1 I

FREE CONE
j
Buy any ice cream at regular

I price and get one small cone

or cup FREE.
Sieved
A first name in ice cream.™

I

I
48 North Pleasant St, Amherst, MA 01002

I

or promotion.

$1.50 OFF
ANY LARGE PIZZA

(with one item or more)

Off«r Good Tuos - Thurs only

56 University Drtvs, Amhsrst
549-8713

WITH THIS COUPON J

,
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ifreviews continued from page 13

wheel. Dagmar Krause,
Marianne Faithful and
Sting all deliver fine

Marlena Dietrich imper-

sonations. This isn't a rock

album exactly, since Weill

wrote mostly in the late '20s

and later for about 30 years,

but it certainly is one of the

most engaging albums of

the year.

ROCK'N'ROLL GUMBO
(Dancing Cat)
Professor Longhair

This is a reissue of an old

Professor Longhair album
released in the early '70s.

Professor Longhair is a New
Orleans pianist, one of the

main purveyors of boogie-

woogie piano playing. On
Rock'N'Roll Gumbo he is

joined by Clarence
"Gatemouth" Brown, a

great drummer named
Shiba and others. To hear
what the Professor plays is

to render obsolete most of

the rock'n'roll of the eaxXy

sixties. You realize that

what the Rolling Stones
needed four musicians to do,

the Professor can do with
two hands on his piano. This

album rocks. Let's hope that

his others are reissued as

well.

T. REXTASY (Warner
Brothers)
T. Rex

This is a "best of collec-

tion which highlights the

HAIRCUTS

with this coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

65 University Dr.,

Amherst, MA
549-5610

expires 11 30 86

years 1970-1973. The album

is chock full of goodies like

"Bom to Boogie," "Ride a

Wliite Swan," and of course

"Band a Gong." T. Rextasy

provides example after ex-

ample of the T. Rex groove,

rockin' hard yet easy, an of-

fering of what was to be a

new rock sensuality. This is

not the first and most like-

ly not the last T. Rex an-

thology but lets hope that

the next one is digitaly

mastered to make one more
greatest hits collection a lit-

tle more worthwhile.

TWO GOOD WHEELS
(Epic)

Prefab Sprout

Great name, great idea.

But Thomas Dolby's produc-

tion and playing turns this

album into a Thomas Dolby

album. This is basic

eurosynth so if you care for

it then maybe there's

something here for you. I

found it affected (a little too

affected) and lacking in in-

dividual character.

.Jhc Finest in Replacement Bands

^ Crafted by

•5b«kitcry Pifpikin

•Clove L«Mhcr
•SKeti Cordovan

•Burnished Lizard
•Alllptf>r

•Momana Calltkin

lijauscafBlalsIi

02 Mow Sc. Amheoi 253-M61 «ton.Sou9-5.00

RENT/^RECK
W ^1
N«w & Used Cars

Trucks a Vans Also AvaaabI*

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTMG

Same Dty Result* -

Servtoa* that an
fr—, ConfidantM, Caring

i Halphil

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shops

Upper Level

UNWANTED
HAIR?

Have it removed
the

Electronic
Wayl
Call

NEW
REFLECTIONS

686-8371

No Needles,
No Pain, No Hair

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU

r|\ m SHAPIRO,

f^ imYism^
DOOR.STFBT

ThlBNei6H-

mORFUL
PAST, SON.

1 vrl fJ
1 : p#4J1^r^ / u-i

•P^^/vv 1 yT^m^

Tmi5 USEPV BeA LOTOFPRUG
PeAL£P5 IN TUdftPeAdeFORBnum
OFAmpup. iHFPeALFFacoHvucmh
BUSINESS immn slots inap -

MOR£PPOa?S

rfci GREAT STOPS
TO TELL V/SIVNO
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Weather

TODAY
Cloudy and foggy in the early morning.

Clearing and partly sunny in the after-

noon with highs in the 60s.

TONIGHT
Increasing cloudiness with a chance of

showers. Lows in the 408

TOMORROW
Partly sunny with highs in the 50s with

one day left to go before the weekend.
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Today's Menu

LUNCH
Ham Grinder

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sandwich
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

DINNER
Cheese Lasagna with

Tomato Sauce
Chopped Beefsteak Special

BASICS DINNER
Polynesian Vegetables

Cheese Lasagna with Tomato Sauce

Investigative Reporting
Workshop

Journalism professor Frank Faulkner,

formerly of the Springfield Daily News, will

give an investigative reporting and public

documents workshop at 7 p.m. today. This

will count toward staff status for new people

and it would do everyone some good to attend!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 George Herman
Ruth

5 Defeat

10 Small dogs
14 Recent grad

15 Fragrance

16 Beehive State

17 Nicklaus

19 Minelli

20 Makes a choice

21 "SKylark" poet

23 Son o( Seth

24 Strawberry s

stadium

25 Koch and
Asner

26 Barracks bed
28 B

Bachelor sdeg
30 Work unit

32 Outflow

33 Sign up
35 Resort town

near Santa
Barbara

39 Preordains

41 Martinique eg
42 Mopes about
43 E«iieisle

44 Havel opus
46 Chaney of films

47 Greek letter

19 Made do (with

--u' )

50 E»plosive

initials

51 Hinq finales

lor St'Orl

64 Menoiti the

composer

56 Hollywood s

Garr
58 Paving

material

60 Blue Jays
home

63 Unveil

64 Brady
66 Roger"

67 Inflorescence

68 Jot

69 Reddish Drown
horses

70 Hammp' hpiuls

71 Main :1taq

light

Kdiled by Trude Michel Jaffe

DOWN
1 Luggage
2 Succulent

3 Feller ol

baseball

4 Port in

NW Germany
5 Rings the bell

6 Planets

7 Caviar

8 Court shot

9 North
Carolinian

10 Influence

11 Useful

12 Looked upon

13 Carriages

18 Rouen schools

22 Lend an

24 German sweet

breads
26 Relinquish

27 Old Greek
com

29 Tom Dick and
Harry

31 Sentimental

tripe

34 Garden
vegetable

36 OiMaggio 51 Skewered meat
37 Later 52 Honshu city

38 Il 53 Atomizer
romantic' 55 One at

40 Tumbler s 57 Creator of

milieu LePenseur'
42 Up to date 69 Exclamations
44 Encourage 60 Feds
45 Updates m 61 Josip Broz

a way 62 Muscat s land
48 Khan 65 Honest
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Advertising

I
that

works!!

,
Call:

I 545-3500

ACA5CMIC OtDlT AYRL/ttE-LOV/ COSTi 17

WVAL CRAME
ORIENTAC
FOOD MARKET

with a large variety of

AUTHENTIC
ORIENTAL

360 College St., Amherst
Rte 9 East 253-5658

• Fresh Produce • Sauces & Spices

• Noodles • Frozen & Canned Goods
• Cooking Implements & Supplies

• Homemade take-out food
• New items arriving every week

• Gourmet foods at everyday prices

• Asian cookbooks at Publisher's prices

• Open 10-8; Sat. open 9-8

=»«= =x= |^«=

HIGH STYLE at Low Costs

Even college students can afford

to look good at Marjon

also:

Tanning

and

waxini

Marjon

Hair

Desifn

start at

cuts $8.00

perm 38.00

foiling 45.00

shampoo/cut/dry 14.00

Marjon Hair Design

Mountain Farms Mai

Rt 9

Hadley, Ma

586-4551
^si

son i 2.00

Get the

look

personal

for less.

•- •iiiSi

&•

COLLbCl lONTPREM I EJ^

Your favorite 35 mm color photos can look great as gor-

geous posters from Kodak. Just bring us your 35 mm
color negatives, slides or prints. You'll get back 1 2 by
18-inch personal poster from Kodak's
own labs. Personal posters by Kodak make ideal gifts for

friends and relatives. Offer good November 4-20, 1 985.

See us today for details.

Open
Mon-Fri 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^ I

Thursday, November 7, 1985!
Collegian ifl

:-'^\ .'i/Vs'w

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

;Trj '—

11 am - 2 am 7 days
SO Main St. Amherst, MA 253-7018

.^.^ji^, HOT
|uj|^ ROAST BEEF

£:. SANDWICHES

A right I

HMMPDENSNA6KEiMk
, featuring

renowned comedian

Leo T.Baldwin
Mlirlnl: ''hll I'lrtrlll • II.'' ; '>'" I ' nn-J),-.!, - I'.,,,,;

I'.llh.lra IIU'Mlii'1 • I'r.lr. I'.iv Mi.lnl- liiiilln.i

THURSDAY NCV 7 q pm
FME/ FBEE/ FBEK/

Mrs? in a srrifs> looh Tftrus t\tr\ ThMrsilay

CopyCat
PRINT SHOP

"When the copv is as important as the original"

HIGH QUALITY — LOW RATES

• Copies

• Binding

• Word
Processing

Resume
Writing!

• Fliers

• Typesetting

• Enlargement

& Reduction

228 Triangle St., Amherst 549-3840
Mon.-Fri. 8-Midnitc Sat. 11-7 Sun. 12-9

UMASS SKI CLUB
Ski Sale Meetings

Thurs. Nov. 7

4 pm CC Rm 165

7 pm Hamden Commons, SW
All those interested in working the sale

must attend one of the above!

For more info call 545-3437

[QRDS&MD/S
HAIR SALONS J SM

The Hampshire Mall

586-7913

20% off Student Discount*

not valid w/specials exp. Dec. 31

TUESDAY "PERFECT PERMS":
Reg. $53.00&up Now $39.95 & up

WEDNESDAY CUTS:

Women . . .Reg. $18.00 Now $14.00

Men Reg. $16.00 Now $12.00

Walk-in Service Welcome • No Appointments Necessary.

Not to be confused with Frank Stiriaccl's Lords & Ladies

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
r^ to Colleaian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day
Lonne to y ^^^^ .^ advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

lUcqactball Cowt Tvmt Now ATsUaMc
Downtown Amherst. Individual or ^up
memberehipe. Call 253-2528 for details

Haaipdcn Prograai will be gtartins ita

Comedy/Caberet Series Thurs Nov. 14 at

CAREER DAY '85

WcdBMday Nor 13th over 30 companies

represented. Preaentationa, luncheon, and

career fair. Luncheon ticket* on sale now
in SOM Lobby thru Nov 8th all majors

welcome

HELP WANTED

9 pm Hampden Snack Bar. Every Thurs. DESPERATELY SEEKING WALLET
Sonthweat RealdenU • Get Involved!

Weekly Southwest Assembly meting
tonight at 7:00 pm in Hampden's
Southside room. All are welcome.

Leabian. Biacxaal. Gay CoaaaellBK Col-

lective is open Mondav, Wednesday,
Thursday 3 7; Tuesday 1-3. Drop by room
433SUB or call 5-2646!

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALmON

PloMe coiittt Bob «4»»«g»

AUDIO

JVC ho«e apMkera. Never been used

SK-66. 4-way, full 5 year warranty. Great

for dorm or home 1199 5490 174 evenmgs

Fiaber SpMkcrs, 3-way with 12 inch

woofer. Excellent sound $125 John

266-4226

AUTO FOR SALE

U74 8Mb MLE automatic. In good eondi

tion. t900. 263-7393

1177 Red Cbev CaiMro good condition

AM FM cassette stero 2 extra new tires

$900 or BO call !)49-0462 evenings

BMW 2002 1»«» new engine OK body

good buy 666 4142 evenings

•73 AMC Hornet wagon excellent condi

tion, r«cenUy inspected $960. 549 1616

81 BmllMtU CaMTO 54k white red cloth

interior cruise control till wheel AC PS PB
AM-FM cass Chapman new exhaust well

maintained sacrifice $6.900 546-9000

BUB DRIVING JOBS!

UMaaa Truait Service is looking for

several part-time drivers Applicants must

be UMaaa studenU carrying 6 or more

crediU in a degree program CIms 11

boense required. Starting pav i» $4.60/hr.

Call Bud or Jenny at 545J»56 for more in-

fo, or apply in person at the Bus Garage.

CAUFORNIATTTT?

to 8m FnwciscoSolltaf PIM* tkkot _ -
,

leaving December 23 comirur b«:k Jwiuary

12 $258 or best offer. Call Bill at 546-6277

I lost ay wallet in the Student Union off

campus locker section on the third floor.

Please return annonymously or personally

to Mark Sands 296 E. Hadley Rd.

Amherst, MA 01002 266-1725 Thanx

ENTERTAINMENT

TURN THE TABLES professional

club/partv D .1 5 yr experience. Lowest

rates 58^%91

Rack-A-Disc EntertainMent Agencv for

the best party this semester. DJ's, large

screen video, rentals. 549-7144

FOR RENT

Sundcriand, I bdm apt. on btisline,

420/month, everything included. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

Fnmiahed bedrooa in second story of a

house. Close to town and campus. 163

Triangle St 12 call Gail anytime before

11:00 pm 649-7692

Snndcrland 1 bdnn apt 400/month in-

clusive, on busline, avail immediately
666-4964 leave message

FOR SALE

Lab Series lOOw gaitar aaiplifler exc
$275 or BO call Rob 549-4141

Bicycle built for two, Motobacane 10

speed. $400 1-467 7877

Safe ^oBtans 26-60% Off Just in time for

winter The best prices you'll see all year.

Join alone: $29 for 10 sessions With a

friend only $20. Act now. Take a free trial

session and you'll automatically be
entered in a drawing for a free 20 see

sions. Le Hon SoleQ. The oest for less. 264

N Pleasant St 253 9454 expires Nov. 15

Ovation Accoastic 12-string nitar with

built in microphone pick-up. Good condi-

tion. $400 or BO Alex 256-0545

CbcvT Malib* lf73 $850 new puts call

Dave 649-7424

13" Hitachi color TV. 1984 model, ex
cellent condition $160 5492859

Entry Level Marketing poaitioo flexible

hours. Solid pay and commission produc-

tion oriented job in multi-million dollar

area company. Interview by appointment

contact r&vid Stansel 684-3596

Free meals in exchange for lunch and din-

ner set up 4 clean up. For more irrfo call

549-1063 ask for Heidi or Tammy

Merchandiaer 20 hours per week $4.41/hr

call between 8-5 need car 584-2060

Drivers wanted $7 8/hr. 3 4 nights own
car required. F'inoochio'a Piiia apply in

person, 1177 N. Pleasant, N. Amherst

INSTRUCTION

Bartending tiasses startiiur Oct 28
covers all aspect.^ sign up in Credit Free
Workshops "Tower Linrai7

Tntoring Services for Biolcwy and its

prerequiBiles $."; OO/hr Call CaH at

666 3088 at any reasonable hour.

LAST CHANCE

Campas reporter for nat'l nugatine
seeks interviews with past or present
students dating or married to profs.

Please call Anne 549-6632 immediately!

LOST

Loat: Luis Vuitton wallet, containing $$,
credit cards, ID's. Of very sentimental
value. Rewarded. Thank you.

Help! Glasses with pink frames loat on
10/28 somewhere around Wheeler. Please
call TVicia • 6^4939

Lost BMna Seiko watch on Boyden Fields
10/28 has sentimental value reward if

found call Mitch 256-1069 or 266-1664

HP41CV Calculator It's my life! If found
please call 549-5505 $$reward$$

Monday afternoon on canpns, near
Herter a PANASONIC WALKMAN w/a
TDK 90 min tape, entitled assorted

crap " PLEASE call Val 6-9270

Glasses: brown frames, photobrown
lenses. !i fuun<i call 253-3702; Reward.

Eye glaaaes on 10/31 in Campus Center
Auditorium call Dale 6-4039

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Caaca, papers, diascrtations, theses, on-

campus, dependable, outstanding quality,

low rates. M4-7924

RIDE WANTED

Ride nowM to Lo«g Island or NYC Fri

Nov 8 Michelle 646-8667

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to aharc pleasant reasonable ideally

located in Amherst Ctr 774-2740

To share new hovse in Shntcsborr. Very
cloan, modem house which is 10 miles

from UMass. Male or female, $125 plus

$10 for utilities. Call anytime, available

now. 367-9328

PERSONALS

SngarbDsh Ski Wackl Hotel $149 see Ski
aub now 545-3437

Mrs George Michaels! How is "T" you
know I am jealous! Has your racqueloall

technique paid off yet? Love ya. The
Wench

Simpleton Bachelors: Dam broke I/et's

meet. You plan. Respond ASAP Campu.s
mail. No personals. State phone number''

Meet me in Oxford next summer with the

UMass Oxford Sumemr Program. Details,

Alumni, Slides all available '^30, Thursday
November 7, Herter 306; or slop by

Bartlett 160.

Tired of tkc party scraeT Feel empty and
without direction? Jesus said, '1 have

come that they may have life and have it

more abundantly." To find out more, cal'

Bame or Nini at 253-7206 between 6 and
7 pm (Alliance Christian Fellowship,

Deb The one person who deserves
everything have a Happy 20th Birthday I

love you K

Which witch la tkc witch which. .

.Sarina (Jennider) with the magic smile

-call me, write to me, or come dance with

me agian same place Sat Nov U Cklecko
the Atomic Chicken!!!

John K • Break a leg kid! Love, your sister

PS Sorry it's late

It's Eve Roth's Birthday! Evervone wish
her a happy 19th we love you! Allyson,

Pam & Missy

Congratalations to the new pledgee of

DelU Zeta! We love you! DZ sisters

Pat Ferris, Twig and Butterfly for man
and bear? Have some compassion!! That
means you loo Nadine!

B DEMETRIUS The following things will

be needed for information leadiiw to the'

release of Carter Bear. I jar of rmney, 1

box honey nut Cheerios, scale model of

bees nest, 1 can of salmon wrapped in

brown paper marked C Bear. Leave al info

desk on 1112 by noon

Leatherface • My di^ roommate, have a
great birthday love, Tne Machine

Dear Mon - It's about time you grew up!

We were gonna send you a cockraoch but

the cucumber killed it! Maybe next year!

Happy 18th kid! We love you! Jacqui and
Pam

LWF - "A friend is a person with whom I

may be sincere. Before him I may think

aloud." Thanks for listening to me think. I

k>ve you with all my heart. Love always.

Cookie

Happy Birthday
Sigma Kappa

You re 1 1 1 years

SHARON JALBERT

Happy Birthday Madwoman! Can you
believe that were still roommates' here's

to another humerous year! SWAT TEAM,
we don't eat after 1 1 , guess who's coming
to visit. Whitney, sleep-over in 11

MacKimmie, he aggravates me, little boys.

Brick House, MlATSuch Is Life! LOve ya,

Diah

SPRING BREAK '»•

RagialOTMwfM'Sprtac Break 'MinFt
Lauderdale/Daytona Beach! Prices from
$199 A $.'iO deposit guarantees your
reservation (plus more!) Take until

January 29 to pay balance. Pick your own
roomntuites. Extras! Mike 546 9039

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom apt Cliffside F-4 starting

January or February Bob 666-8219

TOWELMANl

Onr coaveraatioa at the party Thursday
night was "absorbing"! Call me 546-6414

TRAVEL

Megabarks Scholarship to study next
summer in England witn the UMass Ox-
ford Summer Seminar. Find out more
about it 7:30, Thursday November 7th at

Herter 306. New courses old favorites,

alumni, slides! Or stop by Bartlett.

Do something JMaary t-ll Ski Vail Ted
646-4733

TYPING a WORD PROCESSING

Rs8; Nov 1874 Nov 1986?« ding.

Loat brown wallet Nov. 1 ID's and credit

cards please call 549 5936

Eycflaai
HohMwoi

laaacs brown/tan cm* on 10/29 in

rth call 649-4853

MUSIC

j,t jf jf Jf J|t Jf Jf
Attention Bands Masieiaiie Embaamy
Recording Studio offes 16 track state of

the art reciiniing for less, ureal for demo
tapes Amherst 24 hours ,549-7640

Dave Paaacore • Thanks for doing a super

job on the Ramones concert. Without your
production the show could not go on.

You're an asset to any production staff

and we're grateful to have you. Tliank

you SWAG
L«ara Goldatrieh - Thanks for heading up
a top-'>"tch hnspi'ality crew You are sonM
kind of host. Truly yours, SWAG
Joel RabiiiowiU - Mr Security, Mr Cool

aa a cucumber Thanks for a wicked good

job on the Ramones concert Love,

SWAG PS We hear you worship at the

Peace Pagoda

Tom Talacci - Thanks for your plani\)g

work on the Ramones concert. Your hard

work helped make the concert a great suc-

cess^Sincerely. SWAG
Lynne S. - I can't tell you how much I've

enjoyed your company this w»»k so here's

a persoanl to ahew you. Chris -

SERVICES

COINS lU/131 tateriag 6.00 per hr.

former 123/121 grader Alex 266-1239

Midterm proMemsT Student counseling

service After 2 pm 1 467-7877

TypiBf. Tape TraaacrlptlM. Fast, ac-

curate. Available almost anytime
666-7662

Male bellydaMer for hire. Partiea, bir-

thdays, etc. Reasonable rates 6-5679

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE Any
length papers, grammar correction,

modem IVORD PROCESSING Letter

quality Steve 549 7161

KATHLEEN OUR QUEEN

DoyosTstiU love asT Thanks for the pop-

curii, it wao the least you rould do since we
do so much for you What is 317 or

whatever.

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects. Will correct grammar, spelling. A.

punctuation. Meticulous proofreadir
New IBM typewriter. 649-0867

WANTED

WMtadtaktaTcrlaaaein2,3, 4bedroom
apt reward negotiable call 646-8822

like Eagliah BmI, Costello, Diverse
Styles? Interested in doing original

material & play baaa, drums' Call (>egK
6-3263 or Rwk M7M

WANTED TO RCNT

quiet apt or house near campus spring
semester Okay to call late nighta, early
mornings 546-6143

2 feaiales aeed room anywhoia in North
Amherst will take over January leaae call

6493809

To lake over lease in Janaary of a two
hedmom spartjnenf on Nis mute call

nighU Laine 646-9678 Randy 646-6S63
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SPORTS
Minutemen top
Harvard, 1-0
Adoboe scores to cap season
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

There is no place like home, even when
home is covered in six inches of mud.

So was the case for the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team yester-

day as they sloshed their way to a 1-0

shutout over Harvard on a rain-drenched

Boyden Field.

The victory capped a perfect 10-0 record

at home for the Minutemen and closed out

A good end to

the season
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

When this season began with the loss

of two All-New England players, Univer-

sity of Massachusetts men's soccer coach

Jeff Gettler and the team never dreamed

it could achieve a record-setting 15-6

season and would be talking about a post-

season tournament in early November.

"Before the season 1 had no idea what

we might accomplish. All I knew was that

we would have to play every game one at

a time," Gettler said.

Reflecting on the season, Gettler said he

was overwhelmed by the satisfaction that

his team has brought to himself and the

players. He said that in the past, the

Minutemen had not earned the respect of

its New England opponents but that his

team has now achieved it and couldn't be

happier with its finale.

"This has been a magical, fabulous

team with no standouts," he said.

The seniors, playing possibly their final

home game, backed his sentiments.

"If you had told me we were to go 15-6

before the season began, I wouldn't have

believed it," departing senior co-captain

Tom Uschok said. "I'm just very happy

and very emotional."

Senior goalkeeper Don Donahue had on-

ly one regret and that was not beating the

University of Maine during his C8ureer

here. Otherwise, he was elated.

"I can't explain the feeling inside, its

just such an emotional high," Donahue
said.

the most succesful season in UMass men's

soccer history with a 15-6 record.

The lone goal came at the 52:23 mark

from junior Ferdie Adoboe. Off an indirect

kick, senior Matt Dowd passed to junior

John Shannon standing to the left of the

net. Shannon's shot was stopped by Har-

vard goalkeeper Matt Ginsburg, but he was

not able to contain the ball. Adoboe was

there to put in the rebound. It was the for-

ward's third game-winner of the season.

"It was a pretty good goal" Adoboe said.

"On a day like this its difficult for the

keeper to hold on to the ball. I was able to

capitalize. It was a great relief to score."

Senior Don Donahue registered his

fourth shutout of the year while improving

his record to 7-5 on the season.

Now the Minutemen must wait and hope

that they are one of the 23 teams selected

for the NCAA playoffs. UMass' only chance

is to receive one of the seven at-large bids.

"I can't believe they could overlook 15

wins," UMass coach Jeff Gettler said.

"There are 23 teams that make it and if

you look at the top 20, some don't have that

many wins."

Even if the invitation to the tournament

does not come, this UMass men's soccer

team can be proud of what they accomplish-

ed this season.

Back in September, the preseason New
England polls did not even mention the

Minutemen. All of the articles talked about

Connecticut, Maine, and Harvard. The loss

of All-New England selection's Kurt Manal
and Paul Serafmo, to injury and academics

respectively, seemed insurmountable. No
one expected UMass to have a very suc-

cessful season, but the players new what
kind of team they could be.

"This team is great," senior forward Nick

Marciuno said. "After the first few days we
were a team already."

"I feel real good (about the

season),"freshman forward F. J.

Zwicklbauer concurred. "It was what I ex-

pected. After two days of practice, I thought

we had the talent to go far."

The Minutemen's 15 victories destroyed

the previous high of 11 and their nine

shutouts is another UMass' record.

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarals

Coach Gettler and a rain-soaked bench look on as the men's soc-

cer team slogged past Harvard, 1-0 yesterday at Boyden.

"We've finally made a reality out of our

success, 10-0 at home says it all," Guttler

said. "People will look at 15-6 and come in

here with a different attitude toward us.

I don't think we earned it before, now we
have."

The Minutemen are losing only seven

players to graduation this year. Add to that

the expected return of both Manal and

Serafino along with the development of

freshman goalkeeper Sam Ginsburg (8-1,

0.74 goals against average, five shutouts)

and UMass looks to have the talent for an
even better season next year. But that

hasn't entered (jettler's mind.

"I could care less about next year right

now," said the coach. "Right now, I just

want the guys to enjoy it."

Soccer Kicks: Sophomore midfielder

Andy Bing led the Minutemen in scoring

with 10 goals and eight assists for 28

points. He was followed by Zwicklbauer
(5-10-20), forward Tom Giordano (5-5-15),

and Adoboe (3-8-14).

UMass outscored its opponents 26-3 at

home. The Minutemen only once gave up
more than two goals in any one game. The
team never lost two in a row this season.

Gettler and his outgoing seniors are

34-34-10 in their four years at UMass.
If the Minutemen do make the playoffs,

the possibility of the men and women play-

ing a twinbill at Boyden does exist.

TflTl TTolland* Freshman goalie ready for tournament
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Goalie Jan Holland has allowed only one goal

this season to help lead UMass to a 15-0^ record

and the top-seed in the NCAA tournament.

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

She has probably touched the ball the least of the 1

1

starters on the No. 1 University of Massachusetts women's

soccer team.

But then getting the ball to freshman goalie Jan

Holland isn't the type of offense the high scoring

Minutewomen use. In 11.5 games, Holland has allowed

but one goal and features a 0.08 goals against average.

She is presently in the midst of setting a national record

for goals allowed in a season. Cortland State's Madolyn
Hale set the record in 1978 when she allowed two goals.

That sits very well with sixth-year coach Kalekeni Ban-

da, who for the first time, has strong depth at goal.

"We're were looking for someone to stop some shots for

us, direct the defense and wins some games for us," Ban-

da said at the start of the season.

Not only did Holland beat out fellow freshman Carla

DeSantis and Brooke Adams for the number one job, the

freshman from Aurora, Colorado, who was originally

recruited by North Carolina, has shown the mental

toughness needed in the UMass goal.

"Pyschologically, I go through so much before a game,"

she said. "My nerves start two days before a game. My
stomach is always in knots."

The 15-0-0 Minutewomen outshot the opposition 251-31

and the shots on the UMass net have been sparse. Holland

has only been called on for 23 saves.

"I still feel that I haven't been tested," Holland said

after shutting out Springfield on Saturday. "I know that

I'm ready to play.

"I'm ready for that action. I want it. I want to come
through with the big saves when they need it."

Holland has filled in the last link in a strong UMass
defense this year. What Massachsetts had lacked in

previous years was a consistent keeper.

"I think the most important thing is that we play

together well. The defense is tremendous. I just tell them
what to do. We just communicate so well. Everyone marks
up back there and there's always someone there to clear

it (the ball) out."

"The difference," Holland said, "is the confidence in the

defense and the confidence they have in me. In high
school, I knew the defense would go to a point and break.

Here, I'm confident that they won't break down and if they
do, I'll be there. That's a big difference."

But the real test comes in the playoffs with the challenge

of the competition and the cold, raw New England
weather. Holland has already played in miserable condi-

tions, the rain and mud against UConn and Brown, and
she's not one to back down in the face of adverse
conditions.

"I love it," she said of the rain and snow. "That's Col-

orado weather and I feel right at home." Just as home
as she feels in goal for the top-ranked Minutewomen.
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Rally against auditing today
Groups petition against

Accuracy in Academia
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

A petition drive against the presence of Accuracy in

Academia at the University of Massachusetts will be

launched today when the sponsors of the petition rally

at noon in fi-ont of the Student Union.

The "Progressive Coalition'^onsisting of members of

the University Democrats, Radical Student Union and

UMass Peacemakers—will issue a petition calling for a

campus-wide referendum to oppose Accuracy in

Academia. During the rally speakers will address the

fairness of the organizations presence on campus.

Accuracy in Academia has encouraged students to

enroll in UMass courses and report alleged anti-

American biases of the course content to the

organization.

"Actually it (Accuracy in Academia) is an un-American

institution in that it seems to deny people their constitu-

tional rights," M. Lynne Murphy, a rally speaker ana

member of the Universty Democrats said.

The coalition will also sponsor a skit "to portray in a

humorous manner what we see the functioning of Acc-

curacy in Academia to really be," rally organizer Mitch

Gaslin said.

"Everybody has a bias," Gatlin said, "It's just a mat-

ter of being clear about it.

"If it's an ideology Accuracy in Academia doesn't agree

with, then they say it's incorrect," he said. "If it's one

they agree with, then it's fact."

Speakers at the rally will also address the Universi-

ty's inability to get alcohol liability insurance for on-

campus bars, which has been unable to serve alcohol

since the insurance expired this summer.

"The sooner they square the alcohol policy away, the

sooner they open up campus bars," SGA co-president

Stacy Roth said, "and stop drinking and driving which

has increased (after campus bars stopped serving

alcohol.)"

The rally, which was scheduled for Wednesday, was

postponed until today because of rain. Alex Guest, assis-

tant to the co-presidents, will replace Roth in address-

ing the liability insurance.

CoUeglan photo by Maria Bull

VIEW TO A VACANT CAMPUS-The University should be as empty this weekend as »»>'*"*

photograph from the 9th floor Campus Center yesterday. Many students will probably take ad-

vantage of the Monday holiday to visit home.

Day care

faces inquiry

on sex abuse
By DAVE BOARDMAN
Collegian Staff and The Associated Press

An allegation of sexual abuse in the University of

Massachusetts day-care program has been substantiated

by the state Department of Social Services, and a further

investigation will be conducted, a spokesman for the state

Office for Children said yesterday.

The state Office for Children, responsible for licensing

day-care facilities in the state, will conduct the investiga-

tion into the University's day-C£u-e system. The initial in-

vestigation, which began Oct. 25, arose after a Universi-

ty Health Services pediatrician filed a report on the case

with the Department of Social Servcices on Oct. 9. The

allegation is also being investigated by the Franklin Coun-

ty District Attorney's office.

University officials have refused to identify the facility

involved in the investigation, or release any information

concerning the teacher involved.

However, according to a day-care center employee who
wished not to be identified, the allegation concerns a staff

member at the Grass Roots Day School, located near

McGuirk Alumni stadium. The same source also said the

person involved "previously had a very good record" and

has since been transferred to administrative duties, rather

than working with children.

Grass Roots Day School Director Michael Denney said

he had no comment when contacted on Tuesday.

Arthur Clifford, University director of public informa-

tion, said yesterday that "There are no staff members

under investigation. Any temporary re-assignment of any

staff members was not done with any assiunption of guilt."

The same day-care employee said no change of policy has

occurred within the day-care system, but "they (center ad-

ministrators) made us read official policy about not hug-

ging any children unless they first initiate affection."

In a letter to parents of children enrolled in the day-care

programs, University officials stated that child care ad-

ministrators "have taken direct a(:tion to reassess all of

our ongoing staff and personnel policies..." The letter,

which did not state the nature of the allegations or the

day-care center the child attended, was signed by William

F. Field, dean of students, Elizabeth Perkins, director of

the University child care program, and the directors of the

school's day-care centers.

Dotty Meyer, North Village Children's Center director

said no policy changes had been enacted at the North

Village facility, but she added that she was unaware of

actions at the other facilities. Meyer added that all

employees were given orientation handbooks and copies

of the Child Care Sexual Abuse Prevention Policies upon

hiring.

Day reminds public of veterans
By BRION MCALARNEY
Collegian Staff

Veterans Day is just another holiday for many people,

but for the directors of the Vietnam Veterans Outreach

Center in Greenfield, it is a day for public awareness about

the plight of veterans.

"The public does not want to really look at it, they want

to forget Vietnam veterans," said Richard P&pineau, Viet-

nam veteran and director of fund raising at the center.

"Last year we had 70 veterans come through here with

no place to go," he said.

On Dec 6, the University of Massachusetts will present

a day-long conference on "Vietman Veterans and their

Families: Problems and Solutions," in hopes of bringing

some attention to their plight.

"The workshop is an attempt to make health providers

see that this is a msyor public health problem," said Alvin

E. Winder, of UMass' school of Public Health. The con-

ference is open to anyone interested.

The Outreach Center provides a wide variety of services

including legal assistance, medical and mental health

treatment, military diacharpp upgrading, er^p^oyrryt^r.*

training and placement, and permanent housing

assistance.

Locally, the University Veteran Services, located at the

University Career Center in I ratemity/Sorority Park, pro-

vides many services for approximately 700 students enroll-

ed in the University, Director Karen Truehart said.

"Veterans are living in streets, lying in dumps, dying

from pneumonia...there is a lack of awareness, of wanting

to help from the public," said Papineau.

The center is almost entirely funded by the state with

few public donations, he said.

"Reagan considers it a 'crime' to be poor, mentally ill,

lower class," said Steinberg.

About 47,000 Vietnam veterans have committed suicide

since returning from the war, compared to 57,000 killed

in combat, Steinberg said.

"The public expects the government to help, but the

government is not going to help, that is admittint^ they're

wrong," Papineau said.

Papineau was honorably discharged from thr Marines

in 1967 due to combat fatigue, later diagnosed as post-

traumatic stress disorder.

What's open, what's not
Monday, Nov 11 is Veterans Day, a national holiday.

Banks—Closed

Post offices—Closed

Mail Delivery—Special and express only

Restaurants—Open
State offices—Closed

Bars—Open
Liquor stores—Open
Retail stores—Open
Supermarkets—Open
UMass Tower and Goodell Libraries—Open 8 a.m.

to midnight

Inside:
Tfelephone directories are here 2

Five-College minority enrollment on the rise 11

Last home football game of the season is tomorrow 16

"From what I have learned m the last 12 years or so,

I would say yes,—you can have a controlled nuclear war,"

—Dr. Paul Bracken of Yale University at the Five-

College pahel discussion on arms control. See story page

3.
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WORLD/NATIONAL
Callers say Shiites executed American hostages
BEIRUT (AP)—An anonymous caller said Islamic Jihad

extremists planned to kill their half-dozen American

hostages yesterday, and a second caller claimed they were

dead. But no bodies were found in the designated spot.

The captives were to be "executed" by firing squad

because indirect negotiations with the United States had

reached "a dead end," the first man said in a call to a

Western news agency.

In Washington, however, a White House official said

"contacts" in the Lebanon hostage case had not broken

down. And President Reagan said of the death threat,

"Evidently there is no substantiation of that at all."

Since the calls could not be authenticated, it was im-

possible to determine whether they were a macabre hoax

or simply part of a war of nerves being waged by the

shadowy Shiite Moslem faction to pressure Washington

'nto making a deal.

Six Americans are missing in Lebanon. Islamic Jihad

claimed Oct. 4 it killed one of them, diplomat William

Buckley, 57. But no body has turned up.

The other American captives are Peter Kilburn, 60, an

American University of Beirut librarian; the Rev.

Lawrence Jenco, 50, a Roman Catholic priest; Tbrry Ander-

son, 38, chief Middle East correspondent for The

Associated Press; David Jacobesen, director of the

American University Hospital, and Thomas Sutherland,

the university's dean of agriculture.

Islamic Jihad, or Islamic Holy War, believed made up

of fundamentalist followers of Iran's Ayatollah Ruhollah

Khomeini, had said it would release the Americans when
Kuwait frees 17 Shiite comrades serving prison terms for

the bombings of the U.S. and French embassies in Kuwait

in December 1983. Kuwait refuses.

Several threats were made earlier to try the hostages

as spies and "execute" them if the demand was not met.

But no deadlines were set. In some other Lebanon abduc-

tion cases, calls reporting supposed "executions" have

turned out to be false.

A representative of the news agency, which declined to

be identified, said yesterday's first call came at 7:15 a.m.

12:15 a.m. EST from a man who, speaking in classical

Arabic declared the American hostages would be shot by

firing squad.

Colombian troops storm
palace, rescue hostages

BOGCXIA, Colombia (AP)—Assault troops

blew down walls of the Palace of Justice

with dynamite yesterday and rescued up to

48 hostages held by leftist guerrillas. Of-

ficers said their men 'annihilated" the

guerrillas and found a total of 50 bodies.

The Supreme Coiul's chief justice was

reported killed by the guerrillas, but there

was no confirmation that his body had been

found.

Commanders of both the army and na-

tional police toured the building's charred

and smoking remains. Reporters were

allowed to accompany them, which in-

dicated no rebels were alive insida

A commander of the assault. Col. Alfon-

so Plazas, said the leftist guerrillas "were

annihilated."

Neither the government nor security

forces officially announced an end to the

siege.

Militsu^ sources said 50 bodies were

found inside and 18 were those of guer-

rillas, including six members of the April

19 Movement rebel group's high command.

The sources said Andres Almarales, who
led the band that took over the palace

Wednesday, was one of the six and iden-

tified the others as Vera Grave, Afranio

Parra, Antonio Jacquim, Francisco Otero

and Guillermo Elvencio Ruiz.

Gen. Jesus Maria Ari«is, an army brigade

commander, said one of the rescued

hostages told officers Almarales had
"assassinated" the chief justice, Alfonso

Reyes Echandia, but there was no official

report that his body had been found.

Most of the bodies were badly burned by

a fire that swept the five-story building

begining late Wednesday night. It was not

clear how and when the hostages had died.

There were conflicting reports about

whether some guerrillas had surrendered

and the number of hostages freed in the

final assault at about 3 p.m.

In reports from outside the justice

building, RCN and Caracol the army used

dynamite to blast through walls at the

building. The government spurned a rebel

offer to negotiate earlier in the day.

ijiaer photo

The Jefferson Memorial is visible in the background yesterday over

the flooded waters of the Potomac River.

Flooding ruins towns,

reaches VA streets
(AP>—National Guardsmen patrolled

flooded streets in Richmond, Va., yester-

day and monuments were sandbagged in

the nation's capital as the crests of storm-

swollen rivers surged eastweu-d after lay-

ing waste whole towns and killing at least

38 people.

Behind the crests, people returned to the

ruins of communities across the western

mid-Atlantic region, to begin rebuilding

in the wake of deluges that left nearly 50
people missing.

As muddy floodwaters of the James
River spilled into low-lying sections of

Richmond, including a newly renovated

area of shops and businesses, firefighters

monitored five 1 million-gallon fuel tanks

that were afloat off the south bank, op-

posite downtown, but still tethered to

their moorings.

"There's always the danger of a leak,"

said public services Director Jack Fulton.

He said the tanks hold an unspecified

petroleum product.

The waters lapped the Main Street Sta-

tion, a renovated train station in river-

front Shockoe Bottom that was to have

reopened as a shopping center yesterday.

"This is terrible for the people down
here," said Irene Williams as she scann-

ed the flooded area, which was watched
over by some of the 586 National Guard-
smen deployed to help police.

AP Laser photo

The Colombian Palace of Justice bums Wednesday night as govern-

ment troops watch. Leftist guerrillas took over the palace and apparent-

ly set the blaze to destroy court records.

This Fall

WeVe Got It All

In BOTH STORES!
Amherst Corrioge Shops • Northampton (Next to Iron Horse)

POSTERS
Huge

Selection

BAMBOO BLINDS

BEDSPREADS
(Cover Wolls Furn., '^

Wir^dows)

RUGS S MATS
(Colorful Durable)

Greatly Exponded

SKIRTS S BLOUSES
(Comfortable Cottor^)

Paper

LAMPSHADES
(Variety of Colors)

CARDS
(Over 1 400 Designs)

Dross G Silver

JEWELRY
(earrings, rings etc.)

FALL SALE
20 - 50% off

selected Clothing, Chinese Shoes
Tapestries & Rugs

Great Gifts-

Great Prices

MCI^CANTILC
Doily G Sot. 1 0-6 • Sunday 1 2-5

Amherst Northampton
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US control in

nuclear crisis

has diminished
by Joeseph R. Tigan
Collegian staff

The ability of the United States to control a nuclear

crisis similar to the Cuban Missile Crisis has diminished

since Kennedy's time, according to a panel discussion last

night at Amherst College.

"If we were forced into an alert situation, the prospects

of managing that situation have gone down," said Dr Paul

Bracken of Yale University.

The panel, which opened a series presented by the Five

College Program in Pfeace and World Security on nuclear

arms control, also stated that controlled nuclear war is

possible.

"From what I have learned in the past 12 years or so,

I would say yes—you can have a controlled nuclear war,"

Bracken said.

Composed of Bracken, Dr. Bruce Blair of Cornell Univer-

sity and Dr Allan Krass of Hampshire University, the

panel unanimously agreed strategic command and con-

trol is imperative in controlling and possibly preventing

nuclear war.

"The objective of strategic command and control are to

prevent the unintentional use of nuclear weapons during

peacetime (negative control), and the coordination and im-

plementation of war plans assuring that legitimate orders

are carried out during wartime (positive control)," Blair

said.

Strategic command and control is designed to make U.S.

political decision-makers confident that they could

withhold retaliation indefinitely to a pre-empted strike

by another country, Blair said.

"I think Mr. Blair wants to bring back the days when
our decision-makers had two to three hours, instead of 10

to 20 minutes," Krass said.

According to Blair, our present alert system doesn't allow

our leaders the time or capability to designate the sites

under attack.

"One of the problems with our alert system is tha

amount of psychological stress it places in the people in

charge of this apparatus." Blair said.

CoUegian photo by Brian Guamotta

CASH-These campus employees don't get

their "money for nothing"a8 they wait to cash

their paychecks in a long line on a typical

Friday afternoon.

Telephone

directories

distributed
Residence halls have

priority for books

International
law advocated
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

Americans who oppose U.S. policy in Central America

should work to make international law an important and

objective force, according to a national peace activist who

was one of the 29 Americans captured by Nicaraguan

contras this summer
Mary Dutcher, a member of the American Christian

organization Witness For Peace, was kidnapped by

members of the U.S.-backed military force which is work-

ing to overthrow the Sandinistan government in

Nicaragua. Dutcher was kidnapped while her group was

traveling down a river near the Costa Rican border on

a peace vigil.

In any movement expressing opposition to United

States policy in Central America, Dutcher said, "What

is important is the objection of the policies by citizens

in other countries," which will begin a trend to see in-

ternational law in a more powerful light. By living in

Nicaragua, Dutcher said she saw "how important it is

to the government there that there are people of faith

and conscience in the United States opposed to U.S.

policy.

"There are only a handful of countries left which vote

consistently with United States on Central American

resolutions in the United Nations," Dutcher said. "A

growing isolation of (the United States) in world affairs

further demonstrates the need for a re-evaluation of our

commitment to upholding the law of the land."

"Contras are mercenaries or terrorists," said Dutcher,

who explained that contrary to the anti-government force

in El Salvador (the FMLN), the contras are not "inter-

national, legal dissidents" because they do not comply

with certain standards as defined by The Geneva Con-

t'ollegian ph(iU> hy Mnria Bull

Mary Dutcher

ventions; declarations adopted in 1949 to address crimes

perpetrated by Nazi war criminals, which have since been

ratified by the U.S. State Department.

lb be defined as legal international dissidents, opposi-

tion movements must hold land and have a clear direc

tion and agenda as to what they want to accomplish.

Because they have not gained the status of legal inter-

national dissidents, Dutcher said, "The United States

will be held responsible for the contras actions."

*Women in law' this weekend
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

A three-day conference focusing on "Women in the Law"
will be held this weekend at Mount Holyoke College

featuring discussions on public policy and its affect on

women's issues.

Among the speakers is U.S. Rep. Patricia Shroeder, D-

Colorado, who will give the keynote speech "Women, Law
and Public Policy" at 8 p.m. tomorrow in Gamble
Auditorium. Shroeder served as co-chair of Gary Hart's

1984 presidential campaign.
Other topics at the conference will be Violence Against

Women, Women and Children, Medical Ethics and

Discrimination and Stereotyping by Race, Sex, and Age.

According to Vee Wailgum at Mount Holyoke's Office of

Public Relations, Mount Holyoke alumni have been in the

vanguard for women attending law school and pursuing

careers as lawyers and judges, and this conference will

serve as the institution's first formal gathering of alum-
nae lawyers.

Mount Holyoke undergraduates will participate with a

U.S. District Court Judge, and alumnae law professors, in

a "Student Moot Court," at 7 p.m. tonight in Laboratory

Theatre. The case will be one concerning the rights of

parents to refuse medical treatment on behalf of a child

with acute leukemia.
Also appearing on panels will be, Sissela Bok, well

known philosopher and author who wrote, Secrets: On the

Ethics of Concealment and Revelation, who will speak on
"Law Medicine and Ethics" at 2 p.m. today in Hooker
Auditorium. Judge Patricia Wald from Washington, DC,
of the U.S. Court of Appeals and Elaine Jones, from the

National Association For The Advancement of Colored

People Legal Defense and Education Fund, will participate

in a panel discussion at 2:30 today on "Combatting
Discriminationm and Unfair Stereotyping by Race, Sex,

and Age."

Jewish women *beyond stereotypes'
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

Jewish women have stretched beyond the patriarchal no-

tions that Judaism only pertains to males, the editor of

the Jewish feminist magazine Lilith said in a lecture at

Amherst College last night.

"Females make up 51 percent of the Jewish communi-

ty," said Susan Weidman Schneider, in her lecture "Beyond

the Stereotypes of Jewish American Princess and Yiddish

Momma."
"In the past Jewish women have had only second class

status, but Jewish women are rectifying this by becom-

ing participants instead of observers in Jewish life,"

Schneider said.

Jewish women are presented with a double message that

stresses marriage and a career at the same time, Schneider

said. In a survey of Slavic, Italian and Jewish women,

Jewish women scored highest in support ofboth traditional

values of marriage and children and career opportunities,

she said.

Women have been traditionally taught the "daughter

of the book" lesson that you shoilld be smart, but not too

smart, Schneider said.

"According to all surveys," Schneider said, "Jewish

women have the best education." When conjuring up an

image of a Jewish scholar, you no longer have to coiyure

up the image of a man, she said.

The women's movement in the last 10 to 15 years has

given Jewish women the chance to build a closer alliance

between the Jewish women and men, Schneider said.

"Women must reconcile being Jewish and female, and

they must ask if they want 'a bigger piece of the same pie

or a new pie,' " she said.

$1500 balance scale stolen from Graduate Center
A Mettler balance scale valued at $1500 was reported

stolen from the 10th floor of the Lederle Graduate

Research Center Wednesday. The scale had been missing

since Monday, University of Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

Two cars were founded stranded in the grass on the south

side of the McGuirk Alumni Stadium near the maze

Wednesday in separate incidents, police said.

The owners of both cars were contacted and they will

be billed for the damages done to the area, police said.

A 1980 Plymouth received $100 in damages from a

broken windshield. The damage was reported Wednesday
afternoon in the McGuirk Stadium P Lot, police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

By ROB COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

Shipments of the University of Massachusetts student

telephone directories for the fall semester began to arrive

yesterday, a month later than scheduled.

Associate Dean of Students Robert Brooks, who is in

charge of receiving and distributing the directories, said

that he didn't understand why there was a delay in receiv-

ing the books. Brooks said that the delivery trucks may
have been set-back two or three days by severe storms en

route fV-om the Directory Company in Lubbock, Tfexas.

In distributing the 15,000 texts. Brooks has given priori

ty to the residence halls, he said. Delivery of the 6,400

Residence Hall telephone books began yesterday and will

leave one copy per dorm room. As additional shipments

arrive, copies will bo delivered to full-time staff members

and each administrative office on campus, he said. The
books will be available to off-campus students at the Coir

legion rack in the second floor lobby of the Campus Center.

Last semester, no phone books were published because

of a complication at Turley Publications Inc., of Palmer,

Brooks said.

The arrival of the directories will not only benefit

students, but will also be welcomed by students and
operators working for the University's directory-assistance

system.

According to one University operator, there is a large

decrease in the number of calls to directory assistance

when the phone books first arrive. She said that before

spring phone books arrive at the beginning of the

semester, the number of information calls soar. She ex-

plained that most students probably throw away their first

semester phone books over intersession.
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Woman bears child for sister
MALDEN (AP)-A healthy

baby girl was bom yesterday

to a woman who had agreed

to be impregnated by her

brother-in-law's sperm so

her sterile sister could start

a family.

Kristen Jennifer was born

at 3:35 a.m. at Maiden
Hospital, into the waiting

arms of her mother-to-be,

Carole Jalbert, according to

a statement released at a

news conference

Mrs. Jalbert, who was pre-

sent throughout the labor of

her sister, Sherry King, ex-

claimed, "Oh, my baby, my
baby," when the 7-pound, 6

1/2-ounce baby was bom,
the statement said.

Mrs. King said the

delivery "hurt, but it was
worth it."

Owen King, husband of

the biological mother, said

the child was the culmina-

tion of a two-year project

with a pretty heavy emo-

tional investment."

Today's staff:

Night Editor John Yonce
Copy Editor Jim P&triquin

Layout Ibchnician Peter Soderberg
Photo Technician Maria Bull

Production Supervisor Peter Soderberg

ProductionPam Marchand, Laura Bell, Amy Constant,

Lynn Smiley, Mark Parker
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CAREER DAY '85
Wednesday, November 13

Over 30 companies represented!

Presentation, Luncheon and Career Fair

Luncheon tickets on sale in SOM lobby until Nov. 8

•X-

•X-

•X-

X
¥:
¥r
•X-

•X
X-
•X-

•X- Those wishing to attend only presentation and Career Fair are ^* welcome from 10:00 am - 5:00 pm, 1st floor Campus Center ^
X-
•X-

X-
•x-

•X-

•x>

•X"

Open to all students - any major!

Sponsored by the Undergraduate Business Club

•X
•X-

•X-

•X-

X
^
X-
X-
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FOUR SEASONS
Wines/Liquors

i

i

\

\

fl

BEER SPECIALS |

COORS & COORS LIGHT. . . 12 oz. cans. . . $10.99 Q

BUD & BUD LIGHT 12 oz. cans $11.50 I

BUSCH 12 oz. cans $8.99
j:

UTICA CLUB 12 oz. bottles $6.99
\

GENESEE BEER 12 oz. bottles $7.99
jj

SIX PACK SPECIALS
BECKS $4.25 KRONENBORG $3.99

DAB $3.99 BALLANTINE 12 packs $3.99

LIQUOR & WINE SPECIALS
VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $8.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 L $10.99

NEW ITEM
WM. TELL Peach, Strawberry,

& Blackberry SCHNAPPS. . .750 ml. . .$4.99

ALMADEN TABLE WINES 1.5 L $3.99

PREMIAT WINES 2 for $5.00

FINE WINE SPECIALS
1982 CH. LaTERRASSE $3.99

1980 CH. GISCOURS $12.99

1983 LaTOUR CHARDONNAYrog $7.49 NOW $5.99

THEO. ROERDERER BRUT
CHAMPAGNE rag. 17.99 NOW $10.99

Route 9, Hadley 584-8174

B

II

S
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i

i

i

\

I

i
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Open House
atThe Old Mill

Saturday — Sunday — Monday

Nov. 9-10-11

Route 63

MOtf

1 mile north of Umass

Your One-Stop Christmas Shop

See New Gifts, Crafts, and Decorator
Accessories From the Recent

Gift & Furniture Shows

MANY CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS
Come in and register for Door Prizes

Refreshments Served

Special Student / Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia.
Winter Rates:

New York to Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm
from $215 one way, $350 roundtrip

Chicago to Copenhagen
from $215 one way, $350 roundtrip

Chicago to Oslo, Stockholm
from $255 one way, $430 roundtrip

and tours designed especially for students to the

SOVIET UNION
For Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
17 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017

(212) 986-9470

1

Apply Now to Compete in the 1986

Miss Massachusetts - USA
Pageant

Mercedes Waggoner

1985 Miss Massachusetts - USA

No Performing
Talent Required

Why not go for it?77 Apply to compete for the

Title of MISS MASSACHUSETTS-USA, our

representative to the prestigious MISS U.S.A.

PAGEANT, to be nationally televised on CBS in

May, 1986. Over $100,000 in prizes await the na-

tional winner.

Our 1986 State Pageant will be held in February,

1986. To qualify, you must be single, between 17

and 24 as of May 1, 1986, and at least a six

month resident of this State - thus, college dorm
students are eligible. So for some fun, excite-

ment amd glamour, phono (6171-266-3280 or

write to

Miss Massachusetts-U.S.A. Pageant Headquarters, Dept. MA
222 Newbury Street, 2nd Floor, Boston, MA 02116

Your letter MUST include a recent snapshot, brief biography and PHONE NUMBER
DEADLINE tS NOVEMBER 16. 1986
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The Five College Program

in Peace & World Security Studies

Presents

Senator John F. Kerry

Speaking on Nuclear Arms Control

and the Geneva Summit

2:00 pm - Student Ballroom

U.Mass. Student Union

MONEY MOTIUATEO?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and

Have the Confidence to Prove

What it Takes, Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expanding a

new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing is the future

successful road to sales in the 1980's, and we are growing

rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to work around your schedule,

and you can earn up to $10.00 per hour while training.

There are still 25 positions available. Salary -H Commissions

+ Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM, Dave
413-256-4101

I

I
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CLASS OF 1986

GET A JUMP
ON THE

COMPETITION
Increase your marketability

for that first job

Buy an IBM Portable PC
and get started now

Stop by the IBM
Information Booth

in the Campus Center Today

IBM Portable PC

$1075.00*

DEMONSTRATION
THIS WED.11/6
THROUGH
FRI.11/8

Orders will be taken on Nov. 18 - 21

this special offer available to

students, staff, and faculty.

Certain restrictions apply

see store for details

Located in

The Campus
Center

545-2619

^.UNIVERSITY
MiSTORED

» .i
<«

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
Executive Board—Fall 1985
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The opinions on ttiis page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless othen«vise noted. ]
Founded in 1870

Dode B. Levenson
Editor in Chief

Anne McCrory
Managing Editor

Larry Bouchie Peter Soderberg Elizabeth Young Sherry Sharfman

Editorial Editor Production Manager Business Manager Business Manager

Board of Editors—Fall 1985
Dode B Levenson

Editor in Chisf
Anne McCrory

Managing Editor

Renee Bacher
Arts Editor

Peter Abraham
Sports Editor

Derek Roberts

Photo Editor

Tom Middleton

News Editor

Bethanne Moskov
Woman's Issue Editor

Larry Bouchie
Editorial Editor

Kimberiy Burge

Black Affairs Editor

Accuracy is accuracy or... European views differ
According to its promoters, Accuracy in

Academia insists that "academic freedom
requires rigorotis honesty: no conlcusions

without facts, no facts without context."

Academic honesty? Well if this is the case,

I support Accuracy in Academia.
I support all efforts to teach United States

citizens honest accurate history—the
American history that reveals how millions

(at least 7-8) of Native Americans were
massacred, exiled, and forced off the land

they inhabited by our "forefathers'"

genocidal act of freedom. Since this era

stretches from about 1492 to the present

day (e.g. Leonard Peltier), I would expect the

slaughter of the Native Americans to be
taught right along with Columbus, the

Pilgrims, George Washington, etc, and to

receive equal emphasis.

I also hope Accuracy in Academia will

help insure proper treatment of Black
History in otir educational institutions.

Oxir citizens will receive a more honest and
accurate education when A.LA. prevents

the ui\just neglection of the slave system's

impact upon our country. Children in gram-
mar school should not be denied knowledge
of the savage, inunoral, and uncivilized

treatment of our African brothers and
sisters who were encouraged by our leaders

to be forceaby removed from their culture

and homeland and sold as slaves in a land

foreign to them. Black slavery in the

United States should probably cover at

least a semester of study. It will certainly

be a strike against inaccuracy when our

children eu-e properly informed about the

many black men, women, and children

Thomas Jefferson and the rest of our
"patriotic fathers" enslaved for their per-

sonal consumption while proclaiming that

"all men are created equal" in the Declara-

tion of Independence. For too long have
these facts been overlooked; I anticipate

A.I.A.'s redress of this failure.

Students should be taught the history of

the labor movement—how workers across

the country have fought endlessly, and are

still fighting for their right to work, fair

wages (if there is such a thing under this

Mark Caldeira

system), and the right to unionize; and how
business and government have continous-

ly tried to crush organized labors' attempts
toward these unalienable rights.

A.I.A. should bare the veil which hides

the truth of real violations of free speech

and free press—such as the detainment and
imprisonment of thousands of innocent

native Japanese during WWII; of

analogous Vietnamese during the Vietnam
War; of socialists and communists and their

sympathizers during the McCarthy Era (a

phenomenon resurfacing today). A.I.A.

should also see to it that when teaching

about Hitler and the evils of Fascism,

teachers should be obligated to openly an-

nounce the horrendous acts of our goven-

ment in granting sanctucu^ and political

asylum and even giving jobs in the Army
to Nazi war criminals who fled (Germany
at the end of the war. (Imagine a govern-

ment using up hundreds of thousands of

American lives to fight fascism and then

sneaking those same ruthless, fascist

killers into our country to live!)

In short, we are all aware of how "inac-

curate" our education has been. The educa-

tional industry aids the flight of corporate

profits, through schooling and mass media
(TV, radio, newspapers, magazines, adver-

tisements, etc.). We are constantly bom-
barded with "filtered facts", half truths and
a wealth of other dangerous inaccuracies

which contribute to our impoverished natio

of uncritical, narrowminded non-thinkers.

If we truly desire an "accurate"and

"honest" education, will we ever receive

one by monitoring and neutralizing those

very attempts to redress the current

academic fraud? If we allow "Accuracy in

Academia" and other right wing groups to

infiltrate the classrooms and effect the pro-

cess of education, then education in

America will become like it is in the Soviet

Union—'controlled by party line."

Mark Caldeira is a UMass Student

Letters

Rally today against "accuracy
yy

Tbday, at noon on the steps of the Student

Union, students and other members of the

University community will have the oppor-

tunity to express their opinion on one rf the

most important issues facing the UMass
community. This is the presence of the

group calling themselves "Accuracy in

Academia, Inc" While claiming to be a non-

profit organization designed to promote

greater aociu-acy and academic freeedom on

campuses across the country, "AIA" is ac-

tually an attempt by a small group of con-

servative idealogues to make sure that on-

ly their concept of the truth is presented to

students. This monitoring and intimidation

of our profesesors is un-American as it im-

poses controls on the five exchange of ideas,

and it is condescending to students as it

assumes that we are unable to decide for

ourselves what to believe and what to

challenge We must all unite to oppose

these attempts to bring America back to

the days of Senator Joe McCarthy and his

rabid anti-commvmism.
In order to facilitate this, a rally has been

organized by a number of student groups

under the banner of the Progressive Coali-

tion. In adition to rallying against the

presence of Accuracy in Academia, Inc at

UMass, a petition drive is eJso being begun

to have a student referendum on this ques-

tion. It is important that UMass take the

step of being the first student body in the

country to oppose the actions of AIA. Ifyou

are concerned, please come to the rally. If

you can't make the rally, petitions can be

picked up and returned to room 413A of the

Student Union. „,^ ^ „ ^ ..
Mitch K. Gaslin

Amherst

When the question is asked: "Why does

the United States need nuclear weapons?",

the proponents will inevitably answer: "lb

counter the Soviet threat and protect the

interests of our allies." This may be a good

response for those people who are paranoid

(have an unreasonable fear) of the Soviet

menace, but it is not an answer congruent

to the beliefs of many of our European
friends, lb put it simply, they are not con-

cerned that the Soviets have designs to con-

quer Western Europe.

When World War II ended the traditional

powers found themselves in ruins. England,

France and Germany found themselves

rebuilding while the United States and the

Soviet Union were thrust into the role of

Super Powers. In the new Bi-Polar World

the U.& was the sole atomic power, and the

Soviets were scared.

In trying to understand the Soviet Union
it is essential to try and comprehend its

historical perspective: Russia has been

over-run from the east by both CJenghis

Kahn and Atilla the Hvm, and from the

west by Napoleon and then twice by

(jermany.

When World War II ended with over 20

million Russians killed, the Soviets were

afraid. They established Communist pup-

Ken Levinson

pet governments in Eastern Europe, and
diffused the CJlerman threat by splitting the

ruined country in half Since 1949, except

for the Berlin crisis, and supporting com-

munist revolutionaries in Greece in the ear-

ly 60's, the Soviets have not taken any
military action against Western Europe,

although they have tightened control over

their sphere of influence.

While they do feel Soviet totalitarian con-

trol over its citizens and those of Eastern

Europe is deplorable, many Western Euro-

peans see some advantages in the

Soviet/Communist system: All jjeople get

complete medical care, education is

available to all, and there is no unemploy-

ment or poverty. These allies like the

United States, but they do not see it as

paradoxical to like their Soviet neighbors

also. The interests of our European friends

would be best served by a policy of peaceful

coexistence and Detente like engagement,
not missiles!

Ken Levinson is a Collegian Staff member

Random notes

Editor's comments
Despite recent infighting and a motion

for a no confidence vote for the senate

speaker, the Undergraduate Student
Senate acted upon a surprisingly volum-

nious number of old and new motions and
agenda items last Wednesday night. One
can only hope that senate personalities

won't prevent the body from conducting stu-

dent business for the remainder of the

semester.

And, for those who yesuTi for a different

kind of student and grassroots politics, the

twice-yearly Amherst Town Meeting has

many student members. On a campus note.

Dean of Students William F. Field wields

a mighty gavel and a lively wit as town
moderator Look for the return of politics

in action this spring when town meeting
convenes again.

* * *

The telephone lines in Whitmore will

soon be completely re-wired so that a push-

button telephone system can be installed.

This will increase the number and type of

communications which administrators may
receive, including computer and
photographic transmissions. Some find it

hard to believe that on campus students

were afforded this luxury before ad-

ministrators

• * *

Larry Bouchie

unanimously approved the establishment

of a gay issues beat to provide regular

coverage ofcommunity events. Responding
to a proposal made by the LBGA, the bocuxi

decided to arrange for the position, under
the supervision of the news editor, and the

position has already been filled by a Col-

legian staff member. The Collegian has
never before had a gay issues beat.

* * *

The Old Chapel clock has moved light

years closer to the true eastern zone
daylight savings time, and is now within

five minutes of the correct time For all the

people who worked toward this end, a

grateful campus thanks you.

* * *

Students at Southeastern Massachusetts
University are now drinking bottled water,

in the wake of unexplained food-poisoning

cases. Though UMass students drink and
bath in what could best be described as

swimjning pool water, at least it's safe

The ColUgian Board of Editors recently Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.
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FRIDAY

FILM
" ARTS

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

The best movies around this week all

come from down under That magical

marsupial-infested land where real men eat

vegamite sandwiches and intense film-

makers are bom and bred in special camps.

The best new movie around is at Pleasant

St. in Northampton. UTU is a passionate

and violent epic set in New Zealand but

patterned after some of the Hollywood's

best westerns. See it before it leaves Tues-

day (review pg. 10).

The Amherst Cinema has a good

weekend of double features (as always). My

TMEATRES
[«t.50MjmWt£*TW1UTtSH(Wf
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A killer IS loose

TO LIVE AND
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ALBUM'S
NEWEHLARGED

STOCK OF

RECORDB) CASSETTES

$39t.«7«9

ALL COS M STOCK $12*>

DON! FORGET WE

BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED LPs, CASSETTES & CDs

ALBUMS*181 N. PLEASANT STREET-AMHERST
•253-7137
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POSTHtS PVRk ACCESSORIES

Brilliant Career is a delightful film about

an Austrialian woman's coming of age in

the rvu-al outback. Funny, insightful and

moving, this film is eryoyed by femininst

and non-feminist alike. Breaker Aforant is

the story of three soldiers fighting on the

British side of the Boer War. The men are

court martialled and used as scapegoats.

Like Catch 22 this film examines the am-

biguities and hypocrisies of war as the men
are put on trial for acting immorally in an

immoral institution.

If you can make it down to Springfield,

check out The Gods Must Be Crazy! another

Austailian comedy written, produced and
directed by Jamie Uys. In this strange and

funny movie, bushmen in the isolated

regions of the outback find a Coca-Cola bot-

tle thrown away by a passing airplane pilot.

The bushmen believe the bottle is a gift

from the gods and begin to worship it. One
bushman, realizes that the bottle is destn^-

ing the ways of the tribe and he goes on a

journey through the desert to return the

Tania Bristonie plays Kura in

UTU a violent epic playing at Nor^

thampton's Pleasant St. Theatre
through Tuesday.

bottle. (Not even knowing that by doing so,

he'll get five cents back).

That's All Folks.
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"A REFRESHINGLY LOOPY MOVIE!"
Kaifiieen C>"Oii NEV. vOBk dau > NE.vs

THE GOpr

'Ml /-IfnC L*Il SHOWS'

|FWU&>Tt12:^3 SCATS S 3 50

BEVERLV
ROCtCY HORROR ^iLLs

COP

RINK FLOVO

THE WALL

A TWENTIETH CENTURV FOX RELEASE
JAM:c UYS~' -THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY

a CAT FILMS PRODUCTION
- MABIUS WEYERS SANDRA PRiNSlOO

and XAO THE BUSHMAN '

BOE^ ^ROSKIE . JOHNNY BOSHOFF
- JAMIE UYS yclMMiiK luaMaV—rn «P

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
CONGER T H A L L

.SI\ERS1TY CF .M.ASS.^CHL SETTS .AT .AMHERST
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MARIAN McPARTLAND

Tuesday, November 12 8 pm.
Tickets S 13. 11.9

"A faicinaling, inventive pianist: playful, probing

and provocative

'

John !>, Wil»on. ,%«•» Vw* />!>«•»

(Left to right) Michael Vousboukis as lawyer for the defense, Alicia

Gallagher as the young woman and John Kinsherf as lawyer for the

prosecution in "Machinal".

A portrait of despair in

a machine-like society

James Green as the lover and Alicia Gallagher star in "Machinal"

playing at the Curtain Theatre through Saturday.

STARTSTODAY

ASPEN WIND
QUINTET

Thursday, November 14 8 pm.
Tickets S6

Winner—Naunxhurg ChantL^r Music
Award 1984

% f
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15th ANNUAL BUSH BASH

UMASS SKI CLUB

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 19-24

TRIP INaUDES:

5'/i DAY LIFT TICKET SUN - FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTIL o CONDO

ENTERTAINMENT: FREE 5EER b WINE PARTIES

HOT TUB PARTIES . LONG UMOWVEAR PARTIES

TUR7U RACES. FRK BEER 6 WINE PARTIES

FREE OEER 6 WINE PARTIES naSTARMCE5

SUGAROUSH COUPON BOOK. EQ. EO

MABOU MINES'
"Cold Harbor "

A bleak & beautiful study itfOeniral

Ulysses S. CranI

Sunday, November 17 8 piii

Tickets $12,11)

live C'.'llcKc iliidcnts ll.iK I'ricc Ik kctsavjiliihU- .it Kinc Arts ^.^
CiiiliT H<ix Oftar Spnii^fiikl Civic Ccnlir .iiul OA TA TIX Uullrls -__

Call (4 I J)f>45^r> II or I HOO 243 4H42 QQ

Enjoyable Live Entertainment

This Evening

from 7 P.M. til 11 P.M.

Featuring:

The Inspiring Music

and Singing of

Chuck Carbonneau & Guitar

TO SERVE THE PUBLIC BETTER WITH

1 STATE OF THE ART PROJECTION • DISCOUNT TWILITE & MATINEES

• DOLBY STEREO SOUND • ERGONOMIC SEATS

Grand Opening FRIDAY NOVEMBER 22nd

Back to the Future

After Hours

Jagged Edge TR The

Sar>taClau8
tha movie 11//7.

jat waa Then
Thlt If Novy

Rocky IV 11/27

By MIKE GERVASI
Collegian Correspondent

Machinal, the play cur-

rently running in the Cur-

tain Theatre, portrays socie-

ty as a huge machine whose
gear-like people can be easi-

ly replaced when they don't

work.

The story centers around
a confused and vulnerable

woman who is trapped in a

desperate situation. She is

suffocating in a clerk job

and at home she struggles

to support herself and her

cwEia
Friday and Saturday

My Brilliant Career 7:00

Breaker Morant 9:00

Sunday - Tuesday
Diner 7:00

The Graduate 9:00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

i Pleasant St. Theater

NAINPSHIRES Hampshire mall 584-7550

HOTEL PACKAGE

CONDO PACKAGE

c.M«au«.) ONLY $149
a^..auc^ ONLY $199

nwT (00 Hom to jkjh u» wiu m DJOiea fc* * FWETRIP

Sign up before Nov. 19th and get a tree T-shirt.

LAGNAF 86
FOR MORE INFO 545-CU07 400 STUDENT UNION

Sample one of our fine coffees

and pastry products while enjoying

an evening of Leisure and Great Musical Sounds

Location: Bluewall Cafeteria

No Admission Charge

1 UPC Prei

1 * JASON I

^^ liiiiii, X^^B^^I

1 * VIOL.

1 FEMM

fents

ind the

lERS
11/21 CCA

11/24
Bluewall

ENT
TES

"EXPLODES WITH
ENERGY"
-Archer Winston, NY. POST

'EERIE...POEnC...

GO SEE IT!"
-John Richirdson, NY. TWBUNF

. . . <j ffoinl of honor

directed by Geoff Murfthy

^n^

PmiIIB*' rheDav'

-> [^-i\. Haw (>ii

He Just

May have

been the

Greatest

THE
BUDDY

HOLLY
^ STORY

t 3:16. 6:36. 8. 10:20 at 7 and 9:16 w««kd
on Sat and Sunday Sat ft Sun 3:16, 6:40,

:

FrI, Mon and Tum at 6:60, 9:16

27 Pleasant Sl./Northamplon 586-0935

at 7 and 9:16 wa^kdaya Cr Fri

Sat Cr Sun 3: 16, 6:40, 7:60, 10 pm

mother. In an attempt to be
free from this set of pro-

blems, she plunges head

first into another set by

marrying her boss. It is a

marriage of convenience

which leaves her with a

child she doesn't want. She

is forced to submit to every

gear (her mother, husband,

God...) in her machine-like

world. Each is sure they

know her needs, when ac-

tually they only care about

their own.

Alicia Gallagher is

outstanding in the leading

role of the young woman.
She effectively conveys the

experience of a person lost

in the machine. You can feel

1

her drowning in the vacuum
of her loneliness and sub-

jugation. Marty Norden who
plays her patronizing, insen-

sitive husband also does a

fine .job.

" aCAVkfr n<( *«tif«fcf nwoi "KCitc

The story is set in the pro-

hibition years, yet addresses

issues still relevant today.

The main character faces

the anonymity of a world

that doesn't care about her

wants or needs. The people

with whom she interacts,

want her to conveniently

All aspects of the produc-

tion are effective in convey-

ing these ideas. The staging

and costumes are inob-

trusive, allowing the play to

reach into any timeframe

The characters could just a£

easily exist in today's world.

The direction, by Doris

Abramson, is crisp and

precise. It gives the play an

atmosphere that draws the

audience in still further to

the bland, unfeeling world

in which the protagonist

lives. The characters move

and speak together with a

well-oiled efficiency.

This is an important story

for those who feel the

anonymity of a world that

the title suggests. The por-

trayal of the story, by all in-

volved is a job well done.

ii'•***
POWERFUL. AWESOME. FRIGHTENING."

"STUNNING."

"A bracing, stimulating and technically superb close-

up look at the Los Angeles punk scene."
- 'iJitU McCAftlH* vo'.e'i

THE DECLINE
o I w < slfrn rivtii^alion

A Mm Dy PfNtlOPf SPHttWS

ALICE BAG BAND • BLACK FLAG • CATHOLIC DISCIPLINE

CIRCLE JERKS • FEAR • GERMS • X
,. ...jrii-., .. •

; , PtNElOPf SPMEEBIS

, ,.,s JIFF PRETTYMAN v , GOSOON BROWN

. SLASH RCCOROS " NUIMAGE FILM Je'eoje

Student Union Ballroom, UMass
5:00, 11:00 $1.7:00. 9:00 $2

Monday November 11

Sponsored by WSYL Radio 106.1 FM
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An Austrailian western
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

UTU Starring Anzac Wallace, Bruno
Lawrence and Kelly Johnson. Written

and directed by Geoff Murphy

UTU has everything.

Murderously restless natives, vitimized

homesteaders, horses, guns, brutal non-stop

violence, cultural conflict with the white

man's world, passionate men and women,
the cavalry and a whole cast of characters

seeking revenge. This is probably the best

western to be put on film in a long time.

There's just one problem, this western takes

place in the eastern hemisphere.

Northampton's Pleasant St. Theatre con-

sistently comes up with really good and
generally accessable domestic and foreign

art films. UTU (playing through Tuesday)

is the epic adventure of a New Zealand

native who returns from the colonial army
to find his village and all its inhabitants

have been senselessly destroyed by the very

army he is serving. He instantly kills one

of his fellow soldiers. Te Wheke (played by

Anzac Wallace) sends word to the army col-

onel that he is deserting. "I'm coming to

get him," he says in a Ramboesque fashion.

lb Wheker musters a small commando
force that goes on a killing rampage across

the countryside. With guns and axes, the

natives savagely butcher every white per-

son they find.

After beheading a priest in front of his

Sunday congregation, lb Wheke attacks a

colonial couple (the Williamsons) tranced

in their isolated house. The Williamsons

(Bruno Lawrence and Ilona Rodgers) fight

bravely against the onslaught but eventual-

ly they lose. Williamson (left for dead) goes

crazy and vows revenge against Tfe Wheke.
Lieutenant Scott (Kelly Johnson) is

dispatched by the army to take care of Tfe

Wheke. Unsvu-e of himself in his new com-
mand, the naive Scott is unable to capture

Tfe Wheke. Instead he falls for Kura (played

with cimning sensuality by Ihnia Bristowe)

who is one of lb Wheke's women.
The action sequences are suspensefiil and

well-coordinated. The film moves quickly

from one scene of brutal violence to the

next. The story has a mean quality that

comes from its basis in historical fact which
makes the audience uneasy. We're unsure
of what will happen to the characters in

this non-formula film.

Plesise don't mistake this film for the

senseless commando movies we've been
subjected this year. UTU (which means
revenge) is a complex and intellectually

sophisticated movie that exsmoiines the af-

fects of violence and the endless thirst for

revenge. Its characters are very real and
complex. Distant narrative strands come
together to weave a sweeping storyline.

UTU doesn't make judgements about its

characters, all are tainted by their need for

revenge.

UTU is involving, entertaining and even

has a few good laughs. It's worth seeing

before its departure from Pleasant St. on
Tuesday.

RENTAWRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

»«fcmtCliiie$«Too(ls

t2-M MAIM ST.. AMHEWST
BEER S WINE LICENSE

from Our Own farm

CLOttO wtounoAY
«f 00 MOt UM MM OH MnClAl COl 3««C

253-7835

BLACKAFFAIRS
Minority enrollment increasing in five-college area
_ . ^,„.^, rL ^1.. xL-i-x-i I r _; ;*;«„ ;^ *u^ „.,*^^ rh£»«7ll PntKprv nsHistant director of admissions and

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

HOLIDA Y TEA VELEBS COLLEGE STUDENTS...

RENT A CAR
WITH
CASm

Try Our

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

Cradit Cards Acc«pt«d.

Unlixnitad Milas

FRI.-MOM. MOOM
700 MILES TMEE...
rmi.-TUEM. MOOM
900 MILES FMEE...
FRI.-WED. MOOM
1,000 MILES FMEE

SgQOC

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU:
•PAYIESS CAR RENTAL CORP. OF MASS.ffM 7 1 Q j

1 80 BOSTON RD., SPRINGFIELD, MA I QL'1191
ItlCONOCAtOfUTHAM. i7i Alka^yShiA*' »<l, la**'em. Nr.(Sta)7$3-li»4

itECOMOCAaOfAlMAHY. 44*Cmt^*i>». Mteny. Nr.(S)$)43$.MOI

ktCONOCAaOrSOmiKTADY, fl20Stat»S*.. Sehtnttta^. NY. (SI1)377-047!

if^AYl£SSCA»SaBITAiSOfSYUCUSl,S$S0 Boytd. Sr«wt«, NY (3}S)45SS$2)
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By RHONDA SWAN
Collegian Staff

For the past few years, the numbers of minorities enroll-

ing in institutions of higher learning in the five-college

area has steadily increased.

At the University of Massachusetts the numbers have

"significantly increased over the past three or four years,"

said Tim Rinehart, acting admissions director. Rinehart

said that the University is very pleased with its progress

in recruiting minorities but realizes that is by no means
completely satisfied. "We've gone from four to five percent

to seven or eight percent in the last five years and we're

very pleased about that. However, we're never satisfied

with the quantity or the quality of students," said

Rinehart.

He said it would be very difficult to judge whether or

not minorities were well represented at the university. He
noted that the minority population of the state of

Massachusetts is between 10 and 11 percent and if the

university were to try and match that figure, it has a "little

ways to go."

Presently the total number of minorities in the enter-

ing freshmen class is 367 students or 8.6 percent of the

total freshmen population. Rinehart said the goal of the

university is to "provide access to all minorities."

Minority enrollment has also increased steadily at

Smith College in Northampton. Yvonne Freccero, registrar

of Smith College, said the reason for the increase is

"because we work hard." Freccero said the college has had

a steady increase every year but is not yet completely

satisfied. "We're not satisfied and we want to keep try-

ing,"she said.

The present minority population at Smith is 342

students, which makes up 13 percent of its total student

body. Juliette Brigham, associate director of admissions,

said that Smith does "quite a lot in terms of minority

recruitment." In addition to employing personnel to ad-

dress the special needs of minority students. Smith have

some of their own minority students go to their hometown
high schools to aid in recruitment. Brigham feels there

is a need to target black, Hispanic, and Native American

students for recruitment while Asian students "seem to

holding their own."

I Congratulations |

Kris & Kate on

Number 22!

Daddy-0

Exotic Fish Cr Pet World, Inc.

49 Russell St., Hadley, MA
one of the

Hadley Village Barn Shops

AQUARIUM SALE
NOV. 9 - NOV. 17

• 10 Gallon Setup only $39.95

tank, filter, filter materials, pump,
heater, thermometer, conditioner,

full incandescent hood

• 20 Gallon Setup only $49.95

tank, heater, thermometer, filter,

filter material, conditioner

• 30 Gallon Setup $69.95

tank, heater, thermometer, filter,

filter material, conditioner

Christmas Lay-a-way available

on these low prices!

STARTS FMDAV NOVEMBER 8tli

AT ft THEATRE NEAR YOU

FISH SALE
• Fancy Guppies $1.99
• Small Serpaes 3-$1.00

• Platties 79*

• Painted Swords 99*

• Small Neons 5-$1.00

• White Clouds 5-$1.00
• Glass Cats $1.49
• Tiger Barbs 3-$3.29

Many more fish specials!

586-3362 Tues-Fri 10-9

Sat-Mon 10

Cheryll Rothery, assistant director of admissions and

coordinator of minority recruitment at Mount Holyoke

College, said the minority population at that campus has

remained steady for the past few years. Although she is

not satisfied with the numbers, Rothery feels that

minorities are well represented at Mount Holyoke "we

have a very diverse student body." The college's minority

population of 223 students is approximately 11 percent

of the total student body. Rothery said that the college im-

plements new programs every year and provides resources

to retain the students once they have entered.

Mary FVye, assistant dean of students at Hampshire Col-

lege, feels that the admissions office there is beginning

to "pay more attention" to the issue of minority recruit-

ment. Although she was not able to cite exact statistics,

she said she felt that there had been an increase in the

total numbers of minority students enrolled at Hampshire.

Hampshire presently has 111 minority students which

make up 10 percent, of the student body.

Frye said that for a predominantly white school, this

figure was a "significant percentage." However, she also

said that she felt "most minority students would like to

see an increase in enrollment." Paul Thiboutot, associate

dean of admissions of Amherst College, noted that when

examining the population there, one must take into ac-

count that "you are dealing with small numbers, especial-

ly when compared to an institution like the university."

For the past few years, Amherst College has experienc-

ed a slight decrease in black enrollment and a slight in-

crease in enrollment of Hispanics and Asian American

students. Presently, there are approximately 1500

students, 10 percent of which are minorities. In terms of

representation, Thiboutot said,"I would like to see greater

representation of all kinds." „___—^.^

H€ReSTH€n^WSSaJ'M€
B^VAMITiriGfOR!

FINE FOOD
&

SPIRITS
S Mon & Tues Nite

3 Free Taco Bar*
» * 9 - till it lasts!

^NOVEMBER BEER SPECIAL
|

Si
Heineken |

P 57 N. Pleasant St. Amherst
53

StntohYourSkiingDonar With

Mitf fu's Stratton nountain
liqp^ess Package

taiM90it«H«l aiid lift IkJ^a InNn $29*^

^^

/
//

v4v SCfalbm

Peter Pan Bus Lines and Stratton Mountain arc offering a special

ski package this season. . a way to further stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiing fun.

Arrival at Stratton lit.; 9.00 a.m. • Leave Stratton lit.: 4:30 p.m.

Peter Pan s Stratton Mountain Express round-trip service is

available Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.

Package Includes:

Round-trip transportation and a days lift ticket for Just $25.00

Tuesday, Thursday and $27.00 on Sunday. .
.
less than you d pay

for a lift ticket alone! A great value to stretch your skiing dollar

and your skiing fun. Advanced reservations only.

Tickets available at all local college campuses and at the Peter

Pan Bus Lines Atlantic City Office. Tor further information on

pick up points and reservations. .

.

Contact: The People Professionals

Rmimr:RmnBumLinam,Inc.
1776 Main St., P.O. Box 1776

Springfield, MA • 781 2900 Cxt. 253

MA Toll free 1-800 332 8995

HOW TO LAND A
NEWSPAPER JOB

MMOHTY
JOB FAR

INTERVIEWS
Recruiters will interview students who want to

land internships or full-time jobs in the follow-

ing newspaper fields:

. Advertising • Marketing

. Circulation • News Reporting

. Photography • Graphics

Interviews begin after Friday's luncheon and

continue through Saturday,

HIGHLIGHTS
Keynote Banquet Speaker. Thursday evening,

Nov. 14, Robert Maynard, Publisher, Oakland

Tribune. One of the first black publishers of a

major newspaper in the United States.

Luncheon Speaker, Friday, Nov. 15, Osborn

Elliott, Dean, Columbia University School

of Journalism. Former Editor-in-chief of

Newsweek.

November
14,15,16

Holiday Inn

Hartford,
Conn.

Free Registration

Call 1-800-524-4242

Panel Discussions on Friday morning.

Meals provided for all registrants; Thursday

evening banquet, Friday lunch and dinner

INFORMATION AND
REGISTRATION
Call The Hartford Courant Toll Free

1-800-524-4242 between 9 AM and 5 PM.

SPONSORS
American Society of Newspaper Editors

(ASNE), New England Newspaper Association,

New England Press Association. Society of

Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi.

Z\\t HarlforD iCouranl
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Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,

Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: tak* lie north to

South Doorflold. (outh on rout*

6-10 ^Vl mll»t. Right on Christian

Lan« % mil* from contar ol town.

Open:
Mon-Sat 6-10 pm Sun 1-9

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
FuM Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst. MA
Across from Walroba's Store

549-4704

L
Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

„r rTmTTi77nTffr= I

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
INFORMATION MEETINGS

There will be four information meetings for students interested in

applying for the National Student Exchange Program for Fall,

1986. ^^ ^^^
Tuesday, November 12* 4-5 pm CC 805

Wednesday, November 13 4-5 pm CC 805

Tuesday, November 19 4-5 pm CC 805

Wednesday, November 20 4-5 pm C C 8 3

* financial aid information session

Students applying to restricted schools: Univ. of Hawaii/Manoa &
Hilo; Univ. of So. Florida; Cal State Chico, Northridge & Sonoma;

and College of the Virgin Islands must attend one of these informa-

tion sessions.
..I nil . . . , , ,,„..,.. II in..*..i»iiiiii«ii' "'"""ITI'MIIIIIIII J BHtl

IVften If Comes To Prke,

We're fhe Underdog

Nike ' Recognition
Leather Court Shoe
Women's si/es

Reg 32 99-36 99

'25 '28
Low Hiijh

Boys si?es

Reg ll<W-?^99

s:

Olympian'
Leather High Top

Court Shoe
Menssi^es Reg 26 99

<21

Nike Convention
Leather Court Shoe

Mens sizes Reg 39^299

*31 '33
Low High

Low High

In our game, the best way to stay on top is to keep our prices under

everybody elses Even on the best-selling names and styles in athletic

footwear, like Nike and Olympian leather court shoes That way.

we all come up winners

\X/e thriveon competition.
HjimpshlreMiiM Rte 9 Hadley

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
NcKl to Town Mall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
$20 MINIMUM Ol^i:)ER.

(OFF UNIASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

All Prices In Store Cash Onlv

MtMU^dMMifadMMM

15% Off All

Italian Wine
(750 ml.)

wmmmmrmmmmmimm^'^rrmm^mmfrm

Commonwealth
Cranberry-Apple

Wine
$Q993

Gallo
Hearty Burgundy

& Chablis

$049
1.5L 3

*J

^M***Ma*M*M

Grizzly Beer
Imported from Canada

$0253 6 pk + d*p.

Piels Draft
12 pk. +dep

$9753

Open House
10:00 A.M. -4:00 P.M.

Come Informally to

Get Infoimation about
Regular & Coop
Opportunities

at

Several IBM Locations
• Bring 3 resumes

• If invited, interview

on 11/13/86

EE, ME, IE, CS, Acct. & Finance

IBM is an equal opportunitY employer

on campus
Tuesday
11/12/88

Campus Center

careers in

engineering,

science,

progrannnriing,

marketing
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Partly cloudy, breezy and cooler to-

day, with highs in the lower 50s.

Tonight, it will clear and cold, with
lows from the mid 20s to mid 30s.

Menu

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich
Cranberry Sauce
Spanish Shrimp and Rice Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Garbanzo Vegetable Stew
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/
Cranberry Sauce

DINNER
Meatloaf/Marinara Sauce
N.E. Style Scrod/Herb Crumb Tbpping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER
Fiesta Rice and Cheese
N.E. Style Scrod/Herb Crumb Tbpping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

The Collegian

is good family reading.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
I':diird by Tnidr Michel Jaffr

ACROSS
1 Heialdic filiel

5 Gootlwith
10 Before nth

Of phyle

13 Dim
14 PsrliMn person

1% Little devtl

16 Stanleys
quest

18 Actor Vigoda
19 Abbr on a

street map
20 Pan ol

a

shoe si?e

21 Orangered
mineral

23 Gentlemen*
25 Ending to coal

or opal

27 Headdress tor

her highness

28 Seed covering

30 Evening, in

Padua
? Floating

behemoths
.11 Island near

Madagascar
,36 Goiter Tony

and family

3' Strong wind

39 Trapshooting

42 Treated*
violin s strings

46 Thorny trees of

India

47 Cockaloos
49 Granted
M Certain ape,

lor short

5J TVA power

55 — voce

56 One of Jacobs
sonset ai

58

Rheingoid

60 Dickens lad

61 Chinese
pagoda

62 Old Faithful s

Park

65 Mel of baseball

66 A Room with

EM
Forsler

67 Skirt features

68 or book

69 Covered car

70 Stan ol some
competitions

DOWN
1 Baron ol the

boards

2 Opposite

3 Chou En—
4 River into

Donegal Bay
5 Rater

6 Bridle pan
7 Fan. for one
8 Hawaiian bird

9 Potomac Falls

10 Honeymooners
Falls

1

1

Boards
12 Lulu' and

others

13 Mildeipietive

17 Command to

Dobbin
22 Author

O Flaherty

24 AUdall

to friends

Ji> Kindol healing

2*1 Royal
equestrienne

31 Pub potables

34 Jot

36 Writer Ambler

38 Wash in a way
39 Arranged in

succession
40 Falls

Ore
41 Slave ol old

43 Ida s neighbor

44 Redactors

45 Actor Andy
etal

46 Tea pany site

48 Skid again

50 at Sea
52 Prides ollhe

Prado

54 Crow
57 Granular snow
59 NCO
63 Meadow
64 Also
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Bring down
the cost

of your
education

Save up to 50%* on a Zenith Data Systems PC

Read about it in Mdng Ciones.

Coming on Sovember 20th

(•ublishcd b\ /inith Data Sys«i-ni>
• Ha-stfd on suggested retail prices

Look Who's Coming
to the Boston
CRE/CCS Forum on
Graduate Education

American university • Boston College • Bryn

Mawr college • City University of New York •

George Washington university • Harvard uni-

versity • institute of Paper Chemistry • Louisi-

ana State university Medical Center • North-

eastern university • Smith College • University

of North Carolina • university of Southern

California

SU/^E, £0
pKOffSSORS

mv m
„

COLLEGlhm

VETERANS GET FREE INSTALLATION !

!

SONY. OCIarion mBLAUPUNKJ

19«
169
»379

M49
M99

»119
hi A4,

*189

119
99

\MHISTl£R QUALITY AM/FM CASSiHI STOP AUTO THEFT
AnmORED HOOD
LOCK AND IGNITION

CUT OFF SYSTEM

•\M. IJ..'>fi *-' tin

19
20'. OFf
Iniurinc*

Coil

'89

Complete
System with

Speakers

$88
99f.

KEYLESS'
ALARM
SYSTEM

up
installed

CUSTOM,

SOUMl

HURRY 4 DAY SALi ONLY!
. rai.-MONDAT

(y\ OMNSUNDATJ

DELUXE ALANM
SYSTEM

• Ignilion Oistrm

•Loud Sir*n

• Flishing Hsadlighl

• Mohon daltcio'

*339 installed

ST3 IVMDALI ST.

W. »MtO. 734.4»95
14IA DAMON MD.

NOBTNAM^TOM 5S»'515»

JowfiAJf-HoH^^
I

Tnis IS lUSt a small sampling of the nearly 75 graduate schools

from across the country that will Cie represented at the Boston

GRE/CGS Forum Take advantage of this exciting opportunity lo

meet with graduate school representatives, pick up catalogs and

applications and attend workshops on topics including admis-

sions and financial aid, ORE test prepa-'ation, and graduate study

in a variety of disciplines

Saturday November 16, 1985
Hyatt Regency Cambridge

575 Memorial Drive
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Registration fee Is $3 ,
payable at the door Registration begins

at 8 30 am watch for more Forums information in upcoming

editions of this newspaper.

Jointiv sponsored Dy the Graduate Record Examinattons Board and

the council of Graduate Schools in the united States

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. A SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

etc. 9 • HadleylAmherst

256:6889

HAIRCUTS

with this coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

65 University Dr.,

Amherst, MA
549-5610

expires 11 30 86 '

^ Wy^ SPECIAL

Saturday Sam to Spin

Sunday's 9 am to 2 :ir>i

BOWLING

99C

1*

Game
lilorthampton Bowt

i PtaMam St.. NorttMmpton

IT'S
DID
YOU

,. GET
VouR

We're Making A

All Unsold

BOOKS
Are going back to

the PublishersNoMT.

theUrWERSITYSlDRE's
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
(a)prN6calpancaag

MON-FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m

• •

Minutemen
do it again. . ^

BEAT
DELAWARE!

\

SPECIALS
Budweiser loose cans. . $11.50 cs

$1.20 dep.

Schaeffer 12 oz. cans $8.35 ^^ 20 dep.

Piels Draft or Light. . . . $6,80 cs $1.20 dep.

4r^CCot'

253-5595

•- ROUTF 9

175 University Drive
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Volleyball in big tourney at Northeastern
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It's a very big weekend for the University of

Massachusetts volleyball team.

Elaine Sortino's Minutewomen can all but guarantee a

bid to the East Coast Athletic Conference playoffs and

could put themselves in excellent position for an NCAA
Division II tournament bid as well with three victories

at the Northeastern Invitational tournament this

weekend.
UMass, 32-6 and ranked second in the Northeast, will

face Brown University in its opening match on Friday

night before facing the Massachusetts Institute of

Tfechnology and host Northeastern on Saturday. The
spikers swept MIT for the state championship last

weekend, and are 1-2 against Northeastern this season.

"We went three games with them (Brown) at the Army
tournament last year," said Sortino of Brown. "They are

a very fine Ivy League team. They recruited very well out

of Virginia's program and from California."

"They have all of those kids back," added Sortino. "I

think that it's going to be a very tough match. Right down
to the wire."

Because of the round-robin format of the tournament,

the team with the best record coming out of the round-

robin competition will be crowned tournament champion.

"MIT got stronger as we played them last weekend," said

Sortino. "They will be ready. They know what to expect

from us."

"MIT will be a tough match because they're good, they're

smart and they can make adjustments really quick," said

Sortino.

UMass will have to control the middle with freshman

middle hitter Barb Meehan and sophomore middle hitter

Marcy Guiliotis. The middle offense was key to the spiker's

victories at the state championship last weekend and over

* football continued from page 16

defense and can win games itself now.

"They're (the offense) showing what we hoped they

would," said Stull. "Dave has a lot to do with that, but

the line and backs are playing as well as they have since

I've been here."

"I expect a battle, we both have a lot to gain," said Stull.

"I know that team wants to beat Delaware for no other

reason then they haven't before. This is the first impor-

tant game that's been played here in a long time. That's

fun for me and the players, the bigger the game, the more

fun I have. I hope we can continue to have some fun."

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: TB George Barnwell

is still questionable with a shoulder bruise, sophomore Tfed

Barrett will get the start. . .Delaware's weakness defen-

sively this season has been against the option, which

P&lazzi has run well this year

Delaware at UMass

Where and When: McGuirk Alumni Staduim, 1 p.m.

The Records: UMass is 6-3, Delaware is 6-3.

The Season Series: Delaware leads, 9-0.

Last Season: Delaware won, 27-14.

The Latest Line: Delaware by 7.

UMass against the Spread: The Minutemen are 6-3

and 4-0 as underdogs.

National Rankings: Delaware is ranked 17th in Divi-

sion 1-AA. The UMass scoring defense (9.2) is ranked

first, the UMass total defense (262.8 yards) is fifth and

the rushing defense (99.1 yards) 12th. Delaware's total

defense (283 yards) is 1 1th, the scoring defense (13.3) 8th

and the rushing offense (236.2 yards) 10th.

huuries: UMass—P Jim Tfendler, OG Peter Borsari and

OG Sheldon Hardison (all knees) are out for the season,

TB George Barnwell (shoulder) is questionable.

Delaware—none.
•Radio: The game will be carried on WTTT-AM (1430),

WSPR-AM (1270). WPOE-AM (1520), WUHN-AM (1110),

WUMB-FM, Boston, (91.9) and WMUA-FM (91.1).

* Atlantic 10 continued from page 16

Gerlufsen, Minuteman cap-

tain Carl Smith and senior

center Ibm Emerson made
the drive down, and patient-

ly answered questions about

UMass' chances in the

league.

"I like our team," said

Smith, a junior (mint guard.

"UMass is ready to make
some noise. We have a lot of

good younger players that

people might not know
about now, but soon will."

The pre-season poll is as

follows: St. Joseph's, Tfemple,

West Virginia, Duquesne,

St. Bonaventure, Rutgers,

George Washington, Rhode
Island, UMass and Penn

State.

Pre-season all conference

picks were Maurice Martin
and Rodney Blake of St.

Joe's, Nate Blackwell of

Tfemple, Rick Suder of Du-
quesne and Dale Blaney of

West Viginia. Smith was
named to the second team.

For some reason, no
Minutemen were named as

Freshmen of Influence.

A-10 Notes: Theokas said

the final game of the league

tournament will be on

ESPN and a regular season

TV contract is in the works.

. .quote of the day by new
Rutgers head coach Craig

Littlepage on his 6-9,

260-pound center, Lloyd

Moore, "I haven't seen a

player his size. . .period."

Springfield College on Tuesday night. The Minutewoman

defense will also be a factor this weekend.

"We know about Northeastern," said Sortina "We'll have

to shut down Monique Ellis (NU's big offensive force). We •

will really have our hands full."

"We have three very tough matches this weekend. For

that reason, I would have liked to see us play with a little

more spark," said Sortino after the Springfield victory.

The tournament bids to the ECAC playoffs will be award-

ed on November 18, by the ECAC tournament committee.

The NCAA Division II tournament bids will be announc-

ed the following weekend on November 25, the weekend
of the ECAC playoffs. The sight of the ECAC playoffs has
not been determined as of yet, although a bid was sub-

mitted by the Naval Academy in Annapolis, MD.

UMass is in a dog fight for ECAC bids with the Univer-

sity of New Haven and the Naval Academy.

UMass swimmers

travel to Smith
By FRED NADEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's swim team
travels to Northampton to face Smith College, Saturday

at 1 p.m. Coming off a swamping of the University of Ver-

mont, the team hopes to keep its win streak intact.

"Smith has a lot of individual talent, but not a lot of

depth," head coach Bob Newcomb said.

llie teams should match up well, which will lead to an
exciting contest. Smith, as Newcomb noted, suffers from

a lack of depth, similar to to that of last year's UMass
team. This year, however, UMass has the depth and this

is a mayor advantage in favor of Newcomb's squad.

Smith's strongest swimmers are Deedee Burgess, Cathy

Wiezbicki, Susan Lemczycki, Monique Fischer, and diver

Sabra Kroll. Burgess swims the distance events and will

face strong competitors in either UM's Allison Uzzo or

Kris Henson. Lemczycki provides a challenge for

Minutewoman freshmen Michelle Waller and Renee

Jvmgbluth, both winners in last week's meet.

"The performance of our breaststrokers is vital on Satur-

day," Newcomb said.

There will be some minor changes in Saturday's lineup

to match Smith's weaknesses with UMass' strengths,

Newcomb said. The coach said he is looking for a strong

team effort against Smith, and cited the meet's

importance

Last season the team lost to Smith and hopes to settle

a year-long grudge with a victory on Saturday. Once again

the team's performance can be used as a gauge of the im-

provement over last year's squad. Newcomb also looks to

Saturday's meet to find out what kind of a team he has

this year and how competitive it can be.

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mon Thurs 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTivrriEs
FOR RENT

Racqactball Court Time Now AvaiUble
Downtown Amherst. Individual or group
memberships. Call 253-2528 for deUils

Worship Senrice led by Rev Kevin

Lewis, in James House classroom; Sun-

day, November 10, 4:00 p.m. all are

welcome; 545-2661

UPC General Meeting Tuesday.
November 12 at 6:30 in lOlCC come see

what's up and coming!! New niembers
welcome

AUDIO

JVC hoMC apMlicra. Never been used

SK-66, 4-way. full 5 year warranty Great

for dorm or home. $199 5490174 evenings

Fisher Speakers, Sway with 12 inch

woofer. Excellent sound $125 John
266-4226

AUTO FOR SALE

1>T4 Saab MLE automatic. In good condi-

tion. $900. 253 7398

1»77 Red Clie» Camaro good condition

AM FM cassette stero 2 extra new tires

$900 or BO call 549-0462 evenings

BMW M02 1M« new engine OK body

good buy 666-4142 evenings

•73 AMC Hornet wagoa excellent condi

tion, recenUy inspected $960. 549-1615

Snnderland, 1 bdrm apt. on busline,

420/monlh, everything included. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

Famished bedroom in second story of a

house. Close to town and campus. 163

Triangle St #2 call Gail anytime before

11:00 pm 549-7692

Sunderland 1 bdim apt 400/month in

elusive, on busline, avail immediately

6654964 leave message

Amherst, 1 bdrm apt on busline,

365/month. avail 1/1/86 253-3634

covers all aspects sign up in Credit Free

Workshops Tower Library

Tutoring Services for Biolcwy and iu

prerequisites $5.00/hr. Call Carl at

665-3088 at any reasonable hour.

JOAN

THanx for coming up - I'm going to be Oie

happiest guy in UMass this weekend. Six

months and still going strong. This will be

the best weekend yet. I love you Mike

LOST

FOR SALE

Lab Scries lOOw guitar amplifler exc

$275 or BO call Rob 549-4 141

Safe Snntans 26-60% Off Just in time for

winter The best prices you'll see all year

Join alone: $29 for 10 sessions. With a

friend only $20. Act now. Take a free trial

session and you'll automaticallv be

entered in a drawing for a free 20 ses

lions Le Bon Soleil The best for less. 264

N. Pleasant St. 253-9454 expires Nov. 15

Ovation Aecoustic 12-string fuit^ with

built in microphone pick up Good condi-

tion. $400 or BO Alex 256-0546

Chevy Malibn l»7S $860 new parts call

Dave 549 7424

is* Hitachi eokw TV. 1984 model, ex

cellent condition. $160 549 2859

1970 Dodge Coronet convertible. Many
new part* Reliable $700.00 or BO
6844939

Government Homes from $1 (n rep^).

Also delinquent tax property (-all

1-805-687-6000 ext GH J616 for informa-

tion

CAREER DAY '8$

WedBMday Nov ISth over 30 companies

represented. Presentations, luncheon, and

career fair Luncheon tickets on sale now

in SOM Lobby thru Nov 8th all majors

welcome ^___
CONGRATULATIONS RHONDA!

Yabudabadoo UMase "Bed-Rock " Cafe

T-shirts with Fred Flintatone 6-6314

HELP WANTED

Happ; Birthday and Congrats nn your

engagement!

ENTERTAINMENT

TABLES professional

5 yr expenence. LowestTURN THE
club/party D.J

rates 586-9691

R^ck-A-Disc EnUrUinmtnt Ayncjr for

the best pirty this •»"»«'!«'..

screen video, rentals. 549-7144

,
Urge

Entry Level Marketing positio* flexible

houm Solid pav and commissior produc

tion onenled job in multi-million dollar

area company. Interview by appointment

contact David Stansel 584 9596

Free meals in exchange for lunch ami diii-

ner set up & clean up. For more info call

.MIJ 1116.1 ask for Heidi or Tammy

Merrhaiidiser20 hours per week $4.41/hr

call between 8 5 need car ,'>84 2050

DriTenTwanted $7 8/hr, 3-4 nighu own

car required, Pinocchio's Piaa apply in

person 1177 N. Pleasant, N. Amherst

Bartending eUasw starting Oct 28

Lost: Luis Vuitton wallet, containing $$,

credit cards, ID's. Of very sentimental

value Rewarded Thank you.

Help! Glasses with pink frames lost on

10/28 somewhere around Wheeler. Please

call Tricia ' 6-4939

Lost mens Seiko watch on Boyden Fields

10/28 has sentimental value reward if

found call Mitch 256-1069 or 266-1664

HP41CV Calculator It's my life! If found

please call 549-5505 $$reward$$

Monday afternoon' on f»f^'P^
Herter a PANASONIC WALKMAN w/a

TDK 90 min tape, entitled "assorted

crap " PLEASE call Val 6 9270

Gfasscs: brown frames, photobrown

lenses If found call 263-3702; Reward.

Eye-glasses on 10/31 in Campus Center

Auditorium cal l Dale 6-4039

CosT brown wallet Nov. 1 ID's and credit

cards please call 549.5935

Eyeglasses brown/tan case on 10/29 in

Hfildsworth call 549 4853

Long^iack coat with puffed shoulders.

Uft in Herter 110 Mon nite 11/4. If found

please call EM »t 6 771 1 or leave message

at 5 20H4 Reward! _____
in brown

Barrie or Nini at 253-7206 between 6 and

7 pm (Alliance Christian Fellowship,

RSO).

Which wiUh is the witch which. .

.Sarina (Jennifer) with the magic smile

-call me, write lo me, or come dance with

me agian same place Sat Nov 9 Cklecko

the Atomic Chicken!!!

Good Luck Nick when plaring chess this

weekend. But do you really realise what

you're getting into in 189 days? There's

still time to reconsider. If you knew her

like we know her - - -

Hey Creep! This is just one more reason

why I'm a S-head Happy Birthday! Love

always, Joyce

Pap I'm sorry about everything D

Gidget • How bout them MeU? Yeah, do

you want me to? Yes,

Scottie Santarclla! It's your birthday! I

can't believe that!

I How
I

together always. Hoppy to be with you

Kangaroo

Happy IMh Birthday. Jen Queen of Sloth!

Love, you loyal subjects, Jodi and Lori

Hey Jen Simon, lu Nov. are you cold yet?

Your concerned exroomie wants to know
Love Carol

^^^

Kitty. 1 love you more than anything in

the whole world. Love A and F. Puppy

Macho Happy 21st Birthday you stud.

Will you serenade us the way you did for

the aucks? Love, Mary, Amy, & Paula

Special K.. . .one on one basketball is not

your best game! Try something you might

be able to outlast me in. The Taller One

Jeff Pattow - Happy 19th Birthday! Love
you more than you Ml ever know! XOXO P

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

SPRING BREAK 'M

Register now for Spring Break 'M in Ft.

Lauderdale/Daytona Beach' Prices from
$199. A $30 deposit guarantees your
reservation (plus more!) Take until

January 29 to pay balance. Pick your own
roommates. Extras! Mike 646-9039

TO SUBLET

Barr and Rach Hapay Anniversa^t Ha
about a country oieT Look in the fridge

'C^a

,
papers, diasertatieus, tkeeea, on-

campus, oeperK

Pair of photogret lensjtli

vinyl ca.se call Jon 549090

100 Happv Birthday Blake signs!! Sorry!

Happy Bday anyway - Love ya!

MUSIC

Attention Bands Muakius Embassay
Recording Studio offes 16 track state of

the art recording for less. (Jreat for demo
Upes Amherst 24 hours 549 7M0

PERSONALS

Tired of Un party acme? Feel empty and
without direction? Jesus said, 'T have

come that they may have life and have it

rore abundantly " To find out more, call

love you guys Carr

Happy Birthday Lisa Webster! Hsve a
wonderful weekend but fpve your hair and

nails a break! Love David and Pamela

Icy Skar! Thanks for being the beat

mend in the world! Hugi, your Westwood
TVin

Angela!!! I hope you have a great 18th

Bir^day! ShouM I invite the goaU?!

Thanks for being such a great friend. Love

ya Becky

To John '"Pack your stufT", Dana "let's

get a rock", Gary ""chase the car" and

Mike "man without a nose" how'bout

another roadtrip to Boston? Tony
"Belligerantrude Boy

Geyle -^appy Birthday! Luv your rom-

mies Kara Lisa Tar

CaUiT C 15 I've had my eye on you for

awhile, and I just want to say you look

marvelous Secret Admirer friend of a

friend

Turbo, Tomorrow is~our four week an

niversary. I.«t'B keep showing everyone

what happiness is ail about. This honey-

moon will never end! Love, Bud

- Stmgcr • Definite possibility Scott

Caeea, ...
lependable, outstanding quality,

low rates, 584 7924

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to share pleaaant reasonable ideally

kicated in Amherst Ctr 774-2740

1 bedroom apt aiffsidc F-4 startiag

January or February Bob 666-8219

TRAVEL

Do soaethiiig Jaauary 6-12 Ski Vail Tod
646-4733

TYPING * WORD PROCESSING
~

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects. Will correct grammar, sjielling, k
punctuation. Meticulous proofreading.

New IBM typewriter. 649-0367

WANTED

To share new house in Shntesburr. Very
clean, modem house which is 10 miles

from UMass. Male or female, $125 plus

$10 for utilities. Call anytime, available

now. 367-9328

Wanted take ever lease in 2, 3, 4 bedroom
apt reward negotiable call 546^8822

Boat, CkMlello, Diverue

nterested in doin( ori^nal
Enytlsk

„.,.-j? Interested in doing ^
material & play baas, drums? Call Gregg

Like
Styles

6-3258 or Rick 6-6792

WANTED TO RENT

SERVICES

COINS 128/121 tutoring 6.00 per hr.

former 123/121 grader Alex 256- 1239

Midtcrnrproblcms? Student counseling

service. After 2 pm 1-467 7877

Typing, Tape "franscriptlon. Fast, ac-

curate. Available alrpost anytime.
666-7662

jJUie^iTydancer for hire. Parties, bir-

thdays, etc Reasonable rates 6-5579

RaepeaelMe male senior seeks room in

quiet apt or house near campus kpnng
semester Okay to call late nights, early

mornings 546-' 143

rfcmalcs need room anywhere in North

Amherst will take over January l^sase eiU

549-3809

To take over lease in January of a two

bedroom apartment on bus route call

nights Laine 546-9678 Randy 646-6368

WHO'S A GOOD kiTTYT

Soap-Eye Hope your wonton soup was
hoi, Happy 26th love your burtd> whose

too nice

Sebaatian -"Don't laugh at Jungle Jim

here's one for you Tai!'

Beenie. Thanks for the best 3 years ever 1

love you more than ever. Lets stay

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE Any
length papers, grammar correction,

modem WX>RD PROCKSMINU Letter

quality Steve 549- 7161

Escort Service available 8 pm 2:30 am
everyday any where on campus. Play it

safe call 5 2131 for an escort ANniME

QBaiity TYping
Resonable rates.

Heather 263-3163

SataHay U Jeany Btjf't BIHMnI
Let's make it resJly special dav for her

because she's really special to all of us.

YOUMMR

by Professional.
(Jonvenient Call

Come sec the UMass Marching Baad in

its final home appearance tomorrow after-

noon at the UMass vs Delaware footijall

game.
YoBa?o Bandos. thanx for a great season from

the Brothers of Kappa Kappa Psi and the

Sisters of Tau Beta Sigma
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Playoffs on line for Minutemen
Delaware biggest game of 1985

for overachieving UMass football

Freshman quarterback Dave Palazzi and the University of

Massachusetts football team take on Delaware tomorrow at Alumni
C^^{»_l Sporta infDnnation photo

Slumping field hockey
needs clutch victories
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The fifth-ranked University of

Massachusetts field hockey team sets out

on its longest road trip of the season to-

day, flying to Ann Arbor, Michigan for two

matches against teams from the Big Tfen.

The Minutewomen, 114-2 and losers of

two straight, battle the University of

Michigan on Saturday before taking on

Purdue University on Sunday. UMass is

in a must-win situation needing to take

both games in order to all but guarantee

themselves a lock on an NCAA national

tournament bid.

"Our goal now is to go 13-4-2 on the

season. These games su-e crucial. I feel

we'll need to win both games in order to

get in," UMass head coach Pam Hixon
said. "Ifwe don't then its out of our hands

and we'll be at the mercy of someone else.

But we don't want that, we want to con-

trol our own destiny."

Hixon said the team is riding high and

feels confident in its ability to win under

pressure. The team i" gning to stick with

what has gotten it this far, and at this

point there is no room for anything new.

"There are no more what-ifs. I'm going

to go with the player combination that

gives us the most spark and that's all

there is to it," Hixon said.

Should the Minutewomen be swept,

their playoff hopes coulH be in ieoprodv. in

the fate in the hands of the selection

committee.

But Hixon has remained confident in

the team's chances throughout the season

and doesn't expect, regardless of the out-

come, UMass not to be selected to the na-

tional tournament. She has said repeated-

ly that no one can be counted out or taken

lightly this season since no team in the

nation seems totally dominant.

The University of Connecticut, which

defeated the Minutewomen 2-1, in a bat-

tle at NOPE last Saturday, was ranked

number one last week. The Husky express

was derailed yesterday however as it was

crushed by Northeastern, who tied UMass
at midseason. All in all, any one of the

teams selected to the national tournament

can be considered a legitimate threat to

capture the national title.

Free Hits: Sophomore defensman Ron
nie Coleman made her first start of the

season last Saturday against UConn and

was praised by Hixon as doing a great job.

Freshman forward Ruth Vasapolli also

drew praise from Hixon who said that

Stuart played a tremendous game. Stuart

was assigned to shadow two-time All-

America midfielder and UConn co-captain

Janet Ryan, who eventually scored the

game-winner off a corner hit. The two

games this weekend will mark the final

regular seaon games for departing seniors

Megan Donnelly, Chris Kocot, Judy

Morgan and Kathryn Rowe.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Admit it, in September you didn't think

that on November 9th the University of

Massachusetts football team would be play-

ing to keep its national playoff hopes alive.

Neither did UMass head coach Bob Stull.

"lb be honest, I was hoping we would be

a much better team, but I really didn't

think I'd be talking about our playoff

chances this late in the season," Stull

noted. "But I'm glad I am."

The Minutemen will take a 6-3 record

and a four-game winning streak into

McGuirk Alumni Staduim tommorrow to

face the University of Delaware, a team

that like UMass needs to win to keep any

playoff hopes flickering.

"This is a determined bunch of young

men," said Stull about his team. "We've

been very businesslike in practice, pretty

loose and all, but with a real sense of pur-

pose about what we have to do."

"I think we've proved to ourselves and

everybody else that we are a good football

team and that the past is behind us," said

Stull. "Now it's time to win a game that

means something more than gaining

respect, this means a lot more."

The Minutemen, with a win against the

Blue Hens tomorrow and another next

Saturday at New Hampshire, would place

themselves in serious contention for one of

the six at-large bids for the division 1-AA

national playoffs beginning November 30.

"Ifwe win two games, go 8-3 and have six

wins in a row, we'll force them to look at

us," said defensive coordinator Jim Reid.

"We'll be a team that's tough to overlook."

But first, UMass must get past a tough

Delaweu-e squad that needs the game just

as much. The Minutemen have never

beaten the Blue Hens in nine games dating

back to 1958. Delaware is the only team

that the UMass seniors have played

regularly over four years and haven't

beaten. In a season of paybacks, this would

be the sweetest.

"I want that game so badly," said junior

offensive guard Stan Kaczorowski last

Atlantic 10 notebook

week. "This would mean so much to the

guys that have been here a while. We have

so many reasons to want to win this game."

Delaware is also 6-3, coming off a 17-10

win over Division I Tfemple that wasn't as

close as the score The Blue Hens are one

of the nation's top 1-AA teams. Ranked 17th

in the latest poll and favored by a

touchdown, Delaware joins Richmond as

UMass' toughest opponents of 1985.

The Hens refined the Wing-T, a motion of-

fense favored by many high schools. Coach

Tubby Raymond's team is led by sophomore

quarterback Rich Gannon, a multiple

threat that runs well out of the pocket.

"It's a tough offense to prepare for," said

Stull. "But we've seen them before and I

think that our defense is ready for them.

You need a little help from Delaware to beat

them. A few turnovers wouldn't hurt our

chances."

On defense, Delaware goes with a stan-

dard 6-1 with some four man front varia-

tions. Sophomore middle linebacker Darrell

Booker is the key to the Hen defense. He
made 23 tackles against Tfemple and roams

the middle as well as any in the nation.

"Booker's tough, but we'll just run our of-

fense and see what they give us," said Stull.

"We're not going to change what's been

working well so far."

The best weapon in the UMass offense

this season has been freshman quarterback

Dave Palazzi. The Minutemen are 5-1 with

Palazzi in the line-up and according to Ray-

mond, "one ofthe toughest challenges we've

had all season."

"Palazzi's a good quarterback and he's

done a lot of things for them," said Ray-

mond earlier this week. "He's very mobile

and our defense will have to keep tabs on

him at all times. As for UMass' defense, just

look at the stats, they don't allow many

points."

The UMass defense allows jvist 9.2 a game

to be exact, first in the 1-AA rankings. Led

by a tough line, mobile linebackers that get

to the ball well and a secondary that has

allowed 163 yards a eame, the UMass

continued on page 15

Hoop parity sets in
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

EAST RUTHERFORD,
N.J.—'I didn't ask to be pick-

ed for first in the pre-

season," said St. Joseph's

beisketball coach Jim Boyle
"I even wonder if there's any
team in this league I can say

without a doubt we can beat

on any night, the conference

is that even."

The media descended on
Giants Staduim yesterday

to listen to the coaches of

the Atlantic 10 tell them
how solid their conference

would be this season. Not
one coach would come out
and say he felt good about
his team's chances to win
the four-year-old con-
ference's title.

"I look at Duquesne with
the players they have com
ing back, I look at Tfemple

and the talent they have
and I look at West Virginia
with their tradition of play-

ing well and I wonder how
we got so many first-place

votes," said Boyle. "We have
four starters back, sure, but

there's a lot of good teams in

this league. The A-lO's a

comer, there's a lot of talent

in this league."

And a lot of enthusiasm.

Just a day after the Big East

drew a media horde of 240 to

Madison Square Garden,

the A- 10 set about destroy-

ing the "weak sister" image

that's plagued it since its in-

ception in 1982.

"We have some great

coaches in this league, some

great players and no, I don't

think we're overshadowed by

the Big East." said second-

year commissioner Charlie

Theokas.
"This league will soon be

able to compete with the Big

East for the top players,"

said Temple coach Don
Chaney. "We need to get

that one team to shine na-

tionally and hopefully a lit-

tle more exposure to ac-

complish our goals."

UMass coach Ron
continued on page 15

Sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:
Today

Volleyball: at Northeastern tournament.

Saturday
Football: Delaware, Alumni Staduim, 1 p.m.

Volleyball: at Northeastern tournament.

Field Hockey: at Michigan, 11 a.m.

Women's Swimming: at Smith, 1 p.m.

Sunday: *

Field Hockey: Purdue, at Michigan, 11 a.m.
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star Wars may push arms race
Kerry attacks initiative

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

Continued research into the Reagan administration's

Strategic Defense Initiative threatens to escalate the

arms race between the United States and the Soviet

Union at a critical point in its history, according to U.S.

Senator John Kerry, (D-Mass).

Kerry, who spoke at the Student Union Ballroom Fri-

day afternoon, said that he is not optimistic about next

week's Geneva summit talks between President Reagan

and Soviet Premier Mikhail Gorbachev because the

Reagan administration "was unwilling even to not test

an anti-satellite weapon prior to the Geneva conference."

The initiative, known as Star Wars, is a space-borne

system designed to destroy incoming nuclear missiles.

Kerry said that the Soviets will think we are building

Star Wars in order to have the capability to strike first

in a nuclear war.

"Looking at the history of the arms race ,
knowing that

every action causes a reaction, we should simply be able

to understand that that is what this (Star Wars) is go-

ing to do: cause another reaction from the Soviet Union,"

Kerry said.

"You can't build Star Wars unilaterally without the

Soviet Union responding in kind," he said, adding that

enormous expenditures of money and resources will be

used in the ensuing technological race.

Kerry said that it would also destroy the deterrence

factor that has kept the nuclear peace since 1945. "What

has kept the peace since we dropped that bomb forty

years ago is the mutual recognition that each of us can

penetrate the other's offense and defense," Kerry said.

He also said that nuclear deterrence has helped pre-

vent conventional wars also, because "we both know that

conventional conflict can escalate into^he nuclear con-

flict which has no end that is acceptable."

Kerry said that the U.S. and the Soviet Union would

be better off concentrating on verification policies to keep

track of the construction and deployment of nuclear

weapons by both sides, because we have the technology

necessary to do this.

"Why can't we both of us agree on a level of weapons

where we both maintain today's ability for penetration

CoUegiiui phoUi by Scott Ma^ire

Massachusetts Senator John Kerry.

and then begin to work backwards from that, rather than

continually escalating and changing?", Kerry said, ad

ding that through satellite verification both countries

could be sure the other was being faithful to the

agreement.
He also faulted the Star Wars plan for only bemg 90

percent effective, saying that is no protection at all. He

said that the system would not provide protection against

cruise missiles, which fly close to the earth's surface.

"We ought to be struggling in this summit to stop this

insane continuous rush that ignores all the lessons of

the arms race, to pretend that there is a technological

cure for this problem. There is not,"Kerry said.

Kerry's speech was part of a week-long program spon

sored by the Five-College Peace and World Security

Studies program in preparation for the Geneva summit,

which begins one week from today.

Mt. Holyoke
to divest from
South Africa
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

SOUTH HADLEY - Mount Holyoke College has become

the third college in the five-college system to completely

divest from companies doing business in South Africa,

along with the University of Massachusetts and Hamp-

shire College.

The Mount Holyoke Board of Trustees agreed to begin

immediate divestment of its $14.5 million interests in

companies doing business with South Africa.

The announcement Saturday, that the college would

seek total divestment, calls for divestment by no later than

early 1987, said Student Government Association Presi-

dent, Susan Trabucchi.

Hampshire College, in 1977, and UMass, in 1977 and

1985, have also agreed to totally divest from South Africa.

Smith and Amherst Colleges have partially divested their

holdings.

According to the Sunday Republican, Mount Holyoke

trustee board chairman, Richard Unsworth, announced

the board's decision at a noontime press conference on the

steps of Skinner Hall before more than 70 cheering

students and faculty members who had staged a sit-in at

the student union the night before to support divestment.

The portfolio in companies with South African ties

represents 17.2 percent of the college's $84 million

endowment.
"With all that's been going on this fall (anti-apartheid

activities) we were greatly encouraged by the school's ac-

tions," Trabucchi said.

Robin Carter, a senior at Mount Holyoke who led an

ad-hoc committee for divestiture, said that students "ap-

plaud this statement of conscience," but that the "time

frame for divestiture allows them to be pretty slack."

Carter recommended that a committee consisting of

students and faculty members monitor the progress of

divestment, "just to make sure they're doing their job."

Carter said previous college policy had attempted to

urge the companies in which they hold stock to comply

with the Sullivan Principles, a set of guidelines developed

in the 1970's that' require racial fairness in hiring.

Petition against A.I.A.

By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

A petition now circulating at the

University of Massachusetts is the first in

the nation aiming to denounce, what some

UMass students call, the "neo-

McCarthyist" practices of Accuracy in

Academia (AlA) on campus.

The petition seeks a campus-wide

referendum to express student opposition

to the AIA monitoring of UMass pro-

fessors believed (by AIA) to be promoting

an "anti-American bias" in the classroom.

About 80 students attended the rally in

front of the Student Union Friday to

launch the petition, which requires the

signature of 10 percent of the student

body to be come a referendum.

"We don't need right-wing though cops

to tell us how to think," Chris Anders, a

member of the Radical Student Union

said.

This fall, AIA began encouraging

monitors to attend UMass classes and

watch for liberal bias, which will be expos-

ed in a periodic report circulated by the

organization.

AIA seeks to eliminate "outright

falsehood" which is a reflectwn of liberal

bias, Reed Irvine, editor of the AIA

Report said in a televised debate with

UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey on Oc-

tober 14.

Duffey said Friday that he will

challenge Irvine and AIA President John

LeBoutillier in a public debate when they

come to the UMass campus December 5.

Duffey said the student petition will not

be a significant deterrent to the practices

of AIA on campus, but will satisfy a stu-

dent need to express their beliefs.

Anders encouraged signing of the peti-

tion as a strong message to the organiza-

tion.

"It (the petition) is not intended to kick

Accuracy in Academia off campus- they

have the right of free speech," he said,

"but it's important for student to say that

we oppose what they are doing."

In a letter to the editors of college

newspapers nationwide, AIA directors

Lee Csorba and Matthew Scully wrote,

"The right of academic freedom is not the

same as the right of free speech. Univer-

sities were not set up around the country

merely to provide malcontents with a

moans of registering their grievances

against society."

But rally speaker M. Lynne Murphy, a

member of the University Democrats,

said that AIA policy ignores the fact that

open discussion and inquiry are an impor-

tant part of a secondary education.

If AIA succeeds, "education will

become a mere distribution of facts

because teachers will be terrorized,"

Lynne said.

"Accuracy in Academia is a neo-

McCarthyist group which seeks to

obliterate progressive viewpoints from

the classroom," she said.

D.A.'s office finds no
evidence of child abuse
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

There is no evidence of a crime or

criminal conduct in a case of alleged of a

child attending the University of

Massachusetts day care program, the nor-

thwestern district attorney's office has an-

nounced. ^—

The investigation had "un-

covered no evidence of a

criminal conduct by any in-

dividual, nor did it uncover

any evidence of a crime.

"

—Hampshire County District

Attorney Michael Ryan

The. Morning Union in Springfield

reported Saturday that District Attorney

W. Michael Ryan, said Friday that the in-

vestigation by State Police Detective

Denise Fuller into "the allegation that a

child was sexually abused at a day care

center at the University of Massachusetts

has been completed. No criminal charges

will be brought against any individual as a

result of this investigation."

The Union reported that Ryan announced

that his office's investigation had "un-

covered no evidence of any criminal con-

duct by any individual, nor did it uncover

any evidence of a crime."

A pediatrician at University Health Ser-

vices reported the suspected case of abuse

to the state Department of Social Services -

on Oct. 9, which prompted the investiga-

tion by Ryan's office. The department's of-

ficials reported Thursday tht they had

"substantiated" the report of abuse, and

its investigation is separate from the

district attorney's probe.

Last night, UMass spokesman Arthur

Clifford and Dean of Students William F.

Field both said they had not seen the

district attorney's report today.

"The other agencies could find improper

procedure," Field said of the case, referr-

ing to the current investigations of the

reported abuse by the state Department of

Social Services and the state Office for

Children.

Field added that Ryan said criminal

charges could only be brought by the

district attorney's office, while the state of-

fices could disclose procedure violations.
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No allegations that sexual absuse of children has taken place at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts day-care program have been filed by the state Depart-

ment of Social Services, as had been reported in Friday's Collegian.
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What
happens to

your future

when you choose
die wrong

personal computer?
Steve Jobless tells all in Talking Clones .
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CAREER DAY '85
Wednesday, November 13

Over 30 companies represented!

Presentation, Luncheon and Career Fair

Luncheon tickets on sale in SOM lobby

until Nov. 8

Those wishing to attend only presentation

and Career Fair

are welcome from 10:00 am - 5:00 pm, |

1st floor Campus Center

Open to all students - any major!

Sponsored by

the Undergraduate Business Club
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McGuirk Alumni
Stadittm was the scene

of Satnrdsy's football

season finale where
9»000 plus fans enjoyed

the Minnteman mar-
ching band at

halftime. Below,
tailgater BeUy Rear-

dk»n works on a banner
to support UMass
against Delaware.
Story on page 12.
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1st semester for concerns group
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Operating without an office hasn't stopped the new pro-

gram for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns from

already having an impact in its first semester of opera-

tion at the University of Msissachusetts.

The program was recommended last year in a report by

Felice Yeskell, then Human Relations Planner and Ad-

vocate for the Office of the Vice-Chancellor for Human
Affairs. Yeskell, along with Reed Ide, is now co-directing

the program she recommended forming in her report.

Yeskell said that there are a number of purposes for the

program. The primary purposes are "to coordinate pro-

gramming around information, to offer staffdevelopment

training to agencies on campus, and to be a sort of a con-

tact point for people on campus," as well as serving as

a "visible and safe access point for members of the gay,

lesbian and bisexual community," Yeskell said.

The program has already conducted a workshop for the

Legal Services Oflfice, which Yeskell described as "one in

a series of workshops." She said they they have "a real

strong desire to work collaboratively with other agencies

on campus." The program has also "begun working very

closely with Health Services in a supportive way, in terms

of AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) educa-

tion," Ide said.

Ide said that they are also "really trying to put in

residents in a structure so that lesbian, gay and bisexual

students really feel strengthened as individuals," and to

Holocaust lecture
David Wyman, professor of history and judaic studies at

the University of Massachusetts, will speak about "The

Abandonment of the Jews, " at 8 p.m. today in the front

lounge of the Newman Center.

Wyman has spent the last 15 years researching the ex-

tent which the United States, in the face of overwhelming

evidence of the Holocaust, refused to help rescue the vic-

tims until very late in the war. He compiled material from

more than 60 archives to write his best-selling book, The

AbancUmment of the Jews: America and the Holocaust,

1H1-1H5.
Wyman, a devoted Christian and grandson of two Pro-

testant ministers, has spent his entire academic career in-

vestigating the fate of Europe's Jews during World War

II.

"I grew up with the church and its teachings. 1 struggl-

ed with the subject of writing about the Holocaust. It

wasn't just a Jewish tragedy," Wyman said. "The perper-

trators were Christians-Christianity and Western

civiliazation failed. Christians still don't pay enough atten-

tion to the Holocaust. It's their problem too."

Wyman is a special advisor to the U.S. Holocaust

Memorial Council and a member of the Academic Ad-

visory Board of the Simon Wiesenthal Center.

-JOEL P. COFFIDIS

"build the sense that they are certainly good, valuable

people."

"Most of the problems lesbian, gay, and bisexual

students have are from the outside world," Yeskell said.

She said that homophobia is based on ignorance, smd that

"it's fairly easy to dispell that ignorance, if you have ac-

cess to those people." In her experience conducting

workshops, she said that she was often amazed at how

people can change.

Yeskel said the other agencies on campus have made

them feel supported and welcomed. "I'm pleasantly sur-

prised to find the level of concern what it is," Ide said.

Ide, who is new to the University, had lived and work-

ed in New York City for the past 15 years and was editor

of a New York City newspaper. The Villager.

"Seeing the devastating effect of AIDS on the gay com-

munity," he said, made him come back to study so that

he could eventually help with the problem. As an

undergraduate "starting from scrateh," Ide said that he

may msyor in counseling or human services.

Yeskell has worked at the University for four years. She

was Head of Residence at Dwight House, Lesbian, Gay

and Bisexual Awareness Educator for Residential Educa-

tion East, and Coordinator of the Oppression and Social

Issues Training Project. She is also oing graduate work

in the School of Education.

The Program is formally located in the John Adams
tower lobby, rooms 101 and 105, but can't operate there

because of a lack of furnishings such as desks and

typewriters. In addition to Ide and Yeskell, there are two

students working for the program.

Author David Wyman. writer of Abandon-

ment of the Jews: America and the Holocaust,

19U1-U5.

$10 million for

polymer research
House ofReps, passes bill

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

A bill that included a $10 million appropriation for the

recently established Polymer Science Center of Excellence

at the University of Massachusetts was passed last week

by the U.S. House of Representatives.

According to Tim Shea, a spokesman for Stete Represen-

tative Silvio Conte (R-Mass.), this is "one of the first steps"

in getting the funds passed. The bill must be approved

by the Senate. Shea said he expects the law to be enacted

by early December.
Conte is responsible for writing the portion of the

Treasury Postal Appropriation Bill which contains the

proposed $10 million. As a result of his involvement with

the center, he was appointed to the center's new board

of directors for the last month.

The nine-member board will be responsible for the spen-

ding of the $10 million, which is added to the $6 million

appropriated by the state, and various contributions from

private organizations.

The board, composed of scientists, businessmen and

politicians, will also organize research, and establish com-

munication links with other research facilities. They will

have full legislative control over the center, which is at

the forefront of polymer research.

Dr. Anna Harrison, a professor of chemistry at Mount
Holyoke College and a board member, said the main ob-

jective of the first board meeting on Dec. 10 will be to

determine the effect of the center on the academic

community.
"The center at the University is going into this with

a world reputation in polymer science," she said. One of

the immediate goals of the board is "to maintain and

enhance this reputation," she added.

Polymers are chains of molecules used in the construc-

tion of textiles, rubber products, and plastics. The U.S.

leads the world in the production of polymers.

Massachusetts is eighth in the country in the production

of polymer-based items, employing 30,000 people in the

various industries involved.

The center at UMass is only one of five Centers of Ex-

cellence existing in Massachusetts. The Centers of Ex-

cellence Corporation was developed by Gov. Michael

Dukakis' administration in order to increase research of

new technologies for the economic benefit of the state and

its industries. Other centers of excellence in

Massachusetts concentrate on marine science,

photovoltaics, biotechnology and microelectronics.

Angerforrefusal
to hireprof.'s
By PAMELA BURRELL
Collegian Staff

Faculty and graduates students of the alternative track

in the philosophy department are reportedly angered over

the department's recent decision not to hire two pro-

fessors, one of which probably would have tau^^t an alter-

native track course.

The department voted 14-1 against Humanities and

Fine Arts Dean Murray Schwartz's proposal to hire the

professors.

One would have taught a regular philosphy course while

the other would have taught in the philosophy depart-

ment's alternative track, which is a small program in the

department for graduate students.

"It's a tragedy," said Graduate Program Director of the

Alternative Track, Robert Paul Wolff. "This is the only

philosophy department I've ever seen in which such a

thing has every lu4>pened," Wolff added.

"One (professor) was supposed to work for our track,

that's why the chairman aixl the majority of the depart-

ment voted against it," said John Brentlinger, an

associate professor of philosophy.

The Alternative Track is a program department with

separate regulations from the rest of the department. It

consists of five faculty and more than 20 graduate

students.

The program was created in 1983, in an effort to settle

disputes between faculty members of the department,

Department Chair Michael Jubien said. "It doesn't seem

to have worked," he added.

"It's outrageous that the majority of the department

are so dead set against the minority," Ann Ferfuson, a

philosphy department professor, said.

Philosphy Professor Robert Ackermann said, "My opi-

nion is that they want us dead, they are so upset by our ex-

istence." Ackermann said he voted in favor of the pro-

posal because "the department is locked in a stalemate

and the dean's proposal offered something to act on the

stalemate.

"It's obviously crazy," Ackermann said, "The philosphy

department is a looney bin."

Fred Feldman, graduate program director of the

philosophy department voted against the dean's proposal.

He said it didn't meet the request of the proposal submit-

ted by the department because the proposal didn't men-

tion recent continental philosophy, an area of study in the

continued on pagt- 6
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Warped views on lust, sex
I have several arguments with Rusty

Denton's column of Nov. 5, entitled "The

perils of wanton lust." If this article was an

attempt to present a logical and somewhat
objective argument dealing with the issue

of federal aid for abortion and for AIDS
research, then I believe it failed miserably.

Let us begin with Denton's misconcep-

tions about abortion. He states that lately

he has been watching the "desperate

politics of federal iad for abortions ..." Do
people have any idea how close women are

today to losing their right to have legisla-

tion that are being presented to the

lawmakers to reverse Roe vs. Wade, and to

cut federal aid? Denton then goes on to ask,

"How many millions of tax dollars have

been spent to abort babies?" If it is not the

moral issue, but rather the economic issue

that he is really discussing, then I owuld

like to ask if he will be willing to help thes

women with his state tax dollars. I say this

because many of the women who apply for

and are denied federal aid for abortions,

are poor, thus eligible for welfare for

themselves and for their child. Consider

the cost of an abortion vs. the cost of giving

birth to a child and caring properly for that

child, and I ask people to consider this from

a strictly economic standpoint.

I must admit that I laughed to myself

when I read this statement: "... evidence

indicates a strong correlations between sex

and pregnancy." I hope that this was a n

attempt at humor, because if it was not,

then I regret to inform people that

pregnancy is a direct result of sex. Most of

us learned that fact in our pre-adolescent

years, soon after which we should have

been briefed on the subject of contracep-

tive. It is true that no method is 100 per-

cent effective, but is also true that our

generation is not going to change attitudes

Paula Hartwig
towards sex overnight—VD or no VD,
AIDS or no AIDS, therefore birth control

remains a necessity.

Let us discuss lust for a moment. I would

like to point out that lust is a fact of life for

hirnian beings. Men and women have been

slaves to sexual desire since the beginning

of time, which is not an argument in favor

of promiscuity, but rather a simple obser-

vation which explains why our species still

exists. I believe that love is an important

element, and without this combination of

love and lust, then we would be frigid and

ancaring society. Scratch that—we simply

would not "be."

Onward towards AIDS .

"" ^nton men-

tioned that he understood that $2 billion

has been appropriated for AIDS research

from federsd funds. He comments, "no

doubt that it was the right thing to do, but

two billion dollars could feed a lot of

hungry people." I hope that I am not the

only one who sees the absurdity of this

statement. What are Denton's true feel-

ings? Does he believe that it was the right

thing or does he thing they have their

priorities confused?

After all, Denton said that the AIDS pro-

blem is the result of "thousands of humy
people having their own way." One last

question: If you were in charge of this

money, would you feed orUy the hungry,

but chaste, members of our society, or

could you find it your heart to also feed

those horny, selfish AIDS victims and

maybe even those wretched undeserving

pregnant women?

Paula Hartwig is a UMass student.
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The immediacy of abortion

Letters

Attention: telephone books in
Distribution of the Student Telephone

Directories will begin today. Residence hall

students will receive one per room.

Distribution to commuters will be at the

Collegian kiosk on the second floor of the

Campus Center. Faculty and ad-

ministrative staff will receive copies by

direct mailing within one week from the

Dean of Students Office (so please resist

the temptation to take copies at the Cam-

pus Center location, thank you).

The cover photo, which the printer was
supposed to credit out did not, was sup-

plied by the University's Photography Ser-

vices.

Sorry for the delay.

Robert N. Brooks
Associate Dean of Students

Column espoused dereliction

As a senior at UMass, I've had the oppor-

tunity to read many a Collegian ED/OP
page and have been both entertained and

educated as to several different points of

view. Even though I certainly haven't

always agreed with all that was printed, I

found most of the material of some socially

redeeming value.

In the Nov. 1 edition however, I read a

letter entitled "Policy provokes a rage." I

was disgusted by the total lack of taste that

Mart Bovlerif a displayed in expressing his

displeasure regarding the Halloween guest

policy for Southwest. In this letter,

Bovlerice tharJis the student senate for

changing the Halloween policy so that his

brother's "derelict friends" may come up

and be free to run amok with their well-

stocked supply of eggs and toilet paper.

To substantiate the revocation of such a

policy so that the "Zoo Mass' image may be

upheld is sick. With this in mind I can't help

but question the discretion of the Collegian

Editorial Editor in publishing this article.

After all, doesn't this image of UMass, as a

haven for visitors to ransack as they

please, run contrary to what this Universi-

ty is trying to get away from?

Bill McCaskie
Amherst

There is a stubborn side to America

which refuses to believe that anything is

wrong until a disaster acquires immediacy.

Americans wouldn't aid the helpless in

World War II until the Japanese bombed a

Hawaiian naval base. U.S. civil rights viola-

tions were ignored for decades until

American sons and daughters converged

on Mississippi and Alabama, only to be ar-

rested and beaten and killed. Vietnam was

just another worthy cause until the net-

works televised maimed bodies and faces

day after day for month upon month. It

makes a person wonder how such a self-

centered country has survived this long.

I wish I could say that I were different,

but I'm not. I read the papers, and I see

thousands of lives being taken all around

me through the expedient act of abortion,

and I weep. But I'm always reminded that

a few years ago I didn't care; I knew
nothing about it except that it was legal

and that it absolved the shame of pregnan-

cy out of wedlock. I'm no different from

anybody else—the issue was forced on me
before I gave it any thought.

Some years ago, I was very close to a

young woman. We had years to fulfill oiu-

plans, and we were in love. One morning, a

young hoodlum pushed his way into her

apartment and raped her on her own bed. I

would have done him violence if I had ever

found him, but a more important issue was

dealing with my love's trauma. Fortunate-

ly, she didn't contract any diseases from

liie pimk, but we had a long wait before we
found out whether she had become preg-

nant. If she had wanted to carry a baby to

term, I would have married her without a

second thought, so that her baby could

grow up with a father. But I didn't know
what she wanted, and abortion seemed like

a reasonable alternative.

We had all the classic reasons. She had

been raped. She had a promising career. I

was a janitor with no savings. We didn't

want a family yet. But she was much wiser

Rusty Denton
that I. "I would always wonder what my
child would be doing right now if it had liv-

ed, what it would have been like," she said.

"Would it be playing basketball? Would my
child have been a teacher or a doctor or a

musician? What would we have done

together? Don't you understand? If I'm

pregnant, it's my baby."' It took me awhile,

but I did understand—even unborn babies

are children.

As it happened, as it usually does with

rape, there was no pregnancy. I shake to

think about the disaster of abortion I might

have helped her into. I've since discovered

that it makes others shake, too. Seasoned

medical professionals can't deal with the

mangled humanity tumbling out of the

womb during abortion—arms and legs and

decapitated heads for a D&C procedure.

Saline injections bring out dead babies

covered with chemical bums. Prostaglan-

din abortions induce labor too early, and

the battered premies are ejected with

bruises from head to foot. You'd think you

were in a war zone. Mothers aren't even

allowed to see what comes out of their

wombs because it's too traumatizing. Right

now abortion professionals get very large

salaries because so few medical personnel

want to be involved—according to the New
England Christian Action Coimcil, a doctor

can make $35,000 a year working just

three hours a week in some abortion pro-

grams.
Why are we doing this? No mother who

ever tried to abort herself did herself more

harm than what a legal abortion does to a

baby. It makes me sick with anguish. But I

know how immediate abortion had to be for

me before I recognized its true nature.

How immediate does it have to be for the

rest of America?

Rusty DenUm is a Collegian columnist.

Tenure decisions important also

AIDS a homophobic platform
Rusty Denton's presentation of AIDS

and homosexuality (Nov. 5) is refreshing

blatant in a society which usually masks its

homophobia so well.

Subtly, the media have instilled fear and

grave misunderstanding of gay people

across the United States, through an "ob-

jective" ex{ <^sition of the AIDS crisis. This

"objectivity," which is nonexistent, pro-

vides a platfirm from which homophobes

can pontificate, as well as a wall of seeming

legitimacy for them to hide behind. For-

tunately, Denton's misinformation and

pointed exaggerations are so obvious that

his views can easily be dismissed from any

serious discussion of the subject.

William J. Poulin-Deltour
Amherst

Accuracy in Academia seems to have

raised hackles all around campus. The con-

census is that this groups is trying to force

their political views on the curriculems of

colleges around the nation.

Having dealt with tenured professors, I

do not find it likely that this would be effec-

tive. It is almost impossible to get anyone

with absolute job security to do someUiing

that they do not want to do. I do not believe

that they will have any significant impact

anywhere in the University.

What Accuracy in Academia is trying to

do is not at all different from what has been

going on at UMass. Politics cover the whole

of inter-personal relations, and groups

have tried to control politics in classes here

before.

Here is a brief example: A profesor sug-

gested that whatever went on between con-

senting adults was their business. This

comment probably would not have raised

any eyebrows here, but for the fact that he

was referring to sadism and masochism.

Some campus groups objected to the same

sort of treatment that they believe Ac-

curacy in Academia would allegedly engage

in. They called for his dismissal. The pro-

fessor was denied tenure, but this probably

had little to do with the controversy.

The University of Massachusetts is a

public institution. This means that

everyone, including Acoiracy in Academia,

has the right to attend, observe, and make
comments about it. It is their right to

review classes as members of the public.

Everyone has the right to review classes

at UMass. The problem is that the only

views that count are those of the inmates

running the asylum (professors).

Accuracy in Academia will have exactly

the same impact as the students on classes,

professor attitudes, and tenure—virtually

none. Instead of wasting enery condemn-

ing an essentially impotent group, the

students should be workmg to get students

on the tenure review boards. The student

are the victims of the insular and unrespon-

sive nature of University faculty, and

nothing is being done to help them.

Matthew Saroffis an SGA senator.
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Yesterday &
Today Records^

i^^mif^
Grand Opening

)1 LAGrateful Dead Psychadelic

]
Punk Jazz

Bluet

t3^
Top CASH

PAID for USED:
Records Tapes
Stereos Guitars

Videos CD's

An
Alternative

Record Store

96 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-9209

Look Who's coming
to the Boston
GRE/CGS Forum on
Graduate Education

Clemson university • Bank street College •Bos-

ton university • Emerson college • Fordham

University • Georgetown University • Massa-

chusetts institute of Technology • Oklahoma

State university • Syracuse university • Tufts

university • University of Maine • university of

Notre Dame • Vlllanova university

itphilosophy^
continued from page 3

alternative track.

The dean's "counter proposal" however, did include a

junion professor position in this area. Feldman said that it

is best to build on and maintain the strengths in the

(philosophy) department. He does not consider the alter-

native track to be a strong part of the program.

"Yes, they (alternative track) want to grow. But they're

not the department. The department doesn't want them to

grow, naturally they're upset," said Jubien. He added that

it was a fair decision because it is the will of the majority.

Last spring, Dean Schwartz called a meeting of the

faculty and requested a recruitment plan for the depart-

ment be submitted to him. A recruitment play drawn up

by Jubien was chosen by majority vote to be submitted to

the dean.

The original plan called for recruiting two senior-level

professors specializing in fields other than recent con-

tinental philosophy. The alternative track concentrates on

social and political phUosophy and recent continental

^ ThrS^'s counter-offer, which was voted down 14-1,

consisted of a senior professorial position m me^phsics

epistemology and a junion position m continental

^*jub£n^said, "the dean's proposal seemed to offer expan-

sionT^ area (alternative track) that I don't think should

te emphasized any more than it is. ^ think a lot of people

voted against for the same reason.

"Since they didn't want us to have anyone they rejected

it, that's not going to resolve the split in our department,

^Schw^°^d that the department has been growing.

The department hasn't hired anyone in a few years,

SchwarTsaid. although he didn't know how many years.

"The department has been granted its share of support in-

cluding grants for new faculty," he said.

Thft 6 just a small sampling of the nearly ^^ graduate ^hoois

from across the country that will De represented at the Boston

C^C?S pSum Take advantage of th.s excit.ng ooportuj^y to

meet with araduate school representatives, ptck up catalogs ana

^Sfi^ arl^attend v^kshops on ^oo^^^^^^^^^^S^^

siom and financal aid, ORE test preparation, and graduate study

in a variety of disciplines

Saturday November 16, 1985

Hyatt Regency Cambridge
575 Menfwrtal Drive

9:00 am - 4:00 pm
uHtradon f»«ltSS.P«y«P'»»tttw door

g«gi$tratlon begins

iTMOaSTwatcfiVmor. Forums informadon in upcoming

•draora of this nowspspor
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Are you denying
yourself

abettershot
atgradschooP
Okay it may be too late to

get a 4.0. But it's not too late to

try to do better on your LSAT.

GMAT. GRE. or MCAT. For that,

there's Stanley H Kaplan

No one has prepped more

students than Stanley H.

Kaplan. Our test- taking tech-

niques and educational

programs have prepared

over 1 million students.

So v^/hatever grad school

exam you're taking, call us.

Remember, the person next to

you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan fjg?
course. ^^

KAPLAN
STANUYH K APIAN tD<JCATl04AiaNnRlTD

The worid's leadir^

est prep organization.

358 N. Pleasant

549-5780

Intersession Classes Enrolling Now
MCAT GMAT GRE LSAT

FREE SPEED READING LESSON
at your convenience

StretchltoiirSiaiiisDoDar With

rdser rWsStiattoii Hountain
iyi|MCSs rackafe

i)i|fiiilillWjiiiil»WM>jg»m«o

''^

AmericaNeeds
A Hero rbr Every Age.

Fnini the ki-v(.luUonar\ VV;u M the W;ir m

Vii-t Nam. in nati-mal mses and natural disiistei^.

(he National Cuard has always been ready when

^""T^aSt different. The (luard sUll needs

the k.nd . .f IXM ,ple wh< '
kn. -w

PJ!''^-^;
•'"''

<^;;'",';'
''"

don't ccnie cheap. W ho are willing U> stand up

and be counted when the chips are down.

If voiire one of them-and you ve ^ot two

davs a month and two weeks a year to invest in

s( iniethinn imw >rtant - we ve j{' it a )i iD. .1 pii>
. .S an^ s.m,e pretty attrad.ve benefits wail.nu

'"^

^'"falk tt) your local Anny Cuard recruiter

todav. .. ,
. , . .

MASSACHUStTTS

Because 'hen • d< lesn t have to be

just a word. It can be the face you see

when you look in the miiTor

FOR MORE

SQMBOfi

INFORMATION CALL
586-4110

100%

NaOonal Guard

To any Mastachmcns

CDCC T^I^IQI^ Funded College or Univeoity

Peter Pan Bus Unes and Stratton Mountain are offering a special

ski package this season. . a way to further stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiing fun.

Arrival at Stratton Mt.. 9:00 a.m. • Leave Stratton Mt.; 4:30 p.m.

Peter Pans Stratton NounUin Express round-trip service is

available Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.

rackaac Inclades:

Round-trip transportaUon and a days lift ticket for just $25.00

Tuesday, Thursday and $27.00 on Sunday. .
.
less than you'd pay

for a lift Ucket alonel A great value to stretch your skiing dollar

and your skiing fiin. Advanced reservations only.

Tickets available at all local college campuses and at the Peter

Pan Bus Unes AUantic City Office. Tor further information on

pick up points and reservations. .

.

Contact: The People Professionals

MSmimLcH^n BmimJJnaB,Inc.
1776 Main St., P.O. Box 1776

Springfleld, MA • 781-2900 Ext. 253

MA Toll rree 1-800-332-8995

NEWSPAPER JOB

MMORfTY
JOBHUR

INTERVIEWS
Recruiters will interview students who want to

land internships or full-time jobs in the follow-

ing newspaper fields:

. Advertising . I\/larketing

. Circulation • News Reporting

. Photography • Graphics

Interviews begin after Friday's luncheon and

continue through Saturday.

HIGHLIGHTS
Keynote Banquet Speaker, Thursday evening,

Nov. 14, Robert Maynard. Publisher, Oakland

Tribune. One of the first bfack publishers of a

major newspaper in the United States.

Luncheon Speaker, Friday, Nov 15, Osborn

Elliott, Dean, Columbia University School

of Journalism. Former Editor-in-chief of

Newsweek.

November
14,15,16

Holiday Inn

Hartford,

Conn.

Free Registration

Call 1-800-524-424Z

Panel Discussions on Friday morning.

Meals provided for all registrants; Thursday

evening banquet, Friday lunch and dinner

INFORMATION AND
REGISTRATION
Call The Hartford Courant Toll Free

1-800-524-4242 between 9 AM and 5 PM.

SPONSORS
American Society of Newspaper Editors

(ASNE), New England Newspaper Association,

New England Press Association, Society of

Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi.
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FREE CONE
Buy any ice cream at regular

price and get one small cone

or cup FREE.

.». i»j, A«A4 ;»»AjV»n i*»«J !>•*, l»»». k»
.*•*..<•«- .».»^ L***J.*»A<^

I

Steve%
A first name in ice cream.™

Come see our wide selection

4 of fine Christmas Cards^;

A-I-Hast ings. Inc.
,^—N«w»<leiiler and Maii«»iier~<^ f *

'Con^»ni»nlly lixatud in th» canttir of Amhartt"

45 South Plaasant Str»0t

OPEN: W««kdav» 5 a.m. tc 9 p.m.. Sun«Juy>, 5 o.m. lo 1 p.m.

48 North Pleasant St,

Amherst, MA 01002

Look for your picture

this week and for

weeks to come.

Who will be the mystery beefer?

If your picture appears in our ad,
|

fj^: you will win

the prize alloted,

and become eligible for the

megabeef drawing.

'>^Vi^^ ,V.. HOT
UHi^N; ROAST BEEF

{sandwiches

DAVID WYMAN
Professor of History and Judaic Studies at UMass

will speak on

''The Abandonment
of the Jews''

the subject of his best-selling book

Tuesday, November 12, 8 pm
Front Lounge of the Newman Center

Free Everyone Welcome
Sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel, Episcopal Chaplaincy,

Newman Center and United Christian Foundation

w
11 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

ASSISTANT
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER

NEEDED AT THE
••••••••••••••Collegian •••••*••••••••

Great Pay, need mornings free

Apply at the Collegian Office

at 113 Campus Center

Monday-Thursday 8:45-3:45,

Fridays 8:45-2:30

IDRDS8WD/S
HAIRSAUDNS

The Hampshire Mail

586-7913

20% off Student Discount*

not valid w/speciais exp. Dec. 31

TUESDAY "PERFECT PERMS":

Reg. $53.00&up Now$39.95 A yp

WEDNESDAY CUTS:

Women . . Reg. $18.00 Nour $14.00

Men Reg. $16.00 Now $12.00

Walk-in Service Welcome • No Appointments Necessary.

Not to be confused with Frank Stiriacci's Lords & Ladies

»Jrdo! \^M^h&!
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.next Timf
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Open House
10:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M.

Come Infomially to

Get Information about

Regular £r Coop
Opportunities

at

Several IBM Locations

• Bring 3 resumes
• If invited, interview

on 11/13/86

EE, ME, IE, CS, Acct. & Finance

IBM is an equal opportunity employer

on campus
Tuesday
11/12/85

Campus Center

careers in

engineering,

science,

programnning,

marketing
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Structural sexism felt in national black community
By Dr. MANNING MARABLE
Special to the Collegian

(Editor's Note: Dr. Manning Marable

teaches political sociology at Colgate

University.)

There is a tendency within the media to

classify all of black America into one single

socioeconomic and political package, ignor-

ing its internal diversity. Problems related

to gender inequality, the absence of pay

equity and full political representation for

women, are frequently characterized as

relevant to white females alone. Yet, the

structural inequalities of sexism are indeed

profoundly felt within the national black

community.
In 1981, the average married black cou-

RENT/^RECK

I New & Used Cars
I Trucks & Vans Also Available

I North Amherst
I Rent-A-Wreck
I Rt. 63 No. Amherst
1^ 549-2880^

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Same Day Results •

Services inm a,^

Free, Confidential, Caring

& Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shops

Upper Level

Coming to v '< for DH&S was a

decision I felt good about, right from

the start.

The growth opportunities, exposure to

a lot of different business environ-

ments: all outstanding, better than my

original expectations.

At DH&S we have always been strong

on the quality of our people. And

because good people expect your

best, you look for every opportunity

to give it.

On top of that, DH&S has always been

in the forefront of technical changes

within the profession—sampling tech-

niques, new computer modeling.

But most important, we've recognized

that the whole accounting profession

is a changing environment.

In my mind
there is no doubt.
If I had it to do
all over again, I'd make
the same decision.

Darryl Murphy

Accountant. DH&S Boston

BA. Unn/ersity of Massachusetts. 1984

It's not a numbers game; it's a people

profession. It's people, working within

a total business environment.

We're always working as a team

directly with clients to help them solve

their problems. We provide input and

advice on tax matters, operations sys-

tems, accounting questions—things

that really impact the bottom line.

There's no question.
It's an outstanding
business career.

Deloitte

Haskins+SeHs
USA

pie earned $19,600 which is roughly 77 per

cent of the median income of white two-

parent households. But for black women

with no spouse, their 1981 median income

was only $7,500.

In the areas of health care, vocational hu--

ing, and electoral politics, the inequalities

between black and white women can be

observed. Black women are four times

more likely to die in childbirth than white

women. This statistic shows in part the in-

adequacies of public health facilities and

medical care available to black women. In

1981, black women comprised less than one

percent of the legal profession and only

seven-tenths of one percent of the total of

all female physicians are black.

Earlier this year, more than four hun-

dred black women from 29 states caucus-

ed in Atlanta to hold the first national

assembly of the National Political Con-

gress of Black Women. Since it was found-

ed in 1984, the Congress has attracted 2000

members so far and was very active in elec-

tions at the grassroots level.

The National Political Congress of Black

Women has several specific goals for the

next decade. Organizers plan to give

workshops in the technical aspects of media

relations and fundraising to help the

development of local leaders as potential

candidates.

National leaders include liberal

Democrat Shirley Chisholm, national chair

of the Congress; vice chair C. Delores

Tucker, leader of the Democratic Party's

Black Caucus; and conservative

Republican businesswoman Gloria Toote,

second vice chair.

Philiadelphia city councilwoman

Augusta Clarke said, "We're in existence

because we are for the political power of

black women-Democrats. Republicans, and

itidependents; our uniqueness is that this

group is diverse and independent and we

speak for all women."

SKIli2.00
**&

Get the

bigger look

otpersonol

posters for less.

f

^s»<i

1

Your favorite 35 mm color photos can look great as gor-

geous posters from Kodak. Just bring us your 35 mm
color negatives, slides or prints. You'll get back 12 by

18-inch personal poster from Kodak's

own labs. Personal posters by Kodak make ideal gifts for

friends and relatives. Offer good November 4-20, 1985.

See us today for details.

Open
Mon-Fri 9-5

PROCESSING BY

Kodak

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
HiSTORE*

ARTS
LINES

Lots going on for the

four-day week ahead:

The Pulitzer prize winn-

ing play, Crimes of the

Heart, will be presented by

the UMass Department of

Theater. Performances are

at 8 p.m. tomorrow through

Saturday (with a 2 p.m.

matinee on Saturday) in the

Curtain Theater. Tickets

are available throught the

Fine Arts Center Box Office

(545-2511) and all Datatix

outlets. Prices are $3 for the

general public and $2 for

students and senior citizens.

Those planning to attend

are urged to get their

tickets early being that this

is a popiUar show with

season siDsscribers.

In Living Color, an even-

ing of three one-act plays by

contemporary Third World

women playwrights, will

take place at 8 p.m. Thurs-

day through Saturday and

Nov. 21-23 in Southwest's

Hampden Theater. The
three plays, "Pigeons," by

Genny Lim, "Marine
Tiger," by Estrella Artau

and "Loners," by Joan

California Cooper are mak-

ing their debut as college

productions. Tickets are

available through the Fine

Arts Center Box Office.

Prices are $4 for the general

public and $2 for students.

For more information, call

545-1945.

Don't wake up late

Wednesday morning or you

may miss out on tickets for

Jason and the Scorchers

with guest Pajama Slave

Dancers and Violent Fem-
mes with guest, Ben
Vaughen. The Scorchers

will play at 8 p.m., Nov. 21

in the Campus Center

Auditorium. Tickets will be

$8.50 in advance, and $10

the night of the show.

Violent Femmes will play at

8 p.m., Nov. 24, in the Blue

Wall Coffee House. Tickets

will be $9 in advance and

$10 the night of the show.

All tickets are general ad-

mission and are available at

Tuc Unlimited in the Stu-

dent Union Building, For

the Record at FACES
(Amherst), and Main St.

Records (Northampton).

Mark Medoff's,
"Children of a Lesser

God," a play focusing on

the life of a deaf woman
who spends 26 years of her

life in a state sdiool for the

deaf will be presented by

the Williston Theatre
Ensemble at 8 p.m. Thurs-

day through Saturday and

Nov. 21-23 at the WUliston

Theatre in Easthampton.

For ticket prices and reser-

vations call 527-1520.

Indian Sitarist, Jamlud-

din Bhartiya will appear at

8 p.m. Thursday in Wright

Hall Auditorium at Smith

College. The concert is free

and sponsored by the Smith

College Asian Students

Association. Bhartiya is

known for his performances

in the "East-West Trio,"

with jazz pianist Burton

Greene and bonjgo-player

Glenn Hahn, mixing in-

fluences from jazz and
South American music with

classical Indian ragas.

And Debbie Friedman,
performer, composer,
liturgist and recording ar-

tist will perform at 8 p.m.,

Saturday in Amherst Col-

lege's Johnson Chapel.

Fr

The Violent Femmeg will appear Nov. 24 in the Blue Wall Coffee Houbc. Tickets go on sale tomorrow

Jason and the Scorchers will appear Nov. 21 in the Campus Center Auditorium. Tickets go

on sale tomorrow.

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
INFORMATION MEETINGS

There will be four information meetings for students interested in

applying for the National Student Exchange Program for Fall,

1986.

Tuesday, November 12* 4-5 pm CC 805

Wednesday, November 13 4-5 pm CC 805

Tuesday, November 19 4-5 pm CC 805

Wednesday, November 20 4-5 pm CC 8 3

* financial aid information session

Students applying to restricted schools: Univ. of Hawaii/Manoa &
Hilo; Univ. of So. Florida; Gal State Ghico, Northridge & Sonoma;

and College of the Virgin Islands must attend one of these informa-

tion sessions.

TUESDAY NOV. 12 RRATED HYPNOTIST

Rte. 9,

Amherst jaSlTOKlMiS
corner of University Dr.

256-1059

JUST FOR THE FUN OF IT

POOL TOURNAMENT
Every Tuesday Night

Beginning at 7:00 pm

Cash Prizes, StP^

amount depending A^

on number ^i
of entries ^1

For more details,

call 253-9202
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VOTED BEST DINNER
UNDER $4

and BEST NACHOS
in the best of the valley poll 1985

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON
21 CENTER ST

584 0673
Bring Your Ourn
Beer or Wme

AMHERST
41 BOLTWOOD WALK
256 8217
Beer t Wir)«

Served

SPRINGFIELD
749 SUMNER AVE

788 0919
Bring Your Own
Beer or Wine

let US do your
wash -dry -fold

and
hand pressing

,<**"•%>

10 5 PM MON. SAT

SELF SERVICE

7DAYS 7AM 10 PM

549'1665

Quality
Laundry
n Pray St.

Amherst, MA

\
n

eating place

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. a SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

k'tt. 9 • Hadley/Amherst

i 256:^889
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1 Challenging Engineering Positions

HOLIDAY TEAVELEES COLLEGESTUDEMS...

RENT A CAR
WITH
CASm

Try Our

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

Cradit Ctdt AcccpUd.

UnlimiUd Miles

rMI.'MOM. mooM
700 MILEM FMEE.
rmi.-TVES. moow
900 MILES FMEE.

i,000 MtLEM rUEE *9Q^

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST TOU:
^PAYIESS CAR RENTAL CORP OF MASS. 7AA 7101

180BOSTONR0., SPRINCnaO, MA I0a"II9I
*KOM0CMaPU7NMMt $7S AmamySlmAm HI., imfhmm, NY (5ri97«3-IJM
itiCOUOCAMVMJUMY, U* Cml^»m.. »Mmny. M.r4i\$)43^M01
•kaCOMO our orSOmMKTMY. JTMSmmU.. S€hme€tt^, NY. (S1t)377-047>
MmSSOMRHNTAU orSnACUSH MS*. Say M., Sro<ym, MY l3IS)4ii^»7l

Vmm, Cmrg» Vam, Mini Vont. Cmt Jadmy

HAYRIDE
PARTY ON OUR HAYAVAGON

DAY OR NIGHT. B(»JFIRE

AND PKNIC AR£A PROVIDED

For InforButloa

>ad ttcMrvatkni

CAU 247-9098

1 WEST
HATFIELD

STABLES
RTE. 5, WttI lUndd, M*

4 aikf Bortk of NorthampUM

CopyCat Print Shop
"When the copy is as important as the original"

Resumes. . ,Theu Count

R«suni« Packag*

Includes:

RMumM mak« an imprasslon. Ba aura that youra raflacta tha imaga
you want to projact. It'a aomathing wa can halp you with.

• Contultation with a profesaionat
• Writing your rasuma
• Writing your cover latter

• Typaaatting in your choice of typeface
• 25 copiea of reaume

cover letter and matching
envelopea on your choice of paper

ALL FOR JUST $69.95
Hours:

8 am - 12 pm M-F
11 am - 7 pm Sat

12 pm - 9 pm Sun
228 Triangle St.

549-3840

Tired of having your papers

placed at the bottom

of the Fridge?

Come to

THE
WRITING CENTER

;Mon, Thurs 7-9 pm: Pierpont (SoWest)

Baker (Central)

rues, Wed, Thurs 3:30-5 pm: Bartlett 101

;

I Wed 7-9 pm: Bartlett 101 i

\

With Professional Growth

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, has ^
openings for:

™"

Electrical Engineers
Mechanical Engineers _

I The Shipyard's assigned mission is to modernize, refuel, convert, 3

I and repair Nuclear Submarines. Work involves design, develop- S

I ment, and testing of submarine systems and equipment. I

i Career advancement to journeyman level paying over $28,000 I

I within 2V2 years if hired at GS-5 and IV2 years if hired at GS-7 level. |

I BS Engineering degree and U.S. Citizenship required.

I Benefits include 13-26 working days paid vacation - 9 paid holidays i

I -13 working days paid sick leave - outstanding retirement program

I -choice of health & life insurance programs.

i Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was established in 1800 and employs

I over 8,500 employees. The Shipyard is a leader in the life-cycle

1 maintenance and modernization of nuclear submarines and offers

I unparalleled challenge and opportunity. Portsmouth Naval

I Shipyard is located in the heart of vacationland. All season sports

I and other activities are available within minutes.

s s
I The Shipyard Recruiter will be on campus on November 18, 1985. g
9 s

If you cannot make this interview and are interested in employmet,
submit your resume to: Industrial Relations Office, Code 170.5,

I

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, NH 03804-5000.

I

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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AND

I

Prossnts

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY
and the JUKES

DOORS OPEN
8:00 P.M.

DON'T BE LATE

FOR THE PARTY
FREE T-SHIRTS,

HATS, AND ALL

KINDS OF GOODIES
TIX IN ADVANCE
AT ALL DATATIX

OUTLETS
$9.50

AND AT MAIN ST. REC'S

IN NORTHAMPTON

npmi mil] nmunfun. nn. 413m 7771

Delaware 27, UMass 2U

UMasB 3 7 7 - 24
Delaware 13 7 7 -27

M: Bonvini 47 FG.
D: Tolbert 1 run, kick failed.

M: Strickland 12 run, Bonvini kick.

D: Tolbert 5 run, Roberts kick.

M: Neri 24 run, Bonvini kick.

D: Gannon 2 run, Roberts kick.

M: Dwyer 28 interception return, Bonvini kick.

D: Singleton 18 pass from Gannon, Roberts kick.

Statistics:

Passing:: UM - Dave Palazzi, 15-28-0-205. Delaware
- Rich Gannon, 13-24-1-193.

Rushing: UM - Al Neri, 6-40; Ted Barrett, 13-32;

Tony Strickland, 2-17. Delaware - Gannon, 25-99; Bob
Norris, 10-62.

Receiving: UM — John Crowley, 3-85; Barrett, 4-30;

Dan Rubinetti, 3-44. Delaware — Norris, 5-94.

Attendance: 9,121.

Punting: UM — Dimitri Yavis, 7-39.1. Delaware —
Mike Anderson, 5-37.6.

ifMinutemen fall to Delaware-

Collegian ii

icorUinaedfrom page It

McHale and fumbled. UM right tackle Mike Briggs

recovered at the 28 and Bonvini came on to boot the field

goal.

The lead help up for the period as the UMass defense

allowed 56 yards in two Delaware possessions. The Hens
did take the lead with 11:07 left in the second period as

fullback Tony Tolbert vaulted over from the two, capp-

ing a 60-yard drive that took 10 plays. UMass helped the

Delaware march, contributing two penalties that resulted

in first downs.

UM senior co-captain Paul Platek recovered a Gannon
fumble at the Delaware 27 during the Hen's next series.

Two plays later, UM sophomore fullback Tony Strickland

went 12 yards up the middle, scoring his third touchdown

of the season with 7:43 left in the half.

Tolbert returned the favor with 41 seconds left in the

half, going over from five yards out after Delaware mar-

ched 64 yards though the UMass defense in eight plays,

taking just 3:12.

The UMass defense got tough at the opening of the third

quarter, stopping the Hens in their first series and get-

ting the offense the ball in great field position as Kirk

Williams blocked Mike Anderson's punt.

Palazzi took over at the Delaware 39. Al Neri picked

up four yards before Palazzi hooked up with Rubinetti for

11 yards to the 24.

Neri, a 220-pound bruiser from Nassau Community Col-

lege, then scored his fourth touchdown of the season, tak-

ing a quick handoff up the middle and fighting his way
to the endzone with 11:33 to go. UMass led after Bonvini's

kick, 17-13.

Gannon scored from two yards out with 1:13 left in the

third period, completing an 82-yard drive by faking a dive

over the top and sneaking in over the left side. The drive

saw the junior quarterback complete three passes for 53

yards and run 10 yards himself as Delaware ran off four

straight first downs, slicing through the UMass defense.

UMass started at the five with 1:10 left in the third

quarter as Andrew Thomas fumbled the kickoff", picked

up the ball and fell down in his tracks. Kevin Smellie then

gained seven yards on two carries before Palazzi found

junior flanker John Crowley open over the middle.

Crowley, having beat his man, found himself in a foot race

with safety Ken Lucas, and was dragged down at the

Delaware 25 as time expired in the period. The play was

good for 63 yards, UMass' second-longest completion of

the season.

Palazzi opened the final period by throwing incomplete

and was then sacked for a five-yard loss by linebacker Dar-

rell Booker. Another incomplete pass set up a fourth-

and-15 at the 30. Bonvini came on and was vade right on

a 47-yard attempt. He is four-of 11 on field goals this

season, as a team UMass is eight-of 19 on three-pointers.

"That cost us, missing getting some points after the long

reception by Crowley," said Stull. "We didn't capitalize

on a big chance."

Dwyer recovered a fumble on Delaware's next series,

but Barrett fumbled it right back, as Delaware recovered

at the Massachusetts 32 with 9:10 left.

Dwyer then stopped Tolbert for no gain before Bob Nor-

ris picked up three. On third down, Gannon dropped back

to pass, but found himself pressured by linebacker Paul

Manganaro. He tried a shovel pass, but Dwyer stepped

in front of it and for the first time in his career, set off

for the endzone, lumbering 28 yards for the score and set-

ting up what was a bitter ending for UMass.

iffield hockey sweeps two in Michigan I continued from pa^e 12

three-team New England Regional Tourna-

ment behind the University ofNew Hamp-
shire, who received a bye to the regional

final, and BU, who was selected to host the

tournament and receive the home field

advantage.
Head coach Pam Hixon was unavailable

for comment but had indicated last Thurs-

day that UMass had to win both games in

order to have any chance at the top

regional seeding. Losing 3-0 to BU two

weeks ago in Boston, and salvaging a tie

to UNH, 1-1 three weeks ago in New
Hampshire, it was apparent that the

Minutewomen would have an uphill bat-

tle to receive the top seed.

With their backs against the wall, the

Minutewomen shut down Michigan on ar-

tificial turf Saturday, getting goals from

senior defender All-America Megan Don-

nelly, sophomore forward Tonia Kennedy
and senior forward Chris Kocot.

Resume
Typesetting

*High quality

*Lcttcr perfect

•Customized layouts

•Superior to all other

methods

Contact SGA Communications Office

304 Student Union

Ed Cunningham or Jim Emmett
5-1977

l«

Following Saturday's win, the

Minutewomen returned to the turf Sunday
knocking off Purdue and ending its regular

season. The Minutewomen, equaling their

highest scoring single-game output of the

season, were led by Kennedy and fi-eshman

forward Ruth VasapoUi, who scored two
goals each, and Donnelly, who scored her

sixteenth goal of the season in 16 games.

"Pam (Hixon) said that we played pro-

bably our best field hockey of the season,"

kvolleyball
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

15-13, 15-5, 15-7. The spikers ended their

regular season with a 34-7 mark, their best

ever regular season finish.

The Minutewomen must now play a

week-long waiting game to learn the fate of

their post-season chances. A UMass vic-

tory over NU would have solidified a spot

in the East Coast Athletic Conference

playoffs and would have given the

Minutewomen a reasonable shot at the

NCAA Division II national tourney. ECAC
bids will be announced next Monday.

"I would assume that Northeastern

would go ahead of us in the (Northeast)

rankings," said UMass head coach Elaine

Sortino. "They have swept us the last two

times we've seen them. I would be very

Kocot said. "She said we played well

together and took advantage of our oppor-

tunities to score."

Kocot said that despite the low seeding,

the team felt good about its chances for this

weekend's opening round and doesn't ex-

pect the Terriers to beat UMass, because

their previous meeting was un-

characteristic of the Minutewomen .

"We played our worst game, they played
their best," Kocot said.

t continued from page 12

surprised to see us stay ahead of them at

this point in the season."

"We had a terrible time passing in game
one and two," said Sortino. "We let them
get out to a big early lead on serve recep-

tion. You can't let a good team get seven or

eight cheap points like that."

The story in this match was NU's big hit-

ter Monique Ellis. Ellis provided all of the

Huskie offense, connecting on several

booming kills. Ellis also came up with some

good defensive plays as well. Overall, NU
was inept without her.

"Win or lose, I just which that we could

have left here with a better feeling," said

Sortino. "This season has been just too

good to feel so lousy right now."
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ACTIVITIES

RacqaetlMll Court Time Now Avulable
Downtown Amherst. Individual or j^up
membershipg. Call 253-2528 for details

Baha'i Fireiide an informal introduction

to the Baha'i Faith Topic presented:

"World Peace". 7:30 pm CC808 sponsored

by UMaas Baha'i Club

Lesbian. Bisexual, Gay Counseling Col-

lective is open Monday, Wednesday,
Thursday 3-7; Tuesday 13, Drop by 433

SUB or call 5-2646!

Lutheran Student Fellowship will meet

Wednesday 5 30 7:30 at Immanuel
Lutheran Church for supper and a discus

sion on Oxfam. All are welcome.

Psi Chi - The national honor society in

Psychology • bnef introductory meeting

Tobin 204 Wednesday Nov 13 7:00 pp

Free Introdur'.iry Lecture:
Transcendental MeuiUtion Program
Live Without Stress and Unfold Full

Potential" Thu Nov 14 7:30 pm C ampus
Ctr906

Tan BcU Pi Final MmUhk Wed Nov 13

Marston 221 at 6:00 PM. Allinitiates must

attend!

CREATIVE A INTERESTING
PEOPLE

Alive with Dance, RSO is looking for peo-

ple from all depts. to share their talents

and ideas RSO involvement looks great on

a resume and we can offer you a vanely of

experiences in programming, fundraising,

finance, design and production. Come to

our first meeting to see what we are all

about November 13. Wed. at 6:30 pm in

SBA 102 or call Lir at 546-4016 for more
information

friend only $20. Act now. Take a free trial

session and you'll automatically be

entered in a drawing for a free 2(1 ses-

sions. Le Bon Soleil. The best for less. 264

N. Pleasant St. 253-9454 expires Nov. 15

Ovation Acroustic 12-string ^itar with
built in microphone pick-up (Kxxi condi-

Uon $400 or BO Alex 256-0645

Chevy Malibu 1973 $850 new parts call

Dave 549 7424

Eye (iaaaes on 10/31 in Campus Center
Auditorium call Dale 6-4039

Lost brown wallet Nov. 1 IDs and credit

cards please call 549 5935

Long black coat with puffed shoulders.

Left in Herter 110 Mon nite 11/4. If found

please call EM at 6-771 1 or leave message

at 5-2084. Reward!

Pair of photogrey lens glaaaci in brown
vinyl caae call Jon 549-0902

Marianne, A Greek affair? Moonlight,

camels, and bunnies. Think of our future

Love George

Suality Typing by Professional.
esonable rates. Convenient. Call

Heather 253-3163

Annette Gcncan Have some compassion

for me! I haven't had the real thing in 12

weeks and 4 days. Can't we use it together

just like we did this summer on 16 Iro-

quois.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

TO SUBLET

Yabadabadoo UMass -Bed-Rock" Cafe
T-shirts with Fred Flintstone 6-6314 MOVER

Caaes, papers, dissertations, thesca.on-

s, oepen
'

low rates, 584-7924
campus, dependable, outstanding quality,

ENTERTAINMENT FOUND

TURN THE TABLES professional

club/party I).I. 5 yr experience. Lowest
rates 586-9691

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment Agency for

the best party this semester DJ's, large

screen video, rentals. .S49-7144

Brown leather iacket in Newman Center
Lounge, call U> identify. 549-2877

'Round Town Movers fast reliable cheap
call Michael anytime 323-6780 ROOMMATE WANTED

I bedroom apt Cli/fside F-4 starting
January or February Bob 665-8219

TRAVEL

Do something Janaaiy (-12 Ski Vail Ted
546-4733

Party with 2000 other college stadenta
in Ski Fest. 5 davs 5 nights

from $188 Happy Hours daily LUV Tours

MUSIC

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

AUDIO

JVC home spMkers, Never been used

SK-66, 4 way, full 5 year warranty Great

for dorm or honoe. $199 549-0174 evenings

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 2002 1969 new engine OK body
good buy 665-4142 evenings

1970^odgc Coronet convertible. Many
new parU. Reliable $700 00 or BO
584-4939

VW 1970 runs good, some rust. $500
1 -.532-2931

CAREER DAY 'SS

Sunderland, 1 bdrm apt. on busline,

420/month, everything includ>.<l. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440. leave message

Furnished bedroom in second story of a
house. Close to town and campus. 163
Triangle St #2 call Gail anytime before
11:00 pm 549 7692

Amherst,
365/month, avail 1/1/86

bdrm apt
2533634

on busline.

I bdrm Cliffside apt starts Jan 1 Kathy
665 8752 (eves) 340/month

Large single room in house, Amherst
Center. Available Jan 1st. 200»/mo quiet
non-amokers call 549-6425

FOR SALE

Lab Scries lOOw guiUr ampliflcr

$275 or BO call Rob 549-4141

Wednesday Nov 13th over 30 companies
represented. Presentations, luncheon, and

career fair. Luncheon tickets on sale now
in SOM Lobby thru Nov 8th all majors

wekome

Safe Suntans 2&-&0% Off Just in time for

winter. The best prices you'll see all_year

Join alone:

alive

$29 for 10' sessions. With a

Entry Level Marketing poaition flexible

hours Solid pay and commi.-tsion produc-
tion onented job in multi million dollar

area company. Interview by appointment
contact David SUnsel 584 3596

Merchandiser 20 hours per week $4.41/hr
call between 8-5 need car 584-20.50

Drivers wanted $7 8/hr. 3-4 nights own
car required. Pinocchio's Pizza apply in

person. 1177 N Plea.sant, N Amherst

Come to find out how you can become a
New Students Program Counselor U/13,
9 pm Leach Lounge

Full time Steward position, 5 evenings
weekly, light inventory, pricing, stocking
and bar back duties, excellent entry level

food uusiUun apply in person Norinamp
ton Hilton Inn Rt 5

LOST

Losfmens Seiko watch on Royden Fields

10/28 has sentimental value reward if

found call Miteh 256 1069 or 25&1664

Monday afternoon on campus, near
Herter a PANASONIC WALKMAN w/a
TDK 90 min Upe, entitled "assorted

crap " PLEASE call Val 6-9270

Attention Bands Musicians Embasssy

Recording Studio offers 16 track sUte of

the art recording for less Great for demo
Upes Amherst 24 hours 549 7640

ORIENTATION

Find out how to became a summer
counselor, 11/13 at 9 pm in Leach Lounge

PERSONALS

Calhv C 16 I've had my eye on you for

awhile, and I just want to say you look

marvelous Secret Admirer friend of a
friend

This place is beginning to seem like a
cross V>etween General Hospital and
Dynasty

PAP PS • I forgot "love always" m
Fridays issue \jowk D

3R - November 15 is getting closer! Are

you ready for your surprise'

CongratttJatTons Linda and Scott l.ove

your roomies calh Lisa and Tnsh

Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideally

located in Amherst Ctr 774 2740

To share new house in Shuleaburr. Very

clean, modem house which is 10 miles

from UMass Male or female, $125 plus

$10 for utilities Call anytime, available

now. 367 9328

One bedroom with privaU bathroom in 2

bdrm Puffton apt 170/mo heat incl

available Dec 1 for next semester call for

more info ,549-7827 great place!!

One person to share Southwood apt new

rug, nicely furnished 130 • $15 call

256-1764

SERVICES

COINS 123/121 tutoring 5.00 per hr

former 123/121 grader Alex 256-1239

Typing. Tape TianMription, Fast, ac

curate Available almost anytime.
665-7652

Male bellydancer for hire. Parties, bir-

thdays, etc. Reasonable rates 6-6679

EXPERT TY PING~TERvieE Any
lenKth papers, grammar correction,

modem WC)RD PROCESSING Letter

quality Steve 549 7161

Etcort^rvicc available K pm 2:30 am
everyday any where on campus Play it

safe call 6-2131 for an escort ANYTIME

at the Kilineton Ski Fest. 5 davs 5 nights
1 Happy Hours daily LUV Tours

call Frank or Grad at 549-6850 or Mark at
649-4173

TYPING SERVICE

Yon make it aouiid good, we make it look
good for all your typing needs, word pro-
cessing, graphs, spreadsheets. Superior
quality and competitive rates call (even-
ings) M9-0060 or 527 7189

TYPING tt WORD PROCESSING

QUALITY TYPING. Ung or short~p7o^

jects. Will correct grammar, spelling. &
Runctuation Meticulous proofreading.
lew IBM typewriter 549-0367

WANTED

Like Enrliah BMt. Coatelki, Diverse
Styles' Interested in doing original
material & play baas, drums? Call Gregg
6-3253 or Rick 6 6792

~_ WANTEDTb RENT

2 females need rooa anywhere in North
Amherst will take over January leaae call

549-3809

To take over leuae in January of a two
bedroom apartment on bus route call

nights Uine 546-9678 Randy 546-6363

Couple with young child need small
-partment for January 549-0413
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UMass' dream dies hard, 27-24
Last-second TD
sinks Minutemen's
1-AA playoff hopes

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It was movie script perfect.
^

Mike Dwyer, the University of Massachusetts

270-pound senior nose guard, had returned an intercep-

tion 28 yards for a touchdown with 7:56 left to give UMass

a 24-20 lead over the University of Delaware.

The Blue Hen's nine-game strangle hold over the

Minutemen would end, the UMass winning streak would

strech to five games and most importantly the

Minutemen's 1-AA national playoff hopes would be very

much alive.
, t^. , ^

But when Delaware quarterback Rich Gannon com-

pleted an 18-yard touchdown pass to halfback Fred

Singleton with 55 seconds left in the game, all those hopes

came to a grinding halt.

UM quarterback Dave Palazzi engineered a last-second

comeback, working the Minutemen to the Delaware 25

with just eight seconds left, but Silvio Bonvini's 42-yard

field goal attempt was blocked by Matt Haudenschield and

Delaware won, 27-24 in one of the most exciting games

Amherst has seen in some time.

"This hurts, a lot," said Dwyer, who's moment of glory

was washed away. "I was so happy to score, everything

was so great, then I watched him (Singleton) walk across

the goal line. We've worked so hard only to have them

beat us again."

Delaware, 7-3, can still look for a playoff berth with a

win at home against Maine this Saturday. UMass, 6-4,

will check their guts next week at New Hampshire, try-

ing to end what has been an overall positive season on

a positive note.
^^

"Both teams played well, it was a great game, said

UMass coach Bob Stull. "We made some key mistakes,

but we also played hard. We shouldn't hang our heads."

UMass stopped Delaware after Ehvyer's touchdown, for-

cing a punt after three plays, but the UMass offense was

unable to put the game away as Palazzi was sacked for

a 12-yard loss back to the Massachusetts eight. Dimitri

Yavis punted the ball away to the Delaware 45 with 4:29

left. Gannon took it from there.

The Delaware junior, mixing up passes and runs, got

the ball to the UMass six with 1:35 to play. On a third

and two at the six, Gannon picked up three yards for a

first down at the three.

His next play was a scoring pass to Jeff Jahrstofer, but

the officials caught the Blue Hens for offensive pass in-

terference, pushing them back to the 18-yard line with

1:03 left.

Gannon, looking for a small gain, threw a short pa-^s

to Singleton coming out of the backfield. UMass senior

Carlos Silva, in as a fifth defensive back because of the

passing situation, was in position but dove for the ball

instead of the man. Singleton raced untouched into the

endzone.

"It wasn't a bust in coverage, Carlos just missed the

tackle." said Stull. "But you can't blame him for the loss,

we didn't do some things that could've helped us."

Palazzi, having just 50 seconds, went to work. He com-

pleted a six-yard pass to Ted Barrett, an eight yard com

pletion to Bart Fuller (on fourth down) that got the ball

to the Massachusetts 42 with 26 seconds left.

Two completions to freshman Dan Rubinetti gained 33

yards to the Delaware 25. Stull, electing to go for the tie,

called on Bonvini, a freshman. Center Craig Wagner's

snap was low and holder Jim Simeone barely got the ball

down. Bonvini got the ball into the air, but Haudenschield

came from the outside to bat it down.

'On a field goal, you need a kick snap, a good hold and

a quick kick, it has to be bang, bang, bang. We didn't get

that,' said Stull. 'It's too bad.'

The game started out on a strong note for UMass as Bon-

vini booted a 47-yard field goal with 10:02 left in the first

quarter, capping UMass' first possession.

The Minutemen drove 53 yards in 15 plays, but stalled

on the Delaware 17 as Palazzi was blind-sided by Joe

cxmtinued on pa{ie It

UM closes on NCAA bid

Colletpan photos by Derek Roberu

A lineman's

dream —
scoring a

touchdown

Senior nose guard
Mikt Dwyer scored
the first touchdown in

his entire football

career on Saturday.
The 6-2, 270 pounder
intercepted a pass by
Delaware quarterback

Rich Gannon in the

fourth quarter and
returned it 28 yards

for a score (above).

Dwyer was mobbed by

the Minutemen before

carrying the ball back
to the bench, (right).

The thrill lasted only a

few minutes however,

as Gannon threw a

touchdown pass to

Fred Singleton with 55

seconds left to lift

Delaware to a 27-24

victory over UMass.

Stickers roll through Michigan
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The NCAA national field

hockey tournament selec-

tion committee announced
its seedings Sunday, putting

the University of

Massachusetts in the tour-

nament, but sending the

Minutewomen to Boston,

Saturday to battle Boston

University in the tourney's

first round.

Coming off a pair of im-

pressive victories over the

weekend in Ann Arbor, MI
over the University of

Michigan, 3-0, and Purdue
University, 5-1, UMass had
hoped that the two regular-

season-ending games would

enhance their chances for a

more favorable tournament

seeding.

Unfortunately, the

Minutewomen, now 13-4-2

and sporting a 7-3-2 New
England record, were essen-

tially placed last in the

cmtinu^d on page It

Spikers lose at NU
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

ofBOSTON - The only thing the University

Massachusetts volleyball team can do now is wait.

The Minutewomen finished second in this weekend's

Northeastern Volleyball Classic, losing to host Nor-

theastern in the finals, 15-6. 15-8, 15-7. UMass defeated

Brown University, 16-11, 16-11, 15-10, and the

continued on page 1
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Viewers ponder
nuclear risk
with panelists
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staif

Viewers in Amherst and cities nation-

wide last night addressed nuclear risk and

the upcoming arms talks between the

Soviet Union and the United States, via a

telephone and satellite link with panelists

in Washington.

In response to a question from a viewer

at Hampshire College, one of six U.S. loca-

tions linked with Washington, Panelist

Sen. Albert Gore, D-Ttenn., said that the two

superpowers are "poised and ready to kill

each other."

"We ignore positive possibilities because

we look at each other on our radar screens,"

Gore said.

The Washington panelists addressed

questions fi:t)m viewers in Amherst, Atlan-

ta, Chicago, Dallas, Philadelphia and San
FVancisco in the discussion sponsored by

the Union of Concerned Scientists. Last

night's forum will be aired by 376 public

television stations and cable television sta-

tions in the next few weeks.

Use of the media, through events such as

last night's discussion, will facilitate an

"informed and articulate populace," which

can put pressure on President Reagan to

end the arms race, panelist and UCS Chair-

man HeruT Kendall said.

"There is a very real possibility that the

arms race can be blunted," Kendall said,

"but we must have the support of the

public."

The Reagan administration's proposed

Strategic Defense Initiative, often called

"Star Wars," wns characterized by most

panelists as dangerous and
counter-productiva

The proposed defense initiative is "pro-

vocative, dangerous, and tremendously
costly," Kendall said.

continued on page 4

Provost views
problems in

nursing dept.
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

The Division of Nursing at the University of

Massachusetts may be eliminated because of its high ex-

pense, low student-faculty ratio and lack of scholarly pro-

ductivity, according to a letter filed by University Provost

Richard O'Brien.

Associate Provost Fern Johnson said yesterday that

O'Brien, after reviewing each of the academic departments

on campus, sent a letter to William A. Darrity, dean of

the School of Health Sciences, criticizing the Division of

Nursing and asking for an outline ofchanges to be made
in an effort to improve the department.

"The problem with the department, according to the pro-

vost, is first that the student enrollment and the student-

faculty ratio is down from the rest of the University,"

Johnson said.

CoUegian phoio by Paul Desmarala

EASY DOES rP-Junior Jennie M. Anderson rides her unicy-

cle despite a rain-slicked path yesterday near the Campus Pond.

Forecasts call for occasional rain and drizzle today but the sun

is expected to return by tomorrow afternoon.

*Non-rescue' policy of Jews discussed
By JOSEPH R. TIGAN
Collegian Staff

Several plans to help rescue Jews from Adc^f Hitler's ex-

termination period of 1941-1945 were purposely delayed

by the U.Si government vmtil after the most severe damage

CoUegiui photo by Paul DaaBarala

Author David & Wyman speaks to a University of

Massachusetts audience last night.

was done, David Si Wyman, University of Massachusetts

professor of history and Judaic studies said last night

"The Roosevelt administration stood by and let Jews die

without doing a thing," Wyman said in a speech at the

Newman Center. "Numerous things could have been doen

to save hundreds of thousands of lives."

Wyman, author of the book The Abandonment of the

Jews: America and the Holocaust, 1941-1945, said this

policy of non-rescue was because neither the U.S. nor

England wanted large numbers of Jewish refugees to come

out of Axis Europe
"If refugees began flowing out of Axis Europe, the

pressure would have been on the U.S. and England to find

places for them to go," Wyman said.

According to Wyman, the U.& went to great measures

in delaying any rescue plans and keeping Jewish refugees

out of America.
"The worst part about this situation was the fact that

Americans were never confronted or truly tested by the

Jewish extermination issue," Wyman said. "The Roosevelt

administration, Christian church leaders and the mass

media lended absolutely no support."

One thing that kept the issue away from American socie-

ty was the lack of media coverage Wyman said Jewish

groups had to try and circulate information themselves,

and hope to get a response.

"Mass media never gave the Holocaust issue the

coverage it deserved. Very infrequently did it ever reach

front page," Wyman said.

Also, the State Department was able to hold immigra

tion numbers to a minimum. According to Wyman, 6000

refugees came into the U.S. each year during the exter-

mination period, when thousands more could have been

allowed in, in coordination with quotas at the time

"Based on the improvements that the Division of
Nursing has submitted, a decision will be made for

its future. The most drastic plan would be to

eliminate the program altogether."

—Associate Provost Fern Johnson

According to the letter sent to Darrity, the student-

faculty ratio in the Division of Nursing "has for many
years been between four and six. This compares with

average for the campus as a whole of 18."

Part of the problem with the ratio is that the program

cost is too high for the number rf students enrolled,

Johnson said.

The Division of Nursing has an annual budget of

$500,000, according to The Associated Press. It has a full-

time faculty of 19, and an enrollment of 196 including 40

graduate students.

O'Brien also explained in his letter that the nursing

faculty as a whole has had a low level of scholarly pro-

ductivity, Johnson said. Part of the request for improve-

ment made by the provost includes changes to be made
in the nursing staff so that more scholarly works are

published, she said.

A final copy of the plans for improvement made by the

Division of Nursing was sent to the provost, who will hold

his first meeting on the proposals today.

"Based on the improvements that the Division of Nurs-

ing has submitted, a decision will be made for its future

The most drastic plan would be to eliminate the program

altogether,"John8on said.

The final decisions on whether to accept the proposed

changes or to take further action against the nursing pro-

gram will be made by O'Brien, the Advisory Council on

Nursing, and the Academic Priority Council.

Following the letter sent to Darrity, Provost O'Brien sent

letters to state Sen. John Olver, D-Amherst, and state Rep.

James Collins, D-Amherst, explaining the problems that

are taking place in the Division of Nursing.

O'Brien, in his letters, stated that the cost of the nurs-

ing program is too high and there is too much waste to

keep it going at its present level.

"In the absence of some very strong reasons there is a

case to be made for getting out of the nursing business,"

the letters said.

The fate of the Division of Nursing should be decided

by Jan. 15, 1986, Johnson said.
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"/ dishonored myself. I devastated my
family. Nobody could be any sorrier."

—Convicted spy Arthur J. Walker yesterday

upon sentencing story, page 2.
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WORLD/NATIONAL
Liberian coup is unsuccessful

AP Laaerphoto

Convicted spy Arthur Walker

Convicted spy

given 3 life terms
NORFOLK, Va. (AP)-Arthur J. Walker,

a retired Navy officer convicted of supply

ing secrets to a Soviet spy ring run by his

brother, v,as sentenced to life in prison

yesterday by a judge who refused to "treat

this ai a slap-on-the-wrist case."

Walker, a 51 -year-old retired Navy
lieutenant commander, told U.S. District

Judge J. Calvitt Clarke Jr. that he wish-

ed to "apologize to all the citizens of this

country for what I did."

Clarke then sentenced Walker, of

Virginia Beach, to the maximum of three

life terms and four 10-year terms on seven

counts of espionage, with the sentences to

run concurrently. Walker, who was also

fined $250,000, will be eligible for parole

in 10 years.

His brother, John A. Walker Jr., 48, a

retired Navy chief warrant officer, and

John Walker's son, Navy seaman Michael

L. Walker, 22, pleaded guilty to espionage

Oct. 28.

ABIDJAN, Ivory Coast (AP)-Pre8ident-

elect Samuel K. Doe said in a radio broad-

cast yesterday that an attempt to overthrow

his government in Liberia had failed and

he urged the rebels led by a fugitive general

to "lay down their arms immediately."

Doe's statement was broadcast on Elwa

Radio, a Christian station that has been

held by the insurgents earlier in the day.

The broadcast, monitored in the nearby

West African nation of Ivory Coast, in-

dicated Doe's forces had gained the upper

hand after a day of fighting with radio sta-

tions changing hands between rebels and

loyalists.

"I take this opportunity to inform the na-

tion that the coup has failed. I'm still the

3rd patient dies

despite drug use
GRENOBLE, France (AP)-A third AIDS

patient undergoing experimental treat-

ment in France with the drug cyclosporine

has died, the patient's doctor announced

yesterday.

Dr. Max Micoud identified the patient as

a 27-year-old man who had been treated

with the drug for six days before his death

on Saturday.

On Monday, doctors in Paris revealed that

a 38-year-old male AIDS patient treated

with the drug also had died Saturday.

In subsequent interviews, one of the doc-

tors, Phililppe Even, said another patient

had died after two days of treatment with

cyclosporine in very eau-ly clinical tests last

month, before the treatment was made
public at a news conference.

But Even said results form the treatment

of nine other patients were promising and

the program was being expanded to five

other French hospitals.

commander in chief of the armed forces of

Liberia and the head of state," Doe said in

the broadcast.

He said he had ordered a dusk-to-dawn

curfew and closed Liberia's borders and its

international airport to aid in the search

for rebels led by Gen. Thomas Quiwonkpa.

Yesterday's attempted coup came less

than a month after Doe's party was
declared the winner of the first multi-party

elections in Liberia, which was founded by

freed American slaves in 1847. Doe, 35, was

elected to a six-year term as president, but

was not due to be sworn in until Januauy.

The first broadcast report of a coup came
on Radio Elwa, which announced that

Quiwonkpa had taken over The broadcast

said Quiwonkpa declared a curfew, claim-

ed his troops had svuroimded Monrovia and

said Doe had gone into hiding.

Thousands of Liberians were in the

streets by mid-morning, many dancing and

celebrating.

Rebel broadcasts then were heard on the

government's Radio Liberia. Quiwonkpa's

followers said they had arrested Doe's vice

president-elect, Harry Moniba, and about

a score of other government officials.

Radio Liberia was back in loyalist hands

early in the afternoon, and at 2:23 p.m. an

officer identifying himself as Col. Moses

Wright went on Radio Elwa and urged all

soldiers to obey Doe rather than the rebels.

The Hot Spot 99.3 presents

Comedian
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ITS WINTERTIME—A U.S. Postal employee digs out mailboxes in IVuckee,

Calif, after two feet of snow were dumped in the area yesterday. Five feet

of the stuff fell on the state's mountains, snarling traffic around Los Angeles,

and trapping hunters and hikers. At least 15 deaths have been blamed on

the winter-like weather in the west since last week.
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AA/EO office to begin looking for new director

Committee basing decision

on variety of input
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

A search committee to find a new director for the Affir-

mative Action and Equal Opportunity Office at the

University of Massachusetts will be designated by the end

of this month, according to Provost Richard O'Brien.

O'Brien has been working since the beginning of the

semester soliciting comments, criticism and suggestions

from campus constituencies, in order to seat the "best

possible" committee.

"This is a sensitive area, not one where one can afford

to move carelessly," he said. "This is an open input sort

of thing."

The office has been operated by acting director Ron
Sinacore since director Thelma Griffith-Johnson took a

leave of absence in October 1982. Griffith-Johnson died

in August of cancer.

The dSice functions in the traditional area of affirmative

action: it monitors University policies regarding hiring

and treatment ofemployees and it investigates grievances

from students, facvilty and staff.

"We are looking not only for specific proposals, we are

asking all interested groups for ideas as to what kind of

director the office should have and what kind of search

we should conduct," O'Brien said.

The search will be nationwide, he said.

Members of the department of Afro-American Studies,

the Faculty Senate Committee on the Status of Minorities,

The Office of Human Relations and the Professional

Association at the University have been consulted on a

formal basis. An ad hoc subcommittee of the Rules Com-

mittee from the Faculty Senate has also been asked for

input.

"We like the progress so far," said Chester Davis, chair-

man of the Afro-American studies department. "There has

CoUegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Acting director of the Affirmative Action/Equal

Opportunity Office Ron Sinacore.

never been a process like this before. (Provost O'Brien) has

been touching bases with the various constituencies and

this indicates to us a certain seriousness on his part."

"He obviously wants a wide range of views," Davis said.

Once the committee is convened, O'Brien said he would

ask it to work "with all deliberate speed."

"I estimate we will not be looking at candidates until

January or February, and we would be lucky if we got an

appointment by July 1," he said.

"If we got an appointment sooner, I would be happier

The sooner the better for the institution. I want to get the

best person possible for this post, and (if) we have to limp

along for a while, then that's what we'll do."

O'Brien set the July to September range as the most

realistic for the committee to find a suitable candidate.

Sinacore waiting out search

By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

"Basketball officials must size up a situation quickly,

they have to learn not to hesitate," says Ron Sinacore.

Sinacore, 35, who has been working in the Affirmative

Action and Equal Opportunity Office at the University

of Massachusetts for eight years, has been a basketball

official at the high school and college levels for 11 years.

Whether it be a basketball game or administrative

duties, Sinacore likes to keep things flowing smoothly.

"They (basketball officials) make decisions under

serious time constraints and they have to live by those

decisions and take the heat that comes along with them,"

he says.

"I have been doing what I have to do to keep this of-

fice together," Sinacore said in an interview yesterday.

' "Keeping this office going is the most important thing

to me right now."

Sinacore, who began his work at UMass as a graduate

assistant to the affirmative action officer in Administra-

tion and Finance in 1978, became acting director of the

Office of Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity

(AA/EO) last October when Director Thelma Griffith-

Johnson became ill. Griffith-Johnson died in August of

cancer
Sinacore will remain acting director until the search

committee finds a replacement for Griffith-Johnson.

He said he has not made up his mind about his can-

didacy for the director's position. "I know what my cur-

rent job is, and I am not s\ire if I want to move to another

level," Sinacore said.

"In eight years of experience here at UMass, you tend

to carry around a lot of baggage The concept of affir-

mative action is far more important than personalities."

Sinacore has two master's degrees from SUNY
Bingheunton, one in public administration and one in

systems design and analysis. He wants to expand the of-

fice's reliance on independent data soiuxes, and shift

away from "an ad hoc involvement in affirmative action

related issues."

Varied views given on
abortion ballot results

Collegian photo by Paul Deamarals

WALKIN' IN THE RAIN—Sophomores Susan McGillivray and Donald

Donovan descend from Orchard HiU yesterday through the UMass Botanical

Garden.

By SANDY BAILEY
Collegian Correspondent

Last week the national media focused its

attention on Bristol, Conn., where voters

were asked if the Supreme Court decision

allowing abortion should be overturned.

After heated campaigning by groups on

both sides of the abortion issue, voters said

no to overturning the decision by a vote of

approximately 9,000 to 7,000.

Despite the vote in Bristol, where the

population is more than 50 percent

Catholic and a negative response to similar

referenda last week in Dover and Derry,

N.H., the participants in the abortion

debate say it is far from over.

"Obviously we wanted to get more than

50 percent of the vote," said Rev. Patrick

Mahoney, leader of the group Celebrate Life

which petitioned to put the non-binding

referendum on the Bristol ballot. But

Mahoney added that he was pleased with

the results, given that Connecticut "cer-

tainly is a liberal state."

Mahoney said his group has offered the

pro-life movement a "non-violent, positive,

American way to be involved."

"Response from around the country has

been overwhelming," he said.

He said abortion exploits women because

doctors profit from performing abortions

and men can be less responsible in relation-

ships with women because abortion is an

option.

Catherine Blinder, spokeswoman for

Citizens Against Referendum One (CARE
1) of Bristol, said she was "ecstatic about

the vote there." "There is not a male alive

who can tell women who exploits them,"

she said.

Blinder said the campaign acted to draw

together progressive groups in the area,

and they will continue by helping other

communities that may face anti-abortion

referenda. "People convince themselves

that unborn children aren't really children,

and that women's choices are more impor-

tant," he said.

Deborah Kutenplon of the Conunittee for

Equal Rights and Reproductive Freedom

(CEERF) at the University of

Massachusetts said the referendum was "a

shot in the arm for women's reprodutive

rights."

She said that as a pregnancy counselor

she has heard women say that they never

thought they would have an abortion, but

there they are. "Most of these groups are

trying to make it illegal, period. If you get

pregnant, you have the baby," Kutenplon

said.

Mahoney believes the Supreme Court's

stand on abortion will be modified within

the next five years. But he said, "I don't

know if you'll ever see it overturned."

Dance held for *Divest 9'

A benefit dance will be held at 8 p.m.

tonight in the Campus Center Auditorium

to support a group of University of

Massachusetts students arrested last

spring at an anti-apartheid sit-in who has

adopted the name 'Divest 9.'

The "Smash Apartheid Dance," spon-

sored by the Radical Student Union, will

cost $5. The bands featured, all of whom
will perform for free, are the Ptgama Slave

Dancers, Project Adventure, Pat on the

Back, Watch the Tbeth Kate, the Asexuals,

the Funnel DotJ*. and the Habits.

Divest 9 is part of a group of 33 people,

mostly UMass students, charged with

trespassing when they refused to leave

University Treasurer Robert Brandis office

in Goodell Library last May 1. The group's

members are the onlv ones not to have

pleaded guilty in the case.

"The support of the dance will reflect sup-

port for us (Divest 9), and will show student

opposition to apartheid as well as having

a good time," said UMass graduate student

Jonathan Frank, one of the defendants.

The proceeds will help pay the transpor-

tation costs of expert witnesses from across

the country who will defend the group at

its trial, beginning next Tuesday at the

Hampshire District Court House in Nor-

thampton, said Beatrix Hoffman, a Divest

9 supporter

The Divest 9 defendants are UMass
students Frank, Matthew Shakespeare,

Kathleen Lacey, Steven Schuster, Pamela

Aronoff, Alex Welsh, John Everest,

Graham Poor, and non-student Jay AUain,

according to Hoffman.
-JEFFRY BARTASH

Career day attracts business reps

Representatives from more than 30 com-

panies will attend the eighth annual

career day today, hosted by the

Undergraduate Business Club at the

University of Massachusetts.

Career day activities will begin at 10

a.m. and end at 5 p.m. Morning informa-

tion sessions will be held at 10 and 11.

Company presentations will be made at

the two sessions.

"There will be 14 companies speaking

at the different sessions, you have to

choose which you want to see," said Jodi

Cohen, public relations coordinator for

Career Day.

Following the morning sessions, there is

a sold-out luncheon taking place from

noon until 2 p.m. The luncheon, which

will take place on the 10th floor of the

Campus Center features Richard A. Steb-

bins, president of Bay Banks Valley Trust

Company as the main speaker

"It's primarily for business students, but

all are welcome to join," Cohen said. She

is optimistic that this year will be even

more successful than past yeau^. "It was
crowded last year and I think that turn-

ed people off, but they only had a small

room in the Campus Center This year we
have triple the space"

Among the other companies attending

are IBM, Merrill Lynch, the Hyatt Regen-

cy and General Electric. There will be at

least two representatives from each com-

pany, Cohen said.

-ILANA LEVENSON
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Police arrest
CC pie thrower
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

An Amherst College student was arrested Monday even-

ing after he was observed running through the Campus
Center concourse and throwing whipped cream pies at peo-

ple, University of Massachusetts Pblice said.

The 18-year-old student was charged with being a

disorderly person, police said. He struck a building

manager in the face, police said.

In other police reports:

A water pipe and a "very small quantity of marijuana"

were confiscated &X)m a third floor room in Pierpont House

Sunday night after officers observed the items through an

open door, police said. The people in the room were advis-

ed not "to call attention to themselves," police said.

R>lice responded to a fight in progress at Hampshire Din-

ing Commons Monday, police said. The altercation

originally started as a food fight, police said, and no

charges were lodged.

A 27-year-old male and a 19-year-old male who "couldn't

take care of themselves" were observed by a plainclothes

officer in the Southwest mall area Saturday, police said.

The men were put in protective custody and the 19-year-

old will be charged with being a minor in possession of

alcohol, police said.

A 23-year-old Amherst man was arrested Saturday on

a warrant from a previous charge, after police observed

him consuming alcohol in the stands at McGuirk Alum-

ni Stadium, police said.

A woman was transported to University Health Services

at 2:51 a.m. Sunday aft«r she struck her head on the se-

cond floor of Baker House, police said. Witnesses say the

woman was leaning back in her chair and fell and hit her

head on her bed, police said.

A soda vending machine caught fire in the lobby of

Washington Tbwer Sunday morning, police said. The fire

caused no damage other than to the machine.
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OVER 257
Would you like to

meet other older

students? If so

JOIN US
Nov 15 from 4 to 6 pm
at 811 Campus Center.

For more information

call 546-2148

Sponsored by
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V^Creswell X
Gallery
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Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
10-5 Mon-Sat

549-6600

African Artifacts

Cards

Cloths

Dolls

Jewelry

Posters

Pottery

Prints

Now's
the time

to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 no. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Check us out.

• GM Authorized service

• Full line of parts

• Auto Body
• Rental Cars

Paige's
Chevrolet

Dickinson St.

AMHERST
253-3444
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CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BUJES

ifl IN THE VALLEY!

DYNAMITE
Maxell XUI90 $2.00 ..,^^^

TDK SAW - $2.00 \^/J^^
New, Used, ^^j H O R N E S

Buy, Sell and Trade^v

"

584-1580
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continued from page 1* star wars—
"It will be seen by the USSR, as an acljunct to our grow-

ing nuclear first strike capablity (because it may prohibit

Soviet retaliation)," he said. If the United States develops

the Star Wars system, the Soviet Union will build up its

own weapons system to diminish the perceived threat of

the system, Kendall said.

Gore said that the "introduction of defense systems

would be extremely destabilizing" to a balance of power

between the Soviet Union and the United States.

"The answer lies within ourselves," he said, "in discus-

sions like summit meetings and the ongoing talks in

Geneva."
But panelist Leslie Gelb, a New York Times reporter, said

that although the two nations are positioned for success

inGeneva, they are "unlikely to consummate it in a trea-

ty by the end of the Reagan administration."

"There is no mutual trust," Gelb said, " and you don't

take big steps without mutual trust."

About 80 people gathered in Hampshire College's Main

Lecture Hall, where the panel discussion was broadcast

live by satellite. Hampshire professor Alan Krass telephon-

ed questions from the group to the panel in Washington.
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nter Pin Bus Lines and Stntton Mountain are offering a special

ski package this season. . .a way to further stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiing fun.

Arrival at Stratton Nt.: 9:00 a.m. • Leave Stratton Mt.: 4:50 p.m.

Peter Pan s Stratton Mountain Express round-trip service is

available Tuesday. Thursday and Sunday.

Package Includes:

Round-trip transportation and a days lift ticket for just $25.00

Tuesday, Thursday and $27.00 on Sunday. . less than you d pay

for a lift ticket alone! A great value to stretch your skiing dollar

and your skiing fun. Advanced reservations only.

rickets available at all local college campuses and at tht Peter

Pan Bus Lines Atlantic City Office. Tor hirther information on

pick up points and reservations .

.

Contact: The People Professionals

MSmimi:RanBumLinmm,Inc.
1776 Main St., P.O. Box 1776

Springfield. MA • 781 2900 Ext. 253

MA Toll Pree 1-800-352-8995
BUOWEISERC'KINOOf BEERSA'ANHEUSERBUSCH INC 'ST LOUIS

$tudent
$ense

By
Christine Hughes and Peter Rice

Making a budget
you can live on

Many times I've sat and listened to my grandfather

quote Charles Dickens. (No doubt, he was attempting to

get me to read more books.) He is very fond of Dickens,

and especially of one piece in particular. His favorite

selection is both amusing and educational. He loves it

because he says it teaches a "valuable, little lesson." It

goes something like this: "If Mr. Macabre earns 100 shill-

ings a month and spends 101, he will always be an
unhappy man. But if he earns 100 shillings a month and
only spends 99, he will always be a happy man."
The "moral," of course, is not to spend more money than

you can afford, because you'll always be trying to dig

yourself out of debt. The more financially independent
you become, the more meaning this "moral" will hold

for you. The next time you are torn between buying that

"on sale, today only" stereo, and paying the month's rent,

you'll do better to remember old Mr. Macabre.
A lot of college students have a very hard time limiting

their spending to what they can afford. For many, because

their funds are so limited, it becomes twice as difficult

to budget expenses successfully. As we all know,
sometimes our money can run out before we realize it,

or worse yet, before we have covered our necessary and
fixed expenses. You may not be able to "magically" turn

the money you have into more money, but you can make
it cover more by working out a simple budget.

The easiest way to begin constructing a budget is by
listing all your predicted expenses. That is, write down
everything that you realistically think you'll be spending
money on. Now, you can do this based on either a week-
ly, or a monthly time period. Choose whichever way best

suits your immediate needs.

The next step is to take your completed list and arrange

it in order of priorities and necessities. This accomplishes

a few things. First, it graphically demonstrates to you
the number of items that you require money for, and aJso

what things you "must" spend on first. Second, it sets

guidelines for you to follow so that frivolous items are

not payed for before necesseuy items. In other words, your

last $20 should go toward your phone bill, before it should

go to that new hat that you didn't need but just had to

have.

Third, a budget creates a kind of challenge for you. It

allows you to not only see whether you can spend within

your limits, but also to see if you can spend less, and ac-

tually save money. If you really follow the budget, it is

very possible to come out ahead, and have money to put

aside or use for entertainment.

One thing to remember in making your list is that dif

ferent things are important to different people. Clothes

might be a higher priority for one i>erson, while putting

money toward getting or maintaining a car might be

more important for someone else. For example, for

students living offcampus, paying for groceries, rent, and
the electric bill, are usually higher priorities than pay-

ing for cable TV and beer.

Once you have your list arranged in order, you should

then determine how much mon^ you have available per

week or month, and literally divide it up among the

priorities. That's the easy part. The hard part of keep-

ing a budget comes in to sticking to it, and spending on-

ly the designated amounts on each priority.

You may try this and after a reasonable amount of time,

realize that some of your allocated amounts were not

quite on target. No problem. In fact, trying it out is the

only way that you'll probably come up with a practical

and useful budget.

Again, this system will not result in giving you more
money than you had to st£u-t with. What it will do

however, is make you more conscious of what you spend

on, how often, how much, and also how it all adds up

when you really begin to keep track. Those colds cans

of soda, quick burgers, and badly needed "sugar boosts,"

are prime examples of daily expenditures not often

thought about, but that really add up.

The most important thing to keep in mind is that set-

ting up a budget is of no use to you unless you keep con-

stant track of your spending. The two go hand in hand.

By monitoring your pattern of spending, you will more

easily be able to gauge your budget accordingly. You will

know whether to follow the budget as planned, or to make
the conclusive, necessary changes.

Constructing a budget on a regular basis is a good habit

to get into. Even though you may not think you need one

now, there may well come a time when you will. You

never know what may happen...uh, oh, I don't think we

budgeted enough for ink this mon

Christine Hughes and Peter Rice are former managers

of the UMass Student Federal Credit Union. Their col-

umn appears regularly on the bi-weekly business page

Next: how to find the best time to begin a long-term in-

terest venture

Job outlook
looking up
in Mass.
By SUZANNE WETLAUEER
Associated Press Writer

BOSTON (AP)-The next 15 years will be good ones for

people looking for work in New England as the number
of jobs will probably continue to grow faster than the

number of available workers, a government economist said

yesterday.

"Without definite forecasts ofeconomic growth, one can't

be sure what will happen," said Katharine L. Bradbury,

who works at the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston. "But
this suggests that unemployment will continue to be low."

In an article published in September-October issue of

the New England Economic Review, Bradbury predicted

that the region's labor force will increase 21 percent by

the year 2000, while the nation's labor force will grow 32

percent.

During the 19708, she said, the number of workers grew
faster then the number ofjobs, causing unemployment in

almost every region.

"For the country sis a whole, the slowdown in labor force

growth may ijermit some shrinkage in the unemployment
rate that grew steadily from peak to peak over the business

cycles of the 1970s and 1980s," Bradbury wrote.

"For New England, the slowing of labor force growth
should allow the region to continue to enjoy favorable

unemployment rates even if employment growth is not as

strong as the nation's."

The average unemployment rate in Coimecticut, Maine,

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island and Ver-

mont was 4.5 j)ercent in early 1985, the latest figures she

used in her analysis. The national average was 7.1 per-

cent in October.

Bradbury said that the region's continuing strong

employment conditions are likely to set off two trends in

the next 15 years: Unusually high teenage employment
and an unusually high number of people working who or-

dinarily would not enter the workforce.

Data and population figures from the 1980 Census
Report and the federal Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate

that by the year 2000, most working New Englanders will
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RECORD HIGH—The Dow Jones Index closed

yesterday at 1,433.80, a new closing high for the New
York Stock Exchange. The previous high of 1,403.44

was reached on Nov. 6. Particularly encouraging to

Wall Street was the fact that the market managed
to hold on the gains made Monday when a power-
ful surge in stock prices propelled the Dow index
up more than 27 points for the best one-day perfor-

mance in 10 months.

be between the ages of 25 and 54, said Bradbury.

In other words, she said, there will be a shortage of

teenagers.

She predicted that by the year 2000, 72 percent of

theavailable New England workers will hold jobs, com-

pared to 68 percent of the nation's labor force.

"It's hard to say" why more New Englanders chose to

work, Bradbury said. "Men here work more than men
elsewhere, and the rate of women working is above na-

tional average to a greater degree.

"Many factors probably explain it," she added. "Educa-

tion nationally has been associated with it. New England's

population has a higher average level of education. It could

also be history and culture.

"I was visiting in Old Sturbridge Village on Sunday and
the broom maker there was saying that New Englanders

believe in hard work, thrift and God, in that order and

that explained why they had done so well," she added.

"That's an idea. ..but he was talking about a century ago."

CBS chair discusses mergers
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Thomas Wyman, the chairman and chief executive of

ficer of the much beleagured CBS Inc., is calling for

changes in Securities and Exchange Commission regula-

tions that would make "unfriendly takeovers" less likely.

Wyman, who recently spoke to a packed lecture hall at

Amherst College, was invited by the political science

department to give an account of last summer's highly-

publicized takeover attempt of CBS by the Tfed Turner

group.

CBS's long battle to stave off an unfriendly takeover att-

mept has left Wyman very fearful of "merger-mania."

Glossary
Takeover: Purchasing a controlling percentage of a

company's stock.

UnfHendly takeover: Purchasing a controlling in-

terest in company's stock against the wishes of the

management.
Merger. The joining together rftwo companies usually

accomplished by takeover.

Junk bonds: A junk bond is like an lOU that a raider

(see below) gives a stockholder promising to pay the

stockholder a certain price for his/her stock. The
stockholder understands that once the takeover is com-

plete, the raider will sell away some of the assets of the

company to pay back the junk bond.

Tfender offer: An offer made to the shareholders of a

company's stock, proposing to pay them more than

market price for their shares.

RaideHs): A person (or company) that makes an un-

friendly takeover bid.

Raider's philosophy: Only those companies who have

let themselves get into a position where their capital is

overextended and are therefore hard pressed to counter

a takeover bid are vulnerable to our kind of activity and
they deserve to be taken over.

Tw(rv*i#»r or rrt^ping ptirrhaw* affrr: When someone

makes tender offers to a percentage of the stockholders

rather than to all of them. Two-tier comes with two

distinct offers, creeping purchase is an unlimited series

of offers for small segments of the company's stock.

-DON UPPER

"There have been 17 mergers this year over a billion

dollars (each). It's unbelievable. It's like a giant P&c-man
game," Wyman said. "There's no awareness in this land

that has translated itself into an intelligent response that

recognizes how large and potentially destructive the pro-

cess is. Five years ago, no one had heard of a junk bond."

The bulk of Tfed Turner's tender offer to CBS
stockholders was in the form ofjunk bonds. (See sidebar).

Turner told stockholders that once he finished taking over

CBS he would sell off many of the corporation's other

businesses, such as the very profitable record company
(CBS Records) and many of the TV network's owned and

operated stations in the msgor markets (New York, L.A.

etc). Turner failed to take over CBS but a short while later

took over MGM, a failing motion picture company that

was still reeling from several financially unsuccessful

films.

According to Wyman, the takeover attempt changed both

CBS' corporate structure and the mood of its employees.

"As a consequence of all this, we are a very different enter-

prise. Fortunately, we are in control of our destiny, but we
have high levels of debt. As part of the restructuring we're

committed to sell $300 million worth of assets."

Wyman called for three changes in the regulations of

the SEC that would make unfriendly takeover less like-

ly. First, "The law of the land should be that tender of-

fers should be made in real money and that junk bonds

at least should be a very limited part of any tender offer,"

Wyman said.

Second, Wyman said he thought longer time limits than

the ones existing today should be required. "When a

tender offer is made by a raider, a company should have

the chance and time to think about alternatives and to

think about potential combinations or other solutions that

would be in the larger interest," he said.

Finally, said Wyman, it is imperative that tender offers

be made to all shareholders. "In the so-called two-tier of-

fer, or the 'creeping purchase' situation, you have a chance

where a block of stock is identified, it is purchased and
finally control of the company is achieved. And the last

40 percent of the shareholders who have recognized no

premium whatsoever for their share other than how the

market may have moved, suddenly find themselves in a

situation where ownership has been changed and they just

plain didn't participate And it just isn't fair,' Wyman said.

"There are about 12 other safeguards that should also

go into effect," Wyman concluded, "but I think those three

are pretty fundamental."

I
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Letters^

Administrative motives
Isn't it about time Denny Madson and his gang put their

money where their collective mouth is? The little position

paper on violence, tolerance, and civility {Collegian, Nov.l)

was nice, but what does it really mean? Are these ad-

ministrators willing to back up these words with action?

I personally have a sneaking suspicion that part of the

reason for the document was to appease people on cam-

pus who work with victim/survivors of violent crimes and

people who work as educators against violent crimes.

I don't think there are more violent crimes happening

on campus, but rather more crimes are being reported. I

think people report violent crimes, especially crimes of sex-

ual violence, when they know there are professionals they

can talk to in a safe comfortable environment. I think the

UMass Sensitive Crime Unit of Public Safety, Health Ser-

vices, and the Everywoman's Center provide these profes-

sionals and services.

However, as more people interact with and use these ser-

vices, the energy and resources of these services are

drained.

Last fall, after several publicized rapes on campus, the

SGA formed a rape task force The original idea was more

lighting, but through input from dedicated professionals

at Public Safety, EWC, and Health Services, the focus of

the task force was turned to supporting existing services

and campus and community education.

Fvmding proposals went out. Some new lighting and call

boxes went up, but little funding was committed to sup-

porting counseling and educational services.

Madson et al want to avoid another public outcry. If they

say they are concerned, perhaps they won't be asked to

really get involved in working toward eliminating violence

on campus and in our society. It's hard work.

One concrete way they can help without getting too in-

volved is through increased funding of Public Safety,

Health Services, and the Everywoman's Center. For the

proposals they needn't look far—the proposals are on their

desks. ... _, , .

Liisa Trocki
Belchertown

In lieu of accuracy
In Rusty Denton's column on the peril of lust (Nov. 5),

he equated AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome)

with Venereal Disease. Although AIDS can be sexually

transmitted, it may also be transmitted through other ex-

changes of bodily fluids.

Sex is not the cause of AIDS, nor will abstention from

sex eliminate AIDS The AIDS "germ" to which Denton

refers is more specifically a virus. Exposure to this virus

results in the body's production of AIDS antibodies and

possibly, acquisition of the syndrome. These antibodies

have been found in blood samples taken in Kenya over a

decade ago, indicating that the virus existed thera In these

times of frequent international travel, it was only a mat-

ter oftime before the AIDS virus was spread to other parts

of the world, and before people started to show the symp-

toms of AIDS.
It is frustrating that so many people feel free to spread

so much misinformation. I encourage Denton to research

his next column.
M. Lynne Murphy

Orchard HiU

Motion safe, sensible

I had a strong reaction to Bob Griffin's statements at

the Undergraduate Student Senate meeting last week. For

someone who was instrumental in starting the Student

Government Rape Task Force, he's extremely narrow

sighted on issues of women's safety.

One senator, Dave Martin from the Commuter Collec-

tive, introduced a motion at the senate to end meetings

in time for everyone to be able to catch a bus home. Tbo

often, senate meetings run past the last buses (South

Amherst, Sunderland, North Arilherst, Belchertown Road

eta) and senators have to catch rides, walk, or hitchhike

home in the dark. For women senators this is an especially

dangerous situation.

You don't have to read the campus police reports to know .

that women are being assaulted, beaten up, raped, har-

rassed sexually, and abused on campus. And, not all of that

is happening behind closed doors...women have been at-

tacked outside while walking home or going to the library

or returning to their cars in Plot. Ifthe senate is concerned

with the safety of women on campus, as others are, then

it it has to broaden its ideas on rape prevention.

Fteople who are concerned with the prevention of violence

against women have to look deeper into the societal bar-

riers to women's safety If you are concerned with these

issues, or need support, you can contact organizations that

work for women's safety like the Everywoman's Center,

SCERA (the Student Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy) or the SGA's President's Office.

Chris Alibrandi, student coordinator
SCERA

* Super Sale *

— Students Only —
14 Days of Greece

for $699
The Price Includes:

Flights, Lodging, Most Meals

and More

Thanksgiving Paclcage

$111 for 5 days
for more details read Thursdays paper

For reservations call:

University Travel €r Tours Inc.

225 Main St.

Northampton, Mass 01060
tel. 584-9913
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SOcent drinks WED..

with PARTY NITE
FIFTY CENT DRINKS!

f -vi. i.naN« Khan - GuaranteedlMlM
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Bin WRIER WM
ANYTHING LIKE IT.

WYNTON MARSALIS
BLACK CODES

(FROM THE UNDERGROUND).--
A new album of original

jazz compositions from multi-

Grammy winner Wynton Marsalis—

the young trumpet sensation who
draws on tradition to create jazz for

today. You've never heard anything
like it.

HERBIE HANCOCK AND FODAY
MUSA SUSO VILLAGE life: Herbie

Hancock's newest musical venture

is a challenging, exotic collaboration

with Foday Musa Suso (the brilliant

West African musician first heard on
"Sound-System"). It borrows liberally

from African tribal music and is

altogether unique to western ears.

You've never heard anything like it.

WAYNE SHORTER ATLANTIS'
Wayne Shorter's first solo album of

this decade is an astonishing mixture

of jazz styles From the techno-funk

sound of Weather Report to pure
mainstream jazz . . to smooth jazz pop

It seems hard to believe that any
one man could create it all You've

never heard anything like it

DJAVAN 'DJAVAN' Pronounced
'Ja-Von " - he is called "one of the

greatest artists in the world" by
Ouincy Jones Singer composer/
guitarist Djavan is the current rage of

Brazil. His sensual, innovative music
has endeared him to musicians the

world over You've never heard
anything like It.

EXCEPTIONAL EXCEPTIONS

TO THE RULES OF JAZZ.

ON COLUMBIA RECORDS

AND CASSETTES.

•ALSO AVAILABLE ON COMPACT DISC

COLUMBIA," «l> A«t IKADtMARKS OF CBS INC c 1985 CBS INC

Appearing November 13-14 at Jonathan Swift's

Record Available at University Store for $5.99

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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SGA needs improvement
Does anyone know what really goes on in the Undergraduate Student

Senate each Wednesday night?

More and more, we are finding out that nothing of consequence is com-

ing out of thdse meetings.

This disturbs us.

Children who work and play together in nursery school are better behaved

than our student senate. It's okay for children to play unfairly, to cry and

scream when they don't get their way, because they are^hildren. They don't

know any better.

What should be occurring at senate meetings is students working in the

best interest of other students. Personal gripes should not get in the way.

The business of the student senate is the business of 19,500

undergraduates on this campus. The two should have common goals. If

anything, students Yi&ve been misrepresented, not represented by their stu-

dent senatora
Words like immature, disrespectful, conniving, back-stabbing, and

egotistical come to mind when describing student senators who have abused

the position of elected representative and brought shame to our campus.

Such behavior is inexscusabie We ask that this childish behavior be

halted, and that all senators act in a manner that vidll promote smoother,

more efficient debate. This is in everyone's best interest. We are not ask-

ing for senators to agree completely with each other or not argue, but it

is this senseless, petty, bickering which has deteriorated any resemblance

of order, which is necessary for something to be accomplished.

At best, the goings on at senate meetings are more reminiscent of a bar-

room rather than a forum where students' rights are discussed. Both drunks

and student senators should be held accoimtable for their actions.

Senators are supposed to, and we urge them all to, work for the common
good of people on this campus. Contrary to popular belief, common good

is not synonymous with how badly someone abuses Robert's Rules of Order.

'Hie situation is bad. Personal vendettas and mind games have taken their

toll on the student body. The sad fact is that there are bumbling, power-

hungry people who not only have a lack ofrespect for one another, but have

no respect for the students they represent. This could be avoided if senators

left these personal dislikes and vendettas outside of the senate meeting

room, where they belong. Debate should be centered around issues concer-

ning all imdergraduate students, not around a handful ofsenators hungry

for the spotlight.

A major fact remaina The senate has a say in where the Student Activi-

ty Trust Fund is allocated. The fund is more than $1.7 million each year

and comes straight fV-om student's pockets. We urge all students who share

a concern for where the money goes, to attend a meeting and see for

themselves just how the assembly acts.

Ifthe senate has become a purely symbolic body where issues are discuss-

ed merely for the sake of argument, then, for heaven's sake, let them use

Monopoly money, not students' money.

What about their positive accomplishments? Senators are beaming with

pride because they accomplished so much at last week's meeting.

They got half way through the agenda.

If it truly was such an effective meeting, why is it the exception rather

than the rule?

How many issues would divide the student body the way they have divided

the student senate? Think.

We can't help but wonder what motivations led these people to run for

student representative. Our representatives should ask themselves if they

are there for their resumes or for the students.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Collegian Board

of Editors.

Letters^

Originality of paintings in doubt
I went to see the exhibit of Jerry Kearn's

paintings yesterday and my initial impres-

sions were very favorable. But something

kept bothering me. From reading either the

Collegian's review (headlined "Ream's com-

ic art: a must-see"), or the press release, or

from seeing the show itself, one would have

no idea that the cartoon images used in

Kearn's paintings are indeed culled from

actual comic books, and are not, except in

the loosest sense, his creations. If the com-

ic drawings were not as prominently used

or as precisely copied, I would have thought

little of it, but as it is, I feel credit should

be given.

Except for the "superhero" drawing in

"Missing" by the contemporary British ar-

tist, Brian Bolland. the images come from
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the E.G. line of comics published in the ear-

ly 50s. " Three-mile Rapture" uses • he work

of Jack Davis (the falling boy) . ud Reed
Crandall (the staked man), whosi work is

also copied for the absent ' load to

Casablanca" painting. The drawings in

"Repo Man" are the work of Johnny Craig,

while Jack Kamen did the scene used in

"Naked Brunch."

Of course, I realize these are just comic

book artists, and he's a professor of art, but

I doubt Kearn would as completely ap-

propriate the work of any fine artist

without acknowledging his debt, if not in

the title, then elsewhere.

Scott Grammel
Northampton

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off at

the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due

to the volume of mail recieved, individual replies cannot be made.

Tribute for Veteran's Day
It was a dim and misty afternoon in the

most powerful city in the Western World.

The ground was soaking wet and becoming

muddy under the feet of the thousands who
had gathered there. Dotting the hill on

which the Washington Monument stood,

groups of men clad in green and
camouflage congregated, growing more

numerous until they formed a solid mass

of humanity surrounding the Vietnam War
Memorial. Civilians, soldiers, former

soldiers, flags, wheel chairs, pomp and rag-

tag all charactized the scene. People talk-

ed quietly among themselves or stood in

silence, on this day when the Vietnam

Memorial was to be dedicated.

It was time to acknowledge that

America's nightmare in Vietnam was not

the fault of the GI's who fought there. They
were not tools of some military-industrial

complex. They were not baby killers. They
are U.S. citizens who heeded the call to war
of a democratic nation. We sent them to

Vietnam. We treated them unfairly upon
their return, and this particular day and
this new monument wei^ attempts to make
amends to the living, the dead and perhaps

our own national conscience as well.

I stood there in the crowd, trying to ap-

preciate all of this. Several speeches were

given, but none made much of an impres-

sion on me Instead, I remember very clear-

ly the conversation of a couple of veterans

standing next to me. They were passing a

bottle of Jack Daniels and speaking of

places in Indo-China and former compa-

nions who were now but memories and
names on a wall. The two men were white,

and one glance behind them saw a lone

black man standing there. He said "hello"

and they compared military units and

places they had served. Although no men-

tion of it was made, the fact their skin col-

ors were different seemed to intrude for an

awkward moment on their conversation.

Still clutching te whisky bottle, the white

Stephen Erickson

veteran from Wisconsin looked into the

eyes of the black veteran from Washington

D.C. and asked him if he'd like a drink ad-

ding, "You know, we were all in this

together." They shared a strange commu-
nion of whisky, far away places, and lost

friends that I expect no one who is not a

veteran could fully appreciate.

In writing this, I had hoped to capture the

significance of Veteran's Day. Walking
through campus in the wee hours of Mon-
day morning I happened on Alumni Hall

where I noticed these words inscribed on

the building: "We will keep faith with you

who lie asleep." Having read this, it occured

to me that Veterans Day represents a reaf

firmation in the belief that past sacrifices

must never be allowed to have been in vain,

and for upholding this trust between the

living and the dead, we owe our veterans

a great debt of gratitude.

Central to the notion of Veteran's Day is

the belief that some things are worth

fighting for. Although people the world over

have died defending their countries, the call

of Americans to war has generally been

something more than blind nationalism,

and has usually embodied the belief that

something higher than moral value or

universal good was being served, whether

that was actually the case or not. It is only

through our willingness to take up arms in

defense of our beliefs that we remain free.

Should we ever decide that we will never

go to war, no matter what the justification,

then representative democracy based on in-

dividual liberty will cease to exist, lb those

individuals who have heeded the call in ser-

ving the values and interests of the United

States, we owe our eternal thanks and con-

stant vigilence.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian

columnist.

Accuracy in media needed
Reading the Collegian lately has become

a high-risk occupation for me. I can never

be sure, before reading a column such as

Rusty Denton's "Perils of wanton lust" just

how much more difficult life will become
for lesbian/gay students and employees of

this University.

The editorial editor of the Collegian, by

allowing untrue statements to be issued,

masquerading as "facts," without regard to

accuracy, is in fact contributing to a climate

of hysteria and fear with respect to AIDS.

But since the editors of the Collegian don't

have to live with the repercussions that

follow in the wake of the ignorance they

have fostered, I hope that they will allow

me, a gay male who does have to live and

work in this community, an opportunity to

undo some of the damage that has occurred.

Denton stated in his column that tlie

federal government was spending $2 billion

fighting AIDS and that this money would
be better spend on alleviating hunger in

this country. The truth is that in the most

recent fiscal year which has just ended, the

government spend $100 million on AIDS
research—one-twentieth the sum claimed in

the article A little more than $200 million

is being discussed for next year. In other

words, the federal government is current-

ly spending less than one-third of one per-

cent on fighting AIDS as it spends on the

Pentagon ($302 billion).

What is really damaging about the inac-

curacies the Collegian doesn't mind allow-

ing into print is that Denton's false claims

about AIDS funding set the needs of the

hungry and poor in this country against the

needs of thousands of dying people, as if

there were no poor people who are gay, or

straight people who have AIDS. What was

Gerry Scoppettuolo

more infuriating is that my lesbian and gay

sisters and brothers have always been in

the forefront of movements for social justice

and economic equality in this country—for

all people.

Those of us, like myself, who have work-

ed in the federal anti-poverty program in

an America which once cared more for its

poor than is now the case in the Age of

Rambo, resent fundamentalist right-

wingers like Denton who are now trying to

divide the poor against gay people. Where
are the efforts of people like Denton to

alleviate the plight of the homeless, the

j)oor and the sick? When we, gay and

straight alike, protest cutbacks in food

stamps and job-training programs we are

told to wait for trickle-down Reaganomics.

When we urge cutbacks in the swollen

defense budget we are called unpatriotic.

I do not expect Collegian columnists to

necessarily believe in my or anyone else's

politics, but I do expect them to tell the

truth with respect to the facts in their col-

umns. Denton can have any opinion he

wants to have about me, gay people in

general, or anything else. Just don't go

spreading false information in the Col-

legian about a matter of life and death to

people wc love And if you really care about

poor people, your help would be appreciated

at any one of the survival centers in

Amherst and Northampton that have been

created to save the lives of the people who
have fallen through the holes in Reagan's

safety net.

Gerry Scoppetuolo is an advocate for

research and training for SCERA.
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Hemirs Ice Cream ^^$^^ThOfn*! Moi%»lplac»
Old South St fnlianc*

NoOltompton

Op*n Noon till II )0 Sun Ihufi

No-in nil Midnight Fn k Sol

1|^:;^IA,Student Special

f\r^

« « * « ******** * * * * *

e T^TUBfor

g Luncheons
at the

'<>H..

37 N. Pleasant St.

IT'fioUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadmm Liquors in the Price Chopper Mai!)

^Iti^lJji,

WK3

HOLIDA Y TEA VELEBS COLLEGE STUDENTS. .

.

RENT A CAR
WITH
CASm

Try Our

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

Credit Cards Accepted

Unlimitwl MiU

Balloon Delivery Service

introducing-

~ ROBERTO ~

MALE BELLY DANCER

233
413-549-1430

N. Pleasant St Amherst

AmericaNeeite
A Hero Fbr Every Age.

From the Kevolulumarv' War !.i the Wfir in

Viet Nam. in national irises and natural dis;isters,

the National (iuard ha> always been ready when

Aniencii called. ,.

Todav IS no different. 1 he (,uard still needh

the kind of people who know peace and freedom

don't come cheap. Who are willing to stand up

and be counted when the chips are down

If you're one of them -and you veK"! two

davs a month and two weeks a ye;tr to invest in

something important - we've ^ot a job a !';'>_

check, and some pretty attractive benefits waiting

for you. ,, .

'

Talk to your local Anny (juard recruiter

MASSACHUStTTStoday.
. ,

.

Because "hero' doesn 1 have to In

just a word. It can be the face you see

when vou look in the mirror.

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

586-4110

"'' '" To any MassachuscRi

Pl^gg "^^fyiON Funded College or Un.vers.ty

NaUonal Guard

IVften It Comes To Prite,

We^re the Underdog

FRI.-MON. MOOM
700 MILES FREE...
FBI.-TVEM. MOON
900 MILES FREE...
FRI.-WED. MOOM
l,0O0 MILES FREE

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU:
•PAYLESS CAR RENTAL CORP. OF MASS. 7ll« 7 1 Q

I

1 80 BOSTON RD., SPRINGFIELD, MA i QL'1191

ittCOMOCJUIOeUBANY.464CirtnlAim /Ubony. N.r.(Sli)43$.7*0t

ItKOMOCAMOrSCHtNKTMr, llTOStvfSi. fchenertoi^- NY (i1$} 377-047

1

irfAYl£SSCAKIB*TAlSOrSrtACVSt. Si S» BoyKd Srtxu- NY (3ISI45S-St}l

Vara. Ciiif» Vant, Mini Vont Coll T»4hy

He s been chased, thrown through a window, and arrested.

Eddie Murphy Is a Detroit cop on vacation in Beverly Hills.

owMuiT ini»s WBiR » waiw iw md«mr jtoct* %mm *^^^^,^^^

Nike "^ Recognition
Leather Court Shoe
Women's sizes.

Reg. ^32 99-36 99

'25 '28
Low High

Boys' sizes

Reg ^3199-33 99

$'

Olympian®
Leather High Top

Court Shoe
Men's sizes Reg. ^26.99.

21

Nike® Convention
Leather Court Shoe

Men's sizes Reg. ^39^2.99

'31 '33
Low High

Low High

Thursday, Nov. 14th at 5, 1, 9, 11

Campus Center Auditorium

$1.50 at 5 $2.00 at 7, 9, 11

sponsored by N.E.A.G.

In our game, the best way to stay on top is to keep our prices under

everybody elses. Even on the best-selling names and styles in athletic

footwear, like Nike and Olympian leather court shoes. That way,

we all come up winners.

\llMthrf\/eon competition.
VHampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley

ARTS
Book written by L.A. youth

adds up to Less Than Zero
Less Than Zero
By Bret Easton Ellis

By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

Less Than Zero, by Bret Easton Ellis, is

a novel which has been called the Catcher

in the Rye of this decade.

For its explict content, yes, I would call

it that. But as far ais its story line I would

be more likely to call it the Clockwork

Orange of this decade; society being a liv-

ing hell with what seems like no restric-

tions, no goals and nobody who cares. For

both Clay (the main character of Less Than

Zero) and Alex (the main character of A
Clockwork Orange) life is but a picture book

of events containing few connections and

no explanations. At least Alex is happy.

In an overview. Less Than Zero is a one-

month look at a young man's racey and

almost senseless life in Los Angeles. Clay

has returned home to L.A. from a college

in New Hampshire. Clay is unhappy

because he hates everything, but there is

nothing he can do to change it so he does

his best to survive. He is caught up in the

plastic, and glittery world of the elite.

Clay and his friends survive on drugs sex

and MTV. No one seems to care who they

sleep with or how much money they spend

on coke. Clay leads his life day to day just

barely surviving the routine.

When I finished the last paragragh of the

book I closed it and sat for a few moments

trying to pull it all together. While reading

Less Than Zero I thought the idea benind

the story would come to me, and I would

understand it by the end. But at the con-

clusion of the story I was left with too many

unanswered questions.

Through the course of the book Ellis

takes his readers on a roller coaster ride

through the emotions and experiences of

Clay. Unsiu-e of how he feels towards life.

Clay does seem to value his friendships, on-

ly at certain times though. He thinks back

to his past alot perhaps in an effot to forget

the present that he is living.

Clay has some kind of sick perversion for

seeing the worst possible thing happen.

When his girlfriend Blair hits a coyote he

can't take his eye off the dying beast. Clay

is the last of his friends to leave the alley

when they come across a dead junkie lying

in the gutter. Even when he was forced in-

to watching his friend Julian perform acts

of homosexual prostitution Clay's eyes

couldn't leave the scene.

Any conversation between characters in

Less Than Zero is mimdane and superficial.

No has anything real to say to anyone else

because nobody seems to care. Clay's friend

Kim has to read magazines to find out

where her mother is traveling to film her

next movie. Clay and a few others stand

around and take pictures of their friend at

the party while she injects heroine into her

arm. And when Clay's 13-year-old sister

proudly announces that she has no problem

getting her own cocaine, Clay stares out

the window.
When I first started to read the book I

couldn't put it down. Each little happen-

ing in Clay's life was a new adventure in

literary thrills. However, midway through

the book Clay's depressing life began to

show througl^. It got me depressed, and

eventually made me sick. Those thrills

turned into cheap thrills. It got to the point

where I was saying enough is enough.

Saxophonist I^^n Mock will be guest soloist with '»>« f"*^* College

Chamber Soloists at 8 p.m. Thursday in Bezanson Recital Hall at UMass.

Admission is free. ,

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
REBECCA
WAGGONER

Love^

Your
housemates -

Beansprout
Kappy

Boneranger

jtr^tY^''^

2B MAIN ST. AMHERST 25B-B331

I'OJi n DfiifiRii) inioni
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Adult theatre restrictions

asked of Supreme Court

WASHINGTON (AP)-
Communities should not be

allowed to isolate adult

movie theaters in an "in-

dustrial wasteland" without

proof they will cause harm
if located elsewhere, the

Supreme Court was told

yesterday.

Jack R. Burns, a lawyer

representing theater owners

from Washington State, said

there should be "empirical

evidence of a compelling

nature" before communities

effectively can ban adult

theater from most commer-
cial areas.

In a case attracting

widespread attention from

municipalities nationwide,

the court heard arguments

in an appeal by Renton,

Wash., officials seeking to

limit the location of new
theaters showing sexually

explicit films.

E. Barrett Prettyman Jr.,

a lawyer here representing

Renton, urged the justices to

allow communities to force

the theaters to locate in cer-

tain parts of town and
nowhere else.

Renton officials "didn't

zone them away from com-

mercial areas," Prettyman
said. "We zoned them away
from residential areas

which happened to be mix-

ed in with the commercial

areas."

CAROL'S HEAD QUARTERS
Former Employees of LORDS & LADIES

Carol, Sandy and Ingrid

A Full Service Salon

- Manicures - Cellophane Colors - Perms

Reasonable Rates Walk-Ins

115 Russell St, Rt. 9, Hadley, MA
1-413-584-9948

< Student Discount w/valid ID -
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Tonight Nov. 13

Reggae Rockers

LOOSE CABOOSE
Shekin to the

Reggae Beet

Tlckeu M.OO at the door

Thursday Nov. 14
Miller Rock Series

preeenta

SOUTHSIDE
JOHNNY

and the JUKES
Tix 19.50 in advance

LeeAnne Hutchinson (Smith College) and Paul Hahn (Amherst College)

participants in the Five-College Dance Department's fall faculty dance con-

cert, 8 p.m. Thursday through Saturday in Amherst College's Kirby Theatre.

Coming Nov. 21

The One B Only

RAY
CHARLES

and the

RAELETTES
and the

Ray ChariM Band
Tickets available all

Datatix

Coming Doc. 12

Johnny Cop«l«nd
and tha

Texas Twiator

Hampshire
Business

Machines Inc.

TYPEWRITERS
Sales, Service

Rentals

Brothers, IBM.
Smith Corona, etc

321 Main St.

Amherst
549-6177

REMT/^RKK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also AvaUable

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

'1 M6J044'
Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,

Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: taka 116 north to

South D«.«rfl«ld, south on rout*

6-10 1M mil**. Right on Christian

Lano V4 mils from cantar of town.

Open:
Mon-Sat 6-10 pm Sun 1-9

For The Ultimate Study Break...

GRAND OPENING

Relax your mind and recharge your body

in the weightless, stimulus-free environment

of Utopia Spas' flotation tank,

$9.00 per hour

Utopia Spas
175 University Drive, Amherst

(413) 253 7727

ill

PEKING GARDENWE WELCOME YOU TO

We hope to introduce you to a new, authentic taste In Chinese cuisine.

We emphasize the use of different Chinese spices In making a dish,

such as fresh ginger root, scalllon, fresh garlic, pepper corn, star anise,

sesame seed, and of course, hot pepper. We also have a variety of

Chinese sauces made from assorted tieans and splces,wlll give a dish

its unique, exotic flavor.

In our Menu we combine the most famous dishes from the south and

the north to enable you to taste a wide range of genuine Chinese cook-

ing. Our spicy dishes are prepared in three categories, mild, hot, and

very hot. Please advise your waitress which category you desire. Our

Chef has had 20 years of experience from all over the world, such as

Mainland China, Hong Kong, and New York City. Therefore, we

guarantee you the finest in Chinese cuisine.

We sincerely hope that you will enjoy t>oth our food and service

We welcome your comments and criticism

Matuiarin if Surbiuiu Raktuiii

PRESENTS A
COPIER

EXPOSITION

Luncheon Specials from $2.25 - $4.50

Mon-Sat 1 1 :30 am - 3:00 pm (except Holidays)

Sunday Brunch served from 11:30 am - 3:00 pm
$6.95 per person $4.00 per child under ten

Banquet Room Available for larger parties

Cocktail Lounge
Full Liquor License

For take out orders and reservations please call 586-1202

Sun-Thurs 11 am - 10 pm; FrI & Sat 11 am - 11 pm
48 Russell Street

Madley, Mass. 01035

UMASS

Campus Center. Rm 163

Nov. 18th 1:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Nov. 19th 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

ARTS
New album releases: Some hot, some not
By ELIZABETH LANGLOIS
Collegian Staff

• Lots of new releases are all being issued

just in time for early Christmas shopping.

Here's a chance to spend some money:

Mars needs Guitars by the Hoodoo
Gurus is not as immediately catchy as its

predecessor, Stoneage Romeos. This is an

album that reveals itself a little more each

time you hear it and is every bit as good

as the first album.

The Gurus lost their American contract,

and this is available on Big Time Records.

From cramps-style rock to straight ahead

pop, the Gurus excel at it all. Real pretty

songs like, "Show Some Emotion" and

"Other Side of Paradise"sound like they

could be right at home on top 40 radia "Bit-

tw^weet" has already been released as a

single.

Crashing Dream by L.A.'s Rain Parade

is their first release for a major label

(Island), and for old and new fans alike.

This band doesn't disappoint. They've

sharpened up their sound a bit from the

meandering keyboard washes of their last

two outings. Don't expect happy lyrics

either. Expect great music The band uses

alot of slow slide guitar for a beautiful ef-

fect, not unlike the swells of violin from

their first record. "Don't Feel Bad" sounds

like their old stuff and "Gone West" uses

a drum machine which sounds interesting.

Date With a Vampyre is a new EP out

by The Screaming Tribesmen, a great

Austrailian band. They've cleaned up their

sound and present us with a fine batch of

tunes. From "Two Blind Mice," a little

reminiscent musically of the Church, to

"High Time."

The Pink Opaque, a compilation of

singles put out by the Cocteau Twins, is

a nice package and the Twins first album
release in the states. It presents the buy-

ing public with a solid argument as to why
they should be stars in the U.S. as well as

in the U.K. At times, they sound like Kate

Bush (specifically Vocalist Elizabeth

Eraser).

Mr. Robyn Hitchcock (ex-Softboy) has

released a live document of his recent tour

recorded over at the Marquee Club in

England, called Gotta Let the Hen Out.

It is a faithful reproduction of his live soimd

and includes "Listening to the Higsons"

and a great version of "My Wife and My
Dead Wife"

Gene Loves Jezebel, two Welsh men,

one who dresses up as a woman, have

released a real sleeper called Immigrant.

Awash with echo mannerisms (a la guitar)

similar to U2'8 Edge, and some interesting

vocals, this band is destined for stardom.

Witness the splendor of "Cow" and the

furiousity on "Always a Flame." A must-

have for any collection.

The Cult are a singles band. They've

released a few fine 12-inchers in the past

year, most notable, "Resurrection Joe" but

sadly, on their latest album, Love, they've

fallen to rehashed metal cliches and

tuneless vocals. Yawn.

The Thompson Twins fare little better

on Here's to Future Days. This has all the

makings of a rush job. Leader Tbm Bailey

suffered fit)m exhaustion and this delayed

things a few months. Where is the hand

that was capable of such exquisite pop on

their last few vinyl ventures? Except for

"Lay Your Hands on Me," this album is a

real drag. They used to be one of the few

synth-pop outfits capable of working magic

with melody and infusing exotic rhythms

and warmth to synthetic sound.

Last off is the perfectly wonderful,

beautiful single from Echo and the Bun-

nymen titled Bring on the Dancing Horses.

Loaded with synths and strings doesn't

drain from its power one bit.

EARN ACADEMIC
CREDIT*

While gaining

experience in

marketing, public

relations, counseling

and student affsdrs

administration. Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate
Admissions Office. For

more information sign

up for a planning

session at the

University Internship

Program by

November 26.

• Upon faculty approval

TCYP has openings for

the following positions:

FOSTER CARE
-mature individuals and
families to provide a stable

environment for needy
adolescents.

RELIEF STAFF - to

provide respite hours to

youths in foster care. Situa-

tions vary according to

r)eed.

ADVOCATES - willing

to share living accommoda-^
tions with young adults'

needing orientation into in-

dependent living situations.

Stipends, training and
support are available for

all openings. For further

information, call B.J.

Vanessa at Tri-County
Youth Program, 18 Ar-

mory St., Northampton,
686-6210.

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29
Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center
Fotf Service Tire Store

7S Sunderland Rd., No. Amharit. MA
Across from Watroba's Store

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

Thursday Nov. 21

Campus Center Auditorium

An eveninq of pure 'frolicking fun!'!

Tlck«tt on tal« W«d. Nov. 13th

.t/C^ at Tix Unlimited, Main Street Records,

—i^TTT. Faces and "For the Record'
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MANDATORY
MEETING

ALL NUMMO NEWS
STAFF MEMBERS ARE

REQUIRED TO ATTEND AN
EMERGENCY MEETING
AT 4:15 P.M. IN RM 109,

NEW AFRICA HOUSE.
IT IS IMPERATIVE
THAT YOU ATTEND.

fornnen manager
of

John Dellarfa

at:

illicliaells

Hair SStiiilio
Carriage Shops. Amherst

Upper Level

NURSING:
CHECK IT OUT

At New England Deaconess Hospital School of Nursing.

Now is the tinne to apply. You could even start planning your

courses to qualify for our two-year advanced placement

program.

Just call Joy Erb, recruitment coordinator, at (617) 732-8343.

Come join us at our Fall Open House, Sundays, 2-4 p.m.:

October 27, December 1; Tuesdays, 4-6 p.m.: October 29,

December 3.

NEW ENGLAND DEACONESS HOSPITAL
SCHOOL OF NURSING
One Autumn Street, Boston, MA 02215

Commmea to tne concept o1 equal opportunity m education

JfaJfaJi=J«=l*=lfe=lf=Ji=JrSlr lf=Jf=Jj

CAREER DAY '85
Wednesday, November 13

PrBSGnts

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY
and the JUKES

DOORS OPEN
8:00 P.M.
DON'T BE LATE
FOR THE PARTY
FREE T-SHIRTS,

HATS, AND ALL
KINDS OF GOODIES
TIX IN ADVANCE
AT ALL DATATIX

OUTLETS
19.60

AND AT MAIN ST. REG'S
IN NORTHAMPTON

Over 30 companies represented!

I
Presentation, Luncheon and Career Fair

Luncheon tickets on sale in SOM lobby

until Nov. 8

Those wishing to attend only presentation

and Career Fair

are welcome from 10:00 am - 5:00 pm,

1st floor Campus Center

Open to all students - any major!

iBPimii smm hoiijhiimpioh. ma. mi%^nn
Sponsored by

the Undergraduate Business Club

ir—Tr—»fr J/t; J|<—'ft

Friday, November 8, 1985

Doonesbury
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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Woe's Moes By Maureen Hayes
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Ibday: Overcast with occasional rain or

drizzle; high 50-55.

Tonight: Rain, drizzle, patchy fog, lows

near 40.

Tbmorrow: Drizzle will give way to par-

tially sunny skies by afternoon. Highs in

the 508.

Today's Menu

LUNCH
Cheeseburger

Bacon-Onion Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Grolden Burgers

Hungarian Noodle Bake

DINNER
Roast Tbp Round of Beef

Gravy
Fried Shrimp Dinner

Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Barley-Soybean Casserole

Fried Shrimp Dinner
Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

Attention All Copy Eds,
AMEs and Reporters

Former Collegian managing editor Ray
Beauchemin, now a copy editor at the Hart-

ford Courant, will be giving a workshop at

4 p.m. on Thursday in the newsroom. This

should be worth it—please make an effort

ot attend.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdilfd by Trade Michel Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Cries of disgust

5 Bedeviler

9 Fish spears
14 Ranis

employee
15 Pearl Harbor's

site

16 Love, Italian

style

17 Caribtiean

locale

18 Holdback
19 Persian gold

com
20 Mountain in E

TurKey

22 Henry or Clare

Boottie

24 Finale

25 desperan-

dum
26 Gypsy dance

style

28 Low-cost

houses
32 Garden State

capital

33 New word for

newlyweda?
34 No, in Frankfurt

36 Caravansary

37 Turned a
ear

39 Granite: Prefix

41 Play parts

45 Old French com
4 7 Support

49 Dash off

50 Tunisia s

neighbc
54 Tacoor crepe

56 Lively Spanish

dance
58 US govt board

59 12 do/

60 Do a gardening

chore

61 Upstart

64 Of blood

66 Spruce
68 Within Prefix

69 An Astaire

70 JacK-a-dandy

71 Repeatedly

72 Meddled
73 Egyptian sun

god
74 Not as much

DOWN
1 Spotted cavy

2 Manchunan
river

3 Cuban dance
4 Star of bridge

and screen

5 Station

6 Devour
7 Mantel

8 Dm
9 Keepers, of a

sort

10 Latin I verb

11 Stir up
12 ElCaudillo"

13 Forward
21 aDale
23 SambaliKe

dance
27 Town in

Sicily

28 MilKweed
feature

29 Regret

30 RumbaliKe
dance

31 Form of

address

35 Capture
38 Nurture

40 Hammock
activity

42 Stalely dance
of old

43 Tok of Oz
44 Obsen/e
46 Inched
48 Hilltop

50 Hunting hound
51 Texas city ot

song

52 Folklore beings

53 List

55 Breakfast fare

57 Music hall

61 Tommy's
weapon

62 Shoshoneans
63 Drags
65 Octoljer'sis

brown
67 Confusion

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZL^
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AGE dMb E

RE E OMf /FO IE A [ M
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nnnn ncinoDnniini
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What if

youdoritget
intothe

grad school
ofyour choice?

Of course, you may get into

another school, but why settle?

Prepare for the LSAT. GMAT,
GRE. MCAT or any grad school

entrance exzuzi with the best test

prep organization— Stanley H.

Kaplan.
Pbr neariy 50 years, Kaplans

test- taking techniques have pre-

pared over 1 niillion students for

admission and licensing tcits of

all kinds. So call. Why go to just

any grad school, when you
can go to the nght one''

KAPLAN
STANlf > .-I nAPlANEDUCAr'.CNAl C£NnR ItO

The worid's leading

test prep organization.

Intersession

Classes

Enrolling Now
MCAT, GMAT
GRE, LSAT

Take advantage
of our
FREE

SPEEDREADING
LESSON

at your convenience

Our recruiting piiilosopliy

is very simple:
Outstanding people
attract outstanding clients.

Palnck J \fJaide Jr

PannermCharge Norlheast Region

Our firms greatest strength is its

people, and that's a tradition we intend

to continue We want the best to work

with us.

Our partners and staff have the

highest technical skills And they're

people who care, people who teach,

people who understand todays

accounting profession

They understand that technical quality

has to be developed equally with

quality business ludgment

On the )0b and in our training program

they work to impart the key strengths

that prepare staff for increasing

responsibilities, and help them

develop the judgment to reach sound

business decisions.

For it is our people,
after all, who create
our quality that works
for business.

Deloitte

Haskins+Sells
USA

Hockey player's parents
permit organ removal
STRATFORD, N.J. (AP)-The parents of

hockey star Pelle Lindbergh said their

good-byes to their brain-dead son yesterday

after giving doctors permission to remove

his organs for transplant donations.

Philadelphia Flyers team physician Ed-

ward Viner said that the organs probably

would be removed "within the next 24

hours" but that Lindbergh's elderly parents

wanted more time with their only son

before allowing the operation to begin.

"Privately, they must hope there could be

a miracle..but they're anxious not to lost

the potential of helping others," Viner said

of the family's decision to donate Lind-

bergh's vital organs.

"From a piirely medical point (rf view, he's

been dead since 5:40 a.m. Sunday," said

Viner, who described Lindbergh's existence

as "as state of semi-living."

Sigge Lindbergh flew from Sweden Mon-
day to his son's bedside, where the

goaltender's mother, Anna-Lisa, and fiance,

Kerstin Pietzsch, have kept a vigil since the

accident.

Lindbergh, 26, was legally drunk when
he left an afterhours bar and drove his red

Porsche 930 into a concrete wall in front of

Somerdale elementary school, authorities

said.

Two passengers, Kathyleen McNeal, 22,

of Ridley Park, Pa., and Edward T. Parvin,

28, ofMount Ephraim, also were injured in

the accident.

McNeal, who is on the same floor with

Lindbergh at John F. Kennedy Memorial

Hospital-Stratford Divisoin, was listed in

stable condition yesterday. Parvin was in

critical condition with a skull fracture at

Cooper Hospital-University Medical Center

in Camden.
Lindbergh's brain stem and spinal cord

were irreversibly damaged by the crash, in

which he also suffered fractures of the hip,

leg and jaw, doctors said.

Dr. Louis Gallo, a staff surgeon at Ken-

nedy Memorial Hospital, said Lindbergh's

parents had signed a release allowing dona-

tion of his organs. Asked when the opera-

tion would begin, he replied, "We are

awaiting their order to allow us to do that."

His relatives "have accepted the finality

of his condition. They want more private

time with him," Viner said.

Pietzsch has acted as interpreter for Lind-

bergh's parents, who speak no English.

"His fiance indicated they were very con-

cerned the organs be used to help someone

else," he said.

Burial will be in Sweden, although no

plans have been made, he added.

Lindberg, voted the Vezina Trophy last

year as the National Hockey League's

leading goalie, was a member of the 1980

Swedish Olympic team which won the

bronze medal at Lake Placid.

Tfests taken in the hospital emergency

room showed Lindbergh's blood alcohol con-

tent at .24 percent, far above the .10 per-

cent limit at which a New Jersey driver is

considered legally drunk.

jjjjifffffr »»»»^

IYVONNE'S
CARRIBBEANA RESTAURANT

Luncheon Specials

with Super Island Vegetarian and Regular dishes

Prices from $2.50 and up

50^ DRAFT BEER
with all lunches

Route 9, Hadley, same block as Soda City

586-4389

Lunch Hours 11:30-3:00 pm Monday - Friday

I Dinner Hours 5:00-10:00 pm Every Night .

Navy Gold:
Forged in a Tradition

of Excellence

Because the Officers wearing it are the best

in the world at what they do
. . . they have to be

It takes a special breed

of aviator to meet the

challenges of Naval

Aviation. Strong, dedi-

cated professionals

who can control the

worlds nnost sophisti-

cated aircraft. Theres

no roonn over the

oceans for aviators

that are second-best.

To find out If you're qualified, see the Navy Representa-

tive that will be in the Campus Center on November 14,

1985 or call collect (518) 462-6119.
Minority Students Encouraged to Apply

Beneath the surface

pulses a unique

environment few will

ever challenge. Only an

uncompromised
standard of excellence

earns a submariner his

dolphins. The Navy's

Nuclear Propulsion

Officers wear them.

Navy Officers Get Responsibility Fast.

Wednesday, November 13, 1985

* football—
Collegian i«

continued from page 16

Heartbreakers: UMass has lost four

games by a combined 19 points. The
Minutemen have also found difficult ways
to lose. Consider this: Richmond-UMass
lost on a punt return; Hau^^ard-UMass lost

on a deflected pass that went for a

touchdown; Rhode Island-UMass lost on a

reverse and Delaware-UMass lost in the

last minute and missed a field goal with
eight second left.

Minutemen-Patriots connection: The
Minutemen and the New England Patriots

had their streak snapped on Sunday when
the Pats beat the Colts. For nine weeks,
every time UMass won or lost, the Pats did

the same thing. Going into last week, both

Massachusetts teams were a game out in

their division and sported 6-3 records.

Double take: Senior cornerback Chris
Wood has been included on two programs
the past two seasons that honored depar-

ting UMass seniors by displaying their pic-

tures. He could've graduated last season,

but decided to use his year of eligibility and
remain in school. Linebacker Steve Silva

faces a similisir problem this year, to make
sure he got some glory his picture was on
the cover this season.

Statistically: Linebacker Vito Perrone

has 45 tackles in the last three games,

senior co-captain Paul Platek is averaging

over eight yards a punt return. . .freshman

quarterback Dave Ralazzi is 28-of-51 for 417

yards in his last two games. . .Dimitri Yavis

is averaging 39.5 yards-per-punt. . .the UM
defense is allowing 11 points-per-game, and

only 22 points overall in the first quarter

and 21 in the fourth period. In fact, over the

last eight games, no opponent has scored

in the fu-st quarter . .the Minutemen
averaged 9,740 for six home games. . .the

top four scorers on the Minutemen this

season (Palazzi, fullback Al Neri, kicker

Silvio Bonvini and fullback Tony
Strickland) did not play for UM last year.

. .junior flanker John Crowley is averaging

17 yards a catch. . .Neri has 500 yards on

the season. . .senior co-captain George

Barnwell is questionable for UNH with a

bruised shoulder He needs only 12 yards

to go into second on the UM all-time

rushing list. . .Andrew Thomas is averag-

ing over 20 yards a kickoff return. . .Dwyer

leads UM with 12.5 quarterback sacks,

John McKeown leads with 126 tackles.

• field hockey- continued from page 16

University of Maryland (13-6-3). The
South regional, hosted by North Carolina,

includes Old Dominion (17-50) and 2-1

losers to UMass, and the University of

Virginia (12-6-0) and 2-1 losers to UMass
in UM's season opener.

Boston University, 15-2-2 and ninth rank-

ed nationally, enters the game with a nine-

game winning streak which includes vic-

tories over Virginia, Springfield and

UMass. . . BU defeated .,Virginia, 1-0;

Springfield, 2-1 and UMass, 3-0. . . Hixon

felt that BU took the game from UMass,

saying that the team had been offensively

flat. . . BU boasts impressive numbers,

outscoring its opponents 38-9, and out-

shooting them 360-99. . . Offensively the

Tferriers are led by senior midfield co-

captain Tferry Geldart (10 goals, 4 assists),

junior back Kim Swatek (1 goal, 11 assists)

and junior forward Sue Wante (7 goals, 2

assists). . . BU also boasts two All-New
England selections, senior midfield co-

captain Karen Godfrey (1 goal, 3 assists)

and junior defender June 0'Hau"a. . .Both

Geldart and Godfrey are four-year starters.

. . In goal, the Tferriers have junior Mary
Linehan who has an 0.44 goals against

average with a school-record 13 shutouts

and has not been scored upon in her last

600 minutes spanning 10 games. . . The
Tferriers* two loses have come to UConn, 4-1

in the season's second game, and to UNH,
1-0 at midseason.

SAVINGS OF 50%
in our Historic Stone Mill

WARE SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY STORE
Women's Cashmere and All Wool Coats

Introducing: Coats, Pea Coats and Rainwear by Evan Picone

Petite - Regular and Half Sizes

WARE SHOE OUTLET
All Leather Shoes -

*

Nickels, Jazz and Paloma

Merchandise sold only

in fine stores and better catalogs

Resume
Typesetting

Si

*High quality

*Letter perfect

•Customized layouts

•Superior to all other

methods

Contact SGA Communications Office

304 Student Union
Ed Cunningham or Jim Emmett

5-1977

id!
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INDUSTRIES YARD ,20 minutes from UMas,

Ware, Massachusetts on Route 9)

Hours: Weekday -9-4:30; Saturdays - 9-1

Lord, lead me to J.B. 's!

.>^ -i^^, HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES'•V M y.

'k

?

Is this

YOU?
If it is

come in tonight

(Wed. 11/13)

Cr receive a

complimentary

REG. BEEF
REG. FRIES

and

SMALL COKEI!

P.S. Look for your picture

and win.

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amherst, MA

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^r^,T7rT„,._ n*.j„e CC 113 • 8 45 3:45 Men Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day
Come to Loiiegian uin<-e ^^^

„,.^K«r pppp
Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

RMqa«tball Court Time Now Avkilable

Downtown Anihenit Individual or CTOup

tnemberehips. Call 253j528_forjeUil8_

All new Alive With Dance RSO will hold

jfR first meeting, Wed Nov. 13th at 6:30

pm in SBA 102 All majors welcome!!

Panel Diacuaiion topical issues on South

Africa Thursday, Nov. U 7 pm Red Con-

verse Rm Amherst College

Pi Siffma Alpha 'Poiilical Science Honor

Society meetmg Nov. U at 4 pm in Mach

W21

Amherit, 1 bdrm aot on busline,

,365/month, avail 1/1/86 253-3634

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 2002 1969 new engine OK body

gwxl buy 665-4142 evenings

1970 Dodce Coronet convertible. Many

new parts. Reliable. $700 (K) or BO
584-4939

VW 1970 runs good, some rust. $500

1-532-2931

BUY OIL CHEAP!

Join the Pioneer Valley Oil Coop. For in

formation contact Off Campus Housmg,

423 Student Union 545-0865 ^
ENTERTAINMENT

TURN THE TABLES professional

club/party D..I 5 .vt exjienenoe Uwest

rates 5H6-S»691

Rack^A-Diic Kntertainment Arencv for

the best party this semester U.l s, lartfe

screen virteo, rentals ;i4y 7144

FOR RENT

Sunderland. 1 bdrw apt. on busline,

420/month. everything included Avail

immediately! 665 3440, leave message

Furnished bedrooai in second story of a

house. Close to town and campus. I6J

Triangle St K call Oail anytinw before

1 1 00 pm 549 7692

1 bdrm Cliffiidc apt starts Jan I Kathy
665-8752 (eves) 340/month

LarKC single room in house, Amherst
C/enter. Available ,Ian 1st. 200»/mo quiet

non-smokers call 549-6425

Sunderland 1 bdrm apt 400/month in

elusive, on bus line, avail immediately

253 9043

FOR SALE

Lab Scries lOOw guitar amplifier exc

$275 or BO call Rob 549 4141

Safe Suntans 2S-5b% Off Just in time for

winter The Iwst nnces you'll see all year.

Join alone: $29 tor 10 sessions. With a

friend only $20. Act now. Talte a free trial

session and you'll automatically be

entered in a drawing for a free 2i) ses

sions Le Bon Soleil. The best for less. 264

N, Pleasant St. 253 9454 expires Nov. 15

Ciievy Malibu 1973 $860 new pariTcall

Dave 5497424

Yabadabadoo UMass "Bed-Rock " Cafe

T shirts with Fred Flintstone 6 6314

GrovernmenTHomes from $1 (u repair).

Also delinquent tax property' Call

1-805-687-6000 ext. GH-9616 for informa

uon.

IBM Graphics Printer exc condition $200

call Amie 253-.5U3

rToot Boa Constrictor and beautihil 27

»rallon hexterranum 160 Tom 253-7797

OHM C2^3 way^speakers 175 \\a\x Tom
2,">3-7797

hours Solid pay and commission produc-

tion orientea job in multi-million dollar

area company. Interview by appointment

contact David Stansel 584-S696

Merchandiser 20 hours per week $4.41/hr

call between 8-6 need car 684-2050

Come to find out how you '^an become a

New Students I'n)gram Counselor 11/13,

9 pm Leach Lounge

FuiTUmT Steward position. 5 evenings

weekly, light inventory, pricing, slocking

and bar hack duties, excellent entry level

food position apply in person Northamp-

ton Hilton Inn Rt 5

ORIENTATION

Find out how to becws a siisuscr

counselor, 11/13 at 9 pm in Leach Lounge

PERSONALS

Don't worry Beth and Sarah • we'v«

already .ailed Health Services to make ar

appointment to take care nf what yot

caught on the IT couch

G & J

The hardest job you'll ever love. Find out

more 11/14 6:30 pm Baker Classroom or 8

pm Coolidge 12th Floor Lounge

LOST

Lost mens Seiko watch on Boyden Fields

10/28 ha.s sentimental value reward if

found call Mitch 2561069 or 256 1664

POUND

Brown leather Jaehot in Newman CenUr
Lounge, call to identify. ,549 2877

One pair of Ray-Ban SunglaaoM with

orescription lens. Call Joe 546-5383

HELP WANTED

6n^Uj£^^^jn£^|tj^^riWp_

Monday afternoon on caawus, near

Herter a PANASONIC WALKMAN w/a

TDK 90 min tape, entitled "a.ssorted

crap" PLEASE call Val 6-9270

Lost brown wallet Nov. 1 ID"* and credit

cards please call .549-5935

Lonit biaelTToat with puffed shoulders

I*ft in Herter 110 Mon nite 1 1/4. If found

please call EM al 6-771 1 or leave message

at 5-2084 Reward^

PairoY photogTey lens glasses in brown

vinyl case call Jnn 5490901:

PauT DiasTrrTso sorry for everything.

Fnend«' '"hris

G - Happy Birthday! Love ya J

BFFE
Beware; ('lub Ed is having a Birthday!!

Cold Becks, Pirxa, Cheeto. and Cole:

Cheeie-ils for all. Come and wish Ed "A'

a Happy B-day' Call Ed at 6 3265 or sto(

by after 10:00 TONITE and JAM with the

Ifeautiful People!! Love and Hugs, Ed and

Ed

To the curly haired guy in 2207 JQA 1

think you're beautiful Female JQA Resi

dent

kxated in Amherst Ctr 774-2740

To share new house in Shutesbnrr. Very

clean, mcxiem house which is 10 miles

from UMass Male or female, $125 plus

$10 for utilities. Call anytime, available

now 367 9328

One bcdrooM with private bathroom in 2

bdrm Puffton apt 170/mo heat incl

available Dec 1 for next semester call for

more info 549-7827 great place!'

One person to share Southwood apt new

rug, nicely furnished 130 » $15 call

266-1764

I bedroom in house. 1 mile from campus,

one sixth of utilities, $146 per month, male

only, call 256-6228 anytime

SUMMER COUNSELOR JOBS

Info SoMio* 11/14. 6:30 pm. Baker class

room, 8 pm Coolidge 12th floor lounge

TO SUBLET

1 bedroom apt Cliffskic F 4 starting

January or February Bob 666-8219

SERVICES

MOVER

'Rouad Town Movers fast reliable cheap

call Michael anytime 323-6780

MUSIC

Attention Bands Masklans Embasssy

Recording Studio offers 16 track sUU of

the art recording for less (Jreat for demo
Upes Amherst 24 hours 649-7640

Hey Norma Have a great 21st birthday!

Hope you get your scrumpy chicken dog!

Love your roomies

Ski^Sunrbttsh! Hotel $149 call Ski Cluh

now 545 3437

EdwidTHappv Birthday to my indecisive

little frosted flake of love. Carolyn

Leora"Hasten It's your birthday!!! Have
agreat day 1 hope you're feeling fine'

l>el'» f>arty love. Jana

Happv 26th Lisa Crovo! We love you,

Baby'^ Marv D Bagel et al

But Annette, Pat won't share with me
either

Joel, . .here's vour personnal' Have a

g(>od one and chill out^ kHyj-jlQA KeJ _
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Cases' papers, dissertations, theses, on-

campus, dependable, ouUUnding quality,

low rates. 584-7924

COINS 123/121 tutoring 5 00 per hr

former 123/1 21 grader Alex 266-1239

Typing. Tape Transeriptioa. Fast, ac-

curate Available almost anytime.
665-7662

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE Any
length papers, grammar correction,

modem W^RD PROCESSING Letter

quality Steve 549 7161

EseorTServicrBvailable 8 pm 2:30 am
everyday any where on campus. Pl^ it

safe call 5-2131 for an escort ANYTIME

'fhinkiniBbout Graduate School? If

when where how contact the Pre

Graduate Advisor CASIAC Machmer
Hall E 21 For appointments, call

545-2191 or 54.5-2192

Apt or house wanted
minutes or less to UMi

Beginning Jan 15

I 646-61S3

IVAVEL

Party with 2000 other college students

St the Kilington Ski Fest 5 days 5 nighU

from $188 Happy Hours dailv LUV Tours

call Frank or Grad at 549-6860 or Mark at

549-4 1 73

Have an adventure January 6-12 Ski Vail

informaUon Ted Selig 646-4733

TYPING SERVICE

You make it sound good, we make it look
gtxKi for all your t^-ping needs, word pro-
issuing, graphs, spreadsheets. Superior
quality and nimpetitive rates call (even
ings) 549-0050 or 527 7189

ROOMMATE WANTED

SKI SWITZERLAND

SprlM BiMk "M"
Hound Trip Air

7 NighU Hotel

Breakfast & I>inner Daily

Beer Parties

$699
call Bnan 665 4248
Chns 665 3079
Mane 649 0179

Arranged by Classic Tours

TYPING h WORD PROCESSING

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jecls Will correct grammar, spelling. &
punctuation Meticulous proofreading

New IBM lypewiitei. 549 0367

WANTED TO RENT

To take over lease in January of a two
bedroom Bf)artmenl on bus route call

nighU I.*ine 546-9678 Handy 646-6363

$26 reward if you can find us a room in

Brandywine for 2 girls Spring semester

call 549 5042 ask for Karen
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SPORTS
UMass football notebook

Goals remain for UM
at New Hampshire

Sporta infonnation photo

Fullback Al Neri leads the University of Massachusetts football team with

500 yards of rushing.

Women's soccer tournament notebook

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Saturday's game in'Durham against the

University ofNew Hampshire will tell a lot

about the University ofMassachusetts foot-

ball team.
The Minutemen, 6-4, are coming off a

heartbreaking 27-24 loss to Delaware and

have no chance at making the division

1-AA national playoffs. The Wildcats, 45^0
losers to Maine this past Saturday, are also

out of playoff contention at 6-3.

UMass, with a victory, can accomplish a

lot. A 7A season would give UMass its most

wins since 1980 and an impressive 4-1

record in the Yankee Conference

Should Rhode Island be upset by Connec-

ticut, a UMass victory would give the

Minutemen a share of the Yankee Con-

ference championship. Last season, UM's
14-10 upset of UNH wtis used to build on

for this season. A victory Saturday would

be a good ending to what has been a solid

1985 and would set the stage for 1986.

"The players are pretty upset with

themselves," said UMass defensive coor-

dinator Jim Raid. "They realize what they

have to do, we've still got some goals left

to accomplish."

Minuteman Mutterings: The

Minutemen are 30-13-3 against UNH over

the years, winning seven of the last eight

games. The Wildcats have lost two straight,

allowing 75 points. Against Maine, quarter-

back Rich Byrne threw for a school record

366 yards and four touchdowns. He was also

intercepted five times. UNH tailback An-

dre Garron returned from a kidney injury

and picked up 71 yards against Maine. He

has 807 yards in seven games this season.

Honors: UM nose guard Mike Dwyer

was named ECAC 1-AA defensive player-

of-the-week with 13 tackles, a fumble

recovery and a 28-yard interception return

for a touchdown. "It the first time I've

scored a touchdown, ever, and I mean ever,"

said Dwyer, who was a placekicker at Barn-

stable High down the Cape. Dwyer also

played lacrosse for the Red Raiders.

continued on page 15

will
By GERRY deSTMAS
Collegian Staff

After a week of conditioning and hitting the books, the

top-seeded University of Massachusetts women's soccer

team is back to soccer and preparing for Sunday's NCAA
quarter-final match with Boston College.

The 15-0-0 Minutewomen face the eighth ranked Eagles

(13-4-1) for a berth in the Final Four, Sunday at noon at

Boyden Field, where UMass is 4-0 in NCAA playoff play

dating back to 1981.

Coach Kalekeni Banda and the squad are also hoping

for a good turnout to ensure the home-field advantage

Massachusetts spent last week working on its condition-

ing, staying sharp and catching up on schoolwork. "We
stressed more on academics last week because this week

is more important." senior Sue Bird said.

"We're not going to do much changing now," Banda said.

The squad will be working on tactics and strategy as they

prepare for only their third game in the past three weeks.

Since knocking off Boston College 2-0 on Oct. 26, UMass

has played once beating Springfield, 5-0, while BC has

played three times, winning all three.

"At this point of the season, there is really no advan-

tage," Banda said. "The only advantage looking for you

is a win."

Boston College had to go into double overtime to knock

off ninth ranked Brown (9-4-3) last Friday in Providence,

3-2, to earn the trip to Amherst.

The Eagles' top scorer foward Betsy Ready (11 goals,

three assists, 25 points) scored all three BC goals. UMass
routed the Bruins by a 6-0 score earlier this season.

Banda is also looking for student support Sunday after-

noon. "I hope to see a lot of people out there," he said. "If

we don't have that crowd support, we'll lose that home-

field advantage"
He mentioned that the NCAA tends to base its awar-

ding of the home-field on crowd attendance as it looks

where it can make the most money.

Last year, UMass trounced Boston College, 5-0 in the

regular season before going to double overtime to beat the

Eagles, 3-2 in the first round of the NCAA playoffs.

UMass' scoring is much more balanced than it was a

year ago going into its fourth consecutive NCAA tourna-

ment. Last year, UMass had only two players, Jolie

DeP&uw (12-5-29) and Cathy Spence (6-7-19) who had close

to twenty pointa DeP&uw had seven game-winning goals.

This year, five players have 20 or more points. Freshman

Beth Roundtree (10-4-24) and sophomore foward Monica

Seta (9-6-24) lead the team. Midfielder Carolyn Micheel

(5-13-23), foward Cathy Cassady (7-8-22), and Spence

(9-3-21), a foward, all score

Foward Michele Pbwers (8-1-19) and fullback Debbie

Belkin (7-5-19) have also contributed.

Belkin and Roundtree lead the team with three game-

winning goals. _
In other playoff action around the country, three of the

six first-round games went to penalty kicks to decide the

victor Third-ranked George Mason (15-2-1) went to a

shootout to knock off 10th ranked William and Mary.

California-Santa Barbara (174-1) knocked off previously

undefeated UCal Hayward (17-1) in a shootout and N.C.

State also went to a shootout to eliminate Radford.

Fifth ranked Colorado College (15-4) beat Wisconsin 1-0

in a Denver snowstrom and fourth-ranked Cortland State

remained undefeated (18-0-4) with a 2-1 win over

Connecticut.

Quarterfinal pairings are UMass vs. BC, George Mason

vs. Cortland State, North Carolina vs. N.C. State and Col-

orado vs. UCal-Santa Barbara.

SOCCER KICKS: UMass and Boston College are two

of seven teams to participate in all four NCAA tour-

naments, along with Cortland SUte, North Carolina,

George Mason, Brown and UConn...Spence, who regular-

ly comes off the bench, has a streak of scoring at least a

point in the last three UM playoff games dating back to

1984...UMass owns a 7-0-1 series advantage over BC...BC

Coa«giwi photo by Scott Maguira

University <rf Massachusetts women's s/>ccer coach

Kalekeni Banda is, like the sign says, 1&4M> this

season.

lost four in a row at one point this season, as before going

on their present three-game winning streak.

UM has outscored its opponents 65-2. That is short of

theUM mark of67 set in 1979 over 14 games...UMass has

given up two goals which should break the mark of eight

set in 1978 (16 games) and 1982 (19 game8)...In NCAA
tournament action, UMass is 5-3 over the last three years,

national third place finishes in 1983 and 1984 are the

high-water marks for the program,

Tournament Outlook

Massachusetts teams in NCAA playoffis this fioll

Women's Soccer: The Minutewomen, 15-0-0, are rank-

ed fuwt in the nation and seeded furst in the NCAA Divi-

sion 1 playoffs.

UMass will play Boston College (13-4-1) at home on

Boyden Field on Sunday at noon. The Minutewomen

defeated the Eagles earlier this season, 2-0. Last year.

UMass went to double overtime to beat BC in the first

rouiMi rf the pli^roffs, 3-2. ^ . „ ,

With a win, UMass will advance to the Final Four for

the third straight year, playing the winner of the George

Mason/Cortlanu State game.

Field Hocloey: UMass is 13-4-2 and ranked 10th in the

nation. The Minutewomen will play Boston University

in Boston on Saturday at 1 p.m. The winner of that game

will face New Hampshire at BU at 1 pm. on Sunday The

Minutewomen lost to the Tferriers, 3-0 earlier this season.

The winner of the regional title advances to the Final

Four against the Mideast Regional winner, either Con-

necticut, Ptenn State or Maryland.

Field hockey tournament notebook

UM has tough road to Final Four
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

With its final two regular season victories, the tenth

ranked University of Massachusetts field hockey team

assured itself of a berth in the New England regional

NCAA national toimiament which will commence Satur-

day in Boston.

The Minutewomen, 134-2, will play the fu^ round tour-

nament host Boston University at 1 p.m. with the win-

ner advancing to the second round to face the third rank-

ed University of New Hampshire on Sunday.

The NCAA National Tburnament is broken down into

four regions, the West, Mideast, New England, and the

South. Each region commences play Saturday with its

opening round and concludes Sunday with its second

round. The winners of Sunday's game advance to the Final

Four which will be held on the campus of three-time defen-

ding national champion Old Dominion next Saturday and

Sunday.

The four sites have been determined by the top four seeds

in the nation, all of whom receive first round byes. The

West regional site is at top-ranked Northwestern (18-1-0),

the Mideast regional site will be at the second-ranked

University of Connecticut (16-2-0), and the South regional

site will be at the fourth-ranked University of North

Carolina (13-3-0).

University ofMassachusetts head coach P&m Hixon said

earlier this year that she felt that this year's champion-

ship hunt is wide open with any one team having a

legitimate shot at the national title.

"If you look at what's happening around the country,

no one has established itself as unbeatable. On any given

day, anyone can beat anyone," Hixon said.

The West regional, hosted by Northwestern, also in-

cludes Iowa (18-3-1), and 2-0 winners over UMass in the

season's second week, and Stanford (9-3-1). The Mideast

regional, hosted by UConn, 2-1 winners over UMass two

weeks ago at NOPE, includes Penn State (16-3-1), and the

continued on page 15
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Arena plan
awaits vote
by Trustees
Stadium turfalso considered
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Plans for a multi-pvirpose arena at the University of

Massachusetts are awaiting approval by the University

Board of Trustees, according to the dean of the School of

Physical Education.

David C. BischofF said yesterday that a vote by the

trustees may come before the end of this calendar year

or early in 1986.

The 8,000-seat facility would include an ice hockey rmk

and a basketball court to be used by UMass teams. The

arena would also be used for concerts, graduation

ceremonies and other University functions.

The building would be located across from the Physical

Plant, where there are currently barns. As part of the

same improvement package, artificial turfwould be placed

in McGuirk Alumni Staduim along with lights. That

facility, now used only for football games and commence-

ment, would then become accessible to the lacrosse, soc-

cer and field hockey teams as well as intramural sports.

BischofF said that funding for the arena would come from

both the Massachusetts state Legislature and student fees,

with students not being assessed until the building was

completed.

House meaority leader George Keverian (D-Everett) and

William Mullin (D-Ludlow), the vice-chairman of the

House Ways and Means Committee, have both voiced sup-

port of the plan.

The Legislature had earlier given $3 million to build

a hockey rink, but that money is expected to go for renova-

tions at the University Health Center.

"This is something that's is needed by the University,"

BischofF said. "We are one of the only mayor universities

in the nation not to have a suitable facility."

The 53-year old Curry Hicks Cage is the largest facili-

ty at UMass, holding 4,100 people. The new arena would

be the cornerstone qf the University's efForts to build a

nationally competitive athletic program. UMass, in

hockey-rich Massachusetts, is the only major school not

to field a hockey team in New England.

Both the University of Connecticut and Boston College

have recently approved plans for new arenas.

BischofF said that plans call for the student fees not to

exceed $50 a semester for students attending UMass in

the future. The facility, optmistically, could be completed

by the early 19908 at a cost BischofF estimated to be bet-

ween $19 and $21 million.

Dani Burgess, co-president of the Student CJovernment

Association and student representative to the trustees,

disputed BischofTs statements.

"He's (Bischoff) lying," Burgess said. "It's going to cost

students $150 a year and he knows that." Burgess also

claimed that the arena would not receive support from

the Legislature.

"They've given the money for the hockey nnk, there s

no reason to expect them to be so kind and generous in

the future to us," Burgess said.

BischofF, however, said that the school is making it a

priority to keep the fee under the $50 level and stressed

that the Legislature does support the plan.

"This is something a lot of people want," he said. "It s

needed and no students would be charged except those

that will use it. I think the Legislature understands its

importance."

BischofF said that a feasibility study commissioned last

year will be completed Dec. 1 and that coaches and others

involved are being asked for input.

"This is an important step for the University," the dean

noted. "It's been a long time in coming."

CoUegtan Photo by Mlchell« Segall

ZEROING IN- Stockbridge student Mark Copponi puts his eyes to a survey transit yester-

day by the New Africa House for a class assignment on topographical mapping. At left, his

partner Chris Fallon looks on.

Senate alters handling of agenda
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

After more than an hour of debate, the Undergraduate

Student Senate last night voted to amend its by-laws con-

cerning senate procedure, a decision that will have a ma-

jor impact on the assembly beginning next week.

The move, approved by a voice vote, calls for an amend-

ment in the existing senate by-laws regarding the plac-

ing of motions on the agenda. The senate has been

operating under a system where the presidents' and of-

ficers' reports, as well as the committee reports, have

preceded items under old business on the agenda. This

has meant that in order for old business to have been

taken up for debate, the assembly would have to hear from

the senate presidents, treasurer and speaker first.

Last night's measure, which will replace for the most

part the present committed agenda procedure, will place

all old business from prior weeks in front of the other

reports. The committed agenda procedure is an existing

procedure in the by-laws which has not been efFectively

carried out this semester.

However, Senate Speaker John Ruddock said last night

he would still favor carrying out the committed agenda

procedure in future meetings, and added that this pro-

cedure, if utilized to its fullest, is the best solution to in

efficiency in senate debate. Ruddock, who yielded the

speaker's chair to argue against the procedure amend-

ment, said the senate can "bring up motions that could

be more adequately dealt with in committee."

The original motion's sponsor. Bill Collins, said the com

mitted agenda procedure is "obsolete" and that to rear-

range the agenda will bring efficiency and fairness to the

senate. Collins' motion was first amended by Michael Cer-

rato, and again by John Crowley and Jordan Rosner.

The approval's impact will bejnajor because all motions

by senators, committee chairs and officers alike will be

placed under new business in the order in which they were

handed into the speaker's office. Anything under new

business becomes old business the following week, thus

these motions are given priority the next week, regardless

of the sponsor's position in the senate.

Ruddock said the senate should consider its vote on the

amendment "since it's of a permanent nature." He ask-

ed that the senate allow the committees to recommend

to the assembly on motions, which the committed agen-

da process calls for.

"The committed agenda just doesn't work," said Jordan

Rosner, chairman of the budgets committee. The new
amendment "brings equity and fairness to everyone in

the senate."

Photo image to be reproduced in atlas

Inside:
UMass smoking policy tightened 3

Basketball photo essay •• -^

[Murder suspect takes own life 19

"We can't expect secretaries to sneak smokes in the

\restrooms." u i*u

\— Warren Shumacher, chairman of the Health.

\Council, on the need for a more effective smoking
policy on campus.

By TERRY EGAN
Collegian Correspondent

A satellite photographic image ofNew England created

by the University of Massachusetts Digital Image

Analysis Laboratory (DIAL) will be published in a two-

page spread in an upcoming National Geographic Socie-

ty atlas, according to DIAL Director Duncan Chesley.

Chesley and DIAL partner David Oliver spent three

months creating the image using digital information

taken from the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration's LANDSAT satellite 525 miles from the

earth.

The whole image is made up of millions of smaller im-

ages arranged to create a larger mosaic. Each of the

smaller images are originally numerical values which

represent color and intensity. Using computers in a paint-

by numbers process, millions ufci'lui sp<jts were assembled

to create the picture.

National Geographic Society editor William Garrett

became interested in DIAL'S work when he visited UMass

with the Chinese Ambassador to the United States. Gar-

rett toured DIAL facilities in the Graduate Research

Center, where he saw a smaller picture that had "just

been finished," Oliver said. innitmud <<,, po^f w
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WORLD/NATIONAL
Experimental medicine
^promising' against AIDS

ROYAL GOODBYE - Princess Diana and Prince Charles, heirs

to the British throne, wave to the crowd at Palm Beach International

Airport in Florida yesterday before boarding on a return flight to

England and concluding their visit to the United States, ap L««rp».oto

BOSTON (AP) - An experimental

medicine that appears to dissolve the AIDS

virus without harming the human body is a

"promising new candidate" in the war

against the lethal disease, researchers

report.

The researchers caution, however, that

their results are very preliminary, and the

drug has not been tested in AIDS patients.

But if it works, the medicine will represent

an entirely new approach to fighting

germs.
The drug is called AL 721. It disrupts the

outer coat, or envelope, of the AIDS virus

so it cannot invade healthy cells. In the test

tuve, the medicine was able to protect

vulnerable white blood cells from irrfection

by the virus.

AL 721 removes cholesterol from the

virus' envelope, changing its structure.

Without an intact envelope, the virus is

powerless.

One of the researchers, Dr. Fulton Crews

of the University of Florida, said experts

have long known that solvents can kill

viruses. But until now, no one has con-

sidered assaulting them inside the human
body by drawing out the cholesterol that is

part of their outer membranes.

"Cholesterol makes membranes rigied

and hard," Crews said. "So when you pull

the cholesterol out, the membrane does, in

essence melt."

However, the drug does not have a

disruptive effect on the cholesterol contain-

ed in normal human cells, and researchers

believe that the drug's apparent safety

could be a major advantage.

"This compound is very nontoxic," said

Dr. Prem Sarin of the National Cancer In-

stitute. "It doesn't do anything to normal

cells at the concentration we used."

The summit opponents
Reagan can't lose

WASHINGTON, (AP) — Whatever the outcome, Presi-

dent Reagan is likely to return from the superpower sum-

mit with a big surge in his popularity at home and a newly

polished image as being more of a peacemaker than a

hardliner toward the Soviet Union.

But even before he leaves for Geneva, the president is

playing down expectations, ruling out any agreement on

arms control, saying he's "not a great fan of communi-

ques" and using words like "I'm not pessimistic."

Absent any accord, however, the mere fact that a presi-

dent meets with the Soviet leader pays good dividends,

according to presidential scholars.

"It's a no-lose proposition," said Stephen Hess, a senior

fellow at the Brookings Institution who has worked for

Presidents Nixon, Ford and Eisenhower.

"Even when a summit doesn't produce anything, the

president gains" — if from nothing else, "a rally-around-

the-flag syndrome," Hess said.

Lyndon B. Johnson, for example, came away virtually

empty-handed from the Glassboro, N.J., summit with

Alexei Rosygin in 1967, yet his popularity rating shot up

11 points, Hess recalled.

Professor Stephen J. Wayne, a specialist on the presiden-

cy at George Washington University, said Reagan should

see his already high popularity rating increase by 5 to

10 percent, at least for the short term.

However, he predicted, the surge in polls would recede

if no meyor accomplishment emerges in time from the

meeting.
With the superpowers deeply divided over space

weapons and missiles defenses, it appears virtually cer-

tain there will be no agreement at the summit on arms

control.

Gorbachev stresses arms

MOSCOW (AP) - Mikhail S. Gorbachev's concern for the

Soviet economy gives new impetus toward improving U.S.
- Soviet relations, but he will not be pushed at the Geneva
summit into positions that the Kremlin might later regret.

In the months since the meeting with President Reagan
was announced, the Soviet Union has taken the public

position that nucler arms should be the main business.

(jorbachev and his spokesmen have been hitting at the

isseu relentlessly but have conceded there is little chance

of any breakthrough at the two-day summit, which begins

Tuesday. At the same time, the Soviets have outlined their

counter-atack on human rights and regional issues, in-

dicating they do not plan to gpive ground.

In the years before the summit, the Soviet Union has

faced criticism from the West for its crackdown in Poland,

the intervention in Afghanistan, the downing of the South
Korean airlinger and human rights concerns. The Kremlin
also walked out of the 1983 arms control talks and under-

went three leadership changes.

Next week's meeting is a political boost for Gorbachev,

and any positive developments will give the 54- year-

leader momentum as he forges domestic policies and
heads into the all-important National Communist Party

Congress in February.

However, in the days leading up to the summit it ap-

peared the prospects of a joint U.S. - Soviet declartion,

especially on arms control, were dim.

Soviet commentaries preparing the public for the sum-
mit began to reflect the Washington position that the

meeting at best constitute a "new start" in superpower
relations and that it was unrealisitic to expect meaningful

results.

Children face concert ban
SAN ANTONIO, Texas (AP) - After trying unsuccesful-

ly to tame the lyrics of heavy metal rock music at concerts,

tile City CouncU here is considering prohibiting children

under 13 from attending rock shows that depict explicit

violence and illicit sex.

Mayor Henry Cisneros says a proposed ordinance, the

first of its kind in the nation, reflects "common sense,"

but opponents call it misguided and argue that "parents

ought to decide and not tihe government."

At issue are performances at the Convention Center

Arena, owned by SAN ANTONIO, the nation's 10th

largest city.

The ordinance, which comes up for debate today, would

bar anyone younger than 13 from concerts at which

sadistic or masochistic sex, rape, incest, bestiality and ex-

hibitionism are depicted on stage.

Earlier this year, the council considered way of banning

objectional lyrics at rock concerts. When City Attorney

Lowell Denton determined any such action would be im-

constitutional, council members took aim at concert

theatrics.

Parents supportin the restriction found a surprising ally

in Cisneros, a liberal Democrat.

"I think reasonable people would agree those activities

ought not to be entertainment for children," Cisneros

said. "We're following a common sense rule here."
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From the
Bop

to the
Break
to the
Byte.

Computers create the latest

dance craze.
Read about it in Talking Clones.

(joming on Sovemher 20th
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AP Las«rpboto

GOODEN PLENTY - New York Mets pit-

cher Dwight Gooden, flanked by his sister,

Betty Gooden Jones, left, and fiancee Carlene

Pearson, had a lot to celebrate yesterday in

New York. First was his upcoming 21st birth-

day as the cake indicates and then a big pre-

sent, the Cy Young Award he was selected to

receive yesterday by the Baseball Writers

Association.
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Faculty Senate views a
tougher smoking policy
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

A tighter enforcement policy of existing

smoking policies for campus buildings will

be considered today in the Faculty Senate

meeting.

"This policy is a reiteration of existing

state laws and personnel procedures," said

Warren Schumacher, chairman of the

Health Council which proposed the policy.

He said the council's aim was to formulate

a specific policy which would designate

smoking and non-smoking areas in all

public areas.

The new policy states that smokers must

be provided with a smoking area apart

from those who choose not to smoke. Smok-

ing would be prohibited in classrooms,

auditoriums, food preparation areas and

within private offices at the discretion of

the department head.

Schumacher said the policy seeks to pro-

tect the rights of smokers as well as non-

smokers within the confi^nes of public safe-

CoUegian Photo by MicheUe Se^aU

FALL CHORES- Todd Desforges, foreground, and two other

workers in the Physical Plant grounds crew rake leaves by the Whit-

more Administration building yesterday^

Everywoman's Center
is allotted more space
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

After a long history of space problems,

the Everywoman's Center is moving one-

third of its services to a new location in

order to increase its size, Special Assistant

to the Vice-Chancellor of Student Affairs,

Sarah Boy, said.

The center in Wilder Hall has been allot-

ted 1,250 square feet of the Nelson White

House on East Pleasant Street, which

formerly housed the Women's Educational

Equity Project.

The director's office and staffs of three

programs are moving to the new space. Boy

said. The programs include the Third

World Women's Advisors Legal Advocates

and the Counsel Advocates.

"In essence, we tried to look at each pro-

gram and move the most external pro-

grams to the new house," Ruth Weekes
Washington, the center's director said.

"The move to Nelson White House makes

room for more private space available for

counseling at Wilder Hall," Washington

said.

The move to a new location doesn't

necessarily mean an expansion of current

programs, Boy said.

The center has been at Wilder Hall since

1978, Washington said. By 1980, the

Center was to have moved to a larger and

more accessible space, she said.

The center has grown tremendously since

1978 in terms of programs and staff,

Washington said.

Director of Educational Access and

Outreach, Gloria de Guevara, who provides

advice and counseling for five University

centers including the Everywoman's

Center, said that the center has expressed

a need for more space ever since moving in-

to Wilder.

"I have only been at EAO (the center)

since 1983 and the first thing called to my
attention was the center's need for space,"

de Guevara said.

"Everywoman's Center will continue to

advocate for permanent space with the goal

for the center to stay together,"

Washington said.

"Student Affairs (office) acknowledging

that we needed more space gives us

leverage in term of permanent space,"

Washington said.

The space was allocated to the center in

September, but they must wait for building

preparations and other plannings before

moving, she said.

ty. "Finding appropriate space on campus

for smokers to excercise their rights will

be the hardest problem," he said.

Schumacher said if implemented, the

policy would put demands on the- ad-

ministration to find places for people to

smoke. He said the greatest problem would

be in semi-private offices where it would

be up to the department head to find an

adequate smoking area. "We can't expect

secretaries to sneak smokes in the

restrooms," he said.

"This policy puts pressure on the ad-

ministration to enforce the old policy that

states the rights of both the smoker and the

non-smoker," Schumacher said.

The senate will vote on motions to recom-

mend adoption of the policy and to request

that the administration issue a progress

report on the policy before Feb. 15, 1986.

In other business, the senate will vote on

a motion to adopt the Graduate Student

Grievance Policy, designed to provide

graduate students with an appeals process.

Counseling Collective

offers support
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Offering support, not advice, is the pur-

pose of the Lesbian Bisexual Gay Counsel-

ing Collective at the University of

Massachusetts, according to members of

the collective.

The 1985 collective is nine
undergraduates, one graduate and one

graduate student. They operate out of a

small room on the fourth floor of the Stu-

dent Union Building, with office hours

from 3 to 7 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday and 1 to 3 p.m. on Tuesday. Each
collective member counsels for approx-

imately two hours per week.

"The kind of counseling we do assumes
that anyone who comes in can solve their

own problems," said Lesley Power, a

member of the collective.

Paula Jabloner, another member of the

collective, said, "We're there to listen to

what they have to say, not to tell them
what to do."

"You really have someone to listen to

you, maybe for the first time in your life,"

Jabloner said. The collective counsels about

200 people each semester, not all of whom
are UMass students. The collective has a

phone line used by people from outside the

University community, such as high school

students.

A large amount of the counseling is to

people who are first coming out of the

closet, who need someone to talk to about

their decision. "I think that's an important

need because the "out" community isn't

that large on campus - it isn't that large

anywhere," Power said.

Members of the collective said, however,

that counseling is not restriced to gays,

bisexuals. and lesbians coming out, but

that often people just want to talk about

the stresses of University life. Coming out

at the University is "just another major
pressure on them that they have to

resolve," said John Arnold, a member of

the collective

Paul Throne, another member of the col-

lective, said that an advantage of the col-

lective is that they "not only provide infor-

mation on lesbians, gays, and bisexuals to

anyone, but that they provide information

on anything to lesbians, gays, and bisex-

uals."

The counseling collective is an
autonomous unit, operating separately

from the Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance.

They recently voted to separate themselves

financially from the alliance, from which

they had previously received funding. "We
want to present ourselves as something dif-

ferent," Power said. . "People at an earlier

stage of accepting themselves might find

us a gentler alternative."

The collective has been operating for 10

years. It was (iriginally the Gay Men's
Counseling Collective.

Puffton cockroach infested
A meeting of Puffton Village residents

and members of the University of

Massachusetts Legal Services Office will be

held tonight to formally establish a te-

nant's union.

The action is mostly in response to an in-

festation of cockroaches in Puffton apart-

ments. The meeting will be at 7 p.m. in

Campus Center Room, 174.

Legal services Attorney Tom Coish said,

"Tenants are entitled under state law to

apartments that comply with the state

Sanitary Code and that code requires that

apartments be free of cockroach infesta-

tion."

The meeting is open to all Puflfton Village

residents, and students are eligible for

representation from legal services in solv-

ing their problems with Puffton Village.

Collegian Photofl by Derek Roberta

SOM CAREER
DAY ACTIVITIES- In

photo at left, Presi-

dent of BayBanks
Valley Trust Co.,

Richard A. Stebbins
gives the keynote ad-

dress at the annual
School of Manage-
ment Career Day
yesterday during a

luncheon on the 10th

floor of the Campus
Center. At right,

swarms of manage-
ment students check
out booths with
representatives from
over 40 companies

.
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University
Travel & Tours, Inc.

Winter & Thanksgiving Break
5 days to Montreal

$199
3 days to Boston

$99

2 weeks around sunny

Greece $699

3 weeks around Europe

$999
Prices include air flights, hotel accommodations,

breakfast, transportation to and from airports and

hotels, and much more.
p^^ Information Call:

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.

225 Main St. Northampton
(413) 684-9913

UNWANTED
HAIR?

Have it removed
the

Electronic
Way!
Call

NEW
REFLECTIONS

586-8371

No Needles,
No Pain, No Hair

Includes: transportation, hotel accommodations,

breakfast, sightseeing tour, tips and all taxes.

r* ARE YOU ^\

OVER 257
\

Would you like to
\

meet other older
j

students? If so )

JOIN US
Nov 15 from 4 to 6 pm j

at 811 Campus Center. (

For more information t

call 546-2148 :

Sponsored by ]

the 25+ Club S
"••^^•^>»

- New to Our Menu -

MEXICAN PIZZA
Crispy Flour Tortilla Chips

covered with a Tangy Tomato

Sauce, your choice of Toppings

and lots of Melted Mozzareila

Cheese. . .

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON , AMHERST
^1 CtNTtR S'

Bring Your 0*rr\

Beer or \Mine

4 1 boltwood walk

Beer t Mine
Sened

SPRINGFIELD
?49 SUMNER AVE

788 0919
Bring Your Own
B»e' Of Wine

^<= =»€= =»<=

We ship Holiday Gift Boxes.

f Choose from a wide variety

of cheeses, coffee

and condiments.

79 Main Street, across from Plumbleys

Imported Cheeses Coffee Beans
Bulk Tea Fre^ Pasta

Delicious Giant Cookies and other Baked Goods
Gourmet Groceries

Daily until 6; Saturday until 5; Sundays 9-1

J

V^ LABELS FOR LESSFOR LESS

^^HIJRRICANE FRED SALE^^
100% Cotton Heavy Weight

CHAI\/IOIS SHIRTS
MENS

8..uea..e-Wa,e,j-oonosuU,ed.rr^s^^ ^ $4999

n Hennan Survwors ' „
M.sh Leather v.nj^".'*"' ^ >1*|

DkdidasBasketbatt
Sneakers ^

^^^^
100% Cotton ^j2*

'1 D Rugby Shirts

yOVo Cotton Button Down Oxford

n Dress Shirts

Pleated Denim

Q Brittania leans

100% Cotton

O Corduroy Slacks

MR
ret (20 PtKE

r«t.$ll

UltM ^O
rtau ^

$g99 ^J\S

$KCUft **

tarn ^yMUZIM
VWM.

100-/0 Cotton

D Tomboy Vests
L,mi,ed Express 100-/,

Oversized Plaids

U Khaki Slacks

^ Porenza

^ wfflW ieans

D H^racher
"^'-^

^Sporto-Style"
Ny,onU mnter Boot

LADIES

ft S19.N

'/• cotton

rtt$3{

>*t.$3t

fn-Si:

m

Ml

Muim
snau.

tUMZIN

OlllLY

nm

FREE
SURF & BATH
TOWELS

WITH ANY PURCHASE OVER •25«
WHILE SUPPUet LAST

IF YOU DIDN'T BUY IT AT TRADER FREDS, YOU PAID TOO MUCH!

48 North Pleasant St., Amherst Mon.s.t. 9:30.9

in the new Tucker Taft Building *""' ""^
253-7155

t I » t I t

A**A«AAAAAA*A*a,A*A*A 4 * A * 4 A A A * A aTa'a^A^*^* »Va *'»^» »^'» » * ' . . . •

Collegian Photo by Miciielle Segall

An employee of Superior Caulking and Waterproofing Inc. runs
a caulking machine to patch up leaks on an outside wall of the tun-

nel which connects the Campus Center with the garage.

Tunnel repairs underway
Every year University of Massachusetts

students pay a Building Authority Fee that

enables the University to finance repairs

for its buildings, such as dormitories and
dining commons.
Currrently one project being financed by

the annual fee of $261 is taking place above
the tunnel connecting the campus center

concourse to the parking garage.

Physical Plant Project engineer John
Czach said Superior Caulking and Water-
proofing Inc. of Belchertown is repairing

and waterproofing the wall and ceiling

junction of the tunnel.

"On a rainy day you could see the water
pouring in," Czach said.

Studded glove confiscated

In addition to caulking, the company will

install a new waterproof membrane. The
cost of the project is slightly more than

$89,000, Czach said.

"This is part of a comprehensive water-

proofing project going on around the Cam-
pus Center. It is a portion of a much larger

job," Czach said.

Jim Shaw, foreman of the project, said

his crew has been working more than two
weeks and expects to finish within three.

Czach said the company has done work for

the University before in the Orchard Hill

Residential Area.

-JEFFRY BARTASH

A leather glove covered with sharp studs

was confiscated from a 20-year-old student

Tuesday evening on the first floor of the

Campus Center, University of

Massachusetts police said.

The studded glove is considered martial

arts equipment and carrying it is a misde-

meanor under the firearms stature, police

said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

PRESENTS A
COPIER

EXPOSITION

UMASS

Campus Center. Rm 163

Nov. 18th 1:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Nov. 19th 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

-?^l'.?S'
140V

HAND
CRAFTED
WOOL

SWEATERS

Imported from Peru

Reg $3^795

Now $24.95
a colorful selection of unique designs and patterns

A Slor»-ful of ktoas

OowMown Amh«r»t CMIy10-6, Sun.12-S
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Bally

Video Arcade

game
Buy this game and we'll give you Bally's

basic video cart plus a cart of your choice. All

for the amazing price of

a $400 value

$29.95

SONY at
unheard,, p^ces

KV1991 19" Color TV
cable ready

plus a whole lot more

KV1391 R 13" Color TV
wireless remote

random access, cable ready

plus much more

See $299^5

TDK HST 120

High Grade
Videotape

$5.99

Bib Video Cleaners

the perfect solution

$9.95

I

Sony VHS Cassette Holder

$20.00 value $9.95

Audio Cassette Case $9.95

NIKKO/JAMO
SYSTEM
NIKKO NR 320 28 w/ch

receiver with 3 year warranty

NIKKO ND 550 Oolby cassette

deck, soft touch operations

NIKKO NP 550 turntable

semi-automatic

JAMO P 180 3 way loudspeakers

a$950va.e ONLY ^449^^

Sony Profeel KX 1901

19" Color IVIonitor

RGB Inputs

High Resolution

plus much more ONLY $350.00

NEW HOURS
Mon.-Sat. 10-6

Thureday 10-7

15 EAST PLEASANT ST. AMHERST
All Sales Cash Only • MC/VISA/Check add 3%

All Quantities limited • Subject to prior sale

Not responsible for typographical errors

Announcing
New Lines

now in stock

Dual Advent
Mission Genesis

CoU«gt*a photo by Paui Dvnnwrala
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He's been chased, mrown through a windo\*^, and arrested.

Eddie Murphy is a Detroit cop on vocation m Beverty Hills.

(^
PHtttHJ B| Mj SMTO *IC jaw gtlDWMffDIKTHl ff MWHH WS; CPggaP * '***tg*l^

'^^

Thursday, Nov. 14th at 5, 1. 9, 11

Campus Center Auditorium
$1.50 at 5 $2.00 at 7, 9, 11

sponsored by N.E.A.G.

CoUegien Photo by Michelle Segall

ROOF CONSTRUCTION- Workers lay down
sheeting and perform other duties towards the

formation of a new gymnasium at Amherst

College being built to replace a similar

building on that campus that was destroyed

by fire last spring.

LauiRh hiuir Thiolt lf> aiv at (nil power a.^

a .supcooiiic loar .--vvccp^ acms.s tlu' lli^hi

(Icfk. Ami you'rt' Ihf pilot

'I'hf catapult fuT.^ and ( ; (oru's slam you

hack iiitt* your scat ScfofKJ.^ later. \(»u re

puiK-hinKa hole in I lu' clouds nTul looking

^o(kI.—
NottrinfT bents thr cxfitoiricnt of" Nnvy

—

flying. And no other job can match the

kind oCmana^'ement re.sponsihility you

get so quickly in the Navy.

The lewaidsan- there, too Around-lhe-

vvorld Havel oppoitunitie>^ with a ;^Meat

.starting salary ot$19.'i()(). As much as

$;i:^(i()(l alter lour years with promotions

and pay increases

'lake ull lor tomorrow m the Navy With

lop-level iraininj^ to help you huild tech-

ntcnJ rttwi mafYttf^f-FJal skdk yuull usi? iur u.

lifetime. Don't jast .settle intoa loh; launch

a career. See vovir Navv Recruiter or

CALL 800-327-NAVY.

Student speaks
on education
The Central American Solidarity Association and the

UMass campaign for the University of El Salvador will

be sponsoring a lecture by Salvadoran student Mario

Davila at 7:30 tonight in the Shirley Graham DuBois

Library of the New Africa House.

Davila was a student at the University of El Salvador

during the time of its violent takeover by the Salvadoran

National Guard in 1980.

Davila will speak of his experiences attending an

underground educational association, campaign coor-

dinator Jamie Gamble said.

Gamble said that students had to hold classes in the

homes of professors and out of storefronts during 1980-84

when the school was under military control.

Gamble said that attendance of the event will express

solidarity for the campaign's cause.

'I'd like people to support their appreciation for educa

tion and the freedom we have here (in the United States)

for higher education,' Gamble said.

The National Guard stormed the University of El

Salvador in 1980 and destroyed over $60 million of the

university's resources. The university housed the most

established medical school in central America, which was

also destroyed.

-RHONDA SWANN

il^BIAL continued from page 1

"Three weeks later Garrett called and requested the

New England image," Oliver said. "I told him for money,

we can do anything."

The image will be reproduced in the National

Geographic Society's "Atlas of North America: Space Age

Portrait of a Continent."

Established in 1980, DIAL is designed to provide im-

age processing capabilities to UMass students and facul-

ty as well as private researchers. The DIAL staff, Chesley

and Oliver, provide consultation to users of the facilities

and develop the system to process new applications.

r

t

\W^ RENT-A-CAR
C^9 Good reliable rentals at a^ better than fair price.

CARS, TRUCKS, VANS

Low Daily & Wknd. Rates

50 Russell St.. (Rte. 9)

Hadley. Ma.

lei 584-2319
-Just ovet CooJidge Bridge-

1

»*

^

NAVYOmCERSGET RESPONSIBILITY EAST.

StretchYourSkiingDonar With
fttor RnTsStrattra Hountam

"MMbMi
Peter Pan Bus Lines and Stratton Mountain are offering a special

ski package this season. . .a way to furtlier stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiing fun,

An-lval at Stratton Mt.: 9:00 a.m. • Leave Stratton Mt.: 4:30 p.m.

Peter Pan s Stratton Mountain Express round-trip service is

available Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.

Package Includes:
Round-trip transportation and a day's lift ticket for Just $25.00
Tuesday, Thursday and $27.00 on Sunday. . . less than you d pay
for a lift ticket alonel A great value to stretch your skiing dollar
and your skiing fun. Advanced resereations only.

Tickets available at all local college campuses and at the Peter

Pan Bus Lines Atlantic City Office. Tor further information on
pick up points and rrvrvatinns. ,

Contact: The People Profiessionals

BmimcUMnBumlinma.Inc.
1776 Main St., P.O. Box 1776
Springfield, MA • 781-2900 Ext. 253
MA Toll Pree 1-800-332-8995

t olU'tfian Photo by PiiiiJ Dt-HmaraiK

OVER THE COUNTER JOB- Kelly Mclaughlin, a mathamatics ma-

jor, weeds out the trash from food trays passing along the conveyor

belt in Berkshire Dining Commons Tuesday.

with a large variety of

AUTHENTIC

ORIENTAL

MVAL CJIAUE

ORIENTAC
FOOD MAHli^ET

360 College St., Amherst
Rte 9 East 253-5658

• Fresh Produce • Sauces & Spices

• Noodles • Frozen & Canned Goods
• Cooking Implements & Supplies

• Homemade take-out food
• New items arriving every week

• Gourmet foods at everyday prices

• Asian cookbooks at Publisher's prices

• Large Indian Inventory

Decorative Oriental Tableware and

accessories for Christmas giving
• Open 10-8; Sat, open 9-8

\e^
I'Co^ls^S'

\.oO'

50"
•.1»*

0.^°'

mow ©Pin
WORCESTER
MUNCHY

Binders

Notebooks
Paper
Backpacks
Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics
Health and
Beauty Aids

Candy
Tobacco
Cards
Calendars

Clocks
Batteries

Electrical

Supplies

Magazines
Memo Board

Ice Cream

Grocery
Cold Soda
Juice

Pop Tarts

Glassware
Cups
Decals

Pennants
Chips
Cookies
Popcorn
Umbrellas
Newspapers
Tote Bags
Film

School
Supplies

Typewriter

Ribbons
Pencils

Pens

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow

you to shop early or late.

Munchv open ^.UNIVERSITY

ASSISTANT
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER

NEEDED AT THE
••••••••••••••Collegian •••••••••*••••

Great Pay, need mornings free

Apply at the Collegian Office

at 113 Campus Center

Monday-Thursday 8:45-3:45,

Fridays 8:45-2:30

UMASS ALPINE
SKI COURSE

at

MT. TOM
4 Lesson, 4 Week
1 Credit Course

Classes begin first week

in February.

Offered Wednesday,

Thursday,

Friday and

Saturday nights

$50

(includes transportation)

Sign up at GPE Office

Rm 227 Boyden
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Time to take action now
Once* again it is time to take action. We

have written enough proposals, sat in too

many meetings and talked in too many
circles. There are five vsursity sports teams

on this campus which are threatened with

demotion to club status in less than one

month; now more than ever, we need your

help and energy to save them.

A few weeks ago, we detailed for you the

situation which will decide the fate of the

men's and women's tennis teams, the

men's and women's ski teams and the

men's golf team. Those same facts still

stand' we have been given an ultimatum.

Either the University provides a few more
athletic scholarships and upgrades sports

like football . . .or else. No one is quite sure

what the or else means, but there is no

doubt that these five teams are included

within its wrath. Funding to these teams
will be completely cut off. As one of the

most diverse state universities in the na-

tion, we are faced with the loss ofa substan-

tial portion of our sports program.

These teams are asking you to help pro-

vide them the opportvmity to remain at var

sity status. Without such standing, they

will be extremely disadvantaged when try-

ing to retain transportation to and from

events, medical training and care, and

quality competition, just to name a few.

Also, as many alumni have stated in their

letters of support, sports like tennis and
skiing are "lifetime" activities. The golf

links, tennis courts and ski slopes will

always be here. Why not maintain the

teams for the sake and reputation of the

University, as well as for the opportunit

given to individuals and groups, toward

Roth/Burgess

their own achievement of excellence?

Throughout the next two weeks, the

members of these athletic teams, the Stu-

dent Government Association and various

other members of the University communi-

ty, will be directing a letter drive of sup-

port for these teams. Last spring, a huge

and very successful effort was launched to

acquire support from parents, alumni, and

faculty. Now it is time to ask you to sup-

port your peers. Stop by the information

tables and sent out a letter to your state

representative or senator, or to a member
of the University Board of Trustees. If you

have a spare hour to help us spread the

word—stop by the president's office and

sign up to help. We must show a massive

amount of support and interest to the deci-

sion makers. We need to make them realize

that this decision will effect 18,300

undergraduate students, notjust a few hun-

dred. Isn't it time that our concerns com-

mand attention and are addressed?

For the cost ofone major athletic scholar-

ship, approximately $7500, the Universi-

ty can financy the women's tennis or ski

team (among other teams) for the entire

season. For the sake of fairness and in the

name of diversity, it is time for action on

the part of students. Take the opportunity

to set the priorities which the University

officials should be watching. After all,

whose university is it?

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are the SGA
co-presidents.

Relationship is two-way
My Spanish teacher used to try to make

class interesting and even entertaining for

ufi. The energy he expended was well

beyond the call of duty. Frequently, he

even risked jokes!

But nobody ever laughed. Most people

responded to the entire course with

minimal attention and still less apprecia-

tion for the professor's dedication. I think

they simply believed it did not matter how
they acted, that it affected neither the class

nor the teacher.

When I was in high school, I believed that

my teachers had powerful effects on me—
through their opinions, their grading, the

way they spent my time in their classes—

but that I had no effect on them. I know
differently now. The relationship is two-

way. An excited and challenging class

rewards teachers so that they will have

more energy to put into teaching. A single

student who appreciates instructors' work
may remind them of why they chose the

profession.

Teachers are people, and they respond to

other people. They are as affected by their

students as students are by their teachers.

Sometimes we forget that, as students. It's

easy to start feeling powerless when we
spend ovu" days going to rooms to be lec-

tured to on topics we may or may not find

relevant, in ways we may or may not want
to leeu^.

This is not a lecture to get you to be nice

to your professors. It is a plea to realize the

power you hold, and claim that power for

good. Your student role gives you a tem-

porary practice ground for power you can

use throughout your life.

Power is not a dirty word. It is not

synonymous with domination, or power

over somebody else, although power can be

mis-used that way. Rather, in and of itself,

power is the ability to act, to create, to add

your energy to the pool. Power is the

realization that when you walk into a

room, the room is changed. Whether you

choose to use that influence positively is

Deborah Kutenplon
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important, for nobody else can offer exact-

ly what you can. What gifts you do not

bring to the situation will be lost to it.

I know a student who confronted a

teacher for not including lesbian and gay

families in his course on alternative

families. He asked her to TA the course to

provide that perspective.

Another student told his professor how
much he appreciated her infectious excite-

ment about her subject matter. It made her

day.

And, do know those how hard-nosed

science teachers don't need anything from

anybody, especially not from students? One
chemistry TA, a friend of mine, had

students nominate him for an outstanding

teacher's award. I've never seen him more

moved. He did not care whether or not he

won, but simply that his students had

responded to his caring and his hard work.

The expression of our power as students

is limited, granted. We can make
somebody's day; we probably cannot

change his life. But we can move on from

there—the motion is the same even when
the aim is farther.

The same belief in the importance of our

actions that improves a class can also im-

prove a world. The 60s sit-ins which

catalyzed the black Civil Rights movement
were organized by students. The Vietnam
war protests, central in that struggle,

spread across college campuses much like

divestment actions are doing today.

Being students gives us a great oppor-

tunity to practice using our power. Start

small. Try smiling, confronting, saying

thanks afler a particularly good lecture.

We each have a lot of power in our lives.

We need only claim it.

Deborah Kutenplon is a Collegian

columnist.
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Everything predestined
I am a man without a future. You might

ask how I know this. Am I omniscient?

Well, yes, but that is beside the point. You

see, I am informed of my destiny daily by

countless engineering and business ma-

jors, whom we all know comprise the bulk

of God's chosen people, and it is probably

safe to assume that God's chosen would

not lie.

If this sounds to you like the rantings

of a bitter and impoverished English ma-

jor, then you're absolutely right, but you

would rant, too, it you heard this same

question day after day.

"So you're an English major. What are

you going to do with that, teach?"

Well, for everyone's information, there

are a multitude of lucrative occupations

open to my brethen and I. Certainly we

could become lawyers or technical writers

for some large firm, but did you know that

80 percent of all McDonalds' employees,

international terrorists, toll booth atten-

dants, stenographers, K-Mart shoppers,

bail bondsmen, ice cream truck drivers,

car salesmen, game show hosts, jay

walkers, and physical plant workers were

at one time English majors. Its also pro-

bably a good bet that the guy with the big

head sitting in front of you at the movies

is one of us too.

Of course, these jobs can't compare to

the wonderful positions held by God's

Herb Ramy

chosen. It must be great to be able to go

to work every day at 9 a.m. knowing that

you'll be doing the same thing you did

yesterday, no hassles, no worries. At 5

p.m., you can go home knowing that your

spouse, dog, and 2.3 children will be

waiting for you at your home which is still

carrying an $80,000 mortgage.

For two glorious weeks each year, you'll

pack the family into your new Chevy

Voyager and head up to that little cabin

you rented last year to just get away from

it all. You'll probably choose the same

place because the television reception was

so good the year before.

Years later, you'll retire, a little disap

pointed at not having made vice-president

of the arm. Thats OK though, because you

still get the watch and that great pension.

What a life!

So you see, by the above definition, I am
a man without a future. I'm not sitting

around waiting for my already planned

out future to happen. I'm not sure where

I'll be tomorrow, let alone five years from

now.
Thank God.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

Letters——^^—^^—^^—
Advertisement misleading

This letter is in response to the current

advertisement of the book Education's

Smoking Gun which appeared in the Col-

legian. The advertisement uses an analogy

between the illiteracy in American with

the Third World assumed illiteracy. The
heading states "dtmce! Twenty-five million

adult Americans are totally illiterate. Is

America creating a permanent underclass

... an academic third world?"
This statement perpetuates the ig-

norance of Americans about any foreign

country, particularly those of the Third
World. It implies that to be a Third World
citizen, is to be illiterate and only those

students of these countries who excell are

exceptions, the credit for their intelligence

placed with western culturization. In Third
World countries such as Cuba and Guyana,
education is stressed, therefore literacy

rates are among the highest in the world.

High illiteracy rates in Third World coun-
tries are usually caused by political or

financial restraint. In a country such as the

United States, where education is readily

available at all levels, the illiteracy percen-

tage is appalling. It is unfair to label this

illiteracy "Third World academics."

Ths ad has been in the Collegian, a

newspaper which represents the entire stu-

dent body, much of which is made up of

minority groups (such as women. Third

World students, and handicapped
students). We feel that if a student finds an

ad degrading or discriminating in any way,

he or she should bring the issue to the

public's attention. One person can not ban

an article, such as a book, because of his

or her personal taste, but collaboration

within the student body dealing with such

issues as these can reduce existing pre-

judices and discriminations found in such

public notices and advertisements as the

above discussed.

Sara Mo^not
Eon John
Amherst

Umbrellas and the blues
I used to think that carrying an umbrella

was an intelligent thing to do on days when
it was obvious that, within a matter of

minutes, the sad clouds would let it all out.

That way, I thought to myself, when they
just couldn't hold back emymore, I would
be ready. I remember taking my time
strolling from one class to the next con-

fidently, knowing that I had my new um-
brella with me.
Others would whiz past me at world

record pace. By looking at the horrified

looks on their faces, one would think that

the first drop would be deadly poisonous.

Sure enough, the sound of the rain drops

began to fill the air. I smartly pulled out

my portable "tote" umbrella. I tried to push
the automatic button that is supposed to

make it open fully "within seconds."

Much to my disappointment, the thing

didn't budge. After slapping it around a lit-

tle, I persuaded it to open. But by this time,

I was quite wet, not to mention annoyed.

I still had a pretty long walk.

What had started out as light rain had
quickly become a determined shower. It

was raining at an angle, so my tote wasn't

helping a bit. I seemed to be getting just

as wet as all the speed racers without

umbrellas.

Suddenly, the sly wind took my seeming-

ly innocent umbrella and forced it inside

out, just like in Mary Poppins. I tried to

rescue my tote as quickly as possible,

dedicated owner that I was, but it was too

late. One of its limbs had been permanently

damaged. As I walked around with the

water streaming off of the webbed um-
brella, I felt like a dish who couldn't get

out of the rinse cycle.

In the distance, my destination came in-

to sight. My shoes squeaked alternately,

sounding like a thousand mice as I walk-

liana Levenson

ed into my class. All eyes were on me. I

opened my drippy backpack to retrieve my
notebook only to find that it, too, had been

cursed by this umbrella and was sopping

wet. I glared at my umbrella after I put it

down.
Somehow, I survived class, feeling like a

piece of old celery. By the end of class, I was
only semi-uncomfortably damp. I quickly

picked up my unfriendly tote. It had been

waiting for me and sprayed me just enough
to make me fully uncomfortable once

again.

I re-entered the rain battle with umbrella

in hand. This time I held it at an angle to

shield me against the shots fired at me.

Since this blocked my view, I ended up be-

ing knocked down by someone else who was
as foolish as I and also carried am umbrella.

I fell into one of the large pools of water

that forms during a rainstorm as a result

of the uneven sidewalks around campus.

Drenched and embarrassed, I sat there for

a moment before rising. The other fool toss-

ed a lame "sorry" in my general direction

and continued sloshing along on his merry
way. It was at that moment that I decided

to discard my unfaithful umbrella.

After launching it like a missile into the

air, I looked at it, dead, on the ground. Feel-

ing like I had just removed an albatross

from around my necfk, I held my palms to

the rain to completely wash my hands of

it. Now, rid of the tote, I strode confident-

ly, with my head held high and my pants

all wet.

liana Levenson is a member ofthe Collegian

staff.
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Senate leaders are out of touch
Why is it that many ofthe major concerns

that bothered the students in September

are still unresolved as we approach the end

of the semester? I must agree with Alex

Guest's and Paul Wingle's column of Nov.

6, "Senate beset by quarrels" when they

state that it is "—the responsibility of the

senators to recognize your concerns ..."

However, Guest and Wingle neglect to

mention that the problem of inaction is

largely due to the ineffectiveness of SGA
co-presidents, Stacey Roth and Dani

Burgess. They have achieved little, if

anything, during their term in office and

this is primarily because they fail to

recognize the true concerns of the students.

Roth and Burgess' major accomplishment

to date, has been the passage of a resolu-

tion calling for an alcohol-free week. First,

it is not their place or position to tell

students that abstaining from alcohol, or

any substance for that matter, is necessari-

ly good. Secondly, I am very disappointed

at the counter-productivity of this motion.

Aft«r so many students have been fighting

the alcohol policy from its inception. Roth

and Burgess, for some unintelligible

reason, decide to support the other side.

They should fight proposals like this, not

make them.
The second resolution by our "pro-

gressive" co-presidents calls for the ROTC
program to alter its policy concerning les-

bians and gay men or remove its program

from campus. Wouldn't this do more harm

than good? The ROTC provides scholar-

ships to many students who might not

otherwise be able to attend this Universi-

ty. Forcing the ROTC off campus would

force many innocent students off campus

as well (unless the senate would be willing

to continue funding by increasing the

SATF fee). I'm sure there must be a more
diplomatic way to deal with this issue.

Moreover, I'm sure that there are issues of

greater importance that they should deal

with instead.

Most recently, Roth and Burgess propos-

ed a resolution to endorse the United Na-

tions, (they originally wanted a United Na-

tions flag at all senate meetings). The
United Nations, in the past two decades,

has been dominated by anti-semitic and

anti-American interests. I'm sure they

were not aware of this, and the motion was

just a noble effort to support a world peace

organization. Still, its endorsement is hard-

ly a major concern to students.

Roth and Burgess should get in tune to

the students' needs. In times like these,

when the administration is whittling away

at our rights and privileges daily, strong

student leadership is a necessity. They

should work against the University's

repressive alcohol policies, work to provide

better concerts and student activities, and

work to alleviate overcrowded classrooms

and over-subscribed courses. They should

work on projects that build student unity.

We must show the administration that this

is our University and we do not intend to

sit idly by while they impose their hardline

policies. There is a call for strong student

leadership, a call for organized activist stu-

dent body. Roth and Burgess must hear

this call and act on it, otherwise we can ac-

cept the fate ofbecoming just another silent

university.

Joe Demeo, senator
Southwest

^^crtCTiON. Call AN ELtCf'ON

It's easy to label, not think
Myth: all minorities commit welfare

fraud. Myth: Asians are innately good at

math and science. Myth: all Puerto Ricans

steal. Myth: all blacks are good at sports.

Myth: all whites seek to oppress. Myth:

Native Americans are wild and savage.

Myth: Japanese are untrustworthy. Myth:

black men are more sexually endowed than

white men. Myth: racism doesn't exist

anymore.
Oppression is alive and well in the pre-

sent world. It thrives in the undercurrent

of media and messages, which are subtle

yet effective. It lives on campus, in each

dormitory, on each floor. It affects you.

Racism is judgement on the basis of race.

It is nothing new. Throughout history, dur-

ing wars and slavery and immigration,

racism has played its part. Early in our

own life history we are corrupted with

"classifying vision," grouping individuals

according to their skin color. Ovu- stereotyp-

ing stems from our fear of what is different,

what is not understood. We look at a

stranger and immediately make
judgements on account ofhow that person

looks. Individuals are stamped with labels

which reduce them to objects.

Catch yourself, catch your society in the

act of making these assumptions. Stop,

mid-thought, and ask yovu-self, "why?" Did

you actually believe in the implications of

that racist joke? Have you been supporting

an organization which discriminates? As
students who will soon hold a responsibili-

ty which encompasses a world far greater

than this University, we cannot afford to

be apathetic and ignorant about this issue.

Yes, it is a "touchy subjecf'-so carefully

is it avoided. Sometimes it is too frighten-

ing to acknowledge the existence of an op-

pressive force. Apsutheid. Ghettos. Reser-

vations. Concentration camps. Don't try to

Corinna Moebius

escape the issue. It surrounds all of us.

"People think that Asians are innately

good at math and engineering. Many of us

study in those 8U"eas because we have trou-

ble with English," said one student. "Yeah,

I'm here on a football scholarship," said a

black UMass student, "but I'm majoring in

business." One Puerto Rican friend of mine

confessed once that when he first came to

UMass he was the butt of jokes and teas-

ing because of his inability to speak

English, and on account of others' pre-

conception of Hispanics. "They still do it

sometimes, and they say they don't mean
it. But it hurts."

It does hurt. It can be pretty frustrating

to realize you are being judged by the col-

or of your skin. All of us are vulnerable to

oppression. All of us, too, have the power

to make these judgements. Don't wait un-

til it gets obvious. Start fighting racism

now. Anybody and everybody can make a

difference. SCERA is one of a number of

groups on campus which is tiying to

eliminate racial discrimination on campus
through research and advocacy. But that

is not enough without the support and
awareness of students, teachers and ad-

ministrators here. Racism permeates our

society and our campus, but this Universi-

ty should never encourage the continuation

of such an ignorant and destructive prac-

tice. It should instead be educating us to

accept and understand one another.

This column is the first in a series ofthree

articles about oppression, and was written

by Corinna Moebius, a media campaign

worker for SCERA.

Contempt for workers is endemic

$UPWNLY IwrUiTlVELY T^E AWfUL ^ihuZ^VO*^ HIT OA NSi^ BU^AW3RTWY-HlS PINWEK

COl^?^W "^g gUSS'^^^J V^flCGR .WOULD NOT gE COMiNg ^AQC
.

A few weeks ago the Collegian publish-

ed a column by a UMass student that con-

tained a gratuitous insult to janitors, and

by implication, to all manual workers

whose jobs are absolutely necessary, but

low in prestige. Yesterday the Collegian

printed an Oliphant cartoon attacking auto

workers that appealed to the same "worker

as dumb ox" stereotype that your colum-

nist, however "liberal" she might other-

wise be, also chose to perpetuate. Contempt

for working people is endemic in this socie-

ty, particularly among middle class college

students who have never worked, so it is

no surprise to find this attitude frequent-

ly expressed in the Collegian.

The irony is that, as much as some

students may despise the men and women
who labor in the factories and fields, the

workers produce the surplus wealth that

makes higher education possible. Our op-

portunity to spend years developing our in-

tellectual capacities flows directly from the

sweat of the working class. Beyond paying

the taxes that make institutions like

UMass possible, working people make the

paper and print the books, put up the

buildings and maintain them, and produce

the food, clothing and all the other things

students consume. Without the brain and

muscle of working people, the wheels of

this University would cease to turn. Yet in-

stead of showing workers the respect, ap-

preciation, and solidarity they truly

deserve, many students smugly look down

on them.
First, honor picket lines. Locally, some

workers at the Lord Jeffrey Inn have been

fired, and they ask you not to eat there. If

the Lord Jeff management begins hiring

students as part time scabs, do not apply,

and urge your friends not to apply.

Second, honor consumer boycotts. Right

now, there is a boycott of Coors beer, call-

ed to protest that company's neo-facist

union-busting tactics. Don't drink Coors

scab beer.

Third, treat campus workers with

respect. For example, if a cashier at the

Hatch asks to see your student ID, don't

throw a tantrum. How would you like be-

ing yelled at by spoiled brats ten times a

day?
Fourth, and finally, use your time at

UMass to educate yourself about the

history of labor and the struggle of work-

ing people for freedom and justice. You can

take courses, or just take books out of the

library, but the knowledge you gain will

benefit you for the rest of your life. Don't

forget, after you graduate and hit the

streets looking for a job, you too will be a

worker.

Frank Callahan
Northampton
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The Ski Hans & The Sound Company

SKI • STEREO •VIDEO WAREHOUSE SALE
Thursday, Friday, Saturday & Sunday Only

at the Mountain Farms Math tit. 9^ Hadley
SALE HOURS
Thursday, Friday

& Saturday
10 AM -10 PM

Sunday
Noon - 5 PM

THOUSANDS OF ITEMS ON SALE...

/

SUPER DEAL BINDINGS

SALOMON 137

SALOMON 337

SALOMON 637

TYROLIA 170

SUPER DEAL BOOTS
REG

TECHNICATORANADO
KOFLACH SNOWBIRD
NORDICASTRATO
SOLOMON SX50
LANGEZFLO

SUPER DEAL
SKIS REG

BLIZZARD UNO M90
DYNASTARVISA M95
ROSSIGNOL E350 M90
K2 312 '240

SALE
•99"

•11 0""

•124"
•136"

4- -7-
SUPER DEAL SKIWEAR

REG SALE

EMILIO PARKAS
SUBZERO PARKAS
GRANDOE GLOVES
MNS. & LDS SKI BIBS

'110

M40
'35

'80

thmcA
BOOTS

STRATA
NL350
NM 520

TRIDENT

REG
140"°

•ITS""
'125'"'

NOW
•83"

*84"
•84"

•191"

Koflach
BOOTS

PRE SKIS
1000 SERIES

REG 250 NOW M 69'^

1200 s
REG 260 NOW M 89^^

SNOWBIRD
COMFORT
TURBO
COMP 211

REG NOW
M75"' '79"

M75''^ *129*'

»225''« •139"

235" •I 79"

SKI PANTS
EMILIO BIBS
ENTRANT BIBS
GORTEX PANT

REG
80
115
125

NOW
'39"

'89'^

•99"

TEGSSIGA
BOOTS

SUB ZERO

MEN'S - WOMEN'S - JUNIOR
PARKAS

20% OFF

IMMXim
SKI WEAR
20% OFF

SALOMON
137 BINDINGS
337 BINDINGS
637 BINDINGS
SX 50 BOOTS
SX 80 BOOTS
GLOVES

REG
^65'

'

'95'"

M05'"'

M75
,225
S42'

NOW
13990

14990

$g990

»149''^

,29-s

QpOSSieMOi SKIS

E350
E750
E850
FP COMP

REG

M90""
^255"'^

s270"'^

s 2 7500

NOW

MSB""
•179^'

4BUZZARD SKIS

UNO
FIREBIRD RACER

SUPER PRINCES
SUPER TORANADO
STAR
COSMOS

REG

MIS""
MIS""
'175°°

M75°°

NOW
»79"
»79"

«139"
»139"

EUROPA ENTRANT

THINSULATE
PARKAS

150 NOW M 19'^

VISA
OS 2

LASER
AIRFLO OMEGA
EQUIPE SL

195
= 260
= 235
^255

'275

NOW

MIO""
M29''

•179''^

»199'^

STEREO RECEIVERS f VIDEO RECORDERS I CASSETTE RECORDERS

SAVE *130

SCOTT 25 Watt AM/FM
Stereo Receiver

REG NOW

TECHNICS 912 35 WATT AM/FM RECEIVER ('200) "89

TECHNICS 150 35 WATT DIGITAL RECEIVER (220) M29

TECHNICS 925 40 WATT DIGITAL RECEIVER ('270) M39

AKAI 25 32 WATT DIGITAL RECEIVER (260) M49

AKAI 35 48 WATT DIGITAL RECEIVER (350) M89

HARMAN KARDON 330 DELUXE _^ ^_^
20 WATT RECEIVER (280) M89

TECHNICS 936 55 WATT DIGITAL RECEIVER ( 360) '219

AKAI 45 65 WATT DIGITAL RECEIVER C360) '269

HARMAN KARDON 380 DELUXE
30 WATT RECEIVER (360) '269

TECHNICS 550
70 WATT DIGITAL RECEIVER (399) '269

HARMAN KARDON 490 DELUXE
DIGITAL RECEIVER (^40) '319

LUXMAN 102 DELUXE
60 WATT DIGITAL RECEIVER (600) '359

CAR STEREO

EL-TECH Car AM/FM stereo

Cassette Tape Player

SPECO 6 X 9 20 OUNCE COAX SPEAKERS

AUDIOBAHN PASSIVE EQUALIZER

CLARION 3150 AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE

AUDIOBAHN 100 WATT CAR STEREO AMP

PANASONIC 6868
AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE

PANASONIC 50 WATT CAR AMP WITH

7 BAND EQUALIZER

CLARION AUTO REVERSE AM/FM

STEREO CASSETTE

PANASONIC 100 WATT CAR AMP
WITH 7 BAND EQUALIZER

JENSEN DIGITAL AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE-

PANASONIC DIGITAL AM/FM

STEREO CASSETTE ( 240) '1

AUDIOBAHN AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE

WITH DOLBY ( 220) 1

PANASONIC 50 WATT AUTO REVERSE

DIGITAL AM/FM STEREO CASSETTE ('300) '2

30% off all ALPINE CAR STEREO EQUIPMENT

MAXEt-l- UDXII
gi^CASSETTE

Limh 10 ^

$299
tJlua^ar 8 Hour Wireless

Remote-Cable Ready VCR
REG

..('500)

..('350)

..(700)

PANASONIC COLOR VIDEO CAMERA
SANYO BETA VCR
PANASONIC 6 TO 1 COLOR VIDEO CAMERA ..

FISHER CABLE READY WIRELESS
REMOTE VCR <"^00>

SANSUl 9000 4 HEAD VIDEO RECORDER (800)

PANASONIC AUTO FOCUS MINI COLOR
CAMERA <'S^^

PANASONIC 1 525 4 HEAD VIDEO
RECORDER <

'""'

HITACHI VHS HIFI 5 HEAD VCR (1100)

PANASONIC 1430 VHS-HIFI VCR (900)

FISHER 830-4HEAD MTS STEREO VCR (800)

HITACHI V3P PORTABLE VCR I ^00)

PANASONIC 1530 4 HEAD STEREO VCR ( 900l

PANASONIC 1630 4 HEAD STEREO VCR
WITH RANDOM ACCESS TUNER i 900i

OLYMPUS 105/208 4 HEAD STEREO
PORTABLE DOCKING VCR '

H""'

FISHER 840 MTS STEREO VHS
HIFI STEREO 4 HEAD CABLE READY
WIRELESS REMOTE VCR i l'^""'

NOW
•199

'199

'299

•499

'519

'549

'549

'599

'599

STEREO SYSTEMS

TBclmics

449
50 Watt AM/FM
Double Cassette

Stereo Rack
Music System

REG

FISHER AM/FM STEREO PHONO CASSETTE
MUSIC SYSTEM ( 200)

FISHER DOUBLE CASSETTE AM/FM STEREO
PHONO MUSIC SYSTEM (269)

FISHER 50 WATT DOUBLE CASSETTE AM/FM
STEREO RACK MUSIC SYSTEM ! 600i

FISHER 70 WATT DOUBLE CASSETTE AM/FM
STEREO RACK MUSIC SYSTEM '^Vd

FISHER .00 WATT DOUBLE CASSETTE AM/FM
STEREO RACK MUSIC SYSTEM nOfJi

PANASONIC AM/FM STEREO MINI DOUBLE
CASSETTE PORTABLE (box) '

150i

PANASONIC 80 PORTABLE DOUBLt CASSETTE
AM/FM STEREO (box) '

^'^^'

^W $59
TEAC Dolby B Soft Touch

Metal Tape Cassette
REG NOW

TECHNICS B-12 DOLBY CASSETTE.....'. (M20) "69

FISHER DOUBLE DOLBY CASSETTE {'160) "79

TECHNICS B24 DOUBLE DOLBY
CASSETTE 1'260) '119

TECHNICS B1 4 DOLBY
B/C CASSETTE C200) M39

TEAC 555 AUTO REVERSE DOLBY
B/C CASSETTE (^280) '159

HARMON KARDON 91 SOLENOID DOLBY
CASSETTE C290) '189

TECHNICS 245X DOLBY B/C & DBX ('330) '199

TECHNICS AUTO REVERSE DOLBY
B/C CASSETTE ("330) '199

HARMON KARDON 191 SOLENOID DOLBY
B/C CASSETTE (^380) '289

HARMON KARDON 291 DOLBY B/C HX PRO
SOLENOID CASSETTE ('42'!) '339

COLOR TELEVISION

*199
Panasonic

13 inch

solid state

Color Television
REG NOW

'219

'229

'239

'269

•269

•329

•339

RCA 13" COLOR TV < 320)

ADMIRAL 19 WIRELESS REMOTE COLOR TV ( 360)

EMERSON 13 • WIRELESS REMOTE COLOR TV (
350)

HITACHI 19 • SOLID STATE COLOR TV ( 400)

PANASONIC 19" SOLID STATE COLOR TV ( 340)

RCA 19" WIRELESS REMOTE COLOR TV ( 480)

HITACHI 19' WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL ( 500)

PANASONIC 1952 19 ' CABLE READY
WIRELESS REMOTE COLOR TV I 600)

SONY 19" TRINITRON COLOR
WITH WIRELESS REMOTE < 600)

FISHER 19' MTS STEREO COLOR TV
WITH WIRELESS REMOTE ' 600l

PANASONIC 25' PORTABLE COLOR TV (
700|

RCA 25' COLOR MONITOR TV i HOO)

PANASONIC 25' WIRELESS REMOTE
COLOR CONSOLE TV ' W-JQl

SONY 26' TRINITRON WIRELESS
REMOTE COLOR CONSOLE TV ('900)

u
T-I20 VHS
VIDEO TAPE 3.99

Limitsd 10

TheSound Compan f
Quantity )imited •JO rainchecks Not responsible tor lypograpliical error
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ARTS
Audre Lorde brings poetry to Amherst College
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Renowned Poet Audre Lorde will speak and read her

poetry at 8 tonight in the Johnson Chapel at Amherst Col-

lege. Lorde is a black lesbian poet with an important

history. „
The year was 1979 and the place was the becond bex

conference in New York City.
.

, j ..m.
Poet Audre Lorde rose to speak on a panel titled 1 he

Personal Is Political." With grace, power and courage she

delivered her speech, "The Master's Tools will Never

Dismantle the Master's House."

"It is a particular academic arrogance to assume any

discussion of feminist theory in this time and in this place

without examining our many differences, and without a

significant input from poor women, black and third-world

women, and lesbians," Lorde said.

She chastised her listeners for advocating tolerance of

difference between women, calling it the "grossest refor-

mism."
, . .

"Difference must be not merely tolerated, but seen as

a fund of necessary polarities between which our creativity

can spark like a dialectic.

She asked, "If white american feminist theory need not

deal with the differences between us and the resulting dif-

ferences in aspects of our oppressions, then what do you

do with the fact that the women who clean your houses

and tend your children while attend conferences on

feminist theory are, for the most part, poor and third-world

women? What is the theory behind racist feminism?"

She called on white women to stop demanding that black

women educate them as to black women's existence, dif-

ference and "relative roles in our joint survival."

She concluded by urging her audience to closely examine

their own lives and prejudices.

"Racism and homophobia are real conditions of all our

lives in this place and in this time. I urge each one of us

here to reach down into that deep place of knowledge in-

side herself and touch that terror and loathing of any dif-

ference that lives there. See whose face it wears. Then

the personal and the political can begin to illuminate all

our choices."
,., , j i e

With this speech and her many published works ot

poetry and prose, the poet has earned a place as a radical

and visionary thinker.

As Adrienne Rich recently said of Lorde, "for the com-

plexity of her vision, for her moral courage and the

catalytic passion of her language, (Lorde) has already

become, for many, an indispensable poet."

^unaH (garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Th« BEST Chines* Food"

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Sparc Ribs
Small Large

$080 $^60

Luncheon
Specials

$
From 225

served 11 a.m.
-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU SC25
CAN EAT ^
|)Bw(<ittkFiMli

DCMckaiFliiam
3)CMck«>WlMi

• BBQf'VoA

OSMMASowCMdMa
7) Pm FiM Rtn
•) Pan FiW Noodta
vMhCMdwi

9t P*n FfM lUvtoa

»BracaotlnOyMtSM(a I0| Hot -t- Sow Simp

Luncheon Siwdals & Take-out Service

FuU Cocktail Menu
Sun.-ThuTS. 11:30 a.m.-lO p.m.

Fri. & Sat. 1 1 :30 a.m.-l 1 p.m.

10 Belchert^Wn Road
at Rte. 9, Amherst

256-0252

Thursday Nov. 21

Campus Center Auditorium

of pure 'frolicking fun!!!

r/riz.

Tickets on ••!• W«d. Nov. 13th

at Tix Unlimited, Main Street Records,

Faces and "For the Record",

Thursday, November 14, 1985
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Collegian is

John Flansburgh Qeft) and John Linnel of They Might be Giants.

The band played at the Iron Horse Tuesday night.

They Might Be Giants
By BRIAN GUARNOTTA
Collegian Staff

Going to the Iron Horse to

see a band called They
might be Giants, I was a bit

anxious.

This anxiety was quickly

calmed by the sober at-

mosphere of this humble
club. The environment
quickly changed as the

crowd perked up once the

happy duo of guitar player,

John Flansburgh, and ac-

cordian player, John Linnel,

hit the stage. Although they

were musically sound, the

show became very jocular.

The combination of lyrics

and stage props proved to be

really entertaining and
almost circus-like. They
made their mark with such

songs as,"Youth culture

killed my dog,""Cow town,"

and "Nothing is going to

change my clothes."

Their stage props led to

even more amusement with

toys such as a square card-

board guitar, a lizard head,

a large mexican hat and
last, but most impressive,

huge paper mache hands.

The accordian, an almost

obselete instrument added

to the frolic. The last song,

"Number three," involved

the crowd in the show as

they held up cue cards with

the lyrics.

The only weakness of the

show was the actual stage

size and the sound. Both

were limiting, and seemed

to suffocate the performers.

The players, who hail from

Lincoln-Sudbury
Massachusetts, are due

back within a month. I

would definitely recommend
seeing them.

Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes come to Pearl Street

tonight.

g[4 THE FINEARTSCENTER
^1^ C O N C I R T H A I L

HAIRCUTS

with this coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

65 University Dr.,

Amherst. MA
549-56;i0

axpires It 30-86 C

lMLSITT". At AMHl»bt

^"^W^^;
\" "^^'i-i^fc,

RENT/\MRECK
w w
New & Used Cars

Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ,

ASPEN WIND
QUINTET

Thursday, November 14 8 pm.
Tickets: »6

TONIGHT
Thursday Nov. 14

Miller Rock Series

presents

SOUTHSIDE
JOHNNY

and the JUKES
Tix $9.50 in sdvance

Coming Nov. 21

The One ft Only

RAY
CHARLES

and the

RAELETTES
and the

Ray ChariM Band
Tickets availabte all

Datatix

Coming Dae. 12

Johnny Copeland
and the

Texas Twister

iipfuitJini

4IJSII///'
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Crimes found captivating
By MARGOT WIATROWSKI
Collegian Correspondent

The award winning play, Crimes of the

Heart, set in rural Mississippi in the ear-

ly 1970's, tells the story of three sisters

whose lives have been drawn together by

the deteriorating condition of their grand-

father, who is living out the rest of his days

in the local hospital.

Marie Lanzillo's strong portrayal of the

youngest sister Babe, who has just been

released on bail after shooting her husband

in the stomach, sets the stage for the

hilarious plights which continuously haunt

the family. The older sisters, Lenny and

Meg (played by Amy Goudreau and Jen-

nifer Daniels) are plagued with various dif-

ficulties, from a forgotten birthday to an

overly mentioned failed singing career. The

hysterical atmosphere of the story is inten-

lified by the impressive performance of

Marie Hart, who portrays the bossy, obnox-

ious cousin 'Chick.'

Since no household is complete without

an argument or two, the fireworks of a fight

between Lenny and Chick should more
than satisfy the audience hungry for the

dirt of a family feud.

There is a lot to be said about the produc-

tion itself. The set, designed by Clark

Bowlen and Jeffrey Fiola, adds a note of

home-like harmony to the touching scene

where Babe tries to kill herself by sticking

her head into the gas oven and lighting

matches. The costumes were fitting to the

rural setting in 1974, and the lighting

designer, Colin Brown, made me feel right

at home with the mellow atmosphere of the

country kitchen.

The performance seemed a little long,

over a period of time, but the touching,

hilarious story shone and held quite a cap-

tivated audience.

ealiiigplare

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rte. 9» Hadley Amherst

256-6889

CONVENIENT
to

CAMPUS!
• BREAKFAST SERVED

ANY TIME

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. & SAT.

• BEER & WINE
SERVED TIL MiDNiTE

• PLENTY OF PARKING

r^
ATLETIC FACILITIES

at UMass

For information on Athletic Facilities and events at UMass
call:

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE
545-1540

Ask for tapes by number

2453 Gym Schedule

2459 Pool Schedule

2471 Racquetball/Squash Court Schedules

2s Weight Room Schedule

247

.

Athletic Events
2678 intramurals at UMass

For a complete listing of information tapes, come by the

IDB-TIPS Office in Whitmore Rm. 227

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

Amy Goudreau, Marie Lanzillo, and Jennifer Daniels in the UMass
Theatre production of Crimes ofthe Heart, Nov. 12-16 at 8:00 p.m. and

a 2:00 p.m. matinee the 16th in the Curtain Theatre, of the Fine Arts

Center.

HAIR SALONS SM

The Hampshire Mall

586-7913

20% off Student Discount*

not valid w/specials exp. Dec. 31

TUESDAY "PERFECT PERMS":
Reg. $53.00&up Now $39.95 & up

WEDNESDAY CUTS:

Women . . Reg. $18.00 Now $14.00

Men Reg. $16.00 Now $12.00

Walk-in Service Welcome • No Appointments Necessary.

Not to be confused with Frank Stiriacci's Lords & Ladies

AVAILABLE s

Friendly room-mate. Quiet and smart.

Able to sort through complicated issues.

Will share work load. Problem solving is

my specialty. Flexible. Clever. Fun.

Good looking.

rm the IBM Portable PC. To find out

how to take me home, stop by the IBM

information booth in the Campus Center

this Thursday and Friday, November

14th and 15th. You'll find me surpris-

ingly affordable.

P.S. Bring a friend.

s

I
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from
15% to 50^
OFF

ALL MERCHANDISE
STORE WIDE

tc. 116 — Sunderland — 665-3878

j£niiiiHiiiiniiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMniiiiiiii|

s i

I Popcorn's Back |

I at the I

TIME OUT

M.
^ u

/e>f alt kind^ of ^*

^lyCfStlOn^^ One Day Service

Available

8 am - 6 pm
Mon - Sat

Yesterday Er

Today Records

..A'-^
i

v.

,jmi^"

37 N. Pleasant St.
|

Proper ID Required |

Don't Drink and Drive
|

'...<niiiiiiiMnaMiiHMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH>i*»ii*i*ii*i**iii"'

^Grateful Dead Psychadallc

Grand Opening

Punk Jazz

Blues

P5
Top CASH

PAID for USED:
Records
Stereos

Videos

Tapes
Guitars

CD's

An
Alternative

Record Store

96 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-9209

London School of Economics
and Political Science

A chance to study and live in London

Junior-year programs. Postgraduate Diplomas.
One-Year Masters Degrees and Research
Opportunities in the Social Sciences.

The wide range of subjects includes

Accounting and Finance • Actuarial Science •

Anthropology • Business Studies • Economics •

Econometrics • Economic History • European
Studies • Geography • Government • Industrial

Relations • International History • International

Relations • Law • Management Science • Operational

Research • Personnel Management • Philosophy •

Population Studies • Politics • Regional and Urban

Planning Studies • Sea-Use Policy • Social

Administration • Social Planning in Developing

Countries • Social Work • Sociology • Social

Psychology • Statistical and Mathematical Sciences •

Systems Anayisis •

Application forms from:

Admissions Registrar, L.S.E., Houghton Street,

London WC2A 2AE, England, stating wliether

undergraduate or postgraduate
and quoting Room 10.

LSE

COLLEC
D^UG 9-9 weekdays/9-6 Sat/9-3 Sun

4 Main Street, Amherst. Phone 253-2623

9 oz. Keri lotion Sale price $3.99

WITH COUPON $2.99

Valuable Coupon

$1.00 OFF
Keri lotion 9 oz.

good thru Nov. 27 or whil« supplies last L

r

IBM Portable PC

$1075.00*

DEMONSTRATION
THISTHURS. 11/14

THROUGH
FRI. 11/15

Orders will be taken on Nov. 18 - 21

this special offer available to

students, staff, and faculty.

Certain restrictions apply

see store for details

* Grand Opening ^

FACTORY OUTLET
Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA^
•••••••••••••••••••••••

Located in

The Campus
Center

545-2619

^UNIVERSITY
AdSTORE^

SPORTSWEAR•••••••

BIKE®
Numbered Football

Jersey

Reg. $15.00 $5.99

BIKE® SHORTS
Reg. $8.00 $2.99

BIKE®
Football Mesh Shirts

Reg. $15.00 $5.99

WOOL
SWEATERS
80% Rag Wool
20% Orion

Value up to $40.

$11.99 each

2 for $19.99

All

N.F.L. Football

MLBB Baseball

20% OFF

• Team Jackets

• Sweat Shirts

• NFL Telephones

• Wall Plaques

• Coffee Mugs
• Beer Mugs
• Stadium Blankets

• Beach Towels

• Watches

• Alarm Clocks

• Infant Wear
• Toddler NFL Wear

Ik-

J*-
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Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Sun. - Wed. 4 pm to 2 am

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 4 pm to 3 am

nke^

^ Utopia Spas
^•^ 1 75 University Drive, Amherst

Wouldn't a nice soak

at the Spas give you

a clearer mind for

studying I

,^, 7727
253-sPAS

call now for reservations

Won. 4 P.M. I /V.M. Tu. Sun. I I A.M. I A.M.

GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Antique and unique styles available

in a wide range of prices.

Season's Sunday Brunch Buffet

your choice

and what a choice!

Season s specialtiesfrom
traditional Bacon & Eggs to

Seafood Casseroles to Scrumptious

Desserts. Season s Sunday Buffet

from Eleven to Three

only

$7.95
All major credit cards accepted

Experience the Joy

ofDining with

family andfriends at

ji:\vi:ij<K

on the common, amherst, 253-3986

mon.-sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

529 Belchertown Road Amherst (413)253-9909

FRi. AFTERNOON

^'

FREE 3'4PM BUFFET!

NEW ENGLAND
Suspect in officer's
death kills himself
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The prime

suspect in the death of one police officer

and the critical wounding of another kill

ed himself yesterday as police moved in on
his hiding place, officials said.

Hampden County District Attorney Mat-
thew J. Ryan said Eduardo Ortiz, 18, ap-

parently shot himself yesterday afternoon
after police surrounded the building where
he was hiding.

Authorities said the two police officers

"never had a chance" when they were shot

Tuesday night while approaching a car on
a city street.

"They were taken completely by sur-

prise," Ryan said. "There's no indication

that they stopped the car for anything more
than a routine check."

Ryan said three shots were fired at the
two officers. The first missed Patrolman
Michael J. Schiavina, who approached the

car on the driver's side, where Eduardo was
seated. The second shot hit Schiavina, 28,

in the chest.

Schiavina, who had joined the force three

years ago and whose sister, Maura, is a

Massachusetts state trooper, died late

Tuesday night in Mercy Hospital.

The third shot struck Patrolman Alain

Beuregard, 29, in the face as he approach-

ed the car from the passenger's side, Ryan
said. Beuregard, who joined the force in

March 1980, was in critical and "unstable"

condition yesterday afternoon, according to

a spokesman for the Springfield Unit of

Baystate Medical Center. Ryan said

Beuregard was attached to life support

systems and termed his chance of living

"very slim."

The Ortiz brothers, Eduardo and Juan,

32, were identified immediately as suspects

in the shooting.

tP Laserphoto

Detectives and funeral home workers remove body of accused
police killer Eduardo Ortiz, 18, who shot himself yesterday after

police surrounded the building in Springfield where he was hiding

out.

Gays, Lesbians, reveal identities at earlier ages
BOSTON (AP) — Gays, lesbians and biseuxals are

acknowledging their sexual preferences at eeu-lier ages,

some before they have had sexual encounters, say
counselors who work with support groups for such young
people.

Media attention and acknowledgements by well-known
figures that they are gay have led to the earlier

acknowledgements, some by teens as young as 15, The
Boston Globe reported yesterday.

"Kids are coming out at a much earlier age than they

used to," said Kevin Cranston, a student at Haj^sird

Divinity School and a social worker with gays. "They're

coming out before they have sex. They're establishing

their identities and having happier adolexcences.

"It used to be that a gay young person had sex and dealt

with the consequences afterwsu-ds.

"Today, some of these kids date and wait for the right

person to come along. AIDS has strongly reinforced that

prudence. By reversing the order, many gay people have
healthier sex and healthier lives," he said.

Jean Riseman, a social worker, helped establish Gay and
Lesbian Liberated Youth of the North Shore for people

aged 14 to 22.

"What's so nice about GALLYNS is seeinng the kids

play the piano together, go out to eat pizza, do all the

things other kids take for granted," she told the Globe.

"This kind of thing didn't happen even 10 years ago."

John Dixon, adult adviser to GALLYNS, said, "The
most tragic thing about being a gay adolexcent is you have

no peers or role models."

Some counselors are becoming better equipped to deal

with gay youths because they are expressing their sex-

ual preferences at an earlier age, said Weston Jenks, direc-

tor and founder of counseling at Boston College.

"Not everyone who has had a homosexual experience

or inclination is gay," he said.

Convict wins right to trial
Boston (AP)— A Stoneham man convicted

of murder won the right to a new trial

when the Massachusetts Supreme Court

ruled the trial judge allowed the prosecu-

tion to present improper character

evidence.

The high court said yesterday Judge

Rudolph F. Pierce, who was sitting in Mid-

dlesex Superior Court in the 1982 trial, er-

red in allowing a psychiatrist to testify

about verbal threats defendant Randall W.
Trapp made in 1977.

The court also remanded Trapp's case

for a new trial because it said the judge
shouldn't have admitted "hearsay"
disciplinary reports from a corrections of-

ficer about Trapp's jail conduct while he
awaited trial.

Massport wins rights to shipyard
BOSTON (AP) - Massachusetts Port

Authority officials, saying they don't want
condominiums nearby, edged out several

developers with a $10 million bid for 18.6
acres owned by Boston Shipyard Corp.
The authority's bid was the highest of

three submitted Tuesday in final bidding in

U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the property in

the city's East Boston section.

Boston Shipyard has been operating

under Chapter 11 protection from
creditiors for more than one year and
recently laid off its 350 employees.
The acquisition would give Massport,

which originally bid $5.5 million for the

property, nearly complete control of a sec-

tion of East Boston waterfront extending

to Logan International Airport.

XBBB "
AUGIES TOBACCO SHOP

"th« Tobacco and Magazina Shop of Amherat'

108 North Plaasant St.. Amharst
- Western Union Agent —

Comp/ete lines of:
Pipw b Pip* AccaMOTM*
Tobacco

importad/domwtic (or pip* or cigitt**
Cig»f»n«* ,

imponad/domadK lirKludlrtg Indonwiin ctov)
Full rsng* of dom*«tic ft importad cigara

M*guin«(, PipaitMcks (t Morwrch tx>t**

Nnvipapara, Maa* Stat* Lonary
CarKtv and sundry itama, Maa* •ouvanha

/Vow F—turmt Gourrrwt Coffmn B T»u
- N«tw EnglarKl Tataphona Agant -

253-7896
|.> i'H 'ii i iiiTinniiiiimnimiiiM'i'n*iiiiin*iii'iiiiiiTITri l1lllin

UcTcfT

Cafe •Restouront* Piano Dor

• DAIY LUNCH G DINNER SPtCIALi

• STARTING SOON SUNDAY OWJNCH

• WEEKLY DRINK SPECIALS

•10 OZ M0t50N DRAFTS H 00 o)l tt>e ume

Entertainment

1 hutvU.iv Nn.lK l.ill. '^ I- If M^li'-i

( iiii.iv \r' \tu1rcwv ' ''

l)ir,-i! Ifom \>( l.i-li K.'Miihhi'i, 4 i:

S.il n.nul Kulhcflof.l h^ Uilillait;h ><-l-

103 N. Pteosont St.. AmhefSt, Mo 250-3605
mojor credit cordi occepteO '""' P'-' •*!•'

w
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NOTICE!

Ask most beer drinkers and they'll likely agree:

nothing tastes better than beer from a keg.

Ever since the days voung men delivered bucket-

frils to your door, keg beer has always been fresher.

That's because it isn't cooked to preserve it like most
bottled and canned beers.

Well, now we've found a way to deliver the same
fresh draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-

filtered instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was
drawn straight from the keg.

Plank Road Original Draught. DJ kVV 11(1A II

Original Draught
Keg beer in a bottle.

ClHH'SMillrrBrpwiiigCo Milwaukee. WI

\S
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Doonesbury
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

AND TheseARBTHa
ONLiPResee^Youok/N,
MRS ReA6AN? FOReOMe -

ONeSORlCHANDFA-
MOLf^.THATS SIMPLY

AST0UNPIN6!

UJeU. ROaiN, THBRB JUST
HASHI BdiH A MOMMJ
T0SH0Pa\/eR5iNcai
QlSCDVeRW PRU6 ABUSd

.

SPeAKJNSOFI^IHiai,

THISROOM HAS
SPeClALMeAN
IH3f0RY0U, t

AI
YBS.nPOeS.ROBIH.
THIS IS l/UH^RB I
coMeTOCHATUirm
FORMeRPRUOABUSe

VICTIMS.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
I

Hef.SlZZLIN'Mf¥V\A.

Cme ON OVER HERB
ANPLenw5
ujyeecmfiTVR
P^NCe IN YOUR FIRBi.

,^

m!e seLf-

CONFlPeNT,
700^

Gordy By Gorde

^^^^

i. ^ .
P

2^ ^
W\

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

OoT OAJCf ACAtAJ !

Thw f?eA6fiKi rouco G/uf

ACCouKiT OF r»€ €*JTtKe

@

PcACA/u ^^»D r>y<»T uneKf
Tip Co£s to ^ sTt^re

^
/

Woe's Moes By Maureen Hayes

/

CiS\^-Q\\^ C\\OC

Bat Brain Bill Bearing

Qcr Tur (J^^T "^^

b

5?

pec T^f^lCrHr. Thie

Weather

Today
Variable
cloudiness with
highs in the
50s. Tomorrow:
Partly sunny
with highs

near 50.

Today's Menu

LUNCH
Cavatelli Supreme

Hotg Corned Beef on Rye

BASICS LUNCH
Shrimp Salad Roll

California Quiche

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
Ham and Chesse Florentine

DESSERT SPECIAL

BASICS DINNER
Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce
DESSERT SPECIAL

Attention all Copy Eds,
AMEs and Reporters

Former Collegian managing editor Ray
Beauchemin, now a copy editor at the

Hartford Courant, will be given a
workshop at 4 p.m. TODAY in the
newsroom. This should be worth it—please

make an effort to attend.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Tnidc Michel Jaffe
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ACROSS
1 Rip«ns

5 Movie pet

9 Supplemenled
(with "out")

13 One of an Ger-

manic people

14 Modernists

15 Type of dress

16 Plaster admix-

tures

1B Lizards

19 Old wives' tales

21 Theatricalize

22 Giant great

23 Petrol

26 Daughter of

Cadmus
27 Anecdotes
28 Comparative

suffix

31 Fit

33 Capable of t>e-

ing nullified

35 Good luck

charms
39 Like a bear ready

for winter

40 Buffalo's

county
41 French 'con-

nections"

42 New Deal agcy

43 Na Na
46 Kindergartner

47 was
saying

48 Floor in a

maison
50 Bad luck

55 Rasp
56 ahead
56 tike a bireme

59 Emancipate
60 Aware of

61 Parrots

62 Spanish painter

63 a grand

night '

DOWN
1 Sci o' farming

2 Passes
3 .Brule'

4 Form
5 Apartment, in

old Greei.e

6 Looks after

•* »-4'»'4'4'»

7 Hotel Sacher
specialty

B Type of holly

9 T S or George
10 Furnace of a

type

11 Namesakes of

a Spanish
queen

12 He Pins

IS Excited, In

music
17 Saint, called

Apostle of the

Franks

20 Soniferous

23 Solecism
24 Up
25 Glides

27 CBS rival

28 French com
poser Jacques

29 Town near Ven
tura. Calif

30 Plant anew
32 Misplay

33 Rear
34 Abbr on a City

map
36 Type of Oil

37 Spooky
38 Kingof Judah
43 Mustier

44 Actor's goal

role

45 Chiefs

47 Johnson
namesakes

48 Accustom
49 Pierre's 3 Down

50 Soccer play

51 Loser in a

fabulous"

race

52 Dial markings

53 Copper
54 Bowlers and

derbies

55 Gazelle

57 Extinct bird
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CfltrOlvn ]M[ich66ll sophomore's a big ''assisf' to women's soccer

By ROGER CHAPMAN Collegian Staff

If there exists a single word that could describe Carolyn

Micheel, that word would definitely be 'winner'.

Micheel hails from Columbia, Maryland, an area with

a highly respected reputation for turning out quality, blue-

chip soccer players. The sophomore midfielder has been

a winner for most of her soccer career and has continued

that winning tradition playing for the top-ranked Univer-

sity of Massachusetts women's soccer team.

"She is one of the more skillful players on the team,"

said head coach Kalekeni Banda. "She's got the stuff. A
good shot plus good technique. She can compete with

anybody in t^e country."

Micheel's list of accomplishments is impressive. She was
named to the Howard County All-County team all four

years during her high school career and was twice nam-
ed Player of the Year her jxuiior and senior years. She was
a member of the Maryland State Select team for four

years. She also played for several club teams and led

Oakland Mills High School, a perennial scholastic soccer

power in Maryland, to two county and state champion-

ships. Add to this a third place finish at the Final Fnnr

last season as a freshman, a perfect 15-0-0 recoro this

season and another probable appearance in this year's

Final Four, and you have the ingredients of a very suc-

cesful career.

But despite eiyoying a stellar high school career,

Micheel was not heavily recruited by other schools. Her
reasons for attending UMass were pretty basic.

"I basically had to go out and do my own work contac-

ting coaches," said Micheel. "I liked the fact that UMass
had finished third in the country (in 1983) and played that

type of competitive and serious soccer."

"I was very scared at first because I didn't know what

to expect," said Micheel. "But after a while I had a pret-

ty good idea of who was going to play where."

Micheel ended the regular season with five goals and

13 assists, breaking the UMass record for assists in a

season. Her 23 points placed her as the number two scorer

behind freshman forward Beth Roundtree.

"I'm very pleased that Ceu-olyn was able to break the

assist record," said Banda. "That just tells you what kind

of a role she plays on the field. She makes things happen

by always looking for the right passes. She gets those

assists because she's thinking. She makes that one extra

pass." '

"If you don't have people on your team that can score

goals you can't get any assists," said a modest Micheel.

"It was a good feeling to break the record."

Micheel's leadership doesn't stop on the statistic sheet.

On a team that has only two seniors and two juniors,

Micheel is often looked upon to provide leadership on a

very young team.

"We have a lot of sophomores on the team, so we ask

them to help out the captains on the field," said Banda.

"Carolyn goes in wanting to win every single game. That

attitude has helped us in a lot of games."

"I want to keep improving and become more reliable,"

said Micheel. "I just want to contribute as much as I

possibly can."

Contribute and more. This Sunday, the Minutewomen
will take the field against an upstart Boston College squad

on their quest for a first ever national championship. You

can bet that Carolyn Micheel will be leading the charge.

EARN ACADEMIC :

CREDIT* :

While gaining '

experience in •

marketing, public ',

relations, counseling
I

and student affairs •

administration. Become.
an intern in the ;

University's •

Undergraduate •

Admissions Office. For I

more information sign '.

up for a planning ;

session at the •

University Internship I

Program by I

November 26. ;

• Upon faculty approval •

• •••••••••••••••t
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ii^freshmen continued from page 24 •

system well, " Hixon said. "Pam (Bustin)
does much the same as Julie. She's got good
speed and moves the ball well. With an in-

door season behind her, she'll be very good
in the future.

"Colleen (Reilly) has been our biggest
surprise so far. We needed someone who
could hit the ball well. She has emerged as

our sweei>er."

On offense, the Minutewomen have been
bolstered by the addition of VasapoUi and
DeAngehs. Vasapolli scored two goals this

past weekend and is showing signs of

becoming a scoring threat.

"We haven't gotten much scoring from
her so far, but she'll develop into a good
goal scorer. We've seen a lot of improve-

ment in her, " Hixon said.

"Right now my role is to help out on
defense and pick up the open man,"
Vasapolli said.

Hixon describes DeAngelis as having
similar talents to junior forward Lisa

Griswold saying that she too is very quick,

deceptive and a good one-on-one player.

"She's a sparkplug, a very good addition

to this team," Hixon said.

DeAngelis said that making the adjust-

ment from high school to college level field

hockey is something that she thought must
be very difficult for all freshmen to make.
"There is so much difference between

high school and college, the intensity is just

so much different. Practices are more in-

tense than our state playoff games,"
DeAngelis said. "It takes time to get used
to it."

DeAngelis said that it was both exciting

and scary in her first start and that going

into the NCAA tournament she has not

been able to rid herself of those same
feelings.

"I've been thinking about the tourna-

ment 24 hours a day. Once we lose, its

over," she said.

She also said that she wanted the team
to keep winning for herself and for the

seniors.

"This could be the seniors' XasX, game. I

want to go out and give everything I can

so that the seniors can keep playing," she

said. "If I were a senior I wouldn't want my
season to end."

Football helps blood drive
The University of Massachusetts foot-

ball team will team up with the American
Red Cross this coming Tuesday to help the

blood drive at UMass.
On Tuesday in the Campus Center,

some of the Minutemen (including

quarterback Dave Palazzi and linebacker

John McKe'^wn) will hein out tbp Red

Cross as well as donate blood themselves.
"This is a good cause and we want to

help anyway we can," said UMass coach
Bob Stull. "I'd like to see a lot of people
show up."

This Tuesday, meet the Minutemen and
help out a worthwhile cause, give blood.

i^ basketball continued from page 24

year," said Hicks. "We just want to win."

HOOP SCOOPS: The UMass radio net

work will include flagship station WHMP-
AM, WBEC-AM in Pittsfield and WIXY, a

country and western station in East

Longmeadow. . .Sutton has a pulled leg

muscle and Emerson has been bothered by

a bad back. . .Brown has been UM's leading

scorer in pre-season scrimmages, shooting

60 percent from the floor. . .Chase has been
the second leading scorer. . ..'ones has nine

rebounds in a scrimmage on Saturday and

has, according to Gerlufsen, been the big-

gest surprise of the pre-season. "He's a

much better jumper and shooter than I ex-

pected," said the coach.

imm ms pfto^E

/f I were only at J. B. 's!

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

Is this I

YOU?
If it Is

come in tonight

(Thurs 11/14)

€r receive a

FREE
REG. BEEF
REG FRIES

and
SMALL COKE!!

P.S. Look for your picture

and win.

11 am - 2 am 7 days
SO Main St. Amharst, MA
^« »- " ''-

«i

SAVINGS OF 50%
in our Historic Stone Mill

WARE SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY STORE
Women's Cashmere and All Wool Coats

Introducing: Coats, Pea Coats and Rainwear by Evan Picone

Petite - Regular and Half Sizes

WARE SHOE OUTLET
All Leather Shoes -

Nickels, Jazz and Paloma

Merchandise sold only

in fine stores and better catalogs

INDUSTRIES YARD
Ware, IVIassachusetts

(20 minutes from UMass
on Route 9)

Hours: Weekday - 9-4:30; Saturdays - 9-1

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8.45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone nunnber FREE

ACTIVITIES FOR RENT

RaeqacUMll Cmut Tiac Now ATkilablc

Downtown Amherst. Individual or ^roup
memberahips. Call 253-2528 for details

TGIF - Come celebrate Friday night with

sin^ng and fun Christian fellowship' 7 pm
tomorrow night at the Campus Center

26' Cl«b Is meeting this Friday November
15th 4:30-6 pm 811 CC Join us see you
there

PropheU and Other Herctiei: Today's

topi'' dpils wi'.b t.h^ nnpqtinn rif mjthonty

Rev. Esther Hanris facilitates discussion,

12:16-1:15, 428 SUB

Soathweat Rnidenta • Get involved!

Weekly Southwest Assembly meeting
tonight, 7:00 pm in Hampden's Southside

Room. All are welcome.

Attention Lcabiaat The UMass Leabian

Union will meet Thursday 1114 at 5:30

pm, 406G Student Union

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 2002 INt new engine OK body
good buy 666-4142 evenings

ItTO Dodge CoroMt eonvertible. Many
new D«l«. Reliable. J700.00 or BO
684-4W9
VW ItTO runs good, some rust. $500
1-632-2931 _^
ItTt Nova runs good dependable 300.00

Allison 6-5406 evenings

1*7 1 Dodge Wagon 85,000 miles, stan

dard transmission, V-8, runs well. $500 or

best offer Jon 253-9456

1B77 Monte Carlo runs and looks ex

wllent. Must be seen. Rally wheels, snow

tires 549-2804 Craig

VW Rabit 7«. good condition, new tires,

$800 or BO 549-6690 night

74 Pengor dieacl. Standard, excellent

condition sun roof 256-1807 Tracey

Sandcrland, 1 bdn apt. on busline,

420/month, everything mcluded. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

Aaherst, 1 bdrm apt on busline,

366/month, avail 1/1/86 253-3634

SwidcrUuid 1 bdnn apt 400/month in

elusive, on bus line, avail immediately
263-9043

FOR SALE

Safe Santaas 2t-M>% Off Just in Ume for

winter. The best prices you'll see all year.

Join alone: $29 for 10 sessions. With a

friend only $20. Act now. Take a free trial

session and you'll automatically be

entered in a drawing for a free 20 ses-

sions. Le Bon Soleil. The best for less. 264

N. Pleasant St. 253-9454 expires Nov. 15

ChcTy Malib* 1>T3 $850 new parts call

Dave 549-7424

Yabadabadoo UMass "Bed Rock " Cafe
T-shirts with Fred FlinUtone 6-6314

IBM Graphics Printer exc condition $200
call Amie Z,^'? 5143

MONEY BACK Cl'ARANTEEI). APP
LY NOW' Send S5 MONEY ORDER (no
personal check.s accepted) to: t.r. ADVEN-
TURES 309 Washington Street, PO Box
5, Westwood, MA 0JS»90

Position available - Southwest Area
Government is looking for a Publicity

Coordinator to ornnize a SW Newsletter
and publicitv for SWAG events. Applica-
tion.'! availsole at the SWAG office in

Hampden and are due Wed November
20th, 545-0960

MUST OWN VAN to make deliveries

from Springfield to Amherst/Northamp-
ton area PiV in E. Mass 617 528-1500

INSTRUCTION

Private Gaitar Lessons experienced and

patient teacher rockypop/folWblues im-

prov.. reading, theory, composition. Your

home or my studio. Doug 549-4786

KEVIN

Happy Annivcraary. Mnggs! It's been the

best year of my life. I love you. Kim

LOST

4 foot Boa Constrictor and beautiful 27

gallon hexterranum 160 Tom 253 7797

OHM C2 3 way speakers 175 pair Tom
253-7797

FOUND

One pair of Ray-Ban Snnglaasea with

prescription lens. Call Joe !S46 -.5.'i.5.'<

Andrew^ampariolo I found your fishing

license Call Gary and identify 546-6366

HELP WANTED

BUY OIL CHEAP!

Join tke PioMMT Valley OH Coop. For in

formation contact Off Campus Housing,

423 Student Union .545-0866

ENTERTAINMENT

TURN THE TABLES professional

dub/party D J 5 yr experience Lowest

rates .586-9691 _
RariT-VDiBC EnUrtainmcnt Agenrr for

the best party this semester DJ s, large

screen video, rentals ,549 7144

Entry Level Marketing position flexible

hours. Solid pay and commission produr

tion orienleO job in multi-million dollar

area company. Interview bv appointment

contact David Stansel .584-3596

Merchandioer 20 hours per week $4 41/hr

rail between 8 5 need car^84-2050^^_

Fuiftime Steward poaition, 5 evenings

weekly light inventory, pnring. stocking

and bar hack duties, excellent entry level

food position apply in person Northamp-

ton Hilton Inn Rt 5

fhe'hardest job you'll ever love. Find out

moTT 1 1 / 1 4 6:30 pm Baker Classroom or 8

pm Coolidge 12th Floor Lounge

iainiMr jobs in l»M. Hawaii France

California Britain, .jobs for everyone

any STATE and COUNTRY Adventure

or career related Roonrv/board provided.

Lost nKni Seiko watch on Boyden Fields

10/28 has sentimental value reward if

found call Mitch 256-1069 or 256-1664

Mondav afternoon on eaapu, near

Herter'a PANASONIC WALKMAN w/a

TDK 90 min Upe. entitled "assorted

crap" PLEASE call Val 6-9270

Lost brown wallet Nov. 1 IDs and credit

cards please call 549-5935

Long black coat with puffed shoulders.

Left in Herter 110 Mon nite 11/4. If found

please call EM at 6-771 1 or leave message

at .S 2084 Reward'

Pair of photogrey lens rlaascs in brown
vinyl C4UV rail Jon .549-0902

Paul Dias I'm so sorry for everything

Friends" Chris

Lost wallet Tuesday Oct 22 3rd floor SUB
at Collegian stack. Call me back Alex

»0194

MOVER

'RoomI Town Mover* fast reliable cheap

call Michael anytime 323-6780

"^
PERSONALS

G • Hai^y Birthday! Love ya J G A J

BFFE

G.A.F. - Winter, Spring, Summer, Fall

All you've got to do is call, cause you've

got a friend. Love Jo

WITOLD BZDEL - You look marvelous!

Good luck. Love always. BoBo

Ite alBwat November 1$. Get pByched!~

Ed, This may not be original, but I only

copy from the best Happy Birthday! I love

you, Harriet

Happy Birthday Lowly! Love Orange and

Banana Peel

Her Bonvini. What in THF, hell Great

kick on Sat. Hope you're having as much
fun as I am Inanks for being a friend!

Love you. Mystery Woman

"I love big things, uh, I mean big clothes."

Bowie - IWTMLTY, Yup. Come in Chuck.

Gidget

Happy 21st Birthday Lisa Frecdaaan!

Mav you grow healthy, wealthy, and wise

Did someone order a pizia! Love, Lisa,

Justine and Mikelle

Cheryl you're the cutest! Now, are you
just as huggable too? Hope to find out. The
Penguin

Dr. Fabo* Where is our champagne! The
Smart Bunch.

Pat Ferris, Compassion for vou'! I seem
to remember cobwebs in the Lunar Room
on 16 Iroquois! You had your share' 1 think

thjst its time you go cold turkev Melissa is

considering life in a convent! Surrender or

else!

Annette and Pat • Where's your compas
sion for me'' Still mad cui 1 ruined Butterf

ly in the shower this summer'' Look 1

desperately need M & B. It's been too

long' Will you share? Please! Love,

Wendy O
Dan, You're the best roommate We'rejo-
ing drinking on Friday HAPPY BIR"™
DAY Michael

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Caaos,
campus,
low rates. ^-7924

paaara, dlaaortatioos, theses, on-

1, dependable, outstanding quality,

RIDE WANTED

call Bnan 665-4248
Chns 666 3079
Mane 549-0179

Arranged by Classic Tour*

SUMMER COUNSELOR JOBS

Info Scasion 11/14, 6:30 pm. Baker cla

room, 8 pm Coolidge 12th floor lounge

To North CarailM for Tkankaffiviiw or

anywhere south of Waahington for

Thanksgiving can leave anytime will help

with gaas Enc 546 4630

Ithaea bovnd need ride Friday Nov 15,

returning Sunday Nov 17 Please leave

message call Janet 665-8289

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to share pleasant reasonable kleally

located in Amherst Ctr 774 2740

To share new boose in Shatcsborr. Very
clean, modem house which is 10 miles

from UMass. Male or female, $126 plus

$10 for utilities. Call anytime, available

now 367 9328

One bedroom with private bathroom in 2

bdrm Pufflon apt 170/mo heat inci

available Dec 1 for next semester call for

more info 549 7827 great place!!

One person to share Soothwood apt new
rug, nicely furnished 130 • $15 call

256-1764

I bedroom in bonse, 1 mile from campus,
one sixth of utilities, $145 per month, male
only, call 266-6228 anytime

SERVICES

COINS 123/121 tatoring 5.00 per hr
former 123/121 grader Alex 266-1239

TO SUBLET

Apt or houc wantad. Beginniiy Jan 16

nunutes or leas to UMaaa 6464163

IVAVEL

Patty with 2000 otbar eoUog* studMte

at the Kilington Ski Fest 6 davs 6 nighu

from $188 Happy Hours dailv LUV Tours

call Frank or Grad at 549-6850 or Mark at

549-4173

Have an advoatarc January 6-12 Ski Vail

information Ted Selig 646-4738

TYPING SERVICE

Yon mafc* It amud faod, wc make it look

good for all your typing needs, word pro-

«ssing, graphs, spreadsheets. Supenor

quality and competitive rate* call (even-

ings) 549-0050 or 627-7189

TYPING * WORD PBOCBSSIWG

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects Will correct grammar, spelling, 4
punctuation. Meticulous proofreading.

Slew IBM typewriter 549-0367

Next Day SerriceTTyp^Rite 263-6111

WANTED

Ski Sanrbuh! Hotel $149 call Ski Club

now 545-3437

Cheryl Gognen (MVBBatUM) is 21' Hope
it WB.S a happy imp Rpmemher, when the

sun goes down, the celebration begins.

Watch out Amherst, this could get

dangerous Ixwe T PS. I'll dial, you gel

the bucket.

Happy one year, Dave. Thanks for all the

great times. Ixive, Rohm

DEBBIE

Well here it is. your very own personal.

When do I get to have some of Mom's
laaagna' Norm

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac-

curate Available almost anytime.
665 7662

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE Any
length papers, grammar correction,
modem WORD PRtK'ESSING Letter
quality Steve 549 7161

Eseort Service avaUable 8 pm - 2:30 am
everyday any where on campus. Play it

safe call .5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

SKI SWITZERLAND

Spring Break "M"
Round Tru) Air
7 Night* Hotel

Breakfast & Dinner Daily

Beer Parties

$699

Two oatgotng feaialea looking for a room
to rent (male/female I, starting Jan/Feh
preferably Amherst call Melanie 546-8518

after 10:00 pm

WANTED TO RENT

To take over l««ae In Jammry of a two
liedroom apartment on bus route call

nights l,aine ,546-9678 Randy 546-6363

t2& reward if you can ruid tu a room in

Brandywine for 2 girls Spnng semester

call .549 5042 ask for Karen

Room Wanted close to campua or in

t4)wn please leave meaaage oall Janet

6658289

iSvo girls looking for an ajpartmcnt in

North Amherst for spnng call 549 « 149

ll(
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Basketball notebook

Talented newcomers
mark new UM era
By PETER i^RAHAM
Collegian Staff

It was your basic inbounds pass, Duane
Chase made it special.

"We were running a simple inbounds

play," explained University of

Massachusetts men's bsisketball coach Ron
Gerlufsen. "When Duane jumped up,

grabbed the ball above the rim and he just

didn't dunk it, he crushed it through the

net. It was an incredible play."

It also be the type of play long-suffering

fans ofUMass basketball could come to ex-

pect from Chase, one of eight talented

newcomers that will play major roles for

the Minutemen this season.

"It's a new thing for me as a coach," said

Gerlufsen, who is entering his third year

at the UMass helm. "It's a challenge to

mold all of these guys into the team. We
have a lot to learn."

Chase, a 6-6 forward from Baltimore, pro-

vided some entertainment at yesterday's

UMass media day in the newly refurbish-

ed Curry Hicks Cage, throwing some
meyor-league dunks down.

"I seem to excite people with my style of

play," said Chase. "Hopefully I'll go over

well here at the Cage."
Fans that venture out to the Cage for the

opener Nov. 23 against Merrimack will not

recognize the old building. A new floor,

balcony and paint job have left the

venerable hoop palace looking like a new
arena.

"I keep telling the new guys what it's like

playing here," said junior captain Carl

Smith. "People here lose their minds when
we play well, I'm looking forward to some

excitement.
'

Chase joins 6-4 David Brown, 6-6 Joe
Fennell, 6-6 Ben Jones, 6-9 John Milum,
6-7 Sean Mosby, 5-10 Mike Mundy and 6-8

Fitzhugh Tarry as newcomers to the

Minutemen. Milum is a transfer from lona
and will be eligible seven games into the

season. Jones is a transfer from Gainesville

(GA) Junior College and will have two
years at UMass, Tarry is a redshirt

freshman with four years to play.

"They're quick learners," said the coach.

"We'd like to find out now what each guy
can do and I think we're getting there as

far as molding a team."
Smith, a 5-11 point guard who holds the
UM and Atlantic 10 season-assist record

with 212 his freshman year, joins

sophomore Lorenzo Sutton in the UMass
backcourt to form a potent combination.
"I'm pretty comfortable being the captain

and taking some leadership," said Smith.
"With all the kids all ofthe older guys have
to take the leadership role.

Other UM veterans include 6-10 center

Tom Emerson, 6-7 forward Wilbert Hicks,
6-5 swingman Matt Ryan, 6-3 point guard
Jackie Sheehan and 6-3 guard Bill

Hampton.
"It's a lot of learning right now, getting

used to each other," said Ryan. "Personal-

ly, I'm hoping for a better season and look-

ing to contribute anyway I can."

At yesterday's media day, the players

posed for a team picture, joked with
reporters and seemed pretty loose.

"We're looking forward to the season, we
have so much talent and enthusiasm this

continued on page 23

CoUegian photo by Michelle Segall

A sign of things to come, h«shman forward Duane Chase dunks dur-

ing practise yesterday at the cage. UMass opens Nov. 23 against

Merrimack.

The freshmen of influence
They've helped spark field hockey into tourney

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

University of Massachusetts field

hockey coach Pam Hixon has had

up to five freshmen start for her

this season. The Minutemen, 13-4-2,

open NCAA tournament play on
Saturday.

Inside
Inside today's Collegian there's a special

photo essay on the upcoming UMass

men's basketball season (page 7) and a

feature 6n women's soccer star Carolyn

Michael on page 23. Tomorrow: previews

of this weekend's NCAA tournament ac-

tion and a look at the Minutemen's fmai

football game of the season, Saturday at

New Hampshire.

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

One month ago, the lOth-ranked Univer-

sity of Massachusetts was about to face its

biggest test of the season, hosting national-

ly ranked Temple and three-time defending

national champion Old Dominion.
Offensively flat in its previous outing, a

1-1 tie to unranked Northeastern, head
coach Pam Hixon sat down key starters,

replacing them with freshmen eager to im-

press. Inserted into the lineup \*as sweeper
Colleen Reilly, defensive backs Pam Bustin

and Julie Stuart, along with forwards

Kathy DeAngelis and Ruth Vasapolli.

None of them had started since high

school. But taking the opportunity, the

quintet provided the team with a winning
spark as UMass swept both teams,
restablishing the Minutewomen as a na-

tional contender.

"They just went out, played and did what
they were told. That was what we needed,"

Hixon said. "The freshmen speu'ked us,

picked us up. They made everyone else go
and forced the more experienced players to

assume their proper leadership roles."

Without the newly found enthusiasm, the

Minutewomen, 6-2-1 and ninth ranked at

the time, might have witnessed the death
of their tournament hopes that weekend.
"That was a big weekend for us, the

freshman brought new life to us and reaf-

firmed our belief in ourselves as con-

tenders," senior defensive All-America

Megan Donnelly said earlier this season.

Since that weekend, the five freshman,
along with fir.st year defensive back Chris

Gutheil, who provided needed depth to the

defensive corps that was necessary during
Donnelly's three-game absence while play-

ing for the U.S. National Team, have had
a big influence on the tournament-bound
Minutewomen providing a spark both on
and off the field.

"They brought new enthusiasm to the

team, it's good to see," Donnelly said.

Statistically, their impact has been
slight, scoring a combined four goads with

one assist, but their impact is one

measured in intensity and on-the-field

presence.

That intensity and presence will be key

factors in this weekend's opening round

NCAA tournament commencing Saturday

against Boston University in Boston. For

UMass to sweep the weekend and gain a

spot in the Final Four, the freshmen and
the rest of the team will have to give 100

percent all weekend, Hixon said.

After a successful weekend playing on ar-

tificial turf in Michigan, Hixon said that

she felt the freshmen now have the con-

fidence and intensity to perform well in the

tournament. Saturday's game will be on

the artificial turf of BU's Nickerson Field,

something the fi^shmen have had to adjust

to since few high schools play on artificial

surface.

"Playing on artificial turf was something

they needed to learn, something that need-

ed time to be brought out. After their per-

formance last weekend, I would say they've

made the adjustment," Hixon said.

Hixon said that all of her freshmen have
the potential to be excellent field hockey
players, but that like everyone else, they

are always learning and doing something
new.
"They've been learning ever since the

first game. But as I've said all year, no
one's starting spot is safe," Hixon said. "If

someone has a great practice, she could

start. If someone isn't playing well, so-

meone else could take her place."

Hixon has been pleased with the perfor-

mance of her freshman thus far but said

that each must perform to her level of ex-

pectation and perform each sjjecific job Hix-

on expects to be carried out. Hixon describ-

ed each as distinct players from one
another.

"Our defenders have a thankless job.

(Julie Stuart) has had to make an adjust-

ment from being a forward, but she's a
plugger, a hard worker and fits into ovir

continued on page 23
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THE CASK OF AMONTILLADO?-Ma8on Tony Galvin works yesterday

with James Foley on an addition to the Veterinary Hospital in Amherst,

which will be completed in February

Task force to alter
graduation format

Colif-KiHn photo by Paul Drfiinaral*

Freshman forward Ruth VasapoUi scored a paii* of goals against Pur-
due to help UMass cement its berth into the NCAA tournament.

By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Provost Richard O'Brien and Vice

Chancellor Deirdre Ling are expected to

meet this morning to review plans to

change the format for the Class of 1986

graduation ceremony as part of a long

range plan designed to clamp down on the

usually unorganized event.

The plans, part of an interim report of-

fered by the Commencement 'ftisk Force,

call for better enforcement of stadium

policy that bans alcohol from the premises,

adding undergraduate names to the com-

mencement booklet and shortening the

ceremony, according to Mary Spellicy. coor-

dinator for special events and a member of

the 15 member task force.

Ling said she does not expect to make any

final decisions as a result of today's

meeting. Rather, some more recommenda-

tions are expected.

"The interest in the no-alcohol policy is

strong enough to get cooperation from peo-

ple concerned, meaning the students,"

Spellicy said yesterday. "They [students)

have to recognize this is their ceremonies

and ask 'How does it look?'
"

The effort to clean up the ceremonies—

the main charge of the task force—comes

after last year's commencement when a

barrage of letters from parents, alumni and

trustees complained about the way the

ceremonies were handled, according to

Stacey Roth, Student Government Associa

tion co-president.

"After last year, they [administrators) got

Faculty Senate for
appeals process

a lot of pressure," Roth said.

Part of the complaints. Roth said,

centered around parents of graduates pass-

ing bottles of champagne from the stands

to the graduates on the stadium field,

where commencement excercises are held,

lb eliminate that, officials hope to use a

wooden storm fence to separate the

graduates from the stands.

The plans for the fence are not part of the

proposals Ling and O'Brien are expected to

consider today. Roth said.

However, they are expected to look at bet-

ter ways to enforce the alcohol policy, im-

prove the public address system, make the

stage more visible to the audience, attract

faculty members and allow more student

input into selecting a commencement
speaker.

Also to be considefed some time soon is

the possibility of having two ceremonies-

one in the morning for the entire student

body and another in the afternoon that

would split the graduates into groups

possibly according to school. During the

afternoon, graduates would receive their

actual diplomas in front of a smaller au-

dience as a way to personalize the

ceremony. Roth said.

Under the current format, graduates

receive a case for their diploma, but do not

receive the actual document until some

time in the fall.

The task force, which met for the first

time in late August, is headed by Fredrick

Byron, dean of faculty of natural .science

and mathematics and has been convening

every two weeks since then, Spellicy said.

BY SEAN CASEY and LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The graduate student grievance pro-

cedure, designed to provide graduate

students with an appeals process, was

unanimously approved yesterday at the

Faculty Senate meeting.

The only discussion was where the pro-

cedure would be sent next. If the plan is to

be implemented on both the Amherst and

Boston campuses, approval from the Board

of Trustees is required.

Nursing may stay

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The Division of Nursing at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts will probably not Ih?

eliminated, Provost Richard O'Brien told

the Faculty Senate yesterday.

"I am optimistic that on the basis of this

document (a report prepared by the nurs-

ing division), we will be able to arrive at

a mutually satisfying agreement," he

said.

O'Brien said that in the course of a nur-

sing division review, he had discovered

that the productivity level of the division

"departed very far from the norms." The
administration requested that the divi-

sion address the problems by November 1.

"We received a very useful document
with thoughtful suggestions to improve

the program," O'Brien said. He said the

document was being studied, and he

hoped to respond to the faculty as soon as

possible to recommend a course of action

for the division.

"The derogatory marks are intolerable

to us," M. Christine King, a member of the

nursing division, said. "Our program com-

pares very favorably to peer institutions.

I think our professors have validated our

excellence."

In other senate business, the senate

unanimously and without discussion pass-

ed a policy designed to tighten smoking
restrictions in campus buildings. The
policy states that smokers must be provid-

ed with a smoking area apart from those

who choose not to smoke. Smoking is pro-

hibited from classrooms, auditoriums and

food preperation areas. In a seperate mo-

tion, the senate requested that the ad-

ministration recommend suggestions for

enforcing the policy.

In an address to the senate, O'Brien said

that the threat of Accuracy in Academia

on campus raises a question as to what ex-

tent non-registered students or

nonstudents can be allowed to sit in on

courses. O'Brien said no formal Univer-

sity policy exists, but that it is within the

jursisdiction of the individual faculty to

"The Faculty Senate was probably the

biggest hurdle since faculty members
would be the people most likely to fall

under the purview of the procedure," said

John Hayes, the graduate senate executive

officer who has been working on the pro-

cedure since last May.

Dean Alphange, a faculty member of the

Graduate Council which drafted the pro-

posal, said a grievance policy had laeen sub-

mitted in 1977, but had not passed the

University president's office. Alphange .said

the present policy "sought to simplify pro-

cedures," and remove the role of lawyers,

who had been included in the original

policy.

A grievance may be submitted to the Om-
bud's Office by any graduate student, and

the office must first try to resolve the situa-

tion through informal communication bet-

ween the parties. If no progress is made in

the conflict after 15 days of informal discus-

sion, the parties then have the option to

utilize the mediation process.

The next step in the procedure for a still

unresolved conflict is the submission of

written statements to the Ombud's Office.

This must be done within 60 days of the in-

itial involvement of the Ombud"s Office.

A heeuring panel is then selected, compris-

ed of one person chosen by the student, one

selected by the respondent jthe subject of

the grievances and a third member to be

selected jointly by the other two panel

members.

After the hearing, the panel will submit

a signed report containing its findings and

its decision, and their decision will be bin-

ding unless either party appeals it to the

graduate dean, whose decision will then be

final and binding.

Alphange said the proposal in 1977 was

an entirely different plan. "That procedure

had lawyers involved throughout the pro-

cess, so it did not have as much opportuni-

ty to resolve the process through informal

dialogue."

In the current procedure, a party's

observer may not be a lawyer unless the

other party in the grievance is a lawyer. A
non-participatory observer for either par-

ty may be a lawyer.

Another concern for graduate students

was the amount of time allowed in the en-

tire process, which under the new process

may not excede 78 days.

decide. AIA seeks to eliminate "outright

falsehood" by monitoring university pro-

fessors for liberal biases. "The environ-

ment of informers creates an atmosphere

of intimidation," Chancellor Joseph Duf-

fey said. "More than anything else we
should be opposed to this secrecy and
labelling."

Inn Employees seek support
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

Employees of the Lord Jeffery Inn are ex-

pected to launch a drive for community sup-

port of their opposition of the inn manage-
ment today.

"Our strategy is to get out to the com-

munity to resist the economic crunch the

management is engaging in," employees
union director Rob Traber said. Fifty

employees were laid off when management
of the inn, which is 70 percent-owned by

Amherst College, indefinitley closed

restaurant and bar operations Nov. 6.

"With the kind of economic coercion

which the college is applying, the (laid-ofH

employees could use donations immediate-
ly," Traber said. Traber will announce the

employees' plan for soliciting local support

at a press conference at 5:30 tonight in

front of the inn.

The closing of the Lord Jeffery restaurant

came after a 60 percent decline in

restaurant business during a picket by inn

continued on page 3
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"I'm sure many ofy<m are sick of hear-

infi and reading about the Undergraduate

Student Senate."

-Camline Murray, see letter page 7.
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WORLD/NATIONAL
Soviet embassy ignores

letter to Gorbachev
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. John F. Kerry,

D-Mass., and the wife of imprisoned Soviet

dissident Anatoly Scharansky were rebuff-

ed yesterday at the Soviet Embassy when
they attempted to deliver a letter signed by

a majority of the Senate seeking Scharan-

sky *s freedom.

Kerry rang the bell at the embassy gate

repeatedly and shouted over the fence for

someone to take the letter, but no one came
Kerry, Avital Scharansky and a score or

more people protesting the Soviet's treat-

ment of Jews than marched to a nearby

mailbox and deposited the letter address-

ed to Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev.

"I think when we all stood behind those

closed gates we could, a little bit, feel like

my husband is feeling, imprisoned more

than eight and a half years," Mrs. Scharan-

sky said.

Kerry said the letter, initiated by fellow

Massachusetts Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,

was signed by 84 senators at the time it was

mailed and that he expected more

signatures would be collected.

"As you prepare for the summit in

Geneva with President Reagan," the letter

said, "your attention must not be diverted

from a personal tragedy that continues to

cast a dark shadow on Soviet-American

relaions—the continued unjustifiable im-

prisonment of Anatoly Scharansky."

Reagan aims for peace

The volcano Nevado Del Ruiz erupted Wednesday night, killing

possibly thousands in the town of Armaro, Colombia below.

Volcano erupts in Colombia

BOGOTA, Colombia (AP)
- A volcano that had been
rumbling to life for months
erupted early yesterday,

melting its snowcap and
sending down torrents of

mud that buried four sleep-

ing towns and may have

killed more than 20,000
people.

Blazing volcanic ash
C8iscaded into the Andes
valleys. Lava began flowing

from the cone yesterday

afternoon.

The Langunilla River
became a rushing wall of

mud that destroyed at least

85 percent of Armero, a

coffee-farming town of

50,000 people 30 miles from
the Nevado del Ruiz volcano

and 105 miles northwest of

Bogota.

"Armero doesn't exist

anymore," Red Cross rescue

worker Fernando Duque
said in an interview from
the scene on Tbdelar radio.

The three other towns, on
the mountain river between
the volcano and Armero,
had a total population of

about 20,000.

Caracol radio said the ash
fall was so heavy at 1 p.m.
Thursday that "it looked
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Correction:

State Representative George Kevarian, D-Everett, is

the speaker of the state House of Representatives, not

the majority leader as indicated in yesterday's Collegian.

like it was night time." It

quoted a national universi-

ty geologist as saying the

lava flow had begun. They
did not say how large the

flow was or give its

direction.

A Civil Defense
spokesman, Mag. Hugo Ar-

dila, told a noon news con-

ference in Bogota that about

10,000 people had been
found alive in Armero up to

that time.

One of them, Edeliberto

Nieto, told IRCN radio: "We
heard a frightening noise,

and then a blast of wind hit

us and we saw fire falling

from the sky. It was horrible,

so horrible! My wife was
killed. My mother was kill-

ed. My little girl who would

have been four years old

tomorrow died. One of my
sisters was killed and one ol

my little nephews."

WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. John F Kerry,

D-Mass., and the wife of imprisoned Soviet

dissident Anatoly Scharansky were rebuff-

ed yesterdfiv at the Soviet Embassy when
they attempted to deliver a letter signed by

a majority of the Senate seeking Schau-an-

sky's freedom.

Kerry rang the bell at the embassy gate

repeatedly and shouted over the fence for

someone to take the letter, but no one came
Kerry, Avital Scharansky and a score or

more people protesting the Soviet's treat-

ment of Jews than marched to a nearby

mailbox and deposited the letter address-

ed to Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev.

"I think when we all stood behind those

closed gates we could, a little bit, feel like

my husband is feeling, imprisoned more
than eight and a half years," Mrs. Scharan-

sky said.

Kerry said the letter, initiated by fellow

Massachusetts Sen. Edward M. Kennedy,
was signed by 84 senators at the time it was
mailed and that he expected more
signatures would be collected.

Joe Kennedy
may run

BOSTON (AP) - Two
months after his cousin

dropped out of the race,

Joseph P. Kennedy II is con-

sidering a run for Congress
next fall in the district being

vacated by retiring U.S.

House Speaker Thomas P.

O'Neill.

Kennedy, 32, the eldest

son of the late U.S. Sen.

Robert F. Kennedy, has com-
missioned a poll of his

chances in the 8th Congres-
sional District as "one of a
whole range of options he is

considering," spokesman
Steven Rothstein said
yesterday.

His cousin, Edward M.
Kennedy Jr., son of Sen. Ed-

ward M. Kennedy, D-Mass.,

announced last September
he would not be a candidate

for the seat.

CHANCELLOR RESIGNS-Kasper Marking,
chancellor of the 25,000-student University
System of New Hampshire, resigned yesterday,
effective in June Kaspei; who held the position
for almost two years, said he would pursue
"other opportunities."
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University
Travel & Tours, Inc,

Winter & Thanksgiving Break
EARN ACADEMIC

CREDIT*
While gaining

experience in

marketing, public

relations, counseling

and student affairs

administration. Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate
Admissions Office. For
more information sign

up for a planning

session at the

University Internship

Program by
November 26.

• Upon faculty approval

2 weeks around sunny

Greece $699
3 weeks around Europe

$999
Prices include air flights, hotel accommodations,
breakfast, transportation to and from airports and
hotels, and much more.

5 days to Montreal

$199
3 days to Boston

$99
Includes: transportation, hotel accpmmodatlons,
breakfast, sightseeing tour, tips and all taxes.

For Information Call:

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.
225 Main St. Northampton

(413) 584-9913

Rule changes may increase efficiency
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate, expressing a desire to increase efficiency in

its weekly meetings, has initiated a rules change that it

hopes will empower "the average senator."

The rules change, which the senate approved by a voice

vote Wednesday night, amends senate by-laws concerning

News Analysis

the order and placement of business on the body's agen-

das. In the past, motions submitted by the senate officers

and committee chairs could have been considered early

U. El Salv.

invasion
discussed
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegain Staff

Mario Davila was a student at the

University of El Salvador when it was in-

vaded in 1980 by more than 800 soldiers.

He discussed the invasion and what is

happening on that campus now, in addition

to speaking about El Salvodor's problems

in a lecture at New Africa Hovise last night.

"The reason why we were taken over was

because we (the University) were condem-

ning the government for its oppression of

people and asking it to recognize the

sociological and economic problems in our

country," Davila said.

"It was June 26,1980 at about 10 in the

morning when I saw many tanks coming

through the gates, helicopters landing on

the roofs and soldiers all over campus,"

Davila said.

"I saw people trying to hide anywhere,

even in trash cans," Davila said. "I saw

many people being killed and tortured."

"The campaign now is to rebuild the

University, mainly through the help of

university students sending equipment to

El Salvador," Davila said.

When the students returned to the

University in 1984. it was a shell without

books or desks or anything, Davila said.

"The government does nothing and never

has," Davila said. President Duarte was in

office at the time of the invasion of the

University, he said.

in the meetings. Old business left from prior meetings and

new business would then be considered, but only after all

the officer and committee chair reports.

This situation, plus the fact that many motions submit-

ted by non-officers and non-chairs have been left at the

bottom of agendas, has prompted the senate's decision to

change the agenda procedure. Under the amendment, all

motions submitted to the speaker will be given priority

on a time of receipt basis. All of them will be placed under

new business during the week of submission and put under

old business the following week if they aren't considered.

The second phase of the amendment would change the

agenda's order so that all the old business will be con-

sidered right after the call to order and any brief an-

nouncements. So, the presidents', senate officers', and com-

mittee chairs' reports would only be heard after all the

motions are considered.

Since motions would be considered on a time stamp

basis, a senator's position would have no influence as to

when their motion is considered.

"As the senate, we all have one vote, and one vote

shouldn't be weighed more than another," said Denise

Forbes, a senator who proposed the amendment. The
amendment, Forbes said, is a "more effective way to get

the senate to be potentially more efficient."

Mark DeNyse, the co-chair of the Rents and Fees Com-

mittee, said, "We'll be dealing with it (old business) right

away." He said the senate had to change to become more

efficient and under the amendment "every senator's mo-

tion is treated equally as if the president submitted a mo-

tion."

Since all unconsidered business would become old

business, the concern for a pile-up at the start of each

meeting was voiced by Senate Speaker John Ruddock.

continued on page 6

Vigil for university today

Collegian photo by Brian Guarnotta

Mario Davila

"The University has always been
autonomous, and we would like to keep it

that way," Davila said. The University of

El Salvador is the only public university in

that country, he said.

"Before closing in 1980 the University

had low fees and gave many scholarships,

but now the government is putting alot of

pressure on the students," Davila said.

The University in 1980 had about 30,000
students and staff and upon reopening in

1984, there were only about 2,000 people,

Davila said.

He said the only solution to El Salvador's

problems is discontinuing military aid from

the United States.

He said he was honored to speak on
behalf of those who couldn't be there. He
said that American students are the only

ones who can help through delegations and
sending equipment.

Collefian photo by Maria Bull

HOMELESS AT HAMPSHIRE-Sherry Saxton, a student at Hampshire

CoUege, is off early to a rehearsal yesterday of "Ibp Girls," currently play-

ing at at the school.

Students and faculty from the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts will gather at noon to-

day on the Student Union Building steps

to take part in a simultaneous Five College

vigil in support of the University of El

Salvador
The purpose of the vigil is "to raise

awareness on campus about the situation

in El Salvador We enjoy academic freedom

to a large extent, but others in El Salvador

don't," said Debbie Neubauer, a member of

the University of El Salvador Campaign.

Eight hundred members of the El

Salvador military stormed the University

on June 26, 1980 and killed more than 60

student and faculty members. After four

yeeu-s of military occupation, the Universi-

ty reopened in May of 1984 and is now
struggling to rebuild.

"We're trying to unite ourselves with

academic freedom, and realize the impor-

tance of education," said Karin Gardner, co-

chairwoman of the Black Student Union at

Amherst College The vigil in Amherst Col-

lege will not take place today because of a

lack of communication with the Universi-

ty of El Salvador A petition to support

demands for full adequate financial aid to

the University of El Salvador will be cir-

culated throughout Amherst College and

plans for a vigil are underway and will pro-

bably take place before Thanksgiving.

Sponsored by the University of El

Salvador Campaign, the vigil is to promote

knowledge of the repression at the Univer-

sity of El Salvador, Neubauer said.

-FRANCI RICHARDSON

Colleician photo by Scott Mairuire

TWISTED HEAVY METAL—The sculpture "Variation on Theme II" is

displayed in front of the Merrill Center at Amherst College,

* Lord Jeff continued from page 1

employees, begun Oct. 25. The 70
employees, all members of local 217 Hotel

and Restaurant Employees Union, pro-

tested the management's proposed two-tier

wage S3rstem. Under the proposed system,

new employpps would he pntitled to less

shift flexibility and a lower pay-rate than
current employees, who would also lose

shift flexibilty.

But wages at the inn are 15 to 25 percent

higher that those of its local competitors,

which has resulted in a $500,0(X) loss by the

inn over the last five years, inn negotiator

Kent Faerber said at a meeting of the

Amherst College Faculty Nov. 5.

"They (the inn management) see two

choices," Traber said, "lb be a good

employer, or to make money, with no in-

between."
Negotiations between inn employees and

management are currently frozen, after a

meeting encouraged by a federal mediator

Nov. 8 yielded no compromise.

The University of Massachusetts Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy, the Massachusetts Faculty Union

and the UMass Student Government

Association have endorsed the efforts of inn

employees, Traber said.
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Driver almost hits plain-clothes cop
A 17-year-old New York resident "almost ran over a plain-

clothes (police) officer" Wednesday night on Stadium Road,

University of Massachusetts police said.

The driver of the car was cited for reckless driving and

driving an unregistered motor vehicle, police said.

In other police reports:

A 18-speed bicycle was reported stolen from the 17th floor

lounge of John Quincy Adams House Wednesday after-

noon. The bike was locked but not secured to anything.

It was taken sometime between Saturday and Sunday,

police said.

A 1968 Dodge valued at $1000 was reported stolen from

parking lot 40 Wednesday night. It was recovered less than

a half an hour later in parking lot 63. "The owner possibly

forgot where he parked it," police said. It was unlocked.

$150 in coins was taken from the Campus Center Video

Parlor Wednesday afternoon. The front of a video game
was pried open, police said.

A 1977 Plymouth received $150 in damages when the

driver's side window was smashed Wednesday afternoon

in the McGuirk Alumni Stadium P lot. It happened

sometime since October 28, police said.

A 22-year-old man was issued a trespassing notice and

was removed from the Campus Center Concourse

Wedenesday night. He was confronted by a police officer

and showed a UMass ID with a validation sticker for fall

1985 which was confiscated. He had been "removed from

the University (before)," police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE
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AUGIES TOBACCO SHOP
"th« Tobacco and Magazine Shop of Amherst

108 North Plaatant St., Amharst
- Western Union Agent -

Complete lines of:

Pipas ft Pipe Accaaaonw
Tobacco

imported /domaatic (or ptpe Of ctsaranaa

Ci«arcnaa
imponad/domaatK: Imduding Indooaann doval

Full range o( domeetic & imported cigan

Meguine*. Peperbeckj h Monarch rvitea

New«paper«, Maaa State Lottery

Candy end sundry Heme. Maaa lOuvarMre

Now fMtunng Gourmul Cott—i It T»»s

- New England Talaphooe Aoent

« imiii
253-7896 |
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Prosecution of psychiatrist
delayed by resigning lawyer

IT'VT •
Spring 1986 course schedule pamphlets will be available

to students from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. today on the Campus
Center concourse. Starting Monday, the schedule pam-

phlets will be available at the Registrar's Office, the Whit-

more Information Desk and the first floor lobby of Whit-

more. Only one pamphlet will be given to each person.

rating placr

i

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. & SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP* SHOP)

Ht. 9*Hadl(WA>iiher$t

(
.256.-^889

RENTA^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

HAIRCUTS

with this coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

65 University Dr.,

Amherst, MA
549-56;i0

expires 11 30-86

Evening V/etir?

The Happy

Cowboy
Flannel

Nightshirt . . .

of course.

J'RICH
CUOTHINQ FOR MEN

n MASOMC ST •N0nTHAHPT0N'S»k«S3«
Jut) arawid itw oarrm f^iyn Ban i

Men -SM l»« nwi M 4 Sua I? S

BOSTON (AP) A lawyer prosecuting

"gross misconduct" charges against a Nor-

thampton psychiatrist has resigned, delay-

ing resumption of the state medical board's

disciplinary hearings against Dr Rodolph
H. Turcotte, a spokeswoman for the board

said.

Hearings scheduled for next week in

Boston at the state Board of Registration

in Medicine have been canceled until a new
lawyer is hired, said board spokeswoman
Nin Bellotti.

The attorney, Louis Scrima, said he left

his job Oct. 30 as a lawyer with the medical

board to work for the city of Boston in labor

relations.

Turcotte, 65, former chief of psychiatry at

Northampton State Hospital who has been

running a private practice at his home, has

said the misconduct charges are without

substance.

Turcotte is charged with manipulating

one of his former patients, Jonathan Frey

of Williamsburg, for his personal gain and
entrusting one of his teen-age daughters in-

to Frey's care even though the two had a

sexual relationship.

He has offered to surrender his medical

license, but he refused to sign a statement

promising never to attempt practice again.

His lawyer, Peter Huntsman of Hartford,

Conn., said it was Frey who betrayed his

doctor's trust.

The medical board's lawyer, Louis

Scrima, charged at disciplinary heai'ings in

September that Turcotte fostered a rela-

tionship between his own daughter and

Frey in 1976. At the time, Frey was recently

divorced and had just inherited two large

trust funds. The girl was then 14.

««««««««« * * * * * * *
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HerrelPs Ice Cream V^£!^//^
Thornsi Markstplac*
Old Souin SI Enhance

Norlhampton

Open Noon 'till 11 30 Sun Thuft
Noit nil Midnight Fil k Sot

586-4837
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PLANT DISEASES:

FEAST/FAMINE
Plant Pathology 100

MWF 10 AM, Spring 1986

3 Credits

Call 545-2280

Plant Disease and Human History

Disease Resistant Plants

Biological Control
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Diseases That Threaten World Food Supplies ;

^'^aAP c^i^^cR^'csiP c^r^c^'^'ciiP «c^<»"'"'s:ia9 i^^^a^

FINE FOOD
&

SPIRITS
I

Mon & lues Nile

f Free Taco Bar*
fe

• 9 - till it lasts!

^NOVEMBER BEER SPECIAL
?Jdeineken

57 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

AP lj«sfrphoto

NUCLEAR TEACHER-Prof. Richard Morrison of the University of
New Haven, will teach "Introduction to Nuclear Weapons" at the school
in the spring. Morrison will teach the effects of nuclear weapons and
how to build a nuclear bomb.

UMASS ALPINE
# SKI COURSE
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it's not too long until you 11 be walking up to get

your degree But there s something you could get

right now that v/ill help you in any walk of life The
American E:':pr^'ss* Crwl

Because if you're a senior and you've
accepted a $10,000 career-oriented job. you
could get the American Express Card.

Tha' s if No string:; No gim.micks- (And even if

you don t have a ]ob right nov;. don't worry This

offer IS still good for 1? 'r^ ••'hs after you graduate.)

This IS a special offer American Express be-
cause, as graduating ser.iors, we think you're kind
of special In fact, we believe m your future And

this is the best way we know to p^rove it

Of course, the American Express Card will

prove to be a great help to you in your car<

travel and for entertaining And, to entertain youi

self, you can use it to buy some new clothes for

work or some new things for home In addition, the

Card is also a great way to help you begin to estab-

lish your credit history

So call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask to have a Spe-

cial Student Application sen! to

you. Or look for one on campus
The American Express Card.
Dorx't leave school without it.-'^

i*»*i«. ^rnrii. ir ! ^r"!"" '''

MT. TOM
4 Lesson, 4 Week
1 Credit Course

Classes begin first week
in February.

Offered Wednesday,

Thursday,

Friday and

Saturday nights

$50

(includes transportation)

Sign up at GPE Office

Rm 227 Boyden

••••••••••••••••••••••••
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* Grand Opening i^

SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET

Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA
:••••••••••••••••••••*••
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BIKE®

4-

4

Jf

Jf

Jf

Jf

*
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J»-
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»
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Numbered Football

Jersey

Reg. $15.00 $5.99

BIKE® SHORTS
Reg. $8.00 $2.99

BIKE®
Football Mesh Shirts

Reg. $15.00 $5.99

WOOL
SWEATERS
80% Rag Wool
20% Orion

Value up to $40.

$11.99 each

2 for $19.99

All

20% OFF

N.F.L. Football J

MLBB Baseball
j

• Toddler NFL Wear

• Team Jackets

• Sweat Shirts

• NFL Telephones

• Wall Plaques

• Coffee Mugs
• Beer Mugs
• Stadium Blankets

• Beach Towels

• Watches
• Alarm Clocks

• Infant Wear

••••••**••••*•*•••***'•*•
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StretchYourSkiingDonar Wtth

Peter Fob's Sfaratton nountain
Eiqpress Package

Itewpoitliba ontf im Ikket from $Z9.00

Peter Pan Bus Lines and Stratton Mountain are offering a special

ski package this season. . .a way to further stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiing fun.

Arrival at Stratton Mt.: 9:00 a.m. • Leave Stratton Mt.; 4:30 p.m.

Peter Pan s Stratton Mountain Express round trip service is

available Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.

Package Includes:

Round-trip transportation and a days lift ticket for just $25.00

Tuesday, Thursday and $27.00 on Sunday. . . less than you d pay

for a lift ticket alonel A great value to stretch your skiing dollar

and your skiing fun. Advanced reservations only.

Tickets available at all local college campuses and at the Peter

Pan Bus Lines Atlantic City OfTice. For further information on

pick up points and reservations. .

.

Contact: The People Professionals

Umimi:EmnBumLiixBa,Inc.
1776 Main St., P.O. Box 1776

Springfield, MA • 781-2900 Ext. 253

MA Toll rree 1-800-332-8995

IPs • BLANKS • CASS 45s

M
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^ ALBUM'S
NEW ENLARGED

STKXOF
RECORDED CASSETTES

S399.S7S9

ALL CDs W STOCK S12«»

DONl FORGET yUE

BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED LPs. CASSETTES & CDs

ALBUMS»181 N. PLEASANT STREET'AMHERST
•253-7137

s
u
N
G
L
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POSTERS pmb ACCESSORiES

^^^^^^^^M^^ Friday, November 15, 1985

ir News analysis continued from page 3

Ruddock, a vocal opponent of the amendment said the

senate acted "hastily" in its approval. The amendment
"relieves committees of a lot of responsibility but it will

thrust that responsiblity onto the senate agenda."

The previous by-law procedure, referred to as commit-

ted agenda, called for the speaker to refer motions to the

appropriate committees. A recommendation on how the

senate should vote would then be made from the commit-

tee. This procedure was not utilized before this past

meeting, and with the amendment passage, it has been

scratched from the by-laws.

The problem of inefficiency has plagued the senate all

semester and many senators hope this amendment will

contribute to smoother running meetings.

"Things will start happening again," said Jordan Rosner,

chairman of the Budgets Committee. Under the previous

system, Rosner said, "the average senator's motions would

never have been gotten to."

Friday, November 15, 1985-
Collegian

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

josnurR^NS;

50* DRINKS

$2.00 COVER

Rte. 9, Amherst 256-1059

corner of University Dr.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Founded in 1870

As a resident of the Southwest Residen-

tial Area, I have observed the dorm securi-

ty and I question its efficiency. I have

spoken with a resident assistant, several

security receptionists, and I have also read

the security notebook in order to obtain

facts about the security system.

Reading the security notebook, I found

the goal of security: to work with residence

hall staff, students, faculty, Universily

staff, and police to provide a safe and secure

environment for students, guests and

building users. Often, I find that this goal

is not achieved. The monitoring of guest

and resident access to the 41 dorms is not

always effective In fact, while I was reading

the security notebook, the security recep-

tionist left to get something and asked me
to "watch his stuff and let anybody in."

I have often entered buildings without be-

ing checked for my ID and I have also

enterd buildings through doors that are

supposed to be locked. The handbook states

that the doors are supposed to be locked and

checked every 45 minutes to be certain that

they remain locked for the night. Obvious-

ly, this is not the case and therefore it is

not very difficult for outsiders to enter our

buildings.

Another service provided by security, as

stated in the handbook, is working with the

residence hall staff in educating students

about security issues. I can honestly say

that I have never been "educated" about

security issues or jjolicies. The only "educa-

tion" I ever received was an upperclassman

telling me that I need my ID and key to

enter my dorm every night. After asking

some friends, I found that they were not in-

formed about security any more than I was.

Instead of being "educated" or informed

about the system, I learned on my own
simply by experiencing it.

I must admit that some of the blame

should be placed on the residents. Many are

Donna Restaino

apathetic about the situation—leaving cans

in doors to keep them open and opening

doors for strangers. However, much of the

blame falls on the employees who are also

apathetic about their jobs. They obviously

do not take their jobs seriously enough, and

this, along with the resident's apathy,

creates such problems as robberies, rapes,

and asaults. Unfortunately, I think the only

way the residents and employees will

change their ways is by something serious

happening that affects them personally.

The security problem is a difficult one to

solve. It must be very hard to maintain a

safe environment at a university of this

size. Perhaps students are not responsible

enough for the security position. If this is

true, maybe people other than students

should be hired; unfortunately that would

take away a lot of student employment op-

porunities. One solution might be to hire

one professional security guard for each

dorm. He or she would probably take the

job more seriously and keep the students

on their toes.

There might not be a clear-cut solution

to our security problem but I think there

should at least be some awareness that our

security system is not really as secure as

it could be. I think that more of the rob-

beries, rapes, and assaults should be

publicized in the Collegian. This would

show the frequency and severity of the pro-

blem, and therefore, make people worry and

think about what is really going on. This

awareness might result in a more concern-

ed, and consequently, a more secure en-

vironment.

Donna Restaino is a UMass student

Letters

We're on a roll, let's not blow it

Now that the game "Assassin" has made
the Collegians front page, it's time for an

editorial opinion. Am I getting old, or does

everyone look upon this game with the

same head scratching that I do? I hope it's

the latter

Every college institution (and evidently

"institution" is a play on words) has had

its identifying peculiarities—gamewise.

Michigan State University was obsessed

with Dungeons and Dragons in the late

1970's. It grew to such pathetic proportions

that one player skipped town for New
Orleans, to be rendered home again by a

private investigator

Now UMass has stepped into the ring. As

I read the paper from day to day, I see peo-

ple are alarmed because "gunmen" lurked

the streets with what the police called

"plastic weapons." It's (for once) no media

scam. Even I, as I walked out of the

bathroom of my campus abode, have been

assaulted by my mutated bunkies. When
this happens, I look upon them with sheer

perplexity, but they look back at me with

unforsaken relief, because I'm not one of

them. Of course, they're on the lookout for

their fellow assassins. Adversly, I'm getting

a great sense of intimidating powers to

know I put the fear of God into three or four

people when all I was doing was answer-

ing the call of nature Think about that the

next time the natural effect of a barley malt

leads you to the commode.

Reported plea was inaccurate

In Wednesday's Collegian there was a

mistake in the article "Dance held for

•Divest 9."' The article stated "the group's

members are the only ones not to have

pleaded guilty (emphasis added) in the

case" The m^rity of the arrested members

of the April First Coalition submitted to fad

How is it, though, that a quality Univer-

sity as this one has students indulging so

intensely on a game of make believe? Are

we not offered enough by the administra-

tion? Maybe the social life is lacking. I don't

really know what is lacking, nor is it my
greatest concern. But, when this kind of

flash-in-the-pan pastime makes the news,

it also makes an image of the University.

UMass has just about shaken the image of

being a zoo. Granted, we can be a bit unru-

ly at time, but no different than any other

school with a student body of over 20,000

people. We're on a roll, let's not blow it.

In May, when I get my degree, I want to

admire it, not laugh at it. I should

remember the craziness we all went
through to keep our sanity so we could

graduate, not the Neanderthals who crept

the campus by night with their finger-

triggered phallic symbols.

Of course. Assassin doesn't pose any

weighted threat, but it deserves

(dis)honorable mention. After all, Michigan

State wasn't ruined by Dungeons and
Dragons. It's still in Michigan, if that's any

consolation. Best of all, the whole issue has

given me something to chuckle about, and

something to laugh at with my friends over

a couple of cold ones. Otherwise they laugh

at me.

Pteter J. DePuy
Sylvan

sufficient and the case was dismissed. The
members of Divest 9 could not morally
plead anything but not guilty and are tak-

ing the case to trial on Tuesday-Thursday,
Nov. 19-21.

Kai Alexis Price
April First Coalition
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Random notes
John Duff, chancellor of higher educa-

tion, has been accepted for the position of

head of the Chicago Public Library. Ap-

parently, DufPs recent problems with

allegations that he solicited political con-

tributions did not soil him in the eyes of the

library board—the vote was 5-2 in his favor.

And, while Duff hammers out a contract

before he formall accepts the job, many
names are being bantied about as

predecessors. Some local favorites are Bar-

bara Newell, who resigned as head of the

Florida state college system last summer
and who is now in residence at Harvard,

and David Bartley, a former speaker for the

house of representatives and current presi-

dent of Holyoke Community College.

The Boston Globe had a list in Wednes-

day's edition, including Robert Tranquan-

da, chancellor of the UMass Medical

School, David Knapp, UMass president,

William O'Neil, vice president of the

Massachusetts College of Art, and Joseph

Finnegan, vice chancellor of fiscal affairs

for the regents.

Larry Bouchie

* * *

On campus, Chancellor Joseph Duffey

yesterday led an informal discussion with

University students and professors (from

both sides of the political spectrum), to

discuss Accuracy In Academia. Globe

reporter Renee Loth, formerly of the Boston

Phoenix, was also in attendance, as she is

working on a story about the group.

While most of those in attendance agreed

that UMass has nothing to hide, many of

those present expressed concern that the

issue is not accuracy, but one of political

motivation.

Inefficiency in the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate may soon be allieviated with

the passage of a senate procedure amend-

ment, approved by a voice vote Wednesday

night. Motions will now be considered ac-

cording to the time they are received by the

senate speaker, as opposed to a senator's

position in the assembly.

Under the previous system, the presi-

dent's, officers', and committee chair

reports, which preceded main motions,

could themselves contain motions. This

meant that those officers' and chairs' mo-

tions were prioritized, because they preced-

ed all other motions. Let's hope that all

senators can now utilize this reform to its

fullest potential, and keep senate business

moving steadily.

* * *

I'm ashamed to admit that, though I'm

a senior, it wasn't until recently I di.scovered

the People's Market. Nestled behind Ear-

thfoods in the Student Union, the market

offers appealing natural foods and
beverages and, my favorite, true, hot coffee

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.

Student senator's motives vague
I'm sure many of you are sick of hearing

and reading about the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate. Well, so am I—but the dif-

ference is that I'm a senator. At my first

meeting in September, I was amazed. I

couldn't believe the behavior displayed on

the senate floor, and worse, I felt that I

could accomplish nothing because I had not

memorized Robert's Rules of Order. As of

last night, I had not said anything at the

meetings other than aye or nay. But last

night, an important amendment to the by-

laws came up which I think I agree with.

The problem was that not everyone

(myself included) really knew what the mo-

tion meant after its many amendments.
Well, after voting for the motion, I decided

to make my own motion to reconsider

(which basically means we'll have another

vote next week). No sooner had my motion

faied and I thought my hands would final-

ly stop shaking when I saw Bill Collins,

president of SWAG, making a bee-line

towards me.

He said, and I quote, "Enough people

hate (the Speaker), you should be in-

telligent enough not to join us." Then he

said, with a sweep of his arm embodying
the entire senate, "...everyone in the senate

is so stupid...." Now, what does that mean?
Does it mean that Collins thought my vote

was for him and not a motion affecting the

senate? Does it mean the senate, as a whole,

is a popularity contest and since I'm

"unknown" I shouldn't speak?

Not only would I like to know the answers

to these questions (since I'm so stupid) but

I would also like to ask Collins and many
of his cohorts to stop harassing, heckling,

bullying, and disrupting the entire senate

procedure I know that it will take me a

long time to get up enough guts to speak

again on the floor—and for that I'm soriT,

because I represent students of UMass, not

the Bill Collins Fan Club

Caroline Murray, senator
Commuter Area Government
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RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

BEER:
Bud 12 oi. cans tuKcaM $11 .99 case -f dep

BuSCh 12 oz. can* suKcata $9.96 case + dap

Utlca Club 12 oz. long nackt $6.49 casa -»- dap

Hoinokens, Amstel $3.99 e/pk + dap

Ballantine Beer $3.40i2/pk + dap

LIQUOR Cr WINE:
Champagnes $2.99 + up tbo mi

Flavored Schnapps -all sizes and flavors

Wine Coolers. . .you name It - WE'VE GOT ITIli

^0^^im
ffi ^(^ -speciaC

Saturday 9am to Spin

Sunday's 9 am to 2 prn

BOWLING

99C

*

Game
Northampton Bowl

i PtooMnt St.. Northampton

# IR

an

Waif. Of. Quvtouche

Onacie Of. AncL&rvt (gj^^fxtian. (^^a/^JiCf u±ifi eaJuU^

103 North Pkasant SirMt
AinlMrat4>2S3.SS74

A Return Engagement

'To Hear Her Is A Joyous Thing''

Debbie Friedman

Concert Performer,

Composer,
Recording Artist, Liturgist

For People OfAll Ages

Saturday, November 16, 8:00 P.M.

Johnson Chapel, Amherst College

Donation. ..Adults $3.00

Students $1.00

Mm:-.

Sponsored By Five College Hillel

In Cooperation with

Smith/Amherst Hillel

Special Student / Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia.
Winter Rates:

New York to Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm
from $215 one way, $350 roundtrip

Chicago to Copenhagen
from $215 one way, $350 roundtrip

Chicago to Oslo, Stockholm
from $255 one way, $430 roundtrip

and tours designed especially for students to the

SOVIET UNION
For Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
17 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017

(212) ^6-9470

ASSISTANT
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER

NEEDED AT THE
Collegian

Great Pay, need mornings free

Apply at the College Office

at 113 Campus Center

Monday-Thursday 8:45-3:45,

Fridays 8:45-2:30

TjflnE

SHOE
OUTLET

1NDU(STQ1E(S YAQD
Ware. Mass.

Woman's, name brand, all leather

shoeoS. The latest fashions seen

in all the better stofes and

catalogs are now here!

Starting as low as $ 20

!

Open everyday 9-4=30

(Sun. at 12 noon

413-967-7412

BLACK AFFAIRS
Very few minorities

hold top-level jobs
BOSTON (AP)-Fewer blacks hold top-

level jobs in businesses in the Boston
metropolitan area now than three years

ago, although racial tensions have eased,

employment is booming, and there are

more blacks in Boston, according to a

published report.

Three years ago, when federal officials

called on Boston firms to integrate their

work force, especially at the executive level,

2.5 percent of the top jobs in corporations

inside Route 128 were held by blacks, ac-

cording to figures analyzed by The Boston

Globe.

Now, the percentage is down 2.4, accor-

ding to the latest figiu-es compiled for

federal officials. And the number of blacks

working for private companies has dropjied

from 6.5 percent to 6.3 percent.

Corporate officials say they are moving
steadily toward increasing the number of

blacks in executive jobs, but many black

leaders tind the pace slow and are consider-

ing such actions as selective buying cam-
paigns and lawsuits.

"We need direct action by local and na-

tional community groups," Jack E. Robin-

son, president of the Boston chapter of the

National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, told the Globe.

"Hopefully the business community will

respond voluntarily. Otherwise, we will

have to resort to selective buying. Or we
will investigate the possibility of litigation

against firms which handle government
funds," he said.

At City Hall, Boston's first black city

collector-treasurer George Russell, has
kind words for Mayor Raymond L. Flynn
on the issue

"The criticism always leveled at govern-
ment is that it moves too slowly, but this

mayor has moved decisively," he told the
Globe.

"If the mayor can find qualified blacks to

assume major responsibilities at senior
levels, why can't the corporations?" Russell
asked.

John Larkin Thompson, president of

Massachusetts Blue Cross-Blue Shield and
chairman of the Vault, an organization of

Boston's largest and most powerful ex-

ecutives, said that companies, unlike
government administrations, do not "turn
all their managers over every four years."

Corporate officials said that developing
black executives "through the pipeline" en-

sures their progress and creates less an-

tagonism from white workers.

"The focus is on building pools," of black
managers from which corporations can
draw when promotions become available,

Peter Bertschmann, vice president of the
New England Tblephone Co., told the Globe
Blacks have held middle management

jobs at Boston companies for more than 10
years. The problem has been moving up
from there.

"I've spent a lot of time with blacks...who
hit a wall five years into their jobs," said

Meldon HoUis, former affirmative action of-

ficer at Harvard University.

"Many bright, young, black kids were
hustled into firms with promises of a future

in management. After five years, they find

themselves passed over for management
promotions.

"They wonder whether they're not so

bright after all, or whether it's racism. It's

very painful and confusing."

Announcements
A panel discussion on "The Role of

Native Americsm Women" will be held at

1 p.m. on Saturday in the Campus Center,

Room 168.

The fraternity of Phi Beta Sigma Inc.

will be having their second annual social

at 8 p.m. tonight on the 11th floor of the
Campus Center.
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Exhibit reflects sadness
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

As part of Native American Awareness
Month, an exhibit of Native American
arts and crafts have been on display in the

Augusta Savage Art Gallery. The exhibit

titled: "A Celebration of Native American
Art" will be there until November 22nd.

Thej-e are various forms of art done by

Native Americans including oil paintings,

watercolors, stencils, drawings, and hand-

made crafts. The paintings reflect the life,

times, and struggle of the Native
American.
Many of the handmade crafts are items

that Native Americans use in their every-

day lives such as a cradleboard made from
straw, moccasins made from deer skin,

dancing beads made from wood, and a

ceremonial head dress made from eagle

feathers. A handmade patchwork quilt

and several shawls were on display as well

as a few of the clothes which Native

Americans wear everyday.

One patron remarked that he found the

exhibit to be "Very sad because there

seemed to be no life to them. It's almost

like there's a feeling of death." His state-

ment is true because when you walk in,

you can almost feel and see the sadness

as you gaze at the paintings and look at

the many crafts that have been so

painstakingly made by the hands of a race

of people who were the first true

Americans and who are now being op-

pressed, moved to reservations, and being

ignored by the American public

The lives of Native Americans from
diverse cultures are rarely mentioned in

books, and there is very little examination

of the contributions that Native American
men and women have made to the areas

of art, poetry, literature, music, and
science. Tbday's system continues to show
the on-going invisibility of Native
American peoples, cultures, and
oppression.

"Computers are

^ thic...".

So says artist

Andy Wacko.
Read about it in Talking Clones .

Coming on November 20tb

Published by Zenith Data Systems

1 B66J044

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
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Louisiana Cajun
Entrees
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Prime Rib,
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Laurie Weiss, an

intern with a local

lawyer last spring

said, "My
internship has been

the most important

part of my
education. This

experience has

clarified and
expanded my
personal and
professional

goals." To start

YOUR internship

contact the

UNIVERSITY
INTERNSHIP
PROGRAM

16 Curry Hicks
545-0727
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By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Even though Halloween was weeks ago, monsters seem

to be the major theme of many new movies this week;

characters battle Hollywood monsters or behave like the

actual monsters humans can be.

This week heralds the return of one of the biggest gross-

ing box office blockbusters in cinematic history. Yes, film

fans, after a 10 year absence from the screen, Godzilla

returns!

Godzilla 1985 blasts its way into the Mt. Farms Mall,

this Friday, in a new Tfechnicolor, digital sound, dolby

stereo destructive romp through Tbkyo. In the English

language version of this movie, we have the same horri-

ble dubbing that made Japanese movies famous. And like

the first Godzilla movie we have Raymond Burr as the

American journalist watching the monster. The years

haven't exactly been kind to Burr. Let's put it this way,

the guy's a globe.

The folks in Japan went crazy a few months ago when
this movie came out. I expect it'll do grat here too. Now,

no one around here thinks Godzilla 1985 is meaningful

cinema, it's trash. But it's great trash, fun trash. It's got

to be one of the quickest ways to send yourself into

mindless oblivion.

The other monster movie at the Mt. Farms Mall is Once

Bitten a teen-age sex comedy with lovely Lauren Hutton

as the vampire who gives everlasting hickeys (lb be

reviewed).

Pleasant Street Theatre is showing two films that show

the monsterous side of real human beings. Dance with a

Stranger is supposed to be a very intense movie about a

passionate love triangle that leads to murder. The movie

is based on the true story of Ruth Ellis, the last woman
to be hanged in England. The details of her affair and the

murder so angered the British society of the 1920's they

demanded her execution. I hear this is very good (To be

reviewed).

Weekend Best Bets: The Amherst Cinema has a fun

double feature this weekend. Buckaroo Banzai is a take-

off on all those strange sci-fi serials. A silly movie to be

seen in a silly mood. Time Bandits comes from Monty

Python Director Tferry Jones and is produced by Ex-Beatle

Geogre Harrison. It's a strange fairy tale about a kid who

is abducted by a bunch of time traveling dwarves who are

escaping the wrath of their boss, the supreme being.
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Buy one suit at $150.00

and get the SECOND
$150.00 SUIT

FREE ! !

located at

Hampshire Mall

in Hadley
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CINEMA
Friday and Saturday

Buckaroo Banzai 7:00

Time Bandits 9:00

Sunday - Tuesday
From Here to Eternity 7:00

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof 9:05
AMI AMHERST 253-5426
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Mass
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sv
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pyS

14.50 + 1.20 OS.
St. Paul! = -5.00 mail in refund
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Busch ''4.90 -I- .eoi2pk.

Molson $3.35 +.306pk.

Burati Asti Spumante $6.39

Almaden Mt. Wines 4l $7.49

Vodl(ai75L $9.95

Burnett's Gin i75l $12.99

Ron Rico Rum itbl ^.,^$12.99

.^«aS.

175 University Drive

UNfVtHSt^ » / OB' V»
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ARTS
George Adams/Don PuUen Quartet jazz Amherst
By GLENN SIEGEL
Collegian Correspondent

The members of the George Adams/Don
Pullen Quartet had a busy day prior to

their appearance at Amherst College's

Buckley Recital Hall on Wednesday
evening.

A mere 24 hours earlier, the group had
performed in Spain. They made their way
to Madrid, braved an air traffic controller's

slowdown and flew to New York, where they

turned around and headed for New
England.

If they were feeling the effects of inter-

continental travel, it didn't show. They
treated an enthusiastic audience to a set

ofhigh energy, technically dazzling music.

The co-leaders are each distincive soloists

possessing readily identifiable sounds.
Tfenor saxophonist George Adams seemed
to play on top of the notes, liberally sprinkl
ing his playing with overblown honks and
squeals, in the best Ifexas blues tradition.

With all his leaps, Adams' solos invariably
landed on their feet.

Pianist Don Pullen painted the keyboard
with smudges of sound, using the backs of
his hands, knuckles and long fingers in his
incessant forays up and down his instru-
ment. Unlike Cecil Taylor, the pianist to
whom he is most naturally compared,
Pullen always returned to the melodic and
rhythmic reference point of each of the five

compositions the quartet performed.
With Dannie rvicnmona on drums and

Cammeron Brown on bass, the group's im-
peccable sense oftime was assured. Pullen's

Better off Dead is wacky
entertaining but lacks consistency
Better off Dead Starring
John Cusack Directed by
Savage Steve Holland
By HERB RAMY & MATT
MACHERA
Collegian Staff

John Cusack, star of last

year's hit The Sure Thing
returns in another surpris-

ingly good film, Better Off
Dead.

While The Sure Thing is

not considered a high class

comedy, it is refined when
compgired to Better OffDead.
Here, we have humor gone
mad in much the same vein

as Airplane
Though the movie was

good, it was not so because
of an outstanding or

original plot, lb call it loose

would be a major
understatement. The main
character loses his

girlfriend to the captain of

the ski team. He begins to

commit suicide a number of

times, but changes his mind
every time. He eventually

tries to win his girlfriend

back, but instead falls in

love with the girl across the

street and they live happily
ever after.

Luckily the film does not

suffer heavily from the

simplicity of the plot. This is

because the director does

not rely heavily on it to

carry the film. Instead he
counts on individual scenes
and acting to make us
laugh.

Often these individual
scenes seemed to come out of

nowhere. For example, while
the mother is scooping a

disgusting green substance
onto her son's plate for din-

ner, it (the dinner) walks (ipr

the plate. This scene didn't

do much to move the story

along, but on its own it was
extremely funny.

While the movie did use

some off the wall ideas to

make itwork, its strongest

point was the acting. The
supporting cast was ex-

tremely good. David Ogden
Stiers (M.A.S.H.'s Charles)

in particular perfectly

played a father trying to

cope with an adolescent son

and an air head wife.

Even with the supporting

cast as good as they were,

the movie would not havef
worked without John
Cusack. In only his second
starring role, Cusack has
proven himself to be an ex-

cellent comedian.
His timing is so good that

it is hard to believe he is

such a young performer.

Scenes that might not have
worked turn out funny
because of a simple facial ex-

pression or change in the

zimc .H...„.
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TO SFRVF THE PUBLIC Bf TTER WITH

• STATC or THE ART PROJECTION • DISCOUNT TWILITE & MATINEES

• DOLBY STEREO SOUND • E RGONOVIC Sf ATS

Grand Opening FRIDAY NOVEMBER 22nd

Back to th« Future I Jagged Edge

After Hours t Santa Qaut
the movie 11 /•

Tne^J^^^Ten"
ThttliNgw

Rocky IV 11/27

HAMPSHIRE 6 hampshirf mall 584 7550

tone of Cusack 's voice.

The only way to describe

this film would be to call it

a bunch of hilarious scenes

just barely linked together.

It was like watching a com-
edian continually hurling

one liners at you. The lack

of plot did make the picture

a little tiring towards the

end, though on the whole it

was well worth seeing.
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"Song for the Old Country," began slowly
behind Brown's bowed bass, then burst in-

to what could have been, in different hands,
a lovely Italian lullabye.

The pianists' other original, "Sing Me a
Song Everlasting," was a sumptuous ballad,

with some delicate single-note playing by
Pullen. Adams' lower register vibrato
wafted images of Hawkins and Webster in-

to the rafters.

The evening's highlight was a piece call-

ed "Necessary Blues or Thank You Very
Much Mr. Monk." Opening in a fast walk,
the musicians left the stage one by one,
leaving Pullen alone with his piana His ex
tended solo was a study in dynamics.

Adams came next, accompanied only by
Richmond. Amidst his rapid fire trills, he
quoted Monk's "Well You Needn't" and
"Round Midnight." Richmond's solo which
followed was the most evocative of Monk's
style, perfectly capturing the sparse,

idiosyncratic phrasing that was his trade
mark.
The straight ahead blues that concluded

the evening, featured Adams on vocals as

well as sax. It brought the crowd to its feet.

Amherst guitarist Freddie Bryant and
his quartet opened the evening and despite

some sound problems, gave a good account
of themselves, with tenor man Don Braden
and drummer 'f^ro Okamoto especially

effective.

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
N«Kt to Town Hall

FOR FREE DEUVERY OF
%'XS MINIMUM Oi^DCK,
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

All Prices In Store Cash Onlv

Almaden
Mt. Wines

1.5 Liter $3.75

Captain

Morgan
spiced Rum
750 ml $6.49

Coors

Coors Light

Miller Light

Rolling Rock
$11.99 dep.

Ballantine

Beer
12 pk $3.80 dep

Cordon Negro
Sparkling Wine
750 ml $4.99

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
CONCERT-
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

MABOU MINES'
"Cold Harbor "
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L'lysses S. Grant

Sunday, November 17 8pni

"The Best ofAmerica
-TIML.Muguz

Wednesday, November 20 8 pm.
Tickets SI5 13

"•
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JOFFREY II DANCERS
presenting

"Once Upon A Time"
Slories aboul the life of Hans Christian Andersen

Friday Novfrnber ?,2 8 pm
Ticki'lr, SH-. 14 \2

Kivc ColU'gi- Sludmls ll.iK Prm I'ii ki-ls .ivdiliibk- al Fiiif Arts r " 1
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Union Life

^ar after,
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. after semester,

the colleiie |)lan from Fidel it> Tnion I jfe
has het'M the most atrepted. most popular lite insuranre
program (m campust's all over America. Find out whv.

Ronald J. Nathan Agency
Call the Fidelity I'nion Life 20 Gatehouse Rd.,
Field Associate in your area: Amherst, MA

Tel: 256-8351

RmkcntCkiMStloods

<2:M MAIM ST., AMHERST
BEER ft WINE LICENSE

from Our Own Farm

CL09K0 wttmtMOMr
•I 00 HO' t/M MO 0* MTCltl COlOMMC

253-7835

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29*
Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
Full Servtce Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd.. No Amherst. MA
Across from Watrobas Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

THINK ABOUT
GRADUATE
SCHOOL!

Come and meet representatives from accredited graduate
scnooi-^ throughout the Umred States at the CRE/CCS
Forum on Graduate Education m your area

BOSTON
Saturday, November 16, 1985
Hyatt Regency Cambridge

575 Memorial Drive
9:00 am 4:00 pm

WORKSHOPS
QOCiam-IOOOarr PPEFORUM Wcri'Sr'-r ' - :

:

financial Aid
'

'
jOam- i200Dm CraduateStud. :
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:
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Preoaranor

2 V :."' I IQom Graduate Sruav m tconomics, Ps,-' - -
;,

and other Social Sciences arid

Graduate Study in Education anci

Humanities
REGISTRATION begins at 8 50 am fee $S payable at the door

GRADUATE SCHOOL EXHIBITS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10 00 am - 4 00 pm

Jointly sponsored by the Graduate Record Examinations Board and
the CoufKil of Graduate Schools in the united States

PRESENTS A
COPIER

EXPOSITION

UMASS

Campus Center. Rm 163

Nov. 18th 1:00 PM - 8:00 PM
Nov. 19th 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

It's FRIDAY! Are You Ready

A

/

How about
taking a dive

intoanice
relaxing Hot Tubat

Utopia Spas? Imagine
the soothing music

of your choice playing in

your private room.
Ahhhhh' That's awesome!

Vj hour and hour rates available

Open Men 4 PM-1 AM,
Tues.-Sun 1 1 AM-1 AM l^^^'^La

call now tor reservations ^

UTOPIA SPAS -w
165 University Drive, Amherst

253-7727
GIFT CEBTIFICATeS AVAILABLE

V^ V

Wine Tastinc: ^"^^^Wine Tasting

1982 Bordeaux
To be held at

Seasons Restaurant (Rte. 9)

Sponsored by

Spirit Haus

Dec. 3, 1985 7:30 P.M.

$25 per person
Spirit Haus Inc.

338 College St. Amherst, MA
Keservations and payment to be made in advance

256-8433 253-5384
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\FOUR SEASONS
Wines/Liquors

BEER SPECIALS
BUSCH ^99
GENESEE BEER $7.99. . .

.

'. ALE. . . . . $8.99
LOWENBRAU $11 75
MICHELOB/MICHELOB LIGHT. ....!!. $11 75
HEINEKEN ^^^Tb

I
MOOSEHEAO six $3.99/$i2.99 cs.

i

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA Er GIN 1.75 L $8.99
"•J"^ 1.75 L $10.99
J * B 1.75 L $21 99
MALIBU RUM 750 ml ...$6 99

I
SOUTHERN COMFORT 750 ml $7.49

WINE SPECIALS
ALMADEN WINES 1.5 L $399
SEBASTIANI 1.5 L $4.99
FRENCH COLUMBARD, CHENIN BLANC.

PINOT NORI, ZINFANDEL 1.5 $5.99
SEGRAM'S WINE COOLER $2.99

584-8174

I
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CRAPS

Attention All Staff:

There will be a Sexism Workshop next Wednesday, 11/20 at 7 p.m. Everyone
could benefit from this, so make an effort to attend.

The Collegian

is good family reading.

/ ^

Weather

Tbday:

Sunny, windy and cool. Highs in the 408.

Tbnight:

Clear and quite cold. Lows 15 to 20

Today's Menu
FRIDAY. NOV. 15

LUNCH
Tbrpedo Grinder
Tuna a la King
Savory Garden Biscuit

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder
Tuna a la King
Savory Garden Biscuit

DINNER
Salisbury Steak/Gravy,

French Fried Onion Rings
Spaghetti/Red Clam Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Spinach Wheat Croquettes/Cheese Sauce
Hi-Protein Spaghetti,lled Clam Sauce

SATURDAY. NOV 16

BRUNCH
Scrambled Eggs
Corned Beef Hash
Ham and Swiss on Rye

BASICS BRUNCH
Scrambled Eggs
Almond Chicken and Rice Casserole

DINNER
Sausage Grinder

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce
Turkey Salad Plate

SUNDAY. NOV. 17

BRUNCH
Baked Eggs Au Gratin
Hamburg on Roll

BASICS DINNER
Vegetable Hot Pbt

Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce

BASICS BRUNCH
Baked Eggs Au Gratin
Bean Burgers

DINNER
Roast Tbp Round of Beef/Gravy
Macaroni and Cheese
Fruit Plate with Cranberry Bread

BASICS DINNER
Szechwan Style Eggplant with Tbfu
Macaroni and Cheese Fruit Plate with
Cranberry Bread

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Ripens

5 Movie pel

9 Supplemented
(with 'out")

13 One of an Ger-

manic people

14 Modernists

15 Type ot dress

16 Plaster admix-

tures

18 Lizards

IS Old wives' tales

21 Theatricalize

22 Giant great

23 Petrol

26 Daughter ol

Cadmus
27 Anecdotes
28 Comparative

sultix

31 Fit

33 Capable of be-

ing nullified

35 Good lucK

charms
39 Like a bear ready

lor winter

40 Buffalo's

county

41 French con-

nections
"

42 New Deal agcy

43 Na Na
46 Kinderganner
47 was

saying

48 Floor in a

maison
SO Bad luck

55 Rasp
56 ahead
56 LiKeabireme
59 Emancipate
60 Aware o'

61 Parrots

62 Spanish painter

G3 a grand
night

DOWN
1 Sci of farming

2 Passes
3 .Brute'

4 Form
5 Apartment, in

old Greece
6 Looks after

7 Hotel Sacher
specialty

8 Type of holly

9 T.S or George
10 Furnace of a

type
1

1

Namesakes ot

a Spanish
queen

12 lie Pins

15 Excited, in

music
17 Saint, called

Apostle of the

Franks
20 Soniferous

23 Solecism
24 Up
25 Glides

27 CBS rival

28 French com
poser Jacques

29 Town near Ven
tura. Calif

30 Plant anew
32 Mispiay

33 Rear
34 Abbr on a city

map
36 Type of oil

37 Spooky
36 Kingof Judah
43 Mustier

44 Actor's goal

role

45 Chiefs

47 Johnson
namesakes

48 Accustom
49 Pierre's 3 Down

50 Soccer play

51 Loser in a

"fabulous
"

race

52 Dial markings

53 Copper
54 Bowlers and

derbies

55 Gazelle

57 Extinct bird

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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ASSISTANT
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER

NEEDED AT THE
Collegian

Great Pay, need mornings free

Apply at the Collegain Office

at 113 Campus Center

Monday-Thursday 8:45-3:45,

Fridays 8:45-2:30

POLITICAL SCIENCE, ECONOMICS,
MATHEMATICS MAJORS:

Fellowships up to $9000 plus tuition each year for four years

of study toward a Ph.D. in Political Science

• Rated among the top dozen departments in the United States

• Considered "pound for pound" the best department in the country

• Best placement record of any political science department

• Two recent presidents of the American Political Science Association

• Two recent winners of the APSA's 'Best Book' of the year award

• Small enough for personal attention

Will train students in quantitative techniques; flexible program

for those with good quantitative backgrounds

UNIVERSITY O F

RDCHECTER
For more information write to:

Director of Graduate Studies

Department of Political Science

Harkness 523

University of Rochester

Rochester, NY 14627

v^A^^^^^^^A^^^^^^^J^A^^^^^^fl^^^^^u%^^flA^^wwwww^iWvwv5

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

12 oz. Drafts 75*

Pitchers $3.75

Beer

Of The Month

Molson Golden

$1.25

Spoke Drink of the Week - Whiskey Sour $1.25

We will be closing Sat. Nov. 16th at 5:30 PM
for a private function

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

UMASS ALPINE
SKI COURSE

at

MT. TOM
4 Lesson, 4 Week
1 Credit Course

Classes begin first week

in February.

Offered Wednesday,

Thursday,

Friday and

Saturday nights

$50

(includes transportation)

Sign up at GPE Office

Rm 227 Boyden

IBM Portable PC

$1075.00*

DEMONSTRATION
THISTHURS. 11/14

THROUGH
FRI. 11/15

Orders will be taken on Nov. 18-21

this special offer available to

students, staff, and faculty.

Certain restrictions apply

see store for details

Located in

The Campus
Center

545-2619

^VmVERSITY
iUSTORE^

Friday, November 15, 19851
iCollegianib

* soccer- mtinued from page 16

champions, can attest to that. "We were
closed down by good speed in the back," T^r
Heel coach Anson Dorrance said after UM
beat UNC, 2-0, Oct. 12. "UMass has speed
and techinque."

Banda's squad has outscored its op-

ponents 6o-2 but its strength isn't in the
offense, it's in the defense. Fullbacks Sue
Bird, a senior co-captain, Debbie Belkin
(seven goals, five assists, 19 points), and
Chris Schmitt frequently feed the offense.

And the UMass fowards, led by team high
scorers Beth Roundtree (10-4-24) and
Monica Seta (9-6-24) keep the ball in the

opposing end by playing defense.

The midfield controls the flow of play and
no one does it better than All-American
Kristen Bowsher The sophomore doesn't

score much (5-6-16), but she sets up a lot

of chances. Carolyn Micheel is the one to

look for when you think assist. She leads

the team with 13.

"We want to make out game look as sim-

ple as we can," Banda said. "We have to go
out and play with a sense of urgency. We
can't hold back. We have to take it to them."

It's a level of play that the Eagles, 104-1,

may not be able to keep up with. BC is a

slower team than UMass, but kept up for

a while on the turf at Chestnut Hill.

BC's biggest threat is foward Betsy Ready
(8-3-19), the team's leading scorer who
scored all three goals against Brown. Mid-
fielder Maria Montouri (4-7-15) is also a
threat for the Eagles.

Ticket info

Due to NCAA regulations, the Universi-
ty of Massachusetts athletic department
will be charging admission to the women's
soccer quarterfinal game between UMass
and Boston College on Sunday.

Admission is $1 for all students and $2
for adults. Tickets for the game can be pur-

chased at Upper Boyden Field, the sight of

the game, prior to gametime.
The game is scheduled for noon.

* field hockey continued from pane IH

pionship and that there has been so much
parity among teams this season that every

team is beatable. . . . Senior defensive All-

America Megan Donnelly has thought

about winning the national championship

at least once every day that she's played for

UMass and had promised herself four years

ago that she wouldn't wear any rings on her

fingers until she received her first cham-
pionship ring. Her fingers have been bare

since her promise was made. . . .Should

UMass lose Saturday, the game will mark
the end of the collegiate careers of seniors

Donnelly, forward Chris Kocot, forward

Judy Morgan and goal keeper Kathryn
Howe. ... If defense does indeed win na-

tional championships, UMass will be lean-

ing on possibly three freshman starters.

.Rowe has seven-and-a-half shutouts, com-

bining with sophomore Lynn Carlson for

the eighth. . . .Donnelly leads the UMass
offense with 17 goals in 16 games. Junior

Lisa Griswold has nine goals on the season

and Kocot has five. . . Sophomore Tbnia

Kennedy and freshman Ruth Vasapolli had
a great weekend against Michigan and
Purdue, combining for five of UMass' eight

goals against the two teams. . . Hixon said

that Kennedy has been playing well since

suffering a hip-pointer injury at midseason.

. . Sophomore Amy Robertson leads UMass
with five assists.

The Eagles will go with keeper Sue
Hughey (1.45 GAA) in net.

"On grass, it's going to be a totally dif-

ferent game," Belkin said. "The game will

probably be just as tough but there will be

much more pressure.

"We've just got to go out and do whatever

it takes not to let them win."

The Minutewomen, who are 4-0 in NCAA
playoff action at Boyden dating back to

1981, are confident, but not cocky.

"I think we'll dazzle them with skills,"

Holland said. "Skill-wise, we're a faster

team."

However the teams matchup on paper
doesn't matter to the Minutewomen. They
just want to play. "I hate waiting around.
It's a pain," Micheel said.

Kickoff is Sunday at noon, Boyden Field.

Swimmers host UConn
By FRED NADEL
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusettes
womens swim team faces the University of

Connecticut today at Boyden Pool at 7 P.M.

Last Saturday the minutewomen were
tripped by Smith College of Northampton.
The team also suffered the loss of the

teeuns top diver, Debbie Mullin. During the

three-meter diving competition, Mullin
seperated her shoulder. The repjort on
Mullin is she could be out until Christmas.

UMass coach Bob Newcomb will be look-

ing to Jean Cowen and Georgia Wood to fill

the void left by Mullin.

The Huskies are also not completely

healthy.~S^ Lyons, one of their top swim-

mers had a severely sprained ankle, and did

not swim last week against Northeastern.

UConn is still a strong team with one of the

top swimmers in New England, Dana Red-
man leading the team.
Newcomb is looking for a strong perfor-

mance from his backstrokers and divers in

order to win the meet. UConn is strong in

diving, but if the divers manage some se-

cond places, Newcomb feels the team could

have an excellent chance to win.

Last season, UConn beat UM convincing-

ly and a victory this season would be sweet

vengence for Newcomb. The team hopes to

capitalize on UConn's weaknesses, and
Newcomb will vary his lineup to do so. The
team has put in a hard week of training,

and will be ready for the meet.

ACTIVITIES FOR SALE

IUeqactb«ll Coort Time Now ATailia>lc

Downtown Amherst. Individual or gjoup
memberships. Call 253 2528 for details

26* CInb is meeting this Friday November
l.Sth 4:30-6 pm 811 CC Join us see you
there

CCEBM8 will hold registration in the

Library at NAH Nov 19 thru 26th hours
8:30-3/30 __^__^_
Topic: Central America, The Pro(rreRsivt

Film Series ends the semester with

Svaragua and Harrtft of Peace, tonight

7:30 pm. CC 163

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 2002 196t new engine OK body
good buy 665-4142 evenings

1970 Dodge Coronet convertible. Mam
new parts Reliable. $700.00 or Bu
584-4939

1975 Nova runs good dependable 300.0r<

Allison 6-5406 evenings

1971 Dodge Wafon 85,000 miles, stan

dard transmission, V-8, runs well. 1500 oi

best offer Jon 253-9466

1977 Monte Carlo runs and looks ex
cellent. Must be seen. Rally wheels, snow
Ures. ,549-2804 Craig

VW Rabit 7C, good condition, new tires,

»8O0 or BO 549 6690 night

74 Pengot dieacl. Standard, excellent

condition sun roor 256-1807 Tracey

BUY OIL CHEAP1

Join Uw Pioneer Vallty Oil Coop. For in

formation contact Off Campus Housing,

423 Student Union 545-086S

ENTERTAINMENT

ftack-A-Disc EnUrUinmcnt AffHicv for

the best party this semester DJ's, large

FOR RENT

Sanderland. I bdrm apt. on busline,

420/monlh. everything included. Avail

immediately! 666 3440, leave message _
Amherit. 1 bdrn apt on busline,

.5fi.5/month, avail 1/1/86 2.53 3634

Siinde7lBnd 1 bdrm apt 400/month in

elusive, on bus line, avail immediately
253-9043

Safe Suntani 26-60% Off Juat in time for

winter. The best prices you'll see all year.

Join alone: $29 tor 10 sessions With a

fnend only $20. Act now Take a free trial

session and you'll automatically be

entered in a drawing for a free 20 ses-

sions. Le Bon Soleil The best for less. 264

N Pleasant St. 253 9454 expires Nov. 15

Chevy Maliba 1973 $850 new parts call

Dave 549 7424

Yabadabadoo I'Mass "Bed-Rock" Cafe

T shirts with Fred Fllntstone 6-6314

4 foot Boa Constrictor and beautiful 27

gallon hexterranum 160 Tom 253-7797

OHM C2 3 way ipeakera 175 pair Tom
253-7797

13' all wood Pcnvan boat with 25 horse

engine, trailer i more call 549-1032

(Mark)

Water Bed $250.00 call 549-0194

Fender Snper-Six Amp. Twin heads Six

tens. Also C. & L Caviler. Excellent guitar

black Just got set up and inloniied.

Designed by Ceo Fender himself 700 new
last ^ear^RighVnow$400^549 0385

Want to Beet 6,000 people in 8 weeks?
Go to Webster Lounge 11/18 at 630 pm
for details

Part-time temporary poaitiona available

for the Annual Salvation Army Christmas

Kettle Program Starting date
November 22 until December 24. For

more information call 586-524.'<

INSTRUCTION

Private Gaitar Leaeona experienced and

patient teacher rock/pop/folk/blues im-

Jrov., reading, theory, composition. Your
ime or my studio, Doug 549-4786

LOST

Coat mens Seiko watch on Boyden Fields

10/28 has sentimental value reward if

found call Mitch 2,56-1069 or 256-1664

Monday afternoon on campua, near

Herter a PANASONIC WALKMAN w/a

TDK 90 min Upe, entitled "assorted

crap " PLEASE call Val 6-9270

Long black coat with puffed shoulders,

l>eft in Herter 110 Mon nite 1 1/4. If found

please call EM at 6-771 1 or leave message
at 5-2084 Reward!

EI?hoi

FOUND

Andrew Zampariolo 1 found your fishing

license. Call Gary and identify 546-6366

HELP WANTED

irr vinyl

Pair of photogrcT lens giaaaea in brown
call Jon 549-0902

Entry Level Marketing poaiUon flexible

hours Solid pay and commission produc-

tion oriented job in multi-million dollar

area company Interview bv appointment

contact David Stanse l 584-3596

Merchandiacr 20 hours per week $4,41/hr

call between 8-5 need car 584 2050

Fall tlme^teward poaition, 5 evenings

weekly, light inventory, pricing, stocking

and bar back duties, excellent entry level

food position apply in person Northamp-

ton Hilton Inn Rt 5

Poeition available - Southwest Area

(Kivemment is looking for a Publicity

Cixirdinator to organiie a SW Newsletter

and publicity for SWAG evente, Applica

tions available at the SWAG office in

Hampden and are due Wed November

20th. 545-0960

bciWery Driven. Own car required 3 4

nights. $7 8/hr Apply in person. Pinoc

cWos Piiia 1177 No. Pleasant, No
Amherst

Paul Diaa I'm so sorry for everything.

Friends? Chris

Loat wallet Tuesday Oct 22 3rd floor SUB
at Collegian stack. Call me back Alex
5-0194

MOVER

'Roand Town Movcra fast reliable cheap
call Michael anytime 323 6780

MY GREEN BERET (SAR)

. . .1 Mlaa jron already. . .

Liaa and Katrina, Thanks for dinner,

cookies and the bruises. A Frosh couldn't

ask for better friends. . well maybe! Love
always. Double Stuff

HcT First Time PatrioU Fan I have the

cufis. Do you have the kisses' From the

guy who is too precious

Chicken Legs - Happy Birthday! Don't do
anything I wouldn't do! Monkey Feet

JMC Happy 22nd Birtliday fJovTyou! PS

Night Rufus! 1986 is almost over, but
we re not You're almost out of here, but
I'm not. That makes no difference,

distance cjin never take away flashlight

tag, sleeping, laughing, snoose alarms,

alcohol, Bosum Buddies Friends!
Forever Friends, Johnboy PS. Hope your
happy arroJA!

Tammy T - You sleep with him, you alepp
with me! Funny ha ha!

Lori Fab - Hi Honey!

Lonni I'll never forget the night we spent
together last weekend unfortunately
neither will my neighbors Love always DS

UM Football Its been an experience good
luck on Sat. your favorite D.C. Ladys

Santbinc: As before and much much
more, 1 love you!!!! You make life an ab-

solute pleasure. With endless love, Andy

John Crane Girls: Sorrv this isn't what
you expected, but here s your personal
anyway! Just go to Health Services. Luff
Hallways, Jenn

Mark It would have been one year today
Wish you could remember the good times.

1 do LA
Jennifer Smith - Happy 21st Birthday!!! I

think you're one cool person! - Love Chi-

quita

PROFESSIONAL TYPINt, SKRVK K

Caaca, papers, ditacrtationa, theaca, on-

campus, dependable, outstanding quality,

tow ratea. 584-7924

RIDE WANTED

To North Carolina for Thaakagiving or
anywhere south of Washington for

Thanksgiving can leave anytime will help

with gass Enc 546-4630

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to aharc pleasant reasonable ideally

located m Amherst Ctr 774 2740

Microbiolog7 and Hasardooi Waste
Damp

TO SUBLET

Apt or boaac wanted. Be|onning Jan 15
minutes or less to I'Mass .546-6153

TRAVEL

One bedroom with private bathroom in 2
bdrm Puffton apt 170/mo heat incl

available Dec 1 for next semester call for

more info 549-7827 great place!'

One

PERSONALS

G.- Happy Birthday! Love ya J G & J

BFFE
.Ski Sagarbaah! Hotel $149 call Ski Club
now 545-3437

Hey kids. Cheer up, if it will make you
happy, we'll plan our strike.

Happy 18th!! to Sherri Laporte, heat
Wishes from InAh and The Meter

Summer Jobs in Amherat. Go to Webster

Main I/iunge 1 1'18 at 6:30 pm for deUils

8R - Tonight's the night surprise!

fim'and PeU - Happy 20th, Tim and hap-

py belated 19th, Sneaky Pete! You two are
the greatest! Lots of love, Ellen

SSO BIneatcin! Did you and the Bum take
off? Miss ya! Curious George

DBL • I'm all yours so take advantage of

the situation, GM renewed - can you nan-
die it? BF A FL
Noelle My number I chooch You're
everything to me. I'll tove you always.
Love Peter

KATAMATAT Greetings from Bellview
you are an awesome roomie what a crying
shame love ya Lizzie

To my hitchiiiker: That six-week-long
ride was something vtry special. If I see
you hitching again T mignt pick you up and
never drop you off X()A()X

K- 1 so much enjoy having your for a

leading lady, I don't like to think of you
moving In another scene We still have

many good things to share, -.J

person to aharc Southwood apt new
nicely furnished 130 • $15 call

1764

I bedroom in hoasc, 1 mile from campus,
one sixth of utilities, $145 per month, male
only, call 2.56-6228 anytime

Female roonuaatc to share 2 bedroom
Brittany Manor apt Spring semeater call

256 6895 evenings

SERVICES

COINS 123/121 tatoring 5 00 per hr

former 123/121 grader Ale'. 256-1239

Typing, Tape Traaacription. Fast, ac-

curate. Available almost anytime,
6657652

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE Any
length papers, grammar correction,

modem WORD PROCESSING Letter

quality Steve 549 7161

Escort Service available 8 pm - 2:30 am
everyday any where on campua. Play it

safe call 5-2123 for an eacort ANYTIME

SKI SWrnSERLAWD

Spring Break "M"
Riiuml Tnp Air
7 Nightj^ Hotel

Breakfast & Dinner Daily

Beer Parties

$699
call Brian 665-4248

Chris 665 3079
Marie .549-0179

Arranged by Classic Tours

SOMETHING REPUGNANT

'This apace broagkt to by by Madog's

Have an advcntare January 5-12 Ski Vail

information Ted Selig 546-4733

TYPING SERVICE

Yo« make It aoaad good, we make it look
grxxl for all your typing needs, word pro
oessing, graphs, spre^sheeta. Superior
quality and cuiiipetiljve rales call (even-
ings) M9-0050 or 527 7189

TYPING * WORD PROCESSING

QUALITY TYPING. Ung ^shortpro^
jecta. Will correct grammar, spelling, &
punctuation. Meticulous proofreading.
New IBM typewriter 549-0867

NexTDay Service. Type-Rite 253 sTTl

WANTED

Two eatgeing female* kmking for a room
to rent (male/female), starting Jan/Feb
preferablv Amherst call Melanie 546-8518
after 10:00 pm

WANTED TO RENT

$S$ reward if you can And us a room in

Brandywine for 2 girl* Spriiw aemeater
call 549 5042 ask for Karen

Two girls looking for an apartment in

North Amherst for spring call 54^ «149

To take over 2 bdrm apartment leaac in

Januar>' ("all 546 53.'? 7 or .'>46^525T
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Two NCAA showdowns forUM
Women's soccer hosts BC Field hockey plays at BU

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The long waiting game is over for the No.

1 University of Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team.

The undefeated Minutewomen haven't

played since they stopped Springfield, 5-0

two weeks ago. Sunday at noon, UMass
faces eighth ranked Boston College at

Boyden Field in the NCAA quarter-finals

and the right to travel to next week's Final

Four.

A UMass victory ensures the

Minutewomen its third consecutive trip to

the Final Four, to be held at George Mason
University in Fairfax, Virginia next Satur-

day and Sunday.

There will be a $1 admission charge for

all students due to NCAA regulations.

Adults will play $2. UMass has averaged

1000 fans its last two home games. North

Carolina and Springfield.

But first the 15-0-0 Minutewomen have

to get by a pesky Eagle squad that took

UMass into overtime before falling 3-2 in

the first round of last year's tournament.

UMass defeated Boston College, 2-0 on

Oct. 26, but have played only one game
since (Springfield). The Eagles, in the

meantime, have won three in a row in-

cluding last Friday's 3-2 overtime victory

over Brown in the first round of the tourney.

"I don't find that as a drawback," UMass
coach Kalekeni Banda said. "It's kept us

fresh and its given us time to evaluate our

team. It's been a time to reflect.

The time off has also made the UMass
players eager and nervous.

"When you have time off, it usually

makes you want to play more," fullback

Debbie Belkin said. "You miss it so much,

your pysched to get back."

Starting goalie Jan Holland (0.08 goals

against average, 11.5 shutouts) has been

nervous all week. "I've been tied up (with

nervousness) for the past week. There's a

lot of pressure on us.

"But, when it comes down to it, we're

ready to play."

And the way Massachusetts plays is with

speed and defense.

North Carolina, the defending NCAA
continued on page 15

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

There is a sign hung in the women's

locker room in NOPE, home of the 10th-

ranked University of Massachusetts field

hockey team.

It reads: If you score you might win, if

they don't score you will win. Defense Wins
Championships- Roll UMass.
This is it.

The tenth ranked University of

Massachusetts field hockey team puts its

season on the line tommorrow as it tangles

with ninth-ranked Boston University at 1

p.m. on Nickerson Field in Boston.

The winner moves on to the second round

on Sunday to play a rested University of

New Hampshire which received a bye into

the second round. Sunday's winner ad-

vances to the Final Four, scheduled for next

Saturday and Sunday on the campus of

three-time defending national champion

Old Dominion.
For the Minutewomen, 13-4-2, survival

and revenge are the motivations for winn-

ing this all-important head-on collision

with the lerriers, 15-2-2. A loss ends the

season for UMass. A victory carries UMass
one step closer to the national

championship.
"There is no past and no future. At this

point it doesn't matter who we play because

nothing matters," UMass head coach Pam
Hixon said. "You only get one shot."

For the Minutewomen, this will be their

second shot at the Terriers who beat

UMass, 3-0, on Nickerson just two weeks

ago. Consensus among team members and

the coaching staff is that BU got lucky in

their first meeting and that the previous

loss could work in the favor of UMass.

"They might be a bit cocky and take us

for granted, but they can't do that because

we're loose, we'll take advantage," Hixon

said. "We're sitting in a good position

because they've never been to the tourna-

ment before and have to play on emotion

whereas we have tradition and pride for us

to defend."

Free Hits: Hixon said that regardless of

what UMass does, she said that the team

that gets hot will win the national cham-

continued on page 15

SPORTS
Minutemen:
one more goal
Win at UNH would cap season
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It was a tough week for the University of

Massachusetts football team.

Last Saturday's 26-24 last-minute loss to

Delaware did not sit well with the

Minutemen. The game knocked them out

of the playoffs and kept Delaware's

undefeated streak against UMass alive.

Going into the final game of the season,

tomorrow against the University of New
Hampshire in Durham. UMass stands on

the verge of a respectable 7-4 record, or at

the brink of a 6-5 record.

"We're on a mission," said UM freshman

linebacker John McKeown. "We were really

down after Delaware, but once we started

thinking about UNH, we started getting

aggressive again. We're a 74 football team,

not a 6-5 one We aren't going to let down.
"

They better not. The Wildcats, 6-3, have

lost two straight (allowing 75 points) and
still vividly recall last season's 14-10

UMass victory that kept them out of the

playoffs. Beating UMass has been one of

coach Bill Bowes' chief goals for this season.

This Yankee Conference battle (1 p.m. at

Cowell Stadium) will tell a lot about both

teams. Specifically, are the Wildcats on the

way down and and are the Minutemen and

their 1985 recovery for real?

'They'll be ready for us, I know that," said

UM head coach Bob Stull. "Beating us

would do a lot for them as a team. However,

we have our reasons for wanting this one,

too. We built on the UNH win last season

and I'd like to the same for nest year with

a good game on Saturday. I'm confident."

Stull then pulled an index card out of his

desk on which he had written his pre-

season prediction after two-a-day practices

in August.

Written in the corner was 7-4, Stull's

prediction. The back contained a list of

teams he felt UMass had a good chance at

beating, those he felt would be hard to beat

and finally, a list of toss-ups. UNH was a

toss-up.

"It'll be a battle, they're a physically big

team, a rugged team and an excellent

defensive team despite their recent games,"

said the coach.

UNH has All-American tailback Andre

Garron, a 5-11, 190 pound pro prospect who
has rushed for 807 yards in seven games
in what has been an injury filled season.

Garron will be looking to keep his string

of 1 ,0(X) yard season intact with a big game
in front of the home crowd The tailback has

rushed for over 1,000 yards in all three of

his collegiate seasons.

UNH quarterback Rich Byrne, the

lowest-rated passer in the conference,

unleashed the best game in his career in

a 45-40 loss to Maine last week, throwing

for a school record 366 yards and four

touchdowns.
"It gives us something to think about,"

said McKeown. "They are basically an I for-

mation team that tries to run down your

throats. They may try to catch us off-guard

with more of a passing attack, but we've

seen better offensive teams then they are,

so I know we'll be ready for whatever they

do."

McKeown and UM freshman quarterback

Dave Palazzi will also have a j)ersonal mis-

sion, looking to impress the rest of the con-

ference with an eye on the Rookie-of-the-

Year award. UMass will have senior co-

captain George Barnwell back in the star-

ting lineup at tailback. Barnwell, UM's se-

cond leading rusher this season with 436

yards this season, the senior needs only 12

yards to pass Rich Jessamy on the UMass
career rushing list. He has also yet to score

this season.

Palazzi will be looking to keep his two-

game string of 200-plus yards of passing go-

ing. Junior flanker John Crowley and

freshman split end Dan Rubinetti have

been his main targets.

On defense, the viTath of senior nose

guard Mike Dwyer should be felt by UNH.
UM's own refrigerator, the 6-2, 275-pound

Dwyer intercepted a pass and returned it

28 yards for a touchdown last week. He has

been playing well as of late and along with

tackle Eddie Sullivan hopes to control the

line of scrimmage.
Another recent defensive standout has

been linebacker Vito Perrone with 45

tackles over the last three games. The
UMass kicking game is in need of improve-

ment with only eight-of-19 field goals be-

ing converted this season.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS; The

game can be heard on WTTT (1430-AM),

WSPR (1270-AM) and WMUA (91.1FM). .

.the Minutemen lead the season series with

UNH 30-13-3 and have won seven of the

last eight games. . .a reporter walked into

the UM football office on Wednesday and

said, "Good morning gentlemen," to defen

sive coaches Jim Reid and Mike Hodges.

"There are no gentlemen on defense," Reid

answered back. . UNH is 2-2 in the

conference.

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

University of Massachusetts quarterback Dave Palazzi leads the
Minutemen against New Hampshire on Saturday

Weekend sports at a glance
tIM«(«s Schedule:

Tbday
Women's Swimming: Connecticut,
Boyden pool, 7 p.m.

Saturday

Football at New Hampshire, Cowell
Stadium, 1 p.m.

Field Hockey: NCAA first round game
vs. Boston University, at BU, 1 p.m.

Gymnastics: Alumni Meet, Boyden,
p.m.

Sunday
Women's Soccer: NCAA quarterlmall
game against Boston College, Boydenl
Field, noon. Tickets: $1 students, $21
adults.

Field Hockey: NCAA quarterfinal gamel
(with win over BU) against New Hamp-|
shire at BU, 1 p.m.
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Women's soccer rolls toFinal 4
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The top-ranked University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team over-

came a sloppy field and eighth-ranked

Boston College, 3-0 in the quarterfinals of

the NCAA tournament yesterday at

Boyden Field, claiming a spot in the Final

Four for the third consecutive year.

Sophomore All-America Kristen

Bowsher scored two goals as the

imdefeated Minutewomen overcame about

a half-inch of wet snow and mud to

register their 16th straight win and earn

the right to face third-ranked George

Mason Saturday in the national

semifinals at George Mason University in

Fairfax, Va.

The winner qualifies for the champion-

ship final on Sunday against the North
Carolina/Colorado College victor. UMass
has finished thiid the past two years at

the Final Four.

It was the fourth game the

Minutewomen have won at Boyden in less-

than-ideal conditions this yeeir. UMass
also outlasted Brown (6-0), Connecticut

(1-0) and Rutgers (2-1) in the rain and
mud.

"It (the conditions) helped them more
than it helped us," UMsiss coach Kalekeni

Banda said. "Our forwards couldn't real-

ly dribble the ball and it was very hard

to pass.

"The whole week we practiced in the

mud. We were ready to play. We were more
hungry than any time I've seen this year."

The snow slowed UMass' speedy pass-

ing game but the Minutewomen's skills

Collegian photo by Paul Dcamaris

UMass senior coK;aptain Jaime Watson (8) tries to avoid Boston College

defender during yesterday's NCAA quarterfinal playoff game at Boyden

Field. UMass won 3-0 to advance to the semi-finals.

enabled the ^««?&n to dominate, as they out-

shot the Eagles (13-5-10) 10-2, in the first

half
"They (UM) are very skilled and very

fast," said Eagle goalkeeper Sue Hughey,

who made 13 saves in the game.

UMass' first goal showed the speed and

skill of the Minutewomen. Freshman

Michele Powers slipped near midfield but

still controlled the ball, passing it to

sophomore Cathy Spence, on the run,

down the right side of the field.

Spence lofled a high crossing pass over

a BC defender, dropping the feed in front

of Bowsher, who popped the ball high in-

to the net with 16:25 to go in the fu^ half.

"They (UMass) work so well together

that it makes it tough to defend against,"

continued on page 16

Meeting
yields no
decision

By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Provost Richard O'Brien said yesterday

"a little more homework" must be done

about changing the contunencement format

for the Class of 1986 before he makes any

final decisions.

O'Brien's comments come after he and

Deirdre Ling, vice chancellor for Universi-

ty relations and development, met Friday

morning to review a battery of interim pro-

posals offered by the Commencement Task

Force.

"It [the meeting] was a first review to

begin to put together the whole business

and to get other people involved," O'Brien

said.

Although it was not discu.ssed during the

meeting, the possibility of having mini-

ceremonies instead of one large commence-

ment will be examined before the end of the

semester, when preliminary recommenda-

tions from O'Brien will be made, O'Brien

said.

"It's one of those practical things in prin-

ciple," O'Brien said. "Some of those minis

would be very Itu-ge and that is one of the

things we have to talk about."

Among the proposals discussed Friday

were plans to better enforce the stadium's

liquor policy banning alcohol from the

premises, O'Brien said.

"I like the idea of it," O'Brien said. "I'm

not yet certain about how to achieve it."

First snow blankets an unprepared Amherst
By JOEL R COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

People walking on the University of Massachusetts'

pathways face muddy conditions today after Amherst was

imexpectedly hit by its first snowstorm ofthe season Satur-

day fidlemoon.

The storm prompted UMass students to carry on the

tradition of gathering in the hundreds to bombard
Amherst College with snowballs.

Amherst had about two to three inches of snowfall, ac-

cording to Peggy Bratsenis, WGGB-TV Newswatch 40

forecaster.

Amherst Police Sgt. Richard Buckley said that Satur-

day "was a horror story. We didn't have the manpower to

respond to all the accidents."

At least 12 accidents were related to the road conditions,

he said.

"Cars were off the road all over the place," Buckley said

and added that incidents where automobiles went dead

in the road were left uninvestigated because of the high

amount of calls to the department.

The National Weather Service first began to forecast the

snow early Saturday, but the 1986 Old Farmer's Almanac

predicted the snow accurately. In the almanac's New
England forecast for this winter, it predicted the first snow,

other than in mountainous areas, to fall for the period from

Nov. 16 to Nov. 19.

John Costigan, an employee of Ben's Service, Ina, said

allfive of its towtrucks were responding to calls throughout

the snow and rain and was "steady for a couple hours after

the rain ended."

The unexpected snow also caused the usual amount of

excitement as a crowd of students, estimated between 500

to 600, made its way through Amherst to Amherst Col-

lege for a snowball fight.

J INSIDE
U.&-Soviet summit a day away 2

Lord Jeff job action continues 3

Football ends with win» record at 7-4 12

"Cars were off the road all over the place."

--Amherst Pblice Sgt. William Buckley

referring to Saturday's snow storm.

The group, which began organizing in the Orchard Hill,

gathered support on its way to Southwest. After a brief

snowball fight in Southwest, the crowd headed down Fear-

ing Street toward Amherst Center.

At Amherst College, "The crowd banged up a couple of

dorms," said Kumar Dasgupta, a resident of Webster

House and member of the group. "The crowd threw

snowballs at Amherst students and then left."

Chris Tkrantino, a resident of Webster House, said the

crowd started with about 20 students and grew as it cross-

ed campus to Southwest. One student, Tkrantino said, who
was at the fi:ont of the crowd carried a UMass flag on the

way to Amherst College.

When the crowd first organized, 'Hu-antino said it "went

to Central and killed the dorms there." Later at Amherst
College, she said at first "nobody (Amherst students) would

come out because they were horrified."

Amherst College security confirmed that several win-

dows and lights were broken during the incident, which

most students said lasted for about 20 minutes

Collvflan photo by Sco«t Maquirv

Amherst Center takes on tht winter look Saturday as storm leaves behind a blanket of wet snow.

Amherst police said they were caught off guard by the storm and said they could not tend to all the

accidents it caused.
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Rising
Europe worried

concern precedes summit
Moscow skeptical

LONDON (AP>—America's European
allies say they hold "no exaggerated illu-

sions," but hojje this week's Geneva sum-
mit leads to "a better basis of confidence"

when arms negotiators return to work in

the months ahead.
Interviews with allied officials showed

underlying concern that President
Reagan's drive for a space-based nuclear

missile defense, popularly known as "Star

Wju^," could sour summit achievements.

The Netherlands government, which
decided earlier this month to authorize

deployment of 48 NATO cruise missiles

despite widespread public opposition,

doesn't expect an arms reduction
agreement.
A summit push toward effective nuclear

arms control smd a resulting easing of East-

West relations is of particular importance

to West Germany, America's chief continen-

tal ally

The West German emd East German
governments, forced into rival power blocs

by post-war superpower politics, always

treat U.S.-Soviet relations as the yardstick

;

for potentially improved inter-German ties,

Heinrich Windelen, Bonn's minister for

intra-German relations, said, "Just the fact

that the leaders of the two alliances are

talking creates a good background for more
positive developments in intra-German
politics."

Pro-lifers criticized

Specifically, Bonn's hope is that a
favorable summit outcome could fdlow East
Germfui Communist Chief Erich Honecker
to make a first-ever official visit to West
Germany. Honecker canceled such a visit

last year under Soviet pressure

An aide to British Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher—long a proponent erf in-

creased East-West dialogue—said it would

be "grossly unreasonable to think there

will be substantive agreement on arms con-

trol.. We hope the summit will pave the way
for serious negotiations."

British Foreign Secretary Sir Geoffrey
Howe said that if the Soviet Union is will-

ing, "there will be an opportunity for agree-

ment on the broad guide-lines for arms con-

trol within which experts on both sides

could be set to work."

Britain and other NATO allies are par-

ticularly concerned that the United States,

in pursuing the Strategic Defense In-

itiative, otays within Article 5 of the 1972
Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty with the

Soviet Union. This bans development,
testing or deployment ofnew ABM systems.

But as a French foreign ministry
spokesman said, "Freince does not exclude

a certain form of entente" from the summit.
"We hope for a relative success, but we

have no exaggerated illusions," said the

spokesman, who spoke on condition he not

be named.

CAMBRIDGE (APWConservative groups

that want to ban abortion have begun to

tackle birth control, and their policies

ultimately will perpetuate a clsiss of poor-

ly paid laborers, the president of the Na-
tional Organization for Women said

yesterday.

"Birth control is an absolute necessity for

the survival of the human race with any
kind of dignity that the si)ecie8 would want
to maintain," said Eleanor Smeal.
She said the effect of the policies pro-

moted by some conservative groups would
be to further polarize society between the

rich and the poor
"Abortion for the poor has already been

limited," Ms. Smeal told several hundred
students and others at Harvard Universi-

ty, pointing out that only 10 states, in-

cluding Massachusetts, pay for abortions

under the Medicaid program.
She said poor women can't come up with

the $200-$300 needed for an abortion. "The
poor do not have credit," she said.

Meanwhile, bombings of abortion clinics

and other protests are causing some clinics

to lose their insurance of their leases, which
will make it increasingly difficult for mid-
dle clfiiss women to get an abortion. Ms.
Smeal said.

"Abortion clinics all over the country are
closing," she said.

"The terrorism is starting to have its

effect.

"What's happening to the rich? Nothing.
They can edford to get abortions anjrwhere,"

she said. "Private doctors do it for them."

GENEVA (AP)-President Reagan, in-

specting summit sites yesterday as he

prepared to meet his Kremlin counterpart,

sought to brush aside evidence of ad-

ministration discord on arms policy, but the

Soviets turned up the heat and described

the episode as an attempt "to torpedo the

arms control process."

Reagan's spokesman, Larry Speakes,

said, "We are not changing our views one

whit" as a result of the leak of the "Wein-

burger letter."

In the letter. Defense Secretary Caspar

Weinburger, who was left off" the U.S. sum-

mit delegation, warned Reagan against

agreeing to several arms positions when he

meets Tuesday and Wednesday with

Mikhail Gobrachev.

The Soviet leader arrives here today, but

he was well represented by a Kremlin of

ficial who told reporters the summit will

be a "trial-by-fire" test of Reagan's commit-

ment to arms control, and denounced in ad-

vance the arms policies Reagan brings with

him to the summit table.

A key member of the American delega-

tion, insisting on anonymity, said he
thought the summit would produce some
U.S.-Soviet agreements. He said odds that

they would agree to hold periodic summit
meetings, were "more than 50 percent."

And he said, it was "highly likely" that the

summit would produce an agreement for

the two superpowers to guard against pro-

liferation of nuclear weapons to other

countries.

National Security Advisor Robert
McFarlame, part of the administration blitz

on the Sunday TV talk shows, said "if we
try hard," there might be agreements on
cultural exchanges, opening new Soviet and
American consular offices and the resump-
tion of air service between the two
countries.

McFarlane, on NBC's "Meet the Press,"

sought to erase the picture of internal

discord painted by the Weinberger letter,

and said the administration stands as one
on the key issues.

Weinburger, an outspoken hard-liner who
is represented by two subordinates in the
U.S. summit delegation, advised the presi-

dent to oppose any joint commitment to

continue observance of the unratified 1979
Salt 11 treaty and to oppose any interpreta-

tion of the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile ABM
treaty that would restrict testing of the
president "Star Wars" defense program.

Speakes told reporters Reagan had no in-

tention of making any decisions about a
SALT II extention until the issue can be
taken up next month after Reagan hears
the views of Weinberger, Secretary of State
George Shultz and others.

McFarlane called the letter leak "unfor-

tunate" and told hundreds of reporters at

the International Press Center here that

Weinberger feels the same way and "is tak-

ing steps to find out how it occurred."

Administration officials were apparently

hoping the Soviets would not take the mat-
ter seriously, and Si>eakes told reporters,

"I'd be willing to put five bucks right here
that General Secretary Gorbachev will not

say a word about the Weinberger letter."

But Soviet official George Arbatov, brief

ing reporters here yesterday, was quick to

discuss the subject, describing the
Weinberger letter as "a direct attempt to

torpedo the arms control process" and say-

ing it exposed a struggle between ad-

ministration moderates and conservatives.

At a news conference, he said the Soviets

would like to believe Reagan is committed
to arms control, adding, "In the next two
days we will see, in fact this will be a case
of trail by fire. We'll see just how serious
those words are before the whole world."

The president, walking from the 18th-

century Maison de Saussure where he is

staying to a meeting with top advisers, was
asked if he thought someone was trying to

sabotage the summit by leaking the letter.

"No," the president replied firmly. As to

whether he would fire Weinberger, Reagan
said, "You want a two-word anser or one?"
When a reporter said, "Two," the president
replied, "Hell, no."

Town to be moved
AMERO. Columbia (AP>-The local

go%'emment vowed yesterday to rebuild

the Andean fauTning town of Armero,
destro>'ed when a volcanic eruption set off

a gigantic mudslide that buried Armero
and killed more than 21,000 people.

"What we don't know is where we will

erect the new Armenx," said Eduardo
Alzate, governor of the Tblima province
In Em interview with RON radio in Lerida,

a nearby town where survivors were
receiving aid, Alzate said new locations

would have to be discussed with Armero's
survivors and the sirea's farmers, because
Armero was an impKjrtant marketing
center
Health Minister Rafael Zubiria said

Saturday night that Armero would be
made into a cemetary. because it was not

possible to recover the thousand of bodies.

The town was covered by a 15-foot-deep

river of mud that swept down the Navado
del Ruiz volcano early Thursday. The
volcano eruption melted an ice cap,

overflowing a river

The Health Ministry said at' least

21,559 persons were dead or missing in

Armero and other towns in the valley,

another 19,185 were homeless and at least

2,453 were seriously iiyured.

U.S Ambassador Charles Gillespie, who
toured the disaster area Saturday, said few

people stranded by the mud flow remain-
ed to be rescued.

The dead include about 8,000 children,

said Jaine Benitez Tbbon, director of the

National Family Welfare Institute

Rescue workers on the scene said they
have recovered only about 800 bodies.

Scores of helicopters, including 12 U.S.

Air Force helicopters, buzzed over the sea

of mud covering most of the Armero
Valley, looking for survivors.

A 12-year-old girl trapped with just her
head above the mud and a pool of water
died Saturday despite intense rescue ef-

forts, according to a radio report.

The International Red Cross said in

Geneva that the Red Cross branch in the

Armero district was virtually wiped out
by the disaster, with 71 of the 82 members
killed. It quoted one Colombian Red Cross
helper as saying, "Only those who could
run uphill fast got out."

—

.

AP Laa«rpbo4o
Rescue and Red Cross workers rush with supplies Saturday from a plane

at Maraquite, Columbia, to aid vicUms of last Thursday's mud slida
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Weight-lifters raise money
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The first annual Ua-a-thon sponsored by the Pioneer

Weight Club on Saturday raised an estimated $1600 for

the March ofDimes to help the fight against birth defects.

About 60 participants raised the money through pledges

based on the number of pounds they could lift, or how

many repititions of a weight exercise they could do. The

pledges recieved varied according to how much a partici-

pant was sponsored for a particular exercise.

"Pteople went out and got pledges" Tbm Fortier, owner

of the Pioneer Weight Club said, adding that "they could

bicycle for ten minutes and get a dollar a minute."

"There are many gyms that do many different things

for causes like this," Fortier said. Fortier decided that he

Student aims
to show crisis
A slide presentation on social problems in Colombia will

be shown at 4 p.m. today in Machmer E-27 at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

The slide show will be presented by UMass student and

Social Thought and Political Economy msyor, Liz Stem,

who returned in June from Bogota, Colombia.

Stern, who spent a year and a half in Colombia as an

exchange student, said the exchange was to have lasted

five months, but that she stayed in Colombia to unders-

tand the culture.

"Americans have little conception as to what's going on

in the rest of the world," she said. "I'd like to show people

a little bit of what it's like to live in another country"

Stem said Colombia faced problems with unemployment

and adequate health care. "There is a tremendous problem

with children dying due to malnutrition and unclean

water," she said. "If you don't have,money for medical care

you won't get treatment in hospitals. You can die in the

waiting room."

Stern said insecticides and fertilizers, which are illegal

in the United States are sold to Third World countries.

"This poses an immediate danger to peasants and their

families and a grave danger to people who drink the

polluted water."

Stem said she flew over, but had not traveled in the area

recently ravaged by a volcano.

More than 22,000 people were killed in the eruption last

Wednesday in Armero, Colombia, according to the Boston

Globe.
-LESLEY CLARK

wanted to participate in a fund raiser and contacted the

March of Dimes.

The exact number of dollars raised has not been total-

ed yet, though estimates put the amount at $1,600 is

expected.

"But, we're shooting for 1,800" Fortier said.

The money raised will go to local research designed to

help eliminate birth defects.

"We decided to go for the local birth defect center in

Springfield" Fortier said.

The lift-a-thon was open to all weightliflers regardless

of professional or amateur status. Awards will be given

to the top money raisers. So far, UMass student Chris Col-

by leads. All participants received a free t-shirt.
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Workers seek
local support
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The impasse between management of the Lord Jeffery

Inn and its employees continued this weekend and in an

attempt to drum up support for itself, the union plans to

take its case to the community.

Members of Hotel and Restaurant Local 217 are plann-

ing to talk to Amherst College employees and nearby col-

leges, faculty and students along with weekly Friday night

picketing, union representative Rob Traber said.

Last Friday, about 70 people picketed in front of the inn

for about 90 minutes in the cold.

No new negotiations are planned, Traber said. The last

meeting between the two sides was last Tuesday.

The 70 employees of the Lord Jeff have been working

without a contract since Oct. 24. The Inn laid off 50

employees Nov. 6, closing down the food and business

beverage department indefinitely, citing a lack of business.

Disputes center on management's proposals for a two-

tiered wage system,insurance benefits and scheduling.

"The college has resorted to economic strong-arm tac-

tics," Traber said. "The college has decided it can't talk

its employees into submission, it is now trying to scare

and starve us into it.

"We're going to take the fight to where it really is,"

Traber said. "The community will support us."

Students and emplc^ees from UMass and the area join-

ed picketers Friday night marching and chanting in the

cold.

"I think Amherst College (has to give). When
something's wrong, it's always blamed on the workers,"

David Valade of UMass said. Vaiade and other members

of the UM Radical Student Union marched.

Inn assistant manager Daniel Workman said the pro-

posals do not hurt the present workers benefits. And one

union member, who declined to be named, said she doesn't

support the protests because, "I don't think we're losing

anything."

Workman said the Inn has a projected deficit of $200,000

this year. The Inn has been doing repairs, such as pain-

ting, during the work action, he said.

Some Amherst College professors and students were also

in attendance Friday night in support of the workers.

SOUTUDE-A Ion. n,.n tr.V. along the track, near FitzwUiys in North^npton Saturday afternoon.

Rights advocate
to address equality
The former President of the Women's

Association of the People's National Par-

ty (PNP) in Jamaica, who was instnimen-

tal in pushing legislation requiring equal

pay for equal work in that country, will

deliver two lectures tomorrow at the

University of Massachusetts and at

Amherst College on gender and race

issues in the Caribbean.

At 7:30 p.m. in Campus Center Room

163C Beverly Manley will speak on

"Black Women in the Caribbean." At 4

p.m. in the Gerald Grace Penny Black

Cultural Center, Octagon, Amherst Col-

lege, Manley will give a lecture titled.

"Race, Politics, and Gender in the

Caribbean."

Manley is currently doing research for

her dissertation on research and develop-

Iment issues with an emphasis on women

and is also working on a regional radio

program for women. She is currently a

consultant on communications, women
and development.

Manley's visit is sponsored by various

UMass and Amherst College departments

and programs and she is travelling under

the auspices of the Institute for Policy

Studies in Washington DC.

At 4:30 p.m. on Thursday in 902 Cam-

pus Center, there will be a planning

meeting for the annual International

Women's Event. Chris Alibrandi, student

coordinator for the Student Center for

Educational Research Advocacy (SCERA)

said she "is interested in making this

year's event accesible to all women
regardless of their political beliefs," and

encourages all people, especially students

to get involved.

^ys»NEMpN

Exhibit tracks disabled
A special exhibition on the mentally

retarded opens tomorrow in Memorial Hall

at the University of Massachusetts.

Titled "Our Neglected Minority," the ex-

hibit runs through Nov. 22 and is open

weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The exhibition was put together by Paul

Jones who is the public relations director

for the Walter E. Fernald State School in

Belmont, the state's largest instutution for

developmentally disabled adults and the

oldest public residential facility for the

mentally retarded.

continued on page 5

Professor to address scientific thought
Visiting professor at Smith College,

Alistair Crombie, will present a lecture titl-

ed "Styles of Scientific Thinking in the

European Tradition."

The lecture, sponsored by the Institute for

Advanced Study in the Humanities at the

University of Massachusetts, will be held

at 4 p.m. today in Campus Center room

917.

Crombie is a graduate in natural science

from Melbourne and Cambridge Univer-

^itip^ ^^ofe^rftJFJng ftom a teaching posi

tion at the University of Oxford, Crombie

was responsible for introducing the history

of scientific and medical thought into nor-

mal courses. He has been president of the

British Society for the History of Science

and of the International Arademy of the

History of Science. Crombie was the

original editor of the British Journal for the

Philosophy of Science and the co-founding

editor of the annual review History of

Science.

-LESLEY CLARK
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Now's
the time
to call...

North Amiierst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

EARN ACADEMIC :

CREDIT*
:

While gaining •

experience in I

marketing, public ',

relations, counseling •

and student affairs •

administration. Become I

an intern in the ',

University's •

Undergraduate •

Admissions Office. For I

more information sign
*

up for a planning •

session at the •

University Internship ',

Program by
*

November 26. ;

• Upon faculty approval •

CopyCat
PRINT SHOP

HIGH QUALITY - LOW RATES

I

*-«^ SI

—

CopvCw

s a

549-3840
228 Tn»nfl# St

2nd floor »bov»

Com{»ut«r \V,,fk.-

HoufV* B tKi\ ' fiiMiHQtM M-F
11 am - 7 pm Sal

12 pm 9 pm Sun

3* A COPY
Autof0«d till Nov 30

Board of Governors

ATTENTION
All RSO and Student Coops

the 85/86 Recommendations for

Student Space in the CC/SU
will be posted outside of

Room 817 (Campus Center)

All questions should be directed to

Space Allocation/EDO Coordinator

College students with
valid ID'S are eligible

for Okemo's Special College Discount

at the Okemo Mountain Lodge. Con-

dominiums surrounding the Base

Area feature tull kitchens, hreplaces,

telephones and cable color TV. Ski-in,

ski-out accomodations conveniently

located to all mountain facilities.

Half-price discount on
lift tickets mid-week
lesser discounts weekends and

Holiday periods 12/25/85-1/1/86,

2/15-

Okemo has:

• 58 trails and slopes

• Has the fourth highest vertical drop

in Vermont
• Has eight major lifts including

new 4-passenger chairlift.

• Covers over 60% of its skiable

terrain with snowmaking.
• Receives an annual snowfall of over

12 feet.

• Is the only Eastern ski resort with .Snow Reports . . .

a major town at its base. General Information
• Has a AVi mile novice trail from th

summit.
• Has two of the steepest gladed area*

in the Northeast.

Half-price skiing is

twice the fun.

Write or call for more information:

Lodging Service . . .
802-228-5571

. . . 802-228-5222

802-228-4041

z:jQK€no
Okemo Mountain RFD 1, Box CA, Ludlow, Vermont 05149
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continued from page 3

Many of the documents
and photographs were found

in the basement of the Fer-

nald School, and illustrate

the improvements in the

treatment of the mentally

retsu-ded.

The exhibition contains

original photographs,
documents and teaching
tools from the 18408
through 1985, many of

which tell the history of the

Fernald School and the

history of the mentally
retarded in this country.

Included in the exhibition

is a copy of "The Declara-

tion of General and Specific

Rights of the Mentally
Retarded," which was pass-

ed by the UN General
Assembly in 1971. The
declaration states that men-

tally retarded people have

the same basic rights as

other citizens and have
rights to protection from

from abuse, degradation and
exploitation.

The showing is sponsored

by The Alumni Office.

-SUSAN EATON
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continued from page 1

Stacey Roth, student

goverrunent association co-

president and member of

the 15-person task force, last

week said some suggestions

for better enforcement in-

clude body or visual sear-

ches of students before they

enter the stadium.

She also said the commit-

tee will investigate placing

fencing around the field in

an effort to stop spectators

from passing bottles to

students

-

O'Brien said he and Ling

also reviewed ways to

shorten the exercises, which

could include eliminating

certain parts of the

ceremonies. He would not be

more specific.

The effort to improve the

ceremonies—the main
charge of the task force-

comes after last year's com-

mencement when a barrage

of letters from parents,

alumni and trustees com-

plained about the way the

ceremonies were handled,

according to Roth.

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
FiM Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA
Across from Walroba's Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

To Ordarf

Chmtnut Plain Rd.

Wbatelv
•l MbJO**'

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,

Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS take 118 north fo

South Daerlleld. aouth on route

t-10 1'A miles Right on Christian

Lane H mile from center of toMn

Open:
Mon Sat B 10 pm Sun 19

University
Travel & Tours, Inc.

Winter & Thanksgiving Break
2 weeks around sunny Greece B days to Montreal

$699 ^199

14 different programs around Europe 3 days to Boston

$999 ^99

Prices include air flights, hotel accommodations,

breakfast, transportation to and from airports and

hotels, and much more.

Includes: transportation, hotel accommodations,

breakfast, sightseeing tour, tips and all taxes.

For Information Call:

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.

225 Main St. Northampton
(413) 584-9913

Saili2
Get the

bigger look

otpersonal

posters for less.

StanchYour SkiingDoDar With

Pd«ir itai's SinttOB nountain

^
->*

:'>i(iwBf^^<->.
iKfMxt

Peter Pan Bus Lines and Stratton Mountain are offering a special

ski package this season. . a way to further stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiing fun.

Arrival at Stratton Mt.: 9:00 a.m. • Leave Stratton Mt.: 4:30 p.m

Peter Pan s Stratton Mountain Express round trip service is

available Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.

Package Includes:

Round-trip transportation and a days lift ticket for just $25.00

Tuesday, Thursday and $27.00 on Sunday. .
less than you d pay

for a lift ticket alone! A great value to stretch your skiing dollar

and your skiing fun. Advanced reservations only.

Tickets available at all local college campuses and at the Peter

Pan Bus Lines Atlantic City Office, For further information on

pick up points and reservations. .

.

Contact: The People Professionals

S!m£mi:RmtiBumLinoB, Inc.
1776 Main St., P.O. Box 1776

Springfield, MA • 781 2900 Ext. 253 jimI*^p^

MA Toll Tree 1 800 332 8995

i>

Your favorite 35 mm color photos can look great as gor-

geous posters from Kodak Just bring us your 35 mm
color negatives, slides or prints. You'll get back 1 2 by

18-inch personal poster from Kodak's

own labs. Personal pr *ers by Kodak make ideal gifts for

friends and relatives Offer good November 4-20. 1 985.

See us today for details.

Open
Mon-Fri 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

^jUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

' « » «l <l
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Learning from the past
At last week's Undergraduate Student Senate meeting,

a motion arose to place one representative from the Jewish

caucus on the Coordinating Committee. (At present, ap-

proximately 17 percent of the campus population is

Jewish.) The motion passed almost unanimously. We are

writing in response to the attitudes put forth by two of

the three Third World Caucas representatives present at

the meeting. They voted against the motion and we hope

their views are not representative of the Third World at

large

One representative from the Third World Caucus spoke

against the motion by implying that ten years ago, Third

World students had to take over offices and demand
representation in the Undergraduate Student Senate.

That struggle was clearly difficult, justified, and unfor-

tunately, at that time, necessar>'. Was he implying that

Jewish people must now do the same? As white gentiles

who hate to see oppressed peoples pitted against each

other, our question is: Does history have to repeat itself?

Do people still have to invade offices to gain fair represen-

tation and equal rights, or have we learned from our

mistakes?
Why would members of one oppressed people speak out

against the advancement of another oppressed people?

Anti-Semitism and racism are the same oppression, simply

directed at different groups. The answer is clear, lb end

all forms of oppression, all those oppressed must unite and

fight side-by-side for equality.

The notion of unity is not ours alone It has been express-

ed for years by many writers. We would like to leave you

with the following paraphrase of The Hangman (author

unknown) which sums up our views exceptionally well:

"They first came for the Communists,

and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Communist.

Then they came for the Jews,

and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Jew.

Then they came for the homosexuals, the Catholics, the

bldck.s

and I didn't speak up because I wasn't homosexual,

Catholic, black,...

Then they came for me,

and by that time, no one was left to speak up."

Suzanne A. Gaugei; senator
Crabtree

Karin E. Gauger, senator

Commuter Area Government

Zionism is not racism
On Nov 10, 1 was confronted with the accusation that

Jews are racists; that we believe ourselves to be superior

people and as a result, only associate with fellow Jews.

Ironically, that day marked the beginning of an awareness

week to dispute the claim that "Zionism is Racism.

I would like to refute that accusation first and foremost

by referring to this same day in 1938. It was on this night

37 years ago in Germany that a government organized

pogrom was launched, resulting in the mistreatment and

murder of thou.sands of Jews, Jewish shop windows were

smashed, and synagogues were burned^ This became

knows as "Kristallnacht," "Night of the Broken Glass.

This was followed by the Holocaust in which six million

Jews were annihilated in the concentration camps. These

events emphasized the need for a recognized, Jewish

homeland in the land of Israel. Zionism is the reaffirma-

tion of Jews as a nation, not as a race

In 1975, The General Assembly of the United Nations

passed a resolution that stated Zionism is a form of racism

and racial descrimination. In order to have that resolu-

tion (3379) repealed, it is crucial that its uiyustified claims

be refuted. The resolution has not succeeded in

eliminating or undermining the goals of Zionism but has

served to spread and deepen hatred of the Jewish people,

and to intensify anti-Semitism.

In response to the question that I have been asked, no,

Zionism is not racism, but rather its antithesis. It makes

no reference to racism nor does it advocate racial

descrimination of any kind. Simply, Zionism is the ongo-

ing pursuit of a national homeland..a place to call

home.. .in a little land called Eretz Yisrael, the land of

T ST*8.1*1

Julie Lynn Bergstein
Amherst
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Grand Opening
SPORTSWEAR

FACTORY OUTLET
Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

IWOOL SWEATERS
80% Rag Wool
20% Orion

Value up t^ $40.

$11.99 each
2 for $19.99

All

N.F.L. Football

MLBB Baseball

20% OFF

SOMETIMES
IT TAKES AK ARMY
TO PAY BACK YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

Paying back your college loan can be a long, uphill battle. But

the Army's Loan Repayment Program makes it easy.

Each year you serve as a

soldier, the Army will reduce

your college debt by 1/3 or

$1,500, whichever amount is

greater. So after serving just

3 years, your college loan

will be completely paid oi(.

You're eligible for this pro-

gram with a National Direct

Student Loan or a Guaran-

teed Student Loan or a Fed-

erally Insured Student Lc^an

made after October 1, 1975.

And the loan can't be in

default.

And just because you've

left college, don't think

you'll stop learning in the

Army. Our skill training of-

fers a wealth of valuable

high-tech career-oriented

skills. Call your local Army
Recruiter to hnd out more.

586-9334

Northampton Army Office

241 King St.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

'Governor7Program Counci/^resents:

The Razz-Bang Dance

Bonanza
Sick of the Bars or Don't have an ID?

Last Chance for FunIVll be a
wild
time!!

before Thanksgivingj

at the

Bluewall, Nov. 23

9 pm to 1 am
$2.00 Admission

with D.J. Peter Gold

GRAND OPENING
n\

PEKING GARDENWE WELCOME YOU TO

We hope to introduce you to a new, authentic taste in Chinese cuisine.

We emphasize the use of different Chinese splcet In mailing a dish,

such as fresh ginger root, scallion, fresh garlic, pepper corn, star anise,

sesame seed, and of course, hot pepper. We also have a variety of

Chinese sauces made from assorted beans and spices, will give a dish

Its unique, exotic flavor.

In our Menu we combine the most famous dishes from the south and

the north to enable you to taste a wide range of genuine Chlrwse cooK-

Ing. Our spicy dishes are prepared in three categories, mild, hot, and

very hot. Please advise your waitress which category you desire. Our

Chef has ha6 20 years of experience from all over the world, such as

Mainland China. Mong Kong, and New York City. Therefore, we
guarantee you the finest in Chinese cuisine.

We sincerely hope that you will enjoy both our food and service

We welcome your comrrtents and criticism

AtatuLirin Cf Suihiuin RnUtum

Luncheon Specials from $2.25 - $4.50

Mon-Sat 11:30 am - 3:00 pm (except Holidays)

Sunday Brunch served from 11:30 am - 3:00 pm
$6.95 per person $4.00 per child under ten

Banquet Room Available for larger parties

Cocktail Lounge
Full Liquor License

For take out orders and reservations please call 586-1202
Sun-Thurs 11 am - 10 pm; Fri & Sat 11 am - 11 pm

48 Russell Street
Hadley, Mass. 01035

900«
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Politics not so simplistic
In their editorial titled "SGA needs im-

provement" (Nov. 13), the Collegian Board

of Editors issued a bitter indictment

against the Undergraduate Student

Senate.

As a new senator I have witnessed this

spectacle, with great dismay and conster-

nation, and must admit that much of what

the Board reports is only too true

However, I take offense to their in-

discriminate analogy comparing the senate

and senators to nursery school children and

"drunks." This blanket characterization,

simply stated, does a disservice to the ma-

jority of conscientious senators, and is,

therefore, deceptive.

Having said this, regrettably, there are

indeed several (mostly veteran) senators

whose behavior in the senate I have found

to be consistently disruptive, rude, and

largely detrimental to any attempt to con-

duct an orderly meeting.

I whole-heartedly support the Board's call

for an end to "this childish behavior" by

this small but vocal minority, and for a

retura to a semblance of order and efficient

debate Obviously, I too am annoyed that

senate meetings are long, regularly disrup-

tive, and to date have yet to complete an

evening's entire agenda.

However, I am perplexed by the solutions

outlined in the Board's editorial, which

seem to me as unsettlingly naive—

especially when coming from members of

an institution which we rely upon daily to

provide informed and, above all, accurate

information.

They seem not to grasp the simple reali-

ty that politics is most often a dirty

business. And when we are talking about

the workings (or, currently, the lack thereof)

of the Undergraduate Student Senate, the

nature of politics is precisely the point. I see

their view as a manifestation of a distinct-

ly American notion that public service (in-

cluding the media which serves the public)

can be aloof from partisan politics. This is

a fallacy to be sure.

I must also confess that their assessment

that certain senators are "bumbling" and

"power hungry" also rings only too true

But again, I find their solution equally

simplistic- henceforth senators are to leave

their "personal dislikes and vendettas out-

Brian Culverhouse

side of the senate meeting room, where

they belong." Yet, desirable as this may be,

is this really possible?

It appears that the Board needs to be

reminded that the Undergraduate Student

Senate embodies a vast array of divergent

opinions, personal preferences and

ideologies, in a word—po/ifics. Here we are

ultimately talking about the workings (and

shortcomings) of a representative

democracy. The implication of the Board's

solution is to divest the politics from the

democracy, and again the question is

whether this is possible or desirable I think

not on both counts.

The crucial point which I'm afraid the

Board missed completely is that the central

problem which has plagued the senate

results fioTCi a profound disrespect, by a few,

for the rules of order which govern the

body—a point made repeatedly by the

speaker. And I'm afiraid that the senate will

continue down its current path until such

time when these few, disruptive senators

begin to respect the rules of order which ex-

ist, or when the silent msyority of senators

become fed up with these blatant infr-

ingements upon their rights, and the in-

terests of their constituents, and demand

that these senators be firmly reprimanded

or, if necessary, expelled from the senate.

Only then will there be anything ap-

proaching the semblance of partisan-free

harmony which the Board believes (I think

erroneously) is the natural condition of a

body politic

Finally, I think it's worth a moment of in-

dulgence to ponder the societal implica-

tions of the recent controversies surroun-

ding the Undergraduate Student Senate.

We work within a representative democratic

system which, ideally, is merely a reflection

of the sentiments and sensibilities of its

constituent base And student government

associations are typically one place where

a society's future leaders arise from. AH
this being so, I shudder to think what this

future leadership has in store for us.

Brian Culverhouse is a Commuter Area

Senator.

Much more to Dining Commons
I would like to respond to Herb Ramy's

comments (Nov. 7) about the workers in the

Dining Commons. Along with the people

who work there everyday, I serve five nights

a week. While I can not comment on the

particular instance that occurred with

Ramy and one server, I can say that I am
appalled with his speculationns about "..the

wonderful lunch ladies. When not drinking

coffee or smoking cigarettes, they're just

full of ways to make your life hell." I have

worked with a number of different women

in the Dining Commons and all have been

fun, yet extremely diligent.

Contrary to Ramy's opinion, the students

are the ones who make our lives hell.

Everyday, we come across rude and childish

behavior from the students who make our

jobs a chore Have people forgotten about

the words 'thank you' and 'please'? Have

people forgotten about basic manners?

Some may assume that the servers in the

DCs have it easy; that they just serve the

food and wash a few tables. Believe me, it

is not that easy working under very hot

conditions, standing on your feet all day,

not being able to take a sip of water because

you are too busy, and on top.of everything

else, having students scream at you t>ecause

they don't like the choice of menu. Just to

set the record straight (this is not directed

toward Ramy), the servers have nothing to

do with how the food is cooked. Ifyou don't

like something, there are suggestion boxes

in all of the DC's. If you have a complaint

or, yes, a compliment, please feel free to use

them.
The next time you eat a meal, remember

the human being who is behind the

counter, be patient, and yes, give us a smile,

it will make for a more pleasant environ-

ment for all.

Pattee McGarry
Amherst

Nursing program in perspective
As a nursing student, I would like to pre-

sent a more positive image of the depart-

ment than given in the Nov. 13 Collegian

article The UMass nursing program is

highly regarded throughout
Massachusetts, as well as the rest of the

country. Board scores have been con-

siderably high in the past. As a result,

students have landed good positions in

hospitals throughout the country.

The article gave the impression that

enrollement for the nursing program is low.

On the eontraos ^« nurabePKtf applicants

Executive Board—Fall 1985

Larry Bouchie
Editorial Editor

Dode 8. Levenson
Editor in Chief

Peter Soderberg

Production Manager

Anne McCrory
IManaging Editor

Eiizalseth Young Sherry Sharfman

Businass IManager Business Manager

is high. However, it is difficult to accept

many more students because clinical

groups visiting local hospitals must be

small. The program itself is both selective

and competitive

Finally, the Umass nursing program is

the only baccalaureate program in western

Massachusetts. Eliminiating the program

would take away the privileges of many
nursing students in the area.

Maria Zirkes
Southwest
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The bars lack a certain. . .

My editor tells me I can't use names, for

that would be libel. God forbid; so instead

I'm asking you to use your imagination,

look up club listings if you like, but please

agree with me that since the demise ofThe

Drake (you can call it the Village Inn, I'll

call it the Drake), there are no good bars

left in the Pioneer Valley.

Call it the Junior Yuppie Syndrome, but

there's no place void of trendiness and the

permeating sense of Valley attitude that

helped kill the Drake in the first place.

I was kicked out of a bar in Northamp-

ton at 12:45 a.m. last Saturday because I

committed the crime of asking for a Bud
after the bar had closed. Having had two

drinks the entire night, I wasn't exactly a

raving drunk; nevertheless I wanted one

before my ride came.

"The bar is closed," the bartender inton-

ed simply, as if 1 were a five-year-old. "It's

time to go home now."

My mouth said "fine"; my brain said,

"Look, I'm the one with the money and /'//

decide how much I can drink and when I

want to go home thank you"

A minor occurence, yes, but proof again

of the attitude of bars in Amherst and

Northampton—especia//> the latter-

thinking they're late-night equivalents of

the espresso and croissant set. As if it's a

favor to patronize the place.

If bar owners have forgotten this basic

rule of business, I'll remind them—a bar

should be a place where people can go to

simply hang out, but comfortable, and

forget about authority instead of being stifl-

ed by it. Granted, bars must comply with

increasingly strict state drinking laws—

and enforcing them is admirable—but

stricter laws are no excuse for the of-

ficiousness and condescension with which

bar employees treat patrons—'Hey, people!

Let's go! It's almost one," cried a pushy, hip-

pie bouncer recently at my (formely) punk

(formely) favorite hangout.

Almost one o'clock? Listen, when I pay $3

to see a second-rate garage band on a Satur-

Mary Cresse

day night, I expect them to play until at

least one And what's this "people?" Where

am I, a seventh grade gym class? "Pfeople,

could we get the volleyball over here? The

blue team has to serve."

Note, here too: I'm not talking about

clubs where rowdiness is a regular problem,

where bouncers have to move herds of

Guess-clad dumbsters and bimbettes off a

palm-sized dance floor (God knows, the

mousse/hair spray/air ratio is enough to set

the place aflame); I'm talking about

neighborhood hangouts. Where people

wear black.

And the music It's horrible

I used to hit a local "alternative night"

in part because the music was always

good—English Beat, B-52s, good bop sttiff—

only now I'm subjected to spine-jarring,

primal 70s disco. Is this a form of penance

for being out on a weeknight? The tunes are

the same all 'round town. Apparently,

Gloria Gaynor has survived.

Another thing—dress. Is there no flair for

the avant-garde anymore? I don't know

about you, but I feel slightly betrayed when

I dress up to go to a club and face a

bartender wearing a Bart's t-shirt. Do you

regular readers of the Collegian notice

there aren't too many clubs reviews in late-

ly? Did you ever stop to think that those

of us who used to write them are now on

the road to Boston or New York?

I suppose I'll be hitting the bars in the

future (there is a good one that I'm not tell-

ing anyone about), but until then I'll be try-

ing to survive my remaining semester with

my latest solution—buy a case, invite over

some friends, cook a dinner, and dance! The

Drake may be dead, but me and the '52s

are having our own party out of bounds—

at home.
Mary Cresse is a Collegian columnist.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the

author's address and telephone number, which will not be published. Let-

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

umn submissions should be between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. --Ediior,
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IDOVE
-^ Secretarial Services

Fdst, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480
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Monday Night

I
Football

I at the

I TIME OUT

Yesterday &
Today Records

I Popcorn

I All Night

Juke box
will be

unplugged for|

the game.

s
GIANTS V.8. REDSKINS

37 N. Pleasant St.

Proper ID Required

Don't Drink and Drive

I
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vGrateful Dead Psychedelic

Grand Opening

Punk Jazz

Blues

Top CASH
PAID for USED:
Records Tapes
Stereos Cuitars

Videos CD's

An
Alternative

Record Store

96 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-9209
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PEOPLE'S MARKET i \

$1.00/chance to win ?
|

100 Cups of Fresh Ground
f

Gourmet Coffee I

Ronn 22nd

ASSISTANT
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER

NEEDED AT THE
Collegian

Great Pay, need mornings free

Apply at the Collegian Office

at 113 Campus Center

Monday-Thursday 8:45-3:45,

Fridays 8:45-2:30

\/\

'MBIAN
illliilMliiailllilliKllOIiltlir '^

I

.i-uyilivtti tfvwi'rf Gofarther.,,

faster.

: ' >-'" ^••"" • ,1.1 - , ;

See Capt. Schiffer in the Campus Center Concourse

Today and Tomorrow, between 10 and 2

or call 1-800-256-USMC

and
special guest
P.MAMA

<LA\ L
nAN( i:rs

Tickets $8.50

S 10.00 at the door

^12^g^]mMME^gLD0UT!

r/rk2_ at Tix Unlimited, Main Street Records,!

Faces and "For the Record".

Wind Quintet
filled with energy ARTS
by MIKE GERVASI
Collegian Correspondent

The audience at the Fine
Arts Center had its eyes

opened last Thursday night

when it hosted the energetic

Aspen Wind Quintet.

The five players - Flutist

Barli Nugent, Oboist
Claudia Coonce, Clarinetist

David Krakauer, Bassoonist

Timothy Ward, and Horn
Player Kaitilin Mahoney -

have been together since

1981. They are listed by

name because besides mak-
ing up a fine ensemble, they

are each accomplished on

their own.

Stealing the show with

Rameau's "Suite in G," they

explored a wide emotional

range. Here, t.iey also show-

ed how tightly they could

play, almost anticipating

each other

Greg Smith conducts The Greg Smith Singers who will perform at 8:00 p.m.

on Nov. 20 at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall. Tickets sold at the Fine

Arts Center 545-2511.

After the intermission, L

the quartet played Hans
Abrahamsen's "Walden".

Here they laid down precise

textures and displayed a

very fine balance. The com-

poser, a gradtiate of the

Royal Danish Conservatory

of Music, was sitting in the

audience and tiave the
ti] avers Ihv th' p.

The University Dancers will perform at the Fine

Arts Center Concert Hall December 4-6. Tickets sold

at Fine Arts Center 545-2511.

The last piece on the pro-

gram was Nielson's

"Quintet for Winds,'"(opus

43) a piece that allowed each

player the opportunity to

hog the spotlight for a short

time. Each player exceled.

They rounded out the shov

with a reallv fun enctirs

Zemlinsky. Throughout the

entire program, this group

displayed qualities that

make them more than just

promising young players.

One quality is the subtle

balance they achieved d'*

inK even the PT^st derr

.g pas-

each contributed

overall soinui.

played with an o

was inft'rt if^iis

Al!

well to the

They also

nergy that
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CUTS

30 AAMTY ST. AMHERST 263-6426
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NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
INFORMATION MEETINGS

There will be four information meetings for students interested in

applying for the National Studeni Exchange Program for Fall,

1986.

Tuesday, November 12* 4-5 pm CC 805
Wednesday, November 13 4-5 pm CC 805
Tuesday, November 19 4-5 pm CC 805
Wednesday, November 20 4-5 pm C C 8 3

* financial aid information session

Students applying to restricted schools: Univ. of Hawaii/Manoa &
Hilo; Univ. of So. Florida; Gal State Chico, Northridge & Sonoma;
and College of the Virgin Islands must attend one of these informa-

tion sessions.
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CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

66 Univefsity Dr.

Amherst, MA
649-56ta

:»iipir«Bii 30-a»

15th ANNUAL BUSH BASM

UMASSSKliaUD
SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTYWEEK
JAN. 19-24

HUP INOUOES:
SViDAYUFTTIOCrr JUN-FRI

S NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL o*CONDO

ENTEKTAINMCHT: fW£ BEER 6 VWl PARTIES

Hornie dairies. ion6 undckveaa parties

njKTlI t>AaX fNaMEDl6VINEPAM1C3

PKH eCEK fr WYHC PARTIES NASTaAMaCO

5UGAMU5H COOKJN ftOOK EO f^

HOTEL PACKAGE t*.-q««o 0NLY^1«li
CONDO PACKAGE c^--a-w> ONLY $199

msr too fdflHHJMMM|K,OJ<M>4,'9it A f^^^^
signup S^^^^^^Hund gat • fre«^-shlrt.

^PlWAF 86
Vermont Drinking Age is 18 yrs.

FOR MORE INFO 545-iU37 -430 STUDENT UNION

J>,»AI l»,»iJlk»ij l»«A| k^^xJUAU ik!*<Jl»!»Ali».»AI l*»AI l**fl Hk«i.j y,*M t>»f i)9fl iJk»AI tt*AIU*fl tt*fi t>.»fHt»fi |^»A| >>»jj LV»Ai lik»Al t>*AI If•<J it* ftiMflMWj iMfl

Come see our wide selection

4 of fine Christmas Cards!j.^^

A-l'Hastings, Inc.
- .^P— NrwiMlenier »nA >laiMtiier^^^^ ^—

Convmnimntly locatttd in thm canr»r of Atnhmnt"
45 South Plmotant Sfr««r

OPEN: W««kdoY* i a.m. tc 9 p.m., Suoduys, S a.m. to \ p.m.

i

i

:

I
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FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

FREE TACO BAR
MON & TUBS NIGHT

9 — till it lasts

NOVEMBER BEER SPECIAL
Heineken

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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Country Pie Restaurant
ields

.i.nSu^ii»MU^-it-

:e Home Pie Shop
Our Menu Offers A Wide Variety of FoodUfshes

• Soups • Salads • Grinders • Chowders • Quiches •

Sandwiches • Beef-Eaters Specials • A Full Dinner Menu

Including Delicious Steak & Fresh Seafood • Plus Pasta

Specialties & Poultry • Over 35 Varieties Of Our
Delicious Homemade Pies

OUR MOST UNIQUE PIE SHOP
Over 36 Varieties of Pie* made right before your eyes.

All made with fresh produce for you to take home or

cigoy products right here.

Experience the flavor and arouu of homemade food

FULL MENU • FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
SOMETHING VERY UNIQUE IN FAMILY DINING

Delicious Dinner Specials
Four NisrhtS a Week (Spedals Not Available On Holidays)

• WEDNESDAY •

• BAKED STUFFED SHRIMP

)

• MONDAY •
• YANKEE POT ROAST 5.95

• U.S.D.A. CHOICE 8 OUNCE
N.Y. STRIP STEAK 7.95

• BEEF LIVER W/ONIONS
OR BACON 4.50

• BAKED STUFFED CHICKEN. . 5.25

• TUESDAY •

• YANKEE POT ROAST 5.95

• CHICKEN PARMESAN
W/SPAGHETTI 4.95

• BAKED FILET OF SOLE 6.95

• U.S.D.A. CHOICE 8 OUNCE
N.Y. STRIP STEAK 7.95

,7.50

SPAGHETTI W/MEATBALLS
OR SAUSAGE 4.50

U.S.D.A. CHOICE 8 OUNCE
N.Y. STRIP STEAK 7.95

HAM STEAK 5.25

• THURSDAY •

MILK FED VEAL PARMESAN
W/SPAGHETTI 7.45

BAKED STUFFED SCROD. . . . 5.95

U.S.D.A. CHOICE 8 OUNCE
N.Y. STRIP STEAK 7.95

FISH & CHIPS 5.25

Above 8peci«l8 include salad', vegetable and potato, coffee or soft beverage (dinners with pasta do not in-

dude vSSleTpoSito). AlsobKluded with aU dinners is a complimentary glass of our house wme or a

slice of our homemade pie. ^ ™. j >i dm in pm
Served Monday Thru Thursday 4 PM - 10 PM

PLUS $7.95
Friday, Saturday and Sunday

Roast Prime Rib of Beef
^ „

Enjoy a pie with your friends &
Incl. Salad, Roll, Butter,

Vegetable and Potato

ffamily for Thanksgiving!
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

7 am to 10 pm Sun thru Thurs; to 12 pm Friday & Saturday

.4qiRu88^11^t,Rt^9^2Ja^e2^^

HOW ®P
WORCESTER
MUNCHY

Binders

Notebooks
I Paper
Backpacks
Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics
Health and
Beauty Aids

Candy
Tobacco
Cards
Calendars

Clocks
Batteries

Electrical

Supplies

Magazines
Memo Board
ice Cream

Grocery
Cold Soda
Juice

Pop Tarts

Glassware
Cups
Decals

Pennants
Chips
Cookies
Popcorn
Umbrellas
Newspapers
Tote Bags
Rim
School
Supplies

Typewriter

Ribbons
Pencils

Pens

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow

you to shop early or late.

Munchy Open ^.UNIVERSITY

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA

FELLOWSHIPS FOR

GRADUATE STUDY DURING

1986 - 87

The National Council of Alpha

Lambda Delta announces that fourteen

fellowships for graduate study will be

awarded for use during the 1986-87

academic year. The amount of each

fellowship is $3,000. Applicants will be

judged on academic record, recommen-

dations submitted, the soundness of the

proposed project and its purpose, and

financial need.

Any member of Alpha Lambda
Delta graduating with a cumulative

average of 3.50 is eligible. Graduating

seniors may apply if they have achieved

this average at the end of the first

semester of this year.

Application blanks can be obtained

at the Dean of Students Office, 227

Whitmore from Ms. Gladys Rodriquez,

Assistant Dean of Students, Chapter

Advisor.

Deadline is January 15, 1986

X OOP

Si^

workshop on J

Sexual Violence •

on College Campuses •

• date rape • sexual harassment •

Tues. Nov. 19 7:30-10 pm J

in Southwest Women's Center S

MacKimmie 2

24 Hour Rush

RESUIVIE SERVICE

ARTS
Musicians collaborate to protest
Apartheid with*Sun City' album

CopyCat Print Shop
"When the copy is as important as the original"

549-3840

228 Triangle St.

2nd floor above

Computer Works

Hoxirs:

8 am - midnight M-F
11am- 7 pm Sat

12 pm - 9 pm Sun

f.11 III I III um ^B rrrrr

AUGIES TOBACCO SHOP
"the Tobacco and Maga^ina Shop of Amharst'

108 North Plaasant St., Amharat
- Western Union Agent —

Complete lines ol:

Pipw 8 Pip* AcoaMOhM
Tobacco '

imponad/domaMic for p<pa or cagarattaa

CtgaranM -

importad/domaatic (indudina kxtonaaan dova)

Fun ranga of domaabc 6 importad cigaia

MagaiifMa. PapartMcki Er Monarch r>oiaa

Nawapapar*. Ma« Stata Lonary

Car>dy and sundry itama. Maaa louvanir*

Now fftwmfi Gourmn Colf—s It Ttaa

- HfM England Talaphona Agant -

253-7896

s ni»iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw«imiij-LmiAliilJ

let US do your
wash-dry -fold

and
hand pressing

«**""%

10 5 P.M. MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7DAYS 7AM 10 PM

5A9't665

Quality
Laundry
11 Pray St.

Amherst, MA

Sun City (Manhattan)
Artists United Against
Apartheid

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Sun City is a high priced,

Las Vegas-type town in

South Africa which offers

lucrative contracts for

western musicians to come

and play.

'I ain't gonna play Sun Ci-

ty' is the cry of performers

from Bonnie Raitt to Lou

Reed to Afrika Bambaataa

on a new single/album by

Artists United Against

Aparteid. The proceeds ftx)m

the project go to The Africa

Fund which educates people

about apartheid and helps

the families of South

African political prisoners.

The album features two

versions of the Sun City

single. One with rappers

and one without. The one

without features some fun

guitar playing by Pete Tbwn-

send. What is really great

about this album is that it

is a true cross-culttiralAvhite

and black project against

apartheid.

There is a piece by Peter

Gabriel, a rap by a number

ofNew York rappers as well

as Fteter Wolf and Gil Scott-

CHANCELLORS
LECTURE SERIES

85-19869
VIRGINIA A. BEAL

Dipirtnient ofhoodSame and Nutrition

THE CHALLENGE OF
NI ITRITIQN

VVhv is the piil>lit lx)nil)arilcti bv

contlictins nutrition infomiation? Whv cannot nutritional

scientists a^rcc alx)ut dictan, recommendations? I )<>es t(XKi

intake in childhcxHl affect adult health and lonuevitv? l)(»es a fat

child iKcome a fat adult? How much do \\e rcalK know

alxHit human nutrition?

N()VKMBi':R 21. ms • « I'M • MKMORIAL HALL

IJNIVKRSrn OF M/VSSACHl SLns Al AMHKRST

IVcc and open to all • Refreshments to follow lecture

Heron. There is a song

similar to Paul Hardcastle's
"19," with the news mon-

tage done by Danny
Schechter (The News Dissec-

tor) and an instrumental

featuring Miles Davis,

Stanley Jordan, Herbie
Hancock, Ron Carter and
others.

Every song on Sun City is

as good as the politics it

stands for. It's incredibly

refreshing to hear rappers

and rockers talking politics

instead of "girls."

The album, produced by

Little Steven, also has an
extra song by Bono with

Keith Richards and Ron
Wood. This is the only weak
song on the album. But who

cares. That's only a matter

of opinion.

This is one of the most im-

portant concept albums ol

the decade and I whole

heartedly recommend that

you go out and buy it. And
whatever you do, don't

defeat the purpose and tape

it.
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

ARTFUL

OBSERVAT I ONS

Hollywood and the film industry are

finally recognizing the true nature and
strength of today's women.
So-called women's films, such as Plenty,

Agnes of God, Sweet Dreams, Marie and
Jagged Edge are far removed from the kind

of old fashioned Hollywood movie in which

a big studio star - Joan Crawford, Bette

Davis and more recently Jacqueline Bisset

- would suffer the trials and tribulations of

loveless marriages, backstreet romances

and unwed motherhood.

Women are finally being portrayed as the

strong-willed courageous people they are

and they can be
In Plenty, Meryl Streep plays a woman

troubled by lost illusions. In Sweet Dreams,

Jessica Lange plays the real-life country

and western star Patsy Cline. Glenn Close

is cast as a top-notch criminal lawyer in

Jagged Edge
In Marie, Sissy Spacek also plays a career

woman - the real-life incorruptible chair-

woman of Tfennessee's State Board of Parole

and PEU-dons.

In Agnes of God, Jane Fonda plays

another professional woman - a chain-

smoking psychiatrist - and Anne Bancroft

pla3rs a worldly mother superior

However,New York Times Film Critic

Vincent Cantry recently took the opportuni-

ty to suggest that these new women's films

might indeed be guilty of "sexism in

reverse."

Says Canby: "In not one of these films

does the woman protagonist have a rela-

tionship of any importance with a man who
comes up to her ankle bone, and only in a

couple does the actress-star play opposite

an actor of comparable talent and screen

presence."

As a result, Canby sa3rs, most of these

"new" women's films seem just as super-

ficial and just as sexist, "in reverse," sis the

"1970s buddy-buddy films exemplified by

"The Sting."

First, there is no such thing as "sexism

in reverse" If these women's films are sex-

ist, which I hold that they are not, then

they are sexist and that's that. It is strict-

ly up to the individual audience member
to decide how he or she likes to see women
portrayed in films.

These films are doing for women what
films have been doing for men for years;

reinforcing the positive and proving the

ultimate strength and morality of the

gender. Women are as strong as men, and
it is about time that Holl3rwood and film

makers recognized this.

Canby argues that while these films

demonstrate and support the strength of

the female leads, they do so "at a certain

cost to dramatic coherence" When was the

last time a film critic said the same thing

about movies which show men in the in-

telligent, macho, gun-toting role and where

the women kowtow to the mens' every need

and desire?

Clint Eastwood, Superman and James

Bond all have their women, but they are

stereotypical cooks, maids and sex objects.

If the women in thes films are not there for

the comfort and support of their leading

men, then they too, are virtually

non-existent.

There are weak, bewildered men in the

world, too, only Hollywood has denied their

existence for so long that when they final-

ly do appear on the screen, and especially

when they appear next to women who are

stronger than they, critics—namely male

critics like Canby—feel they have to cry

foul.

There should be more films like these.

They should be appreciated for their reali-

ty and originality, and not examined under

the microscope of sterotypes.

Jill Lang is a Collegian staff member

{
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COURSE OFFERED IN SPRING 1966

"PRACTICUM IN MATHEMATICS TUTORING"

This is a PASS/ FAIL, 3 credit course

After successful completion of the course students are eligible

to be paid for tutoring the following semester

Pre-Requisite: Successful completion of four 100 level (or

above) Mathematics courses

Course meets on Tuesday from 4 - 6 p.m.

Tutoring practicum Is by arrangement (2 hrs/wk)

Pre-Registration: Liberal Studies Office

251 Hills South, 9 - 5 p.m.

(Nov. 18 - 23)

Pnloton Sftorts
Cross-Country Ski
Jamboree Sale!
Sample Savings on 2 of 12 Complete Outfits:

$69.95Nordic Waxless Outfit

Leather 75mm Boots

Tonkin Poles

75mm Bindings
Sp^
SahL

$119.95
Kneiss/ HC Wax/ess Skis

Salomon SR 301 Boots

SNS System Bindings

S\MX Fibreg/ass Poles \ t^/^y^
A«0. $178.00 * ^ "^^««**\

• 20% to 40% off all cold wMthar clothing
• Last yaars tkl laftovara M prica
• All uaad boot* $10.00
• Spaclala on Chlldrana' Outfit*
• Chlldrans Pr— Boot Exchang*

FREE — R«tr««hments
FREE — G«t pair of Ptioton Ski Straps |utt for stopping by

FREE — Mountlr>g ar«d Bas« Prap on all XC Outfits

FREE — Wax Kit with evary Waxabia Ski Outfit

FflEE _ 5 days worth of trail pasaes tor Touring Centers

Savings of over $20 00

the cross-country ski experts

Sale from Wed., Nov. 20 - Sun. Nov. 24

Thurs. & Fri. open until Midnight^
1 E PLEASANT ST - AMHERST - 549-6904 jmu

SlUIXSPOIil

IISSL SALOMON
UFA

IDRDS84>1D/S
HAIR SALONS SM

The Hampshire Mall

586-7913

20% off Student Discount*

not valid w/specials exp. Dec. 31

TUESDAY "PERFECT PERMS":
Reg. $53.00&uD Now $39.95 & up

WEDNESDAY CUTS:
Women . Reg $18 00 Now $14.00

Men Reg. $16 00 Now $12.00

Walk-in Service Welcome • No Appointments Necessary.

Not to be confused with Frank Stiriacci's Lords & Ladies
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Today: Sunny and mild, high around 60.
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GORDY By Gorde

Look into the one
market research

graduate program
that all

these companies
are involved in:

A.C. Nielsen Company
Advertising Research Foundation
Audits & Surveys, Inc.

Burke Marketing Services

Campbell Soup Co.
Coca-Cola USA
Custom Research Inc.

Frilo-Lay

General Foods
General Mills, Inc.

Grey Advertising

Kenneth Hollander Associates
McDonald & Little Advertising

Market Facts. Inc.

Marketing & Research
Counselors, Inc.

MRCA Information Services

Necdham, Harper & Steers Advertising

NFO Research, Inc.

Procter & Gamble
Ralston Purina Co.
Sears, Roebuck
SSC&B:Lintas Worldwide
The Pillsbury Company
Yankelovich, Skelly & White
Young & Rubicam

The University of Georgia's Master of Marketing Research Program is

truly unique. It is governed by a Board of Advisors drawn from the leaders

of industry. Their personal involvement results in an outstanding program
that prepares you for the real world.

It's a fifteen month program that combines classroom and on-
the-job research experience. It was the first and is still the finest integrated

program ofgraduate study leading to a Master ofMarketing Research degree.
As you would expect, admission is selective and competition is stiff.

$6,000 scholarships are available for qualifying applicants.

Professor Fred D. Reynolds
122 Brooks Hall
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30602
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Attention All

Staff:

There will be a Sexism
Workshop next Wednesday,
Nov. 20 at 7 p.m. Everyone
could benefit from this, so make
an effort to attend.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Tea lor

"

4 Royal racing

site

9 Horned vipers

13 Marmalade in

gredieni

14 Climbing plant

15 Mountain pass.

in India

16 Anecdotes
17 Woody s Hall

18 Stockings

19 Be a sport

22 Clue

23 Writer Deighton

24 Michaelmas
daisy

26 Kobe coin

27 White House
nickname

29 Rather

31 Sooner,

poetically

32 First century

date Rom
33 Comtorls com-

panion

34 Toiler of yore

35 Happy
39 ' corny

as.
"

40 Thy. in Tours
41 A long time

42 Cote dweller

43 Ethiopian

prince

44 Oriental

45 Fireproof

material Abbr

48 Rocket

50 Belore teen or

test

52 Common
54 Seems ready

tor action

5/ Pre med
course

58 Severily

59 Streets, diuiiy

the Seine

60 Small dog. for

short

61 Verdugool
lilms

62 Whipper
snappers

63 Fulda feeder

64 Singer Simon

Edited b> Trude Michel Jaffe

65 Reply, lor short

DOWN
1 Bridge holding

2 Enervate

3 Comedian Die

4 Actor Arkin

5 Unwed
6 Craft for Uncas
7 Party fare

8 Word with ofl

or up
9 Moslem com-
manders

10 Least

11 Parts of horses'

legs

12 Annede
Beaupre

13 Sucker

20 Aviator Balbo

21 God of

shepherds
25 Female ruff

28 Flora and fauna

30 Farewell

32 Army men
Abbr

33 Jenny

34 One, in Bonn
35 Fantasized

36 Junior to senior

37 Pillages

38 Wicked one

39 Savers letters

43 Navigated
44 Decorated

again

45 Fall

46 Orchid tubers

47 Praise

49 Gunpowder
ingredient

51 Thesaurus man
53 Groove
55 Mastery, in

Dundee
66 Brothers

57 Imitate
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Soccer notebook

Snow doesn't
hamper UMass
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The first snowfall of the year was the best defense that

the eighth-ranked Boston College could muster against

No. 1 University of Massachusetts in yesterday's NCAA
quarterfinal at Boyden.

"The snow gave us more of a chance," BC head coach

Susanna Kaplan said. "It slowed things down. After

halftime, it (the field) was pretty clean. Underdogs always

like poor weather."

But once the 16-0 Minutewomen got used to the snow

and mud, they rolled. "I think it worked to our advantage,"

UM goalie Jan Holland said. "We worked out all week in

the grass and mud."
"After practice (this last week)," fullback Debbie Belkin

said," we came in caked with mud. It's kind of natural now.

We're used to it."

• • •
The starting time was delayed an hovu- to 1 p.m. as the

ground crew shoveled the lines and dumped about five

bags of speedi-dry to absorb the mositure at midfield and

in the goal mouths.

"If it hadn't snowed, the field would have been in ex-

cellent, excellent condition," field supervisor Jim Patulak

said. "All in all, it's in as good shape as it can be"

• • •
Cathy Spence, who set NCAA records for most points

with 11 (five goals, one assist), most goals (five) and a

single game goal record of three against California-

Berkeley in last year's tournament, got an assist to keep

her four-game NCAA tourney streak of scoring at leeist

a point alive.

• • •
Defending and four-time national champion North

Carolina qualified for its fifth straight Final Four with

a 4-2 win over N.C. State, Saturday...Colorado College

made it to its first-ever Final Four with a 3-0 win over

California-Santa Barbara, yesterday. . .(Jeorge Mason
knocked off previously undefeated Cortland State (18-1-1),

1-0, for the right to face UMass.
• • •

With the BC win, UMass remained undefeated in NCAA
play at Boyden. They are 4-0 since 1982. . .It was the se-

cond straight year that UMass sent BC home UM won
in the first round last year, 3-2 in overtime..UMass' win-

ning margin over BC (three goals) was the largest of the

tournament.
• • •

Banda and the team spent Saturday night going over

the films ofprevious games this season. . ."This is a team
of youth," Banda said. Only two seniors Sue Bird and

Jaime Watson are graduating. . ."That's depressing," said

Kaplan. . .This is the first year since 1983 that UMass and
UConn haven't both made it to the Final Four. . .George

Mason made it to the Final Four once in 1983 and lost

to North Carolina in the title game, 4-0.

Are you (denying

yourself

abettershot
atgrad school?
Okay, it may be too late to

get a 4.0 But its not too late to

try to do better on your LSAT.

GMAX GRE. or MCAT. For that,

theres Stanley H Kaplan.

No one has prepped more
students than Stanley H
Kaplan Our test- taking tech-

niques and educational

programs have prepared

over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school

exam you're taking, call us.

Remember, the person next to

you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan
course.

KAPLAN
STANlfYH KAPlANEDUCATlONAiaNTfRlTD

The world's leading

test prep organization.

358 N. Pleasant

549-5780

Intersession Classes Enrolling Now
MCAT GMAT GRE LSAT

FREE SPEED READING LESSON
at your convenience

k A t.

CoUegiaii photo by Paul Deamarai*

UMass freshman forward Cathy Cassady and the

Minutewomen beat BC, 3-0.

Penn State
will accept
Orange
STATE COLLEGE, Pa. (AP)-No.

1 ranked Pfenn SUte said Sunday it would

accept an invitation to take on the Big 8

champion in the Orange Bowl in a contest

that could decide the best college football

team in the nation.

Coach Joe P&terno met with players Sun-

day evening to discusss the various bowl op-

tions. Invitations to the bowl games go out

next Saturday.

"And the team's sentiment was that their

leading choice, if they received a bid, would

be to go to the Orange Bowl," Dave Baker,

Ftenn State sports information director, said

Sunday night.

"It was not a formal vote," Baker con-

tinued. "It was a sentiment that that would

be their leading choice right now and the

reason being that it would appear right

now that bowl would offer the highest rank-

ed team that we could play."

The Orange Bowl, in Miami, plays host

to the winner of the Big 8. Nebraska is cur-

rently ranked No. 2 in the country.

The 10-0 Nittany Lions, doing an about-

face of last year's 6-5 season, one of the

worst in Paterno's head coaching history,

have steadily climbed the polls, beating—

though not always convincingly—the likes

of Maryland, Alabama and Boston College.

Last week they made it to the top spot in

the Associated Press poll and sectired the

position with a 36-6 shellacking of Notre

Dame in State College on Saturday.

The Lions travel to Pittsburgh next

Satvu-day for a matchup with state rival

Pitt. The game will be televised beginning

at 7:45 p.m. on ESPN, almost two hours

after bowl bias are officially extended.

Nebraska, which trounced Kansas 56-6

over the weekend, meets No. 7. Oklahoma,

which defeated Colorado 31-0, at 3:30 p.m.

next Saturday.

tniDAS'

THE ECONOMIZER
MUFFLER $59 .95

Resular

29."

Per axle

(most cars) Regular $74.90
BRAKE SPECIAL

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
The Economizer muffler from Midas tits most
American-made cars and trucks Your satisfaction

with this product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Muffler is

warranted by Midas for one year from the

date of installation and will be replaced

free of charge if it fails during this period,

expires Nov. 30th

DISC BRAKES
• Fee* 4-Wh«*«?l bfoKe
insoettion
• Reploce pods with ne *»

guoronteed disc oads
• Resurface fotor?

• Replace grease seals
• Inspect ona repoch

wheel bearings
• Inspect calipers
• Inspect hydroulic s/stem
• Lubricate collper onchors
• Inspect fluid levels
• Add fluid If required
• Rood test

aiMrkfrt**. Midas braKc sho«s and disc braise pads are warranted for

as long as you own your American or foreign car. van or light truck

(under 7.000 lbs I
' K il^^y ever wear, new Midas brake siloes or pads

wi'l M instaitea without charge for the shoes or pads or the labor to

install thk thoea or oads Additional parts and'or labor required to

restore th* system to operational condition are extra

DRUM BRAKES
. F^oe 4-Wheei broke
inJK(?ciion
• Peploce shoes vKith nev>/

giioro'^ieed linings
• Reiurfoce drums
• Inspect wheel cylinders
• Inspect hold down springs
• Lubricote backing plates
• Inspect hydroulic .) steVn
• Reodjust brokes
• Rood test

FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

143 KING ST.
JCT. RTES. 9& 116

NORTHAMPTON
HADLF

586-4840
586-9991

Midas

UMass 21, UNH17

UMass 7 7 7 - 21
UNH 17 9 - 17
Scoring: UMass-Al Neri 9 run, Silvio Bonvini kick.

UNH-Andre Garron 7 run, Eric Facey kick. UNH—
Garron 3 run, F^cey kick. UNH—-Facey 40 field goal.

UMass—Dave I^azzi 2 run, Bonvini kick. UMass—Neri
1 run, Bonvini kick.

Individual Statistics:

Passing: UM-Dave Pialazzi 12-25-196 yarda UNH-
Rich Byrne 22-35-1-247 yards.

Rushing: UM-P&lazzi 21-82, George Barnwell 15-79,

Tbd Barrett 7-26, Al Neri 6-22. UNH-Andre Garron
26-81.

JEteceiving: UM—John Crowley 4-58, Dan Rubinetti
3-62, Mike Kelley 2-12. UNH-Garron 6-71, Glenn
Mathews 5-61.

Punting: UM—Dimitri Yavis 4 - 39.0. UNH-Tbm
Flanagan 8 - 33.5.

Ibam Statistics:

Tbtal Offense: UM-403. UNH-352.
First Downs: UM-19. UNH-22.
Fumbles-Lost: UM~6-4, UNH~7 2.

Time of Possession: UM-27:16. UNH-32:44.
Ptenalties-Yards: UM~-2 20. UNH-6-69.

UMass swimmers
fall to Huskies
By FRED NADEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's swim team
dropped its second straight meet of the young season, los-

ing Friday night to the University of Conneticut, 74-66
in Boyden Pool.

UMass was hurt by the loss of diver Debbie Mullin to

iryury. The diving was a crucial part of the meet accor-

ding to UMass head coach Bob Newcomb. Georgia Wood
and Jean Cowen performed well, but were unable to beet

UConn's top two divers. The Huskies swept both diving

events, which was a deciding factor in the meet.

The team swam better than Newcomb hoped for this ear-

ly in the season. Excellent performances were turned in

by Allison Uzzo, Kris Henson, Michelle Leary, and
Margaret Cameron. Uzzo won the 1000, 100, and the 500
freestyle events with a 10:59.32, a 56.9 and a 5:21.28

respectively. Henson placed second behind Uzzo in the

1000 and 500 freestyle, heary won the 100 backstroke in

a time of 1:05.93, and captured the 200 individual medley

with a 2:22.66 in a spectacular come-from-behind-victory.

Cameron had a season best in the 200 free with a time

of 2:02.89. Cameron, Henson, and Uzzo all swam a leg in

the winning 400 free relay team.

"It was the best team effort in recent years," said

Newcomb. Last season the team lost to UConn by 47

points, prompting the coach to proclaim the effort a moral

victory for UMass against a powerful Huskie team.

* football
continued from page 16

couldn't let ourselves lose that."

The third qurater started little better. Senior co-captain

George Barnwell, who earlier in the game had moved in-

to second place on the UMass career rushing list, fumbl-

ed at the UNH 45 in the first possession before Tbd Bar-

rett was denied on a fourth-and-one at the UNH one.

But the UMass defense held stopped UNH and the

Wildcats were forced to punt from their endzone. Tbm
Flanagan's boot was a lousy one, sailing to the UNH 18

and UMass took over with 6:43 left in the period.

Freshman quarterback Dave Palazzi (12-for-25 for 196
yards) ran for a first down at the five before Neri plunged
ahead for two more to the UNH three.

Barnwell was stopped at the two, but Palazzi snuck in

from there for his team-leading seventh touchdown of the
season at the 4:27 mark.

The UMass defense, adjusting to the UNH attack after

the first half, shut down the Wildcat's offense throughout

the half, especially in the final period.

In UNH's first possession of the last quarter, the

Wildcats were stopped in three plays, but Platek fumbled

the punt at the UMass 41 with 10:43 left in the game.

"We had to stop them there," said Sullivan. "A
touchdown and we're in some trouble."

So the 6-4, 245-pound Iowa transfer from Cambridge took

over. In first down, BjTne tried a screen pass to fullback

Mike Shriner Sullivan stood his ground and buried

Shriner with a great hit for no gain. A short pass netted

four yards before Sullivan burst through the UNH line

and sacked Byrne for a loss of seven.

"We didn't lose our poise all game," said UMass coach

Bob Stull. "The defense got tough in the second halfwhen
they needed to stop them. It was a good game for us."

The teams exchanged possessions before UMass took

over at their 17 with 5:50 left in the game.

Flanker John Crowl^, who came back after a punishing

third quarter hit, was interfered with and UMass advanc-

ed to the 32. P&lazzi gained six before Barnwell picked up
a first down with a gain of 18 to the UNH 44.

Palazzi hooked up with Crowley for 18 yards to the 26

then Barnwell broke off a gain of 11 to the 15. Palazzi got

four to the 11, Barnwell four more to the seven then Palazzi

again, for seven to the one.

Neri took it fi-om there, busting in from the one with
2:24 to go. Silvio Bonvini added his third point after of

the day and UMass took the lead, 21-17.

UNH, remembering the 14-10 loss to UMass that knock-

ed them out of the playoff last season, made things very

interesting, taking six plays to get to the UM 13 before

Platek came through with his game-saving interception.

"We deserved this game," said Barnwell. "It feels great

to go out a winner."

* field hockey eliminated-
continued from page 16

A special win
for the UMass
senior class

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

DURHAM, N.H.—When they were recruited, one of the
selling points was the winning tradition of University

of Massachusetts football.

But, three yesws of frustration gave them a record of
11-22 and few memories to take with them from UMass.
For 15 seniors, 1985 was a very important season.

Saturday's 21-17 victory over New Hampshire gave the
Minutemen a 7-4 record, the most victories for a UMass
team since 1980. In the future, 1985 will be looked upon
as the year the UMass program got back on track.

"We wanted this game so badly," said defensive tackle

Eddie Sullivan. "I still remember my last high school

game, we lost it. I wanted to go out a winner."

Sullivan will, as will co-captains Paul Platek and
George Barnwell. Along with Rod Turner, Chris Wood,
Peter Borsari, Mike Briggs, Mike Dwyer, Frank Fay,

Manny Fernandez, Duckworth Grange, Carlos Silva,

Martin Pand, Jim Simeone and Bart Fuller

"I'm glad for the seniors, they played one of the big-

gest roles on this team," said UM head coach Bob Stull.

"They played with more dedication and enthusiasm then

anyone expected. They showed great leadership under
tough conditions in past years. It finally paid off."

Barnwell, who didn't have as good a season as he

wanted due to a series of iiyuries, turned in 75 yards and

several big plays in his final college game

"This means we go out winner," he said. "7-4 sounds

kind of nice, doesn't it? Nobody can say anything about

UMass being down now. Because of what we accomplish-

ed." Barnwell finished his career with 1,844 yards, good

enough for second place on the UM c8U"eer rushing list.

"We're winners, what else can I say?" said Grange.
"Pure and simple, just a winning football team."

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: Mike Kelley, the pre-

season starter at tight end, returned to action after a

separated shoulder and caught two passes. . .Steve Silva

may also graduate, but has a year of eligiblity left to play.

. .The UMass defense allowed only 11.8 points-per-game,

down over eight points from last year . .UMass was 6-2

with Palazzi in the liuneup and has won three straight

on the road.

Rowe made 12 saves in the game while Linnehan made
three stops. BU eryoyed a 12-3 edge in comers (7-1 in the

second half).

For UMass seniors Donelly, Rowe, and forward Judy
Morgan; the loss concluded their collegiate careers, which

included two trips to the Final Four. Senior forward Chris

Kocot will be back for another year however, as she has
a season of eligibility left..

There are no regrets however. "I'm proud of the whole
whole season," said Donelly. "there was never a game I

wasn't proud to play."

"The big disappointment for me was that we had a good
team and now it's over." said Rowe.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon - Thurs; 8:45 - 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days pnor to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

^

Lesbian, BiMXoal, Gay Counaeling Col-
leetW* is open Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursday 3-7; Tuesdays 13 Drop by room
433SlIBorcall 5-2645:

UMsai Outin( Clnb general meeting 7:00
pm 80408 Campus Center. All welcome!
Movies trips • Jan Nreak Trips get away
this January!

Union Video Center is offering a 3 jMrt
video worlishop series. Interested? Sign
up Monday or Tuesday 545-1336

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 2002 1N9 new engine OK body
good buy 665-4142 evenings

1976 Nova runs good dependable 300.00
Allison 6-5406 evenings

1971 Dodge Wagon8S,000 miles, stan
dard transmission, V 8, runs well. $500 or
best offer Jon 2f>3-9456

VW Rabit 7«, good condition, new tires,

$800 or BO 549 6690 night

74 Pengot dieiel. Standard, excellent
condition sun roof 256- 1 807 Tracey

1977 Chevy Malibu Claaiir air, fog lights,

nice condition, dependable $1400 or BO
call 665 .3921

Ckevy Monta 1978 blue, new brakes, good
body, runs well, $750 call 546-85.34

Pontia« GTO 19M strong. New parta.

$1100 BO 546 6417

1976 Ford Pinto good condition $900
584-5742

entertainmInt

Happy B-day Catherine You've come a
long way Scnrot, Frincha, Baby Je t-aime

FOR RENT

Snnderland, 1 hirm apt. on busline,

420/month, everything mcluded. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

Anherst, 1 bdrM apt on busline,
365/month, avail 1/1/86 253-3634

Position available • Southwest Are.i

Government is loolcing for a Publicit>

Coordinator to organize a SW Newsletter

and publicity for SWAG events. Applica-

tions Bvaila[ble at the SWAG office in

Hampden and are due Wed November
20th, .5450960

MOVER

'Round Town Movers fast reliable cheap
call Michael anytime 323-6780

PERSONALS

Delivery Drivers. Own car required. 3-4

person. Pii

Pleasant, No
nights. '$7-8/hr. Aoplv in person. Pinoc

G - Happy Birthday! Love ya J G A J
BFFE

Sunderland 1 bdrw apt 400/month in-

clusive, on bus line, avail imnoediately

253-9043

I or 2 fcaaales to share apt call eves
549-4483

I bedroom CHffside apt. 375/month, in

Judes everything avail Jan 1 call 665-8455

FOR SALE

4 foot Boa CoMtrietor and beautiful 27
gallon hexterrarium 160 Tom 2.5.3-7797

OHM C2 3 way speakers 175 pair Tom
253 7797

13' all wood Penran boat with 25 horse
engine, trailer & more call 549-1032
(Mark)

Water Bed $250.00 call 549-0194

Fender Sapcr-Six Amp. Twin heads. Six

tens. Also G & U Cavtler. Excellent guitar

black. Just got set up and intonized

Designed by Leo Fender himself 700 new
last year. Ki^t now «400 5H90385

chio's Pizza
Amherst

now 545-3437
firb

34:

Summer Job* in Amhent. Go to Webster
Main Lounge 11/18 at 6:30 pm for details

Want^ meet S.OOO people in 8 weeks?
Go to Webster Lounge 11/18 at 6:30 pm
for details

Part-time temporary poaitions available

for the Annual Salvation Army Christmas
Kettle Program Starting date -November
22 until D«^mber 24. For more informa-
tion call .586 f.243

INSTRUCTION

Tammy T - You sleep with him, you sleep

with me! Funny ha ha!

campus, aependable, outstanding quality.
k>w rates, 584 7924

RIDE WANTED

To North Carolina for Thanksgiving or
anywhere onuih of Washington for

niiankagiving can leave anytime will help

with gass Enc 546 4630

to (fromi Seattle Washington for
Christmas break share driving and ex
penaes call PeterGeo at 586-4401

ROOMMATE WANTED

length papers, jframmj.r r"rrection
modem WORD PROCESSING letter
quality Steve .549-7161

Escort Set rice available 8 pm - 2:30 am
everyday any where on campus. Play it

irf- call 5-2123 for an e«»rt ANYTIME

TO SUBLET

Lori Fab - Hi Honey!

M^ Queen where is the top to your lamp, I

miss it

Club Sale SUB Wed^ Hotel $149

QT love yon! Suz WFA

HELP WANTED

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment Aganev for
the best party lhi.« semester DJ's, large
screen video, rentals 549-7144

• THE BREAKFAST CLUB
• FriNov22af 5. 7. 9, 11
• Engineering East Aud *

f t «|t.Mat5,7,..$2.00at9, 11

• J At, 4 * ' .: « - , ,

Entry Uvel Marketing poeition flexible

hours Solid nay and commission pnxluc

tion onent«l job m multi-million dollar

area company Interview bv appointment

contact I>avid Stansel !>84-3596

MerrhandiMr 20 hours per week $4.41/hr

call tx-tween 8-5 need car 584 2060

Fall timc^Uward poaitioa. 6 evenings

weekly, light inventory, pricing, stocking

and bar t>ack duties, excellent entry level

food position apply in person Northamp-

ton miton Inn Rt 6

Private Guitar Lessons experienced and
patient teacher rockypop/^olk^lue8 im-

prov., reading, theory, composition. Your
home or my studio. Doug 549-4786

JOHN P.

John, Remember: "Ain't Nobody's
Business" vou are deeply immortal and
not "Far from Me " but "Cloae to Me"
special love, liana PS Meow

liOST

Mondav afternoon on campus, near

Hertera PANASONIC WALKMAN w/a

TDK 90 min tape, entitled "assorted

crap" PLEASE call Val 6-9270

Loat wallet Tuesday Oct 22 3rd floor SUB
at Collegian stack. Call me back Alex
.S-0194

Violent Femmcs • I want a ticket badly.

Will pay at least 2x ticket price. Helga
253 2004

Brothers of 8 are the coolest The Glebe

Bruno I love the bracelet. Now you can
buy me a necklace to go with it. They have
a great selection between 77 $160 40^70%
savings at Golden Opportunity 13 N Plea-

sant, Amherst at Lodestone Love. Mary
Jane

MOTORCYCLES

19U Hoirfa VU Sakar k>w milea ex. con-

dition Sho« helmet alao $2000 M&-MU
after 8 pn a^ l|ar Saan

Attention Musicians: Experienced drum
mer seeking to form a runk/jau fusion

group. Are you interested? If so. call Scott

at 546-5149

Grumio. About them M»»« GWTMl TV
Shoo bee do wap say what yeah you all got

ta duck, when the. . . .

** Attention Skiars ** Sell your uaed
equipment at the 15th Annual Ski Snatch.

Bnng equipment to SUB Wed Nov 20 12 5

pm

LAGNAF
nudge, nudge
wink, wink

Know what I mean?!

Apt to share pleasant reasonable kleally

k)cated in Amhenit Ctr 774 2740

One bedroom with private bathroom in 2
bdrm Puffton apt I70/mo heat incl

available Dec 1 for next semester call for

more info 549 7827 great placel!

I bedroom in house, 1 mile from campus
one sixth of utilities. $145 per month, male
only, call 256-6228 anytime

Female roommate to share 2 bedroom
Brittany Manor apt Spring semester call

2.56-6895 evenings

Wanted: Easy-going, studious female to
share clean, quiet, furnished, one bedroom
I'uffton apt. Spring semester 549 1313

Looking for female to share I bedroom
apt in Cliffside Apta beginning Jan 1

187/mo inclusive! Call Christine 665 7729

Roommate wante^ to loolc for an apart
ment with two nonsmoking females in-

terested in North Amherst or Sunderland.
Call 6-5668 or 6-4i)t«« must be female!'!

rWrm ln~S~bdrm apt~$200»/mo on Rt 9
next to bus stop 586^4969

Female to share room in Brittanv Maiior
ipt Nonsmoker Feb to June call 253 37'^.

after 5:00

SBRVICB8

2 roAms available in 4 bedroom apt in
Swiss Village ()n busline $215 inc for info
call 256^1061

Famished room in hoaae on Main 8t on
bus route for Intersession onlv 170*
derinitely negotiable call Allison 253-6893

TYPING SERVICE

You make it sound good, we make it look
good for all your typing needs, word pro-
cessing, graphs, spreadsheets. Superior
quality and competitive rates call (even-
ings) 549-0050 or 627-7189

TYPING A WORD PROCESSING

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pr>
jects. Will correct grammar, spelling, A
punctuation. Meticulous proofreading
New IBM typewriter 6490367

Next Day Sfrlca. Type-Rite 253-61 1

1

WAWTBD

Two oalgving fsmalas kioking tor a room
to rent (male/female), starting Jan/Feb
preferablv Amherst call Melanie 646-8518
after 10:00 pm

WANTED TO RENT

tU raward if you can (fnd ua a room in

Brandywine for 2 girls Spring semaatar
call 549 5042 aak for Karan

Two girto laaklag for aa aaartaMst in

North Amherat for q>riiw call M94149

*'*'*Vi* '*

dlailiH—a, f

COINS I2S/I21 tnlOTiag 5.00 per hr
former 1 23/121 grader Alex 256^1239

iyp4ag, Tape TraaaertpUon. Fast, ac^
curat* Available almost anytime
666-7861 ' •

BXPltiT TYPING SCBVICB Aav

To take ovar 2
January Call 546-6887 or 648-6267

WOBD PBOCB88ING EDITOR

llasll Appla IE, matrix pHittar

Wordstar faeUi^ 2b<M/&25 7 9 ain/» 1 1 poi
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Minutemen not denied
Platek's interception saves UM's
season-ending victory at UNH
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

DURHAM, N.H.-13 yards stood between

a respectable season and a memorable one

for the University ofMassachusetts football

team.
Trailing 27-24 with 31 seconds left in the

game, the University of New Hampshire

had a first down at the UMass 13, and was

looking for the winning touchdown.

"All I could remember was how Delaware

beat us last week in the final minute,"

UMass senior defensive tackle Eddie

Sullivan said. "This was our last game and

I didn't want to end like that again."

So it was fitting that UM co-captain Paul

Platek, a senior, intercepted Rich Byrne's

pass with 26 seconds left to lift the

Minutemen to the victory and the 7-4

record th^r thought about all week.

"I think that 7-4 is a better indication of

what kind of team we are and what kind

of season we had," said senior nose guard

Mike Dwyer. "We did not want to go out a

6-5 team, that's sounds pretty lousy, 7-4

sounds like we were winners."

Which they are The Minutemen entered

1985 with two straight 3-8 seasons behind

them. UMass had not known a winning

season since 1981. For three years, the

UMass seniors were in a program that was

taking a downward turn.

1985 however, will go down as the season

UMass turned it around. The Minutemen
rolled up the most victories since 1980, took

second in the Yankee Conference with a 4-1

record and built a nationally-ranked

defense that allowed only 11.

8

points-per-game.

"This is the best feeling I've had since I

started playing football here," Platek said.

"I was hoping that he (Byrne) would throw

the ball. We were blitzing and I knew they

would try and throw to the back. We were

in one-on-one coverage and I just dove for

the ball. I'm going to remember that play

for a while."

Rhode Island came fi-om 21 points down

to punish Connecticut 56-42 and wrap up

the conference title, but the Minutemen

more than met their goals this season.

"We had a great season, but could've been

a hell of a lot better," said Dwyer. "I think

we have the kind ofteam that could've been

undefeated or gone 10-1. We should've

made the playoffs, but I'll take 7-4, people

will look back and say that we had a good

team."
UMass, eSter taking a 7-0 lead in the first

quarter on a nine yard run by junior

fullback Al Neri, saw the Wildcats (6-4) run

up 21 second-quarter points.

AU-American tailback Andre Garron

scored touchdowns on runs of seven and two

yards while Eric facey added a 40 yard field

goal. The UNH offense picked apart the

UMass defense in the first half, amassing

232 yards (the most UMass has allowed in

a half all season) v*rith a short passing game

that caught UMass off guard.

On offense, the Minutemen hurt

themselves with a dropped pass in the end-

zone and a fumble at the New Hampshire

six. Trailing 21-7 at the half, 7-4 seemed

a long way away.

"We got together at halftime and made
adjustments, but also told each other that

we had to play harder," said Platek. "We
continued on page 15

Terriers end
season for

UMass, 1-0
Field hockey eliminated

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON—The lOth-ranked University of

Massachusetts field hockey team had its national cham-

pionship hopes doused as it dropped a 1-0 decision to
j

ninth-ranked Boston University Saturday at Nickerson

Field in the first round of the NCAA championships..

Playing in freezing temprtaures on a slick artificial sur-

face, the Minutewomen (who finish 13-5-2) were never

able to get their offense on track as an aggressive Tfer-

rier defense continually plugged up the middle and

denied UMass scoring opportunities.

"BU plays so deep that's it difficult to get shots out-

side the circle on goal." said UMass head coach Pam Hix-

on. "We're not a team that takes a lot of shots, and BU
doesn't allow many shots. We just tried to draw fouls,

create comers and keep putting the ball on net."

Using the long-ball offense that had proven to be so

sucessfiil all season, the Minutewomen found themselves

unable to generate shots as the Ibrriers continually cut-

ting across the middle

BU head coach Sally Starr said that because UMass
wasn't passing to its wings, the Tferiers were able to mark
up in the middle and key on UMass junior forweard Lisa

Griswold, UM's main's scoring threat.

"We tried to do too much at high-speed," UM's senior

All-American defenseman Megan Donnelly said. "We
probably could have done more passing, but we gave out

best effort. Both teams had equal opportunities."

BU's score came with 6:23 remaining in the first half

as senior midfielder Tferry CJeldart, BU's co-captain and

leading scorer notched her 11th goal and fifth game-

winner of the season off a corner hit by junior Kim
Swatek.

Geldart's goal sailed past a sprawling Katherine Rowe,

the UMass goalie and sent BU into the regional finals

against New Hampshire on Sunday where they earned

a first-ever trip to the Final Four with s 1-0 overtime vic-

tory. BU is 17-2-2 on the season and had previously

beaten UMass, 3-0 this season. BU goalie Mary Lin-

nehan, with the two shutouts, has not allowed a goal in

a strech of 750 minutes spanning a 12-game period.

UMass' best scoring chances came in the final four

minutes of the first half as Donnelly launched three shots

off of two comers which resulted in rebounds that the

ft-ont line was unable to convert into goals.

Both coaches agreed that despite Umass being outshot

20-7 it had its chances and without Rowe's spectactular

goaltending, the score could've been much higher for BU.

"Kathy did an excellent job today," said Hixon. Starr

agreed saying, "She was scrambliong for sure, but she

came up with some good saves."

The second half saw BU continue playing strong

defense and limit the UMass offense to only two shots.

UM's only real chance of the second came with 6:55 left

when Donelly rifled a shot from outside the circle that

was deflected off a UM stick inched wide of the goal.

continued on page IS

Collegian photo by Derek HoberU

University of MassachuseUs fullback Debbie Belkin (right) works past a

Boston College defender Sunday on Hoyden Field. UMass won to advance

to the Final Four. 3^.

• women's soccer heads to Final Four
continued from page 1

BC coach Susanna Kaplan said.

Powers had also headed in a corner kick from Carolyn

Micheel two minutes earlier but that was nullified by a

UMass holding penalty.

UMass goalie Jan Holland made only three saves but

one was a big one on Eagle ace Betsy Ready with 20:25

gone in the first hall. Ready fired at almost point-blank

range and Holland made a superb diving save that kept

tVn game scoreless.

In the second half, UMass really began to move as the

snow melted under the afternoon sun.

With 2:23 gone in the half, freshman Beth Roundtree

crossed the ball to senior Jamie Watson in front of the BC

goal. Watson's shot hit a BC defender and flew in, off the

Eagle player, for the 2-0 lead.

A Bowsher penalty kick with 21:07 to go made it 3-0.

"That really killed us," Kaplan said. BC was called for

a handball after intense UMass pressure. Bowsher con-

verted her third penalty shot in three attempts this season.

Micheel, Roundtree and Spence were also in on the action,

as they were most of the afternoon.

Spence and Roundtree brought the 605 paid attendees

and the 300 or so fans surrounding the field to their feet

several times in the second period as the speedy fowards

took passes dumped over the BC backs, who were trying

to pressure the UMass forwards.

"We figured if we had an awesome day and they were

off, we would have a shot," Kaplan said.

"I think as a team, we played excellent," fullback Deb-

bie Belkin said. The Minutewomen held the Eagles to just

three shots while UM had 16.

"I guess it was good conditions," Belkin said. "At least

it wasn't raining.
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Eyes of the world on U.S.-Soviet summit

Collegian photo by Derek RoberU

Amherst residents participate in a candlelight vigil on the

Amherrst Common last night, calling for a stop to the arms race.

Town urged to support summit
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

Ann Donlan will burn a candle in her

window tonight and tomorrow night to

show her belief in the importance of the

Geneva siunmit beginning today.

The University of Massachusetts jour-

nalism mtuor is taking part in a nationwide

campaign designed to demonstrate the

hope for a successful meeting between

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev and

President Ronald Reagan.

"I think it's important for people to take

something as important as the summit and

put a personal meaning on it," Donlan said.

Amherst selectmen iirged town residents

to show their support for the Reagan-

Gorbachev summit by burning a candle or

leaving a porch light on from dusk until

dawn dvuring the two days of the summit.

The selectmen encouraged the measure
Tuesday night in response to a letter from

U.S. Rep. Les AuCoin, D-Ore., calling for

town leaders to endorse the "Lights on for

Peace" drive.

Selectman Allen Torrey said the action

"will increase awareness," but approved it

reluctantly because of the electricity that

will be used by participants. Torrey said he

plans to keep his porch light on tonight.

The letter, sent with the endorsement of

the World Council of Churches and U.S.

Congressmen including Rep. Silvio Conte,

R-Pittsfield, read in part:

"As the summit approaches we have a

chance to take a simple, eloquent

step. ..This nationwide effort will

demonstrate our yearning for world peace

continued on page 4

AP Laaerphoto

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev and his wife Raisa leave their

plane as they arrive in Geneva for the summit talks, yesterday.

Arms race focus of summit

*Divest 9' case dropped
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

The assistant district attorney for

Hampshire County said he would drop

charges yesterday against the "Divest 9,"

a group of anti-apartheid protesters ar

rested at a sit-in at the University of

Massachusetts last spring.

The group was scheduled to go to trial

on trespassing charges today at Hamp-
shire County Court in Northampton.

Dean Whalen, the prosecuter in the case,

said he would file a "null process," which

indicates his refusal to prosecute the case.

Whalen said the case was dropped "in

the interests of justice and judicial

economy.
"They (the University) have divested

and made their political point," Whalen
said. "The trial would involve a lot of ex-

pense over an issue that has essentially

been mooted."
The trial would have lasted three to five

days, according to Whalen.
The group was among 33 people ar-

rested after they refused to leave Univer

sity Treasvu-er Robert Brand's office while

protesting the University's investments

in companies operating in South Africa.

Twenty-four of the protestors paid court

fees and naa charges dropped against

them. The Divest 9 refused to pay the fees.

The University's Board ofTrustees has

since voted to divest from those

companies.
Marc Kenan, head of the committee

responsible for putting together the

defense for the group, said the group had

been looking forward to the trial because

it would help their case against Univer

sity disciplinary action if they were found

innocent of the criminal chctfges.

"It's especially aggravating, now that

the criminal charges have been dropped,

for the University to be pursuing

disciplinary action," Kenan said. "We had

expert witnesses who would have made
(UMass chancellor) Joe Duffey and the

University look very bad."

Eight of the students arre.sted received

one-year disciplinary probation over the

summer, and Duffey has recently given

written warnings to the Divest 9, Kenan
said.

Associate Dean of Students Robert

Brooks refu.sed to comment on whether

the administration would consider drop-

ping its actions against the students since

the criminal charges have been dropped.

"Until we see exactly what's been decid

ed, we are in no position to respond to it,"

he said.

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
AP-White House Correspondent

GENEVA - Soviet leader Mikhail Gor
bachev joined President Reagan in this

chilly seat of neutrality yesterday, and on

the eve of their summit the superpower

chiefs squared offon "Star Wars," the anti-

missile program that lies at the heart of

lagging efforts to forge a new arms
agreement.
American and Soviet officials were

sharpening their proposals for today's first

session between the 74-year-old Reagan

and Gorbachev — a man 20 years his junior

and still relatively untested in interna-

tional affairs.

Both leaders pledged fidelity to efforts to

end the superpower arms race, but discuss-

ed sharply divergent views on how to

achieve the goal.

Gorbachev said he came to discuss

"primarily the question of what can be

done to stop the unprecedented arms race

which has unfolded in the world and to pre-

vent it from spreading into new spheres."

It was an unmistakable reference to

Reagan's program to develop a defensive

space shield that could bring down nuclear

missiles before they reach their targets.

Reagan, questioned about the Soviet

leaders's statement, told reporters, "We
both must have the same intentions. If he

feels as strongly that way as I do, then we'll

end the arms race."

But he remained determined to search for

a space-based defense, best known as Star

Wars despite his dislike for the term, say-

ing, "Just wait'U he hears my proposal."

Reagan's national security adviser,

Robert C. McFarlane, also defended the

continued on page 5

Scientific thought rapped

J

By CARYN BOWERS
CoUegian Correspondent

A discussion on European
scientific thinking as a

natural science was the

focus of a lecture in the

Campus Center yesterday.

Oxford University's

Alistar Cronibie, a visiting

professor at Smith College,

spoke on "Styles of Scien-

tific Thinking in the Euro-

pean Tradition."

Crombie discussed scien-

tific thinking as a natural

science, in reference to the

formulation of two concep-

tions, causality and formal

proof
Natural science also in-

volves perception through

the senses, he said.

'This brought about a

style of thinking in ..the

whole range of practical

enterprises and is designed

in the mind like a work of

art," Crombie said.

He said this vision of

knowledge (through percep-

tion) and the world is a

specific cultural aspect and
that one must be aware of

change in context when
pointing out these aspects.

"We are ourselves a pro-

duct of a particular part of

culture," Crombie said.

He went to .•^ay that con-

text makes a great deal of

difference when studying

the value of existence and
human activities. Nature

and culture are very much
intertwined and the past

and the present illuminate

one another, he added.

Crombie said common
styles and patterns are

prevalant when considering

scientific thinking.

Another tradition of scien-

tific thinking is the notion

of persuasion. He said that

when scientists are develop-

ing their original thinking,

they have to persuade col-

leagues as well as the

general public.

"Persuasion is just as im-

portant as proof," he said.
"

We are trying to identify

continued on page 3
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UM prof knows sign language, sci-fi 3
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"Bui the more frustrated I became, the more stifl-

ing the air felt, the more / realized I had stopped

thinkinn those very thoughts I was unable to ex-

press."

—UMass student on the USSR, p, 4
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Liquor insurance
for colleges is scarce
BOSTON (AP) - Colleges and univer-

sities faced with a surge in lawsuits

against them are finding they must pay

up to 10 times more than last year for

liability insurance — if they can get it at

all.

"There are just horror stories all over

the place," said William Jacka, president

of Moulton, Allen and Williams Corp. in-

surance brokerage in Birmingham, Ala.

"Most underwriters are just scared of col-

leges and universities because they don't

understand the risks."

At Southeastern Massachusetts Univer-

sity, for ex8unple, the administration con-

verted the campus pub into an ice cream
parlor in March after an insurer refused

to renew the school's liquor liability

coverage.

"We've never had a claim, but it wasn't

worth the risk," said Francis Gordon,

director of auxiliary services for the

5,500-student campus.
The University of Southern California

canceled its earthquake insurance in

January after the premium more than

tripled to $400,000 a year.

"We're rolling the dice," said Alex

Ratka, director of risk management and

insurance for the school, located 30 miles

from the San Andreas fault.

Michigan State University, which now
has general liability insurance to cover

claims of up to $50 million, will be lucky

to get a limit a fifth that high next year,

said Jerre Wsu-d, risk manager for the

44,000-student school.

"When companies are renewing, they

are doing three things: reducing the

coverage, reducing the limits and raising

the price," she said.

The crisis comes after a record-bad year

for the insurance industry, which lost $3.8

billion in 1984, said Barry Walker,

associate vice president of the Chicago-

based Alliance of American Insurers. In-

surers trying to recoup are shying away
from areas where their risk is most
speculative.

Last month, however, consumer ad-

vocate Ralph Nader charged that the in-

surance industry had manufactured the

crisis to get state insurance commis-
sioners to approve higher rates overall

and to induce legislatures to limit

liability.

U.S. and Vietnamese
look for MIA's

Accused hijackers convicted
on illegal explosives charges

HANOI, Vietnam (AP) -
Village children lined the

road yesterday and watched

a gum-chewing U.S. soldier

drive a tractor to the ex-

cavation site at Yen Thuong
village on the outskirts of

Hanoi, where remains of

U.S. airmen may be buried.

In an unprecedented joint

search, American and Viet-

namese military men are to

begin digging today for re-

mains of the airmen, who
the Vietnamese say bombed
their cities 13 years ago.

Workers tore down a brick

kitchen building so Sgt.

Michael Dixon and his

7 ^-ton tractor could enter

the village.

Hundreds of children

gathered as Dixon, wearing

a baseball cap and
Hawaiian print shirt,

jockeyed the tractor to the

village from Hanoi's Noi

Bai International Airport.

Dixon, from Oak Hill, W.
Va., is attached to the 84th

Engineering Battilion at

Schofield, Honolulu.

Air Force Capt. Virginia

Pribyla, spokeswoman for

the U.S. team, said U.S. ex-

perts would use metal detec-

tors to determine where and
how far to dig. After the

tractor clears the upper

layer of earth, workers with

hand shovels will probe for

what the Vietnamese say

may be the wreckage of a

B-52 and the remains of four

crew members, she said.

The 13-member U.S.
military team includes ex-

plosives experts and
specialists in locating and
recovering human remains.

Helping them will be 10

Vietnamese soldiers and
civilians experienced in ex-

cavation work. The opera-

tion is expected to take 10 to

12 days.
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GENOA, Italy (AP) - Four Palestinians

accused of hijacking the Achille Lauro
cruise ship were convicted with a fifth man
yesterday on charges of illegal possession

of arms and explosives.

Three of the defendents said in written

statements read in court that aides to PLO
official Mohammed Abbas delivered the

weapons used in the hijacking. Abbas has
denied this.

The court ordered prison terms ranging
from four to nine years for the five men con-

victed Monday. They face trial at a later

date on charges of kidnapping and of

murdering an American passenger aboard
the Italian cruise liner during the Oct. 7-9

ordeal.

A panel of three judges convicted the five

men after hearing testimony in the morn-
ing. There was no jury. The judges

deliberated for two hours and 20 minutes
before announcing the verdicts.

Dozens of heavily armed police in bullet-

proof vests patrolled the Palace of Justice

and nearby streets during the trial, and
everyone entering the courtroom was sub-

jected to searches by metal detectors and
bomb-sniffing dogs.

The five defendants, in handcuffs and
blue jeans, were brought into the
gymnasium-sized courtroom and divided

among three metal-bsured cages.

They greeted their sentences with an out-

burst of pro-Palestinian chants.

"We will defend with our blood and soul

our country," they chanted in Arabic while

waving victory signs through the bars of

their cages.

The stiffest sentence of nine years plus
a fine of a million lire about $1,700 was
given to Mohammed Issa Abbas, identified

previously as Mohammed Kalef, who was
arrested in Genoa carrying false passports

before the Italian ship began its Mediter-
ranean cruise.
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warm snuggly nightgowns and G

robes, silk longjohn^for women g
and men, undershirts, ft

camisoles, tap pants, teddies, f
body stockings, pantyhose, and

^
much more. §

It 's not too early to think about L

holiday gift buying. i

We have lots of ideas. ^

if

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St. I

Amherst 549-6915 f
M-S 10-5:30, Sun. 12-5:00 8
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IBM Portable PC

$1075.00*

DEMONSTRATION
and
SALE

Nov. 18 through Nov. 21
Display located in Campus Center Concourse

Certified check or money order required

at time of order

This special offer available to

students, staff, and faculty.

Certain restrictions apply

^ see store for details

nassau ^^ /lorida

L^MLIL QJBILD Jj/UEL} gjEO

Sale Hours 10-4

Located in

The Campus
Center

545-2619

^.UNIVERSITY
M^STORE*

^^9 ^^^ ^^0 ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^f ^^^ ^^f ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^P ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^
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COUNCILTRWEL
SERVICES

y» Sft »LgASANT ST AlAHtKJ

ONLY ONE WEEK LEFT
to apply for a Spring

Intersession Internship,

Call today for a

Planning Session

at the University

Internship Program

16 Curry Hicks 5^5-0727.

Last day ofPlanning Sessions ^
is Nov. 26. ^
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% NOW OPEN
Riverboat Village

APARTMENTS, SOUTH HADLEY.
1. 2 or 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BEAUTIFUL MODELS FURNISHED BY CHAP DeLAINES & EPSTEIN FURNITURE CO

•SMimming Pool •Tonnis Court vClub House •Shufflo Board Court

FINANCED BY MHFA
LEASED ON OPtN OCCUPANCY BASIS

,
1 1

»»«liii|S-SiWC4.l» j^'S.

1^ «wo«i'"*«oic»»HO 1 c r

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
10 AM 4 PM

PHONE 532-9461

532 9462

CALL FOR
DIRECTIONS

f Riverboai Village

River Loage RO
so Haoiev. wa oi075

$1 million could be saved
if sludge plant is built

oUegian photo by Scott Maguire

STOP! ITS THAT TIME AGAIN - Pre-registeration counseling

runs until Friday and registeration forms are due Nov. 27. Senior

Peter Cassels, a student counselor (above), prepares for the

onslaught of questions in CASAIC.

By BRIAN D. BLOCK
Collegian Correspondent

The town of Amherst could save $1

million over the next 20 years by building

a new sludge treatment facility plant, ac-

cording to John Donovan, an engineer for

a Boston engineering firm.

Hauling and burying the sludge is ex

pected to cost about $3.9 million over the

next 20 years, Donovan of the Camp
Dresser Mckee Inc., said. He said that com-

posting would only cost an estimated $2.9

million.

The current system of transporting the

sludge from the treatment plant in

Amherst to a landfill area in Belchertown
is becoming too costly and obsolete, said

Stanley Ziomek, Amherst superintendent

of public works.

The proposed sludge composting facility

plant includes building a new 20,000

square-foot plant on town-owned land,

Ziomek said. It would be built next to the

waste water treatment plant just west of

the UMass intramural playing fields.

The plant would cost an estimated $1.4

million to build and an additional $350,000

for a new watering device to ensure proper

treatment of the sludge, Donovan said. He
added that these figures do not take into

account any replacing or servicing of parts

over the 20-year period.

As much as 90 percent of the construc-

tion costs may be reimbursed in the form

of a state grant from the Water Pollution

Control Department (WPC), Ziomek said.

He added that he is confident of obtaining

the grant and he said he has received in-

dications of this should the project be

finalized.

Amherst Town Manager Barry Del

Castilho said several groups including the

Board of Selectmen, the finance committee

and the board of health, will be examining

and speaking on the plant.

"It (plant) will probably be included in

the budget next year and a final vote taken

at town meeting next May," Del Castilho

said.

Should the town meeting vote in favor of

the plant, Ziomek said, then the applica-

tion for the WPC grant can be completed.

Day coordinator, nightly novelist

Geary Gravel
Collegian photo by Scott Maguir

By LISA BABCOCK
Collegian Correspondent

Communicating is a way of life for Geary Gravel. By

day he is one of the co-ordinators of deaf students at the

University of Massachusetts and in his spare time he is

a science fiction novelist.

"I spend a lot of time communicating. Both of the things

that I do are communications," he said. Gravel spends

about 30 hours a week as an interpreter. He has been

working with deaf students since he saw an interpreter

in class eight years ago.
" I was totally fascinated (with sign language). I began

to sit in front of the class and just watch the interpreter.

People began to think that I was the deaf student," he

said.

"The next semester I had a deaf roommate, and it was

sink or swim. We had to communicate ... it really ac-

celerated my learning." Gravel said, adding that sign

language usually takes two years to learn.

A 1972 UMass graduate with a degree in English,

Gravel was returning for a second degree in physics when

he saw the interpreter.

Gravel has his own different way of looking at the world

through what he calls "my universe" — the world that

he created in his novels.

His first novel. The Alchemists, was published in 1982

after 10 years of work. It began in 1972 as a senior honors

paper and grew to 600 pages before Gravel sent it to

Ballantine Books, who agreed to publish it if Gravel could

cut it to about 300 pages.

The book sold 31,000 copies. "I really had nothing to

compare it to," Gravel said with a mixture of shyness and

pride about whether it was successful or not. He said he

was flattered that people he didn't know had bought it

and that it received favorable reviews, one of which was

from a science fiction writer that he admired as a child.

AP Laacrphoto

SEEK ATTENTION — Protesters gather in

Geneva to demand that the the USSR let Jews
emigrate to Israel before the summit. More
summit news on page 4 and 5.

i^H^^Bi continued from page 1i^Crombie
styles of thinking, which involve

or come out of certain intellectual and moral committ-

ments."
Crombie stressed the importance ofthe history of science

and said it has been an integral part of the scientific move-

ment from the start.

Crombie is a graduate in natural science from

Melbourne and Cambridge University. He teaches at Ox-

ford where he has been responsible for introducing the

history of scientific and medical thought into normal

courses.

The lecture was sponsored by the the Institute for Ad

vanced Study in the Humanities at the University of

Massachusetts.

Snowfall causes busy weekend for police

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Two women were pelted with snowballs and assaulted

by three men on the east side of Kennedy Tower, Satur-

day night, the University of Massachusetts police said.

Snowballs were thrown at the two women and then

three men came after them, hit them and stole a bottle

of vodka from them. A man came to their aid after he

heard their cries for help and the three men ran away.

Police said they have a description of the three men.

In other police reports:

A 19-year-old man fell through a plate glass wmdow,

worth over $200, Saturday night on the fifth floor North

lounge of Grayson House, police said.

The man, who was visiting a friend, was involved in a

shoving match with residents during a dorm dance on the

floor. He got into a fight and fell through the window.

Police said "alcohol was involved," although there was

supposed to be none present.

A Domino's Pi2za delivery car received over $2000 m
damages when it was overturned Saturday night outside

of John Quincy Adams Tower, police said

There was a "mob shouting, cheering and throwing

snowballs," police said. The delivery person was in the

tower delivering a pizza.

A man received minor bruises and a chipped tooth when

he was attacked late Saturday night in parking lot 43.

The man observed his assailant pouring beer on his car,

he ran after him and was punched. The assailant got in

iiis car and drove dowq §oixt^brid^e Road throwing ^ey

at pedestrians, police said.

A student received a bruise on his cheek late Saturday

night when he was assulted in his room on the first floor

of Greenough House. A man in his 20's came into his room

looking for a shirt and when he left he tried to take a drvim

stand. The man returned shortly afterward and took an

apple from the student and hit him, police said.

An unidentified man was taken into protective custody

Saturday night in Kennedy Tower. Police answered a call,

to break up a fight in the tower and found the man who
was allegedly drunk. Police said "he was stumbling and

had to be supported by the officers." He was taken to the

police station where he began to vomit and was conse-

quently taken to Cooley-Dickinson Hospital in Northamp-

ton, police said.

Two women were iiyured Friday night on the corner of

University Drive and the access road to lot 21.

The driver of a 1979 Datsun, which received over $2000

in damages, was cited for failure to grant the right of way

when he pulled out of the parking lot from the wrong lane

and hit a 1979 Ford truck belonging to Amherst Towing.

The Ford received over $1000 in damages.

The driver of the Datsun, a 20-year-old man, did not see

the truck because it was passing a car which was turn-

ing into the parking lot.

The two women, passengers in the Datsun, said they

would see their personal physicians, police said.

A 21 -year-old student was arrested for driving under the

influence of alcohol, passing on double solid lines and driv-

ing a vehicle without authority of the owner, late Friday

night on North Pleasant Street, police said.

Police removed two dogs from a pen in the Stockbridge

Sheep Barn late Friday night. The dogs were brought to

the pound, police said.

Four window blinds valued at $370 were reported stolen

from Machmer Hall Friday morning. They were taken

sometime since Wednesday, police said.

Four wire wheel covers valued at $400 were reported

stolen Friday morning from a car parked in lot 22, police

.said.

A 10-speed bicycle was reported stolen Sunday evening

from a bike rack between Hamlin and Knowlton Houses.

It was locked and chained, police said.

Ten minors were charged with being in possession of

alcohol this weekend in seperate incidents, police said.

War film to be shown
The award winning documentary 'Witness to War' will

be shown at 7:30 p.m. tonight in Campus Center Room
162.

The 30 minute film tells the story of Dr. Charles

Clements and his journey from Air Force pilot in Viet-

nam to pacifist doctor behind the lines in rebel El Salvador

in 1982.

Discussion aft«r the film will be led by Doug Calvin,

UMass student and regional coordinator for NECAN (New

England Central America Network) and Patrick Sullivan,

member of the Faculty and Staff for Peace in Central

America.
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The Summit
A traveler's perspective on the USSR
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By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

It was mid-evening when my plane landed in Moscow. I smiled to myself as the

words 'Nu, vot Moskva (V/ell, so this is Moscow) ran through my head; they were

from the first lesson in my beginning Russian textbook in 10th grade. The first thing

I noticed was the soldiers - or militia, I wasn't sure which - stationed around the

airport, ensuring. I thought, that anyone who wasn't supposed to leave the country

tried to escape. I went through customs, where a serious, handsome young man

scrutinized only my book collection (someone else was body searched) but perused

every page of my Vogue magazine of June. 1983. Then we - 60 American students

- piled on to a rickety old bus that would take us to the Pushkin Institute ofRussian

Language, our summer home. * • **********
People are often surprised -- and fascinated -- to learn I have spent some time in

the Soviet Union. But answering their inevitable inquiry ("How was it? ) isn t like

describing a week in Fort Lauderdale. Those who are really interested persist tor

a synopsis of my experience -- which in itself can be quite lengthy -while I feel

I'm cheating those who don't with a "Well, it was quite an experience reply. The

Soviet Union is not a country most Americans aspire to visit one day, but at the

same time, curiosity is rampant about what life is really like there.********
It was a humid, almost stifling, July afternoon. Classes ended at 2 p.m. daily, and

usually we spent our free time wandering around the city, meeting people, shopping

visiting museums and landmarks - trying to make the most of our short, six-week

stay. But today I needed a break. I was feeling overwhelmed and a little homesick.

It was time for some reflections on my experience so far.

But that wasn't as easy as it might sound. According to our American program

advisers, our rooms were bugged, our diaries were subject to confiscation by the

"maids" and others who stopped by our rooms when we weren t there, and our let-

ters had to pass through censors before leaving the country. Seeking privacy by tak-

ing a stroll was also quite difficult - time and time again, I had settled on a park

bench to record some observations only to be approached by some congenial young

males wondering why I was alone; today, I was not up to making new friends or try-

ing to answer the inevitable question "Is life really better in America one more time

But the more frustrated I became, the more stifling the air felt, the more I realized

I had stopped thinkng those very thoughts I was unable to express.

^It scared me.

Objective observations of Soviet society are hard to come by. Being an American

in Moscow means getting special treatment: Access to hard currency stores, where

items not available to the general public are easily found, being stared at because

of the way you dress; having to ponder the motives of every Soviet you meet, as

^S^ TIPS

'^ON PRE-REGISTRATION
Beginning on Monday, November 18th, the counseling

period and pre-registration begins. Complete pre-

registration forms are due at the Registrars office in 213

Whitmore on Wednesday, November 17th.

For information to help make the process a smooth one

for you, call:

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE
545-1540

Ask for tapes by number

1020 Changing Your Major

1009 Credit Load

1409 Finding or Changing Your Academic Advisor

2031 Graduation Requirements

1032 The Pass/ Fail Option

For a complete listing of information tapes come by our

office in 227 Whitmore.

loa sao-ir^ar
TIPS 0«5 tKt'iU

A service of the Dean of Students Office

contact with foreigners is widely discouraged and those willing to risk possible in-

terrogation by the KGB are either naive, reckless, or want something from you.

And thus, real friendship becomes difficult; the simple interaction of people from

different societies becomes clouded by suspicion even as it seems bonds are being

formed, secrets shared, insights into the mindset of another people developed.********
/ met him buying records one day in Melodia, a store on the commercial Kalinin

Prospect downtown. Sasha was a student; his father, he said, was a diplomat ofsorts.

He escorted me around town that afternoon, telling me about the various sites we

^IZasn't the first American in our study group to meet Sasha, I later found out;

he had also befriended one of my roommates. Our last full day m the city, he took

both of us out for dinner and after a few pitchers of beer, we went to find Brezhnev s

old apartment. (A decent, brownstone-type building in a nice but ordinary

neighborhood, set apart from the others by only a plaque on its exterior honoring its

former resident.) Then Sasha accompanied us home, and as my roommate and I

lingered outside in the warm summer dusk, we noticed our Soviet friend being whisked

away in a black (official) car.
r j i «

This in itselfmay not have been cause for outright suspicion (the son ofa diplomat

could conceivably have access to his father's chauffeur service), but there were other

things Like the way one Soviet student was detained and questioned by authorities

when caught in our foreigners-only dormitory, while Sasha, who was also observed

there that day, was not. And the way he insisted on stopping off at Melodia en route

to the restaurant that last evening, where he spent nearly a halfhour as we Americans

waited outside; during this period, a pair ofrather dubious looking tourists insisted

on taking our picture. Maybe it was all coincidence. But maybe it was not.*********
Also to be considered is the inherent bias of an American traveling in a foreign

land. Things are evaluated by comparison with what one has at home, and consider-

ing the American standard of living, many societies can look dismal. Then there

are the stereotypes those reared with constitutional rights and freedoms have about

the system and people of an authoritarian regime - stereotypes one seeks to verify

or prove inaccurate once on that foreign soil.

1 need not elaborate here on Soviet anti-Semitism, political indoctrination, human

rights violations - all of which I was exposed to, all of which I "verified." What

is worthy to point out is the fact that these phenomena are a part of Soviet life,

of the way the system works, and that no matter how much they may bother people

inside, they are accepted - or denied. For the Soviet people, this is their system,

and they have to live with it; many people, too, lack no sense of native pride. While

things could be better in many ways, their closed media provide little basis for com-

r"'°"-*********
The plane ride home was long. Not just in time but in dimension; traveling half

way across the world, I was approaching a completely different civilization, notjust

locale. As I reveled in my thoughts of expectations versus impressions of my trip, a

group of tourists conversed nearby.

"The food," gasped one woman from Detroit. "I barely ate a thing the whole two

weeks. How could they expect us to eat that crap." I frowned, remembering how I

was nauseated for two days in Leningrad from eating the rich hotel food - lots of

meat, mostly, and available only to tourists - that had been absent from my diet for

six weeks. My first meal there had seemed like a feast.

"Everything was so gloomy, really depressing," she went on, as I realized she was

seeking confirmation from me. "What a wasted vacation - I'll never go back there."

I held my tongue from suggesting that she visit Beverly Hills next time as I inform-

ed her I had been in this uncultured, inhuman nation for seven weeks. I had found

the people friendly - though overwhelmingly terrified ofReagan - and good-hearted;

the culture quite fascinating, and the system - while oppressive - an experience that^

made the whole trip worthwhile. "But you'd never return there," she interjected. "Yes,
"

/ smiled. "I would.

"

CollFi^an photo hy I)rr>'k Kohtrtx

A young boy stands before other community members who
gathered at the Amherst town common late yesterday for a vigil

against the continuation of the arms race. Similar vigils were held

throughout the state.

i^ vigil (•(intinurd from page 1

and for a summit that genuinely produces

greater understanding and cooperation bet-

ween the U.S. and the U.S.S.R."

Donlan said she hopes the light-burning

. will increase awareness about the poten-

tial hazard of nuclear weapons.

"U can raise awareness su-ound the basic

issue of survival and the danger of nuclear

war," she said. "Candlelight can be a

powerful political symbol."

The Summit
The face-off
begins today
continued from page 1

Star Wars research program, telling

reporters "the Soviet Union has driven us

to this" by building up its own offensive

nuclear arsenal and conducting a defensive

research program of its own.
The Soviet Union, he said, "could not

reasonable expect any country to stand by

idly and watch" while Moscow pursued a

program of their own.

In a ne development yesterday, a Soviet

official traced a possible Kremlin proposal

to break the impasse on space weapons by

establishing a joint scientific panel for

superpower intellectuals to consider "Star

Wars" issues together.

The official, who spoke on condition of

anonymity, said he did not know whether

Gorbachev might actually raise such a pro-

posal to Reagan. But the sourse said that

in Gorbachev's pre-summit preparations on

Star Wars, "the role of scientists was very

important."

Official Soviet arguments, however,

weren't presented yesterday at the inter-

national press center in Geneva, where
thousands of journalists have gathered to

cover the first superpower summit six

years.

The Soviet Foreign Ministry spokesman
walked out of a news briefing there after

being interrupted by a recent Soviet emigre

who sought to challenge the Kremlin's

human rights policies.

Irina Grivnina, who raised a similar pro-

test on Sunday, stood up as the crowded

news conference was about to start and ac-

cused the Soviet Union of massive human
rights violations.

Kremlin spokesman Vladimir Lomeiko.

asked the woman several times to be quiet,

but when she continued to talk for several

minutes to journalists surrounding her,

Lomeiko picked up his papers and left the

room, saying the journalists seemed more

World views
summit with
anticipation

By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

When Mikhail Gorbachev and Ronald

Reagan meet by the shores of Lake Geneva

today, they will already have achieved a

goal that has eluded their nations for more

than six years. But coming out of their

rhetorical corners for face-to-face dialogue

is not a sure preface to arms agreement bet-

ween the world superpowers, as the world

seems acutely aware. ^^^

The superpower leaders meet
time in six years.

interested in talking to Grivnina than to

hearing him.

He later resumed his briefing in another

room with only a fraction of the reporters

present, but it was a setback for the un-

precedented Soviet publicity campaign

whose sophistication has surprised long-

time observers of Kremlin operations.

"We both must have the same inten-

tions. If he feels as strongly that way
as I do, then we'll end the arms race.

"

—President Reagan

Reagan and Gorbachev, whose formal ti-

tle is general secretary of the Soviet Com-
munist Party, begin their four two-hour for-

mal discussions with a 15-minute tete-a-

AP Laserphoto

today for a tete-a-tete for the first

tete with only thfeir interpreters present

this morning in a small room at the Villa

Fleur d'Eau, the lakeside mansion selected

by the Americans for the first day of talks

at which Reagan will play host.

Presidential spokesman Larry Speakes

said that after their chat the two men
would walk to an admoining room where

they will sit down across from each othe at

a large oval table, joined by six advisers

from each side.

The spokesman disclosed that he and his

Soviet counterpart, Leonid Zamyatin, have

met and discussed what would be said

publicly at the end of each day of private

meetings. And although he said there was

no formal agreement not to engage in a

"briefing war," both sides plan to give on-

ly a general overview of what was discuss-

ed in each meeting.

COLD WAR CHRONOLOGY

1946-48: Communism spreads through East Europe

1947: Truman Doctrine. Marshall Plan

1948: Western allies establish West Germany. Western

airlift to Soviet-blockaded West Berlin

1949: Soviets test atom bomb, Communist victory in China. NATOestablished

Truman Stalin

1950-53: Korean War
1954: US rejects Indochina peace agreement
1955: Warsaw Pact formed
1958: Revolts put down in Poland. Hungary

1958: US troops back pro-West government in Lebanon

Eisenhower
Khrushchev

Kennedy

1981: Cuba crushes US-sponsored invasion, Berlin Wall erected

1982: Cuban missile crisis

1983: Superpowers sign test ban treaty

1985: US troops intervene in Dominican Republic, US escalates

intervention in Vietnam

1988: Warsaw Pact troops end Czech liberalization

1989: Soviet-Chinese border clashes Khrushchev

1972: Superpower agreement on limiting nuclear arms

1975: Communist victory in Vietnam, Soviet-Cuban intervention in

Angola. Helsinki accords on European security

1979: US and China establish diplomatic relations, Soviet

troops intervene in Afghan War

Nixon
Brezhnev

1980: US Senate scuttles SALT II arms treaty

1981: Solidarity movement suppressed m Poland

1982*83: US intervenes aqamsl Marxist governments m

Nicaragua and Grenada

1983-85: Soviets break off. later resume arms control talks

Bv The Associated Pruii

News Analysis

Retgan
Gorbachev

Though both leaders have powerful

reasons to come to an agreement on arms,

each enters the talks amid skepticism of

stumbling blocks such as the lack of clear

pre-summit guidelines and Reagan's un-

wavering stance on development of space

weapons. If both fail to take the summit

beyond a get-acquainted session, they will

have missed an opportunity to achieve per-

sonal goals and may spawn bitter

demonstrations from a doubtful world.

For Reagan, perceived success in Geneva

means a step toward his desired position

in history as a peacemaker, and the

quieting of political opponents at home.

"If he doesn't come up with anything,

Reagan will have a huge peace movement
like you've never seen before," says UMass
professor and Soviet specialist Karl

Ryavec.
More seriously, according to one arms

control specialist at UMass, failure at the

summit will lead to a push for European

de-alignment from the superpowers.

"If this is a sure failure, you're going to

see a revitalization of the European peace

movement, a third force," says James

Derderian, assistant professor of political

science.

For Gorbachev, reduction of the bilateral

arms build-up will help achieve his goal of

strengthening the Soviet economy, and the

media image that will result could help the

new leader to consolidate his power.

If Gorbachev fails to decelerate the arms

race, he "will have to make the military

much more important than before," tying

up national resources that could be used to

reinvigorate the economy, Ryavec said.

But moving toward agreement in Geneva

requires surmounting Reagan administra-

tion discord over summit strategy and over

coming a summit agenda less patterned

than those followed by U.S. and Soviet

leaders in the previous five summits.

Disagreement over the best Reagan

stance at the summit has surfaced in the

release to the press of a letter from

Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinburger

advising Reagan against agreeing to

several arms positions. The Soviet Union

has described the incident as an attempt

to sabotage the process of arms control.

Seen as perhaps the largest obstacle to

reaching arms accord is Reagan's stiff posi-

tion on development of the Strategic

Defense Initiative, or "Star Wars", which

the Soviets perceive to be in violation of the

Antiballistic Missile Treaty of 1972.

"The Soviets have entrenched

themselves in Star Wars. If the Americans

do not bend on this, I don't see anything

but a series of small agreements (at

Geneva)," Ryavec said.

Eliminating the Star Wars barrier to ac-

cord depends upon the ability and desire

of Reagan and Gorbachev to affirm that the

ABM treaty permits research, and to agree

on a point at which to separate research

from development banned under the treaty.

"What will determine success or failure

is the perceived U.S. technological advan-

tage in Star Wars." Derderian said.

But successful dialogue between the two

world leaders perhaps iiiohI able to

negotiate peace hinges largely on the com-

patablity of personalities and their ability

to put aside fundamental political dif

ferences. At its worst, the .summit will pro-

vide a hint of the direction in which the

world is moving.

I
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ASSISTANT
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER

NEEDED AT THE
Collegian

Great Pay, need mornings free

Apply at the Collegian Office

at 113 Campus Center

Monday-Thursday 8:45-3:45,

Fridays 8:45-2:30

RENT/\NRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Var.s Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

I

Change your
tires NOW . . .

per pair

II
^^L Alignment and

^^P balancing

available

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd No Amhersl. MA

549-4704

VOTED BEST DINNER
UNDER $4

and BEST NACHOS
in the best of the valley poll 1985

SAVINGS OF 50%

In our Historic Stone Mill

WARE SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY STORE
Women's Cashmere and All Wool Coats

Introducing: Coats, Pea Coats and Rainwear by Evan Picone

Petite - Regular and Half Sizes

WARE SHOE OUTLET
All Leather Shoes -

Nickels, Jazz and Paloma

Merchandise sold only

in fine stores and better catalogs

-,»' ~
- jSS'SS^**!!^-*!^-

i!«s:..»<w^^jijSv( jv

INDUSTRIES YARD ,«„,„„.„„„. uMa.,

Ware, Massachusetts on Route si

Hours: Weekday - 9-4:30; Saturdays - 9-1

/^

i€Lll01

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON
,. CfNTER ST

584 0673
Bring Your Own
Bet' or Wine

AMHERST
4 1 BOLTWOOD WALK
2^0 8? 17

Beer i Wine
Served

SPRINGFIELD
749 SUMNER AVF

788 0919
Bring Your Own
Beer or Wine

\1

What if

you dorit get

into the
grad school

ofyour choice?

Of course, you may get into

another school, but why settle?

Prepare for the LSAT. GMAT.
GRE. MCAT or any grad school

entrance exam with the best test

prep organization— Stanley H
Kaplan.

Pbr nearty 50 years, Kaplans
tesJ-taking techruques have pre-

pitreri over 1 rruUion students for

admission aiKl licensing ttits of
ail kinds So call. Why go to just

any grad school, when you
can go to the nght one" >TI!^^'

KAPLAN
SIANlfYrl ltA«AN£OOCAflCWJ*l :FfJTP:'D

The waU's leading

test prep organizatjon

e

workshop on

Sexual Violence

on College Campuses
• date rape • sexual harassment

Tues. Nov. 19 7:30-10 pm
in Southwest Women's Center

MacKimmie

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

FREE TACO BAR
MON & TUES NIGHT

9 — till it lasts

NOVEMBER BEER SPECIAL
Heineken

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

»*i/^-

ml-^

Intersession

Classes

Enrolling Now
MCAT, GMAT
GRE, LSAT

Take advantage
of our

FREE
SPEEDREADING

LESSON
at your convenience

University
Travel & Tours, Inc.

Winter & Thanksgiving Break
2 weeks around sunny Greece B days to Montreal

$699 ^199

14 different programs around Europe 3 days to Boston

$999 ^99

Prices include air flights, hotel accommodations,

breakfast, transportation to and from airports and

hotels, and much more.

Includes: transportation, hotel accommodations,

breakfast, sightseeing tour, tips and all taxes.

For Information Call:

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.

225 Main St. Northampton
(413) 684-9913

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of \he individual writer or cartoonist and do not
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Rhetoric not impressive
If I were asked to describe Pioneer Valley

activists in one word, I would probably

choose the word "rhetoric." While I agree

with some of the local causes, hearing

about "awareness and educating the

public" has begun to wear a little thin.

Before we start endorsing national solu-

tions to problems, I'd like to see a few local

models that work. In fact, I'd like to see an

example of political education that was

worthy of the name for once.

There is no lack of political education on

this campus. Between the rallies at the Stu-

dent Union, the bull sessions in the dorms
and the auiiicles/columns in the Collegian,

we all ought to be enlightened sometime
during our degree years. Initially, it was
all new to me, but the statistics are warm-
ed over now, and I have difficulty finding

an original thought on issues among most

students I talk to. I'm amazed at the

number of people who presume to be

authorities on the basis of a half-dozen

slogans about nuclear war or chemical

waste or women's rights.

The depth missing among those doing the

"educating" has been substituted by

manipulation and propaganda. While the

faculty have for the most part maintained

an atmosphere of tolerance and dialogue

within the classroom, outside the classroom

I've been subjected to crowd peer pressure,

shouted do'vn, and accused of evil motives

by fellow students. I believe abortion is

wrong, so I'm told I hate women. I believe

homosexuality is an abomination, so I'm

called homophobic. I was bom (through no

fault of my own) with a gender and a race,

so I'm labelled a white, male capitalist ex-

ploiter. Is this an exchange of ideas or is

this manipulation? I wonder what kind of

an education it is that can't stand up to pro-

bing questions.

My guess is that it is a political agenda

without hvunility, impatient for power. On-

ly rarely have I met activists without

adversarial attitudes. One in particular

qualified himself in environmental

Rusty Denton

Letters

Illustration absurd, inaccurate

Executive Board—Fall 1985 1

Larry Bouchie

Editorial Editor

Dode 8. Levenson
Editor in Chief

Peter Soderberg

Production Manager

Anne McCrory
Managing Editor

Elizabeth Young
Business Manager

Sherry Sharfman
Business Manager

Board of Editors—Fall 1985
Dode B Levenson

Editor in Chi«t

Anne McCrory

Managing Editor

Renee Bacher
Arts Editor

Peter Abrahann

Sports Editor

Derek Roberts

Ptrato Editor

Tom Mtddleton

Naws Editor

Bethanne Moslcov

Women's Issue Editor

Larry Bouctti*

Editorial EdHor

Kimboriy Burge

Blacl( Affairs Editor

analytical chemistry after being moved by

the high incidence of cancer among
asbestos workers. I was really impressed

by his humility in seeking to learn from

those he disagreed with.

More than that, I was impressed by his

dedication to a career with no limelight, no

dramatic news briefs for the rest of his life.

I think he understood that good civil solu-

tions often require enduring personal

sacrifices. He had the kind of humility and

dedication most activists only pretend to,

as they become more self-righteous with

every new fact and good deed.

I hope that my own dedication and

humility are no less than that chemist's

although my goal are not the same. I am
committed to expressing the love and

righteousness of Jesus Christ in my com-

munity; and committed to whatever civil

causes which that leads me into. On occa-

sion, that has meant having street people

in my home as honored guests. Some have

been insane, some have smelled, some have

been thoughtful, some have been gay. I

don't hand out questionnaires at the door

or preach before meals. I've given the coat

offmy back in December, and I've given my
clothes, my money, and my furniture at

other times. Since I don't believe in abor-

tion, my home is open to any pregnant

woman who needs help. I care about pover-

ty, having survived on free beans or cheap

oatmeal myself Nevertheless, many in

the Valley seek to "educate' me and those

like me in how to care about the oppress

ed. When I consider all the needy and

down-trodden in these parts who never

receive a personal touch from those "ad-

vocating" on their behalf, I say that it's

rhetoric, just rhetoric. Those of us who care

are not impressed.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

This letter is a response to the absurd and

inaccurate political illustration printed in

Monday's issue of the Collegian. This car-

toon, by commuter senator Joel Stanley, is

a typical example of the ignorant stereotyp-

ing of Southwest by certain factions of the

senate.

The new undergraduate senators are in-

dividuals who vote responsibly to serve

their constituents. It is not surprising that,

like Bill Collins, we vote for student ac-

tivities and against administrative

nonsense. We feel that students pay the ac-

tivities fee for themselves, not to further

the administration's goals. We are not

voting for or against Bill Collins, we are

voting in the interest of students. Not on-

ly does this cartoon insult the new

undergraduate senators, it reflects the

"personal arguements" that are hamper-

ing the senate this semester. By using Bill

Collins as a scapegoat to explain why the

senate is voting the way it is, is going too

far. If senator Stanley spent more time

dealing with real student issues and less

time doodling personal digs, we would all

benefit.

Mary Rita Kropp
Scott Allan

Lynne M. Murphy
Southwest

If

Summit and compromise
Every six minutes we could be blown up.

Six minutes is all the time it will take to

start and finish a nuclear war. This is what

the escalation of the arms race has led to.

Nervous? Think about it . . . every six

minutes.

Today, Reagan and Gorbachev will begin

discussion of this escalation. These leaders,

our leaders, need to recognize the urgent

necessity of arms control. There must be

an honest desire to compromise and a will-

ingness to uphold a just arms agreement.

We, as citizens, are responsible for our

leaders' conunitment to arms reduction and

we must therefore support the Geneva

Summit and demand that an agreement be

reached.

The only way that Reagan will seriously

negotiate for an arms reduction is through

pressure from the people. The fact that our

government is able to increase "efense

spending at the expense of program .s for af-

firmative action, job training, and services

to the elderly is a manifestation of ..ow lit-

tle the people of this country care about the

militarization of the economy and the

escalation of the arms race. Thus, Reagan's

involvement in the Geneva Summit seems

superfluous, considering that in Defember,

the month immediately following ine con-

ference, three submarines, one of which is

a Trident costing over $2 billion, are being

launched in Groton, Conn.

Trident submarines are the mos* lethal

weapon the United States now produces

and we have at least ten of them. Ench Tri-

dent contains 24 D-5 missiles and every D-5

carries eight to ten warheads, a single

warhead having 35 times the destructive

capacity of the bomb dropped on Hir j.shima

bomb. Thus, each Trident submarine

70,000 times more powerful than the

Hiroshima bomb. Additionally, the Navy

Hamel/Lockwood

already posses 31 Poseidon submarines, 15

of which are always in the water, ready.

Each Poseidon has 160 to 224 independent-

ly targeted warheads. Although there are

only 218 cities with a population of over

100,000 in the Soviet Union, we essential-

ly have over 6,200 Poseidon warheads with

which to annihilate Russia - overkill - and

it only takes six minutes. Twelve Poseidon

submarines have also been refitted to "ac-

commodate" D-5 missiles. The oceans of

this world are infested with killing

machines, machines that are proliferating

at a frightening rate and are further

escalating the arms race.

Is this an acceptable expenditure of

money? Since the Navy already has 31

Poseidon submarines containing over 6,000

warheads with which to keep us "safe,"

why do we need Trident submarines? At a

cost of over $2 billion apiece, they reduce

the monies available to necessary social

services and instead of "securing" the

United States, assure mutual destruction

through the escalation of the arms race.

Therefore, we must demand that an arms

agreement be reached in Geneva, in order

to avert this destruction, and we must also

protest the continued launchings of Trident

submarines. UMass Peacemakers, in con-

junction with the Trident Nine Coalition,

is organizing rallies around the December
launchings. We need your support and com-

mitment. Do you have the time?

Remember, it only takes six minutes.

Dawn Hamel and Becky Lockwood are

members of the UMass Peacemakers.

Letters

Proposed location inappropriate
I am writing in response to an article ap-

pearing on the front page of the Nov. 14

issue of the Collegian pertaining to the

building of a new sports arena for the

University. I was insulted and angered

when I read that one of the proposed sites

for the arena was the location of some

"barns" near the Boyden playing fields.

Those group of barns do have a name,

known by every UMass and Stockbridge

Animal Science student. They are called

the Youngstock barns. Those barns serve

both as a teaching facility and a research

facility for a great number of people, in-

cluding me. Tearing them down would be

a great loss. Moving the animal facilities

would disrupt many on going projects and

all the hard work that was put into them.

This University was founded as an

agricultural college in 1863, and it is still

very much an agricultural school.

There is plenty of room to build the arena

down by the football stadium - with much
mure space foi pai king. I am an avid sports

fan, but I think we should start getting our

priorities straight.

John Carroll
Sylvan

*
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CHANCELLORS
LECTURE SERIES
I 8 5-19

VlRCilNlA A. BEAl,
Dipmment of EoodSnemv ami Sutntion

THE CHALLENGE OF
NUTRITION

Whv is the public lx)nihardcd by

conriictiriK nutrition information? Why cannot nutritional

scientists afjree aliout dietary recommendations? Docs f(x)d

intake in childlKKxi affect adult health and lon^jevity? !)<x:s a fat

child lx;come a fat adult? ! low much do u e reallv know

alxHit himian nutrition?

N()\ KMBKR 21, 1985 • « PM • MKMORLVL HALL
iNivKRsriT OF M/VssA(:HUsi:rrs ai amhlrst

Free and oixm to all • Refreshments to follow lecture

MILLER ROCK SERIES
presents

THIS THURSDAY NOV 21st!
is your chance to see

"The Incomparable Musician"

'The Genius'

The Legend

RAY CHARLES

also The Raelettes

and THE RAY CHARLES ORCHESTRA
Two Big Shows at 6:30 and 9:30

Tix in advance $12.50 and $15.50

Tickets available at Datatix Outlets

on campus at the Fine Arts Center Box Office

off campus at Stop and Shop and Main St Rec's Northampton

/0 nm sjKin hbiiihiihpioh. Mi. iismiui

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA

FELLOWSHIPS FOR

GRADUATE STUDY DURING

1986 - 87

^1/^
:^^

X OO

-^^

The National Council of Alpha

Lambda Delta announces that fourteen

fellowships for graduate study will be

awarded for use during the 1986-87

academic year. The amount of each

fellowship is $3,000. Applicants will be

judged on academic record, recommen-

dations submitted, the soundness of the

proposed project and its purpose, and

financial need.

Any member of Alpha Lambda

Delta graduating with a cimiulative

average of 3.50 is eligible. Graduating

seniors may apply if they have achieved

this average at the end of the first

semester of this year.

Application blanks can be obtained

at the Dean of Students Office, 227

Whitmore from Ms. Gladys Rodriquez,

Assistant Dean of Students, Chapter

Advisor.

Deadline is January 15, 1986

UNinO TECHNOIONES
IS lOOKING FOR ANOTHER VOUA

Wc wouldn'r ask you to create a battery t^ut oi

layers of copper and zinc and cardK)ard soaked

in saltwater. Our laboratories are mv)rc advanced

than that. In fact, they're anions the best-

equipped in the vvt)rld.

All we ask is that first-rate training yiui've had.

and your restless, unsatisfied, curious nund that

would wtmder how to store an electric charge.

Lon^ before anyone knows what to d(^ with one.

That's what we need hom you. Wli.it y^u

need fn)ni us is opportunity. The chance to take

chances. The worldwide scope ot United

TechrmloKies, its elevators and aircraft engines,

spacesuits and si Ik on waters, helicopters and

heat pumps.

A place to ^row in, with all the rewards that

^o with growth, and the companv I't 12,000

other ent^ineers in all positions. We speak your

lan^ua^e.

Shouldn't you take your inquinnK minJ to the

campus placemerit office and inquire.' Or write

foi more information and a reprint of this ad to

United Technologies, P.O. l^)x \M'), Hartford,

CT 06143.

I niitJ Ti-i liiii ill >i;u-- nu-.ms

I'r lit ijy Wliinii'S, I l.iTnilii'ii

~-r,iTKl,iril I. 'lis, ( ,iirnr,

Auliiinntivi- I itoiip, I llMi J

t iriKT, Nnrikii. I licinit.il

'^^^ll^l^. tssrn, Sikiirsks

,iikI \ iiiii'J Uihiii'loun's

K^^^^ltl h f iiitii

An ftju li .i|i.'riiiiul\

cmfiKi'ii'i

UNITED „^TECHNOLOGIES
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PERSONAL COMPUTING
FOR THE LIBERAL ARTS
Math 1970 MWF2:30

• For Freshmen & Sophomore nonscience majors

• No prerequisites

Learn elementary programming
• Learn basic quantKative analysis

• Applications to real public policy problems:

economics, the environment, public health,

consumer issues, taxes

• Information: Prof. Frank Wattenberg, 5-0984

BB

AUGIES TOBACCO SHOP
"th« Tobacco and Magazine Shop of Amher»t'

108 North Ptaaunt St., Amhartt
- Western Union Agent -

Complete Unas of:

Pipai h Pip* AccaMonw
TotMCCO -

impOftsd/domMCic for pip* or cagaraltM

CigaratlM -

knportad/domwtic lindudtng IndonMian dove)

Full rang* of domaattc b icnportad cigar*

Maga»n*i, P*p*rtaciis ft Monarch ry>M*

N*«v*p*p*r*. Ma** Slat* Umw
CarMty artd turtdry itwn*. Ma** *ouv*rws

No*/ f—tumg Gourmtt Coffti tt T—s
- Naw EnglarK) T*»*phoo* Aganl -

253-7896

StKtehYourSkiingDonar With

rela* itai's Sbattos Ftountaiii

l^ilooiMMtgllM and lift IkiMA bmii $2»*M

3. jmSfHroiMpiliWEli «^ 1986

Sthilion

Peter Pan Bus Lines and Straiten Mountain are offering a special

ski package this season. . .a way to further stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiing fun.

Anival at Stratton Mt.: 9:00 a.m. • Leave Stratton Mt.; 4:50 p.m.

Peter Pan s Stratton Mountain Express round-trip service is

available Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.

Package loclHdes:

Round-trip transportation and a day's lift ticket for Just $25.00

Tuesday, Thursday and $27.00 on Sunday. . . less than you d pay

for a lift ticket alonel A great value to stretch your skiing dollar

and your skiing fun. Advanced reservations only.

Tickets available at all local college campuses and at the Peter

Pan Bus Lines Atlantic City Office. Tor further information on

pick up points and reservations. .

.

Contact: The People Professionals

Hk£mi:HonBumLinmm,Inc.
1776 Main St., P.O. Box 1776

Springneld. NA • 781 2900 Cxt. 255

MA Toll Pree 1-800-552-8995

^ \iA%tt\

America Xeeds
A Hero Fbr Every Age*

Kn mi the Ke\ > ilutii num U ;ir *.
> the \V;ir m

Viet N.im. in nalxiiiiil m^es .iiul iiiittit.il dis;i>It<rs.

the N;ilniii,il ("iiiini h.is .ilw.i\~ Ixcii n';i(i\ when
.\ment .1 ivillcd

T'lclriv i> iii'iiiffen 111 iluCuaKl ^lill needs

the kmcloiiH'"|)le whcknuw pe.ue.ind freednni

(Ir)n't ( nine iheap Whu are willini: In -ImiuI up

anei Im- inunted \\ hen the ihipv ,in- d"w

n

If yiiu'renneiil iheni-aiid 'M'

davs a inunth and Iwn ^^^•ek^ a .
^ -i m

s(imelhinKiini)«)n.inl • ' ,m\

iheck and s4inK' pivii ':i - Aattini;

|..t -.1^^

v^hensiail.KiK ir. Hit- imnnr

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

586-4110

IOO»/o

FREE TUITION
If * t * *

National Cuaid

To «f>y MaiMchuwttt

Fundad Collag* or UrMvcniry

Board of Governors

ATTENTION
All RSO and Student Coops

the 85/86 Recommendations for

Student Space in the CC/SU
are posted outside of

Room 817 (Campus Center)

All questions should be directed to

Space Allocation/EDO Coordinator

ARTS
Immediate Family portrays
a sensitive account of death
By SUSAN GOODSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

When the lights went
down on Immediate Family

playing at the East Street

Dance Studio in Hadley,

Saturday night, there was
no applause, just the silence

of an audience holding back

tears.

Immediate Family stars

Iris Bloom who sensitively

portrays an aging postal

clerk whose lover of many
years is in a coma. We move
with her through denial,

bargaining, anger, and
finally acceptance in a pro-

cess which rings true for

everyone faced with the

death of a loved one. Bloom
plays the character of

Virginia with such humor
and optimism that her

moments of grief come
almost as a surprise.

Yet there are many sur-

prises in Immediate Fami-

ly.One is that a play about

dying can be so funny.

Playwright Terry Baum has

written a death-watch
monologue which keeps us

smiling without any
sacrifice of depth. At one

point Virginia hides behind

the hospital bed to escape

discovery by the head nurse

who turns her out each

evening. She crouches as

she whispers to her lover.

"It would be just like you to

come out of this coma right

now just so you could give

me away and embarrass
me." The warmth which in-

fuses their relationship is

welcome in contemporary
theatre which for too long

has preoccupied itself with

alienated people unable to

connect.

The play is no less univer-

sal in its appeal given that

Virginia's lover is a woman.
Gay and straight i)eople

alike are victimized by
hospital regulations and
state laws which claim to

define who may be called

immediate family. "They
don't know what they're

talking about," Virginia

says. "If some man had mar-

ried you just two months
ago he could come in here

and say you were his wife

and since you couldn't make
decisions anymore he would

make them for you. But
after twenty-seven years

together they say I'm not

your immediate family.

They couldn't find anyone

more immediate than me."

The weight of the message

never drags, and director

Patricia Rodriguez does an
excellent job of bringing out

the joy which glitters

through the script.

Rodriguez also designed the

set, surgical gauze knotted

and stretched floor to ceiling

in an echo of the hospital

which twists and binds

human choices.

Immediate Family makes
us laugh and cry, but it also

makes us think. By helping

us to face the presence of

death among us, it enables

us to take responsibility for

our lives. Performances will

run Thursday through
Saturday, for more informa-

tion call 584-5888.

Iris Bloom rehearses for Immediate Family playing at the East Street

Dance Studio in Hadley Thursday through Saturday.

Notice
The Jason and the Scor-

chers concert, scheduled to

take place Thursday in the

Campus Center
Auditorium has been
cancelled.

Ticket refunds are

available at place of

purchase.

I
F ^v

( $3

Dec. 6 and 7; 12, 13, 14

8 p.m. Bartlett Auditorium

TICKETS ON SALE TOMORROW
at ali Datatix Outlets

.00 General Public $2.00 Students

A UMass Music Theater GuHd Production

I

MHMPCtNiNAbKUHk

i

f eoturinq

renowned coniedion

LeoT.Baldwin

TUESDAY NOV. 19th 7 PM
fSEir FlIEf ff^'^^'l

I irsi in a snifslool; ror«v nor\ IhuistUu

EARN ACADEMIC
CREDIT*

While gaining

experience in

marketing, public

relations, counseling

and student affairs

administration. Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate
Admissions Office. For

more information sign

up for a planning

session at the

University Internship

Program by

November 26.

• Upon faculty approval

iiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin" iiiiiiiiiii£

I ^Dic^^t ^onnsction \

tickets on sale now-

RUSH dec 13

ROGER DALTRY dec 8

SADE dec 5

BILLY CRYSTAL jan 16

|Lmon-fri 10-6 pm 1 -788-6938-'

[

fllllllllllllHlllllllinillllllllHIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII>)ll""in"""l">l<r

Thursday Nov, 21

Campus Center Auditorium

An eveninq of Dure 'frolickinq' fun!'!!!

I I

•THE BEST
OF AMERCA'

S'^Cj&S

HAV^RIDE
PARTY ON OUR HAVWAGON

DAY OR NIGHT. BONFIRE

AND PICNIC AREA PROVIDED

For loforinatlon

and RescTviiloiu

CAU 2479098

WEST
HATFIELD

STABLES
RTE. 5. Wm« HtiMi. M«

4 mtk« •ortfc oT Northampjoi^

yj^J^J^^,

Informal Choral Reading

8:00 TONIGHT

Come hear new works by

5 local composers

Bonde, Reck, Stern,

Tarlow, & Tillis

Room 44

Fine Arts Center

Free and Open to Public
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ARTS
Cold Harbor flows
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Imagine your favorite

drinking buddy comes over

to spend the afternoon. You

know the one, a nice person

with radically weird yet in-

teresting ideas.

Now imagine that this

person has been made the

commander of the Union

forces and then President of

the United States. There, in

a nut shell is Ulysses S.

Grant as portrayed by Bill

Raymond in Mfbou Mines'

production of Cold Harbor

Sunday at the Fine Arts

Center.

Raymond's portrayal of

Grant is framed in the set of

a speaking model of Grant

which is used in an exhibit

about the general. The only

two actors on stage are the

two curators of the museum.

Between monologues by

General Grant, slides were

shown and discussed as

possible pieces of the ex-

hibit.

The script was adapted

from letters Grant wrote.

They must have been fun to

read because they made for

fun listening. Grant had

some really novel ideas, like

annexing Santo Domingo

and sending all the freed

slaves there, thereby

avoiding the problems of the

Reconstruction and the Klu

Klux Klan. "Damn that

Charles Sumner, if it wasn't

for him we wouldn't have

had the KKK," Raymond
yells.

Raymond created a very

real character, Sunday
night, and had the crowd

eating out of his hand. The

script was lively. With lines

like "I have the most

famous tomb in America"

how could he lose? As an ac-

tor he truly did justice to the

part.

The other two actors did

not fare so well. The parts

were not well scripted and

the male character played

r
J^.^

Q^^^i,^Qf^'Program Councif presents:
j

The Razz-Bang Dance
j

Bonanza
Sick of the Bars or Don't have an ID?

\

It'll be a, Lgg^ Chance for Funl

before Thanksgivingj

at the I

Bluewall, Nov. 23 i

9 pm to 1 am
$2.00 Admission

with D.J. Peter Gold

I

I

I

((gstaurant

UMASS IS GOING TO
PIZZAS
The Best Pizza

n town is FREE

from 9-11 PM, Tues-Thurs

EVERY TUESDAY
Large Pizza and Pitcher

(soda or beer)

$7.99

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

'wlD"rTHURs'andT:RT.~PECiAL

HAIRCUT
$6.95
with Laurie

with this ad /coupon
Expires 11/29/85

atSHEAR DELIGHT
qomplete hairstyling for men & women

549-1502
Bay Banks Food Basket

• Tuesday, November 19, 1985

by Greg Mehrten was a bad-

ly stereotyped homosexual.

Both Mehrten and his

curator counterpart,

Rosemary Quinn, were
stuck with really tacky

parts fraught with unusual-

ly obvious irony.

It is always nice to see

multi-media theatre in the

valley and having Cold Har-

bor here last night was no

exception. Despite flaws in

the minor character's parts,

Bill Raymond's perfor-

mance as Grant shone
through and made the even-

ing an enjoyable one.

HOLIDA Y TEA VELEES COLLEGE STUDEm. .

RENT A CAR
.WITH

CASH!
Try Our

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

Credit Cards Accepted.

Unlimited Miles

FRI.-MON. MOON
700 MILES FKEE...
FRi.-TDES. NOON
900 MILES FKEE...
FKI.-WCD. MOON
1,000 MILES FREE

SgQOO

CALL TEE OFFICE NEAREST YOU:
•PAYIESS CAR RENTAL CORP. OF MASS 7*1^ 7 1 Q

I

1 80 BOSTON RD., SPRINGFIELD, MA 1 9L'11^1
i,KONO CAM OflATHAM. $75 '•«»"r»-*«;"

'»'f»7, ,'!.';.ii'fi^f*
'"*

•K0W0OU0fJOW«T>U»', n70itnt,S,.Uh,n^,h NY {511} 377.04:'.

Aha Wottan^m Von*, Carf* Van: Mini Vant Call To^ay

Grand Opening
SPORTSWEAR

FACTORY OUTLET
Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA
All

N.F.L. Football
IWOOL SWEATERS

80% Rag Wool
20% Orion

Value up to $40.

$11.99 each
2 for $19.99

MLBB Baseball

20% OFF

UNIVERSITY of MASSACHUSETTS

OPEXIIOIJSK
Students, Faculty & Staff

data
systems

HI I .Jl 'MIIN (,<llS IN IIIIIIKI I Ml NAMI (,(J1S l)N

OFFERS YOU:

IBM RC
COMPATIBLE
MICRO-
COMPUTERS
AND MUCH,
MUCH
MORE

\

ui

Triangle St.

a
(A

SHEAR
DELIGHT

228 Triangle

(̂0

>
(D

DON'T MISS ITU
WHEN: November 20, 1986

12:00 to 5:00 PM
November 21, 1966

10:00 to 4:00

WHERE: Campus Center
Room 182

For More Information on Zenith Data Systems see

The Computer Farm q,.

(413) 584-2038

ZENITH
DATA SYSTEMS

(617) 256-2980

Zm\<\h D»U Sviterm o«e'^ » (amity o« products thai af»

.nmiHlib* ri« wly «'th the .ndu»try %(ar>dard but «.thin the 7DS family .twit

from 4 15 lb f>oilabl*, to an entry level desktoo, to » multiuier AT tompat.bl*,

tvTth Data System! cMm you PC Compatibility and much more
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Doonesbury

iCollegian i3

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

m PR£SIPENT. ALMOST
ALiouRsaemisrsjN-

f-
aUPlNG TH05e U/0I^N6

^ ON The fmj£aP0N7
=i aeU^V^A'STARUJAR'?"

^-Tr pef&jsa 1^ R£ALLy
FeA5l3L3. H/HY PO

YOW f

- 0IZZ '

.

g/lM.' FAITH IN
'

[ 0/lM' msj^cAN

Weather

Today
Partly sunny skies, breezy and
warm. Highs in the 65-70 range.

Tonight
Breezy and mild, temperatures in

the low 508.

Tomorrow
Partly cloudy, windy and warm.
Highs in the 60s with chance to

reach the low TOs.

3Y FLOATING hAQRt ARMS
CONTFa imiATIV£e> IN THB

LA^Tl^eeKTHANINTHB
PR5VI0U5 Five YMR5, THE:

WHITB H0US5 /$6MN6 NO
QUARjeRINThBBAmS

FOR PUBLIC

OPINION.

THa PR£^PMTHIM5£lf HAS

MI9ja? VIRJIMLYNO OPPOR-

TUNrr/TOMAKBHISCAee,
RJOHT POIAJN TO HISAPPeAR-

ANCa70NI6HT0N%IFF-
STYie^OF'maRJCHANP

FAMOUS." -^i:^

..AND THIS IS

iniHaRBicma
meNii^ANT
TO THINK AdOi/T

iWRLVPtACa.

\

AdSOLUTWi
AMAZIH3
SlRICMtm
60 THROUGH
THaCWS£J5^

Attention

Mandatory

Staff Meeting for all

typesetters Thursday
night, 7 p.m.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

The nmoNRi
PHONe IN POLL.

f^eOARPINO 0fV3'

New Noee 16 o/eR.

Ler'SGOTOThe
ampmtR Rom
FORT\€Remi^...

1 nm TOTAL
FAITH IN The
lNTeLU6€NCe
mP COMMON

'•HORee 5eN5e"

OF IHe NOdU
msdes...

II .4

AHBM.
-me Re5UiT5 *
AKe At> Fouowe

.

* 7Wf *M«&M/ OF em>R 15 fios OK

1 % yoTtP FOR Tm Neuj Noee

.

15 % yOTBP FOR THe OiP,

CLA^eic- N05e... ANP m%
\KnFP FOR mrAiPlATeCY

RePCflCING THId COfyiC ^TRIR

WITH 'FRiNce valiant:'

TWSe LffTTBR yOTlb ARB
PIdQUAUFieP.

HA% ^^^Jr^lliep

GORDY By Gorde

SIMPLY A SrUo'^"\

* LC>UE GOO OF UA/\ASS NJOT A <50P,SWP/.Y A STUD ;^ cSD^CE

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

/-j(r piiev SF>>^i Tj Uit*c>

V/

pe.oBceyy> ^e-6-^f^i
TV TTi/Ki*^ 7>/P^t'e

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

Too;*y X TW»»gK I'LL C^tC

AiMO FiiMO OUT Aoowt Tmat

*Gbo GOT si

f^fJO OONi
AaAO£

A«trt\CA
GRtAT \

I — *

^^d

V^i Thvs .^ RofJ RfAtAw, i "^ Not Hn^f

£r>P\R6" t'^CfOT J-'^ ^'0^ >^'Aity \^>K.^(,

X nfAfs; 2Jf^ OtiLi D(i\i^(i TMis lif(r\,.%f

50 LCAU6 yc>y>o. rJAf^e A'mO Aju/^rU R
AT yue bffP 30 -t ff*'^ ''At* AMo
/ijoT RtALL-y TAiK To V6U 1 CO iv ""

Jj^jwe^^'M

OVXV^N^'

TANM

Today's Menu*****••
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese Sandwich
American Chop Suey

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese on

Wheatberry
Fettuccine with Sprouts

DINNER
Roast Pork/Gravy
Spices Apples

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Greek Style Skillet

BASICS DINNER
Tbfu Nut Loaf/Light

Mushroom Sauce
Greek Style Skillet

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdlled b> Trudr Michrl Jaffe

ACROSS
1 SpecK
5 Little porHef

10 Fall guy
13 Lowe god
^« porridge

riol

15 Small lish

lb 19J7 Began
classic

18 Green land

19 old port

in a slornri

20 Household
needs

^1 California lake

or pass
2J Grand Ol

24 Badge lor a

good scout

25 Social divisions

28 Gently sHot<ed

31 WalKing
:2 Beadlike pellet

33 The Greatest
34 Lairs

l{i Like a

Fo»
36 Typeot soup or

salad

37 Picnn pest

38 Manitoba s

Great
Lake

39 Hay
40 Headlong rush

42 Anliiies

43 Fo'tuguesp
overseas

i

v«^

3 Theater award
4 Title ol respect

Abbr

b Javelins

6 Comic
Voungman

7 Dobbin s lunch

8 —— was
going to SI

Ives

9 With atlection

10 Carnival ol the

Animals com
poser

11 Israeli port

12 Gynt

15 Dancer Hulh St

17 Part o' a shoe

22 City south ot

Moscow
2i Elevator man
24 Indian corn

25 Musical

endings
26 In regard to

27 Famous
flagship

28 Long tor

29 Gladden
30 Iranian com

32 Madrid
museum

35 Household
need

36 Fiber

38 Humane gp
39 Intended to

41 Nickname lor

Margaret

42 Horseshoe
thrower s term

44 Michener novel

45 Novelist

Prevost s title

46 Emcee Parks
47 Co/y
48 in the matter ol

49 Track event

50 Pocket billiards

53 Stir

54 Dunce

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

[TlwiO

I
lA^S.C O^T

^ei:l^l,i:a;n;e_

^GjOiOiD
rMLXN
TeMpIa

n.aUp
fLG.O^OlD
r]Ug;o;H
eJlj.nIa

11/19'8S

DOWN
1 Tableland

2 Aigenan po'l

1 \ 4

1
s k ( « 'u ''

t

. 4

'j 4

1
ft

•«
*|l

"

I
.'0 I tT

;i I ^^^1
;s .'. I .'? ;<i .1

" i.> jm '

'

u Fl I
"

i

* ^^m >«i I TTH

10 4 4?1 *.!
14

:
1' ^ 1" I

41 a« so

1

""

1

-.: S' S4

t
••(

1
>'

K I M M

1«l* i .n Mtft*n TtfW4 <t»4int< 11/19'6S
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Resume
Typesetting

'«

*High quality

*Lettcr perfect

•Customized layouts

•Superior to all other

methods

Contact SGA Communications Office

304 Student Union

Ed Cunningham or Jim Emmett
5-1977

i^football
picked first in the pre-sesison

and had by far the best talent (as evidenc-

ed by seven first-teamers). UMass coach

Bob Stall took a team picked for next-to-

last in the league and finished second, los-

ing to URI by foxir points. He also had 47

freshmen, suffered a host of injuries to

starters and broke in a freshman quarter-

back. He was the logical choice as

continued from page 16

coach -of-the-year

.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: The

UMass defense allowed more then eights

points less than last season, 151 less yards

and 93 less yards on the ground. The of-

fense scored four more points on the

average. . the UMass coaching staff is now
on the road recruiting. Linemen are the

main UMass need for 1986.

Pnhtttm Efforts
Cross-Country Ski
Jamboree Sale!
Sample Savings on 2 of 12 Complete Outfits:

^69.95Nordic Waxless Outfit

Leather 75mm Boots

Tonkin Poles

75mm Bindings
Sp^
'SaU'

$119.95
Kneiss/ HC Waxless Skis

Salomon SR 301 Boots

SNS System Bindings _
Swix Fibreglass Poles \ iJ^/T^!

Reg. $178.00 ^^jj«J{|jtj:3---

• 20% to 40% off all cold weather clothing

• Last yaara ski laftovar* % price

• All used boots $10.00

• Specials on Childrens' Outfits

• Childrens Free Boot Exchange

FREE — Refreshments

FREE — Get a pair of Peloton Ski Straps iust for stopping by

FREE — Mounting and Base Prep on all XC Outfits

FREE — Wax Kit with every Waxable Ski Outfit

FREE — 5 days worth of trail passes for Touring Centers

Savings of over S20.00

the cross-country ski experts

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM
INFORMATION MEETINGS

There will be four information meetings for students interested in

applying for the National Student Exchange Program for Fall,

1986.

Tuesday, November 12* 4-5 pm CC805
Wednesday, November 13 4-5 pm CC 805

Tuesday, November 19 4-5 pm CC 805

Wednesday, November 20 4-5 pm CC 8 3

* financial aid information session

Students applying to restricted schools: Univ. of Hawaii/Manoa &
Hilo; Univ. of So. Florida; Gal State Chico, Northridge & Sonoma;

and College of the Virgin Islands must attend one of these informa-

tion sessions.

"""" niiiniiiiiBB rniiniiiiinmja Hi|.mmiiiiiiiiiniiiii>w mm mmm

Sale from Wed., Nov. 20 - Sun. Nov. 24

»-Thurs. & Fri. open until Midnight^
1 E. PLEASANT ST. - AMHERST - 549-6904M

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

- Same Day Results -

Services that are

Free. Confidential, Caring
& Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shops

Upper Level

CopyCat
PRINT SHOP

Whmft ilw corny « m imfimtiu m il» oopM'
HIGH QUALITY - LOW RATES

T,.«ogU5t

CoovCatmr

549-3840
228 Tningle St

2nd floor abov»

Computer WorK*

Hourt: 8 am midnight M-F

1

1

wn - 7 pm Sat

12 pm - 9 pm Sun

3* A COPY
Autofeed till Nov. 30

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4Cyl

$34.»»

$39. 95

8 Cyl

$44. •s

ptufv pcxnn i condcntv odtut'

rsl hon-n^ t««**^ n\p#rt lotc

Jnl'-OvkK (If •'VC 'O*** .^nillOP

ana ^'"'oij'

Lube, Oil & Filter

_4

Includes up to 5 qoorts

oM 0-30 oil. ond sofety

ch«ck.

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fun Service Tire Store

78 Sundcfland Rd . No Amtietsl. MA
Ac/OSS from Watroba s Store

S49-4 704

|c:s:&Si

r ' Y:>!:i

UFA smsronT!

SALOMON

ssicrciyiBv.ii,.:f.*'RiSEMTS

The CrBEAT SlI,SlATCB
\\ .

TUESDAY NOV. 19

R-RATED HYPNOTIST

Rte. 9, Amherst

corner of University Dr.

256-1059

« 500,000
WORTH OF TOP lAME

IIITEI €10THI»«

J^X B

PBICES THIS LOW SHOULB BE OUTLAVSB

FOR MORE INFO 546-3437

21 - 23
HIGH
NOON
TIL 10 P.M.

>v;
5

,
$' ipAiif TIL4PM

STUDENT UIVIION

BALLROOM

UMASS, AMHERST

Previewing the
1985-86 Minutemen

Coach: Ron Gerlufsen.
Career Record: 25-32 (2 years).
Home Court: Curry Hicks Cage (4,100).

1984^ Record: 13-15.

AUantic 10 Record: 9-9 (tied for 4th).

Lettermen Lost: 6.

Returning Lettermen: 6.

Players:

Name Pos. a. Ht. PPG 1984-85 RPG 1984-85

Cari Smith G Jr. 5-11 9.2 2.8

Lorenzo Sutton G/F So. 6-2 8.4 3.1

Matt Ryan G/F So. 6-4 2.1 1.7

Tom Emerson C Sr. 6-9 1.3 2.3

Wilbert Hicks F So. 6-8 1.3 1.6

Jack Sheehan G Sr. 6-3 1.0 0.4

Bill Hampton G Jr. 6-4 0.0 0.2

David Brown G/F Fr. 6-4 15.9 7.8

Duane Chase F Fr. 6-6 16.4 12.5

Joe Fennel] F Fr. 6-6 17.0 15.0

Ben Jones t F So. 6-7 18.0 9.0

John MUum * F So. 6-9 23.0 13.0

Sean Mosby
MikeMundy

F/C Fr. 6-8 9.0 8.0

G Fr. 5-10 23.0 2.3

Fitzhugh Tarry t F Fr. 6-8 24.5 11.0

<^«'l
* Transfer from lona, 83-84 stats.

t Red-shirted last season, 83-84 stats.

t IVanafer from Gainesville (Ga) Junior College.

irsoccer preview
George Mason is a squad that relies

basically on its front line and senior AU-
American foward Lisa Gmitter (13 goals,

four assists, 30 points). Gmitter, who has

taken 89 shots this year, scored the winn-

ing goal in Saturday's 1-0 win over Cor-

tland State.

Another senior, Ail-American foward

Pam Baughman (7-5-19) and freshman

foward Michele Bell (10-1-21) are also big

scorers for the Patriots.

"We're more of a patient team opposed

to a running team (like UMass)," Leung
said.

The Patriots will be looking to contain

the Minutewomen's speed. "They're an ex-

ceptionally fast team," Leung said.

"They're very skillful."

North Carolina coach Anson Dorrance

said, "UMass' team speed is better. George

Mason has better finishing fowards (in

* basketball
the Minutemen. Ben Jones, a 6-7 transfer

from Gainesville (Ga) Junior College has

also looked good. A solid shooter and re-

bounder, Jones can play the big forward

spot as well. Fitzhugh Tarry is another

candidate. A 6-8 freshman shooter that red-

shirted last season, Tarry has struggled in

pre-season, but has great potential. Ryan
is another possibility, but must improve

upon his 2.1 ppp of last season.

The power forward spot is one that

Duane Chase fits nicely. A 6-6, 215 pound

hunk of talent from Baltimore, Chase was
recuited by Notre Dame, Purdue and

others as a football quarterback, but went

the hoop route. A strong inside player and

rebounder. Chase is the best dunker to

grace the Cage since Dr. J and is a great

shot blocker. Hicks, who averaged 1.3 ppg
in limited action last year, will also con-

tribute here. A 6-8 banger. Hicks provides

good defense. Another freshman, 6-6 Joe
Fennell will also see action. A good shooter

and rebounder, Fennell is an excellent foul

shooter and has great instincts.

Center will see Emerson start the season,

looking to finally prove himself. A good

high post player, Emerson can pass well

and can hit the open shot. UM needs

defense and rebounding as well from him.

Sean Mosby reminds everybody of84 grad

Edwin Green. A 6-8 defensive wizard from

hoop-rich Camden, NJ, Mosby will see

more time as he develops. John Milum, a

6-9 transfer from lona College must wait

until the Lobo Classic (Dec. 27) to become
eligible. A all-stater and Street and Smith
All-American from Connecticut, Milum is

a strong inside player and good shooter.

BACKCOURT - Smith is an institution

at point guard, but will be pushed by

lightning-fast freshman Mike Mundy. A

continued from page 16

5-10 product of Springbrook High in

Maryland, Mundy is a good ball handler

and shooter. Sheehan, who has been
hampered by iryuries in past seasons, is a

heady player with experience that adds
great depth. Sutton or Brown could also sub

for Smith. The off-guard will see Sutton
start, but Brown and Ryan are pushing
hard. Gerlufsen likes the flexibility the

guards give him. Billy Hampton, a 6-4

walk-on last season, also returns and is

much-improved.
Gerlufsen said with the speed and

quickness on this season's team, UMass
will be looking to employ a pressure

defense that will increase the tempo of the

offense.

"We want to force mistakes and turn

them into easy points," said the coach. "We
have the players to do this. We can sub

freely and press with fresh players. I think

it's an exciting brand of basketball."

Gerlufsen also mentioned perhaps the

most important return to the UMass pro-

gram, the Cage.

The musty old building that UMass fans

remember is now a whitwashed arena
without a dirt floor and the friendly squir-

rels that made practicing so interesting.

"I think it adds five points a game, if the

crowds 8U"e as enthused as they were in the

past," Gerlufsen said. "It should be tough
to come in there and face us."

UMass will play its regular A- 10

schedule plus a non-conference schedule

that includes New Hampshire, Connec-
ticut. Northeastern, Holy Cross and Boston

University.

"I'm looking forward to it," said Emer-
son. "It should be a great year for us, if we
can mold togther into a team that is balanc-

ed."

continued from page 16

Gmitter and Baughman). UMass will

create a lot of scoring chances and miss in

the box (penalty area). GM won't create as

many chances, but they'll finish them off.

"UMass has speed and techinque and

George Mason has ablity."

Boston College coach Susanna Kaplan,

whose team beat GM, 2-0, said, "They (GM)
has one legitimate striker (Gmitter). We
just marked her out of the game."

UMass has outscored its opponents 68-2

with starting goalie Jan Holland giving up

one goal (0.07 goals against average). GM
has outscored its opponents 58-14. Goalie

Kim Maslin (0.72) has let in 13 goals.

"We're looking foward to it," Leung said.

"We have a lot of respect for the team."

UMass also looks foward to Saturday.

"We'd love a chance to get George Mason,"

fullback Debbie Belkin said. "We hear that

they are a bit cocky. We have confidence

but don't have a big mouth about it."

Cross country 12th in IC4A
By PHIL SAYLES
Collegian Correspondent

Disregarding the snow,

mud, and miserable
weather conditions, the

University of

Massachusetts men's cross

country team placed a satis-

fying 12th place at the IC4A
championships at Lehigh

University on Saturday.

West Virginia, led by a

first place finish by Jean-

Pierre Ndayienga, con-

quered the 61 team field

with a score of 130 points,

lona took second place with

a score of 147 points and
Boston University managed
third place by tallying 153

points.

In the individual results,

runnerup to Atlantic 10

champion Ndayienga was
Greg Hale of the Universi-

ty of Rhode Island. Third

place was nabbed by Pro-

vidence's Andy Ronan.

For UMass, sophomore
Rick Dow turned in his

finest performance of the

year placing 40th overall

and first for the team. Paul

Stanislawzyk was second for

the Minutemen with a 50th

place finish, and Steve

Page's 65th place finish was
good enough for third on the

squad.

Minuteman head coach

Ken O'Brien was pleased

with his team's season

finale. "I thought that we

ran very well in the meet
considering the poor condi-

tions and tough competi-

tion," said O'Brien, adding
that "the team really put its

heart into this meet. They
knew that our top runner
(John Panacionne) was not

near full strength and they
really took up the slack."

"I think that the team
really progressed and im-

proved as the season wore
on. John Panacionne h£is

had a great career here and
he has provided a good ex-

ample and leadership to

some of our younger run-

ners this year. We should
have a strong team next
year as we have almost all

of our runners returning,"

said O'Brien.

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

UMbm Bike Clab General Mectinr Tues
7:00-9:(X) pm room 811 15 bike demo.
Plans for Spring plans for possible In-

tersesiion Florida trip everyone M/elrome'

Student PellowsKip supper Wednesday
5:30-7:30 at Imnwnuel Lutheran before

fasting for Oxfam. Breakthe-fast
euchanst Thursday 6:00 at the Ark

AUTO FOR SALE

BMW 2002 1969 new engine OK body
good buy 665-4142 evenings

1971' Dodge Wagon 85.000 miles, stan-

dard transmission. V-8, runs well. $500 or

best offer Jon 253-9456

VW Babit 7(, good condition, new tires,

tSOO or BO 649-6690 night

74 Peufot dieeelT Standard, excellent

condition sun rooP 2.S6 1807 Traeey

1977 Cherjr Maliba ClaMie air, fog lighu,

nice condition, dependable $1400 or BO
call 666-3921

Cbcvy Monsa 197& blue, new brakes, good
body, runs well, $750 call 546-8534

Poatiac GTO I9U strong^ New parts.

$1 100 BO 546-6417

197C FordTinto good condition $900
6845742

77 Honda Accord 5 speed must sell to pay

biUs call Scott 253 9015

74 VW Bug strong eng. exc. frame and
int. good body $850 549-7778

1976 "Sunbug" stereo by Sony, solid

body, runs great $1400 584 5206

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment Agency for

the best party this semester Iw's, large

screen viaeo, rentals. 549-7144

Amherst, 1 bdrm apt on busline,
365/month, avail 1/1/86 263-3634

Sunderland 1 bdrm apt 400/month in-

clusive, on bus line, avail immediately
263-9043

1 or 2 (emalei to share apt call eves
.549-4483

1 bedroom Cliffsidc apt. 375/month, in-

cludes everything avail Jan 1 call 665-8455

FOR SALE
~

13' all wood Penran boat with 25 horse

engine, trailer 4 more call 649-1032

(Mark)

Water Bed $260.00 call 549-0194

Fender Super-Six Aaip. Twin heads. Six

lens Also G & L Caviler Excellent guit«r

black Just got set up and intoniaed.

Designed by Ceo Fender himself 700 new
last year Right now $400 549-0385

Technics
table

THE BREAKFAST CLUB
Fn Nov 22 St 5, 7,9, II

Engineenng East Aud
$1.50at5,7 . .$2.00at9, 11

SLS Linear Tracking Tur»>
w»rc w/cartridge, direct drive, fully

automatic $100 or BO call between 4 pm -

12 pm 546-6086

Brand new 12 ' B * W TV only $70!!

Brand new port. Sharp typewnler. 2 pg.
memory only $170!! Don't forget that

Christmas is comong!! Call 6-4475 for

more details ^
Celebrate the Holidays

by sending a Turkey Gram
on sale in the Concourse

11/19-22

POUND

Ring found Orchard Hill Courts 2 wks ago
546-4739

HELP WANTED

Merchandiser 20 liuum pei »e«k $4.41/hr

call between 8 5 need car .584 2050

Fulltime Steward position. 5 evenings

Kettle Program. Starting date November
22 until December 24. For more informa-

Uon call 586-5243 __^
Accountant: The Economic Developn»ent

Office IS hiring for Spring semester.

Snphnmnres anrt Juniors needed to work
with student controlled businesses, approx

10 hrsywk Applications available at 409

SUB. Deadline is noon 11/27

INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar Lessons experienced and
patient teacher rock/pop/iolk/blues im-

prov., reading, theory, composition. Your
nome or my studio. Doug 649-4786

LOST

Maada; aflenwon m camaM, near

Hcrter a PANASONIC WALKMAN w/a

TDK 90 min tape, cntMM "aawrted

crap" PLEASE call Val 6-9270

Loat wallet Tuesday Oct 22 3rd floor SUB
at Collegian stack CaH me back Alex

5-0194

Gold bangle bracelet somewhere around
CC on Thurs 17 reward if returned please!

Has much sentimental value please con-

tact Beth at 25^1758^
Lost two small notebveks on campus Fn.

evening, Nov 8 (poaaiblv in Union) please

contact me in Grad Writing Oftke 5-0979

MOTORCYCLES

1983 Honda V4t Saber low miles ex. con-

dition Shoei helmet also $2000 646-4612

after 8 pm ask for Sean

MOVER

Violent Femmes 1 want a ticket badly.

Will pay at least 2x ticket price Helga
2532004

Attention Musicians: Experienced drum-
mer seekinK to form a funk/jau fusion

group Arc you interested? If so, call SootI

at 546 5149

•• Attention Skiera ** Sell your used

equipment at the 16th Annual Ski Snatch.

Bring equipment to SUB Wed Nov 20 12-5

pm

LAGNAF
nudge, nudge
wink, wink

Know what I mean?!

Mt Queen we know where the top is.

HINT - it's near a potential mouac houae

Annette Geneaa »mi Weady Ulrkh niit
is my final statement. I am never doing it

again so I'm keeping man and bear
forever. I will never surrender!! P.S. I

totally miss the days of 16 Iroquois

16 IroouorsTTTHE SAGA CONTINUES.
. .Will Wendy and Tim ever find the keys
on Seagull Beach' Will Pat make it to 15

weeks? Will Melissa join a convent? Will

Annette gel over her fX) NYC model? And
did Debbie live at 16 Iroquois? And firuJly

what IS the destiny of Man and Bear?

Hey Cathy Is this the wiM, sexy, personal

you wanted'' Dave

Erik Nottieson - Best wishes today of all

days Happy -Birthday! You're a great

brother love Eliot and Kirsten

Sue Thanks for two happy months. Love
Ed

Professional typing service

Caacs, papen, dissertations, tbeaea. on
campus, cfependable, outstanding quality,

low rates, M4-7924

RIDE WANTED

To North Carolina for TkankagiTing or
anywhere south of Washington for
TTianksgiving can leave anytime will help
with gass Enc 546-4630

To (from) Seattle Waahiagton for
Chnstmas break share driving and ex-
penses call PeterGeo at 586-4401

ROmOiATE WANTED

Typing, Tape Traaacriptioa. Fast, ac-

curate. Available almost anytime.
666-7662

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE Any
length papers, grammar correction,

modem WORD PROCESSING l-etter

quality Steve 549 7161

Escort Service available 8 pm 2:30 am
everyday any where on campua. Play it

safe call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

TBRI SUnRO

Take off the boote, put on the heel' and
kiss goodbye those teenage year* riappy

20th love the ResidenU A. Pseudo
Residents of 64!!

T0 8UBLBT

A^ l« akare pfaaaant reasonable ideally
located in Amherst Ctr 774-2740

Yabadabadoo UMaas "Bed Rock" cafe

T-shirts with Fred Flinstone 6 6314

I bedroom in boaae, 1 mile from campus
one sixth of utilities, $145 per month, male
only, call 266-6228 anytime

Female rewmmste to share 2 badroom
Brittany Manor apt Spring semester call
266^6896 evenings

Wanted: Easy-going, studious female to
share clean, quiet, furnished, one bedroom
Puffton apt. Bpriiy semester 649 1 3 1

3

Lookiac for fessale to share 1 bedroom
apt in Cliffkide Apta beginning Jan 1

187/mo inclusive! Call Chnstine 586^7729

Roomautc wanted to look for an apart-
ment with two nonsmoking females in-

terested in North Amherst or Sunderiand.
Call 6 5.568 or 6-4009 must be female'!'

T raaws aiaHiklt in 1 't' Tf*
'"

Swiss Vilmrs. On bualine. $216 inc for info

call 256^1061

Furaiahed raom ia haaae oa Mala St on
bus route for Interaeasion onlv 170*

definitely negotiable call Allison 263-6893

TYPWC tt WORD PBOCESSINC

QUALITY TYPING. t»ng or short pro-

jecU Will correct grammar. spellinM. 4
punctuation Meticulous proofreadii

New IBM typewnteir^ 649-0M7
Neat~D«rB«^«> Type-R>t« 268-6111

ding.

WANTED

'Round Town Movcn fast reliable cheap

call Michael anytime 323-6780

NEW STUDENTS PROGRAM

and bar back duties, excellent entry level

food position apply in person Nortnamp-

FOR RENT

Snnderlaad. I bdrm a^t. on busline,

420/iiiootlv everything included Avail

immediitely' 6«6-«440. leave i

weekly, light inventory, pricing, stocking

duties, excellent entry level

ton rfilton Inn Rt 6 ^^^^
Delivery Drivera. Own car required. 8-4

nighu. $7-8/hr. Apply in person. Pinoc-

Chios Piiia 1177 No
Amherst

Part-time teaiporary poeitioas available

for the Annuai Salvation Army Christmas

Counselor applications available for

summer '86, 101 Berkshire House

PERSONALS

Pleasant, No

G • Happy Birthday! Love ya J G A J

BFFE
Ski Sufarbush! Hotel $149 call Ski Club
now 545-3437

Ski^and Party at Sunrbafh. See~Sid
Club Sale. SUB. Wed-Sat HMd $149

Irene, its your birthday so be happy and
get psyched to party this weekend John

Suiannc Green, Celebrate tonite with 3

diamonds. Hope you have the best birth-

day. Love alvryas Ellen (bitch) Hillary (jap)

Dana (rabbi)

Hey Becky • It's your birthday you crasy
nut! You're the best roommate ever (even

if you are a cahbage patch doll) Ixive, Judy

Music Theatre Guild organisational
meeting for anyone interested in working
on Spring Production Bartlett
Auditonum 6: 30 7. .30 Nov 21

Happy Birthday Ana!! Remember Dr.

Ruth savs: Do you use contrsceptive?

Good! We love yoy Ann!! ^rpm s^eopd
floor Brooks

I bdrm in 3 bdrm apt $200*/mo on Rt 9
next to bus stop 686-4969

Feaule to share room in Brittany Manor
apt Nonsmoker Feb to June call Z63 3766
after 5:00

Wanted - person to share fumish*<l house
in N Amherst musictan/student, near bus.
heal orovided, $200 00/month only til May
256 8432 Randy

One bdrm w/uivate batkrm in 2 bdrm
PuffU>n apt 170/mo heat incl available Dec
I for next semester 649 7827

SERVICES

Two aatntaf ftmaiaa looking for a room
to rent Tmale/female) starting Jan/Feb
preferably Amherst call Melanic 546-8518
after U):60 pm

WANTED TO RENT

Two girts lookhn far aa Marflat in

North Amherst for spring call 549-6149

To take over 2 bdrm apartamal lease in

January Call 546-5337 or 646-6257

Two feauUes looking for one bedroom
apartment in Puffton or Brandywtne call

649 5188 ask for Amy or Bremb

WORD PROCESSING EDfTOR

COINS lll/iai taHsrlM 6.00 par hr
(brmor 128/121 grader aSx 26«^12S9

Mast have Aapla IE, matrix printer
Wordstar facility 266-0626 7 9 am/^ 1 1 pm
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Palazzi is rookie-of-the-year
YC picks Dwyer, Yavis for all-conference

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts freshman quarterback

Dave Palazzi was named the Yankee Conference Rookie-

of-the-Year in a vote by the league's coaches.

Senior nose guard Mike Dwyer was named a first-team

all-conference player along with freshman punter Dimitn

Yavis.

Palazzi was one of eight Minutemen named as a second-

team all-conference selction. He is the first UMass player

to be named rookie-of-the-year and is one of the front-

runners for the ECAC 1-AA Rookie-of-the-Year award.

"It's a great honor for those players, but frankly I'm sur-

prised that more players didn't get named to the first-

team." said UMass coach Bob StuU. "It's kind of a joke."

UMass, despite having the best scoring and overall

defense in the conference, placed only Dwyer on the first

team defensive unit. Six Minutemen were named as se-

cond team defensive stars.

Second-teamers included senior co-captain Paul Platek

(93 tackles, four interceptions) at defensive back; senior

Eddie Sullivan (49 tackles and six sacks) on the line;

freshman John McKeown (132 tackles) at a linebacker;

junior Paul Manganaro at linebacker; sophomore Todd

Rundle (85 tackles, six fumbles caused and ten sacks) at

linebacker and junior Bob Shelmire (70 tackles and two

interceptions) in the defensive backfield.

Offensive second-team selections were Palazzi

(84-for-157, 1,152 yards and five touchdowns passing and

seven touchdowns rushing) at quarterback; junior Al Neri

(522 yards and seven touchdowns) at a running back and

offensive guard Stan Kaczorowski.

Dwyer had 87 tackles on the season and 13 sacks. Yavis

replaced starting punter Jim Tandler (due to an injured

knee) after the first game and averaged 39.5 yards per

kick with a boot of 58 yards his longest.

Rhode Island quarterback Tom Ehrhardt was named of-

fensive player-of-the-year, Connecticut linebacker Mark

Michaels and New Hampshire linebacker Neal Zonfrelli

were named co defensive players-of-the-year while URI

coach Bob Griffin was coach-of-the-year.

Other first teams included: RB Andre Garron and Mike

Shriner (UNH); WR Billy Brooks (BU) and Dameon Reil-

ly (URI); OT Brian Saronovitz (UNH) and Bob White

(URI); OG Tony Ciccone (UNH) and Jim Bumpus (UNH)

and TE Brian Forster (URI).

On defense, linemen were Dwyer, Brian O'Neill (UNH),

Ray Paquette (Maine) and Brad Carson (URD. Linebackers

were Zonfrelli, Michaels, Mark Coutts (Maine). Bob Eagan

(BU) and Ilia Jarostchuk (UNH). Defensive backs were

Ray Williams (URI), Calvin Hall (BU) and Mike Cassady

(URI). The placekicker was UNH's Eric Facey.

It is the opinion of many, including this writer, that Run-

dle, McKeown and Platek belonged on the first team as

well as Neri. For the best defense in the league (as well

as being one of the top three nationally) to have only one

player on the all-conference team seems ridiculous.

Griffin as coach-of-the-year is also a farce. His team was

continued on page 14

SPORTS
Basketball preview

New-look UMass
should be exciting

Sports Information pboto

Senior captain Carl Smith and the University of Massachusetts basketr

ball team open Saturday against Merrimack College in The Cage.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Senior guard Jackie Sheehan, taking

time out to talk to a reporter during a re-

cent practice, looked around the Curry

Hicks Cage at his teammates running

drills.

"This squad has talent," Sheehan noted.

"Serious talent. We are going to be one ex-

citing team."
The 1986-86 University of Massachusetts

basketball team returns to the comfortable

confines of the newly-renovated Cage this

Saturday night against Merrimack with a

lot of questions.

Unlike past seasons, the questions

however, are positive ones. The question

isn't if the Minutemen can develop into a

good team, it's when they will. The ques-

tion isn't if the Minutemen can compete in

the Atlantic 10, it's how high they can

climb. The question isn't if the Minutemen
have talent, it's a question of trying to get

playing time for all the good players on the

team.
Saturday's game (7:30 p.m.) will see an

almost totally new team than the one that

left the Cage after the 1983-84 season to

play at the Springfield Civic Center. Last

season, head coach Ron Gerlufsen took

UMass to a 13-15 record, the most wins for

UMass since the 1977-78 season. UMass
also won the most games ever in the Atlan-

tic 10, going 9-9 and earning a fourth-place

tie.

Gone from that team are six lettermen,

including leading scorer Donald Russell

and leading rebounders Horace Neysmith

and Bobby Braun. UMass loses 38.7 points-

per-game from those three players alone,

plus 20.6 rebounds.

That trio also started for all of the 84-85

season, leaving a big gap in the UMass
lineup this year that must be filled.

Gerlufsen does return two starters.

Junior captain Carl Smith set the UMass
season assist record with 212 as a freshman

and was won of tied seven games in is

career with last-second shots. He averag-

ed 9.2 points last season. The 5-10 floor

leader must have a good season is ifUMass
is to go anywhere.
His backcourt partner will be silky-

smooth sophomore Lorenzo Sutton. A 6-2

shooter that was out-of position at small

forward last season, Sutton will move to off-

guard this year. His great leaping skills,

solid defense and scoring (8.4 ppg last year)

give UMass one of New England's finest

backcourts.

"Smitty and Lorenzo are a great team,"

said Gerlufsen. "Lorenzo won't have mat-

chup problems on defense anymore and his

ball-handling skills are much better this

season. As for Carl, he's one of the finest

players I've coached anywhere."

Other veterans include Tom Emerson,
a 6-10 senior center; Jackie Sheehan, a

6-3 point guard; Matt Ryan, a 6-4

swingman and Wilbert Hicks, a 6-8

sophomore forward.

UMass also has eight newcomers on the

team, six freshman and two transfers. All

are competing for starting positions and

playing time and are considered one ofthe

best recruiting classes ever to enter UMass.

"The big challenge with the new kids is

to get them used to playing college ball, it's

a real shock when they see what they're up

against as far as talent goes," Gerlufsen

said. "They're all good solid players, but

I'd still like to see them under game
conditions.

A look at the Minutemen:
FRONTCOURT - At small forward,

Gerlufsen's leading candidate is 6-4

freshman David 'Beatle* Brown. A good

all-around player with good skills. Brown
is a leaper and can also play both guard

positions, he's potentially high-scorer for

continued on page 15

UMass to host

ECAC volleyball
The University of Massachusetts volleyball team will

host the ECAC Championships this Friday and Satur-

day in Boyden Gym.
UMass, 34-7 on the season, will play James Madison

University on Friday night at 8 p.m. Northeastern will

face Navy at 6 p.m in the other match.

The championship finals will be held on Saturday at

2 p.m.
UMass, with a victory in the meet, could earn a berth

into the Division II national playoffs for the first time

in its history.

UMass has lost only one match at home this season,

to New Haven University. Those victories include a fu^-

ever championship in the UMass InviUtionals earlier

this season.

Scouting George Mason

Soccer faces tough foe in Patriots
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

(Jeorge Mason University women's soccer coach Hank

Leung .sees one advantage for his third-ranked Patriots

when they take on the No. 1 University of Ma.ssachusetts

in the NCAA semi-finals on Saturday at George Mason

in Fairfax, Virginia.

"Probably the only thing we have going for us is a lit-

tle bit of history," Leung said. "UMass has been to the

Final Four twice and they never won a semi-final game.

We've been there (in 1983) and we won one."

George Mason lost in the 1983 finals to North Carolina,

5-0.

UMass (16-0) and George Mason (16-2-1) square off at

noon on Saturday at the George Mason Soccer Stadium

(capacity 5,000). Colorado College (15-5) takes on North

Carolina (17-1-1) at 2 p.m. The finals are Sunday at 1:30

p.m.

"Logically speaking, we probably are a two-goal under

dog. They've beaten Boston College twice, a team we lost

to f2-0) and they beat North Carolina, a team we tied

(3 3)," Leung said.

Massachusetts coach Kalekeni Banda said, "We respect

everybody. You have to give them the edge They are

seasoned and very experienced. They've been to the Final

Two."
UMass lost in the semifinals to North Carolina in 1983

and 2-1 in overtime to Connecticut last year, also in the

semifinals.

"We'll have to put forth our best effort to just be in the

game,"Uung said.
a>ntinu^ on page iS
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Summit's atmosphere
termed ^businesslike'

AP Luserpboto

President Ronald Reagan, left, and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev

prepare to shake hands outside the Villa Fleur D'eau at Versoix near Geneva

yesterday, prior to the beginning of their historic summit meeting.

By MICHAEL PUTZEL
AP White House Correspondent

GENEVA—President Reagan and Soviet

leader Mikhail Gorbachev, agreeing they

"must achieve decisions together," met face-

to-face for the first time yesterday and

polunged into a series of "businesslike"

discussions behind the curtain of a news

blackout.

Arms control issues were on te agenda for

the first day of the summit, but there was

no public word on developments. The day

ended with Reagan and Gorbachev sitting

down for an unscheduled 50-minute fireside

chat.

"I think we will have a good relationship,"

Swiss television quoted Gorbachev as say-

ing of Reagan. It was one of the few breaks

of the black out, which the White House
said underscored the "seriousness" of

negotiations between the superpower

leaders.

While posing for pictures at the beginn-

ing of a private dinner given by the Gor-

bachevs at the Soviet mission, the Soviet

leader was asked why he had spent so much
Lime alone with Reagan.
"We think it's useful to have face-to-facc

contact," he replied.

When Reagan was asked if the pair had

made progress during the day, he said with

a grin, "We're smiling."

Because both sides agreed at the outset

not to talk publicly about the deliberations

until after they end, the content of the two

leaders' discussions was not revealed. But

spokesmen for both sides agreed the talks

took place in a "good atmosphere" and were

"businesslike."

The sunmiit is scheduled to end Wednes-

day, with the possibility of a "public repor-

ting session" tomorrow morning according

to White House spokesman Larry Speakes.

The time could be taken up by the signing

of any joint agreements, or the leaders

could simply use the opportunity to end the

blackout with their views of the first super-

power summit in six years.

Yesterday the leaders waere scheduled to

hold a 15-minute get-aquainted chat in the

morning before joining six advisers from

each side to begin the formal talks devoted

to a two-hour review of U.S-Soviet relations

Then they were to break for lunch and

return for two more hours of discussions

with advisers on nuclear arms control.

The first tete-a-tete, however, stretched in

to an hour-long Tieeting in a small room

of the lakeside vula adjacent to the formai

meeting room. White House spokesman
Larry Speakes said the U.S. and Soviet ad-

visers were left "cooling their heels ' and

chatting with their counterparts while they

waited for the one-on-one talk to end.

continued on page 4

Memo transfers power in student budget process
By JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

In a memorandum issued yesterday by

two top University of Massachusetts ad-

ministrators, a series of administrative ac-

tions will be implemented that student

leaders say will significantly decrease stu-

dent input of existing student-controlled

funds.

The memorandum was written by Ran-

dy Donant, the director of student ac-

tivities, and Dennis Madson, the vice-

chancellor for student affairs. The memo
lists seven actions that will be taken in

relation to the fiscal year 1987 SGA budget

process and years following. Included in the

memo is the right of Donant to control fun-

ding of certain operations currently run 1:^

students. These operations include

organizations having full-time staff person-

nel and line-item categories, such as the

Legal Services Office, WMUA radio station,

the Off-Campus Housing Office and the

Economic Development Office.

The actions are seen by Donant as a

"short and long term response to get us to

the future The memorandiun is saying that

we are level budgeting and in essence slow-

ing the momentum of politicking and mov-

ing forward."

One student leader, Jordan Rosner, chair-

man of the budget committee, said the

memorandum is the "worst thing I've ever

seen from the administration," in terms of

student's rights being violated.

The actions, which Donant said are "non-

negotiable," will not allow a student activi-

ty fee increase next year, will place a cap

on certain SGA spending of operations not

being taken over by the administration,

and disallow "special" or dedicated reserves

to be set-up from FY 87 Fee revenues before

all other budget areas are fully funded. A
"special" reserve would include any cam-

pus concert funding.

Most student government officials

responded negatively to the memo, but

SGA Co-President Dani Burgess and

Senate Speaker John Ruddock said they

wanted to study the actions before making
any comment.

However, Rosner said he thinks it's

ridiculous that they even put the memoran-

dum out in the first place

"The memo will directly threaten the

basic student right to dispense student

fvmds that are levied for student activities,"

Rosner said. Reacting to Donant's com-

ments that the actions are non-negotiable,

Rosner said "if they expect us to go down
without a fight, they're sadly mistaken."

University refuses to rescind
warnings against protesters
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said yesterday he does not

intend to drop University disciplinary charges against

students arrested after an anti-apartheid protest in the

treasurer's ofTice last semester.

"What has been issued is a warning," Duffey said. 'And

it will stand."

Duffey's comments came after six people, part of a group

who call themselves "Divest 9." held a press conference

yesterday at the Hampshire County Courthouse in Nor-

thampton and called for the chancellor to follow Nor-

thwestern District Attorney W. Michael Ryan's decision

not to prosecute the group for actions stemming from the

j Inside:

The first ladies also meet in Geneva 2

Professor recognized for political theorie8..3

Woman's basketball previewed 12

"If they expect us to go down without a fight,

they're sadly mistaken."

—Jordan Rosner, SGA budget chairman.

See above story.

protest.

On May 1 , a four-hour sit-in in UMass Treasurer Robert

Brand's office ended when 32 people were au-rested and

charged with trespassing.

All but nine of the protestors paid a fine absolving them

of official charges of trespassing, but all 32 were still sub-

ject to the University Code of Conduct. The remaining

were scheduled to go on trial for trespassing yesterday.

Ryan announced Monday that the charges would be

dropped.

Of the members of 'Divest 9,' the University has issued

warnings to Kathleen Lacey and John Everest. Raymond
Allain, Pamela ArnofTand Stephen Shuster are no longer

students and are not under University jurisdiction.

Jonathan Frank is a graduate student and therefore is not

bound by the University code of conduct.

Matthew Shakespeare, Graham Poor and Alexander

Walsh are awaiting their pre-hearing

Lacey. a senior comparative literature major from Arl

ington Heights. Illinois, said she was not surprised by Duf-

fey's comments.
"It's clearly an intimidation tactic," Lacey said. "He's

been basically saying the same things to us for months."

Duffey said, "We're dealing with disrupting an office for

an afternoon. I think that is something that is worthy of

a warninK. Nobody is being punished in a severe way."

Colloifan' Photo by Paul Deamarmik

UMASS PROFESSOR ON THE RISE-
Journalism professor Ralph Whitehead with six-

year-old son John. Story, page 3
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Leader's wives discuss
summit with tea for two
GENEVA (AP^Nancy Reagan and Raisa

Gorbachev lingered over a pot of California

herbal tea yesterday swapped invitations

to visit each other's homelands and voiced

hopes their husbands will discover "a bet-

ter understanding" in their summit talks.

Mrs. Gorbachev was 15 minutes late ar-

riving for her first meeting with Mrs.

Reagan. But like their husbands, the two

first ladies apparently had a lot to talk

about, extending the scheduled 45-minute

session by half an hour.

In fact, Mrs. Gorbachev stayed so late

that President Reagan returned from his

own summit with Mikhail Gorbachev

before she left, forcing the president's motor

cade to be diverted to the mansion's rear

entrance.

The meeting was the first between super-

power wives since June 1974 when Bit Nix-

on went to tea with Viktoria Petrovna

Brezhnev at the Kremlin.

"We talked about our husbands and the

summit meeting and what we both hope

would come out of the meeting...which is a

better understanding," Mrs. Reagan told

reporters after the get-together at Maison

de Saussure.

Asked later whether her guest seemed
somewhat nervous, Mrs. Reagan replied: "I

think everything relaxed after a while."

She said Mrs. Gorbachev "talked a lot

about Russia and the expanse of Russia,

the different sections and climates of

Russia...! discussed my children—we didn't

get aournd to her children, maybe tomor-

row." ,

The Soviet first lady has invited Mrs.

Reagan to have tea today at the Soviet

Mission.

Mrs. Reagan said they discussed "What
her husband wanted, what my husband
wanted—better understanding."

"Then she asked me to come to Moscow.

I asked her to come to America," Mrs.

Reagan said. "We both said that we hoped

we would be able to go to each other's coun-

tries."

Asked whether she and Mrs. Gorbachev

could make a contribution to Soviet-

American understanding, Mrs. Reagan
replied, "I don't know. I hope so I think per-

sonal contact—and this is one of the things

we talked about—is always helpful."
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Syrian planes downed
TEL AVTV, Israel (AP)—Israeli warplanes

flying over Lebanon pursued Syrian

MiG238 into Syrian air space yesterday and

shot down two of them, Israel's air force

commander said.

It was the first downing of Syrian planes

reported since the summer of 1982, when
Israel said its fighters shot down at least

85 Syrian jets in air battles that followed

the Israeli invasion of Lebanon.

A military spokesman in Damascus said

Israel's U.S.-made F-15s violated Syri.n air

space near Nabek, 40 miles north of the

capital. The statement made no mention of

Syrian losses and said the Israeli planes

were driven away.

Mar. Gen. Amos Lapidot, the Israeli air

force commander, said on Israel radio that

the battle began when Soviet-built Syrian

jets came "nearer than usual" to an Israeli

reconnaisance patrol flying over Lebanon.
"In order to continue the battle and not

endanger our planes, we were forced to

stage a short battle waith them across the

border," Lapidot said.

He said the Israeli F-15s were six miles

from Syria's border when the battle began,

but the Syrian fighters had air-to-air

missiles with twice that range and could

threaten Israeli planes without leaving

their own air space.
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A PLACE OF INDECISION—Freshman Joanne Moscawitz works on a letter on some steps by the

Campus Center yesterday. Moscawitz is, like the sign next to her says, undecided about her major.

Workshop focuses on lobbying
An educational program entitled, "How to Get What You

Want and Need From the Legislature," will be offered from

7-9:30 p.m. tonight at the Center for Reflective Action,

Mount Marie, Holyoke
Speakers from Arise, the Women's Statewide Legislative

Network, and the Medicaid Access Coalition, will talk

about lobbying techniques while focusing on efforts by two

local groups to influence the Massachusetts State

Legislature.

Individuals and organizations are welcome The program

is free and is sponsored by the Women's Statewide

Legislative Network, the Western Massachusetts Women's

NetworK, and the Working Women's Program of the

Everywoman's Center at UMass.

"PMS: Gaining Control," a workshop on Premenstrual

Syndrome for woman who wish to learn more about the

condition and how to control it, will be held at 7:30 p.m.

tomorrow in the Everywoman's Center in Wilder Hall.

Guest speakers will discuss symptom analysis, nutrition,

exercise, medical options and non-traditional methods for

managing PMS symptoms.

The workshop is free
-SUSAN EATON

Students file assault complaints
Two UMass students are filing private complaints

against each other as a result of an assault in Chadboume

Dormitory Friday. One student received minor bruises

when he was assaulted by the other, the University of

Massachusetts police said.

The student was in his room when the assailant, who

was allegedly drunk, came up to him and said he "wanted

some dope." After the student said he couldn't help him,

they went into the hallway where the man pushed and

punched him and a fight began.

In other police reports:

Three rings, including a 14 carat gold diamond ring, and

a 10 carat gold birthstone ring were reported stolen Mon-

day evening from a room in Leach Dormitory, police said.

The rings were taken sometime after Saturday night.

The woman's room was locked but she had let someone

into her room late that night. Police said they have a

suspect.

A package containing items valued at $250, that includ-

ed a check for $218, a golf shirt, a mug, a bottle of im-

ported beer, and homemade cookies was reported stolen

Monday afternoon from Pierpont Dormitory cluster office

The owner had received a notice saying he had a package

in the office. He went to pick it up and it was gone, police

said.

A 1983 Volvo received over $500 in damages when it was

hit in lot 64 Monday, police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

Internships begun

for Third World &
homosexual groups

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

For the first time at the University, the Program for Gay,

Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns will be offering intern-

ships to interested and qualified students next semester.

One position will be as an intern for Third World issues,

two as office interns at the program itself, and an

unlimited number at the Lesbian Gay Bisexual Counsel-

ing Collective will be available.

The position as Third World intern developed from "a

recognition of the need to develop resources and program-

ming to encompass that group of people," said Reed Ide,

co-director of the Program for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual

Concerns. Ide said that a goal for the program is to col-

lect books and other printed material, as well as develop-

ing programming for the Third World gay community.

"The primary responsibility for all of that development

would fall to that intern," Ide said.

Two students will be able to work with Ide and co-

director Felice Yeskel at the program, now operating in

its first semester at the University Ide described the posi-

tion as "an internship of possibility. We really look for in-

terns there who have a solid interest and commitment to

work on programming and education around heterosex-

ism and homophobia." The student would also get "to

target an area they feel interested in and enthusiastic

about."

Interns at the program will be acting as educator/ad-

vocates for the gay community. "No one should make the

mistake in applying for this in thinking it's going to be

a typing position," Ide said.

The Program is also looking for student volunteers with

skills in graphics and fine arts.

Students working for the counseling center will be able

to become interns as "a recognition of the value ofthe work

and learning that the students undergo by participating

in the counseling collective," Ide said. The collective haa

been operating for 10 years, with students acting as peer

counselors and facilitating weekly rap groups at the Les-

bian Bisexual Gay Alliance. As interns, students will have

to complete extra work aftde from t.'^.ir work as

counselors, "to ensure that the quality of the experience

meets good academic standards. It's not enough to work

for the counseling collective and get three credits," Ide

said. Pbssibilities for the extra work include reading and

writing papers.

"All these are pro-active internships. They require a high

degree of motivation for that student," Ide said. He said

that the internships were "one more avenue in that very

necessary self-actualization for gay people."

Students interested in these internships must apply at

the Office of Internships by November 26. Even those

students interested in working at the counseling collec-

tive next semester, who aren't working there now, must

apply at the office this semester.

Prof gains fame for theory

CoU«0an Photo by Derek RoberU

FAIRY TALES—Jane Lidsky, wearing the fcdry costume, and Beth Christen-

son, both members of the Animal Rights Coalition, perform a street theatre

skit yesterday next to the Student Union Building.

Author to discuss activism
Writer Anne Moody will present a lecture

on her life as a civil rights activist, tonight

at Amherst College

Moody reflects the "pure hell" of the civil

rights movement through her best known

work. Coming ofAge in Mississippi. Since

first becoming involved in the movement as

a student at Tbugaloo College in the early

sixties. Moody has continued to fight for

black rights despite death threats and

because it didn't create innovative ap-

proaches to problems"

Moody has recently returned to New York

after having spent nine of the last 10 years

in Europe. While abroad, she completed

nine fiction and non-fiction works

The lecture, arranged by Amherst Col-

lege senior Don Brown, will be presented

at 8 p.m. in Morrill Science Center.

...^KRJSTIISAIEUO

By BRION MCALARNEY
Collegian Staff

The recent emergence of a new American
voting bloc "the new collar worker," has
brought wide recognition to a University

of Massachusetts professor who was one of

the first to recognize and define the group.

Ralph Whitehead, a University jour

nalism professor for 12 years, first wrote

about the new collar class for the Boston

Globe magazine last April, and in July ad-

dressed the Democratic Party Policy Com-
mission in Washington DC.
This week, the Boston Phoenix featured

a lengthy cover story about Whitehead and
the evolution of this theory. In that story,

Whitehead stressed that politicians and
political parties must not neglect this bloc,

as they outnumber "yuppies" by almost ten

to one.

"They are the working class of the

younger generation, so different from the

older generation that they are a new
breed," Whitehead said in an interview

yesterday.

Whitehead gave two reasons for the

emergence of the new collar workers. The
nature of work done by the working class

has changed from traditional manual labor

to mostly work in the service sector, he said.

"They have jobs with more freedom,

diversity . . .they have an opportunity, at

best, to express themselves on the job, and,

at worst, to avoid physical fatigue and the

tedium of manual labor," he said.

The second reason is the difference in

social and cultural values between the

younger generation and their predecessors.

Members of the baby-boom generation ex-

pect to find self-fulfillment in their lives

while the older blue-collar workers are

tough-minded and do not philosophize

about l|f(p,, ^yhitcihead said.

CoUe(l«n Photo by Paul Deamarals

Ralph Whitehead—Discovers new
voting secton

"New collar workers express their

cultiural values on the job, or put their jobs

second," Whitehead said.

Whitehead traces the roots of the new col-

lar workers to the post-war consumer

culture, an affluent economy, higher levels

of education, and greater personal freedom.

FV)litically, the new collar workers are

liberal and tolerant of the behavior of

others, but are unsure of their long-term in-

terests. Whitehead said

"If you're going to move new collar voters,

you have to give them a vision, you have

to transcend interest group politics .you

have to help new collars discover what their

interests are, tell them where they stand,"

he said. Most new collar voters are sons and

daughters of blue collar democrats, and

have since moved away from the party.

I • • • > • •
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* summit continued from page 1

And in what Speakers called a "clearly unexpected

developement," Reagan, who played host for the first day,

ended the afternoon session by inviting Gorbachev to join

him for a walk through the garden down to the shore of

Lake Geneva.
He said the two men put on their coats to ward off the

near-freezing temepratures and took a five-minute stroll

leading to a pool house, which they entered and sat down
by a fire burning in the fireplace.

Speakes said the session had not been planned in ad-

vance, but when asked how it happened there was a fire

burning in the pool house, he quipped, "I would judge it

was probably one of those pool houses that has a 24-hour-

a-day fire."

"The president, I think, felt at a certain point in the

meeting that it was a desireable time for the two to con-

tinue their talks alone," the spokesman said.

In describing the meetings, Speakes said, "The tone was

good, the exchanges were good, the opportunity for both

to talk with each other concerning these major issues was

carried on in an atmosphere which the general secretary

has described as 'businesslike,' which we agree is an ap-

propriate description."
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A clearer picture of AIDS
Because of the widespread interest in

AIDS (for acquired immune deficiency syn-

drome) and of the amount of misinforma-

tion which has appeared in these pages and
elsewhere, I have attempted to review the

current understanding ofsome of the most
discussed aspects of this disease.

AIDS is caused by a virus known as

HTLV-III (for human T-lymphotropic virus

type III). The major characteristic of the

disease is a severe immune deficiency. This

is because the virus infects and destroys a

cype of white blood cell called a helper T
lymphocyte. This cell type is concerned

with the regulation ofthe immune response

in ways that are not yet completely

understood. As a result of their weakened
immunity, AIDS victims die from a varie-

ty of infections and malignancies which

generally do not pose a threat to people

with healthy immune responses.

The most frightening aspect of AIDS is

its high mortality rate. Despite reports of

new drugs, there is still no reason to believe

that any symptomatic individual will sur-

vive. In addition to AIDS, a milder illness

called AIDS related complex (ARC) has

emerged. ARC may precede the fully-

developed AIDS.
Although HTLV-III has been isolated and

well-characterized and much has been done

to understand the mechanism of the infec-

tion, neither a vaccine nor an effective

treatment are presently at hand.

The predominant risk groups for AIDS
and ARC include sexually active gay males,

intravenous drug abusers, recipients of

blood transfusions and blood products

(hemophiliacs in particular), and the

heterosexual partners and children of high-

risk individuals. The distribution of the

disease in the population emd the isolation

of the AIDS virus from semen and blood of

infected individuals leave no doubt that

AIDS is transmitted sexually, by blood con-

tamination, and congenitally. HTLV-III has

also been detected in saliva. Nevertheless,

there is no evidence to suggest that saliva

is a route of transmission, either by contact

or inhalation. For example, non-sexual

household contacts have thus far remain-

ed free of infection. There is also no

evidence for transmission of AIDS via food,

water, insects, or casual transmission by

those mechanisms is highly unlikely, but

not necessarily impossible.

AIDS 'was first recognized, as a new
disease in 1981. Since then, the number of

cases in the United States alone has reach-

ed 14,000. In addition, an estimated

400,000 to 1,000.000 people have been in-

fected with HTLV-III while not expressing

symptoms. Even these large numbers may
represent an underestimate of the number
of infected individuals since the blood test

for AIDS (which recognizes antibodies

against the virus made only edler infection)

may yield a significant number of false

negatives. The reasons why the blood tests

give false results are not known. One
possibility is that some infected individuals

had not yet begun to make antibodies

against the virus at the time of testing. The

Leonard Norkin

public health implications of this are enor-

mous since blood from such individuals

would be acceptable to blood banks.

How many of those individuals who are

infected, but free of disease, will eventual-

ly develop AIDS is a major unanswered

question. It is difficult to answer at present

because the lapse oftime between infection

and development of overt disease may be

several years or longer. Nevertheless, some
prospective studies suggest that eight to

ten percent of asymptomatic infected in-

dividuals will develop AIDS each year. Of
further concern, these individuals con-

stitute a vast reservoir of carriers capable

of spreading the infection and the disease.

Why gay men are at high risk is not

known, but several possibilities have been

suggested. Among these is the high fre-

quency of sexual contacts ofsome gay men.

Another is the possibility of tissue damage
occuring during homosexual intercourse,

thereby providing the virus a greater op-

portunity to enter the blood. Another fac-

tor might be the relatively poor protection

(e.g. immunological) of the rectum com-

pared to the vagfina. Nevertheless, note that

heterosexuals are the m^jor infected group

in Africa and heterosexual transmission is

now recognized in the United States. The
risk of heterosexual transmission is not yet

known nor can one predict the future rate

of infection of the heterosexual population.

Fear of a widespread lethal epidemic is pro-

bably not called for as suggested by the fact

that African AIDS, although appearing in

the 1970s, has not run such a course.

The above represents to the best of my
knowledge, the current state of understan-

ding of AIDS. However, AIDS is being in-

tensively investigated and new information

may lead to new or different interpreta-

tions. For anyone wishing to delve into

some of the technical aspects of the AIDS
problem, I recommend starting with a

review article in the British journal, Nature

(Vol. 317, page 395, Oct. 3, 1985), co-

authored by Robert Gallo (who first isolated

HTLV-III in the United States). That same
journal frequently contains reasoned, non-

technical, discussion of social and political

matters relating to AIDS in its News and

Commentary sections.

My purpose in the above has been to pro-

vide the kind of information that might pro-

mote informed discussion. I have avoided

making any suggestions about how one

might protect oneself from AIDS since it is

more appropriate for that advice to come

from a physician or other competent health

care provider I do, however, suggest that

one be critical of what one reads in the

p)opular press or hears by word of mouth in

order to avoid the kind of hysteria that

results from misinformation. Furthermore,

I strongly urge those in an at-risk group to

get their information directly from a com-

petent physician.

Leonard Norkin is a UMass microbiology

professor
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Geneva and the arms race
Once again the grand media spectacle is

upon us, as the American and Russian

leaders sit down to talk peace in Geneva.

The reality that disarmament conferences

in the past have consisted more of pretty

pictures than the reduction of armaments
ought to keep our hopes for the Reagan-

Gorbachev meetings in perspective.

Although agreements have been reached

regarding the testing of nuclear weapons,

nuclear arms proliferation, and com-

munications, the actual build-up of nuclear

arsenals, especially that of the Soviet

Union, has gone un-restrained. With the

history of "arms control" in mind we can

examine the factors that might make the

present CJeneva negotiations more suc-

cessfiil than those that have preceded them.

The feeling within the Kremlin seems to

favor the modernization of the industrial

base of the Soviet Union. An arms control

agreement would facilitate such a program

by reallocating resources away from

military expenditures. In addition, it is

possible that the Soviet Union is coming to

the realization that it cannot win an arms
race. If so, than credit goes to the initiatives

of the Reagan administration in attemp

ting to match the Soviet arms build-up. The
ironic truth that U.S. nuclear arms produc-

tion can actually lead to reductions in

nuclear arms on both sides is a lesson f)eace

activists should take note of.

Although a nuclear arms agreement com-

ing out of Geneva is by no means
guaranteed, the Soviets have already made
a proposal that, in light of past summits,

is remarkable because it offers to reduce,

as opposed to control, nuclear weapons. The
proposal is for a mutual 50 percent reduc-

tion, although which armaments would be

dismantled is a point of contention. If this

is an actual bargaining position and not

merely a media play, then we have reason

to be encouraged.

Central to the Soviet proposal is their de-

mand that Reagan's Strategic Defense In

itiative be restrained. The fact that the

"Star Wars" program seems the number
one concern of the Soviets in Geneva ought

to make us question those American scien-

Stephen Erickson

tists who, motivated perhaps more by

politics than science, claim the system has

no chance of working. In a very real sense

Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative is

already working in Geneva. Public support

for the President, plus the fact that 39

senators, enough to reject a treaty, have

come out in support of SDI, strengthens

Reagan's publically stated hard-line posi-

tion. The administration's pessimistic tone

serves both to prj^Jiare public opinion

should nothing come out of the Geneva
talks, as well as to bolster the American
negotiators position by sending the Soviets

the message that the United States is not

desperate for an agreement.

It appears that success at the talks may
be contingent upon the Reagan administra-

tion's willingness to compromise the

development of SDI. Given Reagan's desire

to find an important place for his ad-

ministration in history, and his tendency

to follow the advice of the more moderate

voices around him, the possibility that U.S.

positions will be more flexible than recent

public statements indicate seems entirely

conceivable.

No matter what the outcome of the sum-
mit, we can be assured that human rights

within the Soviet Union will remain a

travesty. The quest for Soviet world

domination will continue to wreak havoc

and destruction on the Third World. Both
the United States and the Soviet Union will

still maintain substantial nuclear arsenala

Agreements at past summits could not ad-

dress the fundamental differences between

Soviet and American policies, goals, and
beliefs. There is no reason that this Reagan-

Gorbachev summit should be any different.

At less basic levels, however, thanks to

President Reagan's demonstrated efforts to

check Soviet military power, Moscow may
finally believe that there is something

worth negotiating.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian
columnist.

Insight to union dispute
There is a very good reason why the ongo-

ing dispute between the workers and

management at the Lord Jeffery Inn has

become the most controversial issue in the

Amherst area. The essential fact is that

Amherst College, 75 percent owner of the

estabishment, has blatantly adopted a

policy of harsh economic coercion. They

claim that "you can't be a good employer

and make money."

We, the employees in local 217, AFL-CIO,

Hotel and Restaurant workers, have tried

to negotiate a fair settlement, but Amherst

College is attempting to ignore the fact that

we both had a union for ten years. We in-

sist that it is possible for them to be both

fair to us and reverse their unsound runn-

ing of the Inn. Clearly, the college and the

newly hired manager would like to reduce

William S. BuSteed

losses. But the Inn has lost money since it

opened in 1926.

Briefly, the sequence of events leading up

to the present deadlock is as follows. A new
general manager, Eric Nusbaum, was hired

in April and indicated to local 217 diector

Rob Traber that no mtyor changes were ex-

pected in the contract, due to expire on Oct.

24. Late in September, however, manage-

ment laid before our negotiating commit

tee massive takeaway proposals based on

losses they claim only belatedly to have

discovered. This, in spite of the operation

being computerized by David Nichols, the

previous manager: operating costs, daily

and monthly, were fully known. Though
management relented somewhat in the face

of the reaction of the present employees,

they still propose to freeze our wages (in ef-

fect asking us to take a pay cut, given in-

flation) and, most important, they are ada-

mant about imposoing a two-tier wage and

benefit system, a common union-busting

technique. New employees, doing the same
work we do, would receive far less and never

get the fairly decent living that should be

their due, also.

As we could not consent to the destruc-

tion of our union, we engaged in a job ac-

tion called "Walk and Work," an action fall-

ing short of a full strike, when the expira-

tion date had passed. Picketing outside to

discourage customers and call attention to

management's unfairness, we continued to

work our jobs at the Inn, in hopes of con-

vincing management to negotiate in good

faith. But if plain economics was in Sad th»

•issue-and we maintain that it is not -surely

our proposal that new employees work for

an extended period at considerably lower

hourly rates before stepping up to the wage

levels of current employees would have

swayed management. On Nov. 8, 50 or so

out of 70 workers were laid off. Amherst

College is now playing hard they are try-

ing to prevent us from receiving unemploy-

ment compensation. They take the view

that it is our fault, business being disrupted

by a labor dispute; but it is their inflexibili-

ty, failure to negotiate a fair settlement,

and union-busting that is the real source

of trouble.

What can you do to support our effort?

A general community meeting has been

.scheduled for 7 pm. on Wednesday (same

place). Community fund-raising for the

hardship fund is our only defense against

the tatics of "big money" AmKerat College

Willi£im S. BuSteed is a !Jie!^h^TJ^fi!^fI^r*f\

Jeprey inn wo'rker^s Press Committee.
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SALE!
PERSONAL COMPUTING
FOR THE LIBERAL ARTS
Math 1970 MWF2:30

• For Freshmen & Sophomore nonscience majors

• No prerequisites

• Learn elementary programming
• Learn basic quantitative analysis

• Applications to real public policy problems:

economics, the environment, public health,

consumer issues, taxes

• Information: Prof. Frank Wattenberg, 5-0984

^—Wednesday. November 20, 1985 Wednesday, November 20, 1986;
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Hamnshire
Business

Machines Inc.

TYPEWRITERS
Sales, Service

Rentals

Brothers, IBM.

Smith Corona, etc

321 Main St.

Amherst
549-6177 J

caliiig place

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. & SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

He 9 • Hadley/RmhersI

256-6889^._

ARTS Estevez film falls short

V^reswell
Gallery

^r African Artifacts

Cards

Cloths

Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
10-5 Mon-Sat

549-6600

Posters

Pottery

Prints

% NOW OPEN
Riverboat Village

APARTMENTS. SOUTH HADLEY.

1. 2 or 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BEAUTIFUL MODELS FURNISHED BY CHAP DeLAlNES & EPSTEIN FURNITURE CO

•Swimming Pool -Tennis Court •Club House •Shuffle Board Court

FINANCED BY MHF*
LEASED ON OPEN OCCUPANCY BASIS

: 1 fiM'itS-S'XCLtS y^

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
10 AM 4 PM

PHONE 532-9461
532-9462

CALL FOR
DIRECTIONS

J
Rjverboai Vulage

River Lodge Rd
SO Haoiev MA 01075

SOME FACTS ABOUT FAT

Functional Fat

Fat in your diet carries fat soluable vitamins such as A, E, D & K. It

also provides essential fatty acids. Body fat protects body organs

and provides insulation.

BUT, a diet high in fat is associated with an increased risk of heart at-

tack, stroke and breast cancer. Fats are also high in calories.

How to cut down
- drink skim or low fat milk and use it in cooking too.

- substitute low fat yogurt for sour cream or use a mixture of the two.

- eat fewer fried foods and try more fruits and vegetables instead.

University Vending Services & University Health Services

Division of Health Education /University of Massachusetts/ Amherst

^unan (garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Tb« BEST Chines* Food"

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs

Luncheon
Specials

$025
From /& seived 11 a.ro.

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 1 1 :30-3

ALL YOU geas
CAN EAT 3

If you thought we're only playing big

arenas you were almost right. . .

RUN DMC
But they're playing THE big night club

Weds. Dec. 4th
this is not a mirage

iBPium simn HomHimipjaii. hh. mmun

That Was Then, This Is Now
Starring Emelio Estevez and Craig

Sheffer
Directed by Christoper Cain
Hampshire Mall

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Sometimes, especially in the fall when
lots of Oscar hopefuls come out, you can run

into a film that yearns to be a drama, but

fails and becomes nothing much at all.

Sadly enough. That Wm Then, This Is

Now is just such a film because it fails to

explore the conflict that is the subject of its

story.

The screenplay, written by star Emelio

Estevez, is based upon the S. E. Hinton

novel of the same name. It tells the story

of two suburban toughs whose lifelong

friendship starts to fall apart when a new

romance starts making one (Craig Sheffer)

grow up, while the other (Estevez) resists

change.

One of the chiefproblems is that Estevez's

script outlines the breakdown of the boy's

friendship without every really

establishing it. Most of the time, they seem

more like casual acquaintances than blood

brothers. Another important element is

their relationship with Sheffer's mother,

which is woefully underdeveloped. Estevez

is an orphan and grows up in the Sheffer

household. The household scenes are

nothing more than comic relief.

Dirctor Christopher Cain does manage to

avoid moralizing the character's plights.

but that doesn't stop him from throwing

plenty of cliches' at them. His punks all

look like they just walked out of a zombie

movie set, and the romantic interest follows

one of the approximately five patterns us-

ed in teen movies. Sheffer's old girlfriend

has black hair, wears red shirts and tight

jeans, and drinks while his new girlfriend

(Kim Delaney) has light brown hair, wears

white dresses, and has a perfect

complexion.

Estevez does a good job essaying the part

of the nonreforming delinquent, but he

never really gets to the core of his character,

perhaps because the script's explanations

for his motivation are never really satisfac-

tory. It's possible he doesn't want his

character's problems to be understood, but

that doesn't make his situation any more

involving for the audience Still, when he's

given something to do, his peformance is

quite good.

Craig Sheffer's performance takes up a

lot more screen time than Estevez's, but it's

far less interesting. He's supposed to be the

punk who's growing up, but he never comes

off as anything but a nice kid.

The film is by no means unwatchable

though. Many of the episodes are engaging,

especially the more lighthearted ones.

There are no really bad performances, and

some very good ones, most notably Morgan
Freeman as a bartemder who befriends the

boys against his better judgement.

In the end, what turned me against this

movie was its tendency to dilute its

message everytime it got serious. The big

change it's supposedly about never really

seems to come.

I
Luncheons

at the

TIME m, OUT
I) B«< <i«h Fmk

hiOyMr

6t Smh * Sow CMckM
7)PMFitadmn
A Pm FiM ftoedb*

«| Pan FfM RMiol

Luncheon SpcdaU & Take-out Seivicc
FuU CodttaU Menu

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-lO p.m.
Frt. &Sat. 11:30 a-m.-ll p.m.

10 Belchert>l(vn Road
at Rte. 9. Amherst
- 256-0252

.V^e^^^

r lUiloton Sf»orts
Cross-Country Ski
Jamboree Sale!
Sample Savings on 2 of 12 Complete Outfits:

^69.95

n

Nordic Waxless Outfit

Leather 75mm Boots

Tonkir) Poles

75mm Bindings
p*^
^fii^

$119.95
Kneiss/ HC Waxless Skis

Salomon SR 301 Boots

SNS System Bindings

Sv\^ix Fibreglass Poles \ i^f^^i
R»g. Sm.OO \ o^ "*'^—

-

• 20% to 40% off all cold wMthar clothing

• Last y«ar« ski leftover* Vt price

• All used boot* 110.00

• Speciels on Chlldrens' Outfits

• Children* Free Boot Exchange

. ..WW - Refreshments

FREE — Get peir of Peloton Ski Straps just for stoppmg by

FREE — Mounting end Base Prep on all XC Outfits

FREE — Wax Kit with every Waxable Ski Outfit

FREE — 5 days worth of trail passes for Touring Centers

Savings of over $20 00

f*o/otoii Sftorts
the cross-country ski experts

John Dellaria
presents a

"CUT-A-THON" With ALL
proceeds going to the EveryWoman's Center

Haircuts will be $8.00

at Wilder Hall (behind Morrlll Science Center)

Sun. November 24th

Time: 11 am - 3 pm

FREE Dellaria products will

be given out!!

1
ec^^^^ '/>

^o
*V/

37 N. Pleasant St.

R^MS
cent drinks WED.

(glif^^y^/rt U'

•
^ PARTY

FIFTY CENT
NnE
DRINKS!

BACK to BAS»CS with the besl party mu„cHMore Rom.nl,«. Madonna. Spn^leer^.J^e
B'lly Idol. Chak. K^ ^J!i.tee3Mm, ••

^"^^ '•* o^^^hSH^pSi-' ^'^•"9 soonST

NO COVER

DaytonTires

SNOW TIRES

POLYESTER
SNOW TIRES

White Walls

Si/f Ptrir

A7e-13

E78 14

078-15

36 00

46 00

49 00

RADIAL
SNOW TIRES

White Walls

P155/80 Rial 47 00

P185/80 R13 5S 00

P19S/7& R14 I 56 00

ALL SEASON
RADIALS

mh
White Walls

Slit Prl<r

P155/80 R13
P185/80 R13

P195/75 R14

4 7 00
55 00

58.00

Sale from Wed., Nov. 20 - Sun. Nov. 24

Thurs. & Fri. open until Midnight^

1 E. PLEASANT ST - AMHERST - 549-6904 Sg^

UFA
Knei

suiutspoini

SALOMON
wm

CREDIT
90 DAfS TO P»'

No InUr.tt

credt'.

eslablished
in minules

C,^̂
^10* Additional Off

*'lh pu't ^lase

o' a SPt ot 4 lires

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Miehelin Tir»s Alao SpeciaUy Priemd

MS*

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst. MA
Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES

,^1 IN THE VALLEY!

DYNAMITE
Maxell XLII90 $2.00

TDK SA90 - $2.00

New. Used. /^IIIORNE^
Buy, Sell and Trade d , .^ ^ » Vy j

584-1580

8

s^>

WOS TVDISSVTD '^ ^*150 MAIN ST X^^NORTHAMPTON

d4 THE FINE ARTSC£NTER
^^C O S C E R T H A L I

l.NI\(l><.|H Of MASSAlMLMTTs »T »MMl»ST

TONJGHTt
The Best of America

\VlHi!lt\s.l,t\ N"' I'O (v'T .li' S jMI

TO SERVE THE PUBLIC BETTER WITH

• STATE OF THE ART PROJECTION .DISCOUNT TWILITl ft MATING S

• OOLBV STEREO SOUND • t HCONOVir, St ATS

Grand Opening FRIDAY NOVEMBER 22nd

Back to th« Futura I Jagged Edge

After Hours Santa Claua
the movie 1i//7.

Rocky IV 11/27

HAMPSHIRE 6 HAWPSHiRt mall 584-7550
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Governors Program Council presents:

The Razz-Bang Dance
Bonanza

Sick of the Bars or Don't have an ID?

Last Chance for Fun

before Thanksgiving!

at the

Bluewall, Nov. 23

9 pm to 1 am
$2.00 Admission

with D.J. Peter Gold \

TMC
L MAiS
MUSIC

o.
THiATRf
CLIID

-^r

tt^^

^^w

Dec. 6 and 7; 12, 13, 14

8 D.m. Bartlett Auditorium

TICKETS ON SALE TODAY
at all Datatix Outlets

$3.00 General Public $2.00 Students

A UMass Music Theater Guild Production

PIZZA SUBS

1

2
3

SPECIAL

SODA with any Small Pizza

SODAS with any Medium
SODAS with any Large

Choose From Polar Cola, Diet Polar Cola

And Other Polar Sodas Including

Orange, Grape, Root Beer, Strawberry,

Ginger Ale and Cream Soda.
Five Cents Deposit Required On All Cans

ALSO AVAIUKBLE
WORLD CLASS SUBS
FREE DELIVERY!

EXPIRES DECEMBER 21, 1985

4:00pm to 2:00am
363 MAIN STREET, AMHERST

256-0222

MILLER ROCK SERIES
presents

THIS THURSDAY NOV 21st!
is your chance to see

"The Incomparable Musician"

'The Genius'

The Legend

RAY CHARLES

IBM Portable PC

$1075.00*

DEMONSTRATION
and
SALE

Nov. 18 through Nov. 21
Display located in Campus Center Concourse

also The Raelettes

and THE RAY CHARLES ORCHESTRA
Two Big Shows at 6:30 and 9:30

Tix in advance $12.50 and $15.50

Tickets available at Datatix Outlets

on campus at the Fine Arts Center Box Office

off campus at Stop and Shop and Main St Rec's Northampton

nfim mil] mmmmH. urn. mn^nv.

Certified check or money order required

at time of order

This special offer available to

students, staff, and faculty.

Certain restrictions apply

see store for details

Sale Hours 10-4

Located in

The Campus
Center

545-2619

^.UNIVERSITY
MSTORE^

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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WEATHER

Ibday: A mix of clouds and sun, breezy

and mild with a chance of afternoon

showers, highs in the 60s.

Tbmorrow: Sunny and cloudy with highs

in the 40s to mid 50s.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled bv Trude Michel Jaffe

GORDY ByGorde

f
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Attention Staff

Today there is a sexism workshop for all

staff and correspondents at 7 p.in. in

Room 801 CC. Please make the effort to

attend. This should be a good workshop!

Today's Menu BASICS DINNER
BREAD BUFFET

1 IINCH Eggplant Parmigiana

Roast Beef Grinder Baked Cod/Newburg Sauce

Chicken Burrito
DINNER

BREAD BUFFET
BASICS LUNCH Veal Parmesan

Garden Sandwich Baked Cod/Newburg Sauce

Chicken Burrito Ham and Turkey Plate

ACROSS
1 Tale

6 Show surprise

10 Dreary

14 Steve or Woody
15 Reverberate

16 Carry on
17 Triple Crown

winner; 1943

19 Location

20 Be unsteady
21 Agers
23 Kentucky col-

lege town
25 Most sym

pathetic

26 Duplicate

28 Deer family

memt)er
30 Ms people
31 Punt propellant

32 In accord
34 Blushed
38 Surreptitiously

41 Inventor Nikola

42 Fatigued
43 Exodus" hero

44 Sash, for Yum
Yum

46 Chess Cham
pion Mikhail

47 LQ connection

48 AfleniuOii s

chaser

52 Lukewarm
54 Musically ex

pressibie

56 Branching

59 Wading bird

60 Cut the price

again

62 Thanks '

63 Black, to a bard

64 Lauder
65 Ivy League

school

66 Attic township

67 Levels, British

style

4 Spare
5 Stage direction

6 Solidity

7 Maple genus
8 Arab chieftain

9 Deep-dish mam
course

10 Enos to Adam
1

1

Street show
12 Affirms

13 Dough raiser

18 Least re-

strained

22 Football play

24 Hilo greeting

26 Track habitue

27 Ebb
29 Showed

reverence

32 Saudi

33 Brilliancy

35 Rare birds

36 Architect

Saannen
37 Flat tire

39 Stretch

40 Persian Gulf

sights

45 Genetic

47 Light yellow

48 Try

49 Stringed instru

meni
50 Sign up
51 Cultivated land,

old style

53 Gaiied horse

55 Biblical

kingdom
57 Dagger
58 Dijon seasons
61 Chemical

ending

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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DOWN
Truth

Cosmetic in-

gredient

Symbols of

happiness

\ ? 3 4 S

1
6 7 8 9
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10 11 1? 13
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Stntoh Your SkiingDoflar With
Petar fail's Stratton Nountain

Ejqifess Package
fnospoitilllMi oMl lift Ikfcet from $25.00

ftecemlHr X lUm^990^ NwcH 16. 1986 ,

Wdtton
Peter Pan Bus Lines and Stratton Mountain are offering a special

ski package this season. . a tway to further stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiing fun.

Arrival at Stratton lit.: 9:00 a.m. • Leave Stratton Mt.: 4:30 p.m.

Peter Pan s Stratton Mountain Express round trip service is

available Tuesday. Thursday and Sunday.

Package Includes:

Round trip transportation and a days lift ticket for just $25.00

Tuesday, Thursday and $27.00 on Sunday. . less than you d pay

for a lift ticket alonel A great value to stretch your skiing dollar

and your skiing fun. Advanced reservations only.

Tickets available at all local college campuses and at the Peter

Pan Bus Lines Atlantic City Office. Tor further information on

pick up points and reservations. .

.

Contact: The People Professionals

Rmimr:Rjan BmimLinam,Inc.
1776 Main St., P.O. Box 1776

Springneld. MA • 781-2900 Cxt. 253

NA Dull rree 1-800-332-8995

I

f

America Needs
A Hero Fbr Every Age.
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

586 4110

100%

FREE TUITION

NaUonaJ Guard

To any MauachuMttt

Fumtod College or Univeruty

15th ANNUAL BUSH BASH

UMASS SKI CLUB

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI 6 PARTY WEEK
JAN. 19-24

TRIP INCLUDES:

5'/^ DAY LIFT TICKET SUN - FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL o«CONDO

ENTERTAINMENT: FREE DEER b WINE PARTIES

HOT TUB PARTIES . LONG UMOCTWtAA PARTIES

TbRTU RACES. FREE BEER b WINE PARTIES

FREE BEER b WINE PARTIES HASTAR RACES

SUGAROUSH COUPON BOOK. EQ, EC

CTAjiMami)

ONLY $149
ONLY $199

HOTEL PACKAGE c^»*«cu«, ONLY $149

CONDO PACKAGE o—ai««. ONLY $193

n*$T 100 «C»U TO »GM-U» WIU M QJGtaU FO» A FREE TRIP

Sign up before Nov. 19th end get a free T-shirt

LAGNAF86
t Drinking Age is I^Ts.Vermont Drinking Age is llTTfs.

FOR MORE INFO 545-0437 430 STUDENT UNION
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I'M CRAZY, about J.B.'s.

>j-i

M H
HOT

ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

253-7018

Do you pretend

to be this individual

on a regular basis?

If you do, come in

TONIGHT (Weds 11/20)

and receive a

complimentary

Reg. Beef

Reg. Fries

and

Small Cokel!

11 am - 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

ENERGY CONSERVATION
OPPORTUNITIES

Don't miss this chance to become a part of one of the nation's

fastest-growing leaders in the energy conservation field' DMC
Energy currently has immediate part-time temporary openings

for energetic individuals to install conservation measures in

homes in Hampden, Franklin, and Hampshire Counties. We
will provide training, but background in conservation or con-

struction preferred. Professional attitude, excellent public rela-

tions skills, and a commitment to energy conservation a must.

Car and valid driver's license required. No sales involved.

For more information, or to arrange for an interview, contact

Ms. Temple at 1-800-332-2754 as soon as possible.

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Grand Opening
SPORTSWEAR

FACTORY OUTLET
Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

loooooooooooeooooooooeoooon

IWOOL SWEATERS
80% Rag Wool
20% Orion

Value up t> $40.

$11.99 each
2 for $19.99

All

N.F.L. Football

MLBp Baseball

50-75% OFF

Sign up for Collegian

Subscriptions

TODAY
in the Campus Center

send your parents

The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian

CHANCELLORS
LECTURE SERIES

85-/9869

VIRCJINIA A. BE\I.
Dcpantninf ofFoodSncnrc ami Sutntiori

THE CHALI^ENGE OF
NLTRIIION

^S^ TIPS

ON PRE-REGISTRATION
Beginning on Monday, November 18th, the counseling

period and pre-registration begins. Complete pre-

registration forms are due at the Registrars office in 213

Whitmore on Wednesday, November 27th.

For information to help make the process a smooth one

for you, call:

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE

545-1540

Ask for tapes by number

1020 Changing Your Major

1009 Credit Load

1409 Finding or Changing Your Academic Advisor

2031 Graduation Requirements

1032 The Pass/ Fall Option

For a complete listing of information tapes come by our

office in 227 Whitmore.

rr hy is the public lx)mbarded by

tx)nHictinK nutrition information? Why cannot nutritional

scientists agree alxuit dietary recommendations.' l>)es fcKxl

intake in childh(x)d affect adult health and loni^evitN ? I )oes a fat

child lx:c(»me a fat adult? I low much do \vc reallv know

alxHit human nutntion?

NOVKMBKR 21. l^iHS-H PM • MKMORIAL il\LL

rMVKRsrn oi- m yssachlskits \r wiiiKRs'r

I'" FCC and open to all • RcfrcshnKMiis to follow lecture

lOB SAfS-'inaP
TIPS S4S -|f24U

A service of the Dean of Students Office

Wednesday, November 20, 1985! Collegian u

ifiii.iiiiimniiiriiiriiiinniH.iMHna mm inm i i i j i

I

AUGIES TOBACCO SHOP
"the Tobacco and Magazina Shop of Amharst'

108 North Plaaaant St., Amharat
— Western Union Agent —

Complete lines of:
Pipa* b Pipa AccoMonw
Tobacco

importad/dOfTMStic for ptpa or cigsr«n«
Cioarsnm

ifnportsd/domMTic Imduding (nrton—nn dove)
Full rang* of domonic b ifnportad ciQari

Magazinw, Paparbaciu b Monarch noiM
Naw«pap«r«, Mna Stat* Lottary

Candy and lundry (tern*, Maaa louvanirt

Now Faatunng Gourrrmt Cofftts ft Ttas
- H9H England Talaphona Agent -

253-7896
»>l'l'|i|l'lll'ITril'tl'll'fl'llTI-|i|'WTIIIilllMTI'>r>ITI*l'l'l'II'fl'£l'MTIJJl^^

RENT/\NREa(

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

SAVINGS OF 50%
in our Historic Stone IVlill

WARE SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY STORE
Women's Cashmere and All Wool Coats

Introducing: Coats, Pea Coats and Rainwear by Evan Picone

Petite - Regular and Half Sizes

WARE SHOE OUTLET
All Leather Shoes -

Nickels, Jazz and Paloma

Merchandise sold only

in fine stores and better catalogs

Football notebook

Platek and Palazzi are
YC players-of-the-week
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Senior co-captain Paul Platek and

freshman quarterback Dave Palazzi each

received another honor this week, being

named players of the week by the Yankee

Conference.

Platek, a strong safety, was named defen-

sive player-of-the-week for his efforts in

Saturday's 21-17 victory at New Hamp-.
shire. Platek intercepted a pass on his own
eight to snuff a last-minute Wildcat drive.

He also had 10 tackles, eight unassisted.

He led UMass with four interceptions this

season.

Palazzi was named rookie-of-the-week for

the fovulh time this season for his 196 yards

of passing (12-od-25), 75 yards of rushing

and one touchdown against UNH.
Palazzi was also named the conference's

rookie-of-the-year on Sunday. Both he and

Platek also made second team
all-conference.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS:
UMass has won three straight on the road,

following an 11-game losing streak,

.freshman kicker Silvio Bonvini was
19-of-19 in point afler attempts. . .Over

their last eight games, the Minutemen did

not allow a point in the first quarter. . .the

Minutemen averaged 176 yards a game on

the ground. . .Palazzi might've had better

numbers against UNH, but was hurt by

three dropped passes. . .next game-
September 6, 1986 at James Madison.

* Belkin
years and was a two-time Globe All-

Scholastic all-star, the game od soccer con-

sists of playing two ways.

SOCCER NOTES: UMass second goal

Sunday against Boston College in the

quarterfinals, was originally credited to the

team, but replays showed that a BC player

^_i_i_i^_^^^ continued from page 12

kicked the ball off of UM forward Cathy

Cassady into the net. Cassady gets the

goal, and Jamie Watson the aissist. . .the

Minutewomen leave Thursday night for

Fairfax Va. and the Final Four. . .there is

no third place consolation game this season

at the finals.

INDUSTRIES YARD
^^O minutes from UMass

Ware, Massachusetts on Route 9)

Hours: Weekday - 9-4:30; Saturdays - 9-1

OIDVOU MISS THE BRSKETBRLL ENTRY OHTE?

IT NOT TOO LRTE, BRIN6 YOUR TERM ROSTER TO THE

INTRRMURRL OFFICE, RS SOON RS POSSIBLE

INTRAMURAL OFFICE

215B0YDEN

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CO 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES
ENTERTAINMENT

54647ay

HELP WANTED

Meetinjr to ne held for UMass Pans
Study Program third floor lounge Herter
Thursday 21 Nov all interested students

invited

Dr Singleton will discuss Environmental
Quality in Eastern Europe and the Soviet

Union Thursday Nov 21 4:40 room 227

Herter Hall

All new Alive with Dance RSO will hold

it's second meeting Wed Nov 20th at 6:30

pm in CC8I 1 all majors welcome'!'

Diitinfttiahed Viiiton Program meeting

tonight Wed. Nov. 20 at 6;30 pm in CC163

AUTO FOR SALE

VW Rabit 7C, good condition, new Urea,

WOO or BO 649-6690 night

1977 Chev7 Malibn Claaaic air, fog lights,

nice condition, dependable $1400 or BO
call 665-3921

Pontiac GTO 1H8 strong. New parts.

tllOO BO,'>46-6417

197< Ford Pinto good condition $900
584-5742

77 Honda Accord 5 speed must sell to pay

bills call Scott 263 9015

74 VW Bug strong eng. exc. frame and

int good body $S60 549-7778

1»7« "Sunbug" stereo by Sony, solid

body, runs great $1400 684-5206

1976 FordMaverick, 60,000 miles, auto,

power steering, 4 door, runs fine. BO over

1700. 549 1902

i»74 Audi IDOLS black exterior/red in

tenor Front wheel dnve. Very little rust.

Engine good condition also $1200
549 7194 Sarah

76~CHev7 Malibu good condition $650.00

call 549-3.591

VW Superbeetle 1»71 rebuilt engine very

reliable (treat heat AM/FM $85() (best of

fer) .SHfi .5475 or 253-4253

1970 Chevy Malibu excellent running con

dition good body AM FM c».HSett« deck

$5<X) cjUI Linda evenings after 6 549 6313

1975 AudrFoi rebuilt engine lots of new
parts must sell! $600. 253-7464

Rack-A-Diac Entertainment Agency for

DJs,the best party this semester

screen video, rentals. 549-7144
large

THE BREAKFAST CLUB
FriNov22at5, 7,9, 11

* Engineering East Aud
$1.50at5. 7 .. .$2.0Oat9, 11

FOR RENT

Sunderland, 1 bdrm apt. on busline,

420/month, everything included. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

Sunderland 1 bdrm apt 400/month in-

clusive, on bus line, avail immediately
253-9043

1 or 2 female* to share apt call eves

5494483

1 bedroom Cliffiide apt. 375/month, in

eludes everything avail Jan 1 call 66,5-8455

Large modem loft-atrle apartment in

Nortnamplon Cneter AC, sundeck, heat

included available Jan 1 call 586-4460

Amherat Brandywinc 2 bdrm apt busline

580/month available 1 1 86 549-1119

FOR SALE

13' all wood Penvan boat with 25 horse

engine, trailer & more call 5491032
(Mark)

Water Bed $2,50 00 call 549-0194

BETSY DUGGAN

Exam en your Birthday oh well the

weekend will he here soon Happy 21st

Peter and Joanne __^
CUSP RAFFLE WINNERS

Congratulationa to the winners "f ihf

Undergraduate Fsycholmry Club raffle

First place winner Oode bevenson

receives the brunch for two at Plumbleys

Second place winner Mana Lantiakis

receives the hot tub for two donated by

Utopia Spas (thanks Utopia) and third

Slace winner Scott Stephens gets the bot-

e of champagne. Thanks to everyone who
participated!

Fender Super-Six Amp. Twin heads. Six

tens Also G & L Caviler Excellent guitar

black. Just got set up and intonized.

Designed by Leo Fender himself. 700 new
last year Right now $400 549-0386

Tcchnici SLS Linear Tracking Turn-
table w/cartndge, direct dnve, fully

automatic $UK) or BO call between 4 pm
12 pm 546-5086

Brand new 12 • B * W TV only $70!!

Brand new port Sharp typewriter, 2 pn
memory only $170!! Don't forget that

Christmas Is coming!! Call 6-4475Tor more
details.

Celebrate the Holidays
by sending s Turkey Gram
on sale in the Concourse

11/19-22

Apple Personal Computer monitor, liisk

.invc an>i cumjiuter dreat to link up with

the Cyber nr just to play around' A 22(Hl

dollar' vslue Inn ynijr« for the Inw In*

pnce of $7(H1 call Tim at 546-9592

Skis • K2» 16()8 g<i<>d condition Ixmii.-

-Calier sire women's 8 call .545-111 ti'J a.sk

for Hii(K'

Electric Guitar: Music .Man with active

electronics and Kahler tremolo exc cond
(Uiking $.325 call Bruce 6-9,563

Yabadabadoo UMu*~'^Bed~ Rock" cafe

T-shirta with Fred Flintatone 6-6314

Merchandiser 20 hours per week $4.41/hr

call between 8-5 need car ,584-2050

Part-time temporary positions available

for the Annual Salvation Army Christmas

Kettle Program. Starting date November
22 until December 24. for more informa-

Uon call .586-5243

Accountant: The Economic Development
Office is hiring for Spring semester

Sophomores and Juniors needed to work
with student controlled businesses, approx

10 hrs/wk Applications available at 409

SUB Deadline is noon 11/27

Marketing Intern* needed for Hamp-
shire Mall Mana^ment Office must be

energetic and reliable with excellent com
munication skills. Apply Office of Intem-

ships 545-0725

The Commuter Area Government has

one work study position for an office assis-

tant. Interested people should have giKid

organizational skills, typing skills, and
10 15 hrs a week free. Undergrads only

should apply to 404 SUB before November
26th. EOE/AA employer

INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar L«a*on* experienced and
patient teacher rock/pop/folk/blues im-

Cv., reading, theory, composition. Your
ne or my studio. Doug 649-4786

LOST

Gold bangle bracelet somewhere around

CC on Thurs 1 7 reward if returned please!

Has much sentimental value please con-

tact Beth at 256-1758

Lost two *mall notebook* on campus Fri.

evening, Nov 8 (possibly in Union) please

contact me in Grad Wnting Office 5-0979

In the^'Pub" parking lot Saturday night

a set of tools in a silver to>il \k>x Plea.ie

return them they're not mine. Call Enc at

,546-7888 ^
STue^LeSportSac wallet with great sen

timental value If returned, no questions

a.sked Rewanl Call 546-8.3»(> or ,^4f>-839t)

MAGGIE

would work, but since it defected In the

land of Putney, you will have to settle for a

simple. . "HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! "

Love, Your N.P. Woman

NEW STUDENTS PROGRAM

Cottnaclor applieationa available for

summer '86, 101 Berkshire Houae

PEOPLE'S MARKET

Where elac can you get good tunc*.

great food, and the best coffee . The Peo
pie's Market of course! Around the comer
from the Po»t Office.

PERSONALS

G - Happy Birthday! Love ya J G & J

BFFE
Ski Sagarbnah! Hotel $149 call Ski Club
now 545 3437

Ski and Party at Sugarbnab. See Ski

Club Sale S.ITB. Wed-Sat Hotel $149

Violent Femme* - I want a ticket badly.

Will pay at least 2x ticket price. Helga
2532004

Attention Musician*: Experienced drum
mer seeking to form a funk/jazz fusion

Are you interested? If so, call Scott

Sue, Happy Birthday ya old geezer!

Thanks for the towel supply and thanks

for just being my sis. I love you David

Help I need Femme* tix please call

1-772 6469

Brandywine apt. looking for someone to

rent my room for Spring semester Rent is

$290 per month Heat is included in once
Piibsiliility that entire apt will be avsoable.

Ouples welcome Call 549-6289

Goober* - Happy Birthday Sze's tonight?

Love Lipster

Hi Debbie - Norm

Happy 18th to my whimsical roommate -

your the best. Love ya Kojak

S.E.M. Remember the good times we hadl

Happy Birthday Love Ed

Kiraten NottleeolT • Happy Birthday! We
both really do love you, believe it or not!

Love Enit and Eliot

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

BEBVlCBa

Caae*. paper*. di**ertation*, the*e*, on

campus, dependable, outstanding quality.
paper

. s, dep«

low rates, 584 7924

RIOB WANTED

group
at 5466-5149

•• Attention Skier* •* Sell your used

equipment at the 15th Annual Ski Snatch.

Bring equipment to SUB Wed Nov 20 12 6

pm

LAGNAF
nudge, nudge
wink, wink

Know what I mean?!

Music Theatre Guild organizational

meeting for anyone interested in working
on Spring Production - Bartletl
Auditorium 6:30-7:30 Nov 21

It'* in a box.

To North CaroliM for Thaakagiviag or

anywhere south of Washington for

"niankagiving can leave anytime will help

with gas Enc 546-4630

To (from) Seattle Waahington for

Christmas break share driving and ex-

penses call PeterGeo at 586 4401

Ride needed to RoehcaUr or Syracuse
for Thanksgiving weekend. Will pay $

Please call Jay 546-6056

To Long Island this Friday or Thursday

call Rich 549-4726

ROOM WANTED

Female looking for bouaing or sublet for

Jan 1 thru May 86 call Liaa 256-1801

ROOMMATE WANTED

Doug"Happv two! Thanks so much for the

greatest weekend! Don't forget I slape

you' All my love-Hopeless

KIRSTEN - Happy Birthday from your

loving brothers Erik and Eliot

Dear Santa, The ONLY thing I want in

the whole wide world is a doll with a lousy

profile I promise to hug it and kiss it and
hold It tiffrl

Dear Boo sometimes we urn . .then

sometimes we urn but you know I

always love you Have the best birthday

You deserve it I.,<>ve Phil

MOTORCYCLES

1983 Honda V45 Saber Tow miTes ex

ililion Shoei helmet also $2(MH) '.4

after 8 pm ask for Sean

MOVER

Karen of KKG; Thanks for everything I

couldn't have asked for a better fneml
1 n-i psyilieii for our ro«<ltH|. t.. \V, ~;

I'oint this we«'kend l,ovc, Susan

Jeff • We'r*' warning you We reccjgtlize

\ our face Walk past our pond at your own
n.'ik' The Swans

FOUND

Ring found Orchard Hill CourU 2 wks ago

'Round Town Mover* fast reliable chea(>

call Michael anytime 323-6780

Ml. DUBOIS

Yea, Todd, you! Hey gorgvoiM, I love you
lots and I want to kidnap you and take you

to South Carolina if only my awesome car

Suaan O. Malcolm - See what happens
when you hold tmto your umbrella The
Saute Chef

Need 100 overweight peoolc to \-ry our

new weight loss product call ,546-9632

Happy Birthday BoUy! I love you!! from

Jaaon

Apt to (hare pleaaarit reasonable ideally

located in Amher«t Ctr 774-2740

Female roommate to share 2 bedroom
Brittany Manor apt Spring semester call

256-6895 evenings

Wanted: Easygoing, studious female to

share clean, ouiet. furnished, one bedroom
Puffton apt Spnng semester 549 1313

Looking for female to share 1 t<e<1ro<ini

apt in Cliffside ApU beginning Jan 1

187/mo inclusive! Call Christine 665 77'jy

Roommate wanted U' Uiok for an apart

menl with two nonsmoking females in

Iere8te<l in North Amherst or .Sunderland

( all 6 ,5568 or 6 4009 mast he femaJe'"

1 bdrm in 3 bdnirapt $200»/mo on Rl 9

next to bus sUip 586 4969 ______
Femafe toThare room in Bnttany Manor
apt Nonsmoker Feb U) June call 253 3766

after 5 00

Wanted • person to snare furnished house

in N Amherst musician/student, near bus,

heat i)rovide<l, $200 00/month only til May
2.56 8432 Randy

One bedroom in beautiful two bedroom
fully furnished Southwood apt I or 2 p call

263 9917 anyUme

COINTTM^UI t-t-^'f/a^i^^g
^'

former 123/12jjraderAlexJ56Jif^ _

if^imm Taoe Tranacriptioo. Fast, ac-

^Itf" A^il.ble almost anytime

6657652 —^—7;=—T—
FXPERfT'YPiNG^ERVICE Any

JSaj SI... M»TI6I

L'».?&-r«,'':^5s™«

T^..r^- ?rwX.'.JS
McNamara MainJUninge ^ _

ttoiT't M other* beat ^••.J'L''.^
1«(W$1200 parttime or $2000$6OOO

TO SUBLET

T rnomi UTallahlr in i htrtlnnTm apt '-

Swiss Village. On busline. $215 inc for info

call 266 1061

Fumiehcd room in house on Main St on

bu.s mute for Intersession only 170'

definitely negotiable call Allison 263-6893

TBAVKL

TAKE A BBBAK ON TUB FBENCH
SIDE! Skibreak's January trip to

Tignes/Val d'lsere in the French Alps in-

cludes RT airfare (Swissair), transfers, ac-

commodations, skipass (116 lifts), slalom

races, cocktails for $740/7 nights in resort.

Skibreak: (203) 364-6069. Ted: 646-4733

TYPING 8EBVICK

QUALITY TYPING, Long or short pro-

je<-t» Will correct grammar, spelling. &
punctuation Meticulous pnKifreading

New IBM typewnter 549 0367

TYPING A WORD PROCESSING

Neit Day Scrrlrc. Type-Rite 253-6111

WANTED TO RENT

Two girl* looking for an apartment in

North Amhernt for spnng i-all .'.44 fn4'»

To lake over 2 bdrm apartment leaae in

.lanuary Call .546-5337 or 546 ,5257

"Two female* looking for one bedroom
a(>artment in Puffton or Brandywine call

,549 5188 ask for Amy or Brenda

^OKP PBOCESSINC EPffOB

Must have Apple 2E, matrix printer

Wordstar facility 266-0626 7-9 am/9- 1 1 pm
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SPORTS
Women's basketball preview

Veteran UM team
ready for new season
JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staif

Following two consecutive losing seasons

playing under head coach Barbara Stevens,

the University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team expects to bring their

coach her first winning season since tak-

ing over the program two years aga

For the first time, Stevens has the luxvury

of a UMass team led by a crop of seniors

who have the ability to bring leadership to

yoimger playera In her two years at UMass,

Stevens' teams have gone 10-19 emd 13-15,

but in the two seasons, the Minutewomen
have been inexperienced and lacked senior

leadership for inspiration.

"The biggest effect of the seniors on this

team is their leadership, encouragement

and direction. It's much more evident this

year," Stevens said. "They're using their

knowledge to their advantage, they know
what they want as a group and that's

CoU«gi*o plxrto by Scott Mafuire

Freshman point guard Christel ZuUo
provides speed and quickness to the

UMass offense

created more team unity."

"This year we're very ready for it to final-

ly be our year," senior captain Jerrie Ber-

nier said. "I think we started with a

nucleus last year and it takes time to come

together as a unit. Each year there's im-

provement, but it's time, its our turn."

Last year, with the Curry Hicks Cage

undergoing extensive renovations, the

Minutewomen were forced to play their

home games at either Amherst College or

at the Springfield Civic Center. What
resulted was a 28-game road schedule and

one during which the Minutewomen rare-

ly had fan support.

"This year teams will have to come in and

beat us on our home court, not Amherst

College, which belonged to no one," Stevens

said.

But the Minutewomen are finally back in

the friendly confines of the Cage,

something which both coaches and players

agree is an instant offensive boost to UMass
basketball.

Last year's team also lacked confidence

and consistency. This year however, there's

a new winning spirit.

"These women are super," Bernier said.

"Every person can play. This year we've got

so much depth that we can sub in without

losing anything."

Stevens said that last year players who
sat on the bench were jealous of those who
played and that by not playing they got

themselves so depressed that they weren't

ready to play when they were called upon.

"My players are more respectful of each

other this year. When I need to call on them
I know they will be ready," Stevens said.

The Minutewomen return ten players

from last year's team including four of five

starters, but with a few days still remam-
ing before the season opener at the Univer-

sity of Maine, Saturday at Orono, Stevens

said that there is still opportunity for any

one of her players to gain starting status.

Leading the list of retvimees is the senior

two-year captain Bernier who averaged 6.3

points-per-game and 3.3 rebouns-per-game

Bernier, who saved her best performance

last year in UMass' season finale against

Duquesne with 23 points, is the team
leader that the Minutewomen look to for

encouragement. A four-year starter, Ber-

nier ranks seventh on the UMass all-time

rebounding list with 357 rebounds and

ninth on the all-time scoring list with 557

points.

Other forwards include seniors Rebecca

Kucks, Karen Damminger along with

sophomore Tkra Lewis and junior Kelly Col-

lins. The 5-9 Kucks has played in every

game since her arrival at UMass and sored

2.3 ppg last year.

The 5-11 Damminger is coming off an oflF

season in which she scored but 3.8 ppg,

down from her first two years when she

averaged a combined 10.2 ppg.

SportM Information photo

Senior guard Barbara Rebel is one of the University of Massachusetts'

main scoring threats this season.

Lewis, at 5-9, averaged 7.0 ppg and 5.5

rpg and is known as a great leaper and an
explosive scorer. After a productive

freshman year, Lewis will be looked

towards for scoring and an aggressive in-

side game.

Collins, 6-1, also had an off season last

year bothered by an injury to her achilles

tendon which forced her to redshirt her

sophomore year.

At center, the Minutewomen are looking

primarily at 6-1 sophomore Sue Burtoft

who led UMass in rebounds (6.7 rpg) last

year despite starting in just ten games.

Burtoft is the inside force that is expected

to crash the boards and help shut down op-

ponents' inside game. With the addition of

6-0 freshman Beth Wilbor, Burtoft is ex-

pected to receive needed help inside to bat-

tle taller opposition.

Another freshman, 5-4 Christel ZuUo, is

expected to have a big impact on the team
providing the team with speed and
ballhandling more attuned to the running

game that UMass favored for much of last

season.

"Christel gives us a different look in

terms of a running game. She'll probably

start," Stevens said.

Zullo will have to battle juniors Mary
Marquedant and JoAnn Dupuis in order to

start however. Marquedant, 5-8, was the

team's point guard last year, dishing out 52

assists.

At off-guard will be senior Barbara Hebel,

another fovu'-year starter. Hebel is third on

the UMass all-time scoring list with 1,133

career points and is expected to excel, along

with senior guard Juanita Matthews who
is possibly the team's best all-around

athlete.

Debbie Belkin: a complete player
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The statistics for University of Massachusetts women's

soccer sophomore fullback Debbie Belkin don't sound like

the stats for a defensive player. Through 16 games this

year Belkin has seven goals, five assists for 19 points, the

most ever scored by a UMass fullback in a single season.

Belkin has scored the same amount of points as George

Mason University All-American foward Pam Baughman,
the I^triots third leading scorer. UMass faces third-ranked

George Mason Saturday at noon in the NCAA semifinals.

Belkin was also the leading fullback scorer (2-7-11 ) last

year, too.

But on the No. 1 Minutewomen squad, Belkin is known
for her defense. "They (opponents) try not to attack us on

that side (left). The other side of our defense isn't too shab-

by, either," UMass coach Kalekeni Banda said with a grin.

"I feel confident with her behmd me," midfielder Carolyn

Micheel said. "She has speed and strength. She's very

unstoppable."

Belkin, who was a left wing at Needham High, sees a

dual role for herself on the 16-0 Minutewomen.

"My role is to make my runs up," Belkin said. "Banda
keeps me and Birdie (senior fullback Sue Bird) to make
the runs up the field. My job is to be an offensive fullback

"

Banda doesn't like single position players. He recruits

players who can play both offense and defense. "You have

to attack and defend with 11 players," he said.

"She is always a threat from the back," Micheel said.

"She can weave through an entire team." Against Har
vard, Belkin passed the ball to attacking midfielder

Kristen Bowsher, who then passed the ball to Belkin on

the fiy. Belkin fired the ball in for the goal.

"Everyone has both roles (offensive and defensive )on the

team," Belkin, a sports management m^or, said. "Not

many people are used to it.

Belkin, who was the last cut for last summer's National

Sports Festival, is tied for the team lead with three game-

winning goals with freshman Beth Roundtree (10-4-24).

"She's very competitive," Banda said. "She has enough

strength and speed to make those runs up and still get

back and recover on defense."

Follow the Final 4
in the Collegian

The No. 1 University of Massachusetts women's soccer

team, 16-0-0 this season, has an excellent chance at the

NCAA national championship this coming weekend, in

Fairfax, Va.

The Collegian, the only newspaper to have covered all

of UMass' games this seawon. will be represented at the

Final Four starting Thursday night. Gerry deSimas, a

three-year veteran of soccer coverage, writer for Soccer

America magaiine and a correspondent for the Boston

Globe will file a complete preview for Friday s paper and

cover the tournament.
For the best soccer coverage in the area, there's only

one real choice, the Collegian, your source for sports.

And for Belkin, who made the National Youth Team in

1983, along with Bowsher and former teammate Jolie

DePauw, made the Region I select team the past three

continued on page 11
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Summit raises hope for
Local experts
attempt analysis
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

A panel of local experts who met last

night to discuss the Geneva meeting had

little to go on, an audience of about 90

realized at a post-summit "instant

analysis" at Smith College.

The discussion, titled "How did it go?"

featiu-ed professors fi-om the University of

Massachusetts, Smith, Amherst College,

and Cornell University; and was sponsored

by the Five-College program of Peace and

World Security Studies.

"There is little ofsubstance to

analyze," — UMass political

science professor James Der
Derian.

AMHERST (545-3500) Thursday, November 21, 1985

The panelists spoke briefly in turn and

invited the audience to field questions and

discussion. The news blackout and the

nature of such superpower meetings didn't

afford much new talk on the subject ofarms
control.

"There is little of substance to analyse,"

said UMass political science professor

James Der Derian.

Smith College world studies Professor

Ann Phillips, disputing Donald Regan's

contention that "women aren't interested

in the basics of su-ms control," received an

ovation from the predominantly female

crowd.

The Reagan administration's apathy

toward any typ)e of arms control and the

lack of a suitable framework for arms

AIDS victim
speaks out
By BRION McALARNEY
Collegian Staff

A victim of Acquired Immune Deficien-

cy Syndrome (AIDS) spoke last night at

Mahar Auditorium about public

misconceptions about the disease and

stressed the need for a national public

policy.

Jim Mclntyre, a 25 year old AIDS victim,

spoke along with Dr. John Mazzullo, pro-

fessor ofMedicine at Tufla University, and

Anne Marie SUvia, Health Education Coor-

dinate for the Massachusetts AIDS Action

Committee. The program was qxmsored by

University Health Services and the

committee.
"The disease is really difficult to get,"

Mclntyre said. "If I thought for a second

that hugging or kissing my mother, or

beating up on my little brother, that there

was a remote possibility that they'd get it,

I'd sUy the hell away," he said.

"The government should say we'll make
sure you won't get discriminated, won't

lose jobs and houses," he said. "People who
feel they have something are afraid to get

AP Laaerpboto

President Ronald Reagan and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev
shake hands at the start ofthe second day ofsummit talks in Geneva
yesterday.

negotiation were common topics mention-

ed by the panelists.

Professor Richard Ned Lebow from Cor-

nell, whose scholarly work for the State

Department ended shortly after Reagan
took office, described the mentality of the

current administration.

"Our written and videotaped briefings

were disregarded by even the most junior

aides there," Lebow said. "I am pessimistic

because they have no ideas on how to

establish prior groundwork that can lead

to negotiation," he said.

The cai'efal lowering of expectations and
Gorbachev's reputation as a reformer m
Soviet terms are good signs, according to

Amherst College Professor William Taub-

man. "Each will save the most important

concessions until the last moment," Taub-

man said.

As for the outcome, "Both sides have to

come home with something," Lebow said.

"That takes the heat off them for the mo-

ment."

agreement
Joint ceremony
planned after
second day
GENEVA - President Reagan and

Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev found

"broad areas of agreement" during two

days of extraordinarily personal summitt
talks and, after receiving a report last

night from advisers on unresolved issues,

scheduled a joint ceremony for today.

"The news is so good that we're going to

hold it for tomorrow," Reagan teased

reporters. Gorbachev said only, "I hope

there will be," when asked if any joint

agreements would be signed today.

The president's chief adviser on arms
control, Paul Nitze, was cunong those who
worked int the evening yesterday to

finalize summit findings — an indication

that the summit's most contentious issue

remained unresolved as the leaders ad-

journed for dinner.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes,

adhering to the news blackout even after

formal talks has concluded, declined late

laist night to provide any details on the

summit talks, promising a briefing follow-

ing the ceremony set for 10 a.m. Geneva
time 4 a.m. EST.
Speakes said neither Reagan nor Gor-

bachev would take questions at the

ceremony. But he refused to say whether

a joint statement or communique would be

issued by the leaders or whether they

would sign specific agreements.

Speakes was asked if observers would be

able to clearly understand the value of the

summit based on today's public remarks.

He said they would.

The ceremony was Reagan's final an-

nounced event in continued on page 3

SGA budget takeover
draws opposition

Anne Marie Silvia

tested."

AIDS is a disease that attacks the im-

mune system and leaves individuals

vulnerable to illnesses that a healthy im-

mune system would combat. The high risk

groups most vulnerable to the disease are

sexually active homosexual men and in-

travenous drug users.

The transmission of the disease is

through intimate sexual contact and direct

contact with contaminated blood, usually

by drug users who share the same needle,

or blood continued on page 3

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The Student Activities Director Randy
Donant has assumed more student

budgetary responsibility, an action which

is resulting in intense controversy because

of opposition from the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate.

The senate voted unanimously last night

to call for the resignation of Donant in

response to the action. (Related story, page

6.)

A memoramdimi issued by Donant and

Vice Chancellor for Student Aflfairs Den-

nis Madson Tuesday outlined seven points

of action concerning future Student

Government Association budgets starting

in fiscal year 1987. The actions give much
more budgetary power to Donant, resulting

in less student input of programs contain-

ed in the Student Activity Trust Fund. The

fund is a resource for the SGA to provide

services, activities, and advocacy to the stu-

dent community.
The guidelines in part give Donant the

responsibility to control funding of certain

operations and organizations that were nm
by students and to oversee various accounts

that were under student control. Donant

said he assumes responsibility now with

the issuing of the memo.
The SGA's fiscal crisis, Donant said, has

led to these actions which he said are not

political in any way. Concerning the seven

points, Donant said "now we can begin to

move forward together and begin to reallj

respond to the needs of students on this

campus."
Several senate leaders, including tlM

budget chairman, treasxirer, and speaker,

to whom the memo was issued, said the ac-

tions are "a direct violation" of student*'

rights.

Dianne Rossi. SGA treasiu-er, citing the

memo's guidelines asked "What respect

does Randy Donant and Dennis Madson
have for student input?" She said the

memo's eflFect would be a backward step for

the trust fund and for student control of it.

John Ruddock, senate speaker^ question-
conttnued on page 5
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"What respect does Randy Donant and Dennis

\Madson have for student input?"

\~Stitdent Government Association Treasurer Diane
lossi
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GreatAmerican

ABSTENTION DAY: Today, Americans nationwide will try to quit Hmoking - or at least

try to go 24 hours without - during the Great American Smokeout; hunger foes will refrain

from eating and donate to Oxfam American during its Fast For A World Hunger. Stories

with the local angle, page 3.
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NATIONAL
Ohio state senator missing since July

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - A 23-year

veteran of the state Senate has not been

3een in public since July, and when she fail-

ed to show up for this week's legislative ses-

sions some of her friends at the Ohio
Statehouse got worried.
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Sen. Marigene Valiquette "has been
missing from the Senate, and I haven't

seen her for months," said state Sen. Oliver

Even the Toledo Democrat's secretary,

Sheiri Josephs, claims not to know Vali-

quette's whereabouts.
Josephs told The Blade of Toledo that she

has no telephone number for the senator
and does not know where she lives. Vali-

quette, 61, has no legislative aides.

"I really can't tell you anything,"
Josephs said yesterday. Asked if she
thought Valiquette was all right, she said,

"I don't know that, but I'm sure she is."

State Rep. Barney Quilter said Vali-

quette called him Sept. 19 to say she would
miss an event in Toledo to which she had
been invited.

AP Laserphoto

Ohio state Sen. Marigene Vali-

quette has been missing since last

July.
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Smokeout aims
to decrease
puffing for good
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Students may notice a decrease in the number of cigaret-

tes sparking up today on campus and throughout the

United States in celebration of the fifth annual Great
American Smokeout.
The smokeout is sponsored by the American Cancer

Society which hopes to encourage smokers to quit puff-

ing during this 24 hour period but ideally, indefinitely.

'Tm going to try and quit for good," said Donna Diotte

who once quit smoking for a year before starting again.

Diotte, a first-year business mcgor, will try to quit per-

manently along with millions of other Americans. Since

1978, the number of ex-smokers has increased from 31 to

35 million, according to the society.

"They (smokeouts) have been pretty effective in the

past," said Cheryl Rollish, co-chairman of the Student

Health Advisory Board. She said the board will give out

information to those who want to quit smoking. "Our table

will be in the campus center concourse from 9-4 today,"

Rollish said, adding that next Monday the board will spon-

sor a quit-smoking workshop.
Rollish said she thinks that the new laws which require

designated smoking sections at work places, restaurants

and motels are a good idea. "It is gxxl for other people

especially around eating places. You can get disgusted,"

Rollish said.

The demand for such areas has forced restaurants to

make smoking boundries. This demand has spread into

the hotel industry as well — there are entire hotels where

smoking is taboo and violators may be fined as much as

$100 if caught in the act of smoking.

Complaints on campus have triggered passage of a rein-

forced smoking pwlicy. Last week the Faculty Senate pass-

ed a proposal which tightens enforcement of existing

smoking policies.

Despite the tact that there has been a decline in the

number of smokers since 1978, almost 54 million

Americans still smoke.
According to the society, support from family members

and friends will help smokers abstain from lighting up.

The society suggests that smokers do anything possible

to keep from smoking. Stocking up on chewing gum and
low-calorie munchies such as carrots and celery are a few

options. Keeping busy is the main idea.

Rollish said that many smokers start because their

parents set an example. "I think it has a lot to do with

peer pressure. I would say most people probably start in

high school," she said. The most common question she ex-

pects to receive is "Where can I go for help" or "How can

I quit?" If the questions can't be answered, she said, she'll

refer them to pamphlets.

If the encouragement of peers and family doesn't deter

smokers, the statistics of smokers' susceptibility to lung

cancer may make that impact.

Lung cancer, which is the single largest contributor to

the cancer death rate, is the number one cause of death

among men, according to the society. Meanwhile, the

cancer death rate for women has increased 300 percent

in the past 30 years

Fast feeds the hungry
Micheal Sophino will be going without his supper

tonight.

Sophino will join an estimated 1 million sponsors of Ox-

fam America in donating the cost of his dinner to feed the

hungry. Students may sign up today at lunch with

cashiers at any dining commons to give up tonight's meal.

The cost of the meal will be donated to Oxfam.

"It's a small sacrifice for me to make," said Sophino,

a social thought and poltical economy mcuor. "It's not

much to ask of me but it has the potential of doing

something great for someone else."

Off-campus students may donate to Oxfam America at

tables in the Campus Center concourse and the Student

Union.
The UniverBHy of Massachuaetta Hunger Task Force

along, with 0KfaBi Aumim, am spooMviaf thia year's

•Taat for a World Hwveit"
This year marks the 12th year of Orfam's campaign.

Last year more than $1.6 million was raised. Oxfam is

a nonprofit, international agency that funds self-help

development projects and disaster relief in Africa and

A.si&
-LESLEY CLARK

^——ii^^—^confinued from page 1-kAIDS
transfusions, Silvia said.

"No one really knows why the virus hit gay men first,"

Silvia said.

The risk from blood transfusions is very low as high risk

donors have been told not to donate, she said.

Children have contracted the disease during the birth

process, not through contact with other kids or family

members, she said.

The symptoms of the di.«w»ase include severe fatigue. 1ms

of weight, persistent coughs, recurrent diarrhea, and skin

rashes, MazzuUo said.

"The symptoms are absolutely scary because everyone

has had them. In the beginning, they are similar to a head

cold or flu," he said. Any symptoms lasting more than four

weeks should be checked, he added.

Mclntyre stressed that AIDS victims need public

support.
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Collegian photo by Mirhelle Segatl

SUMMER DREAMIN- Junior premed msyor Jay Zemer takes adavantage of yesterday's

balmy weather to read a book atop the Campus Center yesterday. The weather the rest of

the week is not expected to be quite as nice, with rain forecast for tomorrow.

Lung cancer increasing in women
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

For the first time in history, lung cancer has caught up

with breast cancer as a leading cause of death among
women, according to the American Cancer Society.

"The high figure is largely due to the increased number

offemale smokers, which is almost even with the number

CoUegian photo

Ashtrays as well as lungs should be alot

cleaner if today's Great American Smokeout
achieves its goal.

of male smokers", said Charles Dahle, who represents the

society.

In the past, the number of female smokers has been con-

siderably lower than the number of male smokers

However, Dahle said, since World War 11 more women
have begun smoking, and because of time lag, the effects

of smoking on women can now be seen through the in-

creased levels of lung cancer.

"In 1985 an estimated 38,600 women will die of lung

cancer, 75 percent of which will be caused by smoking."

Dahle said, adding that this rate is quickly approaching

the rate of 85 percent for males.

Cancer is not the only disease which can result from ex-

tensive smoking in women. They stand a high chance of

developing bronchitis, emphysema, chronic sinusitis and

peptic ulcers. Also women who smoke are at a high risk

of having heart problems.

Pregnant women who smoke, Dahle said, have a higher

rate of miscarriage, stillbirths, premature births, and com-

plications of pregnancy.

"More of their (women who smoke) babies die soon after

birth than the newborns of nonsmoking mothers", Dahle

said.

In Hampshire County the rate of lung cancer in women
is equal to the national rate of 15.3 per 100,000 women,

he said.

"One of the main reasons for looking at these rates is

because we want people to re-evaluate their smoking

habits. There are already enough factors in society that

have "been deemed cancer causing smoking is one thing

that can be eliminated." Dtkhle said.

Two Moacow women read the front page of the Soviet paper Pravda yesterday. The paper'a

headline, reporting the first day of summit meetings Monday, reads "M.S. Gorbachev's

meeti.ig with R. Reagan."

* summit ^.^.^— continued from page I

Geneva before leaving for Brussels to briefNATO leaders

on the summit and then return to Washington to address

a joint meeting of Congress that will be nationally

televised.

Dinner was to have been a social affair, but like the

formal negotiating sessions, the agenda did not hold.

Speakes said the experts' final recommendations were

relived by telephone at the dinner, and the leaders

discussed them over coffee in the library of Reagan's

mansion.
He added: "The president's frame of mind is very good.

He will sleep well tonight."

A State Department negotiator, Raymond Benson, said

the two sides had approved cultural exchange provisions

that call for exchange of students, performing arts

groups, exhibitions and sports teams, but it was not

known whether a document would be signed before the

delegations leave Geneva.

At a reception before dinner, Gorbachev confirmed he

had been invited tn visit the United States, but did not

say whether he had accepted. Reagan, Gorbachav and

voth their wives all have indicated that a visit by the

Soviet leader to the United States within the next year

or so has been discussed here, and there are indications

that a reciprocal visit by Reagan to the Soviet Union the

following year was likely.

Gorbachev also said "I hope there will be agreements

to announce at the summit's end."

The Soviet leader was said to be headed for Prague

after leaving Geneva to brief Warsaw Pact leade a.

In assessing the summit, Sovist spokesman Leonid

Zamyatin was more cautious than Speakes, emphasiz-

ing to reporters, "Believe me, in such limited space of

time the enormous amount of diflTicult issues that have

accumulated cannot possibly be solved."

He added, "Of course there are disagreements. This

doesn't mean the sides are not trying to come to terms

on joint problems."

Speakes said both sides agreed on the content of his

"good progress" report that said, "There are broad areas

of agreement and other areas on which further discus-

siops must take place."
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continued from page 1

ed the legality of the memo. "I defy Randy
Donant and Dennis Madson to cite specific

authority which allows them to carry out
the gross violations which they propose."

The University board of trustees, Donant
said, is the only group whose powers are

specifically defined and that his power to

issue the budgetary guidelines is less

direct. However, he said he does have the

right, and more importantly the respon-

sibility to issue the guidelines.

The memo's guidelines, Donant said,

"are in the best interest of the trust fund
and the best thing to do. We're running out

of time."

Even though Donant has said the

guidelines are non-negotiable, most
senators said they will not abide by them.

"I see the memo as an attempt by the ad-

ministration to take the SATF away from
the student body," said Jordan Rosner,

chairman of the budget committee. "In-

stead of students making the decision, the

administrators have handed down the deci-

sions to us and that is totally unaccep-

Senate condemns Donant

Collegian photo by Michelle Segall

Student Activities Director Ran-
dy Donant

table."

Donant, who said he expects unanimous
opposition to the guidelines, said he can't
allow "emotionalism" affect him.

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Undergraduate Student Senate last night

voted unanimously to call on Director of

Student Activities Randy Donant to resign,

in response to Donant's attempt to gain

more control of the student budget process.

The senate also voted to demand an
apology from Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis Madson.
The senate then approved of a letter,

sponsored by SGA Treasurer Dianne Rossi

and Chairman of the Budget Committee
Jordan Rosner, that aims to counter the

memorandum issued Tuesday by Donant.

Donant's memo, co-written by Madson,
revealed a set of actions concerning the

fiscal year 1987 SGA budget process. The
actions categorized a series of rules giving

power to Donant for more fiscal control

over certain SGA operations and organiza-

tions that were under student control. Do-

nant said the actions have gone into effect

as of the memo's release Tuesday.

Stacy Roth, SGA co-president, said Do-

nant and the administration are attemp-

ting to reverse the budget process by rid-

ding students of any say concerning their

own funds.

"They (Donant and Madson) are trying

to reverse a process that exists and has ex-

isted for many years," Roth said.

"We need to look beyond the personal

vendettas and personality conflicts and
unify to win this battle for the students,"

Roth said of the senate's need to cooperate

on this issue.

The senate, which is acting on the notion

of "business as usual," voted to hold a

campus-wide referendum on a $12 Student

Activity Fee increase for FY 87. The
referendum, approved 51 to 10 after more
than one hour debate, will seek student ap-

proval in raising the fee $12 per year per

student.

Donant's memo specified that there

would be no fee increase in FY 87, and he
said this and the memo's other guidelines

are "non-negotiable.''
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There's

Something for Everyone

on your list at

THE OLD
MILL

Rte. 63 N. Amherst

1 mile north of UMass

Open Daily 10-6

THINK CHRISTMAS AT OUR
ONE STOP SHOP

V»Ji- — » ^ *' " -M-^J»^J«-.M^«MM-»" ^^ '^^ ^^^ ^g^^r^T^^

jSK-I

brightly colored,

hand knit

SLIPPER
SOCKS
wool & acrylic

plain sole

REG. 7=9$ NOW
leather sole

REG. 9^ NOW

A Stora-ful of kteas

OovMttown Amherst / Daily K> - 6. Sua. 12 • 5

MONCV MOTIUATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and

Have the Confidence to Prove

What it Takes, Keep Reading This

We are a Major Inciustrial Tool Company Expanding a

new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing is the future

successful road to sales in the 1980's, and we are growmg

rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to work around your schedule,

and you can earn up to $10.00 per hour while training.

There are still 25 positions available. Salary + Commissions

+ Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM, Dave

413-256-4101

CHJNCELWRS
LECTURE SERIES
I g 8 5 ' I g 8 6

VIRGINIA A. BFAL
Depailnunt of hood S( icntr ami Sutntion

THE CHALLKNCJE OF
NLFRrnON

hy is the public lx)mlwrdcd by

conflittiriK nutrition information.' Whv cannot nutritional

scientists a^ree alxtiit dietjry recommendations? Does fo<Kl

intake in chiklhtxHl aftect adult health and jon^es it\ -
I ><k's a fit

child iKTome a fat adult.' I low much do we reallv kno\\

alxHit human nutrition.'

NOXKMHKR i1. 1W.S»8I»M« MI.MOKIM. HALL
rM\i:K,srnoi NrvsNAcinsi I'ls ai \\iiii.K.sr

|- rcc and open lo all • Uctrcshmcnts to tbilow Icctiiic
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SPORTSWEAR
Factory Outlet
Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

All

N.F.L. Football

MLBB Baseball
50-75% OFF

Sweat Shirts Beer Mugs
Reg. $32.00 NOW $15. Reg. $17. NOW $4.00

NFL Telephones Stadium Blankets

Reg. $65.00 NOW $25. Reg. $32.00 NOW $10.

Wall Plaques Infant Wear
Reg. $14.00 NOW $4.00 Reg. $22.00 NOW $9.99

Coffee Mugs Toddler NFL Wear
Reg. $8.00 NOW $2.00 Reg. $13.00 NOW $6.99

NFL Back Packs

Reg. $18.00 NOW $5.00

Plus much, much more!

WORCESTER
MUNCHY

Binders

Notebooks
Peper
Backpscks
Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics
Health and
Beauty Aids

Candy
Tobacco
Cards
Calendars

Clocks
Batteries

Electrical

Supplies

Magazines
Memo Board
Ice Cream

Grocery
Cold Soda
Juice

Pop Tarts

Glassware
Cups
Decals

Pennants
Chips
Cookies
Popcorn
Umbrellas
Newspapers
Tote Bags
Film

School
Supplies

Typewriter
Ribbons
Pencils

Pens

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow

you to shop early or late.

Munchy Open '^.UNIVERSITY
sr-tpm MSTORE^

^S^ TIPS

ON PRE-REGISTRATION
Beginning on Monday, November 18th, the counseling

period and pre-registration begins. Complete pre-

registration forms are due at the Registrars office in 213

Whitmore on Wednesday, November 27th.

For Information to help make the process a smooth one

for you, call:

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE

545-1540

Ask for tapes by number

1020 Changing Your Major

1009 Credit Load

1409 Finding or Changing Your Academic Advisor

2031 Graduation Requirements

1032 The Pass/ Fail Option

For a complete listing of information tapes come by our

office in 227 Whitmore.

TIP'S sas -^K^nv

A service of the Dean of Students Office

R^ptratlon
25

Campus Center Auditorium, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.

November 26-December 31

Records and Registration Office

Division of Continuir>g Education

University Library

8:30 a.m.-7 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.;

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Fri.

Call S4S'24I4 for more information.

~^y^
^'"^l Division of Continuing Education

"y^fC^i University of Massachusetts

^JCJ at Amherst

\

IDRDS&MWS
HAIR SALONS ^

SM

The Hampshire Mall

586-7913

20% off Student Discount*

not valid w/specials exp. Dec. 31

TUESDAY "PERFECT PERMS":
Reg. $53.00&up Now $39,954 up

WEDNESDAY CUTS:

Women . . Reg. $18.00 Now $14.00

Men Reg. $16.00 Now $12.00

Walk-in Service Welcome • No Appointments Necessary.

Not to be confused with Frank Stiriacci's Lords & Ladies

HOUSING SERVICES
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

The Division of Houwnfl S«rvic«« announces its 1988 Intsmship Program for sophomors and junior

students. The three semester program Is Inanced jointly by the offices of Vice Chancellor for Student Affiars

and l-lousing Services.

PURPOSE
The program is designed wKh emphasis on increasing the competencies needed for career

advancement through projects, seminars, and internship training.

INTERNSHIP AWARDS
Eligible students may earn $3.66/hour for 8 to 15 hours/week. Three credits for indepen-

dent study may also be arranged.

QUALIFICATIONS
Six interns will be selected from applicants who have attained sophomore or junior status

and will continue their full-time academic status throughout the 1986-87 academic year. Ap-

plicants should submit a resume, two letters of reference, and a brief statement of achieve-

ment objectives. Submit applications to the Internship Coordinator:

Dale Rnn
Southwest Residential Education Office

54&0626 or 546-1SG0

Applications must be received no later than December 11, 1986.

The University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative Action /Equal Opportunity employer.

Students of color and women are urged to apply.

GRAND OPENING
lit

m PEKING GARDENWE WELCOME YOU TO

We hope to introduce you to a new, authentic taste In Chinese cuisine.

We emphasize the use of different Chinese spices In making a dish,

such as fresh ginger root, scalllon, fresh garlic, pepper corn, star anise,

sesame seed, and of course, hot pepper. We also have a variety of

Chinese sauces made from assorted beans and spices, will give a dish

Its unique, exotic flavor.

In our Menu we combine the most famous dishes from the south and

the north to enable you to taste a wide range of genuine Chinese cooK-

Ing. Our spicy dishes are prepared In three categories, mild, hot, and

very hot. Please advise your waitress which category you desire. Our

Chef has had 20 years of experience from all over the world, such as

Mainland China, Hong Kong, and New YorK City. Therefore, we c
guarantee you the finest In Chinese cuisine.

We sincerely hope that you will enjoy both our food and service.

We welcome your comments and criticism.

Atatulariii U" Sufbiuin KesUnmi

Luncheon Specials from $2.25 - $4.50

Mon-Sat 11:30 am - 3:00 pm (except Holidays)

Sunday Brunch served from 11:30 am - 3:00 pm
$6.95 per person $4.00 per child under ten

Banquet Room Available for larger parties

Cocktail Lounge
Full Liquor License

For take out orders and reservations please call 586-1202

Sun-Thurs 11 am - 10 pm; Fri & Sat 11 am - 11 pm

48 Russell Street

Hadley, Mass. 01035

i

Governors Program Council presents:

The Razz-Bang Dance
|

Bonanza
Sick of the Bars or Don't have art ID?

Last Chance for Fun

before Thanksgiving!

at the

Bluewall, Nov. 23
|

9 pm to 1 am
$2.00 Admission

with D.J. Peter Gold i

•i^^ee^^^e^^ee e^^ae^^ee^^-ee^

m^^^^jmm

T

IBM Portable PC

$1075.00*

DEMONSTRATION
and
SALE

FINAL DAY
Display located in Campus Center Concourse

Certified check or money order required

at time of order

This special offer available to

students, staff, and faculty.

Certain restrictions apply

^ see store for details

Sale Hours 10-4

Located in

The Campus
Center

545-2619

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Shouldn't you stop now?
Today is the Great American Smokeout and many people will try to kick

the habit.

Some staggering statistics have been released by the American Cancer
Society that should make people think twice or even three times before

torching up.

• Some 320,000 Americans will die prematurely this year of diseases

linked to smoking, a number equal to the number of Americans who have
been killed in all the wars fought in this century.

• Cigarette smokers, who represent less than one-third of the adult

population, accoimt for about 83 percent of all cases of lung cancer.
• Lung cancer is the number one cause of death stemming from cancer

among men.
• Lung cancer is the number one cause of death among women.
• There has been an increase of more than 300 percent in women's lung

cancer death rates.

The person who smokes is not the only one affected. The odor gets in

other peoples' clothes, hair, and eyes. Cigarette smoke makes some non-
smokers gag, feel nauseous and generally uncomfortable.
For reasons such as those mentioned, as well as complaints about

smokers, the University Faculty Senate has approved a policy to reinforce

no-smoking rules in all public areas on campus.
Smoking affects everyone.

That is why we whole-heartedly support the goal of the Great American
Smokeout, which is to get at least one in every five smokers to give up
cigarettes for 24 hours, and possibly for good.

Make a fresh start. Quit smoking and regain your energy, your wind,
and even your fr«sh-8melling breath.

Prove to yourself and to those around you that you can do without smok-
ing for one day. You will be joined by millions of other Americans across
the country.

Your life may depend on it.

Unsigned editoricds reflect the mcyority opinion of the Collegian Board
of Editors.

^
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Pre-registration important
As we approach the end of pre-

registration, many students are question-

ing themselves; why they are here smd
what they would Uke to get out of their col-

lege education. What courses should I sign

up for? What should I ms^or in? What do

I really want to accomplish at UMass?
We feel that it is imperative that

students think a lot about these questions.

A University of Massachusetts education

can offer a person intense growth and in-

sight into both themselves and the world.

However, it can also be an unrewarding
and painful experience. As students we
need to create our own education, our own
experience, and our own agenda. Our
tenure at UMass is only as good as we
make it. Clearly one of the most am-
bivalant aspects of UMass is its size. The
recources available here are tremendous,

while the mega-bureaucracy can easily

shrink each of us into a simple number.
Pre-registration should be taken serious-

ly for a number of different reasons. First

of all, entering the University in February
without a decent schedule and having to

'add' everything offers a somewhat
abrasive re-entering experience. Thus our

time and anxiety level next semester can
be much more positive by already having
a clear idea of our schedule. Secondly, pre-

registering now offers more time and flex-

ibility to process our visions for ourselves

and to research courses and professors. The
Student Government Association-produced

Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide is an
absolutely invaluable tool to learn about

ooursee and/or profesBors. Ifyou don't know

Roth/Burgess

what this guide is, ask! If you don't have
one, get one! Copies are available in room
420 of the Student Union.

Ideally, students are at Umass to learn
about themselves and the world and to use
this increased awareness to better
themselves and our world. Learning how
to think critically is essential to education.
"Minds are like parachutes, they only func-

tion when open."
To contemplate next semester it is xisual-

ly helpful to evaluate this semester . Did
we meet our expectations? Did we do well
enough in school? Did we make enough
money? Did we have enough fun? Did we
do enough for the country? Did we do
enough for ourselves? Are we comfortable
with our present major? Are we using
UMass to help us meet our goals?
This is one of the best times in our lives

to experiment, to take risks, and to explore.

If something doesn't feel right, try
something different! Perhaps engineering
isn't the best choice, maybe education
would be better —or perhaps the answer is

women's studies.

Take some time this week to contemplate
what you want and where you're going.

Then, figure out how to get there. Be an
active student! You'll be glad you did. Good
luck — we all need it!

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are the
SGA co-presidents.
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Farrakhan's true colors
I was rather surprised with the

statements made by some UMass educators

in the Collegian story titled "Farrakhan
not seen as a threat to conununity" on Oct.

25. This story, which appeared in the Black

Affairs section, attempted to legitimize

Minister Louis Farrakhan, the fiery leader

of the Chicago-based Nation of Islam.

Sherwood Thompson, the director of the

Office ofThird World Affairs, praised Far-

rakhan's leadership ability and described

him as, "a visionary leader who wishes to

win friends and influence people especial-

ly in his own culture." What Thompson
failed to elaborate on was the extent of Far-

rakhan's vision. The Muslim leader has
predicted a race war for 1986 and he
foresees a day when there will be a

separate black state in America. And who
are these friends that Farrakhan wishes to

influence?

Possibly Thompson was referring to Col.

Muammar al-Qaddafi, the fsmatical leader

of Libya, who recently gave Farrakhan a

$5 million interest-free loan. The minister

plans to use the money to establish People

Organized and Working for Economic
Rebirth (POWER), a company which will

manufacture health-care products for the

black community. Needless to say, the

acronym power was no coincidence. Or
maybe Thompson had Thomas Metzger,

the former head of the California Ku Klux
Klan, in mind when he made his comment.
Metzger recently chaired the 'white na-

tionalist' contigent at Farrakhan's
September Los Angeles rally and donated

$100 to the cause. If you don't believe me,
then constilt the front page of the Oct. 25

New York Times.

Chester Davis, a professor of Afro-

American STudies at UMass added, "From
what I know and have heard and read, I

do not think that Farrakhan is any more
anti-Semitic than any other black." With
all due respect, where do people get their

information? On March 11, 1984 Far-

rakhan declsired, "the Jews don't like Far-

rakhan so they call me Hitler. Well, that's

David Mark Hatch

a good name. Hitler was a very great man."
During his July 22, 1985 speech in

Washington D.C. (I was at that rally), Far-

rakhan proclaimed, "Jews know their

wickedness, not just Zionism, which is an
outgrowth of Jewish transgression." If

you're still not satisfied, I suggest you read

the compilation of quotes in Newsweek'

s

"What Farrakhan Said." You'll find it in

the April 23, 1984 edition on page 32.

Plecuse consider it required reading.

Last of all, Ernest Allen and Esther
Terry, two more professors in the Afro-

American Studies department, mentioned
that Farrakhan represents a positive ele-

ment in society. I sympathize with the

frustrations of many blacks in our society.

They are facing unemployment, substan-

dard living conditions, and even
discrimination in many eireas, especially in

our cities. Unfortunately, Minister Louis
Farrsdthan is not the answer. Through his

demagoguery, he has only exacerbated the
situation of blacks by isolating them from
whites and Jews for their troubles. The pro-

blems of black America must be address-

ed constructively with whites and blacks
working together, not against each other.

In the same way that as a Jew, I une-
quivocally condemn Rabbi Meir Kahane
for his racist rhetoric, the black and Third
World communities must do the same
about Farrakhan. I have also read that the

Third World Caucus at UMass attempted
to secure a speaking engagement for Far-

rakhan here. It was a blatant display of in-

sensitivity on their behalf which can only
be rendered by a public apology. So to the
third World Caucus and the four local

scholars who contributed the Rhonda's ar-

ticle, I leave you with one of Alexander
Pope's immortal aphorisms, "At every
word a reputation dies."

David Mark Hatch is the executive editor of
Shofar, the Five College Jewish magazine.

All letters submlited for publication must be signed and include the

author's address and telephone number, which will not be published. Let-

ters must be typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Col-

umn submissions should be between 40 and 60 lines, All submissions are

subject to editing for clarity and length. —Editor.

The Colleffian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submiaaions. Submissions
should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts. Amherst, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off at

the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due
to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.

Sandinistas do it again
Nicaragua has entered the headlines of

American newspapers once again, as San-
dinista President Daniel Ortega announc-
ed a "state of emergency" in his country.

Through this declaration, the FSLN has
virtually eliminated the few restricted civil

liberties the Nicaraguan people enjoyed.

The suspension decree encompasses all

aspects of basic freedoms, and eliminates

the rights of trial by jury, public assembly,

free speech, habeus corpus, strike, free

press, and the right to free travel. Yet the

significance of the decree is mostly sym-
bolic, since it merely formalizes and ex-

tends government policies which have been

in effect since the triumph of the
Snadinista revolution in 1979.

Leftist writers and other American sym-
pathizers of the Sandinista regime mildly

denounced Ortega's actions, but were quick

to defend the decree as necessary to defeat

the contras. Syndicated columnist Mary
McGrory was more concerned with
Ortega's experiences of "bad timing" than
with the destructive effects of the state of

emergency upon the Nicaraguan people.

Indeed, it seems that each time the

American apologists of the Sandinista

regime succeed in building up the image
of the Nicaraguan government, Daniel

Ortega shows his true Marxist-Leninist col-

ors and destroys all of their hard work.

The Sandinistas claim that the latest

restrictions were needed so that they could

better combat "U.S. directed sabotage and
destabilization." Democracies, for instance,

have been known to suspend habeus cor-

pus in times of war. But the accused's

rights to trial by jvuy and adequate time

and resources to present a defense were
also suspended, which cannot be justified

as emergency measures. Judgments of

guilt are now made by Popular Anti-

Somocista Tribunals, composed of three

persons, two ofwhom are members of San-

dinista Defense Committees (CDS). The
CDS are neighborhood vigilante groups

whose duty it is to report "counter-

revolutionauy" activities, and thus the

tribunals are not objective bodies, but

rather they are further FSLN instniments

used for mass control.

Likewise, the other restrictions were im-

posed with one goal in mind; to stifle any
group or person who would dare to criticize

FSLN policies. Indeed, one of the most im-

portant opposition groups in Nicaragua is

Peter Dow
the Roman Catholic Church, led by Car
dinal Miguel Obando Bravo. Ever since the

Sandinista victory in 1979, the Nicaraguan

Catholic Church has been subject to in-

creasing government repression. Exaunples

include the visit of Pope John Paul II in

March 1983, when FSLN turbas divinas,

"divine mobs," chanted and interrupted

the Pope's mass. Also, on Oct. 26, FSLN
soldiers and police prevented 2,000

Catholics from attending a mass in

Juigalpa led by Cardinal Bravo. The FSLN
has also forced priests into military service.

In addition, many Catholics have been

brutalized by the government security

forces; a recent incident involved Sofonias

Cisneros, a member of the Catholic Schools

Parents' Association, who was protesting

the FSLN indoctrination of children.

Cisneros was arrested and taken to

Managua's infamous El Chipote prison,

where he was allegedly tortured and

beaten by the head of Sandinista Internal

Sectirity himself, Commandante Lenin

Cerna.
Nicaragua's only independently-owned

newspaper, La Prensa, has also been the

target of FSLN repressive tactics. Since

1979, La Prensa has been subject to daily

government censorship, and, according to

its editor, Carlos Ramirez, the level of cen-

sored material approached "80 percent and

more." However, due to the latest FSLn
crackdown. La Prensa has been forced, for

all intents and purposes, to cease

operations.

The Sandinistas' international image

was also injured by Ortega's decree, when
Ecuador recently broke diplomatic rela-

tions with Nicarague Yet American lef-

tists continue to eagerly absorb Sandinista

rhetoric 8is gospel, and, at the same time,

these apologists ignore the worsening

situation of the Nicaraguan people. What
we see in the latest FSLN repressive

measures is simply the further sonsolida-

tion of an increasingly totalitarian govern-

ment. The many thousands of Nicaraguans

fighting against the FSLN sdready know
this; and it's about time all Americans saw
the Sandinistas for what they really are.

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist.

Letters -—^-————-—--———
No longer a member of the club

I'm sorry that Caroline Mvuray ("Student

Senator's Motives Vague", Collegian,Now.

15) will no longer be representing the Bill

Collins Fan Club at Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate meetings. To be perfectly

honest, though, Murray was not doing the

best job. Although she knew that all

representatives of the Bill Collins Fan Club

should "question authority," Murray car-

ried a voting record identical with SGA co-

presidents Roth and Burgess. When I

brought this to her attention, she promis-

ed me that she would not be a lackey for

the SGA leadership.

When I introduced the bylaw amendment
for rules reform, I thought Murray would

support it, and it appeared she did. The mo-

tion was popular and passed by a wide

margin. But then our Speaker John "J.R."

Ruddock, was declared ineligible to request

a vote to reconsider. Murray, much to my
surprise, made Ruddock's motion for him.

Well, the motion to reconsider was cmsh-

ed fimd she became concerned about her fan

club membership. I assured her that she

could still be a member, that the club

forgave her (again).

Just when I thought all was well, she

wrote an absurd letter to the Collegian,

misquoting me as sayinbg "everyone in the

senate is so stupid." Now, Murray knows
very well that I like the senate and think

that they are very intelligent (they voted

down her motion, didn't they?). Now why
on earth does she keep doing these things?

Why does she vote with the SGA leadership

on every vote? Why does she make the

speaker's motions for him? Why does she

write absurd letters to the editor mis-

quoting me?
Thank goodness Murray says that she is

no longer representing the Bill Collins Fan
Club. Her membership card would have
been revoked anjrway.

Bill Collins, senator
Southwest

Workshop attacked men only

Recently we attended a workshop titled

Not A Love Story put on by the educator/ad-

vocates of the Everywoman's Center. It in-

cluded a shocking yet informative film

about women and pornography. We began

to see that the film was one sided — only

dealing with the degradation of women in

pornography. Discussion period developed

and it became apparent that the facilitators

wished to keep the discussion narrow, on-

ly attacking men. They maintained that

pornography was caused by men only, and
only hurt women. The point is that por-

nography, when viewed, becomes'
degrading and shameful to both women
and men alike. Women become degraded

and shamed because of the submissive role

they play in most pornography. Likewise

man feel degraded and shamed because

they are stereotyped as insensitive,

egotistical monsters.

We think that the format of the workshop

should take an evolutionary step forward

to include the injustice pornography sub-

jects every<me to. Pornography is disgusting

and insulting to members of both genders.

We resent the personal attack made on

men. Most men, including us, are sensitive

human beings. We hope the educator/ad-

vocate program will take our friendly ad-

vice. Let's fight pornography together, as

fellow human beings. Everyone is to blame.

Ed Rauscher
Matt Naimie
Orchard HiU

Snow provokes mob rule
Turning a page of my notebook, I began

to write: a rumbling of excitement from the

near distance £u-oused by senses on this

snowy night. Twas a Saturday evening; yet

the need for studying with the added draw
of a talent show, Hejira, had brought me
willingly this far. Loud voices outside

become siren chants as a methodic poun-

ding shook this Amherst College library

called Frost. Curiously I arose from my
seat, as did many others around me, to in-

vestigate the source of this foolery. No
sooner than I turned the comer did I realize

I was in the midst of a war. Crude shells

made of snow thundered against a

transparent entrance shield. My amaze-
ment quickly rose, then about faced to a

level of utter disgust, as the first projectile

barely grazed the Gueu-dian of the Books
of Knowledge in which we place otir trust.

A few students tried to hold the gates to

this sacred fortress shut but to no avail as

the mob's most coiu-ageous fighters of

under-educated, uncultured students pick-

ed up their crude weapons and launched an
attack on the helpless stacks of oppressing

knowledge.
As soon as the battle ofwisdom was won

the restless mob moved on, to rape and
pillage with each thrust of their arms, the

well mannenid homes to which' they

would never belong.

The furst window crashed with a boom,
a symbolic event to heighten the frighten-

ing mood. "One translucent vigil had been
torn, by an unarmed soldier turned hero.

Let there be more!" The mob aimed for all

Mark Schwartzman

that could shatter.

Yet another battle call was silently cried,

"Now that we have violated their personal

shelter, let us place the fear of us in their

comfortable lives." The College Green
turned to antique battle field. Be it Rome,
Israel, India or Concord, the restless under-

educated, uncultivated mob had yet

another yearly victory over their worst

fears; knowledge, culture and order.

A light drizzle turned to downpour,
washing away the mob's conviction to in-

crease their score. They finally tiUTied back
their wave of destruction towards home.
The defenders, as proud as our Minutemen
once were, chased after the intirudei^, jaun-

ting back their well felt emotions. Yes, they

swore.

A pity though; the real casualties,

wounded deep in their hearts, were those

who stood and could only watch, belittled,

embarrassed, ashamed on the steps of

Frost, murmuring under their breath,

"UMASS does suck."

I know not where my comrades went, as

I headed to the Amherst talent show, He-
jira, emotionally spent. And yet in the

mood of the night, I picked up my pen and
I began to write, "UMASS loses one in

snow. . .

"

Mark David Schwartzman is a UMass
student.

In defense of the ancients
BODRUM, Turkey — As an increasing-

ly popular resort on the Aegean, this city

has joined the modem world. There is plen-

ty of ice-cold beer, rock music and even (oc-

casionally) hot water in the hotels. Long

known by the locals as a relaxing seaside

retreat, Bodrum is now seeing growing

throngs of vacationing foreigners.

However, there is a lot more to the place

the Greeks called Halicamassus than great

swimming and sun-seeking tourists. Home
to one of the seven wonders of the world,

it has been around for a long time. No mat-

ter that the tomb of Maussolinos is present-

ly little more than a few broken columns

and a large hole in the ground, a feeling

of the original persists. So does its

namesake in the form of our word

'mausoleum."
Sitting in the ruins of the amphitheatre

under a full moon, I found myself thinking

not only about what a great place it would

be to make-out but also about the people

who spent evenings ther* thousands of

years before me. As I started to reflect on

their society and its accomplishments, com-

parisons with our own era inevitably

surfaced.

Our ancestors in this part of the world

were an impressive lot. Though poor in

technology by standards, they nonetheless

managed to build large cities with a level

of spiritual and cultural enrichment that

we have yet to exceed (some might say to

even match). Oh, there is no doubt that we
have advanced beyond them in some areas.

I would surely not want to live in a time

without airplanes, birth control, and

eyeglasses but the lack of said ac

coutrements is not in itself a valid reason

to assume inferiority.

In the realm of intellectual endeavor (as

opposed to purely technical — the two, I

firmly believe, are not always inextricably

linked) the former residents of the West

coast of Asia Minor and other ancient

Greek areas were no slouches. The

fragments of art and literature they left

behind are all the more incredible when

considering how much more did not survive

William Spain

the centuries.

In many ways, they had it all over us.

Unfettered by Judeo-Christian morality,

they were free from the start to explore

topics forbidden to subsequent peoples by

laws both dvil and religious. They were the

true groundbreakers of poetry, drama,

satire and experimental government. The
entire human condition could be publicly

examined without guilt or fear of censvu^.

That is, unless one ran afoul of the wrong
tyrant — an occasional and often fatal

happening.

Of course they were hardly all noble.

Every group (and, for that matter, every in-

dividual) has a dark side. Their grand

temples and theaters were rarely built by

citizens seeking only to contribute to the

greater good of the whole. The labor was
usually done by slaves taken in the periodic

rape-and-pillage excursions against

neighboring communities. And then there

was the large segment of the population

which was perpetually confined to the

cheap seats. These are still not reasons for

us to look down on them, for there are plen-

ty ofmodem parallels. As a race, we occupy

lofty moral ramparts only in the rhetoric

of money-grubbing television preachers

and power-hungry politicians.

Unfortunately, we live in an age that

strongly feels itself to be the most

enlightened in history. It is a rather cocky

belief and one that has no doubt been

shared by every society from Babylonia to

the Third Reich. It is also one that I must

ultimately reject on the basis that human
motivations have stayed pretty much the

same. Greed and lust have always co-

existed with compassion and love and

always will. Only the faces and the tools

ever really change. You can call me
cynical, I call myself a history mtgor.

Willuim Spain is a Collegian columnist cur'

rently in Sri Lanka.
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Well, Jason and the Scorchers was

cancelled because of low advance ticket

sales. This of course teaches us a lesson.

Buy your/my tickets in advance. This isn't

the first time this has happened, but I

think that there is a lesson here.

But don't fret. There's still all kinds of

things to do. For example the great Ray

Charles will be at Pearl Street. Ray will be

accompanied by a 16 piece orchestra and

the inimitable Raelettes. There are two

shows, who can resist?

On the other side of town. Ellen Mcll-

waine will be playing at the Iron Horse.

Ms. Mcllwaine is one of the most electric

folk performers around. She usually plays

alone, but when she plays the electric

guitar, she (get ready for a cliche) really

wails. And she's really calm about it.

If you're willing to travel to Boston,

Adrian Belew and the Bears will be play-

ing at the Paradise. It would definately be

worth the trip.

Tomorrow night, feminist humorist, (that

rhymes) Kate Clinton will be amusing folks

down at the Calvin Theatre in Northamp-

ton. Could be fun. Opening for Ms. Clinton

will be Nancy Vogl. At the Red Balloon in

Easthampton, the Stompers will also be

amusing folks. Arlo Gutherie, David
Bromberg, and John Sebastion will be tak-

ing a trip down some kind of lane (Memory?
Past? Present?) at the Bushnell
Auditorium in Hartford.

On Saturday Eighth Route Army will be
having a record release party at the Nor-

thampton Center of the Arts. Ifyou're nice

maybe they'll sign the album for you.

Also on Saturday Monica Jakuc will be

playing Sage Hall at Smith. And for those

who want to be sure that they are tripping

down Memory Lane: Steppenwolf and the

Guess Who will be playing the Agora in

Hartford. Steppenwolfwas responsible for

such monster hits as 'Magic Carpet Wild'

and the amazing 'Born to be Wild'.

So there it is, your week.

Violent Femmes are sold out and Jason

and the Scorchers are undersold. Got to

hand it to UPC, and I'm usually a chronic

complainer, this has been a really good

semester as far as concerts are concerned

and I personally look forward to next

semester, in other words I eat my words
from the beginning of the semester. For

once.

AUX3IES TOBACCO SHOP
"th« Tobacco and Magaiina Shop of Amherst

108 North PtMMnt St., Amher«t
— Western Union Agent —

Complete lines of:

Pipw b Pipa AccaMoriM
Tobacco

__

import«d/dom«««ic for ptp* of cigaranM

Cigaranw - K&i4
•mponad/domwtic lindudlng IndonMMn dova)

Full r*ng« of domMtic 6 iinpocwd cigars

Masazinaa, Paparbacka & Monarch notaa

r^awioapars. Maaa Staia Lonary

Candy and lundry itamw. MaM aouvarwa

Now fetruring Gourmt Coff—s B T»as

- Naw England Ta»aphor»a Agant -

r
^I(i^ RENT-A-CAR

C^^ Good reliable rentals at a
better than fair price.

CARS, TRUCKS, VANS
Low Daily & Wknd. Rates

50 Russell St., (Rte. 9) --

Hadley, Ma.
lei 584-2319

Just ovei CocHidge Bridge-

KT" M m J«. J*. J<r

I

PERSONAL COMPUTING
FOR THE LIBERAL ARTS
Math197Q MWF2:30

• For Freshmen & Sophomore nonscience majors

• No prerequisites

• Learn elementary programming
• Learn basic quantitative analysis

• Applications to real public policy problems:

economics, the environment, public health,

consumer issues, taxes

• Information: Prof. Frank Wattenberg, 5-0984

ASSISTANT
SUBSCRIPTION MANAGER

NEEDED AT THE
Collegian

Great Pay, need mornings free

Apply at the Collegian Office

at 113 Campus Center

Monday-Thursday 8:45-3:45,

Fridays 8:45-2:30

Pehum Sfforts
Cross-Country Ski
Jamboree Sale!
Sample Savings on 2 ot 12 Complete Outfits:

S69.95Nordic Waxless Outfit

Leather 75mm Boots

TonlKif) Poles

75mm Bindings
Sp^
"SaU

$119.95
Kneiss/ HC Wax/ess Skis

Salomon SR 301 Boots

SNS System Bindings .,^ „

Sw/x Fibreglass Poles \ lo^fyZ!^
Reg. sm.OO »

^uu^-^zj::-'

• 20% to 40% off all cold wMthor clothing

• La»t yoar* akl loftovora H prico

• All usod boots $10.00

• Spoclala on Chlldront' Outfit*

• Chiidrona Fr— Boot Exchanga

FREE — R«fr*shm«nlt

FREE — G«l pair of Ptioton SW SIrapi iu«t for slopping by

FREE - Mounting and Baaa Prap on all XC Outfits

FREE — Wax Kit with avary Waxabia Ski Outfit

FREE — 5 days v»ortf» of trail passas tor Touring Centars

Savings ot over S20 00

Pcffitoii S|tof'ts
the cross-country ski experts

Sale from Wed., Nov. 20 - Sun. Nov. 24

Thurs. & Fri. open until Midnight^
1 E PLEASANT ST. - AMHERST - 549-6904 jjj^

siHixspon

SALOMON
UFA

M ^ 3t. Mj«.jK-a^3C!>g>g^^rmg-vp%g^^^<»c^g»gv^

MONEV MOTmATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and

Have the Confidence to Prove

What it Takes, Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Companv Expanding a

new office in Amherst. Mass. Telemarketing is the future

successful road to sales in the 1980's, and we are growing

rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to work around your schedule,

and you can earn up to $10.00 per hour while training.

There are still 25 positions available. Salary -f Commissions

+ Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM, Dave
413-256-410 1 r

1

xmsa BSSXB5BBBB xn

John Dellaria
presents a

"CUT-A-THON" with ALL
proceeds going to the EveryWomen's Center

{Haircuts will be $8.00

at Wilder Hall (behind Morrlll Science Center)

Sun. November 24th

Time: 11 am - 3 pm

FREE Dellaria products will

be given out!!

ARTS
Maverick Suzanne Vega
pulls off 4 sellout shows
SUZANNE VEGA
IRON HORSE, NORTHAMPTON
Tuesday, November 19

By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

It could not be called a virtuoso perfor-

mance, but Suzanne Vega in her fourth

and last sold out show in two nights sent

an Iron Horse crowd home with smiles

Tuesday night.

The 25-year-old Califomian-tumed-New

Yorker showed the color and versatility

that has made her the new sensation on

the folk-rock scene. She calmly began her

solo show with an acapella version of

"Tom's Diner," and ended it more than

an hour later with a strong and emotional

rendition of her own "Marlene on the

Wall."
The audience, almost motionless

throughout the hour, greeted Vega's open-

ing number with surprise, and in the end,

appeared pleased.

Fans must be careful when they tag

Vega as a folk artist. A strong, resounding

guitar, intertwined with a light voice and

captivating personal lyrics make Vega

more jazzy than anything else. Add to

that a cool, contemporary attitude evident

in all of her songs, and what one has is

a sound reminicent of other artists, but

never quite hitting the nail on the head.

And last night Vega was Vega,
although run ragged and slightly short of

breath by a recent European tour. She has

made quick stops since then in places like

Southeastern Massachusetts University

and Wellesley.

After Thanksgiving at home, Vega will

continue on tour before returning the

studio and aiming for the release of her

second album, now planned for the

summer.
Communication with the audience is an

important part of performing in a cozy

cafe like the Iron Horse. And Vega took

advantage of the setting, freqently

reminiscing about her European trip, dur-

ing which she had most of her luggage

stolen, including the black tuxedo jacket

she wears on her album sleeve.

Her third nxmiber, "The Queen and the

Soldier," from her first and only album,

was very composed with loose yet power-

ful lyrics. Her use of crescendo and

decrescendo, a trademark of Vega music.

Suzanne Vega

created the ambience that brought the

85-seat cafe to one of its longest ovations

of the evening.

With words in her song such as: "Out
in the distance her order was heard/ And
the soldier was killed, still waiting for her

word/ and while the queen went on

strangling in the solitude she preferred/

the battle/ continued on," Vega captivated

the audience.

It was followed by a related tune,

"Knight Moves," in which her voice seem-

ed to falter. She lost her breath at one

point and was forced to skip some words,

but nonetheless, her lilting voice came

through clearly and had its usual calm-

ing effect.

In perhaps her lightest song ofthe even-

ing, "The Rent Song," (not part of the

album) was a most fitting piece for the

predominantly student audience.

"I've been told it's a mental health

song," she said before setting out on the

upbeat and perhaps biographical journey

through the mind of a penniless musician.

"I am singing for my supper," she sang.

"I am singing for my life." And she later

added: "I am sitting looking through the

window/thinking about my rent. I am
wondering where it went."

«•

ENERGY CONSERVATION
OPPORTUNITIES

Don't miss this chance to become a part of one of the nation's

fastest-growing leaders in the energy conservation field' DMC
Energy currently has immediate part-time temporary openings

for energetic individuals to install conservation measures in

homes in Hampden, Franklin, and Hampshire Counties. We
will provide training, but background in conservation or con-

struction preferred. Professional attitude, excellent public rela-

tions skills, and a commitment to energy conservation a must.

Car and valid driver's license required. No sales Involved.

For more information, or to arrange for an Interview, contact

Ms. Temple at 1-800-332-2754 as soon as possible.

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

TONIGHT
The UMass Music Theatre Guild will be

holding an organizational meeting to

decide its spring production. If you are in-||

terested in directing, choreography,

designing, music direction or performing

in the production please come to the

meeting 6;30 - 7;30 Bartlett Auditorium.

Idulls ^^

$3.75 ^^
Same great Movies^l^

aryj Service! ^%f $1.95 ^
4m -r^;,

students/^STUDENTS^^ Twilire^$2.75 ^J Shows Z
EES %

Prices «^^Z! %P l-s^w ^
^ ^ ^,^

^
*

onnc
HAMPSHIRE 6

nM4-T»«0"—^—

^

amc
MT. FARMS 4

Back to the Future

After Houn

TOStRVf TMt PUBLIC BETTER WITH

• STATE Of THE ART PROJECTION • DISCOUNT TWILITE » MATINEES

• DOLBY STEREO SOUND

Grand Opening FRIDAY NOVEMBER 22nd

TTul^lMThen
T>'>« ^ NowJeggad Edge

Santa Claus_
the movie 1

1

1ii

.

Rocky IV 11/27

HAMPSHIRE 6 Hampshire mall 584-7550
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ORlENTAi:
FOOP MAllli^ET

360 College St.. Amherst
Rte y East 253-5658

Exotic imported mink blanket ($110-130)

Homemade Bedspread from Korea ($110-150)

with a large variety of • Fresh Produce • Sauces & Spices
• Noodles • Frozen & Canned (toods

• Cooking Implements & Supplies
• Homemade take-out food

• New items arriving every week
• Gourmet foods at everyday prices

• Asian cookbooks at Publisher's prices

• Large Indian Inventory

Decorative Oriental Tableware and
accessories for Christmas giving

AUTHENTIC

ORIENTAL

• Open 10-8;

Sat. open 9-8

- New to Our Menu -

MEXICAN PIZZA
Crispy Flour Tortilla Chips

covered with a Tangy Tomato

Sauce, your choice of Toppings

and lots of Melted Mozzarella

Cheese. . .

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON AMHERST SPRINGFIELD
." CENTtn ST 1' 8OLTWOO0 WAIK 749 SUMNER AVE

S84 0t''' .'•Sb B.' ' r 788 09 1

9

Bring Vour Own
Beer or \^ine

Beer i Wine
Ser\ed

Bring Your Own
Beer or Wine

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours-

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon Sat 11:X> AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials
Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:
430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St.

Hadley Northamptcn
253-2571 586-8220

BEAT THE CLOCK

Antique and unique styles available

in a wide ranpje of prices.

Jl'WIvLlCK

on the common, amherst, 253-3986
mon.-sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

,^
^llti®j^

t.^^ ''cocktail Lounge^^^
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

FRI. NOV. 22, 1985 5-9

Direct from Cape Cod

"JUST GEORGE''
Frl & Sat Nov 22, 23 9.1

SQUARE ONE BAND

Season's Sunday Brunch Buffet

It's

your choice

and what a choice!

Season 's specialtiesfrom
traditional Bacon & Eggs to

Seafood Casseroles to Scrumptious
Desserts. Season 's Sunday Buffet

from Eleven to Three
only

$7.95
A II rruyor credit cards accepted

Experience the Joy

ofDining with

family andfriends at

529 Belchertown Road Amherst (413)253 9909

Thursday, November 21. 1986
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Today's Menu
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Pork Fried Rice/Soy Sauce

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Vegetable Fried Rice/Soy Sauce

DINNER
Simmered Corned Beef

Horseradish, Steamed Cabbage
Sweet and Sour Chicken Fingers

Tbmato Tbrte

BASICS DINNER
Sweet and Sour Chicken Fingers

Tbmato Tbrte

by Berke Breathed
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Weather
Today:

Sunny today, with highs 45 to

55. Partly cloudy tonight,

lows 25 to 35.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

By Gorde

/A^(w i\r<, I SEE
YOU'\/t METSlOf*

»A^T A (50D; S/A^PLY A STXJO

I I n r\\ \ II "1 I

Bat Brain

IWHY AKE you
NOL0lhJ& yoOK FACE

UKE THAT^

/ MADB A
BAD FIRST /M-

F'RESSIOfJ

HE. CALLED
A MEAJCH

/v[E

)

By Bill Bearing

\
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@

(jjns /fj T^c Sus liters

^

/Uot>€- Rt*t>TO^ 01=^ no/OfJ^i ^^c<r c^sit,£~

you u'n^c&'^T 3^

ACROSS
1 Pro s foes

5 Ironic an style

9 Related
13 Hanging limply

14 Fatly acid

16 Sandy tract

in Devon
17 Persian tairy

18 Natant
man o war

<!0 A drag but

not at)ore'>

22 Sang like a bird

23 Rool edges
24 Fanlares
2fi Barracks

blowtiard''

27 Balance sheet

Item

29 Belore gram
or graph

30 Synthetic fabric

J2 Benches
36 since

was a pup
38 Copenhagen

com
39 Etch
40 Composilinn

for ninf

42 Paces
45 Tibetan

ga/elle

46 Blanket m the

Southwest
48 Attirm

f>0 Framework
53 One born uriilH'

the ram s siqn

64 Heavenly
bodies

b6 Was woithy
'^9 Natant i rawi

61 Modena mum^y
62 Division wnr<1

63 Legal
64 Wave in Piins

65 Humorist Bhi

etal

66 Coops
67 Coarse rjiass

DOWN
1 Milit rank

2 Bread spread

hdiled by Trude Michel Jaffe

37 Keepsakes
41 Less Wild

43 PTA .Members
44 Agitate

47 Port ol

NE Brazil

49 FitcareluMy

3 Kind of elk

hound
4 Helicoid

5 Resembling
element »29

6 Plants in a

Fugard title

7 La
Debussy

8 First Ear'

of Chatham
9 Fiat'ored

10 Parts ol ships
11 Map extra

12 Requirements
15 Checks
19 Patron sain!

ol beggars
21 Household

need
25 Haricot

26 Hair style

27 Mam a'ter>

28 Snicker

follower

31 Was defeated

33 Silvery

34 New Me«ic o

tourist renlpt

36 Smart blow

51 Type of lace

52 Swiftness

53 At full speed
55 Flow 9«Tioothly

57 Earth in Essen
58 Legal

document
fO Most ol Iberia 60 Frost the cake

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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It's not hoy^ you feel

it's how you look!

HAIRCUTS

with this coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

65 University Dr.,

Amherst, MA
549-5610

expires 11 30-86 ' '

UNWANTED
HAIR?

Have it removed
the

Electronic
Way!
Call

NEW
REFLECTIONS

586-8371

No Needles,
No Pain, No Hair

Change your
tires NOW .

SifJS
4

per pair

Alignment and
balancing

available

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Tire Store

78 Sur>d«rlana Rd . No Amherst MA

549-4704

EARN ACADEMIC
CREDIT*

While gaining

experience in

marketing, public

relations, counseling

and student affairs

administration. Become
an intern in the

University's

Undergraduate
Admissions Office. For

more information sign

up for a planning

session at the

University Internship

Program by
November 26.

* Upon faculty approval
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COUr^CILTRAVEL
SERVICES

TO cn PtPASANT ST AMHEKST

iRiverboat Village

NOW OPEN

APARTMENTS, SOUTH HADLEY.

1. 2 Of 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BEAUTIFUL MODELS FURNISHED BY CHAP DeLAlNES & EPSTEIN FURNITURE CO

•Stwimming Pool •Tetinis Court •Club House •Shuffle Board Court

FINANCED BY MHf*
LEASED ON OPEN TCCUPANCV B*Sib

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A YVtfct^

10 AM 4 PV

PHONE b3?9461
53? 9462

CALL FOR
DIRECTIONS

^ ^ Have a Great Day! ^*
Love,

Kath
Em Chris

VEllie Danny

BMW - 1
€iiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiii^^
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I ^JJiaks^i Connection
i

1 Rjverboai Viiia^e

River Lodge Rci

so Hadiev va oio;s

tickets on sale now-

RUSH dec13
ROGER DALTRY dec 8

SADE dec 5

BILLY CRYSTAL jan 16

|l-mon-frl 10-6 pm 1-788-6938-J
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irswimming
pears ready for Sunday's opener at Boston
College.

Mike Hoover broke his hand during the

fall water polo season and will be out un-

til January. A versatile breaststroker,

Hoover will be needed come the Nev,

Englands.

Fred Marius, also niu-sing a bad back, is

one of the top six in the breaststroke in

New England. He too is being counted on.

Rick Bishop and Mark Waters are two

other juniors with potential. Both are

freestylers with Bishop a middle distance

man and Waters navigating the longer

distances. Both, according to the coach,

have great attitudes and will help the

team.

Sophomore Jim Flannery was one of the

top fireshmen in the region last year and

Yarworth is looking for even more this

season. "He's a good tough swimmer," said

the coach. "Jim's a hard worker."

The freshman class also looks strong.

Mike BoUes, Ed Burton, Scott Kessler and

Chris Payson lead the group.

BoUes was the Western Mass 50 free

champ. Burton is a butterflier, Kessler

comes from a strong prep school program

in New Jersey while Payson is a distance

freestyler.

continued from page 16

Boston College hasn't been traditional-

ly strong, but Yarworth isn't sure what to

expect for Sunday's opener.

"Right now, I just want to figure out our

iixjury situation, get everyone healthy and

get some good swimming in," said the

coach.

UMass will also face tough competition

this season from Tufts, Williams, Souther

Connecticut and in the Atlantic 10 Cham-
pionships in February.

SWIMMING NOTES: Injuries are

plaguing UMass. Sophomore Tony Baker

is having recurring knee problems and

BoUes has a broken finger, but may swim
Sunday. . ."It's frustrating," said Yar-

worth. . .Bishop and Marius both have

shoulder strains and on a day-to-day basis.

. .Surette meanwhile has been benched due

to disciplinary reasons. . .Turner, right

now, is healthy, but his back problems may
suddenly come on limiting his swimming.

So, UMass is going into the meet with

cautious optimism. "We're going in there

cold," said Yarworth, the New England
coach of the year last season. "I know they

have a good freshman spriner, but they

were in the Big East last season, so I real-

ly don't know that much about them. I'd

like to say we'll win, but I really don't

know with those injuries.

MILLER ROCK SERIES presents

If you thought we're only playing big arenas you were

alnr>ost right. . .

RUN DMC
But they're playing THE big night club

Weds. Dec. 4th
this is not a mirage

/fl pnHi siHiiJ HemHimipJBi im. tisssinn

Yesterday &
Today Records

Grateful Dead Psychadelic

Grand Opening

Punk Jail

Blues

Top CASH
PAID for USED:
Records Tapes
Stereos Guitars

Videos CD's

An
Alternative

Record Store

96 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-9209

15th ANNUAL BUSH BASH

UMASS SKI CLUD

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SK! 6 PARTY WEEK
JAN. 19-24

miP INCLUDES:

b'h DAY LIFT TICKET SUN - FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTIL o«CONDO

ENTERTAINMENT: FREE DEER & WINE PARHES

HOT TUO PAMID , LOMG UNDERWEAR PARTIES

TURTLE RAOi. FRH BEER & WINE PARTIES

n<£E DEER & WINE PARTIES naSTaRHaCD

SUGARDUSH COUPON BOOK. EO EQ.

SAVE ^50

HOTEL PACKAGE

CONDO PACKAGE

nui mOjjotD) ONLY $149
ONLY $199

HMT 100 noni TO iiOHi* viii. pt. aKi4au fo« * FREE TRIP

Sign-up before Nov. 19th and get a free T shirt

LAGNAF 86
Vermont Drinking Age is 18 yrs.

FOR /VWDRE INFO 545-0407 400 STUDENT UNION

ArtC Carved Silactium " college rings arc now nv>rc aft<)rd;ihlc tinin c\cr.

( ".hiKysc from iin iiicrcdihlc varicts of styles.

See your Art( larved represent:iti\ e now

and saveS.SOon a great Siladium college ring.

Kverv ArK larxed ring is hacked l)\ a l\ill I lifetime \\arraiu\. jp^^ ASK.

ABOUT
OUR
EASY

PLANS
/IRKTIRVED\ CLASS RINGS

$

11/20- 11/22 10-4
DATE TIME

^.UNIVERSITY

Place

Thursday, November 21, 1986

!

iCollegian is

The Ctbeat Sii . Swatch

i\

Gobble Up
the Savings!

r^

\^ /
4

<i>^^

(^ 4

>

« 500000
WORTH OF TOP lAMS

h
SII IfilPMlIT

, PRICES THIS LOW SHOHLB R£ OUTIAWEB
^ FOR MORE INFO 545-3437

STARTS TODAY

^.^<o v:

%im

%

% 4 Day

S^acSaicm^^10%.o
^r/r^^ 50%
^m^ Savings^ Storewide
%v on
\^^^ Shoes

& Boots
Thurs.-Sun., Nov. 21-24

-23

j
NOON ,

4 TIL 10 P.M. h

STUDENt UNION

BALLROOM
I

"^^^t^^tA^y^tl'^ UMASS, AMHERST OPEN SUNDAYS
187 n. pleasant st amherst

nMniKi ,e':. . .Ili.jv.i^

OL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

June Rachny Brindel. Pulitzer Prize
nominee, will be reading from
PHAEDRA, Friday. Nov. 22, 7:30 pm at
The Chocolate Bakery 241 King ST (Route
5) Potpourri Mall, Northampton

UMMTG - Organizational Meeting to

decide Spring Production TONIGHT
Bartlett Auditorium 6;30-7:30

Prophets and Other Heretiei: Today's
diicuiiion will addreaa "The Authontv
Within Ourselves" Rev, Esther Harris
faciliUtes. 12:15-1:15. UCF. 428 SLB\

Attention Lcabiana - weekly meeting for

Lesbian Union Thursday 11/21 5:30 pm
Campus Center 802.

Southweat Residents Get Involved'
Weekly Southwest Assembly Meeting
tonight 7:(X1 pm in Hampden'.^ Southside
Room. All are welcome.

The Alliance Christian Fellowship will

meet tonight at 7:15 in the Campu.'i
Center. Allwelcomel See you there!

IntcrMational Woaens Event planning
n>eeting. Today at 4:30 pm CC 9()3

NcwHMB Friday Nigkt Video's present a
Walt Disnev Double Feature "A Jungle
Book Si Winnie the Pooh & Friends

'

tomorrow night 710 Main Lounge

AUDIO

For aalc Technics 3S watt Rec, 140 12
band graphic eq. $70 both $100 call

549-6591 Brian for info.

AUTO FOR SALE

l>77 Chevy Maliba Claasic air. fog lighu,
nice condition, dependable $1400 or BO
call 665-3921

Pontiar GTO IMS strong. New parts.

$1100 BO 546-6417

197$ Ford Pinto good condition $900
584-5742

77 Honda Accord 5 speed must sell to pay
bills call Scott 253-9015

74 VW Bug strong eng. exc. frame and
int. good body $8.50 549-7778

1976 "Sanbng" stereo by Sony, solid

body, runs great $1400 584 5205

1976 Ford Maverick. 60,000 miles, auto,

rower steering, 4 door, runs fine. BO over
700 549- 1902

1974 Andi lOOLS black exterior/red in-

terior. Front wheel drive. Very little rust.

Engine good condition also. $1200
.549 7194 Sarah

7C Chevv Malibn good condition $650.00
call 549-359 1

VW SupcrbMtic 1971 rebuilt engine very
reliable great heat AM/FM $860 (best of

fer) 586 5475 or 253 4253

1970 Chevy Malibn excellent running con-

dition ({"<><i body AM F'M cassette deck
$500 C4ill Linda evenings after 6 549-6313

1976 Andi Fox rebuilt engine lots of new
pMta must sell! $60 253-7454

ENTERTAINMKNT

RMh-A-Diac EatartaiMMat Annci' for

the beat party this semester, Cw's, larKC

screen video, rentals. 549-7144

THE BREAKFAST CLUB
FnNov22at5, 7,9, 11

* Engineering East Aud "

$1 50 at 5, 7. .$2.00 at 9,
jj \

Do you need bands for your party. Pro-

fessional bands that didn't iust get

together yesterday. You name tne sound
and songs you want. We'll set up the band.

Different varieties from $150 coll Steady
Sounds 549-0385

FOR RENT

Sunderland, 1 bdnn apt. on busline.

420/month, everything included. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

1 or 2 females to share apt call eves
.5494483

1 bedroom Cliffside apt, 375/month, in-

cludes everything avail Jan 1 call 665-8455

Large modem loft-stvle apartment in

Northampt<in ("neter Ac, Hundeck, heat
included available Jan 1 call 586-4460

Amherst Brandywine 2 bdrm apt busline

.580/month available 11-86 .549-1119

Larfc one bedroom apartment 10
minutes walk from campus available V\.
$400 549 3859

Single room available in a house on Main
St in Amherst rent is $1,53 per mo plus

utilities on bus route and close to town and
campus lease runs from Jan 1 to Aug 31

call Mike at 256- 1233 pref after 5 pm

FOR SALE

Water Bed $250.00 call ,549-0194

Fender Super-Six Amp. Twin heads. Six
tens. Also G & L Caviler. Excellent guitar

black Just got set up and intonized.

Designed by Leo Fender himself. 700 new
last year. Right now $400 549-0,186

Technics SLS Linear Tracking Tum-
lable w/cartridge, direct drive, fully

automatic $1(X) or BO call between 4 pm
12 pm 546-5086

Brand new 12" B A W TV only $70!!

Brand new port. Sharp typewriter, 2 pg
memory only $170!! Don't forget that

Christmas is coming!! Call 6-4475 for more
details.

Celebrate the Holidays
by sending a Turkey (iram

on sale in the Concourse
11/19-22

Apple Personal Computer monitor, disk

drive and computer dreat to link up with

the Cyber or just to play around! A 2200
dollar value nut yours for the low, low

price of $700 call Tim at 546-9592

Skis - K2s - 160r good condition boots

-Caber size women's - 8 call 545-0162 ask

for Hope

Electric Guitar: Music Man with active

electronics and Kahler tremolo exc eond

asking M25 call Bruce 6 9563

Yabadabadoo UMaas "Bed Rock" cafe

T-shirts with Fred FlinUtone 6-6314

1976 Nova. Runs good. As is. $500 6r best

offer. 546-8096

HELP WANTED

Merchandiser 20 hours per week $4.41/hr

call between 8-5 need car 584-2050

Part-time temporary positions available

for the Annual Salvation Army Christmas
Kettle Program. Starting date Novemlier
22 until Dreember 24. l^r more informa
tion call 586-5243

Accountant: The Economic Development
Office is hiring for Spring semester.

Sophomores and Juniors needed to work
with student controlled businesses, approx
10 hrs/wk. Applications available at 409
SUB Dea>lhne is noon 11/27

Marketing Interns needed for Hamp-
shire Mall Mana^ment Office must be
energetic and reliable with excellent com-
munication skills. Apply Office of Intem-
ships .545-0726

The Commuter Area Government has

one work study position for an office assis

tant. Inleresteo people should have good
organizational skills, typing skills, and
10- 15 hrs a week free. iJndergrads only

should apply to 404 SUB before November
i'ftth. EOE/AA employer.

INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar Lessons exuerieticed and
patient teacher rock/pop'tolkAilues im-
prov., reading, theory, composition. Your
home or my studio. Doug 549-4786

Intcrsession bartending classes covers
all aspects gign up starts Monday Nov 25
room 1 1 1 credit free registration Tower
Library

LOST

Gold bMifIc bracelet somewhere around
CC on Thurs 17 reward if returned please!

Has much sentimental value please con
tact Beth at 256-1758

Lost two small notebooks on campus Fri.

evening, Nov 8 (possibly in Union) please
contact me in Grad Writing Office 5-0979

In the "Pub" parking lot .Saturday night

a set of tools in a silver tool box Please
return them they're not mine. Call Eric at

546-7888

Blue LcSport9ar wallet with great sen
timental value If returned, no questions
asked Reward Call 546 8.380 or ,S46-8390

Watch by Belair. Silver w/gold lost FrT
day 11/1.5 near Southwest, i Inrepairable
but sentimental. Reward. Please call Chris
546-5657

Men's UMass Ring: Steven .Sobeck in

scribed. Lost in Townehouse area. Call
549-6924, for Kelley. REWARD!

MOTORCYCLES

19U Honda VM Saber low miles ex. con-
dition Shoei helmet also $2000 646-4612
after 8 pm ask for Sean

MOVER

'Round Town Morert faat reliable cheap
call M ichael anytime 323-6780

IfEW STUDENTS PROGRAM

Coaaaclor apelications available for

summer '86, Iffl Berkshire House

PERSONALS

G - Happy Birthday! Love ya J G A J
BFFE
Ski Sufmrbosh! Hotel $149 call Ski Club
now 545 3437

Ski and Party at Sugarbush. See Ski
Club Sale. S.U.B. Wed Sat Hotel $149

Attention Musicians: Experienced drum-
mer seeking to form a funk/jazz fusion
group. Are you interested? If so, call Scott
at 546-6149

LAGNAF
nudge, nudge
wink, wink

Know what 1 mean?!

Music Theatre Guild organizational
meeting for anyone interested in working
on Spring Production - Bartlett
Auditorium 6:30-7:30 Nov 21

Suaan O, Malcolm See what happens
when you don't hold onto your umbrella!
The Saute Chef

Need 100 overweight people to try our
new weight loas product call 546-9632

FemBMS til please callHelp
1-7722-6469

FOUND PEOPLE'S MARKET

Tarn the TaMee professional narty/club

toe widest setectioD.J, 6
24 hr

Lion cal

91

Key on a braaa riag found at WMUA
meeting 11/18 contact Pat Mahoney to

daim 546-2876

Where els* caa yoa gat gaod taaee,
great food, and the beat eoffac, . X^ Peo-
ple's Market of ooune! Around the comer
from the Post Office.

Gnuiio. A few beersand look what hap-
pens. Shoo be doo wop wop, say what
yeah. What's this world coming to:

Send a flower to a turkey or a friend.

Flowers ami mesages can be sent for

Thanksgiving (or whatever). Look for the

table oh Campus Onter Concourse Fri

Nov 22 and Mon Nov 25. Pick up day Tuea
Nov 26. Names will appear in the Col-

legian. Sponsored by Mortar Board.

Larissa - There are many dark comers in

the Mead.

Help! Our kitten needs a nice home. Call

late nights 256^1603

HEY JESSIE cosmic mates can still hear
in the silence too bad I don't want
anymore diamonds and rust sorry white
knight this black hearts had enough I'm
done paying playing and saying goodbye
and to tne truth that not need be spoken
love was the answer what a shame you
couldn't speak it when it was real ME
HAPPY BIRTHDAY FELIX!! Your
room in 10 minutes for the "celebration"?
Haha! Love ya! Ellie

Happv 19th Birthday Wendy O from all

your buddies of Cance

Robyn H TTappy 19th Birthday! Love Hoi-
ly aiid Audrey

Pokey~dirM...: 1; 12; 52; 365; Anyway you
count It, its been a great start. Don't fight

that feeling. I love u, D-

.

Pe-Hc: Is it yotir 20th or 22nd? What is

your SS - anyway^ I'll bet you look so

good on your nirtriday that you break us

up. Have a great one, love Kmhead ti KS

To the guys at Thcta^i YovThave the
best parties with the best bands on cam-
pus. You men are the most. Love the girls

of Coolidge

Jea • To Lola, Wawas, Morvela, ElUi,

Bruce, Purple Rain, Archeology,
Kickhock, "Why do you HATE ME' " Bud
dyyy. Peanutbutter. Stop & Shop, Lead
riiitar, 184 Massacres, and snowy bir

ttidays! Happy Belated Birthday! Love
Robyn

Dear Flaaier, Here's to our new attitude
hope it laata! Love the one and only -

Bruce

Bruno, I love the bracelet. Now you can
buy me the necklace to go with it. They
have a great selection ^tween 77$ 150
(40 701 savings at Ckilden Oportunity 13 N.
Pleasant. Amherst at Lodestone love,

Mary Jane

Meryl what am I saying? I think you know!
1 love you and wish you the best B'day
ever! Luff me

Spaceeoaster you're terriflc! So what if

you can't be really mean We all know
meaneas isn't nice anyway. Be happy CB

LUCKY CHARM LIPS, Thanks for a
great weekend, 1 love you very much,
Mike

Ruff - Happy Birthday! 1 love you! PSSH

Snoopy - It has been an exciting and fun
filled year together I love you so much!
l-ever Woodstock

Joshua - Happy,Huipy Birthday! Je t'em
braaae tres fort. Susan

KML great first month. No more riaks.

Love you KJM sorry it's late!

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE'

Cases, papers, dissertations, theses, on-

campuB, (fependablp, outstanding quality,

low rates. 584-7924

RIDE WANTED

To (from) Seattle Waahiagton for

C:!hristmaa break - share driving and ex-

penses call PeterOo at 686-4401

Ride needed to Rochester or Syracuse
for Thanksgiving weekend Will pay $.

Please call Jay 646-6056

To Long Islaad this Friday or Thursday
call Rich 649-4726

ROOM WANTED

Feamle looking for hooaiag or sublet for

Jan 1 thru May 86 call Lisa 260-1801

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideally

k>cated in Amherst Ctr 774 2740

Feawle rooauaate to share 2 bedroom
Brittany Manor apt Spring semester call

256 6895 evenings

Wanted: Easy goinK. studious female to

share clean, quiet, furnished, one bedroom
Pufflon apt Spring semester 549 1313

looking for female to share 1 bedroom
apt in Cliffside Apts lieginning Jan 1

187/mo inclusive! Call Chnstine SSS 7729

Rooauaate wanted to look for an apart-

ment with two nonsmoking females in-

terested in North Amherst or Sunderland
Call 65668 or 6 40<)9 must be female!!'

One male wanted for Brandywine apt
lieginning Jan 1 call .549-5796 anytime

ggRVICES

COINS iza/lll tatoring 6.00 per hr
former 123/121 grader Alex 266-1239

Typing, Tape Transcriptioa. Fast, ac-
curate Available almost anytime.
665-7662

EXPERT TYPING SERVICE Any
length papers, grammar correction,
modem WORD PROCESSING Letter
quality Steve 549-7161

Escort Scrrlcc available 8 pm 2:30 am
everyday any where on campus. Play it

safe call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME
Don't let others beat yoo to it Earn
$400$ 1200 parttime or $2000 $6000
fulltime call 546-9632

TO SUBLET

X rooau available in 4 bedroom apt iit

Swiss Village On busline $216 inc for info
call 266^1061

1 utility room apt $260/mth. • utility S<nitii
Deerfield. Gas heat ' stove. Washer/dryer,
fridge Call Dominique at 666-3146.
Avajlable 12/01

TRAVEL

TAKE A BREAK ON THE FRENCH
SIDE! Skibreak's January trip to
Tignea/Val d'lsere in the French Alps in-

cludes RT airfare (Swissair), transfers, ac-
commodations, nkipaas (116 lifts), slalom
races, cocktails for $740/7 nights in resort.
Skihreak: (203) 354 6069, Ted 546 4733

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-
jects. Will correct grammar, spelling, h
Kinctuation Meticulous proofreading,
ew IBM typewriter 549-0367

TYPING * WORD PROCESSING

Next Day Serricc. Type^Rite 253 bill

WANTED

Drammrr - to play in 4 piece band. i.e.

EchoGunClub mostly original tho call Bill

646-6234

WANTED TO RENT

1 bdrm in S bdrm apt $'^00i/mo on Rt 9
next to bus stop 586 4969

FeauUc to share rtmm in Brittany Manor
apt Nonsmoker Feb to June call 263-3766
aher 5:00

Wanted - person to share furnished house
in N. Amherst musician/student, near bus,

heat provided, $200 00/month only til May
256-8432 Randy

Oiw bedroom in beautiful two bedroom
fully furnished Southwood apt 1 or 2 p. call

263 9917 anytime

Brandywine apt. looking for someone to

rent my room for Spring semaater. Rent is

$290 per month. Heat is included in price.

PoaaiDtUty that entire apt will be avalable.

Couples wehxHne. Call M9-0289

To lake over 1 bdrm -, „
January Call 546 5337 or 646-6267

in

Two fesaales looking for one bedroom
apartment in Pufflon or Brandywine osll

549 5188 ask fur Amy or Breni

To lake over jeaae Jaaaaiy l for a 2 orS
bedroom apartment in N Amherst or
Sunderland Call 546-4009 or 546-5668

WORD PROCEMmc EDITOR

Maat have Applo SB, matrix printer
Wordstar facility 266-0526 7-9 wsli\ I pm
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SporU Information photo

University of Massachusetts guard Lorenzo Sutton is one of the

top sophomores in the Atlantic 10 conference this season.

Previewing the 1985-86
Atlantic 10 season

Pre-season Prediction
1. St. Joseph's University.

2. Temple University.

3. University of Massachusetts.
4. Duquesne University.

5. West Virginia University.

6. Rutgers University.

7. St. Bonaventure University.

8. George Washington University.

9. University of Rhode Island.

10. Penn Sti^ University.

Pre^scason All-Conference
Bianrioe Maiiiii.M G/F St Joeepli'»

0«le Blaney, 6*4, G West ^Iginia
Biek Soder, 6-4, G DnqiMiaie

CmA Smltli, Ml, G lli««Meiiu«6tts

BodiMy Blulce, 6^ C/F St J^iipli**

ttiC f

Atlantic 10 preview

UMass in midst of
Atlantic Ten race

Freshmen of Influence
UMass' Duane Chase

joins Rhode Island's Rie
Blevins and West
Virginia's T>mrryl Prue as

theAtlax^ 10*8 best inoooa'-

ing fireehflMHO. DuquesiM's
Brian Shaaahan could
figttre into the Duke's
season.

Other fireitfmien to lodk for

are UMass' 0avfd Rrown,
St. Bonaventttre's Saat
Grahaai

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The Atlantic 10 is looking

for a little respect.

Born in 1976 as the

Eastern Collegiate Basket-

ball League, it evloved a

year later to the Eastern

Athletic Association. 1978

saw the league become the

Eastern Eight and with the

addition of two more teams,

the Atlantic 10 was born in

1982.

Got that straight? Few
people did and the league

suffered from exposure pro-

blems. Exposure problems

lead to recruiting problems

and with the exception of

West Virginia and the

Philadelphia schools, the

brand of basketball wasn't

a good one.

The birth of the Big East

and the continued success of

the Atlantic Coast Con-

ference has done little to

help the league, but as the

1985-86 season begins, the

league seems firmly

established.

"Granted, we aren't the

Big East or the ACC, but

there's potential to become
a very good league, even

better then we are already,"

said second-year commis-

sioner Charlie Theokas,

under whose leadership the

A-10 has stabilized.

West Virginia, Temple
and St. Joseph's dominated

the league last season, go-

ing a combined 44-10 in the

league while no other team
was over .500. Temple, by
virtue of winning the league

tourney, made the NCAA
tourney. West Viginia and
St. Joseph's setled for the

NIT.
Those three teams, while

still strong, face challenges

to their supremacy this

season. The University of

Massachusetts, sparked by

pre-season second team all-

conference point guard Carl

Smith, smooth off-guard

Lorenzo Sutton and a cast of

eight talented newcomers,
will contend as will a Du-

quesne team that returns

two key players that missed

last season due to

university-imposed
suspensions.

St. Bonaventure and
Rutgers lost key players,

but are also tough. George
Washington lost All-

American center Mike
Brown and controversial

coach Gerry Gimblestob,

but new head man John

Kuester could field a strong

team. Fiery Brendan
Malone had a good

recruiting year at Rhode
Island, but he should still

only ahead cellar-dwelling

Penn State, a football power

that doesn't have a strong

committment to hoop.

A look at the individual

teams:

St. Joseph's: All-

American swingman
Maurice Martin (16.5

points-per-game) is back

along with 6-8 big man
Rodney Blake (9.5 ppg).

Guards James Flint and

Geoff Arnold are tough

guards. "With four starters

back, we should be con-

tenders," understates coach

Jim Boyle.

Temple: The backcourt,

with Nate Blackwell (11.8

ppg), Howard Evans (8.4

ppg and A-10 rookie-of-the-

year) and Ed Coe (10.1 ppg)

is tremendous. The front-

court is a little shaky, but in

this league, guards can win

you games. "There's no

question this league is

balanced," says coach John
Chaney. "But I think we
can do well."

Massachusetts: Smith

and Sutton are a potent

backcourt, but UMass'
future is in the hands of

their rookies. Duane Chase,

David Brown and John
Milum are three of the best

newcomers UM has had in

a while. If UM comes
together, they will svirprise.

Duquesne: Emmett
Sellars (21.1 ppg) and Ron
Stevenson (9.2 ppg) won't be

back until January, but

when they join hot-shhoting

guard Rick Suder (17.1),

guard Collins Dobbs (12.2

ppg) and Mark Beavers (10

ppg), the Dukes will be

tough. "I can't wait to see us

when we have everybody,"

said coach Jim Satalin.

West VirginU: The
cockiest team in the A-10

lost starter J.J. Crawl for

the year with a suspension

and two other starters until

December 21. Rookie Daryl

Prue, Dale Blaney (12.3 ppg)
and Renardo Brown (9.1

ppg) are tough, but the

Mountaineers are due for a

fall. "The league's strong,

but we're unconcerned,"

said the ever-friendly Gale

Catlett.

Rutgers: Eric Riggins

(12.6 ppg) and big (260

pounds) Lloyd Moore (8.2

ppg) will help new coach

Craig Littlepage.

St. Bonaventure: has

Barry Mungar (12.3 ppg),

but a lot of questions too.

George Washington, will

soon be a power under

Kuester, but Brown's
absence will be greatly

noticed. Rhode Island, has

good recuits, but little sup-

port for Bryan Mitchell

(14.5 ppg) and Carlton

Owens (13.5 ppg). Penn
State coach Bruce Peurkill

means well, but Paterno-

ruled PSU is led by Ware
product Carl Chrabascz, a

bonafide member of the

"who's he?" squad. Guard
Tony Ward (8.3 ppg) may
help the Nittany Lions

somewhat.

UMass coach Ron
Gerlufsen led the
Minutemen to a fourth

place finish in the A-10
last year.

St. Joseph's guard
Maurice Martin is one
of the A-lO's best
players

UMass men's swimming preview

Minutemen will be a N E power again
By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

Entering the 1985-86 season, Universi-

ty of Massachusetts men's swim coach Russ

Yarworth is more than optimistic.

"For the second straight year, we're set-

ting our goal to be New England cham-

pions," said Yarworth. "Last season, we
were third, missing out on first by 40

points."

Another goal, although not as important

as winning the New England champion-

ship, is an undefeated season.

"It's not really a goal," said the coach.

"We don't even talk about it. Out me^or
emphasis is the New Englands and not as

much on dual meets. We try to win the dual

meets, but the New England's are more im-

portant."

Yarworth seems to have the team to

reach his lofty goals this season.

Led by co-captains Drew Donovan and
Pat Mullen, the Minutemen have a power-

ful team. Donovan, a transfer from Iowa,

holds New England records in the 100, 200
and 600 freestyles. A All-America and
Olympic trials veteran, Donovan is one of

New England's best swimmers.
"Drew's in a class by himself," said Yar-

worth. "He's tremendous."

Mullen, according to Yarworth, is one of

the top five divers in New England, excell-

ing on both the one and three meter events.

Two seniors that will bolster the team are

Marc Surette and Paul McDonough.
Surette was a New England finalBt in the

bacstroke and an academic All American
with a 3.98 grade point average in com-

puter engineering.

"Marc can really be good if he shows the

dedication he did last year," the coach

noted. McDonough is a consistent but-

terflier and point scorer for the
Minutemen.
In the junior class, five swimmers hope

to help UMass to the title this season, but
preseason injuries have slowed three of
them.
John Turner, a transfer from Kentucky,

will have a Donovan-likp impact on the pro-

gram. An excellent backstroker, Turner is

a threat to score a lot of points in the New
Englands.
He has been nursing a bad back, but ap-

continued on page 14
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UM officials[UMass hoop returns to Cage
to review
AIDS policy
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Tbp University of Massachusetts officials

are expected to review an interim policy for

students and campus employees with Ac-

quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS), or AIDS-related disorders, during

a routine Executive Committee meeting

Monday.
Sarah Boy, special assistant to Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Mad-

son, said she knows of no one on campus
carrying the disease, but believes the

University should be prepared.

"We decided to be forewarned," Boy said

Wednesday. "We figured it was an issue

that will not go away too soon."

The aim of the policy, drafted by Univer-

sity Health Services Medical Director

Thomas C. McBride and edited by Boy, will

be to allow any University student or

employee to attend their class or job, accor-

ding to Boy.

"Individuals diagnosed with having

AIDS or with clinical evidence of infection

with the AIDS-associated virus (HTLV-lII)

and receiving regular medical attention are

allowed to attend work or school at the

University of Massachusetts/Amherst," the

policy says. "As with any personal medical

problem, every effort should be made to pro-

tect the individual's privacy and confidence

with this diagnosis."

The policy also delegates McBride as the

on-campus medical manager and will ex-

amine anyone infected before allowing the

person on campus. Boy said.

The AIDS virus can be transmitted

through sexual contact, needle sharing, or

blood or its components, according to a

report of the U.Sl Department of Health and

Human Services.

The report also said the virus cannot be

transmitted through casual contact with

AIDS victims.

"Since AIDS isn't spread by casual con-

tact," Mark Clukey, a senior HRTA major

and member of the Lesbian, Bisexual and

Gay Alliance, said yesterday, "people

should be able to work and study at the

University. 1 just hope that their policy is

adhered to."

Vice Chancellors Madson, John DeNyse,

administration and finance, Deirdre Ling,

University relations and development and

Samuel Conti, research, along with Provost

Richard O'Brien, and members of

Chancellor Joseph Duffey's .staff will con-

vene at 10:30 a.m. and discuss the policy,

according to Boy.

Once approved by the vice chancellors

and signed by O'Brien, the policy will be

distributed to deans, department heads and

possibly faculty, according to Boy.

"We want to be clear where we stand on

the issue before it's a problem on campus,"

Boy said.

ly PETER ABRAHAM
[Collegian Staff

It has been 629 days since the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts men's basketball team

last played in the Curry Hicks Cage.

March 3, 1984 saw a capacity crowd of

4,200 watch UMass lose to Duquesne,

74-64. Only three players: Carl Smith, Tbm
Emerson and Jack Sheehan remain from

that team.

CoUegian photo by Derek Robertu

A workman helps prepare the newly-renovated Curry Hicks Cage for

tomorrow's men's basketball game against Merrimack.

The Minutemen spent the 1984-85 season

playing before silent crowds at the half-

empty Springfield Civic Center while the

Cage underwent extensive renovations.

Tomorrow night at 7:30 p.m., the

Minutemen return to the Cage. Division 2

Merrimack College provides the opposition.

Tickets set aside for the general public were

sold out as of early Thursday afternoon.

Students will be admitted free (with ID),

but are advised to arrive early due to the

expected sellout.

The Minutemen return to their home

court free of the loser's image that has

dogged them since 1978. Last season,

despite the lack of fan support, the

Minutemen became a contender. UMass
finished 13-15, not great by any means, but

much improved from years past when a

game against UMass meant an automatic

win. A 9-9 finish in the Atlantic 10 (good

enough for a fourth place tie) marked the

first time UM wasn't close to last place in

the Atlantic 10 conference.

That season also sparked one of the best

recruiting seasons ever for a UMass team.

Eight talented rookies represent a new era

for the UMass program. They team with six

returning lettermen to form what, poten-

tially, is the best UMass team in some time.

Pbtential. The 1985-86 UMass basketball

team has that. Just how much fans will see

against Merrimack, an underated iJivision

2 team that would like nothing better than

start its season with a victory over a Divi-

sion 1 team. continued on page 27

Tradeunions helpblacks
Movement has force

against apartheid

By RHONDA SWAN
Collegian Staff

Although it has not been given much

media attention, the trade unionist move-

ment in South Africa has been having a

tremendous amount of impact in the strug-

gle against apartheid, a University of

Massachusetts labor .studies professor said

last night.

"Trade unions have made it possible to

openly fight and collectively struggle

against apartheid," Bill Fletcher, an ad

junct faculty member in the Labor Studies

Program, said in a lecture titled "Labor

and the Fight Again.st Apartheid in South

Africa."

Despite the fact that the Independent

Trade Union movement has been develop-

ing since the mid 1970s, Fletcher main-

tains that it is "little known" because the

media "plays up personalities and workers

movements are not glamorous."

However, despite this lack of publicity,

these labor movements have been gaining

momentum and as a result have been met

with stiff opposition from the South African

government. According to Fletcher, one of

the major issues of the trade union move-

ment is the improvement of health and

safety standards in the workplace.

It is by maintaining these abysmal work-

ing conditions that the regime increases its

revenue and stays in power, said Fletcher.

Fletcher said he feels that the reason the

unions have had such an impact is because

"the workers have an independent voice."

According to Fletcher, the two major unions

in South Africa are the Federation of South

African Trade Unions (FOSATU) and the

Council of Unions of South Africa (CUSA).

FOSATU is a non-racial trade union which

permits whites to hold leadership positions

while CUSA came about as part of a move-

ment for black consciousness movement

and promotes black leadership.

Despite their differences, Fletcher said

that both unions have a "strong commit-

ment to workers controlling and leading

the unions." This is a major problem with

unions in the United States because their

leadership is, for the most part, maintain-

ed by intellectuals and not the ramk and file

workers, said Fletcher.

Collegian photo by Drrrk Robert*

Bill Fletchen "Trade unions have

made it possible to openly fight and
collectively struggle against apar-

theid.'
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Duffey counters criticism on phones
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey was in

Boston yesterday to answer accusations

that university officials in Massachusetts

are wasting taxpayers' money through the

"sloppy" monitoring of long distance phone

calls.

The House Post Audit and Oversight

Committee, chaired by Rep Robert Carasoli

(D-Quincy), has been looking into the

'widespread abu.se" of the state's telephone

system, including phones, credit cards and

equipment at UMass at Amherst and

Boston, the University of Lowell, and

Southeastern Massachusetts University.

"There is no evidence of major abuse on

the Amherst campus," Duffey said last

night. "The University of Massachusetts is

totally different than most of the state

agencies which the committee is examin-

ing. We are working on a scale here which

is beyond any insitution they are discu.ss-

ing."

Duffey said the University is a public in-

stitution, but half of the phone costs here

are paid for by non-state appropnattci

funds.

Committee members questioned Duffey

about the 11,200 telephones (in the

Amherst campus, which cost a total of $2.2

million dollars a year.

The chancellor noted there are

telephones in every dorm room, paid for by

students. Only about half the money for

Universityphone bills comes from the .state,

Duffey said, while the remainder comes
from grants from the federal government

and other resources.

The committee would like to see a cen-

tralized "policing and regulation" of the
phone systems at the University, Duffey
said, but he added: "I don't think that is

necessary."

"There certainly may be things we r.ui

do to monitor University-wide phone u.se,"

Duffey .said. "But I think department heads
and chairmen are paying attention to pro-

per procedure."
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WORLD/NATIONAL
South African police

fire on thousands

aP Las^rphoto

Actor Larry Hagman breaks a cigarette as Gretchen Orthen, his

adopted smoker during the American Cancer Society's anti-smoking

day, watches him help "kick the habit."

Smokers quit for a day
Smokers in California watxhed the dan-

cing Cancerettes, in Harlem they attend-

ed a "cold turkey" rally, and even the

villainous J.R. Eviwng helped a smoker

try to kick the habit yesterday during the

ninth annual Great American Smoke-out.

The goal of the American Cancer Socie-

ty, which sponsored the nationwide anti-

smoking day, was to get one in five of the

nation's 55 million smokers to quit for at

least 24 hours. A preliminary survey

showed that more than one in three

smokers made the attempt.

Last year, a record 20.4 million smokers

tried to quit and 5.4 million succeeded for

the day, according to estinrmtes drawn

from a Gallup poll. About 3 million were

still off cigarettes five days later.

An initial survey showed that 19,7
million smokers participated, but officials
said that did not represent n Hmn Vvw^o...- -

last year's early poll showed that 18.5

million had participated. That figure rose

to 20.4 million after a later poll, and this

year's total is also likely to rise when the

final count is made next week.

The estimate is based on a telephone

survey of 2,172 households.

One smoker got special help on yester-

day. Gretchen Orthen, a nurse at St.

John's Hospital and Health Center in San-

ta Monica, Calif., was "adopted" for the

day by actor Larry Hagman, who plays

J.R. Ewing on television. Hagman
escorted Ms. Orthen around the "Dallas"

set and to a rally and other activities in an

effort to keep her mind off cigarettes.

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa

(AP)—Police opened fire yesterday at a

crowd of tens of thousands of black pro-

testers outside Pretoria, witnesses said. A
newspaper reported at least six people

were killed and hundreds injured.

Police headquarters confirmed two

deaths but made no mention of violence at

the gathering, estimated by reporters to

number more than 50,000, in Mamelodi, a

sprawling black township north of

Pretoria, the country's administrative

capital.

It apparently was one of the biggest con-

frontations in 15 months of violence

against apartheid, the legal system by

which 5 million whites rule 24 million

voteless blacks. More than 800 people,

primarily blacks, have dies in the rioting,

two-thirds of them killed by police and the

rest by other blacks who suspect them of

collaborating with the government, of-

ficials say.

The Mamelodi protesters were deman-

ding lower rents, an end to restrictions on

funerals, and the departure of soldiers and

extra police from Mamelodi.

Several hours after the clash. Magistrate

P.A.J. Burger banned all funerals in

Mamelodi from this evening to Sunday

evening. He said they could endanger the

peace.

In Cape Town, Winnie Mandela, wife of

jailed black leader Nelson Mandela, said

the government had approved her hus-

band's request to see his lawyers today

amid persistent rumors he is about to be

released. She said she regarded the

speculation seriously because of its "un-

precedented intensity."

However, President P.W. Botha's office

said in a statement, "there is no truth in

the rumors." The president was quoted

earlier in the day as saying, "no decision

has been taken" on releasing Mandela.

Mandela. 67, the former head of the

outlawed African National Congress guer-

rilla movement, is recovering in a hospital

from prostate gland surgery Nov. 3.

Although sentenced to life in prison 21

years ago, he still is widely regarded as the

most important black leader in South

Africa.

News of hostages delay

Fla . storm forces evacuation
APALACHICOLA. Fla.

(AP)-Hurricane Kate, car-

rying winds lip to 100 mph,

pelted the Florida Panhan-

dle with heavy rain and

fourth time in as many
months.
Authorities closed roads,

bridges and schools yester-

day ahead of Kate, which

gale-force winds yesterday continued its journey north

as thousands fied water- through the Gulf of Mexico

fronts menaced for the from Cuba, where it left up
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to 10 people dead and

severe damage to crops.

Some people refused to

leave, but many tiny coastal

towns between Apalach-

icola and Pensacola were

ghostly quiet and motels in-

land reported they were

full.

Gov. Bob Graham, who a

day earlier ordered that

37,000 people evacute low-

lying areas, yesterday
warned mobil-home
residents inland to move
away from Kate.

"Even though residents

of the inland counties will

not be subjected to the full

force of Hurricane Kate as

it crosses onto land, they

still face extreme danger

from extensive flooding,

gale-force winds 39 to 54

mph and possibly even tor-

midoes," Graham said.

Tornado watches
wereposted for parts of nor-

thern and central Florida

and southern Georgia, the

weather service said.

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)-Terry Waite,

the archbishop Canterbury's envoy who is

trying to free American hostages in

Lebanon, was pinned down by gunfire bet-

ween battling Moslem militias yesterday.

But in a message for the hostage's

families, he said he is still optimistic about

the kidnapped Americans' chances for

freedom. He urged their relatives to be

brave.

"Have courage. Keep calm We're mak-

ing progress," Waite said in an interview

in The Associated Press office as fighting

raged in the streets below.

But, he cautioned, "We've a long way to

go yet."

The street battles forced Waite to delay a

news conference and his departure by

plane to Lamaca, Cyprus. From there, he

planned to fly on to New York for meetings

with U.S. officials and church leaders on

Waite met the Americans' kidnappers

last week, flew to London to talk to U.S. of-

ficials and then returned to Beirut on Tues-

day for more contracts vrith the Shitte fun-

damentalists holding the hostage.

Islamic Jihad, the group holding the

Americans, had demanded the release of 17

comrades convicted in Kuwaite in the 1983

bombings of the U.S. and French em-

bassises. Kuwait has refused to free the

prisoners.

AP Laarrphoto

SANTA SCHOOL - Mike Wallace, who has been Santa Claus at

Christmastime for over 20 years, stands in front of a row of trainee San-
tas during a training program for this season yesterday in a Boston
hotel.
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To the Womens Soccer Team:

BEST OF LUCK
IN THE

FINAL FOUR

The John Adams Tower
is behind you all of the way
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Correction:

The length of time that the Great American Smoke Out

has been held was incorrectly reported in a page 3 story

in ye.sterday's Collegian. It has been held annually for

nine years.

Action against apartheid urged at rally
By BRION McALARNEY
Collegian Staff

A member of South Africa's outlawed African National

Congress (ANC) yesterday urged students to form anti

apartheid organizations and said Americans are ready to

support the struggle in his country.

Jackie Selebi of the ANC, along with Doug Calvin, stu-

dent coordinator of the New England Central American

Network, spoke at a University of Massachusetts rally out-

side the Student Union Building that drew about 100 spec-

tators. The rally was titled "From Soweto to San Salvador"

and was sponsored by the University of El Salvador cam-

paign, the Office of Third World Affairs, Radical Student

Union, Third World Caucus, and the Organization for

Marxist Studies.

"We believe people in the U.S. are ready to support our

struggle," Selebi said."Reagan doesn't represent the ma-

jority"

Apartheid is the forced segregation of the races in South

Africa, where a minority white government rules over a

majority of blacks.

"Apartheid is institutionalized, written into our con-

stitution," Selebi said"It prohibits 80 percent of the

population from having any political, economic, and
human rights.

"In South Africa, racism uses law to prohibit black peo-

ple from taking part in the law making process," he said.

Selebi criticized countries that have made investments

in South Africa.

"Every penny invested supports the racist regime, whose

army kills our people. They become accomplices in the

repression of our people," he said.

Selebi called absurd the argument that blacks would suf-

fer most by the withdrawal of U.S. investments. "We will

Collrgian photo by Derek Robertd

NEON NIGHTS-These streams of light that illuminate downtown Northampton are actually car

head lamps as captured in an S-second time exposure. View is from the train bridge on the edge

of town. .
—

not be the first ones to suffer, we are suffering now.. .it is

onlv a slavemaster who savo if voii free a slave, he will

suffer," Selebi said.

"These companies benefit from our oppression by using

cheap labor. .they should go back to the U.S. and open

plants there,"he said.

"On apartheid, we can all agree it is important to destroy

that evil, regardless of our political ideologies," Selebi said.

Calvin talked about the repression of education and free

speech in El Salvador

"The repression of students and faculty has not ended

in El Salvador," Calvin said. In 1984, buildings on the

University of El Salvador campus were bombed, equip-

ment was sold to the military or destroyed, and the govern-

ment refuses to reimburse the university for destroyed

equipment, Calvin said.

A right-wing death squad recently published in a daily

newspaper the names of student and faculty who would

be killed if they didn't leave the country," Calvin said.

Letters protest
future of teams
By ANITA ROYE
Collegian Staff

A total of 575 people had signed letters as of yesterday

in a letter writing campaign to state officials to protest

the dropping of five University of Massachusetts sports

teams from varsity status.

The letters, which protest the athletic department's plan

to reduce the varsity status of the men's and women's ten-

nis and ski teams and men's golf to club standing, are be-

ing signed at a table situated near the Student Union

Mini-Store and operated by members of these teams un-

til Tuesday. They will be sent to state senators and

representatives.

The budget cut, which will be finally decided upon by

the board of trustees on Dec. 4, will allocate more funds

for football and basketball scholarships and general sup-

port of these two teams.

Athletic department officials have said the cuts are

necessary because the department cannot afford to fund

the sports enough for them to be competitive.

The letter campaign is a culmination of efforts including

more than two years of lobbying, rallying, and protesting

to preserve the teams, said Stacey Roth, co-president of

the Student Government Association.

The campaign is designed to "put pressure on the

trustees through the Legislature," said Roth.

Between 1500-2000 letters are expected to be signed by

the end of the campaign.

"If you're going to maintain diversity at the Universi-

ty, you need all the teams," said Roth.

Roth also said these teams provide a good involvement

in the University sports for those who are not interested

in contact sports.

If the teams are dropped from varsity status, they also

lose medical benefits, busing to meets, and division

standing.

Laura Morgan, a third-year tennis team member, said

club standing would mean the team could only compete

against other clubs or teams, if the opponents have the

time.

Franklin "Flicker" Rodman, co-captain of the men's ten-

nis team, said the reduction in status would mean that

other teams such as Boston University and Boston Col-

lege would not want to play a club group.

Bill MacConnell, head coach of the men's and women's

ski teams, said status reduction would make the continua-

tion of the teams not feasible. He also said the cut would

mean the "end of the ski teams (which) won't work as a

club" as a result of lack of travel, insurance, and medical

expenses.

John Leaman, coach of the men's golf team, said if the

budget cut goes through, the "intensity and quality won't

be the same."

Police break up
fight, *war games'

Six men were stopped and searched

Wednesday afternoon in the west experi-

ment station area after police received

reports of a man being thrown in front of

the car they were in. University of

Massachusetts Pblice said.

Police were sent to the area to break up

a fight and later received reports that a

man, whose hands were bound, was being

thrown in front of a car, police said.

The car was stopped when it was leaving

the parking lot by Worcester Dining Com-

mons. The hands of one of the men in the

car were bound, police said. The men and

the car were searched and a bottle of vodka

as confiscated.

The men said they were "playing war

games," police said.

In other police reports:

A 19-year-old student was arrested and

charged with being a minor in possession

of alcohol Wednesday night. In a further in-

vestigation, three bongs and a marijuana

pipe were confiscated and the student was

found to be in possession of an altered

Massachusetts driver's license, police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

Women debate Regan's remark

Ap Pile Photo

White House Chief of Staff Donald
T. Regan

By LISA DIMEO
Collegian Correspondent

Several University of Massachu-setts

women faculty members expressed anger

yesterday over White House Chief of Staff

Donald T. Regan's comment that women
wouldn't understand the issues involved in

the U.S.-Soviet summit conference in

Geneva.
Regan's expectation that women would

find the "human-interest stuff' of the sum-
mit most appealing didn't carry much
weight with political science professor Jean
Elshtain.

"Regan's comment indicates that he's

rather out of touch with the world around
him,"said Elshtain.

Elshtain pointed out that Regan was in

correct in current as well as historical

terms since there have always been women
interested in international politics and
human rights.

"The mtyority of people don't have expert

knowledge," she said, but it is "anti-

democratic" to suggest that only experts

can understand and comment on importcmt

issues.

Regan in his address suggested that

women following the summit wouldn't

understand the technical aspects of the

laiKs and should follow what Nancy
Reagan and Raisa Gorbachev are doing.

Joyce Berkman, a professor of history,

said, "Regan is in error as to the contem-

porary nature of women's understanding

and involvement in political issues."

Berkman praised Soviet leader Mikhail

Gorbachev for his insight that women are

"keenly concerned" with world peace.

On a more cynical level, Berkman sug-

gested women might be better off by

reading human interest since the media

cannot be trusted in its coverage of the

issues.

"There is a massive ignorance about

culture and nations," she said, "and the

media is an insufficient means with which

to build an understanding."

Arlene Avakian of the women's studies

program said Regan's comment is "more

evidence of the Neanderthal mentality in

the Reagan administration."

"The Reagan administration knows on-

ly how to violate human rights," she said.
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GREAT GIFT IDEA
We ship Holiday Gift Boxes.

Choose from a wide variety

of cheeses, coffee

and condiments.

to^^

=»<=

79 Main Street, across from Plumbleys

Imported Cheeses Coffee Beans
Bulk Tea Fre^ Pasta

Delicious Giant Cookies and other Baked Goods
Gourmet Groceries

Daily until 6; Saturday until 5; Sundays 9
" *

i M r-
" **•

ds '\

L^ I

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
NcKt to Town liall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
^20 MINIMUM OKI )l.H.

(OFF UNIASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

All Prices In Store Cash Only

' YVONNE'S
CARRIBBEANA RESTAURANT

Luncheon Specials

^ with Super Island Vegetarian and Regular dishes

Prices from $2.50 and up M,

50» DRAFT BEER "^^

with all lunches
Route 9, Hadley

586-4389

Lunch Hours 11:30-3:00 pm Monday - Friday

t Dinner Hours 5:00-10:00 pm Every Night .

%40000»0» *
***»#*»»*«»

;

<

1982 Cos d' Estournal
Chateau

our
everyday
pried 750 ml

97 Points Robert Parker —

Gruand LaRose
oar

1982 vjruaiiu Lcirvusti "pVutrSsomi

Chateau — 95 Points - Robert Parker
CAN BE ASSORTED WITH OTHER WINES FOR A 10* PRICE DISCOUNT

$2495

Friday, November 22, 1986;
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-f dep.
after rebate

Sutter Home
Sparkling

White Zinfandel

750 ml O
Peter Dawson
Scotch
$799

1 liter J

Nutritionists' opinions differ

Collegian photo by Derek Roberts

Nutritionist Virginia Beal: Fad diets are "the

rhythm method of girth control."

By LESLEY CLARK and JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

Nutritionists have conflicting opinions about the rela-

tionship between diet and long life, University of

Massachusetts nutritionist Virginia Beal said last night.

Beal, speaking in Memorial Hall as part of the

Chancellor's Lecture Series, said there is an overabun-

dance of theories as to the part nutrition plays in health,

but "very little concrete evidence."

"Broccoli has had an increased popularity in

restaurants and cocktail parties but there is shaky

evidence in the relationship between broccoli and the

prevention of cancer." —Virginia Beal

Beal said recent dietary recommendations have dodged

the issue of precise guidelines by issuing vague advice such

as to "avoid too much salt." She said the primary reason

there are no definitive answers is the inadequacies in the

data available. Animal studies, she said, have limited

usefulness because the animals are in a controlled environ-

ment. "Man is not a rat," she said. "Animals are not sub-

ject to the same lifestyles as humans."
The advances we have made in nutrition have allowed

us to live longer, Beal said, "but more of us are getting

to the age where we see slower developing diseases such

as heart disease and hypertension." She said the role of

nutrition in such diseases is hard to trace because of the

slow development of the disease and the money needed
to fund such extensive research.

"New studies are continually undermining firmly held

beliefs," Beal said. Sodium has traditionally been the

culprit in hypertension (high blood pressure), she said, but

recent studies indicate that calcium may be a factor in

some individuals.

Beal said the emphasis on fad diets is based on in-

complete evidence. "Broccoli has had an increased

popularity in restaurants and cocktail parties," she said,

"but there is shaky evidence in the relationship between
broccoli and the prevention of cancer."

Beal, who came to the University in 1971, has written

extensively on nutrition and development. Her work in-

cludes a series of articles on diet and growth of infants

in Western Massachusetts.

$|J49750 ml. JUL
1

HUM

AUGIES TOBACCO SHOP
"th« Tobacco and Magaiin* Shop of Amhertt"

108 North Pleasant St., Amharst
- Western Union Agent -

Complete lines of:

PipM b Pipa Acoaaaonw
Tobacco

irrHwnad/domwiK for papa of dgaranM
CioaranM

trnponad/domaattc (including tndonitn doval

Full rang* of dofnastK 6 imponad cigan

Magazwiaa. f>iparbaciij ft Monarch notaa

NawipatMri. Maaa Stat* LMiary

Candy and tundry itama. Maaa touvaniri

Now Fftunng Gourmrt Coff»»s ft T»»s

- H9M England Tatapftona Agaoi -

253-7896"
EDBSQEffi

titiimiiin jxxzm"'"'"^

HIGH SCORERS

i
f^ NOW OPEN
Riverboat Village

APARTMENTS. SOUTH HADLEY,
1. 2 or 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BEAUTIFUL WODElS FjPMSmED B> ChAP DeLA,",['i 4 tf>STt •. c l.s-.-I
,

f:

•Swimming Pool •Tennis Court •Club House •Shuffle Board Couil

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
10 AM 4 PM

PHONE i3?94bi
532 9*6^

CAiL FOB
Directions

f Rjverboai Viiiajie

^^^^ B'l/er loagt? so

i")'^aa^ iiC5^(»^'rxa^ (iC3^Ct>^'^:»i# «c?^(^"''?3i9 ^'^^^'^

NIKE® AIR JORDAN

$48.
Reg. $59.99

&' PONY - CITY WINGS

BROOKS- UNIOUE -

$40.
Reg, $49,99

$38.
Reg.$47.99

G

FINE FOOD
&

SPIRITS
Mon & Tues Nite

Free Taco Bar*
* 9 - till it lasts!

tNOVEMBER BEER SPECIAL
j

?

MemcKen
57 N. Pleasant 81. Amherst ^

Move ahead on and off the court Our brandname
leather high top basketball shoes are designed to keep you ahead
of the competition At these sale prices you're already a step ahead.

Men's sizes 6'/. to 12.

r
<

\*i? thriveon competition.
•Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadlev

f

>

/ J

I

'

I All Day
: Conference
4-

: Workshops on

I NORTH AMERICAN
I

INDIANS
: Political and Social Issues

4-

- Defense of Sacred Landl Navajo

- Political Issues in Guatemala - Mayan Indians in Sanctuary

- Archipel Project Dam - the threatened Mohawk people

- North American Indian: Political Prisoners

- Health Trends on Reservations

Nov. 23 10-5 p.iTia

Campus Center Rms. 804-815

•••••••••••••••••••••••••*••************

Ik-

John Dellaria
presents a

"CUT-A-THON" with ALL
proceeds going to the EveryWoman's Center

Haircuts will be $8.00

at Wilder Hall (behind Morrill Science Center)

Sun. November 24th

Time: 11 am - 3 pm

FREE Dellaria products will

be given out II

r
ncii MODEL

VLT 375 VCR

• remote control • 14 day. 4 event timer

• cable ready • reg $350SOAOOONOW
ONLY 299

limited quantities — hurrv in today!

vioca fa en
44 Main St., Amherst

256-1509

BLAZER BUTTONS
With the University of

Massachusetts Crest
A distinctive accent to enhance your favorite blazer. The

university crest, authentic in design and colors, is hand-

crafted in cloisonne enamel and finished in 24 kt. gold

plate. The set of 3 large and 4 small buttons is beautifully

giftboxed.

Other college, university and prep school blazer button sets

are available by special order.

/^

^ims00fliat0l|

02 Main St., Amherst • 250-3361 • Mor^.-SQt. 9-5:30
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"Golden Arches"? The
concrete arches of the

Fine Arts Center lookin

west lead to fast food but

to Herter Hall.

U=J«=l«=Jc=J,=lfc=lf=Jf=Jh=lh=Jfe=ifi

Joftothaft feicJ

Buy one suit at $150.00

& get the SECOND $150.00 suit

FREE

also OLEG CASSINI
All Weather Coats

Reg. $125.00 now only $69.99

Reg. $136.00 now only $79.99

located at

Hampshire Mall in Hadley
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There's

Something for Everyone

on your list at

THE OLD
MILL

Rte. 63 N. Amherst

1 mile north of UMass
• Open Daily 10-6

Ufii^SSKrCM^B PRESENTS

0B£AT SlI.SlATCI

ij

THISK < fllilSTM \S A T (H IC

OSH STOP SHOI'

:^i^ C5?;:jC5?s:j c5?;:s CP^icj C5?^:J cp?j^ c:?!;c}C:??s:j :::^^ C5?;:i c^fj^j cJfsi c5?;:jC5?5i

Gobble Up
the Savings!

4 Day

« 500,000
WOBTH or TOP lAME

WIITEE tiLOTHIie
h

SII EQHIPMEiT
PBICES THIS LOW SIOVLB B£ OUTLAVEB

FOR MORE INFO 546-3437

£^^^'

50
Savings
Storewide

on
Shoes
Boots

Thurs.-Sun., Nov. 21-24

NOV 21-23
i' T 1 ^^^

) NOON
F

j TIL 10 P.M.

S IQAM TIL 4PM

STUDENT UIMION

BALLROOM

UMASS. AMHERST
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OPEN SUNDAYS
187 n pleasant st amherst

TOP: Whitmore
Ad ministration
Building northside

ramp. Star effect

Canon 199A
flashgun hand held.

Exposure: 75
seconds at f/16.

LEFT TDbin Hall

overhang looking
west. Photograph
was made using
available light from a

halogen type street

lamp. Exposure: 50

seconds at f/11.

BOTTOM: John
Adams TDwer. west

side looking

skyward. Exposure:

40 seconds at f/11.

All of these photographs are of

subjects seen by many students

every day (or flight). The viewer

need only exercise a little imagina-

tion to see that something is not as

ordinary as it appears to be. Many
of the buildings at the University

have this type ot graphical poten-

tial: It only requires a few basic

technical skills a camera and an in-

terest in photography.
All of the (Photographs in this

essay were taken with a Canon AE-1

(35mm single lens reflex) camera
mounted on a V^ibon VEF-3 tripod

and Kodak 400 speed (b^w) T'i-X

film.

Images were enlarged using a

Besseler 23CII enlarger on Kodak
RC (resin coated) polycontrast

paper (grade F) with a No.3 1/2 con-

trast filter

Collegian photo^by~Paul Desrnarals
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SGA, Donant clash over control
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Student government officials are in opposition with Direc-

tor of Student Activities Randy Donant about the student

budgetary process, as both sides yesterday defended their

right to have more input.

Donant explained his actions by saying he holds a

fiduciary role for the University, which he said means he

has been placed in trust by those people above him such

as vice chancellors and the University of Massachusetts

Board of Trustees. He said there are no clearly written

documents on who has trust fund control, and added "that

it's how you interpret these documents" that is confus-

ing senators who say he is violating students' rights.

Several senators said Donant has absolutely no right to

assume more control of the trust fund, because the trustees

have in the past granted the Student Government Associa-

tion the right of budgetary input involving student fees.

Senators produced various documents which they said pro-

ved that the senate has the power to control its resources

and programs. However, Donant said none of the

documents is officially recognized by the trustees as to

whom has budgetary control.

The Undergraduate Student Senate, angered by Do-

nant's move to qain more fooT^nnoiKUft, of t^o npomtinns

and organizations within the Student Activity Trust Fund,

voted unanimously Wednesday to call for his resignation.

Last night the Campus Center Board of Governors voted

unanimously to also call for Donant's resignation, issu-

ing a statement that it "pledges its full support to the SGA
in an attempt to deal efficiently with the situation."

Donant and Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson issued a memorandum Tuesday to senate of-

ficers which outlined actions concerning future SGA
budgets starting in fiscal year 1987. The actions increase

Donant's input and allocation power ofprograms and agen-

cies which were under student control prior to the memo's

release.

"Pfersonally, I don't think he (Donant) has the right to

do this at all," said Senator Joel Rabinowitz, who met with

Donant for 90 minutes yesterday. "The purpose of this

(memo) is to take away a lot of power from the student

government and the students as a whole."

Donant, responding to the call for his resignation, said

"I'm not surprised." He said someone had to do something

in light of the fiscal crisis the SGA is facing, and that he

was exercising his responsibility.

Citing Donant's bid to assume more control of the trust

fund, Senate Speaker John Ruddock said "It could be said

that Randy has been hired to disempower students."

Native Americans
topic of seminar
The Native American Indian as a "political prisoner"

and other problems that face North American Indians

will be discussed at a conference in the Campus Center

The conference presenting workshops on social and

political issues, form 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in rooms 809 and

815 is designed to "expose, educate, and bring in support,"

Donna Goodleaf, a major coordinator of the convention

and first year graduate student said.

Throughout the month, cultural workshops, art ex-

hibits, traditional dances, and films on Native Americans

have been presented to prompt university and communi-

ty awareness of American Indian history and culture.

Six workshops will be offered throughout the day, in-

cluding the following: American Indians, political

prisoners; Political issues in Guatamala, Mayan Indians

in sanctuary; Defense of Sacred land, Navajo; Archipel

Project Dam, threat to Mohawk Nation; Current Health

Trends on Reservations; and Cultural Pferspectives.

An information booth will open at 9:30 a.m. the 8th

floor of the Campus Center

—Kristin Aiello

^a Cucma cli

TINPCCHIO
1177 North Pleasant St., Amherst

549-3669

For Fresh Veal, Chicken, Seafood,

and Homemade Pasta, Pizza and Subs

Serving the Finest Italian Specialities

Full Beverage License

Cappuccino Expresso Homemade Desserts

Serving Dinner Hours: Weekdays 5 'till 9:30

Weekends 5 'till 10:00

FAST, FREE DELIVERY FOR PIZZA & SUBS

A'r//;,vv
/'. /0,„
^

//nu

inn I

Book Qfi iU yeoA

Hauj [an I HeJLf^ Siohle^ and 7^e.flectu>nd On SeAvlce*

by. ^am DcLA<6 and fajud. QoAman»

^ 103 North P1«M«nt StrMt
AmhcrslJ9>253-S574 -A

SEMESTER
ATSEA

\

a

PRESENTS A
SPECIAL

SLIDE SHOW

Discover an exciting way to travel around the world and

continue your undergraduate studies aboard ship. Visit major

ports in the Mediterranean, the Middle East and the Orient.

More than 60 voyage related university credit courses are

ottered.

SPECIAL SLIDE PRESENTATION

Cr INFORMATION SESSION

Monday Nov. 25, 7:30 pm, CC Room 165

Financial Aid is available

to qualified students

APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING ACCEPTED
FOR SPRING 198611!

SEMESTER AT SEA TOLL FREE NUMBER (SOD) aS4 Om

Seas, but join the region they divide ."

. . .Alexander Pope

The Institute for Shipboard Educationl^

cordially invites all interested faculty,

staff, and students to

''Celebrate and Evening of

Academic Adventure"

with

Semester At Sea
Special Presentation and

Information Session

Monday, Nov. 25

7:30 PM CC Room 165

Come Meet:

Dr. Max H. Brandt, Director of Academic Affairs,

Doreen Kelly, Associate Director of Admissions,

and Semester at Sea alumni from the University of

Massachusetts.
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Attention Skiers:

Free Airline Ticket to Austria Ski Resorts

Fly with us to Greece and stay for at least a week
and we will give you a free roundtrip airline ticket

from Athens to Austria.

For reservations call:

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL & TOURS
225 Main St.

\^A Northampton, Mass 01060
ifT'i

If you ski in Greece you get another free airline

ticket from Boston to New York. Parnasos, an ex-

cellent and inexpensive resort in Greece, two hours

driving from Athens.
Deadline: Tues, Nov 26, 1985

Daily

Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500

i ealing plaio
\

i • OPEN '\

\ 6 A.M.-:i A.M.
I

I SUN.-THURS. !

• OPEN 24 HOURS
\

I FRI. & SAT. )

CAMPUS PLAZA \

I (NEXT TO SUPER •

I
STOP & SHOP) \

} Me 9 • Hidley/Amherst
|

( 256-6889 ;

Amlierst Chiiwse foods

62-64 MAIN ST., AMHERST

BEER « WINE LICENSE

t-rmah Vg»tBbl»»
from Our Own Farm

CLOUO WfOMKtOAY

I 00 >«' "H "»<> 0* »«"t'»' COlOOlWC

253-7835

nassau florida

m\L\L EBtLQ)mm beoj

ePti31JliBEtiJGfflt2

COUNCILTRAVEL
SERVICES

7» <Q PLEASANT ST AMHEKST

For Less Than The Price of
A Lift Ticket Alone. .

.

Peter Pan's Stratton Mt. Express
Package Combines Transportation
and Skiing Fun From $25.00

Dec. 3, 1985- march 16. 1986

Peter Pan Bus lines and Stratton Mountain are ofTerinc) a special

sKi packaqe this season. . .a way to further stretch your skiing

dollar and your skiinq fun.

Arrivdl at Stratton Mt.: 9:00 am. • leave Stratton Mt.: 4:30 p.m.

Peter Pan s Stratton Mountain Express round trip service is

available Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday.

Tackage Includes:

^.ound trip transportation and a day s lift ticket for just $25.00

Tuesday. Thursday and $27 00 on Sunday . less than you d pay

for a lif) ticket alone! A great value to stretch your skiing dollar

and your skiing fun. Advanced reservations only.

Tickets available at all local college campuses and at the Peter

Pan Bus Lines Atlantic City OfTice. Tor further information on

pick up points and reservations. .

Contact: The People Professionals

RmlajzRmn BumLinam, Iruz.
1776 Main St.. PO. Box 1776

Springfield. MA • 781 2900 Cxt. Ibi

MA Toll rree 1 800 332 8995

SAVE «50

^

«

\rt( .11 \ci.l Sit.uliuiii i.()llc^c mi'j,> .lie now inou- .itt(ii»i.il>lc lli.in c\ vi
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^^ # OUR
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$

11/20- 11/22 10-4

^.UNIVERSITY

DATE TIME Place

Oaposit Rcquiraa !>»!«' \iil iiM.ll l.ls»Kin...
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BRUEGGERS
BAGEL BAKERY

Open Seven Days

A Week

Bagels Baked Fresh Daily

Our Pizza Bagel

Only $1.59

Tel 253-5713 170 N. Pleasant St.

1

i

I

9

warm smiggly nightgowns and

robes, silk longJohnsfor women

and men, undershirts,

camisoles, tap pants, teddies,

body stockings, pantyhose, and

much more.

I

6

It's not too early to think about

holiday gift buying.

We have lots of ideas.

Carriage Shops, 233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 549-6915

M-S 10-5:30, Sun. 12-5:00

I

"CD-'^rv&s* «£3^c»"'"'5ii9Cdr5^o^"^3iP cy:5^c:>"''=?5is> €^r?^0"'"'a5fr» ^£:^<^'^^<^StS>

I

Juniors, Seniors & Grads...

GIVE YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT!

• High Approval Rates - No Cosigner

* Free to Apply * No Job Requirements

LOOK FOR OUR BOOTH ON CAMPUS OR
CALL NOW TOLL-FREE FOR AN APPLICATION

DIAL 1-800-824-4000 ext. 425

" * ^
^Governors Program Council presents:

^

The Razz-Bang Dance
|

Bonanza
|

Sick of the Bars or Don't have an ID? \

Last Chance for Funl

before Thanksgiving

|

at the
I

BluewalL Nov. 23

9 pm to 1 am
$2.00 Admission

with D.J. Peter Gold

It'll be a

I wild

\ time!!

adirondack music
"THE STEREO PROFESSIONALS"

15 East Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 253-3100

PRE-THANKSGIVING TURKEY DAY SALE

SONY
13'

• blemished units with

full new warranty

Trinitron

cable ready

perfect size

ifor anyone'

$249.95

JAMO
This is another opportunity to own one of the industries "most

amazing speakers", from one of the largest loudspeaker

manufacturers in the world today.

POWERLINE SERIES

PI80 3 way loudspeaker

handling cap. 120 W
full five year warr

save $400

$199.96 pair

P270 3 way loudspeakers

handling capacity 180W
full five year warranty

save $500

$299.96 pair

SHERWOOD
Buy of a lifetime

2620 50 watt electronically tuned

RECEIVER with presets 3 yr

warranty plus a whole lot more

S90 Dolby Cassette Deck with

metal lape capability

A $370 value and $53
below our cost at:

both

pieces

for

$99.95

CFS 3000 (refurb)

Boom Box

with detachable

speakers music

search and more

seen elsewhere for $170.00

only $69.96

SONY
PSLX410

fully automatic quartz

lock direct drive

turntable

$99.95

Store Hours
Mon-Sat 10-6

til 7 pm

15 East Pleasant St. Amherst
MC/^^'-^/Check add 3% all items

Limiteu v-Luanity subject to prior sale

TDK SA90
audio cassettes

$1.99
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UM project resolves conflicts
By INGRID DYCK
Collegian Correspondent

The Mediation Project at the University

of Massachusetts offers an alternative

means of settling disputes, without the ag-

gravation of formal court proceedures.

It is a voluntary process which is "com-
pletely confidential." and people can "feel

free to discuss their problems," said Julie

Andrews, a staff assistant and student in-

tern for the project.

Janet Rifkin, a legal studies professor, is

the founder and director of the project.

Plans for the project began in 1979 as an
experiment that realized the limits of the

legal system. In a case involving a fight bet-

ween two brothers, "the court only wants
to know so much, while the mediateors try

to get at the reason why someone would hit

his brother," said Andrews.
Mediation is available to students and

members of the community. While the pro-

ject deals with about five to 10 various cases

a week, the more common ones include

landlord-tenant disputes, and conflicts bet-

ween roommates.
The first step a student must take is to

explain the problem at a session called the

"intake." If the dispute is suitable for

mediation, Andrews said, the other party
is contacted and asked to come in. Occa-
sionally, disputes may be referred to other

agencies.

The second step is to schedule a media-
tion session at the convenience of both par-

ties. First there is a "Public session," where
the two mediators and parties in disupte
have an open discussion. Then there is a
"private session," where a disputant meets
with his/her mediator.

Mediators then meet in private and look

for points of agreement, Andrew said.

"Mediators cannot tell you what to do,

they are neutral and they are there to help

you communicate," Andrews added. On the
average it takes about two or three two-

hour sessions to reach a settlement.
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THEY'RE HERE
TO SAVETHE WORLD.

GH^^TBUSTERS
THE SUPERNATURAL COMEDY

'PG PMontwwn iuannii «>

"A roaring, wonderfully/ funrta '107 Everyone who likes a good,

funnv movie will like GHOSTBUSTERS. Don't mlaa It."

— Gary Franklin. KCBS-TV

"GHOSTBUSTERS Is pure gold all the way."
— Sheila Benson. LOS ANGELES TIMES

"Grandly comic...neatly timed and perfectly packaged."
~ Richard Schickel. TIME MAGAZINE

Friday, November 22
umass campus center

auditorium

$1.755:00 pm
7:00 pm
9:00 pm
11:00 pm

$2.00

$2.00

$2.00

sponsored by: AAS

^^ Cocktail Lounge ^^

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
FRI. NOV. 22, 1985 5-9

Direct from Cape Cod

"JUST GEORGE"

Fri & Sat Nov 22, 23 g.^

SQUARE ONE BAND

^^ f . -\e-tr-r-\r~ir~t t-wformer manager
of

John Dellaria

iUiclisiel'ss

Hsiir Ktiiilio
Carriage Shops, Amherst

Upper Level

5^9-B373

.•'

Winter's coming...

Get prepared now
and SAVE!

iw
'^ Any Women's

Winter Boot
WITH THIS COUPON

ALL THE LATEST STYLES AVAILABLE!

Offer good thru 11/30/85

at

8 Mam St,

AMHERST
253-S598
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Letters

Ineffective leadership the problem
Lamentable tendency to judge

I wish to respond to the column by fellow

senator Brian Culverhouse that appeared
in the Collegian (Nov. 18). He seems to

believe that the problem with the student

senate rests with a "few disruptive

senators" who do not respect the rules of

order that exist. Culverhouse impressions

are clearly wrong.
I too am a first year senator who is

dismayed by the progress that the senate

has made so far this year. However, the

problem is not with the "few disruptive

senators" but with the ineffective leader-

ship abilities of the Senate Speaker and the

way that many "progressive" senators

view the body as a whole.

The student senate was set up to address

questions of student empowerment, but in

recent years this question has not even
been discussed, except by those "few
disruptive senators." The "progressives"

have held control of the senate for so long

that they have forgotten what the senate

was set up for in the first place. If one looks

at the motions that these "prngressive"

senators have brought to the floor of the
senate one can realize my point. They at-

tempted to give our student money to the
Black Panther Organization; they con-

demned the United Technologies Corpora-
tion; and they even attempted to condemn
the U.S. invasion of Grenada. Clearly,

these issues do notbelong on the floor of
the student senate.

The "few disruptive senators" are the
only senators actually working for their

constituents. They are vocal because they
have seen the body turn from a place where
student issues were discussed to a place

where endorsing (or condemning) national

issues have become a priority. If we are the
minority, so be it. But, I believe that most
of the student body agrees with us. The
student senate will continue down its cur-

rent path until many senators realize what
the senates original purpose was.

Tony Rudy
Sylvan

Columnist Rusty Denton merits commen-

dation for sincerity addressing his concern

about the lack of genuine dialogue which

sometimes surfaces around socio-political

issues in the college community, ("Rhetoric

not impressive," Nov. 19).

What I found dismaying, though, was his

tendency to adopt the judgemental stance

he finds lamentable in others. While decry-

ing the unfortunate proclivity ofhuman be-

ings to label those who are perceived as ir-

retrievably "other," one should recognize he

may be also labelling them, lb transcend

this morass, we might recognize the univer-

sal trait to resist change and cling to the

familiar In a region such as the Pioneer

Valley where the climate of intellectual fer-

ment is conducive to both human growth

and the development of workable solutions

to the various dilemmas facing the globe,

we each have a responsibility to facilitate

communication.
An additional dynamic which deserves

examining is the one Denton cites as the

"adversarial" style of some activists.

Various factors may contribute to this, in-

cluding the sometimes forced desire for

human solidarity, a sense of urgency vis-a-

vis certain issues: the arms race, the rela-

tionship of sex and race discrimination

with poverty rates, and the general malaise

of so many Americans today which ex-

presses itself as antipathy to those voices

which challenge the status quo. As a Chris-

tian, one might expect Denton to reveal

more magnanimity for this group. Let us

all perservere in seeking genuine com-

unication; the grim alternative is what
Erich Fromm termed a "humaniod"
existence—one where people are "well-fed

and entertained" but passive and lacking

human feeling. That prospect, which I

would resist dismissing too quickly in this

age of realism which masks the flight from

seeking a better world and official "hate

sessions" which term whole nations as

"evil," is one which we'd all do well to bet-

ter struggle against despite the inevitable

resistances, both inner and outer

R. Jay Allain, '73

Pacifica, CA

Safe in bed, or so they thought ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^® ^^^^^ P^^^^

Dear Robber,

The other morning I awoke to a freezing

cold apartment and discovered that my
back door was wide open. You had visited

me in the night while my roommates and
I were sisleep safe in our beds; or so we
thought. When I realized that my purse and
wallet had been stolen I was both shocked
and frightened. How could I have been so

careless as to leave my purse in my own liv-

ing room? After all, shouldn't I expect that

you would invade my home uninvited in the

middle of the night?

How could you know that the $100 that you
took from me was the result of four nights
of work. "Thank God,"my mother said,

"they didn't take you." And I agreed that
I was lucky, until I realized that you ran

off with my camera bag as well. Now as far

as I'm concerned you did take part of me.
Do you know that that camera has been a
constant companion for two years? I'm
devastated and I cannot replace it. Have
you found the picture of the Pope in the

back of it yet? Will you develop the wedding
pictures? Don't forget to clean the filters

carefully.

What will you do with my camera and
lens? Sell it? How much does a hot camera
go for—a hundred bucks? You already have

the $100! Keep it and keep my wallet, but

please, please, please Robber find it in your

heart to return my camera.

Lynda Mooney
Amherst

COLLEC
9-9 w«»kdays/9-6 8at/9-3 Sun

4 Main Streat, Amhartt. Phona 253-2623

9 oz. K«ri lotion Sale price $3.99

WITH COUPON $2.99

Valuable Coupon

$1.00 OFF
I

'Keri lotion 9 oz.

I good thru Nov. 27 or while supplies last
I

Hey dude, how ebout you and me
heedin to J. B. 's tonight?/?

You're repulsive!/

J.B.'s where relationships start!!

HOT
}•. ROAST BEEF
ISANDWICHES

If you are either one of

these people, come in To-

day (11/22) or Saturday

(11/23) and you will

receive a complimentary

Large Beef, Mozzarella

Sticks, and Medium
Coke

11 am - 2 am 7 Oayb
253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

^/

I'm sorry I missed the Southwest Coors
Party at Changes on Nov. 13. Oh yes, I did

have the time to attend and I am of legal

drinking age, but I believe in a moralistic

lifestyle.

Last year, the recommended banning of

Coors from this campus had a positive ef-

fect on the University. The reason for the

recommendation was that Coors is a neo-

fascist, anti-union, sexist, and racist com-
pany. Coors also invests money in the apar-

theid government of South Africa.

This University holds views against apar-

theid. I am expressing this because of all

the positive gestures that have happened
this semester, such as the anti-apartheid

rally and the symbolizing of anti-apartheid

through blood-soaked ribbons. This type of

activity gives students positive outlooks on
life. When dealing with problem states,

students learn that they can help even if

they are not directly related with the state.

To get back to my main subject,

Southwest, with 5,000 students, the ma-
jority underage, sponsored a Coors party.

This type of activity amazed as well as

shocked me. I think tiiis pro-Coors attitude

represented by Southwest's Coors party
should not occur with University sponsor-

ship. This sets up bases for the racist and
sexist attitudes that UMass is trying to

break down.

Now that I recall Nov. 13, I wish that I

had attended the party. I could have receiv-

ed a free Coors hat, poster, t-shirt, and key
chain. I could have worn my shirt and
become a walking billboard for a un-

American company called Coors.

Michael Wysocki
Orchard Hill

FOUR SEASONS
Wines/Lic[Liors

BEER SPECIALS
MICHELOB/MICHELOB LIGHT $11.99

LOWENBRAU $11.99

BUSCH $8.99

COORS $11.50

MOOSEHEAD $12.99

UTICA CLUB $6.50

LIQUOR SPECIALS
MALIBU RUM 750 $6.99

SOUTHERN COMFORT 750 $7.49
VODKA & GIN 1.75 L $8.99

I

i

i

i

WINE SPECIALS
ALMADEN WINES 1.5 L $3.99
TAYLOR CALIFORNIA CELLARS. . . 3 L. . . $5.99
GALLO TABLE WINES 3 L $4.99
PARDUCCI VINTAGE RED & WHITE $5.99

Lots of In Store Speclalsll

t'BB BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU IS HERE^
In store tasting Friday and Saturday

*
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Route 9, Hadley 584-8174
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i
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The nearest to excellence
As a faculty member of many years ser-

vice and a former West Indian soccer player

and coach, I had all semester felt it my
patriotic duty to attend a home game of our

women's team. Schedule conflicts and a cer-

tain chauvinism prevented me from so do-

ing until their penultimate game against

Springfield College.

The chauvinism was not particularly bas-

ed on their gender, but on their nationali-

ty. After all, Americans regardless of

gender, could hardly be expected to display

either the fundamental soccer skills, much
less the sophisticated grasp of the nuances

and finer points of the game required to ex-

cite my expert interest, say nothing of my
admiration. True, our young ladies had
labored all semester under the burden of

a number one national ranking, but so

what—in the country of the blind, the one-

eyed person is king or queen, as the nature

of the state dictates. Let me now hasten to

confess my error, my most grievous error.

I was at the same time chagrined, surpris-

ed and delighted. What I saw, first against

Springfield and then against BC in the

slushy mud, was a soccer team of first ex-

cellence. They were excellent, not as women
or as Americans, they were simply ex-

cellent as soccer players.

Not only was there surprising .skill and
talent at every position, but at several pmsi-

tions the talent, physical skills and com-
petitive brilliance of the players filled one

with wonder and admiration. I could hard-

ly believe the degree of progress that their

game demonstrated over past years.

But there, indeed, was more, A group of

exceptionally gifted athletes, supported by

fundamentally sound and well-schooled

Michael Thelwell

teammates, does not necessarily result in

team excellence. What we have here at

UMass is a supremely well-coached, ex-

traordinarily coordinated, selfless,

disciplined, and cohesive team. They are a
spirited, unified, supremely efficient soccer
team made up of remarkably engaging
young women. Over 16 games they have not
been beaten or tied. They have been scored
on but twice. I do not recall a similar record

for any athletic team in collegiate competi-
tion. Having seen them play I understand
that this record is no accident.

If Jimmy the Greek paid attention to

such matters they would be overwhelming
favorites to sweep the national tournament.
And if they do not, it will either be because
of mischance or injury or because, implausi-

ble as it seems, they meet a team that sur-

passes them in skill, preparation and spirit.

Neither is likely, but should it happen it

would detract in no way from the extraor-

dinary brilliance of what they have given
us thus far. Over the years at this institu-

tion I have heard many exhortations to ex-

cellence. In an institution of higher learn-

ing that is to be expected. The nearest we
have come in my experience, is this year
with Coach Banda's young women warriors.

I thank them all, and wish them the best
in the Final Four As they themselves so

elegantly and expressively put it Kick Ass
UMass.

Mic/iael Thelwell is a professor in tfie

W.E.B. DuBois Department of Afro-
American Studies.

Getting the entire story

'fr-Jfr

The Big Chill is about to make a return

engagement to UMass, and although I hate

to disappoint you films buffs, this time

we're talking about a not-so-nostalgic

return to a different point in American
history—a return to the 19508 and the rabid

anti-communism of Senator Joe McCarthy.

That's right, a return to the times of the

House Commitee on Un-American Ac-

tivities and blacklists.

This time around, instead of the crazy ac-

tivities of McCarthy, we're being threaten-

ed by a group with the ambiguous name of

"Accuracy in Academia, Ina" While the

"Purpose and Goals" of this organization

sound pretty tame, a closer look at their ac-

tivities should give us reason to feel

threatened. According to ALA, their goal is

to "promote greater accuracy in education

at the college level." This rather mild state-

ment makes you wonder why groups like

the American Association of University

Professors have referred to the group as a

"threat ot academic freedom" and why pro-

fessors like Dr Mark Reader at Arizona

State have denounced AIS as "thought

jwlice." Why even our own Chancellor Duf-

fy, never one to go out on a limb unless it's

to prosecute students, has come out against

the group.

Maybe we students aren't really getting

the entire story. While Accuracy in

Academia claims that their activities will

"improve the quality of education," the

direction of their attacks makes it clear

that they only wish to insure that their ver-

sion of the truth is the only one students

have access to. While claiming that there

are over 10,000 Marxist professors across

the country influencing the tender minds

of America's youth, what people like AIA's

president Reed Irvine fail to realize is that

aside from some chemical formulas, there

is no absolute truth in most subjects being

taught at colleges and universities. In its

first newsletter, AIA viciously attacks

Reader because his political science course

apparently "overemphasizes" such things

as "fears of nuclear war, power and

weapons." Apparently fearing the destruc-

tion of the entire planet is nothing but lef-

tist propaganda and should be replaced by

the truth of "Peace Through Superior

Mitch K. Gaslln

Firepower!"

While Accuracy in Academia would like

us to believe that they are just a group of

"patriotic" Americans concerned with
keeping tabs on all the liberal/leftist-

professors in the United States, (ever

wonder what a liberal leftist is?) they are

in reality nothing more than apwlogists for

the corporate and governmental abuses
that professors occasionally point out. But
while McCarthy was at least an elected

public official, who £u-e these anonymous
people at AIA and their parent group "Ac-

curacy in Media"? AIA's true reactionary

ideology can be seen in the backgrounds of

its staff. John LeBoutillier, AIA's new presi-

dent, was a former right-wing Republican
Congressman from New York exposed in

the film "Quest for Power" about the New
Right. The founder Founder of both
organizations. Reed Irvine, is reportedly a

frequent speaker at various CIA and FBI
"alumni" meetings, and AIM's communica-
tion director, Bernard Yoh, has recently

done publicity work for the leader of the
CIA-backed anti-government forces in

Angola. I certainly wouldn't want to be ac-

cused of guilt by association, but it kind of

makes you wonder about these people,

doesn't it?

Clearly the true goal of AIA is not to pro-

mote greater accuracy in our classrooms,

but rather to threaten the discussion of any
ideas that would be critical of the status

quo in American society, and to threaten

professors and students alike who might
choose to speak out. As students and other

members of the University community, it

is important that we speak out against this

attempt to take America back to the Red
Scare of the 1950s. Ifyou're concerned, add
your name to the petitions calling for a stu-

dent referendum on the activities of "Ac-

curacy inAcademia." The petitions are

available in room 413A of the Student

Union. It's time we all took a stand!

Mitch K. Gaslin is a member ofthe Radical
Student Union.
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Random notes
If Provost O'Brien can implement any of '

the new commencement plans, I'd prefer

the idea of staggered ceremonies for each

different school at the University. While
O'Brien and I were at the University of

Rochester, these ceremonies comprised

commencement activities.

Beginning in the morning, the schools

would hold their graduation at different

times and places on campus. Ceremonies
ran for about one hour, the head of each

school delivered the main address, and then

a few professors, advisors, and/or students

addressed those present. After awarding
degrees, a reception would be held for

another hour or so.

The beauty of this method is that

students, parents, and professors could at-

tend several graduations and receptions in

a more intimate, unhurried, and less crowd-

ed atmosphere. If someone is willing to

tackle the logistics of doing this at UMass,
I think we could have commencements that

would dazzle everyone.

* * *

While no one I've ever met cares to relin-

quish fiscal responsibility or control, the

Undergraduate Student Senate is positive-

ly enraged over Randy Donant's sweeping
fiscal reforms, which he maintains are set

in stone.

If senators can unite, stir student in-

terest, and shed their paranoia about who
else may try to gain further control of the

senate while they're embattled with Do-

nant, there's no reason why the senate can-

not soon seize and define its true authori-

ty. That's a lot of "ifs," but there are a lot

of intelligent, concerned senators.

Larry Bouchie

Meanwhile, the other administrator who
signed Donant's ultimatum to the senate.

Vice Chancellor Dennis Madson, is

reportedly "concerned and interested"

about the reaction of the senate and the

campus community, and why shouldn't he

be? After all, he signed the memorandum,
but was "out of town" for most of this week.

Fellow columnist David Valade hats

reminded me that some Collegian reporters

and columnists have felt a sting of criticism

in their academic work. Apparently, some
graders and professors expect Collegian

writers to perform similarly in their

academic work.

Not that I'm complaining—some of my
academic efforts are worse than my jour-

nalistic ones, and some are better, but to

my knowledge, I've never been penalized or

unduly accomodated by professors because

of my association with the newspaper

Maybe I'm not getting the proper

message, but the only result of the Reagan-
Gorbachev summit that I can discern is an
agreement for two more summits. Granted,

the event was historic, but are the media
and the people expecting more of an event

merely because it takes place?

Like most political events, the sununit led

me to be overly optimistic just before it

culminated, but then completely let me
down afterward.

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist
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HOLM Y TEA VELEES COLLEGE STUDENTS...

RENT A CAR
WITH
CASm

Try Our

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

Crftdit Cards Accepted.

Unlimitad Miles

FRI.-MON. NOON
700 MILES FKCE...
FRI.-TDES. NOON
900 MILES FREE...
FRI.-WED. NOON
1,000 MILES FREE

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST TOU:
-A^PAYLESS CAR RENTAL CORP. OF MASS. 7AA 7 IQ |

1 80 BOSTON RD., SPRINGFIELD, MA I QL'1171
kCCONOCAMOnATHAM. $75 Ahonyiht^i td, lathom NY (St$)T$3-l3»*

•kKOHO CAM OfAtMANY, 4U CwiDrW A**., Mban^. N. Y.(S It) 43$.260i
ktKOMOCAMOfSOmtKTADY. l7iOSlQfU..Sth»f,ttv<iy NY (Sit) 372-04:

1

ir^AYt£SSCAKUMTAlSOfSYUkCUSl.StS» Bay Kd , S^ikum. NY (3ISj4SSSt2l
Vont, CaiW* ^O"*. A*'n> Vont Co// Jo^y
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CHRISTMAS IS ALMOST HERE
AND THIS IS A GREAT GIFT IDEA!

SEND A HOT TUB THRU THE MAIL

TO: NAME
ADDRESS

FROM: NAME.

ADDRESS

a* \-**.**j «<w«-i lAi yji: stup uy aiiu picn uiic u^^;

Send check, money order TELEPHONE _ _

or VISA/MC/AMEX tx): VISA/MC/AMEX #
TTTOPTA SPAS
nS University Dr. T^b for 2 people for D 1 hour ($22.00) D Vz hour ($14.00)

Amherst, MA 01002 We'll mail it to you or for you, if you like!

(413) 253-7727 Or stop by and pick one up!

Good Luck UMass Minutemen

o4nn Tields

Country^ ^ie
^^^estaufant

NOW OPEN IN HADLEY
Route 9

A Familj Restaoraiit

A
Take Home Pie Shop

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Full Menu • Full Liquor License

Open 7 am ta 10 pm Sun thru Thurs

To 12 pm Friday and Saturday

Enjoy your Thanksgiving

with an Ann Fields Pie

401 Russell St. (Rte. 9)

Hadley 584-03 i;

(adjacent to Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge)

Try Our
Ice Cream Pies

over the Holidays [

Stevc%
A first name in ice cream."^

48 North Pleasant St,

Amherst, MA 01002

Kegs •
Beer ^

6 PACKS
Meister Brau.i2oz bottles. $2.GO + .30 deposit

MolSOn 12 oz. bottles $3.35 -H .30 deposit

12 PACKS
Meister Brau. .i2oz. cans...$4.40 + .eo deposit

BuSCh 12 oz. cans $4.90 + .60 deposit

CASES
Carling $7.20 -h 1.50 deposit

St. Pauli Girl. ...$14.50 $5.00 rebate + 1.25 dep

WineiAr

Soda iK

SPECIALS

WINE
Tosti Asi Spumante 750 ml $5.95
Brati Asi Spumante 750 ml $6.39
Almaden Wine 4 liter $7.49

LIQUORS
Vodka 1.75 liter $9.95
Burnett Gin 1.75 nter $12.99
Clan McGregor Scotch 1.75 liter.. $13.99
Ron Rico Rum 1.75 nter $12.99

175 University Drive

ICiA
\

•— ROUTF 9

253-5595

Chd.tnut Plain Rd
Whatelv

•1 666 3044'

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: tak* 116 north to

South Daarflald. south on routa

frIO 1% mila*. Right on Chriatian

Lana M mlla from cantar of town.

Open:
Mon-Sat 5-10 pm Sun 1-9

LOTS ^^^ LITTLES
Toys To InspireLearning and Fantasy

Stocking Staffers b Hanukkah Toys

178 N. Pleasant
Amherst
256-6825

noi3.-Sai.ir)-5-50

Sunday 12 5

ooen Thurs & Fri till 8 PM

f

Get A
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FRIDAY

FILM '•

Bv DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

The theatres are coming! The theatres

are coming! Just in time for the holiday

season, the Hampshire 4 has become the

Hampshire 6. Wednesday night, the theatre

had a big celebration to mark the opening.

Drinks were served. Some Collegian staff

members are still missing.

The best new movies around this

weekend are old movies playing at the

Amherst Cinema. The Big Sleep stars

Humphrey Bogart as the legendary private

eye Philip Marlowe and Lauren Bacall as

Vivian in Howard Hawks' classic 1946

adaptation of the Raymond Chandler novel.

It's a really terrific example of film noir.

What happens when you take a great

novel, put it in the hands of one of

Hollywood's most competent directors and

starring Tinseltown's greatest leading man
and lady? You get 7b Have And Have Not,

Bogie's best film by far (with the possible

exception of Casablanca).

This is the ultimate tough-guy-with-a-

soul adventure movie. Based on the novel

by the first king of Macho (Hemingway),
Bogie stars as the rough and ready
American skipper of a fishing cruiser liv-

ing in Martinique after the fall of France.

Bogie is asked by the French resistance to

go on a dangerous mission, but being the

typical American loner he is, Bogie says he

doesn't want to get involved. A twist of fate

leaves him in need of money and I'm not

going to tell you what happens next. All I'll

say is that Lauren Bacall is strong,

dynamic and just great. You must see this

movie or you will die.

Starting on Sunday at the Cinema are

two films from the master Japanese direc-

tor Akira Kurosawa (The Seven Samuri,
Roshomon). Kurosawa is one of the greatest

directors, not just in Japan, but of

anywhere, at anytime. Of his almost 30
films, Throne OfBlood is considered one of

his best. Throne is an adaptation of

Shakes|)eare's Macbeth set in feudal Japan.

Tbshiro Mifune (the Shogun in NBC's
Shogun, the Japanese commander in Mid-
way) stars as the warlord who murders a

king to become one.

Kagemushi is the two and half hour tale

of a thief in 16th century Japan who is sav-

ed from crucifixion so that he can imper-

sonate a warlord, if the warlord ever falls

ill. In this 1980 film Kurosawa beautifully

contemplates the nature of glory and the

ruin that power must eventually bring.

That's All Folks.

Plays by, about women
By DEBBIE FISHER
Collegian Staff

The New World Theater Ensemble

presents "In Living Color" this weekend,

after a successful opening performance

last Thursday night.

"In Living Color" is an arrangement of

three one-act plays by contemporary Third

World Women play writghts. The
backgrounds represented are Chinese-

American, Puerto Rican, and Black

American. The plays are particularly ap-

pealing in their portrayal of women's lives

and in the consortium of talented players.

"Pigeons," by Genny Lim, is about a

lively, old Chinese waoman and a cynical,

young Chinese-American girl. The play is

set at a park bench in New York City,

where the old woman comes to feed her

family of pigeons, and the young girl goes

to listen to her walkman and "think". As

the play unfolds, the two women develop

a respect for each other, and at last a

lesson in "living" is learned.

Ming-chien Liang presents a convincing

and noteworthy performance as the old

woman. Alison Hui, playing the younger,

also adds latitude and variability to her

character.

"Marine Tiger," by Estrella Artau, is

about a Puerto Rican interpreter who is

attempting to file welfare for a Puerto

Rican woman in a welfare office in New
York City. The play shows the odds that

the Puerto Rican interpreter and the

young mother are up against. The three

welfare secretaries dress alike, talk alike,

and answer for each other, like programm-

ed dummies.
The Puerto Rican interpreter, played by

Celina Leite Cavalcanti, provides the com-

ic relief in the play with her interplay bet-

ween the two cultures. She can play games

with the system, but she can not beat the

sytstem at its own game.

"Loner," by Joan California Cooper,

centers on the life of a young black man.

"Cool," played by Brian Tinker is a gigalo

whose life focuses on women and sex.

Tinker provides an excellent protrayal of

Cool as he boasts of his wonderful control

of women and of his own life, in the local

bar. His audience and those who enter the

The Third World Theater, under the

direction of Roberta Thelwell, is successful

in its second featured performace this

semester. The group's earlier performance,

"Dance in the Railroad," was of equal pro-

fessional quality and direction. The per;

formances of "In Living Color" will show
at 8 p.m., Friday and Saturday in Hamp-
den Theater Tickets for students are

$2.00, $4.00 for the general public.
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POSTERS PINb ACCESSORIES

FRESHMEN n SOPHOMORES ° JUNIORS
SENIORS n GRADUATE STUDENTS

NOW. . . Work PART TIME and step into Ptiase I

ofour dynamic new Training Program

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES
BUILD YOUR FUTURE WITH PEOPLExpress

If would take the nation's most
innovative airline to "reinvent"

career training like ttiis! We're
seeking highly competent
individuals with a real capacity
for compassion, caring and
concern for people. Join

PEOPLExpress NOW as a Cus-
tomer Service Representative,

and you will be on the most
direct route to eligibility for

POST DEGREE TRAINING and
a long-term career in the

airline industry.

If you've got:

f\/latriculated status in a full-

time college program

2.5 cumulative GPA
Professional appearance

Customer contact experience

Good communications skills

Ability to provide own
transportation

We'll offer you:
$4.00 an hour for working
15-25 hours a week at

BRADLEY INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

Schedules to fit your classes

Trove/ privileges on
PEOPLExpress

Free parking

PEOPiJExptess
nysMMn
Equal Opportunity Employer

GET MEANINGFUL TRAINING-<3S

you handle challenging

responsibilities like customer
check-ins/boarding, baggage
procedures, and other

operational support activities.

PEOPLExpress offers you so much
more than just a part-time job-
here's a chance to really

LEARN and EARN!

For further formation, call

(203) 627-5704 or stop by f/ie

/Ticket Counter and
pick up an application.

ARTS
Invader's Plan is the first

in a dekalogy of Sci-Fi
Conflicts and Contrasts

The Invaders Plan
By L. Ron Hubbard
Bridge Publications:
$18.95

By HERB RAMY
Collegian Staff

Very few writers still write

what is considered classic

science fiction.

This doesn't mean to say

that there is not an abun-
dant supply of science fic-

tion books out there, it's just

these books rely heavily on
gadgets and gimicks to get

their points across. Classic

science fiction (or space

opera as it is often refered

to) relies more on the
characters and their worlds,

be they human or otherwise

L. Ron Hubbard's latest

book. The Invaders Plan,

confirms the notion that he
is one ofthe finest writers of

this particular genre, lb call

Hubbard a master story-

teller would be a gross

understatement.
The novel's setting is the

planet Voltar of the
Voltarian Empire. It is here
that Combat Engineer Jet-

tero Heller is being trained
for Mission Earth. A mis-
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sion that because of politics

and power plays must fail.

The novel has two main
strengths, the first of which
are its characters. In the
beginning of the novel, the
characters seemed like sim-
ple good guys and bad guys,
but as I read on my opinion

strongest desires and their

greatest fears, lb put it

simply, no effort has been
spared in giving us the most
complete picture possible of

what we are reading.

This desire for detail on
Hubbard's part does create

some problems. The In-

Book Review

changed. The bad guys
weren't just bad, they were
despicable. As for the good
guys, they took on the pro-

portions of mythic heroes.

This obvious exaggeration
created characters that were
truly fun to read about.

The novels second
strength is its ability to

make the reader feel he or

she is actually there. Hub-
bard accomplishes this by
creating a complete world as

a setting. We know every-

thing about Voltar, from its

economy to its politics. As
for its people, we know their

voders Plan is 556 pages
long. This is no problem in

and of itself, except that this

book is only the first part of

a series of novels. No, it's not

part of a trilogy as some of

you may be guessing. It is

the first installment of a

dekalogy entitled Mission
Earth. When he is finished,

the entire dekalogy will be

1.2 million words long. The
length will probably scare

some people away from
reading it, and that would
be a shame because here we
have a great story told by a

great writer.

in Yang's paintings :^,

By JENNIFER ACKERMAN
Collegian Staff

Nude figures of women, bones, skulls,

and plants are all consistent motifs in the
Chihung Yang exhibit showing at the
Herter Gallery through Dec. 10.

The contrasts between beauty and beast
and life and death are main themes
throughout Yang's work. This contrast is

relayed through the figures and their set-

tings, for instance in "Love and Death,"
there is a figure of a woman sitting next
to a skeleton.

There are paintings which portray con-

trasts between the beautiful and repulsive

sides of nature as well. In "The Beauty and
the Beast," there is a woman lounging in

a dark wcx)ded landscape, with a gigantic
wild animal's head looming above her. A
colorful parrot in the picture sets off the
drab landscape.

There is an overwhelming sense of the
primitive, with ritualistic and violent

undertones, such as in "Killing with Seduc-
tion," where a woman is in conflict with an
animal and is about to kill it with a knife.

This theme of violence pops up in many of

the other paintings, where the figure is

holding skulls of animals or entire

carcasses.

The interesting aspect of Yang's pain-

tings is that the contrasting elements of

each painting are isolated and detached

1^

Chihung Yang's work is showing at
Herter Gallery until Dec 10.

from one another. The figure is never com-
pletely intergrated into the setting , and
never seems comfortable in it.

This show is a contrast to the whimsical
paintings and graphics by Hui Ming Wang
that were previously showing in Herter
Gallery.

Yang's work is intriguing and well worth
seeing.

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
L \- V . I R T HALL

TOH»G«^'
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Six at the Midway: Art
grads show their stuff
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

If you'd like a varied taste

of what art is coming to,

check out Six at the Midway
this week at the Student

Union Gallery.

This exhibition is a sampl-

ing of the creations of six

graduate students, who are

now halfway to getting

their MFA's here at UMass.

It's all valid (it's art,

right?) as a display medium,

but some works are more in-

tense, innovative, political

and multi-faceted than

others.

David Palmer's "The Long

Summer" features families

and dogs, sprinklers, some

sultry scenarios, and unfor-

tunately, too little excite-

ment on his canvases. But

the dog days of autumn are

that way, so... it works.

Justin West starts out

with a poem about a bam he

sees daily, and his dreams of

painting it. A series of on

and off-the-farm forms

follow, then the poem,
resumed 18 months later, in-

dicates procrastination with

his painting plans, how he

lost the desire for it, but that

it is still a daily subject for

his thoughts.

Kelli Scott is a printmaker

whose layered mixed-media

presentations are haunting-

ly textured' with dancing

figures. Hanging from the

ceiling is a three dimen-

tional version of same, head

detached from shoulders

somewhat, figure from a dif-

ferent world.

Scott's work travels,

transcending into the tribal.

Down on the floor, on a

make-shift altar, a bride's

veil covers a frightening

assortment of relics: Pulled

teeth, hair tufts on a clay

tray, crude, pretty earrings,

stick figures in a casket,

and, a plaster-encased light

bulb. Lightbulb? It dawned

on me how intertwined

world cultures have become.

Tricia Fay's sixteen

ceramic creations have a

delicate beauty to them. The
Uniformity of the glazing in-

dicates her practiced and
methodical approach to the

medium. Her breadth is

evidenced by the mixed-

media mats nearby
numbering six, refreshing

like costume jewelry, and
punctuated with shiny

trinkets.

The paintings and clay art

of Sharon Harper are two

distinct yet complementary

art forms. Her chalky pastel

blue paintings have titles

such as "Tfethered," "Dance

without Motion," and
"Ziploc," and they feature

shadowy figures in stages of

lonely motion.

The painted clayworks are

half-shells of a house, with

clay characters inside, who
are being stalked by out-

siders, their own neuroses,

or both. "A Quiet Evening

at Home," shows a reclining

male with his newspaper,

and his companinon lashed

to a chair. "No Safe Place"

has lovers on a bed watched

by a gun-toting visitor just

outside the window. These

are all funny, the way they

show people trapped.

Win Redding is a sculptor

whose work in this exhibi-

tion is intricate but to the

untrained eye (mine) not too

interesting.

So this is what's going on

at the Student Union
gallery this week and next.

Some of the stuff is great,

and some not so. But don't

take my word for it, go and

see for yourself.

Six at the Midway is an exhibition by six graduate Art Students,

showing Nov. 18-27 at the Student Union Gallery.
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ARlfe
The Jagged Edge a mystery without all the gore
Jagged Edge
Starring Glenn Close and
Jeff Bridges
Directed by Richard
Marquand

By RENEE BACKER
Collegian Staff

Jagged Edge is a well

thought out whodunnit, old-

fashioned style. It need not

rely on the gory blood and

guts that cause of much of

today's hair raising effects

at the movies.Jagged Edge
relys heavily on its plot and

the good acting skills of

Glenn Close and Jeff

Bridges to keep even the

most calculating minds ner-

vously puzzled until the last

few minutes.

The first scene opens with

a brutal murder. A woman
is knived to death in her bed

and "Bitch" is scrawled on

the wall above in her blood.

From this point on, the film

centers around the cour-

troom where her husband.

Jack Forrester (Jeff Bridges)

is being tried for her

murder.

Teddy Barnes (Glenn
Close) plays the attorney

that has been talked into

taking the case. She has
developed an aversion to

criminal law and doesn't

decide to take it until she

finds that an innocent man
she sent to jail when she

was a prosecutor, has hang-

ed himself. Her decision is

in part, a method of redress-

ing her wrong and trying to

alleviate a conscience heavi-

ly laden with guilt. Barnes

believes Forrester is inno-

cent and she takes the case

strictly as a matter of good
conscience. It £dso helps that

she has a vengence for the
prosecutor.

The reason she is asked to

take the case is that she is

the only attorney working
for the firm Forrester uses
that has had any criminal
experience. You think,
hmmm, why does Forrester
regularly utilize the service

of a law firm? Well, you see,

he's the editor of a major ci-

ty newspaper (everyone
knows that newspapers
need all the legal help they
can get). This editorship just

happened to come about as
the result of his marriage to

the wealthy, and beautiful

owner of the paper, Paige
Forrester. Actually, her
reputed beauty is merely
heresay. We never see her
face, only her blood on the

wall in the form of a
profanity.

It seems that all fingers

point toward Forrester, and
we're almost wary that

perhaps he has been fram-

ed. He has a motive and the

whole bit; he is the sole heir

to his wife's family fortune.

It looks too simple.

But, the plot thickens and
I won't tell how or any of the

sordid details. You'll have
to go see for yourself

because it's well worth it.

Even if you're a scaredy cat

you should go see this

movie. Even if you get

scared at Walt Disney
movies. It's a worthwhile,

suspenseful, intellectual

scare. Hitchcockian, if you
will.

Glenn Close. Robert Loggia, Jeff Bridges, and Jay Crimp in Jagged Edge
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45 South PImatant Str»«t

OPEN; W««hday» 5 a.m. is- V p.m.. Suoday*, 5 a.m. to 1 p.m.
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MILLER ROCK SERIES presents

If you thought we're only playing big arenas you were

almost right. . .

RUN DMC
But they're playing THE big night club

Weds. Dec. 4th
this is not a mirage

;0 pim sjmn mitumpm. m. wsBi/jji
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Announcements

The women of Delta Sigma Theta cordially invite you

to attend a Thanksgiving party on November 23 from

10 p.m. to 5 a.m. at the Malcolm X Center. Food will be

served. A small donation will be requested.

Javier Colon Morera, a representative of the Puerto

Rican Institute for Civil Rights, will address the audience

on a forum that is going to be held in room 162-75 in

the University of Massachusetts Campus Center on Mon-

day, November 25 at 11 a.m. The title of his speech is

"The role of Puerto Rico in Latin America." Some of the

topics on which he will be focusing are: "Puerto Rico:

Whose Agenda?", "U.S. Government and Civil Rights"

and "Issues on Political Freedom." After his address, the

forum will be open for questions and discussion.

Mr. Colon Morera, who works as a lawyer for the Puerto

Rican Institute for Civil Rights, is presently involved in

the anti-nuclear activities carried out at the U.S. military

bases in Puerto Rico. During this year, he has been in-

strumental in campaining against the amendment that

would have permitted recording telephone conversations

for court uses, which finally due to the pressure exercis-

ed by people of different ideologies, was not approved by

the Senate of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Previous

to his most recent activities, Colon Morera has

represented the student movement in different interna-

tional forums during his academic years.

The groups sponsoring this forum invite you to par-

ticipate of this activity. The groups are; AHORA, Bil-

ingual Collegiate Educational Access and Outreach Of-

fice, Every Woman Center, Residential Education, Staff

and Faculty for I^ace in Central America, and Office for

Third World Affairs.

THE TEXTBOOK
ALTERNATIVE

Professors, check these advantages
for your students:

• Longer, more convenient shopping
hours

• Open Saturday and Sunday

• 10% discount on school supplies and
regular (noncourse) books

• No long waiting lines - no hassle

• A helpful, warm, friendly shopping
environment

/to

Jeffery

Amherst
Bookshop
call us now:
253-3381

256-8735

Malcolm X and King planted seeds
which are ready to break through
By MARK LAWRENCE MCPHAIL
Special to the Collegian

(Editor's Note: Mark Lawrence McPhail is 1986 com-

munications studies docto-:il candidate.)

"Sometimes," observed El Hajj Malik El Shabazz. "The

price of freedom is death." Shortly afterwards, the life

of this lover of freedom was stolen from all of us by a coun-

try which professed to be the guardian of freedom and

the champion of justice

Malcolm X was executed by America, not because he

was a traitor to liberty or an enemy of democracy, but

because he knew a truth about America that this coun-

try could not live with, lb black people, he was our "Black

Commentary

They were the orators who planted the seeds

which are now ready to break through the old

ground of yesterday and grow towards a new
tomorrow.

Prince", and to all people of color he had a message:

"When we learn to assert and define ourselves with our

own words, then, and only then, will a new story be born,

and His story die."

Malcolm was a communicator of the finest caliber, for

he not only knew how to use words effectively, but at the

same time he told us of their power. If Malcolm was a

Prince, it was a King who also offered us the means to

empower ourselves, to define ourselves in the cold face

of history. These were two men among many who shook

the foundations of history with what historians have call-

ed "mere words". They were the orators who planted the

seeds which are now ready to break through the old

ground of yesterday and grow towards a new tomorrow.

Those seeds, planted by the visionaries of only 20 years

ago, are ready now to spring up amidst a communica-
tions revolution unlike any other in history, one that of-

fers the chance of a true "global village". But the suc-

cess of the crop will, of course, depend upon how well it

is tended.

Thus, students today are like farmers. We have the

chance to take the knowledge which we have now and

put it to good use It is time to, as Rev. Jesse Jackson sug-

gests, "Study war no more." As we take the time to look

around us we see the old leaves withering away, the old

crop choking to death from the weeds with which it was

planted. American liberty was a seed planted amidst

many bad weeds; inequality, injustice, and hypocrisy, and

since 1619 they have been growing ever tighter around

the stalks of democracy.

Twenty years ago, those weeds had almost smothered

the very life of America, but the force of words brought

the weeds to bear. "Black Power" meant black empower-

ment, and a King and a Prince both began to ascend the

throne of truth, to bury the lies of the American past once

and for all. It was communication which brought us close

to the death of history.

But once again good words were distorted by bad weeds.

"Black Power" began to mean black capitalism, the most

vicious of contradictions, and from the seeds of the 60's

a black class system grew, more weeds in the garden. Our

leaders were murdered by American democracy, the most

vicious of cycles.

And now, here we stand in 1984, with no King, no

Prince, and Monly a few seeds grown to fruition, so we

must plant more. The ground has been broken in 1984

and the seeds need to be planted now.

Those seeds begin with words, for words give life to

things, and it is through this process of communication

that we will give life to ourselves, each other, and the

future. We must talk about the death of history first,

before we can be reborn.

READ BLACK AFFAIRS

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

/'.i*c Out '-linif.

/V(iiv" '() to P^^

11 30 AV to W f'V

1
^MMimnniwMRM

\mw^mrmmm

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:
430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St,

Hadley Northamptcn

253-2571 586-8220

i

I

I
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BEAT THE CLOCK

50* Drinks - All Night Long!

S
«
a
s

i
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E'VE GOT YOUR
NUMBER -501*

They're still the original

Levi's* blue jeans that won

the west over 130 years ago.

Five pocl^et, button-fly,

copper-riveted, shrink-to-fit

denim jeans. But since that's

a mouthful to ask for, we
thought you might like to call

them by their name

-

501 s* jeans.

I

OUAUTY NEVER OOCS OUT Of STYLE.

now available

at

Open 7 days
263-9729

Downtown Amherst
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BLACKAFFAIRS
Citizens misled by corporate controlled media
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

The press may have been banned from

covering the events in South Africa, but

that doesn't make them isn't any less

newsworthy or the struggles of black South

Africans any less important. Jackie Selebi,

member of the Executive Committee of the

African National Congress (ANC) Youth

Section and a representative in the World

Federation of Democratic Youth, has been

speaking on college campuses across the

country about the struggle in South Afi-ica.

He finds American people to be very ig-

norant about the problems in South Africa.

"Some people don't even know where South

Africa is." However, he is not generalizing

all American people. "There are some peo-

ple who know about the problems in my
country and try their best to help." Selebi

said.

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
Ft/// Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd.. No Amherst. MA
Across from Watroba s Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

[1

Selebi doesn't blame the American peo-

ple for their ignorance, he blames the

media. "The media is controlled by corpora-

tions who suujwrt the racist South African

government. It is important to keep the

American people misinformed and misled

because it enables them to suppwrt the

racist regime without challenge from the

American people."

"The media gives more prominence to

what they call "changes" in South Africa

when there is no change in that country.

They treat lightly the lives of our people

who are being mvu"dered. They intend to

make a conflict between the east and west

and they raise the issue that there is

nothing vn-ong in South Africa except out-

side interference from socialists countries."

he said.

He believes that it is a very bad thing for

the media to be banned in South Africa. "It

is nothing new. It has always existed in

South Africa. When we told the world about

it, they wouldn't except it. Now, they have

to except it."

"When the president of this country can

stand in front of the American people and

tell them that there is nothing wrong and

to be told that things are changing there,

shows that ignorance can be very

dangerous." Selebi said.

According to him, divestment and sanc-

tions are the quickest way to bring about

changes in the government. "I call on all

those who invest in the racist regime to

divest. If they continue to invest, they

benefit from the oppression of our people.

Every penny they put in goes into the

strengthening the economy which helps the

South African army have more weapons to

kill our people." he stated.

The arguement against divestment is

that if companies divest then the black peo-

ple will be hurt the most by it. This argue-

ment comes from leaders of corporations

who are not known to have the interests of

the South African working p)eople at heart.

Selebi stated, "The society is structured

like a step ladder at the bottom of which

are the black people and at the top are the

multi-national corporations. If the ladder

was to fall, the ones at the top would suf-

fer the most."

Mortar Board presents: >

''Buy a Friend J

a Flower'' t

Thanksgiving Carnations *

on sale Friday and Monday J
in the Campus Center

J
Let someone know you care

(or that you don't) J
$1.00 J

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

BEER:
Bud 12 oz. cans suitcase $11 .99 case + dep.

BuSCh 12 oz. cans suitcase $9.95 case + dep.

Utica Club 12 oz. long necks $6.49 case + dep.

Heinekens, Amstel $3.99 8/pk ^ dep.

Ballantine Beer $3.40 12/pk + dep.

LIQUOR €r WINE:
Champagnes ^2.99 + upTBOmi

Flavored Schnapps -all sizes and flavors

Wine Coolers. . .you name it - WE'VE GOT IT!!l

't*****************************

PIZZA SUBS

1

2
3

HAIR • NAILS • MAKE-UP

V

WHITMAN AND
WHITMAN

56 Maplewood Shops

Northampton. MA 01061
413/586-7506

Main Street Gallery

Brattleboro, VT 05301
802/257-4349

SPECIAL

SODA with any Small Pizza

SODAS with any Medium Pizza
SODAS with any Large Pizza

Choose From Polar Cola, Diet Polar Cola

And Other Polar Sodas Including

Orange, Grape, Root Beer, Strawberry,

Ginger Ale and Cream Soda.
Five Cents Deposit Required On All Cans

ALSO AVAILABLE
WORLD CLASS SUBS
FREE DELIVERY!

EXPIRES DECEMBER 21, 1985

4:00pm to 2:00am
363 MAIN STREET, AMHERST

256-0222
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Find the new you

Qti^ve
Amherst's own Speciolcy

Department Store

AUTHENTIC
•^ ^V "AT

clothing for men G women • jewelry • unique gifts

ot the triongle, Amherst I0-5i00 Mon-Sot, 12-5 Sun.

"free parking in th« nor of uorm'

v^/^,vvvvv^nA/v^iV^iV^^iV^^vv^AlVw^iVvv^^

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

12 oz. Drafts 75*

Pitchers $3.75

Beer

Of The Month

Molson Golden

$1.25

Spoke Drink of the Week -

**The Brain" strawberry Schnapps and Baileys Irish Cream $1.50

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

.|ia?jsJ»-»°'-

21,23.^*

brightly colored,

hand knit

SLIPPER
SOCKS
wool & acrylic

plain sole C O^
REG. 7^ NOWV^.Ts^ P

leather sole 7 OK
REG. 9^5 NOW i ,J\J

A Store-ful of Ideas

Do«vntowo Amherst 0«ity1O-6. Sun. 12-S

Friday, November 22, 1985
Collegian 2.?

ZACA TRADING CO
ALL CARDS AND GIFT WRAP Vi PRICE

• MALDEN FRAMES
'/i PRICE

• INCENSE STICKS
12/pk for 79«

SCHOOL SUPPLIES ^
DISCOUNTED

• 2 TONE POSTER BOARD
29* EACH

• LONG STRAND
PEARL NECKLACES

$1.99

NEW SELECTION OF GIFTWARE
INCLUDING BRASS & CRYSTAL

LOCATED IN THE HAMPSHIRE MALL

3C2C2CaC cac ac ac ac;

MONCV MOTIUATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and

Have the Confidence to Prove

What it Takes, Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expanding a

new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing is the future

successful road to sales m the 1980's, and we are growmg

rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to work around your schedule,

i and you can earn up to $10.00 per hour while training.

There are still 25 positions available. Salary + Commissions

4- Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM -7 PM, Dave
413-256-4101

^m ^^ ^a

K. . w ^rif S«ji

Spirit Haus Beer Specials

Bass Ale $4.70 6/pack

Moosehead $3.70 6/pack

Holland Swinkles $2.99 6/pack

Busch suitcase. . . . .$9.75

Thanksgiving Wine Specials

Libby School Chardonay

Cabernet Sauvignon 2 for $12.95

Garvey Sherry ea. $4.99
Fino

Cream
Amotillado

Dry Amotillado

Also featuring many more

holiday specials

on beer, liquor and wines

Spirit Haus Inc.

338 College St. Amherst, MA
256-8433 253-5384

^^

Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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WEATHER

Today:
Cloudy with freezing rain and sleet

developing by late morning, turning to all

rain in the afternoon. High temperatures
in the mid-30's.

Tonight:
Heavy rain tapering by midnight,
temperatures rising to mid-40's.

Tomorrow: Partly sunny, high
temperatures in the mid-50's.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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The Weekend's Menu

Friday

LUNCH
Seafood and Shell

Casserole

Pizza

DINNER
Roast Tbp Round of Beef

Jardinerre Sauce
Fisherman's Plate

Tartar Sauce
BASICS LUNCH
Seafood and Shell BASICS DINNER

Casserole Colache

Pizza Fisherman's Plate

Tartau- Sauce

Saturday

BRUNCH DINNER
Sausage Scramble Country Chicken Pie

Tacos with Cranberry Sauce
Spaghetti and Meatballs

BASICS BRUNCH with T)mato Sauce
Scrambled Eggs
Vegetable T^co BASICS DINNER

Country Chicken Pie
with Cranberry Sauce
Hi-Protein Spaghetti
with Tbmato Sauce

Sunday

BRUNCH DINNER
Fried Eggs Baked Ham with Fruit Sauce
Bacon Slices Sirloin Strip Steak
Tuna Grinder Mushroom Sauce

BASICS BRUNCH BASICS DINNER
Fried Eggs Broccoli and Cauliflower Casserole

Tuna Grinder New England Style Scrod
Crumb Tapping

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trade Michd Jaffc

ACROSS
1 Impressionist

painter

6 Resign
10 Indian mulberry

13 West Side

Story" role

14 Derange
17 Power
18 Actioice

19 Dusseldort ex

clamation

20 Waste
allowance

22 More senseless

23 Colonist

25 Molecule part

26 Woos
27 LXXVI doubled
28 RH stop
31 Cold sensa-

tions

33 Gloomy, ot yore

34 Bad actor

35 Monastic titles

36 Deck member
37 One kind of

duck
38 Angler's essen-

tial

39 Baseball ploys

40 Wednesday s

god
41 PariollOU
42 Passageway
43 Aromatic spice
44 Word written on

the wall

45 Conjugal
48 Part ol AWOL
51 Earthnut

52 Baseball stat

53 Ttiese equal

40«

55 Indian, is one
57 Muncie, Ind

university

56 Sister's

daugtiter

59 A Udail. 10

Iriends

60 Certain voles

61 Secretaries

DOWN
1 PTA members
2 All sewed up
3 Belladonna, lor

one

4 Numerical
suffix

5 Gossips
6 Odd
7 One
8 Union org.

9 Society

islander

10 Unknown: Abbr.

1

1

Skin problem
12 Get an eyeful

15 Rhyne
N.C college

16 "My Name IS

21 QBs targets

24 Calendar abbr

25 Stieltered sides

27 Island of King

Minos
28 Oak and elm
29 Domesticate
30 Kind ot corner

31 Mod tiairdo

32 Boast
33 Irene of ttie

screen

36 Amount
37 Places Lat

39 Mixes

40 Patriot's pur-

chase in 1942
43 de tale

44 Blackbird

45 Clio and Erato

46 Taken
(stunned)

47 Queues

48 Mil Installa-

tions

49 Scow or trow

50 'Star Trek " role

51 Greek letter

54 West
56 Co., French

style

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

L A ^ P P A P E

1
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N E E R L E A D T H E W A Y

Q A T C "l L sHr E T^H
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A L T A P A N E s E

B L Is Ap ? R I $ A L E

H E F T

1
R A D eI E V E N

A T W I N S E ^P^ R Y

? T A N O^N SHE R $ T^
^M A Y T 1 M E 1 Ml A M S^Ei L EPIM A N N 1 K 1 N

$ T A N D RjT A Y

1
1. 1 N Q

p A R E E A E $ E N W
A M Ij s A R E N LI S L6im

11 f22/65
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Collegian photo by Derek Roberto

The Curry Hicks Cage has undergone a million dollar renovation and is ready for Saturday's opener.

Friday, November 22, 1985

• hoop
continued from page 27

. with all the

publicity the freshmen have

received.

Emerson, a 6-9 center

from Nashville, hopes to

m£ike his presence felt in the

pivot this season. A likely

starter, Emerson has been

battling a bad back but is

expected to be ready for

Merrimack.
Sophomore Wilbert Hicks,

as 6-7 power forward will

also be looked upon for help.

What about Merrimack?
Picked second in the pre-

season Northeast 8 poll, the

Warriors have a solid team.

Tbm Lewis, a 29-year-old

forward that played on the

same Minnesota team as

Kevin McHale, Mychal
Thompson and Ray
Williams before joining the

armed services, is coach

Bert Hamel's main scoring

threat. He averaged over 17

points last season, plus close

to ten rebounds.

"They'll give us a battle,

bet on that," Gerlufsen said.

"But if we play hard and
together, I think we'll do

pretty well. There's certain-

ly motivation, there's

nothing I or the team want
more than a successful

return to the Cage."

CAROL 'S HEAD QUARTERS '

Former Employees of LORDS Et LADIES

Carol, Sandy and Ingrid

A Full Service Salon

- Manicures - Cellophane Colors - Perms

Reasonable Rates Walk-Ins

115 Russell St, Rt. 9, Hadley, MA
1-413-584-9948

Student Discount w/valid ID

University of Massachusetts

POLICE OFFICER
The Amherst Campus is accepting applications for

the position of University of Massachusetts Police

Officer, in order to establish a listing of eligible per-

sons for future positions. All applicants will be re-

quired and notified to take examinations appropriate

to the position. These positions carry full fringe

benefits. Beginning salary $329.55 per week. Ap-

plicants should apply to Personnel Office, Room 167,

Whitmore Administration Building, University of

Massachusetts 01003 by 5:00 P.M., Friday,

December 13, 1985. An Affirmative Action/Equal

Opportunity Employer.

closing Jan 1st \

50% Off
i

all Beads i

DORIS BEADS N JEWELRY
|

Great Savings on all JEWELRY j

Open Wed-Fri \

Located in Mt. Farnns MaH
|

In by 7.

Out by $6.95.
Introducing early dinner specials!

Be here by 7 P M Monday thru Thursday, and youll have your choice

of the following complete dinners:

Campus Center Auditorium, 9 a.m.-4 p.

November 26-December 31

Records and Registration Office

Division of Continuing Education

University Library

8:30 a.m.-7 p.m.. Mon.-Thurs.;

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Fri.

Call S4S-24I4 for more information.

Sole Florentine

Baked Boston Scrod
Broiled Oranqe

Whiskey Chicken
Baked Stuffed

Breast of Chicken
8oz.

Prime Rib au jus
8 oz.

Broiled N.Y. Sirlon

y^ S695

3S^ S595

^ S595

S/:95

S^95

^ 5595

Dinnm incl\id«' itiouf nf soup rk' )oiit oi Ni>u Fngl.«id CUm Chowder. Trpsh Garden Salad. Fresh

vt^iolabU's Biiki-d f'nialu. Warm Rrt'.id & BiiliiT Strvt-d .Mrjti Thurs 4 7 excluding holidays

DCe
Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts

at Amherst

What a delightful way to

beat the crowds, and you

can't beat the prices!

»^ --^w-^-

n f

«IH.,ltw<.KlW,ilk Amli.TM 2^:i'»''»8()

Plumbley's
oir the common'^

Now's tiie time to plan that special function or holiday party • Gift certificates available

Friday, November 22, 1985 •
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Minutewomen start

season at Maine
Black Bears a rugged foe

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team will do a familiar thing

tomorrow afternon, play on the road, as

they open their season at the University of

Maine.

The Minutewomen, 13-15 last year while

playing all their home games at Amherst
College and the Springfield Civic Center

due to the renovations of the Curry Hicks

Cage, look to start their season with a vic-

tory in hopes of compiling an impressive

non-conference record along with some con-

fidence before Atlantic- 10 play commences
with a game against Penn State on
January 2.

"If we put everything together at the

start of our non-conference schedule, then

we'll have more confidence going into

Atlantic-10 play" UMass head coach Bar-

bara Stevens said.

Last season the Minutewomen compiled

a 1-8 conference record, including a 70-60

overtime conference tournament loss to

powerhouse West Virginia. UMass has a

much tougher schedule this year however,

as the Minutewomen must face their

Atlantic-10 rivals twice each, and if last

season's conference play is any indication

of this year's, UM's seasonal outlook should

be grim.

Stevens doesn't expect UMass' season

performance last year to have any bearing

on this year, saying that even though the

team did struggle in the Atlantic-10 last

season, they did finish with four strong

showings in the season's final week.

"No question we are a better team this

year than last year," Stevens said.

Stevens did say that the Minutewomen

aren't expecieu to ^.w. .. . ihe league

however as no UMass player received pre-

season laurels in any category and has been

picked to finish no higher than sixth in the

conference.

"Our goals center around improving our

record. I would love to be .500 or better, but

we have a tough schedule," Stevens said.

"It's going to be a challenge, but we'll be

a better club to face that challenge."

"We're going to be going against the best

but we know we can hang with them,"

senior captain Jerrie Bernier said. "I'mex-

pecting a successful season. We're very

determined."

Considering that UMass senior guard
Barbara Hebel, coming off a 12.8 points-

per-game season, was a second team all-

conference pick her sophomore year, its sur-

prising that the conference's pre-season

selection committee has overlooked the

high scoring 5-9 shooting guard. But Hebel

was forced to do more ball-handling chores

than is usually expected of a shooting

guard last season, and that, many people

feel, was a contributing factor to last year's

drop in scoring from the Minutewomen's
third all-time leading scorer.

With the addition of freshman point

guard Christel Zullo and the return of

juniors Mary Marquedant, last season's

starter, and JoAnn Dupuis, in her second

year at UMass after transfering from

Vanier College in Canada, the ball-

handling pressure's Hebel felt last year will

be reduced and will allow her to free herself

for more open shots.

"Last year a few people I know are

capable of scoring had bad years," Stevens

said. "Because we're not very big inside, we
rely on our perimeter shooting, and last

year our shooters were tentative."

Maine upended the Minutewomen in a

cliffhanger, 66-65 last year at Amherst Col-

lege. Hebel scored 18 points in that game.

SPORTSWEAR
Factory Outlet
Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

All

N.F.L. Football

MLBB Baseball

50-75% OFF
Sweat Shirts NFL Telephones

Reg. $32.00 NOW $15. Reg. $65.00 NOW $25.

Wall Plaques

Reg. $14.00 NOW $4.00

Beer Mugs Coffee Mugs
Reg. $17. NOW $4.00 Reg. $8.00 NOW $2.00

Stadium Blankets

Reg. $32.00 NOW $10.

Infant Wear Toddler NFL Wear

Reg. $22.00 NOW $9.99 Reg. $13.00 NOW $6.99

NFL Back Packs

Reg. $18.00 NOW $5.00

Plus much, much more!

SporU Information photo

University of Massachusetts head coach Barbara Stevens (right)

and point guard Mary Marquedant Qeft). The Minutewomen open

at Maine at Saturday.
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What do The Bnibin Glnhr, USA Thiiay, Nrwiwrek On Campus and the wire ser

vices have in common?
CorrenpondentH at UMass all of whom work for the Collegian

The Globe. Conde Nasi, Cape Cod Timen and Newhurypitrt Daily News -among
other new England and East Coast papers- are similar too They've had our staf

fers as interns and co op students this past year

JuurnaliHiii m a coiiipelilive field, and it pays to gel fnperieme eai ly We all ntaj l«d

as reporters for the Collegian Because of it, we've been able to do a lot more

Whether you're a first year student or a senior, we have a job for you Come down
to our ofTice, find the department that's right for you Work with editom who have

professional experience Get a grasp on UMass issues and your writing skills

fiet clips thai will get you a job

Tbday .

1 he UJltegian. We build careers.
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if volleyball ' continued from page 28

"I think it helps," Sortino said. "But a volleyball court

is a volleyball court. About the only advantage we have
is that we practice here."

UMass and James Madison met earlier this season at

the Delaware Tburnament with the Minutewomen sweep-

ing JMU for the championship title. Sortino expects

tonight's match to be very tough.

"They are very scrappy and very offensive at times," Sor-

tino said. "They can run an offense as well as anybody."

"The bottom line is that everybody has got to play well,"

Sortino said. "We basically have to put our whole game
together We have to pass and establish our attack. Beyond
that, W3 hope to be successful blocking as well."

The implications ofpossibly attending the National Divi-

sion II tournament are high. An ECAC championship
could spell an at-large bid to the national tournament for

UMass.
"The way things have stacked up, whoever wins this

championship could go to the tournament," Sortino said.

"James Madison is already going because they are seed-

ed number one in the their region. If we can beat them,
that would have a great bearing on our tournament
chances."
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The keys to winning are quite clear for UMass. The
Minutewoman offense is at its best when a middle attack

is established early. Sophomore middle hitter Marcy
Guiliotis and freshman middle hitter Barbara Meehan
have been devastating at times this season running the

middle attack. This means that the spiker passing game
must be accurate to allow freshman setters Juliet Primer
and Ann-Marie Larese to get the ball to Guiliotis, Meehan,
and senior outside hitters Sally Maher and Ann Ringrose.

UMass will also have to block well to stop a sizeable James
Madison front line. Serving has been a long-time UMass
strong point and must be sharp to get the spikers offense

rolling.

VOLLEYBALL HITS: UMass was selected to host this

year's ECAC championships over Northeastern, James
Madison, and Navy because of its location.

"They tried to pick a mid-point for the schools," Sortino
said. "Northeastern didn't have as suitable a sight as we
did and James Madison is way too far away for everybody.
Navy wasn't much better, so they decided to have it here."

JMU is located in Virginia and Navy is located in

Maryland.

ECAC Information

Where: Boyden Gym (third floor).

When: Friday at 6 p.m. and Saturday at 2 p.m.

Who: UMass, Northeastern, James Madison and
the Naval Academy,

The Matches: Northeastern will play Navy at 6
p.m. on Friday before UMass takes on James
Madison at 8 p.m.

The Finals: The ECAC Championship Finals will be
held Saturday at 2 p.m.

Tickets: Students with an identification card: $1.

General Public: $2. Children under 12: free.

UMass team information: The Minutewomen are
34-7 this season and have lost only once at home this

season. This is UM's last season as a NCAA Division II

team and with a win in this tournament, the
Minutewomen could qualify for the Division II National
Championships. James Madison has already qualified

and Northeastern is considered a power, two UMass vic-

tories over these teams could propel them into the

tourney.

ENTRY BLANK LITE BEER WINTER BREAK SWEEPSTAKES

NAME PLEASE WlNT

ADDRESS iNOPO BOXES P1.E*SE.

CITY STATE ZIP

I
TELEPHONE AGE

I State that I am of legal drinking age m my state of residence
and hold no interest m an alcoholic beverage license

Mail this entry form to

Lite Beer Winter Break Sweepstakes
PO Box 4883 Blair, NE 68009

I
MILLER BREWING CO , MILWAUKEE Wl

OFFICIAL RULES NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
Han s How To Enter

1 On an oMiciai enity !itm 0' plain piece ot 3 « 5 sape' tiano punt »ou' name ana add'ess

2 Mail yOL'i entry in a nand aOdiessed envelope no largei than A\ ' i 9 " biO envelope so Lite Beet ^inief

B'eak Sweepstanes PO Bo« 4883 Blair NE 68009 Enter as oHen as you wish Dut each entiy must De mailed sep
aiateiy AiiemnesmiiSiQe'eceivedBy December 12 1985 Ae cannot Be responsiDiefoi lost late or misdirected maii

3 All arand prizewinners throuflt" third prirewmne's Mil De determined in a random drawing on or aooui Oecemper
16 1985 Irom amonq an entries received Random drawing wiii Be accomplished under the supervision o( the D l

BLAIR CORPORATION an independent ludging organization whose decisions are fmai on an matters relating to ihis

ofier The first 5 000 entrants will receive a Bonus pnze ol a iree issue oi S*v magazme
4 This sweepstakes is open to conege students who are residents of the u S and are oi legai dnnKmg age m
their state at time ot entry The Wilier Brewing Company Phmp Morns inc Times Mirror Magazine mc men
disiriDutors altiliates suBsidianes advertising and promotion agencies retail alcoholic beveraoe licensees and the

employees and lamiiies ot each are not eligible This sweepstakes is voifl m the states ot oh MO and Tx and

wherever prohiDited By law Limit one grand through thud prize and one Donus prize per family Taies on o'izes a'e the

sole responsiBiiity ot prizewinners An federal state and locai laws and regulations appiy The oods of winning a prize

depend upon the numBer of entries received

5 Travel prizewinners must agree tc depart 'rom and return to their home on dates specified By the MiMer

Brewing Company "iravei prizewinners and their companions must Be of legai dnnkmg age m then state ot residence

as well as in the state of Colorado No suDstitution of prizes permitted Grand prizewinners may Be ooiigated to sign

and return an altidavit ot eiigiBiiity withm 10 days ot noiilication in the event ol noncompliance withm this time period

in alternate wmner will Be selected Any pn/e returned to the sponsor or to me L Biair Corporation as unde
veraDie wiii Be awarded to an alternate wmner The appronmate retail value of the grand prize is »? 500 eacn first

,,iize- S 100 each second prize- $75 each ihiiopnze - $25 00 each Bonus prize - $2 00 each

6 For a list of maior prizewinners avanaBie after feBruary 7 1986 send a separate sen addressed stamped mO
envelope to i ite Beer Wmter Break dinners list PO Boi 4895 Biair Nf 68009
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* basketball
"It's time to play some basketball, we're

tired of playing the same people in prac-

tice," said Smith, UM's junior captain and
offensive catalyst. "We're anxious for some
live hoop in front of the home crowd."

Smith is the one link between the team
that left the Cage in 1984 and the one that

will play there Saturday night.

A 5-11 point guard from Kings Mountain,

NC, Smith burst on the UMass scene as a

freshman, handing out a league and school

record 212 assists while scoring 7.2 points-

per-game. Last season, Smith scored 9.2

ppg despite suffering a broken hand the

third game of the season.

Senior center Tbm Emerson and reserve

guard Jack Sheehan also played on the last

team to play at the Cage, but the two saw
limited time, averaging a combined 0.8

points.

"The Cage adds a lot to our game, at least

SporU Information photo

Senior center Tom Emerson and
UMass face Merrimack tomorrow
night in the Cage.

continued from page 1

four or five points," said Smith, who was
voted to the second team Atlantic 10 pre-

season all-star team. "The crowd is great.

They intimidate the other team and don't

let us get down. I've been trying to explain

to the guys who haven't played there what
it's like it's hard. The Cage is just the Cage.

Smith teams with sophomore point guard

Lorenzo Sutton in the Minuteman
backcourt. They are the only players to

have locked up a starting position so far in

the pre-season.

"Right now, Carl and Lorenzo are the on-

ly players that I can say will start against

Merrimack. There is that much competi-

tion for the other spots," said UMass coach

Ron Gerlufsen. "I would say at least eight

players are potential frontcourt starters."

Eight freshmen, plus four returning let-

termen other than Smith and Sutton, give

UMass a team with tremendous depth.

Gterlufsen said he will be looking to play

as many players as possible to see how they

respond to game conditions.

Gerlufsen's recruiting class gave UMass
eight new players. Five freshmen, a red-

shirt freshman and two transfers form what
is potentially a solid UMass team for years

to come.

Two freshman who fans will see a lot of

tonight are David "Beatle" Brown and
Duane Chase, products of good high school

programs in hoop-rich Baltimore.

Brown, a 6-4 swingman, may start at

small forward while Chase, a 6-6 forward,

could start at power forward. Brown is a

versatile player that could play both guard
positions as well. Chase is a great inside

player that can rebound and play the power

game (which for you non-basketball

oriented people means he can dunk a

baskteball m a variety of impressive ways).

Both Chase and Brown were subjects of

intense recruiting battles and have much
expected from them.
New York City's Joe Fennell, a 6-6 for-

ward, will probably back up Chase, but

could earn himself a starting berth. A se-

cond team allNYC pick, Fennell is a good

rebounder.

Gainesville Junior College transfer Ben
Jones, a 6-6 forward, has been a pleasant

surprise for Gerlufsen. A long-time friend

Merrimack at UMass
UMass

No.
Name Hgt.

23 David Brown 6-5

34 Duane Chase 6^
40 Tom Emerson 6-9

30 Joe Fennel 6-7

20 Bill Hampton 6-4

33 WUbert Hicks 6-8

14 Ben Jones 6-6

22 John MUum * 6-9

42 Sean Mosby 6*
10 Mike Mundy 5-10

21 Matt Ryan 6-4

24 Jack Sheehan 6-3

5 Carl Smith 5-11

11 Lorenzo Sutton 6-2

12 Fitzhugh Tarry 6-8

Pos.
G
F
C
F
G
F
F
C
C
G
F
G
G
G
F

eligible second semester.

Merrimack

No. Name
12 Kevin Lahiff

14 William Nawn
20 Tim McFadden
22 Bob Venora
24 Tommy I^wis
30 Louis Diggs

32 Mike Dunn
34 Tim Hart
40 Tommy Herrion

42 Tim Coyne
44 Scott Anglin
50 Joe Pazera
54 Derek Frame

Hgt. Pos
6-3 G
6-1 G
5-8 G
&4 F
6^ F
6-5 F
&^ G
fr6 F
6^ G
&4 F
&4 F
&4 G
6-10 C

The l^ams: This is the season opener

for both teams. UMass is a member of the

Division 1 Atlantic 10 conference, Mer-

rimack is a member of the Division 2 Nor-

theast 8 League

The Coaches: UMass coach Ron
Gerlufsen 25-32 over two years, Mer-

rimack coach Bart Hamel is 67-69 over

five years.

Returning Lettermen: UMass returns

six lettermen, Merrimack returns eight.

Last Season: UMass was 13-15, Mer-

rimack was 11-17.

Players to Watch: L/Moss—Junior

point guard Carl Smith has won or tied

seven games at the buzzer in two years

Sophomore shooting guard Lorenzo Sut-

ton is a good shooter and .i great leaper

Freshmen Duane Chase and David Browu

are exciting young players with great

potential. Merrimack—The Warriors have

29-year-old Tbmmy Lewis, a hot-shooting

6-5 forward that spent some time in the

army after playing at Minnesota. 6-6 for-

ward Tim Hart (12.4 points-per-game) and

quick point guard Tim McFadden are also

strong.

of Sutton's from Albany, Ga, Jones has
shown a good shooting touch and reboun-

ding ability.

Sean Mosby, a 6-7 defensive specialist

from Camden, NJ will remind a lot of fans

of 84 graduate Edwin Green. A great shot-

blocker and rebounder, Mosby will con-

tribute a lot of ways.

Redshirt freshman Fitzhugh Tkrry came
to UMass from Buffalo with good prep

numbers: 24.5 points, 11 rebounds and four

blocked shots per game in high school. He

has slowly been regaining that touch in

pre-season drills and should be another big

contributer He has been waiting a year to

play for UMass and should be ready.

Smith's understudy will be 5-10 freshman

Mike Mundy from Silver Springs, Md. A
lightning-quick lead guard with good in-

stincts, Mundy will be looked on for effi-

cient subbing of Smith while learning the

UMass system.

The returning UMass veterans have been

unfairly overlooked , . „-#•^ continued on page 24
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ACTIVITIES

L'PC General Meeting Date Tues<la.v.

11 '26 Time: 6;30 pm Place IfiS IT New
members always welcomel

AUDIO

For Mie Technic* 36 watt Rec. t40 12

hand graphic eq. $70 both $100 call

549-6591 Brian for info.

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 Chevy Malibu Clasiic air, fog lights,

nice condition, dejiendable $14011 or BO
call fi»;5-3921

Turn the Tablea professional party/cluli

D.I ") vr experience wide.st selection cal

24 hr 58t;-9691

Doctor MuiicT Boston's favorite D.I,

comes to the area with 6 years expenence

My prescription for your event: pro audio.

l«hts. and lot" ofTop 40. oldies, and morel

Call now ^^'^ '"^' intrivliirtorv rateis

256X404

with student controlled businesses, approx
10 hrs/wk. Appticationii available at 409
.SLB. IJeadline is noon 11/27

PERSONALS

for low intrixluctory rates

FOR RENT

Sunderland. 1 bdrm apt. on busline.

42(i'm(inth, everything included Avail,

immediately! h65-3440, leave message

1 or 2 female!
549-4483

to share apt call eves

Marketing Interna needed for Hamp-
shire Mall Management Office must be

energetic and reliable with excellent com
municalion skills Applj Office of Intem-
.ships 545-0725

The Commuter Area Government has
one work study position for an office a.ssis-

Lant Interested people should have gixxl

organizational skills, typing skills, and
10-15 hrs a week free, t'ndergrads onl>

should apply to 404 Sl'B before November
26th. EOE/AA employer

INSTRUCTION

G - Happy Birthday! Love ya J G 4 J

BFFE
Ski Su
now

Sunrbui
545-3437

buah! Hotel $149 call Ski Club

Pontiac GTO 1968
$1100 BO 546-6417

plrong. New parts.

1976 Ford Pinto good condition $900

5845742

77 Honda Accord 5 speed must sell to pay

bills call Scott 253-9015

74 VW Bug strong eng. exc. frame and

int good body $850 549-7778

1978 "Sunbuf" stereo by Sony, solid

liody, runs great $1400 584 5205

1976 Ford Maverick, 60,000 miles, auUi,

power steering, 4 door, runs fine. BO over

1:700. 549-1902

T974~Andi lOOLS black exterior/red in-

terior Front wheel drive. Very little rust.

Engine good condition also. $1200
549-7194

1 bedroom Cliffiide apt. 375/month, in-

cludes everything avail Jan 1 call 665-8455

Larfe modem loft-ttvlc apartment in

Northampton Cneter AC, sundeck, heat

included available Jan 1 call 586-4460

Amherit Brandywine 2 bdrm apt busline

,580/month available 1 1 86 .S49- I119

Single room availai>ie in a house on Main

St in Amherst rent is $15.'l fK-r mo plus

utilities on bus route and close to town and

campus lease runs from Jan 1 to Aug 31

call Mike at 2.56 1233 pref after 5 pm

I bdrm apt Squire Vill. avail Jan

(5-4669 aft 6665

FOR SALE

Private Guitar Lcaaoni experienced and
|)atient teacher rock/pop/folkyblues im

prov.. reading, theory, comjxisition Your
mime or my studio. I>)ug 549 4786

Intcrseaaion bartending claaaci covers

ail aspects gign up starts .Monday Nov 25
room 1 1 1 credit free registration Tower
Library

KAREN TAYLOR

Hey Boink!! Happy Birthdav! I know I

have something you want, only one more
year, can we deal with it?! I hope its a good
one! The Savage

vast

Ski and Party at Surarbuah. Sec Ski

Club Sale SUB. Wed Sat Hotel $149

Attention Musicians: Expenenced drum-
mer seeking to form a funk/jazz fusion

group. Are you interested? If so, call Scott

at 546-5149

LAGNAF
nuilge. nudge
wink, wink

Know what I mean?!

Lady Smita, You make me the happiest

man in the world! I hope your exams go

iooA s*) you'll be in a go<xi mowl
WNIGHT! Love always, Mr rmp<«SllBle!

jhawn. If Prince Charming doesn't show

jp, theres always the cloistered nunhood.

Sooxa! Have a g<x>d one Happy 2 1 si love

,a! Ellen ^
PROFESSIONAL TYPJNG SERVICE"

Cases. 9*./tt%, disacrtationa, thcM*. on-

campus, dependable, outstanding quality,

low rates, ,584 7924

Don't let others beat you to it Earn
$40O$1200 parttime or $20(H1 $601K)

fulltime call 546 9«32_

""ditinfT ^nsultation. Ex professor «

specialty dissertations, professional at

Ucles. books '268-7772

SUSAN GAUDETTE

Hai
you

ppy Birthday! Sorry

1, but I'm thinking of "«"'
I can't be with

you'

TO SUBLET

RIDE WANTED

good
Sarah

76 Chevy Malibu good condition $650.00

call 549 3591

VW Supcrbectle 1971 rebuilt engine very

reliable great heat AM/FM $8,50 (best of-

fer) 586-5475 or 2.53-4253

1970 Chevy Malibu excellent running con-

dition good body AM FM cassette deck

$500 c^l Linda evenings after 6 549-6313

1975 Audi Fox rebuilt engine lots of new
parts must sell! $600 253-7454

Virvo''76 great car. Must sell $240O/BO
tel 546-5836

Bnuid new 12" B A W TV only $70!!

Brand new port. Sharp typewriter, 2 pg
memory only $170!! Don't forget that

C'nristmas is coming!! Call 6-4475 for more
details^

CclebraU the Holidays

by sending a Turkey Gram
on sale in the Concourse

11/19-22

i979 VW Rabbit runs great, good cond.

fvspeed $1500 (^eoff 259-1582

"CUT A THON"

John Dellaria will be giving haircuts on

Sun Nov 24tl) from 1 1 am 3 nm for $8.00

each cut. All pnH'eeds will go t"
J*"'

Evervwomen'>i Center (ki to Wilder Hall

this iSunday!!

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Disc EntcrtaTnmcnt Agencv for

the licst party this semester W s. larite

screen video, rentals .'>49 7144

Skis • K2b 1608 good condition boots

-Caber site - women's - 8 call 545-0162 ask

for Hope

Electric Guitar: Music Man with active

electronics and Kahler tremolo exc cond

asking $325 call Bruce 6 9,563

Yabkdabadoo lIMass "Bed Rock" cafe

T-shirts with Fred Flintstone 6-ti314

1975Nova. Runs good. As is. $500 or best

offer 546-8096

Nord[ca~Ski Boots size 9 10 used twice

very cheap! Best offer call Leo 6-881 2

Guitar Yamaha SE200 student electric

brand new $'200. very negotiable 546-6125

In the "Pub" parking lot Saturday night

a set of tools in a silver tool box. Please

return them they're not mine. Call Eric at

.546-7888

Blue LeSportSar wallet with great sen-

timental value. If returned, no Questions

asked. Reward, (^all 546-8380 or &46-8390

Watch by Belair. Silver w/gold lost Fri-

day 11/15 near Southwest I'nrepairable

hut sentimental Reward Please call Chris

,546 5557

Men's UMass Ring: Steven Sobeck in-

scribed. Lost in Townehouse area. Call

549-6924. for Kelley. REWARD!

MOTORCYCLES

1983 Honda V4S Saber low miles ex. con-

dition Shr*i helmet also $2000 545-4612

after 8 pm ask for Sean

MOVER

'Round Town Movers fast relialile cheap

call Michael anytime 3'23-6780

FOUND NEW STUDENTS PROGRAM

Do you need bands for vour party 1 r

fesBional bands that didni just get

tiigelher yerlerday Vou name the sound

and songs you want We'll set up the hand

I>ifferent vaneties from $1.50 call Steady

Sounds 549 0385

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

THE BREAKFAST CLUB
" Fn Nov 22 at 5, 7, 9, 1

1

' Engineering East Aud
$1.50 at 5. 7 $2 00 at 9, II

key OB a braas ring found at WMl'A
meeting 11/18 contact Pat Mahonev In

claim .545-2876

Counselor applications available for

summer '86, 101 Berkshire House

PARKA FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Merchandiser 20 hours per week $4.41/hr

call b.-lween 8-5 need^car_584 2050

Part-time temporary positions available

for the Annual Salvation Army Chnstma.''

Kettle Program Starting date Novemlwr

22 until Decemlier 24 For more informs

tion call 586-5243

ATcountant: The Economic Development

Office IS hiring for Spring semester

Sophomores and Juniors needed to work

Aweaome EMS Eipcdition down parka.

size M. worn twice Paid $I6<I, now <inly

$|0<i Great buy! ("all Mano 6 7086 lat*-

eves

PEOPLE'S MARKET

Where else can you r*t (ood tunes.

great fcKid. and the best coffee The Peo

pie'!* Market of ctiurse! Around the comer
from the Post t>ffice

Need 100 overweight people to try our

new weight loss pruJuct call .546-9632

Help I need Fcmmes tix pleB.se call

l-7'72-6469

Send a flower to a turkey or a friend.

Flowers and mesages can l>e sent for

Thanksgiving (or whatever) Look for the

taljle on f'ampu.s Center Concourse Fri.

Nov 22 and Mon Nov 25 Pick up day Tues
Nov 26. Names will appear in the Col-

legian. Sponsored by Mortar Board.

Suiannc! Happy Birthday!! Hope you
have a super 21st Lots of love, your
R«omie

LIZ • You're not gonna transfer without

leaving an earring in my apartment, are

you?

Stan Alger/Erik Kruscll • Oxid luck mak-
ing it to degree on Sunday! The Brothers

ofKKPSl

Spike - You are losing your touch! How
could a girl possibly have done better than

you? Ixive Ine Katwoman

Matt Happy Birthday with lots of love

and ice cream from the girl in your BZ
shirt

Happy^Birthday Aimee!! Don't worry I

won I forget the rake! Love ya, Sheila

Southwest Residents! Do you have a

single'' I will trade my single in Sylvan •

cash' for vour single, amount negolialile

Toliy 6 4314

Jim I'm only shy around guys I think are

cute Tell me are you just like our

"former" Lifeguard friend?;

Hub, If you're down, you don't have l<i

drown. 1 m a good listener. Jenny

Cal Happy Birthday Hope it's a good one
tijive a great time love ya I)

Magaii Happy^Rirthday! I>ont forget

what I told you Tni.it no on.- vnur

nfurotir fnend

Karen "SB" Towiand Happy early Hirth

ilsv I ho}* number 18 is the Ijest ever I'll

niis.s ya next aeiiiesler. Love 1118 room
mate

Happy BirOidayKaye! (lave a great 22nd
111 our fsvonte apt Mom! Love your

roomies'

John Patrick, I love you more and more
each dav You're the greatest. I«ve

always, Andrea

Sledog the key word here is Happy have

i hajijiy birthday! We're not saying, love

the Mitigans!

To (from) Seattle Washington for

Chnstmas break - share driving and ex

jienses call PeterOo at 586-4401

Ride needed to Rochester or Syracuse

for Thanksgiving weekend. Will pay $.

Please call Jay 546-6056

ROOM WANTED

Female looking for housing or sublet for

Jan I thru May 86 call Lisa 2.56-1301

ROOMMATE WANTED

.Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideally

located in Amherst Ctr 774 2740

Fessaie roomoutc to share 2 liedroom

Brittany Manor apt Spring semester call

256-6895 evenings

Wanted: Easy-going, studious female to

share clean, quiet, furnished, one bedroom
Puffton apt. Spring semester .549-1313

Looking for fessale to share 1 liedroom

apt in Cliffside Apts lieginning Jan I

lR7/mo inclusive! Call Chnstine 665 -7729

Roommate wanted to look for an apart-

ment with two nonsmoking females in-

terested in North Amherst or Sunderland.

Call 6-5568 or 6-4009 must be female!!'

i^bdrm in^ bdrm apr$200*/mo on Rt 9

next to bus sU>p 586 4969

Female toahare room in Brittany Manor
apt Nonsmoker. Feb to June call 253-3766

3ter 5:00

Wanted - person to share furnished house

in N Amherwl musician/student, near bus,

heat provided, $200 iKl/month only til May
256 8432 Randy

One bedroom in beautiful two bedrtwm
fully fumi8he<l Southw(»od apt 1 or '1 p call

2.53 9917 anytime

Brandywine apt. IcKiiiing for someone t<i

rent my room for Spring .semester Rent !.•<

$29<l tier month Heal is included in once
I'ossihi'Uy that entire apt will lie avalalile

I oupl' .< welcome (all .>49 ti289

One space available in Rnttanv Manor,

female. $142 .50'. call Bonnie 25ft 1405

2 rooms available in 4 bedroom apt in

Swiss Village On busline. $215 inc for infc

call 2.56 1061

l^tTlity room apt $260/mlh • utility South

lleerfield Cas heat • stove. Washer/diyer,

fridge. Call Dominique at 665-3146

A vailable 12/01

TRAVEL

fAKE A BREAK ON THE FRENCH
SIDE! Skibreak's January trip to

TignesA'al d'Isere in the French Alps in

eludes KT airfare (Swisaair), transfers, ac

c<)mmo<iations, skipass (116 lifts), slalom

races, cocktails for $740/7 nights in resort.

Skibreak (203) 354 6059, Ted 546-473.3^

London Spring break 86 Roundtnp air

fare fnim Boston vis Pan Am, 8 nights

hotel, breakfasts, transfers, subway |uuut

discount & taxes Only $625 »(x>nsored by

HRTA Travel Club. Call Luis 549 7841

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects. Will correct gramnwr, spelling. &
punctuation. Meticulous proofreading.

New IBM typewriter 649-0367

TYPING A WORD PROCESSING

Nest Day Scrricc. Type-Rite 253-51 1

1

WANTED

Drummer - to play in 4 piece band, i e

Echr^'iunC'lub mostly onginal thffcall Bill

,546 5234

WANTED TO RENT

SERVICES

COINS 123/121 tutoring 5 00 per hr

former 12.3/121 grader Alen 256-1239

Typing. 'Tape iSanscription. Fast, ac

curate Available almost anytime.
665 7652

To take over 2 bdrm apartment Icaae in

Januao Call 546-.5;»37 or ,546 5257

Tn take over lease Januarr 1 for a 2 or :!

liedriKim a()artment in N Amhentt 'ir

Sun<)erland Call .546 4009 or M6 5.'>68

Single room desired InUrsession only

Amherst area preferred please call

Mar>heth at .54^5944 after 6 30 PM

' WOMEN SOCCERRIDES

Ride offered to Women's Soccer final 4

in Virgina 5 seals available, call ,546 9266

Holly

Escort Service available 8 pm 2:30 am
everyday any where on campus Play it

safe call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

WORD PR(KES8tN6 ibttblt

Must have Apple 2E, matnx pnnter

Wortisuu- facility 266-0526 7 9 anV9 1 1 pm
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SPORTS
Third time the charm forUM ?
Women's soccer in

Final Four, wanting
a national title

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

FAIRFAX, Va. - In 1983 and 1984, the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team was the underdog for

the national title at the Final Four.

This year, the 16-0-0 Minutewomen are seeded first but

UMass coach Kalekeni Banda still sees his squad as an

underdog when they take on third-ranked George Mason

University in the NCAA semifinals on Saturday at noon,

here at George Mason.

"We're a very young team," Banda said. "Look at all

the rosters, you'll find that we're the youngest team."

Massachusetts starts four freshmen, five sophomores

and two seniors. The first two off the bench are a

sophomore and freshman.

UMass is in its third Final Four in as many years,

finishing third the last two. George Mason ( 16-2-1) finished

second in its only Final Four appearnce in 1983.

In the other semifinal, four-time national champion

North Carolina (17-1-1) faces Colorado College (16^), who

is making its first Final Four appearance.

The NCAA final is Sunday at 1:30 p.m.

UMass will be facing a Patriot squad that relies heavi-

ly on the scoring of senior All-American fowards Lisa

Gmitter (13 goals, four assists, 30 points) and Pam
Baughmann (7-5-19).

"We're not going to worry about marking up one or two

of their best players," UMass' senior co-captain Sue Bird

said. "We're going to play our own game and play at our

level of soccer. Any of our players can mark up their best

players."

Total soccer is the name of the game for the

Minutewomen. Banda's squad is one where everyone

plays defense and offense.

"As long as we can play strong and aggressively as a

team, I don't see any problems," Banda said.

"We've developed the team concept," senior Jamie Wat-

son, the other co-captain, said. "We believe in ourselves

and it shows in our record, our team offense and team

defense."

The Minutewomen go to the national championships

with a balanced scoring attack. Nine players have scored

points in double figures and six have 20 or more points.

Freshman Beth Roundtree (10 goals-4 assists-24 points)

and sophomore Monica Seta (9-6-24) lead the team while

Carolyn Micheel (5-13-23), Cathy Cassady (7-8-22), Cathy

Spence (94-22) and All-American Kristen Bowsher (7-6-20)

have 20 or more points.

The UMass defense has given up just two goals. Star

ting goalie Jan Holland (0.07 goals against average) has

only given up one goal and has 12.5 shutouts of her credit.

UMass has outscored its opponents 68-2.

"We're just doing the same things that we've done all

year, ' Watson said. "We're hungrier this year and we

really believe in ourselves."

The Minutewomen have never won a NCAA semifinal.

Last season, Connecticut upset UMass by a 2-1 overtime

score in the semis.

"That (looking ahead) wae one of the problems last

year," Bird said. "We thought we were going to beat

UConn and they beat us. The freshmen were just happy

to be there. This year, they (the entire team) wants to go

the whole way."
George Mason coach Hank Leung also sees his squad

as an underdog. "We look foward to it with a lot of an-

ticipation but we're definitely an underdog. They're a very

skillful and fast team," he said.

UMass hasn't played the Patriots since 1983, but is 2-0

against them in the season series. George Mason did play

North Carolina this year and blew a 3-0 lead, ending up

with a 3-3 tie. The Patriots also lost to Boston College,

2-0 and only beat Harvard, 1-0.

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Sophomore forward Cathy Spence (right) and the University of Massachusetts women's

soccer team are in the Finsd Four this weekend.

UMass beat UNC, 2-0, beat Boston College twice, 2-0

and 3-0 and crushed Harvard, 6-0.

But history is still against the Minutewomen as they

ready themselves to face George Mason on its home turf.

"I think we're ready," Banda said. "Overall, this is the

best team I've ever coached here. Win or lose, we want

to come out with some very good games. People are look-

ing foward to see us play."

FINAL FOUR NOTES-"We've got a personal and

team venedetta (against George Mason)," Watson said.

"We've heard through the grapevine how they bragged

in pre-season they would be number one. That kind of

cockiness turns us off."

Colorado College is in its first Final Four and coach-

ed by Dang Pibulvech. who led Central Florida to a se-

cond place finish in 1982 . . .The Tigers is led by senior

foward Shelia Jack (10-6-26), and foward Anne Cernicec

(8-3-19). Goalie Jeanie Szpara has 12 shutouts.

North Carolina already owns a 2-0 regular season win

over Colorado. George Mason beat Colorado, 4-0. . .UMass
last played the Tigers in 1984, winning 3-0. . . UMass is

1-0 against the Tigers. . Colorado hasn't given up a goal

since losing to the Patriots, four games ago.

North Carolina is in its fifth Final Four and has won

The Final Four
When: Saturday—National Semifinals: University of

Massachusetts vs. George Mason University, noon.

University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill) vs. Colorado

College, 3 p.m.

Sunday - National championship: 1:30 p.m.

Where: George Mason Soccer Stadium (cap. 5,000),

George Mason University, Fairfax, Va.

TV/Radio: ESPN will carry the game on a tape delayed

basis on Thursday. Nov. 27 at 12:30 p.m. (Championship

Finals only). The games UMass is involved in will be car-

ried on WMUA-FM (91.1).

Records: UMass is 16-0-0, UNC is 17-1-1, George

Mason is 16-2-1 and Colorado College is 16-4-0.

the last four national titles. . . The Tar Heels have

outscored its opponents 101-9 and are led by the 1984 Soc-

cer America National player of the year, junior All-

American April Heinrichs (18-13-49). . .Other top scorers

include Jo Boobas (15-11-41) and Carrie Serwetnyk
(18-4-40).

Minutewomen host Eastern powers

Volleyball in ECAC tournament
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It doesn't seem soon enough but the waiting game is

finally over for the University of Massachusetts volleyball

team. The second season begins this weekend for the

Minutewoiiien, as theyhost the East Coast Athletic Con

ference volleyball championships at Boyden Gymnasium
The spikers, 34-7 on the season and seeded second in the

tourney, will face number three seed James Madison

University at 8 p.m. tonight. The other semi-final pits the

number one seed. Northeastern University, against the

Naval Academy, the fourth seed, at 6 pm.. The ECAC selec

tion committee accepts only four schools from a conference

that features over 100 schools in three divisions.

The championship match is scheduled for 2 p.m. on

Saturday.

The Minutewomen come into this tournament with a

lot of questions to answer. The spikers have been on a two-

week layoff after losing to the Huskies at the Northeastern

tourney on November 9. UMass did scrimmage the Univer-

sity of New Haven Tuesday in preparation for this

weekend's tournament.
UMass is 7-1 this season at home and will have the home

crowd advantage which has several times assisted the

Minutewomen this season, most notably the spiker's come

from behind victory over Northt j:«>tern back in early Oc

tober. But UM head coach Elaine Sortino doesn't place an

overwhelming amount of emphasis on playing at home

•onttnued on page 26

Sports at a glance
UMass Schedide:
Tbday:

Volleyball: ECAC Championship at Boyden Gym. Nor

theastern vs. Navy, 6 p.m. UMass vs. James Madison, 8

p.m. Students (with ID) $1. Adults $2. Children under

12, free.

Saturday:

Men's Basketball: Merrimack College, Curry Hicks

Cage, 7:30 p.m. Students with ID: free. General Public:

SOLD OUT
Women's Basketball: at Maine. 7 p.m.

Women's Soccer: National Semifinals at George Mason
University. Fairfax, Va. UMass vs. George Mason, noon.

Volleyball: ECAC Championships Finals, Boyden Gym.
Sunday:

Women's Soccer: National Championship, 1:30 p.m.,

George Mason University, Fairfax. Va.

Men's Swimming: at Boston College, 1 p.m.

Soccer falls in Final Four . . . page 16
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Crowding
at cage
^horrible'
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Three athletic department officials will

meet today to devise a plan for handling

crowds outside the Curry Hicks Cage, after

nearly 1,000 students were turned away
from the sold-out opening basketball game
there Saturday night, an official said.

The official, James Patulak, associate to

the dean of physical education and head of

facility management, said the worst pro-

blem at Saturday's game was crowd control.

"We figured it would be held in an order-

ly fashion," P&tulak said last night. "We're

going to work on it and there will definite-

ly be changes as to how we go about letting

people enter the building."

According to most estimates, nearly 1,000

students were turned away from the

4,024-seat gymnasium. Many of those

waiting complained of the lack of outside

security and crowd barriers to keep the peo-

ple in a single line.

The crowd extended the width of the

Cage, which students said contributed to

"dangerous pushing and shoving" because

of impatience with students entering

through a single door.

Police did not comment on any possible

continued on page 3

CoUegtan photo by Paul Deamaria

Students in the back had room to wave, but those up front were not as lucky Saturday night, when nearly a

thousand students waited for close to two hours, but were turned away from Saturday night's basketballgame

in the refurbished Curry Hicks Caga

Students beautify city island
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

NEW YORK CITVTwenty members of the University

of Massachusetts Urban Forestry Club spent Saturday

here pruning the overgrown trees on Ellis island in an

effort to beautify the area around the historic immigra-

tion office.

"The National Arborists Association invited us to par-

ticipate in the pruning so we decided to go and do our

little part to help clean up America." said Malcolm

George, a club member.

photo by Jim WUaon

UMass student helps clean up New York's

Ellis Island during weekend trip.

The club, which is part of the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture, had originally planned to help clean up the

area around the Statue of Liberty on Liberty Island.

However, because of the current construction taking place

on the statue they were not allowed to work on the island,

George said.

"Although we were hoping to work on Liberity Island,

the area around Ellis island was overgrown enough to

keep us busy the entire day," Bill Collins, another

member of the club, said.

According to George, the work consisted of pruning the

overgrown trees and cleaning up the general area. The

immigration office is being redone, and the island need-

ed work, he said.

Aside from the Urban club, members from various pro-

fessional tree companies participated in the clean-up.

"In all, 115 tree experts helped with the pruning and

the entire island was cleaned by the end of the day", Col-

lins said.

As for the future, the club hopes to return to New York

in the spring to prune the trees on Liberty Island. Ac-

cording to Collins the work on the statue will be done

by then.

"This was a great learning experience for all who went.

Arborculture is the main interest of the members of the

Urban club and this was a wonderful opportimity to work

hard for something that we love", George said, adding

that the club's efforts have brought national attention

to the Stockbridge School of Agriculture.

The trip was endorsed by Stockbridge, which donated

$100 to help finance the trip The University also donated

the use of vans for transportation.

On campus, the Urban Club works with the physical

plant in an effort to improve the trees on campus.

All of the members of the group work on a volunteer

basis and are studying Arborculture.

4 protesters
will face
judge today
Four members of the Faculty and Staff for Peace in Cen-

tral America will go on trial today for disorderly conduct

in connection with a June 12 sit-in at Westover Air Force

base in Chicopee

Tbm Roeper, a linguistics professor at the University of

Massachusetts, said the four were protesting the Reagan

administration's policy of funding for the contras in

Nicaraugua.
"I think we'll be let off," Roeper said. "Our defense is

based on the narrow legitimacy of the arrest. We weren't

actually disorderly."

Roeper said the group would plead "not guilty" on a

"necessity defense," which states that it may be legal for

citizens to take illegal actions if their government is do-

ing something illegal.

"The administration's action against Central America

is illegal as well as immoral," Roeper said, adding that

the four hope to introduce their political convictions to the

court. "Other institutions including the judicial system

must act upon their conscience and promote justice, "
he

said.

The four had intended to block the gates at Westover,

"where federal troops are trained to go to Central

America," Roeper said, but finding the gates locked they

sat in the street where they were arrested for disorderly

conduct. Roeper said the four include Ann Ferguson, a

philosophy professor at UMass and Tbm Nielsen, a staff

member at the UMass Center for International Education.

The trial will be at Chicopee District Court.

-LESLEY CLARK

INSIDE
Up to 50 killed in hostage rescue attempt...2

Santa sleds into Hadley 3

Basketball wins opener 16

"Little things excite me"
-T.M.
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WORLD/NATIONAL
Egypt takes hijacked plane; 40 die
VALLETTA, Malta (AP>-Egyptian com-

mandos stormed a hijacked Egyptair

jetliner yesterday and an explosion during

the assault killed 40 to 50 people aboard

the Boeing 737, U.S. Embassy officials said.

Joel Levy, deputy chief of the U.S. Mis-

sion, said the operation occurred at 8:20

p.m. 2:20 p.m. EST and "there were a fair

number of casualties among the passengers

and at first report, it appesu^ all the hi-

jackers were killed."

The jetliner was bracked Saturday about

15 to 20 minutes after leaving Athens,

Greece, for Cairo, Egypt. Greek security

police said 97 people were aboard, including

three Americans.
There were reports earlier yesterday that

the terrorists had killed seven passengers

and threatened to kill more if their plane

was not refueled. The Maltese government

refused to give in to the hijackers demand
until all the passengers were freed, said

government spokesman F^ul Mifsud.

Levy said in a telephone conversation

with The Associated Press that the com-

mandos "blew two doors off the plane and
fired seven shots" in their assault on the

airliner, which had been commandeered by

Arabic-speaking sky pirates on Saturday.

Airport workers had reported hearing

gunfire and explosions and seeing smoke
in the area of the airport where the Egyp-

tair Boeing 737 was parked.

Authorities issued a "full medical alert"

calling for all medical assistance and

emergency blood donations, the workers

said. The runway and most terminal lights

that had been turned off earlier in the even-

ing came back on after the plane was
stormed.

Levy said the Egyptian commandos ar-

rived earlier in the day abocuti an Egyptian

military transport plane.

He said he believed two or three hijackers

were killed in the attack. Some reports

have put the number of the hijackers as

high as four, but he said one of them may
have been killed during an in-flight

shootout.

At least 11 people, all women, earlier

were allowed to leave the plane Seven peo-

ple injured aboard the jetliner also either

were allowed off or were thrown off the

plane, Mifsud said.

Mifsud said the seven people hospitaliz-

ed included an American man, two Israeli

women, two Egyptian stewarde8ses,an

Egyptian man, and a woman believed to be

American.
A man who identified himself as the pilot

was overheard telling the control tower by

radio that the hijackers killed seven

passengers.

Mifsud, the government spokesmsm, said

one woman, most probably an American,

earlier was shot to death and her body
thrown out of the plane. He could confirm

no other deaths, but said there may have

been "other corpses aboard."

He told reporters that another passenger.

Anti-terrorism bill debated
WASHINGTON (AP)-'Ib the Office of

Management and Budget, it's a normal
clearance process, lb members of Congress,
it's an unecessary delay, lb >.He State
Department and 17,000 Americans serving
abroad, it's a time of nervous waiting.

Controversy has errupted over OMB's
time table for handling a mtgor anti-

terrorism bill, which would authorize the
nation's most massive—and costly-
program for diplomatic outposts overseas.

Drafted by the State Department, the
$4.2 billion, seven-year program would in-

clude everything from construction of new
embassies to installa^n of better lights

and locks.

Democrats and Republicans on a House
Foreign Affairs subcommittee accuse 0MB
of keeping the authorizaing bill bottled up,

thus delaying its introduciton in Congress
with the White House stamp of approval.

The critics speculate there are objections

to its cost.

An 0MB official denied there is a delay

and contended the bill is simply undergo-
ing a normal review.

"I have a classified list of high-risk posts

that are potential time bombs," said Rep.

Dan Mica, D-Fla., chairman of the interna-

tional operations subcommittee conducting

hearings on diplomatic security. "They're
very inviting targets, sitting there waiting
for a problem."

RepLawrence J. Smith, D-Fla., said oM3
officials would be to blame "if anything
happens in an embassy that could have had
security upgraded."

The State Department's undersecretary

for management, Ronald I. Spiers, told

Mica at a recent hearing that 0MB was
holding up action while Congress wrest!

ed with the Gramm-Rudman balanced
budget bill.

But Edwin L. Dale, spokesman for 0MB,
said there is no delay and no connection to

the deficit reduction fever sweeping
through Congress.

AP L«aerphoto

RACIAL PROTESTS-Hundreds of people gather Thursday night in

southwest Philadelphia and protest near the home of an interracial couple
who recently moved into predominantly white neighborhood.
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Firemen estinguishing the flames of the explosion of the bracked Egyp-

tian plane. Flames were ignited after a rescue attempt left up to 50 people

killed, including the hijackers.

who had been also thrown out and left

under the plane, was found^alive after she

was picked up by two airport officials who
delivered food to the plane

He said the woman, in her 30s, "probably

is American," adding that officials were try-

ing to determine her identity. He said she

had a head wound but is conscious and ap-

pears in relatively good shape.

Mifsud said the hijackers had never iden-

tified themselves or made political

demands, but Egyptian aviation

authorities had identified them earlier as

members of a group calling itself "Egypt

Revolutionaries."

Base area bombed
FRANKFURT, West Germany (AP>-A

powerful car bomb exploded outside a busy
U.S. military shopping center yesterday in-

juring 34 people, most ofthem Americans,
authorities said.

The blast at 3:20 p.m. damaged 42 cars

in the center's parking lot, shattered win-

dows and blew a gaping hole in the back
wall of one shop.

"We suspect leftist terrorists because the

attack was similar to the car bombing at

the U.S. Air Force Base in August," said

spokesman Alexander Prechtel of the

Federal Prosecutor's Office in Karlsruhe.

That Aug. 8 car-bomb attack at the U.S.

Air Force Rhein-Main Air Force Base kill-

ed two Americans and ii^jured 20 people.

The terrorist Red Army Faction asserted

responsibility for the August attack but
there was no immediate claim of respon-

sibility for Sunday's bombing.
"Like in August, Americans were the

target of the attack," Prechtel said.

Frankfurt police spokesman Kurt Kraus
said the bomb was packed in a blue BMW

sedan that was bought by a "Moroccan-

looking man" Saturday at a second-hand

car dealership near Frankfurt.

He said police were looking for witnesses

who may have seen the car or the man since

Saturday.

Kraus said the BMW was bought at the

same dealership that sold the car used in

the August bombing.

Bill Swisher, a spokesman for the U.S. Ar-

my's 97th General Hospital in Frankfurt,

said 34 ii^ured people were treated at the

hospital. He said 27 had been released bv
late evening.

"Seven people are still here and they are

listed in fair to good condition," Swisher
said.

He said a 3-yeau'-old American child was
among those released but could give no fur-

ther details.

The injured included 19 U.S. military per-

sonnel, 11 American civilians, a West Ger-
man civilian and a Filipino, Swisher said.

AIDS study: school safe
BRUSSELS, Belgium

(AP)- Boarding-school
children with AIDS did not

transmit the disease to any
healthy classmates during

up to three years of living,

eating and studying
together, new research

shows.

The research, done in

western France at a school

for children with medical
problems or handicaps,
shows that even close con-

tact between children will

not allow acquired im-
mune deficiency syndrome
to spread, said Luc Mon-
tagnier of the Pasteur In-

stitue in Paris.

Montagnier, who men-
tioned the unpublished
study Saturday during a

symposium on African
AIDS, said in a later inver-

view that the children with

AIDS were hemophiliacs

who had contracted the

disease from blood
transfusions.

Some 50 of the
hemophiliac students-
about half of whom had
AIDS-slept in the same
donnitories and attended i

classes with about 70 other

children who did not have
AIDS, Montagnier said.

The children were bet-

ween 3 and 16 years old

and had lived together for

one to three years, he said.

"None of the other
children have been infected

with the AIDS virus,' said

Montagnier, who is one of

the discoverers of the virus

and an internationally
known AIDS researcher.

The conclusion that
AIDS cannot be spread
among school children was
reinforced by an additional

finding. The hemophiliac
students did pass hepatitis

B to some healthy
classmates, suggesting
that an exchange of blood
occurred between the
students, probably through
scratches on their hands,
Montagnier said.

The students thus had
extremely close contact
with one another, but still

were unable to transmit
AIDS.
The study was not under-

taken to determine
whether school children

could transmit AIDS, but

was part of a longterm pro-

ject to monitor the heatlh

of the children at the

special school.

Montagnier said retailed

results of the research

would be published soon in

a medical joiu-nal.

Parents in several

American cities have
threatened to boycott

school classes-and have
sometimes carried out the

threat-when they learned

their children could be at-

tending school with AIDS-
infected classmates.

Public health officials

have said repeatedly that

the disease cannot be
spread through casual con-

tact, and that healthy
school children were thus

not in any danger from
classmates with Aids.

The disease is most often

spread through sexual con-

tact, shared needles or

blood transfusions.

Children with AIDS
generally have acquired it

either from blood transfu-

sions or from their infected

mothers at birth.
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BANKING TURKEY-Karen DeRoo, freshman CASIAC megor, and Bob
Segal, junior accounting m£Uoi; working Friday as tellers at the UMass Credit

Union in the Student Union.

Ruddock felony
charges heard today
Undergraduate Senate Speaker John

Ruddock will face charges of malicious pro-

perty damage stemming from an incident

last May after the anti-apartheid sit-in at

UMass Treasurer Robert Brand's office in

Goodell.

University of Massachusetts police officer

Dennis Bromery has charged that Ruddock
caused over $100 in damage to his personal

vehicle when he hurdled the car to inform

police officers that a bus holding handcuff-

ed demonstrators was leaking gasoline.

Ruddock was arrested while he was call-

ing the roll at a senate meeting one week
after the May 1 incident.

A group supporting Ruddock has said

that when they examined Bromery's vehi-

cle no damge was found, and the charges

against Ruddock are harassment motivated

by an attempt to quiet activism on campus.

Ruddock said last night he believes the

charges against him are "frivolous."

"I feel that the entire matter is an
outrage to myself and the entire student

body," he said, "It is ny hope that justice

will be done"
Trespassing charges against nine pro-

testors who sat in at the treasuer's office

last May were dropped one day before the

group was scheduled to go to trial last

Tuesday.

Ruddock will be arraigned on a felony

charge at Hampshire District Court at 9

a.m. today.

-STEVE HIGGINS

Santa visits Hadley
Parks sled at mall
By RITA MURPHY
Collegian Staff

It was bigger than the sale at J.C.

Penny's.

More than 100 little children and some

not-so-little children waited Saturday at the

Hampshire Mall in Hadley with eyes wide

open in anticipation of the arrival of the

merriest of all men-Santa Claus.

The cold temperatures and strong winds

did not deter the youngsters from dragging

their parents outside just before noon to

wait with a giant snowman. Papa Smurf,

a toy soldier and a giant green bird whose

beak scared one little boy into a loud

scream of "he's going to get me"
At exactly noon one woman yelled out a

scream that sent the crowd rushing for-

ward: "There he is, Santa's at McDonald's."

Santa Claus had arrived on schedule

On a sleigh pulled by one lone horse, San-

ta and Mrs. Claus drove around the park-

ing lot with a police escort in front. The
Hopkins Academy Marching Band from

Hadley struck up a rousing rendition of

"Jingle Bells" as the roar of the crowd

greeted the man in red.

One little boy, Jeremy,. 4, of Hadley,

started to cry at the sight of Santa, who
looked as though he lost weight in his legs

and had shrunk an inch or two from last

year.

"Mommy," Jerry cried, "I don't like San-

ta, he's ugly." But Alison, 5, of Amherst,

was quite impressed with the grand en-

trance of Kris Kringle
"He's so wonderful," Alison said. "You

know what, I'm gonna get my picture taken

with him and ask for a "My little Pbny,"'a

popular Christmas toy.

Julie, also 5, of Amherst, said she was ex-

cited about Santa coming, even though her

Staff performance cited

AP Laaerphoto

Santas like this will be sliding

down chimneys all over, when
Christmas arrives one month
from today.

older brother Kevin had called him a fraud.

"He is real, look at him, he's here, I can't

believe it," she said.

As Santa made his way through the

crowd shouting, "HO HO HO," the mar
ching band led him through the mall as

merchants in the middle clung to their mer-

chandise trying to protect it from a colli-

sion with the entourage.

Santa and the band marched from the

Penny's entrance down to K-Mart, as all the

children who had stood outside formed a

line at his picture booth.

Ibm, 22, a University of Massachusetts

student, said that he wanted to get his pic-

ture taken with Santa to prove to his

mother he was still a kid.

"She's always saying grow up," he said.

"But hey, as long as I keep believing in San-

ta Claus Ijcan stay as young as I want
forever.'

Some children waited in line as long as

an hour to sit on Santa's lap and have their

picture taken. Santa will be around even-

ings and weekends, until the night before

Christmas when he goes on his merry way.

* cage
ii\juries that may have occvured, but

Patulak said a few students suffered from

hyperventilation after entering the Cage
Walter Novak, the University's ticket

manager, and Daniel Ghormley, the

associate athletic director will discuss

possible use of barriers and more outside

security for future games, Patulak said.

Brian Khung, 19, a resident of Gorman
Hall, said nobody was present to tell the

crowd anything concerning how many seats

were available inside the arena.

"The crowd was already big there at six

o'clock. They had one and a half hours to

do something," Khung said. "We're college

students, all we needed was an explana-

tion."

Novak said the students outside the Cage
were disorderly and 90 percent of those in-

side were "well inebriated."

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
continued from page 1

"The problems outside were created by

the students themselves," Novak said. "It

wouldn't have done any good putting up
barriers."

However, most students said they waited

in line for up to one hour before finding out

the Cage was full, and many described the

situation as "horrible"

Caroline Killilea, 21, a resident of South

Amherst, said she waited in line for an
hour before discovering the Cage was full

and people kept on arriving and pushing

from the back of the crowd.

"They should have told us earlier that it

was sold out," Killilea said. "It should have

been organized."

Novak said that because the crowd of

students did not listen to the security on

duty, problems such as not hearing that it

was sold out occiured.

Eleven employees of the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst have been

chosen to receive the Commonwealth Cita-

tion for Outstanding Performance from

Governor Michael EKikakis.

The award is given annually to state

employees for outstanding performance

The governor will present the awards at a

Dec 10th dinner at the IWk Plaza Hotel

in Boston.

The recipients are:

Arlene Avakian, a staff assistant in the

Women's Studies Program. Avakian was

cited for for helping to incorporate the

p>erspective8 of women of color into the

academic curriculum.

Jake Bishop, director of procurement, was

recognized for his work with the

Massachusetts Higher Education
Consortium.
Karen Cerow, principal clerk at the

Stockbridge School of Agriculture and

Elizabeth Wiernasz, Stockbridge senior

clerk, will share an award for their service

to the community.

Lawrence Holmes, assistant director of

the Public Safety Department, was
recognized for his work in the area of crime

prevention.

Janet Hrynshyn, staff assistant in the

chemistry department, will receive the

award for her service to the community.

Sara Ives, staff associate in the college of

arts and sciences, was recognized for her

work with faculty, staff and students.

Charles Moran, director of the writing

program, was recognized for his work with

the writing program.

Victor Patnaude, Bartlett Hall janitor,

was recognized for his high standard of per-

formance and cooperation.

Oretta Thylor, head clerk in the dean 's

office in the college of engineering, was

recognized for her 19 years of service to the

dean and the department.

Collegian photo by Scott Maguire

HORSING AROUND-
Feeding time for horses at

breeding farm on Route
116 in Hadley.

^tHtmamm
I 1
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Inquiry promised
JERUSALEM (AP)-Israeli government

pledged a thorough investigation and possi-

ble dismissals yesterday over a spy scandal

that threatened to damage its relations

with the United States, its closest ally.

The Foreign Ministry statement was the

first time Israel has conceded that it might

be linked in some way to the Jonathan J.

Pollard case, although high-ranking official

said that the government had not been

involved.

Previously, government officials have

denied any knowledge or involvement with

Pbllard, a civilian U.S. Navy analyst ar-

rested Friday and accused of selling

classified military documents to Israel and

Pakistan for $50,000 in the past two years.

Pbllard, 31, was arraigned Saturday on

espionage charges. His wife, Anne L.

Henderson-Pbllard, 25, was ordered held

without bail on charges of posessing

unauthorized classified documents.

High-ranking officials stressed Sunday

that if Israel was involved, the government

knew nothing about it.

"The orders didn't come from Jerusalem,"

said one official, speaking on condition of

anonymity. "We are checking whether it

was a local intitiativc.We are checking how

something like that could have happened

without our knowledge."

The ministry statement said Israel's

policy "is to refrain from any intelligence

activity in the United States" because of

the traditionally close ties between the two

countries.

"A thorough examination is being under-

taken to determine whether there has been

a deviation of any kind from this policy.

Should such a deviation be found to have

occurred, the necessary conclusions will be

drawn," said the statement, using a phrase

indicating sever punishment.

Prime Minister Shimon Peres received a

preliminary report on the investigation

earlier Sunday and consulted with his top

Cabinet ministers.

"Actions of this kind against the United

States stand in total contradiction to the

policy of the Israeli government," said the

statement, which was coordinated between

Peres and Foreign Minister Yitzhak

Shamir.

An Israeli official, who insisted upon

anonymity, said he expected "heads to roll"

if an unauthorized intelligence operation

was conducted in the United States.

Pope opens reform council

AP Luerphoto

WIDOW'S GRIEF—The widow of former Cambodian President Lon Nol,

her husband's portrait draped in black, weeps Saturday at her husband's

funeral in Fullerton. Lon died of a heart attack a week aga

VATICAN CITY {AP)-Pope John Paul II

opened yesterday an extraordinay Synod of

Bishops convened to assess the Second

Vatican Council's far-reaching reforms and

the divisions they spawned.

"We begin the synod...with the same

openness...which filled the council fathers

20 years ago," he said in his homily,

delivered in Italian before about 10,000

dignitaries and faithful packed into St.

Peter's Basilica.

The service followed a procession of more

than 300 cardinals, bishops and priests, all

clad in white and golden robes and white

miters, through St. Peter's Square.

At the pope's request, the procession was

fashioned to resemble the 1962 opening

ceremonies of the Second Vatican Council,

commonly known as Vatican II, that were

presided over hv Pnne John XXIII. The

council ended its meetings in 1965.

John Paul convened the two-week synod

toe valuate Vatican II, which recast the

church image from unchangeable monolith

to an institution ready to modernize its

structures and ways of teaching.

Although the synod is an advisory body

that can make only recommendations to

the pope, the current meeting is considered

crucial because it represents the first of-

ficial Vatican forum for the bishops to air

their views on the effects of teh Vatican II

reforms on local churches and to make
suggestions.

Vatican spokesman Joaquin Navarro said

the pope refrained from discussing specific

issues facing the church in his homily

because he didn't want to influence the

work of the bishops.

c

Yesterday &
Today Records

2.

y

Grateful Dead Psychadelic

Grand Opening

Punk Jazz

Blues

mtDAS'

PAID for USED:
Records Tapes
Stereos

Videos
Guitars
CD's

An
Alternative

Record Store

96 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-9209

f Great Lunches

I with
I Daily Specials
1 at the

TIME m. OUT

THE ECONOMIZER
MUFFLER

• J

»

Resular

$59.95
Per axle ^nA QA

(most cars) Regular 9/4. SfU

BRAKE SPECIAL

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
The Economizer mjffler from Midas tits most
American-made cars and trucks Your satisfaction
with this product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Muffler is

warranted by Midas for one year from the

date of installation and will be replaced

free of charge if it fails during this period,

expires Nov. 30th

DISC BRAKES
• Ffc? 4-Wh«?v?i broke
insoettion
• Reploce pods wiir> ne *>

guofonteed disc )ads
• Resurfore 'Otof?

• Replace grease seals
• Inspect ona (opocK

wneel beorings
• Intpect calipers
• Inspect hydroulic s/stern
• Lubricate caliper anchors
• Inspect fluid levels
<• Add fluid if required
• Rood test

Quartnt**. Midcs brake shoes and disc brake pads are warranted for

as long as yOM own your American or foreign car. van or light truck
(under 7,000 lbs I l H they ever wear, new Midas brake shoes or pads

wl!! be !nstaliea without charge for the shoes oi pads or the labor to

Install thb sho«s or pads Additional parts and/or labor required to

restore tht^ system to operational condition are extra

DRUM BRAKES
< \ 'i-o 4-Wheel brol^e
iiiS^t?c'ion
• Pei-'loci? shoes vw'ith new

giioto'^^eed linings
• Reiurfoce drums
• Inspect v^heel cylinders
• Inspect hold down springs|
• Lubricote bocKIng plotes
• Inspect hydraulic .', stelnn

• Reodjust broKes
• Rood test

FREE WRITTEW ESTIMATES
143 KING ST.
JOT. RTES. 9& 116

NORTHAMPTON
HADLEY

586-4840
586-9991

37 N. Pleasant St.

Midas HEDE3
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TURKEY GRAM RECIPIENTS
Pick up gram in

Campus Center Concourse
Alison Adsmt
Sheenie Aggonwal
Alan - 425 Thorasu

Timmy Anderion

John Anderaon

Julie Angelone

Jerry L. Ashlock

Liu Bachman
Jim Bailey

Rick Baldwin

Scott Bertinett

Anrty Brachfaid

Patty Brazile

1st floor Brooks

Peter Bullis

Alison Butler

Pam Byron

Martha Capers

Ted Capidolupo

Alison Capolla

Sara Capstick

Susan Carriero

Carolyn Er Allison DZ
Cathy Carroll

Maria Carsenaro

Mike Chambers

Tricia Chambers

Ray Clarke

David Cohen
Stephanie Corrigan

Karen Courtney

Scott Craig

Teresa Curran

Brian Curro

Michael Davis

Sandra DeJesus

Suzanne Delaney

Jim Devellis

Jane Diataleau

Pat Dolan

D.J. Driscoll

Tom Duby
Linda S. Dumat
Katy Edwards

Matt Eline

Denise FortMS

Rachel Strauss

Maria Sweeney
Elizabeth Sullivan

Richard Thomas
Scott Tuchinsky

Marc Fortin

Jeff Galin

Chuck Garabedian

Dave Garrtty

Cliff Gawron
Linda Gibbs

Robyn Gilchrist

Godfrey 58 S.E. St.

Lauren Goldamtth

MeredKh L. Goldstein

Doe Gondell

Micheie Gregory

Scott Greenspan
Robert Griffin - LCA
Andy Hart

2111 Waahington
Heather Hartmann
Staph Hering

Julie Herried

Suzanne Hirsh

Rich Huang
Jane Hugo
425 Thoreau
Julie, Tammy, Heidi, ACQ
Bill Johnson
Katie Jurczyk

Audrey Karikas

Audrey Keithe

Scon Kneeland

107 F McNamara
Jay Libon

Frank Luccheaai

Ron Manning DU
Crush Groove Mason
Matt-TX
Amy Marin

Tom Marine!

T Joseph Martin

Molly McDaneld
Debbie McDonald
Rene McGarry
Nicole McGlynn
Chris Meeaer
Michelle - SDT
Jennifer Milliken

Jeff Morton
Tim VanderVeen

. Lisa Vassar

Heidi ACQ
Lisa Warshauer
Mercy Weilyn

Paul Mottola

Lisa Mulligan

Julienne Murphy
Marti Nichols

Andrea Nuafor
Mikd 0' Connor
Bill Olohan
Tim O'Neil

Ann Ott

Lori Pagllone

Bobbie Pearson

Lino Pereira

Michelle Perkins

Christine Perrucio

Joshua Philibert

Wayne Pike

David Proto

Meaghan Quigley

Jeff Quimby
Sheila R. Quinn
Mark Reardon
Dave Robinson
James Robinson
Bob Ross - LCA
Paul Rumson
Normand Russeau
Bill Russell

Cheryl Ryan
Dave St. Pierre

Mardee Sanchez
Dave Sasdi

Debbie Schwalb
Amy Seidan

Gary Shepard ATG
CHris J. Showalter

Sichi

Ted Silva

Lauren Singleton

Susan Sloan

Stacey Smith
David Sowter
Bob Stanton

Jeen Steples

Neil Steiger

Pem Stone
T.S. Wilder AGO
Lisa Williams

Robin Winston
Dianna Yellen Chi

Diane Zezza

{

SOMETIMES
IT TAKES AN ARMY
TO PAY BACK YOUR
COLLEGE LOAN.

Paying back your college loan can be a long, uphill battle. But

the Army's Loan Repayment Program makes it easy.

Each year you serve as a

soldier, the Army will reduce

your college debt by 1/3 or

$1,500, whichever amount is

greater. So after serving just

3 years, your college loan

will be completely paid off.

You're eligible for this pnv

gram with a National Direct

Student Loan or a Guaran-

teed Student Loan or a Fed-

erally Insured Student Loan

made after October 1, 1975.

And the loan can't be in

default.

And just because you've

left college, don't think

you'll sttip learning in the

Army. Our skill training of-

fers a wealth of valuable

high-tech career-oriented

skills. Call your local Army
Recruiter to find out more.

586-9334

Northampton Army Office

241 King St.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Have questions concerning

legal services and related

issues ;

CALL TIPS 545-1540

Ask for tapes by number.

2 4 92 (On sumo r \ ii t o Repair Kiuhts

24S6

24«4

2422

2493

2488

( ond uc

I

L e }j a I S c r > i c c s Office

Ope rating Inder the Influence

Search ahd Sci/ure

lor a complete listinK of information tapes,

pick up a cop\ of 'he IDB-IM'S hrochure

from our office in R m . 2 2 7 NV h i t m o r e .

Taped Information

Phone Service
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Letters
Get it straight
In response to Peter Dow's latest column

(Nov. 21), I would seriously question who
truly is blind to the situation in Nicaragua

and Central America. It seems reasonable

to assume that a person who ignores the

following is not only wearing blinders, but

must be dead;

there is truly a great deal of murder and
torture in Nicaragua today. Unfortunate-

ly it is all being carried out by what Dow
calls "freedom fighters', but which most
people refer to as terrorists. Further, it is

an insurgency that is attempting to topple

a popularly elected government which in

the last six years has done more to improve

the quality of life in Nicaragua than 100

years of US supported dictatorships;

that Dow's favorite bastion offreedom in

Central America--El Salvador- is ruled by

a government made up for the most part

by ruthless killers who have massacred a

sizeable portion of the population to con-

tinue their hegemony. Moreover, that

despite the pretty face Duarte presents, his

government would not last a day if those

same killer's position in the country were

at all weakened;
that there is a new reality in Central

America which the US had better come to

understand, for every time the US
destabilizes a popular government, or sup-

ports a government that massacres its own
population, it only weakens its own posi-

tion within the area.

It is unfortunate indeed that someone is

able to present such flawed and misleading

arguments week after week. One especial-

ly has to question whether the desire for

a well-informed population is served by

such bogus trash.

John Hayes
Amherst

What hippy?
The interesting thing about the column

"The bars lack a certain..." (Nov. 11) was

the fact that the only other person besides

Mary Cresse who calls me a hippy is my
mother. More interesting is the fact that

both of these people bore me.

"I'll say it again; I am not a hippy and

I've never been a hippy" Richard Nixon.

Eric S. Page
World famous "hippy bouncer"

Biased column
I am writing in response to Mary Cresse's

biased column Nov. 18, in regard to what

bars in Amherst and Northampton lack.

First of all, I think that was a generous

generalization on her part since she focus-

ed particularly on one bar in Northampton

which she did not want to leave at the hour

required by law. Since she seems to know

so much about the "strictly enforced drink-

ing laws" to which the bar has to adhere,

she neglected to do her research in coryunc-

tion with the similar noise reduction law

this bar must also abide by. requiring all

bands to be off the stage by 12:45 a.m.

- I also find it very hard to believe that it

was "(formerly) her favorite hang-out"

since she knows very little about the place

thinking it "(formely) punk"; unless she

considers Wildcat O'Hallorhan (blues). The

Chills (oldies), and Bster Newland (rock and

roll) punk -all of them being regular enter-

tainers in the past and still.

Her obviously prejudiced attitude toward

outward appearance (for example, the

bartender's clothing, the "hippy bouncer"

(?!), and the patron's hair and attire) makes

it difficult to place any credibility in her

opinion.

My facts concerning the laws can be

checked. Just come to the club and ask me
or my manager, Mary. I am a bartender

there. By the way, if it will make you feel

more comfortable I'll wear some ofmy nicer

clothes while running back and forth

behind the bar, cleaning the glasses and
shaking drinks, which for some reason akin

to nature tend to spill out. I am sorry you

weren't the only one allowed to stay beyond

the 1:00 closing time and am equally as

sorry that you and everyone else had to be

told about it. We'll assume next time that

everyone is wearing a watch and will leave

in an orderly fashion at exactly that time

with no encovu-agement from the doormen
doing their jobs.

Furthermore, your aversion to paying a

$3 cover charge can be rebutted by the fact

that this club is one of the only three that

regularly has live entertainment. If you

would rather dance on an overcrowded floor

to a stale dj, I'm sure that's fine to all par-

ties concerned. And good luck finding a

place that will let you stay as late as you

want since "you're the one with the money."

It's a good thing for you your editor told

you not to use any names. "God forbid" you

commit libel.

Stacia Hill

Northampton

^.
Quality Food , | Praparedj

To Order^

ChAstnut Plain Rd.
Whatalv

»1 866,3044''

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: taka 118 north to

South Oaarflold. aouth on routa

6-10 1H mllM. Right on Chriatlan

Lana Vk mlla from cantar of town.

Open:
Mon-Sat 6-10 pm Sun 1-9

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE

1

P155/80R13

$2995

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center
Full Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst. MA
Across trom Watroba s Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

CopyCat
PRINT SHOP

HIGH QUAtlTV - LOW RATEb

Rlf\DmARTSffterE

locvC

2

349-3840
228 Triangle St.

2nd floor above
Computer Works

Hoora Bam .nMnigrit M F

1 ' am 7 pm S«!

12 pm 9 pm Sun

3* A COPY
Autofeed till Nov. 30

Happy Thanksgiving

cylnn Tield§

Country^ ^le
^^staurant

NOW OPEN IN HADLEY
5 Route 9

A Family Restaurant

&
Take Home Pie Shop

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & EHnner

Full Menu • Full Liquor License

Open 7 am ta 10 pm Sun thru Thurs

To 12 pm Friday and Saturday

Treat your friends

and family to a
Thanksgiving Pie!

401 Russell St. (Rte. 9)

Hadley 584-0311

(adjacent to Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge)

FRESHMEN n SOPHOMORES JUNI
SENIORS ° GRADUATE STUDENTS

NOW. . . Work PART TIME and step into Ptiase I

ofour dynamic new Training Program

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

BUILD YOUR FUTURE WITH PEOPLExpress
It would take the nation's most
innovative airline to "reinvent"

career training like ttiis! We're

seeking highly competent
individuals with a real capacity

for compassion, caring and
concern for people. Join

PEOPLExpress NOW as a Cus-

tomer Service Representative,

and you will be on the most
direct route to eligibility for

POST-DEGREE TRAINING and
a long-term career in the

airline industry.

If you've got:

Matriculated status in a full-

time college program

2.5 cumulative GPA

Professional appearance

Customer contact experience

Good communications skills

Ability to provide own
transportation

We'll offer you:

$4.00 an hour for working

15-25 hours a week at

BRADLEY INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT

Schedules to fit your classes

Trove/ privileges on
PEOPLExpress

Free parking

PEOPUExpnss
FCfSMART
Equal Opportunity Employer

GET MEANINGFUL TRAINING'S
you handle challenging

responsibilities like customer
check-ins/boarding, baggage
procedures, and other

operational support activities.

PEOPLExpress offers you so much
more than just a part-time job-
here's a chance to really

LEARN and EARNI

For further Information, call
' (203) 627-5704 or stop by //le/Ticket Counter and

pick up an application.
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Who^s in control?
David Valade

"Why should I care?", you may ask yourself. "So What!
Randy Donant and Denny Madsen are taking budgetary

control of Undergraduate Student Senate agencies away
from the senate Big deal, it doesn't matter. Besides, the

senate doesn't do anything anyway." When it comes to con-

trol of the budget you couldn't be more wrong. If there's

only one important thing the senate does, this is it. It af-

fects you in more ways than you know. This single event

could change your everyday life.

Through control of the Student Activities Trust Fund
(SATF) budget the SGA oversees several agencies. Among
these are the Legal Services Office, the Off"-Campus Hous-

ing Office, and the Office of Third World Affairs. All of

these agencies were created by students and student

government. All ofthem work on student issues and have

their programmatic and advocacy goals determined by

students.

If budgetary control of these agencies is transferred to

the administration then the first step towards stopping

work on student issues has taken place. If University ad-

ministrators such as Donant and Madson are controlling

the senate agencies, services provided to students could

be eliminated. These services provide assistance to

students and often work against the interests of Univer-

sity administrations.

The LSO provides perhaps the greatest advocacy service

on campus. Annually, the UMass police were placing over

300 people into protective custody. Many of these appeared

to be unwarranted and in violation of the guidelines which

allow protective custody. Because of the actions ofthe LSO
the £mnu£d niunber of protective custodies has fallen below

100. Ask yourself, "With the administration controlling

the policies of the LSO, would this type of work be allow-

ed?" The answer is a resounding no. The administration

is oft;en more interested in controlling students than with

protecting their rights. The LSO works to ensure that your

constitutional rights aren't violated.

The LSO provides further assistance to students. At-

torneys provide student government leaders with day-to-

day advice about the legality of University policies. Cur-

rent issues have included the alcohol policy and the Code
of Student Conduct. The Legal Services Office has found

parts of the originals of these documents that violate your

rights. Without LSO these "errors" would have become

a part of University policy. Donant has already asked the

director of LSO to stop advising student government

leaders. Based on this, if he had total control, would he

hesitate to put a stop to this practice? If this happens, you

and I are the ones that lose.

The LSO also provides assistance to students who have

been written up in the dormitoriea It seems highly unlike-

ly that the University administration will allow this to

continue if they are making the policy decisions for the

office.

The Off-Campus Housing Office has also done valuable

work for students. In addition to providing listings of

available rental apartments and houses, the office does

advocacy work for students. The director ofOCHO was in-

strumental in helping pass the recent Rent Review arti-

cle in Amherst Tbwn Meeting. OCHO also helps students

with landlord complaints. They often work closely with

the LSO to ensure that your rights as a tenant aren't

violated. Without student control over policy decisions this

work could be stopped. Donant asked the director ofOCHO
to stop working on rent control. If he had direct control

over OCHO, how long would it be before work on other

tenant issues was stopped?

The Office of Third World Affairs provides critical sup-

port to Third World students here at the University. OT-

WA provides leadership training and organizational skills

to members of the Third World community. It also provides

advocacy skills and resources to Third World organizations

to fight discrimination on campus. When issues of

discrimination on this campus are exposed they embar-

rass the campus administration. If they had control over

OTWA would they allow these types of services to

continue?

If budgetary control is relinquished to Donant and Mad-

son the seeds will be sown for the death of student rights

on this campus. The agencies they wish to take over are

part of the main defense of our rights on this campus.

Coupled with the student government, they work to en-

sure that the very rights the American Revolution was

fought for will not be denied to students by the Universi-

ty administration.

What can be done about this flagrant abuse of student

empowerment? Start by calling Randy Donant at

545-3601. Tfell him you're not going to put up with this

kind of abuse. Call Dennis Madson at 545-2333. TfeU him

to mess with someone else's money, but not ours. And find

out who your student senator is. You can call 545-0341

and they'll tell you. T^lk to your senator and tell him or

her you support this struggle and you'll be there now that

it's time to fight for your rights.

David Valade is a Collegian columnist and the chair of

th« LtgaUSewices Xrooerning Board.
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Locked out of cage
A funny thing happened on my way to the hoop game.

After reading all of the hype in the Collegian over the

past two weeks I figured I would get to Saturday night's

basketball game a bit early, because there was expected

to be a crowd. Figuring an hour early would be sufficient,

I arrived at the Curry Hicks Cage a little before 6:30 pm
to find not a crowd, but rather a mob of two thousand or

more screaming UMass students.

This looked like an excellent time Memories of past

Southwest Block Parties flashed through my mind. Fun
nights of wild partying with thousands of other students

which were pleasurable as long as you could duck under

the catapulted beer bottles. However, this night was ac-

tually very different.

Unlike the Block Parties, this mob was not there to stand

around; but rather, each person had a goal. THE MIS-

SION: get into the cage, crushed or uncrushed.

Upon approaching the throng of students I immediate-

ly put my gophering skills to work and proceeded to bur-

row my way toward the center Halfway in, my forward

motion came to a complete standstill as I could no longer

penetrate through the dense crowd. It progressively

became more and more difficult to even raise my arms

above my head, because the pressure from the people sur-

rounding me was so great.

Up to this point I had been having a pretty good time,

screaming, cracking humorous jokes and chalking the
whole situation up as yet another wild collegiate ex-

perience. However, experiencing the pain of slowly hav-

ing your ribs crushed in was no longer my idea of a wild

Crisis management?
The worst part of it is that you- life changes, just when

you want everything to be normal, when you want to be

lulled numb by routine.

You get scared by the physical changes; the blue jeans

that go from skintight to comfortable, the class ring that

slides around on yotir finger You get annoyed at not be-

ing able to eat very much, and of tiring, early, like an elder-

ly person.

You try not to think about it, but it hangs over your head.

You get tense.

You don't want to explain it to your friends, why you're

flying off the handle, crying, acting crazy. You set up fights

then wonder if you did it on pvupose; separation anxiety,

maybe?

Then it happens. You spill; you tell somebody. You're

seriously ill. You're explaining away your latest mood, or

you're trying to find a pair of pants that still fit, or you're

trying to somehow make your life seem normal again, and

you tell somebody.

Which, of course, means it might be true.

Which tfl'Mar> . •- * -

Conor Plunkett

collegiate experience, but rather a potentially dangerous

one.

Memories of what happened years ago at the Cincinnatti

WHO concert now flashed through my mind. Reading in

the newspaper about several people being crushed and

trampled as the crowd pushed its way in to see the WHO.
However, this is not the WHO, it's merely the UMass
Minutemen. The team had trouble drawing even 500 fans

to watch them in Springfield.

This was madness. Then the waves started. Not the fun

wave experienced inside the stadium, but rather, a total

movement of the crowd swaying back and forth. At points

the force of the wave was powerful enough to knock me
over, but this was impossible, due to the density of the peo-

ple in the crowd. I just pitied the people up against the

cage's brick walls when the waves came. It looked painful.

Finally, the mob's pressure and a bit of my own muscle

forced me through one of the two open doors to the cage.

Thank God for osmosis. The student attendant didn't even

ask for my student I.D., instead he affirmatively stated

"you have an I.D.. Right?" as I was rapidly pushed past

him into the cage. What a relief, being able to breath once

again.

1 was lucky, over two thousand other people weren't. I

was one of the la.st 100 people admitted (or rather, fought

my way) into the game. Now 1 merely had the chore of fin-

ding a seat. Easier said than done.

After this exhilarating experience, I did realize two im-

portant things. First, we badly need a 16,000 seat sports

complex. Second, I better get to the next hoop game at

5:30, not 6:30.

Suddenly, you turn quiet. You get calm, start coping. You,

who had to be dragged to church right through high school,

start attending daily Mass. You take Communion. You

look at the cross a lot. Sometimes you cry during the ser-

vice, but mostly you pray.

You hang in there. You hike to classes, and fill out your

internship applications. You mend your fences. You're

touched by b'^w many people offer a word, an ear, or a

heart. You're a little hurt by those who, from fear or em-

barassment, cannot.

You get calm. You appreciate people more than you us-

ed ta You see past the trivial errands and annoyances. The

endless trips to the I\)8t Office, and quarters lost in soda

machines don't matter much anymore. The days matter,

the people matter
You hope that it will turn out all right, that the tests

will come back negative, so you could remember the lesson,

but forget all the bad things.

And in the meantime, the time in which you wait to find

out, you learn to live with it, and you learn to love the

people around you as hard as you can, for as long as God
will let you.

Due to the sensitive nature of this topic, the editor has
' konortd the muthor's request for anonymity.
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Femmes no surprise
By ILANA LEVENSON
and PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

The Violent Femmes proved to an
overloaded and enthusiastic crowd at the

Blue Wall Cafeteria last night that it does

not take any gimmicks to deliver powerful

music
Gordon Gano, Brian Ritchie and Victor

DeLorenzo, the three band members, strode

on stage, placed a stick of incense on the

table and proceeded to pump out an hour
and a half of jarring frustrations. They
opened with the haunting version of "Coun-

try Death Song", the story of a father who
shoves his daughter down a bottomless pit

and hangs himself in shame The foot-

stomping countr>' beat contrasts sharply

with the dark theme of the song.

The Fenunes played a set that contained

a number of spiritual-gospel tunes, a direc-

tion in which they moved with the release

of their second album. Hallowed Ground,
while at the same time churning out songs
that screamed with sexual frustration and
anger

"I believe in the father, I believe in the

Son, I believe in the spirit for everyone,"

sang guitarist Gordon Gano, in a song that

stressed the strength of his faith. This

sharply contrasted with "why can't I get

just one screw, believe me I'd know what to

do but something won't let me make....love

to you," which Gano sang in a tortured ver-

sion of "Add It Up".

The packed crowd immediately respond-

ed to the music by throwing themselves

around in a chaotic frenzy. Most of the au-

dience seemed to know the lyrics by heart.

The group's sound is based on the unique
voice of Gano and the unusual instrumen-

tation they use At the end of "Confessions,"

bassist Brian Ritchie and keyboardist Sig-

mund Snopek III overpowered the audience

by blowing furiously on a pair of conch
shells. Drummer Victor DeLorenzo pound-

ed a stripped-down drum set with a
washtub over one of the drums.
The Femmes played many of the songs

that the audience craved including "I He£u-

the Rain, Prove my Love" and a rousing ver-

sion of "Hallowed Ground." They also in-

troduced a few new songs that the audience

greeted with approval. After ending with
the anthemic "Add It Up," they came back
to play "Blister in the Sun, The Bat Man
Theme" and left the crowd joyously singing.

Pajama Slave Dancers, a popular local

group, opened the show with a satirical set

of thrashing tunes that included Husker
Du's "Homo Truck Eh-ivin' Man," The au-

dience began slamdancing madly, pro-

mpting near riot conditions in front-

'

CoOegiao photo by Scott Macuirr

Gordon Gano, Violent Femmes lead slngei; on stage in the Blue WaU last

night.
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Are you denying
yourself

abettershot
at giad schoot?
Okay, it may be too late to

get a 4.0. But it's not too late to

try to do better on your LSAT.

GMAT. GRE, or MCAT. For that,

there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more
students than Stanley H.

Kaplan Our test- taking tech-

niques and educational

programs have prepcired

over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school

exam you're taking, call us.

Remember, the person next to

you during your exam might
have taken a Kaplan
course.

1

KAPLAN
STANUYH KAPlANfcDUCATlONAiaNTIRlTD

The worid's leading

test prep organization.

358 N. Pleasant

549-5780

Intersession Classes Enrolling Now
MCAT GMAT GRE LSAT

FREE SPEED READING LESSON
at your convenience

SPECIAL PURCHASE!
famous brand watches

all gift boxed,
£ully warranteed by the manufacturer

3 days Only 11/25 to 11/27

-^

\\7>

^'^ DUFONTE BY LUCltrj^ braNDS

^fniial.Wlamous maker
watches

save on your choice ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^y date, diamonds^

,or men and ^^^^^^^^^'d dress styles Shop early

--^-l^Jcr^V^sandhrandsmayva.

YOUR CHOICE

i95

^"'^
j|**»*t***M»»J>JJ|l

->*^8%Vk. •v^.

Located in

the Campus Center

Open M-W 9-5

QjUmVERSITY
STORED

Ray Charles mesmerizes
crowd with performance
By Dode B. Levenson
Collegian Staff

Ray Charles
Ptearl Street

Thursday, Nov. 22,

10 p.in. show.

With his trademark dazzling smile, cool

shades and raspy blues voice, Ray Charles

and his 16-piece band eased through a one-

hour set to a packed audience at Pearl

Street Thursday night.

The show opened with a rousing blues

number by the horn section led by Clifford

Solomon that had every foot of the

predominantly post-college crowd toe-

tapping in time to the musia The solos by

Rudy JohnBon on the bass sax and Ricky

Waters on alto ushered in Charles for his

first hit "Let the Good Times Roll."

Slowing down the pace, but not the emo-

tion, Charles kicked into "Georgia on My
Mind." Milking each word for as much emo-

tion as could be wrenched, Charles had the

crowd shouting slogans of approval

throughout this song as well as most others

in the set.

Then came the Raylettes. Five silver-

voiced women who harmonized to Charles'

driving vocals were especially effective on

the old-time favorite "I Can't Stop Loving

You." At the end of each song the audience

reacted as though it was the finale, letting

everyone on the dance floor know they had

just seen and heard something special.

When Charles switched from piano to

electric organ, it was as smooth as going

from fourth to fifth in a Pbrsche. He took

notes that were normally stiff and bent and

stretched them as only a bluesmaster can.

Tfesting the spell he had over the au-

dience, he had them repeat oohs and aaahs

after him. The audience performed

flawlessly until Charles sailed to a note so

high there was only room for one to sing

it. And sing it he did.

The show was not problem-free. Some
technical difficulties with the microphones

forced the audience to lip-read a portion of

one of the Raylettes' solo songs. Charles

also complained that there was a ringing

in the mikes. The technical problems didn't

seem to bother the fans though, who rock-

ed back and forth rhythmically to his cool,

jazzy beat.

The show sampled a little bit of country

& western, plenty of slow, rich jazz numbers

and enough blues so no one walked out

with a frown. The legendary genius of soul

had left his mark.

ARTS LINES
Dea 3, there will be a

Faculty Recital featuring

Maureen Gallagher, viola;

Michael Sussman, clarinet;

and Nadine Shank, piano, at

Byzanson Recital Hall at 8

p.m.

The University Dancers
tour concert will be held at

Bowker Auditorium at 8
p.m. on Dec 5-7.

On Dec 7, The University

Opera Workshop will be

held at Byzemson Hall at 3

p.m.

Also, the "All Jazz Stars"

featuring drummer Max
Roach, will appear at 8.pm.
at the Fine Arts Center
Concert Hall at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $13. $11. and $9,

at the Fine Arts Center box

office.

The Fine Arts Center

presents The Cleveland Or-

chestra on Dec 9 at 8 p.m.
Christopher Vcn Dohnanyi
will be director. Tickets are

$20, $18, $16, at the Fine

Arts Center box office

Also on the 9th, the Afro-

American Music and Vocal

Jazz Ensemble, directed by

Stephen Newby, and featur-

ing vocalist Bev Rohlehr.

Works by Irving Berlin, Ger-

shwin, Hawkins, and more.

On Dec 10, the Langdon
Piano Quartet will perform

at the Bezanson Recital

Hall at 8 pm.
The University Jazz

Ensemble I and the Chapel

Jazz Ensemble will perform

at the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall at 8 p.m. Jeff

Holmes and David Sporny,

directors, and special guest:

jazz saxophone virtuoso,

Michael Brecker.

FIVE COLLEGE:
Amherst College: On Itec

5, "Calliope", a renaissance

band with Jane Bryden, will

play noels from Europe on
original renaissance
instruments.

Smith College: On Dec 5,

6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, "Miss

Firecracker Contest" will

play at Theatre 14. It is a
comedy by Beth Henley,

directed by P J. Tbne I

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

JAZK
AM.
8TAKN

Ray Brown, bass

Milt Jackson, vibes

Hank joncs, piano

Max Roath, drums
Stanley Turrcntinc, sax

Siiturday, December 7. 8 pm.
Tickfls %\^ 11

CLEVELAND
ORCHESTRA

Christoph \ on Dohnanyi,
iVlusit Diri'ttor

MO/AHT Symphony No 2'->

HAHTM.'XNN syiiiplvMiy N.- 2

I)\OKAK Symphony Ni'
"

Monday Decoiiiber 9, 8 pm.
'rukof, $20 18

• Citt Cernhciiles Available •

hi\c I, .iilc^.' Sluili'nls Mail I'n.c I'liki'ls d'.dilablf al Fitu- Af is ^-1-j

I ,nic! H.'nOllKf S(Tin^lifklCiv., Cfiitof anJ DA I A TIX Outlets _—

-

C'all|4) )IS45 251 t tu I HCX) 243 4H42 Qy

Ray Charles and the Rayelettes at Ptearl Street on Thursday night.

' «<»»* ttit *«tif«« m«oi »it tii.c

Hii(§iyU
DRIVERS
WANTED
Apply Within

55 University Dr.

549-5713
:Must HaveOwn Car;
<•••••••••

AUDinON
NOnCE

Busch Gardens, The Dark Continent, could be the per-

fect showcase for your talents if you're a singer, dancer
or musician — especially country fiddle, steel guitar

or accordian— or if your abilities lie in specialty areas

such as sound technician or show operator. There's

only one way to find out. Plan to join us for:

AUDITIONS and INTERVIEWS
Thursday, December 5, 1985

8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

Boston Marriott Long Wharf
296 States Street

Auditions are limited to 5 minutes each and will be given

on a first come basis. Dancers should be dressed to

dance. Musicians should prepare selections demon-
strating their versatility on their principle instrument

as well as on any secondary instrument. Sound tech-

nicians will receive personal interviews and should

bring a typed resume of related experience.

Accompaniment will

be provided.

Good starting pay and full

and part-time positions

are available.

^BUSCH
Gardens
THE nARK CJOKnNlNI

W\V-\ fU')KI()A

Equal OppO'lunily Employer M/F/H/V
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Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

eating piaje
• OPEN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THUnS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. « SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOPI

Mt. 9 • Hidlty/Amherst

256-6889 _;

Free roundtrip airline ticket to Israel

If you fly with us to Greece, and stay for

at least a week, we will give you a free

roundtrip airline ticket from Athens to

Q 11 Israel and much more.

irX
"O

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL & TOURS
225 Main St.

Northampton, Mass 01060
T

Reservations limited, first come, first served

Need to finish a paper I

this week?

Let us help you.

THE
WRITING CENTER
(No tutoring on Wed or Thurs this week)

i Men, Thurs 7-9 pm: Pierpont (SoWest):

Baker (Central)
|

rues, Wed, Thurs 3:30-5 pm: Bartlett 101

;

Wed 7-9 pm: Bartlett 101

'

BOARD

•jjjjjxjJt.TJjjjffi'i'ffrfrrrrrrrrrr**'"****^*************"* ***"******* *******I

''?^'*^^"^^^'^^''^^^

MONEY MOTIUATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and

Have the Confidence to Prove

What it Takes, Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expanding a

new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketmg is the future

successful road to sales in the 1980's, and we are growmg

rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to work around your schedule,

and you can earn up to $10.00 per hour while training.

There are still 25 positions available. Salary -f Commissions

-H Bonuses. For an appomtment, Call 7 AM -7 PM, Dave
413-256-4 101

GOVERNORS
Attention Students

and Student Coops.

The Space Committee

of the Board of Governors

will be accepting requests

for student coop space

in the CC/SU Complex.

Please pick up criteria sheets

for proposals

in room 817

Campus Center

/T SEMESTER
ATSEA

^

PRESENTS A
SPECIAL

SLIDE SHOW

^

Discover an exciting way to travel around the world and
continue your undergraduate studies aboard ship. Visit major
ports in the Mediterranean, the Middle East and the Orient.

More than 60 voyage related university credit courses are
offered.

SPECIAL SLIDE PRESENTATION
€r INFORMATION SESSION

Monday Nov. 25, 7:30 pm, CO Room 165

Financial Aid is available

to qualified students

APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING ACCEPTED
FOR SPRING 1986!!!

SEMESTER AT SEA TOLL FREE NUMBER (800) 8S4 019b

i

BOARD
OF

GOVERNORS
Attention Students

and Student Coops.

The Space Committee

of the Board of Governors

will be accepting requests

for student coop space

in the CC/SU Complex.

Please pick up criteria sheets

for proposals

in room 817

Campus Center

2t,

(<
Seas, but join the region they divide ."

. . .Alexander Pope

The Institute for Shipboard Education]

cordially invites all interested faculty,

staff, and students to

"Celebrate and Evening of
Academic Adventure

'

'

with

Semester At Sea
Special Presentation and

Information Session

Monday, Nov. 25

7:30 PM CC Room 165

Come Meet:

Dr. Max H. Brandt, Director of Academic Affairs,

Doreen Kelly, Associate Director of Admissions,

and Semester at Sea alumni from the University of

Massachusetts.

:^Si^^5a^^; •--- ^

iRe^tration

25

Campus Cer>ter Auditoriunn, 9 a.

November 26-December 31

I. -4 p.

Records and Registration Office

Division of Continuing Education

University Library

8:30 a.m.-7 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.;

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Fri.

CaN S4S-24I4 for more information.

DCe
Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts

at Amherst
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notebook continued from page 14

who sported a semi Carl Lewis style haircut. "I get pret-

ty excited and with the crowd getting into the game it

helped me. I like playing here."

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: Smith is featured in

the recent Sports Illustrated college hoop preview issue

in a picture showing him wearing a Minuteman outfit.

He was listed in a short story about unlikely places to find

exciting basketball. . as with the football stadium, the

Cage, despite the renovations, has a bad public address

system. . .John Milum, who is eiigible in late December,

sat on the bench wearing a tuxedo. . .the 45 second clocks

were inoperable. . .State Rep. James Collins of Amherst

was at the game and said a lot of state money is coming

for the proposed new arena for UMass. "Look at the

crowd," Collins said, "There's the reason UMass needs a

new place."

RENT/^RK3<

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Avalabte

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880 ^

UNWANTED I

HAIR? !

Have it removed
the

Electronic
Way!
Call

NEW
REFLECTIONS

586-8371

No Needles,
No Pain, No Hair

let usdoyt5ur
wash-dry -fold

and
hand pressing

10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7 DAYS 7AM 10 PM

5^9-1665
11 Pray St.

Amherst, MA

B asa SBS

AUGIES TOBACCO SHOP
"th« Tobacco and Magaiin* Shop of Amharat'

lOi North Plaasant St.. Amharat
- Western Union Agent -

Compfete lints of:
Pipw ft Phm Accaatonaa
Tobacco

importad/domaaoc fof pipa or ooamMS
Cigaranaa

vnportad/domaaiic liooKidIng Indonaaian doval

FuN rang* ot domaatic b iir»>onad cigara

Mapailnai Papattecka h Monarch notaa

Mawiipapan. Maaa Stata UMiary
Candy and «u««drv itama. Maaa aouvarttra

Now fttunng Goumwt Cottmt ft Tmt
- Naw En«(and Talaphona Agant -

^

253-7896
OB miiiiiiiiniiTinu BE

^^.^^^^^^^^**#.**#-4^**********^
4-

4-

4>

Mortar Board presents:

*'Buy a Friend

a Flower''
Thanksgiving Carnations

on sale Friday and Monday
in the Campus Center

Let someone know you care

(or that you don't)

$1.00

t^^**^»<^*J<^***4^*******¥******^

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES

n IN THE VALLEY!

DYNAMITE
Maxell XLII90 $2.00

TDK SA90 - $2.00

New, Used,

Buy, Sell and Trade

584-1580

^

/'thornes'^

I
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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,
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WEATHER

Today: Sunny and cold, high 35 to 45.

Tonight: Increasing cloudiness, lows in

the 208.

Tbmorrow: Rain or wet snow, high 35 to

45.

DVXTfSAyS Tm PEACt 5HIEW
OVBR OUR House 15 ACTUALLY

. HUNPRBPsoFLrmePeAca
I MACHINES.

THE. PEACa MAC^INB5 AR5
THOOSANPS OF TIMES MORE
COMPLICATBP THAN ANY
iUEAPONS EVER BUILT.

BUT PADQY SAYS lAJITH

ENOUGH TIME ANP MONEY,

THE PENTAdON CAN BUILP

MOST ANYTHIN6.
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Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

MENU
Monday, November 26

LUNCH
Tri-County Fair Sandwich

Sausage Patties

Corn Fritters and Syrup

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Com Fritters and Syrup

DINNER
Roast Lamb

Gravy and Mint Jelly

Breaded Scallops

Ifartar Sauce
Italian Garden Plate

BASICS DINNER
Colden Carrot Bake

White Sauce
Breaded Scallops

Tfertar Sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
hdiird b> Irude MUhrl \*\U

ACROSS
1 Old hat

6 Statement ol

belief

11 Baby food
14 With speed lo

a poet

15 Wofd before

Quarter or

America
16 Hoosier

humorist

17 Happens
19 Bribe

?0 Easy on the

?1 Decide in favor

of (with for I

22 SHip

24 Gavet sound
26 Tails

27 Wide area

31 MebrevM letter

32 Diamond stat

33 Church
councils

35 Comparative
endings

38 Tibetan city

Vat

40 Thr; Swveel

heart of Sigma

4

1

Like a short

term committee
42 Arrangement

Abbr
41 Ouanerbacfc

at times
4'. Gardner
4t. Tablelands

m Pet store

purchase
'-.(1 r„-.,ii !iu. koi

•%. 11,11- -'V

j,clf(.Iion

53 Reiecl

54 fcnding with

violin or harp

56 Pierre s

giritnend

60 into

latiacked)

61 Put Ihebiami.

on the olhp'

guy
64 Wrath
fi'i Where Ihp

T:hef flows

66 Fracas

67 Crap
68 BtocH

69 Positions the

contestants

DOWN
1 Change of

2 Port of

SE China
3 Alike

4 Nino s nap
5 Printer s

measures
6 Bridtepath

sound
7 Ecstatic

8 Greek letter

9 Drives away
10 Bargain rar.K

words
11 Colieci,

in a way
12 Sun dried bnci'

1.1 Diarist of notr'

18 lurvy

23 Tasty

25 Handle
26 Relish tray

vegetable

2^ Congers
2fi Ropnigi-i

discovp'

,

29 Beadfi :

!'

30 Bo>
34 E»clama(tr>ns

36 Wander

37 Blemish
39 Proofreading

words
41 Multitude

43 Examine
in a way

44 Down to

ipraclicall

4 7 Dumb
49 WWII Navy

builder

50 Skedaddle
51 City on the Nile

54 of Man
55 Ukranian rivei

57 StubtJOrn one
58 Chilled

59 out

(makes do)

62 Was in session

63 River to the

Norlh Sea
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Sophomore guard
on Saturday night.

CoUeglui photo by Michelle Segall

Lorenzo Sutton (right) scored 15 points as the Minutemen held off Merrimack, 59-56

* basketball wins opener
continued from page 16

UMass held on to its shaky lead until the 11:27 point

of the halfwhen Mike Dunn hit two foul shots to give the

Warriors a 39-38 lead. Foward Tbm Lewis hit one of two

from the line just 22 seconds later and Merrimack had
a 40-38 lead and the crowd was getting restless.

The teams traded the lead until UMass grabbed a three

point advantage at 49-46 on a pair of Smith free throws

with 5:56 left. They would never trail again.

UM's 6-11 junior captain stole a pass and drove the

length of the covut before being mugged by Tim Hart.

Smith had his usual solid effort: 12 points on four-of-eight

shooting (four-of-four from the line), a game-high seven

assists and two steals.

Lewis' tip in made it 49-48 but a Sutton jumper and a

layup off an offensive rebound by junior college transfer

Ben Jones gave UMass a 53-48 lead with 3:16 left.

Hart and Bill Nawn then hit hoops to cut it to 53-52 with

2:20 left before Sutton answered with a 15-footer from the

left. Venora continued to bother UM, his layup making
it 55-54 with 1:33 to go.

Freshman center Sean Mosby, in the midst of a strong

effort off the bench that saw him score eight points (three-

of-three from the floor) and grab a game-high nine re-

bounds, was then fouled by Lewis and missed the first of

a one and one with 1:02 left.

But Jones, a 6-6 forward from Sutton's hometown of

Albany, Ga., swooped in and got the rebound before hit-

ting a lajoip for the winning points. Kevin Lahiffconnected

on two foul shots with 50 seconds left before Smith cann-

ed a clutch pair of free throws with 20 seconds remaining

to clinch the victory.

For UMass, freshman forward David Brown had 11 while

Jones added six and Hicks five Venora led Merrimack
with 14 as Lewis added 12. UMass shot 44 percent from

the floor and 57 percent fi-om the line

UMass' biggest problem however was its tempo. The

Minutemen played to a slower pace than anticipated, walk-

ing the ball over halfcourt and playing a step slower on

defense than coach Ron Gerlufsen had hoped for.

"They didn't know what to expect," said Gerlufsen of his

eight new players, two ofwhom (Brown and Duane Chase)

started. "We'll play better in the future now that the first

one is out of the way. We were overcatious and that hurt

us."

"Sean (Mosby) played a good game, I liked what I saw

from him," said the coach, who indicated that as the season

wears on he will try and develop a nucleas of six-to-seven

players that will see most of the action. "As a team I

thought we passed the ball too slowly and didn't look in-

side or for good shots. There's a lot of things to improve

upon, but we did a lot of things well too. The potential is

there without a doubt for a good team."

UMass (59): Lorenzo Sutton 7 19 12 16, Carl Smith 4-8 4-4 12, David
Brown 4-6 3-4 11, Sean Mosby 3-3 2-5 8, Ben Jones 3-4 01 6, Wilbert

Hicks 2-5 1-3 5, Mike Mundy 1-2, 0-0 2, Duane Chase 0-4 0-0 0, Tom
Emerson 0-1 0-0 0, Matt Ryan 0-2 0-0 0, Joe Fennell 0-0 0-0 0. Totals:

24-54 11-19 59.

Merrimack (58): Bob Venora 7 13 OO 14, Tom Lewis 5 13 2-3 12, Kevin
Lahiff 4-8 2-2 10, Tim Hart 4-8 0-0 8, Bill Nawn 3-7 0-0 6, Mike Dunn
1-5 2-2 4, Derek Frame 1-3 0-0 2, Tim McFadden 0-0 0-0 0, Scott Anglin
0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 25-57 6 7 56

UMass (14)) 30 29 - 59.

Merrimack (0-1) 25 31 - 56.

Fouled Out: None. ToUl Fouls; UMass 13, Merrimack - 19. Rebounds:

UMass - 38 (Mosby 9), Merrimack 30 (Venora, Hart and Lahiff 5).

Assists: UMass 10 (Smith 7) Merrimack 14 (Lahiff 7). Technicals: none.

Attendance: 4,024 (sellout).

HOUSING SERVICES
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Tha DMiion of HoiMing SwvtoM announoM to 1985 IntamaNp Progrwn for sophomof* md |untor

Thath>«aMmHMrprogr«nla Inanoadjolnilybvthaofflowof VIoaChanoalterforStudwti Afftare

mi Howring Swvtoaa.

PURPOSE
Th« program dwiqn>dwhh«nH)h«^to on >iHa'«>a<ngth«u>ii>p<<<oci>> n>>d>dfof

•dvanowTwnt through proiecta, Mminar*, and intamthip training.

INTERNSHIP AWARDS
Bigibta atu<lanta may aam t3.fl6/houf for 8 to15 houra/waak. Thraa cradita for

dam atudy may aiao ba arrarigad.

QUALIFICATIONS
Steintarm¥>HWbaaa<actadfro<Tiappiteanti who havaattajnadiwohorrwra or junior atatua

wnd wH cominua thair full-tima acadamk: atatua throughout tha 1988^ acadamic yaar. Ap-

pHcanta ahouM tubrnK a raauma, vmo lattar* of rafaranca, arnl a br*ef atatamant Of achiaw*-

mant oMactivaa. Submit appiicatkMW to tha Intamahip Coordinator:

Dala Rrwi

Southwaat Raaidantial Education Offtea

• 84M)aaa or 646-1680

Appiica^ona muat ba raoaivad no latar than Oaoambar 11, 1986.

Tha Uniywaity of Mamchuaatta ia an AffinnBthw Actton/Equal OpportunJty ampteyw.

•liidafiii of color and woman aro urgod to apply.

Basketball notebook

Crowd played
major role
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The overflow crowd at the Curry Hicks Cage proved to

be both an emotional aid and a deterrent to the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts basketball team.

"I think the support we have on campus is great," said

UM coach Ron Gerlufsen. "But we also have 11 players

that have never played before this crowd. It's tough to play

before them, you tend to overtry and sometimes that leads

to mistakes."

UMass junior captain Carl Smith, a veteran of the Cage

W8U"S, agreed with his coach.

"I remember when I played here for the first time, it was

against a foreign team in an exhibition," he recalled. "I

think I was something like one for seven from the floor,

I missed a bunch of foul shots and had a lot of tiu-novers.

Thankfully, it was an exhibition that didn't count. The

guys didn't have that luxury with this game."

Freshman center Sean Mosby quickly became a crowd

favorite with his infectious enthusiasm. His eight points

(on three-of-three shooting from the floor), game-high nine

rebounds and one blocked shot helped spark UMass in

several key situations.

Mosby didn't start at basketball-rich Camden (NJ) High

and didn't start on Saturday. But he played 30 minutes,

the third most the team behind Smith and Sutton.

"I felt pretty good, I eiyoyed contributing," said Mosby,

continued on page 12
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CoUeglan photo by Michelle Segall

Freshman forward David Brown has a successful

debut, 11 points and four rebounds.

•ovemor'S'

©ro^am
^ buncil

We program

entertainment

in the CC/SU,

and are currently

seeking acts for the

uJ upcoming Winterfestival, as

^]]/ well as other times this

^ and next semester. Contact us,

GPC 817 Campus Ctr 545-0198 $$$$$
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Women's soccer Final Four notebook

Seniors helped to push George Mason
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

FAIRFAX, Va-The 1985 NCAA women's
soccer national championship was won by
seniors.

"This was a senior dominated tourney.

The senior laden teams won each time,"

said George Mason coach Hank Leung
whose team won the title with a 2-0 victory

over North Carolina on Sunday after

beating UMass 3-0 in Saturday's semifinal.

"The seniors have the maturity and the

experience They know what has to be
done," said UNC coach Anson Dorrance,

who lost the finals for the first time in the

last five years.

George Mason, which hosted the tourney,

has six seniors on its roster, the first time

they have had seniors since women's soc-

cer was instituted at the school four years

ago. "It was a very emotional game for us,"

said Leung. When asked if he thought his

team would defeat UMass, the nation's top-

ranked team, 3-0, the coach said, "I

would've thought you had to be smoking
something funny to say that."

Carolina had to overcome a 1-0 Colorado

College lead to knock off the Tigers 3-2 in

their semifinal on Saturday. Marsha
McDermott scored twice for the Tar Heels

who scored two goals in the first five

minutes of the second half.

It was the first time UMass has been
shutout since Harvard turned the trick at

Boyden, 1-0, in 1984. . George Mason also

knocked off top-seeded Connecticut in the

1983 national tournament, 2-0. . .UMass is

6-4 in NCAA play. . .the loss marked the

first time all season UMass was outshot.

. .Saturday's crowd was the biggest UMass

played before all season as 4,000 packed the

George Mason soccer stadium. . .3,100 saw
the UNC-Colorado College game. . .the

weather cleared up for the game after tor-

rential downpours forced Friday practice

sessions indoors.

UM's goalie Jan Holland played on a club

team in Colorado with Colorado College's

Jen Murphree and Michelle Bell and Dana
Haden of GMU. . .UMass fall teams ended

at a combined 86-2^-3 as both soccer and
volleyball came to a close with tourney

losses.

* soccer continued from page 16

to a defensive error by UMass
freshman sweeper Susan Montagne and Holland both

went for a ball in front of the goal. Holland dove on it,

it squirted free and GMU's Chris Tbmek had an open net

and scored.

Gmitter drew the defense to her, and passed the ball to

Cathy Mooon who made it 2-0 George Mason with a drive

into the lower left comer of the net past an out-of-position

Holland.

The third GMU goal, with 12:30 left in the game, was
a great one. The Patriots drew the UM defense to the left,

before getting a pass to Dana Hedin, all sdone on the right

side. Her shot beat Holland, just sneaking a pass to Dana
Hedin, all alone on the right side. Her shot beat Holland,

just sneaking inside the post.

UM didn't get its first real shot on goal in the second

half until freshman forward Michelle Pbwers' shot with

9:24 to go rolled off the finger tips of goalie Kim Maslin

before it was covered.

"I think it's a major upset," Gmitter said. "We just

wanted it. They're (UM) a young team. We have a lot of

seniors and had nothing to lose.

"I'm proud of them. This is the best team I've ever had
in coaching. My plan for this team was for (winning the

title) next year," said Banda in reference to the youth (on-

ly two seniors) of his team. Jamie Watson and Sue Bird

are the seniors.

* women's hoop loses

Stevens said that despite the loss, she said she was par-

ticularly dissapointed with the play of her seniors and
some ofthe more experienced players which she felt had
not played up to her expectations. Stevens said that

despite good efforts from sophomore center Sue Burtofl,

senior forward Karen Damminger and senior forward

Jerrie Bernier, she cited senior guard Barbara Hebel,

senior forward Juanita Matthews, sophomore forward

Tfera Lewis and freshman guard Christel Zullo as being

responsible for jittery play and guilty of a lot oftumovera
"We had more mistakes than I thought we should've

had. We threw the ball away and made lots of mental
mistakes," Stevens said. "But we learned a big lesson in

that we've got to make a more sincere effort to hold onto

the ball. Sometimes it seemed we were just content with

running up and down the floor, not doing anything with

the ball."

When the Minutewomen weren't doing anything with

the ball, the Black Bears were, scoring at will on the in-

side Burtoft played a great game scoring 13 points and
hauling in a game-high 16 rebounds, but single-handedly

forced to hold her own in the middle against a taller

lineup, she was unable to stop Black Bear center Liz Cof-

fin, who scored a game-high 34 points and had 11

/" continued fivm page 16

rebounds.

"Coffin had an AU-American day, and I mean it, she

has got to be one of the best players you're going to see

anywhere," Stevens said of the 6-1 center. "No one could

stop her. She scored inside, outside, she ran the floor well

and pretty much just dominated. She was terrific."

Forward Laurie Gott had 15 points and guard Mary
Walker added 10 to go along with Coffin's effort for the

Black Bears, who led 41-36 at the half.

UMass led only twice, first at 22-21 with eight minutes
to go in the first half and then 23-22 after a Maine free-

throw. With decent shot opportunities, UMass had their

chance to win but Stevens said it was difficult to score

when the team was throwing the ball away.

"I could understand the tiuTiovers from a freshman in

her first start," Stevens said of Zullo. "But not from the

seniors. Not that that's any excuse, a team should never

have so many turnovers. I just hope the seniors will take

charge against BU (Boston University) on Tuesday."

Fo»* the game, Danuninger scored 13 points and added
five rebounds. Hebel scored nine points while Matthews
and Lewis added eight apiece. Hebel fouled out early in

the second half while Burttrfl, Danmiinger and Zullo com-

mitted four fouls each.

* volleyball drops ECAC final

fought back. A Debbie Cole service ace

started things to draw the spikers to 10-2. UMass con-

tinued to chip away at the Huskie lead and trailed 10-9

off an NU miscue. The Huskies went up 12-9, but UMass
rallied and took the lead 13-12. NU tied the score at 13-13

and went up 14-13 off an Ellis crush.

Again, UMass rallied and regained the lead 15-14

thanks to a perfect Marcy Guiliotis solo block. The lead

changed hands again before another Guiliotis block put
UMass up, 18-17. But, the Huskies responded and surviv-

ed, 20-18.

Such an emotional loss would have spelled doom for most

teams, but the Minutewomen would not die and roeu-ed

back to win game three after trailing 7-3. The main UMaiss

weapon was sophomore hitter Violetta Gladkowska who
nailed several key kills to keep the spikers alive.

Game four looked to be another close affair. Nor-

theastern led 7-6 before an Ann Ringrose crush tied mat-

ters, 7-7. An Ellis hit sailed wide, giving the spikers an
8-7 lead they would not relinquish. Guiliotis and
Gladkowka combined with freshman middle hitter Bar-

bara Meehan to lift UMass to a 15-9 game four victory,

much to the liking of the 100-plus partisan fans.

The stage was set for the fifth and decisive game. But
Northeastern did away with the dramatics early, as the

continued from page 16

Huskies jumped out to an 8-1 lead, consistently feeding
Ellis for kills. The Minutewomen rallied, but could not
close any closer than seven points as NU escaped with a
15-8 win and an ECAC championship.
A win against Northeastern would have put UMass in

excellent position for a Division II national tournament
at-large bid. However, the loss doesn't neccesarily end the
spiker's season. The Minutewomen have beaten James
Madison, a team that has already been invited to the tour-

nament, twice this season. UMass also has a 35-8 mark,
a record that will not be overlooked by the NCAA selec-

tion committee. The Division II tournament bids will be
announced this afternoon. 15-9 game four victory.
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Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3.45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

RcprcMBtatWet fron the work in Bri-

tain/Ireland today at table in CC Con-
course 10 am - 4 pm Informational

meeting tonight at 7 pm CC 804

Do 70a need band* for yoor party. Pro-
fessional bands that didn't iust get
together yesterday You name tne sound
and songs you want. We'll set up the band.
Different varieties from $150 cti\ Steady
Sounds 549-0385

Accountant: The Economic Development
Office is hinng for Spring semester.

Sophomores and Juniors newed to work
with student controlled businesses, approx
10 hra/wk. Applications available at 409
SUB. Deadline is noon 11/27

Imagine. FOR RENT

ATTENTION U.MA DARTERS

Meet and compete fellow (J MA Darters

at the Student iJnion Concourse tomorrow
and a darts clinic & exhibition by W MA
Darts Assoc Pres. Glenn Remick Register

for L- MA Darts Club membership for ad-

ditional info contact Games Room director

Marty Fallon

AUDIO

For sale Techniei 35 watt Rec. t40 12

band graphic eq. $70 both $100 call

549-6591 - Brian for info.

AUTO FOR SALE

77 Honda Accord 5 speed must sell to pay
bills call Scott 253-9015

1976 "Sanbaf" stereo by Sony, solid

body , r^n8 great $1400 584-5205

1976 Ford Maverick. 60,000 miles, auto,

power steering, 4 door, runs fine. BO over

$700. 549-1902

1974 Aodi lOOLS black exterior/red in

terior. Front wheel drive. Very little rust.

Engine good condition also. $1200
,'>49 7194 Sarah

T97O Chevy Malibu excellent running con-

dition gtxid body AM FM ca.«sette deck

$.500 cJI Linda evenings after 6 549-6313

VoIto '76 great car. Must sell $2400/BO
tel .546-583R

1979 VW Rabbit runs great, good cond.

,5-speed $1500 Geoff 259- 1682

1975 NovarRuns good. As is. $500 or best

offer 546 8096

Audi 1977 100L8 4 dr AT AC SR FM &
Tape FWU great winter car in excellent

mech shape pood radials 20« mpg on

regular best $1500 (*rman car around
666-8217

ENTERTAINMENT

Raek-A-Diae EnUrtainmont Amimt for

the best party this semester. Cu's, large

screen video, rentals 549-7144

Sunderland, I bdrm apt. on busline.

420/month, everything included. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

1 or 2 female!
5494483

to share apt call eves

1 bedroom Cliffside ant. 375/month, in-

cludes everything avail Jan 1 call 665-84.55

fl'l580/month available 1 1-86 .549-1119

Single room available in a houac on Main
St in Amherst rent is $153 per mo plus

utilities on bus route and close to town and
campus lease runs from Jan 1 to Aug 31

call Mike at 256-1233 pref after 5 pm

Lg I bdrm apt Squire Vil). avail Jan
665-4669 aft 6

Single room for rent all inclusive rent!

Available to female or male Jan 1 call

Sheryl 2.56 1645

Room* available for those interested in

home cooked meals and easy access to

campus. For more info call 5450527

1 or 2 roommate* to share large modem
loft-style apartment in Northampton
Center AC, sundeck. heat included

available Jan 1 call 586 4460

I dble rm available Jan I. Second house
off campus. Hardwood floors call 549-4368
Pat or Emmy

FOR SALE

Yabadabadoo UMa** "Bed Rock" cafe

T-shirts with Fred KlinUtone 6-6314

hoi

The Commuter Area Government has

one work study position for an office assis

tant Inleresten tieople should have good
organiiational sKillr. Irang skills, and
10-15 hni a week free I'ndergrads only

should apply to 404 Sl'B before November
26lh. EOE/AA employer.

INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar Lc**oni experienced and
patient teacher rock/pop/folk/blues im-

rov., reading, theory, composition. Your
me or my studio. Doug 549-4786

Interseaaion bartending dame* covers

all aspect'! gign up starts Monday Nov 25

room 111 credit free registration Tower
Library

LOST

In the "Pub" parking lot Saturday night

a set of t<x>ls in a silver tool box Pleaw
return them they're not mine. Call Eric at

.546-7888

Blue LcSportSac wallet with great sen

timental value. If returned, no questions

asked. Reward. Call 546 S.'WO or &46-8.190

Watch by Belair. Silver w/«>ld lost Fn
day 11/15 near Southwest. Unrepairable

but sentimental. Reward. Please call Chris

546-5657

Men'* UM*** Ring: Steven Sobeck in-

scribed Lost in Townehouse area Call

649 5924. for Kelley. REWARD!

MOVER

twn the Table* professional oarty/club

D.J 6 ft experience wid«*t aeJection eal

24 hr. U6-M91

Nordica Ski Boot* sixe 9-10 used twice

very cheap' Best offer call Leo 6-8812

Guitar -Yamaha SE200 student electric

brand new $200. very negotiable 546-5125

Keyboard*! Korg poly 61: $500" Moog
I'rodiK>' lead synth: $2nO. Keyboard stand

$150. 649-1739

HELP WANTED

MtrckaadiMT 20 hour* pur waak $4.41/hr

call between 8-5 need car 584-2060

Marketing Intam* n*«d>d lor Hamp-
shire Mall Management Offior must he

energetic and reliable with excellent com
munication tkill*. Apply Ofllo* of Intern-

ihlpa 646-0726

'Round Town Mover* fast reliable cheap
call Michael anytime 323-6780

PEOPLE'S MARKET

Where elae ran you get good tunc*.
great food, and the best coffee. . The Peo-

ple's Market of course! Around the comer
trom the Post Office.

PERSONALS

G • Happy Birthday! Love ya J - G & J
BFFE

SkTSuffubuah! Hotel $149 call Ski Club
now 645-3487

HI Jon Come viait *om«itim*! Nancy

KBOwHoa 4tfc What be it? None*

Soothweet Reeident*! Do you have a
single? I will trade my single in Sylvan •

aisn! for your single, amount negotiable.

Toby 6-4314

Jim I'm only shy around guys I think are

cute. Tell me - are youjust like our

"fonner" Lifeguard fnend?7

Karen Morvay • A personal, just for you.

Happy Birthday!' Note-^:lip and save

this ad, good for free Root Beer and Fries

in the lUteh today Take care and have a

happy day. Luv. Eric

Free kitten* to good home Jody 586-5425

Tom: One year cloeer to 31 at the hear-

tache Happy Birthday Beauta. . Dave and

Alysaa

Bu*h Baah. Ski Snatch, LAGNAF Do
these words mean anything U)you' If you

are a woman you may feel j)articularly vie-

limited. Lets end these lude ana op-

pressive slogans that permeate this paper

and tell the UMass Ski Club to get the

snow out of their minds after all they are

blowing it our way. Write the Editor

Sue of 2 J^A Lets tum our acquaintance

into .something more. . .ASA

Madog did you write that?

John McKeown where have you been all

my life?! A Fan

Jeannettc, With each day that we spend
together my love for you grows and grows
and grows and grows. .Te Amo Cielo

To the short, blonde haired, cutie with

the designer U.S. Army backpack so-

meone loves you!

Congratnaltion* Kim Beaman & Amy Mc
Quame the two new Swiss Sisters of

TBE! Your American big bros in KKY
Tom & Walt

Send a flower to a turkey or a friend

flowers and messages can be sent for

Thanksgiving Table on Campus Center
Concourse Fri Nov 22 and Mon Nov 2.').

Names will appear in the Collegian. Spon-

sored by Mortar Board

Mary Reidyniappy 20th. Who lays we
don't love you? Have a good one. Love
Mike and Rocky

Congratulation* to the new sisters and
brother of TBS & KKPSI! Love DelU
Delta & Epsilon Nu

Karen Morvay • Happy Birthday! I think

you're terrific. Who love* you baby? Gary
Goodguy, that's who

Amy Me<)uafTt*: Congratulation*! You're
voing to be an aweaotne *i*t«r in Tau Beta
Sigma. You've boon a aupor little aiitar!

Lovu, Karan

THE PEACE CONCERT Bushnell
Memorial Hall, Hartford. Dec. 5, 8:00 pm
free by calling (203) .560-1610

PIKE LITTLE SISTERS

Thank* for the anrpriae, you girls are the

best Little Sister's Chairman is the best

position in the house.

TO SUBLET

luteraoaahM - 1 double bedroom in
Riverglade Apts on bus rte 2 miles from
campus $100'perBon • elec big apt! Call
Nina Si Lynn ^66-4258 after im

TRAVEL

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Case*, paper*, disacrtatlona, tkcae*. on-

campus, dependable, outstanding quality,

low rates, 584-7924

ROOM WANTED

Female looking for housing or sublet for

Jan 1 thru May H6 call Lisa 2.56-1301

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideally

located in Amherst Ctr 774-2740

Female roommate to share 2 bedroom
Bnttany Manor apt Spnng semester call

256-6895 evenings

Wanted - person to share furnished house
in N Amherst musician/student, near bus,

heat nmvided. $200.00/month only til May
2.56 8432 Randy

One bedroom in beautiful two bedroom
fully furnished Southwood apt 1 or 2 p. call

2.53 9917 anytime

Rrandywine apt. looking for someone to

rent my room (or Spnng semester Rent is

$290 per month Heat is included in pnce
Possinility that entire apt will be avuable.
Couples welcome Call 549 6289

One space available in Brittany Manor,
female, $I42.50>, call Bonnie 2.56 1405

Londofl Spriag bruak M - Roundtrip air
fare from Boston via Pan Am, 8 nights
hotel, breakfasts, transfers, subway pass
discount gi taxes. Only $625 sponsored by
HRTA Travel Club Call Luis 549-7841

Two airline ticket* for *ale to Europe ~
cheap! Full service airline call Jen or Peter
665 4692 or 256-1201

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro^
jecta. Will correct grammar, spelling, &.

Runctuation Meticulous proofreadin
lew IBM typewriter 549-0367

aing

TYPING h WORD PROCESSING

Nest Day Service. Type-Rita 26S-51 1

1

WANTED TO RENT

To lake over leaae Januair I for a 2 or 3
bedroom apartment in N. Amherst or
Sunderland Call 546-4009 or 546-5568

Single room desired Intcr*e**ion only
Amnerst area preferred please call

Marybeth at 546-f>944 after 630 PM
Take over Icaac in Jan of 4 person house
or apt call ,546-4474 or 256-7199

SERVICES

WORD PROCESSING EDITOR

Mut have Ap^e IE, matrix printer
Wordstar facility 256-0526 TitmBU pm

COINS 123/121 tutoring 5 00 per hr
former 123/121 grader Alex 266 1239

Typing, Tape Trmnscription. Fast, ac-

curate. Available almost anytime.
665 7662

Eacort Service available 8 pm 2:30 am
f'-eryday any where on campus. Play It

safe call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME
Don't let other* beat you to it Eam
1400 $1200 parttime or $2000 $6000
fulltime call 546-9632

Editing. CMsalUtlM. Ex-profawor'i
specialty: di*sertabon*, prof*«*ion*l ar
tKles, book* 2«8 7772

Hi ClQriMio Ptol
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Women's soccer falls hard
UM's NCAA title dream dies
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

FAIRFAX, Va.-*I think we picked this

day to play our worst game of the year,"

University of Massachusetts women's soc-

cer coach Kalekeni Banda stated simply

Saturday afternoon at the NCAA national

championships at George Mason
University.

George Mason, who at 17-2-1 thought

themselves two goal underdogs, outplayed

and dominated UMass in Saturday's

semifinal, handing the Minutewomen their

worst loss in over two years and first loss

of the season, 3-0.

George Mason won its first national title'

on Sunday, outlasting a stubborn four-time

defending national champion North

Carolina, 2-0. Patriots forward Lisa Gmit-

ter clinched the matrh with a great 15-yard

shot that glanced in off Tbt Heel goalie

Kathleen O'Dell with five minutes to go in

the game.

Three UMass players were named to the

all-tournament squad. Sophomore mid-

fielder Kristen Bowsher, sophomore

fullback Debbie Belkin and fi-eshman for-

ward Cathy Cassady were honored.

Bowsher was a repeat fix)m last-year's team.

For the third year in a row, the

Minutewomen, who finish the season at

16-1 and entered the tourney as its top seed,

have been stopped in the semifinals. Satur-

day, UMass came out flat against an emo-

tionally fired-up George Mason team that

has eight seniors.

"They seemed to want the game more,"

Banda said. "It was the first time all year

to the ball. UMass allowed

the game then it did allm
we got beat

more goals

season.

"We wanted to dictate the pace and tem-

po of the game," Patriots coach Hank Leung

said. "We were more patient and we took

advantage of our opportunities.

"It's the biggest upset of our school's pro-

gram," he said. Women's soccer has been a

varsity sport at George Mason for only four

years.

"There's no excuses," Banda said.

"George Mason beat us today. They were

good and we weren't."

The Patriots outshot UMsiss by an 11-t

margin, but had an 8-3 comers advantage

that was more indicative of its domination.

The Patriots moved the ball with one and

two touch passing through the UMass
defense. "Our defense was non-exsistent to-

"There was no pressxireday." Banda said

on the ball."

"Our defense is our offense and ifwe don't

have defense we can't turn it around," UM
goalie Jan Holland said.

The first half ended with a scoreless tie,

but UMass' chances began to improve as

the Minutewomen began to control play the

last 10 minutes of the half.

Bowsher, an AU-American midfielder, and

Belkin, a sophomore halfi)ack sparked the

offense with runs upfield to get UMass on

the attack. But in the second half, it was

all George Mason.

"We didn't play as a team," Belkin said.

"I'm sure we all tried. We didn't look as

quick or as fast."

George Mason scored its winning goal

with 16:40 gone in the second half thanks

continued on page 15

SPORTS
UMass survives opener, 59-56
Minutemen hold on
before packed Cage

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It was what you would expect from a young team, over

anxious to please its home crowd, a struggle.

The University ofMassachusetts basketball team open-

ed its 1985-86 season with a victory, not an impressive

victory by any standards, but good enough, 59-56 over Mer-

rimack College before 4,024 fans lucky enough to get in-

to the Curry Hicks Cage on Saturday night.

"It was a big crowd and there was a lot of pressure on

ourselves, mostly fi^m within," said sophomore guard

Lorenzo Sutton, who paced UMass with 15 points. "We've

got a lot of young gujrs and we were pressing to do well.

The game wasn't our style at all, call it first-game jitters

or whatever, but we're a better team than we showed."

Over 1,000 students couldn't get into the newly-

renovated Cage as long lines starting forming at 6 p.m.

for the 7:30 game Fans holding tickets and members of

the press has to be escorted through side entrances as

students formed a wall of humanity at the main doors.

f

UMass baskteball is the hottest ticket on campus and

the capacity crowd roared its approval as the Minutemen

took the floor at the Cage for the first time since March

of 1984, but a plucky Merrimack team was up to its Divi-

sion 1 challenge

The game started slowly with only 10 points scored in

the first five minutes. The Minutemen trailed at only 2-0.

4-2 and 10-8 and took as big a lead as nine twice, at 22-12

on a Wilbert Hicks layup with 6:47 to go and again at

28-19 when Smith hit a jumper with 3:18 left.

But Merrimack, led by eight points from sharp-shooting

forward Bob Venora and a tough zone defense, hung tough

and trailed by five at halftime, 30-25.

continued on page 14

Women's hoop
drops opener, 76-66
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team, plagued by a lack of confidence and sloppy ball-

haiuiling. dropped its season opener, 76-66, to the Univer-

sity of Maine, Saturday afternoon in Orono.

With 26 turnovers the Minutewomen, 0-1, were never

able to get comfortable as University of Massachusetts

head coach Barbara Stevens saw her senior-laden squad

locked in a battle of nerves with the Black Bears.

"The game was messier than anticipated." Stevens

said. "Our defense caused 23 toumovers, and normally

that would be enough for us to have a chance to win. but

not when we give up 26 ourselves."
continued on page 15

Junior Captain Carl Smith finds his way to the hoop

day night at the Cage. UMass won its openei; 59-56.

Lose in five to Northeastern

Collegian photo by Michelle Segall

blocked by four Merrimack defenders Satur-

Volleyball loses in ECAC finals
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

For the second time in two

weeks, the University of

Massachusetts volleyball

team has met the Huskies of

Northeastern University in

a crucial tournament cham-

pionship match. For the se-

cond time in as many weeks.

Northeastern came out on

top.

The Huskies, fuelled by

their all-everything hitter

Monique Ellis, managed to

halt a furious

Minutewoman rally in the

championship match of the

ECAC championships as the

spikers fell in a five game
heartbreaker, 7-15, 18-20.

15-8, 15-9, 8-15.

The Minutewomen, after

bolting out to a two game
lead, held on to beat James

Madison University in

another five game
marathon. 154, 15-7, 11-15,

11-15, 15-3, in the semi-

finals. Northeastern

defeated the Naval Academy

in four games in the other

semi-final.

"I really feel that

volleyball is a game of

momentum," said Sortino

after the UMass win over

James Madison. "We were

waiting for them to make
mistakes in game three. We
started to look for those

mistakes and instead they

were hitting lines on us."

"We let that kind of a tem-

po set and we gave them to

many opportunities because

they were still missing

serves and giving us

chances," said Sortino. "We
just lost our tenacity in

game four. We just had so

many miscues and that's not

our brand of volleyball."

Nevertheless, UMass
prevailed setting up the

championship match
against Northeastern. At

the outset of the match, it

seemed as though nothing

could save the spikers, as

the Huskies cruised through

game one, 15-7, and led

game two, 10-1.

But the Minutewomen, as

they had done earlier

against Northeastern,
continued on page 15
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READING COMPANY — Senior agricultural economics major Gary McGrath has some
company as he reads his paper y**3terday near the cardboard silhouettes on the Fine Arts

Center.

Campus AIDS policy approved
By BRION McALARNEY
Collegian Staff

A victim of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome

(AIDS) spoke last night at Mahar Auditorium about public

misconceptions about the disease and stressed the need

for a national public policy.

Jim Mclntyre, a 25 year old AIDS victim, spoke along

with Dr. John Mazzullo, professor of Medicine at Tufts

University, and Anne Marie Silvia, Health Education

Coordinator for the Massachusetts AIDS Action Commit-

tee. The program was sponsored by University Health Ser-

vices and the committee.

"The disease is really difficult to get," Mclntyresaid. "If

I thought for a second that hugging or kissing my mother,

or beating up on my little brother, that there was a remote

possibility that they'd get it, I'd stay the hell away," he

said.

"The government should say we'll make sure you won't

get discriminated, won't lose jobs and houses," he said.

"People who feel they have something are afraid to get

tested."

AIDS is a disease that attacks the immune system and

leaves individuals vulnerable to illnesses that a healthy

immune system would combat. The high risk groups most

vulnerable to the disease are sexually active homosexual
men and intravenous drug users.

The transmission of the disease is through intimate sex-

ual contact and direct contact with contaminated blood,

usually by drug users who share the same needle, or blood

transfusions, Silvia said.

"No one really knows why the virus hit gay men first,"

Silvia said.

The risk from blood transfusions is very low as high risk

donors have been told not to donate, she said.

Children have contracted the disease during the birth

process, not through contact with other kids or family

members, she said.

The symptoms of the disease include severe fatigue, loss

of weight, persistent coughs, recurrent diarrhea, and skin

rashes, Mazzullo said.

"The symptoms are absolutely scary because everyone

has had them. In the beginning, they are similar to a head

cold or flu," he said. Any symptoms lasting more than four

weeks should be checked, he added.

Mclntyre stressed that AIDS victims need public

support.

Police called to settle crowd
800 students try to register
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Four policeman were summoned to the Campus Center

Auditorium yesterday after more than 800 students at-

tempted to push their way into the auditorium to register

for intersession classes.

One student received medical treatment, police said.

A member of the Continuing Education staff which con-

ducted the registration said yesterday afternoon that

changes for next years' registration will be made.

"We didn't expect the crowd would behave anything like

this," said Continuing Education Registrar Liz

Brinkerhoff. She said the number of students registering

for classes this year seemed equal to that of last year,

although no final figures were available.

"It was like a concert," one policeman said, referring

to the Who concert in Cincinnati where several people

were trampled to death. "I came close to shutting the doors

and telling everyone to go home."
"People were shoving and pushing to get in," said

Carolyn Alheim, 19, a hotel, restaurant and travel ad-

ministration mayor. "It didn't depend on first come, first

serve," she said. "It was whoever pushed the hardest."

Registration began at 9 a.m. Witnesses said students

had begun to line up outside the auditorium at 4:45 a.m.

The line began at the doors of the auditorium, traveled

the length of the floor and looped back around the

escalators. At 8:30 a.m. registration forms were passed

out and arriving students rushed the auditorium doors.

"This was the most ridiculous event the University has

ever coordinated," said Paul Lesser, a BDIC major

(Bachelor's Degree with Independent Concentration) in

corporate sales. "I've never seen people so mad. This was
worse than the Cage," he said, referring to Saturday

night's basketball game in which more than KKK) students

were turned away.
Last year, registration was held in Continuing Educa-

tion offices in the Tower library. A line extended to the

Campus Pond. Brinkerhoff said registration was moved
indoor this year "to accomodate students" in case of rain

or snow.
Registration for intersession continues until Dec. 31 in

the Continuing Education offices in the Tower library. The
office is open 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m., Monday-Thursday, 8:30

a.m. to 5 p.m. Fridays.

Library
elevators
to be fixed
Renovations begin Dec. 15
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Students can expect increased waiting time in the lob-

by of the Tower Library when three elevators are taken

out of service on I>ec. 15, the day final examinations begin.

The modifications beginning in December are the first

phase of a renovation project expected to continue into

next fall. After modifications, three elevators will stop at

every floor up to and including the 16th while the other

two will stop at the floors from the 17th up.

"Everybody who uses that building realizes that the

elevators are a real problem," said Gordon Fretwell, the

library's associate director for public services. The
renovated system should 'respond to peaks of ridership

better than the current system," he said.

The repair process will be "a long, involved, and com-

plex one," said Fretwell. "We're aware that it's going to

cause some problems," he said, but added that the advan-

tages of the renovated system outweighed the temporary

inconvenience of the ongoing repair process.

The shutdown has to start on Dec. 15, Fretwell said,

because parts for the elevators must be manufactured

specifically for each repair. "It's not like you just walk

into a hardware and take stuff off the shelf," he said. Once

the parts are in, work is being started as soon as possible.

After the first phase is completed, the remaining two

elevators will be modified, now slated to begin June 1.

Fretwell said that the entire process is expected to take

until mid-October, but that "we're hoping that the job will

go faster than they [the contractersj think it's going to

go."

Justin Cobb, director of the Office ofSpace Management,

said that he doesn't see waiting time for elevators as be-

ing a problem. "I don't think it would have a significant

effect at all," he said, since the library has a maximum
500-person capacity.

"There has been no request for extra study space," he

said. "If there's a properly identified problem, the Univer-

sity will address it."

Protesters given
6-inonths probation
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

Disorderly conduct charges against four participants in

a sit-in at Westover Air Force base were "continued

without a finding" yesterday after the group pleaded they

acted under conflicting legal obligations.

The members of Faculty and Staff for Peace in Central

America argued they were caught in "conflicting harms"

because international law required that they protest the

U.S. government's illegal actions in Nicaragua and U.S.

civil law prohibited their sit-in at the air force base on

June 12.

"I think this was a definite victory," defendant Tom
Nielson said.

The ruling, which puts the four protestors on probation

for six months, was "in effect an admission by the state

that they did not have enough evidence to find us guil-

ty," Ann Ferguson, an instructor in the University of

continued on page 3
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Senate speaker to stand trial ^.*

The Tower of UMass..*

Men and women in action at Cage 12

"It was a classy season. It just didn't end that

way.

"

UMass women's soccer goalie Jan Holland, p. 11

^
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WORLD/NATIONAL
Death toll reaches
60 in hijacking

AP laserphoto

NORTHAMPTON TEENS KILLED - Emergency medical techni-

cians treat one of the five victims of a car accident yesterday on
Sylvester Road in Northampton. Three teenagers died and their

names have not been released.

Pelton sold info to Soviets
BALTIMORE (AP) - A former National

Security Agency communications specialist

admitted to FBI agents that he has sold ex-

tremely sensitive classified information

about U.S. intelligence activities to the

Soviet Union, according to a federal court

document filed yesterday.

Ronald William Pelton, 44, who worked
for the NSA from 1965 to 1979, told the FBI
in an interview Sunday that he met with

KGB officer Anatoly Slavnov on several oc-

casions from January 1980 through
January 1983, said an FBI affidavit sign-

ed by agent David Faulkner.

Pelton was arrested in Annapolis, Md.,

yesterday and accused of violating federal

law concerning the gathering of defense in-

formation for a foreign government.

Pelton admitted receiving cash payments
from the Soviet agent on several occaisions,

including a $15,000 payoff as a result of a

trip to Vienna, Austria, in January 1983,

according to the affidavit.

Fred Warren Bennett, Pelton' s court-

appointed attorney, said his client's FBI

statement should not be characterized as

a confession.

"There are a number of potential

defenses," Bennett said.

The FBI said Pelton went to the Soviet

Embassy in Washington in January 1980

to offer to spy for the Soviets in return for

cash. On that occasion, the FBI said, he pro-

vided information about "a United States

intelligence collection project targeted at

the Soviet Union."

According to the court documents, Pelton

failed to meet that contact in Vienna and
was asked to make another trip in October.

The affidavit does not give any evidence he
made the October trip.

VALLETTA, Malta (AP) - Egypt said

yesterday its commandos storemed a hi-

jacked Egyptian jet to prevent a massacre,

but fire raced through the cabin killing

trapped passengers when terrorists threw

phosphorous grenades. A total of 60 people

died, a Maltese official said.

One woman, identified as an American,

was killed during the hijacking, the official

said, and 59 died during the Egyptian at-

tack Sunday night on the airliner parked

at Malta's airport.

Maltese government spokesman Paul

Mifsud said the dead included nine Palesti-

nian children and four of five hijackers. He
said one hijacker survived the assault by

Egyptian commandos and was in serious

condition at St. Luke's Hospital in Vallet-

ta. First report said all of the hijackers

were dead. Mifsud said 58 bodies were

recovered from the burned out Boeing 737.

In addition, he said a Filipino man died of

iryuries he suffered afler Egyptian soldiers

blew in two doors and surged aboard to

shoot it out with the hijackers.

Also dead was the American woman shot

by the hijackers after the plane landed in

Malta Saturday night and thrown from the

aircraft. She was identified today by the

State Department as Scarlette Marie

Rogenkamp, 38, a civilian U.S. Air Force

employee stationed in Greece.

Defense Department spokesman Cmdr.

Bob Prucha said she was from Oceanside,

Calif., and was on vacation when the

Athens-to-Cairo flight was hijacked Satur-

day and forced to Malta, a Meditteranean

island.

Mifsud said the American woman was
the only one killed before the rescue at-

tempt, but that other people were shot and

thrown from the plane. Before the comman-
do assault ended the hijacking, the captain

had reported the hijackers killed seven peo-

ple. Apparently he had believed that all of

those shot and thrown from the plane had

been killed.

The two other American passengers were

wounded and thrown from the plane before

the assault, said U.S. Embassy deputy chief

Joel Levy. Mifsud said 30 people were be-

ing treated in Malta hospitals.

The Egyptian government, in its first of-

ficial reaction to the attack, said today the

"terrorists threw three phophorous

grenades in the frontlind rear of the plane,

which started large fires and spread burn-

ing shrapnel. The available resources at

Valletta Airport to face this situation were

limited and modest, and therefor the

number of people saved were 44

passengers."

The statement said the command attack

"took place successfully according to plan."

It said the "lightning assault" took five

minutes and no passengers were hurt by

commandos.
But Tony Lyons, a 46-year-old Australien

hijack svirvivor who spoke from his hospital

bed on Britain's TV-AM morning news

show, said, "THere was a lot of in-

discriminate shooting because the Egyp-

tian conunandos didn't know who were the

terrorists and who weren't."

The pilot, Capt. Hani Galal, described the

hijackers as "first-class killers" and said

the ringleader had singled out Americans

and Israelis "for execution."

Patrick Scott Baker, a surviving

American paissenger, told the NBC-TV "To-

day" show, "I was walked out onto a plat-

form and then shot. It was a graze. I was

confused for a second. I fell down the stairs

head first... After about two minutes, I got

up and ran away."
Gilbert Briard, a 36-year-old Frenchman

injured in the raid, told Europe 1 radio in

Paris the hijackers called the Americans

"and tied their hands behind their backs.

They first shot the boy, then waited about

an hour to shoot the second person and

then ... shot the third."

Levy said initial reports indicated all of

the hijackers were killed. But the state-run

Egyptian newspaper al-Ahram, without

giving sources, also reported today that one

of the sky pirates was wounded and

recovering in a Valletta hospital.
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Peres to discuss peace
TEL AVrV, Israel (AP) — Prime Minister Shimon Peres

said Monday he is willing to meet Morocco's King Hassan

II and discuss peace in the Middle East, an aide told the

Associated Press.

Belushi's death probed

LOS ANGELES — (AP) A judge on Monday oredered

a former backup singer to stand trial on a charge of second-

degree murder in the 1982 drug overdose death of come-

dian John Belushi.

Cathy Evelyn Smith, 38, who has acknowledged injec-

ting Belushi with "speedballs" of cocaine and heroin, wept

quietly after Municipal Court Judge James Nelson

oredered her to appesu* for arraignment Dec. 10 in

Superior Court.

Vatican reforms still valid
VATICAN CITY (AP) -

Two leading cardinals said

yesterday the liberal

reforms of the Second
Vatican Council remain
"completely valid" for to-

day's Roman Catholic
church and there could be

no going back on those

changes.

"The implementation of

the council reforms exceed-

ed great hopes that many of

the members of the council

had at that time," said U.S.

Cardinal John Kroi of

Philadelphia.

The cardinals met on the

» *» * ^- J^ »'
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first working day of an ex-

traordinary synod of bishops

convened to assess the im-

pact of the 1962-65 council,

also known as Vatican II.

The two-week meeting was
called to chart the course of

Catholicism and sum up the

state of the church.

Belgian Cardinal God-

fried Lanneels of Brussels,

a keynote speaker at the

synod, said "THe council re-

mains valid, completely
valid ... It's impossible to

regress."

Krol, one of the synod's

three co-presidents, and
Lanneels discussed the

general thrust of the coun-

cil's reforms at a news con-

ference to explain the work
of the two-week gathering of

165 Roman Catholic bishops

from around the world.

They were repeatedly ask-

ed if a battle was shaping up
between conservative and

progressives at the synod.

Krol replied, "It's not a box-

ing match we are conduc-

ting."

Asked to comment on sug-

gestions that conservative

prelates might try to fight

the council's liberalizing

reforms, Krol said: "THe
reality is, even from a

juridical standpoint, the

synod cannot change, over-

turn, retrench or amplify

the ecumenical culture."
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Authority question underlines fund controversy

News Analysis

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Student affairs administrators and Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senators are as far apart as possible oyer who has
the authority to control student monies which make up
the Student Activity Trust Fund.

Since the release last Tuesday of a memorandum by

Randy Donant, the director of student activities, and Den-

nis Madson, the vice chancellor for student affairs, both

senators and those on the side of the administration have

grappled over the right to control the trust fund.

The memo outlined seven points of action concerning
future Student Government Association budgets starting

Ruddock to

stand jury trial
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - A District Court

judge found Undergraduate Student
Senate Speaker John Ruddock guilty of a

misdemeanor yesterday after he was accus-

ed of property damage to a University of

Massachusetts police officer's personal

vehicle.

Ruddock will go to jury trial at Hamp-
shire District Court on the charges in

January or February.

Ruddock was found innocent of felony

charges, which stated that he caused

"malicious property damage" last May
when he vaulted officer Dennis Bromery's
car after an anti-apartheid sit-in.

But Ruddock's attorney appealed the

judge's "without finding" verdict to a less

severe misdeamenor charge, which stated

that he caused "wanton destruction" to

Bromery's vehicle in the May 1 incident.

Under the no finding verdict. Ruddock may
have had to pay for alleged damages to

Bromery's vehicle.

Charles DiMare, directing attorney at

the UMass Legal Services Office, said he
appealed the no finding verdict on behalf

of Ruddock because "we're maintaining
Mr. Ruddock's complete innocence" of any
property damage charges.

When DiMare appealed the no finding

verdict, the judge determined Ruddock
guilty ofthe misdemeanor charges and call-

ed for a trial by jury.

"I have a very strong belief in the

American jury system," DiMare said, "we
think that his innocence will prevail with
the jury."

DiMare said that many police officers

who examined pictures of Bromery's vehi-

cle found no evidence of damage, but the

judge found "a slight scratch" when he saw
the car yesterday.

Ruddock hurdled Bromery's car sifter the

sit-in last May to inform police officers that

a bus was loaded with handcuffed par-

ticipants of the sit-in at the UMass
treasurer's office.

Ruddock will appeal to a six-member jury
in Hampshire District Court in January or

February, DiMare said.

in fiscal year 1987. The various budgets make up the trust

fund, which is a resource for the SGA to provide services,

activities and advocacy to the student community.
The memo's guidelines, initiated by Donant in response

The senate, however, voted unanimously to call on Do-

nant's resignation last week. In the process, the assembly

made it known that it believes it's not Donant's respon-

sibility at all, but rather a "violation of students' rights.

The senate voted to fight the memo and call for Donant's

resignation and ask Madson to apologize.

For the past week, Donant and Bob Jenal, the business

manager of the Student Activity Office, have met with

senate leaders to discuss the newly-formed budget process,

which according to Donant, began with the memo's release

Tuesday. However, the senate is conducting business as

usual, and the assembly has made it apparent that it will

not accept Donant's and Madson's guidelines,

to what he says is currently a $120,000 deficit, gives him
much more budget responsibility and input. Donant has

said it was his "responsibility" to draw up the guidelines.

"I still think we have the authority to create the budget

we want to make," said Dianne Rossi, SGA treasurer, who
will meet with Donant and Jenal today. Referring to to-

day's meeting, she said "I don't see us getting anywhere."

Rossi said senators have presented Donant with several

trustee documents that affirm student input to the budget

process. On the students' right to oversee the process, she

said, "I'll keep meeting with them (administration) every

day until they accept it."

Jenal said yesterday that there exists a "standoff type

of situation" at this time between administrators and

senate leaders.

Jenal said at today's meeting he will try to overstep the

authority question and move forward with fiscal concerns.

Unfortunately, the question of who has the authority is

what completely separates both sides. Meanwhile, both

students and administrators are working on a budget pro-

cess that each side says they have control of.

Collefian photo by Mlchell Sefall

TALL TASK — Jim Martin, a senior journalism major, works on
installing a sign at the Fine Arts Center last week. Information on
the Jazz All-Stars can be obtained by calling the FAC.
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Skate to help needy
Massachusetts philosophy depart-

ment said.

In a statement of their purpose at the

Chicopee air force base, the protestors said

that the International Nuremburg Charter

and Tokyo War Crimes Tribunal of 1945

"oblige private citizens to 'take affirmative

measures' to prevent the commission of

war crimes" by a government when the

citizens are aware of the crimes.

The statement said the 1984 U.S. mining

of Nicaraguan harbors and U.S. military

funding of the Nicaraguan "contra" rebels

were "crimes against international law."

"Our argument was that we are legally

bound to protest the illegal actions of our

government," Ferguson said.

"This is the first time that a jvfbge in this

area. ..has taken into account a legitimate

reason for doing an act that violates a (U-S.)

criminal statute," she said.

Ferguson said that she hopes yesterday's

ruling will encourage similar protests by

offering a means of defense for participants.

"We hope other people will take this

prscedent seriously," she said.

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Community Survival

Center is sponsoring its fifth annual "Can
Skate" today. The skate allows par-

ticipants two hours of skating in exchange
for three canned food items to benefit the

low-income families of Amherst.
"We expect anywhere from 150 to 200

people" said Ernie Westcott, volunteer

coordinator of the center. Between 450 and
600 cans of food is expected to-be collected.

The Can Skate will go on from 6:30 to

8:30 p.m. at Interskate 91 located at the

Hampshire Mall.

"The community has always been so

good" Wescott said about the participation

of the Amherst community in the efTort to

help out low-income families, especially

around the holiday season.

The food that is collected will help benefit

families in Amherst only.

"We use them for Christmas baskets.

We're trying to make it a little more hap-

py" Lisa Lichterfeld, a volunteer for the

center said. .•. •.*

In addition to helping Amherst residents,

the center also contributes to families

throughout Hampshire County.

"We have a large number of people com-

ing in here" Lichterfeld .said. Among other

things, the center provides clothing fur-

niture and books to those who need them.

"We have a food pantry and people come
in when their food stamps run out"

Lichterfeld said.

"We are a referral service" she said, ad-

ding that they help people with all types

of problems.

"We help find housing for people in need.

If we can't help them, we hook them up
with someone who can help," Lichterfeld

said.

The families that wish to receive the

Christmas baskets sign themselves up on

a list. "Right now we have 14 names on the

list" Lichterfeld said. With Christmas still

a month away, she expects many more
requests.

In addition to the Can Skate, the center

will sponsor a Toy Skate on Dec. 17. "The
price of admission will be a new or used

•toy" W.estco|.t.8»id.. .

Student injured
when hit by a
car in lot 32
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

A 20-year-old female student received

'serious visible iryuries' when she was hit

by a car late Friday night while crossing

the Lot 32 access road, University of

Massachusetts police said.

The woman was spun around, fell and
struck the granite curbing with her head
when she was hit. She was taken to Cooley-

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton where
she was treated and released, police said.

The driver of the car, a 19-year-old female

student was cited for failure to keep to the

right.

In other police reports:

Four students were arrested and charg-

ed with larceny over $100 Friday after-

noon. They were accused of stealing a

Quasar television set from Memorial Hall

which was found on the lawn in front of

Bartlett earlier in the day. The students

will also be charged with breaking and
entering with the attempt to commit a
felony.

A man was arrested and charged with do-

ing malicious damage in Boyden Gym-
nasium Sunday evening, police said.

The man was found by the building

supervisor. The man tried to open a door

to the building but failed. He broke a win-

dow in the door which was valued at $250.

A plexiglass door to the men's basket

room and the main west door, valued at

$490 in Boyden Gym were reported broken

Sunday morning, police said.

Three men were issued trespassing

notices Saturday night on the seventh floor

of Dickinson House. The men were trying

to kick in the door of a woman's dorm room.

Police recieved a report later of the men do-

ing the same thing. There was no damage
done to the dorm, police said.

A 21-year-old student was arrested and
charged with attempted larceny over $100
and malicious iryury to personal property,

Saturday afternoon outside of Pierpont

House. He was trying to steal two 10-speed

bicycles which were locked on a bike rack,

police said.

A 19-year-old student was arrested and
chcu-ged with being a disorderly jjerson and
malicious injury to state property when he
kicked out the divider screen on a police car

late Saturday night on Thatcher Way.
Police were trying to take the man into pro-

tective custory when he became un-

cooperative. The screen is valued at $250,

police said.

A couch and two chairs valued at $500
were thrown off the sixth floor balcony of

Dickinson House Sunday afternoon, police

said.

A 20-year-old woman was arrested early

Saturday morning on University Eh-ive and
charged with driving under the influence

of alcohol, operating with defective equip-

ment and refusing to stop for an officer.

A 1983 Mazda received $1000 damage
when the driver hit a 1982 Ford wrecker

owned by Amherst towing Friday night on

the Lot 44 access road.

The driver of the Mazda, a UMass stu-

dent. pulled out of the Lot 44 access road

and hit the Ford. She was cited for failure

to use care in starting

A television valued at $205 and a stereo

valued at $150 were reported stolen from

a room on the 18th floor of Kennedy Tower.

The room was locked and there was no sign

'of forced entry, police said.
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This highway robbery
cannot be tolerated
The UMass Republican Club would like to join with the

Campus Center Board of Governors and the SGA Senate

in condemning Randy Donant and Vice-Chancellor Den-

nis Madson for their illegal and immoral attempt to take

control of the Student Activities Trust Fund away from

the students who pay for it.

This act ofhighway robbery cannot be tolerated. We call

on the various elements of the student body to set aside

our individual differences and unite in defense of student

emjMJwerment.

Loren Spivack^ president

UMass Republican Club

Organization was lacking
Barbaric! Barbaric was the mob scene

outside of the Campus Center Auditorium

at 8:30 a.m. yesterday. Continuing Ed's

sloppy attempt to let UMass students pre-

register for wintersession was not only

unorganized, it was dangerous. I was ap-

palled by the lack of responsibility and

authority that this department displayed.

There are obviously inherent problems

with the Continuing Ed's pre-registration

system when students are fainting in line!

No police, no roped-ofiF areas for single lines

to form, no numbers (for people who really

waited in line early in the morning), and

most scary of all, no first aid for students

was offered.

Students can't be held responsible for

their transactions when the system re-

quires such behavior. Continuing Ed is

responsible for planning and implementing

safe and efficient programs for the pre-

registration process. Being practically

crushed between the Campus Center

Auditorium door and other students is not

my idea of a good time folks! The Continu-

ing Ed Department must prepare for the

future and not just sit back and wait for a

crisis to occur — then deal with it. This is

absurd! Dangerous situations that can be

avoided cannot be tolerated by UMass
students or more than just a small riot will

plague our University.

Bailey K. Hare
Amherst
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BOARD

GOVERNORS
Attention Students

and Student Coops.

The Space Committee

of the Board of Governors

will be accepting requests

for student coop space

in the CC/SU Complex.

Please pick up criteria sheets

for proposals

in room 817

Campus Center
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Where are you?
Liisa Trocki

Hello. Are there any feminist activists out there? Any
active feminists? Are you awake? I know there are

feminists out there. We are not in post feminists times. But
feminist activism has dropped so steeply in the last six

months that I'm alternating between panic and anger.

What is happening? I see feminists in all my classes,

at the laundromat reading MS and Off Our Backs, at

women's concerts, at poetry readings, and even on the

Belchertown Center bus. Why don't I see you at meetings

of the Valley Women's Voice, the Women's Caucus, or In-

ternational Women's Event? Why don't I see your byline

in the Collegian or the Valley Women's Voice or hear your

voice on the Women's Media Project on WMUA?

Why didn't you come to the Women's Film Festival or

the Reproductive Rights Conference this semester? (Both

events were very diverse and surely everyone could find

a film or workshop of some interest to them.) Why don't

you volunteer at EWC or one of the area women's centers?

Where is the women's community on this campus? We
have more resources than any other school in New
England. What is wrong?

Are we talking things for granted? Are we becoming so

self-centered that we only seek out things which make us

as individuals feel good?

When I began working with women's groups on campus

two years ago, there were 15-20 women working in the

Women's Leadership Project, the Women's Issues Tbam,

CERRF, the Lesbian Union, International Women's Event

Planning Committee, the Women's Caucus and the Valley

Women's Voice. That is 105-140 women. There were also

women working with the Collegian (3 at least were

women's news editors) as well as women working on the

WMUA women's media project.

There were women working in the anti-pornography

movement. And all these women were organizers. There

were also women who attended events like the Women's

Film Festival, International Women's Event, and various

conferences.

Women fought for these organizations and programs. Are

we going to let them die through neglect? Women occupied

the Collegian in 1978 so we could have a women's news

desk. Women worked to form the Valley Women's Voice.

Women broke with the PGA to form the Lesbian Union.

Women have fought and continued to fight for funding for

all these grous and programs.

Don't we owe it to them, to the women in our lives, to

ourselves to keep these groups going? If these groups die

we will have no one to blame but ourselves.

There are women working on women's issues on cam-

pus (you are all wonderful!), but they need YOUR help.

Don't think someone else will do it. You are the someone

else. Don't say you are too busy. When you are no longer

busy, it will be too late. There is no time to waste: there

are no excuses. See you next week.

Liisa Trocki is the director of the Women's Leadership

Project.

The Tower of. .

Ken Levinson

The third week of September I made my first pilgramage

of the semester into that whitest of elephants, the Tbwer

Library. As I walked into the place that has come to be

THE social center on campus, I was confronted by a pole

with a sign saying "Caution, obstruction in floor." The sign

is infamous to these of us who walk into iL every time we
go into the library.

When the third weekend in November rolled around

(henceforth to be remebered for the Saturday it snowed),

I had to find out whether or not the sign served an actual

functional purpose, or was part of some weird psychology

experiment. As I should have expected, it has elements

of both; there is a piece of metal stripping on the floor that

is not being held down due to a missing screw (hence the

elaborate paper-weight), and the pole is also a definitive

sign of the inherent insanity of this ridiculous building;

I was told no one from the physical plant would fix it (put

in a screw) until the renovations are finished?!

Renovations. . .now that is really funny. I wish someone

fi-om the University had asked me to renovate the Tbwer,

I would have told them to uproot the idiocy and lay the

behemoth on its side. Libraries around the world are short

in height and long in width. Only at UMass do you go to

the card catalog in one building (which is short and wide)

to find a book in another (which is tall and stupid). The
only legitimate excuse I have heard for the existence of

the Tbwer is that it keeps that sector of our population

employed that comprises the very back bone of the

American way of life, elevator repair people.

For all of its faults, the Tbwer does have one redeeming

feature that also defines its essence—graffiti. With the ex-

ception of perhaps the New York City subways and the

Berlin Wall, the Tower has one of the finest collections of

magic marker art in the world.

While writing this essay I felt inspired by the old adage,

"If you want something done right, you have to do it

yourself." So the next time you lace up your Reeboks and

slip on your Elesse sweats to go study, remember to dodge

the flaking bricks, and be careful of the guy on the floor

with a screwdriver in his hand.

Ken Levinson is a member of the Collegian staff.

Inventing a *god^

Rusty Denton

There is an anthropomorphic argument which I have

probably heard 2(X) times that says that people need a god,

so they invent one just like themselves. I find this pretty

funny since the God I worship is very unlike my natural

inclinations, and since I've seen the miraculous. But I

would agree that most people take the biblical picture of

God and try to mold it to their own ends. One author has

called this "the Great Mush God," who is called upon in

ecumenical prayers at public affairs. Personally, I call it

the spineless god.

The spineless god has no sex. Or it has the sex of your

choice. Or it is hermaphroditic, it just depends.

"You can't be male, that's oppressive!" someone cries.

"Oh, excuse me, how thoughtless of me. Of course I'm

female, just like you," croons a voice of putty.

"I can't believe God has a hand in history!" somebody

yells. "Look at all the wars and awrful things done in the

name of God! Look at all the starving nations! God didn't

create this world!"

"Oh, my, no," wimpers the spineless god, "I'm above it

all. I'm ethereal. You just have to look into yourself

because I'm the author of escape from reality."

"God would never do something I disagree with," we

hear. "After all, I'm a perfectly rational, emotional,

psychic, insightful human being. How dare you suggest

that God would make something I like to do immoral!"

"I'm a hero!" cries the voice of day. "I make gods out

of mere mortals! I make sacraments out of lust and greed

and pride! I make a sin out of the word, 'no'! Unless, of

course, you disagree."

A door opens; someone rushes out on the way to a par-

ty. "Oh, my vegetable god, I'm sorry I don't have any time

to spend with you this month, but I have to study and

socialize and sleep. I know you'll understand."

"Of course," says the spineless god, "After all, I would

never make a demand on your time. Have a good time.

Nobody goes to hell in my kingdom."

Thursday night, a midterm the next day, students on

their knees. "Oh, god! Please, please, please, please, PLEE-
EEZ! I have just got to pass this exam. I'll do anything.

I'll be nice to my parents. I'll stop kicking the dog. I'll go

to bed early seven days a week, just let me pass this exam."

"Sorry," moans the worm god. 'Miracles are out of my
province Why don't you just do the best you can?

Remember, you said I don't intervene in history. . x>t

history tests."

"(jod! I don't believe I flunked this exam: I studied for

a whole day before I took it. Lousy prof! Stupid roommate!

(3od, you idiot, this never w<^uld have happened ifyou were

looking out for me the way you were supposed to."

"I'm ethereal. The stars weren't right for it. The tarot

cards didn't line up. The vibes were bad," whispers god,

the amoeba. "It just wasn't right, you know -it wasn't your

fault. No doubt that professor will suffer bad karma."

It's the summit meeting of two great leaders. Hundreds

in candlelight vigils admonish the noble, righteous, just,

spineless spirit to bring peace and reconcile nations, and

to end the nuclear threat.

"I'm noble, I'm righteous, I'm just. I bring peace and
reconcile nations," says the gutless wonder "The nuclear

threat is all the fault of that blockhead in Washington.

He won't listen to me."

Millions can't get over their disgust. They get themselves

a designer god, they program it, and then it won't come
through when they need it. I'm not surpri.sed. It didn't

come with a guarantee.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

A Cage sage
So there I was. At six p.m. last Saturday I was stan-

ding in line with a few thousand other people. At first

the crowd was fun. My friends and I were excited at the

prospect of witnessing what had been the topic of con-

versation on campus all week. It was the return ofUMass
basketball to the Curry Hicks Cage.

As the number of would-be spectators increased, I was
certain that the doors would soon be opened. This was

not the case. The crowd grew larger and I began to

wonder if we would get into the game at all.

It seems that other people had the same concern. Many
began to push and shove their way towards the entrance.

I was in between two tall people and my head was twisted

in such an awkward position that I could not breathe

properly.

The most aggravating part of the situation was that

the people in charge refused to open more than one set

of doors. Because of this, people like myself were terrified

that they were going to get hurt. I have heard rumors

that some did get hurt.

While walking by the Cage today, I noticed several

other entrances that could have been used. So next time,

why not open all of the doors? PLace a security person

at each end of the entrances to check student IDs. This

would allow the crowd to enter the game quickly and

safely.

UMass has a good basketball team. We students should

be able to cheer them without having to worry about be-

ing injured.

Ann E. Britten
Southwest
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Pre-Christmas Electronics Sale
We have everything in electronics at Killer

Pricesii We order right from the plant and pass

the savings on to youfi

Some best deals now are:

ATZ100N Jonson AM/FM Stereo

Cessette Receiver (computer integrated,

auto reverse)

OUR PRICE $176.80 Save over $15011

PA1000 Sharp Portable Typewriter
(2 pg. memory, dot matrix print)

OUR PRICE $176 Save $125.

<

PA3260 Sharp Portable Typewriter
(letter quality printer)

OUR PRICE $199.00 Save $200ii

(Both typewriters are loaded w/many other

features, call and find out)

CaU at 548-7379
to get details from University Electronics Sales Rep.

M ^i^alog Quartz

Bennis.Gnieii.Elgi]i.
Mesfin^^nsen. I

Hdbros.C!un^.liy(]iam|
LudenHccard.

Hamiltoii-Bureii.

ARTS
Jeffrey Dancers enjoyed by fairy tale lovers

HOLIDAY TSA VELERS COUEGESTUDENTS.

RENT A CAR
WITH
CASmV-:*S

00

Try Our

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

Cr«dit C«rds Accepted.

rmi.-wKD. MOon ta^oo
i,000 MILEB FMEE *OU

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU:
•PAYLESS CAR RENTAL CORP. OF MASS. 7(1^ 7 1 Q |

1 80 BOSTON RD., SPRINGFIELO, MA I 0«" i i 7

1

kfCOMOCAtOriAniAM, $75 AtmtyOt^m M., Latham NY. (51t)T$3-l3U
ktCOnOCM Of AIMANY, 44* CaiHnmrn.. /Uhany, N.Y^SII)43$.7*01

kBCOHO CAM OF SOmNKTMDY. 17iOStolaSl., Sehanartatty NY (i \ 1} 3714>4: i

ir^AYieSSCAKKNTAlSOfSYWACUSt. StU Bayfd. Jr»""« NY l3li)4ii-iB2l

Vant, Carga Vant, Mini Van$ Coll To6ay

\bur Cl>oice

%
GENTS ANALOG QUARTZ

America Needs
A Hero Fbr Every Age.

From the KevnIutKinarv War '.i the \V,ir in

Viet Nam. in national crises and naluial disiisters.

the National (iuard has always b«"en n-ady when
Amenra called

T<idav Ik no different. The (Iuard still needs

the kind nf pe<ipU' whu know p-ace ;Hid freedom

don't <nnie cheap Who are willing to stand up

and be counted when the chips are down
if you're one of them -and you've ko( two

days a month and two weeks a year to invest in

somethine important - we've got a job, a pay

rh«k. and y)me pretty attractive benefits wailiiiK

tor you
Talk to voiir Icral Aniiy (iuard reiTuiter

today
Hfi.niM- ' ht'io' do*>Mi I have to be n^TT^V'^

jiisl a wi )rd It cin lie the fate \ ' >u M-e 1 1

;
'

' ' '^^^
when vou look in the mirror

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL

586-4110

100%

I

MASSACHU&CTTS

Guard

To any MatucfMMstts

FREE TUITION '-«««• CoHn-orUniv^^ty

The Jeffreyn Dancers perform "Once Upon a Time" last Saturday.

SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET

Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

WOOL SWEATERS
80% Rag Wool
20% Orion

Value up to $40.

$11.99 each

2 for $19.99

All

N.F.L. Football

MLBB Baseball

50-75% OFF

I

I

1

Located in ^.UNIVERSITY
Campus Center ^%STORE^
Open M-W 9-5

What are you looking for in

a part-time job?

* extra cash for holidays

* freedom to make your own schedule

* no experience required

* training provided

* no sales involved

Now You Can Have It AIM

DMC Energy has several seasonal openings for people to Install

low flow shower heads and other conservation methods in

homes and in your area. Reliable transportation and good

"people skills" is all that It takes. What more can you ask but

the phone number? Call 1-800-332-2754 between 9 am and 4

pm for immediate consideration. EEOM/F

By JENNIFER ACKERMAN
Collegian Staff

I was looking forward to

seeing The Jeffrey II

Dancers perform "Once
Upon a Time," about the life

oi H£ms Christian Andersen

on Friday night for a couple

of reasons. The first was
that I heard that they are a

wonderful company of

young dancers that were

worth seeing, and the se-

cond reason? Well...

I guess you could say it

started when I was about

five years old. A person can

be addicted to worse things,

but I was addicted to fairy

tales. I loved to escape to the

fantasy worlds of the

Brothers Grimm or Hans
Christian Andersen.

So the tribute to Hans
Christian Andersen by the

Joffrey II Dancers was
something closet fairy tale

addicts like myself should

not have missed.

The curtain opened with

Hans Christian Andersen

(John Sheaffer) rummaging
through a box of props. As
he takes out the different ar-

ticles, his imagination
begins to build a story from

each prop. His first story is

one that many of ua are

familiar with, The Little

Mermaid.
The performance in this

tale was fine, especially by

the two women principals

(Monique Irish playing the

Little Mermaid, and Jen-

nifer Habig playing the

Fiancee). I felt that the

character of the Prince

(played by John Sheaffer)

was underdeveloped. I

didn't feel the emotion from

him as much as I felt it from

the women dancers. The
pathos of the ending was
relayed well by the perfor-

mance of Monique Irish as

the Mermaid.
I think this episode was so

watchable because of the

wonderful scenery and
Afler the second episode,

Hans Christian Andersen

(John Sheaffer) returns to

reality, and in a touching

scene, proffers his imagina-

tion, his collection of fairy

tales to the Children

props. They made me feel

that the characters were
really being tossed about in

the huge waves of some
legendary sea.

The second episode, firom

the tale The Nighting<Uc,

was much shorter, yet much
more powerful and emo-
tional. Again, the principal

women dancers were in-

finitely more expressive

than John Sheaffer, who
again played the lead male
as the Emperor.
The Mechanical Bird

(played by Kathryn Ginden)

and Death (played by Geof-

frey Rhue) were very good,

but the best performance
was by Johanna Snyder who
played the Nightingale.

Change your
tires NOW .

$
I ^ Qtt per pair

^^^ Alignment and

^^f balancing

available

NorthAmhent Tire
A Auto Center

Fut Sarvict Tin Store
7S Si«l4*<lan< M . No iUWMrti MA

54«-4r04

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREQNANCY TESTttIG

- Same Day Raauitt -

ServteM that sn
Fr—, ConfktwtUal, Caring

I Halphit

S
549-1906

Amheist
Carriage Shops

Upper Level

ealini place

•OPEN
S A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THUnS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. ft SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP » SHOP)

tte 9 • Nj4l<|/knilNrst

\

The Mortar Board

Thanksgiving Flower Recipients:

1

Aggarwal, Shaemia

Aggarwal, Shaemia
Antonk), Luzuimlnda

Applabaum, Ronda
Ashapa, Miaay

Beaudet, Steven
Berstetn, Robin

Black, Kim
Blanchard, Lucy
Sonde, Dawn
Bonde, Dawn
Boushell, Neat

Brachfeld, Amy
Bradley, Scott

Branco, Chris

Brealln, Ellen

Broughton, ElizatMth

Brown, Tracy

Butter, Aliaon

Caplan, Jennnifer

Carr, Karen
Carrol, Patrice

ChamtMra, Tricia

Cohen, Jennifer

Colley, Joan
Corfcey, Valerie

Corkey, V. Valeriee

Condrey, Lynda (3X))

Courtr>«y, Karen
Cumming, WMIiam
Cumminga, Seen
Cxajowaki, Jack
Dailey, Katby
Danner, Virginia

Davidaon, Jody
Deartx>m, Laenne
Devillia, Jim
Disalvo, Pam
Do^erty, Ellen

Donnelly, Sheila (3X)

Donaky, Mait (4X)

Dury, Natalie

Eccher, Tony B'toni

Fairfield, KeHy
Feeraon, Dee

r, Nick

f=a«ig. Bin

Finailver, Anry

Reming, Tami
Fret, Carol

Friedman, Melinda

Gallagher, Mary
Gaton, Rich

Ginn, Claire

Gtaaaman, Vivian

Gorczyca, Anne
Gorman, Michelle

Gouveia, Linda

Grady, Emmet
Grant, Lavrie

Gregory, Lisa

Greaham. Kim

Guacea, Linda

Meckel, Michelle

Haley, Dan
Hampton, Bill

Hail, Karen
Hellen, Melisaa

Hepworth, Rae
Nines, Lynn
Hrynowski, Edward
Huie, Alicia

Hurley, Kathy
Johnaon, Brian T.

Johnaon, Caroline

Johnaton Stephen
Stephen johnaton,
Johr>aton, Stephen
Hohnaton. Stephen

Johnston, Stephen
Johnaton, Stephen
Jordan, John
Kanr>inski, Katie

King, Pam
Knopf, Kimberly (Bub»

Kokotoff, David

KorengoW, Robyn
Kalley, Pater J.

Kim from School St.

Koaowsky, Betti

Kumiega, Brian

Kupcheck, Ui
Lady, David J.

Lamoureux, Kathleen

Latta, Chris

Levine, Robert

Uban, Jay

Litzinger, Jan "laneke"

Long, Lannae
Longo, Lori Ann
Lopater, Robin

Lovett, Rachel

Madog, James W
Mannig, Kathy

Marcinkicwicz, Heidi

Margil, Jane
Marks, Michele

Martain, Maria

McGrath, Suzanne
Mclntoah, Sharon

McKanna, Tim
Mcnhinnee, Cathie

Miller, Beth

Milton, Sean
Mitchell, Chip

Mitchell, Sue
Motley, Karen

Mottola, Paul

Nading, Henry Dania III

Nagy, Tomaa
Natale, Tricia

Nawn, Sua
Newman, Mark
Nichola, S.C.

NIranbarg, Liaa

Nine Southwood Hoaebuga
Napiaraky, Dayna
O'Brien, BW
O'Brtan, Mary K.

Oxiandar, MIchaNa
Pagano, GaM
Pattaraon. Wendy
Paaahuro. Joe
Piper, Suaan
Plunkett, Patty

Prince, Scott

Proto, Pam
Putaia, Jorge
Rabirwvltz, Robyn
Ramtlraz-Paean, Emaknh
RaMy, Daiaay

RavWi, Robyn
Ringroaa, Ann
Rodriguaa, Laurie

Roaenberg, Craig

Rusaal, Liz

Ryter, Wendy
Sale, Holly

Samaras, Sophia
Sammueis, Bonnie

Savage, Kim
Schiller. Karen
Schrainer, Doreen
Sevenaon, Linda

Shapiro, Alan I.

Sir>a, Joe
Singleton, Lauren

Sluaaar, Kriaten

Smith, Cerl

Smith, Mika
Spivak, Loran

Spoonar, Sharon
Stansil, Joe
Stefani. Raina

Stephens. Derrick

Stetson, Mark
Stevana. Jeania

Sullivan, Jeanne
Sweeny, CoWean

Tagaya. Maki
Taro. Tom
Taixeria, Kathleen

Three Townhouaa Hi

Tummino, Jo»)n

Tweedy, Ann
Vaughn, Cheryl

Vaz, Chriatine

Verbeck, Sue
Wagnaf, Chria

Ward. Tom
Watkins, DavM
White, Hatia B.

Wlggetnwn, Andraa
WiNrwky. Jennv

WMaon, Cindy
WianiewaU, Mark
Whitney- Luaaier. Faya
Whittemoce, Diana
Woodward, Herb
Wong, Suaan
Wumamenot, Uae
Zablk, Chrietophar

Zaiin, Robyn

Please pick up your flower and message at our table

Campus Center Concourse lues. Nov. 26. Happy Thanksgiving
.
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BLACKAFFAIRS
Puerto Rico important
for many reasons
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian Staff

The island of Puerto Rico is an impor-

tant military base to the United States.

"Puerto Rico is a military base for the

United States. The island was used dur-

ing the invasion of Grenada and the in-

vasion of the Dominican Republic in 1975

was planned there," said Javier Colon

Morera, a representative of the Puerto

Rican Institute for Civil Rights.

At a forum held yesterday, Morera
elaborated on Puerto Rico's importance to

the United States. "Puerto Rico is more
tied to the situation in Central America
than you might think. It is very important

in the strategic military plans of the

United States. Intelligence agencies can

use Puerto Ricans to go into countries

such as Nicaragua and El Salvador to

gather information for them and the

island could be used for the transportation

of military troops," Morera said.

There is speculation within Puerto Rico

that the United States have buried

nuclear warheads all over the island.

"There are no eyewitnesses to prove or

disprove that fact. It is a very dangerous

situation because even though Puerto

Rico has no nuclear bombs, they have the

potential to initiate a nuclear attack," he

said.

Puerto Rico has 32 billion dollar na-

tional debt and the official unemployment

rate is 23 percent, though Morera says

that figxure is not realistic and that the

percentage is much higher because many
Puerto Ricans have stopped looking for

jobs out of disgust and disillusionment.

There is a lot of institutionalized fraud

and tax evasion going on in American

companies. "The companies are getting

the money, but they are not putting it

back into the economy," he said.

Morera briefly discussed the violation

of Puerto Rican civil rights. "On August

30, 1985, 13 people were arrested and 30

homes were broken into in an attempt to

break up the organization which is

fighting for the independence of Puerto

Rico. It is a way to project an image of

force and instill fear in the people."

AIDS is color blind
By Dr. MANNING MARABLE
Special to the Collegian

(Editor's Note: Dr. Manning Marable

teaches political sociology at Colgate

University.)

"Scapegoating" and political intimida-

tion are usually a "normal" part of

American society and politics. In previous

instances, the victims have been frequent-

ly people of color-Blacks, Hispanics, Asians,

Native Americans-who have been hound-

ed from their jobs, or victimized by police

surveilance and oppressive tactics. But the

latest chapter of political harassment and

the hysterical manipulation of public in-

tolerance focuses on people afflicted with

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, or

AIDS.

Most of the victims have been homosex-

uals, intravenous drug users, and reci-

pients of contaminated blood. Most promi-

nent civil rights leaders, black religious

figures and politicians have been at best

reluctant to discuss AIDS, or to address the

broader implications of the disease within

the black community. At least one promi-

nent black journalist recently characteriz-

ed AIDS as purely a "white man's pro-

blem."

"There's still belief among blacks "that

AIDS is a white man's disease," observes

Dr. Wayne Greaves, chief of the division

of infections at Howard University.

However, "AIDS is color blind." Recent

data reveal that one fourth of all AIDS vic-

tims are Afro-Americans.

The greatest danger in the AIDS con-

troversy is the abhorrent correlation being

made between suppressing the rights of

gays and lesbians and the steps needed to

halt the spread of the disease. One
Massachusetts legislator last month claim-

ed that a child in his district had contracted

AIDS because an AIDS victim "deliberate-

ly" donated blood.

Blacks, more than any other Americans,

should know that political intolerance and
bigotry which masquerades as benign

policies in the "public interest" are

anathema to democracy. We, too, have sons

and daughters who are AIDS victims; and
we must take a more assertive stance

against every form of political harassment

and abridgement of civil liberties aimed
against any other minority groups.

New & Used Cars
TrbcKs a Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wrcck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

the

HurgiyUi
DRIVERS i

WANTED :

Apply Within |

55 University Dr. •

549-5713 :

Must HaveOwn Car:

iluiui ^wvwrrrvm^ mm vm nSS^^'TTT

AUGIES TOBACCO SHOP
"th« Tobacco and Magaiina Shop of Amherst'

108 North PtMsant St.. Amharst
- Western Union Agent -

Complete Unas of:
Pipw Ct Pip* Acr—OHM
Tobacco

importad/domwtic fot ptp* or ag/trmtm

impoftad/domamic Imdudlng Indonaaan clov«l Milt *T

Full rsng* of dom—tic b mmonmi ciffara

MaguioM. PapwbacM (r Mon•rc^ nota*

Naiwipapan. Ma« Stat* Lottary

Caixty and (undry itam*. Maa* aouvanirt

Now futwmf Gourmtt Coffttt ft Tut
- N«iw England Tataphona Agant -

CONGRATULATIONS to

Stan Alger

Eric Krusell

the newest members of

Kappa Kappa Psi

National Honorary Band Fraternity

- from vour oldest brother

by Dwayne Aut«ry'Take a Teddy home for Thanksgiving

^.UNIVERSITY
Located In the Campus Center M^ QTORE "^
Open 9-5

Tuesday, November 26, 1985

Doonesbury

iCollegian 9

Gary Trudeau

HI, 7W/5 15 MARK SLACKMBYBF. ,

COMING JD YOU FROM LAFA -

YBTm mRK liUrmA special

Live 9f:m>CA5T OF "URBAN
H0M5 COMPANION"
\

RJGHTtmJIM^RE.

TALKING TOAlice
R5CHmRjmW,
AMBMBeROf^
THbHOMSieSS
COMMUNITY..

"A MFMBdR
OF TUB

HOMUte^
COMMUNITY
I UKB THAT!

1.

KINP OFA COKTRAQiaiON
\HTERMe>. &UT IT SOUNDS
CIA99Y IT C0NVBV9 A
UTTLS pmrry, A seMsa
0FQUIBJRB5PeCfABIUTy.

AUalltllHIM I^THAT

MACLAINB.
700^

Irr^i&'CSl

WEATHER
Today

Freezing rain, sleet and
possible snow in the mor-
ning turning to all rain by
the afternoon.
Temperatures in the 30s.

Tonight
Occasional rain with highs
in the 40s. Great night to

study

Tomorrow
Leftover drizzle and
cloudy. Highs in the 40s.

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Out HT (AJAi TAiS^m^
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MENU
Tuesday, November 26

LUNCH
Bacon, Lettuce, Tbmato

Sandwich
Spinach and Mushroom Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Cheese, Lettuce and Tbmato

Sandwich
Spinach and Mushroom Quiche

DINNER
Baked Ham, Pruit Sauce

Baked Ziti

Silver P&ilate Salad Plate

BASICS DINNER
Chili Cheese Puff

Baked Ziti

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdilfd by Irudf Michel Jaffc

1

GORDY
res, i\rf,

fEtfU arrs. He's a
COLLEAGUE Pi^SClAJC

p^S/g///''J

res, Hi% Ajose.
IS KEAU-YTHAT

BIG, fUY

i'\m. GPTo/E *oie
-HARO"F=AN-'roo
-/MAWy -To DEAL i^llH

AT

By Gorde

f
(f

*g«»«****g'^*g'*^'*^'*^^-g**"" " "g^g"

The Monday night Collegian late shift

of Gerry, IMatkins,

Conman, Sonja and
Kel wish you the
happiest of turkey

days.

ACROSS
Forms ol

Identification

5 Gourmet's
savoring

9 Steve Martin

movie (with

The")
13 Arm bone
14 Sealed glass

bulb

16 Cousin oleic
17 Radio signal

18 Suspicious
19 Debussy's

"Clair de "

20 Behave matter-

of-factly

23 Mimic
24 • This

Moment On'

25 Find fault

28 Normandy
town

30 Hoi off the

press

35 Misjudge
36 Endless time,

in poetry

38 Author Wiesel

39 Close up shop
43 Film star

Jennings
44 Choreographer

Antony
45 Barrel

46 Boxing weight
49 (»oli8h

parliament

50 English cath

edralclly

51 Me
Tangere

53 Blue

55 SirucKa
bargain

63 Venezuela
copper
center

64 Juan's first

month
65 Pearl Mosque

site

66 Roman god
67 L*2y

68 Defeat

decisively

69 Reach the

maximum
70 Concordes
71 AtlKieny

DOWN
1 Brass
instrument

2 AWaugh
3 Midge
4 Brazilian dance
5 Unnatural

singing voice

6 Buddhist

mountain
7 Sign in a

new store

8 Famous Ger
man engraver

9 Coagulate
10 Vanity case
11 Files partner

12 Swiss artist

15 Disinfectant

21 Unexpected
outcome

22 Tiny, in

Glasgow
25 Mideast desert

region

26 Fragrance
27 Jetty

29 Southpaw's
trend

31 cent store

32 Lycee student

33 Hemp
34 Easily annoyvd
37 Like skinny

dippers

40 Farthest Abbr
41 City on the

Aisne
42 La Douce

namesakes
47 Babylonian

deity

48 Grandma
52 Nobelist

Pauling

54 Minimize

55 Humid
56 Dies
57 DicKens

heroine

68 Lie in the sun
59 Part of QED
60 Stravinsky

61 Loyal

€2 Odium
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Swimmers open season with easy 76-36 victory

UM blows Eagles out of the water
By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

Going into Sunday's meet at Boston Col-

lege, the University (rfMassachxisetts men's

swimming team expected a tough meet.

What they did, however, was overcome some

iiyuries and blow out BC, 76-36.

"I'm real pleased. I thought they (BC)

would be better but we came out fast and

I think they were shell-shocked," said

UMass coach Russ Yarworth.

UMass won the first three events, taking

the top five out six spots in two of them.

John Turner, Fred Marius, Paul

McDonough, and Ed Burton teamed to win

the 400 medley relay in 3:42.10. Chris

Payson won the 1000 freestyle in 10:21.37

followed by Rick Bishop in 10:37 and Marc

Waters' 10:42.5. Ail-American Drew

Donovan won the 200 fireestyle in an what

Yarworth termed an, "easy" 1:44.66. He
was followed by Jim Flannery with a

1:50.59. Donovan also won the 100 freestyle

in 47.94 later in the meet.

BC showed some life by placing first in

the 50 freestyle but UMass placed second,

third, and fourth with all swimmers being

a thousandth of a second apart. Jim Kuhns,

a red shirt freshman, Scott Kessler, and

Mike Bolles ,both freshman, all touched in

around 23.1. The winning time was 22.99.

UMass came back by placing Turner in

first with a 2:02.68 and McDonough in se-

cond with a 2:02.70 in the 200 individual

medley "Those were real good times for

this time of the year," said Yarworth.

Pbt Mullen placed second in both the one-

meter and three-meter diving events.

In the 200 butterfly. Burton placed first

with a time of 2:02.6 "The two freshman

were the best part of the meet. I'm very

pleased with them," Yarworth noted. Bur-

ton was one of those ft^shman, Payson be-

ing the other, Payson won the 500 Freestyle

event in 4:59.74. Flannery placed second in

5:07.83.

Turner won the 200 backstroke in

2:00.78. Marc Surette, who received a late

reprieve from disciplinary svispension from

Yarworth allowing him to swim, placed se-

cond in that event, swinuning 2:07.87. "He

should be faster," said Yarworth.

The one weakness UMass had was in the

breaststroke although, Marius placed se-

cond and Chad Stalker third. Yarworth was

not overly excited. "Once we get Hover

(Mike, out with a broken hand) back we'll

be all right. Marius is a taper swimmer
which means he gets better as the season

goes on, so we should get better."

UMass also won the final event, making

it nine out of 13 the Minutemen took. Bur-

ton, McDonough, Flannery, and Donavan

teamed to win the 400 freestyle relay in

3:17.4.

Overall, Yarworth was very happy. "We
still have a ways to go, but I'm psyched

because we took it to them. I saw some good

things ."

• the UNH game continued from page 12

Gerlufsen. . .both the men's and women's

game will be on WMUA-FM (91.1). No Loss

Department: John Hempel, UM's leading

scorer for two years before transfering to

St. John's has a Icss-than-memorable debut

with the Redmen at the preseason Big Ap-

ple NIT tournament at Hartford. The first

time Hempel touched the ball, he was call-

ed for an offensive foul after drilling a shot

into the side of the backboard. In SJU's

first two games, Hempel played 10 minutes

with just two points and four turnovers. He

also played his usual matador defense

(wave at them as they go by). . .among

those that couldn't get into the game on

Saturday because of the crowd were the

public address announcer, a Springfield

station's television crew and various other

members of the media. . . the games are be-

ing broadcast on Northampton cable TV on

a delayed basis and shown on Union

Video's screens in the student union. .

.Channel 3 in Hartford is also covering the

Hartford game at the Cage on December

7. . .George Washington has signed five

high school players to letters-of-intent.

^ pcuioi

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

FREE TACO BAR
MON & TUBS NIGHT

9 — till it lasts

NOVEMBER BEER SPECIAL
Heineken

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

WHERE
HIUS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS
Why conquer hills when you

can challenge a mountain. Just over the

border is Mount Snow with 12 lifts ( 1 gon-

dola, 5 triple chairs. 6 double chairs). 57

trails. 1700 feet of vertical and 80% snowmaking.

THE SHORTEST DRIVE TO

BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO

REACH SOUTHERN
VERMONT ON VT, 100

LODGING:

(802)4648501

SKI REPORT:

(802)464 2151

Enjoy by tar th« most Thanksgiving akiing in 80uth«rn Vef-

nwnt. Top to bottom skiing is open on 2 mountain fac4M in-

cluding 2 trails on the North Face and runs up to 1 H miles

k>ng on the Main Mountain. 12 trails and 7 lifts for the

hdidaya. A lES package includes 2 days of skiir>g and one

nights lodging. We've got the snow, let yourself go.

"Mount ®nolii
VERMONT

TUESDAY
R-RATED HYPNOTIST

I

I

I

Because of Popular Demand
2 shows 9:00 €r 11:00

Rte. 9, Amherst

comer of University Dr.

256-1059

AUDITION
NOnCE

Busch Gardens, The Dark Continent, could be the per-

fect showcase for your talents if you're a singer, dancer

or musician — especially country fiddle, steel guitar

or accordian— or if your abilities lie in specialty areas

such as sound technician or show operator. There's

only one way to find out. Plan to join us for:

AUDITIONS and INTERVIEWS
Thursday, December 5, 1985

8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

Boston Marriott Long Wharf
296 States Street

Auditions are limited to 5 minutes each and will be given

on a first come basis. Dancers should be dressed to

dance. Musicians should prepare selections demon-

strating their versatility on their principle instrument

as well as on any secondary instrument. Sound tech-

nicians will receive personal interviews and should

bring a typed resume of --elated experience.

Accompaniment will

be provided.

Good starting pay and full

and part-time positions

are available.

^BUSCH
Gardens
THE DARK CONTINENT

T^^1P'^ fK^Rin-v

Equal OpDOrtiin.Iv EmployP' M/F'H/V
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Young UMass team points to '86

By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

FAIRFAX, Va.—The three-year jinx of the NCAA women's

soccer number one seed continued this past weekend as

Massachusetts (16-1) fell to eventual champion George

Mason, 3-0.

Undefeated Connecticut was knocked off in the

semifinals by George Mason in 1983 and undefeated

Brown lost in the quarter-finals to UConn in 1984.

UMass had given up only two goal through 16 games

before giving up three against the Patriots, the most since

Harv£u-d beat the Minutewomen in October, 1983, by a 3-2

overtime score.

It was a disappointing loss to end the season. "We can't

dwell on it," freshman goalie Jan Holland said. "It was

a classy season. It just didn't end that way."

"This is a team of youth," UMass coach Kalekeni Ban-

da said. "This year and last year we supposed to be

rebuilding years. People have been taking (UMass' youth)

for granted."

The Minutewomen were ranked first in the nation for

the last month of the season after shutting out North

Carolina for the fu^t time in UNC's history, 2-0 on Oct. 12.

UMass started five sophomores, four freshmen and two

seniors. The first tv/o off the bench were a sophomore and

a freshman. It was the youngest starting lineup at the

Final Four.

"My goal for the year has already been achieved," Ban-

da said before the tourney. "I wanted to win the New

England title and make the playoffs.

"My plan for this team (to seriously contend for the ti-

tle) was next year."

But when UMass ran off with a 15-0-0 regular season,

beating North Carolina (2-0), UConn (1-0) and demolishing

other teams in Brown (6-0), Harvard (5-0) and Boston Col-

lege (3-0 in the playoffs), expectations soared.

A balanced scoring attack, with freshman foward Beth

Roundtree (10 goals, four assists, 24 points), sophomore

foward Monica Seta (9-6-24), sophomore midfielder

Carolyn Micheel (5-13-23), freshman foward Cathy

Cassady (7-8-22), sophomore foward Cathy Spence (9-4-22)

and sophomore Ail-American Kristen Bowsher (7-6-20)

bolstered the attack.

Sophomore fullback Debbie Belkin (7-5-19) set a school

record for most points for a fullback. Belkin, Bowsher (for

the second straight year) and Cassady were named to the

all-tourney team.

The team scored a school record 68 goals and gave up

a school record five. It was the most wins ever and Micheel

set a school assist record (13). The team set a record for

most wins in a row, 17, dating back to 1984.

Banda had a team concept in 1985. Everyone played of

fense and everyone played defense. Until UMass lost its

third consecutive NCAA semifinal on Saturday, it work-

ed very well.

"We were going to bounce back," Holland said. "I can't

wait for next year," Banda said after lone loss. In 1986,

UMass will have nine starters back, only senior co-

captains Sue Bird and Jamie Watson are leaving.

* women I continued frum page 12

"It's good that we got the first game in because now I

think we've settled down," Lewis, a .sophomore, said. 'It

will be good to have a big crowd. The senior's are psych-

ed, hey I'm psyched myself, it'll be my first time in the

Cage too."

Aside from the turnovers, Stevens said that against

Maine, her team reacted more to the game itself than to

the action in the game. Playing in the Cage for the first

time in 20 months before an expected large crowd, the

Minutewomen will be faced with the challenge of playing

before another large audience and odds are, they will be

nervous once again.

"We're just glad to get the first game out of the way. Now
we're really going to roll. I think we'll win," said Lewis.

BU is coming off its season-opening win, 64-59 over

Lafayette College on Saturday, and boast a tall, high scor-

ing lineup.

"BU is always an intense rivalry They're going to be

gunning for us. We beat them twice last year so they will

be out for revenge," Stevens said.

Leading the Tferriers is junior guard Renee Kurawski,

who had 22 points against Lafayette and forward Andrea

Ashuck.

UMass beat BU 59-53, in the Warner Classic at Fair-

field and 62-60 in Boston last season.

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES

n IN THE VALLEY!

DYNAMITE
Maxell XLII90 $2.00

TDK SA90 - $2.00
| ,^-V^

New, Used , .Zj n Q R N E S "^^
Buy. Sell and TradeN , : ' ^ ^ ^
584-1580

mos 7VDISSV7D

TONIGHT - Tuesday Nov. 26 at

IjWrn
rance/Club

Schnapps

-^

*r4

Pre -registering for courses next semester?

...Consider the University Health Services

Peer Education
Program

^ Peer Health Promoters
i^ Peer Alcohol Educators

A-l..

/"
hV '<^

J

LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF

TEACH YOUR PEERS

GAIN CAREER EXPERIENCE

Foi more information about thfsc 3 ttedit courses

sponsored by the UnivRrsitv Health Servir.es

I ,ill the Health Education Office at M9 2671 e«t 1B1

Bar
Drinks

$1.2;
.. VTO

[HL^ ITK U)STATK S)QB.VMJvRlC;

mmm. Ml >| , O Ii It I .

Changes
Cash

Alt,. \ A

REVERSE

COVER CHARGE

All Customers Arriving ^y Mk
RafnrA -10:30 Receive—Y-l wWBefore 10:30 Receive

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

OLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3 45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone nunnber FREE

ACTIVITIES

Iwagin*.

Join Hillel Rabbi Saul Pcrlmntter for

baitel lunch and informal conversation.

Tuesday 11/26. 12:20 pm. Suffolk Room,

Student Union 301. ^^__
Holiday Employment! Make money, pnv

Wc\ consumers and the environment with

MASSPIRG InterviewTues ll/2fiCC902

3p & 5p; 256-6434

AUDIO

For aalc Tcchnica 35 watt R«c. 140 12

band CTaphic eo »70 both $100 call

,'>4'J-6391 Bnan for info.

AirrO FOR SALE

77 Honda Accord 5 speed must wll to pay
Nils call Scott 253-9015

1976 Ford Maverick, 60,000 miles, auto,

power steering, 4 door, runs fine. BO over

1700. 549 1902

1970 CheTy Malibu excellent running con-

dition ({ood txxiy AM FM cassette deck
$600 r43l Linda eveninirs after « .'V49 ti313

Volvo '76 great car Must sell $2400/BO
tel 546-5836

1976 Nova^ Riinsgood. As is. $600 cr <m-~\

offer !i4ti-«<»%

Aidri977 lOOLS 4 dr AT AC SR KM &
Tape FWD great winter car in excellent

mech shape etiod radials 20' mpg nr

regular liest $1,500 Oerman cu arounii

665-8217

Uiflerent varieties trom llWl call Mearty
Sounds ,549 0385 _^
Turn the Tablet professional party/club

I).I, 5 yr experience widest sefeolion c«l

24 hr. 5869691

FOR RENT

Sunderland, I bdrm apt. on busline,

420/month, everything included Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

Amherst Rrandywinc 2 bdrm apt busline

5flO/month available 1 1 86 549 1119

Sin^e room available in a house on Main

St in Amherst rent is $153 per mo plus

utilities on bus route and close to town and

campus lease runs from Jan 1 to Aug 31

call Mike at 256-1233 pref after 5 pm

Lk 1 bdrnT^pt Squire Vill. avail Jan

665-4669 aft 6

Rooms available for those interested in

home cooked meals and easy access to

campus. For more info call .545-0527

1 or 2 roommates Vi share large modem
loftstyle af>artmpnl in Northampton
Onter AC. sundeck. heal included

availalile Jan 1 call .586^0

1 dbic rm available Jan I. Second house

off campus Hardwood floors call 549-4.368

Pat or Emmy
One bedroom apartment from Dec 1 $285

a month call Tel 256 1859 evening

Marketing Interns needed for Hamp
shire Mail Management Office must lie

energetic and reliable with excellent com
munication skills. Apply Office of Intern

ships ,545-0725

The Commuter Area Government has

one work study position for an office asisis

lant Interested people should have grnwl

organiiational skills, typing skills, and
10 15 hrs a week free I'noergrads only

should apply to 404 SUB beforeNovemlier
i6th Eofe/AA employer.

PEOPLE'S MARKET

INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar Lcaaons experienced and

patient teacher rock/pop/tolk/blues im-

prov.. reading, theory, composition Your

home or my studio Doug 549-4786

Inteneasion bartending claaaes covers

all aspect's gign up starts Monday Nov 25

room 111 credit free registration Tower
Library

LISA AND GREGG

You aavcd my life. . .well my finger,

anvway. For this 1 am eternally grateful.

Wliat "else can I say You're two in a

million!! Love, Betty Ann

LOST

Where else can you get good tuMi.
great food, and the best coffee. The Peo-

oies Marl<el of course' Around the comer

from the Post Office.

PERSONALS

G • Happy Birthday! Love ya J - G & J

BFFE

Ski Sunrbttih! Hotel $149 call Ski Club
now 545-3437

Free kittens to good home Jody 586-5425

John McKeown where have you been all

my lifer A Fan

jeannettc, Witli each day that we spend
together my love for you grows and grows
and grows and grows Te Amo Cielo

THF, PEACE CONCERT Bushnell
Memonal Hall. Hartford. Dec 5. 8:00 pm
free by calling (203) .560 1610

~ ~ •• SUE BOLTZ ••

C!ongrats

I knew you could do it!

lyove, Beth

FOR SALE

ENTERTAINMENT

Nordic* Ski Boota size 9-10 used twice

very cheap' Best offer call Leo 6-r,812

Guitar -Tamaha SE200 student electric

brand new $200 very negotiable 546-5125

large
Rack-A-Disc EnterUinment A|(enc^ for

the best oarty this s<-mpster P

screen video, rentals .'i49 7 144

Do you need bands for your party. Pro-

fesiiional bands that didn't lust gel

together yesterday. You name tJie sound

and songs you want. We'll set up the band.

Keyboarda! Korg inly 61

ligy lead syi

$150 549 1739
Prodigy lead syntl

irg poly I

ith: $2(Vl

$.500.

Keyboard
Moog
stand

Mens I'Mass Ring: Steven Sobeck in

scribed Lost in Townehouse area. Call

.549.5924. for Kelley REWARD!

(•uess jeaniacket at Changes Thurs 11/21

my keys. IDs, red gloves please return

n-ward call mary 546-4350 or 256-8080

Reward - I-ost bracelet 14k gold lini< with

latch. Lost near (jorman dormitory in

Central If found call I<eon at ,546-47?4

Betty Ann - It's t<xi l>ad about youi finger

('ome in anyway and brighten u() our

niherwise boring lives.

Kara, Are you as passionate as vmi *.-»nr'

Forget Susni H yours. Peppermint

K.S. - Hai>ii> Birthday Karen' Have a

great day' TTiought we forgo! didn't ym"
fiest Buds Always Love, liawn. rtiiorea.

Susan

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Caaca, pwera. diaacrtatioaa, thcaca, on-

campus, dependable, outstanding quality,

low rates, 584 7924

ROOM WANTED

Female looking for honaing or sublet for

Jan 1 thru May 86 call Lisa 266-1301

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to thare pleasant reaitonable ideally

located in Amherst Ctr 774-2740

Female roommate to share 2 bedroom
Brittany Manor a|)t Spring semester call

256-6895 evenings

Wanted - person to share furnished nouse
in N. Amherst musician/student, near bus,

heat provided, $'200.l)0/monlh only til May
256 8432 Randy

Rrandywine apt. looking for .vimeone to

rent my room for Spring semester Rent is

$290 iier month Heat is inolude<l in price

I'lissihility that entire aiit will be nvalalilt'

I'oupk'S welcome. Call 549 6289

One spare available in Rnttany Manor,
female. $142. 50«. call Bonnie 2,56 1405

TRAVEL

Loadon Spring break M - Roundtrip air-

fare from Boston via Pan Am, 8 nighta

hotel, breakfast*, transfers, subway paaa

discount A taxes Only $626 sponsored by

HRTA Travel Club Call^Luis^.549 7841

Two airline tickets for sale to Europe

-cheap' Full service airline call Jen or

Peter 665 4692 or 256 12(H

"Take a Break on the French Side!"

Skibreak's January Inp to Tignes/Val

d'lsere in the French Alps includes RT ait-

fare (Swis.sair). transfers, a<Tommoda-

lions, skipass (116 lifts), slalom races,

wicktails for $740/7 nighjts in resort.

Skibreak: (203) 354-6059, Ted: 546^4733

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Ixing or short pro-

jects Will correct grammar, sjielling. A
punctuation Meticulous oroofreading.

New IBM typewriter 549(1367

TYPIN(; ft WORD PROCESSING^

Next Day Service. Type^Rite '2.5,15111

SERVICES

HELP WANTED
MOVER

Merchandiser 20 hours per week $4.41/hr

call between 8-5 need car 684-2060

'Round Town Movers fast reliable cheap

call Michael anytime 323-6780

Wigwam • I'm glad we became fncnds
Hsve a Happy Birthday'

M and S: Happy Thanksgiving to m^ two
favorite turkeys'

Jeanine Hartman
Happy Birthday'

74 days and counting
Uve'. J.H. (the ah)

iiey Jill Hovan • You're 19 tuday, so don t

be such a sweatball. You are the vjueen of

inversion booUi! ..,>< i < i •

COINS 123/121 tutoring 5 00 per hi

former 12.3/121 grader Alex 2,56-1239

Escort Service available 8 pm 2 3<l am
evervday any where on c«mpus Play it

safe call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME
Editing, Consultation. Rx profes.sor's

specialty: dissertations, professional ar

tides, books 268-7772

WANTED TO RENT

TO SUBLET

Intersession - 1 double bedroom in

Riverglade Acta on bus rte 2 miles from

campus $100/person else btg apt! Call

. NlnafrLrniT 256^4^6^ a^H 4^, , ..•**'-'

To take over leaac Januaiy I for a 2 or 3
lieilroom apartment in N. Amherst Of
Sunderland Call ,546 4009 or 546-5568

Single room desired Intersession onlv
AtTinersl ares jireferred (ilpa-sp call

Marylieth «I .'.4t^ .'S944 after 6 .3" PM

Take over lease in Jan of 4 person house
or apt call .546 4474 or 2.56-7199

To take over lease next fall. 2 or 3
bedroom Rolling (Ireen. Cliffside Sum-
mer sublet negotiable Call Julie or Julie at

6-6909 or 6914 reward""
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SPORTS
UM looks for second straight
Minutemen want to open up

offense against UNH at Cage

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts basketball

coach Ron Gerlufsen is hoping the real

Minutemen Uke the court tonight against

the University of New Hampshire at the

A team that edged Division 2 Merrimack,

59-56 before a packed house on Saturday

night, isn't the one Gerlufsen has spent

three years forming.

Against the Warriors, UMass tooks its

time on offense instead of running the fast

break, and laid back on defense, content to

watch Merrimack shoot from the outside,

rather than pressure the ball as they did

so successfully at times last season.

"I really don't know what gone into us,"

said Gerlufsen. "We're not that kind of

team at all. We weren't doing the type of

things we usually do."

Against a solid New Hampshire team

(7:30 p.m. after the women's game and

before another expected full house), UMass

will have to pick up the tempo of its game

in order to win. New Hampshire, unlike

Merrimack, can't be simply out-talented by

UMass, they have to be beaten.

"UNH is a tough, physical team that re-

bounds well. They seem to get up to play

us," said Gerlufsen. "This is a big game for

them and for us, we want to start off on the

right track.

Gerlufsen said he expects to start the

same lineup as he did against Merrimack.

The backcourt will see junior captain Carl

Smith at point guard and sophomore

Lorenzo Sutton (a game-high 15 points

against Merrimack) at shooting guard.

The frontcourt will see 6-10 senior Tom
Emerson at center, 6-4 freshman David

Brown at small forward and 6-6 freshman

Duane Chase a power forward.

Matching up for the Wildcats will be 6-1

point guard Andy Johnston, 6-3 off-guard

Todd Black, 6-9 center Dirk Koopman, 6 7

small forward Greg Steele and 6-6 power

forward Ted diGrande.

The Wildcats, opening their season for

the sixth year under Gerry Friel, lost their

leading returning scorer James Best (17.2

points-per-game) to academic troubles in

the preseason. They are 27-57 against

UMass over the years. UMass won 55-51

in Durham last season, but dropped the

previous four straight. The Wildcats were

7-22 last season.

Koopman is a high-post center, a solid re-

bounder that can hit the short jumper.

diGrande is a physical forward who makes

up for his offensive shortcomings with solid

defense and rebounding. Johnston, Steele

and Black are perimeter shooters that rare-

ly venture into the lane, leaving the 'Cats

with little inside game to speak of outside

of an occasional Koopman foray into the

paint.

"I think we'll do well ifwe push the ball

upcourt and pressure them on defense,

what I've been advocating all along," said

Gerlufsen. "I told the team on Sunday that

they looked tentative and that we have to

overcome the jitters. It's easier to keep a

team to increase its pace rather then get

a team to slow down. I'm happy we didn't

make a lot of mental mistakes, but we still

need to pick up the pace."

Of the seven new players eligible to see

action on Saturday, six played and with few

exceptions impressed their coach. Brown

played like a veteran at forward, scoring

11 points and getting four rebounds.

Reserve center Sean Mosby played 30

minutes and had a game-high nine re-

bounds to go along with eight points. He

also exhibited tough defense.

Ben Jones, a junior college transfer, saw

only limited action but scored a big hoop

late in the game and had four rebounds.

Mike Mundy was sharp at point guard,

spelling Smith with eight quality minutes.

Joe Fennell didn't score in nine minutes,

but showed some talent. Chase, the

freshman with maybe the most expecta-

tions, had the worse case of the freshman

jitters, missing a layup among other

miscues, but Gerlufsen is looking for a

strong effort from him tonight.

Emerson saw only nine minutes of action

after starting against Merrimack, in-

cluding just two second half minutes.

Against a banger like Koopman however,

Emerson should be of more use and play

some effective minutes.

"Tommy has the potential to give us a

solid effort in the middle," said Gerlufsen.

"Sean was just playing so well, it was hard

to take him out."

"But that's what I like, having the flex-

ibility of two good big men," continued the

coach. "We have a lot of good frontcourt

players. Cartain ones are going to see a lot

of time in certain situations, others are go-

ing to have to wait to play. It's a com-

petitive situation in practice and when a

player's out on the floor, he knows he has

to play well or be taken out, it wasn't

always like that before here."

"I like this team for a lot of reasons," said

Gerlufsen. "We can do a lot of things out

there, hopefully we'll show our fans that

tonight."

HOOPS SCOOPS: Black was Smith s

roomate when the two were at Fork Union

Military Academy in Virginia the year

after high school. . .UNH's Steele as well

as Emerson and Sutton are also Fork

Union products. . Johnston worked at the

UMass basketball camp this summer for

nmtmufd "n /<nO' /"

Collegian photo by Paul Desmaraia

Freshman center Sean Mosby (42) came off the bench to score eight

points and get nine rebounds against Merrimack. UMass plays New

Hampshire at the Cage tonight.

Doors open at 4

for Cage hoop

doubleheader

The doorB to the Curry Hicks Cage will open this after-

noon at 4 p.m. for the men's and women's basketball

doubleheader.

The UMass women face Boston University at 5 p.m.

in their home opener The UMass men, 1-0, face a tough

New Hampshire team at 7:30 p.m.
, . , .

Once 3,000 students enter the Cage, it will be closed

and those not in will be asked to leave. Tickets for reserve

seats only are on sale at the UMass ticket office on the

second floor of Boyden Building and at the Cage ticket

office until 4 p.m.
^ ^ ^l

lb make sure you see the games, be at the wcnion s

game early, or to be positive, be there at 4 p.m. UMass

basketball fever is catching, catch it tonight.

Women open at home

Minutewomen to tangle Terriers
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts women's
basketball team missed out

on the re-opening of the

Curry Hicks Cage, Satur-

day, as it spent its opening

day committing turnovers,

giving up inside baskets and

losing to the University of

Maine, 76-66, in Orono.

An anti-climatic debut to

be sure. UMass coach Bar-

bara Stevens said that

despite seeing some good

play, the game was a dissa-

pointment. She felt that her

team was as prepared as

well as it could be and that

before travelling north, she

was very confident in her

team's chances of dumping
the Black Bears.

But Stevens said the team
was outplayed by an ex-

cellent team and that there

is no time to dwell on a loss,

especially one so early in

the season. Now is the time

to realize the team's

strengths and weaknesses,

now is the time to make ad-

justments, now is the time

to return home to the Cage
after 30 games on the road.

"Now is the time to

establish our home court ad-

vantage just as Maine did,"

Stevens said. "The place

was really hopping at

Maine, it was hard to settle

down in front of a foreign

crowd. We've got to in-

timidate our opponents and

feel the security of the home
court. We've missed it."

Like the men's team, there

will be several

Minutewomen who will be

experiencing the Cage, or

the new Cage, for the first

time when they tangle with

Boston University, tonight

at 5 p.m. in their home
opener. Nerves will once

again be a factor in the ear-

ly going. Sophomore forward

Tara Lewis thinks that

opening season jitters have

been eased and that though

there may be some nerves,

the Minutewomen will play

well and come together as a

team, something Stevens

said UMass didn't do when
the pressure was on.

continued on pagt II

Sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:
Thday:

Men's Basketball: New Hampshire, Curry Hicks Cage,

7:30 p.m. I

Women's Basketball: Boston University, Curry Hicksj

Cage, 5 p.m. (Doors open at 4 p.m. for both games an("

will be closed for good aft«r 3,000 students enter).
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EASY COME, EASY GO—Shoppers traipse the Hampshire Mall in Hadley yesterday, as they spend
their money during the first weekend of holiday shopping. Thanksgiving Weekend is traditionally the

busiest time d the year for stores nationwide

Town to open co-op house
Shelter to provide counseling
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

Advocates of a 12-room "co-operative" home for single

mothers expect to open the rooms in the old parsonage of

Amherst's First Congregational Church by February.

The project—designed to alleviate the problems faced by

single mothers with low income—will provide a refuge for

up to six mothers and eight pre school children. Can

didates for the home are expected to be mostly young high-

school dropouts lacking the skills necessary to obtain suf-

ficient income for themselves and their children.

"In this day of $500 a month rent, when you're getting

$328 a month to live on. it's a frustrating situation," said

Nancy Webb, a young parents counselor at Children's Aid

and Family Services.

Webb is one of the principal supporters of the project,

which has also received the sanction of the Amherst

Clergy Association and the Council of Churches in

Amherst. The home in Amherst will be the first in the

area established only for young single mothers, Webb said.

Supporters of the proposed home are waiting for final,

written approval by the Amherst Zoning Board of Appeals,

which has tentatively approved the group's request. When
approval is granted, the group may be required to spend

up to $12,000 to remove lead paint from some of the room

to comply with state regulations, Webb said.

"We hope to hear form the Board of Appeals soon," she

said, 'we'll take any conditions and go form there."

According to the profwsal submitted to the board last

month, the shelter would coordinate programs to allow the

mothers to become more self sufficient when they leave

the shelter.

Some if the proposed programs include child care classes,

instruction for attainment of high school equivalency

diplomas and workshops on how to deal with

bureaucracies.

"The effort is to help them (program participants) get

on their feet," Webb said. "(It's) not just a shelter for

runaways."

Webb said the home will not admit "substance abusers"

who have drug or alcohol problems, but will aim to serve

"a more mature clientele."

Boarders will be limited to a maximum stay of 18-24

months, zoning board member Julia Blake said.

During their stay at the home, mothers will be expected

to pay $175-225 a month for rent, and contribute to food

expenses under a cooperative system, Webb said.

"It's not a charity," she said, "we hope it's specially*

designed as a helping effort."

$60,000 available through loan
By ROB COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

A new loan program has been developed and is available

to the families of students or to those students who are

paying for their own education.

The Bank of Boston in cooperation with guaranteeing

organizations. The Educational Resources Institute, and

the Massachusetts Higher Education Assistance Corpora-

tion, have developed the loan.

The new loan program is issued without appraisal of

family or independent income and will allot as much as

$60,000 over a four-year program of higher education. The

loan is designed to supplement other loans or to assist ap-

plicants who are not eligible for other loans.

Application for the "Alliance" loan which offers from

INSIDE:
Strike in Hartford 2

Faculty gains Fulbrights 3

Women's basketball wins 12

"The effort is to help them get on their feet. (It's)

not just a shelter for runaways."

—Nancy Webb, counselor at Children's Aid and

Family Services, about a home for single mothers

expected to open in AmherKf by February.
_

$3,000 to $15,000 per school year, involves assessment of

the applicant's "credit worthiness," or information about

what that applicant owes to other organizations and in-

formation about borrowing conduct in the past.

The loan is granted at an interest rate of 11.5 percent.

This is a combination of the Bank of Boston's base rate

of 9.5 percent plus 2 percent. Interest is paid through

periodic installments during the period when the borrower

is in school. Complete repayment of the principal begins

45 days afler graduation or separation from the accredited

school or college.

According to Arthur Jackson, director of financial aid

at UMass, the Alliance loan is designed to operate as a

supplement to other loans such as the Parents' or "Plus"

loan, or the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL). It is addi-

tional money available to assist financial needs that are

not quite met by other forms of financial aid, he said.

Jackson mentioned the importance of staying aware of

fiscal responsibilities when accumulating loans.

"Students have to look on educational debt as to how

it will affect their lifestyles after graduation," said

Jackson. "(They) should become indebted as little as possi-

ble so as not to jeopardize other types of consumer loans

when they enter the work force."

continued on page 3
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Sophomores
off campus
a possibility
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Next year's freshmen may have the option of moving off

campus after their first year, if a proposal currently on

the drawing board becomes policy.

The proposal, a two-part plan, would give sophomores

a choice of whether to live in dormitories or oft campus,

and would require any dorm resident to purchase a meal

plan.

"The motivation here is one based on choice," Dennis

Madson, vice chancellor for student affairs, said last week.

"It is a matter of students being told not what they have

to do, but what they can da We would rather have students

in the residence halls who choose to be there."

Madson said data from colleges and universities nation-

wide and "educational philosophy" show freshmen should

be required to live in the residence halls and UMass sup-

ports that belief

According to Madson, there are two reasons for ad-

ministrators to oppose the plan. One is the possibility that

Food Services would be hurt by the-decrease in revenue

and the other is the probability of sophomores putting an

even tighter squeeze on off-campus vacancies.

That worries Joanne Levenson. director of the OffCam-
pus Housing Office.

"We can't turn a on** percent vacancy rate into a five

percent vacancy rate," Levenson said. "My office is more
than prepared to counsel students who would want to live

off campus, but the proposal would only serve to put more

pressure on the town."

Other administrators agree.

"The off^ampus situation is awfully tight," said Gerald

Quarles, director of Housing Services. "The initial projec-

tions are that we might lose 1,000 students or more, but

the final numbers are always different."

Quarles said he has "a feeling that we won't see a ma-

jor shift in students moving from the residence halls to

the off-campus markeL"

"What we are talking about here is everyone (in the

dormitories) on a meal plan. This might not be ac-

ceptable. We are not into antagonizing students, but
we have not gauged students' feelings about the issue

of the meal plan."

—Gerald Quarles, housing assignment coordinator

Madson said he foresees only a one or two percentage

point difference between on- and off-campus populations

after the policy takes effect.

Seven years ago, when the administration allowed

students the option of moving off-campus after their

sophomore year, a minimal number of student took ad-

vantage, Madson said.

"I feel that (the new policy) will not necessarily have
a significant impact on the number of spaces available in

residence halls," said Joseph Zannini, director of Hous-'

ing Administration.

"The residence halls are financially attractive, and we
have a high satisfaction rate with students living in the

residence halls." Zannini said.

"There are spaces available in the outside community,"

he said. "But most of them are some distance from cam-
pus and most students prefer to live closer to campus."

"We definitely won't have any empty beds," Zannini said.

Ashoke Ganguli, director of Auxiliary Services, the divi-

sion of the Office of Administration and Finance, which
is in charge of Food Services for the University, is now
working on a feasibility study to determine how the new
proposal could affect the number of students subscribing

to the meal plan.

Last week, Ganguli said he is reviewing data from both

Housing and Food Services and it is too soon to know what
the result of the study will be.

"My gut feeling is that it (the elimination of the require-

ment) will impact the board plan tremendously," Ganguli

said. "I don't foresee lots of sophomores leaving campus.

There is nowhere for them to go."

"What we are talking about here is everyone (in the dor-

mitories) on a meal plan." Quarles said. 'This might not

be acceptable. We are not into antagonizing students, but

we have not gauged student's feelings about the issue of

the meal plan."
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SPACE WORK-Space Shuttle Atlantis space walker Sherwood Spring

works at the end of a robot arm yesterday, as he tries to attach a work

platform to the robot.

Machinists call strike

Officer's death a mystery
BILLERICA. Mass. (AP>-A 21 -year-old

Carlisle police officer was found shot to

death with the gun still in his hand in what

police have called an accidental shooting.

But others, including the brother of Keith

Gearin, believe the young policeman may
have taken his own life Thanksgiving

night.

Gearin. a 1982 graduate of Billerica

Memorial High School, was scheduled to

graduate near the top of his class at Somer

ville Pblice Academy in about two weeks.

Meanwhile, the Carlisle Pblice Depart

ment and that town's Board of Selectmen

had planned to give him a commendation

for helping arrest a man in conection with

a murder in September, less than three

months after he was hired by the force.

•'It's an awful shock to all of us. How can

things get so bad at age 21?" asked

Billerica police Officer Thomas Hickey.

Gearin attended the Billerica High

School football game Thanksgiving morn
ing, then had turkey dinner at the home of

his sister Neither friends nor family

members believed anything was wrong, the

Boston Globe reported.

But a few hours later, at 7 p.m,, Gearin's

girlfriend, who was speaking with him over

the telephone, heard a gunshot and. police

said, the young man cried out. "Help me.

I've just shot myself."

HARTFORD, Conn. < AP)-Machinist

union members called their first strike in

25 years against Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

yesterday after defeating a three-year con-

tract offer from the giant jet engine

manufacturer
Members of the International Association

of Machinists from locals at three plants

voted to begin their walkout at 12:01 a.m.

today-23 days before Christmas-while

workers from a fourth local narrowly miss

ed the two^thirds vote required for a strike.

The hourly production and maintenance

emplc^ees from plants in Southington.

Middletown and North Haven voted by a

69 percent margin-4,659 to 2,097-for the

strike after they refxised in an earlier balott

to accept terms of the company's final con-

tract offer put forth on Friday.

However the workers from Local 1746 at

the East Hartford plant failed on a 1,795

to 1,309 vote to gain the majority needed

to call a walkout against the maker ofcom

mercial jet engines as well as engines that

power the military's F15 and F 16 fighter

planes.

George Almeida, a union representative

from Washingto. DC. said Local 1746 may
be permitted to vote again in the next

several days because some of its members

were not admitted to the auditorium in the

Hartford Civic Center before the doors clos

ed at 1 p.m.

"We closed the door at 1 o'clock and

several hundred from the East Hartford

went to the North Haven door and were

denied admittance," Almeida said. "That's

just one of the rules of the union."

Almeida, a grand lodge representative

who helped with negotiations for a con-

tract, said union headquarters in

Washington will be required for a second

vote to be held for Local 1746. A decision

can be expected in three to five days, he

said.

Union officials said they did not have

figures immediately on how many of their

members would be on strike at the plants

in North Haven, Middletown and
Southington. Also unavailable were voting

totals on rejecting the company's offer.

All four of the Pratt and Whitney locals

comprise District 91 of the 1AM. More than

14,300 hourly Pratt and Whitney workers

are in the bargaining unit and some 10,200

are union members.

"I'm pleased with the results," said Doug
Campbell, a member rf the Local 700 at the

Middletown plant. "We'll go out for as long

as it takes. I'm prepared financially and

mentally for a strike. The things we want

in a contract are more retirement, costof

living adjustment, life insurance and job

security. We'll stay out until we get them."

The current contract was set to expire at

midnight yesterday. Negotiations reached

an impasse and broke off Friday.

Today's Staff:

Night Editor Andrew Wolff

Copy Editor Kelly Sieger

Layout Technician Leslie Goldstein

Photo Technician Neil Beckerman
Production Supervisor BethAnne
Moskov
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AUDinON
NOnCE

Busch Gardens, The Dark Continent, could be the per-

fect showcase for your talents if you're a singer, dancer

or nnusician — especially country fiddle, steel guitar

or accordian— or if your abilities lie in specialty areas

such as sound technician or show operator. There's

only one way to find out. Plan to join us for:

AUDITIONS and INTERVIEWS
Thursday, December 5, 1985

8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

Boston Marriott Long Wharf
296 States Street

Auditions are limited to 5 minutes each and will be given

on a first come basis. Dancers should be dressed to

dance. Musicians should prepare selections demon-

strating their versatility on their principle instrument

as well as on any secondary instrument. Sound tech-

nicians will receive personal interviews and should

bring a typed resume of related experience.

Accompaniment will

be provided.

Good starting pay and full

and part-time positions

are available.

^BUSCH
Gardens
THE DARK COrniNEftTT

f UMass 81(1 Clu

Bush Bash

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

Equal Opportunity Employet M/F/H/V

YOU NEED A VACATIOI
SIGN-UP NOW
UMass Ski Club

430 Student Union

For more info

call 545-3437

Final payments due Dec. 15th

UMass faculty receive honors
The director of the Environmental Institute at the

University of Massachusetts, Joseph Larson, has been
named to the Wetlands Advisory Committee <^ the Inter-

national Union for the Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources, headquartered in Gland, Switzerland.

The committee, composed of scientists from se^^ral na-

tions, works to conserve wetlands that have international

importance for flood control, water storage, fish and
wildlife habitat and agriculture

A UMass professor since 1969, Larson has specialized

in evaluating the functions and values of wetlands. He is

currently executive chairman for the National Wetlands

l^hnical Coimcil and is coordinating a series of scientific

workshops on wetlands functions acrc»s the United States.

Larson received his bachelw-'s and master's degrees from

UMass.
In another award, Roger Rater, a polymer icience and

engineering prcrfessor at the University (^Massachusetts.

has been named the 1985 Bingham Medalist (tfthe Society

of Rheology. The award is presented annually to an in-

dividual for outstanding contributions to rheology, the

study of the flow of materials.

Bjrter developed one of the earliest experimental pro-

grams in the country on the flow properties of liquid

crystals. His current research focuses on liquid crystals

in polymer systems.

Earlier this year Bjrter was named to the Chrysler Cor
poration's Technology Advisory Council.

Associate Vice-Chancellor for academic affairs. Fern
Johnson, recently returned from a conference on "Sexism,

Language and Education" in West Berlin.

Johnson, a communications professor, conducted

seminars on "Gender, Culture and Communications," dur-

ing two days of the conference

She has been a member of the faculty since 1974.

ColleKJan photn hy Nril Berkcrrnan

GLOWING HEAT—Students pour bronze, reaching temperatures of 2100 F during a casting class last

Tuesday in the Conservation Building near Orchard Hill.

UM profs cited

with Fulbrights
for research
Seven members of the faculty and staff at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst have received

Fulbright awards for their teaching and post-doctoral

research abroad.

The Fulbright program, administered by the United

States Informati<m Agency, was established 38 years ago

to "enable the government of the United States to in-

crease mutual understanding between the people of the

United States and the people of other countries."

Tlie following is a description of the recipients and their

research projects.

Alfred & Alschuler, professor in the human services

and applied behavioral sciences division ofthe School of

Education, will conduct research in Norway on "hear-

ing voices" and "inner directives" as a contributor to suc-

cessful behavior patterns of well-known or famous in-

dividuals. He plans to relate the work to his course on

"trans-personal development" and study the implications

for education or treatment of the mentally ill.

Larry G. Benedict, dean of academic support services

and associate vice chancellor for student affairs, will do

comparative research on enrollment at selected univer-

sities in the United Kingdom. The ur>iv«i -.it u-s include

those at Sussex, Bath, Lancaster. Surrey, Aston, and

London.

Two professors in the department of land.scape architec-

ture and regional planning will be working in Portugal.

Julius Fabos will work for the Ministry of Environment

in Lisbon. He will lecture and conduct research on

computer-aided land-use planning and will work on the

establishment of a computerized data bank for Portugal.

John R. MuUin will study at the University of Lisbon

and research the role of Marquis Carvalhoy Mello Pobal

in the re-design of Lisbon following the earthquake of

1755.

Bernard Rubinstein, professor of botany, is conducting

research in Israel on cell membrane activity in plants.

Richard B. Saltman, associate professor of public

health, will be working for the National Public Health

Institute in Helsinki, Finland. He will study the rela-

tionship between Finland's primary care sector and

hospital sector in order to determine the relationship bet-

ween physicians' attitudes and budgets.

Jack S. Wolf, professor of marketing in the School of

Management, will be a senior Fulbright lecturer at the

University of Maribor in Yugoslavia and will work on

marketing problems in some of the country's worker-

managed businesses. He will also be assisting the

American Embassy in its project to expand exports of the

Yugoslavian government.

Program established
for UMass dyslexics
By KARA MULLEN
Collegian Correspondent

For the more than 5 percent of Universi-

ty of Massachusetts students who have

dyslexia, the Dyslexic Student Organiza-

tion is available for group support and
referral.

According to Judy Udes, the coordinator

of the program, dyslexia may be caused by

a structural difference in the brain. The
right hemisphere is stronger than the left^.

Dyslexia impedes the ability to read,

speil, write and speak, Udes said. Problems

may include not knowing left from right,

not writing what is said, writing backward,

confusing letters with ones that are similar,

an inability to follow directions, reversal of

digits, lack of coordination and difficulty

with spelling and syntax.

The dyslexic student encounters many
difficulties and has to work a great deal to

overcome his or her learning disability,

Udes said.

"If they've (dyslexic students) gotten to

college, they're the cream of the crop," she

said. "The dyslexic student has to work

nine times as much as the regular student."

The student may become frustrated.

angry or full of anxiety.

"A lot of people come here really upset,"

said Shawn Kilcommons, a staff" member
who is dyslexic "They feel dumb or like

failures because they've worked so hard

and then are told they've been careless."

School is especially difficult for a dyslex-

ic when he or she has a professor who
doesn't understand, Udes said.

"The professors who are aware of what
dyslexia is are sympathetic and suppor-

tive," she said. "Those who don't know or

who are given an incorrect perception of

what dyslexia is, feel the student is mak-

ing excuses along the lines of 'the dragon

ate my paper.'"

The organization, located in Bartlett

Hall, has gained 50 new members this

semester. Through the Communications
Skills Center, it provides classes for dyslexic

students.

Udes said the University has dropped

three of the courses this semester. She said

the organization is also facing understafT-

ing problems as it tries to meet the needs

of its increasing membership.

Tlie organization will present a colloquim

on dyslexia at 8 p.m. Thursday in Campus
Center, room 165.

* loan continued from page 1

At a time when federal regulations have

become stricter about issuing many loans,

the Alliance can be a great relief, Jackson

said. A large majority of middle income

families seeking to push their young

through college are often exempt from

other loans or forms of aid, he said.

In addition to its unique quality of easy

accessibility, the loan has many other ad-

vantages which make it an attractive

alternative.

Jackson said that the loan's interest rate

is 6 or 7 percent lower than that of a per-

sonal loan and is also tax deductible. The

loan's principle is paid back over as many
as 15 years siler graduation or separation.

Jackson said that students interested in

applying for the loan should contact the

Bank of Boston area branch office or the

University's flnancial aid office this week
when some applications will be available.

ColleffiMi photo Derek Roberta

BAD BREATH—Tillson farm horse takes a breath of fresh air yesterday,

but the animal will need a raincoat tomorrow, as morning rain is expected,

giving way to wind and low temperatures.
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an incredible savings

©very Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(naxt U) Stadium Liquon in th« Price Chopper MaN)

^
Congratulations

I
Tara&Paul

§ We love you both;

^ _^^ Chi Omega

let usdoyOur
wash -dry -fold

and
hand pressing

^""H
10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7DAYS 7AM 10 PM
5^9-1665

Quality
Laundry
11 Pray St

Amherst. MA

Yesterday Er

Today Records

^ * ^( L^Orateful Dead Piych«dellc

Grand Opening

Punk Jan
BlUM

Top CASH
PAID for USED
Racordt
Staraoa

VldM>a

Tapat
Oultare

CD's

An
Alternative

Record Store

96 N. Plaaaant St.

Amharat 25^9209

Polly

wants some
Nachos!

It* MEXICAN FIESTA
MONTH at CartMir's!

Faaturing BBQRKm,
Chill, Nachoa, Mexican

Pizia, Tosladas. Chickan
Chtmichanga A

Burrlto Piel

sombreros-
Si .25

Marguerites.. .$1.25

San-L'TaS
M\ocbacba

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

At the Eimwood Route 9, Hadley, MA (4131 586 1978
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UAAASS SKI CLUD
Thanks everyone who helped make

the 15th Annual Ski Snatch an

unbelieveable success!

Get psyched for a wild ski season.

Think snow -

It's all downhill

from here!!!
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23 Shopping Days

till Christmas

and only

9 days till the

Collegian

Special Christmas

^ Edition

Fine Food & Spirits

Free Taco Bar 9 til it lasts

December Beer Special

KRONENBOURG
57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst Q
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HIGH STYLE at Low Costs
Even college students can afford

to look good at Marjon

also:

Tanning

and

waxine:

cuts . ,

perm

start at

. . $8.00

oo.OO

.
Ha,r

foiling 45.00

shampoo/cut/dry 14.00

Marjon Hair Desijj^n

Mountain Farms Mall

Rt 9

Ha(ilev. Ma

586-4551
1^^ ^*s ^^s ^fe
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Whose budget is it?
Randy Donant. director of Student Activities and Dennis Madson, vice

chancellor for student affairs have attempted to make the biggest coup in

this college's history.

Due to financial problems and deficits past and present in the Student

Activities Trust Fund, Donant and Madson state that something must be

done regarding the SGA budget. We couldn't agree mora The problem is

with who assumes control over the SATF—students or the administration.

It is not the Director's Activity Trust Fund; rather it is the Student Ac-

tivity Trust Fund.
According to Donant's own job description, the director of student ac-

tivities' duty is to participate in developing, administering, and maintain-

ing the goals, policies, procedures, and programs of the units of the stu-

dent activites division.

The job description also states that it is the director's duty to facilitate

and negotiate policies with student governance organizations—not despite

them.
Do Donant and Madson's actions constitute maintenence or negotiation?

The clear answer is na Instead, their desire to seize the reins of the budget

process (which cannot occur without the authorization of the ultimate

authority, The University Board of Trustees) directly contradicts a policy

of maintenence or negotiation.

According to trustee document T85-012. which describes the SATF budget

policy and summary for fiscal year ending June 30, 1986, the Student Ac-

tivity F^ which funds the SATF, "...is allocated and disbursed by the chief

legislative body of the SGA the Student Senate. Allocations are made

through a lengthy democratic process.. .The administration of the SAF and

the SATF will be consistent with Trustee established formats, procedures,

and policies."

Furthermore, the minutes of the May 7, 1980 trustee meeting approve

Madson's own recommendations concerning the SATF budgeting process-

recommendations which exclude any involvement by the director of stu-

dent activities.

There is much more at stake than the SGA budget though. Under the

letter issued two weeks ago by Donant and Madson, they will assume par-

tial control over the SATF for FY '87—immediately Uking that power away

from students.

Simply put, Donant is out of his jurisdiction by implementing the new

policies. It is up to Madson to follow trustee guidelines of established pro-

cedure and, at the very least, negotiate any new proposals with students.

We call on Donant and Madson to abandon this seizure of power from

the students, and work with them in a more equitable and established

manner. ^ , /-^i i-. n - r> _»

Unsigned policy editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Collegian Board

of F<f.itors.

Name of game is justice?
Last semester 1 spent a morning m city

court watching the proceedings. I urge

everyone to spend a morning becoming

educated in this way. You will never again

whole-heartedly believe in our legal

system.

Don't bother bringing a book or a

newspaper; you will not be permitted to

read. Or to whisper. You must stand when
the judge rises, and you must obey the court

bailiffs in everything. In fact, ironically, you

give over a lot of your freedom when you

enter a court of law.

If you are a defendant, you must follow

every court ritual, including drssing up to

show "respect" or you will be punished. The

fact that your willingness or unwillingness

to play the game is no reflection on your

guilt or innocence is a fact often overlook-

ed by judges and juries alike.

Do you think I exaggerate? Ask a lawyer

what juries will conclude about a defen-

dant's character simply from seeing him

wear patched jeans to trial. The day I wat-

ched, a defendant accidentally raised her

left hand to swear by, instead of her right.

The bailiffs and her own lawyer pounced

on her immediately, as if she were trying

to pull something over on them—as if they

honestly believed that the right hand and

the right hand only had some tangible link

to truth.

In another case, the bail of three

teenagers accused of murder was increas-

ed by $100,000 each when a Boston judge

decided they showed no remorse for their

crime (the crime for which they had not yet

been found guilty). He cited, as evidence of

their remorselessness, that one defendant

was chewing gum in court.

Court rituals are designed to reinforce

the power of the court and the

powerlessness of defendants. Every ritual

is designed to show that the judge's time,

life, values, and judgment are not only more

important but more valid than the defen-

Deborah Kutenplon
dants*. Judges decide when others may
speak and what they may say. They can

rule "irrelevant" anything they choose. In

such an atmosphere, can truth be found?

Only if it fits into the court's preconceived

understanding of reality.

Woe to the defendant whose reality is dif

ferent! The judge assumes, for instance,

that defendants have free will to make
choices. Woe to the defendant whose
background and life conditions offer a

desperate dearth of choices; she will often

be judged by even harsher standards that

the white-collar criminal who presumably

does have reasonable options. Woe, too, to

the innocent defendant for whom the court

process is so foreign that his truth cannot

be heard there.

Drug addicts, prostitutes, alcoholics, the

very poor, particularly people of color—we
who are priviledged judge them harshly,

socially and legally. Our harshness comes
from our own unanswered guilt, our own
unacknowledged suspicion that perhaps we
share the blame for having so limited their

choces that they can only lose, one way or

another.

The law is a game, and one of the basic

rules is that everyone must pretend that

the rules are absolutely fair and equal. As
I sat in court, I thought of R.D. Laing's

statement:

"They are playing a game. They are play-

ing at not playing a game. If I show them
I see they are, I shall break the rules and
they will punish me. I must play the game,

of not seeing that I play the game."

A game continues only as long as the

players allow. It's time to put the game
away, to seek instead a system in which

many truths can be heard, not just the

truths of those controlling the game.

Deborah Kutenplon is a Collegian

columnist.
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Donant seeks to strip our rights
Students, raise your voices in unison! The

Director of Student Activities, (from the of

fice that is supposed to help students) Ran-

dy Donant, is attempting to usurp the abili-

ty of the Undergraduate Student Senate to

represent the diversifications that this cam-
pus offers. He is proposing to do this by il-

legally taking control of the SATF (Student

Activites Trust Fund).

Donant has claimed the authority to

determine the budget for RSO's that

employ full time staff Additionally, he has

stated that there will be no "special" or

dedicated reserves set aside from fiscal year

'87 fee revenues, presumably until he

deems appropriate. For all you students

who look forward to and enjoy the spring

concerts and events, Donant wants to pre-

vent the senate from setting aside money

every year especially for the spring events.

Could this mean an end to the concerts?

Donant also wants to take away the

rights of the student body to determine, via

referendum, whether or not they favor a fee

increase. This is a right that was specifical-

ly granted to students in the Student

Government Constituion that was agreed

to by the administration as well as the

trustees.

Could this proposal be setting the stage

for future acquisition!?? Does the ad-

ministration have their minds .set on the

complete takeover of the SATF, denying the

rights of students to govern themselves,

and the rights of RSO's to seek allocations

from the SGA Budgets Committee or the

Finance Committee? Will there even be a

Budgets Committee or Finance Committee
in the up)coming years? Will the wishes of

students to have concerts be acknowledged?

If Donant gets his way, the voices and
wishes of the student body will be put by

the wayside. And we thought it was over

with the incorporation of a dry campus!!

Don't take this lying down. This is how
administrative takeover bids have happen-

ed at other universities, don't let it happen
here.

Katherine Strickland
Hal Zawacki

SGA Finance Co-Chairs

Fault the college, not workers
Amherst College owns a 75 percent

sh£u-e of and operates the Lord Jeflfery Inn

as a gesture of hospitality to its guests and
as a retreat for members of its communi-
ty. The inn has always incurred expenses

greater than its revenues. It is open for

public use to help subsidize the cost of its

operation.

This year the college decided that the

inn's workers should help subsidize the

cost of the inn's operation. For our new
contract, citing the inn's losses, Kent
Faerber, President of the Inn Corporation

and Director of Development of Amherst
College, demanded drastic cuts in wastes

and benefits for new employes (a two-tier

system), frozen wages for current
employees, changed work rules, and
altered scheduling practices. For him to

justify his demands by bemoaning the

economic plight of the inn, as if the inn

were an independant enterprise, is gross-

ly misleading. The inn is an Amherst Col-

lege facility operating within constraints

imposed by the college.

If the college wants the inn to be finan-

cialy successful, the inn must be run by

business people, not bureaucrats. In a

valley experiencing prosperity and
growth, the Lord Jeffery Inn is in a posi-

tion to awaken from its sleepy past and
enjoy a vigorous future. But this would re-

quire expensive and aggressive marketing

and development, a cotorse which Amherst
College has never chosen to pursue.

Amherst College must decide. If

Amherst College intends to maintain the

Lord Jeffery Inn as a semi-private coun-

try club it must be willing to accept its

cost. If Amherst College wants it to be a

viable business it must be willing to see

beyond its shortsighted frugality and in-

vest the money necessary to promote and
develop the inn.

Faerber has chosen to defer this deci-

sion. Instead, he seeks to cut losses at the

workers' expense This is the source of our

dispute. Faerber's intransigence has
jeopardized the future of the inn and the

reputation of the college.

So too, are our livelihoods jeopardized.

We ask people, inside and outside the

Amherst College community, to contact

the President of Amherst College, Peter

Pouncey, and encourage him to contribute

to a rapid and equitable resolution of this

dispute.

Raymond Saul, member
The Lord Jeffery Inn Workers'

Editorial Comittee
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GOVERNORS
Attention Students

and Student Coops.

The Space Committee

of the Board of Governors

will be accepting requests

for student coop space

in the CC/SU Complex.

I Please pick up criteria sheets

for proposals

in room 817

Campus Center
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60% OFF
on 14k Gold Chains

and Earrings

14k Gold Bracelet

I Regular $42.00 NOW $16.00 |
14k Gold 18" Chain

% Regular $80.00 NOW $29.00 %
14k Gold Earrings

1 Regular $28.00 NOW $12.00
|

Many other Fabulous

Savings Available

1 FOR ONE WEEK ONLY I
Mon. Dec. 2 thru Sat. Dec 7

Located in the Campus Center

MF95 ^VmWERSlTY

O
o
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Open

Test vourself

.

Which early pregnancy test is as

easy to read as red, no -white, yes?

Which is a simple one step test?

Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results unmistakable?

Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as many hospital and lab tests?

Which is portable for convenience
and privacy?

jsnfj B laS noA

Glitzy Godzilla is unimpressive
GcxbciUa 1985
Starring Raymond Burr

Bv THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian StafF

God2illa-1985 would have you believe that everybody's

big bad lizard has come back, bigger and badder than ever

Well, the production values are certainly bigger, but God-

zilla is not much better as a result.

The most interesting thing about this movie is that it

proves that Japan also has a bal^ boom generation, many
of whom have grown up loving the radioactive beast, and

who now have children of their own. The producers hop
to lure m these new families by making a big budget pic-

twre that returns the series to its roots.

Now, a generation after Godzilla's first appearence. he's

on the move again, restoring his energy by "feeding" on

nuclear power plants and submarines At first, he just

hangs around the pacific, but the scientists and politicians

have a funny feeling he's headed straight for (gasp) Tbkyo!

The part of Godzilla is now played t^ a complicated

ISfoot tall robot, but it still looks like a man in a rubber

suit Thp mntit nnticpnhlo H'ffpr*>nro ie that tKf nPU' G<v<-

zilla moves a lot more slcwly and ponderously than the

old one. Oh, yes there are some improvements—his lips

quiver, his mouth drools—but what good is that when his

eyes still look like ping pong balls?

For the most part, the film's attempts to make the

lizard's attack on Tbkyo more exciting and realistic suc-

ceeds only m making it look like one of those overblown

disaster movies of the seventies. Time is wast«i depicting

a young couple escape a half destroyed building, and

there's some lousy comedy relief supplied by a tramp.

Of course, it wouldn't be a Godzilla movie if we didn't

have to edit in some American footage rf Raymond Burr
walking around, spouting platitudes about the monster.

Tbo bad he doesn't actually take part in the film though,

because then th^ could defeat Godzilla ^ having the ro-

tund Raymond belly butt him back into the Bacifia

A couple c^ fun scenes, like Godzilla's battle with a sil-

ly military hovercraft, can't avoid giving the impression

that this sequel has inherited little of the original series'

charm. In fact, Godzilla 1985 would make a fine double

bill with the 1976 version of 'King Kong " They're both

mediocre action films that are pale shadows of the

originals they try to outda

23 Shopping Days

till Christmas

and only

9 days till the

Collegian

Special Christmas

Edition

THE FINEARTSCENTER
CONCERT-HALL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

KTAKS

Ray Brown, bass

Milt Jackson, vibes

Hank Jones, piano

Max Roach, drums
Stanley Tiirrcntinc, sax

Silturday. December 7, 8 [iin.

Tickft-, SI < 11

CLEVELAND
ORCHESTRA

Christoph Von Dohnanyi,
Music Director

.MOZAKT Symphony Nd 25

HAKTMANN Symphony N.- 2

DWVKAK Syiiiplumy Nc 7

Monday December 9, 8 pm.
Tkkct", $20. 18

CiH Certificates Available •

h.t i,.'iin't;i,' Muilfnls Hdil f'rui' Tuki'ii d\dilablc dt Kinc Arts r ' l

t inii'r Ho* i.)llK t Siinniilifitl Civi, Ci'titot an.l DATATI \ Oulleli

STUDENTS
INTERSESSION
$5.00 PER HOUR

Work available

all over New England

in your honne area during Christmas Break.

On cannpus information sessions

to be held on

Dec. 4, 1985 at CC Room 904

Every hour, on the hour, at 9 AM, 10 AM,

etc. up to and including 2 PM

RGIS Inventory Specialists, eoe

%f VF ^ »g ar ^ ag- ^g M jc tr^r « «g" JK. JH..JC : irfS'l

I
National Student Exchange Program

Information Meetings
students interested in participating in the National^tudent Exchange

Program for Fall 1986 are encouraged to attend an information session.

For students applying to restricted schools, this is your LAST CHANCE
to pick up an initial application form.

Restricted schools are: Univ. of Hawaii/Manoa & Hilo; Univ. of So.

Florida; Cal State Chico, Northridge & Sonoma; and College of the Virgin

Islands.

Tuesday, Dec. 3* CC 805 3-4 pm
Wednesday, Dec. 4* CC 901 3-4 pm
Tuesday, Dec. 9 CC 803 3-4 pm

Wednesday, Dec. 10 CC 805 3-4 pm
4 * Last days to pick up initial applications for restricted schools.

Call (4 1 3)545 25 I I ur 1 80() 243 4K42

CINEMA
Monday and Tuesday

Kiss Me Deadly

Spell Bound

Double Feature $3.00

3UAMITV ST. AMHERSr253-5426

•\ . » _. ^

•

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Annherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning
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Wednesday's Cutting

SPECIAL
Women $12 .,> v^

Men $10

reg. $16

HAIR ijALONS

The Hampshire Mall • 586-7913

MONCV MOTIUATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and

Have the Confidence to Prove

What it Takes, Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expanding a

new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing is the future

successful road to sales m the 1980's, and we are growmg

rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to work around your schedule,

and you can earn up. to $10.00 per hour while trammg.

There are still 25 positions available. Salary -h Commissions

+ Bonuses. For an appomtment, Call 7 AM -7 PM, Dave
413-256-4101

ar^ »rjcjT..^je.^^^» m %r -»-

WELCOME
BACK

Hope you had an enjoyable Thanksgiving and in case

you over indulged, and need to get back into shape, we
have some TIPS for you.

TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE

545-1540
Call and ask for tapes by number
2453 Gym Schedule

2459 Pool Schedule

2471 Racquetball/Squash Court Schedule

2476 Weight Room Schedule

2685 Body Shop

For a complete listing of information tapes, come by our

office today.

IDB-TIPS WHITMORE

D©©

lOB SAB-1BBB
TIPS 5«SS-1S<30

A Service of the Dean of Students Office

^» Monday. December 2, 1985

^ Come

-^ Daily

your ad in the Special Holiday

Edition on Dec. 11.

to the Campus Center Concourse
^

from Dec. 2 to Dec. 6 M

Collegian
*
«
M

%

%

TX WMUA FM 91.1
FM

RUN DMC
Direct from the movie 'KRUSH GROOVE'
Tlx in advance available at UMass Fine

Arts Center Box Office at Stop & Shop
Datatix and in Northampton at Main St.

Rec's.

Must be of legal drinking age.

IB pum smuj mjunvm. tm. m5uw\
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WEATHER

Ibday: Windy with rain in morning. Tur
ning cold with partial clearing in the after

noon, with chance of snow showers. High
45 to 55 in the morning.

Tonight: Windy and cold. Low ranging

from 10 to 20.

Tbmorrow: Very cold and windy, mostly

sunny. Highs in the 208.

BIXIOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

The Freaker Patrol Dowe/O'Brien
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Attention Staff

There will be a homophobia
workshop on Wednesday, Dec 4 at

7 p.m. in Rm. 905 CC.

Correspondents: This counts towards

staff status!

j
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CAS)'T rHISJK STAK5MT
ANY LOK/&e^.

HkLOyJB (500 OF C.MASS

; FEEL FOR yOO,
GORO-A^A^J, AkJO I

THIKJK THERE '5 OtJLy
OWE HOPE FOR

YOU.

'^^^S
^
"^ii Jc^ L^*^'

"^'^'^
^J

Acnoss
1 Tubfuls
6 •na-Oull

•tory

10 A crowd, in

ROITt*

13 OoMon«'sl)d
14 Glory

15 Signal to Stop

16 Governor
Cuomo

17 Surmounling
18 Humble abodas
19 Haivah

22 Snuggery

23 Rabbit stall

24 Western pact,

for short

27 Soho gumshoe
30 Mountain laurel

34 Coronado s

gold

35 Another name
lor New Guinea

37 Lunchtimes

38 Taco
41 Once upon

42 Islands north ol

Tonga
43 Display contri

lion

44 Durable attire

46 Sun speech
47 Haymow locale

48 Account
50 Murray or

Marsh
52 Obis

59 Stage direction

60 Star Prefix

61 Carries off

63 Flooring

64 Zilch

65 Chronicle item

66 Right angled

bend
67 Former ones

68 I Am Woman"
singer

DOWN
1 Roads scholar''

2 Art school sub|

3 Beiore way
4 Salon offering

5 Feed the fire

6 Oneol the

Addams s

7 Sw««ring^n
r«C)tal

8 Bumpkina
9 Ruble traction

10 Hoodlum
11 Goodbye. Col

umbus author

12 One of the

Oranges
15 grass

(medicinal

weed)
20 Within Prefi«

21 Angola's
capital

24 Bedouin, lor

one
25 Alpine crest

26 Poison

28 One. in Bonn
29 Haciendas
31 One of the

Shearers

32 Bring upon
oneself

33 Whey faced

35 HocKey player.

in a sense

36 Designate

39 Be a copycat

40 B*llini work
45 Cheap, vulgar

tluti

47 Act

49 Antique car

51 Garden
bloomer

52 Ballet feat

53 Leal stem
artgie

54 Pain in the neck
55 Peut

iperhaps)

56 Riallo posting*

57 out (got

by)

58 Airmail

62 Barnyard sigbl
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ATTENTION STUDENTS
You can participate in the Molson Golden College Report,

a national survey of over 1,500 students at 15 colleges across

the country. The survey contains 37 questions and is designed

to determine students' dreams, opinions, ideas, and goals.

Ifyou would like to participate, there will be a Colkgian staff

member administering the survey from 2 to 4 p.m. today only

in the Hatch. This is the second annual survey and copies of

survey results will be published when they have been tallied.

Stay tuned!

Tji^*******************-************************i

ATTENTION: ALL Collegian Staff and Associates: J

The following positions are open for the Spring J

Semester: Managing Editor, News Editor, Black J

Affairs Editor, Women's Issues Editor, Photo J

Editor and Arts Editor. You MUST be a Collegian {

staff member to apply for these jobs. These posi- J

tions PAY$. For applications, see Anne McCrory. J

Deadline is THIS Wednesday! There is also a I

position open for recruitment manager. %

ATTN: ALL ASSOCIATES: You must re-apply for }

your positions for the Spring semester.
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ARTS LINES

Lots of interesting things to db this week, many ofthem

free.

At 8 p.m. tomorrow Violist Maureen Gallagher will ap-

pear with the Fine Arts Trio in a faculty recital in Bezan-

aon Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Center. Faculty members

of the trio include Gallagher, Michael Sussman on

clarinet, and j;«Jadine Shank on piano. The concert will in-

clude works by Moiart, Enesco, Hindemith and Bruch. Ad-

mission is free.

The University Dancers will appear at 8 p.m. Wednes-

day through Friday in the FAC concert hall. The concert

is a prelude to the University Dancers 15th Anniversary

January Tiwir. Previously the company has travelled

throughout New England. The show promises the accom-

panyment (rf some upbeat jazz pieces by Charlie ftu-ker,

Count Basic and Oscar Peterson (performed by the UMass

Jazz Ensemble and the Chapel Jazz Ensemble). Tickets

are available through the Fine Arts Center Box Office at

545 2511.

Scenes from six operas will come to life on the stage of

Bezanson ReciUl Hall when the University Opera

Workshop presents its first wncert of the season at 3 p.m.,

Saturday. The program will be sung in English and will

include scenes from The Marrit^e of Figaro, Die Fleeter-

mau8, The Barber ofSeville and The Magic Flute. Admis-

sion is free

And for the visually inclined. Lost Niagam, a series d"

oil paintings by William Rathbun dealing with the con-

sequences of physical and social change in our environ-

ment, will be on display in the Jones Library this month.

A reception will be held for the artist at 2:30 pm., Satur

day in the Burnett Gallery of the library. The public is

cordially invited to attend. Vi(4i8t Maureen Gallagher

American Travel Services

presents

SPRING BREAK^^86"
Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Rob 549-5303

Outside proposal forms are now

available in the

Distinguished Visitors Office

in 415 Student Union.

Proposals discussed on Wed. Dec. 11

7 PM in CC 803

dbtin^jished
Visitors pfo^am

Monday, December 2, 1985
Collegian u

SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET

Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

/"

WOOL SWEATERS
80% Rag Wool
20% Orion

Value up to $40.

$11.99 each
2 for $19.99

All

N.F.L. Football

MLBB Baseball

50-75% OFF

Leather -h Cashmere = Love

Our Calfskin Mouton bomber with removcabic siandup collar

is a sure way to say I love you this holiday season, it's chocolate

brown and it's ifTesistable...like him. Underneath that is our all

wcxil Icelandic knit sweater. Turbo leather drivmg gloves in

black or brown aruj cashmere scarf complete the picture.

Perfect

Make this Christmas special for him...

especiallv from you.

J'RICH'
CLOTHING FOR MEN

V.

22 Masonic St. • Northampton • 586-<336
• JutI .nund th. cofnw (rom Ban't

Mon..Sal. 1M, Thura. Ill 9, Sun. 12-5

SUPERIOR PIZZA
Simply Superior Pizza

FAST. FREE DELIVERY
17 Montague Rd.

North Amherst

549-0626
IWitl7anytarge"o"rTmairPi^zaJ

I get second item i

! FREE
i

I Expires Dec. 21, ''^^.^....J

D.S.O.
The Dyslexic Student Organization

Room 89 Bartlett Hall

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Telephone 546-0018
(Registered Student Orgenizetion)

Cradlt Fr..COLLOQUIM
Presenters:

Dr. Shirley M. De Shields and Judith Udes Herrell

SUBJECT:
Learning Differences:

Dyslexia and the college student

DATE: Thursday, December 5, 1986

TIME: 8:00 p.m.

PLACE: Room 166 Campus Center

RENT/\NRECK
w w
New & UMd Cars

Trucks A Vans Also AvaHabtc

North Amherst
I Rent-A-Wreck
I Rt . 63 No. Amherst
1^ 549-2880

t^ff^tmmjuiuiPOTCTliCTn: ^•4,>•»< n»*. ^ • - A»*l 1**^ A*»(^

To Otdar,

Ch«Mnut Main Rd.
Mftwiaiy

'ia«6 3044'

Featuring St«v« Kioc'*

Famous Broilad

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiena Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks.
Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS lak* lie nortt» to

South D««Hla4d. south on rout*

frIO 1H milM Right on Chriatlan

tan* Vt mil* trom contar of town
Op«n:

Mon-Sat 6-10 pm Surt i-»

#Come see our wide selection

. of fine Christmas Cards and

Decorations! 4^

A-I-Hast 1ngs. Inc.
^— Nrw»«iealcr »ad M^iu.ner-^^

Convmnimnllf locatmd w* ihm cmnt»r ot Amhmrtt"

45 South FI»a%ont %ti*mt

OHH W««»«lovt 5 a.m to 9 p m . Sunduy*. 5 am 10 I p.ni.

o-.^.-ft.."yrif>«<<->w'^o^-»oi^''»'"^«*"'0':2y^'y

1DOVE
"^ Secretarial Services

Fast Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

S Monday Night"
: FOOTBALL S

at the

i TIMEm OUT :

open M.P 9.5 Q,UNIVERSITY\\ '"T»°ZZ"'
S.tlO-3 ''™C7'QDJg<g>l 1 Proper ID H.qulr.d

OLLEGIAN CLASSiFIE'"
~:

, r.^llo^ian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day
Come to Collegian unice v.^ i io «

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AcnvrriEs

Jcwifh Cbucui Meeting Tuesday
December 3rd at 2:30-4:00 room 917 all

welcome to attend

Create.

AUDIO

For aale Techniet 36 watt Rec. 140 12

band graphic ea. $70 both $100 call

549-6391 Brian for info.

AUTO FOR SALE

Aodi 4977 100L8 4 dr AT AC SR FM &
Tape FWD |?reat winter car in excellent

mech shape good radials 20* mpg on

regular beat 11500 German car around

665 8217

1973 Podge Dart 350.00 1-527-8802

'77 MGB blue 68k BO good condition cur-

rent inspection 665-4695

la it tme you can buy jeeps for $44

through the U.S. Government? Get the

facts today! call 1-312-742-1142 ext

5931-A

ENTERTAINMENT

420/month, everything fncluded. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440 . leave message

Amhcrat Brandr»in« 2 Mrm apt busline

580/month available 1 1.86M9.1119

lTT bdnn apt Sqolre Vlll. avail Jan

6654669 aft 6

Next to UMaaa. Share a

woman and son. $200* Cal
_ ment with

5490024

SiiTfle room available all inclusive rent!

Available to female or male Jan 1 call

Sheryl 256^1645

Uiiwiraity Wo«en Rooms available for

Spnng semester home cooked meals &
close to campus call for more information

545-0527

FOR SALE

Rack-A-Diac Entertainncnt AgencT for

the beat party this semester. PJ's, large

screen video, rentals. 549- 7144

Do Tou need bands for your party. Pro-

fessional hands that didn't lust get

together yesterday. You name the sound

and songs you want. We'll set up the band.

Different varieties fronri $150 call Steady

Sounds 549 0385 ^ __^
T«m the Table* professional party/club

D.J 5 yr experience widest selection cal

24 hr . 586-9691

TOR RENT

Sand'riand. I bdm aot. on buslinp

Guitar • Yamaha SE26o student electric

brand new $200. very negotiable 546-5125

Foid LTD 75 runs well $550 or BO call

2.'>3.9998 evenings

NikiiTUn.: Nikkor 135 MM F\3 5 A

great Chnstmas gift. $75 John 256-8311

SuS^'^iSiSr^o TA 2033 cawette

deck with dolby C and Yamaha CR-4.50

receiver. Both in perfect condition! A

™t Chnstmas giTt! $250 Call: John

256-8311

New full-length women't '^»»«««**
^,

or BO and short winter jacket 40 or BU

call Julie .'^46-4832

~
HAPPY tOth BIRTHDAY CATHY!!

Hope yonliaTe a wonderful day. Thanks

for being there thia aemeater. Ill really

miai you next aemeaUr! Love Kym

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in

fo Wnte IJC, PO Bx 52 MAI &)rona Del

Mar, CA 92625

WINTER VACATION JOBS
$175-$22S/wk

Help organize citiiens to clean up
Maswachusetts' 1000 worst toxic waste

dumpsites Join the Holiday Season staff

of MASSPIRG, the state s leading public

interest group and work for passage of the

Emergency Cleanup Bill in the state

legistature. Rapid advancement oppor-

tunities. Will train. Walk in interviews on

campus: Mon 3 pm & 5 pm CC 902; Tues 3

pm & 5 pm. CC 801. Or call Rachel

266-6434

HOUSEMATE NEEDED TOR SPRING

Rm-matc: (upper classnoean or grad-stnt)

N. Amherst 4 Ddrm house, own rm. inclds

king-sz bed, walk-in closet, pvt. bath $250*

per mth Jan-may 1986. Call Joe or leave

mag. 649-7597

INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar Lcaaon* experienced and
patient teacher rocWpop/folk/blues im-

prov., reading, theory, composition. Your
riome or my studio. Doug 549-4786

Interacaaion Bartending Couraes 4 sec-

tions available sign up in Credit Free
Workshops Room 1 1 1 Tower Library

Lost a Nikon automatic camera ouUid*'

Crabtree in Northeast reward no ques

tions asked contact at 6- 5 198 or 6-9378

MOVER

'Round Town Movera fast reliable cheap

call Michael anytime 323-6780

PERSONALS

Ski Sui
now

Sugarbuah!
545-3437

Hotel $149 call Ski Club

THE PEACE CONCERT Bushnell
Memorial Hall, Hartford. Dec. 5, 8:00 pm
free by calling (203) 560-1610

Mike Rcvnoloa I want my gloves back K.

S. 008 Pierpont 5160

Baaah Humbug!

Lump n -Commit any bed crimes lately?

Let's go do son>e crimes! Have a happy
day! I love you! Lump #l

Happy Birthday
respect. Race

Johnny - Love and

Happy B-day Spaz - 4th floor VMN

LUST

HELP WANTED

Mcrchandiacr 20 hours per week M.4imr
call between 8-5 need car 584-2080

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, vr. round.

Men's UMaaa Ring: Steven Sobeck in-

scribed. Lost in Townehouse area. Call

549 5924. for Kelley REWARD!

Reward - Lost bracelet 14k goldTink with

lateh. Lost near Gorman dormitory in

Central If found call Leon at .546-4774

Miaaing • Dark brown wool overcoat at
"Femmes" concert. I'm cold ('lease call

Lisle 545-2870 davs.

Mary Jane Since 1 saved 40-70% on your
bracelet and necklace, 1 would like to buy
you a beautiful piece of diamond jewelry 1

can get a necklace, earrings or even a ring
- any preference' Meet me Thursday at

Golflen Opportunity 13 N Pleasant St at

Lodestone Love, Bruno

Ski Sale Workera AH. all those who
worked 10 hrs or more at sale -pick up in-

viutions to party at Office 430 Student

Union

MEK-IO? You sneak! Let s do white wine,

Judie's again, no fluff, hot chocolate, snug-

gle in Arabic, foetus? Je t'aime, BMB

Chowderheada Maater I couM go for a

tall glass of you with no linf»e. You're the

object of my desire. R • DC

"Yah Yah She's The One" All I ever

want is the best for my baby. Be strong.

Ellen IS strong. TAT ^
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Caaea, papers, diaaertationa, theaea, on-

campus, dependable, outatanding quality,

low rates, ^7924

ROOM WANTED

Fenmie looking for housing or sublet for

Jan 1 thru May 86 call Lisa 256-1301

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideally

located in Amherst Ctr 774 2740

Female roommate to share 2 bedroom
Brittany Manor apt Spring semester call

256-6895 evenings

Female grad, senior or working for own
room in furnished house. Close to bus

route. 160/mo ' util call 586-7815

Female roommate wanted Main St

Amherst beginning January for Spring

2533934

Huge double room, attached bath 300 • 7

minutes from campus; quiet clean. Call

Mark 665 2529

Female roommate
apt call 549-7564

TO SUBLET

2 bdfm apt bualine availDec 28 price ncgo
263-2831

3 rooma available Ju 1 Swias Villase

$2I5/mo utils inci on bua line call 256-8226

Reward! Take our 1 bed aot. avail, for

Sprins semester $.366 incluoea utils. call

665 4553 evenings

Nice bedroom in two bedroom apt in

house Other roommate is quiet, non-

smoking Graduate student. Available Jan-

August rent negotiable 665-8194

Two bedroom apt in Northwood call

256-0028

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects. Will correct grammar, spelling, &
punctuation. Meticulous proofreaaing.

New IBM typewriter. 649-0367

TYPING FWOBDllOCEBSING

Next Day Service. Type-Rite 263-6111

WANTED

needed for townhonae One bedroom

SERVICES

COINS 1X3/121 tutoring 6.00 per hr

former 123/121 grader Alex 256-1239

Escort Service available 8 pm 2:30 am
everyday any where on campus Play it

safe call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

Editing, Consultation. Ex professor's

specialty: dissertations, professional ar

ticles, books 268 7772

Proofreading and Editing essays to

theses. Rates vary 259 1276

apartment needed for in-

tersession. Preferably within walkii^

distance of campus Call 546-7034

Elementary Statistics text for Biometry

2111 call Keith 253 2132

WANTED TO RENT

Take over leaae in Jan of 4 person house

or apt call 5464474 or 546-7 199

Rcsponaibie asale senior seeks room in

quiet, clean apt or house Spring semester.

Call 546-514.? anytime

OMor two bedroom Mrtmont for Spr-

ing semester call 546-4963
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UMass rips Vermont, 85-64
Zullo's 19 leads Minutewomen
in easy romp over Catamounts

Collegian photo by Derak RoberU

Senior forward Karen Danuninger (22) goes high over Vermont's Kris Gladu
in action Sunday at the Cage The Minutewomen rolled, 85-64.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

For M>me reason, there are still those that

don't believe women's basketball can be

exciting.

Following the clinic of up-tempo hoop the

University d" Massachusetts put on Sunday

afternoon at the Curry Hicks Cage, even a

hardcore cynic would have to come around.

The Minutewomen, paced b>' 19 points

and eight assists from freshman point

guard Christel ZuUo, raced past the Univer

sity of Vermont, 85-64 to go to 2 1 on the

season.

UMass, employing a ball-hawking press

on defense that led to a fast breaking of-

fense, scored its most points in over a year.

The Minutewomen were 35-of-67 from the

field, 15-of 22 from the line and outrebound

ed the outclassed Catamounts. 45-32.

For thirdyear head coach Barbara

Stevens, it was an indication of what her

team is capable of.

"We did so many good things out there.

It our best game in w a while," said the

coach. "I don't expect Christel to lead us

in scoring every game, but she is a great

player with a lot of talent so this wasn't

unexpected from her."

Zullo, a 5-4 product of Somerset, NJ who
entered the game with three points in two

games, ran the UMass offense to perfection

in her 29 minutes of play. She shot nine-

of-12 from the floor, made five steals and

dished out several pretty passes to her

teamates as the Minutewomen took advan-

tage of their quickness.

"I like the up-tempo game a lot," said

ZuUa "I just want to play my best and help

us to win. It felt good to contribute."

UMass also got a strong effort from senior

Juanita Matthews. The 5 10 forward scored

16 points and hauled in a game-high 13 re

bounds while stealing five passes. Playing

at the top of the UMass defense, Matthews

created problems for the smaller Vermont

guards, blocking the passing lanes and

causing numerous turnovers.

"Juanita is known as an offensive player,

but she is tough on defense too," said

Stevens. "I like the way to played on

defense, we were very aggressive and went

after the ball. We also spread it around on

offense and a lot of players saw minutes. I'd

have to call this a good team effort."

UMass came out smoking, taking a 10-2

lead before Vermont called time out with

15:49 to go. Stevens, going with her star-

ting five of Zullo, Matthews, Sue Burtoft,

Jerrie Bemier and Barbara Hebel for the

first eight minutes, saw her team hold Ver-

mont without a field goal until the 13:25

mark.

UMass led 44-31 at the half, led ty Zullo's

11 points and Matthews' eight.

The second half saw UMass keep up the

pressure and with solid bench play, blow

the game open quickly. Vermont closed the

lead to six, 49-43. with 13:21 left, but a UM
time out led to a six point run and UMass
soon led 55-43 as 'ftira Lewis hit a layup

after a great drive up the lane.

Lewis scored 12 points off the bench and

played solid baseline defense, helping to

shut off Vermont's 12 punch of Joann

McKay (21 points) and Debbie Lewis <14

points) when it counted.

The Minutewomen increased their 4ead

to 65-51 and it was officially garbage time

with 8:51 left. A Zullo jumper from the top

of the key (she was perfect on four shots in

the second halO made it 67-51 and the lead

became 20 when freshman Beth Wilbor

<eight points in a good effort) hit a short

jumjjer with 5:04 left.

For the game, UMass made 16 steals and

caused 19 Vermont turnovers. The Cata-

mounts, 12, shot 42 percent from the Hoor

(Laura Thibodeau was the worst offender

with a one for 10 day) and 64 percent from

the line. UMass was 52 percent from the

field and 68 percent from the stripe.

Stevens emptied her bench with all 12

Minutewomen playing and 1 1 scoring. The
Minutewomen next play on Tuesday,

hosting Dartmouth at 7:30 in the Cage.

MINUTEWOMEN MUTTERING8:
Zullo, despite her size, entered the game
third on the team in rebounding. UMass
committed only 14 turnovers. . both UMass
and Vermont have lost to Maine this

season. . .yesterday was UMass Alumni
Day with several former players in atten-

dance. . .the UMass game against Penn

State scheduled for January 2 at the Cage
has been changed to January 4 at 12:30.

. .the UMass bench scored 32 points against

Vermont. . .Mathhews is 15-of- 16 from the

line this season. . she is averaging a team-

high 15 points-per-game. Burtoft is

averaging 10 rebounds-per-game.

UMass (85) Christel Zullo 9 12 13 19. .luanita Mat
ttiews 5 12. 6-6 16. l^ra Lewis 5-10 2-5 12. Barbara

Hebel 4-9 8. Beth Wilbor 2 4 4-4 8, Susan Burtoft

3 6 0-0 6, Karen Damminger 3-5 6, Jerrie Bernier

2 5 00 4, .Joann Dupuis 11 12 3, Rebecca Kucks 1-3

2, Mary Marquedant 0-0 Totals: 35-67 16 22

85.

Vermont (64) Joann McKay 10-18 1-6 21. Debbie

Lewis 4-9 6-7 14, Cherly Rich 5 11 2-2 12, Kris Gladu
5-9 00 10, Laura Thibodeau 1 10 1-2 3, Allison Kaigle

1-4 0-0 2, Andrea Hill 0-3. 2-2 2. Ptatty Heffernan 0-0

0-0 0, Totals: 26-64 12 19 64.

UMass 41 44 85

Vermont 33 31 64

Fouled Out: Gladu. Total Fouls: UMass- 18.

Vermont-18. Rebounds: UMass—45 (Matthews 13).

Vermont-32 (Gladu 10). Assists: LTMas8-23 (Zullo 8),

Vermont 15 (Lewis 6). T^hnicals: none. Attendance:

160.

Plateky McKeown
selected alUNE

Univesity of Massachusetts senior co-captain Paul

Platek and freshman linebacker John McKeown were

named to the all-New England football team.

Platek, a two-year starter at strong safety for the

Minutemen, recorded 97 tackles this past season, in-

tercepted a team-high four passes and recovered two

fumbles. He also returned 20 punts for a 6:5 yard average

and made a game-saving interception in UM's final

game, a 21-17 win at New Hampshire that gave UMass

a 7-4 record.

McKeown, a red-shirt freshman that was moved to in-

side linebacker from fullback, made a team-high 136

tackles to lead a stingy UMass defense that allowed on

ly 11.5 points-per-game He also recovered four fumbles,

had one interception, broke up three passes and made

six tackles for a loss.

All New England collegiate teams were eligible to

nominate players, including Boston College and the Ivy

League schools. Platek and McKeown were named to the

team ahead of players that were named first-team Yankee

Conference by the league's coaches. All of the YC schools

are in New England.^
-PETER ABRAHAM

UMass hits the road

Minutemen to battle Terriers
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's
basketball team, still smar-

ting from Thursday's loss to

New Hampshire, take on

Boston University tonight

in Boston.

The Minutemen, 1-1, fell

to the Wildcats 57-54 at the

Cage, losing a nine point

lead in the process. Against

the Tarriers tonight (8 p.m.

in the Walter Brown Arena),

UMass will contend with

the best team it has faced

this season.

BU, 1-0, is under first-year

head coach Mike Jarvis, Pat

Ewing's high school mentor

at Cambridge, Ringe and

Latin. The Tferriers, 15-15

last season, easliy defeated

Lowell in their opener.

"BU's a good team, we
can't afford to play against

them like we did tonight,"

said UMass coach Ron
Gerlufsen after the loss to

UNH. "They have a new
coach, some strong players

and have given us trouble

sience I've been here. It'll be

a tough game."

The Tferriers beat UMass
in Springfield last season,

71 70 in triple overtime. The
year prior, BU was a 91-65

winner. UMass leads the

season series 31-26, but

hasn't won since 1977.

The Iferriers are led by

Paul Hendricks (16 points-

per-game last season) and
Tbm Ivey (8.4 ppg in 84-85).

UMass, after looking ten-

tative against Merrimack in

its opener (a 59-56 win),

came out aggressive against

UNH and took a 27-19

halftime lead. But the

Minutemen lost their

rhythm in the second half

and were felled by the

balanced Wildcats.

Sophomore guard Lorenzo

Sutton was the only

Minuteman in double
figures with 22 points on

nine-of-12 shooting from the

floor. He is averaging 18.5

points this season.

Sutton will team with

junior captain Carl Smith

(8.5 ppg and 5.5 assists-per-

game) in the UMass

backcourt. The frontcourt

will see a variety of the

players, seeing action with

senior center Tbm Emerson
and freshman forwards

Duane Chase and David

Brown expected to start.

Freshman Sean Mosby
and junior Ben Jones have

played well for UMass off

the bench. Against New
Hampshire, Gerlufsen

played most of his young

players as nine players saw

at least 12 minutes of

action.

Sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:
Today:

Men's Basketball: at Boston University (Walter Brown

Arena), 7:30 p.m.
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Student regent bill

approved by House

Collegian photo by Scott Mafuirc

LONG HOURS BEGIN - With finals exams under two weeks
away, students, like these yesterday in Goodell Library, are star-

ting to study as the semester draws to a close.

By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

Representatives yesterday passed a bill

calling for placement of a student trustee

on the state Board of Regents of Higher

Education.

The bill, which also recognizes state

school student governments as official

representives of the student body, is ex

pected to be signed by Governor Michael

Dukakis by the end of the week.

Because of an "emergency preamble" at-

tatched to the bill, which eliminates the

usual 90 day interim before a signed bill

becomes effective, state students would

begin selecting candidates for the board im-

mediately after its signing by Dukakis. If

the candidate selection goes as planned, a

student trustee could be placed on the

board July 1.

'*lt (the bill) is well written, it does ex

actly what we want it to do," bill co-sponsor

and University of Massachusetts student

senate member Clare Bouzan said.

A provision in the bill calls for the

establishment of a student advisory com
mittee, consisting of one student trustee

from each of the 28 state schools of higher

education. T^e committee would be charg-

ed with forwarding three candidate recom-

mendations to the Governor, who would

make final selection of the board member.

Under the bill, the student regent would
serve a one-year term. The regent for the

first one-year term must be selected from

a state community colle^. The state col-

leges and state university's would be

represented, respectively, to the following

year-long terms.

The House dropped a third part of the

bill, which was approved by the state

senate on Oct. 22, allowing student govern-

ments to organize collectively to lobby the

state without registering as official lob-

byists with the state.

That part of the bill would have made "it

very clear that it is within the law for a stu-

dent government or school trustees to ap-

prove funding of state student organiza-

tions," State Student Association of

Massachusetts (SSAM) President Mike
Ferrigno said. Ferrigno is a principal sup-

porter of that provision.

But the proposal was held back by the co-

chairman of the Joint Committee on

Education, Rep. Nicholas Paleologas, D-

Wobum, because it was added to bill before

receiving approval by the education com-

mittee, Bouzan said.

Ferrigno said that he is "very confident

that section three will be passed early next

session" after approval by the education

committee.

Student group calls

MASSPIRG fee unfair

Administration controls fund
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson said yesterday that it is clear

to him that the University of

Massachusetts Board of Trustees hold

Chancellor Joseph Duffey and himself ac-

countable for the Student Activity Trust

Fund.
Madson said that because of this, he

thinks there is no conflict with any existing

trustee documents which outline fiacal con-

trol of the trust fund.

Madson's statement follows much con-

troversy that has arisen since he and Stu-

dent Activities Director Randy Donant

issued a memorandum Nov. 19, giving Do-

nant and Madson more student budgetary

responsibilty.

Student Government officials have

unanimously opposed the memo's actions.

INSIDE
UMass professor off to Africa...3

Nursing is needed... ~ 6

BU holds off Minutemen. 12

"If it hadn't been for the snow, we

would've lost by more.

"

—Tampa Bay coach Leeman Bennett

Sunday after Green Bay beat the Bwcs

21-0 in 15 inches of snow in a near-

blizzard in Green Bay.

and a rally protesting the administration's

attempt at gaining more responsibility has

been scheduled for 12:30 p.m. Thursday in

front of the Student Union Building.

The trust fund, to which each student

pays $88 per year, is a resource for the SGA
to provide services, activities, and advocacy

to the student community. Since the fund

is comprised of student funds, SGA officials

said, the administration's actions are "a

direct violation of students' rights."

Madson, citing the SGA's reaction, said

"it's obviously an emotional issue and

that's unfortunate." He said he would like

to get to managing the budget instead of

arguing over the authority issue.

"People have to accept the fact of the

matter that a mandatory fee has to be ad-

ministered through the campus ad-

ministration to the trustees," Madson said.

"I hope we can get beyond that and work
on doing what the fee has been establish-

ed to do."

Madson said if the students don't accept

his and Donant's prescribed guidelines,

there could always be the option of students

changing the SGA system. He referred to

a system used in some California colleges

where the student government is a

separate incorporated entity.

The student government under that plan,

Madson said, would be fiscally indejjendent

of the administration. However, he said he

would prefer that the SGA cooperate now
"in managing the trust fund in a postive

and responsible way."

Mounts a petition

drive to abolish fee

By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

A new campus group maintains an op-

tional $2 fee that appears on each

semester's bill is unfair recognition of a stu-

dent organization and is mounting a peti-

tion drive to abolish the fee.

The two-week old group. Students for

Participatory Democracy, is calling for a

petition that they hope will lead to the for

mation of equivalent channels of funding

for all student organizations by removing

the fee.

The group is looking to eliminate the $2

fee that supports Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group (MASSPIRG) and

the optional fees for the State Student

Senate Association of Massachusetts.

A petition has been circulated by

Students for Participatory Democracy ask-

ing for the removal of both fees from the

tuition bill. The group has already obtain-

ed 1000 signatures, which will enable the

fee question to appear on a referendum on

Dec. 11 and 12.

The targeted $2 fee supports the Univer-

sity chapter of MASSPIRG, which works

on consumer and envirorunental issues and

is one of many national public interest

groups. MASSPIRG said that approximate-

ly 80 percent of the students have voted by

referendum, over the past four years, in

support of the organization and the op-

tional fee.

"The fee was established as a result of

students signing a referendum in support

of MASSPIRG. It wasn't because the

organization wanted special means to ob-

tain our funding", Rayna Sargent, campus

chairwoman of the organization said.

However, Students for Participatory

Democracy (SPD) said it is not fair for the

other 58 student organizations to have to

go through the Student Government
Association for funding, while MASSPIRG
is funded separately.

"We are not attacking the organization

or what it stands for but we are question-

ing their method of funding," Tony Rudy,
SPD member said. "We feel that it is not

right for the students to shoulder the

responsibility of paying this added fee

when no other organization gets the

priviledge of separate funding", he said.

According to Richele Sargent, student

member of MASSPIRG, an attack on fun-

ding is an attack on the issues. "Without
the money we receive we wouldn't be able

to address issues like world hunger and
acid rain. We are a non-partician, public

interest group hoping to keep stable fun-

ding. We aren't looking for a partician

fight", she said.

"We have already shown that .the

students support us by the large peroantags
of voter response on our referendiua vot«
which takes place every two to four yaars",

Richele said.

Students for Participatory Democracy is

also seeking to have the optional State Stu-

dent Association of Massachusetts (SSAM)
fee removed from the semester bill. The fee,

which was approved by the Board of
Trustees at their last meeting, is $2 for the
spring semester and $1 dollar for following

semesters.

The SSAM fee, which would take effect

this spring, helps pay for state students lob-

bying in Boston on behalf of the students.

"I want to question the qualifications of

Students for Participatory Democracy.
They are very small and are not an officisd-

ly registered student organization", Rayna
said adding that this is not the first time
the funding for MASSPIRG has been
questioned.

If the students vote on the referendum to

abolish the fees, a recomendation will go
to the Trustees in April to have the fees

removed from the bill beginning in fall of

1986.
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Ver reinstated as chief

AP I.aa«rphato

ALL THAT SNOW — Midwest citizens have been shoveling
themselves out of a weekend blizzard like this one that dumped 1

1

inches in Central Iowa. The strorm stranded travelers and closed
businesses and that cold air is headed East. Weather, page 9.

MANILA, Philippines (AP) - President

Ferdinand Marcos reinstated Fabian C.

Ver as armed forces chief yesterday, hours

afler a court acquitted the general, 24 other

soldiers and a civilian of assassinating op-

position leader Benigno Aquino.

In their 90-page decision, the three

civilian judges accepted a version Marcos

gave a day aftefr Aquino was killed Aug.

21, 1983, while stepping off a commercial

airliner that brought him home from a

voluntary exile in the United States- that

the assassin was Rolando Galman.
Galman, a purported communist, was

killed by soldiers immediately after Aquino
was shot.

Ver, an old friend and confidant of the

president, was on leave of absence pending
the court verdict.

Marcos signed a law today setting a
special pre.«5idential election for Feb. 7 that
may be a contest between him and
Aquino's widow, Corazon.
Mrs. Aquino called a news conference for

later today, and supporters expect her to

accept the oppositi(nr>^ nomination.
The president's foes had predicted the ac-

quittal, but there had been rumors some
defendants might be found guilty of
negligence, a minor offense.

Mrs. Aquino said the verdict did not mat-
ter because Mai' N 1. !u'r"No. 1 suspect"

in the death of her husband, who was Mar-
cos' main j^itical foe

Peres apology ends threat
JERUSALEM (AP)-

Prime Minister Shimon
Peres said yesterday that

his government's apol^y to

Washington ended the
threat to relations caused by

the arrest of a U.S. Navy
analyst accused of spying

for Israel.

Peres told a closed

meeting with visiting

American Jewish leaders

that he coordinated the

apology in advance with
Secretary of State George P.

Shultz during a lengthy

telephone conversation Sun-

day morning, Israel officials

said.

They said the prime
minister reported that he
and Shultz "reached com-
plete agreement and

understanding" about the

case ofJonathan J Pollard,

arrested Nov. 21 and charg

ed with selling secret

documents to Israel.
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COMMODORE PLUS 4 ORDER FORM (PLEASE PRINT)

ORDER DATE;

NAME:

Word processing, electronic spreadsheet, graphic plotting and file management certainly need no In

troduction. But a computer that has them all built-in certainly does.
With 64K of memory, 60K fully usable, full size typewriter

keyboard, four separate cursor keys, high resolution color

graphics, extended BASIC, split screen and windowing

capabilities.

Write and edit letters, reports, papers and novels with the

built-in word processor Do the books, the budgets, the pro-

jections, profit/loss statements with the built-in spread sheet.

Draw circles, boxes, complex shapes, images and combine

them with text with the graphics program. Collect, store,

organize and retrieve information such as mailing lists, inven-

tories, personal files, business files and recipes with the file

management program.

The Commodore PLUS/4. The first new computer that

doesn't have one new thing about it. It has four

CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL

1-800-331-1750

ADDRESS:

CITY. STATE, ZIP: _
DAYTIME PHONE:X. 1

TO CHARGE ORDER:
American Express MasterCard Visa Diners Club

ACC NUMBER

EXP DATE SIGNATURE

I HAVE ENCLOSED CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $99.95
PLUS S10.00 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING

URBAN GENERAL CORR
P.O. Box 3500. Dept. P4 W. Caldwell, NJ 07006

URBAN GENERAL CORPORATION

Ceiling tiles

torn from
tunnel
Car vandalized

at Alumni stadium

The tunnel which runs between Bartlett

pnd Herter Hall received over $200 in

IJbmages when ceiling tiles were ripped out

and some of the insulation was removed.
It was reported late Sunday night. Univer-
sity of Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

A car received $500 in damages when it

tvas reported vandalized Monday morning
to the Warren McGuirk alumni stadium,
police said.

A water pipe (bong) containing mari
^ana residue was discovered Thursday in

the dirt outside of Pierpont House, police

said.

A wallet containing $216 was reported

stolen Wednesday from the Textbook An-
nex. It had been stolen on Sept. 6 and was
returned Wednesday from Goodell
Library's lost and found, without the
money, police said.

A Walkman valued at $110 was reported

stolen Wednesday afternoon from a room
on the I5th floor of Kennedy Tower, police

said.

Four hubcaps valued at $60 were

reported stolen Wednesday afternoon from

a 1967 Ford which was parked in the

McGuirk Alumni stadium P lot, police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

CollrKiun phuto by Stolt Ma|{uirr

LONELY VIGIL — Sheeba sits in the Student Union outside of Ear-

thfoods waiting patiently for her owner to finish lunch, yesterday
afternoon.

FYI:
Gino Segre, a professor of Physics at the University

ofPennsylvania will address a colloquium tomorrow in

room 126 of Hasbrouck Laboratory.

Serge's presentation, "Low Energy Physics and

Superstrings" is being sponsored by the department of

Physics and Astronomy. Refreshments will be served at

3:45 p.m. and the program will begin at 4:15 p.m.

Columnist to speak
Political columnist Tom Wicker of the New York Times

will speak at 8 p.m. today in School of Management, room
120.

Wicker, former Times Washington Bureau Chief is a

recipient of the Pulitzer Prize and author of the book A
Time to Die, about a prison riot in Attica, New York.

Wicker is "widely considered one of the two or three

most eminent political columnists in America," Univer-

sity of Massachusetts joiu-nalism professor Howard Ziff

.said. The lecture is sponsored by the University Jour-

nalistic Studies Program.

Hotel strike averted by agreement
BOSTON (AP) — A last-minute decision by the union

representing 4,000 hotel workers to accept a management
contract offer averted a walkout against nine major

Boston hotels.

"I'm thrilled, just thrilled." said main union president

Domenic Bozzotto. "I know I feel great. I'm sure manage-
ment does too."

The tentative pact, reached minutes before the strike

deadline at midnight Sunday, calls for a 20 percent wage
increase over three years, far more than management had

originally offered.

Despite his harsh words during negotiations, Bozzotto

said after the agreement that both management and the

union gained more respect for each other.

"They were never the enemy," he told a cheering crowd

of more than 200 workers inside the lobby of City Hall

shortly after midnight. "We just had a difference of opi-

nion. We're part of the hotel industry, and we're proud

of that."

Some 4,000 members of Local 26 of the Hotel,

Restaurant, Institutional Employees & Bartenders, AFL-

CIO, had been poised to go out on strike. Their old con-

tract expired at midnight Saturday, but union and hotel

management extended the deadline 24 hours at the re-

quest of Mayor Raymond L. Flynn.

Union members planned to hold a ratification vote on

the tentative settlement late Monday afternoon at the

Boston Park Plaza Hotel, one of the nine that would have

been struck had negotiations failed.

"Hopefully the membership will ratify it, and we'll be

back in business," said Joe J. Burnisika, spokesman for

the hotels. "That's what everybody was working for. Ob-

viously, we're pleased."

Under the tentative contract, wages for non-gratuity

workers would increase by an average of $1.20 per hour
over three years, or slightly more than 6 percent each
year. Workers who also earn tips would recieve half that

increase, or a 60-cent hourly wage increase each year.

During an 11-hour bargaining marathon Sunday,
management had offered to increase wages 4 percent, or

under 25 cents per hour, in each year of a four-year con-

tract, according to Louis Chandler, chief negotiator for the

hotels. Management's original offer was to increase wages
by about 2.3 percent.

The union entered bargaining sessions seeking annual
raises of 16 percent, or $1 an hour, over each of the three

years.

The hotel workers currently earn an average of about

$6.15 an hour, union officials said.

Cape needs development controlled
MASHPEE (AP) - Officials of Cape Cod's fastest-

growing town say that unless the development is controll-

ed, Mashpee's undeveloped land and marshes could

disappear.

"We know that development cannot be stopped, and we
don't intend to stop it," said Selectman B. John Thomas.
"These are simply controls which should have been put

in years ago."

Town Planner F. Thomas Fudala has proposed seven

zoning changes to protect wetlands and open spaces. The
proposals were to be voted on at a special town meeting

last night.

The zoning changes use both incentives and regulations

to control growth. While developers have shown little in-

terest in the incentives, they have strongly protested some
of the propsed regulations.

Most controversial are regulations that would:

-Prohibit builders from including marsh and wetlands

when calculatingminimum lot size. Currently, up to twD-

thirds ot a building lot can be wetlands.

-Establish a 100-foot minimum building setback from

all shorelines. The town currently has no setback re-

quirements from water.

-Redefine open space in housing developments so that

golf courses, tennis courts and swimming pools can no

longer be counted as part of the open space.

John Umina, original builder of the Quashnet Valley

Development, which contains a golf course, is upset over

the open space article.

"In my mind, there is nothing more beautiful than a

golf course," Umina told The Cape Cod Times of Hyan-
nis. "If the town planner had seen the brush and scrub

that was open space before we cleared it, he might feel

differently."

In addition to the zoning laws, Fudala is proposing an
open-space incentive plan that would give developers a

bonus of increased housing density in exchange for sav-

ing open space.

UMass
dean goes
to Africa
By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

Larry Benedict, dean of Academic Sup-
port Services at the University of
Massachusetts, is traveling to Africa this

week £is part of a four-man team which will

be conducting workshops at the Somalia In-

ternational University in Mogadishu, the
capital of Somalia.
Benedict is one of four university ad-

ministrators nationwide chosen by
Creative Associates, Inc., a Washington,
D.C. consulting firm which specializes in

high education administration.

The workshops, conducted in the areas of

enrollment management and current ad-

ministrative pr^^ices in student affairs at

colleges and universities in the U.S., are

sponsored by the African bureau of the

Agency for International Development
(AID).'

According to Judith King of Creative
Associates, Benedict and the three other
administrators will be in Somalia for two
weeks. Upon their return, the men will be
debriefed and will file a report on their ex-

periences with AID in Washington.
The entire trip is funded by AID.
The team leader, Peter Ristuben, is the

president of Bethany College in Lindsbord
Kansas. William Ferrero, management
records specialist at SUNY-Empire State

College and John Aragon, president ofNew
Mexico Highland University are the other

members of the team.
Benedict was attending briefing sessions

in Washington yesterday, and was
unavailable for comment.

WORLD
Gas victims protest
BHOPAL, India (AP) - More than 3,000 people wav-

ing torches and shouting "down with the killer!" burn-

ed about 100 effigies of Union Carbides's chairman
yesterday outside the plant where a leak of deadly gas

created the world's worst industrial accident a year ago.

"Hang Anderson! Hang Anderson!" survivors of the

gas leak screamed as they poured kerosense on the ef-

figies of corperation chairman Warren Anderson at the

gates of the closed pesticide factory. A leak of methyl

isocyanite gas there on Dec. 3, 1984, killed more than

2.000 people and injured 300,000.

Demonstrators cheered, applauded and jumped up and

down as the figures burned. Some hit the effigies with

sticks, or stamped on the smoldering remains.

The demonstrators, gas victims from the slums around

the plant and the activists, demanded Union Carbide's

expulsion from India, a boycott of products made by U.S.

multinational companies, and more help for gas victims.

Barricades and more than 1,000 heavily su-med police

were stationed around the plant to keep the protestors

out.

Protest leaders assailed "the killer multinational" in

speeches, but no violence or injuries were reported.

"Everything is peaceful," said M. Nadarajan, director

general of police.

More aid needed
WASHINGTON (AP) - With Africa facing enormous

food, health and population crises, a panel of experts

recommended yesterday that the UNited States triple

the amount of aid it gives countries there.

"The United States needs to pay more attention to the

developing world and to Africa in particular," said

Lawrence Eagleburger, co-chairman of the group which
issued the report.

Eagleburger, a former top State Department official

now associated with former Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger's international consulting firm, and Donald
F. McHenry, a scholar at Georgetown University who
once served as ambassador to the United Nations, were
the report's principal authors.

Decades of drought, famine and debt have damaged
Africa, and events there since the mid-1960s "can be com-

pared to the effects of a world war," the report said.

They said 25 of the world's poorest 34 countries are

in Africa; the continent's anrtual 3.2 percent population

growth rate is the highest in the world; agricultural pro-

duction is expected to decline in some countries; and the

continent has a critical shortage of trained professionals.

But the report said Africa's situation is not hopeless.

"There is a receptivity to change," McHenry said.

The panel said the United States should commit about

$3 billion a year in development aid for Africa, triple

the aid now given.
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National Student Exchange Program
Information Meetings

Students interested in participating in the National Student Exchange

Program for Fall 1986 are encouraged to attend an information session.

For students applying to restricted schools, this is your LAST CHANCE
to pick up an initial application form.

Restricted schools are: Univ. of Hawaii/Manoa & Hilo; Univ. of So.

Florida; Cal State Chico, Northridge & Sonoma; and College of the Virgin

Islands.

Tuesday, Dec. 3* CC 805 3-4 pm
Wednesday, Dec. 4* CC 901 3-4 pm
Tuesday, Dec. 9 CC 803 3-4 pm

Wednesday. Dec. 10 CC 805 3-4 pm
• Last days to pick up initial applications for restricted schools.

! ^^ i • 1<

RENT/\NRECK

^ yNow & Usod Cars
Truck* a Vww Also Avalabt*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 IMo. Amherst

549-2880

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THUR8.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
Fni. * SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

» t( 9 • Hadlfy'kmliersl

s

I

256-6889 =

Pssssst!,

Are You A
Secret Santa?

G
Under 50<t:

Under $1.00

Under $2.00

Under $3.00

Under $4.00

Under $5.00

^^^^t^

roRSUCCESS.

.^U-^
Downtown Amh«r*t

0««yK>-6.Sun.ra-S

You're the man in charge. And you can
handle it. Because the Navy has given you
the management and technical training to

get the job done.

Thirty men report to you. And what you
do includes the care and responsibility for

millions of dollars worth of sophisticated

equipment.

At age 22 you can be a leader in the

Navy. With all the decision-making

authority you need to help you match

up to your responsibility.

The rewards match up, too. A solid

starting salary of $17,700, and up to as

much as $31,000 in four years with

regular promotions and increases.

Responsibility and rewards. It's the

way you measure success in the Navy.

See your Navy Recruiter or

CALL 800-327-NAVY.

NAVYOmCBISGETRESPONSBUTY EAST.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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For a guy with real class
I am flyii^down the highway at subsonic

speeds passing everything in sight. Small
children gape through car windows as I ap
pear and disappear simultaneously, and
young men stare enviously from beat-up
old Dodges. With my black Trans Am, I am
the personification of everything masculine
- strong, virile, fast.

Up ahead, a Volkswagen Bug looms
ominously in the left lane. It is only going
70 miles per hour and I think I am about
to get impatient.

"Hey, hoser, I haven't got all day! Move
that ugly piece of import off the road or I'll

boogey right over you!"

He sits there, happy doing 70 mph. A
Mack truck takes up residence on my rear

bumper.

"Listen, speedo, I said move it. Even the

garbage truck is keeping up with you." I

am starting to lose my cool. Our little trio

has now passed several cars, and the right

hand lane will not be open for passing for

a good while. Oh, no. We are approaching
a hill and everyone knows what VW's do
on hills. TTiey crawl. In my mirror I see a
line forming behind us, and the Bug still

hasn't put on his right hand blinker.

This is too much. No Trans Am should

be confined by the limits of mere mortals.

I honk my horn, I flash my brights; I shake
my fist just in case the bird-brain has miss-

ed every other comment I've made on his

driving. We are now doing 65 mph and
counting.

"C'mon! Where do they get drivers like

you - the rest home? Pull over, buddy!"
Aggravation. We have crested the hill,

and that little tin-plated cream puif is down
to 60 mph and still slowing. 55 mph. 50
mph. The left lane of the highway is now

Rusty Denton
creepimg at 50 mph while this airhead
smirks in his little yellow cookie tm. I real

ly don't know if my sleek black rocket can
handle going at these sublegal speeds I

decide not to risk it. I will go roaring by

in the illegal side lane in a spray of gravel

and dirt.

Oh, definitely not cool. Now we are do-

ing 45 mph, and the nerds m the slow lane

smile as they pass us. I begin to sweat; no
one has ever done this to me before. The
truck driver behind me is grinning from
ear to ear.

"Can'tcha go any slower, bozo?
Everybody loves a parade." Oops, spoke too

soon. My speedometer hovers at 40 mph.
This calls for drastic action. I roll down a

window and crank up the meanest, nastiest

acid rock cassette in the car. Then I swerve
viciously through the right lane, scaring

the daylights out of two little old ladies in

a midsize Ford. No big deal.

Zooming up the breakdown lane I almost

flatten a hitchhiker. The guy should know
better than to stand in the road like that.

Weaving and cursing, I am soon back in the

left lane, tossing trash and soda cans out

the window to be intercepted by that idiot

driving the Bug, which is now behind me.
I can't believe it. I sat on his tail; I told

him exactly what I wanted; and I flexed

just a little bit of my awesome mechanical
muscle, and the jerk wouldn't move. He's

got no respect. I will never understand why
creeps like him won't make room for a guy
with real class.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist
who drives a little blue import.

Letters

Editorial misstated budget issue
I believe Monday's editorial in the Col-

legian, titled "Whose budget is it?,"

misstated the issue regarding control over

the SATF.
Students should care, and do care, about

how the more than $2 million they pay in

student activities fees is being allocated to

ensure that they are receiving tangible

benefits, as are the organizations and
causes in which they are interested. They
are entitled to assurances that their money
is accounted for and its use subject to

review according to sound fiscal manage-
ment procedures. By statute and regula-

tions of the University Board of Trustees,

the campus administration is obligated to

guarantee such accountabilty. And that is

precisely what the Madson/Donant letter

dealt with. No person and no document
ever said that the SGA had any right to

spend these funds by rules they made up
from week to week without references to

state law and University regulation.

There is no "takeover"! The letter con-

tains nothing new. Rather, it restates,

perhaps more explicitly than in the past,

what has always been true insofar as the

shared responsibility of the SGA and the

campus administration is concerned. (Un-

fortunately, the SGA and the administra-

tion may have obscured by their own
rhetoric in the past, what was real and

what was "assumed."

Further, there are some additional facts

which all should know to fully understand
this issue and place it in context. There ex-

ists no trustee approved SGA Constitution

and By-laws. While it has been requested

many times over the past several years, it

has never been produced. Thus, there is no
established set of rules governing the pro-

cedures of the SGA available to the

students and the administration, including

how the SGA dispenses funds collected

throught the SATF. The "rules" thus are

whatever the group in authority decides

they are. Such an ad hoc fiscal system

should be of concern to all.

A constitution which was proposed by an
SGA administration task force after two
years of work is bogged down in the SGA
machinery. This document which
represents a detailed description of the

SGA administration and responsibilities

are unknown to most students and
senators, and has yet to receive a detailed

and open presentation on the campus.

A desirable first step to get at the facts

in this situation might be a press con-

ference conducted "on the record" by the

Collegian editors with the SGA and ad-

ministration representatives of the Con-

stitution Task Force.

WUliam F. Fields
Dean of Students

Vocal senators overrepresented
After following the articles written

about the Undergraduate Student Senate

this semester, we feel there are a few

senators who voice their opinions and we

never hear from the majority of the cam-

pus' representation.

As senators ourselves, we know that

there are 99 senators who have their own

opinions and we would like to see any of

those senators talked to or interviewed.

We feel students may think there are

only a few senators maxmg the decisions

when every senator has one vote. Hopeful-

ly, in the near future when articles are

written on senate meetings, we will hear
from more than just a certain few
senators.

Jennifer Hughes
Mary Lyons

Monica Jones
Johnson

Executive Board—Fall 1985

Larry Bouchie

Editorial Editor

Dode 8 Levenson
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Peter Soderberg
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Anne McCrory
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Business Manager

Board of Editors—Fall 1985
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Sportg Editor
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Brennan: counter offensive
He may not look like your standard Ram-

bo warrior, but liberals across the country
are treating 79-year old Supreme Court
Justice William J. Brennan Jr. as if he was
the latest hero emerging from Hollywood.
And rightfully so, for it is Brennan who is

leading the counter-offensive against At-

torney General Edwin Meese's attempts to

implement conservatism in the homes, the

churches, and the schools of America.
Five years ago, the Far Right had Bren-

nan talking of retirement. His recovery

from a stroke one year earlier was not go-

ing well. Republicans had captured control

of both the Senate and the White House,
threatening his many years of work on the

Warren Court. Brennan began leaving the

Court at 4:30 p.m. every afternoon to be

near his wife who was dying of cancer.

Friends noticed that Brennan was acting

subdued during oral arguments and wor-

ried over the fact that he had cancelled his

other public appearances. Today, Bren-

nan's reemergence must cause Jerry

Falwell to choke on his prayers.

Slowing down is the last thing on Bren-

nan's mind. He remarried after his first

wife's death, overcame his own physical

ailments, and resumed travelling. He has
been seen at Washington receptions work-

ing the crowd and dancing the night away.
Brennan's rejuvenation is good news to

those people who cherish civil rights and
civil libeilies.

While Meese and his like-minded Justice

Department officials are calling press con-

ferences to push for constitutional amend-
ments to ban abortions and return organiz-

ed prayer to public schools, Brennan and
his colleagues are fighting back.

Brennan and his fellow justice John Paul
Stevens, have recently been making
speeches critical of Ronald Reagan's at-

tempts to use the court system to spread

the gospel of conservatism.

Bob Kievra

In July of this year, the conflict heated

up. In a speech to the American Bar
Association, Meese condemned some of the

Warren Court's landmark civil liberties

cases saying that the founding fathers

would have viewed them as "bizarre."

Brennan responded to these criticisms in

a speech on Oct. 12 at Georgetown Univer-

sity when, without mentioning the at-

torney general by name, he said such views

were "arrogance cloaked as humility" and
that they only hid biases against
minorities.

Waging war with the Reagan/Meese
mentality is nothing new to Brennan. Since

his appointment to the high court in 1956,

Brennan has consistently disagreed with

the conservative notion that 20th century

society must interpret the Constitution

strictly as it was forged in the 1700s. Bren-

nan argues that too often, conservatives

justify dangerous activities by invoking

hidden blessings from the founding fathers.

There are "certain skeletons in the con-

gressional closet," Brennan warns.

Besides attempting to curb women's
rights by outlawing abortions, Reagan's

Justice Department has targeted the

elimination of affirmative action along

with reducing the rights of the handicap-

ped and the poor. Meese has ignored the en-

forcement of antitrust laws and instead

concentrates his efforts on implementing
school prayer.

Brennan doesn't know how long he can

preserve the hardwon victories of the War-
ren court, but he does know one thing. He's

tired of Meese and company using the Con-

.stitution to achieve their personal securi-

ty agenda.

Boh Kievra is aCollegian columnist.

Nursing needed, unfairly targeted
As a senior nursing major at the Univer-

sity, I feel it is necessary to reply to some
accusations made by Provost O'Brien

against the nursing department. Much of

what O'Brien has said is true from a

statistical standpoint. It is unfortunate,

however, that during the Provost's review

of the department he failed to recognize

that nursing education is different from

other programs on this campus.

The average nursing faculty member
spends more time teaching than the

average faculty member elsewhere in the

University. Faculty members are also

highly accessible to discuss both educa-

tional and personal matters that concern

their students. It is upsetting that O'Brien

feels excellent teaching and genuine con-

cern for students are not a part of "scholar-

ly productivity." The nursing department

needs to be compared not to the Universi-

ty as a whole, but to other well respected

nursing programs. The department's peers

have placed their confidence in the facul-

ty and the program, as evidenced by last

year's accreditation by the National
League of Nursing.

The elimination of the nursing program
would be hard felt in Western
Massachusetts. University nursing facul-

ty and students offer many services

throughout the area. Without the depart-

ment many of the programs which work to

potentiate the general health of the com-
munities would be compromised. Also,

more and more institutions in

Massachusetts are demanding bac-
calaureate prepared nurses. With the

elimination of this program. Western
Massachusetts would be left without a
public baccalaureate nursing program.
This would, also, work to compromise the

quality of health care in the area. I can only

hope that the general faculty and student
population of the University and the

residents of Massachusetts will not let such
a tragedy occur.

Karen Dahl
Central

I
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SERVICES

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES

#1 IN THE VALLEY!

DYNAMITE
Maxell XLII90 $2.00

^--.J^^^-^
TDK SA90 - $2.00

I

^'^1>^
Now, Used,

Buy, Sell and Trad^

584-1S80

I

/riToRNEs^

inos TVDISSVTD ^* ***™ ^ N> HOUTHAMPTOM

1/ou and l^oun

PnoWem JDninfcinq Pdnent
Faang ihe hoUtys and ntercession can tie espeoaly difficirfi

iw siudtms wtw hm potto or ralUMi wxh dnnking probtems.

aMMaNRHHMaaHaMHMHHMHMMHMHHHNMHMMMHHHHHHMH^
Th« University Health Services is offerirtg

a workshop which will cover:

Idenirtymg atcoMsm or problem dnntung panerns

Alcobolsm and latntlv dynamics

Common problems tacmg aduh chMren of alcoholics

-Resotfces lor help tocatfy and in your hometown area

Date: Monday, D«c. t. IMS
Time: 7:00-9:00pm
Place: University Health Services,

Room 302

Plea»a register

by caHirif

Health Education at

549-2671. axtlSI

fyRiverboat Village

NOW OPEN

APARTMENTS, SOUTH HADLEY.
1. 2 Of 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BEAijTifUL MOOtlSfUPNiSMfO 8' CmAP Df'iA -.f, i ff'STfJ rufNi' -
•

•SwimmmgPool 'Tennis Court •Club House aShuMIe Board Court

^ .!. .S>*«DC»'»>I- 1- f

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
to AM 4 PM

Phone 53? su-:'

532 94t.

>-Aii fOR
OiRECTiONI

f Rjverboai Vuiape

Siver Lodge »a
So nadiev "^-i 010'S

Change your
tires NOW . .

.

per pair

('itM^L Alignment and

^^P balancing

available

NorthAmhTStTire
A Auto Center

fvt SarVIC* r«« Siora
?• kw<«*nwi« M Ho «fl*w>l M*

549-4704

\ ,^^^-^^ Looking For 4
SECRET SANTA 2

GIFTS?

Come to

THE COUNTRY SHOP
• Great stocking stutters

• Christmas ornaments
* Gitts in all price ranges

178 North Pleasant St. 256-0929

^ Open: Mon-Sat 9:30-6:30; Sun 12-5

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTMG

- Sam* Day Reaults -

SefvteM (fM( 4f«

Am, ConAdMtM, Caring

SS49-1906
Carriag* Stwps
Uppf L>v>

MAS*. AP^nOVCD
HMFCCnONSTATION

Tuesday, December 3, 1985
Collegian

The University Dancers will appear at 8 p.m. Wednesday through

FViday in Bowker.

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$ L^

Includes Mounting

plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center
1F\M Smr^ice Tin Ston

7« SiaUatland rwi. No Amhertl. »«A

AooM rrom WairotM » Store

549-4704

Moat Maior

Credit Carda Accaptad

22 Shopping Days

till Christmas

and only

8 days till the

Collegian

Special Christmas

Edition

tniOAS'

THE ECONOMIZER
MUFFLER

• J

»

Regular

We"

$59.95
Per a>^le ^HA OH

(most cars) Regular 9/»I.5IU

BRAKE SPECIAL

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
The Economizer muffler from Midas fits most
American-made cars and trucks. Your satisfaction

with this product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Mtiftler is

warranted by Midas for one year from the

date of installation and will t>e replaced

free of charge if it fails during this period,

expires Dec. 31st

DISC BRAKES
• Fre« 4-Wh«<;l brok*
Ins04f(.ticn
• Keplcce pods wiiti f^e v

guoronteed disc '>Qds
• Resurface rotors

• Replace grease seals .

• Inspect ona repack
wheel beorlngt

• Inspect colipers
• Inspect hydroulic s/siem
• Lubricate caliper anchors
• Inspect fluid levels
<• Add fluid if required
• Rood test

awarMMaa. Mlda* t>rake stwas and disc DraKe pads are nvarranted (or

as long as yo<i own your Amarican or foreton car, van or llglii truck
(urxler 7,000 Hm.) > If they aver wear, new Mtdas brake shoes or pads

wi:i M mataiiaa without charge tor the shoes or pads or the laoor to

Install thb s^oas or oads Addiiional parts and'or labor required to
restore the system to operational condition are extra

DRUM BRAKES
' K'r>e 4-Wf>eel broke

• Peploce shoes with nev/
gtioroneed linings

• Resurface drums
• Inspect wheel cylinders
• Inspect hoid down springs
• Lubricote bocking plotes
• Inspect hydroulic .\ steim
• Reodjust brakes
• Rood test

FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES

143 KING ST.
JCT. RTES. 9& 116

NORTHAMPTON
HADLEY

586-4840
586-9991

Midas

BLACKAFFAIRS
Civil rights and apartheid are parallel
py Dr MANNING MARABLE

zial to the Collegian

(Editor's Nole: Dr. Manning Marable

teaches political sociology at Colgate

University.)

Martin Luth«- King, Jr., the pditical and

spiritual leader of the American Civil

Rights movement, recognized that the cam-

paign against racism transcended intema-

^onal boundaries. Speaking in London on

December 6, 1963. he focused his remarks

in the tragedy d* apartheid in South Afirica.

*We must join in a nonviolent action to

tiring freedom and justice to South Africa

by a massive movemet for economic sanc-

^ns," he affirmed.

Legal racial segregation in the United
States has been outlawed. Apartheid, in

contrast, still remains, despite the severi-

ty of social unrest which has threatened its

existence during the past year. Despite the

obvious differences between black

America's movement for equality and the

situation of the black majority in South
Africa, there are many parallels between
these two societies.

Nelson Mandela, the leader of the bann-

ed Afirican National Congress, expressed

these ideals in his last public statement

before a South Afirican court in April, 1964:

"During my lifetime I have dedicated

myself to the struggle of the Afirican peo-

ple. I have fought against whita domina-

tion, and I have fought againat black

domination. I have cherished the ideal of

a democratic and free society in which all

persons live together in harmony and with

equal opportunities. It is an ideal which I

hope to live for and to achieve. But if needs

be, it is an ideal for which I am prepared

to die."

The American Civil Rights movement
employed economic boycotts as a method

to undermine racial segregation. "Boycotts

against stores," King once stated, "are not

putting them out of business but bringing

H-' ^ — ( — \— « .^ t

D.S.O.
The Dyslexic Student Orgenization

Room 69 Bartlett Hail

University of IVIassachusetts, Amherst
Telephone 5464)018

(R«gitterad Student Organization)

CredHFreeCOLLOQUlM
Presenters:

Dr. Shirley Ui, De Shields and Judith tides Herrell

SUBJECT:
Learning Differences:

Dyslexia and the college student
DATE: Thursday, December 5, 1966

TIME: 8:00 p.m.
PLACE: Room 166 Campus Center

Navy Gold:
Forged in a Tradition

of Excellence

Because the Officers wearing it are the best

in the world at what they do

. . . they have to be

It takes a special breed

of aviator to meet the

challenges of Naval

Aviation. Strong, dedi-

cated professionals

who can control the

world's most sophisti-

cated aircraft. There's

no room over the

oceans for aviators

that are second-best.

Beneath the surface

pulses a unique

environment few will

ever challenge. Only an

uncompromised
standard of excellence

earns a submariner his

dolphins. The Navy's

Nuclear Propulsion

Officers wear them.

To find out if you're qualified, see the Navy Rfpre^nta-

tive that will be in the Campus Center on October Z8.

1985 or call collect (518) 462-61 19.

Minority Students Encouraged to Apply

them to the point of moral change."

Similarity, black South Africans are

resorting to selective buying campaigns
with effective r^ults. In the Eastern Cape
region this July, blacks boycotted white-

owned businesses in Port Elizabeth and
East London. Within weeks, owners
reported losses of 30 to nearly 100 percent.

Dozens of firms went into bankruptcy.

Black consumers raised explicitly political

demands: the end of the "state ofemergen-

cy," the release of all political prisoners,

and the grantmg of basic democratic rights.

In South Africa, the increasing level of

public protest against apartheid has rein-

forced the growth of black trade unionism.

In 1969, only 16,000 African workera were
organized. A decade later, FOSATU wai
formed, and by 1984 it had over 100.000

paid members in over 400 factoriea. The
Council of Unions of South Africa (CUSA)
was organized in 1980, and has 50,000

members. Both labor formations are in the

vanguard of fundamental racial change,

and project a goal of full democracy and
workers' rights.

Announcements
A worship service will be held at 5 p.m.

on December 8 in the James House
classroom located in Southwest.
The theme will be ". And His name shall

be called Immanuel" (Matthew 1:23) A Pre-

Christmas Celebration - "God is With Us".

For more information, contact Rev.
Kevin W. Lewis at 545-2661 or 545 2789
Or you can see him at the Union Christian
Foundation located in Room 428 in the Stu
dent Union Building.

" former managar

iUickad's
Hair SStiidio

Carriage Shops. Amherst
Upp>er Level

5^3-6973

AUDITION
NOnCE

Busch Gardens, The Dark Continent, could be the per-

fect showcase for your talents if you're a singer, dancer

or musician — especially country fiddle, steel guitar

or accordian— or if your abilities lie in specialty areas

such as sound technician or show operator. There's

only one way to find out. Plan to join us for:

AUDITIONS and INTERVIEWS
Thursday, December 5, 1985

8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.

Boston Marriott \jonq Wharf
296 States Street

Auditions are limited to5 minutes each and win be given

on a first come basis. Dancers should be dressed to

dance. Musicians should prepare selections demon-

strating their versatility on their principle instrument

as well as on any secondary instrument. Sound tech-

nicians will receive personal interviews and should

bring a typed resume of related experience.

Accompaniment will

be provided.

Good starting pay and full

and part-time positions

are available.

^BUSCH
Gardens
THt DARK CONTlNtNT

TAMPA FLORIDA

EquJi Oppo'lbnily Employer M F,H/V
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ARTS
Raiders rip-off ridiculous
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

King Solomon's Mints It * rMtettlmu

Raiders of the Lost Ark rip off.

Rough and ready Richard Chamberlain

stars as a great adventurer and big game
hunter named Alan Quartermain (no rela

tion to any character on General Hospital).

Quartermain has everything an adven

turer needs in a stereotypical ly racist, sex

ist action film: A silly mission, inane tough

guy jokes, a beautiful blonde companion

(Sharon Stone » who is guaranteed to be

stupid, helpless and get everyone in trou-

ble and a trusty black sidekick with a

leopard skin and no brains named Mobopo

Doesn't this sound like the stuff of great

literature?

The plot of this absurd adventure is load-

ed with cliche lines and situations that you

are expected to believe in and laugh at

simultaneously. It just doesn't work. The
film never decides whether it wants to be

an adventure movie or a satire ofan adven-

t\iw nwvie. It is difficult to fear for a hero's

safety when he keeps getting out of life-

threatening situations through a continual

reliance on laughably impossible escapes.

King tries so much to be like Raiders that

it even hired John Rhys-Davies (who

played Sallah. Indy's Egyptian sidekick in

Raiders) as the evil tough guy. Rhys

Davies' character and Quartermain have

been bitter enemies for a long time, just as

Indy and his rival archeologist Belloq.

This film also has its fair share of nasty

but very strange Germans. The German
commander in King is played by Herbert

Lom (Peter Sellers' boss and rival in the

Pin* Panther movies). Lom's character is

the stereotypical German officer, he listens

to the same Wagner record all day long

much to the annoyance of all those around

him. The jokes in the film would be funny

if the filmmakers had decided to go all the

way with the humor. As it happens, the

jok^ only serve to ruin any chance the film

had for creating suspense.

STUDENTS
INTERSESSION

$5.00 PER HOUR
Work available

all over New England

in your home area during Christnnas Break.

On cannpus infornnation sessions

to be held on

Dec. 4, 1985 at CC Room 904

Every hour, on the hour, at 9 AM, 10 AM,

RGIS Inventory Specialists, eoe

TUESDAY
R-RATED HYPNOTIST

Because of Popular Demand
2 shows 9:00 & 11 :00

Rte. 9, Amherst

corner of University Dr.

— 256-1059 ^jbnuuiuHuninuMHiK.

SOINDINNIlvN
saviiNN?

STUDY ABROAD IN SCANDINAVIA

Five-College Informetlon Meeting

and Slide Presentation on
rnilaq« Yaar In Scandinavia Prograia.

WHEW? Wednesday. December 4

from 2 1 00-5: 00 pm

WHAT: Slides and discussion of year-
" abroad program In DENMARK,

FINLAND, NORWAY, SWEDEN.

WHERE: SCANDINAVTI^ SPIINAR H0US8
24 DicJcinson St. Amnerst
C3 blocks East of Common)

OPEN HOUSE

%

%
22 Shopping Days

till Christmas

and only

8 days till the

Collegian

Special Christmas

Edition

4

%

%
9

i
9 \

THE FINEARTS CENTERCONCERT-HALL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Ray Brown, bass

Milt Jackson, vibes

Hank Jones, piano
Max Roach, drums
Stanley Turrentine, sax

Siitiirday Dccciiiber? 8 pm.

CLEVELAND
ORCHESTRA

Christoph Von Dohnanyi,
Music Director

MOZART Symphony No 25

HAHTMANN Symphony No 2

D\ORAK Symphony No 7

Monday, December 9, 8 pm.
Tickets $20, 18

• Gill CVr/)//(_u/«'A Available •

hi»< t wiicf;r siuiU-nls Hdil Prui' I'Kld'ls available dl hnc Arls f
* *)

t. c-niiT BuxOllKi- ^.ptinjjIicklCivu Ccnlii arul DATATIX Oullels ^~
Call (4 1 J)545 ^5 II or I 800 243 4842 9S

Tuesday, December 3, 1985
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Weather

Today
A few early morning flurries

followed by lots of sunshine. Re-

maining windy and cold with temps
ranging from 25-30.

Tonight
Cold and clear, dimishing winds.

Lows in 10-15.

Tomorrow
Clouds thickening, scattered snow

flurries. Highs from 15-30.
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Attention Staff

There will be a homophobial
workshop on Wednesday, Dec 4 at|

7 p.m. in Rm. 905 CC.

Correspondents: This counts towards]

staff status!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUHLE

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

jr Ki^. T'i/rCJDKKgp
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ACROSS
1 Division ol •
poem

6 DMMfl Iray

itatn

10 Tim* o> ye«<

14 Oullit

15 Valantine s Day
figure

16 BaMball family

17 Very warm
19 Singm in the

20 Emperor of

Rome 14 37 AD
21 One Kind of

lever

23 Nosebag tiHer$

24 Portico of an
cient Greece

25 Read
28 Put up witfi

32 Newspaper
notice

33 Woman s waist

coatliKedicKey

34 Youtfi

35 Banter and
beef dinner

37 Conductor de
Waart

36 Bowling (eat

40 Plumber s

elbow''

41 Up
43 Sign of a son
44 Has a different

opinion

46 Over
46 Record in a

way
49 Money in

Bangkok
50 Spanish

explorer

Hernando
53 Fuel

57 AWaugh
56 Prepares for

the cold

60 Like some
cellars

61 Blue pencil

62 Goodbye
amigo

63 Devineor Hardy

64 Repetition

65 Sierra

Indited hy Trud« Mkliri Jaffr

DOWN
1 1«

gu*rra"

2 Watar Comb
form

3 Devoid of

faaling

4 Breaks
5 'Carman " and

Aida
6 Anklebone

7 Author
Kingsley

6 Korean soldier

9 Railroad bridge

10 Soprano
Geraldine

1

1

Soviet range

12 Butcher scut

13 Respirator

18 Bar mit^van

eg
22 Frost etal

24 Wise one
25 Examined (with

over I

26 Commune near

Salerno

27 Yemen coins

28 Currents

29 Texas shrine

30 Counter
weights

31 Ideal places

33 Tale of adven
lure

36 Pick up the

check
39 Left

42 Having
authority

45 Thickset

46 Berne s stream

47 Accompanied
with song

49 k^idler

50 An movement
51 Dash
52 Tickle pink

53 Jomclosefy
54 Singer Pin/a

55 Kind of light

56 Actual being

Lat

59 Wedding words

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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French Lunch
Beef Bourguignon

Egg Noodles

Croissant Sandwich

Today's Menu

Basics Lunch
Basics Croissant

Quiche Lorraine

Dinner
Italian Sweet Sausage

Spaghetti, Tomato Sauce
Fried Shrimp/Tartar Sauce

Cocktail Sauce
Fruit Plate with Orange Bread

Basics Dinner
Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Tomato Sauce

Fried Shrimp/Tartar Sauce

Cocktail Sauce

Fruit Plate with Orange Bread

^^•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••J»-

ATTENTION: ALL Collegian Staffand Associates: }

The foJIowing positions are open for the Spring %

Semester: Managing Editor^ News Editor, Black %

Affairs Editor, Women's Issues Editor, Photo I

Editor and Arts Editor. You IVIUST be a Collegian

staff member to apply for these jobs. These posi-

tions PAY$. For applications, see Anne McCrory.

Deadline is THIS Wednesday! There is also a

position open for recruitment manager.
ATTN: ALL ASSOCIATES: Ydu must re-apply for

your positions for the Spring semester.
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MONCV MOTIUATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and
Have the Confidence to Prove
What it Takes, Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expanding a
new ofiice in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing is the future
successful road to sales in the i980's, and we are growmg
rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to work around your schedule,

and you can earn up to $10.00 per hour while trammg.

There are still 25 positions available. Salary -f- Commissions

-- Bonuses. For an appomtment, Call 7 AM -7 PM, Dave
413-256-410!

WED., THURS^and FRI. SPECIAL

HAIRCUT
$6.95
with Laurie

with this ad /coupon
Expires 12/13/86

atSHEAR DELIGHT
complete hairstyling for men & women

m

Bay Bank* Food Baskat
549-1502

Triangle St.

3

SHEAR
DELIGHT

228 Triangle

^
CO

>
S
a.

7i

Vi\^^
\.\vt

WMUA FM91.1
ftn

RUN DMC
Direct from the movie 'KRUSH GROOVE'
Tlx in advance available at UMass Fine

Arts Center Box Office at Stop & Shop

Datatix and in Northampton at Main St.

Rec's.

Must be of legal drinking age.

10 Pfum smm nmHiiHPJOii, m. 4iast4 777i

BOARD
OF

GOVERNORS
Attention Students

and Student Coops.

The Space Committee

of the Board of Governors

will be accepting requests

for student coop space

in the CC/SU Complex.

Please pick up criteria sheets

for proposals

in room 817

Campus Center

^ if. p. i^ tf. If. if. î J), if. if. if. tf. if. if. If. jf. If. tf. if. i). jf. if. if. If.

:

•{«

{t

Come to the Campus Center Concourse *

t — Collegian — |
•(r-tr-tr-trtftr-Uiriftr-tr-tftfCr-er-eT-ir-tr-tftr-tr-iriT-ir-tT

Get your ad in the Special HoHday

Edition on Dec. 11.

from Dec. 2 to Dec. 6

Tuesday, December 3, 1^5 Collegian u
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onmction

•YOUR CONNECTION FOR THE BEST

SEATS AT THE BEST PRICES'

tickets on sale now:

ROGER DALTRY decs

RUSH fridec13

SADE thudecS

KISS - BILLY CRYSTAL
whalers and bruins home games

mon-fri 10-6 pm 1-788-6938

i^ track takes second continued from pane 12

UMass domination of the

1,500 with a 3:59.9. Jan
Novak was third in 4:01.7

and Renardo Flores fourth

with a 4.01.9.

Bill Stewart was first in

the 1,000 with a 2:30.3.

John Panacione, coming off

a wlid cross country season,

took first in the 3,000, easi

ly winning with a 8:29.1.

Stanislawzyk was fourth

with an 8:48.2.

Other places for the
Minutemen were Neil
Osbourne with a fourth in

the 400, Rick LaBarge was
second in the 55 at 6.6, Fer-

die Adoboe, fresh from the

soccer season, was second in

the triple jump with a 14-49

and Rod Malcolm took se-

cond in the high jump with

a 6-2 leap.

Ted White was fourth in

the 500 meter with a 1:07.4

while Dan Lundardini and
Joe Hagan took second and
third respectively in the

800. Lundardini's time was
a 2:02.1 and Hagan's a

2:03.4.

In the relays, UMass took

a pair of seconds. In the 4 x

440, the team of LaBarge,

Crichlow, Larry Cuddy and
Osbourne turned in a time

of 3:31.9. Connecticut won
with a 3:26.5

In the 4 x 880 relay, it was
Flores, Craig Moburg, Jim
McDonnell and Lundardini

turning a 8:19.0. New
Hampshire was the winner
in the event with an 8:11.1.

"We'll be ready lor the hig

meets, " O'Brien predicted.

"There, jast a few places in

events can mean a lot, no

one team will place m
everything."

A
«is

Outside proposal forms are now

available in the

Distinguished Visitors Program office

in 415 Student Union.

Proposals discussed on Wed. Dec. 11

7 PM in CC 803

dbdn^uished
Visitors pro-am

THE SHORTEST OfllVE TO

BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO
REACH SOUTHERN
VERMONT ON VT 100

LODGING
(802)464 8501

SKI REPORT
(802)464 2151

WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS
Why conquer hilis when you

can challenge a mountain. Just over the
border is Mount Snow with 12 litts (1 gon-

dola. 5 triple chairs. 6 double chairs*. 57
trails. 17{X) feet of vertical and 80% snoutnaking.

/ >^
Mt Snow hM by far the moat •kiing in outham Varmont
with th« only top to bottom akiing on 2 rnountatn f»c«a Tba
6^ Pack offart co(l«g« nudanta 6 daya of b«g mountain tkHinQ

for only 115. par day any Tuaa., Wad. or Thura during tha

aaaaon, ar>d H'a only a Mtla ovar an hour to Mt Snow CaM

BOB <64 0B01 for infonnation Wa'va got tt>a arH>w. tat

youraalf go.

awotttit ^ttoui
VERMONT

-»>^-M-

wishes all gcntktnen Happy Holidays
and cordiallv invite* thi-m it> attend

the Valley '« orn:m.il

Gentlemen Only Night
Thursday, December 12tn 6-10 p.m.

Give her a gift

that's trulv romantic...
Soft Silk Teddtc; F mamas. Robes.

Camisoles i. Tap Pants
Matching Bras & Bikinis. Garter Belts

Stockings. G Strings .

Night Gowns, Dance Wear, Loungewear,
and much more

Refreshment^. !>.T\-cd

Oome fotn us!

Carriage Shops, Amherst 549-6915

HOLIDAY HOURS: Mon.-Sat 10-6

...Fri. til 9 ..-Sun. 12-5

t

..^i»*-

SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET

Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

WOOL SWEATERS
80% Rag Wool
20% Orion

Value up to $40.

$11.99 each
2 for $19.99

All

N.F.L. Football

MLBB Baseball

50-75% OFF

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

km\mi\ RiciiU Coalition meeting in back

of the Hatch at 5 pm Wednesday

Leabian. Biaexual, Gay Counaelinj Col-

Icrtive is open Monday. Wednesday.

Thursday 3-7; Tuesday IS. Drop by room

433SIIB or call 5 264.')!

IFSEA Meetinc Wed, Dec 4. 7:00 pm
guest speaker will be John Disist of Ziff

Paper Co. in Flint Caf

Create. . .

and songs you want. We'll set up the band.

Different varieties from $150 call Steady

Sounds 549038B

Turn tlie Tables professional party/club

V> i ^ yr experience widest selection cal

U hr. ,<86-9«>91

FOR RENT

SundcrUnd, 1 bdrai apt. on busline,

420/month, everything included. Avail,

immediately! (W5-3440, leave message

AUDIO

AMhcrst Brandywine 2 bdra apt busline

580/month available 1- 1-86 549-1119

1 bdra apt Sqnire Vill. avail Jan
S-4669 aft 6665

For aale Technica 35 watt Rm- MO 12

band graphic eo. $70 both $100 call

.S49-6391 Brian lor info.

AUTO FOR SALE

Andi 1977 100L8 4 dr AT AC SR FM &
Tape FWT) great winter car in excellent

mech shape good radials 20« mpg on

r^ar best $1500 G«rman car around

665-8217

•77 MGB blue 68k BO
rent inspection 665-4695

condition cur-

1977 Chevy Malibu Clasaic new snows &
brakes must sell to pay bills $1400 or be-s!

offer call 665 3921

197S Oldaraobile Stjurfire! Must sell! Nici-

paint job, new clutch, 4 speed, runs well.

§50.00 or best offer, willing to negotiate

546-5346 eves or early morning

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Disc EnterUinment Agency for

the liest i)art> this semeswr [m-. V.^tzv

.screen vmru. ri'nlal.i. 549-7 14'1

Do Toulieed bands for your party. I'm

fes-iional banfl*^ that didn't iu?t get

together yestenlas Vou name the sound

Next to UMaai. Share apartment with

woman and son. $200* Call 5490024

Single room available ail inclusive rent!

AvailBt>le to female or male Jan 1 call

Shery I 2.56-1645

Univenity Woaien Rooms available for

Spring semester home cooked meals &
close to campus call for more information

545-0527

rOR SALE

Ford LTD 75 runs well $560 or BO call

253 9998 evenings

Nikon Lens: Nikkor 135 MM F.3.5. A
great Christmas gift. $75 John 256-8311

Stereo ^yateinrOnkyo TA 2033 cassette

leek with dolby-C and Yamaha CR-450
receiver. Both in perfect condition' A
great Chnstmas gift! $2,50 Call: John
2.56-8311

Newl*ull-leB»th women's winter coat .50

or Bf ) and short winter jacket 40 or B( >

call .lulir 546-48.'?2

^HELP W'ANTEI)

fo. Write IJC, PO Hx 52 MAI Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

WINTEITvaCATION JOBS
$l75-$22S/wk

Help organize citizens to clean up
Massachusetts' 1000 worst toxic waste
dumpsites. Join the Holiday Seasion staff

of MASSPIRC;, the sUle's leading public

interest group and work for passage of the

Emergency Cleanup Bill in the state

legislature. Rapid advancement oppor-

tunities. Will train. Walk-in interviews on
campus: Mon 3 pm & 5 pm CC 902; Tues 3

pm & 5 pm, CC 801. Or call Rachel
2566434

HOUSEMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING

Rm-mate: (upper classmean or grad-stnt)

N. Amherst 4 rKlrm house, own rm inclds

king-sz bed, walk-in closet, pvt. bath $250*

per mth Jan-may 1986. CiJl Joe or leave

msg. 549-7597

MOVER PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

'Round Town Movers fast reliable cheap

call Michael anytime 323-6780

OPPORTUNITIES

Caaci, papers, disacrtationt. tbcaci, on-

campus, dewndable, ouUtanding quality.

low rates, M4-7924

Nice bedroom in two bedroom apt in

house. Other roommate is quiet, non
smoking draduate student. Available Jan-
Augu.st rent negotiable 665 8194

ROOMMATE WANTED
Two bedroom
256-0028

apt in Nerthwood call

INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar Leatont experienced and
patient teacher rock/pop/folk/blues im-

prov., reading, theory, composition. Vour
home or my studio. Doug 549-4786

Interaeaaion Bartending Couraes 4 sec-

tions available sign up in Credit Free
Workshops Room 1 1 1 Tower Library

LOST

Merchandiser 20 hours per week $4.4! 'tir

iuil ttetween 8 5 nee<l car 584-20.50

OVERSEA8"jOBS Summer, yr mund
Europe, S Amer , Australia, Asia All

fields. $9O0.'2O00 mo. Sight-seeing Fn-r in

Men's UMaas Ring: Steven .Solieck In

scribpd. Lost in Townehouse area Call

549.5924. for Kelley. REW ARD!

Miaaing - Dark brown wool overcoat at

"Femmes" concert. I'm cold. Please call

Lisle 545-'2870 days.

Lost a Nikon automatic camera outside
Crabtree in Northeast reward no uues
tions a-sked ronlact at 6-5198 or H-y3i8

Brown portfolio-type notebook Exerciw
I'hvsiology lost at Bluewall reward
-Sharon 253-2704 or 2,5.'<-3734

•• THIS SUMMER OUR ORGANIZED
APPROACH TO BUSINESS MIGHT

HELP YOl' DISCOVER
YOCR POTENTIAL •*

If you believe you have the qualifications

to run a successful business, then we
would like to meet you.

FOR MORE INFORMATION and an op^

portunity to submit an application

• COME TODAY! * to room 904 in the

CAMPUS CENTER at 4:00 or 7:00

PERSONALS

Ski Sanrlmah! Hotel $149 call Ski Club

now 545-3437

THE PEACE CONCERT Bushnell
Memorial Hall, Hartford, Dec. 5, 8:00 pm
free by ruling (203) 560 1610

Mike Reynolds I want my gloves back K.

S. 008 Pierpont 5160

Ski Sale Workers
Att. all those who worked 10 hrs or more

at .sale pick up invitations to party at Of

fice 43(1 Student Union

SNI'C^-LE BUNNY
•

I mussed you! SD
••••••••

kssert you:

Apt to abarc pleasant reasonable ideally

located in Amherst Ctr 774-2740

Female Irrad, senior or working for own
room in furnished house Cloae to bus

route. 150/mo ' util call 586-7815

Female roommate wanted Main St

Amherst beginning January for Spring

253-3934

Huge double room, attached bath 300 • 7

minutes from campus; quiet clean. Call

Mark 665-2529

Female roommaU needed for townhouae

apt call 549 7554

SERVICES

COINS lU/121 tHtorlBg 5.00 per hr.

former 123/121 grader Alex 256-1239

Eacort Service available 8 pm 2:30 am
everyday any where on campus. Play it

safe call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME
Editing, Consultation. Ex -professor's
specialty: dissertations, professional ar
tides, books. 268-7772

Proofreading and Editing essays to
theses Rates vary 2.59-1276

Professional fUness conanltationa for
women. Student rates. After 2 pm
1 4H7-7H77

TRAVEL

"Take a break on the French aide!"

Skibreak's Janaury trip to TignesA'al

d'Isere in the French Alps Includes RT air-

fare (Swissair), transfers, accommoda-
tions, skipass (116 lifU), slalom races,

cocktails for $740/7 nights In resort.

Skibreak: (203) 354-6059. Ted: 546-4733

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-
jects. Will correct grammar, spelling, &
punctuation. Meticulous proofreadini
New IBM typewriter .549-0367

ling

TYPING * WORD PROCESSING

Next Day Scrricc. Type-Rite 263-5111

WANTED

One bedroom apartment needed for In-

tersession Preferably within walking
distance of campus Call 546-7034

Elementary Statistics text for Biometrv
2111 call iCeith 253-2132

WANTED TO RENT
>••••••••

Goonieburgcr Now ttwt you're all grown

up. can vou tell the dtttersnce t>etwoen twin

coclnoaciias before th« cucmt>ef gets them?

Happy 18lh Birthday Hon we love you' The

Postcard Giria

Michael -If you're not careful your entire

life will apiiear here soon

TO SUBLET

2 bdrm apt busline 8vail!)«-< :':< pre- ncgo
'>.5.'12H31

3 rooms availa')l« Jan 1 Swiss Village

$215'm(v utils inci on bus line call 256 8225

Reward! take our 1 bed apt. avail for

Sprint; semesK-r $365 includes utils. call

M ; . •vcnini;'-

Take over leaac in Jan of 4 person house
or apt Ciiil 546-44.4 or 546-7199

Heaponaibic male senior .seeks rtiom in

quiet, dean apt or hou-se Spring semester.

Call 546 5143 anytime

One or two bedroom apartment for Spr-

ing semestiT rail .546-4963
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SPORTS
Minutemen
BU hands UMass second straight defeat
By PETER ABRAHAM
C<aiegian Staff

BC^TON — Showing m<w« charwrter and intensity than

it has all aeason, the University of Massachusetts basket-

ball team dropped a 73 67 decision at Boston University

last night despite a furious second half rally.

Trailing by 18 points, 48-30, early in the second half,

the Minutemen closed the gap to one. 59-58, with 8:26 re

maining. A flurry of costly turnovers and several missed

foul shots allowed the Terriers to regroup and hold on for

the victory.

"I'm proud of them. We played like a team tonight, and

that's something we haven't done this year," said UM
coach Ron Gerlufsen. 'Before the game I told them that

no matter how young we were we weren't going to get

anywhere unless we showed some unity. We showed that

tonight."

UMass was led by junior captain Carl Smith with 15

points. Sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton and freshman

guard David Brown added 12 each. Freshman forward

Duane Chase came into his own. scoring 10 points to go

along with five rebounds and five blocks. UMass, play

ing on the road for the first time this season, fell to 1-2.

BU, 2-0, was led by Drederick Irving and Dwayne Vin-

son with 15 points each and Paul Hendricks with 13 before

977 fans.

Trailing 55-43, the Minutemen scored eight straight

points to close the gap to 55-51 with 12:17 left. A Brown

jumper, one of the four straight he hit for UMass in that

stretch, made it 57-53 and the Terriers were reeling.

A top of the key jumper by senior center Tom Emerson

cut it to two before Chase hit the first of two free throws

and UMass trails by only one, 59-58.

Freshman Joe Fennel then missed two foul shots with

7:14 to go before Vinson scored giving BU a 61 58 lead.

Turnovers by Smith and Matt Ryan led to consecutive

BU hoops and it was 65-58.

Smith and Jones then missed two one-and-one free throw

chances. Jones* three-point play made it 67-61 with 3:38

to go, but the Minutemen were spent. The Terriers hit

foul shots at the end to give first-year head coach Mike

Jarvis the victory.

In the first half, the Minutemen fell behind. 46 30, as

the Terriers employed a tough press and scored on a varie-

ty of inside plays. UMass hung with the Terriers early,

taking a 12 11 lead on a Sutton basket with 11:44 to go.

The Terriers then went on a 13 run to take a 24-12

lead with 8:15 to go. A Mike Mundy jumper stopped the

streak, but the Minutemen were in a deep hole. UMass
cut the lead to nine, 35-26, with a six point run.

Chase then exhibited some of his incredible athletic abli-

ty with a sequence of three blocked shots, the second com- •

ing on a JeffTimberlake 15-footer that saw Chase jump

from 10 feet away and swat the ball down court.

But UMass failed to hold the momentum as BU surged

to its biggest lead of the period, 46 28, on a pair of free

throws by Irving with 17 second to go. A Smith jumper

cut the lead to 16 as time ran out.

The Minutemen shot 41 percent from the field in the

half while the Terriers were 52 percent horn the floor.

UMass committed 15 turnovers, looking unsure of itself

against the BU defense. Hendricks had all of his 13 points

in the first half for BU.
MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS-- The game was televis-

ed on NESN cable . Smith has started all 59 games

UMass has played since he entered the school. The

University ofConnecticut invades the Curry Hicks Cage

on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. Tickets for the general public

were soldout as of early yesterday afternoon.

UM—t wry <V< Smith 7 11 1-1 15. David Brown 6 10 12. Duane

ChaaaM i-t \ Baa Jonea 24 3-4 7. Mike Mundy 2 3 0^ 4, Tom Eroer

son 2-3 (M> 4,tUH Ry»n 110-0 2. Sean Moaeby 1 1 2 1 .
Joe Kennel 3

0-2 0. WilbMt meks 1 0-0 ToUda: 26-58 11 19 67

Boaloa U^vwatty (73): Dwayne Vinson 6 113-4 15. Drederick Irving

5 11 5-8 15. Paul Hendricks 5 12 3 5 13. Tony DaCoat* 4 5 3 6 11. MT
Timberiake 4-6 119, Tom Ivey 3-7 006. laiMC Kodai 1 1 0^ 2. Larry JooH

13 0-0 2

Touda: 29-86 16-21 73.

uM...(i.a) f^.V
BU (2-0) *^ '''' '"^

Fouled Out: None. ToUl Fouls: UMaaa 17. BU 20. Rebounds; UMass

34 (Brown 6), BU 29 (Jones, Ivey 7) AsaiaU: UMaa» 16 (Sutton 5).

BU - 21 (Timberlake 9). Technicals: None Attendance 977

Minutewomen host
Dartmouth tonight
UMass looking for third straight win

CoUeglan photo by Derek Boberta

Senior guard Barbara Hebel Geft) and the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team host Dartmouth tonight at

the Cage.

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team is looking to win

its third straight game as it takes on Dart

mouth College, tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the

Curry Hicks Cage.

The Minutewomen, 2-1, are coming off an

85-64 demolition of the University of Ver

mont. Sunday, in the Cage. The game,

which featured an explosive UMass offen-

sive attack with three players scoring in

double figures, wtis one that University of

Massachusetts head coach Barbara Stevens

said helped create a team identity which

it is obligated to fulfill.

"I think that no matter what happens the

rest of the season, I feel that this team has

created an identity that it^nows it has to

live up to from now on," Stevens said.

"Last year there were games we knew we
should win, but didn't. This year we have

to demand superior play because we know
we can win."

Stevens also said that along with this de-

mand has come team confidence and a

killer instinct.

"I saw it Sunday," she said. "We were up

by 15 points and blew that lead, but we
came right back at them, showing that

killer instinct if you will."

Dartmouth, 2-2, which lost to Vermont
in overtime last week, should provide

UMass with a much tougher challenge

however, as the Big Green features a taller

lineup than the Catamounts, something
that the smaller Minutewomen will have
to deal with.

Jayne Daigle, a 6-2 senior center, leads

second year head coach Jacqueline

Hullah's team with 18.7 points-per-game

while pulling in a team-high 10.3 rebounds-

per-game. She is anchored by 6-2

sophomore Beverly Hagerdon and
freshman 6-0 power forward Liz Walter.

Hagerdon is scoring 12.0 ppg. and Walter

11.0 ppg. to go along with 8.0 rpg.

Senior point guard Sue Stoddard 10.3

ppg. and freshman Marie Polakowski 12

ppg. are also expected to provide UMass
with a difficult test. Polakowski, a USA To-

day high school All-American, is coming off

a shin injury and saw her first action in the

Big Green's 81-69 victory over Brown on

Sunday.
"They are a big, slow team, so we're hop-

ing that our quickness will make up for

their height advantage," Stevens said.

"Quickness being the difference, I think

the game will provide a matchup problem
for them, not us."

Despite the height advantage, Stevens

said that Dartmouth may be prone to slop-

pjrplay, its 29 turnovers against Vermont
an indication of that.

If the Big Green does turn the ball over,

Stevens said that her team will be sure to

capitalize.

"We're hoping to get them in a running,

pressing game. We feel that we can cause

turnovers going against slower players,"

Stevens said

For UMass, senior guard Juanita Mat-
thews leads the team with 15.0 ppg., and
sophomore center Sue Biuloft has scored

at an 11.3 ppg. clip to go along with a 10.0

rpg. average.

The Minutewomen have outscored op-

ponents by a 73-67 average thus far this

season. UMass has also outrebounded op-

ponents by a 40-36 average margin.

UM soccer players honored
Five starters and one subsitute from the

three-time New England champion
University of Massachusetts women's soc-

cer team were named to the All-New
England first team.

Sophomore fullbacks Debbie Belkin and

Chris Schmitt, sophomore midfielders

Kristen Bowsher and Carolyn Micheel

and sophomore foward Cathy Spence and
freshman foward Beth Roundtree were
honored. Spence came off the bench most
of the year.

Senior fullback Sue Bird, freshman
goalie Jan Holland and freshman foward

Cathy Cassady were named to the New
England Women's Intercollegiate Soccer

Association (NEWISA) to the All-New

England .second team.

The Minutewomen, who finished the

year 16-1 and didn't allow a goal against

New England competition, dominated
selections with nine honorees. Harvard
and Bowdoin College had four selections

each between the first and second teams.

Bird and fellow senior co-captain Jamie
Watson were also selected to play in the

annual NEWISA East-West All-Star

game on Sunday Dec. 8 on the West team.

Boston College two players on the first

team while New Hampshire College (20-1,

the only loss to UMass, 4-0), Harvard,
Bowdoin and Vermont had one selection

each.

For the first time since NEWISA selec-

tions started in 1980, Connecticut had no
one selected to the either squad.

-GERRY de SIMAS

Track is second at UConn
By MICHELLE SEGALL
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's track

team opened its indoor
season on Sunday at the

University of Connecticut,

taking second in a tri-meet

with the Huskies and the

University of New
Hampshire.
The host team won the

meet, scoring 82.5 points.

UMass had 48.5 and New
Hampshire 37.

"Connecticut had the ad-

vantage over us because

they have already had three

meets," said UMass coach

Ken O'Brien. "But we did

pretty well for ourselves

anyway. There were some
good efforts."

UMass did well in the

running events, placing so-

meone in nine of them, in-

cluding four first places.

The Minutemen got a first

out of Rawle Crichlow with
a quick 6.4 in his first

55-yard dash of the season.

"It was a great time for

him so early in the season,"

said O'Brien. "I like seeing

him in top form so quickly."

Paul Stanislawzyk led a
continued on page 11

Sports at a glance
UMass Schedule:

Today: Women's Basketball: Dartmouth, Curry Hicks

Cage, 7:30 p.m.

Spring Recruiting Schedule, p. 12
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Gov. si^s
bill against
hazing
By ANITA ROYE
Collegian Staff

In response to student deaths and ii\juries

associated with hazing, Massachusetts Gov.

Michael Dukakis has signed a bill impos-
ing criminal penalties on those involved in

hazing incidents.

The bill, signed last week, calls for fines

of up to 1 1000 or 100 days in jail for people

caught hazing The bill also fines those who
are indirectly associated with hazing
activities.

Hazing involves the initiation of sorori-

ty and fraternity pledges using methods
such as swallowing goldfish, paddling or

heavy drinking in a dangerously-short

period of time
The alcohol overdose death of Jay

Lenaghan, an American International Col-

lege fraternity pledge, sparked a national
interest in fraternity and sorority rituals.

Susan Lane, state deputy director of higher
education, said the Lenaghan incident

demonstrated what could happen
nationally.

Debra Valkenaar, assistant coordinator of

Greek affairs at the University of
Massachusetts, said the bill will have "a
very positive impact on the greek system
as a whole"
The Greek Affairs Council, comprised of

executive boards of inter-fraternity and
panhellenic (sorority) organizations, and
the presidents of each Greek chapter, sup-

ported the bill.

The Greek Affairs office plans on cir-

culating copies of the bill to each Greek
house, as required by the bill, and
educating people of the problems associated

with hazing by conducting workshops in

conjunction with the pledge educators.

Lambda Chi Alpha President Sean
Saganey said the new policy will not affect

his fraternity at UMass since it does not

engage in hazing anyway. Saganey said

that hazing activities "are garbage" and
that they "don't prove or make you more of

a man."
John Healy, a three-semester member of

Theta Chi fraternity said hazing is what
originally sent Theta Chi out of the Greek
system. He said the new chapter does not
engage in hazing now, but that he is "all

for it (the ban)" on a national level.

^ Dennis Holland, a brother at Phi Mu
Delta, said the new hazing law will "give

frats a better name"

CoUeKian phfito by Paul Desinaraiii

OUT OF THE MOUTH—Jocelyn Paul, a sophomore in the School of
Management, descends some stairs near the Berkshire Dining Commons
yesterday.

Wicker knocks "personalityjournalism"

CoUeKian photo by Paul DeamanUs

New York Times political columnist
Tom Wicker.

By JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

"Personality journalism" is a fundamen-
tal tendency which is replacing media's
higher levels of responsibility and which
has yet to end,New York Times political col-

umnist Tbm Wicker said last night.

"Personalities are becoming the be all,

end all of events, happenings, and
achievements in America. This is

deplorable, and there is nothing more
distressing in my line of work," he said.

Wicker, addressing the issue of "Crisis in

Media" as part of a series of lectures in

"Boundaries of Discourse" sponsored by the
College of Arts and Sciences and the In-

stitute for Advanced Studies in the
Humanities, said personality journalism,
which is best exemplified by publications

like People magazine, is based on "pseudo-
events," events which are staged—or not
staged—for purposes of media coverage.

"The Refrigerator (Chicago Bears player

William Perry) is famous because he is big

and bizarre," Wicker said. "Even his coach

admitted he wasted a draft choice on him.

"The media tends to elevate sports and
entertainment figures to a certain level of

divinity. There is oft«n confusion between
the real person and the roles they play. The
characters in Dynasty and Dallas are often

realer to us than members of our own
families."

The media is presenting issues "made to

titillate public opinion, and not to

enlighten the public," Wicker said.

He said the assigned title of his

speech,"Crisis in Media," was appropriate,

because "the media is in crisis all the time

to some extent. If it isn't, it thinks it is.

"Crisis in media, and media in crisis— it

works both ways."

Wicker, 59, started his work for the New
York Times as a Washington bureau

continued on page 6

Acid rain
initiative

filed today
By SIOBHAN MASTERSON
Collegian Staff

More than 1 14,000 signatures will be fil-

ed at the Secretary of State's office in

B<iston today to qualify an acid rain in-

itiative question for the 1986 election

ballot.

The ballot question would require
Massachusetts to reduce the level of sulfur

emissions by 30 percent by 1988, said

Kristin I^lace, environmental attorney for

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (MassPIRG) in Boston.

Shawn Baird, campaign manager for

MassPIRG at the University of

Massachusetts, said that at UMass alone

13,000 signatures were collected.

Ed Kaynor, a member of the Water
Resources Research Center at UMass, said

that acid rain is caused by sulfur dioxide

and nitrogen oxide which are primarily

produced by utility plants that burn high
sulfur coal.

Kathy Cross, legislative aide on en-

vironmental issues for Sen. John Olver, D-

Amherst, said a bill (Senate bill 1187).

similar to the question, has been before the
state legislature for three years. The bill,

she said, is now in it's third reading.

After the signatures are submitted to

Secretary of State Connolly, they will be
checked for validity. If the Senate doesn't

approve the bill by May. she said, the in-

itiative question will go on the Fall 1986
ballot.

"It's a complex process, but it's very possi-

ble that the bill could pass before the end
of this .session," Cross said. The action

taken on the initiative question, she said,

is helping to move the bill faster.

The bill, would limit the amount of sulfur

emissions until 1987, and then call for 25

to 30 percent reductions by 1989. Cross

said.

Paul Menard, Berkshire county commis-
sioner, said,"For three years in a row it's

(the bill) been in front of the Senate and it

hasn't moved. They don't have the guts to

.stand up and do it."

F^lace said the bill's approval has "taken
so long because utility companies have
done anything in their power, including lob-

bying, to fend it off."

Armand Kuby, statewide coordinator of

the Acid Rain Monitoring Project at UMass,
said that acid rain makes bodies of water
unable to support life. He added that in ad-

dition "statues, buildings, and materials

are essentially being dissolved."

The bill, he said, will reduce the amount
local sources contribute to the acid rain pro-

blem. According to Kaynor," UMass is one
of the local culprits. The coal fired heating
plant at UMass is atrocious."
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WORLD/NATIONAL
Mourners jam stadium
for funeral of slain blacks

AP L«a«rphoto

NAVY CRASH—A Navy F-18 fighter bomber lies upside down after it eras-

ed while landing yesterday at Miramar Naval Air Station in San Diega

MAMELODI. South Africa (AP)-Their

arms raised in clenched-fist salutes, up to

50,000 mournersjammed a soccer stadium

yesterday for the funeral of 12 blacks kill

ed in one d'the bloodiest days in 15 months
of rioting.

The five-hour funeral and burial service

in Pretoria's Mamelodi township began and
ended peacefully. After talks with
organizers, police had agreed to keep out

of sight at Mamelodi and to life riot

funerals restrictions, including a limit of 50

mourners.

Diplomats from 1 1 countries, including

U.& Embassy political counselor Tim
Carney, attended.

Winnie Mandela, wife of jailed black

leader Nelson Mandela, defied her harming

order to be at the stadium. Tb a standing

ovation and freedom chants, she told the

throng,

"The blood of our hero^ will be aveng-

ed...We are here today to tell you that the

day when we shall lead you to freedom is

not far away."

Mrs. Mandela's eight-year-old banning
order bars her from attending gatherings

and restricts her to the small town of

Brandfort.

The flag of the outlawed African National

Congress guerrilla movement was draped
over the dozen coffins in Pitjie Stadium, in-

cluding those of Magdalene MIombo, a
69-year-old woman shot to death by police,

and Trocia Ndlovu, a two-month-old girl

who died from inhaling tear gas.
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Bishops take a stand against war and debt
VATICAN CITY (AP>-Canadian bishops yesterday urg-

ed an international assembly of bishops to take a stand

on the threat of nuclear way and Third World debt, call-

ing the issues two of "the most urgent problems of our

time"
U.S bishops attending the two-week synod promptly sup-

ported the Canadian initiative.

"The future of the world hangs precariously on these

two issues," Bishop Bern£u-d Hubert of Saint Jean-

Longeuil, Quebec, president of the Canadian Bishops Con-

ference, said in a written statement submitted to the

synod.

The statement said the synod should issue a message
that affirms "the determination of Christians to take part

in building a better world by confronting two of the most
urgent problems of our time..."

Hubert, who made the proposal on behalf of more than
160 Canadian bishops, later told The Associated Press in

a telephone interview, "The synod should convey a word
of hope to the world, and we can do so by expressing our
shared preoccupation over these two issues."

Bishop James W. Malone of Youngstown, Ohio, told the
AP he agreed it was "appropriate for the synod of bishops
to express its concern about these issues."

Dukakis to unveil mental care plans
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BOSTON AP - Gov. Michael Dukakis is preparing to

unveil a long-term spending plan to improve the state's

care for the chronically mentally ill, according to a variety

of officials associated with the state Department of Mental

Health.

The multi-year package, estinuited to be in the $150

million range, comes after a 103-member advistry group

completed an eight-month study of ways to strenthen the

state's treatment of the mentally ill.

The long-criticized agency has a $674 million budget

-much of which is funneled to the mentally retarded - and a

new commissioner, Edward Murphy, who headed the

state's Department of Youth Services for six years before

taking over at DMH in August.

The report by the task force, dubbed the Mental Health

Action Project, concluded that a balance was needed bet-

ween good state hospitals and community-based treat-
ment centers.

Advocacy groups have tended to favor either one or the
other, particularly in view of problems resulting from
"deinstitutionalization" or the near-emptying of state
mental hospitals.

About 20 years ago, there were 25.000 patients in state
mental hospitals. Currently, there are 2,000 in the
hospitals and 400 in smaller mental health centers, accor-
ding to DMH spokeswoman JoAnn Fitzpatrick, while an
estimated 16,000 are served in community, day and
residential settings.

State Human Services Secretary Philip Johnston, who
oversees the agency, has called "scandalous" the large
numbers of chronically ill people who wander the streets
and receive neither hospit^d nor community care.
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Expert raps space weapons
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

Calling for an end to funding for the Strategic Defense

Industry and a halt to the "weaponization" of space, a
military and space expert expressed concern yesterday

over the disturbing state of the arms race during a lun-

cheon for women activists at the University of

Massachusetts.

Ih*. Carol Rosin, president cS the Institute for Security

and Cooperation in Outer Space and co-author of Sptux
Careen, discussed the problems facing the country and
the world surrounding nuclear war and the weapons that

are being put into space by the U.S.government.

"Space is an important frontier that must be utilized

properly, not by sending earth weapons into space, but by

converting industries into space industries and building

other non-military facilities in qwce," Rosin said.

If the world formed a cooperative intervention in space

by combining funds and resources for a non-weapon build

up of space it would be a big step in the direction of world

peace, Rosin said. The people from different counties have

formed a link, the next step is the military, she said.

Part d'the problem with the build up c^ space weapons,

explained Rosin, is that the weapons are a threat to the

security of the world and need to be eliminated.

"The militarization of space (sending military satellites

into space) shouldn't be eliminated because things like

surveillance satellites are important," Rosin said.

"However, the weaponization of space is the problem. We
want to see the development of space, not space weapons."

Rosin, who was one of the key strategists in the forma-

tion of the MX missle before she became active in the peace

movement, stressed the importance of taking stronger ac-

tion against military build up than the lobbyists are will-

ing to take.

"When a 1.4 billion dollar budget was being considered

for the strategic defense industry the lobbyists in

Washington considered this a victory because President

(Ronald) Reagan was asking for 2.1 billion," Rosin said.

"This, in my mind, is anything but a victory because

the defense industry is still getting money," she said, ad-

ding that in order for a victory to be acheived the SDI
should get no funding.

According to Rosin, the power and technology that was
used to develop the MX-missle is the same that is being

used in the development of many space weapons, only

many times larger.

This is not only a threat to world security but to world

peace she said, "both the Americans and Russians have

to come together on this one to avoid a nuclear war"
Rosin is an educator who has traveled internationally

to discuss the space-build up problem. By combining her

technical and military knowledge she has been able to ad-

CeMigliii iiliPtn by Pa«l Oatusatal*

Dr. Carol Rosin, preKident of the Institute for

Security and Cooperation in Outer Space.

dress this issue with the military leaders of many
countri«L

In an effort to better educate the government and the

military on her proposals. Rosin is hoping to hold an in-

ternational conference on the weapons in space next year
in Washington DC.

^ Info on AIDS risk reduction out
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

A pamphlet providing guidelines to reduce the risk of

contracting Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
'.\IDS) is now available at the University of Massachusetts

Health Services.

The pamphlet, titled "Guidelines For AIDS Risk Reduc-

tion," divides various sexual practices into categories of

"safe," "unsafe," and "possibly .safe," "based on admitted-

ly incomplete information, m order to inform the com-
munity at risk to the be.st of our knowledge."

The pamphlet is now at Health Education and will .m>oii

be ai variou,«i pamphlet racks on campus, accordin}^ to Ron
Mazur. Health Services Health educitor Other organiza-

tions such as the Program for Gay. Lesbian, and Bisexual

Concerns and the Lesbian. Bisexual, Gay Alliance will

also have copies.

"It was just a question of deciding which of the many
pamphlets available we could make immediately available

until we have a chance to develop our own material."

Mazur said. He and Program for Gay. Lesbian, and Bisex-

ual Concerns Co-Director Reed Ide said they plan to write

a pamphlet for the University Health Services about

AIDS

"The pamphlets are a much-needed addition to the

educational arsenal," Ide said. He was encouraged by the

"extremely fast action" on the part of Health Services in

printing the pamphlets, he said. "They realize that they

have to be more active too in getting educational resources

to the community."

The pamphlet was written lai»t year hy the Scientific Af-

fairs Committee of the Bay .\rea Physicians tor Human
Rights in San Francisco Two thou.sand copies were printed

for Health Services, with additional resources available

at the University listed at the end.

In addition to the pamphlet, tape recorded information

on AIDS will be offered next seme.'iler Beginning .Jan. 28,

"AIDS: Some (Questions and .\nsv,ers,' will be available

on TIPS, a .'^rvice of the Dean ol Students oHlce which

afffora information on various subjects, such as the gym
and pool .Hchednle> Students can call the service and a^k

for the tape by number.

Tlie tape will address concerns in the gay community
as well as giving accurate information on AIDS to both

gays and heterosexuals, Ide .said "It should have some im-

pact on students, but that impact is going to depend on

their use of it. their integrity," he .said.

One advantage of the taped message will be that "you

don't have to come out of the closet to learn about AIDS."

Ide said. Mazur .said that the tape "will provide .some basic

questions and answers and some resources for people to

go to."

Health Services will be developing more programs about

AIDS, .such as workshops in residence halls, becau.se

"AIDS is, after all. a life-threatening virus and we want
to make sure that people have as precise and accurate in-

formation as po.ssible." Mazur said.

Concert tonight to aid famine victims

Collegian photo by Paul Drsmarais

"I'M COLD'—Sophomore psychology major Traci

Deleo hides in her coat yesterday as she walks near
Worcester Dining Commons.

A concert will take place at 8 p.m. today in Chapin
Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College to aid the famine

victims in Africa.

Titled "With a Little Help from my Friends," the show

was organized by Jonathan Ltpman, associate professor

of history at the college.

According to the Mt. Holyoke Dateline, the marathon
concert will include staff, faculty and student performers.

The proceeds from the concert will be sent directly to agen-

cies working with victims of the Sahel famine. Lipman
stated that he "..decided to do this as a way of getting the

Mount Holyoke community involved in the continuing ef-

fort to provide relief for people affected by the famine." He

added that the famine gained international recognition

earlier in the year as it hit Ethiopia and other African

nations.

Artists scheduled to appear include Allen Bonde. Phillip

De Fremery, Angel Douglas and Celebration, The
Breakable Boys, Voices of Faith, dancers Tferese Preedman,

Jim Coleman and Hannah Wiley, Indira Pfeterson with

Jagruti Patel, Shades of Expression, Jennie Morgan,

Jonathan Lipman and the Faculty Rock Band.

The concert is open to the public and ticket^ are on sale

at the Mary Woolley box office.
_poBYN RUGGIERO

WFCR raises funds
By Sheryl Jean
Collegian Staff

The Amherst public radio station WFCR-
FM raised $102,000 in a week-long, on-air

fundraiser, despite an expected decrease in

pledges due to new changes in popular

programming.
According to WFCR's Director of Develop-

ment Jo Wellins, the money raised is near-

ly an 11 percent increase from the $92,400

raised last year.

"Our goal is to raise over $700,000 this

year," Wellins said. Three to four times a

year fundraisers are held based on need, so

"we will only have a fundraiser in the

spring if we need one,"she said.

According to Wellins, 51 percent of the

station's money comes from the listeners,

47 percent from on-the-air pledge drives

and the rest from direct and miscellaneous

mail pledges.

"We cultivate a continuing relationship

with old pledge members," Wellins said.

Renewed mail members constitute 75 per-

cent of all pledges, she said.

"The fundraiser educates our audience

about the nature of public radio and the

mechanics of programming," Wellins said.

The money is used for basic operation ex-

penses including the production of pro-

grams, salaries and satellite link-ups.

Pledges this year doubled in one program

area despite a change in programming
which angered many listeners. In Augu.st,

'Morning Pro Musica^a classical music
broadcast—was moved ahead an hour to 8

a.m. so that a National Public Radio

newscast could be aired between 6 and 8

a.m., Wellins said. Supporters of Morning
Pro Musica were upset that the program
was shortened.

The newscast, 'Morning Edition' is co-

produced by National Public Radio in

Washington DC. and WFCR, located in

Hampshire House at the University of

Massachusetts. Approximately 17 percent

of the broadcast is localized, according to

Wellins.

"We were pleased by the large support

shown for the program change," News
Director at WFCR Doug Berman, said.

"The support we predicted was there."

Sixty percent of pledges were new
members, Berman said, proving that "Mor-

ning Edition' has attracted new listeners."

According to Berman, 'Morning Edition'

was scheduled to improve the news and
public affairs services at WFCR.
"We based our decision on research

analysis of what people wanted," he said.

Collefrian photo by Scott Maguirr

WFCR producer Tbm Keney spins a disk in the studio in Hampshire House
at UMass. The public radio station has just raised $102,000 in a week-long
fundraiser to help cover operating expenses.
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femember...

boots moke
great giftsl

OPEN SUNDAYS

SNOW DAY
INFORMATION

For information regarding campus closing or delayed

openings, due to severe snow storms, listen to RADIO
STATIONS:

WTTT Amherst 1434 AM
WHMP Northampton 1400 AM
WMAS Springfield 1470 AM
WPOE Greenfield 1520 AM
WHAI Greenfield 1240 AM
WARE Ware 1250 AM
WCAT Orange 1390 AM
WHYN Springfield 560 AM
WFCR Amherst 88.5 FM
WTIC Hartford 1080 AM
WAGE Springfield 730 AM
WTAG Worcester 580 AM
WSPR Springfield 1270 AM
WMUA Amherst 91.1 FM
WTSA Brattleboro 1450 AM
WRSI Greenfield 95.3 FM
WAQY Springfield 102.1 FM

As an additional convenience, a "snow day hot-line"

has been installed. Taped messages will provide up-to-

date information on the status of the campus and may
be accessed by dialing: 546-3630. THIS IS THE ONLY
CAMPUS NUMBER WHICH SHOULD BE CALLED
FOR SUCH INFORMATION.

A Service of the Dean of Sti^dents Office

Grad students protest fee
BY SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

Graduate student senators at the Univer-

rtty of Massachusetts are enlisting the sup-

port ofTeaching Assistants (TA's) and other

graduate students to protest the Authori-

ty Fee, which includes charges on dor-

mitories and dining commons for students

who don't use them.

Senators will now ask TA's and graduate

students in their departments to sign a

petition in which they would pledge to turn

in their grades within the last hour that

tho' are due, and also to support any senate

action to protest the fee.

Requests for financial breakdowns of the

fee vfere sent by more than 200 students to

Jack Littlefield, associate vice chancellor

for administration and fmance.

Littlefield has answered the request for

the information Oy promising to send three

copies of the breakdown rfthe fee to George

W. Claxton, vice-president of the graduate

senate.

Although some senators questioned the

legality of Littlefield's indirect response,

Claxton said he is happy that the senate

has at least been promised the information.

"Once we get the information, we can

find a way to deal with the fee," Claxton

said.

The senate is composing a committee to

take the financial information and come up
with a plan to present to the administra-

tion. The plan advocates a fee in which dor-

mitory/dining commons users would pay

more than students who do not.

"As the fee is now, we are paying on-

campus students* rent," Claxton added.

"We have to hit them with everything we

can now," he added.

FYI:
Advice from pharmacy

In an attempt to reduce possible three-hour waiting

periods for prescriptions. Health Services has issued some

suggestions.

"We're trying to prevent the end of the semester rush,"

Joseph Pelis, a staff associate at the pharmacy, said.

"Students need to evaluate their needs for the semester

break and come in as soon as possible"

Pelis suggests students call in refiUable prescriptions,

which will be ready within 24 hours. The pharmacy is

open until the last day of finals, Monday-Thursday 830
a.m. to 8 p.m, Friday 8:30 a.m.to 7 p.m., and Saturday

and Sunday 9 a.m. to 4:30 pm.
The new Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Con

cerns is holding an open house at 4 pm. Dec 11 in rooms

101 and 105 in the lobl^ of John Adams Tbwer in

Southwest. The public is invited to visit the new offices

and meet with the staff.

Police nab
marijuana
Two 20-year-old students

were arrested Monday night

in the basement of Cance
House and charged with be-

ing in possession of a "quan-

tity of marijuana" and nar-

cotic paraphenila (a bong).

University d" Maasachuseto
police said.

In other police reports:

A knapsack containing

$20 in identification cards,

books and an insulin kit was
stolen Monday evening frwm

a hallway on the south side

of Morrill Hall. The owner,

a janitor of the building, left

the knapsack unattended
for an few minute and then

came back and found tt

gone, police said.

-JEANETTE DEFORCE

• Wicker
reporter in 1960. Next year, he will

celebrate 20 years as a political columnist
for the Times.

Wicker won a Pulitzer Prize for his book

immmmmmm^^^mmmmm^^^COntinUed from pOge 1

about the Attica Prison riots during the

1970s, but said "I am just a political col-

umnist, novelist and lecturer—and all sorts

of disreputable things."

VCreswell
Gallery

'^ and g*^

Carriage Shops
233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
10-5 Mon-Sat

549-6600

Secret SanU Gifts

African Artifacts

Cards

i^ Cloths

DoUs

Jewelry

Posters

Pottery

Prints

1^ and l/oufi

PnoUcm hnijMnn VannrtL
facmg the hohdays and imercession can be especia»y AHics*

(ni <;turt(«iK yt(hri twve (wrenis of relaiives witti drinking problems.

. -.» «i Ill »r>i^«M«.t.».^i^»'M|wii|

The University Health Services is otfering

a workshop which will cover:

Ideniilving ataiNrtsm or priAtem *«)kin9 panens

-Aiotfiohsm and tamrfy dyf^nMcs

-Common probtems loang adult chAien of alcoN*a

-RWMC8S tor htip taaly and in your Iwimww awe

Date: Monday. D«c. t. 1MB

Time. 7:00 9:00 pm
Place: University Health Services,

Room 302

Wmm r«9Mtar

by calHng

Haalth Education at

549^2671. •It 1S1

21 Shopping Days
till Christmas

and only

7 days till the

Collegian
Special

Holiday

Edition

HOLDAY TRAVELEES COUEGESTUDENTS...

RENT A CAR
WITH
CASHl

#v-.»v

Try Our

WEEKEND
SPECIALS

Crwiit Ords Accepted.

Unlimitad MUm^

rmi.-MOM. Moom
700 MILE9 FMEE..
rmi.-TVEM. MOOM
too MILES FMEE..
rmi.-WED. MOOM
1,000 MllEM FMEE

SgQOC

CALL TEE OFFICE NEAREST YOU:
•PAYIESS CAR RENTAL CORP OF MASS. 7!!^ 7 1 Q

1

180BOSTONRD., SPRINCnElO, MA 106-1191
KKOHOCM OUATHAM, $75 Mbm,rSt>tkmM.. Latham NY (St^7$3.ti§»

i,tCOH0CMOrMMAHr,4UGmOamm.. Ubmnf. N.rpHf4S$-Mei

ktctmoam orsomnKtuor. ijmsma »., ««»^«^cfw^ n. Y.(sit) 377-04:

1

•k^AnmCAK(aMTAlSOfSYt*CUS^UU.tar»'l. Srofu^, Nr (31i)4ii^$JI

tJmPwmtntm Viw, Cmfa Vmm. Mini Van, Cat rW»y

{^--———

^

: Luncheons
at the

37 N. Pleasant St

PRE-FINALS PARTY
at

HANG
dance

*** WEEK ********
Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

Pssssst!,

Are You A
Secret Santa?

GW^^
Under 50<t:

Under $1.00

Under $2.00

Under $3.00

Under $4.00

Under $5.00

^£:f^cl^^i*^
Downtown Amh«rst

Orty10-6.Sua19-9
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necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Setting a political agenda
Ibday more than 390,000 signatures will be presented to the

Massachusetts Secretary of State in Boston—signatures collected by the
Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group.
Collected to ensure public referenda on four state issues—limiting sulfur

dioxide emissions, providing a timeline for toxic waste identification and
clean up, forming a Citizen's Utility Board to have a voice at utility rat«
hike hearings, and initiating mail-in voter registration-these signatiures

comprise the largest public referenda campaign ever completed in

Massachusetts.
While it is difficult to conceive the enormity of this achievement, w©

wholeheartedly applaud MASSPIRG and its efforts to bring these four

issues to a popular vote.

Now that these signatures have been delivered, the state Legislature

(which has previously failed to act upon the issues) must vote on the issues

before May. If the Legislature opposes any issue, MASSPIRG must collect

10,252 signatures to have the questions placed on next November's ballot.

Since nearly 13,000 signatures were collected on this campus alone, we
have complete faith that MASSPIRG will be able to collect additional

signatures if necessary, and spur the somewhat snarled democratic pro*

(»8S we all rely on but rarely participate in.

As local MASSPIRG representative Shawn Baird said, "This campaign
shows there is not only deep concern for these issues, but that students
and citizens are actively setting the political agenda in this stata"

Unsigned policy editorials reflect the mcyority opinion of the Collegian

Board of Editors.

No thanks, not needed
Seeing as Thanksgivng is behind us now,

it has occurred to me that this is the perfect

opportunity to acknowledge those things

for which I am not at all thankful. The
following is a list of things I think the world

could do without quite nicely;

-people who don't flush

-students who rustle paper and pack up
books towards the end of class while the

professor is still speaking. Since we are not

prisoners awaiting parole or women in

labor, what's the hurry?

-people who heckle at public events and
then expect others to take them seriously

-hecklers in general

-Jesse Jackson
-hypocrites

-Christian Fundamentalists who tell me
I'm going to hell. Whatever happened to

"Judge not and you shall not be judged?"

-Genessee Cream Ale
-women screaming unnecessarily. Not on-

ly is it obnoxious, butwith so many rapes

on campus, screams should be reserved for-

the real thing.

-the dry campus
-narrow minded campus radicals and con-

decending leftists. Nothing is more annoy-

ing than people who "know" they are

"politically correct."

-apathy

militant feminists

-persons who do not bathe or shower for

political reasons.

-hard boiled eggs

Stephen Erickson

-selfishness

-people who decide not to conform for the
sake of not conforming and then conform
to some different standard anyway.
-insects

-Congressman Ed Markey
-folks who take themselves too seriously

-dumb slogans like "You can't hug a child

with nuclear arms." This may be true, but

you can protect the child's future.

-game shows where fat ladies jump up
and down
-game shows
-pro-life and pro-choice extremists

-soap ojjeras

-people who can not separate their per-

sonality from their politics.

-bumper stickers that say "God made the

Irish mr
-people who make a big deal about skin

color

-guj^ who lift weights then walk around
as if they are carrying invisible luggage
-writer's bloc

-mediocre Collegian columns like this one
-large term papers that are due very

shortly

-stress

-deadlines

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian
columnisL

Letters

Women's hoop needs support
As a UMass alumnae, I recently visited

the campus and had the very real pleasure

of meeting Barbara Stevens (head coach)

and sever^ others on the women's basket-

ball team. A check of my old Index '72

shows no mention of any women's team

during my UMass years, and I feel compell-

ed to write this for those of you who mi^t
overlook the opportunity to know this

team.

I watched the Minutewomen practice.

For three non-stop hours they endured

-embraced! - a grueling series of condition-

ing exercises and demanding drills. There

is an enjoyment, a sense of pure beauty, to

be derived from watching the intensi^ of

total effort. I could see it even in practice.

I hold season's tickets to the Old Domi-

nion Lady Monarchs, the 1985 Divisg>n I

NCAA women's champions. One reason

for their success is the outstanding suooort

of the several thousand who spend $6 for

the excitement of watching each game and

cheering them on to victory. There is no

charge for the UMass women's games, and

the new Cage is beautiful - a far cry from

the rickety bleachers where I cheered for

Julius Erving. Other UMass women's
teams, such as field hockey and soccer,

have risen to national prominence. I

challenge you now to dispover women's
basketl^! The UMass team of committed,

hard working athletes and coaches are

worthy oy your appreciation. Cheer for

them, weep with them, love them, support

them. I have seen them and they deserve it.

Check them out, and your education will be

the better for it.

Judy Ruggles
Virginia Beach, VA

Executive Board—Fall 1985
Oode B. Levenson
Editor in Chief

Anne McCrory
Managing Editor

Larry Bouchie Peter Soderberg Elizabeth Young Sherry Sharfman
Editorial Editor Production Manager Business Managar Business Manager

Board of Editors—Fall 1985
Dode B Levenson

gtftor In CM«I
Anne McCrory

managing Editor
Tom Middleton

NawaEdHor
Larry BouctM
EdNorlal EdHer

<n»nm Bachar Peter Abraham Derek Roberts Bathanna Moaiim Kimberiy Burga

Arts EdKor Sports Editor Photo Editor Woman s iasua Editor Black ANaIra Editor

Russia's nationai ganne is chess, Americas is poKer.

Idealism vs. poor planning
Recently, many opinions concerning the

inefficiency of the Undergraduate Student
Senate have been expressed on this page.

Clashes of political ideologies and per-

sonalities have erroneously been blamed
for this circumstance. Though these pro-

blems do exist, the present ineffectiveness

of the senate is due to a mixture of poor
organization and historic idealism.

The structure of the senate is modeled
after the United States' political system:

The campus president and trustee are

elected popularly, and each residence hall

and residential area elect its own represen-

tatives. The judicial body is appointed and
a speaker and treasurer are elected from

within the senate. Each senator must sit

on a committee and each committee elects

a chairperson. No qualms here The pro-

blems develop when "crises" arise.

The senate is asked to contend with at

least one "crisis" a semester. However, this

usually forces many of the leaders to drop

what they are directly responsible for, in

order to strategize around the issue at

hand. When this happens, the original

goals of the various committees and officers

become subordinate to the crisis. Thus none

of the "bread and butter" work gets done.

The way to correct the problem is for the

senate to utilize the provision for

establishing ad hoc committees as stated

in its by-laws.

In addition, we must not let all ad hoc

issues fall under the guise of "student em-
powerment."
In my opinion, "student empowerment"

is an idealistic euphemism used to insure

that student's needs are in the forefront of

every decision being made on this campus
and that students are active participants

in that process. However, this phrase is

often used to focus on the issues of concern

of the leadership, not the majority of

students.

For example, how many students could

not get in to the classes they need because

ot insutticient academic space? How many

Gayle Wintjen

students could not afford to come back to

school this semester because of financial

aid cuts? Why do students get rained on in-

side the Campus Center?
Tlie point is clear—priorities must be

established so that students' needs are met.

Students need to be presented with tangi-

ble solutions to their problems, not pro-

phesized to about an unobtainable goal.

Finally, it has never been a priority of the

senate to play for the long run. Goals and

objectives are drawn up for any Recogniz-

ed Student Organization which desires a

slice of the Student Activities Fee, but no

uniform objectives are designed to guide

the senate. The consequence of this has

been exemplified by the financial crisis that

now faces the SATF and the threat of an ad-

ministrative coup of that fund.

If the organization is unclear about its

goals for achievement, it cannot know what
resources are needed to accomplish them.

The senate must ask itself such questions

as "What is the most important goal we
wish to accomplish? What are we wiling to

relinquish to accomplish that end?" Until

these questions are answered, the senate

will inevitably face the same dilemma
every year.

Some efforts have already been made to

cure the ill of the senate. But the use of a

new hyperdermic must be employed to at-

tract students who usually do not concern

themselves with matters of government. In-

centives such as earning credits for ex-

perience and monetary compensation are

needed. Moreover, each individual must
realize the extent to which s/he can con-

tribute to the future of the university.

Perhaps at that point, we will obtain the

golden ring of student empowerment in its

truest sense—all students working together

for a common goal.

G(^le Win(;en is a UMass student.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters must be typewrit-

ten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column sumbissions hsould be
between 40 and 60 Une& All submissions are subject to edition for clarity and length.

—Editor

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University oi Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off at

the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due
to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made
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QuMitY Food
To Ordoc^

MAtMdIy
«1 ».3044'

Faaturing Steve Kloc't

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

iouitiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,

Prime Rib.

Seafood
OIMECTIONS taka IW notti to

South Oaarflatd. aouOt on routa

%,m 1M mHaa lli«M en CiMtatlan

IflMi % mHa fram caniw of town

Mon-»at ^lOp'iw Sw< 1-S

TCYP has opanings for
th« foliowing positions:

FOSTER CARE
-msture individuals and
fsmitias to provids a stable
snvironmsnt for needy
adolescents.

RELIEF STAFF - to

provide respite hours to

youths in fcwter care. Situa-

tions vary according to
need.

ADVOCATES - wMling
to share living accommoda
tions MAth young sduttr
needing orientation into in-

dependent living situations.

Stipends, training and
support are available for

•II opanings. For further
information, call B.J.
Vanasse at Tri-County
Youth Program, 16 Ar-

mory St.. NortfMmpton,
S8l-t210.

^A^CAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES

#1 IN THE VALLEY!

DYNAMITE
Maxell XLII90 $2.00

TDK SA90 - $2.00

New, Used
Buy. Sell and Trade

584-1580

' /thornes"^
radeV ': .;i -.

'/^

inos TVOISSYTD
mm

ISO MAIN ST \C^ NORTHAMPTON

SMfTH COLLEGE
SCHOOLFORSOCIALWORK

INFORMATION DAY
Sdlunhiy, December 7, I9H5

Wriifht I hill /biclitorium

Siiiilh Cdinptis

For injonmitio),: 5H4-27()()x796()

I

SALE
Pre Xmas
25% Off

Everything

1^

I UoW- I

4th thru 14th I

calJDg place ;

• OPEN

SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
Fni. & SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER •

STOP S SHOP)
5

i
^256:§889 ;

Hampshire
Business

Machines Inc.

TYPEWRITERS
Sales, Service

Rentals

Brothers, IBM.
Smith Corona, etc

321 Main St.

Amherst
549-6177

rentAnrkk

New & Used Cars
Trucks S Vans Also AvatoMe

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
tn,b3 No. Amherst

S49-2880 .

Lomine Upon
NATURAL
HEALING

thtraptvik massage, guided

rtlaxatkm. and teU<arv

wvOffnanoft

12 year professional;

Amherst office

for appointment

(413)665-7577

College students with
valid ID'S are eligible

for Okemo's Special College Discount

at the Okemo Mountain Lodge. Con-

dominiums surrounding the Base

Area feature full kitchens, fireplaces,

telephones and cable color TV. Ski-in,

ski-out accomodations conveniently

located to all mountain facilities.

'Half-price discount on
lift tickets mid-week
lesser discounts weekends and

Holiday periods 12/25/85-1/1/86,

2/lS- 2/21/85.

Okemo has:

• 58 trails and slopes

• Has the fourth highest vertical drop

in Vermont
• Has eight major lifts including a

new 4-passenger chairlift.

• Covers over 60% of its skiable

terrain with snowmaking.
• Receives an annual snowfall of over

12 feet.

• Is the only Eastern ski resort with .Snow Reports

a major town at its base. General Information

• Has a 4'/2 mile novice trail from the

summit.
• Has two of the steepest gladed areas

in the Northeast.

Half-price skiing is

twice the fun.

Write or call for more information:

Lodging Service . . . 802-228-5571

802-228-5222

802-228-4041General Infonr

Kcno
Okemo Mountain RFD 1, Box CA, Ludlow, Vemront 05149

Stallone in yet another Rocky
flick
ROCKY IV
Starring Sylvester
Stallone
Directed by Sylvester
Stallone

By BRIAN STACEY
CoUegian Correspondent

Not for the squeamish
or the queasy, Rocky IV is

for those who can see the
message behind the
medium.
Back in Rocky /// when

Adrian, (Mrs. Rocky)
delivers her single line of

emotional range in the
whole anthology, the
message came out: "You've
got to believe in yourself."

Far mwe moving than Mr.
T's taunts at his bedroom
prowess, (Rocky III) Rocky 's

ones and nerves flare; like

the proverbial, menacing
cornered chipmunk. Rocky
must fight; no questions, no
distractiona

It's not even us, the good
guys, against the Evil Em-

pira Despite the ads or what
you may have heard. Rocky
doesn't fight for America.
Quite accidently, he
achieves what Geneva
didn't.

Mr. Russia (very Swedish)
bristles. Not a Hulk Hogan
carnival freak, still beyond
a Mr. Universe, tag him
hunk. He has the gall to call

Rocky not even human.

Yes, Sylvester Stallone,

writer, star, director, is an
egomaniac Stallone with
the sandals and crucifixion

from Rambo, has Rocky IV,

his arms outstretched in

agony again. Aren't we
lucky? All three previous

Rocky clips are shown; lest

a newcomer forget who the

good guy ia Mercifully, the

"Gonna Fly Now," tune is

retired.

Realistic? Of course not. If

the masses are entertained,

so what? And the masses
are more than entertained,

they're inspired.

Rocky's got what
everybody should have, and
ifyou do have it, you need to

Balboa is victorious in Rocky IV.

be reminded of it. This time
he even says it; "Going that

one more round when you
don't think you can, makes
all the difference in the
world."

Correction: The University
Dancers will perform at the
Fine Arts Center tonight
through Friday at 8 pm.

University
Dancer

H

Prenented b>

l)epartment of Music and Dancf
at

I'niveraity of MaiiHarhuHetta

December 4. 5. & 6

Fine Arts Onttr
Concert Hall

r.Maaa. ( ampuv

Tickets: Fine Arts tenter Box Office

Mon.-Fri.. 10:00 A.M. -4:00 P.M.. 545-2.j11

and DaUtix Outlets

(^neral Admission 4.00

Student 3.00

Children & Senior ( itizens 1 00

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
RecofxJitionir)g

CINEMA
Wednesday - Saturday

Gregory's Girl 7:15

Experience Preferred

But Not Essential 9:00

Double Feature $3.00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

THE FINE ARTS CENTERCONCERT-HALL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

ALL^
Ray Brown, bass

WA A Miltjuckson. \ihis^ Hank JoiU's piaiu)

.\la\ Riuuh. tliuins

Stank'v I iirrcntiiU' s.i\

Sdlutilay Dr.ctiiherT S jmii

iKki-t-. iM 1

1

CLEVELAND
ORCHESTRA

C hristDph \\n\ Dt>linanvi,

Mil Ml Dir^lor

MOZ.-\K'l Symph^.tv \

llAHTMANN Syinpt.

DSORAK Sympl'.onv \^

Monday December 9 8 pni
'

h. I-,, t-, MO IS

• Gitt Cerlitu ii'i's Am:'uh!r

pi'i^liflJCti., liTiliT an, i DAI ATIX Outlets ^^
(all I'll ))S4S 2SI I or I HIK) Z4i 4H42 SEj

c^
N*^. ^cT

^^Scf^'^''-
^^^W^c

Opens Friday, December 13th

At A Theatre Near You.
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Get A

SUN TAN
ADVANCED MEMBERSHIP SPECIAL

• 8 Visits

• Free V2 Hour Hot Tub
for

$29.95
Offer Expires Dec. 5, 1985

175 University Dr. 253-SPAS

STUDENTS
INTERSESSION
$5.00 PER HOUR

Work available

all over New England

in your home area during Christmas Break.

On campus information sessions

to be held on

Dec. A, 1985 at CC Room 904

Every hour, on the hour, at 9 AM, 10 AM,

RGIS Inventory Specialists, eoe

Get your ad in the Special Holiday

Edition on Dec. 11.

Come to Campus Center Room 113

from Dec. 2 to Dec. 6

Daily

Collegian

i jjj Il fflK •

YVONNE'S 1

CARRIBBEANA RESTAURANT
Luncheon Specials

with Super Island Vegetarian and Regular dishes

Prices from $2.50 and up

50^ DRAFT BEER
with all lunches
Route 9, Hadley

586-4389

Lunch Hours 11:30-3:00 pm Monday - Friday

Dinner Hours 5:00-10:00 pm Every Night
><#«««»<>»»»**»<**»***«*******«w**************************************«

UMASS SKI CLUB
pras«ntt

WINTER PARK
COLORADO

JANUARY 5-12 $425.00 pmr person

Your Trip Includes:
• Roundtrip jet flight Newark/Denver
• Roundtrip transfer from Denver to Winter Park
• 7 nights luxury condomlnum lodging at The Pines
• 5 days skiing at Winter Park and Mary Jane ski areas
• Welcome Party and mountain orientation

• Ski race with prizes

• All taxes and tips Included

For more Information contact:
UMASS SKI CLUB

or Tom Qarraty 549-5913: Dwayne Head 256-4287

'The beat trip, the lowest priced I"

%

Vi\^^
v\vt

99«^ WMUA FM91.1
fM

UN DMC
Direct from the movie 'KRUSH GROOVE'
Tlx in advance available at UMass Fine

Arts Center Box Office at Stop & Shop

Datatix and in Northampton at Main St.

Rec's.

Must be of legal drinking age.

wpfusismin HutTHHiiipm. mh. tiasBiuji

SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET

Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

WOOL SWEATERS
80% Rag Wool
20% Orion

Value up to $40.

$11.99 each

2 for $19.99

All

N.F.L. Football

MLBB Baseball

50-75% OFF ^mea/ exchanae

f. s 500-93^ Ai!r °

^'^^' ^ ''^-

Dec. 21

De~25

IMMiMMMI*li»IW«MMIMlMil«miKMnilMritlllilill(ltlKI&

THE SURVIVOR
A PLAY

Tto true story of 7 teen-agers who defied Nazis.

December 5, 6, 7, 13 and 14 - 8 P.M.

Hampden Theater, Southwest
University of Massachusetts Amherst

i& p»ooooocioooonnf>ooooooooooooooooocoooooooeeeooooooooooo>oo<

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

2 talks by the playwright:

December 5th, 4 P.M.

I "Writing About The Unwritable"

!
Hampden, Southwest, UMass

. December 6th. 9:20 A.M.

5 "Jewish Women and Theater

5 Green Rm., Theater Dept. Smith

- Written by Susan Nanus
• Based on the memories of

Jack Eisner

• Directed by Marica Black

- Wheelchair Accessible FREE

i

i

i

I Sponsored by SCERA.

i Southwest Residential Arts Programming and the UMass Arts Council
'

riniWhnm*ini«iiitwiiiiwiMiitMniiiimiiitR«wMN«M«iiim»iipiiiii^

3
1
S
8

These 2 people
may come In

tonight (12/4) or
tomorrow (12/5)
and claim their

Free Mozzarella
Sticks, Reg. Fries,

Jr. Deluxe Burger,

Medium Coke!'

Golly Gee J. B. 'sis

the place for me"

o Wrong, try Health

Service^ '

oooooooooooooooooaoooooooooeooi

11 am - 2 am 7 days
253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA
ooooooooooooopoooooeooODdl

The Five College Program
in Peace and World Security Studies

Presents:

RANDALL
FORSBERG

Originator of the Nuclear Weapons
Freeze Proposal and Director of the

Institute for Defense & Disarmament
Studies

TODAY
WED.. Dec,

9

2:00 P.M
Memorial Hall

"The Future

Peace Movement

UMass
the

)>

8:00 P.M. Johnson Chapel,

Amherst College

"Reducing the Risk of War"
All events open to the public; no admission charge.

For information, call: PAWSS, 549-4600, ext. 519
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UNIVERSrrY PLACEMENT SEfiVlCE SPRING RECRUITIIMU buHEDULE
This schedule of o^-cAMPus recruiting contains RESUME DUE DATES THROUGH FEB. 1^. Resumes may be turned in at the Whithore sign-up desk Dec. 5-13 from

9;00-J;00 FOR 'P' tATFE THROUGH >'t* 1^ AND FOP OPEN SIGN-UPS ON Ffl, Z'^ AND 10^11.

SeWW.ItlllLI. APPFEAR IN THE COLLEGIAN EVERY 2 WEEKS DURING THE SPRING SEMESTER. LaST MINUTE CHfNGES WILL BE POSTED AT THE UNIVERSITY CaREER CtR.,

iVT^rfr^W DESK AND CAMPUS CENTER ASSISTANCE DESK. REMEMBER TO C«ttJj^ mtlWM MMM #IP'< ^0 CAMPUS!!

To ttff THIS SCHEDULE!

1, SfLECT the companies WITH WHICH YOU WILL REQUEST AN INTERVIEW.
r r u . C,,-^ ... ncei^f Mam-Tiic« Q.nn-^.fKI^

7. IF PRE-SCPEENED(P) SUBMIT 7 RESUMES BY THE DUE DATE; RESUMES MAY GO TO THE UNIVERSITY CAREER CtR OR WhITMORE SiGN-UR DESK( HoN TuES 9.00 3.00)

J, If OPEN(hO 'P') SUBMIT 1 RESUME ON ONE OF THE DUE DATESj THESE RESUMES MUST 60 TO THE WHlTMORt blfaH-UK Ut^R

n. Each resume should be stamped nith the information neededj stamps are available at the Whitmore sign-up desk and the University Career center.

You WILL nm AWITI^a. tWORMATION ON POSITIONS. LOCATIONS ETC. AT THE UNIVERSITY CaRIM CfHTER AND AT THE WhITMORE SIGN-UP DESK,

u,ttM m
UM mm

I.0-4.0 Wk Ntf

,

KM U

OrQanlsMleiw

wwrwTW «p INTERVIEWING OPPORTUNITIES. VISA CODEj P-PERMANENT RESIDENT ViSA; C-U.S. CITIZENSHIP

SinNum Auis

gtmmmmm

Position*

CMQINEERINO
Salis TRAINIM

PtmtumwMmLvn

Cnsim MAA Comi Cmp

C

DiMteM

MS Dec S-IS

NiS iMf-U

M ma Mc f-ii

Fii »J* Bic S-IJ

u
u

IS/PS

K
its

ttoCMCS AiRCMVT ^rfAoN« If ACM. CA C

SciwfMIC imjyRA Cmimim

NORTNBOP/PRtCmWI
hODttCTS Dl¥

ELtCTBOmCS/HcCMAIUCAL
DiS, SvSTtHS AdALYSIS

C»< n/m N«TM I 6AIW.I RtD/PnOD.DfV-CHtClllNATI

IC.NE.m Kmf9^ Hw ^tio*. Sys Softwaiie Eiim$/I«a6C

lE/W* ^V ScitNTItTt4»ill»TOII,MA

£I,€S£,W W/VmB Ifcw fii«.A)«p Tfl. RiU. Cow. llMMWM

FE.CSE H/W Cow*

lltlTM.

AlCMS'C0RNIN6 FlP. RftCARCHER

B5 fiiLLfTTf fC/So. BesTON. MA

IS/»IS NaT'L SfCttRITY AMNCY/lt KeCRUiTMENT

BS/NS Vetckahs' Admin.

P

C

P

C

Ei.csi mm

K

EE

EEJE.RE

EE

P

P

C

C

K/MS Kaval Underwater

PhD Systehs Ctp

EE,«E,CE BS/fIS HORFW.K Naval

tt^, IE BS/llS Skipyarb

EE.Ca BS/PS Ravtmcon

EE.CSE. Cn£ BS/W Amlo6 Devices

EE.CSE.WE HS/PhD Sandia Mat'l Lab

Newport RI/New London CT C

Lahoraiories

en6ineers in portsmouth c

Virginia

Harmarc Dc$. t Dcv, C

RSD/PADAR, MICRO CIRCUIT

Fed «

Feb 4

Feb f>

Feb fi

Feb 7

Feb 7

Feb 11

Feb 11

Feb 11

Feb 12

Fib 1?

Feb 12

Feb 13

Feb 13

Jan f; P

Jan 6 P

Jan 8 P

Jan R P

Jan 9 P

Jan 9 P

Jan 13 P

Jan 13 P

Jan 13 P

Jar 11 P

Jan It P

Jan lo P

Jan 15 P

Jan is E

Feb 13, l* Jan 15 P

Feb in

Few 1«

Jan 16 P

ChE, '«[,[[ PS

EE,CSE i%m GenRad

Elfctronic Data
Systems

DES., digital signal PROC, artificial INT., ROBOTICS

Feb 18Engineering Systems P

Ofvelopment Program-Nationwide

Software /Sales-Concord,

B(H.TON, Haltmam ma

EE BS/MS RCA-Automateo Sts EE Staff

••tPPLICATinN WIST PICKED UP AT PLACEMENT AND SUBMITTED WITH RESUME

EE.fSE MS/PhII

IE,r,E BS

Mfg OpTioii MS

IE, ME

EE,CSE

EE

EE.CSE

F[,CSE,
HE, IE

EE,fSE

EE

EE,ME

EE,HE

BS

MS

BS/MS

BS/MS

BS

ps/ns

BS

BS/MS

BS/MS

BS/MS

MIT-Lincoln Lab

Raytheon

Ingersoll Rand

Xerox

Hotorola/Govt
Electronics Group

Casher Assoc

Data General

Mfg Mgt Development Prog C

Engineers

IllTlRACTIVE COMP GRAPHCS

fi-MONTH Engr Training C

Program/ Scottsoale t Tempe AZ

Programmer Analyst P

GTE Communications Systems

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories

EE,HE,1E BS/HS

All Engr

EE.CSE

BS

BS/MS

nopthpop

McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Co,

A T » T

Factory Mutual

Encr IN Pico Rivera,CA

Huntington Beach,CA

AT«T Tech/Network Sys. P

Bell Labs, AT»T Communications

Loss Prevention Consltnt

Feb 18

Feb 19

Feb 20

Feb 21

Feb 25

Feb 25

Feb 26

Feb 27

Feb 27

Ftp ?7

Ftp 77

Fri. 77

Feb 28

Mar <),5

Jan Ifi P

robotics

Jan 17 P

Jan 17 P

Jan 21 P

Jan 22 P

Jan 21 P

Jan 27 P

Jan 27 P

Jan 28 P

Jan 29 P

Jan 29 P

,i/*f" ?° P

.;A.i 71 r

.Iav 7" P

Jan 30 P

Feb 3 P

COINS, BS/MS
Appliep Math

Hanscom AFB/Electronic Systems Div

NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATH
CoMPUGPAPHic Assoc Software Engrs

Wilmington, MA

Cme(«,COINS BS Nat.Oceanographic Ensign NOAA Comm Corp

Geol/6eog,Math,Phys t Atmospheric Admin.

Math BS New England Mutual Actuarial Training

COINS BS State Mutual Assurance

Math PS t^APTFORD Insurance Actuarial Training

Physics RS/MS/PhD Itek Optical Sys
Geclogy-ofmote sensing mapping

Software Engrs/Image
Scientists-Lexington, HA

c Mar 5 Feb 1 P

c Map 6 Feb 5 P

p Feb 7 Dec 5-13

c Feb 13,11 Dec 5-13

Feb 11 Dec 5-13

Feb 1 Jan 6 P

p Feb 5 Jan 7 P

c Feb 7 Jan 9 P

COINS

COINS

COINS

PS/MS

BS/MS

PS

Math,COINS i%/n

Math,COINS BS/PS

Codex Feb 11 Jan 13 P

Digital Feb 11 Jan 13 P

Aetna I iff/Casualty Tec. Writing, Claims etc. Feb 12 Jan 11 P

Metpopolital Life Actuarial Training Feb 12 Jan 11 P

Nat'l Security Agency/NE Recruitment C Feb 12 Jan 11 P

COIM

mm

AiTM

CMtt

BS/MS

mm

m

Organixation

Raytmeon

Poaittona VIM
tePTHARE Sci, Program. C

ltotTON«M t l^f«N«Wlbfi|

Software/Sales-Coiicow, C

Bolton, Waltmam HA

m ftmmim. Hit Fimmcik %t-«a of USA P

m/m Wl-twOMATiD Sys K Staff

^mnam ^m nomm at placement aw swmitteb hith resume

0!M IS/MS RuPRWwt

Nvt.ltoTN PhD M1T-Hnc«.n Lab

CAiaS IS/MS/P4

COINS RS

ceii«<pNYs i^m

ChfM BS

CMNS BS/MS

Bus,Mkt,Ngt BBA

Bus,HftT BBA

Bwsimss BBA

AccTC BBA

CAtNeR Assoc

NcOoNNFLL Douglas
Astronautics Co.

Flfmm

Software A(E

Carnation

FiRISTMK TiRC

NoMMWR/ANALVtT

NwnlMiTMl tU^UttU

SoFTWR Engrs in DC area

MANAGEMENT ._
Sales Hgt Developwnt

Er«ry level store mgt

STAfff MmTWM. teSURANCE

IUrtpm* iM^MMI Acctg Trainee^Jr.Acct

MBA 1^ t» M^MM NHKttR t fiAMNLE WMIlNCIWIATI

MgT,M|CT6 WA ftWNt-CoRNING FiB. SaLIS REPRESENTATIVE

Acct,Fus,Mkt BBA Aetna Life/Casualty Acctg,Hkt6, etc.

Mkt,GP Fin BBA/MBA No'western Mutual Sales/Sales Hgt

AccT,FiN

M»T6

Hgt, Hut

Pus,Mkt

Bus,Mkt

Business

BBA GE Financial Hgt Financial Hgt-all of USA

BBA/MBA Burroughs Acct Rep/Eastern USA

BBA A»«is<8rooks)Drug Co. Mgt. Training

BBA/MBA CalComp

BBA

BBA

GBFin,Mkt BBA

Acctg

FUMCON

Chrysler

Defense Logistics
Agfncy

Assoc Sales Rep

Sales Rep

Branch Mgt. Trainee

Quality Assurance Spec.

P

P

P

P

C

P

P

P

P

P

C

VMt Data
'
Feb 13,W

Ftili

mmm
Pnit

Feb 20

Feb 20

Feb 27

FtB2«

Nar 1

Mar S

Feb 10

Feb 12

Feb 1

Feb 5

Feb 6

Feb 11

Feb 12

Feb 13

Feb 19,20

Feb 20

Feb ?5

Feb 28

Mar 1

Feb 18

Feb 21

R««um«

Jan 17 P

Aw21 P

Jan 21 P

Jan n P

Jan 22 P

Jan 29 P

Jan 30 P

Feb 3 P

Feb 4 P

Dec 5-13

Dec 5-13

Jan 6 P

• Jan 7 P

Jan 8 P

Jan 13 P

Jan 11 P

Jan 15 P

Jan 71 P

Jan ?2 P

Jan 27 P

Jan 30 P

Feb 3 P

Feb 3,1

Feb 3,1

Efjv Sci PS

PA

Ecorj

Lib Arts

Econ,Engl BA

EcoN BA

MISCELLANEOUS MAJORS
Nat.Oceanogpaphic Ensign NOAA foMh Corp

S Atmospheric Admin.

State Mutual Assurance

OWENS-COPHING FiP. SaLFS REPRESENTATIVE

Aetna L iff/Casualty Acctg, Mktg, etc.

HETROPOLITAL I IFE AcTUAPtAL TRAINING

Ffb 13,11 Dec 5-13

r»TH, COINS PS/MS Nat'l Security Agfncy/NE Recruitment
Russian & Fap Eastern Languages

EroN, Psych PA

MA

[fiN BA

No'NESTlRN Mutual

GE Financial Mgt

Fa-^h Mkt, BA/BS AnAMS'RpooKS)DPUG Co,

L:bfpal Arts w/intfpfst in sales

Sales/Sales Mgt

Financial Hgt-all of USA

Mgt. Training

A«PE,Ent, BA Cira-Gfigy
pLPATH,Pt8SoiL,ANSci

E.CON BA Flfxcon

EfON BA Deffnsf Logistics
Agency

Food Sci MS/PhD Pillsbury R g D

Cog P'.ych MS/PhP Software A « E

w/rOMPUTFP background

Sales Rep

Sales Rep

Quality Assurance Spec.

Knowledge Engrs

Feb 1

Feb 11

Feb 12

Feb 12

Feb 12

Feb 13

Feb 19,20

Feb 25

Mar 1

Mar 1

Feb 21

Mar 5

ANY MAJOR MAY INTERVIEW WITH THESE COMPANIES
NY P.I.R.6.

BA/BS

BA/BS

BA/PS

BA/BS

.5 GPA BA/BS

BA/BS

Sears Merchandise

US Marines

Institute fop

Paralegal Training

Osco Drug

Mgt Trainee

All training programs

1-MO. Post Grad Program

Mgt trainee

Aetna Life/Casualty Training Programs

i;/ps

US Air Force

Ernest i Julio
Gallo

Russ Bepbie t CO

Metropolitan Life

Procter I Gamble

Bloomingdales

Lechmepe

Jordan Marsh

Technical S Non-tech.

Sales Mgt Trainee

Sales Reps nationwide

Admin Training

Sales Mgt

Executive training

Executive training

C

P

P

P

P

C

P

P

P

P

c

Feb 1

Feb 1,5

Feb 5

Feb 10

Feb 10

Feb 12

Feb 1

Feb 6

Feb 13

Feb 18

Feb 19

Feb 21

Feb 21

Mar 6

Jan 6 P

Jan 13 P

Jan 11 P

Jan 11 P

Jan 11 P

Jan 15 P

Jan 21 P

Jan 27 P

Feb 3 P

Feb 3 P

Feb 3,4

Feb 4 P

Feb 4 P

Dec 5-13

Dec 5-13

Dec 5-13

Dec 5-13

Dec 5-13

Dec 5-13

Jan 6 P

Jan 8 P

Jan 15 P

Jan 17 P

Jar 21 P

Feb 3,1

Feb 3,4

Feb 5 P

Taesday, December S, MM

Doonesbury

Collegian

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Weather
Ibday: It will be quite »}ld with high's

25 to 30 amidst sunny skies and scattered

clouds.

Ibmorrow: Light simw devolving witli

a high of about 30.

by Berlcft BMOtlied
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Attention Staff

There will be a homophobia
workshop Ibnight at 7 p.m. in Rm.
905 CC.

Correspondents: This counts towards

staff status!

^^^.^^J^^4f^A^**^^4^^*-*-¥-

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edilcd b> TriKk MkM Jalfe

Bat Brain By Bill Bearing

airtn- TV
A LITTLC
CJ»rr.

ACMOSS
1 Take in

5 Convince
9 Waather word
13 RoolMgmcnt
14 English county
15 Aclrsts Negri

16 Oassen
cftoic**

18 Give oM
19 Actor Michael

etai

20 Mo's com-
panion

21 Schussers
Steve and Ptitl

23 Auction parti-

ctpant

24 Showed shock

25 Radiant

27 To me, in

France

28 Plink or plunk.

eg
29 Shade giver

32 Hawaiian s

dessert choice''

36 Behold
37 Chefs

specialty

38 Govt info org

39 Pickle

40 Inventor's pro

lection

42 Save
45 Soundlroma

songbird or a

soprano
46 Saw
47 My Mother

: TV show
49 Bell tone

50 Confections
54 Old one. m

Osnabruck
55 Rocket tes

lorle

56 CaroNome",
for one

57 Band memt>er
56 Artists' gear

59 Prolound

DOWN
1 Amusement,

(or short

2 Musical gift

3 NYCsSth
4 Dessert for a

Georgian''

5 Rebuffs

S Family member
7 Sets from

Sandy''

8 Right on'

9 Quick
to Person on the

move
11 Compieiiion

shade
12 One of the tour

elements

M Went under

cover

17 Paddock resi

den I

20 Worshipper m
India

21 Bess sue

cessor

22 In concert

23 Storage areas

24 Cumberland et

al

25 End a case
26 Louisiana Long
28 Breadth

29 A Ford

30 Frankieofsong
31 Pecan core

33 Synchronize

34 Sirailiaced

35 Bakery product

39 Pleaded
40 Covenants
41 Saroyanhero
42 Tracking device

43 Roman
bureaucrat

44 Beatrice's

admirer

45 Time periods
47 Minnesota

athlete

48 Mildeipletive

50 Runner tor 21

Acioss
51 ComrrK>n verto

52 Office allira

53 Dupe

ANSWEB TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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1
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1
H
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}l

31
I
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I
41

M

I
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I
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V

I
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31

I
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I
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1
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I
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Today's Menu

LUNCH
Royal Zucchini Beef Parmesan

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Hearty Latin Stew

Grilled Cheese on Wheatberry

DINNER
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry SAuce

Cheese Spinach Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Nut Loaf/MushroomSauce

Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

ATTENTION: ALL Collegian Staff and Associates:

The following positions are open for the Spring

Semester: Managing Editor, News Editor, Black

Affairs Editor, Women's Issues Editor, Photo

Editor and Arts Editor. You MUST be a Collegian

staff member to apply for these jobs. These posi-

tions PAY$. For applications, see Anne McCrory.

Deadline is TODAY! There is also a position open
for recruitment manager.
ATTN: ALL ASSOCIATES: You must re-apply for

your positions for the Spring semester.

Ik
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CAROL'S HEAD QUARTERS

Former Employees of LORDS & LADIES
Carol, Sandy and Ingrid

A Full Service Salon
- Manicures - Cellophane Colors - Perms

Reasonable Rates Walk-Ins

115 Russell St. Rt. 9, Hadley, MA
1-413-584-9948

Student Discount w/valid ID

Corsages, Boutonnieres

and Long Stemmed Roses

for Holiday Formats

i
NOW OPEN

Riverboai Village
'4f.

APARTMENTS, SOUTH HADLEY

1. 2 or 3 BEDROOM UNITS

•SwiMnMti'aol -TMrni Court .ClufcMoyW •Sh«jH»«BPii<IC6u.l

0«N SfVIN OAVS A Wll«
to AM *P**

PHONE i3?t4bi
&32 946r

CMlMK
tMMHMtt

River io09« ao
$0 Maoi*v *** O'O's

i Connection
•YOUR CONNECTION FOR THE BEST

SEATS AT THE BEST PRICES"

tickets on sale now:

ROGER DALTRY dacs

RUSH fridwIS

SADE thudKS

KISS - BILLY CRYSTAL
whalers and bmlns home games

II mon-fri 10-6pm 1-788-6938
)j

Wednesday, December 4, 1985
1

Collegian is

*..

Send the warmth of
Christmas

to Family and \\\
Friends with * ^^ ""

the ''Candle Glow''

Bouquet or ''Holiday

Cheer'' Sleigh

KNOWLES FLOWER SHOP
172 N. Pleasant St. 253-3805

NOW AT HAMPDEN SNACK BAR

PLAY THE GREATEST ADVENTURE
VIDEO GAME EVER

GAUNTLET
4 CAN PLAY AT ONCE

Brought to you by ATARI and

dhiAdjdl'^Ccdl

Quality

LACROSSE PLAYERS
WANTED

Sundays: 2/23/86 to 5/25/86

Call NOW to Register

and/6r for info

Dave 256-6742

Mike 253-7321 or

George 253-5507

THE WESTERN MASS. MENS
LACROSSE CLUB

JbuplightV

^'^UMass Ski ClutTj

Bush Bash
SUGARBUSH

VALLEY

YOU NEED A VACATIOI
SIGN'UP NOW
UMass Ski Club

430 Student Union

For more info

call 545-3437

Final payments due Dec. 15th

^
%

1862 ALFREDNOBEL LIGHTS THEFIRSTSTICK OF
DYNAMITE,ANDNEVER GETSANOTHER
MOMENTSPEACE
But he got a big bang out of

his discovery.

And you'll get a

biggerbang out

ofdiscovering

Bud Lght It's the

less-filhng light beer

with the first name
m taste

Get on the stick

Hurry to the bar of

your choice andbnng
out your best By
discovering today's

greai light Bud Light

EVERYTHING
ELSEISJUST
ALIGHT

Swimmers hosting Tufts
By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's swim team will

host a solid Tufts University team tonight at 7 p^m. at the
Boyden pool.

"Looking at it on paper, it could go either way. It's gon-

na be a close one," said UMass coach Russ Yarworth.
"Their times from their first meet are pretty close to ours.

The meet will be a barn-burner. I'll be psyched if we get

past it (with a win)."

Tufts, 1-0, hais a strong freestyle swimmer in Jim Wong,
who placed first in the 50 freestyle at last year's New
England meet. "He should match up well with Drew
(Donavan) in the 100 freestyle," Yarworth said.

"We need some points in diving; to win the first relay

(400 medlay) and see how our sprinters do in the 50
ft«estyle Those are the keys to the meet," Yarworth noted.

This week, as opposed to most rfthe preseason, the team
should be close to full strength. The Minutemen, 1-0 after

a season-opening victory at Boston College last week, had
been held back by some injuries. "They've (iryuries) come

UM gymnasts open
will be away for the rest of

the semester. facing
Syracuse in New York on
Saturday. They will be home
starting in January when
they face Dartmouth on the

15th and the Naval
Academy on the 18th.

around. (Marc) Burette has had the flu but he should be

ready. (Mark) Waters still has some shoulder problems and

(Mike) BoUes will be ready also," Yarworth said. BoUes has

had an injured hand, but swam in the Boston College meet

with it hurt and placed highly nonetheless. BoUes has yet

to go at full strength and he may be a key for the 50

freestyle event.

Junior Fred Marius has not been practicing with the

team since the BC meet. He was called away from school

due to a death in his family, but reportedly has been swim

ming on his own, according to the coach. Marius is im-

portant in the meet because he is UMass' stron^st swim-

mer in the breaststroke.

The Minutemen are mentally prepared for the meet.

"They're psyched to give it a shot. I wouldn't say they were

confident but they line up pretty well. It will be in

teresting," Yarworth noted.

The Minutemen will also be in action on Saturday,

hosting a strong Springfield team before hitting the road

to Lowell next week. They will then take the final exam
and holidays period off before swimming again during

Intersession.

Correction
It was ina>rrectly reported yesterday that nine Univer-

sity of Massachusetts women's soccer players were nam-

ed to the New England Intercollegiate Women's Soccer

Association (NEWISA) All-New England all-star team.

The women were named to the New England region

all-star team. The region includes the states of

Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont and Maine It

excludes Connecticut and Rhode Island.

UMass' Debbie Belkin, Kristen Bowsher, Carolyn

Micheel. Beth Roundtree, Chris Schmitt, and Cathy

Spence were named to the first team while Cathy

Ca^ady, Jan Holland and Sue Bird were named to the

second team.

The NEWISA All-New England selections will be

released early next week after the NEWISA senior all-

star game Sunday at 1 p.m. at Boston College that UM's

Sue Bird and Jamie Wataon were selected to play in.

-GERRY deSIMAS

* UConn- 'comtmued from page 16

The University of

Massachusetts men's gym-
nastics team opens its

1985-86 season on the road

tonight, facing the Univer-

sity of Lowell at 7 p.m.

"The gymnasts, under the

coaching of Roy Johnson,

Sports Notice

Anyone interested in playing women's lacrosse for the

University of Massachusetts this spring should attend

a mandatory meetmg on Tuesday, December 10 at 5 p.m.

in Boyden Room 153.

If interested, but unable to attend the meeting, con

tact head coach Piim Hixon at 545 1942 during the day.

Those interested should make every effort to attend the

meeting.

Other starters include 6-7 forward Eddie Williams (9.0

ppg), 6-4 freshman guard Phi! Gamble (8 ppg) and 6-9

forward Gary Besselink (3.0 ppg).

UMass, to win, will need to rebound effectively against

Coles and Besselink as well as slow down Kelley, who
handles the ball the msyority of the time in the Huskie

offense. Both Chase and Emerson will be counted on for

strong inside defense.

Gerlufsen indicated that L^Mass will be looking low to

both Chase and Emerson in the post, making inside play

a big key to the game.

"I expect an excellent game," said (ierlufsen. "1 hope

we get a good crowd, we like having the help."

He*************************************

I S T.A.R.T, I
t STUDENTS ADVOCATING RIGHTS TOGETHER ^
•x-The Academic Affairs and the Governmental Affairs

;Jt

^ supports students in their fight to keep control of our
;|^

* money ^
t SELF GOVERNANCE IS A RIGHTi ^
*THE ADMINISTRATION IS TRYING TO TAKE THIS ^
•X-

X-

RIGHT AWAY

COME TO THE RALLY DEC. 5th

at 12:30

IN FRONT OF THE STUDENT UNION

LETS WORK TOGETHER
X-

•X-
•J^ W^^^ ^^F W W ^^ Ik ^1^ ^i^ ^^ m^ K

D.S.O.
The Dyslexic Student Organization

Room 69 Bartlett Hall

University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Telephone 546-0018

(Registered Student Orgenizetion)

Cr.dlt Fr..COLLOQU I

M

Presenters:

Dr. Shirley M. De Shields and Judith Udes Herreff

SUBJECT:
Learning Differences:

Dyslexia and the college student

DATE: Thursday, December 5, 1985

TIME: 8:00 p.m.

PLACE: Room 165 Campus Center

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Colleg an OHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thwrs 8 45 2 30 f-'* • Deadluif is 2 day.s prif)r to publication day

Cast-T in artvaruc • Pfnrw number FREE

ACTivrriEs ENTERTAINMENT

Crc*U.

T>a BeU Pi Initiation Wed Dec 4 5:30

campus Center room 804 proper dress re-

quire<l and bnng your bent

UnioN Video Ccntcr'i general member
ship meeting will be held Wednesday at

4:00 pm presidential elections and con-

stitution on the a^nda

DVP • Distinguished Visitors Proeram
meetina. tonite at 5:30 pm in the Siufolk

Room. Be there, even late

Intenutioiial WoMcn's ETcnt planning
committee meeting tonite at 5:30 pm in

the Suffolk Room

AUDIO

For aalc Teehniea S5 watt Rec. $40 12

band graphic eq. )70 both $100 call

549-6391 - Brian for info.

AUTO FOR SALE

Aadi 1>77 lOOLS 4 dr AT AC SR FM &
Tape FWD great winter car in excellent

mech shape good radials 20' mpg on

rasuiar beat llGOO German car around

e6M217
'77 MGB blue 68k BO good condition cur-

rent inapection 665-469B

1177 Cher; Malikn Classic new tnowi &
brakes must sell to pay bills $1400 or best

offer call 665-3921

1*76 Oldsmobilc Starflre! Must sell! Nice

paint job, new clutch, 4 speed, runs well.

950.00 or best offer, willing to negotiate.

546-5346 eves or early morning

1979 VW Rabbit S-speed. runs great,

looks good $1400 Geoff 259-1582

1970 Volvo stwgii 4 speed great condition

strong engine $1ZOO/B0 Lawrence
549-5898

Is it true you can Iwy jeeps for $44 thni

the U.S. Government* Get the facts today'

Call l-312-742-I142ext. 593) A

BUY ME!

1973 Buick LeSabrc, full extras good

tires runs great $360 Ken 665-4766

DISCUSSION

"Chriitmaa: A ChUdren's story or an

Adult Challenge?" Join Rev. Esther

Hanris for PropheU and other Heretics,

Thtmlay, 12:15 1:15 pm in 428 SUB

Rach-A-Diac Entertainment AnncT for

the best party this semester. DJ's, large

screen video, rentals. 549-7144

Do joa need bands for your party. Pro-

fessional bands that didn't iust get

together yesterday You name the sound
and songs you want. We'll set up the band
Different varieties from $150 call Steady
Sounds 549-0385

Tarn the Tables professional narty/club

D.J. 5 yr experience widest selection cal

24 hr. 586-9691

FOR RENT

Sunderland, 1 bdm apt. on busline.

420/month, everything included. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

Anherst Brandywine 2 bdrm apt busline
580/month available 1-1-86 549-1119

Lc 1 bdrm apt Squire Vill. avail Jan
665-4669 aft 6

Next to UMaaa. Share apartment with
woman and son. $200* Call 549-0024

Single room available all inclusive rent!

Available to female or male Jan 1 call

Sheryl 2.56 1645

University Women Rooms available for

Spring semesiter home cooked meals &
close to campus call for more information
545-0527

L( room for rent in houae near renter on
busline available Jan 1st for more info call

256-1274 ask for Norm or Jeff after 5 pm
2 Irg rooma in N Amherst hoaac 200* util

call AM PM 549-7515

One bedroom apt: Cliffside, on bus rte.

$340/mo. all util incl. mod Icitch, qun-sz.

bed, laund, 7-Eleven call 665-7596 eves
avail Jan 1

Large 1 br apt Southwood 365* avail

1/1/86 lease 253-3634

FOR SALE

Ford LTD 75 runs well $550 or BO call

253-9998 evenings

Nikon Una: Nikkor 135 MM K.3.5 A
great Chnstmai. gift. $7.''> John 256-831

1

Stereo Svatem: Onkyo TA-2033 cassette
deck with dolby-C snrt Yamaha CR-450
receiver. Both in perfect condition! A
great Christmais gift! $2.50 Call: John
§56-831)

New full-lcnfth women's winter coat 5il

or BO and short winter jacket 40 or BO
call Julie 546-4832

72 Olds Cutlass 8 orange, alumnium
mags, good interior, strong rocket 350

eng. litfle rust, new heater core, balter>'

brakepads, iwking $800 546 7131

Apple Computer This fantastic machine a

$2500 value can be yours for $700 call Tim
at 546-9592

HELP WANTED

Merchandiser 20 hours per week $4.4l/hr

call between 8 5 need car 584 2050

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr. round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in

fo. Write IJC, PC Bx 52 MAI (x)rona Del

Mar, CA 92625

HOUSEMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING

Rm-matc: (upper classmean or grad-stnt)

N. Amherst 4 bdrm house, own rm. inclds

king-sz bed. walk in closet, pvt. bath $2.50'

per mlh Janmay 1986. Call Joe or leave

msg. 549-7597

INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar Lcaaont experienced and
patient teacher rock/pop/folk/blues im
prov., reading, theory, composition. Your
home or my studio. Doug 549-4786

Interaeuion Bartending Courses 4 sec-

tions available sign up in Credit Free
Workshops Room 111 "Tower Library

LOST

Men's UMass Rin^: Steven Sobeck in-

scribed. Lost in Townehouse area. Call

549-5924, for Kelley. REWARD!
Loat a Nikon automatic camera outside
Crubtree in Northeast rewanl no ques-
tions asked contact at 6-5198 or 6-9378

Brown portfolio-type notebook Exercise
Physiologv' lost at Bluewall reward
Sharon 2!v3-2704 or 253 3734

Brown wallet sentimental and ID value
Return to campus Ctr info booth no ques-
tions asked

Loat bine knapaaek w/books only. If

found call Joey 549-2792 reward

Help! Lost on 1 1/22 grey sweater of great
sentimental value somewhere near Hmlch
Please call Tncia 6-4939

MOVER

'Round Town Movers fast reliable cheap
call Micha«'l anytime 323-6780

PERSONALS

Ski Sugarbuih! Hotel $149 call Ski Club
now 545-3437

THE PEACE CONCERT Bushnell
Memorial Hall, Hartford, Dec 5. 8:00 pm
free by calling (203) 560-1610

Mike Reynold* I want my gloves back K.

S. 008 Pierpont 5160

Ski Sale Workers
Att. all those who worked 10 hrs or more
at sale - pick up invitations to party at Of-

fice • 430 Student Union

My Queen - Watch for hidden messages in

the ads!!! P.S. We ALL know who has you
for Secret Santa hee bee hee

John Patrick, It's been a great 6 months.
P.S. You are! Love, Andrea

Wench here it is stop ^ving off that odor

or is rug bum wortn it Nice new bigger

bed vou need it nomore surprises in mine
Go for Goober good luck with Calc you
need it

Dear Joe - Humy Birthday! Remember, I

love you and f'll always be here for you.

'ThanKS for the best year of my life. Love.

Anastasia

Beth L. • Happy Late Birthday! Welcome
to UMass and good luck on finals Love
Tom
Decencv. Have a nice Christmas! See you
in the Spring. Echelon

C.E. Arrowed by eros I wa-t in early

September. The wound is still fresh. For
the memories and assistance in class, I

thank you. Dinner? C.E.

Gary - BooBoo and ! wish you a Happy
Birthday we both love you!

SERVICES

Professional fitness consultations for

women. Student rates. After 2 pm
1-467-7877

ROOM w \vrn>

TO SUBLET

2 bdrm apt busline availDec 25 price nego
253-2831

Mate looking for room for Intersession
near rampu.t preferred (all Toni nii'y.'^

bcforf ! 1 .(Kl or after 7:0(J pm
"

ROOMMATE WANTED

3 rooms available Jan 1 Swiss Village

$2 1 5/mo utils incI on bus line call 256-8225

Reward! Take our 1 bed apt. avail for

Spring semester $.365 includes utils. call

665-4553 evenings

Nice bedroom in two bedroom apt in

house. Other nK)mmate is quiet, non
smoking Graduate student Available Jan
August rent negotiable 665-8194

"Two bedroom apt in

256-0028

Apt to share pleasant reasionahle Ideally

located in Amherst Ctr 774 2740

Female roommate wanted Mum St
Amherst dfifinnmc January for .Spnnw
2.53-3934

Huge double room, attached bath .tOO • 7
minutes from campus: quiet clean Call
Mark Mr,2h29

Northwood call

COINS 123/121 tutoring 5.00 per hr.

former 123/ 121 grader Alex 2.56-1239

Escort Service available 8 pm - 2:30 am
evervdav any where on campus. Play it

sale rail' f' 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

Editing, Consultation, Ex-profes-sor e

specialty: dissertations, professional ar

ticles, books. 268-7772

Intersession - female only to share IVi

Puffton Village own rfiom call Jane
5490137

Female to aharc room in Puffton for In

tersession. Call evenings .549-5519

One bedroom in Towenchouae Apts for

Intersession call 549-6621

1 bdrm apt avail Wintcracaaion Bran
dywine rent nego heat incl fully furnished

on busline call 649-4177 keep trying

One bedroom apartment available Jan 1

$340 including everything call after 5 pm
665-8403

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro
jects. Will correct grammar, spelling, &
punctuation. Meticulous proofreading
New IBM typewriter. 5490367

TYPING A WORD PROCESSING

Neat Day Service. Type Rite 2,53 r.i 1

1

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

I. paper*, d
campus, (ffjiendiihle, outstanding quality,

low rates, o84 7924

$50 REWARD

4 female* to take over Inae for fall ^
semester of apartment. Summer if

necessary Going abroad next semester

and need a place for fall! Plfa.se cali

,>46-6012 .Ma;jnne or 54»; «.'»9,') Marnt-

Female roommate wanted to share Brit-

tany manor apartment starting Jan 1 call

evenings 256-6645

Wanted: One male roommate to share
Brandywine apt. Spring call 549 57%
Female needed to share room in Brittany
Manor apt Feb to June call 253 3766

Female roommate wanted. Share room in

2 bedroom apt on bus rt $98 • util 665-2020

Female nonsmoking roommate wanted
for townhouse. Extremely rea-sonable

rent! Call 6-5770 6-5773

WANTED

Elementary SUtistic* tcit for Biometry
2111 rail Keith 253 2132

WANTED TO RENT

Take over lease m Jan of 4 person house
or apt call 546-4474 or ,546-7199

Responsible male senior seeks room in
quiet, clean apt or house Spring semester.
Call 546 5143 anytime

One or two bedroom apartment for Spr
lOK semester call ,546-4963

SEX! Now that we have your attention,
wanted, a 2-3 bedroom apt for spnng
semester reward' call 247-51,54

We want your 2 bdrm house or apt will
take over lease in Jan call 546 1 IW for
>'iur ra<h reward!'

i bdrm apt in N^mhcnt begins Jan Tcafi
549 687L> lietween 4-7

To take over 2 or 3 bedroom lease in
Januarv Brandywine, Townehou.-w-. Puff
ton. or ar^ii ii4<)-6.570 or 546-986;;

Proofreading and Editing essays to

theses. Rates vary 269-1276
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UM returns home for UConn
Mmutemen seeking
some consistency
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

At tioMS during this young ^ason, the Univeraity d
Massachusetts basketball team has looked great, playing
up to Its much-publicized potential.

But at other times, the mistakes that come with inex-

perience have haunted the Minutemen. leading to a pair

of losses that could've been avoided.

The University of Connecticut invades^M^ffi^p Hicks
Cage tonight at 7:30 to give the Minutemen their toughest
test of the season before an expected sellout cro\wi.

"It's a matter of consistenc>' and playing hard for the
whole game," said UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen. "I have
no questions about our talent, it's there. We just have to

realize that to win at this level, you have to give a full

effort. I think that lesson has been learned."

UConn. 2-0. and UMan, 1-2, have been traditional rivals

over the years, playing 94 games since 1905. The Huskies
lead the season series 56-38, but over the past two years
both teams have been closely matched.
Last season, UMass lost 64-52 in Storrs. but in 1983

UMass was a 67-65 overtime winner at the Cage. That
game will long be membered for the shot that freshman
guard Carl Smith, now the UMass captain, hit in the final

seconds to tie the game Donald Russell ('85) won the game
in the closing second of overtime

"It's a great rivalry for both teams," said Gerlufsen. "It's

an important game for both teams for a lot of reasons. For
us, it's big because we need a victory to help us develop
as a basketball team."

UMass has lost two straight. 73-67 at Boston Universi-

ty on Monday night and 57-54 to New Hampshire before

the Thanksgiving break. In both games, UMass was hurt

by periods of bad play.

At BU, UMass fell into a 16-point hole in the first half,

but rallied to within one midway through the second half.

The Minutemen failed to get any closer, missing a free

throw that could of tied the game, two others that could've

given them the lead and later on two one-and-one chances.

"I look back on that game and I think those missed free

throws beat us," said Gerluf^n. "We also had some cost-

ly turnovers that may be the result of our youth (UMass
starts two freshman and a sophomore with the first three

players coming off the bench being two freshmen and a

juiuor college transfer) but all-in-all it's really just settl

ing down and getting accustomed to each other."

UMass enters the game led by sophomore guard Loren-

Getting in The Cage
CSeneral public tickets for tonight's game were sold out

M of Monday, but 3,000 students can still get into the
Cage for what is expected to be an excellent game
The lobby doors to the Cage will be open at 6; 15 p.m.

for the 7:30 start. Any student with a validated UMass
identification card can gain admission after 6:15 until

the Cage is full.

The Cage holds 4,024 with about 1.000 tickets set aside

fw the general public The game is one three left at home
before the semester's end.

zo Sutton with 16.3 points per game. The 6 2 offguard is

also averaging 4.3 rebounds pergame and 3.6 assists. He
is playing a team-high 35 minutes a game and UM's best
scoring threat from the outside

Smith uncharacteristically has more turnovers (17) than
assists ( 16), but the 5-11 junior point guard played a strong
second half at BU, penetrating into the middle with suc-

cess and running the UMass offense like he is caoable of.

"Carl is trying to do everything himselfand nobody can
do that." said Gerlufsen. "We've talked about it together

and I think he understands what he's doing wrong. He's

a great player, better than he's showing right now."

Smith is scoring at 10.6 ppg clip and had a season-high
15 at BU. The three froncourt starters are expected to be
freshmen David Brown (8.3 ppg) and Duane Chase (5.6

ppg) at forward and senior Ibm Emerson (4.0 ppg) at

center

All three played strong games at BU with Brown hit-

ting four straight UMass hoops at one point, Chaae scor-

ing a career high 10 points and sending back five BU shots

with impressive blocks and Emerson banging the boards

and contributing a key jumper during the UMass
comeback.
When the starters are in the flow trfthe game, such dur-

ing the BU rally, UMass has looked strong. But substitu-

tions have hurt UM as Gerlufsen struggles to find a group
of players he can depend on for a game-to-game basis.

"It's not a matter of the players coming m playing poor-

ly," said the coach. "It's more that the guys left in there

aren't keeping it up. It's tough to try and develop depth,

but I have to do it."

Playing well of the bench have been two freshmen and
a junior college transfer Freshmen Sean Mosby (3.0 ppg)
and Joe Fennell have contributed along with junior Ben
Jones (6.3 ppg and 3.3 rebounds). Gerlufsen has given a

lot of minutes to 1 1 players, but few reserves have stood

out in the early going.

Connecticut, 20, whipped St. Inter's 53^0 in its last

outing and also defeated Yale, 80-76, in its opener The
Dom I%mo-coached Huskies, a member of the powerful
Big East conference, were 13-15 last season.

Leading UConn is fiashy point guard Earl Kelley. A 6-1

senior speedster, Kelley is averaging 16.0 ppg this season
and burned UMass with 20 last season. Senior center Tim
Coles, a bruising 6-7, 235 pounder, is s<x>ring 17.5 ppg.

continued on page IS

SPORTS
Minutewomen rip
Dartmouth, 80-49
Damminger perfect with 22 points
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Senior center Karen Damminger scored

22 points, grabbed five rebounds and had

four steals as the University of

Ma.ssachusetts women's basketball team
won its third straight, an 80-49 pummell-
ing of Dartmouth College, last night at the

Curry Hicks Cage.

Damminger, who started in place of in-

jured starter Sue Burtoft who missed the

game after suffering a deep elbow bruise

Sunday against the University of Vermont,
was perfect from the field hitting all ten of

her shots while converting two free throws.

"Karen was a lot quicker than the Dart-

mouth players that tried to cover her,"

University of Massachusetts head coach
Barbara Stevens said.

Damminger said that she was worried

about trying to fill Burtofl's shoes but that

once the game got going, she said she felt

that anyone could have done the job.

"It doesn't matter who starts as long as

they play and play as a team," Damminger
said. "Everybody played as a team,
everybody played awesome."
After Dartmouth took an early 4-2 lead,

the Minutewomen. 3-1, blew the game open
with a spectacular 35-6 run, triggered by
a tenacious full-court press that produced
18 fir-st-half turnovers by the Big Green.
After senior guard Barbara Hebel tied the

score at four apiece, the lights went out for

Dartmouth.
A layup by freshman guard Christel Zullo

and a turnaround jumper by senior forward

Jerrie Bemier gave UMass a four {)oint

lead before Dartmouth's Beverly Hagerdon
's layup cut it to two. Consecutive layups

by Damminger, forward Tara Lewis, Ber-

nier and Hebel keyed UMass to 14 straight

points extending its lead to 16-6. Five
points by Lewis and four each from Dam-
minger, forward Juanita Matthews and
junior forward Kelly Collins highlighted

another burst, 24-4, which concluded with
a jumper by freshman Beth Wilbor with
4:48 to go in the first half. The
Minutewomen led 45-22 at the half, ending
the game for all intents.

"They all wanted it very badly," Stevens
said of her team, which avenged a disap-

pointing 66-57 loss last year to the Green.
"With our press, we created the type oftem-
po that we wanted."

In the second half, the Minutewomen con-

tinued to apply pressure upon the Big
Green, forcing an additional 15 turnovers.

Without the single-handed efforts of senior

center Jayne Daigle (16 points) Dartmouth
would never have been able to make the

score anywhere near respectable.

With junior guard Mary Marquedant's
25-foot buzzer beating bank shot, every
UMass player scored in the runaway. With
balanced scoring, the Minutewomen got 10
points from Bemier, nine from Lewis and
eight each from Wilbor and forward Rebec-
ca Kucks.
UMass (80) Karen Damminger 10 10 2 2 22, Jerrie

Bemier 5-9 0-0 10. T^ra Lewis 411 13 9, Betli Wilbor
4-6 8, Kelly Collins 4-5 00 8. Rebecca Kucks 3-6 1-2

7. Barbara Hebel 3-7 0-0 6, JuaniU Matthews 2-4 0-0

4. Christel Zullo 1-4 0-0 2, Mary Marquedant 1-2 0-0

2, JoAnn Dupuis 1-3 0-1 2. Ibtals: 38-67 4-8 80.

Dartmouth (49) Jayne Daigle 6-10 4-4 16, Bev Hager-
don 6-11 3-5 15. Liz Walter 3-8 0-1 6, Marie Makowski
2-5 0-0 4. Shawn Corkum 1-3 00 2. Margo ftterson 1-2

2, Tiffany Boyd 12 0-2 2, Laurie Lopes 1-3 2,

Sue Stoddard 0-4 0-0 0, Terry Fortin 0-0 0-0 0, Jenny
Bloom 0-3 0-0 0, Nancy Fitz 0-3 0-0 0. Ibtals: 21 56 7-12

49.

UMass (3-1) 45 .36 49
Dartmouth (2-3) 22 27 49
Fouled Out: None. Total Fouls: UMass-9,

Dartmouth- 10. Rebounds: UMass—36 (Lewis 8).

Dartmouth-37 (Daigle 10). Assists: UMaa8-26 (Hebel,

Marquedant 5), Dartmouth 12 (Walter 3). l^hnicals:
None. Attendance: 223.

C'<>l|pf(iHn photo by Paul Deamaraia
UMass senior Juanita Matthews (20) lofts a jumper against Dartmouth last

night. The Minutewomen won, 80^9.

Donnelly an AU-American for 4th time
University of

Massachusetts senior

defenseman Megan Donnel-

ly was named to the na-

tional field hockey All-

American team for the

fourth straight season.

Donnelly, a native of Gnswold was named to the
Wilmington, MA, led

UMass into the NCAA tour-

nament this season and a

Tbp 10 national ranking.

Junior attackman Lisa

.second team by the coaches
association. Both she and
Donnelly will tryout for the
United States National
Tfeam in California later

this month.

"This is a great honor for
both players, they certainly
deserved it," said UMass
coach Pam Hixon. "They
both had excellent seasons
for us."

Sports at a glance
UMass Schedule:
Thday:

Men's Basketball: Connecticut, Curry Hicks Cage,
7:30 pkin.

Men's Swimming: Tufts, Boyden I\)ol, 7 p.m.

Men's Gymnastics: at Lowell, 7 p.m.
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Trustees approve sports arena
Project scheduled for 1990
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - Plans to build a multipurpose arena
at the University of Massachusetts moved one step closer

to reality yesterday as the Board of Trustees voted to

approve the project.

Funding for the $36.6 million project is contingent
upon legislative approval. Tru.stee Andrew Knowles said
the University is seeking $17.54 million in capital outlay
funds (non budgeted funds) from the state Legislature,
and $17 million in 24-year state Building Authority
bonds.

Repayment of the bonds would be due in 1990, when
the project is scheduled to be finished. Upon completion,
an annual interest fee of $2.1 million will be paid
through a mandatory student fee of not more than $50
a semester, Knowles said.

Student Trustee Dani Burgess voted against the plan,
calling it detrimental.

"I understand the validity of such a proposal," he said.

"But by prioritizing the arena you lessen priorities for

other lacking areas, such as sufficient study and work

space.

Burgess said he could not support a plan that assum-

ed students could fund the bonds.

"The price is too steep to expect students to afford,"

he said. "It's inappropriate to assume students can keep

paying and paying."

According to David Bischoflf, dean of the school of

physical education, the proposed 9,000 seat arena would

be used for sports, concerts, graduation ceremonies and
other University functions.

"There's a general agreement on campus that there

is a real need for this facility," he said. "The mob scene

at the Cage opening night in and of itself speaks to the

desperate need for such a facility."

Previous plans had proposed an ice rink within the

arena, although Bischoff said yesterday the University

would be considering placing the rink next to the arena

because it would be more economical.

Knowles said he hoped the plan would be deliberated

by the Massachusetts House Ways and Means Commit-

tee by February. Vice-chairman of the committee.

William Mullin (D Ludlow) and House majority leader

George Keverian (D-Everett). have both voiced support

for the plan.

CoUegian photo by Michelle ScKall

BEFORE THE CROWDS COME- Ron Bernardos of Springfield Steel Erectors works on

the Indoor tennis and track facUity at Smith College. The building is set for completion in

Aug. 18.

Student senate approves one motion
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Most of the work at last night's Undergraduate Student

Senate meeting was completed at the back of the room,

as several senators painted rally signs while the assembly

managed to approve only one motion on an eight-page

agenda.
The motion passed was the senate's approval of the

minutes of the Nov. 20 meeting, which preceded more

than 90 minutes debate on Coordinating Committee ap-

pointments. After the prolonged debate, quorum was re-

quested and called short by two head counts, thus adjour-

ning the assembly and preventing a vote on the

appointments.

During the debate, senators took turns painting 50 signs

Inside
Search committee selected « 3

Advice for student investments 9

Basketball loses hard -20

y'All of the quirks have been straightened out,"

\—an author ofa hmg-awaited academic grievance policy

which goes before the Faculty Senate today.

to be used for today's rally in front of the Student Union
Building. The rally, organized by more than 30 student

groups, is to protest the administration's attempt to gain

more responsibility concerning student funds (Related

story, same page).

Debate centered around the senate's Nominating Sub-

Committee's appointments of three senators to the Coor-

dinating Committee. The appointments are seen as im-

portant because of Coordinating Committee's stature in

the senate. The committee is charged with the effective

management of SGA by-laws and policies for governing

the democratic process in the assembly. In addition, the

17-member committee plans senate meetings and oversees

the program staff of the Registered Student Organization

Office.

Lynne Murphy, a senator from Washington Tower,
spoke against the sub-committee's process of appointing
Coordinating Committee members. She added that she
was denied a position on certain committees and question-

ed the motivation behind the appointments.

loel Rabinowitz, a Nominating Sub-Committee member.
ui -4ed the senate to approve the nominations. He said all

the appointees were qualified senators, and were chosen
on those merits only.

The question of whether there was political motivation

behind the appointments was debated, with both sides

disagreeing before the meeting adjourned two hours early.

Trustees to
temporarily
insure UMass
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER - After four days without police liabili-

ty insurance the University of Massachusetts Board of
Trustees yesterday voted to insure the University until

an insurance carrier is found.

'These employees are entitled to coverage by their

employers," UMass Chancellor Joseph Duffey said. "We
must provide interim insurance until negotiations provide

us with a earner."

Police liability insurance, which covers University police

for alleged acts of false arrest and assault and battery
while on duty, expired Nov. 30. The University declined

to renew the insurance at a higher price.

Trustee James Carlin, who voted against the proposal,

said the University does not have the money.
"We're voting to a.ssume liability that was previously

assumed by a carrier," he said. "The board (Trustees)

should go to the state Board of Regents's (of Higher Educa-
tion) and have them implore the Legislature for money."
Trustee Andrew Knowles said the temporary insurance

would be funded through trust funds or University
operating expenses. "Its in the best interest of the Univer-
sity to indemnify our employees with the coverage they
expect," he said. "As soon as insurance is obtained we
don't have a problem.
"Besides," Knowles added, "if litigation should occur

it'll take years to resolve."

Knowles said the interim insurance would provide

employees with coverage equivalent to the former plan.

In October, the Town of Amherst voted to appropriate

$128,500 to establish an account to cover possible claims

against the Amherst police department, which had been
working without liability insurance since June 30.

Knowles said the state Commissioner of Insurance is

working on a solution to liquor liability insurance, which
the University lost over the summer.

RaUy set today
for fund control
By RHONDA SWAN
Collegian Staff

A rally to protest recent efforts by the University of

Massachusetts administration to gain more control of the

Student Activities Trust Fund will be held at 12:30 p.m.

today in front of the Student Union Building.

The trust fund, to which each student pays $88 per year,

is the Student Government Association's vehicle for pro-

viding resources, services and programs to the campus
community.
Students Advocating for Rights Together (START), a

new coalition formed in order to reassure its control of

the trust fund, is organizing the rally.

According to John Ruddock, speaker of ihe
Undergraduate Student Senate, the rally is an effort to

"gather students to respond in a clear and decisive man-
ner to the attempt by the administration, more specifically

Randy Donant and Dennis Madson, to usurp the rights

of students to exercise authority granted by the Univer-

sity's Board of Trustees."

The board oversees policy conflicts at the University of

Massachusetts' Amherst, Boston and Worcester campuses.

Both Donant, the director of student activities, and Mad-
son, the vice-chancellor for student affairs have said they

are carrying out a responsibility that has been granted

to them by the trustees. They have said that there are

no specific trustee documents that give students final

fiscal control of the trust fund.

Student officials said the administration has "violated

students' rights," and the senate has conducted "business

as usual" to counter its actions.

One of the actions is the senate's plan to hold a referen-

dum vote asking approval in raising the student activity

fee from $88 to $1(>0 per year on Dec. 1 1 and 12. A similar

question failed earlier this semester, but the required 7.5

percent student turnout didn't occur, thus prompting the

r>'-"' '•r-fprpndum.
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WORLD/NATIONAL
Joe Kennedy announces
his run for Congress seat

L

AP LM*rpkMMo

TAKING LEAVE- National Security Adviser Robert McFarlane an-

nounces his resignation at the White House yesterday, with Presi-

dent Reagan and his successor, Vice Adm. John Poindexter, look-

ing on. Poindexter has been described as a low-key nuclear physicist

who shuns the limelight.

BOSTON (APV Flashing a familiar smile.

Joseph P. Kennedy II made his political

debut yesterday by declaring he'll run for

the seat in Congress once held by his un

cle John so that he can "fight for the rights

of ordinary people."

The 33 year old son of the late Sen.

Robert F. Kennedy became an instant

front runner in an already crowded field for

the Democratic primary next September in

the district now represented by House

Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill Jr* Ifo

is retiring after 17 terms.

"This is Joe Kennedy running for of-

fice...and no other member of my family,"

he emphasized at a packed news con

ference, adding that he would welcome sup

port from his uncle, Sen. Edward Kennedy,

D-Mass, and from his many brothers,

sisters and cousins.

"I'd like to go to Washington, D.C.,

because I think we can use the governmeni

as a catalyst," Kennedy said.

He attacked President Reagan fw
military spending for creatii^ A "Iw^
federal deficit."

'The days of taxing and spending are

gone. We need to find new ways of creating

wealth," Kennedy declared, calling for a

federal government that is more efficient.

He stressed his own business experience

for the past six years as founder and chair*

man of the non profit Citizens Energy

Corp., which provides lowcost fuel to the

needy. Backed by his wife. Sheila. Kennedy

tried to head off questions about his deci-

sion to run in a district 20 miles from his

home in Marshfield.

Aid to locked-out motorists to stop

Remains of 7 MIA's flown
back to U.S. after excavation

NORTHHAMPTON ,(AP)^ Police get an
average of three calls a day to aid motorists

locked out of vehicles, but now have been

ordered to stop helping them beginning

Jan.l.

"I don't have the time to start sending

officers to locksmith school," Police Chief

Daniel L. Labato said Tuesday. He said car

locks built since iQ«4 arp <tn sophisticated

that it takes too long for his officers to

figure them out. He also said techniques

that worked on older locks are liable to

damage newer models, which can cost up

to $200 to replace.

The department answers more than

1,200 lockout calls a year, said Capt.

Leonard J. Helems Jr.

HANOI. Vietnam (AP^ U.S. servicemen

stood at attention under a hot sun yester

day and saluted as comrades carried seven

small wooden crates that Vietnam said con-

tain the remains of Americans killed in the

war that ended a decade ago.

A folded American flag was atop each o»

the crates, which were put aboard a C-141

transport plane at Hanoi's Noi Bai airport

for the flight to Honolulu. The remains will

be analyzed at the U.S. Joint Casualty

Resolution Center there.

Veitnamese officials delivered the re-

mains three days after completion of an un-

precedented joint excavation at the spot

where an American B-52 crashed during a

bombing raid over what was then North

Vietnam.
In a short, simple airport ceremony, the

Vietnamese also handed over to the U.S.

military delegation "material evidence" of

14 other American servicemen, including

identificaiton tags.

Officials on both sides said they hoped the

excavation and return of remains marked
the beginnning of much greater coopera-

tion in accounting for the 1,797 Americans

still listed as missing in action in Vietnam.

Ngo Hoang, a Foreign Ministry official,

said the remains in the seven crates were

found around Hanoi and the nearby port

of Haiphong, which were prime targets of

an intense U.S. bombing campaign in

December 1972. At least 27 American

planes were shot down and 93 airmen were

killed, captured or reported missing.

Hoang said authorities found no remains

in the 14 "material evidence" cases

because their planes crashed with severe

impact, or villagers had carried the crash

remnants away or plowed up the sites to

plant crops.

Vietnam has repatriated the remains of

123 Americans since 1974. The last and
largest turnover was of 26 sets of remains

Aug. 14, all but two of which were positive-

ly identified.

I'he U.S. Army, Air Force and Navy
delegation receiving the remains included

13 specialists who completed a two-week

excavation of a B-52 crash site at Yen
Thuong village near Hanoi on Sunday,

working with a Vietnamese team.

1
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MAN HANDLES TOWER- Space Shuttle Atlantis space walker

Sherwood Spring on the end of a robot arm man handling the 45-foot

tower that was built in the cargo bay on Sunday. ^___

Embezzlement trial begins
DEDHAM (AP)- the embezzlement trial of suspended

Norfolk County Treasurer James M. Collins began yester-

day after an angry Superior Court judge said he would

not tolerate further delays in the proceeding.

In his opening argument, the assistant district attorney

prosecuting the case said he would present witnesses who
would describe how Collins forged signatures on checks.

The trial began afler several days of argument over Col-

lins' mental capacity, argument which eventually angered

the judge.

"The public demands a case of this nature go to trial

as quickly as possible," Judge Roger J. Donahue said

Tuesday aa jury selection got under way. "This is not the

ordinary felony case."

Donahue made the statement after Collins attorney,

Paul V. Buckley of Newton, threatened to quit unless the

trial was delayed, and just before two outbursts by the

defendant. Buckley's request was denied.
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WHERE DO YOU WANT THIS?- Jacob Dolinger.ll. carts unwanted merchandise through

Northampton center that his mother is donating to a low-income distribution center.

Search
committee
is formed
A search committee to find a new director for the AfRr

mative Action and Equal Opportunity (AA/EO) office will

be formally seated next week. Provost Richard O'Brien

said.

Formal invitations to sit on the committee will be sent

this week to faculty, staff and students.

**There are huge numbers of individuals and groups

which have been consulted as to who should be seated on

the committee," O'Brien said Tuesday, but he declined

to reveal individuals' names.

The committee will consist of about 12 pe(H>le. O'Brien

said.

The Prov(wt is also forming an AA/EO advisory com-

mittee, which will be seated separately from the search

committee. The advisory committee will help the search

committee in (kveloping a 'functions and functioning*

paper for the AA/EO office. The paper will also be a basis

on which the search committee will work.

A 'functions and functioning' paper is a document which

would define the capacities and objectives of the AA/EO
office. Since its inception in the early 19708. the office has

never had any formal paper of this kind.

O'Brien has drafted a preliminary version of the paper,

which he will submit to the advisory committee for discus-

sion and review. jj^l lANG

Policy, plan to go before faculty senate
^Faculty senate to vote on plan changes
By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

After beir\g inactive for almc^t a year, tl«

Academic Priorities Council of the Univer

sity of Ma.ssachusetts Faculty Senate has

made recommendations to FVovost Richard

O'Brien which determine what will happen

to faculty positions after they are vacated

by retired professors. The Faculty Senate

will vote on these recommendations for

modifying the provost's Long Range plan

today.

"This is important because the faculty

has been brought into this process," said

Council Chairman George Armelagos. "In

the past, the Provost has made such deci-

sions independently. I feel this shows a real

spirit of cooperation."

In a special report requested by O'Brien,

the Council said it expects 186 retirements

ference in salary of retirees and the salary

of faculty members hired to replace them."

According to the report. O'Brien maintains

that there is a potential of47 p<»itions that

can be generated from such savings.

Armelagos explained that savings come
from the hiring of faculty members whose

salary is usually lower than that of the per-

son who retired.

O'Brien's Long Range Plan, the report

says is "quite modest" in that it proposes

to transfer only 18 positions. This means
that in 18 instances, when a professor

retires from one school/college, his/her posi

tion will be 'reallocated' to a different

school/college. But, since the colleges in

most instances will retain the positions

generated from the savings, the "impact of

the transfers will be lessened." The only

colleges that will experience net decreases

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Faculty senate to view grievance policy
treated," Wintjen said.

She said the policy emphasizes informal

methods of resolving problems.

"It mandates that a student must iniate

some conversation with the professor," she
said. If the problem is not resolved through
contact with the professor, it is channeled
through the omsbuds' office which acts as
a liason between the student and professor.

during the next five years, and that these in positions is Physical Education (1 per

retirements are expected "to generate cent) and the School of Education (3

potential growth from savings from dif- percent)

Producer to

discuss China
By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff
Dianne Harrison, an independent film

producer, will show footage of China's

restricted religious center, at 7:30 p.m. to-

day, in the Commuter Lounge of the Stu-

dent Union, and then she will discuss her

experiences in China.

The .Counseling Center at Berkshire

House and the Union Video Center are

sponsoring the presentation of Harrison's

video, "One Woman's China." Harrison is

one of the few Westerners who have been

allowed to video tape China's remote

religious centers, according to Ted Slovin,

associate director of the Counseling Center.

"Harrison comes from a counseling

background," according to Michael Gowell,

coordinator of Union Video Center. "She

got into video as a second career and is now

a New York University student," Gowell

said. "She was a licensed family

counselor."

Harrison will be on campus because of

her career switch from counselor to pro-

ducer and because of her expertise in video.

"She came to visit Ted Slovin and he ask-

ed her if she wanted to do a video presen-

tation," Gowell said. "One of the reasons

we brought her to campus was because she

switched careers," Slovin said, "and is us-

ing media as a way of enhancing inter-

cultural communication." She is an expert

on media and could help advise students

and faculty on using the media to help in

counselling students, according to Slovin.

"Her program (on china) has already

been on ABC-TV," said Slovin. "Her videos

existed as raw footage until she met with

Peter Jennings," Gowell said. Jennings

persuaded Harrison to edit her videos into

a number of short documentaries.

"Her presentation will be a good real-life

experiential account for union video

members," Gowell said.

The Undergraduate Academic Grievance

Procedure, designed to provide students at

the University of Massachusetts with an

appeals process, comes to a vote today at

the Faculty Senate meeting after more
than seven years of work.

The proposal seeks to provide students

with a process by which academic dif-

ferences can be resolved.

"Undergraduates are one of the only

groups on campus who do not have a for-

mal grievance channel." said Gayle Wint-

jen, former chairwoman of the Academic

Affairs committee which authored the pro-

posal. "Undergraduates have never had a

grievance policy."

Students may use the policy to address

"If all avenues of informal communica-
tion have been exhausted, the omsbud will

convene a hearing board," Wintjen said.

The board's decision is final.

Wintjen said the proposal has the support

of the administration and the Academic
Matters Council of the Faculty Senate.

"All of the quirks in the proposal have
been straightened out," she said. "I'm hop-

ing the only opposition to the proposal is

problems with grades or "incidences in from professors who have not taken the

classrooms in which students feel unfairly time to read it."

ColleifiMn PhoUi By Brian (juamotta

KOSHER FOOD- An mural contest enrty by University of Massachusetts student John Moebes, to

be judged by Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of the University HUlel Foundation and instructors in the Univer-

sity fine arts program. The prize for the best mural is $100.

Speaker presents plan for stable peace
*^ *

. ,. ,««« r.__x- _r*i 1 ..ij negative progress.

By PAMELA BURRELL
Collegian Staff

Complete abolition of nuclear arms is the

key to stable peace, a director of a disar-

mament institute said last night in a

speech at Amherst College.

Randall Forsberg, originator of the

nuclear weapons freeze proposal and Direc-

tor of the Institute for Defense and Disar-

mament Studies in Brooklyn, Mass., was
the fourth speaker in a series of lectures

on new approaches to peace and world

security, sponsored by the Five College Pro-

gram in Peace and World Security Studies.

Forsberg's plan calls for a nuclear freeze

by the year 1990. Parts of the plan would

follow in 10-year spans, the next decade

bringing a bilateral end to intervention in

third world affairs. The next step would be

an abolishment of nuclear weapons and a

reduction of conventional weapons to shor-

trange borderguards, she said.

"As long as the great powers use conven-

tional forces for marginal gains or to avoid

marginal losses politically or economical-

ly in the third world," Forsberg said, "as

long as they are so free with their use of

force -I wouldn't trust them not to go to war

over something important."

Admitting that her plan is "longterm"

Forsberg said, "We've been working 45

years on the shortcut and we're making

negative progress.

"Unless we have long range capabilities

used to put down political change we will

not have a stable peace," she said.

Forsberg analogizes her prediction for

Eastern Europe to be like "Fin'andiza-

tion." This means that the Soviet Union
would not discuss political change or par-

ty politics with Eastern Europe except

under direct military threat.

As for the United States, Forsberg said

despite a call for an arms freeze. President

Reagan has doubled the number of nuclear

weapons. Politicians from the two major

parties cannot imagine a future without

nuclear arms, Forsberg said, and most have

not even thought about it.

I
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CHANUKAH CELEBRATION
Sunday, December 8th, 7 pm
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• Candle Lighting

• Latkes

• Trivia Contait

• IS/lusic

5 - 7 pm - Help make Latkes in Earthfoods Kitchen

FREE ADMISSION
Sponsored by B'nai B'rith Hillel

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union

*^e^taurant
MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Tli« BEST ClilB«*« Food**

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs
Small Larg«

SOSO Sit 60

Luncheon
Specials

$025
From /& served 11a.m.

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU o|^25
CAN EAT a

III

«— ,
3|CMikMi«MHi
tlQMMMQM
MlimilmOywt

DNbFiM
MPmFiM
«»rwF«M._
IO|H« ^%tm

Luncheon Specials Ai Takc-oul Scrvlet
FuU CocktaU McfMi

Sun.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-lO p.m.
Frt. & Sat. 1 1 :30 a.m.-l 1 p.m.

10 Bekhertpwn Road
at Rte. 9. Amherst

256^252

20 Shopping Days

till Christmas

and only

6 days till the

Collegian
Special

Holiday
Edition

BEAT THE CLOCK

50' Drinks - AH Night Long!
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« PvPER FRED
V^ LABELS FOR LESSFOR LESS

ONLY 22 DAYS TO GO

f

<S

i

s

Men's Leather Work Boots

Reg. 48.00 Our Price 24.95

Ladles 100% Cotton Oxfords

Reg Price to 22.99

Men's Union Bay Corduroy

Reg. Price 32.00

Ladies' Assorted Shaker Sweaters

Reg. Price 32.00

Special 19.99

Special 8.99

Special 15.99

MEN'S

Special 15.59

Don't Forget. . Trader Fred's Great Gift Idea!

Chamois Shirts

2 for $25. or 3 for $29

s
i

i
s
s

Union Bay
Denim
Jackets

Our Price
29.99

Reg. $68

Petroleum
Black Denim
Jeans

Our Price
19.99

Reg. 38.00 1

LADIES

Ladies' Palmettos
Denim Jeans

Reg. 38.00

Ladies Forenza

Denim Jeans
Reg. 38.00

Our Price

14.99

Our Price

15.99

LADIES

Ladies Chamois Shirts

Reg. 22.00

Ladies

Gitano Cords
Reg. 28.00

Our Price

$14.99
or 2 for $25

Our Price

14.99

Famous Name Brand

ioo<^ Cotton Afghans Reg to $48.00 Our Price 24.95

I 48 North Pleasant St., Amherst
"%;f„»^2%^'" m^'^^M i

I in the new Tucker Taft Building HI. "Mi
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Student put in custody;
chevy catches on fire
A 19-year-old student was put into protective custody

Tuesday night after he broke a pool cue in the basement
of Thatcher House, University of Massachusetts police

Baid.

The man was allegedly drunk and fighting with the

head of residence and residential assistants because he
refused to pay for the cue. Police asked him to leave the

area and told him "to go to bed," and when he refused

he was put into protective custody, police said.

In other police reports:

The contents of a rubbish barrel caught fire Tuesday
night in the basement of Baker House. The barrel was
dragged outside. "It was most likely caused by careless

disposal of smoking materials," police said.

A 20-year old student was taken to the University

Health Services late Tuesday night after she injured her

head on the corridor of the fourth floor of Coolidge Tower.

She was wrestling in the hall with a male friend, he spun
her around and hit her head on the wall, police said.

A 1980 Cheverolet caught fire Tuesday morning in park-

ing lot 31. The fire was extinguished by the owner of the

car. police said.
-JEANETTE DeFORGE

Entertainer to discuss AIDS
Entertainer David Summers, who has contracted Ac-

quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), will visit the

University campus to discuss AIDS with students and
other members of the University community.
Summers will speak at 7 p.m. tonight in Campus Center

Room 101. A question and answer period will be led by

Summer and Dr. Paul Berman of the University Health

Services.

In the last 18 months. Summer has appeared on the

three major television networks, the Phil Etonahue Show,

the Cable News Network and the British Broadcasting

Corporation.

Summer will also speak to students at 4 p.m. today at

the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance in the Student

Union. Summer's visit is sponsored by the Program for

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns.

Ambassador speaks on U.N.
Canadian Ambassador and Permanent Representative

to the United Nations Stephen Lewis will speak about the

United Nations in his lecture, 'Whether the United Na-
tions Now.'

The lecture will take place at 8 p.m. tonight in Thomp-
son Hall room 102 at the University of Massachusetts.

The lecture is sponsored by the Five College Canadian
Studies Program and the Amherst chapter of the United
Nations Association.
The lecture is part of the Canadian studies program's

"From a Canadian Perspective" lecture series.

Tenant's union to meet
The Pufilon Village Tenants' Union will meet at 7 p.m.

today in Room 164 of the Campus Center to discuss Union

strategies, new extermination efforts, and the meeting

with Puffton Village management.
The Puffton Village Tenants' Union was organized in

response to tenants' complaints of the cockroach infesta-

tion that exists in some Pufflon rental units and to aid

in making Pufilon residents aware of their rights as

tenants. All Puffton tenants are eligible to join the union

and are encouraged to attend today's meeting.

Collegian 5

?̂ verboat Village

NOW OPEN

APAFTTMENTS. SOU FH HADLEY.

1. 2 Of 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BEAUTIFUL MODELS FUPNiSHf D BY CmAP DeiAiNES II EPSTE'N FuBNiTUKE

•Swimming Pool •Tennis Cour! •Club House •ShuHle Board Cour

LEASED ON DCIN -XCUP*^CV b»S . .^ t.i. '.-«»-."<- \siJ

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
to AM 4 PM

PHONE t.3?9J-'

532 94t,

COMEDY
i^"^'' CABARET

NIGHT

Fran Solomita &
- Ol'UNMIKt CONTESI
• . lor VWUfHIl 1«I»*0 Mll/f?H

IIA/ni'DtN SNACK UAII
i| TMWR5f ... 3 P,-

I ,' •UA

r

TONIGHT AT

HANOi^
Dance/Club

VVt I i.i : r N I r lill s r \ rh s. c >vixM i ! i { i ir\\ ^l

REVERSE
COVER CHARGE

Every Customer Arriving
Before 10:30 a<| /w\

|

ReMives V I .UU I

Changes
Cash

1^ Peart

Harbors
7 $1.25

PEARL
HARBOR
WEEK

^Kamikazes

^^ sHs a»^
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Wednesday's Cutting

SPECIAL
Women $12 /^-———

^

«8. IS (CiORPSftMP/S)
Men. . . . .$10 v^i—- hiAiusAiDNs '-^^,

rag. $16

The Hampshire Mall • 586-7913

MONEV MOTIUATEO?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and

Have the Confidence to Prove

What it Takes, Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expanding a

new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing is the future

successful road to sales in the 1980's, and we are growmg

rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to work around your schedule,

and you can earn up to $10. CX) per hour while training.

There are still 25 positions available. Salary + Commissions

+ Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM -7 PM, Dave
413-256-4101

tbitoJ*>xsteJ5ite«5te«5^ •k^<::s!^a!^<s:^<:^

20 Shopping Days \ f
till Christmas | |

and only

6 days till the

Collegian
Special

Holiday
Edition

ICHRISTMAS IS ALMOST HERE
AND THIS IS A GREAT GIFT IDEA! |

SEND A HOT TUB THRU THE MAIL
|

TO: NAME^ — ff

- spaS ADDRESS

FROM: NAME.

ADDRESS
k Send check, money order pp„nMF
5 or VISA/MC/AMEX to:

TELEPHONE

6 UTOPIA SPAS

g 175 University Dr.
UTOPIA SPAS
175 University

Amherst, MA 01002

g (413) 253-7727

VISA/MC/AMEX #.

Tub for 2 people for D 1 hour ($22.00) D V2 hour ($14.00)

We'll mail it to you or for you, if you like!

Or stop by and pick one up!

J^2^2^2^j^J^J^J^2f.^i^i^i^J^J^Ji^^i^^i^i^jy^J^:^^'

Get your ad in the Special Holiday

Edition on Dec. 11.

Come to Campus Center Room 113

from Dec. 2 to Dec. 6

Daily

Collegian
.:^.^i!r.'^.icifi('^iT^ir^^iri^^^iririr^^ir^ir

LC ist (^onmction
YOUR CONNECTION FOR THE BEST

SEATS AT THE BEST PRICES"

tickets on sale now:

ROGER DALTRY d«:8

RUSH fridecIS

SADE thudecS

KISS - BILLY CRYSTAL
whalers and bruins home games

mon-fri 10-6pm 1 -788-6938

hhiid^

Writing center provides
relief to students

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

C«r to oi rtkt Out Houn
$uiMt^ Noon 'o W Mf

m
Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:
430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St,

Hadley Northamptcn

253-2571 586-8220

By JULIE M. BENNETT
Collegian Correspondent

As the end of the semester approaches,

students who are frustrated by seemingly

insurmountable term papers may seek

relief at the University of Massachusetts's

Writing Center.

The center operates on a drop-in basis

and provides services both for the students

who want objective tutoring and for the

tutors who learn about teaching and

writing. Valerie Traub, a Ph.D. candidate

in literature at the University, runs the

Center and teaches the peer tutors who
staff it.

Peer tutors receive 3 credits for their

work, through an independent study course

offered through the English department.

"Our I the center's) role is not to come bet-

ween teachers and students, but rather to

help students understand what the expec

tations (of a teacher) £U"e and how he or she

could fulfill them." Traub said. "It is the

tutor's job to try and bring out what so

meone has to say, either through en-

couragement and support or through being

challenging and provocative."

Most clients "need help on thinking up

topics, organizing and creating workable

structures, and focusing on material,"

Traub said. Even experienced writers could

still use help which focuses on form, voice

and style, she said.

The center is also helps people who are

having difficulty with basic skills such as

writing complete sentences and using

tenses and pronouns correctly But since

the di up in center is unprepared to provide

a student with the same tutor each time,

Traub suggests that students who want to

work with one tutor are "in some ways are

better off with a personal tutor who is go-

ing to help them week after week."

"Most people who come in are initially

apprehensive," she said, "they don't know
what it's about and they don't know if

they're going to get criticized. M^t ofthem
have been criticized a lot. Once they see it's

a good thing, though, they come back."

Christopher Muise, a junior political

science ma^r, said he "had trouble express-

ing two sides of an argument. I came for

help to write more objectively and have a
broader perspective of the topic." He said

the tutor helped him by suggesting points

from the other side that he had not realiz-

ed before.

Traub said the director of the Writing

Program, Charles Moran, supports the

center and recommends it. She said the

support she receives comes from faculty

members who already know her and "stop

to give thanks for helping a student. But
it's very informal," she said.

The Center is staffed by 15 tutors and

operates 10 and a half hours a week. It is

of^n Monday 7-9 p.m. in Baker basement

and Pierpont classroom, Tuesday 3:30-5

p.m. in Bartlett 101, Wednesday 3:30 5

p.m. and 7 9 p.m. in Bartlett 101. and

Thursday 3:30-5 p.m. in Bartlett and 7 9

p.m. in Baker and Pierpont.

lYOU NEED A VACATIOI
SIGN'UP NOW
UMass Ski Club

430 Student Union

For more info

call 545-3437

Final payments due Dec. 15th

*t's not too long until you'll be walking up to get

your degree But there s something you could get

nght now that will help you in any walk of life The

American Express" Card
Because if you're a senior and you ve

accepted a $10,000 career-oriented job, you

could get the American Express Card.

That's it No strings. No gimmicks (And even if

you don't have a )ob nght now. don't worry. This

offer IS still good for 12 months after you graduate )

This IS a special offer from American Express be-

cause, as graduating seniors, we think you're kind

of special. In fact, we believe in your future. And

this IS the best way we know to prove it.

Of course, the American Express Card will

prove to be a great help to you in your career for

travel and for entertaining And, to entertain your-

self, you can use it to buy some new clothes for

work or some new things for home In addition, the

Card is also a great way to help you begin to estab-

lish your credit history

So call 1-800-THE-CARD and ask to have a Spe-

cial Student Application sent to m "^^W
you. Or look for one on campus.

The American Express Card.

Don't leave school without it.'^

^\iJtaiMHu^'i £:£i*iiL»aJ

i. \^mS (Ufwf,(»n I »(»rrx* Trjvri KrUIrd -wn
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SUPERIOR PIZZA
Simply Superior Pizza

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
17 Montague Rd.

North Amherst

549-0626
|Wit(T any Large"or?mairPiz"aJ
I get second item {

I
FREE !

i Expire Dec. 21, 1966 J

I

1 I I v^ K i_i_i_v_i_(:^i

D.S.O.
The Dyslexic Student Organization

Room 69 Bartlett Hall

University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Telephone 546-0018
(Registered Student Organizetlon)

Cr^-HFr-COLLOQUlM
Presenters:

Dr. Shirley M. De Shields and Judith Udes Herrell

SUBJECT:
Learning Differences:

Dyslexia and the college student

DATE: Thursday, December 5, 1986

TIME: 8:00 p.m.

PLACE: Room 166 Campus Center

Change your
tires NOW

$

4 Alignment and
Balancing

available

North Afn»Mr|tTlr«
4 Aaito Cancer

1H4 Same* Tta SKy*

M»-4T0«

UNWANTED
HAIR?

Have it removed
the

Electronic
Weyl
Cell

NEW
REFLECTIONS

GaS-8371
No Neadlaa.

No Pein, No Hair j

Naw & Uaed Cara
Trucks 4 Vara Atoo Avalabt*

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880 .

Single pieces or Paradise Pacs
of up to 20 delicious pieces.

Also fresh pocket sandwicties,

salads and desserts.

253-7494

Eat in or

take out orders

All fresti chiicken

prepared witti

natural ingredients,

fried in pure peanut oil.

Downtown Amherst 31 Bolfwood Woik

(through! the otley. next to Toco Villa)

f
2
o

GOLD
SALE

A^/v^^^ftAAAArtiVvvvvv;AiV^^/^ftnA^vvv^i^v^AAAA/w^^^^l^^/^^

o

2
o

o
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2
o
o
2
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60% OFF
on 14k Gold Chains

and Earrings

14k Gold Bracelet

I Regular $42.00 NOW $16.00 I

I 14k Gold 18" Chain |

I Regular $80.00 NOW $29.00 |

I 14k Gold Earrings ^

1 Regular $28.00 NOW $12.00 |
Many other Fabulous

Savings Available

I FOR ONE WEEK ONLY |
Men. Dec. 2 thru Sat. Dec 7

Located in the Campus Center

sa.i«.s MMSTORED

o

O
o

o

o

o
o
E

o
a

SPORTSWEAR
Factory Outlet
Next to Super Stop &, Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

All

N.F.L. Football

MLBB Baseball
50-75% OFF

Sweat Shirts

Reg. $32.00 NOW $15.

NFL Telephones

Reg. $65.00 NOW $25.

Wall Plaques

Reg. $14.00 NOW $4.00

Coffee Mugs
Reg. $8.00 NOW $2.00

Beer Mugs
Reg. $17. NOW $4.00

Stadium Blankets

Reg. $32.00 NOW $10.

Infant Wear
Reg. $22.00 NOW $9.99

Toddler NFL Wear
Reg. $13.00 NOW $6.99

NFL Back Packs

Reg. $18.00 NOW $5.00 >

Plus much, much more! i;

^ ^^^^^^^r ^j^^V^^K ^H ^V1^^^^ ^B
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$tudent
$ense

By

Christine Hughes and Peter Rice

Wheri most people hear the term "investment, ' they

conjure up thoughts of slick real estate deals, or huge
Wall Street stock transactions. But that's not always
what investing is.

To invest your money simply means to put it to use

in the most profitable way. As a college student you may
not be among a class reknown for wealth, but that

doesn't mean that you can't begin investing now. While

there are literally hundreds of things that you could in-

vest in, we'll only mention a few of the best for someone
with currently limited funds.

One feasible investment for a student is a mutual fund.

The purpose of a mutual fund is to pool the funds of many
investors in order to buy a variety of instruments. This

type of investment is an attractive one for a number of

reasons.

First, it allows for the diversification into many dif

ferent areas which wouldn't normally be available to an
individual investor with a relatively small amount of

money. For example, if you had invested $500 in a

mutual fund you would essentially have invested $1 in

each stock. By having your investment spread out like

this, the relative risk on return is lowered.

Second, a mutual fund is usually actively managed by

financially experienced and devoted professionals. This

helps to ensiu^ the best investment ofyour money. Third,

a mutual fund tends to be less expensive to get in and

out of than individual stocks or bonds. Many mutual

funds are "no-load" funds, which means there is not a

fee charged to buy or sell them. Although many mutual

funds have minimum investment levels of $1000, there

are plenty of opportunities available with levels of at

Ipact hflll t.h&t

If you are looking for an investment with a more

Students have
investment options
precise and certain return, you many be interested in

a certificate of deposit, or a CD, as they are often called.

A CD IS the investment of a fixed amount of money for

a predetermined length of time, resulting in a specific

return.

CD's are offered by almost all financial institutions at

various, competitive rates of interest. The minimum
amount of investment is usually between $500 and

$2500, and is generally held for a period of three to six

months.
The advantage of a CD is that you can determine at

the time you invest exactly how much you will have earn

ed when the CD matures (when its term of investment

has elapsed). CD's tend to be quite safe investments, as

long as the institutions offering them are stable

organizations.

If your idea of investing is more along the lines of

"playing the market," fine. But be prepared for anything,

because the stock market would be through the use of

a discount broker. By picking low prices as recommend-

ed, you could buy a respectable amount of stock for only

a few hundred dollars. If you are fortunate enough to

select the "right" stocks, the potential for return becomes

unlimited.

Before taking on an investment of this sort, it is im-

perative that you understand one thing about the stock

market. The different factors and forces that cause price

movements are dependent on an almost infinite number
of things. Even the people who invest in the market pro-

fessionally and have been doing so for a long time, have

no guarantee that their selections will perform as ex

pected. The stock market does not offer the same safety

or certainty that the previously mentioned investments

do.
Christine Hughes and Peter Rice are former managers

of the UMass Student Federal Credit Union.

Reagan accepts
resignation of
Dynamics head
WASHINGTON (AP)- President Reagan "reluctantly

"

agreed to relieve NASA Administrator James Beggs of

his duties pending disposition of charges that Beggs

defrauded the government while an official of Genera^

Dynamics Corp., the White House announced yesterday.

In brief written statement issued shortly before Reagan
was to appear publicly to announce a change of national

security advisers, spokesman Larry Speakes said Beggs

asked Reagan to be granted a leave of absence and the

president agreed.

It was not immediately clear whether Beggs would con-

tinue to be paid pending trial on the felony indictment

announced Monday.
: While reluctantly acceding to the request, the presi-

dent has asked Mr. Beggs to assist temporarily in the

orderly transition of his responsibilities to his colleagues

at NASA to facilitate continuity of management at this

critically important agency." the statement said. "Mr.

Beggs has agreed to do so."

The spokesman said the space program "has been

revitalized" under Beggs' leadership, and "this important

record must be continued."

An administration and a congressional source said the

acting NASA administrator would be Dr. William R.

Graham, a California research executive who became
deputy administrator only last week.

Monday's indictment named Beggs and three other

former or present General Dynamics Corp. officers on

charges they tried to hide cost overruns on an Army pro-

ject by shifting the costs from a non-reimbursable category

to one in which the government would pay the firm.

FAMOUS
NAME

BRANDS

WATCH SALE!
• BENRUS
• GRUEN
• TISSOT
•JULES

JURGENSEN
• HELBROS
• CLINTON

• WALTHAM • DUFONTE
by LUCIEN PICCARD
• HAMILTON-BUREN

• OTHER FAMOUS BRANDS

''"^V.!!'^^ YOUR CHOICEANALOG QUARTZ • DIAMONDS
TWO • DIAMONDS - FOUR
• DIAMONDS- SIX -MESH

BRACELETS • FASHION LINK
SPORTS • NURSE-SWEEP SECOND

• DRESS • AUTOMATIC DAY &
DATE • AUTOMATIC CALENDAR
• ALARM-CHRONOGRAPH-LCD.

• POCKET WATCHES • ELECTRICS

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

$ 39.95
Available at

The Jewelry

Counter

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mMstore^.

not

all models

are

available

Located in the Cannpus Center

f^.UNIVERSITY
mMstore^

Open

M-F 9-5
^^^

Sat 10-3
'**
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The time for action
An unprecedei>ted coalition of student groups is holding a rally at 12:30

p m today on the Student Union steps to protest the adnunustration s latest

effort to impose its will upon the Student Activities Trust Fund.

Though faced with a formidable task, Students Advocating Rights

Together may soon regain budgetary control of the SATF (a privilege which

the Undergraduate Student Senate has previously eryoyed). by the sim-

ple virtue of the unique diversity and unity of such radically different

organizations.
, • , j- »u^

START represents more than 30 student groups, including the

Undergraduate and Graduate Student Senates, the UMass Republican

Club the University DemocraU, the Commuter Area Governing Board,

the Southwest Area Government, the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy, the Radical Student Union, the Legal Services

Governing Board, the Third World Caucus, the UMass Peacemakers,

StudenU for Participatory Democracy, the Women's Caucus, and the

Jewish Caucus. ...,,.. * j
While we are sometimes dismayed by the behavior of the senate, and

while we recognize that there is indeed a fiscal crisis within the SATF,

we reject the administrative response - a laundry list of seven policies

which ar« non-negotiable and for which no recent effort was made to solicit

student input
, . ,, . . » j *

And while the argument rages about to whom the University Board of

Trustees has delegated SATF authority, neither students nor ad-

mimstrators can expect to settle this dispute by continually pointing to

trustee documents which offer seemingly contradictory explanations.

The time has come for responsible action by both studenU and

administrators. .... _. *

First, all students must make an effort to attend the rally to demonstrate

their support for their elected student leaders, for our student government

cannot accomplish much without that support.

Secondly, the campus administration and the senate must agree on a

more reasonable forum to discuss this matter in a more rational, less ex-

plosive, and less adversarial manner.
. ,, .

Little will be accomplished if administrators reluM to discuss the polioes

further, and even less will be accomplished if the student body cannot

muster a simple show of support, especially in light of the unity of their

div^ve leadership. r *u^ r^^w^^^^
Unsigned policy editonals reflect the mq;onty opinion of the Collegian

Board of Editors. ^ . « „ • l

Contrary to literature being distributed by START, the Collegian ^ar

never authorized the use of its name within the volumnwus li^t ofR^Us

included under the title "...so you won't see these anymore!" Aho theLoX-

legian is completely independent fiscally from the SAO, the SGA and the

University administration. The Collegian is funded by advertising and

subscription revenue alone. — the Editor.
.

Infamy from firebomb fury
COLUMBO. Sri Lanka-For years, this

South Asian island was considered by

foreign travelers to be one of the most tran-

quil and benign locations on Earth. Ex-

plorers and merchants of centuries past

would carry on about the peace and beau-

ty to be found in what they called Seren-

dib. Recently, it has been becoming an in-

creasingly popular spot for European

tourists. With all the miles of palm-firinged

beaches, archaeological wonders, and spec-

tacular wildlife reserves to be found here,

it is not hard to understand why.

In the last two years, that image has been

shot to hell. Little about Sri Lanka is now
reported in the West except for ambushes,

curfews, and assorted acts of terrorism. The

suffering that these events have wrought

here is multiplied by the knowledge that

they are giving the country a bad name.

Nobody likes to see their nation associated

only with armed conflict.

Nothing gets a place more noticed in the

intomational press than acts of violence

within its borders. The history, culture,

aspirations, and achievements of the

world's countries are rarely offered by the

media for the enlightenment of the general

populace. It is not until the bodies start pil-

ing up Uiat news is made.

For instance, how many millions of

Americans thought that Lebanon was in

Pennsylvania or New Hampshire until the

bullets were flying in Beirut? Quite a few,

I would bet. Similarly, there is the case of

South Africa. Most of us (including Dan
Rather and his ilk) were content to live in

blessed ignorance before a few random

firebombs grew into the conflagration that

plays before as now. There are many ques-

tions but few satisfactory answers as to

why this is so.

Perhaps the most puzzling of them is

where to lay the blame. A lot ofjournalists

William Spain
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The fight for rights is now
Students. Today is the day where we

must address ourselves to the administra-

tion's attempt to takeover our $1.8 million

Student Activities Trust Fund.

As we join together in this fight we can

gain much strength from looking at

history Students, just like you and 1,

fought tooth and nail for years to gain con

trol of this money They fought to establish

the Legal Services Office to protect us from

unlawful acts by admmistrators and police

officers; they fought to build SCERA to bat

tie unfair tuition increases and oppressive

acts by members of the community; they

fought to build Off^^ampus Housing to help

us struggle for fair and equitable housing;

and they fought for the Office of Third

World Affairs to gain a voice for minority

students on this campus.

None of these were given to us by the ad-

ministration. Students fought and they

won. But now the administration tries to

take it all away.

It is no accident they try this deceitful act

during this time of the semester. They

know we are all very busy with our school

work. And well we should be. But, alas,

they have issued a challenge and we must

respond. We must act for those who came

before us; we must act for the 25,000 of us

here; and we must act for our brothers and

sisters who will follow us in the future.

Student power rests in our numbers, our

unity and our commitment. Without these

we have nothing. In planning today's ral-

ly we have seen students, torn by strife and

ideolofirical Hifferences. unite in thisstrug-

Marc Kenen

gte. Conservatives working with pro-

gressives, putting aside our differences

because they are just that, our differences.

This is a diverse student body and the

many viewpoints are well represented. But

we all have one thmg in common; the right

to decide what is done with our money.

If we lose this fight the results will be

catastrophic. Over time they will disman

tie the LSO, They will disempower our ad

vocates fighting tuition increases. They

will set us back 20 years in the fight to

determine our own lives.

Student power comes from the uniting of

individuals into a cohesive, committed

group. The rally today is only the beginn

ing. It will serve to form this group. It is

what happens after the rally that will

determine our future. We must take the

energy and the unity of the rally and turn

it into power.

It is a hard part of the school year to im-

agine devoting valuable energy towards

having to fight administrators who are

hired to work FOR you and not AGAINST
you. But we have no choice. Either we do

it now or we lose our money. Together we

cannot be defeated. And the time for talk

is over. The time for action is here.

Marc Kenan is a teaching assistant for the

Legal Services Office.

Getting the real story
It is usually not my policy to respond to

a letter to the editor concerning one of my
columns; however, the letter by John

Hayes ("Get It Straight," Nov. 24) deserves

a response. Hayes' letter, rather than mak-

ing substantative arguments to refute my
Nov. 21 column, immerses itself in

polemical rhetoric. Instead of responding

to my column, the letter simply serves to

perpetuate myths which the American left

claim as truth.

One immediately knows that Hayes is

wearing his own political "blinders" when

he naively states that "all murder and tor-

ture in Nicaragua is being carried out by

the freedom fighters." In order to reach

Peter Dow
Heyes is quite confident that the San-

dinistas have done much to improve the

Nicaraguan "quality of life." Indeed, the

Sandinistas did initiate literacy and health

campaigns; however, their "social revolu

tion" has been abandoned since Daniel

Ortega's decree eliminating all civil liber-

ties. Also, is the American left qualified to

jud?to add the number of grenades in a

schoolbook more important

would probably say violence and tragedy

are what people like to hear about most.

If that is true, it would account not only for

the fascination with international strife

but also for the gruesome relish with which

domestic crime news is reported to the

public. Media consumers can express their

horror and disgust, all the while making

sure not to miss the smallest detail of the

carnage.

It is clear that the media have a respon-

sibility to cover the dark side of human
nature. To play it down or dismiss it would

be a betrayal of the calling. What needs to

be more thoroughly considered is the pro-

blem of weighing benefits and damages. Is

it fair or just to spread news of unrest in

a country without considering the possible

repercussions? In Sri Lahka, these have

been extensive. Tourism has dropped off

sharply in the wake of reports about in-

surgent activities and government counter-

measure. This has been a disastrous blow

to a developing economy beginning to reap

the foreign exchange benefits brought by

wealthy vacationers.

I do not think that many reporters worry

about such things. Nor am I convinced that

they should. Covering only good news is

something best left to the government-

controlled media of dictatorships. The
unfettered state of American journalism

allows all aspects of human interaction to

be duly reported. To neglect the inevitable

conflicts that arise would be irresponsible

and dishonest, but to concentrate on them

alone can produce an even more distorted

view of the already sad state of world af

fairs.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

Sandinista schoolbook more

than being able to receive a fair market

uie .rc«uu„. ..»..-. -. —" P"ce for your goods? Is receiving a dose of

such a preposterous conclusion, Hayes' on- penicillin more important than being able

ly source of "information" must be San- to organize a trade union without fear of

dinista propaganda. Hayes obviously has

not investigated the many thousands of ac-

counts of Sandinista torture and murder

that have been documented by the

Nicaraguan Permanent Commission for

Human Rights. Hayes also ignores the

repeated Sandinista violence against the

Catholic Church, the Miskito Indians, the

independent trade unions, and other op-

position groups.

Many incidents of Sandinista brutality

are reported consistently by such respected

newspapers as The Wall Street Journal,

The New York Times, and The Boston

Globe, in addition, I have repeatedly writ-

ten columns in this space detailing in-

stances of Sandinista repression, which

Hayes claims never happened. It is indeed

unfortunate that Hayes' own blinders have

forced him to develop a warped sense of

reality in Nicaragua.

Hayes claims that the Sandinistas are "a

popularly elected government which in the

last 6 years has done more to improve the

quality of life in Nicaragua than 100 years

of U.S. supported dictatorships." First, one

brutal FSLN retaliation? Americans

should not try to measure which are more

important; however, the Nicaraguans

deserve to see their promised democracy

become reality.

Secondly, I do not claim that El Salvador

is a "bastion of freedom," as Hayes claims;

it is true, however, that El Salvador is pro-

gressively moving toward this goal. The

Salvadoran military has been checked by

civilian authority, and abuses have

decreased dramatically from levels in the

19708 and early 1980s. Also, nothing is fur-

ther from the truth than the claim that

Duarte's government would collapse if the

militau"y is weakened. Indeed, support for

the government comes from the population

itself; this was evident in the elections for

the national assembly and the president.

In addition, the communist FMLN
guerillas have received virtually no sup-

port. They have resorted to kidnappings

and abductions of young Salvadorans to ob-

tain new troops; they also kidnapped

Duarte's daughter and more than 30

Salvadoran mayors to obtain the release of

has to question the validity of an election jailed guerilla leaders

which was run and controlled by the party

(the FSLN) that won. Indeed, the outcome

was already know prior to the election;

Bayardo Arce, one of the Sandinista com-

mandantes, stated as much when he said

that even if the Sandinistas lost, they

would not relinquish their power. Hayes

also overlooks the Sandinista repression of

the oppostion groups and their leaders (in-

cluding Adam Fletes, Donald Lacayo, and

Arturo Cruz) which eliminated any hope

for a free election.

Finally, Hayes claims that my columns

are "bogus trash." If he was referring to

my arguments, then why didn't he attempt

to refute each of the points in my column

with substantative arguments, rather than

repeating the usual, wildly-generalized lef

tist phrases? Central America is not an

ideaological battleground for American lef-

tists and the sooner Hayes and his counter-

parts realize this, the better.

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist.

Security overzealous

-or\ ^ ^- - ui-

A question of authority
No more boring reviews of the "Student

Activities Trust Fund Saga." No further

confusion about trustee documents, SGA
Constitutions, differing opinions, and who .

knows what else has been brought up for

discussion throughout the past two weeks.

Just for argument's sake though, we want

to mention a few historical points and also

mention just a few important ironies.

First of all, this is not the first time that

the Student Government Association and

the University administration have argued

over the authority question. Indeed, we

have close to seven years worth of memos,

proposals, counter-proposals, and more

memos which all deal with some argument

about authority. They all vary, from ques-

tions of trust fund management, to who
supervises professional staff, and, erf"course,

who should control the operation of the

SGA agencies/SATF funded agencies.

Wait. What was that? Yes, youre right, we
said seven years. Actually, if you want to

be nitpicky, we could add a few years (but,

we won't).

In order to fully explain why this ques-

tion has never been resolved, we would

have to write a legthy dissertation. But,

since we can't do that, we will still present

the bottom line.

Primarily, there are existing written

policies which outline how certain pro-

cesses are to be enacted. In many cases,

these documents are the basis for our ac-

tions and our belief that there is specific

delegation of these processes to the SGA
and its various branches. Additionally, the

hundreds of memos mentioned earlier were

not written in vain. Many ofthem provide

concrete, written confirmation of

agreements SGA leaders made with the ad-

ministration. Unfortunately, as the years

go by, trust levels and good faith adherence

to these agreements are washed under the

bridge. There seems to be an assumption,

by certain parties, that new leadership

doesn't read the old files, and further, that

the background to the negotiations

documented in the files has not been pass-

ed along. The topper, though, is that air of

surprise that answers students when

discrepencies in policies are noticed, or

when blatant ignorance is demonstrated by

the actions of any one individual.

For seven years there has been a

perpetuation of the authority question.

Throughout this time, we have seen the

development of an interesting problem,

which we call "the convenience syndrome."

There are policies of convenience,

statements of convenience, phrases of con-

venience, the "let's leave it outs"... because

it's convenient. Who are we trying to kid?!

Each time we sit down at the round table

for negotiation and request that a policy

(already existing) be placed in writing - so

that disagreements and long years of strug-

gle can be ended -- we are refused. Another

reason is not that it is a dangerous policy

Roth/Burgess

(most likely its something which has

already been practiced for years), not

because there is a misconception on the

part ofSGA leadership, but because, when
time comes to match the bread with the

butter, the administration backs down and

"forgets" about all past precedent. In fact,

ironically, the administration finds it very

convenient to state that they are responsi-

ble for the process and take credit for the

results, unless something is going wrong,

in which case they quickly point to the

students as having, "once again," stepped

out of line. How else could a problem have

arrisen?!

One final point should be made. We are

well aware of the fact that there are many
students on this campus who don't really

understand what this argument is all

about; not because they don't care, but

because there are just too many confusing

incidents to decipher and not enough in-

depth explanations for them. So we tried

to give some of those explanations today.

Now, instead of being sarcastic, the ques-

tion is, what can we do?

First of all, we ask that you help by try-

ing to better understand the issues at hand.

Take an interest in the future of the SGA.

The positive future of student control of the

budget process within the SATF and of stu-

dent involvement with our professional

staff and our agencies, is essential to our

struggle against the overzealous hordes of

University officials. Secondly, you should

come to the rally today. The START (Stu-

dent Advocating for Rights Together) coali-

tion could be your key to understanding

this menacing situation. Don't be fooled by

administrators who appear to offer

solutions.

For example, when speaking about ways

to improve the financial system of the SGA,

one administrator mentioned "incor-

porating" the SGA, like student govern-

ments in the California system. To most in-

dividuals, this sounds like a great idea. It

did to us. Only after we did our own
research and talked with some other ad-

ministrators did we realize that

Massachusetts' law appears to prohibit

such a move on our psirt. But, we're still

looking. It's interesting, though, that the

administrator chose to leave these facts out

of his reference (what was that about

statements of convenience?).

It is time for action, understanding and

support. Let us START, together by help-

ing to put an end to the misunderstanding

of the past seven years...or who knows

where we will all be... seven years hence?!!!

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are the SGA
co-presidents.
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Two weeks ago.I went to the Violent

Femmes concert at the Blue Wall. There

were some weird doings going down at that

concert between the crowd and each other,

and between the crowd and the student

security. I don't know the Violent Femmes
that well - this is the first concert I've ever

been to - and I've only recently been listen-

ing to their two albums. 1 heard there was
to be some slamming at this concert and
my interest was sparked. My first real con-

tact with slamming was about two weeks

ago at an Anti Apartheid dance and when
people slammed there was a lot of open

space. I wasn't into it. I talked to two peo-

ple there about slamming and they were

telling me how this slamming was "bad,"

not what slamming was all about, there

was too much space, and this made it

dangerous, people could get hurt.

At the beginning of the concert I was dan-

cing with a small group of friends. A stu-

dent security guard of UPC came up to us

(about 4-5 times), grabbed us and told us

to "stc^ it, there won't be any of that here."

We tried to Ulk to the guard, (because she

is in the very important role of watching

so no one gets hurt), to explain to her that

we were only dancing. We were not slam

ming; we were not nudging people; the

others around us were not bothered by us

(we asked them). We felt we were in the

right; we were only dancing, this was a con-

cert, the floor was completely cleared, we
paid good money for our tickets, the music

was turning us on and we were going to

dance.

Some gentle slamming started, some
cooperative nudging, pushing, and balan-

cing. I was on the outskirts, still just danc

ing with a friend and the student security

guard grabbed my friend and me forceful-

ly and told us she had warned us. She told

us to stay out, to stay against the wall, on

the outskirts of the floor. We tried to talk

to her, "we were only dancing, what harm
are we dong?", "why can't we dance?", etc.

A few minutes passed and I joined the

crowd again, the slamming was starting

and It was great. The guard finally left us

alone when the real slamming started.

This real slamming was a group of peo-

ple getting into the music, dancing closely

Heidi Ly

ana being balanced by each other, being

pushed back in the crowd if anyone's

balance was lost, pushed in another direc-

tion as people kept rotating, and not letting

people get out of physical touch with each

other because the tension, and thus the

balance, would be lost and someone could

get hurt, or fall. There were women and

men slamming together; small women and

small men, big women and big men, and

we were working together. If this is what

slamming is about • a cooperative effort of

sharing and breaking down physical boun-

daries on the dance floor then it is great.

There were times though, especially

toward the end of the concert, when
another small group joined our slamming
group and that was not great. They were

into a kind of slamming UPC and security

should be aware of because it is NOT
cooperative or concerned with other human
beings. All the men in this group (they

were all men) were BIG and they all seem-

ed very muscular. They had a lot of weight

behind them, and they were into a slamm-

ing slamming. They threw their weight;

they elbowed into people; and they pushed

very hard. They were rude and disruptive.

This slamming is NOT cool because it is

not cooperative or caring of other human
beings and it is not concerned with

everyone having a good time. So next time;

you who want to get hurt slamming either

do it with your own size or better yet. find

others who want to get hurt also.

It is more than likely that UPC security

tried to grab these more violent folk off to

the sidelines also, but I didn't see much of

that happening. When I am just dancing,

and that's just a basic part of music and

concerts, and I get pulled off to the side, and

a friend of mine who is one of the most gen-

tle of men anyone will ever meet gets pull-

ed to the side, that is unacceptable. I was

happy when security left us alone when we
were actually slamming, but isn't that a

bit ironic?

Heidi Lu is a UMosh studenL

Fight the cold beauracracy
My sister started at the University this

semester. She's a first-year sudent and

came here directly from high school. One
thing my brother and I have tried to im

press upon her is the size of this institution.

Because it is so large, people are often lost

between the cracks.

Class size will make people no more than

a face in the crowd, causing professors to

be unable to help those that really need it.

This can be frustrating to both professor

and student. The University's size also

causes problems with administrators.

Rules become more important than people.

It is quickly forgotten that the purpose of

this institution is to educate. Over the

course of the last two weeks, my sister has

found out how uncaring the University can

be.

My sister's roommate withdrew from

school a few weeks ago. This left my sister

with a double-single in Southwest. She was

concerned about being forced to move, so

she spoke with her RA and her RD. They

both assured her that this wouldn't be a

problem. A short while later she received

a bill for $65 for the "increased privacy"

of a single room. This happened in spite of

the fact that her roommate had paid for the

room through the end of the semester and

would be receiving no refund. Somehow the

University thinks it is right to charge twice

for the same room.

The letter my sister received said she

would have to pay the $65 or she might

have to move. If she wasn't moved, she

would have a new roommate move into her

room. Because of my sister's concern, my
father called Housing. He was assured that

my sister would not have to move. When
my sister went to Housing to confirm that

she wouldn't be moved, they believed she

was there to make arrangements to move.

This was totally unexpected and came aft«r

she had been assured three separate times

that she would not have to move. The
University somehow seems negligent in its

role of educating when it uproots a first

semester student trying to adjust to

David Valade

University life just prior to finals, the most

stressful period of the yeau*.

Events such as this are commonplace at

a University of this size. What should sur-

prise us is that they don't happen more

often. Because of our size, smooth operation

becomes more important than the educa-

tion of an individual student. An oversiz-

ed bureaucracy rolls over countless

students.

Your student government has establish-

ed several agencies that work to minimize

the adverse effects of University policies.

LSO, SCERA, OCHO, and OTWA all pro-

vide various services to you in this area.

They all work with student government to

ensure that University policies don't forget

that you, as a student, are the reason the

University exists. Because of the actions of

Randy Donant and Denny Madson the ser-

vices these agencies provide are in danger.

Whether these agencies continue to act on

your behalf depends on you.

A coalition has formed to fight Donant 's

actions. Such ideologically differing

organizations as the Republican Club and

the Radical Student Union are working to

fight the actions of Donant and Madson.

We are putting aside our differences to

fight for our rights as students. Donant and

Madson should beware. The success oftheir

actions depends on students being divided.

They should realize that our concern for

our rights is more important than our

differences.

At 12:30 p.m. today, there will be a rally

on the steps of the Student Union. This is

your chance to show the University ad-

ministration that you care about your

rights. It is your chance to say that you

won't be abused by people like Madson and

Donant. Join us today and send a clear

message that you'll fight for your rights.

David Valade is a Collegian columnist.
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to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made
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4F YOU CANTAFFORD TO LOSE
BUYAT OLYMPIAN

Men' and U/omen'sAuoy"CUT
Leather court shoe,

Reg. ^2.99.

32

1- -z. ".. -^ -5%

VWomen's Aut/y "Becky"

Leather aerobic shoes

Low. reg. ^2.99 High. reg. ^9.99

Men's Autry "Maverick" 32 3#
High top leather court

shoe. Reg. ^44.99.

<34

Ifyou demand high performance, the Autry* athletic shoe sale at Olympian is the way to go.

Superbly designed with ultra-soft leather, cool perforations, AaionSortr* insoles and special

tread rubber soles, Autry shoes will put you a step ahead of the competition.

E\^n if the only competition is you.

Wethriyeoncxxnpetition.
H«T^»hlre Mall, Rte. 9. Hadley

MasterClasses
at Parsons

Willi Smith: Fashion Design

James Wines: Environmental Design

Diana Bryan: Illustration

The Intersession Master Class program is designed for

serious students seeking to develop their professional

capabilities.

The distinguished design leaders conduct one-week full-time

intensive workshops supported by noted instructors in each

field. One college credit is earned upon completion of each

workshop.

January 6-10 Intersession Recess

Monday -Friday, 9 00 am to 4 00 pm
Accommodations are available.

For additional information, call

Andrew Rothman; 212-741-8975

Parsons School of Design
66 Fifth Avenue New York. New York 10011

Record reviews:

Joni Mitchell pulls through

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

THE DALLAS REUNION TAPES (ROIR)

? and the Mysterian*

? and the Mysterians, the original tex-mex rockers, are

back with a new cassette album of their reunion last year.

The Mysterians are in fine form, particularly organist

Frank Rodriquei, whose Leslie organ sound made "96

Tears" the truly great song that it is. The ? and the

Mysterians' sound is as driving as ever on this tape. The

roller rink organ, the steady tex-mex rhythm section and

of course ?. ? is lively and vivacious as usual except when
he starts to babble. Highlights include, "GirKYou Ca||.

tivate Me)" for the best music award and of course "96

Tears." Because it's on tape The Dallas Reunion Tape$

is kind of hard to find. Check Main St. Records in N<^
thampton or write to ROIR at 611 Broadway, Suite 725,

NYC NY 10012.

NIHILIST OLYMPICS (1 Dimensional Records)

Eighth Route Army
Local band makes album. The album is tight but there

isn't much that's new on it. Some of the songs on the first

side are well played and on the whole pretty interesting,

but the album peters out after awhile. The sound is pret-

ty much an inventory of new-wave from the Ramones to

the Cure.

DOG EAT DOG (Geffen)

Joni Mitchell
Mitchell has made the transition to the land of syn-

thesizers better than anyone of her era. Since she knowt

what she wants she avoids being dominated by producer

Thomas Dolby, a problem v*rith many albums he produces.

Mitchell's songs span the tyrannies of everyday life from

smoking to evangelists. The album is extremely contem

porary and realistic. Mitchell merges her music and voice

with the music and the themes of 1985. And it works well,

except for a cameo by Michael McDonald. So unless you

really can't stand Joni Mitchell, and you know who you

are. this album is recommended. If you've never heard

her Dog Eat Dog will make a fine introduction.

ICE ON FIRE (Geffen)

Elton John
I like this album. Go ahead, give me a hard time. The

horn arrangements in this white rock'n'soul menagerie

are tighter than anything Hall and Gates has done and

there isn't a bad song in the lot. A lot of the album sounds

like "I'm Still Standing." Ice on Fire stands up to just

about any rock album which as come out this year in

terms of consistency and basic rockness. It's an album you

can dance to just like when you were young.

THE LOST WEEKEND (A&M)
Danny and Dusty

It's hard to believe that anyone could get paid to make
an album as entertaining as this. Dan Stuart of Green
on Red and Steve Wynn of the Dream Syndicate have com-
bined with members of their bands and the Long Ryders
to put together the best Neil Young clone band ever. None
of the songs are actually by Mr. Young but they sound
as if they are, and what's more they sound better than
some of the stuff that he's done recently. The only cover

tune on the album is Bob Dylan's "Knockin' on Heaven's
Door" which sounds like Neil Young is singing it. This

album is without a doubt one of the top ten entertainment

values of the year.

ARTS

photo by Miranda Turin

Bimskaiabim wiU play Thursday night at Pearl Street.

Welcome back.

This is the third time the computer has
Xf^H my column, so this will be a truly ex-

citing live wire (Non-sequitor).

Boston's premiere ska band Bim-
skaiabim will play tonight at Pearl Street.

With Don the unique frontman at the front,

this may be your last chance to see them
up here before their album comes out. And
it should be good. Really, really good.

Acrt^ town one of the Rolling Stones'

favorite bands. The Neville Brothers, will

play at the Northampton Center for the

Arts. Warming up will be Luther Guitar

Jr. There are two shows so you have time
to see the Neville Bros, and then run over

to Pearl Street. Once again. Neville

Brothers, former members of The Meters,

New Orleans' finest.

Millie Jackson will be at the Frontier

Lounge in Springfield. The Outlaws will be

at the Red Balloon with the Fabulous

Heavyweights and locally Prime Suqiects

will play at the Hatch. Also Judy Polan at

the Iron Horse.

Saturday, Ray Brown, Milt Jackson,

Hank Jones, Max Roach and Stanley Tur
rentine will play Saturday night at the

Fine Arts Center.

Sunday, Rush will play with the Steve

Morse Band in Hartford,

On Monday guitarist Birelli Lagrene will

be at the Iron Horse for one 7 p.m. show.

This should be hot. We, here at the Col-

legian have been told that this guy is the

next Stanley Jordan, except he didn't go to

Princeton. He comes highly recommended
so it would be worth your while to check

it out.

Finally on Wednesday, there will be a

five band extravaganza featuring the Pa-

jama Slave Dancers, Circle, Watch the

Teeth Kate, The Image and Godspeed.

...Could be good.

The Neville Brothers will play tonight at Pearl Street

A WR\M(K NT Pim.RLS miStMATHlN STBllN SHUBtHd IKKSfiNTS YlHiWi JiHKHIiK'kmm
A.N iMBlJN EVTFRTAINMENT PROWnHlS IN \SS(l(l\TION WITH Hhm WINkLER MB BJRNBAIM

EXECl Tl\i" PROWLERS STB EN SPlELBEHd KATHLEEN KENNEDY FRANK MAR.sa\LL

a
WRITTEN B\ CHRIS COIi'MBl'S PROtafED B^ Nl\Rk JOHNSON DIREITED B^ B^RRV LEVINSON

ambTf: r^ji^jrrjsr-r: ™^^^^ a par\.moi;nt picti re
<XH>viWHt , ii» iTi rfinfiMrn re' fif—mi '•'-"—

Opens Wednesday, December 4th

At A Theatre Near You.
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*«. V SPRING BREAK ^*86''

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Rob 549-5303

i

There's

Something for Everyone

on your list at

THE OLD
MILL

Rte. 63 N. Amherst

1 mile north of UMass
Open Daily 10-6

Limited quantity

THISK CinaSTMAS A I (H I!

5»»aC!??i^C5?;^ C5?;Ci GiSscjCRsij C^i^ C5?>iC5?>i CP?;^} C5?;cj ^^^sCj ^^^ CS^i^C^^

Located in the Campus Center ^

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^ .

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

PIZZA SUBS

SPECIAL
1 FREE SODA with any Small Pizza
2 FREE SODAS with any Medium Pizza
3 FREE SODAS with any Large

Choose From Polar Cola, Diet Polar Cola
And Other Polar Sodas Including

Orange, Grape, Root Beer, Strawberry,
Ginger Ale and Cream Soda.
Flv« C«nU D«poalt Required On All Can*

ALSO AVAILABLE
WORLD CLASS SUBS
FREE DELIVERY!

EXPIRES DECEMBER 21, 1985

4:00pm to 2:OOam
363 MAIN STREET, AMHERST

256-0222

100% COTTON ^^^

TURTLENECkS
in a dozen dazzling cob

REG.-&95-

NOW
6,95

3 FOR

19.95

3 DA YS ONLY

Downtown Amhtrst Daily 10 - 6, Sun. 12-S

let usdoytkir
wash-dry-fold

and
hand pressing

10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7 DAYS 7AA^ 10 PM

S^^'''^^,

Quality
•Laundry

11 Pray St

Amherst. MA

Yesterday &
Today Records

I
Al>^Qrateful Dead Psych«d«lic

r 1 \

Grand Opening

Punk Jail

Bluaa

Top CASH
PAID for USED:
Racordt Tapat
Staraos Quitara

VIdaoa CD's

An
Alternative

Record Store

96 N. Plaasant St.

Amharst 253-9209

NOW AT HAMPDEN SNACK BAR

PLAY THE GREATEST ADVENTURE
VIDEO GAME EVER

GAUNTLET
4 CAN PLAY AT ONCE

Brought to you by ATARI and

{fluAAalt'^Call

Dr. Carol Rosin
Founder of InstKute for Security & Cooperation in

Outer Space

as

Alternatives To Star Wars

Founde operation

argues for

¥
US/USSR Cooperation In

Outer Space

Dec 5 Thurs UMass CC 811

4 to 5:30 pm
Hampshire College 7:30 pm

Spon«or«: AIAA-UMa«, Future Studiw/UMaw, CISCOS, Pioneer

Velley LT Societv, Plenetary Citizen, Wortd Federaliets, WorT>en

Strike For paece. Women* Rewurce Center Hampehire Cotiege

mg ^ ae

VALLEY BOOKS
Carriage Shops

Books at 40-80%

Off List Price
Thousands of new books

on every subject

Art Books, Kids Books,

History Books, Photography

Cooking, Wine and Drink

SAVE ON BOOKS FOR

CHRISTMAS
Mon-Frl 10:30-5;30 »"" 1^
Sat 10-5

549-6052

Check, Visa or Mastercard

Christmas
Boxed Cards

You'll find o special yuletide wish for everyone on your list.

^ UNIVERSITY
^STORE^i

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

MCMLXXXV Am^ncan Cntmgi Corp.

m
AMERIG\N GREETINGS

.y?-

CHEVY
CHASE %:

DAN
AYKROYD

^•9

With spies like these

who needs enemies?

WARNER BROS, p^ems a LANDIS/FOLSEY F.im

An AA.R.'BERNIE BRILLSTEIN -BRIAN GRAZp^iw^^^^^^^^^

CHEVY CHASE • DAN AYKROYD > "SPIES LIKE US''

STEVE FORREST DONNA DIXON • BRUCE DAVISON
BERNIE CASEY • WILLIAM PRINCE • TOM HATTEN

MUS.C By ELMER BERNSTEIN Executive Pmducer BERNIE BWLLOTIN
wpuy by 6aN AYKROYD and LOWELL GAIsg^ BABALOO MANDEL

Story by DAN AYKROYD &. DAVE THOMAS ,^„^ ,

, . ^,_ ,^

hoduced by BRIAN GRAZER and GEORGE FOLSEY, JR. D.r^ted byJOHN LANDIS

[feidd^SlfMrtVtbidc] FROM WARNER BROS. 9j A WARNER IX»1MI NICATKWb t;<.>MPAMV
Sa^mi. MiV mrm w*«umaamA 91)

Track Them Down December 6th at a Theatre Near You.
J
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Today's Weather

Today -^ —
Chance of morning sunshine, over-

cast skiea developing by afternoon.

Highs in niid-408.

Tonight
Possibility of light snow.

Tomorrow
Windy, flurries tapering off, high'a

in mid-40s.

BLOOM COUKTY 1»y Berke Breathed
McefTTue

ieme
P(MN/

15 A 9eA3CN

A TIME W UmH,
ft -nMe-Toarf,

A VMETOUyB.
ftvmwpte— "

4t7x

Today's Menu
Lunch

Ham Grinder

Broccoli and Cauliflower

Cassen^e
Basics Lunch

Falafel Pocket Sandwich
Broccoli and Cauliflower

Casserole

Dinner
Cheese Lasagna with Tomato Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

Basics Dinner
Polynesian Vegetables

Cheese Lasagna with Tomato Sauce

you uouci>ioT i>r-

r tram'K} UWI6C

y?

3

yfs:

X
\

u.'bemi'ji

/

3rto»a'c> TD

\

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiird h> I rude Michrl Jurir

GORDY By Gorde

n-^ iA/E ,vf(L-o.'.'/

OH, WOWf-

=^f= ^«= ^«=

HIGH STYLE at Low Costs

Even college students can afford

to look good at Marjon

also:

Tanning

and

waxinsr

Morjon

Hair

start at

cuts $8.00

perm 38.00

foiling 45.00

shampoo/cut/dry 14.00

Marjon Hair Design

Mountain Farms Mall

Rt9
Hadley, Ma

586-4551

ACROSS
1 Contigufalion

6 Flying

mammals
to Esau sprite

14 Panot an
estate

15 Another Sp
16 Teasdale
U Putt up
18 Like some

history

19 Trudge
20 Kett ot the

comics
21 Shore dinner

Item

22 Lagoon
23 Don I upset

this''

26 TracKs

29 Smallest

30 Decoys
31 Hunters con-

cealment

33 Japanese
admiral

36 Historic times

37 African

antelope

38 Beach toy

39 Urge
40 Stage light

41 Music term

42 Lollotirigida

and namesakes
44 Former presi

dent oi Egypt

45 Wait Till -

—

Nellie

49 Entree

50 Lytton heroine

51 A Karamazov
55 Turkish Army

Corps
56 ola

Thousand
Days

57 Poplar

58 tixe

59 Maturing agent

60 Support of

a son
61 Meeting Abbf

62 Helper Abbr

63 Shote birds

DOWN
1 Pintail

2 Desist

3 Science subi

4 Lyonnaise and
Ouchesse

5 Soon
6 Valies cheer
7 Set isnare)

8 Running over

9 Impresario

Hurok
10 Savory gelatins

1

1

Spotted
canines

12 E»cited

13 a clue

21 These Fr

22 Principal

24 Timeabbts
25 Do a litj'arian s

|Ob

26 Weaving reed

27 In plain style

28 Summer
coolers

31 Things to t)e

counted
32 Chou En
34 Ocean action

35 Swan genus
3/ Enthusiasm

38 Conceivable
40 Danish king ot

yore

4

1

Norma
43 Emits
44 Winddii
45 Pas de—
46 TheOolden

47 Sharpens
48 SlugglS^

52 Shitt

53 A King

54 Gard«n Slate

cagers
56 Driver sasso
57 Tted the boards

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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i^nnr t N n P A T E N Tj

T E E E iM^HW A R B L E

i* D A G a a H E C AiR^
1 N G s|w E E T MIE * T S,

'A L T E K 1 C K a A R 1 A

R E E D 1 N K S D E eIp,

12/S/8S
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su
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* JACKETS
* CORDS
*50rs
* FLANNEL SHIRTS

G
I

F

T

I

D

DOWNTOWN AMHERST 253-9729'^
Op«n 7 Days - Thurs. 'til 8
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paling placp

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rte 9 • Hadley Amherst

256-6889

CONVENIENT

CAMPUS!
BIEAKFAST SERVED

ANY TIME

• OPEN
6 A.M.'3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. « SAT.

• BEER ft WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNITE

• PLENH OF PARKING

EARN
MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE
LOADERS &
UNLOADERS
$8 hr • PART TIME
EVENINGS &
EARLY MORNING
HOURS

We offer steady employment,
paid vacations and health
benefits Interviews will be held

every Wednesday. 9am— 1pm

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
120 Wavside Avenue
West Springfield. MA 01089

>oc>o

>iki Miiir«M •»•( *•(,(

AeMIOWtO l—WCTWWI STAnOM

Gas Saving
Tune-Upne-up x^

Lube, Oil & Filter

$-1799
Inclu^M up ta S quam
o(lO-30oH ond Mt«<y

NorthAmtierst Tire
A Auto Center

fiif Servic* Tw9Slor»
T» SiOdtrl^W IM No kiMtarit M«

Acfo^s from W«trat>4 t Store

S4»-4r04

Choose from our

bounty of more than

varieties of

imported beer!

We won the

Vdlry AiKocJH't
Btm Beer Stiectioo-

awud IWZ!

Out tcWcUon now
i»EVENBfntR

We now feature

our own brand
of low priced

LIQUORS
as well as
our super
selection of

WINES
at very affordable prices.

^JH^BULMER'S CIDER

BEVERAGES
Beer—Wine—bquor

SUNDERLAND • 665-2727
We,

The great beers of the worid go by one name: Lowenbrau. Brewed in Munich,

in England, Sweden, Canada. Japan and here in America for a di.stinctive world class taste.

ImWcMDCAusFoRLdymoMu

Thursday, December 5, IMS
.Collegian is

FOOD W[AZ\Cz.r
360 College St., Amherst

Rte y East 253 5658
Exotic imported mink blanket (SllO-130)

Homemade bedHpre«d from Korea (SllO-150)

iMh a Urge variety of • Fresh Produce • Scutes & Spices
• No<Ki)es • Frozen & Canned Goods
• Cooking Implements & Supplies

• Homemade lake-out food
• New itemt) arriving ever> week

• Gourmet foodn at everyday prices
• Asian cookbooks at Publisher's prices

• Large Indian Inventory

Decorative Oriental Tableware and
acceB8orie8 for Christmas giving

AUTHENTIC

ORIENTAL

• Open 10-8:

iat. open 9-8

UMASS SKI CLUB
presents

WINTER PARK
COLORADO

JANUARY 5-12 $425.00 per person

Your Trip Includes:
* Roundtrip jet flight Newark/ Denver
* Roundtrip transfer from Denver to Winter Park
* 7 nights luxury condominum lodging at The Pines
* 5 days skiing at Winter Park and Mary Jane ski areas
* Welcome Party and mountain orientation

* Ski race with prizes

* All taxM and tips included

For more informetion contact:

UMASS SKI CLUB
or Tom Gerraty 549-5913; Dwayne Head 256-4287

"The best trip, the lowest pricedl"

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE:
^Q'^'t: to Conegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mf)n fhurs 8 4b 2 30 Fn • Df?af1lir»e is 2 ddys prior to publication day

Casf"i m artvaru.*' Phf)r\t' nijfTitn'f F Rt F

AcnvrriEs

NcwasB Stalest Video presents
"Miracle on 34th Strfet" Fnday (tomor
row) Dec 6 7:00 pm Main Lounge all are in-

vitad

8 poeta will read tkeir vwa aoeai "The
Beul in Ca^ of Words'

,
poems of

nuclear war, Fnday, December 6, 1985 at

the Chocolate Bakery 241 King Street

(Route 6), Pot Pourri Mall, Northampton

8—thwrt asiidaaU Get Involved!

Weekly Southwest Assembly meeting
tonight, 7:00 pm in Hampden's Southside
Room all are welcome

Babbit.

WSYL Radio important meeting for all

members tonight 7:15 CC 164 sUy tuned

Aim) rOR SALE

%mii 1>77 lOOLS 4 dr AT AC SR FM &
Tape FWD great winter car in excellent

mech shape good radials 20* mpg on
regular best il500 German car around
666-8217

1977 Chevy Malibu Classic new snows &
brakes must sell to pay bills $1400 or best

offer call 666-3921

1*76 Oldsmobilc Starfirc! Must sell! Nice

paint job, new clutch, 4 speed, runs well.

950 OO or best offer, willing to negotiate.

646-5346 eves or early morning

1«79 VW Rabbit 5-speed, runs great,

looks good $1400 Geoff 259-1582

1970 Volvo stwgn 4 speed great condition

strong engine $1200/BO Lawrence
549-5898 ___^
Dodre Oaini GLH 1984 25000 miles silver

excellent condition wide tires & wheels

AM FM radio cassette 4 speakers quick

sale only $6250.00 549-3597 after 6 pm

1970 Cutlaas w/rebuilt 350 runs good &
clean; new trans new brakes, radials good,

good spare, drive it away for $250 or BO
call Mike • 6 pm 256-8788

1975 Dodge Dart dependable, standard,

some rust $400 or BO Kathy 649-4600 ext

348 _^
1975 Pontiac Ventura custom hatchback

PS/PB'AT 6cyl, snow tires, $425 Janet

666-8289

1969 Mustang midnight blue, 4-8peed,

toploader, headers and lots of other fun

speed equipment $1200 or BO 323-6701

Chevy Malibu $650 firm 5493591

1976 PintcTautomatjc runs well $500 or

best offer 684-5742

BUY ME!

197S Baiek LeSabrc, full extras good

tires runs great $360 Ken 666-4766

DISCUSSION

1966 Mtor Brewing Co. MJkMBuKM. M.

"Christaas: A Children's Story or an

Adult Challenge?" Join Rev Esther

Hargis for PropheU and other Heretics,

Thursday, 12:15-1:15 pm in 428 SUB

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A4)isc"Eiirertainm7nt Agencv for

the best party this semester DJ s, large

screen video, rentals 549 7144

Do you need baads for yo«r party. Pro-

fessional liand.s that didn't lust get

together yesterday You name the sound
and songs you want. We'll set up the band.

Different varieties from $150 call Steady
Sounds 549 0385

Tom the Tables |HxifeMional party/dub
D.J. 5 yr experience widMt selection eal

24 hr 586-9691

How to prevent nuclear war: a film

shown at Earthfoods Fnday 11:301:00

rORRENT

SuderUad. I bdrai apt. on busline.

420/month, everything included. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

Aadicrst Brandywinc 2 bdna apt busline

580/month svailable 1 1 86 549-1119

Lc 1 bdnia^apt Squire Vlll. avail Jan

665 4669 aft 6

Next to UMaas. Share apartment with

woman and son. $200' Cal l 549-0024

Single roon available all inclusive rent!

AvaiUble to female or male Jan 1 oUI

Sheryl 256-1645

University Women Rooms available for

Spring semester home cooked meals &
close to campus call for more information

645-0627

2 Irg rooms in N Aidierst house 200* util

call AM PM 549-7515

One bedroom apt: Cliffside, on bus rte.

$340/mo. all util incl. mod kitch, qun-sz.

bed, laund. 7-Eleven call 666-7596 eves

itvail Jan 1

Large 1 br apt Southwood 366* avail

1/1/86 lease 253-3634

To takeover leaae Jan 1 9 Crestview Apts
1 bedrm call eves .549-6752

Two rooms in Belchertown for Interses-

sion $200 includes heat 323-6701

2 b room Northwood Apt $370/m bu(

available Jan 1 6653856 or 666-7783

1 or 2 rooms in house. North amherst.

Pine St. busline, $173/mo, 649-6650

549-0380

Room in houae available for Sprin):

semester. Jan-Aug across street from

campus, walk to town, deck, washer dryer

big back vard, peU OK 250/month •'

uulities 549-6364 Lisa or Pat

FOR SALE

Ford LTD 76 runs well $660 or BO cal»

253-9998 evenings

Nikon Uns: Nikkor 136 MM F.3.6. A
<reat Christmas gift. $75 John 266-831

1

Guitar Amplifier, crate. 2 12" Celestioi

speakers, 120W, Accutronix reverb
parametric EQ. excellent wmdition $260
649-1536

72 Olds Cutlass S orange. alumnluiT<

mags, good interior, strong rocket 35(i

eng litfle rust, new heater core, battery

brakepads. asking $800 546-7131

Soft Contact Lenses most daily wea-
lenses $18.00 to $26.00 each Extende<l

wear lenses $3t».00 to $48 00 Lowest
prices on contact lens solutions heat units

$12 9.S Amherst Optical Shoppe 263-5412.

266-6403

Stadded SBOwtirca on Buick 14" releigh

rims white walls new 6490385

SUreo System: Onkyo TA 2033 cassette

deck with dolby C and Yanwha CR 45<i

receiver Both in perfect condition! A
great Chnstmw gift! $260 Call: John

256-8311

roiiwD

An ambrella Monday night (12/2) iN THE
Hatch call 646-1280 to idenUfy

Fotud blaclTmeiuwaUb. Monday in the

pool room Call David at 263-74&4 and

identify it.

HELP WANTED

MOVER

'Soaad Tows M*T«r« fast reliable dieap

caU Michael anytime 323-6780

PERSONALS

Mcrchaadiscr 20 hours per week $4.41/>i

call between 8-5 need car 584-2050

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr. round

Europe, S. Amer.. Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing Free in

fo Write IJC. PO Bx 52MA1 Corona Del

Mar, CA 92626

Jobs! $4-$6/hr! Intersession Spring. App-

ly Telefund Memorial Hall Ba.sement

jobs Florida -""Hightech, Aerospace,

Finance, & contact points Send $7.95

Southeast Market Consultants Inc. Suite

4A. 74 Gulf Blvd., Irfa Florida 33535

Put your car to work for you and make at

lea.sl $7 [ler hour delivenng piira. Apply

Supenor Plaena 549-0626

HOUSEMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING

Rm-mate: (upper classmean or grad-stnt)

N. Amherst 4 bdrm house, own rm. inclds

king-sz bed, walk-in closet, pvt. bath $2.50*

per mth Jan may 1986. Call Joe or leave

msg. 549-7597

INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar Lesaoaa experienced and
patient teacher rock/pop/lolk/blues im-

prov., reading, theory, composition. Your
nome or my studio. Doug .549-4786

Intersession Bartending Courses 4 sec-

tions available sign up in Credit Free
Workshops Room 1 1 1 'Tower Library

LOST

Lost a Nikon autoasatic camera outside

Crabtree in Northeast reward no ques
tions asked contact at 6-5198 or 6-9378

Brown wallet sentimental and ID value

Return to campus Ctr Info booth no ques-

tions asked

Loat blue knapaack w/books only. If

found call Joey .549-2792 reward

Help! Lost on 1 1/22 grey sweater of great
sentimental value somewhere near Hatch.
Please call Tricia 6-4939

MARVELOUS

U Look Marroloua bumper stickers $1
646-6313

MOM MISSES ME

And I miss her! I need a ride to H<>>.''

the evening of 12/19. Call Liz at .'>4r i"

Keep trying!

Ski SugvfbMk! Hotel $149 call SU Club
now 545 3437

DcccBcy, Have a nice Christmas! See you
in the Spring. Echelon

Dear Michael. Tuesdays personal was
provoked by Beth not me. However since

your life is so exciting, perhaps a full page

ad wouM be more appropriate than a

bunch of personals.

How to prcveat aaclcar war: a film

shown at Earthfoods Friday 11:30-1:00

Happy Birthday Ter; and good luck with

the permit. Love from your pal Steve

Happy Hanukkah Smudgcnpopper,
Looking forward to Saturday nignt Love
you babe - Boobala

lobs! $4-$6/hour Intersession Spring App-
ly Telefund Memorial Hail Basement

Mary Jane, Since I aaved 40- '70' on your
bracelet and necklace, I would like to

buy you a beautiful piece of diamond
icwelry. I can get a necklace, earrings

or even a ring - any preference? Meet me
Thursday at Golden Opportunity 13 N.

Pleaaant St. at Lodestonc Love, Bruno

JG, 7 months too many?? Get ready for

many, many more!! I love you tons, Stef

Kelsey - Your eyes and your smile say

more than I could hope to hear. You bring

out the best in me. 1 love you. • Jeffrey

Bryn - You are my favorite brown-eyed
woman. I love you with all my heart DM
Karen Congratulations on your pre-

engagement Love Jenn and Michelle

Mr Magoo You make me feel great. I

k>ve you - Liza Jane MacMillan

Turbo - This means you little boy, Happy
Birthday! Soon you U be able to share

everyday. Luv BS (LG)

Hey Galiahncy, Nice wind XOXO

TROFESSToNAL TYPING SERVICE

Cases, papers, diascrtetions, theses, on-

campus, dependable, outstanding quality,

low rates, 584-7924

$60 REWARD

4 females to take over lease for fall 86

semester of apartment Summer if

neces-sary Ck>ing abroad next semester

and ne«Hi a place for fall! Please call

546-6012 Marjone or 546 6395 Mame

ROOM WANTED

Female rvMamata waated to share Brit

tany manor apartment starting Jan 1 call

evenings 2.56-6645

Waated: One male roommate to share

Brandywine apt; Spring call 649-6796

FcBwIc aecdcd to share room in Bnttany
Manor apt Feb to June call 253 3766

Pei^a roomawte wanted. Share room in

2 bedroom apt on bus rt $98 » util 666-2020

Female nonsmoking roomasate wanted
for townhouse Extremely reasonable

rent! Call 6 577 6-5773

Roommate wanted for Brittaay maaor
apt share with 2 seniors and 1 junior

available now call Steve Dave or Rich

phone 2.53 7312

Apartme^tmate aeaght for December or

longer if desired. Entire nonlease four

room centrally located Noho af>artment

free by February, possible Januarv. 200$
inclusive. Woman preferred 586-6176

1 or 2 female rooaimates wanted for

I>Wine apt Feb 1 rent 138 75/mo heat incl

549-0637 Marj' or Barb

Female roommate needed to share a

room in Brittany manor Jan I on It is a

newly renovated apartment and will have

only three roommates call Robyn 2.56- 1 232

Two roomautes wanted male or female

in Southwood apt call Eric 2.56 1628

Female to share Britteny Manor apt Spr
ing semester call 256-09%

One bedroom la T»wsaskiaas Apto for

Intersession call 649-6621

Fbdrm apt avail Wiaterssaaloa Bran-

dywine rent nego heat incl fully furnished

on busline call 549 4177 keep trying

One bedroom apartaMat available Jan I

$340 including everything call after 5 pm
666 8403

To sublet over laUraasaloa one bedroom
(two people) in Puffton Village call

54»7678

TRAVEL

"Take a Break oa the French Side!"
Skibreak's January trip to Tignes/Val

d'Isere in the French AIm includes RT air-

fare (Swissair), transfers, accommoda-
tions, skipass (116 lifts), slalom races,

cocktails for $740/7 nights in resort.

Skibreak (203) 3.54 6059 Ted: 546-4733

TYPING SERVICE
""

Female roonuaate wanted for spring.

Fall option. On bus route. Call Dara or

pete 256 1569

Echo Village fully furnished, on 2 bus

routes, starting Jan/Feb 256-6809

SERVICES

COINS lU/121 tutoring 6.00 per hr.

former 123/121 grader Alex 256-1239

QUALITY TYPING. Ung or short pn^
jects. Will correct grammar, spelling, &
punctuation Meticulous proofreading.

New IBM typewriter 549-0367

TYPING m WORD PROCESSING

Nert Day Service. Type-Rite 263-511
1~

U.M.O.C.

We Miss you allt!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Universi

ty of Oregon Outdoor Program

WANTED

Escort Service svailable 8 pm 2M am
everyday any where on campus. Play it

safe call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME
Editing, ConsulUtion. Ex-professor's
special^: dissertations, professional ar-

Ucles, books. 268-7772

Professional fitness consultetions for
women. Student rates After 2 pm
1-467 7877

TO SUBLET

Male looking for room for Intersession

near campus preferred. Call Tom 6-6793

before 1

1

:00 or after 7:00 pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideally

UK-nU-i ;n Amhi-rst Ctr 774-2740

Huic- I 'I? roor.

in

hed bath SfHi • 7

2 bdrm apt busline availDec 26 price nego
263 2831

3 rooms available Jan I Swiss Village

$215/mo utils incl on bus line call 266-8225

Reward! Take our 1 bed apt. avail for

.Spring semester $365 includes utils. call

6<)&-4b.53 evenings

Nice bedroom in two bedroom apt in

house Other roommate is quiet non
smoking Graduate student. Available Jan-

August rent negotiable 66,5-8194

Two bedroom apt in Northwood call

2.56 ()028

fntersession • female only to share IV^

Puffton Village own room call Jane
.549-0137 ^___
Female to share room in Puffton for In-

tersession. Call evenings 649-6619

ElemenUrv SUtistiea text for Biometry

2111 call l6ith 2.53 2182

WANTED TO RENT

f^c over lease in Jan of 4 person house

or apt call 546 4474 or 546-7199

Responsible male senior seeks rtxim in

(luiet. clean apt or house Spring semester

Call 546-5 1 43 anytime

One or two bedroom aMrtmcnt for Spr

ing semester call 546-4963

SEX! Now that we have your attention,

wanted, a 2 3 bedroom apt for spring

semesterifeward! call 247-51.54

We want your 2 bdrm house or apt will

take over lease in Jan call 546-1199 for

your cash reward!!

FbdrmVpfrnNAmheret bi^ns Jan 1 call

549-6872 between 4-7

To take-over 2 or 3 bedroom iMse in

January. Brandywine, Townehouse, Puff

ton, or area 546-6670 or 546-9862

Two seniors, nonsmoking students seek

apartment in Amherst ('tr for Spring sem.

call Ken at 1 7,320666 (collect)

.1 U G (J L E R S
To any practicing or would br jugglers,

thtre will bt u meeting to talk, meet
other jugtjlers and juggle We'll Ih>

meeting from 2 5 Friday afternixm m
CC 101

United we throw, divided ihey fall

tt*. ^.
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UMass stumbles in OT, 78-70
Sutton hits 26 in Cage battle
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The young University of Massachusetts

basketball team suffered its biggest disap-

pointment of the season last night, losing

a 78-70 overtime battle to the University

of Connecticut before 3,406 at the Cage.

Senior guard Earl Kelley scored six

points for the Huskies in overtime as

UMass fell to 1-3 on season with the pain

ful loss. Kelley also tied the game in

regulation on a jumper with four seconds

left. Kelley had 26 points in the game.
"I feel sick for our players, they played

a hard game and loet," said UM coach Ron
Gerlufsen. "We're learning more and more
wjth each game, its unfortunate we're los-

ing while we're <k>ing it. This was a tough
one,"

UMass had a chance to win the game
with 13 seconds left, leading 66-64 with

center Sean Mosby at the line. The
freshman missed the first end of a one-and-

one and Kelley's short jumper m the lane

tied it at 66.

In the extra period, senior forward Eddie
Williams (19 points) hit two straight

jumpers to put UConn up, 70-66. Williams'

shots sandwiched a pair of missed one-and-

one free throw chances by UMass freshmen
David Brown and Joe Fennell.

Sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton
(another outstanding game with 26 points

and eight rebounds) then hit a 15-footer to

put UMass within two, 70-68 with 2:46 left

in the overtime.

Freshman Phil Gamble (17 points) hit a

free throw with 2:23 left for a three-point

UConn lead. Brown then missed two free

throws with 2:01 left, the fifth straight foul

shot miss for the Minutemen, who were
12-for-21 from the line for the game.
Kelley put the game away with 1:03 left

with a short turnaround in the lane that

made it 73-68. He secured it with four

straight free throws in the final minute. A
Brown drive and a free throw by Gamble
set the final margin.
"I don't know how far away we are from

being a real good team, maybe an inch,

maybe a foot, maybe a mile, but I do know
we're getting closer," said UM junior cap-

tain Carl Smith, who had 10 points and 1

1

assists in the game.
"We've come a long way during this

season, we're getting better," said Smith.
UMass, which played with intensity for

the whole game for the first time this

season, trailed only 36 34 to the favored
Huskies after the first half
The Minutemen led 4-2 before the

Huskies took the lead on a Kelley drive
with 17:52 left. The Huskies led by as
many as six on several occasions, but the

persistent Minutemen stuck with it as Sut-

ton scored eight straight to cut the lead to

23-21 with 7:12 to go. "I knew we were in

it then," said Sutton.

In the final minutes of the half, two
jumpers by senior center Tom Emerson and
another by Sutton (12 points in the half)

kept UMass within reach.

But, according to Gerlufsen, UMass lost

the game in the opening minutes of the se-

cond half The Minutemen were outscored

by a 7-2 margin early on as Gan^le Kored
the first five Huskie points.

A Sutton hoop with 15:33 left followed by
two Duane Chase free throws made it

43-40, but the Huskies controlled the inside

and were at the point of putting the game
away as Gamble was running wild.

"We lost the game there, it was the only

time we didn't play haH," said Gerlufsen.

"I liked a lot of things we did, but we still

have a lot of progress to make."
Then Gerlufsen junked his frequent

substitution policy and went with a five of

Smith. Sutton, Mosby, Fennell and Brown
from the 12:41 point on as UMass was trail

ing 51-42, their biggest deficit of the night.

The Minutemen took oflf. cutting it to one,

56-55, with 8:44 left on a Smith jumper as
the crowd picked up. Tim Coles hit as foul

shot and a layup and UConn led by four,

63-59 with 3:40 to go.

But jumpers by Brown ( 1 1 points) and
then Sutton tied it with 2:27 left. A Brown
foul shot gave UMass the lead, 64-63 with
2:15 remaining. Kelley tied it with a foul

shot before Sutton's running onehander in

the lane gave UMass a 66-64 advantage
with 1:13 left.

Kelley was then called for an offensive

foul before Mosby was fouled by Gerry
Besselink, intentionally, but was given a

one-and-one with 0:13 to go. He missed and
Kelley's clutch jumper forced OT.
The Minutemen, who host Hartford

Saturday, were 29-of-63 from the field and
were outrebounded 43-36, getting only 10
offensive boards. The Minutemen did cut-

down on turnovers however, committing
only eight.

UMa88 (70): Lorenzo Sutton 12-25 2 2 26, David
Brown 5111-5 1 1, Carl Smith 3-7 4-6 10, Duane Chase
.3 8 2 2 8, Sean Mosby 4 5 0-1 8, Tom Emerson 2 3 0-0

4, Joe Fennell 0-0 3 5 3. Ben Jones 0-3 0-0 0, Matt Ryan
1 0-0 0. Totals; 29-63 12 21 70
UConn (78): Earl Kelley 9 19 8-10 26, Eddie Williams

8 10 3-1 19, Phil Gamble 6-13 5-10 17, Tim Coles 4 11

2 2 10, Robert Ursery 2 3 0-0 4, Gerry Besiielink 1-3 2
2, Cliff Robinson 0-3 1 0, Terrence Warren 1 00 0,

Terry Coffey 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 30-63 18-29 78.

UMass (1-3) 34 32 04 - 70
UConn (3*) .36 30 12 - 78
Fouled Out: Besselink ToUl Fouls: UMass 20.

UConn 19. Rebounds: UMass 36 (Chase, Sutton 8i,

UConn (Coles, Kelley 9). Assists: UMass 19 (Smith
111, UConn - 7 (Kelley). Technicals: None. Attendance:
3,406.

Minutemen swimmers
roll over Tufts, 75-38.

By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
swim team came up big again with a 75-38
win over what was supposed to be a solid

Tufts University team last night in the
Minutemen's home opener at Boyden Pool.

"I was stunned. I thought it would be
close. If this is an indication of the rest of

the season then I'm a happy camper,"
UMass coach Russ Yarworth said. "The
kids all know they did well, they showed
the power that has been waiting to come
out."

UMass came out strong and never look-

ed back. The undefeated Minutemen, 2-0,

won the first three events. John Turner,

Fred Marius, Ed Burton, and Paul
McDonough teamed to win the 400 medley
relay in 3:45.57. Chris Payson then won the

1000 freestyle with a 10:08.62 and Drew
Donovan won the 200 frcstylf in 1:45.61.

He was followed by Jim Flannery's 1:47.57.

The UMass domination, the Minutemen
won 10 of 13 events on the night, continued

in the 200 yard backstroke as Turner broke
the UMass record in the event with a time
of 1:59.01. Marc Surette placed second at
2:06.88.

UMass had a 23-point lead, 33-10 after

four events. Pat Mullen won the one-meter
diving twice because the Tufts doesn't have
a three-meter diver. "Mullen has gotten
better each year. Bob (Newcomb, a diving
coach) has really helped all the divers. But
Pat has worked really hard also," Yar-
worth said.

The Minutemen also placed first in the
200 individual medley. Turner's 2:01.3, the
200 butterfly. Burton's 2:01.63, the 100 and
500 freestyle Donovan in 46.88 and 4:55.0.

Donovan beat rival Jim Wong of Tufts by
a second in the 100. Marius also placed se-

cond in the breaststoke with a 2:19.65. Jim
Kuhns placed second in the 50 freestyle at

22.4 beating teammate Mike BoUes by
three tenths of a second.
Of the meet, Yarworth said."They wont

be complacent because they can .see then-

goal crystalizing in front of them."

Collefian photo by Derek Roberts

Umass freshman David Brown drives around Connecticut's Tim
Coles in action last night at the Cage. UMass lost in overtime 78-70.

Palazzi rookie-of-the-year
ECAC also honors Dwyer, two others

University of Massachusetts freshman
quarterback Dave Palazzi grabbed
another post-season honor, being named
ECAC 1-AA rookie-of-the-year.

Senior nose guard Mike Dwyer was
selected as a member of the first team
all-stars.

Junior offensive guard Stan Kac-
zorowski and freshman punter Dimitri
Yavis were second team picks as the
Minutemen, who finished 7-4, continued
to rack-up honors.

Palazzi, the Yankee Conference rookie-

of-the-year and second team conference
all-star, passed for 1,152 yards and five

touchdowns while rushing for 241 yards
and seven scores. Dwyer made 90 tackles,

had 13 sacks and recovered four fumbles
while causing five. Yavis averaged 39.5
yards-per-kick with a longest of 58 yards.
Kaczorowski anchored a strong offensive
line that returns four starters next
season. - PETER ABRAHAM

UM swimmers at home
By FRED NADEL
Collegian StafT

The University of
Massachusetts women's
swim team hosts traditional

rival Springfield College to-

day at Boyden Pool. The
squad is looking to rebound
after two consecutive loses.

The meet holds special
meaning to UM coach Bob
Newcomb. An assistant at
Springfield before coming to

UMass, Newcomb hopes to
beat the team he once
coached.

Springfield is a powerful
team, but has lost some of
the punch it once had. Two
New England champions
departed since la.st sea.son,
when the team beat UMh.ss
by 36 points.

This season, however, the

teams will match up more
evenly. Newcomb sites the
diving, backstroke, and
freestyle events as the
essentials for a UM victory.

Margaret Cameron rein-

jured her shoulder over the
holiday, and Newcomb
hopes she will be able to

swim. UMass' Georgia
Wood and Jeem Cowen must

be able to withstand a
powerful SC diving squad.
Allison Uzzo, Kris Hen-

son, Patty Pike, and Sue
Freitas must swim well in

their events to spearhead a
UMass victory.

The Minutewomen are 1-2

this season and will face

powerful Maine in Orono on
Sunday.

Sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:
Today: Women's Swimming: Springfield Co Te,|

Boyden Pool, 7 p.m.
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Alumni may
back student
control of
activities fund
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

The president of the University of Massachusetts
Aliunni Association said yesterday he is considering draf-

ting a letter to Chancellor Joseph Duffey expressing the
association's support for the students' effort to retain con-

trol over the Student Activities Fund.
Edward Accomando, a 1971 graduate and class presi

dent, said he is in the process of gathering information
about the issue and will present his case to the
41-member association.

"I am in favor of students taking over their own nK>ney,"

Accomando said from his office in Andover 'Tliat's

aomething I fought for back in the '60s."

The association, which last year raised over $8.4
million in private funds for the University, has no legal

power on the issue, and can only make recommendations
to DufFey and Provost Richard O'Brien.

The issue in question is whether Randy Donant, direc-

tor of student activities, can legitimately take control of

the Student Crovernment Association's trust fund.

The fund is made up of fees paid by students and goes
toward paying for all student activities. It has been
operating at a deficit for two years.

Donant said he wants to be able to form a "partner-

ship" with students in erasing the deficit. Stacey Roth,
SGA co-president, said the issue is broader than that,

and includes the question of who ultimately has power
over student money.

continued on page 3
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Coll«gi*n photo by D»i«k RotMrU

Students occupy Dean of Students William's
Field's office in Whitmore Administration
Building yesterday afternoon in protest of ad-
ministrative takeover a( the student trust fiind.
At least 16 of the students were arrested for
trespassing after the building closed. More
photos page 3.

16 students
arrested
at sit-in
START protests fund control
By ANDREW WOLFF and JILL LANG
Collegian Staff

More than 16 students were arrested last night after
they refused to leave the Whitmore Administration
Building following a sit-in. Gerald O'Neil, director of
public safety, said.

All but three were released on persona! recognizance ac-

cording to University spokesman Arthur Clifford. The
three, whose names were not made available, declined bail
and were taken to Amherst Mice Station, O'Neil said.

O'Neil said the protesters will be arraigned in Nor-
thampton District Court within the next week on trespass-

ing charges.

Two of those arrested and released were: M. Lynne Mur-
phy, president of the University Democrats, and Timothy
Kress, 23, a senior political science m^r
The demonstrators, protesting the administration's posi-

tion on the control on the student activities fee allocation,

were part of a larger group of about 65 people calling
themselves START (Students Advocating Rights Tbgether),
which began occupying the building shortly after 1 p.m.

They were protesting the actions of Dennis Madson, vice
chancellor for student affairs, and Randy Donant, direc-

tor of student activities, authors of a Nov. 19 memo which
outlined seven guidelines for the control of the Student
Activity Trust Fund. The actions give Madson and Donant
more student budgetary responsibility thus diminishing
student input for the allocation process.

Madson and Donant have said they are concerned with
balancing the Student Government Association's approx-
imately $1.7 million budget, which has been operating at
a deficit for two years.

contmued on page 3

Faculty Senate approves appeals policy
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate unanimously passed the first-ever

undergraduate academic grievance policy yesterday, pro-

viding students with a formal appeals process.

"We're thrilled it passed so readily," said Ellen Breslin,

a member of the Academic Matters Council which drafted

the proposal.

Associate Provost for Undergraduate Education and

member of the Council, Norman Aitken, said the policy

would go into effect immediately, "unless I learn other-

wise."

"The proposal is fair and accomodative," Council

member Linda Lockwood said. "It emphasizes informal

discussion and effectively utilizes an existing program on

campus."
An academic grievance is defined as a complaint by a

student alleging that a member of the University (respon-

dent) has caused the student to suffer some harm related

to an academic matter. Graduate students who serve as

Pearl Harbor rally
The third annual "Pearl Harbor Day Rally" will be

held at 12:30 p.m. today in front of the Student Union
Building.

The rally, sponsored by the UMass Republican Club,

is organized to commemorate the attack on Pearl Hsu--

bor and remember the veterans and war casualties, said

Loren Spivack, president of the club.

Spivack said the rally will be postponed to Monday in

the event of bad weather, which is predicted for this

afternoon.

One of the rally's mayor themes is to "apply the lesson

of Pearl Harbor to the current threats that the US faces

today," Spivack said.

Spivack said .several club members will speak on

various issues surrounding the Pearl Harbor attack

which took place Dea 7, 1941.

"We hope to present an alternative concept on how

world peace is maintained and to look at how to do it,"

Spivack said. "If you don't want any more Hiroshimas,

then you need to make sure you don't have any more

. Pearl Harbors."

-JOEL P COFFIDIS

teaching assistants or course instructors may be named
respondents. Evaluation of a student's academic perfor-

mance and the assignment of a grade are not considered

grievances under the procedure.

Aitken said grade assignments may be disputed under
the grievance policy if the grading is "arbitrary and
capricious," meaning that the grade was assigned on some
basis other than performance in the course, or that the

grade was assigned by an ureasonable and unannounced
departure from the professor's previous standards.

The policy states that the burden of proof is on the stu-

dent, "who must demonstrate, beyond reasonable doubt,

that one or more of the specified forms oS arbitary and
capricious grading has occurred."

The procedure consists of six steps, beginning with direct

discussion between the student and respondent "to at-

tempt to resolve the matter by direct conciliation." If the

grievance is not resolved the student may take the mat-

ter to the respondent's administrative supervisor.

If the grievance has not been resolved the student may
take the complaint to the ombuds office which will "seek

Chanuka begins
By TERRY EGAN
Collegian Correspondent

Chanukah, the festival of light, begins this Sunday when
the moon is at its thinnest and comes at the time of year

when there is the least amount of natural light, according

to Rabbi Saul Pbrlmutter of the B'nai B'rith Hillel.

People feel a need for a festival of light at this time of

year, Perlmutter said. The holidays (Christmas,

Chanukah, Kwanza) which occur in December "all have

aspects of lights," he said.

"Almost every megor culture has a festival of lignts at

this time..to give us hope and strength," he said.

Perlmutter said that Chanukah's proximity to

Christmas has affected the way it is celebrated in the

United States.

"There's more of an emphasis on giving gifts than there

would otherwise be," he said. "It's also gotten more atten-

tion than it would have."

Perlmutter said the closeness of the Christmas and

Chanukah seasons has created a problem.

"There are many well-meaning people who will say

'merry Christmas' to you. It makes you feel a little uneasy.

a resolution through informal communication with both
parties." If the grievance is not resolved within 15 days,

both parties will be invited to resolve the grievance

through mediation.

A hearing panel of five disinterested persons, appointed

by the ombuds, is convened if the parties do not choose

to go through mediation or if mediation is unsucessful.

The panel's decision is final, unless appealed. Appeals may
only be made on the basis of violations of due process,

meaning that the panel failed to comply with set rules.

"Having a formal procedure in place facilitates infor-

mal discussion," Ombudsman Howard Gadlin said.

Assistant Dean in the College of Arts and Sciences, Ir-

ma McClaurin-Allen, said the Undergraduate Deans'
Council had reviewed the proposal "with a critical eye"
She said the Deans' Council believed the procedure

would "permit the University to address specific types of

issues in a manner that is both consistent and objective

and one which affirms its academic standards and policy

of academic freedom."

It is not our holiday. Perhaps it would be better for people
to say 'happy holidays' instead," Perlmutter said.

Chanukah is a celebration of the Jews' struggle for

religious freedom against great odds, said Perlmutter In
165 B.C.E. (before the Christian era) the Syrian-Greeks
tried to force Jews in Palestine to accept Hellenistic values,

forbidding Jews to observe the Sabbath, and put idols in

the temple Despite being outnumbered, the Jews revolted

and reclaimed their temple and land.

continued on page 8
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WORLD/NATIONAL
Cancer treatment is 'promising'
WASHINGTON < AP) News of a promising new cancer

treatment at the National Career Institute prompted a

flood of calls to the federal center yesterday from people

desperate for a cure
"What they're saying is, our mother, our br^her. our

rt^r is dying at this ver>' moment. We have nothing to

lose We want to be a candidat*." said Carol Case, the in

rtitute's chief of public inquiries.

"Our 800 telephone numbers arejammed this mormng,

'

MUd Paul Van Nevel, the institute's associate director for

communications
The callere want information about a new treatment,

called acbptive immunotherapy, that turns Mtiinary white

blood cells into "killer c^Us" that atuck malignant

tumors. 1 he treatment was announced Wednesday in an

article in the New England Journal of Medicine.

In 11 of 25 patients with advanced cancer, doctors were

able to shrink tumors by at least 50 percent and, in one

ease, apparently eradicate the disease.

Officials cautioned that the treatment is still highly ex-

perimental, carries toxic side effects and is also very ex

pensive. It is av'ailable only at the cancer institute in

Bethe^a, Md., a Washington suburb.

"This is really the first step." said Dr. Steven Rosenberg
director of the research project.

"But it demonstrates that it is pc^sible to manipulate

the immune sj'stem and make a variety of cancers in a

varietv of locations disappear."

Bill may raise minimum wage to $3.55
BOSTON lAPi • Despite strong business opposition, a

Senate ojmmittee is pushing for a higher minimum wage
rate for Massachusetts wwkers than required 1^ federal

law in hopes of helping the working poor in the

ojmmonwealth.
The Senate Wa>'s and Means Conunittee endorsed a bill

this week to raise the current $3.35 rate, which has been
unchanged since 1981. to $3.55 Iw Jan. 1 and l^' 10 cents

more in each oi the follo«ring two years.

Action by the full Senate was expected next week,

ftmilar bills have failed to gain passage in recent years.

"It is disgraceful that the minimum wage has remain-
ed frozen at such a low level," said Sen. Ritricia McGovem,

Corrections:

A pre-\iew in yesterday's ColUgian incorrectly stated

that AIDS activist David Summers woud speak at the

University ci Massachusetts last night. Summers will

speak at 7 p.m. Dec 12 in Campus Center room 101.

L'Mass student John Moebes won the mural contest for

the Kosher Dining Comomons.
Randall Forsberg was misquoted in yesterday's Col-

Ugian. He said, "As long as we have long range

capabilities used to put down political change we will

not have a stable peace"
Yesterday's Collegian incorrectly identified

Undergraduate Student Senator M. Lynne Murphy as

Senator Lynne Murphy.

D-LawTence, chairwoman of the committee. "Given the

lack of leadership on the part of the federal government,

the committee feels that the commonwealth should take

the initiative"

McGovern said people working a 40-hour week for the

minimum wage earn only $134 a week, or less than $7,000

a year. She ui^ed the state to follow the example of Maine
and Connecticut, which have enacted similar bills.

"By approving these noodest increases, Massachusetts

is announcing that it is time to change the minimum wage
laws and to recognize the rising cost of living" she said.

But William J. McCarthy, counsel to Associated In

dustries of Massachusetts, predicted the bill would
backfire because businesses would try to eliminate some
of the workers that McGovern is trying to protect.

"The employment costs simply go up and they find ways
(^consolidating employment and eliminating jdc>s at the
lowest level of the wage ladder," said McCarthy, whose
trade group represents manufacturers.

The bill also could force businesses to increase wages
all the way up the job ladder, thereby increasing their

a>st8, and would encourage companies to expand their

workforce in other states, said McCarthy, who promised

a heavy lobbying campaign against the bill.

In other action this week, the Ways and Means Com-
mittee endorsed a $324.4 million housing bond issue

which would pay for subsidized units of low-income, fami-

ly and elderly housing plus repairs to current structures.

RIP-OFF-Live Aid organizer Bob Geldorf

holds bootleg tapes of the Live Aid concert at

a press conference jresterday. The tapes, on
sale in the mid-east, are robbing the movement
of cash for famine release, according to

Geldorf.

Ibday's staff:

Night Editor John Yonce

Copy Editor Jim Patriquin

Layout Technician Bethanne Moskov
Photo Technician Maria Bull

Production Supervisor Norm Achin

Production I^m Marchand. Laura Eell,

Amy Constant, Paula Saucier, Lynn Smiley

.Something For

Everyone

Located in the
Campus Center
Open M-f 9-5 Sat 10-3

xjUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

.Collegian ^

Chancellor Joseph Duffey said last night that he could

not comment on the arrests, but he supports the students'

right to protest.

"I certainly support their right to raise questions

aboutimplementation of a policy." Duffey said. "But

there's no justification for violating the picketing code

and staying in the building after it was closed."

The Senate passed a motion on Nov. 20 asking for Do-

nant's resignation and an apology from Madson. Last

night, the Campus Center Board of Governors postpon-

ed until next week a vote on a motion requesting Do-

nant's resignation as a non-voting member of the board

because the author of the motion, graduate student and

boani member John Hayes, was not present.

Donant said last night he does not intend to resign.

'*R)wer and control should not be an issue," he said.

"The issue is when are we going to get oiu^lves together

to form a partnership."

The leaders of START and Madson attempted to

negotiate the issue, but they reached a stalemate because

neither side could agree on which student leaders should

be present at the negotiating table, SGA co-president

Stacy Roth said.

Earlier in the day, START sponsored a rally for student

rights on the steps of the Student Union.

Madson said he preferred to speak only with five stu-

dent leaders but START wanted seven leaders to be

present.

"I would like to build upon the relationship I have with

the officers. I do not want to be confounded by strangers

in the room," Madson said.

"This effort is more than just an SGA issue," Ruddock

said. "The needs of the entire group must be addressed,

and the entire group supports these seven people."

According to Murphy, at 6:45 p.m., protesters were

handcuffed, brought in groups of three to police head-

quarters in Dickinson Hall and then released on their

own recognizance.

Of those arrested, four were women.

Shortly before 5 p.m., O'Neil warned the students,

gathered outside the second floor office of the dean of

students, that the building would be closed and anyone

remaining would be arrested.

Student protestors march to occupy Whit-

more Administration BuUding yesterday (top)

after a rally protesting Dean of Students

William Field's and Student Activities Direc-

tor Randy Donant's takeover of the Student Ac-

tivities Trust Fund. Donant (above) looked

tired later last night. Students have repeated-

ly called for Donant's resignation.

"^ CiiUTTtTtt —continued from page I

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis Madson, dur

ing a student sit-in yesterday protesting the proposed

SATF change, said about the possible letter: "I think most

alumni understand the funds of the University are con-

trolled by the administration. I will be glad to talk to the

people (alumni) that have that opinion."

Accomando said if the continued student autonomy over

the SATF issue means the $12 fee will be raised he would

not support the students.

"I'm not going to support anything if that means a $70

increase," he said. "I am in favor of student autonomy, I

am not in favor of an increase in student fees."

I <

Collegian photo by Derek Roberts

A University police officer is silhouetted outside the doors to the

lobby of Whitmore Administration Building last night as protestors

.*- iriillWdunU inside.

'

'

5 Help phones
installed
in parking lots
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian ^i^

The University of MassachuMtts will be a safer place

with the addition of five new emergency "HELP" phones

installed in main parking areas, said Larr>' Holmes, assis

tant director of public safety.

There are now a total 10 emergency phones located in

heavily traveled areas of campus, and the five new ones

are the first to be added since 1980, Holmes said,

"The phones are strategically located and ea.sily accesni-

ble,"said Mary Dumas, a CManuutj? ^icw vt tJ^ Depwt-
ment of Public Safety.

"The five n^v emergency phon^ are located on the park-

ing lot booths at the entrance to parking Lots 62. 63, 64,

65 and 71. Holmes said. TTie other emei^en<y phones are

located in various areas throughout campus.

Holmes added that the decision of where to place the

phones was based on studies indicating high problem

areas.

It's easier to report an acrident hy using a neartiy phone,

rather than rept>rting it directly to the police station.

Dumas said.

The emergency phones, Dumas said, are directly hook-

ed up to the main desk at the campus police station m
Dickinson Hall and incoming calls are automatically

registered. The police are able to simultaneously answer

an emergenc>' call and dispatch an officer, Dumas naid.

The phones are easily distingui.shable since the boxes

are painted bright yellow with "HELP" written in red let-

tering with a yellow light on top of each box.

"There are surprisingly N-ery few problems with damages

to the phones," Holmes said. There have been only a few

cases «rf vandalism to the phones, he added, because peo-

ple realize they may need to use them some day.

The phones serve as an educational message, ui^ng peo-

ple to report incidents in the community. Dumas said.

The project is being sponsored by the University Con-

tingency Fund, according to Trey Williams, special assis-

tant to the vice chancellor of student affairs.

Wallet thefts
are common
BY JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Mary had $100 taken from her dorm room in Orchard

Hill. She left her room for a few minutes to go the

bathroom, she closed her door but left it unlocked. Her

bookbag containing the money was lying on her bed, and

when she returned it's contents were scattered all over the

room and her $100 was gone.

Mary's experience is not uncommon. Her wallet is one

of the 10 to 15 wallets which are stolen in an average

month on campus, Lawrence Holmes, the assistant direc-

tor of public safety at UMass said.

"The msyority of wallet thefts are preventable," Holmes

said. "Ninety-five percent of all thefts (of wallets) are fit)m

unlocked areas," he said.

Wallets are mostly taken from dorm rooms and desk

drawers. Holmes said.

The total amount of wallets stolen from academic

buildings recently has been about the same as that taken

from dorm rooms. The instances of wallet thefts in dor-

mitories are usually slightly higher.

"Lately (though) there have been more thefts from

academic buildings," Holmes said.

In many incidents the owner leaves his or her wallet

unlocked for a few minutes to go to the bathroom or run

an errand. When he or she returns their wallet is gone.

"It only takes 10 to 15 seconds to rip them (wallets) off,"

Holmes said.

Fifteen wallets and their contents totaling $814 were

stolen from the UMass campus in November. In October,

11 were taken, approximately the same number of wallets

are taken from UMass each month, Holmes said.

"(Occassionally) somebody from outside comes in and

makes a few hits," but there are no professional thieves

on campus because there isn't enough money to make it

worth their while, he said.

Many wallets are found later in places like rubbish bar-

rels, restrooms, and in dark stairways. Others may be

thrown in elevator shafts or found on the top of elevators.

"Fteople who steal wallets try to get rid of the things that

make it traceable (like the licenses and other identifica-

tion cards)." Holmes said. "They have to get rid of it fast

and most will throw them anywhere they won't be found."

The money loss is inconvenient but "duplicating papers

takes lots of money and time." Many items stolen from

wallets are not replaceable. Holmes said.

According to state law, if a wallet with contents valued

at $100 or under is stolen after being misplaced by its

owner, the thief is guilty of larceny, a misdemeanor. But

if tl^e cpntents *re valued at,morethfin ^10Q,*the thief

will be punished ifnder felony charges. '
»
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BOG allots new space
forbicycle co-op
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian StaiT

The Campus Center Board of Governors
voted last night to allot a new space in the

Student Union to the Student Union Bicy-

cle Cooperative during a meeting marred
by a confrontation between a board
member and the speaker of the
Undergraduate Student Senate
Speaker John Ruddock appeared as •

guest before the board to discuss a

demonstration that had taken place in the

Whitmore Administration Building earlier

in the day. While Ruddock was speaking,

Christopher Walsh, a representive of the

Greek Area Government who was sitting

next to him, reacted to one 6L his comments.

Walsh told Ruddock he did not like being

personally attacked by him, and if he were

to <»ntinue, Walsh said, "I'll make a

physical (attack)," When Ruddock replied

that he did not like being threatened,

Walsh said. "I don't like faggots."

Ruddock then stood up and demanded an

apology from Walsh. When he reused, Rud-

dock said he wanted the incident to be

recorded in the minutes of the meetinf^ and

then walked out.

When Walsh said his comment was not

directed toward Ruddock specifically, other

board members said they were not convinc-

ed. Board treasurer Fran Hegeler said,

"There is no place for slurs in a public

forum." JeffCollins called Walsh's comment
"unprofessional" and "childish" and made

a motion that the board vote whether to

censure him next week.

In other matters, the board voted 13-0,

with one abstention, to let the bike co-op

use the space formerly occupied by Union

Records Unlimited. The Campus Center

Building Services had wanted to use the

area for storage and as a lunch room for

employees.

Gary Kaufman was in favor to give the

space to the bike co op because, "I don't

want to see a bunch of fat old men sitting

in there."

GREAT GIFT IDEA
Special Holiday Gift Boxes sent UPS

Party Platters,

Wide Variety of poaaible

Secret Santa/Undercover Rabbi
presenta

79 l^aln Street, across from Piumbieys

Imported Cheeses Coffee Beans

Bulk Tee ^re^ Pasta

Delicious Giant Cookies and other Baked Goods

Gourmet Groceries

Daily until 6: Saturday until 5: Sundays 9-1

We are next to C & C Uquorsit

Polka-thon ends fund raising
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian StafT

About 20 disc jockeys will spin polka

records from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. on WMUA
Radio tomorrow before wrapping up a week

long fund drive tomorrow night.

On Nov. 24, public radio station WFCR
ended its week long fund drive, in which

they raised $102,000, two thousand more

than their goal.

The University of Maraachusetts campus

radio station began its annual fund drive

Sunday.
"We want to raise $10,000," WMUA Pro-

gram Director James Neill said. "But we
really don't expect to get it. It's more of a

target figure.

"I expect that the msyority of the money
Vill be made during the polka-thon Satur-

day," Neill said. WMUA General Manager
P&t Mahoney said that some of the 20 disc

jockeys come for the polka-thon come from

Chicago each year to participate in the

event.

"Our polka-listeners have traditionaly

been very good to us," Neill said. "Th^
have given us several thousand dollars each

year."

For fiscal year 1986. the Student Govern-

ment Association funded WMUA $61,000.

Neill said that the SGA usually funds

"about 60 percent of our annual operating

costs." Bill Stepchew, WMUA Chief

Engineer, estimated that WMUA last year

had an operating budget of $83,000 and

that $56,000 was allocated by the SGA.
Neill said money from the fund drive will

be used to maintain or replace old equip-

ment, pay for the station's Associated Press

wire service subscription, and for the relay

of the station's signal through phone lines

from the station to its transmitter at

Dickinson Hall.

GREAT GIFTS
Clothing Earrings

Stocking Stuffers
Posters Cards
Mugs Rugs Vases

Scarves Ornaments
Crystals Calendars

Stuffed Animals - Toys
Boxes. Tins, Jewelry

Candy Gloves Tea Sets

if "k "k

Cotton - Wool - Alpaca
Scarves, Sweaters, Slipper Socks

I HOURS: Weeknights 'till 9 p.m. Dec. 6-23

Daily 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. Sun. 12-5

Great Gifts...

Great Prices

Amherst Carnoge Shops
and

Northampton (Next to Iron Horse)

The MUSIC EVERYONE WANTS
PETE TOWNSHEND
White City

THE CURE
THE HEAD ON THE DOOR

Rub^n Blades
y Seis del Solar

Escenas

JONi MITCHELL
Dog Eat Dog

CASSETTE CASSETTE

inciuoes /'

Face The Face L
GiveBtood u
Secondhand Love

CASSETTE

MARSHALLCRENSHAW |

Downtown

I CASSETTE

DEL FUEGOS
Boston. Mass.

DEL FUEGOS

CASSETTE

Includes ;/iie»
|

This Time V't'-. l

Falling Down The Mountain

CASSETTE

STEEL PULSE
Babylon
Th«

Bandh

. . .is at FOR THE RECORD
(located in FACES, downtown Amherst)

At Amherst's most complete Record Store,

you'll find something for everyone in our

comprehensive selection of LP's and Cassettes

in all categories of music. . .

Lots of 46's + 12" dance records, too,

and now Compact Discs

ELEKTRA

Albums Pictured

on sale

DaSISI ea.

LP or Cassette

Sale ends

Dec. 12

'I^N. Pleasant St.
»•*.•»»« 256-6134

»s I' M
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WE ARE NOW OFFERING FREE
DELIVERY TO UMASS 6 DAYS A WEEK!*

TRY OUR HOMEMADE PIZZA, SUBS. SALADS AND OTHER
SPECIALTIES! • STARTING DEC.3rd
Our Thick Cruat it Mad* Fraah Dally

With Our Spaclal Homamada Sauca.

Wa Off«r A Wida Variaty Of Toppinga Dalivar«d Hot To Your Door.

Dalivariaa Mada:
Tua.. Wad.. Thur. 4:30-1:00 am
Fri.. Sat. 4:30-2:00 am ii«w««i*„ n, A».k*r^
Sun. 4:30-1:00 am " Unhraraltv Dr.. Amharat

aoaad Monday Minimum $3.00 64M713

I

i $1.00 OFF! ANY LARGE PIZZA i

I Offar Good Dae. 8 - Dae. 12 (*) With Thia Coupon |

Not Valid With Anv,Othar^Sgaclal^ffar_^^^_J

RUSSELL'S
LiaUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263 5441

BEER:
CLOSE OUT. . . Braumaitt«r 12 01 can* $7.00 cas*

Utica Club 12 o«. long naeli* ••.48 caaa + dap.

Budwaisar 12 o«. can» $11.99 caaa + dap.

Coortir Millar Uta 12m. can. $11.99 i»aa^

LIQUOR £r WINE:
Vodka or Qin 80° $8.99 1.75 ihar

Champagnas £r Sparkling Winas $2.98 4- 1^ tid mi

Don't Forgat Your Sacrat Santall

|2^CSf!^pn^ C5?»;iC^C5^^ C5?jjj CS^ii^CP^si 35?siC^^^p^ C5?^ C5??jC:^

I

Thare'i

Somathing for Everyone

on your list at

THE OLD
MILL

Rte. 63 N. Amherst

1 mile north of UMass
Open Daily 10-6

THINK CHRISTMAS A T (H R
OSF STOr SHOI'

5!n:5C3^6<35na GJ?5iC5??iC5?si a3?Qa»^iC3»;i CPf^i C»Q> C5»^i ^f;^CPf^C:^

»#<#*<»»»»#*»*#»»»*»»»*»***«»»#******<*****»»************»********'W»**«'»'a

CHANUKAH CELEBRATION

Sunday, December 8th, 7pm

Candle Lighting

• Lcrtkes

a Trivia Contest

a Music

S • 7 pm ^ Help maka LortkM In Eorthfoodt Kltchan

Free AAnlsslon
Spomond by B'nal B^lth HUM

CopeCodLounge, StudentUnion

JlMlIlIlllMlIlflllllMMlIlIlllIlllMlll^

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS
DEADLINE: DECEMBER 20, 1985

IF YOU KNOW A FACULTY TEACHER OR TEACHING ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE

WHO IS TRULY OUTSTANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION,

SUBMIT A NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION

OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND ALUMNI MAY MAKE NOMINATIONS.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY FRIDAY, DEC. 20th

TO: DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS COMMITTEE
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

919 CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
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Menchu to speak
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Rigoberta Menchu, a Guatemalen Indian
woman and author, will speak at Amherst
College tomorrow in "A Dialogue With
Rigoberta Menchu."
Menchu became well-known for her

autobiography, Me llamo Rigoberta Men-
chu, co-authored with Venezuelan an-
throplogist Elisabeth Burgos and
translated into English as /, Rigoberta
Menchu. In it, Menchu describes the ex-

ploitation of her people ana lat; violence

committed against them by the

Guatemalen military.

Menchu learned Spanish to become a

spokeswoman for her people afler her

parents and younger brother died of torture

Her talk this Saturday will be in Spanish,

with English translated provided.

The Five College Latin American Studies

Covmcil, several departments at the five a)l-

leges, and community groups for peace in

Central America are sponsoring the lec-

ture. It will be at 7:30 p.m. in the Converse

Assembly Room.

Speaker describes role of UN

VCR worth $675 stolen from Ballroom
A I^nasonic video cassette recorder

^ued at $675 was reported stolen Tues-
day afternoon from the Student Union
Ballroom. It was taken sometime between
November 23rd and 25th, University of

Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

A mitre saw, some saw blades and wren-

ches valued at $65U were reported stolen

Wednesday afternoon from Bowker
Auditorium. They were property of the Fine

Arts Center, police said.

A Ross 10-speed bicycle was reported

stolen Wednesiday morning from a bike

rack on the southwest side of Boyden Gym-
nasium. It was locked and chained, police

said.

By ROBYN RUGGIERO
Collegian Correspondent

With a positive thrust, Canadian Am-
bassador to the United Nations, Steven

Lewis, discussed the United Nations as

"Capable of making an immense con-

tribution to human kind" in a Universi-

ty of Massachusetts lecture last night titl-

ed "Whether or Wither the United Na-

tions?"

Lewis called the 40th anniversary ofthe

United Nations a marginal turning point

for the U.N. because of the positive atten-

tion it has attracted in the last few

months. He mentioned that The New York

Times covered the 40th anniversary.

"lb assume that the U.N. can solve the

quest for peace is to put a burden on the

United Nations that it cannot bare," Lewis

said, adding that people must recognize

that the U.N. cannot solve the problems

of arms control and disarmament and that

the U.aA. and the U.&SJl. have a better

chance at achieving this in Geneva.

The United Nations deals with ques-

tions that arise through the conflicts in

question on a day-to-day basis. "We give

them no pause, the United Nations

pressures the super powers on these

issues.. iilerting them that they have to

respond...that is the beauty of the U.N."

Lewis said.

According to Lewis, one of the great pro-

blems that the United Nations faces is

problem solving concerning controversies

between nations. He attributed this to the

principles of soverienty. The U.N. at-

tempts to prevent problems from
spreading, he said. "It is the United Na-
tions which allows world opinion to be
focussed and expressed."

Lewis said that the United Nations
"may not bring peac&..but all and all it

is truly a touch of sanity in this world...the

U.N. will be the corridor through which
the problem is explored" even though the

solution mav occur outside its door.

r« 19 Shopping Days
till Christmas

and only

5 days till the

Collegian
Special
Holiday
Edition

ij^jlllIlMllI^ilPlliMlllliillMlllMlMllIiillllllB

HOLIDAY TRAVELERS COLLEGESTUDEMS...

RENT A CAR
WITIi
CASH!

TBI.-MOM. MOOm
700 miLKB ntEE...
rai.'TUEM. Moom
900 MtLKB rmEK...
rmi.'WKD. MOOM
t,000 MUM rmEK

'SO*

*6S'

CALL THE OFFICE NEAREST TOU.
•PAYlfSS CAR RENTAL CORP OF MASS 7A^ 7101

180 BOSTON RO.,SPRINGfiaO, MA 10a"II9l

i,KxmocMOHomma»ar. tsMSmtU. sdmm*tm^ my (smm^n
•kfAYuaamamnMSorvmMxm. s$u tmru, Sr^vm, M r (3isi4Si^$it

t WHCr ^H^HB WR0> . .b^HR wW^^mjf V

STORED I

100% COTTON
/J

TURTLENECKS
in a dozen dazzling colors

REG.-a95-

NOW
6.95

3 FOR

19.95

3 DAYS ONLY

Downtown Amhtrst Dally 10-6.Suft.12-5
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if Chanukah continued from page l

When the Jews went to relight the menorah candles in

their temple, acocntling to legend, th^ found only enough

oil to light it for one day. They lit the menorah despite

the lack rf oil, and the candle burned miraculously for

eight days. The Chanukah menorah is a symbol of faith

and the miracle celebrated at Chanukah. One candle is

IH for each ofthe eight days ofthe holiday, Perhnutter said.

A seven-foot menorah will be lit Monday through Fri-

day in the Student Union at 4 p.m. each day. Menorahs

ami candles are also available at the B'nai B'rith Hillel

in Student Union room 302 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. said

Perlmutter

HMH Friday, Deceinber 6, IMS
Frid«y, December e, 196S <

Vilas speaks today
Argentine sociologist and author CorlM Vilas will

speak on the Sandini^a revolution in Nicaragua at 4 p.m.

tods^ in Campus Center room 806.

Vilas has written the award-winning book, Ptrfiles de

la Revolution Sandinista and is considered an authority

on Latin American planning and development. Tbday's

lecture is sponsored by the Faculty and Staff for Peace

in Central America and the Five CoU^e Latin American

Studies Council.

-STEVEN HIGGINS

THE UNIVERSITY STORE PRESENTS THE:

YELLOW SALE

20-60%

SAVINGS
Off Publishers

List Price

limited quantities

and titles

on Bale

through December

.o^^

<^^»
^N*

X)-*

Store Hours
Monday-Friday 9-5

Saturdays 10-3

(on special sale

tables located

in the Trade Book
Dept.)

Located In the Campus Center

^JVNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

YOUR TEXTBOOK
ALTERNATIVE

As • customer of ^m Jcffsry Amhsrst Bookshop,

you're ecquainted with our reputatk>n for personal,

profsssiorwl tervtce. We invite you to give yourself

that same convenience when K comes to ordering

texts. Conskier the advantaoes:

• we order the quantitiae you request

— we won't cut your »stinwt0

• computerized ordering

• regular written reports on the ststus of your

order

• prompt reeponee to title queries

• immediate reporting on publisher out-of-

stoclcs

• desk copy losns from store stock

But we do mors than make your life eaver. Consider

the advantsgei for your students when they buy

books St the Jeff:

• 10% off s# non-course books
• 10% off «r school supplies

• s serious committment to stocking

used ttxts-a cruaa/ factor in studant

budgts
• sccees to sit our cteas lists

-a valuabh iwfannee for studant

planning

• free, ^asf speciel ordering

• payment by charge or check - with rv) 10

hsesles

• k>nger, more convenient hours
— we're opan Sundays yaarround...

and axtra hours during rush

Every 8hopr<er is concerned with veiue— ernl str>ce

you hsve a choice, why not choose the profeesionsi

service, the efficiency end eeee of ordering your texts

with the Jeffery Amherst Bookshop.

Jeffery

Amherst

Bookshop

66 South Pleasent Street. Amheret
2S3-33B1 2S3-3870

Kegt ^
Beer ^ -f^E'Ct

Wine^
Soda -A-

Amherst

Mast
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Meisterbrau lapackcans $4.40 +.6oi2pack

DUSCh 12ozcans $9.80 -t- $1.20 case

Kronenbourg homes $3.70 + .aoepack

Nouveau Beaujolais $4.9975omi

Post! Asti $5.95 760 ml

E a- J Brandy $8.90 l

Vodka $9.95 175L

Lord Calvert .^12.99 itsl
. CJ2 \ St."Ill""

..^'^ .' UNIVtRSlT * /DRivf

175 University Drive

^^^" ^P^/
-k

»>:>
I
— ! •- ROUTF 9

253-5595
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Energy expended for what?
The Thomas Jefferson Society, Students

for Government by Referenda, the UMass
Republican CluU and now Student* for Par-

ticipatory Democracy; do the handful erf"

right-wing ideologues that plague this cam-

pus never tire of forming new organizations

lo hide behind?

SPD, the newest acronym on the block,

seems to have been formed for the express

purpose of harassing MassPIRG by

challenging the optional $2 semesterly fee

which is their source of funding. MassPIRG
is a non-partisan student group which

works on environmental and consumer

issues. SPD is a group of liberal-bashers

who claim to be interested in "student

rights."

The Chronical of Higher Education on

March 20 carried a revealing article with

the long-winded but telling headline, "Con
servative Student Groups Try to Topple

PIRGs by Halting Use of Negative Check

off Fee System." In its second breath the ti-

tle went on, "selfstyled student rights' ac-

ttvists have succeeded in only a few cases

but are not ready to quit."

A national campaign against the PIRGs

^as, according to this article, been organiz-

ed by the United Students for America

Foundation. A list of groups supportive of

the anti-PIRG drive reads like a Who's Who
of the Collegiate Right: Young Americans

for Freedom. Students for a Better

America, and the ubiquitous College

Republicans.

In light of this information it should come

as no surprise that one of SPD's organizers

is none other than Loren Spivak, president

of the UMass Republican Club. Evidently

it was decided that attacking PIRG under

the aegis of the Republicans could create

a certain credibility gap. Another of SPD's

members is the organizer of Students for

Government by Referenda, Bill "Let The
People Speak" Collins. Bill has been con-

spicuously absent from a signature drive

to put the presence of Accuracy in

Academia on campus to a student referen-

dum. Could it be that Collins only wants

the students whose politics agree with his

own to be heard?

Many of us have had more than enough

of Colins' peculiar brand of "populism." It

is a populism that plays off of students' own

Timothy Harris

perraived pOTverlessness and takes on a

completely negative face. Collins is against

MassPIRGs $2 fee, conversely he attacks

environmentalism; he is against a $12

SATF fee increase, conversely defunding an

anti-oppreesion coordinator position at

SCERA; he is against the BOG boycott of

Coors Brewery, conversely supporting a far-

right lobbying groups It is a "populism"

that is manipulative in nature and wear-

ing thin.

Collins' constituency at the South West

Area Government will no doubt remember
a controversy over Coors brewery last

semester Well, Coors once again is playing

a role in campus politics for it turns out

that the Adolph Coors Association has pro-

vided the anti PIRG USA Foundation with

$15,000 in seed money. The Coors Brewery,

home of James Watt, is notorious for its

vocal opposition to pro-environment

legislation.

By using the very same tactics that have

been employed by groups of young conser-

vatives across the country. SPD displays an
appalling lack of originality. One would

hope they would have the intellectual depth

to adapt a strategy fit for their own cam-

pus. MSPD would have MassPIRG funded

out of the Student Activities Trust Fund
during a fiscal crisis, in which groups

already competing for a slice of he SATF are

underfunded. One would think the "fiscally

conservative" students of SPD, if I may be

so presumptive as to describe them as such,

would encourage alternative fund-raising

strategies to take pressure off of SATF.

The somewhat disappointing "party-line"

strategy of SPD is likely to continue, for

they will no doubt campaign with the same
USA Foundation supplied materials that

have been used on other campuses. It is

ironic that students who bill themselves as

free-thinking individuals would bow to the

manipulations ofpowerful interests such as

Coors.

Timothy Harris is a UMass student.

The absence was noted
The absence of black faces in the crowd

which gathered outside the Student Union

Building for the START rally yesterday is

indicative of the general apathy that exists

within the black student body of this

University.

For the past 20 years the black popula-

tion ofUMass has been actively protesting

against and trying to correct the iiyustices

done to them by the white majority, and

rightly so. However, blacks have begun to

perceive virtually all important issues as

either black or white and this is not the

c&se*

Blacks do not exist separately from

whites. Neither do black students live

isolated from white students on this cam-

pus. Every student pays tuition and fees to

attend this insitution each semester.

Therefore every student contributes to the

SATF and the monies belong to the entire

student body.
* * u

Threats by the administration to taKe

control of those monies affect all students

Rhonda Swan

equally. It is time black students realized

that student issues are their issues too.

The sponsors of the Jeans and Tee Shirts

party and the Funk-a-Thons and the

various "Smokers" have absolutely no trou-

ble getting participation from the black stu-

dent population to attend these various

events.

However, where were you during the anti-

apartheid rallies and where were you
yesterday? It is time for black students to

stop complaining about not being
represented and come out ofthe closets and
start representing yourselves. Wake up and
start participating while you have the op-

portunity for there may come a time when
oppurtunity stops knocking.

Rhonda Swan is a member ofthe Collegian

staff.

Letters

Columnists level-headedness
I am writing to show appreciation for

Stephen Erickson's columns that I've read

this semester in the Collegian. "No thanks,

not needed" was thoroughly entertaining

I like reading articles by a person who

seems to keep an open mind and is obvious-

ly well-read.
• _r

Tbo mai\y columns have been spewings of

feelings-gone-fact; what people want to

believe. Militancy is easy to come by Ex-

tremists from either political pole often

tend to show ignorance and try to "repre-

sent their heads through showing their

hearts." I personally am more politically

"left" than Erickson, but still appreciate

his apparent levelheadedness. I hope he

keeps up the good writing.

Dan Sanford
Northeast
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Random Notes
At this time of the year, everyone should

be aware that the new state anti-hazing law

does not solely apply to the Greek Area. For

instance, the perennial "Secret Santa"

rites, which sometimes include demonstra

tions of what may be considered public

humiliation, among other things, may be

punishable by fines of up to $1,000 and ex-

pulsion. So beware, and match the respon-

siblity which is now legally expected of the

Greeks.

Larry Bouchie

* * *

Speaking of holiday time, those of you

who've been living in the library lately

have already missed two favorite holiday

programs—Charlie Brown and Rudolf the

Red Nosed Reindeer But don't despair-

Union Video Center taped Rudolf(check its

schedule for replay times), and the best is

yet to come: the Grinch Who Stole

Christmas is on tomorrow night. Check TV
listings for time and channel.

* * *

Word from usually cautious legislators

back on Beacon Hill is that Chancellor Duf-

fey has earned an unusually good reputa-

tion for himself and the University, which

may explain the recent impetus to obtain

the estimated $35 million necessary for a

new sports arena.

Meanwhile, cynics on campus look toward

that amount of money and wonder about

the extent to which this campus could final-

ly be brought up to par physically. I guess

we'll have to choose between dodging

potholes and flaking walls and ceilings, or

eivjoying an on-campus hockey team and a

larger facility for basketball games, con-

certs, and convocations.

* * *

.

Members of the UMass Republican Club

are understandably disappointed by the

rescheduling of an Accuracy in Academia

debate until next semester The AIA
representative, who was to have debated

Chancellor DufFey this week, had tentative-

ly agreed to speak at the Republican Club

rally scheduled for today.

Speaking of which, a Boston Phoenix ar-

ticle this week featured an AIA piece,

which mentioned UMass AIA target

Samuel Bowles, but not DufFey's previous

television debate with an AIA rep. The ar-

ticle went on to paraphrase comments by

Lee Csorba, a representative of the group,

who sheepishly admitted an utter lack of

response to a Boston College area solicita-

tion for student monitors.

• * *

I continue to be encouraged by the calibre

of speakers that UMass has been attracting

lately, the most recent speaker being Tbm
Wicker from the New York Times. A
gracious and tempered man. Wicker exud-

ed an aura of reason and responsibility I

didn't expect in a labeled liberal.

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist

Why emphasize the negative?

In response to Stephen Erickson's

"mediocre" Collegian column, "No thanks,

not needed," it is our opinion that his let-

ter is not needed. Why must one emphasize

the negative aspects of life, especially at

this time of year? Surely we could compose

a list a mile long of things that don't make
us happy; but we won't. Rather we'd prefer

to point out the positive. For instance;

-music

-the fact that we can celebrate the

Holidays once again

-an education to open up our minds to the

world

•sunsets

-modern medicine and its ability to pro-

long life

-freedom of choice

-ice cream
-a first snowfall

-getting unexpected mail
-being able to eat daily

-the unbiased nature of children

-love

For each of us, the list grows longer as it

gets more personal. If we dwelled on the
negative list it would only get longer;

however it is also true of the positive. It's

your world, you choose how to see it.

* Mart Gadlin
Meg Garrity

Margie Kelley

Orchard HiU
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Albert Collins
warms crowd
By JONATHAN PERRY
Collegian Correspondent

Albert Collins and the Icebreakers did more than heat

up a chilly winter's eve at the Iron Horse Cafe in Nor

thampton Tuesday night. They set the place on fire.

Although the legendary bluesman and his six piece tour

ing band were two hours late for their scheduled 7 p.m.

performance, the first of two shows, th^ quickly warmed
up the crowd with a blistering opening jam that merely

hinted at what was to come.

Upon joining the Icebreakers on stage, which was far

too small, Collins drew quick forgiveness from a cramped,

cheering audience as he served up his specialty: A
generous helping of biting blues that cut through the air

like an icepick.

Collins, whom Musician magazine has called "the most

powerful blues guitarist in the world," certainly lived up

to his billing. Backed fay the Icebreakers, Collins di^layed

the trademark sound that stems from his minor-key tun

ing, pickless playing, and the capo that is permanently

Castened halfway up the neck of his Fender Tfelecaster

During the one and a half hour set, Collins combined

his engaging flair for story telling, which is highlighted

by his exaggerated gestures, facial expressions, and vocal

characterizations, with a sometimes sneaky, sometimes

stinging, guitar.

The Icebreakers also held their share of the audience's

attention, most notably the hurricane horn-blowing sec-

tion ofGabe Flemming (trumpet), Abb Lock (saxophone),

and Chuck Williams, who was armed with two saxophones

hung at each hip. While all three Cvred off wailing solos,

Williams was the most dazzling, blowing both saxophones

simultaneously.

Bass player Johnny B. Gayden and drummer Soko

Friday. December 6, 1966,
Collegian (M

Albert CoUin*

Richardson comprised the guts ofthe band, while keybtmrd

player Leon Blue provided a classic example d* blues

keyboard when he could be heard.

Gayden and Richardson did a superb job of anchoring

Collins' shivering solos, but the axeman had a long rope

attached to that anchor.

During "Masterchai^e," a humorous, funky tune, Col-

lins cheerfully waltzed through the audience with his

guitar, a trail of cord following him, headed upstairs to

the balcony, down again, and disappeared out the front

door onto the street. Without missing a note.

His despairing vocal highlighted "Angel Of Mercy,"

while, as usual, his Tblecaster did some talking o( its own.

Collins captivated a sympathetic crowd by first milking

lingering notes from his guitar, then brought them to at-

tention with savage chords and a flurry of notes that slic-

ed, rather than swirled through the room. It was the big

gest snowstorm yet for New Englanders.

xVxi/ JLO
Coplin's MFA exhibit

celebrates creativity
By
JENNIFER ACKERMAN
(k>llegian ^aff

Th«re is something a little

out of the ordinary going on

at Hampden Gallery in

Southwest this week.

Marilyn Coplin, a Fine Arts

graduate student, is having

a thesis exhibition of her

work. What is so extraor-

dinary about that?

It all started when
Marilyn moved into the

gallery on Monday She has

been living and doing her

work there as part of her ex

hibit. The idea of inviting

the viewer to share in the

creative process is why she

is temporarily residing at

Hampden until Friday.

That's not all though.

I got a chance to talk with

Marilyn about her work,

which was very exiting as

her contagious enthusiasm

kept her nearly bouncing ofT

the walls.

She was bubbling over

about the ideas represented

in her work. Coplin is con-

cerned with how to interpret

nature with her own
creative process. This pro-

cess involved is the whole

idea of the «chibition, which

involves mytholoRv,

primitive and U-ibal em-
bolism, and imagery from

nature all wrapped up in a

fantastic mixed-media
presentation.

The show is comprised rf

several msgor pieces, two

wall paintings and three

clay sculptures. There is a

progression between the

sculptures. The first one is

a cluster of smooth bone like

shapes in a rectangular pool

of water.

The second sculpture is

highly textured from press-

ing against old tree bark.

Marilyn also pointed out a

few spots where there are

magic symbols tucked away

in the nooks and crannies.

The third part has a lot of

energy. The artist describes

this as "mountains trying to

take flight ...liberation from

a primordial source to

become airborne" This piece

coryures up images of the

natural erosion procese—the

effects of wind and rain on

rock, and the artist is the

creator of this erosion.

The progression from the

first of these sculptures to

the third is the process in

which the imagination is

liberated by the creativity of

the artist.

The imagery of mountains

and figures in flight are the

inspiration for the wall

paintings as well aa the

sculptures. The unfinished

pamtmg that 1 saw was full

of energy with the same
delicacy of the sculptures,

but Marilyn was in the pro-

cess of creating this part of

the exhibit, and it wasn't

complete

The artist explained that

the never really completes a

wcx'k, so it was important to

conv^ this in her exhibit.

She sees art as a continuous

creative process, and she

often goes back to old work

to add new ideaa Glorifying

the process of creativity in a

performance installation is

an enlightening and educa

tional experience for the

viewer of the work, who is

allowed to share with the ar

tist rather than seeing only

the finished piece

There will be a closing

reception tonight from 5-7

p.m. If you stopped by to see

Marilyn and her work dur

ing the week, go back to see

what new things she has

done since the beginning of

her show. Stop by even ifyou

haven't seen it yet— it is

hard not to eryoy ^e*" work.
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for Dance Production
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For more
info, call

546-9613

Marilyn Coplin
adds color to works
exhibited in her
MFA Thesis show at

Hampden Gallery
this week. The clos-

ing reception is

tonight from 5-7 p.m.
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Christmas Cards
...make the season merry, and show

you've remembered someone special!
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Sat 10-3
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AMERICAN GREETINGS

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

SPIELBERG!
SPIELBERG!
SPIELBERG! I love that

man and I don't care who
knows it! lb put it simply, he

is what you might call...how

shall I put it? God.

Great. Now that I've got

that nice, healt)^ rant out of

my system, I can tell you all

about the new
SPIELBERG movie Young

Sherlock Holmes is the story

of what would happen if

Holmes and Watson had

met as teenagers. According

to the fiction of Sir Arthur

Conan Doyle, Holmes and

Watson first meet as middle

aged men in A Study in

Scarlet. According to Chris

Columbus, who wrote the

screenplay for this movie, as

well as the screenplays for

Gremlins and Goonies,

Holmes and Watson meet at

a prestegous public school in

England.

Strange deaths are occur-

ing all over England. Sane
and steady men suddenly

scream at unseen horrors

and eventually kill

themselves fleeing these

phantoms from the

unknown. Enter young
Sherlock, a surprisingly

emotional yet perceptively

bright bc^.

This movie is not just for

Sherlock fans. It has many
of the plot devices that are

the trademark of a

SPIELBERG film.

Although my buddy Steve

just produced the film, his

influence on it is pervasive.

We have an Egyptian death

cult and many other

references to the Indiana

Jones movies.

One of the best things

about this movie is that we
get to see where Sherlock

got the props that made him
an archetype But even bet-

ter than that we get see why
Sherlock became the man
he became By the end of the

movie we see why Sherlock

became cold and logical,

why he rejected any roman-

tic contact with women and
why he got addicted to

cocaine

Barry Levinson, who
directed Diner, slows down
the breakneck pace of your

normal SPIELBERG film

and allows us to absorb a bit

of that Victorian at-

mosphere. But unfortunate-

ly, like Robert Zemeckis in

Back to the Future, the direc-

tor's efforts are over shadow-

ed by the producer's name

Weekend Best Bets: if

you're in a Holiday mood,

Disney's One Magic
Christmas starring Harry

Dean Stanton (Repo Man.
Paris, Texas) and Mary
Steenburgen is supposed to

be quite good.

That's All Folks.

-^3 HEALTH
ClUB

INTERNS WANTED
OPENINGS:

4 to 6

RESPONSIBILITIES:
1

)

create, design and instruct a one credit course in the area of health

and fitness.

2) administration of the fitness testing program

3) training /fitness consultation

QUALIFICATIONS:
1) coursework and/or work experience in exercise physiology,

kinesiology, nutrition, exercise prescription /testing, psychology,

sport management, mechanical principles of motion

2) leadership qualities

3) desire to use and build upon your knowledge and expertise in an

area within the fitness field

4) ability to work independently

APPLICATIONS:
available in B-30 BakerHouse in the Orchard Hill area. Phone:

546-2883

DEADLINE: INTERVIEWS:

Monday, December 16, 1986 scheduled 16 Dec. thru 20 Dec.

DON'T WAITi APPLY NOW!

Beer Specials

Swinkles. . .$2.99 6/pack

Grolsh. . .$3.95 6/pack

Bass Ale. . .$4.70 6/pack

Wine Specials

Harveys Bristol Cream. . .$8.49

Jean De pierre

French Sparkling Wines

Raspberry

Mimosa $3.99

Strawberry

Christmas Gifts

for everyone in the family

gift wrapping available !

As usual many liquor specials in store

Spirit Haus Inc.

338 College St. Amherst, MA
256-8433 253-5384

Ivory's film Savages is off target

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

SAVAGES SUrring Suzy
Blakely Directed by
James Ivory

, There is nothing worse,

than a bad surrealist film.

Idiot images, putrid preten-

tiousness and a senseless

series ofboring pictures are

what make bad surrealism.

James Ivory's Savages is

one of these

This sad excuse for a film

begins with a sign that says,

"The Mud F^ple" A tribe of

chalky, white people appear;

humping, killing and acting

like the average savage.

They are about to perform a

sacrifice on one of their

Embroidered
V neck
Sweater

Assorted

Colors

Photographer Dwayne Autery

M-F 9-6

SsttO-3

4^.UNIVERSITY
mUSTORE -Sf

members when suddenly a

red croquet ball bounces

past them. They pick it up
as if it were something from

heaven. They forget their

sacrifice and go into the

woods to explore; where tho'

discover a deserted mansion

that eventually civilizes

them.

A surrealist film is the

hardest kind to make,
because each image has to

be on target. Each image
has to be funny, sad, or

satirical. You can't be even

slightly off in a surrealist

film, or you blow the whole

thing. Ivory's images are

way off. His satire is not fun-

ny and uninspiring. His

weird images don't even

seem that weird, they just

seem amateurish. For exam
pie, a dead man is rotting at

the bottom d* the pool and
one of the savages, who is

now civilized, goes diving

down to the dead man to

pick his pockets. This image

is hardly funny, or thought

provoking. It is just useless.

Hiis whole film is useless,

because it fails in its at-

tempt at satire. Bunel's The
Discreet Charm of the

Bourgeoisie, which this film

is fashioned after, is funny

because of its weird images

and excellent satire. Ivory

only succeeds in boring the

audience to death with his

reaching for the \wirdne88

and brilliance of Bunel.

Stwages, in the end fails in

surrealism because it is

amateurish and sloppy. It

uses uninspiring images
that provoke no interest or

thought, whatsoever. Ivory's

monstrosity only provokes

agony.

Family and friends aid Gleasman *89 in

her quest for the Miss Firecracker crown in

Beth Henley's The Miss Firecracker contest

to be performed at Smith College Friday
and Saturday and Dec 10-13

NOTICE:
A coffeehouse will be

held to raise money for

Lord Jeffrey Inn workers

layed off by Inn manage-
ment in November. The
event will take place at 7

pm, Dec 13 at 16 Spring St

in Amherst (across from

the Inn).

Local musicians will in

elude Lisa Gaughran, Sam
Bowles, Ann Ferguson,

Paul Newlin, Gerry Scop-

pettuolo, and Jonathan

Stevens.

A minimum donation of

$3 will be requested at the

door. Tickets are also

available in advance at

Food For thought B<x)ks, in

Amherst.

Coffee, tea and
homemade baked goods

will be available.

The event is sponsored by

the Lord Jeff Workers'

Benefit Association.

FOUR SEASONS
Wines/Liquors

BEER SPECIALS
BUD & BUD LIGHT 12 oz. cans $10.99

BUSCH 12 oz. cans $8.99

HEINEKEN 12 oz. cans $13.99

STROHS 12 oz. cans $9.99

GENESEE BEER 12 oz. btl $7.99

PIELS DRAFT 12 oz. cans $6.99

SIX PACK SPECIALS
HERFORDER PILS. . . . $3.99 SWINKLES. . . . $3.25

DAB. $3.99 KILLIANS IRISH RED w/rebate. $2.75

LIQUOR & WINE SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $8.99

PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 1.75 L $9.99

AMARETTO 1.75 L $11.99

MALIBU RUM. 750 ml $6.99

RON ROBERTO RUM 1.75 L $10.99

George Buboeuf $4.49

Jean Beoin $4.49

Louis Tete .... $4.49

Berrlnger White Zinfandel $4.99

Premiat Wines 2 for $5.

NOUVEAU BEAUJOLAIS
HAS ARRIVED

V\^
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THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

12 m. Drafts 75*

Pitchers $3.75

Beer

Of The Month

Imported from

Holland

GROLSCH $1.25

Spoke Drink of the Week -

Amaretto Sour $1.25

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

MONEV MOTIUATCD?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and
Have the Confidence to Prove
What it Takes, Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expanding a

new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing is the future
successful road to sales m the 1980's, and we are growmg
rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to work around your schedule,

and you can earn up to $10.00 per hour while training.

There are still 25 positions available. Salary -4- Commissions

Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM, Dave
413-256-4101

Polar

Fleece

Jackets

36.95

Assorted

colors

and

styles

Photographer Dwayne Autery

FoJi ihA Holiday SmAon

Book4

(flAtU

QiLanJaA4

t03 North PlMnm S
AmiMnl4>2S3.SS74

American Travel Services

presents
^''^ SPRING BREAK ^*86''

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island
Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.
All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Rob 549-5303

patagonia

Shelled

Located in the Campus Center

M-F9-5
Sat 10-3

&yUNIVERSITY
mMstore^

Shelled Synchilla
T*

Synchilla

Jackets

reg 98°^

SALE!

93 BoMwood Walk 413.253-7779
Amherst. MA 01002

B̂LACK AFFAIRS
KWANZAA is an option
to the traditional Xmas
By KIMBERLY A. BURGE
Collegian StaiT

Many people believe that Christmas and
Hanukkah are the only holidays celebrated

in E)ecember Kwanzaa is holiday that

many black Americans celebrate as an
alternative to the traditional Christmas.

Kwanzaa is the celebration (tfNguzo Saba
or The Seven Principles. The Seven Prin-

ciples are: UMOJA (Unity). KU
JICHAGUILA (Self-determination),

UJIMA (Collective Work and Responsibili-

ty), UJAMAA (Cooperative Economics),

NIA (Purpose), KUUMBA (Creativity), and
IMANI (Faith). The concept for the holiday

comes from the agricultural peoples in

Africa who celebrated and gave thanks for

the harvests at certain times during the

year.

Over the past years, there has been some
confusion about Kwanzaa. Dr. M. Ron
Karenga, author of "KWANZAA: Origin.

Concepts, Practice" and the creator ctf

KWANZAA wrote that "KWANZAA is an
Afro-American holiday, not a continental

African holiday. There is no holiday on the

African continent with the same symbols,

practices, or principles."

The spelling ofKWANZAA has also been

a mc^r source of confusion. KWANZAA is

a derivative of the Swahilian word kwan-

za which means first. However. Karenga
added an extra "a" for two reasons: 1) to

represent an expression ofblack Americans

values and 2) to distinguish the holiday

from the word kwanza which doesn't con-

vey the distinct identity and purpt^e (tfthe

holiday.

KWAN2^AA is celebrated from December
26-January 1 . Karenga chose to celebrate

KWANZAA during this time "lb capitalize

on the holiday spirit and orientation

already in existence This time marks the

end of high Christmas prices and avoids

crass commercialism and it gives Blacks an

alternative to the existing holiday a chance

to celebrate themselves and their history

rather than simply follow the practice of

the dominant society."

There are seven basic and two sup-

plementary symbols ofKWANZAA: mazao
(crops), mkeka (mat), kinara (the candle

holder), vibunzi (ears ofc»m), zaw^i (gifla),

kikombe cha umoja (the unity cup), and
mishumba saba (the s^ven candles). The
Nguzo Saba and the bendera (the national

flag or standard) are the supplementary

symbols.

Mazao represents the historical roots of

the holiday, mkeka represents tradition,

kinara represents the continental Africans,

vibunzi represents our children and each

family usm as many ears of com as it has

children, zawadi represents the seeds sown

by the children and of the fruits of the labor

of the parents, kikombe cha umoja
represents the first principle which is uni-

ty, and mishumba saba represents the

seven principles.

The lighting of the mishumaa in honor

d'the seven principles is a ceremony which

is held during KWANZAA. One black can-

dle is placed in the center of the kinara

then three red candles are placed on the left

and three candles are placed on the right.

The black candle is placed in the middle

because it represents black people in uni-

ty and unity is the central principle and it

is lit on the first day because it represents

the first principle.

On the second day, the red and green

candles are lit alternately with the red

candles representing struggle and the

green representing the future.

Announcements
There will be a reception for Jamaican

artist Glenwood Lawrence from 4 p.m.-8

p.m. today at the Augusta Savage
Memorial Gallery located on the first floor

of the New Africa House.

Lawrence is a painter, author, and com-
poser whose works titled: "A Broom to

Fly" will be exhibited until December
20ith. His exhibit is sponsored by the

University of Massachusetts Arts Coimcil.

The 11th Annual "Battle of the D.J.'s"

will be held from 10 pm.4 a.m. this Satur-

day at the Ameherst College Valentine

Dining Complex.

Videos will be shown from 10 pm.-ll:30
p.m. and food will be served by Sister

Yvonne. Admission is $4. This event is

sponsored by the Straight Ahead Ex-

ecutive Committee.

M^ :j^/Ya/ Y7///7M/^ f^^/^r {^a Q^/?J^M^€^

Antique and unique styles available

in a wide ran^^e of prices.

.fi:\vi:ij:K

on the common, amherst, 253-3986

mon.-sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

INR^NS
GRIZZLY BEAR NIGHT

T-Shlrts TONIGHT

Door Prizes FRIDAY DEC. 6th

$1.00 A BOTTLE

Qif^i^J^ d?Cb.Q:)..<Od ffS<^b>J».,t:yb tfR^i^Qf) ..dS'basC^^Qa^.dlS^ dlTvak^Qd..^:^^

Fine Food & Spirits

Free Taco Bar 9 til it lasts

Monday and Tuesday Night

December Beer Special

KRONENBOURG
57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

^

ij(f
UMASS SKI CLUB

presents

WINTER PARK
COLORADO

JANUARY 5-12 $425.00 per person

Your Trip Includes:
• Roundtrlp jet flight Newark/ Denver
• Roundtrip transfer from Denver to Winter Park
• 7 nights luxury condomlnum lodging at The Pines

• 5 days skiing at Winter Park and Mary Jane ski areas

• Welcome Party and mountain orientation

• Ski race with prizes

• All taxes and tips included

For more information contact:

UMASS SKI CLUB
or Tom Gerraty 543-5913: Dwayne Head 256-4287

"The best trip, the lowest priced!"

Christmas
Wraps and Trims

Deck your gifts in the season's finest!

M-f 9-5

Sat 10-3

I MCMLXXXV American Creeiingi Corp.

AMERIG\N GREt TINGS
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The crunchjest.

crispiest, tastiest

fried chiicken

and piping tiot biscuits.

Single pieces or Paradise Pacs
of up to 20 delicious pieces.

Also fresti pocket sandwicties.

salads and desserts

253-7494

Eat In or

take out orders

All fresti chiicken
prepared witti

natural Ingredients.

fried in pure peanut oil.

Downtown Amherst 31 Bottwood Wc'k
(through n>e alley, next to Toco VilloJ

Th« Smitt) Co(t«ge

Tttaatr* DepartriMnt

^^^ pri—nti

'^HE mIsS
FIRECRACKER
CONTESTw^

a cofnedy by

Beth Henley
directed by

P.J. Tone. AC
5*, 6, 7, 10V

11*. 12w>d13
TtMCtie 14, Stnitti Cottogc

SHJOp.m.

Students tnd Senior ^4
QHnnun *r

*Dolar Mghtt *
ro* NHuiiiiviKin ana fvwr-

vations call 584-3023.

m>Mlidg|'t 12:30-4:30

TiekMa on aato in Setlye

Handicapped

• LPI •MJMKS •CMS 451

M
A
G
S

•

1

M
P

R
T

^ALBUM'S
•

S
u
N
G
L

A
S
s
E

S

JJJeBM^ go Top 100

mJmSr^^^ Mi coiii fiocK »i2w

vminHBEtm
BUY • SELL • TRADE
USB) IPk. CASSETTES A COl

ALBUMS«181 N PLEASANT STREET*AiyH:KSI
•253-7137

S P0STB6 • na • ACCESSOMES

I

yj^ NOW OPEN
l^verboat Village

APARTMENTS. SOU TM HADLEY.
1. 2 Of 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BEAumui MOOtlS FOPMSMf D B' CHAP D?lA %f «• * f PSTf-V fUPNiTUfc-E CO

•SwtiMiuno Pool •Tonnit Court 'Club HoaM •Shuflli Board Court

L(*SCD OM 0«»« 'XCU<>»'"C» B»S '

O^N SEVEN OAVS A WEEK
10 AM 4 PM

PHONE i3?9461
532-9462

CAu fOB
OlBtCTlONi

I Rjverboai Viiiage

Biver lodge »o
So HaOiey 'A 0107S

MAaa.*miov«e
mawcnow axATiow

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29
Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center
iFuf Service Tn Sion

T» SunMrtand Rd.. No An«««r«l. MA
Aco** trom Walroba s Slor«

549-4704

IMoat Major

Cradll Carda Accaptad

^.-
Quality Food | Praparad

To Ofdaf]

C>»a«»H»t Ptoln Nd
WhMaiy

•1 «ab^3044

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: Mlia lit noftti to

South OoarfMd. aouth on routd

•-10 1H mllaa Right on Chrtatlan

Lano H mlla trom cantor of town.

Opan:
Mon-Sat 5-10 pm Sun 1-8

Friday. December 6, 1965, .Collegian n

Poonesbufy BY GARRY TRUDEAU

HAS TAKENA mUBBfOJS. HAIR-

PINTVm. UKB/T(XNOr, )€U

\ NOUHAV^JOANSlAmiOAN
Mm»^HmMA5wit.'m&!

\

NOmt.UNOS
PUK^.MOfei
POSSNTTCHANee
ATHINe.TMOON-

TOB^A^
ifocmn

NBPHEW.THINK

fUftA/HOimr.
UHilSITWU
kMrns^Tom
APOCTOt^*

600P
POIHT.

\

2Dftl&..P0Hr
mAHtAiQTO
ASKWIt.HtLP
mimoAis
AHEAP.

Weather
Tbdajr: A little snow ending as flurries

by late afternoon. Highs in the lower to

middle 308.

Tbnight: Early flurries then clearing

and cold. Lows in the teens and 20s.

Tbmorrow: A few clouds and cold with

highs in the middle to low 308.

BLOOM COUNTY
f€m FATAL 0»M£iC£NC£

fOUA PC .OfW4

fWfSf*-

/«-<

'P6MAL
NT mf^ CAN'T
9e* IT'5Aft(f
MISTAKS ^ 7WEV

AN J3M ...

by Berkie Bffcatiicd

OHfUA%.
(fRBAT^IPR)

"BAmAfNm'. eocf.-GNeMe

V mfnt!)..ANpNO

-^\:.^,.

^

56«revty..

.fW Lift HAS Beca^
FINALLY fiO 30 5A£aAL.

AccenAMCe.' ffO MBAMNOftl.

(^ LISWi.'...7He
<i UOONSr^CAN
^^^ YOU HEAR -me

fr ^ ]
uxjNsr.

tC !y K -r-

h^
1

1

'-^vJ
If

->*'-

iwl!^-^
--•*«ir LlLiU<A»>.

-4
3at Brain

Hr H<» TV

Mi3 i-UNJCH

50

> >t>u4ri

By Bill Dearing

G-&o2> cz/sr- /9^rrr/t /mp
/A/t- US ^f* ^*o/r^
TNI it ^»/f^r~ dAi X
UICC -^r SCTT/»J u-

Pcenif Do

/

Menu

Friday, December 6

LUNCH
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/Cranberry

Sauce
Spanish Shrimp and Rice Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Garbanzo Vegetable Stew

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/Cranberry

Sauce

DINNER
Meatloaf/Marinara Sauce

N.E. Style Scrod/Herb Crumb Tbpping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

BASICS DINNER
Fiesta Rice and Cheese

N.E. Style Scrod/Herb Crumb Tbpping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiird b) Inidr Mk-hrl Jaffr

GORDY By Gorde
^^m

weuL. eors.

1
iiippw^^jii^^**^m

w^ / ^V*
''<

t^ ^

-s^

wwe
SKhUFTf

llfllll^^

Freaker Patrol ByDowe andO^Brien

ACROSS
I Sudan s

natghbot

5 Pound doon
9 say die

14 Aefie. (or

eiampic
'5 General

Bradley

16 One o( the

S>l«yells

17 Sacred bull

18 Cognomen
19 At what place''

20 Optimist &

sustenance""

23 Red or Ross
24 disani

25 Connections
27 Oiners basics

35 HR sin the city

36 Command lo a

canine

37 Noyarro o( the

screen

36 Pen points

40 One kind o)

bath
43 Special perlor

mance
44 Easterner, in a

way
46 Succulent plant

46 Tiny thing

49 Bite for

Bumslead''
53 Zola title

54 Driver s need
55 Compass pt

58 Sustenance lor

Maugham''
64 Topsoil

66 Thors parent

67 Fellows

68 Forelimb bones
69 Bye bye
70 Personification

of love

71 Coin tor 3 Down
72 So be It

73 Erik Bruhn, for

one

6 Nagpur nanny
7 Lansbury role

8 Magic word
9 Time lor resolu

lions

10 Anglo Saiion

letter

1

1

Competes
12 To bo Fi

13 Flightless bird

21 Original

arkwnght
22 Caboodle s

companion
26 Unaccom

panied man
27 Bacchante Var

28 Cherubim
opera 1794

29 The Diamond
as the

Rit^

Fitzgerald

30 PI
31 Entreaties

32 Muscat resi

dent

33 Relating lo the

wind
34 Scythe handle

39 Cut
41 Menu phrase
42 Butte native

45 Ancient
47 Place in a

Slemtieck title

50 Three

match
51 Siouk

52 Fued in piai e

55 Thrall

56 Mosei leedei

57 Wagnot $ earth

goddess
59 Cheese center

60 Location
61 Atmosphere
62 Rhone city

63 Being
65 Ear or hat

MISWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE

5 H A P eHbIaItIsI AD «h H
MA N OIRHOlTlRloa S A f1 A

i \, A T lEHOlRlAlLHPlLlOlDl
11_T AHCIL lAlMHUllMlAlNlMMt H EIAIPIPILIEICIAIIIT
j? PTOIO R si L £ » lilU
M. fllEISMBTlIi N mn

THIE R AISIIE L IaIn oMpiaii
;r ElNBhClL EIIIGHRIOINIOIO'

BDODH oaonncn
TH E S um}^ H 1 N^Sl^H
R A S tHi NIEPIIIVIA N

R UHA N N eHIa B EL E

1 E eBa G E rBc L E A T

sIl s sIa S s imi E R N S

12/6/«S

( ! ] 4

1

5 t 7 1

1

1 II 11 17 1]

11 li l(

17 II II

n ?i }} "

?4 n K ^
v 2* n M 11 n U M

n M 37

M M 40 41 4J 4)

44 4S 41 47 41

4t M il il

a 54

jjjjj^^l
S5 M ii M SI M il •1 U

t4 is

1

M

1

17

M 6« 70

;i r? n

12WSS

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

The Smith Colleee

Theatre Department

presents

THE mIsS
FIRECRACKER
CONTEST w^

a comedy by
Beth Henley
directed by

P.J. Tone, AC
December 5*, 6, 7, 10»,

11*, 12 and 13

Theatre 14, Smith College

8:00 p.m.

General Admission: $4

Students and Senior ^^
Citi/ens: 12 V"

* Dollar Nights

For information and reser-

vations call 584-3023,

vveakdays 12:30-4:30

Ttcksts on sat* in Saalye

Basement
Handicapped acceasttits

9i
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Get your ad in the Special Holiday

Edition on Dec. 11.

Come to Campus Center Room 113

from Dec. 2 to Dec. 6

Daily

Collegian
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SPORTSWEAR
Factory Outlet
Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

All

N.F.L. Football
MLBB Baseball
50-75% OFF

Sweat Shirts Beer Mugs
Reg. $32.00 NOW $15. Reg. $17. NOW $4.00

NFL Telephones Stadium Blankets

Reg. $65.00 NOW $25. Reg. $32.00 NOW $10.

Wall Plaques Infant Wear
Reg. $14.00 NOW $4.00 Reg. $22.00 NOW $9.99

Coffee Mugs Toddler NFL Wear
Reg. $8.00 NOW $2.00 Reg. $13.00 NOW $6.99

NFL Back Packs

Reg. $18.00 NOW $5.00

MM Friday, Deceoiber 8, 1M5.

Plus much, much more! ^ ^ » • • • c . ^

* hoop
a>ntiHued from page 20

but

Still has been getting 5.3

boards a game
Having the top tw) re-

bounders being guards (Sut

ton and Brown) is a

dangerous precedent for

UMass to set this early in

the season.

Hartford defeated New
Hampshire 59-47 in its last

outing. UMass was a 57-54

loser to that same UNH
team in its second game.

The Hawks, in their second

year as a Divison 1 team,

lost to Penn. 70-66 m their

opener.

Hartford, under fifth year

head coach Jack Phelan,

returns its leading scorer

from 1984-85 in senior

Ulysses Garcia.

Garcia, a charter member
of the slow white guard's

club, stands only six foot,

but has scored 35 points in

the two games Hartford has

played this season. He h»*H

12 against UMass last

season. He's a good jump
shooter that can hurt

UMass if given the chance.

Garcia is joined by John
Hulbert in the backcourt.

Also small (61). Hulbert has

scored 16 points in two

games. The frontcourt of

Larry Jenkins (6-3), Marvin
Pbwell (6-6) and Mark Mit-

chell (6-7) is one of the few

UMass will have a decided

height advantage over

Hartford's tall&st player in

fact, is 6-8 freshman Conan
McPhernon, who hasn't

played in two games despite

his fierce sounding name.

Jenkins has scored nine

points-per-game this season,

Pbwell 7.5 and Mitchell, 4.5

"We have to keep up our

intensity," said Smith.

CoU««iM photo by Derrk Roberta

UMass coach Ron Gerlufeen talks strategy with

captain Carl Smith. The Minutemen host Hartford

tomorrow.

"We're on the verge ofbeing

there. The guys who were

there last year remember
what happened against

Hartford last year and we
want this game. It would be

a big one for us to take."

MINUTEMEN MUT-
TERINGS: Chase has eight

blocks this season. . .UMass
opens at the Lobo Classic

(December 27-28 at the

Universitv of New Mexico)

against Michigan State,

the Hawks will soon have

two transfers eligible. An-

thony Moye and Doug
McCory came from UConn
and Holy Cross respectively.

. .UMass is a grim 42-of-68

(61 percent! from the line

this season, the game is

part of a doubleheader with

the 5:15 pro. women's game
against Springfield.

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^,UNIVERSITY
MUSTOREr
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UMass, 2-0, on a roll

Swimmers host Springfield
By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of

Massachusetts men's swim
team will try to keep its

perfect record intact as it

hosts Springfield College

Saturday at 1 p.m. at

Boyden.

UMass head coach Russ
Yarworth said he expects

the Minutemen, 2-0. to have
the same tough meet
against the Chiefs, 2-0, that

he expected Wednesday

night against Tufls.

"It's going to be close but

Wre the favorites. We're go-

ing to have to swim as well

as we swam against Tufts,"

Yarwjrth said. "They have

some strong freestylers and

strong boards (divers)."

The two teams match up
well with both teams" stong

points pitted in the freestyle

events. I>rew Donovan will

have a tough 100 freestyle

opponent in Larry Jordan.

L^st year, Jordan placed se-

cond to Donovan at the New

England meet.

Yarworth also said that

this Springfield team is one
that demands respect and
can't be taken lightly. Being
a battle between unbeatens,

he said that whichever team
is hot will win.

"If Springfield comes out

and does to us what we did

to Tufts then it will be in-

teresting," Yarworth said,

refering to his team's victory

over Tufts.

"They (UMass) are swim-
ming the way that we train

to swim. In practice we train

to decrease the splits so a
swimmer is swimming
faster at the end of a race

We did that against Tufts

and we swam a smart meet.

The swimmers see it work
ing now and their con-

fidence is growing," Yar-

worth said.

* Trustees

Sports Notices

Anyone interested in playing women's lacrMse thia

spring should attend a meeting on Tuesday at 5 p.m. in

Boyden 153. If unable to attend, call coach I^un Hixon
at 545 1942.

Intramural baskeUiall officiato are needed. Mandatwy
clinic will be held on Monday and TuoKlay at 7 p.m. in

Boyden 249. Basketball team managers meeting will be

held at 6 pm. on those days.

continued from page 20

r SUPERIOR PIZZA
Simply Superior Pizza

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
17 Montague Rd.

North Amherst

549-0626
[WitfT any Large or Small Pizza

get second item

FREE
Expires Dec. 21, 1985

David C. Bischoff, dean of the school of

physical education, supports the extra rink

and is hopeful it can be worked into the

plans before the Massachusetts State

Legislature vot^ on the project in January.

Speaker of the House George Keverian

(D-Everett) and vice chairman of the house

Ways and Means Committee, Rep. William

Mullins (D-Ludlow) have both voiced sup-

port of the plan along with Amherst rep.

James Collins, who said he expects easy

passage of the plan through the Statehouae

The trustees and Bischoff are hoping for

a $17.6 million share of the state's capital

outlay budget with the remainder being

raised through a bond issue and being paid

off by a student fee

That fee, $47 a semester, will not be bill-

ed to students until after the arena is com-

pleted, estimated by about 1990. The
trustees approved the plan under the con-

dition that the student fee was under $100
a year
The lone trustee to vote against the plan

was student trustee Daniel Burgess, the co-

president of the Student Government
Association. Burgess instead said that

UMass was in need of study space

But, as evidenced by the the fact that over

2.000 students were turned away from the

first basketball game this semester at the

4.024 seat Curry Hicks Cage, a new
building is badly needed

"That showed the desperate need for a

bigger arena on the campus," said Bischoff.

The new ice rink would also pave the way

for ice hockey to return to UMass as a var-

sity sport for the Tirst time in six years.

Many feel that UMass, the largest state

university in New England, would be able

to field a successful team with the wealth

of high school talent in the region.

The plans for turf and lights at the

staduim, which would've opened the

staduim for lacrosse, field hockey, soccer

and intramurals, were scapped because the

arena cost almost $7 million more than

originally expected.

The tennis teams will return as NCAA
Division 1 sports and the tennis courts at

UMass will undergo renovations.

The arena plans, along with the recent

success of the UMass athletic teams in

most sports, would seem to indicate that

UMass is on its way to becoming a

respected athletic power in the nation, a

position that due to the size of the school,

should've been attained long aga
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,0'^e to Coiieqian OHice CC n3 • 8 45 3 45 Mod Thurs, 8 45 2 30 Fn • D<;d(li)n«> is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AcnvmEs

Sakarit

Different vmnctia from tl60 call SUMdy
Sound* &49-03S6

T«uii tk« TsMm profeiaioiia] pwty/club
D.J. 5 yr exprnenee wktett teMctioti caJ

24 hr S8&9691

FOUND

OWbraU Chkiialuli Sunday, 12/8. 5-7

pm make latkes Earthfoodi Kitchen. 7

pm candlelitttiUnfF. food, music, fun -

Cape Cod Lounge Sponsored by HiUel

Jcaaa is Lord. Come and worship with us!

Teaching and fellowship Sun in CC »««
listing Amherst Area New Testament
Fellowship

Pre-Christaaa Worahip CelekratiM:
"God IS with us" led ^ Rev Kevin Lewis.
Sunday, December 8, 5:00 pm. James
House Classroom, Southwest

Anyone interested in trying out to be a
lifejfuani Test is on December 7 at 8:00
am at Boyden Pool

Atrro roR sale

Aadi 1977 lOOLS 4 dr AT AC SR PM &
Tape FWD great winter car in excellent
mech shape good radials 20* mpg on
regular best (1500 German car around
665-8217

1977 Chevy Malibd Claaaic new snows &
brakes must sell to pay bills $1400 or best

offer call 665-3921

1970 Volvo atwgB 4 nieed great condition
strong engine tl ZOO/BO Lawrence
549-5^

Dodfe OmaA GLH MM 26000 miles silver

excellent condition wide tires li wheels
AM FM radio cassette 4 makers quick

sale only $6250.00 549-3697 after 6 pm

1970 Catlass w/rebuilt 350 runs good 1.
clean; new trans new brakes, radials good,
good spare, drive it away for $250 or BO
call Mike • 6 pm 256-8788

1976 Dodge Dart dependable, standard,
some rust $400 or BO Kathy 549-4600 ext

348

1969 Mattaiig midnight blue, 4-speed,

toploader, headers and lots of other fun
speed equipment $1200 or BO 323-6701

Chevy Malibn $650 Tirm 549-3591

1976 Pinto automatic runs well $500 or

best offer .584-5742

Jeep 1979 CS-7 soft top low mileage runs
great asking $3500 25^-6056

79 Mercury Zephyr 22* mpg runs great,

book value $2200 will sell at a loss $1500
or BO ' must sell immediately! - Joe
549-6529

Birr ME!

1971 Baick LcSabre, full extras good
tires runs great $350 Ken 666-4766

"CASH"

Caah for row baacball tarda please call

Mike 54fr«106

$tO DOLLAR REWARD!

Loat wallet: Red nylon with IDs, bank
cards and license. No questions asked. Call

266^6864 or drop off at Info Peak

ENTERTAINMENT

Rsck-A-Disc EntartaiaMcnt Acenev for

the beat party this semeater. DJ's, large

screen vidao, rentals. 649-7144

Do ro« Mad bwida for ftmt paity. Pro-

feaaiOMl bandi that didn't iust get

tomthar y«at«rda)r. You name the sound
•M BMHn you want. Wall aat UD the band.

to preveat clear war a (Um
shown at Earthfoods Friday 11 30^1:00

"Liataa Up!" Governors Program Coun-
cil presents five live bands' Pajama Slave
Dancers and more' Wed Dec II SI' B
pm

FOR BENT

Saadcrlaad, 1 bdlra apt. on busline,

420/month, everything included Avail

immediately' 665-3440. leave message

Next to UMaas. Share apartment with
woman and son $200* C«ll 549 0024

Sinfie room available all inclusive rent!

Available to female or male Jan 1 call

Sheryl 256-1645

An aabrella Monday nifftit (12/2) iN THE
Hatch call r>4fr 128(1 to identify

FowmI blark aens watch. Monday il the

pool room Call David at 253 7454 and

identify It

Bkyclc: expenaivc off-road type found on

campus, poaitive ID nee, contact 2&S-291

1

HELP WANTED

MareliMidlaar 20 hour* per week $4.41/hr

call between 8 5 need car .584 2060

OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr round

Europe, S Amer , Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-20<X) mo. Sightseeing Free in-

fo WnU IJC, PO Bx 52MA1 Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

Jobal $4'$6/hr' Intersession. Spring. App-

ly Telefund Memonal Hall Basement

Setli: What IS worae than a hot fireman?

Dear Basic's Bleadc: (with the
MsuarhusetU hat) Why the glares" I>o I

know you from somewhere' RRVPiSM

I'niversitT Women Rooms available for

Spring wmester home cooked meals 4
close to campus call for more information
546-0627

2 Irg rwMM in N
call AM PM 549-751.1

200*util

One bcdnMMB apt: Cliffside, on bus rte.

$340/mo. all util incl. mod kitch, qun-sz
bed, laund, 7-Eleven call 666-7596 eve.s

avail Jan 1

Large 1 br apt Southwood 366* avail
1/1/86 lease 253-3634

To takeover leaae Jan 1 9 Crestview Apts
1 bedrm call eves 549-6752

Two rooas in Belrkertown for Interses-

sion $200 includes heat 323-6701

2 b rooa Northwood Apt $370/m bus
available Jan 1 666-3856 or 666-7783

1 or 2 rooms in boase, North amherst,
Pine St. busline, $173/mo. 549-6660,
549-0380

Job* Florida - Hightech. Aerospace,

Finance, & contact points Send $7.95

Southeast Market ConsultanLs Inc. Suite

4A, 74 Gulf Blvd., Irt Florida 33536

Put your car to work for you and make at

leant $7 per hour (ielivenng pizza. Apply
Supenor Plizens 549-062i^

Wine MgT. • Up to 40 hrs. Knowledge of

and enthusiasm for wine essential. Call

Four Seasons Wines/Liquors, Hadley
584-8174

Responsible males wanted for work dur-

ing spring semester in exchnage for

meals. For more information call .545-0527

HOUSEMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING

Rm-matc: (upper classmean or grad-stnt)

N. Amherst 4 bdrm house, own rm inclds

king-si bed, walk-in closet, pvt. bath $250»

per mth Jan-may 1986. Call Joe or leave

msir. 549 7597

It's Cadet Jim Lewis's Birthday t*day.
Evervone give him a pat on the back and
wish nim a happy one!

Happy Aaaiveraary I* aa. Happy An-
niversary to us. Happy Anniversary Lit

and Ollie, Happy Anniversary to us.

Smooch Me

TO YOU Thanks for green paph paper
that shed light on my soul 11-26

David - (TS) This i« just to get vour AT
TENTION' The held hack pledge

Happy l9th~BirthdaT Pam! 1 hope you
have a very specml day Saturday^ Love
and friends, Lynne

Lia, Happy three months vou cute Little

Snuggleounny! oooiooboaikaboo!"! I love

you precious Ollie

Hev Triah - Let's dump theae two gtmf-

balls and get together!

Dana Bruce Springsteen eats quiche

Scan Nolan - Hey, wake up and smell the

coffee John Denver is washed up, you
stupid Nir^er

Sandrah Your life will make such a nice

traahy novel!! Beware

Troy A year and two love you always

L.L.L.

Happy Birthday Ann Love Brace

'v three poomimlaa call Ro6yn 266-11232

Twa raaanMlaa waatad male or female

in Southwood apt call Enc 266-1628

FeawlcUaliareBrittaaTMaMraplSpr
uig semester call 256j09*6

Female roonsawte waatad far spriac.
Fall option On bus route Call Dara or

Pete 25fr 1 569

EcIm Villafv Tuliy" furnished, on 2 bus
route*, starting Jan/F'eh 256-6809

ClMn. qaict haac dbl rm for $110/m«
plus uUlities call 549-6398

Female roommate wanted for spring

Brittany manor 253-786H available Jan 1

on buaMM call 64MI77 fcaap liTinff

To aablet over li

(two people) in

649 7578
Pufflofl

one bedrooir
Village call

Z raom apt 6 min to eampis, bus stop out

door if lasy , super place, $ negot 266- 1 207

apt far Jaa on bus rt. $200,1

inci

util

Cliffside Apts Sunderland 666-3088

Female only Brittany Manor for Januarj
call 253 7367

Female roomamtc to share i

dywine apt call 6-6773
I in Bran-

Female roomaute wanted to share room
in Bnttany Manor beginning Jan or Feb
call evenings 263 7367

1 bdnaliTa 2 bdim apt Northwood apU
call Joe .549-6310

To share doable room in Hadley far

mhouw spt queit near bus rt nonsmoker
preferred available Jan 1 586-707fi

Female^ rootamatc wanted for Brittany

Apt jan to May
3J

call 253 2420

Female wanted for a room in auiet condo
in Amherst Fields for spnng call 256-1618

Single h idramn la 4 hsdraam apt ir

house avail Feb 1 Aug 431 one eight>

mile to campus. $242/mo (includes heat

Must be a nonsmoker call Kathy ai

649-6926 eves or early mom

ZI TRAVEL

^ake a Break oa the French Side!'

Skihreak's January trip to Tigne»/Va
dl^re m the French Alus includes RT air

fare (Swisaair), transfers, accommoda
tions, skipaas (116 lifts), slalom rac^
cocktails for $740/7 nights in resort

.9 fed: S546 4733

SAFE 8UNTAN8

INSTEtJCnON

Room in boaae available for Spring
semester, Jan-Aug across street from
campus, walk to town, deck, washer dryer,

bisr back vard, pets OK 260/month >

utilities 549-6364 Lisa or Pat

I available over Intcraeaaion Close
to campus, walking distance, kitchen
facilities call 549-3831 , ask for John or Bill

For rent starting Jan 25 large room in

house in Amherst Ctr call 549-5866

Private Gaitar Lesaoa* experienced and
patient teacher rock/[)op/foikA)lue» im-

prov., reading, theory, compoHition. Your
nome or my studio, uoug 549-4786

Intersession Bartending Coaraea 4 sec-

tionR Bvailable sign up in Credit Free
Workshops Room 1 1 1 Tower Library

Happy Birthdav Shakin' Love and other

indoor sport«. 4th floor VMN
To the prettiest girl in East Boaton.

Happy 2()th Birthday! Love Dan

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERyiCf

Caaea, papers, dissertationa, thesea, on-

s, depem
low rates, ^7924

Safe aaataaa le Bon Soleil's Chriatmas
Specials: unlimited visits till 12/24 - only

$29.(¥) or buy as many visits as you like for

only $3 each, $2 for facial tanner. Gift cer-

tificates specials too. Free 15 mm trial sea-

Bion 263-9464

SERVICBS

Skihreak (203) 364-6059
'

Need a piece? Trips to Florida wring
break iign now save $26 before Dec 12 for

more info 665 4187

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects. Will correct grammar, spelling, ft

punctuation Meticulous proofreading.
New IBM typewriter 549-0367

TYPING a WORD PROCESSING

Nest Day Servirc. Type-Rite 263-6111

VALUABLE EXPERIENCE "

campus, dependatile, outstanding quality.

ROOM WANTED

Male looking for room for Intersession

near campus preferred Call Tom 6-6793

before 11:00 or after 7:00 pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

COINS 123/121 tatoring 6.00 per hr

former 123/121 grader Alex 256 1239

Escort Service available 8 pm - 2:30 am
everyday any where on campus. Play it

safe call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

Editing. Conaaltation. Ex-professor's

specialty: dissertations, professional ar-

ticles, books 268-7772

Papers typwl. 263-3634

LOST

Large room for rent over break in

Amherst Center call 549-5866

FOR SALE

Nikon Lena: Nikkor 135 MM F.3.5. A
great Christmas gift. $76 John 266-831

1

Stereo System: Onkyo TA 2033 cassette

deck with dolby-C and Yamaha CR-460
receiver. Both in perfect condition! A
great Christmas gift! $260 Call: John
266-8311

72 Olds Catlaaa S orange, alumnium
mags, good interior, strong rocket 350
eng. litUe rust, new heater core, battery,

brScepada, asking $800 646-7131

Gaitar Amplifier, crate, 2 12 " Celestion

speakers, 120W, Accutronix reverb
parametric EQ, excellent condition $260
549-1686

Staddad anawtlrca on Buick 14" releigh

rims white aralli new 649-0386

Elactife trpawritar new 160 Hobie
skateboard nbarglaM board wide wheels
60 call Mark 6-9ai
gMMlar TaradMl with iiiadsn$200or
BO Dtene 54»-144»

Loat a Nikon aatomatic camera outside

Crabtree in Northeast reward no ques-

tions asked contact at 6-5198 or 6-9378

Brown wallet sentimental and ID value

Return to campus Ctr Info booth no ques-

tions asked

Loat blae knapsack w/books only. If

found call Joey 549-2792 reward

MARVELOUS

U Look Marvcloas bumper stickers $1

646-6313

MOVER

'Roand Town Movers fast reliable cheap
call Michael anytime 323-6780

PERSONALS

Ski Sagartaak! Hotel $149 call Ski Club
now64S-S437

Joba! $4-t6/hour Intarsaaaion Spring App-
ly Telefund - Memorial Hall Basement

Open HaaaTCelebrate the holidays at

Kmppa Kaopa Qamma Sunday, Decamber
8th TsiVTiiO R8VP 54&OM0 or 0821

It't ttina to fat worwr. - Star-

Apt to ahare pleasant reasonable ideally

kicated in Amherst Ctr 774-2740

Hage doable room, attached bath 300 • 7

minutes from campus; quiet clean. Call

Mark 666-2629

FeauUe roomamte wanted to share Brit-

tany manor apartment starting Jan 1 call

evenings 256-6645

Feawie needed to share room in Brittany

Manor apt Feb to June call 263 3766

Feawlc rooauaatc wanted. Share room in

2 bedroom apt on bus rt $98 • util 665-2020

Feawie nonaaM>kiBg rooauiate wanted
for townhouse. Extremely reasonable

'

rent! Call 6-5770 6-6773

RooBunatc wanted for Brittany manor
apt share with 2 seniors and 1 junior

available now call Steve Dave or Rich

phone 253-7312

Apartmantawte aeaght for December or

longer if desired. Entire nonleaae four

room centrally located Noho apartment
free by February, possible Januanr. 200$
inclusive. Woman preferred 686-6176

far f fsmal t iaaimmataa waatad for

B-Wine apt Feb 1 rent lS8,7S/mo haat iiwl

64»-0«S7Mary or Barb

SUSIE NEEDS HELP:

A blae clip-on key ring with four keys on

it is lost Please help me. I really need

them back. If found, call Susie at

649-0742. Reward!

TO SUBLET

2 bdrm apt bualine availDec 26 price nego
263-2831

3 rooms available Jan 1 Swiss Villaoe

$216/mo utils incl on bus line call 266-8226

Reward! Take our 1 bed apt. avail, for

Sprins semester. $366 includes utils. call

666-4663 evenings

Nice bedroom In two hsdraam apt in

houae. Other roommate is quiet, non-

smoking Graduate student Available Jan-

August rent negotiable 666-8194

The Collegian is seakiaig correspondente
in the Five Colleg area to report on the
various goings on in the area. An excellent
way to gain experience with a daily
newspaper. For more information contact
Anne McCrory or Tom Middleton at
546-3500

WANTED

ElemcntaiT Statistics teat for Biometry
2111 call Keith 253 2132

Qaiet. neat female aaeka a room on bua
route for spring semester call 64&636S
nights prefer non-smoker

WANTED TO RENT

Take over leaae in Jan of 4 person houae
or apt call 546^4474 or 646-7199

Rcaponsible aude senior seeks room in
?iiet, clean apt or house Spring semeater,

aJI 546-6143 anytime

One or two badroom apartment for Spr-
ing semester call 646-4963

SEX! Now that we have your attention,
wanted, a 2-3 bedroom apt for sprirar
semester reward! caU 247 6164

Two hadraam
266-0028

apt la Narthwaad call

We waat year 1 bdni haaae or apt will

take over leaae in Jan call 546-1199 for
your cash reward!!

IbdfapttaNAaAaratbaginaJanlain
649-6872 between 4-7

Bda

FaaMie raaaaaata aaadad to share a
raom In Brittamr fflaaor Jan 1 on It il a
Mwty ranorattd apartamnt and wfl IWM

Intcraeaaiaa • female only to share IW
Puffton Village own room call Jane
649-0187

Feamle U ahare roam in PuiTlon for In-

taraewion, CaU avaniina 649-6619

Oaa hidrawa la Tawiaihsaa i ApU for

Intammlow cifl 6494621

I bdni Mt Man WMataaari
4lpHn rMt BIRD kaat iMi IbBr

To take over X or 3 bsdrssm leaae in

January. Brandvwine, Townahouae, Puff-
ton. or area 6*M670 or 646-9888

Two aaalata, nonamokinf itudenta seek
apartment in Amharat Ctr for Spring earn.

call Ket> at 1 788-0666 (coMaet)

Hafeit I naad an apt or room to diare in
North Afflhant. SdHm aawiMtw Kwan
888-7888
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Slumping UMass needs a win

Massachusetts guard Lorenzo Sutton Oeft) scored 26 points against Connecticut on
Wednesday. UMass hosts Hartford on Saturday

Women look for fourth straight

Red-hot Minutewomen to

host Springfield tonight
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Riding a three-game winning streak, the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team hosts Springfield

College in the first game rfa doubleheader with the men's

team tommorrow night at 5:15 p.m. in the Curry Hicks

Cage
With a victory over the Chiefs, the Minutewomen, 3-1,

are looking to complete a sweep of its four game homes-

tand in the Cage which began with a 70-61 win over

Boston University. Rolling to easy wins in its last two

outings, 86-64 over the University of Vermont and 80-49

over Dartmouth College, UMass coach Barbara Stevens

said that team play and an aggressive attitude has been

the key.

"Confidence does a lot. The last three games have been

important, everyone is feeling great," Stevens said. "We
have a higher level of confidence and when a team has

that confidence, people tend to shoot a lot surer and

straighter than without it."

Springfield, 2-2, is coming off a 71-51 loss to Southern

Connecticut, Wednesday night in Springfield. Head coach

Michael Theulen's team is led by 5-9 junior forward

Michelle Busa (13.2 points-per-game and 7.7 rebounds-per-

game), 5-8 freshman guard Shelley Antone (9.5 ppg.) and

5-11 junior forward Ellen Hill (9.0 ppg and 10.5 rpg-) Piatty

Larkin, a 6-1 sophomore center patrols the middle, scor-

ing 7.5 ppg. and pulling in 11 rpg.

Stevens said that Springfield, a Division H squad, can-

not be overlooked because with UMass being one of the

few Division I schools on its schedule, the Chiefs, 71-57

losers to the Minutewomen last year in Springfield, will

be looking for an upset.

"The biggest thing for us is to get over the stigma of

playing a Division II school," Stevens said.

MINUTEWOMEN MUTTERINGS: With her 22 point,

10-10 shooting against Dartmouth, senior forward Karen
Dsunminger took over the team leadership in scoring with

a 12.5 average Damminger, hitting 21 of 27 shots, also

leads the team in field goal percentage at .778. . . Senior

guard Juanita Matthews' 12.3 scoring average is down
from last week's 15.0 average which placed her seventh

in scoring in the Atlantic-10. Her .938 free throw percen-

tage placed her second. . .Sophomore center Sue Burtoft

(11.3 ppg), nursing a bruised elbow, is expected to play

after missing one game Her 10.0 rebounding average plac-

ed her in a tie for fourth according to last week's

Atlantic-10 statistics. . .Freshman guard Christel Zullo's

5.3 assists-pre-game was fifth in the conference. . .UMass'

73.6 team scoring placed it third in the conference behind
Penn State and St. Joseph's. After Tuesday's victory, the

UMass average improved to 75.3.

Hartford comes to

Cage on Saturday
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts basketball teams

finds itself needing a victory just five games into the

season, hosting the University of Hartford tomorrow

night at the Cage.

UMass. 1-3, has lost three straight games after winn-

ing its opener. The youthful Minutemen dropped a pain-

ful 78-70 overtime decision to the University of Connec-

ticut on Wednesday.

Students, possibly believing that getting into the Cage

was impossible after over 2,CKX) were turned away from

the opener, haven't packed the Cage since. All three home

games have been sellouts as far as tickets available for

sale, but over 3,000 student seats are left open and are

firee with a UMass ID card. (See Box)

The Minutemen will be looking for support and would

certainly be aided by a packed Cage, considered to be one

of the toughest places to play by opposing teams.

Hartford, 2-0, beat UMass last season, 63-59 as junior

point guard Carl Smith has slowed by a broken hand.

Smith, who scored ten points and 11 assists against

UConn, teams in the backcourt with sophomore Loren-

Trustees scrap turf, reinstate tennis
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts Board of

Trustees not only approved

plans for a new arena at

their meeting on Wednes-

day, they also scrapped a

plan to put artificial turf

and lights at McGuirk
Alumni Stadium.

The Trustees did however,

reinstitute men's and
women's varsity tennis at

UMass, saving the sport

from being demoted to club

status.

Men's and women's golf,

men's and women's skiing

and wrestling will still be

cut to club sports next

September.

The arena, a 9,000-seat

multipurpose facility, has

also been changed from the

original plans.

Designed to have a main
building with the seats and
an ice surface that would be

covered with a basketball

floor, the building was also

to have a separate ice rink

to be used for practices, in-

tramurals and free skating

periods. The two rinks

would have been connected

by an administration
building. The building with
the practice rink would've

also housed racquetball
courts.

But due to the increased

cost of the facility, an
estimated $37 million, the

pratice rink was cut from
the plan.

continued on page 19

Attention hoop fans
Don't let tJb« fact that the Cage is 'Sold Out" for basketr

ball games keep you firom attending the games. There

are only 1 ,052 tickets available to the general public and

they ar« sold out, there are still plenty (3,000-plus) aeat«

reserved for students and will not be sold. There h«ai't

been a line since the opener, geting in the Cage is e*^.

Saturday night, there's a doubleheader with the women
at 6:15 and the men at 8 pjn. Be Th«r»!

zo Sutton, who has been playing the best hoop of his

career.

Sutton is averaging 18.3 points-per-game and 5.3 re-

bounds while shooting 48 percent from the field and 81

percent from the line He has also dished out 13 assists

in four games.
Against UConn, Sutton had a career-high 26 and with

little doubt is a key to any UMass victory.

That duo, along with freshmen David Brown (9.0 ppg),

Sean Mosby (4.3ppg) and Joe Fennell (0.8 ppg) sparked

UMass to a lead against UConn in the second half and

the Minutemen seemed on the verge of the upset.

But a missed foul shot by Mosby with 13 seconds left

led to a game-tying jumper by UConn guard Earl Kelley

and the Huskies cruied to the victory in overtime

"That was a tough loss," said Sutton. "But I think it'll

make us want to play even harder against Hartford on

Saturday. We really want a victory, we need on."

UMass has played hard, but without results. The young
Minutemen (seven freshmen and a junior college transfer

joined by three sophomores, twojuniors and a senior) need

a victory to restore their confidence and prepare them
for their Atlantic 10 opener on Wednesday at the Cage
against St. Bonaventure
"Sure, we need a win, but we've been playing much bet-

ter," said UM coach Ron Gerlufsen. "I didn't think two

or three weeks ago that we would be able to be in a game
with UConn, but we should've won, never mind jxist been

in the game I see us improving every day."

But there is still a way to go for UMass. The
Minutemen's inside game has been weak. UConn hit the

boards successfully against UMass and the Minutemen
had few baskets from inside the paint.

Starting forward Duane Chase is a 6-6 freshman with

maybe the best physical attributes of any UMass player.

He can jump, run the court well and muscle his way in-

side but he has shown this ability only in flashes.

Senior center Ibm Emerson also needs to make his 6-10

frame more of a presence underneath the basket. He is

getting only 2.3 rebounds a game in over 17 minutes of

action a game Brown, a forward, plays more of a third

guard position and is often caught away from the basket,

continued on page 18

Sports at a glance
UMam Schedule:
Saturday:

Men's Basketball: Hartford, Ciirry Hicks Cage, 8 p.m.

Women's Basketball: Springfield, Curry Hicks Cag«^]

6:15 p.m.

Men's Swimming: Springfield, Boyden Fbol, 1 pjii.]

Men's Gymnastics: at Sjnracuse, 1 p.m.

Melius TVack: at BU Relays.

Sundc^:
Women^s Swimming: at Maine, 11 ajn.

ifhamat9 Track: «t Oomwcttcut, 11 (tin.

TheMassachusettsDaily
A KE«;iSTKKKlt STl UKNI ^lRt.A^I^ATI<l^ NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY
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fIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS ^i^ AMHERST (545-3500)

CullrKian phnto by IVrrk Robrrlii

FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS-An estimated 40 people sing after kindling the second light of the Chanuka

menorah in front of the Student Union last night. The menorah was built by Rick Levin, a COINS ma-

jor, and Jim Macrostie, production services employee at the FAC.

Vigil condemns oppression of Jews

Volume CXV, Issue 64 UNIVERSITY

Third rally

at Student Union
set for today
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A third student rally protesting the administration's at-

tempt to gain more budgetary responsibility of the $88

annual student activity fee is scheduled for 12:30 p.m. to-

day in front of the Student Union Building.

Friday at 5:15 p.m., after ending a second, four hour sit-

in, more than 50 students announced their plans for to-

day's rally by chanting "we'll be back, we'll be back"

The students are protesting the actions of Dennis Mad-

son, vice chancellor for student affairs and Randy Donant,

director of student activities, authors of a Nov. 19

memorandum outlining actions that give them greater in

put of the student funding allocation process.

Both Madson and EJonant have said the actions are now

in effect, but student government officials said th^ are

conducting "business as usual" and sitting-in to defy the

memorandum.
Tbday's rally is planned, student leaders said, because

a stalemate exists, centering around how many students

will meet with Madson in further negotiations.

Madson has agreed to meet with four Student Govern-

ment Association officers: SGA co-President Stacy Roth,

Senate Speaker John Ruddock, SGA Treasurer Dianne

Rossi and Chairman of the senate Budgets Committee Jor

dan Rosner
However, Students Advocating Rights Tbgether (START),

the larger organizing group, insists on allowing two other

members, Joel Rabinowitz, senator, and Marc Kenen, a

graduate student, to meet with Madson.

"This group START has asked us to be part of the

negotiating team," Kenen said. "Joel and myself represent

different constituencies and we are knovm to represent dif-

ferent political ideologies."

Madson, in an impromptu news conference Friday after

noon, said he was only willing to meet with the four SGA
officers because "there is some rapport," between the four

and himself.

He also said he will not meet with the six-student

negotiating team because he is not familiar with Kenen

and Rabinowitz.

Donant, in an interview afler protesters marched l^ his

office in the Student Union Building chanting for his

resignation, said, "I feel badly about students getting ar

rested over this. I think there is a real tragedy in this."

Twenty-one students were arrested Thursday and charg-

ed with trespassing afler they refused to leave Whitmore.

Bd. of Health studying

wood stove control
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Board of Health is considering regulating

wood burning stoves in an effort to control the pollution

they produce, afler citizens complained of the health

hazards at a public hearing last month, the town health

director said last week.

"The main purpose of the hearing was to get comments

on draft regu- lations and educate people on how to

decrease pollution, not to make decisions," said Bettye

Anderson Frederick, the director.

"Part of the regulations would include some kind of

paper and pencil test to permit or license a stove operator,"

she said.

A licensing test is part of the project because there are

some important educational facts that people should know

before using a wood burning stove, Frederick said.

continued on page 5
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INSIDE:
Lord Jeff workers continue protest 3

Guatemalan discusses home country 3

Minutemen down Hartford at Cage 16

"People can leave the camps for one or two hours

only ifall their family members stay behind Those

who have no family cannot leave."

—Rigoberta Menchu, Guatemalan Indian author,

speaking about her native country.

By JOSEPH SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff"

Local religious leaders

leaders condemned the

Soviet Union's oppression of

the Jewish people and their

heritage at a vigil at the

Amherst Common.
Reverend James Clark of

the Episcopal Church said:

"I am deeply senstivie to my
roots in Judaism. I have a

passionate concern for the

freedom and dignity of every

human being."

The vigil composed of

speakers, singers and
dancers, drew a crowd of

about 70 people Speakers

addressed the plight of

Soviet Jews and many of the

religious leaders offered

prayers.

"Russia tries to impose

one system on all people,"

said Rabbi Liander of Smith

College's B'nai B'rith Hillel.

"They are trying to stamp
out our culture. We cannot

be free while our brothers

and sisters are enslaved."

"We dedicate ourselves to

the struggle for freedom,"

Liander said in a prayer

Signs in the audience in-

cluded: "This year in

Russia, it is still against the

law to say, "Next year in

Jerusalem," and "It's

(Russia) a tough place to

live. It's a tougher place to

leave." A banner proclaim-

ing the vigil hung behind

the podium.
T^nia Ockshteyn, also a

speaker, came from the

Soviet Union in 1974 and

became a citizen in 1975.

She spoke about the

persecutions she had to en-

dure as a Jew in the Soviet

Union.
"When we were living in

the Soviet Union, we knew
we were loosing our present.

We were deprived of our past

and of our future," Ocksh-

t^n said.

Ocksteyn also said a

Soviet official told her hus-

band that he should change

his last name to anything

that did not sound Jewish if

they wanted to survive in

the Soviet Union.

"We came to the US in

hopes of finding our past

and present as Jewish peo-

ple," she said. "Jews are held

prisoner in Russia without

knowing why."

David Skarinsky, an

Amherst College student

and former Soviet citizen,

talked about the hardships

of life in the Soviet U-nion

and the adjustment to life in

the U.a
"In comparison (to Russia)

you live in paradise,"

Skarinsky said before

discussing his Soviet

childhood.

"I was raised a true Soviet

child, yet they rejected me
because of my Jewish

parents," he said. "On the

first day of school in Russia,

I was called a 'dirty Jew," he

said.

Skarinsky said that older

Soviet citizens who move to

the US. can have trouble

learning a new language

and making friends.

"When we left Russia we
were stripped of our citizen-

ship and became Jewish

refugees," he said. "We
(Soviet Jews) have not been

integrated into Russian

society," he said. "We want

to leave Russia," he said.

Adam Curtis, one of the

last speakers, visited Russia

for ten days and commented
on the general paranoia

that he encountered from

the Soviet citizens.

"If we saw anyone with

clean clothes, straight, clean

teeth and nice shoes, we

knew they were KGB peo-

ple," he said. The vigil

ended with an appeal for

money and signatures on a

petition that will be sent to

Soviet leader Michail Cior-

bachev.

Collrglan photo by Maria Bull

Participants in yesterday's rally remembering Soviet Jews dance in the

brief afternoon sunshine on the Amherst Common.
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ARRIVING TO VOTE-Vinicio Ceraao greets rapportert as he and Us wife,

Raquel, arrive to vote Sunday in Guatemala's presidential election.

Firebombs may be cause of blasts
PARIS (AP>-Crudely made firebomlw

may have caused the explosions in two big

d^tartment stores Tilled with Christmas

holiday sh^^pers that icgured 39 people, 12

of them seriously, authorities said

yesterday.

Tliis led to speculation that the atUclis

Saturday may have been the work of a

di^p-untled, or unstable, individual, rather

than any known terrorist group.

Both Galeries Lafayette and Printemps,

lavishly decorated for the Christmas

season, were filled with shoppere when the

attacks came shortly before 6 p.m.

The two stores are next to each other on

the Boulevard Haussmann in the city's

crowded, commercial ninth district, not far

from the Psu-is Opera.

Dr. Francis Roy, who headed the rescue

effort, said 25 people were treated and
released following the blasts and 14 re-

mained hospitalized yesterday all but two
of them seriously burned.

National Student Exchange Program
Information Meetings

Students interested in participating in the National student Exchange
Program for Fall 1986 are encouraged to attend an information session.

For students applying to restricted schools, this is ycnir LAST CHANCE
to pick up an initial application form.

Restricted schools are: Univ. of Hawaii/Manoa & Hilo; Univ. of So.

Florida; Cal State Chico, Northridge & Sonoma; and College of the Virgin

Islands.

Tuesday, Dec. 3* CC 805 3-4 pm
Wednesday, Dec. 4* CC 901 3-4 pm
Tuesday, Dec. 9 CC 803 3-4 pm

Wednesday, Dec. 10 CC 805 3-4 pm
• Last days to pick up initial applications for restricted schools.

IFREE
Shampoo j

Cr Blow Dry I

with any Haircut
j

$12.80 wHh coupon
|

Styles by |

Deborah I

call 549-5610

Ljbx£1>m 12/31/85J
SALE

Pre Xmas
25% Off

I Everything

I 4th thru 14th

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Are you denying
yourself

a bettershot
atgradschoor?
Okay it may be too late to

get a 4.0. But its not too late to

try to do better on your LSAT.

GMAI GRE. or MCAT. For that,

there's Stanley H. Kaplan.

No one has prepped more
students than Stanley H
Kaplan Our test- taking tech-

niques and educational

programs have prepared

over 1 million students.

So whatever grad school

exam you're taking, call us.

Remember, the person next to

you during your exam might

have taken a Kaplan
course.

EKAPLAN
STANlfYH KAPlANEDUCATlONAiaNTERlTD

The worid's Icadir^

test prep organization.

358 N. Pleasant

549-5780

Intersession Classes Enrolling Now
MCAT GMAT GRE LSAT

FREE SPEED READING LESSON
at your convenience

Bonner's relatives plan
treatment of heart ailment
NEWTON. Mass. (AP)-Yelena Bonner,

worn out by her long-awaited trip to the

United States, spent a quiet day with

relatives yesterday making plans to see a

doctor about her heart ailment and to call

hor hu^>and, dissident Soviet i^^sicist An-

drei Sakharov.

"I slept very well," Mrs. Bonner told

reporters yesterday as she posed for

photographs with her three grandchildren

on the finont lawn of her daughter's home
in this suburb wMt of Boston.

"Give us pictures. We send to our grand-

father," Mrs. Bonner said in halting

English, apparently referring to Sakharov.

"I am very happy about my children, but

I'm always worried about my husband."

Her son, Alexei Semyonov, said family

members would try to book a call within

the next several days to Gorky, a Soviet ci-

ty closed to foreigners where Sakharov is

living in internal exile The family earlier

had been told they would not be able to

place a call before Dec 16.

Mrs. Bonner, who has been living in ex

ile with her hu^t>and, was given permission

last month to travel to the West to seek

medical treatment.

She is traveling on a three-month visa

issued by Soviet authorities after she sign-

ed an agreement not to make detailed

statements to the press during her tripi

Semyonov said family members were tiy-

ing to set up a Monday appointment for

Mrs. Bonner to see a doctor, who will then

decide the hospital where she will be

treated. He said yesterday the family had

not selected the doctor.

Mrs. Bonner's children say she has suf-

fered at least two heart attacks since 1983

and may need to undergo coronary bypass

surgery.

Tlie family has re<»ived invitations for

treatment from five Boston area hosptials,

including Massachusetts General Hcwptial,

Brigham and Women's, and Beth Israel.

Semyonov said his mother brought a suit-

case full of Russian books for his 2 year-old

daughter, Alexandra, and her other grand-

children, Matvei Yankelevich. 12, and An-

na Yankelevich, 10.

"The grandchildren are trying to sort out

the books," said Efrem Yankelvich. Mrs.

Burner's sonin law. "The positive emotions

are very important for a heart patient." Se-

myonov agreed.

Today's Staff:

Night Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Technician
Layout Technician
Production Superviaor

Andrew Wolff

Jill Lang
Neil Beckerman
Leslie Goldstein

Matkins

Production Pbula Saucier, Dave Boardman. Andy Diskes, Nancy Rivers

Mark Rarker. Rob Catalano, Biter Bullis

Corrvctions: In a photo caption on page 3 of FViday's Collegian, Dean of Students

William Field was incorrectly identified as being one of the administrators who

have taken control of the Student Activities Fund.

M. Lynne Murphy is vice president of the University Democrata

The Student Activity Fee is $88 per year.

FAMOUS
NAME

BRANDS

WATCH SALE!
• BENRUS
• GRUEN
• TISSOT
•JULES

JURGENSEN
• HELBROS
• CLINTON

• WALTHAM • DUFONTE
by LUCIEN PICCARD
• HAMILTON-BUREN

• OTHER FAMOUS BRANDS

FEATURING:
ANALOG QUARTZ • DIAMONDS -

TWO • DIAMONDS - FOUR
• DIAMONDS - SIX • MESH

BRACELETS • FASHION LINK
• SPORTS • NURSE-SWEEP SECOND

• DRESS • AUTOMATIC DAY &
DATE • AUTOMATIC CALENDAR
• ALARM-CHRONOGRAPH-L.C.D.

• POCKET WATCHES • ELECTRICS

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

YOUR CHOICE

$ 39.95
Available at

The Jewelry

Counter

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
MmSTORED.

not

all models

are

available
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C«U«gtaa photo by Nril HrckrnDaa

Lord Jeffrey Inn workers express their soUdarity at a raUy at Amherst CoUege Friday. Shortly after

this photo, workers held a moment of silence.

Group protests stalled talks

Collegian s

Argentine says
economy hurt by
political views
By DAVID SUMMERSBY
Collegian Staff

The depressed Nicaraguan economy is the result of the

Nicaraguan revolutionary government's failure to obtain

its capitalistic bourgeoisie support, an Argentine author

said.

Carlos Vilas, in a lecture Friday in the Campus Center,

said the bourgeois lacked confidence in the conditions for

investment because "it (the economic system) is not from

their point of view politically."

"You can't have the bourgeois as an arm rfthe economy

if they are subordinate" in the political procew, Vilas said.

Besides emphasizing public agrarian reform, which put

the revolution in the hands of the peasant class, the San-

dinista government neglected the short term needs <rfthe

bourgeois private sector by actions such as formulating

a price policy, he said.

Axording to Vilas, the bourgeois' strategy was to boycott

the revolution. The government's goals of a trilateral class

"Fifty percent ofthe national budget goes to the war

Much ofthe coffee crop is ruined and the forestry and

fishing industries are paralyzed."
' ^ -Carlos Vilas

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

About 60 people sang labor songs and held a half-hour

of silence inside the Amherst College administration

building FViday to protest stalled contract negotiations

at the Lord Jeffery Inn.

The group, composed ofAmherst College faculty, staff,

students and recently laid-off inn workers, is trying to

put pressure on the college, which owns about 75 per-

cent of the inn.

Union Representative Ron IVaber said the union is

pressuring the college because of its controlling interest

in the Amherst Inn Company. "They're the ones who pay

the piper," he said.

"We have already sent out an appeal for support from

the college's alumni and we will start actively searching

out union representatives to talk to college workers,"

Traber said.

Guatemalan author:
Culture diminishing
By TA. lACOVONE
Collegian Staff

Speaking to a capacity crowd Friday in the Red Room

of Converse Hall at Amherst College, Rigoberta Menchu.

a Guatemalan Indian author, spoke of her country and its

people who live under a military government.

"First there was the militarization of the political and

economic power, and second they implemented the

militarization of the society," Menchu said. 'Once the ar-

my supports the economic and political power, it is not at

the service of the government, but part of it."

This has tremendous implications for the Guatemalan

people, she said.

"Children are growing up in a militarized environment

and there is a constant threat to our native cultures. For

example, many of the traditional weavings are disappear-

ing and the children are not learning how to weave Many

Mayan ceremonies are being lost one by one," Menchu said.

There are militarized centers in Guatemala that possess

almost all the technical elements of concentration camps,

she said.

"The United Nations defines 'concentration camps (as

places where) people are held and prohibited from leav-

ing an area controlled by the military," she said.

But in Guatemala there is one difference, she said.

"Pfeople can leave the camps for one or two hours only

if all their family members stay behind. Those who have

no family cannot leave," Menchu said. "In practice, it pro-

duces the same result (as the Nazi concentration camps)."

Through this and other means, the government and

military create a state of agony in its people, she said.

"There are 36 thousand missing persons in Guatemala

since 1976," according to Menchu. "This maintains a per-

manent agony in the people because it's easier to think

about loved ones who are dead than those who are miss-

ing because you always think that your missing loved one

may still be alive."

Menchu is a member of the Guatemalan Opposition

Group at the United Nations. She travels throughout

Europe, Latin America and the United States, explaining

the situation of the people whom she represents.

The people most uninformed about Guatemala are from

the United States, even though there are many organiza-

tions in this country that do work in support of the ex-

ploited and oppressed Guatemalans, she said.

The greatest knowledge of Guatemala exists m Ger-

many, Menchu said, where her book. Me llamo Rigoberta

Menchu, has already reached its fiRh edition. It has recent-

ly b?^n translated into English as /. Rigoberta Menchu.

The last negotiating session between union represen-

tatives and the inn's management was inconclusive, but

another session is set for Wednesday, Traber said.

About 50 members of Local 217 were laid off Nov. 6

when the inn closed its restaurant and bar because of

a lack of business and other unions refusing to deliver

suppliea The union workers have been without a con-

tract since Oct. 24.

The contract dispute centers around management's pro-

posed two-tier wage and benefit plan. Under the plan,

new employees would receive lower pay and fewer

benefits.

According to Amherst Inn Company President Kent

Faerber, inn employees are paid above the average for

food service employees at other restaurants around the

area. The inn has lost more than $500,000 in the last

five years and a deficit of $200,000 is projected for the

current fiscal year, Faerber said.

alliance between labor, the peasantry and the bourgeois

to boost the economy never developed. The majority of the

private sector since 1979 has become allied with the con-

tra revolutionary forces.

"They (the bourgeoisie) had to realize consumption. The

fact that the peasants have rice and beans means little

to the bourgeois," Vilas said.

TTie Sandinista government knew that the bourgeois was

an important investment force to stimulate the economy,

but Vilas said that "in order to reproduce money through

investments, the bourgeois must be the dominant class." .

These were the "contradictions of a mixed economy; of

the private sector versus the public" he said. "It's a pea-

sant revolution, they are getting the things they demanded

for."

But, as a consequence, the government's strategy to have

national unity failed as has the economic recovery, Vilas

said.

Vilas, who just finished a book called The Sandinista

Revolution: National Revolution and Social Transfbrmo'

tion in Central America, said economic problems since the

onset of the revolution have been made worse by the war.

"Fifty percent of the national budget goes to the war.

Much of the coffee crop is ruined and the forestry and

fishing industries are paralyzed," he said.

Student government video seeks student input

The University of Massachusetts Student Government

Association (SGA) has come up with "many exciting

ideas," including an "SGA video," as part of an effort to

interest and involve students in student government.

According to Undergraduate Senate Speaker John Rud-

dock, the coordinator of the SGA Marketing Project, the

video will be a "brief overview of various resources

available to students" and is expected to be finished by

next semester. The video, which will feature appearances

ofSGA members, will air on all ofthe Union Video Center

monitors on campus.

The Marketing Project, which was initially designed by

the administration last July, organizes small group discus-

sions in residential areas. It also aims to create an infor-

mation manual on the government association and Stu-

dent Activity Trust Fund while developing a public discus-

sion segment titled "State of the Association" on WMUA
.91.1 FM.

"It's our wish to bring the students into the process of

having a say of what goes on at school," Ruddock said. "It's

going to be a lengthy project that I feel very excited about,

considering we've been getting results already."

-ROB COHEN

ColI«g1an photo by N^il B«:kenn«ii

Brian Villen^uve. left. fr..hm.n CAS.AC msj^ Dan Bu d -„t.r^^^^^^ .nd

Scott Binding, freshman sciences m^or, shop for Christmas tree aunng me c y
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- New to Our Menu -

MEXICAN PIZZA
Crispy Flour Tortilla Chips

(X)vered with a Tangy Tomato

Sauce, your choice of Toppings

and lots of Melted Mozzarella

Cheese. . .

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON. AMHERST

•rf«Ut • '
'

. <
"' '

SFRiNGFIELD

F

Clothing

Posters
Mugs

GREAT GIFTS

Stocking Stufiers

Earrings

Cards
VasesRugs

Scarves Ornaments
Crystals Calendars

Stuffed Animals - Toys
Boxes. Tins. Jewelry

Candy Gloves Tea Sets

* * *

Cotton - Wool - Alpaca
Scarves. Sweaters. Slipper Socks

. HOURS: Waekniflhts 'till 9 p.m. Dec. 6-23

Daily 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. Sun. 12-5

Great Gifts...

Great Prices

kii

MEI^CANTILE
Amherst Carnoge Shops

and
Northampton (Next to Iron Horse) ^

UMass
Scarf

also

available

Photographer Dwayne Autery

M-F9-5
Sat 10-3 Located In the Campus Center

j^.UNIVERSITY
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DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS
DEADLINE: DECEMBER 20, 1966

IF YOU KNOW A FACULTY TEACHER OR TEACHING ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE

WHO IS TRULY OUTSTANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION,

SUBMIT A NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION

OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND ALUMNI MAY MAKE NOMINATIONS.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY FRIDAY, DEC. 2Dth

TO: DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARDS COMMITTEE
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

919 CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

lIlj^-lIlJlIlflllllllflllllllllilflllMlI^
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continued from page 1

Earlier this fall the board proposed a $10 licensing fee

for all wood burning stove owners, but the fee was not in-

cluded in the latest proposal.

"It's basically all public cooperation," said Stephen

Pilegi, assistant air pollution control engineer at the state

Division of Environmental Quality Engineering (DEQE).

"The correct use of burning wood with clean, dry wood

and not smouldering it will avoid high density smoke"
he said.

Pilegi said the board is considering requiring that all

new wood burning stoves contain catalytic combusters.

The combusters destroy many of the pollutants in the

smoke and burns wood more cleanly.

Northampton regulates the smoke density from stoves

at 40 percent. It can be under 20 percent if the wood is

burned cleanly, Pilegi said, but smoke density can reach

as high as 95 to 100 percent if burned incorrectly.

Most new wood burning stoves contain a built-in com
buster that can decrease pollution to 13.6 percent and even

1.6 percent, depending on the type of combuster, said Con-

nie Slattery, manager of Shawnee Precast Products in

South Hadley.

P&ople in this area are concerned about the pollution

from stoves, Slattery said.

"Smoke (from wood burning stov^) has been tested and
many of the chemicals were found to be carcinogenic

(cancer causing)," Frederick said.

There have been many complaints and a lot rftalk about

the pollution in Amherst, she said.

"I think it's a statewide problem, but I don't think that

regulations are very high on the state's agenda," Frederick

said.

"Tl^re is a state regulation on the density o( smoke frt)m

boilers, incinerators and such, but it doesn't specifically

mention wood burning stoves," Pilegi said.

DEQE refers complaints about the pollution to local

boards of health, he said.

If Elizabeth Barrett
and Robert Browning had

AblTs60%and40%discountsir

itwould havebeena terrilile

lossfor English literature. ^*«>=^

And of course, she wouldn't have had to

restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's

length, either.

After all, you can always think of one

more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.

Let us count the ways you can save.

Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or

from 11pm to Sam, Sunday through Friday,

and you'll save 60% off AT&T's Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.

Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday

through Friday and youll save 40% on your

state-to-state calls.

So when you're asked to choose a long

distance company choose AT&T. Because

with AT&Ts 60% and 40% discounts, you

can satisfy your heart's desire without

exhausting your means.

Reach out and touch someone.®

ATbT
The right choice.
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VALLEY BOOKS
Carriage Shops

Books at 40-80%

Off List Price
Thousands of new books

on every subject

Art Books, Kids Books,

History Books, Photography

Cooking, Wine and Drink

SAVE ON BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS

Mon-Fri 10:30-6:30 tlun 12-6

Sat 10-6

Chack, ViM or Mast^roard
^—V —.•. — —•• -•-.•«

Letters
A library's purpose

I think we're all old enough now to realize what a col-

lege library is for. It is used for studying (although, once

in a while you need to get books for research, but then

again the Ibwer im't exsM;tly tlw best place for that). Since

we are nearing the end of the semester, some d" us need

the quiet that the library as a study place has to offer. Well,

now, we are finding that this is not the case. It seems as

though the library has become quite the social hangout

(and I don't just mean the ground flocM*. because that goes

without Slaying).

But, my question is, "How do you go about asking peo-

ple who are rudely conversing in the library to shut up?"

Should you; 1) ask them to please be qtiiet and then, when
you go back to your seat, wait for them to start gabbing

again after giving you dirty looks/jr 2) tell them to shut

the &f^ up, or 3) just get up and find another spot?

I^rsonally, I'm sick and tired of getting up to find

another spot just so they won't be bothered. I gue« these

people just haven't been taught what a library is tor. Does

anybody have any other suggestions?

Sharon SpooiMr
Central

Show your gratitude

I am a ^nior graduating this December with a Com-
munications degree I would like to express my gratitude

to April Tidluwl for her knowledgable guidance and
friendly manner. As a secretary for the communications

depayrtment, April has mastered her job as a secretary and

also knows the ins and outs (rf* all classes in the «ui^
munications field.

No matter how many papers she has piled on her d^c,
she is always willing to donate her assistance and advice

to help from an tn^anized direction for confused or lost

studenta. Hm overwhelming attributes to the communica-

tions department go much farther than her secretarid

pMition. Her pleasant personality and her desire to help

students expresses her concern and active invol>«iaant in

the communications department.

I am sure there are other people like April in t^taat

departments who also deserve some gratitude So what
I am really trying to say to all seniors graduating is to

take a moment to think about a special person who has

helped you through tough times during your college years

and show your gratitude

Edie Arbetter
Amhenrt

Seminar on:

YOGA
MEDITATION

by
Dada

Saruabhodananda
yogic monk &
political acttviat

MONDAY DEC 9
UMass CC Room 805

Spring
Break
"86111

Ft. Lauderdale

HOUD*« >MM •(ACM

$259."
•

16 Shopping Days
till Christmas

and only

2 days till the

Collegian
Special
Holiday
Edition

THE SURVIVOR
A PLAY

The true story of 7 teen-agers who defied Nazis.

December 13 and 14 - 8 P.M.

Hampden Theater, Southwest

University of Massachusetts Amherst

I
3

- Written by Susan Nanus
• Based on the memories of

Jack Eisner

- Directed by Marica Black

- Wheelchair Accessible FREE

Sponsored by SCERA.

Southwest Residential Arts Proframming and the UMass Arts Council

miNHMMMNIiWIMiniil'MltliMMiHmi

Store Hours:

M-F9-5
Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

QjjNivERsrr\
mSTORE^

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless othervi/ise noted
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Students' turn to listen
Tbday marks the third time in one week that student leaders and

members of registered student organizations will hold a rally condemning

the administration's move to take control of the Student Activities Turst

Fund, march to Whitmore, occupy its hallways, and decide whether or not

to continue their protest by being arrested when the building shuts down

at 5 pim.

Enough is enough.
Holding rallies, marches, and sit-ins is effective to a point: after a four-

day sit-in last spring, the administration agreed not to eliminate the Cam-
pus Center Board of Governors, as was planned. While the Department

of Public Safety let the students wait that one out, 33 people were arrested

one month Uiter in the UMaas TVeasurer's Oflfice after just one day; however,

that protest yielded results too, as the trustees agreed to divest complete-

ly from companies operating in South Africa, the subject of that demonstra-

tion. The fact that officers are again arresting those who trespass by occu-

pying Whitmore after it closes is a signal that the administration has had

enough; since negotiation has been offered but not taken advantage of, it

is easy to see why.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs EXennis Madson has agreed to

negotiate with a team of four student go\'emment leaders, students who
presumably represent the rest oi us and who are held accotmtable for the

administration ofthe SATF. These students, and the others who have spent

their time sitting in Whitmore hallways to resolve the issue, are holding

out for Madson to agree to admit two others to the student negotiating

team—one a graduate student, the other a dormitory resident (the leaders

all live off campus). They say that to give in to Madson's terms is to give

him a predisposed edge in the negotiating procesa

The fact that Madson issued his seven-point mandate for allocation of

SATF funds and for control over professionally-staffed organizations as a

"non-negotiable" document was wrong, but he has now agreed to listen

to student input and to negotiate with students, and that offer should not

be ignored. It is counter-productive to hold out negotiation for the sole pur-

pose of admitting two more students to the discussion table when the other

four (an SGA president, senate speaker, treasurer, and budgets committee

chairman) should be more than qualified to resolve the issue. The protests

have gotten the administration to listen—now it's the students' turn.

Unsigned policy editorials reflect the mcyority opinion of the Collegian

Board of Editors,

Letters —
SPD offers greater student voice
Why does Tim Harris (the former

spokesman of the Radical Student Union)

hate the voice of moderation? Students for

P&rticipitory Democracy is a group who's

members come from all sides of the political

spectrum (ie. Democrats, Republicans, and

Independents). SPD has taken up the ques-

tion of whether MassPirg should be on the

bill of students not because we are a "right-

wing' or a "left-wing' organization but

because we felt students should be inform-

ed on matters of critical student interest.

The last time MassPirg asked the

students whether they wanted them on the

bill was in 1981; five years ago No student

currently enrolled as a undergraduate has

ever had anything to say in the matter.

That is like Richard Nixon claiming he did

not have to run for President the secomd

time because he won the first time But that

is not the issue; the issue is fairness. Is it

fair for MassPirg to be on the bill of

students when all the other registered stu-

dent organizations have to go through a

budget process? Is it fair to the very

idealistic first year student entering the

University who do not even know what

MassPirg does? It is very funny that an

organization which claims to help con-

sumers would received their funding in

such a deceptive manner.

No matter how great the causes of

MassPirg is, they are no different than any

other campus organization. They should

not receive special funding. If the students

vote to keep MassPirg on the bill, then SPD
has done its job; it has informed the

students on a campus issue. But if the

students vote to take the unfair fees off

their bill then SPD has let the students

have a greater voice in an issue. Unlike

MassPirg, we do not fear a vote because

either way it is a victory for the students.

Tony Rudy
Sylvan

Janitors occupy area for leisure
Concerning the Collegian article titled

"BOG allots new space for bicycle co-op," I

would like to clarify my statements which

appeared (Dec 6). I was quoted as saying

"I don't want to see a bunch of fat old men
sitting in there."

What I was actually referring to was that

during their lunch hours, janitors con-

tinually occupy that area for leisurely pur-

poses (eating, smoking, gambling). I was

misquoted out of context. The area is stu-

dent space which was previously allocated

to the Ice Cream co-op. Janitors have

enough space to hold coffee-lunch breaks,

student space should not be lost because of

this.

Gary Kaufman, member
Board of Grovenors

The reporter stands 6y the original story

in its accuracy as printed—Editor
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Peacemakers and dreams
Five years ago yesterday John Lennon

was shot and killed outside of his home in

New York City. While this was happening
I was watching Monday Night Football.

The Piatriots were playing Miami and, as

usual, were losing. I learned <d Lennon's

death through the words of Howard Cosell.

Somehow, a man so despised giving the

news of the death ofa man so loved by many
shows the injustice that occurred outside

the Dakota, across from Central Plark, on

that December night.

Less than a year later, Anwar Sadat was

killed. Since the time these events occur-

red a question has plagued me. How can it

be that people who work so hard for peace

must die so violently? The same is true of

Martin Luther King, Jr All these men
worked for peace. They all died violently.

It leaves you to wonder, is there really good

in the world.

"Imagine there's no countries

it isn't hard to do

nothing to kill or die for

and no religion too

imagine all the people

living life in peace."

Somehow, though, I can't lose faith. In

spite of the deaths of these men, in spite

of the growing militarism in the world, 1

still believe that one day we will find

peace—that we will find a way to stop

David Valade

senseless killings such as theirs. I can't give

up the belief that their murders are just a

wsy to slow down movements toward justice

and peace Somehow, they seem to repre-

sent a message of intimidation that is be-

ing sent, a message to scare people away

from dissent, from questioning wrong.

If I've learned anything from the death

of John Lennon, it is that when I believe

something is wrong. I cannot accept it Mar-

tin Luther King, Jr. died fighting for what

he believed was right. Anwar Sadat put his

life on the line and lost it because he believ-

ed in peace. We cannot allow ourselves to

be intimidated into giving up what we
believe is right. "You may say that I'm a

dreamer but I'm not the only one I hope

someday you'll join us and the world will

be as one."

We haven't given up the dream that some-

day there will be peace, lb achieve this

dream doesn't require that each of us devote

our entire life to his causelfwe each spend

only a small amount of time working for

a dream each day, then it will be realized.

John Lennon, Martin Luther King, Jr., and
Anwar Sadat gave their lives to the dream
of peace. We have an obligation to see that

their dreams don't die.

David Valade is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Brutalized by UMass cops
For those of you who don't know me, I'm

a UMass student. Like every

undergraduate on this campus, I get free

legal advice from the Legal Services Office

Unfortunately, the University administra-

tion, which is seeking control of the Stu-

dent Activites Trust Fund, has stated that

it will not fund a vacated position for a staff

lawyer. The primary reason? The Univer-

sity is the target of many of the law suits

that LSO handles.

For those ofyou who still don't know who
I am, I was at the first sit-in Thiu^ay night

demanding that the students' rights to this

fund be maintained. I was also arrested and
jailed. I was also brutalized by the UMass
police.

If you still don't know who I am, I was in

front of the SUB Friday telling the crowd

how the police had tried to intimidate

another student and myself I told the

crowd that now that I had been hurt, I had
only two options for recourse. I could

retaliate in kind, but I refuse to hurt

another perosn. I could file charges through

LSO against the police and, by doing so, call

attention to the plight of the students, and

keep in the public eye the violations of the

UMass police, and maybe even see to it that

the responsible person would be, if not

removed from campus, at least parked

behind a desk.

Though the punishment rarely fits the

crime, it will help to prevent further viola-

tions by the police. Would you like to be

walking across campus with a beer only to

be stopped by the same police force that has

been repeatedly violating the rights of the

people that they are suppose to be protec-

ting? Would RA's call the police to your

dorm under these conditions? Their blanket

intimidation tactics are notorious. If you

were a woman aurested by these police,

would you trust them? For those ofyou who
still don't know me, I'll be at Whitmore
demanding that student's rights be

preserved.
John Peterson
Northampton

The Collegian vsrelcomee letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003. or they can be dropped off at

the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due

to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters must be typewrit-

ten amd double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column sumbissions hsould be

between 40 and 60 linea All submissions are subject to edition for clarity and length.

—Editor
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•^ -^ Secretarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers

• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

Yesterday &
Today Records

Qratefful Dead Psychedelic

Grand Opening

Punk Jan
BltlM

Top CASH
PAID for USED

:

Records Tapes
Stereos Gutters

Videos CD's

An
Alternative

Record Store

96 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst 2S3-9209

SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET

Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

WOOL SWEATERS
80% Rag Wool
20% Orion

Value up to $40.

$11.99 each
2 for $19.99

All

N.F.L. Football

MLBB Baseball

50-75% OFF

SUPERIOR PIZZA
Simply Superior Pizza

FAST, FREE DELIVERY
17 Montague Rd.

North Amherst

549-0626
fWitfT any Large or Small Pizza^

get second item
{

FREE '

Expires Dec. 21, 1985 I

ARTS
Anguish of Warsaw ghetto

expressed in The Survivor

Dracula: The Musical
is enthusiastic but silly

By GREGG ANDREW FALLON
Collegian Correspondent

Directed by Marcia Black

The problem of expressing the turmoil

and anguish experien<»d by the Jewish in-

habitants of the Warsaw ghetto during

WWn is indeed a difficult one. This is what

The Survivor, a play by Susan Nanus bas-

ed on Jack Eisner's memoirs, attempts to

da

It is the story of five teenagers who, by

illegal smuggling, clandestine meetings

and eventually armed resistance, try to defy

the Nazis. Their lot is desperate but they

are very determined.

Amidst the humiliation, degradation and

elimination of their people's traditions and

ways of life, they persevere to the end.

which in some cases is death.

The Survivor shows the gradual crumbl-

ifig of Warsaw, the Paris of the East, from

the beautiful, elegant city it once was, to

nothing but the burnt out ruins of smolder-

ing ghettos. Amidst the carnage, the

children smuggle food to its inhabitants,

iwking their lives on every mission.

The actors, particularly Mark Andrew
Bogosian, who plays the band's leader and

organizer, show the determination, stub-

bomess and desperation of their cir-

cumstances. The characters go through

near breakdowns as most human beings

would. Th^ cry and they laugh and are

strikingly human in the face of the in

humane atrocities they face daily.

The children's plan of action in the face

rf impending danger contrasts that of their

parents who resign themselves to passive

acceptance in the hope that they can con

tinue to exist peacefully. They children

know better and show this by trying to

change their situations immediately

through action.

The sUge directions (by Marcia Black)

are effective The characters steal over the

walls that surround Warsaw, hold black

market deals in cafes and gather on roof-

tops. The dramatic lightmg also adds to the

production.

The subject matter of the play is so enor-

mous that it cannot adequately express the

feat and pain felt by the Jewish inhabitants

of the ghetto. However, its attempts are no-

ble and headed in the right direction. The
Survivor is an emotionally intense play

that demands a lot from the viewer as well

as the cast.

The Survivor radiates emotion. It is well

worth seeing solely for its educational and

informational value if not for its worth as

an excellent stage production.

MASS. All^WOVEO
INSKCnON STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
"FuK Service Tire Store'

78 Sunttorland Rd.. No. AmTwrst. MA
Acfoss trom Walroba » Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

i4 THE FINE ARTSCENTER
^^C O N C E R T HALL

» 01 M«S5«CM1.SITT< AT AMMI«S1

TONIGHT!

CLEVELAND
ORCHLSTRA

Christoph V'jn Dohnanyi.
Mu.si' Direilor

Moiuliiy, D.-ccmlicT '>, K pm

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
CONCERT- HALL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

with saxophonist

MICHAEL BRECKER
and the University Jazz Ensemble I

Jeff Holmes, director

and the Chapel Jazz Ensemble
David Sporny, director

Thursday, Dec. 12, 8 p.m.

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

as" yoiM Michael Breaker and combo
for a mini-concert and rap session

Wednesday, Dec. 11,8 p.m.
Hampden Theatre

Both events Free
Info: 545-2803

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

Drtwula The MusicaU is a

silly little musical comedy
presented by the UMass
Theater Guild, that is

brainla», but fun.

There are some slightly

funny moments in this play,

but most of the time it is just

plain silly. For example, in

the Turst act. the maid (Sue

Zizza) answers the phone

and finds out it is a wrong
number Later, when Dr.

Sam Seward (James Fitz

patrick III) mentions the

phone, an offstage voice

reminds us that there were

no phones in that era, so a

stagehand comes on stage

and removes the phone. This

kind of joke is not very fun-

ny and makes the

characters and play seem

phony and unrealistic.

Characters and story should

never be sacrificed for a

cheap laugh.

The actors and actresses

bring an enthusiasm to

their parts that you can't

help but enjoy. It's like

conUnued on page 11

Sue Zizza and David Upton star in "Dracula" play-

ing at 8 p.m. Thursday through Saturday in Bartlett

Auditorium.

To Ordar'^

C»»^triut Plain Nd
Wh«t«<y

•1 Mb .JDM

'

F«aturing Stava Kloc't

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS taka 11* north to

South Daafflald. (outh on routa

^10 1 % mtia* Right on Chrlatian

Lana H mlla from cantor ol towm.

Open:
Mon-Sat 6^10 pm Sun 1-»

CINEMA
Monday - Tuesday

The Desk Set

My Favorite Wife

Double Feature $3.00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 2S3-5426

M^

cf>'
?^>

.^^*

•

'MM
.^,^^

ii**^'

€hsmfw

^ *A,»e

PG wn vmim wMii

Opens Friday, December 13th

At A Theatre Near You.
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Pssssst!....

Are You A
Secret Santa?

Under 50<f

Under $1.00

Under $2.00

Under $3.00

Under $4.00

Under $5.00

mtDAS*

THE ECONOMIZER
MUFFLER

Resular

(most cars) Regular $74.90
BRAKE SPECIAL

INSTALLATION INCLUDED
The Economizer muffler from Midas fits most
American-made cars and trucks Your satisfaction

with this product is assured.

Guarantee: The Economizer Mll^fler is

warranted by Midas for one year from the

date of installation and will be replaced

free of charge if it failsduring this period.

cf^^^^^
Downtown Amherst

|

Daily K>- 6. Sun. 12 -5

DISCIRAKES
• Ffe<» 4-Vhws?t broke
tnsottctton
• Keplcce pods wiih ne*

gooronieed disc oods
• Resorfoce «o«o«
• Replace grease eeals
• inspeci ona repock

wneel beorings
• Inspect calipers
• Inspect hydroullc s/stem
• Lubricoie caliper onchors
• Inspect fluid levels
« Add fluid If required
• Rood test

. MIttaa tHaiie shoAs and disc braiia pads ar« warrartiad fo«

'yO>i own your Amarican oi loraian car, van or light truck

lufylar 7 000 Km i I' l^^V V^*' ««ear naw Midas bralte shoas oi pads

wl'l ti« fnstaitad without charoe for the shoes oi pads or the labor to

Install tb* Shoes or oeds Aodiiionai parts and/or labor required to

reatofs ttw* system to operatiorMi condition are extra

DRUM BRAKES
• F'ee 4-Wheel broke
•ns^eciion
• iiep!nce shoes with ncvi^

guororieed linings

• Resurface drums
• Inspect wheel cylinders
• Inspect hold down springs
• Lubricate bocking plates
• Inspect hydraulic .ysteim
• Reodjust brokes
• Rood test

FREE WRITTEN ESTIfVIATES

143 KING ST.
JOT. RTES. 9& 116

NORTHAMPTON
HADLEY

586-4840
586-9991

Midas

No purchase necessary

WIN
Buster the

Bear

150.00
retail

value

only 1 l)ear to

be given away

"7

—

r~--- . 7— Please print legibly:
University Store employees and their

families are not eligible to enter

Drawing to be held on 12/13/86

Name ____^
Address-

City, State, Zip.

Phone

__^1 entry per gereon __ «__««—————
W/UNIVERSITY

Located in the Campus Center /iJLwk ^11^^^ J? 15^ ST^

* Dracula* *continued from page 9

LLoyd Rutledge's character,

Boris RenTield, who is con-

fined to Dr. Seward's asylum

because of his "contagious

enthusiasm". Whenever
anyone mentions a state, he

begins to sing a travelogue

that everyone can't help but

dance ta The performers

have the same type of "con-

tagious enthusiasm" for

their parts as Boris does for

the states. The performers'

sincerity and energy makes
the audience ei\)oy the
characters, even if th^ are

a little silly.

The songs that run
throughout this play range
from mediocre to pretty fun-

ny. The best song doesn't

come till near the end, when

Dracula is dispatched with

the usual stake in the heart.

This song is called "The
Tippy-Tippy-T^p of Love"

which is sung by Bubu
Padoop (Heather Rubin) to

her bc^rfriend Dr. Van Hesl-

ing as he pounds a stake in-

to Ch-acula's heart.

While Dracula's heart is

breaking, his moans accent

the song with a comic touch.

ARTS
This love song is one of the

funniest gags in the play,

along with Kenfield's

travelogues.

Even though the jokes are

sometimes too silly for com-

fort and the songs aren't

really too exciting^ the per-

formances are admirable.

These people are obviously

sincere about their silliness

and invest this play with
ebullient energy. Dracula:

The Musical? is not good

comedy and only fair

musically, but it is an en-

joyable production. The ac-

tors and actresses are hav-

ing so much fun that the au-

dience can't help but enjoy

them.

U/
<>/

Student Special

h HOUR
//

OUR PRICE

^A^t^i 3^i^il^i^i^^^i

l^MUL tatlEE) CtaSCJ EEtD

an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
(nwt to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mall)

ggLJDGJEEEEffl^

COUNCILTR4VEL
SERVICES

79 ^Q PLEASANT ST AMHEBST

1/ott and \40un

PnoUcm DniMnqPannnl
facng the hokiliys and iinafcaaan can tw aspccialif ckftctA
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The Univer*ity Haahh Setvte— ia offering

a workshop wNch wiN cover:

•ld«#^ ikxMm or problBm dnntnng Dgtteris

-ikuMsn and tamlir dytanws

ComnMin prgWamt teong tAM tMdran ol ilc«t«lcs

Date: Monday, Dae. f. IMS
Time: 7:00 9:00pm
Place: University Health Services, „ ^^^^ .-' l| Health CducMton m\

Room 302 I SM2S71. •>t.i«i

by caWng

iRiverboat Village

NOW OPEN

APARTMENTS, SOUTH HADLEY.
1. 2 or 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BEAUTlfUl MOO€lS fUPNISHfD 8" Cm«P DpIAiNES & f PSTf 'N FURMTut-'E f

•SwiMNHRg Pool •Tennis Court •Club House •Shuffle Boerd Couit
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Directions
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Secret SanU Gifts
•

African Artifacts

/ Gallery ) I Cards

ol mmk K Cloths
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•

Jewell^
•

Carriage Shops
233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

Posters
•

Pottery

10-5 Mon-Sat
549-6600

•
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EXAM ALERT!

A workshop to help you learn to

manage time and stress as you
prepare for exams.

Open to all students.

December 9

7 - 8:30 p.m.

Campus Center Rm. 803
Sponsored by Mental Health Division

ofUHS

'^^ HEALTH
ttUB

INTERNS WANTED
OPENINGS:

4 to 6

RESPONSIBILITIES:
1) create, design and instruct a one credit course in the area of health

and fitness.

2) administration of the fitness testing program

3) training/fitness consultation

QUALIFICATIONS:
1) courseworic and/or wort( experience in exercise physiology,

Idnesiology, nutrition, exercise prescription /testing, psychology,

sport management, mechanical principles of motion

2) leadership qualities

3) desire to use and build upon your Icnowtedge and expertise ir an

area within the fitness field

4) ability to wori( independently

APPLICATIONS:
available in B-30 BalcerMouse in the Orchard Hill area. Phone:

546-2883

DEADLINE: INTERVIEWS:

Monday, December 16, 1965 scheduled 16 Dec. thru 20 Dec.

DON'T WAIT! APPLY NOW!

"^^Kjovernors' Program Council presents'-'--^'-j

'...LISTEN UP!'

'

PAJAMA SLAVE DANCERS

CllUJ.t

Watch the

Teeth Kate

THE
IMAGE

Good
Speed

6 Hours of Music

5 Live Bands
4 everyone

3 bucks a head

2 to tango

one hell of a time...

I

I.

$3.50

at the door

WED. DEC. 1

1

S.U.B. UMASS
6-12pm

$3.00

sponsored by GPC

and Residental Ed Wesi^* ^^^ ana Kesidentai td west.^
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Monday Night"
FOOTBALL

atth«

TIME-OUT

PopcomM

Unplugged

Juke Box* I

RAMS v.s. 48ors

Don't Drink and Drive

Proper ID Required

I

I
I

let us do yOur*
wash-dry- fold

and
hand pressing

10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7DAYS 7AM 10 PM

.^etDii^.

Quality
Laundry

11 Pray St.

Amherst, MA

rentA>nreck
yd \d

Trucks * Vara Also Avi

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

(

J

J.

eating ijace
• OPCN

O A«M.*9 AapM*^

SUN.-THUM.

• OPEN 24 NOIIS
FRI. A SAT.

CAMPUS PUZA.
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP « SHOP)

Ml. 9 • Hatfki/tahertt

I:

-tht /Ai^ mute fer ^jir/f8**i/?fiwfc.

[jUtL YY\ a- Summit, pOiiiUll ftifek

La -ff^ui^ll Ix, «*<</mfMl Mi

•TTwwMC yfa •' ...Ttfc P>x>>w<Ky $fa(f <tf-(W5.

Christmas
Boxed Cards

You'll find a special yuleride wish for everyone on your list.

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

AACmLXXXV American Cre^nngs Corp.

I^UNIVERSITY

AMERICAN GREETINGS

>(oi>* Cre*^

SP*''
\aV»i«^

Cr«'
d\t

Co»>'
r*«*'

Credit courses include Accounting, Public Speaking. Intro, to

Mass Communication. Political Novel, Nutrition and People,

French, History, Newswriting & Reporting, Managerial Behavior,

Mechanical Engineering, Russian Culture, Advanced Federal Tax
Procedures, Spanish, Wildlife Law Enforcement, and more.

Credit-free workshops include Beginning Calligraphy, Buying

Real Estate, Writing Nonaction to Order, Your Professional

Image, Home Management, Time Management, Osteoporosis

Prevention Exercise, How to Buy a Microcomputer, Chess,

Cross-Country Skiing, and more.

REGISTER NOW!
Records and Registration Office

Division of Continuing Education
University Library

8:30 a.m. -7 p.m., Monday through Thursday
8:30 a.m. -5 p.m., Friday

Call S4S-24I4 for more information.

Division of Continuing Education
University of Massachusetts
at Amherst

Valentine Hall

Amherst College
Weds. Dec. 11 at 8:00 P.M.

KUrt Civ»Jjri fW<«:«W^At
JknyCuTtHif

*\xmb r^(i' Dewy apiim*>

^^mmmc
nAYiDrm amjeiican way

College ID required

Monday, December 9, 1986

Doonesbury
Collegian i3

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

GORDY By Gorde
E
HIS CK/riBS
AS UH/e CbOO,
OR. TRTWr-,

c

Freaker Patrol

Kl^LOy/E &O0 OF UA^SS.

1.00K At This I^am,
What 15 UAOfJi\J><mVliM

DRV)65 * ^t^AC i tt«>CSS

ByDowe andO*Brien

CCA556S

Aa)D Hi HAS^r OOfJC

WEATHER

TODAY: P&rtly cloudy, high 35 to 40

TONIGHT: Partly cloudy, lows in the

teei^

TOMORROW: Piartly cloudy.

Today's Menu

LUNCH
Deli Ham

on Water Roll

Cheese Strata.

DINNER
Roast Pork

Gravy, Spiced Apples
Braised Beef and Onions'

Silver Palate Salad Plate

BASICS LUNCH
Swiss and Sprout

Sandwich
Cheese Strata

BASICS DINNER
Ibfu Nut Loaf

Mushroom Sauce
Baked Cod

with Lemon Wedge

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trade Mkhrt Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Sound ot

thunder

5 Gameot
chanca

10 Concerning
14 Rhine

tributary

15 a million

16 Type style

Abbr
17 1492 caravel

18 Alice in '

20 Hippodrome
22 Architect

Saarinen

23 Xenon, eg
24 Hardware store

Mem
27 Pipeioint

29 Steal the show
32 Preferably

35 One way to

stand
36 River in South

Carolina

39 Fame star

Irene

40 Belmoni Stakes

winner 1968

43 Therefore

44 Region in

Somerset
4i Cube
46 Connects
48 Head cavities

50 Voices from the

loft Abbr
51 VI Ulanov
52 Broadcast
54 Adjutant

57 Edge along

61 John Ford di

reeled film 1939

65 Interrogate

66 Stereo

equipment
67 Boredom
68 Employer
69 Noble Italian

family

70 Remains
71 Lab burner

DOWN
1 Villageof

Galilee

2 Place to hiber-

nate

3 RuleBritan
nia' composer

4 Butter of a sort

5 H«ard from

lh«b*(d
6 toko
7 Doctrine

8 Neap or ebb
9 Humdinger

10 Feel under
the weairter

11 Scer>eshiflefs

12 Blue Nile

source
13 Auto pioneer

19 Church list

21 Degrade
25 Plateau region

of SE Ethiopia

26 Town near

Tanglewood
28 Engrave
29 Tip over

30 Gloria

31 Playwright s

skill

32 Enlist anew
33 A Ford
34 Comedienne

Martha et al

37 Selleckor

36 liregulai

41 Eaclamationol
surprise

42 Avifauna

47 Omt
49 Like a rare bard

St Slant*

52 Tennis great

53 How sweet

55 Bakery workei

56 Finished

56 Do housework
59 Legal Claim

60 Pound or

Cornell

62 Give to Rooan
Burns

63 Stice

64 Part of HRH

AlISlMER

1

rO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

A M 1 T A ME Dm P s

W A P 1 A 9 e' 1- E

1
R P T

* L L M 1 X E U P A u R A

s T (IT 1 T qHa 1 R B i a
A R^ E nHcIa R ME 1-

b^iUlR gieIhs T A JL E A T

A C H E SHl 1 K E N E

M A SHP ARlE DHT 1 N A

E L LIT Q P E RHHIOIP E S
R A F T E R SHSJP 1 N

GA R E T ElSlHl N R s

EA L A
ti

1 piT E N OPIA
A M Q Y

1
P V E R T ujrN E

R 1 A S NOR S E

1
E T N A

[olULIlfJi S N E [e [rJ \kis.Is.INJ

Seaver

1 P

}2l9mS

1 t 1 4 i t 7 1 1 II 11 11 13

u IS It

17 11

N ?1 |M n 73

l^^l ?4 ?s n

^Hu
77 71

jjjjM
n M 31

M
33 34

a M 37 M »

M 41 4J

4]

4?

44 n

U

^^Sl
u 41

H l^^l
i) M M a M !7 M M U

ei t?

1

13 M

1

i)

M »7 M

•« 7b 71

t2m«5

M^ Come see our wide selection

•¥ of fine Christmas Cards and

Decorations!

A'l'Hastings, Inc
^^—NetWMlcalcr itod NtaiMtner^^

'Con¥0nimnlty located in thm canter of Amherat"
45 South PI»otanf Slr»«l

OPEN: W««kdays 5 a.m. to 9 p.m., Surtday*. 5 a.m. to 1 p.m.

i:wjj!Ujaijv.urAa.>^M^^a.wn

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT

Recruiters from Lowell National Historic

Park will interview students for summer
employment as Park Aides, Park Techni-
cians, Laborers, Security Personnel at

Lowell and other National Parks. The
hourly rate will range from
5.49/hr-6.56/hr. Park Rangers will inter-

view and assist in filling out applications

on Wednesday, December 11th, Room
917 Campus Center, from 10 am - 4 pm.
Additional information is available at the

Student Employment Office, 239A Whit-
more Administration Building.
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STUDENTS
INTERSESSION
$5.00 PER HOUR
Work Available all over New England

in your home area during Christmas Break

on campus information sessions

to be held on

Dec 12 & Dec 18 at Cc Room 904

10 am, 11 am etc

up and including 6 pm
For more Information you may contact Student

Employment Rm 239A Whitmore or call collect at

617-366-6473

RGIS INVENTORY SPECIALISTS
EOE

^.^:^ tfffC^^Qd..^^^ ff!\^Ji^.^dS9 <rR^J».^^::::f^^gx^jiS^,d^^ tfTv^^Qf).^:^^

9

d

9

FINE FXX)D & SPIRITS

FREE TACO BAR
MON & TUBS NIGHT

9 — till it lasts

DECEMBER BEER SPECIAL
Kronenboure

Delanos will be closed Mon. night December 16 firom 9 pm on

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
cc^'fl^-'^aap zfy^ar^oifi cc^'c©''^a^ ^c^cir'^:^^ ^c^ctr'^i^SfiC£^

HIGH STYLE at Low Costs
Even college students can afford

to look good at Marjon

also:

Tanning

and

waxing

J

Har

Wk

start at

cuts $8.00

perm..... 38.00

foiling 45.00

shampoo/cut/dry 14.00

Marjon Hair Desijifn

Mountain Farms Mai

Rt 9

Hadlev. Ma

I

586-4551
s>^ ;**s ^«s i^«S :^fe ^^ ^*= s>^ sNJ

UMASS SKI CLUB
presents

WINTER PARK
COLORADO

JANUARY 5-12 $425.00 per person

Your Trip Includes:
* Roundtrip jet flight Newark/Denver
* Roundtrip transfer from Denver to Winter Park
* 7 nights luxury condominum lodging at The Pines
* 5 days skiing at Winter Park and Mary Jane ski areas
* Welconne Party and nrK>untain orientation
* Ski race with prizes
* All taxes and tips included

For more information contact:
UMASS SKI CLUB

or Tom Qerraty 54»-5913; Dwayne Head 256-4287

'The best trip, the lowest priced I"

Polly

wants some
Nachos!

H't MEXICAN FIESTA
MONTH at Carbur't!
Pasturing BBORHm,

Chili, Nachot, Maxican
Pizza, Tostadas, Chicken

Chimlchanoa &
Burrlto Pia!

Sombreros...S1.25

Wargueritas...$l.25

CARBUR'S
RESTALRANT & LOUNGE

At the Elmwfxxl. Route 9, Hadley, MA (413) 586 1978

^*i<^<^-

HBJ
College Outline

Series

Principles of

Economics:
Micoeconomics
r^eomplata couraa outiln*

^400 axamplM ft praltlanw

^midfrm Cr final •xam
v'kavad to currant

collaga taxttMolu

The Statlstict

Problem Solver
Hnlta Mathamatica
ProMam Solvar

Tha Elactrlc CIrculta

Problam Solvar

DONT CRAM THE NIGHT BEFORE. .

START NOW WITH A LITTLE HELP
FROM YOUR FRIENDSII

STORE HOURS:
MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-6

SATURDAY 10-3

Located in lt>« CMnpua C«rftar

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

M<mdiQr, December % ItSSt 'Collegian w

UMass swimmers rout Springfield, 68-45
Donovan, Turner spark victory
By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's
wim team defeated Springfield College
68-46 at Boyden IV>ol on Saturday for their

third win ofthe yewr (3-0) ami including last

year, their tenth omsectutive victory in

dual meeta.

"Wb WMvn't too sharpL After the 1,000

free I knew we were tired. You can't swim
two meets like that (IHifts meet on Wscbiee-

day) in a row," said UM coach Ruas Ykr-

worth. "We're right where we want to be
right now, we're even thinking about going
undefeated."

The Minutemen led throughout the mert,

but Springfield stayed close John Turner

and Fred Marius needed to place first and
second respectively in order to clinch the

meet in the next to last event, the

breaststrok&

"I put T\ini«r in that iH^^^tstoke because

I felt we could win the meet right then. I

knew we could put him in there but they

(Springfield) didn't," Ysrworth said. It waa
Turner's fir^ try at the iNPeaststoke this

season.

I&urworth was saving IWner and Drw
Dcmovan for the final relay but put them
in other events earlier to keep the UMass
lead. Donovan's 4:46.04 in the 500 freestyle

was good enough for first place. That win
put UMass up, 52-36 with three events left.

Springfield by placing first and second
ahf»ad of UMass' Pit Mullen shortened the

lead to 5344. Then Turner won the

breaststroke.

Turner also broke his UMa^ record in

the 200 backstroke to 1:57.02 and placed

second in the 200 individual medl^.
Donovan broke the UMass record in the 50
freestyle with his 21.43 and won the 100
fi'^estyle with a 48.15 as well.

Yarworth also singled out Paul
McDonough.
"McDonough had a good meet. He cut

five seconds off his b^ time,"8aid the
coach. McDonough won the 200 freestyle

in 1:46.92, which was the closest event of

the meet. The third place finisher Jim
Flannery had a 1:47.34.

Mullen placed second in the one-met^
event and third in the three-meter diving

for UMass.
TTie Minutemen also won both relays.

Marc Burette, Marius, Ed Burton, and Jeff

Piaqet teamed to win the 400 medley relay

in 3:44.82. Piaqet, Jim Kuhns, Flannery,

and McDonough won the 400 freestyle

relay in 3:16.24 by two hundreths of a

second.

UMaas, 3-0, will be in action again on
Wednesday, swimming at the University of

Lowell in a 4:30 p.m. meet.

CoDogiaa photo by N«U B»ek«rm«B

Ed Burton and the University of Masaachusetta men's swim team defeated

Springfield College on Saturday.

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 230 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTrvrriBs
i b rvoa Northwood Apt $37n/ni bus

•vmilabl« Jan I 666 3856 or 665-7783

Sac Um t tmit Tuesday (if dtur) >t 7 pm
bjr the pond. Teleicopes will be run by area
aatronomen.

UMaaa Oatlav Cl^ • 7:00 pm final

meeting - rm 917 CC rock climbing dide
how all welcome!

! AUDIO

I or Z reoMM ia boaac. North amhervt.

Pine St bualine. $173/mo, 549-6650.

549-0380

BOSS 101
6-7917

Uk* Mw. Info eall

AUTO rOR SALE

1970 CbUms w/rebuilt 360 runs nmd &
dean; new tram new brake*, radiau good,
good n«re, drive it away fw (250 or BO
call Mike ' 6 pm 25fr87M

ItTt Dodft Dart dependable, standard,
some rvatHOO or BO Kathy 549-4600 ext
S48

ItTt Piirto automatic rmi well tfiOOw
beat offer 684-6742

Jaap 197f €8-7 loft top low mileag* nini
great aatoig $8600 26fr6066

n Umemrj Zapkyr 22* mpg runs great,
bookvahM-^O willaellataloa8|1500
or BO - must seO immediately! Joe
64»W2»
la M ti«a you can buy jaepa for $44
through the U.S. GovenunentT Get the
facU today! Call 1-312-742-1142 ext.

5931A

"CASH"

ia booac availaMe for Spring

semester. JanAuj; scrow street from

campus, walk to town, deck, washer dryer,

big back vard. pet« OK 150/montii

utilities 549-6364 Lisa or Pat

HooMs siiilsMt over InteraeMloa Close

to campus, walking distance, kitchen

fadlitiea call 549-3831 , aak for John or Bill

For rcat starting Jan 26 large room in

houae in Amherst Ctr call 549^5866

3 poaitions open ia the faaMtas C«ll«giaa

Dar Graphics Dept. Job* enlailo the rrea

Uon of ads for the paper. Art background

helpful but not neoieaaary. Flexible hours,

fun folks, amaiing experience Apply bet

ween 9 am and 3 pm in room 106 CC.

INSTBUCnON

Large rooB for rcat over break in

Amherat Center call 549-5866

Orc rooB available ia Swiia Villiyc.

$215 per month utilities are included. For

Spring semester - starting January. Clean.

quiet, on the bualine. C«ah reward call

256-1061

Braadywiac 2 bcdrooa apt has 3 spots

available Jan 1st. Must be at least one

male. Call Ed 6-7:30 pm 549-4726

rOBSALB

gt«Me< aaowttfea on Buick 14" releigh

rims white walls new 649-0386

Electric typewriter new 160 Hobie
skateboard nbenHass board wide wheels

SO call Mark 6-9X21

Private G«iter Lcaaoas en>erieneed and

patient teacher rock/pop/folk/blues im-

Cv., reading, theory, oomposition. Your

ne or my studio. Doug 549-4786

OrtmewioalBaitriiding Coaraea 4 sec-

tions available sign up in Credit Free

Workahops Room 1 1 1 Tower Library

LOST

Loat bloc kna|

found call Joey
;k w/booha oaly.

9-2792 reward

Frad - Tliis paat y«ar and 8 mos haa been

great t love you so. LeU keep the fire bur-

ning. Always, Heidy

faTay baby~boT. Eeek another Birthday

Happy Belated Birthday I love you! Love,

Booby. Gurchee. CF!!

Mary Jane, Since I saved 40-70% on your

bracelet and necklace, I would like to buy

you a beautiful piece of diamond jewelry. I

can get a necklace, eamngs or even a nng
any preference! Meet me Thursday at

Gol<fcn Opportunity 13 N Pleasant St at

Lodestone l»ve, Bruno ___^
D-aaae.^lie steaks are waiting and the

wine IS fine I want to plav the low music

and light the dinner candles. Your Bran-

dywine Admirer Ed XXOOX

Meliaaa Have~a Happy Holiday Clue: 1

live in Townehouse too, your Secret Santa

EcIm Village fully furnished, on 2 bus
routes, starting Jan/Feb 256-6809

Claaa. qaieFbagc dbl ra for $l]0/mo
plus utilities call 549 fi-ISS

Pciaalc rooauaate wanted for

Bnttany manor 25,'V7868 available

I bedra apt for Jaa on bus rt. $2IM), util,

inci CUffside ApU Sunderland 665 .3088

Fcaale oaly Brittany Maaor for January

call 2.S3 7357

saria

Jan 1

Hey! Grven plastic notebook lost on Dec 3

if found please call 546-6616!

MABVELOUS

Happy 21st Birthday MK.
she fl be in until 5. MK, MeUwampe is los

U Look Marveloaa bumper stickers $1

546-6313

MOVEB

'Boand Town Movers fast reliable dttmp
" Michael anytime 323 6780

Nunna called,

.^ ... tawampc is I

ing iiis grip! Love, Justine, Lisa, Lisa

Abbie Lynn, I miss you When I see you

on campus, it kills me. Give me a second

chance. I love you, Michael

Becky. lu me, neeU. Should I have used

Wally and the Beav? Now everyone will

know! Oh well, sigh, it doesn't matter. It s

OK. .

TUBBO. Marit I meant SHAVE!! HSS

Mike
r«r *«w I

646^106

DEBBIE STEIN

Toa look ap t« m», even though its hard
to believe. . .Thouch sometimes you'd
rmther I'd just leave. Even though I prefer

malea your S.S. is a female

ENTEBTAINMENT

Baek-A-Diac BatcrtaiuM^ AgemefloT
the best party this semester. DJ's, large
screen video, rentals. 649-7144

Tun the Tablaa profeaaional party/club

D.J. 5 yr experience widest selection cal

24 hr. 586-9691 ______
"Listen Up!" Governors Program Coun-
cil presents five live bands! P^jama Slave

Dancer* and more! Wed. Dec. 11 SUB.
pm

CaiMrtM' TcnsiiMl witk aadaa $200 or

BOTOane 649-1449

<7 Velkswagoa convarUUc excellent

heat, stereo, snowtires. Recent clutch,

brakes, tuneup. Warm and dry, reliable

600$ or beat offer. Joah 64»7lfi5 thanks

IfSl Nightkawfc 4M must sell will accept

any reasonable offer call Allen 546-6876

10 aatsJ bicycle good shape $46 call soon

646-8996 __^
Doable bad vy good cond $46 649-6641

FOUND

PEB80NALS

Bicycle: expensive off-road type found on

campus, positive ID nee, contact 253-291

1

GAMU

Happy Birthday - - Just wait until you see

your present. Sorry it is not what you

ordered. We love you the girid of 64 and

Karen of course

HELP WANTED

FOB BENT

SMdarlaad. 1 bdr« apt on busline,

420/month, everything included Avail

immediately! 6663440, leave message^

Neit to UMass. Share apartment with

woman and son. $200* Call 549-0024

SiMic rwNB avaiUble all inclusive rent!

Available to female or male Jan 1 call

Sheryl 256-1646
.

One bcdrooa urt: aiffeide. on bus rt«.

$340/mo. all util incl. mod kitch, oun-st.

bed, laund, 7-Eleven call 666-7596 eves

avail Jan 1 ^_
TotakawcrkMcJaiilSCrestyiewApts
1 bedrm call eves 649-6762

0VEBSEA8 JOBS Summer, yr. round

Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All

fields $900-2000 mo Sightseeing. Free in-

fo Wnte IJC, PC Bx 52 MAI Corona Del

Mar, CA 92625

Jobs! $4 $6/hr! Interaeaaion. Spring. App-

ly Telefund Memorial Hal l Basement

jobs Florida Hightech, Aeromace

Finance, & contact poinU .Send $7 95

Southeast Market Consultanu Inc. Suite

4A, 74 Gulf Blvd., Irb Florida 33636

Pntyoar car to work for ^on and make at

least $7 per hour delivering pixza. Apply

Superior PIneris .549 0626

Bcapoasibic aales wanted for work dur-

ing spring semester in exchange for

iiimIs. For more information call 646-0627

Ski SMarbvak! Hotel $149 call Ski Oub
now 646-3437

Joba! $4-$6/hour Interaession Spring App-

ly Tetefond Memorial Hall Basement

Dear Basic's Blonde: (with the

Massachusetts hat) Why the glares? Do I

know you from somewhere? RSVPiSM

David - (TSIThis is iust to get your AT-

TENTION! The heki back pledge

Ux, Happy three months you cute Little

Snuggl«unny! oooioobosikaboo!!!! I kwe

you precious OUie

Tin-fc' *" a" tke UStore ads Mr.

Sodarbarg. Would you like to do them all

the time^ - Day Graphics

ATTENTION UPC. MEMBERS! It's

happening! We are having a holiday party!

Come toIhe UPC. Office in 406 Student

Union for more information

Dear Lori: Congratulations on your early

graduation. We are very proud of you and

know you will always be successful. Love

Mom, John, Jennifer

Daoba - You are a great friend and room-

mate. I'll miss you over .acation! Luv, Sux

Joe Pen Killer! Happy Birthday! L«ts get

drunk! Love, Me ana Gripa

"ACE" - Surprise! I never thought it

could be like this. I'll miss you. I love you

"Jill"

Marylymic, your Secret SanU lovea vou!

Keep smiling! You are going to make a

wonderful teacher someday!

B.D.W. Happy Belated Birthdav! I hope

you enjoy your present a chiWnood. Its

about time you had one! Sincerely, a fellow

beautiful person

Happy Birthday Lai! Congratulations on

turning legal for the second time We'll try

top last year. Love J, Sue, Laf, Bean,
Pooh and all the other bears.

To Marg«. Heidi, Bobin H.. Robin W..

Aadr«a A Beatrice: Cx>ngratualtions on

Initiation! We love ya, your sisters at SDT

CoagratnlatioM to the New Sisters of

Sigma Kappa. You are a great bunch! En-

joy sisterhood!

PB0FES810NAL TYPING SEBVICE

wcra, disaertatioaa, tbtaao, on-

campuB, depMidable, outstanding quality,

k>w rates, M4 7924

Fcsaale rooaaate to share rooa in Bran
dywine apt call 6-6773

Paaalc reaawnte wanted to share room
in Brittany Manor bwinning Jan «^ Feb
call evenings 263 7357

1 bdraln a 2 bdra a|it Nmthwood a^
call Joe 549-6310

To share doable rooa in Hadley far-

mhouse apt quelt near bus rt nonsmoker
preferred available Jan 1 686 7076

FcsmIc rooaaate wanted for Brittany

Apt jan to May 31 call 2.53 2420

Faaalc wanted for a rooa ui quiet condo
in Amherst Fields for spring call 256-1618

Three stadions feaaales looking for two
housemates M/F to share huge sunny
bedroom starting 12/21 in Amherst
Center $1.30 each r Only serious inquiries

ptesse. Must see!! 666-4692 Lisa or Jen
eves

Looking for 1 or 2 rooaaate* to stiare a
luxury condominium in Amherst Fields. 1

bedroom available has fireplace, laundry
room, any much more. For info call Harokl
256-0912

2 fcaalc* needed for 1 Ig bdrm in houae
near town availa 1/1 on biu route call

253 2284 after 6 pm

Single available Pnfftan Village
$144/mnth great location 649-2877 star-

ting Jan 1

2 fsaal»s wanted to share raoa in Puff-

ton apt free Jan 1 call Caroline 649-2643

Single bedrooa in 4 badrooa apt in

house avail Feb 1 Aug 431 one eighth

mile to campus, $242/nrK) (includes heat)

Must be a nonsmoker call Kathy at

549-6925 eves or early mom
One large bedrooa in two bedroom apt

available Jan 1 $290 mo call ed or Steve

253-9609

One bedrooa in Townckoaac Tvailable

for Intersession females preferred call

549-6621

IntMvoaaiM only 2 rooms in Puffton apt

649-3809

TBAVEL

N«a4 a piaca? Tripa to Florida mrinc
braak sign now save $26 before Dec 12 for

nore II Jo 666 4187

TYPING SEBVICE

(JUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects. Will correct grammar, spelling, A
punctuation. Meticulous proofreading.

New IBM typewriter. 549-0367

TYPING a WOBD PBOCESSING

Caaaa,

BOOM WANTED

SAFE SUNTANS

Male looking for rooa for Inter—aaiow

near campus preferred Call Tom 6-6793

before 1 1 :00 or after 7:00 pm

Booas/sableU needed Jan 6-18. Call the

School for Body Mind Centering 256-8615

BOOMMATE WANTED

Apt to share pleasant reasonable ideally

k>cated in Amherst Ctr 774-2740

Rooaaate wanted for Brittany aanor
apt share with 2 seniors and I junior

available now call Steve Dave or Rich
phone 253-7312

Apartnentaute soaght for Decemlwr or

longer if desired. Lntire nonlease four
room centrally located Noho apartment

Safe rantan* le Bon Soleil's C^hristmas

Specials: unlimited visiU till 12/24 only

$29 00 or buy as many visiU as you like for

only $3 each, $2 for facial tanner Gift cer

tificates specials too. Free 15 mm trial ses-

sion 263-9464

8EBVICES

COINS m/121 tatering 500 per hr

former 123/121 grader Alex 266-1239

Eaeort Service available 8 pm 2:30 am
everyday any where on campusJPlay it

safe call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

Editing. Conaoltotion. Ex professor's

iroecialty: dissertations, professional ar

tKles, books 268 7772

Paper* typed. 253-3634

free by February, possible January
inclusive. Woman preferred 586-61:

200$
76

SUSIE NEEDS HELP:

1 or 2 feaule rooaaatca wanted for

B-Wine apt Feb 1 rent 138.75/mo heat incl

549-0637 Mary or Barb

Feaale rooaaate needed to share a
room in Brittany manor Jan 1 on It is a

newly renovated apartment and will have
only three roommates call Robyn 256-1232

Two rooaaate* wanted male or female
in Southwood apt call Enc 266-1628

Feaal* to share Brittany Manor apt Spr-

ing semester call 256-0996

A blue clip-on hey ring with four keys on

it is lost Please help me, I really need

them back. If found, call Susie at

549-0742. Reward!

TO SUBLET

To anblct over Interaeaaion one bedroom
(two people) in Puffton Village call

549-7678

Inter*e**ion 2 rooa apt 5 min to campus,
bus stop out door if lazy, super place. $
naeot 266-1207

Nest Day Serrice. Type-Rite 263 5111

VALUABLE EXPEBIEWCE

Hie CoUegina la *e*fcing correspondents
in the Five Collef area to report on the
various goin^ on in the area. An excellent
way to gain experience with a daily
newspaper. For more information contact
Anne McCrory or Tom Middleton at
546-3600

WAWTBD

Qniet, neat feaale aeeka a moa on bu
route for spring semeater call 646-636^<

nighte prefer non-smoker

WANTED TO BENT

Take ever lease In Jan of 4 person hou."'

or apt call ,546-4474 or 646-7199

SEX! Now that we have your attentif;

wanted, a 2-3 hedrwm apt for spni
i

semester reward' call 247 51 ,54

We want year 2 bdra hoaae or apt wi!

take over leaae in Jan call M6-1199 fo

your cash reward!!

Two seniors, nonsmoking students sec
apartment in Amherst Ctr for Spring ser.

call Ken at 1 732 06.56 (collect)

Help! I need an apt or room to share <

North Amherst. Spnng semester Kan
253-7868

Conpic with jronag ekild need sm,
apartment for January only 549-0413

Responsible feaale stadcnt looking i

quiet clean non-student household or h
need for spring sem must know by Dec
Lam 546-4.392

Male and feaale seeking heaalng for Ir

tersession. If subletting please en
546-8036

^'.^
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SPORTS
UMass dumps Hartford, 72-65
Chase scores 15 as Minutemen
snap losing streak, go to 2-3
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts basket-

ball team proved several things on Satur

day night.

The first being that th^ could beat Divi-

sion 1 competition as the Minutemen hand-

ed the University of Hartford a 72-65 loss

before 3.278 at the Cage.

The second being that they could win

without sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton

scoring a lot of points (he had 12, one of five

Minutemen in double figures).

And finally, the Minutemen proved that

the highly-touted freshmen on this season's

team are legitimate players, ones that in

the long run are going to make UMass a

very good team.

"This was an important win for us, one

we needed." said UMass coach Ron
Gerlufsen "We got some good efforts from

our players, especially the bench. I'm see-

ing a lot oi progress from the team."

UMass, 2-3, snapp«l a three-game losing

streak and prepared for Wednesday night's

Atlantic 10 Conference opener at home
against St. Bonaventure. Hartford fell to

1-3.

Freshman forward Duane Chase, one of

the newcomers from who a lot was ex-

pected, came into his own against the

Hawks, scoring a game high 15 points on

five-of-six shooting from the floor. He also

had three rebounds and two blocked shots.

Another freshman, forward Joe Fennell

had 14 points and five rebounds in 22 quali-

ty minutes of play. For Chase and Fennell,

the game marked career-highs in scoring.

Junior captain Carl Smith had another

solid night, scoring 10 points and dishing

out 11 assists. Freshman guard David

Brown continued his steady play, with 10

points. Freshman center Sean Mosby,

despite missing on four attempts from the

floor, hauled down 10 rebounds and block-

ed seven shots in a great defensive effort.

We had four points from the line.

"It was a good team effort all around,"

said Smith. "This was a tough game to

prepare for mentally after losing to UConn
(78-70 in overtime last Wednesday). We
showed a lot of desire when the game got

close and proved we could play as a team.
I feel very good about the St. Bonnie game,
we're coming along."

The beginning of the game proved
nightmarish for the Minutemen as Hart-
ford scored the first 10 points and led 10-0

with 17:18 left in the first half. Gerlufsen
wasted little time, yanking Brown, Chase
and senior Tbm Emerson out and inserting

Mosby, Fennell and junior Ben Jones.

That trio, along with Smith and Sutton

cut the lead to 12-10 on a pair ofMosby free

throws with 13:37 left.

Chase then took over. The 6-6 Baltimore
native stole a pass at halfcourt, was fouled

on his attempted layup and made one foul

shot to make it 16-13 with 10:52 left. Dana
Middleton's two free throws made it 18-13

before a short hook in the lane by Chase
cut it to three, 18-15.

UMass regained possession and Chase,

taking a Smith feed, slammed home a

dunk, inciting the crowd. He was fouled by

Middleton and the free throw tied the game
at 18 with 9:57 left.

Chase then blocked Hartford's next shot,

knocking the ball to Smith who coasted in

for an easy layup and UMass led for the

first time, 20 18.

Hartford battled back, taking the lead

26-20, but Jones tied it at 28 with a layup

and a Smith free throw, a pair of Fennell

hoops and a pull-up jumper by Chase gave

UMass a 37-33 lead at halftime.

The Minutemen never trailed from then

on, but Hartford made it interesting, clos-

ing to within two, 58-56 on a Larry Jenkins'

tip-in. But the Minutemen did something

they hadn't done all season: they hit their

free throws. Four of their next five to be ex-

act to go along with a coast-to-coast drive

by Sutton and the lead was back to a com

fortable eight, 66-57 with the five point run.

Hartford resorted to frequent fouling in

the later stages of the game, but Brown and

Emerson conn«:ted on their attempts while

Hartford's Mark Mitchell contributed by

missing four of his last six shots from the

stripe.

UMass. avenging last season's 63 59 loss

to the Hawks, was 23of-52 from the floor

(44 percent) and a much-improved 26-of-35

from the line for 74 percent. The
Minutemen also outrebounded the Hawks,

46-40 and took advantage of nine Hartford

turnovers, scoring 18 points as a result of

UH miscues. The Minutemen also ran the

transition game well, scoring 18 points off

the break.

Hartford, on the other hand, kept firm

hold on their mason's union card with a

23-of-69 (33 percent) effort from the floor

They were a better 61 percent fi-om the line,

but clanged it up to a 10-for 20 tune in the

second half. Mitchell had 14 points to lead

the visitors and Ulysses Ckuria contributed

13 and six assists.

MINUTEMEN MUTTERINGS: The
game was televised on Channel 3 in Hart-

ford. . the UMass student station, WMUA,
failed to show for the game. . it was a good

day for the A- 10 as Rutgers, Duquesne and

Tbmple all posted victories. . .Sutton, after

two games, was seventh in the league in

scoring. . .Smith is averaging 7.4 assists-

per-game. . the blue-and-red Hartford

Hawk was soundly-booed. . Faces in the

crowd: Holy Cross coach George Blaney and

former UM players Horace Neysmith and
George Ramming. . .Gerlufsen used a

season-low nine players. . .The Hempel
watch: Big John has yet to get double

figures for St. John's this season with a

season-high of six.

UMass (72) Duane Chase 5-6 5-8 15. Joe Fennell 4-8

6-6 14. Lorenzo Sutton 5 9 2 2 12, Carl Smith 4 1 1 2 3

10, David Brown 3-7 4-8 10. Sean Mosby 4 4-4 4. Tbm
Emerson 1 2 2 2 4, Ben Jones 13 0-0 2, Matt Ryan 2

12 1 Totals: 23 52 26 35 72.

Hartford (66) Mark Mitchell 4 7 6 9 14, Ulysses Gar

cia 3-13 7-8 13, John Hulbert 5-8 0-0 10, Dana Mid-

dleton 3-5 2-3 8. Larry Jenkins 3-2 1-2 7, Vincent

Johnson 3-6 0-2 6. Marvin I\)fwell 2-7 1-2 5, Keith Jones

2 0. Jeff Hagan 0-0 0-0 0. Ibtals: 23-69 19-31 65

UMass (2-3) 37 35 - 72

Hartford (1-3) 33 32 65

Fouled Out: Hulbert, Garcia, Middleton and Mosby,

Tbtal Fouls: UMas8-24, Hartford-30. Rebounds:
UMa8s-46 (Mosby 10), Hartford-40 (Jenkins 10)

AssiaU: UMas8-17 (Smith 11). Hartford-12 (Garcia

6). Technicals: None. Attendance: 3.278.

Cnlleiniin photo by Mirhellr Scgall

University of Ma.ssachusetts freshman forward Duane Chase (right) shoots

over Hartford's JefT Hagan on Saturday night at the Cage. UMass won, 72-65.

Minutewomen roll

to victory, 69-35
Lewis, Matthews lead UMass

CollFgian photo by Mithrlli- .s<-i:hII

Chase and fellow freshman David
Brown (right) celebrate the Minuteman
victory. UMass is now 2-3 on the season.

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Senior guard Juanita Matthews and
sophomore forward T^ra Lewis each
scored a game-high 10 points to lead a

balanced attack by the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team
as the Minutewomen humiliated
Springfield College, 69-34, Satiu-day night

in the Curry Hicks Cage.
UMass head coach Barbara Stevens was

not pleased with her team's performance
despite the positive outcome. Stevens was
quick to criticize her team, citing ten-

tative and careless play in what was a

sloppy performance
"We will always take a win over a loss,

but we take tonight's win with a grain of

salt," Stevens said.

The win was the fourth straight for

UMass, 4-1, and completed a four game
homestand in which the Minutewomen
rolled over Boston University, University
of Vermont, Dartmouth College and
Springfield. UMass, which hits the road
on Thursday to play the University of Con-
necticut and then travels north to the
University of New Hampshire on Satur-
day, has two games remaining on its New
England schedule before entering Atlan-
tic 10 conference play in January.
In the first half, Matthews sparked the

Minutewomen to a quick 6-0 lead, sand-
whiching a pair of hoops around a jumper
by senior guard Barbara Hebel.

Springfield, which seemed posed for a

blowout, suddenly responded, knotting the

score at six. Creating many of its 22 tur-

novers, UMass found itself trading bad

passes with the Maroons and squander-

ing opportunities to bury them early.

"We sat back and allowed them to at-

tack on us," Stevens said. "The intensity

just wasn't there in the first fifteen

minutes. Even at the half it was still a

game I hope our play was the result of our

competition in that it was more mental

than physical."

Leading 29-15 at the half, UMass came
out determined to put the Maroons away
in the second half. After Springfield's

Ellen Hill cut the lead to twelve, 29-17,

the Minutewomen ran off 12 straight

points to extend their lead to 24 points,

41-17. The Maroons closed to 22 with 9:32

remaining but could get no closer as

UMass, sparked by junior center Kelly

Collins who came off the bench with 10

minutes remaining to score nine points

and grab five rebounds, scored the next 13

points to lead 60-25.

MINUTEWOMEN MUTTERINGS:
Stevens said that despite the team's poor

showing she said she did see good in-

dividual performances. Receiving the ma-

jority of her praise was Collins, who
Stevens said was very effective in her nine

minutes which Stevens said were of high

quality. Guards Christel Zullo and Mary
Marquedant combined to dish out 13

assists.
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Whitmore protesters under fire
Protesters
face possible
suspension
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

About 18 University of Massachusetts
students who participated in a sit-in at

Whitmore Building on Thursday have
recieved letters informing them they will

face possible suspension from the Univer-

sity for their actions.

Dean of Students William Field said let-

ters were mailed Saturday to the students,

stating that they will be notified of a hear-

ing date for violations of the Code of Stu-

dent Conduct.

One of the letters .sent to a student who
participated in the protest states that the

student "interfered with the work of

employees" in the building and "encourag-

ed students who were outside the building

to hammer on the doors of the building and
to cause damage to the building." The stu-

dent is accused of raising costs to the

University for "overtime payments to

employees, additional cleaning and
maintenance" and for damage to the

building.

The letter alleges violation of the follow-

ing conduct codes:

• a safety and environmental health code

which prohibits 'physical assaults or in-

terference' and states that a person par-

ticipating in 'mass disturbances' may be

'liable to separation from the university'

• a code which prohibits 'damage or

destruction' of University property

photo by John Prt*r»on

UMass student Kathy Offenhartz (center) is led away from Whit-

more yesterday after being one of four students arrested in student

demostrations.

The students occupied Whitmore
Building Thursday in protest of the actions

of Dennis Madson, vice-chancellor of stu-

dent affairs, and Randy Donant, director

of student activities, who issued a

memorandum Nov. 19 calling for measures

which would give them greater control of

the student budget allocation.

"I feel it (the letter) is totally unjustified."

Worker falls through the roof
Frightens woman
taking a shower
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Correspondent

A man repairing a roof in Townehouse
Apartments fell through the roof yesterday

morning disrupting a woman taking a

shower.

"I couldn't believe it!" said Tiana Ohane-

sian of 72 Townehouse. "As I wiped the

soap from my eyes I saw a pair of worn-out

blue jeans and two Timberland hiking

boots dangling in front of my face."

Ohanesian said she screamed and ran

from the bathroom. On her way out she

said she heard the man say, "Oh sorry,"

as he was pulled up by his chuckling

partners.

Ohanesian and her roomates said they

heard loud noises and banging at 7:30 that

morning, two hours before the incident

occurred.

"It sounded like an airplane was taking

off from over my head,"said roomate Lisa

Skirboll. "I had no idea what was going

on.

The construction company. Young
Roofers of Northampton, was making

repairs on the roofs rotted decking. "This

roof needed immediate attention, and the

work had to be done this year. It just

couldn't wait," Townehouse manager Judy

Johnson said.

Johnson said that the construction com-

pany was unable to set a permanent work-

ing date because the weather this time of

year is so unpredictable. The workers need

two full davs to do the job, she said.

All four women residmg m the apart-

ment said they were angry that they had
not been notified that construction to their

roof would take place.

"That much annoyance at such an early

hour is unfair without warning," said one
woman.
Johnson said she had no idea that the

workers were even coming. "I found out at

8 a.m. that they were here and working,"

she said.

"/ saw . . . two Timberland hiking

boots dangling in front of my face.

— Tiana Ohanesian

Clare Bouzan. a UMass student accused of

the code violations said, "We had a right

to do what we did."

An estimated 23 students have been ar-

rested during three sit-ins at Whitmore

since Thursday. The alleged violations

come in addition to the arraignments

scheduled for the students in Hampshire

District Court.

Judiciary to decide
on referendum question

4 students
arrested
at sit-in
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Four University of Massachusetts
students were arrested yesterday for

trespassing at the Whitmore Administra-

tion Building in the third day of sit ins over

control of Student Activities Trust Fund
expenditures.

Two students refu.sed to pay a $15 bail

fee and were transp<irted to the Amherst

town jail while the two others paid the fe«'

and were released on personal

recognizance, according to University

police. About 30 students chanted and
hanged on doors and dumpsters as Univer-

sity police handcuffed the four and put

them in police cruisers.

A total of 23 students have now been ar

rested in the three days of sit ins. The pro

stests are in reaction to Vice-Chancel lor for

Student Affairs Dennis Madson' s assertion

that the student activities budget for fiscal

year 1987 will determined by Director of

Student Activities, Randy Donant.

The budget for FY 87 will be drawn up

this spring and is usually determined by

the Undergraduate Student Senate and

passed on to Madson, Chancellor Joseph

Duffey and University President David

Knapp for review and recommendations.

Madson told student leaders he would

meet with the co-presidents, treasurer,

senate speaker and chairman of the

continued on page 3

Johnson said the same company had done

repairs on another Townehouse building

last spring, and did a very successful job.

Townehouse was built in 1968, and un-

til now, none of the buildings' roofs have

ever been completely replaced. The deci-

sion to rebuild was reinforced by ineffec-

tive vent pipes in the ceiling and rotted

decking, problems that were recognized

more than a month ago, Johnson said.

"We are replacing this roof with better

quality materials than it was originally

designed with," she said.

Townehouse residents will awaken to the

same sounds at 7:30 a.m. again today, but

the inconvenience and aggravation will

end tomorrow, when the construction is

over.

Johnson said all tenants should feel safe

to take showers, and not to fear unexpected

visitors while doing so.

"There's absolutely no way it could hap-

pen again," she said.

By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts Student
Judiciary will meet tonight

to decide whether a referen-

dum question involving the

funding for two student

groups will take place

Wednesday and Thursday.

The referendum question

asks if the optional $2 fees

which provide funding for

the Massachusetts Public

Interest Research Group
(MASSPIRG) and State Stu-

dent Association fo

Massachusetts (SSAM),
should be eliminated from

each semester's bill.

"There are clear viola-

tions here," said Student

Attorney General Scott

McCracken. "We (the At-

torney General's Office) will

do everything we can to

nullify this referendum."
McCracken said that in

his opinion the referendum
violates both laws laid down
by the state, and SGA by-

laws as stated in the

Constitution.

"The by-laws state

specifically that the
(Undergraduate Student)

Senate must set the times

and dates for referendum
questions," said SGA
Parlimentarian Paul
Wingle. No dates were set

for this specific referendum
question by the senate.

Rather, it was "tacked on"

to jmother referendum ques-

tion asking if students sup-

ported a $12 fee increase in

the Student Activities Trust

Fund Fee (SATF), Wingle
said.

Proponents of the optional

fee question are members of

the recently formed
Students For Participatory

Democracy, who charge
that the fees are "unfair" in

that all other Registered

Student Organizations
(RSO'S) must go through a

formal budget process.

MASSPIRG advocates
and lobbies for legislation

which will provide en-

vironmental protection.

SSAM is a non-profit stu-

dent advocacy organization

whose primary purpose is to

advocate and lobby for high

quality education at a low

cost. Both groups are non-

profit, non-partisan
organizations.

McCracken and Wingle
said Students for Part-

cipatory Democracy are in

violation of a proposed state

law of State Senator John
Olver (D-Northampton)
which says, "The continua-

tion of the said waivable fee

on the student tuition bill

may be subject to

continued from page 3
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S. African gov't drops treason charges
JOHANNESBURG,

South Africa (AP) - The
government dropped
treason charges against 12

of 16 leading antiapartheid

activists yesterday, in

eluding a 66-year-old black

woman who called the ac

tion a victory against white-

minority rule.

The trial of the other four

will continue. If convicted,

they could be hanged.
Police said five more peo-

ple were killed in rioting

against aparthfid, which
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has taken about 900 lives in

nearly 16 months. Nearly

all the victims have been

black.

Government spokesmen
did not say why the charges

were dropped, but Priscilla

Jana, a defense attorney,

said: "The state's case was
so weak it just had to col-

lapse."

Albertina Sisulu, con-

sidered the "grandmother"

of the black rights move

ment, said: "This has been

a victory for us, and in the

future it will encourage us

to go on with the struggle."

She sp)oke to reporters at

Jan Smuts Airport after the

freed activists returned

from Natal Province, where

the trial was being held.

The prosecution withdrew

the charges as the trial

began its eighth week.

Many observers view it as

the nation's most signifi-

cant civil rights case in a

generation, and the govern-

ment has said the trial

might last 18 months.

GET PAID
FOR FEMINIST ORGANIZING

JOB OPENING - SPRING 86
COORDINATOR
WOMEN'S LEADERSHIP PROJECT
QUALIFICATIONS
* Und»rgraduat» • pnfvnbly with at hast ona yaar

ramaining
* Soma axparianca in faminist organizing and
knowfadga of woman's issues on campus
* Tha aMity to natwork with divarse groups of

P^oph

10 MRS $3.35
Applications ara availabh in Studant Union 415 or

420.

DUE FRIDAY DECEMBER 13th.

AP l,BI««TphotO

Twelve of 16 top anti-apartheid activists celebrate in Druban

yesterday after the South African government withdrew treason

charges. The activists were accused of supporting an outlawed

guerilla group. _^
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with Cool Diamonds.

Make Har Malt

with Hot Qold. . .

Charm Har

with Swaat Sllvar. . .

40-70% off
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YOU

Qoldan Opportunity

13 N. Plaaaant St., Amharat,

Lodaatona

JOBS FOR INTERSESSION

The following college bookstores will be hiring

extra help during intersession. For further informa-

tion, call the manager at:

Bentley College Bookstore 617-891-6499

Bridgewater State College Bookstore 617-697-7460

Framingham State College Bookstore 617-872-3658

Salem State College Bookstore 617-745-5300

I
Worcester State College Bookstore 617-754-3448
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Dissident's

family angry
with KGB
movies
NEWTON (AP) - A

relative of Andrei

Sakharov said yesterday

the Soviets apparently

have released more
misleading "KGB home
movies" showing the dissi-

dent in good health to

counter conflicting

statements Sakharov's
wife, Yelena Bonner,

might make while seeking

medical treatment in the

United States.

Efrem Yankelevich said

the tapes probably were

similar to those released

last summer that the

Soviets said showed
Sakharov eating when the

world had believed he was

on a hunger strike.

Yankelevich who is mar-

ried to Mrs. Bonner's

daughter, said the tapes

released yesterday could

have used the same techni-

que of splicing unrelated

strips of film to get a

desired effect.

"We hope we will be able

to learn more about the ac-

tual situation after talking

to him on the phone, but

I'm getting sick and tired

of these KGB home
movies," Yankelevich
said.

Yankelevich also con-

firmed in an interview

with The Associated Press

that Mrs. Bonner would

try to take her 85-year-old

mother home with her

when she returns to

Gorky, where she and her

husband live in internal

exile.

During the interview,

Mrs. Bonner, 62, passed

through the room and
greeted a reporter, but did

not comment on the latest

films.
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Christmas Cards
...mohe the season merry, and show
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15 Shopping Days
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and only
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Edition
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Sat 10-3
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AMHERST HOLIDAY CHEER - Christmas lights brighten up the Amherst Common last
night in downtown Amherst as finals and the Christmas break draw closer.

UMass students befriend disabled
By RHONDA SWAN
Collegian Staff

Each semester, for the past 14 years, about 200 Univer-

sity of Massachusetts students have given their time and
friendship to the residents of the Belchertown State

School.

These students are members of the Boltwood Project,

a registered student organization at UMass. The project

provides recreational programs for developmentally

disabled adults.

Although the project has members from all of the five

colleges, 90 percent are UMass students, according to

Kathy Johnson, coordinator for the project. Students in

the program may take it for either one or two university

, credits. They are required to committ three hours of their

time one evening a week to the program.
According to Johnson, the program provides an "oppor-

tunity for them (the residents) to have fun. They are able

to develop a friendship with the students." said Johnson.

The program provides these adults with sports and
various arts and crafts activities in addition to communi-
ty trips. One of these trips may be to a restaraunt in

Amherst.
In addition, the students participate in a therapeutic

horseback riding program with the adults which takes

place at the school's farm. During the day, the residents

are involved in job and educational programs. The
Boltwood Project gives them a chance to enjoy their leisure

time, said Johnson.

According to Johnson, one of the future goals of the pro-

ject is to expand and provide services to the community
at large. She added that the project recruits for volunteers

at the begining of each semester and any student in-

terested should apply. The program does provides

transportation.

•rally

I I

continued from page l

budgets commit-

tee of the Student Govern-

ment Association at the first

sit-in Thursday. At that

time, student leaders agreed

to meet with Madson only if

a graduate student and an
on-campus resident were

present in addition to the

five.

Yesterday, Madson met
with SGA Treasurer Diane

Rossi at a previously

scheduled meeting and
reasserted his previous of-

fer. "The five student

leaders are the group that I

have a working relationship

with," he said yesterday. If,

after initial meetings the

five student leaders wanted

to bring in other students,

Madson said he would con-

sider the idea.

After the meeting Rossi

said, "We more or less ex-

changed thoughts. I think it

was positive that we had a

chance to sit down and

talk."

Madson and Donant
released a memorandum
Nov. 19 stating that they in-

tend to control the alloca-

tion of about $1.5 million of

the $1.75 million student ac-

tivities budget paid out of

the Student Activities Trust

•referendum
reauthorization by an official

student referendum every two years." This procedure was
approved by the University of Massachusetts Board of

Trustees this Fall.

SSAM Chairman Barry Wray pointed out that SSAM
held a referendum question regarding their funding in the

spring and received a 6-1 vote in favor of funding by the

waivable fee.

"The law written by Olver was directly associated with

attacking this problem of student referendum problems

relating to funding issues. This is in direct violation of

that law," Wray said. He said that bringing the referen-

dum question up at the very end of the semester was

"unethical," in that "it does not provide enough time for

Collegian photo by Michelle Segall

John Ruddock (right), the speaker of the Undergraduate Student

Senate, speaks at the beginning of yesterday's rally at the Student

Union before proceeding to Whitmore Administration Building.

Fund. The trust fund, paid

for by the $88-a-year stu-

dent activities fee, had a

$120,000 deficit at the end
Fiscal Year 1985. For the

current Fiscal Year 1986,

$75,000 had to be borrowed

from reserves to fund
operations.

Student leaders held a

referendum in order to raise

the activities fee by $12 but

students voted against the

increase. Supporters of the

increase had hoped the ex-

tra revenue would alleviate

current deficits.

A second referendum
scheduled for tommorrow
and Thiu-sday will again

put the question of a fee in-

crease to students. If 15 per-

cent of the undergraduate
student body votes, the
refedrendum will be
binding.

However, the proposed fee

increase would still have to

be approved by the Univer-
sity Board of Trustees.

continued from page 1

the students to become educated on the issue in either

direction."

Brian Darling and Tony Rudi, members of Students For

Participatory Democracy, said that they considered the

referendum question to be a survey which would provide

the Undergraduate Student Senate with student opinion

concerning the issue. They also said that members of

MASSPIRG and SSAM were trying to slip through

"loopholes."

MASSPIRG chairman, Shawn Baird said his organiza-

tion will run a "legal and constitutional" referendum
question next semester to solicit opinions on their funding
procedure.

Replacement
of Duff
to be discussed
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Board of Regents of Higher Educa-

tion is expected today to discuss appointment erfan mterira

Higher Education Chancellor to replace John B. Duff

when he leaves in January.

Duff, who is leaving his petition to bea>me iM Commis-

sioner of the Chicago Public Library System, was

reprimanded by the regents m October for "mappropriat*

action' stemming from allegations that he illegally

solicited campaign funds from regents board members.

The reprimand followed a statement by the board that

they "found no indication of a practice of political solicita

tion."

A search for a new permanent Higher Education

Chancellor may begin today with the appointment by the

regents of a search committee for candidates The com-

mittee would be comprised of regents, but will include

representatives from trustee boards of the state schools

of higher education, school presidents and a member of

the stale Student Advisory Committee.

Last week, members of the state House of Represen-

tatives approved a bill calling for the appointment of a

student to the Board of Regents, which was passed by the

state senate in October.

The bill, which is now in the clerk's oflTice of the state

senate, is expected to be signed by the Governor by the

end of the month. A student regent may be appointed to

the board by July 1

At today's board meeting, regents are also expected to

approve requests for the appointment of two community

college presidents.

The regents are meeting today at the Northern Essex

Community College in Haverhill.

Trash can fire

remnants found
Bike rider injures leg

when hit by a car

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

The remnants of a trash can fire was discovered Sun-

day morning in the trash room on the second floor of Pat-

terson House, University of Massachusetts police said.

A janitor found charred paper and a circular scorched

area on the floor in the shape of a trash can. The building

was not evacuated and there was no damage done, police

said.

In other police reports:

A 21 year-old student received minor visible injuries

when she was hit by a car, driven by a 23-year-old

woman, while riding her bicycle Thursday afternoon at

the intersection of Clark Hill Road and Infirmary Way.

The student was taken to the University Health Services

where she was treated and released, police said.

A woman reported she had injured her calf after she

was struck by a car Friday evening. She didn't know she

was hurt until an hour after the accident and was treated

at the University Health Services, police said.

A 19-year-old man was arrested and charged with leav-

ing the scene of a property damage accident, driving

while intoxicated and operating without a license in

possession late Saturday night on the University Apart-

ments Access Road. He was seen by a foot patrol officer

striking a parked car, police said.

Two men were issued trespassing notices late Satur-

day night after p>olice answered a call to break up a fight

in Mackimmie House, they said.

Residents of Washington Tower reported a man was
exposing himself late Friday night, police said.

A 24-year-old woman was arrested Sunday night on

Massachusetts Avenue and charged with operation after

suspension of license, concealment of identification to

avoid prosecution, driving an uninspected vehicle, and

on default warrants from Springfield, police said.

A handbag containing "varying ID's" was found on the

south side of Brooks House, police are investigating to

find out where the cards came from, they said.

A 25-year-old man was arrested late Friday night and

charged with malicious property damage of over $100

when he was seen breaking the windshield of a car park-

ed in lot 49, police said.

A 23-year-old student was arrested early Sunday mor-
ning on North Pleasant Street and charged with opera-

tion after suspension of license, operation an
unregistered, uninsured vehicle, attaching plates, and
having no inspection sticker, police said.

A Royal Beta Typewriter and an AM/FM cassette

player valued over $300 were reported stolen Saturday

afternoon from Pierpont House, police said.

A 1975.Audi valued at $800 was reported stolen Fri-

day afternoon from parking lot 22, police said.
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Graduating in December??

You are invited. . .

The Alumni Association cordially

invites you to a reception in honor

ofyour upcoming graduation from the

University ofMassachusetts

at Amherst,

Please join us December 10th

at 4:00 p.m, in Memorial Hall.

Light refreshments and entertainment

will be provided.

Please feel free to invite a guest.
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Fee increase an answer
Tomorrow and Thursday are the days to finally settle the issue of whether

students will consent to a $12 increase in their $88 yearly student activities

fee during yet another referendum on the matter.

A first vote, you may recall, was held in late October, but because only

about 3 percent of the student body turned out for it — a 15 percent tur-

nout is necessary for it to be considered valid and binding — it's being held

again. The first time, students voted against the proposed fee hike.

Student government leaders are still saying they need the increase to

balance the student activities budget and eliminate the deficit that

mismanagement of funds has created. At this point, they no longer have
control over how all of the money is allocated, but their commitment to

gaining student support for a fee increase is part of their effort to regain

control of the Student Activities Trust Fund.
It is interesting, however, that our student leaders are so quiclc to sug-

gest a fee increase when their own interests are at stake, while they pride

themselves on rallying support against any increase in tuition or other

fees when these moves have been initiated by the administration. Indeed,

in a referendum this semester concerning the proposed building of a sports

arena, in which about 6 percent of the student body participated, 50 per-

cent of those voting said they would support the project and would pay
$50 or more a year for it. Yet SGA co-President Dani Burgess, who sits

as our student member on the board of trustees, still decries that cause,

and doesn't support the latest arena plan that would have students pay

$47 per semester for the building only once it was completed and open for

use.

As for the current fee referendum, we urge students to vole against an
increase. Vote "no" because throwing money at a financial problem that

arose from mismanagement gives little impetus for better management
in the future. Vote "no " because we are told that this solution is aimed
to resolve the deficit problem for (just) two years, and what happens then?

Vote "no" because there are many registered student organizations that

already go without SATF funding and remain viable through their own
fundraising efforts — showing films, renting out their equipment, spon-

soring vendors on the Campus Center Concourse. Vote "no" because in

times of tight financial circumstances, other RSOs should be expected to

do the same.
It is time to show the Student Government Association once and for all

how students really feel about this issue. That means getting out to vote

— on both this question and another concerning the funding of the

Massachusetts Public Interest Group and the State Student Association

of Massachusetts, assuming it is not struck from the ballot this time around

for alleged technical violations — and showing some unity. Whether you

are for or against a fee increase, this is our chance to be heard by our elected

student leaders.

Unsigned policy editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Collegian

Board of Editors.

Letters

Support MASSPIRG's means
As student leaders at UMass, we feel it

is important to express our opinions on

issues that afTect the student body. Tomor-

row and Thursday, a referendum will be

held concerning the $2 waivable fee which

supports the Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group.
MASSPIRG is known for its work protec-

ting the environment and consumers, and

most recently for its efforts to relieve local

and world hunger. Since its founding 15

years ago, MASSPIRG has been supported

by an overwhelming majority of students

through a number of petition drives and

referenda sponsored by the PIRG chapter

itself. This spring another referenda will

be run so that students can again reaffirm

their support for MASSPIRG.
The referendum question that you will be

voting on tomorrow and Thursday has been

initiated by a group of individuals who in-

tend to eliminate UMassPIRG by

eliminating the waivable fee. In any case,

we want to clarify that a "no" vote on the

question pertaining to MASSPIRG is a vote

not to remove the waivable fee, and

therefore is a vote in support of

MASSPIRG. We strongly encourage all

students to vote "no" and support

MASSPIRG.

Donald Cassidy, co-chair, SGA Public

Policy Committee
Clare Bouzan, co-chair, SGA Public

Policy Committee
M. Lynne Murphy, assistant, SGA
co-presidents
David Martin, spokesperson. Com-
muter Area Government
Dana Grossblatt, president, Hillel

Robert Chernick, treasurer, Hillel

Karen Schiller, secretary, UMass
Hunger Task Force
Dianne Rossi, treasurer, SGA
Dani Burgess, co-president, SGA, and
student trustee

John L. Ruddock, speaker, SGA
Gayle Wintjen, former chair, SGA
Academic Affairs Committee
Karen-Karina Gray, vice chair, BOG,
and secretary, SAFA

Collins tired of 'Harris-ment'

In response to Tim Harris's column

("Energy expended for what?" Dec. 6), I am
not, nor have I ever been, a member of

Students for Participatory Democracy.

Although I agree with their position on un-

fair fees, I am not on their nu>mbership list

seems to believe that I am a member ol

every group he doesn't agree with. His

'Harris-ment" is not appreciated.

Bill Collins

Southwest

Executive Board—Fall 1985

Dode B. Levenson Anne McCrory

EdHor in Chief Managing Editor

Larry Bouchie Peter Soderberg Elizabeth Young

Editorial Editor Production Manager Business Manager
Sherry Sharfman
Business Manager

Board of Editors—Fall 1985
Oode B Levenson Ann« McCrory Tom Middlaton

Editor in Chi«l Managing Editor N«m Editor

Larry Boucbia
Edttorial Editor

Ren»« Bachar Petef Abraham Derek Roberts B««hann« Mosm\

Arts Editor Sports Editor Ptioto Editor Wonnan s Issua EdHoi

Kimberly Surge

Btacli Affa<ni Editor

Support the fee increase
As assistant to the SGA co-presidents,

I'vt' bt't'n hearing a lot of talk about the stu-

dent government, flying paperwork and
people, the "us"es and the "they"s. Ran-

dy Donant, and the trust fund based on the

Student Activities Fee. The number of dif-

fering opinions alone is confusing. Yet I am
not confused < not even about the stance this

paf>er chose to take on the referendum vote

tomorrow and Thursday) and here's why.
When I got the job of assistant, I did not

expect what happened when September
rolled around. The first Monday after the

residence halls opened was the last day I

even tried to get work done in my office.

Instead, I answered questions about the

SGA and the SATF. gave directions to

various trust fund agencies, and tried to

look like I wasn't trying to smile.

The important thing here is that the

SATF .serves UMass students in ways ue
want it to serve us, as opposed to the ways
the rest of the University wants it to serve

us. I think all of this conflict comes down
to that difference of opinion. The SAIF and
the SGA are being attacked by our ad

ministrators, not because there are finan

cial problems (there arei, but the ad-

ministration is listening to UMass Presi-

dent David Knapp's dream of UMass as the

best public school in the Northeast.

The problem with this dream is it doesn't

have space for things UMass is already

known for; a campus governed by it's en-

/irecommunity,a place where people

respect each other, where students get the

education they want. ..This is what SGA
people in Boston, UCLA, and even Hawaii
think we have. On the bus back from

Thanksgiving, I listened to four Amherst
College students talking about this battle.

They thought we should raise the fee

because, as they saw it, we students

wouldn't be able to solve the SGA and
SATF problems, if we students weren't in

control. And even they could see that we
won't keep control if the fee increase loses.

The issues here isn't $12, it's who will con-

trol the structures of student input on

campus.

— your turn, Paul —

Registered Student Organizations. You
probably belong to one. It may be the

Outing Club or it may be the Distinguish-

ed Visitors Program. You may be a

member of the Radical Student Union or

you may be a UMa.ss Republican. You may

Guest/Wingle

eat at Greenough, Kennedy, or the Sub,

snackbars which, like other .student-run

businesses, receive support from the

Economic Developement Office. It you do

belong to an RSO, or ifyou benefit from the

services some of them provide, then you
should be concerned about the state of the

SATF. This fund, which provides students

with everything from free legal services,

through LSO, to help in finding rental

housing, through the OffCampus Housing
Office, is in trouble.

The fee which supports the trust fund

hasn't been increased in six years. This

presents a dilemma. The professionals who
sustain student activities through their

work have cost of living increases man
dated in their contracts. This is a strain on
the fund. The University takes $70,000
directly off the top of the fund to alleviate

the "partial costs" of maintaining it. This
is a .strain on the SATF. In addition to these

burdens, there is inflation. Office supplies

and support materials cost more than they

did six years ago. The request that students

vote to up the fee is not a rash or

unreasonable one. What other University

charge can claim to have gone so long
without having been raised?

The most important aspect of the SATF
is that is it student money (sorry, Randy
Donant). It is our money to allocate as we
see fit. It gives us social niceties like con-

certs and it helps educate us through
groups like the Peacemakers and the

Hunger Task Force. The trust fund is what
gives us power. It makes the University

unique and it helps us to maintain our
diversity. It makes your life at UMass a lit-

tle better. If it weren't for the work of the

SATF supported Committee on Public

Policy, with the help of the State Student

Association of Massachusetts, you'd be pay-

ing higher tuition bills. That is a tangible

example of how the work funded through

the SATF positively affected your wallets

and pocketbooks. Please realize that

without a fee increase, all this good work
is threatened as administrative charges

and mandated salary increases take their

toll on the bill.

Alex Guest is the assistant to the SGA co-

presidents and Paul Wingle is the assistant

to the SGA speaker.

Necessry spirit of compromise
It is time that someone asked a crucial

question about what's going on in the SGA.
When does an issue no longer become a con-

certed student effort, but rather a hodge-

podge of confusing ideas with no distinct

parameters? I am among the original

members of the coalition known as START,
and I was a member for the sole reason that

I believed (and still believe) that what Ran-

dy Donant and Vice Chancellor Madson did

was wrong.

They do not have the right to decide for

us how we can spend our money. We all

know that. The question now is how do we
deal with them? After three rallies and

three sit-ins, we haven't gotten anywhere.

From the very start, I was against illegal

actions, and while I showed my support for

those who were willing to get arrested (and

indeed spent quite a bit of time jn Whit-

more myself), I do not think that mere
repetition will "force" the vice chancellor

to "deal" with us. We have to be more
creative. And, we have to talk to the vice

chancellor.

If he'll only speak to the SGA leaders,

then that's a start. In fact, it was my idea

that we include an on-campus person in the

negotiations, because none of the SGA
leadership mentioned lives on campus. I

am willing to sacrifice the on-campus

member (and said so to the group at Whit-

more) if that was the only way to get into

Madson's office to talk to him. The spirit

of compromise is necessary here. I en-

courage the SGA leadership to recognize

this fact and use it.

The next most important thing to deal

with is the running of the SGA. We are not

perfect, and even if we eu-e being wronged,

we cannot stop functioning as the represen-

tative body for the students here. If the ac-

tions we take to remedy the foul play by
Madson and Donant force us to slow down
the work done by the SGA and its commit-

tees (and there is quite a bit of work done)

then we have to review the importance of

our priorities, and put them in order. I urge

the SGA to consider what it is doing, and
make these considerations known to other

organizations represented in START.

Michael Cerrato, president
Northeast Area Government

Collegian columnst Rusty Denton 's weekly piece will appear in Thursday's edition.

Due to Collegian editorial po/icy. letters or columns regarding tomorrow and Thurs-

day's student referenda tvill not he prtntvd on those days ofstudent voting — Editor. «. t
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Don't let the administrators decide, vote'
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III
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Sanctions are seen as smokescreen to problem
ly Dr MANNING MARABLE
Special to the Collegian

Editor's Note: Dr. Manning Marable

teaches political sociology at Colgate

University.)

Four months ago. President Reagan im-

posed limited sanctions against South

Africa in what was clearly a weak and op

portunistic maneuver to undermine the

anti-apartheid movement abroad amd in

the United States.

Reagan's Executive Order prohibited

U.S. loans to the apartheid government,

the sale ofcomputers to the military, police,

and other "apartheid enforcing agencies,"

and established an advisory committee "to

provide recommendations to encourage

peaceful change in South Africa." In a

rhetorical flourish. Reagan added a few

sentences of stern condemnation against

the regime which he had staunchly defend

ed previously. "The system of apartheid

means deliberate, systematic, institu-

tionalized, racial discrimination denying

the black mtgority their God-given rights,"

Reagan asserted. "We believe it's wrong.

We condemn it. And we're united in hop-

ing for the day when apartheid will be no

more."
Neither Reagan's cosmetic sanctions nor

the creation of the U.S. Corporate Council

on South Africa, which lobbies for the

gradual change in the apartheid system,

were viewed as credible responses to the

crisis in South Africa. U.S. Civil Rights

Commissioner Mary Berry spoke for

millions of Black Americans by observing:

"Instead of standing on the side ofjustice,

Reagan has chosen to issue a figleaf, a

smokescreen behind which the dirty

business of apartheid can continue."

The leader of national anti apartheid pro-

tests, Transafrica executive director Ran-

dall Robinson, noted, "The South African

govenment will be pleased, no doubt, that

President Reagan remains a de facto ally

of that vicious regime."

Politically, both the Reagan administra-

tion and U.S. multinational corporations

were pressured to take measures which

they found distasteful yet necessary. Hun-

dreds of national protests against apar

theid. particularly on college campuses this

year were a contributing factor In the first

six months of 1985, for example, U.S.

universities voted to sell $57 million in

South African stocks.

What few critics discussed were the

underlying assumptions made by Reagan
concerning the precise political character

of the apartheid regime. Most Americans

perceive South Africa as a version of the

U.S. South prior to the civil rights move
ment of the I950's and 1960*s a "Jim

Crowed." racially segregated society which

maintains the basic characteristics of other

Western democracies. Reagan declared,

"South Africa is not a totalitarian society.

There is vigorous opposition press. And
every day we see examples of outspoken

protest and access to the international

media that would never be possible in

many parts of Africa, or in the Soviet

Union."
The racist apartheid regime of South

Africa cannot be reformed gradually out of

existence. It will only be eradicated when
the majority of its people are empowered
politically and economically, and weak
sanctions will not promote the transition

to democracy.

Announcements
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc. will hold an interest meeting for all those interested

in pledging the fraternity at 9:30 pm on Wednesday in Memorial Hall.

The Institute for Advanced Studies in the Humanities is sponsoring a synopsium

titled: "Does Art Have A Function Today?" The speakers include James Baldwin,

Leonard Baskin, and Martin Green.

The synopsium will be held at 8 p.m. tonight in the Campus Center Room 163

and will be moderated by Richard O'Brien, executive vice chancellor at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

I,FREE
I Shampoo
j €r Blow Dry

j
with any Haircut

I $12.50 with coupon

I Styles by

j Deborah

I
call 549-5610

L expires 12/31/85

SOCIAL
HOUR

this Friday

4:30 - 6:30

at Chequers
University Drive

JOIN US
Sponsored by
the 25+ Club

MAM AP^NOVKO MSHCnON STATION

Gas Saving
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Christmas
Candles

Holiday candles for a festive touch...

or as gifts of cheer and warmth.

LLHl I I M 11 I I

Located in the Campus Center

r
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M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3
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ARTS
Jazz All-Stars

jam in concert
JAZZ ALL-STARS
Fine Arts Center, UMass
Saturday, December 7

By GLENN SIEGAL
Collegian Correspondent

\Mien we who live in the upper Pionwr Valley, recount

the multitude of reasons why the place is so special, one

of the reasons that should appear near the top of the list,

is the opportunity to hear Max Roach play the drums

at regular intervals throughout the year.

An adjunct professor of music here at the University,

Max Roach was at it again this past Saturday, perform-

ing with The Jazz All-Stars, in the annual benefit con-

cert for the Fletcher Henderson Memorial Scholarship

Fund. --.,

In the persons of pianist Hank Jones, vibraphonist Milt

Jackson, bassist Ray Brown, tenor saxophonist Stanley

Turrentine and Roach, the All Stars brought over two

hundred years of combined professional experience to

bear on the Fine Arts Center Stage. Like fine wine, these

masters are smooth, distinctive instrumentalists, who

improve with age.
, , „

Whether romping through Parkers "Little Benny or

walking on Jackson's classic blues "Bags" Groove." the

quintet moved as one organism, with a sense of time as

easy as it was precise.

In de.scribing the rhythm section of Jones. Brown and

Roach, words like subtle and elegant come to mind, un

surprising given their success accompanying singers Ella

Fitzgerald and Abbey Lincoln, among others. So it was

especially rewarding to hear these unobtrusive musi-

cians each step out and perform individually.

Ray Brown chose to play Jobim's "Black Orpheus",

stating the lovely theme with a strumming flamenco

" technique. Someone from the hushed audience began to

snap their fingers as the bassist broke into a funky walk.

Encouraged by Brown's wide grin and own finger popp-

ing, more of the crowd joined in until he returned to the

original melody.

The vehicle Hank Jones selected for his solo improvisa

tion was "Oh What a Beautiful Morning". Having begun

his career in the 1930s with such early greats as Hot Lips

P^e and Andy Kirk. Jones has seen the jazz piano

through a number of stylistic changes. He opened the

piece playing slightly dissonant chord clusters, then

released the tension with sumptuous major chords.

First scurrying up and down the keyboard pecking at

notes, then "locking hands" in the best barrel house

tradition. Jones finished the history lesson as it began

with the melody embedded in those dense chords. His

peers were applauding as they returned to the stage.

Max Roach played his solo with mallets, producing a

deep almost ancient sound, set against his sizzling

highhat cymbal. Twenty-five years after establishing

himself as the premiere drummer in jazz, Max Roach

1
I

I tt unJei il ill

Nicke Plakias and Ruth Cullinane appear in Moliere's/The Miser*

now playing at 8 p.m. Wednesday through Saturday in The Rand

Theatre.

What if

you dorit get

into the

Jrad school
ofyour choice?

Ofasunc you may 8* 'f.'c

another school, but why smtle^

Prepare for the LSAT. LMAT.
fjRE MCAT or any grad school

entrance exam wtth th« bea test

prtfp organization— StarUey H
Kaplan

for neaity 50 years Kaplans

test- taking techniques haw pre

pared over 1 million audents tor

adnrussion and Ikxnsing iuJ& ot

all kirvds So call Why ^o to just

any grad school, when you
canqotothenghKxte^ IJ^T^

demonstrated again on Saturday why he is still tops.

Milt Jackson, who many feel has been constrained by

his long association with The Modern Jazz Quartet, show-

ed his relaxed ability to improvise at any tempo.

Stanley Turrentine turned in a credible performance

on his feature, Jerome Kern's "Yesterdays," but one

might have wished for some of the "soulful" gritmess

he achieved while in the organ/sax combos of Shirley

Scott and Jimmy Smith.

As we have become inured to hyperbole in this age ol

advertising, the term all-star has lost some of its

luminescence. But on Saturday evening, its meaning was

perfectly captured by five living legends of the jazz

tradition.

RENT/\NRKK

New & Used Cars
Trucks a Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

KAPLAN
The vwodd's leading

test prep organization

fMg

Intenession
Classes

Enrolling Now
MCAT, GMAT
GRE, LSAT

Take advantage
of our

FREE
SPEEDREADING

LESSON
your convenience

W.

We (J/?f^Wami (J^C/^e o^a^0^md^i6^

Antique and unique styles available

\ in a wide ranj^e of prices.

.Ii:\vi:li:k

on the common, amherst, 253-3986
mon.-sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

GREAT GIFT IDEA
Special Holiday Gift Boxes sent UPS

Party Platters,

Wide Variety of possible

Secret Santa/Undercover Rabbi
presents

79 Main Street, across from Plumbleys

imported Cheeses Coffee Beans

Bulk Tea f^re^ P^sta

Delicious Giant Cookies and other Baked Goods

Gourmet Groceries

Daily until 6; Saturday until 5; Sundays 9-1

We are next to CrCi C Uquorsll
f » * ^ •

1

1

I
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Doonesbury BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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Weather

BLOOM COUNTY
70 MY ROCK K.C0RP5 fiMN
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UiiTH rHi:>
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Partly suni^. Highs 40 to 46
degrses.

Tonight %
# Cloudy. light snow after midnight,

low 308.

Tomorrow
U^ Light snow in the morning tiurning

to rain. lysRiperatureH ranging from

^ 3040.

* -. # *

#

%ii^ "PfJUtj-Ufr.

OP CootSer AJ6T -^ Hcu>

CCO/,^ TO Br ABl^r 7T>

\

MENU
LUNCH

FVench Dip Sandwich
Eggs Foo Yung/Due Sau(»

BASICS LUNCH
us Vegetable FocltM

Sandwich
Eggs Foo Yung/Due Sauce

DINNER
Ham and Cheese Florentine

Baked Ziti

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Mushroom Fondue Bake

Baked Ziti

DAILY CROSSWORD PUniE
Edited by Trade MklMi Jsfrc

GORDY By Gorde

HIKE tA/AS
A/or A

GOCO lO€A,

so \fJE'Re
LOST, ,

LIFE'S A
PAfijrr"

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien

UiHAT DiD X Do

SfsKiTt^ H^z become
A DiRr.y cuotfo

OK so You DiD/wr

Gef That %^uj
LAST iEAZ " t^Sr .

Times /»f?r To(X>H I!

t3oT (5 rwflT fi^i

r?g^S0K> To vo oJb

Si^KiTA llJ ? o

r Do ^N/D DC
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KiDi... Ak/I) This

IS The Thakiks X

ACROSS
1 Phync*
NoMhst 1944

b Aimadillo

to Ravai
14 ThvTMribM
16 Righteous
16 Henry o( Oair

Soothe
17 1978 Stallone

dim
18 In agreemeni
19 Zone
20 Electioneer,

in a way
23 Rural overpass

24 Hornets
creations

25 Theater show
ot«

28 Join the armed
forces

30 a leg

(hasten)

32 Obscure
36 Blue pencil

37 Duplicitous

40 Depose
41 Commem

oralive tablets

42 One of the

media
44 The final

syllable

47 Abbr indica

ting an alias

48 With dispatch

S2 Having a single

element
64 Restrain

argumentation

66 Direction, at

sea
59 Choose
60 Ancient

theaters

61 Emulate the

eagle

62 John Brown's
Body' poet

63 Sheet music
direction

64 Producer of

tine Oriental

rugs

65 Irregular

66 Hill makers

DOWN
1 Rock fissures

2 Emulate
Earhan

3 t»>e sun
4 Thinkers

5 Oriental nurse

6 Pfomiae
7 Faced the day
8 Carries on
9 Alaskan
to H«Mie
11 C«p«k Selassie

12 NetnrMns thrill

13 Cenainvote
21 PoruJ. in

Stutigan

22 Material on an
ed sdesk

25 Mary
little

26 Related

27 Shea regular

29 Make a mistake
31 rude

awakening
33 Resin com

pound Abbr
34 Episodes
35 Jewish month
37 Gloom
38 Yachting,

perhaps

39 drink and
be merry

T Jordan
40 Price control

org

43 Paolo

45 t^o win

racehorse

46 Put a stop to

49 West Point

freshman

50 Luther or Larry

51 General
Comb »o*m

53 Literature

Nobeiitt 1923

54 Drove

55 C)0«'«nd'>

56 Inquire

57 Ed Asrter role

58 Co<n spike

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BWES

n IN THE VALLEY!

DYNAMITE
Maxell XLII90 $2.00 r-^->
TDK SA90 - $2.00 [^\:

I

New, Used, //"tHORNES^
Buy, Sell and Trad^VV ^ > a^'.^i'^

584-1580
inOS 7VDISSVTD iso main stXXnorthawptonI

iRiverboat Village

NOW OPEN

APARTIWIENTS. SOUTH HADLEY.

1. 2 or 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BEAUTIFUL H/IODELS FUBNISHED Bv CHAP DeiAiNES & EPSTE'M FuPMTUWE f

•Swimtning Pool •Tennis Court tClub House tShuHle Board Court

fiNANCED Br MMr«
LEASED ON OPtN OCCUPANCV B»S '.-

ri t4« »i— 4«>i'-«"n- 1 = 1

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
10 AIM ' 4 PfM

PMONE 63? 9-161

53?946r

CAll |:0B

DIRECTIONS

f
ILverboii ViUape

Pver lodge Bd

15 Shopping Days

till Christmas

and only

1 day till the
Collegian
Special
Holiday
Edition m
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THE HUNGRY U

WE ARE NOW OFFERING FREE
DELIVERY TO UMASS 6 DAYS A WEEK!*

TRY OUR HOMEMADE PIZZA. SUBS. SALADS AND OTHER
SPECIALTIES! • STARTING DEC.3rd

Our Thick Crust It Mad« FrMh Dally

With Our Spacial Homamada Sauca.

Wa Offar A Wida Variaty Of Toppings Dalivarad Hot To Your Door.

Dallvarias Mada:
Tua.. Wad.. Thur. 4:30-1:00 am

e'*
• ^*,'2;l«

•'" K Ur^lvarslty Dr.. Amharst

r"$r.00Ol=FTANY LA^^
I Explras Dae. 14 (*) With This Coupon |

I Not Valid With Any Othar Spacial Offar _.__J

w w je .^ jg
;

National Student Exchange Program
Information Meetings

Students interested in participating in the National student Exchange

Program for Fall 1986 are encouraged to attend an information session.

For students applying to restricted schools, this is your LAST CHANCE
to pick up an initial application form.

Restricted schools are: Univ. of Hawaii/Manoa & Hilo; Univ. of So.

Florida; Cal State Chico, Northridge & Sonoma; and College of the Virgin

Islands.

Tuesday. Dee. 3* CC 805 3-4 pm
Wednesday, Dee. 4* CC 901 3-4 pm
Tuesday, Dec. 9 CC 803 3-4 pm

Wednesday, Dec. 10 CC 805 3-4 pm
* Last days to pick up initial applications for restricted schools.

'J._-'icr— Jc—'Jr ••Jtr

»*^*4

wishes all gentltmen Happy Holidays
arHJ corJiallv inviici ihi-ni lo attend

ihi- Valkv's i>fij!inal

Gentlemen Only Night
Thursday, December 12m 6-10 p.m.

Give her a gift

that's truly romantic...
Soh Silk Teddie-.. I oiamas. Robes

Camisoles ^ Tap Pants

Matching Bras & Bikinis. Garter Belts

Stockings. G Stnngs
Ni^t Gowns. Dance Wear. Loungewear.

and much rrxxe

Refrmhmcnts Sirwd

*>

-Oome )oin ns!

Corri3g« Shops, Amherst 549-6915

HOLIDAY HOURS: Men. Sot. 10-6

...Fri. til 9 ••Son. 12-5

4-»A'*«

STUDENTS
INTERSESSION
$5.00 PER HOUR
Work Available all over New England

In your home area during Christmas Break

on campus information sessions

to be held on

Dec 12 & Dec 18 at Cc Room 904

10 am, 11 am etc

up and including 6 pm

For more information you may contact Student

Employment Rm 239A Whitmore or call collect at

617-366-6473

RGIS INVENTORY SPECIALISTS
EOE

WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS
Why conquer hills when you

can challenge a mountain. Just over the
border is Mount Snow with 12 lifts (1 gon-

dola, 5 triple chairs. 6 double chairs), 57
trails. 1700 feet of vertical and 80% snowmaking.

THE SHORTESrORIVE TO
BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO
REACH SOUTHERN
VERMONT ON VT. 100

LODGING:

(802)4648501

SKI REPORT:

(802)4642151

Mt. Snow hm by far tira moct iklmg In aoutham Ver-

nwnt. 30 traila wiN b« open ttiw wMk. Th« 6-pacfc offws
collage (tudants 6 daya of akling for only t15. par day
any Tuaa., Wad., or Thura. during tha aaaaon. Ar>d n't

only a littla ovar an hour to Mt. Snow. Call 802-464-8601

for Information. Wa'va got tha snow, lat youraalf go.

VERMONT

SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET

Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

Hooded
Sweat

16.95 1

3

WOOL SWEATERS
80% Rag Wool
20% Orion

Value up to $40.

$llail9 each
2 tor ^lif.dd

All

N.F.L. Football

MLBB Baseball

50-75% OFF

Grey

White

Navy
Maroon

M-F 9-5

fg Sat 10-3

1

Located in the Campus Center

Q,UNIVERSITY „STORED
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UM track rolls on

AT fAC£:5'

The University of

Massachusetts track teamo

continued their indoor

seasons over the weekend as

the women's team lost to

the University of Connec

ticut, 85 55. and the men's

team competed in the

Southern Connecticut

Invitational.

Despite the loss, the

women's team performed

well, according to head
coach Kalakeni Banda, as it

qualified 13 for the New
England's and five for the

Eastern Championships.

For the Minutewomen,
Barbara Cullinan placed

first in the 600 dash with a

1:28.6. UM took the top two

spots in the 55 with

freshman Pam Hughes tak-

ing first in 7.0 seconds (ty

ing the school record) and

Kayla Morrison just .3

behind. Sue Goldstein took

second in the 800, while

Sara Kitchell was second in

the 1000.

Morrison took first in the

200 in 26.2 followed by

Wendy Marshall and Joyce

Baten. UM also took the

mile relay as Sorxja Vaughn.

Kns Bates, Goldstein and

Cullinan had a 4:09.2.

Hughes set a new school

record with a second place

longjump of 18-12 1/2. Kari

Fleischmann, Marshall.

Hughes and Morrison took

the 200 relay in 1:34.1. Kit

chell and Julie Ott placed

second and third in the

1.500. Kim Baten took se-

cond in the 55 hurdles, and
Vaughn was second in the

400.

The men got strong perfor-

mances from the long

distance events as Steve

Page took the mile in 4:17.7,

followed by Renardo Florea

just .3 seconds behind. Paul

Stanislawzyk took first in

the two-mile in 8:58.0

followed by John Panac-

cione and Pete O'Leary.

Craig Moburg took first in

the 600 in 1:14.2 while

Rawle Crichlow was fourth.

Ted White was third in the

800. Rod Malcolm placed

third in the high jump, and
Ferdi Adoboe and Bob Jett

took second and fourth in

the triple jump. Mike
Johnson, Keith Williams,

Jim McDonald and Moburg
combined for a 10:47 second

place finish in the distance

medley relay.

IM football champs go south

/

The 1985 Intramural flag football cham-

pions. Ball State, are raising money to com
pete in the national intramural champion

ships in New Orleans starting December
28.

Ball State (Kevin Rocha, Al Mennino,

Bill Plante. Will Dillion. John Cahill. Steve

Ondrick, Mark Pelosky. Mike Morril. Mark
O'Hara. Mat Matos and Bruce Smith) will

represent UMass among 60 teams from

across the nation with the championship

being at halftime of the Sugar Bowl in the

Superdome on Jan. 1.

The team is trying a variety of ways to

raise the money to attend the champion

ships, a double elimination tournament.

They will receive the proceeds from Justin

Ryan's this Friday night and have also got

help from the Time Out and Barsie's in

town. The UMass Alumni Association has

also helped out with some money.

Ball State. 28-1 over the last three

seasons including 9-0 this year in sweep-

mg to the UMass title, has been practicing

in preparation for the games and hopes to

fiy down to the tourney.

"We need all the help we can get," said

Rocha. a senior running back. "We'd ap-

preciate whatever anyone can do for us.

We're looking forward to going down there

are hopefully doing well."

- PETER ABRAHAM

Anyone interested in playing women's
lacrosse for the University of

Massachusetts this spring should attend a

meeting tomorrow at 5 p.m. in Boyden 153.

If unable to attend this meeting, contact

Sports Notices
UMass coach Pam Hixon at her office in

Boyden. or all 545 1942 during the day.

But, if at all possible, interested candidates

should make every effort to attend the

meeting.

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian QH.ce CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mon Thurs, 8

Cash in advance • Ph

45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

one number FREE

ACTIVITIES

9m tk* caaat TuewUy (if clear) at 7 pm

by the pond TeJwcopes will be run by »re«

Bslronomers.

. DVP - Distinguished Visitors Promm
outaide proposal meetiruf tonite al " pm

CC803 • all propt)sal defendant* must at-

tend!! DVP members he there at 6:3<) pm

iiirSieniairciiiriBeeUiif of this

semester Wednesday 12/n'85 imporUnt

information!" New people always welcome

(check schedule for room)

BaJuTrFtrcaid* - an informal introduction

to the Baha'i Faith. Topic will be world

peace 7:30 pm. Dukes room

Now's the time, a Spnnu ArU FesUval,

seeks volunteers Meeting is on December

11 at 4:00 in Room 902 CC

C<HB« to • free leeture: Reversal of AeiM
Ihroueh the Mahanshi Technology of the

I'nified Field 12/11 7:30 pm Campus

Center 905 ^_^___
Imagine! Create! Submit! Spectrum

Magazine ^^^^^__^
APARTMENT TOR RENT

Available for Intcraeiaioii and/or Spring

•86 space in Brittany Manor anartment

rent $147.00 per month call 256-0866

AUDIO

BOSE 101
6-7917

era. Like new Info call

AUTO TOR SALE

1975 Dodge Dart dependable, standard,

some rust MOO or BO Kalhy 549-4600 ext

348

1976 Pinto automatic runs well $500 or

best offer 584-5742_

Jeep 1979 CS-7 soft top low mileage runs

great asking $3500 256-6056

TTMercury Z«phrr 22» mpg runs ereat^

book value $2200 will sell al a loss $1500

or BO must sell immediately! Joe

549-6529

"CASH"

Caah for your baaeball cardt please call

Mike 546-6106

ENTERTAINMENT

Rack-A-Diic Entertainment AfcncT for

the best party this semester. DJ's, large

screen video, rentals. 549-7144

Turn the Tables profe^ional party/club

D J 5 yr experience widest selection cal

24 hr. 586-9691

TORRENT

Sunderland, 1 bdna apt. on busline.

420/month, everything included Avail

immediately ! 665-3440. leave message

NcKt to UMaaa. Share apartment with

woman and son. $200* Call 5490024

Single room aTalUMc all inclusive rent!

Available to female or male Jan 1 call

Sheryl 256-1646

To takeover leaae Jan 1 9 Crestvww ApU
1 hedrm call eves 549 6752

I or 2 rooma in honac, North amherst.

Pine St. bualine. $173/mo, 549-6660,

5490380

Room in honac avsiiaUc for S|Hing

semester. Jan-Aug across street from

campus, walk to town, deck, washer dryer,

big back vard. pets OK 250/month '

utUities 549 6364 Lisa or Pat

Rooms available over Interscasion Close

lo campus, walking dinlance, kitchen

facilities call 549 3831. ask for John or Bill

For rent starting Jan 25 large room in

house in Amherst Ctr call 549-5866

L«rft room for rent over break in

Amherst Center call 549-6866

One room available in Swiss Village.

$215 per month utilities are included For

Spnng semester startine January Clean,

quiet, on the bushne. Lash reward call

256-1061

Brandywinc 2 bedroom apt has 3 i^mU
available Jan 1st. Must be at least one

male Call Ed 6 7:3 pm .'>49-4726

Own room in Brittany. Jan 1st. I80/mo.

heat 4 hot water incl. 256-0783

Two bedroom Townehouac (or rent Jan

1 Beautiful! 66,5-4692 Jen or Lisa

2 bedroom Colonial Village 1 room
available in Jan lease available Feb 1 call

256-0693

Apt for rent second icm. 2 bd 10 min

from camp, call 666-3571
.

Room for 1 or 2, central location call

253 3932 Paola/lsabel ^
Room available 1/1 for nonsmoking

female, house in North Amherst, $195'

549-4132 leave message

1 room in 2 bdrm Sndrind apt - sublet or

take lease - l/2?/86 8/31/86 188/month •

elec 666-7629 nighto

TOR SALE

Studded snowtircs on Buick 14" releigh

rims white walls new 549-0385

Electric typewriter new 150 Hobie

skateboard fiberglass board wide wheels

50 call Mark 6 9321

Computer Terminal with modem $200 or

BO Diane ,549 1449

67 Volkswagon convertible excellent

heat, stereo, snowtires Recent clutch,

brakes, tuneup. Warm and dry, reliable

,500$ or best offer. Josh 549 7185 thanks

1983 NigiTthawii 450 must sell will accept

any reaiwnable offer call Allen 546-6876

10 speed bicycle good shape $45 call soon

546-8996

Double bed vy good cond $46 549-6541

Soft contact lenses most daily wear

lenses $18.00 to $26.00 each. Extended

wear lenses $30.00 to $48.00 Lowest

prices on contact lens solutions heat units

$12.95 Amherst Optical Shoppe 253-5412,

256-6403

Skis for sale Dyvaatar AcryglM* ex. con-

dition 200 cm w/binding« 36or Tyroloa

$160 or BO call 646-7954

JOBS FLORIDA - Hightech, Aerospace,

Finance List of firms, locations, & contact

points Send $7 95 Southeast Market Con
sultanU Inc. Suite 4A. 74 Gulf Blvd . IRB
Honda 33536

Put your car to work for70U and make at

least $7 per hour delivering pina. Apply
SupenorVliiena 549-0626

Responsible males wanted for work dur
ing spnnK semester in exchange for

meals For more information call 545-0527

3 positions open in the famous Collegian

Day Graphics Oept. Jobs entails the crea

lion of ads for the paper Art iiackground

helpful but not necessary. Flexible nours.

fun folks, amazing experience Apply bet

ween 9 am and 3 pm in room 106 CC.

Job Opening Womens Leadership Pro-

ject coordinating spnng H6 10 hrs wk
»3.35 deadhne 12/13 appRcaUons SUB 415
or 420 get paid for feminist organizing!

Wine Mgr. L'p to 40 hrs. Knowledge ol

and enthusiaam for wine essential. Call

Four Seasons Winea/Liquors, Hadley
584-8174

INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar Lcaaons experienced and
patient teacher rock/pop/iolWblues im-

irov . reading, theory, composition. Your
me or my studio. Doug 549-4786

Intcraession Bartending Conraes 4 sec

tions available sign up in Credit Free
Workshops Room 1 1 1 Tower Library

Dear Lori: Congratulations on your early

graduaUon We are very proud of you and
kiiow you will always be successful Love
Mom, John, Jennifer

Joe Pen Killer! Happy^Birtitday! LeU get

drunk! lyove. Me and Gnpa

A new social institution haa been
created - (fmphics teaa time, a time for

good tastf and soothing thoughts

Congratualtions Mardce Chris Ann Don-
na and Ana for your acceptance into the

order of Omen love the sisters and

pledges of Chi Omega

Congratulations to the new brothers of

Sigma Phi Epsilon! We love you' Your
Gorman Sisters

Demetri:
wailing!

Since freshman year abd still

MLT - I'm payched to spend pre

Christnruu with you we'll both need it by

then! Love your buddy

Dawn: Her is the moment you've been

waiting for. So how does it feel to be the

recipient of a personal CkkxI luck with

finals and enjoy the_ rest of the year a

good friend?

nioy
• Peter H

hoi

Green Eyea - I think you're beautiful.

Next semester I'll miss you more than you

can imagine Well, you know what they

say, "If you love someone set them free.

"
I love you baby, Jeff

Happy Birthday Srotty Baby! It's been

awesome communicating with you. Have
fun. Ixive Mary

LOST

Desperately
Who*??

Seeking Danny!!! Guess

Loet blue knapsack w/booka only. If

found call Joey 549-2792 reward

Her! Green plastic notebook lost on Dec 3

if found please call 646-6516!

Gold and diamond bracelet. Boyden
Gym/Parking Lot or Stop A
Shop/McManu.s Parking Lot. $50 reward.

545- 1309 584-0689

Lost black wallet full of ID'a on Allen St.

call Christine 549 3631

Lost pair of men's black ski gloves loet

in "Thompson Hall Hallway on Dec 4

Wednesday please return. Call 646-6791

or 646-6799 it would be appreciated

MARVELOUS

U Look Marvelous bumper stickers $1

546-6313

MOVER

'Round Town Movers fast reliable cheap

call Michael anytime 323-6780

MUST SELL

1977 Red Chev Camaro good condition 4

extra tires AM/FM stereo. $700 call PM
549-0462

Greenhead (414) It's Chnstmastime. . so

cover your neck, 'cuz Crazy Eddie and
ODEA are comi'ng to town!

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Cases, papers, dissertations, theses, on-
campus, clependable, outstanding quality,

low rates, 584-7924

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to Toronto before Xmaa
share $ call Camilla 549 7616

ROOM WANTED

Male looking for room for Intcraession

near campus preferred. Call Tom 6-6793
before 1 1 00 or after 7:fX) pm

Rooms/sublets needed Jan 5-18. Call the

School for Body Mind Centering 256-8615

ROOMMATE WANTED

Apt to aharc pleasant reasonable ideally

located in Amherst Ctr 774-2740

1 bdrm In a 2 bdim apt Northwood apU
call Joe ,549 6310

To share double room in Hadley far

mhouse apt iiueit near l)u» rt normmoker

preferred available Jan 1 5<<6 7076

p«^« roommate wanted for Brittany

Apt jan U> May 31 call 253 2420

Fcmaic^wantcd for a room in quiet condo

in Amherst Fields for spnng call 256 1618

Three studious females looking for two

housemates M/F to share huge sunny

bedroom startinB 12/21 in Amherst

Center $130 each • Only senous inquines

please Must see" 665 4692 Lisa or Jen

eves

Looking for lor 2 roommates <«
**»f«

•

luxury condominium in Amherst Fields. 1

bedroom available has fireplace, laundry

room, any much more For info call Harold

26&0912 ^
2 femalea needed for 1 Ig bdrm in house

near town availa 1/1 on bus route call

263-2284 after 5 pm

Single available Puffton Village

$144/mnth great location 549-2877 star

ting Jan 1

2 femalea wanted to share room in Puff

(ton apt free Jan 1 call Caroline .549 2643

Peaiale to ahare room in Colonial

Vill

Feb

1 or 2 roommates needed to share 1 bdrm

in 2 bdrm Squire Village apt immediately

666 2219

Ouiet Graduate student seeks same to

share two bednwm house in Sunderland.

Total rent less than $300 665 8194

Two bedrooms available Feb. 1 in Noho

apt male or female apt is one min walk to

bus and Dovimtown Northampton 187 50

per mo • utilities apt is a huge townhouse

on Graves Ave 584 6016

SAFE 8UNTANS

latwiliilM —ly 2 roomnin Puffton apt

549-3809

Wanted apt for rent during IntersMMon

pref Brandywine call 6 7970

Room~aviUiablc in Amherst Center over

January $ 1 60 or lower Great location aak

for Dave 266-6812

WiaUrscssion apt available to 2 (1 m^ 1 f

preferred negotiable) in 2 bedroom Brit

tany $140 eich includes heat Bus route,

laundry facilities Shen 266-6059 1 1 30 pm

Ciiffside^pt 1 bdnn $340/mo starting Jan

1 call Kalhy, eves 665 8752

TRAVEL

Need a piece? Trips to Florida spring

breaJi siirn now save $26 before Dec 12 for

more info 666 4187

"Take a Break on the French Side!"

Skibreak's January trip to Tignes/Val

d'lsere in the French Alns includes RT air

fare (Swiaaair), transfers, sfcomm<xla-

tions, skipass (116 lifts), slalom races,

cocktails for $740/7 nights in resort.

Skibredi (203) 354-6069, Ted 546-4733

to ahare room in

Village apt $106 ' util on bus route start

Ivl 253 5618

TYPING SERVICE

Safe suntans le Bon Soleil's Christmas

Specials: unlimited visiU till 12/24 only

$29.00 or buy as many visiU as you like for

only $3 each, $2 for facial tanner. Gift cer-

tificates specials too. Free 15 min tnal ses-

sion 253 9454

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects Will correct grammar, spelling, ft

punctuation. Meticulous proofreading.

New IBM typewriter 549-0367

TYPING * WORD PROCESSING
~

Nert Day Sendee. Type-Rite 263-611

1

VALUABLE EXfRIBNCE

The Collegian is seeking correspondents

in the Five Colleg area to report on the

vanous goings on in the area An excellent

way to gain experience with a daily

newspaper. For more information contact

Anne McCrory or Tom Middleton at

546-3500

WANTED

SERVICES

COINS 123/121 tutoring 6.00 per hr.

former 123/121 grader Alex 256- 1239

Escort Service available 8 pm - 2:30 am
everyday any where on campus. Play it

safe call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

Quiet, nest female aeeks a room on bus

route for spring semester call 546-6363

nights prefer non-smoker

WANTED TO RENT

Papers typed. 253-3634

TO SUBLET

PERSONALS

Ski Si

now ,546-3437
ih! Hotel $149 call Ski Club

HELP WANTED

One bedroom apt: Cliffskle

$.340/mo all util incl

bed, iaund,

«vail Jan 1

on bus rte.

mod kitch, qun-sz.

7-Elevon caU «66-7696 eves

Jobs! $4-$6/hr! Intersession. Spring. App-

ly Telefund - Memonal Hall Basement

Joba! $4-$6/hour Intersession Spring App-
ly Telefund Memorial Hall Basement

ATTENflON UPC. MEMBERS! It's

happening' We are having a holiday party!

Come to the UPC. Office in 406 Student
Union for more information

Female rooouute needed to share a
room in Brittany manor Jan 1 on It is a
newly renovatea apartment and will have
only three roommates call Robyn 256-1232

Two roommates wanted male or female

m Southwood apt call Eric 256-1628

Echo Villaft fully furnished, on 2 bus

routes, starting Jan/Feb 25fr6809

Clean, quiet huge dbl rm for $110/mo
plus utilities call 549-6398

Female roomsMte wanted for spring

Brittany manor 263-7868 available Jan 1

To sublet over Intersession one bedroom
(two people) in Puffton Village call

649-7578

Intersession 2 room apt 5 min to campus,
bus stop out door if lazy, super place, $
negot 256 1207

One large bedroom in two bedroom ^>t

available Jan 1 $290 mo call ed or Steve
263-9609

One bedroom in Tewnehouae available

for Intersession females preferred call

649-6621

SEX! Now that we have your attention,

wanted, a 2-3 bedroom apt for spnng
semester reward! call 247 5154

We want your 2 bdrm hoaac or apt will

take over lease in Jan call 546-1199 for

your caah reward!!

Help! I need an apt or room to share in

North Amherst. Spring semester Karen
2.53-7868

Responsible female student looking for

quiet clean non-student household or apt

need for spring sem must know by Dee 10

Lam 546-4392

Male and female seeking housing for In-

tersession. If subletting please call

546-8086
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A crowd
pleaser:

Sean Mosby drawing fans

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Of the seven freshmen on the University of

Massachusetts basketball team this season, Sean Mosby
arrived with the least fanfare.

*'.
. .averaged nine points, eights rebounds and 3.5

blocked shots. . also lettered in football, played on

undefeated state championship team as a junior." are

the highlights about Mosby in the UMass press guide.

Compared to the various All-America, All-State, All

County and All-League awards given to his fellow

rookies, Mosby 's credentials paled in comparison.

But the 6-7 center, a product of basketbali-rich Camden
High in New Jersey, has proven to be the most popular

of the new Minutemen among UMass fans. Several signs

bearing his name have appeared at the Curry Hicks Cage
while UMass fans have applauded his every effort. Not
bad for a kid who didn't even start in high school.

Mosby doesn't exactly turn away from the attention,

punctuating his good plays by jabbing his fist in the air

or clapping his hands as he runs downcourt. The transi-

tion to college basketball, it would seem, has been an
easy one for Sean.

"I love what's happening, I'm playing well and the fans

seem to like me," said Mosby after UMass won its last

game, 72-65 over Hartford on Saturday night at the

Cage.
"I haven't started much in my career, and I don't really

expect to start here," he said. "I just want to contribute

anyway I can and help us win games. That's my only

goal."

He accomplished that against Hartford, turning in a

great defensive effort that included seven blocked shots,

10 rebounds and four points (all from the line).

For the season, he is averaging 4.2 points-per-game,

5.0 rebounds and 2.0 blocks. Comfortable with the ball

for a big man, Mosby has made only one turnover and
even has two assists.

"Sean is a consistent player for us. he adds a lot to the

team off the bench," said UM coach Ron Gerlufsen. "I

saw a lot of potential in him when we recruited him.

With all the talent at Camden, he kind of got overlook-

ed, but we're glad to have him."
Gerlufsen has played Mosby an average of 22 minutes

a game, the fiflh-most on the team. Mosby hsis been on
the floor for the end of all of UMass' close games, in-

cluding against Connecticut, a game he would just as

soon forget.

Mosby missed a free throw in the final 13 seconds with

UMass up by two. UConn got the ball, tied the game,
and won in overtime.

"I felt badly after that game, but other than that one
time I've felt pretty good about my play. I will feel more
comfortable in that situation next time. I hope I have
a chance to make up for that mistake."

"I don't have the natural ability some other players

Collrpan photo by Mirhrllr SegaJI

Freshman center Sean Mosby (42) has been
impressive this season for the University of

Massachusetts basketball team.
have, so I have to work a little harder and that's OK with
me," said the art major. "It's been that way in basket-

ball for a long time with me."
Coached by Clarence Turner at Camden, Mosby led

South Jersey in rejects as a senior, despite not starting.

Against Hartford, Mosby showed his shot-blocking

talent, swatting away two straight chances by Larry
Jenkins, much to the please of the hyp>ed-up Cage crowd.
When he fouled out with 36 seconds to go, we went to

the bench accompanied by a standing ovation.

"They way I figure it, a blocked shot is real important
to winning, it means the other team can't score two
points and maybe we have a fast-break," said Mosby.
"Defense can turn a game around,"
Other players may run up the big numbers, get the

all-something awards or receive more acclaim. All Sean
Mosby wants is to win, with some good old-fashioned

hard work. That's the way it's been his whole career and
he's not going to change now.

Swimmers
split last
two meets
Women beat Springfield
By FRED NADEL
Collegian Correspondent

During the past week, the University of Massachusetts

women's swim team has had its upe and downs. On Thurs-

day, the squad swamped Springfield College, 88 52 at

Boyden Pool. But on Sunday the team travelled to Orono

got swamped by Maine, one of the best teams in New
England, 109-31.

The women came together Thursday, after two disap-

pointing losses, to squash Springfield. Springfield was
without its best swimmer, but according to UMass (x>ach

Bob Newcomb, the Minutewomen swam well enough that

they could have beat Springfield at full strength.

The Minutewomen led from start to finish. In the first

event, the medley relay, co-captain Sue Freitas came back

in the last 50 yards to touch out the Springfield swimmer
by .15 seconds.

In the next event, the 1000 yard freestyle, UMass' Kris

Henson and Maura Skelly placed first and second with

times of 1 1 .02.81 and 1 1.36.56 respectively. This was the

first time Skelly swam this event and Newcomb was very

pleased with her initial performance and expects much
greater things from her.

Skelly also swam to a first place in the 200 IM.

Massachusetts, 2-3 on the year, won 10 of the 16 events

against the Chiefs. Henson swam to three victories, Lori

Carrol won two races, while co-captain Allison Uzzo,

Michelle Leary, and Patty Pike also captured victories for

the Minutewomen.
The meet was a major turnaround over a year ago. Last

season Springfield beat UMass by the same margin, 36

points, as this year's UM win. After this meet Newcomb
said there will be " more exciting things to come from this

team."
Sundays meet against the Black Bears of Maine was

anything but exciting. When asked about the meet
Newcomb simply stated, "It was disappointing.*'

Newcomb gave his swimmers the chance to swim events

they normally did not swim. The plan backfired resulting

in a crushing 109-31 loss.

UMass' powerful duo of Kris Henson and Allison Uzzo
placed first and second, respectively in the meet's second

event, the 1000 freestyle. This tied the score at 7-7, but

this was as close as UMass would get.

Newcomb cited the performances of Carrol, Freitas,

Leary and diver Jean Cowen as outstanding.

The meet wasn't a complete loss, Newcomb said. The
New England Championships will be held in Orono this

year, and "this meet gave the team an opportunity to get

used to the pool, and used to the trip to Maine."
SWIMMING STROKES. . .The team heads down to

Florida to train in Pompano beach for ten days starting

December 27. . . The next meet for the Minutewomen is

Amherst College on January 14. . . Look for transfer stu-

dent Kelly Henson to emerge in the lineup after

intersession.

Garber elected to lacrosse Hall of Fame
Veteran UMass coach, four others named

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts lacrosse

coach Dick Garber has been elected to the

United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Hsdl

of Fame.

Garber, who will coach UMass for the

32nd season this spring, was voted the

honor at the USILA convention this past

weekend. The only coach the UMass var-

sity has ever known, Garber has a a career

record of 249-123-4.

"It's a great honor, certainly one I didn't

expect," said Garber. "It's nice to know
that people have recognized what we've

done here at UMass with the program. I

consider it as much a reflection on the pro-

gram as on myself."

Garber, a 1950 graduate of Springfield

College and native of Harrisonburg, Va.,

will be inducted along with four players in

January when the United States team for

the World championships will be announc-
ed. The Hall-of-Fame is at Johns Hopkins
University in Maryland.

The winningest active lacrosse coach in

the nation, Garber practically invented
fast-break lacrosse as his UMass teams
have always been known for their run-and-
gun style. He also originated the 3-3 offen-

sive set, a staple of all high school and col-

legiate teams.

"It's very humbling and very exciting,"

said Garber. "I never thought about it

before. It seems like just yesterday that I

started coaching. It's a great feeling."

The sport of lacrosse has been improved
with Garber's efforts. He has served as

chairman of the North-South game for

seven years, president of the New England

UM class of 1990?
Lacrosse on recruiting trail in New York
The UMass lacrosse team is in the midst

of recruiting season and has its eye on
eight players from upper New York state.

"This is a great group ofyoung players

that we would really like to have," said

UMass coach Dick Garber. "They would
add a lot to the team In the future."

UM assistant coach Guy Van Arsdale

listed the following players as high on the

recruiting list:

Joeh Dennis, an attackman from Ithaca

High, Greg Burns, a attackman from J.D.

High in Syracuse, Tony Pavlik, a mid-

fielder from Coming High who is also an
excellent football tailback and Steve

Vaikness, a midfielder from West
Genesee High in Camillus.

Paul DiBello, a middle from North

Sjrracuse High, Jacques Monte, a middle

with great face-off talent from Fairport

High, Tim Soudan, another talented mid-

die from Fairport and Jamie Bergan, a

middie from West <';"n»ase complete the

list of highly-sought players UMass is

seeking.

All eight have visited UMass and will

make their decisions in the spring as to

where they will attend college. A variety
of national powers are competing with
UMass for the players.

"These players have great physical
ability," said Van Arsdale. "They have
the chance to come in and contribute right
away to the team. Hopefully, we will be
able to land some of them."
"We have a lot of players from the up-

per New York state area," said Garber.
"And we'd like some more. That area pro-

duces outstanding talent and without
question, this is the finest group that has
even visited UMass since I've been here."

UMass opens its season on March 16,
playing at the Air Force Academy. The
home opener in April 5 with the Univer-
sity of New Hampshire.

lacrosse association and, for four seasons,

coach of the North-South game. He has also

served on numerous All-American selec-

tion boards.

Garber was awarded the Francis Kraus
Award as the college coach-of-the-year in

1969 for UM's 10-0 season. He also receiv-

ed the USILA Morris Touchstone Award as

Division 1 national coach-of-the-year in

1976 for a 10-3 season. He is one of three

active coaches to win 200 games. UMass
has been ranked nationally 12 of the last

14 seasons with four national tournament
appearances since 1976. UMass has been
New England champions nine times, most
recently in 1984.

"The thing I look back on the most is the

close relationship the players have had,

when they were here and even when they

leave," said the coach. "The players keep

in touch with each other and the Gorilla

Club (a team booster organization) evens

gives us money despite the fact they are

organized just to retain old ties with each

other."

"I've had a great time coaching the team,

it's a honor to be elected to the Hall of

Fame. I sincerely appreciate being so

honored. I can remember when we were

just learing to throw and catch the ball

when the team started back in the 50's.

We've come a long way." said Garber.

Congratulations coach, you deserve it..
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Christmas
Wrap and Trims

tkKoym^ diiiinaive wrappings thai moK^e '
•

ng o joy!

OwrPies Say

c/lnn Tields

Country^ ^ie

A Family Restaurant
&

Take Home Pie Shop
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Full Menu
• Full Liquor License

Open 7 am to 10 pm Sun thru Thurs

to 12 pm Friday and Saturday

GIFT CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

wishes everyone a

Happy and Healthy

Holiday

I

Bob ft TIaluM - Cvwytady miwt gM
«u>fM«l' I Wish vuu bMh ttU tlM dn^m k m%
a Hrrwifl foukl w«nt"' Mem- mtrry' ljo»«,

KT

Good Luck on Finals

i »nm wmM Nw» «* M

throagh Uw unwrt** witkout y«i You're

thr t^at put <if my ••«* PJ

1\»« a^Mial f»r rroa Shtrl*)' MA SmiU
( 'taui IS <>n his mrtry w»v H<ip»full>' thw

year you'll br more than h^ipy to greet

him' Merrv ChnrtrnM' Love y«»
CteiataM* Aagel PS Ye« n«ve, Mi
M't far yaw!

Jolui PetrareUi aad Bill MrKciiM • you

guy* wn the best' Hope you have • great

ChruiUnai' Love Chnrtine

Hey MiUali" What do you get when you

•ltd ( BMW. B wardrohe. • diamond,

tK-ket* U) Miami, ne* skii». i fur coat. >

stereo, and a TV' Chanuka'

Pas Have a Hai^y I9th Birthday and a

(ireat Chnstma*' III get copies of the

survey (or you! JN

Hey BooBoo Who caret what the Rangw
says' Good luck on finals Happy Holiday*.

Love Yogi

To 2 Strath FicM Thanks for a great

semester' Happy Holidays! Good luck on

finals! Luv ya. Ellen

Neil - The uno night, did you ever waah

that lipatick out' We know who really

came in 2nd' Alan darling, rendei vous in

SW Much love. A

234 Have a super time over the holidays! 1

will miss you all' V^

Rob H. - Merry Xmas and Happy B-day

fiabe' Teddy" I^ve you' Mel

Sue • To the spice of MSG we wouldn't be

flavorful w'o you! Merry Xmas. MAG

^irtiea, Pa« ft Peter To a t^rifie bunch

^ frwn^ Merry ChnMoM*! Law Yv^m

Mirt, Yw'ra a great mammale' Merry

M. Sbepard . Merry XmM I'll be thinking

of you I r«lly luv you. G (Merry

CteMnM 3N PMd too)

Wk^T Have a cheezy Xmaa
Mielan m Leach I love you dearly and am
so happy we have become partners m tow

and crime Have fun up the butt and if it

feels good <to it Wygani

GwcMiitk
SAM

Happy Holidaysf We bvc mi\

KA MoM. Missed ya this semester Merry

Chnstmas' Ixive Karyn

I
Kim - Meeting you in New York was the

hest thing to happen to me thus semester

You're special Love. Bol)

Apt 2G. Di. Sharyn and Caroline, you guys

are the greatest Have a great Interses-

»ion. Get psyched for skiing love, Janet

Gopher. Good luck on your finals' We are

definitely getting together over Interses-

sion How about another ski trip to WV
Love, janet

Cory WhiUhead: Cot^ratulations on eon

quenng I 'Mass' (kiod luck in your new

adventures" Karen

To my moldy roommate Merry
dirittmaa! Love Scrapped It

Dead headi Your Mom was right about

your guitar' Merry cXmas- Love Packrat

To the "Better Half of the awesome

foursome: We love you guys' Have a fan-

tastic Chnstmas miss us! We'll miss you

(and even the blond roots!) Love. K & M

17th Floor Coolidge: Happy Holidays!

Love, Lisa

Hey Suty^J. Lu JH !.F JO CG Than* for

always Kstenii^ and f<>r maiu>w my firat

iem«ier on RR St awesome E^} Siw ft

La thaidu for breakinc me in ya know
what i m«M.' I b« yw giqm ta* i^

C SMrik Grafaoii You ruy* are tl» be«!!

Hood luck iin your finalt and go nutf oimt

break !' Lowe ya. Lmts

Betk Foley To a great roommate take

care next semeater I wiU mm you Leona

9m. Lea. aa4 Gree*ie • tay tmmi tar

another episode of "vacattiM". . ."Cmiil
dian style'' Merry ('hnstmiirt!

Peace aMl Gator - Excwe me (tears, can I

talk to you for a minute* OK great! Mm^
Chnstmaa' You be alnght I love yk!

Madonna (333)

Teddybear - Haffenreffer Merry
X mas" Love. Santa Rot (and Moe,
Eiekiel. Peep and Peter)

To everyone that I have ever hugged have
a wonderful holiday and the best new year!

Love andhugs Fattie

Hey JiKgles! Have a berry M«Ty
Chhstmaa. Jo good h<i^! Luv the IM-
tieat Jingte

Jack • Congratulations' and thank you for
going straight ahrad' Love, Nancy

Brian, Merry (2nd) Chnstmas Snug-

glebunny!' Tluuiks for always being there

and most of all. i kivr you'" Susan

JiBi - How do you wrap s heart full of love?

Lynne

BR MD HG Thanks for being such grMt
fnends Dallas

JiM ElUa !! How could I forget you!! Have

a great Christmas Kitty

2M Paffton - I hope everyone m the fami-

ly has a super holiday' Love always. Dou-

ble Stuff

Elisaa. Paala. Bonnie. Jill, Amy. Deb-

bie, Staccy, Havr a gr^at holiday and

nake sure you all come hack as crazy as

you left! Love Sil

Chria, Coartncy, Dcanc, Rich and Jon.

Merry Chnstmas' Love your favonte

Soootie (ha-ha) Kalh and Bren

Happy Birthday and Merry Christmas

Noelle! You're a super peraoni Love Pam

Don't forget Crabtree

& Evelyn this year

for terrific stocking

staffer ideas!

Man-Wed 10-6

Thu & Fri 10-8

Sat 10-5

Sun 12-5

J
(

CRABTREE 6c E V E L Y N |

71 N. Pfeasant St.

Amherst 253-9561

ir n

'

u u H Lni Pi./^iiniflgw by

OLVERINE
a BOOTS

dVdjlflbU" Hi AiTliu

boLLes
B Main St . Amt->erac B53-SS9B

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

t;he sub

I

I

I

I

I

... E>^pir^ 12/20 — •

P^ 16 oz. Soda

i^M your purchast

of a whole sub
• In store promotion only

1
1

I

OLIVE our custonners

have their choice of black olives to top off their sub.

lo lieanna Hav* it vkumkrful X tiuu- umi

hai« in there' Love ya. Jill

tm Jrd Floor Cooii^e • have a gr«t

(nirutmas III miss you' Love. Jfll

Dew Jalia. Ha{H>y '^Mh fim ten d^rs!

Merry Chnstmas you freaker' Have fm m
that tihocure foreign country Wi Ray

Vwah, Mon Sewer Dowe'

Ted, Conanter this your Christmas pf»-

sent from me' I chc*e it because it was so

cheap Its the first anniveraao' of Jl'l"'*

party so keep those trash barrels handy'

Merry Chnstmas' Now you aan help me
relocate to exciung Sunderland. Love and

losae*. Joe %iW

SMaaM StaiMMBt Happy Hobdays and

good luci on finals coo-cooooo' Ot psych

«d for break A little ^ this maybe? Love

Janet

Joka Kiaaley! Get psyched for IntarsM-

sion ace your finals and tha«|B«M w-txr-

d love your §1 RedhoMl

Attcatiea: Stacey Joe Sieve Ellen La
Ji^nc!! I love you aU!' Have a gr»t hoH-

<tay!! Kitty

Earb. You sure know how to cheer so-

TMone up! Merry Xmas Luv Bags

9<lkH. (I'm taking the ) BlaimH>ld (U C

shit'). WeMOB ft John toast » up" You

guys are truly gr»t' Hopefully 1 won't

have the importunity lu mias you nett

semester Take care of yourselvea, you

men keep eaUng' Blair my regards U,

Michelle (ha'(. call me, I'll be dealing with

Marcia Wes. to the t^rmans' They made

tt interesUng Though the Swiss are

aupenor' Merry Merry' Love ya , K T

1>.S Lonely. depresM^" Call Blair at

M6-49T9 (I know you did it woman')

PMM. L S . Chaka, Chaka Kahn

lOHN McKEOWN - Hope you have a
/ery. Merry Christmas! A Fan

Dave. Have a Happy Hanukkah! You're a

great fnend wahoo love Yvonne

KT are vo» okay? C:all for help, we did.

We know Chaka' With love BL and LN

Leah of Leach Happy Holidays Snopal

Secret SanU's!! Steve's has Gift Cer

tificates' Remind your loved ones Ice

Cream is the moat fun you can have with

your clothes onl!

Kim, Maryanne, Sharlene. Chrissy,

Amy. Tricia. Skaron, Karen. Barbara.

Saaaa S. and U7E Brittany Mawtr. ,

.We hope all of you have a Merry

Chnstmas and a Happy New Year! See

you over InteriMaion! Love Renny and

Julie

RIDE • We really are "building this city"

m the "perfect way' amd I feel great

because together we are "alive and kick-

ing" and "1 just can't get enough" Have a

safe, happy, holy Chnstmas-here's lo

Moscow 1988 JulU

To the women of 4H Brandywine - It has

been a great semester partying with you

guys and all your friends You really had

me going in cirlces but at least I found an

apartment Love Bruce

X...:.it^
To My Raady Bear. Merry Chnstmas, all

my love, (hen

Hey Giovaaiia! Happy 21st! Love, Suahi

To Tl» C - It » good to know there are

nice guys out there, even if they are from

the Islands and think they love desert

women Happy Holidays' Frtim your

fnend the devil

To Jeanifer aad Liaa of 22 Lake Road

East: good luck with finals and have a

very happy holwiay' Love ya Stace

Rkod - Have a great new year, Ood knows

we deserve it' It is going to be a great

I9HA Luv ya' Rrenda

Parannasburger. Merry Cbristaas.

Happy Chaaakak. Don't have to many

latkes' You are a great kid. but please lell

me that it finally happened! Luv ya Bagel'

Kith. Chcle. Ssaeeeh. P.P.. E,M.. ft

Kev. Hey u guys I miss u' Lets do

something special before we leave Luv all

of u' Love Bith

Happy Holidays to the sisters of Phi Mu'

It was a rough semester but we made it

through together I love you all' Liob,

Tara

Sil. Hope your holidays are happy ones'

"Hianks for everything you're a one in a

million friend get ready for next

semester you're stuck with me' Lovp

alwavs, Katrina

Sale Sale ^: '

60 '55'° '55 20

••*******
VOTE

TODAY and TOMORROW
IN THE NEWMAN CTR, NEW AFRICA

HOUSE. DCs AND THE HATCH
SPRING CONCERT $50,000

FINANCE RESERVES $50,000

EQUIPMENT $35,000

STABILIZATION $15,000

DON'T LET ADMINISTRATORS DECIDE

THE BUDGET FOR YOU - VOTE"***********

TIME OUT
T-Shirts Available

TIME
Great

Holiday

Gift"

U>r»0 &
Short Sleeve

Stui

Seasons Greetings!!

37 N. Pleasant St.

I

Carl, bring down
2 friends to

J.B.'s Roast
Beef today
(12/11) or Thurs

(12/12) you will

each receive A
Free Big One,

Reg. Fries and

Large Cokell

Turn left at

College Drug

and J.B.'s

will be about

7 stores

down on
the left.

Polly

wants some
Nachos!

11 am - 2 am
7 days

60 Main St

Amharat

It's MEXICAN FIESTA
MONTH at Carbur's!

FMluring BBO Ribs.

Chili, Nachos. Maxican
Pizza. Tostadas. Chicken

Chlmichanga A
Burrlto Pie!

Soititoreros

RESTAURANT ik LOUNGE
Al the Flmw«MKi, RoiiU- M, FlatJIcy, \\.\ i4i;») '>«<> l'»7K I

COLLEGE
DWG 9-9 weekdays/9-6 Sat/9-3 Sun

4 Main Street, Amherst. Phone 2B3-2623

Polo

Gray Flannel

Pierre Cardin

Givenchy
10% OFF

ON ALL PERFUMES
AND COLOGNES IN STOCKH

Only with this coupon expires 12/20/85

Miss Dior

Perfumes by
Querlain

Givenchy

Dioressence

Opium
Anais Anais

Tatiana



t adirondack music i
Presents

^ The Incredible Pre-Chrlstmas Sale with Specials on the Very Best

in Home and Car Electronics

# 4

Nikko/Jano/System
NIkko NR1000

70 watt/ch receiver

3 yr warr

Quartz tuner

plus mich more. . .loaded'

»

Jamo P270 1 bow loudspeakers

5 year warranty

Buy the top and receive

of the line

receiver at

STEM SPECIAL
Scott/TEAC
Scott 349RA 40 w/ch receiver

3 yr warranty loaded Lisr $300.0()

L©!^

TEAC 317C Dolby Cassette Deck

16 logic controls plus much more

V#^

$499.95

the top of the

line speakers

FREE! ^U4 THIS FOR

$199.95

List $180.00

NIKKO/JAMO
NIkko NR320 Receiver
28 w/ch, 3 yr warranty

The Best Low Priced Receiver
in the World!

NIkko ND560 Cassette
Dolby, soft touch operations

NIkko NP 560 Turntable

semi-automatic

Jamo 3 way
Loudspeakers

$3M.95
a $950.00 value'

V'^^^^i?^^^'^^^^' Audio Specials f^^^^^^^^^^-^^'^^^-
Sony PSI-X410 fully automatic direct drive turntable with $50 value cart A $230 value $99.95

All ADVENT LOUDSPEAKERS prices Reduced. . . a truly fantastic combination

Dual 620Q fully automatic direct drive turntable w/Ortofon cart.

TEAC 317 Dolby Cassette Deck with 10 logic vu meters and more

SpKMltitl^^^^mmmmmm \ A $180 value

$149.95

$74.95

TEAC 417 Dolby B/C cassette deck with logic controls output control

^ plus all the goodies A $235.00 val, $94.95

TEAC 518 Dolby B/C & DBX Noise Reduction Loaded"

i

A $300 value $124.95

TEAC 555 Dolby B/C auto reverse cassette deck loaded'"
$159.95

^ V

•

1 i

h^^^^To^i^^^^ol^^^STOCKING STUFFERi ^.o^

Allsop Video
Cleaners

VHS & Beta

$9.95

Bally Astronvlsion Game|

TV video game arcade

sold elsewhere for 79.95

$9.95 * new

Bally Video Cartridges

$20 value
99'

Sharp QT15
AM/FM/Cass (mono)

Boom Box
$175 val.

% price $37.50

Super
Walkman
Speicals

Special

Holiday Hours
MonFri 10-7 pm

Sat 10-6

Sunday 12-6

The Store That Has Everythina On Sale!!!

OPEN SUNDAYS
15 East Pleasant St. Amherst

MC/Visa/ Check add 3% all items

Limited Quanity subject to prior sale

Nr^A^.
P«rsonal

FM Stereos

$9.95
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PAVING THE WAY—Lenny Wrona, driving, and Mel Thomas operate a

tarring machine on a bus stop along Mass Ave. yesterday-

Baldwin: art a savior
Symposium held
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

In an age of destructive pragmatism, art

must play a crucial role if civilization is to

be saved from catastrophe, writer James
Baldwin said in the Student Union

Ballroom last night.

"I^ople are so far gone in self-delusion

that they have not the remotest idea of

what art is because they have dismissed the

possibility of what art can be," said

Baldwin, who spoke as part of a symposium

on the function of art sponsored by the In-

stitute for the Advanced Study of the

Humanities
The purpose of ihe artist is to keep alive

the possibility of ciiange so that people can

raise their children to believe in

themselves, Baldwin said, adding, "no

society can do that without the example of

the poet." continued on page 5

CoUe^an photo by Paul Desmaraia

Author and teacher, James Baldwin.

:::vX-«|«S#K

Fee referendum
termed confusing
By JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The referendum question asking stiident

approval for a $12 annual increase d* the
Student Activities Fee, scheduled 'or today
and tomorrow, may cause confusion, stu-

dent government officials aaid yesterday.

The present activities fee, which is $88
per year per student, goes toward the Stu-
dent Activity Trust Fund (SATF). The trust

fund is the Student Government Associa-

tion's vehicle in providing resources, pro-

grams and services to the campus
community.
The possible confusion lies in the ex-

planation that is listed afler the question,

said Bill Collins, spokesman for Students
for Government by Referenda, an
11 -member group that opposes the fee

increase
The question reads; Do you support a $12

SATF fee increase, which shall be spent as

fallows: Concert Fund: $50,000; Finance
Reserves: $50,000; Capital Equipment
$35,000; Stabilization: $15,000.
"The student government in their

publicity and the question it.self are trying
to deceive people," Collins said. He cited the
four listings printed afler the question on
the ballot, as the deceiving part

Joe Sparks, co-chair dFthe Rents and Fees
Committee-, said the four listings are on the
ballot because with the approved fee in

crease, those four can be guaranteed. He
said his committee listed them on the ballot

and advertising literature, but that the

committee is unbiased as to how the vote

should go.

"We bastcally want people to vote,"

Sparks said. "If they don't think the spring

concert is worth it, than I respect that."

Sparks said some students will probably

be confused hut he thought he would be
able to post information on what the four

account."^ on the ballot are, so voters would
know what their purpose is.

However. Karen Morvay, co-chair of the

Governmental Affairs Committee, said no
such information will be posted unless it's

at least 50 feet away from the ballot boxes.

Students can vote today and tomorrow
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Newman
Center, Hatch and New Africa House, and
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

at Hampshire, Worcester, Franklin and
Berkshire dining commons.

A similar fee increase question, held Oct.

29, failed and was not binding because on-

ly about 3 percent of the required 15 per-

cent voted.

SGA tribunal

stops questions
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Students voting today and tomorrow on
a referendum will only consider the fee in-

crease question, afler a Student Govern-
ment judiciary tribunal issued an ir\}unc-

tion last night invalidating the questions

concerning the funding of two student
groups.

The two questions, involving the
Massachusetts Public Interest Re.search

Group (MASSPIRG) and the State Student
Association of Massachusetts (S^M), have
been removed from the ballot.

The referendum questions were to ask if

the optional $2 fees which provide the
group's funding, should be eliminated from
each students' semester bills. The tribunal

ruled on SGA Attorney General Scot
McCracken'a findings that the
Undei^aduate Student Senate did not ap-

prove the time and date of the questions.

SGA by-laws, according to McCracken. re-

quire these parameters in order for a
referendum to be validated.

The two questions were to appear on the

bottom half of a standard piece of paper,

and the ruling prompted Governmental Af-

fairs Committee members to cut 3,CK)0

'oallots in half, prior to today's vote which
starts at 11 a.m..

Michael Ferrigno, executive director of

SSAM, .^aid he is happy with the verdict but

cautioned that students must not disunite

over the issue, particularly with bigger

issues facing students.

Brian Darling, co-chair of the Govern-
mental Affairs Committee and co-sponsor

of the funding questions, was .subpoenaed

to attend, but did not attend because he
said there was no basis for the hearing.

Responding to McCracken's impetus
behind the hearing, Darling said he plann-

ed to appeal the verdict.

Sit-ins at Whitmore cease
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

Student leaders announced yesterday

that they will no longer organize sit-ins at

the Whitmore Administraion Building this

semester The leaders represent a coalition

of student groups protesting proposed

changes in Student Activities Trust Fund
control.

Concerning the group's future plans. Stu-

dent Government Association Treasurer

Diane Rossi said, "Our future strategy is

a petition and letter drive which will be

sent to Chancellor Duffey."

"Although we have numerous sup-

porters," Rossi said, it is not possible to con-

tinue the sit-ins at Whitmore. "We will be

back," she added.

Vice-Chancel lor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson agreed to meet with five SGA

officers to discuss his Nov. 19 memorandum
outlining plans for taking control of $1.5

million of the $1.75 million SATF.

But the coalition insisted that two other

students be allowed to meet with Madson
in addition to the original five. Madson
refused, stating that he has been dealing

with just the five SGA officers this

semester
Discussions between coalition members

and administrators have since centered on

Madson's refusal to meet with the seven

students proposed by the coalition. Yester-

day, the University Mediation Project, at

the request of students, agreed to work with

Madson and coalition leaders to solve the

impasse. However, Madson refused the of-

fer. Madson < has agreed to meet with

students, but not to negotiate control of the

SATF budget for Fiscal Year 1987.

Inside:

Bonner gets a checkup....... 2

Stiidents protest renovations...— 3

Holiday Special 13-16

Hoop team meets the Bonnies ..................24

'Tue been thinking about this game for a long time."

—Captain of the basketball team Carl Smith
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Bonner begins test
BC^TON AP^Th* wife of Sovi«t dtt^Mtt Aoibei

Sricharoy uad^-^gent U^ fing diy ofmeAoU tetJi ytmr-

(jh^ to di^ismiae what to do neit aboot her heart eamM-

ti«a. a wpfik^mHTi tor UmmaOnntxta Geooal Ho^tal

lUena B<xiiie' UH the Kewton hcmxt <d ber daugbter.

'fttaaia 1&akelc¥M:b, at 7:30 am. far tbe flr^ battery of

te«a at tlM Boatoo te^ntal Sfiofcwgnan Hartm Baoiler

said tba te«« wwM take a few da;^ and do^on wmld
announce Fnday wbat treata^at ibe required.

The fanuiy declined to ramment on the teata.

Mr& B<xuier »rae to Masaachuaen^ via Italy iMtwA
on a three-month m^cal vua that w%m panted in late

Noveabtf. six montha after Sakbarov began a hunfer
Krike to pr^»ire autbonti^ into letting b^* ieave.

BIrs. Bocner'a sonin law, El&em Yankrievkb. said M<m-

day 1^ would try to take ber SS-year-old mother, Ruth

Bonn». h(Mae with b»' when abe returns to Gorky, tbe

aty weat of Moakow wb^e die and her bu^kand Uve m
interna] edle

Yelena Bonnet; left, wife of Soviet diaaident Andrei
SakbaroT. walka with ber daughter Tatiana
Yaakelvich in Boston yesterday between meetinga
at Maaaacbusetta General Hospital.
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Argentine military purged
BUENOS AlRESv Argen-

tina 'AP>—With sentences

passed on senior military

leaders who {NTsided over

the dirty war' in which
9.000 pec^le disappeared or

were tortured, political and
human rights leaders are
demanding justice for thoee
who carried it out.

"There have to be nKjre

trials of nulitary leaders

now," human rights leader

Emilio Mignone said yester

day Cases are pending

against hundreds of other of-

ficers Carlos Grosso. a

member a( Congress from

the (^position Fferonist Par-

ty, said: "Now it remains
that, without stridency or

political manipulati<». they

Vt&BVAVBa

93 Boltwood /Valk

Amherst, MA 01002
413-253-7779

SWEATER
SALE!

Come in and see

the Valley's

largest

selection

of
sweaters! Hl>^r-l^^i,

SlQoo Off on all
SWEATERS

MTlth this coupon

csi^fi:?
>3 PWM

93 Boltwood Walk

Amherst, MA 01002

413 253-7779

proceed with all of the other

pending

On Mowlay, a civilian

court found five former

members of ruling military

juntas, including two ex

l^esidenta. guilty of human
rights charges from tbe ab-

duction, UHture and disap-

pearance of suspected lef-

tists in the late 197(^ FiHir

oth0' former jtmta membere
were acquitted.

Tbe court ordered life im-

prisonment for former Presi-

dent Jorge Videla and
Emilio Mesera. a former
navy commander

Marcos regime
faces protests

Manila, Philippines (APf-Thousands of students and
workers shouting Revolution" marched to the President

Ferdinand E Marcos' palai» where be was meeting par

ty leaders Tuesday to discuss potential running mates for

the February sp€jcial election

The 4.000 marchers waved red flags and chanted slogans

praising the insurgent communist New I^pie's Army as

part (rf'tltfir prot^t against alleged human nghu abuses

and U.& support of Marcos' government.

Nearly 30.000 people, mostly farmCTs and tttufents, held

similar protests in the central Philippine cities of legaspi,

Bacolod and Uiolo

No violence was reported in ai^ ofthe rallies. The Philip-

pine News Agency said three demonstrators m Uoilo were

arrested for distributing all^edly nibversive leaflets but

were later released.

In Manila, security guards placed barbed wire axros& a

bridge less than 500 yards from Marcoa' pala<% preven-

ting marchers from reaching it

llie marchers held a rally at tbe fotH of tbe bridge and

burned efTigies of Marcoa and President Rnuran.

The ralliers were organized by BsQran. a militant nation-

wide group of workers,8tudenta and peaaanta which has

organized many previous demonstrations. In tbe l^alog
language, Bayan meana country.
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CAROL'S HEAD QUARTERS
Former Employees of LORDS 6 LADIES

Carol, Sandy and Ingnd

A Full Service Salon

Manicures - Cellophane Colors - Perms
Reasonable Rates Walk-Ins

115 Russell St, Rt. 9, Hadley, MA
1-413-584-9948

f Student Discount .v valid ID

«»ifn » l*r(( vartfly oi

AUTHENTIC

ORIENTAL

•Oftm IM:
S^apcaM

Ot^lENTAC
700'!> MARKET

360 College St . Amherst
Ru s» Eut 253 5658

• Frnh Prodiic* • SufM ft Spim
• NoodI** • Frawn A Ctnnfd G<N>d«
• Cookin( Implrin«ntt tt Suppli**

• Homrmadf taikr-aal fooi
• N»» iifmi arrinnc »*«r» w*«k

• GouriMt food* ( **«rrd«r prir««
• Atiui rookbooki at Pubiiah«r • pncM

• l*r|r» Indian InTsntorr
Defor«ti»e OrienUl Tableware and
acrcMoriea for Christmai rivinjr

Eiotic import**! mink blanket (IUO-130)
Hofnemadf B*dipr«ad from Korea ($HMSO»

Grads OK anti-Star Wars motion *in spirit'
BY SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student
Senate voted last night to endorse "in spirit" a motion
calling the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDl) unfeasible,

and then agreed to circulate a letter to graduate students

asking them to pledge not to accept mon^ for SDIrelated
research.

The petition has already been circulated on at least 20
campuses across the country including the Massachusetts

Institute of Ibchnology and other research-oriented in-

stitutions, said John Hayes, executive (rfTicer of the senate

Although the motions to support and circulate the let-

ter had formerly been a single motion, the senate voted

to consider them separately after some senators «aid that

they did not agree with every point in the letter. For this

reason, the mc*ioti \vas changed to say Llmt liie senate

agreed "in spirit" with the letter

The letter is targeted mainly at science and engineer-

ing graduate students, since they are the most likely

students to be involved in SDI research.

Also last night, many senators signed letters condemn-
ing the actions of Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Den-

nis Madson and Student Activities Director Randy Donant
to gain administrative control of the Student Activities

Trust Fund (SATF).

Alex Zucker, chairman of the Campus Center Board of

Governors and an "informal representative" of Students

Advocating Rights Tbgether (START), addressed the

senate, which last week passed a motion supporting the

PLAYTIME
yesterday.

<'oUe|ian photo by Paul Dnmaraia

-Mark, right, 10, and Meaghan, 6, swing around a streamer by North Pleasant Street

Collegian board appoints new editors
Eight new members of the Collegian Board of Editors

have been appointed for the spring semester by the cur-

rent board in order to fill vacancies left by outgoing

members.
Ian Polombaum, returning from a six month co-op with

the Boston Globe foreign news desk, has been named
managing editor of the Collegian and will serve as chair-

man of the Board of Editors. Other editors appointed for

the spring semester are Joel Coffidis, news editor; Chris

Allen, black afTairs editor; John Yonce, women's issues

editor; Michelle Segall and Paul Desmarais, photography

co-editors, and Kelly Sieger and Jen Ackprman. arts

Help for finals stress
Faculty members have received a letter from Vice-

Chancellor for Student Affairs Etennis Madson contain-

ing a list of offices offering help to students during the

final weeks of school.

The letter states that stress and anxiety may become

acute as final exams approach. "Students experiencing

unusual stress may appear highly agitated or listless,

seem especially fatigued or depressed, or generally behave

in an unusual manner." the letter states.

The following offices are listed as offering help to

students facing high stress or anxiety:

Bilingual Collegiate Program, Wilder Hall; CASIAC,

E-20 Machmer; Committee for the Collegiate Education

of Black and Other Minority Students, New Afi-ica House;

Communication Skills Center, 73 Bartlett Hall; Continu-

ing Education Advising Office, 113 Tbwer Library;

Counseling and Career Development Services, 123

Berkshire House; Dean of Students Office, 227 Whitmore;

Everywoman's Center, Wilder Hall; Foreign Student's Of-

fice, 239 Whitmore; Mental Health, 127 Hills North;

Veterans Assistance and Counseling Services, Fraterni-

ty and Sorority Park, Career Center.

-TOM MIDDLETON

Comet in sight
This week is one of the best times to view Halley's com-

et because it is approaching the sun, and the small moon
allows it to be seen clearly

The comet can be vievwd from the Amherst College

observatory tomorrow, when the Snell Street facility is

open to the public from 7:30 to 9 p.m.

A talk on Halley's comet will be given at 7:30 p.m. Fri-

day, at the observatory on the roof of Smith College's

McConnell Hall by Suzan Edwards, assistant professor of

astronomy at Smith. Following the talk, visitors will be

instructed on how to spot the comet, using the observatory

telescope or their own binoculars.

The Amherst College observatory will also be open to

the public Monday, December 16 and Thursday, December

,19 during Jthe same hours.

co-editors.

"'Working with Ian will be a particularly strong

challenge because of his high expectations and his dedica-

tion to the newspaper," Coffidis said of I\>lumbaum. "I'm

looking forward to it."

Yonce, who has worked at the Collegian for six semesters,

brings his experience to the women's issues desk. "I hope

I can continue the strong tradition of the women's issues

desk in covering issues of importance to all University

women," he said.

-DODE B. LEVENSON

coalition's actions.

Zucker said that Donant used an alleged $92,000 deficit

in the SATF to justify his actions, but that this <kiicit was
actually $6,000.

Zucker added that the deficit is "not the students' fault"

because the interest from the SATF was "funnelled off to

the President's (UMass President David Knapp's) office"

and that the Legal Services Office had said this was
illegal.

Zucker added that "we are not suing anyone right now,"

but said that the action was "illegal management of trust

funds."

Hayra said that Dean (/Students William Field is "play-

ing very dirty" in his efforts to punish students arrested
at the sit-ina.

Students protest
lounge closing
By DAN MILLER
Collegian Staff

Tb protest the renovation and overnight lockup of a

lounge on the third floor of Webster House, spme of the

floor's residents occupied the lounge for more than two
hours yesterday afternoon.

Residents of the dormitory said they objected to the un-

nanounced renovation of their lounge into a temporary
model of three-bed rooms for 132 athletes who will stay

in the Orchard Hill Residential Area during intersession

University Housing Services plans to allocate room
space in each Orchard Hill dormitory lounge to the

Athletic department during intersession. according to S>an-

dy Andersoni operations manager of the Orchard Hlll/Cen-

tral Area Housing Services.

"It's a fee-for-service proposition,' Anderson .said. "Hous-

ing services is always looking for a way to defray costs."

Webster House resident Jon Mori said that last week
coaches looked at the east lounge on the third floor of

Webster, but weren't convinced that the lounges were

suitable as rooms for athletes during intersession.

Housing services workers then began refurbishing the

lounge as a model bedroom, while seven students sat in

the lounge with typewriters and books.

"We always go in here to do papers until all hours of

the night," Mori said. "I don't see why they should keep

us out of here so the coaches can come up here and look

at it and approve of it. We wouldn't mind so much if it was
the beginning of the semester, but now we've got a lot of

work to do."

Workers started to bring a bureau and three matresses
up to the lounge but the elevator was broken, so the fur-

niture was stored on the first floor of the dormitory.

Workers were able to install poles, on which athletes

would hang their clothes, and coaches are expected to look

at the model room tomorrow.

Ibams due to stay in Amherst during intersession in-

clude men's and women's basketball, gymnastics, track,

skiing and swimming.
"We're talking about scholarship athletes here," Ander-

son said. "You can't just role out a sleeping bag and ex-

pect them to live there for the next five weeks."

The lounge will be open for student use today.

Collegian photo by Derek Roberta

TROMBONE JAM—Members of the UMass band do their thing at a men's basketball game last

Computer lecture today
Professor of electrical engineering and computer science

at the Univeristy of Michigan John F. Hayes will lecture

at 3:30 p.m. today in Joseph S. Marcus Hall (formerly

Engineering Building East).

Professor Hayes, a leading authority in fault-tolerant

computing and computer architecture, will speak on

"Fault Simulations in VLSI Logic -Circuits." The lecture

will focus on understanding faults or disruptions in

machine logic.

Hayes' lecture is the first in the six-psul Analog Devices

Distinguished Lecture Series sponored by the University

of Massachusetts department of electrical engineering and

Analog Devices, Inc. *.' .*. "^^ • • » •
'

AIDS victim speaks out

Actor and entertainer David Summers, a victim of Ac-

quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS), will speak

on the disease at 7 p.m. tomorrow in Campus Center room
101.

A question and answer period following Summers' lec-

ture will be led by Summers and Dr. Paul Berman of the

University Health Services.

In the last 18 months, Summer has appeared on three

television networks, the Phil Donahue Show, the Cable

News Network and the British Broadcasting Corporation.

Summer will also meet informally with students in the

;^st>iaij, Pjs^3^jil,^d Gay Aljiai^c^ fM,p^.^ , ^ ^ ^

I * «>«*««
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CHOOSE FROM
A WIDE VARIETY OF

^986 CALENDARS AND
DATEBOOKS FOR A

LOVED ONE OR A FRIEND

(ON SPECIAL DISPLAY
TABLES LOCATED

IN THE TRADEBOOK
DEPT.)

STORE HOURS:
MONDAY - FRIDAY 9 am - 5 pm
SATURDAY 10 am - 3 pm

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

QnmVERSITY
mSTORE^

* Baldwin continued from page I

CoUegUn pboto by Paul Daaautraia

PLANT CARE-Glen Newton, an environmental
design major, looks over a bunch of pointsettia
plants in the French Hall Greenhouse yesterday.

Noting that art had been
crucial to the survival of his

community in Harlem,
Baldwin said he had grown
up poor but the term had
not meant worthless.

"We knew.that the
weapons we had - weak as
they seemed - were from our
ancestors: the turn of
speech, the beat, the ability

to get from one night to the
next," he said.

Noted graphic artist and
sculptor, Leonard Baskin,
saying he was"shjpwrecked
in the alien medium of
words," asserted that artists

have played many different
and important roles in our
society.

"There is no need to in-

voke their names because
they are the bedrock of our
civilization," Baskin said.

He said the strictures of
class and money have tend-
ed to predispose and deter-
mine with "deadly in-

evitability" whether people
listen to classical music, in-

volve themselves with«the
"obtusity of Weber, or rock
with zinc buffalo"

University of
Massachusetts professor of

English literature and
judaic studies Jules
Chemetsky quoted the Ger-
man philosopher Theodore
Adorno as saying, "after
Auchwitz, all art is crap."
But he said he remained
hopeful as "we approach the
end of this wretched cen-
tury."

Though art is controlled
and used by corporations
and patronage and is debas-
ed in the mass media,
achievements are still gain
ed "against the grain."
Chemetsky said.

;]M1?flQm
Balloon Delivery Service

$5.00 OFF
with this ad sxpIrM 12/31/86

On All Deliveries

Attention Dorm Students

ask about

$1.50 Holiday Helper

Special
CALL to erdsr ;ii9-lt»30

2 Ploer Carrls«c Shops

233 K> Ploasant , Aahorot

HH>f^*^^
\

9£^Gir^ziSfi ec^csr^as*^.c^ar^

^ YVONNE^ «

IIBBEANA RESTAURANT
Luncheon Specials

^^th Super Island Vegetarian and Regular dishes

Prices from $2.50 and up

50* DRAFT BEER
with all lunches
Route 9, Hadley

586-4389
Lunch Hours 11:30-3:00 pm Monday - Friday

» Dinner Hours 5:00-10:00 pm Every Nieht I
*

' ......r
-rrrrTjjjjrfi jjj.J

^.
Quslitv Food , I Prepared

To Ord»r^

ChMtnut Plain Rd
Whataly

'1 Mb 30«4

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: taha 1U north to

South OaarfMd. aouth on routa

6-10 1H mil** Right on Christian

Lana % mUa from centar of town.

Open:
Mon-Sat &^10 pm Sun 1-8

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

TCYP has openings for

the following positions:

FOSTER CARE
-mature individuals and
families to provide a stable

environment for needy
adolescents.

RELIEF STAFF - to

provide respite hours to

youths in foster care. Situa-

tions vary according to

need.

ADVOCATES - willing

to share living accommoda-
tions with young adults

needing orientation into in-

dependent living situations.

Stipends, training and
support are available for

all openings. For further

information, call S.J.

Vanessa at T:i-Countv
Youth Program, 16 Ar-

mory St., Northampton,
8B6-8210.

College students with
valid ID'S are eligible

for Okemo's Special College Discount
at the Okemo Mountain Lodge. Con-
dominiums surrounding the Base

Area feature full kitchens, fireplaces,

telephones and cable color TV. Ski-in,

ski-out accomodations conveniently

located to all mountain facilities.

' Half-price discount on
lift tickets mid-week
lesser discounts weekends and
Holiday periods 12/25/85-1/1/86,

2/15- 2/21/85.

Okemo has:

• 58 trails and slopes

• Has the fourth highest vertical drop
in Vermont

• Has eight major lifts including

new 4-passenger chairlift.

• Covers over 60% of its skiable

terrain with snowmaking.
• Receives an annual snowfall of over

12 feet.

• Is the only Eastern ski resort with .Snow Reports
a major town at its base. General Information

• Has a 4'/2 mile novice trail from the

summit.
• Has two of the steepest gladed areas

in the Northeast.

Half-price skiing is

twice the fun.

Write or call for more information:

Lodging Service . . . 802-228-5571

. . . 802-228-5222

802-228-4041

•2:^K€no
Okemo Mountain RFD 1, Box CA, Ludlow, Vermont 05149

• «••*«• •
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Dual CS-505
turntable with

walnut base,

Ortofon OM- 1

cartndge and

two free

audtophile LP s $249

CARVER
Carver DTL- 1 00 compact

disc player witti Digital Time

Lens
$650

Swiy D-5 Deluxe

Walkman compact

disc player

$229
Other Sony CD
players from $299

Onkyo TA-2056B three-head cassette

deck with real-time counter

B&w DM- 100 speakers

$218/pair

Other speakers by B&W,
Boston Acoustics. AR.

Celestion. Synthesis. Castle,

Acoustat, Fned and Spica

Dual CS-514
semi-automatic

turntable

with cartridge

$99

CD PIONEER*
Pioneer KPA-350 Supertuner III auto-

reverse cassette deck with music search

and Boston Acoustics C704 speakers

$219
Installed

$340
including

cahbration

Free remote control (regularly $40) with

Sony STR-AV460 45-watt receiver

$270

$639

STARTER
SYSTEM
OnkyoTX-27
receiver and

TA-2017
cassette deck

with Dual CS-530
turntable

Ortofon OM-5E
cartridge and

Boston Acoustics

A-60 speakers

Onkyo TA-2044 three-motor cassette

deck including calibration

$199

Compact discs (over

500 titles in stock), audiophile LPs, Disc-

washer record care accessories. Sony
Walkman's. Monster Cable high-definition

speaker cable and Interlinks

All systems fully-pre-tested and backed service and installation departments,

by Sound & Music's factory-authorized Two-week post holiday return privilege.

*Ji
90-92 King St. iRteSl, Northampton •Mon - Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9
VISA, MasterCard. American Express • Open Sundays 12-5 • 584-9547
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David Huddleston (kit)

and Dudley Moore
(right) star in "Santa
Claus, the movie,'* one oi

the Christmas mo%iec
now playing at local

theatres.

Wednesday's Cutting

SPECIAL
Wonnen $12

reg. $18

Men $10

reg. $16

tlDRDS84iCyS
" HAIR SALONS

The Hampshire Mall •586-7913

The Sweet Shoppe
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF

STUFFED ANIMALS AND PUPPETS
IN THE AREA.

COME IN AND SEE OUR LARGE SELECTION
OF CHRISTMAS

STUFFED PIECES & CERAMICS.

Great Gift Ideas...

GIFTBASKETS
FILLED WITH CHEESE
SAUSAGE, HAM. PATE,
CTIACKERS ANDCANDY
FIGURINES

CHOCOLATE NOVELTIES
• Layaways Available

• We Ship Anywhere

HAMPSHIRE MALL. HADLEY
584-7004

with Extended Holiday Shopping Hours

Daily 10-10; Sundays 12-6

Photos with A^
SANTA olvl

Photo Hours: Daily 2-8 PM.

Saturday 1 1 -9 Sunday Noon 'til Closing

VISIT THE GIFT CERTIFICATE

BOOTH FOR...

Hampshire Mall

Gift Certificates

Good for any store

in the mall

Gift Wrapping
That special touch
for all your gifts

Free Hampshire

Mall Gift List

Great gift ideas

for everyone on your list

ROUTE 9 HADLEY

CINEMA
Comic Relief

Wednesday - Saturday

Safety Last 7:00

General 8:30

City Light 9:46

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

A MOCCASINS A )ArKETS .. HANDDAGS
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One Magic Christmas: movie with a message
" "~ "

It's this last point that saves M«gic CArtsfmos from be-

ing a downer. It's not econonjic prosperity that Santa and

the Angel offer <they simply can't give that), but hope, and

By Thomas Harrington
(Mlegian ^aff

During this time of year, a lot of nwvies. many (^tbem

fMsd, |»oclaim and celebrate the magic orChristmaa» but

9k(9 away from SMrimialy exploring the emotions behind

tlM jubilation Otw Magic Chnstmas is an exi^ption. and

its strange mixture ofdrama and fant^ is entertaining

though often unsettling.

Mary ^eenbur^n plays the mother of a stru^ing
fiunUy in a dcprconcd icmn, and she is sick to death of heaA*-

iag abtmi Chriatm^ and Santa Claus, specially from her

out-of-work hu^Mnd (Gary Baaabara) who still keeps talk-

ing about buying lots of pmaenf wImu ti^ can't afford

them.
Then a Cluri^mas angel (Harry Dean Stanton) enlists

the secret aid rfher daughter to help Steenburgen recap

ture the spunt of Chnstmas. and when a personal tragedy

strikes the fiamily, SanU himMlf is called in for help.

What is most striking about this "holiday" picture is

how aenously it takes the problems erfChnstmas time The

nx^er's ^mcism is no mere case of the Bah Humbugs,
but despair and fatigue with a holiday she no longer

understands. Likewise, there is something desperate in

her husband's need to belie\-e in the same things she

rejects.

Even the fantasy elements are heavily handled. Stan-

ton is undoubtedly the grimmest looking angel in film

history, and though he tries his bert to make things come

out well for the family, he is not sure that they will. Jan

Rubis* quiet, hardworking SanU Claus utters nary a Ho-

Ho-Ho, and despite his magical powers, its clear that he

cannot make Christmas bright alone He has to have peo-

ple help and believe in him.

ThM
Ths Smith Coll«u«

'Diwitrs Ospsrtmsnt
prM«nts

•THE mTsS
FIRECRACKER
CONTEST^

* J> Jf^
a comedy by
Bath Henley
directed by

P.J. Tone. AC
Oecsfnb«f 5*. 6, 7, »0*.

IT. 12snd 13

Theatre 14. Smith Collaga

8 00p m.

General Admi&Mon: M
Students and Senior ^^

Citizens: »2 V"
*Ooll«r Nights *
For information and reser-

wetions cell 584 3023,
MMkdays 12:30-4 30

rickets on sate in Seelye

Basement
Handicapped accessible

It's this hope that reviulizes the family in the end, even

though their future remains in as much doubt as ever.

Still, though the ending made me feel good. I have to

admit it was a bum|^ ride most of the way. As much as

it wants to put a new porspective on Christmas, the film

often falls back on standard cliche*—Steenbui^en's

Scrooge of a boss, for instance—to tell its Mory.

In her central role, Mary Steenburgen has to convince

the audience that a grown woman can be taught to belie\«

in Santa Claus and she su«:eeds admirably. Gary
Basabara is equally good at playing a man who is m
dreamer, but not a fool.

Stanton gives the best performanM as an Angel who b
also a lordly, tragic figure. Jan Rubis is the most believable

movie Santa I've ever seen. He is not a jolly elf, but a good

person with a little ma^fic at his command. His German
accent and grey beard also make him distinctive.

The real irony of this film is, that de^ite its 'G' rating

and suitability for family film, it is not really a children's

film. One Magic Chnstmas is a nwvie about amd for adults,

and its final message is that adults, mtxe than anybody,

should believe in Santa, because he needs them the most

The legend of Santa Claus
Santa Claus the Movie
Starring Dudley Moore, John Lithgow,

David Huddleston
Directed by Jeannot Szwarc
Hampshire Mall Theatera

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

As in all Christmas movies, Santa Claus

has its message, and a little exposure to

generousity and selfiessness will put

everyone in the holiday spirit.

Santa Claus opens with a childless cou-

ple handing toys out to the village children.

As they make their way home through a

blizzard, their reindeer die and they

themselves succumb to sleep. Claus
awakens to find himself surrounded by

brightly-clothed elves who take him. his

wife, and his reindeer to a beautiful fawrtory.

Thus the legend of Santa Claus begins.

Patch, a modern elf whose assembly line

toy production fails, decides to leave San-

ta's haven and prove himself in the real

world. He falls in with an evil toymaker
who tries to clean up his image by ex-

ploiting the creative elf.

In the same city, on the other side of the

tracks is a poor, homeless orphan named
Joe. Santa, with his eternal love for

children everywhere, befriends Joe and
rekindles holiday spirit in the boy.

Children will enjoy this fairy tale, which
gives us a believable enactment of the San-

ta Claus legend. Full of reindeer, elves, toys

and cheer, kids will revel in this adventure

of Santa Claus.

For adults, the outstanding cast out

shines the predictable plot and saves this

movie. Dudley Moore—in a role that was
specifically written for him—plays the am-
bitious elf Patch to a 'T' John Lithgow is

greed incarnate as the nefarious toymaker
B.Z. Christian Fitzpatrick, who pla>*s Joe.

and Carrie Kei Heim, who plays Joe's new
friend (and B.Z,s niece), are two young ac-

tors whom we'll be seeing a lot of in the

near future And finally, m the starring role

we have David Huddleston—whose looks

and voice besu- an uncanny resemblence to

Burl Ives—who gives us a Santa who is a

legend but still has the feelings of a mortal

Children and adults alike will appreciate

the ^>ecial eflFects. Director Jeannot Szwarc
who was responsible for Jaws II. and

SupergirU brings his knowledge of the

special effects industry* to Santa Claus.

Having the largest budget ever allotted to

a Christmas movie, Szwarc is given the

freedom he desires, filming scenes four and

five times in order to combine effects and
spending over $2 million on Santa's stupen-

dous headquarters.

These effects are very successful in

relating the origins of Santa. The first half

hour of the movie are the most enjoyable

of the two hours. Once in the real world

however, we see no illusions. The only thi ill

we get is the flying expertise of Santas

eight (minus Rudolph) reindeer

Santa Claus, the movie is a worthwhile

holiday film. The mediocre script is balanc-

ed by the special effects and the wonderful

casting.

Are YOU ready for

our 24 Hour
Science Fiction Marathon

starting Sat. Feb. 15, 1986

at 12:00 Midnight

Eraserhead

lu

see

'^' .'^ •*•

The Thing

Hardware Wars
Star Trek II and III

arnJ 13 more films

'P^'WS^^j

PLUS our famous Trivia Contest.,

and lots of prizes' 7l^V^*
All 24 hours for just $6.6Qc'
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Understanding Leon Golub; his
life and his art
LEON GOLUB: Existen-
tial Activist Painter
by Donald Kuspit,
Rutgers University
Press

By Charles Francis Carrol!

Collegian Correspondent

Anyone who is interested

in political art knows the
vrork of Leon Golub. Even
though Golub has been a
fiolitical art stalwart for

more than thirty years and
i§ the foremost American
political artiM Ki the later

half rf the Twentieth Cen
tury. he is largely unknow n

to the fpeato* art public But
now. Golub IS finully receiv

ing the public's utlenlion.

To understand Golub bet-

ter and to appreciate him
more, you might like to look

up a recently published
bi»ok a^ut him by Donald
Ku pit LEON GOIAJB: Ex-

iNif>ntial ActiviKt Painter
A superb lM>ok. both in

respect to the quality of the

illustrations and the quail

ty of the text.

Although admittedly a

friend of Golub's, the author,

Donald Kuspit, makes ex-

pert reference to tradition

providing a broad historical

overview before presenting
his psychological insights

and social analysis as a

basis for his criticism of

Golub.

Linking Golub's approach
to his work to Carravaggio's

'destruction of painting' and
Courbet's 'cult of ugliness,'

Kuspit asserts that for

Golub it is ugliness which
makes his painting real to

the viewer-not to suggest

that Lean Golub's painting

is ugly, rather to explain

that the beauty of Golub's

painting is not the idealized

beauty, for example, of

Renoir.

Kuspit tracts Golub's
development with fuurj

essays curre.sponding
roughly tu tuur stages in the

artist's growth and shows

that Leon Golub is a com
plex man and painter
caught betHf«»n Cla'^sicism

and Modernism and -la

cessfuUy merging' the two
eras. He states. In the

Renaissance, regression to

antiquity was
libsrating ..For Golub.
regression to antiquity an-

nounces a iit'u dark age,,,'

Golub's canvas is a lens to

an unidealized view of the

world, m^ a glanion/c*! or

glorified view of humanity,
but an unbattering vi.-w of

humanity as eorrupii i ami
^minated by powwr.

Book Review

Golub renders a trajjic

sense of life.* a modern stn
sibility which rosj« from the

painting of Gauguin and
Van Gogh and can be seen.

either implicitly or explicit-

ly, in Analytical Cubism.
German Expressioni.sm,
Abstract Expressionism,
and especially in the New
Humanism. Its pre-Modem
origins are in Goya and
others.

The brutality of both the

subjects and the style of

Golub's paintings
challenges the viewer by

drawing us into the work,

and sharing with us the ex-

perience of the painting.

Thus, Golub's return to

Classicism is undercut by a

primitive style and political

relevance which makes him
thoroughly Modern and
very contemporary. Unlike
many other sutists, Golub is

NoHo theatre
premiers film
JED^flOD

Film director Sanford Singer will appear at the
Pleasant St. Theater Dec. 13 and 14.

Leon Golub, activist painter, in his studia

By DO.N UPPER
('(.ih'K'i.m Staff

.NORTH AMm ON' New
York film diifclui Sanford
.SintTiT announced yesterday

t' t thaniptnii's Plea

of his latest film hm^ieut
' The Ihvatn* will hold

-nf-ak previews of the

1 day and ^turday
1 ni .ii midnight The

>• •' I tc!i, pr()duc«'r co writer

.11, ! actor .%iam Nattian will

all be on hand to hear ques-

tions and comments from
the audience in a discussion

session after the film.

Director Singer said that

he had searched the nor-

theast for a community in

which to release his film.

Singer said he selected Nor-

thampton because of the
"sophisticated" yet fun-

loving atmosphere of the

five college area.

Singer, who has directed

Tht' MtsfiHan adaptation of

a Flannery O'Connor story)

and riiii^t ii>cenily The Body
h)l>: his latest film

Anuituit liour. "is a comedy
»ab((Ut Riul and Donna, two
kids liiitii the America's
Ht .utland who .sei-k .star

(ioin at o fourth-rate cable

network m the big city"

Through a .serie.s of

nditulous events, the couple

hecunu' televisions h(»test

new temirists and cau.s*- the

cable company's rating to

skyrocket. According to

Singer, "Amateur Hour is

about television, terrorism

and frozen asparagus".
You'll have to see the film to

understand what he means.
Singer says his audience

can "expect a funny movie.

They can expect a slightly

off the wall comedy. They
can expect to be entertain

ed," Singer said.

not an 'anachronism.' The
bottom line is that Golub is

an art activist shose ex-

pressive renderings of

mercenaries, soldiers, police,

despots, etc force us into an
intimate awareness of a

dark side of human nature

that is often ignored, denied,

or kept at a distance. There

is an urgent sense of

foreboding in Golub's

painting.

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
CONCERT-;
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

with saxophonist

MICHAEL BRECKER
and the UniversityJazz Ensemble I

Jeff Holmes, director

and the Chapel Jazz Ensemble
David Sporny, director

Thursday, Dec. 12, 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

fcAS^ Jom Michael Brecker and combo
^ for a mini-concert and rap session

Wednesday, Dec. 11,8 p.m.
Hampden Theatre

J
30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

Both events Free
Info: 545-2803

8D.m. Bartlett Auditorium

TICKETS ON SALE
at Fine Arts Center, at door

$3.00 General Public

$2.00 Students
A UMass Music Theater Guild

Production
*. ^'a-a^Ai l**4* ^^•44i**AJ jJ^Ai i*'*J t*"**! «*•C fc***. l>*C »*•< >*4j >•** t*»Aj fc»»Aj fc»»*J lA* *- i>*

^
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JOBS FOR INTERSESSION
The following college bookstores will be hiring

extra help during intersession. For further informa-

tion, call the manager at:

Bentley College Bookstore 617-891-64S9

Bridg^^er State College Bookstore 617-697-7460

Framlngham State College Bookstore 617-872-3658

Salem State College Bookstore 617-745-5300

Worcester State College Bookstore 617-754-3448

T cttcrc

Something new for GATE Guide
When the UMass Course And Tteacher

Evaluation Guide began, it was met with

great opposition. It was called unfair, un-

professional and useless. As time >wnt on,

some of CATE's methods changed, but its

questionable reputation remained intact.

One of the magor complaints was (and is)

that the response rates are so low that the

evaluations are nearly meaningless. We at

CATE and Academic Affairs agree that the

best way to improve the guide is to increase

the response rates.

Previously, evaluation forms were

distributed by a bulk mailing process. Five

forms were sent to each student with the

expectation that th^ would fill them out

and send them back to Academic Affairs for

compilation. Complication arose when not

enough students took the time to complete

this process. This year, we would like to try

something new. The surest way to get

students to fill out the forms (not to be con-

fused with departmental evaluation forms)

is to distribute them in the classrooms. Un-
fortunately, implementing any new method
at this University takes time and effort.

There are literally thousands of courses to

be evaluated. These are the main reasons

why there were no CATE forms distributed

this semester By next semester, though,

the support and organization necessary to

begin work on the "new" CATE will exist.

Obviously, the guide will not have a new,

more (redible reputation overnight. But we
would like to make this the year that

strides are taken toward improving CATE
and making it what it should be: a fair and
undeniably useful guide beneficial to both

students and faculty alike.

Our intention is to prevent any professor

from falling victim to a low response rate.

In order to prevent this, we ask professors

and student alike for their cooperation, so

we may soon reach our goal.

SaUy Phalon
CATE coordinator

*-H

wi$hes all gentlemen Happy Holidays
and lurdialh invuci them lo aticnj

ihc \'alk-v'« oriKinal

Gentlemen Only Night
Thursday. December I2in 6-10 p.m.

Give her a gift

that's truly romantic...
Soft Silk Te6d»: \ oiamas. Robes.

CamijoJes & Tap Pants
Matching &ras & Btkinis. Garter Belts

Stockings, G Stnr>gs

Night Gowns Dance Wear LoungeHcar
and much more

Refreshment* Si-rwd

Oome KHn us.'

Corriag* Shops Amherst 549-6915

HOlIDAY hours Men Sot 10-4

..Fri. fil 9 ••Sun, 12-5

f

^^A^*-

S^uHaM garden

MANDARiN/SZKHUEN CUISINE

-TlM BEST Clll»M« Foot*

Boneless BarB-Q

Spare Ribs

$080 S/160

Luncheon
Specials

$p25
From ^W ••'^^ y « n»

-3 p.m.

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.'Thurs.
Bninch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU ^^2SCAN EAT 5
«Sawaf

Spcdais A TakewH Sctvtce
FuB CockUii M«mi

Sun-'TtiuTS. 11:90 a.m.-lO p.m.
Ftl. &S«t. ll:30a.m.-ll p.ai.

10 Bdchert^tCm Road
at Rte. 9. Amherst
^ 256-0252

No purchase necessary

WIN
Buster the

Bear

150.00
retail

value

only 1 bear to

be given away

University Store employees and ,h^««*«
P""' '^S*'"

'

families are not eligible to enter
Drawing to be held on 12/13/85
Name

Address.

City, State, Zip.

Phone

Located in the Campus Center

,1 entry per^gerson ___ „.
'"WAfNfVERSiTY^J
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The long wait

Elizabeth Luciano

You know what they say about the Holy Roman Empire;
it was neither holy, nor Roman, nor an empire. Well, the
Hatch's Speedie (sic) Cheeseburgers face a similar dilem-
ma. They aren't speedy, and I've never hung around long
enough to find out whether they were actual
cheeseburgers, or unreasonable facsimiles.

Thus, I break an almost-semester long silence to offer

f;he following guide for the fast food friend; What 1\> Da
While You Wait for a Speedie Cheeseburger.
Hum every single top 40 crap tune. Dance. Do a John

IVavolta routine, spinning on your spine and your skull.

Worry that you've split your pants. Be relieved when you
haven't.

Figure out how many more people )^u have to buy
presents for Figure out how many people have to buy
presents for you. Try to decide whether it's better to give

than to receive Decide you like both.

Count all the dots on a television set. Lose count at

19,995 and start over
Count all the UMass residence. Lose count at 38 and

start over.

Count all your Tmgers and toes. Make it to 20. Be
l^yched.

Memorize the batting avenges (^ the 1964 New York
Yankees.

Memorize all of Shakespeare's sonnets.

Memorize your brother's birthday.

TVy to figure out a new way to tie your high-tops. Lace
the sneakers and stuff the ends inside. Yuck. That looks
stupid. Nobody wears them like that. You want to be dif-

ferent, but not that different. Re-tie your shoelaces.

Write a letter to your grandmother
Write a letter to your Congressional rep.

Write a letter to Santa.
Pick your teeth to see whether you're getting any

cavities.

Say "Hi" to that blond from your Food Science class.

What a /fex. Realize the fox saw you picking your teeth.

Act like you didn't do it; maybe they'll think they were
imagining things.

See if you can name all the "bird" sports teams; Let's

see...there's the Cardinals, the Orioles, um, not the
Dolphins, really...uh, the Blue Jays, right?..and the Eagles.

You know there's another one. What the hell is it? Try to

imagine a sports page in front of you. ..oh, yeah. The
Seahawks. And the regular Hawks, from Atlanta. Yeah,

that's it. Realize you need a Velamint. Try not to breathe.

Realize you forgot to hand in your paper this morning.
Try not to sweat.

Realize you have to go to the bathroom. Do some more
dancing.

Realize you've been waiting for eons.

Say you don't want a Speedie Cheeseburger, after all.

Say you're not as hungry as you thought.

Say you're leaving.

Walk away.

Elizabeth Luciano is a Collegian columnist.
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Letters

Ready to respond to specific SGA proposals

Due to pressing academic concerns, Stephen Erickson's

column will not appear this ivee*.—Editor

The recent debate over the administration and control

of the Student Activity Trust Fund is unfortunate. The
debate wastes energy and fosters adversative feelings over

a question which has a clear, factual answer The Univer-
sity Board of Trustees has the legal authority to ad-

minister this institution. They establish all fees and
delegate to the chancellor of each campus the authority

to operate the campuses consistent with the mission of the
university. Given this structure, it follows that final

authority for all expenditures from trust funds, including

those from the mandatory Student Activities Fee, lies with

the campus administration, and ultimately, with the

University Board of Trustees. The fact of this authority

has been reaffirmed on many occasions by different

Univeristy officials, including University attorneys, senior

administrators, and the trustees themselves.

Students obviously play a vital role in determing the

best use of student activities monies. Their active par-

ticipation in the past has enabled us to develop an outstan-

ding set of SATF-supported programs and services for

students on the Amherst campus. Student governance

groups have a primary responsibility to initiate recommen-
dations concerning the day-to-day activities of this trust

fund. Nonetheless, final legal authority for managing the

SATF rests with the administration and the University

Board of Trustees.

An anticipated operating loss in the SATF has created

the current situation. The administration stands ready

to respond to specific Student Government Association in-

itiated recommendations and proposals that would

eliminate this situation. Furthermore, the Director of Stu-

dent Activities and his staff are prepared to work with stu-

dent leaders to eliminate this problem and avoid future

fiscal problems. Action must be taken. It is important to

note that the funds budgeted for basic student activities

this year will be maintained for next year Specifically, the

, monies for the Distinguished Visitors Program, Union Pro-

gram Council, Pioneer Valley Transit Authority, and area

governments, as well as the $252,810 spent for other

Registered Student Organizations and activities will be
available both this year and next.

Every member of this academic community can share

in the pride of being associated with the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. This is an excellent universi-

ty whose continued improvement has been recognized in

recent books, editorials, and both national and regional

media. Our success is built on good work, dedication, and
cooperation among all elements of this community:
students, staff, and faculty. The quality of student life on
campus is a mtyor source for the reputation we er\joy. That
quality of life is greatly enhanced by the programs and
services provided by the Student Government Association,

through both the Undergraduate Student Senate and area

governments.

Students on this campus deserve to have a strong stu-

dent government and activities program. We call on the
elected student leaders to work with the student body and
the administration to this end.

Joseph Duffey Dennis L. Madson
Chancellor Vice Chancellor for

Student Affaira

Needed: rebirth of Peace on Earth
The message of "Peace on Earth, Goodwill to All," will

be heard sometime over the holiday season by each of us,

but I wonder how many will stop to think about what these

words mean.
The kids will play with their Rambo dolls and the fami-

ly will go out to the movies to see the reruns of "Star

Wars," while real Rambos kidnap and kill innocent peo-

ple in the name of freedom and the real star wars is started

in the name of peace (according to Carol Rosin).

F^ace on Earth. ..has there ever been a time in the

history of the world when we have been so far from it?

Even children who believe in Santa Claus do not believe

in peace. The thought of war, particularly nuclear war,

haunts us all. But many of us do not, cannot think about

it: the thought of nuclear war is so gruesome. This must

be why some people can give their siblings toy missile

launchers or video games which mimic nuclear

maneuvers. They have become so numb to the real conse-

quences of war that they revel in its fantasy on Christmas

morning. Still, there are others among us who do think

about war, some who are preparing for it, and others who

are seeking non-violent alternatives.

Tbday, the Rev. Mamoru Kato, a Japanese buddhist monk

whom you may have seen walking in Amherst, chanting,

and beating a drum, is in P&nama, with several hundred

people from around the world. They are walking through

Charles Francis Carroll

Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador,

Guatamala, and Mexico on a peace pilgrimage to Mexico

City, in the hope of spreading the message of peace

throughout this war-torn area of the world. I pray that

none of them are shot by our "Freedom Fighters."

Perhaps, Beryamin Franklin said it best when he wrote

that "there never was a good war or a bad peace."

We must examine the rhetoric of war rather than be per-

suaded by its self-justification in the name of nationalism.

As Hegel so aptly perceived, each side justifies itself, each

side sees itself as good. The Soviets view themselves in

terms of "the good of the people." And we, if we listen to

our President, see ourselves as no less than "The Chosen
People." Henry Steele Commager, the historian, address-

ed this issue on U.N. Day just one month ago: "At no time

in our history have we been so consumed with hostilities,

with hatred (for the U.S.S.R.), and the other side of that

coin.. .is a war, with spiritual arrogance at the homefront."

We have our Freedom Fighters; we have our

Peacekeepers; and now we have our "peace initiative," or

SDI—"Star Wars'—system. Are these terms not a

blasphemy? When Jesus said, "Blessed are the

peacemakers," do you think he meant the MX missile? A

number of self-proclaimed preachers claim this is exactly

what Jesus meant: we should smite down our enemy, and
so the enemy of God, even if it means the destruction of

the world, e.g., "Kill a commie for Christ." However, it

strikes me that the only fundamental thing about this

brand offundametalism is that it is fundamentally wrong.

Having been raised a Catholic, I know that this is not the

spirit of Christmas. And as a human being, I know this

from every source, decent and sacred. It is not "secular

humanism" that threatens humanity, but the "spiritual

arrogance" of militarism "with God on our side," to quote

Adolf Hitler.

Why, I ask, would anyone resort to the ultimate violence

against humanity, a nuclear war, in the name of Christ?

In an unpublished essay, "War as Santa," the poet Robert

Francis concludes that "war today, like Santa Claus, has

something for just about everybody in his big bag...The
restless have a socially approved outlet for their

restlessness. The bored have a perfect antidote for

boredom. And lovers of violence can be violent with the

blessing of both Church and State."

Let us celebrate these holidays by giving birth to a new
basis for life so that we may continue living, so that some-

day we will have a holiday when there is "PEACE ON
EARTH"; lest we become our own worst enemy who, as

Melville so eloquently rhymed, 'in the name of Christ and
Trade... Deflower the world's last sylvan glade"

Charles Francis Carroll is a member of the Collegian

staff.
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Advent

Loudspeakers

- Baby's the very best in a conventional

two way loudspeaker A $250 value new at. . .$169.95 pair

OHM - E2 two way loudspeaker with a five year warranty A $350 value $99.95 pair

Home Electronics

Parasound - EQ25S dual five band graphic equalizer

cheapest way to improve any system A $120 value $19.95

Scott - PS99 fully automatic linear tracking turntable

a fantastic turntable for anyone $ave $99.95

Parasound - TT6700 semi automatic turntable complete with

$70 ellipitcal cart a $200 value $49.95

«id«S«tDX^i&«&«idC!ifc^^ Sound dK!it9«^)^i^KiiiDXaiidJC^

EPI - LS81 two way auto speaker fits any car an

amazing speaker for even the purists A $150 value $69.95

EPI Auto Stereo Receivers at ^h Price

EPI - LSR 12 AM/FM/ST/Cass features auto reverse separate bass

treble controls four way fader plus much more $119.95

EPI - LSR32 AM/FM/ST/Cass electronic tuning bass/treble controls

key off eject plus much more $199.95
Panasonic - 668 AM/FM/ST cass "a well appointed machine" buy

unit at our low price and we'll include a pair of 6x9 triaxials @ $99.95

.csitdi;^^^«^toX!MISC. (Walkman; Boom Boxes; Clocks etc.)

Sony - TCS350 stereo recording Walkman built in condensor mike

and much more

Sony - FM stero Walkman seen elsewhere @ 45.00

Sharp - QT12S AM/FM/ST/cass boom box

Sony - Dream Machine clock radio

Famous Brand 36 cassette storage cabinet

our pnce

a $150 value

$69.95

$19.95

$69.95

$24.95

$9.95

Special

Holiday Hours
Mon-Frl 10-7 pm

Sat 10-6

Sunday 12-5

The Store That Has
Everything On Sale!!!

15 East Pleasant St. Amherst
MC/Visa/Check add 3% ail items

Limited Quanity subject to prior sale

NIKKO SPECIAL
NR320 - 28 watt/ch 3 yr wan-

plus much much more

ND560 Dolby Cassette Deck

with soft touch operation

A $400. value the hohoho price of

$149.96

International Holidays
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

Editors note: the information used in this

story was supplied by Andrea Kandal and
Susan Allen,

Along with cold winds and snowy skies,

tile month (^ December marks the beginn-

ing of the holiday season. For the

predominately christian nation this means
Chri8tma& However, this is not the only

Holiday observed during this festive

season.

Hanukkah. which began at sundown,

{>ecember 7, is the Jewish celebration.

Although not the most important of the

Jewish Holidays, it is an ergoyable celebra-

tion for all ages (related story).

Epipany and Dia De Los TVes Reyes or

Three Kings Day, is celebrated on January

6 in the Armaenian church as well as the

Latino community. It commemorates the

nativity and the baptism of Christ, and
both occasions mark Christ's "appearance"

among men, the former being the starting

point of his human life, the latter the star-

ting point of his public life

This day also marks the visit of the three

wisemen; Casper, Melchior and Balthazar,

to see the newborn Jesus and bring him
gifts. Included in the celebration is the oc-

casion when, many years later, Jesus turn-

ed water into wine and threw money
changers out of the temple at the Miracle

ofCana. Interesting enough, Epiphany has

been celebrated as a holiday and a day for

gift-giving much longer than has
Christmas.

Kwanza, which was developed in the

United states in the 1960's as part of the

development of Afro-American culture,

begins on December 26 and nuis thru

January Ist. Based on the timeless tradi-

tion of harvest celebrations in Africa,

Kwanza means "first", as in first fruits of

the harvest. The community comes
together to celebrate the benefits and
pleasure of living in a close knit society.

The holiday is a celebration of the Nguzo

Saba ( seven princibles) on which society is

based. These include Umoja (unity), Ku-
jichagulia (self-determination), Ujima (col-

lective \^^rk and responsibility). Ujamaa
(co-operative economics), Nia (purpose),

Kuumba (creativity), and Imani (faith).

Candles eu% lit, one for each oithe seven
princibles which families attempt to

dedicate themselves to these princibles for

the coming year. The tradition behind the

holiday involves the cleansing of the mind
and body through fasting making afiirma

"**^^ continued on page 14

Jews celebrate

festive holiday

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Hannukah a Jewish holiday that coin-

cides closely on the calendar with

Christmas, is really a minor holiday

despite the fact that advertisers in the

United States portray it as a mcgor

holiday.

Hannukah is a celebration ci the suc-

cessful conclusion of Judah Maccabees'

war against the Syrians that ended with

the Jews reclaimi:ig the Holy Ibmple in

Jerusalem. However, when the Jews went
to rekindle the ritual menorah oil lamp,

there was only enough for one day. The oil

unexpectedly lasted for eight days, a

miracle

Although there is a tradition of parents

giving children gelt, a small amount of

money, it has been severely commercializ-

ed because of its timing with Christmas.

An example of the advertisers role in the

commercialization of Hannukah is visible

by opening a newspaper and looking at

the ads for special Christmas/Hannuka>i
gifts. They present the ads for holiday giftw

as though the importance of gift giving is

continued on page 14

Wouldn't a nice soak

at the Spas give you

a clearer mind for

studying .

Utopia Spas
1 75 University Drive. Amherst

,-, 7727
253-sPAS

call now for reservations

Won. 4 P.M. I AJ^ Tu. Sun. I I KJK I MK
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE

Foil Shoes
Boots

Reducedl

Collc«Ua pkolo bjr Dw«k MalMi

FLOATING FREE-A lone decorated Christmas tree noats merrily
on its way across a still lake.

Champion

Hooded

Sweatshirt

$16.95
Colors:

Navy

White

Maroon

Grey

Scarlet

r^v.

._£j

^P^ Open

M-F9-5:;5

Located in the Campus Center Sat 10-3

iQ^.UNIVERSITY

I mSTORE^
r.^
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See review of ''Santa Claus, the movie'' on pg, 8

Holidays-

CoUagiaa photo by r«oU Boctorm—
THIS IS WHAT I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS-

Maegan Hughes, art m^jor '88, sits on Santa
Claus's lap at the Hampshire Mall. Instead of
asking for a bilte or game, she asked for so-

meone 6*2", tall, dark and handsome.

I would like to thank the following people for thier help
on this issue: liana Levenson, Anita Roye, Becky That-
cher. Ansel Zinter, Peter Soderberg, and Jeanett DeForga
A special thanks goes to Steve Higgins for his support.

-BETHANNE MOSKOV
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and reading up-lifting poems, hooks
as well as singing songs about Afrikan and Alrikan-
American peoples.

Celebrations in the hall may include songs, dances and
stories from the Alrikan-American heritage. A dinner may
be prepared as well as decorations in the colors red,

representing the blood of the Afro-American people that
is not shed in vain, green, representing the land, and black
for the color of the Afro-American race.

Christmas, which is one of the holiest days erf"Christiani-

ty and takes place on December 25, commemorates the
birth of Christ 1 ,985 years ago Unfortunately the religious

meaning of Christmas sometimes gets lost with all the
conunercialization of the holiday. . With store displays,

advertising. Christmas music everywhere, even the school

calendera revolve around it. Unfortunately for non-
Christians this can be both offensive and oppressive.

Some of the historical roots of Christmas include the
story behind the Christmas tree which comes to us from
18th century Europe. Farmers would go wassailing, or
drinking to the trees. Afler the farmers were intoxicated

on hot cider and liquor soaked cakes, they would stagger
to the nearest orchard, thrust portions of cake and cider

on the branches of the largest tree then sing. This was
thought to provide luck and improve the harvest.

Santa Claus comes from the traditional Northern Euro-

pewA St. Nicholas, the patron saint of children, who would
visit the children once a year while th^ slept. He would
leave them gifts if the children had been good or lumps
of coal if they had been bad.

The holiday season is ei\joyable for all ages, from many
different religious backrounds. It is a time to celebrate

with friends and relatives, and involves a varity of different

festivals which should all be remembered.

* continued from page 13* Hannukah—
interchangeable for the two

holidays.

The story is significant and its remembrance is impor-
tant to Jews because it reiterates the constant struggle
to openly observe their religion. The story mentions
nothing about costly gifts fTx>m department stores. Nor
does it mention anything about 'Hannukah bushes', a crea-

tion by certain members of the American Jewish popula-
tion in an attempt to integrate the holiday with
Christmas.

Christmas, on the other hand, is the most important
holiday to those religions that celebrate the birth ofChrist.
Some American Jews celebrate Hannukah is now
celebrated with hints of Christmas, and are completely
unaware of the real reasons that they are purchasing gifls

for their loved ones and friends. Like many other thmgs
that come to America, Hannukah has become
Americanized.

VOTED BEST DINNER
UNDER $4

and BEST NACHOS
in the best of the valley poll 1986

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON
21 CENTERS!
5840673
Bring Your Own
8*«r or Wint

AMHERST
4' BOLTWOOD WALK
256 8217
Sm' * Win»
Sen»a

SPRINGFIELD
749 SUMNER AVE
788 0919
Bring four Own
Bni or Win»

Champion
T-Shirt

50/50 Navy
Maroon

Powder Blue

STUDENTS
INTERSESSION
$5.00 PER HOUR
Work Available all over New England

In your home area during Christmas Break

on campus information sessions

to be held on

Dec 12 & Dec 18 at Cc Room 904

10 am, 11 am etc

up and including 6 pm
For more information you may contact Student

Employment Rm 239A Whitmore or call collect at

617-366-6473

RGIS INVENTORY SPECIALISTS

S-M-L-XL

EOE

Photographer

Owayne Autery

Located In the Campus Center
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Gifts and shopping
[ I

Different gift ideas to suit everyone's needs
*Change the world'
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Since everyone knows at least one social

change activist and is probably wondering

what kind of present tho^ would like for

'winter solstice', here is an anotated list of

the perfect gifts for those who are seeking

to change the world.

First of all, for the gift that keeps on giv-

ing, there are many suitable magazine and
newspaper subscriptions. The Guardian, an

excellent radical weekly published in New
York City, provides news and opinion with

especially good labor coverage In These

Times, an independent socialist weekly in

Chicago, has correspondents throughout

the world and prints analysis and articles

from a socialist perspective.

OffOur Backs, a fact-filled feminist mon
thly printed in Washington, is an inspiring

journal on the women's movement.

Two highly recommended magazines are

The Nation and Mother Jones. The Nation

is a reader's magazines,—it has basically no

graphics—but is filled with leftist news and

analysis by prominent academics and com-

mentators. Alexander Cockburn's press

criticism which runs every other week is

so good, it is worth the price rfthe subscrip-

tion alone.

Mother Jones is the Time Magazine of the
'

Left. It's filled with great photos and

graphics, is well written, and has lots of

easy-to-read articles, along with many tid-

bits of information. And Mother's in-

vestigative reporting is often fascinating

reading.

If your gift recipient does not already

have Capital, Volume 1 to display pro-

minently on the bookshelf (and of course

never read), then Karl Marx's magnum
opus is certainly the first priority.

Robin Morgan's anthology of the world

women's movement is definitely a must,

and unlike Capital it is readable.

Also highly recommended is the recent-

ly published anthology ofJames Baldwin's

work. Price of the Ticket. Balwin's talent

and insight make him one of the most im-

portant writers of our time.

For fun and fast paced holiday reading,

Marge Piercy's Fly Away Home, Braided

Lives, Woman on the Edge of Time, and

Vida all combine exciting plots with

feminist political wisdom.

Every woman, self-proclaimed feminist or

not, should own The New Our Bodies Our

Selves This huge book, (which is available

at a discount at the Everywoman's Center)

contains tons of crucial information on

topics that range from sexuality to cancer

to the politics of health care.

Food For Thought Books in Amherst car-

ries all of the above material as well as

great posters, bumper stickers and buttons.

Collvfian photo by Maria BuU

HOLIDAY SHOPPER—An unidentified student decides on which

shirt to buy on the Campus Center concourse. The concourse is one

ct many places to purchase holiday gifts.

Post-holiday shopping saves

By ROBERT JAMES
Collegian Correspondent

I'm always searching for a bargain.

It seems the days surrounding Christmas

are just full of them.

For example, there are the sales the day

after Thanksfriving This year I had to work

on the Friday after Thanksgiving. One of

my bosses was really upset that we had to

work on this day. She was upset because

she felt that she was missing out on all the

sales. "How come Nancy gets the day oft"

and 1 don't?" She kept saying Why was she

so upset?

The reason why Lee was so upset was

that she thought she was missing out on

a bargain. If I thought I was missing out

on a bargain I would be upset too. But I

know something Lee doesn't. There aren't

any bargains until after Christmas.

On the day after Christmas, CVS marks

down all chocolate Santas 50 percent. Ten

days later they are marked down 75 per-

cent. When they are marked down this low

is when I buy. You see, ifyou buy chocolate

Santas at full price you are paying

something like $10 to $20 a pound for

cheap chocolate. It isn't worth it.

If you want to spend that kind on money

on chocolate why not get Godiva. (Inciden-

tally, Godiva is owned by Campbell's Soups,

did you know that?) lb tell you the truth,

I don't even think Godiva chocolate is worth

$10 to $20 a pound. I'll stick with the

tomato soup at two cans for 89 cents.

I remember seeing men's boxer shorts

with little Santas all over them last

Christmas for about $10 a pair. This sum-

mer I saw them in Filenes. They were 99

cents. Whoever owns the rights to the San-

ta logo must charge a huge licensing fee

with these incredible prices.

The Trivial Pursuit mugs that sold for

$4.50 apiece last Christmas were selling

this summer for about $1.50.

Here is my suggestion, go into any store

and pick out a lot of overpriced gifts you

would like to give to your family and

friends. Write down what you want to pur-

chase for whom, buy a bag of green con-

struction paper, a bag of red construction

paper, and some crayons, (glitter is op-

tional). Go home and get ready for what I

call "econo-Christmas."

Instead of buying Christmas cards this

year, make them, it's not that difficult. If

you are really uncoordinated and messy,

like me. they will look truly chic You know

how good those Unicef cards made by lit-

tle children look? Your cards will look even

better.

Once you have made a bunch of cards

(and don't hesitate to use Santa's logo, I'm

sure the F.B.I, won't catch you using a

coj^ighted logo without paying a royalty),

the savings can begin. Take a stack of in-

dex cards and write the following message:

'I didn't wont your present to get smashed

in the mail, and since I won't be home un-

til the 25th, here is an I.O.U. for a

Christmas gift".

be generous, you're paying

prices. Don't give your Aunt
You can

wholesale

Mary one lonely Don Johnson mug, get her

the whole 'Miami Vice' collection. Your

buddy Ralph does deserve the 1986 Madon-

na calendau*.

While you're at it, why don't you get your

younger brother the Rambo bedsheets,

throw in a towel too. You can afford it.

Now you have the idea, go wild! In the

process of going wild you will be doing your

part to fight the crass commercialism of

Christmas.

Free gifts better
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

The onset of the holiday season for

students brings with it, finals. Frustra-

tion, and fatigue. With all this in mind
who has time to think about choosing the

right gift for that someone special. So in

an effort to solve some of your shopping

dilemmas, here are a few ideas and tips

for the wise and sensible shopper

First, the shopper must find a store to

fit his or her budget. Now since most of

us broke by this time of the year stores

like Neiman-Marcus. and Sak's Fifth

Avenue are a bit out of reach. Hwvever,

there are many ways to alleviate your

financial crunch and turn those pennies

into million dollar gift ideas.

Food is always a big hit. How about go-

ing to the local supermarkets and instead

of eating all those free food samples, bring

them home. Then you can put them
together in a gift package of assorted

goodies for your friends off the meal plan.

One suggestion, do try and steer away

-from the frozen foods. Melted ice cream

tends to ruin chunks of havarti cheese on

a toothpick.

Speaking of ice cream if you know so-

meone who has a real frozen desert fetish,

how about going to one of the fancy ice

cream shops in town and getting samples

of all the different fiavors. Then you can

combine them in a pint container, wrap

it up and give it to your friend.

If you know someone who has just mov-

ed into a new residence there are an ar-

ray of gifts that will make their place

seem more at home. On any given day on

the Campus Center concourse there are

usually representatives from various

branches of the Armed Services giving out

free posters. Who wouldn't be thrilled to

have a United States Marines poster on

their wall?

Do you have many intellectual friends?

Well just imagine the look on their faces

when you present them with the ideal gift,

a life time subscription to the Collegian.

What about your friends who are lone-

ly and don't receive much mail? Probably

the most fitting gift for these people would

be to sign them up for every junk mail and

free catalog mailing list. This way they

will be happy not only during the holidays

but year-round. Even a Va//ey Advocate

personal would brighten anyone's day.

And how about the animal lover in your

life? What would make them happier than

to receive a lucky pink rabbit's foot. With

finals coming the extra luck might help

them more then an all night study

session.

I'm sure all you males are trying to

come up with a true token of love for your

girlfriend. Well stop worrying, because

every female would love to have an

autographed pinup of Slim Whitman.
For you ladies, remember all those teeth

that you put under your pillow as a child

for the tooth fairy to take? Well why not

string them together to form an attractive

chain for your boyfriend to wear around

his neck.

Last but not least, the hardest people to

buy for are your parents. I'm sure all those

shaving kits you gave your father, and the

plastic flower arrangements that you gave

your mother when you were young, last

Christmas, are still sitting on the shelf of

their closet. Well this year try something

unique, how about giving them a

grandchild.

Local Shops
By KATHY HART
Collegian Staff

Holiday shopping can be fun and fulfilling, but when

you have no idea what you are looking for, this joyful task

turns into a tedious chore.

So when you are about t^ive up and buy that boring

tie or the first sweater that looks like it might fit, put

it down and think again. There are many unique gift

ideas in the Amherst area, just waiting to be discovered.

All it takes is a little thought.

Close to home is the Campus Center Concourse, where

you can find anything from earrings to t-shirts to home-

made maple syrup at tables set up by individual sellers.

And if someone on your list eiyoys a cuddly stuffed

animal, they are available on campus for 25 percent off.

According to the manager of one Amherst store, "wat-

ches are what's happening this year. Everyone is wear-

ing sports watches." The store offers a wide selection of

watches, along with thousands of toys for the child, or

even the adult on your shopping list.

Another popular item this year are bear feet slippers.

"They are great fuzzy slippers with claws in the front

that look like bear claws," said the manager of another

Amherst store. The store also offers "lots of toys and gift

ideas for under $1" for the Secret Santa shoppers, he said.

One Amherst store is offering 25 percent off everything

in stock until Dec. 14, and, according to a store salesper-

son, there are many holiday ideas there,

"We have lots of gloves, scarves, and headband sets that

are very popular this year," she said.

And if you're really short of money this year, why not

take a picture on Santa's lap and send it home to mom
or dad? An envelope to send it off in only costs an extra

five cents.

For the person who has everything, how about a holi-

day gift certificate? They are offered for restaurants,

clothes, hot tubs, and even tana

If all else fails and you're over 21, many area liquor

stores are offering specials on alcoholic beverages.
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^Coming out': gay students discuss experience
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The University <rf" Massachusetts is a good place to be
openly gay, to "come out of the closet," mainly because
of the University's size and liberal atmosphere, according
to gay students on campus.
"I think it's really scary for a lot of people to come out,"

especially since the issue of Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome (AIDS) has become prevalent in the media, said

Bob Brigham, 25.

"It's really frustrating to keep it inside, to lead a dou
ble life," John Arnold, a member of the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual Counseling Collective "B?ople have this idea

that it's going to be miserable, but it's not. There are so

many people here that it does make it pretty easy (to come
out)."

Arnold's first act in the coming out process was to go
to a Peoples Gay Alliance (now the Lesbian, Gay, Bisex-

ual Alliance) dance at the end of his sophomore year. He
said that he lefl the dorm in secret so that people wouldn't

know where he was going; he decribed the experience as

"nerve-wracking," and "a big step."

Arnold said that he told his parents he was gay before

going to the dance Going to the dance was "trying to make
a lifestyle out of it," he said. He divided the coming out

process into three stages: coming out to himself as the "I

think stage,"; coming out to himself as the "I'm pretty

sure,"; and the stage he is in now as "I am."
Arnold said that the hardest people to come out to are

friends from high school who never met anyone who was
gay
"lb me, coming out means not lying anymore. I'm a lot

more comfortable with myself," said Mark, a 21-year-old

aenior."UMas8 is a very aware community. The social

awareness has enabled me to look at being gay in a

positive light."

The University is a "potentially easier place to come
out," according to Felice Yeskel, co-director df the I¥ogram
for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Con<»ms. "I think the non

discrimination clause on this campus provides some safe-

ty and security," although "a lot of the same issues faced

by people are the same no matter where they come out,"she

said.

Mark was a student at the UMass for three and one-half

years before telling his friends and family that he is gay.

He said he waited both because he wasn't ready to to talk

about it, and because he felt that he might be persecuted

while living in the dorms. "I think it's a really liberal

place, but there's oppression everywhere," he said.

Two fears, a fear of not being accepted by one's friends

and a fear of reprisal (harassment or discrimination) are

mtgor reasons that people do not come out, said Yeskel.

"My friends are supportive because they know me, but

if they didn't know me, I don't think they would be," Mark
said.

Arnold said that he has never had to give up a friend

ship because he came out to a friend, and added that

"friendship isn't worth anything if it (being gay ) mattere."

Many feel that the atmosphere in the dorms are not con-

ducive to coming out. "I wouldn't have come out while I

was living in the dorms. No way. It would have been

frightening," said Mark. Curtis advised that gay students

"feel out the floor" before coming out to people. "You don't

walk onto the floor and scream, 'Hey, I'm gay," he said.

Brigham requested that his address and telephone

PRE FINALS UMASS BLAST
Tonight - Dec. 11th at /

dance/club
Pearl ^y Sponsored by

Harbors C********** pete ********^amlka2e8^ and ^
*1 -25 ^ ****** RUNQIE***^ $1 .25 <

:(e:|e:|c:|c^:|c:|c:|e:|e Don't MIm Itl :te:4c3|e*9|e*3|c*
'

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

Store Hours:

Monday-Friday 9 am - 5 pm
Staurday 10 am - 3 pm

Located in the Campus Center
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number not be printed in the student directory because,

he said, even though he's out everywhere, he doesn't want
to be harassed in his own room. "It just takes one person

to ruin your life for you," said Arnold.

Forty-four point six percent of gay, lesbian, and bisex-

ual respondents reported that they had been the victims

of verbal threats or harassment on the UMass campus,
in a report titled "The Consequences of Being Gay: A
Report on the Quality of Life for Lesbian, Gay and Bisex-

ual Students at the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst." Yeskel prepared the report last year for the Of-

fice of the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs.

Another issue involved in coming out is fear (^ rejection

l^ parents, and especially relevant to students is the fear

that a cutoff of financial support may ensue. Many
students may hesitate to tell their parents that they are

gay if it could possibly result in being forced to withdraw
from school, Yeskel said.

The University is a good place for students to come out
because "there would be places where they could go where
th^ could be assured of some support," Yeskel said. Many,
however, see a lack of effort by the University to provide

services for gay, lesbian, and bisexual students.

Mark said that when he decided to come out, he went
to Mental Health Services and "talked to a homophobic
psychiatrist who told me I wasn't gay." He said that

although groups like the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Counsel-

ing Collective provide an important service in peer

counseling, he doesn't feel that there is anybody on cam-
pus professionally qualified to provide counseling to gay
men, lesbians, or bisexuals.

When Brigham first arrived on campus, he looked for

pamphlets outlining support services for gays, lesbieuis,

and bisexuals, he said, but found only one for a student-

run group, and no information from the administration.

"Either you're behind your commitment or you're not,"

he said. "I think the University feels constrained to

disassociate themselves from that issue as much
possible."
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UMass Ski Club

Bush Bash
SUGARBUSH

VALLEY

YOU NEED A VACATIOI
SIGN-UP NOW
UMass Ski Club

430 Student Union

For more Info

call 545-3437

Final payments due Dec. 15th
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NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst
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SALE
Pre Xmas
25% Off

Everything

4tn thru 14th

FREE
I Shampoo

I
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I
with any Haircut
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I Styles by
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I
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SOCIAL
HOUR

this Friday

4:30 - 6:30

at Chequers
University Drive

JOIN US
Sponsored by
the 26 -t- Club
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AWARD
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DEADLINE: DECEIVIBER 20, 1986

IF YOU KNOW A FACULTY TEACHER OR TEACHING ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE
WHO IS TRULY OUTSTANDING AND DESERVES RECOGNITION,

SUBMIT A NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND ALUMNI MAY MAKE NOMINATIONS.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY FRIDAY, DEC. 20th
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Credit courses include Accounting, Public Speaking. Intro, to

Mass Communication. Political Novel. Nutrition and People,

French, History. Newswriting & Reporting. Managerial Behavior.

Mechanical Engineering. Russian Culture. Advanced Federal Tax
Procedures. Spanish, Wildlife Law Enforcement, and more.

Credit'free WOlllShops include Beginning Calligraphy. Buying

Real Estate. Writing Nonfiction to Order. Your Professional

Image. Home Management. Time Management. Osteoporosis

Prevention Exercise. How to Buy a Microcomputer. Chess.

Cross-Country Skiing, and more.

REGISTER NOW!
Records and Registration Office

Division of Continuing Education

University Library

8:30 a.m.-7 p.m.. Monday through Thursday

8:30 a.m -5 p.m.. Friday

CaN S4S-24I4 for more information.

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts
i at Amherst
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at the
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enjoY affi>rdable.fine dining^ :i
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Dec. 21

Dec.25

SPORTSWEAR
FACTORY OUTLET

Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

WOOL SWEATERS
80% Rag Wool
20% Orion

Value up to $40.

$11.99 each
2 for $19.99

All

N.F.L. Football

MLBB Baseball

50-75% OFF

VALLEY BOOKS
Carriage Shops

Books at 40-80%

Off List Price
Thousands of new books

on every subject

Art Books, Kids Books,

History Books, Photography

Cooking, Wine and Drink

SAVE ON BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS

Mon-Fri 10:30-5;30 bun 12-5

Sat 10-5 549-6062

Chock, Visa or IVMastarcard

HOLM Y TEA VELEES COLLEGE STUDENTS...

RENT A CAR
WITH
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WEEKEND
SPECIALS
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FMI.-MOM. NOOK
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Ski

Mount SnowiVermont
for $15 per day*

Purchase a MOUNT SNOW 6.PAC for $90 and
enjoy six days of big mountain Vermont skiing on any
Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday (niMi-holiday)

throughout the 1985-86 ski season.

Why conquer hills when you can challenge a

mountain? Located in easy to reach southern

Vermont, Mount
Snow boasts 12

lifts (a summit gon-

Jt)la, 5 triple chairs, 6

double chairs), 57 trails,

1700 vertical feet and

SC% snowmakmg.
Purchase a 6-PAC at

the Season Pass

Office with a valid

college picture I.D. The
6-PAC is non-transferahle.

Wilouni ^noui
VERMONT

Mount Snow Ski Resort

Mt)unt Snow, Vermont 05356

report call (802)464-2151.

w ^B

Tuesday, December 10, 1085;

Doonesbury
iCollegian 21

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

Christmas
Wraps and Trims

Deck your gifts in the season's finest!

DaytonTires

SNOW TIRES

POLYESTER
SNOW TIRES

White Walls
Sfrr Prtrp

A78-13 3«00
E78-14 48 00

Q?fl-15 49.00

RADIAL
SNOW TIRES

White Walls

^iir Pftff

PI 55/80 R 13
I

47 00
Pies/so ni3 55 00
P195/75 R14! 58 00

ALL SEASON
RADIALS

;,m
n.\ t'.f

White Walls

Slit Pmr

P155/80R13
P185/80 R13
P195/75 R14

47 00
55.00

58.00

CnEDIT
*0 OKS TO Mr

1*0 irnvTMi

credit

established
m minutes

s^N-10^
Additional Oil
*ith pu'Chase

oi a tet ol 4 lues

MASS. APPROVED INSPECTION STATION
Mteh0lln TIrma Alao Spmclmlly Priced

NorthAmherst
& Auto Center

"FuH Service Tire Store"
78 Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst, MA

Across from Watroba's Store
549-4704 BuimcisEn*-i(iNo or BCEns**ANMfuscr atjsct^. inc 'ST louis
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GORDY By Gorde

Freaker Patrol ByDowe and O'Brien
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OK... OK

CHRlSTrv^/AS //

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES

§1 IN THE VALLEY!

DYNAMITE
Maxell XLII90 $2.00 ^__y .^n^
TDK SA90 - $2.00 |,^/%/^

New, Used, /"j [^p R N E S

Buy, Sell and TradeN\ .
"! ' .1' >J.i'

'

584-1580

^

WOS TvnrccvTn iso main st v/northampton

?
f^ NOW OPEN
Riverboat Village

APARTMENTS. SOU TH HADLEY.
1. 2 or 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BEAUTlfUl WODElS PUPN!SHED Bv CmAP CIA ".['> i [PSTS'N f-'j'-''. ' "^f

•SMimming Pool •Tennis Court •Club House •Shuttle Board Court

Lf*SED ON oPt>. TCCjCANC e»s

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
10 AM 4 PM

Phone 53? 94^1

53? 946:

CALL FOB
DIRECTIONS

f ILverboai Vuiajif

Oner lodge "n

^ Weather *

* * * * *
Ibday: Mostly cloudy, a chance (^ mixed
rain and snow in the afternoon, high in

the mid-303. Chancy of precipitation 50
percent.

Tonight: Snow likely, p(Mstbly mixing
with freezing rain at times, low around 30.

Chance of precipitation 60
Tbmorrow: Snow likely mixed with rain

or freezing rain at times, high 30 to 35.

Chance of precipitation 80 percent.

*
* * * **

By Bill Bearing

MENU
LUNCH

Cavetelli Supreme
Hot Corned Beef on Rye

BASICS LUNCH
Shrimp Salad Roll

California Quiche

DINNER
Turkey Divan

Fried Fish/Tkrtar Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Barley-Soybean Casserole
Fried Fish/Tiirtar Sauce

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited b> Trudr Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Thailand once
S Roulette play

8 Rhyme scheme
12 Roo smother
13 Dtstrict

15 Word on the

Mall

16 Items on a

Carolina menu
18 Fleming tl al

19 Moslem title

20 Starchy root

21 Baghdad s river

23 Bruhnolihe
ballet

24 Eggs accom
paniment

25 Class or case
27 Kismet

28 Well chosen
31 Decorous
32 Violin s

ancestor

33 Nettle

34 Knuckle ball

eg
35 Time frame
36 Cellist s need
38 E» ring King

39 Bids a club
41 Upstanding
42 Plaines

III

43 Soviet press

agency
44 Poket ploy

45 Stone pillar

47 Metal tabric

48 Song
Comin On

50 Sound
recording

51 Command
res./ecl

54 Adriatic i^ind

55 Wine cellar

slo;k

58 tye feature

59 — Kleine

NachtmusiK
60 Airborne boxes
61 Peter Pan

pirdle

62 Dance step

63 Gerainl s lady

DOWN
1 Joined the

chorus

2 Alahualpa s

subject

3 Cartoon
complaint

4 Gourmet
greeter

5 Moun
tarns, Mo

6 Pigeon s

extinct relative

7 Genetic factor

8 Pedro s pal

9 Hotiandaise

type sauce*
to Years, to Nero
1

1

Harry s missus
12 New Zealand

parrot

14 Homestead
17 Hiding place
23 Fro/en dessert

23 OeMiiie

specially

24 BaKery items

25 Serviceable

26 Place to buy
24 Down

27 Nontlo*ering

plants

29 The Is

Righl

30 Scout s Shelter

31 Miner s naii

32 PaeWee
3T Pan of HOMES
40 Grand house
44 Harsh sound
46 Act coy
47 Key pie

ingredients

48 Sacrad bird

49 Take Shape
50 Actor

Andrews
51 Con
52 Garden growth
53 Salami has on*
56 With It

!>7 Typeol rummy

ANSWEW TO DEVIOUS PUZZLE
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y CreswellX

Secret Santa Gifts
•

African Artifacts

/ Gallery >

\

Cards

\
Cloths

•

Dolls
•

Jewelry
•

Carriage Shops
233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
10-5 Mon-Sat
549-6600

Posters
•

Pottery
•

Prints
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LAST CHANCE
Whether your tanning for Christmas

or SPRING BREAK
Join now with a friend

and get you tan for

Vi price

10 sessions/$20
if you bring in this ad

THE BEST PRICE YOU'LL SEE ALL YEAR

Le Bon Soleil ^64 N. Pleasant St, Amherst

253-9454

Steven
A fijgt name in ice cream. TV

Why ice cream by any other
name isn^t Steve^.

Because we make our ice cream fresh daily on the premises

in old fashioned churns. And then if you like, we hand blend the mixins

of your choice -everything from fresh fruit and crushed ccwkies

to nuts and candy -to create The Mixin. the ice cream
sensation that leaves the others cold!

) <

!

LISTEN UP
PAJAMA SLAVE DANCERS

CIRCLE

S Watch the

I Teeth Kate

THE
IMAC.E

Good
Speed

6 Hours of Music

5 Live Bands
4 everyone

3 bucks a head

2 to tango

one hell of a time..

$3.50
at the door

WED. DEC. 1

1

S.U.B. UMASS
6-12pm

$3.00

r'-~^'^<jovernors' Program Council presents—"-^^

sponsored by OPC

and Residental Ed. Westana ivesiaeniai ca. west ^

Lorraine U**vd

NATURAL
HEAUNG

Itteraptuhc massage, giadtd

relaxahon. and seU<ar*

formation

12 year professional;

Amherst office

far appointmenl

<4 13)665-7577

(

(

ealiiig plate

• OPCN
% A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THUnS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
Fni. * SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP A SHOP)

Itt 9 • lla«t|/Ai«kfr$t

i

UNWANTED
HAIR?

Have it removed
the

Electronic
Way!
Call

NEW
REFLECTIONS

S86-8371
No Neediee,

No Pain, No Hair

Bedazzlins
gWtst

A stunning collection (rf

holiday accessories for

men and women. Gathered

feryw.

for Her- faux jewels fit for

royalty...

soft leather

gloves in rich colon .
.7^

And at Chona Hen -royal

paisley in regal colon

adorns

nedcties, scarves, suspenders,

socks- even boxer shorts.

a bright leather belt

sparked with rhinestoncs.

silky lingerie that smoothes

over her skin ..

.

H n N A K r H () \ A MEN

CHONA
M E N V

M'IMir.)>A<rr

Bedazzle

with a gift from Chona.

Opcfl 'til 9 wNknights starting Dk. 2

MARKf'-piATF \r. I ON •
f)

.H 4 7 81

Best Savings Yet!

Introducing the lower cost of higher education.

.jiliihii'iiMiiiiniiji IIIIPIIII!!!!)iiii||ii;,

lllllllln.,,;; ••:j|j
jijjiiiiiii

OFF
ALL 18K GOLD

One week only, save $40 on your choice of any 18K gold ring in our
selection. For complete details, see your Jostens representative at:

DaU- Dec. 12, 13, - Thur,Fri Time 10 - 4 pm Deposit Reg $15.00

^jUNlVERSlTY
mSTORE*Place Univ. Store

©1985 Jostens, Inc

JOSTENS
AMERICAS COLLEGE RING"
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itbasketball—
Collegians

. continued from page 24

backcourt

combos in the conference.

"Without a doubt, they

are playing great basket
ball," said Gerlufsen. "But
the frontcourt is coming
around and showing signs of

being a good unit."

At center. UMass has
started 6-9 Tbm Emerson in

every game, but the lone

UMass senior has split time

with Sean Mosby, a 6-7

freshman that plays much
bigger. Mosby has 5.0 re-

bounds a game and has
blocked 10 shots.

The forwards will see two
freshmen, Duane Chase smd
David Brown, start. Brown,

in reality another guard in

the UMass offense, is

averaging 9.2 ppg and 4.8

rpg. Chase, a 6-6 power for-

ward, has played much bet-

ter as of late after a slow

start. Following his 15 point

effort against Hartford, he's

up to 8.0 ppg and 4.0 re-

bounds. He too has blocked

10 shots.

But the play of two
reserves keys the UMass
froncourt. Freshman Joe

Fennell (3.4 ppg) and junior

Ben Jones (4.2 ppg) have

played well off the pines

along with Mosl^.

"Joe and Ben have been
impressive, they've earned
their playing time in prac-

tice and they're making the
most of it," said Gerlufsen.

"But there are several other

players that are cl(»e to see-

ing more action."

Included among those aie

sophomore Will Hicks (2.3

ppg in three games) and
swingman Matt Ryan (0.6

ppg in five games). Guard
Mike Mundy has also look-

ed impressive at times, but
also a bit out-of-control. He
sind Ryan need to come on to

relieve Smith and Sutton of

the 35-plus minutes-a-game
they've had to play a game.

"Those guys can't keep

that up all season," said

Gerlufsen. "We're coming
right along as a team as far

as the bench goes, but yte

still have a lot of progress to

make"

Ibnight's game is an im-

portant one for UMass. A
victory for the Minutemen
would prove much to both

themselves and their fans.

Those facts and the others

mentioned make it a can't

miss event.

t St Bonaventure at Massax^husetts

Wlwre: The Curry Hicks Cage, 7:30 p.m. (3,000

students seats available, free with ID card).

The Ibajna: UMass is 2-3, St. Bonaventure is 3-1.

Atlantic 10 Records: This is the league (^>ener fin-

both teams.

Season Series: UMass leada 54.
Last Season: UMass won two games, 69-63 at tha

Springfield Civic Center and 59-56 at St. Bonaventure.

Expected Starters: UMass-F Duane Chase, 6^, 8.0

ppg., David Brown, 6-4, 9.2 ppg.. C Tbm Emerson, 6-9,

4.0 ppg, G Carl Smith. 5 10, 10.8 ppg., Lorenzo Sutton,

6-2, 17.0 ppg St. Bonaventure—F Barry Mungar, 6-8.

19.5 ppg.. Albert Middleton. 6-3, 6.7 ppg.. C Pftt Allen,

6-9, 5.7 ppg., G Elmer Anderson, 6-2, 13.0 ppg.. Doug
Turner, 6-1, 10.7 pK.
Key Reaervea: UMass-Joe Fennell. 6-6 P. 3.4 pMt

Ben Jones, 6-6 F, 4.2 ppg and Sean Mosby, 6-7 C, 4.2 ppg.

St. Bonaventure-Darren Quinlan. 6-4 F. Rocky
Llewllyn. 6-6 F.

The Predietion: UMass 66. St. Bonaventure 61.

MINUTEMAN MUT-
TERINGS: Sutton and
Smith are the only two
Minutemen to have over

three attempts from the line

and be shooting over 69 per-

cent. Both are over 80 per-

cent. , .St. Joseph's Univer-

sity, missing all-star

Maurice Martin, lost to

West Viginia in Morgan-
town, 72-45 on Monday
night. . .Martin is out with

a knee ii\jury while guard
Jim Owens has been lost for

the season with an injury. .

UMass hoping for full house
at final home game of semester
The biggest mystery of the current men's

basketball season is why University of

Massachusetts students haven't turned out

since the season opener.

After a full house of 4,024 showed up at

the Curry Hicks Cage for the opener Nov.

23 against Merrimack (over 1.000 were

turned away), there hasn't been close to a

sellout.

In the last game, only 3,278 showed up

to see the Minutemen beat Hartford. 72-65.

Against Connecticut, a old rival for UMass,
only 3,406 showed fcnr an exciting 78-70

overtime game that UM dropped.

Why? Students may think that games are

sold out. Untrue The games have been sold

out for the general public, but over 3.000

student seats are left open to students who
show up at the game with a valid UMass
ID card.

_iL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CO 113 • 8 45 3:45 Mon Thurs. 8 45 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE
\w,

AcnvrriEs Next to UMMa. Share
womui and aon $200* Calf &49-O024

apartmei
JIMS-OO

nt with Higk MWM graaktc mwIUot boo*t«r 75

trWchnl 7 chnli|80 6«)37 Man RtaONALS aions WANTKD

DVr • Diatii^uiahad Viaiton Pra|rain

outaide propoaal imetiiw tonite at 7 pm
CCS03 all propoaal defendanU mwt at-

tend!! DVP nwmban be there at 6:30 pm

iMfiM* CfMla!
Macasne

Sabaiit! Spectrum

Faakiaa MarktUag Clab nacting
•

niur*!!' Electiona!!

Adah CUldrwi at AlcahaUea: ftratagM
for the holiday*, daaliiw withjwreato and
alcohol. Thura Dec 12 7:30-9:30 UHS 304

Uaioa VMao CairtM iraaaMa: "improper
Conduct" tonight at 7:00 pm in the Hatch.

It'i free. 10 come on down'

Free latrodactorjr Lcttarc: The
Mahanihi Technolo^ of the Unified Field

and the Reveraal of tae Aging Proceaa ten-

tatively room 905

"Ckrteteaa: A Ckidrce'i Story or a«
A4aH CkaUeagcT" Join Rev Either

Hargit for diicuiiion, Thuriday,
12:1&1:15 pm in 428 Student Union

Oae k><raa« ut: Diffiide. on bui rte.

$34klVmo all util ind. mod kitch, qun-aa.

bed, laund. 7 Eleven call 66&-76M evaa

avail Jan 1

B«Ma la keaae available for Spnng
temeater, Jan-Aug acroai atreet tmn
oampua, walk to town, deck, waaher dryer,

big back yard, peU OK 2S0/month •

uulitiea &49-6364 Lua or Pat

8U
rOUND

SMwkMk!i Hotel 1149 oaU Ski Chib

AFOHAWl !•>» WOOL SWKATBKS"

OiriT tit la tkc CMMWae Wed & "niun

atoo Kenya bags tlB glovei t6JeafJ*''

iock* to and loU more. Aik for Paul for

^ledal dealt

tU. 22 AND CREW

• available over lattraeaaiaa Oom
to campui, walking diitance, kitchen

beilities call &49 3831. ask for John or Bill

Far real ttarting Jan 26 large room in

houae in Amherat Ctr call 549-5866

One reoa available ia Swim ViU^.
2215 per month utilities are included. For

' Spnng lemetter - starting January Clean.

quiet, on the bualine. Caah reward call

2Se-1061

Ow« rooai ia BrltUay. Jan 1st 180/mo.

heat 4 hot water ind 256-0783

Two badtseai Towaeboasc for reat Jaa
1 Beautiful! 666-4692 Jen or Lisa

2 badroai Celoalal Village 1 room
available in Jan lease available Feb 1 call

256^93

At tC Wrmminnm XIIVM P>Mur night I

picked up someones coat and I »«* r*}
have mine Very important 1 get it bacT It

is a dark blue coat. V. length My coat had

a rhinestone pui on the Iapri_^Pleaa* call

Janene or Wendy at 549 5983 preferably

at night

Jabel t4-t«/bour Inte raaaaion Spring App-

ly TelefUDd Memorial Hall Baaement

Dear Lari: Cot^ratulations on your early

graduation. We arc very proud of you and
know you will always he lutcsaaful. Love
Mom, John. Jennifer

T* FWMa Oaceabar II ar tl fhim LoM
Island non smokar. plaaae call mark
546-8393 of Eric t4MMl

hOOUWANTtb

$29 00 or buy aa many viaiu aa you like for

only tS each. t2 for facial tanner Gift rer-

tifkataa aMoaia too Free 15mlnlnalssa-
snn 2U-to4

Mvicn

I Jaa S-IS. CaB the

School for Body-Mind Cantaring 2W-M15

tacwt Sarrke available 8 poi 2Jp an
•verr^y any where on eamBua. P)ay *

mt* rail 5 2123for-an(

HApnr ann^bAY n<Hcixe

longer i

'Cheeri

Apt for reat accaad sea

from camp, call 665-3571
2 bd 10 min

for 1 or 2, central kication

263-3932 Paoia/Isabel

call

r v«« have a teftlfle 22ad May!
Have fun with Jerry! I know you wUl. En

joy' Love, Sherry

HELP WAW'I'ED

Jaha! t4-t6/hr' Interseaaion. Spring App-

ly Telefund Memorial Hall Basement

JOBS FLORIDA - Hightech, Aerospace.

Finance. List of firms, locations, k contact

poinU Send 27 95 Southeast Market Con-

sultants Inc Suite 4A. 74 Gulf Blvd ,
IRB

Flonda 33536

Pat yoaTcar to wgrk for^M and make at

least $7 per hour delivering pina. Apply

Superior Tinena 549^26

Responsible sales wanted for work dur

ing "ipnnK ixrnedter in exchan^ for

meals. For more information call 545-0527

Mailaaa - Now you can

you've never gottim a personal' Cheer up,

thiiws can orily get bettor! Joyeus Nod,
tove Betty Ann

a idea Two Lhaaa Apao mmO dogs
a home If any intereat ohiaa i call

heidi 266-8906 or 2Sis-0971 Tow

Help save tuMmm far year groapt Vote

yes on SATF fee incraase Per 11. 12

Stadcat Aetlvttlee Trat FaM is student

money vote yes on Weds, 'nmr*. Dec 1 1

,

12 to keep it m Student Control!

Help save faadlag for your Regiatcred

Student Organisation! Vote yea on SATF
feeincmaeDec 11, 12!

for In

terseaaion near campus prefanwd call Jae

queline 646-6306 eves or early momtng
keeptrywg

Payeta ly»a4. 268-8684

wiantioM. M6-̂
Faal. I, eon

iMMMIMATll WANTED
TOSUBLCT

Aat to ahare pleasant reasonable ideally

k>Gat«l in Amberat Ctr 774-2740

Tt mttit sin L
Svo people) in Pufftoa Village call

^7578

Peawie raaa«ate aaadad to share a
room in Brittanv manor Jan 1 on It is a

newly renovated apartment and will have

only three roommates call Robyn 256- 1 232

I 2 rooai apt 6 nun to campus,

bus stop out door if lasy, super place, t

nsffot 266-1207

Hate aave Sprlag Ceacarto! Vote yea on

SATF fee increase! Dec 11. 12

Daa't let the AdmiaUtratiea tell you

what to do with your money! Help Save

Spring Concerts and other student ac

tivities. Vote yea on SATF fee increase

Dec 11, 12

Haaay HalMays to Jeff. Chrissy. "The

Duks'", Jon and Midge, Jim, Pat. Doug
and s few un-2's like Whitey, Justin, Gail,

Steph. Judy and Mike Enjoy snow and

keep in touch. Love Leslie

APABTMENT FOB RENT

Availahie far latersessiofi and/or Spnng
'86 space in Brittany Manor apartment

-rent 2147.00 per month call 26<M)866

RooB available 1/1 for nonsmoking
fenude, house in North Amherst, 2195'

549-4132 leave message

i rooai In 2 bdra Sndrlad apt - sublet or

take lease l/2''/86 8/31/86 188/month •

elec 665-7629 nighU

1 na la lovely Saadcrlaad a^ 146/mo ind

heat call 6664930

Job Opeaiag Woaieas Leadership Pre-

lect coordinating spnng 86 10 hrs wk

H 35 deadline 1^13 applications SUB 415 _^
or 420 ifet paid for feminist organiring' HIIFERTY - Grow up! Your "girlfriend"

Eliot N. • I like your style!!! You"ve pt
dass! Your Secret Admirer' (Cunoua?)

"Two issaiMstss araatod male or female

in Southwood apt call Enc 266- 1628

Echa Village fully furnisiMd, on 2 bus

routes, starting Jan/Feb 256-6809

Claaa. aalat haf« dM f« for tllO/mo
plus utilitiea call 549-6396

Faatole riiaaiste waatod far antag
Brittany manor 263-7868 available Jan 1

Te share doable raaaT in Hadley far

mhouae apt queit near bus rt nonsmoker
preferred available Jan 1 68fr7076

Oae large hadkraaai in two badnxiai apt

available Jan I 1290 mo oaD ed or Stcv*
263-9609

Oae hedroaai la Tawaakaaaa available

for Inlerseasion femalaa preferred call

649-6621

tatorasss lsa aaly 2 rooms in PulTtoa apt

549-3809

Waatod aat far reat during Intsnasainn
pref Brandywine call 6-7970

Wiac Mgr. - Up to 40 hrs. Kaow edge 9i

aad eathaaiaaai for ariae eaaeatU. Call

Fear Seaaoas Wiace/U^aars, Hadley

6844174

M<
nowl
larrl • Happy Birthdur legal virtuaUy

owhere love Chris and Hike

AUDIO

B08E 101 spaakera. Like new. Info call

6-7917

AUTO FOR SALE

197* Pinto automatic runs well 2600 or

best offer 584-6742 __^
Jeep 1979 CS-7 soft top low mileage runs

grest asking t3500 2566066

79 Mercury Zephyr 22* mpg nins great,

book value - 12200 - will sell at a loss |1500
or BO - must sell immediately! - Joe
649-6629

1971 Poatiac Ventura custom hatchback

PS/PB/AT, 6-cyl. snow tires, t450 even-

ings 666-8289 Janet ^___
1978 FoH Mastaag t600 or best offer call

ASAP Mary 646-8769

CAROL-A-GRAM
~

Scad a Chriataias Carol to a friend.

Members of Band < KKPsi will carol

anywhere on campus or on Frat row for 2

dollan call 666-3518 or 546-3410 by
Thursday evening Merry X-mas

"CASH"

Caah for year baacball cards please call

Mike 646-6106

EEL SKIN WALLETS

Oae badraaai la twe bcdrooai apt

tl6&/mth inchides evything on msjor bus

route call Chris 666-3226 ASAP move In

Jan

2 hadreai towahaaae available Cliffskle

Apts Jan 1. Pool, tennis court, terrific

neighbors! Call 666 2265 after 6 pm

Tbedrooai ia 3 bedrooss apt available Jan

1 Close to town and campus. J22!>/mo •

utilities. Call Donna at 549-7692 after 6

pm

Two rooaia for reat in Swiss Village for

next semester call 2.56-6633

Oae bedroom apt Rrandywiae apt

Aasherat t420 a month inc available Feb

1st call after 11 pm 549 2726

HoBse oB beach available sterling

January Ist 3 miles ouUide of Amherst

Robyn or Melanie 323 7079

1 bcdrooai for 1 aeraoa in Swiss Villap

t216/mo all utils included call John

266-6626

Wane 3 bedroom apt in Belchertown 9

mi from schools on bus route 2625 2208 ea.

heat included take over lease until Sept.

323-6701

Jobs appi

Deadline 12/20

)ly • 101SaBMcr Counselor
Berkshire House ^
OrieatoUoa counselor positions sviulable

101 Berkshire House fteadline 12/20/86

Perwiaal Care 8:30 1:30 6 days 5-7 pm, 2

nighU 10-8 am interview 253-7387

INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar Leaaaaa enienenced and

patient teacher rock/pop/foIk/Wues im

prov., reading, theory, compoaiUon. Your

home or my studio Doug 649-4786

hitenM^on Bartending CoaraM 4 se?

tions available sign up in Credit rree

Workshops Room 111 Tower Library

LOST

w/booka oaly. If

FOR SALE

Stadded saowtires on Buick 14" releigh

rims white walls new 649-0386

Coanater Ter«iaal withnatei
Diane 549-1449

I 2200 or

Great X-atea GlfU for the men in your

life, unique boxer shortt Both must be

seen. 649-4863 or 549-7848

ENTERTAINMENT

Raek-A-Diac~Entertalnment Agenev for

the best party this semester. DJ's. large

screen video, rentals. 549-7144

"Turn the Tables profes,«ional party/dub

I) J. 5 yr expenence widest selection cal
- ) yr expe.

24 hr. 586-9691

FOR RENT

I » ' to. t, . ». 1 I 't * » t I

Sunderland. 1 bdf» spt. on busline.

480*month, -everythin); nduded. Avail

immediately! 665^40, leave message

BO
(7 Volkswagon convertible excellent

heat stereo, snowtires. Recent clutch,

brakes, tuneup. Wsrm and dry, reliable

soot or best olffer Josh 549-7166 thanks

1983 Nighthawk 460 must sell *|" J^t
any reasonable offer call Allen ,S46-6876

10 speed bicycle good shape 845 call soon

546-8996

Doable bed vy good cond 845 549-6641

Skis for sale Dynaitar Acrygtaaa ex con

dition 200 cm w/bmdings 36or Tyroloa

tl60 or BO call 546 7954

rk=r~stcreo Yamaha R-300 30 wstt

stereo receiver with EPI TEIOO speakers

Hiffh quality and great sound for alow^JOO orW3 546-4141

FoniaieSSDTiiaator Course Slaloms 200

cm with Tyrolis 390Rns use.! ju.st one

S^ 222i Boote Solomon 10 $70 call

Nick .549-5031

Kii^ssl Skis. Marker bindings, RaidJe

JiloLs \m. poles. Will break up. 2126

must sell 6-8037 Matt

Lost Mae kaaaaach
found call Joey 649-2792 reward

Gold aad diaaMiad bracelet. Boyden

Gym/Parking Lot or Stop A
Shop/McManus Parking Lot. t50 reward

545 1 309 584-0689

Lost black wallet fall of ID'a on Allen St.

call Chnstine 549 3631

Lost pair of bmb"s black ski glovea lost

in Thompson Hsll Hallway on Dec 4

Wednesday please return. Call 546-6791

or 546-6799 it would be appreciated

Gold "Box"-Link Bracelet on Friday

Dec 6. Very important to me. Please

return for large reward. Call Julie at

646-4133

Glaaaes with brown plaatic fraaM in

brown case. Reward. Rick 546-7977

Lost 6 keys on hoop on path to Lot 44

from N.O.P.E. call 6-4979

MARVELOUS

U Look Marveloaa bumper stickers tl

546-6313

Congratulations Jon! Good luck

with Alpha Chi Rho, it will be the

best fraternity on campus! Merry

Christmas, too !! Lave. Nance.

MOVER

'Roaad Town Movers fast relisble cheap
call Michael anytime 323-6780

MUST SELL
~

1977 Red Cbcv Caaiaro good condition 4

extra tires AM/FM stereo. •t700.call PM
549-0462

Win Sweeaey: You're the "'object of my
desire, " the general of MacDonalds
military, the smoothest frosting on the

cake, and eapeeially an 11 in my book!

Love always Satan PS. Get out of bed.

and have a Merry Christmas!

Ed Curley I think I want you. Go to Bar

Bie8l2/12 n I be the one hanging from the

chandelier with no dothes on

To Kiai P aad AaUa C I'll miaa you Merry

Xmas Love Maria

Saruriae Billy! Good luck on finals! I love

you! Love, Pam

Check - Rome will be a blowout. I want

full details when you get back. I'll misa

you. Love. AniU

JOE NOBREGA - Happy Birthday baby

brother! What would I ao without you?!

Love alvirays, your sister Nina

To P.A.P. Roees are red, VioleU are blue.

We tried to watch Frosty, Now how bout

a party fro two? Love, your not-so-secret

admirer

Alison - Sorry you can not come to Florida

w/me but your always in my mind love

4everMS

Coagrato to the new aiatcra of Gamma
Sigma Sigma we love you all. Also Con-

grats to our engaged sister ! Love. Cathy

Coagratalatloaa to the new siatera of

Phi Mat We love you guys! Love, your

new fsmily

Alison Happy Birthday "Thanks for being

there when we needed you. Love, the

SMGbusters

2208 JQA - Steve Happy 20th Birthday!

Love Joanne

REPOMAN
starring Emilio Estevet

TTiur. Dec 12

S.U.B.
at6pm 1.50 7,9, 112.00

sponsored by Lambda Chi Alpha

Happy Birthday Karen! Hope your day ii

special love Stephanie

Looklag for 1 «r 2 rne—atts to share a

huniry condominium in Amherst Fields I

bedroom svailable has fireplace, laundry

room, any much more. For info call HaroM
266-0912

2 feaMlea essdsd for 1 Ig bdrm in house

near town availa V\ on bua route call

263 2284 after 6 pm

Siagic availahie Pafftaa Vltlage
tl44/mnth great locatkm 649-2877 star-

tingJanl

2 feaales waatad to share raaa in PufT
ton apt free Jan 1 call Caroline 549-2643

Feaiale to ahare roet ia Celaalal

Village apt 1106 • utH on bus route start

Feb^ 253 6618

1 or 2 rssBiawtss assdsj to share 1 bdrm
in 2 bdrm Squire Village apt immediately
666-2219

Oalet Gradaate stadeat seeks same to

snare two bedroom house in Sunderland.

Total rent leas than t300 666 8194

"Two bedrooaM available Feb. 1 in Noho
apt. male or female u>t is one mm walk to

bus and Downtown Northampton 187.50

per mo ' utilities apt is s huge townhouse
on (;rave8 Ave 584 5016

Walk to schoal - room availat>le Vi mile

from campus in North Amherst. One or

two people wanted to live with 4 males
2176 month. Available 1/86 but move in

after finals! Call now! 649-6670

1 or 2 people to fill 1 bedroom in 2
bedroom Brit manor apt call 266-1378

Fe»ale rneaiatete/hoaaeaiate araated

for a dehixe double in a Main St houae very

dose to town. 256-1233

Large bedrooss, quiet N Amherst
neighborhood, orefer older student 200*

after sU 549-7615

Buile rooataato waatad for aprlag
aeawater in 2 bedroom Brandywine apt

call 6-8 pm Ed 649-4726 also have posi

tions available for Wintersession

P'~1-—»— '••*•* *«> « «»«Mly«—
apart—at call 649-4902 (Tami)

ite waatad far

call BeUy 263-3371

ia Aakerst Ceater over

January. 2160 or k>wer Great kxation aak

for Dave 266-6812

Wiateraaealaa apt avaUahle to 2 (1 m, 1 f

preferred negotiable) in 2 bedroom Brit-

tany. tl40 each indudes heat Bus route,

iMindry fadlitiea. Sheri 266-6059 1 1 30 pm

aifMda apt 1 bdrm t340/m^tartu«j'Bn
1 call Kathy, eves 666-8762

To aahlet - latarssasisa. one bedroom in

Townehouse apartments call John
Vl»7799

To aahlet: one bedroom apt Puffton star-

ting Jan 1 new caiitet A piunt respond by

Dec 19 call 549-26f6

TYPING SERVICE

IIUAUTY TYPING. Long or short pro-

lecte. Will correct grammar, spelling. A
junctuation. Meticulous proofreading.

Sew IBM typewriter 549 0367

"TYPING A WORD PROCES8INC

Most Day Service. Type Rite 263-6111

VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

IW Calleglaa ia saehiaa oorreapondento
in the Five CoOeg area to report on the
various goings on in the area. An excellent

way to gain expenence with a daily

newspaper. For more information contact
Anne McCrory or Tom Middleton at
646-3600

._

WANTED

Qaiet. aaat faaala aaaka a reaai on bus

route for spring semester call 648488S
nighU prefer non-smoker

Cecal Sorority aeeha mmtnn wsisa asa
housemother free room and board Grad

student or oMer. Please contact Kelly

9MMtM ___^
WANTED TO RENT

Feaale r«a«aMte aaadsd to share larp
room in excellent apt. Must see! Crown Pt

acroas from Jr's, beginning Feb 1

263-5406

RIDE WANTED

Hagc Rooai: 7 minutes to campus pvt

bath quiet avail Jan 1 300/mo • call mark
666-2629

Ride wanted to Toronto before

share t call Camilla 549-7515

Feaule rooaaato waatad for Brittany

start Jan/Feb tl40/mo call 266-6645

We waat year 2 bdra heaee ar aat will

take over leaae in Jan call 646-1199 for

your caah reward!!

Help! t need an apt or room to share in

North Amherst. Spring semester Karen
268-7868

RaafeaelMe faaak itadsat hMidi« fbr

quiet dean non-sbident househoM or apt
need for spring sem must know by Dec lO

Larri 546-439?

Male aad feaule aeakliy haaelac for In-

toraaasion. If subletting pleaae call

5464096

UVM/Bariiagtan. VT area leave after

finals. Evenings 665 8989 Janet

Ride waated to the West Coaat (any dty

,n CA) share the expenaes. call Frank

546 1041, leave the message

Soathwood apt - one room available one
or two people/male or female call Alan or

Brian nighU 2I>3-33.S3

Oae er two
spring semester Call 549-4968

fbrthe

SAFE 8UNTAN8

Safe
Specials:

le Bon Soleil's Christmas
uniimitad viaiu tiU 12/24 only

Large bedreea la heaee on bua rte in S
Amhnat Feb 1 Aug 30 tl72.60/mo • util

Mark 2664)084
^

Happy 2^m Da«ei Watcome lo adulthood
May you and I bake many racks of
biscuits together Vour F'L the big
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SPORTS
chase begi UMass

St. Bonaventure in Cage for

Atlantic Ten opener tonight

Collepan photo by Michelle Sc(all

University of Massachusetts freshman forward Joe Fennell and the

Minutemen take on St. Bonaventure tonight at 7:30 in the Cage.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University rfMaMachusette basket-

ball team dives into its Atlantic 10 Con-

ference schedule at 7:30 p.m. tonight,

hosting St. Bonaventure at the Curry Hicks

Cage.
i've been thinking about this game tor

a long time," said UMass captain Carl

Smith "We have a team that can do very

well in the conference and that makes the

game very important to u& It's one we want

to win."

UMass, 2-3. is coming off (rf a 72-65 vic-

tory over the University of Hartford on

Saturday The Bonnies are 3-1, losing

Saturday at Missouri, 67-53.

Doors will open at the Cage shortly past

6 p.m. for the game. UMass students have

over 3,000 seats reserved for them,

available for free with an ID card shown at

the door This is the last home game of the

semester.

"We really want a good crowd for the

game," said UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen.

"The Cage can be a tough place to play in

for the opposing team, but so far it hasn't

really been that. We need the students."

And UMass deserves the fans. Despite its

losing record, the youthful Minutemen

have played well. Down by 18 to Boston

University, the Minutemen dropped a tight

73-67 decision. Against powerful Connec

ticut, UMass lost in overtime, 78-70.

The Minutemen have also proven exciting

in the early going. Freshmen Sean Mosby

and Duane Chase have got the fans on their

feet with their shot-blocking ability. Chase

also also caused sparks with several

crushing dunks. In the open court, almost

every UMa.ss player is capable of throwing

down a jam. making UMass worth the

short trip to the Cage.

Last season, UMass beat the Bonnies in

both games they played. Winning 59-56

and 69-53, UMass used the Bonnies as a

stepping stone to A- 10 respectability last

year as UMass tied for fourth in the league.

With the loss of point guard Alvin Lott

(11.9 points-per-game) and forward Rob

Samuels (13.8 ppg) to transfer and gradua-

tion respectively, St. Bonaventure had

several big holes to fill this season.

Those gaps seemed to be plugged as the

Bonnies rolled undefeated through their

first three games, all against schools with

no chan<» of winning. Fairmont (WV) State

College, St. Mary's (MI) College and

California State College of Pennsylvania

probably couldn't put togther an all-star

team and beat the Bonnies and predictably

fell to defeat.

However, St. Mary's put up a good fight,

losing 78-71 and a game later, St. Bonaven-

ture lost at Missouri, so little can be

predicted about their strength.

Forward Barry Mungar ( 19.5 ppg. second

in the A- 10 and 10.0 rebounds a game, tops

in the league) leads the Bonnies. A 6-8

Canadian, Mungar is the key to stopping

the Bonnies.

"We'll try and play him like we played

(George Washington's) Mike Brown (an All-

American center) last season," said

Gerlufsen. "We'll play him close with a

man and help out with the guards when he

gets the ball. But they still have some solid

players outside of him."

At the other forward, 6-3 Albert Mid-

dleton (6.7 ppg) of Boston joins Mungar. The

center is 6-9 Patrick Allen (5.7 ppg). The

guards will be Elmer Anderson (13.0 ppg

and 8.2 assists, tops in the conference) and

Doug Turner (10.7 ppg). both 6-1.

Like St. Bonnie, a lot of UMass' scoring

-strength lays with the guards. Sophomore

off-guard Lorenzo Sutton leads the

Minutemen with an 18.0 average, scoring

the double figures in all five games with

a high of 26. He also leads the team in re-

bounds at 5.6 a game and is shooting a

team high 84 percent (11 -of- 1 3) from the

line.

Smith, the point guard, has settled into

his team leadership role, scoring 10.8 ppg
and dishing out 7.4 assists-per-game. in-

cluding 22 in his last two games. The duo

are without question one of the top
continued on page 23

Banda,
7 players
honored
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The reigning women's soccer New
England champion, the University of

Massachusetts, had four first-team selec-

tions, the most of any team, on the New
England Women's Intercollegiate Soccer

Association (NEWISA) All-New England

team.

Sixth year UMass coach Kalekeni Ban-

da, who led the Minutewomen to their third

straight Final Four and a 15-0-0 regular

season mark, was named New England

NEWISA coach-of-the-year.

Banda was also named the National Soc-

cer Coaches Association of America New
England coach-of-the-year, putting him in

the running for national coach-of-the-year

honors.

UMass was 16-1, losing to eventual cham-

pion (Jeorge Mason, 3-0, in the NCAA semi-

finals, and finished third in the nation for

the third year in a row.

Sophomore fullback Debbie Belklin and

sophomore midfielder Kristen Bowsher

along with freshmen foward Beth Round-

tree and goalie Jan Holland were tabbed

first team selections on the NEWISA poll.

UMass' senior fullback Sue Bird,

sophomore midfielder Carolyn Micheel and

sophomore fullback Chris Schmitt were

named to the second team as the three-time

New England champs had more second

team selections than any other team.

Connecticut had three first-team selec-

tions while Brown and Boston College had

two each on the first-team.

Lowell
Undefeated Minutemen expect easy victory over chiefs tonight

State," said UMass coach Russ Yarworth. foes (Tufts and Spnngfeild) the goal looks

"We can afford to swim some off events realistic.

and have some fun. Yesterday (Monday), "Williams will be tough, it depends on

everyone picked the events they wanted how hard we want to work, Yarworth

By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

swimming team, undefeated this season

at 3-0, will visit Lowell University this

afternoon what is expected to be an easy

victory.

"There's no way we're going to lose, it's

like the football team playing Westfield

CoHeglan photo by Nell Be<-kem.«n

UMass men's swimming coach Russ

Yarworth leads his team against Lowell

tonight.

to swim in (because) we don't need our

best line-up. There's no pressure," Yar-

worth said.

The team has been working very hard

Yarworth added and he is just looking for

his swimmers to swim a smart meet with

good splits. "We'll practice before (right

before) the Lowell meet. We can get away

with it against them," the coach said.

"This is what is called hell week. It's the

week before finals. They come to practice

knowing they're going to crawl back after-

wards," Yarworth said.

Yarworth looked past the strongest

swimmers on the team and talked about

the whole. "It's easy to see the headliners

but everyone is doing well. The freshman

are coming along," he said.

Tbnight, the coach will also get a chance

to see some newcomers in individual

events. They have been swimming in

relays for much of this season..

After the meet tonight, UMass will

train until December 21. The Minutemen
then take off" a week for Christmas and on
December 27 they'll travel to Pompano
Beach to train for ten warm days in sun-

ny Florida. By the time they work up a
' good tan, they will come back and prepare

for a meet against Northeastern on
January 11.

In the home stretch of the season, the

Minutemen will be looking to attain their

goal of an undefeated season. At the

begining of the season, Yarworth talked

of a goal of being undefeated, now that

UMaas has defeated two of their toughest

said. He feels his team could get better

even though they're undefeated. "You can

always improve. Your best time becomes

your starting point and you work to im-

prove. As a team, the attitude can always

improve and practice attendence can get

better too. I only had twelve people at

practice this morning (Tuesday). No one

is ever giving 100 percent, but this team

comes close," Yarworth said.

Some individuals have been working

hard. Peter Chouinard has had his best

times individually, but he hasn't been

showcased in the meets. Yarworth said of

him, "He could be ready to score some

points for us next year. He has a great at-

titude." Yarworth also signaled out some

others. "Jim Kuhns has been tremendous.

He has backed up Donovan (Drew) with

good times in the sprints where we used

to be weak, now we are strong. .Rick

Bishop had a real good meet on Saturday.

He will surprise some people at the New
Englands, but he has a ways to go. Most-

ly he needs to increase his confidence in

his shoulders because he just came off

surgery."

Yesterday, Yarworth was still talking

about Saturday's meet against

Springfeild. "Some people came through

when others didn't. We have so much
depth. Bishop did well when F^yson

(Chris) wasn't feeling so well and

McDonough (Paul) came through when
Jim Flannery wasn't up," the coach

explained.
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Senator taken
from meeting
By BETHANNE MOSKOV
Collegian Staff

Student Government Association
Senator Bill Collins was removed from the

Undergraduate Senate meeting last night

by the University of Massachusetts Police

following a ruling of disorderly conduct by

senate speaker John Ruddock.
The senate was amending the standing

constitution when Ruddock notified Cam-
pus Center security to help quiet down the

meeting. However, instead of campus
security, UMass police later came into the

meeting, signaled out Collins, and re-

quested him to leave. This move by the

speaker sparked argument and debate

from the senators present.

"I shouldn't have been against the fee

(Student Activities Trust Fund fee in-

crease) because obviously the speaker

didn't agree with my opinion so he called

the police and had me removed," Collins

said. "His reasons were purely political".

Ruddock, who was not available for com-
ment after the meeting, explained to the

senate that he called security because he
feared a physical threat was imminent.
According to Dianne Rossi, senate

treasurer. Ruddock requested that campus
security walk around the meeting in hopes

that the presence of a security guard would
be effective in quieting down the senators.

Ruddock, however, had nothing to do with

informing the UMass police to come to the

meeting, Rossi said.

"John had called order repeatedly and no

one was listening. He had no idea that

security had informed the police to come
to the meeting", Rossi said.

After Collins was pulled from the

meeting, his student I.D. was taken and he

was questioned by the Police {photo page

three). Following an I.D. check the police

discovered that Collins had been
withdrawn from the University in

November and wanted to arrest him for

trespassing. Rossi told the Police this

wasn't nessecary and that Collins could

return to the meeting.

Following the incident, senator John
Crowley requested that Ruddock step down
from his post for the night, allowing Rossi

to take the meeting over. Collins returned

to the meeting for only a brief moment.
Jorden Rosner, chair of finance for the

SGA, said that Ruddock's actions were un-

nessecary and out of line.

"I want to see his (Ruddock's) resignation

called for. It is quiet obvious that the

speaker doesn't have the capabilities to run

a productive meeting", Rosner said.

Commuter area senator and budget com-

mittee member Seth Kaplin said that Col-

lins needed to be removed because his

behavior was disruptive to the meeting.

"SGA meetings are a public forum where

people should be allowed to express their

ideas. However, Bill Collins is continually

disruptive. Tonight was the last staw",

Kaplin said.

In other matters the Senate voted

unanimously to amend the constitution, in

a vote with less than 40 senators

participating.

r Index

S. Africa viewed 3

New AIDS epidemic? 8

Fall photo-reflection 13

"A repetition of issues.

"

—a 25-year UMass Student Govern-

ment Association employee on the

future of the SGA.

Collefian photo by Michellr 8«gall

STEPPING LIGHTLY - Psychology major Kelly White emerges
from a cloud of steam as she walks back to Central Residential Area
yesterday.

U.S. education
slights minorities
By STEVE HIGGINS
Collegian Staff

American higher education was never

the 'promised land' for minorities because

education systems are set up to reinforce

the values of a society's majority, speakers

said at a forum yesterday in the Campus
Center.

"The basic thrust of university, elemen-
tary and secondary school education has
been to reinforce the notion that this is the
best of all possible worlds," John Bracey,
professor of Afro-American Studies at the
University of Massachusetts said.

Bracey said that although education was
important to blacks in his Washington D.C.

neighborhood in the 1950s, the segregated

schools provided the blacks less educational

opportunity than whites.

"If the white schools were using the fifth

edition (textbook), we had the fourth edi-

tion," he said, "Schooling was separate but

unequal."

But despite the opposition, the black com-

munity considered education "the major

issue in black political and intellectual

life," Bracey said.

"Everybody was encouraged to go to

school as long as you could and as much as

you could," he said.

Though Russian Jews who came to

America in the nineteenth century were

well prepared for jobs in the industrial

economy and had better educational oppor-

tunities than in Russia, it was almost a cen-

tury before they were accepted by the

educational community, another speaker

said.

Because the Jews were bound by the

socialist ideology when they came to New
York , they were able to exert pressure on

behalf of education for themselves. Meyer
Weinberg, director of the Horace Mann
Bond Center said.

But it was almost 'out of the question' for

a Jew to become an educational ad-

ministrator, Weinberg said.

'In higher education, Jews were a rarity

before World War I,' he said.

Elevator
repairs
delayed
To start after Hnals

By KATHY HART
Collegian Staff

Construction on the Tower Library's

elevator system may not begin until finals

are over, thereby elimmating possible pro-

blems it could cause to students, a Univer-

sity of Massachusetts librar>- official said..

"My guess is that the work will not begin

until finals are over," George Wright, the

deputy associate director of libraries at

UMass said. "It is really in the hands of

the contractor."

Wright said the construction, which was
to begin Monday "will not start as soon as

predicted" due to a delay in getting sup-

plies and equipment.

The Tower Library is getting a "totally

new elevator system," which will make
them "much more efficient and respon-

sive," according to Wright.

If construction begins during finals week,

three ofthe five tower library elevators will

be shut down.
"If they start, there will be problems,"

said Wright. "There will be long waits and

full cars."

Despite the inconveniences caused by

possible elevator repairs, students will find

all of the popular campus study areas open

during finals week, many with extended

hours.

On Sunday, Dec. 15. the Tower Library

and (jroodell will be open from 10 a.m. to

midnight. Monday. Dec. 16 through Friday,

Dec. 20, both will be open from 8 a.m. to

midnight. Saturday. Dec. 21, both will be

open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Goodell Library

has the capacity to seat 500, while the

tower holds between 1,300-1,400 people.

The reading room in the Campus Center

Concourse will be open during finals week
from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m., and seats about 50

people.

Study space has been reserved in the

Campus Center during finals week for

students, according to Jane Podlensni,

senior clerk of scheduling for the Campus
Center. Listings of the rooms available

each day will be located outside of the

elevators on every floor.

Worcester, Franklin and Berkshire din-

ing commons will be open from 8 p.m. to

midnight for students to study in starting

Saturday, Dec. 14 through Saturday. Dec.

20, according to Josephine Keeley, the ac-

ting director of food services.

" These three dining commons will be

open or four hours in the evening, and free

coffee will be available," said Keeley.

"Everyone will also get a treat, a brownie

or cookies, which will be periodically put

out."

Ifyou like to study in a busy atmosphere

close to food and beverages, the Newman
Center, the Hatch and the Coffee Shop,

though not extending their hours, will be

open their regular hours during finals

week. The Newman Center is open daily

from 7 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. The Coffee Shop
in the Campus Center is open from 7 a.m.

to 3 p.m. and is not op>en on the weekend.

The Hatch is open seven days a week from

8 a.m. to midnight.

And for the very late studier, the

Amherst College Library will be open now
through Tuesday, Dec. 17 from 8 a.m. to 2

a.m. On Wednesday, Dec. 18, it will be open

from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and on Thursday and

Friday, Dec. 19 and 20, it will be open from

8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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WORLD/NATIONAL
Deficit bill approved
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate gave

61 31 approval yesterday to a novel bill

designed to wipe out the nation's $200
union deficits by 1^1.
A rebellious House, meanwhile, side

tracked far-reaching tax overhaul
legislature possibly dooming President

Reagan's top legislative priority for the

year.

The Senate vote came despite allegations

that the landmark budget balancing plan

was "unthinking, unnecessary, unwar-

ftnted and perha|w unconstitutional," and

sent the measure to a waiting House for

final action.

The plan, atte^hed to a measure raising

the debt limit above $2 trillion, would re-

quire defense and domestic program cuts

of $11.7 billion early next year as a down
^yment on the deficit.

In the HouTO. the 223-202 vote to bottle

up the most sweeping change in the tax

laws in a lifetime was sparked by

Republicans acting in defiance <^ Pr^ident

Reagan's wishes.

House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr..

said the vote showed Republicans had
"turned their backs on the man who had
brought them victory and pride,' but said

Democrats were ready to try again with the

tax bill if Reagan could produce enough
GOP votes to assure success.

The president responded by dispatching

top aids to the Capitol and summoning
recalcitrant GOP lawmakers to the White
House.
"The president said to me, 'I h<^ you

will not let me down," said one visitor. Rep.

William Carney, R-N.Y.
Reagan himself appeared before

reporters and television cameras and said,

"We do not believe that after all our good-

Republican leaders insisted the stunning

vote was not a defeat for the president, but

O'Neill, DMass., had another interpreta

tion.

"Today, with glee in their faces.

Republican congressmen voted to

humiliate the man who had led them to vic-

tory," he said.

O'Neill added. "If the president really

cares about tax reform, then he will deliver

the votes. Otherwise, Dec. 11 will be

remembered as the date that Ronald

Reagan became a 'lame duck' on the floor

of the House."

The drama on taxes and the balanced

budget plan unfolded on the House and

Senate floors as leaders of the two houses

began negotiations on a mammoth, catch-

all spending bill needed to replenish federal

coffers for the current fiscal year by Thurs

day at midnight. In early manuevering, the

Senate agreed under administration

pressure to drop a $55 million emergency

job training program for Vietnam
Veterans.

In a separate room in the sprawling

Capitol complex, meanwhile, lawmakers

labored to draift long-term farm legislation.

Senate Magority Leader Robert Dole told

reporters there was "still a glimmer" that

Congress could close up shop by the end of

the week, even though Reagan was holding

out veto threats for any spending or farm

measure that he deemed too costly.

Lawmakers had long ago given up hope

of enacting tax overhaul legislation this

year. They had settled instead on a

strategy of moving a bill through the House

and postponing Senate consideration until

next yeau".

AP LaurphoUi

PROTEST BEHIND BARBED WIRE- loyalist leaders approach
a barbed wire barricade surrounding Stormont Castle near
Belfast Wednesday, the Loyalists were protesting again.st a
meeting at the castle between British and Irish Ministers, to im-
plement the recent Anglo-Irish Accord.

Marcos to run with former critic;

opposition forms united ticket

Ferraro declines run for senate
NEW YORK (AP)

Geraldine Ferraro, the
former Democratic vice

presidential nominee, an-

nounced yesterday she will

not run for the U.S. Senate
next year against
Republican incumbent
Alfonae D'Amato. She blam-

ed a still-incomplete federal

investigation of her congres-

sional financial reports.

"There was only one fac-

tor in this decision," the
former three-term con-
gresswoman said at a news
conference. Had the U.S.

Justice Department in-
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vestigalion been completed,

"I would have been a can-

didate," she said.

Ferarro's decision not to

enter the race capped
months of speculation and
left the field open for a

Democratic challenger to

D'Amato, who leads in polls.

She was the most prominent
Democrat known to be con-

sidering the race.

"It is with great reluc-

tance that I have concluded

not to be a candidate for the

United States Senate," Fer-

raro told reporters. But, she

said: "This is a final and
unequivocal decision."

Gov. Mario Cuomo said;

"What she's really saying

is, I think, that, 'Our whole
family went through an
awful lot of harassment, an
awful lot of pain and ap-

parently it's not over."

MANILA (AP) The opposition united
behind Corazon Aquino as its presidential

candidate yesterday and Ferdinand E.

Marcos chose as his running mate a former
foreign minister whom he fired last March
for criticizing him.

Marcos, who has been president for 20
years, and Aquino, who blames Marcos for

her husband's assassination in 1983, will

face each other in a special presidential

election Feb. 7. Benigno Aquino was the
president's main political foe.

Doubts remain about whether the elec-

tion will take place. A Supreme Court hear-

ing on its constitutionality is set for next

week, and some opposition leaders

speculate that Marcos may influence the

court to call it oflF.

Aquino, 52, and the other leading opposi

tion candidate, former Sen. Salvador H.

Laurel, 56, settled a political dispute and
showed up at the National Election Com-
mission offices an hour before the midnight

filing deadline.

They changed the presidential can-

didacies both had registered and filed for

president and vice president, with Mrs.

Aquino changing her affiliation to repre-

sent Laurel's party. About 200 supporters

applauded and cheered them on.

"This is the ticket that scares the
daylights out of Marcos." said Homobono
Adaza. an opposition member of the Na-
tional Assembly.
Marcos, 68, chose Arturo Tolentino, 75,

as his vice presidential candidate and
political successor. Tolentino, fired as
foreign minister for criticizing the presi-

dent's policies, has said he believes the elec-

tion is illegal.

The president scheduled the vote 13
months ahead of time as a means of
demonstrating his popularity to critics -

notably his main ally, the United States.

The constitution provides for a special elec-

tion only if the president dies, is disabled
or impeached or if he resigns before it is

held, which Marcos has refused to do.

Delegates to a convention of the ruling
New Society Movement cheered the choice
of Tolentino louder and longer than any
portion of the president's speech, which
outlined his program and accused his op-

ponents of supporting communist
terrorism.

The Phillippines faces a growing com-
munist insurgency, and the United States
has urged that the military be reorganiz-
ed to deal with it.
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SALE
Pre Xmas
25% Off

Everything

4tn thru 14th
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New & Used Cars
Truck* A Vans Also Avalable

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

WIT KEGBEERIMTES BETTERTHAN COOKEDBEER
A.sk mo.st beer drinkcTs,and they'll Iikd\ au;rt'e:

iiotliiiig tastes better than l)eer from a kei;.

Ever since the davs of Frederic Miller's original Plank
Road Brewery, keg beer has always been fresher. That's

becaus<^ it isn't cooked to preserve it like most bottled
and CiTnned !)eers.

Weil, now there's a beer that deli\crs that same fresli

rmS'.MillrrBir-ingCo MiUjiikec Wl

draft taste in a bottle. A beer specialK cold-filtered
instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was drawn straight
from the kci:;.

Plank Road Original Draught.
Keg beer in a bottle.

PLANKRQAD
Original Draught "^

rfiao Pbota By Michellr .Stuull

DOWN TO EARTH ART- Senior Amherst College art migor Bob Hepner works on his portfolio in

front of Humphries Hall on Snell Street.

SGA office manager to retire

CoUcgiaa photo by Mlrhellr Segall

SGA OfHce Manager Eunice
Konieczny.

By ANITA ROYE
Collegian Staff

After 25 years of answering phones, fil-

ing agendas, and aiding students and staff,

Eunice Konieczny. office manager of the

Student Government Association office in

the Student Union Building, i.h retiring at

the end of January.

Over the span of 25 years, Konieczny said

the "atmosphere has i>ecome more political

in the office," adding that she has learned

how to stay neutral in all of the SGA
debates and conflicts.

"It's been a lot of excitement." Konieczy

said. She recalls that the sixties were an

especially memorable time at the SGA
office.

"There were a lot of strikes back then,

and the office was taken over by student

leaders from neighboring colleges, (when

it was) the regional headquarters."

Konieczny said that time was especially

tense in the office.

Because people fail to learn from the

previous mistakes of others, Konieczny

said she views the future of the SGA office

as being "a repetition of issues."

The best part of her job, she said, has

been working with students. Besides offer-

ing technical advice, she was always will-

ing to help with a personal problem.

Michael Cerrato. student senator and
president of Northeast Area Government,
said Konieczny "remembers where
everything is in the office." Cerrato
described Konieczny overall as "wonder-
ful", and an "office mom."

"The calm spot of the day," is the way
Chris Alibrandi, student coordinator for

the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy described working
with Konieczny. Alibrandi added that

Konieczny is "understanding and genuine,

and that's what I'll miss most."

Debbie Piltch, director of SCERA, said

that 'without Eunice's help, I never would
had made it here in my first six months."
Piltch summed up everyone's feelings by
adding that Konieczny "will be very much
missed."

Konieczny said she is looking forward to

retirement and traveling with her husband
to Florida soon and later to Alaska.

Undergraduate Student Government Association Senator BiU Collins shows his student identifica-

tion card to a Univeristy of Massachusetts police officer following his removal from last night's senate

meeting. After checking Collins' student status, police discovered he had been withdrawn from the

University since November.

Prof cites

distortion
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The media has given the American public

a false impression that turmoil is rocking
white South Africa, according to a Univer-
sity of Massachusetts prof^aor who recent-

ly returned from a two-week stay in South
Africa.

"South Africa is not coming apart,"
political science professor Karl Ryavec
said. American TV has presented a
misleading picture, and many whites live

in South Africa without apparent concern
about the violence in the townships, he
said.

"What you see on TV is occurring only
in the black townships. The white areas are
completely free of revolutionary violence,"

Ryavec said.

In the city of Johannesburg, the only in-

dication that the nearby black township of
Soweto even exists is the occasional whiff
of coal smoke, he said.

All blacks have to leave the cities at
night, and those allowed in to work, most-
ly women, are carefully cleared, Ryavec
said. "They filter out all the arms and
bombs before they get to Jo'burg, " he said.

Ryavec returned Dec. 7 from a trip paid
for by the South Africa Foundation, which
is unaffiliated with the South African
government. Ryavec was one of 1 1 people
on the trip, who were brought in because,
he said, "they want to get people there, peo-

ple they do not think are radicals, to see
the situation."

Other members of the group included the
head of the school board from Little Rock,
Arkansas and a woman who had been an
assistant to former President Carter.
Ryavec (xtmpared South Africa to Russia,

saying that, "in both countries, you have
an elite unabashedly and sincerely living

a great myth," and "they are very resent-

ful and fesuful of the outside world, but also

determined not to be ordered about by that
outside world."

United States firms pulling out of South
Africa has very little effect on their

economy, Ryavec said, because American
investments are quickly replaced by West
German. British, and Japanese businesses.

He said that those countries have always
had more industry in South Africa, and
that the reaction of the international finan-

cial community has more effect on them
than American businesses withdrawing.

Noted scientists
receive tenure
The department of Computer and Infor-

mation Science at the University of

Massachusetts received the green light

from the Board of Trustees last week to of-

fer appointments of full professors with

tenure, the University's top faculty posi-

tion, to two "world famous" scientists.

Dean of the Faculty of Natural Sciences

and Mathematics, Frederick Byron, said

the appointments, if accepted, would
"greatly strengthen the capabilties of the

program."
The scientists being recruited are Arnold

Rosenberg, a theoretical mathematician at

Duke University in North Carolina, and
Robin Popplestone, a specialist in robotic*

and artificial intelligence at the Universi-

ty of Edinburgh in Scotland.

Tenure, a life-time guarantee of employ-

ment, is usually given after seven years of

work, based on the merits of a faculty

member's research, teaching and publica-

tions. Byron said offers of tenure to outside

professors were granted "only to people

who have established very major reputa-

tions." -LESLEY CLARK

Trees cut, stolen
Two cedar trees were reported cut down

and stolen Tuesday morning from the area

next to Hampden Dining Commons. "They
were probably used for Christmas trees,"

a University of Massachusetts police officer

said.

In other police reports:

A 63-year-old man was issued a trespass-

ing notice, arrested and charged with be-

ing a disorderly person, Tuesday afternoon

in the Campus Center Concourse. He is be-

ing held on $1000 bail, jxtlice said.

The cage on the first floor of Totman
Physical Education Building received

minor damages in an attempted break-in

Tuesday. The cage contained sports equip-

ment, nothing was taken, police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE
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o i^DER FRED
jC^ •*• LABELS FOR LESS

^"^
f

<S^
BRING IN ONE CAN OF FOOD FOR THE NEEDY

WE'LL TAKE 10% OFF YOUR PURCHASE

Ladies and Mens

SWEATERS
Buy one for our low regular price

get the second for 72 priC6
- 10% not honored on sweaters

- higher price prevails

aMens Oxford Shirt &
Silk Tie Special "GnatGimtfa ft

$1499 set

DMens Angel Flight
100% Cotton Shirts r.9.$24

DMens Quilted
Flannels R*g.$24 our Pnce $14.99

SPECIAL...$999

SPECIAL..M299

DHerman Survivor
Waterproof Boots r»..m5

DKENYA BAGS....
OUR PRICE...$4995

Great Gift Item ^1499

Mens
Angel Flight
& McGregor

WOOL
SWEATERS
assorted styles & colors

SPECIAL 9 \/[99
not included on !4 price tale

wr^rlfc^

eineniber...lf yOu didn't buy it at Trader Fred's you paid too much!

48 North Pleasant St.

Basement Store below Steve's
Hours: 9:30 - 9:00 Daiiy

TONIGHT
Thursday Dec 12th

Direct from the

Stevie Ray Vaughn Tour

JOHNNY
COPELAND
Th« ToxM Twiottr

only $6.00 at tha door
plua

Bill & Uaa from WMUA
Wednesday Dec. 18th

Boogia Chriatmaa Party
¥wth

EIGHT TO THE BAR
Thursday Dec 19th

THE DEL FUEGOS
plus

Enioma Recording Artists

THE OUTLETS
Tix $7.00 in advance

iBPimnsifiin HuiHnp]u nr mmiiv

UMass Ski Club

Bush Bash

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

Jan. 19 - 24

YOU NEED A VACATIOI
SIGN-UP NOW
UMass Ski Club

430 Student Union

For more info

call 545-3437

Final payments due Dec. 15th

Photographer Dwsyne Autery

Sot 10-3

Located in the Cemput Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

TITho says you can't take it with you?
WW After four years of college, you've

got a lot of things. And one more could
be the American Express* Card.

Because if you're a senior and
you've accepted a $10,000 career-
oriented job, you could get the
American Express Card.

That's It, No strings. No gimmicks.
(And even if you don't have a job

right now, don't worry. This
offer IS still good for 12 months
after you graduate.)

If it sounds like the Card
is a little easier for seniors to

get nght now, you're right.

.iU^fciJi.Vj J.;{><;tJt>c5

riif-

But this IS a way that American
Express can show that we believe in

your future. And as you graduate and go
up the ladder, we'd like to come along.

The Card is great for business. It

can help you begin to establish your
credit history. And, m a little less serious
vein, the Card can be a lot of fun. Use it

for vacations, for a night on the town, or
just a little shopping.

So call 1-800-THE-CARD and
ask to have a Special Student
Application sent to you. Or look
for one on campus.

^ The American Express Card.
• Don't leave school without it?
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^ SPIRITS ^
Rte. 116, Sunderland

BEER SPECIALS
Masters III $4.29 6-pk.

Labatts $3.69 6-pk.

Bud Kegs. . . . .$40.00 V2

$23.00 V4

CHAMPAGNE SPECIALS
L. Roederer nv Brut $14.99

2 for $25.00

Codomiu Brut Clasico $4.99

George DuBoeuf Beaujolais Village $5.49

Polygraphs ordered
WASHINGTON (AP) - In the wake ofspy

scandals, President Reagan has ordered

that lie detector tests be given to govern-

ment employees, ranging all the way up to

Cabinet secretaries, with access to highly

secret information.

Even as the president's action - taken

Nov. 1 but kept secret - was disclosed

yesterday, Secretary of State George P.

Shultz was described as being opposed to

using lie detectors, whose reliability has

been questioned and are viewed by some

as an invasion of privacy.

Would Shultz submit to a lie detector

test? "I can't answer," said State Depart

ment spokesman Charles Redman. "I don't

know."
"As a matter of principle, he is against

the idea," said a State Department official

who declined to be identified. The official

said Shultz - now traveling in Europe - has

held that view for a long time, and opposes

the use of lie detectors not only on himself

but on others.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes

said he did not know how many people

would be required to take the t«st8, but the

Los Angeles Times, which first revealed

Reagan's decision, said that up to 10,000

people could be affected, including 4,000

people at the State Department.

Rep. Don Edwards, D-Calif, denounced

Reagan's "sudden secret order" as "con-

trary to the cautious approach to polygraph

tests that everybody else has taken in both

houses ofCongress and at the Department

of Defense."

Speakes said the tests "will be applied to

a selective number of officials who have

highest levels of access to classified infor

mation, especially <»mmunications securi-

ty and other compartmentalized informa-

tion."

Compartmentalization is a procedure

under which a person with a security

clearance is permitted to see only those

secrets which are pertinent to his work so

if such a person became a spy he would not

be able to give a foreign power the whole

picture.

"The test will be mandatory for people

who have to obtain clearances for such sen-

sitive information," Speakes said. Thus, it

would include government contractors as

well as employees.

"This doesn't include everybody with

security clearances but it includes the

highest level." Speakes said of the number

likely to be required to take polygraphs.

People who already have security

clearances for highly secret information

would be subject to randomly administered

lie detector tests from time to time,

Speakes said.
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?Riverboat Village

NOW OPEN

APARTMENTS, SOUTH HADLEY.
1. 2 or 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BfAUTifUL MOOilSf jCSiSHED B' CnfiP D^-ia-.t', 4 tP'jTi •«* »ui'% ' -t

•Swiniinmg Pool •Tennit Court •Club House •SMdc BooidCouM

l.t»SCD ON OWN TCCufiivC

0f»£N SEVEN OAVS * WtEH
to AM 4 PM

PmONE i3?94t'
53? 9«e.

.'All F0»
DIRECTIONS

f Rjverboai Vui2j;e

So naaiev *'* O'O'S

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES

n
^

§1 IN THE VALLEY!

DYNAMITE
Maxell XLII90 $2.00

TDK SA90 - $2.00

_^

New, Used, //THORNES^
, Sell and TradgNw; '.'.I' ;,';/^Buy

584-1580
inos TVOISSYTD ^^ ***™ ST nZnorthampton
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Bermuda.Where to find the dass
when dass is out.

Bermuda G>llegeWeeks. March 2 to April 5,1^^-
at our most luxurious hotels.

Come bask in "^he leisurely pace of our

beautiful island.

Or swim, sail, snorkel, play golf and tennis

to exhaustion.

Come celebrate in style. Or drink in our

sophisticated atmosphere.

It's all here, in Bermuda this spring. Call

your travel agent for details.

This spring, come relax on long pink

beaches next to a soothing ocean.

Or explore the inroads and inlets of our

quaint island by moped.
Appreciate a quiet . . . miles and miles from

clu tter and crowds

.

Or dance madly to the vibrant music or

local steel and calypso bands.

Leave school tar, far behind you.

Or come party with your friends on our

complimentary cruises and enjoy lunches Bermuda.Now

> S«duce Her

H with Cool Diamonds. . .

1
Make Her Melt

with Hot Qold. . .

r3

5] Charm Her

•1^ with Sweet Silver. . .

0.

O
40-70% off

z for

YOU

r* Qolden Opportunity

n 13 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

at

(D Lodestone

«l<We wish you peace and joy, now, and in

the coming year."

This is the message translated into 23 languages *

In a world of conflict, we must remember that the
power to change tomorrow is in each of us now. If

wa are racist, intolerant and narrow-minded, then
our world of tomorrow can not expect to be any
better. Let's all work for a better tomorrow, today.
Human kindness, it doesn't hurt.

Jose Tolson Linda Velasquez

African Students Association, Asian Student Association, AHORA/ Bilingual Ck>llegtate Pro-

gram, Commuter Area Government, Dean of Students Office, Hlllel, Office of Third World Af-

fairs, SCERA, Student Activities Office, snd the United Christian Foundation, extends

A Multi-Cultural Holiday
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CHANUKAH

Chamikah has significance historical-

ly and aeaaonsNy. Historically, Chanukah

reminds us of the time when the

Mscabsss. Je«vlsh guerilla warriors,

fought for their rsigloua snd national

freedom sgalnst the Syrian-Greek

llslsnists sround 105 B.C.E. The word

Chanukah Msraly mssns
to the act of

In

bythsSyrtsn-

drsak soMsfS of Antiochus.

Sessonslly, Chsnuksh, like

other vvlntsr edslios

fMs at the dsricest tkns of the

unkiue to the Jswish

is tfis bslancing of the two

^liinsnti ¥vhteh keep time - the sun and

the moon. Chanukah comes when the

iun nssrs its k>weat point in the southern

hsmiapher and when the moon ap-

proaches Its new monthly cycle. Thus,

Chanukah comes at the darkest time of

the year as determined by the balancing

of both the sun and moon.

Chanukah is called the "Festival of

Ughts." The legend of Chanukah is that

after the Macbean victory, the Jews

returned to the Temple to restore it and

light the "menorah" or candelabrum.

They found only a small container of oil.

They lit it in the spirit of hopefulness and,

miraculously, the little oil remained Ih for

eight full days.

CHANUKAH
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES

Saturday December 7 and 14

Candlelighting at 5;30

Sunday, december 8 through

Friday, December 13 -

Candlelighting at 4:00

The Menorah and candle lighting will be

in front of the Student Union.

Rabbi Saul Perimutter

UiUfii

KWANZAA

What is this thing called Kwanzaa?

Who originated it and why? When are the

activities and concepts of Kwenzaa prac-

ticed?

In the nineteen yeers that Kwanzaa

has been practiced in America, the holi-

day has gained acceptance and
significance from African-Americans,

this wkJespread acceptence of Kwanzaa

offers African-Anr>ericans both a celebra-

tk>n of cultural heritsge and a recognitton

of political schievementa. Thus, Kwanzaa

Is now s cultursi and political tradKton of

Africsn-Americsns, celebrated from

December 28 -January 1, of eech year.

Kwsnzsa was created by Dr. M. Ron

Karer>ga, not aa an imitation of Christmas

but insteed aa an alternative to Christmas.

The Kwanzaa celebratk>n is a very

exciting and colorful event, centering

around the "Seven Principles" known as

NGUZO SABA in the Swahili language.

The Seven Principles were developed in

order to reinstate a sense of pride in

African-Americans, as well as resurrect

their buried history. These Seven Prin-

ciples are UMOJA (unity), KU-
JICHAGULIA (Self-determination),

UJIMA (Colective Work and Responsibili-

ty), UJAMAA (Cooperative Economics),

NIA (Purpose), KUUMBA (Creativity),

and IMANI (Faith).

Each day of the Kwanzaa celebra-

tion, one of the Seven Principles is

observed. For example, on each day of

Kwanzaa the question asked is, "HABARI
GANI" (What is the news)? The answer

will be UMOJA (Unity), which is the first

principle of the first day of the celebra-

tion. The second dye the answer is KU-

JICHAGUUA (Self-detennlnatlon) which

is the second principle and so on into the

seventh day of Kwanzaa. Each day of

Kwanzaa a candle is lit representing each

of the Seven Principles.

Sherwood Thompson, Director

Office of Third Worid Affairs

CHRISTMAS

On December 25th Christians arour>d

the world celebrate the birth of Jesus
Christ. The first evidence of Christmas be-

ing celebrated goes back to the fourth

century A.D. in Rome. The dete was
origir>ally linked with the winter solstice,

and rt was probably chosen in opposition

or contrast to that feast which was widely

celebrated at that time. The time of year

Jesus was actually bom is unknown.

The seeson of Advent is a time to

reflect on the meaning of Christmas

which goes deeper and farther than the

parties and tinsel and the exchange of

preeents, which are the usual ways we
celebrate the Christmas season. To the

eyes of faith, the wonder and marvel of

this new bom babe is that through the'

birth of Jesus, God has entered the

nnateriel worid of time end death in vi/hich

we all live, and become one with us. In a

vwrid of loneliness and aearching and

even tenror, Christmas speeks to us of

hope - that a God of k>ve is involved in

our world and in our lives. Not that God

comes to reecue us like Rambo, but rather

God cornea to ua in a baby to show us

how to face the lonllness and seerching

and even terror with love.

Rev. Esther Hargis

United Christian Foundatk>n

THREE KINGS DAY
(Die deles Reyes Magos)

The tredftlon of Three KInge Dey ia

celebrated in many countries like Puerto

Rico, Santo Domingo, Spain, Mexk:o,

South and Central Annerice. According to

the Bible, three kings from different parts

of the worid followed a star to Jerusalem

in seerch of the "King of Kings" which

they hed heard woukj be bom there.

The three kings named Gespsr,

Melchk>r and Balthazar brought the baby

Jesus gifts of myrrh, frankencense, and

gold. Arriving in Bethlehem on what ia

now January Bth the beby was alreedy 8
days old.

Today in Puerto Rk:o the holiday ac-

tivities include what is known aa

"Agulnaldos" which generelly mesne

Christmas carols. Neighbors and frienda

gather in front of your house and sing and

play music. You invite them In for food

and drink, after which they continue to

the next home.
For Three Kings Day the children fill

boxes with grass (food for the camels of

the Kings) and place them under their

beds as well as give them to their Aunts

and Uncles. The next morning, January

the 6th, the children find presents leid out

around the little boxes.

Linda Velesquez

AHORA/ Bilingual Collegiate Program
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Scrutinizing proposals
The mult-purpofle sports facility proposal

for the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst is yet another political issue that

we, as your representatives, are confron-

ting. The structure is designed to house an
interchangeable basketball/hockey facility.

Initially, a second ice rink and a number
of squash courts were planned, but due to

financial difficulties these "extras" have

been eliminated. Essentially this structure

provides a very large hall for basketball

and hockey games, concerts, and
convocations.

There are many significant problems

with the proposal, the most important be-

ing that students will bear the bnmt of the

financial burden. The facility will cost 37
million - truly a huge sum of money by
anyone's standards.

Initially, administrators had the audaci-

ty to propose that students pay for prac-

tically the entire project, which would have
been $160 per student, per year, for 24
years. However, due to a small but signifi-

cant outcry by students and faculty, plan-

ners saw the irresponsibility of that plan

and came up with a less extreme proposal.

The new plan calls for a smaller and less

versatile facility and it is contingent upon
the Massachusetts Legislature providing

halfof the cost. Trouble is, students are still

paying too much. Future students will be

asked to pay about $100 a year, for one, $37
million structure.

Everyone knows that education costs

have outpaced inflation dramatically, and
we feel that $100 a year is too much to ask.

University fees keep going up, tuition is

consistently increasing and UMass, inten-

tionally or not, is making itself more and
more inaccessible to economically disad-

vantaged populations.

Also, despite a misleading policy editorial

printed in Tuesday's Collegian, students at

UMass voted overwhelmingly against the
$100 or more alternative. Indeed only 56
students voted for the $100 annual fee, in

stark contrast to the 183 students who scud

they could only support the structure at

$50 a year. 223 students said only $20 a
year. While 294 students approved the in-

itial $160 a year for the project, the

strongest inclination was the 300 students

who said that the structure should only be

built iffunding was secured anywhere but

from students. Our oflTice feels hurt by false

insinuations and manipulative data

Roth/Burgess

presentations made by the editorial writer.

There are many other flaws in this pro-

ject as well. For instance, one of the stated

objectives is that this will provide a larger

space for concerts so as to enable us to book

better talent for a lower price. We're told

that this is a 9,000 seat facility, twice the

capacity of the Cage - exciting, right?

Wrong! When one looks at the fine print

they discover that for a concert the seating

capacity is only 5,000 not much larger

than the Cage after all.

A lau'ger space for basketball games is

something that we certainly could use, ex-

cept that during the hockey season most of

the basketball games will still have to be

held in the Cage, since the hockey team
will have priority to play in the new facili-

ty on conflicting nights.

Campus priorities are another central

issue. We feel that the $17 million

generated by student arena fees could be

much better spent on other areas such as;

providing adequate study, housing, class,

and office space, general education, saving

the five sports teams, maintenance of the

dormitories and other University struc-

tures that are falling apart, adequate TA
salaries and providing decent laboratory

equipment.
The concept of a hockey team and a

multi-purpose sports arena is fine, however
the bottom line is money and priorities. To
us, spending $37 million to prioritize this

structure is entirely inapropriate. Students

aren't alone in this perspective, we've

heard sympathetic sentiments that have
been made by members of the president's

staff, the chancellor's staff, the vice-

chancellor's staff, and the faculty. It's time
to evaluate the fundamental strengths and
weaknesses of this project and clarify its

base of support given the tremendous im-

pact it will have on this campus.

Do well on your finals, have a great

break, and we'll see you in February.

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are the SGA
co-presidents.
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Present or dispute facts, please
black student community, my hackles were
raised, and suspicions already aroused. So,

lack of participation in the START rally

does seem uncomfortably conclusive proof
that there is great apathy among the black
student population. Although no longer a
student, I am black and want to join in urg-

ing black students to "realize that student
issues are their issues, too."

There's always another rally, and there's

still time to correct bad impressions. I do
not always approve of what I see as a
somewhat conservative tone in the Col-

legian, but I do endorse this view.

Jacqueline Harris
Northampton

Regarding the column concerning the
absence of black student participation on
the campus -- 1 have been waiting for such
a comment, and did not wish to write it

myself. I will, however, quite loudly, second
the motion or sentiments expressed by the
Collegian staff member ("The absence was
noted," Dec. 6).

While I do feel a certain degree of

separateness is not unhelpful (to identity),

the aforementioned abscence is nothing
short of a disgrace, in my considered

opinion.

But identity reinforces tradition, does it

not? So, at the time when brother Mike
Guess went to trial (early April of this year)

and there was no representation from the

Just find a better place to study
I'm sure Sharon Spooner isn't the only

person upset with the noise level in the
libraries. However, since I've been suc-

cessful at finding quiet space, I thought I'd

share my strategy. Here are my
suggestions.

First of all, try not to be so critical. Be
creative. Please remember that libraries

are not the only places to study. Have you
ever spent time in the Everywoman's
Center, or the Newman Center, or an emp-

ty room in the Grad Tower, or on a piece

of floor in a corridor? Maybe you'd be hap-

pier in an art gallery, or in a DC between
meals, or upstairs at the Campus Center

Hotel, or in the Music Room in the Cam-
pus Center Concourse. There are so many
quiet places that an innovative student can

use as study space. And many ofthem don't

even resemble libraries. Good luck.

Sandra PuciUo
Northeast
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New epidemic: Afraids
In the Oct. 14 edition of THE NEW

REPUBLIC, the editors of that magazine
identified and wrote about a new epidemic.

They call this new disease AFRAIDS
(Acute Fear Regarding AIDS). And, they

say. a recent NEW YORK TIMES/CBS poll

shows that this disease has infected near-

ly half the American population.

Consider: 47 percent of the respondents

in the poll believe that AIDS can be con-

tracted from a shared drinking glass; 28

percent believe it can be contracted from
contaminated toilet seats. These statistics

are disturbing because they indicate a

widespread disregard for the fact that this

disease cannot be transmitted by casual

contact. The average incubation period of

the AIDS virus in adults is two years,

which means that a person who shows the

symptoms of full-blown AIDS has carried

the virus for that amount of time before

anyone realizes it.

During that period, countless people have
sipped from the same drinking glass, have
tasted food from the same fork, have sat on
the same toilet seat as the person with
AIDS. The number of AIDS cases in this

country now exceeds 15,000. Not one of the
family members of those people (other than
sexual partners and chidren infected in the

womb) has developed AIDS symptoms in

the six years we know the disease has been
present in this country.

Yet they mythology surrounding AIDS
continues to grow. People historically have
feared what they cannot see, what they
cannot understand. Such fears require visi-

ble targets, easy scapegoats. In the case of

AIDS, gay people are such easy targets.

They have been the t£u-gets of people's

repressed sexual fears, anxieties, and guilt

for centuries. Because gay men are current-

ly in a high-risk group for this sexually

transmitted disease, they have become con-

venient repositories of our culture's collec-

tive fear.

At the University of Massachusetts,
where intellect and rational thinking are
the guiding forces of our experience, we
find the persistent voice of such irrational

and displaced fear is our constant
companion;
- Gay people cannot study in the libraries

here without being subjected to grafitti

calling for their extermination as carriers
of AIDS.
- Gay people cannot expect to attend

classes without being exposed to professors,

instructors, and teachers who feel a perfect

freedom to articulate the private fears of
their psyches to students. This Monday, I

received a complaint of such anti-gay
"teaching" from a student in a German
class.

At University Health Services, a pro-

Reed Ide

gram of education has begun on issues sur-

rounding AIDS. An evening symposium on
the disease, a risk reduction brochure for

gay and heterosexual people, and a TIPS
phone line are elements of the program we
have seen recently. These are laudable
endeavors. Yet, some within Health Ser-

vices continue to provide insensitive and
frightening counselling to gay men concer-

ning the HTLV-3 antibody test, in spite of

a strongly stated position that the HTLV-3
test is useless as a diagnostic tool. Never-
theless, the University provides us all with
the best opportunity available to come out
of our closets, be we heterosexual, bisexual,

or homosexual. Upon these few acrea of

land sits an institution which does claim
to aspire to high ideals, an institution

which encourages us to act above otir fear.

AIDS is a disease that affects all of us. The
increasing numbers of cases in the
heterosexual population worldwide give lie

to the idea that this is a "gay disease." The
plain truth of the matter is that we are all

at risk and that risk continues to increase.

By insisting on an atmosphere of in-

vestigative fi'eedom in which we can ex-

amine our individual fears, we can begin
the process of coming to terms with those
fears.

AFRAIDS is a crippling disease of the
mind and of the spirit, one we must fight

as strongly as we fight the AIDS virus.

Education is our strongest vaccine, our cer-

tain cure. Tonight, the University's Pro-
gram for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Con-
cerns is bringing David Summers to cam-
pus to speak at 7 p.m in Room 101 of the
Campus Center. Summers is an actor-

entertainer who is also a person with AIDS.
He is a person who spesdcs to every person.

By refusing to sacrifice his humanity to a
retrovirus, he stands as an example to all

of us, for we all stand face to face with
AFRAIDS in this crisis. He will be joined
by Dr. Paul Berman of University Health
Services.

Berman is well-versed in the medical
aspects of AIDS, and has shown a strong
commitment to eradicating the myths and
misinformation which surround this

disease.

The Program for Gay, Lesbian, and
Bisexual Concerns invites everyone to at-

tend this event because we recognize that
our concerns are the concerns of everyone.
AFRAIDS is an epidemic we can stop

today.

Reed Ide is a UMass student and is co-

director of the University's Program for
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns.

Christ and Christmas....
U is one of life's little ironies that

Christmas is about the last thing anyone
has time for during December finals. It is

perhaps more ironic that Christmas is

celebrated at all among people who claim
to understand the inner workings of the
cosmos. Somehow, God has been written
out of our science, and yet every Chrismas,
we celebrate the tradition that God,
Creator of the universe, Mastermind of
history. Keeper of souls, and Judge of the
earth, chose to take on the humble form of
an orthodox Jewish baby and live in a
despised region of military-occupied Israel.

There are many other things about
Christ which should ofTend modern minds.
For one thing. He called everyone a sinner
unworthy of God. For another, he went so
far as to tell a non-Jew that only the Jews
knew whom it was that they worshipped.
Moreover, Jesus claimed that His life is the
only acceptable price to buy freedom from
guilt and damnation under God's (Jewish)
Law. Some would call that intolerant.

If those statements are not the fun-

damental truths of the universe, then they
are far worse than intolerant. And if they
are the truth, then the earth is in trouble.

In trouble, because the only "peace on
earth" proclaimed at Jesus' birth was to

those few individuals with whom God was
pleased. Jesus said, "Do not think that I

came to bring peace on the earth," because
friends and families would split over Him
and over statements He made such as "No
one comes to the Father (God) but by me."
Jesus said elsewhere that only a few peo-

ple would accept the rigors of God's ways,
that most people would follow the easy path
straight to hell. Hard to believe, isn't it,

that most Americans celebrate the birth-

day of this man?
That's changing. Slowly, but steadily,

more people are celebrating the winter
solstice or Kwanzaa instead ofChristmas.
Maybe the national holiday should be call-

ed Giftmas instead; the commercial sector

Rusty Denton

would love it. There have been times when
I've wondered myself if I really wanted
Jesus Christ busting in on a good time
every Christmas. The answer I've arrived

at is a resounding "yes," not because I'm
a party pooper, but because I discovered

that my image of Christ was narrow and
small.

The Christ I have come to know is a per-

son who knows my innermost needs, my
vanities, my failings, and my hurts. He is

someone who is not fooled by a pious

facade. I have come to admire His patience

and mercy and courage and I worship Him.
There is not a single Biblical promise
which I have ever found to fail. Christmas
has come to represent for me a time of

gratitude for the peace and joy and love I

found after "discovering" a relationship

with Jesus.

Not everybody wants to know about
Christ or about Christmas. I know that.

But I don't know anyone who doesn't want
peace of mind, happiness, and the certain-

ty of being loved. And I don't know anyone
who doesn't have an abiding interest in

God, as long as He's more than a political

or psychological concept.

I can say that he is much more than a
concept. Even today, works done in the

name of Jesus defy scientific and
psychological explanation, as I can testify

from first-hand experience. The New sin to

follow Him.
There was a time when I resented that,

but now I really do worship God as Creator

of the universe, Mastermind of history,

Keeper of souls, and Judge of the earth. I

rejoice in every claim that Christ made,
and I am thankful for the love of God in

my once-despised life.

Merry Christmas.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.
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Unfair administrative sanctions

I'm sure that a lot of students have been
reading about what has been going on with

the battle to regain control of the SATF.
Many people are aware that 25 students

were arrested for trespassing after they

refused to leave the Whitmore Administra-

tion Building when it was officially closed.

What many people do not know about is

the harassment that the University is put-

ting these students through. Certainly it

was expected that we would be arrested for

trespassing. When one participates in civil

disobedience, one must expect legal

recourse.

What these 25 people did not expect was
a letter from the Dean of Student's Office

threatening them with suspension. All of

these students were told that they were be-

ing held responsible for the banging on

Whitmore doors by people on the outside

of the building. It is ridiculous to hold these

students responsible for the actions of

others. These students are also being held

responsible for the overtime pay of

employees, the amount of which is yet to

be determined.

In his letter to the students involved.

Dean ofStudents William Field stated, "A
finding of guilt on some or all charges may
result in separation from the University by

Expulsion or Dismissal..." Dean Field

bases his charges on the Code of Student

Conduct. In his editorial letter in the Col-

legian (Dec. 3), Dean Field stated, "There
is no established set of rules governing the

procedures of the SGA..." due to the fact

the "there exists no Trustee approved SGA
Constitution and By-Laws." Therefore, he

claims, "The 'rules' thus are whatever the

group in authority decides they are." If

Dean Field chooses to use that reasoning,

he has no grounds for his charges, since

there is no Trustee approved Student Code
of Conduct.

In addition to these attempts at group in-

timidation, there have also been actions

taken against individuals. For example, as

a direct result of being arrested for

trespassing, my resignation from my Stu-

dent Security job was demanded. It is

disheartening that an arm of the Depart-

ment of Public Safety has presumed me to

be guilty before my trial.

Not only will the administration not

negotiate with the group of people that

START has chosen, but they also want to

stop students from protesting against the

unfair administrative sanctions that have

been proposed - by using various scare tac-

tics against these students.

Joel Rabinowitz
member START

Coverage of HilleFs activities

I want to express my thanks to the Col-

legian for its excellent coverage of Hillel's

recent activities. Especially through your

stories on Chanukah, you have made a

significant contribution to heightened

understanding and appreciation of diver-

sity on campus.
There were a few inaccuracies in connec-

tion with the picture of the Kosher Dining

Commons mural contest {Collegian, Dec. 5),

however, that I would like to clarify. 1)

John R. Moebes' entry was the contest win-

ner by then, and no longer simply one of

the many fine designs submitted. Con-

gratulations John! 2) The contest had three

judges: Herb Paston, UMass Art Depart-

ment, Marion Whalen, manager of the

Kosher Dining Commons, and myself
I would like to add my thanks to Herb

and to Marion for judging and for helping

to see the contest through all its stages; to

Josephine Keeley for her support; to Marie
Cappadona for suggesting the mural con-

test in the first place; to John and the other

students who participated in this contest;

to the Arts Council for making funding

available; and to the Collegian for bring-

ing the contest to the attention of the cam-

pus community.
Good luck on exams and happy holidays!

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter
B'nai B'rith Hillel at UMass

Due to pressing
- Editor.

academic concerns, I^ter Dow's column will not appear this week
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What to do about injustice
I vividly remember one evening in Col-

ombia when I was an exchange student

there during high school. I was sitting with

my host sister at the outdoor tables of an
American-style restaurant when I noticed

a mother and her two young daughters
looking over at us from the stret. The
mother carried a badge of the poor - a sack

of used newspapers collected from trash

cans for a few pennies recycling money.
The woman stood quietly and looked.

Though her stare was not aggressive, nor

angry, I felt at that moment the distance

between our two lives, and wondered how
long it had been since she and her children

had eaten a good meal.

I felt the strongest urge to offer the

woman my hamburger or, better yet, to ask

the little group to sit down and order them
a meal. But I did not. I was too embarrass-

ed in from of my friends - all native-

Colombians used to the blatant poverty of

their home. I was too embsurassed in front

of the woman, also, knowing that it would
not have been enough once the unfairness

of poverty and wealth had been
acknowledged with a meal, how could 1

have gone back to my comfortable bed
knowing the woman and her children

would sleep on the streets?

So I did nothing, kept quiet, and the

chance was lost. The woman walked on. I

could not finish my hamburger.
Why should I have been embarrassed? I

guess because we are not supposed to notice

poverty; it isn't polite.

1 am so greatly encouraged by the peo-

ple who have not been embarrassed to

notice, especially by the rock musicians

who have used their prestige to raise

money for famine victims. These folks with

the strange hairdoes, fast lifestyles, and oc-

cassionally grating music have made it

again respectable, even fashionable, to

Deborah Kutenplon

care. Don't think that message is lost on
the millions of kids who idolize rock stars.

When I read about the famines, I think
of that woman looking quietly on as 1 sat

with my plate full of food. 1 think of the
United States as myself, plate piled high,
and most of the rest of the world, including

populations within the U.S., as the woman.
But the picture is even worse than it looks
because on that plate are bananas, pineap-

ple, sugar, meat, and coffee; it is not mere-
ly that we don't share, but that we
ourselves have made these people poor by
exploiting their labor and land to buy our
overabundance cheaply.

It's not only a question, then, of sharing
a bit of our excess, laudable as that is. It's

a question of whether we are willing to

become poorer, to live more simply and con-

scientiously so that others may live at all.

Become poorer?! Now that's a radical sug-

gestion. Isn't that going a little too far?

Just for a moment, though, let's stop being
polite. People are dying because we are as
wealthy as we are. Is it so radical to sug-

gest that this is wrong?
I read recently a true story of a scene in

Africa: three very hungry children sharing
one bowl of food. There were only two
spoons, and the chilren patiently took
turns, sharing equally. Apparently their

culture teaches them that if they worry on-

ly about feeding themselves, there will

never be enough. If they concentrate on
taking care of each other, there will be
enough; no one will become wealthy, but
no one will need to be either. TTie world
must learn from these children.

Deborah Kutenplon is a Collegian
columnist.

Letters^—^—^^^^^—
An update on a recent topic

I wanted to thank the Collegian for its

front page Nov. 22 article regarding my
talk about the independent black trade

union movement in South Africa. I wanted

to write in to add an update, as well as of

fer a correction to the otherwise infor-

mative article.

First the update. Two weekends ago

(Nov. 30-Dec. 1), several ofthe independent

black unions formed a new, 500,000

member strong federation known as the

Congress of South African Trade Unions.

Though this new federation does not in-

clude most of the unions associated with

CUSA (the Council of Unions of South

Africa), and will thus have to face the real

issue of relating to those unions which

come out of a "Black Consciousness" tradi-

tion, the formation of this new federation

is a monumental development in the anti-

apartheid stuggle in South Africa/Azania.

Those of us in the United States who have

supported the struggle for democracy and

national liberation in South Africa should

express our strongest support for this

development.
Secondly, I wanted to offer a correction

to the article's final statement to the effect

that I said that a major problem in the

union movement in the USA is that the

leadership is maintained by intellectuals.

My actual statement must have been

misunderstood. What I was attempting to

convey is that the union movement in the

U.S. is dominated by bureaucrats who are

to a large extent out of touch and resistant

to the needs, demands, and general con-

cerns of the rank-and-file. To that extent

we here in the U.S. have much that we can

learn from the efforts of our brothers and
sisters in South Africa/Azania in their ef-

forts to build true union democracy and
workers' control.

Again, thank you very much for the

coverage. I hope that this note clarifies my
point.

BUI Fletcher, Jr.

Boston

Alas, WMUA failed to cover game
I would like to respond to something

printed in Monday's Collegian. In that

issue, a reporter informed the UMass com-

munity that WMUA failed to show for the

basketball game last Saturday night. NBC
wasn't there either, but he didn't say

anything about them. Nowhere is it writ-

ten that WMUA must cover every

Minuteman basketball game.

I don't owe any explanation, but here it

is anyway. On Saturday from 8 a.m. to 10

p.m., WMUA held their annual polkathon.

This is a very important event at the sta-

tion because it raises much-needed funds.
WMUA could not afford to pre-empt this
fund raiser just to carry a game that was
already on television and commercial
radio.

Finally, just so that there's no confusion,
WMUA will not be broadcasting the men's
swim meet against Northeastern on Jan.
11.

Joe Pesaturo
Sports Director, WMUA
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Yes this is the last Live wire for the semester. So a lit-

tle bit of Live Wire trivia for you. Live Wire has been

around for years, written by various people. So, now some

more trivia. No one knows how it got its name. The Mar-

tha and the Vandellas song? Don't touch me. ..I'm a real

Live Wire'? Big week. No sleep. So why not go out and

relax.

Every night does n<^ have something to do, but maybe
that's for the best.Tonight's a good night. Johnny
Copeland is at I^arl Street. Copeland has played a UMaas
a number of times and he always really good. In case you

don't know, he's one of the main promoters ofTexas blues,

and a good one at that.

Anderson, Eric will be playing the Iron Horse tonight.

Anderson is one of the up and coming folk singers of about

ten years ago and is still reported to be good, as it were.

SoJtaphonist Michael Brecker honcn^ UMass of all places

with a visit tonight to the Fine Arts Center. Circle will

be playing tommorrow night in the Hatch for free and fun.

The Thompson Twins will be playing with OMD Satur-

day at the New Haven CoUasium if you're in tha

neighborhood.

How about a short Boston interlude. The Roches will

be playing at the Berklee Performance Center on Wednes-

day. Last time I saw them around Christmas they sang

a few carols, something to look forward to I guess.

Everyone has not heard of Alix Chilton, yet you've pro-

bably heard him or someone who has been influenced by

him(Tl.E.M. or the dB's). At any rate he will be playing

at the Iron Horse on Saturday night. At the Northamp-

ton Center for the Arts on Sunday Steven Schoenberg.

comrade of George Winston spinnign some winter

seasonal melodies. You think I'm kidding?

At the the Iron Horse on Monday comedian Emo
FliilUpe, who will be on Miami Vice tomroOTOw night, will

come and tell some jokes. There's a pretty entertaining

interview with him in this week's, dare I say it? Yes. It's

in the Advocate. Well. Well. Decode this week's secret

message. Sorry I haven't been getting much sleep.

Del Fuegoes will be at Pearl Street next Thursday. They

should be good and they too will probably play some

rockabilly Christmas songs. That should be a really good

diow.Opening up for th«n will be the Outlets. Have a nke
vacation.

The Del Fuegos, will be appearing Dec 19 at

Pearl St.

Alex Chilton will be playing Dec 15, 8-.30 p^m.
at the Iron Horae.

m

1

Imported from Peru

Reg. $3&:S5

Now $24.95
. a colorful selection of unique designs and patterns

A9lOf»-fulor

Dowmtown Amherst DaRylO* 6. Sun.12-S

1986-87
FINANCIAL AID

FORMS
Financial Aid Forms for the 1986-87

Academic Year will be mailed to all on-

campus residents (except graduating

seniors and graduate students) on

Thursday, December 12, 1985.

All off-campus residents and

graduate students should pick up their

Financial Aid Forms at Financial Aid

Services, 243 Whitmore Administration

Building, starting the week of

December 16, 1985 from 8:30 a.m. to

5:00 p.m.

Any senior graduating January

1987 should also pick up a Financial Aid

Form at Financial Aid Services.

Hot showby Cleveland Orchestra
By MIKE GERVASI
Collegian Correspondent

Last Monday night at the

Fine Arts Center, Christq^h

Von Dohnanyi and the

Cleveland Orchestra played

a hot show to an en-

thusiastic FAC audience.

Dohnanyi. the fiery con-

ductor, is the orchestra's

sixth music director. He has

studied at the

Musikhochschule in

Munich, Florida State, and

the Borkdiire Music Center,

and has held such positions

as Musical Director and
Conductor of the Frankfurt

Opera, Artistic Director and

Principal Conductor of the

Hamburg State Opera, as

well as his present appoint-

ment as Musical Director

and Conductor of the

Cleveland Orchestra.

His experience as well as

that of the players was evi-

dent right away as they

treated the audience to

some serious, dramatic
music. They started off with

Mozart's Symphony No. 25

in G Minor, K. 183, and un-

characteristically dark, ag-

gressive piece, more than

his basic lounge lizard stuff.

Their performance of it was
successful in com-
municating the ranges of

emotion emcompassed in

this work, from the heavy,

strangely serious mood of

the Menuetto to the tender,

personal feeling of the

Andante.
They also played the piece

with the precision thnt it

demands; the different

voices echoing phrases with

great attention to detail, the

balance centered where it

belonged. All this was done

naturally revealing great

preparation.

The same cannot be said

of their second piece, Hart-

mann's Adagio (Symphony
No. 2). It is also a dark,

ominous piece and the

group did a good job with

certain aspects of it. At one

point, the low strings play^
a haunting melody im-

perceptable underneath the

rest of the sound, which
made the audien^ feel a
powerful attraction that

they didn't really notice.

However, the orchestra

never seemed to be very

comfortable with it. The

Shampoo
Cr Blow Dry

I
with any Haircut

I $12.60 with coupon

I Styles by

Deborah
call 549-5610

precision they achieved m
the first piece was lost to a

certain extent.

After the intermission,

though, the ensemble came
back aggresively with Sym-
phony No. 7 in D minor. Op.

70 by Dvorak. Another un-

characteristically ominous
and powerful piece, the

group explored all its

nuances with a total com-
mand of them. The work
ranged from passionate to

lush and sweet and ended
with a violent explosion of

sound that resulted in a
standing ovation from an
audience that was very

geared up. Here again, the

group's preparation led to

an attention to detail that

put them very much in con-

trol of a violent piece that

might have gotten away
from leaser talents.

Lw^irM 12/31/85J
MAU. APMIOVSO INMCCnOM STAT10M

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4Cri

$34.»*

Lube, Oil & RKer

_*.

IndudM up )o S quom
oi10-30oil and Mif«ty

dwck

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center

Ful S«rv)C« Tw9 Store

78 SunMrtand Rd . No AniMrtl. M*
*c>os> fiom Waifoba > Store

^ H
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Are YOU ready for

our 24 Hour
Science Fiction Marathon

starting Sat. Feb. 15, 1986

at 12:00 Midnight

Eraserhead

The Thing

Hardware Wars

Star Trek II and III

and 13 more films

PLUS our famous Trivia ContMt<^

and lots of prizes! fff
j,j f /All 24 hours for just $6./"

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253 5426

see

Christoph Von Dognznyi directs the
Cleveland Orchestra.

>^ J/Mr//// f^7///'//// //^//^ f'^^ j/i//d^^/i^/ty

Anti(|Ur and uni(|m' slvlcs avaiIal>U'

in a wide ran^i- of pritcs.

.|i:\vi:i.i:k

on the common, amherst, 253-3986

mon.-sat. 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
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EARN
MONEY
FOR
COLLEGE
LOADERS &
UNLOADERS
S8 hr • PART-TIME
EVENINGS &
EARLY MORNING
HOURS

We offer steady employment,
paid vacations and health
benefits Interviews will be held

e\'ery Wednesday. 9am— Ipm

UNITED PARCEL SERVICE pp
120 Wayside Avenue
West Springfield. MA 01089

>o

o
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Wednesday's Cutting

SPECIAL
Women $12

reg. $18

Men. , . . .$10

reg. $16

-•' HAIR SALONS '•

—

^'

The Hampshire MaU • 586-7913
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JANn4RY<:ati hea cdd and Umely
tncttih dn campus, C^tne in, say hM^,
andwarm up ^vitUyimrfavorite coffee.
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5

%op\c'6 market
students )rorKu\<; for StudenfcJ
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THEY'RE STILL WAITING. . .

It's not too late to apply for a spring co-op position! Some of the

employers and the majors they cxe seeking for spring include:

WESTVACO -- Mktg

FIDELITY INVESTMENTS
Acctg; Finance

GENERAL FOODS
Food Science; Chem.

GTE " IE

IBM - Journalism; English

EXCLUSIVE RUG CO.
Mktg

NEW ENGLAND ELECTRIC
EE; ME; IE; COINS

REGENCY RESORTS - HRTA

To learn more about these and other exciting co-ops, call the Of-

fice for Cooperative Education in the Career^Center^45-2224.

Last info session-December 18.

OFFICE FOR COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
University Career Center 545-2224

eating piai e

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rte 9 • Hadley Hmherst

256-6889

CONVENIENT
to

CAMPUS!
• BREAKFAST SERVED

ANY TIME

• OPEN
6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. A SAT.

• BEER A WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNUE
• PlENn OF PARKING

Why Fight Crowds?

•^

10 J

'Ui

.^tSf*^^

Keep your account open and avoid the hassle

of long lines next semester

• Just $5 for a savings accoxint

or $25 for a checking account

• We accept mail in deposits

• Please fill out change of address

forms to get January's statements

* Coming Soon *

* Automatic Tellers
*

UMASS
CREDIT UNION

Student Union Bldg:. 545-2800 Member NCUA

fAUTJ\N.

CoUegian photo by IVrgk Robert.

Collegian photo by Brian Guamotta

jrfi

Colloflian photo by Derek Roberta Collegian photo by Derek KoberU
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Here are some short reviews before the end of school.

Because of their length detail has been omitted.

DONE WITH MIRRORS (GefTen)
Aerosmith

Most Aerosmith fans were looking forward to the resur-
rection of one of the true rock *n' roll bands of the seven-
ties. Much less pretentious then many of their peers,
Aerosmith had it all. And then they became popular. At
any rate, this new album sounds like the old Aerosmith.
At first. But most of the subtlty and humor of the thing
is gone. The discussion here centers around the word
power. And the feeling that Aerosmith seems to have is

that the way to powermusic is through powerful lyrics.

Sorry but some of the songs on this album are just too
much. It's a shame. I was really looking forward to it too,

secretly.

Movie Review

ASTRA(Geffen)
Asia

Yuck. Greg Lake and Steve Howe have left the band. John
Wetton has joined. This is a grab bag of cliches, the worst

of all possible worlds.

Depeche Mode

(CATCHING UP WITH voire)

Depeche Mode

It's kind of weird to see new wave bands having greatest

hits albums coming out but there is some advantage to

it. Catching Up With Depeche Mode is a really nice album.

It provides a first time listener with a good overview of

the band as well as showing the way Depeche Mode has

matured and evolved, which is actually really interesting.

They have gone from a serious avant-garde new wave

band to an entertaining rhythm ensemble in just a few

short years. Songs like 'Blasphemous Rumors' show just

how easily politics, nihlism and music can all blend

together without any problem. Actually, this album is

more listenable than most of their previous albums

whatever that means.

SONGS TO LEARN AND SING (Sire)

Echo and the Bunnymen

Songs to Learn and Sing while also a greatest hits

album, well a collection of singles, same difference, is the

story of a band which started out as entertainment and

now thinks of itself more as a guiding light of rock culture,

or atleast David Bowie. As the songs get lusher, the cat-

chy melody disappears, we're looking at a new wave tran-

sition here. Good? Bad? Depends what you like. The stuff

on the first side is good, catchy, England early 80's. The

second side shows the Bunnymen's conversion to the

school of Bowie, some works well, some does not. It also

sounds alot like Shriekback.

MISHIMA (Nonesuch)

Philip Glass

This album reflects the latest changes in Glass music;

away from the electronics and more towards a more tradi-

tional, in the modern sense of the word, classical sound.

Yet, although the majority of the music is performed by

a string quartet there is this great passage centered

around a guitar part that sounds like it's off a Stray Cats

album. In fact the main shortcoming of the album is that

the guitar player,or the drummers, or anyone except the

string quartet some of whom are quite good are not

credited. Mishima is one of the more interesting things

Glass has put out, lately. Considering how prolific Glass

has been recently this work is surprisingly fresh. It may

be the same old scales but they're not boring yet.

THE DESERT MUSIC (Nonesuch)

Steve Reich

Conducted by Michael Tilson Thomas, an old friend of

Reich's, The Desert Song is a collection of poems by

continued on page 18
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Coll«ge Outline

Series

Principles of

Economics:
Micoeconomics
,^com|>l«t« coura* owtHn*
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.^mMMnn Ir final MMn

.^kayad to currant

eoNaoa taiittM^ia

Th« Statistics

Probism Solvsr

RnK* Mathcmatlca
Problem S<Mv«r

A

Tha Elactric CIrcuita

ProMem Solver

DONT CRAM THE NIGHT BEFORE. .

START NOW WITH A LITTLE HELP
FROM YOUR FRIENDS!!

UKiiadin tha Can^Mia

MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-5 ^w'^^^J??{'CX
SATURDAY 10-3 ^llSTORE*

Tm^ho says you can't take it with you?
w¥After four years of college, you've

got a lot of things. And one more could
be the American Express* Card.

Because if you're a senior and
you've accepted a $10,000 career-
oriented job, you could get the
American Express Card.

That's It. No strings. No gimmicks.
(And even if you don't have a job

right now, don't worry. This
offer is still good for 12 months
after you graduate.)

If it sounds like the Card
is a little easier for seniors to

get right now, you're right.

But this is a way that American
Express can show that we believe in

your future. And as you graduate and go
up the ladder, we'd like to come along.

The Card is great for business. It

can help you begin to establish your
credit history And, in a little less serious
vein, the Card can be a lot of fun. Use it

for vacations, for a night on the town, or
just a little shopping,

So call 1-800-THE-CARD and
ask to have a Special Student
Application sent to you. Or look
for one on campus.
The American Express Card.
Don't leave school without it*
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ifRecord Review—continued fmm page

William CarlM Williamaset to music by composer Steve

Reich. Reich is one of the modem composers of the six-

ties who Buc^^afiilly crossed over to small groups of pro-

gressive music listeners. This pie^ for chorus, orchestra,

and drums is a series of rhythymic studies, qu??and worth

checking out. ifyou are interested in hearing something

v«ry different than what you are used to.

OLD WAYS (Geflfen)

Neil Young

Got to hand it to Neil Young, he's done it ^^un. Hub
tinu it's counUy music. The down home kind. The kind

where alia the harmonies are a little bit off and the

music's a little bit hokey. but who can resist this Neil

Young guy? On Old Ways he goes as usual a bit too far

and it works, but then I really like Trans too. This album
has Neil singing with Willie Nelson and Waylon Jenn-

ings with crack (Country musicians like Hargus •Pig' Rob-

bins. As usual his personality steals the show. I know he

voted fixr Reagan but he also was one of the only people

on Live Aid to sing about hunger. The University Jazz Ensemble I will perform tonight at 8 at Hampden Theatre.

JOBS FOR INTERSESSION
The following college bookstores will be hiring

extra help during intersession. For further informa-

tion, call the manager at:

Bentley College Bookstore 617-891-6499

Bridgewater State College Bookstore 617-697-7460

Framingham State College Bookstore 617-872-3668

Salem State College Bookstore 617-745-5300

Worcester State College Bookstore 617-754-3448

.Something For

Everyone

Located in the
Campus Center
Open M-f 9-5 Sat 10-3

UNIVERSITY
STORED

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST HMO

MSTAUMNT

tjt In Of fall* Out Hours

Sunday Noon n, to PM
\*(./. Sj' 11 30 AV to W PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials
Only $1.49 before 3 PM. $1.90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:
430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St,

Hadley Northamptun
253-2571 586-8220

jf
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CHRISTMAS IS ALMOST HERE |
AND THIS IS A GREAT GIFT IDEA! §

-8
SEND A HOT TUB THRU THE MAIL

TO: NAME .

ADDRESS

Change your
tires NOW .

.

$
Alignment and
balancing

available

Noftfi AinHsrst Tw*
A AiitoC«nt«r
fit StnUeu nt Star*

S4»-4704

Choose from our
bounty of more than

80
varieties of

imported beer!

We won ihe

Valley A<Kootc'*
BtM BetT Selection"

awanl - 1982!

Oui sekcUon now
isEVENBFnr.R

We now feature

our own brand
of low priced

LIQUORS
as well as
our super

selection of

WINES
at very affordable prices.

^)))^BULMER'S CIDER

BEVERAGES
BcCT—Wine—Liquor

SUNDERLAND • 665-2727
Wt weieome vatr i

Send check, money order

forVISA/MC/AMEXto:
UTOPIA SPAS

S. 175 University Dr.

U Amherst, MA 01002

a (413) 253-7727

FROM: NAME.

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE
VISA/MC/AMEX l_

Tub for 2 people for D 1 hour ($22.00) D y% hour ($14.00)

We'll mail it to you or for you, if you like! jk

Or stop by and pick one up! :R

wit^

%.:

.^•^sfV^

•">i>«*!.* I'Pk-
V

'^•*^'**'i
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Mimmt

The great beers of the world go by one name: Lowenbrau. Brewed in Munich,

in England, Sweden, Canada, Japan and here in America for a distinctive world dass ta.ste.

"^^32

ImWORLDCAUSFORLOW&iBMU
C 1985 Mlllef Brewing Cc Milvkaukee. Wl.
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ARTS

SPORTSWEAR
Factory Outlet
Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

All

N.F.L. Football
MLBB Baseball
50-75% OFF

Sweat Shirts NFL Telephones
Reg. $32.00 NOW $15. Reg. $65.00 NOW $25.

Wall Plaques
Reg. $14.00 NOW $4.00

Beer Mugs Coffee Mugs
Reg. $17. NOW $4.00 Reg. $8.00 NOW $2.00

Stadium Blankets

Reg. $32.00 NOW $10.

Infant Wear Toddler NFL Wear

I

Reg. $22.00 NOW $9.99 Reg. $13.00 NOW $6.99

NFL Back Packs
Reg. $18.00 NOW $5.00

Plus much, much more!

Dancing in White Nights
saves mediocre plot

Mikhail
Baryshnikov, Gregory
Hines and Isabella
Rossellini star in a
Hackford and
Gilmore's production
of "White Nights."

WHITE NIGHTS
Produced by Taylor Hackford
Starring Makhail Baryshnikov. Gregory /iines, and
Isabella Hossellini

By HERB RAMY
Collegian Staff

Taylor Hackford. who directed the the enormously suc-
cessful An Officer and a Gentleman, gives us a mediocre
offering at best in White Nights.
The plot revolves around Nikolai Rodchenko (Mikhail

Baryshnikov). a ballet dancer who had defected to the
West eight yearts before the nmtmued on page 21

Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Sun. - Wed. 4 pm to 2 am

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 4 pm to 3 am

Photographer Dwayne Autery

M-F9-5
Sat 10-3

Located jn the Campus Center

^UNIVERSITY
MmSTORE-^

i

• White Nights
continued fivm page 20

the action of the film takes
place. Enroute to Tokyo his plane crashes

in Siberia, and he is once again m the
hands of the Soviet Union. The Soviets

have an ex-United States citizen who has
defected to them (Gregory Hines), watch
over Rodchenko and try to convince him to

dance for them once again. The movie's ex-

citement is provided when these two men
become unlikely friends and try to escape

back to the West.

On of the film's major problems is the

character Raymond Greenwood played by
Hines. TTu^ugh no fault of his own, the
character is unbelievable and difficult to

relate to. Greenwood is supposed to have
defected to the Soviet Union while fighting

in Vietnam ais a form of protest. He
disagrees with U.S. foreign policy, and is

tired of this country's racist attitudes. All

of this is stated in one scene while the

drunk Greenwood remembers his past.

While it is true that there have been
those who have defected to the Soviet

Union. Greenwood'^ reasons aren't ex-

plained well enough to make his situation
believable.

This movie also falls into the trap that
many movies do when depicting citizens of
the U.S.S.R. We are supposed to believe
that almcMt everyone wants to leave the
Soviet Union, and would if only given the
chance. The few who are reluctant to leave
feel this way because d* family ties, and not
for any loyalty to their country. Hines'
character does defect to the Soviet Union,
but he is living a miserable existence in a
small Siberian town. Taking this viewpoint
makes the film even less realistic, and
becomes tiring towards the end.

While the picture suffered firom these pro-

blems, it also had its good points. The ac-

ting of Baryshnikov was one such good
point. He seemed at ease in front of the
camera. Part of this probably stems from
the fact that the character he played
resembled him clc^ely. (Baryshnikov is of

course a Soviet defector).

Hines also does a very fine job with what
he is given to work with. Unfortunately he
is not given enough.

Gregory Hines plays an Amencan defector with Isabella Rossellini
in White Nights.

Levis
• JACKETS
• CORDS
BOVs
• FLANNEL SHIRTS

I
DOWNTOWN AMHERST 2S3-9729

Opan 7 Days - Thurs. 'til •

G
I

F

T

I

D
E

A
S
1

f^ Rt. 9 Hadley
Dec. 12th Thursday

UMass Favorites

The Llamas and The Steadies

Dec. 13th Friday 5:00-9:00

Xmas Part with Just George Direct from Cape Cod
Dec. 13th Friday 9:00 - 1:00

Top 40 Band Syren

Dec. 14th Saturday 9:00 - 1:00

MissingLink

A SPECIAL VALUE THIS
HOLIDAY SEASON.

$7.98

$9.98

$4.25

$8.98

;<w
||| I". I

MODKQN
. iniknnui; ,

>:.

J

$14.98

$4.98

Store Hours:

^ Monday-Friday 9 am - 5 pm
" Saturday 10 am - 3 pm

$8.98

NOKTH AMKKK AN
BIRDS (on ipecial sale

tables located in

Tradebook Oept.)

$5.95
,.*

io

Located in the Campus Center

^nrnvERSiTYi
mSTORE^
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1 ^i^^^-^ Looking For S
SECRET SANTA I

GIFTS?

Come to

THE COUNTRY SHOP
• Great stocking stutters

* Christmas ornaments
* Gitts in all price ranges

178 North Pleasant St. 256-0929

Op«n: Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30; Sun 12-5

Yesterday Cr

Today Records

ift5&—A ^-^V

Qrat«ful DMd Ptych«delic

r j^. V*^ Grand Opening

^ ^ Punk Jaiz

Blu««

Top CASH
PAID for USED:
Racordt Tapaa
Staraoa Quitare
Vkkaos CD's

An
Alternative

Record Store

96 N. Plaasant St.

Amharat 253-9209

/^

Pssssst!,

Are You A
Secret Santa?

Under 50c

Under $1.00

Under $2.00

Under $3.00

Under $4.00

Under $5.00

^^^it^
'fU'^^

IMIy10«.Swvia-9

Christmas
Boxed Cards

You'll find a special yuletide wish for everyone on your list.

Located in the

Campus Center

i^ UNIVERSITYmSTORE^
M-F9-5
Sat 10-3

I' AACMLKXXVAmencan Oeenngs Corp.

m
AMERIO\N GREETWJGS
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WARNER BROS. Pre«nts ASTEVEN SPIELBERG RimTHE COLOR PURPLE s^amngDANNY GLOVER
ADOLPH CAESAR • MARGARET AVERY • RAE DAWN CHONG -nd int^KiudngWHOOP! GOLDBERG ^c^

Directo, (rfPhotoyaphyALLEN DAVIAU Production Designer J. MICHAEL RIVA Mu«c QUINCY JONES
Based upon (he rujvel byAUCE WALKER ScreenpJay byMENNO MEYJES Ei«cutlve ProducersJON PETERS aryl PETER GUBER

Producmi bySTEVEN SPIELBERG • KATHLEEN KENNEDY • FRANK MARSHALL a„d QUINCYJONES
(»___. Dtrwted bySTEVEN SPIELBERG
iWiiiVwrVi ^^S)^rS5Sr Read 'tie Pocket Book

FROM WARNER BROS. [Ofiii
A WARNER COMMl NltATKINS tX)MPANV x' »//

ei«x Vknar H«B l> Ml ll^>. Il...«w \r

SHARETHEJOY FRIDAY DECEMBER 20th >^AIHEAmENEARYOl^
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Lines
Need to vent off some

finals stress? Nothing can
be more relaxing than see-

ing a play, listening to a

concert or just viewing some
paintings. There are so

many events going on now
in the Five-College Area
that it may be difllcult to
study. TONIGHT
Broken Roses is a comedy

appearing now through
Saturday, at 8 p.m. at the
Little Theater in Northamp-
ton. The UMass Musical
Theater Guild is putting on
the musical comedy
Dracula, The Musical? also
through Saturday, at

Bartlett Auditorium,
UMass. Tickets are $2 and
$3. Jazz fans: saxophonist
Michael Brecker will solo

with the University jazz

ensemble tonight at the
Hampden Theatre in

Southwest, admission is

free. TOMORROW
The Surviuor plays for its

second week at 8 p.m. in

Hampden Theatre.
SATURDAY

At 8 p.m. at the Fine Arts

Center, Jomandi Produc-

tions will perform Voices in

the Rain, about past and
present day relationships

between black men and
women.
SUNDAY
The UMass Chorale will

perfocm a vesper concert at

4 p.m. at the First Con
gregational Church in

South Hadley. No admis-

sion.

NEXT WEEK
Tuesday, the Dept. of

Communications will be

giving a screening of stu-

dent films and vide<» at 7

p.m. in South College.

Susan A. Diachisin will

exhibit her paintings until

Dec. 15 at Wheeler Gallery.

UMass.

From Wed. Dec. 11

through Jan. 5, Dana
Salisbury wilt show her
paintings and sculpture at

the NcHlhampton Center for

the Arts.

The Essex Quartet, a
graduate string quartet,

will perform on TTiursday,

Dec. 19, 8 p.m. at Bezanson
R^ital Hall in the Fine
Arts Center. The program
includes Haydn, Bartok,
and Debussy. No admission.

I,

4

t
V

^^^ RENT-A-CAR
C^^ Good reliable rentals at a

tyetter than fair price.

CARS, TRUCKS, VANS
Low Daily & Wknd. Rates

50 Russell St.. (Rte. 9)

Hadley. Ma.

tal 584-2319
-Just ov6i Coo^idQe Bridge-

Dance/Club
.

Give Santa a break.-

let us deliver

an FTD gift bouquet!

Send the warmth of

Christmas -' /'

to Family and ;' 1 1
"

Friends with

the "Candle Glow"

Bouqicet or "Holiday

j

Cheer" Sleigh

KNOWLES FLOWER SHOP
172 N. Pleasant St. 253-3805

TTirai

REVERSE
COVER CHARGE

Every Customer Arriving

L':""$1.00 I

Before 10:90

Receives

J^±"HAPPY HOLIDAYS- ^ ^^

\ PearlVg00D LUCK-
C Harbors> with ^Kamikazes

' $1.25 < "FINALS- '^

I^. J >4mliersi 2M S1H4
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SUPERIOR PIZZA
Simpiy Superior Pizza

I FAST, FREE DELIVERY
17 Montague Rd.

North Amhertt

549-0626
W]tfTanyTarge"'^mSrPizzal

get second item

FREE
I ^^ ExpirwDec. 21, 1986

^Ji ' i=^/c-'Jc Ml 'U M I J t i c

—

-^
t tr

THE HUNGRY U

WE ARE NOW OFFERING FREE
DELIVERY TO UMASS 6 DAYS A WEEK!*

TRY OUR HOMEMADE PIZZA, SUBS, SALADS AND OTHER
SPECIALTIES! * STARTING DEC.3rd
Our Thick Cruat It M«d« FrMh Daily

With Our Special Homamada Sauca.
Wa Offar A WIda Variaty Of Toppings Dalivarad Hot To Your Door.

Daiivarias Mada:
Tua., Wad., Thur. 4:30-1:00 am
Fri., Sat. 4:30-2:00 am „ .. . ,. ^ * ^
Sun. 4:30-1:00 am * Unh/arahy Dr., Amharst

Ciotad Monday Minimum $3.00 649-6713

! $1.00 OFF! ANY LARGE PIZZA |

I Expiraa Dae. 14 (•) With Thia Coupon I

1^^ Not ValW Whh Any Othar Spaclal Offar ___J
u 'Jt ^ii£->ic -•;.

'Ji^n

AUTHENTIC

ORIENTAl

ORIENTAC
VOOfO }A«SiXSX

360CaiU9«St..Ainh««t
teiEMi 253^5658

•*Ma • Smcm * McM
T\t%tm • Caaaatf Gm4*

iAShwUm

DsMntiTi OriMU) TkkUwBi* nM
for Ckriatauu civtec

EMtk iaportod aiak bUalMt (tnO-lSOl
iKotm(IU0.1M)

Celebrate Christmas at

i^ve
Amherst's own Specialty Department Store

Unique Christmas Gifts

For The Discriminating Shopper

Uousuol Gifts

• Clothir»g •

Unique Jewelry

ot the triangle>

Amhem
10-5.30. Mon.Sat.

1-5 Sun.

"^ee porkinq

In the rear of store

MC. VISA. AMCX

• ft— Gth Wfoppiog

Enjoy o cup of "good clTeer' wnile you browse.

UMass
Scarf

also

available

Photographer Dwayne Autery

M-F9-5
Sat 10-3 Located in the Campus Center

§^UNIVERSITY
STORED

HELP DECIDE HOW
TO SPEND YOUR $$

VOTE
in the SATF/Concert,
Reserves Referendum in the
Hatch, DCs, New Africa

House & Newman Ctr.

WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY

Don't let the administrators decide, vote!

CONCERTS $50,000

FINANCE $50,000

EQUIPIVIENT $35,1

STABILIZATION $15,i

For more Information, call the SGA
Rents & Fees Hotline 545-0343

III

III
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BY GARRY TRUDEAU

SIRiUJAKBUPi
-iOU'FB MISSIH6
ALL me ex-
cimmv

Freaker I^atrol

mATr.
' SNORT! '^

l/UHAT

BKCITB-
MBNT?
I

ZONK£R'S f^!fS5

CONFfFtNCaON
HISUOTTER^
PRJZBi \

ThaMBPlA 7HI9 I4J££K5NP,

HBPECIPePTOflEAPA
Pm^AREV STAie-
MBmABOnHIS

PLANS.

h}rmS3&ivi^

"ANP. OF
COURSE. I'LL

BBPATm
SHOWeiRL^.

\

dEFORB
THBCHECK
CLEARS^

* Weather

#

ByDowe and O'Brien

Today: Cloudy, druzle poMibly
turning to wet snow or

^ tUMt. Highs DMur 40 ^
Tonight: Heavier driazle or

sleet. Lows 30-35

¥t Tomorrow: Breexy, cold with

a chance of rain Hi^'s
in the mid to upper 30's if,

X

i,

T

Bat Brain

Pose s^^ifPt/ 7«o»v

^A/0<^ UJut^T /rtM^

}fy?iiksm:i

ONf/tCT/O/J A/fWS Hfi^f

TO CoAjr/Aiue- TUtrrTttfi-

Be/iJtr-^ OS TW/^ c/ve-

i^

By Bill Dearing 1,^^^^

MENU
Lunch

Cavatelli Supreme
Hot Corned Beef on Rye •

Basics Lunch
Shrimp Salad Roll
California Quiche
Basics Dinner

HOUDAY DINNER
Stuffed Baked Eggplant

Breaded Chicken Breast Steaks
Whole Cranberry Sauce

Dinner
HOUDAY DINNER

Rib Roast tA Beef/Au Jus
Breaded Chicken Breast Steaks

Whole Cranberry Sauce

NOT /9 UHMjT >frLL
OF ficOT TFttiirf

GORDY

e^/uir- ro eeFoer-
ON; Jpcn.TS f^Xcmt

j>oujK/ THe sreeerf

DMLY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
KdilH by Tra«« Mkckrt Jaffc

y.f ~ V' \r

V)^<\rr-sAuFofffV^i

LOOKS LIKE
Y^

. , -mis fs nywKEf p.^
n I

THE OPfOirXMrTY tv
'\0FA UFCT/MEff ft.;l

By Gorde

WMATTNe

^

%

rural, ikm

* Oh Honey ,

^ How sweet!

They must be

* a really nice

bunch of people

UMBIS

Nk iMarvu
iiCM roinn/i*

n>uuni

iiiHi MrfMMr nrnn WBikii (ill

MOr&TlMAN tiHCr
\M oniTHEN annf-ci unOTim
UMO TUOnRUU NO A Nr«unOM
UUriMfrE

.

Happy Holidays

From the Collegian v,

Aa'^ NigM£ew^^

ACROSS
1 Eicile

S Sundry AWK
9 Hail

destination
14 Arm bone
15 Poet s

prtposition

16 Family memMr
17 Wichita Falls

univefsity

20 Tnat IS Lai

21 Conductor
Akiro

22 Cupid
23 German article

24 Sea dogs
26 Bay
28 Harem

members
30 Final Abbr
31 Function

34 See 22 Across
36 Penances
39 Drum ol a son
41

Wiedersetin

42 Sins

43 Movement
46 Bacchanalian

cry

47 WWII front

46 Stout S

relative

49 CahtorniaoaK
51 Beatles

Penny
53 OulsKirls

54 19th cen Scots
explorer

57 Assist

59 Island m the

Inner Hebrides

61 German steel

city

63 Nashville

college

66 Severity

67 Bulrush

66 One who acts

SufliK

69 Bullring, e g
70 Haste maker
71 Fashion

DOWN
1 Weather wo(d
2 Passover
3 Indiana school
4 Marbles

5 NYC » Met
6 Highway
system

7 Guns lor

Tommy
8 Blind teature

9 Error Prefm

10 Register

11 Worceslei
school

12 Roman
statesman
234 139BC

13 Overwhelms
18 Miss Kelt

19 Stalely

26 Menu words
27 Don I throw

bouquets

29 Therefore

30 Like a raging

river

32 Manchedepi
town

33 To be
to 12 Down

34 Talented

35 Hypothetical

37 Ves. to

Rene

38 Knievd
40 Arabian

Sultanate
44 Vegetable

actd

45 Egg concoction
SO Censor s sound
62 Kitchen garb

S3 Ooldrum

55 Fabulist

56 nous
57 Another name

lor Shiva

58 Mideast ruler

60 Inaugural act

62 ERA. for one
64 Saver s letters

65 Gas Prefix

AliS
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re'

E

w\
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\ MON£V MOTIUATED? l

I If You Are Enthusiastic,

I
Have A Strong Clear

\ Speaking Voice and

I
Have the Confidence to

I
Prove What it Takes,

I Keep Reading This

We are a Major IndustrifJ Tool Compai^
Expanding a new office in Amherst, Mass 8

ijTelemarketing is the future successful

road to sales in the 1980's, and we are
^^

I

igrowing rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to

jwork around your schedule, and you can
Seam up to $10.00 per hour while

J training. There are still 25 positions

I
available. Salary + Commissions +

S Bonuses. For an appointment, Call

»,7 AM-7 PM, Dave 413-256-4101
i

Iicr'<»-'««r:yfi© ^^^CiT'KiSfi aC^Ct""^*^ «£^C5''<!S»«£^ CS-^i^IrS «£:^<S,''<3A9«C^<»^

Best Savings Yet!

Introducing the lower cost of higher education.

,:.!t!!!-!';'"lll!llii'''

One week only, save $40 on your choice of any 18K gold ring in our
selection. For complete details, see your Jostens representative at:

[)atf Dec. 12, 13, - Thur.Fri Tune 10 - 4 pm r>yos.t Rk, $15.00

pia{^ Univ. Store ^yUNIVERSITY
mSTORE<Si>

©1985 Jostens. Inc

JOSTENS
AMERICAS COLLEGE RING'*"

/^u (24/1/

AT fA(!£^'
_ »

7^ iA/./i ia'

'>r ^ BM^ ^_ ^M. .^ ^_ .^ ^.^ _ ^.^ _ _ ¥c

INTERSESSION
JOBS

TODAY and
TOMORROW

Thursday Dec. 12 and Friday. Dec. 13
A representative from Stratton Resort will

be on campus to interview students for

temporary, full time work between
Dec. 21st - Jan 5th.

^
•X-

•X-

X-
•X-

*
•X-

¥:
•X-

X-
¥:
•X-

•X-

•X-

X-
•X-

Ik
*
X-

% We're paying $50 per day, providing free

^ transportation daily, and free skiing

I tickets for everyone who works for us

% during this period. Please contact Bernice
-X-

-

X-
•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•x-

^
X-
•X-

•X-

Stratton in the Student Employment Of-
fice (239A Whitmore) for details on loca-

tion and interview times.

Stratton has jobs in the food and
beverage, housekeeping, lifts, parking

% and customer service departments.
¥t
•X-

^ Stratton Corp. is an Equal Opportunity Employer
X-
•X-

•X-

¥e

^
•X-

X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

¥t
•X-

#
•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

X-
¥f
•X-

X-
^
¥:
•X-

¥t
•X-

•X-

•X-

^
^
¥:
•X-

¥:
¥t
•X-

•X-

¥e

*

^*****j|C5|C3|cHc*****************************i^
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STUDENTS
INTERSESSION
$5.00 PER HOUR
Work Available all over New England

in your home area during Christmas Break

on campus information sessions

to be held on

Dec 12 & Dec 18 at Cc Room 904

10 am, 11 am etc

up and including 6 pm
For more information you may contact Student

Employment Rm 239A Whitmore or call collect at

617-366-6473

RGIS INVENTORY SPECIALISTS
EOE

V V «

X.

N.

\

A,

¥q\\ Shoes
& Boots
Reduced!

OPCN
MNOAn

L.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs, 8 45 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

iMgiM!
Macixinc

CrMte! S«kait! SiMctnim

Sorial How Phtiay 4 30^:30 at Chequers
Iniversity Dr Join u» Spontorpd by the
25 plui dub
Chaaakak fmrty for Grsds, older
underKndi and working foIk« Friday
12/13 7 pm Jewish Community of
Amherst Hillel, 546 2526 for information

Soatkweat ReaidcaU • (M Involved'
Weekly Southweet Aiacmbly meetitv
tonight. 7:00 pm in Hampden's Southside
Room. All are welcome

AFGHANI II WOOL SWEATERS

(My 111 ia tke C«mow*c Wed & Thun
also Kenva bass - 116 gktvcs - 16 leather
•ocka Ifi and Iota more. Atk for Paul for
special deals

APAHTMBNT FOB UENT

AvailaUe for latoraooaloa and/or Spring
'86 ' wace in Brituoiy Manor apartment
rent 1147.00 per month call 2Sfr0866

AUDIO

BOSE 101 apaakara. Like new Info call

ft-7917

AUTO FOB SALE

1171 Piato automatic runs well 1600 or
best offer 5«4 5742

Jeep 1179 C8-7 soft top low mileage runs
great asking 13600 256-6066

79 Mercar; Zepkyr 22* mpg runs great,
book value - 12200 will sell at a Io8sil600
or BO must sell immediately! - Joe
549-6629

r976 Poatiac Veatara custom hatchback
PS/PB/AT, 6-cyl, snow tires, 1460 even-
ings 666-8289 Janet

1971 Ford Maataag 1600 or best offer call

ASAP Mary 646-8769

1976 Chevy Maliba good condition
t6f>() 00 firm call Meredith 549-3691

His aad Hera Xawa Special: Two good
running cars for 11500- '76 VW bus (no
rust but bumped nose) and '70 VW Rabbit
(dented door} Combined value 12,000.
Phone: 646-9318 or 263-6291

CABOL-A-GRAM

a Chriitaaa Carol to a friend.
Members of Band / KKPsi will carol
anywhere on campus or on Frat row for 2
dollars call 666-3618 or 646-3410

'

Thursday evening Merry X-mas
by

•CASH'

Caak for tov baaaball cards please call

Mike 546-6106

EEL SKIN WALLETS

Great X-Biaa Gifts for the men in your
life, unique boxer shorts Both must be
seen. 649-4853 or 549 7848

ENTERTAINMENT

Agenev
the best party this semester. DJ's. large
screen video, rentals. 549 7144

Turn the Table* professional party/club
D.J. 5 yr experience widest selection cal

24 hr. 586-969 1

FOR RENT

Sunderland, 1 bdrm a^t. on busline,

42n'month, everything included. Avail,

immediately! 665-3440, leave message

Neit to UMass. Share apartment with
woman and son. |200» Cair549 0024

One bedrooBi S4>t: Cliffside. on bus rt«

$340/mo all util inrl mod kitch, qun-si
bed, laund, 7-Eleven call 665-7596 eves
avail Jan 1

Room ia hoaac available for Spring
semester, Jan-Aug across street from
campus, walk to town, deck, washer dryer,
big back vard, pets OK 260/monui '

utUiti'S 649 6364 Lisa or Pat

I available over tnlersession Close
to campus, walking distance, kitchen
facilities call 549-3831 , aak for John or Bill

For rcat starting Jan 25 large room in

bouse in AnAerst Ctr call 549^66
One rooM available in Swiss Villafe.

|215 per month - utilities are included. For
Sprii^ semester starting January (jlesn.

quiet, on the busline. Cash reward call

256-1061

Owa roo« ia Brittaay. Jan lit. ISO/mo.

heat A hot water ind. 266^83

Two bedrooa Tewaekoasc for real Jaa ">« »pring semester in exchange for mSSSiSSJTm
I Beautiful' »i6.s«6y;! J.T or Lisa meals For more information call 54V0627 rmmamiALa

I biedraeas Coloaiai VUIm* 1 room Job ()^iiinf Wo»e«* Leaderahip Pro- iETSagarb^k! Hotd 1149 oJI Ski Club
available in Jan lease available Feb 1 caU )*** roordinatiiig spnng *<( 10 hr« wk now 545 3437
2664)693 »3 35 deadline 12/ 13 applications SIB 415 —

-

; —
At for r^ -«»^ — 9 M In— or420get paKi for feminist organmng' CJiM Un: C^ngrmtulatioos on youri»riy
*f» lor r«M socoaa aaai. Z bd 10 mm ^-: — — — —

—

^ graduatjun We are very proud of you and
from camp, call 666-3571 Wtae Mgr - 1 p to 40 krs. Kaowlcdge of C^» you ^\i ^w,y, be sueecaaAil Love

ii^ tat I «r I f»n»r.l !»>..«. ^n ^ eathuiiasai for wiac esseaUal. Call Mom. John. Jennifer

SSTaiV^ iTI iJ^^" location call rmu 8«aw>M Wines/U^aor*. Hadley
263-3932 Paola/lsabel iM4174 X"»« »*•• • Two Lhasa Ap«. small dogs

RooB available I /I for iwm>n«lrii>» Sim
—

T~r, i T" ., .

,

need a home If any interest okease rail& JkT^i^ Ni;;.h'Xm.;:sni^ ^j^u^s^csrri;;^ irf^^T"'^''^-^64»4132 leave message „ .^ „ ,„ . ,^ ^ .
~ Help aave tmmUmf for year grea^* Vote

. ,-T-: -, . . .—: Prrasaai Care 8 30 1 30 6 days 5-7 pm. 2 vea on SATF fee inrrRur FW 1112
.' rr " * ^^<?'^,'rl?"

• '""'* "' -^f >0-« <^ interview 253-7387
yes on SAT^ tee increase Uec 11, IZ

take lease l^'W K/31't«i IHtt/month • ^5 ; Stadcat Activities Trst Faad is sbtdent
eJec 666 7629 nighu Ca«pae ReoreseaUtlves waaljd to sell money vote yes on Weds, Thurs, D« 11.

1 r» ia lovelv 9«aderl«o.l mH 1 ifj^ .^.i
Spring Break tnp to Bermuda. Bahamas 12 to keep it m Student c''ontrol!

i^llil^^Vr^^^ ^ rfonda & more fturhest commissions poKi -— --r^.— -, „ . _^neat call b6^Ji)J0
plus free travel Call 800^251 8747 (nation «••? •••• f«»ding for your Registered

1 bodrooM ia i h«.irgn« mft .».ilVJ^ ,|,n »"<*•» 800 341 8747 (Mass only) Student ( ifKiunisiion! Vote yes on SATF

'. FiSr r If711
""^ '^F^.IS^J^

'
Fireflgkter Amherst Fir* Department. ^'-"^"'^-''^ "^'^ _

utilities Call Donna at 549^7692 after 6 Amhenit Massachusetts The Town of ^''jL"** Spriag CoSKcrto! Vote yes on

Pfll Amherst. Massachusetts is seeking SATF fee increase' Dec 11. 12

Two rooM for r«at m Swiss VUlage for qualified candidates for present and future D,.'t |^ tW AdaUaistraUoa tell you
next semester call 256-6633 vacancies for Firefighter in the Amherst what to do with your money' Help Save

0»» t.^r««- ..t K^mA.^mM .-.
' Fire DepartmentOne vacancy exists snd Spnng Concerts and other student ac

ASL«riSr. moith i^^^rS^ JJ* '^ elwSnity hst w.ll be in eftect for ap- SntieS Vote yes on SATF fee increase

^!?^\r ., rTj.'^™,?*"''™*'^* proximate y two (2) years Candidates Dec 11 12
1st call after 11pm 649-2726 {^ygt be US. citiiins. high schol "^''•'^...^

. .„ „ .

Hoaae o> beach available stjirting graduates, (or equivalent), and ft years of Eliot N. - I Idw your style!' You ve jot

January 1st .-< mile;. ouUide of Amherst ff S^nd '"^ approved application form dass Your Secret Admirer (Cunous )

Robyn or Melanie 323^7079 »nd complete announcement (including re HIIFERTY - Grow up! Your "girlfriend"

. . . J—;
;;

—-- ouircd qualifications and selection pro- ...................................
1 b^drooB for 1 persoa in Swiss ViUaae cedure) to Town Manager's Office, Town '

5?i^c " ^"" '"eluded call John Hall, Amherst, MA 01002 All spplicanu
I „oDr,u.iu IZbd-mZb ^ygt (^ received in the Town Manager's . '**'i/

''**'"

Warai 3 bedroo* apt in Belcbertowa 9 Office by 4 p.m. on January 31.T986 .
starring Em^ho Estevei

mi from schools on buK route »fi2.'') $208 ea Amherst is an equal opportumty employer
, « i in

heat included take over leai* until Sept. i^ encourages women and mmonties to
. .. t „„ i Ji 7 o 1 1 o no

w»J!7ni aoDV at.^pm 1.50 7. ». 11 ^.00
^^-*''"' ?E?l£ ;

• sponsored by Lambda Chi Alpha '

AlBMMt new 3 bcdrooai apartaeat 1V% Last Ckaacc summer counsek>r jobs 101 •

bath in 2 family house Lovelycountn' set- Berkshire House deadline 12/20/85

J''?*fii'f^al**
*''

«7 L'S7^ ^* ^^'"°
INSTRUCTION mehm,\ • Today's the last day to meet the

tel 665-2995 eves 3079427 IWSTKULTluw
Graphics family Get down Lre!! Were

Oac bedrooai apt in towa on bus route Private Gaitar Lessoas experienced and not quite as rude as you've hesrd

jreat location' 5 mm walking distance patient teacher rock/pop/folWblues im gj Cariey. are you coming? This is no
lyom campus take over lease by January prov.. reading, theory, composition. Your joii,!
call 256-1668 Guillermo fmme or my studio Doug 549-4786 CT ^ ^ ^,—3 77;:-
1 5

—

~ '^Pli z
—

1 «o.r .. .,
— '—=

r. T, : To the best rooaiauitcs - Wendy and Cin-

'T^*^«,u!>'.?r'^'"*^'*
"""'*'"'' IntersessioB Bartending Co«ses 4 sec jy have a craiy Birthday! We love ya!

included 2.53 8226 tions available sign up in Credit Free j^m the best roommates Dawn and
Single rooBM for rent at local Fraternity Workshops Room 111 Tower Library Megan
call 646-2117

INTERSESSION SUBLET J'" ". I've been eyeing you from across

-y-- - . r=:=:nzr==z:r:zrzi:^^^n: **>* cafeteria. Lets get together and let
rvK aAL,!!. Q^ ^^^^ ^j^^ people) ia Brittaay cable this lust "Hatoh " into something orgasmk

Coawnter Tcnainal witk andeai 1200 or
"^^ '*'• "fi**''**' "^ "><"«' lOO'm" call ckris H. I've been watching you and lust

BO Diane ,549 1449 now 266-1412 you so! But when will the other side of

:=—ir-ir . ; r,
—

-

____„ your hair grow back? Secret Admirer
•7 Volkswagon convertible excellent KITTEN
heat, stereo, anowtires Recent clutch, BerU - Ongratulations on ({etting Stouf-

brakes, tuneup Warm and dry. reliable Very cate, loveable tebby kitten needs a '"''' Thanks for always being there for

5001 or best offer Josh .549-7186 thanks home ASAP please call Susan 323-4361 "* ^" semester. I'll miss you lou. Love

1*83 Nighthawk 450 must sell will sccrat ,,--
always Sheryl

any reasonable offer call Allen 546-6876 '^"^ Nick, You've been a great friend. Good
7T rn : 3—

r

^-7^—

n

: =

—

: :—r; luck in Italy. We'll miss you! Hugs-n-kisses
10 speed bicycle good shape 146 call soon Lost blac kaapeaek w/books only. If "the girls''
546-S996 found call Joey 549-2792 reward

i L .. n .. r^ .>^ iin BT"
„. . . ^ —-—T

; -—r

—

—, —— Joaa aad Bob, Do the xombo! Love Pigs
Skis for sale Dynaatar Acryrlaas ex. con- Gold sad dlaaoad bracelet. Boyden and Bunnies
dition 200 cm w/bindmgs 36or Tyrolos Gym/Psrking Lot or Stop & >,.>,.r^«, ,„„• , ^u p.. ,^

;-
1160 or BO call 646 7964 Shop/McManus Parking Lot. 160 reward. NANCY ZEBE of Chi Rho t^ngratula-

Cheap Stereo Y«nah. R.300 SOw.tt 545-1309 584-0689 ^^Z°^lZ^f^7Zi^Z'':t^n
Stereo receiver with tPITElOO sneakers. Gold "Box"-LiBk Bracelet on Fnday palmer is running escape weekends for
High guaJity and great sounH for alow Dec 6. Very important to me. Please und«r ten dollars'
price 300 or BO 546-4141 return for large reward. Call Julie at —

—

,„ ^ . ^ _.
= . „. ^ 7i 7:r-, -^^t:^ iuA.^iq!i Dear Iffy, Do foreigners really make bet-
For sale SSDyiiasUr Coarse Slaloms 200 »*^<''"

ter lovera? Since we're living separate
cm with Tyrolia 390RD s used just one Glasses with brown plastic frame in ijves in s small town 1 don't know if we'll
season 1225. Boots Solomon 10 $70 call brown case Reward. Rick 546-7977 ^yer find out. Ixive. the Other Woman
Nick 549-5031

j^^ ^ ^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ PS Honet. this is good coffee

KncissI Skis, Marker bindings. Raichle from N.O.P E. call 6-4979 Berg, Babba, Harry, Mac, Rick, Tay,

mosf ,ill1'8if?l*M.tT'"
^"*^ "'' '"'^

I loet my key. in the Thurs Bot 100 exam Tom, Z Congrats on not getting arrested
must sell b-B0J7 Matt

546-8942 '^" "emester. but don t forget there s

High power graphic eqnaliier booster 75 — always next semester. Good luck on finals

wts/chni 7 chnis $80 6-8037 Matt MARK KENNEDY »^ '^'^"**^ , "HT
'°*' ^"^ 9»c\)«\.

-r

—

-J— - Sheryl, Kim and Eli

hk"e*new'br';!ffe
•5:'9*'5^9"'*

'""^'•' »^,tl^WM,.Vr.^^..r. Glori.,Good luck l»ck home. We will mis.

Must sell FoH Granada 1»7« exc cond
"P^^ng 't together - I love you. Amy you. Uve. Tito y Chendo

^
low mileage best offer 549 5939 MARVELOUS H' f :

.^h*^
'"f.

^"* *"«»» • «>*'
; -7-r: — fnend - I love you! 1 m going to miss you

Soft Contact Unses most daily wear Mm^»Imm h»mn>r stickers $1 over Intersession. Merry Xmaal Uura
lenses $18.00 to $26.00 each. Extended " ij?*,

Marvefoas bumper stickers «1
„ . .,_. , „—^

_ „ r.i c t.
wear lenses $30.00 to $48.00. Ixiwest ^^^'3 Ranbo Brothers! Gary, Scott, OLS, Tim

prices on contact lens solutions heat units „-,,-, Let s go ramboing one last time! Friday

$12.95 Amherst Optical Shoppe 253-5412. MMyKK night see you then. James

'^^'^^
'Roud Town Movers fast relisble cheap Attention: Lisa. Donna and Chris. Thanks

Refrigerator HO, bookcase $20. rug $10. caU Michael anytime 323 6780 f<"'
» .^" rT*">'*i '

"^'J.;""!
^'^ ^^^

call 6-4232 (evening) (you too Justin) Merry Christmas. Love

,^,,
"- MUST SELL ^^ ,roUND ~ Jay C. - The hayride was lotsa fun!'

„.JH •"' •^ Che* Camaro good condition 4 Thanx! You're a great cook (sorry you got
At ICBraiidywine 12/6/86 Friday night 1 extra tires AM/FM stereo. $700 call PM burned! Heel He?! Love. Cath
picked up someones coat and I thinX you 549.0462
Have mine Very important I get it back^ It _____________-_^^ u,pg WANTED
is a dark blue coat. % length. My coat had PEOPLE'S MARKET -

a rhinestone pin on the ImcI Plewe aUl z====z=^=:=i Ride wasted to Toronto before Xaaa
Janene or Wendy at 549-6933 preferably ................................... ^^^ , ^j, cmilU 549-7615

*^"***'^
-^rwI^'J^'hill^Vn'tii^'wId'd'a^'of UVM/Barliagtoa^TT ^5. teave after

HELP WANTED Winterseikm, be sure to stop by the Peo^ fi nals Evenings 666-8989 Janet

..
pie's Market for some hot jsvs and other Ride wanted to the West Coast (any city

JOBS FLORIDA • Hightech. Aerospace, wonderful food!! We'll be open starting in CA) share the expenses, call Frank

Finance List of firms, locations, & contact January 2, 1986. (Located in the Stu. 546-1041, leave the message
DoinU Send |7.95 Southeast Market con- Union around the comer from the Poet Of- „ _. , ^, . „ , „ , ,

—rj-

ESa^^^"'***^-''
•"^- l!r-?9^':?5S?h"^'si;r:Un"^

"
.wanted for work dur- "«- -" «^»»«

RIDH8 WANTED

To Florida December II or SI from Long
Island nun smoker, please call mark
&4&4I393 or Erw b4»-<541

Oac large bedroom m two bedroom apt
available Jan I $290 mo call ed ur St»ve
263 9609

latataaaaiaa aaly 2 rooms ia Puffton apt
549-IM9

ROOM WANTED

a/sablcu ended Jan 5-18. Cdl the
School for Body Mind Centeni^ 266-8616

Help, female leektag for room for In

tersesaion near campus preferred call Jac-

queline 546-6306 eves or early morning
koep trying

ROOMMATE WANTED

A^ t* iiwrt pleaaant reasonable ideaUy
kicated in Amherst Ctr 774 2740

Two roommates waated male or female
in Soulhwoiid apt call Enc 256- 1628

Feamlc roommate waated for sariag
Brittany manor 253 7H68 available Jan 1

1 females aecdcd for J Ig bdrm in house
near town svaila 1/1 on bus route call

263-2284 after 5 pm
2 fissalis wanted to share room in Puff
ton apt free Jan I call Caroline .S49-Z643

Feamic to akare room ia Colonial
Village apt $105 • util on bus route start

* 1 255-51

ad aat fee rant duniw Intsrisasinw

pref Brandywinr call 6-7970

available ia Amherst Center over
January $150ork>wer Great kication ask
for Dave 256^68 12

To saMet • latersessioa. one bedroom in

Townehouse apartments call John
549-T7W

Ta saMet: one bedroom apt Puffton star-

ting Jan I new carpet A paint respond by
Dec 19 call 549 2626

Wintereeseioa room for one or two on bua
route, cable 263 3616

Jaa sabict Noftk Hadley 1126 option to
take lease 586-9642

Siagic available Amherst Ceater
$16o/mnth quiet grt locaUon iHallork .Kt)

call 263 714$ from 9^12. 10-' Jan 1. Feb 1

Feb 1-5618

1 or 2 roomamlea aeeded to share 1 bdrm
in 2 bdrm Squire Village apt immediately
666-2219

Qaiet Gradaate stadent seeks same to

snare tw<i be<lro'>m liouse in .Sunderland.

Tot*] rent less than $;«Xl 665 8194

ia 4 btdreem apt in

house available Jan 25 Aug 31 one
eigthth mile to ••mapus. $242/mo (includes

heat) must be a nnn smoker call Kalhy at

549-6926 eves or early mom
Fcaamie for iaicraeesion Main St tT75
heat ind 263-3934

TRAVEL

Two bedrooau available Feb. I in Noho
apt. male or female apt is one min walk to

bus and Downtown Northampton 187 .50

per mo * utilities spt is s huge townhouse
on Graves Ave 684 6016

Walk to school room svailable W mile

from campus m North Amherst. One or
two people wanted to live with 4 males
$175 month. Available 1/86 but move in

after finals! Call now! 549-6670

1 or 2 people to fill 1 bedroom in 2

bedroom Brit manor apt call 25&I378

Fcamie roomamte/hoaseaute waated
for a deluxe double in a Main St house very
close to town 256 r233

Large bedroom, quiet N Amherst
neighborhood, prefer older student 200*

after six 549-7616

male roommate wanted for spring
semester in 2 bedroom Brandywine apt

call 6-8 pm Ed .549-4726 also have posi-

tions available for Wintersessjon

Roommates needed for a Braadjwiae
apartment call .549-4902 (Tami)

Female roomaute wanted for spring
aemester call BeUy 263-3371

Female rooauaate acodcd to share large

room in excellent apt. Must see! Crown Pt
across from Jr's, beginning Feb 1

263-6406

Hage Room: 7 minutes to campus pvt
bath quiet avail Jan 1 300/mo * call mark
6662629

Female roomaute wanted for Brittany
start Jan/Feb $140/mo call 256-6645

Sonthwood apt - one room available one
or two iieopie/male or female call Alan or
Brian nights 253 3353

Male roommate needed to share I room
in Brittany immediately 546-5144

Male roommate wanted for Brittany
manor apt Jan to May 31 call 256-1041

Roommate wanted for one bedroom In a
two bedroom apartment 197.50/mo in-

clusive call Jeff (>6,V4991

One or two roommates wanted for well

fumi.ihed Bntlanv Manor ant starting
Jan/Feb call Dun or Tom 256 1624

Female roommate wanted for NY 1 room
hotel in Manhatten for month of Jan call

CjuTnen 256-0203

"Take a Break on tke Preach Side!"
Skibreak's January trip to Tignea/Val
d'laere in the French Alps includes RT air

fare (Swiaaair), transfers, accommoda-
tions, skipam (116 lifts^, slalom races,

cocktails for $740/7 nights in resort

Skibreak (203) 364-6069 feA 646-4733

Ski Pargatorr! Supersaver RT airfare

must sell' Hsrtfonl/Uenver $224
Den/Durango $150 depart 1/14 return

1/22 247-6340 eves

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. l»ng or short pro-

jecU. Will correct grammar, spelling. &
punctuation Meticulous proofreading.
New IBM typewriter. 549 0367

TYPING * WORD PROCESSING
~

Nest Day Service. Type-Rite 253-51 1

1

SERVICES

Escort Service available 8 pm - 2:30 am
everyday any where on campus Play it

safe call ,5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME
Papers typed. 253 3634

Professional typing. Fast, accurate, con

VALUABLE EXPERIENCE

IW CoUaglaa is seehiag correapondento
in the Five Colleg area to report on the
various goings on m the area An excellent

way to gain experience with a daily

newspaper. For more information contact
Anne McCrory or Tom Middleton at

545-35O0

WANTED

Qaiet, aeat female seeks a raom on bua
route for spring semester call 546-6363
nights prefer non smoker

Locsl Sorority seeks auture woman as a
housemother free room and board (irad

student or older. Please contact Kelly
256-6887

WAfHTED TO RENT

We want yonr 2 bdrm koase or apt will

take over lease in Jan call 546- 1 199 for

your cash reward!!

Help! I need an apt or room to share in

North Amherst. Spring semester Karen
2637868

Responsibk female stadent looking for
quiet clean non student household or apt
need for spring sem must know by Dec 10
Lam 546^4392

One or two bedroom aaartasent for the
spring semester. Call 646-4963

Large bedroom in boase on bus rte in S
Amherst Feb 1 Aug 30 $172.60/mo • util

Mark 256-0084

Conpte with yonng child need suitable
space for January only 549-0413

Help!~MatBre, aeat, stadioas bat fan
ale senior seeks room in nice
it/ko«ae for spring semsster. Jack
«-817«

api

Ml

sdentious. 66&-'7662

SUBLET WANTED

Winterscsaien saMet wanted. Sii«le

room with kitchen priv. call Greg 546-5802

late

TO SUBLET

Intsriissipa 2 room apt 6 min to campus,

bus stop out door if lazy, super place, $

negot 256-1207

WINTER8ESSI0N SUBLET Northamp-
ton before noon call Todd 546-7399

WATCH OUT U-PENN

Congratalstions Dceaa Best of Luck at
UOFl' you deserve it! from the person
who you became very cloee to. and luvs ya,
from Ms. Burak's english class! Here is to
many roadtrips! Luv me

I
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UMass falls short again, 78-77

CollcKian photo by Paul Dramaraia

FresViman center Sean Mosby (42) looks to pass last night against

St. Bonaventure in the Cage. UMass lost, 78-77.

Women's hoop on
road at Connecticut

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Coming off a four-game sweep of New
England opponents, the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team
travels to Storrs, tonight at 7:30 p.m. to

battle the University of Connecticut in

what could be its toughest test of the

young season.

For the Minutewomen, 4-1, the game
will be its first visit to enemy territory

since their 76-66 season-opening loss at

the University of Maine. Playing, and
pounding, its last four opponents before

friendly crowds at the Cage, UMass head
coach Barbara Stevens knows her team
is going to be pushed.

"Now is the time to learn to play on the

road," Stevens said. "They're on a roll so

this will be our biggest test since Maine.
We'll be facing a team that is confident

and has jelled as a unit."

The Huskies are off to the best start in

the team's 11 -year history sporting a 6-0

record under first-year head coach Geno
Auriemma. Senior center Peggy Walsh
leads Auriemma's high-powered, 73.7

points-per-game offense scoring 19.7 ppg.,

adding 15.2 rebounds-per-game while

blocking 2.5 shots-per-game. Last week's

Big East Player of the Week, the 6-2

Walsh followed up that honor by being

named MVP of UConn's Finast Gold

Court Tournament in which the Huskies

defeated Marist College and Atlantic- 10

conference power George Washington.

Walsh will have a two-inch height ad

vantage over UMass sophomore center

Sue Burtoft (10 ppg., 10 rpg) but Stevens

isn't worried about trying to stop the big
center.

"We have a mismatch against Walsh
but we have 15 fouls to waste on her," she
said, referring to UMass' added depth in
guarding Walsh. "Being three against one
at center will help us."

Stevens said the key for the
Minutewomen will be their superiority in
depth over the Huskies, saying that while
UConn generally uses only a couple of
players off the bench, she has the luxury
of playing all 12 of her players.

"I consider the bench extremely impor-
tant to the success of our team. We're go-
ing to bring a pressing defense, run the
transition, and try to wear them down
with fi-esh players coming off the bench,"
Stevens said.

UMass is led by seniors Juanita Mat-
thews (11.8 ppg.), forward Karen Damm-
inger (11.6 ppg.) and Burtoft. Sophomore
forward Tara Lewis (9.4 ppg.), seniors Bar-
bara Hebel (6.2 ppg.) and Jerrie Bernier
(6.0 ppg.) give added depth to the
Minutewomen.
MINUTEWOMEN MUTTERINGS:

UMass is averaging 74.0 ppg. and with
only three players scoring in double
figures, Stevens said that the inability to
pinpoint any one player as being a star
is a tribute to the quality of team play
that has been demonstrated . . . The
UMass defense is allowing an average of
56.8 ppg. and is forcing 25.4 turnovers-
per-game. . .UMass is shooting 48.2 per-
cent from the field, 62 percent from the
foul line, averages six more rpg. than op-
ponents and is 4-0 defending its home
court.

Bonnies hold on in A-10 opener
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
basketball team can no longer use its youth
as an excuse, they lost a game they should
have won last night.

The Minutemen fell to 2-4 on the season,

losing their Atlantic 10 Conference opener,

78-77 to St. Bonaventure University before

3,380 at the Curry Hicks Cage as Bonnie
forward Ban^ Mungar had a car^r-high
31 points.

UMass never led in the game, but has
S4^veral chances in the final minute to win.

missing on all of them. All four of UMass'
losses have been games the Minutemen
had golden opportunities to win, but fail-

ed to.

Trailing at one point by 14, 54-40 with

18:01 left in the game, the Minutemen
rallied to within one. 75-76 with 13 seconds

left, but came up short again.

The game's final minute was a hectic one
as St. Bonaventure. 4-1, kept UMass in the

game with a series of missed one-and-one
free throw chances.

Trailing 76 71 with 2:55 left. UMass
freshman Joe Fennell made the .second of

two free throws. A jumper by sophomore
guard Lorenzo Sutton (15 points) cut it to

76 74 a little more then a minute later. The
Bonnies' Elmer Anderson then missed a
one-and-one with 1:29 left and UMass had
a chance to tie.

But Fennell missed an easy layup. forc-

ing David Brown to foul Albert Middleton
with 59 seconds to go. The Bonnie guard
missed and UM's Sean Mosby (19 crowd-
pleasing points and nine rebounds) re-

bounded and UMass again had a chance to

tie.

Brown threw up an airball and Fennell
quickly fouled Anderson with just 39
-seconds to go. He too missed, Carl Smith
grabbed the rebound and for the third time,

UMass had a chance to tie.

Sutton rimmed a jumper before Duane
Chase missed another easy layup. Mosby
grabbed the rebound and on the way up,

was hacked by Anderson with 13 seconds
left.

Mosby, who earlier this season missed a
crucial free throw that could've beat Con-
necticut, missed the first of his two free

throws off the front of the rim, but made
the second and UMass trailed, 76-75.

Chase fouled Anderson, wasting just

three seconds, and the junior (who entered
the game at 72 percent from the line) miss-
ed again and Sutton led the break
downcourt with time running out.

Sutton pulled up, neglecting to use UM's
final time out, and passed to Chase. The
freshman hobbled the ball, regained posses-

sion, but travelled with three seconds left,

turning the ball back over to the Bonnies.
Mungar was fouled with a second left and

made both three throws for a 78-75 lead.

UMass called timeout and managed to get

the ball to Fitzhugh Tarry who hit a short

jumper as the buzzer sounded.
"It's very frustrating to lose like this

again," said UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen.

"We're not doing the things we have to so

to win and it's costing us. We can't use
youth as our excuse any more. We
should've called time out when the break
was stopped, but we didn't. That's a
mi.^take of youth I guess., but we still

shouldn't make it."

Smith agreed with his coach, talking

minutes after the team had a closed door
meeting after the game without its coaches,

the captain questioned the attitude of his

team.
"This team thinks it's too cool." said

Smith. "And when you're cool, you don't

want to get dirty and you need to get dirty

to win basketball games."
"I've been playing ball for 16 years, we

all have, youth's no excuse, we have to play

with intensity." said Smith. "I think we
tell ourselves that it's OK to lose because
we're young. I won't say what I think that

is."

In the first half, UMass was lucky to trail

only 48-40 as Mungar ruled the inside, stxir-

ing 20 points as UMass trailed 11-2 early.

The second half saw UMass start slowly

again, falling behind by 13 before increas-

ed intensity got them back in the game.
For UMass. Brown had 10 and Fennell

nine. The Bonnies won the game at the
line, hitting 28-of-43 foul shots as UMbm,
with 28 field goals, had three more that the
visitors.

MINUTEMAN MUTTERINGS: Faces
in the crowd: A-10 commissioner Charlie
Theokas. . .the newly-formed Sean Mosby
fan club sold "Mister Mosby's Mob' pins for

$1. Kyle Moleski and Greg Rothman are
officers in the club. . .the officials called a
tight game, whistling the teams for 53
fouls. . .UM was 80 percent from the line.

. .This was the first time the Bonnies beat
UMass in the Cage since 1980. . .UMass
won two games against the Bonnies last

season. . .Middleton is the brother of Hart-

ford's Dana Middleton, who played against

UMass on Saturday night. . .the

Minutemen are at Northeastern on
Saturday.

UMaaa (77) Sean Mosby 7 10 5 6 19. Lorenzo Sutton
6 15 3 3 15. David Brown 4 9 2-3 10. Joe Fennell 3-"=;

3-4 9. Carl Smith 1 1 4^ 6, Duaue Chase 1^ 3-5 5, Mike
Mundy 2-5 11 5. Wilbert Hicks 2A 0-0 4. Fitzhugh
Tarry 1-1 0-0 2. Ben Jones.l-l 0-0 2. Tom Emerson 0-0
0-0 0. Totals: 28 57 21 26 77.

St. Bonaventure (78) Barry Mungar 8-16 16-18 31.
Doug Turner 5-7 2-2 12, Elmer Anderson 4-8 4-8 12
Albert Middleton 3-8 1 6, Patrick Allen 2-4 2-2 6. Sam
Graham 2 2 M 5, RadclifTe Llewellyn 19 2-4 4, Tom
Boney 0-2 1-2 1, Darren Quinlan 0-1 1-1 1. Totals: 25-57
2843 78.

UMaaa (2-4) 40 37 . 77
St. Bonaventure (4-1) ...48 30 . 78
Fouled Out: Fennell Total Foula: UMass 30, St.

Bonaventure - 23. Rebounds: UMass - 37 (Mosby, 9),
St. Bonaventure - 38 (Mungar, 6). Aulata: UMass - 16
(Smith, 7), St. Bonaventure - 14 (Turner, 6).
Technicals: None. Attendance: 3,380.

Women's soccer notebook

Recruiting s
By GERRY deSIMAS
Collegian Staff

The press clippings from
the successful 16-1 Univer-
sity of Massachusetts
women's soccer 1985 season
aren't three weeks old yet
and New England coach-of-

the-year Kalekeni Banda
and assistant coach Carl
Beal are already bringing in

recruits for the 1986 season.
Athletes can't sign letters

of intent until April 1 but
several top-flight candidates
have expressed interest in

UMass and have applied for

admisssion.

One of the best looks to be
Ellen Weinberg, a top
halfback from Dallas,
Texas. She's a member of

the Southern Regional team
and has UMass as her top

choice. "One of the top

players in the country,"
Banda said.

Beth Morgan, a halfback
from Cinninnati, has also

expressed strong interest in

the school along with Lisa
Telk of Denver, yet another
halfback interested in the
Minutewomen.
UMass returns nine let-

termen next year and has

only to replace fullback Sue
Bird and halfback Jamie
Watson. Banda has some
propsects in the Virginia

area including two goalies,

one of which plays the field,

as well.

Banda said that UMass
starting goalie Jan Holland
told him, "to go out and find

the best one (keeper) you
could find. I like to be
challenged."

Sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:

Today: Women's Basketball: at Connecticut, 7:30

1

p.m.
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BRIGHT LIGHTS, SMALL TOWN-Soon alP UMass students will be able to sit backand relax as Senior chemical engineering m^o. Cnrol Warner doer. :n South Deerfield
center last night.

Gay activist discusses AIDS
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Gay activist David Summers, who was diagnosed with
Acquired Immune Defiency Syndrome 22 months ago,

spoke to a near capacity crowd last night in the Campus
Center.

"1 go to about one funeral a week," Summers said. "I

am very fearful."

Summers, 33, was diagnosed with Kaposi's sarcoma (a

form of cancer, which sometimes indicates AIDS) in Feb.

1984. "The news turned my world upside down. I thought
my life was over."

He said, however, that he became "determined to speak
publicly and dispell the myths, counteract the hysteria and
humanize AIDS Having AIDS has empowered me to de-

fend the rights of gays and lesbians everywhere."

Public misconceptions and paranoia about AIDS must
change if any progress is to be made, he said.

Summers said his mother visited him in New York after

his diagnosis but returned home to Houston four days
later. He said she wrote him a letter telling him not to

come home or tell his brothers about the disease because
"he'd make everyone uncomfortable."

"I have a serious disease, probably fatal," Summers said,

reading from the reply he sent his mother. "I did not
choose to be gay. I am not ashamed. I do not feel I am be-

ing punished by AIDS.
"lb think I will pass AIDS along. .is thirteenth century

hysteria. I will not tolerate second class citizenship

because I am gay.

"When I was at my lowest, physically, spiritually and
mentally, my gay family came to my rescue," he said.

"AIDS is just the tip of the iceberg," Dr. Paul Berman
of the University Health Services said after the speech.

"A very large percent of the population carries the virus.

(i.e. people may carry the virus but not exhibit symptoms
of AIDS)"
Berman said the government began to spend more

CoUtigian photo by Ma

AIDS activist David Summers speaks at
the Campus Center last night

money on AIDS rtaf^arcn aiter the aeatti oi nock Hudson,
but that "you can bet they're not going to stop making
B-1 bombers to finance medical research."

Summers, an off-Broadway actor, who said he has

"always been a gay activist" is a founding member of Peo-

ple with AIDS coalition, a New York based support group.

His speech was sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts' Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Concerns.

Students cope with stress differently
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students offered a variety
of suggestions to keep from being overwhelmed by work
during finals week, in an informal survey conducted in

the Campus Center.

"I've learned to take one subject at a time. It's the only
way to do it, don't think of everything you have to do at

once," said Jodi Cohen, 21. a senior mfgoring in marketing
and economics.

Many students mentioned the importance of finding a
person with whom to study.

"It's important to find someone to commiserate with,'

said Laurie Woolrich, 22, an English major. She also said

working at a local bookstore provided her with a good
release.

Drinking, not taking things so seriously, and par-

ticipating in other activities were all offered as ways to

keep yourself from becoming suicidally stressed.

"I don't work, I get plenty of sleep, I eat reasonably well
when my budget allows it and I don't do well in my
classes," said Drew Flint, 20, a theater major.
And then there's the philosophy that when the going

gets tough, the tough go shopping.
"I buy earrings." said Priscilla Page, 22, an animal

science major.

Expert advice came from psychology m^uor Flavia Smith,
21, a student from Brazil.

Eating well improves your endurance, she said. "A good
spaghetti dinner can be psychologically enhancing."
Most important, she added, is not procrastinating.
"Don't think about it, don't philosophize, don't criticize,

just do it." Smith said.

One student said video game playing increases during
exam week because it is a good way to "get rid oftension."

"I don't know if it works, but it feels good," said Craig
Lant, a 22-year-old pre-COINS msyor.

Students vote
for $12 increase
in activity fee
Decision is mitmbiruUng
By JCE^ -^ COFFIDIS
C-llegian Staff

A referendum question held yesterday and Wednesday
a.sking if students support a $12 Student Activity Trust
Fund fee increase was approved, but the vote is non
binding since less than the required 15 percent voted.
About 10 percent of the undergraduate student popula-

tion voted, with almost all the votes counted la.st night.
Not including absentee baJlot.s ca.st. 1.013 student.s approv
ed the fee increase, whilt- 784 oppfised it

A h ndm^ vote result would have been directly .sent to
the vice chancellor and later to the University Board of
'il-usteee. Since f.here was too small a turnout, senators
counting the vot*>s last night said Jie Underj,Taduate Stu
dent Senate will have to render the results binding next
semester in order to see them acted upon.
"All in all, I'm extremely pleased with how the election

went," said Karen Morvay, co-chair of the Governmental
Affairs Committee, who supervised the election. "However,
for whatever reason—apathy, not enough information con-
cerning the issue, et cetera, there was only about a 10 per-
cent voter turnout."

Joe Sparks, the co-chair of the Rents and Fees Commit-
tee and sponsor of the fee referendum question, said. "The
students have spoken."
"This provides invaluable information for the Rents and

Fees Committee for the SATF fee review hearing during
the second week of classes next semester," Spark.s said.

The fee review hearing will take place at the start of
next semester. Sparks said, where SGA members will ex
amine the state of the funding and make policy decision.s
based on this election result.

In addition to the fee increase, a non-binding referen-
dum concerning the funding of the Massachusetts Public
Interest Group and the State Student Association of
Massachusetts, will be sent out to students early next
semester.

The question will ask students if they approve of the cur
rent funding methods of the two groups, which consists
of an optional fee listed on students' semester bills.

"We're very happy that students will finally get to vote
on this issue," said Brian Darling and Tbny Rudy, whose
group, Students for ftuticipatory Democracy organized the
question.

START, Madson to meet
Five members of Students Advocating Rights Tbgether

(START) are scheduled to meet with Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis Madson Monday to discuss jaossi-

ble negotiations concerning the management of student
fees.

The meeting, called in response to the administration
taking more responsibility of the Student Activity Trust
Fund, will involve the four Student Government Associa-
tion oflTicers and chair of the SGA Budgets Committee.
"Despite the lack of cooperation on the part of the vice

chancellor to compromise on a negotiating team, START,
in seeking to fulfill the needs of the student body, has
agreed amongst itself to authorize these people to repre-
sent these needs to the vice chancellor," said John Rud-
dock, Undergraduate Student Senate Speaker and one of
the team members.
"On this issue, we are prepared to put forth a unified

voice to the campus administration," Ruddock said.

Jordan Rosner, chair of the senate Budget Committee,
said all the group's members on this issue have put their
"politics and differences aside."

-JOEL P COFFIDIS

Inside:
Plane crash kills 258.... „ jj
Bethanne Moskov on all-nighters H
Women's hoop loses „..„. JA

Stress and depression are normal reactions when "time
is short and work is long,"

—Pyscholori >t Simon Keochanian on finals, story page 5.
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WORLD/NATIONAL
258 US soldiers die
in plane crash

AP l>«»rT>ho«o

The wreckage of a DC-8 which wag carrying U.S. servicemen
lies on the ground outside Gander, Newfoundland yesterday.

All aboard the plane were killed. ^^

GANDER. Newfoundland (AP) A DC-8
charter full (rfU.Si soldiers returning from

the Middle East crashed and exploded

yesterday near Gander International Air-

port, killing all 258 aboard and scatter

ing gifts 8U)d weapons acrt^s snow-covered

woods.

Families and friends learned of the

disaster as they assembled for a brass-

band welcome at the headquarters of the

101st Airborne Division at Fort Campbell,

Ky., but carried on with plans for a

Christmas music concert as a tribute to

the dead.

Airport empl^ees recalled hearing the

exuberant Americans singing carols as

they crowded into the duty free shop.

"Just about every one of them bought

some little thing to take back home," said

cashier Cunthis Goodyear. "They were

just so happy to be going home."

Cause of the 6:45 am 5:15 a.m.EST
crash remained under investigation, but

the White House said preliminary reports

showed no indication of sabotage or an in

flight explosion in history's eighth worst

aviation disaster.

The charred cock pit voice and fight

recorders were recovered and will be talten

to Ottawa for analysis, said ftter Boag of

the Canadian Aviation Safety Board, who
was directing the investigation.

The charter flight operated by Arrow
Air ofMiami carried members ofthe 101st

Airborne who were being rotated home
after six months service in the multi-

national peacekeeping force in Egypt's

Sinai peninsula.

Military authorities said it might take

a day or two to notify all the next-of-kin.

and as long as a week to positively iden-

tify remains.

CBS television showed debris smolder-

ing in the snow beneath tall evergreens

in sparse, hilly woods where the plane

went down about a halfmile from the run

way near Gander Lake.

Airport manager John Pitman said the

aircraft carried 101,000 pounds of fuel on

takeoff.

Roads to the airport were blocked and
emergency vehicles with yellow lights

flashing stood by as shivering rescue

workers searched in vain for survivors.

Smoke lingered in the air hours after the

crash.

BC administrators
guilty of embezzlement
CAMBRIDGE (AP) • A former Boston

College housing director pleaded guilty

yesterday to embezzling $35,000 from the

school's housing account and from a

student-run sub shop.

Richard E. Collins, 40, of Dedham was
given a two-year suspended sentence to the

Billerica House of Gorrection and six years

of probation by Middlesex Superior Court

Judge Richard S. Kelley.

Collins agreed to repay Boston College

the $35,000 and an additional $15,000 for

investigation costs incurred by the college

A co-defendant, David Mitchell, 30, of

Westwood, the former business manager of

the college's housing department, pleaded

guilty last Oct. 28 to embezzling $34,514

from the housing fund. Authorities said he

used some of the funds to finance his

Marblehead restaurant.

Mitchell also received a three- to five-year

suspended sentence at the state prison in

Walpole, three years of probation and was
ordered to repay the amount embezzled
plus $15,600 in investigative costs and
$3,750 in court costs.

The prosecutor, Lawrence Dugan, told

KellQr that Collins, a 14-year BC employee,

embezzled thousands of dollars from the

sub shop, which students opened in 1976.

The shop's profits were to be rebated to the

student body, Dugan said.

According to Dugan, Collins engaged in

a double-dipping scheme by billing the col-

lege from 1979 to 1984 for expenses that

the school had already paid.

Kelley said he felt the most effective

punishment was "to strike at the pocket-

book" rather than to impose a jail sentence

Contadoras suspend talks
CARTAGENA, Colombia

(AP) - The Contadora group

has suspended negotia-

tions on a peace agreement

for Central America for

five months at

Nicaraguan's request, Col-

ombia's foreign minister

said Saturday.

Nicaragua officially pro-

posed the suspension on
grounds that new govern-

ments which take office in

Guatemala and Honduras
in January and in Costa

Rica in April could change
policy toward the negotia-

tions, the Colombia foreign

minister, Augusto Ramirez
Ocampo, told The
Associated Press.

He spoke during a
meeting of the General
Assembly of the Organiza-

tion of American States.

"Contadora depends on
the political will of each
and every one of the five

Central American coun-
tries and if one of them

thinks that the effort

should be postponed, it is

very clear that the process

is interrupted," Ramirez
Ocampo told the AP
He said the suspension

comes at a time when the

United States and
Nicaragua are in a "deep

confrontation... that
damages are deteriorates

the process of negotiation."

The Nicaraguan request

was preceded by an "in-

sinuation" by Costa Rica

that negotiations on a craft

Interim funding approved
WASHINGTON (AP)

Congress, unable to agree

on a multi-billion dollar fun-

ding measure for the full

fiscal year, whisked through

a stopgap bill yestt-rday

needed to tide many federal

agt-ncie.'5 over for the

weekend and prevent
disruption of government
serv ices.

of the tax laws—the top item
on President Reagan's
second-term domestic agen-
da. Even so. Rep. Richard
Gephardt, D Mo., told

reporters, 'The bills not

dead yet, but the patient is

on the table dying."

Tl.

measur
i-f, 11

ij«nd»nf

tions Committee, saying

that the alternati%'e could be

the "furloughing of federal

employees" if the federal till

ran dry."

With the end of the con-

gressional session clearly i?.

sight, House nnc
negotiators also n\

way (m n i-nniprrii'
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Correction:

Undergraduate Student Senator Bill Collins has not

been withdrawn from the University as was reported in

yesterday's Collegian.

A compromise bailout for

the Farm Credit System ahso

was on a short list of year-

end legislation.

Weary lawmakers looked

forward to the end oi the

sessioin as Reagan, acting

without ceremony, signed

landmark legislation

designed to force a balanced

budget by 1991.
BIG TREE-The U.S. National Christmas tree is lighted in the

Ellipse near the White House in Washington last-night. -

A I' l..«!iprphuto

Christmas tree in river
Father and son float tree with lights

( oU*«iaD pho«4> by I>rr«k Bobwt*

The Christmas tree belonging to UMass employee Russell

Myette floats on the Connecticut River.

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

TVavelers crossing the Calvin Coolidge

Bridge in Northampton may see Christmas
T^'ee lights in a very unusual place, on a

tree that seems to be floating on the Con
necticut River below.

"The only time (the Christmas tree) has
Its true beauty is when it is lit at night,"

said Russell Myette, who has been putting

a tree on the river for the past five years.

Myette, a maintenance supervisor at the

University of Massachusetts Physical

Plant, and his 23-year-old son James, put

two steel anchors in the river tw« days
ahead of time so they can settle the float.

They slide the tree down an embankment
l^ their house and bring it out to the mid-

dle (^ the river with a power boat.

"Tliere is a total of 800 feet of wire in-

cluding the underground and the wire on
th« tr»»«" Mv«»tte HRid

The Christmas tree is about IWW feet

south of the Coolidge Bridge It measures
18 feet out of the water and has 325 light

bulbs on it, Myette said.

"The only problem we have is with the
wind, the light bulbs are (oftent broken
from knocking together," Myette said. He
or his son have to change 10 to 12 bulbs
every other day.

"About five years ago my son and I

wanted to do something different," he said
explaining how the tradition began. "The
first tree was stuck in the ice, but the river
hasn't frozen over since"

Myette said they have expan^d flwir
holiday activities. "This year we put a 12
foot tree on a trailer, towed it behind a van
and went around to nursing homes," he
said. A group ofChristmas carol lers a<xom-
pany them, he said.

The tree is lit 5 am to 8 a.m. and 4 |i,ni.

to midnight.

BOG wants Donant to leave board
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Campitf Center &>ard Of Governors voted last night

to request that the Director of Student Activities resign

his seat on the board, and to ask a board member to

apologize for the use oi a heterosexist slur during a

meeting.

Because of the disciplinary action of the two motions,

non-members d* the board—including members of the

press—were excluded from the meeting during debates on
those motions.

Student Activities Director Randy Donant has held the

position of a non-voting member on the board since the

beginning of this semester. The call for his resignation

comes following of his attempt to take charge of the Stu-

dent Activiti^ IVust Fund.
According to board chairman Alex Zucker. Donant re-

quested the meeting be closed.

Donant said before the meeting he has yet to decide

about resigning. He did not stay at the meeting long

enough to hear the result of the vote, leaving because of

prior committments after answering questions for 15

minutes. The vote fen* htt resignation was 10-8 with two
abstentions.

The Board also voted 13-4 to demand that member Chris

Walsh submit a written apology to the board and to

Undergraduate Senate Speaker John Ruddock. In last

week's meeting Walsh became involved in an argument
with Ruddock and said to him,"I don't like faggots."

In other board bits: the board voted unanimously to ap-

prove their fiscal 1987 budget of $139,000 for administra

tion and programming in the Campus Center. The new
budget, according to Treasurer Fran Hegeler, is $1,500 less

than the current budget. "How's that for fiscal respon-

sibility?" asked Zucker

Guatemalan calls for support
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

United States students should take a stand against the

violent right-wing dictatorship in Guatemala, a

Guatemalan refugee who identified himself as Felipe said

last night in the Campus Center
"You have to pressure your government, by publicUy

denoucing the atrocities of the Guatemalan government.

This would carry a great deal of weight," said Felipe,

speaking through an interpreter.

Felipe condemned the U.Sl and Israeli support of the

government in Guatemala; which he said was waging a

brutal, genocidal war against its Indian population.

The government of Guatemala receives military aid

because it insists that it is fighting against a communist
insurgency, he said. The resistance is simply poor people

who want to end the extreme poverty of the masses, he

said, citing the statistic that 2 percent of the people of

Collegian photo by Steve Higgiaa

WAITING FOR RIKKI-Senior English
mcgor Barry Safchik reads the Collegian
while waiting for his girlMend in Bartlett
Hall yesterday. Today is the last publishing
day of the semester, and the Collegian

wishes Happy Holidays to all.

Guatemala own 70 percent of the land.

"The real challenge comes from the people who want
food not philosophy, peace not polemics," the former
teacher and catechist said.

He said he and his family were forced to leave their coun-
try because he had participated in a literacy program
which was seen as subversive by the government because
the government "supports the illiteracy."

In many countries the army defends the interests of the
rich, he said, but in Guatemala,"the army is the rich."

The Nov. 3 election in Guatemala will not change
anything, he said, is was just part of a program to

legitimate the military dictatorship.

"Those candidates who were given an opportunity to run
did not represent the people and those who did represent
the people are six feet under," he said, then asked, "How
is it possible to hold elections when through the streets

of Guatemala blood is running?"

Thieves sometimes
take from scouts
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff '

Most people choose a Christmas tree that has fresh

needles that haven't fallen oflF and a tree that is the perfect

height so as to not leave a mark in the ceiling.

Other people just take these same trees without paying.

In the center of Amherst, across the street from the Pub,

Boy Scouts from Amherst and Pelham sell Christmas

trees, and every year some are stolen.

"We haven't had any thefts (d" Christmas trees) this year,

but it has been a problem in the past," said Robert Joyce,

the Chief of Pblice at the University of Massachusetts

"Over the past years we usually loose 10 to 15 trees

(valued at $500) a season. But it's hard to say because we
don't keep a close count on them," said Peter Otten, assis-

tant Scout Master for Troop 504 in North Amherst. "We
run on trust of people," he said. The trees are left unat-

tended and unguarded all day until 4 p.m. and all night

after 9 p.m.

"The (Amherst) police are good about watching the

trees," Otten said. Stealing a tree is larceny under $100

and punishable by less than a $200 fine.

They have chased one thief and stopped another this

year, he said.

"It's up to the judge to order (the criminal) to pay restitu-

tion, and in the past they have seen fit to do that," said

David Jankowski, a lieutenant of the Amherst Police.

"We usually make about $3000 for the troops," Otten

said.

"It's kind of easy to take a tree, but you have to be real-

ly desperate to steal Christmas trees from boy scouts," he

said.

Fboto bv Ubbv Hubbanl

Art professor Fredrick Becker

Art teacher retiring

after 17 years
This semester was Fredrick Becker's last as a professor

at the University of Massachusetts.

Becker, who is retiring after 17 years with the Univer-
sity, has taught art for the past 40 years. He began his

career as an artist drawing caricatures of customers in

a nightclub, and later became an apprentice of the great

printmaker Stanley William Hayter Both Hayter and
Becker were a part of the intensely creative period of the

1940s which was centered in New York.

Becker recently had a show of his work, with his wife

Jean Morrison and fellow UMass professor Jerry Reams.
He said he also plans to have a show in the upcoming
year.

Becker said he has enjoyed his 17 years with UMass.
"The students have been very responsive, and the facul-

ty is active and encouraging."

Becker is known to his students as an interesting

teacher filled with information. As one student explain-

ed, "You learn from Fred just Iq' talking to him."

-MARK PARKER

Prof, working with poly
By CHRIS MARAK
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts associate professor of

polymer science David Tirrell is researching a revolu-

tionary new way for patients to receive medication involv-

ing the introduction of microscopic packets into the

bloodstream.

By studying the behavior of naturally occurring

polymeric membranes in the human nerve cells, Tirrell

said he hopes to develop ways for medication to navigate

through the bloodstream and position itself at the doorstep

of infected or cancerous cells.

"Polymer travel through the bloodstream is possible

because the polymers would attract to the aflFected cells

which are a different temperature than the blood."

Tirrell, a 1978 doctoral graduate of UMass, has spent

the past 11 years since he was a senior undergraduate stu-

aent at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, direc-

ting his work on the synthesis of polymers, which are often

referred to commercially as plastics. Polymers are large,

molecules consisting of many individual units linked

together in long chains often elaborately shaped.

"The billions of dollars spent for resea!x:h in the past

for new ways to deliver conventional drugs has not paid

off because of the lack of control of the compound," Tir-

rell said. When it is ingested it does not specifically reach

its target instead it ends up all over the body."
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PRECISION COUNTS—Senior economics mcyor Brett Maxwell creates a teapot in the cam-
Ipus Center Craft Shop earlier this week.

Committee developing biotech program
By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

In an effort to gain more grants from private corpora-

tions, a seven-member committee is developing a
biotechnology program for the University of
Massachusetts.

"As we increase the amount of research in biotechnology
then the money will increase in grants," said George
Agrios, committee chairman.
The research committee is comprised of representatives

from the departments of Food and Natural Resources,
Microbiology, biochemistry and engineering.

"The committee's purpose was to prepare a proposal for

the provost and to re-evaluate the current status of

biotechnology," committee member John Nordin said.

The committee prepared a seven-page report on
biotechnology outlining proposals which aim to develop
a program to foster cooperation with private corporations,
similar to programs at the State department rf agriculture
and the State (rffice rf economic development, Agrios said.

"There is approximately $100,000 alloted for each new
faculty member as he is hired for the biotechnology pro-
gram," he said. This is just to start the new faculty
members out, Agrios said. After the initial funds they will

have to get money for research from their own grants.
Members who are doing research in biotechnology now are
using their own grant money, Agrios said
"New faculty will be expected to cooperate with private

industries like Monsanto company (a chemical company)
and "fizer company (which produces anti-bodies)," he said.

Group forming
to help women
handle disease
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

An organization to help women cope with endometriosis,

a disease that is sometimes debilitating, will be formed
this weekend at the Everywoman's Center.

Sharon Zalewski, a public health graduate student, said

a Western Massachusetts chapter of the national En-
dometriosis Association will be formed with two goals.

These goals will be to serve as a resource and a support

network for women with endometriosis, and to promote
education about endometriosis among health care pro-

viders and the general public

Endometriosis is a painful disease which occurs when
some of the tissue which usually lines the uterus escapes

into the body cavity, according to the Boston women's
health book Our Bodies, Ourselves.

The tissue commonly develops in the pelvic area and

causes extreme pain when it goes through the monthly

cycle of blood build up an shedding.

Since there is no way for the blood to leave the body, the

build up causes internal bleeding, inflammation, and the

formation of cvsts and scar tissue.

Many vwmen who have had the disease complain of pro-

blems with unsympathetic and uninformed doctors who
.send them home with aspirin and advice for ways to over-

come the "psychosomatic" monthly pain.

"Doctors tend to think patients with chronic pain need

to see a pschyologist," writes Julia Older in the book,

Endometriosis.

Zalewski said the chapter is being formed because 30
or 40 women expressed interest after the vice president

of the national organization spoke in a series on women's
health last February.

1 entry^er^gerson
""" ^yUNIVERSITY

Located in the Campus Center
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IS IT OVER? -The good folks who kept it all glued together, your Board of Editors for

Fall *85. '*What a long strange trip it's been"(Front row first, L to R) Tbm Middleton,
news, Bethanne Moskov, women's issues, Renoe Bacher, arts, Anne McCrory, Managing
Editor, and Kim Burge, black affairs. BACK ROW: Larry Bouchie, Editorial Editor, Dode
B. Levenson, Editor in Chief, and Derek Roberts, photography. Not pictured (but there
in spirit), P&ter Abraham, Sports Editor.

Stress is normal during finals
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

Just around the comer lurks that feared finals week and
in anticipation, students are developing acute signs of
stress.

Typical warning signs of stress include increased anx-
iety and irratibility, depression, having a hard time sleep-

ing, and abuse of food, alcohol and drugs, said Mary
Aubrey, coordinator of the counseling program at the
Everywoman's Center
"We look at stress in the context of the person because

it's an outward manifestation of something operating
within," said Simon Keochakian, a staff psychologist at
the Counseling and Career Developing Center in
Berkshire House.

Stress and depression are normal reactions when "time
is short and work is long," Keochakian said.

Students are more prone to high stress during finals

week because they are worrying about exams and papers
and about going home for the holidays, Aubrey said.

"Some annual reports indicate an increase of counsel-
ing needs during this time of year," said TVey Williams,
special assistant to the vice-chancellor of student affairs.

In November, a letter was sent to faculty members from
the vice chancellor's office listing centers where students
can go for stress counseling during finals.

The number of people coming in for counseling
sometimes decreases around this time of year because
students are preoccupied with studying. Keochakian said.

"It's important to maintain a sense of structure during
this chaotic time of year." said Natercia Ibixeira, assis-
tant director for cunsultation and education at Mental
Health Division of the University Health Services.
Eating well, getting enough sleep and exercise can help

alleviate the stress. Tfeixeira said. Exercise is the ph>^ical
outlet for releasing tension and stress, she said.

lb avoid stress people shouldn't save all their work un-
til the last minute, but try to set up organized study
schedules, Aubrey said.

"You should remember to be compassionate with
yourself in this time of difficulty," Tfeixeira said. It's im-
portant to be around other people for support, she said.

fUMass Ski Club

Bush Bash

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

Jan. 19 - 24

4 SALE i

f Pre Xmas f

(25% Off i

Everything f

I 4tn thru 14th f

YOU NEED A VACATIOI
SIGN-UP NOW
UMass Ski Club

430 Student Union
For more info

call 545-3437

Final payments due Dec. 15th

caling place

• OPEN i

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
I

SUN.-THURS. }

• OPEN 24 HOURS
|

FRI. * SAT. J

CAMPUS PLAZA \
(NEXT TO SUPER •

STOP A SHOP) \

t'tt. 9 • Hidlt)/Kntherst
^

I
256-6889 =

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
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Find it at Faces
/
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CLOCKS
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Art Deco quart/

table & wall clocks
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enamel ...

TOYS
Lots of greal

toys
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IMPORTANT
RESIDENCE HALL
INFORMATION

It is important for all students planning to live in the residence

halls for the Spring 1986 semester to remember the following

important policies and procedures, please read this information

carefully and be sure you understand and are aware of each of

the following obligations:

1. SPRING SEMESTER BILLS ARE DUE JANUARY 3,

1986. As always, financial obligations MUST be met by all

students who wish to retain their assignments for the upcom-

ing semester. Failure to clear your bill by the Indicated January

3rd due date will immediately cancel your residence hall

assignment for the Spring. If you lose your assignment for fail-

ing to pay your bill, YOU WILL BE REQUIRED TO REMOVE
YOUR BELONGINGS FROM YOUR ROOM DURING IN-

TERSESSSION, prior to the beginning of the Spring

Semester.

2. RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE for the fall semester on Satur-

day, December 21, 1985 at 2:00 p.m. Make certain that you

TURN IN YOUR KEY and follow all other indicated "check-

out" procedures to avoid any unnecessary Inconvenience or

charges.

3. RESIDENCE HALLS OPEN for Spring 1986 Semester on

Sunday, January 26, 1986 at 12:00 noon. NO ONE WILL BE

ALLOWED TO RETURN TO THE RESIDENCE HALLS
EARLY. Thank you.

BLACKAFFAIRS
Editor's decision to leave was difficult one
By KIMBERLY A BURGE
Collegian Staff

As the semester draws to a clo^, for personal and

academic reasons, I've decided to leave my position as

Black Affairs editor at the Collegian. This decision was

a hard one for me to make, but I believe it is the right one.

Working on the Collegian has been a frustrating, time-

consuming, yet rewarding experience. I've learned quite

a bit about writing, editing, and layout from being the

editor of the Black Affairs page. If you want to gain ex

perience working on a daily newspaper, then the Collegian

is definitely the place to work.

I've worked on the Collegian for 1 1/2 years. I started

out as a correspondent doing little stories such as going

to lectures, attending journalism conferences, and talk

ing to practically every person on campus. By second

semester of my freshman year I had been promoted to the

associate editor of the Black Affairs page and I learned

how to write and count headlines and do layout. This

semester I was the editor and did a little bit of everything.

Working for the paper is \wry time consuming, especially

for an editor. You have to think of story ideas, questions,

interview people, write and edit the story, and finally,

layout the page. An editor can't leave until their page is

done and we have to leave a number where we can be

reached in case there is a problem with our page. It is every

page editor's nightmare to be called in the late evening

or early morning and told to return because someone lost

your story!

Being an editor is a full-time job and encompasses a lot

of responsibility. My paycheck wasn't nearly enough to

cover all the hours, frustrations, and (^ople that I deal

with. Practically all of my free was spent living, breathmg,

and thinking about the Collegian. My friends told me that

I should have moved into the Collegian newsroom because

I was in here all the time.

My academic and social life changed drastically. I didn't

have much free time to relax or socialize with my friends

and what little time I did have I studying and catching

up with my schoolwork. There is always the danger rfyour

grade point average falling below 2.0 when you become

an editor.

The one thing I could look forward to were the Sunday
board ofeditors meetings. These meetings were mandatory
for all editors and we missed one without consent from
the editor-in-chief, half our pay was docked. There have
been many Sundays w hen I've wanted to stay in my room,

but being a college student. I ne^led all the mon^' I could

get. so I made sure I attended ever>' one!

However, working here hasn't been all bad. There have
been some definite advantages: I have a file filled with
clips for my resume, I've gained some valuable experieno&
made new friends and important connections, had dinner
with Maya Angelou, and attended very big concerts for

free!

I would like to congratulate my successor Chris Allen
on his appointment to the position of Black Affairs editw.

I hope he kee|^ pushing Black Affairs forward in a positive

direction and learn as much from his experienws that h»
will have as much as I learned from mine.

I would like to thank all the people who supported me
and read my page I w ish everyoiw a Merry ChruAmas awl
a Hapi^ Kwanzaa!

\

Foil Shoes
& Boots
Reduced!
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Navy Gold:
Forged in a Tradition

of Excellence
Because the Officers wearing it are the best

in the world at what they do
...they have to be

It takes 3 special breed

of aviator to meet the

challenges of Naval

Aviation. Strong, dedi-

cated professionals

who can control the

world's most sophisti-

cated aircraft. There's

no room over the

oceans for aviators

that are second-best.

To find out if you're qualified, see the Navy Representa

tive that will be in the Campus Center on December 5,

1985 or call collect (518) 462-6119.
Minority Students Encouraged to Apply

Beneath the surface

pulses a unique

environment few will

ever challenge. Only an

uncompromised
standard of excellence

earns a submariner his

dolphins. The Navy's

Nuclear Propulsion

Officers wear them.

BUSTER
5o cent drinks

no cover

All Night All Week

/T

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

FREE TACO BAR
MON & TUBS NIGHT

9 — till it lasts
DECEMBER SPECIAL

Kronenbourg
Delano's will be closed Monday night Dec. 16 from 9 on

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
mr'mim'^ J

.- - - - !
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Films •

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Director Stanford Sin^r's

latest film, Amateur Hour is

having its American
premire tonight at midnight

at Northampton's Pleasant

Street Theatre.

In a recent interview,

Singer said that the fman-

cial dangers involved in in-

dependent filmmaking have

fic^oed maiiy young directors

to create more <»n^^ntional

movies. Singer said he
believes the role oi the in-

dependent is to take those

risks. But he warns, such a

<^urse is not for the timid.

"It's a difftcult thing to do

because you're really walk-

ing a tightrope. But it's a
challenge I've set for myself

That's what I hope indepen-

dent filmmaking is all

about, is that you take a lit-

tle more freedom. You don't

have to make a Aim that is

universal. It's a choi<^."

Singer said.

Singer said he belies
that when many indepen-

dent filmmakers try to

create more Universal or

Hollywood type films, that

th^ are not really fufllling

the role of the independent.

Singer said "that's the role

o( independent film to take

in those gray areas and fill

in the gaps. My concern

with independant film th^e
days is that its trying to be
mini-Hollywood types.

Which is fine, but you real-

ly can't «>mpete Ifyou want
to make a Hollywood type

film, you make a Hollywood
type film. That's the luxury

of indpendent filmmaking,
is that you can take a

chance, you can take a step

to the side And having
things more and more off-

beat." Singer said.

FREE
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I
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VALLEY BOOKS
Carriage Shops

Books at 40-80%
Off List Price
Thousands of new books

on every subject

Art Books, Kids Books,

History Books, Photography

Cooking, Wine and Drink

SAVE ON BOOKS FOR
CHRISTMAS

Mon-Fri 10:30-5:30 Sun 12-5

Sat 10-5 549-6062

Chock, Visa or Mastercard

Don't Miss
Monday Night

Football
at the

TIME OUT
..^^^
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I Pats V8 Dolphins

I
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And of course, she wouldn't have had to

restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's

length, either.

After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
when you're on the phone.

Let us count the ways you can save.

Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from 11pm to Sam, Sunday through Friday,

and you'll save 60% off AT&Ts Day Rate

on your state-to-state calls.

Call between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday
through Friday and you'll save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.

So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company choose ATM". Because
with AT&T's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
exhausting your means.
Reach out and touch someone.®

f

^SS%SSe« STUDENT NOTE SERVICE

The Student Note Service is

now accepting applications for

the spring semester.

If you are a responsible, effi-

cient notetaker, have previous-

ly taken a large ( 200 student

)

lecture class, received a grade

of "B" or better in it, and

possess some typing skills,

WE WANT YOU!

m
c 1985 ATaT Communications

AT&T
The right choice

APPLY IMMEDIATELY!
401 STUDENT UNION BUILDING

545 - 2271

BUfsJreUrgJgiJrtairgJfaSTigy?

THE HUNGRY U

WE ARE NOW OFFERING FREE
DELIVERY TO UMASS 6 DAYS A WEEKI*

TRY OUR HOMEMADE PIZZA, SUBS, SALADS AND OTHER
SPECIALTIES! * STARTING DEC.Srd
Our Thick Crust It Mad« FrMh Daily
With Our Special Homamada Sauca.

Wa Offar A WIda Variaty Of Toppings Dallvarad Hot To Your Door.
Dalivariaa Mada:
Tua., Wad., Thur. 4:30-1:00 am
FrI.. Sat. 4:30-2:00 am
Sun. 4:30-1:00 am ^ UnhrarsKy Dr., Amharst
Closad Monday Minimum $3.00 648-6713

r~$f.00OlTT7rNYLAirGE pTzZA~"i
I Expirat Dac. 14 (•) With This Coupon i

I Not Valid With Any Othar Spacial Offar i

4Mit^
HAND

CRAFTED
WOOL

SWEATERS

Imported from Peru

Reg. $3&r95

Now $24.95
a colorful selection of unique designs and patterns

ASlorv-fulofldaas

Amh«r«t Dsily10-6. Sun.12-S
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Letters
Nicaraguan atrocities unreported

Treatment of our student offenses

Not much is heard these days about the

war in Nicaragua. Our newspapers and

tei^fision networks are silent. What news

exists is highly critical of the Sandinista

government for its recent imposition of a

^ate of Emergency inside Nicaragua. The

Reagan administration claims that this

State of Emergency proves the Sandinistas

are totalitarian. The Sandiniitas claim it

is necessary to clamp down on a "fifth col-

umn" otcontras who plan to bring terrorist

tactics to Nicaragua's cities.

Ibday I received a letter from a close

American friend of mine who has been

traveling inside Nicaragua for the past two

months on an academic scholarship. My
friend is temporarily living with a

Nicaraguan family in Esteli, in the nor-

thern part of the country. Following are ex

cerpts from her letter, which was dated Oct.

27.

"Most of the Nican^uans I've Ulked

with think that the SUte of Emergency

should have b^n announced earlier I

haven't spoken with anyone here who
doesn't believe it's necessary. The simple

fact is that the Nicaraguans are getting

tired of having their friends and relatives

tortured and murdered....

"John, I've seen the mangled bodies of the

victims of contra ambushes—one just ten

miles north. Two civilian women were

raped, had their reproductive organs cut

out while they were still ali\^ and then

were murdered. A 26-year-old man who
works for the Ministry of the Interior had
his eyes cut out, his throat slit with his

tongue pulled through, his testicles ripped

off—all while he was alive—before our

"freedom fighters" decapitated him. I saw
his body, unaltered by cosmetics and em-
balming, two days after he was found. His

friend managed to run away after he'd

witnessed the event, completely out of his

mind.
"Last night there were ten minutes of

machine-gun fire around 11 p.m. in the

streeet in front of my house...And the $27

million [in U.S. aid to the contras] is just

arriving. ...Things are bad here. ..people are

dying every day."

l^at is the news from Nicaragua. It is the

news of a terrible war in Central America,

financed and directed by our own
government.
Eight thousand Nicaraguans, including

hundreds of children, have died at the

hands of the contras. I hope you who are

reading this will ask yourself seriously

whether this is how you want your tax

dollars to be spent.

John Sanbonmatsu
Amherst

fea, indeed this is another article pertain-

ing to the Student Activities Trust Fund.

However, a philosophical approach needs to

be taken over this issue I feel it is

necessary to Uke a look at the measures

that the University has now taken against

these protesters in regard to society's stan

dards for punishment.

Exerting political freedom is a freedom

that our society has valued indeed. Beople

who have acted upon principles and causes

have often been treated more leniently

than those who have been arrested for such

crimes as stealing, vandalism, or rape.

These are the true criminals. Oiu- legal

system is also qualified enough to recognize

the difference between arrests that are

violent and infringe upon the rights and

liberties rf other citizens and ones that

repr^ent political belirfs, and more impor

tantly, their political freedom.

However, quite paradoxically, I look

toward past experiences over the course of

four years here to recognire that the warn

ing letters of suspension, that the student

protesters have now received, are blatant

examples rf a lack of respect for student

representation, and more solemnly the

right to stand for a cause Namely, the right

to control our money. More than that, this

is certainly a case of treating students, who

simply protest and exert a freedom, as if

they were the real {rfTenders and breeders

oi trouble on this campus. Perhaps, the

University should reevaluate its reasons (or

punishment.
In speaking with Professor John Brigham

of the Political Science Department and

also Chairman of the University-wide

Discplinary Board, he can be quoted as say-

ing "in the last five years, only four or five

students have been suspended from this

University," and those suspensions were the

result of setting fires on this campus. Do
we need more evidence? As a former resi-

dent assistant in Washington Tbwer. I

witnessed many acts of vandalism and

outright violations of another's freedom,

and these students were not issued letters

threatening suspension.

It is quite obvious at this point that

violating a code of picketing or banging on

the doors of Whitmore, are not nearly as

threatening to the environment (^this cam-

pus as setting a fire. They certainly do not

merit the same degree of disciplinary

measure. The fact rfthe matter is, four of

five suspensions in the last five years for

setting a fire, showTs how seldom students

are suspended. Clearly, this is a case of the

administration's unjust way of handling

student protesters. Strangely enough, the

administration can tolerate acts of van

dalism, etc, yet it can't tolerate civil disobe

dience. Funny, but our society works

reversely!

Ellen Bresltn, chairwoman
SGA Academic Affairs

msiKB
DONNA, LESLIE

STEPHANIE & WENDY
Congratulations!

We love you all!

and UMasB
won't be the same
without you guys.

Good Luck - we'll miss you,

I

but not too much - because

we'll see you every weekend
next semsester - right?

-MICH & DEB -
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The Music Everyone Wants
This CHRISTMAS

JAMES TAYLOR^
THATS WHY I'M HERE

includtng:

Everyday/Song Fof Moo Far Away
Goirw Around One Mote Time

That* Why tm Hwa

PAUL YOUNG
THE SECRH OF ASSOCI/fflON

Including:

Eveiyiime >bu Go Away
I'm Gonna war Your Playtwusc Down

Everything Must Change
16mb OI Memories/Soldiers Things

SADE »*-
PROMISE

kidudirtg:

Tbe Sweeteal «boo/ls K A Crime
War Of TTw Hearts

Nevw As Good As T>w Fin* Time/Few

THE BEST OF ED/IS COSTELLO
AND THE /fflRAOtONS %^

tnciudirw' rv'

AHson/Radio. RmMo/ AccMerrts Will Happen
Everyday I ^HfUm The Book
The Drily Flame In Ibwn

5.99 LP or cassette 5.99 LP or cassette 5.99 LP or cassette 5.99 LP or cassette

LISA LISA AND CULT |AM
WITH FULL FORCE

including:

I Wonder H I lake Ybu Home
Ybu'M Never Change/ This Is Cult Jam

Can Ybu Feel The Beat ^a
All Cried Out '<

BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE
THIS IS BIG AUDIO OYNAMriB

KKluding: ^%
The Bottom Line/Medicine Show n,

BAD/E = MC

5.99 LP or cassette

THE CLASH
CIJT THE CRAP ^^,

including: ^''^
This Is England/We Are The Clash

Dirty Punk/Are >tou Red.y

CLARENCECLEMONS
HERO
hKludIng: rgL^

Ybu'i* A Friand Of Mine (Duet With ^9
Jackson Browne')

The Sun Aini Gonna Shine Anymore
I Wanna Be Your Hero/1emptation
'Appaar* counwir or twwnwwyium Wnora.

5.99 LP or cassette 5.99 LP or cassette 5.99 LP or cassette

. . .is at For the Record
At Amherst's most complete record store, you'll find

something for everyone in our comprehensive selection of

LP's and Cassettes, 45s, 12" Dance records and new
Compact Discs, too.

Located in Faces
downtown Amherst

256-6134

Open Mon-sat
10-9

Sun 12-5

until Christmas

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The Opinions on this page are those of ihe individual writer or cartoonist and do not
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Come on, you can do it!

]

At the beginning of every semester I

always promise myself that I am going to

keep up with my work, study hard, and
make dean's list. The first few weeks of

school I usually do keep up with
everything and try to study on a relative-

ly regular basis. However, my activities

and social life soon get in the way and
before I know it. it is the end of the

semester and I have three months d* work
to do in a week. This is when the in-

evitable happens.

I give up all thoughts of sleep and cram
as much information into my weary brain

as I can. I begin to exist on coffee, can-

dybars and Hatch bagels in the fading

hope that I can somehow salvage my
faltering cum.
And then come the exams
Last week my string of all night study

sessions began. I got home at about 1 a.m.

which is when I sat down to begin study

ing for my exam to take place later on that

morning. At 8 a.m. I sat down in a cold

room in Morrill Science Center, a fresh

cup of coffee in my hand, and went to work

on my exam.
I started to read the first question when

my eyes began to lose focus, so I blinked

a few times to clear my head. I tried to

begin writing when my head began to bob.

The exam took on the image of a large

white fluffy pillow and I couldn't resist

temptation. The last time I remember
looking at the clock it said 8:20.

Feeling a bit cramped, I began to re-

adjust myself to get more comfortable,

when my professor tapped me on the

shoulder to awaken me fh)m my slumber.

I looked at the clock again and it said 9:40,

already ten minutes into my 9:30 class.

I panicked. Dire courses of action ran

through my mind when I remembered

that I had to at least pass the exam to even

think of getting above a C for the class.

Does this sound at all familiar? Pro-

fessors always warn us that we should get

a good night sleep before an exam. But

let's be serious, how many students do jrou

Bethanne Moskov

know that would go to bed early before an
exam instead cramming in a few extra

study hours?

As far as my exam goes, I have learned,

after three and a halfyears of college, that

losing sleep over an exam isn't worth it.

I have also discovered, unfortunately the

hard way, that pulling "allnighters"

doesn't pay off and only causes a lot of un-

wanted stress, the biggest enemy facing

students these dajrs.

Stress should not be viewed as a dirty

word. University Health Services offers a

varity of pamphlets on how students can

alleviate stress (of course they emphasize
not to stay up all night to study). And let's

face it, the only students responsible

enough to read those pamphlets are the

ones who keep up with their work and
don't let themselves get behind, thus

avoiding a lot of stress.

So with finals begining on Monday,
what are the students who have pro-

crastinated all semester to do? Hang in

there, stick it out and remember when its

all over you can look back at this and
laugh. Also, try not to get too emotional-

ly worked up over nothing. With all this

in mind think of it this way, you have

about a week and a half and you'll be

home celebrating the holidays with your

friends and family. Just hang in there for

the next nine days and then you can relax.

Come on, you can do it! It's not worth it

to burn yourself out now. T^ke some time

out, when you are studying, to unwind,
and no matter what happens on one ex-

am try not to let it effect your other finals.

Just hang in there.

And who knows, maybe next semester

will be the one that I keep up with my
work and don't fall behind.

Bethanne Moskov is a member ofthe Col-

legian staff.

Letters
Slammers and student security
We, the security coordinators of the Union

Program Council, are sad. Apparently
Heidi Lu is a "safe" slam dancer and we
failed to recognize her as such. Pferhaps

Heidi Lu would like to work with UMass
Department of Public Safety to form a Safe

Slammers Certification Program (SSCP).

Certified safe sUinirriPrs could be identified

by a forehead stamp and a color coded wrist

band. Then the job of preventing
"dangerous" slamming would be easy for

security. Certified safe slammers could

dance and enjoy the show, and dangerous

slammers could be prevented from causing

injury.

Determining who is causing a problem

with their dancing at any concert is dif

ficult. We're sorry if Lu feels that she was

unjustly singled out. We invite her to join

UPC for an upcoming show. Perhaps then

she can understand the difficulties

presented to volunteer student security at

concerts on this campus.
David E. Chapman

Damon B. Riley

UPC Security Coordinators
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Random Notes
The latest twist with the Board of

Regents of Higher Education comes from
this week's Boston Globe report on a recent

audit of the regents' computer network.

Completed Nov. 6, the audit was previous-

ly withheld while the Board's staff in-

vestigated the report. According to the

Globe story about the audit, computer
funds were overspent for three consecutive

years, resulting in a $3 million deficit.

This month. Chancellor DufTs press aide,

Estelle Shanley, wrote a letter to the Globe

editor admonishing reporter Steve Cur-

wood's continuing embarassing revelations

about the regents. Shanley opined that

Curwood should instead concentrate on the

positive accomplishments of the regents.

The state assistant attorney general has

not yet released the results of a probe of im-

proper political fund-raising by Duff and
Shanley. * * *

Though Dean of Students William Field

has sent letters threatening expulsion,

dismissal, and/or restitution assesments for

arrested START protestors, it is hard to im-

agine that Chancellor Duffey would actual-

ly allow a student to be ejected from the

University for participating in a sit-in. Duf
fey has himself been arrested while

protesting.

As for restitution (for overtime, cleaning,

maintenance, and "damages to property"),

who will be so bold as to actually come up
with a figure? Then again, the best way to

hurt students is to hit them where it

counts—their wallets. My informed opinion

is that in addition to enduring criminal

charges, the students involved will be of-

Larry Bouchie
fered University probation if they plead

guilty during University hearings But,

what will happen to those who choose to

plead not guilty to any charges?

* •

I must rally beside my colleague

Bethanne Moskov in urging students to

keep their heads and spirits up while the

end-of-semester crunch is on. Just think,

only one more week of late nights, quick

meals, and library sessions and we will all

wrap up another semester. 1 know I can. ...I

know I can 1 know 1 can

* * *

I can't believe that this happens every

year, but it does. Whenever the boy scouts

set up their Christmas tree lot downtown,
some people get the bright idea to steal a
tree at night, and then walk home with it.

As if the Amherst cops won't notice a walk-

ing tree at night, right? Who's kidding
who? Police officers in this town can spot

a false identification card at 50 yards. Do
yourself a favor—don't get intoxicated and
begin your Christmas shopping outdoors,

at night, downtown, at the tree lot.

* *

It's been a great semester at my (no
longer new) job. Nothing makes you com-
pletely realize how many angles there are
to any issue or story until you read every
letter to the editor Now that's an education.
Happy Holidays to everyone, especially the
entire Collegian staff, all of whom make
this page possible

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist

Letters
Outrage over newly elected editor
We are OUTRAGED at the fact that a

man was elected as women's issues editor.

The women's issues desk was established

in 1978 when women took over the Col-

legian for 12 days. These women fought to

gain a vote for women at the Collegian. In

this society all too often women are not

allowed to speak, women are silenced, and
men speak for women. We have gained the

right to speak for ourselves and will not let

this right be abridged.

WE DEMAND THAT THE BOARD OF
EDITORS RECONSIDER THIS
DECISION

LiitijH Trocki
Jimis«H»« . • « » Celeke IVf* Frieml*

Monika Giacoppe Clare Bouzan
Debra R. Kenn Gayle C. Wintjen
Laura R GottschaJk Paula Jabloner
Dianne C. Rossi Deborah M. Kocsis

The Collegian Board of Editors has
unanimously decided not to reconsider this
decision. The new Women's Issues editor
was unanimously chosen for the position
because he was the most qualified applicant
In addition, he is not the first male Women's
Issues editor in the history ofthe Collegian.
The Board would also note that discrimina-
tion or harassment on the basis ofgender
IS sexism.

I t ) t I • * «
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(our taxes), the fact remains that they should not be there

in the first place.

I have been called "Scrooge" by some people and told

to "get into the spirit of the season" by others, but these

people seem to forget that "the spirit of the season" is fitUy

based on religious ideas. Even though it has evolved into

a "who can buy the most expensive present" season, this

came about as a direct result of religious beliefs.

The First Amendment states clearly that people have
nonetheless still C/irisftnas—the celebration of the birth ^jjg freedom to practice their religion; but displaying the
of a religious figure. Chanukah, which coincidently tends objects thereof in public buildings is a direct violation of

to fall around the same time of year (and has also become ^j^g separation of church and state.

Letters
The church and state

Christmas is a time ofyear for joyous feelings, the spirit

of "to give is better than to receive" and good, warm dona-

tions of love to all (or most) people. Though I admit, it has

become secularized with the past few decades, it is

secularized), is the celebration of the few defeating the

many for a religious cause. No articles representing either

of these two religious events should be on display in public

buildings.

I fully agree with the display of religious articles from

private homes or private institutions, but a public display

of such items is not at all in accordance with the separa-

tion of church and state. This is a public institution;

UMass does receive funds from the State Legislature

I feel disgusted when I walk through the Campus Center

and see the Christmas and Chanukah decorations. The

In 1947, Justice Hugo Black was quoted as 8ayin&"(The)

wall between church and state must be kept high and im-

pregnable" I believe that this wall is substantially lowered

with the display of religious articles in public places. In

a more general sense, the purpose of the Bill of Rights is

"lb protect minorities. .and to post some things as off

limits to majorities regardless of how sincere and moral-

ly motivated the m8\)ority might be," (Boles, Donald E.,

The Bible, Religion and the Public Schools, Iowa State

University Press, 1965).

Let's work to keep religion and state separated, for it

worst part of it is the bells on the CC doors—they have jg o„g of i^ie very foundations upon which the United
to make sure to pound the spirit of the season into as many States was founded,
of my senses as possible.

It does not even matter who paid for the decorations, llioiiias K«#hin
whether it be religious organizations or university funds > Sylvan
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FREE
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Merry Christmas & Happy Hannukkah

from your Friends at Stadium Liquors
Gene, Sandy, Mike & Jodi Sojka

Edward Traceski

Scott Mallory

Mike Skroski

Richard Bernstein

Rob Hayes

John Dedian

John Latinski

Dan Frazier

Pete Dzenowski

Mike Kelly

Tom Swanecamp
Dana Smith

Rick McGaffigan

and MAX!!

Friends don't let friends drive drunk
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SGA Tresurer Dianne Rossi speaking at rally in front of Student Union Building on Thursday.

UMass Students arrested

in Sit-in at Whitmore
By CHRIS ALLEN
Nummo News Staff

Twenty University of Massachusetts students were

arrested on Thursday at the Whitmore Administration

Building after they staged a sit-in which stemmed from

the use of students funds activities.

The arrest resulted from a rally outside the Student

Union Building which attracted over 200 people,

protesting a November 19 memorandum issued by Vice

Chancellor for Student Affoirs Dennis Madson and the

director of the Student Activities Office, Franklin Donant.

The memorandum outlining regulations for the Student

Activities Trust Fund (SATF) was issued in response to a

$ 1 20,000 deficit at the close of fiscal year 1 985. Donant

and Madson said they wrote the memo because the

$1.75 million fund administered by the Student

Government Association (SGA) has been in deficit for

two years. Composed of $88 annual activities fees, this

fund is paid by all undergraduates.

The deficit last year was about $90,000, an unofficial

source told Nummo News.

The memorandum also included a stipulation that all

SGA funded operations which include full-time staff line-

items would be determined by Donant. The protesters

said that they felt that some of the student advocacy

groups, which are funded by the Students Activities Trust

Funds, were in jeopardy. The Trust Fund also pays the

staff of student organizations and student government.

Madson said that the students had used 50 perceni of a

reserve fund this year to pay for current expenses. Sixty

seven student organizations including the Legal Services

Office, the Off-Campus Housing Office and Nummo

continuc(i on page 6

Scientist links

AIDS to Africa
By DONNA HENRY
Nummo Stall

A group of Boston Scientists hove suggested that an

apparently innocuous variation of the dangerous

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) virus has

been found in the inhabitants of West Africa. This has led

them to believe that AIDS is onginoted from Africa.

Dr. Myron Essex of the Harvard School of Public Health
has been closely following up on the AIDS issue. He told

scientists at the International Symposium on AIDS m
Africa that the virus appeared to be very sim lar to a
monkey virus which is reported as regnant in the Afncon
green monkey.

According fo Essex, the monkey virus also tnown as
STLVIll, has long been acclimated to apelike

creatures without causing harm to them, and by ways of

biting and scratching, has made it's way into humans

within the past few decades.

Evidence of the new virus became knowledgeoble to

Essex and his colleagues when blood samples from

prostitutes in Sengal and Dakar, who showed no

symptomsof AIDS, were brought in. With this discovery,

scientists has been given new hope in finding a cure for

the most feared disease, AIDS, which has taken the lives

of many people, including the late actor Rock Hudson.

The idea that AIDS originated from Africa has angered

many African scientists. Many of them protested Essex's

findings by issuing a statement declaring that the

Synposium "did not show any conclusive evidence that

AIDS originated from Africa." They argued that AIDS is a

global problem and not an African problem alone.

Never the less, there seems to be many cases of AIDS

reported in a number of African countries. Some of these

countries include Zaire, Rwanda, Zambia and Uganda.

Also, it has been reported that a possible 10% of the

Central African Population are infected with this monkey

virus, which is related to AIDS.

AIDS, which was once noted as a homosexual disease,

is now believed to be spreading mainly among

heterosexuals, through intercourse with more than one

partner. The disease is also said io be present in the

saliva, but has been given little to no recognition because

transmission of AIDS through the saliva is not considered

as dangerous as its transmission through sexual in-

tercourse or blood transfusions.

Whether or not AIDS does originate from Africa tends to

be a debatable issue. However, answer to the question of

how this deadly disease was transmitted from Africa

remains unanswered.

HT FOR THE DAY

"The height by great men reached and kept

were not attained by sudden flight,

I
but they, while their companions slept,

were toiling upwards through the night."
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University Computing Center oasis for graduates

By CHRIS ALLEN
NunuiM Staff

0^t^ percent of the students at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst take son^ ^imputer

experience with them when they graduate, according to

Judy Smith, newly- named acting director of the

University Computing Center (UCC).

That experience takes many forms. It moy t>e os simi^

Oi word processing or as exotic as digital image analysis.

The geography student probably will hove used a

computer- created mop and the math major has no doubt

used a cwnputer to solve a wide range of problems.

The UCC. which has provided the University's computer

service since computers were introduced on campus in

1961, handles computer use for academic research and

instruction. Acting Director Smith is replacing Conrad

Wogrin, who is now acting chairman of the computer

and information science deportment.

Smith is no stranger to the UCC. She hos been on

campus since 1967 when she began work as a systems

progrommer in the University's Computing Center. She

was part of the small team that developed the original

University time sharing plan/UMASS (Unlimited Machine

Access from Scattered Sites). Since 1982, she has been

associate director for support services at the UCC, with

responsibilities for planning, developing, maintaining a

enhancing the University's computer services.

'Wf try to respond to the heedi of the unnientlyjaculty. ftaffand studenti

U e are here to provide servuet.

"

The UCC hos greatly expanded since the nascent days

of 1961. The system now has over 450 terminal access

ports, through which users can gain access to the

University's main computer. Students or faculty with

personal computers can gain access to the system m
well. Smith estimates thot more thon 10,000 students wil'

use the University's computers this year. In 1982*l|3«,tHe

UCC issued 16,175 computer accounts.

Smith explained that the UCC is a centralized computing'

service which is designed to ovoid costly duplication of

equipment and expertise. Rather than have eoch of the

University's nearly 100 departments set up separate

computer service for its own needs, the UCC provides

service to all departments. This is not at the total expense

of freedom, however, as a department may hire its own
programmer for its specific needs, rather than rely on

UCC personnel.

"We try to respond to the needs of the University

faculty, staff and students," Smith said of the UCC
mission. "We are here to provide services."

With its variety of clients, it is not unusual to hove more

than 300 people using the UCC main computer at the

Mm« Hm«. According to Smith, "W* hove use on the

computer 24 hours a day."

Smith said the next big project for the UCC may involve

more extensive cabling of the campus. Currently, many

of the 450 access ports do not provide the full range of

computer services they could if the campus coble system

were more comprehensive. Smith would like to see more

"I will be the coordinator of computing service on the

campus," Abbott said of his new position. "I will be

working very closely with Judy. She will be reporting to

fMk

Smith will serve as acting director of the UCC at leo^

through June. The University is currently involved in o

serch for a director, ond Smith said she hopes to make her

acting position more permanent. She was a Phi Beta

Kappa graduate of Ohio State Univesity and received

her M.S. in mathematics there in 1 966. She is a resident of

Shutesbury.

Issencc Magazine recently < elebrated its 1 5th anniversary as the nation's only Black women's lifestyle magazme.

To commemorate this occasion, luncheons held in seven cities across the nation were designed to recognize Black,

women who haVe triumphtd against the odds and made outstanding contributions to socierv. Sandra McNeil,

right), president and founder of Special market services. Inc., was honored for her contributions to the field of

business at a luncheon in Chicago recently.

Research at UMass shows data on firearm
By CHRIS ALLEN
Nummo Staff

There ore 35 to 60 million guns in America. According

to reseorch recently completed by University of

Massachusetts at Amherst sociology professors James D.

Wright and Peter H. Rossi, there is a surprising lock of

data on the use of these guns in crime ond the people

who use them.

Prior to their report, "The Armed Criminal in America",

Wright and Rossi contend there was a virtually complete

absence of evidence on the important issues involved in

the matter of firearms and crime - on where, how and

why criminals acquire,carry and use guns.

Wright and Rossi interviewed 1 ,874 felons incarcerated

in prisons in 10 states, looking to answer two basic

questions: What roles do firearms play in the lives of

violent criminals? How do criminals obtain their firearms?

They learned that, for the "hard-core" criminal, security,

if not happiness, is o worm, large gun probably stolen,

carried at all times and not solely for use in committing a

crime. The gun, Wright soys, is primarily a tool for

sur/i'wal.

" Most of the guys in this or any other sample of felons do

not woke up in the morning with the idea in mind that they

ore going to go out and conimit on armed robbery,"

Wrioht s<-'d "They woke up in the morning with the idea

that their n /es ore very dangerous, the environments they

inhabit ore very violent/'

- "So their choice of weapons is not, 'Well, I'm going out

for serious armed robbery today so I'll take the .357.'

It's that, I'm going out on the street once again to survive

and so I will take the best equipment I hove with me into

that contest.'
"

The lives that they lead ore such that when an

opportunity to commit is ther , they want to be prepared

for it."

Being prepared means the criminal is usually well-

armed with large, well-made firearms. "Quite contrary

to the conventional assumption of at least some previous

research, we did not find much enthusiasm among the

sample for small, cheap, Saturday night special-type

handguns," Wright said. "The preference was very

much for relatively large, well-made big caliber

firearms."

Theft is the usual means of acquisition of these guns,

Wright said. Only one in six handguns obtained by men

in the survey was bought in conventional, retail

transactions with licensed firearms dealers. The rest were

stolen directly or obtained either in swops, trades or cosh

purchases with friends, associates, drug dealers or other

block market sources. Controlling that illicit trade, Wright

said, looy be next to impossible.

"So long as we allow anyone to own firearms for

whatever reason, we create a class of legitimate owners

from whom firearms con be stolen. And until we figure

out some way to shut off the supply to the criminal market

through theft, then there's not much we're going to do to

prevent theii from getting the guns they wont."

Another finding may hove implications for any move to

ban smoll-coliber handguns. Wright said that criminals,

faced with the loss of handguns, would escalate rather

than retreat. When asked what they would use if

handguns weren't available, 75 percent of the felons said

they would carry sowed-off shotguns or some similar

weapon. "If we enacted a policy which required some of

these men to carry bigger rather than smaller handguns,

we would almost certainly cause the rote of death

through crime to increase," he contends.

This is true, Wright soys, even though the overage

criminal does not carry a gun mainly to shoot someone.

"These men do not commit gun crimes, for the most part,

because they sort of get off on inflicting violence or pain

and suffehng on other people," he said. "The point of

carrying a gun is to moke the victim shut up and do what

the criminal wants and to get out of the situation with a

minimum of hassle."

Wright agrees it is the hard-core criminal's own

activities which ore mainly responsible for creating the

dangers of his environment. His victims are traditionally

people like himself (poor, relatively young, mole, non-

white and living in the city), some of whom also carry guns

out of fear of being victims. This dangerous environment

is almost exclusively urban, Wright says.

"That's not to say it doesn't exist in the small towns and

suburban areas, but it's on overwhelmingly urban

problem. Twenty percent of the armed robbery that

occurs in the United States occurs in Manhattan, for

example".
Continued on page 7
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I'd like to start this column by saying "keep those

cords and letters coming in, folks." But I con't soy

that, because as of yet, I haven't gotten any. That old

devil, student apathy, has struck again.

What o shame that UMoss students should be so

uncaring about their own newspaper. As George
Clinton would soy, "Free speech is too expensive to I

waste." In the cose of NUMMO, free speech is worth

$1 1,000(thats NUMMO'S budget this year), if you

'wont to protect this sizable investment, drop o line,

Imoke a coll or whatever.

After oil, o paper is no better than the people who read it.

With this public service announcement out of the way, let's get to

good stuff.

New Orleans based Block Collegian magazine has o very interesT.i

issue on the stands concerning "careers in money." The fields

banking, insurance, accounting and investments ond securities c

examined for their job content and their employment opportunme

Reading this issue may be the straw that finally convinces some of yo.

"undetermined" students to go to the school of Business(where major .,

,

oil of these fields ire available).

The field of public accounting seems especially promising. Of the

1 80,000 CPA's ( Certified Public Accountants) in the U.S., about450 aro

Block- thots 1/2 of 1/2 of 1 percent. Of that figure, block women we

11 percent. The Massachusetts Doily Collegian's "my role mode

approach to examining careers fills the issue with many reai

accounts of block folks in the business field. These provide c reolis'

appraisal of exactly what is necessary to "moke it" in the "real woric

and ore as informative as the job descriptions themselves.

Black collegian is on excellent magazine. Besides doing stories o-

careers, they also cover such topics as block art, theotre, fashion or,-

compus news from block communities in block and white college.

Although there may not be another black newspaper in the Vcliev

you can still get involved. There ore more than 4 newspapers publishec

on the UMASS campus; over 1 5 newspapers in the Pioneer Valley, .

of whom has vacancies for Third World employees. Block AM storions

BMCP and WMUA eagerly awaits your participation.

As I'm always saying; get involved.Support your Black and other Thirc

World medias. Preserve NUMMO News. It won't cost you anything tc

seek information on earning your own money.

C.Ron Allen

Staff- David Affonseca, Chris Brown, Hollis Conor.
Creese, Hope Jones, Yvonne Morgan, Patricia Odu(/.

Russell, Marion Tinsley, Carla Tucker, Wiima Tvnv .

Wigham and Deneice Williams.

NUMMO NEWS is a Third World Student Weekly at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Our offices are located at 103 New Africa House. Telephone

numbers are (413)545-0061 and 545-0062.

Unsigned editoraJs represent the view ot this paper. They do not
necessary reflect the views of the student body, faculty or
administration. Signed editorals, columns, reviews, cartoons and
letters represent the personal views of the authors.

Editorial

What is this

blackness ?
Heard a lecture by on instructor the other day and I

thought that I would shore it with you. The sister was

rapping something heavy about. . .'those Blacks.'

I wish somebody would tell us when and how we hove

come to be known as 'those Blacks.' Indeed the way the

term is used, one would think it correct, Cronkite uses it in

reporting the evening news, the Post and Herald print it

everyday, why^ Even some of us coll each other

'those Blocks.'

Ever since we've been in America, Block people hove

been referred to by any of o number of names; spooks,

coons, midnights, niggers, darkies, colored, negroes,

gals, boys, sambos, niggas, jungle bunnies, spodes...and

today, 'those Blocks.'

So whafs wrong with the term? What mokes .

incorrect?

From o grammatical standpoint, 'Block' is on adjective.

A proper adjective, if you will. As a proper adjective, it

should modify o noun or the like • i.e.. Block people, not

'Blocks; Black women, not 'Blocks'; Block men, not

'Blocks.'

In sense, it is disrespectful to refer to a human being in

on inhumane manner. In fact, it is downright demeaning.

We deserve the some respect as other people of color -

the Red man is not called the Reds; nor is the Yellow mon

called the Yellows. Or is it the popular trend to refer to

people OS the adjective that describes them? Indeed, in

that cose, we hove fat people who should be called the

fats, and skinny people who should be called the skinnies,

and of course ignorant people to be called the ignoronts.

We suspect the term 'Blocks' probably oringinated in

white folks vocabulary. Indeed it is not uncommon of

them to moke o practice of cutting peoples names short.

If your name is Robert, they coll you Bob. Your name is

Richard, they coll you Dick. Your name Charles? They

coll you Chuck, and you better look out because they just

might coll you ChaHie. Not to mention Chris instead of

Christooher. ^

UNITED WE STAND...BUT ARE
WE REALLY?

STUDENTS OF COLOR,
Why can't we get together without fighting with each

other any more? Why is iTso difficult? Ever since the

semester began. Blacks seems to be finding it very difficult

to party, eat, or walk to their classes without being either

verbally insultive or physically abusive to one another.

Everyone is blaming each other...

"It's the fraternity. Once you ore in it, you're no longer a

port of one people; block people. Instead, you're either

on Iota, Q, o Sigma, a Koppo, or whatever else hove

j

you.''

There seems to be more o sense of separatism than

that of unity" says another.

"It's the Q-Dogs," one expressed, "ever since they hove

established themselves on campus, we haven't been able

to party in peace. Just look, they always hove to be

involved in o fight.. .one way or another."

"Yea, they're talking about building up the block

community...Shit!... building my butt! if this is their idea of

Unity and building up a community, I would not like to

witness them actually destroying it!"

What do I hove to say about this outrogeousness? Well
what these people hove stated above is correct. It is a
disgrace to see our young block men fighting over the

pettiest things.. .a cr/ing shame. But listen children (since

thof s the way you're acting) it's not too late to shape up
and start acting more civilized towards each other. There
is still hope.

! DONNA HENRY

Editorial

thing we call

m^
C RON AI l.EN

\

Older Block folk say when o man refuses

to coll you by the name you ask him to coll

you, he is disrespecting you m the lowest

sense. And indeed, we hove never asked to

be called 'those Blocks'

Perhaps, Malcolm foresaw it when h«

insisted we be called "Afro Americans."

Perhaps Dubois foresaw it when he insisted

we be called "Block Folk" or "Negroes".

Perhaps, they knew oil too well of the 'Call-

em what- you -wanna' syndrome that exists

in this country. (Interestingly enough, in

America's mother country, England, 'Blocks'

is used to refer to those who ore chimney

sweepers.) There is no such thing as o

people called 'those Blacks' or just plain

'Blocks' for that matter. Anyone who insists

on calling us by this term is showing

disrespect; is demeaning us in the lowest

sense.

We ore Block people. We ore of the

Block roce. And, perhaps we'd better start

spreading the word fast...

I4HAPPY 4
KWANZAA.

MERRY ^
# CHRISTMAS

^ HAPPY ^
^CHANUKAH

1

HAVE A
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OPINIONS LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor,

I an deeply dismoyed about the surrounding events

concerning the UMoss- Merrimack gome on 23

November 1985. I wo$ one of the 1000 plus students

standing outside the newly renovated Curry Hicks

building. I arrived outside the Cage at 6:30pm and from

thot time to 7: 1 5 I wa% pushed, my feet were stepped on,

my pants were soiled and I also pushed bock.

I was surrounded by yelling, screaming students that all

hod the some primary goal of seeing their home team win

in their welcome bock to the Cage. Amid all of the

pushing and shoving the atmosphere among students

wos friendly.

The problem and hostility was directed towords those

responsible for o large number of students who were

uninformed that the gome wos allegedly sold out. We
did not find out the gome was allegedly sold out until after

7pm. That was when two UMoss policemen informed us

of that rumor in o loud and physical monner.

Now getting bock to the issue of the gome being

allegedly sold out. How could the gome be sold out when

the more than 1000 students, including myself hod

olreody poid their athletic fee at the beginning of the

semester. After being so impolitely informed by the

police that the gome was ollegedy sold out, I left the side

door and walked around to the front entrance.

When I arrived at the front entrance I witnessed a score

Dear Editor,

upon reading the lost two issues of Nummo
News this semester, I was moved to soy o word or two

which I think will benefit future issues. Recently I have

been enjoying Nummo News issues because of the

inspirational message therein, and moreover it has been

on eyeopener.

if you wont to know about Block people's history, about

health, sports and world news, Nummo is there to serve

you. To come to the point, on reading through the post

issues I found out that more emphasis was put on our last

Block Leaders Martin Luther King Jr., Paul Robeson,

Marcus Gorvey and Charles Drew. Many columns were

used to cover the history of these people.

I think that it is a good idea to learn about our militant

leaders, how they devoted their sweat and lives for our

protection but it is another thing to learn to fend for our

lives and the future of our children. Everything should be

measured moderately. And how ore we going to achieve

our objective? One, we con continue to write about living

Block leaders we wont our children to emulate. And

secondly, if we start to think right, talk right and walk right

our problem will be solved.

Moreover, it will be nice if Nummo writers can keep

close to the current news such as UFO (the unidentified

foreign objects) that ore pouring from around the globe.

This type of news will interest not only the American

students but other ethnic groups. This will keep them from

saying, "I don't care for Nummo News, the negro's

paper. All it contains is Black history and Block editorals.

It is too militant."

Chernor Mosley.

Amherst

THIS ISSUE'S STAFF
Production Manager Chris Allen

Copy Editor Donna Henry
Layout Chris Allen, Maureen J. Dyer
Typesetting Wilma Tynes, Donna Henry,
Maureen J. Dyer, Chris Allen

Photo Editor Chris Allen

David D. Moore

of season ticket holders entering a sold out gome. I

thought to myself, how could this be? I and those other

1000 plus students that hod just been refused admittance

into the gome could not get in while many older adults

casually flashed o ticket to enter as though it were a gold

cord! In addition, season ticket holders hove the option to

pay or not to attend the game. Students must pay and in

Saturday's game could not attend the gome in reference

to the 1000 plus. In effect each one of those 1000 plus

students already possessed o season ticket in the form of

their student I.D. card. I profess that there will be some

drastic changes mode to ensure this situation does not

arise ogam.

I wos angered at the thought of those ticket holders

getting ahead m priority to my peers that were pushing

each othe' for more than one hour. The university

obviously made money on thot gome by turning back

students that already paid the ottiletic fee to gain

odditional monies by charging outside sources for tickets.

In economic terms they practiced the "double counting"

theory.

I personally feel that ticket holders should be admitted

after students to ensure thot we. students whopoid our fee

get a chance to enjoy what we paid for.

DISGUSTINCUHERLY DISGUSTING! Thof s just one

of the mony words, that comes to mind, to describe what

tioppened outside the Curry Hicks building, at the opener

of the Men's Basketball season on the evening of

November 23rd,

Many UMoss students who pay both student activity and

athletic fees should hove had first priority, but were

actually barred from the entrance of the Cage by

Campus police.

What else con I soy? I am outraged at the fact that we,

the paying customers where treated as trespassers. I am

truly appalled and extremely upset especially because

season ticket holders were allowed to enter. I ask you,

"Am I not ,a season ticket holder, along with the other

undergraduates who pay athletic and student activity

fees?

As o student at this university, I would like to hove

answers to these questions.

(1) Where the hell does our student activity and athletic

fees go?

(2) Why should we hove to pay $4.00 to get in when we

have already paid through our fees?

(3) Who deserves top priority to watch a gome in the

Cage,"season ticket holding" students or "others"?

(4) Inorder for me to see a home gome, must I become an

usher or woterboy/girl?

(5) And finally, "What's up Wolly? Where were you

when we needed you?. ..the cops referred us to

you. ..Were you inside sitting in my seat?

In closing, just a word of odvice to our law enforcing

figures on campus - the UMoss police - "you can cotcVi

more flies with honey than you con with vinegar." Think

about it!

o\
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To all of you who've been so kind,

"thanks for you kind support."

Deor Editor,

I cm writing in concern of the opening of the Curry Hicks

Cage on Saturday November 23, 1985 for the UMoss

Merrimack basketball gome. Since I am c freshman, I

chose to arrive at the gome early so that I could obtain o

good viewing seat. I also wanted to be among the first to

enter the Coge.

To my surprise as I walked up the pathway along with

my friend, we witnessed o moss of students oil gathered

around a few small entrances. We looked in amazement

OS the crowd eagerly awaited the opening of the Coge

doors. By 6:45 p.m., we were well within the crowd. We
thought that we hod moved up but actually we were still in

the some spot and the crowd hod increased. However,

there was excitement, laughter, and conversation among

the thousands of students who patiently owoited the

opening of the Cage doors.

Suddenly the crowd began fo squeeze closer together,

obviously he doors hod finolly opened. But along with

the opening of those doors cnme the screams of pain,

yelling and harsh words towards the once friendly

speaking neighbors. My friend and I were separated and

I was eventually lifted about on inch off of the ground as

the crowd progressed into the Cage. It was a truly

terrifying experience indeed to be within such a wild

atmosphere. People were kicking and pushing one

another. I was completely immobile for about fifteen

minutes, when I did enter the door of the Coge, I was

backwards • not by choice either.

I concluded that the crowd hod indeed gone through o

type of metamorphosis, from an excited, seemingly

harmless group of crowded students, to an angry mob of

warriors. And the battle did not end at the opening of the

gates either. After catching my breath inside the Cage
and waiting for my friend, we had to run through the gym
and find seats. As we walked olong the gym floor the

seats were filling up extremely fast. Eventually, we did

find seats and yes, the battle, for us, at least, hod finally

ended.

Inspite of all of the pain and anguish I went through to

watch the first basketball gome of the season, it was not

even worth it, but the excitement was definitely there. I

am hoping that future gomes will be controlled in a much

better manner.

Yvette Russell

Dear Editor,

I am OUTRAGED over the events of November 23,

1985. On that evening I and over 1000 other students

stood eagerly outside the Cage, waiting to cheer our

home Mens basketball teom in its seoson opener.

Everyone was in o friendly mood and when the Campus
police verbolly ordered us to move bock, we obliged.

Even OS they moved through the crowd and physically

manhandled some people, we took it in stride. But the

last straw come when the Campus police demanded that

we (the students) move bock in order to allow ticket

holders (non-students) to pass. Thus, we were told the

gome was sold out.

This obsolutely makes my blood boil. How can NON-
STUDENTS, who aren't required to pay the STUDENT
activity and athletic fees, get into this gome? Every

semester I and the other UMoss students ore literally

forced to support our home teams even if we don't attend

a single game! Yes, this is true and what is more

unbelievable is the fact that outsiders, who do not pay for

"EVERY" game, take precedence over those who do.

I understand that many of the Universities sports events

ond activities ore open to the public, but the hierarchy

must consider one thing. Without their loyal subjects

(students), would their actually be a kingdom?

RUN-DMC... the rap phenomena
By CHRIS ALLEN
Nummo News Staff

One of the hottest new music acts in the entertainment

industry today, Run-DMChos scarcely hod time to draw

a breath since the release of their celebrated debut

album c year and a half ago.

This post July they were the only rap act to ploy the Live-

Aid benefit concert in Philadelphia. In August they were
The first rap act ever to ploy Dick Clark's "American

Bandstand" and in September they rapped the rules on
MTV's Second annual VideoMusic Awards Show (a

funtion performed lost year by Cyndi Louper). Looking

ahead, the trio will be featured on the oll-stor "Sun-City"

onti- apartheid record, alongside. Bruce Springsteen, Pot

Benotar, Peter Townsend and Miles Davis. In addition the

group will star in "Krush Groove," the full-length movie

version of the story of their careers, directed byu Michael

Schultz, distributed by Warner Bros., and co-starring

Sheila E., Kurtis Blow, and the Pot Boys.

These achievements follow such other milestones as

having been the first rap group to earn o gold record

award from the Record Industry Association of

America(R.I.A.A) for "Run-DMC." One of the rare acts to

generate popular and critical acclaim in equal measure,

Run's "Run-DMC" then went on to wind up on the 1984

Ten Best lists of "New York Times" and the "Los Angelas

Times," as well as in "Rolling Stone's" 1984 Top 100.

"King of Rock," their second album, released in January

of this year, also quickly earned o gold record and is now
on its way to platinum status(for one million copies sold).

Their triumphs on records aside, Run -DMC is also known
as one of the most powerful visual acts in the country

today. The group has been on MTV favorite since the

release of their first video, "Rock Box," in the summer of

1 984. They were guests of legendory rocker Lou Reed on
on MTV "Rock Influences" special in the fall of 1984, the

subject of on MTV "Liner Notes" profile this past March,
ond the stars of a half-hour MTV special entitled "Run-

DMC Live From the Ritz" at the end of June.

Another indication of their primacy as performers is that

Run-DMC headlined the pioneering New York City Fresh

Festival II for the second time this post summer over such

estimable colleagues as Whodini, the Fat Boys, and
Grand Master Flash. A package tour in the style of the

old Motown Revues, the Fresh Festival has been
instrumental in bringing rap from New York to the rest of

the country. Fresh Fest II played oreno-sized venues in

over 50 cities. The crew is also very big in England, as

attested to by the "New Musical Express" cover story

devoted to them this past March.

Finally as the "Los Angeles Times" noted in June:

"Unlike many rappers, Run-DMC mokes music that's

laced with o strong social conscience." The crew has

demonstrated their concern in songs like "It's Like That,"

"Hard Times" and "You're Blind," in public service

Run-DMC had the crowd asking for more. Number one rap group, performed at Pearl Street,
Norhampton on December 4, -

award winner done on behalf of the New York Stote

Deportment of Health); and in morale -boosting perform-

onces at Columbia and Princeton Universities this post

spring, by invitation of the students on strike in protest of

their respective almo mater's investment in South Africa.

The trio of 20-year-olds have been friends since

childhood. They grew up within blocks of each other in

middle-class Hollis-Queens, New York. Rappers Ru JJosp

immons) and DMC(Darryl McDoniels) were classmates af

St. Pascal's Catholic School through the eighth grode.

Run and deejay Jam Master Jay(Jqson Mizell) became

friends in the fourth grade as teomotes on St. Pascal's

basketball team, and later went on to Andrew Jackson

High School together.

By 1 977 1 2year-old Run was dee|uying for Kurtis Blow,

the King of Rap, who was(and still is) monoged by Run's

Brother Russell Simmons. It wasn't long before Run also

began grabbing the mike on occasion. One of his

earliest raps went like this: "DJ Run, son of o gun/Always

ploys music and has big fun/Not that old, but that's all

right /Mokes all other emcees bite all night."

Run brought bock topes of his performances with Kurtis

to DMC, and the two of them would practice at home.

Run rapping while DMC deejoyed, then DMC ropping

while Run Deejoyed. Joy, meanwhile, hod played bass

and guitar in bonds from the of 13, and then switched

over to turntables in high school as the deejay of a

neighborhood crew called Two- Fifths Down.

The crew graduated high school in 1 982, at which point

Russell agreed for the first time to produce a record for

them "Ifs Like That/Sucker M.C.'s" was released by

Profile Records in March of 1983. It was on immediate

sensation, and was followed in December of that year

with "Hard Times/Jam Master Joy" which was in addition

to the release of the "Run DMC" album in May of 1984

followed by "Rock Box/30 Days" and finally, "Hoilis

Crew."

With moinstreom occeptonce so close, Run DMC
could've opted to get soft on their second album(releosed

in January of this year), but they didn't. The dominoni

tone was best expressed in the title track: livery jam we
ploy we break two needles/There's three of us, but we're

not the Beatles." Produced, like "Run-DMC," by Russill

Simmons and Lorry Smith, "King of Rock" was dedicated

to the results of what critic Greg Tote descrebed as "a

staged confrontation between hip -hop and heovymetol."'

The group's third album slated for Christmas release, is

being produced by Russell Simmons and Rick Rubin.

Rubin is also a member of the Beostie Boys and Russell''

partner in Columbio/Def Jam Records, a label devoted to

what the partners describe as contemporary teenage

music.

In sum, it's Run-DMC's odventurousness, in addition to

their intelligence, strength, and sense of humor thot has

token them so far in such o short time. Or, as the guys

themselves explain in "King of Rock":

"It's not trick or treat,and it's not an April Fool Ifs oil

brand new, never ever old school."

A broom to fly... still flying in Gus, Sav. Gallery

Maureen Dyer

Nummo News Service -

On December 2, 1985 the Augusta Savage Memorial

Gallery opened its doors with the exhibition entitled "a

broom to fly", works by Mr. Glenwood Lawrence.

Lawrence a native of Jamaica is currently visiting in

the area. His exhibition of 40 works will include over 20

wotercolours. along with an array of allegorical oils,

acrylics and pen and ink drawings comprising the theme.

Promising to be on exciting and imformotive as the artist

himself.

This owordwinning artist is one of Jamaica's foremost

wotercolourest and has been cited in reviews as "much to

praise and admire." Traveling and exhibiting throughout

Europe and the United States is a common practice for

this energetic young artist. Recently when asked about

his "award winning formula" by the Miami Herald he was
quoted as saying "I work in it and sit in it and live in it. And
then I close my eyes and point it."

A multi-faceted and multi-talented Glenwood
Lawrence puts no limits on his creativity. Currently this

artist, author, composer and musicon is collaborating

with his publisher in London, awaiting the final press of his

two most recent singles and is in the process of recording

on album entitled "Searching for Dad."

All of this for one person mayh sound to the pessimist as

a bit much however all quite true. The Augusta Savage
Memorial Gallery invites you to come and partake of all

that is Glenwood Lawrence. A reception fo meet the

Artist was held en Friday the 6th of December from
4pm-6pm in the gallery.

The exhibition will continue until December 20.

Lo: ©•i
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Peace Corps worken
abroad

relate experience working

By CHRIS ALLEN
NuiRmB N^vi Stair

5Mirv«imQA^*ffi«*gen«rcrtion" andyuppi«$, tf^e Peace

Cofps continues to thrive 25 years after its seed was
Ranted in on October 1 960 John F. Kennedy campoign

^eech. Over 100,000 people k&^ held the "toughest

H>b they ever loved" ond more ore on ikm ^tug^.

"rtMl Peoce Corps is especially olive ond v^ell at the

University of Massachusetts ot Amherst, which lost year

trailed CMily Stanford ond Michigan State among
American universities deliverir^g Peoce Corps
workers beloi^ to shiikf^ im kmn^ end L^m
Lavollee;

Both women served in th>» Peoce Corps in West Africa

While they held differen' positions (Sommet was a

teacher in the Ivory Coast. Lovollee worked on on

tocher In Hie Ivory Coast. Lovollee worked on

costruction projects in Tongo.),they shore positive

feelings about the Peoce Corps and hope to spreod those

feelings while recruiting.

Sommet and Lovollee foce the some obstocles Peoce

Corps recruiters hove faced sirKe the first volunteers flew

off to Ghono in 1961: Prospective volunteers ore

notoriously leery of whot owoits them. They feor for their

health and osk questions like, "Will I live in a mud hut?"

Then there is the problem of willing students deemed
unquolified becouse the Peace Corps prefers workers

who possess skills in areas such as farming, engineering

or medicine.

"I wont someone who has skills.** lifo Sommet soys of

whot she is looking for in a voluteer. "The Peace Corps
needs skilled people."

Lock of $kills,.however, does not outomoticolly disqualify

o person with o bokground in the humanities who may
hove o pbce in community service or educotion

programs. The Peace Corps considers attitude as much
OS aptitude.

"The Peoce Corps is r>ot a vocotion program. I wont

people who understond that," Sommet soys. "I'm really

looking for people who hove three qualities: flexibility,

odoptobility and a sense of humor. Sure, ifs important to

hove a skill. But if they don't hove those three qualities to

begin with, they're not going to moke it in the Third

World."

The recruiters entered the Peace Corps from different

bockgrounds. PiHsfield notive Sommet is o 1975

University off Mossochusetts groduote with a degree in

English. She has o master's degree in library science from

the University of Rhode Island and worked os o teocher

and librorion before entering the Peoce Corps. She is

pursuing a second bachelor's degree in internotionoi

^lt'"l1»»»» continued from page]

News ore funded by the SATF.

A delegation of six representing the students offered to

meef with Modson to discuss the issue, but Modson

refused, offering only to meet with student leoders, who

were elected to positions in the Student Government. The

offer was turned down by the demonstrators.

The students hod six demands which they said they

were unable to present to anyone during the

demonstrofion.

Some of these demonds included:

A call from the administration to hire a legal fourth

attorney for the Legal Services Office, which represents

students interest in a variety of legal matters.

A demond that Donont resign "forthwith."

A coll for recognition by the administration of the SGA's

authority to control the program, personnel and budget

of The Student Activities Trust Fund, The Graduate

Students' Fee ond those organizations financed by the

Trust Fund.

Student Senate Speaker John Ruddock said that the

Board of Trustees and Massachusetts General Laws say

that the Student Government has ultimate control of the

Funds.

About 3 p.m., a group of about 50 students occupied

the office of the Dean of Students, William Field, the

University's switch- board office and the corridor outside

Madson's office. Visible through an office window, a

police officer was present inside Madson's locked office.

One of the protesters, M. Lynne Murphy said that he

thinks it is important to give the administration the

message that they cannot continue to ignore students.

"We want to negotiate, and they are being totally

unmoving." Murphy said.

Chanting and carrying signs reading: "Modson, the

Miser," and "Denny remember stealing is a crime," and

"We give on inch; they take our Trust Fund", the

protesters were told to leave the building at 5 p.m. or face

charges of trespassing.

The press was also instructed to leave at 5 p.m., when

the doily business hours ended. The students who

remained in the building opted fo be arrested,UMG5S

police Chief Robert G. Joyce said.

Students peacefully left the building in police custody.

Three of these students were arraigned in the Hampshire

District Court in Northampton while the other students are

expected to be orrigned next week. The three who were

arraigned on charges of trespassing ore John A. Peterson

of Northampton; Douglas A. Calvin of Amherst and

Thomas W. Concannon of Northampton.

Among the other students , who ore expected to be

called before a court to answer to on indictment this week

ore John C. Hayes, Alex J. Zucker, Timothy J. Kress,

Patricio M. McGorry, Christine M. Alibrandi, and

Caroline Murray, all of who are residence of Amherst,

and Jordan A. Rosner, of Sunderland.

A pre-trial conference is set for the three arraigned

students on January 22, 1986.

A second demonstration on the the issue took place on

Friday, however no arrest were node. The protesters left

the building chanting, "We'll be bock."

'^^S the Season
To wish all our

friends a very

wonderful and
warm holiday

ogriculturol development.

Lovollee, from Woonsocket R.L.hos on associate's

degree in enviormentoi science from Berkshire

Community College. She worked for o renewable*

energy company ond served with Operation Crossroads

to Africa before her two-year stint in the Peace Corps.

She is working on o bachelor's degree in agricultural

development.

In the peace corps, Sommet taught English in the Ivory

Coost town of M'Bohiokro. She tought five classes a day

to high school -level students, oged 12 to 22. With dosses

that overoged 65 students, it was a for cry from her

previous teoching experience in Great Borrington. "I

don't hove much sympothy for teachers who complain

about large classes," she soys.

Lovolle oversaw several construction projects in Togo.

She described her role as o "logistic person"and proudly

disploys pictures of one of the two elementary schools

she helped build.

The two recruiters hove a great deal of enthusiosm for

the Peoce Corps ond both soy it was by for the most

meaningful experience of their lives. "Seeing oil these

great jobs come through here, "Lovollee soys of the

material she receives at the University Peace Corps

office, "I get excited. It brings bock so many memories.

I'd reolly like to go bock to Africa.

From the staff of Nummo News

BLACK HISTORYi
CORNER

As history has shown, in order for talented African-

American writers to receive national acclaim, they hod to

be o superb artist. In the late nineteenth century, Paul

Lawrence Dunbar emerged as one of the nations finest

writers. Dunbar, on African-American, indeed was o

superb literary artist.

Dunbar began to write and develop his poetry before

age 6. The son of o former slave, Dunbar learned to read

and write from his self- educated mother.

When his father died, Dunbar was only twelve, but

proved to be enough of a man to work two jobs and

graduate in the top of his high school class.

Following graduation, the best job that Dunbar could

find was that of an elevator operator. Having served as

editor of his white schools newspaper didn't seem to

mean much at the time. After his tasks were reduced to

menial labor, the optimism of many block youngsters,

who admired Dunbar's talents had been shattered. They

sow that even exceptionally gifted black folk were

restrained in the world by white society.

The torch of Dunbar's ambition to be a writer carried

him through the dork times, and in 1896, his talents -

along with the strengths in his hopes and dreams -

overcome America's prisons of racism. Dunbar received

notional acclaim with the publication of a collection of his

poetry, "Lyrics of a Lonely Life".

Dunbar was on extremely unique poet in that he hod

two clear contrasting styles; opart from his poetry in

literary english, he also wrote poems in dialect form. An
example of his poetry in dialect is exhibited in his poem,

"A Death Song", where Dunbar writes, "Lay me down
beneof de willers in de gross..." His literary english style is

Found in "We wear the Mask"; "we wear the mask that

grins and lies, it hides our cheeks and shades our eyes;"

Paul Lawrence Dunbar's contributions to American

iteroture and African-American poetry reflect the

superb artist that he was. His poetry, though he has long

massed owoy, still vibrantly rings with on awesome power
jf its own. Among his many commendations is Dunbar
High School which is located in Washington, D.C.

C.RON ALLEN

Show pulled from Boston radio
...demeaning to black people.

By CHRIS ALLEN
Nummo Staff

I

I

• A Boston radio station hos cancelled o run of the Amos
V Andy show ofter receiving complaints thot the

program was demeaning to blacks, portraying them os

dumb and incomptenl.

George Schweitzer, a communications vice president

with the CBS Broodcost group, said CBS cancelled o

television run of Amos 'n' Andy inJ 966 because of

complaints from the NAACP. He said the topes had not

been released since.

^
"We hove no intention of releasing those topes"

^hweitzer commented, "but we're aware of many
pirated versions, which ore dfficult to keep track of."

CBS controlled rights to the 78 original Amos 'n' Andy
video episodes from the 1950's os well os the radio

programs aired from the 1920's through the 1940's,

added Schweitzer.

Asked if he was aware of the history of complaints

generated by the Amos 'n' Andy show, Kindler said,

"Every single program on radio and television is offensive

to someone."

News Radio WEEI-AM 590 pulled the show after

several runs in WEEI's Radio Classic Series.

William Kindler, station manager said WEEI was
responding to its audience. "Since beginning the radio

rlossics in June, so many listeners requested that WEEI
broadcast this popular show, we decided to schedule it

for November. Even though the response generally has
been favorable, however, we do not wont those

offended to feel that our community- minded station is

insensitive to their concerns."

WEEI a CBS affiliate, may hove broadcasted the show in

violation of its network's copyright control of both rodio

and television versions of the program, which a CBS
spokesman said has not been authorized for broadcast
since the mid 1960's.

Kindler declined to comment to Nummo News when
asked whether the station would continue the program
despite its controversol nature, as on earlier published

report said.

Kindler said WEEI obtained the Amos 'n' Andy tapes
from a reputable distributor who presumably obtained all

necessary clearances for broadcast. He declined to state

the distributers name.

/ ll ^i>%fTriO»,m Continued from page 2

So,beyond avoiding New York, what con be done about

the guns and crime problem? Wright soys frankly the

solutions ore not self-evident from his study, although he

sees potential in mandatory sentencing for criminals who
use guns to commit crimes. He also thinks harsher

penalties for gun theft might be helpful. Ironically, those

two solutions would put more people in prison, thereby

aggravating another societal woe; lack of prison space.

"No study of this sort has ever been done," Wright said

of his report, done for the U.S. Justice Deportment's

principal research arm, the Notional Institute of Justice.

"We've never really hod a comprehensive portrait of the

armed criminol in America. Now that we hove one, I

think it foils to other people who ore more sophisticated

than I am, to take that portrait and soy, 'OK, now that we
know this, what con we do about the problem?'

"Perhaps the answer is there's not a whole lot we con
do," he admits. "But if thof s the answer then I guess that's

at least worth knowing so we can stop wasting our efforts

and go on to something else."

Diamond Jubilee

/<

Bv CHRIS ALLEN
Nummo Staff

Over five hundred chapters of Omega Psi Phi

Fraternity, Inc. conducted annual awards programs in

observance of the Omega National Achievement Week,

November 17-23, 1985.

The theme of this year's Omega Achievement Week
observance was "Toward the 1990's Uplifting As We
Climb Through Education and Economic Development."

It is during that period that local chapters of the

Omegas, at home and abroad, honored their respective

choices for "Omega Man of The Year" and "Omega
Citizen Of The Year." Most chapters also cite others also

for outstanding service to their communities during the

1985 year.

The names of the local "Omega Man" and "Citizen Of
The Year" honorees was then submitted by their

sponsoring chapter to its District for nomination os

posssible "District Omega Man Of The Year" and

"District Citzen Of The Year" Honors during the Spring

1986 District Conferences. There are presently eleven

active District in the Fraternity.

The District "Omega Man" and "Citzen" honorees

was nominated by their District for the very prestigious

National "Omega Man Of The Year" titles.

Presentations will be mode at the 75th Anniversary

Diamond Jubilee Grand Conclave in Washington, D.C.

to be held July 26- August 1, 1986.

Some of the post "Notional Omega Men Of The Year"

hove included the Rev. Jesse Jackson, NAACPer Dr.

Benjamin Hooks, and the Urban League's Vernon Jordan.

Omega Psi Phi Fraternity also sponsors a National

Essay Contest for college bouond high school seniors as

port of the Notional Achievement Week Observance.

Four scholarships ore awarded to the winners. The

deadline for essays this year was November 23, 1985.

The Omega Psi Phi Fraternity's Notional Achievement

Week Observance was the idea of Omega man Dr.

Carter G. Woodson, the "father" of the Black History

movement.

The Omega Psi Phi Fraternity was founded in 1911 at

Howard University in Washington, D.C. It is the hrst

national fraternity founded on a block college campus.

Dr. Moses C. Norman, of Atlanta, Georgia, is the current

Grand Bosileus of the Fraternity. The Notional

Achievement Week Chairman is Dr. Adam E. McKee,

D.V.M., or Rockville, Maryland.

{ANNOUNCEMENTS
The management and staff ofBMCP v^ould

like to wish all a very Merry Christmas and a

Happy New Year. ^^^^L
Lester High, Marc Elliot Giles, LouisAlfred,

Denise Burger, Sharon Jackson, Lauren

Gumes, Lauressa Johnson.

'^^^^ Peace Amongst all the Greeks

From Phi Beta Sigma

MERRY CHRISTMAS
to the entire Nummo News staff.

Also to Eric, Merlyn, Renita, and to all the

CVSA members.
From Amta Auta Almeida

Secretary

Wishing you all the best and brightest joys of
the Christmas Season.

From Third World Caucus

Âttention all interested students. Positions
available for next semester at Nummo News in

Photography, Layout, News writing and
Production. For more imformation please call

or stop by Nummo News Ofifice located at 103
New Africa House, 545-0061 (0062). Workstudy
and Non-workstudy positionbs availaf^ie.

Now Forming!!!

Western Massachusetts

National Endometriosis Association

First meeting to plan:

•Organization of chapter

•Support Network
•Educational events

•Discussions

Sunday December 15th, 3:00 p.m. to 5:oo p.m.

Everywoman's Center

Wilder Hall, UMass Amherst
For more imformation call:545-0883

DITTO
From Ros. fejean
Afro-Am Department

•^^
Warm greetings and best wishes for a Merry
Christmas and a very happy New Year

From Intramurals Department
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SPORTS
Minutewomen topped Springfield to make it four

in a row

ColU-gidii pnou) bv Dt-nck Robcns

Senior forwar faunita Matthews doing her thing against Boston University earlier in the season.
Matthews was top scorer along with Sophmore forward Tara Lewis scoring tenpoints
in the game on Saturday at the Cage.

Freshmen shines for Minutemen
By CHRIS ALLEN
Numnio News

the game, that did not mean that they were the better

team.
Despite UMass' lack ot aggressiveness the team was

plagued by a bout of fouls, most of which seemed

unintentionally. Freshman forward Joe Fennell who has

proven to be a master of the gome played like a teacher.

Fennell made some long passes which has been UMass'

primary aid in winning this season.

At one point freshman center forward Sean Mosby

along with classmate Dwone Chose, put on a

"Wednesday Night Live Show" with Chose making o

superb dunk and Mosby depriving the Bonnies of the ball

over the rim.

Born/ Manning St. Bonoventure's 'Big Bird' played as if

he was practicing on his home court. Almost every shot

he mode was sunken in the net. He contributed 31 points

while teammate Doug Turner and St. Bonnie's best foul

shooter Guard Elmer Anderson bagged 12 points each.

Anderson missed the first of three-one ond-one before

the final buzzer.

Mike Mundy, Wilbert Hicks and Fitzhugh Tarry were

It was a nail biting finish when the University of brought into the final home gome of the semester.

ForwardJoe Fennell caught in action doingwhat
he likes best.

Massachusetts basketball team was edged by St.

Bonoventure on Wednesday night in the Curry Hicks

Cage.
Trailing by as many as 14 points the minutemen

managed to finish with a close score of 78-77.

In a game which could have been UMass', personality

differences seemed to be the major problem for the

defeat. Although the Bonnies led the scores throughout

Mundy went on a goal chose from he was introduced into

the gome , scoring within his first five minutes on the court.

Hicks contributed 4 fouls and 4 goals while making his

debut this season for UMass was Tarry, the man

responsible for pushing UMass score from 75 to 77. Tarry

hit a jumper on the buzzer with the assistance of Chose.

An estimated 3,380 left the Cage realizing that in the final

moments. ..it could hove been anybody's gome.

By CHRIS ALLEN
Nummo Newt

THe Unw«fsity of Mossachuselts Women's Basketboll

teom mode it four in o row when they trounced

Springfield College 69-34 in the first gam« ^ O double

header in the cage Soturdoy evening. The eoty vicfory

boosts the UMass womens record to 4-U including four

stroight homecourt wins.

Senior guard- forward Jaunita Matthews was explosive

in the Saturday game. She contributed 10 points to the

total and shored the team top scoring title with sophmore

forward Tore Lewis. Matthews is averaging 12.3 ppg and

Coach Barboro Stevens believes the junior college

transfer is coming into her own this year.

As team, the Minutewomen hove improved their

shooting considerably over the post year and ore

currently making almost 50% of their shots.

Susan Burtoft, who leads the Minutewomen in

rebounding this season, motched her seasons average in

the gome with 10.

UMass' point production is up to 76 points a gome,

which is well above last yeors overage.

Springfield come into the gome with a 2-3 record.

Senior forword Ellen Hill led the Chiefs and brought a

1 3.2 point, 1 rebound per game average into the game.

Robin McLeod paced the Cheifs with 1 points while Potty

Lorkin snatched 7 rebounds.

Defensively, UMass is holding teams to 62.5 points o

gome which is about the same as lost season. It is on area

that Coach Stevens would like to see continued

improvement.

"Obviously I'm feeling very good about our

performance, especially the last three gomes," Stevens

said at the lost gome before this victory, "were pretty

sotisfied so for but we know the competition's going to get

tougher." UMass shot 28 of 59 from the floor for o .475

mark compared to Spnngfield College's 1 4 of 52 for .270.

The minutewomen also out rebounded their opponents

50-31.

Coach Stevens and her Minutewomen visited University

of Connecticut lost night where they were defeated-

All he wants for Xmas

Los Angeles Laker MagicJohnson checks his

teeth after being hit in the mouth by an

opponent recently. Johnson had to be taken

out of the game.

Letters
Listen to the advice...

I would like to clarify, to fellow students, the situation
that the Student Government Association is in, as I see
it. The SGA is experiencing a financial crisis as a result
of ignoring accumulating deficits and inefficient
budgeting.

The money that has been mismanaged is the money that
we pay every year to the Student Activities TVust Fund.
We each pay $88 in the form of a Student Activities Fee,
or $1,7 miillion collectively. Most of this money is already
"fixed cost" or rather, committed in the fiscal budget to
the SGA-funded operations which include enrollment bas
ed allocations, mandated costs, payroll, and the reserves.

On a bigger scale it includes: the Economic Development
Office, the Legal Services Office, the Office ofThird World
Affairs, SCERA, Student Activities Office, the Union
Video Center, the Off-Campus Housing Office, WMUA,
and the Student Senate Office Once these fixed costs are
budgeted for, the SGA is left with $252,810 to allocate
In past years the SGA has over-allocated this money and

cut into other budgets (the "fixed coats"), thus causing the
deficits. The SGA has continuously borrowed from the
reserves or tried to raise fees in order to pay back their
debts. The SGA has been warned many times as this
"cyclical financial disintegration" has approached us.

Because student leaders come and go every year in office,

things get put off. The SGA only deals with the short term
and now we have a crisis that must be dealt with. We stand
to lose many student services unless the problem i»

corrected.

Rflndy Donant, dir^ilor o( Student Activities, has

developed a list of actions to be taken that will make the
I'risis more manageable and allow both SGA leaders and
administrators to deal with the problem now and provide
for a long term solution. Randy Donant has recommend
ed that students do not vote by referendum for a $12 fee

increase this year, because it will not solve the problem.
A fee increase at this point will allow the SGA to put off

the problem again rather than coming up with a viable
long term solution.

Until the SGA faces its responsibilities, it does not have
^be right to criticize a professional for taking the lead, as
if to protect its pride Rights include responsibiIitie& When
the SGA has taken the responsibility of solving its finan-
cial problems then maybe it will have the right to criticize

professionals.

Donant was hired to work for students. His recommen-
dations benefit the students and attempt to solve the
SGA's financial dilemma. Calling for Donant's resigna-
tion won't solve any problem. It only symbolizes a rejec-

tion of the much needed stabilization regarding the SGA
budgets.

In my opinion, the SGA is blind to the situation it is

in and it will remain so until it begins to listen to the ad-

vice of the professional staff who haw been hired to imto-

vide a continuity to student groups, such as the SGA.
I urge fellow students to follow this issue and know the

facts so that when it comes time to vote you'll know what
it is you are voting for I hope you will vote against a fee

increase which will force the SGA to deal with this finan
cial crisis.

Katherine L. Newell
Amherst

^ ', C^p"^ ^ presents

YAi^^^^ ^ Thursday Dec. 19th

THE DEL FUEGOS
plus Enigma Recording Artists

iBPnfn smiu noiijiiiiiiipjoh nn miunr

i^^cS!.?«gl^Rt. 9 Hadley ^
Dec. 13th Friday 5:00-9:00

Xmas Part with Just George Direct from Cape Cod
Dec. 13th Friday 9:00 • 1:00

Top 40 Band Syren
Dec. 14th Saturday 9:00 - 1:00

MissingLink

• COMBO DINNERS •

Six different platters with

combinations of our most popular

entrees served with Spanish Rice

and Refritos. . .4.05 - 4.85

. . .Bring Your Appetitel

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON , AMHERST
21 CENTER ST

SB4 0673
tnng you' Own Bmm • W»n»

I
«1 BOLTWOOO WAtK

I
749 SUM^4CR AVE

• 2568217 I 786-0919

•r Of Wint S»n*a

I
15th ANNUAL BUSH BASH

FOUR SEASONS

UMASS SKI CLUB

SUGARBUSH
VALLEY

SKI & PARTY WEEK
JAN. 19-24

TKIP INCLUDES:

5'/i DAY LIFT TICKET SUN • FRI

5 NIGHTS LODGING HOTEL onCONDO
ENTERTAINMENT: FREE DEER & WINE PARTIES

HOT njO PAATID . LONG UNDERWLAA PARTIES

njRTU »UCZ5. FRH BEER 6 WINE PARTIES

FREE DEER 6 WINE PARTIES naSTaR RACES

SUGARWJSH COUPON BOOK. EC EC

Wines/Liquors
BEER SPECIALS

i!

i!

i!

BUSCH cans $8.99 i

BUD LIGHT cans $10.99 |

HEINEKEN bottles $13.99 |

UTICA CLUB bottles $6.50

Lots more in store specials

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN $8.99

RUM $10.99

MALIBU RUM $6.99

PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS $8.99

n

HOTEL PACKAGE

CONDO PACKAGE

cT^»«i^^ ONLY $149
r>u .-aucc ONLY $199

LAGNAF 86
Vermont Drinking Age is 18 yrs.

FOR A^RE INFO 545.3407 400 STUDENT UNION

Finals Weak Office Hours:

Mon - FrI 10 am to 2 pm
MORE SPACE IS AVAILABLE!!

SIGN-UP NOW!!!

Monday, December 16

Annual "Champagne Tasting

call store for details

Lots of gift sets and ideas available

Wine Gift Sets - some already wrapped
Beer Sets

Liqueur Gift Sets

Large Selection of Nips for Stocking Stuffers

Route 9, Hadley 584-8174
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^•RlDAY

FILM

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

^ -if

Michael Douglas and Kathleeen Turner
star in "Jewel of the Nile."

Finals. Don't even talk to me about finals. There's only
one thing you can do in a situation like this. Movies.

Movies until you drop.

There are two new movies at the malls, and the
American premire of an off-beat comedy in Northampton.
Jewel of the Nile is the sequel to Romancing the Stone.

Once again we find romance novelist Joan Wilder
(Kathleen Turner) and her adventurer/lover Jack Colton
(Michael Douglas) caught up in another incredible comic
adventure. Danny DeVito (Louie from TV's Taxi) reprises

his role as Ralph their arch-foe. Ralph, so it seems, didn't

get caught by the police in the last movie and is still after

the big emerald from Romancing. Joan, poor thing, is

plagued with writer's block, when suddenly she gets an
offer to write the autobiography of an Arab prince and the
couple are wisked away on "the wildest adventure of theirIt*ives.

Clue: The Movie is an all-star murder mystery farce bas-

ed on the popular board game. Starring Eileen Brennan
(Private Benjamin), Tim Curry (last seen as Dr Frank N.
Furter in The Rocky Horror Picture Show), Madeline
Kahn, Chirstopher Lloyd (Back to the Future), Michael
McKean (Lenny, of Lenny and Squiggy fame). Martin
Mull, Leasley Ann Warren, this movie was filmed with

three different endings. Whodunit becomes a mat^ *f

Whereyouseeit.

Aside from those two new movies. Iht ^teture at U»
malls is still basically the same. Young Sherlock Holmn
is an adventure mystery, produced by Steven Spielberg

and written by Chris Columbus (the same guy who wrot«

the screenpla)^ for Gremlins and Goonieay Tht- movie ask»

the question what would have happened if Holmes and

Watson had met as teenagers instead of middle aged men,

as they did in the books.

Directed by Barry Levinson, the movie allows the au-

dience to absorb more of the atmosphere of the times than

infitintdfii tin pag€ IS

< Pleasant St. Theater
Midnight Shows Friday

and Saturday

A NEW COMEDY

CINEMA
' Friday 12/13 - Mt 12/14

Safety Last at 7; Qanaral at 8:30

City lights at 9:46

Sun 12/16 - Tuas 12/17
Unfaithfully Yours 7:00

Bringing Up Baby 9:00

Cary Grant and Katharina Hapburn |

Wads 12/18 - Sat 12/21
Swaat Draams 7:00

Coal MInar's Daughtar 9:00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

• r
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I

M
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^SPRING CATALOGS HAVE ARRIVED!

Rck up your copy

Division of Continuing Education
University Library, Southeast Entrance

Or call 5-2414 for more Information.

XjLXV m, \S
The Miser production is witty
and has philosophical message
By MARGOT
WIATROWSKI
Collegian Correspondent

Webster's dictionary
defines a miser as "one who
hoards money and lives in

wretched surroundings,"

and the Rand Theater's pro-

duction of Moliere's The
Miser has ilhisirated that

definition quite colorfully.

Mr Harpagon, the miser,

is played by Harry
Mahnken, who exudes
stinginess and the nastiness

expected of such a scnxige.

The ingeneous set and
scenery add to the at-

mosphere with charming
cobwebs gathering
everywhere, papers scat-

tered in and around Har-
pagon's balcony study, and
even a secret lock to get up
to the balcony—which
nobody but the miser
himselfseems to have access

ta

The dusty, musty house
comes complete with a crew
of bumbling servants, head-

ed by the baix)0 playing

cook/coachman Master Jack

(played by Nick Plakias),

and a hilarious spinster

housekeeper portrayed by

Ruth Cullinane, who add to

the madcap silliness by

seeming to be everywhere
and doing everything except

what they're supposed to.

Money isn't the only thing

Harpagon scrimps on. He is

also insistent on marrying
his tura children into posi

tions that appear convie-

nient for fast cash. Elise, the

daughter, played by
Katherine A. Gibbens, is the

not-so-typical little rich girl

who wants to maury her

father's man servant,
Valerie

David Spencer is wonder-

ful as the love-lorn butler,

who seems conniving at

first, but indeed turns out to

be sincere. The situation is

not improved by her brother

Clu^ 's infatuation with a

"poor Irish girl" (who has a
bizarre accent), played by

Susan O" Brian. Richard
DesRochers does a splendid

job in bringing the sporty

and dashing young Clay to

life.

The Miser displays a

number of rather unique
costumes, most of them
belonging to a flapper nam-
ed Frosine, who acts as a

matchmaker to the miser,

Mr. Harpagon. However, you
know how flappers can be.

Katherine Gibbens, Ruth Cullinane,
Meighan and Nick Plakias in "The Miser" at
the Rand Theatre.

Frosine helps the young
Harpagons in their plights

of love, unbeknownst to

their father. Meighan
Gerachis is a convincing
con-artist, and almost gets
away with a grand plot to

snow Mr.
Harpagon almost.

inis philosophical parody

really sets your mind to
thinking, and you should be
prepared for quite a few sur-

prises, people literally pc^
ping out <k the woodwork,
and even a crime or two!

The Miser is playing now
until Saturday at the Rand
Theatre at UMass.

A special good bye to Renee Bacher from
the Arts Desk—Au revoir!

Spring 1986

Performance Art/Dance Course

for

'ec. i^^e/j J,,

'" H 4

6.

For info, contact Aria Edry
545-2803/4
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• Films
most Spielberg movi<^ But Steve has become so iden-

tified with the movies he produces, that in this one the
actors who play Holmes and his girlfriend even look Steve
and his girlfriend. Amy Irving. There is a scene in the film

where Holmes must frantically search for a gold statue
and when he finally finds it, a crowd of boys cheers wild-

ly. I couldn't help but think how this paralleled Steve's

own search for another gold statue, the Oscar. The action

moves very quickly, with many internal references to

lalmost e^^ry other Spielberg film. Ifyou have a checklist.

see how many <^ them you can spot.

Spies Like Us starring Chevy Chase and Dan Ackroyd
as bumbling intelligen(% agents sent on a suicide mission
as decoys to draw all the enemy fire away from the real

agents. Well, of course, Chase and Ackroyd actually suc-

ceed in thwarting nuclear holocaust to everyone's amaze
ment. M<Mt critics have felt that this movie just doesn't
work. The jokes, they say are predictible and just plain
unfunny for most of the movie.

On Friday and Saturday night at midnight, Northamp-
ton's Pleasant St Theatre will be show the American
premire ofAma/p«r //our.

Friday. December 13, 1985

,"»

Chaatnut Plain Ha
Wb«t«(,

1 ««6 30M'

Featuring Stave Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Rib,

—-Seafood
DINfCTIONS Uh« lit north to
South Doofftatd. touth on rotita

i-W 1 M mNaa Right on Chriatian

Lana M mHa from caniaf of town.
Open:

Mon-Set MO pm Sun 1-9

MASS. APPflOVID
INSPfCTION STATION

Jessica Lange plays singer Patsy Cline in "Sweet Dreams.'

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

29
Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

North Amherst Tire
A Auto Center
Fut Service Tin Store

78 Sundartand M.. No Amhard. MA
Across from Walroba s Store

549-4704

Most Major
Credit Cards Accepted

YOUR TEXTBOOK
.ALTERNATIVE

At a customer of the Jeffery Amherst Bookshop,
y(Hj're aojuainted with our reputation for persortal,

professional service. We invite you to give yourself

that same convenience when K comes to ordering
textt. Consider the advsntages:

• we order the quantities you request
— we won't cut your ostimeto

• computerized ordering

• regular written reports on the status of your
order

• {prompt response to title queries
• imrT>ediate reporting on publisher out-of-

stocks
• (tesk copy loans from store stock

But we do more than make your life easier. Consider
the advantages for your students when they buy
books at the Jeff:

• 10% off aff non-course books
• 10% off a// school supplies

• a serious committnient to stocking
used texts—a crucial factor in student
budgets

• access to all our dass lists

—a valuable reference for student
planning

• free, fast special ordering

• payment by charge or check - with no ID
hassles

• longer, more convenient hours
—we're open Sundays year-round...

and extra hours during rush

Every shopper n concerned with value—and since
you have a choice, why not choose the professional
service, the efficiency and ease of ordering your texts
with the Jeffery Amherst Bookshop.

Collegian 17

Jeffery

Amherst

Bookshop

SB South Pleasant Street, Amherst
2B3-3381

2B3-3870

•X-

INTERSESSION
JOBS
TODAY
Friday. Dec. 13

A representative from Stratton Resort will

be on campus to interview students for

temporary, full time work between
Dec. 21st - Jan 5th.

Yi.<».-<i?» tf5C»*.<»--£:?» «Ci^<».,^3^ ^Sy^^<iS^^S^^IC^^<»^^S^ ffSCs»^<iP^d^Fd «££*.<».,

SI

I
We're paying $50 per day, providing free

^ transportation daily, and free skiing

1^
tickets for everyone who works for us

I during this period. Please contact Bernice

t Stratton in the Student Employment Of-

I
fice (239A Whitmore) for details on loca-

•jf tion and interview times.

% Stratton has jobs in the food and
% beverage, housekeeping, lifts, parking

I and customer service departments.

Stratton Corp. is an Equal Opportunity Employer

^
•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X-

*
•X-

•X-

-X-

•X-

•X-

^
•X-

•X-

I
•X*

X-
•X-

\
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MON£V M0T1UAT£0? I

If You Are Enthusiastic,

Have A Strong Clear
Speaking Voice and

I
Have the Confidence to

\ Prove What it Takes,
I Keep Reading This

\ I
I
We are a Major Industrial Tool Company b

^Expanding a new office inAmherst, Mass^
^Telemarketing is the future successful I

Broad to sales in the 1980's, and we are P

Sgrowing rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to \

work around your schedule, and you can

I

Seam up to $10.00 per hour while

^training. There are still 25 positions

I
available. Salary + Commissions +

8 Bonuses. For an appointment, Call

57 AM-7 PM, Dave 413-256-4101

5
^

***************^*:^********:4:***.****5|c**:(c:^3|c$ ^<»-'=:i»ftc^<»-'^<ic^<»-Qj»«c^o-Q»«c^<»-Q«^cc^

Located

In the

Campus Center

M-f 9-5

Sat 10-3

^.UNIVERSITY
mMstore-^

1986-87
FINANCIAL AID

FORMS
Financial Aid Forms for the 1986-87

Academic Year will be mailed to all on-

campus residents (except graduating

seniors and graduate students) on

Thursday, December 12, 1985.

All off-campus residents and

graduate students should pick up their

Financial Aid Forms at Financial Aid

Services, 243 Whitmore Administration

Building, starting the week of

December 16, 1985 from 8:30 a.m. to

5:00 p.m.

Any senior graduating January

1987 should also pick up a Financial Aid

Form at Financial Aid Services.
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THE SPOKE
A Drinkeiy to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

12 oz. Drafts 75*

Pitchers $3.75

v/>'

Beer

Of The Month

Imported from

Holland

GROLSCH $1.25

Spoke Drink of the Week -

Kne Cone So«ther» comfort & AiM«tto with Pineapple Juice $1.50

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

Friday, December 13, 1985 -— 'Collegian

Business Office

poVW „

If* MEXICAN FtESTA

MONTH at Carbur »!

Featuring BBO R»b«.

Chili. Nachoa.
Mexican

PijM.TosUdas. Chicken

Burrtto Pl«!

The Voice of the
Pioneer Valley

^ &^ p^ts*-^'-

Marguentas...S1.25

Santo Pablito

Muchacha...$1-25
iSi P3u»'ti.'i By mo t)on» I

Sombreros...$1 .25

¥

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE

At the Elmwood. Route 9, Hadley, MA (413) 586 1978

ARMY-NAVY#
AND

RAT-PRINT/ POST€R
I'SALE*!

Genuine Milit&ry
Clothing and
Accessories, U.S.
And International

Wool Pants $10-20

Camo Pants, Shirts,
Vests, Jackets, etc

tow
LOW

Large Selection
of Posters and
Prints

Framed Prints S15

Unfrazned Posters

Great Gift Ideas

Do%m Sleeping Bags
$25-30

f,«>''^^NFL
DEC. lie-so

/tudent Union
Bo 1 1room

business Hanagerm
Kubi n

Business Staff
ELIZABETH YOUNG, SHERRY SHARFMAN,
Associate Business Manager! Steve
VlLt I BILVA, Finance Manager
Associate Finance Manager: Vanes&a Roth
PAUL H. LESSER, Advertising Manager:
M^, 1st ant Advertising Manager; MelissA P^ormmn
Assistant Advertising Manager: Kathy MAly
CRAIG NAUBLE, Circulation Manager
h AREN HOLLAND, Subscr i ption Manager
JIM RISTUBEN, Business Coordinator
MAUREEN MAJERQWSKI, Bookkeeping Manager
CATHY CHILSON, Front Desk
liana Levenson
Alan Ml 11 COM
Andrew Ston#
DRIVERS:
Tom Gi 1

1

Dave Britain
Rich Sma 1 analiaB
Tom Chang
Mike Berman
Mike Donahue
Mark Mar chand
btfc?td»no Bodi
Jen rtckermian

Christine Joyce
Je'an Leavit,t

I iflht

Jul le Meiselman
faethanne Murphy
Andrea Pugsley
Jennifer Saccone

Advertising Staffi
Nancy UJarhaftig
Jon Cohen
Michele Montaign*
Maureen CroMley
Robin Engel
8t«e»y Mil

Jaff Hammond
M#rlc Rodman
Jt^n Kennedy
Robin Lei fer
ShAMn Steponate
Lisa Taraboi
Beth Vend ice
Debbie Stein
Lix Janney

^MfMltRIWIIIIINtltliniKlttintintMinttllll'IflMlltlMMIIIfffilMIlM^

I
LAST CHANCE to go on the Midsemester trip to

I ISRAEL
January 5-19 (extra week option) I

THE EXPERIENCE |

OF A LIFETIME
j

Discover Israeli Life and Culture. i

Visit major cities f

I and a development town.
|

I Call now while places are still available. |

I Hillel 5-2526 Student Union 302 |
fiiiiiiiiuitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim^^

1
s

I

1
I

Cf«

Credit courses include Accounting, Public Speaking, Intro, to

Mass Communication, Political Novel, Nutrition and People.

French. History, Newswriting & Reporting, Managerial Behavior.

Mechanical Engineering, Russian Culture, Advanced Federal Tax

Procedures, Spanish, Wildlife Law Enforcement, and more.

Credit-free workshops include Beginning Calligraphy. Buying

Real Estate, Writing Nonfiction to Order, Your Professional

Image, Home Management, Time Management. Osteoporosis

Prevention Exercise, How to Buy a Microcomputer, Chess,

Cross-Country Skiing, and more.

REGISTER NOW!
Records and Registration Office

Division of Continuing Education

University Library

8:30 a.m.-7 p.m., Monday through Thursday

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Friday

Call S45-24I4 for more information.

Dds
Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts

at Amherst

;t^

65 Montague Rd.
Route 63

1 mile north of UMas

ftotm* Anueasx
cMsocMuscm

Seasons

Greetings

from your

one stop

Christmas

Shop

Photographer Dwayne Autery Located in the Campus Center

# *

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

• \ »

QyUNIVERSITY
MmSTORED
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DOOE B. LEVENSON, Editor in Chief

Woflivn's Issues Staff
bfcSHANNfc MOSt'OV, Women s Issue* Editor
rtSi&otjate ii*Jomfc»ri & Issuer btlitor, ^u^an t::ator

BlAck Affairs Staff
K IMbbHLt A. BUKbfc, Blac^ f^tfairs Editor

rtsftociati? Biauk Affairs Editor, Rhonda bwan

Lisa Hiddick
L. Ron Allen

Production Staff
(-h (fc> sODhhBhHG, Production Manager

I

M^HQc J dtfe- Production Mariaqer, Nancy
Ki»lly Sieger ^„y Constant
Mrft Atkina Naomi Boldberij
Ansel Zirtter Leslie Goldsteir.
Conor Plun»ett eethanne Moskov ^V^f^**

Tony Benugles^j^^py Brennan ^*'" "-^^^-"^
Nar^ Parker ^^^,^^^ Latalano
Paula Sancier
Oavid Boardman
Lesl I e Naka

J

i m
Norman Achin

^ en Levi n^un
Itaru Kato
'Jon Maimon

NOW FROM ENGLAND...

The remarkable
female contraceptive

"TheJJIm"

Vaginal Contraceptive Film
• Available in England for more than 10 years.

• Tried and tested among hundreds of thousands
of women.

• None of the mess and bother of foams, jellies and
diaphragms, the loss sensitivity of condoms.

• Contains one of the safest, most
effective non-hormonal spermicides
available without prescription.

• One of the easiest, most discreet, effec-

tive vaginal contraceptives available!

franco^ Mtak...

A unique, effective

SAVE ^.00 *1

n i^^—ssr" \ ori VCF Vaginal Contraceptive Film

MR RfTMLER We will radetm (his coupon )or $1 00 phis 6< lot rundling ntvn subnuned as

part piym«nl providirM ternn ol I^IS oHm have been complied wih by you and Itw consumef loc

one ptckagi ol VCF Viginil Conlmpliw Fikn Any oircr use specifies Iriud Any sales U>
RUi tie pM by consumer Invoices tfMimgpurcraseot sufficient stock to cover coupons must

be shMn on request Coupons may not b« assianed or iranslerred lyy you Cash value i/?0 ol

om cent For ptymem. mail lo Apolnecus inc
. PC Box 22S Great Ned!. NY 11022 Vok) where

tan). prodiMed or restricted by law Oflei eipires March 31. 1986

STORE COUPON

Managing Editor Staff
ANNE, McCRORY, Managing Editor
Associate Nanagmg gitfitorsi

Andrew Wolff
Gerry deSimae
DaV I d Summer sby
Steve Higgm*
John Vonce
COPY EDITORS
Jill Lang
hathy Hart
h el 1 y Sieger
Nancy Stern
Jim Patriqujfl
LIBRARIAN
Heather Han Ion
COMIX ARTISTS
Borde
Mike DoMe and led O'Brien

t^M% Staff
THUMAS W. MIDDLE TON, News Editor

Associate News Editor, Joel Coffidis

Associate New* Editor, Lei.ley Clark

Associate News Editor, Steve Higgms
Pamela barrel 1

Qreg Brown
Sean Casey
Dan Miller
Patrick Johnaon
Chris Mar ate

Andrew Wolff
Nancy Klmgener
Br I on McAlarney
Chris Poon
Robyn Ruggiero
Jim Kinkle
Anita Roye
Sheryl Jean
Rhonda Swan
Joseph Tigan
Jill Lang
Jeanette DeForge
liana Levenson
Joseph Shartrand
Susan Eaton
T.A. lacovone
RylTa Murphy

Pamela UiSalvo^^i Serafino
Son J a Sabels

jtji;» tjharl.br aiici

more staff

on comics page

Ri vers

ami 1 ey

Andy Disk as
k ar 1 I n 1 sel

e

Laur a Bel 1

SystMm Staff
MAT ATKINS, Systems Manager
Assistant systems manager, Adam

Itaru Kato
Daniel Carbeneau
Peter Bui lis
Daniel Sobel
Ken Levinson

Lavine

Photography Staff
DEREK ROBERTS, Photo Editor
Maria Bull
Brian Guarnotta
Scott Maguire
Nei 1 Beck erman
Michelle Segal I

Paul DesmaraiB

SPORTSWEAR
Factory Outlet
Next to Super Stop & Shop

Route 9 Hadley, MA

All

N.F.L. Football
MLBB Baseball
50-75% OFF

Sweat Shirts NFL Telephones
Reg. $32.00 NOW $15. Reg. $65.00 NOW $25.

Wall Plaques
Reg. $14.00 NOW $4.00

Beer Mugs Coffee Mugs
Reg. $17. NOW $4.00 Reg. $8.00 NOW $2.00

Stadium Blankets

Reg. $32.00 NOW $10

Infant Wear Toddler NFL Wear
Reg. $22.00 NOW $9.99 Reg. $13.00 NOW $6.99

NFL Back Packs
Reg. $18.00 NOW $5.00

Plus much, much more!

Thursday, December 12, 1985

Doonesbury
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BY GARRY TRuDEAu
:OK^^i HOUPlDiOU
FttL \Ali€ti vaJHFMen
THBQOOPNt.^

itAh I0i^ UUi:^

'V^ couip^^^^^

5 ryr- %c,if? ^jr"^

BLOOM COUNTY

':fA

pmmk

X-"^ ' ^v7
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tmM OfCOUR^ I0€

\
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1^ NO. i^KKi mHILOW

m ItimPb MOST t>UCC£bS

HAW A OtRLFK^NP /

/

by Berke Breathed

^ * # ^
Weather

Tbday: #
* Snow, with sleet and freez-

ing rain maybe mixed in.
*

^ Highs in the 308 to lower
40&

#
* Tonight:

Windy, with snow or mix-
ed rain and sleet. Lows lo
the 20s. #

# Weekend outlook:
Windy with rain and snow *

showers tomorrow. Fair and

^fr
cold Sunday through Tues- *7*
day, highs m<MJtly in the 208.

Freaker Patrol

AumneLri'

ByDowe and O'Brien

^-•A/yjiOOV HAVE

OfeT AWAKED."r^/S -fo PAf?T7

3o U»nc To SA^
-Thank >yoo ro»«.

GROUND «*6wR

U/Plf/AyC

AU. of OoR

I

Happy Holidays and Good Luck on
Finals from Thursday night staff: John,
Deathanne, Jim, Paula, Amy, LaBell,
and Maria.

Hey Tom M
I'm going to miss you!

Love, Dealhanne

GORDY Gorde
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Bat Brain By Bill Dearing

... FfAjX> T H6F>e Y6V

Come djT eif=^ r/^/s

Counse ujir^H /?

y\J(r OF C/fl^ /'^
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Day Graphics
Beth Baz 1 net
Martha Connors
Norm Achin
Ruth Devine
Larissa Potapchuk
Jim Podesky
Kathy Wheeler
Mad Dog Rice
Beth Ann Murphy
Faye 'var 1 ing

Art* Staff
RENEE BACHER, Arts Editor
Associate Arts Editor, Jen

Kelly Sieger
Don Lipper
Herb Ramy
Brad Verter
Peter Wissoker
Adam Brightman
Charles Francis Carroll

Dan Calnan
Anne Cheney
Debbie Fisher
Brian Guarnotta
Sue Izzo
Elizabeth Luciano

Ackerman

Editorial Staff
LMHKV BlJUCHlt, hdi tonal tditor
Associate tditorial tditor : Rob Skelton
Lol umni sts:
\)B^\ie Vaiadt?
Mary Crei^sp

Rustv IJentun
Stephen Kr i (. ^ sun
Peter Dow
Deborah Kiit erip I (jri

Herl-i Hatriy'

Willi am bp j-J I n

bill Cole
Xidsfv; Di.iqgi* I I

Pofi ber ut t 1

Aram Tabachman

Sports Staff
PPTbK ABRAHAM,
AsBociattf ypor
Berry dt?bima<i,

Roqt^r Chapman
be vc«rt IJuensel
Jac^' Herberts
l-r»-d Nad el
Ph ] 1 Savl es
bd Hayward

Sports td
ts tditor:

J tor
John A. Nolan

>.4M .4 •• • • * I lat • » > > m m I
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* basketball continued from page 24

MINUTEMAN MUTTERIN<JS: UMass rallied from
a 14-point deficit to within one, only to lose against the
Bonnies on Wednesday night. UM captain Carl Smith said

that the reason the Minutemen 'ell sort, "is because we
expended so much energy in con ing back that we didn't

have It at the end It was more m tntal than physical. We
made stupid mistakes we shouldn't of. We'd be better off

starting the game with the sroreboard saying we an? down
by 12 and then takmg those points away at the end. We
only play hard when we're down, and by then it's too late"

The Minutemen failed to hit the offensive boards, get-

ting just 10 second-chance shots off. . .the Bonnies on the

other hand had 18 offensive boards. "We didn't want the

ball as badly as they did," said Smith. "It's a matter of

concentration, not physical talent."

Happy Holidays

from Sports

UMass has been plagued by slow starts. They fell behind
11-2 to the Bonnies and allowed the first six points of the

second half. . freshman guard Mike Mundy played well

oflFthe bench in the first half, igniting the UM dTense with
several pretty passes and two baskets. In the second half,

however, the speedy rookie lofted several airballs and was
pulled after a few minutes. . Sophomore guard Loreiuo
Sutton is averaging a team high 16.7 points. He has scored

in double figures in all six games, the only Minutemen
to do so. . .senior center Ibm Emerson played a season
low three minutes, starting the game in the pivot but be
ing pulled after UM's slow start. . .freshman Sean Mosby
subbed in and played 31 minutes of good basketball with
19 points and nine rebounds. Mosby, a 6-7 crowd-favorite

(Mr Mosby 's Mob is the ofilcial fan club name) also has
22 blocks on the season. . .UM shot 80 percent from the
line and is up to 69 percent on the season, better than the

national average . .freshman Duane Chase, who continues

to shine in some games and disappear in others, has shav-

ed his head. . Smith took only one shot against the
Bonnies.

Freshman forward Fitzhugh Tkrry saw his first action

of the season, playing in the game's final second and hit-

ting a shot at the buzzer. At his current scoring rate (two

points per minute played), Fitz would average 120 points

a game or 2,400 for the rest of the regular season. Or
maybe not. Mosby is shooting 58 percent from the floor,

a team best sophomore guard Matt Ryan didn't play for

the first time this season. . .the UMass "Rage in the Cage"
band has done a good job getting the crowd going. . .Hap-

py Holidavs all from the sports stafT.

UM swimmers romp
over Lowell
By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

The University d" Massachusetts men's swim team (4-0)

easily handled host Lowell University, 72-41 Wednesday
night.

UMass won nine of thirteen events with a lot of their

best swimmers swimming in different events then usual
or not swimming at all. "We weren't mentally prepared
for the meet, because we had a hard practice before it.

We wanted to get the meet out of the way," Minutemen
coach Russ Yarworth said.

Drew Donovan, John Turrjer, Paul McDonough, and
Jim Kuhns teamed to win the 400 medl^ rel^y in

3:49.69. Mark Waters then won thr 1000 freestyle in

10:36.78 followed by Paul Dreher's ll:42.Turner won the
200 freestyle in 1:52.38 followed by Riul Hartnetfs
1:55.93. After these first three events UMass could af
ford to lose the next one, because they led 19-6.

Greg Hannenian and McDonough placed second and
third respectively in the 50 freestyle with times of 23.1

and 23.29. Kuhns followed that up with a 2:12.2 in the
200 individual medley, good enough for second.

UMass won six of the last seven individual events.

Patrick Mullen won the one-meter and three meter
events. Donovan won the 200 butterly m 1:56 38. Ed Bur
ton won the 100 freestyle in 50.5 and McDonough won
the 200 backstroke in 2:06.65. Fred Marius won the 200
breaststroke in 2:21.68.

GREAT GIFTS
Clothing

Posters

Mugs

Stocking Stuffers

Earring

Cards i

VasesRugs
Scarves Ornaments

Crystals Calendars
Stuffed Animals - Toys
Boxes. Tins, Jewelry

Candy Gloves Tea Sets

* * *

Cotton - Wool - Alpaca
Scarves. Sweaters. Slipper Socks

HOURS: Weeknightt 'till 9 p.m. Dec. 6-23

Daily 10 A.M. to 6 P.M. Sun. 12-5

Great Gifts...

Great Prices

wii

23
IHERCANTILE

Amherst Cornoge Shops
end

Northampton (Next to Iron Horse)

STUDENTS
INTERSESSION
$5.00 PER HOUR
Work Available all over New England

in your home area during Christmas Break

on campus information sessions

to be held on

Dec 12 & Dec 18 at Cc Room 904

10 am, 11 am etc

up and including 6 pm
For more information you may contact Student

Employment Rm 239A Whitmore or call collect at

617-366-6473

RGIS INVENTORY SPECIALISTS
EOE

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
N«Kl to Towa ll«ll

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
$20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUSI

Dial
253-3091

All Prices In Store Cash Only

tftl^m ri

Coors & Coors Light
S599

12 pk. +dcp.
^^^^mmm^^mmm

Final Exam Week

IK^Rl^^

Da Bocuf' NoUVCaU
Beaujolais

$39$
net
750 ml

Sutter Home
Sparkling

White Zinfandel

750 ml %M

Kahlua
49

750 ml

Bud • Bud Light

Miller Lite
>uttc«sc«

11 99
ea. + dep.

. ^Mi^MMilitaU*i^MUia ^Mb MMMMMM^

FINAL EXAM

All Night

BustER
5o cent drinks

no cover
All Week

Friday, December 13. 1985*

AtnorotSAur

1»T« Plato Miloowtie iuim vdl 1500 or
bMt otfm 584-5742

n Umtmrj Eaftqw 2t* him run* grMt.
book vahM |S»0- will Mii^ • loM 11 600
or BO Mit Mil immodatoly! iat

im P«H MmImmi 1600 or bMt o<lw call

ASAP Mwy 54fti7(M

1>T« CiMVjr UtUk* good condition
1650.00 Ann oiU Marwlitli 54»^6»1

m» mi Bon Xaaa Ifocial: Two good
ninninc can for $1500- '7S VW bua ino

ruat but bumped noM) and '70 VW Rabbit
(dantad door) Combined value 12,000.

Phone: 54«^Ml«i or 263 5»1

1l70 Valva 4 ayaarf atwM great boi^
ttroat anguie 11200 BO LawroMa
54»sIm

BLUI DOLPHIN

Ya« kMW I like tke wa; yaa B.Y.M.!!
How long ha* it been uncr yuur I) I)

"

|i»lt take a walk but at a iur« i>lacc Mt
.^hxn Rewrvation, ur Puffeni fond' But
riianl foryrt, I have an (tUO rlaa* The
Bwneater u finally over (no bonui). Hava a
§ood break! Sae you loon Turkey

OAlDOrEDITOta'M

Toai. Aaac. Kiai. Lanr, Pete. Beaee.
BetkaaiM. Sac A Derek. You were tike

Board that had VUTt it all lU probUaw.
You haiMttad it awtmnunxl) I m goaaa
auaa you Ranaa. Bathanne & lirrek* I'm

nm In Mt plentv of Anne, Tun t Kim
tmCl BML Tkanx tor everything! liude

BOWBAOI
' aaace a*
Vondo IIM
Hotel IU9

Join the («rty

far more info cuniart

UMMiW Club 430 Student (man
MM487orliF Ifr2 pm

CAiOi7A-<aiAM

a Cbtktmmt Carat to a frwad.
Memben of Band / KKPsi wtll carol

anywhere on campui ur on Krat row for 2
doflani call ttlV>-351M or 54^3410 ^
lluiraday evrmng Marry X-maa

TASH'

Caakllwmtjmu
MM106

baeaball cartfa eaH

CHABKiBS

IT ALL BBCAN. . the White
Party, the Red Stuff. Vodka atraMlM up
-auch a pretty color, dancing foottiCoUaga
Piiaa; we're cotng to check the car whwe
» the car'T* Were we good laat night. I

don't ramambar! No taeth .nqr

'

COLLBGIAN STAFF

I gat to ifcalw><. accept awarta A ac
oept oomplimentii all hecauer you do wek a
great iob. You wnlt. edit, type, paatoap.
lell ads, with such dedication I am pro-

bably the luckiest guy in the world It ha«
been a joy to represent you thu lemeeler
A I oronuae next lam. will be even better

WAWnCDTOBBWT

Oae or two kitiaoM aaartawt for tha
^rmg semester Call 546-4963

Imrmt b«<faaai ia baaac on bus rte in S
AmMrat Feb 1 Aug 30 tl72.60/mo • util

Mark 256-0084

Hcla! Matora.
aula aeaiar
aat/koaac for

MM17C

aaat, atadiaaa bat ftea

seek* rooai ta alee
spring seBMatar. Jack

WINTERSESSION SUBLET Northamp-
ton before noon call Todd 546-7399

1 wanted male looking; for room im-
mediately cal l 253 5222 after 7 pm

Feawle rooaaiate wanted U> share rm in

Lantern Cts apts Sunderland inexpanaibe
quiet on bus rte liHS-MlS

W0MEN8 80CCEB

Congrata on sapcrb season your all

great players itnd people have great holi-

day and good luck next fall - Gerry D

DE8EBTER8

Tom, rencc, Anne, Bethanne, Kim, and
Derek ~ Thank.>^ fur ieavini; me. iKxlr. ami
I'el*" high and dry Didn t we shower often

pnou((h. Ciood luck next wmester and fur

the rest of your lives. Wc were the best

hoard yetl I'll miss working with all of you.
No. really Seriously Im being honest
Trust me - Larry.

DODE

I hope ymi paas all your claases. You are
a decent br\'tiier Have a nice Hannukah
Yo !i»ta. Luna

Etl SKIN WAIXETS^

iirest .X-rnan tiifl-

• iff II', 1
I c txixr

Inter!.

W*r!i(i apt (hi ' I . ,

pref liD.mlywuic call 6-Ty7ii

To aablet • Tnternenninn. rir.r l^^lriHin "i

Towni' .!..h'

M9-77'.'

•To sablet: ..r..> bedroom apt Fuflton su
ting Jan I new carpet & \mnt respond ny
Dec 19 call .549 '."eiS

Winters 'r( '.on room for one or two on bus
route, c. S,. 53-3615

Jan •ubli
take lease .

Hadley SI 25 option to

Singlr avails! .Amherst Center
lieoi'innlh quiet ^fri ii^-.iiion (Hallock St)

call 253 7Ui> from 912, 10-? Jan I, Feb 1

Single bedroom in 4 bedroom apt in

house available Jan 25 - Aug 31. one
eigthth mile to rmapus. $242/mo (includefi
heat) must be a non smoker call Kathy at
549 ti925 eves or early mom
Feaaiale for iBterse**ion Main St $175
heat inrl 2l>3-.-<<t.^4

Collegian 23

4«Vmon.h. J.r^SSVtduSd'^' ^^ MOCWMmt
immadiat^y' 665^3440, laava maaaaga Kwaajparthaw-aaMEwlwdkfci'tyad Fa, lAa teal asaa baart aaar HT^
Naat to UMaaa. Sbar* uwrtmaot witii atatalffamilk WouMvoun»nfce*ufelan gr^at' Fnday aftamoon* perfect for

a. tt00« CairM»4Ktt4 doaan t foUow the O Connell tradiUon' everyone' (Jrmf 3 hour meetings? No pro-

.- .-— -- «.ui- ^- srzr^ Sanoualy. you were a great boa* and the blem Bouch man, my Annie, Shar,

*eme.i«^ iT!7n^^^ .SL.T^ ^°*** y** ' '*" '""•'•^ to be my LobeUi A Luxemkouri Sure we hac'

SS^wair^toin^A J^rfS^ '^J5l5l^r*'T2r'*' "'**'»*»' inarmthon aaaaiona. bJt werw I they

U^'^fJ^'^fL'^'^S^iJTi "^'""-"'My m KUNM'U .,. you over braakPode^
ufijitiea 54^^364 Laa or Pat iUUB UCAVITT. tlriVU QCTKW "MPJ- BiftAAay Clllfl 605 Brown
Oa* rwM availakb ia Swiaa VIBm*.

'***m. s»»ti« igwa.aji
oSSaber 18th from a fciaad!

t215permonth uolitiaa arc indwMTor I tMiall. Do you baiitvo yw alaiil dm tha Naaey! Happy Birthday! Doat do
spnng lemeaier *tartin| January Clean, 'hoia samsatar and now it's your birth anything I woiddn't do! (how many had
osuet. on the bualuie Cash reward call t ^? Run DMC #1, hot buna. 1 k>ve you thiiun can do in one day?) I k)ve you!
ib*-1061 guys, dirty kiiaaa. BRUCE I drank the stephi

Oo* Naa ia Brittoay. Jaa lat IflOteo '^ ^^ The jaap. roUuy in the Md». -^ n- . w . Tir-=7
»-- -' A hot wKiM iMTiiuumM "*" '*'•'" stroMfsr' we have to Ta au m maaaa. lou nww naoa an
haat A hot wataf lad. 8564)T«3

eekbrate your bSv with Lemon Mer wtum uTlSMa** a wonderful expanence.1

Twa kiiriiw Tawafcsa* * far rat Jaa i^pie Pie' BY THE WAY, WHAT BElNli am efyoyina thi* place more now than ever

I Baautiful' 665-4692 Jen or Liaa WAS SOUGHT?. . .OTTO. Love ya. AH ^'or« Thank you. and enjoy the

1 ba<faa« Catoaiar ViUaii^ FT^iiii "» t^O" »°'''>*y»' '^'"

'

J«~y>^* ^ytar

availabia in Jan taaaa avaikfala Fab I aM SS^BTrv ii p«tiiiga ''^ ?^. "." •*^ t^,"""*
tbman ___~55"5r* McPHnXlri anoJatfiJ S monthii of my life

. . . — 3
-;

-tv -
Tz.—;-

;c -r- :

—

I lova you Haopy Aniuversary'
Apt far Nt MCMi aw. 2 bd 10 ma -(taea aaoa a tuae Love ya to btta; I'm HurryWk Affmy love, Car»n
from am^ can ftt^Tl mk damping Out . mustache man, N i—r

.

g—^— ' " u ^.^w~- ,„ . - . -.- . . Pleasant St it's tiia sAoa, He s in my if^Lf*"- H5' Faygae Jr Ha|wy 2m
^SWUPaolTlsabd^^

^^
rvhabilaUtive daaa; I'm ftna, aaduetive En|oy' Love Jodi

S .rxn .,. , T

—

eyes. I lov« tnaaglaa Jay baby. Happy 21*1 Lova yw loto. Gat
Baa. a.aUah*a m f.^ nonamoku* ,—^» p^ched to ^32 Love alw^n *>*
female, houae in North Amherst, JI95» UTTBN ^- —- — ;

549 4132 leave mcaMga Paal B. - VioleU are blue roaaa arc rad

take lease l/T^Hfi Hai/MTaiteoath • kmn* AiiAP plaaaa eaU fciaaB aiHa6l ^"^ '"«!J?'^^L?^
aier 665^7629 nighu TTSBSi^ — ^^ ^HVI »*«* Birthday Judy' You're
rr—1~- -.-. -r: : r-rt '

w
- »* WWCWI thr greatest! Party it up' Love alwi^,

i ba<rssmia 3 kidraamayi available Jan
. (kitti

' -r -*

I Ck>*e Ui u>*n and campua tZZbimo • Imit Wa'va iharad ao ibimA tWa 1^ „ r-i—: x-r-.

utiUtias Call Duiuta at 540-7692 aftar • iiaiiim . Strays, tnp* for coAa, Dave K. Yea, I U hava 3wur hal^ but «rfy tf

IX" lilmlMiHll *toour«e You « been a gr«al "f " ,»»* '^^. ^J^S°°^ '"^ '^^

TWa faw hr fal ui SwiaaV^?ft^ aSSSbolli at home and in the olfiw ««•»•' l^' J*^* L""** S»

next semaatar call »646S3 ^^ ydagfart fcwad. Tfcartafaraeafythwg. Carat MrDThank* for beiiw such a good

^ r—i— :—s T

—

Ann* fnenij guud luck with final* don't name
Oaa ki<ra*m apt Braa^ywiae ayl ~ _- —

'

wc'U do aoow mtwim Awmm diinw
AnAaral $42«i . month mc available Fab HMI&BM Wan ^^ "^^ """^

lat eaU after 1 1 pm 549 :'r>, ::^:::^
.-.^— .

— rr™r?^

—

——rsic-—-i ^ ....
— maa ui LL 1 saaisrM.'jjit''~lJ i_L"i]ki:~ Hmov Birthday tMaa! Ha»a a gwat l*Hh

aa baaeh available sUrtiM w—a are we gi»yr u aa w»a
, ,»T^tiui»„ne

. 1st 3 mile* uulatdc of Arahara Trvtr -^ . . .—;
^3 T — j

Robyn or Melamr 323-TOT* "*^ Thaaks to Leslie, Jea. Seaa, l.a«ra. a^
r-r-^ . ,

-^—.—n^

—

m j; ££:—r— . . . I-i^ Brace: Re«mr Kaager Kirk Thr

eiVno all utUs inetadsd eaU Mm km* call Jaay ^49 .'79V reward The Mick Jeff and Jan, 24, Mus Day
"****'' G«M aad diaaMad brarelet H..yJeri *ear. Karen, Tomanded. Various.

Wari a bliraam apt la BlIlhlKliW 9 Cym l-.rkniK l.ut or Stop & Wellesleyit**, and even the Heab, and

mfromariwoiaonbusruulciaiMtiaa. Shop. MrManu« Parking Lot $&U reward especially (rtorgia Its bean a graat

beat uidudad talM ovar laaaa w^ S^ 545 i;«i9 .'Ji4 (»W9 seme»t^r l,r Boeuf '25

'^»^'^'" GaM -Boi- Link BraeiiiM on fHiii "MTT Birthday Jate! I lo«» yw witli aV

Almoat new 3 bedroom apartmeat l«i Dec « Very important to me Please my haart Fnday ha* finally cwne. sf. get

hath .n 2 family house Lovely countrj ml return for Urge rvward Call Julie at ''—^y '"^ • ""'^ Birthday All of my love,

tuw nev Rte 47 move in Dec 24 5MVnM> 546-4133 Janice

tal^2»95 evaa 367 9427 LaatTk^a aa baaa on path to"uni «»**• Congratualuona!' One mor* weak

Oae bearoom apt ia towa on bua rouU from N OPE call »»4979 and you are out! I ajB Busa jrou, but the

grrat U.atx.n F, mir. talking dtatanee Fu^n^i^^iM^ CUSS la»t two years were the best Thank you. I

m»m campus take over laaaa ^ January ^^ "^ *^^ monoay a la ^w love you. Margo
caU256-lfe8 c;uUlermo

MAlVBLOUt
'

Paasmy A Billy: ThaStTfor^a great

I imtwiaaVUUp bua bi 1215 month uU semaater' 1 love you botil! Your Rwxnreie

utdudad 25»-«2S ULaah Marralaaa bmapar itidwra tl T.E. BanVoy^c«)*t'aMauaeonditionaUy

Sli^ raaam fw raa« rt kxal Frattrmty
°**^" bttrm

'*"^^''" Maby aMn* McCABntY '*Ti$*!r.'i!S!L"JGIl'*TlfJf ?!:!I
SiMla raaaM tto ra«l at kxal Fratarmty zzz========z=:=^=: ma! Ba at Mundaaa fnday « 6J0 Love

catfW3ll7 lliia ia yaw Bit. . .A Hi rtiMwaa; ^
BMrliai t k* Miifial nn bui rtr Tl!

huahpupptea. Bartlatt 66: The Nme; Ciaily Laa-Sohowknig»mve vouhad this

nlonth Jan opan^ now 666-3607 ti^' ^^^ '"^''f f^'* "^K",
"Goafaea. of the Moon thing* Cute sure

5—2--—--^—--; --—
, . ..

™»d » up. Schnapps, I got tome (lufT I but Goddesa* And we all know what kind
CUffaide Apt I bdrm |340/month ind all hale to tail ya. but the l«ht waa out! of huntrvss you are (heh, hehl Merry
utUities starting Jan or Feb caU Kathy —

-

Christmas to you and all the Wilaons Love
«t>^7S2

^ MILLT always, Scott

f*^ •• '*^- ^"^ •^^.^SJ*™ « 1- i...i— - -. ..- .-..-J.. ^^NiTaeka- get a due If youre not too
for WintaraaaaKm couraTLix 256-1232 Pr^^^^'f^ri^rVr^SSSTuiT^ *«•>

'"t"
12^ •»«* • 'I ~^ P^X ""»«

Oaa baAraaas aat. Cliffside, Rtc 116. laugh* next semester yourO FB wow with me' ( *n we nielt all the »now or

Sunderland, SSoTmonth. everything in
_

just a little bit' (We II dtangc ihoae rughl

duded, avail Jan 1st. on bus rta call MOVBB liabiU into morning habiU wink wink)

<65^59 HOPE ARM8TBONG
'Baaad Towa Movers fast reliable dmap Congratulations and best wishes to you

FOB BALE call Michael anytime 323 6780 and Brian'" May vour live* together be
_ _ ;—_ ; — happy and long"'' Love, Taddy BiMr, Bun
CaawatarTaf«iMlwMkM*»|MOar MUSTSBLL l»7>et, and Esther
BO Diane S49-1449 —

jf- , -ir :. v. i.. . D
aT V«lfc,-«— r^vetlM. ,̂ ;M^i '»" "^ Ck« «•»»• r»d condition 4 N^ ">•»*• -^ T*''*..^.^- .

iL.^^Z^TtnJ^^^^KZLJ^^ «»«™ ««• A**/™ «*~» »700 call PM •«' '^X 'If?"'™^'
.

' ^" ' '7'
heat, stereo, snowtires Recent clutch. M9.04M semester get payched to party in Jan.
brakea. tuneup Warm and d^. reliable

^^^^
L«ve ya loU The Steak and CA!

500$orbeat offer Joah 549 7186 thanks =55 ^' ^ .-
.,IlII «N Mather Mary were you getung nervous!

IMS Nightkawk 450 must sell will accept =:^33I=Z=:rm^=:zz^::3:izr You are a nasty red head" But I love you
any reaaonable offer call Allen 546-6876 Jalia. Lori. Karaa. Maria. Marfy - anyways Sandrah
ovi. f.^ ..L. rw...<.. A,.—-1.^ .. /w^. TTianks for a fun aemesler! We will have to =i

—
j^ r^ „ : n .j- />:-!-

^t^9^r^^^X^.^i^TV,^ •?•« ««»"*'« '" J*""^ fer sur*' Jules ^J Gryphics or M^U or Rude Girl.

t^J^ ^11 L^?^ ^'^ Son tforget our movie date and the rest V^ really are cool iSd
»ieuornucallt>4<>-ri»t>a

of you mys 111 probably see you on New Oar Oaaca We have an kiea. Why don't

Cheap Stereo Yamaha R-300 30-watt Years Eve. As for you Marry be good!!! you take all the money you've been saving
stereo receiver with EPI TEIOO apeakera. Luv ya all. Julie P.S. Quiet please for the wrddin^ and spend it on present*
High iiuality and great sound tor alow -

for US'* Love. Day Graphics
pr,cej00o,^BO548-4Ul MEW BOABD 66 faT^Hboa.-^ iit-ip^WSk -r::k;.d
Kneiaal Skis. Marker bindings, Raichle r Rim lu JmI K»li.fci_. j.. p._i mtiit this my best semester ever:

ITm Jll'2:X^M.»
"' "^ ""• *'^ MicX A Job7'wh.!'?{>rkTH"n^"o'f ««»*"•• »^". Deni«. Joel Jo«tan

must sell 6-8037 Matt ^^^, ^^ j^^^, ,^j ^^^ f,_^ ^^ ^^^^
Shan Bnan^ Joaalynjoe, Scott A Bill

High power graphic equalixer booster 75 semester ever. Eryoy your break while you "^' '"[ **"* • «^ '"•,"*' *
'i!!*^'^

wt5ch^il7chnl»^80a037Matt can. Dode >»*, ^*^""t»'*«'»« President) Happy
Holidays tnc

l!kVnew'{jr:Iffer*5:9~937"
"'"^'" ON THE AIB! BibiSaTCon^tulations on grad and

like new^hes t otter 549 .>9^
. gtouff from all of us at 16 Tracy I'm so

Must sell Ford Graaada 1976 exc mnd Perfect Wave with Mr. Andrew happy about you Bedford and Glen Soon
low mileage best offer 549 5939 Fndays 6-9 pm t/> be tan too. Love you Dan

MCAT complete atudy cou^a^rSs p^,. p^J^Tve 'NeJv'^OId • and Fun Happy Holidaya. Dan, Mak, i.^i^t.
cassette Upes & over KKK) pages studv

"m' rrogressive New tUd and run J^^ „^ ^^^ j^^^ g^ j,,,^ ^^^
matenal Biology, (.Chemistry, Physics & mcnpl V9 MaBvCT time tickets in advance go HTFD, GB.
ReailinK review^: $350 calf 2.53,VtSI PEOFLE-8MAKKET CM JEKS

- -

•••••••••••••••••••••••..••»»....».
JQA. I'm out (fo Kahunas, I'll watch you

WANTED •••••..••••«.•••».•.«»•..«.........
suppose il.« time Ui gf< a joh nu- I 'an" It.s

' To warm your heart on those cold daysi if been great fun Mak, Br. Slim, Nut JEKI
Local Sororitv seeks mature woman af a Wintersessmn. In- sure tu stop bv the l'e<> #__ tt-u;.,:*-^ F—•:."i., „ „^„™
housemother free room and b.«rd Grad pl*'* Market for so,,,,- hot java an.l n,her '^°Z^^^-l°^ <^^.l^ ,n ? .V nZ
student or older Please contact Kelly wonderful f.HHl': Well U- open startinR '^"'""'< '

"t""
*-*^ '"'^'' '" •""*' ""*

2.5«5-fi887 Jaimar> :;, V.m; (U»at*^i m the Stu '^.*^"'!"*''_ '^'^"_
.

- I'liiop amurid the f.imer fpim the I'osl ( )f Tom M. You havp l>een a swell ne*-* wliior

FOIIND '''^' TTianks for your (latu'm-e. IUji-

SOD - Yfiu re ail nghl' I / '•
'""" _-^_r_l-, Kude Girls, MaKtfi.tr .-t aJ

PER.SONALS BicNo*e:Hai.pyBdHv !' 'iii

Shi ''uiprbuah. ?l"'i'l Jli ' .1
'

Mouse • Y.'u re llu- Nt^r>«*iitm»ir |li<(ie

.1 wiirks 'III' IU'<i<ii

( Love Tarn

v\snt ;ipring KrraK monev, fret

li<'meci»iked meal-s' Don't you hate the

IX" ContACl Jim 5 21511

INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar %essons experienced and

patient te.u tiei rock/pop'folkAilues im-

prov ,
reading, Ihetirj', comiwsition. Your

home "' "'I: studio Doug 549-4786 ^

IMersession Bartending Courses 4 sec

tions available sign up in Credit Free

Workshops Room 1 1 1 Tower Library

One rooaTiu^ilpeople) in Brittany cable

TV bar, universal and more! 100/mo call

now 256 1412

- mtiyl*- yni
... liver hreak

,N(ini. Suvt lu.i drinking more in Mm-
night ihan Ive had in my whole life, dui

wa'ch out for your liver Uanssa our
while-out queen, don't do to many bad and
evil things during Jan. What's the count
now 3'' 4? or are you up to 5? Madog
-you're our inspiration and our guide, we
all look up to you (ha, ha, get it)! Can I

keep on nding to Plot with you at 7 am?
Hasty bagels and stale linguine! Matkins
-our majicot and only Deadhead, keep on
being yourself and screaming hke Btmby.
You all are drivmg me crazy, and I prefer
it that way. Lao Mom
Kristen Tonight like beasts! (as usual)

JoEllen

KML Just 4 days until the record is

nore rrat I

Hondo It's been a good semester thanks
you know who, who else would it be''

Erika Palawr - Enjoy Spain! We will miss
you! Lovem Roomies from 19 Southwood

INTEB8E88I0N SUBLET broken! No more fnit life! Love KJM

To everyone who worked for night
graphics • you know who y, iire the

typists, the ML.S operators, the layout

techs and of course paste up '.hanks for

everything I hope you see thai liie system
does work and the results are beginning to

show. Next semester will be even better

See you all as early as possible next
semester for scheduling. Happy Holidays
Sod

To the drivers - you krazy. nocturnal,

super wirke<l dependable men of the road,

thanks for l>eing there when I needed you
Jon Maimon, Ken Leven.son, and Itaru

Kato, you are great. This cup of coffee is

for you - Sod

Ga;rla, I have your cabbtfe patch doll! I'm
going to saw it in half! Love Elwood

Kennedy Staff: Rackus
-Ruckus. Love you guys. ES

Ruckns

Woodstock: Don't fret. January will be a
blast. Love. Snoopy

BMTBBTAINIIBNT

Bacfc-A-INac BaUf1aia«aal
the boat party thu aameaur
screen video, rentals 549^7144

Agaary for

uJs, Urge

Tufa Iha Tables profeaatunal par^/dub
D J 5
24 hr u^ssr*

eaU

Niaa-LknAa: No dicAaa. your fnaad-fy

Hay yaa yaa kaaw wIm t Maaa! C
faa raflact qaa ta aa aar aMil Af«

XO " •

JCaal

Aagab 11* baaawM tkay take I

lightly! Merry Christmaa Everybody
(napecially to the wild women on Van
Meter South 3rd floor), with love from
Betty Ann (who i* coo bu*y and lao brake
\o buy Chnatmaa card*)

Eliiabatk Jaaaay - 'nianka for your help
We do appraciau it Good luck next
semeatcf iVy Graphica

Chrlaliaa Writoaaa Hofia yau
Merry Chnatma*, vuu know are doa't naad
miatletor or spiced aanog to (tay ararm
Jim

Bfarjr<hii«>Havaalfa(Ty
don't forgot me. hacauaa I

you! I Mve you. I naad you'

Benitu

bacaua* I won't forfit
Su

Plipaar Tlia paatdaat doipiuB T 8 I'U mi*a
you here

JaAa. Cathy.~Daea.JaMi. DavcTShari
aad the raat af Ike OVP gai^. Thank* for

the effort and devotion dunng the

srmcaler Until Stuckwell. have a guud
break I anwi

DalphiaaftMHaa:Tfcaiika for the aBaaw
support and time you've given iMi You're
the sunahine m our utherwiar daary days
Love l.an*Ba

Baa Bcrivaia ««i Aat y«i l^nAiy*
tirevfl Graph Radpteat

Skawa. you are a temfir fr»md iaitdht
better day to thank y»u fur it tlMMan yoitf

birthday'' Ha|>t>y 19th" Hucir you have a
wonderful BirtiKlay' Love. IniUi

Ed Cartoy • Thank* a tot!

To all I bavea't aieatiaaad: vou know
wh<i you are AW SM HM Ks' RS. U.
JC. PS. LY. SS I'l. < »• \/ you make
tki* paper Here s li> ktt«i spnng Al.M

Liaa M. 1617 Waahii^ruxi umi^ht you finil

out my real namr It > been run playin«[

thu Secret Santa game Here is your last

and final clue Tlierr'* not much di*tanre
between me and you

EAitora: Tom, you 'big guy', y<>u were
great, Renee, you saved my a**. Peter,

conaiatent a* always, [lodr. my g| fan

Thanha all for a great •emester A good
h^ always M E

K; Ponoert. the Who, "daan rocan". eoc»
(hnated* Jhe grave. Sybil, champagne.

lf\jk, U'S demand. strandtN)t'han«ea/T O /Pub,
in N H , a paychMIK- w'romfortaliie «»«»».

laughter. weeUy cnaeaea, Europe 'H7

Tliaiiks for being a graat roomie, and even
better fnend Ixme E.

Hafpy Birthday MercaAaa ara'd miiB you
dunng Winterbreak' Love, Pam A Billy

llMBaaia 1 Office • To a fantaatic staff

(Congratulations on a job well done Happy
Holidays and good luck on finals Tne
Business Desk

Jim. Maareaaa. Calky and Paya "Hianks
for all your encouragement and support
It's been s great semester and as always
we could never have done it without you
The Colletnan

Skerry and Steve; Thanks for a great

semester I have only one rwjuest for next

semester Could you pleaar coooentrate on
keeping the desk * httle cleaner 1 refiiae

to worii amongst your chaos amymorr
Happy Holiday* and good luck on final*

liie Organised One.

Ta Mark B^daiaa well today is the big day
big guy (Can you gueas who I am? Heres
your last due. Roaes are red violets are

blue I won't be a ad rep next aemeater just

like you

Hala: Sue - I'm having a nervous
breakdown, Beth I can't f^nd my — . Joan-

na bwaaa!. Lynn how are your parents.

Janice "'al'*. Cheryl how are you'' Hap
py Holidays and good luck on finals

Tnanks for a great semester but then

again how coidd it not be whe you La with

live

Joyce - Hapi^ B-day Merry Xmaa even if

yr a head an OK 1 though hiv ya a slim

wade CREEP
Exec Board - The tradition will have to go
on w'o me • the ashtrays will be emptier,

the discussion less animated, but I have

faith in you guys You've all lieen great to

work with ami I'll miss you lots. Good luck.

Anne

Mercedes Hope Tuesday is a special day
for v<iu from GIK

be a long 33 days U>ve

the caution' Luv ya!

Chicago It'll

Boston

Horae Forget
lunglewoman

MARrSay^HTto the family, Bowa«riuKl
Humphrey for me Luv BKM
jiTi, Islt lietter ti. lie safe than «..rrv' Tl,.

sleep Iii your eyi-^ is enough' I.ove r'M

Kcumdog* .ShoUr.iir:lm'

LOFIBEL'Pi.*.- : Ma' llii' Ml

Nibble Nibble MK I'S .'^

Glorita. 1'» iirUTti nii air""

til

ttttmn ""

BMa waiMai to Ika Waat €•
m CA) akara the
546-1041. leave the I

lat (any city

call Frank

Martka* Viaayarrf Hate!! I naad a rida

home 19th or 20tk wiO ihaia
Ptaaae call 6-4396

IDKBBWAWRD'
11 ar tt from LoM

Lar. piaaaa call mani
64»Ab41

TaFlatMa
lalaad aoe-aaMikar.

646«norEric

Orni WANTED

School for Body Miad
Jan 5-18. Gal tha

ttMtIi

ir raaa fer la-
' campu* praferrad call Jac-

(|Mato« MAA306 eves or early morning
haap trying

MMMIMATE WAffTBD
'

A9I toihan nlMMant
kieatad ia Amharat CtrCtr n4 2740

t faaalaa aaaAad for 1 Ig bdrm in houaa
near town availa 1/1 on biw route cal
253 2284 after 5 pm

Ifo I araate^ te akwe ream in Puff-
ton apt (raa Jan 1 call Caroline 549^2648

Female te akare ia Calaaial
Village aft tl^ • util on bu* route start

Feb" 253 561

H

tVa kadrooma availabia Fak. I in Noha
apt male or female u>t 1* one min walk te

bu* and lK>wnlJ>wn Nortiiamplon 187 50
per mo * ulilitic* apt ui a huge UiwnhowM
on liravos Ave 684 5U16

Walk te ackaai - room available ^ md*
from campus in North Amherst One or
two pvupte wanted to live with 4 malea
1175 month .Available l/M but move m
after finals' Call now! 549A670

I or i paaft* ta till 1 bMirooin in^
bedrtwm Bnt manor apt call 266 I37M

Feaiale roommate houaeaiate wanted
t<<r a deluxe diHiblr in s Main ,St houae .ery
cl<«r to town 256 1233

Large badraam. quMt N Amherat
nrighborhood. orafar oldar student UK*
after *ia 54»7S15

BWie roommate waaled for •priag
aeBMster in :.' tje<lroam Bnuvlywinr apt
i^all 6 8 pm Ed 549-4726 also have puat-

lion* available for Wintenwaaion

Fenwie ronmamte waatad for apriaf
aeatester rail HeUy 253 3371

Feaule rnnmmat* aeeded t.> sharr
room in r»i-rllenl apt Musi nee' I roi

across from Jr'x, bcgtiuung Feb I

253 6406

rr lartfe

M» n PI

Hag* Baaai: 7 mimilaa to eampu* p«t
bath ouiet avail Jan I 300/mo • call mark
665 2S29

FeaMie rnnmmate waatad for Bnltany
Stan Jan/Feb tUIVmo call 256 6645

Saatkwead aa( • one room available ona
or two people'male or female call Alan or
Bnan nighU 253 3353

ate aaadad to share 1

in Bnttany immediately 5466144

liUle~r«Bmmate waatad for Brittany
manor apt Jan to May 31 call 256 1041

waatad for one bedroom in a
two bedroom apartment 197 50/ino in-

clusive call Jeff £66-4991

One or two raaaaaatea waatad for well

fumiahed Bnttany Manor apt starting

Jan/Fab call Dan or Tom 266^ 1624

alad for NY 1

1

hotel in Manhatt«n for month of Jan cal
Carmen 25«^>203

Apt te akare fully fumiahad Southwood
apt next to bus route chaap and daan eal
253-9917

Naad year awa raaai ctoaa to camfaaT
We riMd two pref female roommatea te
take over two rooms in Swiss VilWe heat
A electricity included in rent. (CalTEmily
or Paula 256 1091

2 aiagia raaam availaMt for rant contact
Hiaako at 54»AWt. 214 Limmhi Ava

BUTHDEVINE

Oar departing Bade Girl - I'll miss you
and your durk, t<Ki Will you and your
( irandmother's dress come back and visit

lui when you become rich and famous as I

know you will!* Crood luck, lake care and
keep in touch Faye
Watch out Andy Warhol Here comaa
Ruth!!' Take the world by storm. Betty
Ann
Ruth, Where will you fins the foreign men
now that your graduated'' Lanaaa
Kulh >\e<lnes<iay afternoons (ugh!) m
Graphics won't lie the same without you!
Breakin' Free must lie a pretty exciting
ex(i«-nence Best of luck in the real

world' When I turn 21 will you and your
Grandmothers dress take me out"'' I will

miss you mucho Your Youngest Rude
(iirl !?isler

Ruth Best of luck! It's been real' Slormm
Normin
I on». liack next semester to visit so the
H-i'l '.irb ran g" nul scisiping Vmi can
li-a .[ wiinr nt'W techniijues Heth
" Mv tdaiik? go lo you, .1 harem

' ^ Uhti fun having you a.'* a fellow

'.•«tl;''K *i'l. I '.•'r.**iiri>' .I.m

M iul .1 KIMIM

1 h* iMini-h -A III ri'sllv mis*. •*
. m. > 1! h.i(!»l> .i\ LlDw*. f

i < I'lu.r' Ijovn father n» 1

' ii»'r«"^
tl Kl W \MI 1

riPiVi; SMVirt: ,-, »,,tll.«l .M.;..

Ji XLITY T. •

M-i't's. Will Ctr'' ^'ritiiimar. -n ''^'^f..
-

tyjiewnter

TYPING A WORD PROCESSING

Next Day Service. Type-Rite 253-51 1

1

BENBE

I'm goana-miaa yoa. Dode

BENNY PUG8LEY

SWAG is it! Minnie' I'm sick: Emerson
classroom, the seat belt: "You're so cute":

you guuys, flannels. Give me a nde in your

car! "On yuk" he's niiice How's Spike''!!

Try not to loae your "footing" on the

stairs of Shawns! (again). . .Walk home
from Shawns much!!

BIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to Toronto before Xaua
shares call Camilla 549 7515

^^^. ( . & 1 Al KIN

We're psyched lo be ourselves
everyone wants In he us

Our reign may lie over
but It will never end!! LAtjNAF

Ijove, Kisses & Kinky S
SueH

THURSDAY NIGHT STAFF

Thanka for doing a great job all semestoi
and getting the paper out early!!' John

TOM DECKEB

CoBW te tkiak of It. . .We're gonna miai
ya! Ciood luck, Love Catherine. Dina anoya: Good
Thereaa

TO SUBLET

Interaaaaiaa 2 roam a^ 5 min to campua.
bus stop out door If lazy, super place, I
negot 256-1207
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Women
at UConn, 62-59
By ROB ROSE
Collegian Correspondent

STORRS, CT The University of
Massachusetts women's basketball team
had its four game winning streak snap-
ped by the University of Connecticut last

night. 62 59.

The Mmutemen, 4-2, led by as many as
15, 41-26 with 18:15 to go in the game
before going down to defeat. Connecticut
rans its record to 7-0, the best start in the
team's history.

UMass, who has lost both its games on
the road, had a 35-24 lead at halftime as
Karen Damminger and Barbara Hebel
combined for 18 points.

UConn center Peggy Walsh, the
Huskie's main scoring threat, was held to

just six first half points as UM center Sue
Burtoft did a good defensive job on her
taller opponenent.
But the second half saw UConn chip

away at the UMass advantage Leading by
14, 48-34 with 14:15 to go after a Hebel
jumper, UMass seemed in control. But
soon the Minutewomen were sent reeling.

UMass failed to score a field goal for the
next six minutes, managing but a free
throw by Damminger and with 8:30 to go
UMass' lead was sliced to nine, 51-42.

Intersession preview

The combination of UMass turnovers
and better Connecticut shooting took its

toll and with 5:33 left the game was tied

at 55 as Jill Brumbaugh hit a free throw.
Two more Brumbaugh free throws and

UConn held its first lead, 57*55 with 4:54
to ga
UMass fought back and with 1:33 left,

retook the lead on a Jerrie Bernier free

throw, 59-58.

But UConn forward Lori Kulo caught
fire, scoring the rest of the Huskie points
on a 17-footer and a short jumper. UMass
had the ball with 1:09 left trailing by one,
60-59 but turned it over.

UMass was hurt by the absence of its

leading scorer. Juanita Matthews, with a
sprained ankle suffered in Tuesday's prac-

tice. The senior played only three minutes
in the first half UMass was led by Hebel
with a season high 15 and Damminger
with 13 and six rebounds. Burtoft added
11 before fouling out. Rebecca Kucks also
played a strong game with four points,

seven rebounds, three steals and a block.

Sophomore forward Ikra Lewis, who
started for Matthews, added nine.

UConn got 18 from Walsh and 12 from
Kula UMass was 26-of-57 from the floor

and seven-of 13 from the line The Huskies
were 25 of-62 and 12-of-18. FVeshman
Christel Zullo had nine aAsist.^ for T TM^,^^

UMass teams get
little vacation
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

TTie various University of Massachusetts'
athletic teams will have a busy Intersession

this season.

All of the UMass winter teams will be in

action during the break after taking time
off for finals and the holidays.

The men's basketball team will play at

Northeastern University on Saturday and
then not again imtil they travel to the
University of New Mexico for the Lobo
Classic on Dec 27-28.

UMass will open the toum^ against an
excellent Michigan State University team
and then face either the winner or loser of
the New Mexico/Kent State matchup.
In January, the Minutemen will venture

out of the Campus Center Hotel to face
Gleorge Washington at the Cage on the
fourth and Penn State away on the sixth.

They will play two games at the Springfield
Civic Center, facing Rhode Island on the
nth and Duquesne on the 23rd. Other
away games will include at Rutgers on the
16th and at St. Joseph's on the 18th.
On Jan. 25, West Virginia will be at the

Cage, providing a good game for students
X) come back for. Holy Cross will also be at
the Cage, on the 27th.

The UMass women's basketball team will

play at New hampshire on Saturday and
then await the LaSalle University Tbiuna-
Tient on Dec 27-28. January will see the
women play Penn State at home on the
fourth, at URI on the 7th, homer against
Duquesne on the 9th and against West
Virginia at the Springfield Civic Center on
the nth in a doubleheader with the men's
team. A three-game road trip starting the
16th will see the women at Tfeple, St. Joe's
and Penn State. Rutgers provides the op-
position at home on the 25th (another
doubleheader).

Sports Notices
WOMEN'S soccer" SUP-

PORTERS: The New England champion
UMass women's soccer team will hold its

banquet at Chequers Restaurant on
Saturday. For inforipation, call coach

Kalekeni Banda at 5454343.
WRESTLING CLUB: All members

should contact the officers for details

about January and the first meet of the

season in February against Worcestor

Bolytechnic Institute

The men's swimming, women's swimm-
ing gymnastics and track teams all play
a bulk of their schedule during the break.
The men's swimming team, undefeated

at 4-0 this season, will be at Northeastern
on January 1 1 them home on the 15th and
18th against Amherst and Williams. On
the 25th the Minutemen will be at Rhode
Island.

The women swimming team, 2-3, will be
home against Amherst on the 14th and
again at Boyden Pool on the 18th against
Williams.

The 21st will see the women at Boston
College before they return home on the
25th to face the Huskies of Northeastern.
The women's gymnastics team opens its

season on January 18 at home against Con-
necticut. On the 2l8t, they're at Nor-
theastern before hosting Maryland and
Rhode Island in tri-meet on the 25th.
The men's gymnastics team, 1-0 on the

season after beating Lowell, will be home
against Navy on the 18th of January and
at Springfield on the 26th.

The men's track team also has finals off

and after the holidays will be very busy. On
January 11, they are scheduled to face a
variety of competition at the Boston
University Invitational. The 19th will see
UMass at the Yale Invites and the 25th will

be the Greater Boston Track Club meet.
The men, under veteran coach Ken

O'Brien, will depend on their strong
distance runners in the meets as will be
looking to develop athletes in the field

events. The UMass sprinters, led by Rawle
Crichlow, have also been strong.

"We need to score our points in the run-
ning events, especially the distances," said
O'Brien. "At big meets, we can do well with
just a few key placings in events we are
strong in."

The women's track team, 0-1 on the
season, will also be at the BU and Yale
meets as well as the GBTC Championship.
Several freshmen have been impressive in
the early going for coach Kalekeni Banda.
"These kids are great," said the coach,

who doubles as women's soccer mentor "We
have a lot of potential and I'm looking for-

ward to the big meets in January to see how
we look."

Schedules for these teams and the
baskteball teams are available at the ticket
office in Boyden. If you're going to be on
campus during the break, take in a game
and support your favorite team. With the
students home, they'll need the fans.

CoDefian photo by P«ul DMmarais

Sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton (11) goes over St. Bonaven-
ture forward Tom Boney. The Minutemen are at Northeastern
tomorrow.

Basketball notebook

Still-smarting UM
faces Northeastern
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of
Massachusetts basketball
team will have to shake off

its tough loss to St.

Bonaventure quickly as it

faces a tough Northeastern
University team in Boston
on Saturday night.

The Minutemen fell to 2-4

on the season, dropping a
tough 78-77 decision to the
Bonnies as the Cage in their
Atlantic 10 Conference
opener.

The Minutemt-a, once
again, failed to play with in-

tensity for the full 40
minutes and lost a game
they should of won.
Against Northeastern, a

powerful member of the
ECAC North Atlantic Con-
ference, the Minutemen can
not afford even a minute of
lackadasical play.

The Huskies are led by
junior forward Reggie Lewis.
Tabbed as one of the best
small frontcourt players in
America, Lewis averaged
24.1 points and 7.8

rebounds-per-game last

season, leading the Huskies
to a 22-9 record.

This season, Lewis is

averaging 23.8 points and
7.8 points as NU is 2-2,

beating Vermont and Cor-

nell while losing to

Maryland and Providence
College.

The Huskies haven't
played since last Saturday
when they beat Cornell,

55-51. Both losses have
come on the road against

good teams. Sophomore
guard John Williams is se-

cond on the team in scoring

with 9.5 points-per-game.

UMass beat NU last

season, 67-66. Since the
series began in 1922, UM
holds a 29-13 lead. NU had
won four straight before los-

ing last season.

Stop Lewis, and with little

doubt, you stop
Northeastern.

"This will be a tough
game for us, one that would
be a good one to take,

especially since it's in there
place," said UMass coach
Ron Gerlufsen after the
Bonnie game.
The game is scheduled for

4:30 p.m.

continued on page 22

Sports at a glance

UMass Schedule:
Friday:

Men's Volleyball: at Springfield College, 7:30 pim.
Saturday:

Men's Basketball: at Northeastern, 4:30 pm. Women's
Basketball: at New Hampshire, 4 p.m.

V

y"
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Alcohol will return this semester

The bar in the Top of the Campus lounge will be repopulated soon.

Drinks will flow again
By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

The sale of alcohol will resume in the Campus Center
within the next three weeks, as the University applies

for alcohol liability insurance, according to University

officials.

UMass-Amherst will apply to a pool of private insurers

set up by the state to secure liability insurance for the

whole campus, said John L. DeNyse, vice-chancellor for

administration and finance.

"Our application will be for total campus coverage; it's

the only thing that makes sense. We need to have that

flexibility," he said.

"Two weeks to a month may be a reasonable time
period. Our problem is figuring out how much alcohol

we will sell," DeNyse said. Because the drinking age rose

to 21 last summer and no alcohol was sold on campus
last semester, calculating sales for the coming year are

difficult, he said.

The University stopped providing alcohol last semester

after an unsuccessful search for a new insurance policy

forced the school to settle for a policy with its previous

insurer. Imperial Casualty and Indemnity of Omaha,
which excluded coverage for accidents due to alcohol sold

by UMass.
Director of Auxiliary Services Ashoke Ganguli said

the Campus Center lost about $150,000 in alcohol sales

la.st semester because of the lack of insurance. Because

Campus Center Catering Services cannot serve alcohol,

UMass is currently running a shuttle service to area
restaurants for members of business conferences in the

Campus Center.

Once alcohol liability insurance is secured, alcoholic

beverages will be sold in the Top of the Campus, the

Hatch and by Catering Services, but not in the Blue
Wall, Ganguli said. "The old days of the Blue Wall with
the beer drinking brought a bad image to us. I think
students" attitudes (towards drinking] ai-e changing," he
said.

DeNyse said, "There are three premium schedules out

there and we will naturally go for the maximum amount
of coverage." He estimated the cost of the new alcohol

liability insurance at 25,000 per year.

UMass Insurance Manager Donald Madsen said the

premium for maximum coverage would be about $50 for

every $1000 in retail alcohol sales.

Because of recent court decisions awarding large sums
to plaintiffs in liability suits, many insurers have stop-

ped selling liability insurance or have increased their

premiums dramatically. In response, the state set up a

pool of private insurers called the Joint Underwriters
Association to provide alcohol liability insurance for

public and private institutions.

The association began operating Nov. 1 and can pro-

cess applications for insurance within a week, according

to Linda Bentley, legal counsel for the .state insurance

commissioner.

Ihsl^lCD
• Hep. James G. Collins is in the runn-
ing for John Duffs old seat. Page 3.

• Task forces from START and Whit-
more will negotiate over control of stu-

dent funds. Page 5.

• "Struggle for Food" is struggling.
Page 3.
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$24ni project

for polymers
makes gains
By IAN POLUMBAUM
(%)lk'j,Man StafT

A $24 million polymer research center planned for the

I niversity of Massachusetts is a few steps closer to reali-

tv with the approval last month of $10 milium in federal

.-support for the project and the impending release of $6

million in state bonds that were set aside for it in 1983.

Officials say they envision a 100,000 square foot

building on campus, to be completed by the end of 1990.

US Rep. Silvio Conte. R Pittsfield, who pushed the

federal funding through the House of Representatives by

attaching it to a catch-all spending bill, has expressed

hope.s of securing more US money this year. Conte could

not be reached by phone last week, but his Washington
ofTice said the spending cuts mandated by the Gramm-
Rudman deficit-reduction law may make that "difficult,

if not impossible."

Chris Whitcomb, Contc's press secretary, also said that

smce the $10 million comes from a "National Defense

Stockpile Fund," it will be subject to the 4.9 percent spen-

ding cut (iramm-Rudman mandates for the Pentagon,

meaning the polymer center will actually receive just over

$9.5 million from Washington.

Another Conte aide, who asked that his name not be

used, said the money is not considered a military ap-

propriation, but falls into a "defense" category because

polymers are considered potential replacements for

materials currently imported from southern Africa and
the Soviet bloc.

UMass Chancellor Joseph D. DufTey is also seeking more
state support for the center as part of his continued lob-

bying on Beacon Hill. Edwin L. Thomas, the head of the

University's polymer science and engineering department,

said state officials have hinted that the project will receive

$500,000 annually beginning in Fiscal Year 1987.

However, Thomas added that he holds more hope for the

remaining $8 million — needed to bring the total to $24
million — to come b.ilf from Washington and half from
corporations that work with polymers. He said UMass
would look to companies for contributions mainly in the

form of laboratory equipment.
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis has proclaimed Thomas'

department the foundation for one of five "Centers of Ex-

cellence" in the state for different types of scientific

research. Last October he established the Massachusetts
Centers of Excellence Corporation, appointing a polymer
science board of directors which includes Conte, UMass
Polymer Research Institute director Richard Stein, and
seven others from business, government and academia.

But Thomas, while expressing enthusiasm for the pro-
ject, pointed out that since the $6 million bond was ap-
proved three years ago, "Centers of Excellence so far
hasn't given us any money. " He also warned against ex-
pecting the center to spur a huge surge in Western
Ma.ssachusetts'

continued on page 7

Dukakis' '87 budget:
*shell game' for UMass
Bv ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Nearly two weeks after Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis delivered his higher education

budget recommendation to the state

Legislature, University officials have ex-

pressed disappointment that the governor

has slighted academic programs in favor of

allocating money for equipment purchases.

Also, according to one UMass budget of-

ficial, Dukakis has constructed this year's

higher education budget request so it ap-

pears the University will receive more,

while in reality it is only subject to a

minimal increase.

"It's a shell game." said the official,

Budget Director Paul Page.

Dukakis has requested that the

Legislature increase the University's base

budget for fiscal 1987 by $2.5 million over

last year's $146.2 million, a 1.7 percent

raise.

Money from the base budget is used to

cover basic campus costs such as salaries,

utilities, maintenance and some physical

improvements.
In addition, the governor has asked the

Legislature to allocate $3.7 million to the

state Board of Regents of Higher Educa-

tion. 59 percent of that, or $2.2 million,

would go toward purchasing library books;

26 percent, or $975,000, for matching stu-

dent aid; and 15 percent, or $564,000,

toward the disadvantaged students

program.
A third part of Dukakis' request was for

continued on page 11

$l}«m FY 1987 Budget:

Requested / Proposed

Requested by UMa$s
Proposed by Dukakis

m million

• indicates some
funding is in a reserve
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'Great Peace March' drew them together
^ IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Stafl'

They are a 23-year-old University of

Massachusetts senior, a 71 -year-old

graduate student and veteran of the an-

tinuclear movement, a carpenter from

Thorndike and a Northampton activist

born in Illinois. They did not know each

other before a week ago; what brought the

four of them together is that this spring

they will all take part \n a 255-day,

3,235-mile hike across America in the

name of nuclear disarmament.

In th« recreation room of tiu- Ann
Whalen senior citizens" apartment project

in Amherst Center, they met last Sunday
for the first time, eniin aced and listened to

each other tell a reporter why they chose

to join the Great Peace March, which

Iwginning Mai i h I will take 5.U00 people
— walking 15 miles a day and camping out

each night — from Los Angeles to

Washington. DC.
A common vision of a world without

nuclear weapons spurred Mary Wolcott.

Phyllis Rodin, Hank Rivers and Liz

Kozeniewski to plan to abandon jobs,

homes and daily lives for most of a year.

But they expressed varied personal motiva-

tions and thoughts on the march.

"I think of this as something romantic —
as a wagon train in reverse, from west to

east," said the carpenter. Rivers, 58, who
is also on the Unitarian Church go%'erning

board for the Pioneer Valley area. He add

ed. "I've been active in seeking peace ... for

my whole adult life."

"We are going to live together in a mobile

city." exulted Rodin, 71, an animated
woman who says her neighbors in the

Amherst building view her "like a kid"

because of her energy. She has become well

known in the area, as one of the oldest

graduate students at UMass — in future

studies — and for her brisk daily walks

around town in a brown sweatsuit

emblazoned. "PRO Peace March." The
event is being organized by a California-

based group. People Reaching Out for

Peace.

Rodin has had ample activist experience,

from the early days of the British-based

Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament in tlu

1950s to her current work with the Gray
Panthers, a senior citizens' advocacy group,

Amherst Town Meeting and local peace

groups. She has also seen traumatic effects

of war firsthand, as a psychotherapist

treating soldiers and civilians in Europe
alter World W'ar II and radiation victims

in Hiro.shima in 1966.

"I'll ^'et to know 4.999 people who are

training themselves for leadership in thi.s

country," she said. "The kind of leadership

that can think beyond war is lacking.

There are a lot of people who are disillu-

sioned
"

Wolcott. an art major who plans to join

the group somewhere in the Rocky Moun
tains after getting her UMass degree in

May, .said the march "has to do with mak
ing people more intelligent about the

(peace I movement.

"There's no reason to give up just because

there are opposers," she said, referring to

skeptics who might regard PRO Peace as

either naive about Soviet aims or wishful

Phyllis Rodin. 71, is gearing up for

thinkers who don't realize President

Reagan and other world leaders have no

real desire to get rid of all atomic weapons.

"It's very important to be visible — to

show how many people are thinking of the

same goal." Visible they will be. PRO-
Peace plans to hold forums and rallies in

each of the 37 major cities and hundreds
of towns the march will pa.ss through —
reaching 65 million Americans, according

to organizers. The marchers hope to be

a crossKrountry trek.

greeted in Washington on Nov. 15 by a

disarmament rally hundreds of thousands
strong.

Rivers and Rodin, who had to pAM mrem
tests in order to join the group beoiuae they

are over 55. credited UMa.sji Chancellor

Joseph D. DufTey with sparking their in-

terest in the march. DufTey invitt?d them
to hear a speech "im campus last October by

PRO-Peace's executive director, longtime

Democratic organizer David B. Mixner.
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Welcome Back

TIME OUT
Proper I.D. Required

Please Don't Drink and Drive

37 N. Pleasant St.
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CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rte 9 • Hadley Amherst

256-6889

The Quality Goes In

Before The Name Goes On

65 University Drive Amherst
549-1311 253-9051

It's a better movie than 'Blazing Saddles'
or 'Young Frankenstein', ho, n^ s.one

CONVENIENT

CAMPUS!
• BREAKFAST SERVED

ANY TIME
• OPEN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. & SAT.

• BEER & WINE
SERVED 'TIL MIDNITE

• PLENTY OF PARKING

Wednesday, January 29th
in Campus Center Auditorium
Time: 5:00, 7:00, 9:00, 11:00

Price: $1.00 at 5, $1.50 at 7, 9 and 11

a.

pnOM CINEMA 5iNEMAS •

Collins among contenders to replace Duff
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

A local state representative with a long history of in

volvement in Massachusetts education is one of several
candidates to succeed John B. Duff as chancellor of the
Board of Regents of Higher Education.
Rep. James G Collins. D Amherst, a 1968 University

of Massachu^tts graduate, said in a recent telephone in-

terview that he definitely expects to be nominated for the
position. The board's search committee convened for the
first time Jan. 8 and has begun advertising for the job.

Candidates can either be nominated for the position or

may apply for it until March 15.

Others whoee names have been mentioned as candidates

for the job include state Senator John W. Olver (D
Amherst), David Bart ley, the president of Holyoke Com-
munity College, and Joseph D. Duffey, chancellor of

UMass. Bartley said he would not ao^pt the job ifchosen
by the search committee, and DufTey said he did not ex-

pect to be a candidate for the job.

Collins said he is interested in the $65,000 a year post

because "the very sur%'ival of this state's economy depends
on our ability to improve education and accessibility to

higher education."

The 15 member Board of Regents was created by the

late Legislature in 1980 to oversee the state's 29 institu-

tions of higher education,

Collins has received support from House Speaker George
Keverian, regent J. John Fox and others, who reportedly

pushed for his immediate hiring. After meeting with Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis, however, the search committee decid-

ed to go ahead with a full search.

The main challenge Collins sees in the job is to raise

funds for higher education. "There is a lot of potential

there that is not developed now. It is becoming clear to

business leaders how important education is," Collins

^id.
He also said that he sees "a harsh system of educational

inequality" in Massachusetts, with poverty preventing

many young people from getting an education. By 1994,

Collins said, "we are going to experience up to a 43 per-

cent decline in the number of 18year-olds as compared
to 1979, and more of them will have grown up poor."

Former Chancellor Duff, in his last meeting with the

board, suggested funding for research and graduate educa-

tion be increased at UMass-Amherst, Southeastern

Massachusetts University and the UMass Medical Cent«r

in Worcester.

Collins responded, "If we think one-dimensionally, in

terms of research, we will be looking backwards, not for

ward ... We must never lose sight of the fact that we must
engender and foster first-rate low-cost education."

"Then we must work on our graduate and research
capacity so we can work closely with the private sector

to be the incubator for economic development in

Massachusetts," Collins said. The last of his main
priorities would be to develop the community service role

of the state's campuses.
He also said education for older students would be a high

priority due to the anticipated decline in the number of

young people in the state.

Collins, who was elected to the Legislature in 1972, serv-

ed on the House Education Committee for twelve years
and was chairman of it for two years. He currrently serves

on the House Ways and Means Committee.
While at UMass, Collins was a member of the

Undergraduate Student Senate for four years and presi

dent of the senate and the student tody during his senior

year.

Why the seat is open
Tlie search for a new chancellor to head the state Board

of Regents of Higher Education was precipitated by
former Chancellor John B. Duffs resignation in order
to accept a $100,000 ayear position as director of the

Chicago Public Library.

The Board of Regents reprimanded Duff last October
for soliciting campaign contributions from the regents.

At the time, DufT denied directly soliciting contributions

but accepted responsibility for a letter sent by his press

aide asking five regents to buy $100 tickets to a fun-

draiser for George Keverian, speaker of the House of
Representatives.

Also, an audit of the regents' computer network last

November found that $2 million had been misap-
propriated by the use of dummy invoices, and that bills

had never been sent to the continuing education depart*

ments of some state and community colleges for use (^

the computer network.

DufT attended his last meeting as chancellor on Jan.

14, when he presented suggestions to the board for the
future of the state college system and summarized the
accr)mplishments of his four year tenure. He advised that

research and graduate education funding be increased

at state colleges and universities, particularly at UMaas-
Amherst and Southeastern Massachusetts University.

He also suggested merging UMass-Boston with the

Ma.ssachu9ett8 College of Art, and criticized the Dukakis
administration for interfering with the work of the
regents.

DufT was appointed as the first chancellor of the board

'" ^^^ ^^~ PHIL SERAFINO

Collegian phnto by David Britain

Swimmers now face a $100 fine if they dive off this rock ledge

at Puffer's Pond. Story, page 5.

Arthur Musgrave dies;

was professor 39 years
Arthur B. Musgrave. a University of

Massachusetts professor for 39 years and
former Collegian faculty advisor, died at

his Amherst home Jan. 19 after a long il-

lness. He was 75.

Mr. Musgrave was the iirst professor at

the University to teach journalism. In

1960, he transferred to the English depart-

ment, where he taught writing courses un-

til last year. While involved in journalism,

he sought to steer the program from job

training towards social research into the

workings of the press.

His son Alan Mu.sgrave, a Boston at-

torney, said Mr. Musgrave was interested

in media criticism and in gaining a

"systematic understanding of attitudes and
changes in the press."

"He always wanted the college press to

be an absolutely free press." said his son.

Mr. Musgrave believed that any well-

educated person could learn the mechanics

of newswriting in six months of on-the-job

training. As faculty advisor to the Col-

legian, he placed students here and on sum-

mer internships at other New England
newspapers.

Mr. Musgrave joined the faculty in 1946.

after earning a Neiman Fellowship in jour-

nalism at Harvard. He had been a reporter

and editor at daily paix>rs in Baltimore and
Houston during the 1930s and worked as

a science writer at the Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology through the earlv

1940s.

He was one of the lobbyists responsible

for having the campus' status changed
from college to university in 1947. He was
the school's director of publications at the

time.

He was born in Quincy Sept. 18. 1910,

and was educated at Johns Hopkins
University and Boston University. He
received a doctorate from the University of

Minnesota. He is survived by his wife, the

former Barbara Stewart; his son. Alan; a

daughter. Lynn Criner of Tacoma Park,

Md.; two brothers. Frank of Toledo. Ohio,

and T. Ben.son of Baltimore; a si.ster,

Miriam Herring of Washington. D.C.. and
a grandson.

Memorial services will be held at 2 p.m.

Saturday in Grace Episcopal Church, 16

Spring St.. Amherst. Donations in his

memory can be made to the Hampshire
County Hospice, 7 Denniston Place, PO
Box 1204, Northampton. 01061.

- JON STRYMISH

For next fall's entrants, no C, D,E cores
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Students admitted to the University this

semester are the last group subject to the

existing core requirements, as a new set of

more stringent course guidelines, titled

General Education, takes effect this fall.

Norman Aitken, associate provost for

undergraduate education, said the plan

will be implemented as intended, despite

receiving zero funding in Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis" budget request.

Aitken said the University had requested

$1.2 million for implementation of the

plan, which includes, for the first year, 18

new faculty members, 43 graduate

teaching assistants and laboratory

renovations.

"Obviously this limits our ability to im-

plement the plan," Aitken said. "But the

University is committed to the plan. We'd

only be delaying the process of improving

undergraduate education if we didn't pro-

ceed."

The current core requirement system

came under fire almost five years ago when

it was criticized for being too vague and not

providing students with a well-rounded

education.

The new plan, designed by the General

Education Council and passed by the

Faculty Senate last May, will replace the

C, D and E core requirements with specific

courses in areas called "analytical reason-

ing," "physical world and biological

world," and "social world."

Students will also no longer be allowed

to take any required courses pass/fail.

James Wright, the council's chairman,

said in an interview last week that the

council's major concern was to develop a

curriculum that would give students
knowledge of their own societies as well as

others, an appreciation of science and the

FS & N lOl's future is uncertain

The future of Food Science 101 remains
in question as the Collegian goes to press.

A possible casualty of General Educa-

tion, the course, Struggle for Food, was
denied designation as satisfactory to fill

a science requirement by a subcommittee
of the General Education council in

December.
The course is the single largest "E"

core, attracting about 800 students each

semester.

Council chairman James Wright did not

specify why the course was turned down,
but said any courses which had been re-

jected could be resubmitted.

Wright said the council recommended
202 courses for General Education
designation, out of 349 proposals it

received.

He said several courses were rejected

because their material was outside "the

purview of general education. Many
courses were too narrowly focused or

highly specialized."

Most proposals were turned down
because of technical problems, Wright

said. "Hroposais were nasiiiy written ana
did not designate areas in which they

would fall."

F.J. Francis, who teaches Food Science

101 with Fergus Clydesdale, said he
would resubmit the proposal.

"We may not have put enough detail in

our proposal," he said. "But I don't see

any problems [in getting the course

reinstated as a requirement] once we have
spelled out more clearly what the course

demands."
Francis said the course had been accus-

ed of "not providing students with an ade-

quate challenge," but that he hoped to

counter the criticism by implementing a
discussion section and writing
assignments.

Wright said new requirements
necessarily involve changing the courses

that fill them.
"If all the courses which satisfy cores

were passed. General Education would
simply be a new name for an old plan."

- LESLEY CLARK

arts and the ability to reason
mathematically and quantitatively.

He said that unlike the current core

system, the general education plan, "pro-

vides a coherent philosophy behind each re-

quired course.

Wright, a sociology professor, .said that

under the existing plan 1200 courses

.satisfy the core requirement. Under the

new plan roughly 40U courses will satisfy

requirements.

"The core system was perceived as a vast,

uncontrolled smorgasboard of courses from
which students could pick at will." Wright
.said. "Many students traveled the path of

least resistance, satisfying math and
science requirements without ever taking

a math or .science course."

One aspect of the plan which mandates
that every student must take at least one
science course with a laboratory section

was postponed indefinitely at the last

senate meeting, Wright said.

The plan also requires a teaching assis-

tant for every 50 .students. Aitken said this

would be difficult to do with the lack of fun-

ding. The plan's requirements include two
courses in analytical reasoning, the new
math requirement. The first level may be
satisfied through a competency examina-
tion. In addition, there will be six social

world requirements.

In the biological and physical world,

three courses, including one in each area,

will be required.
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Oioosinga long distance
company isa lot likechoosing

a roommate.
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it!5bettertoicnow wlKitthey're
liicebeforeyoumove in.

Living together with someone for the first

time can be an "educational" experience.

And living with a long distance company
isn't any different. Because some companies
may not give you all the services you're used to

getting from AT&T.

For instance, with some companies you have

to spend a certain amount before you qualify for

their special volume discounts. With some
others, voice quality may vary

But when you choose AT&T, there won't be

any surprises when you move in. You'll get the

same high-quality, trouble-free service you're

used to.

With calls that sound as close as next door.

Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate—so you can talk during the times you can
relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers.
Operator assistance and collect calling.

So when you're asked to choose a long dis-

tance company choose AT&T Because whether
you're into Mozart or metal, quality is the one
thing everyone can agree on.

Reach out and touch someone?

AT&T
The right choice.

*)!^5AT', Commun«af»ons

SGA trying to salvage fund control

.Collegian »

By JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Student government leaders last week said they expect
to form a cooperative task force with the University ad-

ministration within a month to examine the issue of con-
trol over student fund allocation.

Six members from Students Advocating Rights
Together, a group formed by student protesters in late

November, will meet during the next two weeks to form
the task force. The protests began in response to the ac-

tions of Dennis L. Madson, vice-chancellor for student af-

fairs, and Randy Donant, director of student activities,

who issued a memorandum Nov. 19 calling for measures
which gave them greater control of the student budget
allocation.

Dani Burgess, campus co-president and START member,
said the students and administrators each have agreed

to form their own version of a task torce. When both sides

"I'm more than cautiously optimistic," Williams said.

"We have to get something done."
The agreement to form the task force was reached dur-

ing December after four sit in.s occurred outside Madson's
office in Whitmore Administration Building. Twenty two
students were arrested and charged with trespassing dur-

ing two of the sit-ins when they allegedly refused to leave
the building at closing time.

The protests and sit-ins were spurred by a memo from
Madson and Donant Nov 19 stating their intent to take
responsibility for $1.5 million of the $1.75 million student
activities budget. The trust fund, paid for by the $88 a
year student activities fee, had a $120,000 deficit at the
end of Fiscal Year 1985. For this year, $75,000 was bor
rowed from reserve funds.

The SGA held a referendum on whether to increase the
annual student fee by $12. Students voted against the fee

hike in N«)Vfml^r, and repeat vote in December failed to

draw the required In p*nent ol'thf student body. The in

crease, its suppt>rters said, would have lovti t-d any deficits

for the current year.

finish forming groups. Burgee said, oiu* task force will

be created from the two vfrsions.

The purpose of the task force, Burgess said, "is to try
to reseaixh the .short and long term issues within the S(iA-
SATF (Student Activity Ti um Fund) START is going to
develop for the charge and composition of the task force."

Stacy Roth, also S(iA co president, said she is op-
timisticabout the plan but uncertain \\ hen the negotiating
team will be selected,

"There's a close understanding that kwth sides have cer-

tain goals to achieve through this process." Roth said. "I
hope we can do it in a reasonable amount of time."
Trey Williams, assistant to Madson. said he and two

others will meet to form the administrative task lore©.

Satellite link is used
as a video classroom

The College of Engineering's satellite disc.

Conrgian photo by Mk-hrllr ScgaU

By PATRICK Jnn.Nso.V
Collegian Staff

The College f Kngineering at the
University of M.t.^.-.nhusetts has recently
begun broadcasting courses via satellite to

companies acros.n th. miititry as part of a
national program.

Harvey Stone, the college's director of

special programs, said UMass has become
a part of the National Technological

University, "which is a combination of 20
.<M;hools across the country thai will

together send engineering courses by

satellite for people in industry to lake for

their master's degrees."

Each company involved in the program
pays $1000 for each course in which an
employee is enrolled. Stone said. "The key
is it is important for engineers to stay

abreast of their field, with so many ad-

vancements being made." Another impor
tant aspect i.>- thai din- instructor can teach

up to 5,0(J<) people at once, he said.

"We send out course materials
beforehand. The materials are no different

from materials for courts on campus. At
the graduate level, tests are usually take-

honie, or il the iMstiiRlor wants a proeUMT
the 1 mnp.iiiy will supply oiu ,' Stone said.

The satellite dish which makes all this
pt>ssihle has In-en in place in front of
Mai^tof) Hall -inti' List October. UMass
shares .t -.atelhie with five other schools:
Cniversit\ i.| .Maryland, University of Min-
nesc»ta, rni\eisity ut South Carolina.
University of Arizona and Colorado State
University.

The equipment used in the program is

similar to thai ot aii\ television station.
Stone said "The technology involved is not
fancy stuff It's complex, but not crazy," he
said Its like HBO (Home Box Office) We
send it up and whoever wants it i,'et^ it"

Unlike HBO. the engineering depart
ment does not scramble its signal to pre-

vent unauthorized people from intercepting

it. but it will do so m the near future. Stone
said Until then. Stone d«>es not seem wor
ned. "In order to intercept our signal, a per-

son would have to know where we [the
signal] are. and we don't broadcast that in-

formation. They'd have to search the en-
tire spectrum, and then they'd be bored sil

ly once they found us."

Puffer's:

no diving
Diving off the rocks at

Puffer's Pond, a warm-
weather rite for thousands
of students over the years,

has been banned by the

Amherst Conservation
Commission, which says it

wants to keep the pond a

safe family recreation area.

"The ban is effective im-

mediately; caretakers will

be on duty from May 1 to

the end ofSeptember," said

Peter Westover, conserva-

tion director. He said

violators are subject to a

fine of up to $100.

"No one's been seriously

hurt and we have had a

good safety record. With
this diving ban, we want to

keep it that way," Westover
said.

"If there is no compliance

from some people, then we
will call the police," said

Jean Kavanagh, chair-

woman of the conservation

commission.
"If the area is to stay safe,

then diving must be bann-

ed," Kavanagh said. "We
would need three or four

lifeguards to make it safe

for diving and we don't

want to change the pond."

The seven-member com-

mission voted unanimously
Jan. 8 to outlaw leaping in-

to the water off the 15-foot

rock ledge. Walking on the

dam at the North Amherst
Pond had already been
restricted.

The commission is also

thinking about improving

the parking areas and
draining the pond to remove

silt, Kavanagh said.

- JOE SHARTRAND
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JOB OPENINGS
Student Janitorial Positions

are available immediately
in the Orchard Hill Central Area
work study and non work study

$3.65 per hour
Must be able to work weekends.
Complete application forms in

B-1 Baker

J^D^orah
IntroducM

CAROL GARDNER
ttyM* Mr OibaraK M p*MMd ••

wnfumtm M«l Cmt 0ai4n*r Ma*
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to* toMf jg>fy 8»*»

ry if Carol leoM tarawtf to

For your appotnlmoni c«M

65 UmvcnHy Drive. Amhcrat • S49-5610

Amherst area's largest

selection of imported and
domestic wine and liquor.

' In store wine tasting every Saturday 12-5 pm
' Cold Kegs • Ice

* Returnable bottles and cans welcome

•«- ' "v

3-^^

OPEN 10 am - 11 pm
253-5384 or 256-8433

Rt. 9 East Amherst
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UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICE SPRING RECRUITING SCHEDULE
This list contains RESUME DUE DATES THROUGH FEB. 19. Resumes for open schedules iray be turned in at the Whitmore sign-up desk from 9:00-3:00 Mondays A

Tuesdays and at the University Career Center any day for pre-screened schedules. The Whitmore desk will also accept resumes for pre-screened schedules.
Schedules will apppear in the COLLEGIAN every 2 weeks during the Spring semester. Last minute changes will be posted at the University Career Ctr.

,

Whitmore sign-up desk and Campus Center Assistance desk. NEXT SCHEDULE WILL APPEAR ON FEBRUARY 13!

To use this schedule:
1. Select the cwnpanies with which you will request an interview.
2. If pre-screened(P) submit 2 resurws by the due date; resumes may go to the University Career Ctr. or Whitmore Sign-up desk(Mon-Tues 9:00-3:00)

3. If open(O) submit 1 resuiw on one of the due dates; these resumes MUST GO TO THE WHITMORE SIGN-UP DESK

4. Each resume should be stamped with the Information needed; stamps are available at the Whitmore sign-up desk and the University Career Center.

5. A * next to the company name means you MUST INDICATE YOUR SCHEDULE PREFERENCE ON YOUR RESUME WHEN YOU HAND IT IN.

6. Two weeks before the Interview date the final schedule will be posted at the University Career Center, Whitmore sign-up desk and the Campus Ctr.'

Assistance desk. IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO VERIFY YOUR APPOINTMENT TIME. If no list has been posted by 2 weeks before the interview date, you

should check dally, since we add completed schedules for pre-screened companies as lists of selections are received from those companies.

Additional information on positions, locations, schedule; etc. at the University Career Center and at the Whitmore Sign-up desk.
VISA CODE; P=Permanent Resident Visa: C=U.S. Cit izenship

INPORMAtlON SESSIONS
If the Information Session i| held the night before the interview date, attendance Is
reqyirfd by students on the interview schedule. "^ ^ > - '

...•-.
interview date, these Information Sessions ^re
Unless otherwise noted all Information Sessions

When
usual

n

V for all intfrested students.
s are at the University Career Center.

Geol

CCIfcS

ecus

ORGANIZATION

Sclentlffc Atlanta

General Mills

Teradyne

VISIT DATE

February 4

February 24

February 6

INFORMATION SESSION

Procter & Gamble/Sales Management February^ 26
••Open to all students, especially those who submit

a resume for pre- screening.

Filenes

Gillette

Metropolitan Life Insurance

Norfolk Naval Shipyard

United Technologies

Bloomingdale's

Lechmere

. FQ
DATE

February 3

February 5

February 5

'h

SfA'

Ct-oc/Gecl .

»*atf .coif S,C.eoph>jics

February 6
Campus Center 917

7:00p(ii

7:00pin

7:00pm

S :30pm

EE

EE.CSt

EE.CSE

EE

EE,ME

EE.ME

CEOREtb

8S/MS

BS

BS/KS

February 12 February 10 7:00pm

February 12 February 11 7:00pm

February 12 February 11 7:00pm

February 13 February 12 7:00pm

February 19 February 18 7:00pm

February 21 February 20 7:00pm

February 21 February 20 7:00pm

CRGANIi*nC'N POSITION' USA

ENGINEERING
t-mortr [nqr Trjiring C
Progran/ Scottsdalt B Tempt- t-l

Progiamrer Analyst P

KtbUML
VISIT DATE DUE DATE

Kotorola/fGovi
lectronics Croup

Casher Assoc

• Data General

BS w/3.0 GTE Connunicatlons Systems

BS/MS/PhD Lawrence Livemore National Laboratories

BS/KS Ncrthrop

BS/KS McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Co.

Engr ir Pico Rivera, CA

Huntington Beach, CA

Feb Pfi

Feb n
Feh ?7

Feb 21

Feb n
Feb 27

Feh 28

Jan ?fc P

Jan 29

Jan ?9

Jan

• p.

'P'

P'

Jan 2<' 'P'

Jar ?9 'P'

Jan 30 'P'

EE.ffE.IE BS/MS A T » T

lE.KE BS Raytheon-RI I M
lE.HE.Mfg BS:topl/3 Raytheon

EE MS/PhD Sandia Nafl Labs

IE BS * Teradyne

Tech/Ketworli ., _.
T Commurlcations

AT4T
Bell Labs, ATI

IE/Quality Assurance

Hfg. Kgt Development

ys. Mar «.5 Feb 3 'P'

Mfg Engr-Boston

Mar 3

Kar 3

Feb 1«

Fei) 6

ME.IE.Kfg BS/KS Texas Instruments Kat'l » Control F feb 1?
w/lo'4.0 My STUDENTS WHO HAVE NOT INTERVIEWED UITH MATERIALS AND CONTROLS

Feb « 'P'

Feb 4 'P'

Feb 3.* '0'

Feb ?,4 C
Feb 3.4 '0'

EE.ME.Kfg

EE.CSE

EE.Cj

ME.EE

All Engr

EE.CSE

EE

EE

EE

ChE, EE.ME

IE

EE

CSE.EE

EE, IE/OR

EE.ME.CSE

ME

ME,CSE,ChE BS

CE.EE

ME.IE.EE

EE.ME.CSE

EE.ME

EE.ME

ChE.CE

EE.CSE, OR

EE,ME,CSE

ME

€E

BS/KS * United Technologies/Carrier

BS/KS • United Technologies/Hamilton Standard

BS/MS/PhD • United Technologles/Korden Systems

BS/KS * United Technologies/Pratt & Whitney

BS/KS/PhD * Digital Equipment

BS

BS/MS

BS/KS

BS/KS

BS

BS

BS

BS/MS

BS/MS/PhD

BS/MS/PhD

Factory Mutual Loss Prevention Consltnt

Hanscom AFB/Electronic Systems Civ

Honeywell

Hardware

Microwave Engineering

Package Engineers

Prime Computer

Frequency Sources

Campbel 1 Soup Co.

Reed Plastics

Viewlogic Systems

CNR Inc

Alpha Tech

BS/MS Avco

BS/MS/PhD Torrington

BS

BS/MS

BS/MS

BS/MS

BS/MS

BS/MS

MS/PhD

BS

BS

BS/MS

Software Engineer

Wilmington KiA

Res/Prod/Sales Engineers

Staff Engineer

Engineer Interns

Boston Gas Co.

CT Dept of Trans

US Army Watervliet Arsenal Engineers

Draper Labs

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard

Tracor Naval WeaponsA
Communications

MEjEE.IE.

KAJCRS

CMNS

US Environmental Protection Agency

Bell Communications R8D New Jersey Trpa

New England Telephone

Riley Stoker Ccrp Enqr /Trainirg/Worcester

Science Entry Lcvf 1 tngr/Sf owp.^ Z,

Applications Int' l/TelecommunicaHcns *ys'ems

FrocPSS.Mfo '^'/pport Ennt s

PC? IT IONS

C

C

c

c

p

c

c

p

p

p

p

p

p

c

c

c

p

r

p

c

c

c

c

p

p

r

BS Parltx Coiporjtion
TRANSCRIPT REQUIRED WITH RESUME

Feb 1«',20

Feb 15. ?C

Feb 19.20

Feh 19,20

Mar 4

Mar 5

Mar 6

Mar 6

Mar 7

Mar 7

Mar 10

Mar IC

Mar 10

Mar 11

Mar 11

Mar II

Marll.l2

Feb 26

Feb 28

Mar 12

Mar 13

Mar 26

Mar 26

Mar 26

Mar f

Vbf 6

far C

Mar 7

Mar 27

Feb 3.4

Feb 3.4

Feh 3.4

Feb 3,4

Feb 4

'0'

c
•c

c

tEGREES CRGAM/AIJON

BS
NATURAL SCIENCES and MATH

RESUME
VISIT DATE DUE DATE

COINS, Phys BS/KS

COINS

Chem

PolySci

COINS

COINS

COIKS

COINS

Math

COINS

C hem/Poly
Chem
COINS

COINS
COINS

Math
Inter V lews

Math

COIf-S

Physics

BS/KS

ES

PhD

BS/MS

BS/MS/PhD

Cashpr Assoc

McDonnell Douglas
Astronaut 1c 5 Co.
A ^'l^

rroqtaniner/Analyst P

Huntington Beach, CA C

^T«T Tech/Netwcrt Sy,. P
Bell Labs. ATIT Commurlcations

Jr. Staff ChemistFlexcon

Sandia Nat' 1 Labs

* United Technologics/Fralt J hhitney

Cigitel EqLif/t.iert

BS/MS

PS/MS

BS/KS

BS/KS

BS/hS

RS/MS

Softwr Cnqrs in DC area

Actuarial Student Prog.

Hardware

Software Enqineer

C

C

P

r

P

C

P

P

P

Feb 27

Fet ?P

Mar 4,5

Mar 4

Feb 14

Feb 19.20

Kar «

Mar 6

Mar 6

Kar 6

Mar 7

Mar 10

Mar IC

Software ASE

Honeywel

1

Hewitt Assoc

Fr ime Computer

Ree** Plastics

Viewlogic Systeit.S

BS/MS/PhD CNP Inc.

BS/KS/PhD Alpha lech

BS * Cigna Corp.
or Feb 2S for Sophomores t Juniors; sign up P Whitmore on Feb IC or 11

BS/MS Mass f'utual Life Actuarial Trairing P Feb 25

r.S/KS US Gon'1 Acctg Computer Spec-DC C Feb 28

MS Draper Labs Mar 13

Jan 29 'P'

Jan -:C 'P'

Feb 3 'P'

Feb 3 'P

Feb 3.4 '0'

Feb 3.4 '0'

Feb 4 'P'

Feb 4 'P'

Feb S 'P'

Feb S 'P'

Feb 6 'P'

Feb 7 'P'

Feb 7 'P'

C

c

Mar 11

Mar U
Mar 24

Feb 10

Feb 10

p.

.p.

BS/KS

BS

MS/PhD

BS/fS

US [nvironnientcl Protection Agency

Bamberger's Stores Exec Training/Support

hell Cop«iun1cat1ons Tech Staff, R4D in NJ

Cartographers, Geodesists
ri.KYTTX.DC

Mar 26

Mar 7

Mar 6

Mar 4

^ilh

ftth

ES

W

referse Mapping
s

•Jchr Hancock f'utual Actuarial Oev, Program P Mar 4
Life Insurance **MUST HAVE PASSED i-2 ACTUARIAL EXAMS

ffirsich Life. Ins. Actuarial' Trainee-Spf Id,MA P Mar 4

P

MUST HAVE PASSED 1 AC?UARlAL'EXAM

COltS BS New England Telephone New England Area

Fhy; it s

.p.

Feb 4 'P'

Feb 5 'P'

Feb 5 'P'

Feb 6 "P'

Feb 6 'P'

Feb 7 'P'

Feb 7 'P'

Feb 7 'P'

Feb IC 'P'

Feb 10 'P'

Feb 10 'P'

Feb 10 'P'

Feb 10.11 '0'

Feb 10.11 'C

Feb II 'P'

Feb 12 'F

Feb IF P'

Feb 18 'P'

Feb 16 'P'

Feb If. 19 'C

Feb 18.19 '0'

Feh If, 19 '0'

Feb 18.19 'C

Feb 19 'F'

PS/I'S

DEGREES

BPA/KBA

EBA

EBA

Science
Applicaticns Irt'l

ORGANIZATION

Entry Level Engr/Stowe,MA C
/Telecommunicaticns bvsteir.s

Mar 6

Mar 7

Feb 18 'P'

Feb 18,19 '0'

Feb 18,19 '0'

Feb 18,19 '0'

Feb 18,19 '0'

Feb 18,19 '0'

Feb If, 19 '0'

Feb 18.19 '0'

M.AJ(.RS

Bus.Mkt

Bus,Mkt

Business

Ge/F1n,Mkt BBA
Acctg

Acctg BBA

MIS BBA /MBA

Mgt.Mkt BBA

Fin RBA

Fir.Acct BPA
Bus

Acct.Fin BEA _.. _

Mgt w/at least 3 Acctg courses

Mgf,Mkt EBA Harvard Coop

Acctg EB.A Boston Cas Co.

Acctg BPA Internal Revenue

POSITIONS VISA VISIT DATE DUE
RESUME
- - DATE

MANAGEMENT
CalCo«9 Assoc Sales Hep

Flexcon Sales Rep

Chrysler Branch Mgt. Trainee

Defense Logistics Qual'ty Assurance Spec.
Agency

Hartford Insurance Jr. Accountants

* United Technologies - Pratt & UMtney

Hartford Insurance Underwri

t

ing,Mkt Trainee

Actuarial Student Prog,

Financial Analysts

Hewitt Accociatps

Wang Laboratories

State St. Bank Account Comptroller

Entry level Actt

Agents-nationwide

Feb 28

Mar 4

Feb le

Feb 21

Feb 5

Feb 19

Mar 5

Mar 6

Mar IC

Mar IC

Mar n
Feb 26

Jan 30 'P*

Feb 3 'P'

Feb 3.4 0*

Feb 3.4 '0'

Fefc 3
'0'

Feb 3,4 '0'

Feb S P'

Feb S

Feb 7

P'

'P'

Feb 7 P'

Feb IC P-

Feb 10,11

Feb 2€ 2pr no sign- up

Bus, Fin BBA Cigra Corp Feb 24
Irterviews or Feb Ti for Sopnomores t Juniors; sign up P Whitmore on Feb If or II

Bus, Mgt, Fir BBA General Mills
••**If!F0RM.AT!ON SESSION ON F[B 6

Bus

Acctg, Bus

Business

Mgt,Mkt

Acrt,Mgt

Business

Business

EBA

BBA/MBA

BBA

BBA

EBA

BBA

BBA

Mercantile Stores

US Cen'l Acctq

Automatic Date Proc

BraClces

Farm Credit Barks

Sales Representative

Buyer Trainee-NY

Acct-DC; Evaluator-USA

Sales Trainee

Store-Line Managers

Mgt Training-New Erglanc

Boston Univ. Bookstore Mgt. Training

Morse Shoe Co.
'INFORM/TION SESSION Of. FEBRUARY 27

f'kt.Mqt EBA Wallace Computer
"**IRFORM^TION SESSION CN FEBRUARY 2S

Exec Training Prograr

Sales

BuS.MH
Mgt

Tir ,M(jt

f^-r

BPA

P.BA

BS

b:

Banbergp-'s Exer Training

First Nafl Supermkt Store Mgr Trainee

Feb 24

Feb 24

Feb 2F

Mar 12

YiT 12

Mar 12

Vix 25

Mar rs

Feb 10.11

Feb 10.11

Feb IC.Il

Feb 10.11

Feb 11 'P'

Feb 11

Feb 11

Feb 14

Feb 14

'0'

0'

•0'

'0'

Mar

Feb 14 'P'

Feb If, 19

Feb 18,19

0'

0"

•John Harcocl Mutual /'ctuaiial Pev. Progran
*CTI

'
Mar 4

Lif€ Insurance **MUST HAVE PASSED 1-2 ACTUARIAL EXAMS

Monarr*- Li<P Irs. Acttarial Tra mee- Spf 1(1 ,MA P far
MUST HAVE PASSED 1 ACTUARIAL EXAM

MISCELLANEOUS MAJORS
:con BA Flexcon

lath BS Hartford Insurance

Econ BA Defense Logistics
Agency

Food Sci MS/PhD Pillsbury P «

Lit Arts BA/BS * Digital Equipment

C-og Psych MS/PhD Software A 4 E
w/computer backgrouno

Econ BS/KS Hewitt Assoc

Econ BS Hartford Insurance

Econ BS Wang Laborator-cs

Fash Mkt BS Harvard Coop

Lit Arts BA/BS Mercantile Stores

Cigna Corp

Sales Rep

Actuarial C

Quality Assurance Spec. C

Product Oev. Scientist

Technical Writer P

Knowledge Engrs P

Actuarial Student Prog. C

Underwriting/Mkt Trainee C

Financial Analysts P

P

Buyer Trainee-NY P

Lib Arts BA/BS . , ,.
interviews en FeblS for Sophomores J Juniors; sign up P Whitmore on Feb

Pub Adirin

Lit Arts

BA/MA

BA/BS

US Gen'l Acctg

Eradlees

Agt^on^Ent^ BS^^
^ ^ Ciba-Geigy

p'fpath.AnSci.Pl & Soil

Acct-DC; Evaluator-USA

Store-Line Managers

Sales Representative

Lit Arts
Fash Mkt

Home Ec

,

Lib Arts

EnvSci

BA

BS

BS/KS

Mgt. Training

Turf Mgt, BS
PI 4. sell, A R R E

HumServ. BA/BS
Educ, Soc. Psych

Econ, Food BBA
5 R(S Econ

Boston Univ. Bookstore

Morse Shoe Exec Traininq Proq
•'INFORMATION SESSION ON FEBRUARY 27

US Environmental Protection Agency

New England Green Lawn Specialist

Community Services West Program Coordinator

First Nat'l Supermkt Store Mgr Trainee

Mar 4

Feb 5

Feb 21

Mar 5

Mar 4

Mar 5

Mar 6

Mar 5

Mar IC

Mar 11

Feb 24

Feb 24
10 or 11

Feb 28

Mar 12

Mar 10

Mar 25

Mar 25

Kar 26

Mar 3

Mar 7

Mar 3

Econ CS *John Hancock Mutual Actuarial Dev. Prqqrafr
Life Insurance **MUST HAVE PASSED 1-2 ACTUAUARIAL EXAMS

Mar 4

Econ BS
MUST HAVE PASSED 1 AC

Monarch Life Irs. Actuarial Trainee-Spfld.MA P Mar 4
CTUARIAL EXAM

Feb If, 19 '0'

Feb IF, 19 '0'

Feb 3 'P'

Feb 3 '0'

Feb 3,4 '0'

Feb 4 'P'

Feb 4 'P'

Feb 4 'P'

Feb 5 'P'

Feb 5 'P'

Feb 7 'P'

Feb 10 'P'

Feb 10,11 '0'

Feb 10.11 '0'

Feb 10,11 '0'

Feb 11 'P'

Feb 11 'P'

Feb 14 'P'

Feb 14 'P'

Feb 18 'P'

Feb 18.19 '0'

Feb 18,19 '0'

Feb 18,19 '0'

Feb 18,19 '0'

Feb If, 19 '0'

ANY MAJOR MAY INTERVIEW WITH THESE
BA/BS Bloomingdale's Exec Trairing P Feb 21 Feb 3,4 '0'

BA/BS Lechenere's Training/Buying S Retail P Feb 21 Feb 3.4 '0'

BA/BS Electronic Data Sys Systems Engineer Dev. P Mar 4 Feb 5 'P'

r'?^MeA.,_Fr5cter_fc_Gamble _. _Sales Management .E. -..Feb.2§ Feb.
****lNFCRMA?iON SESSION CC 9l70N FEB. '6; INTERESTED STUDENTS' SHOULD ATTENI

g.'""

Feb 10.11 '0'

Feb 11 'P'

Feb 10,11 '0'

Feb 12 'P'

BS/MS

BA/BS

BA/BS

BS/MS

BA/BS

pr/fs

I,/, F.'

BA/FS Lord I Taylor
•"INFORMATION SESSION ON FEB

U.S. Navy

Jordan Marsh

Ames Pept. Stores

U.S. Air Force

CT Pari. £ Trust

NRGs

U.S. Marire!,

Tech S Non-Tech positions C

Exec Training C

Mgt Training

Tech S Non-Tech positions C

Mgt Training P

Ccordinators, Writers etc

C

Exec Cevelopment-NYO C
RUARY 26

Feb 13
Mar 6

Mar 6

Feb 28

Mar 13

Mar 4

Mar 4, J,

Mar 3,4

Mar 27

Feb
Feb

.4 '0'
•.p.

Feb 5 'P'

Feb 10.11 '0'

Feb 13 'P'

Feb 18,19 '0'

Feb 18,19 '0'

Feb IE, 19 '0*

Feb 19 'P'

^hat are polymers?
Just about everything
Polymers are all around us, all over us

and inside us. They are increasingly used
to make what we wear, what we drive and
fly in, what we put food in, and just about
everything we use in our daily lives.

The term "polymer" which encom-
passes plastics and other synthetic and
organic materials - first came into wide use

in the 1930s. The volume of polymers in

products skyrocketed diu-ing the 1940s and
'50s, as plastic became known as the

wonder substance for lightweight,
disposable and imaginatively shaped mer-
chandise. As Dustin Hoffman was told in

"The Graduate," thev were the wave of the

BACK TO SCHOOL STAFF
NEWS SECTION

Editors

Typesetting
Production

Ian Polumbaum
Joel P. CofTidis

Kelly Sieger

Peter Soderberg

Conor Plunkett

Matkins

Tk* HattachiuftU Da>ly CoUtguM (USPS p*rmlt «B8), a
Ragiatorvd Student Orfaniaation at the University of
MaMMchuaeUa at Amhemt, i» publuhed Monday thmugh
Friday excluding hoUdaym. vianui and vacation* perioda.

Content ia determined solely by the ColUgian Board of
Editors without prior approval from University ad-

oriniiitralon^ fiM-ulty or ataff. Operation* are funded (oiely

by advertiaing and aubarription revenue. Subscription*
•ad advertiaing rale* are available at 113 Campu* t'rnlei;

University of Maaaachuaetta, Amherat. Maaa. 01003. (413)

54S-3S00. Riatwalar aaod addrMS changes to the above
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future - and research has moved away
from Tupperware and {>olyester suits into

such applications as automobile parts,

controlled-release drug capsules and
aerospace technology.

"People who grew up in the '50s, when
they think of plastics they think of

breakable, disposable things," professor

Edwin L. Thomas, head of UMass' polymer
.science and engineering department, said

in a recent interview, as he crushed a
plastic beer cup. "But now ..." He brandish-

ed a beige plastic car bumper, one of the
props he keeps in his office to demonstrate
polymers' versatility.

Other researchers also cited auto and
airplane parts. Lawrence W. McKt" • ., one
of the first to receive a UMass >ctoral

degree in polymer science, explained that

while plastic it.self is more costly than
metal, polymer fenders, fuselage skins and
engine parts are cheaper to produce than
steel ones because "they don't need those

huge three-story stamping machines ... and
designers and engineers can change
designs easily just by playing with the

molds the plastic is squirted into."

In addition, polymers are increasingly

replacing alloys made with metals such as

manganese and cadmium, which are on the

United States' "strategic raw materials"

list because they are largely imported from
Ea.st bloc countries or unstable sources

such as South Africa.

- IAN POLUMBAUM

aSVWUL CIdVEL
15 Cowles Lane, Amherst 256-8931

NEW Manager

NEW Staff

NEW Imoroved Service

New Low Cost

Fares and Packages
for every destination

Springfield 739-7291 Longmeadow 567-3375

Westfield 562-5401 Greenfield 772-0861

KARATE
$19.96

for 4 weeks
Fred Villari's

Studio

253-7349

rentAnrecx
M ^1
New & Used Cars

Trucks A Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

.

VOURBSNK
WORTHMORE
ARMYNURSING

Rrst, there are the respea and dignity accorded

an Army officer. TTien there's the opportunity to

travel, changing hospitals without losing seniority,

as so often happens in civilian hospitals.

And there s the opportunity to add new
and different nursing disciplines. To study,

continue your education, attending professional

conferences, working in a variety of nursing

specialties.

If you're working on your BSN or if you
already have a BSN and are registered to prac-

tice in the United States or Puerto Rico, talk to

our Army Nurse G^rps Recruiter.

CALL COLLECT: 301 - 677 - 5355 / 4076

ARMYNURSE CORPS.
BEALLYOUG^NBE.

•project-*

CollrKian phuto ti> .Mii hrllr Srgall

Edwin L. Thomas, head of the
polymer science department,
showing the "before" and "after"

phases of a plastic soda bottle.

iitnlinutil {iiini pn^e 1

i'C(tn(iin\ . ii> Dukakis and
("onle have sug^fstt'd

"What the stale ha.s in mind is . MIT
>pav\ ned Route 128," Thomas said, referr

in^( to the Massachusetts Institute of

Technolo^' computer research thai gave
rise to high tech llrms ah>ng the Beltway
out-ide Boston "They'd like that to hap-
pen with something other than computers.
"We're going to get a new building and

prohabls cooperate more closely with in-

dustry ... But don't think you'ri- going to

have Route 129 built out here."

The head of the University's CentiV te
KcnfidiiiH Di'velopment. Sanua-l N Seskin,
has also downplayed the polymer project's

economic value, which he called "principal-

ly symholu " Writing in the Jan 15

Amherst Bulh'tin, he stated, "It may mean
more jobs in Springfield or Pittsfield lloca-

tions of plastics plants run by Monsanto
( "hemical Co. and General Electric. But its

economic value to Amherst is a result of the
prestige it accords the Univii-ii\

Both Seskin and Thoma.s noted that

unlike most of the state's computer in-

dustry, large corporations working with
polymers — notably GE and Monsanto,
both of which have officials on the Centers
of Excellence polymer board — are based
elsewhere in the country.

D D y '

RESTAURANT
Specializing in HOME COOKED Breakfasts

Luncheon Specials

Dinner Specials

• ALSO FEATURING REDDY'S

GIANT SUBS
314 College St. 253-9521

Monday - Friday 6 am to 7 pm
Saturday 6 am to 6 pm; Closed Sunday

Take Outs Available

GOURMET
FRIED

CHICKEN

th>-

FRIED CHICKEN PALACE
TRY SOMETHING NEW 8c COMPARE THE VALUE

EVERYDAY GRINDER . $3 50 2 PCS OF CHICKEN, BISCUIT, SLAW
OR MACARONI SALAD & FRIES $2.69

SMALL PIZZA $5.00 4 PCS. OF CHICKEN, BISCUIT, SLAW
OR MACARONI SALAD & FRIES $3.99

LARGE PIZZA $8.00 8 PCS. OF CHICKEN, BISCUIT, SLAW
OR MACARONI SALAD & FRIES $7 99

Downtown Amherst, 31 Boltwood Walk
(through the alley, next to Taco Villa)

253-7494
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LORIA STEVENSPROMISES
XACTLY WHAT YOU WANT!

You can lose weioht ,

.

. have thinner thighs.

.

. a flatter stomach
and have lots of fun!

, Our proven program of aerobics, nutrition, v\/eight training and
group exercises will give you exactly what you want. . . RESULTS!

STUDENT SPECIAL

3 months $75
— expires 2/28/86

Hampshire Mali

584-0105

M-F 8:30-9

S9-3
on bus route yll^MniAiUATA niFFERENCE

The 6th semi-annual
' Everything-you-need-
V to-make-yourself-
^ feel-at-Home"

Lamps
desk lamps, wall lamps, table lamps, hanging lamps,

bed lamps, pin spots, hi intensity lamps, clamp lamps

Clamp Lamp
Fits almost anywhere!

NOW $9.95

100 Watt Swing Arm
red/black/white/brown/beige

Reg. $18.95

NOW $14.95

h

Tapestries

Bedspreads
Wall Hangings
Hundreds to choose from!

Save up to $5.00!

ywr'_./„
=^'=/r/i

Rugs
Cotton Weaves,

"'^^'^^' Straws and

Stripes.

Starting at $7.95
m

V

:m_

Posters &- Prints

500 titles to choose from!
travel, sports, scenic, photo, personalities, rock & roll .

Bamboo Shades
All sizes for windows or room dividers

Save 20%

Record Crate Kits
Made of all natural wood—two great sizes!

NOW $7.95 and $8.95

Pillow lap desk, beverage glasses, wine glasses, mugs, plastic party cups,
plastic waste baskets, alarm clocks, wall clocks, kettles & coffeemakers,
picture hangers, wall clips, hooks, dinnenA^are sets, colorful flatware, wire shelves, organizers, plastic
hampers, shower curtains, bath mats, shower caddys, bath fixtures, plates, bowls, piacemats, napkins, kuchenware,
housewares, luggage, totes, clothing, jewelry, accessories, cards, toys, stationery, watches, pink flamingos, is anybody still reading this?

Sale Ends Feb. 16

Downtown Amherst/Daily10-6, Sun. 12-5

• •- -Jl \

50% Off
Begins Jan 23":

U/ i
'M

1 1—

1^

SPf3
^

Student Special

^1 HOUR
^TUB for

Vi HOUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-SPAS

176 University Drive, Amherst MA
(next to Stadium Liquors in the Pnce Chopper Mai!)

FINE YARNS A
NEEDLEWORK SUPPLIES

ANNOUNCES
MIDWINTER SALE

thru Sunday, February 2nd

20 % - 50% OFF ENTIRE STOCK
(except cotton yam)

No returns. Sale does not apply to special

orders or to merchandise already on sale.

Be sure to register for door prizes.

Come in & see our new & larger location.

the Carriage Shops
233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA

549-6106
Open Mon.-Sat., 9:30-5:30, Sun. 1-5

up to

60% SAVINGS
on oil foil Cj winter

SHOES & BOOTS

BIN
187 n rif-cis.-T't SI rimh<Tst OPEN

SUNOAYi
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Nursing school is

secure for 5 years

CoUrgian photu by Mirhelle S^gall

Sign proclaims Louis Foods* new location, under construction at

University Drive and Amity Street.

Amherst Center market
close to relocation
A CVS pharmacy will open later this

year in the store that Louis Foods current-

ly occupies in downtown Amherst.
Louis Foods is moving to a new building

at the corner of University Drive and Ami-
ty Street, a decision that has been opposed

by senior citizens who live near Amherst
Center.

Although there are already two
drugstores in downtown Amherst, Gary
Charboneau, executive vice president of

marketing for "Consumer Value Stores,

said, "The reason we're opening a store

there is that we think there's room in the

marketplace for a CVS store."

Charboneau said the company expects to

open the store sometime in August or

September, after possible renovation.s to

the front of the store. The store will employ

between 20 and 25 people, he said

Louis Foods is moving because "we're

just not able to remain where we are, since

we don't own the building where we are

presently located," owner Richard Vincent

said.

The building, at 76 North Pleasant St,

belongs to the estate of Louis Pappas, who
died earlier this month. Shawmut Bank of

Hampshire County has been acting as the

executor of the estate.

"We didn't decide to move, we decided we

wanted to keep our business going, and we

couldn't do that where we are presently

located. " Vincent said. "You have a super

market operation that can only afford to

pay .so much per square foot."

- NANCY KLINGENER

By PATRK K .JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Division of Nursing and the Univti

sit\ administration reachtnl an agi'etrm'iit

during interst'ssion which secures the

future of the nursing program, ofTicials on

both sides .said.

In a prt'paiici statement, Provo.st Richard

D O'Brien t^aid, "This agjeement marks
an end to the uncertainties which have

been prevalent here for a t,'(>od many years

about the existence and character otam
nursing program

"'

The a^^reement. signed -Ian.?, elevated

the status of the program by setting goals

for the next five years which include in

creasing the number of faculty with dtK-

torates, the amount of facuUx research and
the student-to-faculty ratio.

Last .November the nursing faculty sub-

mitted a report to the provost's ofTice.

which resulted in the agieement. said Ruth

A. Smith, director of the Division of Nurs
ing. "The report .stated that it was highly

desirable to have a nursing program at this

campus," she said.

One of the major concerns about the pm
gram was the low student-to-faculty ratio,

said Fern Johnson, associate vice

chancellor for .uadeniK, afTiiir- On this

( ampus there is one faculty member for

tverv 18 students. The average Ibi dtlui

nursing pm^i arn,-^ i> (itu- tor i-veiv 10, " she

^aid

We are not expecting our pw^ram to be

the same .is the campus aMiage. but it

should be <m par with other nursing pro-

grams," she said.

In the fall semester of 1985, the program

had 195 students, including 40 graduate

students. The student to-faculty ratio for

that period was 6.3 to 1, according to the

faculty report .Smith said .she expects stu-

dent enrollment tn i ncreas^ witlun Ihi iiv«<

year period.

The nursing program also drew criticism

for the low number of faculty with doc-

torates Ten of the 2,11 faculty members, or

43 pel cent, h.ive (i(>ctorates Smith said

that by 1989 that figure wil increase to 75

percent.

The nursing division also agreed to in-

( 1 1 a^e the miniher <»f research publications.

-.uch as articles, journals and b<H>ks.

prepared by its faculty,

"Faculty members mu.st continuously

engage in research. This applies to all

members of the faculty," Johnson said.

m^^K^^

Game? 7 . . what game?
You're probably wondering why to-

day's Collegian has no news about the

aftermath of the Super Bowl. After ail,

as you read this it happc>ned two days
ago and everyone knows the outcome.

But as we write this, we have no
such knowledge. The Back To School

( 'ollro^tan will g»>'goeswent to preM
Saturday night, Jan. 25 - Super Bowl
Eve, as It were. We tried to push the

deadline back, but printers have to

watch the game too. you know.
You know the answer by now, but

all we can do i.s wish the Pats luck.

Special Hours: Tuesday Nite until 9:00

Located in the Campus Center

^ UNIVERSITY
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Recli-Renc
KEEP COOL WHILE YOU CRAM!

Rent a mini-reffigerator—
an ideal way to Keep drinks

& goodies on ice — right

in your room' 2 spacious
shelves 2 bottle racks: 2
freezer ice cube trays Ad-
justable thermostat,

301 Russell Street Rt. 9

Hadley
Phone SM-99S2

just past the Hampshire Mall

BUY 3, GET 1 FREE
During the month of February:

Buy a 3 month Nautilus membership

for $85,

get the 4th month free

^^^^ AMHERST RACQUET &^

/f\ ^ FITNESS CENTER, INCJ^ Route 116, Sunderland

-^S^Br (on the Sunderland/Amherst line)

^^ across fronn Bub's Barbecue

on the bus route 3 miles from UMass

(•••aaoeoeooeoooi M

ORIEWTAC
FOOD MAR^iET
360 College St., (Rt 9) Amherst

253-5658

Open 10-8 Sat 9-8
with a large variety o1

AUTHENTIC ORIENTAL
• Fresh hard to find Produce • Sauces &
Spices • Fresh Noodles • Frozen & Canned

Goods • Cooking Implements & Supplies •

Homemade Take-Out Food • Large Variety

of Indian Spices and Foods
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001

ICTMM VTATMM

Gas Saving
Tune-up

M
'^

* ^JT' .^m « wv art •« <»•

Lube, oil & niter

W includM up to S quoin

f otiO-SOM) ond •o^wty

North Amherst Tire
A Auto Center

Ftif ScTMCC Tr* Store

ra %i0<mt%ait» M . Ma AmtMoi M*

B

Lets Go Bowling
et

Northampton
Bowl

525 Pleasant St.

Lanes Availability

Friday 9 am to midnight

Saturday 9 am to midnight

Sunday 9 am to 6 pm
and 8:15 pm to 11 pm
Reservations Available

584-4830

u

And now we're even better in '86:

* 5,000 square feet of work out space

* large free-weight room

* coed sauna

* Kenpo, Tae Kwon Do, Sport Karate

* low student rate

* nationally known instructors

KARATE
Health Fitness Center

460 West St. (on bus route)

256-0080 Amherst 256-0080

All University Men

Welcome to Spring '86

TTKA
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Look

545-21,

Tie to:

rhe largest fraternity on campus

Ail exceptional social life

Greek Area Football, Basketball, Softl

and Track champions

rhe fraternity that has raised over $7i

for the fight against multiple scleros

.COME TO THE CHALLENGE OF I

for our Rush Dates coming this Febn

50 ^ U UUU 418N.Pleasa

3all,

0,000

is

^IKE

lary

mt St.
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^Dukakis said to slight academics
amtinued from page I

a one year, $5.1 million supplemental
budget reserve, targeted for purchasing
equipment in the engineering — $4.5
million — and nursing — $76,000 —
programs.
Also included in the supplemental

reserve is $615,000 for program
improvements.
All told, the University requested an in-

crease of $2.1 million in its main budget
and an $18 million allocation for new pro-

grams. Dukakis has asked for a $1.5

million increase in the base budget and no
funding for new programs such as
biotechnolog>' and chemistn*'.

Dukakis has not requested any funding
for Tower I.ibrH»"\ renovj^r mn tt> h». jHHed

to the base budget. Rather, he has asked

for a $1 million lump sum for the regents,

to be used for library and Fine Arts Center
repairs.

"We're very pleased at the administra-

tion's response to several of our requests,

but disappointed that tht- programmatic
parts of the academic requests have been
denied," said Provost Richard O'Brien in

a prepared statement
Gerard Indelicato, the governor's

academic adviser, said in response to com-
plaints from University ufTicials: "You
don't get everything you ask for. What
UMass got is what we had"
The governor's request was made public

la.st Wednesday and is now scheduled for

and Means Committee.
After committee review it will acted on

first by the House and then go to the the
state Senate for final approval.

Usually final legislative approval comes
no earlier than June 1. Customarily, the
governor's request to the Legislature is

lower than what the Legislature ultimately

approves.

In the fiscal 1985 budget, the Universi

ty requested a base budget allocation of

$123.9 million. Dukakis requested $1 16.9

million and the Legislature approved
$119.6 million

Last year. University officials requested
$159.6 million, Dukakis requested 143.9

million and the Legislature approved a
$146.2 million base budget.

The governor's request, some have said,

represents a setback to the University's

five-year plan, announced early last fall, to

become the best University in the

northeast.

"We're not going to be tops in the nor-

thea.st with that, "said Murray Schwartl,

dean of the faculty of humanities and fine

arts. "We need more."

Fern Johnson, associate provost,

acknowledged last week that the gover-

nor's request means officials will find

themselves asking for the same budget

Items next year.

"It doesn't mean the mom y we did get

is not important," she said "The money is

an excellent bcwst to the University."

Tacos • Burritos • Nachos

Enchiladas • Burrito Supremos

Tostadas • Quesadillas

Chimichangas • Mexican Pizza

& lots more'. . .

Stop in today. . .

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON. AMHERST
2« CENUR ST

I
41 BOlTWOOO WAIK

5640673 • 256Mif

SPRINGFIELD
749 SUMN£R AVe

7860919
iNny rowOmt

LIQUORS

61 Maio St.. Aflnher*!
N«*l lo Town liall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
$20 MINIMUM OKI )LR.
{OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

(Hesui pai ifH;

Ladies'

Swimwear

30%
Off

Limited Time Only

Men's Shorts &- Swimwear
20% Off

Saturday Clothes
25^729

S Downtown Amherst
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••<

All Prices In Store Cash Only

Budweiser

Budweiser Light Each Only

Coors $11.99

Coors Light + dep.

Miller Lite

Vodka
1 .75 Liter

$8.25

Bartle & James
Wine Cooler

$3.25 4 pk.

Sebastian!

Burgundy

£r Chablis

$3.75 1.5 Liter

ttttttttttttttm

:-:5
:•::•:

'>)

Samuel Adams
$5.50 6pk.

-h dep.

Mt^MMMMMMMM. iJMuUiiMkiiilMiiiiiil^^^

fastest-growing

profession

in America.
According to Me C/.S. Bureau of Labor Statfstfcs,

tfie need for paralegals is about to double.

Now is the time to become a part of this

dynamic profession . . . and there is no finer train-

ing available than at Philadelphia's acclaimed

Institute for Paralegal Training. After just four

months of intensive study, we will find you a job

in the city of your choice. We are so confident oT

the marketability of our graduates that we offer a

unique tuition refund plan.

To learn how you can add market value to

your college degree, return the coupon or call toll-

free: 1-800-222-IPLT.

We'll be on campu9 2no/Be_

Contact your placement office to arrange for an

individual interview or group presentation.

Housing and
Financial Aid
available

THEINSmUTE
PORPAR^LECAL
TK^INING

Approved bu the

American Bar
Association

Mail this coupon to:
'"^***

Institute for Paralegal Training

1926 Arch Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Please send a copy of your catalogue.

Nime ^

Addrrw

CHy^ S«»-

Phone

-Zip.

ivr elgfud i

PJ
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University Dr
Amherst

CARLING 12 oz bottles $6.95 * i so ( lotsF'^oH «

^

MILLER LITE 12 oz cans $10.99 . 120 \ <;S.ry
BUD or BUD LIGHT ,2oz cans $11.20 120

BUSCH 12 oz cans $8.95 + 120 _^
MICHELOB or LIGHT 12 oz cans $11.25 . 120 ^
BECKitordk $3.99 ^3ogp, *^
STPAULI.,o.a. $3.99. 306P. ^
MONTEVINO WINES 15L $2.99or2/$5.00
CARLO ROSSI 4L $499 1

PETRI WINES 4L $4.99
MASSON 15 $3.99

RIUNITE 15 $3.99
PALO VIEJO RUM 175 $10.99
GILBEYGIN,75 $1299
C. MORGAN RUM 750., $6.59
PEACHTREE SCHNAPPS l $6.99

Kegs ^ Beer i^ Wine ^ Soda ^ Ice

/

i

r^r*v

Stadium
Liquors

UNIVERSITY /DRIVE

^^A .orc^
^^t-^

»tt^ /e.
>YLo^'

ROUTE 116

ROUTE 9

253-5595

SPORTS
IINISIDE

• The men's basketball team has had
its ups and downs. Page 3.

• The women's hoop squad tries and
survives its iiyury plaffue. Page 3.

• The men's swimming team remains
undefeated this seaMHi. Page 5.

TueMlay, January 28, IMS

175 University Drive

Banda named top coach
University of Massachusetts women's soo^r coach

Kalekeni Banda was named national women's soccer
(xtach of the year by the National Soct^r Coaches AiMocia-

tion of America (NSCAA).
Banda led a young UMass team to a 15-0 regular

season record and the nation's top ranking in Division
1 In the NCAA Final Four, the Minutewomen's third

in three years, UMass lost to eventual champion George
Mason in the first round.

"I feel honored by the award," said Banda. "T^ere were
a lot of good coaches up for it. h is a reflection of the
team."
Banda was also named New England coach ofthe year.

He also coach^ women's indoor and outdoor track at
UMass in addition to socxer.

Dwyer an AU-American
Mike Dwyer, the University of Massachusetts senior

nose guard, has been selected as a member of Division
1 AA's All-America football team.
Dwyer. a 6-2. 265 pounder from Hyannis. had an

outstanding season for the 7-4 Minutemen with 90
tackles (21 for a loss), 12.5 sacks, five fumbles caused,
four fumbles recovered and an interception returned for

a touchdown.
Also a member of the

Yankee Conference and
ECAC all-star teams,
Dwyer was lauded by
former UM defensive coor-

dinator and present head
coach Jim Reid as "the

heart of our defense, and
without a doubt, the

toughest player we'll have
to replace."

UM's freshman punter

Dimitri Yavis was selected

as a honorable mention
AH American with an
average of 39.5

Mike Dwyer yards-per-kick.

Theokas quits Atlantic 10
Charlie Theokas, the commissioner of the Atlantic 10

Conference for the past two years, has resigned to take

over as Temple University's athletic director.

Theokas had been in charge of the 10-team league, of

which UMass is a founding member, since 1984. The
former New Jersey Nets general manager and UMass
student replaced Gavin White Jr., who retired.

A-10 director of media relations Kevin MacConnell
said that a national search is being conducted for

Theokas' replacement and that a new commissioner
would not be named until after the current basketball

season. Assistant commissioner Ron Bertovich has been
named interim commissioner.

Soccer captains selected
Both University of Massachusetts soccer teams have

named their captains for the 1986 season.

The UMass men will be led by senior midfielder John
Shannon from Medfield and junior sweeper Matt
Gushing of Duxbury.
Monica Seta, from Cincinnati, Debbie Belkin, from

Needham, and Kristen Bowsher, from Maplewood, N.J.

all ciurently sophomores, were named tri-captains of the

women's team.

In other soccer news, sophomore midfielder Andy Bing,

UM's leading scorer, was chosen second team all-New

England. Bowsher was also honored by being named a

second team acadeinic All-American.

Jones leaves hoop team
Ben Jones, a junior forward on the University of

Massachusetts basketball team, has left the team due

to personal reasons.

Jones, a 6-6 junior college transfer from Albany, GA,
was in his first season at UMass. He averaged 3.8 points

over six games and left the team just before the Dec.

27-28 Lobo Classic TovuTiament in Albuquerque, NM.
Jones had been the first forward off the UMass bench.

UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen said Jones may be back

next season and indicated that his departure was not in

any way related to basketball or problems with the team.

- COMPILED FROM STAFF REPORTS

CuUeflan photo b> Michrilr >rguU

New University of Massachusetts head football coach Jim Reid relaxes in his office last

week.

Stull leaves UMass;
Reid named coach
UM coach hired by Texas-El Paso
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Jim Reid is finally getting his chance.

Reid, an assistant coach for the University of

Massachusetts football team for the past 14 seasons, was
named head coach on Jan. 7, replacing Bob Stull, who
resigned unexpectedly on New Year's Eve.

Stull, who guided UMass to a 7-4 record in 1985 that

broke a string of three losing seasons, took the head

coach's position at the University of Texas-El Paso, a Divi

sion 1 team that plays in the Western Athletic Conference.

That job has a base salary of $80,000 and television and

radio revenues that boost it well over $100,000 a year.

Reid, the UMass defensive coordinator since 1978, was
named to the head position about a week after Stull

resigned. Former Holy Cross and Birmingham Bulls

(USFL) assistant Frank Novak was the other finalist for

the job.

"It still hasn't sunk in," said Reid, sitting at his desk

in front of a bulletin board that held some of the hundreds

of letters he received in congratulations. "I've been .so busy

recruiting high school players that I really haven't had

a chance to dwell on what's happened."

Reid, 35, was born in Medford and played college ball

at the University of Maine. In 1972, he received the New
England Football Writer's Senior Achievement Award for

starting at safety despite a serious internal injury before

the season.

Named to the UMass staff in 1973 as a graduate assis-

tant under Dick MacPherson, Reid quickly rose to defen-

sive coordinator where he masterminded some of Division

1-AA's best units. UMass led the Yankee Conference in

total defense in 1978, '79, '80 and '85. The Minutemen
also led the nation in defense in 1980 and were in the top

five this season.

A resident of Amherst, Reid told reporters that he would

have gone into the business world if UMa.ss hadn't oflTered

him its head job.

"I'm making a statement to people in coaching that you

don't have to travel around the nation to eventually

become a head coach," .said Reid. "Ifyou stay in one place

and do the best job you can, somebody will notice you."

Reid also said he didn't feel right about moving his fami

ly around when his kids (Molly, Megan and Matthew) and

wife (Judy) felt so comfortable in Amherst.

Stull, on the other hand, had little reservations about

leaving UMass and heading south. The former Universi-

ty of Washington offensive coordinator came to UMass two

years ago and quickly rebuilt the program into a con-

tender on the national level.

Texas El-Paso has not had a winning season since 1967.

Under coach Bill Yung, UTEP went 7-38 over the last four

years in football-crazy Texas.

Stull, 39, also took three UMass assistant coaches with

him, and tried to take others. Defensive line coach Steve

Telander, a five year veteran of the staff and UMass
graduate; Kevin Faulkner, a two-year member of the staff

as outside linebackers coach; and Mike Ward, who spent

one year as a graduate a.ssistant coach in charge of tight

ends all took StuH's over to go to UTEP.
The University of Richmond, a fellow Yankee Con-

ference school, also saw offensive coordinator Jim Mar-

shall take StuH's job offer.

Reid was also offered a UTEP position as were other

members of the UMass staff, but he stayed along with of-

fensive coordinator Mike Dunbar, secondary coach Mike
Hodges, running backs coach Bob McConnell, offensive

line coach Doug Berry and grad assistant for tight ends,

Mike Heslin.

Reid is now conducting a national search to fill his staff

with results expected in the next few weeks. The current

staff, Reid said, is able to continue recruiting despite

continued on page 2
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•Reid I continued from page 1

ing short handed.

The new L'Mass toach has

been twice turned down for

head coaching jobs. Reid

was one of the finalists

when Bob Pickett retired

two years ago before StuU

was hired. This past \eat

,

Reid was one of the finali.sts

for the University of Maine

Orono position that evt>n

tually went to Buddy
Teevens.

The Minutemen def*»ated

Maine this past season, 20-7

in a game the team
dedicated to Reid. knowing
how badly we wanted the

job at his alma mater.

"After what had happen-

ed with this job two years

ago and then the Maine job.

1 sort of gave up on the idea

of beuit; a head coach." said

Reid. i figured I'd be the

best damn assistant coach I

could be. Then. Boh Stull)

left and the dream started

again."

I almost couldn't believe it

when Dr. (David) Bischoff

(Dean of the School of

Phy.$ical Education* called

me into his ofTice and told

me that the school was offer

ing me the job. I always

thought I'd jumpup-and
down, but a feeling of the

awe.some responsibility I've

inherited came over me. I

have to direct thv lives of 75

voung men and a coaching

staff."

Reid said he hasn't

thought about what kind of

football coach he is going to

be.

"Some people like to say

that a coach will be a Don
Shuia type or a Lee Corso

type. I don't know those

Lillys. I've onlv seen them on

the sidelines. Im just going

to be myself in the context

of a head coach."

Reid also said that his en-

thusiasm for the school

hasn't happened by

accident.

"God was looking over me
when he dropped me in

Amherst." he said ''I'm

.3.5years.old, but I feel like

a kid because of these

suroundings. 1 love being

with students. 1 Inye talking

to them and 111 tell you

what, I'm g«iing to walk
though the dorms and get

some intere.st going in the

team. I'd love to see a lot of

kids sitting in the stands

come game time. This is a

great school for a lot of

reasons and I'm proud to be

here I couldn't leave here."

On the field, UMass will

be a strong team in '86. Last

season's second place YC
contender will return all but

one offensive starter in-

cluding YC" and KCAC
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rookie-ofthe-year Dave
Palazzi.

Running backs Al Neri

(second team YC) and Ted
Barrett are also back along

with all-conference lineman

Stan Kaczorowski.
Receivers John Crowley and

Dan Rubinetti are also

back.

The questions are on
defense. The combination of

new coaches and a lack of

defensive linemen could

spell trouble for UMass.
All-American nose guard

Mike Dwyer is gone along

with Eddie Sullivan at

tackle. The secondary aKso

loses all New England safe

ty Paul Platek and talented

cornerback Duckworth
Grange.
"The roles will be revers

ed this season." said Reid.

"The offense will base to

carry the defense this

sea.son Wo have young
linemen that will have to

grow into their positions.

The offense will have to

carry us for a little whJe.'"

"The only goals I've set so

far is t(i ciiate an at-

mosphere that will en

couraire good attitudes

amoiu; the players.

Reid said that recruiting

is going well. A speedy (4.4

.speed in the 40* running

back is committed along

with a host of big linemen.

"I know more than
anything that you need the

players to be a good coach.

or .ill the ex|>erience >i'U

liavf i> wasted," said Reid.

Reid said that he plans on

drawing from his experience

as an a^si>t.int in his new
inje

I leaned from Bob Pickett

that you need to trust your

assistant coaches and
delagate responsibility.

Dick McPherson taught me

TaeadiQr, January 28, 1086!
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Defensive coordinator Jim Reid has been

coach at the University of Massachusetts.

Colleician photo by Michelle Segall

named head football

to be organized and have

certain goals."

In stories about his hiring,

Reid'.s loyalty and per-

sistence were often mention-

ed, angering the new coach.

"Those things are fine, bit

anybody can have those. I

was named coach I didn't

want those to be factors. I

don't back into any job. I

walk in with my head held

high and my chin out. The
thing I want people to

understand is that is that

number one, they will see

players graduate from
UMass. We are part of this

academic institution, not

our own entity. Secondly,

I'm a good football coach

who can win games. The
loyalty and persistence are

secondary in my opinion."

IPMEN1
Racquetball Racquets

Racquetball Balls

Racquetball Gloves

Racquetball Glasses

Also available

Sport Clothing

Sport Bags % I

Headbands
Wristbands

Whistles

', » Tennis Accessories

•1 Basketball, Soccer

V Football. Baseball

Frisbees

Swimming Accessories

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
aMstore^

Saturdays

Spectacular Jazz Brunch
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Brunch like Plumbley's can have brunch

plus Fred Tillis and Jazz Previa

Guaranteed to satisfy any appetite

every Saturday

Experience Plumbley's

off the Common
Monday thru Friday

4 p.m. -11:30 p.m.

Saturday Jazz Brunch 10 - 2

Dinner 3 - 10:30

Sunday Brunch 10 - 2

Dinner 3 - 9:30

(kitchen open 'til 9:30 p.m. Sun-Thurs
10:30 Fri & Sat)
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off the common'^
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Men's basketball

UMass seeking
consistency

Collegian photo by Michelle Segall

University of Massachusetts point guard Carl Smith takes off

earlier this season against the University of Rhode Island.

'Kdilur's ,Vci/t'. 7Vi(.s .s7(>/ V includes ganifs

up U> and including against Duquesnv nn

Jan. 23 The games against West Virginia

(Saturday, the 25th i and Holy Cross iMon-
day the 27th) will be reported on in Wednes-

day's Collegian. This u due to deadline

constderationsh

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collejiian Staff

The 1982 83 college basketball season

\' ts not a good one for Duke University. A
1 1 am that gave five freshman a great deal

of playing time went 11-17.

The young players matured however.

I« ading the team to a 24-10 mark and an
\f \.\ tournament appearance. The-

1984 bo team was a sparkling 23-8 and

again advanced deeply into the NCAA
tourney.

This season, the Blue Devils are among
the nation's best teams and are a giKxl

tint It to win the national title. Of those

fivt- freshmen that suffered through the

1117 season, three now start with one.

Johnny Dawkins. an AUAmencan guard.

This tale is told to prove one thing to

long-suffering fans of the University of

Massachusetts basketball team: winning
with young players takes time.

The Minutemen were 5-10 at presstime.

M in the Atlantic 10. They have played

Miy well in .stime games, but have also

played poorly in others, as was to be ex-

pected becau.se of their youth.

Coach Ron Gerlufsen has started as

many as three freshmen a game this season

with mixed results. The only consistent

pla\ tr has been sophomore shooting guard

Lorenzo Sutton, who has averaged 18.6

pointsper-game over 14 contests (21.8 in

the A io, to lead the league) Junior co-

i iptain Carl Smith has been flashy on

some occasions, such as his 15 assist night

1 ist Thursday against Duquesne, but

hasn't ."^cored like Gerlufsen would like (on

ly 8.7 ppg).

The Minutemen .started intersession with

the Lobo Classic Tournament at the

University ofNew Mexico. The Minutemen
continued to struggle in Christmas
tourneys and lost both games, a 93-45

blowout by Michigan State and a 74-64 lo&s

to Kent State.

The new star saw UMaffi defeat G«a'|^
Washington, 78 72 at tht- Ca^ bef«»
1,901 Sutton had 26 ptnnts in the game.
UMa.s.s then dropped a tough 64 63 decision

at Pi III! .State Sutton had 29 and copped

A lU player of the week honors. Freshman
forward David Brown was ronferi-nee

rookie "( I he Hctk ih.it saiiH' ut-i'k

UMaiis came "home" lor its next game,

beating Rhode Island at the Springfield

Civic Center, 81 75 in overtime. Sutton led

UM again, this time with 24 points

The Minutemen then hit the ro.iH losing

to a bad Rutgers team, 63-72 ami i \ety

good St. J(^eph*s squad, 88-74

Last Thur^ay. saw UMass beat Du-

quesne. 69 60 as Sutton poured in 25 and
Smith tied a school .tnd loiiferent* record

with his 15 assists Kreshnuin forward John

Milum had his best game as a Minuteman
u 1th 2(> points, all from down low or at the

line as the 6-9 lona transfer made his

presence felt under the rim.

"Us iK'en tough seeing the mistakes

we've made," said Gewrlufsen. "But I see

a lot of positive things happening too.

We're maturing slowly hut surely and I

think in the second half of the conference

season, you'll see us come an)und,"

Smith and Sutton both agreed that the

younger players m tfl»(i .seasoning and the

returning players had to have a chance to

adjust to their new teammates.

"The new guys an- finding out their

roles," said Smith, who said personal pro-

blems had kept him from being his be.st.

but that a steady girlfriend has settled him
down. "We realize what it takes to Ik* a

good team and I don't think you'll see us

make as many mistakes
'

"We have a good team,"' stressed Sutton.

"It's just a matter of playing together and
fulfulling our potential."

The team has developed like this sience

most UMa.ss students i.isf s,mw them. The
center position is no\\ in llir hands of

Milum. a sure handed big man who is the

first real low post threat UMass has had

in some time. Freshman Sean Mosby (5.9

ppg) slowed after quick start, but still gives

quality minutes off the bench.

The forward .spots right now see Brown
(9.6 ppg) at the sniallspot and freshman Joe

Fennell (6.5 ppg) at the power position.

tuinttniifd i>n page 4

Women's hoop starts fast

, . . hut injuries slow UMass down
(Editor's Note: This report includes games up to Jan. 20.

Games played after that (Jan. 25th against Rutgers) will

be reported on in tomorrow's Collegian. This is due to

deadline considerations.)

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Injuries. The one tangible that can make or break a pro-

mising season and the one thing every coach prays never

happens to their team. But for head coach Barbara

Stevens and the University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team, injuries have played a major role so far

this season.

The injury list has claimed sophomore forward Tara

Lewis and senior forward Kelly Collins, both with knee

injuries, sophomore center Susan Burtoft (back spasms),

and senior forward Karen Damminger (concussion).

Burtoft and Damminger are both back in the line-up,

and Collins is expected to be able to start practicing within

the next two weeks. Lewis will not see her physician un-

til Feb. 3, and could be sidelined for 2-3 weeks. She under-

went arthoscopic surgery last week to repair torn cartilage

in her right knee.

But while the injury list has contributed to the

Minutewomen's roUercoaster (8-9 overall after a 5-2 start

and 2-5 in the Atlantic 10) season, Stevens will be the first

to admit that injuries aren't the only problem.

"Needless to say, the injuries are affecting us right

now," Stevens said. "When any of our front line is injured

it hurts us because we are not a big team to begin with.

We're going to have to get a lot of help from our outside

scorers."

"We are capable of very good play, but with the excep-

tion of the Penn State game (at the Cage), we really

haven't shown a consistent performance," Stevens said.

After dropping their season opener to the University of

Maine, UMass reeled off four straight victories and were

5-2 betore ttie intersession break, bince then, the

Minutewomen have gone 3-7 with inconsi.stent perfor-

mances and are currently occupying the seventh spot in

the A-10. The Minutewomen defeated the University of

Connecticut, 67-55, but lost to LaSalle University, 67-61,

and Northeastern University, 65-56, in the LaSalle Holi-

day Tournament.
UMass then dropped a tough game to 16th ranked Penn

State, 69-66 at the Cage before squeaking by Rhode Island,

61-59. The last UMass win came against Duquesne
University, 76-64, before the Minutewomen lost four

straight, 67-61 to West Virginia, 78-56 at Temple, 77-65

at St. Joseph's, and 86-62 at Penn St.

"We have good halves and we have good spurts in some
halves, but for whatever reason we tend to disappear, and
that hurts us," Stevens said. "We can't predict what we
are going to be like from game to game, which I think

is the most frightening part of it."

UMass is led by senior guard Barbara Hebel, averag-

ing 11.7 points per game, .senior Juanita Matthews with

10.4 ppg. and senior Karen Damminger with 10 ppg. Bur
toft leads the Minutewomen in rebounds grabbing 8.1

boards per-game and freshman point guard Christel Zullo

leads the team in assists, dishing out 4.9 a game.

As of January 20, Hebel was 10th in scoring in the con-

ference, Burtoft fifth in rebounds and Zullo fourth in

assists.

The road ahead doesn't get any smoother for UMass.
The Minutewomen go on the road against Rutgers Univer-

sity on Saturday and entertain St. Josephs University on

February 8. They face Harvard University on the road

tonight. However, Stevens maintains a positive outlook

on the Minutewomen's march to the conference tourna-

ment in March.

"On the positive side our stai.stics have improved from

last year on a tougher schedule because of the double

round robin play," Stevens said. "We just have to strive

for consistency."

Collegian photo by Michelle Segall

Senior Barbara Hebel (54) drives to the hoop
against West Virginia. The women are at Har-
vard tonight.
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Ryan to transfer out of UM
Matt Ryan, a 6 5 sophomore swingman

from Long Island, has transfered from the

University of Massachusetts to Division

2 C W pMt.
Ryan, a highly-toutwl recruit a year

ago. played in 11 games this season,

averaging only a point as he saw decreas-

ing mmutes as the season progressed.

unable to make the transition from high

school forward to college perimeter

player.

An all-state player out of Millers Place

High. Ryan averaged 21 pomts in 22

games last season. He left the team prior

to last Thursday's game against

Duquesne.

omen's hoop—
Brown is a smooth player that has settled

in well. He can pmm, shoot and play

defend. Fennell is a streaky player,

capable of keeping both teams in a game
at once. He sat out all but four minutes of

icontinued from page 3

the second half against Dequesne in favor

of Duane Chase.
Chase, the mo.st talented Minuteman, is

averaging 6.7 pomts and four rebounds, but

has been troubled by his inability to put big

numbers on the board like he did in high

school last year.

He bolted from the team for one game,

missing the URI game, but returned and

has played well, scoring 15 at St. Joseph's.

He is a solid player who, in time, will

realize his great potential.

The backcourt belongs to Smith and Sut-

ton. They average over 34 minutes a game
each and are the steadying influence on the

team. Newly-elected cocaptains Jackie

Sheehan has played a little in relief of

Smith along with flashy but erratic Mike

Mundy (3.3 ppg), but Smith and Sutton

play every quality minute.

UMass plays at George Washington on

Thursday and at Temple on Saturday.

They return home Feb. 10 against Penn

State.

Jntersession results

at Northeaatem, 77-78

Michigan State, at Lobo
Classic, 45^3

Kent State, at Lobo Classic,

64-74

George Washington, 78-72

at Penn State, 63^
Rhode Island, at Springfield,

81-76 (OT)
at Rutgers, 63-72

at St. Josephs's, 74<88

Duquesne, at SpringiSeld, 69^

fHAIRCUTS I

$8.50
I with thta coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

66 University Dr.,

Amherst. MA.
549-6610

C axpirM 2/14/88
to m^ ^^ mm^ ^^^ ^mm^^ ^^ ^^ tmm

ChuMnut Ptain Nd.

Wh«t«*v
^

h«aturing Stave Kloc's

Famous Broilad

LIVE LOBSTER

Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steeks,

Prime Rib,

Seafood
OINECnONS: tall* 1 1« north M
South OaarfMd, loutti on ro«it«

t-10 1H mHoo. fUQittt on ChrtMian

Lana H mH* from cantar of town.

Opsn:
Mon-Sst 6-10 pm Sun 1-1

SEE OUR SALE AD IN

THE NEWS SECTION

BEER WINE

E. Hadley

Road

Riverglade

Southwood

t

116

UMASS

Downtown fKtTw^9n*

Hampshira
College

HERE
FOR
BEER

WINE

R&P
PACKAGE

Your Closest Package Store

2 miles south of Amherst on Rt. 116

South Amherst Plaza - next to Dairy Mart

253-9742

3 minutes from Brittany Manor,

Riverglade and Hampshire

•i

Whole Wheat and Reg. Pizza

Your Choice of Toppings

Repperom
Hamburg
Horn

Sousooe
Green P^per
Onion
Mushioom
Anchovie

Resh Gorlic

Resh Droccoll

Resh SpirKDch

>MDlnut

Block Olive

Egg Plont

Pineopple

Resh Tbmoto

FAST FREE DELIVERY
• Brittany Manor
• Riverglade

• Southwood
• Amherst College

• Hampshire College

sorry we
don't deliver

to UMass
because of

the distance.

EL GRECO
PIZZA

460 WEST ST. SOUTH AMHERST 256-1342/253-9239

El Greco
$1.26 Off eny
Large Whole
Wheat Pizza

limit 1 coupon per

pizza

El Greco
$1.26 Off any
Large Whole
Wheat Pizza

limh 1 coupon per

pizza

Whilmeum
HAIR DESIGN

Northampton, MA
56 Maplewood Shops - (413) 586-7506

Brattleboro, VT
Main St.. Gallery - (802) 257-4349

Men's Swimming

UndefeatedUM rolls towards NE meet
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Russ Yarworth is loving life.

The coach of the University of Massachusetts men's

swim team. Yarworth swam for the Minutemen (setting

several school records in the process) as a student before

taking over as coach. He was the New England coach of

the year last season, but still had yet to accomplish his

ultimate goal - a New England title.

Yarworth edged close to that goal during the interses-

sion as his Minutemen continued their undefeated ways,

running their record to 7-0 with a series ofeasy victories.

The men, who swam against Rhode Island on Saturday

Ib Kingston (for results, see tomorrow's Collegian)

defeated Northeastern, 75-38; Amherst 79-34; and rival

Williams College, 68-45. Led by two of the best swimmers

in New England in Drew Donovan and John Turner,

UMass is the odds-on favorite to win the regional title

meet (Feb. 29-Mar. 2 at Springfield College).

"It's been just great, we've done ever3rthing I thought

we could," said Yarworth. "Drew and John get the publici-

ty, but we've had great efforts by our entire team. We've

stayed intense and trained hard. I really can't wait for

the New Englands."

Williams is touted as UMass' chief rivals for the NE
crown. The Ephmen fell in the dual meet against UMass,

but according to Yarworth, that's meaningless as depth

will win the NE title.

"I expect Drew to win three freestyles and for John to

take at least two events, but we need the other guys to

score a lot of points with seconds, third, fourths, or

whatever. That's the key to the meet,"

Donavan, a senior who tranrfered from Iowa last season,

is undefeated this season. He has dominated the freestyle

events from the 50 on up to the 1.000. He set the school

record in the 50 with a 21.43 and will be looking to qualify

for the nationals in the 100, 200 and 500.

Turner, a junior transfer from Kentucky, has been

beaten only once. He swims in the 200 backstroke and

individual medley as well as the lead leg in the medley

relay, where he has been undefeated.

He set a school record in the back with a 1:57.01 and
is ranked first in New England.

"Once he got over his shoulder trouble. Turner has been

fantastic. Both he and Drew work very hard in practice

and don't let up at all. They're great swimmers."

But, Yarworth was quick to point out the eforts of the

rest of his team.

"These guys have turned in some great times and been

leaders in their own right," said the coach.

Ed Burton (freestyles, back, butterfly), Jim Kuhns
(sprints), Jim Flannery (free). Mike Hoover (200

breaststroke), Fred Marius, Pat Mullin (diving). Marc Sur-

rette. Rick Bishop, Paul McDonough and Mark "Muddy"
Waters have provided UMass with talented depth and
scoring ability.

The Minutemen have their lone home me^ of the se-

cond semester on Wednesday, facing the University of

Connecticut at Boyden Pool at 7 p.m.

"We'd like to get a good crowd of students out there,"

said Yarworth. "It would be nice to have people see what
we've accomplished. This is a hell of a team, we deserve

a little recognition."

Women's Swimming r

Minutewomen much-improved in '86

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Last season, the University of

Massachusetts women's swim team wasn't

much of a team.

Liz Feinberg, the New England 200

freestyle champion, would win two

freestyle events, maybe lead a relay to vic-

tory, but the Minutewomen would score

few other points and as a result suffered

through a 3-9 season and an eighth place

finish in the New Englands.

This season, with Fienberg a distant

memory after her graduation, UMass coach

Bob Newcomb was forced to build a true

team, which he has as the Minutewomen
are 4-4 and talking about a top five finish

in the regional championships.

The highlight of UM's intersession was
a 7961 defeat of Williams College.

Williams beat UMass, 90-50 last season.

"That proved what kind of team we've

become," said Newcomb. "We're much
more balanced this season, a lot of girls are

contributing to winning meets."

Three school records have also fallen.

Junior co-captain Allison Uzzo broke

V%ftA/%AAftA/VVVSAAAAAArtAAAA/\A^VNVNAAAAA^NiVSAft^AAAA^^^

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

The Spoke

Welcomes You Back
come in for our weekly drink specials

and monthly imported beer specials

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

WELCOME
STUDENTS!!!
You are just in time for our Fall

and Winter Clearance Sale

Going On Now
All Men's & Women's Fall Shoes & Boots

10 - 50% OFF
All Handbags 20% OFF

All Athletic Footwear 20% OFF

A Sale You Won't Want to Miss!

^oILes
L- SHOES

8 Main St., Amherst 253-5598

Feinberg's mark in the 500 freestyle,

sophomore Julie Wilkins turned a 2:17.91

to shatter the 2(K) backstroke record while

fre.shman Regina Jungbluth broke the

standard in the 200 breaststroke.

Other good efforts have been turned in

by Kelley and Kris Henson. Kris, a

sophomore, broke 11 minutes in the 1.000

while sister Kelley joined the team in

January from Clark University and has

added considerable depth.

"We'll have the largest group at the New
England.s this season." said Newcomb. "1

think we'll score a lot of points."

The team faced Northeastern on Satur

day 'see tommorrow's ColU'gian for details)

and will swim at Rhode Island on Friday

night.

"I'm pretty optimistic," said Newcomb.
"1 know I'm liking what I see this season

after what happened last year.'

>port« Information photo

Allison Uzzo recaptured the
school record in the 500 freestyle.

The women's swim team is 4-A this

Q.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
There 's no need to hurry.

Our convenient locations

allow you to shop early or

late for your

Back To School needs.

Store Hours the Week of 1/27.1/3T

Main Store Mon & Tue 9 am - 9 pm
Located in the Wed, Thurs, Fri 9 am - 5 pm
Campus Center Sat 10 am - 3 pm
Mini store Mon - Fri 7:30 am to 10 pm
Located in the gat - Sun 8:00 am to 10 pm

Student Union Bldg.

Hampden and Worcester

Munchys Mon - Sun 8 am - 9 pm

Franklin Munchy
Mon - Sun 7:30 am - 9 pm

Textbook Annex Mon 9 am - 5 pm
Located in the Tue, Wed, Thurs

Physical Plant Building 9 am - 9 pm
Friday 9 am - 5 pm
Sat 10 am - 3 pm
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HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 day*

50 Main St. Amharst. MA

I Buy A Big One

j Get a Reg. Roast Beef

i
FREE!!

L—_—— ——

—

All coupons subject to rul^

posted in the store.

CAMPUS
TRAVEL
CENTER

Ready to meet your

Spring Break travel needs

Stop in to see us soonHI

Campus Canter (2nd floor)

Univarsity of Massachusatts - Amharst

(nHERADSTELLWUHOW
CHEAPTHEIR BRAKEJOBSARE.
BUTNOONECAN TELLYOU .

THEY'RE BETTERTHAN MIDAS.

At Midas, instead of trvit^ to lure our customer^

w ith an unbelievaWy l«>w pnce. we satisfy them with .i

l»iake j<»b the>- can triist.

A repair that's based on a free in /fl^|Y%« q^
speGtion that includes pulling all four Iv HHI/Aa
01 your wheels.

Because no oni' am tell ho\s much
your brake job will c .^t unul he thoroughly

inspects vour brakes.

And we'll give you a free written esti-

mate before the work is done.

After fixing your brakes, we back our

vw)rk with a nationwide guarantee on brake

slxies and pads.

U they should ever wear out. Midas will

replace them free at over 14(X) locations fci

as long as \ < >u < iwn your car

If yf>u nt'td a new brake job. D>mpare us

with all the other ads in this paper.

But the harder \t)U kiok, the mere yi>u11

find that n<» one a»mpares with Midas.

TiiiisriMiiHMis touch:

$59.95
BRAKE JOB
PERAXU
(ON MOST
CARS)

•Includes new brake shoes or organic disc pads,

resurfacing drums (ir rotors, inspect hydraulic system and add

necessary fluid, replace front grease seals and road test

g)(|. it .'. I WFiy THAT ON£ OB MO«F 'HtN(j PH<'', <ti« I f)L f^llDilj "-

Ui'V)Ol YOUR BRAfl^ !0 tHtW PR( 'iC CONOmON WHICH ARC NOT

NCiUOCDiNTHiSPRCE NEWORRtBJii AMEEL CYLINDCRS METALLIC PADS.

nfli IMS AND ROIORS SPRIN(» H(B£i. BEARi.'JGi M^D PARKING WAKE CA&E NO ONE CAN
tp,

I now MUCH II WILL COST TO REPAIR YOUR WAKE SYSTEM WITHOUT TH0*IOUGML<

f lAMiNiNt, :T

M: MIOAS WAKE SHOES AND DS; 8RAKE PADS ARE WARRANTED FOR AS LONG A'

MriwN lOiiRfAR If THEY EVER WEAR OUT NEW MIDAS (WAKE SHOES OR PADS WIU BE

iNSTAlLEUWITHOLiT CHARGE FOR THE SHOES OP PADS OB THE ABOR TO INSTALL THEM

'OLi WILL BE CHARGED E0« At»ITIONAL PARIS AND LABOR REQUIRED TO RESTORE THE

BRAKE SYS.'EM TO I'S PROPFROPERATION

397 Russell Street, Route 9

Hadley, MA
(413) 586-9991

(King St. Store

temporarily closed)

Hours:

Mon-Fri 8 am to 5:30 pm
Sat 8 am to 4 pm

m

" 3 CHEERS
FOR THE

RED, GRAY & BLUE >>

And for the now famous Reverse Weave® sweat line from

Champion. We stock the above colors in heavyweight hoods,

crews and elastic top, drawstring pants that are ready for a

no nonsense workout or for just plain cozy cotton warmth.

Remember, it takes a little more to be a Champion.

I|<m000f]ial9t|

32 Main St., Amherst 253-3361 Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

Gymnastics and track

UMass teams ready for second semester

The University of

Massachusetts track and
gymnastics teams had suc-

cessful intersessions and are

awaiting important meets
upcoming this semester.

Coach Ken O'Brien's

men's track team started

training Jan. 7 and attend-

ed two non-a(M>ring meets

where they had several solid

individual performances.

At the BU relays, Craig

Moburg won the 800 in

1:56.5 with Ted White se-

cond at 1:56,6. The Yale In

vitationals saw Paul
Stanmlawzyk take third in

the 5,000 with a 14:35.6.

The women's team had

great efforts from several in

dividuals as Kalekeni Ban-

da's Minutewomen impress-

ed many in New England

track circle.

Freshman Pam Hughes
took first in the 55 at the BC
Holiday Classic with a 7.0.

She was also first in the

longjump at the BU Invites

on Jan. 4 with a 17-9. At a

BU meet on the 11th. she

jumped 19 1 3/4 for first as

UMass swept the event with

Kari Fleischman and Joyce

Baten going 2-3.

Baten won the hurdles in

that meet with a 8.0 while

Chris Baten was second in

the high jump witha leap of

5-2. Sue Goldstein was ^
cond in the 800 at 2:21.6.

The 4 X 440 relay won with

a 3:59.76.

"The f'nesr in Italian Gourmet Cuisine

* featuring
*

- Fettucine Alfredo -

- Stuffed Mussels -

- Four Cheese Rigatoni -

- Beef Fillets in Devil's Sauce -

- Chicken Cardinal -

- Chicken Lorenzo -

- Veal Francaise -

-Veal Saltinbocca -

- Shrimp Primavera -

- Scallops in Oarlic Oi

96 Russell Street

Route 9

Hadley, MA 01035

1413) 584 8000

^fassf^,

>smMmkV

Tenth Annual
Valentine ^s

Celebration

Pioneer the future.

Join us in creating the next

generation of technological

wonders Our representatives will

be on campus to discuss |0b

oportunities tor engineers and

scientists

Proof of US citizenship required

Equal opportunity employer

On Campus Interviews:

FEBRUARY 4

Sec your Ptoccfiwm Offlc*

tor compM* details.

Creativity

America depends on.

HUGHES

CORPORATE COLLEGE
RELATIONS

10%-50%off

all merchandise

(sale runs Feb. l-14th

discounts apply to cash or check sales)

silverscape designs

264 N. Pleasant St., Amh. 253-3324

3 Pleasant St., Nhampton 584-3324

.GOLDSMITHS GEM GALLERY,

"We've done very well,"

said Banda. "I expect big

things during the second

semester."

The men's gymnastics
team, under the direction of

Roy Johnson, won their

opening two meets but lost

their third in a tight duel

with the Naval Academy.
Sophomore Roberto Weil

has led the Minutemen with

a good all-around effort.

The women's gymnastics

team, led by coach Chuck
Shiebler, was 1-1 in the ear-

ly going, beating Connec
ticut before losing to

Northeastern.

The women face Yale on

Wednesday at home at 7

p.m.

GriswoM makes
junior team

Lisa Gi iswold, a junior forward on the University of

Ma inachusetts field hockey team, has leen named to the

nation's junirir nation teari

Crriswold, a sports management major from Simsbury,

Conn, joins senior Megan Donnelly on a natioiu^l team.

Donelly, an AU-American delensemen, is a member of

the US National Team.
(Jriswold transfered to UMass from Northwestern

University. She was one of the leading scorers on Pam
Hixon's nationally-ranked field hockey team and will

play iacroase this spsring for Hixon.

Sports Staff:

Attention Sports Staff: There will be a mandatory
meeting for all sports staff members on Thursday,
January 30 at 4 p.m. in the newsroom.
Anyone interested in joining the sports staff should also

attend this important meeting. Spring beats will be
discussed.

NORTHAMPTON NAUTILUS
Men-Women

216 N. King St. Northampton
Open 7 Days 584-4975

$30 A MONTH
or call for special student prices

24 Nautilus machines

Olympic free weights

Aerobics classes

Mohawk exercise bikes

Concept II rowing machines

Full lockerroom shower 8- towel privtedges

Co-ed whirlpool

CALL FOR FREE TRIAL WORKOUT

g)(

Welcome Back.

We missed you!

Check out February's

Beer of the Month

Proper LD. a must

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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This Winter
We've Got It All

In BOTH STORES!
Amhersi CoMoge Shops • Nonhompion (Next lo Iron Ho«se)

POSTERS
Huge

Se'ecrton

BAMBOO BLINDS

BEDSPREADS ''°°^'

Cover WolS Fum if LAMPSHADES
W.rdcvws) CVoiiery of Colors)

CARDS
Over 1400 Designs

'PQnoed DfQSS 6 Silver

SKIRTS & BLOUSES * JEWELRY
(Conr'oaoble Cotton) (eofings nngs etc )

RUGS S MATS

sre

WINTER SALE
20 - 50% off

selected Clothing, Chinese Shoes

Tapestries & Rugs

Great Gifts...

Great Prices

MtRCANTILE
Doily G Sot 10 6 • Sundoy 12 5

Amherst Northompion

Spring Semester
JOBS

TOMORROW
Wednesday, January 29

A representative from Stratton Resort will

be on campus to interview students for

temporary, part time work between

Feb. 1st - Feb. 23

We're paying $4.00 per hour, providing

free transportation daily, and free skiing

tickets for everyone who works for us

during this period. Interviews will be held

in the Campus Center, Room 802, bet-

ween 9 am - 4:30 pm.

Stratton has jobs in the food and

beverage, housekeeping, parking and

customer service departments.

Stratton Corp. is an Equal Opportunity Employer

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific
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PRICE BREAK!
HP11C

$67.00

Hp-nc org. List $75.00

Dedicated scientrfic functiors for quick answers to computations
Easy-to-learn programming with up to 203 program lines

Handy program editing tools
Continuous Memory saves your programs ar>d data

HP-11C Slimline Programmabie Scientific

fnnnnn n p^ r ^:i fi r-i

nrn innc u-'i

HP - 120

$99.00
org list 120.00

Let the Hewlett-Packard HP-15C with its

powerful functions and advanced
programmability eliminate your rrHMt tedious

calculations.

Matrix operations

Complex functions

Solve and Integrate

448 program lines

Insert /delete editing

RPN logic, ContirHJOus Memory, arxf

liquid-crystal display

HP15C

$99.00
org list 120.0d

ca TLVni'Si

Other HP Calculators

available at comparable savings

Store Hours:

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

See how the Hewlett-Packard HP-1GC can
save you time with its built-in functions and
advanced programmability

Binary, octal, decimel, hexadecimal
conversKKis and operationa
Bodeen AND, OR. NOT. XOR
203 program Knee or 101 16-bit data registers
Sets word size. 1's a.id 2's oomplemem, unsigr>ed

Floating-point decimal mode
RPN logic, Continuoua Memory, and Squid-crystal

HP16C

$99.00
org list 120.00

Located in th«

Campus Cantar

UNIVERSITY
STORED

COLLEGIAN
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Ransom fails

to kidnap us
Ranaom
by Jay Mclnereey
VinUge/ Randaom House. IMS 177pp
$6ii6 paper

By MARY CRESSE
Collegian Staff

Since its debut in September, critics haven't made up

their minds about Jay Mclnemey's new book. Rantom
— it's a tour de fore*, they SAy. or it's middling, or it's

a great step down from his bombastic first novel success.

Bright LighU, Big City.

Paradoxically, all ofthese things are in some way true.

Readers expecting another Bright Light* will be disap

pointed, yet Ransom h»» a cohesiveness not found in the

first book. But if Bright Lights is the penultimate loaa-

<rf'-innocence first novel. Ransom ia a very typical second

novel — young adult mourning youth, acting as escapist

in a conformist world.

The plot is this: dazed by a drug-affected, violent w^ld
tour, embittered by a poor relationship with his succeas-

obeeesed father, and disillusioned by the trappings of con-

temporary American culture, Christopher Ransom finds

himself in Kyoto. Japan. By day he teaches English to

Japanese businessmen; by night he practice karate, hop-

ing to gain through physical discipline an inner peace.

Ransom hangs out at a blues bar where he meets other

expatriates,among them a Vietnam vet who takes an in-

flt^t dislike to him and a strikingly pretty, puzzling

woman who later in the book figures in a plot to get Ran-

som to return home. Bar owner Miles Ryder is Ransom's

b&st firiend and clearly the most conspicuous American

in Kyoto: He sells Western wear and with it, western

culture to the Japanese. While Miles is flaunting his na-

tionality, Ransom is trying desperately to assimilate

himself in the society that is always reminding him of

his gaijan (outsider) status. Example: even though he is

of black belt ability, his dojo sensei (teacher) refuses to

give him the band of black. Ransom's growing sense of

angst is worsened by his concurrent inclusion in and ex-

clusion from Japanese society.

Ransom is Mclnemey's second book in the Vintage

Contemporary series including books by such writers as

Thomas McGuane, Paule Marshall, Peter Matthiessen

and Charles Portis. It's unique because it is the first

literary compendium to emerge in a while that

recognizes the need for both salient and affordable

fiction.

Back to Ransom the Book and Mclnerney the Per-

sonality, who is being touted as the next J.D. Salinger.

While his writing is good — he's a good stylist, has quick,

tight pace, and is subtle when he should be and witty

when he shouldn't — I seriously doubt that Mclnerney

is the voice of our generation; in this age of nuclear

paranoia and depression, Sylvia Plath ia closer. Anyway,

you won't be wasting your money if you buy Ransom.

While the plot can often wax mundane, the setting of

Japan is .a welcome twist, as is the ending.

It's Jay Mclnerney the Personality I have trouble

with,for I think he's touted not so much for his writing

ability as for his presence in the ftterally famished

publishing industry ^eplete with cookbooks or

biographies of people we don't care about. Mclnerney is

the first undull new face on the scene. The Personality

wouldn't be so annoying ifwe didn't know that the once-

struggling Mclnerney just bought a condo in the

increasingly-chic East Village, or that he's suddenly

become the Gk)lden Boy of Conde Nast — writing for

Mademoiselle, appearing in the Vanity Fair party shots

sipping champagne with George Plimpton; or that he's

moved upstate, away from the city that in Bright Lights

sustained the protagonist in and toward personal growth.

I suppose This Is Life. I just get this funny feeling I'll

turn on the television and find Mclnerney whipping up

a casserole with Merv. Ostensibly, this doesn't have

much to do with Ransom, but then again, it may.

It seems Ransom will remain significant not so much

for the writing that it is, but as r^resentative ofthe start

of a trend of almost neo-minimalist, terse fiction. And

I don't know whether that trend is good, especially for

a young audience.

Religion as Critique

or critique of religion?
Press 171 pp. $8.96

Religion as Critique
by Robert Ackermann
University of Massachusetts
paper

By PHIL COX
Special to the Collegian

Moral commitments notwithstanding, it's always temp-

ting to make one's peace with one's enemies, particular-

ly such enemies as may be increasing in power. This

cultural (and only derivatively intellectual) phenomenon
is nowhere more apparent than among academics, of

whatever political stripe. Liberal theologians in the 1950s

and 'SOs, for instance, understandably threatened by the

encroachments of Marxism (or at least its banner) as a

political force in Europe and as an increasingly articulate

and available voice within the academy, met this danger

by seeking to its bedfellow, ^^H^BBaBBH^^a^H

^'^.

in the overbite of a

Marxism-Christianity syn-

thesis. Similarly, one finds

something of a movement
afoot among Marxist-
feminists or socialist-

feminists to temper what
many of them now think to

be overreaching and
destructively negative criti-

ques by an earlier left of the

institution of marriage -

this temperance movement
being all the more earnest

but the less surprising in

the face of the stubbornness

with which the institution

and its appeal survive. In

the '70 and 'SOs we have
witnessed the revival of

several noxious strains of

Christian fundamentalism,
partnered with political

power in the southern and
midwestern United States.

Obscene circuses of fear in

their tele-sexually frenetic

denouncement of anything

sexual, employing of a 19th-

century vocabulary, they

strive to make enrichment

of the few a civic virtue.

Ronald Reagan, foremost

among them, simultaneous-

ly rides and makes up part

of this backwater wave. It is

in the face of the re-risen

religious ultra-right in the

US (along with their civic-

religious belly-to-the-trough

collaborators), then, that

Professor Robert Acker-

mann in his latest offering.

Religion as Critique, is

driven to detoxify what the

left (and, yes, even liberals)

used to consider rather

consider rather thoroughly opiated, or at the least to dust

off an emancipatory promise presumed to be lurking

somewhere in the historical shadows, otherwise obscured

in our narcotic haze.

Professor Ackermann begins his missive with a

refreshing admission of his "exasperation at the sheer

dullness of the philosophy of religion." This dullness is

a reflection of the fact that most contemporary approaches

to philosophy of religion (primsuy among them those loose-

ly grouped within the "American analytic tradition")

never escape ft"om a scholasticism of the worst kind. These

approaches insist the core of religion is to be found in the

hierarchy of official theological doctrine (i.e., the constant

ferreting out of invalidities within imagined syllogisms,

the endless clarification or reformulation of otherwise in-

distinct or poorly-formed premises, etc.), and will have

nothing to do with a particular religion's real (social)

history. In Ackermann's words, "To examine the logical

structure of textual arguments is to miss everything that

has made religion alive to people in the past."(page ix).

I would grant these claims of Ackermann hands down,

as indeed it is hard to imagine any genuine philosophical

issues in the twentienth century to which "logical

The one Freudian insight canvassed by

Ackermann is the incompatibility ofthe self

with the social structure. This is supposed

to bring Marxism to the mat, while leaving

Christianity without even a bloody nose?

Jjlri^crfjoh^ ^VcT msTj

f-

analysis" has made a lasting contribution. After such a

grinning and welcome dismissal of an analytic philosophy

of religion's sacred cows, we them move on to Acker-

mann's primary aim in the book: To demonstrate the

senses in which religious belief systems can be "alive in

providing a source of critical ideas for evaluating surroun-

ding 8ociety."(page ix)

As a short piece of mildly revisionist social history-with

its bearings set on philosophy Religion as Critique suc-

ceeds admirably well. There should be no question about

the fact, then, that somewhere within the history of most

me^or religions, there existed doxa, the precursor of of-

ficial doctrine and orthodoxy, which historically served

socially critical functions. The Buddha inspired criticism

of the Hindu-sanctioned caste system in the sixth century

B.C., the embracing of Christianity among first and se-

cond century resisters of the Roman occupation, the reftige

provided for twentieth century Soviet libertarians by

^HHBssBHHBBBHBi^H^B Esstem Orthodox Chris-

tianity, etc., all easily come
to mind, and are usefully

employed by the author to

illustrate this historical

point. Ackermann. however,

wants more mileage out of

these features; in his words,

"What will be argued here

by an assemblage of

reminders is that the major

religions always retain the

potential of developing

pungent social critique, no

matter how accomodating a

form they have assumed in

particular institutional con-

texts." (page 1). Here is

where the real trouble

begins. It will be instructive

to take a closer look at some

of these reminders to see

how well Ackermann makes

good on this promise latent,

though always present, in

religion.

First, however, a word
about Ackermann's initial

assumptions. As noted
above, Ackermann's
dismissal of logical analysis

in the philosophy of religion

as dull, fruitless, and com-

pletely beside the point is

entirely justified. Acker-

mann, however, goes on to

claim, in essence, and many
times over in the book, that

considerations of rationali-

ty and coherence have
nothing to do with obtaining

a critical understanding of

the nature of religious

belief. As we will see short-

ly, this approach rests on
Ackermann's claim that it

is precisely an irrationali

ty and incoherence- at least on the level of formal doc-

trine and textual precedent - that give religious sentiment

its primary virtue - namely, its chameleonic adaptabili-

ty (some may say invertibility) to constantly changing or

completely different^ social, political, or economic condi-

tions. More of that in a moment. But suffice it to say that

it would come as something of a surprise to believers of

whatever sort and degree that cognitive dissonance has

never been a problem, and in fact exists only as a

hallucination of Minervans. I think it really does trouble

thinking Catholics to accomodate Papal Infallibility with

the manifestly contradictory encyclicals published by

pairs of Popes throughout the history of the Church, as

well it should. Similarly, at least some Protestants claim-

ing allegiance to a simultaneously omniscient, omnipo-

tent, and benevolent deity genuinely have trouble either

in explaining the existence of some kinds of evil or in con-

vincing themselves there can be no world better than this

one, Turing tape loops or no. Furthermore, I don't think

these sorts ofdoubts are merely the result of lay bejievers

who, listening to analytic philosophers or scholasticized

continued on page 3
{
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Sci-fi author's powerful debut
Spinneret
by Timothy Zahn
MY: Bluejay Books 212 pp. $15.95

By HERB RAMY
Collegian Staff

Timothy Zahn, winner ofthe Hugo award
for science fiction writing, has written a

new novel, Spinneret. In this novel, Zahn
uses an old science fiction idea, and adds

to it a new twist.

As the human race begins to explore the

universe, it learns that it is not alone.

Worst of all. there are no new worlds left

to colonize. Every planet of any value has

already been settled. There is of cri"-«5e me

exception. There is one world Earth can

buy from an alien race. This planet for sale

supposedly has no value, but things aren't

quite what they might seem. The planet is

actually an artificial world filled with

highly advanced technology. This find

places ther Earth in an advantageous

bargaining position with regards to other

races.

Zahn is a science fiction v^iter in the

same vien as Arthur c. Clarke. He goes to

great legnths to explain things to the

reader in a scientific manner. Zahn is not

satisfied telling us that man is capable of

interstellar travel, he takes time to explain

to us how this is possible. These sections

of the story could have been very boring.

but Zahn presents the information in such

a manner as to keep us interested. His

main concern is to keep the story moving.

As a storyteller Zahn is excellent. The
plot is well paced, and the book is difficult

to put down. Unfortunately, the book does

have its weak points. Zahn fasUs into the

same trap that many science fiction writers

fall into. He makes the human race too im-

portant in the scheme of the universe. It's

difficult to believe such a technology as

ours could discover the secrets of this new
world while many much more advanced

races never did.

A second problem with this novel is

characterization. Most of the characters are

very stereotypical and simplistic. Each

character seems to have only one side to taa

or her personality. This makes everyone in

the story flat or one dimensional. This

would not be a problem if we were given

at least one character with some depth. As

the story stands, we know something about

all the characters, but not enough about

any one of them.

While this flaw in the story is not a small

one, there are still enough good points to

make the book worth reading. If Zahn can

correct this flaw in his writing, he may
become a truly great science fiction writer,

and ifyou don't believe me, you should see

what the OTHER ones do. And ifyou don't

believe that, you can take that to the bank.
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USED PAPERBACKS
at 40 - 80% Off

Publishers List Price

Thousands of Academic

& Popular Paperbacks

in Almost All Subjects

Save on Course

Paperbacks

Valley Books

Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst
M-F 10:30-5:30 Sat 10-5

Sun 12-5 549-6052

check or VISA/MC accepted
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Cimino^s rise

and his decline
Final Cut
by Stephen Bach
William Morrow, 1985 421 pp $19.95

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Final Cut by Stephen Bach, the former co-head of pro-

duction for United Artists, is about how a modest $7.5

million western called "The Johnson County War"

developed into a $44 million disaster called "Heaven's

Gate" that crippled United Artists - a film company

founded by Mary Pickford and Charlie Chaplin. It is a fun-

ny, almost painful, outline of the pitfalls and shortcom-

ings of the film industry, both artistic and financial, which

helped "Heaven's Gate" replace "Cleopatra" as the

greatest symbol of Hollywood excess and miscalculation.

According to Bach, the story of Heaven's Gate begins

when Arthur Krim, perhaps the most brilliant movie

mogul of recent times, decided to leave United Artists to

form his own company, Orion Productions (which has since

produced many hits). Following his departure, most

members of the UA executive board followed him or were

wooed away. UA's owner, the Transamerica Corporation,

began to panic.

continued on page 6 Stephen Bach
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DON! FORGET WE

BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED LPs. CASSETTES & CDs
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Northampton, MA 01060
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Bachman is the King...
THE BACHMAN BOOKS:
Four early novels by Stephen King
Plume Publishers, $9.96« 692 pp.

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

Do you know me? My face may not be famllar to you,

but my name ia. I'm Stephen King. Or does my American

Express card say Richard Bachman? Who am I?

For nearly 10 years, Stephen King has been sporadical-

ly publishing under the pseudonym of Richard Bachman.

The best known of these five endeavors was Thinner, the

sales of which were considerably boosted by the unveil-

ing of Bachman's identity. The four other novels,

however, were forgotten, long ago gone out of print and

gathering dust in bookstores everywhere.

Recently. King republished these works as a compila-

tion of the four titled THE BACHMAN BOOKS: Four

early novels by Stephen King. Being the voracious

member of the King Kult that I am, I pounced.

In the introduction. King explains his decision to create

Bachman. He wanted to write — as simple as that. But

the stigma lay with his publishers, who "were like a

frigid wifey who only wants to put out once or twice a

year." Most importantly however, King states, "When

I wrote straight fiction as Richard Bachman, no one ask-

ed questions."

I certainly didn't ask questions and plunged right in-

to the first novel. Rage, devouring it much as I had done

with King's other novels.

In Rage, Charlie, a high school senior, goes berserk,

taking his fellow classmates hostage and, in a wonder-

fully cathartic scene, annihilates his Algebra II teacher

with his father's pistol

Kmg began this when he himself was a high school

senior. The emotions involved in Rage are sti'l very fresh

for me and I found it easy to sympathesize with Charlie.

With the students penned up in their class under

Charlie's gun and with Ms. Underwood dead at the

chalkboard. Rage took on a ghoulish resemblance to the

recent film "Breakfast Club," in which five studenU bare

their souls to each other while under the pressure of

oonfinement.

King describes Rage as being *f^U of windy

psychological preachings " but "still a lot trf story." Rage

was a riveting story and very difficult to put down. If

I had written this well as a high school student, perhaps

this review would be covering my novel.

The Long Walk is set in the recent future during which

the dictatorship annually runs the Long Walk. The

screams of adoring crowds and the famed monetary Prize

make temptmg incentives to the 100 boys who take part

each year. The Long Walk turns out to be a physically

and psychologically grueling march through New
England with those lingering or breaking down are shot

and last one standing, or rather walking, wins.

Our hero is a slightly insecure adolescent named

Garraty who spends the walk philosophizing with fellow

walkers, watching his friends get killed, and trying to

figure out why the hell he signed up for this voluntary

Hell anyway.
One can't help reading The Long Walk without pictur-

ing the story ending with Garraty *s victory. Although

this .somewhat stifles interest in Garraty 's pain, the

philosophical spoutings of Garraty and his fellow walkers

are enlightening and entertaining. As it turns out my
expectations for the ending were dashed by the last

paragraph, much to my pleasant surprise.

Road Work was the most cumbersome of the four to

read through. George Dawes is upset. The government,

in the midst of a national energy cnsis, is building a new

highway, right through George's laundry, and George's

house.

Subsequently, we see George trying to cope with these

defeats, his job gone, his marriage ending and the govern-

ment closing in on his home. In the end he is a cornered

fox, holed up in his house with explosives and a high-

powered rifle.

I think this reads so slowly because it is a personal

statement of King's emotions. In the introduction, he

claims Roadwork was written in order to release the

anguish caused by his mother's painful death of cancer.

King himself apologizes for Roadwork, saying its "pro-

bably the worst of the lot " as it "tries so hard to be good

and to find some answers to the conundrum of human
pain."

The final novel The Running Han is a wonderful yarn

about Ben Richards, who enters a game show in order

to earn money for his wife and sick daughter.

The 'Running Man' must dodge a team of hunters

whose objective is to kill him; the longer Ben is alive,

the more money accumulates for his family. Ben proves

to be a worthy adversary, also becoming a symbol of

rebellion in the otherwise sterile society.

r^* Running Man was a welcome change from Roadr

work. There was much less psychological analysi.s than

in the other three novels. King calls Running Man "the

best of them because it's nothing but story •• it moves

with the goofy speed of a silent movie."

I have to recommend The Bachman B(x>ks. I also recom-

mend Thinner, the only one of the Bachman books in-

volving the supernatural. Other members of the King
Kult probably already have The Bachman Books on their

reading lists. Newcomers to King .should choose one of

his more classic novels however, as these four cannot be

considered King's best. My only question is. When is

King's new novel coming out, and by the way what's his

name now?

Ackermann
continued from page 1
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theologians,

are convinced they should be bothered by

problems which really never existed (out-

side of the academy or the seminary) in the

first place, and would just go away if we

ignored them. A Reagan of 1984 proclaims

that af\ MX arsenal is necessary to bring

the Soviets to Geneva, a Reagan of 1985 in-

sists that all along the purpose of an MX
arsenal has been to keep them there; a thir-

teenth century Pope proclaims usury a sin,

a twentieth century Pope defends it against

commimism as a virtuous human activity.

It has never been completely up to

philosophers or theologians to manufacture

suspicions here. But this brings us up

against one of the more central problems

in Ackermann's position - his apparent

beliefthat doctrinal ambiguity is a cardinal

virtue, generative (at least potentially,

mind you) of genuine social critique .
For

Ackermanii, religions are at their best

when,they are tmeonstrained by strict rules

(i.e. the Ten Commandments) or "fixed

theolftgical systems", for it is then when

doxa are pliable enough to be bent towards

either (or both) of extreme poles on any

issue. Ackermann's best shot - or should

we say broadside attack ~ in making the

case that a religion's richness (as social

critique) is to be found in and is a function

of its doctrinal ambiguity or pliability ac-

curs in chapter three, "Religious and Social

Issues." Here Ackermann treats four

"social issues" -- evil, environmental

issues, war, and the status of women - in

demonstration ofthe fact that several ma-

jor religions all embrace doctrines pliable

enough to allow adherents to favor active

opposition or passive accomodatiion,

change, or conservation, justified or un-

justified mass death, and greater or lesser

inequality,in respect to these foxir issues.

Again, the reader should perhaps be

reminded that Ackermann insists it is a

mark of the richness (not the poverty) of

religious sentiments that they are flexible

enough to support any point along the ntire

spectnun of positions on these issues. In

Ackermann's words, "This survey has been

directed towards indicating that the

resources of the mfi^jor theological systems

can typically be mobilized on various sides

of important religious issues... I have been

suggesting that this adaptability is a sign

of the richness of the religious traditions,

a sign of the fact that they provide the con-

ceptual resources necessary to strike a

critical stance against local in-

justices,"(page 81). This point being made
"

* nmnj times <oiver hr^e rbook, one miiet

wonder whether Ackermann would be

equally willing to grant the same virtue of

"richness" to a juridicial tradition whose

concepts, legal entities, etc., had shown

themsleves over time to be pliant without

limit (jurispudence being, particularly in

the West, historically closely tied to the

development of church law and doctrine).

It is fine to talk about the richness of a

juridicial tradition that can, say, be expand-

ed or enlarged to accomodate changing

social conditions (e.g., the application of the

first amendment guarantees freedom to

new forms of electronic communications),

but how is a legal tradition to be admired

as "rich" insofar as it may invert itself,

deny or ignore any precedent or previous

body of interpretation, or twist itself any

and every possible way in the service of any

conceivable political or social demand?

Who, for instance, would think it complete-

ly a shining virtue of Anglo-American law

that one and the same set of laws are

understood to demonstrate both that

segregated education is not equal (1964)

and that segregated education is equal

(1891)? If, for instance, the concept of

"citizen" in a specific body of law is vague

enough to be quickly and constantly

redefined, it should be immediately ap-

parent that the legal concept could be

redefined both positively (e.g. enfranchise-

ment of previously excluded minorities)

and, unfortunately, negatively (e.g.,

changes in the German legal qrstem in the

early thirties which resulted in the disen-

franchisement ofGerman Jews). Though I

would say that religions have historically

chosen (more often than not) the more

bigoted, prejudicial, or anti-human posture

available to them within the cviltivated and

righteous ambiguity of their spiritual

lexicons.

One can only be astonished at some ofthe

examples of religious life which Acker-

mann takes to be illustrative of the virtue

and richness in conceptual ambiguity and

pliancy. For example, Ackermann
discusses the Judaic Covenant as a stroke

of religious genius - all disaster is a warn-

ing, all good fortune a sign of divine ap-

proval. &), whatever happens, there is an

implicit message of social critique

available. In Ackermann's words, "The

religious genius ofJudaism, however, is to

be found centrally located in the conception

of the Covenant between God and his

chosen people. No matter how unique this

may have been, its brilliance is in-

disputable... A covenantal relationship was

-cenpeived of as a set of two-way promises.

the Jews promising to live as God's chosen

people, as an example justifying God's

revelation to them, in exchange for which

God promised to protect them. Defeats

could no longer be a sign of (Jod's

weakness, since a defeat for the Jews could

be read as a warning, under the Covenant,

that the sins of Jewish citizens were pro-

voking God into anger, an anger that

might result in waring or punish

ment...The covenantal relationship is in

disputably sheer religious genius; it keeps

a culture potentially alive and viable in

almost any circumstances", (pages 36-36).

An unfortunate choice of words. In the

larger urban areas of Eastern Europe dur-

ing the latter half of the Second World War
- Lodz, Warsaw, Budapest, for example, in

1944-1945 - when many, if not most. Jews

there knew what "resettlement" really

meant, it was the counsel of many Rabbis

to submit to this diaspora, to board those

trains, and even to peacefully walk into the

gas chambers, as these travails were sure-

ly the expression of (Jod's anger and disap-

pointment with his own people. It is a

historical irony of grotesque proportions

then to suggest that it is precisely this

covenantal counsel which by "sheer

religious genius...keeps a culture potential-

ly alive in almost any circumstances." In-

deed, Ackermann completly neglects the

crisis within Protestant, Catholic, and

Judaic theology over the fact of the

Holocaust; part of this crisis in the Judaic

tradition, we must understand, had precise-

ly to do with whether this Covenant was

itself a disaster. Thus, a new paradigm of

religion as social critique loses any grip on

the vital story of the Holocaust just as it

begins.

One of the more curious anecdotes in the

history of religion disturbingly illustrates,

both the perverse nature of "Invisible

Gardener" covenants, and some of the in-

evitable mystifying elements of religious

beliefs, which Ackermann neglects in favor

of the emancipatory promise latent in

religious sentiment. In 1950 the People's

Republic of China was preparing to march

into Tibet to assxime the "special relation-

ship" with that country which had been in

force during earlier Chinese empires.

Under the auspices of the Dalai Lama it

was decided to undertake a magical offen-

sive to repel the imminently invading

Chinese. For this magic, four thread

crosses were constructed, each eighteen

feet high and a different color, representing

the four continents of Buddhism. During

a special ceremony the hollow beams of the

crosses were filled with the following items:

human flesh, the blood of various animals

and birds (particularly owls and crows), the

skulls or bone fragments of several people

of noble ancestry and of lower orders, the

fresh blood ofa young man killed in a fight,

^he vagina of a particularly notorious

whore, weapons and other objects that had

be^n*ui»0dto kill people, the ear lobes, tips

of noses, hearts, and eyebrows of men dead

by violence, the thigh bone of a dead man
by a virulent contagious disease, fine cloth

and silks from the Tibetan treasury, earth

from 108 sacred cemetaries, water from ho-

ly springs, leaves and twigs from certain

shrubs and trees, large pieces of five dif-

ferent metals, the underwear, hair, and

mentrual blood of a variety of prostititutes,

and the skull, flesh, and blood of an eight-

year-old male child. The crosses were set

facing the Chinese enemy in a ceremony

conducted by a Tibetan monk who had just

spent seven days in meditation summon-
ing one of the more powerful demon.s and

forcing it to send a demon army against the

enemy. The crosses were finally burned ac-

cording to a schedule determined by an

astrologer monk; as the embers of the last

cross were extinguished, the enemy should

have been destroyed. The disaster which

resulted was explained by some as evidence

that the Chinese must surely have had the

support of a superior and stronger demon,

which protected the invaders from the

demon army sent against them (See

Michael Edwardes, The Dark Side of

History). This example is poignant illustra-

tion that Divine Covenants of the sort

Ackermann admires do not naturally make
available to adherents a critical reflection

on their own fate - In this case, the cove-

nant overrode criticism; what promise of

social critique there may be in religious

belief too easily collapses under the op-

pressive weight of a ciurency of mystifica-

tion that religion inevitably carries with it

Ackermann's inclusion of Marxism bb

one of the several "tOMJpr religions" he

treats has spurred some debate. While

Ackermaim's analysis ofthem—risnic and

eschatalogical moments in marxism is a

prpvolking one, it appears, however, that

he misses some of the more interesting

religious gestures ofMarxism, and the ex-

amples he offers seem sli|^tly out of date.

For instance, it initially sounds plausible

to note how both Marxism (not Christiani-

ty) in Western Europe and the United

States and Eastern Orthodox Christianity

(not marxism) in the Soviet Union provide

voices of social critique inasmuch as both

are disenfranchised spirits within their

own borders. In the last few years,

however, marxism in the American
academy has shown the reified aging signs

of entrenched power that Ackermann cor-

rectly bemoans as sterile dogma.

Similarly, in the Soviet Union the samig-

dot literati seems now to have the role

Ackermann assigns to the Solzhenitsyn-era

refuseniks then sheltered by Eastern Or-

thodox Christianity. A passing curiosity in

the treatment of marxism as religion comes

up when Ackermann takes marxism to

task, quite correctly, for an overly op-

timistic omission ofsome "depressing con-

stancies concerning human nature," that

continued on page 4
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Ackermann
continued from page 3

ia. for not sufficiently remembering
"Freud'g pessimism regarding the ultimate

compatability of the self with any social

structure".(pai^ 64). Fot one thing. I do not

see why such misguided optimism is not a

gTBAt virtue rather than a fault of marx

ism in Ackermann's view of the ambigui-

ty or adaptability of religious concepts.

Marxist optimism always allows an inter-

pretation of the ultimate goodness or refor

mabihty of human nature regardless of

how grotesque human behavior may be,

just as the "richness" of Christian "just

war" doctrine lies in the fact that the con-

cept is loose enough to make even the most

obscene slaughter a virtue. Furthermore,

I find it truly amazing, and revealing, that

Ackermann uses Freud to debunk Marxism

and nc* Catholicism.The one Freudian in

sight canvassed by Ackermann is the in-

compatibility of the self with the social

structure. This is supposed to bring Marx-

ism to the mat. while leaving Christianity

without even a bloody nose? Finally, is

should be noted. Ackermann sees a

religious isomorphism between the picture

of the classless society ofTered by Marxism

and the description of heaven in

Christianity- They're both equally "vague

and empty"and all the more attractive and

generative of otherwordly zeal for just that

reason. Yet, Marx could have founded a

body of thought with a great deal more

religious aura had he in fact chosen to say

r,ore (a few prophetic homilies here and

there perhaps) about life in the classless

society. Marx quite noticeably gave most

of that up after his thirtieth birthday, and

in his maturity reserved his most vicious

ire for utopiaphiles. In any case, it is not

clear to me that a devastating criticism of

contemporary society such as Marx's must

necessarily conjure up an image of a fuz-

zy, warm Utopia with bells and trinkets and

streets paved with British Gold. No, none

of US knows anything about daily existance

in a classless society.

Anotner flaw in /\cKeramuu a sentimen-

tal account of the life of Jesus of Nazareth,

an account necessarily skewed in its sim-

ple recapitualtion of humanist/clerical

homilies surrounding this historical figure.

Here is Ackermann on Jesus' character:

"Jesus himself was an ascetic who was
seemingly not married or ever sexually in-

volved, and who carried the highest divine

and separate standards of conduct through

life. Love, for him, becomes in orthodox

treatment a matter of agape, that is, a

nonsexual spiritual caring to be sharply

differentiated from eras. This allows the

theoretical equality of women in the

religion, in spite of the fact that Jesus

himself was male, although note is taken

that he spoke freely to women." (pages

78-79).

You bet he spoke freely to women — take

for example the incident related by Mat-

thew (a passage often misunderstood

because of bowlderization) in which Jesus

addressed a non-Galiean woman (after first

refusing to address her at all) by a vicious

ethnic slur, translated loosely as "street

bitch." What are these "highest divine and

separte standards ofconduct" Jesus is sup-

posed to have carried through his life that

are to distinguish him from the lifestyle of

other Nazarenes? These are no small

mistakes, as we see that the profound

misreading of agape in the passage above

throw into complete doubt Ackermann's

knowledge of Middle Eastern culture, his

command of ancient Greek, and indeed, his

understanding of the historical figure of

Jesus. For example, Ackermann seems to

be unaware of the several other readings

of agape extant at the time of Christ. A
desire accompanied by strange tempta-

tions, for instance, the "love' of the devil

for a woman, was once a definition of agape.

Another definition, suppressed by latter

day Church Fathers (because of its distur-

bing resonances with the ritual of the

Eucharist) referred to a sort of "common
meal," to which the poor and disgraced

were sometimes invited (See the agape

listing in A Patristic Greek Dictionary,

edited by G.W.H. Lampe). Ackermann's

text carries no account of these or other

practices, and therefore we must question

whether the author has any understanding

other than the superficial of the life of

Jesus or of the nature of the culture of the

historical epoch in which he dwelt.

Although Ackermann does not em-

phasize this line, his argument for the ver-

satility of religious belief over difficult

cultures and historical epochs could be us-

ed as part of a sympathetic explaination for

the progressive role of the Catholic Church

in Poland or parts of Latin America. That

line of thinking should be discouraged

before it spreads further- such an explana-
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tion would be a thorough misunderstan-

ding of the Church's currently progressive

role. The Church's pn^ressive role in these

societies is not due to a "doctrinal ambigui-

ty" (such as a conceptual vocabulary, or

canon of textual interpretation, loose

enough to support a government
bureaucracy representing the very narrow

interests of the real producers of wealth).

The Church's role grows out of the fact that

the Church must ally itself with the in-

terests of its constituents sufficiently

enough to maintain a stable or growing

membership. Thus, the Church often sid-

ed with those whom it took to make up a

significant slice of its constituency- the

aristocracy-- in class and national conflicts

in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries. Similarly, in Guatemala there

are not enough members of the few extraor-

dinarily wealthy landed families for the

Church to selectively minister to them;

such selectivity would unavoidably
diminish the Church's appeal for the rest

of the population. Hence the Guatemalan
Church voices (at least some of) the in-

terests of workers and peasants. That voice

should not be mistaken for the Church's

own conscience; the notion that the church

possesses an ambiguous body of religious

concepts that can here be flexed both in

support of an oppressed underclass and to

reinforce an embattled status quo threaten-

ed by evil insurrection. Here you have a

simple Marxist explanation. And a true one

at that.

In reflecting on these matters, one recalls

the words of Goethe, which serve as a fit-

ting epitath to Ackermann's understan-

ding of religion: "He who posseses science

and art also has religion; but he who
possesses neither of those two, let him have

religion!"
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A matter of choice
Roger Libby speaks out

on sexual freedom

Roger W. Libby is co-author with Mary Pat Fisher and

Gilbert D. Nass of Sexual Choices: An Introduction to

Human Sexuality (Belmont: Wadsworth, Inc., 1981). A pro-

fessor in Home Economics at University of

Massachusetts/Amherst until last spring, when he wcls

denied tenure — he says it was because of his outspoken-

ness on sexual freedom and lifestyles — Libby divides his

time between lecture tours and writing a new book to be

called Caring Sex. The publisher is yet to announced.

Robert Libby lives in Amherst.

Interviewed by FREDERICK E. STEINWAY
Special to the Collegian

CLS: Is there evidence in sociology that sexuality and

violence are linked in some way?

lAhhy. It's an artificial linkage in the sense ffiWft's

too simplistic, it needs more qualifying. I did a study with

Murray Straus, who is the head of the family violence pro-

gram at the University of New Hampshire — one of the

major research programs in this country on family

violence, the first one, in fact. I did a post-doctoral

fellowship with him before I came here. And one of the

things we found out in our study is that sex doesn't lead

to violence. If the sex is aggressive, violent sex. that's

violence in itself When you have warm interpersonal sex

where people are cauring, that's hardly something that's

going to lead to violence.

Freud has his theory and others have had their theories,

and I don't tend to be very Freudian at all. We all have

the potential to be aggressive at birth, there is an instinc-

tual basis for all of our emotions, but I also believe that

emotions are socially conditioned. Most of the variation

in the way poeple are in different cultures or individuals

within a culture can be made up by the way we were

taught about emotion in the family and in other caring

groups, our friendship groups, peer groups.

So I would say agression is the dark side of us all, all

of us have that potential of being aggressive or to be

hostile or violent. Of course, the traditional male role is

the prime example of that. We have given some credibili-

ty to aggression and violence within the taditional male

role. It's a serious mistake and it doesn't do men or women
any good.
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CIS: Do you find a relationship between interpersonal

hostility and international wars?

Libby: I don't think that just because nations are

fighting that we have to. In this society we really have

the potential to be intimate with each other, to be a car

ing society, to do that we have to learn to share with each

other, and not just be totally capitalistic. See, it's the

economic model that's really abusing us in terms of be-

ing applied to interpersonal relationships. We need to

learn to share more and be less "me" oriented and focus

ed only on how much money we make every day and

whether everybody is doing something that we want to

do. unless we learn to share more — and that includes sex-

ually, in sharing our bodies at times - I think we're in

trouble. It all goes back to a fear of pleasure and a fear

of intimacy.

CLS: How do explain the resentment of sexuality?

Libby: I think the antisexual thing is a fear rf pleasure,

in our culture. There's a book called Swept Away by a

friend of mine. Carol Kurcell, that has become a b^taeller

it's in paperback now. It's written to women about their

fear of ^xuality and how they shouldn't have to be swept

away by romance and "being in love" in order to eiyoy

sexual pleasure. And i told them, "great!" It's time that

somebody said this. But her affirmation of pleasure is ob

viously not accepted in a lot of circles.

CLS: Why do people seem to separate out into alt male

groups and all female groups? Is this healthy, from a

sociological point of view?

Libby: I believe that you can't have separate groups

of women and men in a society where we live together

and think we're going to get along. It is not going to work.

Sure you need to be with your own sex some of the time,

but to have this "separate cultures " is extreme, and that's

what's happened in the Pioneer Valley. That's what I see

here. I see monogamy being imposed upon people, and to

a lesser extent I see the lesbian and gay emphasis being

so strongly in the front and center stage that it's difficult

for heterosexuals to be considered normal here, that's a

mistake. It's hard to think about nations when we can't

even get along personally, and we're not going to get along

personally by isolating ourselves in same sex groups -

that makes no sense at all. A community is made up of

both sexes. I'm not saying that people have to be sexual

with each other. That's as unreasonable as celibacy.

CLS: What does a group get out of the denial ofsexuali-

ty, the denial of pleasure?

Libby: In this society unfortunately they get some sort

of status for being more healthy or better or somehow

above other people who have given into their most "base"

emotions to enjoy sexual pleasure. It's still that basic

model of sexual pleasure as something we should feel guil

ty about and something that real people don't do unless

they're in a love relationship and it's a "highly spiritual"

kind of thing. Somehow we're losing sight here of basic

fun, humor and pleasiu-e, in the name of spiritual

awakening.

Dark tribute

to Welles
Orson WeUe«: The Riam and FaU of an American

G«nias
By Charles Hlgham
St. Martin's, 1985 373pp $19.95

By JIM TAYLOR
Collegian Staff

When Mike MacLiammoir, (Inancer ofOrson Welles*

ill-fated projects, King Lear and Time Runs, realizing

the method of his work, asked him. "Orson, are you out

of your mind? " Welles replied, 'Of course I am, didn't

you know?"

It seems that almost everyone who has been in con-

tact with Welles has sensied a form of madness, a

methodical madness atypical of artists. Charles Higham

thus found a starting point for Orson Welle*: The Rise

and Fall ofan American Genius. Higham writes on iim

dark side of Welles, his treatment of hi* wives, his

adultery, his abandonment of his children, and his at-

tempted murder of John Houseman while Welles was

drunk. With some extremist reasoning, this book can be

compared to Donald Spoto's book on Hitchcock, The Dark

Side of Genius.

This unauthorized biography explores Welles' develop-

ment from child genius through boy wonder superstar

to egotistical megalomaniac. Although this book is a

chronological biography, its focus is a study of the causes

of Welles' rise and many falls. Higham's work is an at-

tempt at both citing reasons for Welles' decline and recor-

ding accurate facts with little Nubjective interftrrence.

This objectivity leaves little room for any fundanu'ntal

psychoanalysis. There is no exploration of Welles' mind

at any depth. There is very little on Welles' close friend,

Joseph Cotton, but a superfluous amount of information

on what had led Houseman and Welles to become rivals.

The reader can make his/her own conclusions. There are

only clues to an unfinished puzzle, similar to the final

puzzle Susan never completes in Citizen Kane.

Most unauthorized biographies are not approved by the

subject because of inaccuracies, but the prevalence of per-

sonal elements from Welles' life may be the reason here.

Welles reacted with strong hostility to Higham's

previous study, The Films ofOrson Welles, which leads

one to question the objectivity of the author. This book,

however, is faithful to Welles, a fine attempt at truthful

historical recording. Welles is known for exaggerating

events to make his stories more exciting. There are many
stories of Welles' pilgrim ancestors, who did in fact ar-

rive on the Mayflower, but probably did not assist Ben-

jamin Franklin. Welles' father was an inventor, but pro-

bably did not design an airplane for the Wright brothers

or an automobile for Henry Ford. His grandmother may
not have been a Satan worshipper. Higham has started

from scratch and reconstructed Welles' life from

continued on page 6
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Welles
«OB^u«d from page 6

dtKumenU and interviews, avoiding,

however, any contact with Welles. What
Insults is a demythification of a legend,

which ironically recreates a monument.

Orson had an unhappy childhood with his

inventor-turned alcoholic father and

pianist mother who was stricken with a

serious illness. His money-lusting guar-

dian, who firat discovered Orson's tolelits,

took control of the estate, and denied Or-

••on's wishes to study drama. Welles fled to

Ireland, where he lied his way onto the

ta^, claiming experience in America. He

began leading roles with his second perfor

mance, to enthusiastic acclaim from the

Irish press ("Something strange has arriv-

ed from America," started one article).

There are many small, interesting in-

cidents that Higham records which capture

a sense of drama that only Welles can

generate. Rather than focusing on the ma-

jor occurrences, written about many times,

Hingham aims for the lesser known

vignettes.

Welles' rise began early, when he return

ed to America to direct his first play,

Twelfth Night, and subsequently his first

film, a documentary on the making of his

fu-st play. At 21, Welles directed his voodoo

version of Macbeth, which launched his

reputation as a young genius. He formed

the infamous Mercury Theater with John

Houseman, which was open to new talent

and experimentation. Welles would neglect

his family and friendsthroughout his

career, finding time for nothing but work.

Welles was hcMspitalized many times for

diseases induced by exhaustion, including

chronic myocarditis, argia, arthritis, spinal

bifidia, sinus and intestinal problems, flat

feet and asthma. These diseases may have

been psychosomatic, for Welles was struck

ill at times preceeding his various failures.

Welles sought to please no one but

himself His egomania led him to fight for

complete control of his productions. He
would quit any project for which he

couldn't claim sole credit.

Bach
contiBued from page S

After wimpleting Ct/uen Kane and The

Magnificent Amhersona, Welles fell into a

depression while trying to shoot It's All

True as far away from Hollywood as pwsi-

ble. He did not have a budget when he

started production and failed to gain any

funds. Welles hated the interference of

Hollywood business executives, as do all

filmmakers who take their work seriously.

Welles would partially finance his own

films, and was often forced into accepting

mediocre roles in order to fund his

endeavors. He began a political column,

worked in television, and got stuck on those

wine commercials and talk show

appearances.

There are many interesting and

humorous parages describing the progress

of Welles' decline, such as his weight in

crease each time a project failed; from 190

to 240 to 270 to 340 pounds. Higham at-

tributes Welles* decline to his unattainable

demand for artistic freedom. His liberal up^

bringing seemed to weaken any tolerance

of bureaucratic authority. But who can

blame him? He was able to create Citizen

Kane, Othello, Macbeth, and War of the

Worlds, but Universal Studios had little

faith in Touch of Evil, Welles' experimen

Ul film noir melodrama, and ruined the

film by having certain scenes reshot by a

studio craftsman.

Harried by his numerous problems,

Welles always found solace in his magic

shows. He would often tour, his perfor

mance climaxing when he would saw a

famous actress (such as Rite Hayworth and

Marlene Dietrich) in half.

Not only for Orson Welles fanatics, but

for anyone interested in the media, this

book will be a pleasure. The story of the

foundation and collapse of a one-man in-

stitution, one of the geniuses of the 20th

century makes for fascinating reading.

There are enough references to major and

minor incidents and personalities to please

any trivia buff and the wide-ranged index

is helpful to the cinematic scholar.

They installed Andy Albeck, a virtual

outsider to industry, as the new president,

and began filling the vacancies with pro-

motions and new recruits (it's during this

time that Bach became one of the two

heads of production), but there were still

plenty of problems. For instance, they now

had to prove that UA could maintain its

reputation as a consistant award winner,

but find that their expensive "Apocalypse

Now" was having its thunder stolen by

Universal Pictures' "The Deer Hunter."

Imagine UA's delight then, when

Michael Cimino, director of "The Deer

Hunter," agreed to make a western with

them. It certainly seemed like a brilliant

coup to Bach, who a>axed Cimino into sign-

ing a contract before the release of The

Deer Hunter, reviews of which subsequent-

ly catapaulted Cimino to celebrity status.

Hoping for a Christmas release, they

prepared to send Cimino to Montena to

start filming.

Then it happened. Bach and First Ex-

ecutive David Field capitulated to Cimino's

casting of Isabella Huppert. a French ac

tress unknown to American audiences.

This was a blunder, because it convinced

Cimino that he could win total control ol

the picture from UA. Cimino then demand

ed a contract which insisted that he not be

held responsible for budget overruns and

refused to set a concrete deadline for tht

film's completion. Just as UA executives

began to complain, "The Deer Hunter " won

an Oscar for best picture, giving Cimino

more clout, and increasing the pressure on

UA to produced an award-winning film.

Cimino's unreasonable demands now

met, the filming begins, but not without

obstacles: An avalanche in Montana held

up production for two weeks. Once remov

ed from Hollywood, Cimino took an erratic

approach to filming, often spending half a

production day traveling to and from a dis-

tant location, and reshooting scenes

countless times, usually printing every

take for review later. By the planned date

of completion, Cimino had used up all the

money alloted to the picture and had finish-

ed filming less than one fifth of the story.

What is so remarkable about this is not

so much Cimino's indulgence (his chief sin

was simply working too slowly) as the com-

pany's reluctance to draw the line at some

point. Several factors prevented them from

doing so. First of all. they were afraid of

the public relations disaster that would en-

sue if they scrapped a film made by so-

meone of Cimino's reputation. His repeated

threat to move the production to another

company kept them in check for a while.

Then, once they realized their mistake in

surrendering too much control to Cimino,

they found that they'd rather complete

what they had than allow their eight

million dollar (so far) investment become

a totel iMs. ....
Throughout the book, Bach describes the

events that cost him his job with suprising

good humor and clear insight. Though he

details much of his frustration in dealing

with Cimino, he never blames the fiasco on

him, and even expresses his admiration for

Cimino's artistry and dedication, if not his

common sense. He even includes many em-

barassing details that he could have left

out, such as his enthusiastic support of

Cuba, a Sean Connery adventure that went

nowhere, and his scepticism over a French-

Italian comedy over two againg homosex-

uals, "La Cage Aux Folles." and a Blake

Edwards production known as "10."

Besides this, he provides a fine insight

into the day to-day problems of modern

Hollywood, where the unfinished projects

dwarf those completed, included are bach's

attempts to salvage Romance of the Pink

Panther only to have the comedy abandon-

ed upon star Peter Sellers' death, and the

loss of "The Right Stuff' script to the Ladd

Company. He even recalls, with irony, that

before "Heaven's Gate, " Cimino wanted to

film an adaptation of Ayn Rand's "The

Fountainhead" in which an architect

continued on next page
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"whose artistic purity is such that he will

dynamite his own housing project rather

than allow it to be defiled by changes in

design."(Bach, p.91)

There are gooid moments too. The final,

enthusiastic reception of "Apocalypse

Now," rescued from the brink of bankrupt-

cy, the commercial triumphs of the Bond
series, and the critical success of Martin

Scorcese's "Raging Bull." Best of all, there

are frequent, enjoyable references to the

projects of Woody Allen, whom Bach open

ly admires, and whose independence, com-

mon sense and trustworthiness set him
totally apart fiwm the Bureaucracy that

surrounds him.

The hard thing for me to believe about

Hollywood after reading Final Cut is that

any pictures manage to get done at all, let

alone on time amd according to budget, and
Steven Bach seems to share my amaze-
ment. Bach shows that the movie industry

contains such high risks and slow results

that not even the best producer will know
what will happen when he or she starts a

production, and he reveals that the biggest

decisions are often made with a toss of the

dice. The tension and uncertainty are

revealed in a particularly funny instance

when Bach, after the release of "Heaven's
Gate," tries to recite the Lord's Prayer and
instead says, "Our Father who art in

Heaven, Hollywood be thy name ..." Final

Cut is a biting depiction of how the confu-

sion and pressure of the film industry can
turn even the most ambitious projects in-

to commercial failures.
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Shuttle blows apart; crew lost
Explosion came just after liftoff

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - A
catastrophic explosion blew apart the space

shuttle Challenger 75 seconds after liftoff

yesterday, sending schoolteacher Christa

McAuliffe and six NASA astronauts to a

fiery death in the sky eight miles out from

Kennedy Space Center.

"We mourn seven heroes," said President

Reagan.
The accident defied quick explanation,

though a slow-motion reply seemed to show

an initial explosion in one of the two peel

away rocket boosters igniting the shuttle's

huge external fuel tank. The tank burst in

to a fireball that destroyed Challenger high

above the Atlantic while crew families and

NASA officials watched in despair from the

Cape.

TTie shocking spectacle was witne^ed by

family and fnends of the astronauts who

had gathered at Cape Canaveral, and by

millions more around the country who

viewed the launch on television.

President Reagan postponed tonight's

State of the Union speech for one week and

instead planned to address the nation from

the Oval Offices about the tragedy. He sent

Vice President George Bush to the cape to

observe the investigation.

Reagan told reporters at the White

House: "It's a horrible thing ill of us have
witnessed. I can't rid myself uf the though
of the sacrifice of the families who were
there at the cape and watching this tragedy

also. I can't help but think what they must
be going through."

The $1.2 billion spacecraft, one of four in

NASA's shuttle fleet, appeaured to be

destroyed.

It was the first in flight disaster in 56

U.S. manned space minions, although

three astronauts were killed in a 1967

launch pad explosion during the Apollo

program.
All 1.200 students at McAulifTe's Concord

High School were cheering the televised

launch when a teacher yelled for them to

be silent because something appeared to be

wTong.
As it became clear there was an explo-

sion, stunned students murmured: "This

can't be real . . . We can't be watching
this."

There were seven crew members aboard,

a 37-year-old New Hampshire teacher

selected from 1 1,146 teacher applicants to

be the furst to fly in NASA's citizen in-space

prt^ram.
mnttnued on pttge 4
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Space shuttle Challenger disintegrates in smoke and flames.
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Polymer center
is subject to

secrecy ban
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Researchers who will be involved in the $24 million

polymer research center planned for the University of

Massachusetts say they expect the project to expand but

not significantly alter the polymer work already taking

place here.

The head of the UMass polymer science and engineer-

ing department also says the center-proposed to be built

by the end of 1990—will house no secret work, in line with

a 1972 University Board of Trustees directive barring any

research on the campus that is classified, for any other

reason cannot be published, or requires outside approval

for publication.

Department head Edwin L. Thomas said his office cur-

rently receives roughly $2 million a year from various

branches of the Defense Department, as well as com-

parable amounts from corporations and the National

Science Foundation. "Military involvement is heavy in the

sense that we get money from [the Pentagon]," he said.

But he added that in contrast to many universities—for

example, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology-

"there are no secrecy agreements" at UMass, and that

research here is mainly "fundamental" exploration of

polymer molecules and substances rather than specific

projects aimed at building weapons, commercial or in-

dustrial products.

Thus the Pentagon—or the armed forces of any other

country—may use published UMass doctoral theses or

faculty findings in the development of weapons systems,

including President Reagan's "star wars" plan for arms

in space. The Defense Department subsidizes research in

hope of doing so, but the research itself is "so fundamen-

tal that it has no direct application," Thomas said.

Thomas said he was confident that nobody at UMass

"sneaks around" and violates the ban on secrecy because

at a large state university, "Tbo many people have their

eyes on what evervbody's doing."

Lawrence W. McKenna, a member of the polymer science

board for the Massachusetts Centers of Excellence

Corporation-a state body created last October to oversee

the polymer project and four other research centers in

Massachusetts-initially said military involvement in the

UMass centter was "an important issue ... and.I think it

should be discussed" at the board's next meeting Feb. 14.

But on learning of the trustee policy, he said, "I have no

concerns now, having heard that."

McKenna, who in 1970 became the second person to

receive a doctoral degree in polymer science at UMass and

is now head of plastics research at Monsanto Chemical

Ca in St. Louis, added that in polymers, "my personal

Nick Nikitas,

lieutenant governor

Colleinan photo by Paul Desmarais

Republican candidate for

says Gov. Dukakis'

abuses of administration

public's soul." Page 3.

are "raping the

FYI: new grievance policy
Students with an academic grievance from last fall

have 30 days from the start ofthe semester to plead their

cases under the newly implemented undergraduate

academic grievance policy, the Provost's Office has

announced.
Under the policy, an academic grievance is defined as

a complaint ^ a student alleging that a member of the

University has caused the student to suffer some harm

related to an academic matter. Evaluation of a student's

academic performance and the assignment of a grade are

not considered grievances under the procedure.

Questions about the policy may be directed to the Stu-

dent Governnment Association or to the University

ombudsman,

guess is that we will see a move away from defense

research and more towards industrial [uses] ... That's not

to say that advances in polymers will not still be used in

defense applications."

Thomas said he is periodically approached by corpora-

tions offering equipment or financial support in exchange

for an agreement not to let other companies in on certain

discoveries, and that he turns them down.

"We tell them our students are here for degrees, not as

slave labor for industry A Ph.D thesis is a public piece

of work.

Super Bowl
traffic jams
and moving
Housing less tight

By SUSAN EATON
Collegian Staff

As most New Englanders began Super Bowl Sunday

festivities, the bi-annual pilgrammage to the University

of Massachusetts had been going on for hom^
As students moved into dormitories Sunffa^P^^midst

heavy rain and congested traffic The University Housing

Office, which in past years has been a place of much chaos

on moving dav, remained relatively calm.

"Everything has been going according to plans. We

haven't had many problems at all involving housing," said

Gerald A. Quarles, assistant director of residential sup-

port services.
. , , •

Director of Admissions Timm Rhinehan said admissions

for this spring were "reduced by design" to "alleviate

pressure on the dormitories and to improve the chance for

students registering for classes." Rhinehart said 100 fewer

undergraduates were admitted this spring than were last

year. ,. . . ^

Quarles said there were no students living in-temporary

"swing space," and only one student has been put up m
the Campus Center Hotel on ajpmporary basis, due to

a delay in her financial aid,

Quarles noted that the housing situation is ' much worse

in the fall" and that this springWas "quieter" than others

he has seen. This past fall, 108 students were living in

swing spaces which were made up of study lounges and

rooms that have been converted into sleeping areas. At

the beginning of last semester. 440 students were without_

housing as a result of late admission or late payment of

University bills. <

"The number of incoming sludents (this semester! is

nowhere near to blowing us out of the water," Quarles said.

Director of Public Safety Gerald T O'Neil said he receiv

ed only one complaint, regarding a long wait to get into

a Southwest Residential Area room.

Officials also pointed out that because of the Super Bowl,

the usual late afternoon wave of arrivals, bringing heavy

traffic and confusion, did not materialize.

Most parents who brought their sons and daughters back

to the University had a very d(jCnite plan in mind. "I came

early so that I'd be back well in time [for the game]. I think

everyone had the same plan. That's why it's so jammed

up out there, " said Robert Beebe of Westfield, father of

KinserBeebe^ who is a sophomore in Van Meter House.
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Fraud is

feared by
Filipinos
MANILA, Philippines (AP) - The Philip-

pines* top Roman Catholic church official

demanded that independent poUwatchers

be allowed to monitor next week's presiden

tial elections in an effort to prevent fraud.

The admonition from Manila Cardinal

Jairoe Sm came as President Ferdinand E

Marcos campaigned on the island of Min

danao and opposition candidate Corazon

Aquino stump^i in towns south of Manila.

"In my capacity as arch bishop of Manila,

I demand that what NAMFREL National

Movement for Free Elections is asking

should be given," said Sin.

NAMFREL chairman Jose Concepcion

said Sin. among other things, was referr-

ing to demands that the group be allowed

to conduct its own "quick count" of returns

from the Feb. 7 election.

Sins statement during mass was follow

ed by the reading of a ponted pastoral let-

ter from all Filipino bishops, who said they

see signs of fraud and violence similar to

the pattern of past elections.

Fourteen people have been killed in

election related incidents in the month-old

presidential campaign.

The bishops did not criticize or endorse

Marcos or Mrs. Aquino and were not ex-

plicit about who was committing the alleg

ed abuses, but their criticism supported ac

tions that would tend to help Mrs. Aquino.

— Wednesday, January 29, 1986
Wednesday, January 29, 1986
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SHOCKED STUDENTS - Katharyn Hok, left, and Canno Dolcino,

both Concord, N.H. High School students, mourn during a memorial

service for Christa McAuliffe at St. Peters Church in Concord

yesterday.

They urged the people to vote for "per-

sons who morally, intellectually and

physically show themselves capable of in-

spiring the nation towards a hopeful

future."
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responsible and motivated students to

assume the following positions:

Assistant BUSINESS MANAGER
Assistant FINANCE MANAGER

These jobs can offer you excellent

business experience while still in

school.

Apply at

the Collegian Business Office

by Tuesday, February 4th.

Sin noted in his homily that the National

Movement for Free Elections and the elec-

tion commission were working towards

resolving their difference.'; and said, 'i

think the demands ofNAMFREL are good

and should be respected."

The organization is supported by promi

nent business and civic groups and has also

been praised by U.S. officials. It claims

credit for reducing cheating in the May
1984 National Assembly elections.

Sin did not elaborate on the group's

demands, but Concepcion said in an inter-

view after the Mass that NAMFREL was

callinp for the creation of special teams in

areas where fraud was likely to occur.

Ryan flies

from Bears
to Eagles
PHILADELPHIA ( AP> - Chicago Bears

defensive coordinator Buddy Ryan will

leave the National Football League cham

pions to take the heads coaching job with

the Philadelphia Eagles, a source said

yesterday.

Eagles officials scheduled a news con-

ference for today but refused to reveal the

subject. No official confirmation of the

report was available.

Although the Eagle's six week search for

a new coach has spawned numerous

rumors, the source, who is close to the

team, said Ryan's appointment was "100

percent" certain.

Ryan, whose defense highlighted the

Bears' 46-10 victory over the New England

Patriots in the Super Bowl Sunday, was in

Philadelphia Tuesday to meet with Eagles

general manager Harry Gamble.

Ryan, an assistant in the NFL for 18

years with the New York Jets, Minnesota

and the Bears, would succeed Marion

Campbell, who was fired by owner Norman

Braman Dec 16 before the final game of

the season.

The report came on the same day the

New Orleans Saints announced they had

hired one of the Eagles' top candidates, Jim

Mora, formerly coach of the Baltimore

Stars of the United States Football League.
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It's a belter movie than 'Blazing Saddles'

or 'Young Frankenstein'. RoM.^g stone

Wednesday, January 29th
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Lt, governor hopeful blasts Dukakis
^^

_ .. _ , _.-j j..^^. ^»»<.»<>«a fnr " rFormer Gov. EdwardJ King and

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Nick Nikitas, Republican candidate for Lieutenant

Governor, stopped at the University of Massachusetts

yesterday as part <rf his Western-Massachusetts campaign

kick-off.

Nikitas,35, made stops in WestAeld. Springfield, and

Northampton before coming to Umass. While on campus,

he spoke of his goals if elected, and criticized the Dukakis

administration, democratic opponent Evelyn Murphy, and

fellow Republicans who place too much emphasis on opi

nion polls.

"The m^r iasue of this campaign is the abuse of the

administration." Nikitas said. "His (Dukakis'] hypocrisy

goes into every area of Massachusetts. It's like raping the

public's soul."

Nikitas said Dukakis is not as tough on crime as the

governor leads the public to believe

Police seek
new home
downtown
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Several sites on Main and SpruiM 'Streets,

including an apartment building' occupied

mostly by students, are being considei-ed for

a new downtown police station.

Amherst needs a new police station

hrcau.se the old one is "a mess." accordmg

to Barry Del Castilho, the town manager.

Working conditions in the current police

station in the town hall are extrem»'ly

crowded.

"There's been a very clear signal from the

community that a downtown site is

necessary." said Pblice Chief Donald N
Maia.
The sites proposed for the new police sta-

tion are at 109 and 133 Main Street. 109

Main Street now houses the Daily Hamp-

shire Gazette's Amherst bureau and the

Amherst Bulletin. Del Castilho said the

town has signed an agreement to buy the

property and the Victorian building, which

would house the administration of the

police force. .

133 Main Street, owned by realtor D.Pl.

Jones, is occupied by an apartment

building Current plans call for it to be

destroyed and a new police station built on

the site.

The new building "would probably in-

clude the desk and the communication

facility, the detention facility, and probably

offices for the law enforcement personnel,"

Del Castilho said.

in his first term, he vetoed mandatory sentences for

drug dealers." he said. As a result, "We're the largest drug

depot in New England."
. .«-„ j

Nikitas graduated from Dartmouth College m 1972, and

is currently president of the Nikatis Family Inns in

Kingston. He said that in addition to being appointed to

two presidential committees on education, he is qualined

for lieutenant governor because. "Basically. I've worked for

every republican cause and concern."

Contrary to public sentiment that the lieutenant gover

nor's position is unimportant. Nikitas said the position

was vital.
. ,

' The lieutenant governor is the key position m govern-

ment; it is where government should be made to work,

he said.
. ^.t u- r »

"The lieutenant governor's role is to be the chiei, to

make sure the Cabinet works together," he said. Under

the last two administrations the position has gotten a

"bum rap," Nikitas said.

rgian pho<o by Michelle S,-g«ll

Site of proposed new Amherst police station at 109 Main St.

Building is currently occupied by several offices.

Some property on Spring Street is also be-

ing considered for parking spaces for the

new station. Del Castilho said that only a

corner of the 26 Spring Street parcel, own-

ed by Margeret B. Moore, would be

purchased.

A special Tbwn Meeting has been called

for Feb. 26 to authorize acquisition of the

property and to appropriate funds for the

purchase. On Jan. 22, the Facilities Plan

ning Committee recommended that the

town approve the proposal.

Del Castilho said that the acquisition will

cost $800,000. He said all new construction

of a police station had been estimated at

$1.8 million, but mat using the building

at 109 Main Street would reduce that

amount.
The new station would have a private

facility for the police to talk to victims of

crimes, and would allow officers to talk to

the public more directly, Maia said. Cur-

rently, officers talk through a microphone,

shielded by a glass screen.

"If we can meet the public in a better

fashion. I think that's a service," he said.

Del Castilho said that bidding could start

this year and construction begin in 1987 if

Town Meeting approves and the Board of

Selectmen gives the final go-ahead.

(Former Gov. EdwardJ King and Iformer Lt. Gov.

Thomas] O'Neill constantly disagreed with each other.

And John Kerry had the position for one year and spent

the next year campaigning for the US Senate," he said.

Currently the p(Mition is vacant.

Of his democratic opponent, Nikitas said, " Evelyn Mur-

phy has set the woman's movement back 100 years by say-

ing that she will be Dukakis* second banana. I will be w>

cond banana to no one."

Nikitas said he regretted King's decision not to oppoM

Dukakis in the fall election, but said he hopes Ray Shamie

will ctocide to run instead.

He said, if Shamie decides not to run, "then a vacuum

will be created by a one issue camiidate who will n<A serve

the Republican Party."

Nikitas is the first republican to announce plans to run

for a state wide office in the coming elections. He critici*.

ed other republicans who are "taking a look at the polls

to we if they can beat 'the Duke"'

AT&T gives

$530,000 in
equipment
Equipment valued at $530,000 has been

donated to the computer science and

enjjinet-ring departments of the Universi-

iv of Massachusetts by American
Tilephone and Telegraph Information

Systems
•'Wi> liHik tor univtTsitiesand institutions

which show a major commitment to com

puter technology of the future." said

Marilyn Colliver. director of public rela

tion.s at AT&T Information Systems. The

donation was formally made during a lun

cheon at Chancellor Joseph D Duffey's

house Dec 16.

The computer and information science

(COINS! department received 12 graphic

terminals and six 3B2 computers, which

allow "different types of computers to talk

to each other." CoUiver said.

Four of the computers will be used in

undergraduate education and the remain-

ing two will be used in graduate studies.

Some of the computers will also be used

in microcomputer research laboratories

which will make it possible "in the near

future for thousands or hundreds of

thousands of processors to be working on

the same problems," said Janice Cuny, a

COINS professor who is the director of the

UMass microcomputer laboratories.

The engineering department was given

one large 3B5 computer and four smaller

3B2s.
Some of the computers have already ar-

rived at UMass and the others are expected

to be installed and ready for use next

month.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

SAFA prepares
for Washington
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A meeting to discuss strategy by the lobbying group

Students Advocating Financial Aid on its March trip to

Washington DC, is scheduled for 4 p-in. tomorrow in

Room 174 of the Campus Center.

Jim Crosby, the group's president, said the meeting is

open to all University ofMassachusetts students and at-

tendance is imperative for those interested in attending

this year's annual lobbying trip to the halls of Congress.

Forty-seven committed students are needed for the trip

to be successful, he said.

Crosby said SAFA has made the voyage for five years

and each year new issues of financial aid cutbacks sur-

face. The Gramm-Rudman deficit reduction bill, passed

last year, is one of mEgor concern for the group, he said.

"For 1986, Gramm-Rudman, as it's set-up now is a 4

percent decrease across the board," Crosby said. "It will

probably affect the subsidies for guaranteed student

loans and it could possibly delay the maximum peU

He said the deficit bill would start taking effect in the

fall of this year and by next year could be a 25 percent

cut across the federal budget, thus affecting financial aid.

"We will bring to Washington our input on what that

type of a drastic cut would be,]' he said. "We want to make

sure financial aid isn't lost."

SAFA is a professional student lobby group and has

received high praise from US House Speaker Thomas

"Tip" O'Neill and US Sen. Edward M. Kennedy I^st

year the group met with O'Neill on the House Hoor and

discussed financial aid cuts with congressman on key

committees and with their aides.

Amherst water *safe' from spill

Gasoline that spilled late last month into a brook which

feeds a Pblham reservoir will not affect Amherst water

supplies, according to the superintendent of the Amherst

Public Works Department.

"At the present time, the water quality in the reservoir

and in the streams is well below the contaminant level

we allow," superintendent Stanley Ziomek said.

On Dec 27, a tanker skidded and overturned on North

Valley Road in Pelham, spilling approximately 400 gallons

of gasoline. Ziomek said the amount that entered the

Amethyst Brook is "difficult to estimate, but from what

we can gather, somewhere between 200 and 300 gallons."

The Amethyst Brook feeds the Hills Reservoir in

Pfelham, from which the town of Amherst draws water.

The town is not currently using the Hills Reservoir

hocause it has enough water without the Pelham supply,

Ziomek said.

"The longer we don't use it, the more opportunity it has

to clean itself up," he said.

Two contractors hired to clean up after the accident

cleaned all the puddles of gasoline they could find and

removed 40 cubic yards if soil which were contaminated.

Environmental damage from the gasoline should be

minimal, Ziomek said, because of the dilution ratio bet-

ween the 30-million-gallon reservoir and the estimated

200 to 300 gallons of spilled gasoline.

The tanker is owned by Farm Petroleum, Inc of Hadley,

a subsidiary of O'Connell Oil Associates of Pittsfield. By

law, the company is required to j>ay the cost of the clean-up,

-NANCY KLINGENER

New attack on CC leaks

The deck of the Campus Center will be repaired at a cost

of $4 million to stop frequent water leaks that have oc-

curred since the building's opening in 1970, according to

William Harris, the building's director.

Rain water trapped in the deck drips from the ceiling

into the reading room, the University Store, the

auditorium, the concourse and other areas.

Tb stop the leakage, 70,000 square feet of the deck will

have to be repaired, Harris said.

"Money for the project is in hand," said Edmund Ryan,

director of planning and construction for the UMass

Physical Plant. Repairs had been delayed because of in-

sufficient funds.

The University has to go through three stages before it

can begin construction, according to Harris. The first,

already completed, was to ascertain the extent of the

leakage. The second is the design and repair process, now

under way, and third is the bidding which will be receiv-

ed from contractors.

The repairs job will be supervised by the University

Building Authority. The Physical Plant department will

work with an engineering design firm to plan the work,

Harris said.

-JOE SHARTRAND

Larceny, forgery reported

The theff and forgery of a blank check from a student's

room on the 11th floor of Washington Tower was reported

Monday morning, the University of Massachusetts police

A student's checks were stolen from an unlocked desk

drawer while he was moving out of his room in December

He was not aware of the theft until his tuition check was

returned because of insufficent funds in his account, police

A digital multi meter valued at $350 was reported stolen

from a laboratory in Engineering East early yesterd^

morning The door to the room was unlocked, police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE
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I continued from page 1* shuttle
TTte other crew members were commander Francis R.

Scobee, 46, pilot Michael J. Smith, 40; Judith Resnik. 36;

Ronald E. McNair, 35; Ellison S. Onizuka, 39; and Gregory

B. Jarvis, 41.

Cheers turn to sobs

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - At first they cheered

at the explosion. They thought it was the shuttle's rocket

boosters blasting away from the spacecraft.

But the cheers turned to silence, then sobbing seconds

later when NASA announced there apparently had been

a "major malfunction." then confirmed the crowds's worst

fear by saying the shuttle had exploded.

"Oh! Dear God, no," sobbed Mary Wuellenweber, one

of a dozen parents acting as chaperones for a class of third

graders from Concord, N.H.

The class, including the son of Concord High School

teacher Christa McAuliffe, had extended its stay in

Florida to see the launch.

Scott McAuliflfe, 9, was not with his classmates. He was

with his father, Steven; sister, Caroline, 6; and other fami-

ly members in an observation building not far from the

grandstand that held the class and Mrs. McAuliffe's

parents, Ed and Grace Corrigan of Framingham, Mass.

TTie parents stood silently during the launch, arm-in-

arm. They remained standing together as the NASA
loudspeaker brought the bad news. Then, a NASA oflRcial

climbed a couple of rows into the bleachers, walked to

them and said:

'The vehicle has exploded."
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Program For Gay, Lasbian
Cr Biaaxual Concarns

Office Help Wanted
Student workers (work study preferred)

needed. Typing, derical skills, sensitivity to

Lesbian/Gay issues required. Work in a

congenial, supportive environment.

Bring letter to John Adanns, Room 101.

For more information call 545-4824.

Special Student /Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia

and other destinations in Europe, Asia,

Africa and the Middle East.

Winter Rates to Scandinavia

New York to Copenhagen, Oslo. Stockholm

from $215 one way, $350 roundtrip

Chicago to Copenhagen
from $215 one way, $350 roundtrip

Chicago to Oslo, Stockholm

from $255 one way, $430 roundtrip

For Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
Youth and •tudent travel experts for over a decade

17 E. 45th St., New York. NY 10017

(212) 9869470
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Coilripan photo by Rob 8keltoB

UMass students gathered around television

sets much of the afternoon for news of the

tragedy.

WANT TO MAKE
SOME MONEY?

WE ARE LOOKING FOR TYPESET-
TERS WITH RELATIVE SPEED (66
wds/min) PREFERABLY WITH
WORD PROCESSING EXPERINCE
AND THE ABILITY TO WORK
EVENINGS
WE ARE ALSO LOOKING FOR
NIGHT PASTE-UP WORKERS . . .

GRAPHIC DESIGN OR ART
BACKROUND HELPFUL
PLUS ... WE NEED DRIVERS TO
DRIVE OUR PAPER TO OUR
PRINTER IN WARE, MA. LATE
NIGHT- 1 to 3AM. Pays $16 for

about an hour ride. GREAT JOB
FOR LATE NIGHT FOLK

THE COLLEGIAN HAS IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS 80 COME DOWN TO 113

CAMPUS CENTER OR CALL 646-3600

and ask for PETE OR CONOR IN

GRAPHICS

WRSrUOEMS

HI-LITERS or

MEMO PADS
3x5" 4 pk or

4x6" 3 pack

3/9y

NOTEBOOK
10%x8"70ct

meocj

f wtrebound
i notebook
\ 70 sheets

3 Subject NOTEBOOK
10%x8" 120 ct

reg. $1.69

: 3 subicct
: divided
: nolebook

Rir QTir ^ subject

l PENS NOTEBOOK
Li 11x8H"200ct

5/$1.00 ^^ y^

GROOMING NEEDS

<l^rsonal

4 disposable razors

save 33

Bausch 8- Lomb

SALINE
SOLUTION SHAMPOOI

ST.

\i9
8oz

$1.99
reg. $3.45

18 oz jojoba il^SSo
or aloe '

^ -*

5oz.

PHISO
DERM

$1.77

ONE
A-DAY
plus

EXTRA C
60 tablets

$3.99
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An American on the road
Wandering around in foreign parts real

ly makes one conscious of one's nationali-

ty. The status of citizenship taken for

granted and rarely considered while at

home, becomes very important Away from

familiar laws and customs, identity is lock

ed into the pages of a pa>^sp«irt

Over the last five month-, 1 have thought

a Irt abwit what it means to be an

American—my rights, lesponsibilities, and

place in the vrorld. Although I am ncrt much

of a flag waver and am frequently critical

of our faults. I d<i have deep feelings of

respi'cl and affection for my homeland. As

I travelled through various other countries.

I became increasingly interested not only

in how we view ourselves, but also in the

way we are perceived from the outside. Tb

find out more about this, I made a pt)int of

que.stioning the local citizenry as to their

ideas on the United States and what it

represents to them.

I encountered every response from envy

and admiration to suspicion and hostility.

Ffeople told me that the United States is a

bastion of freedom and honesty in a corrupt

world. Others said that it is an imperialist

nation that cares only for its own interests

and will not hesitate to advance them at

the expense of others. 1 heard how we are

the only country to give its people a fair

deal and how we are a selfish nation that

wallows in luxury at home and supports

tyranny abroad.

Those who believe the latter were par-

ticularly incensed at our treatment of the

Third World. They think ludicrous the idea

that it is a matter of national security to

bully and subvert socialism in developing

countries. They will stack our assets up

against those of smaller, poorer nations and

wonder how a superpower can possibly be

threatened. Comparing our behavior to the

similar hijinks of our Soviet rival, they will

inevitably conclude that, in the interna-

William Spain

lional arena, then- is very littie difference

between tlu- twd

That one alway.H hurl a bit. Being seen

as anything but favorable in comparuHon to

such a repressive, humorless, and paranoid

system is not easy to swallow. Confronted

by this attitude, my hackles would go up

and 1 would do n^' best to defend myst«lf but

this often pm%'ed difficult.

I could go on about our individualism and

devotion to liberty. I would tell of the beau

ty of our land and the high standard of liv

ing we work to gain from it. Minting to the

Constitution. 1 would insist that n<i other

nation has ever had a document that so

completely protects its people from govern

ment domination.

They would respond by insisting that

these things only apply at home and we

rarely, if ever, attempt to extend our

benevolence outside our frontiers. All that

was necessary to make it hard for me to

justify our international conduct were

names like "Somoza." "Pinochet," "Botha,"

or "Marcos." I could not defend our friend

ships with these despots and others like

them and that really bugged me.

1 think that Americans tend to see

themselves as a peaceful people who are

fierce only when provoked. We do not start

wars but we finish them. Nobody has been

hurt by our power that did not deserve it.

We are loyal to our allies and merciful to

our enemies. In victory, we seek reconcilia

tion rather that revenge. While lovey to the

ear and by no means altogether inaccurate,

these perceptions do not reflect how much

of the world looks at us.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist

just back from India, Turkey, and Sri

Lanka.
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Production Managor
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A challenge to overcome
Appropriately, it was called Challenger.

We are, after all a nation of challenges. A
bold experiment in self government, the

westward moving pioneers, the penniless

immigrant, the f^edom riders, and the

busiist -' vtntiiio all exemplify the

Ameraaii willingness tc» attack obstacles

in order toachiesi .1 im .i-^are of greatness.

From nitons <rf manifest destiny, America

is a self appointed leader and pioneer in

almost everything, including technolo^*.

TVchnology has done wonderous things

for us. Advances in transportation, home

conveniences, and tele communications

have made better lives for us while con

tinually pushing <tur frontiers outward, and

have thus raisetl our expectations to the

|)oint where we believe we can achieve

almost anything On the frontier, h<iwever.

there are risks, but we Americans have

always accepted risks as a cost for progress.

We are eager to show the world, through

our advances, the fruits of a free society and

the rightness of our way of life. Therefore,

when something that has become a sym-

bol of our country and its future fail, we all

falter, and when the lives of our fellow

citizens are lost, we all feel the pain. When,

for the world to see, the space shuttle

Challenger exploded into a million pieces,

a part of our very being as a nation also

shattered.

lb some, it may see that the tragedy of

Challenger gives lie to our greatness

Pterhaps Khadafy is gloating and the

Soviets are comforted, and maybe we are

not as sure of ourselves today as we were

a few days ago. However, there is perhaps

a quiet strength in our ability to feel the

Stephen Erickson

pain rfour loss, tu confmnt our deficiencies

openly, and u, assess our future activities

in terms «»l human costs.

Presiident Reagan had decided that a

teacher should be th. fit nvilianto^up

in the shuttle so that thi- inip<»rtaiu-e rfthat

profession wimld lie honmid Wh.it can we

now say to those childrin vvhu witilud the

shuttle, carrying their teacher on the

ultimate field trip, disintigrate Ufnre their

eyes?

An NBC reporter rewaled that m a con-

versation with the captain of (Challenger,

the astronaut had expressed his In^lief that

a shuttlt lurulcnl ^^a^ infvitable someday

and that he hoped the shuttle program

would not be cancelled as a result. If he

could talk to us from the dead, perhaps that

would be his testimony.

For a moment we will pause, and wonder

about the sanity of sending human flesh

hurtling into outer space encased in pieces

of metal surrounded by and at the mercy

of. electronics and explosive fuel.

Americans will certainly not travel into

space in the near future and the space pro-

gram itself may very well be slowed, but we

will assuredly continue to reach for the

stars. We are not a nation of recklessness,

but neither are we quitters. The task is to

learn our sobering lessons while still at-

tempting to overcome the challenges that

lay before us.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian

a>lumnist
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Bowling Ball!
Wh«n you Join and compl«t« our "Havo a

Ball Laagua." H't aaay and fun for avaryona.

Don't have a lot of time?

nils is the league for YOU!

IKInJ

*
*
*
*
*
*
¥
*

COUPON
COMPLIMENTARY BOWLING BAG

SlK>w us tt»i» coupon wtt«n you |0«» our fqut »n6 yooH

Lrecatve a compltmentary bowling bag .

Umrt one per registration.
|

Northampton

Bowl

If

Come to the Gala Reopening of

BOWICER
AUDITORIUM

Stockbridge Hall

University of Massac husetl^ at Atuhorst

Friday, Jiinuaiy 31, 1986

1

1

.30 am 2 pm Open HOUSC
Music, RefrcshnuMits aiul a chaiu c t>i % kh\

the area s newest chanUx'r pti torinaih ' . '

8:00 pm
Gala Performance by the

Springfield Symphony Orchestra
Chamber Ensemble

Barry Tuckwell, guest ct)iKliK tm
and horn S4)h>ist

TickCIS :^ 1 ,'

jj
4 THE FINEARTSCENTER

Call 343 25 II

YOURBSN
WORTH MORE^
ARMY NURSING.

Rrst. diere are die respect arvd dignity accorded

an Army officer. Then there's the opportunity to

travel, cnanging hospitals without losing seniority,

as so often happens in civilian hospitals.

And there s the opportunity to add new

and different nursing disciplines. To study,

continue your education, attending professional

conferences, working in a variety of nursing

specialties.

If you're working on your BSN or if you

already have a BSN and are registered to prac-

tice in the United States or Puerto Rico, talk to

our Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

CALL COLLECT. 301 -677-5355/4076

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BEAUYOUCANBL

USED PAPERBACKS
at 40 - 80% Off

Publishers List Price

Thousands of Academic

& Popular Paperbacks

in Almost All Subjects

Save on Course

Paperbacks

I Valley Books

Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst
M-F 10:30-5:30 Sat 10-5

Sun 12-5 549-6052

check or VISA/MC accepted

flOOOQOOO^aoa000900<MMO

ARTS
Art Dept. Chairman gets important commission
By JENNIFER ACKERMAN
Collegian Staff

George Wardlaw, the chairman of the

University Art department, is exhibiting

his work at the Museum of Fine Arts in

Springfield. A special addition to the ex-

hibit is a portion of a commission for a site-

qjecific work for the Johnson Wax Com
pany in Racine, Wisconsin. The company
patronized Frank Lloyd Wright in 1936,

which makes this commission a "terrific

thing " to the artist.

Wardlaw's "Passage X: Interior Garden"

is constructed with burnished columns of

painted aluminum that reach heights of 30

feet. In spite of the tons of material used,

the work has a "lightness, a luminosity,

almost a transparenc>'" that is brought out

through the abstract coloring of the

columns.

This important piece will also be joined

with three other major works by the artist

in the Milwaukee area, one at the

Milwaukee Art Museum, and two at the

Mount Sinai Medical Center in Milwaukee.

Because the commission is for a private

family-run company, the artist wanted "to

create an environment that is visually

challenging for the people who work there.

Something pleasant without being
sugary...I'm also walking a tightrope bet-

ween the effect on the first day, say, or dur-

ing the first year and later on. I don't want
it to be oppressive on their environment

when we install it, but then as time goes

by, I don't want it to fade into the wallpaper,

so to speak, and disappear"

"Passage X: Interior Garden" is planned

to be completed for the Johnson Wax Com-
pany's centennial celebration next summer

AUDITION CALLS
Now's the time to warm

up for this semester's

heatrics in the Five College

area. Here are some audi-

tion calls...good luck.

The University of

Massachusetts Department
of Theater will hold open

auditions for Tallev's Folly

and All's Welt That Ends
Well from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.

on Feb. 3 and 4. Auditions

for Thlley's Folly will be held

in rm. 08 of the UMass Fine

Arts and All's Well That

Ends Well auditions will be

in rm. 206. For further infor-

mation call 545-3900.

The Smith College
Theatre Department will

hold auditions for Antigone

Too at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 3, 4

and 5 in the TV Studio at

Smith College.

There is a chorus call for

Project's Opera's production

of Die Fledermaus, to be

held in May at the Academy

of Music in Northampton.

Contact Janet Sadler at

586-5026 or 296-4028.

Theater in the Works is

now accepting scripts for its

ninth season at the Rand
Theater. Aspiring
playwrights should send

scripts to "Resident
Dramaturg, " Department of

Theater, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst,

MA 01003.

INTO ART?
There will be a meeting for Five College students interested

in writing for the ARTS page this semester at 4 p.m. Friday

at the Collegian Campus Center, rm.ll4. This meeting is man-

datory for all staff members and correspondents who wish to

achieve staff status.

laven't yow«Mr done 9<Mnething

in your Hfe you with you cmiM
do ov«r again... ^^^

Mid this time

doit

A Comwiy abouc life. hope, and fatdng «vwi.

KINGS ROAD ENTERTAINMENT Prtients A GORDON CARROLL Production THE BBT OF TWg
WiELA REED DONALD MOFFAT h«^ b^ ARTHUR B. RUBINSTEIN ^^jjr RON ^JSJOJ

-J ft«*<.d brGORDON CARROLL o^^ct^i^ ROGER SPOTT^gWOOE

George Wardlaw, sculptor and chairman of the University Art

department.

ARTSLINES

STARTS JANUARY 318t AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE! Coming January 31st to Select Theatres

As we all know, the first week of classes

can be hectic. But what else could be more

relaxing than taking in a little culture?

There's plenty of events going on in the Five

College Area to choose from.

January Clearance, the Five College In-

terterm Playwrights Works-in-Progress

Presentation will be held at 8 p.m. tonight

in the Hallie Flanagan Studio at Smith

College. The works of eight student

playwrights will be presented. Admission

is $1. For reservations and information call

584-3023, 12:30 - 4:30 pm.
The Wheeler Gallery opens this semester

with Trying to Live The American Dream,

a project by undergraduate Robert P. Miller.

An opening reception will be held from 5-7

p.m. tomorrow. The exhibit will continue

through Feb. 9.

The Amherst College Department of

Theater and Dance is presenting The

Trial—a Student Thesis Production by Jean

Louis Barrault and Andre Gide—at 8 p.m.

on Friday and Saturday in the Kirby

Theater at Amherst College. General Ad-

mission is $1 with Amherst College student

admitted free with valid ID.

The University Gallery opens a dual ex-

hibit for the public on Saturday.

floatinghouse, DEADMAN is a mtyor

sculptural installation created by artist

I^ter Shelton especially for the Universi-

ty Gallery. Daniel Rush is exhibiting Can-

tos for an Accompanying Role Gallery

hours are Mon. thru Fri. 11 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.,

and Saturday and Sunday 2 - 5 p.m. Both

exhibits continue through March 16.

Harpsichordist Wendy Young can be

heard at 8:15 p.m. on Saturday in Buckley

Recital Hall at Amherst College. The pro-

gram will be comprised entirely of the

works of Bach. Admission is free.

Forty young people selected from the Na-

tional Guild of Community Music Schools

will perform a program of solo and chamber

music at 2 p.m. on Sunday in the Bezan-

son Recital Hall located in the UMass Fine

Arts Center The soloist, ranging from age

seven to twenty-five, will be performing

music for the piano, voice, cello, flute, violin,

Frt'nch hprn and oboe. Admission is free.

For more information call 545 0519.

The Performing Art.s Division is .sponsor-

ing the Northeast Honors Recital at 2 p.m.

Sunday in the Bezanson Recital Hall.

There will be a benefit concert held for

the Center for the Arts in Northampton at

3 p.m. on Sunday at the Center for the Arts.

Included is a reunion of celli.st Adriana

Contino—a concert cellist—and her former

accompaniest Jacinthe Couture. General

admission is $6 and students and senior

citizen tickets are $4. Call 586-7282 for

information.

A concert of traditional Scottish music
will be held by folksinger Jean Redpath at

7:30 p.m. on Sunday at Buckley Recital

Hall, Amherst College. Tickets in advance

are $6 for general Jidmissions and $4 for

students and senior citizens. Tickets are

$7.50 at the door Call 548-9363 or 549-0480

for further information.

A program of Baroque and contemporary

music will be performed by the Western

Brass Quintet—a faculty ensemble from

Western Michigan University—at 8:15 p.m.

on Feb. 7 in Buckley Recital Hall, at

Amherst College. Tickets are $8 for the

general public and $4 for students and

senior citizens.

Valley Playwrights will present a reading

of What Are Friends For at 8 p.m. on Feb.

7 and 8 at the Street Studio Theatre in

Hadley. A matinee performance will be

held at 2 p.m. on Feb. 15 at the Jones

Library in Amherst. Tickets are available

at the door.

A concert of South Indian classical music

will be performed by Karaidudi Subrama-
nian and Trichy Sankaran at 8:15 p.m. on

Feb. 8 in Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst
College. The concert is part of the 1985-86

Music of the Whole Earth Series, ^^mis-

sion is free.

Amherst's Buckley Recital Hall is host to

the Young People s Symphony, to be held at

4 p.m. on Feb. 9. This group, comprised of

local high school seniors, is under the direc-

tion of Springfield Symphony Maestro

Robert Gutter. General admission is $4

with student and senior citizen tickets

$2.50.
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UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
There 'a no need to hurry.

Our convenient locations

allow you to shop early or

late for your

Back To School needs.

Store Hours the Week of 1/27-1/31

Main Store Mon & Tue 9 am - 9 pm
Located in the Wed, Thurs, Fri 9 am - 5 pm
Campus Center gat 10 am - 3 pm
Mini store Mon - Fri 7:30 am to 10 pm
Located in the gat - Sun 8:00 am to 10 pm

Student Union Bldg.

Hampden and Worcester

Munchys Mon - Sun 8 am - 9 pm

Franklin Munchy
Mon - Sun 7:30 am - 9 pm

Textbook Annex Mon 9 am - 5 pm
Located in the Tue, Wed, Thurs

Physical Plant Building 9 am - 9 pm
Friday 9 am - 5 pm
Sat 10 am - 3 pm

^t ^appa ^Ipifa
presents

the

7th ANNUAL DANCE COMPETITION
At:

MARCH
7 and 8

7 PM -

7 AM

Everyone's

a

Winner
A DUSK TO DAWN BATTLE TO
OVERCOME MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

^ ^

—

FIRST PRIZE:

Trip for Two
to

Ft. Lauderdale

during

Spring Break

(all expenses)

Trophies to

the winner

of each division

Come Join the Funll
Registration Forms available at J.R.'s or Utopia

or call

534-0229

Sponsored by

and ™9<®>#FM
Ha
9a

176 Un»v»r»lty Drtv*. Amh«r«t
i*ii»^"IF»^^^

=S W%dimBday, Januwry 29. 19M

.1

!»»• ^^
^^

UMASS
CREDIT UNION

• Minimum balance in a checking account is $25,

and $5 in a savings account

• American Express Travelers Checks and Money Orders

• Accounts with over $50 earn 6% intersest

• LOANS! Both Car and Personal

• Hours: Mon-Thu 10-3; Fri 10-4

. OPEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY - YOU HAVE NOTHING

TO LOSE AND ALOT TO GAIN!

314 Student Union Bldg. 545-2800 Member NCUA

CHEVROLET-

DANCE TO VIDEOS BY TODAY'S
TOP STARS!

Oe 200 PRIZES TO BE GIVEN AWAY!

.Time:

<'t-MM^^^M± Union TlciHr

• • • s «. ^ « '

Date:

Place

Donation:

Proceeds to benefit the T. J. IVIartell Foundation for Cancer and Leukemia Research.

Sponsored by: 71k^ C^ff^rQU'C^r ^^'
Withm anrfGAAAC

Wednesday, January 29, 1966
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DOONESBURY GARRY TRUDEAU

cmjecfva^- twjUm/hat
PosB'Btn^iHffit ima?TO

; UffSAPRO! CJOKONeR
I

\ nap* 1^ \

THE FAR SIDE BY GARY LARSON

55=^
IPOHTKNOU.
aPMiBHA^ ARE lOJ

ANYSMEAves seoous*

^ OKAXPIP yBAH,afT

HBHAVBANi *!^2^

"VX J-^ TOO A^_ r

FREAKER PATROL

• -•pJ^ES£NTIN6*-'

HOUSEMATES

I'M TRYING TbDRID^

MYBoYF^WiDFoR

Mov^ our...

GORDY

FooF*AtJD i\rr,...

muOVE Geo OF UA^t^X

BLOOM COUNTY

emnmiY,

Hmrmr I^MkK

AMN.

irSNtJTTWHeiSNT
NK€-JT'SJUSr7>4ATH^

INOeilSIY^ABflOTHlS

fUruRE.- Ht'S NOT

ENeR66m... Wi DoeSNT

f1AKEMElAU6«...

fAAtJeO JAKE AMO

« NOT A 60D, SIMPLY A STf/O

TtMBd/ IN FACT, YOWVe RBIM?Tm
MAMZm NiNe VMCi ' IN mcT.

I PONT imiT TO Hef\R nm/r
JANB mUY'd New BA0Y evsN

^

omMomvm^

^Hj^

"Gee, that's a wonderful sensation.
... Early in the morning, you just woke
up, you're tired, movin" kindo slow,

and then that ooooold smell hits your
r>ose ... blood in the water."

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

("^Hii 5£ntsr6ft r^ATwft.-^

AtO<«Jfc Vjfv* TMRT

^V fg^^VCAH.I

Amp TmiS~'"\M£ Wf

Po»M>>CC .

G£"'OwT Tut P«*<3

OontCaci Us^

BY R.MILLER

ACTuALUr, I KNOW
^xactlvojhatthc
problem is...

Ht'SraMUCHLNCf Me.'

<^nu

BY GORDE

AWO &yRWf

t

GORDV
tVKLY IKJ THE COLL£6IAto:

BY BERKE BREATHED

imFftm'^
ISA

5fVice fkjeN.

<-<:

"/ don't think Fve felt this way since John
Kennedy got shot

"

— Gov. Michael Dukakis reacting to the

space shuttle disaster.
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Menu
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Egg Roll/Fried Rice
Due Sauce, Soy Sauce

BASICS LUNCH

Golden Burgers
Egg Roll/Fried Rice
Due Sauce, Soy Sauce

DINNER
PRIME RIB NIGHT
Rib Roast of Beef/Au Jus
Chicken Cordon Bleu/Supreme Sauce
Cranberry Sauce

BASICS DINNER

Zucchini and Cheese Boats
Chicken Breasts with Rice Stuffing

Weather

Sun and mixed clouds today with highs in the
mid-twenties. Chance of snow tonight with temps
hovering in the upper teens. Thursday sunny and
€old with a high of around 30 degrees.

Staff

Nig^t Editor
Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

Daniel Sobel

Ian Polumbaum
Ansel Zinter

Brian Guamotta
Ansel Zinter

Production Laura Bell, Kelly Sieger, Leslie Nakayima,

Gary Brennan

The Mansachusetts Daily Collegian (USPS permit IM), a R«g<atered Stu-

dent Orfanixation at the UnlVeraity of Maaaachuietta at Amherst, ia

puhliahed Monday throufh Friday excludinc holidayi, exam* and vaca-

tion* period*. Content i* determined *olely by the Collegian Board of

Editor* without prior approval from L'niveraity adminiatrator*. faculty

or (taff. Operation* are funded aolely by advertiaing and *ub*cription*

revenue. Sub*cription* and advertlaing rate* are available at 113 Cam-
pu* Center. University of Ma**achuaetto. Amherst. Maas. 01003, (413)

54&>3A00. Poatnaater aend addreaa changea to the above addreaa.
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* basketball—
The lead got as high as 1 1, 79-68 as Smith

hit tvTO at the Une again, but Jim McCafrey

(a season-high 26) kept Holy Cross respec

table at the end with several long-range

jumpers.

"It's tough to get up for non-league

games, but we did a lot of good things out

there tonight," said Gerlufsen. "Hopefully,

we can build on this game and play well on

the road (where UMass plays its next four

games starting Thursday night at George

Washington).

For UMass, Sutton was high again wih

18. Smith added 14 and eight assists.

Frrahman David Brown had 15 and Milum
added 13 and five rebounds.

The Minutemen shot 70 percent firom the

' continued from page 12

floor in the first half (57 percent for the

game) and 70 percent from the line.

"It's getting a lot better." said Smith.

"We're playing like a team and getting

some good efforts. It's important for us to

play like this on the road. Playing together

is important in other team's gyms. I think

we can have a good second half in the

league. We're capable of it."

The team's goals, according to a poster in

the locker room, include going undefeated

the rest of the way at home and finishing
* in the top four of the league (they are

curently fifth). Can they do it?

"We're a lot better than people give us

credit," said Sutton. "If we get together,

watch out."

* women's basketball
and undefeated in the Atlantic- 10 with a

7^ recmtl. were led by Sue Wick's 32 poinU

and nine rebounds.

UMass trailed by only four at halftime,

43-39, after Rutgers raced out to a 7-0 lead

early in the first half. But then the roof feel

in as the Lady Knights reeled off a 16-0

spurt in the second half to take command
of the game
MINUTEWOMEN MUTTERINGS:

Senior Kelly Collins and ^phomore Tkra

Wednesday, January W, 1M6
^mmmmmmmmmmCOntmued from page 12

Wednesday. January 29, 1986

Lewis aire still out with knee ii^juries, with
Collins expected to practice soon. Collins

is averaging 3.3 ppg and 2.2 boards per

game. Lewis is averaging 7.4 ppg and 4.4

rebounds per game. . . Hebel's 20 points

against Harvard marks the sixth time this

season she has led the team in scoring. . .

Freshman forward Beth Wilbor was
nominated for the A- 10 rookie-<tf-the-week

for the week ending January 20.

* swimming , continued from pagt 12

year in a dual meet. "Dual meets aren't in

dicative You need a lot of depth because

th^ score dcywn to 16 (xr 18 spc^ in the Nefw

England meet. I'm taking an eighteen man
roster and I feel everyone will score. It's not

just the firsts and fifths but the tenths alao

that win the meet," Yarworth noted.

The Minutemen defeated the hc»t Rama,
72-41 for their eighth victory of the season

and 14th going back to last year.

MASS.*mM>VtQ
MMMCTtONrrATIOM

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/B0R13

$29
Includos Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center
Fut ServK0 Tire Siote

T» StmMrtand Xd.. No Amhartl. MA
A0O9S •rom WairotM » Slorr

549>4704

Most Major

Crvdit Cards Accepted

rentAnrkk

New & Used Cart
Trucks A Vans Also Avaiabl*

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

• • •WELCOME BACK UMASS PARTY • • •

Ijdnce/Club
Tonight - Wednesday January 29th

bor»*^
Introduces

CAROL GARDNER
vhShw* ««* Cant QiOim hat

mtMii m (tan o« MMiMi oowmM-
UUHH CmoI. •atmwly oi NagmcT
(SirMylMM. has Man

i Dc\/cQcc Every Customer Arriving |
? COVER ;

Before 10:00 PM ][

Receives $1.00 \i

tot •Bao<»*m»a» _

an Irf Carat tooaa torMrt lo

III- n
'"—.-—.. MANOBS

• FREE SKI LIFT TICKETS

Collegian ii

• notebook
Jones Transfers: In

other UMass news, junior

college transfer Ben Jones,

who left the t«am for per

sonal reasons before the new

s t ar. has transfered to Tfen

nessee State. Jones averag

ed 3.8 points in six games

for UMass.
Recruiting update: UM

assistant coach Dennis

Jackson said Monday that a

6- 10 1/2 high school player

from Staten, Island. NY has

narrowed his choice of

schools to UMass and Pro

vidence College.

Abdul Shanisid Deen, who
was featured in a two-page

spread in Saturday's New
York R>st. started out enter

taming the offers of the

University of Miami.
ViUanova and Syracuse

along with PC and UMass,

but Jackson reported that

the big man told him that it

..^ continued from page 12

comes down to the Big East

Friars or the Minutemen.
Shamsid Deen, who plays

for a bad team in New York

but still gets over 23 point.^

and 15 rebounds per game,

would be the first legitimate

big center to ever sign with

UMass.
Coach Ron Gerluf^n said

that he hopes to bring in

three players this sea^n
and that UMass is seeking

players only 6 8 or bigger

NCAA rules allow up to 15

scholarships per team, but

the coach said that even

with Jones' transfer and

Jackie Sheehan's possible

graduation (he has a year «rf

eligibility left). UMass will

still only bring in three

players. Should Sheehan
leave, UMass will have 10

pliers <» scholarship retur

nin^' next sea.son

Minuteman Mutterings:

Famed former Minuteman
Julius Erving was
rumoured to be attending

the rededication of the

Ifnovated Cage on Monday
night The Doc played in

Boston (and lost to the

Cetics) on Sunday and didn't

have a game for a few days,

but never showed, or was
planned on according to

athletic department sounds.

Poor Scooter; Glen
Scooter " Tropf of Holy

Cross is hating his

nickname right now. UMass
fans heckled the freshman

guard, yelling "Scooter"

every time he touched the

ball on Monday The final

indignity cams when he

missed an uncontested dunk
in the second half.

Tbm Emerson missed the

HC game with an injured

leg, he is expected back for

the road trip.

^liiiiMiia ggQQ[nQ^QD

* • • i oll<-Kian ^hoU> 1>> Mi< Iwllc Srgall

for you> appoMMMM «aM

- ^^^ Free Sodas For Designated Drivers
' Must Be of Legal Drinking Age

dance^Club Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

Sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton has been names Atlantic 10

Conference Player of the Week. He is scoring over 18 points per

game

65UmMnM^i^^|^gQ«^2^^ i

UMass Springbreak Party 86!
March 15-22

SPRING BREAK PARTY
Includes: 7 Nights Lodging, 8 Beach Days

Dates: Check in any Saturday,

Check out the following Saturday

Ft. Lauderdale, Florida — Springbreak Mecca lor College Students Evefywhere!

• 8 Beach Days • 7 Nights Lodging on the Strip at Lauderdale Beach Hotel

/ off the Strip at Days Inn

Swimming Pools • Patio Bars • Restaurants • Special LUV Happy Hour Prices

• LUy Parties at the Button and Penrods and much, much more.

All this from $189, ya gotta LUV it!!

Daytona Beach — Drive on the Beach and Party all Day!

• 8 Beach Days • 7 Nights Lodging on the Strip at the Castaways Peach Rpro-

• Swimming Pools •Restaurants • Bars and Night Clubs

• Special LUV Happy Hour Pnces and Pool Parties

All this from $119 ya gotta LUV it'!

Key West — Relax and enjoy the sunsets in the American Tropics for only $149

• 8 Beach Days • 7 Nights Lodging at the Days Inn on the North end of l^^land

• Swimming Pool on location • Wide variety of restaurant . oar?

• Free sunset festival night'y.

Spring Skiing at Killington, VT 'rom S119

2 day or b day packages including;

• Mountainside condo lodging

• Lift tickets for all six mountains

• Shuttle service to slopes daily

• Shuttle service to bars and restaurants nightly

FLIGHTS
AVAILABLE

Ft. Lauderdale is

below the frost line ia

Sunny Southern Florida!

Transporuiiion it available on:

Charter bus: Check with your locaJ representative or caJI our reservaiionj staff for your price.

Airline: Check with your locai representative or call our reservations staff for your price.

U-Drive: Share the driving expenses with friends— this is the least expensive way to go.

* CALL NOWl

Contacts Kc.oamct 5'49-1749

YOUR LOCAL LUV
REPRESENTATIVE

Grad RoserOaum 549*6860

800-368-2006 USA Toll Free 800-542-8003 Virginia ToU Free
Enterprise Travei Center P.O. Box 7827 Charlottesville, Virginia 22906

A Subsidiary ofJAB Enttrprites. Inc.

UPC presents

FRi/fEB. 7th at 8 PM
Student Union Ballroom

TIX $10.50 UMass
$12.50 Gen. Public

On sale 1/29 at
For the Record (Faces)

Main St. Records and Tix Unlimited

Women's Lacrosse
Meeting: Tbday, 4 p.m.,

NOPE 153. Mandatory

meeting for all players.

Women's Volleyball

Meeting: Thursday, 6 p.m..

Boyden 219. Mandatory

meeting for all players.

Sports Notices
Intramural hockey:

Rosters for intramural

hockey teams are due in

the Intramural office on

Thursday, Jan. 30. A
managers meeting will be

held in the Intramural of-

fice on Thursday at 4 p.m.

All fees are due prior to

Feb 4. People wishing to

referee or be a scorekeeper

should attend a mating at

4:30 on Thursday in the In

tramural office. For more
information, call John

Jonas at 546 6397.

Thursday, January 30 at 7:15pm

Alliance
Christian

Fellowship

CJ^Mm> CBNltR. t/M/bS

Now's
the time

to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

THE ULTIMATE
30 MINUTE WORKOUT

Until Friday.

February 7th you can work out at

1 the BODY SHOP FITNESS CENTERS for FREEH!

Our friendly and knowledgeable staff will

answer your questions and demonstrate our

state-of-the-art Hydrafitness equioment.

EXERCISE WITH A FRIEND
AND SAVE $$$$

Sign up with a triend and get the 2nd

membershiifat 1/2 PRICE!!

THE BODY SHOP

TWO CONVENIENT CAJVIPUS LOCATIONS:

Bovden & Totman

7:30 -9:00 am
12:00- 1:00 pm
4:00- 6:00 pra

Still only $45/seniester !

* 1/2 price for first time members only

••i**

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8.45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8.45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ALLIANCE CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

FOR RENT

Gat MTchad for mw MMatcr! Fint

meeting THun 7:16, Campos Center

newcomers welcome

AUTO FOR SALE

Wit Pl7M«Ui HerlMM 4 ind 4 dr

reliable trmnaportation tlOOO or BO
66M8M
U H trae fea eaa buy )••?• l""

»•
throufti the U.S. mvemment? Get the

teeu today! CaU 1-S12-742-1142 ext

B»31A

BED * BREAKFAST

1 bedroMB la a S bedrooa apwJMeat
dose to town and campus $226* call Donna

66M133

3 bedro— apt Belchertown on bus route

$626/mo inchidea heat, water 823-6907

FridM RMtals free delivery RAP
Package store 25»-9742

FOR SALE

Waleitod queenaiae >nc heater, liner,

mattraaa. frame 1126.00 Tom 64»-4071

PweaU Tlaittegf AMITY HOUSE ts a

eoiy, conrenient alternative for non-

Mnoker* in the heart of town. B & B for 2:

146.00. UMass discount $6.00. Call

&4»-6446

C«MMter T««daal * 1200 baud modem
jlWeach 64»«)6a

New CMch. wmi aeed laot negotiable

call evca 266-1040

'CASH'

Pajrtaf cMk far .

PWaiae call Mike 64<»«106

ENTERTAINMBNT

GOVERNMENT HOMES from »1 (u

repair) Also delinquent tax prpp«rtv Call

l40M87-<IOOO ext. GH-9616 for informa

tion __^
New Tandy 1000 inchides double disk dr

keyboard monitor. Also a PFS write and

dMk maU prxjgram 1.900 call Um after

7:00 666-4991

duties include answenng ptione, taking

classified ads, filing, and misc dut)es Ap-

plications will be tJten only umtil January

31 , 1986 at 2:30. Decisions will be made by

the following Tuesday.

GOVERNMENT JOBS
116,040-$59.280/yr. Now hiring. Call

1 805-687-6000 ext R-9616 for current

federal list.

Federal Overeeas. nationwide jobs!

$17 101-$61,104! Summer. Career! CaU:

Gttidedirectoi7, Aopliaitions. l-l»t>n/n.

Newsaarviee! 6l6) 944-4444 ext. OS. 161

isarciae lMli«et«c. Work study, CPR
Preferred t*-**"^™*. E«g«« Sggnoe.

Sports Management, 1<S*K, or mkia.

5^666 during Body Shop hours.

F«i«if« 8twle«U: Recently published

JSdeto Gr^encaid «E»ni.P'-''»r%'2!!
SeUils: Immigrant Publ)cations. PO Box

5159911, Dallas, TX 76251

INSTRUCTION PERSONALS

MOBILB MUSIC INC Disks spun to your

tMU Cdl Ohm 26»«846

HELP WANTED

SnMBier ft Career Jobs Available!

Reeort hotels, cruise liners & amusement

parks are now accepting applications for

employment! To receive an application

anif information, write: Tounsm Informa-

tion Services FU Box 7411 ffiit-n Head

Island. SC 29928

Knew yo«r car. Basic Automobile
Workshop. 28 hours including classroom

and shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Music and Dance laatnsctloa. Perform-

ing Arts Division, register by Wedneaday,
FMmiary 6. UMaaa student disoounis

available. CM ChapeUiniasa 545^519

roURNAUSM EXPERIENCE

Briag the Mwsafyew scboslle the five

eellege area. Gain valuable experience

reporting for an ward winning newflp«)er.

Contact: DAILY COLLEGIAN 645-i600

OVERBATmOT

Caa't step ovcreaUagT Get "60 Quick
Ways to Stop a Binge Once It Starts"
Send $4.95 to EIke, Dept. CB186. 606
Leiand, St. Louis MO 63130

PARTY PARTY PARTY

Co«e with Lav Tears to sunny and ex-

citing Fort Lauderdale or Daytona. Best
hotels on/off the strip. Trans, available.

Best prices going! Call Mark, 549-6173,

Ken !>49-l749, J^n 549-6403

TRAVEL

STOLEN blue CB ski jacket, gtoves and

scarf from 8 Brmndywine party on 1/17

Please return no questions aaked! Call

266-1719

Gown • Wekome b««k. Maybe we cm
finally get together. Whatever

SCREWING OFF - 60 creative ways to

waate time on the job wittwut swttiM

ou^t. Send $4.96 to Elka. Dept CSIM;
So6Leland. Suite 704. 8t LouiaMO 6S1»0

It's OK a I wyhaiy. don't worry any mow]
Day Graphkt is bMd(!

ROOMMATE WANTED

Fiials MMMMker to share

Brandywine call anytime 64^6037

Fe*«le t« ahare raoai la Soathwoad
townhouse for spring semester call

258-9413

SERVICES

waik<«ta4y padtitN- available.

IVpiag. Fast, accurate. Call anytime.

666-7662

Lyme Haaa Esq. P.C. laaOgratioB Law
evening appointments call Springfield Of

ftce 781-6570 or 666-8618

SPRING BREAK on the beach at South

Padre Island, Daytona Beach, Fort

Lauderdale, Fort Walton Beach or

Mustang laland/Port Arabaaa from only

$89; and skiing at Steamboat or Vail from

only $86! Deluxe lodgiiur, partiee, goodie

bag*, more. . .Hurry, caU SunchaseTours
for more information and reservations toll

ttv» 1-800-821-601 1 TODAY! When your

Spring Break eounU. . .count on Sonehaae

WANTED

AttaatlMi: Altaian Seott Is now auditien^

iiV Springsteen and sbnilatly inihienead
nmaiciana for an original/eover band that

will play the coDaga/ehib circuit Have
rehearsal space anastudio. If you are an
interested lead guitarist/baasist/dnun-
mer/keyboardist. caD 646-6806

WANTED TO MNT
Need a roaaiT Chi Omen providea a 21

meal plan (homecooked of course); douUe-
occupancy rooms; on bus route but within

walking distance Any woman interested

should call Mardee at 646-0162 or

545-2092
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SPORTS
SLAM!
The dunk is back in the UMass arsenal

Colleirian photo by Paul Df>Rinarai!i

Freshman forward John Milum jams home
a dunk Monday against Holy Cross. UMass
won, 82-76.

UM women
roll past
Harvard
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team snapped a five game los-

ing streak last night as the Minutewomen

stopped Harvard University, 76-67, in Cam-

bridge. The win improves the

Minutewomens record to 9-10 overall,

while Harvard fell to 10-5 on the season.

UMass was led by senior guard Barbara

Hebel's 20 points. Sophomore center Sue

Burtoft added 12 points and 11 rebounds

and senior forward Karen Damminger chip-

ped in 12 points and 8 boards. Hebel's game

status was questionable due to a sprained

ankle she suffered in the second half of

Saturday's loss to Rutgers.

The Minutewomen also got eight points

and five rebounds from freshman forward

Beth Wilbor and 10 points and seven

assists from fif^shman point guard Christel

Zullo.

Barb Keffer and Anna Collins scored 24

and 18 points respectively for Harvard.

The Crimson led for the first seven

minutes of the game, jumping out to a 12-6

lead. But the Minutewomen went into

halftime with a 45-32 lead thanks to a 20-9

gpurt midway through the first half. Har-

vard rallied and closed to within six points

in the second half, but UMass, aided by 28

Crimson turnovers, held on for its first win

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Stafi"

The dunk is back.

It used to be that a University of Massachusetts basket-

ball player needed 15 feet of clear space to get off even

a little one-handed dunk and even that set the Cage to

rocking.

Now, however, the current Minutemen can reel ofr

serious dunks the two-handed, look out below here it

comes variety. And they do it with increasing regularity.

The Minutemen employed the dunk several times in

beating Holy Cross, 82 76 before 4,024 in the sold-out Cage

on Monday night. The Minutemen fell to West Virginia

on Saturday night, 69-61 also at the Cage, to slump to 3-5

in the Atlantic 10 Conference.

The Holy Cross game saw the official return of the

UMass dunk. Not since the days of Edwin Green have the

Minutemen exhibited dunks like they have recently.

"It's a part of the game plan, I like to see the players

dunk whenever they can," said UMass coach Ron

Gerlufsen. "It gives us a lift menUUy and I think it

discourages the over team."

The UMass chapter of Phi Slamma Jamma includes 6-9

freshman center John Milum, 66 freshman forward

Duane Chase, 6-8 freshman center Sean Mosby, 6-2

sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton and 5 11 junior guard

Carl Smith.

Milum creates his own slam chances. Working hard on

the offensive boards. Milum gets the unexpected dunks,

going up in traffic to slam home a rebound. Chase, the

captain of the UMass air force, works off the baseline, tak-

ing lobs from the backcourt and throwing down the forceful

type of dunks that usually force opposing coaches to call

a time out.

Sutton is the artistic dunker. A 6-10 high jumper in high

school, UM's high scorer gets great height on his takeoff,

juggles the ball a little in the air, and sets the crowd off

with the big slam.

Smith has dunked twice in his career, once as a freshman

and again Tuesday against the Crusaders. The 5-11 co-

captain isn't going to go up strong in the paint or make

anyone forget Micheal Jordan, but give him the lane and

a lot of room, and he'll get one off.

"I didn't think the old man had it in his legs," said

Gerlufsen with a laugh. "He really surprised me."

"I dunk once every two years," said Smith. "Although

I may have one left for this year."

All kidding aside, UMass is starting to turn things

around and the dunking exhibitions have helped. The

Minutemen played a strong game on Saturday against a

good West Virginia team that is atop the Atlantic 10 at 8-0.

The Mountaineers threw a box-and-one defense around

Sutton. Leaving guard Dale Blaney to guard Sutton man-

to-man, WVU took its four other players and had them

play a zone around Sutton and Blaney. Averaging over 21

points-per-game in the A- 10, Sutton is a constant threat

to blow a game open and Mountaineer coach Gale Catlett

recognized this and set his defense to stop the 6-2

sophomore.

UMass didn't respond well and didn't set the picks to

free Sutton to shoot. The Minutemen trailed only 38-34

at halftime and were in the game at 56-54 with 5:50 as

Sutton canned a jumper.

But two missed layups and a key turnover in the final

minutes hurt UMass and inexperienced UMass lost

another tough game, 69-61.
«„»!. j

Sutton scored 17 in the gamwe to lead UMass. WVU had

18 from Blaney and 14 from Holman Harley.

Needing a victory against a bad Holy Cross team before

its best crowd since the season opener, UMass responded

with a strong effort to topple the Crusaders, 82-76 on Mon-

day night.

UMass, spurred on by the rowdy crowd, took a 25-20 lead

with 9:23 left in the first half, but saw that lead cut to

one, 35-34 at halftime.

The Crusaders, on the strength of Paul Durkee's inside

play, took a 46-41 lead with five minutes gone in the se-

cond half. Gerlufsen rallied his troops and after a time

out, UMass regained the lead for good at 54-53 as Smith

hit two free throws.

cnnlinued on page 10

Basketball notebook

Sutton selected
piayer-of-the-week
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts guard Lorenzo Sutton has

been named Atlantic 10 Conference Player-of-the-Week for

his efforts against Duquesne and West Viginia.

The 6-2 sophomore scored 42 points with 1 1 rebounds

and five steals in the two games, which UMass split. He

has won the award twice this season, splitting it once with

St. Joseph's guard Maurice Martin.

Sutton is the leading scorer in A-10 games with 21.3

points-per-game. He is third overall at 18.5 ppg, but leads

aqll guards. In the last eight games, Sutton has led UM
in scoring and shot over 63 percent from the field.

If he can maintain his pace, Sutton would have the

highest scoring average for a UMass player since Al Skin-

ner's 18.8 in 1974. He could finish with over 500 points,

the most since Dr. J's 727 in 1971.

UM point guard Carl Smith is also among the A-lO's

leaders. The 5-11 junior co-captain is first in assists with

7.4 per-game. He is in the top three in free throw shooting

with an 87 percent mark from the line. He is scoring 8.7

ppg-
continued on page 11

Undefeated UMass
hosts Huskies
Swimmers, 8-0, in final home meet

C'llIpKian photo by Paul Desmarois

Senior center Sue Burtoft goes

up with a shot agains Rugers on
Saturday.

since January 9, when the Minutewomen
defeated Duquesne University.

On Saturday, the Minutewomen were
trounced by Rutgers University, 85-65, at

the Curry Hicks Cage. Hebel scored 14

points and senior guard Juanita Matthews
grabbed seven rebounds for UMass. The

continued on page 10

By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

Coming off an easy victory over the

University of Rhode Island, the undefeated

University of Massachusetts men's swim
team hosts the University of Connecticut

in their final home meet of the season

tonight.

Minuteman coach Russ Yarworth is hop-

ing for a big crowd for tonight's 7 p.m. meet

in Boyden Pool. "The kids deserve a big

crowd because they're undefeated," he said.

Senior freestyler Drew Donovan agreed,

"You should support the teams that do well.

Earlier in the season there was some peo-

ple from a frat there and they rocked the

place. It would be nice to have a crowd."

Donovan is not surprised by the team's

success thus far, "I talked to Russ at the

beginning of the season and I knew if we
had (John) Turner we'd be all right and
with the freshman we'd be much better

with a lot of depth," he said.

Yarworth isn't sure what to expect from

UConn. "They just beat Springfield (one of

UMass' closer meets) and they got two new
kids in January. It depends on how they

prepare for the meet, whether they train

for the meet or swim through us. They may
think they can't beat us and they'll work

for later meets and swim off events. We've

beat them four years in a row so they may
come out fighting , if they do they could

give us a tough meet."

Connecticut is strong in the sprints and

they have good freestylers but they are

weak in the backstroke Yarworth said.

"They have a good young team but not a

lot of depth. We'll go with our bascically

strong line-up. It's the last of our tough

meets, we have to make sure we win. It's

always fun to beat UConn,"
It's hard for the Minutemen not to look

past this meet, as down the road is their

final goal, a championship in the New
England meet. "The swimmers are more
confident, they are starting to believe. The
meet will be a dogfight with Williams, but

Tufts and Southern Connecticut will be

tough also," Yarworth said.

UMass has already beaten Williams this

continued on page W

Sports at a Glance

UMass Schedule:
Thday:

Men's Swimming: Connecticut, Boyden
Pbol, 7 p.m.

Women's Gymnastics: Yale, Boyden
Gymnastics Center, 7 p.m.
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Fate of inn
still to be
determined
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

Labor troubles at the Lord Jeffery Inn

have resulted in its closing while the

Amherst Inn Ca decides the fate of the

building.

The inn was padlocked New Year's day by

manager Eric Nusbaum after seven

months of negotiations between manage
ment and union employees at the inn fail-

ed to produce a new contract for the

employees. The main areas of disagreement

included seniority rights for employees and

a two-tier pay system proposed by

management.
Amherst College owns 75 percent of the

Amherst Inn Co.. which runs the inn. "The

Amherst Inn Company is in the process of

studying what possible uses might be made
of the building." said Kent Faerber, presi

dent of the company's board of directors.

Possible uses include sale or lease to a

hotel/restaurant operator, or sale or lease

to Amherst College for student and facul-

ty housing, Faerber said.

Union officials requested that a com-

munity fact-finding board be set up to ex-

amine publicly the issues behind the labor

dispute.

"We were willing to let the public look at

it," said Rob Traber, area director for local

217 of the Hotel and Restaurant Employees

Union, which represents the employees.

"Let the community decide because we

llrgian phoUt h> Michrllr Srgitll

Amherst's Lord Jeffery Inn shut its doors for the last time earlier

this month, following a labor dispute with its employees that could

not be resolved. Possible uses for the building include sale or lease

to a hotel or restaurant operator or Amherst College, which owns
75 percent of its parent company.

think we're right."

The inn's management rejected the re

quest. "They {union leaders] weren't

responsive to our offers," Faerber said. "Ar-

bitration is useful in a limited scope, but

in this case it would have been too much

of a responsibility to give to an outside

third-party.

"The inn closed because we were not able

to reach an agreement with our employees,"

Faerber said. ' We made the best offer we

could make that was economically accep-

table."

Traber said many people in the press

have asked him if the union would help the

former employees find new work, but he

said that would imply that the solution is

unsolvable.

"The employees are still intending to

fight," Traber said.

FYI: shuttle memorial to be held
• A memorial service for the seven vic-

tims of the space shuttle tragedy will be

held at 7 p.m. today in the chapel at the

Newman Center.

Rev. Joseph Quigley and three students

will speak during the half-hour service.

• The United Christian Foundation will

hold a discussion about the space shuttle

from 12:15 to 1:15 today in room 428 of

the Student Union Building.

• Financial aid award checks will be

available at the Bursar's Office in Whit-

more on the following schedule:

Feb 6 - M-Z (only)

Feb 7 - A-L (only)

Distribution is not limited to these two

days; checks will be available after Feb.

7. Office hours for distribution are 9 a.m.

to 3:30 p.m. Current I.D. is required.

• The Northampton PVTA buses are no

longer stopping in front of Thornes

Market. Those taking the bus to Amherst

must now board at the Academy of Music

Y. Henry
said to win
settlement
An out-of-ojurt settlement has "ai^mrent-

ly" been reached in the case of a former

University of Massachusetts student who
was seeking $13 million m damages for

alleged rights violations and defamation

surrounding her arrest at the peak of a

campus arson crisis in the fall of 1983, the

Associated Press reported yesterday.

However, one of the student's attorneys,

Charle.'^ DiMare of the student Legal Ser-

vices Office, would neither confirm nor

deny the report, saying his client, Yvette

Henry, wanted no more publicity in the

case.

University spokesman Arthur Clifford

said he was "not aware of any legal action

or settlement" in the case. Clifford was one
of 17 defendants— along with the Univer-

sity, other UMass officials, the campus
police, state police and the FBI—named in

the lawsuits, which were filed in May 1984.

The AP report said no cash amount was
listed "in papers filed . with U^ District

Court" in Springfield. There was no other

attribution or comment from any erf" Henry's

other lawyers.

Henry, a former resident assistant in

Crampton House, was arrested Dec 2, 1983,

and accused of setting one of 16 small fires

of suspicious origin that occurred in Cramp-
ton that fall. Charges against her were

dropped three weeks later for a lack of

evidence.

In the meantime, however, Henry was

fired from her job, banned from the

residence halls, suspended, and then allow-

ed on campus only in the presence of an
escort. A report on the situation, compiled

by the Faculty Senate Committee on the

Status of Minorities and released last

February, concluded that Henry's rights

had been violated.

-ANNE McCRORY

Whitmore judiciary criticized
Students cite lack of warning

By JOEL P COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Eighteen University of Massachusetts students who
were arrested while protesting inside the Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building last semester are now involved in

an administrative judiciary process they say is uncalled for.

About half of the students accepted terms offered them

in pre-trial hearings, but the others are seeing their cases

through to full hearings, claiming they were unaware they

would face administrative action in addition to criminal

charges.

Meanwhile, 14 of the 18 students arrested in the pro-

tests were assessed $50 court costs yesterday and had their

cases continued without a finding for one year, said the

Hampshire County District Courts Magistrate's Office.

This was the criminal decision of the case, which is

separate from the University finding.

The University's judiciary process was initiated in late

December by the Dean of Students Office and later by the

Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs Office. It followed the

students' arrest while they were protesting an ad-

ministrative attempt to gain more responsibility in the

student-funding allocation process.

Students were reacting to a Nov. 19 memorandum issued

by Randy Donant, director of student activities, and Den-

nis Madson, vice-chancellor for student affairs, which

outlined measures giving them more control of the alloca-

tion process.

"They're (administrators) taking the situation of what

happened and forcing a square peg into a round hole of

the Student Code of Conduct," said Chris Alibrandi, one

of those arrested. "I think the Student Code of Conduct

is necessary, but they're not abiding by their policy."

Alex Zucker, another of those arrested, said he thinks

the administration has a poor case against the students.

"I was not aware at all that I was going to be held respon-

sible for the Code of Student Conduct," Zucker said.

Charmaine Wijeyesinghe, assistant to Madson, said the

administrative judiciary is usually carried out by Dean

of Students Office. However, since this case involved Mad-

son's office, that office has intervened and Wijeyesinghe

is handling the matter.

The 18 students have been administratively charged

with the Mass Disturbances clause of the student conduct

code. The arrested students first were given a letter from

the Dean of Students Office, which Wijeyesinghe said serv-

ed as a notice to attend an informational .session for those

not familiar with the process.

The students were then sent a hearing notification by

mail and were given the option to have a prehearing.

Ninety-five percent of all cases are settled in prehearings,

Wijeyesingher said, and in this case a settlement would

call for an administrative agreement, translating to a two

semester probation period.

Because of the many options a student is given, Wijesyes-

ingher said the process is definitely fair for the student.

"It (the process) does its best to address the issue of

balance in the University community," Wijeyesingher said.

"All the rights of the student are definitely protected."

However, students involved said they were not aware

they were violating the conduct code while in Whitmore.

and were only warned of the criminal consequences.
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BRRR!—Junior communications studies ma-

jor Kristin Kaufmann enjoys yesterday's frigid

weather while waiting for the bus by Tilson

farm. ,
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A nation in mourning Crew finds shuttle debris I Survey shows most students ^satisfied'
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Flags fly at half-staff yesterday around the Washington Monument
in memory of the seven crew members and New Hampshire teacher
killed in the space shuttle Challenger tragedy Tuesday. Memorial
services took place throughout New England yesterday and a NASA
service, which the Reagans are expected to attend, has been schedul-

ed for Friday in Houston. ^^^^

CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP>-The

Coast Guard pulled 600 pounds of metal

and tiles from Challenger out of the Atlan-

tic Ocean yesterday and experts impound-

ed every bit of data for clues to the death

of seven p«>ple in the world's w-orst space

disaster.

NASA said the five men and tvvo women

aboard the 100-ton shuttle probably had no

warning of the impending explosion. The

debris collected by yesterday afternoon did

not include any clothing of personal effects

of the astronauts.

Killed were New Hampshire

schoolteacher Christa McAulifle; com

mander Francis R. Scobee, 46; pilot Michael

J, Smith, 40; Judith A. Resnik, 36; Ronald

E. McNair, 35; Ellison a Onizuka, 39, and

Gregory K Jarvis, 41.

An investigation team held its first

meeting to start the long inquiry into why

the $1.2 billion shuttle, appearing to be on

a perfect course, suddenly exploded 74

seconds after I iftofT Tuesday, raining fiery

debris into the Atlantic Ocean.

Lt. John Philbin, commander of the Coast

Guard cutter Point Roberts, brought back

the first load of debris. He said there was

600 pounds of it, much of it in small pieces.

"Most of what we found was bulkhead-

type material, aluminum with insulation

attached to it," he said. "There were a cou-

ple of charred pieces and we did bring ii^

some small cylinder-type tanks this mora*
ing.

Recovery crews found some of the shi|^
heat-shielding external tiles, and the

largest remnant was a chunk of metal 12

feet by 4 feet. Moore said it was unlikely

that bodies of the crew members would be

found.

"I would always like to hold out hope" he
said. "However, we've seen a lot of small

debris."

The officials reiterated that there will be

no more shuttle flights unnl investigating

teams have made their report and corrc«.

tive actions are taken.

Moore said an interim investigating

board is meeting almost continually and
forming teams to investigate different

aspects of the accident. A "ormal board, in-

cluding representatives of *he space in-

dustry, the Air Force and other experts, will

be convened later.

The investigation could take months, just

as it did after America's only other space

program tragedy, the launch pad fire that

killed three Apollo astronauts 19 years ago
this week. The Apollo fire, which came dur-

ing a test, grounded astronauts for 21

months.

Poll hours
may soon be
standardized

WASHINGTON (AP^The
House yesterday approved a

plan to have all polling

places m the 48 continentHJ

United States close at 9 p.m.

EST on presidential Elec-

tion Day.

To minimize the disrup-

tion, the bill would approve

extension of Pacific Daylight

Savings Time in presiden-

tial years until after Elec-

tion Day, so polls in the West

would close at 7 p.m. local

time.

Rep. Al Swift. D-Wash., a

former TV newscaster, said

the legislation, which pass-

ed 204 175, would "insure

every voter has a chance to

cast a ballot before the

results are announced."

The idea is to keep net-

work newscasters from an-

nouncing the winner before

the presidential election is

over.

Swift said networks have
agreed not to use exit poll

information to "in any way
hint at a probable winner
until the polls are closed in

a given state."

An opponent. Rep. Judd
Gregg, R-N.H., said he did

not believe the networks
would honor their word. But
the House refused to ap-

prove an amendment that

would force the networks to

renew their pledge prior to

each presidential election.

KARATE
$19.96

for 4 weeks
Fred Villari's

Studio

253-7349

'ft*'

RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also AvaMabte

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

Go To Europe for Only

$449Price includes roundtrip airfare

and Euro-pass good for 9 days

Historical Trip to Athens Only $799
Price includes: roundtrip airfare leaving from Boston or NY, hotel accommodations,

tickets to all museums, transportation, and tourist guide

Athens and Crete Only $799
Price includes: roundtrip airfare leaving from Boston or New York

and hotel acconmiodations

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC. U
225 Main St.

Northampton, Mass. 584-9913

FOR ONLY $29.95

This is the Kodak Film offer you've

been waiting for. You will receive a

coupon booklet with 100 Kodak

film coupons, and 10 enlargement

coupons for only $29.95 with no

time limit for their use. We provide

film developing in our quality labs

using Kodak paper and Kodak

chemicals to ensure quality prints

and slides. This offer can save you

hundreds of dollars and can make a

great gift.

If you are not delighted with this

Kodak film offer return it for a

prompt refund within 30 days.

100
ROLLS OF

Special

Campus
Promotion

Limit 1 Offer

FRESH KODAK '•"""»"

FILIVI
as you need it

Devs?cp:ng Prices
ASA

100-200

12 Exposures $3.19

24 Exposures $4.49

36 Exposures $6.99

Disc $4.99

ASA
400-1000

$<».id

$5.49

$7.99

SLIDE PRICES

20 Exposures.

36 Exposures.

Additionel prints 9* eech

$5.99

$7.99

SAVE HUNDREDS OF
DOLLARS

ON

fVlail To:

N.E. PHOTO CONCEPTS
241 King Street

Northempton, Me 01060 ^^^.g.*
jTrCFiTcTTWHT^visA "TlasterCardl

I
Acct. No

I Expires

I
Signature.

I Name
I

I

I City.
I

Address.

j State Zip

FILM AND DEVELOPING I School Affiliation

$29.96 includes postage and handling

i^^^^MapayRashiittfafl^M^^^^'

By ANITA L. ROYE
Collefnan StafT

More than 80 percent of the undergraduate students

responding to an annual survey conducted by the Student

Affairs Research and Evaluation Office reported being

"satisfied" or "very satisfied" with their overall UMass
experience.

The Cycles Survey covers areas such as housing, securi-

ty, academics, and health services. Questionnaires were

sent randomly to more than 3,000 undei^raduate students

last April, and those returned were tallied in October by

Joyce D. Clark, associate director of the office, and Robin

Etter, a political science graduate student.

The survey serves to alert campus officials, faculty

members, and student organizations to the concerns of the

student body. It also "provides information that is ciurrent,

and keeps the administration in contact with the

students," said Clark. "The surv^ offers students a chance

to voi<» their opinions in a wi^ that is viewml as credible."

Of 3,461 surveys distributed, 1,219 students responded,

yielding a response rate of 35.2 percent. Minority student

responses were a4iusted to equal the actual proportion of

minority students in the undergraduate population.

Clark said the results received were very positive com-

pared with other US colleges and universities. She also

said she was surprised that there were very few attitude

differences along ethnic class and gender lines in the

survey.

Some of this year's findings:

• A large majority of students reported being satisfied

with several aspects of their academic experience: course

schedules (83.2 percent), the accessibility of faculty (78.8

percent); their overall academic experience (77.9 percent);

their academic progr^s (70.5 percent); and their academic

advisor (65.7 percent).

• Student satisfaction with general campus security

declined slightly this year, though most studenta (82.5 per-

cent) stUl reported being satisfied.

• Undergraduates spend, on the average 32.5 hours p«
week on academic activities, and 35.9 hours per week on

non academic pursuits.

. In addition to the UMass version of the report, Clark

also co-authored a five-college Cycles survey, along with

Susanna Hinds, a graduate sociology student at the

University.

Bike path project may
get off the ground soon

CollpKian phoUi hy Koh SkrlUtn

WORTHY OF NOTE-Erick Parris, a graduate music composition

student, practices his craft yesterday in the Fine Arts Center.

By ANNE TAUGER
Collegian Correspondent

An agreement to design a bike path along

the old railroad tracks between Amherst

and Northampton is expected to come later

this week, according to a state official

The state Department of Public Works is

"supposed to come to an agreement with

a design firm by Feb. 1," said Carol Holmes,

supervisor of the Regional Forests and Piark

Agencv'. The agency is a local branch of the

state Department of Environmental

Management.
"Bureaucracy and red tape" have been

holding back the preject for about five

months, she said.

"We were going to pay for a designer, but

we were told by the state secretary of ad

ministration and finance that our money

could only be used for construction."

Holmes said. The fiscal agency in Boston

would agree to the bike path plan only if

the .state Department of Public Works were

to finance the designing, he said.

State funds provided for the path total

$1.5 million, acconling to Kenneth Neary,

regional engineer for the DEM.

The path will be constructed along the

old railroad tracks from Northampton to

Amherst. It will run from Bate.s Street in

Northampton to Station Road in South

Amherst, and will extend across the bridge

over the Connecticut River, which separates

Northampton from Hadley and Amherst.

"I think it will be used more for com-

muting than recreation," Holmes said He
added that the path will be convenient for

students commuting to the University by

bicycle.

"This path seems to be a hot item They

are also being tried in Greenfield and

Springfield, and there are some in Cape

Cod now in operation." Holmes .said.

Neary said he is looking ahead to further

development of bike paths in the area He
expects to eventually "make links to and

from the nine mile path," he said.

Car accidents top town police log
.» » «^ 11 J ;_» ..*;i;»., ^^l.. .,» u.iu

By ANNE TAUGER
Collegian Correspondent

Slick roads caused a seven-car accident and three

smaller ones Tuesday, Amherst R)lice said.

Seven cars received damages ranging from $400 to $1000

each in an accident at the corner of East Pleasant and

Chestnut streets at 8:21 a.m. Tuesday, police said. There

were no injuries reported.

The accident began when a 32-year-old Amherst resi-

dent was driving south on East Pleasant Street and her

car slipped on ice and spun in the opposite direction. She

was hit by a 50-year old Amherst man's car, which push

ed her into a driveway on East Pleasant Street, police said.

The woman's car was then struck by three more cars,

driven by a 21-year-old Amherst woman, a 39-year-old

Wendell resident and a 39-year-old woman from Leverett,

police said.

A car driven by a 50-year-old Amherst woman then

sideswiped the 21-year-old Amherst woman's car, and spun

across Chestnut Street, hitting another car driven by a

20-year-old woman from Montague, police said.

In other police reports:

• A 30-year-old Amherst woman lost control of her car

and struck a curb on East Pleasant Street at 8:21 a.m.

Tuesday, in a separate mishap from the seven-car accident,

police said.

• Two South Hadley residents were involved in separate

accidents on West Street, in front of Hampshire College

Tuesday, police said.

• A 47-year-old woman drove into a utility pole at 8:19

a.m. and a car driven by a 48-year-oId woman slid off a

road at 8:51 a.m., police said.

• A 22 year-old Hudson man was arrested at 7:14 p.m.

Tuesday and charged with violating a household abuse

order He continued to return to a house on Fearing Street,

Amherst, where he had been asked to leave, police said.

• An 18 and a 19-year old man were stopped for steal-

ing a Price Chopper shopping cart valued at $73 at 3:28

p.m. Tuesday on Triangle Street. It has not been decided

if they will be charged with larceny, police said.

Police take custody of man
A 20-year-old man was taken into protective custody at

11:58 p.m. Tuesday on the fifth floor of Dickinson House,

University of Massachusetts Police said.

The man, who was "generally obnoxious," and two other

persons were asked by police to leave the building. He left

but returned after a short period of time and was taken

into protective custody after he began vomiting over the

building's balcony, police said.

In other police reports:

Three wallets containing $62. $56 and $52 and iden

tification cards were reported stolen 9:30 p.m. Monday

from the second floor of the Fine Arts Center The owners,

three women, were in another room when the wallets were

taken from their pocketbooks, police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

Photo courtemy of the Offirr of

Public Information

Mary Anne Stanitis

C'ollPipan photo by Mirhrllr Sefiall

Alvin Winder

Avoid injuries: warm up first
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Winter sports and warm-weather sports have one thing

in common: injuries.

But many injuries can be prevented by a conscientious

exercise program to stretch and strengthen muscles and

improve endurance.

"Whether you break a leg getting kicked in soccer or

skiing, they [injuries] are the same and are treated the

same way," says Dr. Paul Denoncourt, chief resident in or-

thopedic surgery at the University of Massachusetts

Medical Center in Worcester.

"Any of these injuries are preventable if you have the

bodv conditioned."

Denoncourt urges winter athletes to take extra time to

imcrease muscle flexibility. "They should try stretching

their muscles by touching their toes with their palms on

the floor." Splits are also good for stretching the backs of

the calves, he said. .^.r.
lb strengthen muscles, Denoncourt said weightlitting

is one of the best exercises, but "the best way ... is to prac-

tice the sport. You use different types of muscles m bicycl-

ing than in skiing."

Improving the endurance of the heart and lungs is

especially important in winter sports.

"Start running or practicing downhill skiing. If you are

competing on a half-mile slope then practice on a mile-

long one," he said.

Injuries can be prevented by a conscientious ex-

ercise program to stretch and strengthen muscles

and improve endurance.

Other problems that can be exacerbated in cold weather

are dehydration and frostbite. In extreme cold, thermal

underwear and several layers of clothing should be worn,

because the spaces between the layers act as insulation.

Clothing should also be cotton, wool or other substances

that can "breathe" and absorb perspiration.

"A large percentage of body heat is lost through the

head," so a hat should be worn. Denoncourt said.

"It is also important to replace fluids before you are too

thirsty," he said. "You are already two liters behind when

thirst comes on."

Profs honored for
study on nurses

By GREGG FALLON
Collegian Correspondent

Research by two University of Massachusetts pro-

fessors, looking at nurses' attitudes and beliefs on nuclear

war, won them an award last week from the District 1

Massachusetts Nurses Association.

Mary Anne Stanitis of the University's division of nur-

sing and Alvin Winder of public health, both of Amherst,

received the award for their study titled "Nurses At-

titudes Tbward the Avoidance of Nuclear War." They con-

ducted the study to And out why nurses, the largest group

of health professionals, tend to be inactive in the nuclear

movement.
Stanitis and Winder said they found there were two

types of views nurses had toward nuclear war. The first

group, Stanitis said, "felt they were personally suscepti-

ble to the threats of nuclear war and tended to believe

in action toward its avoidance."

The second group "felt less susceptible to nuclear war's

effects, but believed in the need for strong national

defense and leadership," Stanitis said.

"We are interested in public health aspects of nuclear

war," Stanitis said. "Nuclear war is the largest public

health concern of the century.

"The results suggested that those nurses who take any

type of action toward the prevention of nuclear war felt

more susceptible to its potential threat."

The purpose of the study, Winder said, was to try to

understand why people do not act to avoid nuclear war.

Eventually, he added, he and Stanitis intend to develop

some type of program on the subiect.

The pair chose nurses to study because this group is

the most numerous health provider and works more with

the public than any other health educators. Winder said.
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UMass Springbreak Party 86!
Marcft '5-22

SPRING BREAK PARTY
Includes: ? Nights Lodging, 8 Beach Days

Mtcs: Ch^k in any Saturday,

Check out the following Saturday

In. I^^ardatet Florida - Spnnotxeak Mecca lof CoH«9e ^tidvnto fMrywncrt'

:•' me ^tnp at 0«^ "^n

Daytona Baach ^ Olw on «w Beaat and Party i>< Day*

• 8 B^«n Days • 7 N^.is Lodg^Mi or. the Sinp ai ihe Casta«a.'> P*ac>» ***«•

• Swjfrnijno ^^s • ^mat^wMs • Bars *^ N(^l Oubs

AD Ml* tfc^w Sit9 ya gotta LUV «••

K«y Watt — Mt« w>d anjoy ttw ««is*ti in Nw Amarican Tuopws tar on^ S14B

Oays • 7 Ni^is L<xw ' ^' "" Days Inn on ff^ North wwl ')* -.i -»c

• S*i*fw«#^ ^o« on ioc«**on • » rVWty © r*Sta(iraN . -J WN

'

• P-f^ faiiiet >«st.vai nt^f»y

$119S9Hf*« Sklin« at Killinoton. VT

• Moiji-,ta*nsicte condo 'oogi»^

• Lift iichets »o' a'l Si« mountains

• bnutliO ^flfV' JiJfWm Blfnfly

Ft. Landenlale is

Mow lb* froti line in

Sunny Southern Florida!

TranHwnMimi u avi^Mc om:

Chm%m bMS: O^k with ft^ lool ftpt««MMi»« or caO our rcscrvaitoni tuff for your pncc

Airbiw: CiMck oilJl yow tool rtpfa«mti»« or mU Mtr r«en> tttoni M«ff fM your pnc*

L Oivr ^ure tlw dnyiag eqicmn wMll frindi—ihtt it iHc i^ npcmivc ••> lo §o-

• FLIGHTS
AVAILABLE

• CALL NOW!

i

Contact: ^^ -..

JowiFraser 54o-*403

Grad Roser«aurr 549*6860

^.-9-1749
YOUR LOCAL LU^
REPRESENTATIVE

800-368-2006 USA Toll Free 800-542-8003 Virginia ToU Free
Emerpni* Travei Center PC Box fill Charlotte»ville. Virginia 22906

A Subsidiary of Jd B Enierprats. Inc

WELCOME
NEW AND RETURNING

STUDENTS

The INFORMATION DATA BANK is a

telephone or walk-In referral center which main-

tains information on University administrative

and academic policies and procedures: bus,

library, and athletic schedules; listings of cur-

rent campus events such as seminars, movies

and lectures; and a variety of other reference

materials. Nearly 2600 contacts were made to

IDB in Fall 1985, making it one of the major

sources of information on campus.

THE INFORMATION DATA BANK
227 WHITMORE CALL 545-1555

1

NEED HELP?

CALL TIPS

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE

TIPS is a library of more than 200 tape-recored

cassettes regarding various aspects of Universi-

ty administrative and academic policies, such as

pre-registering for courses, the weather, finan-

cial aid at the University, undergraduate fees,

and serving hours at the dining commons. All

tapes are available in Spanish and for the

hearing-impaired. Nearly 2400 contacts were

made to TIPS in Fall 1985.

THE TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE

227 WHITMORE CALL 545-1540

A Service of

The Dean of Students Office

/

For the student who has no equal-

scientific calculators that have
no equal.

pq pq f5^ fz| pi| ^ ^ -4 ^xi fj^n

(^ p^ fi^ p^ pp pi^ pq fi^ ff^ fz)
(=2i}p5^fiqfs^(Z)mp:|(X|g^g

This soar, get a head start on vour classos with the

HP- 1 IC (ir the tlP-15C Soadvaiued thev don't need an

"equals" key. SoextrenieK easy to use, \i»u'll stiKi-excii

the most complex mathematical pn>hlems i|uickl\

Hewlett-Packard's inno\ati\e desii;n eliminates a %'aHl

number of kevstri>kes That saves you time w ith hvper-

bolics and other complex calculatiiMis ... a hiv; plus at

exam lime.

Get an HP- 1 IC or HP- 1 5C today, and start luit the year

one step ahead. HEWLETT
PACKAPO

Located in the Campus Centw

^jUmVERSlTY
mSTORE^

^ THE FINE ARTS CENTER
^iN LV|\ERSITY Of M^S>ACHl-ETT^ .M fMHERST

The National Theatre
of the Deaf

l\ \l,KI>\ 1

I M.ill

BEN HOI I l>ariti>ne

|ki» ki 1 \iiililiii lum

NJKOLAIS
DANCE THEATRE

(. oncrrt HtiM

A

Don't be left out in the cold

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK
Prices Start at $149.00 •

Complete with Jet $369.00

For More Information Contact

The UMass Ski Club is your

SPRING BREAK CONNECTION
in RtiiHiint Union 545-3437

^^^^Ti'TnucIcar-trained ^
fe^atficcr. It goes beyond special.

TAx\ elite! And your status^
reflects a job that demands
your best. Pnn uig vour

^_ skilLsal the heart ot today s

nuclear-powered Na\7.

Over hall ol America s

nuclear reactors are in the

Navy. That adds up to more

years of experience with

reactors than any company

fastest-growing

profession

in America.
Accordrng to tfie U.S. Bunau ot Labor Statistfcs,

tfie need for parategali Is about to doubte.

Now »s the time to become a part ot this

dynamic profession . . . and there is no finer traui-

ing available than at Philadelphia's acclaimed

Institute for Paralegal Training. After l ust four

months of intensive study, we will hnd you a |ob

in the cit y of your choice. We are so confident oT

the marketability of our graduates that we offer a

unique tuition refund plan.

To learn how you can add market value to

your college degree, return the coupon or call toll-

free: 1-800-222-IPLT.

Well be on can^His 2/10786.

Contact your pl^i ir.cr.t office to arrange for an
individual '"ti rview or group presentation

Housing and
Financial Aid
aivilable

THEINSmrUTE
FORFARMHVM
TRflJNlNG

Approivd bu the

American bar
Association

upor
nuMA

Institute for f^ralegal Training

192t> Ari-h Street

Philadelphia, PA 1«J103

Please send a copy of your catalogue.

N«DW . —
Aihimiy.

Tiisetothetop.

m the world, and it means
"^- working with the most

st)phisticaled training and

equipment anywhere.

There's no K)ot camp.

College graduates get Officer

Candidate School leadership

trainmg, and a year oi

graduate-level training in the

Navy Nuclear Power Schix)l.

The rewards are topnoich,

t(X). Generous t^muses u{'K)n

commissioning and also ufxm

completion of nuclear training.

Sign up while still in college

and vtni could be earning

SI ,000 a month right nowr-

Be one of the most acc()m^^^__^
plished professionals m a ~
challenging field. Lead the .-

~
^adventure as an officer m _^

the NucTgar Navy. C()ntacl^^S
yoUr Nav-yDfTlceLRccTuTier^- -

or call 1-800-327-NAVY. _ =^

NAVY-^-OFHCER.
Vftxi^Uf^AXXjKMfOK-l.'i^-f^X-ryr^'^'

LEADTHEADVENTURE,
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Welcome Back

TIME OUT
Proper I.D. Required

Rease Don't Drink and Dri\^

37 N. Pleasant St.
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AHAiiAS mePOfff
mMMm

mMim^

*329
*359

^gW
HoHtacm
auKOoct

ElfiBIDA DMflONA MACN $4^9*"••^

ft LAUDHmAU 1439*^w
MonaooncNSO*
MRMMSn

10 R^aVE NOW . . . CONUCT

DOPQ
256-1569

94HMO SPOIQItt

€ampy5
Vdcotion

A UMIS> 1MB SIfiiM inOCMIQN

IN RUSSiA,PARTYALWAYS FINDSYOlir

EVERYTHINGYOUALWAYSWANiaj ,t^~^
INABEER.AWLBSf

i98b Miiief Bfpwrg Co N/fMui<ee, Wl

Friends don't let friends drive drunk.

MASS APMIOVSO im»tCTM)« STATIOM

Gas Saving
Tune-up^$34.»» _

•iii as « •^ -%*• <-«• '-

Lube, Oil & RIter

M799

tnctwdM up »o 5 quonj
<j»10-30o.l WmJ «i»»^

NorthAmherst Tire
a Auto Center

fui service fire Slow
r« SwtMrKn* N« . No Airtwtt MA

AcreM *>am Maxota * S'o'*
S4*-4r04

H

Choose from our

bountv of more than

80
varieties of

imported beer!

W'e won the

V»llr> Advocaie'f

Bctt Beer Selection

award . 1962'

Our selection ntiw

isEV'ENBFTirR

We now feature

our own brand
of low priced

LIQUORS
as well as

our super
selection of

WINES
at very affordable prices.

^^BULMER'S CIDER

i^

m^m
BEVERAGES

BcCT-Wine-^Uquor

SU^fDERLAND • ^^^P

NORTHAMPTON NAUTILUS
Men-Women

216 N. King St. Northampton
Open 7 Daya 584-4975

$30 A MONTH
or call for special student prices

• 24 Nautilus machines

• Olympic free weights

• Aerobics classes

• Mohawk exercise bikes

• Concept II rowing machines

• Full lockerroom shower & towel prlvledges

• Co-ed whiHpool

CALL FOR FREE TRIAL WORKOUT

w~m np aamm
The Collegian is now hiring

responsible and motivated Freshman

& Sophomore students to assume the

following positions:

Assistant BUSINESS MANAGER
Assistant FINANCE MANAGER

These jobs can offer you excellent

business experience while still in

school. Apply at

the Collegian Business Office

by Tuesday, February 4th.

BDE gOQB

r QjUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
There 's no need to hurry.

Our convenient locations

allow you to shop early or

late for your

Back To School needs.

—StSFe Hours the Week of 1/27-1/31

Main Store Men & Tue 9 am - 9 pm
Located in the Wed, Thurs, Fri 9 am - B pm
Campus Center Sat 10 am - 3 pm

Mini Store Men - Fri 7:30 am to 10 pm
Located in the gat - Sun 8:00 am to 10 pm

Student Union Bldg.

Hampden and Worcester
^"

Munchys Mon - Sun 8 am - 9 pm

Franklin Munchy
Mon - Sun 7:30 am - 9 pm

Textbook Annex Mon 9 am - 5 pm

Located in the Tue, Wed, Thurs

Physical Plant Building 9 am - 9 pm
Friday 9 am - 5 pm
Sat 10 am - 3 pm

SNOW DAY
INFORMATION

For information regarding campus closing or delayed

openings, due to severe snow storms, listen to RADIO
STATIONS;

WTTT
WHMP
WMAS
WPOE
WHAI
WARE
WCAT
WHYN
WFCR
WTIC
WAGE
WTAG
WSPR
WMUA
WTSA
WRSI
WAQY

Amherst

Northampton

Springfield

Greenfield

Greenfield

Ware

Orange

Springfield

Amherst

Hartford

Springfield

Worcester

Springfield

Amherst

Brattleboro

Greenfield

Springfield

1434 AM
1400 AM
1470 AM
1520 AM
1240 AM
1250 AM
1390 AM
560 AM
88.5 FM
1080 AM
730 AM
580 AM
1270 AM
91.1 FM
1450 AM
95.3 FM
102.1 FM

As an additional convenience, a "snow day hot-line"

has been installed. Taped messages will provide up-to-

date information on the status of the campus and may

be accessed by dialing: 545-3630. THIS IS THE ONLY

CAMPUS NUMBER WHICH SHOULD BE CALLED

FOR SUCH INFORMATION.

A Service of the Dean of Students Office
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Fundamentals of change
I get called a radical a lot. Usually by dry,

colorless types who use the word to mean
something like "Sixties hold-out"; derang
ed and clueless; misguided miscreant;
diseased and dangerous."
Naturally. I feel obliged to guide these

beleaguered rebels of the Reagan Revolu-
tion to a fuller understanding of their
native tongue. To quote Webster, radical
means "going to the root or origin, or
touching what is fundamental; as, a radical
change"
What power the word carries. "Radical."

Tfcrror strikes deep in the heart of the
Democratic National Committee. Conser
vatives wave the word around Ike a wand
that magically delegitimates everything it

touches. The radicals are uninvited to the
black tie party that is this decade. We are
the riff rafr running amuck in the street.

Radicalism is a disease that often
de.stroys its victim's ability to lead a "nor
mal" life. This ailment afflicts those it in

fects with a chronic inability to take
anything at face value Within a system
that demands a degree of conformity and
a great deal of complicity, this can be ex-
tremely disabling.

Symptoms include painfully keen sight,
general discomfort, periodic depression,
and bouts of anger and rage. Although
technically no one is immune, the disaf
fected and marginalized are at exceptional-
ly high risk.

Gradually, decisions that might once
have ben made with little or no thought at
all become political and moral mine fields.

This is often accompanied by feelings of
veritgo as ground that once seemed solid
shifts and gives way. One finds that the
Gods have lied. The real is no longer
rational.

In light of all this, it's understandable
that people find us radicals so threatening.

Timothy Harris

Perhaps, in all fairness, we should ring
bells before us, as lepers were required to

during the middle ages. Ding-ding. Gang
way!

Radicals feel wry constricted by the self-

perpetuating circle of business as usual.
The Reactionary and Conservative wings
of America's ne party Republocratic system
have, with the media as their bullhorn, set

the ever narrowing terms of debate by
declaring themselves the Voice of Reason.
Jacklxwts firmly on the jugular of the Third
World, the Gipper. and Nancy smile and
wave, beaming feel-good rays via sat
tielight. The credulous bleat and swoon
even as the radicals once again stifle a
gag-reflex.

We just can't seem to get into the spirit

of things. To us the "hard headed realism"
of the Reganauts is only another way to say
'screw the poor' While engineered
statistics proclaim cheerily that inflatin

and unemployment are 'under control,"

homelessness and hunger are on the re-

bound in Reagan's America and all the
bellicose nationlism the Pentagon can
muster does nothing to change that. The
Geneva Summit was a sad joke, the middle-
class is rapidly shrinking, and con-
glomerates eat small businesses for lunch.
Where is the hope?
The Republicans are committed to main-

taining the system, not changing it. That
leaves social change up to those who real
ly do have "new ideas." Imagine a system
where the macho politics-of-the-present has
been replaced by an ethic of people before
profit. We do.

Timothy Harris is a Collegian columnist

Smashing preconceptions

I was sitting in the physical therapist's
office once, trying to do some strenuous ex-

ercises. Well, they felt strenuous to me. At
the next table was a man who resembled
Archi Bunker. He was saying that he lived
near an army base where nuclear weapons
were stored.

"And I'm glad," he said, as I cringed in-

wardly, waiting for some painful statement
of American superiority or the Russian
threat. He continued, "because if there ever
is a nuclear war, my family will certainly
be killed. And if we do have a nuclear war,
the living will envy the dead."

I almost fell off the table. Here I had been
mobilizing all my defenses against his
statement, and he pulled the rug out from
under me. Suddenly he didn't look much
like Archie Bunker anymore, either.

On another day, some women were pro-

testing militarism at an army depot when
three drunken men stormed up and started
angrily threaten them. A soldier spoke to
the men through the depot fence.

"Leave them alone. These women not on-
ly have a constitutional right to be here,
they have a responsibility to be here."

Across the street another man in a dif-

ferent uniform, black leather this time, was
defending the women to his motorcyclist
friends.

I love having my biases disproven. I lov-

ed being forced to laugh at my own
preconceptions about people. I love being
reminded that sometimes light comes shin-
ing through the most unlikely people at the
most unexpected moments. Maybe that's
the point—there are no unlikely people.
Even a uniform isn't a safe indicator of

which camp someone's in. At another pro-

test, I was having a long confrontation with
a police seargant, about what I considered
to be a moral issue. I wanted him to deal
first with a black man who had been ar-

Deborah Kutenplon

rested with our affinity group, and who had
been treated quite roughly. The rest of us
wanted to witness his "processing" to see
that it was fair The police officer wanted
me to behave, to stop causing trouble, and
to follow the proper order He was throw-
ing in, for persuasion, the threat of a
weekend in jail if I would not cooperate.
After a fairly tense exchange, I was haul-
ed into the corner, and other members of
my group soon followed. Finally the police
processed the black man while we watch-
ed, and then offered us another chance to
cooperate.

Several hours later, as we were being
released, the same police seargant came
over to me and, without a word, shook my
hand.

It can surely get confusing, not
automatically knowing which side each
person is on. Sometimes it's even hard to
remember that there are sides. Maybe
that's the point.

Even people who are professionally on
one side or another seem to have trouble
keeping it .straight sometimes. The CIA
stopped using sex operations (where female
spies used seduction to gain access to in-

formation) because they weren't working
very well. It seems that once people started
sleeping with each other they tended to
forget which side they were on.
What would be the moral of that story?

Love triumphs over cold war? Real people
triumph over abstract issues? Complexity
triumphs over our every attempt to fit the
world into neat little boxes? Confusion
triumphs over everything?

Deborah Kutenplon is a former Collegian
columnist.
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The Hero As President

Presidential prerequisites
When you are finished reading this col-

umn, you will know then how to become a
serious candidate for the United States'
presidency. A pattern is developing among
presidential candidates which has made me
realize just what the current requirements
are to become President of the United
States.

There have been patterns for determin-
ing presidents in the past. Early in our
country's history, one had to first become
Secretary of State in order to become presi-
dent. Five presidents in a row fit this pat-
tern. Later in our country's history, one had
to have been a supporter of the Union ar-
my in order to become president. However,
the pattern I have discovered is totally dif-

ferent, because it has nothing at all to do
with politics. Tbmorrow's presidents will
have to be heroes in the public eye before
ever entering politics.

Ronald Reagan will become known as the
first modern pattern president. In his
movies, Reagan usually played the good
guy role. He was indentified by many
Americans as an heroic figure.

In 1984, John Glenn was a challenger for
the presidential nomination. Glenn was an
astronaut before he was involved with
politics. He was a bona fide national hero.
The reason that he did not get the nomina-
tion of his party was because the nation did
not want to chose between two of its heroes.
Ther hero candidate for 1988 will most

likely be Jack Kemp. Kemp is not only a
famous supply-side conservative con-
gressman, but he is also an ex-football star
He was one of the American Football
League's greatest quarterbacks. Because of
this, Kemp is almost a sure bet to capture
the presidency in 1988.
Senator Bill Bradley of New Jersey is one

of the bright presidential prospects of the
Democratic party In 1996 (after Jack
Kemp's second term; all pattern presidents
will be two-termers, a standard set by
Reagan), Bradley will march into the Oval

Ronald Berutti

Office. For those of you who are unaware.
Bradley is a Basketball Hall of Fame
member because of his years as a sufjerstar

for the New York Knicks. He was a hero of

my youth and of many New York fans dur-
ing his years with that team.
After the election of 2000 (when Bradley

wins his second term), it is hard to foresee
who the next hero candidate will be, but
here are some possibilities: Baseball Com-
missioner Peter Ueberroth (Time
magazine's 1984 "Man of the Year") and
baseball star Steve Garvey are said to have
political ambitions, and the University of

Georgia's great football coach, Vince
Dooley, almost ran for governor Why
shouldn't these men run for president some
day?

Neither Geraldine Ferraro nor Jeanne
Kirkpatrick will be our nation's first female
president. My guess is that it will be Sally
Ride. Do you remember Sally Ride? She
was our country's first woman in space. On
a similar note, Jesse Jackson was our first

legitimate black presidential candidate, but
our first black president will be baseball
superstar Dwight Gooden. The Soviets
would never try to anger Gooden, as he
would fire at them with one of his lethal

fastballs. He could also be counted on to

throw a surprise curveball into negotia-
tions with foreign nations.

So you see, all that has to be done to

become president is to be a public hero. I

am trying to do that right now. By writing
this column, I hope to be a hero to all Col-

legian readers. You can do it too—just find

a way that you think will make you a hero,

and your trek towards the presidency in

6the year 2004 will be underway.

Ronald Berutti is a Collegian columnist.
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Time to be moving on The differences in dating
Where has all the time gone? Four years

is suddenly winding down to graduation.

I still can't believe I'm actually going to get

a diploma. A college graduate! I can
remember my very first day at UMass as

if it was yesterday. I can remember driving

past Price Chopper for the first time . . . and
then past Belle's Pizza House. My dad said

something like, i bet you'll be eating there

a lot in the next four years."

In four years, I haven't eaten at Belle's

once. But that's beside the point. What my
father foresaw was the many nights I would
devour an entire pepperoni pizza in a less

than sober state And there were many cf

those nights.

I can remember both my parents escor-

ting me to my dorm room in Kennedy. We
rode the elevator up 22 flights and my dad
joked that the radical guy we saw in the lob-

by (sporting a purple mohawk and a superb

collection of steel chains) was my
roommate-to-be I remember my mother
Cluing as I turned the knob and the three

of us entered my first college room. As she
blubbered away and mentioned something
about "her bal^." I could even detect an
ever-so-slight, gla^y look in thf eves rfn^
father

It was quite a sad departure, for I was the

first in my family to go to college The last

thing my father mentioned was, "Get good

grades ..." then as my mother left the nnrnx

he secretly whispered, ". but go to the

best damn parties while you're at it." As
I laughed, I realized that was a pretty darn

good college philosophy.

College life at UMass flash^ by like a

Robert Slosberg

fantastic dream . . . the kind when you don't

ever want to wake up. Because once a

dream ends, the euphoric state also comes

to an abrupt end, and you realise that your

life maybe isn't always exactly the way you

want it to be. In college, everyone is in a

vacuum. Life becomes a series of parties,

friends, homevwrk, and vacations ... all

tied together to form this spectacular

dream. But suddenly you wake up, as I will

in four months, and a>me to the realization

that everything isn't so hunky dory

anymore. You enter into a place almost as

elusive as "The Twilight Zone ' except

this IS "The Real World." Time to hang up

your coveted Moosehead mug and matching

cap.

All my life, I've wanted to live on my own.

Now that graduation draws closer by the

day. I'm not quite sure that I'm ready yet.

That's what scares me
But what scares me most is that there's

no one to lean on anymore if a major goof

up occurs. No more roommates, no more

parents, no more "Hey. Us O.K. . . I'm in

college. " Just me. Period.

Needless to say, I'll put my resume

together like 10 million other college grads

. . . and I'll try and get that first job. But

after my four years at UMass become

history. I know I'll never take the

unbelievable speed of time for granted

, ever again.

Robert Slosberg is a UMass student.

On occasion, I've had the opportunity to

work as a substitute teacher at my former
high school. The pay isn't great, but it's b^-
ter than no pay at all. After being a
substitute for a time, I began to notice

distinct differences in the mating rituals

between high school and college students.

These may sound like the pathetic rambl-

ings of a slightly pc^t-adolescent male, but

seeing that I am a sightly post-adotesent

male, please bear with me.

One major difference comes m the depart

ment of male staring. In high school, a man
will stare at a woman until the moment she

looks at him, but then turn away. This may
seem to defeat the purpo.se of staring, but

the high school male is afraid of being con-

sidered a jerk.

In ^lege, where we are all so mucn more
mature, things are different. Here, a man
will stare at a woman even after she notes

this and utters those immortal words.

"What a jerk!"

Herb Ramy

The entire idea of dating also undergo
drastic changes between high school and
college. In high .school, a man will not ask
out a woman until he has found 15 times
over from mutual friends that she will say

yes. High school men will do anything tu

avoid the possibility of rejection.

Here, men are willing to be rejected

dozens of times in a single evening trying
to find M.S. Right—a woman whose name
he may possibly forget by morning.

Probably the greatest differences are

found when dealing with the subject <rf" sex-

ual intercourse. In high school, a very sim-

ple formula usually stands true

•*[k) you want to^'

"No."

**Oii., kit's go to the nwvies instead."

In Ihte situation, it m ^nerally con-

sidered the man's duty to ask and the

woman's duty to say no. This doesn't

prepare either gender well for college life

In college a w^man who is used to hav-
ing her "No" accepted as justifiably that,
will often find men who think "No" is

sometimes another way of saying "Yea."

As for men, the following situation is
<Aen observed.

"Do you want to?"

"Yes"

"OK. why don't Y ES! What do you
mean by yes? Nobody's ever .said yes before

What am I suppo.sed to do now'.'"

The ensuing laughter can mentally scar

a man for life.

It's evident that there are miyor dif

ferences in the mating ritual of high school

and collegi' students. As lor me. Ini still

trying to get over the laughter ^aybe
someday the scars will heal.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.
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IPMEN
Racquetball Racquets

Racquetball Balls

Racquetball Gloves

Racquetball Glasses

Also availabi* ^^

Sport Clothing

Sport Bags

/ Headbands

/ Wristbands
Tennis Accessories

Basketball, Soccer
>^» Whistles If Football, Baseball

Ffisbees

Swimming Accessories

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3
f

Located In the Campus Center

STORED

=M= !*«=

A New Performance Art/ Dance Course

Art Dept. 297P

Kinetic Environments
Invites those interested in Dance,

Theatre, Music, Visual & Video Art

to develop major performance outdoor piece

for May

First meeting Tue Jan 28 & Thurs Jan 30th

6:30 - 8:00 PM
Hampden Dance Studio

Contact: Aria Edry 625-2500 or

Southwest Academic Affairs 545-2804

»«—

^

BUY 3, GET 1 FREE
During the month of February:

Buy a 3 month Nautilus membership

for $85,

get the 4th month free

^^i^, AMHERST RACQUET &
fy

^\ FITNESS CENTER, INC.;

1

Route 116, Sunderland

(on the Sunderland/Amherst line)

across from Bub's Barbecue

on the bus route 3 miles from UMass

SPRING and SUMMER VACATION

9 days in Europe $399

1 wk Historical Trio

to Athens $799

8 days Athens & Crete $799

(book by Feb. 15th & save)

1 month in

Europe & Crete $799

2 months in

Europe, Crete & Israel $1199

10 weeks in

Europe, Crete & Israel $1699

^\3^
ti^e

Ot^g^"^'̂

Don't miss Samaria Gorge in

Crete, Europe's largest gorge!

For more information call at:

CO^"^
2.e»^

A\e^

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.

T̂
ftOtft

^^»t*
X\voW

\fi

{vV\vet^®

225 Main St.

Northampton, Mass.

584-9913

JOB OPENINGS
Student Janitorial Positions

are available immediately

In the Orchard Hill Central Area
work study and non work study

$3.65 per hour
Must be able to work weekends.
Complete application forms in

B-1 Baker

THE ULTIMATE
30 MINUTE WORKOUT

Until Friday.

February 7th you can work out at

the BODY SHOP FITNESS CENTERS for FREEH

Our friendly and knowledgeable staff will

answer your questions and demonstrate our

state-of-the-art Hydrafitness eauipment

EXERCISE WITH A FRIEND
AND SAVE $$$$

Sig.^. up with a Iriend and ge: the 2nd

membershiffat 1/2 PRICE!! H

THE BODY SHOP

TWO CONVENIENT CAMPl S LOCATIONS;

Boyden L Tot man
";30 9:00 am
12:00 lOOpm
-1:00 ^00 pm

Slill only $4 ^ /semester ''[^gBq

up to

60% SAVINGS
on all foil & winter

SHOES & BOOTS

BIN
187 n pleasant st amherst

OPCN
SUNDAYS

A UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS

Deadline »or submission of grant propotais for

single projetis or event'^

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4

Oant guidelines AWii apphi .itions avjilable dl

Arts Count tl th«» StuderU Atlivities (»Hiie, Oi

the Arts Extension Sorvice

Arts ( ouiHil U""' H.Ticf H.1II S4Wtaii

Thunday, Jtuiuary 30 at 7:15pm

Alliance
Christian

Fellowship

\

Lounge Lizard
(lounj lizurd) n.

A non-poisonous, two-legged variety

with an enlarged capacity for fun;

having a body uniquely adapted

to lolling around in a lazy, relaxed

manner; indigenous to a popular

local watering hole.

ComingSoon

m}0

Hj

4
CfiMHc CBNTeK. u^^^

w**

fjiipli-epti"-

STARTS JANUARY 31st AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE! J
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USED PAPERBACKS
at 40 . 80% Off

gj
Publishers List Price S
Thousands of Academic g
& Popular Paperbacks

in Almost All Subjects

Save on Course

Paperbacks

Valley Book 5

Carriage Shops o

Downtown Amherst
M-F 10:30-5:30 Sat 10-5

Sun 12-5 549-6052

check or VISA/MC accepted

ARTS
OMD manoeuvres
up American charts
By NATALIE HEWITT
Collegian Correspondent

Wearing a dark tweedy
overcoat, a long wool scarf,

and an infectuous smile,

P&ul Hemphreys seems like

any normal, pleasant sort ot

fellow chatting away about

having gone Christmas
shopping earlier in the day.

His eyes sparkle as he gig

gles, slightly embarrassed,

sirring that tw^o kids scream-

ed in a record store when
they saw him there. Why did

they scream? Because this

.seemingly average and
rather friendly man in his

mid-20'8 happens to be the

CO founder and keyboardist

(^Orchestral Manoeuvres in

Ski Colorado Steamboat

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes West for Spring Break

March 17 - 24
7 nights lodging

5 day lift ticket for Steamboat $499

Round trip air

Trip includes: Transfers

Free transportation to Newark from UMass
ALL TAXES & GRATUITIES INCLUDED

For more information contact -

The UMass Ski Club is your

SPRING BREAK CONNECTION
545-3437

Come to the Gala Reopening of

BOWKER
AUDITORIUM

Stockbridge Hall

University of Massachusetts at AiviluMsl

Friday, January 31, 1986

1 1 :30 am 2 pm Open HOUSC
Music, Refreshments aini a chance !< > •. i"\-.

tlie area s newest chamber pel lornia!. .;'

8:00 pm
Gala Performance by the

Springfield Symphony Orchestra
Chamber Ensemble

liarry Tuckwcll, guest Lonductor
and horn soloist

Tickets: Sin 51.^

Ak THE FINEARTS CENTER^"
Call 545 2511

the Dark, one of the most

popular bands in Great Bri-

tain and Europe today.

The reaction of those

teenagers is becoming a

common occurance for the

English band here in the

U.S. Their first American
hit, "So In Love" finally

(^>ened the doors for OMD in

this country, and establish-

ed them firmly on the

American Ibp charts. Still,

Paul Humphreys thinks

their first hit single here

could have done better. "It's

nice to haw our first Tbp 40

hit It's been a long time

coming, I mean, it's our four

teenth single!" He laughs.

"We've taken our time!" He
continues more seriously,

"But I think it could have

gotten even higher, but the

problem with it was it was
out for six months, and we
got different parts of the

country at different times,

and you only have a Top 10

hit when you have everyone

in the country playing the

record at the same time."

Changing his tone, he con-

tinues, "That was our first

hit (in the U.S.). and that

really opened doors for us,

and we'll have to see . . .

'Secret' (their second
American single from their

latest album. Crush) is com-

ing through pretty strong,"

Paul adds hopefully.

Orchestral Manoeuvres in

the Dark began in Liverpool

in the late "TOs when Paul

Humphreys and co-writer

and fellow founding member
Andy McCluskey (bass,

guitar and lead vocals) were

still teenagers. Their first

hit single "Electricity" was
written when they were
about sixteen years old. The
two-piece band grew to a

Orchestral Manoeuvres in the Dark
four-piece with the additions mercialism. "I hope the peo-

of Martin Cooper (sax

ophone, k^boards, backing

vocals) and Malcolm Holmes
(drums, percussion). They

pie who have been into us

for a long time, you know,

our kind of hard-core, cult

following don't get too piss-

have since developed into a ed at us! I hope they don't

live ensemble of six, by in think we're selling out,"

eluding Neil and Graham
Weir, OMD's brass section.

1986 looks like it could be

Orchestral Manoeuvres'
year. They have contributed

to the soundtrack of the up
coming. Pretty in Pink,

directed by John Hughes
who asked OMD to do a

track for the film. The song,

titled, 'If You Leave" is

slated as the first track from

the soundtrack, a move that

could whirl the band into

the American Tbp 10 easily.

"We're freally pleased with

it," I^ul beams. It will be

released in late February.

"Depending on how
"Secret" does." When asked

if he expects the same sort

of success Simple Minds
gained from their single

"Don't You (Forget About
Me)'—from another John
Hughes film. The Breakfast

Club - Paul smiles modest-

ly and his eyes open wide,

"Well, yeah, it would be

nice!"

lb all of OMD's faithful

fans, however, all of this con-

cern for making the Tbp 10

sounds like the band is sell-

ing out to that worst of all

possible musical evils. corn-

Paul says quietly, clearly

understanding his fans

fears. "Our music hasn't

changed. It'sjust that if a lot

of people buy your records,

it doesn't mean that your

music's changed. It just

means that people's percep-

tion of you changes. We've

had massive hits— 10

massive hits in Europe, and
we've never had a set for-

mula. Every single we've

released in Europe. I think,

has been quite different

from the one previous to it."

Unabashedly, he continues,

"And I'ms quite proud of

that—we actually manage to

keep having hits in Europe

for all these years, and
radically changing our
music at the same time for

all these years, and radical-

ly changing our music at

the same time." Still, some
fans are afraid that Or-

chestral Manoeuvres in the

Dark will become another

Pop commodity like Duran
Duran or Culture Club. Raul

looks quite amused at that

thought, eyes twinkling, and
laughs good-naturedly and
reassuringly, "We're not

good-looking enough!"

A Comedy about yf«, hope» and getting even.
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FREAKER PATROL

Edgar finds his purpose.

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN
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"The results suggested that those nurses

who take any type of action toward the

prevention ofnuclear war felt more suscep-

tible to its potential threat."

—Mary Anne Stanitis, co-researcher of

study "Nurses' Attitudes Tbward the

Avoidance of Nuclear War"

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
l-dilrd b> Irudr MiihH Jaffr

ACROSS
1 Sound Iron) th«

iMldt

5 Compo««f of

GiMiks
9 JMg*r s

reiaiiv*

M NaMaseol
lennis

14 SKiersmtlity
15 Coastal tli«<

16 London railway

station

18 Locomotives
Abbr

19 Region's
animal

20 London mods
slamptng
O'ound

22 Mcnne^xa
Fats ptoy

25 Jai

26 And so forth

29 Sound of

Music dress

32 Admiral or

guard
33 Taltxil and

Waggoner
35 Part o) India

36 Army VIP

3^ Sacrilegious

39 Butter con
lamer

4U Baseball great

4t Peninsula on
the Red Sea

4^ 19th cen
French illus

trator

43 Eric —
4«i Part of IRS
4B Hake
49 Townolliter in

dtnada
•jO Mogul governor
S 1 f iMil power

mechanism
b6 We have met

the enemy, artd

It — Pogo
b? Arch near Hydr"

Park Corner
61 Something to

dish'
62 Shun
63 Needle case
64 who'

65 Himalayan
my»t«rv

66 Evaluate

DOWN
t Sleepy tello«i

2 Norwegian king

3 Opera by Verdi

4 Developing

agent

5 Branch ol

math
6 Speck
7 Pan ol the

Bible Abbr

6 anad s cousin

9 01 an inscribed

pillar

to London palace
or gardens

If Spur
12 Looped vase

handle
14 Drum
1 7 B« the

Stan
21 Formot

Ell^abeln

23 Synthetic tiber

24 Fashionable
sect ion ol

London
26 Grain disease
27 Canines

28 Goal of

Chaucer s

pilgrims

M Grain sorghum
31 Classify

t4 Singer Frankie

3^ False Prelm
38 Leave a la the

Lone Ranger
42 Researcher at

limes

44 Ridicule*

46 Lukewarm
4; Smooth
50 Caesar et al

St Govt into gp
52 Pierre s dream
5< boy'

55 Oat
58 Realtor s umt
tS First cen dale
60 Never in

Stuttgart

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ21E
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Menu
LUNCH

Thcos

Spinach and Mushroom Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Swiss and Sprout Sandwich
Spinach and Mushroom Quiche

DINNER
Roast fbrk/Gravy, Spiced Apples
Shells in Cheese Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Ratatouille

Shells in Cheese Sauce

Weather

Tfemperatures will be in the mid to upper 20s today, go-

ing down to 10-16 degrees tonight.

Tbmorrow afternoon may be partly sunny with highs

25-30.

J

Staff

Today's Staff

Night Editor: Anne McCrory
Copy Editor: Anne McCrory
Layout Technician: Conor Plunkett

Photo Technician: Michelle Segall

Production Supervisor: Conor Plunkett

Production:....Laura Bell, Mia Rowan, Rob Catalano

The MassarhusftDi Daily Collegian (USPS permit I'M), Registered Stu-

dent Organization at the Univereity of Maasachunetta at Amherst, i«

publiithed Monday through Friday excluding holiday*, exam* and vaca-

tions periods. Content is determined solely by the Collegian Board of

Kditor* without prior approval from Unlveraity adminirtratora, faculty

or staff. Operation* are funded solely by advertising and subsc.-iptions

revenue. Subscriptions and advertising rates are available at 113 Cam-
pus Center, University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Mass. 01003, (413)

M6-3600. Postmaster: send address change* to the above addreaa.
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irS NOT TOO lATE
TO REGISTER!
Continuing Education Classes

and University Day Classes

Register through February 10

Registration Office

Division of Continuing Education

University Library

8:30 a.m.-7 p.m., IVIon.-Thurs.;

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Fri.; and

10 a.m.-l p.m., Sat (2/1 & 2/8)

Late registration fee and permission

of instructor necessary.

Pick up a catalog on campus or

call 545-2414 for more information.

Attention Students!

All RGIS Employees
earn .50/hr more than your January rate

If you have worked for us this January, and would like additional hours this
weekend, we will make arrangements for your transportation to and from the
Boston South area. A car will be leaving Amherst at 4 PM on Fri. 1/31/86 and will
return you to school approximately 10 PM on Sunday 2/2/86. You are scheduled to
work Fri. night (be dressed for work) - Sat. 12 noon to midnight - Sun. to approx 10
PM.

Call Marc Cohen at 546-7849 to be scheduled.

If you worked in the North Shore and Lawrence/ Lowell area - call Boston North
617-938-9119 collect for scheduling.

Thursday, January 30, 1986;
.Collegian 15

* Gymnastics
The coach successfully devoted

himselfto recruiting during the offseason, and realistical-

ly sees his team finishing over .500 and. after a fifth place
finish last year, can honestly see a second or third place
finish this year in conference play.

The men's team, right now, is in the same situation that
the women's team was in last year Head coach Roy
Johnson even noted it looks as though it's going to be
a long season."

The main reason for the famine isn't a lack of talent for

UMass, for they are still scoring as high as they did last

season when they finished at 7-4. It is mainly due to the

heavy recruiting done by the other teams in the Eastern
Intercollegiate Gymnastic League (EIGL), especially Tfem-

ple and Navy,

Navy has also just completed a $10 million g>'mnastic

inttnued from page 16

arena which adds greatly to their recruitment capabilities.

The Minutemen are also currently 2-2, and Johnson is

becoming a realist. "The competition is tough," Johnson

said, "but we're young and nobody is graduating. We have

plenty of potential, and I feel that we can upset any team

in our division. Next season will be an indicator of the

true spirit of the t«am, but it looks optimistic.

'

Tbp performers this season have been Roberto Weil, and
Timmy Myers. Weil, a talented sophoinote ir. consistent

as an all-around performer, and is the key to UM's future.

Myers didn't compete last season, but this year he has

emerged as a m^w divisKxi one force, al»> as an all around

performer

Upcoming meets include the women against Cornell in

New York on Feb. 1. and the men against East Stroudsburg

here, also on the first at Boyden's Gymnastics Center

* swimming I continued frvm pagf 16

showed life l^ cutting the

lead in half.

The 200 butterfly, which
may be a weak spot (if there

is one) for the Minutemen,
was won by UConn. The
Huskies took the top two
spots in the event.

i think the swimmers
were tired. I've got to get

them to swim better" Yar-

wnth said. UMass was hurt

in the race by not having
McDonough swim in it. "I

pulled him for a later event
and he wasn't feeling too

good," Yarworth explained.

The UM diving team put
on a good show with most of

the crowd cheering loudest

for senior Pat Mullen.
Mullen won the one-meter
diving and placed second in

the three-meter. Tim

Ramacciotti placed third in

the three-meter with some
consistent diving,

Yarworth was pleased

with the crowd. "They seem

ed to go back and forth from

the ^mnastics meet. I hope

^me of them will come to

Springfield (for the New
England meet next month),"

Yarworth said.

!>p*>nK infnrmulion pholM

Sophomore Roberto Weil has been a
mainstay of the men's gymastics team this

season.

EVERY THURSDAY AT

-6 1> R I N G 13 R li A K riANGr/^
r ance/Club

'' I'U >i t'^lTK^I>jSTATJRS;QEAv^rrim'

*•«••«••*«••

V •^changes:
CASH

^4
' SitC\CS

lAJ-ikAi

in tlM sunshine and SBfll in the mooniight at

ipMtWKh. There will tie concerts, games, parties.

jipirig con^eiitions, loads o( treelxes. goif. tennis.

|%tNU«i racing and great nightlife. And we'\« got the b«t I

So parte yow en; hop on a tour bus or eaten a flight on Eastern,

/ Delta or Piedmont Airlines, And

«/ ^ ^iP travel agents offer ffse resenwtei

i4bi'^ s»f*«»- So COOK to SiKing tmk"^
m D^mwa 8«ch, just lor

the Am 0(18

REVERSE
>^^' COVER CHARGE

- ' Every Customer Arriving^

Before 10:00 ^

' ' ' Receives $1 .00^
VsaSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

v-viv^ue /

BUSS\aos^

$V60

^^^ #;t

* * WELCOME '

* * BACK * ^

* * u mas:j *

>v A_/\

Pearl
^

^^rbors
$1.50

OFFICIAL POSTER OFFER For a 17' x 21" Daytona Beach poster,

send $1 00 with your name and address to; Daytona Beach Poster

Offer, 500 Third Ave. West, Seattle, WA 98119.

n

u.

Name.

City_

Address.

j^ ^ kJ/*F)C ^^^^ Sodas For Designated Drivers

riAlMUil/O Must Be of Legal Drinking Age^Hi
^^dance/club Rt. 9 Amherst 256-0284

state Zip

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^i^ to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8.45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

DVP - Distinguished Visitors Promun 1st

meeting important! Tonite 6:30 pm CC
805

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Pljrmouth Horixon 4 spd 4 dr
reliable transportation $1000 or BO
665-8335

197« VW Rabbin 5 speed, good condition

$1200. Geoff. 2.59- 1.582

1975 VW Rabbit. 79,000 miles, ma«,
stereo, sunroof. Runs well. $950, 259- 1582

Subam GL wa^n, 1981. Very g«x>d cond,
new clutch, high mi, well maintained.
$2000 or BO. 665-3441
'

BED A BREAKFAST

Parent! TisiliBg? AMffY Hfli'SK i^ »
coiy. convenient alternative fur non
smoker? in the heart of town B iV H f r ;.'

$45.00 TMas^ liiscmui: t^i>" <
>>'

549-644« _

tfiZ.Vmo incluSes heat, water .i; "iV

Fridge^RenUU free delivery K & I'

PackaKe store 2.5.3-9742

Riverglade Apt for rent two bedroom call

Terry .">49 747«

Available one room in spacn'iis apart

ment at bus slop- Five miles fmm campu.-i

5133i'month includes elec & hot water call

mvtime 25.3-,3S25

FOR SALE

Summer & Career Jobs .Availahle!

Resfirt hotels, cruise liners & amusement
[larks are now accepting applications ffir

employment! To receive an application

anr! information, write: Tourism Informa

tion Services PO Box 7411 Hilton Heail

Island. .'^C 29928

Do you like lobster? Do you like >treat

homecooked meals! Need Springbreak

money' Onh a few hours (ler week, dreat

atmosphere. Call .lim 545-21.'>(l

MOVER

'Round Town Movers fast, reliable,

cheap. Call Michael anytime 323-6780

NHL ALL STAR TICKET

1 tin available call John X~at 6 6397"

PARTY PARTY PARTY

•CASH"

Paying ca»h for your bawball cardo

Please call Mike ,546-6105

"
ENTERTAINMENT

MOBILE Ml'SIC INC Disks spun to your

taste Call rhns 2r)t;fi845

I l)R KKM

I bedroom in a i bedroom aDarlmeni

clos«> to town ami campus $22^ » call lioiiiia

66.5-8133

3 bedroom apt Belchertown on bus route

Waterhed queensize inc heater, liner.

naltress, frame $12.5.m)T(.m .549 4(171

t'oroputer ferminaf & IJOiMuitnJ mnHem

J
1
',40 each .549-fMIHS

New couch, never used *:t00 i . r ' ii i-

.•;i!l ,.ves2.5fi-lli4ll

New TandTlWiO inciuncs .i.nitue ilisk .lr

kcybiKird monitor Alsn a VVS write and

desk mate pp.,-r:.ii, I dOn ,a!i I.arri afler

7 iilMi«,5 49'M

1 nnee mens ski biint- .
i

.' i

HKLP W ANTKIl

U..rk -'(iih imsitions asailahle T!,i

:i.- wil! !( t,iKei, !•' ' 'intiar)

-•. at 2;Mn. tJerisiun- .\ i made by

:,, , ;, .winp Tuesday

Federal Overseas, natinnwi'le
i

>i.s'

,. ,.! s<-;Mo4' Summer- Career' Caii

-c.i'irv. .'Xpplicatinns, l.i-iiii,j

., . .-v„p'('')1f,) 944 4444 ext liS, K.I

Exercise Instructor. Work .study, tPK
Preferr«il hackjrround. Exercise Science.

SjKirti* Manapement. LS&R, or HRTA.
5-4665 during Body Shop hours.

INSTRl'CTION

Know vour car. I' i • \ r .nHitnli-

Workshop, 28 hours includinn classroim,

and shop. Limited enrollmenj^253-2098

Music andliainre TnsTruction. P<rfnrrti

mu Arts Divisiiin. repst.-r tn Weilnesda'.

[.•„), r.-.r -. l'lM;i-.- -^hiilcn' .iisciMinv

.MM KNAI.IS.M K\I'1:R1KN( K

BrinK the news of your school to the five

college area, (iaiii valuable t vperierii •

r,,.,,..i .,,, •,„•
,,|| wani *irini|ii' in -A-i.aiK '

Ml V Cill.i.Ki;! \N :.l
'"'

I.M RENBlIRt.

Happy 21»t Birthday you S Machine:

l,ove the switches

LOST

On 1-2I-H6 black dog approvirnatel\ i

scar ol.l 4.". lbs answers to tjeor^e. Please

cull ;'i4'i 41iio «iib any inb'

Dog tan color part Lab & German Shep.

Viciniiv of Brown dorm Name»l Scotch

Rewarti 2(K» (H) 546-^8:5:< or 41" r.9ti 17.-

Comc with Luv Tours mil ex

citinK Fort Lauderdale -i i^...i -.ua. Hi- '

hotels on/off the strife Trans, availabl.

Hesi price- tfiiint;' Call: Mark, .549t;r,,

K.ii '.'.'
1

'
' .bn .549.64<«

PERSONALS

sTOLKN blue CB ski jacke;

. ,,' : irnni >* Rrandywine i.-

Ti'-a-r rciurn V' ;" '- '

l.i//ic, I
I .N.- \.u, :i., 1

•

II. « Babe, Hapi

Mow jfre* is blh» k -

Lynne llans y.x^ I'.i linni'c i' i..n 1 ,iu

fveninu Hpcmwtmenl
lii-e 781-i;3,0.ir Mhb

ROOM WANTFU

Help female looking for a room to slay as

si«in as piissible. Please call early morn
inj,'- >" evenmi^s ke«'p irviiH' '.-5:t 24IU

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female nonamokcr to share room in

Brandywine call anytime 549-6037

Female to share room in Southwood
townhouse for spring semester call

2,53 9413

Female wanted to share room in Hrittan\

call 2.5b 4 1 1 7 start feb

Female roommate wanted l" shar.

I..i|r'
' !i! in iwii liedriHim Branilvwinc ap'

. deposit rei^uired ( ail \n'Utri^

i cik:;4

Northampton one bedroom
liedrniini apt River Km -'.'' ' '

- i:

.>! IJ!':i

l.otjkinit for a female to share a (wn
beHrtioom apt

TAX SOFTWARE

Integrated Federal. Mass fonM from
$.50 call TaxHelp 2560642

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK on the beach at South
Padre Island, Daytona Beach. Fort

i.auderdale. Fort Walton Beach nr

Mustanc Island'Port Arabsas fnmi onl\

$89. and skiing at Steamlmal or Vail frorh

only $86' Deluxe lodging. |iarlles, |^Hi.1ie

ba^s. more Hurry, can Suncha.se Tours

for mure information and reservations lull

fr,.,. ! Si(ci:t'..'l .5911 TOZAY' When vmir
ints, C'Mint tr, Sufi'-}],! i^

-I'l

« Willi

SFKVK KS

ircuit

If you

I * r" c c
l.nKi.

H.-rK-l

:ir;i;pii 'iiur >^ide.^

-. il..is,. by 2'H

Have
are afi

'ilruSTi

M'lf nls
:.il

W \NTKI) Ml RIAT
1 AKK THK ( llAl.l.KNt.K

Do you feel like vour college career

jii>U.iis-.in|j; >• i

iLind >iiur fiuri,

" 'rh your csj.. : .1 ;. i . .•

slant juisitiiin can t>e fur

injr md p-rsunal de\'elf.t..

.tirf K'lni- i 'r. 1 M ..(-,, i: PromiKinK new band
!VlHssachusetts Houshu: Servlce^ ^ pjuce i,. rehearse !

challenges you to challeni!e yourself l>e prefenil, mi. t near <

„» U A * ' » - > , I < »an R.A.' tact -
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SPORTS
Marked Man:
A--10 starts keying on Sutton
Bv PETER ABRAHAM
CoUegian Staff

LmvBZo Sutton can run, but he cannot

hide. Especially from oppt^ing coaches.

His statisticsjump out at you: 18.5 points

per-game, twice named Atlantic 10 player

of-the-week, leading scorer in the con-

ference with 21.3 ppg. 53 percent shooting

from the floor plus 4,2 rebounds a game.

His accomplishments have greatly im-

pressed the teams the University of

Massachusetts has faced this season. So

much so that the 6 2 sophomore is getting

special attention from opposing defenses.

"It's a challenge, and I like a challenge"

uid the sofl-spoken Sutton, who has a

chance to average the most points by a

UMaas player sin(» Al Skinner's 18.8 mark
in 1974. "I never know what a team is go-

ing to do. Every game is different,

sometimes they guard me man-to-man,
sometimes it's a zone. Whatever it is, I tr>'

to adjust and play my game."

UMass at GW
The Records: UMass is 6-11 overall.

3-5 in the Atlantic 10, G«ofige Washington

is 6-11. 1-7.

The Season Series: GW leads 13^.

Last Game: UMass beat GW 78 72 on

Jan. 4 at the Cage. Lorenzo Sutton had a

26 points and six rebounds for UMass.

Tro>' Webster had 18 for the Colonials.

Carl Smith had 1 1 assists for UMass.
Leading Players: UM: Lorenzo Sutton

(6-2 G) is scoring 18.5 points-per-game.

Carl Smith (5-11 G) is scoring 8.7 ppg and
has 7.4 assists-per-game. GW: Troy
Webster (6-4 G) is averaging 14.8 ppg.
Stev« Frick (6-5 F> gets 12.5 points and 5.2

rebounds per game.

The Latest Line: UMass is favored by

three points.

Against West Virginia last week. Moun-
taineer coach Gale Catlett assigned his

best defensive player, senior guard Dale,

Blaney, to guard Sutton man-to-man while

the rest of the team played a zone around

UM's newest star

The box-and-one defense held Sulton to

jnly two first half points and just two shots.

Sutton fought off the defense in the second

half, however, scoring 15 points on seven-

of-10 shooting. He scored 17 for game.
"That's holding Sutton, I think 17 points

is holding him," saif*. Catlett. "He does a

lot with the ball and has great athletic

ability. He's a definite problem."

George Washington coach John Kuester

will try and develop a defense to slow down
Sutton tonight as the Minutemen face the

Colonials on the road at the Smith Center
(7:30).

The Minutemen, 6-11 on the season and
3-4 in the A-10, will be looking to win two
straight for the first time this season. UM
is coming off of an 82-76 victory over Holy
Cross on Monday.
The Colonials, also 6-11. but 1-7 in the

A- 10, lost to Tfemple on Monday and will be

looking to avenge a 78-72 loss to UMass on

Jan. 4 in the Cage.

"It's a big game for us," said Sutton. "We
have some goals and one d'them is to finish

in the top four in the league. I think a key

to this is beating a team like GW We prov

ed we can beat them before, so we have to

go out there and do it again."

Sutton scored 26 against the Colonials

the first game, and has since led UMa% in

scoring its next seven times out. With
games d"29, 24, 15, 19, 25. 17 and 18 points

along with better than 63 percent shooting

from the floor, Sutton is one of the hottest

players in the East.

At 6-2, Sutton was out-of-position as a for-

ward last season. Getting his first start 12

games into the season, Sutton averaged 11

points from then on, leading UM to a 9-7

record the rest of the way.

He played in all 28 of l^'s games as a

freshman, averaging 8.4 points and 3.1 re-

bounds. He shot only 43 percent from the

floor and struggled at 68 percent from the

'me.

During the off season, the Albany.

Geor^a native dedicated himself to imprw-
ing his shooting and it paid off. His 53 per-

cent from the floor is second on the team
while he has become a steady 79 percent

at the line. He also leads the team in steals

and is third in assists,

"I think I was too burdened by the defen-

sive aspects of playing small forward," said

Sutton, an interior design major who came
to UMass from Fork Union Military

Academy. "But as a guard, I compete
against players that are around my heiphl

and I can get off the shots I want,"

Freshman small forward David Brown
has helped spring Sutton loose by adding
, mother perimeter threat for UMass. The
play ofjunior point guard Carl Smith has
a! so played a big role.

Smith is averaging 7.4 assists-per-game

and many are to Sutton. Running the

baseline, Sutton is able to work off picks to

set up for jumpers. With a range out to 22
feet, Sutton is a dangerous shooter and
Smith knows who to get the ball to."

, "Lo and I play well together, it's good
•chemistry," said Smith. "Our younger
players needed time to learn the offense,

and Lo carried us for a while. When we get

more balanced, I think you'll see him score

even more points because teams won't be
able to key on him alone."

It would be criminal if Sutton, barring a

major slump, isn't chosen as UM's first A-10
first team all-st.ar, "He's the best player I've

seen at UMass in some time," said Holy
Cross coach George Blaney. "I know I'd sure

like to have him on my side."

Minuteman Muttenngs: The UMass
Minutes will perform a routine at halftime

of the Penn State game on Feb. 10. The
newly-formed group will perform at the rest

of the home games this season and all of

next season's games.

Sophomore guard
Lorenzo Sutton,
above working
around a Duquesne
player earlier this

season, leads the
Minutemen in scoring
and is the leading
back court scorer in

the Atlantic 10 Con-
ference. The 6-2 of
guard is also second
in rebounding and
assists for UMass.
The Minutemen, 6-11

face George
Washington on the
road tonight.

UMass routs UConn UMass gymnasts look steady

Swimmers stay undefeated with 67-46 win ^t midpoint of seasOn
By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's swim
team keep its unbeaten
streak alive and .set two in-

dividual school records with

a 67-46 victory over the

University of Connecticut

last night in front of a good
crowd of over a hundred peo-

ple at Boyden pool.

John Turner broke his old

record in the 200 backstroke

with a 1:54.42 . He won by

nearly the whole length of

the pool as UMass swept the

top three spots in UConn's
^^akest event. Marc Surette

and Peter Chouinard follow-

ed him in 2:04.9 and
2:09.75.

Recently, UM coach Russ
Yarworth noted that Turner
has held back in his train-

ing because of a sore

shoulder "He really surpris-

ed me," Yarworth said. "I

just hope he's not over rested

(from nursing the
shoulder)."

Mike Hoover .set the other

record with a 2:12 in the 200
breaststroke that clinched

the meet for UMass,
"For Hoover that's a great

record. He's been swimming
really well," Yarworth said.

The Minutemen jumped
out to a quick lead by winn-

ing the first four events, and
proceeded to control 1 the

whole meet.

The first event, the 400
medley relay, was won by

Turner, Hoover, Paul
McDonough, and Jim
Kuhns in 3:37.69. Tim Flan-

nery then won the 1000
Freestyle in 10:08.71 follow-

ed by Rick Bishop in third at

10:16.57. Then, UMa.ss plac-

ed 1-3 a second time in the

200 freestyle as Drew
Donovan won in 1:42.3 and
McDonoughs 1:48.86 took

third.

Hoover captured the
fourth event for UMa.ss with

a 22.34 in the 50 freestyle.

"We came out hard in the

first half of the meet and the

.second part wasn't as strong.

I didn't go with our strong

line up," Yarworth said.

After UMass led by as

much as 14 points, UConn
continued on page 15

By STUARY GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
and women's gymnastic teams are just

about at the midpoint of their .seasons, and
while both teams are currently at 2-2, each
team has its own reasons to believe the

future is bright.

On the women's side, the key to the future

is depth. The team has more members than
in recent years, taking much ofthe pressure

off the starters. In previous seasons, UMass
had been devastated by injuries, and there

were no suitable replacements. Coach
Chuck Shiebler, in only his second year of

coaching, said that this season he has 'an

overload of talent.'

"We have much more depth this season

as opposed to last season," Shiebler said,

"We only graduated one senior (Jennifer

Pancoast) while acquiring top pro.spects Sue
Carney, Laurie Kaufman, along with many
others."

What this means is that the team
starters have to work harder to keep their

assignments, and in the unfortunate event

of an injury there will be a replacement.

Another major factor for the
Minutewomen has been the resurgence of

tri-captain Sue Allen,

"She has inspired the entire team this

season," Sheibler said. "Her own personal

improvement has been the key to our
overall success this season."

Last season the UMass women finished

at 4-8 in what Shiebler called a lean year.

continued on page 15

Sports at a Glance

UMass Schedule:
Today:

Men's Basketball: at George
Washington, Smith Center, 7:30 p.m.
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CoiW«iM photo by MirlMlk 8*call

LOOMING MASS — Susan Bowman, a juirfor psychology miyor skirts the sculpture on
the steps of the Fine Arts Center.

Service honors shuttle's crew
By MARLA A. BRUCE
Collegian Correspondent

Seven bouquets of white chrysanthemums adorned the

altar last night as about 30 people attended an informal

inter-faith service at the Newman Center Chapel to honor

the seven who were killed in Tuesday's space shuttle

catastrophe.

Rev. Joseph Quigley, director of the Newman Center,

Campus Co-President Stacy Roth and two other students

spoke of the tragedy, but expressed the need for the con-

tinued exploration of space.

Quigley, opening the service, expressed what most

Americans feel about the disaster by saying "our hearts

go out to families of the Challenger crew." He then turn-

ed the service over to the students.

Stacy Roth, asking for a moment of silence before speak-

ing, said that the space program must continue because

the crew of the Challenger were dreamers and like them
we must have faith in our dreams.

"If we don't try we will never know. I guess that's how
we live our lives," Roth said.

Barry Wray, a student who suggested the service, after-

ward said he felt we all shared a common pain in this

tragedy.

"In this instance it was so close to so many people who
normally wouldn't have interest," Wray said. "I thought

this service could draw these people together."

Wray said that despite the tragedy, the program's value

as an avenue of education is far too important to abandon.

"It's important for people to bond together and say we

have the strength to go on, " he said.

Roth concluded her comments by saying: "Fear not that

your life will come to an end, fear that it will have no

beginning."

ColleKian photo by Paul Dpsmaral*

Rev. Joseph Quigley, Stacy Roth and
Barry Wray honor the seven killed Tuesday
in the space shuttle explosion.
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Silence reigns

over Henry
settlement
Bv PATRICK JOHNSON
and LESLEY CLARK
( Dllegian Staff

University of Massachusetts officials say they have not

yt't been mformed of the amount awarded in an out-of-

court settlement to a former student accusi«d of arsim.

although court documents indicate the .suit was settled

more than a month ago.

The University has yet to be notified of the amount by

it.s insurance agent. Chancellor .loseph D Duffey said

yesterday. Other administrators eith«*r rffu.s««d to com-

iiHiit or could not be reached.

'Ever>'thing will be handled through the insurer," Duf-

fey said.

Twin lawsuits, filed by former UMass student Yvette

1, Henry, sought $13 million in damages for alleged rights

violations surrounding her arrest in connection with a

string of residence hall fires in December 1983. Henry fil-

ed the two $6.5 million suits in May 1984; defendants in-

cluded Duffey, other UMass administrators, the FBI, aiMl

campus and state police officials.

Documents obtained at the Federal District Court in

Springfield show that the settlements with the Universi-

ty and with the FBI were filed la.st Dec. 11. The FBI also

sought to absolve itself of any wrongdoing in the matter.

Henry was arrested Dec. 2, 1983, and charged with set-

ting one of 16 small fires that plagued Crampton House
during the semester. Charges against her were dropped

21 days later for lack of evidence.

The investigation leading to her arrest had relied heavi-

ly on an FBI computer "profile" that concluded the ar-

sonist was likely to be a black or Hispanic woman.

Negotiations for an out-of court settlement were under

way by Sept. 12. 1985, as shown by a letter signed by US
Magistrate Michael A. Pon.sor, who wrote that Henry "no
longer wishes to pursue these motions and there is a

substantial likelih(K)d of settlement of this matter,"

On Sept. 20, Ponsor granted a request from Henrys at-

torneys, ordering that the University and the FBI "purge

all records which it maintains on (Henry) by reason of the

investigation and pro.secution ,., for arson."

The only terms of the agreement between Henry and
the University which were released state that each par-

ty must pay its own legal co.sts and that neither party may
take further civil action again.st 'he other in federal

district Court, according to a document dated Dec. 11.

In the settlement with the FBI, documents stated that

Henry agreed to dismiss all charges against "any unnam-

ed employees of the FBI in their official and individual

capacities."

The FBI agreed to release Henry from all civil actions

"arising out of this lawsuit," the document stated.

But it also stated, "The Federal defendants, in their of-

ficial and individual capacities, do not admit that any of

their conduct was unconstitutional or legally actionable."

An ^alternative' bus trip across the United States
By BLAKE CORNISH
Collegian Correspondent

While some 35,000 area college .students

returned this week to hit the books, 10

others hit the road.

A UMass graduate student, six Hamp-
shire College students and .several others

have created a mobile community called

Spinning Free. Their purpose is to visit and

study alternative communities around the

nation. The group is traveling in a remodel

ed .school bus equipped with futons, water

jugs, a stove, a hand-built icebox and a

computer.

The group, which left Amherst last Fri-

day, will study different aspects of the com-

munities, including education, families,

women's roles, ecology and economics.

"I would say each of us is doing our own
separate study," .said Thomas K. Landry,

a Hampshire College student who initiated

the project. "We're also trying to form our

own community on the bus, being a

inhi'sivc group and using consensu.-^

dcnsion-making."
Christine lanieri, also a Hampshire stu-

dent, said. "We want to learn about living

in groups and problem-solving, both by do-

ing it ourselves and visiting others and see-

ing how they do it."

The group plans to visit about 15 com-

munities, including a Hopi Indian reserva-

tion. The communities vary widely, some
having a religious foundation, some
political motivations, and still others ex

isting solely as support systems for their

members.
"The general thing in the 'BOs was that

these communities needed time away, in

isolation, to think about thiir purpose

Consequently, a lot failed. " Lamiiy said

"Communitie.s in the '80s have a real pur

pf)8e that they're working for. ranging from

helping Guatemalan refugees to feeding

the homeless to living an ecologically

sound lifestyle,"

Three Hampshire students began plan-

ning the bus trip more than a year ago, and

they held recruitment meetings last .spring.

Each participant paid a $350 deposit, and
last summer the group purchased a used

school bus for $1000 Thev spent last fall

Miiirittmg the lni> with hcd- tor 10, desk

and shelf '^pacf and a kitchen. They also

needed insurance and CMass 2 licenses to

operate t he !ius.

The group wrote letter-^ lo about 50 com-

munities culled troin vanou- listings of

contmuril un page 4
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Soviets make warning

MP phMa

A Concord, N.H., high school
student passes by an American
flag flying at half-mast in memory
of Concord High School teacher-
astronaut Christa McAuliffe, kill-

ed in Tuesday's explosion of the
shuttle Challenger.

MOSCOW (AP) The ofRcial Soviet

media yesterday tempered condolences

o%'er the space shuttle disaster uith warn

ings that the shuttle's explosion ex-

emplified the "%'iciousness " of the U.S.

space weapons program.

The young people's newspaper Kom
somolskaya Pravda accused the United

States of setting an "unjustifiably high
"

pace of shuttle flights to accelerate the

Strategic Defense Initiative or "Star Wars'"

program for developing a space-based

missile defense.

Although the Soviet Union reveals little

about accidents in its own space program
and provides data dhIv after long delays.

the media has followed developments close-

ly since the U.S. shuttle Challenger explod

ed just after takeoff Tuesday.

Every national daily ran stones on the

disaster and kremlin leader Mikhail S.

Gorbachev's condolence message to Presi-

dent Reagan.

The official Tass news agency issues

regular updates on efforts to find pieces ol

Studds is for initiative
WASHINGTON <AP) The United

States should challenge the Soviet Union
to compete in controlling nuclear arms and
should use the "Star Wars" defen.se system
as a bargaining chip to win concessions.

Rep. Gerry E. Studds. D-Mass.. said

yesterday.

Studds, a member of the arms control

cubcommittee of the House Foregin Affairs

Committee, said Soviet leader Mikhail Gor-

bachev has been making "public relations

mincemeat out of President Reagan on the

subject of arms control proposals of its own
Since assuming Soviet leadership. Gor-

bachev has sold the Soviet Union "as the

initiator of proposals to reduce the level

and danger of nuclear arms. " Studds .said.

He said while many of the initiatives

have been sloppy, and Gorbachev's motives
transparent, the proposals should not be
dismissed lightly

"The administration response to the
Soviet strategy has been slow, weak,
misguided and characterized often by a
lack of unity within the executive branch,"
Studds said.

But Studds said the major problem has
been Reagan's insistence on the Strategic
Defense Initiative, also known as "Star
Wars." The goal of SDI is to build a .system
that would destroy enemy missiles before
they could destroy the United States.

"The Star Wars program can be useful
only as 'bargaining chip': only if the U.S.
is willing to accept limits on nuclear defen-

sive systems in return for Soviet reductions

in offensive arms," Studds .said.

Studds said many scientific experts said
a defense system that would provide com-
plete protection against attack is technical-

ly impossible.

Drugs in Sports
•Baseball
BALTIMORE -- The Baltimore Orioles,

expressing concern over baseball's tarnish-
ed image, announced yesterday the forma-

tion of the game's first voluntary drug
testing program.

Twenty-six of the 38 players on
Baltimore's spring training roster have
agreed to take part in the one-year pilot

program or were already subject to similar

arrangements through contract clauses or
minor league testing.

The remaining 12 have not yet been con-

tacted. General Manager Hank Peters said

he hoped for 100 percent participation, but

added that no disciplinary action would be
taken against anyone who re<; ses.

Football
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) - The head of

drug treatment for the New England
Patriots' said yesterday seven players on
the club were tested, all positively for drug
use in the past year and the problem on the
team is "almost negligible."

The tests showed that two of the players
and used cocaine and marijuana and that
five had u.sed marijuana only, Dr. Armand
Nicholi said. Of those five, two said they
had used marijuana just once during the
year, he added.
In a prepared statement issued by the

club, Nicholi said those tested positively
made up a far smaller percentage of the 56
players under contract than the amount of
drug users in a similar age group in

general society.

CORRECTION

Due to incorrect information provided by the Univer-
sity, the dates financial aid checks may be picked up in
the Bursar's Office were listed incorrectly yesterday. The
correct dates are: Feb. 5 for last names M-Z; Feb. 6 for
A-L.

Now's
the time
to call-
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fSlorth Amherst Tire
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Ai rost Uom Wsiroba s Store

549-4704

the destroyed shuttle.

But the media also used the disaster to

issue new attacks on Star Wars, which the

Soviets have said must be halted before any
arms control agreement can be reached.

The media reports suggested the explo-

sion confirmed Soviet fears that technology

in space cannot always be controlled and
that deployment of anti-satellite devices

and other space weapons could lead to com-
puters accidentally triggering nuclear war.

The triweekly newspaper Sovietskaya
Kultura called the shuttle accident a na
tional catastrophe, but added, "On the

other hand, the bright flash of the tragedy

illuminates the viciousness of unrestrain-

ed exploration of space with commercial
and militaristic goals."

Tass said the disaster highli^'hted "The
dangerous consequences of implementation
of the Star Wars program."

In a seperate commentary, Tass discuss-

ed "the impossibility of developinj,; such

monitoring and control system that would
guarantee against error and reacting to

false signals."

McAuliffe's family
expresses thanks
CONCORD. N H (AP) The husband

and children of teacher Christa McAuliffe,

who was killed Tuesday in the explosion

of the space shut tit- Challenger, thanked
people around the world yesterday for

their sympathy
"My children and I are very aware of

the tremendous outpouring of grief and
support across America," McAuliffe said

in a statement delivered by a partner in

McAuliflfe's Concord law firm.

"We wish to thank you all and ho{» you
can understand our need for these private

moments.
"We have all lost Christa. We thank you

for respecting our privacy and for sharing

our grief

"We wish we could comfort all ofyou as

you have comforted each of us To the

families of the othei crew membei -. Wf
.send our love and share their sorrow."

McAulifle and his two children, Scott.

9. and Caroline, 6, ha%'e been in seclusion

in Florida since the explosion shortly after

blastoff Tuesday.

AP photo

VERMONT GOES 21 - State Sen. Thomas Crowley smiles after
winning passage of a bill which pushes the drinking age in Vermont
from 18 to 21.

Pentagon funds more research
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Thanks to Presi-

dent Reagan's "Star Wars" program,
universities are as dependent on the Pen-
tagon for research funding as they were "at
the height of the Vietnam War," a new
study concludes.

"Since 1980, Department of Defense fun-

ding for university research has jumped
from $495 million to $930 million, an 89
percent increase," concludes the study con-

ducted by the Council on Economic
Priorities.

"Campus funding from other major
federal agencies... has grown less than half
as fast as DOD .support since 1980. Today,
DOD research accounts for 16 peicent of all

federal spending for university le.-^earch, up
from 10 percent in 1980."

The .study concludes that such a large in-

crease in Pentagon spending for academic
research raises troubling questions about
the balance between basic research versus
work done on weapons projects, as well as
the future of academic freedom to publish
research findings.

"The practical effect of these numbers is

that the usual balance betw-een civilian

and militarj' funding ife being threatened,"
concluded Alice Tepper Marlin, the ex-

ecutive director of the council.

The Council on Economic Priorities is a
non-profit research organization based in

New York. It specialiT-es in .studies of na-
tional :>i-rMr)V .>nmentan(i
corpnratc -.1 The grouj
.,as issu(?(l .-AeviTa! stiic;.-, criticizing the
"Star Wars" program, known formally as
the Strategic Defense Initiative, or SDI.

« « « «

Most Major
Credit Cards Accepted

The Collegian is now hiring

responsible and motivated Freshman
& Sophomore students to assume the

j
following positions:

Assistant BUSINESS MANAtiER
Assistant FINANCE MANAGER

These jobs can offer you c llent

business experience while still in

school. Apply at

the Collegian Business Office

by Tuesday, February 4th.

I

I
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Inn manager
hired by HRTA
maybe picketed
A former manager of the Lord Jeffery Inn, which recent

ly closed due to labor troubles, has been hired to teach
a course in hotel, restaurant and travel administrati«»n

at the University of Massachusetts. Stuiie ((irmer inn

workers, accusing him of unfair practices, plan to picket

the class today.

Former inn employet- Lauia Krutzler, a UMass student,

said Eric Nussbaum, previously the manager, had been
hired to teach personnel management, but Stevenson Flet

cher, HRTA department head, said Nussbaum would hv

teaching rooms division management.
The course, HRTA 291 A, is listed as a .seminar in rooms

division management.
"We're pretty outraged that the University has hired

this Nussbaum character. This is the hatchet man of

Amherst College. We're going to ask students to drop his

class," Krutzler said.

Fletcher said, "This had nothing to do with past jobs

We had a faculty member go on emergency sick leave with

a iroek's notice. We hired the most experienced individual

Wrailable. I hope you won't sensationalize this."

Fletcher also said that there might "be some trouble

down here tomorrow" at Flint Laboratorv". where
Nussbaum's class meets.

Krutzler confirmed that .students who are former inn

employees plan to picket the 9:05 class today. "At this

point we're going to be outside with signs as a presence.

We'll send a few students inside to leaflet, to let the

students know who this man is teaching their class." she

said. - PHIL SERAFINO

Man arrested
after accident
A 35-year-old man was arrested at 8:39 p.m. Tuesday

on charges of violating probation. Amherst Police said

they arrested the man, who had been issued a warrant
by the Sturbridge Police Department, at the scene of an
accident at the intersection of North Pleasant and Pine

streets.

A 22-year-old Longmeadow man had been driving north

on North Pleasant Street, when he stopped at a red light,

police said. The Sunderland man, driving behind him, was
unable to stop on the icy road, and struck the car in the

rear. Each car underwent $1,000 worth ofdamage. Police

reported no traffic violations.

In other police reports: In a three-car accident

at 7:35 p.m. Tuesday, also at North Pleasant and Pine

Streets, a 30-yeai'-old woman, driving south on North Plea-

sant Street, turned in front of a car driving north and
struck it, police said. The car, driven by a .30-year-old

Sunderland man, then hit a car exiting Pine Street onto

North Pleasant, which was driven by a 21-vear-old

Scituate man.

- ANNE TAUGER

Prof, finishes
history guide
By LINA PANAGOPOULOU
Collegian Correspondent

A five-volume historical guide that took

six years to compile, is the latest work of

Lewis Hanke, an 81-year-old retired

University of Massachusetts professor.

Hanke, a Latin American history pro-

fessor is the general editor who prepared

the work titled "Guide to the Study of US
History Outside the US, 1945-1980," which

he hopes will give readers a different

perspective on American History.

The guide, which costs $418 a set, is

separated into two major parts, with part

one being a compilation of articles written

by foreign scholars and librarians about

teaching methods of US history, the basic

material most frequently used and archival

resources. The second part contains a selec-

tive bibliography of 3,000 items covering

US history from the Colonial period till

1980.

"The guide shows our historians how
many different points of view there are,

gives a different interpretation and pro-

vides additional material," Hanke said. "It

is essential to us because it makes our

history as rich, essential sound and ac-

curate as possible."

The work was published in December

and is the first of its kind listing the works

on US history available in 45 countries.

The project took Hanke around the world,

including cautious negotiations with

governments behind the Iron Curtain.

"After World War II, the United States

was becoming more and more an important

and powerful nation," Hanke said. "Peo-

ple from all around the world were coming

C'niWglaB phoUi l>> Hn.n iiunmotta

Rose I. Ihedigbe, a teacher at the Walden Learning Center in Bartlett Hall,works with

children.

Incindental teaching style

aids autistic children
By DANIEL TAUB
Collegian Correspondent

They play together, cutting shapes out of construction

paper or playing in sand but the teachers know the
children are learning shapes, developing sensor>' abilities

and gaining valuable social interaction while they have
fun.

The Walden Learning Center at the University of

Massachusetts uses this educational style, called inciden-

tal teaching, to help auti.stic children learn.

"Incidental teaching is arranging an attractive en-

vironment usingf the child's interest as a teaching op
portunity," said Gail McGee. the project director for the
center.

Ten children ranging from three to six years old are

enrolled in the center, located in the basement of Bartlett

Hall. Three are autistic, McGee .said.

Autism is a developmental disability cau.sed by
physical disorders of the brain. It typically appears before

the age of three and is marked by inattention, social

unresponsiveness, and lack of language skills.

li.iu .'. .
.un ioi autistic

children have been highly structured and teacher

directed. The center works on the belief that the inciden-

tal teaching m*»«hod is npnropriate nftt only for autistic

children, but for all children, McGee .said.

With incidental teaching, the children are both hap-

pier and learn faster than with other methods. The
children are also better able to apply their learning in

situations outside the classroom. McGee said.

"Early intervention is a new practice, but the infor-

mation is extremely promising in terms of the progress

these children can make," McGee said.

Because the approach is new, thefe 'is not a lot of long

term information on what these children will be like at

18 or 24 or 35," .she said. "It is very clear that the pro

gnosis is greatly improved."

The younji age of the students is crucial in determin
ing the outcome with autistic children, .said Robert .S.

Feldman, a.s.scKiate profes.sor of educational p.sychology

and one of the research directors of the oroject.

"The integration between special needs and typical

children, and the whole idea of using incidental teaching

with special needs children, is something that is just

beginning to be used," said Lisa Musante-Bartmon, the

coordinator of daily activities at the center.

The directors of the center have applied for money so

it may become a demonstration project, which would

make it possible for incidental teaching techniques to

he transferred to other .schools.

Publicity services offered

Historian Lewis Hanke

in. It seemed useful that historians abroad
had been writing about us."

Essays on labor, the women's movement,
economics, a listing of the archive in the

American University of Beirut and the ex-

periences of American professors teaching

US history in the Soviet Union and China
can all be found in the guide, he said.

"After I retired in 1975 and finished some
other projects, I decided to work on

something different and useful for

everyone," Hanke said.

The set is sponsored by the American
Historical Association and the University

of Massachusetts.

By ROB COHEN
Collegian Correspondent

Typesetting resumes for students enter-

ing the work force is one of the many ser-

vices offered by the Student Government
Association's Communications Office.

All registered student organizations are

offered free promotional assistance by the

Communications Office. For a minimal fee,

the office will work on projects for other

groups and individuals. The office charges

$15 for resumes and needs about five days

to complete each one.

According to Janet Morgenstern, direc-

tor of promotions, the program has servic-

ed many groups on campus by typesetting

and designing flyers, posters, brochures

and gi'oup logos as well as offering profes-

sional advice about writing radio ads and
press releases. The office does not print the

designs but ofTers a list of printers.

"There are a lot more organizations that

could be benefited [by these services],"

Morgenstern said. "If they're going to

organize a trip, lecture or film, it's worth
the minimal effort to visit the SGA Com-
munications Office and get it publicized."

The 10 person .staff - graphic artists,

typesetters and publicity advLsors - is cur-
rently involved in designing a publicity

manual. The manu il, which will be finish-

ed in March, will be introduced in printing
workshops.

"We have room for people interested in

volunteering in graphic design, type-setting

or promotions," Morgenstern .said.

The office is presently designing signs for

the Student Credit Union which are more
effective and eye-catching than the hand
written ones which were previously used,
Morgenstern said.

The office, located on the third floor of the
Student Union Building, is open from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.. Monday through Friday.
Thirty sizes and styles of typesetting are

offered at the office.

$900 VCR stolen from unlocked room
A video cas.sette recorder and a cassette

tape valued at $920 were reported stolen

at 12:45 p.m. Wednesday from an unlock-

ed room on the fifth floor of Herter Hall,

University of Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

(bullet)Three door locks in Engineering
Labs, one in Lederle Graduate Research
Center and one in Gunne.ss Laboratory

were filled with glue Wednesday night,

i esultint, i.i approximatly $200 in damgeS,
police said.

The incident was reported at 9:15 a.m.
Wednesday. The buildings were unlocked
overnight, police said.

(buIIet)An am-fm radio ca,ssette recorder
valued at $150 was reported stolen at 3:09
p.m. Wednesday from a 1981 Mazda park-
ed in lot 22. The car was locked but there
were no visible signs of forced entry, police

said.

- JEANEITE DeFORGE
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"I fa*l ^mfi^it vm mil con^ out on top." Roth said

The tenn
mended for rec

iwoyeareago. v ..

ed to cut their bu

UMan taasM and ati

rolf and wTest '.. '

' om
-andin^ irum v.: atus

en.irtment off; j
jnn-

funds for other

i.1 am*.
• h»» irvirt- fiir Two more

<a ihe varsity level

lUw.;: •" »'» flub status in

wnicn orv?
"- Hut Htti-

-oer.

The drop would cause the teams to lose their medical.

travel, and insurance expenses, ultim

ft^»m competmg with certain other c

sitiM and in some league-

Last November, a letter writm« campaiim mitiiMdfey

keeping them
and univer

team members, resulted in the sending of .5,000 letters

to the Trustees Roi >i ^aid the letter campaign was

effect ive

Ho%».«ver, th(- ii'ili t<arn> were not con.sidered for con

tmued varsity .stalu.'< ^iecause there wa.s "no involvement

from the teams in the pa.sl few month-., >aid Roth

Andrew Knov^le^, chairman '.f th»- lommittee and

former L'Mass baseball pla\ei ,
wa- originally opposed to

the de< i-!un but voted in favor because of the support he

said i !(jm the teams

"Thev buUt a case for them-' lv.>. from all of their lob-

bving," he said.

Knowles said the fact that the team members were will

mg to help support themselvw influenced his final

decision.

Tours orient students in library
&t^^ who ftnd tbenselvM l<M in Um UtM«ry have

bal«4 to make use d'tlM library's guid^ tours, aonsding
to one librarian.

The Goodell Librai>* staff^ers tours <tf the University

^ MaasiKhuaMts Utoary wyM^m, but only a minority of

Mudents take them.
' Apfrnwimately 2^0 students p& wma t̂/er p«ttti|»te

m organiiwd totirs and sessions of the UMaM Iibrar>'

system, while most all students will use the iibrar>

facilities sometime during their stay at UMass." said

Paula Mark, a librarian at Goodell.

Tours have been offered since the library opened, "to

introduce petite to the layout of the library," said Mark,
these lours t^gin by giving a brief hisK^y of the Tower
Librarj', Goodell Library-, and the three branches The
three branches are the music library, located in the Fine

Arts Center, the biologic^ and geological science Uta^ry,

located in Morrill Science Center ami the physical 8cienc«

librar>', locate in the Lederle Graduate Research Tower.

The tour continues with an introduction to the different

librar>' departments, such as the reserve room, the docu-

ment section, the reference room, the computer terminals,

the microfilm room and the inter library' loan system.

The Goodell library offers 'either just a tour, or a ses

sion which relates material to their 'the professor's)

needs." said Mark. Sessions concerning a specific subject

may be set up for classes by the professor. These sessions

explain where specific subject information is located.

The librar>' offers tours during the first two weeks of

the semester at 10:30 a.m.. 1:30 and 2:30 p.m.

- SUE MILLER

Amherst surpasses target, raises $56in
Amherst CoUe^ has raii^ im>re than $56 million for

its academic prt^ams. $13 million m&re than anticipated

when the goal was set m 1980.

Douglas Wilson, an Amherst College spokesman, said,

"through strong efforts by class agents," the alumni

association has initiated improved relations with and
greater financial support from the school's alumni. The
alumni fund w as just under $3 million last year, double

that of 1980, w hile the annual volume of contributions

to Amherst jumped from $4 million to nearly $1 1 million

last year.

A class agent is a representative of the graduation class

who cH^niz^ ftuid-raismg with his classmates. When the

agents and others began the campaign, an extra dfcMt was

started to change the program dramatically, Wilson said.

The schools alumni association, Wilson said, has begun

to solicit funds clo^r to where graduates live.

ll^Tien the program began, the association was investing

in a "brick and mortar program, " which concentrated on

new' building on campus. Wilson said the program now

has been focusing on "strengthening the college en-

dowments." This will include more student activities, m
structional goals and operating costs.

- CHRISTINE MacDONALD

if bus trip nrntinued from page 1

altwnative communities. About

one-half wrote back, and a southern US route was

planned.

Their itinerar>' includes Twin Oaks, a commune based

on B F. Skinner's Walden 2, the Community for Creati%e

Nonviolence, a group that works to feed the homeless in

Washington, DC; Arcosanti. an "arcolog>" developed by

architect Paolo Soleri, Camp Hill, a community where half

the members have disabilities; and about 10 others.

The Hampshire students have designed the bus trip as

part of their studies, and the college is partially funding

the trip The others have varied reasons for the journey.

-

"My purpose in going is to see that there are alternative

ways to live from the suburban model I've been handed,'

said Mark Tuchman, a recent Hampshire graduate.

"Whether or not I choose to live in an alternative com-

munity, my perspective will not be so narrow."

Several of them will look at ethnic and racial minoritMS

in the communities.

"There's a concern that they're not multi-ethnic, that

they're upper-middle class," Landry said.

"it seems like they're only open to the middle cla^"
Baum added "Are they expanding to other groups'' Maybe
only white middle class people are interested: I dent

know.
"Everyone on the bus is white." she continued. "What

are we going to do? Only white people applied. It doesn't

invalidate us because we're white, but we're going to

talk to these communities and see how they feel about

it and what they're doing about it."

The bus is scheduled to return to the .\mherst area

around Mav 8.

lft£Jf=J|gJfe

FOUR SEASONS
WELCOME BACK SPECIALS

BUD 12 oz. cans $10.99

MICHELOB and MICHELOB LIGHT
$11.99

BUSCH 12 oz. cans $8.99

LITE $10.99

LABATTS ALE & BEER $11.99

MOOSEHEAD $13.99

GENESSEEBEER $7.99

UTICACLUB $6.99

SIX PACK SPECIALS

MOOSEHEAD $3.75

ST. PAULI GIRL $3.99

BECKS $3.99

HEINEKEN $3.99

LIQUOR & WINE
VODKA or GIN 1.25 L $8.99

RUM 1.75 L $10.99

AMARETTO750mi $4.99

PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 750 mi$4.99

MELON LIQUER 750 ml $4.99

COFFEE LIQUEUR 750 mi $4.99

See our new 2 for $5 Wine Selection

Many Different Selections

Embros Chablis,

Rose, Burgundy 3L
$3.99

Sun Country Wine Coolers 4 pk $2.99

KEGS - CHECK OUR PRICES
THE LOWEST IN TOWN
Mastercharge and VISA for deposit

Ski, tennis teams may keep varsity status I /{f^(}/y/lt
».. >^«««. . ^^..^ T%.„ »««,.. «If,^rf«iT*« om team members, resulted in the sending of .5,000 letters ^H 1 /^^^ m

. has
EDWIN JEANS
Save 10% with

this ad - good thru Feb. 7

13 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA

Don't be left out in the cold

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 86
Prices Start at $149.00

Complete with Jet $369.00

For More Information Contact

The UMass Ski Club is your

SPRING BREAK CONNECTION
430 Student Union 545-3437

Walsh's
ANNUAL WINTER SALE
NOW UNDERWAY

Our 8th Annual Winter Sale is now in progress, so m^ iwt

drop gi and take advantage of significant seasons end sav-

ings on both mens and womens fine quality business and

leisure apparel.

The Annual Winter Sale. . .A Tradition in Savings

Since 1902

ifymttXMd^^
32 Main St., Amherst 253-3361 Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30

This Winter
We've Got

inter ^]
t It All

In BOTH STORES!
Amhetil Coi'ioqe Shopi • Northompiori (Next to ifon ^io'^e)

POSTERS
Huge

Seiernon
•
BAMBOO BLINDS

BEDSPREADS
iCovet WQl'i Fufn • LAMPSHADES

rvonery of Coles)

RUGS % MATS • CARDS
Coc^l;! Duroble; •Over 1400 Designs

• Greot'y Exponded Dross 6 Silver

SKIRTS 6 BLOUSES • JEWELRY
(Connfoaoble Cotton) Ceorrmqs rings etc ^

WINTER SALE
20 - 50% off

selected Clothing, Chinese Shoes

Tapestries & Rugs

Great Gifts...

Great Prices

MCI^CANTILE
Doily Sot 1 6 • Sundoy 1 2 5

W Amherst
549 1396

Northampton
584-1205

=ifi

Dress for success.
It's a liHik (il pride. I'ridc that

Lomcs from leadership as a

NavvolfiLcr. It'salsiia Icclirm

(>l aeLOinplishmcnt in a

world whore hi^h leeh meets

high challenge. Where
I he Navv adventure reaches

around the world, beneath

the sea or even into space.

1 heie s no boot camp.

Navv otilcers gel leadership

training at Otficer ( andidate

School, (iraduate level

training that develops new

skills and talents. You'll work

with the best and brightest

in your Held and get real

respdiisibilitv and decision-

making aulhoritv.

Ihc challenge, satisfaction

and rewards add up to

personal and prolessional

growth nooiherjob can match.

When vou lead the

adventure, you start with a

)ob that's a perfect tit for big

ambitions. Contact vour

Na\ V Officer Recruiter or

call l-S()()-327-NA\V.

NAVY^* OFHCER.
rje**t«etri'-:t

/bbVMA'Jue.Aw:

LEADTHEADVENTURE.
« . .

* t « 4 ! «
***tt»i.. <•*:»:.
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irS NOT TOO LATE
TO REGISTER!
Continuing Education Classes

and University Day Classes

Register through February 10

Registration Office

Division of Continuing Education

University Library

8:30 a.m,-7 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.;

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Fri.; and
10 a.m.-l p.m., Sat. (2/1 & 2/8)

Late registration fee and permission

of instructor necessary.

Pick up a catalog on campus or

call 545-2414 for more information.

hlentine

Wmp
VALENTINE'S DAY
FEBRUARY 14TH

Wrap your gifts with

elegant and fashionable

gift wrappings that say "Be

my Valentine"from

American Greetings.

Located in Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
^dSTORE^

Open M-F 9-5

m
AMERICAN GREETINGS

C MCMUtXXVi Amermn Greeting Cocp

Kegs -k Beer -k Wine

Soda -Ar Ice

fKl^B'U
k\

V:'^",
k\

3" . .'trJBt:

University Dr.

Amherst

#**'

CABLING i2oz bontw $6.95 * 150

MILLER LITE i2ozen. $10.99 * 120

BUD or BUD LIGHT dozens $11.20 20

BUSCHi2ozc«n, $8.95 120

MICHELOB or LIGHT 120Z cans $11.25 120

BECK^ordtc $3.99*306pk

STPAULlHordk $3.99 306pk

MONTEVINO WINES 15L $2.99 or 2/$5.00

CARLO ROSSI 4L $4.99
PETRI WINES 4L $4.99

MASSON 15 $3.99

RIUNITE 15 $3.99

PALO VIEJO RUM 175 $10.99

GILBEYGIN175 $12.99
C. MORGAN RUM Tsom, $6.59
PEACHTREE SCHNAPPS l $6.99

^«CaS>
Stadiur

Liqut

UMIVERSITv/tWIve

'S^

(K)yTtW

•— ROUTE 9

175 University Drive

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of ;he individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless olhenwise noted
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International confusion
On Nov. 9, 1984. thi- hammer and sickle

of the Soviet Union reached 60 miles into

mainland America and intimidated the

highest levels of this government into

Abandoning its defense of freedom.

On that day, the Soviet freighter Mar-

l^all Konev sailed from the New Orleans

harbor, carrying Miroslav Medvid, a Ukra-

nian sailor whose dream of freedom had

fceen betrayed by the Reagan administra-

tton. Medvid, Oii Oct 24. 1984, jumped in-

to the swirling Mis.si.ssippi River during a

hurricane, clutching a svaterpnwf jar con-

taining his watch, an ofllcial liKiking docu-

ment, and a thud object. Upon reaching the

shore he was ob.served moving at a "dead

run" and continually looking over his

shoulder.

Upon meeting Joseph Wyman, an ex-

police ofTicer and now a jewlery store

owner, Medvid demanded through a com

bination of sign language and by writing

down the word "policia," that he be taken

to a police station. When asked if he were

Russian, he shook his head violently,

pounded his chest and said, "Ukranian!

Ukranian!" During the drive to the station,

Medvid made little diving motions with his

hands, to explain how he got to shore.

At the station, he was photographed and

fingerprinted, and through a long distance

telephone hookup, he spoke with Irene

Padoch, an interpreter from Washington,

for a period of 30 to 60 minutes. Padoch

testified at a Congressional hearing that

Medvid wanted to defect, and as Medvid

said, "live in an honest country" and that

he would "rather die than not be free."

However. Medvid did not become free. In

fact he was returned to the Marshall Konev

"kicking and screaming" in handcuffs.

Once on board, and during a heated

discussion with the ship's second mate,

Medvid again dove off the ship, and swam
to shore, pushing away several lifebouys

thrown to him from the ship. Once on shore

he was tackled, handcuffed, and began

beating his head against the rocks on

which he lay.

On Oct. 28 and 29 Medvid was question-

ed by State Department officials to "deter-

mine whether he wanted asylum" and was

also given a "medical" examination.^ A
Soviet doctor was inadvertantly admitted

and Medvid was given drugs. The National

Security Agency then also intercepted a

transmission to the Marshall Konev from

the Soviet Embassy in Washington instruc-

Dan Perrin

ting that Medvid be drugged with strong,

mind controlling neroleptics But there

were no blood or iiiint' tit^l-'^ done by

American nfficials.

With Soviet officials present. Medvid said

six times that he had "fallen overboard"

and wanttcl to go back with the ship, but

State Department regulations stipulated

that US ofllcials hear from Medvid before

allowing him to be letunnd tc liv <hip

Although there are provifiiuns in

American law that say any contract in

which one party was coerced, drugged,

threatened, or tortured, is not only nonbin

ding, but also illegal, the administration

chose to lie to itself and the American

public.

Last week the Boston Globe published a

story that had the Soviet news agency Tass

quoting Medvid as saying his story was an

.American media creation. The sad thing is

that the Globe feels Tass. the Soviet pro

poganda machine equivalent to that run by

Goebbels for Hitler, is legitimate enough

to deserve space to run its .story. The Globe

may claim it was a United Press Interna

tional story that ran, but for those of you

who missed the non-existant mention that

UPI was just bought out by a Mexican

socialist, who mysteriously came up with

the $30 million to make the down payment,

you may be much more skeptical about UPI

reports with a distinct Communist tinge.

It is interesting to note that one obstacle

to the cultural, scientific, and technical

agreements between our countries is that

the Soviets want a gaurantee that all defec-

tors will be returned. It would be legitimate

to assume that because Jessy Tabor, Head

of the New Orleans border patrol, said 115

sailors have been returned this past year,

but then refused to give out a nationality

breakdown, and because the agents who

returned Medvid to the ship in the first

place had 30 years experience between

them, that such an agreement exists in our

grain treaty.

It is ironic that one of the grievences in

the Declaration of Independence concern-

ed the restrictions Britain placed on im-

migration, and now we seem to be suc-

ceeding that power to the most tyranical,

militaristic, and expansionist regime in

earth's history.

Dan Perrin is a UMass student.

I i ' •: J 1%

Doug Calvin is a well-known local ac-

tivist involved in Central American issues,

particularly El Salvador. He's been a

UMass student for almost two years; he has

been educating people about the

Salvadoran situation for five. Last summer

like so many politicos he undertook a fact

finding mission, and last fall he toured

regionally, explaining to audiences his

insights.

There is a governmental offensive in the

Guazapa region of El Salvador, ten miles

north of the capital, that started two and

a half weeks ago and is known as Opera-

tion Phoenix. The action apparently came

as a response to a rebel bombardment

which rocked the capital. Calvin stresses

how peasants in the affected area are ex-

tremely low on food, and the casualties are

high amongst the civilian population

because of the army's tactics.

The U.S.-backed government of Jose

Napolean Duarte has stepped up its aerial

war against the guerrilla insurgency with

the help of U.S.-provided military in-

telligence. Of U.S. moneys earmarked for

Salvadoran development, 75% goes into

developing a war, according to the Miller-

Leach-Hatfield Congressional commission.

The Salvadoran armed forces are not

allowing the International Red Cross or the

Church into the embattled Guazapa zone,

according to Calvin. "It is a seriously

escalating bloodbath," he says of the aerial

bombardments in this country the size of

MassachuMt^t^. The.fjguire? Poug Calvin
• • produces attest to the terriTylng clifnfitfe

Random Notes

Rob Skelton

that United States dollars have three-

quarters funded: bombings- 1982, 111;

1983, 227; 1984, 347; 1985. 1600. The air

force is a key component in the war,

obviously.

Modern-day activist Doug Calvin can

document all of the above. The facts can

and will back up the work he is doing, such

as educating us about the escalation that

is occvunng, including reports ofU.S. Naval

shelling of guerrilla positions on January

9 of this year. Given the money, the peo-

ple, and the interest that the U.S. has in

Salvador, and that, like in Lebanon,

America has no moral monopoly that

prevents it from offshore shelling while

simultaneously denouncing terrorism, the

signals indicate that our continual

dalliance into Third-World affairs will be

as hazardous and rife with short-

sightedness as it has historically been.

Doug Calvin is hardly radical, given the

information. He sees what others will on-

ly later understand. And when I see the

new '"rebels", who fiirt with the flag, get

featured in newspaper supplements, and

find a "cause" in the "contras", I have to

sigh, for they are fighting a losing battle.

It will be long, but in the end, those who

are right, and not necessarily right-wing,

will prevail.

UMa.ss received a lot olittttntion in the

press during intercession, most of it

favorable. The highlight occurred w hen the

Boston Globe published a lengthy editorial

chastising Gov. Dukakis for his distinct

lack of support for UMass Amherst.

Dukakis had also earlier been quoted, by

the Globe, as saying the UMass system

shouldn't plan on attaining the status of

other outstanding private colleges in

Massachusetts.

Offering support for Chancellor Duffey's

funding requests, the Globe went on to

criticize Dukakis' narrow vision, pointing

out preeminent public institutions in other

states The editorial followed a low key

campaign by Duffey to enlist the aid of

editorial boards statewide.

* •

Board of Higher Education Chancellor

Duff generated more attention, as ex-

pected. In a final report, DufT recommend

ed that UMass/Boston separate from the

University of Massachusetts system and

connect with the public Massachusetts Col-

lege of Art. Duff then wrote a letter to the

Globe editor, chastising the newspaper for

not supporting Massachu.setts higher

education officials and their plans. Duff

leaves soon for Chicago to run the public

library system, while his connections to

political fundraising and mismanagement

of Board of Regents computer funds are

still being examined.
• • •

Local SGA personality Bill Collins was

shown during a television news segment

about the recent drive to mandate a public

referendum for the newly enacted man-

datory seat belt law. Largely through the

efforts of Boston radio personality Jerry

Williams, the citizens of Massachusetts

Larry Bouchie

will vote on a binding referendum next fall.

Without revealing how much I agree

with Collins on other issues, I personally

can't wait to help repeal the latest govern

ment intrusion into my life. More lives

could be saved through stricter enforce-

ment of moving violations in this state, but

of course that costs more money - intru-

sion is the cheaper way out.

it * -k

Local print is picking up steam. Both the

Collegian and the Campus Chronule are

sporting some new type and flag designs,

and Critical Times shows few signs of los-

ing ground. Meanwhile, two new student

papers on opposite sides of the political

spectrum may soon appear this semester.

Unofficially, the Valley Women's Voice is

threatened by a lack of staff, but will con-

tinue to publish this semester.

Speaking of our new front page flag and

type, the Collegian welcomes community

comment about the change, which is still

not set in stone.

• • *

Though the Yvette Henry lawsuit has

been settled by Henry, the University, and

the University insurance agents, it re-

mains to be seen what cumulative effect

the entire episode has had on the Univer-

sity. Many questions are unanswered, in-

cluding how the University is viewed by

minorities, what checks are in place to fair-

ly facilitate solutions to such complex pro-

blems, and how this settlement might af-

fect University insurance policies and

protection.

Lari-y Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

New look is inappropriate
We are concerned. It has come to our at-

tention that the Collegian has fundamen-

tally altered its aesthetic appearance by

implementing a new masthead for the

spring of 1986. We note an alarming

similarity between the Collegian's new

masthead and those of several disreputable

tabloids which we shall leave unnamed.

In these changing times, it becomes in-

creasingly important to maintain those

traditions which have come to serve as a

cornerstone of the foundations of this great

public university. We feel that the Col-

legian has confiscated one of the Universi-

ty's most established sources of identity

through its wanton lack of consideration

for the sentiments attached to the Col-

legian's former masthead.

We invite and encourage others who
share our concern to .speak out against this

atrocity and urge the Collegian to put the

previous masthead back where it belongs.

Scott Lorimer
Alex Zucker

Amherst

Time to get our priorities straight

'J{o6 Skettdn is a Collegian columnist:

In the general reaction to the Challenger

disaster there is evidence for an understan-

dable but peculiar aspect of people: the

ability to respond with great emotion to the

loss of a few (albeit symbolic) lives, while

the ongoing tragedies of starvation and war

are, to us insulated by our wealth, only

abstri"-' wrongs.

This najor malfunction" was doubly

ir6ilW. Ndt*oftl)r Wft#tli»«v«nt«MM£id«'A('

with another spectacular success in the

more scientifically oriented Voyager pro-

gram, but the loss of a high school teacher

is poignant in the midst of lack of federal

support for public education.

Let's get our priorities into action.

Thomas W. Hutcheson
• • Shutesbury
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American Travel Services

presents

SPRING BREAK^*86''
Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot Housp Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

UMass Arts Council

CAU FOR GRANT PROPOSALS

Is Ifll

iUk-5UA\, FEBRUARY

Art* C

theAf!

Aft- <

Amherst Ballet

Center

29 Strong Street

10-week adult

evening
courses

starting Feb. 3

BALLET
MODERN
DANCE
JAZZ

All Levels

Call 549-1555

"^-

ara
found...

at Seasons' Sunday Buffet Brunch
...Dixieland style!

Paradise City Jazz Quartet and Seasons famous

Sunday brunch all for only S8 75 Buftet speciaitie'^

from quiche to roast beef eggs and ham and seafood

casseroles to delicious pastries and the two-beat

rtiythm of New Orleans Jazz'

February 2,9,& 1 6 from 1 1 :00-3:00 pm.

ea^oa

Are YOU ready for

our 24 Hour
Science Fiction Marathon

starting Sat. Feb. 15, 1966

at 12:00 Midnight

Erasarhaad
SAA

lu

/"

529 Belchertown Road • Amherst • 253-9909.

J

The Thing

Hardware Wars

Star Trek II and III

and 13 more films

PLUS our famous Trivia Contest^

and lots of prizesi 7 /V^
All 24 hours for just $6.t^^

^^e»*r

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253 5426

He died to
.

take away your sins.

Not your mind.
^l)ll iloni have lo slop ilimkiiii; ulu-ii voii walk into

Ml tnis((ipal (luiith ( (iiiu jikI lom us m an atmnsphf rt-vvhere

f.iiih and ihouxlii omm Io^ciIut in a spirit ot fcflowship.

The Episcopal Church

Come to the Gala Reopening of

BOWKER
AUDITORIUM

Stockbridge Hall

University of Massachusetts at Amiieis!

Friday, January 31, 1986

1 1 :30 am 2 pm Open HouSC
Music Ret'rcshnicnt^,. and a chan^ - !;> . ':'\-.

the area s newest cliambrr pcrtfir::. ^•

8:{){) pm
Gala Performance by the

Springfield Symphony Orchestra
Chamber Ensemble

Barry TuckwcU. ^uest coiuiuchu
and horn soloist

I'lckets Siri S IS

AL the fine artscenter^^ Cull 54.^ 2511

The Episcopal Chaplaincy at UMass
758 North Pleasant St.

549-5929
The Rev. Christopher Carlisle, Chaplain

Dinner and fellowship,

Sunday night at 6:30 pm

ARTS
Friday Film Follies

by Don Upper
• * « *KsifUfnl ••Fair

• * • ^Very Good * WPtKir

• ••Good *B«d
• • 'iiPr«>tty Good WAbytmal

Denny — The great unknown

Danny Glover and Whoopi
Goldberg star in Alice Walker's

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Welcome back all! This semester Friday

Film Follies will have a new rating system

that will mark a great improvement from

the old rating system which suffered

numerous problems due to its regrettable

non existence. (See above boxi

Northampton's Pleasant St. Theater is

showing the new wave French film Sub-

way (**V%). In the stylistic tradition of

Diva, this thriller is populated by a cast

of eccentric characters living in their own
strange world in the endless tunnels and

caverns under a Paris subway station.

Christopher Lambert (last seen as Tarzan

in the recent remake) stars as a

blackmailer who falls in love with his vie

tim. Dressed in a tuxedo, with a hair cut

like Sting. Lambert looks so good that all

that was left of my date after she stopped

salivating over him were a pair of melted

nylons and a small puddle.

The Official Story ( • » is an Argen-

tine film about an upper class school

teacher who begins to suspect that her

adopted daughter may have been stolen

from people who were killed by the govern-

ment. Norma Aleandro stars as Alicia, a

high school teacher who has never ques-

tioned the official history she teaches, un-

til an old college friend returns after the

Falklands War to tell Alicia about the tor-

ture she suffered at the hands of govern-

ment interogators. Her survival in the

aristocracy depends on her dismissing the

truth, but she can't. Her whole mental

world begins to crumble as Alicia soon

realizes that her husband is part of the

government that has uncaringly killed

thousands of innocent people. Her in-

vestigation and actions soon threaten to

destroy her life and family in this probing

film.

Steven Spielberg's adaptation of Alice

Walker's The Color Purple (••••)
keeps to the story of the Pulitzer Prize win-

ning novel while changing its harsh tone.

This movie is a departure for Spielberg

because its story involves human
characters (not a fuzzy alien in sight) who

have tremendous emotional crises and

"The Color Purple.

growth spanning a period of over 40 years.

The story doesn't sound like anything that

could have been directed by the same guy

who directed Indiana Jones and The
Temple of Doom The central character

is the nearly illiterate Celie. a black girl

whose emotional and spiritual ordeals span

over from early adolescence to old age. In

the first part of the film she is impregnated

by the man she calls Pa. Minutes after her

children are born. Pa takes them away

from her and silently returns without

them. Later Pa gives Celie away to a man
she calls Mister. Celie must cook and care

for Mister's disorderly house and children.

The movie shows Celie growing up being

abused by Mister. Later she must cook and

care for Mister's mistress, the sexy blues

singer Shug Avery. The Color Purple is

wonderful film that will have you crying,

gritting your teeth in anger, laugh and

cheering. If you haven't read the book,

you'll love the movie. See it.

For those who have read the novel,

purists will note the many changes

Spielberg has made. Yes. it is

manipulative. Yes, at times it is very

Hollywood. Yes, it may come off as a bit too

sweet at times. Yes, it softens the character

of Mister but at the same time the film

makes his character a bit more understan

dable. Yes, it telescopes large passages of

the book, inlcuding the long lesbian rela-

tionship between Celie and Shug. But the

book is not about two women frolicking in

bed. Spielberg was right to concentrate on

how Shug's loving warmth nurtured

Celie's growth and made possible her even-

tual independence.

Out of Africa ( • • • Mj). What do I have

to say? Streep and Redford star in an epic

romance about the Danish novelist Isak

Dinesen's life in colonial Africa during

World War I. Streep adds another accent

to her repertoire and probably another

Oscar to her mantlepiece. Redford doesn't

really come off as a British colonial but he

is still nice to look at. Klaus Maria Bran-

dauer turns in a fine performance as

Streep's lowly yet likable husband of

convenience.
That's All Folks

WHO KNOWS WHERE
THE TIME GOES
(Hannibal)
Sandy Denny

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

Who Knows Where the

Time G^ieH is a retrospective

of one of the best but lea.st

recognized singers of the

last twenty years. The
album .>^pans the entire

length of her career, from

her first recordings with the

Siiawh- until her death in

1978.

Sandy Denny started her

career in the folk clubs of

London in the sixties when
then expatriates such as

Paul Simon and Joni Mit

chell were playing and
writing. It was at this time

that the Slrawbs asked Den
ny to join them and make
their first album.

Much of Sandy Denny's

best known work was with

the group Fairport Conven
tion, with whom she record

ed a number of albums in-

cluding Liege and Lief, the

seminal album of British

folk-rock, often copied by

such groups as ^eelye Span

and Pentangle but never

matched for its fusion of

traditional british/celtic

music and rock 'n' roll.

Strong and nimble, Denny
had the power behind her

voice to sustain the images

of the song, be it of fairy's on

All Souls Night (an Irish

version of Halloween) or a

woman alone and miserable

m a train station. The othir

key to Denny's success was

her choice of music and

players, perhaps the liest

known of whom is Richard

Thompson who was an
original member of Fairport

Convention and played with

Denny on many occasions

after she left the group in

1970.

Who Knows Where The

Time Goes is a four record

retrospective which spans

all of Sandy's career and in

eludes many rare live and

studio performances as well

as material from the

aforementioned groups,

Fotheringay. and her solo

albums. The amazing thing

about this album is that

there is not a bad track on

it (and we're talking about

four records). Even the

songs taken from her

schlockiest album, Old

Fashioned Waltz, hold up

pretty well. Most of the

material is consistantly

good. For example.the songs

from the long out of print

Fotheringay album
demonstrate that how much
more British folk nKk had

to do with emotion and

reality than the Byrds and

Lovin' Spoonful's ideas of

love and girls everywhere.

It has been written that

Sandy I^nny was a precur-

sor of Linda Rondstadt. but

this album proves once and

tor all that Sandy was for

more tasteful and capable in

producing music that was

affecting but not affected.

The unreleased recordings

on the album include songs

from an unreleased or ill

fated second Fotheringay

album, which are really

good, a solo version of

•Knockin" on Heaven's

Dtxir. " and an early BBC
recording with Fairport

Convention of "You Never

Wanted Me' In fact my on-

ly complaint is that a couple

of Sandy's best early Fair-

port stuff remains unreleas-

ed, specificly her rendition

of Joni Mitchell's i Don't

Know Where I Stand"

which I've heard is positiv-

Iv emoting.

Who Knows Where The

Time Goes is really

beautiful; an album which

even after four records does

not start to wear on ^ou.

Sandy Denny is one of the

great unknowns of our time

and there is no reason, with

the release of this album,

why it should remain that

way. Sandy Denny is simp-

ly one of the best singers of

our time and this album is

a very fair retrospective of

her work, definitly worth

checking out.

WE WANT YOU!!
'
ThcM-e will be a Mandatory mcetiim f-)r all CoUcmaii staff and

cone.spoiKk'nts intciested in wiitinu f .r the ARTS paue thi.^ .semester

at 4 p.m. tomonow at the ('i)/lcf>i(in Campus Centei
.
rm.lU. This

meetintr will count towai-ds stalfstatus 1 )r coiMespondents. Veiv Im-

poi-tant! See vou then! Contact Kelly Siegei- oi- Jennil-i- Ackeiman

if vnu cannot attend at 545-:3500.

Bowker opens with a bash
An open house, guest speakers and the Springfield Symphony Orchestra will mark

the opening of the newly renovated Bowker Auditorium Today.

The auditorium was refitted with new seating, carpeting and houselights. The

hall was was also painted over, according to James MacRostie, staff assoiciate at

the Fine Arts Center.
.

MacRostie said the music department needed a large hall for productions. 1 here

was no hall in good condition on campus. Bezanson Hall only has about 200 .seat,-

and that's too small and Bowker was too run down, too ramshackle to charge alo

of monev for big shows," he said.

The open house will begin at 11 a.m. and will feature a jazz quartet. In the even

ing a string quartet will perform at a wine and cheese ceremony to dedicate th

renovated hall. Several speakers including Chancellor Joseph Duffey, Provost

Richard O'Brien and Arnold Friedman, associate dean of the College of Arts a

Sciences will be on hand for the ceremony.

At 8 D m the orchestra will perform featuring french horn soloist Barry Tutw
^ _ TOM MIDDLET<

Livcwirc

by Johnny CantRcad

Came home from New York to find out

you burned down the wrong building. Can't

trust the Amherst rock community to do

anything. The Rusty Nail didn't do it often

enough but it could rock when given the

chance. On the other hand, Hanger One

has turned into an abomination - and it

still stands.

UPC has once again pulled their gold

chains together to bring us INXS, the band

that's gone the least far with the most

MTV pushing. I understand though, that

SWAG is to be commended for bringing the

Ramones into the Student Union last

semester. It takes one to know one, let's

petetion Duffy to give them our portion of

the student fees devoted to music.

Your college radio has been turned into

a veritable breeding ground for imitation

REM bands. They banished bands from

Campus Center because of the insurance

problems, and not only that -if you live in

Amherst you missed Carl Perkins the

Rockabilly Session on Cinemax, because

Amherst's cable company bites.

The best hope for consolation looks like

a bottle of vodka and the Oh Ho NoHo par-

ty Saturday night. The fiyers look like they

were designed to advertise a real party.

Five bands; Project Adventure, the vastly

overrated 8th Route Army, POTB, The

Cods, Nova Mob, and fourWMUA d j's are

playing at the Old School Commons, the

building across from the Academy of Music

in Northampton. 3$.

Dinosaur, Amherst's Led Zeppelin

parody, played Folk City Wednsday. How

were they? I don't know, I have no way of

getting to New York. They have a record

on ex-Minuteman, Gerard Cosley's

Homstead label. They've been getting a lot

of attention in the underground press. Forc-

ed Exposure called them the noisiest band

around, and from them, that's the highest

praise you get. I'd recommend them if they

had a gig. but they don't. So. if any member

of band invites you to their rehersal, take

them up on it.

The Chevrolet KROC & Rr party, Dan-

cing, Videos, Prizes Feb 1, 8pm, SUB.

2$ speaks for itself. Come look for the

freshman of your dreams or don't come at

all.

Leon Redbone is coming to the Iron

Horse, Sunday and Monday. Tickets are

14$ but it's probably sold out anyway. He's

likely to play some nostalgic music we're

not yet that nostalgic for. Then again, I

didn't even think his Bud commercial was

that great. He'll do a live interview on

'MUA, 10:30 monday morning. If you're

curious it beats having to hear him for the

whole night.

David Bromberg plays there Tuesday and

Wednesday. The press release says,

"Bromberg's specific style is impossible to

pigeonhole;" but I promise he'll play folk

with a banjo, and it was the only picture

we had.

Cliff Eberhardt, also at the Iron Horse

Saturday, is one of the endless supply of

Greenwich Village folkies who sometimes

turn out to be worth your while.

The Mitch Chakour Band, a real profes-

sional reggae-soul group that sounds a bit

like Marvin Gaye is playing the Scotch

Mist in Greenfield Saturday.

The Replacements are playing tonight at

the Channel in Boston.

David Bromberg, acoustic soloist,

will perform at 7 p.m. and 10 p.m.

on Feb. 5 at the Iron Horse
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TAKE OFF
HOLIDAY POUNDS

Until Friday,

February 7th you can work out at

the BODY SHOP FITNESS CENTERS for FREEH!

Our friendly and knowledgeable staff will

answer your questions and demonstrate our

state-of-the-art Hydrafitness equioment. {

EXERCISE WITH A FRIEND

AND SAVE $$$$

Sign up with a Iriend and get the 2nd

membershijfat 1/2 PRICE!!

THE BODY SHOP

TWO CONVENIENT CAMPUS LOCATIONS:

Boyden & Totman

7:30 -9:00 am
12:00- 1:00 pm
4:00- 6:00 pm

Still only $45/seinester !

* Va price for first time members only

WELCOME
NEW AND RETURNING

STUDENTS

The INFORMATION DATA BANK is a

telephone or walk-in referral center which main-

tains information on University administrative

and academic policies and procedures: bus,

library, and athletic schedules; listings of cur-

rent campus events such as seminars, movies

and lectures; and a variety of other reference

materials. Nearly 2600 contacts were made to

IDB in Fall 1985, making it one of the major

sources of information on campus.

THE INFORMATION DATA BANK
227 WHITMORE CALL 545-1555

ASm
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UMASS
CREDIT UNION

. . .is the Oldest and Largest Student-run credit union in the

country. We offer banking right on campus. There are many
reasons why our accounts are ideal for students -

• Minimmn balance in a checking account is $25,

and $5 in a savings account

• American Express Travelers Checks and Money Orders

• Accounts with over $50 earn 6% intersest

• LOANS! Both Car and Personal

• Hours: Mon-Thu 10-3; Fri 10-4

• OPEN AN ACCOUNT TODAY - YOU HAVE NOTHING
TO LOSE AND ALOT TO GAIN!

• Interested in becoming a volunteer teller?

If so please apply within

314 Student Union Bldgr. 545-2800 MemberNCUA

NEED HELP?

CALL TIPS

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE

TIPS is a library of more than 200 tape-recored

cassettes regarding various aspects of Universi-

ty administrative and academic policies, such as

pre-reglsterlng for courses, the weather, finan-

cial aid at the University, undergraduate fees,

and serving hours at the dining commons. All

tapes are available in Spanish and for the

hearing-impaired. Nearly 2400 contacts were

made to TIPS in Fall 1985.

THE TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE

227 WHITMORE CALL 545-1540

A Service of

The Dean of Students Office

y

BLACK ArrAIRS
Visiting
Professor
returns
By CHRIS ALLEN
Collegian StafT

Visiting lecturer David Graham Du nni-,

has returned to the Universuy ul

Massachusetts for tht- spnnjj semester to

teach in the journalism pio^rain ami tin-

Afro American studies department.

Du Bois. a nati%'e of Seattle. gi-ew up in

Indiana under the tiuui.ui. >- ..i hi« mater-
nal grandparents, Rev. and Mrs. D.A.
Graham He attended Oberlin Conser'
vatf>rv of .Music in Ohio, after which h»
©nli.Htid m the .\rraed Fvtcma tor tlirae

years

After hi'inj; discharged, he earned a
bachelor's degree in sociology- from Hunter
College in New York City. Du Bois did

graduate work at the New York School of

Social Work, Columbia University, then
earned his master's degree in US and
Western Hemisphere history from New
York University.

Following a year's study of Chinese
language at Peking University, People's

Republic of China, Du Bois took up
residence in Cairo, Egypt. He lectured at

at Cairo University in American literature

and was news editor of the Egyptian
Gazette, an English language daily

newspapers.

Du Bois has worked as a reporter and
editor for the Middle Ea.st News and
Features Agency, and as an announcer and
program writer for Radio Cairo's short-

Revolution
anytime now

David (naham DuBois

w.ivf ti ansniis.si<>n> to North .XiiurKa He
alsii st'r%«'<i a> North African public ri !.i

tion- (iiii-uiiant to tlii' u<'Vernment of

Ghana
In 1972 Du Bois returned lu the US,

%sh(ic hv lectund at the &hool of

Cnn1lnlllo^^ IniMiMty of California

Berkeley and at \ annus community col-

lege- m tht lii'lds of criminology and Afro-

American studies. From 197.3 through

1975, Du Bois was editor of the Black Pan
ther. weekly newspaper of the Black Pan-

ther published in Oakland. Calif

A novel. And But Htm Sin^, authored by

Du Bois. ba^d on the expeneiu es of Afro

Americans in Egypt m the period leading

up to the 1967 war, was published m 1973

by Rampai^ Press.

Du Bois returned to Egypt in 1977, as

foreign affairs editor for the San Francisco-

based Pacific News Service. He now makes
Cairo his home, returning to the UMass-
Amherst each spring. Du Bois is currently

working on a book about his mother,

Shirley Graham Du Bois, and is planning

the launching of a W.E.B. Du Bois Foun-

dation honoring his stepfather.

South Africa is edging dangerously clwe
to an "all-out revolution" as whites begin

to die and the Prttona ^'i)V»-rnment issues

dire warnings uf retaliation, said the CO-

ehairman of Chicago's Free South Africa

Movement
This will be the year when there will be

ni all out revolution on the part of the

hlark ixipuiation," Mid l¥ofe«sor Robert

St arks of Northea.stern LJniversity,

In addition to predicting the onslau^t
of a re^lution, ^arks forecast that there

will he a flood of white Scjuth Africans flee

ing their embatllwl countrv and heading

for the U.S.

Starks said there will probably be at

tempts on the part of the West to "offer

mnu^ type of an accomodation ill ordter to

stave-oft a complete takeover by blacks."

Although the vast majority of deaths

have been among the black population, in-

cluding many children caught in the

crossfires, whites have recently b<mn Ihe

victims of land mine explosions.

fiHIt year. South Africa and nuclear

disarmament, became the number one

foreign policy issues, Starks said, addini;,

"and this year there will be an escalation

of anti-apartheid activities in South Africa,

this countrv and around the world,"

February is Black
History Month

•mmimmmmmm
aUMiHiMi

61 Main St.. Amherat
Naxt to Town lUII

LIQUORS

FOR FREE DELa/ERY OF
$2t) MINIMUM OHt)LK.
(OFf UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

Ml I'jues In Store Cash Onlv

Bud • Bud Light • Miller Lite

Coors • Coors Light

mrm

suitcases 11 99
ca. + dep.

AiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUiiiii^^

Special Purchase!

Muscadet^ ^^^q
750 ml. 5 9^ VV2 ea.

^22"" case

pMfi

kiiiMtiiiiiiiiiiiiHihi

mmmmmm;!^

Special Purchase

Macon
Villages $O

750 rM. ^_y
75

ea.

36°" case

MM

Sam Adams
Beer
6pk.

$g50 + dcp.

^XvXvjw^jvjv^^

Vodka
1.75 liter

$025

^X|X|Xv^^^>Xj>X^

The lat^t land miiM oxplosion occurred

reMntly near the bottler of the neighbor-

ing country of Botswana. A 55year old

white man and his 32year old daughter-

in-law were killed in the blaM, and two
others injured.

In the past m«mth. 13 whit^died in nifw

land mine explosions all near the borders

of neighboring countries. The number at

white deaths "does not begin to compare
with ihe thousands of blacks who have lost

thier livfts \n tin -^truggle fw tquality in

a countr>' that denies them basic human
rights, including the right to vc*e,*' he said.

Tfw African Nat ion. il ( OngreM, a bann-
ed ant i apartheid or^'unization. has taken

the credit for most nfthi land mine explo-

sions eit^pt the t; ' ent.

The South African government has

stated it will seek "revenge" for the land

mine explMions which have claimed the

lives of whites. South Africa is reportedly

the only country in the world that practices

apartheid, which is a system that legislates

discrimination against all non-whites.

Indian.s, Asians and "colort^s" — people

of mixed race — enjoy slightly better treat-

ment than Blacks in South Afriok

- C. RON ALLEN

Soviets react to King holiday
The national holiday honoring slain civil

rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. was
just "lip service" by the Reagan ad-

ministration, which has made life harder
for blacks , the Soviet official news agency
Tass says.

"The U.S. administration pays lip ser-

vice, to its commitment to racial fairness,

but in deed, however Black Americans in

today's United States have lieen reduced
to a status of second rank citizens," the

agency said in a commentary recently.

"Nearly all analysts of .social and
political life in the L'nited States today note

hardened racial discrimination in the

1980s," it declared. "The life of the U.S.

dark-skinned population has become even
harder since the present administration

took office."

Tass noted King had been arrested more
than 120 times, went to trial more than 20
times and was jailed. "It could not be
regarded as happen.stance that just 10 days
before the pre.sent celebration of King's bir-

thday that his .son, Martin (.'JdJ, and two
daughters. Yolanda and Bernice, were ar-

rested in Atlanta, (Jeorgia, for taking part

in a protest demon.stration," Tass said.

Announcements
The Gentlemen of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc. pre.senls a World Premiere

Step Show at the L'niversity of Ma.s.sachusetts at Amherst Student Union Ballrooro

from 10:00 p.m. until 5:00 a.m. Music by Marc Klliot Productions.

COLLcGC 4 Main Street, Amherst 253-2523

^21 mf2 Mon-Fri 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 9-3

Diet Coke Thirst buster 3 liter $1 .79

TDK D 90 Twin Pack Cassette $1 .99

while they last

Keragoz $3.99

Super Soft Cotton Puffs

lbWW SI£w*a«BBa*««aB*•• *"**** 89-^

120 page 3 subject Notebook99*

50 page 1 subject Notebook 49^

> I » » • y *

r^^ * #»>.« ,I».VV»'» K»'-V-«»-* J*- ^*»- *••-*"*"
, P
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TSEtf^
CINEMA

Friday - Saturday

Emerald Forest 7:00

Walkabout 9:00

Sunday - Tuesday
Tin Drum 6:30

Fitz Carraldo 9:00

Double Feature $3.00
30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253 5426

J

Riverboat Village

NOW OPEN

APARTMENTS. SOUTH HADLEY.

1. 2 or 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BEAUTlfUL MODELS FuCNlSHCD B* Cm*p OeiAiNfs & tPbTt'M FURNIDKE CO

•Sv»im(nin9 Pool •Ttnms Court •Club House •Shuflli Booed CouM

(^CN SEVEM OAVS A WCCK
10 AW 4 PM

PmONE b3?»4i1
53? 946f

CAU fOB
DiBtCTlONS

?fcverboai Viiiajie

e ',ef I cage so
so Maaipv •'•» ovo's

JAMAICA
SPRING BREAK '86
(where there is no drinldng age!)

P • Round Trip Airfare from Miami P
A • 8 Days/7 Nights at Ambiance Hotel A
P (on the Beach)

^ #2 Meals per Day
R
T/ • Free Parties and T-Shirts

y • Bar B Q's, Parties, and More Y

Only$435^ '^^ '**'^"' ^"'^ '^^'^

1-800-426-0444
Campus Representative Wanted \

Service Charges & Gratuity Not Included

1 Availability Limited • Offer Expires 4/ 15/86

^* r^^^^^V^i^
K:i^<».-<ira tf5«3b-.<».-i:5* ffSCsbJQP^^^^ «E^^Q5-.^S%tf5C^^Qi>,-<:5% tffv^^Qi>-.^3^ «=vi^

r KLiroi
Ski Colorado Steamboat

UMASS SKI CLUB
Goes West for Spring Break

March 17 - 24
7 nights lodging

5 day lift ticket for Steamboat $499

Round trip air

Trip includes: Transfers

Free transportation to Newark from UMass
ALL TAXES & GRATUITIES INCLUDED

For more infornnation contact -

The UMass Ski Club is your

SPRING BREAK CONNECTION
545-3437

CHEVROLET-

DANCE TO VIDEOS BY TODAY'S
TOP STARS/

OVER 200 PRIZES TO BE GIVEN AWAY!

Date ^^rt. Ti^ii I , 'SC Time G^ CO ^ntn
Place

Donation:

Proceeds to benefit the T J. Martell Foundation for Cancer and Leukem-a Research.

Sponsored by 7>^ C^^^mut^r A. r^<L Q^U^
With m. andON\AC

j
FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

\ FREE TACO BAR
I MON & TUBS NIGHT
I 9 — till it lasts

I FEBRUARY BEER OF THE MONTH P

I Becks i

\ 57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst P
'3,9 Z£:^cir'KiSfi C:C?^<»""«a^ ftc^'C?>"^^3i^tc^^w^s^ ftc^'<»'"'"C5iP <i£::^(xr'<^^ C£>*

.>

^

There's no need to hurry!

Our convenient hours allow
you to shop early or late.

Candy
Tobacco
Cards

Calendars

Cassette Tapes

Books
Backpacks

Clothing

Gifts

Cosmetics

Health and

Beauty Aids

Film

Film Processing

Clocks

Batteries

Electrical Supplies

Lamps
Magazines

Memo Board

Pens and Pencils

Binders

Notebooks

Paper

Newspapers

Tote Bags
School Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons

Glassware

Cups
Decals

Pennants

Chips

Cookies

Popcorn

Umbrellas

Many other items available

Located In the
545-2528

Student Union
Conv«ni«nt Hours
M F 7:30 am to 10:00 pm mini CtnrO
Saturday find Sunday I i ill 11 J3IUi C
8:00 am to 10:00 pm

the
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**Fear not that your life will come to an
endy fear that it will have no beginning.

"

— Stacy Roth, addressing a memorial for

the seven killed Tuesday in the space

shuttle explosion.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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1 Swiss pastutM
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MENU
Lunch

Tuna Boat
Chili Corn Chip Bake

Basics Lunch
Lentil Spinach Stew

Tuna Boat

Dinner
Turkey Divan

Fried Shrimp Dinner Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

Basics Dinner
Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

Fried Shrimp Dinner/Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

Weather

Today: partly sunny, highs 25-30

Tonight: partly cloudy, lows 10-15

Tomorrow: partly sunny, high around 30

Staff

Night Editor
Copy Editor *.,

Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor
Production: Kelly Sieger

BoardmaJi", Laura

Lesley Clark
Jim Patriquin

Peter Soderberg

Paul Desmarais
Matkins

, Naomi Goldberg, Dave
Vogel, Peter Soderberg.

The Massachusetts Daih Cnllegian (USPS fK-rmit »5fll. n Regi.lerprl Stu-

dent Organization at the Univeraity of Masaachusetts at Amherst, is
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Kditors without prior approval from University adminiHlralors. faculty

or staff. Operations are funded solely by advertising «nd subsci-ptions

revenue. Subscriptions and advertising rates are available at 113 Cam-

pus Center. University of MassachusetU. Amherst. Mass. 01003. (413)

.54.5.^500. Postmaster; send address changes to the above addresa.
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•previews
Although the

Minutewomen took the

final event, the floor exer-

cise, 44.4 to 43,8. they

couldn't make up for the lost

points on the beam. The
result was a loss by a total

of .25 points and a record of

f-3 on the season.

This was the second time

^is season that the women
l^ve lost by one point or less

as they were ousted by Nor

theastern by .95 on Jan. 21

at Northeastern.

Shiebler was especially

pleased with the perfor

nance of senior tri captain

Sue Allen who scored her

collegiate high of 35.1

points.

The women face a tough

Cornell team on Saturday

Ikt 2 p.m. They stay on the

road until Feb. 22 when

iFilirtin-d f'nirn page IS

Southernthey host

Connecticut.

The men's gymnastics

team, coming off a tough

\ou to Springfield College

last Sunday, will host East

Stroudsberg on Saturday

In the only home meet on

the UMass slate this

weekend, UMass will be

looking to go to 3-2 on the

season.Led by sophomore

Roberto Weil. UMass has a

solid team and the meet

should prove to be an ex-

citing one.

The men's and women's

track teams return to action

this weekend as well, com
peting at the Princeton

relays in New Jersey

Both teams have been idle

since the non-scoring

Greater Boston Track Club

meet at BU last Saturday.

Next week, coach Ken
O'Brien s men's team will

be at the Eastern Cham-
pionships in Maine while

the women's squad, under

the coaching of Kalekeni

Banda. will be the Holy

Cross/Boston Univti-ity

Open in Boston.

Both teams have onlj' on-

ly one dual meet left this

iawn, Feb. 15 at Dart

mouth College.

I
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RENT/\NRECK

N«w a Us«d Car*
Trucks & Vans MMo Avalabl*

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880^

X)cV)Oi

Introduces

CAROL GARDNER
StylM By Osborah it plMMd lo

nnounc* that Cwol Gsrdnsr hu
loinwl lis slaM of skilled cosmalol
ogltit Carol iookt lorwaid lo

•••ino h«( OKI lri«nd$ and iralcom-

Ing nam onas

Fof you^ appoiolfnaflt can

S4»iJC10

65 University Drive. Amherst • 549-5610

SALE
$16.99
LIMITED TIME'

SIZES 28 - 38

open 7 Days • Thurs. 'til I

197 N. Pleasant

Amherst
253-9729

Mw:

asm* (^ain^^

Don't

Forget Our

Winter—
Clearance

20-50%
Off

Winter Goods

Quantities

UmKod

Some
Units are

Pre-

Assembied

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3 Special Hours: Tuesday Nite until 9:00

Located in the Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
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^W ^ Cocktail Lounge^^lj©!^ Rt. 9 Hadley "^

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Friday Jan 31st 9:00 - 1:00

Jump Start and Al Fuller Band
2 stages no wait between

2 bands shows

«Mj,,m/m^s/MMfr""''''''«'"'''"\"\""'"^^^^^^

THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO AP-
PLIED FOR THE GRAPHICS POSI-

TIONS AT THE COLLEGIAN. WE
HAVE GOT PLENTY OF PEOPLE
NOW - PLEASE NO MORE PHONE
CALLS!!!!!!

I hG 6^h semi-annual

hing-you-need- ^^^fc ^_^ ,^1^
make-yourself- ^^^ ^EB I &A|
feel-at-Home" %^ %M %^»

"Everything- you- need
to-make-yourself

feel-at-Home'

Lamps
desk lamps, wall lamps, table lamps, hanging lamps,

bed lamps, pm spots, hi intensity lamps, clamp lamps

/-

Clamp Lamp

NOW $9.95

Tapestries

Bedspreads
ct^ Wall Hangings

Save up to $5.00!

100 Watt Swing Arm
red/black/whiiH •

Rpq $18 95

NOW $14.95

Rugs

nd

'-^^CPV^-'

Starting at $7.95

^J

Posters &- Prints

500 titles to choose from!
travel, sports, scenic, photo, personalities, rock & roll

Bamboo Shades
All si/es for windows or room dividers

Save 20%

Record Crate Kits
Made of all natural wood— two great sizes'

NOW $7.95 and $8.95

Pillow lap desk, beverage glasses, wine glasses, mi'^3 ,id:>tic party cups,

plastic waste baskets, alarm clocks, wall clocks, ketti ^ h coffeemakers,

pictu'- • .•)>', .-. .ii: 1 li[is hooks, fliniierwrtrp sets, colorlul flatvft'-i .rgamzers. plastic

hamp. . .im,.-..' .'.r ,,,.1.,,,,., showvef tdfldys hi'h s *..!.. h(.i'v\ \

«SSWrtl»<% t.tMlfth

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

BEER:

By the case

Budweiser suitcase $11.99 + dep.

BuSCh suitcase %^.^ + dep.

Coors suitcase $11 .99 + dep.

Heinekens light or dark $15.00 + dep.

O'Keefe 1202. bottles $12.99 + dep.

BEER:

By the six pack

Heineken light or dark $3.99 + dep.

Grolsch ^'^^ ^ ^«P

Moosehead ^3.99 + dep.

LIQUOR:
Vodka or Gin 80° $8.99i.75L

Kahlua $13.75 NOW $11.49 750 ml

Rum silver or gold $11 .25 1.75 L

Jug Wine Burgundy, Chablls, Rose $4.99 4 L

Schnapps. . . all flavors and sizes

Just Waiting For You!!!

Ll.EGIAN CLASSIFIE^^^"^^ MT • R Thurs 8:45 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day
Come to Collegiar-

vcrn :

^' HlK KKNI
,r'*. prftm^n!

1stOulinK Club Mcclinf S I H 7:IM) pm
Feb :irii! ^nY^w ;.' r, • •> ,1 m Inking.

,;;;,>,•,,;;

camn-ing, skimj;. •'• '" '" i''>nK' ' '''

'

tfetrinners welcome' 3 bedrnom -y,

1 bedrimm in :> ' h...ir,„,ni apartment
,.|,,i, :,, 1,1,1 . .1 I

' •,\\\ Donna

from $1 (1 r.pair)
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SPORTS
Minutemen
tumble, 77-67
Fall to 6-12 at GW, face Temple
tfy PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON. DC. The University of

Massachusetts lost its shooting touch in the

game's final minutes and dr(»pf)fd the first

game of a four game road trip. 77 67 to

George Washington last night.

UMass fell to 6-1 1 overall and 3-6 in the

Atlantic 10 and has now lost all eight

games it has played on the road this season.

The Colonials climbed to 7-10 on the season

and 2-6 in the league.

The Minutemen scored the games first

four points, but allowed the bext eight

straight and with the exception of a 30-30

tie with 1:40 left in the first half, never got

closer than two points to the Colonials.

Sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton led

UMass in scoring for the nmth straight

time with 20 points despite a second half

rib injury that kept him out over six

minutes. Freshman Mike Mundy and Joe

Fennell added 1 1 and 10 each. Junior point

guard Carl Smith had nine.

GW, which didn't start a player over 6-6.

had 18 points from 6-5 center Steve Frick.

Troy Webster added 14 with Mike O'Reil

ly and Chester Wood scoring 12 each.

UMass made a late run, closing to within

four at 67 63 on a Mundy double-pump
with 2:45 to go. The Colonials however, put

the game away with a eight point run that

included six free throws as the UMass of-

fense stagnated, unable to produce good

shots or capitalize on offensive rebounds.

On the game, the Colonials were 19-of-28

from the line. UMass was 13-of-16.

UMa.ss' freshmen big men - 6-9 John
Milum, 6-6 Duane Chase and Sean Mosby
combined for only 11 points as GW's chang-

ing defenses confused the young
Minutemen. UMass still has yet to win two
games in-a-row this season.

On Saturday, the Minutemen will face a

tough Temple University team that has
won three in a row.

The Owls, 14-3 overall and in third place

in the A- 10 with a 6-2 mark, defeated GW
74-61 on Monday. Led by 6-3 senior guard
Ed Coe with 17 points-per-game, the

backcourt-oriented Owls are a well-coached

(by Don Chaney* team that holds a 7-0

season series edge on UMaas.
Nate Black well, a 64 senior, is averag-

ing 13.8 points for Temple The leading re-

bounder is 6-9 sophomore ctnter Tim P©rr>'

with close to 10 rebounds-per-^une. Coe

grabs 5.1 boards a contest.

Key matchups for UMa^ include Milum
on Perry under the boards and Smith and

Sutton against Blackwell and Coe.

Last season, UMas.s had serious trouble

scoring against the Owls In the first game
they met. Temple won easily. 65 39. The

second game saw a tight 50-48 batle, the

closest UM has ever come to beating the

Owls.

Other key players for Temple include

Howie Evans, the conferebce rookie of t lu-

year last season. The Minutemen have

traditionally not done well on extended

road trips and with their youthful team,

the Owls will be a huge challenge. A
UMass win would be considered a definite

landmark in the UM pn^ram.
Minuteman Mutterings: Sutton con

tinues to lead the league in scoring with

21,25 points-perleague game. In all games,

Sutton is third behind Duquesne's Rick

Suder and St. Joseph's Maurice Martin.

.Smith is first in assists with 7.38, third in

free throw percentage at .860. . .Sutton is

fourth in field goal percentage. . Sean

Mosby is fifth in blocks while David Brown
is 13th in league rebounding. . .In team
statistics. UMass is in the bottom three of

all categories except field percentage,

where they are seventh at 47 percent.

.Milum was nominated for rookie-of-the-

week, but lost out to Penn State's Brian

Allen. . .The Hempel Watch: John has been

struggling since transfering to St. John's

two years ago. In his first season, since sit-

ting out the required year, he has played

in 20 of the Redmen's 22 games with a scor-

ing average of 2.8 points-per-game, way
below the 15.8 he averaged during his last

season at UMass. He has a high game of

seven points against Fairleigh-Dickinson.

. .UMass will be on the road at St. Bonaven-
ture on Tuesday before returning to school

for a short stay prior to playing at Rhode
Island the following Saturday.

toll.tfi.in phot., bs f»ul l».-.ii.i.ri.is

Senior Barbara Hebel (left) goes up against

Rutgers last Saturday. UMass will be at

Rutgers on Saturday.

Women
on road
at Rutgers

The University of

Massachusetts women's
basketball team will be
looking to avenge a 20 point

loss to Rutgers University

last week as they face the

Scarlet Knights in New
Jersey on Saturday.

UM, 9-10 overall and 2-6

in the rugged Atlantic 10

Conference, lost to Rutgers
last Saturday, 85-65 and the

lOth-ranked Knights don't

figUIl LO UC ail^ coiOiWA at

home.

Sue Wicks, the A-IO
player-of-the-week, and her

24.8 scoring average (plus

9.2 rebounds) is Rutgers'

chief weapon. UM counters

wi'h Barbara Hebel and her

12.2 scoring average.

The game is sc* for 2 p.m.

in the Rut^fis Athletic

Center. L^Mnss then has a

week off before lann^; .St.

hu''- ;it home on Feb. 8.

CollrKian pho«o by Paul Dc»m»rai»

Freshman center John Milum (center) and the University of

Massachusetts basketball team are at Temple on Saturday.

Weekend preview

Almost all UMass
teams on the road
By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

With the exception of the men's gym
nasties team, all of the University of

Massachusetts teams will be on the road

this weekend as the second semester

athletic schedule kicks into high gear.

Starting tonight with the women's swim-

ming team at the University of Rhode
Island, all nine UMass winter .sports teams

will be in action with the lone home en-

counter being the men's gymnastics team
facing Ea.st Stroudsburg at 1 p.m. on Satur-

day afternoon at the Boyden Gymnastics

Center.

On Saturday, the men's basketball team
will be at Temple (see story) with the

women's hoop squad at Rutgers (also see

story). The men's swimming team will be

looking to keep their undefeated record of

9-0 intact at Vermont while the women's
gymnastics team will face Cornell in New
York.

The men's and women's track teams will

be at the Princeton relays while the men's

and women's skiing teams will be at the

Plymouth (N.H.) State Tournament.
The men's swim team will travel to the

University of Vermont on Saturday for a

1 p.m. meet. "They (UVM) have a good

solid program but we should win," UMass
coach Russ Yarworth said.

"Some swimmers will swim off events

and we'll have a double session of practice

on Friday. The weaker swimmers will have
a chance to swim more individual events

and the strong swimmers will be mixed
around. It's nice to have a meet without
any pressure. We'll be O.K. but. we've got

to make sure we win." Yarworth said.

UMass will try to keep it's unbeaten
streak intact as the%- run through one of

then' besi season.-^ cvir 'Mayl)f in the
19.'5n s (If 4(J'.s there was an unbeaten team
hut, I don't think there was one in the 50's,

60s or 70's. I got here in 1974 and I know-

there hasn't been one since then," said

Yarworth.
"I think UMa.ss might have been New-

England champs in the dark ages, maybe
not. If they did it was in the 30.s or 40's

because they had some good teams then.

This is definitely the best team ever. I hope

to retain that level but I have to recruit

harder," the coach noted.

The women's swim team. 4-5 on the

season, is also hoping for a victory against

a Ram team UM coach Bob Newcomb in-

dicated his team had a good chance of

beating. The meet is set for 7 p.m. tonight.

Even thought the UMass women's gym-
nastics team scored the most points since

coach Chuck Shiebler took over two

season's ago, they fell just short of Yale,

171.90 to 171.65 Wednesday night at

Boyden gym.
Shiebler was despondent after the

frustrating loss. "If you would have told me
before the meet that we would score over

171 points I would have told you we would
win," he said. "They just did a better job

than us tonight."

The key to the UMass defeat was during

the balance beam event, the third out of

four events. There were a few costly bob-

bles which eliminated the degree of difficul-

ty in the judges scoring and UMass was
taken in that event by a score of 43.15 to

41.6.

continiwd nn page 14

Sports at a Glance
Today: Women's Swimming: at Rhode

Island. 7 p.m.

Saturday: Men's Basketball: at Tem-
ple, 1 p.m. Women's Basketball: at

Rutgers, 2 p.m. Men's Swimming: at

Vermont. 1 p.m. Women's Gymnastics:
at Cornell. 2 p.m. Men's Gymnastics: E.

.Stroudsberg, Boyden, 1 p.m. Track: at

Princeton Relays. Skiing: at Plymouth St.

Tournament.
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•Groundhog looks in vain for its shadow.
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Fast action

by student
saves infant
By JEANETTK D. F()H(.l-:

Collegian Staff

While many Univei-sity of Massachu.setts

.students spent their first weekend thi.>^

semester studying or attending a back-to

school party. Brian Moran. a political

science maior, vnw,Mving an infant's life.

The 21-year-old junior was workinjj at his

job as a Emerj^emy Medical Technician at

Bay .Slate Ambulance Ccmipany in

Springfield when a call of a person having

difTiculty in breathing came into the sta

lion at 2 p.m. Saturday.

"When we got there a Springfield police

officer was doinjj mouth to mouth
(recussitation) on a 16month-old girl."

Moran said.

Moran and his partner. Ciene Qumn. who

'7 wa^ so psyched, not too many
cardiac arrests make it, and it's

great for somebody so small to

make it,"

— UMass junior Brian Moran.

drove the ambulance Saturday night,

checked for a pulse in the baby's arm and

neckj but she did not have one.

"We got her right out to the ambulance."

Mot-an said "We did CPR (cardio

pulmonary resuscitation) all the way to the

hosipital."

When they got to the hospital the

Emergency- Room staff helped the baby

breath on her own.

"The E.R. staff did a tremendous job

bringing her back," he said.

"I was so psyched, not too many cardiac

arrests make it and it's great for somebody

so small to make it," Moran said.

Moran has had other cardiac arrest cases,

but has never saved a child this young

If CPR is admin.stered within the first

four to six minutes after the heart stops,

a high percentage of people live. If it is

started any longer than ten minutes after

the heart stops, few people survive, accor-

ding to a dispatcher of Bay State Am-

bulance Company, who refused to be iden-

tified.

"I've worked with him (Moran) and he is

a dedicated individual. He is good to work

with and is an dependable person,' he said^

Moran has been an Emergency Medical

Technician since April and has worked for

Bay State Ambulance Company in Maiden

until September when he started to work

in Springfield. He is a member of the Fire

Safety and First Aid Unit at UMa.ss.

( iilli-Kiaii iihoiii l<\ Munii Kiill

Former employees of the I^ord Jeffrey Inn picket outKide Flint

[..aboratory Friday, to protest the hiring of the former manager of

the inn to teach a course in rooms division management.

Nussbaum picketed;
defended by HRTA head
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

A dozen former employees of the Lord

Jeffery Inn picketed Flint Laboratory Fri-

day morning, where Eric Nussbaum, the

ex-manager of the inn, is teaching a

course in hotel, restaurant and travel

administration.

The picketers handed leaflets to

students entering the building, warning

them to "look out for Nussbaum," and

asking them to drop his class. They al.so

carried signs reading, "Union-Busting
101" and "Does HRTA Support Union-

Busting?"

The financially ailing inn closed Jan. 1

after months of fruitless contract negotia-

tions between union employees and

management. The employees went on

strike last Oct. 24, accusing the Amherst

Inn Company of unfair labor practices.

The company is 75 percent owned by

Amherst College,

"We hardly consider him to have any

competent managing skills at all to teach

this class," said Brendan Larson, who was

an assistant purchasing agent at the inn.

Stevenson W. Fletcher. HRTA depart-

ment head, disagreed. "The reason we

hired him was desperation, and he hap-

pens to be fully qualified, Fletcher said.

He said a faculty member took emergen
cy sick leave with one week's notice. "I

think an underlying concern might be

that we're seen as endorsing one side of

the issue," Fletcher said, reiterating that

Nus.sbaum was hired h'>cause of his

credentials and the need to fill the

teaching position.

Nussbaum was not available for com-

ment. The department said it did not have

his phone number
Nussbaum is teaching HRTA 291 A,

Rooms Division Management, which Flet-

cher said has nothing to do with labor

relations.

"Mr. Nussbaum has never discussed

union negotiations with u.s, he has always

been very professional. The thing I don't

want is people to think our students are

being exposed to union-breaking techni-

ques," Fletcher said.

Most students entering the class said

Nu.'isbaum's involvement with the inn did

not bother them. "I had a hard time get-

ting into the class. I really need the

credits," said Jim McKinnon, a junior who

said he would not drop the class.

Sophmore Scott Barger said Nussbaum
was qualified to teach the class. "He
.seems to know what he's talking about

from the first class I had with him." he

said.

Rostow will speak at Amherst
Eugene V. Rostow, director of the US

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency

from 1981 to 1983. will speak on the topic

"The Conception of Peace" at 8 p.m. today

in the Converse A.ssembly Room at

Amher.st College.

Rostow is this vear's Corliss Lamont Lec-

turei for a Peaceful World. The lecturrship

hnnys t(. .\ni'vi-t philn-onhers. nM'-f,.;,l

ing frictions among nations.

Rostow is also scheduled to speak at 4

pm. tomorrow in Converse As.sembly Room

on the question. "What is the American

National Interest?"

.\ scholar who has moved between

acadeniin and uovevnment throughout iiis

cui'cer. Knstow is currenllv distinginshefl

\ isitmu ,.*•,-> (i>- ',i\\ rui

' ' '

' ''
1 u. ;.,*„ ..«^,.,. (iinl't>nac\ .1' the.'' lonal iJelense L'nivi

others who may provide insights into reduc- ^'ip

.-.ii>. he joined tne laie Lav\ School faculty

in 1938 and was its dean from 1955 to 1965.

Rostow was undersecretary of state for

political affairs from 1966 to 1969 and

director of the Arms Control and Disainia-

ment Agency from 19S1 tn ]98.'^

He has written numerous Ixinks on law

and foreign policy, including Thr Surrrrn^n

f'rini^dtii I' and Laic. P>urr, and thf Pur-

ll't of f'-'lli'.

Case of TB
reported
on campus
\>.^ .\A.\CY KLINCIENKH
( ul|..gi.in Staff

Ituversity of Massachu.setts health of

ficials confirmed Friday that ;» student

enr»>l!ed last .semester has b<>en dia^'nosed

u ith tuberculosis, and that tho.se students

identified as "close contacts" have been

notifu'd.

.Xpp.irently. there was a student who
was found to have tubeix'ulosis." said David

R Kraft, executive director of University

Ihalth Services, 'As a routine procedure.

we si-nd a letter to anyone who nnght have

been exposed"

t)ne source, who refused to identify

herself, said she had received a notifymn

letter and thou^jht that the student with

luheix'ulosis was a female giaduate student

in one of her classes The source described

the woman as constantly ill, and couching
n\er everything.

The chances of people cntching tuber

culosis from somebody in a da.ssroom are

slim, but they're fKissible," said Thomas ('

.McBiide. director of the division ef nu-dic.il

cue.

Health services a.ssigns a nurse "to try

to find out as many close contacts as we can

find and try to get them skin tested. Its a

•screening procedure." McBride said.

A positive reaction in the skin test means

a person has been exposed to the disease,

but a chest X-ray is needed for a positively

diagnosis, he said.

Approximately one UMass student a year

comes down with tuberculosis, according to

McBride.
"We get an occaisonal unpleasant sur

prise," he said.

Once a person has been exposed to the

disease, it 'might live there jin the body!

for a lifetime," and possibly become ac

tivated later by trauma like a car accident

or by pregnancv, McBride said.

Kraft said that the case "seems to have

been caught fairly early."

Tuberculosis is an infectious bacterial

disease, usually spread by "droplet infec-

tion," through coughing or sneezing.

McBride said. Although it u.sually affects

the lungs, it can involve any part of the

body.

It"can be a very devastating disease if

it s not properly treated." McBride said.

The disease is usually treated with a com-

bination of antibiotics.

Those treated make a complete recovery,

and start to feel better within weeks, but

are usually treated for one year, he said.

.At one time, tuberculosis was called "the

great imiUUor," because it can cau.se the ef

fects of so many diffferent illnesses, rang-

ing from bone fractures to spinal men-

miritis. McBride said.

.Svmptoms 'may be trivial, but they

usually involve unexplained weight loss,

unexplained fever, and a chronic cough," as

well as sweating at night. McBride said.

The I'niversity requires a negative tuber-

ulosis test lor all emplovei's, including stu-

dent employees, Kraft said. Tho e who have

hceii immunized against the disease or who

have l)een to countries where it is more

widespread mi^iht test positively. Init ire

unliki'ly tn have the di-case.

'TulieiTulosis i> ,in extremely rare

disease m our cnuntrv,' he said. 'This one

,i...Mi- to ii,i\f b<'» '. caught fauiy early."
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Election returns

to be shared
MANILA. Phillippines (AP>-Government and indepen-

dent election officials agreed yesterday to share early

returns from this week's presidential election to prevent

fraud. But some opposition leaders said pro government

news media could used selected returns to declare Presi

dent Ferdinand E. Marc<^ an early winner
Officials of the Commission on Elections and a private

watchdog group, the National Movement for Free Elec

Mons, or NAMFREL, met for more than four hours to

^gotiate a unified "quick count" of Friday's election.

Representatives of both sides said they agreed to share

early returns from the nations 90,000 precincts, which

sometimes have trouble communicating with the capital.

The nation is spread owr 7,100 islands, with an estimated

27 million registered voters.

In other developments yesterday, about 6,000 students

and workers of the militant group Bayan Country mar
ched on the presidential palace and burned effigies rf Mar
«M and President Reagan as they called for an election

b<^'cott. Rally leaders said they expected Marcos, presi

dent for 20 years, to rig the election. Some Bayan leaders,

however, have resigned to back his rival, Corazon Aquino.

Hundreds of Marcos supporters rode around the city in

a noisy, daylong motorcade, playing Marcos jingles over

toudspeakers and urging passersby to keep Marcos in

office.

At one point, the kltists and pro-Marcos motorcade cross-

ed paths. A boycott leader said over a megaphone. "Leave

them alone. They were paid to do their work."

Curfew announced in Haiti

1

AP photo

FOR THE CHILDREN-Norwegian ac-

tress Liv Ullmann accepts the Dag Hammer-
skjold medal yesterday from the West Ger-

man Society for the United Nations for her

work for UNICEF. Ullmann accepted the

work "in the name of the world's children"

PORTAU PRINCE. Haiti (APWThe government yester

day ordered a partial curfew in Cap Haitien, a flashpoint

of demonstrations against President-for-Life Jean Claude

Duvalier of Haiti, and restricted foreign reporters to

F\)rt-au-Prince.

Crovernment owned Radio National said Cap Haitien's

80,000 residents have been ordered to keep indoors bet-

ween the hours of 8 a.m. and 2 p.m.

No reason for the curfew was given and it was not known
immediately if it would be enforced for more than one day.

It was the first curfew officially ordered in Haiti since

Duvalier declared a 30-day state of siege Friday in the im-

poverished nation.

Cap Haitien, Haiti's second largest city, is about 125

miles north of Fbrt-auPrince on the Atlantic coast.

The government communique also ordered all owners

of radio transmitters to report their location to authorities.

Eleven people have been killed since demonstrations

began a week ago in Cap Haitien. Three people were shot

to death there last Monday, and three people were trampl-

ed to death Wednesday when demonstrators mobbed a

CARE warehouse. Five people died Friday in demonstra-

tions in Port-au-Prince.

Haiti's Information Minister Adrien Raymond announc-

ed Sunday in a second communique distributed by his of-

fice that all foreign journalists had been restricted to the

capital.

The U.S. Embassy said it received reports that security

forces used tear gas and gunfire to control an early morn-

ing demonstration, but there were no reports of casualties,

Polish peace

group strong
WARSA^^ ftjland (AP>-Although it has been declared

illegal andsomeof Its members imprisoned, Poland's first

independent peaci- movement show-, no signs of succumb-

ing to intimidation from communi.st authorities.

"Despite the repressions we will not give up," said Jacek

Czaputowicz, a founder of the Freedom and Peace

Movement.
Freedom and Peace, founded in Maix-h 1985, claims more

than 100 activists in four Polish cities and several thor

sand sympathizers, including Solidarity leader Lech
Walesa, the 1983 Nobel Peace Prize winner

It groups a new generation of Polish dissidents just as

the now-disbanded Workers Defense Committee, or KOR.
did when it was formed in 1976.

Among its members are the son of Jacek Kuron. the

leader of KOR and perhaps the countr\''s best-known dissi-

dent, and former leaders of the banned independent

students' union that formed during the Solidarity years.

1980-81. Most members are in their 20s.

The Polish peace movement, like other unofficial peace

movements in Eastern Europe, seeks the support of

Western European anti-war movements in pressuring

Soviet-bloc countries to respect human rights and make
democractic reforms.

"There are now more West European peace groups that

understand what we are talking about—that there is no

peace without freedom, without national independence

and democracy," said Czaputowicz, a 30-yeai"-old economist.

"There is no peace without human rights."

AP photo

ME AND MY
ARROW-Jira Walker
carries a wooden
stencil past a freshly

painted direction ar-

row on a Dallas park-
ing lot.

"We are asking journalists to register and ask permia-

sion of this office before they try to go to the rural areas

and other cities." said Guy Mayer, the ministry's

director-general.

No reason was given immediately for the order, nor was

there any indication how long it would remain in force.

An uneasy calm settled on Rirtau-Prince Sunday.

Heavily armed members of the uniformed militia, called

the Volunteers for National Service, kept patrol in small,

unmarked cars, firing at random.

Disturbances were reported in Cap Haitien Saturday

where funeral services were held for three people killed

last Mondav.

CLARIFICATION
In reporting Stacy Roth's concluding state-

ment at last Thursday's memorial service for

the shuttle explosion victims, the Collegian

should have noted that Roth was quoting John
Henry Newman when she said, "Fear not that

your life will come to an end, fear that it will

have no beginning."

OTHERADSTELLYOUHOW
CHEAPTHEIRBRAKEJOBSARE.
BUTNOONE CANTEUYOU

THEY'RE BHTERTHAN MIDAS.

At Midas, instead df tn in^ to lurv inn t u->t(>mers

with an unbelievably low pnce. we sntisty liinn with a

brake job they^ can trust.

A repair that's based on a free in /^ „| -^^
spection that includes pulling all four iC lUlDAJ^'
of your wheels.

Because no one can tell how much
your brake job will D)st until he thonni^hlv

inspects your brakes.

And we'll give you a free wntteii e>ti

mate before the work is done.

After fixing your brakes, we back our

work with a nationwide guarantee on bnike

shoes and pads.

If they sh<iuld ever wear out, Midas will

replace them free at over 1400 hx^ations for

as kmg as you own your car.

If you need a new brake job, o mipare us

with all the other ads in this paper.

But the harder you look, the more you'll

find that no one compares with Midas.

TRUST TNIMMS touch:

$59.95
BRAKE JOB
PER AXLE
(ON MOST
CARS)

•Includes new brake shoes or organic disc pads,

resurfacing drums or rotors, inspect hydraulic system and add
necessary fluid, replace front grease seals and road test.

Mil: MKEu THAI 0N( 0» MO»^i <* iHS (li[_n:m<U Ht NttOCO TO
RLjUjRfc TOUR BRAKES 10 iHt* PROPtR OPERAIINb i.wNl/m.u:m ahiCH ARE NOT
INCLUDED IN THIS PRICE NEWOfiREBUIlT CAtlPERS WWEEL CYLINDERS METALlCPADS
DRUMS AND ROTORS SPRINGS HOSES SEARINGS. AND PARKING BRAKE CAaE NOONECAN
TELL HOW MUCH IT WILL COST TO REPAIR YOUR BRAKE SYSTEM WITHOUT THOROUGHLY
EXAMINING IT

;
MIDAS SiAKf SHOES AND DISC BRAKE PADS ARE WARRANTED FOR AS LONG AS

fOU OWN YOUR CAR If THEY EVER WEAR OUT NEW MIDAS BRAKE SHOES OR PADS WILl BE
INSTALLED WITHOUT CHARGE FOR THE SHOES OR PADS OR THE LABOR TO INSTALL THfM
YOU WILL BE f:HAR(jf n KW AODIIIONAL PARTS AND LABOR REQUIRED TO RESTORE THE
BRAXr ' V '( M 'i' it',('W"lPl Mf.ll'f »AIIf)N

397 Russell Street, Route 9

Hadley, MA
(413) 586-9991

(King St. Store

temporarily closed)

Hours:

Mon-Fri 8 am to 5:30 pm
Sat 8 am to 4 pm
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Sunderland Police Chief Kenneth Heim (left) and Richard Bunker of the Federal Aviation

Administration investigate the wreckage of a twin engine Beechcraft airplane which crash-

ed in Sunderland Friday.

Sunderland crash kills pilot

Bv PATRICK .lOHNSON
Collegian StafT

A twin-engine airplane crashed in a field along Route

47 in Sunderland Friday, killing its pilot, the 71 year old

founder of an area company.

Garson R. Fields Si . of i 10 Kennedy Road m l.tt'ds. died

when the twin-engine Beechcraft Baron he was flying

crashed and burned in a cornfield near the location of the

former Rusty N'.ul h;u The crash occurred about 12:'50

p.m., and Field.*- was pronounced dead at the scene an hour

later. Sunderland Pblice Chief Kenneth Heim said.

The body was transpf»rted to Springfield Memorial
Hospital, where an autopsy was scheduled to be perform-

ed. Ht'ini said Invrstigatoi-s from the FfHoral .Aviation .-Xd

ministration aiui the National Hij,'hua\ Ti anspm tat khi

Safety Board an' tr\ ing to determine thi- cause of the

crash, he s.jui

"I was in th. uai.if^f .md I heard a Nirange noise, like

a 'swish. --u ish. and then a crash." said Charles Petraitis.

who lives near the crash site.

"I ran to the window and the plane was there, intact,

only it was pancaked." R'traitis said "I ran to the phone

to call the police and the .imhulaiue then the plane blew

UD. It ju.st started burning'

The fire start€'d between 30 seconds and a minute after

the crash. Pctraiti- said

The plane was engulfed in flames when the police and

fire departments arrived The firefightei^ fought the blaze

for 15 minutes until it was extinguished, according to the

Daily Hampshire Gazette.

"No one could have gotten out of there, especially if they

ueie kncKked out," Petraitis said.

Fields flew out of la Fleur AiiTX)i1 in Northampton about

1 1:30 a.m. Friday, Richard Giu-'^to, co-owner of the aiiiXJii,

told the Gazette. When he crashed an hour later. Fields

V as five minutes' fiying distance from the airport, Ciiisto

-aid

Fields wa> liorn in Holyoke -July 22. 1914. In 1949, he

founded the Berkshire Electric Company m Leeds, .uid h.id

versed as the company's chairman

Fields had been an avid pilot for 40 years, hi- -on Gar

son Fields Jr told the Springfield Morning I'nion.
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Course brings

together 4

religions
H% ro.M (U.YNN
Collegian Correspondent

Four oi the largest religious groups at tim University

<if Massachusetts will oftier a one credit course this

^ inester m a mutual attempt to better understand %arious

religious cu.stctms

Open to all interested students, the 12 mission courw

IS the lirst of its kind at UMass. Titled "A Jewjsh-

Protestant Roman Catholic Trialogue," the course is

taught thiDugh the Judaic Studies department and begins

tomorrow Those who wish to register can bring an add-

drop fiirm to the opening session or to the Hillel olTice in

the .Student Cnion The course will be held 2:30 to 3,45

in Heiter 119

Dim usHions will be aimed at some of the more^«sitii«

qu< -tion- surrounding the religious comnuinity and the

entire society, such as abortion, the nile of women in the

church, interfaith marriage, and Je.sus Christ, said Rev.

Joseph Quigley. director of the Newman Center.

Quigley and Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of B'Nai Brith-

Hillel will team up with Rev. Esther Hargis of the United

Christian Foundation as well as Rev Chris Carlisle of the

Episcopal House in an attempt to bring these issues to

the forefront. Quigley said.

•'I believe its a wonderful idea,' Quigley said. The
University sliouid provide more opportunities for religious

groups to have input into ethical and moral questions,

not just secular issues." he said.

Quigley said he looks forward to "a great deal of give-

and take during class discussions
"

R'rlmutter said differences in opinion will make the

course informative and exciting It should be a lot of fun

for everyone involved," ft>rlmutter said.

ftrlmutter and Quigley said relations have always been

w^ll between the four religious groups, although they have

never taught a course together before this semester

The $15 fee to enroll in the course also includes the cost

of a textbook.

Shadow not seen^

spring not certain
Spring might-repeat, might he just around the

corner
Punxsutawney Phil. FVnn.sylvania's favorite groundhog,

failed to see his shadow yesterday, for only the sixth time

in the 99 years he has been represented by a series of

ginundhogs. If he had .seen his shadow, it is believed, that

would have meant six more weeks of winter weather.

About 1.500 turned out in a cold drizzle at Phil's

electrically heated burrow to see what he would have in

store for them.

But the National Weather Service yestei<lay i-sued a

long-range forecast predicting cold and wet weather

through April.

WOMEN'S fORUM

('•illiUian photii by Mrian Cuarnotta

CAGED-The view from the 4th floor balcony in the Student Union provides a unique view

of these customers in the University Mini-Store.

Women's Forum is a weekly listirifi nl events relating to

women s issues. Notices may be sent to the Women s News

Editor care ofthe Collegian, by the Friday before the event.

The Counselor/Advocate Program at the

Everywoman's Center is sponsoring the following sup-

port groups, which will meet for eight weeks starting in

February: an Incest Survivor Support Group for adult

survivors of incest, a Battered lesbian Support Group

for lesbians who have been or are in physically and/or

abusive relationships, and a Rape Survivors Support

Group..

The program is also organizing support groups for single

mothers, adult daughters of alcoholic parents, lesbian

mothers, food/body issue.s, and le.shian support.

All gioups are confidential and free of charge. Further

inrormation is available by calling the center at 545-0883

The Resource/Referral Program of the

Everywoman's Center is looking for community

volunteers and student interns to the stafTthc Resource

Room for the Spring. Volunteers provide information about

area services, medical and legal referrals, and maintain

resource information. Further information is available by

contacting Sandy Mandel at the center. 545-0883.

Sunday-Eleanor Smeal, president of the National

Organization for Women, will speak at 8 pm. in Wright

Hall at Smith College. Her topic will be "Turning the Tide

for Women in 1986." The lecture is sponsored in part by

the Smith College Project on Women and Social

Change The lecture is free and open to the public
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Campus renovations progressing
By BRUCt SAXON
Collegian Correspondent

Repairs to a basement auditorium in the Morrill Science

Center svere completed over intersession as the first of

several campus meeting halls scheduled to be renovated.

The upgiading of classrooms and auditoriums is being

cK.rdinated by the Univei-sity's physical plant department,

the scheduling office, and the office of space management.

Justin Cobb, director of space management, said the total

cost of thf renovations have yet to be determined, but the

Morrill auditorium repairs have amounted to at least

$25,000.

"A year ago, we went to every classroom on campus and

ncurded all problems and deficiencies." Cobb said. "From

the initial li.st we compiled a priority list for classroom

improvements."

With most classrooms repaired. Cobb said the renova-

tion program has entered the second pha^ concentrating

on refurbishing the campus auditoriums.

Auditoriums are the most intensely use< space on cam-

pus." Cobb said. "Our plan is to work on one auditorium

each intersession."

Improvements in Morrill's auditorium were completed

at the end of January when physical plant employees and

workers from a private construction firm installed chairs.

repaired lights, sealed leaks and repainted walls in the

200 seat hall.

Sally Klingener, botany department manager, who helps

oversee building operations at Morrill, said the repairs

were long overdue.

"The changes were the result of pressure and complaints

from students and faculty about the condition of the room

combined with increased University expenditures f«P

building upkeep," Klingener said. "The University's com-

mittment to maintaining teaching rooms haa incroa^

in the last few years."

Anorexia addressed
Professor Joan Jacobs Brumberg, dircnrtor of women's

.studies at Cornell University, is scheduled to deliver a Iw-

ture titled "The Emergence of a Modern Disease: From
Anorexia Mirabilis to Anorexia Nervosa" at 4 p.m. today

in Memorial Hall.

Brumberg is the author of several articles that have ajl^

peared in major scholarly journals as well as M(ss/o/i for

Life: The Judson Family and American Eviingehcal

Culture, which was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize in

History Her lecture draws upon "Fasting Girls," a largMr

study of eating disorders.

Cnllririan pholu by Paul l)f>t>m»rHiH

KEEPING WARM-University of

Massachusetts employee Mike Dunbar
braves the cold last week to take a run

around "The Loop" surrounding Warren
McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

\Jpiij^L
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EDWIN JEANS
Save 10% with

this ad - good thru Feb. 7

13 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA

JOB OPENINGS
Student Janitorial Positions

are available immediately

in the Orchard Hill Central Area

work study and non work study

$3.65 per hour

Must be able to work weekends.

Complete application forms in

B-1 Baker

TOP of the CAMPUS
RKSTURWT
ir FMHm M\\\V\S CK^TKR I MASS

Luncheon:
Monday-Friday/11 :30 am-2 pm

Dinner:

Tuesday-Thursday/5 pm-9 pm
Friday & Saturday/5 pm-9:30 pm

-PARKING TICKETS VALIDATED"

FRATERNITY LIFE

^] \0j

^z^ £
^

V V.
^

e EB 1 B l+l

AT J;"!

/ 7-1 \1^ f
L

Experience the Brotherhood!

Delta Upsilon offers you
- Home cooked meals
- Excellent social life

- A leader in academics
- Intramural sports

- Little Sisters Program

OPEN RUSH
Feb. 4, 5th & 10, 11th:

9:00

North

East

Grad
Tower

NOPF AT

549-3831

VALENTINE'S DAY

14K GOLD SALE
60% OFF

All Ticketed Prices of 14K

Gold Chains and Bracelets!

14K Gold Earrings $10 sale price

14K Gold Bracelet reg. $50.

Sale Price $19.00

14K Gold Herringbone Chain

reg. $80.00 Sale $30.00

Many Other Specials Available

Sale Located on the Concourse

In Front of the University Store

Feb. 3 thru Feb. 8

10 am - 4 pm
Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

[.ncated in the Campus Center ^ IJNIVERSIT 1

mSTORE "
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UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.
^
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225 Main St.

Northampton, Mass.

584-9913

Spring and SummerVacations
with combination of cosmopolitan

nightlife, beaches, and hiking

10 WEEKS
EUROPE,
CRETE,
ISRAEL
$1699

price includes:

- roundtrip airfare NY
to Brussels

- 2 month Eurailpass

- 1 week hotel ace. each

in Paris, Athens, &
Israel

- 2 weeks hotel ace. on

the beach in Crete

- 1 week ace. in the

White Mountains

of Crete

9 DAYS IN
EUROPE,
CRETE,
ISRAEL
$1199

price includes:

- Roundtrip airfare NY
to Brussels

- 9 days Eurailpass

- Option for hotel ace.

in Paris

Safift^tca
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Don't Miss Samaria Gorge in Crete,

Europe's largest gorge!

1 MONTH
EUROPE

AND
CRETE

$799

price includes:

- Roundtrip airfare NY
to Brussels

- 1 month Eurailpgiss

- 1 week hotel ace. on

the beach in Crete

2 MONTHS
IN

EUROPE,
CRETE,
ISRAEL
$1199

price includes:

- Airfare NY to

Brussels

- 2 month Eurailpass

- Airfare to Israel

- 2 weeks hotel ace. on

the beach in Crete

RUN THE
ORIGINAL
MARATHON

Week of April 6

26 miles

Marathon to

Athens $899

- Roundtrip NY to Athens
- 1 week hotel ace.

- full board
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Letters—^——^^—^—
She was a favorite teacher for all

- How to make someone's day

My heart went out to the millions of

elementary schoolchildren who must have

been watching the space shuttle launching

THie^ay morning when Christa McAuliffe

died.

Christa McAulifTe had a transcendent

l^rsonality and exuberance which match-

ed the spirit of children and had captured

their attention. Many saw her as a favorite

teacher

ChrisUi uas going to be their represen-

tative in space.

Edmund Patterson
Northampton

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters must be typewrit-

ten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column sumbissions hsould be
between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are subject to edition for clarity and length.

—Editor.

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center.

Uniwrsity d" Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003. or they can be dropped off at

the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center Due
to the volume of mail receiveKi, mdividual replies cannot be made.

Meet the Collegian columnists

Tune in to WMUA. 91.1 FM, this Thursday. 6-7 p.m. and meet the regular

Collegian columnists. And, as an extra bonus, call in with your questions!

American Travel Services

presents

SPRING BREAK <i*86"
Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

NaiHftu/Ptiradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

IP SEE ME.W FEEL ME.

TOUCH ME.

HEAR ME.
Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a

challenging, yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College

at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of

research and further study in this field. Our ASHA accredited

Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and
our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it pos-

sible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time, or part-

time if you are employed in the field.

For information on these programs, or a free brochure, com-
plete and mail the coupon below Or call (617) 437-2708.

Please send me information on your Speech-Language Pathology and
Audiology Programs.

Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions 1 06 DK.

Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave . Boston, MA 02 1 1 5.

Name Phone

_State. .Zip.

INorthcastern University
An eaual ODDortunity/afHrmative action university

Sit down. I'd like you to read this while

you are sitting down. Not because there is

.some kind of a shock in store, but just

because you should relax. We all need to

rest our bones now and then. This is now,

so go ahead. I'll wait.

Good, Now, let's talk. Here are some sug-

gestions that just might make someone's

day. Theirs. Yours, Ours. Maybe we can

start a trend. Go on, I dare ya.

—Offer someone a back rub Anyone,

Friend, foe, stranger, or prdessor uill grades

aside i' Ytiu don't need to be a

mas.seur masseuse, and you don't have to

disrobe. Stay just the way you are. Concen-

trate on the neck. >linul<iii>. and upper

back (Juick lesson: Start gently, and work

into applymK a litllc more pressure to those

nui>cles that >eeni lit^ht i/o/ the nuiscle lor

tension, that is th.' key ». then back to gen

tie, and on to tiie next mu.scle. Goodness

knows that we aiv all tense sometimes and

who kn^^ maybe t hevjl do the same for

you.

—Got a quarter? 25 cent.s.' That's what

one dai-s costs on the t'ampus Center Con
course Have you the slightest inkling of

ju.sl how much a flower, especially a sim

pie one given for no other reason than "I

want to." can mean to someone? And don't

try to tell me that "they " don't need one.

Bull. We need love at least as much as we

need food. There's lots of starving hearts

out there Feed them a daisy.

—Part of our fees goes to cover the costs

of the campus mail. Use it. I'd like to meet

the person or persons who haven't felt a

gieat big lifl at the sight of a letter in their

mailbox, or who hasn't felt as heavy as a

lead balloon when their mailbox contains

nothing but dust. Campus mail. It's fi^e.

You don't have to send War and A'acc A
note, A postcard. An index card with a

name and address on one side and a smiley

face on the other side. You don't have an in-

dex card? I'll give you one Just ask me. If

I can get 24 people (never mind 24,000) to

send a day brightener to someone else tor

iwn themselvesi it will be well worth tke

cost of the index cards

—Finally, here's a cc»uple of litter uppers

that need nothing >i«ve the will to execute

them. Smile. Say hi. Smile and say hi. Not

as tough as it .sounds, and it s especially ef-

fcctivi- if >.iu. thc\ .'I hdtli aiv walking/Stan-

ding sittingwaiting akme, Ihere's much too

much n(M>r number watching on elevators

thest (la\-- SnuU .Say hi You people in the

Southwest towers can learn a semester of

calculus on a ride to the top floor; why don't

you <ay hi ' .Snule, and say hi. To a friend,

to a stranger, to the mirror, or even to m&
Back rub anyone?

Michael E. Wall
Central

BUY 3, GET 1 FREE
During the month of February:

Buy a 3 month Nautilus membership

for $85,

get the 4th month free

^^ AMHERST RACQUET &
FITNESS CENTER, INCj

Route 116, Sunderland

^^^. (on the Sunderland/Amherst line)

^^ across from Bub's Barbecue

on the bus route 3 miles from UMass

MiM^

The Place
to

Treat your Favorite Cherub

Gift Certificate Available
13 N Pleasant St 48 Main St

Amherst Brattleboro
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Cost of a shuttle

John Hagerman

l\^«day's space shuttk' explosion requires us to examine

th» nidtivalion?; leading to i>ui manned space program.

Our reactions to the incident will atTect the future of the

space program and the public feeling about technolog>' in

general. Many extreme views will be presented about this

subject. >u I write this with the hope it will encourage ob-

jective evaluation of those views

AH issues require decisioii> One decision for the space

program is whether we should use manned or unmanned
missions. It is, of course, accepted that space missions are

dangerous; the amount of power required to launch

something int<i (trbit is tremendous, as was demonstrated

by the shuttle explosion. Many of us react to such

demonstrations with mixed st>rrow and admiration for the

"Brave Adventurers."

When I consider this reaction. I find that it is typical

of an unhealthy attitude in the country. My concern is not

which decisions are made about social issues, but rather

that these decisions are made under some obsession. In

this case, we are obsessed with having a manned space

program.
Most of us have given a screw ju.st one last turn to make

sure it's tight enough, only to have it rip out. For an in-

dividual, this is enough to teach the virtues of modera

tion. Unfortunately, groups of people do not act as in-

dividuals do; society does not seem to learn moderation.

Usually, society is regulated by coincidence; one political

group will come to power and push toward one extreme,

then later the opposing group will push the other way.

Sometimes, however, the pendulum swings too far. In

technology, there are many examples.

Certainly, the U.b. manned space program provides

many benefits, as does other research. I wonder, however,

if the manned space progiam is worth the cost. The space

shuttle is by far the most complicated device ever built,

so much so that no one should be surprised when disasters

occur. However, much of the complication is due to the life

support for the large crew. Most of the experiments per-

formed on the space shuttle could easily have been per-

formed by unmanned missions at a much lower cost. It

is now questionable whether space promises as much as

it onr* <»*»«>Tned to.

Please don't get me wrong; I am proud and enthusiastic

about the achievements of our space program. However.

I feel that policy of moderation will gain much more that

It will lose. Doubling an effort will not double the results.

More moderate approaches to social issues is the first step

toward a more healthy society; a slightly slower advance

of technology at a much lower cost is worth considering.

John Hafierman uf a UMaas tiudent.

Working for the good of the people

David Valade

At the beginning of last .semester 1 .started a new job.

Having spent part of August in training, I became a bus

driver for the UMass Transit Service. After having been

a member of the lindergraduate Student Senate for more

than two seme<t( is, this provided a welcome relief.

The differences between being in the Senate and work-

ing for UMass Transit are innumerable. StMiate meetings

are dominated by egocentric, self serving individuals. Pro-

po.sals that would be beneficial to us as student.s, and to

the University community in general, often fall by the

wayside as a result of rapacious .self-aggiandizement.

This isn't a criticism of student government in general,

but primarily of the Undergi-aduate Student Senate. Many

important ideas and programs come from our student

government. Usuallv. they occur in spite of the senate.

They are as a result of people who are truly concerned with

hetterint' our education and the University. Too often.

however, the people who do this work become disillusion-

ed. They become overwhelmed by the backstabbing and

infighting in the senate and leave.

Writng about the senate in this way will likely result

in .some angry responses from the people involved. They

will claim that their ideologically correct belief in the left

or right is what is needed to make the senate work. More

than likely these letters will be from the same people who

are .so disruptive at .senate meeting.s. What will be left out

is the most viable solution. The only way the senate's pro-

blems can be solved is if more people who really care about

students get involved. Until a majority of the senate's

members care more about students, and student rights,

than them.selves. the current problems will continue.

UMass Transit provides a sharp contrast to the senate.

F'or most of the people I work with, providing the best

possible bus service is the main concern. This includes be

ing reliable, on-time, and safe in all types of weather and

at all times of day.

It's not always ea.sy to do this. At different times of day

trafTic and the number of pa.ssengers make keeping on

schedule an impossibility. Next time you're a little late

becau.se of a bus. remember, over the course of a working

shift your driver is responsible for the lives and .safety of

as many as 500 people. Your .safety is our most important

concern.

The fir.st week of each seme.ster is perhaps the best time

to see the dedication of the drivers for UMass Transit. It

isn't until after the first week that the regular shift

assignments are made. In addition to finding classes and

the general run-around of this time of year, many drivers

put in 30 or more hours of work. Many times they will

work on very short notice, such as after receiving a 6:30

a.m. phone call asking them to drive at 7:00 a.m.

The greatest contrast 1 have found when comparing this

to the .senate has been the level of cooperation. Most

drivers are more than willing to help another driver. I rare-

ly, if ever, saw this kind of respect in the Senate.

So next time you get on a bus, say hi to the driver. It's

not an ea.sy job and they'll appreciate it. And if you real-

ly care about students and the quality of our education,

join the .senate. We need you.

David Valadf is a Collegian columnist.
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Letters
Travelling tunes

I was northbound on a PVTA bus at the Hasbrouck stop

when a student mounted the bus, and suddenly the back

of the bus was filled with the sound of music. A "box"

maybe? No. .not enough bass for that. It was a walkperson.

Why was this guy cranking his music so loud? / have

no idea. As somebody who is into the reproduction of

sound, I do have an idea what this is doing to this guy's

ears. First, the government's occupational safety and

health administration has stated that if you listen to a

continuous Sound Pressure Level of 1 15dB for over a

quarter of one hour, you could lose some hearing. Second,

a walkperson is easily capable of providing this SPL before

hearing any audible distortion. In plain English, you can

lose some hearing in 15 minutes just by listening to your

walkperson. If you crank it up to full blast, you will lo.se

some hearing before the first song is over.

Well, I am not writing this letter to tell you you have

blown your ears, but rather to tell you how ea.sy it is to

keep your ears running smoothly for the rest of your life.

Step I—Turn your volume all the way down toff). Step

2-Tune your hearing to a low level background noi.se. Step

:3-Turn your v ilume up to the highest setting where you

can still hear that low background noi.se.

Not only will this produce better hearing tomorrow, but

you also wont bother me on the bus.
(-y^ij,,- Beltran

Northeast
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ARTS
Record

Review
By JAMES NEILL
Collegian ^afT

Johnny Rotten started out his musical

career literally spittinti hi- iuki r all nv.i

his audience who enthusiast aally f^obbt'd

it right back at him. Though a bit un

iianitar>, it was an important relationship,

very much unlike anything that had hap

pened musically or culturally m a long,

long time. Communications bt»tw»»'n per

former and spectator wvre cut u ul. open

and an unprecedented sense «»t unity

among the youth of England resulted Afte»-

the so-called "Great Rock and Roll Swm
die", in which The Sex Pistols w^»re expos

ed as a blatantly profit seeking project

engineered by Malcolm Md.art n Rotten

reassumed his given name ol Lydon and

formed Public Image Lid.

This new band was the antithesis ofThe

Sex Pistols. As the name implied. Public

Image Ltd. did not exhibit much concern

for its public They wert» infamous for

chiding the crowd, ridiculing them for pay

ma (<! see them, and performing with their

backs to the audience or entirely hidden

iH^hind an unraised curtain. Where the

Pistol-^ had Vnt'n spirited and uplifling. PIL

was grating, abrasive, and insulting The

funny thing was thai despite PlL's

unabashed hand biting, the public kept

coming back for more. What he Ivameti is

ihut the road he was on led to a dead end

Eventually people would tire of being abu>

ed and the act would have to change Either

he would have to go even further off the

deep end in his attack on the musical

eMjibliMhment he was inescapably a part d"

or he would have to .lomehow incor|»rate

hims«*lf into it and maintain his integrity

it tlu- siuiu- time.

H«- .stems to have opted for the latter, ihe

it'sulls of which you can hear on the new

album. It- called Album and the cassette

is called Cassette, and the compact disc is

>lMbJ|OM-

l-«aturino Stav* Kloc's

Famous BroU«d
LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS »!• 1 1* north to

South 0»ffl«ld. aouth on rout*

Vie 1H mHo* Right on ChrlMlan

Lena H mNo trem conio, of town
0p«n:

Mon-Sat 6-10 pm Sun 1-t

HAIRCUTS i

$8.50
w^tti tM> coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

1 University Dr.,

Amh«rtt, MA.
549-6610

C •xplrM2/14/M I

KARATE
$19.96

for 4 weeks
Fred Villari's

Studio

253-7349

Daily
Collegian

Advertising

that

works!!

Call:

545-3500

HILLEL COURSES
The Kibbutz,

Theory & Reality

A great opportunity to explore kib-

butz ideology, social structure,

education, economy, etc. in com-

parision with other communal liv-

ing experiments.

Instructor: Ron Sagee with special

guest speakers from Harvard's

Center for Kibbutz studies. Alter-

nate Mondays from 7-9 pm. Judaic

Studies 191B # 420257 #420257.

Bartlett 3

Tracing Our Roots:

Jewish Genealogy For
Beginners

Where did I come from? Learn

how to trace your family tree and

study aspects of Jewish law,

custom, and history as they relate

to genealogy. Instructor: Richard

Sapon-White. Tuesdays, 7:30-8:30,

Judaic Studies 191 D, #420093.

Bartlett 35

- ONE CREDIT EACH -
To register: Bring Add-Drop form to Hillel Office

Student Union 302

CAMPUS
TRAVEL
CENTER

!! Spring Break in Orlando !!

We have blocked seats from Hartford

to Orlando March 15-23

space is limited

$259.00 RT/Group Rate of $198.00 applies

if 20 or more peop'p book

Campus Centei (2nai rioor)

University of Massachusetts Amherst
545-0500

culled Compact Disc Lyndon is the only re-

maining member from any of the previous

PIL rosters. Lydon says that this time

around he wanted to recruit the finest

musicians he could get his hands on and

for Album the formerly furious young man

and ace producer Bill Laswell have

assembled the weirdest combination of ar

tists since last year's Golden ftilominos LP
luhich both Laswell and Lydon were also

invuhed im On guitai* we've got freelancer

Steve Vai who's played regularly with

Fi ank Zappa since 1980, filled in for vir

tuoso guitarist Yngwie Malsteen in heavy

nu'tal outfit Alcatrazz, and is currently ax

tnian tor t-x \'an Headache screanu-r David

Lee RtUh's new band. The new image is

rounded out by ex Cream drummer Ginger

Baker, Y«lln\v Ma^h: < ht htstras Riuichi

Sakamoto, and La.swell. Despite this motley

crew of accomplished musicians, Lydon's

viiiti- still sounds like nails on a

chalkboard. Laswell manages to restrain

Lvdon on one or two tracks but the

ir.idemark yelps and whines an> irrepressi

hi.- throughout most of the record. "Anger

i> iiH-rgy." chants Lydon as he tries, maybe

harder t han ever before, to convert this ( now

-onuwhat diminished) energy into some

palatable music. The closest he comes to

success is on the single "Rise" (packaged

as. you gue.s.sed ii,Stngle)Mon which Lydon

IS strapped down and forced to harmonize

with the rest of the band. "Rise" is tuneful

if a bit monotonous and indicates if nothing

<1>«-, a step in the right direction. "Home"
*>.,iM ..iHo f\xn >« H»»r»>nt but features an un-

characteristic wall of production that moves

in and out of the song; one of those large

pieces of sound where you can't really be

sure what instruments are responsible for

all the commotion. It seems out of place, as

if in an attempt to ease the pain of listen

mg to Lydon yell, Laswell went too far and

created an additional evil

Another excess, on which many might

disagree with me, is Vai's uninhibited use

of heavy metal guitar technique at annoy-

ing spots all over the album The guy is ex-

cellent at what he does but sounds out of

place here. For the best example of Vai's

talent listen to "Ease" where he gets a

chance to really wind out without much in

torfi ri'iue from Lvdon.

Its pretty clear that Johnny is not going

out of his way to be rotten anymore. As a

matter of fact 1 ni sure he'd be real nice if

he knew this record might sell well enough

to insure some sort of financial security. He
and McLaren are still battling in British

courts for the profits left from the brief

reign of The Sex Pistols, If he's lucky, he

might be able to pay off the mortgage on

Mae \\( ->t - Southern California castle

where he now resides svith*former Slit Ari

L'p's mum. Anyway, that's none of our

business. PIL fans ind veteran college radio

geeks should eat this up and a few of the

tracks could arguably have a shot on .some

of the harder nrck commeixial stations,

what with Vai on board, but I really don't

think the average ear would tolerate most

of this record.

Lounge Lizard
(lounj lizurd) n.

A non poisonous, two-legged variety

with an enlarged capacity for fun.

having a body uniquely adapted

to lolling around in a la/y. relaxed

manner; indigenous to a popular

local watering hole.

Coming Soon!

Don't Forget to Send a Card
Prepare for Valentine 's Day Feb. 14th

Get your cards early.

A.J. HASTINGS
Newsdealer and Stationer

45 S. Pleasant St., Amherst

WMUA
First Meeting

of the Spring Semester

To-Nitel

Monday, February 3 at 7:30 pm
in Campus Center Room 174

All interested persons invited

to attend

Roches in town with new album
show out for each period of time that we have a body of

work. So we don't change the show until the next tour

It kind of gets a rhythm to it."

The show they played in Boston a few weeks ago receiv

ed standing ovations which led them to come out for three

. iKtnes including a rendering of Deck the Halls' and

Xngels we have Heard on High'. An accapella version of

the Halli'lujah Chorus' has also been a standard part of

their >h(m for inaiiv wm^
At the Calvin they will be accompanied by synthesizer

player. Libby McClarren. an old friend who will play many

of thf parts u>ed on the new album.

TIr' RiKhes. Maggie, Terre, and Suzzy will be playing

lit thi- Calvm Theatre in Northampton this Saturday

lutjht

The following are an assortment of the que.stions and

;,nsweis from a recent phone interview with Suzzy RtK-he;

interview

Sunny Roche and her sisters will be ap-

pearing Saturday Night at the Calvin

Theatre in Northampton.

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

"It's a natural evolution," says Suzzy Rochi-. about the

new, more electric. Another WhrlJ. the Roches" latest

album. The Roches, of whom Suzzy is one of three, are a

«me time folk group from deepest New Jersi-y. who now-

live in and around New York City.

Working with musicians who were mostly friends or

friends of friends, the Roches latest album has occasional

loud electric guitars and the beat on one song sounds like

Bang a Gong', although Suzzy says that she hadn't notic-

ed the connection.

When the Roches come to the Calvin Theatre in Nor-

thampton this Saturday night they will be playing "all

of the .songs of our new album and all of our greatest hits'"

The Northampton show will be near the end of their pre-

sent tour. "When we are working we tend to take the same

Collegian: Was it different recording this album than

when you were working with Robert Fripp?

Suzzy Roche: It was ditftnut hfciu- ihere were a lot

of different people as oppo.sed ti» just a couple.

C: Was it a different sort of situation where you had to

tell them what you wanted or did it all just come together?

S: Every person is different so you have to be sensitive

with each other.

C: How did you get to be the one that is really talkative

on stagi'"'

S: It just kind of evolved like that 1 guess.

C: What did Maggie and Terre (the other two RochesI

do before you joined them'?

S: Wh.t knows. They had to talk then Nobody wants to

talk. I have to talk.

C: Which songs do you like particularly on the new

album ^Another World)?

S: Well they all have their individual qualities. It's like

asking which of your children you like best.

C: Was there any pressure from Warner Brothers to

make a certain kind of album'.'

S: No we never have gotten any pressure from them.

They really don't pay any attention to us one way or

a not her...we' re not happy with the way they don't pay any

attention to us. We make a record and they barely put it

out. So were more interested in finding a record company

that is interested in us.

C: Will David (Roche) be writing any more songs (He

wrote 'Missing', one of the best songs on the new album)

for you?

S: He has his own band. ..The David Roche Band

C: What do expect to do at the end of the tour?

S: Write songs.

C: Will you take any kind of a vacation?

S: Life is a vacation

Movies • Art • Plays • Concerts •Books
We need writers to cover these events in tlie Five College Area Anyone i"*«'';*,»'«'^ P'^f

*

visit the Arts Desk at the Cllegian^ We are located in .m. 113 of the UMass Campus Cenlei. II

you cant come down, call Kelly S.eger or Jennifer Ackerman at 545..3500. We look forward to hear-

ing from you!
.

?Riverboai Village

NOW OPEN

APARTMENTS. SOUrH HADLEY.

1. 2 or 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BEAUTIFUL MODELS FjPN"^-Hfp B' <'"6P O^iA ".Es K ki-'\ "J 'i -'. ' -'

•Switnming Pool •Tennis Cour' •Club House •Shuttle Board Coum

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
10 AM 4 PM

53^ Hi-

'AIL fOP
DiPtCTiO'.'

f JLver; nil Vlhapf

^^^m^-^

Don'tcompetewith
aKaplanstudent-

be one.
Why? Consider this; More students

increase their scores after taking a Kaplan

prep course than after taking anything else.

Why:^ Kaplans test- taking techniques

and educational prograrrLS have 50 years

ofpxpenence behind them. We know

students. And wc know what iielps b(X)St

their confideiia- >ind scoring potential.

So if ytxi need preparation for the; H.S.

ENTRANCE EXAMS. PSAT. SAT. ACT
ACHIEVEMENTS. LSAT. GMAT MCAT
GRE DAT. ADVANCED MEDICAL
BOARDS TOEFL. NURSING BOARDS.

NTE. CPA, INTRO TO LAW. SPEED

READING. iM others, call us.

Why l>e at a disadvantage?

iKAPLAN
STANlfVH KAPlANEDUCAtlONAiaNTHillD

<i.\i.\'r lie-ins Kt'h. :^nl

(i|{H l.t'trins Ft'h. lllh

MCAT Ix'^nns Feb. lltth

LSAT lK'M:ins in Marcii

Art Review

Here we go with another

artsy semester at Umass.

We are very fortunate to

have so many galleries on

campus that not only repre

sent the work of our own art

students, hut also of major

artists from all over the

nation

Two shows opened at the

University Gallery on Fri-

day. Ppter Shelton exhihits

flnatnifihotise. HEADMAN,
a site-specific sculptural in

stallation. This exhibit >s an

interesting contrast of

materials; the "house"is

constructed of red cedar and
Japanese rice paper, while

the furnishings (including' a

skeleton >, made of iron and
steel lay scattered about the

space of the ^jallery. At the

time of the openinj;. the con-

struction was incomplete,

which cifated a sense of />rf>-

tess. "Floatinghou.se" will

be hoisted into the an- by

cables and the heavy fur-

nishings will act as
counterweights. The struc-

ture will actually be able to

be occupied. Shelton was a
recipient of the 198r) Young
Talent Award. He lives and
works in Los Angeles.

The second exhibition of

drawings by David Brush is

entitled "Cantos for an Ac-

companying Role". Brush's

delicate pen and ink work
derives inspiration from the

women plays of the I4th

century Japanese Noh
drama. The artist interprets

the different stages of a

woman's life through the

elegant lines that have a life

and fluidity that are quite

unique. David Brush is from

New York.

The University Gallery is

located in the Fine Arts

Center , and is open IXies-

day through Friday, 1 1 a.m.

to 4:30 p.m., and Saturday

and Sunday, 2 to .'i p.m.

-JKNNIFER ACKERMAN

Don't be left out in the cold

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

FT. LAUDERDALE

SPRING BREAK 86
Prices Start at $149.00

Complete with Jet $369.00

For More Information Contact

The UMass Ski Club is your

SPRING BREAK CONNECTION
430 Student Union 545-3437
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ARTS
Wheeler Gallery houses a photographic tribute
By ROB SKELTON
Cr»llegian Staff

riii'if i> a littl'- kiinu 11 art |4.illii v on tlu-

iirst lliKir ol Wheeler Hi)use near the Ne^
Africa House that more people shouki

know ahdul K-iK-cialiy now, while the i'\

hibition ot K«)b Miller is kwma shown, thi-

Wheeler art gallerx merits some positive

publicity

Back in the heyday of art openings-when

alcohol ifimplemented the cheese and other

goodies a uliiiif subculture of inteit-.ted

tand hungi \ ait folks descendt-d u[Min

gallery galhenrijj.s uith a pa^.-^iunate

vengeance. Thursday's nihiun^,' at Wheeler

had ^mme of the t-bulhence of tho.--e nlor>

days, as a cheerful Rob Miller nungled with

munching guests while putting the final

toui Ill's on his display

Trying to Lue the Amernan Dream is

Miller's tribute to the hometown and ways

of his ancestrv. whose histor\. st't mostly

in Hull, Massachusetts, is diKumented bv

photographu' prints and ollu-i- int'Oiorabiha

on (lispla\ at tin- Wheeler gallery.

One might a:-k; Whats m) spi'cial alwHit

this collection oi taiiuly .souvenirs'' Well.

ha\f M'li as.st'mbled a gallery hist<»rv of

\our family for posterity"^ Rob Miller ha-

(hint this, and is to bt- commended for hi-

hi-toiical foresight

Hull. Massachusetts is an jnteresting

case study in itself Miller explains its

metamorphosis tiom sfasidf pla\ around o|

the rich to the blue collar amu.sement park

.lura which, with the razing of the Biragon.

will iK'conic a cr)ndominium colony fur com-

muting: urban professionals

Miller, who now lives in Mar^ibfield. hails

from a family of shopkef|M-i - in.ii mcis, ,\]}i]

CIVIC ofTicials u liosf photographic history

is somehow not at ail ordinary Thiscollec

tion may in-pin- others to think more about

their genealogy.
"Trying to Live the American Dream," an exhibit by Robert P. Miller,

now appearing at The Wheeler Gallery.

pcborah

Introduces

CAROL GARDNER
Stylva By Oattotah is pistscd to

announce lh«i Carol Gaidnar has
lOinad lis slall of tkilicd cosmatol-
oflisis catol looks torwaid to
Mcing hcf old Iriands and «r*tco<n-
inQ naw onas

For your appotnlmant call

65 University Drive. Amherst • 549-5610

COUNCIL TRWEL
SERVICES
79 Stt Pleotent St Amh«rttK

A UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR GRANT PROPOSALS
f|lllllllttlllllllll1lf!ltlll!llll(|illlllllll!lll!IIIIIIHIIIIIIItllltllllll

D«>ac)lii>«' iiir Militriission nl ^r.in! propiKills tof

siii^;li' (iri .111 Is I If fM'tils

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 4

rir.inl mjnj«'liru's .iml ,ipplii .ilions ,V\ .lil.ililf ,lt

Afts toiifiil itif SliidtMit .Attiviln's iiHuc ()t

thi' Arts t *,t<'risii 111 Scr, Kc

Arts ( .Hint il 1.' . Ho(t<'f H.ill .1 ".'I'.'

CitllfCiiin photo ht ftob HhiMloil

Left: Barry
Tuckwell, renowned
French horn soloist,

performed Friday
nitjht at the newly
itMUJvated Bowker
auditorium. Right:

Fred Tillis. Fine Arts

Center director, ex-

amines the renova-

tions at an opening
reception Friday
afternoon.

y///////y/y//////Mm'///»)MMMti'y/ mWJMMyAllV/A''/VA^'A^

Ameriprint
FILM DEVELOPING

Jlllllli

i_ UMOC_
UMASS

OUTING CLUB

Introductory Meeting
Monday Feb. 3 at 7:00 PM

in Student Union

Ballroom

if you are interested in the outdoors

and all the activities that it can offer

Join Us Monday

For further info

call or visit

the UMOC Office SUB 428B

545-3131

xmmmm^ JOOSE

I

FIGHT FAT
Until Friday,

February 7th you can work out at

the BODY SHOP FITNESS CENTERS for FREE!!!

Our friendly and knowledgeable staff will

answer your questions and demonstrate our

state-of-the-art Hydrafitness equipment.

EXERCISE WITH A FRIEND

AND SAVE $$$$

Sign up with a triend and get the 2nd

membershi{fat 1/2PR1CEI!

THE BODY SHOP

TWO CONVENIENT CAMPUS LOCATIONS:
Bovden & Totman

7:30 - 9:00 am
12:00 - 1:00 pm
4:00 - 6:00 pm

Still only $45/semesler '

* V2 price for first time members only

AiiiiiiMiim

fo

Offer Valid Feb. 3 thru 14

C 41 Process 110, 126, 135 on Disc

Standard Size and Finish Only.

AVAILABLE AT

University Store

Mini Store

Worcester Munchy

Hampden Munchy

Wo tiso only Kodak paper,

Kodak chemicals, and
Kodaks TECHNET " center

for computerized quality

control

Memb«>r 1985-8*

Don't be left out in the cold

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

NASSAU
BAHAMAS

Spring break se
From $349 Complete

For more info contact:

The UMass Ski Club

your SPRING BREAK CONNECTION
430 Student Union 545-3437

Bowker changes
opening highlight
By MICHAEL GKRVASI
Collegian Correspondent

The Springfield Symphony L hiimiHi \n

chestra with guest lundiutoi and horn

soloist Barry Tutkwell opened the newly

i-enovated Btmker Auditorium with a yawn

Friday niK'lit

The new auditorium was given a lot of

work and it really shows; it is now quite an

elegant hall Perfectly sized tor smailtt

groups that might be swallowed up by a

stage the size of the FAC. the intimate

Bowker will host ensembles such as the

Guaneri String Quartet and the Bill Crat

ty Dance Theatre, as well as solo per

formers such as Tuckwell.

Barry Tuckwell, a native of Australia, has

held some impressive posts such as first

horn chair of the London Symphony Or

chestra and chairman of its Eloard of Direc-

tors. As well as making a career of touring

as a guest soloist for different groups, he

has also conducted such ensembles as the

San Francisco ymphony and the Pittsburgh

Symphony.
As for Friday's show, it was a bit spotty.

They kicked off with Schubert's Symphony

No 5 in B-flat major, D. 485. It seemed to

take the group a little while to warm up

to the first movement, but when they got

together they played brightly and with

quite a lot of ener^ry The middle two
movements didn't fare quite so well,

however. They felt a bit sluggish and there

was an inertia against which the conduc-

tor seemed to be fighting. But again the

last movement was played tightly and with

good balance.

The soloist played the second piece. Con-

certo No. 2 for Horn and Orchestra in E-flat

major, K.417 by Mozart, with a lot of con-

trol. Throughout the whole piece, the or-

chestra and the horn worked very well

together making the piece quite exciting.

Especially in the second movement, the

solo part fit very well into the rest of the

music.

After the intermission, they came back
with their final two pieces. Concerto No. 1

for Horn and Orchestra in D major by

Haydn and Symphony No. 29 in A major,

K. 201 by Mozart. The first makes effective

use of the solo instrument and was played

reasonably well. However, neither was
played with the excitement and energy that

the compo.sers called for, both feeling a lit-

tle bottom heavy.

0^^.i, COLLEGIAN Arts show you a good time!

TUBS. FEB. 25th

S.U.B. 8 pm
Tickets $9.00

in advance
$10.00 at the door
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JEWISH
PROTESTANT

ROMAN CATHOLIC
TRIALOGUE

A rare opportunity to discuss issues

such as abortion, interfaith marriage,

and an understanding of Jesus in an in-

terfaith context. Rabbi Saul Perlmutter,

Father Joe Quigley, Reverand Chris

Carlisle and Reverand Esther Hargis

will lead discussion on these sensitive

issues and also help to understand

prayer, holiday celebrations, ritual ob-

jects and denominations of our various

traditions. Tuesdays, 2:30-3:45.

Judaic Studies 191E -420733

Herter 119 One Credit

Starting February 4

Bring Add/Drop form

to Student Union 302

First Session of course

NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

-^0^^—The Massachusetts Daily—

Collegian
RSO-UNIVERSITV OF MASSACHUSETTS-AMMEHST 113 CAMPUS CENTER 545 3500 VOLUME CXVI ISSUE 3

wants YOU
if you like to write and are interested in

News, Sports, Arts, Black Affairs, Women's
Issues, the Ed/Op page, or all of the above.
Come learn valuable skills and experience
the excitement of New England's largest
college daily.

We are also accepting applications for

paid positions:

ASSISTANT TO
THE EDITORS

Organizes awareness workshops and instructional ses-

sions, takes notes at weekly Board of Editors meetings,
works with editors on recruitment of staff. Apply to Ian
or Dode in newsroom.

COPY EDITOR
Works a weeknight, 7 p.m. to around midnight. Writes
headlines, checks news copy. Requirements: Perfect
grammar and spelling, willingness to do reporting and
writing during the rest of the week. Apply to Ian in

newsroom.

;Monday, February 3, 1986'

OPEN RUSH
BKO

lALL UNIVERSITY MEN INVITEDI

O

» .v^

^n

' >tH\^f

}

i»'
9K«tV:

bk^

1984-85 Stephen Oavk Memorial Award and Olympus Cup
BETA KAPPA PHI

• Two time

[Greek 8- Campus
Intramural

Champs

• Home cooked
meals

BK0
388 N. Pleasant

253-9071

• Outstanding

social life

• Close to

Campus

High academic

standing

Refteshmenis"Monday, Feb 3 9-11 pm Movies & Tours

Tuesday, Feb. 4 9-11 pm Movies & Tours Refreshments

Wednesday, Feb. 5 9-11 pm Movies 8- Tours

COME SEE WHAT BETA PHI

HAS TO OFFER YOU
fe=ii=jfc±jfajfe=ii=jha

Refreshments"

Aj

^̂mm e

irS NOT TOO LATE
TO REGISTER!
Continuing Education Classes
and University Day Classes
Register through February 10

Registration Office

Division of Continuing Education
University Library

8:30 a.m.-7 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.;

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Fri.; and
10 a.m.-l p.m., Sat. (2/1 & 2/8)

Late registration fee and permission
of instructor necessary.

Pick up a catalog on campus or

call 545-2414 for more information.

Monday, February 3. 1986;

DOONESBURY GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE BY GARY LARSON

ANomaxe LBtseooveR AmJNPfOPM
fePJUSTHAP
HI^MA^>A6e
ANPHtli^Sm-
MIHPIN6 uim
A FIFTH OF.

mTA MiNim,
AMASSAOe^
moem HIM

THtMA^Aee^

JUST A
BUHSARi
fTUPENT

VO(XKX)

¥0OPO0fihffiitT!

HesATOMBie!
ueaupjePHiM 1H\9 HAS 60T TO

Be THE. UJORST
HAHQiOMtR OF
hM EriTiRt LlFe

FREAKER PATROL

"Co. Sylvia! YouVe got to see ttiis! ...

Ginger's bringing Bobby home, and even
though her iaws con crush soup bones. Bobby

only gets o few nicks end scratches."

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

6oot>«YC Set*'

mi^i Vow.'/

Bye tfsuf^

P««Trr oKcr '.'i^«^f«

ON X UVC lU
Ar'^HCmr' rw<v Do

)

HOUSEMATES BY R.MILLER

^0 HOW DID YOUJ^

BoYFf^eNDTAKEir
WHfN >t)0 SAID YOU

WANTED TO Move oar?

^mfc Tfiu

AWFUL
GCNtf

WHATEVER YflUW/Wr.

SARAri;H£SAID"IF
YOONEEDSPAC^.
THAT'S COOL. I DaNT
WANT Tb PRHSSUI^

YOU
TWAr!S AWRJL?

YB/ I'M SICK OF
THISLAIDBAOC, NO-

PR5<6U(^LIFESmE
THERE'S NO FUSION

IN IT. NO FH£UN6.
HOWDOIICNOW If

H£ REAUY (^VRES^

AT LEAST H€
COOUD HAV^
STOPPED JUWLlNt.

tzermw^

GORDY BY GORDE

OKA\,/^Ah)€>LB\

WHATEJE/i,
-mis /s

Oiji^CHAhJCE rcj

ONE. AKxyrhmR."
TBU. ME ABCUT
YOU, -JAKE/

BLOOM COUNTY BY BERKE BREATHED

•ine fof^bcTTBN

Moeom' letfiNPOF

im. THI6 eFFewf^flire

Mu$T e>e POP smi^

"

-me— \

'^.

-V
"^

x-J

BfiNtmr FFOM WRLP
mENVOH/ PFINU . MlCHI^i

swerr a/r rne POOR
LIKE Pt5Cfll?PeP

ir5 spf^msTEeN'd

FAULT, OF cou/^e..Mm
TWsemFUL cevi'5 Anp
l/mK S«RTb ...THffT MfiCHO

BOY couLP u^e 60Me

eVedHfiPonj'

RKfHT.

mOUTTA

Collegian 13

Anyone interested in writing for the Collegian

is invited to a FREE SCREENING of

ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN

sturnng Dustin Hnffman, Robert Redfiyrd

Thursday 7:30 p.m. Campus ttr. 165-^

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdilrd by Irudr Michel Jafff

ACROSS
1 Bab«< )o' one
6 Varaarfn

10 Choieoflfapn
ef s concern

14 i .jiuige
It .. . ii

It tiitel

puDliiling

18 Compoi*-!

19 8t lei Ma«
20 Gold soul •

22 T..*",! ..

getlmg aounil

2t>

30

32 VVifigtU

33 Roadiunnet
35 ol lime

J9 Riviera «l ai

41 Calgary s

ptovince

4J Sauce !o> pasia
44 Take to

46 Creeks
47 AciressUia
49 Ledge' goods

'

51 Vocal
beginr^ing

b4 Economi/e
56 Rare bird

bT New Veai s

eve ligure

63 Regan stalher

64 Coal car

65 Clementine s

dad
66 Breezy

larewetl

6/ Maioi ending
66 Church

insliument

69 Wooden bar

70 Owner s paper
71 Carols

DOWN
1 AtX)und
2 Church

t.aiendai

3 Br; patient

4 Ball

5 Cios« agair^

b VWaiiTu^
lot BattW

i Ritwiieu

4 Fail back
10 '^^ -' --

11 •

autwH
, Ku*aii »«".i

•

28 La<0«*'"o""'

34 Ca*Hi •«
36 Gtwai UMM
37 RBt loron*

3a MOM:owpre«s
org

m Qad about

4a TimwoH

45 Put in ottice

48 Quite bright

W Homily
bl OumeS
52 Love ^ory

Star

53 Giant ranch

56 Ottoman suHan

58 Comn^dia
d«li

M B«flinn»f

60 Picnic

•ulhw
fit R^mM
M Shore

»kimm««i

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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MENU
Lunch
Italian Tomato Soup
Hambuger on a roll

Tuna Oriental Chow Mein Noodles 1

French Fries

Basics Lunch
Oat Burgers
Tuna Oriental Chow Mein Noodles 1

Brown Rice Zucchini

Dinner Basics Dinner
BBQ Chicken BBQ Chicken

Pineapple Ham Steak Egg and Chedder

Mashed Potatoes Florentine

Corn Kernels Bulghur Wheat
Green Beans

Weather

Tbday: Sunny, high around 40 degrees.

Tbnight: Mostly cloudy, with incn-asing cloudineSvS late,

lows in the upper teens.

Tbraorrow: Snow or rain possible, high in the mid 20s.

Staff

Today's StafT:

Night Editor John Yonce

Copy Editor Ian Pblumbaum
Layout Technician P&ter Soderberg

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Production Supervisor Peter Soderberg

Production:Laura Bell. Connie LeClerc. Jim Pbdesky,

•Finnifer Coles. Conor Plunkett.

The .Wdvsor/ii/.-, f/s \)mh (Il.xfin il'SPS permit *5«). a Rr|{i»tered Stu-

dent OrKanizalirm at the Iniversity of Masnachusetts at AmherHt, in

published Monday through Friday exrIudinK holidays, ejcamii and vaoa-

liont periods. Content is determined solely by the Cnl Irgio'i Board of

Kditors without prior approval from I'niversity administrators, faeulty

i>r staff. Operations are funded solely by advertising and subscriptions

revenue. Suhseriptions and advertising rat«-s are available at 1 13 Cam-

pus (rntcr, fniversily of Massarhusetts, Amherst. Mass. 01003, (4131

'. !."> :l."iiH) I'osliiiiisi.r: senil address rhanges to the above addl
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ATLETIC FACILITIES
at UMass

For information on Athletic Facilities and events at UMass
call:

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE
545-1540

Ask for tapes by number

2453 Gym Schedule

2459 Pool Schedule

2471 Racquetball/Squash Court Schedules

2476 Weight Room Schedule

2477 Athletic Events

2678 Intramurais at UMass

For a complete listing of information tapes, come by the

IDB-TIPS Office in Whitmore Rm. 227

A SERVICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

IP*,

AP phitto

North Carolina State's Charles Shackleford, right, tries to stop

Kentucky's Kenny Walker, left. The hoop counted, but N.C. State

won, 54-51.

CALCULATOR CENTER
Basic Business Scientific

PRICE BREAK!

$50.00
List. $56.00

Oadtcated scientrf ic functions for quick answers to computations
Easy-to-learn programming with up to 2CX3 program lines

Handy program editing toote
Continuous Memory saves your programa arxl data

HP-nc Slim-lir>e Programnnabte Scientific

nrirK-;i[ u n':ir-U'iti

ncmnr nn
n ci tnnn ^ nn i i .

^.

HP - 12C

$99.00
list 120.00

Let the Hewlett Packard HP 15C with its

powerful functior>s and advanced
programmability eliminate your most tedious

calculations.

Matrix operations

Complex functions

Solve and Integrate

448 program lines

Insert /delete editir>g

RPN logic. Continuous Memofy, and
liquid-crystal display

$89.00
list $99.00

»
Other HP Calculators

available at comparable savings

Store Hours:

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

See how the Hewlett-Packard HP-1GC can
save you time with its built-in functions and
advanced progrsmrrtability

Binary, octal, decimal, hexadecinr>al

conversions and operstiona
Boolean AND, OR, NOT. XOR
203 program lines or 101 16-bit data registari

Sets word size, Vs SikJ 2's complemam. unsigned modes
Fk>atir>g-poirn dadmal mode
RPN logic, ContifHious Memory, and Rquid-crystal display

HP16C

$99.00
org list 120.00

Located in the
Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

Monday, February 3, 1986;

West Virginia trips
Duquesne, 81-72
Senior guard Dale Blaney scored 26 points, including

17 in the first half, as West Virginia University took, an
81-72 decision from Duquesne University in Atlantic 10

Conference action on Saturday.

The Mountaineers, 10-1 in the league, snapped a two-

game losing streak and went to 15-7 on the season with
the victory.

The game was one of spurts, but the Dukes (10-9) never

held the lead after a 2-0 margin close to three minutes
into the game.
WVU took a 16 6 lead with 11:33 leR in the half, but

Duquesne cut that lead to 20 18 with 6:25 to go.

The half, a rough one that saw 22 fouls called, ended
with the Mountaineers holding a 32-26 advantage.
West Virginia scored the first six points of the second

half, four by Blaney. and went up 38 26. The Dukes didn't

fold, and Dwayne Rawls' hoop with 10:36 left tied the

game at 46. He missed a foul shot that could've given
Duquesne the lead.

After a tie at 51, West Virginia began a run that seal

ed the game, scoring the next ten points and eventually

building a 15 point lead at 77-62 with 1:22 to go. Du-
quesne fell to 5-5 in the conference.

* women s hoop
crease their already comfortable lead to a

huge one of 32 points, 64 32 with 14:20 left.

The Minut^'omen committed a season

high 30 turnovers on the afternoon that

contributed to their poor all-around play.

"We didn't even get a mediocre effort this

afternoon." said UMass head coach Bar-

bara Stevens. "It was just a poor perfor-

mance, we are a much better team but no

one would know that by today's game."

"We were intimidated," Stevens added.

Intimidated was right, Rutgers was
powered by All American candidate Sue
Wicks. The 6-2 sophomore scored 19 points.

mnlntufj fnmi iHik>i' IH

uiocKed four shots and grabbt»d six re

bounds as the catalyst of the Rutgers fast

break.

Rutgers was led by 6-2 junior tt-ntei

Regina Howard with 22 points. UM was
paced by senior guard Barbara Hebel with

1 1 points. Wilbor and Matthews added 10.

"We need to re-group, the kids are

discouraged." said Stevens. "We have to

come up with a better effort against the bet-

ter teams."

UM now has a week off to prepare for the

stretch run of their conference schedule,

starting with St. Joseph's on Saturday at

the Curry Hicks Cage (1 p.m.).

* swimmers win
UMass now has to wait until next Satur

day for their next opponent, the Universi-

ty of New Hampshire. "We'll be backing off

the yardage to tune up for the champion-
ship meets. The Atlantic-lO meet will be
giKxl experience for the New^ England meet.

We have two weeks off before New
Englands (after the Atlantic-lO'st to be
ready. I really like the schedule." Yarworth
said.

\i-iintinui-d fnini pat;*' W

After the New England meet, the season

ends for most swimmers but for one UMass
star and maybe another, it could go on to

the national NCAA championships.
[X>novan missed last year's meet by .05,

this year he is hoping to qualify in three

freestyle events, the 200, 500, and 50,

Turner also has ;in out>uU' charue but, he

must cut off five .-seconds off his 200
backststroke rei-ord to make it.

,ColIegiar is

Amherst Ballet

Center

29 Strong Street

10-week adult

evening
courses

starting Feb. 3

BALLET
MODERN
DANCE
JAZZ

All Levels

Call 549-1555

For Less Than The Price of
A Lift Ticket Alone. .

.

Peter Pan's Stratton Mt. Express
Package Combines Transportation

and Skiing Fun From $25.00

now-narch 16, 1986
Stiraflion

Package Includes:
KoiiikI Imt) ti,iiis|><ii1.iti(>n .iiul .1 (t.i\ s lill licKcl loi just $25 ')i >

fiifsd.n lhurs<t,iy .iriil %1~ OOoii Sun<l.i> less Ih.iii sou <l

PJV tot ,1 litl lickcl .lUiMC A (JUMl v.iliM- to sirctf h \ixii shiinn

(U)ll,ii ciiul >(iiir sKiiiuj Inn AtiiM- ,il Mt.iltiin Nl .11 fMXi.i m
AcU.ttKOd t»-s»-i\fili<)iis (Mil\

ri(kt-ls ,u.iil,ihl€ lit •ill loc.ll colli'ttt.- ( .iilipiist-s ,iiu) .il Ihf liK,;'

Pi'tvM Km fVis Ifimin.il fOi liiillifi iiilorm.ilioti iin pti k ii|i

prtinls.inil i« s«i\.itlons (,ill 781 2900 ExI. 251

Group Charter Packages:
Ihetc c^rc also spfti.il p.iik.inos loi ((totips .n,iil,il>l<.- .il roducrd

r.iles PcU-r Kin oilers diuii lo dooi c h.irtei sei vie «• e\»'r\ d.iv

ihrounhipLii ihe week .il suhsi.nili.il s,nlii(|s loi voiit <|roii|>

I (iMl.icI Ihc Cti.nli-' (X-p.ii1nieiil lot ijioiip i.ile iiiloi ni.ilioii ,il

781 2yoo

Thp Peopk' f'rolcssion<tK

Rm£ajzRan Bus Liiifsr. Inc.
1776 Main St. P.O. Box 1776

Sprinqfield MA • 781 2900
f^\ Toll Frre I 800 ^^2 HO'JS

o
a\

Spring '86 Rush
[Rush PIKE, and be part of

• The Largest Fraternity

on campus

• Greek area Football,

Basketball, Softball and

Track champions

• The Fraternity that has raised over $70,000 for the fight

against Multiple Sclerosis

Rush, including Free Refreshments, are;

Monday, Feb. 3rd

Tuesday, Feb. 4th 9-11
Thursday, Feb. 6th

545-2150 418 N. Pleasant

• t

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 845 3 45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 230 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

ABBY ROSENFELD FOR RENT

Retrieve belonginK* Tuesday 4th. 4:00!

ACTIVITIES

UPC General Meeting security,
stagwrew. hospitalities, promotion. Com*-
see what we re all about!! Tueswiav.

February 4. lOlCC at B:3n

WSYL first organizational meeting on
Thurnday 2/6 CC 174. 7:00 new members
welcome

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Plymouth Horizon 4 .six) 4 dr

reliable transportation $1000 or BO
fi65-8335

1979 VW Rabbitt 5 speed, good condition.

$1200. Geoff, 259 1582

1975 VW Rabbit. 79,000 miles, mags,
stereo, sunroof. Runs well. $950. 2.'i9- 1.582

VW Superbeetle. 1973 good condition.

$1200.00 as is or best offer. Call 253-5790

after 7:00 pm

1975 Plymouth Fury, good condition must
.sell, $400.00 tel 584-9.Sfi2, 665-3207

1977 Ford Van, 4 Captains chair, table,

sunroof, 6 cylauto $2200 call 549-7825 or

545-0696

1978 Datsun BZlOCiX 5 speed AM FM
cassette excellent condition $96<l or BO
call 549-0425

72 VW Beetle .semiautomatic dependable

$275 ,586-7088

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44

thrjmgh the U.S. government? Get the

farU today! Call 1312-7421142 exi

6931-A

3 l)edroom apt Belchertown on bus route

$625/mo mcludes heat, water 323-5907

Fridge Rentals free delivery R & P
Package store 253-9742

Riverglade Apffor rent two bedroom call

Terrj- .549-7476

Available one room in spacious apart-

ment at bus stop. Five miles from campus
$13.3/month includes elec & hot water call

anytime 253.3825

Female 23'. nonsmoker housemate need-

ed own riHim. ranch house, $1.50«, Hadley
.586-7815

Rooms Available Delta Chi Fraternity,

excellent home cooked meals, near
Southwest. 1 double, 1 single open Call

549-6,361 for info

Large studio apt w/fireplace, private liath

and kitchen. $385, includes neat. Steve

,549-0859 anytime

Large room available immediately in 3

tiedroom house. '^ mile from campus call

anytime 2,560049

FOR SALE

Nevfc' Tandy 1000 includes double disk dr.

keyboard monitor. Also a PFS write and
desk mate protrram I .!>00 call Larri after

7:00 665-4991

BED & BREAKFAST

Parent* vl.iting? AMITY HOUSE is a

co/.v. convenient alternative for mm
smokers in Ihe heart of town. B & B for 2:

$45.00. r M;is> di-!cr,iirit $5,<HI. full

r.49-6446

Lange mens ski boots .size %*k mint cond
$65. Rick 546-8856

Desk. Large. 4-drawer. hardwood with

large surface. Goo«i condition. $90.(M) nr

best offer. Call 2.53-5790 after 7 pm

Fridge, Dorm sire good condition $50 ask

for Neal 549-61,38 .

Pioneer car amp $M BO Pioneer cassette

deck $20 Mark 546-9321

•( ASH"

Paying cash for vour baselmll cards

Ple'a.«e call Mike .546-6105

"ENTERTAINMENT

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your

Rossignol 180S exe cond 125 or BO also

dorm TridireWPt; 2.53 9.509

Dorm Fridge $40'or"BO^54!^r,I84 after 5

FOUND

A puppy (about 4 weeks old) black and
tan I'ari (icrnian .Shepard Found at Puff-

ton Village .Ian 29 Please call 549 7449

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

year old 45 lbs answers to t^orge. ru-a.si- .s<Mm as pos-iible Please call early mom-
HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY rail .549 4160 with any info ings or evenings keep trying 253 2401

^1^^ Dog Un color part Ub A German Shep. ROOMMATE WANTED
fi il ... . « J . :;; Vicinitv iif Brown dorm. Named Scotch. _ .

fo^"''m';?Xpy^i?thdT^r',Ulh; Reward 20O..K, 5465833 or 413 596.4772 p.n^. „on.mok.r to sha.^ mom in

sweet person. Your absent minded friend ^pygg Brandywme call anytime 549-6037

bAPPvqi anoK Female to share room in Soathwood
HAPPY 21rt HOPE -Round Town Movers fast, reliable. townhouse for spring semester call

Our door is always open! Uve.D.rra& cheap. Call Michael anytime 323-6780 253^9413

Dianna nVFWFATINr. Female roommate wanted to share— UTE^ntAimu IjedriKim in two liednnim Brandywine apt.

HELP WANTED CANT STOP OVFREATING^G^^t^o
S';„n^;it4'9'4'"»{S'4 '

'"'""'" '*^""'

S rrr
—r-cn—s-f; n : Quick Ways to Slop a Binge Once It 'Jl—\L

Do you like lobster? Do vou like great
Starts" Send $4 95 to Kike, DepI tB186. Northampton one bedroom In two

homecooked nieal.s! Nee<f .Spnngbreak
g,,^ ^e,^^ ^t Louis MO 63130 bedrwim apt River Run 225" need car

money! Only a few hours per week. Great ! : 584-1293
atmosphere. Call Jim 54.5-21.50 PVBsniUAIJI ; i ; : ;

—

in—S . „ . .. „ ... . , ,

PERSONALS Looking for a female to share a two
Entry Level Marketing Position in local bedrooom apt vou will have your own
multi-million dollar firm hourly wages STOLEN blue CB ski jacket, gloves and ^^^^ Close t.'. campus. Call Vasmin
starting from 4 to 5 dollars, plus paid sales scarf from 8 Brandywine party on W 17.

.^44 oyjH
commissions Matt: .584-3596 Please return no questions asked! Call LJ 1

^i—zv 1 TT r 256-1719 1 male roommate for Bnttany call
Weekly pay for newspaper delivery in 256-0082
dorms'. Must be able to deliver 7 Congratulations Ilene!!! Nn more looking .

(lays/week. Pay is variable. No car needed. at those In-autiful men! Love Maureen and Bramiywine call Mike after 5 549-6289

Cidl evenings 253-7009 Alex Female roommate needed to share a

Federal Overseas, Nationwide Jobs! "• * room call 2.56 1663

$17 I01-$61. 104! Sunjmer. Career! Call: ;
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ; Fen,iul.eed to share room in Brittany

Guidedirectorv. Applications. Listings. lf>l.Lr.r.!N iVbLl^a Mon,.r .all '^5'< 7X57
Newsservice! ^916) 944-4444 extG.S. 161

.vianor^i^..j5^o^.—
* TiT T^ lu—i

—

i—JTi i ^TH—

.

Summer on Cape tod roommates

INSTRUCTION I" n'J""*'
'^*"'''

l"""
^ '"^^-'Sj "'F^^'* f' wanted excellent Iwati-.n in Hyannis,«,rt'W8TKUCTIOW the Pub. now It* my turn. I really hate to j^.„ f^^ ^^„„ j^..^, Memorial-Lalmr

Know your car. Basic Automobile
^ -Vur crown get tarnished^

^ Day. Call now! .546-5288

Workshop. 28 hours including classroom Looking for Christian Fellowship.
single room for rent in 8 bedroom home

and shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2098 Alliance C hnslian Fellowship Thursday
(K.rdering V Mass $250 » utilities mo. Call

Music and Dance Instruction. Perform L^^-'T'".!,?''.' •'"^" "^ *'»? "1'
''^'"'^^'^ house has m

ing Arts Division, register by Wednesday. Madog says LAt.NAFP Iwthrooms. Ig. living room, Ig. yard, i kit

FeViary 5 CMass student di^ounts (j^t the "most from your workout. Call
i^hens call^a^ytime

.wailHhle. (^Id (hapel/UMass .54.5-051 9 Ma| f„r supplements at reduced prices Wanted 2 roommates male or female 5

Private GuiUr Lessons. Experienced and 546-7549 minutes fmm campus Rt 9 call anytime

imtient teacher. R(K'k/Pou/Folk/Blues. Im- zz: 584-4601

provisation, Reading. Theory, Cornposi- $550 ' REWARD j,^^ bedroom in two bedroom
lion. Your home or my studio. D0U3 i^—-r-r r; Tl r;— . townhouse in Sunderlatid ..n bus route
549-4786 For Ukeover of ", of IcHe. 15 min drive 225 each plus brand new, |».roh 665 7907— from campus. Leverett. Sg. w/lg. living rm ,,rfifi5't4U

JOURNALISM EXPERIENCE (fireplace) and Ig. kitch. new furnace and
r"on.»,i^

jr---
shower. Full tank of oil. $178 mo .ludy at Female roommate wanted tiir Bnttany

Bring the news of your school to the five I 267-.3;i85 nights apt call now at 2.53 2420

college area. (lain valuable .'xperience
"li-n.vCc iL' »kiti.i. BritUnv Manor apt male roommate rent:

It porting lor an award winning KlUfcKS vtA.-NlM)
154|.0<» call 54!»-6»»14 253-7(Ht4

newspaper. Contact: DAILY Cdl, -__ ^ ;

LKGIAN 545-35(M) Ttteadtys and Thursdays from Amherst -— —-—— -- - -—

~

.^ . „ -
'

_
;

-

;

- to Bostfln and hack call 549-7587 Claudia SFRVICF'*
LOST --:=: ^—

--: — -— ROOM WANTED Typing. Kasi Hi-curaii- tall anytime.

On 1<21-M black dog approxlmateh I : i^:^ 665-7652
Help female looking for rooa to stay as

Lynne Hans Esq. P.C. Immigration l^w
evening apiKiintments call Springfield Of
fice 781 6.370 nr 66,5-8513

Light Moving with
549-2649

Toyota truck call

Tailor for all kinds of alterations. Fa.si

service, r>-a.sonable pnces at SHAAN.Ns
Hampshire Mall 584-9362

TAX SOFTWARE

Integrated Federal, Mass forms from
$.50 call TaxHelp 2560642

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK on the beach at .Sfwjth

I'adre Island, Daytona Beach, Fort
Lauderdale, Fort Walton Beach or
Mustang I.sland/Port Arabsas from only
$89; and skiing at .Steamboat or Vail from
only $86! Deluxe lodging, parties, goodie
liags, more. Hurry, call Suncha.se Tours
for more information and reservations toll

free l-8(m .321 591 1 TODAY! When your
Spring Break counts. . .count on Suncnaae

WANTED

Attention: Adrian Scott is now audition-
ing Springsteen and similarly influenced
musicians for an original/cover hand that
will play the college/club circuit. Have
rehearsal space and studio. If you are an
interested lead giJitarist/ba.ssist/drum-

mer/keyboardisi, call 546 5806

Help^I need B^ed! !l^eiling"oneM aTLTarl^
2.56-6064

We're looking to take over a lease in

Brandywine or Townehouae apts for fall

semester 86 |rfea»e call 6-1 137 or 6-9548

WANTED TO RENT
~

Need room? Chi Chrnega provides a 21
meal plan (homecixiked of course); double-
occupancy rooms; on bus r»)ute but within
walking ilisUnce. Any woman interested
should call Marilee at 5450162 or
,5452092

Promising new band desperately seeking
a place to rehearse for spring semester
preferably on or near I 'Mass campus Con-
tact Scott' at 546 5144

.Single toom wanted: female iinn

sninKer. res(Kpnsible, would like a .miet
room at a reiis<mable proce Call 665 2469
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Road woes continue for UMass
Temple pounds men, 69-38

PHILADELPHIA-Shooting a ternhk 3.i

^re#nt from the floor, tin- rni\tisity nt

Massachusc'tts men's basketball team sul

fcrt'd a 69-38 loss to Temple Univei'sity on
Satui^y.

Scoring the fewest points since a 50-36

kws to I¥nii State in 1980. UMass fell to

§•13 on the WBson and 3-7 m the Atlantic

10. tied for seventh. The Minutemen, 0-9

nn the road this reason, will try and re-

bound at St. Bonaventure tonifiht at 7:30

p.m.

Temple led 32 18 at halflinie and was

newr in serious trouble. UMass got wjthin

niflt. 36 27 with 15.11 left, but a 14 4 run

by the Owls ( 15 3, 7 2i gave them a 50-31

lead and the game.

^phomore forward Lonnm Sutton,

^spit* nx-oflS shoeing. l«d UMaas in

woring for the 10th straight time with 13

points. Freshman center John Milum add

I'd nine pnint- and eight reoounds.

Freshman guard Davul Brown added eight.

Only five Minutemen .scored m the game
a- C'ai I Smith contributed mx and Duane
Chase two
Temple was led by guard Ed Toe with 16

points, including the 1.000th ol hi- c.ueer

on a jumper with 7:45 left in the game.

Foward Tim Peir> added 10 points and

eight rebounds for the Owls. Point guard

Nate Blackwell had ten point- and eight

assists. The Owls were 32 oi 6.i trotn the

floor and fiveofnine at the line UMa.ss

bent the 11111 at 17 nt al tn>in the llixir They

were fourofsix at the line.

In other A 10 t^ames. West Virginia down
ed Diuiue-iit "-

1 TJ \i< uu to 10 1 m the

league. It was Henn State (4 7 > over Rutgers

<2 9i. 74 59 while CItHiige Washington (.3-7i

handed I'KI .i 79 71 -etlmck The other

game saw St .lostph- defeat St Mon.iven

ture, 73 66

Rutgers rips women, 95-55

By ROB ROSE
Collegian Correspondent

FISCATAW.4Y. N J -Tenth-ranked

Rutgers University used a 12 run early

in the first half to blow open a close game

eni-oute to a decisive 95-55 victory Satur-

day over the University of Massachusetts

women's biisketball team

The loss drops the Minutewomen to 9-1 1.

2 ^ in the Allantu lOConference. Rutgers

improved its record to 18 2. and 9 in the

.\ 10. The &rarlet Knights are the only

undt'leated team in the league

Kulgers opened the game with a 6-0

spurt, but a 20f<>ot jump shot by UMass
-inioi I'orward .Inanita Matthews cut the

delicit to four, 14 10 with 13:34 remaining

in the first half

Thi' Knights then went on their 12 run

over the next four minutes, all but shutting

the door on the slumping Minutewomen,

who have lost six straight league gam«l
and si.x of their last seven games overall.

Freshman forward Beth Wilbor broke the

scoreless streak for UM with a 12footer at

the 9:07 mark to cut the RU lead to 14.

26 12

Saturday's game was homecoming of

sorts for Wilbor, who attended Hunterdon

Central High near the Rutgers Campus.

Wilbor liid not disappoint the ht)iiutown

crowd, storing all ten of her p<iinl>- m the

first half to keep UM within reach

somewhat, 41 26 .it halttinie

The second half started out with h)th

teams trading hoops for the first three

minutes .\ 12 looter hy .Matthews ilO

points) kept the Minutewomen close at

47 32 However, the Knights then showed

why they rule the A 10.

Rutgei s. taking advantage of a flurrv ol

l^Mass I urnosers, went on a 17 run to in-

< iinliniiiil nn page 15

SPORTS
Gymnasts
edge past
Stroudsberg
Bv STUART GOTTLIEB
(^>llegian Staff

In a stunning upset, the University of Ma.ssachusetts

men's gvmnastics team defeated East Stroudsburg Univer-

sity. 255.35-250.90 Saturday afternoon at the Boyden

(lymnastics Center
The Warriors, last .season's ECAC Division II champions,

came into Boyden trying to up their record to 2-2. but in

stead walked away with a record of 1-3 and all the excu.se>

in the world.

ESU head coach Keith Avery blamed such things as

faulty equipment" for his team's loss, but was most in

tent on blaming the officiating.

"The judging was extremely biased," Avery said after

the meet, "How can I keep my guy's motivated when all

the scores are coming up against us; Not only would we
have had to beat the UMass gymnastics team today, but

we would also have had to beat the judges. It's a disgrace."

Avery also said that he was going to write a letter to

the commissioner of the ECAC to inform them of the "bla-

tent show of bias" he has seen in all of his away matches
this season.

UMass coach Roy John.son, informed of Avery's reaction

to the meet, said that he felt the opposing coach was
overreacting.

"The judges showed a little bia.s," Johnson said after tl

victory, which upped the Minutemen reci rd to 3-2, "But
it was nothing worse than the bias expected for the home
team."

Johnson also felt his team outplayed the Warriors. "Once
Avery reviews the films he'll see just how many areas he

has to clean up," the coach said. "It was a legitimate win
by all means;''

The big difference in the meet was on the pommel horse,

the second of six events. UMass had six consistent efforts,

topped off by Steve Baia's 8.85, while the Warriors had
several slip-up's. UMass took that event 39.2 to 36.80, .set-

ting the tone for the rest of the meet.

Also, the Warriors weren't as tough on vaulting as

Johnson expected. "We were under the impression that

vaulting was their strong point," Johnson said. "I was glad

to see us take them in that event."

The coach had praise for the whole team's performance

and said that their hard work is finally paying off.

Top all-around g>'mnasts Jay Ronayne and Rfjberto Weil

both sophomores were at their usual level of consistency.

Weil, with an all-around score of 52.10 (tops in the meet),

f'>els that he is finally reaching his mid-.season potential.

"The past two meets I didn't feel as though I was doing

very well." Weil said. "But now I feel really good and ex-

pect to stay up in the low 50's for the rest of the season."

Ronayne said that his new move on the pommel horse,

the durham, one of the mo.st difficult moves on the horse,

is the key to his overall success.

i just learned it two days before the meet ."' he explain-

ed, "l was glad to see it made a difTerence." Honaynes score

of 6.35 on the horse was the highest total of his career

On the wr.nitn's front, UMass experienced anothei- tough

defeat, this time at the hands of Cornell. 1H4 40 164.20.

UMa.ss is now 2-4 on the .season after a siries of narrow

defeats.

(olleKi'-'i photd by Rob Skolinn

Sophomore Roberto Weil is a study of concentration during Saturday's gymnastics ac-

tion at Boyden. UMass defeated East Stroudsberg, 255.35-250.90

Swimmers still undefeated

UM rolls over Vermont, 68-45
BY JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swim team im
proved its record to 10-0 with a 68-45 win at the Univer-

sity of Vei niont, Saturday afternoon in Burlington.

UMass set pool records in the 500 freestyle and the 400
freestyle relay in easily handling UVM.
"We cf>uld !>.ave heat them 80-30 but we had people swim

off events Tim Flannery and John Turner both .stayed

home. Flannery wasn't feeling too well and a six hour bus
ride wouldn't do Turner's sore back much good.'

.Minutemen coach Russ Yarworth said.

The 500 frees' vie pool record \m s set by undefeated
UMass senior Drew Donovan in 4:44.6 Donovan was a ke',

throughout the meet as he was part of both winning relay

teams Jim Kuhns. Paul McDonough. Mike Hoover and
Donovan teamed to set the other pool record in the 40O

lieestyle relay in .i;14.6.

The Minutemen won the 400 medley I'day al.so. Marc
"surette, Fred Maniis. Donovan, and Kuhns took the event

in 3:45.4.

The 1650 freestyle and 400 individual medley events

were included in this meet in order for swimmers to be

ready for the New England meet later this month as both

events are in the New England meet but not normally in

dual events. UM's Rick Bishop won the 1650 freestyle in

17:10.87 and McDonough won the 400 IM in 4:25.5.

Ed Burton won the 200 backstroke in 2:04.8 and Marius
won the 200 breaststroke in 2:18.7.

Pat Mullen in gearing up for New Englands was "try-

ing .some new tricks" according to Yarworth, and placed

second in both diving events.
tiinttntii'd I in pngr 15
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Rostow mulls
war and peace
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

International law through fair practice is the only alter-

native to anarchy and tryanny, a former director of the

US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency said last

iii«ht.

Eugene V. Rostow, speaking to a near capacity crowd

in Converse Assembly Hall at Amherst College said the

concept of law naturally pervades the system of peace.

"The law of peace implies a quality of relationships, such

that no state, no citizen within that state, fear violence.
"

he said.

Rostow said peace is a matter of degrees

"Most peaceful societies endure disturbances - a few

brawls on Saturday nights this is not evidence of

disintegration, but a warning that the laws have fallen

behind and that it is time for a change
"

Rostow said the Roman Empire and Pax Britainnica

Europe (Europe 1815 1915) were models of peace.

Rome with its military domination and Europe, a

pluralistic grouping of independent states," he .said.

•What will the future hold'? A Pax Sovietacana? A Pax

Americana"' Or will we continue as a model of tur

bulence?

"

Ro.stow said the idea of achieving peace through a

deliberate effort of diplomacy such as the United Nations

was the best effort of modern governance.

The state system is not self regulating like the solar

system," he .said.

Ever>' breakdown of international peace has been follow-

ed by an attempt to rebuild and improve it, Rostow said.

"The United Nations was created out of a revulsion of

war in an attempt to prohibit aggression, except the

sovereign rights of the state to defend itself, " he said.

1 •>llf|{i»n photo b> Bnjn <.ii<ii ih.iim

Eugene V. Rostow at Amherst College la.st

night.
"Achieving genuine world peace is a dire necessity.

Ho>to\v said, citing Soviet expansionism and "nuclear and

other mon.strous weapons"
Rostow backed the US policy ol ending aid to

Nicaragua.
"Nicaragua has been backing an attack on VA Salvador

and as such, has violated the United Nat urns charter.
"

he said. "Under existing international l.iws what we are

doing in Nicaragua is legal
"

Kostow will speak at 4 p.m. today in Converse Assembly

Room on "What is the .American National Interest?"

Rostow, the director of the Arms Control and Disarma

ment Agency from 1981 to 1983, was undersecretay of

state from 1966 to 1969 and has written several books on

law and foreign policy.

Area coordinator pushes RA program
By ANITA L. ROYE
Collegian Staff

In response to a decrease in applications for Resident

Assistant (R.A.t positions at the University of

Ma.ssachusetts, the coordinator for the Northeast and

Sylvan Residential Area has devised a campus-wide in-

formation campaign.

"We want to educate a lot of people as to what the job

really entails Many are misinformed," Michele Cucuz-

zo, the coordinator, said.

The program includes information sessions, hand-outs

and staffing an information table in the Campus Center

Concourse later this month.

Reading room to have
21 new tape decks
By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

The music reading room on the Campus Center con-

course is being equiped with 21 Hitachi tape decks, said

Dudley Bridges, manager of Campus Center Building

Operations.

Nine decks have already been installed in the room,

which is a public study space for students. University

building operations paid $91 each for the tape decks and

$19.95 apiece for 25 sets of headphones for a total cost of

$2,409.75. Workers also constructed theft-proof protective

tables and re-wired the room themselves.

Reading room employees will begin handing out casset-

tes and headphones by March 1 said Forrest Davies, assis-

tant manager of Building Operations

The old tape system was discontinued after the 1984

spring semester. The system had been there for 15 years

and needed continual servicing, Bridges said.

UMass student Erik Marinko likes the new tape decks.

He was listening to one of his tapes in the room yester-

day afternoon, he said.

"They work very well," he said. "They are good quali

ty tape decks."

Davies said he was aware of the limitations of the tape

decks but said. "This is a totally new system to us. We

don't know how students will like it, we may have to

change it, but we have to give it a fair tryout."

Alex Zucker, chairman of the Campus Center Board of

Governors, said there are plans to expand the library of

tapes for the room.

Many of the old tapes were stolen. Zucker said, and

although huildmu operations u.sed to pay for the tapes,

the BOC has now been asked to buy them. That issue

Zucker added, has to be settled before any new tapes are

bought.

"Being an R.A. has been a unique experience. I've learn

ed skills such as as.sertiveness training, time management

and social skills. It's been an experience I want others to

have," said Jodi B. Green, a 6th semester R.A. who

spearheaded the application drive

Cucuzzo and Green said they are eager to have the facul

ty involved in the process and want them to know what

the job entails.

Green .said the faculty sees the student in the classroom,

not before an R.A. selection comnuttee, and this is one

aspect of the selection process she wants to change.

"A profes.sor can see a .student exhibit qualities before

we can. and can suggest to the student to apply for an R.A.

position," Cucuzzo said.

An R.A. is an undergraduate student living in the dor-

mitory, who is responsible for enforcing regulations and

answering students' questions.

The R.A. receives a single room, a weekly stipend and

free room rent. Currently, there are 363 R.A.'s on cam-

pus, and the ratio to students is 1:30.
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Rep. Conte
rails against
deficit bill
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

US Rep. Silvio Conte. R Pittsfield, yesterday said the

Gramm-Rudman deficit reduction bill will cause $210

million to be slashed from federal student aid programs

next year. He vowed to continue his battle, inside and out

side the courtroom, against the law

Conte predicted that because of the cuts in domestic pro-

grams the law. passed last December, will call for Con

giess to choose between repealing the law and raising

taxes.

Asked if he would .support a tax increase now, he said,

"Of course I would ... the.se programs (have to! keep go-

ing
"

In a telephcme interview from his Washington, DC. of

lice, the congressman said that in pa.ssing Gramm
Rudman, "Congress gave up most of its fundamental con

.stitutional power the power of the purse to the presi

dent." He and 1 1 other congre.ssmen have filed suit in US
District Court in Washington, challenging the const itu

tionality of the law. Oral arguments were heard by the

three judge panel Jan. 10. and Conte said a decision is

expected within three weeks.

Under the 4.3 percent across the board cut in non-

military funding ordered by President Reagan under the

terms ofGramm Rudman. Conte said total US aid to col-

lege students will drop from $4,887 billion to $4.67 billion

next year He said guaranteed student loans will not be

affected for the lime being, but that recipients of small

Pell giants around $200 or less "will have those grants

reduced or even eliminated."

He said federal aid to work study programs will be

reduced by $25 million.

instead of using judgment about what progiams should

be cut, Gramm Rudman takes an ax to 11 months of

work by congiessional committees," he .said.

Conte said he is not sure whether he and the 1 1
<.ther

repre.sentatives, who are all Democrats, will appeal their

challenge if it fails in district court.

But he .said, "We've got one other avenue left if we lose

this ca.se.
" He predicted that when the fiscal 1987 budget

IS finished and members of Congress are confronted with

even deeper budget cuts. "It'll be the electric shock effect

... They'll all be running and .scurrying around" and will

have to choose between raising taxes or repealing

(]ramm-Rudman.
'One or the other's going to happen," he .said.

Conte also said Gramm Rudman will binder his efforts

to .secure more US money toward a $24 million polymer

research center proposed for UMass/Amherst. Last

December he pushed $10 million for the project through

Congress by attaching it to a catch all spending bill. This

year, he said. "It's not going to be any Cakewalk."

( .illi »;i.tii phiito h> Hi '

CHILLY RUN - Graduate .student Phil Graham eludes a snow serpent while jogging in

North .\niiieist yesterday.
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Reagan appoints commission
to probe space shuttle accident

WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan

yesterday named former Secretary of State

William F Rogers and former astronaut

Neil Armstrong to head an independent

^Mrd to determine what caused last week's

apace shuttle catastrophe that killed seven

astronauts.

Reagan said the presidential commission

on the shuttle accident would have 120

days to find out "how it hap|»ned and how

it can be prevented from happening again."

In a brief announcement at the White

Houie, Reagan said Rogers, who served as

secretary of st^te during the Nixon ad-

ministration, and Armstrong, the first man
to walk on the moon, would serve as chair-

man and vice tu.... ijui.i of the panel, which

will have at least 10 other members, in

eluding scientists, government officials,

technical expertsi and private executives.

Reagan, appearing with Rogers, Arm
strong and NASA chief William Graham,

noted. It's been almost a week since our

nation and family stood together as we wat

ched Challenger slip beyond our grasp. As

we move away from that terrible day, we

must devote our energies to finding out

how it happened and how it can be

prevented from happening again."

The
fastest-growing

profession

in America.
AccordTng to tfM U.S. BuTMu of Labor statistics,

the need for f>ar»htahk about to doubh.

Now IS the time to become a part of this

dynamic profession . and there is no finer train-

ing available than at Philadelphia's acclaimed

Institute for Paralegal Training After l ust four

months of intensive stud y , we will find you a )ob

in the cit y of your choice We are so confident of

the markc^tal>ility of our graduates that we offer a
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unique tuition refund plan

To learn how vou can add market value to

your college degree, return the coupon or call toll-

free: 1-800-222-IPLT.

We'll be on c*mpu9 2/10/86.

Contact your placement office to arrange for an
individual interview or group presentation

I

Housinsi and
Financial Aid
available

THEINSTTTUTE

TRMNING
Approi>ed by the

American Bar
Association

r-Mail this coucKin to;

Institute tor Paralegal Training

RUMA
jpoi

Pari

l'*2b Arch Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Please send a copy oi your catalogue.

Name —_—^^——^^———^-^-^—

Phone-

I BEDDING
GOOD NIGHT

Amherst 549-3507

Carriage Shops
N'hampton 586-0259

122 Main St.

BEDDING
Futons

Matresses

Queen Size

$100
standard & custom sizes

in top quality

chiropractic support

and Frames stock available now

»*^*4

HAPPY
VALENTINE'S

DAY
t

Keep a giftromance alive with

from Le Boudoir. . .

Soft silk teddies, romantic
nightgowns cascading with lace,

silk bras, bikinis, and garter belts.

Don't miss our Gentlemens
Night THurs., Feb. 13th

6-10 pm refreshments served
Mon.-Sol. 10-6

AP pluMo

ON GUARD - Minnesota National Guardmen take up positions

along the street in front of the Hormel plant yesterday after they

were re-deployed by the governor. Striking meatpackers were

prevented from carrying out their demonstrations near the plant.

^»>i^><».^**

EMT's
Join

UMass Fire & First Aid Unit ^

«

I.

Work at shows, football games, concerts

CPR recert, CEU's
1st meeting Tuesday, Feb. 4, 1986

at 9:30 PM in Morrill North 406

New Members Welcome
Please bring a copy of your EMT and CPR card

ycdentmes
T>ay .

ress

ove
JwmaryH

VALENTINE'S DAY
FEBRUARY 14TH

With a romantic sentiment,

a humorous verse, a cute

saying, all

from American Greetings.

Located in the Campus Center

^XJNIVERSITYmSTORED
Open M-F 9-5

sat 10-3

m
AMERICAN GREETINGS

C MCMl.XXXVI American Greetings Corp.

Speaker debunks AIDS myths
By JOSEPH R TIGAN
Collegian Staff

The biggest falsehood society has about Acquired Im-

mune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) is believing the fatal

virus can be contracted thruugh casual contact like han-

dhshakes, according to Roger Smith of the AIDS Action

Committee.
In a presentation last night at the Bangs Community

Center in Amherst in front of 25 people, Smith discussed

some of the truths of contracting the disease.

"AIDS can only be contracted through intimate sexual
^

contact with an infected partner, shared hypodermic

needles, and contaminated blood products or transfu-

sions," Smith said.

According to Smith, contrary to poular belief, AIDS can-

not be contracted through toilet seats, swimming pools,

casual contact or eating utensils.

"And there is no evidence to date that the virus can be

contracted from saliva or mosquitos," he said.

Smith stated there are several "psycho-social ramifica-

tions" that AIDS victims must deal with.

"Fear of the unknown is probably the most serious and

often-felt characteristic of AIDS victims," Smith said.

"Once people know you have AIDS, there is an incredi

ble amount of discrimination that follows."

Among other problems AIDS victims encounter, Smith

listed failure to receive ambulance and funeral service,

"Several victims are forced to change jobs and try to ob

tain insurance at their occupations. A sudden financial

burden can be felt," Smith said.

Medical care for AIDS victims with insurance can rise

from $50,000 to $150,000, according to Smith. Also, per

sons contracting the virus have been asked to vacate their

housing.

"Combine this with the economic depletion, and you'll

find people left in despair," Smith said. "Isolation and be

ing left alone are major problems."

Sponsored by LifeLine Institute Inc., the Aids Action

Committe provided certain preventive information at last

night's presentation.

"There are high risk groups, such as sexually active

homosexual and bisexual men, intravenous drug users,

and hemophiliacs," Smith said. "One preventive measure

would be to avoid sexual contact with these high risk

groups. Another very important prevention is to avoid

anal intercourse, because this is a very high risk sexual

contact."

Collegian photo by Mirhell*' Segail

Roger Smith of the AIDS Action Committee.

Counseling offered to gay community
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

"When I was coming out of the closet, I

thought everybody who wasn't gay hated

me. I felt as though I was the only person

who had ever done this," said an applicant

for the Counseling Committee at the

University of Ma.ssachusetts.

The applicant, a lesbian who wants to

counsel those who are experiencing what

she did.

The Counseling Committee, located in

the Student Union building, is made up of

lesbian, gay and bisexual persons who of-

fer advice and help solve problems that gay

persons encounter in their social, family or

academic life. They also offer information

about the gay community and serve as a

referral source.

"The Counseling Committee is a closed

group of people which have more respon-

sibility to the group. They are more struc-

tured and focused than the Lesbian. Bisex-

ual and Gay Association, which is a group

of people who are more comfortable with

themselves," said Felice Yeskel, the co-

director for the Program of Gay, Lesbian

and Bisexual Concerns.

The committee also helps heterosexual

people who are having problems accepting

or understanding a gay roommate or have

a close family member who just came out

of the closet, she said.

"The Counseling Committee works on a

more personal level, helping people work

ing things out personally, " Yeskel said.

It also works with other groups on cam
pus like mental health. SCERA, Every

Woman's Center and Housing.

"Picking counselors is the biggest event

all year (for the gay community)," said

Paul Thorne of the Counseling Committee

The group is comprised of eight to 16 peo-

ple. A student must apply in the beginn

ing of the semester, they cannot join at any

other time.

The group will hold information sessions

on Thursday and Monday. Potential

counselors must attend, fill out an applica-

tion form and be interviewed by a member
of the group.

"Usually we accept anybody who ap-

plies." Yeskel said.

When they are accepted, the new
members attend an intensive eight hour

training session and are taught group

building activities, how to handle oppres-

sion and lesbian, bisexual and gay group

counseling skills.

They also attend a mandatory weekly

training session.

During these meetings specific problems

and issues are brought up and methods of

solving them are discussed. Yeskel said.

'We are looking for people who have a

certain level of comfort with themselves

and want to help other people.' said Yeskel.

Counselors also serve as role mcxlels for

gay persons who are coming out of the

closet or have problems the counselors have

already experienced in their own lives,

Yeskel said.

Expert relates anorexia
to periods of history
Says society causes disorder

By BRUCE SAXON
Collegian Correspondent

Anorexia nervosa, the reluctance of

adolescent women to eat, is culturally

bound and specific to certain periods of

history, the director of women's studies at

Cornell University said yesterday.

Professor Joan Jacobs Brumberg, an

author on eating disorders, spoke to about

100 people on "The Emergence of a Modern

Disease: From Anorexia Mirabilis to

Anorexia Nervosa" at Memorial Hall.

In today's western developed nations,

Brumberg said, anorexia nervosa is a ma-

jor problem among middle class, adolescent

women. In the United States, she estimated

10 to 20 percent of today's adolescent

women are anorexic.

She attributed the problem in part to

society's emphasis and demand for youth,

fashion and beauty.

Anorexia nervosa, Brumberg said, has a

biological component in which individuals

often suffer from an organic imbalance.

The disease often has psychological causes

as well, and those afflicted often refuse to

eat, an expression of conflicts about sex-

uality, adulthood and autonomy.

"These psychological and biological pre-

dispositions are often activated by potent

social forces," Brumberg said.

"Certain social and cultural systems pro-

mote obsession with control of appetite and

food intake," she said.

In late 19th century American and

British society, Brumberg said, female

fasting was an extreme response to Vic-

torian notions of women. Food was a source

of status for the affluent, but also a source

of anxiety.

"The social imperative was to shape one's

body in accordance with contemporary

ideals of femininity and gentility,"

Brumberg said. These values, she added,

contributed to the pattern among many
adolescent women of restricting appetite

and controlling their diet.

Brumberg's lecture was the second in a

series sponsored by the Five College

( <>llf'Ki»n phol" by MUhelle ScKall

Joan Jacobs Brumberg: Some
cultural factors promote obses-

sion with appetite.

History of Science and Technology Depart

ment. In May, the department will spon

sor a lecture by Roger Kennedy, director

of the Smithsonian Institute Museum of

American History.

Forum to focus on mind expansion
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will

host a symposium Feb. 7 and 8 in the Cam-

pus Center which will feature four of the

leading authorities on human creativity, a

commodity which is lacking in most peo-

ple, Doris Shallcross of the School of Educa-

tion said.

"The average person uses 10 percent ol

his creative ability," said Doris Shallcross

of the School of Education. "That is like

having a sports car and only driving 10

miles per hour."

Speakers will discuss new ways to

cultivate creativity among students,

Shallcross said. The discussion will be open

to thapublici)«ginning Friday at 7.30 p.m.

•We will nave selected bibliographies

which will hopefully spark people's in-

terests," Shallcross said.

"On Saturday, any interested faculty

members can participate in round table

discussions to find ways to increase

students' thinking abilities," Shallcross

said.

The keynote speaker will be Marilyn

Ferguson, author of "The Aquarian Con-

spiracy", a book about personal and social

transformation in the '80s.

"The gist of her book is that a whole new

set of values exist in the '80s. The people

who wait, are waiting for 'them' to decide

what is next to happen,"Shallcross said.

Also speaking will be E. Paul Torrance

from the University of Georgia. Torrance

is the author of 35 books, and the creator

of the Torrance Test of Creativity, Which

is used to measure a person .s creativity,

Shallcross said.

William Butcher, the director of special

projects for the National Science Founda-

tion, will speak about the need for creative

engineers.

Dorothy Sisk, the former director of the

Office for Gifted and Talented for three

years during the Carter Administration,

rounds out the list of speakers for the two-

day session.

Shallcross said it is vital for people to in-

crease their creativity. "Creativity is the

one human facet not duplicated by

technology," she said.

The creativity symposium is a "once in

a lifetime " offer, according to Shallcross.

•'We want to deal with other subjects

dealing with creativity, such as risk or pro-

blem solving," she said.

Freire and Wold,

cancel lecture

Tonight's scheduled appearance of

George Wald. a Nobel laureate, has been

postp<med due to illness.

Wald and Brazilian educator and author

Paulo Freire were to deliver a joint talk

at 8 p.m. today, in Mahar Auditorium.

Freire. however, will appear for an infor-

mal discussion.

"Peace and Liberation. "' spon.soretl by

the School of Education, has been

rescheduled for Feb. 17.
J

Man pushed
into lobby
window
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian StafT

A man was injured when he fell through

a three-byfour-foot window valued at $100

in the lobby of John Quincy Adams Tower

at 8:23 p.m. Friday, University of

Ma.ssachu.sfctts police said.

A woman, working as a student security

officer saw two men arguing over the,

telephone in the lobby and one pushed the

other through the window. Blood was found

in the area and University Health Services

were notified, but the man, whose identi

ty was not known, did not seek medical

help, police said.

In other police reports:

• A fire at 3 p.m. Friday in the foundry

caused $150 in damages, when sparks from

a grinding machine ignited rags on near-

by shelves. The operator of the machine ex-

tinguished the fire, police said.

• Careless disposal of smoking materials

caused a trash can fire at 3:21 p.m. Sun-

day in Washington Tower, police said.

Residents kicked in the door of the room

when they saw smoke coming from under

the door, and put out the fire, police said.

• A 1983 Toyota pickup truck received

$800 in damages and destroyed a Ford Pin

to at 1:08 p.m. Saturday at Sylvan circle.

The owner of the truck, an Amherst man,

left his car running and in gear on the road-

way for a few minutes. The truck rolled 180

feet, jumped two curbs, sideswiped a tree,

hit a light post and then the Pinto. The
man was cited with failure to secure his

motor vehicle, police said.

• A 20-year-old male student was taken

into protective custody at 1:50 a.m. Satur-

day, when he was allegedly drunk and
weaving into the middle of North Pleasant

Street. The man was taken to the police

station when he attempted to hitch hike

and was walking in front of cars, police

.said.

• A 26-year-old man was arrested at 1:16

a.m. Monday in parking lot 44 and charg-

ed with driving while intoxicated,

operating after revocation of license and
failure to keep right, police said.

• A camera valued at over $350, a wool

coat valued at $250, and a sweater valued

at $70 were reported stolen from a room on

the third floor ofMackimmee House at 6:18

p.m. Sunday. The room was left unlocked

for about a half hour while the owner was
taking a shower, police said.
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% NOW OPEN
Riverboat Village

Don't be left out in the cold

UMA5S SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

NASSAU
BAHAMAS

APARTMENTS. SOUTH HADLEY.

1. 2 Of 3 BEDROOM UNITS

Btl^jUfUl MOOtlS f jBM^HiO 8t Cm*P DeiA,'.tS & IPSTfS FuBMI'*^

•Swimming Pool •ttnmt Court •ClubMoute •ShuHIt Board Coon

(^CN SEVEM DAYS A WCf K

10 AM 4 PM

S32»46.

:^:.u..(2)

DtetctiCN'

f Jlv<;rt)oai Vuiage

OcboraK

Introduces

CAROL GARDNER
StytM By Oabertf t« plM»M to

nnounca l>)«l C*rol Qafdn«< has
intnad lis slad of skillad cosmalol
ogisis Cwot looks lofosid to
seeing net old li lends end welcom
tng new ones

For you< sppoinlinani call

65 University Drive. Amherst • 549-5610

iPRlNG BREAK 86
From $349 Complete

For more info contact:

The UMass Ski Club
your SPRING BREAK CONNECTION

430 Student Union 545-3437 ^
ATLETIC FACILITIES

at UMass

For information on Athletic Facilities and events at UMass
call:

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE
545-1540

Ask for tapes by number

2453 Gym Schedule

2459 Pool Schedule

2471 Racquetball/Squash Court Schedules

2476 Weight Room Schedule

2477 Athletic Events

2678 Intramurals at UMass

For a complete listing of information tapes, come by the

IDB-TIPS Office in Whitmore Rm. 227

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

- Great Athletics

-One of the Highest

Fraternity GPA's

- Great Meal Plan

- Outstanding Social Life

- Lasting Friendship
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Come and Experience what real fraternity life is

like. Stop by this week. Rush dates are Feb. 4,

5, 11, 12, at 374 No. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA

THE BLUE HOUSE
ON THE CORNER
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Considering recent events
If justice were to prevail, black history would be reported on every day

of the year to compensate for years of neglect by a prejudiced nation.

We have not reached that stage, but we do have Black History Month
every Februai^, when people of color are given added recognition for their

rich contributions to our history.

The brainchild of educator and scholar Dr. Carter G. Woodson, this na-

lional observance has been recognized in many ways for over 60 years.

It was this kind of recognition that Woodson hoped would reveal blacks

as true participants in histoi^.

This year, Martin Luther King Jr.'s bnthciay finally gained recognition

as a federal holiday. We also witnessed the destruction of apartheid pro-

tost shanties at Dartmouth College only hours after the observance of

King's birthday.

These events alone provide an excellent focus fur this Black History

Month.
Consider the national atmosphere that allows 18 years to pass before

offering just recognition of King's contributions to our country. Consider

also the atmosphere that allows conservative students to term their destruc-

tiveneas an attempt to beautify the Dartmouth College Green.

With these events in mind, we can all participate in events at the Univer

sity and elsewhere with an extra relevance. At the very least, a considers-

tion of recent events strengthens our resolve that civil rights efforts must

continue.

We encourage eveiy community member to take advantage of a short

month when special attention is focused on black histor\'. and participate

in those events that can educate us. Reflect, too, on what you can derive

in college and in your mind - from considering black history.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Collegian Board

nf Editors.

Those righteous protecters
A friend of mine who works with some

of the University animals has been telling

me abor.t the escapades of some animal

rights groups.

Recently, for example, one of the depart-

ments on campus had a few beavers on

some UMass acreage. The area was fairly

large, surrounded by a wire fence, and the

animals were supplied with stacks of bran-

ches which they moved back and forth to

build homes. Evidently they were happy in

a beaver-ly kind of way, but one morning
workers found the gate open, months of

work down the drain, and a note (written

by a human) to the effect that it was cruel

punishment to make the beavers sufTer in

such confines when they were used to the

wide-open spaces.

I can barely believe how foolish some of

these animal liberation people are. I hear

about them trying to outlaw rodeos, stop

medical research, and hassling honest,

compassionate farmers. The Washington

Post recently reported that the English

groups are trying to outlaw the kosher and

humane slaughter practices required by or-

thodox Jews and Muslims. It seems to me
that the activists are trying to bestow un-

precedented grandeur on the animal world

at the expense of human dignity.

That's a pretty expensive proposition. An
example of how expensive animal rights

can be is India, where it is against the laws

and religions to kill rats, mice, cows, or

other animals. According to one report, In-

dia's problem is neither food shortages nor

overpopulation; it is animals. Ten years

ago, there were 200 million "sacred cows"

in India, each one eating enough food for

seven j>eople. That adds up to enough food

for one-quarter of the world's population.

If that weren't enough, the rats and mice

have overrun cities, devouring what the

cows can't get to, endangering children,

and spreading disease and filth

everywhere. This is the way the animals

of India show gratitude for a multitude of

rights.

In America, the situation is somewhat

different. Animals are in farms and labs

Rusty Denton

Editorial Questions?

Tidite in at 6 p.m. Thursday to WMUA and talk to your favorite Collegian colum-

nt.^t - Larry Bouvhic, Mary Cresite. Stephen Erickaon, Runty Denton, Timothy Har-

and William Spain.
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A threat to our investment

where their owners are not about to let

them run amok. Contrary to animal libera-

tion propaganda, most farmers take very

good care of their stock. They have to keep

things reasonably clean to avoid disease,

and most farmers feed their animals as

well as they can afford to, so they'll get a

higher price for eggs, milk and meat. Any
food scientist can verify that sacred or

unhealthy animals give inferior food

products.

Given the relative rarity of institutional

animal abuse in America, I don't think the

real issue is animal rights. I think it's part

of the never-ending search for the under-

privileged which characterizes the far left.

I wish they would use as much imagination

on the plight of unborn children as they use

on the quality of life among beavers and

cows.

To borrow a small-town phrase, such

animal worship shows "more brains than

sense." Anybody with university training

and social skills and a good heart should

be able to find better things to worry about

than whether a chicken with an IQ of two

has emotional fulfillment, or whether a

veal calf can find true happiness in a barn

as warm and dark as its mother's womb.
There are better things to care about

than the academic environment of an
animal that can't even master the finer

points of toilet training; here are just a few.

Amherst housing: our campus has turned

a little farming berg into an unaffordable

elitist hotspot. The black family in

America: the media has finally picked up
on the number of families with third and
fourth generation unwed mothers.
Unemployment in Holyoke: it's not easy to

be poor. Your soul: it's always good to con-

sider the state ofyour soul. Your neighbors:

they may get less kindness than the

animals.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

The recent concert of music (or trumpet

and organ, a tour de force faculty recital

with Walter Che.stnut and Ernest May,

w as a presentation of tremendous talent

and power. The long standing ovation by

the packed crowd of faculty, .student.s, and

visitors underscored the University's place

as a center of culture.

Unfortunately, the physical setting

underscored the University's extreme state

of disrepair. The huge organ, a masterpiece

of silver and wood -which must represent

an investment of at least a quarter-million

dollars -was partially draped in plastic to

protect it from water leaking through huge

holes gaping in the ceiling. Other plastic

sheets hung high over the audience, pro-

tecting listeners from falling water and

ceiling tiles, too. Broken air-conditioning

vents protruded from the walls, or were

covered by scraps of wood. Light for the per-

formers was provided by jerry rigged

spotlights on extension cords. What a sharp

contrast to the high quality of performance!

What possessed anyone to put the organ

in room 36 of the Fine Arts Center in the

first place? The labyrinthine Aedificium of

Umberto Eco's mystery novel. The Name
of the Rose, is rivaled by the Fine Arts

Center itself Readers of that novel who
were present at the recital would testify

that 36 FAC is not harder to find than the

"finis Africae." One wonders whether the

FAC, like the Aedificium, serves rather to

conceal the treasures within it, than to

make them accessible.

The organ ought to be moved. Imagine,

Peter d'Errico

tor example, how much more the warmth
and strength of the performance would
have been appreciated had it been in

Bowker Auditorium. There, Walter
Chestnut's rare trumpets, including at

least one he said he dared not fully

demonstrate inside room 36, would have

left a sweetness not obtainable in a con-

crete box.

This room is not the only place on cam-

pus that suffers from ceiling leaks. Falling

water, even more than the infamous fall-

ing bricks, is the physical plant problem of

the campus. Leaks plague dormitories,

classrooms, offices, laboratories. They are

a disgrace. Perhaps they are not dangerous

to life. But one would think that at least

when they threaten a major investment

like the organ, and when they put the

University to shame in front of many
visitors, that steps will be taken to fix

them.
With or without leaks, however, 36 FAC

is not the place for the organ. If it stays

there, music scholars of the future will un-

doubtedly someday "discover" it, in much
the same manner that the Bach chorals -

played for the first time in Amherst at this

concert -were discovered at Yale. Maybe
then efforts would be made to bring it out

of the dungeon.

Peter d'Errico is an associate professor of

legal studies.
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Eyecatching ad tarnished image
As I was waiting for the elevator in my

residence- hall, I noticed a sign posted

which read, "Would you like $600 for

Spring Break?" I continued to read this

eye-catching advertisement: "Girls are

needed for light kitchen work..." Girls?

Sorry, brothers of Theta Chi (the adver-

tisers), there aren't any girls in John
Adams Tower, only women.
Perhaps you 'fvLit boys" should

demonstrate your social awareness (that

I'm sure you have) by referring to females

on this campus with respect. Obviously,

you discriminate against men as well.

Can't men perform light kitchen work too,

or would you advertise for boys? Whoever
wrote this advertisement tarnished Theta

Chi's image and is in serious need of social

awareness training.

Cathleen O'Shea, RA
Southwest

Ackerman should be encouraged

ns
m- « • M *. » ». . » »

.
!>

.

The College Literary Supplement (Jan.

28) review of Relig m as Critique by Robert

Ackerman is perh,ino the most lie d and
\\f\\ written leview I've ever read.

Alt' ciiyh ^ ii;ii(i rjo^arXiciiJar interest in

Uie .•5u'bj(.ci,-liound :iiy !*e»4 *:i*ptivalod Joy .

the reviewer s style and incisiveness. 1 hope

the Collegian can successfully encourage

this reviewer to write more.

Jerry Pellegrino
Charlemont
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Tell Your Valentine

She s A Gem
uith Gold and Diamonds

at

Golden Opportunity
Diamond earrings as low as $15.00

^ Heart Kings $30. i

^t pappa ^Iplja

v\\

-ZfV.

13 N. Pleasant St.

at Lodestone

But you 'r* not too

buMf to g»t in-

vo*¥od.Ghfaimi»
timo and gain thm

»atist»ction of

knowing you havt

Jm/MKt on th* MvM
t^J9WS in Ivaol, In

four own com-
munity, on your

cjmpus and In tha

many countriaa

around tha world.

Your Involvamant

can mal(a tha dHfar-

anca. Join our
UnitadJawith

Appealiadaration

atudant campaign.

Spring '86 Rush
iRush PIKE, and be part of

• The Largest Fraternity

on campus

• Greek area Football,

Basketball, Softball and

Track champions

The Fraternity tnat has raised over $70,000 for the fight

against Mult pie Sclerosis

Rush, including Free Refreshments, are:

Tuesday, Feb. 4th

Thursday, Feb. 6th 9-11

Planning Meeting for the

Annual Banquet
Please Come Tuesday, Feb. 4th

Dukes Room Stu. Union
6:30 p.m.

Kaplan stays
withyou for

the long run.
After you take a Kaplan course, you re

not only better prepared to take on

marathon tests like the LSAT, GMAT.
GRE, NTE, CPA, SAT. among others, but

the study techniques you'll learn will

help you through the rigors ofyour grad

school courses

That's why for nearly 50 years, over

1 million students have gotten in con-

dition with Stanley H Kaplan And for

those interested in breaking records, we
also offer SPEED READING.

So call Kaplan. You've got a long race

ahead to the top ofyour career Every bit

of training and coaching counts.

KAPLAN
&TANU Y H K ArtAN lOUCAfKJUM CBMTB lID

DON T COMPEIT. WITH
A KAPLAN STIJDENT-BE ONE

GMAT begins Feb. 3rd

GRE begins Feb. 11th

MOAT begins Feb. 19th

LSAT begins in March

545-2150 418 N. Pleasant

Kodak^Ameriprint
a tradition of catahty.

Ameriprint and the

Kodak Colorwatch
System assure you of

film developing ex-

cellence. We use only
Kodak paper and
Kodak chemistry and
our quality is computer
monitored by Kodak
technicians. The objec

tive is to give you the finest

pictures and best service possi

ble at prices that represent

outstanding value. Bring us your
color fUm today for Ameriprints
Colorwatch quality and save! Ameriprint

Open
M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

QyUNIVERSITY
MmSTORE^

BLACK ArrAIRS
From S. Africa to Smith
By CHRIS ALLEN
Collegian Staff

Two South African students, Sifanelwe

Qangule, 17. and Siphokazi Koyana, 16, ar

rived in Northampton last week after a

long trip from their troubled native coun-

try only to start another sort of journey.

The two young women are the recipients

of t*o full, four year Sophia Smith Scholar

ships. As they began classes this week,

they took the first steps toward their

shared goal Smith College degrees, and

then medical school.

Qangule and Koyana are the second pair

of South African students to attend Smith

under a special scholarship program for

black. Indian, or mixed-race South African

students. The first recipients of the scholar-

ships, Thembekile Mazibuko and Thlor-

thamay Simadari, started at Smith last

year, also beginning their college studies

in January because the school year in

South Africa runs from January through

November.

The scholarship recipients receive tuition

and room and board for the four years need

ed to complete their undergraduate

degrees. They are also offered campus jobs

so that they may earn money for books and

personal expenses, and have the opportuni

ty to work as research interns with Smith

faculty members during the summer.

Begun last ytai a.s a pilot efTort. the

South African scholarship program wiU toe

reviewed by the Smith College Board of

Trustees this year. The college hopes to

make the scholarships available to two

South Africans annually.

Qangule is from Alice, the capital of

Ciskie. one of the separate "Bantustans."

or homelands, set up under the South

African government's system of apartheid.

At the Inanda Seminary she was active in

the debate society and earned a number of

speech prizes. She also participated in

school athletics, was a school prefect, dor

mitory supervisor and campus care cap-

tain, and was honored for her academic

work. She will go concentrate on the

biological sciences at Smith and eventual

ly plans to attend medical school.

Koyana. from Umtata, the capital of

Transkei. another enclave established by

the South African government, will also

study biological sciences at Smith. Like

Qangule, she would like to go to medical

school. At Inanda Seminary, Koyana was

involved in athletics, drama and debate.

She was also a school prefect, dormitory

supervisor, campus care captain and head

of the Student Christian Movement.

Bishop Tutu sponsors 1

Scholarship fund
South African Bishop Desmond Tutu

recently announced the formation of a

.scholarship fund bearing his name, and

said he hoped to raise $1 million to pro

vide US college educations for students

who are political exiles from his nation

The cleric, m announcing the Bishop

Tutu Scholarship Fund, said South

Africa's apartheid system of racial

segregation blocks students from attain

ing their full potential.

He said that a scholarship program in

the United States was important for the

future development of his country. Tutu,

who won the Nobel Peace Prize last year

for his battle against apartheid, donated

an undisclosed sum to inaugurate the

fund. It will be run by the Phelps Stokes

Fund, which has helped thousands of

African students through similar

programs.
About 100 South African students are

expected to begin college under the pro-

gram within the next two years.

In his remarks Tutu again urged Presi-

dent Reagan to pressure South Africa's

white minority government to end apar

theid. The Reagan administration , he

said, imposed sanctums against the Marx

ist governments of Poland and Nicaragua

"at the drop of a hat."

The US government must be pressured

"to take the leadership that it ought to

take because it can divert a catastrophe

if it wants to," he said, labeling as

•baloney" Reagan administration

statements that sanctions might hurt

South African Blacks.

Tutu said he hoped for a peaceful sola

tion to South Africa's racial problenu*. but

that "we only hold on to that by the skin

of our teeth."

Franklin Williams, president of the

PhelpsStokes Fund, said he hoped

universities and colleges would waive tui

tion and room and board costs for students

sponsored by the Tutu fund.
- C RON ALLEN

There will be an important CCEBS meeting on Wednesday Feb 5 in Mahar

Auditorum at 7:pm. All CCEBS students must attend.

REPORTER

What does Black

history Month mean

to you?

Collegian photos by

Rob Skelton

D. Anderson Hooktr
Graduate Student

To me Black History

Month is a political farce, it

was created as a way of

diverting attention from
numerous contributions by

trying to concentrate them
in one month: the shortest

month of the year.

I^onnie Brock
87.MechanicaI Eng. major

Basically, it is a positive

tribute to Black people.

Why are we limited to one
specific time in remember-
ing accomplishments of

prominent Blacks? Is Black

History any different from

American History? Black

History is the backbone of

America's progress.

John King
87 Economics major

I feel that Black History

Month is a time that all peo-

ple especially Blacks,

should recognize and ap-

plaud the accomplishments
of great Black people.

However I feel to con-

solidate this recognition in-

to one month, while leaving

Black people who have
made great ac-

complishments out of the

entire historical picture, is

some what of an injustice.

Dennis Shepherd
87....lndustrial Eng. major

Black History Month
means to me that Finally

Black History is being ex-

posed some what in

America because all

throughout America's
history Black History has

been left out. I hope that

this period will give some
exposure to some of the

great feats we as Black peo-

ple have contributed to this

country.

Caiphia Smith
89 Casiac major

I feel this is a very learn-

ing and educational period

for Black children. It gives

them insight on the Black
leaders of the past. I also

have a very negative feeling

toward this month because
it is one out of twelve

months that Black people

are being recognized f<»r

their contributions in the

society.

m
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FILMS INCORPORATED

DATE: Feb. 5, 1986

TIME: 5, 7, 9, 11

SPONSORED:
by Theata Chi Frat

PRICE: $1. for 5:00 show
all others $1.50

SALADS SUBMARINES
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33 E PLEASANT ST ,
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THE SUB DELIVERS
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Experience tiic Biotherhood'

Delta Upsilon offers vou

Home cooked meals

Exuellent social l»te

. A leader m academics

Ifitramurai sports

^^ Little Sisters Prog'am

OPEN RUSH
Feb. 4, 5th & 10, llth

9:00

Scart the Week off Right

Dance/Club
Tonight - Tuesday February 4th

THE FIRST 25 CUSTOMERS

: RECEIVE A FREE UMASS T-SHIRT J

Rt. 9, Amherst 256-8284

^̂
.®/7f

Study at

THE HEBREW
UNIVERSITY OF
JERUSALEM

A Unique Academic Opportunity plus

The Unforgettable Experience of Jerusalem
^^^0 ^^^0 ^^^0 ^^^0 ^^^ ^^^
^^^ ^^% 'T^ ^^1 ^m^ ^^^

Herbert Weinberg,

Director of Special Academic Programs

at the Hebrew University

will be on campus to discuss study opportunities

Thursday. February 6, 1986 at 3:30 p.m.

Student Union, Suffolk Room

For further information

call (617) 73J'6810

Under the auspices of

the U. of Mass.

International Programs Office

B'nai B'rith Hillel

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amhartt, MA

AP Photo

I understand, J.B.'s gives

me bowel trouble too.

Buy a Big One get

a reg. FREE (withthisad)

expires Sun. 2/9
II you have a good picture and want it in an ad, put it

in an envelope and bring it to J.B.'s.

OPEN RUSH
BKO

Iall university meninvitedi

1>£-

irS NOT TOO LATE
TO REGISTER!
Continuing Education Classes

and University Day Classes

Register through February 10

Registration Office

Division of Continuing Education

University Library

8:30 a.m.-7 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.;

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Fri.; and

10 a.m.-l p.m.. Sat. (2/1 & 2/8)

Late registration fee and permission

of instructor necessary.

Pick up a catalog on campus or

call 545-2414 for more information.

o
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1984-85 Stephen Davis Memorial Award and Olymput Cup
ETA KAPTA PHI

• Two time

jGreek & Campus
Intramural

Champs

• Home cooked

meals

BK(|)

388 N. Pleasant

253-9071

• Outstanding

social life

• Close to

Campus

High academic

standing

Refreshments"

"Re.'iesomerits"

Monday, Feb 3 9-11 pm Movies & Tours

Tuesday, Feb. 4 9-11 pm Movies & Tours

Wednesday, Feb. 5 9-11 pm Movies & Tours Refreshments

COME SEE WHAT BETA PHI

HAS TO OFFER YOU

Tuesday, February 4. 19^
.Collegian 9
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"Once in a while couldnl we
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Anyone interested in writing for the ColUgian

is invit«d to a FREE SCREENING of

ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN

starring Dusttn Hofpftan. Robert Redfiml

Thursday. 7:30 p.m. Campus Ctr. 166-69

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Ediird by Trude Mkliel Jaffe

BY BERKE BREATHED

ACROSS
\ Tiuman s

Dtrthplace

6 Aggregate
9 Sherilfs group
14 Huml3le
15 Before game

or race
16 LiKeihat

old tjgcKe!

i; \/vaiKed up and
down

18 Slippery Cfitler

19 Siaiemeni ol

belieis

20 Nighttime
stieaKer

23 Uri&hefo

25 Gl interview

26 a
customer

27 Armstrong and
Aldrin

J) White popiai

32 CEO s.

tor example
33 Cool
36 Withered
37 Fold
39 Auadool

looibaii

40 TncKy
41 EarlDerr

Biggers s

detective

42 Bridal path

43 See 20 Across

46 Free/ingram
46 Lanka
49 Feminine sufli>

50 Depression

near Wmsio*!
Ariz

54 Catchers gear

55 A Gershwin
56 Of the birds

59 Fur wrap
60 Goiter s need
61 Lacking in

class

62 Kelly etai

63 Hole punchei

64 Result

DOWN
1 Once more
around the uacK

2 Org for

lawyers

3 Factory
equipment

4 At a loss

5 Cross off

6 Valedictory

7 Nobelist tor

chemistry 1934

8 Ott et ai

9 Pennsylvania
mountains

10 Shell movers
11 Trapshooting

12 Take care of

13 Word with

tight or loose

21 Lang of the

Caesars
22 Absorb
23 Accumulate
24 Insurgent

28 Vioimist Bull

29 Contest
30 Actress

Farrow
33 Fit ol

laughter

34 Fitzgerald ei ai

35 Equals
37 Snapshot
38 Thai language

39 Fieurde
41 Cheddar and

Edam

42 Encite

43 Put down roots

44 iwlideasi l«nd

45 New Deal agcy

46 Hit

47 Reveal
51 Actress

Hayworth

52 S««iODown
53 Novetist Huniar

54 NYC arena

57 Half of a
Heyerdahi
title

58 Comedian
Lowii
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Weather
TODAY- Snow and rain or sleet spreadinu southwest to

northeast. Mixed precipitation changing to ram

southwest coast. Highs in the upper 20s to mid .Ws.

TONIGHT: Rain in coastal areas and snow, sleet or treez-

ing rain in the interior sections. Lows in the upper 20s

to mid 30s.

TOMORROW: Rain tapering to showers before ending,

high in the mid 40s.
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ARTS
POWER:
a voter's nightmare
Fower
Starring RICHARD
GERE. KATE CAP-
SHAW. GENE
HACKMAN
Dir«et«d by SIDNEY
LUBUT

By GREGG FALLON
Collegian Correspondent

Pttwtr is Sidney Lumet's

latest film, starring Richard

Gere as Pete St. John, a

media consultant for

political candidates. St.

John produces the image of

his clients that gets the

votes. The film tries hard to

be a political film but is

often inaccurate in its depic-

tion of political ^enarios

and methods.

Power depicts St. John
during the busiest time of

his year, the mediator's

season, election time. He
tries to project his clients m-

to office and let them have

what they seek most; pou>er.

He runs their campaigns,

tells them what to wear,

how to stand at the podium

and chooses their hairstyle.

St. John's not concerned

with the issues. Those are

for his clients to deal with

after the election. His job is

to get his client into office;

once they get there, they

can do whatever they

please.

The film jumps from race

to ra<», from a mayoral elec-

tion in New Mexico to a

gubernatorial race in Ohio
to a presidential election in

South America and so on.

The film's weakness is that

it lacks cohesiveness and
deletes its own suspense and

the viewer's interest. It

seems the film is a oillection

of four or five sub-plots with

n*> 'eai :.—tanance. What is

considered St. John's key

nmUnued on pagt It Richard Gere stars in Power

SAVE SAVE
SAVE SAVE

iSAVE ON ANY SUMMER FLIGHT
IF BOOKED BY FEB. 15th

Book Now for the Summer
$50. Off Any International Flight

$10. Off Any Domestic Flight

If Booked by Feb. 15, 1986

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.

225 Main St.

Northampton, Mass. 584-9913
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"IgQtm^ kicks from ArU"

fe
tif

Amherst Ballet

Center

29 Strong Street

10-week adult

evening
courses

starting Feb. 3

BALLET
MODERN
DANCE
JAZZ

All Levels

Call 549-1555
\

EXCELLENCE IN
JAPANESE CUISINE

Chul-Hwan Cho, A Goten chef and
waitress Seung Kwom prepare a dish at

Goten Restaurant in Sunderland.

TUBS., WED., THURS., SPECIALS

Two Dinners For $12.
STEAK AND CHICKEN COMBINjmurt

Indudts Soup. SiUd Vegftiblts. Noodles.

FRIDAY'S SPECIALS ^Two Dinners For $17.
SHRIMP AND SCAUOP COMBO DINNER

iRcludts Soup. Silad Vtttlablts. Noodles.

Steimed Rict I Otatrt

SUNDAYAFTERNOON SPECIALS
2-5 p.m. Two Dinners For S 12

I

Cocktails and
Oriental Drinks

American Travel Services

presents

SPRING BREAK ^^86''

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

DELTA CHI AX
-FRATERMITt-

OPEN HOUSE
mSOAY

THURSDAYAX WANTSYOU
DO YOU WANT

• 24 HOUR OPEN KITCHEN

• URfQUe SOCIAL LIFE

• « REST FRATERHin HOUSE ON OUiPUS
• AN OUTSTANOMI LITTU SISTEi fROMAM
• iOOD ACAOEMK ATmSPNERE

A OORM OFFERS
YOU A ROOM.
WE OFFER YOU
A HIMEI

7«htN

M
FEEL FREE TO COME DOWN

iXx^Slfll^^S. AND SE?
WHAT D£LTA CHI HAS TO
OFFER. FOR MORE INFO
CALL 549-4117

C0U.C6C
P\22A

rCARtHG

AX
HOUM

STMtT

Antigone's Antigone's Antigone's Antigone's Antigone's

c
o

c
<

c
<

HUNGRY
U

Restuarant

Soon to be called s

Subs NTIGONE'S
izza • Frie^v. Greek &

Salads • BurgersV Italian

Lasagne • Syrian \ Culsine

5713

^'^orned Beef • Reuben • Sub
/icfifis^* i^saflne_«_Maiii£fit

•• L

:hei

Poatato Skins • Spaghetti

Mousaka • Souvlakia

Pastitso • Pizza

s^panakopit
Pizza

I*

QPPriAl Mention Antigone's when ordering

THRl I PPR ^^^^^^ ^^^ DELIVERY and receive one
THRU rcD

fi-g^ topping on any size pizza

Antigone's Antigone's Antigone's Antigone's Antigone's

Tuesday, February 4, I98fi

conltnueil (mm pa^^e 10

client and thus a major part

of the film is an Arab
backed businessman runn-

ing for Senate so he can
eliminate federal funding to

a practical solar generator

which can wipe out the big

oil industry. The only thing

is. we only see the Arabs
once in a melodramatic,

ominous, foreboding scene,

and the story line just fades

Collegian ii

away into the film, blending
in with the other les.s impor
lant segments.

The viewer's attention is

scattered and spread out

equally among five election

races, all of which seem in-

consequential at their tur

nout St John either says
"Oh well" or claps his hands
once, smiles and says "Oh
good." Very anti-climactic.

When the film ended. I said

to mv fellow viewer "Is that

It?"

"

But the point of the film is

not Its plot, rather Us

messages about the

American political game
and the susceptibility of the

American vifsver to the can

didate's image and surroun

ding media hype. The film

suggests media wizards like

St. John brainwash the

public into choosing their

candidates like they pick

toothpaste. It is a view of

the voter that I, as an

American who believer in

the participatory spirit of

democracy, hope is not ac

curate. But looking at voter

turnouts and then at the

results, one gets to think-

ing For i\merica's sake and

fur all Anu-ni.tir> ^ake, 1

I ,„,. .K„t ,f H Pete St John

does exist in politics, the

public doesn't fall for his

gimmicks and trickery.

Not to give the film away,

St. John eventually realizes

the vvrongness of his ways,

and leaves the campaign of

the Arab financed candidate

to advise an independent

candidate to "say exactly

what you think. Mayl^

even what you feel."

The ending is an attempt

to condemn the

dehumanizational aspect of

the political process. Maybe
it works and maybe it

doesn't In any event, when
the next election comes
around, please pay atten

tion to the issues and not to

the images

paling place

• OPEN
• A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THUR8.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. A SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP ft SHOP)

Vie 9 • Ma4l«|/lmlwril

^ ^ ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ —

DIETING? «

Try something dif- 5

ferent. Lose weight
5

sensibly by learning *

eating »

i

256-6889 =

about your

habits. Down with

diets' Call UHS
549-2671 ext

Preregistration «

deadline: Feb. 20. 2

181 «

HAIRCUTS

$8.50'
wfin tnw oompoo

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH
• University Dr.,

Amherst. MA.
549-6610

2/14/

Lounge Lizard
{lounj lizurd) n.

A nun poisonous, iwokgged varieiy

with an enlarged capacity for tun;

liii\ ing a b(xly uniquely adapted

to lolling around m a la/y. relaxed

manner; indigenous loa popular

local watering hole.

Coming Soon! ! iisMijm
FIGHT FAT I

I Until Friday.

February 7th you can work out at

the BODY SHOP FITNESS CENTERS for FREEH

Our friendly and knowledgeable staff will

answer your questions and demonstrate our

stale-of-the-arl Hydrafitness eauiomenl

EXERCISE WITH A FRIEND

AND SAVE $$$S

Sig.^ up with a friend and gel the Jnd

menibershiffat I 2 PRKhll

THE BODY SHOP

TWO CONVENIENT CAMPl S 1.0( ATIOVS

Roy den & Toima 1

1

";30 ^00 am

IJOO I 00 pm

1:00 (vOO pm

Slill only $4S/?emc?ler '

' I. ^ri - : :i! 'n: la-:..

vnn IlHj

LL.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3 45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2 30 Fri • Deadline ts 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES
ENTERTAINMENT FOUND

newspaper, toni

LEGIAN 54ft 35(K»

Contact: DAILY COL

MediUtion Seminar for people who love

humanity 4 wk yoga and mediUtion

class. Free. Wed. Feb. 5th. « pm. CC 81

1

ANIMAL RIGHTS COALITION

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your

tasle Call Chns 256KB45

tt'RN THE TABLES professional I)..! ')

yr experience call 24 hrs 58H-i(*>WI

Meetinr tonight at 5 nm Rm W3 Campus
Center tree movie • The Animals film

FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Plvmouth Horizon 4 spd 4 dr

reliable lrans|X)rlatiiin $100(1 i.r BO
•165-8335

VW Supcrbcetle. 1973 trood condition

$120<).0<) as is <)r best offer. Call 25:1-5790

after 7:1)0 pm _^^__
1975 Plvmouth Fury, good condition must

sell. $400.fK) tel 5H4-93<>2. (iti5-3207

1T7T FonrVanr4 Captains chair, table,

sunroof. « ryl auto $2200 call 54>.t-7H2r. "T

.i45-l>»iW

l»78~D«t»un B210GX .ispee.) AM KM
cassetie excellent condition $;>50 ur Hl»

call 5490425

72 VW Beetle senii-HUtomatic defiendaiilf

$275 5Hti-7088

1976 Tovota Corolla I s|hI 2 dr reliahic

transfM.rlatum ?K.'>0 .>r BO lall l.ui>ii

,549-1421

78 Pntaun Pitlt-iip"5 sp fiOo.nn 58»i-2944

71 Plvmouth auto. N^tw cxhausi svsti;m,

snowtires, Siit^o must st-ll t all Ntra

,54(i-4H37

Boltwood Project Information Se«8ion»:

Wednesday, February .'. rm 917; Momlay

February" 10 rm X*H. \V i'iinf>(la.v

February 12 rm 91 T, Tmsday. February

18 rm 917 Campus CcnUT 7:00 pm cnmc

see what we're all alHiul' ^^^
CASH'

fHiii cBiih for your »i««*b«ll card*

Please call Mike 54*^-6105^

3 bedroom apt Belchertown on bus route

J625/mo includes heat, water 323-5907

Fridge RenUU free delivery R & P

Package store 253 9742

Rivergiadc Apt for rent two bedroom call

Terry 549-747ti

Available one room in spacious apart

ment at bus stop. Five miles from campus

$133/month includes eli-c & hot water call

anytime 253-3825

Rooms A^aiUble DelU Chi Fraternity,

excellent home cooked meals, near

.Si.uthwest. 1 double. 1 sinnlc "l-en ( all

549-H3til for info

Larire ittudio apt w/fireplace. private bath

am) kitchen. $385. includes heat Steve

:,.)>» 0859 anytitne

Large room^vailable immediaU-h n '

liedr.Mim house. '? mile i'rom fanicu-

$l.-,0« call anytime 25t- (I049

FOR SALK

New Tandy 1000 includes double disk dr

kevbcard monitor Also a I'FS write atid

desk mate pro(rram l.i'oo rail L.'.rr, iller

7:00 fi«r, 4991

De7k Larire. 4 drawer. hard«i«Kl with

larite surface (Jimm) condition $;to on or

twsl offer Call 2.'.3-5790 afterjM'in

RosKignol 1808 e)^-^ndT25 or BO :.l-.'

d..rnifndneWt'i;j53-9509

DfTrm Fridge $40^irJ}tK>49 5184 after .^

MTd-siMd^refrigerator: bii;' :V lai). ev

cellent omdition: limited warranty, »l.io

Anne .58ti-H578

Snutirrcfrirerator for S4S. Great for

dorm call 6tt5-370fi

A pappy (about 4 weeks old) black and

Un Part German Shepard Found at Puff-

ton VillaKc Jan 29 Please call ,549 7449

Found dark blue Adida* bag cnnUining

brand new books call »i65-4131 &. ask for

Rick to identify mornings only

Help wanted

LOST

Oog tan color part Lab A German Shep.

Vicinity of Brown dorm. Named Scotch

Reward 2(M).00 54h .5833 or 413 59*i-4772

Brown leatheT^iUlet on Wed Jan. 29 in

Mahar Aud during Econ 311. Please call

Gordon for reward 253-367

1

Entry Level Marketing Poiition in local

multi million dollar firm hourly waires

starting from 4 to 5 dollars, ulus paid sales

commissiims Matt: 584-359C

WeekTv pav for newspaper delivery in

dorms'. Must be able to deliver 7

days/week. Pay is variable. No car needed.

Call evenings 253-7009

INSTRUCTION

MOVER

'Round Town Movera fast, reliable,

cheap Call Michael anytime 323-«780

PERSONALS

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshilp 28 hours including classroom

an<i shop. Limited enrollment. 2.53-2098

Music and Dance Instruction. Perform

inK Arts Division, retrister by Wednesday,

February 5. I'Mass student discounts

..vailable Old Chapel^Mass 54.5-0,519

Private (iuitar Lessons. KxiK?ricrice<l and

patient lea.ber Rock'IWFiilk'Blues Im
;irovis;itioti. Rea<lin(r. Ttieory. C.impoM

linn. Y'lur home "r m\ •itudin Dmiir

:Vi;i.l7Ht;

ITS NOT JUST A JOB^

.

The R.A. position .m he \hc best thm^

M.uvedoneal CMas- Take the challenge

k A s will only be hired in the sprin« for

the nest full year this semester will b.'

v.iur last chance toliecome an R.,^ l<ir the

H« 87 academic year. The next R.A. hinni;

will I* in Bpring 87 so act now. It s not

just a job. , It's a lifestyle.

Bring the news of your school to the five

college area. Gain valualile exiwrience

iiflH for in IIW'"' """"'""

STOLEN blue CB ski jacket, gloves and

scarf from 8 Brandywine party on 1/17.

Plea.se return no questions asked! Call

2.5«- 1719

Looking for Christian Fellowship?

Alliance Christian Fellowship Thursday

2/6 7:15 Campus Center

Get the most from your workout. Call

Mai f<ir supplements at reilueed prices.

.'i4K 7.549

Welcome hack Slormin [H-riiiip^ y<>ii .an

hire the Kude Girls to In- your servants

LL Happv Birthday what a present huh
"

1.1,1.

Jenni Talk tc ll'.li^;

Congralulalions Katie and Steve ri inir

enirairemeiil love your sisters

$550 • REWARD

For takeover of '/j of lease, l.'i mm ilrive

from .ampus, U-verett. Sg. w'l>t. living rm
1 fireplace) and Ik kitch. new furnace and

shower Full tank of oil. $I7« mo -Iiidy a'

1 2b7-3385 night-s

RIDERS WANTED

Tuesday* and Thursdays from Amherst

U) Boston and back call 549-7587 Claudia

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female nonsmoker to share room in

Brandywine call anytime .549-6037

Female to share room in Southwood
townhouse for spring semester call

2.53 9413 __^
Female roommate wanted to share

kiedroom in two bedroom Brandywine apt.

no security deposit re<juir«d. Call before

3:30 pm 549-4824 ^
Northampton one bedroom in two

be<lroom apt River Run 225« need car

5: 1293

Looking for a female to ahare a two
bedrooom apt you will have your own

niom Close U> campus Call Yasmin

549-092h

1 male roommate for BritUny call

256-0082

BrandywiiielSi^ejift«r^^49^«89_

Summer on Cape Cod roommates
wanted excellent location in Hvannisport

$K.50 for seasim from Memorial Lalxir

Day ('all now! .546-5288

sTnglVfoom for rent in 8 lw<lroom home

U,rdenn« r Ma.ss $25ii • utilities mo I all

.l„hn or I'at at .549-t;:tti4 bouse hxs 2'/,

hathrooms. \ti. livinR niom, Ik' vanl. J. kil

ehens call anytime

Wanted 2 roommates male or female .)

minutes from campus Rt 9 call anytime

.-,84 4»>01

One bedroom in two bedroom
townhouse in Sunderland "" ''Vr/l'^^lj

•'J.:, each pUi> brand new. (Kirch M>5-79il(

,,r i.t,.', :!)l4

Female riMimmate wanted U<r Britlanv

apt .-all n.iw at 2:^1-2420

BrilUnv Manor apt male roommate rent

l.MKMliall ,-.49«»l4 2.53 7(K)4

Female lo share room in Brittany Manor

for sprinK semester call 253-3bl2

Female roommate^anted to share n>om

in Brittany Located across from bus slop

Easygoing people. Call 256-6262

SERVICES

accurate. Call anytime.

Lynne Hans Es,. PC. Immirr'tion Law
evening appointments call Springfield Of

fice 781-6370 or 665 8.513

Lifht Mo^ng with ToyoU truck call

6492649

taiUTfor all kinds of It*"*'"""; ^J?^
lervice rea-sonable prices at SHAANN a

4ampshire Mall 584-9362

TAX SOFTWARE

Integrated Federal. Mua fonM from
$f>0 call TaaHelp 256-0642

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK on the beach at South
Padre Island. Daytona Beach. Fort
Lauderdale. Fort Walton Beach or

MusUnK Island'Port Arabsas from only

$89; anil skiing at SleamlKiat or Vail from
onlv $86' Deluxe lodging, parties, gmKlie

bags, more Hurry, call Sunchase Tours
for mi>re information and reservations toll

tree I HiMi :!21 .591 1 TODAY' When your
Sprini; Break counts count on Suncnast"

WANTED

Were looking to take o»er a leaac in

Brandywine i.r Townehouse apUs for fall

• mesier 86 please call 6-1 137 or 6 9548

WANTED TO RENT

i>romising new band desfierately seeking

» pla.e to rehearse for spnnj; semester

,ireferalily un or near I ' Mass campus C<in-

l^ct Scoll'at :546-5144

Single room wanted: female, non-

smoker, respiiiisible, would like a uuiet

nrnm at a reasonable price. Call 666-2469
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SPORTS
UMass takes
beating, 78-60
St. Bonaventure coasts to win
C««nplicd from staff and wire rtpmia

St BONAVENTURE. NY - It must

have been the longest six days of their

lives.

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team ended a nightmarish road

trip with a 78 60 loss to St. Bonaventure

before 3,700 at the Reilly Center here last

night The loss, UM's third in arow, drop

ped them to 6 14 on the season. 3 8 in the

Atlantic 10 and 10 on the road.

UMass. in its last three games, lost by an

average margin of 19.6 points. They lost to

George Washington. 77-67 and to Temple,

69 38 in the two games prior to last night.

The Minutemen are now eighth in the

Atlantic 10 and can only hope to salvage

a respectable season.

The Minutemen were never really in the

game last night. A back andforth game in

the early minutes devloped into a rout as

the Bonnies * 13 8» ran off nine points to in

crease a two point lead at 19-17 to one of

11 at 28 17 with 4:30 left in the first half.

A halflime lead of 42-29 ballooned to a

17-point bulge as St. Bonnie scored the first

four points of the second half to put the

game away. UMass fell behind by as many
as 22 as the Bonnies scored at will inside.

Senior forward Barry Mungar, who
scored 31 points when the Bonnies edged

UMass 78-77 back on Dec. 11. burned UM
again with 25 points, all from under the

hoop or at the line as the Minuteman
defense was unable to keep the 6-8 Cana-

dian from scoring.

Guards Elmer Anderson and Doug
Turner had 16 and 10 respectively for the

Bonnies.

UMass was led by freshman center John
Milum with 17 points, 12 in the first half.

Guard Lorenzo Sutton, who didn't lead UM

in scoring for the first time m 10 straight

games, had 15, but only two m the second

half as hf nu.ssed numerous jumpers

Freshman forward Duane Chase added

seven. Carl Smith scored only two and

David Brown four as both continued to

struggle from the field.

UMass was hit with two technicals, one

each on coach Ron Gerlufsen and Sutton

The Minutemen were also whistled for

seven charging fouls. The key to the game
however was UM's defense, or lack of it

The Minuteman zone was sloppy at be.st.

letting Mungar inside for easy layups. Of

fensively. UM turnovers led to easy hoops

for the Bonnies on the break.

The Minutemen will be in action again

on Saturday, facing Rhode Island in

Kingston at 7:30 p.m.

Minuteman Mutterings: The 38 point.';

UMass scored in Saturday's game at Tern

pie was the lowest in the nation thai day

among all collegiate games. Gerlufsen

emptied his bench last night as walk on Bi

ly Hampton saw action for the first time.

He missed two shots from the line. . The

game was a homecoming for freshman Fit-

zhugh Tarry from nearby Buffalo.

Gerlufsen used him sparingly as he scored

three points. The 6-8 freshman had 11

points against Duquesne six games ago and

was highly-praised by the coach, he has

since been given little chance to show his

skills and is averaging only six minutes a

game in the ten games he has played.

.Freshman Joe Fennell dressed for the

game, but did not play. The freshman had

been the first player off the UMass bench.

. Sutton is now averaging 18.1 pointsper-

game. . .Smith is down to 8.2 and Brown
9.1 giving UMass only one player averag-

ing in double figures.
Cnllcgian pholo hy I'huI l>t-<.muriii\

UMass guard Carl Smith and the Minutemen lost to St. Bonaven-
ture last night, 78-60.

UMass Notebook

Reid shocked at news of Carter's death
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The suicide of Holy Cross head football coach Rick

Carter on Sunday "shocked" University of Massachusetts

coach Jim Reid, a long-time friend of the Crusader mentor.

"When I found out I cried," said Reid. "Rick was a good

man who had a lot of terrible things happen to him late-

ly. It's a real shame."
Carter, 42, was found dead in the cellar of his West

Boylston home on Sunday night, A head coach since 1966,

Carter had coached at Holy Cross since 1981, going 3-2

against UMass in that .span. He was rumored to be up for

many Division 1 jobs, but was hurt by a 4-6-1 season this

past year. His father. Cloyd, died in August and his

mother, Henrietta, is terminally ill.

"I had a great respect and admiration for the man. He
offered me the position of offensive coordinator last year.

Even though I had been a defensive coach all my life, he

told me that it was the man that counted the most, not

his experience. I'll miss him."
D

UMass baseball coach Dick Bergquist welcomed close

to 30 candidates to the first practice yesterday in Boyden

Gym. Among tho.se starting practice were John McKeown,

the star freshman linebacker for the UMa.ss football team.

McKeown, a 6-0, 215 pounder from Biddeford, Maine

was an all-state catcher in high school and led his team

to a state championship. Other football players who hope

to play baseball in the future after a season of spring foot-

ball include Drew Comeau and Dimitri Yavis. Comeau.
brother of former UM baseball great Todd Comeau, was

a great high school hitter who suffered a broken leg ear-

ly in his senior yearand was red-shirted this past .season.

The New York Yankees considered drafting the 6-4, 212

pound prospect. Yavis. an All-American punter as a

freshman, is a 6-6, 255 pound pitcher.

Lacrosse coach Richard Garber, who was inducted into

the lacrosse hall-of-fame on Friday night in Baltimore,

also opens practice this week.

Among tho.se starting practice is Greg Canella, the 1985

junior college attackman-of-the-year at Nassau Communi-
ty College. Garber signed Canella last year and hopes to

pair him with junior all New England attackman Tom
Carmean to form a potentially explosive offense. In other

lax news, former UM defenseman Ray Cozzi ('81) was
named first alternate on the United States team for the

World Championships.

Megan Donnelly, UMass' senior all-american field

hockey player, has been nominated for the Broderick

Award, given to the top collegiate field hockey player in

America.

A first-team All-American (and academic All-American),

Donnolly would be up for the Broderick Cup, given to the

best amatuer female athlete, should she be named the best

in field hockey. She is also a member of the U.S. National

Team.

The football game scheduled for September 20, 1986
against the University of Connecticut, has been moved
to Nov. 22. "That gives us two weeks to get ready for Nor-

theastern's wishbone offense," cracked UMass coach Jim
Reid. I'll bet Paul (Pawlak, Northeastern's coach) isn't

too pleased about that."

Ski teams claim wins
By KARA MULLEN
Collegian Correspondent

The undefeated University of

Massachusetts women's ski team claim-

ed a pair of victories while the men took

a first and a second last weekend at Can-

non Mountain, N.H. in the Plymouth
State Tournament.
With the wins, both teams climbed in

to first place in the Eastern College Ski

Conference, a conference that the

Minutemen havf' v,on more 'i.'^ •

times.

The women .'> n. won the slalom on

Saturday . '
'

•
.'^•inH.'^v.

and were led by junior Kathy bmiley who

won Saturday's race with a combined
timeof 89.44 seconds. Her time was near-

ly three seconds ahead ofthe second place

finisher and more than five seconds faster

than UMass' Alice Gigliotti who placed

third.

Junior Sandy Strip took Sunday's race

in 80.12 followed by Smiley 's second place

finish in 81.30.

The men, 3-2, despite being shut out of

the top three spots in Saturday's race,

took secoQd place behind Marc Dennis'

ff)urth place in 88.45, and Jeff Spencer'

niiith place in 91.85. Dennis led the

Minutemen's winning effort on Sunday
with a second place of 76.60.

Women's swimming defeats
Rhode Island for 5th victory
The University of

Massachusetts women's
swim team ran its record to

5-5 on the season, defeating

the University of Rhode
Island, 75-65 in Kingston

over the weekend.

Junif)r CO captain Allison

L'/.zo and ficshman ^lt•li.-^sa

\V;i!ltT wvrv doubk' winm-rs

tor UMass. I'zzo took the

I
!inO fVee.styli' < 1

1

:()(). 54 '

,,ii(l the 500 (5:25. H6) whilf

vS .1 1 U'l >\ 1)11 I 1.1 lUU

breaststroke (1:10.99) and
the 200 breaststroke
(2:35.79).

Other UM winners includ-

ed Michelle Leary in the

200 with a 2:()li 5(i, Lori

Carroll in the 200 buiteifly

in 2:22 99 and Jean Couen
in thi' one meter di\in^'

competition N\ith a -icnie of

190.:i0. a pergonal best lor

the jiimor.

The Minutewomen al.so

won the 400 freestyle relay

as the team of Uzzo, co-

captain Sue Freitas, Megan
McCamy and Leary turned

in a time of 3:52.16.

UMass returns to action

on Saturday at home
a^Minst a tough University

ol' New Hampshire team.

The nu'ct i> xhcfluled for 1

j).m. at Bovden Pool. The
final meet oC t lie sca.-~i»n i-

ihe Wedne-das after al

Mount lliilvokf

I

>-

•t
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Hampshire
may divest
pension fund
BY SHERYL JEAN
Collegian StafT

The faculty at Hampshire College has unanimously

passed a resolution to divest its pension fund from com

panies operating »n South Africa in a response to that

country's escalating situation, according to a faculty

member.
This is one of the first faculty motions directed at the

Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association and the Col

lege Retirement Equities Fund, known as TIAA CREF, the

largest uducational pension fund in the country, said

Frank Holmquist. a professor in the social science depart

ment at the college.

"We want TIAA CREF to bfgin divestment novv and go

over a threeyear period." Holmquist said "It's not a

radical proposal in the context surrounding South African

politics."

There are ov*r 900.000 members of TIAA CREF across

the country who .ir . . mployed at about 3.500 educational

insititutions. said James Breeden, chairman of TIAA

CREF Divest Campaign, based at Dartmouth College in

Hanover. N.H
Thf pension fund is similar to an insurance policy or

retirement plan. Each faculty member contributes to the

fund: then the money is invested by TIAA CREF m various

companies.
The TIAACREF pension fund totals $39 billion, of

which owvr $7 billion is invested in companies operating

in South Africa. Breeden said.

The total fund is "more than the combined endowment

of all colleges and universities and the $7 billion invested

is a greater amount than all that has been divested by

any sort of institution in the U.&." according to Breeden.

"The economic boycott will express a lack of confidence

in the political system of South Africa," said Holnriquist.

"Economic boycott is a very real and useful tool
"

"It's a message to South African authorities that they

must abolish aparthied in order to make South Africa a

democratic state to get back into the world community,"

said Michael Klare, director of the Five College Pfeace and

World Security Studies program, based at Hampshire.

The TIAA CREF now advocates the Sullivan Principles,

devised in 1977 by Rev. Leon H. Sullivan of Philadelphia.

The principles call for equal pay for South African blacks,

better work conditions, desegration of company facilities

and community welfare, said Holmquist.

The problem with the Sullivan Principles is that they

have "nothing to do with what people are dying for every

day in South Africa," said Holmquist.

Hampshire is one of four colleges whose faculties are

known to have voted on resolutions to divest from the

TIAA CREF pension fund. The others are Colby College,

Mount Holyoke College and Dartmouth College.

Memorial fund for

UMass student
A memorial scholarship fund honoring April C. NelT.

a University of Massachusetts junior art majQr who was

killed in a highway accident on Dec. 16, has been set up

in Neffs hometown of Holliston.

Neff was on her way home when she was killed on In-

terstate 91 in Northampton.

Vanessa Picchi, Neffs sister, said the art department

at Holliston High School will award the April C. Neff

Memorial Scholarship each year to a student majoring in

art. She said the scholarship might be designated for a

UMass student.

"UMass was her school - she loved it,
" Picchi said.

She said that a card with all the contributors' names

will be sent to Neffs mother, because, "it is sort of helpful

for her mother to see that people cared.
"

Many people from the University who knew Neff have

called the family to express their sympathy.

Numerous donations have abeady been received, in-

cluding the nickels and dimes of preschool students from

an art class Neff taught, Picchi said.

Donations can be sent to the April C. Neff Fund, c/o

Eleanor Breen, Holliston High School, Holliston, MA
01746.

, . ^ ,

A retro-spective exhibit of Neffs artwork is being plann-

ed for early spring, Picchi said. The exhibit will be at the

Watts Gallery in the Holliston Town Hall.

TOC decision due at noon
Will open today if insurance is secured

BY ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian StafT

Campus bars and conference services will resume ser

ving alcohol this week, seven months after the Univer-

sity lost its alcohol liability insurance and was forced

to discontinue liquor sales, officials said yesterday.

Collrcian photo by P«ul DvAmarais

Steven Evitts(front) and John Frasier stock

the bar of the Top of the Campus Lounge on

the 11th floor of the Campus center. The
lounge is scheduled to open tonight.

The Tc^ of the Campus ResUurant and Lounge are ex

pected to begin alcohol service tonight, but a final deci

sion will be made at about noon today, according to Ber

nard Wilkes of Auxiliary Services.

It will depend on whether supplies are in place and the

staff is prepared. Wilkes said.

The Hatch bar is tentatively scheduled to open t<»mor

row or Friday, Wilkes said.

In a change from la.st year, the Hatch will only be ser

ving beer and wine, according to Lawrence Jeffers. Hatch

manager.
The Blue Wall, which was transformed from a full ser

vice bar to a coffet- shop in Septtnibir, will not starve any

iliohol

The Univ«'isity was notified yesterday that it w«)uld

bf covered l)y a policy from the .Joint Underwriters

AMOciation, a state insurance p<K»l established by the

state Legislature last summer
University Auxiliary St-rvues and Beverage Services

officials began opening lit|u<ii stor.i^c closets and train

ing its staff yesterday, according to Ashoke (languli.

director of Auxiliary Services.

The University lost its previous insuranct* policy July

1. after the insurer. Imperial Casualty and Indemnity

of Omaha, did not offer UMass the opti«»n of renewing

the policy.

Under the new policy, the University is covitihI for up

to $.500,000 if sued by someone involved in an alcohol

related accident alter drinking at a campus establish-

ment. Ganguli said. The old policy covered the Univer-

sity for up to $1 million

the policy will cmt the University $30,000 annually.

Ganguli said.

The delay in opening the establishments stems from

a University requirement that bouncers, bartenders,

waiters and waitresses go through a training .se.ssion to

acquaint them with rules and laws regarding alcohol

service.

According to Jeffers, the sessions include information

on state laws regarding serving liquor to intoxicated

customers and underage drinkers, how to deal with in

ebriated customers and liability laws.

MassAid fights state hunger
By JON STRYMISH
Collegian Staff

A group of University students have formed a non profit

corporation to organize a benifit concert and telethon to

fight hunger in the Bay State.

Mass Aid, founded last semester by senior Mathew

Atkins and junior Jonathan Silvan hopes to hold the con-

cert at Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium next

September, using student volunteers, corporate donations

and major musical acts.

Mass Aid hopes to raise more than $100,000 to give to

the Western Massachusetts, Worcester and Boston Food

Banks and bolster the University's public image at the

same time.

The group is negotiating with University officials to hold

the concert at the 16,000-seat Stadium or the Southwest

fields.

"We've received some resistance due to problems with

past events in the stadium but they're not being unfair

to us," said Silvan. "If we don't do the concert here we'll

go someplace else."

The group, with a nine-member board of directors and

about a 20-member staff, will hand out flyers containing

details about hunger in Massachusetts.

More than 500,000 Massachusetts residents are living

below the poverty level, including 16 percent of all

children under four and 9 percent of all senior citizens,

according to 1980 census figures

According to Mass Aid literature, the number oftho.se

seeking nutritional aid in Boston has doubled over the

past year, and the Reagan Administration has cut over

$12 billion in funding to help the hungry. Under the terms

of the Gramm-Rudman deficit-reduction law they can ex-

pect more cuts, according to Atkins.

Mass Aid member Carlo Demarco .said, "This is an op-

portunity for everyone in any major, because we need their

help. We need people to help with organization, artwork,

coordination and security."

"Everybody's dumping on college students for their

apathy these days," Silvan said ."We feel the university

( ollt'Kian photo by Paul DeHmBrain

MassAid co-founders Mathew Atkins(left)

and John Silvan pose in front of the group's

logo

stands to gain a great deal from this. This school will have

a reputation across the country as a progressive, concerned

organization, sympathetic to causes such as our own," ne

said.

Working under auspices of Students Against Hunger,

a newly formed Registered Student Organization whose

office is across the hall from Earth Foods in the Student

Union
Demarco said he hopes to avoid the mistakes of Live Aid.

criticized for not .sending money through effective relief

agencies. Silvan said, "We will turn the money over to

the agency which we have determined is the most

responsive.

"We're looking' to enlist three or four national acts with

a history of working with benefits. " said Silvan. "We have

very direct connections to the music scene in Boston.

Basically, people are very enthu.siastic and helpful to us"
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Wearing a swastika on his forehead, con-

victed murderer Charles Manson faces a

porole board in San Quentin yesterday. Man-
son's sixth bid for parole was rejected

FIREBRIGADE AT
WORK- Two firemen

of a Paris frebrigade

are on the balcony at

the second story of

the large bookstore
Gilbert-Jeune on
Place Saint Michel in

central Paris where a

fire broke out after a

bomb blast yesterday

evening. Four per-

sons were iiyured.

UWU ulILksajiJ

/ GET YOUR FUTURE
OFF THE GROUND
\rr\^Qi<^,' b'6:t' • n a le!

•

AIR rORCE
ROTC

W la'itrph'il"

APPLAUSE FOR PRESIDENT- Vice Presi-

dent George Bush and House Speaker Thomas
P. O'Neill, applaud President Reagan before

he gives the State of the Union address to Con-
gress and the nation on Capitol hill last night.

Due to extreme
technical dif-

ficulties the
Collegian will

appear late.

Please excuse,

HAIRCUTS

$8.50
¥»«» thl« coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

66 Unlv«rmltY Dr.,

Amh«rst, MA.
549-6610

PARTY
with Campus Maiketing

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

Spnac\ BreaK ^\\s'-
HVt (TO THE PARIY) ^ ^.
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WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE)
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eiciting oc»onltonl lyjtBtj tocotad iig^t on if>e Dovtono
BaochstiiD VouiNstei hot obaoutitut pool sur\claci< o*
conditionad foom cote TV ana o ruce loog ^ttotc^ of

b*oct^

• A Mi >cM«du>» ofWH oooi d«ck poftiei •«••¥ day
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DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

diets' Call UHS
549-2671 ext. 181

Preregistration
deadline: Feb. 20.

SPEND A WEEK - NOT A FORTUNE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

Pleabe Call CKns e fe-u^i

fc;30pn • Spn 5on,-Fn.
\'^ pn • Spn &At.
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Only one
lUD left

on market
By CAROLYN PHILLIPS
Collegian Correspondent

Only one type of intrauterine birth con-

trol device is now available in the United

States after the two largest manufacturers

of the devices, defending themselves

against numerous lawsuits, removed their

products from the market.

A.H. Robins Co., makers of the Dalkon

Shield lUD. declared bankruptcy in

January after paying $378.3 million in

damages in 9.230 lawsuits. The company

had $110.7 million in legal fees and had

§,100 suits pending against it at the tinM

It filed for bankruptcy.

The company had stopped marketing

their product in 1975 after four women who
had used the device the year before died

from complications of uterine infection.

The U.S. Bankruptcy Court has set a

deadline of April 30 for any claims against

the company. People who submit claims

after that date will be unable to receive

damages, according to Charles DiMare,

director of the University Legal Services

Oflice.

Robins has paid at least $1.6 million for

removal procedures, according to Con-

traceptive Technology Update, a monthly

health newsletter.

J D. Searle & Co., manufacturers of the

Copper 7 and TATUM T lUDs, stopped sell

ing the devices after 775 lUD claims filed

against the company in the last 12 years

prompted the company to file for

bankruptcy.

The Copper 7 lUD was the most frequent-

ly prescribed and safest lUD available, ac-

cording to University Health Services

health educator Pam Gowyer.

"It's a shame, the lUD can be a highly

effective form of birth control when used

with informed consent," Gowyer said.

The only lUD left on the market is Pro-

jestasert, made by Alza Co. A drawback of

that device is that it has to be taken out

every year, Gowyer said.

The reason for the suits against Searle

may be partially attributed to a "pig-

gyback" effect from the Dalkon Shield

suits, Gowyer said. A heightened

awareness of the risks of all lUDs has led

to some valid complaints, .she said.

Older women will be most affected by the

removal of the lUDs from the market

because the birth control pill can be

dangerous them, Gowyer said.

Woman, age 69,

charged with DWI
A 69 year-old Lake Pleasant woman was

arrested at 6:12 p.m. Monday and charged

with driving while intoxicated after she

drove into a snowbank on Sunderland

Road, Amherst, Amherst Police said.

In other police reports:

• A backpack containing $70 in iden-

tification cards, a wallet, a jackknife, and

a Texas Instruments calculator was taken

from the Jones Library on Amity Street at

3:12 p.m. Monday, police said.

- ANNE TAUGER

Collegian 3

(ollrKian photo by Paul [)viimarai«

SEARCHING THE SHELVES-Ccloclwise fron top left) Mike Porter,

sally Crowley, Giovanna Spataro, Mark O'Lalor, all juniors, look for

books in Goodell library

Student arrested with

stolen identification
A 20-year-old female student was ar-

rested at noon Tuesday on North Pleasent

Street and charged with two counts of

receiving stolen property, operating a vehi-

cle after the revocation of a license, and im-

peded operation. University of

Massachusetts police said.

She had a stolen UMass identification

card and a stolen New York license in her

possession, police said.

• In other police reports:

•A 10-speed Punch bicycle valued at

.$150 was reported stolen at 4:22 p.m., Mon-

day from a bike rack outside of Prince

House. The bicycle was locked and chain-

ed, police said.

•A cassette deck valued at $150 was

reported stolen at 6:11 p.m., Monday from

a 1965 Ford Mustang parked in lot 44. The

driver's side window, which was defective,

was forced down, police said.

•A knapsack containing $90 was

reported stolen at 7:14 p.m., Monday from

a room on the third fioor of Morill Science

Center. It was found a half an hour later

by custodians in a third fioor classroom.

The money was missing, police said.

•A wallet containing $70 in cash and

identification cards was reported stolen

from an office in Machmer Hall at 5:15

p. in., Monday. It was left unattended in an

unlocked room for about two and a half

hours, police said.

•Two text books valued at $60 were

reported stolen Dec. 16 from Fernald Hall.

The owner, while replacing the books,

reported she had bought the same copies

that were stolen. The person who sold back

the books will be traced through the Tex-

tbook Annex computer, police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

New paper
explained,

critized
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The founders of The Minuteman, a stu-

dent newspaper that made its debut yester

day, .say they aim to provide campus con-

servatives with a voice.

Students involved with the paper main

tain that it provides a forum Uvc alternative

political views seldom expre^ed in existing

campus media. However, one campus
group has questioned its purpose and an

advertiser said she wishes to disassociate

herself from the paper

•'We felt that a major part of campus
wasn't being heard from," Minuteman co-

editor in-chief Lynn McCabe said. "One
end of the political spwtrum has the only

voice on campus." *

McCabe said the paper seeks to promote

debate.

i don't ftH'l we re extremely right wing,"

she said. "We want to provide a different,

if not mildly conservative side."

McCabe, an economics major, said the

staff "felt they could do more investigative

reporting than the Collegian"

McCabe said the paper has received star

ting funds of $3,000 from the Institute for

Educational Affairs in New York City, and

$1,000 from the United States Industrial

Council's Educational Foundation in

Nashville. Tenn. Additional funding will

come from advertising, she said.

Calls to the New York institute were n<rt

returned. Jeffry Dodt, director of programs

at the foundation in Nashville, said the

organization was "primarily interested in

working with college students, faculty and

media to promote the principles of free

enterprise and American values."

Dodt said his foundation provides student

newspapers with "decidedly conservative"

cartoons and columns free of charge.

But one student activist said The
Minuteman is part of an organized cam-

paign against student rights groups.

"AH the money comes from conservative

jjroups, funded by conservative companies

to promote right wing ideals," said Bob

Cohen, a member of the State Student

As.sociation of Massachusetts.

An article in the first edition of the

newspaper attacks the optional student fee

used to fund SSAM as "deceitful,"

"unethical. " "unfair," and 'illegal."

"We feel the attack is not so much
directed at the fee but at the issues the

organization (SSAMl works for." Cohen

said. "This isn't a one-time thing (iroups

which represent and .stand for student

rights will be attacked."

The owner of Crabtree & Evelyn on

North Pleasant Street in Amherst, Denise

T. Barnard, said she had not known what

the papier was about when she agi'eed to

place an advertisement.

"In no way do we endorse the ideology of

the paper," Barnard said. "I don't want to

be connected in any way with it."

Minuteman business manager Jonathan

Kaufman said he had told Barnard that the

paper "presents a different point of view,

one with a conservative slant," and that

she had agreed to run the advertisement.

"I'm proud of what The Minuteman
stands for," Kaufman said. "I'd have no

reason to misrepresent the paper."

The owner of two other area businesses

which had advertised in the paper was
unavailable for comment.

Prof, to lecture in Yugoslavia
Bv LINA PANAGOPOULOU
Collegian Staff

Peter B. Manning, professor and associate head of the

department of hotel, restaurant and travel administra-

tion at the University, has become the first American

hospitality educator to receive a Fulbright grant to lec-

ture in Eastern Europe.

Manning left last Thursday for the University of

Maribor, in Yugoslavia, where he will deliver a series of

lectures on current and future United States hospitality

industries. He will discuss the application of American

hospitality management systems to the international

community.
. u 4

Before he left. Manning said he was very excited about

the opportunity.

"I've heard that Yugoslavia is the most Western and

capitalistic of all Eastern European countries. Business

by individuals is encouraged by the government," Man-

ning said. "That would be something interesting to look

at. It is a departure (from) a socialistic form ofcommerce,

encouraging individuals to develop their own inns and

restaurants."

After six weeks in Yugoslavia, Manning .said he will go

to Brig, Switzerland as a visiting professor for the spring

term at the Swiss Hotel School. Manning .said he will pre-

sent seminars on current topics in nutrition, sanitation,

energy management and safety.

Manning has taught food chemistry, food technology,

food services and management systems courses at the

University since 1972. He has also conducted research and

written articles on food processing and storing, simulated

meat product development and the use of convenience

foods in food service systems.

Manning said he will return to Amherst in August for

the fall semester.

Nicaragua talk

set for tonight

A slide show and discussion titled "Nicaragua: an In-

sider's Perspective" will be presented by a member of

the Witness for Peace Organization tonight at 7:30 in

the Commonwealth Room of the Student Union Building.

Britt Creelman, a 1984 Dennison University giaduate

in Anthropology/Sociology, spent 10 months in

Nicaragua last year. He will present information from

victims of human rights abu.ses and the political implica-

tions of United States aid to Nicaragua.

Creelman works for the Washington, DC. based

organization as an editor and writer.

Tonight's presentation is sponsored by the United

Chri.stian Foundation. Admission is free.
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TEACH IN JAPAN
P««)ns *rtth a ctogfe« and |ob •»peftence m such fMds as

adv#rtis)na publishing engin^ing busi»«« administta

iicm phacmacotogv Imguisttcs and lanfluages wishing lo

teach English lo Japanas* adults tor on» o» t¥Mo yaws m
Tohyo and oth«i parts o< Japan should write to

Pwsonn^ Manager, International Education Services

Shin TaMo BIdg

10 7 Dofleniaka 2 chome, Shibuya ku

Tokyo. Japar^ '50

fi^^onal interviews writ be held m New York m the midtfe

^ March 1986

Further inforitiation on the position, qualifications, salary

benefits, transportaiton «i^ hous.ng can be obtained by

airmailing a drtail«J -wume with a «eceni photograph to

I e S

COZY BEDS
Romantic Evenings,

Cross Country Ski Packages,

and more

In Vermont Country Inns.

Rates start as low as $20. per person

including breakfast.

Call toll free 1-800-242-2241

l>etootz^

Introduces

CAROL GARDNER

stylet By Deborah is pleased lo

MMMMince thai Carol Gardner Itat

loined lit siati ol skilled cosmetol

oglttt
Carol lookt toraaid to

seeing her oM iriarHls aiM) wetcom-
IngiH

For your i^ipointment cail

65 University Drive. Amherst • 549-5610

mpoTts'
Balloon Delivery Service

for VALENTINE'S Day

sent nationwide, stays

inflated for weeks!

order by FEB. 11

413-S49-1430
233 N. Pleasonf St. Amherst

1
m
m
m
m

1
SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

Q the sub
11 A.M. TO 1 AM. / 7 DAYS

1
il

m

33 E PLEASANT ST , AMHERST / 549 5160

THE SUB DELIVERS
549-5160

4:30 pm to 1:00 am

r~FR^ii"cAN"o
! WITH DELIVERY ORDER

il

m
m
m
m
m
m

1
I

I

I

I

il^jp^I^Igl^MlPM^MPMPMMMllMEMM^MJMMM

XobtKJy httN u lurijcr, more
intcrcMlnii or ranrc alTonlablc

o>Jtcclion <»f music
Imlxcs und treasure

Imkcs than wc <!«»! < )nc

o) thciti ts just waiting
lor her ill put In tltv

keepsake that will

make il a meition
hnl<Ur lorall lime.

roBS

JOBS
at SCERA now!

Gain valuable skills in:

• Leadership
• Cummunicdlions
- Organizing
- Research methods
- Public relations ciutreach

Past SCERA projects:
- Combatting tuition increases

South .African divestment
- Social auareness ueeks
• Take Back the Night March

* SCERA encourages all students to apply,

especially women and minorities. We believe

that diversity of race, culture, gender, religion,

sexual orientaion, 2uid physical abQity creates

a better work environment.

Applications are due:
4FW FRIDAY, FEB. 7th, at
SCERA, 422 Student Union Bldq.
Applications available at SCERA.
Powocn* «viil«<»t«- R<'MBrch«ftt).piib<icr«iMion*.cl*ncalauppan.

I wmtUM ptanrwT

t^

VALEXTIXES DAi HE/VDQl ARTEKS

$6.00/
(Regular Retail S12.00)

( Heourse, eaeli |>eu<lunl

einnes in its own plush,

red velvet Im».\. Mow else

\v<niUI you jjive soiiieiiiie

voti eare uImhiI, a

itenuinc fresh water
|H-arl, sus|Kinle<l in

heart with a i{«»lden

IcaTona 12' chain?

"VeiA niee," I hear you

say "hut how eoiiie

ihe ineretlibly low

priee'.'"

Well let's not forget, the

IVesidenloK VKl)

Haller> Is an ineiirable

rotnantie!

C^'
.<p

^aS' -Xo one oll'er> a more impresshe ehoiee
**' than we do. < hir earl depariineni leaiiires

llalhnarU and Ueeyele as well tis ilie etirreiii

ra^e, the innsieid eard — a lolal seleelimi orniiiie

than fSO.(KK» eanis in lA'l-K^ store! KemenilKr, we
pritle otirselvesoii keeping enoujili oleverx kind ol

eani so you're not <liss4ip|K>inted. ..even il you have to shop

at the last inonient. .\nd what more ean we say to add to die

raves ol" millions of iKtiple who have lon>{ enjoyetl aiitl S4ivore<l the

exeelleiiee olUdssell Stover

ehoeolaies ttnd eandies lor

;t«*#«^<' \ more llian n<) vears.

^*^«^''

^^^^-

Give him a handful
ofsomething he really

wants ..s<mie arc

tender...some arc

a riot...s<3me even
come witli their own,

very special

matching card.

...would not lie as

sweet as this extraordinarily
different, long stem, solid choco-

late rose. In your choice of ivory,

milk or dark chocolate!

10,000 GIFTS ON DISPLAY...EVERYDAY!

CARI3 gallery
SPRlNt iFl i:LI) ( HA^-MARKirr SQl ARE )/WT.STFIKl.I ) ( Ncjrt in ShopKltc )

MADI.KV (( arapus Plaza near the STT)H and Ml* )!'» l.NMI- I.I ) S<.)1 ARE
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trails.

WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS
Why conquer hills when you

can challenge a mountain. Just over the

border is Mount Snow with 12 lifts (1 gon-

dola. 5 triple chairs. 6 double chairs). 57

1700 feet of vertical and 80% snowmaking.
\

THE SHORTESTDRIVE to
BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO

REACH SOUTHERN
VERMONT ON VT 100

LODGING
(802)4648501

SKI REPORT
(802)464 2151

The January thaw a ovw' Mount Snow has the most

•now in southern Vermont. 17" of new tnow nnce
1/25/B6 including 10 inches this weekend S3 trails are

open on two mountain faces with edge to edge
coverage. More than X trails on the Main Mountain and
expert North Face are stocltpited with up to 6 W feet of

snowmaking tiase. We've got the snow, let yourself go.

Mount Snolii
VERMONT

MONEY MOTIVATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and Have

the Confidence to Prove What it Takes,

Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expan-

ding a new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing

is the future successful road to sales in the 1980's,

and we are growing rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to

work around your schedule, and you can earn up to

$10.00 per hour while training. There are still 25

positions available. Salary plus Commissions plus

Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM,

Dave 413-256-4101

NEWMAN CLUB

^^SAY IT

WITH A FLOWERS'
Order a Valentine Flower for

Someone Special

Red means **I love you"

Pink means **I like you"

White means "I want to get to know you'*

— plus your own message —

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANCAA/ICHES

ORDER NOW !!

Look for us

Feb. 5th - Feb. 12th

in the CCC
I ate a Big One
once. . just once.

Buy A
Big One
get a

Reg. Free
(with this ad)

expires Sun 2/9

If you have a good picture and

want it in an ad put it in an

envelope and bring it to J.B.'s

11 am - 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

including: jy^
Ybu'ra A Frtond 0« MUw (OiMt With «^

Jackson Browne*)
Tlw Sun Alnl Gonna Shin* Anymort

I Wwtna B« >tour Han>/'fcmptation

including:

Manic Monday /WalK Like An Egyptian

If Sh« Kn«w What St>« Wanta
Return Post /Walking Down tout Stteet From

CBS
"^ Records

OZZY OSBOURNE
THE UlTIMArE SIN

including; ' "^ •

Thank God For The Bomb
Shot In The Dark/Secret Loaef

The Ultintate Sin /Lightning Strikes

JAMES TAYLOR >.

THAT'S WHY I'M HERE
including:

Everyday/Song For Vbu Far Away
Going Around One Moce Time

That s Why Cm

5.99
Each

L.P. or Cassette

LOVERBOY
LOVIN' EVERY MINUTE OF IT

Including:

Lovin' Every Minute Of It

Destination Heartt>reak

Steal The Thunder/Dangerous
This Could Be The Night ^

Txi Much loo Soon

ra

» '> :v\\\v\'^\vv •.
•

». ',.«.*

«

wv\\v\\\\\\\\xwxi\«jiooaiot»fionf«ifVV^ . '-.XWW'*AX*A\M.W-*-'t*-^-»A'«f..*5

•» L.L. COOL J
RADIO St
including:

I Cant Live Without My Radio

Rock The Bells/Dear Watte/That's A Lie

I Need A Beat (Remix)

SADE
PROMISE

'illbo

Tha Simim WWQ/li N A CMn*
Wkr Of Th* HMrti

r A* Good A* TIM nm T1n»/F«r

. BOB DYLAN-BIOGRAPH- .
A-5-RECORD-DELUXE-EDrnON

The ummate Bob Dylan AltMjm
53 Oioltaily-nemasierad Clawtc Tracks

From 1d61 to 1M1 Including 21 Rate And
Unreleaaed Performances. Features
Se-Pega Full-Cotor Book WNh Rare
Photographs And In-Depth lntervla«».

Special

5-Record Dylan Set

21.99

Sale valid until 2/15

One Stop Shopping for all of

your Record and Stereo Needs Open M-F 9-5

§}.UNIVERSITYMSTORE^
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Letters

Anti-PIRG attacks
TTiis siiiit'sttT will, as usual, present many interesting

battles m campus politics. There will be the senate elec-

tions in March, the SGA will work to ratify a new con-

stitution, the administration and the student body will

continue debate over the Student Activities TVust Fund,

and students will again have the opportunity to

demonstrate their support for the continued existence of

a MASSPIRG chapter on campus. It is the last issue that

I would like«to address.

In 1972, students (by a mauority) voted to form a chapter

of MASSPIRG and fund it through a waivable fee on the

tuition bill. Every few years since its establishment,

students have mandated the continued existence of the

PIRG chapter. In 1982, students reaffirmed their support

for UMassPIRG when 50 percent of the student body sign-

ed a support petition and 89 percent of those voting voted

in favor of MASSPIRG.
The organization transcends political boundaries and

works for the public interest on issues such as toxic waste

clean up, fairer uility rates, acid rain reducation, and

—Wednesday. February 5, 1^6

hunger relief, to name a iiew.

Despite a 13 year history of effective issue work and over-

whelming student support, members of the UMass
Republican Club have initiated a referendum to essential

ly rid the campus <rf the UMassPIRG chapter by abolishing

the waivable fee that supports PIRG. Why are these peo-

ple attacking PIRG? They say that the PIRG funding is

.'unfair.' But what is more fair than a fee you vote to

establish and then can choose not to pay. Do these people

really feel the fee is unfair or is it just a convenient way

for them to try to stop the organization from working on

important issues? The attempts by these people to rid the

campus of PIRG is not isolated. Similar attempts have

been initiated at Boston College and Bristol Community

College, as well as in other states like Oregon. New Jersey,

and California. These anti PIRG attacks have been in-

itiated in these cases by conservative extremists who call

PIRG's work on environmental issues anti big business.

On Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 12 and 13, the UMass
community will be asked to vote on the anti-PIRG referen-

dum. I would encourage people to educate themselves

about the issues and to not take 13 years of history for

*^^"'^**
Patricia Diggin.

Amherst

Agony of accidents
I always wonder why public criticisms, reaction, and feel-

ings outpour after a catastrophe Why does our reason-

ing mechanism about the pt)tential dan^'ers of an endeavor

begin to work only after a tragedy' Nolxxly expressed any

concern about the space shuttle during tin . irlui 24 at-

tempts and now everybody seems t(» \w conscious of every

ptKsible risk involved.

W'v all know that gomu at 10 mph in a car will reduce

fatalities during accidents but we .still cruise at 55 mph.

One of the reastms being we cannot aftoid to be that slow,

and s«<ondly we are ready to live with the risk because

(il Its liiu probability of fjccurrencu. I bet everyone of us

had an opportunity to ride on a roller coaster. More often

than not it is children who enjoy those crazy rides. None
<>t u-s,rm ill think of the consequences should something

iio wrong on a coaster ride. An accident on the roller-

coa.ster involving children will definitely evoke the !*ame

finiitiiiii- i hi- nxdia will be there with the repertoire of

slow inolinn ctip.s. models explaining what c(»uld have hap

pen<>d and of course reactions from the president to the

poi I \Vi tend to check the Tire hydrant after the building

(^ on fii'e

In any human endeavor risks have to be taken. If we

cannot be'ar the consequences we should either refrain

from any attempt or learn to live with the concomitant

agony of acciHeiil>^. however small their chances oJ

(X'currence.

Badrinath B.R
Amherst
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OPEN RUSH
BKO

Iall university men invitedi

» _ ^ ^^

Proctor and Gamble

CAREERS IN SALES
MANAGEMENT

':1

cU
l^-fU' v

9K*vr
bk<

/
il\t'

i W'

1984-tS Stephen Davit Memorial Award and OlympiM Citp

ETA KAPPA PHI

• Two time

IGreek d- Campus
Intramural

Champs

• Home cooked

meals

BKCJ)

388 N. Pleasant

253-9071

• Outstanding

social life

• Close to

Campus

> High academic

standing

"Refreshments"Monday, Feb 3 9-11 pm Movies & Tours

Tuesday, Feb. 4 9-11 pm Movies & Tours Refreshments

Wednesday, Feb. 5 9-1 1 pm Movies & Tours Refreshments

COME SEE WHAT BETA PHI

HAS TO OFFER YOU

Discussion of career opportunities

in sales/marketing management

Feb. 6, 1986 5:30-8:30

Room 917 Campus Center

Representatives from the beauty care

division of Proctor and Gamble

will be present

Attendance is required for on campus

interview in February

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of ihe individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted
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Btmek Affairs Editor
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Welcome aboard
There's a new neighbor on the block in campus journalism:

The Afinuteman, a 10,000-circulation monthly which was born
with thousands of dollars' worth of help from national conser-

vative organizations.

The first edition, out yesterday, features jibes at campus
liberals and hippies, plugs for getting tougher on Nicaragua
and Libya, and a crossword puzzle with such entries as, "San-

dinista Minister of the Interior and mass murderer.**

It also includes a few pokes at the established campus daily.

But the Collegian welcomes any new publication that adds to

the diversity of local sources of information. It is a shame that

The Minuteman has received infinitely more publicity than

Critical Times, the campus' left-wing newspaper, and that a

local newspaper printed several inaccuracies about the Col-

legian in reporting the advent of the new paper. But it is always

encouraging to see an increase in the number of student

organizations committed to enlightening the community.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

^B^KJMAS^ WHAT BANANAS??'

Philippine electoral hijinks

U.S. foreign policy goals
Perhaps in no other area is the United

States assailed more viciously or con-

sistently than for its foreign policy towards

the Third World. From UMass academic

circles to the United Nations, the United

States is portrayed as an ultimate boogie

man in its dealings with developing

countries.

Admittedly, the United States has made

some significant mistakes in the past in

overeacting to perceived threats, with

results that were not good for long term

U.S. .security interests and seldom helpful

to the well being of the country acted upon.

For the past ten years, however, U.S. policy

can certainly not be faulted for heavy-

handedness. Even the most Machiavellian

U.S. policy-makers now realize that en-

couraging bloody, right wing (albeit pro-

U.S.) dictators does not serve U.S. interests.

US foreign policy is, and has been for quite

some time, to encourage stable, economical

ly sound, democratically-oriented and

humane governments, despite the claims of

many leftists.

For example, nowhere is the record more

distorted than when dealing with the sub-

ject of Nicaragua. Contrary to myth, the

United States did not support Anastazio

Somoza, Jr. The United States cut off aid

and trade, applied diplomatic pressure, and

even offered to bribe Somoza if only he

would relinguish power. Outside landing

the marines, what else could the United

States have done? It is a question critics of

U.S. foreign policy should ponder, because

not only does it apply to Nicaragua, but

also to countries like the Philippines today.

It ought to be noted that Filipino presiden-

tial candidate Corizone Aquino has stated

that she is satisfied with the level of U.S.

pressure being applied toward achieving

fair elections in her country. Clearly, in

such situations as Somoza's Nicaragua and

Marcos' Philippines, U.S. options are

limited.

Among the most basic misconceptions of

U.S. involvement in the Third World is the

tendency to see such relations as soley a

first world Third World conflict, viewing

the two as incompatable given the 'greedy

capitalistic nature' of the United States.

This outlook is misleading in that it ignores

the role of the communist bloc as well as

Stephen Erickson

the fact that the US has accepted and con

tinues to have good relations with socialist

countries in the Third World, provided they

are of a democratic orientation.

The political left thrills at dissecting the

failings of right wing regimes, while ignor

ing their revolutionary alternative or giv-

ing similiar attention to the ethics of states

based on the Soviet model. Contributing to

our lack of knowledge, and perhaps that of

our leaist friends, is the reality that the

totalitarian Soviet model tends to more ef

fectivelv shut down opposition and the

dissemination of information.

Although the Soviet Union is not

necessarily the reason for revolution in the

Third World, it exploits unrest to its max-

imum advantage. Once a Leninist state is

established it becomes entrenched through

massive Soviet military aid, the suspension

of freedom and human rights, and the

training of internal secret police. Unlike

their right wing counterparts who
sometimes censor institutions, Leninist

states abolish such private institutions by

nationalizing them, thus creating a socie-

ty where there can be no significant opposi-

tion to the party line.

Struggle in the Third World is perhaps

the issue of the second half of this century.

From all corners of the globe, a war is be-

ing waged that pits the Soviet-backed forces

with those of the West. The outcome is not

only significant to the future of the peoples

of the Third World, but the East-West

balance of power as well.

In the coming weeks, this column as well

as those of Peter Dow, will examine conflict

in the Third World. We will attempt to cor-

rect some misperceptions of the nature of

Leninst regimes and revolutionary

movements in the Third World, as well as

those of present and past US policy. We

also hope to draw attention to regions and

problems that tend to be given less atten-

tion within our academic community, as

well as provide counter-arguements to posi-

tions that often go unchallenged.

Steven Erickson is a contributing columnist

Few things are more amusing to watch

than a good political campaign. The Philip-

pine presidential election this Friday has

generated more lies, accusations, and emo-

tions than any in quite a while. That is not

too surprising, considering the stakes. On
the table are not only civil liberties and the

possible future of American bases but also

the continued economic well being of one

of Asia's wealthiest families. But before we

get into that, let us take a look at the

contestants.

On one hand, there is Ferdinand Marcos.

The strongman incumbent, he has a lot of

political savvy and a reputation for over-

coming any and all opponents. A graduate

of the Richard Daley school of electoral

politics, Marcos has the appeal of a

fabricated war-record (always a crowd-

pleaser) and the power of office from which

to drop crumbs to the peasants come elec-

tion day. This beloved leader has seen the

Philippines through many hard times -

from the Japanese occupation to the tor-

ment of post-war democracy. On assuming

the office of president, he vowed never to

let his country succumb to the latter again

In a few short years, his people were under

the blessed stability of martial law.

Although he dabbles in real-estate on the

side, his true part-time avocation is that of

an American constitutional scholar. Just

last week, he contended that his 1972

decree of martial law was necessary to

guarantee 'a free and open society.' To back

this up, he promptly imprisoned all of his

political opposition. Lifelong friends of the

United States, he and wife Imelda (affec-

tionately dubbed 'the Queen' by millions

of Filipinos) make a dynamic duo that will

be hard to beat. He is in a strong position

to (literally) take it all.

Then we have the challenger, Mrs. Cor-

azon Aquino. This 52-year-old mother of

five is the popular favorite of most human
beings following Philippine events. A
graduate of Mt. St. Vincent's College in the

Bronx, she has the backing of a dead hus-

band and a lot of yellow dresses to rally the

William Spain

masses to her cause. Invariably amidst an

adoring throng, 'Cory' rarely has trouble

making them roar. Spicing her speeches

with a dose of old fashioned name-calling,

she still manages to retain a demure,

maternal quality that many find ir-

resistable. Whether or not she can bring

bad boy Ferdinand to heel remains to be

seen.

Not unexpectedly, the Reagan ad-

ninistration is taking a great deal of in-

terest in the spectacle. Although they like

to see our allies involved in some form of

democracy, their real concern is our access

to bases at Clark and Subic Bay. Keeping

torture down to a reasonable level always

takes a back seat to our ability to defend

the free world.

Poor guys, they are having trouble

deciding who is the lesser of two evils. Mrs.

Aquino has been deliberately vague about

her position on our continued armed

presence beyond saying that she would

respect the present lease agreement until

it runs out in 1991. Marcos, however, is a

most happy landlord. By not bothering to

distribute the rent money to his people, he

has acquired a large personal investment

in keeping the bases. Besides, the G.I.s and

the women who serve them turn out in

large numbers for his pep rallies.

A staunch anti-communist, he has made
sure that all economic benefits from the

Pentagon are channelled directly into the

private sector. Washington has got to love

that but they keep hearing the word 'Shah'

echoing in the backs of their minds.

One of the biggest worries is the possibli-

ty of fraudelent election returns. Marcos

has, of course, promised us that everything

will be clean and does not seem nervous

about the outcome. I understand his royal

consort has even bought a new dress for the

inaugural ball. William Spain is a Col-

legian columnist.

The ColUsian wekomea letters, column, •«! cartoon submissiom. Subnuwions

i^ould be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 118 CampuflCwater

trn^v^rsity of Massachusetts, Amherst. Mass. 01003. or they can be dropped off at

the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due

to tlM^ volume of mail Mweivad. individual repUea cannot be made.
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rentAnreck

N«w & Us*d Cars
Trucks A Van* AIm Avi "

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880

*

i

lie

• OPEN
• A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-TMURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS
fhi. a SAT-

CAMPu:» PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP A SHOP)

ttf 9 • ll>itc|>Uri»rtt

I

s

[ JSS'M^^.

For Less Than The Price of

A Lift Ticket Alone. .

.

P^ter Pan's Stratton Mt Express

Paclcage Combines Transportation

and Siding Fun From $25.00

-r ^^ f.

•y*

W
now-March 16, 1986

^^^f-
?V ^^

$MSot\

Package Includes:
KLiund trip Irdnsport.Hion .iml .1 dJ> s lift UcKct loi just S25 00

Tijcscla> Thursday and S27 00 on SunddN less than you d

p.i> loi a lilt ticKci aioiu ^ <(teal \.iUk- Id slietch >oui sKiiim

dollar and >cmii sKUiu; lun ^lll^^ .it Straltoii Mt at 9 00 .1.111

^Uvdiued rest-rwaliofis ktiiiv

IicKcls .n.iilahle .It .ill Ux.i! colliuti- . .iin()uscs .ind ,il Ihc lit.:'

Pclcr P.in ttiis TcmiMUil Tin Inilhi-i iiiluiin.ilioii uti citK u|.

(XJints.MK) rtscrv.ilions cill 781 2900 tit 25\

Group Charter Packages:
rheic arc also sincial (»,KKa<n.s im ((loups .i\jllill>k' al udiKtil

rates Pelt' Pan xl'iis flixii toilom i h.itli i s«ivi(i i'\c(> '1a\

thr<jlHlh<»llt Ihl- urcK al siihslanlial s.ulll(^^ loi \oi<i (tH)ll('

Lont.icl the Chain I IxpailriKnl !oi (iioii|) laU iiiloi mi.iIUhi al

7HI 29()()

IN' IVopIr I'rotcNMon.iK

InzT.

1776 Main St. PC Bo« 1776

Springtield MA • 781 2900

MA Toll fref 1 800 5^2 8995

uo UP^^,
DATE: Feb. 5, 1986

TIME. 5, 7, 9, 11

SPONSORED:
by Theta Chi Fraternity

PRICE: $1. for 5.00 show

all others $1.50

Campus Center Auditorium

^Wednesday, February 5, 1986
Wednesday. February 5, 1986
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BecomeA Carbur's
Lounge Lizard. .

.

Tuesday, Feb. 1 1th!

We're kicking off Carbur's exclusive

Lounge Lizard Club in style...with
a big party beginning at 7:30p.m.

z

300 Membership Buttons
will be given away Free!

99.3fm/The Hot Spot will

broadcast live from Carbur's
7:30-10p.m.

Free all-you-can-eat spiced
chicken wings

Free Balloons

Wear your L.L. button and get:

• Dyiianiite Daily Specials

• Cash Discounts in the L.L

balloon-bursting lottery!

You can 't afford to miss
this party!

t-iz^

:3ie

a chance to Win a

Week's Dream
Vacation for Two

to Cancun, Mexico
Travel arfangemenis throug.i

Piof^eer Valley Travel

CARBUR'S
Restaurant & Lounge • Rt. 9 Hadley, MA

586-1978

NOW DELIVERING

ARTS
Boston band is a
good replacement
THE REPLACEMENTS at the Channel. Boston, last

Friday
By ADAM BRIGHTMAN
Colh'fjian Correspondent

Replacements' lead guitarist. Bob Stinson, with raised

brow and impish grin, stepped up to the mike Head bow

ed'.'ked a bluesish lick familiar to old Aerosmith fans and

sang real low an ful He played "Movin' Out" solo for

a couple of bar^ len turned about and gave a double-

finger to the band laughing a mocking laugh. The band's

show at the Chaniul in Boston Friday night rarely

displayed a highei level of seriousness all evening.

The Replacements play and sing the rawest, most tradi-

tional rock and roll in America today. In great tradition

(if rock singers like Dylan and Springsteen, band leader

Paul Westerberg lets loose with a piece of himself when

he sings, as if (as another critic once said) his life depend-

ed on It. Conversely uind often simultaneously) there is

intense humor underlying it all. The band played a Kiss

medley, with feeling. I cannot convey in words what a gut

high there is in seeing hundreds of college students slam

ming to Rock and Roll All Nite' (and party evaree-day!).

Westerberg is also a pop craftsman, exploring a huge

range of feelings, while employing economy and

playfulness into each rhyme and lyric. He and the band's

comic nature is so humane and honest that it automatical

ly rights the dramatic angst of an anthem such as

"Bastards of Young" before it collapses under its own

weight, reaflirming its truth and power.

The Replacements, now on the Sire label, are on tour

to support their latest long player, 'Tim." The title is

seemingly a non sequitur, meant to baflfle "serious" music

lovers (aided by some really awful album cover artwork.)

The consistency of this record was reflected in their per

formance Friday, ripping through an abundance of recent

songs, older favorites, and some great covers (including

Slade's "My Town.")

The band seems now to be approaching a peak of

creativity and popularity, fueled by Westerberg's wit and

raspy melodies. This ma> \m'11 lie the Rf[il,in'ments' mo-

ment in history as America s greatest rock band. Listen

to this stuff. It's great and it's important, and most of all

it's a whole lot of fun.

Artful Information
With the recent opening of so many new

art exhibits, we realized what an abun-

dance of art that is available to us in the

Five College Area. There are five galleries

at UMass alone, with each of the other col-

leges having at least one gallery. For all

those interested in visiting these galleries,

we've comprised a list of hours. Call the in-

dividual halls for information on exhibits.

Univeraity of Massachusetts The largest

of UMass' five galleries is ^he UnwerHtty

Gallery, in the Fine Arts Center. It is open

to the public Tuesday through Friday 11

a.m. to 4:30 p.m. On the weekends, the

gallery is open 2 p m. to 6 p.m. Call

545 3670 for exhibit information.

Whfeler Gallery, located in Wheeler

House in Central Residential Area, is open

Monday through Thursday 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.

and Sunday 2 p.m to 5 p.m.

The exhibits in the Herter Gallery are on

l^iew from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays. On
Sundays, gallery hours are 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Call 545 0976 for information.

The Hampden Gallery, located in

Southwest Residential Area, is open Mon-

day through Friday 3 p.m. to 7 p.m., and

Sundays 2 p m. to 5 p.m. Information can

be obtained at 545 2416

The fifth major gallery at UMass is the

Student Union Gallery, which is open Mon-

day through Friday 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Amherst College
Amherst College offers two m^jor

museums; the Mead and the Pratt The

Mead concentrates on art, and is opened

weekdays 10 a.m. to 4.30 p.m. and

weekends 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. The Pratt is an

anthropological museum, exhibiting in the

most part the geological history of the

Valley through dinosaur fossils and

minerals. The Pratt is open 10 a.m. to 3:30

p.m. on weekdays only. The Mead can he

contacted at 542 2335 and the Pratt at

542 2165. Smith College

The campus of Smith College in Nor-

thampton offers an excellent gallery. The

gallery is open Tuesdays through Satur-

days, noon through 5 p.m., Sundays 2 to 5

p.m. Information regaring exhibitions can

be received at 584 2700, ext. 2760. Hamp-
shire College Gallery Hampshire College

Cailery is open 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Call

549 4600, ext, 544 for information. Mt.

Holyoke College

Lounge Lizard
(lounj lizurd) n.

A non-poisonous, two-legged variety

with an enlarged capacity for fun;

having a Ixxiy uniquely adapted

to lolling around in a lazy, relaxed

manner; indigenous to a popular

local watering hole. ^

Coming Soon!

Amherst Ballet

Center

29 Strong Street

10-week adult

evening
courses

starting Feb. 3

BALLET
MODERN
DANCE
JAZZ

All Levels

Call 549-1555

CINEMA
Wednesday - Saturday

Mad Max 7:00

Road Warrior 8:40

Beyond the Thunderdome
10:15

Double Feature $3.00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

fastest-growing

profession

in America.
Accordhg to the us. Bureau i^LalwStamties,

the needforpanletab is about to double.

Now is the time to become a part of this

dynamic profession ... and there is no finer train-

ing available than at Philadelphia's acclaimed

Institute for Paralegal Training. After just four

months of intensive stud y, we will find youa job

in the citv of your choice. We are so confident of

the marketability of our graduates that we offer a

unique tuition refund plan.

To learn how you can add market value to

vour college degree, return the coupon or call toll-

free: 1-800-222-IPLT.

We'll be on campus 2/10/86.

Contact your placement office to arrange for an

individual interview or group presentation.

Housing and
Financial Aid

available

THEINSrmJTE,
FORFAR^LECAL
TRAMMING

Approved by the

American bar
Association

RUMA
Mail this coupon to:

Institute for Paralegal Training

1926 Arch Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Please send a copy of your catalogue.

j City

I CoBtge InTpSr

COLLeGc 4 Main Street, Amherst 253-2523

^jl m^m Mon-Fri 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 9-3

Diet Coke Thirst buster 3 liter $1 .79

TDK D 90 Twin Pack Cassette $1 -99

while they last

Keri Lotion 9oz $3.99

Super Soft Cotton Puffs

260 size. 89«

120 page 3 subject Notebook99*

50 page 1 subject Notebook 49*
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THE BEST OF TIMES (* *) Starring Robin

Williams and Kurt RtiaacU Written by Ron

Sh^lton Directed by Roger Spottiswoode By

JIM COLE
Collegian Correspondent

Robin WilliasM star*m Jack Dundee, a timid

executive, and the man known around town as

"the guy who dropped the ball" and lost the

game for his high school football team 14 years

before. He desperately wants to replay that

fateful game, and do it right this time. This pro

ves difltcult, for he must first convince the ex

star quarterback. Reno Hightower (Kurt

Russell), to play as well. The film follows his

crusade to play the game, and at the same time,

bring his sleepy little town back to life

Robin Williams is both funny and touching in

his role as a "never was." (He never had the

chance to be a "has been ") Kurt Ruasell develops

his character well, considering it isn't very well

defined The main problem with the film is tim-

ing The small town of Tafl is pretty dead until

the game at the end, and so is the film It takes

too long to get going, and tbare ian't much ex-

citement until the players are on the field

The Best of Times is billed as a romedy With

the exception of a few scenes, it really ian't. It

is mainly a gentle story of one man beating the

odds. I recommend this film, despite iu'

slowness, for the good acting, the great small

town locations, and the climactic football game,

which is very exciting. It almost makes up for

the problems earlier on.

SCIENTIFIC

CALCULATORS

iJiaiwiii5ii»«a»<»&>&iKti^

0mmw II mil n in iilmu iifirnT -n ipr-Trrr 1"-^ "^ tanh)an«J»i«nn«f«s«He)tt(Jcc?mal

cotweiwTTfigoBonwincIf^ cw.tinlinflSiWwiww'ReclanguJaf/poWawrtJmateconve^^

• {.ixrfUinftg i&ase 10 and base e) »« IhOf "verses (k)9Kmr\\ • Pwm <r» "f«^ ^ 'r*my^r* m\ of

yM • factonal (n'l • 2-vwiaWP stattsW^ {mean sum, sundar 1 <ifwxm i»near fi-i'. •: ^>n ;jrwt.d<on!

• Oegfte-Min 'Set degree conversions • 3 angte mode tdey«« '^cl-^vgradi • Oi!-4i>«. >'"«'. c^rtMi^ry-

(F—t t«ey i • Dw^-'O' ^etniQ , lAB Kev't 'Mo Pomi m'**' • C. . D<e!e wrtn #3m • *f?eie an,c5

Oimewlow > '. •• V M,.s • 3: .Qi

Located in the Campus Center

^ ^.UNIVERSITY
» mSTORE^

;::::Wednc8day, February 5, IMS

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA!

OPEN RUSH
All university men Invited

Tonight Feb. 5

9-11 PM
FREE REFRESHMENTS

253-9032

Wednesday, February 5, 1986
.Collegian ii

374 N. Pleasant St.

(the blue house)

BUY 3, GET 1 FREE
During the month of February:

Buy a 3 month Nautilus membership

for $85,

get the 4th month free

^^^ AMHERST RACQUET &^

#^ ^ FITNESS CENTER, INC.;

9 y

Route 116, Sunderland

(on the Sunderland/Amherst line)

across from Bub's Barbecue

on the bus route 3 miles from UMass

HAVE QUESTIONS

ABOUT

HEALTH

SERVICES
The TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE has

pre-recorded cassettes containing information on a

wide range of health related issues to keep you in

touch with available services.

CALL TIPS at

And Ask For Tapes By Number
Basic Student Health Plan

Supplemental Health Benefit plan

Contraception

, In A Medical Emergency

Cold Self-Care

Problem Drinking

Mental Health Services

545-1540

OPEN RUSH

tONIGHT
WED &th

A A<|)
SPAGHETTI DINNER 6:00 PM

THURS 6th MOVIES €r REFRESHMENTS 7:30 PM

ALPHA DELTA PHI
395 N. PLEASANT

SEE WHAT AA^ CAN OFFER YOU

DfLtA'CHiAX
-FRATERMITY-

OPENHOUS

INFO OR
RIDE

CALL
545-3117

BODY HEAT
CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 6

AT 5, 7, 9, 11

5 o'clock special - $1.25

All Other Shows - $1.50

AX WANTS YOU
DO YOU WANT

. k U HOW OKN KITCHEN

• k V»mt SOCIAL LIFE

ntSUkY

THURSDM
7-00-^'Ot

H
FEEL FREE TO COME DOWN
ASK QUESTIONS, AND SEE
WHAT DELTA CHI HAS TO
OFFER. FOR MORE INFO

CALL 549-4/17

American Travel Services

^^ presents
'^!SP SPRING BREAK ^^86''

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

THE BEST FRATERNITY HOUSE ON CAMPUS

AN OUTSTANDING LITTLE SISTER PROGRAM

600D ACADEMIC ATMOSPHERE

A DORM OFFERS
YOU A ROOM.
WE OFFER YOU
A HOME I

COtUCGE

rEARma

AX
HOUtt

STRttT

VDUTH
w •31

I

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

I WED., THURS. and FRI. SPECIAL

HAIRCUT
$7.50

with Blow Dry $10.00
with Laurie

with this ad/coupon Expires 2/14/86

atSHEAR DELIGHT
complete hairstyling for men & women

I

I
Bay Banks Food Baskat

549-1502

Triangia St.

I

SHEAR
DELIGHT

228 TriangI*

Welcome Back

SENATORS
First Student Senate Meeting

will be tonight Feb. 5, 1986

at 7 PM
Campus Center Rm 101

All are welcome to attend.

tm

&̂u^
ITS NOT TOO LATE
TO REGISTER!
Continuing Education Classes

and University Day Classes

Register through February 10

Registration Office

Division of Continuing Education

University Library

8:30 a.m.-7 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.;

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Fri.; and

10 a.m.-l p.m.. Sat. (2/1 & 2/8)

Late registration fee and permission

of instructor necessary.

Pick up a catalog on campus or

call 545-2414 for more information.
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10 WEEKS
EUROPE,
CRETE,
ISRAEL
$1699

price includes:

- roundtrip airfare NY
to Brussels

- 2 month Eurailpass

- 1 week hotel ace. each

in Paris, Athens, &
Israel

- 2 weeks hotel ace. on

the beach in Crete
- 1 week ace. in the

White Mountains
of Crete

m
m
m

i
111

i

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.

-h 225 Main St. Northampton, Mass. 584-9913

J Spring and SummerVacations
with combination of cosmopolitan

nightlife, beaches, and hiking
'

ATHENS

(11

fii

m

S<x«»tctni^

- %

*» 'V
•

1 MONTH
EUROPE

AND
CRETE

$799
price includes:

- Roundtrip airfare NY
to Brussels

- 1 month Eurailpass

- 1 week hotel ace. on

the beach in Crete

m

'i,.*^^ -'-y^^'-^ jy
'^'J

).

4h*"

hsSi.

fs* ^

Don't Miss Samaria Gorge in Crete,

Europe's largest gorge!

AND
CRETE

1 MONTH
$999.

price includes:

- round trip airfare

Boston or NY
to Athens

- hotel ace.

1 week in Athens

2 weeks on the

beaches of Crete

1 week in the White

Mountain^^rete

2 MONTHS
EUROPE,
CRETE,
ISRAEL
$1199

price includes:

- Airfare NY to

Brussels

- 2 month Eurailpass

- Airfare to Israel

- 2 weeks hotel ace. on

the beach in Crete

1
m
m
m
m
m
m

m
m
m
m.

i

RUN THE ORIGINAL
MARATHON

i
m

m
m
m

Week of April 6

26 miles

Marathon to

Athens $899

- 1 week hotel ace. w/breakfast

- trans to and from race

including all pre-race activities

- all finishers receive certificate

from Greek Gov't

m
m

All prices good if reservations made
before Feb. 15, 1986

SAVE SAVE
SAVE SAVE SAVEBl

ON ANY
SUMMER FLIGHT
IF BOOKED BY

FEB. 15th

PI

m
m
m
m
m
m
m

Book Now for the Summer
$50. Off Any International Flight
$10. Off Any Domestic Flight

^ If Booked by Feb. 15, 1986

ShnnnHnnniHiBI

m

ill
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POSeHEHASlNSTOIlB
FOR PUKt ' /

THE FAR SIDE BY GARY LARSON

I PUNNO.
9R PUKB
UOULPHf^H.
5U0MITW

POC
•m

t^iaUAFJlRHt'S

pAsie' namsHes
THeFR££WtLlANP
spimoFwezoM

AnyoiM interested in writing for the Collegian

is invited to a FREE SCREENING of

ALL THE PRESIDENTS MEN

starring Duatin Hoffman. Ri>hert Redford

Thursday. 7:30 p.m. Campus Ctr. Itt-M

DULY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
tdilcd b> rru4r Micbei Jaffr

FREAKER PATROL

tvenhjolly. me chickens vwe able to drtv* a
wedge between Farmef Bob an<J lulu.

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

Of 7H€ C^ftvjiAiO

i6nf
Cf\N'Ji,

Sir DoXou Owm

FtAo Trtd Lcrr*

OCCtOCO TO Plt»A»"t A
COA/jav;AT<v£ 3<tH7 iJiiC

pAPf/l.TrtC ''5i(.ono(,\)Y

A«<D WC WANT V«»w Tft

OiiT«u)wTCiT <Ai V«Ott

SHOP fUt

». (^'^'3
ftttl

^tA5Utt.>t-A

HAvJ£ £i060C>» PAKIV

3bt*5 PtTSHOP

wapiti -£

Off\

O^tM

HOUSEMATES
BY R.MILLER

HI./ I'M CMl\HG
ABOOr 'T>^t APART-

MENT YOO HAVE Hf^

(3gNT...OM.V0U

PONTf

|5€E. WH/VT^IMAT?
W^LUDONTKNOW...
rUHAY^'RiASJCMy
FRIEND... OK. BV^.

HE DIDN'T KNOW
ANYTHIN<5 ABOOriT

BUT HE DIP INVITE

US TO A PARTY
T0NI6HT

PID HE SOUND
COTE?

ACROSS
Mana
HemingMiay lo

•fiends

Lincoln S

in laws
To •nd

alx>ne
Ktphng
Soliloquy
openef lot

Hamtel
Olh«(wt»«
called

7 Gam or

Mo'eno
IB Camp cow
19 Family

mamtef
n Esfcws
M Dress style

of the
ThKties

>3 Breed oi
sheep

?5 City on the

OKa
26 Certain

harvester

2a On« k\ra ol

mill

33 Composers
org

36 Films
Andrews

38 Hibernia

M Eton, tor orw
41 Lime and

magnesium
43 Gave Ihe

ofKeover
44 9<l9n

keel

46 Oust
Al Ceilain

Greek isiande'

49 Divine bounty
51 Pape' quantity

53 Engraves
57 WraplOf

Sherlock
Holmes

61 Garb lor

MacBeth
62 Gertrude

63 State, to

Mitlerrar^
64 Perry S

creator

65 Twin Cities

suburb
66 Hawaiian

symbol
67 Abound
68 Nat and

Natalie
69 Stamped
70 AMA members

DOWN
1 Pool ploy

2 Hit the deck
3 Russian

lepubiit

4 Scout group

5 Sheitc'«d

6 Bo> hoidei

ol myth
7 Active

• T«it«
logMtM*

9 Salmagundi
10 Food regii

It Freshwater
iish

12 IMinddir

14 Blouse naiT>ed

lor a tarTH>us

Italian

22 India s

neighbor
24 Scrull

27 Novelist

Dorothy
29 Sailor s coat

30 Nap
31 Famous Red
32 Stall symbol
33 HorK>r cards

34 Oily bean
36 Attieeio

ir lends
37 Barriedog
40 Hopeless case

42 Canterbury S

location

45 Electric current

measurer
4S Bowis
50 Like some

bones
52 Concerning
M ToiNion
•^ -OkWtoma

M QoWM
leatures

57 Make ^—
St Strvwnof

DianHM^
5i9 Virginia

cte^MT
60 Sound in

Sevilia

62NyS6
walchMQ

ANSWfR TO niEVtOUS PUZZLE
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BLOOM COUNTY BY BERKE BREATHED

SHIFCALiPSO ,„-f.

nWKHC

OH^FHeNCH ^

^5, OF OOURde '

mrvf^AUY. m
Qpne FcuehTT in

FJ^NCH..

HKrlFC "

{df/edn

\

QUICHC ^

WHY CeRTfilNLY

^omouiCHe ^

BROUGHT TO YOU BY
Today's Staff:

Night Editor.... « Daniel Sobel

Copy Editor Bill Spain

Layout Technician Ansel Zinter

Photo Technician Paul Desmarais

Production Supervisor .- AZ
Production: Sod, AZ, Maura. Naomi. Mark

The MoMochumtt DaiJy Collegian (II8PS permit *IW1). « R*|tl»t*rrd SHu-

dent OrKBniMtion at ihe l!*iver»Hy of MassurhuiwtU at Amh^rTit. m

published Monday through Friday excluding holidayn, exam* and v«c«-

Honx periodB. Content ii. determined solely by the C.Urxmn Board of

Rditora without prior approval from University admlniolriitori.. faculty

or staff. Operations arc funded solely by advertising and subacnptionK

revenue. Subscriptions and advertising' rates are available at 113 Cam-

pus Center, tnlveraity of Massachusetts. Amheraf. Mass. ©I003. (4131

MIMSOO. PcMrtmaater: send addreaa chaitfes to the above addrMS.
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DEBEBIS EBDDPDE —MM^

UMASS SKI CLUB
Trip to Mount Snow

and Happy Hour with John Morgan

Sat. Feb. 8 - $23. for members

sign up at UMass Ski Club Wed and Thurs

Have your skis precision hand tuned by EXPERIENCED Ski

Technician. Discount for members. Call Ski Club for details

and appointment 545-3437

Shape Up For Spring

Until Friday.

February 7tti you can work out at

the BODY SHOP FITNESS CENTERS for FREEH!

Our friendly and knowledgeable staff will

answer your questions and demonstrate our

state-of-the-art Hydrafitness eauJoment.

EXERCISE WITH A FRIEND

AND SAVE $$$$

Sign up with a friend and get the 2nd

membershijfat 1/2 PRICE!!

THE BODY SHOP

TWO CONVENIENT CAMPUS LOCATIONS:

Bovden & Totman

7:30 - 9:00 am
12:00 - 1:00 pm
4:00 - 6:00 pm

Still only $45/semesler !

* Vz price for first time members only

.^Mj««aiaiiBillllB]—

^.
I
PreparedQualltv Food

To Ord«r\_

Cl>««i»ut Plain Hd
Whatalv

Heaturing Steva Kloc's

Famous Broilad

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,
Prime Rib,

Seafood
DIRECTIONS: taka 1l« rtorth to

South OeaHMd. aouth on routa

6-10 1% mita* Right on Chrlatian

Lana H mHa from cantar of town.

Opan.
Mon-Sat 6-10 pm Sun 1-9

MASS. APmOVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$' l95

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center
Ful Service Tire Store

78 Stmdarland Rd.. No. Amheril. MA
Across from Walroba s Store

549-4704

Most Maior

Credit Cards Accepted

ea)ARS

has
^

EDWIN JEANS
Save 10% with

this ad - good thru Feb. 7

13 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA
likJAjiij ifiiiiinm uuiiu ggggj^m

U S^ Alumni &- Friends
Sponsors Brunch

NERUSY (New England Region United Synagogue
Youth) Alumni & Friends organization, will sponsor a

brunch on Sunday, February 9, 1986 at University of

Massachusetts in Commonwealth Room (Student

Union) from 11:00 A.M. to 1:30 P.M., the cost is

$2.00.

USY Alumni & Friends was organized not only as

source for renewing old acquaintances, but to seel<

out and gather information from past members and

supporters. Helping fund scholarship programs for

present USYers interested in participating in USY on

Wheels, USY Pilgrimage to Israel, and Nativ, is just a

part of what the organization is al! about.

Throughout the coming years NERUSY's Alumni &
Friends hopes to obtain a large and ever-growing

following to continue serving the needs of USYer's

within the region.

For further information on the brunch at U Mass,

please contact Elissa Wheeler at 546-^74

Wednesday, February 5, 1986

Collegian is

HILLEL COURSES
Jewish Liturgy

A preview of the major parts of the

Sabbat and weekday services,

analyzing commentariM on the

prayers, and forming our own
UrHn»lations) and understanding of

them. One project may be to com-

pile our own prayerbook for the Fri-

day night service. Instructor: Rabbi

Barry Krieger, Thursdays, 7-8 pm.

Judaic Studies 192B #421214 Herter

112

Jewish Drama

& Jews in Drama

An exploration of the Jewish ex-

perience as seen through plays

written by Jews as well as through

plays written about Jews by non-

Jews. Instructor: Marcia Black.

Wednesdays, 3:30-4:30 Judaic

Studies 191C, 1420411. Bartlett

310
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g AMHERST DELICATESSEN |
= In the Carriage Shops. Amherst, since 1975! =

On'Campus & Apartment
Delivery Available • 549-6314

•Overstuffed Sandwiches
• Foot-Long Subs

• Fresh Soups & Salads
•Bagels & Lox

•N.Y. Cheesecake

- ONE CREDIT EACH -
To register: Bring Add-Drop form to Hillel Office

Student Union 302

J

THE
AMHERST

f^ DELICATESSEN ^
= 233 No. Pleasant St.. Amherst • 549-6314 ^= Open Mon Sat.. 9 a.m.- 10 p.m .. Sun .

9-6 —

£
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iRiverboat Village

NOW OPEN

APARTMENTS. SOUrH HADLEY
1. 2 Of 3 BEDROOM UNITS

•Swimming Pool •TcnntsCour! (Club House •Shuttle Boord Couii

-. .,, . .... ."1 1 = r

0#»eN StVtN OAVS A WtCH
10 AM 4 PM

OiRfCTiON',

<§^^^Si^-^"J

***** THE UMASS PARTY CONNECTION *****

is X /

n
l^ance/Club

************************************
: Tonight - Wednesday February 5th $

\ FREE SKI LIFT TICKETS |

[ FREE MOVIE PASSES *

Available For
*********pp IYATE p/\RTiES*********

r> M:^ Free Sodas For Designated Drivers

,
nANOEt» Don't Drink and Drive
^dance«iub Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

ACTIVITIES

Alliance Oiriitian Fellowship will meet
on Thursday 2"< for info or questions c»ll

Mark 54«-il"474 or Eliiabelh IM 7206

WSYL • first organizational meetinK on

Thursday 2/6 CC 174, 7:00 new members
welcome

"Copinr With Our Mortality" Join Rev.

Esther Harjtis for Prophets and Other
Heretics, Thursday, i-h at UCF, 428 Stu

dent Union

Are yoB Armeniaii or just want to be

one? Join the club • the Armenian Club.

Our first meeting Wednesday Feb .1 6:30

CC 90,3 Details about everything. All old

and new members always welcome (. . .and

refreshments, too)

AUTO FOR SALE

VW Sapcrl>eetlc. 1973 good condition.

$1200.00 as is or be.st offer. Call 253-5790

after 7:00 pm

1975 Plymouth Fury, good condition must
sell, $4(V).0O tel 584 9362, 665 3207

1978 Dal»uirB2'lO(;X 5 speed AMFM-
cassetle excellent condition $950 or BO
call 5490425

72 VW Beetle semi-automatic dependable

$275 586 7088

1976 ToyoU Corolla 4 spd 2 dr reliable

transporuiion $8.50 or BO call Luisa

549-1421

71 Plymoath auto. New exhaust system,

snowtires. $360 must sell. Call Nga
546-4837

76 VW Rabbit, 4 door, sUndard, AM/FM,
runs great, must sell 546-4854

BOLTWOOD

Available one room in spanous apart

menl al lius sloii Kive miles from lampu-

$l:l.'i month includes elec & hut water rail

anytime ii'-a ,H825

Rooms AvaiUble DelU Chi Fraternity,

excellent home cooked meals, near

.Southwest. I double. 1 single ofien Call

.5496.36 1 for info

L^ge studio apt w/fireulace, private bath

and kitchen $.385, mcludes heat. Steve

549 0859 anytime

Large room available immediately in 3

bedroom house. '/« mile from campus

$150* call anytime 2.56-0049

Looking for female for single r<x)m in

three bedroom apt. Close to town and

campus 225 plus call 549 4149 Triangle St

FOR SALE

Oeak. Large. 4-drawer, hardwood with

large surface, dood condition. $90.00 or

best offer. Call 253 5790 after 7 pm

Mid-sized refrigerator; big' 3' t«ll,;^ex^

cellent condition; limited warranty; $130

Anne 586-6578

Small refrigerator for $45,

dorm call 665-3706

Great for ^

slaMii't! trom 4 to .S dollars, yl\x<^ paid siiles

comnnissions Matt 5H4 3.596

Weekly pay for newspaper delivery in

dorms'. Must tie able lo deliver 7

days/week Pay is varialile No car needed.

CM evenings 2.53 7009

Aifliii7 Hiring Boom! $14 $39,000'

Stewardesses, KeservationisUs! Call for

Guide, Cassette. Newsservice. (916)

94 4 4444 x UAW161

The Commuter Area Government is seek

ing a work studv student to be a political

advocate for off-oampus students. Duties

include: helping U> organize area tenants

unions, advocating for improved bus ser-

vice, and researching the effects of fee

hikes on off campus students. Deadline 1

1

feb 3 PM 404 SOB 545-2145

"••JOBS""JOBS"**JOBS""
Scera, the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy, is hiring the

following positions; Public Relations,

Researchers, Ami Oppression Week Plan-

ner and Clerical We encourage all

students to apply, especially women and

people of color. Applications available in

420 Student Union due 2/7 ,545 0341

AA/EEO employer

Car keys in SBA Monday attermjon small

knife attache.! Please call bteve 549^1n

Pin- PaisTey^hape<rwii;h colored st<mes_

Thurs 1 30 86. Great sentimental value It

found, plea.sc call 549-3809 reward!

Si^airvUuil"aid'in~blafk vinyl c^se Fri

day, January 31 Room 113 Gft( or yicin.

ty i)esperately neede<l by visually disabl

e«i student. Reward. 665-8316

$M reWardfirthrreturn of a blue duf-

fle bag misplaced in Herter Hall please

call: Colleen .584 1371

Ihankv fcr U-m^ '• ni"' l-"V •!:">» 1'-"'^'

CA _
Congratualtions Brothers!

'

• We got a House'

Alpha Epsilon Pi lives'
*

• Howie & Roll

Male lo share two bedroom 1'r.m.Unlial

Apt low rent fi49 2H0H

Female 180 incl <m l"i^ ft Sijrh(,rl«ii.l

2566079

Female wanted for women's hou.sehoW

near rampus 187 plus nonsmoking

vegetarian .549-5198

RIDERS WANTED
SERVICES

TncMiara and Thursdays from Amherst

to Boston and back call 549 7,587 Claudia
-7652

Fast, accurate. Call anytime.

MOVER ROOMMATE WANTED

•Round Town Mover, f'^}-'^^'-
cheap. Call Michael anytime 323-6780

PERSONALS

Looking for Christian Fellowship?

Alliance Christian Fellowship Thursday

2/6 7: IS Campus Center

Get the most from your worfcont. Call

Mai for supplemenU al reduced prices.

.546-7549

Larissa is a closet deadhead

Boltwnod Project Information Sessions:

Wednesday, February 5 rm 917; Monday
February" U) rm 804; Wednesday
February 12 rm 917; Tuesday, February

18 rm 917. Campus Center 7:00 pm come
see wtwt we're all about! __^

"CASH"

Paying cash for your baseball cards

Fleatie call Mike 54fl-61 05

ENTERTAINMENT

MOBILE MUSIC INC Di.skss|.un t.

taste Call Chris 2.56-6845

FOB RENT

FridgT RcnUU free deliv.

Packagt' St on- 2W.\-',*74~

itivrrgladp Apt for rent i«

Tcrrv .M'.i T17'-

K i. I'

,
l„.,|room«'ali

Electric SUrrire-4 guild guitar for sale

call Joann 586 9402

isOO^ortlTof TWA trans. Fly anywhere

by march 24, selling for $200. 584-55.58

IBM Graphics Printer excellent condition

call Amie2.V3 51 43

Airplane Ticket on Republic Airlines.

Roundtrip lo California, Seattle, Aniona,

New Orleans. Florida, and ^more. No

restrictions on reservation. First class,

$290 549-4149

SMALL FRIDGE excellent cond. call Tim

after six 256-8602 $60

GOVERNMENTnSOMES from $1 (u

repair) Also delinquent tax pro[ierty. Call

I 805-687 6000 ext. GH 9616 for informa

lion

F^^ndliiili blue Adidas bjw containing

brand new books call 665-41 Jl & ask for

Rick to identify mornings only

Did ^T^ii^doS^Black and white with

ft tan muzzle. Approx I yr old If so '-all

Saul al 549-0696

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

|)«n - Siiiiiched. (>> "sog wild and get

splattired Rock Tr;i(»-> Cirrlf IlaiiJiV

Birthday from KuU
uml Knc ilolila loo

Campus Tour Service is hiring for spring

semester. Apply at 101 Berkshire House

by 2/14

GOVERNMENT ^O*^,;

$16,040 $,59,230/yr. Now hirmg. Call

1-805-687-6000 ext R-9616 for current

federal list

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop. 28 hours including classroom

and shop. Limited enrollment. 2.532098

Musfc and Dance Instruction. Perform

ing Arts Division, register by Wednesday,

February 5. I'Mass student discounts

available. Old Chapel/UMa.ss 545-0519

Private Guitar Lessons. Experienced and

patient teacher. Rock/Pop/Folk/Blues. Im-

provisation, Reading, Theory, Composi

lion. Your home or my studio. Doug
549-4786

JOURNALISM EXPERIENCE

Bring the news of vour school to the five

college area. (Iain valuable experience

reporting for an award winning

newspaper. Contact: DAILY COL-
LEGIAN .54.5 3500 ^____

LOST

fiuvf. Dri'w Hill
Dog tan color part Lab & German Shep.

Virinilv ol Brown dorm Namtil Scotih
-,......,.,. r «,- ro'O ..,,( 1 -i ^•tt; .177-*

II KLP WANTED

Entry Level Marheling Position in locai

mulli-miliion dollar firm houriy wages

Rfwaril I'lMidO !")4H-.')8:t:* or .|i;!

Brown leather wallet I. «• 1 ' i' ^

Mah:ir \u.l .liirmu K.-.n :U I I'lcx-it-

<;oril"^ '•<- <•:•.,',] '.:: .; .. 1

IK 177::

I III

call

Say it with a flower!! Send a carnation to

a friend for Valentines Day. Table in Cam-

pus Center on Feb 5^12 sponsored by

Newman Club

• Southwest Residents!
*

• - Help organize Southwest Week *

• Fight unfair housing policies '

«

• Get Involved
[

• run for
*

• Southwest Assembly Representative *

•vacancies for:
^

Cramplon, Emerson. James, .IQA '

• Kennedy, Mackimmie, Washington *

• Nomination pajiers availalile at the
• SWAG Office in Hamiiden. Papers |

• due al 5:IX)pm on February lOlh '

*

SWAP BEDDING: our extra double mat

tress for your double box spring 665 81 44

BONEY ARD: ]f vou can't be with iTih on<-

you loVf. honi-y. love the on.- wiiirc

"with"'"

Happy Birthday Julie Hoiie your da> is

wondi-rful and ^"">d lui'k this scmestfr 1,

I, :i .<,.. I!

To Kim .'Vlav till- l.i- \our l»-i -..•tMi-t.-r

yet l.ove Sandy

to all Sigma Kappa's 1 had a ((real limi'

Female roommate wanted lo share

bedroom in two liedroom Brand^wine apt.

no security deposit required. Call before

3:30 pm 549 4824

Northampton one bedroom in two

bedriKim apt River Run 225» need car

584 1293

Looking for a female to~ share a two
bedrooom apt you will have vour own
room. Close to campus. Call Yasmin

.5490926

I nwle rooasBMte
256-0082

Lynne Hans Esq. P.C. '"jmiKration Law
evening appointments call Springfield Of-

fice 781 6370 or 665-8513

UghTliiio^g with Toyota truck call

549-2649 ___^ —
fiiiii^ for sMkinds of •'^'rations. FMt
service, rea.sonahle prices at SHAANN s

Hampshire Mall 584-9362

SPITFIRE COLOR GUARD

for Brittany call

Brandywine call Mike after 5 549-6289

Summer on Cape Cod roommates
wanted excellent location in Hyannisport

$850 for season from Memorial-Labor

Day. Call now! 546 5288

Single room for rent in 8 bedroom home

bordering lI.Ma.ss. $250 • utilities mo. Call

John or Pat at 549 6364 house has 2'/i

bathrooms, Ig. living room, Ig. yard, 2 kit

Chens cal l anytime ___^_
Wanted 2 roommates male or female 5

minutes from campus Rt 9 call anytime

,584-4601

One bedroom hi two bedroom
townhouse in Sunderiand on bus route

225 each plus brand new, (Mirch hhhiy^H

or 665-3414

Female roommate wanted for Brittany

apt call now at 2.53 2420

BrittanrManor apt male rwimmale rent

1,50 00 call .549 6014 253^|4

Female to share room in Brittany Manor

for sprinK sj-mesler call '2.53 361 ;i

Female roommate wantedTo share ro<im

in Bnttjiny. Lo<-ated across from bus stop

Ea.sygoing (letiple Call 256-6262

Newly renovated Brandywine apt -«'t^ 1

maU> ViHimmale m 2 Mrm apt Shoiill !<

clciin & res[x)nsitile. Conic h\ 111. I'

•

ween (>:;40 7;.'50 no calls

2 femaFes needed for 1 Ig betlrmmi m ;i

ti.iusf ni-ar Amh.-rst Center 253 2'28)

Housemate wanted: 1 room availai^.

t.ouse 1 milef' -•--,oo„. .
i

rnak' iinly call

UMass Competitive Color GuaH - 1986

NJA champs has 2 openings for ex

perien<-ed people. Go lo school of Educ

fem on Tue or Thur al 8 PM or call

5467699

TAX SOFTWARE

Integrated Federal, Maaa forms from
$50 call TaxHelp 256 0642

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK on the beach at South

Padre Island, Daytona Beach, Fort

Ijiuderdale, Fort Walton Beach or

Mustang Island/Port Arabsas from only

$89; and skiing at Steamboat or Vail from

only $86! Deluxe lodging, jiarties, ^niodie

bags, more Hurry, call Suncha-M- Tours

for more information and reservations toll

free 1 800 321 5911 TODAY' When your

Spring Break counts, count on Sunchase

WANTED

We're looking to take over a lease in

Brandywine or Townehou-se apti for fall

semester 86 plea.se call 6 1 137 or 6 9548

IxMtking serious lifting partner I'all Matt
."..):< 7HSI

I

WANTEDTO KENT

i'romising new band ilcs|HTaU'l> si-cking

( (ihuf ti> pfhcarsc for sprini: sfmcsler

(.rclorahlv on or near I 'Mis- .
-iiiipus Con

uict SiNitt'at .546-.')l II

Single room wanted >••<'

sniiike-, ri'SjHiiisiliU'. woijlil

?'**,rn iit ;i rrasonahlt pr ^
• i

sii k of dorm life and 1'

r. lilaMr ;*"h tnii ii-i'ii'
.
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Basketball Notebook

They're going down,
but UMass isn't out
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

They are dcwvn, but not

out Not yet anyway.

The University of

Massachusetts men's

basketball team is home at

last. The six day, three-game

road trip is over The
Minutemen. losers of all

three of tho^ games and

standing close to the Atlan

la 10 cellar at 3-8 in the

league (6 11 overall*, are at

the most critical point of thi

season.

With seven games lift

before the A 10 tournanurit

.

thf Minutt-men ran

t'stublish somt- positive

momentum (<» o'a! -• ason.

or fall deeper into the holt-

they have already dug

Granted, with three

freshman starters and h

slew of underclassmen on

the bench. UM wasn't ex

pected to win 20 games, but

both head coach Ron
Gerlufsen and the players

thought a .500 season and

lop five finish in the league

was possible.

The freshman however,

played like freshmen and

the team as a whole has

been inconsistent with the

exception of sophomore
guard Lorenzo Sutton, who
is the team's only double

figure scorer with a league-

leading 19 8

points-per-game.

UMass faces Rhode Island

in Kingston on Saturday.

The Rams, also 3-8, lost to

UMass 81-75 in overtime on

Jan. 11 and are pointing at

UMass to be one of their in-

frequent A-10 victims.

They keys to the rest of the

UMass season? There are

many.

1. Get the ball to Sutton.

For a high scorer, the 6 2

guard doesn't see the ball

enough. He gets only an

average of 16 shots a game,

not many for a player of his

quality.

2. Create dfenae from

other positions. Junior

point guard Carl Smith can

shoot. He is at 48 percent

from the floor and needs to

take more than six shots a

game. David Brown. UM's

Atlantic 10

standings

1. West ^'irginia ll-l

2. St. Jt.seph'K 10-2

3. Tem?tate 4-8

7. UMass a-8

7. George Washingtor
3-8

7. Rhode Island 3-8

I to. Rutgers 2-10

I

small forward, can also

score, but passes up the

chance to show his skills in

favor of making another

pass. Center John Milum
has the ability to rule the in-

side of A-10 games, but

again, he doesn't get the

ball enough. The big

fowards, be it either Duane
Chase or Sean Mosby, need

to move without the ball and

work for second-chance

shots.

3. Open up the offense

Coach Ron Gerlufsen needs

to tell his players its okay to

shoot. UMass is waiting too

long to work its ofTense and

turns the ball over too often

as the shot clock winds

down. UMass should also

run more oiien. Their half

court offense, because of

their inexperience, isn't

good. When Smith
penetrates on the break and

dishes off, UMass is at its

best.

4. Get tougher on
defense UMass is letting

other teams sno<Jt 49 per

cent from the floor. St.

Bona%'enture scored the ma
prity of Its points on Mon
day night with layups. This

IS inexcusable. UMass has

decent size underneath, but

still cannot play good man
to man defense. They need

to concentrate more and try

their hand at intimidating

the opposition With their

team quickne8.s, UM should

he a better defensive team.

5. Try some other

players. Specifically Fit

/.Hugh Tarry and Sean

Mosby. These freshman are

«> 8 and 6-7 respectively and

can play. T^rry. with the ex

ception of the URI game ( 1

1

points and good defense)

hasn't had a chance while

after a great start, Mosby

has seen little action. He's

been in a slump, but you

need to play to break out of

one.

The final seven games in-

clude four at home against

Penn State, Rutgers, St.

Joseph's and Temple. Road

games at West Virginia and

Duquesne will be tough. A
3 4 record is a reasonable

goal, but 4-3 isn't impossi-

ble A 10-17 record, then

maybe an upset in the A-10

tourney would leave the

players feeling good and

waiting for '86-87. Let's

hope.

Minuteman gymnasts home
facing Southern Connecticut
By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

The University of Ma.ssachusetts men's

gymnastic team will take on Southern Con-

necticut University tonight at 7 p.m. at the

Boyden Gymnastics Center. If the

Minutemen. 3-2, are hoping to up their

i-ecord, they will have to overcome some ma-

jor obstacles.

The main problem the Minutemen face

are that they will have to go up against

Olympic coach Abe Grosfeld, the gold

medal winning coach in the 1984 Olympics

at Los Angeles, who doubles as coach of the

Ow Is He has been coaching at SCU for the

past 20 years. This season. Grosfeld has led

his team to a 4-0 division record, and a good

shot at the East Coast Athletic Conference

title.

Another problem UMass faces is the fact

that they have not beaten SCU since 1972

which leaves coach Roy Johnson,"looking

for another upset."

"This would be another big one" Johnson

said, thinking back to his teams upset of

Fast Stroudsberg at Boyden Gym this past

s;,t urday "If we pull this one out it will just

prove to me that we could beat any team

in the league."

The Owls have several outstanding

athletes, but the one secret weapon is Robin

Ratz. Ratz is a top gymnast in any forum,

and has competed on the national level.

"We'll have to keep an eye on Ratz"

Johnson said, "If he has one of his better

days it could be all over, early."

Ratz is a phenom m the floor exercise, vir-

tually turning the floor into a trampoline

He is one of the few gymnasts capable of

performing a double back somersault, hit-

ting the ground and turning it back around

to a single forward somersault.

The UMass men will counter with

sophomore Roberto Weil, who is the midst

of an outstanding season in all-around

competition.

The women's team continued their hard

knocks season with a 164.40-164.20 loss to

Cornell over the weekend in New York.

That loss raises the Minutewomen's

•losses by under a point" record to three

on the season and counting The other slim

defeats came at the hands of Yale,

171.90-171.65, and Northeastern,

168.8-167.95.

The Minutewomen are currently 2-3 on

the season, but with just a little luck they

would be 4-1 and right in the thick of their

Atlantic 10 Conference competition.

< ..llcpiin photo by Paul I)f«mar»t-

Women's basketball coach Barbara Stevens is looking for players

to join sophmore center Sue Burtoft (above) next season

UM women begin
search for recruits
Stevens has signed two, is close to others

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Three years ago, University of

Massachusetts women's basketball head

coach Barbara Stevens inherited a team

that had won just five games the previous

year and showed few signs of turning itself

around overnight.

Stevens slowly began to build on a foun-

dation of freshman and sophomore talent

and hoped that with patience, a winning

team would emerge. The following two

seasons, the team showed gradual im-

provement, doubling its wins the first

season and finishing 13-15 last year.

This season began with a promise for ex-

cellence and a winning record. Stevens'

freshman foundation had matured and
took the shape of five influential seniors

expected to lead the team to its best record

during Stevens" reign.

But what began as a season of high ex-

pectations, quickly turned into a coach's

nightmare as the injury-plagued, 9-11

Minutewomen have suffered through a

torturous schedule and several tough

losses.

Losing the services of five graduating

seniors this spring, UM will have to fill

many shoes. The experience will be miss-

ed but as in every program trying to im-

prove, it takes a long time to reach the top.

"Even though we've had a tough time

in the conference, we're slowly climbing

the ladder," Stevens said. "The way our

recruiting situation is, we are competing

for the same caliber athletes as the other

Atlantic- 10 teams are But being in this

conference, its only a matter of time before

we get the kids that can help us out."

Stevens has landed two high school stars

that she expects to help the team.

Michelle Rytko, a 5-10 guard out of

Southbridge High School in Southbridge,

Ma., is a career 20 points-per-game player

who lead her team to a 14-1 record this

season before being sidelined after tear-

ing ligaments in her knee Stevens doesn't

expect the injury to affect her playing at

UMass saying that with the necessary

rehabilitation she should be ready to play.

The Minutewomen have also signed Sue

Serafini, a 5-7 super-scoring guard out of

Valley View High School in the Scranton,

Pa. area. Serafini has scored over 1,600

points and grabbed over 1,000 rebounds

during her career at Valley View.

She's a very, very capable scorer and re-

bounder who is an excellent athlete and

a fierce competitor," said Stevens Hop-

ing to build a strong nucleus inside,

Stevens has her eyes on three players that

are also being actively courted by other

schools. Stevens wasn't at liberty to name
the unsigned prospects but did say that

UM and Dartmouth are the finalists for

a 6-3 center out of southern New Jersey.

Stevens also said that another player, a

6 forward out ofNew Jersey will decide

between UM and the University of

Arizona while a 5-11 forward also from

New Jersey has narrowed her choices

down to five schools including UM and

three Ivy League schools.
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Weiner raps
Conte, says
he'll win seat

By L\N POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Robert S. Weiner, the only announced candidate to

unseat Rep. Silvio Conte. RPittdield, yesterday said Con-

te "hides behind a veil of progressivism" and uses issues

hke the Gramm Rudman spending bill to conceal his sup-

port for Reagan administration policies.

Weiner. 38, who has served as staff director of the House

Committee on Aging and worked on three Democratic

presidential campaigns, said that while Conte opposes the

Gramm Rudman law, the incumbent "was not effective

in fighting cuts in human services before Gramm-
Rudman."
Conte told the Collegian earlier this week that the

deficit bill would reduce US aid to college students by $210

million next year, and that he would urge Congress to

repeal the law if he loses a court challenge he and 1 1 other

congressmen have filed against it.

In an interview yesterday, Weiner responded, "In the

last five years our district (the 1st Congressional District)

has lost $24 million in student aid ... before Gramm
Rudman. Where was Mr. Conte during that period of

time?
He said Conte had done nothing to stop the slashing of

$268 million from welfare, education, health and hous-

ing funds for the district during the Reagan years.

"The bottom line is, he votes like a Republican." he said.

Weiner charged that Conte was deliberately absent last

year from key votes on the MX missile, nerve gas develop-

ment and President Reagan's "star wars" initiative

because he "wants to hide his vote from his district."

The challenger said Reagan's foreign and domestic

policies "forget the people role of the federal government

... 'Star wars' and intervening in Nicaragua and Angola

must never outstrip our own needs for education, hous-

Women's
groups
fear apathy
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Leaders of student women's groups say

they are baffled and concerned at the re-

cent lack of interest and decline in member-

ship in these groups.

The organizations include the women's

caucus in the Undergraduate Student

Senate, the Women's Leadership Project,

and the women's issues team of the Stu-

dent Center for Educational Research and

Advocacy.
"All of a sudden nobody was interested

anymore," said Diane Rossi, treasurer of

the Student Government Association. Rossi

said participation in women's groups is

down from previous years.

The senate women's caucus, which fold-

ed in spring of 1984 but was revived that

fall, has only 10 active members out of

more than 100 senators, according to Rossi.

"Women who are active in the senate are

definitely thinking about it [boosting

women's involvement], and I hope they'll

come up with some plans," she said. "All

the areas' women's centers aren't real ac

tive at this point."

Rossi said she thought women are not

participating because it is not a priority to

them.

"I always hoped that one day there

wouldn't be a need for these groups, but

that day isn't here," she said. But at the

same time, "Women are not being faced

with an immediate crisis."

The women's caucus isn't the only

Continued on page 5

(.'((llvKian pho«o by Michrllr SruaUl

Bartender Tom Leahy pours the first alcohol

to flow on campus this year yesterday at the

TOC.

Wet campus
TOC serves liquor

first time in months
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Students, staff and visitors wanting a drink on cam-

pus were granted their wish yesterday, as the Top of the

Campus Restaurant and Lounge served alcohol for the

first time in nearly seven months.

More than than 30 people waited patiently at 5 p.m

for the TOC lounge doors to open. Within 15 minutts,

the crowd, comprised m(»tly of students, swelled to abwit

50.

The opening came one day after the University was

notified that its liquor liability insurance policy applica

tion was accepted by the Joint Underwriters Association,

an in.'iurance pool established by the state Legislature

last summer to help bars with difficulty obtaining

insurance.

Some students in the loun^ii- when it opened said they

were pleased alcohol has returned to campus,

"Its giKxl, ' said Steve Miller, a junior economics ma
jor. "We don't have to drivf. Its right on campus."

TOC prices have risen by 5 to 25 cents since the bar

was last open to offset the cost of the new $;J0,(K)0 in

surance policy, said William Ellmore, staff assistant.

Also, alcoholic "iced tea. "

;i drink made with several

types of liquor, will no longer be served, m an effort to

Continued on page 8

ing, health care, food and jobs.

"There should not be funding for star wars, "" he added.

In addition to serving as an aide to the presidential bids

of Jimmy Carter in 1976, Sen. Edward M. Kennedy in

1980 and Sen. Gary Hart in 1984, Weiner was the coor-

dinator of the Democratic National Committee's National

Youth Vote campaign in 1972, the fir.st year that 18-year

olds were allowed to vote. He said his telephone in the

Watergate office building that year was one of those bugg-

ed by the Republican Party in the .scandal that eventual-

ly brought down President Nixon.

Weiner has never held an elected oirice. and Conte is

considered an overwhelming favorite for reelect mn, hav-

ing retained the seat with ease since he first won it in

1958. But Weiner said he is optimistic hecau.se Conte, the

only GOP member representing the Bay State in

Washington, is "an anomaly in this district, which is .3-to-l

Democratic. He's out of sync with the other members of

the Massachusetts delegation."

Weiner has lived in Amheist since 1969. He received

a UMass master's degree in recent American history in

1974.

('nllpgiiin phot" bv Michcllp Si'Rall

SCALING LOGS - Dennis Morin, a forester for the UMass Depart-

ment of Forestry and Wildlife, measures the number of board feet

in these logs yesterday at Tilson Farm. The process is called scaling.

SGA opens
semester
smoothly
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate con-

sidered most of its old business last night,

despite an hour-long debate concerning the

conservative watchdog group Accuracy in

Academia.
Before the debate, representatives from

the group Students Advocating Rights

Together informed the senate of a picket

it will hold from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. tomor-

row outside the Whitmore Administration

Building.

Meeting for the first time this semester,

the assembly was also able to suspend the

rules to consider some new business, ap-

prove a motion to allocate funds for future

spring concerts, and approve a letter which

will be sent to the families of the victims

of the space shuttle tragedy.

The senate adopted a resolution by a 28

to 9 vote, which states: be it resolved "that

we (senate) show support and great concern

to those professors who are currently

monitored by Accuracy in Academia."

Some senators called for a postponement

of the resolution because no instances of

monitoring have been reported on campus.

"I am opposed to the motion since no

University professor has been monitored on

campus," Senator Tony Rudy said. "The

motion should be postponed until Accuracy

in Academia comes to campus."

M. Lynn Murphy, in support of the

resolution, said the statement did not con-

demn AIA, but showed support for pro-

Continued on page 9
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World and National
3rd bombing in Paris
wounds 9 people
FARIS (API The third bomb explosion

in Paris m 48 hours wrecked part of a

crowded underground sporting goods store

yesterday, wounding nine people and in-

spiring fears of a terrorist campaign con-

nected to events in the Middle East.

Six of the wounded were in serious con-

dition. nfticiiiK >aid. The bomb wt-nt ofTat

6:05 p.m. in the FNAC-Sports ?,hop on the

third underground level oft he ultramodern

Forum des Halles, the iit\ ^ largest com-

mercial complex.

Dozens of jwlice cars, fliv trucks and am
bulances rushed to the complex built on the

site of the did wholesale fmjd market.

The store was plunged into darkness and

was evacuated immediately. Shoppers

estimated that up to 300 people were in it

when the bomb exploded.

A police ofTicer said the police station in

NASAcameras
find booster
CAPE CANAVERAL. Kla.(APi NASA

trained undersea robot cameras yesterday

on an object that could be Challenger's

suspect right rocket booster, as agency of-

ficials prepared to disclose for the first time

what they think caused the shuttle to ex-

plode in flames.

Sources reported, meanwhile, that ships

had recovered 17 feet of explosives from a

"destruct package" that was on the side of

Challenger's main fuel lank when it lifted

off. The explosives had not been detonated,

the sources said, removing them from the

list of possible causes of the catastrophe.

Members of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration's interim review

board are to be witnesses in Washington

today when a presidential investigating

commission holds its first hearing.

front of the Forum des Halles received an
anonymous telephone warning that there

would be a bombing on the first level of the

complex It came about 10 minutes before

the i'X|)l«i,si((n two levels below

Twenty -one people have U'en wounded in

the three blasts eight Monday night at a

shopping arcade on the Champs Ely sees,

four at a large Latin Quarter bookstore

Tuesday night, and nine at the sports store.

An unexploded bomb was found Monday
night in a public lavatory on the top obser

valion level of the Eiffel Tower.

The respected Le .Mi.ruie newspaper said

yesterday that police .see the latest bomb-

ings and explosions Dec 7 at two large

Pari.-* department stores that wounded .39

people as warnings to the government to

speed negotiations for the release.' of four

French hostages held in Beirut.

Spies accused
R()ME(APt - Italy has ordered the ex

pulsion of a Soviet diplomat and the Rtime

.•station manager of the Soviet airline

Aeroflot for alleged espionage activities,

the AGI news agency reported yesterday.

AGI said one of the two Soviet officials

is believed to have left the country

already.

Spokesmen for the Foreign Ministry

and Premier Bettino Craxi's office wer?

not in and could not be reached for

comment.
The Soviet Embassy said press and

political counselors were not in their

offices.

The AGI dispatch identified the two as

Victor Kopytine. a first secretary of the

Soviet Embassy who has been in Rome
since September 1984. and Andrei

Cheloukhine, the Rome chief of Aerofiot.

BRIDGE OF SPIES - Members of the international press corps mill

about the approach to the "Bridge of Spies," the Glienicke Bridge
that connects Potsdam, East Germany, and West Berlin. The bridge,

which has been a famous site of East-West spy and prisoner ex-

changes and is closed to traffic, is said to be the site of an expected
swap next week that may include Soviet dissident Anatoly
Shcharansky. ^___

Marcos,Aquino dispute

Regan gets cornered on weighty matter
WASHINGTON(AP) White House

Chief of Staff Donald T. Regan got himself

in trouble when he suggested most women
don't understand ballistic missile throw-

weights, and yesterday a woman asked him
pointblank to supply a definition.

"Well, from the point of view, it's the

amount of actual warheads that come from

the curve of the missile from the time it

leaves until it actually lands and how much

do you actually drop," Regan replied in an

interview on NBC-TV's "Today" show.

The State Department's arms control

glossary defines throw-weight as: "The

useful weight placed on a trajectory toward

the target by the boost of main propulsion

stages of the missile."

In an interview published during the

Geneva summit conference last November,

Regan had told a reporter that women are

"not. ..going to understand throw-weights

or what is happening in Afghanistan or

what is happening in human rights."

"Some women will, but most women -

believe me, your readers for the most part,

if you took a poll • would rather read the

human interest stuff of what happened,
"

he said.

The remark touched off a furor, and

Regan was forced to issue a written

apology.

MANILA, Philip

pinestAP) - President Ferdi-

nand E. Marcos, at his last

rally before the election,

yesterday accused his op-

ponents of sowing hatred

and revolution during the

bitter presidential cam-

paign. Opposition candidate

Gorazon Aquino called him
an old dictator whose time

has passed.

Speaking in a Manila
park during a heavy rain,

Marcos addressed these

remarks to Aquino and her

supporters: "Slow down, you

children of little brains,

you're no match for the

administration.

"I ask my opponents to

stop what they have begun.

You have .sowed an at-

mosphere of hatred, anger

and revolution. Now I say to

you, the government of the

Philippines is not

defenseless," Marcos said on

the last day of campaigning
allowed by law for Friday's

presidential election.

The city was plastered

with posters calling Aquino
"empty-headed."

Aquino, 53, told a crowd
in her home province of

Tarlac: "Marcos is my only

enemy." She blames him for

the 1983 a.ssassination of

her husband. Benigno, who
had been the president's

main political foe.

She said in a final cam-
paign message issued by her

headquarters that her cam-
paign of "people power" had
won. "and as the o'd dic-

tator lurks in his palace

with his dwindling band of

cronies...! warn him: Do not

cheat the people on Friday."

Marcos, 68. has been in

power since 1965 and ruled

by martial law for eight

years beginning in 1972.

Washington that they
would feel free to criticize

any election abuses they
found.

Marcos had called the ear-

ly election in an effort to

show critics at home and in

the United States that he is

still popular and has the

strength to deal with a
growing communist
insurgency.

The president's party pro-

jected that he would win
with 56 percent of the vote.

Aquino has .said she needs

65 percent to provide a

cushion against vote fraud

she predicts will occur.
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President of graduate senate resigns
BY SEAN CASEY
Collegian StafT

The president of the Graduate Studt-iU Stiuite has

resigned, claiming that his involvement with a ^nlon^^a

tion drive prevents him from devoting enough time to his

office.

In other senate developments:

•The senate is investigating pMsible misuse of int«i^

on student trust funds by administrators, and may file

a lawsuit against the University if improprieties^ are found

and not corrected.

# Senate leaders say new inturmation tliey have receiv

ed concerning the Universal Resource Fee may make it

more difficult for them to press their opposition to the fee

Jerry Ashlock, elected to his first term as a senate of-

ficer in May, informed the senate of his resignation from

the presidency in January, citing his involvement with

the Office aiid Professional International Employees'

Union. The union is attempting ti> or^'anize pmfissional

workers at the University.

George t iaxion. former senate vice-president, assum-

ed the office of president after Ashlock's resignation,

creating an opening' hi the vice presidency which will be

filled at an open meet ing oi graduate students to be held

Tuesday
Graduate students will also elect a new executive oiTicer

at the meeting because that officer, John Hayes, has

resigned to seek the vice-presidency.

Hayes also announced that the senate has been given

new information about the Universal Resource Fee. $48

per semester paid by each student, which "may make it

ditTicult for us [the senate) to make a good case for restruc-

turing the fee," he said.

The senate has opp<»sed the fee since its inception last

May on the grounds that the fee was paying the debt ser

vice on buildings tjiaduate students do not use. such as

residence halls and dining commons.

According to information just given to the senate by the

administration, tin- t<« i- .utually going to he used to

renovate buildings on campus, and only alwut 14 percent

of this would be used for residence halls and dining

commons.
•At any point in the year, they (the administration]

could have explained this to us," Hayes said

Hayes said senate officers plan to meet with Jack Lit-

tiefield, associate vice chancellor for administration and

finance, and John L. DeNyse, vice chancellor for ad-

ministration and finance, to discuss why the information

had not been given to the senate earlier

Hayes said that he is "not totally convinced" that the

new information is true, and said also that the senate may
call for an audit of pertinent university records.

Claxton also said he will be meeting with Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey to discuss the possible illegal use of stu

dent trust fund interest hv administrators.

The inten'st on trust funds, which .iccoiding to Clax

ton amounted to ab<tut $6.5 million last year, is required

by law to he put back into the trust funds.

Claxton >aid that if mismanagement is detected and not

corrected by the administration, a law-..uit will be initiated

again.st the University.

CnllPirian photo by Michelle SeKall

WHITE FLIGHT - Ed Harmon, a first-year Stockbridge student and

member of Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, clears snow from the front

of his North Pleasant Street house yesterday afternoon.

Women's studies staff

evaluates curriculum
By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

After 11 years of growth and maturity.

the University of Mas.sachusetts Women's
Studies Program has reached a crossroad.

"We are at a turning point where we
need to assess where we've been, what
we've accomplished, and where we're head-

ed." said Professor Catherine Portuges,

director of the program.

The major issues that Portuges said need

to be addressed include questions of facul-

ty responsibilities, research implementa-

tion, and the development of a graduate

program.
"Our immediate challenge is to develop

a graduate program that reflects the grow-

ing interest in the field," she said. "Over

the past decade, there has been vast

amounts of intellectual research that needs

to be synthesized."

Portuges said she is concerned that much
of her faculty's time is consumed by non-

teaching activities.

"We need to be free from the endless

rounds ofcommittees that we all serve on,"

she said. "I could really use a few more

faculty to round out the program."

Portuges stressed that self-evaluation

will be good for the program.

"Up to now, we haven't had the time to

sit down and make connections between

the field work that has been ongoing and

the curriculum that we're presently offer

ing." she said.

"Establishing a graduate progj-am would

give us this opportunity."

_B>;'^stegRing backjajid consolidating the

"There is the perception that our

courses ore restricted to women involu-

ed in certain groups or political ac-

tivities. This is untrue." —Catherine

Portuges, director, Women's Studies

Program

gains of the program." Portuges said that

she hopes that some of the myths surroun-

ding women's studies may be dispelled.

"There is the perception that our courses

are restricted to women involved in certain

groups or political activities," Portuges

said. "This is untrue.

"Our students are both male and female

and our faculty and courses span the en-

tire ideological spectrum.

"What our courses do is help students

make connections between the intellectual

concepts concerning gender and the reali-

ty in which we live," Portuges said. "In

that regard, we try to help students come

to a better understanding of the world

around them."
Robert Paynter, an anthropology pro-

fessor who has been teaching courses in the

program for over three years, said that

cours<'< in women's studies attract quality

students.

"The students who take courses in

women's studies are some of the more in

tellectually active students on this cam-

pus." Paynter said. 'As an educator. 1 en-

joy working with them, becau.se they have

a vibrant attitude that's infectious."

"I encourage everyone to take a women's

studies course or two," he said. "It's one of

the l>i>t le^oum'^ on this campus."

Resident area courses
may fill requirements
lU DA.NIEL MILLER
Collegian StafT

Students w ho register for residential area

courses may Ik* able to apply the credits to

the new University's (iener.il FMucation re

quiremenls if a proposal from a residential

area director is accepted

Programming on campus is increasing-

ly made up of departmental, and less often

of residentiallydesignated courses since

the early 1980s when the School of Educa
tion adopted the program and set up an

ongoing administrative relationship bet-

ween the school and Housing Services.

Larry Moneta. Orchard Hill Residential

College assistant director for residential

education, said 'we're working towards

having all of our courses cross-listed (as Or-

chard Hill and departmental).

"We're advising faculty teaching courses

here to submit their courses for approval

as General Education requirements.' he

said. The General Education Requirements

will be required of first-year students this

fall, replacing the core system.

Maurianne Adams, Southwest Residen-

tial Area academic coordinator, said "a
cooperative situation" exists between
Southwest and residential academic pro-

grams, which are now partially based in

the School of Education.

Since the partnership between Southwest

and residential academic programming

began around 1984, the number of depart-

mental courses taught in the dormitories

has increased, she said.

This spring. Southwest is offering 29

departmental sections and 19 Southwest-

designated sections. The Orchard Hill/Cen-

tral area is offering nine departmental sec

tions and 12 sections cross-listed as Or-

chard Hill departmental.

Residential academic offerings are in

three categories: liberal studies; staff

development and social issues awareness:

and the performing and fine arts. Curricula

include courses, colloquia, independent

.studies, and a program for new .students.

Tutoring is al.so offered.

From 1967 !•> 1981, residential academic

programming had to account to the prfivosi.

The move to the School of Kducation bi>gan

in April U>Hl wtun .m ad lioc committee
commissioned liy the Faculty Senate

presented the senate with a repttrt <»n the

"administrative reorganization of sfK'cial

programs."

Subsequently, the .senate asked that the

special programs University Without
Walls. The Inquiry Program, and the Or-

chard Hill and Southwest residential col-

leges be administratively removed from the

Provost's Office to the Sch(H)l of Education.

The ad hoc committee had concluded that

the School of Education "would provide the

best academic fit for these special pro-

grams," said Mario Fantini, dean of the

School of Education. Fantini added that the

programs were initially incorporated as a
division of the school. Then-Provost
Loren Baritz "didn't want these (special)

programs in his office. He had too many
people reporting to him," said Robert Kirk,

as.sociate professor of chemical engineering

and a member of the Faculty Senate in the

.spring of 1981.

In October of 1983, Fantini and the
Faculty Senate Academic Matters Council
appointed a task force that according to its

report "considered a need to examine the
history, funding, objectives and missions of

the various elements of residentially-based

academic programming."

After the task force put forth non-binding
recommendations, liberal studies was mov-
ed to the Office of the Coordinating Dean
of Arts and Sciences; performing and fine

arts was placed in the Fine Arts Center;
and staff development and social issues

awareness was relocated in the Human
Services/Applied Behavorial Sciences divi-

sion of the School of Education.

It is advantageous to teach classes in
residence halls, becau.se "the literature has
shown that when students have the oppor-
tunity to take clas.ses in residence halls,
their retention rate improves," according
to Charles Durant. Southwest Residential
Area assi.stant

education.
direct nr for residential

BDIC offers flexibility
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Ron Maggio. a University of

Massachusetts senior, created his major of

corporate public relations because the

University didn't offer a major that com-

bined all his interests.

"It's a combination of writing, marketing

and communications, and BDIC gave me
an oppourtunity to continue pursuing my
interests at the University," Maggio said.

The Bachelor's Degree with Individual

Concentration program has been a feature

of the University since the early 1970s

when it was created in response to student

demands for more flexible curricula. Under

faculty guidance, students design their

own interdisciplinary majors, which suit

their individual talents and interests.

.Although most of the work designing a

BDIC (legiee takes place in the junior year,

Susan .\lachala, coordinator of the BDIC
program, said she urges students who are

j,if,M-(.<tMfl "1 '•(•fitini! then own ninim U)

speak with .someone in the BDIC office ear-

ly in the second semester of their

sophomore year.

The requirements for BDIC majors are

a minimum of a 2.0 cumulative average at

entry and completion of University core

and giaduation requirements. In most
cases, students need to make the commit-

ment of four con.secutive semesters to the

BDIC program.

Malchera said she could not describe the

"typical BDIC student."

In mo.st cases, "it is someone motivated

enough to bother to design their own ma-
jor or .someone who is disgruntled with

what exists to become motivated enough
to design their own major," Machala said.

There are currently about 150 BDIC ma-
jors, which i^ "ii ^niall enough group so

that people can get personalized attention.

Its much smaller than many majors, so I

think that once people are in the BDIC pro-

gram they get more careful attention and
advising than in the larger majors."

Miuh.ila said.
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STEREO RECEIVERS I CASSETTE RECORDER

SMt'ff

^129
Ttecimics 25 WAH DIGITAL

AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
SCOTT 319-25 Watt AM/FM Receiver (»1 50) *79

AKAI T3 AM/FM Stereo Tuner (»240) M09

TECHNICS 912 25 Watt AM/FM Receiver («150) M 09

SCOTT 359R 60 Watt Digital Receiver (»300) M 69
TECHNICS 93640 watt Digital Receiver (»260) M89
HARMON KARDON 615 AM/FM Stereo ,^^^

Digital Tuner (»395) '249

HARMON KARDON 385-30 Watt Receiver (*250) ..$209

TECHNICS 946 55 Watt Digital Receiver (»330) ...'229

HARMON KARDON 380 Deluxe 30 Watt Receiver (*330) ..'249

LUXMAN 102 60 Watt Deluxe Digital ,. . .

Receiver (»600) '399

HARMON KARDON 660 80 Watt Intergrated , . ^ ^
Amplifier (»665) '419

HARMON KARDON 690 60 Watt Digital .^^^
Receiver (»700) '599

S^¥i '50

M09
Teclinics DOLBY B &
CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER

>99

TEAC 518-Dolby B. C & DBX Cassette (»250) M 69

TEAC 555 Auto Reverse Dolby B &C , . _^„
Cassette (»270) '169"'

TECHNICS B11W High Speed Dubbing Double
Cassette with Dolby (»240) '109

HARMAN KARDON 192 Solenoid Dolby Cassette ,^^^^
(Resp 20-20,000 HF)(»250) '229"

TECHNICS B33 High speed Dubbing
Double Cassette with Dolby B & C &

DBX {»325). »249*'

LUXMAN KX1 W-Dolby B & C Cassette (»399).'299*'

HARMON KARDON 292 Dolby B & C Solenoid ,^^ .„
Cassette-Freq. Resp. 20-21.000 (350) '299"

HARMON KARDON 392 3 Head. Dolby B & C HX Pro.,^ _ _,,
Auto Searen, Freq. Resp. 20-22.000 (*550) '499"

HARMON KARDON 491-3 Head-DolbyB & C ,_^_,,
HX Pro Freq. Resp. 20-24.000 (*825) '599"

CAR STEREO STEREO SYSTEMS

EL-TECH AM/FM STEREO CASSEHE

SPECO 50 watt 20 ounce 6x9 Speakers('60) <29

SeHec AM/FM Cauttte with BuiH in Graphic Eqializer (*90) '59

Panasonic 695 6x9 Car Speakers (MOO) '59

Clarion 3180 AM/FM Cassette (M50) <99

Clariin 3580 Auto Reverse AM/FM Stereo Cassette ('230) _.».*129

Audiobatn 381AM/FM Stereo, Auto Reverse

Cassette, Dolby, Fader, Presets ('250) ..'159

Panasonic 280 Digital AM/FM Stereo

Cassette (»230) M69

Concord #101 20 WaHAM/FM Stereo

Cassette ('ISO) »139"

Concord 102*20 Watt Digital Auto Reverse

AM/FM Cassette ( '250

)

' 1 99"

Panasonic 330 Auto Reverse Digital

AM/FM Cassette ('260) '199

Panasonic 400-50 Watt Digital AM/FM Stereo

Auto Reverse Cassette ('350) '249

Augobaan 390-Digital AM/FM Stereo, Dolby

Auto Reverse Cassette ('350) '249

Tmerson AM/FM STEREO

CASSETTE MUSIC SYSTEM
PANASONIC 3010 AM/FM Stereo Rack
music system with Double Cassette (*300) ..

PANASONIC 3020 20 Watt AM/FM Stereo Rac
Music System with Double Cassette (*380).

FISHER 3980 50 Watt Stereo Rack Music System

with High Speed Double Cassette (»600)

*249

'299

'448

FISHER 8541-100 watt stereo Rack Music
System with Digital Tuner, 14 Grand
Graphic Equalizer. Linear Tracking Turntable.

15" 3 way Speakers (»900) *698

FISHER 8551-100 Watt stereo Rack System
with Wireless Remote Control, Compact Digital

Disc Player, 5 Band Equalizer. Linear Tracking
Turntable. High Speed Double Cassette. 15" 3
way Speakers (M200) '898

^2 PRICE CAR STEREO I MAXELL UDXL11-C90 $1

INSTALLATION WITH PURCHASE I CASSETTE TAPES umhLIMIT 10

TELEVISIONS

Panasonic

12"B&WT.V.

$69

SELTEC 5" Battery/AC B&W TV with AM/FM ,_.
Radio (»120) '79

EMERSON 13" Color TV (*240) M69

RCA 13* Color TV (»290) M99
EMERSON 13" Wireless Remote Control .^ .^

Color TV (»350) '249

RCA 19" XL100 Color TV (»360) *249

RCA 19' Wireless Remote Control ,.^^
Color TV (»420) '329

Digital Disc Players

P-100 DIGITAL

AUDIO DISC PLAYER

248
Newest model, triple laser tecnnoiogy, pro-

grammable tor random access delay, skip

Key. auto music scan, lapse timer repeat.

Portable

Disc Player (save ioo) $269
i%i

TURNTABLES

S4¥i

$69
ntganwaaRFi i DRIVEN

SEMI AUTOMATIC TURNTABLE

VIDEO RECORDERS

FISHER Front Loading
VHS Wireless Remote
Video Recorder

$348SAVE $150

Ou*n<i<y iiTiitert

TheSound Compan i
fCks Not resDon'iihiB In. i^^^^ >..,.i -..nrc ^^B

Collripan plxilo bv Brian CuarnoltM

INTERESTING ANGLES - A lone person walks through the Fine

Arts Center yesterday.

Group provides assistance
to dyslexic students

Asked for a definition of dyslexia, Patrick

Costello of the campus Dyslexic Student

Organization struggles to come up with an

adequate one.

it's not a disease. It's perception, " he

says.

While the popular stereotype is that a

dyslexic will see a word in reverse, for ex-

ample, "dog" instead of "god." the problem

is more complex, Costello said. Dyslexic, or
' dilTerent learning styled, " students pro

cess written or aural information different

ly from most people. Therefore, they need

an individualized "dilTerent learning ap-

proach."

The DSO provides referral services, in-

formation, and peer support. It also works

flosely with the Communication Skills

Center, which provides testing services and

courses for students with learning

disablities.

Costello said the administration is tak-

ing positive steps to provide assistance tff

the learning disabled. D^ is especially ex-

cited about a learning center being

established by CASIAC and the Provost'g

Office that will include a program design-

ed specifically for learning disabled/special

needs students.

DSO will hold its first general meeting

of the semester at 7 p.m. today in Bartlett

69. All interested persons are invited to at-

tend and can call 545-0018 for more infor

mation. -SEAN L. WALGBEN

Student charged with false ID
A male student was arrested at 3:25 p.m.

Tuesday in 12 Cance House on a warrant

charging him with allegedly using false

motor vehicle documents. I'niversity of

Massachusetts Police said.

He was held on $100 cash bail, police

said.

In other police reports:

• A 21 speed General Journey bicycle

^project
women's group on campus with member-

ship problems, as The Womt-ii's Ltadership

Project, a group "committed to promoting

women's empowerment." is experiencing

difficulties recruiting women as well.

Liisa Trocki, the former coordinator of

the project and recent UMass graduate,

said right now there is not a coordinator,

but expressed hope that there would be one

by next week.

Chris Alibrandi. the SCERA student

coordinator, said she did not know why
women were not applying for the position.

"For some reason women aren't turning

up for that position. " Alibrandi said. "It's

a great job. There is room for creativity."

The leadership project shows movies and

sponsors events on campus pertaining to

valued at $129 was reported stolen at l:W
p.m. Tuesday, from a bicycle rack outside

of Washington Tower. The chain locking

the bicycle was cut with bolt cutf ers. polM9

said.

•A police uniform and other equipment

valued at $44 was reported stolen at 1 1 (M>

a.m. from the basement of Dickin.son Hall.

It was taiken sometime since Dec. 31, police

said.

HHi^^HMMM^Mii^ continued from page 1

said that future eventswomen. Alibr.indi

are questionable unless women start par

ticipating in the project

i hope this isn't a trend Every women's

group on campus should focus some time

on getting new people." Alibrandi said.

"No one expects you to be perfect or a

radical feminist either."

Alibrandi noted that the women's issues

team of SCERA has suffered budget cuts,

as have other ant i oppression programs.

"In our generation, we don't realize that

we do have specific issues that are special

to us because of the fact that we are

women, " she said. "We can't take for

granted what our mothers and grand

mothers and our aunts fought for before us

because we are nowhere near equality yet."

HO f«'nch>cfcs Nol re sponsible for typographical errors

00
• A positive membership education

• A concern for academics

• Immediate leadership

• Great social life

• Home cooked meals

• Competitive athletics

PHI SIGMA KAPPA
OPEN RUSH

Feb. 6Thurs. 9-11
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rW% UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC,
^

Y^l"] 225 Main St, Northampton, Mass. 584-9913

UX'T Spring and SummerVacations
\^ with combination of cosmopolitan!

nightlife, beaches, and hiking
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Run The
Original

Marathon
Week of April 6

26 miles

Marathon to

Athens $899
- 1 week hotek ace.

w/breakfast

- trans to and from

race including all

pre-race activities

- all finishers receive

certificate from

Greek Gov't

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m
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^
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1 MONTH
EUROPE

AND
CRETE

$799

-i/"

<• .^•

f^'

-^

-yj

V.
t- ^

"^ V *'

price includes:

- Roundtrip airfare NY
to Brussels

- 1 month Eurailpass

- 1 week hotel ace. on

the beach in Crete

Have your tour with all the trimmings.

If you love the mountains. • .call us

about our unique hiking program
Crete.

in

ATHENS
AND
CRETE

1 MONTH
$999.

price includes:

- round trip airfare

•Boston or NY
to Athens

- hotel ace.

1 week in Athens

2 weeks on the

beaches of Crete

1 week in the White

Mountains of Crete

2 MONTHS
EUROPE,
CRETE,
ISRAEL
$1199

price includes:

- Airfare NY to

Brussels

- 2 month Eurailpass

; Airfare to Israel

- 2 weeks hotel ace. on

the beach in Crete

I
Making Plans for Spring Breath'

Let Us Help
HAWAII
4 nts Honolulu

3 nts Maui

FLORIDA
Fort Lauderdale

$278 to $580

MEXICO
Acapulco

$579 to $619
$844

Price Includes Airfare & Hotel Accommodations

11
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HAIRCUTS

$8.50
wtth thto coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

86 University Dr.,

Amh«rtt, MA.
549-6610

RENTA*WRECK

New A Used Cars
Trucks S Vara Also Avalable

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 Mo. Amherst

549-2880 .

PR0PHE"3 ^-5 per

L OTMEU TODAY
MERCTtCS al UCF
^t8 'Jtudent ijnii.r.

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright OaT\ Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

- Sam« Day Results -

Serv/ces fhat are
Free, Confidential, Caring

& Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shops

Upper Level

MASS APFMOVeO INSKCTIOM STATIOM

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4Cri

$34.»»

$39.»»

r^
*• '" ^•#1 "•• 'e*'*** wort

•d>« k#«ad »«• fmrnq lyi* >!«#

»

and r*vifnf \rfm^ •upmn 'f.«o»

*- 1 *»"*fc)»o» ca* 'VC -o*-# ^'A^

Lube, Oil & Filter

r
$HT9917

_4

Includvs up to S quortt

o(10-30oil and safety

ctwck

NorthAmherst Tire
i, Auto Center

Fut ServKe Tire Store
78 Sun<Mft*n<l no . No Kmhtttt. MA

Across *rom Watroija s S^we
549-4 704

Book Sale

30% OFF
our regular price

on all books

Sat. Feb. 8 -

Sat. Feb. 15

VALLEY
BOOKS

Carriage Shops
Amherst

M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-5

Sun 12-5

MSA/MC

Collegian 7

FOR ONLY $29.95

This is the Kodak Film offer you've

been waiting for. You will receive a

coupon booklet with 100 Kodak

film coupons, and 10 enlargement

coupons for only $29.95 with no

time limit for their use. We provide

film developing in our quality labs

using Kodak paper and Kodak

chemicals to ensure quality prints

and slides. This offer can save you

hundreds of dollars and can make a

great gift.

If you are not delighted with this

Kodak film offer return it for a

prompt refund within 30 days.

'- Dsveloping Price* —
ASA

100^200

12 Exposures $3.19

24 Exposures $4.49

36 Exposures $6.99

Disc $4.99

100
ROLLS OF

FRESH KODAK

Special

Campus
Promotion

Umit 1 Offer
P^r Person

FILM
as you need it

ASA
40ai000

$4.19

$6.49

$7.99

SLIDE PRICES

20 Exposures $5.99

36 Exposures $7.99

Additional prints 9* each

Mail To:

N.E. PHOTO CONCEPTS
241 King Street

Northampton, Ma 01080 ^^^^^^
jTr<Si"c!c7MirffviSAD7Se»terCerd|

I
Acct. No

I Expires

I
Signature

SAVE HUNDREDS OF !

DOLLARS
ON

I Neme.
' Address.

I City.

I

I
State Zip

FILM AND DEVELOPING I School Affiliation ,

j $29.96 Includes postage and handling |

Even Though We've Changed Our
Name from Olympian, We'll Never

Stop Competing Like One.
Look at These New Winning ValuesI

NIKEAIR JORDAN CONVERSE" HIGH TOP NIKE CONVENTION
Reg 59.99 Reg.^34.99 High Top Reg.H4.99

NOW *49 NOW *27 Low Cut Reg,^39.99

NOW ^39 & ^35

Winner's Circle is following in the footsteps of a

former Olympian. We're the same spirited athletic

shoe store featuring top quality brand name
styles at unbeatable prices. Step into the

Winner's Circle. The shoe store that

continues to thrive on competition.

Winners CiricIe
UM? thriveon competition. [>

p-^^lA \HampshlreMall,Rte. 9,Hadley. ^^ \^'
l::? A V /(^

"%
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"^K^ TOC^"" Continued from page 1

present excessive drunkeness. according to Dan Fit

zgerald. a TOC employee.
' Y(»u can really get bombed on it," Fitzgerald said.

"They can hit you like that."

The Hatch bar is not expected to reopen until Thurs

day or Friday, depending on when draught beer is ob

tained, according to Ashoke Ganguli. director of Aux

iliar>' Services. The TCX^ does not serve draught beer.

Ganguli said only beer and wine will be served in the

Hatch, a change from last year, when there was a full

service bar

"Beer and wme are more popular with the students

in the Hatch and the pizza is there." Ganguli said.

Pizza sales have been down 10 to 20 percent since the

bar has been cl^ed, Ganguli said.

The Blue Wall will not be serving alcohol as it had in

the past, since the coffee and doughnut shop begun last

semester is a success, having earned $500 o%'er normal

operating cost>, Cianguli said.

The Blue VVali lost $18.0(K) last year, he said.

Tom Hannan. 26. of Stratford, Conn., said he was sur

prised when he arrived here Monday for a convention

of the Northeastern I^tail Lumberman's Association and

found no alcohol served anywhere on campus and glad

he TOuld now dnnk during his week long convention.

"I expected it,' he said of the alcohol, 'i was surpris

ed when thev didn't have a bar."

CHINESE KITCHEN
UST HMO

KSTAUMNT

.'()»<• Nov '« to f-'

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS.
430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St.

Hadley Northamptcn

253-2571 586-8220

COlf^CIL TRAVEL
SERVICES
79 S« Pleotoni St Amhef*»k

Tell Your Valentine

She 's A Gem
with Gold and Diamonds

at

Golden Opportunity
Diamond earrings as low as $15.00

^ Heart Rings $30. A

13 N. Pleasant St,

at Lodestone

Arrests of
minors with
alcohol
declines
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

University of

Massachusetts police have

cracked down on minors

possessing; alcohol since

.Ss-pU'inlx r and arrests have

dropped off sharply since

then, records show.

UMass police records

show thirty-eight minors

were arrested in September,

while seven similar arrests

occurred in December.

Overall. 80 minors were ar

rested last semester as op

posed to 12 minors arrested

in the spring semester,

before the drinking age was

raised to 21.

"We pay more attention to

it (minors in possession of

alcohol)." said UMass police

chief Robert Joyce. "Ap-

proximately only 8 percent

of the campus population is

eligible to drink now the

drinking age is 21."

The raised drinking age

has had no effect on the

amount of drivinir while in-

Thursday. February 6. IWMS:
.Collegian 9

C'oUrgian plK><<> b> Mirhellr Sr||aU

Christine O'Neil. left, and Deirdre Armitage enjoy cocktails during

yesterday's opener of the TOC lounge.

toxicated arrests made by ja'l sentence of up to two

vear.s. a fine of not less thanUMass police, records in

dicate. However, Amherst
police records show 69 driv-

ing while intoxicated ar

rests were made last spring

semester only 30 were made
after the drinking age was
raised last fall.

A first offense for driving

while intoxicated is a misde-

meanor. It carries a possible

face more severe penalties,

-Joyce said.

$100 and no more than

$1000, or both. Those con-

victed have to attend an

alcohol education program

which costs about $500 and

surrender their license for

no less than 30 days. They
are also required to pay

lawyers' fees and probably

a surcharge on their in-

surance. Multiple offenders

If a per^>n, suspected of

driving whil5 intoxicated,

refuses to take a

breathilizer test, which
measures the alcohol level

in the bloodstream, his

license will automatically

be revoked for no less than

90 days. He will also have to

attend a court hearing.

Joyce said.

CAMPUS TRAVEL
presents

SPm6 BRBAK'PAYTONA BBACH
featuring the famous CARRIAGE HOUSE HOTEL

Driving Paclcage ^ <#^O
Without Transportation^ T a ^^

Quad Occupancy'

Full Package
Witti Transportation^

Quad Occupancy
f240

Marciil4-21l9a6

Arrangements by ECHO TRAVEL INC

r^e largest m college tours to Fionria

for over 7 years

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES

• "dude* cuitH TV t» londtiiooing •*ki*u:.j''

ind a great pM' *na jjirrv ««ti wiifi » vtst "**

pool bar

1 Qftwav c jicftes to Ojviona Be«f> flonflii ici

.

• i; Friday Mjicn 14 1986 U"'ikeothets *c ii^--

the AtWRI slyle Buses availa&le

• P.! ,i (Ipf k lifl,.-!, rinrt ,i;!ivilits every sinqlf (l.»v

B«!iiv FlopCofMesi

„.rtiia6le !0 Olsney World

lu $, e»MV iwal* and mo'P

^^ ntaurartt disroiint"; I'l

you would go any *^v

I'Diessnlalives 'n

eoiyou

MASSA

tpCO! "

• An enti'f '•'

save you me

• Theswvicesoi '.r

Itifow parlies and

• Allt4»«saiiC :

To Sign Up
Stop By Campus Travel

in the Campus Center

Or For More info

Call 54b-0500

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING TO INSURE YOU THE BEST SPRING BREAK!

Best Hotel-

Guaranteed
You know where you will be

staying on this trip

(with other trips??)

Best Location in

Daytona
Don't let a poor location rum your

trip (the Daytona strip is

23 miles long!)

Shouting Distance
from Everything

The top bars, restaurants, expos antl

free concerts (not a taxi ride

away, like other trips)

Top of the Line

Luxury Coaches
For the most comlortable party

trip to Florida.

Pool Deck Parties

Every Day
The hottest biqgest parties In

Daytona Beach!

You might find a cheaper trip

but why risk your

Spring Break cash on a

cheap imitation!!

"^ senate Continued from page I

feasors across the country.

"Do you immunize for a disease after

you've gotten it?" she said.

A motion sponsored by Senator Bill Col-

lins to amend Student Government
Association by-laws to include a spring con-

cert funding clause was approved 30 to 2

with 10 senators abstaining. The motion

calls for at least $50,000 from the annual

Student Activity Trust Fund budget to be

allocated for the spring events.

Under the provision, 40 percent of that

amount is to be alloted to the Union Pro

gram Council Spring Concert, 20 percent

to the Southwest Residential Area Concert,

20 percent to Eastside events, and 10 per-

cent each to the the Greek Area and Music

Theater Guild events.

Collins said the roll-call vote, where

Knators are called upon individually to

cast their votes, "shows strong support the

student senate has for the concerts to con

tinue."

Marc Kenen, a representative from

START, announced his group's plans for

the "legal picket" tomorrow.

"We have to put things in perspective.

Don't shirk your responsibilities," Kenen
said.

"Will we be remembered as the ones who
caved in, as those who sold out thme before

us, and those yet to come?"
Kenen urged all the senators present to

take part in the picket. "Ifeveryone in this

room would come with two friends each, we
would have over 100 people," he said.

He also spoke of unity among those in the

senate. "The administration is determin-

ed to wait us out. Unity gives us the power

to fight the administration."

The divisions in the senate have caused

student confidence in student government

to be at an all-time low, Kenen said.

"Every time we fight between ourselves,

the administration wins. Everytime we
publish articles against each other, the ad

ministration wins," he said.

The ^nate also observed a minute of

silence to honor the shuttle victims.

CAMPUS
TRAVEL
CENTER

It

!! Spring Break in Orlando !!

We have blocked seats from Hartford

to Orlando March 15-23

space is limited

$259.00 RT/Group Rate of $198.00 applies

if 20 or more people book

Campus Center (2nd) floor)

University of Massachusetts - Amherst
546-0500

Study at

THE HEBREW
UNIVERSITY OF
JERUSALEM

A Unique Academic Opportunity plus

The Unforgettable Experience of Jerusalem
^^U| %1^ *t^^ ^l' ^^^ ^^^
^^^ *T* ^^^ ^B^ ^T* ^m^

Herbert Weinberg,

Director of Special Academic Programs

at the Hebrew University

will be on campus to discuss study opportunities

Thursday, February 6, 1986 at 3:30 p.m.

Student Union, Suffolk Room
Under the auspices of

the U. of Mass.

International Programs Office

B'nai B'rith Hillel

Marilyn Ferguson
author of

The Aquarian Conspiracy:

Personal and Social

Transformation in the 1980"s

For further information
call (617) 731-6810

4-

will speak on
The Visionary Factors-

Leading To Greater
Creative Work

Friday, February 7, 1986, 7:30 P.M.

at the University of Massachusetts Campus Center Aud.

also speaking on Creativity

Professor E. Paul Torrance, Professor D. Sisk

and Dr. W, Butcher

Sponsored by the University of Massachusetts Schools and Colleges

and the Honors Council Free Admission

..•..^••.^^••.^'** ^••^••-^••^•v ^•*

Proctor and Gamble VALENTINE'S DAY

CAREERS IN SALES 1 14K GOLD SALE
MANAGEMENT

. Discussion of career opportunities

in sales/marketing management

Feb. 6, 1986 5:30-8:30

Room 917 Campus Center

Representatives from the beauty care

division of Proctor and Gamble

will be present

Attendance is required for on campus

interview in February

60% OFF
All Ticketed Prices, of 14K

Gold Chains and Bracelets!

14K Gold Earrings $10 sale price

14K Gold Bracelet reg. $50.

Sale Price $19.00

14K Gold Herringbone Chain

reg. $80.00 Sale $30.00

Many Other Specials Available

Sale Located on the Concourse

In Front of the University Store

Feb. 3 thru Feb. 8

10 am - 4 pm
Open MF 9-5

Sat 10-3

oated in the Campus Center ^nmVERSITY
MSTORE^ J

' *
•*'•'»*»'•"•*»*.'.
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The Space Race

Timothy Harris

Millions of Americans emoted on cue last week when
this nation's favorite experiment in the colonization of

space exploded with a spectacular flash in a clear blue

sky The flag, last time I looked, was at half-mast; Reagan
was photographed looking sad-yet-determined; America

as an entity mourns seven "heroes." Or so says USA
Today
Undeniably, it is sad that seven more f'^rsons have been

martyred to "progress." It is also tragic that the "Teacher

in Space " public relations ploy should fail so dismally. But

perhaps the hardest part to accept is the knowledge that

this accident will not in the least halt the forward march
of science in its drive to "conquer the final frontier."

The notion of exploring space has a very romantic ap-

peal. I remember being nine years old. watching Neil

Armstrong walk on the moon. "One small step for man,

one giant leap for mankind," he said. At nine, I thought

that was pretty profound. I also have vague memories of

seeing, in Jan. 1967, Appolo One turn into a flaming ball

of liquid oxygen on the launch pad. The three astronauts

inside. Col.' Virgil I. Grissom. Lt. Col. Edward H. White
II. and Lt. Cmdr. Roger B. Caffee, were also declared

heroes. Who remembers them now? Who remembers the

Apollo One disaster? It occupies a rather obscure niche

in the published history of space exploration.

"Space, the final frontier...," the disembodied voice in-

toned to a generation. "To boldly go where no man has

gone before. Do-waaa, do-wawa-wa..." Imaginations ran

wild. Visions of pressurized plexiglass colonies were

shared, and talk of next conquering Mars and then Jupiter

or Saturn was in the air. Our nation had space fever. And
we were in a race with the Russians.

What is there to show for the investment of lives and
truly astronomical sums of money that NASA represents?

Some spin-off technology has made it to us. like velcro.

which nice I suppose, but could probably have been ac-

complished more cheaply. A great deal of data that is of

intense interest to a few specialists has been collected; the

composition of extra-terrestrial minerals, atmospheric con-

ditions 3.000 miles out in space; etc. This information,

however, is of little help to a Haitian immigrant in Miami,

a migrant laborer in California, or an unemployed steel

worker in Detroit. Perhaps the most prominent legacy of

the space program is the trillion dollars projected to fund

the Strategic Defense Initiative, a.k.a. Star Wars.

Star Wars is the logical culmination of what began with

Gemini, not just a fevered vision of Reagan's idiosyncratic

brain. To blame Star Wars entirely on Reagan is to give

the man far too much credit. Was the goal of reaching the

moon simply to collect rocks? Was the point of Skylab
some academic experiment in living in space? These were

only a means to the ultimate end of gaining power from

the vantage point of the sky.

Star Wars has the capability of being as much an offen-

sive as a defensive weapon. So now the patriotic speeches,

the lives lost and the money spent falls within a familiar

framework. War, Power and Empire. Pax Americana en-

forced from the air.

Many universities won't touch Star Wars research,

however lucrative. They recognize it for what it is. Scien-

tists who haven't been dazzled by the dollar signs before

their eyes agree Star Wars is unfeasible, and in these

times of world wide human suffering, an unconscionable

waste of resources. Redirecting the course of scientific

research is no simple matter, especially when the purse

strings are held by the Pentagon. However, we shouldn't

let All-Star committees and cynically exploited words
about "reaching for the stars" obscure the truth.

Timothy Harris is a Collegian columnist.
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Gambling out lives

Mark Caldiera

How much longer will we allow the malicious Reagan
administration to continue to play *'chicken" with our

lives?

Last July, Mikhail Gorbachev publicly announced that,

as of Aug. 6, 1985, the Soviet Union would suspend

nuclear arms testing until the end of the year; and this

would he extended if the United States reciprocated. This

moratorium, this concrete step towards ending the nuclear

arms race, was brashly rejected by the Reagan administra-

tion on the grounds that it was a propaganda hoax.

Reagan spokespeople claim: Da test ban cannot be

verified; 2lthat the Soviets only made the offer because

they had just completed tests of a new series of nuclear

weapons and had in fact accelerated the test schedule so

it could be finished before the suspension began. The
Soviets soon made rationale 1) moot; excuse 2) was simp-

ly fal.se.

The falsehood was that the Soviets had just accelerated

a series of new weapons tests. According to the data

gathered by the Swedish National Defense Research In-

stitute (capable of detecting underground nuclear explo-

sions in the Soviet Union as small as one kiloton), the

Soviets conducted 14 nuclear tests in 1983, 18 in 1984,

and only 7 before the moratorium took effect - hardly an
acceleration. In comparison, the United States conducted

17 nuclear tests in 1983, 17 in 1984. and 16 in 1985. 7

of them after Gorbachev's moratorium.

Adding to the invalidation of the Reagan administra-

tion's accusation, there is no way anyone could measure
a U.S. or Soviet underground nuclear explosion and in-

fer from that which type of weapon was being tested, or

whether they were new or old - only a fraction of the total

explosive yield is set off during nuclear testing.

As for rationale 1 »-that a Soviet test ban could not be

verified this was made moot in Januar>- when Gorbachev

offered to allow the United States to place seismic detec-

tors on Soviet soil, and to permit U.S. scientists to inspect

Soviet test sites if any suspicion arose. To say the least,

these proposals shocked the off-guarded Reagan officials.

As a result, the administration was forced to alter its

rationale for opposing the moratorium. The new excuse

is that the periodic testing of weapons in the existing U.S.

arsenal is, in the words of Assistant Secretary of Defense

Richard Perle, "indispensable to maintaining the

credibility of our nuclear deterrant." This claim is an in-

tentional fabrication. In 1978, Norris Bradburg, former

director of the Los Alamos Weapons Lab, J. Carson Mark,

former head of the lab's theoretical division, and Richard

Garwin, a 35 year Los Alamos consultant, wrote a letter

to then-president Jimmy Carter, saying: "Can the con-

tinued operability of our stockpile of nuclear weapons be

a.ssumed without nuclear testing?. ..Our answer is 'yes'."

Reliability could be, and has been, assumed almost ex-

clusively by other means: inspection and disassembly of

components.
We are left then, after battling and interpreting the

diplomatic doublespeak, to ask the question "What is the

real reason for the Reagan administration's rejection of

Gorbachev's moratorium?" The answer, we find, is that

the Reagan administration is not interested in a nuclear

test ban, nor in nuclear arms reductions. These are simp-

ly "not profitable " Its intention is clearly an increasing

arms race (read: Space Race) which involves the develop-

ment of a new generation of nuclear weapons - which re-

quires nuclear testing. These new types include the

Strategic Defense Initiatives' Xray-funneling laser bean

weapon, and the electromagnetic pulse-boosting weapon.

While the Reagan administration gambles for profits

with our lives, we must ask ourselves, "How much longer

will we allow this?"

Mark Caldeira is a UMass student.

Duke's capital colors

I am writing this article in awe of a man
among men. This man is a person who, no

matter what all others around him arc urg-

ing him to do, does things in his own way.

The man 1 am referring to is none other

than the the Governor of this trrcit -t.ite.

Michael Dukakis. The issue that 1 am
.speaking of is capital punishment.

On the second day that iVlas-*ach ..setts

votiTs elected Dukakis to his second term.

th<v ali*o appriivfd m rcrcrendu -• initiating

capital punishment into the state penal

cndi- It u a> rinlv a week or two later (after

thi- (it'll \.,u< t tiat the soon-to-be Governor

Scott Frank

announced th.H Hr-spitc 'he people « in-

si.'^trnce, he N''"'! ' nsf the death penal-

ty in any case, and if it was given to a

cnniinai he would repeal the decision. That
is the decision, by the way, of a jury of 'he

person's peers This does not seem to me to

i>e a man who pays much attention to his

constituents.

Let us pause here for a moment to look

at Dukakis and his followers' stance. P'irst

of all. what is the use of a penal system if

it does not punish in accordance with the
crime that was committed? I am not say-
ing that any person who kills should be
penalized by death. I am not being
unrealistic. If a person murders innocent,
deCenseless citizens repeatedly, with no
sense of remorse, what is the .sense of try-
ing to rehabilitate them? I am not putting
down the American rehabilitation system.
I am one of its most avid supporters. What
I am discussing' is criminals who have had
a chance at rehabihtation, failed, and gone
out to kill a^am. and would do it even more
'('ten if given the chance.

VVh;itu( ill I,
. I ng about here is a huge

waste olthe time. ePTorts, and mom y o(Our
rehabilitation .system, time that would be
better spent helping other criminals learn

the wrong of their deeds. According to na-

tional prison statistics, in 1983 there were
1,202 people on death row. It costs upwards

of $20,000 (a conservative estimate) per

year to keep a person in prison. This figures

to be more than $20 million spent on peo-

ple who have already been condemned to

death by their peers, but are just taking up

valuable prison space, thanks to our Gover-

nor and many others like him.

Why does Dukakis ignore the cries of his

IM'ople? In thesf troubled times, citizens are

only tryinu to make a safer world for

themselve- and their children. The reason-

ing behind the Governor's disregard for hi.s

con.stituents' wishes escapes me.

Scott Frank is a UMass student.

Savimbi merits U.S. aid
Much of the American foreign policy

toward the Third World has been
characterized as misguided and incorrect

by many political activists and historians.

Indeed, the dominance of the United States

in the international arena has led many lef-

tist analysts to conclude that any incident

in relations between a Third World coun-

try and the U.S. has resulted from

American meddling and interference. In

other words, all K»cial and economic pro-

blems in a given Third World country can.

m some way, be attributed to American
"imperialism." This attitude immediately

leads a leftist to support the "underdog,"

the Third World revolutionary who is at-

tempting to overthrow a U.S. supported

regime.

Leftists, however, are currently facing

the dilemma of whom to suppoit in Angola.

Savimbi has been in Washington this past

week, lobbying congress and President

Reagan for militar>' aid in his fight against

the Soviet proxy state in Angola. The
marxists in Luanda are supported by bet

ween 30,000 and 45.000 Cuban troops

(depending on whose figures you're using)

and have received an estimated $2.5 billion

in Soviet armaments.
Support for Savimbi has grown rapidly

in recent month-s. as his liberation move
ment has gained international attention.

Yet Savimbi and UNITA (the National

Union for the Liberation of Angola) haven't

just appeared from nowhere. They have

been the dominant forces in the fight for

total Angolan independence for many
years; first against the Portugese in the

1970s, and now again.st Soviet imperialism.

When Portugal granted independence to

Angola in 1975, the marxist MPLA
(Popular Movement for the Liberation of

Angola) seized power from UNITA, promis-

ed to hold elections after a short time

(which, of course, were not held), invited in

Cuban military personnel, accepted Soviet

armaments, and established a communist
state (one's memory cannot help but to

recall the Angolan parallels to Nicju-agua).

In addition, the U.S. Congress dealt a near-

fatal blow to UNITA in 1976 by passing the

Clark amendment, which banned U.S. aid

to the Savimbi forces (this amendment was
finally repealed last year).

Yet UNITA, isolated and without inter-

national support, did not succumb to the

Angolan-Soviet-Cuban military machine;

in fact, UNITA currently controls approx-

imately one half of Angola. Indeed, Savim-

bi has virtually split Angola into two coun-

tries; UNITA has its capital in Jamba,

while the MPLA defends Luanda. Savim-

bi has been verv successful in "winning the

Peter Dow

hearts and minds of the people," and
UNITA now boasts a military force of

24.000 regular troops and 36,000 guerillas.

In addit " n, Savimbi has established a sue

cessful barter fystem, and agricultural and
social assitance programs. .A particularly

important part of UNITA'.s succe.ss has
l>een the establishment of an extensive

education system, consisting of 7,000

.schools and 220,000 students Indeed, by

nearly every measure of merit, Savimbi is

more than destM-ving of our support.

Thus the dilemma that is facing

American leftists becomes evident. On the

other hand. Savimbi is obviously a

legitimate revoluti<mary, yet hs is pro

American and democratic On the other

hand, the Angolan government is clearly

Marxist, has inflicted great pain on the

Angolan people, and has received massive

amounts of Soviet aid and cuban troops.

Additionally, the Marxist regime receives

more than 90 percent of its revenue from

Gulf Oil, a dreaded, exploitative multina

tional. To further complicate the leftist's

decision, the MPLA provides sanctuary for

the African National Congress (ANC).

Ironically. ANC activist Winnie Mandela
has called Savimbi a "bandit" because he

is trying to liberate Angola from the Soviet

sphere.

Thus leftists find themselves in quite a

predicament. For American conservatives

and moderates, the choice is obvious;

Savimbi. the anticommuni.st, pro-American

democrat, deserves our military assistance

in his fight against the MPLA Hopefully,

in the near future, the American left will

emerge from their idealistic fog, abandon

their allegiance to the Soviet proxy state

in Angola, and choo.se to be on the correct

side of history for once. The populations of

Vietnam, Nicaragua, and Cambodia have

all suffererd the results of misguided

American leftist foreign policy pro-

nouncements. Jonas Savimbi, UNITA. and
the Angolan people deserve a better fate.

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist.

Sources: "On the Verge of Success", Peter

Worthmgton. Wall Street Journal, 8/20/85.

James Kilpatrick. "Critical Hour for

Savimbi". Worcester Telegram, 1/31/86.

Norman Podhoietz. "Savimbi Deserves

Benefit of Doubt". Worcester Gazette,

1/31/86. Peter Worthington. "Angola's

I'nknown War". National Review. 11/1/85.

Go ahead...make my day
Hold it! Hold it right there. You're wear

ing a polo shirt and reading USA Today

and drinking a Classic Coke with all that

sugar -do you know there's at least a tables-

poon of refined sugar in each can of Coke?

And that hot dog that you bought at The
Hatch? Nitrites! Carcinogens! Do you know
processed pork causes breast cancer in lab

animals?
Didn't I tell you to put down that

newspaper? How do you expect to gain any

journalistic insight from that daily gossip

rag? It's got blue ink. And diagrams. Aren't

you intelligent enough to gain information

from news reports instead of step-by-step

diagrams? Do you know how much money
Gannett newspapers make in one year?

How much they put into one issue of USA
Today? Why, enough to feed all the anorex-

ic chipmunks in Appalachia. The whales

are gasping, child, and you're eating a

HoHo!
I bet you read The Minuteman, huh? Our

school symbol of the Minuteman is not on-

ly sexist but literally rings of militarism

and ill will -do you listen to the national

anthem, by the way? I bet you sing it at

baseball games. I bet you drink Coors beer

and eat Nestle bars and sing the national

anthem and burp and talk about Dwight

Gooden and dare to enjoy life when the

citizens of this country have wasted their

monev on restoring the Statue of Liberty.

Mary Cresse

How can you do all that when you have

the social obligation to go out into that

world and teach your children that Left is

Right and the Middle belongs in a candy

bar. That simply because of their gender,

women are theoretically bound to agree

with all assertations made by all feminists,

anywhere, on all issues. That no one in any

walk of life should ever be offended. That
children should be taught to see the folly

of duality of thought and thus learn to

argue, and form arguments, and back those

arguments up with facts and figures. That
would be an awful thing

Don't you realize that you should you

should you should you should you should?

What bothers me the most is that you
have the gall not to listen to me. Put that

stack of Minutemans in the dumpster. Add
the UMass Republican Club, too. And
while we're at it, round up all the

moderates and all the business majors.

Find those conservative Democrats. They

go, too.

Well, what do you have to say to all this?

Don't you have any suggestions Mary?
Only one... Make my day.

Marv Cresse is a Collegian columnist.

Dial your way out of the doldrums. Call m to talk with Collegian <^/«mms/jA-om

6-7 pm tonight Only on the UMass Hotline with Bill Stepchew on WMUA
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Update from the office
Welconae back everyone, we hope that

your intersession went well. While you

were away though, we were here continu-

ing and beginning our work on many pro-

jtHTls, Before everybody becomes caught up

in the semester grind, we want to update

you on a few of these projects and hopeful

ly intrigue you to find out more abfiut them

and many others. Perhaps you will even

consider setting up an Independent Study

or an Internship which centers around one

of these issues. Overall, we can begin to fill

you in on all the SGA trivia.

-•Remember the Varsity Sports Teams
we were trying to save? Well today is the

decisive day, but we seem to have already

conquered the major obstacles. Last week,

the Trustee Budget Committee met and not

only chose not to ask for a demotion of these

teams, but also authorized the LTniversity

to fund the teams. We are optimistic that

the full Board of Trustees will feel willing

to agree with the committee's decision.

-The START coalition has been active

ly pursuing an end to the SATF control

crisis. At present, students and ad-

Roth/Burgess
ministrators are negotiating the composi-

tion of an SATF commi.ssion which will be

charged to resolve both the short and long

term difficulties of this c(tntn»l stniggle. We
look forward to an expedient result.

—Yesterday marked the return of alcohol

to our campus. It has been a long haul, yet

it .seems that the insurance companies have

finally compromised on a reasonable pro-

po.sal. So enjoy the return, but please

remember -moderation. Mayl>e we'll catch

you in the back of the Hatch.

Obviously the work is far from over and
IS much more extensive than described

here. Good luck as the semester begins. If

you would like to speak with us about a

problem or a question, feel free to stop by

our office at 406E SUB or call at 5 0341.

We are your co-presidents and we do care.

Help us serve you better!

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are SGA
co-presidents.

Grovs^ing up v^ith UMass
It's very strange for me to be on the

UMass campus as a student. I grew up in

Amherst. My earlie.st recollection of UMass
is walking with my dad past the incomplete

Grad Research Tower. This was during the

60s. the time of the University's

phenomenal giowth as it went from 6,000

to 26.000 students in less than a decade.

For years, construction was the dominant

feature of the campus, and it dominates my
memories- huge cranes, du.st. noi.se.

I grew older and the University became

the ultimate playground. My friend Pierre

and I spend several summers scrounging

together what money we could and riding

up to the University, to the Campus
Center, to play pinball. In those days

games were a dime a piece, three for a

quarter, and we developed about six dozen

ways to steal free games by beating on the

machines in the right places. My earliest

experience with the University staff came

when the maintainence people had to free

me from an electronic race car game. I had

intelligently stuck my finger into a hoile

on the game's steering wheel, and couldn't

get it back out. When all attempts at libera

tion with soap and solvent had failed, they

had to hacksaw te steering wheel. After

three hours in the emergency room at

Cooley JDickenson Hospital, a janitor

finalkly released by finger with another

hacksaw.

UMass was a recreational paradise, close

by and cheap. At various times Pierre and

I used UMass as a bike raceway (the plaza

at the GRC), a source of pilfered candy

(after-dinner mints from teh Top of te Cam-

pus), and a laboratory for studying the ef-

fects of free fall acceleration (the elevators

in the Campus Center and their emergen-

cy stop buttons). For reasons only eleven-

vear-olds everywhere can understand, we
decided one time to camp out in the Stu-

Craig Sandler

dent Union. When we woke up at 2 a.m.

in the darkened room, sore and absolutely

freezing, we decided to head home. Pierre's

bike got a fiat tire, and we were escorted

home at 3 a.m. by the UMass police. Our
parents were le.ss than delighted; we didn't

see the campus for a while after that.

Later, I deserted my bike for the thrills

and spills of skateboarding- at the Univer-

sity, of course. The best ramp in town was
located in the angular expan.ses of the Fine

Arts Center, so my friends and 1 spend
hours and days riding its surface, and oc-

casionally fieeing from the .school's con-

stabularies. So little time, so many misde-

meanors to commit. One time a

photographer from a local newspaper show-

ed up. He took out a film canister and peel-

ed off its lid, but 1 guess he should have

labeled that one, because a small avalan-

che of marijuana c.iscaded out. We went
crazy.

Ah, memories.
Wei!, here I am now, older and wiser as

I tell my.self, and as I .said it's strange. The
modern video games call to me with their

blips and howls, but I mu.st ignore them

-

it's 11:08 a.m., and I have a class to get to

(a class?). Somewhere along the line, I

developed the ability to ride in an elevator

without torture testing it. And the UMass
Transit Service must find a way to mud-
dle through without my snowballs pro-

viding entertainment to its passengers and
drivers.

The after-dinner mints are still terrific,

though...

Craig Sandler is a Collegian
correspondent.

Letters-—---——--——------—-

Anorexia affects many more
In response to the Collegian artic!'- cover

ing the lecture by Joan J. Brumberg or

anorexia nervo.sa, I would like it knov'n

that this disease ^ not only "the reluctance

of adolescent women to eat," but also

adole.scent men, as well as adults of both

sexes.

Paul Gartland
Northampton
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Lounge Lizard
(lounj lizurd) n.

A non-poisonous, two-legged variety

with an enlarged capacity for fun;

having a t)ody uniquely adapted

to lolling around in a lazy, relaxed

manner; indigenous to a popular

local watering hole.

Coming Soon!

ARTS
It's Oscar time!

1 didn't want to write this

article. They made me do it.

Arts editors have secret

ways of making film colum-

nist make their Oscar

predictions. It's hard t.> tvpt-

while your fingernails are

being extracted.

Based on the nominations,

here are my absolutely

fearless Oscar predictions;

Best Picture: Everyone

knows that I'm a Spielberg

fan (notice I didn't say

Spielberg fan, shock

therapy has cured me of

that fiabitt. I honestly

believe that The Color Pur-

ple will win this one becauw

It is a better film as a whole

than the others.

Best Acton William Hurt

simply outacted everyone

continued on pagt 1
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Continuing Education Classes

and University Day Classes

Register through February 10

Registration Office
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call 545-2414 for more information.
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ARTS Oscar nominations are in;

Out of Africa leads
By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press

BEVERLY HILLS. Calif.

- The Color Purple, the struggle of a poor

black Southern woman for dignity, and Out

of Africa, a romantic tale of a Danish

writer, led the field with 1 1 O^ar nomina

tions Wednesday - but voters snubbed

Purple director Steven Spielberg in his bid

for artistic acclaim.

Priizi's Honor, a black comedy about a

lovesick Mafia hitman, and Witness, the

adventures of a New York cop in Amish

country, each captured eight nominations.

The list of contenders for best picture of

1985 was rounded out by Kiss ofthe Spider

Woman, about a revolutionary and a

homosexual who become friends in jail. It

had four nominations in all.

The 58th annual Academy Awards will

be presented March 24.

The nominations reflected the in

dependence of Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences voters They were

unswayed by the big bucks of I985's big

gest box-ofTice hits. Back to the Future could

manage only the song and writing nomina

tions and two for sound, and Ram bo - First

Blood, Part II muscled its way only to a

mention for sound effects editing

Spielberg has yet to win an Oscar, even

though he has directed the all-time movie

moneymaker E. T - the Extra- Terrestrial.

The Color Purple was widely considered

his bid for peer acceptance as a director of

substance.

At Spielberg's Amblin Entertainment, a

secretary said the director was out oftown

and unavailable for comment.

Setting aside the director of a movie

nominated for best picture is not without

prectHienf ' ^et vear. the Norman Jewison

directed A Soldier's Story received a top

picture nod. but Jewison was ignored by

the Motion Picture Academy.
Spielberg; > >tar, stand up comic Whoopi

Goldberg, was nominated for her role as the

downtrodden farm wife.

it's amazing," Goldberg said in a state-

ment read by her publicist Nan Leonard.

I'm grateful and very excited"

Also named for best actress were Anne
Bancroft as the stern mother superior of

A^nes of God. Jessica Lange the country

singer Patsy Cline in Sweet Dreams, and

Meryl Streep as the Danish novelist Isak

Dinesen of Out of Africa.

The performances of Whoopi Goldberg in The Color Purple. Meryl Streep

of Out ofAfrica, and Anne Bancroft in Agnes ofCnnl has earned these three

actresses Oscar nominations for Best Actress.

The Best Supporting Actors and Actresses lists include Margaret

Avery, for The Color Purple. Klaus Maris Brandauer, of Out of Africa.

and Meg Tilly for Agnes of God.

i^predictions
—continued from page 12

^ » I

else in this category. His

characterization of the effeminate

homosexual in Ki.'is of the Spiderwoman

was perfect. It made the movie.

Best Actress: I haven't seen The Trip to

Bountiful but I'm guessing that the real

competition will be between Meryl Streep

and Whoopi Goldberg. Both give wonder-

ful performances, but I think it will be

Whoopi (maybe because she shows a wider

range and gi-eater emotional gi-owth in the

film or maybe because Meryl already has

too many of those little statues).

Best Supporting Actor: This is an easy

one. Klaus Maria Brandauer (Out ofAfrica)

simply outclasses all the others. You miss

him everytime he leaves the screen.

Best Supporting Actress: This is the

toughest acting category, all these women

deserve recognition for their ac-

complishments. The top runners are

Margaret Avery (The Color Purple). Amy
Madigan (Tu'/cc in a Lifetime) and Meg Til-

ly {Agnes ofGod). I think the academy will

probably go with Meg Tilly.

Best Director: First I'd like you all to

notice that a certain favorite director of

mine is noticeably absent from this list. I

won't mention his name, but it rhymes

with mielberg. The top runners in this

category are Akira Kurosawa (Ran).

Svndey Pollack (Out of Africa) and John

Huston (Prizzi's Honor). Your guess is as

good as mine, but my money is on Huston.

Simply because he hails back to

Hollywood's old glory days.

Best Original Song: Who cares?

Best Original Screenplay: This one

goes to the fastest paced, tightest

screenplay this year, and that is Back to the

Future written by Robert Zemeckis and

Bob Gale.

Best Screenplay Adaptation: Menno

Meyjes for The Color Purple.

Best Cinematography: Allen Daviau,

also for The Color Purple.

Best Original Score: Quincy Jones and

Company for (guess what?) The Color Pur-

ple. This soundrack has evocative composi-

tions in the different musical styles from

the ragtime to the jazz eras. The music in

this film is almost a character that makes

itself felt in every scene. Best Art Direc-

tion: Another easy one, Brazil walks off

with this one hands down. The sets create

at once a bizarre off-center world where

this manic story takes place.

Best Costume Design: If anyone aside

from fashion marketing majors cares about

this one, I'm guessing it will go to Ran, a

movie set in feudal Japan.

Now, I iust want to warn anyone who

says to me on March 25, "You were

wrong:" that they will be forced to sit in

every student senate meeting for the rest

of the semester and write 1000 times on a

blackboard "I will always honor and revere

the film columnist."

•••**
The photo running on yesterdays Arts

page was lacking information. The band is

INXS. who is playing at the Student Union

Ballroom tomorrow night. Also, the

Replacements are not from Boston but from

Milwaukee. Sorry for the misinformation.

Geraldine Page, the homeward bound

Texas woman of The Tnp to Bountiful,

scored her ninth nomination. The 61year-

old actress has yet to win.

Jack Nicholson, the cool hitman of Priz-

zi's Honor, and Jon Voight. the escaped

convict of Runaumy Train were nominated

for best actor, along with first time

nominees Harrison Ford, the detective on

the run in Witness. James Garner, the

small town pharmacist in Murphy's

Romance, and William Hurt, the homosex-

ual prisoner of Kiss of the Sptker Woman.

D*m Ameche. 79, who started performing

m movies in 1936. made a sentimental com-

eback by scoring his first academy nomina-

tion for best supporting actor in Cmihw

Nominations for Best Actor include Harrison Ford of Witness. Jack

Nicholson of Prizzi's Honor, and William Hurt from Kiss of the Spider

Woman.

Amherst Ballet

Center

29 Strong Street

10-week adult

evening
courses

starting Feb. 3

BALLET
MODERN
DANCE
JAZZ

All Levels

Call 549-1555

i^ THE FINE ARTSCENTER
**C O N C E R T H A I I

LNIVItSlH Of MAjiACML'ilTTi AT AM

The National Theatre
of the Deaf

I .\Ki:\\ 11 1., MY LOVHi v:

t,'u/l\ AGROVK

riuii sday, Kebriuiry (•> 8 pni

I ;, k, 's ; ]S !i, 1 ;

^S^^
voOggB

THE DEL FUEGOS
Special Guest

Springtield Civic Center Exiiibition Hall

Friday, February 14th-8:00pm

$8.50 advance, $10.00 day of the show

TICKETS ON SALE ON CAMPUS
AT FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

PHONE CHARGES: (413) 787-6600 or (800) 243-4842

Produced in aNscKi.it ion with Wr\\^ I

AU AGES WaCOME. CASH BAR - 21 AND OVER
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c^Mycareer in medicine

began at only 16,

giving vaccinations in

ttieAmazon jungle."

Work. >h,iu \r.f lisi-

1 ,111 lilt -el Iilf Liliii \nK iK.i > .

|»-t .iiu wlutf i'Im'.l.ikf k';itlri -^liip >kill> \n<\ .1 1 .in VI idj^c- smn .in i ji\-\ .iiu wlui t-

1

TdtH- ,111 Aii>ik;ii->\i.kiiiii-i-i,swUi \mi>ii<"-ik' I.i^Aiiktk.is. TrfilS

Suir I-IJU-. Ilnu>i(»n. I»'\.i> 77<ri7 ^
{), ,;ill l-.'^di !_':{! ,7't<). In li\.i-

American Travel Services

presents

SPRING BREAK^*86''
Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

d'^-^a^P C£:^<»"""^a» ^r^C^-'scsi* C>r:^(»^"^liP «ff^<»

Lestaurant

FREE DELIVERY

549-5713

"1

I

Buy any Sub at Regular Price jA

8 Get second at Y? Price 'j
m,ghet piiced item prevarisi

expires: Feb. 14. 1986 R
9| Offer good on deliverv only 55 University Dr., Amhers' ^

laoocx **^»**^»»*^»**»* ""— t?

Shape Up For Spring

Until Friday,

February 7th you can work out at

the BODY SHOP FITNESS CENTERS lor FREEH

Our friendly and knowledgeable staff will

answer your questions and demonstrate our

state-of-the-art Hydratitness equioment.

EXERCISE WITH A FRIEND

AND SAVE $$$$

Sign up with a Iriend and get the 2nd

membershiifai 12 PRICE!!

THE BODY SHOP

TWO CONVENIENT CAMPIS I.0( AT10\S

BoNtleii <<. Tojniaii

".30 ^):00 am
12:0n 1 nn pm

^ Mil ^ illi pill

Still onK S'n/scn';^'cr

'P»»»»»«»!

BecomeA Carbiir's

Lounge Lizard...

Tuesday, Feb. 1 1th!

We're kicking off Carbur's exclusive
Lounge Lizard Club in style...with
a big party beginning at 7:30p.m.

!300 Membership Buttons
will be given away Free!

!99.3fm/The Hot Spot will

broadcast live from Carbur's
7:30-10p.m.

\Free all-you-can-eat spiced
chicken wings

\Free Balloons

Wear your L.L. button and get:

• Dynamite Daily Specials

*Cash Discounts in the L.L.

balloon-bursting lotteor'!

You can't afford to miss
this party!

a chance to Win a
Week's Dream

Vacation for Two
to Cancun, Mexico

Travel arrangements throug.i

Pioneer Valley Travel

CARBUR'S
Restaurant & Lounge • Rf. 9 Hadlcy, .\L\

.38(vlM78

ARTS
live wfire By Johny CantRead

INXS will play the Fine Arts Center tommorow, UPC
has invited those looking for a little safe rebellion. The

chancellor and your mother would aprove if they knew

how sweet the boys really are.

I went to the UPC meeting and one officer, the one who

said something about "MTV brainwashing." said. "It's

(INXSl sold out and that's the general game plan we were

going for.

INXSs opener New Man is one of landslide of Boston

bands that tormed in the wake of the success of "til tues-

day and the Del Fuegos with the sole purpow of MTV
exposure.

Ifyour an Excess fan and didn't get a ticket. Square One.

playing Friday and Saturday at the Cheers Lounge in Nor-

thampton, have just as good haircuts and an cquaii.v ex

cessive lead guitar.

The Roches playing the Calvin Theater Saturday night,

could be great but they put all their energy into singing

to impress instead of to communicate. They can sing, but

their problem is they hide it behind every gimmick they

can think of. So, if you're into the hallelujah chorus and

gregorian chants, and get over the fact that one of them

is Suzzy rhyming with Sudsy, have a ball Progressive

music, hallelujah.

Mass Aid looks like bandwagon of the year. Jump on

it. Sign up at their new office across from Earthfoods in

the Student Union. It'll be our only chance to prove we

can hold a concert in the Stadium without breaking

anything.

Buckwheat Zydeco, the king of Black. French soul, is

appearing tonght at Pearl Street. I suggest stopping at

Bubs Barbecue, Route 16 in Sunderland, on the way, and

making it a swampy Louisiana night It Ix^ats Superbowl

reruns.

Taj Mahal, playing at the Ironhorse tonight, should be

just as much fun, and sold out. Johny Winter, while not

as much fun or as much of a standout, nor even an alum-

ni, is not sold out. Tickets go on sale today for the

February 25 SUB show. Opening will be Rory Buchanan,

who is a standout.

Tonight's National Theater of the Deaf production of

Farewell My. Lovely and In A Grove, will be the gutsiest

gig of the vi?eekend. Shows will be spoken and signed.

Monday, Jorma Kaukonen. the iron man of rock will

play the Ironhorse. If you close your eyes and imagine,

It's 1927 and the dustbowl all over again. I guarantee it

won't be a nostalgiafest.

For thc^e of you who've seen Jorma in a bigger city play-

ing with his hieavy metal band, forget it. He doesn't bring

them to the Ironhorse, which seats only 85,

The Stompers are playing Valentine Hall. Amherst Col-

lego. Saturday.

EVERY THURSDAY AT

riANGP
rjance/Club

•••••«•
•^CHANGES :

CASH

REVERSfe

COVER CHARGE
" Every Customer Arriving^

,- ' Before 10:00 2

Receives $1 .OOS
$sVss$$s$ss$ssssssssssss$ss$$ss$ssss$ssss$sssss$

s^\<'^^ X
CLy\SS^

* * AVAILABLE FOR
* * PRIVATE * *

* * PARTIES * *

- DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE

Pearl
^

Harbors

$1.75 ^

Free Sodas For Designated Drivers

Must Be of Legal Drinking Age

dance/club Rt. 9 Amherst 256-C284
MANG

ea(J!i| place
• BRFAKFAST f.rnvTD ANV TIME

• OPEN • f! f R A WINF
^ A M 1AM SUN THUMn itna D TIL MIDNlU
• PLENTY OF PARKINC. • OPtN ?4 HOURS FRI A SAT

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER S»OP A SHOP|

Rl« 9 • H*(ll<>y<Amh«rsl

2566889

L.

WITH TNI5 SPt( lAl

Ad V*nt*l»» COUPON
Bicaklasl

S«r««d Anyltm*

SEAFOOD & CRAB OMELET with
CHEESE and HERBS

Homelries or French Fiips, Buttprod Tnasl or

"Thomas" English MuHin oi Corn, Bran or

Blueberry Muflin

Buy A Seatood & Crah Omelel «bo»p and gpl anoMiiv one
iusl like It FREf inyiip a rtijind to breatil,isi and lahr
advantage or ifun »aiu»tii<! oir««'

Cannot b« u«**l *»*'' *'^» f>'' • ©tier e* 0<9re^nl C*Hip=.'"

mu«i b« pf«wnt#^1 «i I'Ti^ cit m<NH VAii'l f ii9f% a *#**

Ui -wl tri aM fr'^, ,,.».» in »'»ii.

DINNER FOR TWO
ONLY 9-^^
Mrtltl Ittlt Ad V«ntag« coupon

Choice ol

CNefcsn Kiev. Baked Slutted Sole or Our
Large 9 oz Sirlom Steak

Dinnffs irirlude Ct^oicfs nt Two
Ba^ii'd o' Frpnrh Fried Polalfjp'i • Vegclablns ol iri«

Day • Cole Slaw or Collage Cheesa • Tossed Salad • RolK
A Bullet

C.annnI rir ,i%#»#l «itt> 4n» oth#r f>rr*r or nuTHinl r.ntffton

m.i'.l hr , T . :,i.-i ^, ,,,„, „( order Valid t l)«»S » wr-t-k

Oftar E«pir»i March 1. H88 |,^„ ,.,,,, ,„. ,„ iv,v.„. , , , , ,,

1
I

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

Make checks payable to Ron Huberdeau |

, 4
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

.J

USA TODAY
for the leaders of

tomorrow.

SAVE 40%
Subscribe now and get USA TODAY

Monday through Friday
for only $1.50 per week

That's 40% off the newsstand price!

There's never been anything

like USA TODAY on campus.

Dorms Onlv 13 wks for $19.50

Name.

Address.

City State Zip

Telephone
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DELTA UP5IL0N a/xA/i!

1'™S-/i Q' LITTLE 5|ST£R!S KOSH

MONEY MOTIVATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and Have
the Confidence to Prove What it Takes,

Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expan-

ding a new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing

is the future successful road to sales in the 1980's,

and we are growing rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to

work around your schedule, and you can earn up to

$10.00 per hour while training. There are still 25

positions available. Salary plus Commissions plus

Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM,
Dave 413-256-4101

SCIENTIFIC

CALCULATORS

omeswitliTextboolt/

^th ami Science Student Calculator with Wallet

Model EL-SQSAT IJteWI Price $19'^

Wa8ei<siz«<. (BlI-toateNKl scientific ealculalor with twiH-in statistics (uncfions

Scientiltc functions periormed at the toucn o1 a Kf-y are • Ifiqom'm^.vc isin. cos, tan'i and trwir uwerscs

• Exporienti.il (base 10 and tMse e} atid theif mve'5e& (loqaritfrns) • Factorial (n' |
• 3 angfe modes

ideftf«vfa(Ji3n''9ra<l> • Mean, sutn and standaro devfa!>on • Power {y') and ns inverse !'x rooi of y")

Otiwf Features IfHtependcrtlv accessible J-key mesnorv • lb levels of parentheses with up to 4 ^<iu%

operations • Easy-to-read 8 ilig*t liquid trystal display Scientific notation iS-diqit mantissa, 2-diQ<t

expoficrti • 'Auto Power Oti
' ^'"

tursctton • Oisptay format exc^ariQ*- 1

f -F i<ey t
• Comui* witt^ waiii

.

battenes and app«icafw texttxH*

(Nmensiom 2-a'16"(W)x9/3?(Hi k4-21/3?!0)

Located in the Campus Center

M-F
9-5

@, UNIVERSITYm STORED

SOUTHWEST RESIDENTS!
Help Organize Southwest Week
Fight Unfair Housing Policies

Get Involved ^'

RUN FOR
SOUTHWEST ASSEMBLY

REPRESENTATIVE
Vacancies For:

Crampton Emerson James Washington

Kennedy Mackimmie Prince JQA
Pick-up nomination papers in the SWAG office, Rm. 7, Hampden
Commons. Papers due at 5:00 pm on February 10, 1986. Elections

held on February 12, 1986 and February 13, 1986.

ON CAMPUS
Members of Our Technical Staff

February 20, 1986

Research challenges for PhD/MS graduates with

interests m

• Machine IntellifseiKe

• VLSI

• Image Processing

• Signal Processing

• Optics

• Digital S>istems Design

• Satellite Communications

• Microelectronics

To arrange an interview, contact your Placement Office or

send your resume to Marilyn L Bodnar. MIT Lincoln

Laboratory. 244 Wood Street, Lexington. MA 02173
(61 7-863-5500, ext 705O>. U.S. Citizenship required

An equal opDO'1u^l^^ aMirmative actto" e«"pioye»

Lincoln Laboratory

^•x^

«&-.

SPRING ^86 RUSH
Rush PIKE and be part of

• The largest fraternity on campus

• Greek area Football, Softball, Volleyball

champions

• Fraternity that has raised over $70,000

for the fight against Multiple Sclerosis

• The Fraternity that does not haze

RUSHES ARE:
Thursday Feb. 6th

Monday Feb. 10th

Tuesday Feb. 11th

9-11 418 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst 545-2150

DOONESBURY GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE BY GARY LARSON

H0N^y?6eTIN
HSfie' JCAN7
FINPlHBUOm^'

PAMNi UJHAT IS IT bUlTH
THATQilCK7$HeTAlLS>
ME- PA^ANPNlOHJ, BUT
(AJHBN I RBALDfNUPHtR
1 MIGHTA^lAJULBtde..

THUMP'

7HUMP'

UH-OH

(pb^:^.

Anyone interrstt'd in writing for the I'ollt^mn

IS invited to a FRHK Sl'REKN'INC .if

ALL THE PRESIDENT'S MEN

slnrrnii: Duslin Hnffintin Ruhirl Hi'il/nnl

Tuiniiht. 7:30 p.m. Campus C'tr. 165-69

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Milrd h> I rudr Miihrl Jaffr

FREAKER PATROL

"For crying out loud. Doris. ... You gotto drog that

ttiir^g out every time we all get together?"

BY DOWE a O'BRIEN

X U/^K/TPt> TO S^A'D
OUfK n^oh/et So AS To

roeer rue 6Pe«rEsr
S7uDe>^T A/eei> it

^^zzzzszz^

C^mpu^ C€KiTt9 Off

f) f€uj S?9ftrs

TiArrv ."

Bt/T O/m/iO 7HAT

A/OT /> CHfiUCe "

Lue cey ...

S€v€A^ry - Piv€

HOUSEMATES BY R.MILLER

I cmi&eum \

LET YOU TALK ME
INTO COMINfr TO
THIS PARTY, OLIVE

WE DONT EVEN
KNOW mi^ PEOnf

.

you NEED TO MEET
NEW PEOPLE. IT'LL

HELPYOUTOfORtET
ABOUT YOUI^ BOY-
FRIEND.

©•Ttfc

I SEE YOO'^ COME
To TERMS WITH THE

PAIN OF SEPARATI6H

ONE MteWT
PWELL ON
7>IESETMIN(jS.

GORDY BY GORDE
HHB

)WY, / HAP' fJO
IPEA You SLEPT
\fjiTH SUCH A 8I&
80ARING SPBAR'
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Weather Today: Mostly sunny,
hi^hs in the mid-30s. Tonight: Clearing,
fofrowed by increa.sing cloudiness. Lows in
the teens. Tomorrow: Cloudy with a
chance of snow, highs 25 to 30. Forty per-
cent chance of snow.

MENU

BLOOM COUNTY

LUNCH
Ham Grinder
Broccoli an<i Cauliflower Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
(iarbanzo Vegetable

Stew
Chicken Cutlet

Sandwich
Cranberry Sauce

DLNNER
Meatloaf

'Marinara Sauce

N.E. Style Scrod

BY BEHKE BREATHED

THIS 15 fl mdIM
SUB MP you'Re

_ ^ currtfi! JOHN

,f1X fi5 3Piei
^'

Wf5 /5 flfj ourm>e -^^

W(MP WAR m •=' H^TVefJ'T

you f^opce seeN

CANT 36 pefemp..
you..youtv/L eiWR6^

I pome p»nB yfi
^

' ^^ .k^L

^^•^

I

^

BASICS DINNER

Kiesla Rice and Cheese

N.E. .Stvlc Scidd Herb Ciumb Toppin"g
' /

'

^ E^'^s with Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Today's Staff Night Editor: Anne McCrory Copy
Editor: Liz Hettinger Layout Technician: Anne

McCrory Photo Technician: Michelle Segall Produc-

tion Supervisor: Conor Plunkett Production: Mia

Rowan, Matthew Laurence. Rob Catalano. Adam Lavine
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I TIRED OF PIZZA?

t AMHERST
I DELI
I
DELIVERY

I CALL
\ 549-6314
J MON-WED4'^8 THUR SAT 4-10

I CARRIAGE SHOPS - AMHERST
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HOYAL CUAUt
ORIENTAC Foop maiutet

MO Collef« Si . Ru 9. Amhcrti 2S3-S6S«
Sun<UyFrid«y 10-8. S«iur(Uy 9 S

Happy Chinese New Year

SaMWt A Spto* •WmIm • Fmm«i It CtmmM Ganh • CbiMii( hMt-xwn '>

Sl StMp^n • ^kumtmOt T^m Om Fuod • H«d lo Find Fwih Orwnul '

• N(f» Iwms m Every W«k • B19 ihipmmrt of InAin SpKc^ • F 1

Onwilal Ciif!» • Cook Buck!> at (xiMishef * t****

TK* kn«^Kn * toffM Nwvtuwv »"i»l<« fli BoMo* w Mm Va^

UMASS SKI CLUB
Trip to Mount Snow

and Happy Hour with John Morgan

Sat. Feb. 8 - $23. for members

sign up at UMass Ski Club Wed and Thurs

Have your skis precision hand tuned by EXPERIENCED Ski

Technician. Discount for members. Call Ski Club for details

and appointment 545-3437
I

::!:'..:y-"..::5\.!y"-.:y\AX..:» ^mMMMMMMMM:

I Mental Health Groups Spring 1986
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Self Exploration Groups

Group I Tuesdays, 3:30 - 5:00

Group II Wednesdays, 3:30 - 5:00

Emotional Effects of Chronic Physical Illness, Fridays 12 -

1

Register for these groups during the first three weeks of

classes. For information, or to register, call 545-2337 or

come by 127 Hills North.

Adult Children of Alcoholics

Group I Mondays 1:00 - 2:30

Group II Tuesdays 1:00 - 2:30

Register for these groups the first three weeks of classes.

For information, or to register, call 549-2671, xl81, or stop

by the Health Education Office at UHS.
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at Seasons' Sunday Buffet Brunch
...Dixieland style!

Paradise City Jazz Quartet and Seasons famous

Sunday brunch all for only $8 75 Buffet specialties:

from quiche to roast beef, eggs and ham and seafood

casseroles to delicious pastries and the two-beat

rhythm of New Orleans Jazz'

February 2,9,& 1 6 from 1 1 :00-3:00 pm.

529 Belchertown Road • Amherst • 253 9909.

Special Student / Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia

and other destinations in Europe, Asia,

Africa and the Middle East.

Winter Rate* to Scandinavia

New York to Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm

from $215 one way, $350 roundtrip

Chicago to Copenhagen

from $215 one way, $350 roundtrip

Chicago to Oslo, Stockholm

from $255 one way, $430 roundtrip

Foi Inloimation Call: _«__

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
Yuulh and iludeni liavfl nsperl* Un ovri <i ti^i**!*

17 E 45th St.. Neu York. NY 11)017

(212) 986-9470

STOP LOOK LISTEN
STOP wi^riyiiiii »,vh.it to do with v<>ut di-fni «

m Ml .miinuiucti' LOOK ai how ihe
IN?r! ; .

f AUDIO Rl . : . .HC}\ c-\-\ enhance
vni! !t , ?v LISTEN lo f I. .. ppoitunity call-

The INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH, in the
heart of New York's Greenwich Village, has
modularized its renowned MULTITRACK
RECORDING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM into
two summer sessions.
By the ime you get your Degree you will also

have your INSTITUTE Diploma and entree into the
exciting worlds of Music Recording, Broadcast,
Audio for Film and Video. Concert and Theater
Sound and much, much more
The INSTITUTE Program may also be taken on its

regular nine-month schedule, starting four times a
year For further information fill out and return the
;^ftached coupon o-^ call

—

(212) 677-7580

Name
Address.

City State.

Phone

(

)- .College.

.Zip.

Institute of Audio Researcli
64 University Place. Greenwich Village
New York, NY 10003 Established

1969

The
fastest-growing

profession

in America.
>lccordSng to tfie U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,

tfie need for paralegals is about to double.

Now is the time to become a part of this

dynamic profession . . . and there is no finer train-

ing available than at Philadelphia's acclaimed

Institute for Paralegal Training. After j ust four

months of intensive study, we will find vou a job

in the city of your choice. We are so confident of

the marketability of our graduates that we offer a

unique tuition refund plan.

To learn how you can add market value to

your college degree, return the coupon or call toll-

free: 1-800-222-IPLT.

We'll be on campus 2/1Q/86.

Contact vour placement office to arrange for an
individual interview or group presentation.

Housitii^ and
Financial Aid
available

THE iNsrmrrE
FORRMWKVM
TRMNING
Approved by the

American Bar

Association

upwi
Pan

RUMA

Institute for Paralegal Training

1926 Arch Street

Philadelphia, PA 19103

Please send a copy of your catalogue.
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UMass Minutes debut next Monday night
Monday night marks the

unveiling of iht- ^Ma^-^
Minutes, a kickline daiuf

|#am, that i> scheduled to

perform during halflime of

the int-n's baketball game
against Penn State in the

Curry Hick.s Ca^r
The Minutes art' a

_'.J member team that ua-
tiirmtii last fall with the

goal of providing entertain

ment for the fans and team
support for the Minutemen.

Acciinliiij^ ti' Sti'lanie

Zuckei , the team captain,

the kick line dance troiip is

^omethinu that is " very

popular throughout high
schiKils in New York and
Long Island but that she

thinks the ecmcept i> tan 1>

unknown tu the
Massach'i.setts area.

But Zucker wanted to

point out that the Minutes
are dancer- and not
'showgirls who take their

do

PK^ NOW OPEN
Riverboat Village

APARTMENTS, SOUTH HADLEY.
1. 2 or 3 BEDROOM UNITS

etAuTlfUL MODUS (yCN SMf D Bi lmA!» LH-,A '.t - !i ii-jTt N r ^ .", ' .:

•Swimming Pool •Ttnnit Court •Club Houst •SNuMI* Bo«id Couii
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roles seriously as

theerleaders and other

etitertainers.

Practicing five lo si.\

hours per week and fully

uniformed, she said that the

Minutes hope to put on a

yood show for the fans hut

don't re^'ard themselves as

a replacement to the UMass
Cheerleaders >

KARATE
$19.96

for 4 weeks
Fred Villari's

Studio

Sports

Notices
UMass Women's

Rugby: The University of

Massachusetts women's
iut,'hy team is starting

practice for the spring

season on Friday, Feb. 7.

The team will practue r»n

Tuesday and Friday from

5 7 p.m. at Totman (lym

The team stresses that

no experience is necessary

to start playing rugby and
thai any women int.erested

is welcome to come to a
practice.

Collegian Staff: All

aspiring sporiftwrliers
should visit the news room
(Campus Center Room
II ^. liottom floor) and ask
tilt the sports sditor.

International Student Solidarity
For Soviet Jewry

Join hundreds of students from around the country in Washington D.C

-learn the latest news about Soviet Jews
- protest at the Soviet Embassy
- educate our congresspeople and lobby for increased efforts on behalf of

our brothers and sisters

This is probably the single most effective action we can take in support

of Soviet Jewry Be part of this intensive, high level effort that can really

make a difference in someone's life!

Information Meeting: February 6, 7 pm Suffolk Room
Lobby in Washington, D.C: February 26 and 27

Stop by or call the Hillel office for more information 545-2526

_L.t.EGIAN CLASSIFIK
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Men Thurs. 8 45 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone numtiei FREE

ACTIVITIES FOR RENT

^MW Ucchi-Ry« Karate Club meeU Fri

ftn 24 Totman 5 pm classical Okinawan
karate training new members welcumc

WSYL - first organizational meeting
TONIGHT CC 174 7:00 en the agenda
election of new board members. New
members welcome!

Newman Student Video present? Place?

in the Heart Fri Feb 7 7:0<1 pm mi i h.ir^c

all are welcome

Union Video Center's finst general
meeting of the .semester is today at 4:0(i

Wi in the Commuter Lounge. All

pdcomcl

^
AtJTO FOR SALE

~

VW Superbeetle, 1973 good condition

$1200.00 as ia or liest offer. Call 253-5790
after 7:00 pm

1975 Plymouth Fury, good condition must
sell. $400 (HI tel 584.9362. 665-3207

1978 DaUun B210GX .5speed AM FM-
cassette excellent condition $950 or BO
call 549-0425

72 VW Beetle semi-automatic dependable
$275 586-7088

1976 ToyoU Corolla 4

transportation $850 o

549-1421

spd 2 dr reliable

BO call Luisa

71 Plymouth auto. New exhaust system,

Hiowtires. $360 must sell. Call Nga
546-4837

7i VW Rabbit. 4 door, standard. AM/FM,
funs great, must sell 546-4854

80 Cam Z28 .'550 auto alarm Sony ca.s.sette

good cond seek to sell immed asking $48(M)

549-7H16 _^
68 Dart auto runs good $550.00 .584-3308

new tires good mileage

1975 VW Rabbit 79.000 mil.

stereo, runs well. $825 2.59- Ion.;

1979 VW Rabbit 122.000 miles. Excellent

condition, 5 speed. Guaranleeil $11.50.

2.59-1.582

BOLTWOOD

Bnltwood Project Information Sessions:

Weilnesdav. February 5 rm '.'17; Monday
February" 10 rm ' 804; Weilncsday
PVbniarv' 12 rm !M7; Tuesday. February

18 rm 9l7. Campus Center 7:00 pni come
see what we're all about!

PridKC Rental! free delivery*R & P
Package store 253 9742

Available one room'in spacious apart-

ment at bus .ttop. Five miles from campus
$133'month includes elec & hot water call

anytime 2.53-382.5

Large studio apt w/rireplace. private bath

and kitchen. $385, includes heat. Steve

.549 OS.59 anytime

Large room available immediately in 3

bedroom house, '/j mile from c;impu?

$150* call anytime 256-0049

Looking for female for single room in

three bedroom apt. Close to town and
campus 225 plus call 549-4149 Triangle St

House/rooms available 5 liedroons, 2 liv

ingrooms, large yard, near lake, on bus

route. Call .549 n44

FOR SALE

Desk. Large, 4-drawer. hardwood with

large surface. (kkkI condition. $90.00 or

best offer Call 253-5790 after 7 pm

Smalt refrigerator for $45. Great for

dorm call 665-3706

Elertrir Starfire-4 guild guitar for sale

call .loann .586-9402

$300 worth of TWA trans. Fly anywhere

by march 24, selling for $200. 584 5558

IBM Graphics Printer excellent condition

call Arnie 253-5143

Airplane Tlcitet on Republic Airlines.

Roundtrip to California. Seattle, Arizona,

New Orleans, Florida, and more. No
restrictions on reservation. First class,

$290 .549-4149

SMALL FRIDGE excellent cimd. call Tim
after six 2.56-8602 $60

Need bail monev quick Yamaha .system

BO call Dude .546.5078

Bass - (> & L lIKKi series (black) amp
Fender suiier reverb (4 lO'si I' A head

F'eavev 400 (210 watt.-;) all ex. <ond. going

cheap call Bill .584-5173

takamine F360S Acoustic Guitar ex

cellent condition, plavs well and sound-

great $2'25 2,59-1.582

Weejtiv pay for newspaper delivery in

dorms. M'u!^I be able Ik deliver 7

days/week. Pay is variabl'- N. • ir ruHNJi-d

Call evenings 2.53 7m »9

Tlie Commuter Area (rfjvernment is stak-

ing a work .study student to l>e a fxilitical

advocate for off-campu.s student;. Duties

imiuile: helfiing to organize area lenant-i;

unions, advocating for iniprove<l bus ser

vice, and researching the effects of fee

hikes on off campus students. Deadline 1

1

feb 3 PM 404 SUB .545 2145

••••JOBS'***JOBS****JOBS**"
Scera, the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy, is hiring the

following positions; Public Relations,

Researchers, Anti-Oppression Week Plan

ner and Clerical. We encourage all

students to apply, especially women and

people of color. .Applications available in

420 Student I'nion due 2'7 .545-0341

AA/EEO employer

Campus Tour Service is hiring for soring

semester Apply at 101 Berkshire House

by '2/14

Small Northampton advertising agency

looking for student intern. Must have car,

organization, enthusiasm Call; .586-2135

(iold ring, between Crabtree and Lyon

mar Worcester IK'. (Ireal sentimental

v;ilue large reward! Gregg 546-3249

SUO« REWARD THE RAMONES

MOVER

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop. 28 hours including classroom

and shop. Limited enrollment. 2.53 2098

Music and Dance Instruction. Perf'irm

ing Arts Division, register by Wednesday,
February 5. I'Mass student discounts

available. Old ChatK-I'l'Ma.ss 545 (l519

Private Guitar Lessons. Experienced a' '

[latient teacher RiK'k/Poii/F'olk/Blues. Ii

provisation. Reading. Tneory, C'ornpos^

tion. Your home or my studio. Doug
.549-4786

JOURNALISM EXPERIENCE
~

Bring the news of your school to the fiy
college area. (Iain valuable cxperirnci

reporting for an award winning
newspaper t'ontart DAILY Ct)L-
l.EGIAN .545 3500

U>ST

TOUND
Brown leather wallet on Wii

.Mahar Aud durmg Koon 31

1

(iiirdon for reward 2.53-3571

•CASH"

Please call Mike
»r yi

546-6105

Did von lose a dog? Black and white w iih

a tan muzzle. Approx 1 vr old. If so call

Saul at 549-0696

THirteen keys on ring, fcmnd Ttipsdav

afternoon. 2 4. in parking lot (;2 (near Fer
baseball cards nald Hall) call Carolyn to identify .54*; 1 1 til

ENTERTAINMENT

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your

t«.ste Call Chris 256-6845

Wantlo have some fun? Bl s TKII' '» i

Boston Night Club (m Feb 21 1- A( LS is

large and hat ;t dance n<Hirs. I- or informa

tion call n.. , -V' 'IH'

GAYLE FRANCES WOJNAR

Hqipy Birthday we love yon!!

HELP WANTED

Entry Level Marketing Position in Itx'al

multi'million dollar firm hourly wag<"-

starting from 4 to 5 dollars, plus paid sales

commissions Matt: .584 .'J.596

Car keys in SBA Monday afternoon small

knife aitached. Please call Steve .549-381..

i»in: Pai.s[e\"shaped with colored sti.ncs

Thurs 1
.30 '86 Great sentimental value. It

I'Mund. please call .549.3809j-ewani' ^
Smali^isuaTald in black vinvl case Fn

dav .laniiarv 31 R(«.m 113 CKC nr vi. ini

!v' i tesfH-rately needed by visually di^.nb!

eil sluilenl. Reward. 6«,5-K31ii

•t'20 reward for the return of a blue duf-

fle bag misplaced in H.-rtcr Hall pli'a--

call Colleen .584 1371

Silver bracelet wTMon Feb I
. Vil

Nick for reward 549 .5tiO,>

'Round Town Mo»er» fast, reliable,

cheap Call Michael anytime 323-6780

PERSONALS

Looking for Christian Fellowship?
Alliance Christian Fellowship Thursday
2/6 7:15 Campus Center

(^et~the most from your workout. CaM
Mai for supplements at reduced pnces.

.546-7549

Say it with a (iower!! Send a carnation to

a friend for Valentines Day Table in Cam
ijus Center on Feb 5- 12 spon.sored by

Newman Club

Southwest Residenu!
'

• Help organize Southwest Week "

Fight unfair housing policies
• •

Get Involved

• run for

Southwest Assembly Representative *

•vacancies for:
«

•

Crampton, Kmerson, ,lames, .IQA
• Kennedy. Mackimmie, Washington

• Nomination pajH-rs available at the •

• .SWAt; Office in HamiidenCajiers *

• due at 5:00 pm on February 1 0th

•»•••*•#•••••••••••••••••••••****

.SWAP BEDIMNG: our extra double mat

tress for your double liox spring. 665 8144

to aii Sigma Kappa's 1 had a great time

thanks for lieing so nice Love .'ana from

(JA

CONGRATULATIONS MAlilMi way to

go big fella, you ami Kiilh Bii,"?i will maki-

a great team'

Jane Doe. Arc you doing it " T t^iieen

Happy Birthday Janet Larkin! We ho(n'

all yciur wishes come true love Shutic
Wilta. and .lane Doe

I>ost - gold bracelet of extreme seniiniin

Ui\ v.ilue. Reward offered' I'li-a-f I'all

.546-6664

Room available! 15 mon drive to cm.ipus,

Levrett 4 broom hou.se, living rm. kilch

.New furnace & .shower $17H mo Judy at

1 '267 .'W85 evenings

RIDERS WANTED

Tuesdavs and Thursdays from Amherst
to Boston and back call 549 7587 Claudia

ROOMMATE WANTED

in Roek "n- Roll High School Feb 1 1 5, 7,

9, II SCB s(K)n.sore<l by WSYL

TRAVEL

iiooking for a female to share a two
bedrooom apt you will have your own
room ('los€' lo campus Call Yasmin
.549-0926

1 male roommate for Brittany call

2.56-0082

SPRING BREAK on the beach at South

Padre Island, Daytona Beach, Fort

Lauderdale, Fort Walton Beach or

Must.ang Island/Port Arabsas fnim only

$89; and skiing at Steamboat or Vail from

only $86! IMuxe lodging, ^larties. gotnlie

liags, more Hurry, luill Suncha.se Tours

for more information and reservations loll

free 1 800 .32 1 ,59 1 1 TODAY! When your

.Spring Break counts, count on Suncha.se

Party!" Party! Party! C'ome with Luv
Tours to unny and exciting Fort Ijjuder-

dale, Da> lona or Key West. Best hotels

on/off thi Strip! Transportation availablt

Single room for rent in 8 bedroom home
Imrdering C.Mass. $250 • utilities mo. Call

,lohn or Pat at ,549 6364 house has 2'lt

liathrooms, Ig. living room, Ig. yard, 2 kit

chens call anytime

Wanted 2 roommates male or female 5

minutes from campus Rl 9 call anytime
,584-4601

One bedroom in two bedroom
townhouse in Sunderland on bus rou: •

225 each plus brand new, porch 665.7907

or 665-.'t414

Best proces going! ("all Mark 549-6173,

Ken .^'
I.'1749. John 549-6403,

Frank ,'.49 6850
tirad.

Spring Break in Florida at Ft. Lauder

drie or Daytona for $139 or in the

jlthan.rts for as low as $3.50 call Dara
2jb 1:>69

SERVICES

Brittanv Manor apt male roommate rent:

1.50.00 call 549 6014 2,53 7004

Female to share room in Brittany Manor
for spring semester call 2.53 3612

Female roommate wanted lo share room
in ijrittany. Located across from bus stop.

Easygoing pe<)plc (all 2.56 6262

Newly renovated Brandywine apt setk 1

male roommate in 2 Mrm apt Shoulil ln'

clean Hi res|HinBible. Come hv 111, l«'i

wwn »'>::iO 7:3(1 no calls

2 females needed for 1 Ig hi.i|r....it, in a

house near Amherst (enter 25.;:

ryping.
;6.5 7652

accurate. Call anytime.

2H.1

RIK 1 love you more! It even say- is in

wTiting - your fav car salesman

I.CA Little Sister ()pen Rush. Thursday
9:0(1 all university women inviteil

Soutiiwest Residents - (iet Im .Ih.d'

Weekly .Southwest Assembly incituii.;

tonight, 7:1)0 pni m Hampilen's Soji'i
i d-

Room. All are welcome

Kimba Happy Anniversary!! I

verv " icked much' l'"t..

Housemate wanted: 1 room available m
house I mile from campus $1«0 iKinionih

male only call 2,56-6228 anytime

Female 180 incl on bus ri SundiTland

2.56 6079

Female wanted for women s household
near campus 187 plus nonsniokiiu'

vegetarian 549.5198

Still looking for home? Large single

room with fireplace available in apt I mile

Inirn larnpu^. MO p'T month plus utilitii-s

call 54'.i .M.'.>.

i normal guvs looking for a fourih I
'.o

month Wl Presidential .549-7875

l.otiking for I female to shar<< a liedrmmi

111 Brandywine No sei-urity deposit n-

.juired Call Kathy after 5 549 78.5H

Share 4 bedroom house in So. Deerfield.

I min to bus .stores etc. dishwasher iV

laundry. jiiano, Hreplaces M'F 2m plus '

<

uiil ''•3 •>'<''? 'r''or.' 10 om keep trying""

I.ynne Hans Esq. P.C. Immigration I^w
evening apiKiintments call Springfield Of
fice 781 6370 or 66.5-8513

Light Moving with Toyota truck call

."h»92Iv19

Tailor for all kinds of alterations I .l-i

service, reasonable prices at SH.AANN s

Ibimpshirr Mall .584 !i:t62

Math Tutor - exjierienceil, reasonalile

rates Business ( alculus. Engineering
Calruhis more .5M.i:t I H4. after 5-00

WA.NTFD

We're looking to take over a lease in

lir:ind\ wine or Townehouse apts for fall

^•m.-stiT -Kt; pl(<a,s(' <-all 6 1
1.''.7 or li "I.51K

WANTED TO RENT

Single room wanted: female, non-

-Milder, res(H)nsible. would like a quiet

p'oni Hi a reisonable price. CkII 665 2469

Sick of dorm life and D.C. food? Rooms
available with full meal plan or meal plan

ijoni. Walking distance to campus and
!ii»n Call for mori" information 2.5t»-t«874
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SPORTS
Basketball notebook

Lewis gone
for season,

Burtoft hurt

<'oll«>Kiiin photo by Paul t)r»in«rai*

Phil Gorgone of the University of Massachusetts executes his routine on the
parallel bars last night at Boyden. UM lost to So. Connecticut.

Gymnasts dumped byOwls
Southern Connecticut tips UMass, 259.10—250.60

By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's gym-
nastic team was defeated by
Southern Connecticut State

University. 259.10-250.60

last night at the Boyden
Gymnastic Center.

The use Owls (5-1) were
the favorite of the match
due to their top all-around

performer Robin Artz. Own-
ing the floor excercise, Artz
successfully performed a

double back flip and turned

that around for an inverted
somersault. This is a

routine rarely seen in col-

legiate competition on any
level. Artz scored a 9.30 in

the floor exercise, the first of

six events. He then went on
to score consistenty around
the 9.0 mark throughout
the remaining five events to

lead the all around scorers

of the meet with a tally of

54.95.

Other forces for the Owls
included Joby Cerpovics and
Pat Rashed finishing second

and third in the all around
with scores of 51.80 and
49.90 respectively.

On the UMass side there
were some tough efforts

given by Phil Gorgone and
Jay Ronayne. Gorgone
started off the meet with a
9.3 on the floor exercise and
was consistent throughout
the competition. Ronayne, a

sophomore, overcame a poor
effort on the pommel horse
and still finished up his all-

around performance with a
47.85.

Ronayne contributes this

success to his mastery of the

vault. "I feel good after that

event," he said after the

meet. "When I have a good
vault it pretty much,
motivates me throughout

the rest of the competition."

Ronayne scored a 9.2 in

the vaulting, tops in that

event.

Minuteman head Coach
Roy Johnson, despite the
loss, felt optimistic about his
teams recent efforts, and
sees good things in the
future for UMass. "We have

a winning attitude," the

coach said after the defeat

which brought his team's
record down to 3-3. "It won't

be long before the teams
hard work and dedication

pays off."

Other highlights in the
meet include a fantastic

high bar exhibition by
use's Pete MacDonald. His
score in that event was a
9.65, tops in the meet. Ro-
nayne's 9.2 on the high bar,

and sophomore Roberto
Weil's 9.0 on the parallel

bars were high points in the
match for UMass.

UMass's next opponent
will be Cortland State at
Boyden on Saturday at 1

p.m.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The problems continue to mount for the University of

Massachusetts women's baskteball team.

Tara Lewis, a 5-9 sophomore forward, found out earlier

this week that her knee injury will keep her on the shelf

for the re.st of this season, including the Atlantic 10 Con-
ference playoffs. Lewis averaged 7.4 points and 4.4 re-

bounds off the bench this season.

Also, the team learned that starting center Sue Burtoft,

a 61 sophomore, may also be last for the season with a

broken finger. The degree of the injury is still being
I'valuated. but the chances seem slim that Burtoft will

be back to 100 percent this season. She is scoring 8.7

points and grabbing 7.6 rebounds in the pivot this season.

There is some good news however. Kelly Collins, a 6-1

junior forward, is expected to start practice today after

coming off a serious knee injurj'. Collins has seen action

in but six games this season, due to her injury, but will

be counted upon heavily with the possible absence of

Burtoft.

The Minutewomen, 9-11 overall and 2-7 in the A- 10, face

a tough St. Joseph's team in the Curry Hicks Cage on
Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m.

Minutewomen Mutterings: Senior guard Barbara
Hfbel ha.s led UMass in scoring the past four games. She
is averaging 12.2 points this .sea.son and along with
freshman point guard Christel Zullo, is the only UMass
player to start in all 20 games. Jerrie Bernier, Rebecca
Kucks and Mary Marquedant are the other players to see

action in all of the games UM has played this season.

Hebel has scored 1,376 points in her UMass career, plac-

ing her third on the UMass career list, only 30 points

behind Julie Ready (1979 81 ). The top scorer is Sue Peters

with 1,887. Bernier, with 667 points, is eighth, only 14

points out of seventh place.

Zullo's 97 assists put her 52 away from the UMass, single

season record of 149 set by Mary Hallaren in 1978-79. The
5-4 freshman would have to average 6.5 assi.sts-per-game

the rest of the way to tie the record.

Karen Damminger continues to shoot well from the

floor. The 5-11 senior forward his hitting at 58 percent

from ther floor, by far the tops on the team and among
the leaders in the league. . .Hebel is hitting at 82 percent

from the line, also tops for UMa.ss this sea.son.

UMass, after playing the Hawks on Saturday, will at

George Washington on the Tuesday after before return

ing home to face Temple (Feb. 14 » and the University of

Rhode Island on Feb. 18.

He's diving to the top
Pat Mullen and the UMass swim team look toward a title

By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

For senior diver Pat Mullen, there are still a few goals
to be met.

Mullen has been diving competitively for seven years,
lour for the University of Massachusetts, this sea.son as
a co-captain, and he has worked diligently to become one
of the top divers in New England.

"I'd like to place in the top five in the New England
meet, you always want to do well there. As a senior, I'd

like to bring the team championship home," he said.

With Mullen's talent and the perfect 10-0 record of the
swim team, he has a good chance of accomplishing both
goals. "Pat should end up at least in the top five, there's
no problem saying that," UM diving coach Bob Newcomb
.said.

Mullens season may not end there, he has a good
chance at qualifying for nationals. Mullen had his best
meet again.st Tufts University on Dec. 4. His 11 dive
score of 438 points was just 12 short of putting him the
nationals. If he qualifies, Mullen would first go to a zone
national meet before the final championship meet. "He
has a shot, a strong shot at possibly both boards (the one
and three meter)," Newcomb said.

Mullen has that ability to come through when he needs
to. 'He's a real sharp competitor. He doesn't like to lose:

he comes on when he has to," Newcomb said.

"I feel pressure and it gets me p.syched," Mullen said.

Pat turned down a .scholarship at the University of

Connecticut in order to come to UMass. "There were

more opportunities here," he said. A mechanical
engineering major, Mullen hopes to enter some type of
management aspect of that field. He has yet to secure
a job because due to his Dec. '86 graduation date, but
he hopes to stay in New England.

One characteristic that has shown through Mullen's
stay at UMass has been his motivation. It could be why
he and senior free.styler Drew Donovan were elected
co-captains.

"We might be the two most dedicated and motivated.
We're determined to do well," he said. Mullen isn't .say-

ing he and Donovan are the only dedicated Minutemen,
in fact it's just the opposite.

"They're a great bunch of guys. The spirit has been
tremendous, they're constantly working and motivated.
I walk into practice, (divers practice after swimmers), .see

them working and you know that they have a goal. And
they won't stop working until we reach that goal of the
New England title," he said.

Seeing as how he scores most of the points in diving

for the Minutemen. the team will have a hole there next

year unless they come up with a good recruit. "Without
Pat we'd be down 16-2 in every meet. He's a real un.sung

hero. UM head coach Russ Yarworth .said.

With three meets remaining, Mullen takes stock of the
team's perfect record and aims at his final goals. "I'm
p.syched the team is doing well. We're right where we
want to be. It proves how .strong we are and shows how
hard we worked. We deserve the New England title."

I'hoio <'ou>tp<<y of Sports Information

Universtity of Massachusetts senior diver
Pat Mullen has emerged as on of the leaders
of the undefeated Minutemen this season.
Mullen and the Minutemen have a New
England Championship as their goal this
season. UMass has their last dual meet
Saturday at New Hampshire.
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Chinese start

New Year
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Correspondent

Dumplings will sizzle and families will

come together on Sunday as the Chinese

community at the University of

Massachusetts, said to be the fourth-largest

Chinese student population in the country,

ushers in the Year of the Tiger.

Rahnfong Lee, newly elected president of

the Chinese Students Club, said a banquet

is planned for Sunday night. The banquet

is tentatively set to take place at the Cam
pus Center. Lee said he expects many of the

club's 250 members to attend.

Robin Hwang, a chemical engineering

graduate student and club member, said,

"we don*t really party on New Year's like

you [Americans] do." He added that the

New Year is much less a drinking holiday

for the Chinese than it is for Americans.

"It's a lot more like Christmas, a family

time," Hwong said. "Families get together

and have a big dinner."

"When I was growing up (in Taiwan], my
mother would take me to the temple to wor-

ship our ancestors and the gods of our fami-

ly," he said. "It's a day I waited for the

whole year."

Along with Lee, Hwong will call his fami-

ly on Sunday to wish them "congratula-

tions and good fortune."

"Sometimes it takes two or three hours

to get through on New Year's," said

Hwong. Lee agreed, and noted that there

mre 20,000 Chinese graduate students in

the U.S.

Children at the dinner Sunday will

receive red envelopes containing gifts of

money, Lee said. UMass student Felix

Chen said he got $500 in an envelope, but

added that the amount is usually about

$100.

Chen said he was going to Boston "to my
relatives' house" on Sunday.

The calendar of China takes its beginn-

ing from the legendary birth of Huang Ti,

the "Yellow Emperor," supposedly China's

first emperor and the mythic common
ancestor of the Chinese people.

Unlike the calendar used in the United

States, the Chinese calendar is lunar,

regulated by the motion of the moon
through the heavens. Each year is named
for one of the 12 constellations of the

Chinese zodiac. This year will be the Year

of the Tiger, and 4685, the West's 1987,

will be the Year of the Rabbit.

NOW president

to speak at Smith
Eleanor Smeal, president of the Na-

tional Organization for Women, will

speak on "Turning the Tide for Women
in 1986" at 8 p.m. Sunday in Wright Hall

Auditorium at Smith College.

Smeal served as the president of the

group from 1977 to 1982 and was re-

elected last July. A Phi Betta Kappa

graduate of Duke University, she has a

master's degree in political science from

the University of Florida, and has com-

pleted all work toward a doctoral degree.

Smeal served on the NOW national

board of directors from 1973 to 1975, and

was the chair of the board from 1975 to

1977.

She frequently appe^s on national

television and radio programs as an ex-

pert on women's rights, and testifies often

before congressional committees.

The lecture, sponsored by the Smith Col-

lege Project on Women and Social

Change, is free and open to the public.

CollrKian photo by Paul Demnar«i«

WIND SCREEN- Anne Demartino, a sophomore CASIAC major,

seeks refuge from yesterday's bitter winds.

Future of

optional fees

uptostudents
By MICHAEL HELMSTADTER
Collegian Correspondent

A campus group calling itself Students

for Participatory Democracy is seeking to

eliminate the optional fees, totaling $3 a

.semester, for the Massachusetts Public In-

terest Group and the State Student
Association of Massachusetts that appears

on UMass students' tuition bills each

semester.

A referendum asking stuiibnts if they

want to eliminate the fees is set for next

Wednesday and Thursday. Fifteen percent

of the student body must vote to make the

referendum binding.

However, 3,000 students as of yesterday

had pledged to vote in favor of saving

MassPIRG and SSAM, MassPIRG
spftkeswoman Deirdre Cummings said. A
petition, asking students to vote no on the

referendum, was circulated Wednesday
and yesterday at the dining commons. Stu-

dent Union Building and Campus Center.

Cummings .said two-thirds of those re-

quested to sign agreed to.

Brian Darling, a spokesman for SPD, con-

tends that the manner in which the money
is collected is confusing, and that many
students may be supporting MassPIRG and

SSAM inadvertently.

Currently all UMass students are

automatically charged $2 for MassPIRG, a

public lobbying group focusing on the en-

vironment, education, voter registration

and other issues, and $1 for SSAM, an ad-

vocacy group for public higher education.

If students do not wish to pay the fees they

must check a box waiving them.

Rayna Sargent, campus coordinator for

MassPIRG, said the fee system is necessary

because it provides stable funding. Present-

ly, she said about 80 percent of UMass
students pay the fee.

If the referendum is successful and
MassPIRG's funding option is withdrawn,
Sargent said: "I'm sure we'd go *o court on

continued on page 3

Pickettoday: SATF issue *isnotdead'
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Students concerned about control of the

Student Activity Trust Fund plan to picket

from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. today in front of the

Whitmore Administration Fuilding to

show administrators that the issue is not

dead, members of Students Advocating

Rights Together said.

"The issue is not resolved yet. llie ad-

ministration needs to know that ST.\RT is

not dead," said Alex Zucker, chairman of

the Campus Center Board of Governors.

Zucker, one of the 22 students charged with

trespassing during sit-ins in Whitmore last

December, said he expects to be among the

picketers.

Plans for a legal protest were announc-

ed at the semester's first Undergraduate

Student Senate meeting Wednesday night,

when START member Marc Kenen urged

the senators to take part in the picket.

Otherwise, "the administration is deter-

mined to wait us out," he said.

The picket comes at a time when START
members are negotiating over control of

the activities fund with Dennis L. Madson,

vice chancellor for student affairs, and Ran-

dy Donant, director of the Student Ac-

tivities Office.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey last night

said he had not been informed of the status

of the negotiations, and that he would be

unaffected by the demonstration.

"Anybody has a right to picket Whit-

more. But that's not a substitute for deal-

ing with the [Student Government Associa-

tion] deficit problem ... which created the

issue in the first place," Duffey said.

He said the SGA should make its own

fiscal decisions but that it is "the ad-

ministration's responsibility" to see that

they are made.
START member Laura Gottschalk said

the demonstration would be legal, explain-

ing, "We don't feel the need for direct ac-

tion right now."
Nate Moore, a student senator from the

Orchard Hill Residential Area, said he in-

tends to be at the picket today.

"I haven't missed one yet," he said.

Grant pays for pond dredging
The state recently granted $245,100 to

the town of Amherst to defray most of the

cost of dredging Puffer's Pond, according

to town Conservation Services director

Peter Westover.

"If we dor'* dredge the pond, it will com-

pletely fill in.' he said. "This pond used to

be 25 feet doep; now it is only six or seven

feet deep."

The problem is silt, an accumulation of

dirt and other residue brought in from the

brook that feeds into the pond, Westover

said. It is important to remove the silt to

keep water from backing up.

Testing was done last September by

Brooker Associates of Maryland to deter-

mine the cost of the project. Seventy-five

percent of the funding will be provided by

the state Department of Environmental

Quality Engineering.

Town members will decide in May
whether or not to cover the remaining 25

percent, approximately $80,000.

Westover said that dredging will begin

in either the fall or winter of 1987. "At that

time the water will be let down and will

stay down for six weeks."

Town Meeting approved $12,000 last Oc-

tober to help with the upkeep of the pond.

Since then, the money has been used to put

in anti-erosion terraces, to improve the

parking area, and to make the pond more
accessible to the handicapped.

LORENA NOZZOLILLO
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[FOUR SEASONS
I

RT9HADLEY 584-8174
HEINEKEN 12 pack $7.50

BUSCH $8.99

I
LITE $10.99

[ LABATTS Beer or Ale $11.99

j MOOSEHEAD $13.99

GENESEE BEER $7.99

UTICA CLUB $6.99
i

i
SIX-PACK SPECIALS

i BECKS $3.99

ST. PAULI GIRL $3.99

jFriday, Fiebroary 7, !*' J

L.

JUST ARRIVED!
NEW AMSTERDAM BEER from New York $5.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS
MALIBU RUM. . . . less rebate 6.99 - 5.99. . . . $1.99

VODKA & GIN 1.75 $8.99

AMARETTO, MELON or COFFEE LIQUEUR
750 $4.99

WINE SPECIALS
DOMAINE ST. GEORGE '84 CHARDONNAY

$5.99

DONATIEN BAHUAUD '84 VOUVRAY $4.69

EMBROS CHABLIS, BURGUNDY, ROSE 3L$3.99

Kegs?! Check out our lowest prices in town
Master Charge and Visa accepted on deposit

Four Seasons is located past McDonalds and

Burger King on Rt 9, call us at 584-8174

Trouble besets election
MANILA. Philippines (APVReports of

stolen ballot boxes and delayed poll open-

ings circulated last night as people chose

a president.

Some neutral poUwatchers were banish-

ed from voting centers and there were

reports of shootings.

Voters are choosing between President

Ferdinand E. Marcos, who has ruled the

pacific nation for two decades, and opposi-

tion leader Corazon Aquino. Both sides

have accused the other of fraud and voter

intimidation.

Accompanying reports ofheavy early tur-

nouts were mounting reports of trouble in

many areas. In one province voting stop-

ped for an hour when unidentified men
seized seven ballot boxes from four towns.

Before casting his own vote, President

Ferdinand E. Marcos told reporters that a
final survey showed he would beat oppo-

nent Corazon Aquino with 63 percent of the

vote.

Challenger Aquino told reporters she has

never been more confident as she voted at

a schoolhouse on the sugar plantation her

family owns.

Philippine opposition leader

Corazon Aquino casts her ballot in

the strife-ridden election

Kennedy visiting Soviet Union
MOSCOW (AP)- Sen. Edward M. Ken-

nedy praised Andrei Sakharov at a

meeting of the dissident's former scientific

colleagues yesterday, then met with Soviet

leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev.
Tass, the official news agency, said only

that Gorbachev "has had a conversation"

with the Massachusetts Democrat, giving

no details. Kennedy said in his address to

the Soviet Academy of Sciences before the

meeting that he intended to bring up his

concerns about arms control.

American cameramen permitted to film

initial greetings at the Kremlin said

Georgy Arbatov, the Soviet adviser on U.S.

affairs, also was present. They said Gor-

bachev repeated condolences about the ex-

plosion of the space shuttle Challenger last

week in which seven American astronauts

were killed.

Kennedy is on a three-day visit as the

guest of the Soviet parliment. His speech

to the academy, of which Sakharov still is

a member although he now is internal ex-

ile, outlined possible U.S.-Soviet coopera-

tion to overcome the nuclear threat.

He offered the November summit in

Geneva between Gorbachev and President

Reagan as evidence of "new rays of hope"

in superpower relations, and said the two
nations "stand on the verge of a decisive

breakthrough.

"I also pay tribute here to another emi-

nent Nobel laureate, the first Soviet citizen

to receive the Nobel Peace FVize, a member
of your academy. Dr. Andrei Sakharov,"
Kennedy said. "The indispensable value of

science is its ability to speak truth to

power."

There was no visible reaction to Ken-
nedy's remarks. The faces of his listeners

looked serious but emotionless throughout
the speech.

^s^l^'
irS NOT TOO LATE
TO REGISTER!
Continuing Education Classes

and University Day Classes

Register through February 10

Registration Office

Division of Continuing Education

University Library

8:30 a.m.-7 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.;

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Fri.; and
10 a.m.-l p.m., Sat. (2/1 & 2/8)

Late registration fee and permission

of instructor necessary.

Pick up a catalog on campus or

call 545-2414 for more information.
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Biotech program starts with plans to build
— ^^,. ^ ^.^.y^A^t I i-_u:..i i ..*:i:.:_» *«.»kn;n..oa rn*> »Via wall. RirhnrH D O'RriAn iitjit.Ml "It would undnubtedlv houW
By JOSEPH R. TIGAN
Collegian Staff

« A biotechnology program at the University of

Massachusetts, which has been in the planning stages

since April, was launched yesterday with plans to spend

$5 million on a new building to house the program.

"There are several advantages to having such a pro-

gram," said J. Robert Smith, a member of the Commit-

tee on Biotechnology, which developed proposals for im

plementing the plan.

"A program like this will bring people with a common
interest together," said Smith, a professor of veterinary

and animal .sciences. I'" t'»kine «» "•*>'>l<» np«' '»r"<» r,f

Research lab
at school
proposed
By PATRICIA FAVREAU
Collegian Correspondent

Huge two-way mirrors lining the walls

in each of the Mark's Meadow Elementary

School classrooms on the University of

Massachusetts campus have allowed

researchers to observe the childrens* m
teraction in daily activities.

The school, part of the Education Depart

ment at UMass, has functioned for the past

25 years as a laboratory school. Resear

chers. ranging from education and

psychology students to a toy manufacturer

interested in marketing a new product,

have studied kindergarten to sixth-grade

children m their classrooms.

A five-page report released recently by

the School of Education's Committee on

Research at Mark's Meadow cited the need

for strengthening the relationship between

the elementary school and UMass.

The School of Education and Mark's

Meadow faculty members will create a

laboratory for research on teaching. It will

attempt to unite the elementary school and

UMass and organize more research

projects.

According to the report, the laboratory

would be geared toward college students

learning and practicing teaching skills and

toward educating the children.

The laboratory will focus on three topics,

learning styles and developmental theory,

molecular biology and utilizing techniques for the well

being of different species."

Bi(^echiu)I<^y includes the making of new products from

living organisms for commercial use and the use of recom

binant DNA -genetic engineering.

The proposed program here at UMass has an

agricultural emphasis. Genetic engineering techniques in

that area are used to improve yields in crop plants by in

serting beneficial genes and building resistance to certain

insecticides.

Plans include a search for a director of biotechnolq^

who will advise the administration in the field.

"A bond issue is being proposed which would provide

$5 million for a building entirely devoted to

biotechnology." a report issued yesterday by Provc»t

Richard D. O'Brien stated "It would undoubtedly houw
the director (rfthe prc^am, and perha(»i nine other fsK;ulty

members."

According to the report, the three colleges involved with
the program include; Food and Natural Resources (FNR),
Natural Sciences and Mathematics, and Engmeering.

"All will have a substantial involvement," the report

stated. "But FNR is expected to have the largest share."

"This type of program lends itself to the aspect of food

production," Smith said. But the manipulation of cells

or genetic engineering could also provide us with answers

in human medicine and health, such as vaccines or at-

tacking the problem of environmental pollution."

Bike co-op
gets space
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Cdllogian Staff

The Campus Center Board of Governors

last niKht approved a motion to increase

thf spare m the Bicycle Civop. located near

thf Sludftit Union Ballrf»om, by moving a

partition dividing it from an adjacent rcwm.

Last seme.sler the Bicycle Coop was vy-

ing for the room across from t h»' craft shop,

vacated by L'nion Records Unlimited,

because it needed more space.

•*TIX Unlimited (beside the co op» has a

-ix tool ^ap in their office which they don't

u.se. said William Harris, the director of

the Campus Center

co-op and TIX
the partition

rnli4>|piin pmi.ii h\ I'huI l>r«miirufl

UMass graduate Doug Ruopp, plays a game with children during

recess at Mark's Meadow.
the assessment and supervision of

teaching, and the management df

classroom settings.

"The committee's findings strongly sug
gest that the Mark's Meadow council play

an active role in the proposed lab," said An-

drew Sorensen, the school council

chairman.
None of the research projects which have

taken place in the elementary school have

had top priority. The report addressed the

importance of conducting and following-up

on research studies.

Ten UMass faculty members have

already expressed an interest in working

together on various research topics, said

David Day, chairman of the research report

committee.
The School of Education's Director of

Research and Development will oversee the

management of the laboratory. A coor-

dinator of laboratory funding and research

will be appointed, said Mario Fantini, the

Dean of the School of Education.

•PIRG
it, if it ever came down to that."

SPD tried to bring MassPIRG's funding

procedure to referendum last December.

According to Darling, the group collected

more than 2,000 signatures on petition,

enough to call a referendum, but the Stu-

dent Grovernment Association judiciary, he

said, blocked an actual vote because of im-

proper procedures. The Undergraduate

Student Senate must set the times and

dates for referendum questions. In

December, the senate failed to approve a

date on time, and improperly added the

question to an existing referendum, a SGA
judicial tribunal later ruled.

I nnlinued from pa^v I

SPD members said they are not seeking

to abolish MassPIRG.

'We support a lot of what they do, " Darl-

ing said. "We don't think the administra-

tion should be a collection agency for

them."

11 the reterenaum is deteated by at least

an 80 percent vote for MassPIRG (the same
percentage of students paying the $2 fee),

Darling said SPD will be satisfied that

students are aware of the issue and wish

to continue funding MassPIRG as before.

Regardless of the referendum's outcome,

Sargent said, MassPIRG plans to hold its

own reaffirmation drive in March, a

campus-wide vote to see if a majority of

students favor MassPIRG on their campus.

Since 1972 (MassPIRG's founding), UMass

students have continually supported the

group's presence on campus, according to

Sargent. The last vote was in 1981.

Massachusetts law states that any non-

profit organization may have an optional

fee placed on student's bills at public col-

leges and universities if it obtains major

i

ty approval of the student government

association.

Michael Ferrigno, director of SSAM, said

he thinks the referendum will fail. "I don't

think they (SPD) express the popular sen-

timent of the students at UMass."

The members of the

Unlimited will move
themselves.

Board members also discussed some of

the prices in the Hatch Cafeteria and the,

Top of the Campus Lounge, which were in-

creased without the knowledge or consent

of the board.

"The changes in food prices are unaccep-

table to the board," Harris said. "Years ago

they would have not been able to do it."

The board decided to allow vendors who

sell perishable products, like flowers, in the

Campus Center concourse to have registra-

tion priority over those who sell manufac-

tured goods. It also limited each vendor to

one table and discussed the problem of

limited chairs in the Campus Center.

Room 322 in the Student Union Building,

vacated when Teamworks (a sporting goods

co-op) discontinued, was allocated to the

University Democrats. MassAid, a group

working to combat hunger in

Massachusetts, will share the space when
it becomes a Registered Student
Organization.

The board discussed the library moving
materials from Goodell to the Tower and

will talk to the administration about ac-

quiring student space in Goodell, Tom
Butler, the space coordinator for the board,

said.

Feminist prof, likes to show many viewpoints
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Lee R. Edwards is doing what she has always wanted

to do - teaching.

"I have always wanted to teach from the moment I

learned to read," the professor of English said in a re-

cent interview.

Edwards said she tries to show her students that "more

than a single truth" exists for many works of literature,

that there is usually more than one way at looking at

a work.

"If you want a class that has the security of someone

giving you the tinith, and you want neat notes at the end

of the semester, you don't want a course with me," she

said.

"I want people in some sense to know when they leave

the class that the world is a lot more complicated and

strange" than it seemed when they walked in, she said.

"People who have fixed views are very unhappy with me,

wherever they locate me."

Edwards regularly teaches "Foundations ofFeminism"
and "Feminist Theory" for the women's studies program,

and various courses, including "Woman as Hero," for the

English department.

'Most of the teaching I've done in English has also

been women's studies teaching," she said.

Before literature by and about women was taught in

specified courses, studying women "would be inadver-

tent, but there would be no way to notice even that

minimal incorporation," Edwards said. "Very few were

studied, and those that were studied could not be studied

in terms of being women."

Edwards said she sees another imbalance: female

students are constantly asked to take the male perspec-

tive while studying literature, that of Hamlet or Julius

Caesar, for example, while male students are "very

seldom asked to make the shift" and look at a work from

the female view.

"It leads to a certain flexibility in women, and rigidi-

ty in men," she said.

Edwards teaches one course, "Literature and Reality,"

that has as many men as women. She said very few men
object to any feminist perspective she brings to the

course.

Edwards first came to Amherst in 1967, after receiv-

ing her bachelor's degree from Swarthmore College and

graduate degrees from the University of California's

Berkeley and San Diego campuses.

WOMEN
ON

CAMPUS

English teacher Lee Edwards """^ ""^ *"•"• ^'"^
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<<Mycareer in medicine
began at only 16,

giving vaccinations in

theAmazon jungle."
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J Mental Health Groups Spring 1986

Self Exploration Groups

Group I Tuesdays, 3:30 - 5:00

Group II Wednesdays, 3:30 - 5:00

Em^M^ Effects of Chronic Physical Illness, Fridays 12 1

Register for these groups during the first three weeks of

classes. For information, or to register, call 545-2337 or

come by 127 Hills North.

Adult Children of Alcoholics

Group I Mondays 1:00 - 2:30

Group II Tuesdays 1:00 - 2:30

Register for these groups the first three weeks of classes.

For information, or to register, call 549-2671, xl81, or stop

by the Health Education Office at UHS.^
^ M %MJ* * *^* * * *. *^* •«• ••• •• ••>

:•. v.". •••••. •.•••• v.*. W.W. V.'. v.*.
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DEADLINE
The Final Day for Adding or Dropping courses is

Monday, Feb. 10th. Fall course change forms

must be submitted to the Registrar's Office,

Whitmore Room 213 by 5:00 p.m. This deadline

also relates to Pass/ Fall forms.

For further information call The Taped Information

Phone Service "TIPS" and ask for tapes by number:

1006 Adding and Dropping Courses

1032 Pass/ Fail Option

1009 Credit Loads

1031 Graduation Requirements

1027 Incompletes

1033 Repeat Option

Who is rny Academic Dean1005

A Service of The Dear of Students Office

^/^°'Q
University Dr.

Amherst

Kegt it B««r if Win*

Soda ir Ice

BUDWEISER or BUDWEISER LIGHT

12 oz. cans $11 .20 + 1.20 case

BUSCH 12 oz. cans $8.95 + 1.20 easel

CABLING 12 oz. bottles $6.95 + 1.50 easel

MEISTER BRAU 12pk cans$4.00 + .6012pack

LABATTAIeorBeer $11.95 + 1.20ease|

ALMADEN 4 L Mtn. wines $7.49

GALLO 3 L Table Wines $4.99

BACCHUS LAMBRUSCO

1.5 L $2.99 or 2/$5.00

LEROUX SCHNAPPS (aii flavors) 750 ml$5.75

RON RICO RUM 1.75 l $11.49

RON RICO RUM Liter $6.99

RON RICO RUM 750 mi $5.99

RON RICO RUM 151 750ml. $8.79

,#^aat)
Stadium

Liquott

OWVtWStTV /CMIIvr

*— ROUTE 9

175 University Drive

BODHISATTVA OF COMPASSION:
The Mystical Tradition of Kuan Yin, by
lohn Bloteld lllustraled with C hinese

and Tibetan sacred art. this study of the

anc ient goddess of love and compassion

provides a thorough portrait of Kuan Yin

arnf her imporlarKe in Chir>ese religion.

Illustrated with IB halftones, 158 pp.

Order #; 2b
Paper $5.95

^ lOSNoftli
AMh««t«>X534S74

For Less Than The Price of
A Lift Ticket Alone. .

.

Peter Pan's Stratton Mt. Express
Paclcage Combines Transportation

and Skiing Fun From $25.00

I

now-narch 16, 1986 SMXoin

Package Includes:
Kound trip transportation and a d.i> s lift ticket tor just $25 00
Tuesday Thursday and $27 00 on Sunday less than >oii d

pa> for a lilt ticket alone A cjreal \aliM- to stretch >oui skiinii

dollar and your skiinq fun Airl\e .U Stratton Mt at 900 am
Advanced reservations onl\

Tickets available at all local collccic campuses and at the Uk.i!

Peter Panfkjs Terminal Tor further information on pick up

rx>inlsand reservations c.ill 781 2900 E«t 253

Group Cliarter Packages:
There are also si>ecial packaqcs for groups available .it rctliKet)

rates Peter Pan oflers doo? to tloor charter ser vice cvrrv d.iv

throughout the week at sul)stantial s.ivincjs for >oui qroup

Contact the Charter Department lor qroup rate intcHiualion at

781 2900

The People Frolrssiondh

Eaisj:RanBusLinos, Inc.
1776 Main St.. PC. Bo)i 1776

Springfield. MA • 781 2900

MA Toll Tree 1 800 >32 8995

POWER
HYPNOSIS

HAM HOW TO

HYPNOTIZE YOURSELFAND OTHERS.
In just 3V2 hours you will learn how to:

• Achieve Hypnotic Power and Control over

Others

• Entertain with Hypnosis
• Relax, Quit Smoking, Quit Drinking, etc.

• Control Stress

• Achieve Success Using Hypnosis

• Improve Concentration and Memory
• And much, much more!

These are simplified techniques that you can quickly

learn. By the end of the seminar, you will have success-

fully hypnotized both yourself and another subject; and
you will have learned how to hypnotize with a snap of

the fingers, at a word of command, at a signal, by

telephone — instantly!

SEMINAR TUITION is only $50, and includes the complete 3V2-hour

Guaranteed Seminar, Hypnosis Guidelines, and Seminar Manual.
Tuition IS payable at the door by cash, check, money order, MasterCard,
VISA or American Express.

CHOOSE 1 OF 2 WORKSHOPS
MON., February 12th — 1 pm-4:30 pm OR 6 pm-9:30 pm
^ THE PARWICK INN — CHICOPEE

450 Memorial Drive (Exit 5 off 1-90)

W For Instant SEMINAR RESERVATIONS
Call Today — TOLL FREE 1-800-233.2545, Ext. 146-B
CANT ATTEND? For the Power Hypnosis Seminar on cassette tapes, worktiooks. and all workstiOD

materials mentroned above — with same full money-bach guarantee — send $50 (plus $300 lor ship

ping and handlinj) Send Orders to Hypnosis Learning Center. 912 Union Street. Dept 146 B.

Manchester. NH (Bl04 Charge Card orders will be shipped within 48 hours by phoning toHlree

1-800 233 ?545, Ext 146 B (Add $8 tor federal Express guaranteed 12 day delivery
i

Copyright 1986 Hypnosis Learning Center

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263 544

1

Bud £r Bud Light suitcase $11.99 + dap.

Coors & Miller Lite suitcasas $11.99 + dap.

Grolsch $4.25 6/pk + dap.

Becks light Cr dark $4.25 6/pk -^ dap

Ballantine Beer 12 pk cans $3.40 4 dap.

Vodka or Gin 80° $5.49 Lltar

Kahlua $11.49 750 ml

Jug Wine Burgundy, Chablis, Rosa $4.99 4 L

Champagnes $2.99 750 ml & up

BMW
ROCKY
SPRINGSTEEN

Sl)c yc\u Jlork Suncs

MAY DEPARTMENT STORES

we're a//ranked
in the top ten

G.FOXBUSINESS WEEK'S
"GUIDE TO CAREERS"
rated tne May Department
Stores' Executive Training QPEN HOUSE
Program one of the ten

best in the nation... MONDAY FEB 10
for all industries ^ ^ -

10 am - 4 pm
FIND OUT WHY
many of your alumni

have joined the G.Fox
team and have become
successful executives

SCHOOL OF
MANAGEMENT

FACULTY LOUNGE

* Casual Dress

GFOX
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\ ^mout BroN«d

I

LIVE LOBSTER
|

Alto Ssrving
J

{ Louisiana Cajun j

I
Also Stsaks, |

I
Prims Rib,

f OMCCttONt «^« 1 « m
I •wtti 0*af*Md Mwth on r*i«M

f iMmm % nrita trwn ••nrw^ MNvn

I Opwt:
; Mon 8«1 6^10 pn Stm 1-I

styled'*'""'**'
Introduces

CAROL GARDNER

SlytM 8y 0*60' tf> i« pt*M«d <0

VMMunc* m*! C«iol CUraetw M*

Ca>«l Meht tOfwaid to

tMt(4 M* old l«i«MM and vatcom-

€5 lM««rrity Drive. ArahcrM • 549-S610

dC^Jid^dS'd^SdtJ^.^!:^ tffC^^-^iS* tfKiw

Lounge Lizard
(/ow^y lizurd) n.

A non pcMSonous. two legged \arRM\

with an enlarge capacii> tor luii

having a body uniquelv adapted

to lolling around in a la/> . relaxed

manner. indigen<xis to a popular

kxal watering hole.

ComingSoon!

U

^^./^«^/

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

FREE TACO BAR
MON & TUBS NIGHT

9 — till it lasts

FEBRUARY BEER OF THE MONTH
Becks

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
\

. » #.j-^-z-^-^-t..-, fj-^'i^'-mrtAA ew^-a-i-^^TLtO e£?^<»^"<*i9 ftC^'W^^i&P «£>*^ ccr-^'-'csiP c=c^wr:*i* «c^<»"^a4^ cc^<»^'<i** «c^<;&^"<s4P c^r^W'^ift?

A Large Assortment

of Pictorial Wall & Desk Calendars

Still Available
lOl

)#-f»ilinA

Located in the Campus Center

Open M F 9 5 ^jUNlVERSITYmSTOREDSat 10-3

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

I ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of ihe individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Founded in 1870

A personalized problem
Everyone of us has a cross to bear

through life. Some people, like myself,

seem to have many. Today, I'd like to talk

about one of my crosses. One that 1 feel is

completely unfair. That cross is my name.
Before any of you start saying that I'm

being ridiculous, I'd like you to imagine go-

ing through life with the name Herb.

Scary, isn't it?

Picture yourself as a six or seven-year-

old being called Herbert Sherbert day after

day for nearly a year. That's the kind of

thing that stays with you for the rest of

your life.

Let us not forget Hollywood's part in

destroying my life. I'm sure many of you

remember a certain Volkswagen Bug call-

ed Herbie from Walt Disney pictures. No
twelve-year-old likes to be called the love

bug by his friends, teachers, and even fami-

ly. My mother even had the nerve to buy
me a t-shirt with the car's number (53) on
it. This is the same person who was in-

strumental in saddling me with this name
in the first place.

Although all this was bad enough, the

worst has to be Burger King's recent adver-

tising campaign. It just took me by sur-

prise. One day I was a healthy, well ad-

justed, 20-year-old male who thought the

ridicule was behind him, and the next day
my name was on bumper stickers all over

the nation. It was like living my old

nightmares all over again. Friends asking
if I'd ever been to Burger Ki"? ProfpRsors

Herb Ramy

wanting to know if I preferred flame broil-

ing to frying. I was even getting phone calls

at 3 a.m. from people wondering if I was
the Herb everyone was looking for. Worst

of all. everyone thought they were the wit-

ty first one to ask, 'Hey Herb, been to

Burger King lately?* It's easy to see that

(originality is not a problem for most people.

My last hope was that when Burger King
finally decided to show Herb, they would
be kind. On Super Bowl Sunday, I was in

front of the television watching the Patriots

getting embarassed by the Bears, when I

saw Herb during a station break. My worst

fears had been recognized. There he was,

the ultimate wimp. His pants looked as if

they were expecting a flood, and of course

the pant legs were of different lengths. The
horn rimmed glasses and bald scalp finish-

ed off the dismal picture.

What is my purpose for writing this col-

umn? (Other than I couldn't think of

anything else.) Herb's ofAmerica, I'm ask-

ing you to unite! That's right, I'm talking

to all three of you. Please join me in a class

action suit against Burger King Inc. You
have nothing to lose but your wimpy im-

age.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

Every day I ride the bus
It started as any normal day would. I had

to catch the 7:35 bus from Pillion to make
it to my 8:00 class on time. As I approach-

ed the bus stop at 7:32, a horrible chill ran

through by body as I noticed nearly 200 col-

leagues also waiting for the 7:35. 1 mixed
myself into the mass of bodies and at first,

all the students seemed relatively human.
I heard small talk here, a dumb joke there;

the usual early morning banter.

Then dead silence.

The bus was coming.
Suddenly, the situation became worse

than a Who concert with general admis-

sion. The crowd of students busily jockeyed

for a position nearest either the fi-ont or

back doors of the bus. I felt like a wounded
calf being swept along by the massive herd.

(And some of these people really are

animals.) Students pushed and shoved and
tripped and smacked and screamed and
scratched.. .it was sheer pandemonium. By
the time almost everyone was on the bus,

I realized that my chances of boarding were

rapidly deteriorating. Luckily, I saw the

doors closing and skillfully pranced onto

the rear steps of the bus the doors slam-

ming just behind me. But my happiness

and sense of accomplishment were only

momentary.
"Get off th^ bottom step," the bus driver

squawked.
Being the sneaking kind of guy that I

am I ducked down.
"Get off the bottom step or this bus

doesn't move," the driver reiterated.

I complied by literally stuffing myself

between two colleagues standing just above

me. Not only were my movements com-

pletely resticted, but the individual stan-

ding closest lo me had a serious case of mor-

ning breath. We were all packed in so tight,

Robert Slosberg
I couldn't even turn away, ii wa* a uread-

ful situation. Then, he yelled to his friend,

"I was so late this morning (chuckle, chor-

tle) I didn't have time to take a shower or

brush my teeth or anything."

No kidding.

We rolled toward campus and I soon

noticed about 75 people waiting at the next

bus stop. However, there wets absolutely no
way that one more person could have fit in-

to that sardine sedan. Please....not one
more person.

The bus driver casually pulled over.

There were only two sounds that ensued
once the doors were ajar. The agonizing

groans of fellow students being crush-

ed...and the incessant snickering of the bus
driver.

Somehow, the UMass campus was final-

ly in sight, leading inevitably to the dread-

ed "dings." Six or seven of them could be
heard as the students pressed the yellow

tape, telling the driver to stop. (That

always cracks me up when people do that.

What's the driver going to do...unknowing-

ly bypass the University? Dinging while on
campus is unnecessary and annoying.

Besides that, the three on campus stops are

mandatory for the drivers.)

At last, the bus came to a halt and the

flood gates were opened. Students began
pushing and scratching and shoving again,

and I, too, gladly exited the vehicle. As I

began to walk to my first class, the fellow

that was standing next to me on the bus
(you know, halitosis Hal) asked me if I hap-

pened to have an extra piece of gum. I toss-

ed him a whole pack.

Maybe tomorrow I'll take my car.

Robert Slosberg is a UMass student.

Letters
Johnny can't read, can't write
%ast week, after reading the new version

ofthe Live Wire column, I was left with the

({•finite impression that its author not on-

ly held an unnecessarily negative attitude

but was eriously misinformed as to the

basic philoq>hy and practices of local broad-

casters and prosrammers. Believing as Uie

Collegian Board of Editors apparently did,

I won't bother to address the issue that he

shows signs of a serious lack of knowledge

in the area of which he writes, but I will

close with the obeervation that not only can

"Johnny" not read, (INXS is NOT playing

at the Fine Arts Center but at the Student

Union Ballroom) but he can't write either.

ey^ryone <>«««rv«8 9^epQp4 flw>qe
Tn*«»r*.^fttV*^hnny'
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Letters from the editor
Now that alcohol is back in the TOC and

the Hatch, you'd think that students of

legal drinking age would be a bit happier.

Unless, of course, you're not from this state

and don't happen to have a Massachusetts
driver's license.

Campus bars are now not accepting out
of state licenses, though it's been reported
that those without Massachusetts licenses

who are attending a (inference here are be-

ing admitted without ID. By the way, the
last time I checked (and I have),
Massachusetts General Law states that it

is up to the dis(Tetion of the bar manage-
ment as to what they deem acceptable
identification.

•k -k *
Speaking ofdrinking on campus, Fve also

heard that UMass actually had insurance

before Tuesday, but wanted to train

bartenders to use responsibility in serving

those who may be t(X) inebriated. This

might explain why I've also heard that the

Faculty Club was serving alcohol on Mon-
day - whoever made the decision to start

serving earlier there knew that Faculty

Club members are infinitely more respon-

sible drinkers than students are.

•k -k it

Why is it that those of us who smoke
cigarettes are now seen as targets for

everyone and anyone? Believe it or not,

most smokers I know try to be considerate

Larry Bouchie

of others when smoking. The argument
that we indiscriminately fon^ second-hand
smoke on others is a rash general iztion.

I don't mind being asked not to smoke in

crowded confines, or in restaurants, but I

do mind being harassed by those who are

seated relatively far away, especially when
it's obvious that I was smoking when these

people settled in. As usual, it's the i^de
smokers who give us all a bad rap by ex-

tinguishing cigarettes in carpets and other

inappropriate places, and by smoking in

the "No smoking" sections and in

elevators, buses, and other confining areas.

• • •
It is very quiet on the administrative front

at UMass. Many are working towsird

pushing Chancellor Duffey's funding re-

quest through the legislature. Though Gov.

Dukakis has stated that he's proposed our
best budget ever, he only recommended
that $25,000 be budgeted for the start of

the General Education next fall. For that

amount, we could probably pay a low level

administrative salary and buy some paper
clips. Just what sort of vision does Dukakis
have for (General Education?
Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist

Suffering from selective vision

t8)(^^if (fn6.
' tfflioM PragMMB Mmneil

I am responding to Rusty Denton's col-

umn on animal rights groups. Or, to be

more exact, to Denton's brand of jour-

nalism. Week after week, readers are forc-

ed to listen to Denton's convoluted distribe.

He must either have the support of the Col-

legian or a portion of the student body. Let

us pray it is not both. His ideas are not

totally without merit, yet he seems more
a preacher than a journalist at times, play-

ing on the fears, hatreds, and ignorances

of his limited audience.

Denton never fails in his writings to of-

fend large segments of our 8(x:iety; usual-

ly women, foreigners, and minorities. Like

the bully and the bigot, he picks on those

least able to defend themselves or get a fair

response. In this one article on animal
rights, he manages to insult, either direct-

ly or by inference, Indians, Hindus,
liberals, nutritional scientists, animal
rights groups, blacks (especially women).
Latinos, etc.

It is ignorant and crude to mock
another's religious beliefs, eqwcially when
those beliefs venerate life and non-violence.

How pallid our "elevated" Christianity

seems, our systematic breeding (with tox-

ic chemicals) and slaughter ofthe "lower"

creatures, in comparison. Dent(m writes as

though he gets much ofhis scientific infor-

mation trom the Bible and moat of hia

spiritual insight from Reader's Digest. He
reminds one of the person at the party

who's had too much to drink and slurs out
"all" the wrong things.

He inevitably lowers himself to attack-

ing the ever-nebulous "far left" for it's

"never ending search for the under-
privledged." It seems to me that such a
search is not without nobility -the 'human
dignity' Denton so rabidly wants to save
from the "animals" with low IQs. Can one
imagine what Denton would maJie ofJesus
if he were to show up on the steps of the
Student Union Building, searching for the

weak and oppressed? One can imagine too

easily I'm afraid.

One does not have to look far to see tha
under-priveledged in our society. But soma
folks on our campus are suffering from
selective vision, have more "brains than
sense," and have not truly considered the

state of their soul with any appreciable {nxt

printable) results. Maybe Dartmouth Col-

lege would be a more suitable environment
for those having trouble "seeing" the way
things really are. I'll admit UMass has
changed for the worse when it comes to tha

q>iritually blind, but it amid never get that

bad! Could it?

Amherst
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The Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

John Stockwell
the highest-ranking CIA official

to openly criticize the agency

*T/ie Secret Wars
of the CIA**

^KLn^

dbdn^jbhed
Vbkors pio^am

Tues. Feb. 11

8 PM

Campus Center
Auditorium

^ -Ctf iC(nr«c*>kk*'MMik

Looking for some
"Healthy Romance"
on Valentine's Day?

You'B iLnd It at Utopia Spas^
• compumenlafy (lowefs

• soft music
• V| hour Mol Tub lor Two

only $14 50

It your Hot Tub tor Two is

between 1 1 am and 5pm you'H

also receive 2 Free Hoi Tut>

Passes Q~^0 on your next visit

Utopia Spas
1 75 University Drive. Amherst

(4t3) 253 7727

HAIRCUTS

$8.50
«w«tti iMi coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

> Unlvtrtlty Dr.,

Amh«rtt, MA.
649-6610

•Jip<rM2/14/M

^

GOURMET
FRIE^

CHICKEN

FRIED CHieKEN PALACE
TRY SOMETHING NEW ft COMPARE TH E VALUE

E DELIVE
.s> trwr^ Amheisl 31 Boitwood Walk
a" !he alley next to Taco Villa)

253-7494

\u
Are YOU ready for

our 24 Hour
Science Fiction Marathon

starling Sat. Feb. 15, 1986

at 12:00 Midnight

Eraserhead
sso

The Thing

Hardware Wars

Star Trek II and III

and 13 more films

PLUS our famous Trivia Contest^
.

and lots of prizesl ff"^^
All 24 hours for just $6.t:' »

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253 5426

eating place |

j„.

• OPEN
\

6 A.M.-3 A.M. ;

SUN.-THURS. }

•OPEN 24 HOURS
FRI. A SAT.

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP a. SHOP)

t'tt. 9 • Hjdl«)/Amktr$t

256:6889

^
RENT/\NRECK|

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also AvailableC

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

180

CLfiiSSlCAL JAZZ REGGAE BUTES

^
^

#1 IN THE VALLEY!DYNAMITE
New - Used - Buy -Sell

Maxell XLII90 - 2.00/case

TDK SA90 - 2.00 ea

584-1580
I

.Varehouse Clearance Sal

in progress

[^THORNES>
N^^M A « K f T P I « r fy^

inos TVDJSSVTD ^^ ***"* stNx7<orthamptoh

BecomeA Carbur's
Lounge lizard...

Tuesday, Feb. 1 1th!

We're kicking off Carbur's exclusive

Loiuige Lizard Club in style...with
a big party beginning at 7:30p.m.

Ex 's

CINEMA

-

300 Membership Buttons
will be given away Free!

99.3fm/The Hot Spot will

broadcast live from Carbur's
7:30-10p.m.

Free all-you-can-eat spiced
chicken wings

Free Balloons

Wear your L.L. button and get:

• Dynamite Daily Specials

*Cash Discounts in the L.L.

balloon-bursting lottery!

Friday - Saturday

Mad Max 7.00

Road Warrior 8:40

Beyond the Thunderdome

Sunday - Tuesday

Francis 7:00

Dance with a Stranger 9:20

30 AMITY ST AMHERST 253 542b

You can't afford to miss
this party!

a chance to Win a
Week's Dream

Vacation for Two
to Cancun, Mexico

Travel arrangemenis througn

Pioneer Valley Trave'

CARBUR'S
Restaurant &. Lounge • Rt. 9 HadJcv, IVl/X

586-1978

ARTS
Local boys make good at Oscar nominations
By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

The Academy Awards have taken on a local flavor as

an award winning film made by a UMass student and a

Hampshire College graduate was nominated Wednesday

for an Oscar.

"I was shocked," said Alan Edelstein. a UMass
American history major and aspiring filmmaker, accor-

ding to a report in The Daily Hampshire Gazette. "It

wasn't as if I were waiting on the edge of my chair," he

added.

The film, titled Wizard ofthe Strings, is a documentary

portraying the career of vaudevillian Roy Smeck. Accor-

ding to Edelstein, who produced the film, it is "a portrait

of Roy Smeck, who was, during the 20's and 30's, a well-

known string instrumentalist."

Wizard has won a student Academy Award, as well as

the 1985 CINE Eagle Award, and the Gold Plaque from

the Chicago International Film Festival.

Edelstein became interested in Smeck after purchasing

one of Smeck's albums in an Amherst record store. He

loon realized Smeck's legacy to modern music.

"Smeck was one of the first musicians to popularize the

guitar as a solo instrument," Edelstein said in a recent

interview. "He is a very under-appreciated artist.

Roy Smeck was born in 1900 in Pennsylvania. While

working in a music store, Smeck spent many hoiu-s play-

teg the various instruments. He soon mastered the guitar,

uke, hamjo and Hawaiian guitar. In 1926 an agent ofRKO
Theatres invited Smeck to an audition in New York Ci-

ty, and his career as a musician began.

Because the vaudeville scene was so competitive, Smeck

developed gimmicks to entertain his audiences. These in-

cluded playing the ukelele upside down and backwards,

and playing the guitar while his fingers imitated the tap

dancing of Bill Robinson. He also devised a method of

strumming the baiyo which gave the impression of several

instruments being played at once.

In 1928 Smeck was approached by Jack Warner, one of

the Warner Brothers, and asked to appear in the studio's

first talking picture. Overnight he bee ne a star of screen,

records, and concert halls.

Smeck had been out of the public's eye until Edelstein

l^egan his project. Edelstein, who first met Smeck in 1980,

organized a concert for Smeck at Amherst College. Smeck,

enthused by the warm reception he received, has perform-

ed many times since. The making of the film has increas-

ed public interest in him, which was exactly what Edels-

tein planned on.

"I made the film in tribute to his talent, and also to let

people know of his significance to the music industry,"

said Edelstein. "The making of the film was a sort ofcom-

eback to him, he hadn't played much."

Edelstein made the film with partner, Peter Friedman.

Friedman, who graduated from Hampshire College in

1982, directed Wizard. Friedman now lives in New York

City as an editor for HBO. Wizard, which runs at 28

minutes, took a year and a half to film and a year to edit.

The main obstacle, according to Edelstein was money.

Edelstein and Friedman were fortunate to get a $15,000

Youth Grant from the National Endowment of

Humanities. They also received small grants from the

Louis B. Mayer Foundation and the Northampton Arts

Council. However, Edelstein said the project was actual-

ly begun on his own savings.

"I don't know what we would have done without the

Youth Grant," said Edelstein. Unfortunately, he added,

the National Endowment of Humanities has recently

cancelled the Youth Grant.

"Our timing was lucky."

Wizard will be shown at 10 p.m. tonight on Channel 57.

Alan Edelstein, a UMass senior, and Hampshire College graduate Peter Friedman accept

student Academy Award for their documentary Wizard of the Strings. Below: Roy Smeck,

the subject of Wizard.

Roy Speck, the vaudevillian musician who
is the subject of the film Wizard of the Strings,

Student film contest
calls for entries
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has

announced the 1986 Thirteenth Annual Student Film

Awards.

The competition is open to all college student film-

makers. Awards will be given for the following categorys:

Animation. Documentary. Dramatic and Experimental.

There is a $1,000 prize in each category, with an

Honorary Award of $750.

The films must have been created in a student-teacher

relationship while the filmmaker was enrolled in a U.S.

college or university. Also, the film must be in 16mm
gauge and no more than 60 minutes long.

Entries must be received by regional coordinators by

April 1. Judging will be complete by May 19.

For all those interested, a complete set of rules and an

entry form can be obtained at the Collegian, located in

rm. 113 of the Campus Center, UMass.

FRIDAY

FILM

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

All that Oscar nomination business is

over. I won't be bitter and rant about what

an incredible outrage it was for the

Academy of Arts and Sciences (the knee-

biters!) to snubb Steven Spielberg from

his rightful place in the category of Best

'Director. Ijjromise I won't even mention

it. But I will say that if I ever meet the

Academy in a dark alley, one of us won't

come out alive. But enough ofjournalistic

objectivity, let's get to the movies.

The best movie bet this weekend is at the

Amherst Cinema. For those interested in

6 hours of non-stop action in a violent post-

apocalyptic world, the Mad Max film

festival is sure to be a hit. These three

movies chronicle the life of Max, a

policeman trying to keep order in a world

gone mad. By the end of the first film Max
has joined in the violent madness of this

world's anarchy.

The second film begins with the recollec-

tions of an old man of mythical warrior of

the roads. That road warrior turns out to

be, of course. Max. Max is now fully

adapted to the ways of survival in a world

where men kill for a few precious gallons

of gasoline. In a land where car-driving bar-

barians besiege an isolated oil producing

town. Max becomes the town's hero against

his will. The climatic chase scene at the end

of the movie rivals any other chase scene

ever put on film (that includes the truck

scene in Raider's of the Lost Ark).

Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome raises

Max beyond the level of mythic glorifica-

tion of violence and into the realm of an-

thropology. The long years of struggling in

the barren desert have begun to wear on

Max. The film begins with his victimiza-

tion at the hands of an old aquiantance.

Penniless, Max wanders into Bartertown,

a place crawling with people clawing for

survival. Bartertown is ruled by a woman
named Auntie Entity (Tina Turner). She

inlists Max's aid to kill Master/Blaster, the

only rival to her power. Master is a midget

genius who is the only person who can run

the town's power source (pig poo). He rides

on the shoulders of Blaster a mighty mask-

ed warrior who Max must fight in

Thunderdome.
Thunderdome is an arena where the com-

batants are strapped into harnesses which

allow them to leap and fly around in the

bee-hive-like structure. On the walls of

Thunderdome are the weapons (chainsaws,

etc.) used in the fight. The fight sequence

provides some of the film's most memorable

moments, especially when Blaster is

defeated.

When Max leaves Thunderdome, he is

adopted by a tribe of children. They believe

he is the long lost pilot of their crashed

airplane, returning to bring them back to

a civilizati*-"' that no longer exists. This is

where the movie begins to transcend its

violent origins. Max once again becomes a

reluctant leader and the culture of the

children raises him up to the level of a

demigod. Though the film ends with

another violent chase scene, it portends of

good things to come for the next movies in

the series.

The malls provide an opportunity to see

a few of the movies running for the Oscars.

Just as a public service, here are the

nominations for the local movies.

The Color Purple ties for first place

with 11 nominations including: best film,

best actress (Whoopi Goldberg), best sup-

porting actress (Margaret Avery who plays

Shug, and Oprah Winfrey who plays

Sophia), best original song, best screenplay

adaptation, best cinematography, best

original score, best art direction, best

costumes and best make-up.

Out of Africa also has 11 nominations

including: best picture, best actress, best

.supporting actor, best director, best

screenplay adaptation, best

cinematography, best original score, best

art direction, best costume design, best

editing and best sound.

Murphy's Romance has earned James
Garner a nomination for best actor, though

God only knows why, also best

cinematography.

Twice in a Lifetime inlcudes Amy
Madigan in an intense performance that

earned her a best supporting actress

nomination.

Kiss of the Spiderwoman is playing at

the Academy of Music in Northamton. It

features William Hurt in an exceptional

performance that has gotten him a best ac-

tor nomination and should get him an
Oscar.
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UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.

~\ 225 Main St. Northampton, Mass. 584-9913

Y Special Events co-sponsored by

our office overseas
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International Medical Convention
sponsored by the Kos doctor's Association the second week of June

held on the island of Kos, home of Hippocrates

Marathon sponsored by the Greek Government to be held

the 6th of April and the 12th of October run from Marathon to

Athens. Finishers receive certificate of completion from the Greek

Government..

Are You Looking for Intelligent Life?
Come travel with us to New York City Sat. Feb. 22nd or Mar. 29th to see

Looking for Intelligent Life in the

Universe starring Lily Tomlin

$59.95 price incl. RT bus fare, theater tickets and dinner

SAVE SAVE SAVE with this coupon

for $50 off any international air ticket

I
$10 off domestic air ticket when you

i
reserve with us before Feb. 15

'————— ^——————————i—
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ATHENS

CRETE
1 MONTH

$999
price includes:

- round trip airfare

Boston or NY
to Athens

- hotel ace.

1 week in Athens

2 weeks on the

beaches of Crete

1 week in the White

Mountains oi Cretemm

Making Plans For Spring Break
Let Us Help!

Price Includes Airfare & Hotel Accommodations

FLORIDA
Fort Lauderdale
r

$278 to $580

HAWAII
Honolulu 4 nts

Maui 3 nts

1 MONTH
in SPAIN

includes

RT airfare

& accommodations

$99.9
ieflfjiflfl!{ll!r(3lli

MEXICO
ACAPULCO
$579 to $619
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BLACK ArPAIRS
March against racism
planned for next week

CoUrgiaa photo by Mich^le Segall

Director of CCEBS Paul Barrows addresses students at first

CCEBS meeting in Mahar Auditorium Wednesday night.

University of Massachusetts students ai»

urging their colleagues to join them for a

march against racism in Philiadelphia on

February 15.

"It's obviously an area of this country

that needs support against racism, and I

think it will be a dynamic experience,* said

student senator Laura Gottschalk, a junior

political science major.

The National Organization Against

Racism, a coalition based in Philiadelphia,

has organized the march in response to

various incidences of racist violence and

what they see as the legitimation of racism

being pursued by the Reagan
administration.

Joe Pietge of the All Peoples Congress in

Philiadelphia, one of the groups which is

helping to organize the march, said the

Reagan administration has promoted a

"climate of racism' bv in m«nv di<T»»rpnt

ways, from attacking affirmative action

programs in cities across the country, to

prosecuting voter registration activists in

Alabama.
Pietge said the bombing of the Move

group in Philiadelphia last spring had

precipitated the organization of the march,

adding that the actions of Reagan ad-

ministration and institutionalized racism

were being targeted.

The bombing, which left 11 dead and hun-

dreds homeless when a fire raged out of

control and destroyed 60 homes, is one of

many incidences of racist violence which

prompted the formation of the coalition.

"When the Move incident took place (At-

torney General Edwin) Meese sent a

telegram to the police department con-

gratulating them for effectively dealing

with terrorists.' Piegt said.

February is Black History Month
Throughout the month of February, Black

History month is celebrated throughout the

United States. Try this black history quiz:

A. Actor

B. Gospel Singer

C. Research Scientist

D. Civil Rights Leader

E. Songwriter

F. Newspaper Publisher

p. U.S. Senator

H. Businesswoman

I. Liberator

J. Poet

K. Concert Artist

L. Nationalist Leader

M. Educator

N. Basketball Player/Coach

O. Mayor
P. Inventor

Q. Explorer

R. Labor Leader

S. Composer

. . , )
rX'Chemist
U. Frontier Scout

1. Robert Sengstacle Abbot 8. Jean Baptiste Dusable

2. Marian Anderson 9. Jan Matzeliger

3. Daniel Hale Williams 10. W.C. Handy
4. Duke Ellington n. Arthur B. Gaston

5. Charles Richard Drew 12. Harriett Tubman
6. A. Phillip Randolph 13. Gwendolyn Brooks

7. Hiram RevpU 14. James Beckworth

15. Malcolm X.

16. Carl B. Stokes

17. Bill Russell

18. Peroy L. Julian

19. Mary McLeod Bethuim
20. Mahalia Jackson

ROVING What does Black

History Month mean

to you?

rjPpr^pTFD (ollegian photos bv Rob Skeltoo

las^B^B§^«^"^"^"^" ^"^"^~^""^

Louis Alfred III.86

munication Maj

Black History month is a time

when all black people should

take the time to reflect on the

struggles and truimphs which

constitutes black people's ex-

istence in America

Karen Fraser,87. Psychology

maj.

I don't really know much about

It. I do think students should be

more aware of it

]i r i s t I rle

OTung 86.. y/lathematics mai

^Jlack His ory Month helps

me recognizl that in this socie

ty, we have a strong case to

fight discriminization and the

way to correct it is to stand up

for what we beleive. I am prcud

WIN.
A PAIR Of

VALENTINE TREATS!
The Amherst Downtown Council and the Fine Arts

Center are again sponsoring

...A Valentine's Day Giveaway Drawing!

Fifteen lucky winners
will receive Two Choice
Tickets to an evening's

entertainment at the

Fine Arts Center
for one of the following

Spring performances:

D Mummenschanz
D Guarneri String Quartet ^
D Carnegie Competition Winner

D Toshiko Akiyoshijazz Orchestra

a BUI Cratty Dance Theatre

n Guthrie Theater "Great Expectations

Berlin Chamber Orchestra

Mitchell RuffDuo
Springfield Symphony Orchestra,

Vikloria Mullova, so/rv*.'

42nd Street

Kelly Fallon 88 School of

Management ma).

Black History means, my little

sistf" learning about her

h. k. K til. il l>\ M<. I

I .ni.l .Aiiili, I-

ENTER YOUR NAME IN THE
DRA WING FEBRUAR Y 3RD THRV
FEBRUARY 14TH ATANY DOWNTOWN COUNCIL
MEMBER BUSINESS DISPLA YING THIS AD. DRA WINGS JO
BE HELD FEBRUARY 17TH. NO PURCHASE NtXESSAKY.
DECISION OF JUDGES IS FINAL. WINNERS WILL BE NOTlHhl)

,^?]{%^^??rj^K¥^^^^^^
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the
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is^lf®
estaurant

"^

549-5713

FREE DELIVERY ^
Buy any Sub at Regular Price k
Get second at '/4 Price «

_ (highw pnc«d M»m pt«v»««l Mpif^: Fab 14, 1966 h
a Offer good on deltwerv wihf 56 Universitv Or . Amhers* ^

TEACH IN JAPAN
Persons i«»ith a dagree and lob .ixperienre in such fields as

advertising, publishing, engineering, business admimstra
tion. pharmacology, linguistics and lsr>guages wishing to

teach Eriglish to Japanese adults ir-i one or two y«ars in

Tokyo and other parts of Japan should write to;
~ Personnel Manager, Interrfatiunal Education Services

Shin Tatso BIdg

10 7. Oogentaka 2 chome, Shibuya ku

Tokyo. Japan 150
Personal interviews will be held in New York m the middle
of March. 1966

Further information on the posilion. qualifications, salary,

benefits, transportation and housing can be obtained by
airmailing a detailed 'esume with a recent (rfxMograpii to
I E ^

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.

9-6

There can be
,

only one
"Black Sheep'*

Blt'.^l * ' W U vt'M' • » 'hi I' ',|f ,
\l,i

OPENING

MONDAY
FEBRUARY 10th

9 A.M.

S.ll<ul * I'fns >-;,iiit , • N 1 !m It j; , •

Irulfles ••< (3lh»ti BiSHs^j • Hin nli. "'

MiissrI ' • HiUI Sour ''i Mv .
• [.'* • r

• fijbouleh • ?(M * '.h<j( oL'iti- . If- .1

Mi;((

100% COTTON /^^

TURTLENECKS
in a dozen dazzling colors

REcSaSr

NOW
6.95 3 DA YS ONLY

3 FOR

19.95
Downtown Amherst DaUy 10 - 6. Sun. 12 -S

This Winter
We've Got

inter ]]

t It All

In BOTH STORES!
AmhefSt CoMoqe Shopt • NoriKompion (Neat to iron Ho'te)

POSTERS BAMBOO BLIND
Huge

Selection
* 20% off

BEDSPREADS PQDer

(Covef Wolfs Furn * LAMPSHADES
WfxJcws) (Vonery of ColOfS)

RUGS S MATS * CARDS
CoO'^u! Durable; Over 1400 Designs

• Greotfy Expended Ofoss G Silver

SKIRTS & BLOUSES * JEWELRY
fConnfonobie Cotton; (eoffinqs rings etc )

WINTER SALE
20 - 50% off

selected Clothing, Chinese Shoes

Tapestries & Rugs

t^

i«». .^^#

Great Gifts...

Great Prices

'MCI^CANTILE

w
Doily Sot

Amherst
549 1396

10 6 • Sundoy 12 5

Nofthompton
5fl4 1205

RuggeawearttcL
30% OFF

-arge, colorful selection of all

cotton Rugby, Henley and
Crewneck collar shirts in both

heavy and mid-weight. A great

opportunity to update your
Spring Break wardrobe'

^
^01150dfitafsli

32 Main St., Amherst 253-3361 Mon.-Sat. 9-5:30
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FREAKER PATROL

So Vou
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AND CARINA TO
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THE FAR SIDE BY GARY LARSON

"You know mose leeny tiny imte birds

that walk around so trustingly inside a
crocodile's moutti? Well. I just been
eatin' those little guys like popcorn."

BY DOWE b O'BRIEN
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BY R.MILLER

...WHEN ALL THEV
REALLY WAWT FROM
YOOISONe THING.,

COMMITMENT/

BY GORDE

BLOOM COUNTY BY BERKE BREATHED
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All new Collegian personnel is invited to a

News writing workshop

with Collegian news editors

Tuesday Feb 11 7 X pm
Room 902 Cannpus Center

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Carping tmmt^k
b WKMop«n

15 Important
person

16 Au»lraii«n

t>t(a»

17 UMite
lUtlMt
millans

Ig Timid tn

Scotland
19 11

(MKWMafMy »0
K) FOM

S«««on«
comport

23 illy bitly

24 Somm#
tummaii

25 £n#ro» unil

28 AlhMt
U Turkish lille

» Typeot
jSOoDun

J9 Caruin
Jap«r>«t«
Americans

40 Musical gieai

lo friends

4j Closa 10

apoat
44 Pitch

45 MurKh o'

t)runch

46 Western and
Gothic

*6 Ordinal tullii

50 Oetrimeni

5J Michaelmas
daisy

5« Hisnemesis
was 40 Across

6J Swiss
abslraciio"'St

64 Awaigh
65 Small insect

66 Asian «ild

goal
h7 All together.

in music
68 Wash down
69 Small pre

") Church
recesses

'I Very. in

Versailles

OOIWN
1 Like A sharp
? Sequestered
J Remainder ,

in

Toulouse

Miird by I rude Mk-brl Jaflr

4 Accouterrrwrti

lor Pie»in

5 Both PrelK

6 River in

Corsica
Century pMnt7

g m
wriiting

9 Gitdtron
number

to Brunch or luntn

tt Ouru^
t2 Pu^Mo Indian

tj DC lime

21 i9lhcen
American
humorist

22 Yoga postures

M Cytopi«*m
•utMI«r>c«

V GraceM
olotd

29 STiore

pl««nonMnon
30 agarnst

ot

troubles

31 A gear AbOr
32 Poeiic

conliaetion

a First Class

34 Small valley

16 Oistwil
37 ininaii^
36 ShMtot

stamps
40 OroH p«raon
41 Dancer JoM

42 Encountered
47 Beethoven »

Palhetiqut'

49 Cocf^HiMf m
2001

51 Admonition to

a child

S2 Bian, ri ji

law
54 View
te C^ieratic i«ro,

usualiy

M CMan as 11^
57 Obsemanca*
58 City on the

I jnaio
^ duweii

60 Subiect
61 Location

62 Niotje i oioihe*

63 ACarion
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Weather

Tbday: Sunny, high around 40 degrees.

Tbnight: Mostly cloudy, with increasing cloudinesB late,

lows in the upper teens.

Tbmorrow: Snow or rain possible, high in the mid 20s.

MENU

Lunch
Tuna Boat

Chili Corn Chip Bake

Basics Lunch
Lentil Spinach Stew

Tuna Boat

Dinner
Turkey Divan

Fried Shrimp Dinner/Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

Basics Dinner
Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

Fried Shrimp Dinner/Tartar Sauce, Cocktail Sauce

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Tbday's Staff:

Night Editor Lesley Clark
Copy Editor Jim P&triquin

Layout Technician Conor Plunkett

Photo Technician Raul Desmarais
Production Supervisor Mark P&rker

Production:Beatrix HofFman, Peter Soderberg, Adam
Rath, Laura Vogel, Dave Boardman,
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Cwtland St&te, and the women going down
to Philadelphia to compete in a dual meet
against Temple and Northeastern.

Hie Minutemen will be hoping to up

their record to 4-3 against a decent Cor

tland team (3-3) that features top perimxuBS

Derek Comelious.

The Cortland allarounder was the Divi-

sion I vaulting champion last season, but

a lack of consistency shown by the rest of

the team this seawn allows UMass head

coach Roy Johnson to go into this meet

with confidence. "Our consistency alone

should allow us to take this meet," the

coach said. "Cortland has a few areas of

weakness that we are more than capable

of taking advantage of."

The biggest weaknesb Cortland has is on

the pommel horse. If UMass takes advan
tage of that event, the second out of six,

they could coast the rest of the way.

The competition begins at 1p.m. on

Saturday at the Boyden Gymnastic Center.

The women's team, coached by Chuch
Sheibler, will try to turn around their hard

luck season this weekend down at Temple.

The Minutewomen (2-4) will face Temple

and Northeastern on Saturday..

In other UMa^ action this weekend, the

5-5 women's swim team will be at home
against a tough University of New Hamp-

shire team at 1 p.m. on Saturday at the

Bovden Poo!

•«««««*«

':r^

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amherst
N«Kl ID Tow* H*li

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
$20 MINIMUM OI^DEK.
(OFT UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

All Prices In Store Cash Or^lv

m
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the

past two seataons, they are

team the Minutemen should

defeat.

"It's a win we want bad

ly." said Gorlufsen. "It

would do a lot for our con-

fidence at this point in the

season."

Minuteman Mutterings:

Smith, with 475 career

assists, is second on the

UMass career list. He is 43

behind the late Alex
Eldridge's 518. With at

least eight games left this

season. Smith should easily

surpass the record as he is

averaging seven per-game

this season. The West
Virginia game (Feb. 20 at

WVU) would be the ex

pected date for the record-

breaking, but with a few

double-figure assists days.

Smith would set the record

at home against Temple
(Feb. 17).

Sutton is down to third in

the league in overall scoring

emd second in scoring within

the conference. He is hitting

for just over 20 ppg against

A-10 foes. . .freshman for-

ward Duane Chase is fifth

in the league in blocks with

1.13 per-game. . Smith is

first in assists with 7.05 per-

game. Smitty is also second

in free throw percentage

with an 86 percent mark
from the lint (50-of-58).

UMass 41-40 edge in the

season-series. . .former
Minuteman star Al Skinner
'74) is Malone's assistant. .

.Gerlufsen said the regular

starting five of Smith, Sut-

ton. Chase, freshman center

John Milum and freshman
forward David Brown will

open the game. . .the 81

points in the first game
against URI was a season-

high for UMass . The
Minutenu'n als<j attemped a

season high 32 free throws

in that game, making 23 of

t ht'in Milum played well in

that game, scoring 20 points

as the 6 9 lona transfer ex

hibited a variety of solid

moves under the hoop

L^ass returns home on

Monday night against Penn
State at 7:30 p.m. The next

game will be Thunwlay, also

at home, against RutgtMs

Bud • Bud Light • Miller Lite

Coors • Coors Light
m

suitcases 11 99
ca. + dep.

mmm

Sebastian!
Burgundy
& Chablis $Q 75

1.5

MMMMMifHJMIMMMMIM

Sierra
Nevada

Pale All-

NOW IN STOCK!

Wurzburger
'Alcohol FreT'

$^25
6pk. 6pk.

Heineken
& Becks
$425

U*!!

Book Sale

30% OFF
our regular price

on all books

Sat. Feb. 8 -

Sat. Feb. 15

VALLEY
BOOKS

Carriage Shops
Amherst

M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-5

Sun 12-5

549-6052

VISA/MC

?'Riverboal Village

NOW OPEN

APARTMENTS. SOU TH HADLEY.

1. 2 or 3 BEDROOM UNITS

BEAUTIFUL MODELS FUPMSmED B» CniP DeiA;-.£'. & EPSTE'S FUi?NiTUtfE CO

•Swimming Pool 'Tennis Court 'Club House •Shuffle BoBid Court

LEASCO ON OPtN TCCUPASC 6*5 -

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
10 AM 4 PM

Phone 53?9Jbl
S32 946?

CAU FOR
DIRECTION'..

f Rjverboai Vuiape

Oiver lodge bo
So Maoiev 'A 0107S

res&«:t.

Theycomewiththe territory.

4>

4-

TIRED OF PIZZA?

AMHERST
DELI

DELIVERY
CALL

549-631d

It'sone (^fthe first thinjEP you'll

norice as a Navy ( Hiker.

The recognition that vou've

got what it lakes lo 1 ^iad the

Adventure.

Thatadventurccan lead

vou around the world and back

again . ,\iid along t he way

you're picking up experience

that builds conlidencc it takes

vears lo get cisew here

.

1 here's no bootcam p.

(V)llcge graduates Stan with

management and leadership

training atOtficcrC^andidate

Scht)ol. Oncecomrrussioned,

you'll have even more edu-

cational opportunities tlial can

lunher professional growth

.

You'll uncover your polen-

I ial and get the responsibility

and decision-making auih-

kVsvi

orit>- success needs. The
challenge, sat istaction and

rewards add up to personal

and professional growth no

other job can match.

>X'hen you I ^ad the

Adventure you slan out with

pride and respect. It puts

you a step ahead. (>)ntaci

yourNaw Officer Recruiter

orcaUl-86o-327-NAVY.

NAVY"^^ OFFICER.
'i^^3i-:j^jr.^Lii^iiiii.\'2JSs^

»«wc«n»wjM^«»i •

MON'WED 4-8 THUR-SAT 4-10

J CARRIAGE SHOFS - AMHERST ^ LEADTHEADVENT

Friday, F<^ruary 7. 1986

1

COllEOIAM u

American Travel Services

presents

SPRING BREAK^*86''
Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

^^•••••••••••••••***********************^******^

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

Beer of the Month

Imported O'Keefe Canadian

Drink of the Week
The Mellon Ball vodka, mellon liquer, orange juice $1.25

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002
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Burns More Calories Than

Nautilus

TODAY IS THE LAST DAY YOU CAN WORK
OUT AT THE BODY SHOP FITNESS CENTERS

FOR FREE!!

Our friendly and knowledgeable staff will answer

your questions and demonstrate our state-of-the-art

Hydrafitness equipment.

EXERCISE WITH A FRIEND
AND SAVE $$$$

Sign up today with a friend and get the 2nd

membership* at V2 PRICE!!

THE BODY SHOP
Two Convenient Campus Locations:

Sign-up hours:

Boyden & Totman
7:30-9:00 am
12:00-1:00 pm
4:00-6:00 pm

EXPANDED hours as of Feb. 10

Boyden
7:00-9:00 am
12:00-1:00 pm
3:00-7:00 pm

Totman
7:30-9:00 am
11:00-1:00

3:00-9:00 pm

Still only $45/semester

V2 price for first-time members only
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LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian QHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

ACTIVITIES
FOR RENT

HRTA CM*«r Dm* 1986 Come meet with

leaders m the hospitality industry on Tues-

day Februar\ 2."). 1^8« from 'J:IK) am - 4:f>0

nni in the t'ampus Center Auditorium

Hotel. Restaurant. Ka.st K<hx1 and t'on-

tract Food Chains, will lie hosting formal

and informal presentations relating to

career and industry opptirtunitie.". recruit-

ment prwedures, and future trends. Ad-

mifssion is free.

JOIN HANDS ACROSS AMERICA!
Come to the 1'Ma.ss HlnRer Task Force

meetinff Monday. Feb 10 at h.W 12H Stu-

dent I'nion

Wooien who love iporU. . .Women's

Ruffhy starting practices Tuesday and Fri-

day 5 to 7 pm Totman Room 22 strt.-;

2-7-8fi no experience needed!

PridiC Rentals free delivfr)- R & P

Package store 2W|742

Available one room in spacious apart-

ment at bus sl;>fj. Five miles from campus
Jl.Tl'monlh includes elec & hot water call

anytime 2hX3H2h

Large studio apt wTireplace. private bath

and kitchen. ti»h, includes heat. .Steve

.T49-n)*.'iy anytime

Large room available iminediately in 3

bednxim house. '^ mile fn>m campus
$!.'•.«• call anytime 2.56-n04il

Looking for female for single room in

three l*droom apt. Close to town and

campus 22.T plus call 549-4149 Triangle St

House/rooms available 5 bedroons, 2 liv

ingHKims, large ^vard. near lake, on bus

route. Call 549-1 (44

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

include: helping lo organiw .irea tenants

unions, .-uivocating for improved bus ser

vice, and researctiing the effects of fee

hikes on off-campus students. Deadline 1

1

feb.3 PM 404 SIB 54.'S 214.5

Silver bracelet on Mon Feb li plea.se call

Nick for reward .549 .'rf«).5

TOM ( ARMKAN - *^iiel .iiimange <|iie lu

ne (larle pa.-^ fraiicais!' Mais je serais tou-

jours la pour toil' Stacy

util

idrv. piai

2."..'I7«2;22 liefore 10 pm keep trying!!!!

AUTO FOR SALE

VW Superbcctle. 1973 giK>d condition.

$12(K).(>0 as IS or liest offer. Call 2.53-5790

after 7:00 pm

1975 Plvmouth Fnry, good condition must

sell. $4<V).(K) tel 584-93fi2. fifi5-3207

1978 DaUun~B210GXl^peed AM-FM-
cassetle excellent condition $9.50 or BO
call .549-042.5

72 VW Beetle semi-automatic dependable

$27.5 .58«-7088

1976 Tovota Corolla 4 spd 2 dr reliable

transjiortation $8.50 or BO call Luisa

.549-1421

71 Plvmouth auto. New exhaust system,

snowtires. $.360 must sell. Call Nga
546-4837

76 VW Rabbit, 4 door. sUndard. AM/FM,
runs great, must sell 546-4854

80 C^am Z28 350 auto alarm Sony cassette

giM)d cond seek lo sell immed asking $48(K>

.549-7816

68 Dart auto runs good $5.50.00 584-3308

new tires good mileage

1975 VW^Rabbit 79,(M)0 miles. Sunroof,

stereo, runs well. $825 259-1.582

ISTS^W Rabbit 122.000 miles', ^:xcellent

condition, 5 speed, (juaranteeil. $11.50.

2.59 1.582

1976 Voiare Wagon. AM/F¥'ra.^sette,

sniiwtires, Mependahle, ll!!«l"i nr H<l

F(4'1-';M4'.i

Ford LTD 75 runs well $>•'•<' "' Hi' :ii!

2.53-999»i evenings

Office Space available. Especially ap-

propriate for Dissertation Writers in

Belchertown. 323-7636

FOR SALE

Desk. Large. 4-drawer. hardwood with

large surface, llood condition. $90. IK) or

best offer Call 2.5.3-5790 after 7 pm

Electric Starfire-4 guild guitar for sale

call .loann .586-9402

IBM Graphics Printer excellent condition

call Arn ie 2.5.3-5143

Airplane Ticket on Republic Airlines.

Roundtrip to California. Seattle. Arizona.

New Orleans, Florida, and more. No
restrictions on reservation. First class.

$290 549-4149

SMALL FRIDGE excellent cond. call Tim
after .six 256-8602 $60

Need bail monev quick Yamaha system

BO call Dude .546-5078

Bass - V, & L 1000 series (black! amp
Fender su|ier reverb (4-IO's) PA. head

Peavey 400 (210 watts) all ex. cond going

cheap call Bill .584-5173

fakamine F3608 Acoustic (iuitar ex

i-ellcnt condition, plays well an.l sminl-

rreal $225 2.59-1.582

W)VERNMENt HOMES Troin $1 (u

repair). .Also delin((uent ta\ properly. Call

1 gl).', (i.'<T lUHin ext. (;H-961« for informa-

••••JOBS*"*JOBS****JOBS**"
Scera. the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy, is hiring the

following positions; Public Relations.

Researchers. Anti-Oppression Week Plan-

ner and Clerical. We encourage all

students to apply, especially women and
[leople of color. Applications availalile in

420 Student I'nion due 2/7 545-0.341

AA/EEO employer

Campus Tour Service is hiring for spring

semester. Apply at 10] Berk.snire House
by 2/14

'

_^_^
Small Northampton advertising agency
looking for student intern. Must have car.

organization. enthusia.sm. Call: .586-2135

UMass Transit Service is accepting a|>-

plications for several bus driving [losi-

tions. You must be in a degree program
taking at least six credits aiifl have a Mass.

Cla.ss II license and excellent driving

record. $4.60/hr to start. Apply at Iniver-

si'.y Bus Garage, or call Bud "or .lenny at

545-1X156 for more info, CMTS is an
EO/AA employer

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr round.

Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sight.seeing. Free in-

fo. Wreile I.IC. Pf) BOx 52-MA I Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Earn money on all the magazines sold on

campus. Need people lo post information,

(kxid i/rofit Write. BP<^ 8218 Hardy.

Overland Park, KS 66204

Gold ring, between Cralitree and Lyon
near Worcester DC Great sentimental
value large reward' (Jregg 546-3249

TO Mm manines: navr' im».-i " »>>«•

long awaited 20th birthday! Love. KMPK-
LS

Woman's brown Seiko watch on Mon-
day. 312. Large reward. Plea.<e call Tara
al "549-686

1

MOVER

To Kim Martinet! have a blast on your

nl
Happy Birthday Heather! To our favorite

mobile home b<jmher. Happy 19 and coun-

ting! 1-ove you a lot. Brent and ,loe

Male roommate needed, Brittjinv Manor.
call 2.56 1,398

Female roommate wanted tn lease nr

sublet Colonial Village one liedr<M)m apart-

ment 'Terms negotiable call 253 57il6 or

5469687

'Round Town Movers fast, reliable

cheap. Call Michael anytime ,323-6780

PERSONALS

FOUND

BOLTWOOD

Bollwaod-jPnijert Information Sessions:

Wednalilj', Jihruary "' rm 917; Monilay— rm 8(M; Wodnesilay
rni !'1T. Tuesday. February

jmfiu." Center 7:(H) pin cmne
Fre all about!

I ASH
"'

Paving' cash for vour baseball card*

Please call Mike .546-6105

Did you lose a dog? Black ami while with

a tan mii/.zle. Appmv 1 vr old If sfi call

Saul at .549 Otiin;

Thirteen kevs on a ring, found Tuesday
afternoon, 2/4, in parking lot 62 (near Fer
nalil Halli call Carolyn to identify 546- 1 164

Cross Pen in SBA^ on 2.'4 cali M'ke al

,586-0449

Foreign Students: Recently published

guide to (Jreencard from F/.I/H Visas.

Free details: Immigration Publications PO
BOX 51.5991. Dallas TX 75251

GOVERNMENT JOBS
$16,1140 $59,230'vr Now hiring Call

1 80.5-li87-t;000 ext RWiilll for current

federal list

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Wnrk.^hop. 28 hours including cla.>isroom

ami .<hiip Ijimited enrollment. 2.53-2<l98

Music and Dance instruction. Perform
ing .Arts Division ri'gister by Wednes«lay,
Februan 5. I Mass student discounts

available. Old Chapel/I'Mass .5450519

Private (tuitar Lessons. F,x|^ierience<l .ind

[Mitienl teacher Riick'l'iip Fnlk'Blues lin

provisalinn. Reading, Tnenry. Ciinijiosi

lion. Vour home or my -^tuilio Doiii:

.5.19-47Mii

Get the moat from your workout. Call

Mai for supplements at reduced prices.

.546-7549

Say it with a flower!! Send a carnation to

a friend for Valentines Day. Table in Cam-
pus Center on Feb 5-12 sfKinsored by

Newman Cluli

• Southwest Residents!
*

• •

• • Help organize Southwest Week *

• •

"
- Fight unfair housing policies '

tk?t Involved
•

• run for
*

.Southwest Assembly Representative '

•vacancies for:
• •

• Cramplon, Emerson. James, JQA '

" Kennedy, Mackimmie, Washington *

• Nomination jiapers available at the
• SWAG Office in Hampden. Papers *

• due at 5:00 pm on February 1 Olh

Lost - gold bracelet of extreme sentimen-

tal vakie Reward offered! Plea.se call

.546-6664

To the Pledges of Sigma Sigma Sigma:

Get psyched for this semester -- March is

just around the comer!
LOve. The sisters of Tri-Sigma

BciTa Baby! (Clara) Happy Birthday Hon
Uxiking forward lo a nppi'n' s«'mester! We
love ya" your roomies MN & SP

lUppv Birthday Anthonv and Jennifer!

Wishing the beat to two of our best

friends! Love, Marcy A Karen

tMO» REWARD

Room available! 1 5 mon drive to cmapus.
I>evrett 4 b-niom house, living rm. kitch.

New furnace & shower. $178 mo Judy al

1-267-3.385 evenings

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to NYC or Long Island for

long weekend. Need ride th«'re and back

will share expenses. Keep trying! Call

Elizabeth 6-6952

RIDERS WANTED

SERVICES

"Typing. Fast, acctirate. Call anytime.

665-7652

Lvnne Han* Esq. P.C. Immigration Law
evening appointments call Springfield Of-

fice 781 6,370 or 665-8M3

Light Moving with Toyota truck call

.549-2649

tailor for'all kinds of alterations. Fast

service, reasonable prices at SHAANN's
Hampshire Mall 584 9.362

Math ~tutar - exnenenced, rea.sonable

rates. Business Calculus, Engineering

Calculus, more .584-3184. after 5:00

SPRING BREAK 8*

FORT LAUDERDALE from $309 in-

clu<ling Round ii ip lel and 7 night.', at Holi-

day Inn Hole' (which is one mile from

lieach) All TaM s and Tips Includeil

MON'TRFM. WEEKENDS $79.00 in-

,.|iicl ,' bus and hotel Also

s\.„u IH^ ro\ \ BEACH Packages

Larry Bouchie - This is your very own
"Observant Reader of Ihe Personals" [>er

sonal. Enjoy.

Stephen - Thank you for the most ex

citing, intense, rewanling, and wonderful

two years I'veever dreamed of Let'shojie

they last forever' Luv always, Leah

S.G.
ideas.

Wanna celebrate'' I've got some
L.G

JOURNALISM EXPERIENCE

HELP WANTED

Bring the news of .vour school to the five

college area. Gain valuable i-\perienci'

rc|jorting for an award winniiii;

new«|!aiier. Contact: D.AILV COI.,

LKtilAN ,54.5..3.5(M)

HSMA Chocolate Sale on ih- i
. i„ .,ir-j'

from F'eb. 10-14 homem^ •• " ' I !•• - fur

75' $1.50 come by an.. •

IJo you hale eating in the !».< .'.' \rv ynu

.m (hr 19 Meal Plan' '; cri' i.- an alicr-

na'ivc, the Butterfield Kucheii lia.-^ ii|hti

I,,;.- Mil iheir meal plan. It interested <'on

Uict Kii/.abeth l.am al the Butterfield Kit

chen offi' •

ENTERTAINMENT

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to vmir

ta-ste Call Chris 2.56-6845

Want to have somelunrln'slrRTP to a

Boston Night Club on Feb. 21 FACES is

large and has 3 dance floors. For informa-

tion, call Rich: 546-5449

Entry Level Marketing Position in Itx-al

multi million dollar firm hourly wages
starting fmm 4 to 5 dollars, phi.' paid sales

commissions Malt; .584-.'i,596

Weekly pay for newspaper deHvery in
dorms. Must be able to deliver 7
days/week. Pay is variable. No car needed
Call evenings 2.53-7(MI9

The Cimmntcr Area Government is seek-
ing a work study student to he a political
anvK-ale for "ft '-apitiii-. sJiidents r>uties

LOST Bobettr - >mi ijarty animal! We love you
Slav c<M)l!

Car kevs in SBA Monday aft>"rn""r. sn.ull

knife attached. Plea.se call Steve .549-:;.»« i

"•

PJnTT'aisley shapiil with colore<l atones.

Thurs 1 30.'Wi Great sentimental yalue If

lounH. pleas<' call :.49-.'J809 rewaril!

Small visual aid in black vinvl case Kn
day, January 31 Room 1 13 GKC or vicini

ty." Desperately needed by visually disalil-

ed student. Reward. 665 8316

What is a
Spring Hreak ('ountH'iwii

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••>>•*
• Spring Break Countdown *

...?fi'il?i'i''.^.'ft'i
.*

Taeadavs and Thursdays from Amherst
to Boston and back call 549-7587 Claudia

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for a female to share a two
bedrooom apt you will have your own
room t'lose to campus. Call Y'a-smin

.549-0926

Single room for rent in 8 bedroom home
bordering I'.Mass. $'2.50 • utilities mo. Call

.lohn or Pal al 549-6364 house has 2'/!

bathrooms, Ig. living nnim. Ig. yard, 2 kit

chens call anytime

Wanted 2 roommates male or female 5

minutes from campus Rt 9 call anytime
.584 46(11

Brittany Manor apt male nMnnmair rem
1.50,00 call 549 «0M 2.5.'i 7004

Female to share rmim in Brittany Manor
for spring semester call 2.53 3612

2 females needed for 1 Ig FiedriKim in m

house near .Amherst Center 2.53-2'284

Hnusemate wanted: 1 room availalile in

house 1 mile from campus $180 (K)'nn<nih

male only call 256-6'228 anylini.'

Female 180 inri on bii<; rt .'^iinilrrhind

2.56-6(»7:i

Female wanted for women's household
near campus 1K7 plus nonsmoking
vegetarian 54'.t 5198

Still looking for a home? Ijtrge single

r<i<im with fireplace available in apt I mile

from cam|ius. 140 (ler month plus utilities

call 549 .5436

.3 normal guvs ItHiking for a fourth 1,50

month 81 Presidential .549 7875

THE RAMONES

in Rock 'n' Roll High School Feb 1 1 5, 7,

9, II SUB sponaoreil by VVSYL

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK on the baach al *uth
Padre Island, Daytona Beach. Fort
Lauderdale, F'ort Walton Ki-ach or

Mustang Island/Port Arabsas from only

$89; and skiing al Sleamlmal or Vail from

only $86' Deluxe lixlging. parlies, giKnlie

liags, more. . .Hurry, cbII Suncha-w Tours

for more information and reservation^ loll

friH- 1 8(M)32I 5911 TODAY' When your

Spring Break counts count on Sunchase

Party! Party! Party! Come with l.uv

Tour's lo suniiy and exciting Fort Lauder
dale. Daytona or Key West. Best hotels

oii'off the Strip' TransjKirlation available.

H('i| proci-s going' f all .Mark 519 6173,

Kcii .'il'.i 174!', .lohn .5496l<i;i, (irad,

Kr:iii, .ri 1-^ ''

WA.NTKI)

We're looking to take over a lease in

Brandywine or Townehoiise apts for fall

semester Hi\ please call 6 I K!7 or fi-9548

One fNXS ticket will pay tt GSi
.549.501:1

Wanted: scuba ei|iiipnient e.specialiv wet
suit call l»nvc .546 9551

WANTED TO RENT

Looking for 1 female to share a liedrixim

in Brandywine No security deposit re

quired. Call Kalhy after 5. .549-78.58

Share 4 bedroom house in So. Deerfield.

I min. to bus stores etc. dishwasher &

Single room' wanted: female, non-
smoker, responsible, would like a quiet
room at a rea.sonahle price. Call 665-2469

Sick of dorm life and D.C. food? Rooms
available with full meal pKin or meal plan
alone. Walking distance lo campus and

, 1<)W^ CialLfur oiQrejniprvuitioa 266-6)^''4
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SPORTS
Road
UMt
URI is next for Minutemen
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Even 6-14 teams can have critical games.

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team, losers of three straight,

find themselves in the unenviable position

of having to defeat the University of Rhode

Island Saturday night in Kingston.

With a win over the Rams < 7 13), UMass

would snap its season-long lO-game losing

streak on the road as well as bolster its

Atlantic 10 standing; plus get a much-

needed boost of their confidence.

Both the Minutemen and the Rams are

3 8 in the A 10, part of a three-way tie for

seventh place. The Rams hosted a tough

Temple team last night, the Minutemen

have been idle since losing to St. Bonaven-

ture 78-60 on Monday night.

"I'd say it's a critical game for a lot of

reasons," said UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen.

"We have four home games coming up and

a road win before that would really get us

going. We've had trouble on the road this

season and with the road games we have

coming up (at Duquesne and West

Virginia) I'd like to have that first win

under our belts."

Minutewomen

home against

St. Joseph's
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Mid-season slump, tailspin, drought, it

doesn't matter.

Whatever adjective you use to describe

the current situation that surrounds the

University of Massachu.setts women's

basketball team, you won't be far off from

the mark.
The Minutewomen, (911 overall, 2-7 in

Atlantic-10), have dropped six out of their

last seven games and will attempt to

break that streak against a good St.

Joseph's University team (14-3 overall

and 6-2 in the A- 10) on Saturday in the

friendly confines of the Cvury Hicks Cage.

"We will have to play better defense on

the perimeter and have much more inten-

sity for the whole game," assistant coach

Pam Roecker said. "We will need a total

team effort."

With sophomore forward Tara Lewis

out for the season (knee injury) and

sophomore center Susan Burtoft out in-

definitely (finger), UMass has an added

burden in the form of injuries to key

players. But despite the injury problem,

Roecker maintains that the

Minutewomen are prepared.

"Everybody on this team knows what
their role is," Roecker said. "The seniors

will have to take up some of the slack, but

we are basically going to stay with our

game plan and stay with our personnel."

In their last meeting at Philadelphia,

the Minutewomen blew a six piont

halftime lead and lost, 77-65. Senior cap-

tain Jerrie Bernier was high scorer for

UMass with 13 points and Burtoft pulled

down a game high 12 rebounds.

UMass will have to contend with the

Hawk's big gun, junior center Teresa Car-

michael, who has scored in double figures

15 times this season and is currently

fourth in the conference in scoring. The
Minutewomen will also have to stop

guard Terri Mohr, who occupies the

seventh spot in conference scoring. Car-

michael led the Hawks with 23 points and

10 rebounds in their last meeting against

UMass.
Game time is slated for a 1 p.m. start.

The game will also be carried live by

WMUA radio.

The main ojm^m Gerlufsen has heading

into the game (7 p.m. at the Keaney Gym)
is defense. The Minutemen are eighth in

the league in scoring defense, allowing 72

pointsper-game. UM has allowed 75 ppg

over their last four games creating concern

for Gerlufsen.

"It's a problem that we're concentrating

on," said the coach. "We have to work

harder under the hoop and continue that

work out toward the perimeter. We're

allowing too many easy shots and second-

chance shots."

UMass defeated URI. 81-75 in an over-

time battle Jan. 11 at the Springfield Civic

Center. UM's leading scorer, 6 2 sophomore

guard Lorenzo Sutton, had 24 points in the

game. The Minutemen held a comfortable

lead thoughout much of the contest before

allowing the Rams to battle back and tie

it in regulation. The Minutemen then

played well in the extra period to put the

game away. URI point guard Carlton

"Silk " Owens led the Rams with 15 points.

Owens, a six-footer from Brooklyn, is

averaging just over 13 points-per game for

the Rams and poses a problem with his

quick penetrating into the lane and solid

outside shot.

"Silk Owens is a challenge for any team,"

said Gerlufsen. "Smitty (UM point guard

Carl Smith) will have his work cut out for

him. I expect that to be a good battle."

Smith practically equalled Owens' pro-

duction when the team last met, scoring 12

points and handing out 10 assists. Smith,

a 5-11 junior co-captain, hasn't played up

to his potential this season, averaging 8.2

points (6.2 in the league). A good effort

against Owens and the Rams would go a

long way in helping Smith regain his form

for UM's stretch run.

Keys for UMass include stopping Bryan

Mitchell. A 6-5 forward, the Pitt transfer

hasn't played up his ability this season, but

can still do damage with his long-range

jumpers.

A-10 rookie-of-the-week John Evans is

another tough Rhody guard. The 6-6 for-

ward scored a career-high 27 points against

George Washington last Saturday.

The Rams, under second-year coach Bren-

dan Malone, are a scrappy bunch, that out-

side of Mitchell, Owens and Evans aren't

all that talented. With a 15-43 record over

continued on page 14

CoUegian photo by Michelle S«KhU

University of Massachusetts point guard Carl Smith (5) and Rhode

Island's Bryan Mitchell meet again Saturday night in Rhode Island.

Weekend previews

Swimmers near spotless season
By JOE ROBERTS
AND STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

In an effort to get the inevitable over

with, the University of New Hampshire

has changed the time of their men's swim

meet with the University of Massachusetts

Seriously, UNH had a mix-up in schedul-

ing that forced the change with the

meeting vrith the Minutemen, who hope to

finish their dual meet season with an 11-0

record tonight at 7 p.m. in Durham instead

of Saturday, the originally scheduled day.

In other UMass action this weekend, the

men's gymnastics team will be home
against Cortland State on Saturday, the

women gymnasts will be at Temple against

the Owls and Northeastern, the women's

swim team is hosting New Hampshire on

Saturday while the track and skiing team's

are also in action.

"We should have no problem with them,"

UM coach Russ Yarworth said of New
Hampshire. "They have a couple of good

freestylers, and a good backststroker. They

have a solid team, they beat Vermont by

four points," Yarworth said. The

Minutemen handily beat the University of

Vermont 6845 last Saturday and according

to Yarworth, UMass could have beat them

by fifty.

Unfortunately, for some UMass swim-

mers this is their last meet of the year

because the Minutemen can only take a

limited roster of 17 swimmers to the New
England and Atlantic-10 meets. "It's tough

when kids are working hard all year and

you have to tell them they can't go. The
kids that aren't going to New Englands

will be hoping to do their best times," Yar-

worth said.

Swimmers that aren't going have been

tapering off on their workouts in practice

so they're rested going into the meet. Other

swimmers have been tuning up for the

championship meets. "Some times will be

quick but some others may be sluggish.

You never know, sometimes quality work
makes things click," Yarworth said

There are two swimmers that are swim-

ming in the Atlantic-10 meet and not in

New Englands. Freshman Eric Bebchick
and Junior Owen McGonagle fit into that

category. "These two deserve to be in the

meet. They've been working hard. There
are two other swimmers that will swim in

the New Englands meet but not
Atlantic-10's," Yarworth said.

Yarworth also wants to have the divers

dive eleven times off the one-meter board

in order to give Pat Mullen a shot at qualif-

ing for nationals. He needs to dive a com-
bined score of 450 points.

After they win, there won't be a celebra-

tion for their undefeated record.

"Undefeated is great but New Englands is

what we want," Yarworth said.

The UMass men's and women's gym-
nastics teams are ready for this weekend's

competition wifh the men home against
continued on page 14

Weekend Sports at a Glance

UMass Schedule:
Today: Meh's Swimming:

Hampshire, 7 p.m.

at New

Saturday: Men's Basketball*, at Rhode
Island, 7:30 p.m. Women's Basketball:

St. Joseph's, Curry Hicks Cage, 1 p.m.

Woman's Swimming: New Hampshire,

Boyden Pool, 1 p.m. Men's Gymnastics:

Cortland State, Boyden, 1 p.m. Men's

Track: Easterns, at Maine. Women's
Track: at BU/Holy Cross open. Skiing:

at Brown Tourney on Loon Mountain.

Sunday: Women's Gymnastics: at

Temple, noon. Men's Volleyball: at

USVBA, Holyofce High SchooL
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Three of the nine protesters who showed up at Friday's START rally carry signs out-

side Whitmore Administration Building

START demonstration fizzles...

Students, administrators

continue trust fund struggle

By ANDREW WOLFF and PATRICK JOHNSON
Colk'^Man Staff

La.st Thursday, Laura Gottschalk. a member of

Students Advocating Rit,'hts Togptht-r. said she hoped 25

to 30 iH»ople would turn out at Whitmore Administration

Building Friday to show administrators that students are

concerned with the fate of the Student Activities Trust

F'und.

Then she quickly added: 'What I hope and what will

he are probably two different things."

Gottschalks prophecy became reality, as nine pro

testers assembled at the end of the Whitmore ramp at

1 1 a.m.. carrying signs, passing out leaflets to passers-

by, and chanting,'Hey hey, Chancellor Joe, Randy Donant

has got to go.'"

The demonstrators distributed leaflets to students ap-

proaching the ramp and asked, 'Do you want activities

this semester?"

There were no answers, but despite the poor turnout,

the protesters said they believed they accomplished what

they set out to do.

"My feeling is we are making a lot of students aware.

Many have stopped to talk and to take the handbills."

Gottschalk said."It would have been better if more had

come, though."

Randy Donant, the director of the Student Activities

Office and Dennis L. Madson, vice chancellor for Student

Affairs, have been the targets of START and other stu-

dent groups since the publication of a Nov. 19 memo, reaf-

firming what administrators have said all along. The

director of the student activities office has ultimate con-

trol of the $1.7 million trust fund.

'Vhv .(iniroversial memo sparketi a wave ot student pro-

li'^t- .md led to the arrest of 2'2 -mdnii^ aftc-r two days

of sit 111- DUtside Madson's offut

The trust fund, served by an $88 annual student fee.

logged a $120,000 defuit at the close of the last fiscal

year.

Administrator- .i> thi unly way to rectify the deficit

is to restate the dirtjction d the fund to ^,'et it back into

the hlaik.

Students .say that deficit or no deficit, they should main

tain control of the fund andmake the ultimate decisions

of where student money is going.

Madson. with the blessing of Chancellor Joseph D. Duf

tey. has asked students to cooperate with him in

establishing a commission to in\estigate the future of

the SATF
Trey Williams, Madson's assistant, is currently work

mg with Dani Burgess. SGA co-president, to form that

commission, which will include faculty as well as

students.

Marc Kenen, a member of START, .said Friday that his

group is opposed to forming the commission.

"We don't even believe we should have a commission,

"

Ki nen said. "In return for our participation in the com

mission, the administration should fill the fourth at-

torney spot."

Kenen was referring to the Legal Services Office, which

is run by trust fund money. Last year, one of the office's

four attorney's resigned, and the vacancy was filled, but

not by a full timer.

The fourth per.son has been hired on a "03" status,

which means he works under a one-year contract with

no benefits.

Madson .said the position was filled to help with LSO's

heavy case load, but permanently filling it depends on

what Donant decides.

"I'm faced with a budget dilemma, " said Donant. "I'm

not recommending filling any vacant position requests

(for fiscal vear 1987.)"

... while senate does business as usual
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate began its annual

budgeting process last night, despite the fact that ad-

ministrators may not let the senate control its funding.

The committee met for six hours to review the budget

requests of nine registered student organizations, in-

cluding Students Advocating Financial Aid. the Boltwood

Project, and the Lesbian. Gay and Bisexual Alliance. The

RSOs v/ere applying for money from the Student Ac

tivities Tru.st Fund and the committee will meet three

nights a week until every RSO requesting funds is

reviewed. Committee Chairman Jordan Rosner said.

The committee is aiming to have the budget for fiscal

vear 1987 finished by March 5.

Accoixiing to Rosner. the administration may accept the

budget because of negotiations last summer "They
agreed at the time to accept our budget if we could have

it written by March 5," Rosner said.

Control of the trust fund is being di.sputed by student

leaders and administrators. The trust fund is currently

controlled by the director of the Student Activities Of-

fice, Randy Donant, and Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs Dennis L. Madson, who a.ssumed control of the

fund Nov. 19 after what they called a "cycle of financial

disintegi"ation within the SATF."

The only snags in the process concern the professional

positions paid by the trust fund, Rosner said.

The Legal Services Office is requesting a fourth full-

time attorney, but Rosner said,"We don't consider that

I <t(l nil /Jiif^c li
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NOW president
pushes inarch for

women's rights
By REBECCA THATCHER
t'oUegian Staff

( allmg the members of the right wmg who oppos*-

reproductive freedom and civil nghlg "fascists." the Na
tional Organization for Women l*resident Eleanor JSmeal

urged an audience of about 600 t(» march on Washingtcm

DC on Maix'h 9 for "the biggest event in feminist history"

.NOW i.-> ttiganizing two nationwide marches, on March

9 in W'ashington and March IH in L<-> .\ngeles. to

demonstrate public supp«^>rt for safe, leg.ii .ilxMtion and

birth control.

The gains of the women's movement of the 70s on many
fronts are in peril. Smeal said, but most dangerous is the

threat to safe and legal abortion and birth control. Smeal

>aid the right to alwrtion for poor women has been taken

a%vay in all but 14 states, and by 1988 President Reagan
iruiv hi- able to achu've a majority of Supix-me Court judges

u hci u ill repeal the 1973 decision Roc v. Wade and make
.ilii.i I Kin illegal.

"Wc arc gotn^ to make thr (onncctions and the

links.. .when the Pope ^>oes to Afriea and says no ar-

f Ifinal birth control we are noin^ to have the courage

tn say: 'you're hot spreading life you're spreadmfi

•''"'''" " -SOW President Eleanor Smeal

Citing p<jlls and statistics. Snie.il sim\ the public is over

whelnnngly in favor of the femini.si agenda, but that the

opposition IS rich and powerful and "the fanatics on the

other side are using violence and hara.ssment."

She said it was time to "draw a line in the sand," and

organize a movement that is too large to be ignored and

throws ofl' the old "narrow perspectives."

It is an outrage that nine million Africans starved to

death in 198.5 while the Reagan admini.stration cut fun-

ding for birth control research, she said.

"We are going to make the connections and the

links.. .when the Pope goes to Africa and .says no artificial

birth control we are going to have the courage to say:

you're not spreading life you're spreading death."
"

Emphasizing the gravity of the crisis, Smeal refused to

be a moderate in the face of the right wing. '"We are in

a deep struggle...

"When 1 stood up at the National Press club and called

the opposition fascist, 1 was told that it was unwise and

we should believe how they describe themselves and ac-

cept it as a given," she said.

Reminding her audience that the Nazis in Germany

murdered the homosexuals before the Jews, Smeal said

gay baiting is a historically fascistic tactic, which is used

to distract, divide and conquer.

Rather than tackling the issues: that women earn 59

cents to every dollar men earn, that women pay higher

insurance premiums for less coverage; Smeal said those

who oppose justice can always '"call us dyke, commie."

"If they debated us on the issues they would lose," she

said.

Cnllrgian photo by Brian (iuarnolta

NOW President Eleanor Smeal
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Mandela's wife

says his release

is imminent
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP»-Wmnie

Mandela said yestewlay her impnsoned husband Nelson

Mandela, inspirational leader of South African blacks,

will be released, but she did not know when

Asked bv a reporter if the release were more of a ques

tion rf'when" and not "if" Mrs. Mandela replied: "Ves.

that is correct"

Mice m Natal ^m-ince along the Indian Ocean Coast,

said, meanwhile, that thr**e black not squad (rfTicers were

killed yesterday when set upon by a mob of blacks engag

ed in tribal clashes wielding clubs and knives

A poli« spokesman in Durban. 20 miles north of where

the killing occurred, said se%*en black police were sent

10 deal with gangs of rival tribes, and their patrol car

became a target for both factions He said four officers

fled on foot, but the warriors ran down the ^htr three

and mutilated their bodies.

Police said earlier m the day that police killed three

blacks after notj- broke out late Saturday and before

dawn Sunday m eight neighborhoods.

Mrs. Mandela, who has emerged in recent months as

an anti-apartheid leader in her own right, was besieged

bv journalists at Johannesburg's Jan Smuts Airport after

she flew in from visiting her husband at Cape Town

She told them, "I do not have the slightest idea when

or where he will be released, but he will be released.

"

It did not appear that the 67 year old guerilla leader,

who has been serving a life sentence since 1964 for plot

ting sabotage, would be freed for days, at least.

Mrs. Mandela said she expected to .see him again 'in

a few days" at Cape Town's Pbllsmoor Prison.

"^^llen one is relea.sed from pri.son. one goes home." she

said, apparently trying to quell rumors Mandela might

be released into exile in Du.saka. Zambia, where his

outlawed .\frican National Congress guerilla force has

its southern Africa regional office.

Despite Mandela's years in prison, he endures as the

foremost leader of South Africa's increasingly militant

blacks.

The ANC is the main guerilla group fighting apar

theid. the system of legal racial segregation through

which South Africa's 5 million whites deny the vote and

other rights to 24 million blacks.

A.sked if Mandela might accept exile, his wife said "Not

at all. ..There is no question of his accepting that kind

of condition."

Last year, Mandela refused an offer of pardon if he

would rienounce the use of violence as a political weapon.

About 1.100 people, mo.stly black, have been killed in

the black upri.sint that began Sept. 3. 1984. Police say

about a third of the dead were blacks killed by other

blacks, usually after being accu.sed of collaborating with

whites, and two-thirds were killed by security forces.

Workers charge vote fraud

>! ANILA. Phiiippmes
AV -Thirty computer
operators mairJwd out nl the

governs-

mission >c-.^;.._. - ^ i,

the ballot-counting that

:^hov^Ted Resident Ferdinand

F MarcM defeating Cor

a.'ii .Aquino was falsified.

.An international obser%'er

gpiup. meanwhile, accused

Marcos' parti.*ans yesterday

lit vote-buying, intimidation,

snatching ballot boxes and

tanipenng with election

I, fill n^ in Friday's special

presidential election.

The computer ^)erators

\vept on each others'

-houlders after parading

-mgle file out d'the Marcos-

appointed commission's

counting center

There was something

wrong," a woman operator

explained. "What's posted

on the tabulation board does

not tally with the computer

board, and we don't know

who is doing it We cant

take it anymore
"

The woman, who refused

to ^ive her name, told the

Associated Press that

wtjrkers spotted the problem

Saturday night, when Mrs.

.Aquino was leading in the

commission's count by

KW.OOO votes. By midday

yesterday, Marcc^ had taken

over the lead.

By Monda> morning, with

28 percent <>( the precincts

reporting, the commission's

unolTicial tally gave Marcos

3.056.236 votes to Mrs.

Aquino's 2.903.348. a split^d"

.'1 28 percent to 48.72

ptTcent.
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Offer Valid Feb. 3 thru 14

C-41 Process 110, 126, 135 on Disc

Standard Size and Finish Only.

AVAILABLE AT

University Store

Mini Store

Worcester Munchy

Hampden Munchy

Wo uso only Kodak paper.

Kodak chemicals, and
Kodaks TECHNET- center

for computerized quality

control

Lose
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Pounds
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Pam Weisman's

Diet Center

644 Main St.,

Amherst

253-9580

Mon-Fri 7am to 1 1 am
4 pm to 5 pm

Sat 8 am to 10:30 am

DIET

Don't Forget to Send a Card
Prepare for Valentine 's Day Feb. 14th

Get your cards early.

at

A-l'Hastings, Inc.
^P— N«!W»<lcalcr i>a«l .Mammei

—

^^j *

"Convmni0ntly locatad in thm c»nt»r of Amh»rtt"

45 iouth PImasont Sfrstff

OPEN; Wavkdoys 5 a.m. to 9 p m.. Suodays, S o.m to I p.rn.

/^^l^
• Top Hat
• Shall We
Dance

• Follow The
Fleet

• Carefree
• The Sky's

the Limit
• The Band
Wagon

th09» and many more grtat classics

on vIdBO to rant or own at

ViOEO raC9
44 Main St., Amherst • 256-1509

UMass staffmember receives King award

Cotlrgtan photo by Maria Bull

Rev. Gilbert Caldwell

By PHIL SERAFINO
ColU'gian Stall

A member of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts staff

Saturday received the se-

cond annual Martin Luther

King Jr. Peace and Justice

Award for her work against

discrimination in the

residential areas of UMasa
Sally Msyewski, assistant

student development coor

dinator, was honored at a

memorial breakfast for

King at Amherst Regional

Junior High School. The

breakfast was sponsored by

the Goodwin Memorial
AME Zion and the Wesley

United Methodist Churches

of Amherst.

Majewski was recognized

for her work as project coor

dinator of social awareness

training for resident

a.ssistants. The award was

presented by FVances Crowe,

a local activist and member
of the breakfast's awards

committee, who said the

award is presented to "so-

meone in the community
who is living out the dreams

and ideals of Martin Luther

King."

About 450 people attend

ed the breakfast, including

state Rep. James G. Collins,

D Amherst, who was master

of ceremonies.

"The social awareness

training tries to heighten

their (RAs'» awareness
around issues of cultural

WOMEN'S FORUM
Womt'/i's Forum i>- it inrkly listinf^ of

events relaU'il /<< uhhii'n's issurs Sotices

ma\ hi' sent tn thr \\\>iti,'n's Stus Editor,

cure of the Collegian, by the Friday before

the event.

The Educator/Advocates is looking for

volunteers to raise community awarene.ss

around issues of violence against women.

Academic credit and or letters of reference

are available for participant.'^ in the pro

pram Additional information is available

at iht Everywoman's Center in Wilder

H.ill at 545 088.3

Impostors, Fakes and Frauds i^- i ciu

day workshop for wdmen on issues of com-

petence and confidence in the workplace

The workshop will be held 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

February 21 at the Northampton Hilton.

Pie-registration and de|K>sit are required by

February 17. The program is being spon

sored by Professional Development
Associates. Anyone interested may enroll

by calling Y. Young at 586-7450.

Tuesday—The Women's Media Project

on WMUA radio .station will focus on the

article in the February 6 Collegian,

"Women's Groups Fear Apathy." Women
from various groups on campus will discuss

the problem and various ways of combat-

tint' it. Tho progrnm v>osted by Maureen

McCarthy, will be held from 6 to 7 p.m. on

WMUA 91.1 FM.

Wednesday-Elizabeth Hartmann v%ill

speak on "The Strategic Womb: Women
and the War on Population" at 3.30 p.m.

in the west lecture hall of Franklin Patter

.son Hall at Hampshire College Hartmann.

a graduate of Yale University, has written

extensivtiv on hunger and poverty Hart

inann is speaking as part of the "Women,
!»opulation, and Agriculture" spring hx

turt' scrifs at tin- C(>lli%'iv

Thursday—Amrita Basu will speak on

"The Forging of Collective Identities

and Struggles: Relationships Between
Feminists Academics and Activists" at

7.30 p.m. in Smith Colleges McConnell

Auditorium. Basu. a member of the

political .science department at Amherst

College, is speaking as the first in a

"Women Making Connections" series

spf)n.sored by the Smith College Advisory

Committee on the Study of Women. The

lectures are free and open to the public.

Dn Paulo Freire. internationally known

Brazilian educator, will speak from 5 to 7

p.m. at the First Congregational Church in

Amherst on "Religion and Liberation."

The talk is free and open to the public.

Needs of kids addressed

Creativity stressed

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Creative children are the most gifted,

but are often poor students, according to

four experts on creative education during

a symposium in the Campus Center Fri-

day night.

"Creativity is the highest expression of

giftedness," said Dorothy A. Sisk, the

former director of the United States Of
fice of Gifted and Talented Education.

E. Paul Torrence, a professor at the

University of Georgia and a noted resear-

cher in creativity. William Butcher of the

National Science Foundation, and

Marilyn Ferguson, author of The

Aquarian Conspiracy: Personal and Social

CollefCian photo by Mlchflle Segall

E. Paul Tarrance addresses a

creativity symposium Friday in

the Campus Center

Transformation in the 1980's, also spoke

to a group of about 250 on the need for

more creativity in teaching.

"Creative children tend to have a zany

sense of humor, are anti-authoritian, able

to resist group pressure, have little

tolerance for boredom, need time to think

and have a preference for complexity,"

Sisk said.

A gifted elementary school student,

when asked to draw a snowstorm, passed

in a blank piece of white paper. The
teacher, who should have appreciated his

creativity and sense of humor, made him
draw another picture, Sisk said.

"Children should learn another

language, it helps to develop a particular

way to look at another world," she said.

Children should be allowed to explore,

observe, question, invent, and translate.

"In short we want to exercise their

brains," Sisk said.

There is a gi-eat need for skillful

teachers who allow creativity in the

cla.s.sroom, Torrance said.

"The most important thing to look for

is that they are in love with the things

they want to do," he said.

"Don't waste time being well-rounded,"

Torrance said. "If you do a few things well

then do those things."

"We need new ideas. We need creative

people who can think up new things,"said

Butcher, who is a director of special

engineering.

"Creative people are sometimes really

a pain because they talk too much, but

they are adept people," he said.

Butcher said he is trying to establish a

contest for undergraduate engineering

students in which they would submit pro-

ject ideas to try and win a $30,000 giant

and be accepted into a choice of graduate

-r^Ools.

diversity," Majewski said.

"It's to help RAs create a

better community on their

floor. When they hear
stereotypical comments,
they can intervene and let

that person know that some
people in the community are

offended k^ that stereotype"

Majewski. a 1972
graduate of UMass, said she

draws on the fact that King
taught white people not to

feel guilty, but rather to

work for social awareness.

"The award is a very special

honor for me," she said.

The keynote address at

the breakfast was delivered

by Rev. Gilbert Caldwell, a

Methodist minister who
worked with King in the

Southern Christian Leader-

ship Conference in the

1960a

"His life and death has

given this nation much
energy to fulfill his dreams

... He challenged us, in

spired us. He brought forth

hope in the midst of

hopelessness," Caldwell said

of King. Caldwell was a

campus minister at UMass
from 1978 to 1980

Stephen Gates, a UMass
history professor and
biographer of King, also ad-

dressed the group.

"King has gone on to join

the great mythic heroes ... I

h»>pe we don't lose sight of

him as a human being. He
suffered, he felt anger,"

Gates said.

Later Gates added, "I've

got nothing against making
myths of our heroes. Every

healthy culture has a

mythology. That we
mythologize King, a black

man. makes me feel good.

W'e have integrated our

mythology."

Gates said that as a child

and a young man, King felt

an almost uncontrollable

anger toward white people

and was on his way to being

a separatist.

"Mahatma Gandhi taught

him a creative way to use

his anger, however Loving

nonvioleiuc \v.i> i lu- method

he used to u^t- his anger

creatively instead of self

destructivelv." Gates said.

('ollt'KiiiM |»ln>li> li\ K"h Skrilon

Employees show their displeasure that certain paychecks did not

come through Friday afternoon, on the eighth Hoor of the Campus
Center

Student paychecks hit snag
Many student employees who were expec

ting paychecks Friday from the Campus
Center or dining commons did not get their

full checks becau.se of a computer error, ac

cording to Auxiliary Services Personnel

Manager Timothy Cox.

Students not able to receive full checks

were offered up to 80 percent of the previous

week's pay.

Signs posted in the Campus Center warn

ed .students that a "major problem" had

delayed information concerning the status

of student checks.

Cox said the problem occurred when the

computer tape for the student payroll was

replaced with the previous week's tape.

"Somehow, the tapes became mixed up,"

he said.

The payroll is submitted by tape to the

payroll office in the Whitmore Administra-

tion Building. After a computer nialfunc

tion, the tapes were switched, with the er-

ror going undetected until Friday. Cox said.

"Duplicate checks from the previous

week were issued," he said. The duplicates

were given to .students if the amount did

not exceed what their time cards indicated.

"In places where people were supposed to

get a check but did not, they will have the

option of getting a cash advance for up to

80 percent of their pay," he said. "They will

also be giving advances on Monday."

The usual long line at the Campus
Center check cashing window was
noticeably shorter as many students were

forced to make other arrangements.

-DAVE BGARDMAN

Japan-U.S. relations shift

By BRUCE SAXON
Collegian Correspondent

Mizuo Kuroda, Japanese ambassador to

the United Nations said Thursday evening

that recent developments in the Pacific

region have produced a shift in relations

between the United States and Japan.

Kuroda's speech to more than 150 people

in Mount Holyoke College's Gamble

Auditorium was the keynote address in the

four-day Eighth annual Student Con-

ference on International Affairs.

"The Pacific region is now an area where

the US, Japan, the Soviet Union and the

People's Republic ofChina will compete and

perhaps neutralize each others effects and

power," Kuroda said.

Japan is more important as a military

partner of the United States today than

ever "oefore, he said.

"Japan has incea.sed its role in the joint

U.S. and Japanese effort to contain Soviet

power," Kuroda said. "Japan has
^ ..^.i-^^^iK^. -prreased its defense expen-

ditures and it controls ocean straits impor-

tant for Soviet military .strategy."

Kuroda also said Japan has become a

more important economic force.

"Because of increasing growth rates in

Japan, an increasing economic in-

terdependence has developed between

Japan and the West," he said. "Each is the

others" major trading partner.

"The US and Japan are the two large.st

market economies in the world," Kuroda

.said. "Maintaining harmonious economic

relations between the two countries is a

major goal of Japanese diplomatic efforts."

kuroda's lecture was jointly sponsored by

the conference and the Five College Center

of East Asian Affairs. Megan Van Frank,

a co-organizer of the conference said her

group offers .students a unique oppurtuni-

ty to explore critical foreign policy issues.

"We have brought together a number of

foreign policy experts to discuss and debate

major problems facing the US and the

world," Van Frank said.
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UMass Greeks:

Where the Pride Is!!

We have:

• 13 Fraternities that offer many differnt lifestyles

• A great social awareness

• Life-long friendships

Come Check Us Out

AXA TTKA ZY eX
Feb. 4. 5. 11. 12 Feb. 6, 11. 13, 19 Feb. 3. 4. 6. 10. 11 Feb. 11, 12, 13

AA5 r$r iZK
call 545-3117 Feb. 11. 12. 13 Feb. 10. 12 or call 256-6863
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Feb. 3. 4, 5, 10. 11. 12 Feb. 11. 13. 18 Feb. 4. 5. 10. 11

^Kissing disease' no fun Course on Central America offered

By MARION TINSLEY
Collegian Correspondent

About 40 or 50 UMass students per

semester come down with mononeucleosis,

usually for a short time but possibly lasting

for months.

Mononucleosis, or mono, is a viral infec

tion which if left untreated, can lead to a

ruptured spleen or suffocation because of

inflamed tonsils.

According to Dr. Rose Ciccarelli of the

Mono Research Clinic at University Health

Services, "most students come in with a

sore throat and they say that they feel tired

and run down, so they get cultured for strep

throat and that is when it's diagnosed as

mono."

Mono is transmitted orally during pro-

longed personal contact— hence its

nickname the "kissing disease'—and is as

contagious as a cold. People who have had

the disease build up an immunity and rare-

ly catch it again.

The symptoms for the disease are a sore

throat, fever, headaches, swollen glands, ex-

treme fatigue, and aching muscles. The
diagnosis of mono is confirmed by a throat

culture, a mono spot, a blood count, and a

check "to see how the liver has been com-

promised," Ciccarelli said.

"For most students, mono is a short-lived

illness which la.>^ts two to four weeks,"she

said. "However, there are cases where pa-

tients experience prolonged symptoms."

There are two kinds of mono. In mild

cases, mono is often mistaken for influen-

za and victims recover without any com-
plications. But in acute cases, the spleen

and the liver become enlarged and the

windpipe becomes obstructed.

Students suffering from acute mono may
be admitted into the Mono Re.search Clinic,

where they are treated and paid $70 for

donating their blood.

"In cases where a patient experiences

^tJnitarian Society and the
Anterican Friends Service Committee will

be offering «m introductory course on Cen-

tral America, for those who may not know
a lot about the region.

"You don't have to know who Daniel

Ortega or Castro is," said Aliza Anzell, a

University of Massachusetts student and
service committee intern who will run the

course. She said the course will trace the

source of conflict in Central America and
look at this administration's role in the

area,

Fi-ances Crowe. t»f the American Friends

Service Committee, a Quaker based

organization, said the group promotes

social change and tries to remove the

cause oi war around the world- Economic
it^ustice and the desire for power and
prestige are among the causes of war in

the area, and that the course will focus on

El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Guatemala,
Crowe said.

The Unitarian Society of Northampton
and Florence, a liberal creedless religious

group that stresses ethics and respon-

sibility, will also be sponsoring the course

The course will run for eight consecutive

Mondays, starting tonight, and will meet

at 220 Main Street in Northampton at 7

pm.
-DAN PERRIN

acute symptoms of mono, we would sign

them into the inpatient unit. But the usual

process is that a patient must have

dcKumented material stating that they

have been tested and that they do have

mono before being seen at the mono clinic"

Ciccarelli said.

"Mono is self-healing in that there is no
treatment for it. It has an incubation period

of 30 through 60 days and the only treat

ment is one of symptomatic relief An-
tibiotics can be taken for the sore throat

and rest is advised," Ciccarelli said.

is offering
hundreds of

healthy tropical fish
at special prices

SALE!
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Don'tcompetewith
aKaplan student-

be one.

Why"^ Qjnsider this More students

increase their scores after taking a Kaplan

prep course than after taking arr/thing else

Why'^ Kaplans test- taking techniques

and educauonal programs have 50 years

of experience behind them. Wb kriow

students And we know what helps boost

their confidence and scoring potential

So ifyou need preparation for the: H.S.

ENTRANCE EXAMS, PSAT, SAT. ACT,

ACHIEVEMENTS. LSAT CMAT MCAT.

ORE DAT. ADVANCED MEDICAL
BOARDS. TOEFL. NURSING BOAPDS.

NTE. CPA. INTRO TO LAW SPEED
READING. or others, call us

Why be at a disadvantage^
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MCAT begins Feb. 19

GRE begins Feb. 11

LSAT begins in March

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

CLASS RINGS

2/10-2/12
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YOUR LATEST
CUNIQUE BONUS

"CLINIQUE RIGHTNOW
YOURS AT NO EXTRA CHARGE WITH ANY
CLINIQUE PURCHASE OF 9.50 OR MORE
With our Cllnlque bonus, there's no reason to spend

another day without better-looking skin and hair.

Just leave It to the Cllnlque beauty-workers that refresh

and perfect your skin, add superb colours, and help you

keep your hair where you want It. all day Everything

comes in small, useful sires that go anywhere with you.

Only available at Cllnlque bonus time! One bonus per customer.

Th0 CHniqu* Countm. AH Sflgef Stores «l 39)

THE CLINIQUE LOOK
Not a put-on beauty, but the kind

that comes from proper skin care.

CLARIFYING LOTION
12 OZ. 13.50 DRAMA TICALL Y DIFFERENT

MOISTURIZING LOTION 2 OZ. 9.50

FACIAL SOAP
6 OZ. 8.50

DATE TIME

0«OD«at Aiqwirad lU " ^
PLACE
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'CLINIQUE RIGHTNOW
Inside: Dramatically Different Moisturizing

Lotion. Honeyed Beige Balanced Makeup

Base, New Clover Powder Blusher A Brush,

Watermelon Re-Moisturizing Llpstk:k and

Non-Aerosol Halrspray

THE CLINIQUE COMPUTER
It asks eight essential questions to deter-

mine skin type and the proper Cllnlque

products and procedures for you.

CLINIQUE
Allergy Tested

100% Fragrance Free

CLINIQUE
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^*» ^ Secretarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers

• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

TIME OUT
Spaghetti

Homemade Soups

I
Big Sandwiches

All at Low Prices

I

37 N. Pleasant St,

Proper ID Required^1
"ALPHA EPSILON PI"
The Fraternity You've Waited For

NOW HAS A HOUSE!

GREAT Friends

120 National Chapters

Active Intramural Sports

RUSH WITH US'

Feb. 12 & 13 - Refreshments'

CALL: Alan 549-5303

or

Howie 549-5723

Highest GPA among

fraternities

Great Little Sisters

"JACK"

BMW
SPRINGSTEEN
SI3C ^VUt Jlork Simc;5

MAY DEPARTMENT STORES

we're a//ranked
in the t§ § ten

BUSINESS WEEK'S
"GUIDE TO CAREERS"
rated the May Department
Stores ' Executive Training

Program one of the ten

best in the nation. .

.

for all industries

FIND OUT WHY
many of your alumni
have joined the G.Fox
team and have become
successful executives

G,FOX

OPEN HOUSE
TODAY

10 am - 4 pm

SCHOOL OF MANGEMENT
FACULTY LOUNGE

* Casual Dress
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Rnancial Aid Form (FAR

Application Deadline

March 1, m6
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-
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GENERAL MEETING OF
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Tuesday, February 11, 1986

at 7:15 p.m.

917 Campus Center

Election of Vice President

and Executive Officer

and Constitution

and By-laws changes
Gr»iim*' '. D. reomred

MONEY MOTIVATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and Have

the Confidence to Prove What it Takes,

Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expan-

ding a mw offiw in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing

is tl» ftiture s\ic<»ssftil road to sales in the 1980's,

aai we are growing rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to

work arouiKi your schedule, and you can earn up to

$10.00 per hmir while training. There are still 25

positions avdkble. Salary plus Commissions plus

Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM -7 PM.

r^ve 418-2^-4101

American Travel Services

presents

SPRING BREAK 4^86'*

Ft Lauderdale /

Hotel from $139.00

Air New York $209. Rd Trip

B(^txm S22S. Rd Trip

Hobday Inn C-eanside $209.

NassaaParadise Island

Hotel k Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out. sign up now'.

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

SCIENTIFIC

CALCULATORS

lotneswitniextoeoi/

Model EL-509AT

Calculator with WaUet
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Located in the Campus Cetner
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The barriers that we erect
Since starting to drive for the UMass

Transit Authority, I've seen and experienc-

ed many things. Some have great impact

on my outlook toward the world and peo-

ple ait>und me.

This past fall, UMass transit took over

the handicapped van service. They're the

blue vans you see around campus. The ones

that say "Courtesy of Alumni Affairs" on

the side. They were previously handled by

Handicapped Student Affairs.

When the time for selecting routes took

place, I asked to drive one of these vans. I

made this request for a specific reason. I

wanted to face a fear, one that most of us

have. Every time I saw someone in a

wheelchair, it was a reminder A reminder

that every day each one of us faces the

possibility that it could be us in that posi

tion. Things that we do, simple things like

taking a shower or crossing the street, have

the possibility d" putting us in a wheelchair

This fear prevented me from really know

ing the people who were to become my
passengers, from seeing each of them as a

person.

Each successive passenger on the van

helped me overcome this fear, although

none of them knew this. I began to know-

many of them, and my fear diminished. I

learned that life will continue if I find

myself in that position and that I'll still be

able to go on to enjoy life.

As the semester passed, I began to

become aware of other things, many of

which would not have occurred to me had

I not been driving the van. When crossing

David Valade

campus on the sidewalks, new obstacles

presented themselves. I never before had

been faced with stairs and curbs as bar-

riers, lb drive across the campus, I had to

plan my route. In a sense, for a short while,

I had to face the same barriers that my
passengers saw every day.

With this came similar realizations.

Many buildings in our society are not ac-

cessible to someone in a wheelchair. I ful

ly understood this one evening when bring

ing a passenger to Engineering East. She

was going to see a movie, but was unable

to because the building was not wheelchair

accessible The only possible way she could

have gotten in was through Marston Hall

and it was locked.

By the end of the semester. I saw what

the greatest problem most of the

passengers on my van face. It is a society

that doesn't allow them to become full func-

tioning members. We construct buildings

that close them out. Curbs stop them. Most

of all, the attitudes of our society disable

them.
There are no simple answers. Each and

every one of us must change our attitudes.

They are the real barriers and we create

them. Once they are gone, we'll be able to

see and understand the physical barriers

we create. When we do this, we'll allow peo-

ple in wheelchairs to partake in the ac-

tivities we now deny them.

David Valade is a Collegian columnist.
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Pushiness is offensive to some
Last week, I was sitting in my economics

lecture. It was running late as usual,

because it takes a long time for 750 people

to get in and settled, lb my surprise, not

my professor, but a woman I had never seen

before assumed the stage. "Who could she

be," I thought, "a TA.?" No. She was from

MassPIRG and was using my learning time

to plug her organization. The clock ticked

steadily on as she concluded her speech and

handed out cards to the class.

I came to this University to get an educa-

tion and I invest a great deal of time and

money to insure that I get the best one

possible. Therefore, I become annoyed when

someone barges in and uses my class time

to further his or her personal cause. It's just

not fair, and frankly, I have better things

to do with my time.

Like eating in peace, for example. Just a

few days ago, I was in Franklin Dining

Commons and as I was walking by, so-

meone shoved a paper in front of my face

and demanded. "Have vou had a chance to

sign the petition for MassPIRG?" When i

informed him that I was not going to sign

the petition, he became angry with me and

yelled after me until I left the Dining

Commons.
I have no problem with what MassPIRG

stands for, and as a matter of fact, I think

that they have done some very good things.

What I don't like is their pushiness. If I

wanted to learn about MassPIRG, I would

have gone to their office in the Student

Union. Building and asked. Maybe they

would get a better response if they chang-

ed their tactics. Many students are

frightened by their aggressive and

overzealous representatives. Their methods

had enough of a negative effect on me for

me to write an article on the subject and

a good number of people I've talked to feel

the same way. So think about it,

MassPIRG; a little tact never hurt anyone.

Jennifer Abrams
Central

Information is a sacred cow
It is becoming quite tedious being sub-

jected to misinformation by so-called "col-

umnists" writing for the Collegian. Rusty

Denton's article is no exception. It may

have raised some interesting issues about

animal rights. However, his remarks about

India are inaccurate and out of context.

Anyone who has bothered to research the

subject, from sources other than tourist

brochures and pejorative "country reports,"

knows it is not against the law to slaughter

cows, or kill rodents, in India. Rather, the

sanctions against killing cows are of a

religious nature It is rooted in the complex

philosophical and bio-cultural tenets of

3,000 odd years of Hinduism.

Attributing the "alleged" shortage of food

to the eating habits of cows is to fall into

the trap of proposing oversimplistic

arguments to the insidious and tragic pro-

blems of hunger, caused more by

maldistribution, food and land ownership

patterns. Further, the statement about rats

and mice overrunning cities, etc is highly
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Flawed logic of the Right
Since my wife started attending UMass,

I have started reading the campus papers

and come in touch with the voluble New
Right.

My first instinct is to challenge specifics

as in pointing out to Peter Dow—as well as

that Old Right hand. Walt Rostow-that if

we believe armaments are flowing from

Nicaragua to Salvadoran guerillas, the

legal action of the United States would be

to take this alleged violation of the Rio

Treaty and the Charter of the Organization

of the American States to the World Court

and ultimately to the U.N. Security Coun-

cil. This is not leftist dogma, it is the US
law.

Going beyond the first instinct, I feel a

remote sympathy for the rebel stance of the

New Right. They appear to enjoy standing

tall against the trendy tides, even going so

far as to solicit "Bomb Scares, Death

Threats," and more deadly still, "Federal

Grants,"

But what I find deeply disturbing is the

cocksure manner in which these ideological

contras deal with issues that determine the

fate of real, loving ot hating, but always

fragile, humans. Right or Left, no good

soldier would treat life and death issues so

casually. Soldiers know ideas can kill.

While Stephen Erickson graciously ad-

mits "the United States has made some

significant mistakes in the past in overeac-

ting to perceived threats..."(so much for

Vietnam, et al.) he moves inexorably to The

Grand Assumption. "From all corners of

the globe, a war is being waged that pits

the Soviet-backed forces with those of the

West." Once this idiocy (and I'm not referr-

ing to the globe with corners) is accepted.

David Keith

anything goes. People— like me—who
disagree become "leftists" and therefore

not credible. Who cares if a "leftist" points

out that the United States not only sup-

ported the Somoza dynasty, but in 1933

created it; or that we only curtailed aid at

the last minute when "Our son of a bitch"

was not only embarrassing but losing?

The people finally pushed into resisting

automatically become "Moscow directed

communists" and so, less than human.
Ergo, compassion is wasted. All's fair in

war.

The CIA special advisor on Central

America from 1981-1983, David Mac-

Michael, pointed out during a panel discus-

sion at UMass that, as an insider, he saw

no secret evidence of an "arms flow" from

Nicaragua. Also, he said the contras were

created by the CIA to overthrow the San-

dinistas by military force and subversion,

that the contras do use kidnapping to

recruit, they do target teachers and health

workers, and that they do commit terrorist

acts as part of their policy.

While The Minuteman invites us to a

"COOR'S PARTY" (to drink Coors?), Coors'

money is going to US mercenaries and con-

tras to purchase the death of humans; and

to the Heritage Foundation and The

Minuteman to rationalize "good" terrorism.

As a final insult. The Minuteman stole

the motto of my Scottish clan, "Veritas Vin-

cit." If truth does indeed conquer, the New
Right better duck.

David Keith lives in Sunderland
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MassPIRG goals not partisan

imaginative and sensationalist but quite

inaccurate and grotesque. India may not

have brand name products "guaranteed to

kill rats and mice," but we certainly are not

in need of a Pied Piper, either

By leaking unsubstantiated, inaccurate

and insulting remarks about foreign coun-

tries, Denton reinforces the stereotype of

Americans being ignorant about other

cultures, peoples and places and being ar-

rogant. It is also especially unforgivable in

an educational environment where the ac-

cess to resources and information is wide-

ranging. It does not seem to play a role in

Denton's attempts at being a columnist. I

suggest Denton and those who agree with

him take a dose of their own medicine and

consider the state of their own souls. Seems

to me, they may need rescuing from self-

righteousness and ignorance.

Kamadhenu
Central

As I was walking through the Campus
Center last week, I was approached by a

rather friendly student who asked me if I

would help save MassPIRG.
Having had a close friend who was active-

ly involved with MassPIRG in former years,

I was well aware of the many beneficial

issues that this organization has fought for

and successfully achieved.

After I signed a petition in support of this

group, I thought to myself, why is working

for such things as cleaner air. unron-

taminated drinking water, and world

hunger such a hard thing to do? You would

think that everyone—no matter how rich or

poor, young or old. Republican or Democrat,

educated or non educated—would want to

help, or at least support those whose goals

are to make our world a healthier and safer

place to live in.

Wendy Friese
Amherst

New masthead worse than terrible
As we returned to campus this semester,

on one of our many trips through the Cam-

pus Center, we walked over to the stack of

Collegians and picked up a few. Much to our

chagrin, the typeface has been changed. We
looked at each other and wondered if this

was the same Collegian that we had both

grown so accustomed to reading over our

four year tutelage here at UMass.

It was impossible to determine whether

this paper was just another fly-by-night

peri(^ical, complete with its own cheesy

font. Folks, the new tvnpfa''*' »» vnrso th«»T»

terrible, whose idea was that anyway? The

Collegian now lacks personality. In the

past, the Collegian was instantly

recognizable and discriminated from any

other paper on the stack. Now it is destin-

ed to remain where it is placed, on the floor

of the S.U.B.

Matt Stanton
Sunderland

Grinda Leces
Amherst
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rin UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC. T

UC"|"^ 225 Main St. Northampton, Mass.584-9913

!U JLX Spring and SummerVacations
\y w^ith combination of cosmopolitan

nightlife, beaches, and hiking
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BRUSSELS
S^vPUlfU^

ra^.. vim

*^-

1 week

$599

m
1
1
1
1
^ price inlcudes:
m . «

1 - airiare

.^•i/ .

- hotel
^.^•'

1 MONTH
EUROPE

AND
CRETE

$799

^hA,

V
,-\ ->gt-i;

: *-^

\ fe>''

ATHENS
AND
CRETE

1 MONTH
$999.

price includes:

- round trip airfare

Boston or NY
to Athens

- hotel ace.

1 week in Athens

2 weeks on the

beaches of Crete

1 week in the White d
^7'^^ .<-

^.

m
^-. J

1
1
i
1
1
1
1
i
1
il

price includes:

- Roundtrip airfare NY
to Brussels

- 1 month Eurailpass

- 1 week hotel ace. on

the beach in Crete

Have your tour with all the trimmings.
If you love the mountains. . .call us

about our unique hiking program in

Crete.

SPAIN
1 month
$999

price includes:

- rd trip airfare

- hotel ace.

i
1
m

I
Making Plans for Spring Break

Let Us Help
%

HAWAII
4 nts Honolulu

3 nts Maui

FLORIDA
Fort Lauderdale

$278 to $580
$844

Price Includes Airfare & Hotel Accommodations

MEXICO
Acapulco

$579 to $619

m
m

Mountains of Crete E
m
m

1
il
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RTS
INXS parties with power for sold out crowd

by NATALIL llLAilT
Collegian Correspondent

ftrhaps one of the hottest tickets in the valley last w-eek

was for INXS who played at the Student Union Ballroom

Friday night. Like the other INXS concerts ah-eady booked

and promoted on this tour, the UMass concert was sold-

out—and understandably su

The first concert in then North American tour. INXS
played their hearts out. Starting with a song from The

Swuifi album, "Johnson's Aeroplane," INXS mixed old and

new material, pleasing everyone with their brand of hard-

edged danceable and rocking music Michael Hutchence

sang with incredible soul and enei^ although he was oc

casionally drowned out by the heavy mix of guitars and

bass. Inviting the audience, saying. "Let's have a party

here!" Hutchence and the band sw ung into a powerful per-

formance of "I Send a Message," complete with a solid per

formance by Kirk Ptngilly on saxophone and Hutchence's

purring into the microphone.

Although the first songs, including "The One Thing,"

from their fourth album Shahooh Shoobah. slightly suf-

fered from the band getting warmed up, they more than

made up for it on some new tunes from their latest LP,

Listen Like Theives. Unlike any band I've ever seen in con-

( < It before, INXS played every song from their new album,

and by the end of the night, they had played an impressive

set of 21 songs from their last three American releases.

Zora: Black folklore

By A.V. THOMPSON
Collegian Correspondent

Zora, the first perfor-

mance celebrating Black

History Month, was a

dramatization of short

stories and folklores of

Harlem Renaissance writer

Zora Neal Hurston
(1901-1960). The works were

edited by Alice Walker,

author of The Color Purple.

The production, held last

weekend at Hampden

Theater, began with a brief

introduction and slides

show ing Hurston as she was

in the 1920's and 30's. This

then led into three sketches

epitomizing Hurston's pride

and acclaim.

The first was three

monologues taken from her

essay, 'How It Feels to Be

Colored Me." Each actress

with great exuberance and

confidence strutted about

the stage illustrating

Hurston's own refusal to

apologize for being black.

Coli«'|inBn photo by Michelle Segalt

"Zora" is the presentation of several works

by the late Zora Neal Hurston

Some of the highlights of the show included "Dancing
On the Jetty" (from The Swing) in which bassist Garry
tiaiy Beers started jamming with guitarist Tim Farriss,

and the girls in front of the stage gi*abbed for Michael Hut
c fience. "What You Need," INXS' new single, was a steamy
romp a.*^ Hutchence and their female back up singer pm
\i>caiivel> shared a microphone t)n the chorus. Other
highlights included "Original Sin," 'This Time,"" and "One
\ One" which really cooked, and was probably one of the

hottest tunes perfotint'd all ni^ht "Don t ("hange 'Irnm

Shahmih ShcHthah) ended the set with th<- tntluisiotic

crowd dancing and singing along.

INXS came back twice to play four encnnv- Burn Foi

You" and "The Swing,"' both from The Suing album, had
the band flying on stage. On "Burn For You."' Tim Farriss

joined brother Andrew on synthesizers while "The Swing'

showed off the third Farnss. Jon's impressive and pro

pulsive drum work.

There were a few thln^,'s that flawed the concert slight

ly. like the unnt » (iid -moke machine and the few dif

ficulties in hearing Michael Hutchence. But what made
it a memorable and exciting concert was that the band
tnioycd pla\ in^j. and you (oiild sfc that clearly on tlieir

laces and hear it in their playing. As Kirk Pengilly ex

claimed backstage after the show, it was a lot of fun

Opening for INXS was New Man, an increasingly

popular college radio band. They played to a surprisingly

enthusiastic audience, many in the crowd familiar witli

the songs, including 'Bad Boy.s" New M.m played an

energetic, catchy, and stylized forth minutes of daim
oriented pop. From the sound and look of them, and tlu

audience's reaction to them, we may be hearing more fnan

New Man in the near future.

COMING TOMORRO'
exclusive interview with

INXS
I MirKlan pn>M<i i>\ Itmin (tuiirnotta

Michael Hutchence, lead singer of INXS,
played Friday in the S.U.B.

They all had talent which

enabled the audience to

laugh, admire the author's

boldness and appreciate her

words.

The second was a collec-

tion of folklore tales told by

three storytellers who
represented ordinary black

folk. Such fables had been

passed down through
generations.

This sketch turned out to

be the highlight of the even-

ing. It's performers, who ac-

cording to actor/director In-

grid Askew were "family

men," were superb in their

witty interpretations. The

tales themselves ranged

from merely stretching the

truth, as with a huge pum-

pkin, to depictions of black

slaves fooling masters by

feigning stupidity.

The third and final sketch

was a short story, "The

Guilded Six Bits." It told of

the marriage between Missy

May and Joe along with pro-

blems of adultery and
money.
This performance was the

longest and unfortunately

one of the weakest of the

evening, and showed the dif

ficulty of adapting short

stories to the stage. The ex-

cellence of actress Suyen
Lyn shone through,

however, and the dance

scene by Patti O'Neal gave

the story more depth of feel

and imagination.

On the whole this hour

and a half production of

Zora was well worth seeing

if only to realize the rich

•,'lent and uniqueness of

iiurston herself It does not

give a biographical account

but shows what she was
most famous for—her
writing.

Signing off in deaf performance
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

With fingers flowing and a

simultaneous voiceover, the National

Theatre of the deaf sent out a different

fiavor of drama, although it was not

enough to mask their bland performance

for their hearing/deaf audience.

The NTD, which is in its 18th year, per-

formed two plays at the Fine Arts Center

Thursday night, including a Japanese

mystery and an American classic by E.B.

White.

One of the special things about the

troupe is that they are a theatre group

aiming to communicate to an additional

audience that differs somewhat from a

hearing audience, through Sign

Language. However, any hearing person

who knows Sign Language realized that

the prose that was overvoiced did not cor-

relate closely enough with the Sign

Language.
The first play performed was a Japanese

murder mystery, In a Grove. It did not

leave anyone sitting on the edge of their

seat, of which there were many empty

ones.

The scpHP nnenfd with *^" man who had

been stabbed to death laying on the stage.

It developed through the six completely

unsynchronized testimonies of who claim-

ed to have stabbed this man. Because the

first five testimonies brought no conclu-

sion, the dead man was allowed to rise

from the dead to communicate his 6th ver-

sion through a mediator. After this ver-

sion of what "really" happened, the play

was over. Was the audience supposed to

assume that the dead man's testimony

was true becau.se he was the one who had

died?

After this, a 15 minute intermission

allowed the audience a relieffrom this bor-

ing drama.
The following play, Farewell My Lovely

was written by E.B. White as a tribute to

his Model T. This humorous play could

have been renamed the life and times of

a Model T. Whites strong affectionate feel

ings for his car are communicated White's

description of a new Ford as "born as nak-

ed as a baby" was the beginning a more

up beat play that kept the audience

laughing at the personification of his

mechanical .sweetheart.

It's too bad they couldn't have done away

with the .serious play and done another

comedy, they're much better at it.

Charles Hornet fleft) and Andy Vasnick appear in "Farewell My
Lovely." presented by the National Theatre of the Deaf
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VALENTINE*S DAY
FEBRUARY 14TH

Wrap your gifts with

elegant and fashionable

gift wrappings that say "Be

my Valentine" from

American Greetings.

Located in Campus Center

f^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

Bromberg delivers another

crowd pleasing performance
By ROB SKELTON
Collf^ian StafT

Don'f lei (he ,t;/<;sst's foul you. David

Bromberg was at his irreverent best

Wednesday at Northampton s Iron Horse

c onVH'house, treat ing the sold out crowd to

lii> trademark self deprecating folkabilly

blues.

.SV«;i</ b,suh- me nhen \"U nifitsun' ni\

size Dave is a big. funny-looking guy whose

two decades in the business hav« made him

a master of the microphone. Trading quips

and dirty jokes with the intimately-set Inm

Horse audience, he played songs old ami

new, and wrapped up his show with two

u. '11 received e'H nrf<-Statesboro Blues

and Mr Bojang'« > ,- •i>,.,l >n pam I'i

Open M-F 9-5

m
AMER10\N GREETINGS

C MCMl.XXXVl American Greeting Corp

The

Distinguished

Visitors

Program

presents

JOHN
STOCKWELL

the highest-ranking CIA official

to openly criticize

the agency.

The Secret Wars of the CIA

Tuesday, 8 PM
February 11

Campus Center

Auditorium

UPC Presents

A Bluesm 11 1 k f / Extravaganza!

distinguished

Visitors piogKam

Tickets on Sale

At Tix

Unlimited

For the

Record (Faces) and

Main St

Records

No cans, bottles or

recording devices

and Special Guest

ROY BUCHANAN

TUES. FEB. 25th

S.U.B. 8 pm
Tickets $9.00

in advance
$10.00 at the door

ARTS
Don't let false estimates

rule you Bromberg's style

weighs heavily on country

picking punctuated by lead

guitar vocal mimickry; he

traverses musical boun-

daries, however, typically

I for himi treating the pack

ed house to a multi-

packaged performance,

which included original

folk, twenties drug-songs,

old blues standards, and
some of his best known hits,

including "Sharon", and of

course, "Demon in

Disguise".

And then, you may come to

realize that David Bromberg
is a musical phenomenon
whose successful solo

acoustic valley appearance

captured and enraptunnl all

those who came to see him.

Bromberg is especially

adept at stringing long

descriptives into a frenzied

blues monologue without

losing control of the rhythm
or the audience. With his

tongue wx>rking overtime, he

spews out the old "my
wnmanshe-done-me-so-

wiong" bit with a refreshing

twist of eloquence which can

amaze a listener, speak not

of creating a convert,

/ am a demon in

disguise.And he has earned

some respect for his art. If

you missed him this time,

try to get to him next year

He IS definitely \w>rth the ef

fort; he makes the effort.

i

H»«turinB St«v« Kloc't t

Famous Broil«d r

LIVE LOBSTERI LIVE kWD9lcn i

I
Also Serving

|

! Louisiana Cajun
J

} Entraas S

Also Staaks.
\

Prima Rib.

\

letiowl tU« ii«

OfMfi: ;

MonSM S-10 pm Sun l-t)

OMlCtiOWt tab* 1 1« i>«<tt< to

Se<f«*< OaarflaM. Mwth on rout*

».10 1HmHM Rl«»<it on CtM4«tl*n

Lano K mllo tfm con'oc o< town
OfMfl

I

The Place
to

Treat your Favorite Cherub

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 S? 9 9
Gift Certificates Available

13 N Pleasant St

Amherst

48 Main St

Brattleboro

MASS APi>nOVED
INSPECTtON STATtON

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

North Amherst Tire
A Auto Center
Fut Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd . No Amherst. MA
Acio»» hooi Walroba 5 Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

Roches harmonize
to a SRO crowd
B% HETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

The Roches made a triumphant return to the Calvin

Theatre in Northampton Saturday night playing to an

SRO crowd which brought them back for two encores.

Playing material from their latest album, Another

World, as well as many of their greatest hits, Maggie

(deep voiced). Suzzy (medium range), and IVrre (high, or

soprano as they say) Roihe played for about two hours,

accompanying themselves on guitars and piano. On the

newer material they were also accompanied by syn

thesizer player Libby McLaren who provided the drums.

bass, and lead guitara, as well as piano, organ, and, in

an occasional moment of glory, background vocals.

The essence of the Roches' sound consists of three part

harmonies and entertaining lyrics They play what could

ho con.sidered some kind of folk music. The synthesizer

Uives the Roches a much flashier sound than they had

two years ago when they played at the Calvin. Then they

used a casiotonc tn provide as a rhythm machine and

ll.lSS.

What makes the H.K'h.s Hash so special is the ironic

lontext in which it is situated. Because of the stiaightlor

waiclness of the performers, to see them rock out is real

Iv .m entertainment experience. They n ili/f that tht-v

11. n stage and that yet they have no desire to mask

I lull personalities, so when Maggie (the quiet one! steps

<iut to dance, it isn't Madonna the audience sees but a

real piisnn uh.) is conscious of her position as a per

(ormer and yet at the same time maintains her real per-

sonality, which the audience understands. In other words

-hf has fun without having to pose.

They played all then gieate.st hits, including many

^mgs from their fii-st album including "Hammond S<mg
"

.uul The Train." They alsi. played a long version of "The

Troubles " ending with a canon of the words boyfriend,

tK-ean. Ireland Thev also sang the "Hallelujah Chorus"

as well as all of thf new .illnini Fnv an fiHiHf they played

their signature song, \\V rWk' are Ma^^ie, Terre. and

Su/.zy Maggie and Terre and Suzzy Roche We don't give

out Our agesand we dont ^ive out our phone

tuimbersSiimetimes our voices give out hut not our ages

or phone numbers"). They finished the show with one

of their best soni^s. "Loosing Tiue"

Hc:ft»?ic»»Hg*************************;t-

Don't Be Left

Out

In The Cold
UMass Ski Club Goes Down

The Best Hotels. The Best Flights

And All The Best Prices

Don't be fooled by silly lawn chair adsll
Sign up outside the Hatch Wed, Thurs, Fri all day

To Ft. Lauderdale

Spring Break 86

March 15-22

$149 complete

$369 w/Jet

430 Student Union 545-3437

\^
\^
\*

X-

*

J^Hs***;^*********'*^'**^******''**'**^
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BLACK ArrAIRS
CCEBS reconstructs Career library

Omegamen David Peniston and Derric

share the fraternity spirit while on the

Saturday

( olltiii.in i.h.'iii li*. K«ib •Skrilon

k Lewis took time out to

CCEBS Career Library

In .111 ffliiit to provide a more effective ser-

\ uf til CCFZBS students, the Collegiate

(iiMiniittee for the Education of Black
Students, in collaboratjon with Omega Psi

Phi Fraternity Inc. and the Sweethearts of

Kappa Al|)ha Si^nia and Omega Psi Phi

tiaternities. Saturday tegan a joint project

m the recnnnt ruction of the New Africa

H(aisc laicci Library.
( '(K>rdinated by CCEBS /\dvisor Cheryll

Stanley, CCEBS student employee Linda
Mendes and D Anderson Hooker, a

member of Omega Psi Phi and also a

<'CKBS advisor, the project is the first of

I Mijes of services the Omegas plan for this

scrncstfr

The library has been in existence since

the inception ofCCEBS in 1968. However.

It h;t^ not ht'en in operation for some tinu-

The library will bv staffed by qualified in

dividuals who have experience in different

aspecLs of ^^|adlIat«• studir- and canrrs.

Jane Austin from the University Career
Center is expected to be a member of the

staff.

"Because it is an ongoing process we are

soliciting information .uui ^aggestions" to

provide an effective service. Hooker said.

Suggestions may be made to any member
of Omega Psi Phi or to the CCEBS office

m New Africa House
In an interview, Stanley said she was

seeking volunteers for the project, and that

Hooker suggested the Omegas (jfVei their

services.

Duckworth Grange, a member of Omega
ftsi Phi, said, it enables students to come

to an atmosphere where they are looked

upon equally and not be intimidated to

seek a.ssislarue For example, a student

may need a btH)k or information i>n a black

p<'rson but he may feel inmtimated to ask

a librarian. Therefore; he may uant use

this resource at ea.se and in a comfortable

atmosphere."

Although the libiai> is primarily for

CCEBS students it is not exclusive

-C RON ALLEN

m
COIIMOL TRAVEL

SERVICES
79 Sn Pl«o*onl St Amh«r*t

rfffi>,^^^^^Pb tf7%:bi^C9..09 ffS%:^j^.^cyd 07C^i^<;d.^^S% <

rrTOPl \
^/^!^!5Vi^Student Special

^
;,! HOUR
^TUB for

OUR PRICE
an incredible savings

every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
Call for reservations 253-SPAS

175 University Drive, Amherst MA
O (next to Stadium Liquors in the Price Chopper Mai!)

^^^ cc^'<»"'^:5ap ftc^'<»'"""«aap ftc^'c^'^aip ^^^^ar^'^ifi <

TIRED OF PIZZA?

AMHERST

DELI
DELIVERY

CALL
549-6314

MON'WED4'8
THUR'SAT 4-10

CARRIAGE SHOPS AMHERST

,-y^
'^^~>:

'^
• «

V,

SPRING ^86 RUSH
Rush PIKE and be part of

• The largest fraternity on campus

• Greek area Football, Softball, Volleyball

champions

• Fraternity that has raised over $70,000

for the fight against Multiple Sclerosis]

• The Fraternity that does not haze

RUSHES ARE:

Monday Feb. 10th g.-| ^ ^^g ^ p^^^^^^^ 5^

Tuesday Feb. 11th Amherst 545-2150

All SALE
ITEM AVAILABL
IN THE MUNCHY
AND THE MINI
STORE

LOCATED IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

^
OPEN
M F 9 5

Sot 10 3

^UNIVERSITY
JmSTORE<^

Thank You UMass/Amherst Students for

helping us keep high quality, low cost

public higher education accessible to all

of us. Thank you for your support of the

State Student Association of Mass.

on last semester's billing.

1/15/86 SSAM press conference with Governor Dukakis and state legislators over the passing into

law of the student regent/student government bill. The new law establishes for the first time a student

voting member on the Board of Regents, as well as recognize Student Govemment Associations across

the state as official representatives of the respective student bodies.

In a letter to the UMass Board of Trustees, in support of the appeal for Funding for SSAM,

Republican Middlesex County State Senator Robert Buell wrote:

-In the fast two years, I have had contact with the leadership of SSAM on issues ranging frorn the regents

tuiton policy and financial aid to student voter registration. I an, confident that the work of the Assocat.or^

Ti!!^the best interests of the students on the Amherst Campus, as well as those attending her sister mstitu-

tions of public higher learning.

"

• In 1983/84 SSAM, with bipartisan support in the State House turned a 15% tuition in-

crease (passed over by the Board of Regents) into a 6.9% increase

- A Savings to UMass/Amherst Students of $78 each -

• In 1984/85 SSAM convinced the Board of Regents, to roll back a 7.2% tuition increase

to a 6.0% increase

- A Savings to UMass/Amherst Students of $24. each -

• In 1985/86 SSAM led the way in getting a bill passed into law that put a student on the

Board of Regents. .

• SSAM has constantly networked with students across the country in working to

preserve Federal Financial Aid programs.

SSAM has a statewide student newsletter, a radio program on WHTT in Boston, an office in

downtown Boston, an active alumni association. SSAM offers credit intemship programs to students of

all majors. For more info call the SSAM office (617-357-1995)

1st General UMass/Amherst SSAM Meeting of

the new year Feb 17 at 4 PM SUB 423

All Students Invited

SUPPORT SSAM:
Because Financial Aid Cuts Never Heal
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FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

I
FEBRUARY BEER OF THE MONTH

|
Becks I

57 N. Pleasant^jU Amherst »

FREE TACO BAR
MON & TUBS NIGHT

9 — till it lasts

f^^ocktail Loungl^<^«5>
Rt. 9 Hadley ^

Tues. Feb. 10th

Comedy Showcase
With DAVE MULLEN (Comic/Magician)

D.J. Galaxy Sound 8:30 - 1:00

Comedy Starts at 9:30

Also Local Comics

no one refused

M

irS NOT TOO LATE
TO REGISTER!
Continuing Education Classes

and University Day Classes

Register through February 10

Registration Office

Division of Continuing Education

University Library

8:30 a.m.-7 p.m., Mon.-Thurs.;

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Fri.; and

10 a.m.-l p.m., Sat. (2/1 & 2/8)

Late registration fee and permission

of instructor necessary.

Pick up a catalog on campus or

call 545-2414 for more information.

jy^wiL cB^'^'

yfj^"^^
C^YH^.

Now An Additional Location For Your Convenience... *

adjacent to the UMASS campus

in the Amherst Creamery Office Building

Skill la professional secretarial servic(

WORD PROCESSING, TRANSCRIPTION
MANUSCRIPTS. . .a specialty

THESES AND DISERTATIONS
Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Call us or visit our new offices at your earliest convenience

150 Fearing Street, Amherst Telephone: 549-2686 |
,^5B5S5i5S5»!=5S5S>«?<=5i^;i^^ i^;»?^«»ji5ii»5=>;

Xw)W)//

€I«P
DEADLINE

"TODAY" is the Final Day for Adding or Dropping courses.

Please check signatures and Pass/ Fail Options and then sub-

mit all course change forms to the Registrar's Office, Whit-

more Room 213 by 5:00 p.m.

For further information call The Taped Infornnation

Phone Service "TIPS" and ask for tapes by number:

1006 Adding and Dropping Courses

1032 Pass/ Fail Option

1009 Credit Loads

1031 Graduation Requirements

1027 Incompletes

1033 Repeat Option

1005 Who is my Academic Dean

A Service of The Dean of Students Office
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Today:
Partly cloudy, hiuhs .10 to 35.

Tonight:
Clear, low in the single digits and teens.

Tomorrow:
Hecoming cloudy with a chance of snow after noon.
Highs 20 to 30.

News writing workshop
Collegian staff and correspondents

Tomorrow 7 p.m. CC 902
Counts toward staff status

LUNCH

BASICS LUNCH

DINNER

Menu

Hamburg on Roll

Tuna Oriental/Chow Mein Noodle.s

Oat burgers
Tuna Oriental/Chow iVlein Noodles

BASICS DINNER

Barbecued Chicken
Pineapple Ham Steak

Barbecued Chicken
Egg and Cheddar Florentine

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Night Editor .John Yonce

Copy Editor Lisa DeMeo
Layout Technician Peter Soderberg

Photo Technician Brian Guarnotta
Production Supervisor Peter Soderberg
Production Laura Bell, Nancy Klingener,

\' uii !.avine, Jim Pndesky. Rob Catalano. Petrn Philipp
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For Less Than The Price of

A Lift Ticket Alone. .

.

Peter Pan's Stratton Mt Express

Package Combines Traiwportation

and Skiing Fun From $25.00

*.*

now-narch 16, 1986
SCraflion

Package Includes:

KoumI trip |Mns|Kirtdlii»i> ,iiul ,i il.i\ s hti ik kil U.i (iisl $25 OO

Tuesday Thursday .»im! $27 ooon suiul.is ksv ih.m umil

pd> loi a liH ItcKet .Horn- \ nrv.il v.iIih to slu-Uh soui •.kiinn

dollai diid voiii sKiliKi lun ^iii\f .ti Ni.uton Ml at U «»0.i m
^dv.lncc<l teser%iUi«Mis iMtl>

IlcKets.jvailaf»lf.il.illl«K.iM.ill.Hi. . ampuN. > .ind .il tin i.u..^

Prln P.«fi(Viis Uiiinn.ii till lutltHM mlotiiuituxi ixi^^^i
|K»inls ,iiul u-sfiN.iiii'iis ( Hi T8I 2900 t»l 25^

Group Charter Packages:
Huh- .m .iisos|K, i.il|>.Kk,Miis U»i nioM(>s .iS^iWik- .it k-«|ik.-.1

i.ltrs ^V^C1 P.in oticis »1»hii In <k>»>i th.ilttfr svi Mtf t\»r> .l.iv

IhlOlKltlOllI Ih, WIMK .11 Mlt.Nllllll.il s.ikiiiits toi \<"" Mli'iip

Conl.itl 111. I. h,ni. I IH r..i.t' ,i..M(. ..H. iMlMi m.ilu.it .il

7Hl 2y<Kj

!!„ I'.,, 111. t ...tisMiinih

Eaiai:Han BubLines. Inc
17 76 Mrfin St PO ft<u ITT*'

spnnqlifUl MA • 7fll 29(Hi

n^ Toll fre*- I aOO 5^2 Hm'i

r ^ Introducing: /^

n1^ QUALITY 1-HOUR \
PHOTO FINISHING

t*^m\Z CAMfcRA CENTERS

-f 1-HOUR PHOTO
25 North Pleasant St.

Amherst • Phone: 256-8109

SPECIAL: Receive a FREE ROLL of film

with any 1-hour photofinishing pick-up

when you present this coupon'

Stop by TODAYi
(Expires Feb. 28, 1986)

HAIRCUTS

$8.50
wHh thto eoupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

86 Unlv«rtltY Dr.,

Amh«r«t, MA.
549-6610

MpirM2/14/'

KARATE
#19.96

for 4 weeks

Fred Villari's

Studio

2B3-7349

Valentine's Dfl^

go all out

Go ahead, show that spe-

cial someone how much you

care bv sending the FTD "

Hearts 'n' Flowers"

Bouquet. A beautiful

\ arrangement in an

inipressiw keepsake

caddy. It's so easy

just call vour FTD
llorist. Co

ahead l>)st)nie-

thing really

exciting!

Lv^ENT/.VE'S W'tEK \S YIBRUARY 9-15

^^^J^^^ X Registefed uademarK FTDA

BecomeA Carbur's
Lounge Lizard...

Tuesday, Feb. 1 1th!

We're kicking off Carbur's exclusive

Lounge Lizard Club in style...with

a big party beginning at 7:30p.m.

300 Membership Buttons

will be given away Free!

99.3fm/The Hot Spot will

broadcast live from Carbur's
7:30-10p.m.

Free all-you-can-eat spiced

chicken wings

Free Balloons

You can't afford to miss
this party!

Wear your L.L. button and get:

• Dynamite Daily Specials

• Cash Discounts in the 1. L.

balloon-burslinv; lottery!
^^^fbiifi

ooa
HOT
•TOT

n^:-

S^Oo

ffcu
'>'>./

in,.

U>;,

CARBUR'S
Restaurant & Lounge • Rt. 9 Hadlcy, \\A

586^1978

thr,

//

•'
/

REKT/^RECK

N«w & u»«<i 9«2»
Trucks * V«n» Also Awaiablo

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck

jQ
Rt.6JNo.AmHent

/WWVVSJ^AflJV\AVVVNA'-^

ealingplarf

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPtB
STOP » SMCP)

tit 9 • Ili4lt)/ti^ktfit

256-6889
• OPIN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THUfU.

• OPEN 24 HOURS

Book Sale

30% OFF
our regular price

on all books

Sat. Feb. 8

Sat. Feb. 15

VALLEY
BOOKS

Carriage Shops
Amherst

M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-5

Sun 12-5

549-6052

VISA/MC

OTHERJU)STELLYOIIHOW
CHEAPTHEIRBRAKEJOBSARE.
BUTNOONECANTELLYOU^

THEY'RE BETTERTHAN MIDAS.

At Midaji. instead of trying to lure our customers

with an untx-lievabh low price, we satisfy tht-ni with a

hr.iUc j< »t) the> am trust

.

A repair that 's txised « >n a free i iv // •%% ii*« c»
sjH'i-tioii that itK-ludespuiIinK.'«lH"U! K HHI/As ,

( 'f yi lur wheels.

{because no one can lell how much
your brake job will cost until he thonniK'hl>

insjM'Cts your brakes.

And we'll jiive you a free written esti

mate before the work is done.

After fixing your brakes, we Iwck our

work with a nationwide guarantee on brjike

shoes and pads.

If they should ever wear out. Midas w ill

leplace them free at over 1400 kKations for

as 1( »nK as vou own your car

If vou need a new brake job. comp;ire us

with all the other ads in this paper

Hut the harder you kok. the more N'oull

find that no one compares with Midas.

IRUSTINIIMMIS touch:

$59.95
BRAKE JOB
PfRAXU
(ON MOST
CARS)

'Includes new brake shoes or organic disc pads,

resurfacing drums or rotors, inspect hydraulic system and add

ntcessary fluid, replace front grease seals and road test.

Mil: I IS LIKtLV THAI ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING PARTS yVllL H NEEDED TO

RESTORE YOUR BRAKES TO THEIR PROPER OPERATING CONDITION WHICH ARE NOT

INCLUDED IN THIS PRICE NEW OR REBUILT CALIPERS WHEEL CYLINDERS METALIICPADS

DRUMS AND ROTORS SPRINGS HOSE i RtARINGS AND PARKING BRAKE CABLE NO ONE CAN

TELl HOW MUCH IT WILL COST TO REPAIR YOUR BRAKE SYSTEM WITHOUT THOROUGHIV

EXAMINING!!

MIDAS BRAKE SHOES AND DISC BRAKE PADS ARE WARRANTED FOR AS LONG AS

rOU OWN VOUR CAR IF THEY EVER WEAR OUT NEW MIDAS BRAKE SHOES OR PADS WILL BE

INSTALLEDWITHOUT CHARGE FOR THE SHOfSORPADSOR THE L ABOR TO INSTAI L THEM

YOU WILL BE CHARGED FOR ADDITIONAL PARTS AND LABOR RHjUIPEP TO RESTORE THt

BRAKE SYSTEM TO ITSPROPEROPERATION

397 Russell Street, Route 9

Hadley, MA
(413) 586-9991

(King St. Store

temporarily closed)

Hours:

Mon-Fri 8 am to 5:30 pm
Sat 8 am to 4 pm

IS ~J<^i
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Women go to 6-5

Swimmers take 2nd
straight at UNH

Dragons edge UM gymnasts

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts women's
swim team turned the

tables on the University of

New Hampshire on Satur-

day, routing the Wildcats,

80-60 at Boyden Pool.

UMass, 6-5. lost Ul-29
last season as UNH ran up
its points on the then-

struggling Minutewomen.
But UMass, led by double

winners Allison Uzzo and
Julie Wilkins, made the

Wildcats the fourth team
they lost to last season, beat

this year.

"We're really excited, it's

been a great season," said

UM coach Bob Newcomb.

"It's great seeing how far

we've come from last year."

UMasb has its last dual

meet on Tuesday at Mt.

Holyoke, an expected
Minutewomen romp that

wtmld make UMass 7 5, a

vast improvement over the

3 9 mark they had over

1985.

UM won the first relay

and went 1-2 in trhe first

three individual events to

seal the win early. The team
of Wilkins, Melissa Waller,

Lon Carroll and Sue Freitas

won the 200 medley relay in

1:56.40 to open the meet.

Maura Skelley then took

the 1,000 (11:20.6) with

Margaret Cameron taking

second The 200 went to Uz-

zo in 2:00.46 with Kris Hen
son second in 2:00.52. The
100 backstroke was also

tight with Wilkins' 1:05.41

edging teammate Michelle

Leary's 1:05.51.

Other UM winners imrlud

ed Carroll in the 200 but

terfly (2:18.49) with Henson
taking another second. The
200 backstroke was anther
victory for Wilkins, in

2:19.30 as Leary was
s€^ond.

Uzzo ruled the 500, winn-

ing with a 5:23.85 as Hen
son scored again with her
third second place.

"We'w turned a big com«"
this year," said Newcomb.
"It's been an awesome tur

naround considering the

troubles we had last season.

I'm looking forward to the

rest of the season. I think we
could do very well in the

New England8(Feb 2123 at

Maine)."

By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

In a match decided by .65 ctf' a point, the

University of Massachusetts men's gym
nasties team waa edged by the Cortland

State Red Dragons 264.70-254.05 Saturda^y

afternoon at the Boyden Gymnastics

Center
The Minutemen (3-4) went into the day's

matchup with confidence, and rightly sa

"They had never lost to the Red Dragons in

14 years of competition. But consistency all

around by Cortland (4-3), and an excep-

tional effort on the parallel allowed them

to lake their first victory over the

Minutemen
"This is by £ar the be^ team I've coach-

ed here in my seven years." Cortland head

coach Enc Malmberg said after his narrow

victory. "Beating UMass is definitely an in-

dication of that."

The Minutemen were leading the match
through four events but then suffered a

breakdown on the parallel bars. Coinciden-

tally, the parallel bars happened to be the

Cortland strongpoint of the meet, scoring

43.75 to UMsss's 42.4, and that wrapped
the match up for the visitors

Minuteman head coach Roy Johnson had
conflicting feelings after the match. "It was
a great meet," Johnson said, "They iCor-

tland) really look tough this year."

But the coach also showed a little disap-

pointment his team's efforts of late. "We
definitely should be further along at this

point of the season." he noted. "It's tough

to make changes in the system after work-

ing on the same things since day one"
The men will be in action again on Satur-

day, facing MIT at home at 1 pim.

Basketball notebook

Smith closes on assist mark;
UM continues streak vs. URI

* basketball wins 1 continued fritm page 20

the bench at the time, and Chase lasted un-

til the 3:30 mark of OT. when he picked up
his official fifth.

The OT saw two Sutton jumpers sand-

wiched around a Scott i foul shot and UM
led 58-55. Owens then hit two free throws

with 2:26 left before Brown's hoop with 1:50

left.

Evans hit to make it 60 59 with 1:30 left.

During UM's possession . Smith mi.ssed. but

Brown kept the ball alive and the

Minutemen got a new 45 seconds. Smith
missed again with 1 1 seconds to go and the

Rams called time at midcourt with six

seconds left. Scott's jumper wa.s short and

Milum grabbed the rebound to end the

game.

"It was a Kood win for us, hopefully we'll

see some people at the Cage on Monday."

said Gerlufsen. "These home games are big

for us."

Minuteman Mutterings: UM shot 43

percent at the field and 50 percent from the

line (8-of 16). Chase had 13 rebounds.

Mike Mundy did a good first half reliefjob

for Smith with eight good minute.s. UM
is at home for four straight games now star

ting tonight. They will also face Rutgers

'Thursday*. St. Joseph's (Saturday) and

Temple (the Monday after i.

Bn I'ETER ABRAHAM
tollegian Staff

KINGSTON. R I -If he can keep up his

current pace, junior point Carl Smith will

set the University of Massachusetts career

;issi>it H'cord in front of his home crowd.

With 48(S career assists, the 5-10 co-

tajvitin nefds just 32 more to tie the late

.\lf\ KIdridge's record of 518. Eldngde set

the record over 104 games. Smith will do

It in W2 if he maintains his current pace,

This se.ison. Smith is averaging 7.3

assist s-pertjame to lead the Atlantic 10

Conlei^nce. With four games coming up
Smtli needs to average eight per game to

t U' • h».- mark. The fourth home game is Feb.

17. a Monday night against Tbmple.

However, any more 11 a.ssist nights like

he had apunst Rhode Island and the mark
will '."al! alot sooner. Smith already holds

thf school and league record for a.ssists in

a yt-ar '212 his freshman year) and has tied

th*'»ichiv'' "-'' '"atrue mark with 15 against

Diiquesne on Jan. 23.

i didn't even realize I was getting that

closi'," said Smith "1 was thinking about

the game record, I want 1« some time, but

the career record seemed .so far away. I'd

love to set the record at home."

Whither the Rams: UMass won its fifth

straight ^amc again.st URI on Saturday.

Coach Ron Gerlufsen is 6 1 lifetime against

URI and 4 against Riim coach Brendan

Malone. UMass has also won eight of its

last nine against URI. The Rams appear to

1m' a program in trouble. They suited up on-

ly 10 players against UMa.ss and 1984 85

high scorer Bryan Mitchell, a talented

tian.sfer from Pitt, registered his third

I )NP coach's decision of the season. Despite

his 10.4 point scor ';g average. Malone has

Wenched Mitchell. Malone hinist-lf also ap-

pears troubled, storminj? from the court

after the game, refusing to shake hands

with IIM a.ssi.stant coaches or players and
not talking to the refs.

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8.45 345 Mon Thurs, 8 45 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVmES

JOIN HANDS ACROSS AMERICA!
(>>me to the I'Ma-ss Hinder Task Fnrcr

mwtinK Monday. Feh. 10 at h.H) 428 Stu

dent I'nion

Pi Sigma Alpha Polisci Honor Society is

spon.wring a free filtn "Catch 22" m CC
10! al 7 pm on Tues Feb 1 1th

DPC General Meeting;! Tuesday. 2/11,

6:.30, 904 CC. Also; promo meeting;' Mon-
day, 2/10. 5:30. .SOfi Student Union. New
members welcomell

Attention Jnurnaliam'Communication
majors: Join the staff of hi(;hly motivated

news team. Meeting Tuesaday February
nth at 7:00 PM UVC

AUTO FOR SALE
"~

1976 ToyoU Corolla 4 spd 2 dr reliable

transportation $8."i0 or BO call Luisa

.S491421

71 Plymouth auto. New exhaust system,

snowtires. $360 must sell. Call Nga
S46-4837

76VW Rabbit, 4 door, standard, AM/FM.
runs (freat. must sell 546-48.54

80 Cam Z28 3.50 auto alarm Sony cassette

good cond seek to sell immed a-skin^ $4800
.549-7816

68 Dart auto runs rwkI $55(M)0 584-3308

new tires j^ood mileage

1976 Volarc Wagon, AM/FM/cas.sette.

snowtires, dependable. $9fH) or BO
.549-6349

Ford LTD 75 runs well $6.50 or BO call

253-9996 evenings ^
VW Van departing student must sell new
engine, battery. allernaUir. regulator.

Fully equipped with table, facing seats,

convertible hed. stereo, tons of utensils.

Zero rust. Call Stefan. ver\ late or very

early. $1200 .584-0361

1972 Nova very dependable, digital stereo

w/cassette. must sell $400. Tim 546-5125

large and ha> :< dance ll<Kirs Kor informs-

li<in. <all Rich; 546 r>44'.t

ti'RN^tHE TABI.i:S Pmfpssion,il D.) 5

yr exjierience call 24 hrs ,586.%91

.hi,') I H ».".». lor mon.' info

KO'AA employer
I MI'S IS an

FOR RENT

i'ridKe Rental* free delivery

Package store 2.5.3-9742

R & I'

House/rooms available 5 bedr(K>ns. 2 liv-

mgrcMims. large yard, near lake, on bus

route. Call .549 l^?44

Office Space available. Especially ap-

iiropriale for Dissertation Writers in

Belchertown 323 7636

FOR SALE

Ban • G & L 1000 series (black) amp
-Fender su|)er reverb (4 10s) PA head

Peavey 4<KI (210 watts) all ex cond going

cheap call Bill .584-5173

Pioneer Car Amp 30W $50 Pioneer

Cassette deck $20 Mark .546 9321

FOUND

Did you lose a dog? Black and white with

a tan muzzle. Approx 1 yr old If so call

Saul at 549 <)69«

Crosi Pen~in SBA on 2/4 call Mike at

.586-0449

Kevs found near Women's Center to

claim call 586-5353 Oant

iiig black bag found. Inscribe contents

and how it got into my car and its yours.

Call Stephanie 2.56 1085

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr round.

KurofK'. S America. Australia. Asia All

fields $<t<Hi 2IMHI mo Sightseeing. Vrw in

fo Wreite I.IC. Vi) BDx 52 MA 1 Corona

IM Mar. CA 92625

Smaii Northampton Advertising Agency
jofiking for intern must have lar. organiza

lion, enlhusia.sm Call .586 2135

Earn money on all the magaiines sold on

campus. Need iK-ople to post information.

CofKl profit Write, BK'. 8218 Hardy.

Overlaml Park. KS 66204

Ai^linV HiriiTjr Boom! $14 $39,000!

Stewardesses. Reservalionisu: Call for

Cuide, Cassette. Newsservice. (916)

944-4444 X CAW161

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop. 28 hours including cla.ssroom

and shop. Limited enrollment. 2.53-2098

Private (iuitar Lesaons. Ex()erienced and
[latient teacher R(xk/IWFolk/Blues. Im
provisalion. Reading, Theory. Composi-

tion. Your home or my studio. Doug
.549-4786

PENNIES: NO DOLLARS
FOR YOl R THOl (illTS:

ings on their meal plan II interested con
tact Elizabeth Lam al the Butlerfield Kit
chen office

$$$$$«$$$$$$$$$$t$$t$$$$$$$ts$$$$$$
$ The President s(;rou[i

IS s|>onsoring 2 market
research sessions on

Feb 19th (4 30 6.3(1 and
7 9) in which we will

pay 2ti molivalei) seniors
$15 1)0 to lell us what
they think on a variety

of subjects We will

provide a cold buffet
(tinner and guarantee
a stimulating evening.
Thisoiiportunity is

strictly limited, so

call Kathy Kelly our
campus rep immediately
to apply (.549 7249 after

6 pm)

Norm are you sure that drinking is the on
ly thing you can do^

Gel the moat from your workout call ,Mal

for supplements aX reduced prices
546-7.549

(>ood looking males interested in being
calendar men come to meeting Wed at
6;(K) lower level IH" fresh strongly en
couraged questions call MB S46-98ti7

$5504^ REWARD

$$$$$$!$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

PERSONALS

INTERNATIONAL FOOD SERVICE
EXECUTIVES ASSOCIATION

Meeting Tuesday. February 11. Flint

Cafe. Business meeting, election for

secretary and information on upcomif.:

events. All are welcome.

Say it with a flower!! Send a carnation to

a friend for Valentines r)ay. Table in Cam
i)us Center on Feb 5- 12 sponsored by

Newman Club

Congratulation! new listen of Chi

Omega and Kappa Kappa Camma on your

initiations Love the sisters and ple»iges of

.Sigma Kappa

Desperately seeking M. Olalor

Bctsv Am
sometime'

I redeemed? Lets go out

Room available! 15 mon drive to cmaptis.

1/evrelt 4 t» riMim house, living rm, kitch

New furnace & shower $178 mo Judy at

I 267-3385 evenings

RIDE WA.NTED
~

Ride wanted to NYC or Long Island for

long weekend. Need nde there and tiack

will share expenses. Keep Irving' Call

Elizal)etlj^-6952

Ride needed^to" Waterville. ME or

Sugarloaf. ME on Th Feb 13 or Feb 14

Call Janice at .584-5.592 evenings

RIDERS WANTED

Tuesdays and Thursdays from Amherst
to Boston and back call ,549 7587 Claudia

"
ROOMMATE WANTED

Light Moving with Ti'\"t;i tru'k i-;ill

.549 2649

"ailor for all kinds of alterationii. Ka.st

*rviie. re.i.sonat)le pnres ,it Sll A.VNNs
Hampshire Mall ,584 9362

Math 'Tutor • exfienenceii. na •nilile

rates Business ( alculus. Kngineering

Calculus, more .584 3184. .ifter 5;(Ml

SPRING BREAK »«

FORT LAUDERDALE from $309 in

rliidine Round trip lel and 7 night.s at Holi-

day Inn Hotel (which is one mile from
l»-aih) All Taxes and Tliis Included

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $79 00 m
eluding round tnp bus and hotel Also

wailable DAYTO.NA BEACH Packages

SUCCESSFUL LEADERS
OF TOMORROW

Arc you a leader m search of new
challenges' Are you looking for ex-

perience that will count for your future? If

your answer is yes to Uith of those ques-

tions, the solution is clear. The Cnlversity

of Mas.sachu.setts Housing .Services

challenges you to Challenge Yourseir Be
an R.A. Student Leaders of Today. .

Siiccessul leaders of Tomorrow!

THE RAMONES

LOST

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

David. Go to Papa Ginos, out a quarter in

the juke box and push #150 and have a

great birthday. Uive Mari-

HELP WANTED

BOLTWOOD

Boltwood Project Information Sessions:

Wednesday. February 5 rm 917; Monday

February' 10 rm 804; Wednesday
February 12 rtn 917; Tuesday, February

18 rm 917. Campus Center 700 pm come

ee what we're all about!

•CASH"

Paying cash for your baseball cards

Plea.se call Mike .546-6105

ENTERTAINMENT

spun :MOBILE MUSIC INC lis

taste Call Chns 256.i«*45

Want to have some fun? BIS TRIP to a

Boston Night Club on Feb. 21. I- A( KS is

Entry Level Marketing Position in local

multl'million dollar firm hourly wages

starting from 4 to 5 dollars, plus paid sales

commissions Mall; .584.3596

WeeJiTv pav for newspaper delivery in

dorms'. Must be able to deliver 7

days'week. Pay is variable .N'o car needed.

Call evenings 253-7009

file Commuter Area Government is seek-

ing a work study student to ht a political

advocate for off camjius students. t)ulies

include: helping to organize area tenants

unions, advocating for improved bus ser-

vce. and researching the effecl.s of fee

hikes on off campus students. Deadline II

feb 3 P.M 404 SCB .54.5 2145

CMass transit Service is accepting ap-

|ilicalions for several bus driving posi

lions You must be in a degree program
'jiking at least six credits and have a Ma.^-

Class M license and excellent drive .;

reconl $4.60/hr to start. Apply al Cniver-

sity Bus Garage, or call Bud or Jennv at

Silver bracelet on Mon Feb 3 plea.se call

Nick for reward 549 .5605

Gold ring, between Crabtree and Lyon

near Worcester DC. Great sentimental

value large reward! Gregg .546-3249 ^
Woman's brown Seiko watch on Mon
day, 312. Large reward. Please call Tara

at 549-6861 _
Gold Seiko watch with bla>-k han.i on

2/6';>h near o' in Campus Center plea.se

return 54^ 5vi68 reward

Silver SeikoTassa #IHX08C lost around

LTMass call 549 11460 al night

Lost blue pocketbook on 2/4 with impor

tant identification if found call Ellen

,5467607

Hey ba-be, hey ba-be. How bout a Molson,

flower face" W anna hear something amaz
ing? That really was a year ago, and I still

love you more and more' Happy Anniver

sarv' Love Dekneebeast

Happy Anniversary Doug! You've given

me a lifetime of love In one year. Much
love always, Kristin

I.,ooking for a female to share a two
bedrooom apt you will have your own
room Close to campus. Call Ya-smin
.549-0^126

2 females needed for 1 Ig bedroom in a

house near Amherst Center 253-2284

in Rock 'n' Roll High School Feb 1 1 5, 7,

9. 11 SI'B s|Minsored by WSYl,

.- •*

TRAVEL

MOVER

'Rottnd Town Movers fa.st. reliable,

cheap. Call Michael anytime 323-6780

Southwest Residents'

• Help organize Southwest Week

Fight unfair housing polnics

• - t#t Involved

• run for

• Southwest Assembly Representative

•vacancies for
•

• Cramplon, Emerstin. James, JIJA
• Kennedy, Mackimmie. Washington

PARTY ANIMALS

Come partv with the best • Bermuda
$407. ,\assau $397. Can. uii 1469. Carib-

bean Cruise $819 I!! Plus free sjiending

money, call Pam today - 54ti ">i:'>7 no gim
micks

Nomination papers availal>le at the

SWAG Office in Hampden Paper-

due at 5:00 nm on Fetiruars 1
<>' "^

Still looking for a home? Large sin^^le

room with fireplace available in apt 1 mile

from campus, 140 per month plus utilities

call 549-54.36

3 normal gays looking for a fourth 150
month 81 Presidential 549 7875

Looking for I female to share a bedroom
in Brandvwine No secunty deposit re-

quired Call Kathy after 5. ,";49 78.58

Male roommate needed, Brittany Manor.
call 256 1398

Female roommate wanted to lease or

sublet Colonial Vjjla^e one bedroom apart-

ment. Terms negotiable call 2.53-5706 or

546-9687

Female roommate wanted to share

sjiacious one bednxim apartment on bus
route tennis court. p(K>l, washer, dryer

$212 inclusive call after five 665-4790

SERVICES

SPRING BREAK on the beach at South
Padre Island, Daytona Beach, Fort
Lauderdale, Fort Walton Beach or
Mustang Island'Porl Arabsas from only

$89; ana skiing at Steamboat or Vail from
only $86! Deluxe lodging, twrties, goodie
bags, more Hurry, call Sunchase Tours
for more information and re.s«'rvalions loll

free 1 8(M) ,321-,59l I TODAY' When your
Spring Break counts. . count on Suncnaae

Party! Party! Party! Come with Luv
Tours to sunny and exciting Fort l^auder-

dale, Daytona or Key West. Best hotels

on/off the Strip' Trans(iortation available.

Best proces ^>ing! Call Mark 549-6173,

Ken 549 1749, John 549.5403, Grad,
Frank 549 68.50

WANTED

Wanted: Jcuh* equipment esperi

suit call Davt S46-9551

in'h wet

Do you hate eating in the D.C.? Are you

on the 19 Meal PFan" There is an alter

nat"o 'he Butterfield Kitchen has nyten-

Typing. Fast, accurate Call anytime.
66576.52

i.ynnc Han* Ea^. P.C. Immigration Law
evening appointments call Springfield Of
fice 781-6370 or 665-8513

WANTED TO RENT

Sick of (<'.>rm life and D.C. food? Rooms
ivaila* il with full meal plan or meal plan
y. oe Walking distance to canipus and
•own. Cft'l fo' more information 2.56-6874
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SPORTS
Minutemen take first road win
URI tumbles in

overtime, 60-59

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Stafi'

KINGSTON. R.I -It wasn't pretty or par

ticularlv memorable, but it was a win on

the road, so the University ol

Massachusetts basketball team isn't about

to complain.

In a game that featured a phantom foul

on a player not in the game, the return of

Tbm Emerson from the forgotten and a

display of poise by the Minuteman

freshman. UMass defeated the University

of Rhode Island. 60-59 in overtime Satur

day night in the Keaney Gym before 1.459.

the win puts UMass at 7-14 on the

season, but more importantly snaps their

four game losing streak and a longer skid

of 10 road losses (11 dating back to last

year). UMass is now 4-8 in the Atlantic 10,

good enough for sixth place, two games

ahead of Ptnn State in the loss column.

UMass hasts Penn State tonight at the

Curry Hicks Cage (see box).

"I'm really pleased that we showed the

desire to win." said UMass coach Ron

Gerlufsen. "We could've done a few things

Women
lose to
Hawks
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Cr)llt'gian Staff

Sometimes, statistics do tell the whole

story.

A quick look at the stat sheet from Satur-

day's game between the University of

Ma.ssachusetts women's basketball team

:ind St. Joseph's University clearly tells

whv the Minutewomen dropped a hard

fought 80-73 decision to the Lady Hawks

at the Curry Hick? Cage.

UMass, (9-12 overall and 2-8 m the

Atlantic-lO), shot 49 percent from the floor

and got balanced scoring, led by senior Bar-

bara Hebel's game high 23 points. Senior

guard Juanita Matthews chipped in 15

points and freshman forward Beth Wilbor

added 12 points off the bench. Senior cap-

tain Jerrie Bernier and senior forward

Karen Damminger both contributed 10

points.

Such numbers are usually good enough

to win, until vou consider what St. Joe's ac-

complished, the Lady Hawks, (16-3 overall

and 7 2 in the A- 10). were led by Teresa Car

micheal's 18 points (five-of-seven shooting

from the floor), and burned the nets for a

sizzling 73 percent from the field, connec-

ting on 33-of-46 attempts from the field. A

majority of those shots came from long

distance, with guards Debbie Black, Tern

Mohr and Stephanie Hughes combinmg for

36 points on 18-of-20 shooting from the

field. ,, „

"They proved to be a real problem,

UMass coach Barbara Stevens said. "We

tried to go man-to-man to shut down the

outside, but that opened up their inside

game When we tried to stop the inside

game, they killed us with their perimeter

shooting."

The Minuetwomen hung tough

throughout the game, but found themselves

*- trailing bv 17 points, 32-15, with 5:11 left

in the first half. But UMass went into

haltime only down by eight, 36-28, shanks

to some long-range sharpshooting by Mat

thews and Wilbor.

The absence of UM's 6 1 sophomore

center Sue Burtoft (broken finger) was a

determining factor however, as the Lady

Hawks pulled away in the second half by

constantly stuffing the ball inside to Car

micheal and forward Kim Ff)ley 1 10 points

on four-of-six f5hooting). taking advantage

of the lack of Minutewoman height and late

game foul trouble.

a little better, but we won on the road and

that was our goal coming into this game."

The Minutemen, led by st)phomore guard

Lorenzo Sutton's 23 points, struggled with

the Rams before freshman David Browns

17 footer with 1:50 left in the overtime pro

ved to be the game winner.

The Rams (7 14. 3 10) led 29-28 at

9:33 to go. Junior point guard Carl Smith's

drive up the middle made it 43 39 and URI

coach Brendan Malone went for the time

out with 8:52 to ga
Emerson played a big role in UM's com-

eback Rising from the pines when starting

center John Milum picked up his fourth

foul with 16:43 left, the 6 10 space eater did

UM hosts Penn State tonight
The Universi^ of Massachusetta men's

basketball team returns home to the

Curry Hicks Cage tonight, facing the Nit

tany Lions of Pbnn SUte in a key Atlan-

tic 10 Conference battle.

The game (7:30 pm. with plenty of free

atudent seats available) shapes up as a

battele for sixth place in the league as the

Lions arc 4 10 and the Minutemen are 4-8

in conference play. The top six teams in

the league receive a bye into the quarter-

finals of the league playoffs later this

month.

PSU is 1043 overall, losing to Du

quesne. 65 55 on Saturday The

Minutemen were 69-60 winners over Du

quesne earlier this season.

When the teams last met, the Lions

came away with a 64-63 win at State Col-

lege despite Lorenzo Sutton's 29 points.

The game also marks the debut of the

UMass Minutes, a dance group that will

perform at halftime. »„.,,» »**^
-PETER ABRAHAM

halftime behind 16 points trom treshman

forward John Evans. UMass freshman

David Brown had 13 of his 19 on six-of

seven shooting in the period.

The young teams (five freshmen, four

sophomores and a junior started) .started

the half slowly before Brown's 15-footer

from the ba.seline put UMass up, 41-39 with

the job defensively and made few mistakes.

Entering the game with UM trailing

33 31. Emerson help rally his team and

even showed his .seldom-seen aggressive

^•\de. going after Ram center Bonzie Colson

with 6:22 to go after taking a shot to the

face. He had only two points and a rebound.

but according to Gerlufsen. did the job with

Collefian photo by Maria Bull

UMass forward Barbara Hebel drives to the hoop Saturday in

the Cage. The Minutewomen lost to St. Joseph's. 80-73.

Novak named offensive coach
Prank Novak, the current wide receivers

coach of the USFL's Birmingham

Stallions, will be named associate football

coach at the University of Massachusetts

early this week.

Novak, 47, was one of the finalists for

the UM head coaching job when Bob Stull

resigned on New Year's Eve to take the

head job at Texas-El Paso. The UMass

position went to former aiwistant Jim

Reid, who in turn has offered Novak a job.

Novak was offensive coordinator at Ho-

ly Cross under Neil Wheelwright and

Rick Carter before moving to the pro

ranks. He was also being considered by

several NFL teams as an assistant and as

the head coach of Leominister High, one

ot tne oest nigii scnooi programs m the

East.

At UMass, Novak will help coordinate

the offense while Reid will concentrate on

the defense. He is expected to sign a one-

year contract some time this week.

With the move, Reid has two more assis-

tant coaching positions to fill. He told the

Collegian Thursday that he hopes to

finalize his staff by late this month.

In other football news, the list ofUMass

high school recruits will be released on

Wednesday The team did very well, hav-

ing received committments from several

outstanding prep players, primarily offen-

sive and defensive linemen.

-PETER ABRAHAM

21 qualitv minutes.

"Tommv did nice work on defense and

was a calming influence for us," said the

, ...u li -Without Sean Mosby (out with an

ankle injury), we were hurting for big men.

Tom reallv' helped out" URI did however

si.ini- a comeback. A three point play by

Chris Scotti with 1:44 to go madse it 51 50.

Cailton Owens' two foul shots with 1:06 left

suddenly made it 52 51 and UM was star

in^,' .It .snot her tough road loss.

I u;,> 'hinking that w»- were going to

u\,,^^ It M^Min. said Sutton "But I think

, ,, h.No! (' that now We u.ien't about to

ii-t it get av^ay.""

A key Duane Cha» oflen-ive rebound led

to two Sutton five throws with 31 second*

lo go.

He missed the first, but made the second

to tie the game ,.t .-.2 Chase then drilled

;i (,ne and one with 15 seconds to go, get

ting fouled after making a steal. Owens

then missed a runner, but Colson snared

the rebound and dropped in a six footer to

lie the game at 54 with six seconds to go.

Sutton missed a chance at the end as his

jumper fell off the rim as time ran out.

Chase didn't even belong in the game,

committing his fifth foul with 6:22 to go in

regulation The URI official scoi-er however,

izave the foul to Wilbert Hicks, who was on

mntmueii on page 19

UMass
rolls on
Swimmers finish

season undefeated

By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

swim team completed an undefeated dual

meet season with a 75-38 victory over the

University ofNew Hampshire, Friday night

in Durham.

UMass 11-0, won nine events and set

three pool records on way to the rout. Senior

Drew Donovan continued his supremacy in

freestyling (he is ranked first in New
England in the 50, 100, 200, and 500

freestyle events) by winning the 1000

freestyle event and with a time 9:54.95 to

set the first pool record of the night.

Freshman, Chris Piayson followed him in se-

cond with a 10:15.39.

John Turner set the second pool record in

the 200 backstroke with a 1:57.23. Marc

Surette's 2:08.45 was good enough for third.

Jim Kuhns, P&ul Hartnett, Craig Han-

niean and Donovan teamed for a 3:17.41 in

the 400 freestyle relay which was the final

pool record.

Hartnett had a solid meet. His 1:49.97

was his personal best and good enough for

third in the 200 freestyle

"That (1:49.97) was his best time," UM
coach Russ Yarworth said. "He also had a

48.9 split in the relay which is great. This

is a good indication that when the rest of

the team tapers down they're really gonna

pop," Yarworth said.

Yarworth was also hoping diver Pat

Mullen might qualify for nationals but his

combined total of 401.2 feel short of the re-

quired 450 points. The Minutemen were

able to get Mullen a shot by having him

dive 11 times off the one-meter and he did

win the first set with a score of 166.35. He

placed second in the second set. Tim

Ramacciotti placed third in both sets.

Other firsts at the UNH meet included

Kuhns in the 50 freestyle with a 22.64,

Paul McDonough with a 2:01.06 in the 200

individual medley, Ed Burton's 2:05.55 in

the 200 butterfly, and Mike Hoovers

2:17.83 in the 200 breaststroke. Also,

Turner, Hoover, Burton and Jim Flannery

teamed to win the 400 medley relay in

3:43.45.
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Area residents
will join in rally
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Aboui 50 people from the Amherst area have signed up

10 join thousands more in Philadelphia Saturday for a

march and rally against racism.

The National Mobilization Against Racism, a

Philadelphia based coalition of activists and citizen's

jnoups, called the demonstration in response to arson and

other attacks on black families, the torching of a Jewish

community center and alleged police brutality in the Puer

to Rican community, according to a statement.

Following the MOVE bombing last spring, in which 11

people were killed and 61 houses destroyed when

Philadelphia police dropped a satchel charge on the home

of a black back-t(. nature gi-oup. the coalition was organiz

ed to protest racism in Philadelphia and what the

organizers see as the Reagan administration's encourage

ment of racism.

Marchers said they felt an urgent need to confront both

the extreme right wing on racist violence and the Reagan

udmini-stration on issues such as afTirmative action and

the military budget.

i'm going to prote.^t against the Reagan administra-

tion's policies and also to make a statement against what

1 see as an increasingly raii.st atmosphere nationwide,"

said Margi.iet Aikenhead. a teachers aide and activist

from Northampton.
Asserting that raci.-.m is a national problem, Commuter

Area Government spokesman David Martin said a

multiracial coalition i.^ important because whites have the

economic and institutional privilege to enable them to en

force their prejudices

Whites have control of most of the resources of this coun-

try, Martin said. 'Whites are the ones who are racist; it's

our problem
"

Mitch Gaslin, a graduate student in regional planning

and a Radical Student Union member, said he saw a rela

tionship between the violence in Philadelphia and federal

policy.

Sign changing incident
sparks controversy

REAL BOGUSCampaign for MassPlRG,
SSAM referendum strong

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Push has come to shove for both sides' campaign prac-

tices conwming the referendum to be held tomorrow and

Thursday that will decide the fate of the present method

of funding two University of Massachusetts student

organizations.

The incident involves sign changing by the group in-

itiating the referendum. One of the groups whose fun-

ding is at stake says this was done to confuse voters.

The issue centers on the automatic $2 per semester

charge levied to UMass students for the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group and the $1 per semester

charge for the State Student Association of

Massachusetts.

If students do not wish to pay the fees they must check

a box on their tuition bills for a fee waiver, which is refer

red to as a negative checkoff.

Students for Participatory Democracy, a 20 member

group formed last semester, is seeking to eliminate the

optional fees.

Two of SPD's founders. Brian Darling and Tony Rudy,

said they used their own personal money Sunday to make

copies of MassPIRG signs which originally read 'Save

MassPIRG Vote No," and had a line with "No" check-

ed o(T.

Darling and Rudy admitted they changed the position

of the check mark from No" to Yes" and the legend

at the bottom from "Vote No" to "Vote Yes," after which

they ran off 100 copies.

"We were neutralizing their iMassPIRG's] deceptive

posters," Darling said. "This isn't a vote to save

MassPIRG, this is a vote on their unfair funding techni-

ques."

MassPIRG members said the signs were deceptive and

unethical.

SAVE
MASSPIRG

Yes ^NO

VOTE NO
FEB I2»I3

SAVE
MASSPIRG

NO

VOTE YES
FEB 12 & 13

"Wf want to run a fair election." .said Deirdre Cumm
ings, Ma.ssPIRG member. "This is not fair to students.

It's just confusing what is going on."

Rudy defended the sign change because he said

MassPIRG makes fal.se accusations that his group wants

to get rid of the lobbying gi"oup.

"All the MassPIRG signs are deceptive. One of their

signs called us radical right-wingers," Rudy said. "They

are clouding the issue. The issue is funding."

Cummings said the optional funding system is im

perative to the group's existence and is justified because

students approved the system in 1982.

"We won't exist on this campus without the present

funding method," Cummings said.

Cummings said a referendum asking students if they

favored the negative check off method for funding the

group's was last held in 1982. She .said 89 percent of the

campus voted in favor of MassPIRG and now about 80

percent of students pay the fee.

Rayna Sargent, another MassPIRG member, said the

sign changing "is not an isolated incident at UMass.
Clearly down the line we differ on the issues."

Sargent said MassPIRG has about 110 chapters in 22

.states, including 24 chapters in Massachusetts.

Former CIA official to discuss U.S. policies
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The highest ranking CIA official openly

to criticize the agency says that during his

University of Massachusetts lecture

tonight he will explain why US policies will

lead to the world's end within our lifetime.

John Stockwell, a former CIA case officer

in Africa and Vietnam, and a former ad-

viser to the top-secret National Security

Council in Washington, is scheduled to

speak at 8 p.m. tonight in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

Stockwell, in a telephone interview from

his Austin, Texas, home last week, said,

i'm not likely to die of old age. We've got

52,000 nuclear weapons and ac "'°'vp seen

in the space shot (shuttle) the other day,

these things have malfunctions."

He said that during his lecture, which is

sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors

Program, he will elaborate on a series of

"whys" in US foreign policy. Questions,

Stockwell said, may include: Why does the

US go to war so often in its hi.story? How
does this relate to the nuclear buildup

which openly provokes the Soviet Union

and deceives the American people about

the nuclear arms race? Why does the CIA
manipulate the press, overthrow
democracies and install military dictators?

And, why is the US pouring arms and

money into El Salvador and preparing to

invade Nicaragua?
"We're talking about the fate of the

world," Stockwell said. "We're talking

about the certainty of the US getting in-

volved in another war in a few years.

"We're talking about a budget of several

millions of dollars that's being spent to

slaughter people and bring havoc to 50 cor-

ners of the world," Stockwell said.

"These are the things the government is

doing," he said. "The American people are

not getting the truth and the reason why."

Stockwell said he has been on the inside

and can inform his audience on what is tru-

ly occurring.

"I've been down to Nicaragua and talk-

ed to women who have been gang-raped by

these animals [contra guerrillas] trained in

Florida," Stockwell said.

After serving three years as a US Marine

Corps reccnnaisance officer trained in

parachute and scuba diving, Stockwell was

recruited by the CIA in 1964. He resigned

from the agency in 1977 after having serv-

ed three tours of duty in Africa, a two-year

stint as officer-in-charge of Tay Ninh Pro-

vince in Vietnam and receiving the agen-

cy's Medal of Merit and several other

commendations.
Stockwell appeared on CBS's

'60-Minutes" last month because of the job

he held as case officer in charge of the agen-

cy's mid-seventies venture in Angola. The

operation failed in its aim to slow the pro-

gress of Agostinhow Neto's pro-Moscow

Popular Movement for the Liberation of

Angola.

Two weeks ago, Stockwell said, he was

on Capitol Hill countering the efforts of

Angolan guerrilla Jonas Savimbi, who was

seeking US aid for his rebels. The Clark

Amendment outlawed aid to the Angolan

rebels in 1975, but the amendment was

repealed by Congress last year. "Savimbi

is a terrorist," Stockwell said.

Dorm fire called *suspicious'
bv .JEAXETTE iitK</RGE

i '.^..-gian Staff

CASUAL DL'DE - Junior psychology major Jim Williamson

pauses on his way to class yesterday under a Fine Arts Center

sculpture.
.

___^ .______^__-_-__-_—--————

—

.

" dc^irovfd (I s500 soda

.. n. yesle ua_. m the lob-

Tower, 'iii\or-iiy of

• !;ct' said

induce an . ;ki>ons from ;"..ivironmental

.\ -USplCKil.

..K'.siac ;i

M l;^.>aChu-^ r,

Health and Safety extinguished the fire

and evacuated the ouilding Amherst Fire

Department responded to the fire with five

L-ngines and a ladder truck.

There was a considerable amount of

-aioke and Hampden Dining Commons and

•Jciin F. Kennedy Tower were opened to

residents who were evacuated from the

••! (Ill lied oil page 5
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NASA: Booster rocket
hit shuttle fuel tank
WASHINGTON (AP) - NASA in-

vestigators believe Challenger's right

booster rocket may have pivoted into the

huge space shuttle fuel tank, crushing it

and setting off the fireball that destroyed

the ship and killed its crew.

A space agency source, who declined to

be identified, said such a scenario first

outlined yesterday in the industry

magazine Aviation Week and Space

Technology is one of several possibilities

under examination.

A major focus of the investigation has

been the possibility that a leak between

segments of the right booster allowed a

plume of flame to spurt toward

ChalleiMger's liquid fuel tank, either punc

turing it or raising the pressure inside to

cause the explosion.

The source said other avenues of in

vestigation include wind shears aloft as the

4.6.mil!ion-pound shuttle stack climbed

through a period of maximum stres^s. and

a seal leak between two segments of the

booster rocket that caused a sideways

thrust and put additional structural loads

on the ship.

The presidential commission in

vestigating the Jan. 28 accident met in

.secret session ytsttrday to discuss an in-

ternal memorandum last July warning of-

ficials of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration that shuttle flight

safety was "being compromised by poten-

tial failure" of booster seals.

"Failure during launch would certainly

be catastrophic," one NASA analyst warn-
ed in a memorandum, according to The
Seiv York Times.

Arriving' for yesterday's commission
meeting, chairman William P. Rogers said

the Times story gave the impression that

NASA had not told his panel everything
It knew about the booster's history.

"That's not the case and I hope we can
cunect that," he said, adding that the pubic

will leai'n more abtmt the documents at an
open meeting Tuesday.
Aiiation Week said a redesign of the

joints might cause the next shuttle mission

to be postponed a year.

The magazine said NASA's interim ac-

cicent review Ijoard believes that the

plume of fire jetting out of the side of the

right rocket booster caused the bottom half

(if tH«' »-'v>W<»» in c.-!n.<>->»i> 'iKTTi 1^" "ink.

AP photo

Wiiliam P. Rogers, left, chairman of the presidential commission
investigating the Challenger explosion, Alton G. Keel Jr., right, and
press spokesman Mark Weinberg, center, speak to reporters before
a closed meeting at the Old Executive Office Building yesterday.

'The lower portion of the booster then crushed the upper right side of the tank."

Pictures taken of the liftoff show a briirht

that kille'' the seven member crew and
destroyed the $1.5 billion orbiter," Aviation

Week said, giving no attribution.

Official vote canvass begun
MANILA. Philippines (AP) - The

government-dominated National Assembly

held the first meeting yesterday on its of-

ficial vote canvass, which by law will deter-

mine who won the disputed presidential

election.

In the slow count of ballots cast last Fri

day. the government election commission

showed President Ferdinand E. Marcos
leading by 53 percent to 47. An unofficial

count by a citizens' poll-watching group of

more votes showed challenger Corazon

Aquino ahead by the same margin.

The election was marred by violence,

which continued yesterday. A gunman
fired at about 50 Aquino supporters in an

open truck from which Mrs. Aquino had

delivered a speech earlier, killing a

20 year-old man and wounding a woman.

At the gathering in suburban Makati,

Mrs. Aquino had told 2.000 cheering sup

porters she was "claiming the people's

due," and pledged: "We are going to take

power. The people have won this election."

Mrs. Aquino accusses Marcos of
widespread election fraud in attempting to

extend his 20 years of rule over this ar-

chipelago of 7.100 islands.

Both Aquino supporters and official U.S.

election observers called the slow count an
attempt by Marcos to manipulate the

results. The observers left for home
yesterday.

rotated outward from the climbing vehi
;•'," Aviation Week said. "As the bottom
of the booster moved outward, its top sec-

tion pivoted into the external tank and

Tylenol pulled from shelves
VOXKERS. N \ .\P> - A gi(xi-iy chain

M..ued Tvlenol mh -tore sheh«s in 26

-i.ue.s yesterda\ .i~ .i "pn'cautionarv
. ;i.-urf ' after ..ah<M ilif.< saidu 23 yt-ar

u uoinai \Mui had ta.xfi^ the pain

iiAin^' ,.u4 <iii'd of cva...iu poisoning.

X&P Fo ; >!i.i( ~ nidfi , uic I'cmoval

,. nil. ill I) ; - -toi t•.-^. whiL ...iinliei' more
in.ui 1 i)()U company spok-iiian Michael
txourke said.

"We did that as a precaui lonary measure
nis afternoon pending th. oi.uome of an
A. --ligation b.-ing conducted by the

\.inkeis police i.ipartment," he said.

- i.ue Palerm a spokeswoman for

\\ oichi'Ster Coui.ix Executive Andrew P.

' • Kourke. said tiu- woman died Saturday

,,,.(• vi-iim^ tV.iiui- in Yonkers. and had

,ii\in two capsuie> lioni a 24-capsule bot

. o( F2xtraStrei»j,'th Tvlenol.

1 lie US rood and Drug .\dniinistration.

.1 -laiement i--i<t'd m Washington, said

..ii It was join.,.M the investigation.

i"n** fuA aav - - inai residents in the

.n^ers. New Y .. i\ ..lea. .should avoid tak

.^ Tyienol caps,..i-> until more i.-> known.

A- .« special pre. .luiion. the FDA further

.uivises consumer to avoid code .ADF916.

\piration 5-87 The lot has been in-

.--iribulio,. s.nct- Augus; l^Ho without

. :...•! knoA ;i in.stances," m- statement

"ALPHA EPSILON PI"
The Fraternity You've Waited For

NOW HAS A HOUSE!

k

GREAT Friends

120 National Chapters

Active Intramural Sports

RUSH WITH USi

Feb. 12 & 13 - Refreshments!

CALL: Alan 549-5303

or

Howie 549-5723

Highest GPA among

fraternities

Great Little Sisters

"JACK"
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Driving a bus: For students, it's not just a job
.. iJ.WE B()A.,.i.\l.\X

. ...I'^iail SuitT

tjuiding 12-to.. t)use> througii ihc tivf collej^e area

,i\i's student dr \ii> a challengiiiu and i-xcitm^ alter

,,iiive .1 ine typical .st ait-nt job fare,

•lunn (\.iii4. a sophonio liiana^'emenl .1,111. .^uvs di'iv-

. .^ i> a _.«.ai job.

ive .(I lots of jobs i this l^ the •> -i Thi bosses

4 I- f.xci .4enl. and the ,j«-..plc working nvn- are very

^..v.iteo..^." he .said. K.o^ has been .ii ivmg for two

-t-mestei >, and said he uas no plans to quit.

The wnite and blue auses. which provided over 1.2

iii.liion area rid. i -> with free trat. spoliation to jobs and

. .,ir.-.es last year i i<-^t over $150 iKiO each, and are own-

.». i>y the Pionee. N'aliey Transit .\athority, a non profit

,*^iil)C agency b .-id in Springfa .u.

The PVTA wa~ . siablished in AaguM 1974, and took

.voi' the rive-col.,j4e tian.sportat.i-i. systoni in 1980. The
..inority subsioixes individua. companies to operate

.... .1 bu.ses.

Ti alls M II ! .a ion betwe . ; ne five collegis was first pro-

vu-u bv laxis. accord..^ to Bill B .uult. business

laae ;u. Five Colle- -, Inc.. but "c .-i and inconve

.,,,.ii»'H " h

.1 ;niiDuuclion Ii, piCKirs „'ittn -'I I (Mil

-. \x VI.. ^.i ..V ,; til I . . .iiit'i^es.

(."iiiii I'XTA i(K>k uvi-r uu' m i\icf, siup> ^wiv not made
. Alt n (.ampuses. Braiult added.

ii.i' agency is luiuiid from ftderul. state and ItK'al

c«s. Five Cu ii lji- Inc , .i coordinating center for the

„i(iMS colleges mil I heir ifsouii t-, pro\ idt-s 10 [H-icent

.. tne capital .L.ilay for the -.vsu-m The center is

iiudgfted to pay saTo.OOO of the total $575,000 operating

. \penses for 19>5-86, according 10 Brandt.

.Money from the student governments of the five col

.i^es are pooled through Five C<illeges Inc. to provide

...uding In addition, thi- towns of North.mipton. Hadley,

^,.uth h.idley, Amherst Sunderland and Belchtitown

iitrib..:,- directly to f*\TA.

Most , (.(.lies in the fiv-- college system i.v operated by

lMa» i'.ansit, with th> exception of thi- .Northampton

\niher-i line, which is uperated by We-iern Mass Bus
ianes of Northampton
Brandt said Five Colitges Inc. "has .isked Western

M.IS-, Bus Lines to hire students whenever p<»ssible." to

,tt student fund> back in the hands of students

I'Mass Transit uses e.xclusivtlv student drivers Its

.., ft (if 27 husi.^ 1- iiperated by !")'» students on varying

-i iiiduit's, according ii. A?.sistuni Operations Manager

• ' u.i Hlanciiaiu

l)i ivirs are paid between $4.60 t«» $5.55 an hour, and

lat'd a (Mass 2 driver's license In house training is pro

, jded, and .1 luad te>t at t In- Registry of Motor Vehicles

,11 Noitli.unpton IS scheduled by UMas- I'l.msit, Blan-

4 ),ai d Slid

One advantage of dri\ nig a bus is that students are

.illowed to fill out time-e\einption reque-.t forms, where

drivers can block out times ihey wish to leave open. Dur
ing these hours, clashes can be rearranged to other times,

iiiuking It easier on drivers' w t»ekly schedules, said John
( itinter, 22, a student who has been driving for thr^s and

half years.

Vfiu never know if they're lf».t iii>| going to work or

,^H.' Gonter said "Sometimes they {scheduling office)

honor them and sometimes they don't"

Bill Barrett, director of transpoination and parking for

I' Mass Transit, -aid their buses were involved in 73 ac

idenls in the p.i-i >ear The figure includes accidents

ij;iiig iM.in fender binders on up," but no ii^juries

i I ( , .1 ted he -aid

Dri\ ing one of these means more than just following the yellow line.
t'ollrgiun |)h..ii. Iin Hi>I> Sl««'ll<in

Success of gay program celebrated
r.y -JEANETTE .JeFORGE
I'iillegian Staff

.\ letreat celemaiing the success of the

i'rogram for Ga\ and Le.sbian Concerns,
^\ hicn begin last October i> planned for

>.iturday.

t)cganiz r- say l;iou • discussions,

viikshops games and oinec group ac-

:. vines w .i he held to accomplish four

.;(iais. The iir.st is to ackno.'. ledge the pro-

4iam's advances,

"In the ,jast year the gay, lesbian and
-Mxu.ii commui.ty has managed, through

. work and e... '.!.•>, to get a program
,cn has neve. Dceii there before," said

.-. ,.ci Veskel, CO ..rector tor the progi'am.

i\.> (I'tieat w , .il^r» celebrate the in-

,ia.->i'd attentio.i the gay community has

.(•ceived from the administration and
-tudents.

We wil. ;>e dealing with our differences

^I'Uveen m u and women, and people of col-

.11 our .iiimunity,"sai<i Yeskel.

Ti;i' excni V. ill also addrcsr- persons who
. 1 ^1 111 ling lul ol the closet, people who are

i-inie in she community, and those who
iiiend meetings for social rather than
,)i')ilical r.'asons.

(>! 4ani/ei .- als . a.ni to discuss and teach

i .K.i r-lnp skill-

i ii. i(iuii.h go... \\i\\ 01 to address the

ulLiie of the ga coiiiiiiunity.

We will talk .ib«iut where we will go

iioni here and h(»w we will work toward ac

complishing common goals." Yeskel said.

The retreat is aimed at le.sbian, gay or

iii>exual persons, but heterosexuals are

.11^(1 welcome to attend.

fhe leaders of the retreat ask that peo

pie call and register in advance because

lunch will Ih' -eived at the meeting.

The retreat will be held from 10 a.m. to

5 p.m. on Feb. 15 in the Southwe.st

Women's (enter, hx-ated on the first fioor.

north side, of Mackimmie Hou.se.

.1 is sponsored iiy the Program for Gay
... -hian, and Bisexual Concerns. For more
.iiiormation call ")45-4824.

Cars a problem at UMass

/•

( iilli'ttnin phoio b.\ Hoi) Skoltnn

Commuters must beware of

meter officers such as this one,

who roam campus parking lots

looking to ticket and tow illegally

parked cars.

r; JENNIFER iiK.VlENWAY
( iiiiegian Corre-pondent

The Universitv of Mas.sachusetts is not

,. best place t. park a car. Aside from

a .y competition lor cert.un lots, cars get

, Keted. t .ved. vandalizei; and stolen.

,1 :( .s .0 clear solutio . .1 ihe problem

...ii.iefl ,.,11 king on cam,<..- -aid Gerald
' > .\.i.. ih iliiector of pub.. c -,il. i\ . Init he

.,,( red on suggestion: "1 icommend not

..ivmg a .ai- on campus, dive it a lot of

..light b.l.iie bringing a r.n here."

; ili>ni oft ii occurs when cars are

I u .1, \anou- Hidden space-, he said.

, II.' i).i.-ic pro iiji i> people not lockin^i

., c.n -. They M<i..dirt make ii e,i-\ lor

,.ir.- 10 get in... llicir cars." he -;aid.

Wmdalism occia- .il almost every loca

. i.iii or. campus, . -pecially in lot 22 lu-yond

,..• .Southwest lusidential Area, lot 41

,.,d tl-i .S< hiiol oi" Ed .1 amn and the

r nut ;n.4 H iol.-.

Ai-

J

,. iiio>t ot the . , -t- m.ide in

idui . r lot have he . 1 id. the thefts

.\iKu.i j.hj.^jOO worth .11 tickets were

-sued in 1984.

.All the money collected in tickets goes

i .she ticket fund uhich is u.sed for finan-

,.i. aid," he saio

We don't have .1 favorite spot |to ticket).

- ..it Invest gets 1 lot because there are so

iiany residents and limited parking."

1 ' .Neil said.

It IS more of a problem to park on cam
L,- tiom Dec. 1 to Apr. 1 because of the

;.ner parking laus. when it is not permit

i on the -ireet at night. O.Neil said.

.11 order ;o oliiain a parking stiiker for

. II Iain paiKing lots, stude it- nuist get on

. waiting ii-t, said Barbai.i KoiiU'czny ol'

I no parking office.

.More lots are needed on campus becau.se

a I- difficult to get a space close to a specific

....ni. she said.

r.ie price of the ' ickers, which are issued

.1 j'uii year. ,1.111 Sept. 1 to .Aug. 'A\..

.„ • ti-i.m .$H t.. -il">-'i.

>.i.,.. of I he m •!. difficult lots t(. olitain

-•lui^ei lor include lot 6'A. across tVom

.1 i-hrouck Laboratoi \ . lot 6."), by Draper

;!..:i And lot ()i, i)v Dickinson Hall.

. .....v/.ny .said.

Family link
in the works

Hv SUE MILLEK
Collegian Correspond»'nt

A new program, now in the research

-tage at the University of Massachusetts,

uduld link people with similar family-

related problems into support groups

icross the state, according to an a.ssistant

professor of home economics.

The Center for the Family will be a

state widi clearing hnu.si' for all family

heeds, said Warren Schumacher, a.ssis-

tant professor of home economics and ex-

tension speciali.st in human development.

Linking people to support groups and

people with similar problems will "help

people run their families more effective-

ly, ' he said.

The center is now working on research

to determine the effectiveness of support

iif families in the areas of transitions,

divorce and separation, death and dying,

I hildren 111 need of services, and adoption

(11(1 foslei families.

The center is researching the effects

inese i-suc- have in relation lo people

.^aiiiiiig control over their own lives and

111 gaining self e>l<'eni. lt^u|)port is pro

,(11 ((|ecli\c m these arias, it will help

prove the effect ivciiess of a stale-wide pro-

mam, .Schumaclu'r said.

fhe linking sy-teni will consist of a toll-

tne telephone number and computers in

ach .Massachu.setts state county .A cen

ti.il computer, temporarily l»cat6d in

>kinner Hall, will link the county com-

iiiiters. he said. •»•

To de\el(ip this program, tlu' tenter is

110!. mg Im .Sl.'i.nOO in the next year.

We ha\ I'l ,i ,1 propo.sal- out there now.

.Ill pii\ at.- fuiic .' Scnum.icher said. "The

-i.iiehou.se in Boston say- it would be a

^ouu idea if 11 could be proven to work."
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TIRED OF PIZZA ?

AMHERST

DELI
DELIVERY

CALL
549-6314

MON'WED 4-8

THUR-SAT 410
CARRIAGE SHOPS - AMHERST

-m -<vtc()>t»C*<ts*»«i*tt.t

Looking for some
"Healthy Romance

'

on Valentine s Day?

Vou I tmd [tat Utppta Snas
• comptonentafy Itowers

• soil muse
• • 1 hour Hoi Tub tor Tiwo

only $14 50

If your Hoi Tub lor Two is

between \ 1 am and 5pm. you M

also receive 2 Free Hoi Tub

Passes g.^d on yot^ rteil visit

Utopia Spas
175 UnivefSitiy Dnvc Amherst

14t3> 263^72?

cmn
Balloon Delivery Service

foi_VALENTINE'S Day

V BALLOONS ¥

V BELLY DANCERS V

¥ SINGING TELEGRAMS^
413-549-1430

233 N. Pleasant St Amherst

WIN.
Kaplan stays
withyou for

the long run.
After you take a Kaplan course, you re

not only better prepared to take on
marathon tests like the LSAT, GMAT.
GRE. NTE. CPA. SAT. among others, but

the study techniques you 11 learn will

help you through the ngors ofyour grad

school courses

That b why for nearly 50 years, over

1 million students have gotten in con

dition with Stanley H Kaplan And tor

those interested in breaking records, we
also offer SPEED RliADlNG

So call Kaplan You ve got a long race

ahead to the top ofyour career Every bit

of training and coaching counts

KAPLAN
SlANlf T H K APIAN (DUGAIONAt CBvlIHl lID

A KAPLAN STUrif Nl BF" (Wh

MCAT begins Feb. 19

GRE begins Feb. 1

1

LSAT begins in March

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

A PAIROF
VALENTINE TREATS!

The Amherst Etowntown Council and the Fine Arts

Center are again sjwnsoring

...A Valentine's Day Giveaway Drawing!

Fifteen lucky winners
v^'ill receive Two Choice
Tickets to an evening's

entertainment at the

Fine Arts Center
for one of the following

Spring performances:

Mummenschanz
Guarneri Siring Quarlel #
Carnegie Competition Winner

loshiko Akiyoshijazz Orchestra

Bill Cratty Dance Theatre

Guthrie Theater "Great Expectations

Berlin Chamber Orchestra

Mitchell-RuffDuo
Springfield Symphony Orchestra,

Viktoria AImZ/ow, soloist

42nd Street

ENTER YOUR NAME IN THE
DRAWING FEBRUARY 3RD THRU
FEBRUARY l^TH ATANY DOWNTOWN CCWNCL
MEMBER BUSINESS DISPLA YING THIS AD^ DRAWINGS I

O

BE HELD FEBRUARY 17TH. ^O PURCHAStNECtSSA^^^^^^
DECISION OFJUDGES IS FINAL WINNERS WILL BE NO I IHLD.

•X-

X-
•X-

#
•X-

I UMass Ski Club Goes Down

X-

I The Best Hotels, The Best Flights

t And All The Best Prices

Don't Be

Out

In The Cold
UMass Ski Club Goes Down.

Don't be fooled bv silly lawn chair ads!!
Sign up outside the hatch VVed, Thurs, Fri all day

-^
•X-

X-

•X-

X-
X-
•X-

•X-

^-x-

T:^—
-x-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•x-

•X-

•X"

•x-

To Ft. Lauderdale t

Spring Break 86 |

March 15-22 f

$149 complete |

$369 w/Jet I
X-
^€-

X-
•X-

Tuesday, February U. Id86
.Collegian 5

198B)
CALENDARS

ANNOUNCKS CANDIDAC Y - (Jri'Kors

il\ ;itt, tornui director of (it i/«ns lor Limited

I ax.ition and a leader of the seal belt rep*'al

iitovernent, said yesterday he will seek the

ill public an noniin.ition for M.issa« hus«'its

4.1V.1 1..1 this fall to oppose Democnil Michael

NOWON SALE

.limut . . htiUi . ptilli 1 ,ml.

• A J^% ear^W maU' rtu^ml wm arwaied and cHarged

:. i-Hiiult and •latU'ry with a d.inj,H'i'cHi'' vm-;i|)«hi al 106

Nunduy on >li.' -ixth fliKir ..f W.i?.liinnti»n Titwi-r.

.f said.

. ii. -tiult'iit w u inuuiH a h.inMi»«?r at a wnman aind.

,. ,, miitrnnttd -truck anothei man in the htad. The

,m was hrou^rht lo tlv Universily Health S«rvi«.is whtTO

, Mil i\. <l ihii'. stitches and was rfleii!«»d, poHce i^aid

• A -t udtiu 1)1-. .kt his arm at 3:2(i a.m. Saturday on the

wi Hi lliH.r ni HattiTson House while wrestlin^i with tl«K)r

. li s. Hi' w«8tak«ntoC«t»*iBy-Dickinson Hospiud \n Nor

i,,iiii|>to (MiUce said.

Office for Cooperative Education

Co-op and Summer
JOB FAIR

Wednesday, February 19

10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Campus Center 163-176

Call 545-2224 for details

Pilot makes
Kftidog so exdtbig.

HQC^ftDAYTONA BEACH "86
Don't be left home in the told,

spend Spring Break in the sun, sand and surf

on the World's Largest Beach with the

company who really cares about the STUDENTS.

# 4bu Student Union 545-3437 ^

DON'T PASS UP A DEAL
LIKE THIS!

• Knund Itip tt,HT.p<ifl.««»n to

l),IS|lll\,l BiMl I) \\,\ riKxIiTn

Hii;tn%>i\ Miiliiii D.ii iii"-

lint' <ii ihrcf iknI i.iti Ih ,ii h hufcK

• Ml Ml Dili liiiti i^ .in- ill ..iiiiiini

h H ,iri'(l ilirri 'K nil !i ' I '

hi. Ill (IIMll (ici k ,iiiil . I -
.

\- -.•

|H«iK ri-si.HH.iiit- iiiil .III I iintliHonf^J

II i< iMiv \\ \\U II ill (f f \ ..

FROM:

$189
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The
Pilot Precise
roUuiglNdlpea-
thesinoothy
sledkwaiy
togetitonps^er.

It s the pen that writes as fine as it looks. A

tiny ball held by a needle-like collar is the " ^

secret to the comfort and smoothness you'll *

experience. And because of rSiiT^S"
its ball , the Precise will write L!_||*^U.
crisply through carbons. ryCCyC^ i QfC^'"
Try either the fine or extra LJI vov_^IOyC'
finepoint. Only $1.19 each. I

SPRING BREAK - MARCH 17 - 24

Steamboat
COLORADO

INCLUDES: Round Trip Air & Transfers

7 Nights Luxury Condo (hot tubs, jacuzzi & sauna)

5 Day Lift Ticket

ONLY $499 tax included

Space is Limited Deposit Deadline Feb. 20

For More Info 545-3437
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Letters———
Attacking the students' interests

Everybody says they're for student

rights. It's like being against nuclear war

or drunk driving Reasonable people can't

disagree.

Recently, however, a group claiming to

champion "student rights ' has been at

tempting to defund two of the most effec

live and successful student organizations

around. MassPIRG and SSAM.
Hiey claim that these groups do not fair-

ly represent UMass student interests.

The fwrts suggest otherwise. Both SSAM
and PIRG have advocated and lobbied for

issues of profound concern to students.

They have fought back tuition increases,

won financial aid battles on the state and

federal level, successfully spearheaded a

drive to place a student on the Board of

Regents, fought for the passage of acid rain

and toxic waste site clean up bills and

pushed for simplified voter registration

procedures.

We feel this is precisely why students on

ihe e.xlreine nght want to .^ut-nce them —
because they effectively represent students

on issues with which the extremists

disagree.

Although they are students

ihemselvw,this ultra-conservative element

can afford to weaken their fellow students'

influence becau-se their effectiveness has

little to do with iheir ability to organise

their peers. Their funding base is secure.

They receive money and logistical support

- for the radical right 'Mmutemen
"

newspaper, for example - from right wing

corporations and foundations based in New
York and Washington D.C

Student rights for them, u seems, means

the right for UMass students to be used by

highly organized ideological extremists

with a national agenda We do not

begrudge them this right. If they want to

claim to represent students by attempting

to weaken student empowerment, by at

lacking other gioups. and by trying to

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

OPEN RUSH
AH university men Invited

Tonight Feb. 11

9-11 PM
FREE REFRESHMENTS

374 N. Pleasant St.

(the blue house) 253-9032

'O-l I VX\

J<<

-^A

SPRING '86 RUSH
|Rush PIKE and be part of

• The largest fraternity on cannpus

• Greek area Football, Softball, Volleyball

champions

• Fraternity that has raised over $70,000

for the fight against Multiple

Sclerosis

• The Fraternity that does not haze

This is your last chance to find out why PIKE is

recognized by students and faculty as the best

fraternity at UMass.

Don't miss PIKES FINAL RUSH
TUESDAY FEB. 11th 9-11

418 M. Pleasan St.. Amheri?* ^5-2150

divide the student community, that is their

prerogative.

We feel there are better ways to further

I he interests of both students and the socie-

IV in which we hve
Jose Tolson
Commuter program coordinator

Ouvtd C. Martin
t'ommuter Area spokesperiioii

Cynthia R. Bloomer
Commuter Area treanuwr
Miriam Zoll

Alumni Prid*

Laura B. Gottschalk

Public Policy chairperson

Kllen Breslin

Academic Affair*, chairperson

Oianne C. rtossi

SGA treasurer

C lare Bouzan
Public Policy

Paul D. Wingle
SGA senator, Greenough
Louis Alfred III

BMCP

Holy cows, other misconceptions
We are compelled to write solely f<N- the

cause of edification.

• Hindus do n<^ beleive a am is holy nor

do they believe a virgin can conceive and

bear a son and call him Emanuel (Jews

don't even believe in this).

• Many hindus do not eat flesh, neither

cow, pig. dog, cat, maggots, nor

grasshoppers.

• We must say, hwvever, the chemistey

department is in<ked hap|^ to have his

diveraion.

Please have him stick to the "American"

scene and spare South East Asia, but peo-

ple like us usually agree with him.

Lmou Bugrt
Bhine Choat
Hutigga Pata

Amherst

GENERAL MEETING OF
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Tuesday, February 11, 1986

at 7:15 p.m.

917 Campus Center

Election of Vice President

and Executive Officer

and Constitution

and By-laws changes
Graduate Student I.D. required

hlenUne
Wmp

VALENTINE'S DAY
FEBRUARY 14TH

Wrap your gifts with

elegant and fashionable

gift wrappings that say "Be

my Valentine" from

American Greetings.

Located in Campus Center

MSTORE*
Open M-F 9-5

m
AMERICAN GREETINGS

\1CMI WW 1 \. "If

The Massachusetts Daily Co legian |
EXECUTIVE BOARD-SPRING 1986
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Vote *no/ but notice . . .

Two things should be done regarding the optional student

fee used to fund the Miissachusetts Public Interest Reseaich

Group and the State Student Association of Massachusetts.

First, students should vote "no" on the refendum today or

tomorrow - we should not abolish the fees, which support two

groups that look out for students' interests. But then these

groups and the administration should arrange for the fees to

be a positive rather than a negative checkoffon each semester's

tuition bills.

MassPIRG, the UMass version of a nationwide network of

PlRGs based mostly at universities, is a lobbying group focus-

ing on the environment, education, voter registration and other

issues. SSAM comprises representatives from the state's 28

public college campuses who lobby the state and federal

governments for higher education funding.

Both have been called too "political" to have their money
channeled through Whitmore as a general student fee. But if

they oppose Reagan administration policies, it is because those

policies have gutted aid to colleges and college students. For

anyone seeking affordable quality learning, it is well worth

paying $3 per semester - $2 to MassPIRG and $1 to SSAM
- to try to mend the fiscal battering education has suffered

in the past five years.

However, the $3 charge should not remain an automatic "op-

tional" fee, to be levied unless a student actively rejects it. In-

stead, it should appear on the bill as a box to be checked ofT

by all who are willing to add $3 to their tuition payments. The
wo^dyii^^iih^the positive checkoff could be worked out by

MassWrofrsSAM and administrators.

We expect MassPIRG and SSAM will not like this idea. At

least mitially, it would lead to a di*op in their funding. It would

place more of a burden on them to tell us why they should be

supported. But it would lay to rest charges that they are be-

ing funded deceitfully. The fact that MassPIRG and SSAM
were able to gather 3,000 pledges of support within two days

last week shows the depth of student confidence in their efforts.

SPD's own deception
The campus group calling itself "Students for Participatory

Democracy," by its own admission, has committed the ultimate

in hypocrisy. While attacking the optional student fee used

to fund the Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group and

the State Student Association of Massachusetts as deceptive,

SPD has sought to deceive voters by telling them the wrong

way to vote on the referendum tomorrow and Thursday.

MassPIRG supporters have printed flyers reading, "Save

MassPIRG - Vote No," This is correct. To save MassPIRG,
students should vote NOT to abolish the $3 fee that appears

on all students' tuition bills.

SPD members attempted to tell us otherwise by printing

their own version ofthe flyers: "Save MassPIRG -- Vote Yes."

For a group claiming to support an aware, informed student

body, it is absurd and inexcusable.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Letters
Getting the facts straight on India

4 -«

We were shocked at the gross inac-

i^^uracies in Rusty Demon's column "Those

Righteous Protectors" in the Collegian of

Feb. 4. We refer specifically to the

paragraph on animal rights in India.

The autnor states that India has laws

prohibiting the killing of rats, mice and

>acred cows. " There are m fact no such

,..ws and quite on the contrary, serious pest

control measures are used to check the

menace of harmful rodents. The vast nia-

jority of Indians, whose religion is Hin-

aaism. do not eat beef. Nevertheless, cat-

i.»^- slaughter is very much legal, since In-

u... is a secular state and its laws do not

.avor any religicjn or sect.

The only correct statement made in the

article is that hunger is not India's problem

very true considering India is a food ex-

porting country and' is even forced to

(i( -iioy excess food stock pe-riodically. Im-

,),.>perly researched articles like this one
-. ,ve only :o misinform readers and create

liiinecessaiv misconceptions.

Madan Rao Amit Bhargava
Amherst

THE MONROE DOCTRINE GIVES US THE RI^HT TO

intervene:, TO advise, to watch.
PRESIDENT

REAGAN

OF ALL HUMAN ILLS,

BAD COUNSEL I5TWE

WORST. — SOPHOCLES

A columnist's repentance
There are probably those among the

"

1 1 adership of the Collegian who imagine

that the calling of a fundamentalist is to

-.pread abuse, insult, and condemnation in

the name of Jesus. I wouldn't know; ec •

clcsia.sticpily speaking. I'm not a fun-

damentalist But I do know that's not my
purpose, .so I have some apologies to make.

First, I'd like to apologize to the Indian

students on campus. Last week I wrote in

this column that it was against the laws

and religion of India to kill cows, rats, mice,

etc That was based on Robert L. .Sussone's

•Handbook on Population," pp. ^'-i, 54,

lormerly "Report to the California

Legislature at the Request of the Senate

Majority Leader." It was midnight, 1 was

under a deadline, and didn't confirm it. I

h.'ve since been informed that I was in er-

ror, that diseased cows are sometimes kill-

ed, and that there are bounties on vermin.

Please forgive me; it was not my intention

t(. spread misinformation about India.

Secondly, last .semester I gave an er-

roneous figure on federal support on AIDS
research. That was the result of poor

homework on my part. I was chagi-ined; my
tfTort has been to state opinions, not to in-

\ent "facts."

rhose are the only errors I know of, but

as long as I'm settling accounts, I'll

.([jolo^ize for my irrascible style. Being a

cynical, opinionated sort. I have made com-

ments that could be taken as personal in-

sults. I repent.

There are probably many more people

who feel offended by the opinions voiced in

this column, or who feel that even if it is

biblical, it is "unchristian" to say it. I felt

that way once, but I've come to realize that

most Americans read the Bible through

cultural glasses. It reminds me of a Bloom

(bounty comic strip sometime back where

Binkley is complaining to Oliver Wendell

•Jones that Prince Charles and Lady Di are

loo polite, too proper, too . . . too much of

s(.mething. "Too white," says O.W. Jones.

That's it!" cries Binklev.

Rusty Denton

I don't know about the royal couple, but

1 know that American Chri.stianity is just

too white," too pasteurized and

homogenized, to<i proper. Christianity, we

think, is supposed to be "nice " People

forget that John the Baptist ate insects,

that the apostles were rowdy and uncouth,

and that the Hebrew prophet Isaiah went

naked and barefoot for three years to make

a point.

Somehow, I can't imagine the righteous

figures of the Bible talking about the

mutual encouragement of the realization

ol personal goals and lifestyles through

evaluating role models and how they im-

pacted their envii cmments contingent upon

discovery and actualization within the

educational process, et cetera, et cetera.

No, the biblical pattern is to talk about

issues in blunt, pithy language. I believe

ue should all do the .same In particular.

I think we need to acknowledge in plain-

spoken English that this country has pro-

blems for which we are (/// responsible- pro-

blems such as broken families, absentee

fathers, murder in • the womb, racial

disparity, battered children and wives,

lape, murder, extortion, excessive profits,

inadequate wages, war with God, unbridl-

1(1 sensuality, pornography, drug abuse,

political deceit, spineless leadership, in-

lustice, and so on. Plaster smiles and

blame-mongering and $10 words won't cut

it. True sorrow and mending of ways will.

That's called (collective) repentance. We
need it if this nation is to survive the cur-

rent trends.

Unfortunately, repentance for being

wrong is not a very "white" concept, so

some people may find it offensive. For that

I can't apologize.

Rusty Dentvn is a Collegian columnist.

Letters
Lefties face discrimination daily

UMass has started much needed repairs

to classrooms and lecture halls. Although

a seemingly easy task to accomplish, the

typical UMass architectural shortcomings

hive appeared. And, though not as serious

a> the library plaza that no one can use or

tne only Campus Center with indoor rain,

tnis matter deserves immediate attention.

While attending my calculus class, I was

surprised to find that the auditorium

Engineering East 131) had been painted

and new desks and chairs installed. And,

1 was amazed to find that among the 400

or so new seats, n a one was equipped for

;' h ...ded student. I understand that

the majority of students are right-handed,

but statistics show that in a large sample

of students .such as in this lecture hall, a

certain percentage will be left-handed.

. .Mil-- ;i ;e.-> to solve this problem by plac-

ing a small table and wooden bench in the

rear of the hall. This is totally

unaccepiatJie.

Left-handed students pay exactly the

same tuition as right-handed ones and I

find it very discriminating to be banished

to the back of a hall where it is difficult to

hear and impo.ssible to see (especially im-

portant for a subject like calculus). I am not

asking that all lecture halls have an even

number of left-handed and right handed
seats, simply that a row of leftie chairs be

installed on the outside aisle or make one

of the smaller side rows for lefties.

UMass prides itself on educating us to

avoid discrimination, yet this practice is

academic discrimination against left-

handed .students and phone calls to the

.•^'^iA, Academic Affairs Office, Scheduling

Office, and CASIAC were in vain. So, lef-

iies unite and stand up for our equal rights

in the classroom. LEFT OX.

Richard Moroney
Amherst
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Interim gov't in Haiti
promises democracy
TOiRT AU PRINC K, Haiti (APi - The

head of llu' mtei ini government pledged

yesterday to share wealth fairly in Haiti,

wh(^e people were ground into poverty dur-

ing three decades that made the Duvaliers

and their friends fabuously i ich.

Lt. Gen. Henri Namphy, president of the

liix man interim government council, said

at swearing in ceremonies for the new

Cabinet that there will be free elections by

universal suffrage and a new, "liberal" con-

stitution to create a "real and working

democracy " He did not set a date for the

elections or elaborate on the new
constitution.

Haiti's last free election was the one that

brought Francois Papa Doc" Duvalier to

power in 1957 He later declared himself

president for life His son Jean Claude, who

succeeded at age 19 when "Papa Doc * died

in 1971, fled with liis family and a,ik> Fi

.

(lay in a U S military plan, ami now is in

Fi ance

Vhv rt-njarks by Namphv who is the ar-

my chief 01 staff, followed a weekend orgy

t»fcelebration and violence. Haitians rioted,

sacked homes owned by the departed dic-

tator and his lieutenants, and hunted down

members of the dreaded Duvalier private

militia, the Tonion Macoute.

As many as 30«J people were killed over

the weekend, including members of the

Tonion MacouU' who were hacked and

beaten to death

Macoute hunts, ' as they were called

here, have been conducted in poor

neighborhoods by army patrols with

civilian guides. Soldiers with automatic

weapons mov<»d through i(iw's uf hovels

kicking aside chickens ami >crawny dogs.
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FRATERNITY LIFE

Experience the oiotherhood'

Delta Upsilon offers vou

Home cooked meals

Excellent social life

A leader in academics
Intramural sports

Little Sisters Program

OPEN RUSH
Feb. 4, 5th & 10, 11th

9:00

549 3831

fjt^

IWe Wish All Gentlemen
Happy Valentines Day

|

& cordially invite them to ;

GENTLEMEN ONLY '\

NIGHT )

Thurs., Feb. 13
|

6-10 pm
I

Refreshments Served. \

Keep romance alive with a gift i

from Le Boudoir. Romantic
|

nightgowns cascading with
j

lace, silk teddies, bras and
j

bikinis, garter belts and :

_^_^^^^_________^^^_ stockings and more. :

Carriage Shops, 23.3 N. Pleasant St., Amherst .549-691.5 Mon-Sat 10-6
j

MONEY MOTIVATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and Have
the Confidence to Prove What it Takes,

Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expan-

ding a new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing

is the future successful road to sales in the 1980's,

and we are growing rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to

work around your schedule, and you can earn up to

$10.00 per hour while training. There are still 25

positions available. Salary plus Commissions plus

Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM,

Dave 413-256-4101

BLACK AFPAIRS
BLACK MASS COMMUNICATIONS
Student Union Room 408. Untverelty of Massttchust-tts

AnOierst. MA 01003. (413) 545-8486

Monday Friday

3-6 p.m. 7 10 p.m.

Lorenzo Boyd Daddy Neil

The Casual Suite "Sounds of the City"

- *v.

.\P phoU.

Lt. General Henri Namphy, president of the Ruling National

, :ovirnment Council, which replaced the regime of C. lean Claude

>/a\ alier, prom.>ed yesterday a "real and working deiuocracy" for

S .till.

Thursday
7 10 p.m.

Chic & Lammy D

10 p.m.-2 a.m.

Marc Elliott

Record Review

Saturday
a-6 p.m.

Louis Alfred

6-7 p.m.

Reports in Color

with

Marc Elliott Giles

7 10 p.m.

Mix Master Mike

10 p.m.>2 a.m.
The Prince

2-6 a.m.

The Quiet Touch
with

Chris Winslow

^ march tiiniiit frum pofiv t

American Travel Services

presents

L
BMCP can be heard on WMUA 91.1 fU

The Philadelphia events are the ex

iralegal violence which inevitably results

iiom the so-called legal assaults on all

minorities by Reagan," Gaslin said.

John Ruddock, speaker of the

I'ndergiaduate Student Senate, said he

hoped "disgust for this social disease

I racism]" would be tn^'^'ered at the

demonstration.

March organizer Bill Roundtree said he

knows of 50 buses that are scheduled to ar

rive from 30 citie.s, as well as cars and vans

I'xpecled from colleges in the northeast, in

eluding Yale, Dartmouth, Cornell, Univer

sily of New Hampshire and the State

University of New York campuses at

Albany, Syracuse, and New Paltz

.AH the organizers are veterans of many
„,.,,.«l,ot- 'jT-irl •Uf.<..rV( tVinv f^on't exnoct anv

ptcibli'ms tiom racist group.s. they are ful-

ly prepared, Roundtree said m a telephone

interview.

'We have enough sei ui itv," he said.

"Every single major organization in the

city has endorsed the march." he said. "We
expect It tn lie militant and spirited,"

The Radical Student Union is planning

to drive three vans to Philadelphia, leav-

ing Amherst at 11:30 p.m. Friday and

returning around midnight Saturday La^
night, some spots were still available.

Those interested can call 545 0677.

Supporters of the march include: RefM.

George Crockett and John Conyers. former

US Attorney General Ramsey Clark, the

All Peoples Congress and the African Na-

tional Congress.

SPRING BREAK ^*86"

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn C:eanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

ROVING

REPORTER
What does Black

history Month mean

to you?

I
..ml Miihrlle S<-kmII

Kenny Howard
H9 Casiac major

Black History month i.s

the month when we
celebrate the many ac-

complishments of black

Americans who worked
above and beyond the call

of duty. Personally I honor

these hard working black

.Americans everyday.

Julaine Herreid

88 Spanish major

It nuans Martin Luther

King, freedom march. I

want lo see young gifted

and black sf>on.

Lanumt Harris

88 Casiac major

To me it is knowing

ab<^»ut famous blacks who
not only helped blacks but

also made a great contribu-

lion to society These black

men should be recognized

throughout the year and

not just during that one

month.

Connolly Ryan
.S9 Casiac major

1 don't know too much
about it but 1 think it's

^nal lo recognize such

Ljreal people who didn't

want to put up with all the

oppressions they were
under.

\i .ni« HdMihuchi
I .lapancsf m.ijoi

1 (lun t know much alwut

! hill 1 think It's a great

.I..1 •' ncognize those

iilack ptople for their

.uhievcinents through
MilTi-rage.

OPEN RUSH
BKO

Iall university meninvitedi

I-Jm-*.'
» . ^ %,

C3
ft

lA**";

BKftVt
BK<^

VJ

Where can you buy

a new Teac Dolby B/C Cassette Deck with fine bias

adjustment plus much much more

for just $99.95

1984-85 Stephen D<ivis Memorial Award and Olympus Cup
BETA KAPPA PHI

• Two time

jGreek & Campus
Intramural

Champs

» Home cooked
meals

BK(1)

388 N. Pleasant

253-9071

• Outstanding

social life

• Close to

Campus

High academic

standing

"RetreshmeniBTuesday, Feb. 11 9-11 pm Movies & Tours

Wednesday, Feb. 12 9-11 pm Movies & Tours «efreshmems

COME SEE WHAT BETA PHI

HAS TO OFFER YOU

Model EL-506P s»9«tst«4 Rttai •><««« $29<»

Uin h«» leihwwJ icttfrtlftc Mterttltf mt» MR-* »t«th«c» wid mtmy Utt Giiart'

Sonie c) me bb stteniitic tunctions perfornwd are* tiaon^'f^e'"'^ '^'^ ^^^ '*"* '»"<'

their inverses •Hyperbolic (sinh. cosh tanhi and 'heir mvtrses •CompSex numftw catomanof s

• Computer -aqe hewdecimai octa! and binary taicuUliorts •Recfanguiar* pciar coofdinaJe

MnN,t:rs)ons • txuonenuai i&ase to anrt base a; .ind t^.eir -nvprses Mogaritnmsi • 3 angie

modfis (cietiffis I'ldid". qtadi •iHn^e' (y'lard us mverse ;
x root o< » t'f-sfor j' n's

• Me,-.!^ sum d'^rt standard fievi.st>3o«nec,re8/Mm -Sec ••Degrsgconvei'Siv"';

Other Features: " .1 oi! 'lau^d crystal disciav with scsent't'c nomm e»!>r«ss>o'-

, „. ,„, . .-CI t:
, 'A"^ Key, •Random numoef ger-.e'ation •Dr<DS,iy 'n'^ai ?«cnans?

. . •i'e-f.c5'cha"qe Key • AuioPcwie' "
'

,. ,
•, ,.,

i-t, ,-,r(i,tn;ihc.(iiun 'o«!Pc>Qk

Mmenstons
'''.<

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
Located in the Campus Center

or how about Sharp VCR's starting at just $199.95

At Adirondack Music's

WASHrNGTON'S BIRTHDAY BLITZ SALE

this Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday

Stay tuned for further details
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UMass Critical Art Review:
an art community publication
By JENNIFER ACKEKMAN
Collegian StaiT

Here at UMass. we have a

unique sense of community,

not only because of the

quantity of students, but

also the quality. We really

are a subcommunity ex-

isting in the Amherst area.

We have our own govern-

ment, news publications

(representing various

perspectives), credit union,

zip code, restaurants,

businesses, not excluding an

infinite number of clubs and

orijanizations.

The university's Art com-

munity is one of the more
progressive and vocal in the

area, but the sheer size of

UMass can isolate artists

(visual, literary, as well as

performing) from the

community-and from each

other.

MFA student, Dave Fish,

keenly felt a need to provide

a forum for artists in the

area. He has, with the aid of

the Arts Council, initiated a

new publication that is im-

peccably designed to be such

a forum, coined The UMass
Critical Art Review. In a re

cent interview. Fish discuss-

ed his ideas for the for

thcoming publication:

Collegian: Why another

UMass Art publication?

What needs willThe UMass
Critical Art Review meet for

area artists?

David Fish. There are a

lot of events springing up

that need comprehensive

coverage, such as student or

student group exhibits. Our
coverage will be unique

because the principle

responsibility will go to

students. It will forge a link

between two diciplines: giv-

mg practical experience to

Art History and Journalism

students, and at the same
time giving recognition or

an audience to Fine artists.

It will be unique by pro-

viding an active forum for

artists, a chance to co-

rn ingle. It will create a sym-

biotic relationship between

the different diciplines in

the Art program."

C: How will The UMass
Critical Art Review he struc-

turally organized?

DF: it is a hierarchical

structure, consiting of an

editorial staff: the Editor in

Chief, a Political editor, a

Fine Arts editor, and a

News editor, also a produc-

tion staff, and the reporters.

The separation of Politics

and Fine Arts reflects the

dual function of the student

artist, since art can be a

vehicle for political ideas.

I[laiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiifiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiimiiiB

UNIVERSITY

BEN HOLT,baritone
1983 Wiutier of the Young Coucert Artists

International Auditions

Wednesday, February 12, 8pm
Bowkcr Auditorium

riikcl.s S()

NIKOLAIS
DANCETHEATRE

Wednesday I"ebruary 19, 8pni

Concert Hall
Pickets H(vl4,

MUMMENSCHANZ
Swiss Mime-Mask Theater

Tues./VVed., February 25-26, 8 pm
Concert Hall

Five College Sludcnls Hall-Prkc Fickcls available al line Arls ^.J^

Center Biiv Office Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets __—
^

Call (4 1 3)545-23 11 or 1 -800-24^ 4842 QEj

1 CREATIVE? \

I ENERGETIC?
j

I
UMASS MUSIC THEATRE |

I
GUILDneeds people in all aspects of |

I performance and production.
|

I GENERAL MEETING at 7 oo I

I

p.m., Wednesday, February 12, in the |

. S.U. Ballroom. ALL majors welcome! | I

* 5

The Political editor will deal

with this type of event

.separately. The Fine Arts

editor will be dealing with

nil quality of the st-lection

'f critisism."

C: What will be the focus

,t; your Political editor?

DF: "Mostly issues in-

volving our community; ad-

ministrative policies, the

placement and selection of

public artwork, the develop

ment of agencies, i.e. the

Arts Council. Also, con-

iioversial issues -decisions

that effect the Art com
munity, from national down
to local. We want to keep in

mind a global perspective in

the context of the contem

porary scene as a whole,

.such as in New York and

Boston."

C: What do you see for the

future, in terms of this

publication?

DF: "I see it as playing a

role in the academic pro-

grams of Art students here

by providing a forum for

Fine Artists and Art
historians...and Journalism

students to contribute to the

literary pool of the country-

•an avenue to explore out-

side this community from

CoUi-Kian photo by Paul Oesmarau

David Fish, MFA student, initiator of the

UMass Critical Art Review.

an informed perspective."

The UMass Critical Art

fxt'i :ew is going to be a real

stepping stone for those who
are involved in its publica-

tion, and an undeniable

as.set to the local artists

needing recognition. If you

arc interested in becoming
involved in this project, con-

t.ict David Fish at iht Mun-
Min Annex, UMass. This is

something to really sit on

the edge of your seat to wait

for. Look for it sometime
after Spring Break.

03W
The

Distinguished

Visitors

Program

^^ i^-d^ presents

JOHN
STOCKWELL

the highest-ranking CIA official

to openly criticize

the agency.

The Secret Wars of the CIA

nr?)nr\
distinguished

Visitors pfo^am

Tuesday, 8 PM
February 11

Campus Center
Auditorium

Exclusive Interview

with INXS

By NATALIE HKNMTT
t'(»llegian Correspondent

For the first time since their first American tour with

Adam Ant, INXS played at a university when they open

ed the second leg of then North American tour Friday

night at the UMass Student Union Ballroom. On the

pnone fr .m New York Cn v the day before. Kirk Pengilly

< guitar, .<axophone, vocaisi exclaimed that i'm looking

1^1 ward 10 it really. They're always lots fun.!"

The Australian band, formed in 1977, got their name
from the fact that they are a six member band, an

unusually large size for a hand nowadays With so many
oand members, t nere could easilv Ix' problems with com-

munication and clashes with ego.-. As Pengilly explains.

With half of the members conMsting of the Farriss

mothers, Andrew (keyboards), Tim (guitari, and Jon

>aiums>. there are few problems with egos. The problem

can sometimes h^- communication As far as communica

lion goes, because we've got days oiTtin New York City),

and we're not necessarily doing anything, everyone just

-oit of sh(K)ts off in all diflerent directions * Because they

III „Tew up together in "normal middle class " Australia,

.,i,.i \]u'\ .III' L'on.stantly i<>Ketlur a- ,i haiui i>ttin. there

.lie tew problems with communication. ' .\ lot ul thmg.s,

we don't need to communicate about ihesi- days," Pengil

ly continues, "because wc \e all known e.ich other tor so

.ang. we've lieen playing together for s<i long that certain

tnings go without having tn be said, And not that it hap-

pens very often, uut .! anyone should have an argument

..I -uiiu'thmg, it - kind of like, ynii know, family where

u c.in walk oui the door and ii can be forgotten, and
\ u can go out and have dinner or whatever. It's a really

M .111^ >oi t of unit that way. There'.s obviously problems

-onieiinies with Knowing each other so well, I guess."

.Searching for an analogy, he says, "It's almost like a mar-

1 lage," Pengilly laughs at an associated thought. "I'm

married to five people - I'm a bigamist!"

INXS music seems to defy definition because the band

constantly changes their sound, always experimenting.

Pengilly -ees this as the reason why their singles here

,n the U b. have not made it the Top 10 "We've made

It sort of difficult on ourselves because we keep changing

«iur music styles. I don't think too drastically, but enough

to perhaps confuse people to whether it's the same band

or not!" He laughs Pengilly sees the size of the U.S. as

« determming factor in their success here. "It takes a long

time, for a start, lo get to the gigantic population of the

L .S You're competing against hundreds and hundreds

ol bands and airplay time and things. It can either be

something where you're there at the right time and you

can have immediate success or it can take a while for peo^

pie to get to sort of know you and appreciate."

Most of the saings INXS played are social commentaries

"Biting Bullets" from their n*»w alKnm. Listen Like

,' I < s. ,- an example. Pengilly wrote the music and lead

ij;ei Mu h.iel Hutchence wrote the words "It's an anti-

heiuin song It » about s<ime friends of Michael's," Pengilly

e.\plains I'm totally opposed to heroin or cocaine and

anything that can really stuff you up. But I don't see any

thing wrting with alcohol or anything in moderation," he

adds. The band is very involved with benefit concerts for

organizations such as Greenpeace and many nuclear disar-

mament functions, although they don't like to be too

political in their music for fear of "ramming it down peo-

pie's throats." But, as Pengilly continues, "with

Greenpeace and a lot of rallies and that that go on that

obviously being held to try and benefit the world, to make
the world last longer I'll put it that way. we'll do

anything that's ever asked of us as far as performances

and things go to raise money for a cause " They are well

.iware of their power as musicians and they see that as

beneficial to raising money for these causes.

With all of their success everywhere else, INXS would

like the U.S. to get "first and foremost, entertainment"

out of their music. But they also want the States to see

their abilities and uniqueness as a band Pengilly ex-

plains. "I would like to hope that the band, in the public's

I yes, sort of matters as a band, and that basically, people

v\ill keep eryoying our music, really
"

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BUfES

^
^

n IN THE VALLEY!DYNAMITE
New - Used • Buy -Sell

Maxell XLII90 2.00/case

S84'1580

to

TDK SA90 2.00 e. ^^^YhORNES^
.Varehouse Clearance Sal

in progress

T/JOS 7VD1SSYTD ^» *^" st^v^woiithamftow

I

I

I

(

I

I

I

The Quality of YOUR Education

is at Stake!

The Academic Affairs Committee, the SGA President's Office, and the

Public Policy Committee of the Undergraduate Student Senate urge you to

come and sign a petition beginning Tuesday at the Hatch to lobby the state

legislature and Governor Dukakis for funds directly affecting the quality

and access of education at the University of Massachusetts ie. . .the

General Education program to be implemented in the Fall of 86, to improve

our campus library and to guarantee continued access for all students here

at UMass, Amherst.

I

I

I

WED., THURS. and FRI. SPECIAL

HAIRCUT
$7.50

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

with Blow Dry $10.00
with Laurie

with this ad/coupon Expires 2/14/86

atSHEAR DELIGHT
complete hairstyling for men & women

mm
m
9

uj

Bay Banks Food Basket
549-1502 !

•••••••*••••••*••********************'*

I UMASS SKI CLUD j

I
\! v_ ' r^i '.-. y^nr /\ ?-_ SKIING J*~ ~ SUPER J
SPRING BREAK

GREAT

Triangle St.

I

SHEAR
DELIGHT

228 Triangle

I ^
I

I
*

W
Q^illinqton

>M VERMONT

MARCH 16 - 21

=2=

fe-:S

PHI SIGMA KAPPA |

OPEN RUSH

Last Chance

J full payment needed by

J March 3

Hurry in

4> limited space available

?

'A.

Leader in Intramural Athletics

Great social life

Home-cooked meals

Best location on Campus

Weight and Game Rooms

•B-.*:-
$199

"i.
$40 deposit

$25 refundable security depo

^

^

I NO 4 jOES

All American Ski Week

RUSH
9-11

* Special Activities

FOR MORE li-lFO

545-3407
430 STUDENT iJNlON

SOCIAUZING
J

SKI RACES »

NEW England:
CLAMBAKE :

AFTER- SKI J

PARTIES :

condominium:
lodging*

MOGUL

:

CONTEST
J

SPECIAL LIVE I

NTERTAINMENTj

and:

^•«

510 N. Pleasant St. i^:-

Next to Fine Arts Center %l:

TONIGHT 256-6863 M
Sign Up Table outside the Hatch

W, Th. Fr ^'^ nm

MORE!;

*

I

••¥•••••• *••>•*'••*••••*•* *•••-'

• • • • * * • » •.•.^//^•••'/.%V*'» •>.MtJi^A«^^»
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--- UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC. I
EYJL, 225 Main St. Northampton, Mass. 584-9913
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rr CHOICE OF
T ANY THREE

for $699 if booked by Feb. 15th

2 weeks in

SPAIN
includes

. rd trip airfare

hotel accomodations

2 weeks in

BRUSSELS
includes

- rd trip airfare

- hotel accomodations

2 weeks in

GREECE
includes

- rd trip airfare

- hotel accomodations

Are You Looking for Intelligent Life?

Come travel with us to New York City Sat. Feb. 22nd or Mar. 29th to see

Looking for Intelligent Life in the

Universe starring Lily Tomlin

$59.95 price incl. RT bus fare, theater tickets and dinner

SAVE SAVE SAVE with this coupon

for $50 off any international air ticket
j

$10 off domestic air ticket when you!

reserve with us before_Feb._15
{

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

m

m
m
m

m

m
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DOONESBURY GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE BY GARY LARSON

/tLIMO'' OF CDURSt' ITS IM'

p^RBP IN Sim, Mine Tf^

' -1 L THIH6IS

CAN'T /m/TFf^J^Aiy
AFFOI^ SAV>NC6 tT5AN

CLuasJOP

ONAVENUB
BMP9Th

soanatJHt
BUT BUT BlOa'iOUTWO
THAT^KJ6Hr fiHl DeH^M'Ht
AatOS^TP€ NOT TALKING

SV&T JRANSPOKTATION

Across town in the snake district

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE b O'BRIEN

South f^mefficfis liSQr

^TTfiiaoreo f^ ^ 6^ck

Of fOR€il&MT OK/ TMS /*«r

OF The Ooi^Grr^/nrte^T^

o
o

V
s

X

b

o
3

OR jrr CoucO B€ P^^T of

Re^GfiAjS e^lf- PtAAj To

t>lCT/*T0P SM/P '"

ACCURACY /A> ACAOe^"^
peoPLs OKI imin Toa '

'

HOUSEMATES BY R.MILLER

WELL OLIVIA. AT THE
RlSICOF HAVIN6
YOU THlNK^Of N\CAS

A LOOSg W0^aA^4. I

AM 6OlN6T0t)ANCe

WITH THAT core
BoY<5VE'2.THER£.

GORDY BY GORDE

r
MAKISLE, EOEN THOUc;^
\^JEva ye 7" to e>BT

NX»^G> ^t^O YOO't/E eEEAJ
TOTALLY OSKJOyiOUS,.
IVE DECIDEn To SHoirJ

YOU UP Sr DOih)G YOUR
LAUfOORY AUO BAKING
YOU THESE BROlAjfJIBS

BLOOM COUNTY BY BEHKE BREATHED

U)OK...JUbT

eXAOlYWHO

YOU HlfING

YOUR ANxienes/,.

F»&weMr5 OF
V(WR FANCY,

-mffT'5 WHO/..

,
^^0^J6TERtl ANP ^\IN0TAUK5 , .

CRCAWRef) mv CReepie^ ...

BOOS ANi; eeARS mv kats

mv awe.K Pieces of sq^r

PeR50fJAL WHIfA&Y

WHr iHeRfc ARe eveN A

pew (Memtveb ' wmt
we COUa? ARKANGe FOK

W^iUb bCHLAfty TO

JUIV\P01/T ANt'eKAb
YOU 60lv\eT?Wfc.

we'Re NI6ffT>\ARe5

HOW PIPB PRGAA^e; AKt

ABOUT u^iuen we Bei^.

VICTORIA

FRINCIWC <

Collegian Staff:

Mandatory Meeting
Tomorrow 8:15 p.m.

Newsroom

DAILY CROSSWORD PUniE
Milrd by Trade MkliH Jaffc

ACNOSS
1 Heroic

5 John
Passot

8 Elects
13 Thtn woven

labiics

15 Tumbters'

need
16 Marriage
17 The Treasure

oi the Sierra

16 Call da*
19 Lone Ranger S

cortipanion

iO Short distance

23 Saiioi

24 Mideastem
title

25 Thus m
printing

21 Tram lor a DOul

JO Imponani
events

36 Joshes
37 iWaiiacnoi

Whitney
38 Weighted >ope

39 — the start

40 Bicycle pan
42 Containers

Abbi
43 Wo'dslo

Nanette
44 Io<yn

45 JacoO s tiisl

«ile

4b TuuKSi atlrac

lion near

Salisbury

50 Lohengrin s

bride

51 Summer in .

Bi'llany

S^ Mined products
S4 CJi-li'i live

hi .».J.'

b,' UbOh.pl
Justice
,1941 46l

bj 14H5 movie
sljinng Kale
Neihgan

bb Souic^o'
TV t*inqs
lo'lune

66 Oioi emplovi'f
0.' Rooiii ji tri.-

top

Wl bialorri sixji

69 C'ovide *'lfi

SCirlH' " 1 '

DOWN
1 Graceiui trees

2 Bogconienit
3 Prelriminth

China
4 Fundamental

basis

5 Shostakovich

6 Vo*
7 Sign on a
dressing room
door

8 Fool
9 Numero
to Emulate

Pavaiolti

11 Dorothy Sdog
12 Social

climber

14 Appear to be

21 Figure ol

speech
Abbr

22 Actor Davis

26 Pavement i>a<^

2? Peels

28 Vinlnei s grape

29 Mersey sbeii

loiivn

31 Master
32 Wapiti

33 Donor ol a
valued pri/e

34 Haines el a

36 Aleaander s

nickname
40 BiacK Chinese

tea
41 Oneot

Ophelia s hefbs

47 Philosophy ol

morals
48 Team player

49 Sea bird

53 Salinger

heroine
54 Red and Blacli

55 Lo« voice

56 Simple
Simon
pieman

Sa Seamstress
Betsy

M Similar

60 Bookmaker %

word
61 Mithout

gender Abbr

62 Robert —
64 Tuck s parlnei

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

rr.TiiTAT8VAiSiHlESlBlll0.I
%^

IN iE R

olriE.R s:ei*:s

2/11(66
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News Writing Workshop
Tonight 7 p.m. CC 902

Counts toward iitaff status!

Weather
TODAY: Cloudy \\ ith a chanc*' of light snow. High
ai'ound 30.

TONIGHT: Mostly cloudy with a chance of flurries

over Cape Cod. Otherwise gradual clearing and col-

<i.r. Low lOs to 20.

OMOKKOVV: Mo.stiv sunny with a high near M).

\ •y^
^•>" ^^^

n'>^.< S^

•C
..^

i
Basics Dinner

-v^'""',^.'^ ,-J*'' 111 Piritcin .Spaghetti Tomato Sauce

Biiacii'd Scallop.s Taitar Sauce

Fi uit Plate with Oian^ie Bread

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

.Night Editor
i t»py Kditor
Layout Technician
I'hoto Technician
(u- Production Supervisors

Production: Kelly Sie^;er, Le

LeCleic.

^iie

aiK

Andit'w Wolff

Kathy Hart

Peter .Sodei berg

Rob Skelton

Stormin Norman
Mark Parker

NakajuTia, (Bonnie

1 Nancy Klin^^'ner

I
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Five bodies found mutilated
.JOHANNESBURG. South Ahau .\P> - Police said

wvuidav thev n.und the bodies of five blacks who were

lound. Htabbed and burned with what ha^ become known

t» thf -necklace" gasoline-soaked tires placwi ar«)und

tt»m and sel afire.
, u . »«

The killing's appeared to be ^rt of the «iru|?«le between

nvaJ ant I apartheid groups that differ ..n how to n^ht

whiWminurity rule.

Four ol the bodies were found together, with mor* t>rw

piled on them to form a funeral pyre, and the fifth was

a short distance away. Press reports said the men may

have been sentenced to death by unofllcjal pwple s

courts" operating in black townships.

Col Gerrie van Rooyen. police spokesman lor the

eastern region that includes Cape Province, said the vie

lims were stabbed their hands and feet bound with thm

u M ,' then ga.<)l - U.d lires w i, e placed around then

hodu". and set aught. The corps.^ were found on a ^.t^eel

in a si-cliun of New Brighton t..wnship. outside the in

du-^tii.tl center <»f Port Elizabeth

He said the men probably were killed Sunday

Their dt'aihs brought the weekend toh tVum black in

lighting lu seven.

Besutu Nisheta. a leader of a small gT'up called Aza-

nian National Youth Units . said attacker, beat and hack^

ed two of its members to death Saiurdas and abducted

several others. His organization believ, - only blacks

should fight for black rights.

Nisheta said he did not know whether the viciuns found

yesterday were among those kidnapped Police said they

had not identified the men.

COUNSELORS
CAMP STAFF

CmMt Camp Mfvmo M««ily
RMwttKl Paraom iMia: > 6
Sr Cownwlom. Cabin b Dm
•ion Lcadars, Activitia*

SiwcMiHs. Phyaicai Tharapwts.

Nunaa/LPN's 6 RN i. Nura*

Suparviao> lyaaf round or aum-

mart. Admin ft Program Dirac-

lon. Sacratariaa. BookkMpar.

WSI. Kitchan/Dininfl aoom
Aids, Matntananca Aid* Room
fr Board Provtdad. Equal Op-

ponunitv Emptoyar. Contact I.

Waqnar 212 254^D<8 art 2S0

gasaszggqgqa
rfVSAAVSAAA^A^AAAA^V

rentAnreck

N«w & UMd Cars
Tnieka » V«» Al»o Avatai

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

-49 *"

ealiigphcf

ckMnispuuii
(NIXT TO SUPER
STOP * SHOP)

256-6889
• OPCN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
8UN.-THUIIS.

• OPEN 24 NOIIS

HAIRCUTS

$8.50
wttft thia coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

66 Univ«r«lty Dr.,

Amh«r«t. MA.
549-6610

AP |>Im>Iu

SOON TO BE RELEASED - Soviet dissi-

dent Anatoly Shchpransky. s€*en in this un-

ilaied file photo, will get oil a military vehi-

iW ahead of three Western agents during

luesday's East-West prisoner exchange,

after US officials insisted he should not be

treated like a spy.

Tell Your Valentine

She s A Gem
uith Gold and Diamonds

at

Golden Opportunity
Diamond earrings as low as $15.1H)

^ Heart Rings $30. A

13 N. Pleasant St.

at Lodestone

Don't be left out in the cold 1

is offering
hundreds of

healthy tropical fish
at special prices

SALE!
from Sal . Feb 8 Mon.. Feb. 17

If) RussoU St.. Hadk-y
m- (if ihc Villn^e Bnin Hhop*

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

NASSAU BAHAMAS

BecomeA Carbur's
Lounge lizard. .

.

Tuesday, Feb. 1 1th!

We're kicking off Carbur's exclusive

Loimge Lizard Club in style...with

a big party beginning at 7:30p.ni.

SPRING BREAK 86

THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

Prices starting at $349 complete

Sign up table outside the Hatch

W, Th, Fr 9-3 pm

Don't be fooled

by silly lawnchair ads.

Add tax and gratuities

'gjbefore you compare prices.

430 Student Union 545-3437

300 Membership Buttons

will be given away Free!

99.3fni/The Hot Spot will

broadcast live from Carbur's

7:30-10p.m.

Free all-you-can-eat spiced

chicken wings

Free Balloons

You can't afford to miss
this party!

Wear your L.L. button and get:

• Dynamite Daily Specials

• Cash Diseounls m the 1:1,

hall()()nhvirstin'4 iotterv
m ^^9fbur'

^-feaitf

c

99al
•25«m

<^r
HOT
SlOT

irr.

CARBUR'S
Restaurant & Ixninge • Rl. 9 lladlcy, \h\

58(>1978
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Stockbridge basketball wins thriller in OT
over Greenfield Community College, 92-82

, PETER ABRAii.\M
^ i.iic-t;ian SlalT

in the many yt-ai-s Jack Leam.m has coached basket-

nil, hf never w. lit to double ovi-iiime. but the former
, nivii >r, \ olMiissachusetis mentor broki- that record last

. i i-k, U-a-iiiig his Stockl) i!.:i .School of Aj^i u uUuh' team
11. an exc ;,ng 92-82 vict . \ (i\er GreenfieiU Cunimunily
». ulleKe

The A>4-;'e- were led by -euKn ^uard Mike Luciano who
>c»ijed 1 i ul his game-high 21 points iH the overtime

,H*riods.

*'U was u great game, nulh lo watch and play in," said

.aman, who coat ned NBA great Julius Er\ ing v^ hen the
.<<«.• played for U.Mass in the e,i. a 70's

>iockbridge le . !>> tour point- wah 17 seconds lu go
M ;<ir(. Greenfiel. -emed and turned an Aggie turnover
.til the game t> .i;4 points that put the game into first

ivi-rtime tied at 72

Stockbridge missed the last sh<it in the first overtime,

^•nding the game into its second s'lve minute OT tied at 77.

In the st'cond extra peri <i. Luciano and t lu- .\ggies went
•iV, outsc . iil; Greenfieli 1

"» .t

Five pi .vers hit double ':^'uies tor Leaman and the Ag
e^ 6-3 >.i tne season. Fie-hman guard -inn Reinert.son

. .liie olT me bench for Lucianu in the fi. >i h.ilt and hit

t igin shots in-a-row. He iinished with 1"^ polnt^^

Freshman forward Tom Lingenberg added 15 as did

.\laik Cuilen.

P.it Alberini chipped m with 1

1

xockbridge, which also offers soccer among its athletics,

u 42 36 at halt! line before Greenfield stormed back to

. ,f t hi u.line

It u a> nice to -» e play so well in the second overtime."

-.iiu Leaman, win. aUu coaches varsity golf for UMass
ooth men and women*
Mike did a g.eat job late in liie game for us and we

111 u lot (i! contribution from our beiich E->pecially

i;< l,elt•^ i, He [ilayed a >uper game
"

>iackb. aige will be in uciion again at noine (they play

:,.iu home games in tlu- t'uriy Hicks C'agei against

lli/iycike I oinmunity Cohtv^t I'H WediuMl.iy. February 19

.ii 7 p.m
i can't lake loo many muie ol these barnburners," said

Leaman ^ith a laugh. "But at least we were on the win
.11.^ side."

UMass forms
racquetball team

Tlu lU'M club spoil team
,11 the University of

M a > s .1 c h U se I t .N

?

K.K i|uetl)ali

riie Am M i>t Racquet

.Old Fitiie-- etiiler 1.- Ill

!i I i-.-^ied ill "I'l ining an m
It iculk-gKiu team out of

tin iiiusiT I s and is look

.n^ for pla. .!>

There are cuiri'iUly six

iiilleges in New England
';un compete in the sport

.'it a the the Intel

folate Nationals being

iieul 111 Rhode Ireland in

April

Iheie will he two
imclings tor interested

i>laveis The first will Iw to

I i\ at 2 p III and the se

V .11(1 ThuiMl.iv at 7 p m. ut

Ceiii . . , u hich is

I .iiid on Route 1 16 in

~>imdeihiiid uui a bus
1 > itei Anvont' intei^ested

111 playing -h«>uld contact
• he cliil) 111 t he\ are unable

.It tend the iiiei-ling.

vt li-ast four men and
i ii svomen are needed to

• I'lpete. but the team can
u I y up to 16 plavers Lin

U. tlurhy and Ro/ Olson

ue organizing and
-n.ichmg th«' teams Both
oe anion-; tlu- two ^^'sl

'i male semi pro playy's in

\. w Engl.iiid aiKf^hV out

•I till' ci-nii I

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTMG

SaiTM Day RMult* •

Services that «rt
^pve. Confidential, Caring

& HalptuI

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shops

Upper L^vel

FOR ONLY $29.95

100
ROLLS OF

Special

Campus
Promotion

MAM APmOVIO MSncnOM tTATlOM

Gas Saving
Tune^p \^

$39."

I^^T^we en* »'-»i«i."

Lube, Oil & RIter

#M799

_k

l«>clud«» up 'o 5 quort*

o(10-30<mI and »o»»ty

ch«*

North Amherst Tire
a Auto Center

FuK ServKM Tm Store

rs Simdaftand M« Mo AnOwrsl. MA
Across trom iMalfoba % Store

549-4704

This is the Kodak Rim offer you've

been waiting for. You will receive a

coupon booklet with 100 Kodak

filnn coupons, and 10 enlargement ii^^^»-^^ ^^ Limit 1 Offer

coupons for only $29.95 with no CDCOLJ l^r^F^AI^ P®^ Person
time limit for their use. We provide rHCOrl IVwli^/^IX
film developing in our quality labs

Kodakusing Kodak paper and

chemicals to ensure quality prints

and slides. This offer can save you

hundreds of dollars and can make a

great gift.

If you are not delighted with this

Kodak film offer return it for a

prompt refund within 30 days.

-Developing Price*
ASA ASA

100-200 <00-1000

12 Exposures $3.19 $4.19

24 Exposures $4.49 $6.49

36 Exposures $6.99 $7.99

Disc $4.99

SLIDE PRICES

20 Exposures $6.99

36 Exposures $7.99

Additional prints 9* each

FILM
at you need It

SAVE HUNDREDS OF Bsignature
DOLLARS Iwm-

FILM AND DEVEL0PINGiAddre88_

a City

IVIail To
N.E. PHOTO CONCEPTS
241 King Street

Northampton, Ma 01060

lfffR?cT?H)RW91?J?H1

jAcct. No

IExpires I

I

I
State

School Affiliation.

Zip

129.96 includes postage and handling

Monev^cMjuarantee

_LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AITIVITIES

Jjend a free meNHag;e tn ynur valfniim-

;itiv>*hHn- in ihc i-iiunir> li> radiin.T;irn

Ku'l>ruan 12 Canipus ('t-nlfr (.inc<iur>i'

Transrendental Meditalinn - an mir.KlDi

iiir)- lecturt'; livr wilhuu; -tre>> iiiHi

tfvelnm' uiiUiumlM) iiwarfnf>> Wi'<)nes

(lay F»'b I'J 7-3iMHmpii> ('fiilir Koom VMK.

The DiHtiniruiithed Vi»i(i»rii PriiKram

pre-onts .li^hn Stiickwell hiifhesl r.itikril

CIA .•(filial !i. L'li public tiini)rtit 8:<mi pm
( t A

lion, call Kicli .4tv.>44H

TTKN the T.VBLES^Prolfssii.nal 1)1 h

yr fXtKTii-n..- r-M -M l.rs -,Hl.-!MWl

FOR KKNT

FridRe IJuntaU fri-- ijolivcn H A I'

I'iii-k.iL'c -u.ri' J.'..; '.r;.).'

llnUDc/rooniH available ~i liciri"'

lll^rrlHlnl^. liime vanl. ni-ar laki

roiiic. Call .".4it I'J'l

Office Spare available. K^ptriail. a(i

pruprialf for iJisserlaliim WriUT- in

KfkhtTliiwn. :i2;i-7(>3ti

.iays'wfek. I'av is varialile. Nn car nnileil

Call cvi"nin>,rs i.VJ 7(M)H

The Commuter Area (iovernmenl is seek

inir a work study stuilent lu lie a p>ililical

aifviicaU' for <iff-campu> student ~ limit -

iiriudc: helping |ri i.rijanizc area lenan'-

unions, adv<iialln>,' lor impro\i-d hu- - r

vici'. and re.searchiri); ihc cffccl^ "i ti<-

hikes on oft-campu.s .students Ih'adliw 11

fel.:t HM 4(14 SPB r.4.-,.2l4:".

I^diefi gold Juleit Jerpiiion watch on

Campus 2'.') much senlimental value

please call Martha .|4!»-77M1

MOVER

Kound Town Mover> fast, reljahle.

iin-,i(. (an .Michael anytime •TJ.'-!<i7«(l

PARTY ANIMALS

Attention all univernitv Htudentit! Spniiu

Kreak Bahamas party' ^Vatch for it

kathy, A^liHa. Baail conirratulations on

iieeomiri)' a meml>er of the team .spring

IraininK Ix-'Kins loday'

ilappy Birthday Kimt Have a invat 2<iTh

Birlhday Party-out! Love Bonehead

Mr Cherron Thanks alot for the lia-seball

cards Mike

SPRINt; BRKAK H6

FORT LAllDERliALE from $W.* m-

pli.linn Koun<l trip jet and 7 mifhUsal Holi

day Inn Hotel (which i.« one mile from
lieiith) All Taxes and Tips Includtil

MONTRKAL WEEKENDS $7'.hmi m
lludln^; round tn[> bus and hotel Also

available DAYTONA BEACH PackaK«*

ArT4) FOR SALE FOR SALE

HO Cam 7.2» .irA> auto alarm Sony casst'tii-

>;(KMi cond seek to sell immerl a.skinK $4Wki
.*.4H-781ti

m6~Voiare~W'ago'n^ AM'KM/cas.sette.

snowtires. dependable. $iXM» or Bd
.i4««;i4»

FordTtn 75'run7vi^ll $fi5() orllt) call

2ri:t-!»<)«?< evenings

1972 Nova very dependable, dijrilal stereo

w/ca.sse!te. must sell $4011 Tim 54*1 .i 1 2."i

BaiiK - Ii A; L llt(M) series (black) amp
Ki'nder sufier reverb (41<r!'l I'. A. hea<l

I'eavey 4<MI (210 watts) all ex. cond unmn
cheap call Bill .i84r.l73

OHN C2 SpeakerK Mt.i pair j,Teai. cond.

must sell need money 2.'«t''-Hrt«9

"foundT

BED ft BREAKFAST

Parents VisitinR? AMITY IIOISK is a

cozy, convenient alternative lor nor.

smokers in the h( ,irt of town. B (V B fo. .

.

$4.". iHi IMass Discount $r. Ol' call

.'>4H t)44»>

BOLTWtKJD

^twcHid Project Information ScanionH:

Weiliies'iay, Febru.,'\ 5 rin lU": Monday
Februa'y 10 rmMi4: Wednesday
February 12 rm !»l7i Tuesday, February

18 mn »17. Campus Center 7:00 pm cume
see what we're all about:

Did vou lose a dog? Black and whm ^Mth

a tan muzzle. Approx 1 >r olil If so rail

Saul at :i4y-0(iW

CroBiTPeirin SBA on 2/4 call Mike at

.S8H-044!'

KevN found near Women"* Center to

claim call 58o-.'..l':. (Jram

Bir black Tax found. IX-s<ribe contents

and how it t;iit into my car and its yours

Call Stephanie 2.W 108.5

Found" near Hill BIdg. two keys on rinu'

car and dorm r<Kim keys identify at Info

Desk Campus Center lost 2/4 or ."i

"FREE MONEY"

CMasK TranHit Service is accepting' a|'

plications for several bus drivinir poM
tions. You must Ik' in a de»,'ree pro^crani

Uikinj; at least six creilits and have a Mass
Class II licen.se and excellent drivjntr

record. .$4.iio'hrlo suirl. Apply at I'niver

sity Bus Garage, or call Bud or .lennyat

.'>4h-00.5t; for more info. I'MTS is an

El)/AA employer ^
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr. n .uiid

.

Kuro(K'. is America. Australia. .Asia .\ll

fields. $'.«!( I 2000 mo, SinhtseeinK. Free in-

fo. Write I.IC. HO Bt)x S2-MA-1 Corona
Del Mar. ("A Vt2ti2r)

Small Northampton Advertiaing A|tency

IfKikinn for intern must have car. oriraniza

tion. enthusiasm Call; .58H-213.1

MuHicianB for coffee houses needed Any
ty|H' of musical instrument would be

(jreal. Karen 2.53-7.t<i7

IxKikine for a band for a semi formaj

dance. Funding available, Karen 2.^:!-7.l07

Come party « ith the best - Bermuda
S-lliT. Nas.^au .$H'.li. Caiiciin *4t>!', Carili

iK-an Cruise Shl'.t '!' i1u fn-' -pcndinj;

money, call I'am loila> 'li- .'"'iV no nim
micks

Thank you Diane Sakakni for

honcBtv Lina

INSTHl CTION

Knnvt ynur car. Basic Auiomotnlc
Workshop. .'H hours including cia.ssr<Him

ui,.i -hop I, f!M<-ii inrollment. 253-2098

"CASH"

Paying' cauh for your baseball card*

Please call Mike .>4fi-61or.

Go home thin three day weekend and br

inj; back your tm.seliall cani colelctiori 1n^ J- --

will iraile my cash for your cards

Mike 54t^H10"r.

Call

HELP WANTED
FrNTERTAINMENT

MOBILE MDSTC JNC'Disks spun to yo,.r

taste Call Chris 2.Vi-»iH4f>

Want til^ave^me fun?TcS TKTP to a

B<iston Niifht Club on Feb. 21. FACES ik

brp* and K»- 3 ilant-e floors For infwma-

Entry L«v»l MarfcctinR Position m I'K-al

mulli million dollar firm hourly waives

starting from 4 to .'.dollars, plus (wid -ales

commissions Malt: ri84-3.'>it^

Wccklv pav for newspaper delivery in

dorma'. Musi be able to deliver 7

INTERNATIONAL FOOD SERVICE
EXKCITIVES ASStKIATION

Meetine Tuesdny, February II. Klini

Cafe Business meelinn, eleciion for

si'.Ti;.ir\ and information on ii|K"<iri,j

I'Mir All are welcome.

Silver bracelet un Mon Feb 3 please call

Nick for reward 54'.<-.i<>o.'i

(•old Seiko watch with black baml on
2.'ti/Rti near or in Campus Center please

return .>4(i-.V«v8 reward

silver SeikoT^^Mi frnXORC lost around
I Mails call Mi)04«iO at nixhi

PENNIES: NO DOLLARS
FOR YOIR THOCtJHTS;

$$SSS$tStS$$$SS$$$${$$$$$$S$«SIS$SS
$ The I'residcnfstJroup $

$ is sjmnsorinK 2 market f

$ research sessions on $

$ Feb. lHth(4:.30-ti:30and *

$ 7-9) in which we will •$

$ pav 20 motivale<l seniors $

$ $ir..OOioielluswhut $

$ ihey think on a variety $

i of subjects We will $

f orovide a cold buffet .$

.s dinner and ifuarantee S

S a stimulating; evening. .S

$ This opportunity is $

,S strictly liniiled..«i S

$ call Kathy Kelly our S

$ campus rep immediately $

$ lo apply (.|4il724!l after $
ji Opni) $

PERSONALS
~

Sav it v»ilh a flower:: Send a carnation to

a frieiiil lor \aleniines Day. Table in Cam-
iius Center on Feb itVi sponsonnl by

Newman Club

Do'tou hate eating in the D,C.? An' vou

on the I'.l Meal I'lan',' There l.^ an alier-

iiaiive, the Buiierfield Kitchen has open

inirs on their meal plan. If inlereste<i con-

tact Elizalieth Ijim at the Butierrield Kit-

chen office _
(let the most from your workout call Mai

for supplements at reduceil prices

•m;-7r.4H

Madog • suave and deU.nair hat. My
ijuei'n what do either of ihos* words

mean'.'

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed To WatervUle. ME r

.Suk'arloaf. MK on Th Feb 13 or Feb 11

Call .lanicc at r)84-.'>.'J1t2 eveninifs

THE RAMONES

in Rock n' Roll High School TonighTsi
7, '> 1 1 SI'B s|)onsored by WSYI.

TRAVEL

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for a female to share a two
bedrnoom apt you will have your own
room Close to campus. Call Yasmin
.'j4!»-0»2(>

StTlTTooking for a home? Urge sinj;le

room Willi fireplace availalile in apt 1 mile

from campus, 140 (ler month plus utilities

call .'•.49-M3B

Iy>oking for 1 female to share a liedroom

in Brandywine No security deposit re

quiriMl. Call Kalhyjifler h .S4t)-78.")8

Male roommate needed, Brittany Manor
call 25ti-1398

SPRING BREAK on the U-ach at South

Fadre Islan<l, Daviona Beach. Fort

Lauderdale, Fort Walton Baach or

MuslanL' Island/l'orl Arabaas from viily

$8!); and skiing at SteamlKiat or Vail fVom
only $8«: Deluxe lodtong. oarties, i«xKiie

hags, more . Hurry, call Suncha.se Tours
for more information and reservations toll

free 1 -80o 32 1 .'i!) 1 1 TODAY! When your
Sprinjf Break counts. . count un Suncnase

Party; Party! Party! Come with l.uv

Tours to sunny and excitini; Fort Lauder-

dale, Daytcma or Key West Best hotels

on/off the Strip! Transportation available.

Best proces i{"'in({! Call Mark .549 til 73,

Ken .549 1749. John .549 M03. Crad,

Frank .549 tl8.50

Female roommate wanted to share

spacious one t)edr(K)m apartment on bus

route tennis court, pool, washer, dryer

$212 inclusive call after five 6*if>-47tfO

Male roommate wanted lo share room in

Presidential apt (Jlen 549-2808

Brandv^i^ne^t 1 4s7month call 54!>-fi28!»

WANTED _
Wanted: scuba equuimenl esi»eciaiiy wet

suit call Dave .54t>-9,')5l

SERVICES

fvping. Fa.^t, accurate. Call anytime

titt.^ 7«12 _^_
LvnneHans Eaq. P.C. Immigration Um
evening apuointmenls call Sprin((fieW Of-

fice 78! 6370 or W;.5-8,5n

Tailor fofairhrndTof alterations. F«at

service reasonatile prices at SHAANN's
Hamiwhire Mall .584 93ti2

WANTED TO RENT

Sick of dorm life and D.C. food? Roi.ms

availalile with full meal plan or meal plan

:iloiie Walking; disUnce to campus i>d
lowii Cn:i for more information '.'-:<', i> 4

fiW'

I
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SPORTS
Minutemen cage Lions, 56-52
Brown's late heroics pace UMass
Bv PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Two good things came out of last night's

56-52 victory by the Liu\ iisity c.f

MiUssachuMtts basketball team over Penn

State

The first l)eing that the Minutemen pro-

ved they could win two games inarow.

The second is that UMass seems to have

developed into a good team, for good teams

have the ability to play poorly but still win

Freshman David Brown scored six of his

eight points in the gem's final two minutes,

waking up the 3.677 on hand at the Curry

Hicks Cage and putting a halt to a Penn

Slate comeback that saw the Nittany Lions

claw back from an 11 -point deficit to tie the

game at 48 with 2:28 to go.

The Minutemen, who returned home

after a four game road trip, are now 8 14,

.«> 8 in the Atlantic 10. They are 7-4 at home

ihiis season and now start preparation to

host Rutgers m the Cage on Thursday

night.

'i'm happy we won, but not happy with

the way we won. you can bet we'll work

s<»me tails in practice before Rutgers." said

UMass coach Rf>n Gerlufsen. 'We didn't

play with any intensity out there and

almost let it get away from us. We just kind

of slept throughout the game."

The Minutemen were led by sophomore

guard Lorenzo Sutton with 13. Freshman

guard Mike Mundy came off the pines to

register his best effort of the season, scor

ing 12 points on four-of-six shooting in a

solid 13 minutes. Freshman forward Duane

Chase added nine with freshman center

Johyn Milum scoring seven and getting

five rebounds. Brown led the game with

eight boards..

The game was in the high school junior

v.irsity mold. UMass would rush its shots

uhey were 18-of46 from the floor) while the

Lions were content to hold the ball and

take the crowd out of the game. A mere five

players scored for PSU, led by 6 2 junior

guard Paul Murphy with a career high 23.

"I'm proud of my kids, they hung in there

against a talented team in a tough place

to play," said State coach Bruce Parkhill.

who dressed only 10 players and started a

walk-on. "They were just too tough for us

at the end."

With the score tied at 48 thanks to a Mur
phy 20 fooler from the baseline with 2:28

to go. Brown took over.

The consistent 6-4 swingman from

Baltimore giabbed a Sutton airball under

the hoop and went up strong, hitting the

layup and being fouled by Brian Allen with

I 40 left.

He canned the free throw to make it

5148. Murphy answered with a one

handed leaner from the lane with 1:12 to

-(I Brown then calmly sank a clutch

15 footer from the baseline and it was 53-50

with 30 seconds left. That hwip provtd to

be the winner.

Ware product Carl Chrabascz mis.std his

shot during PSU's ne.xt possession and

went over Brown's back for the rebound.

Beatle made the front end of his one and-

tme with 11 seconds left and UMass led,

54 50.

The Minutemen let Mui-phy cruise in for

ihe unmolested dunk with four seconds left

a id Parkhill quM kly called timeout.

UM junior cocaptain Carl Smith in-

Ixiunded the ball to Sutton who stood still

for three seconds before being hacked by

.Murphy w ith a second to go. He made both

his foul shots and the Minutemen came
away with the ugly win.

Minuteman Mutterings: Freshman for-

uaid Joe Fennell has l>een suspended in-

definitely from the le.im for what
tii-rlufsen called "problem- on and off the

(.ouil. " Thf coach .said he 'had to draw the

line" with the 6 6 New Yorker and said no

timetable had been set for his comeback
this season. . .Smith, with 8 assists, needs

only 24 assists t.> I le the UM career record

of 518 set by the laie Alex Eldridge. The
sea.son series with PSU is now 7 5 in favor

of the Lions. . (lerlufsen is 4-2 against

Parkhill. . .the UMass Minutes performed

at halftime in their eye-catching white out-

I'its. . two junior teams also competed at

halftime, making the inti rnii>sion 20

nunutes long . Signs m the Crowd:

Milums Asylum. It's Muiidy Time and

.\Iilum Mania. Sutton has been in double

figures for 13 straight games and 21-of-22

contests. . .Penn State is now 4-11 in the

A 10 and 10 14 overall, losers of four

straight.

LlMass (56): Lore ./.. .Sutum 5-11 3-.$ 13, Mike
.Mu.idy 4 6 4 4 12, i ).i.4ne Chase 4-7 12 9. David
Umwn 3-6 2 3 8, vol Smith 2-7 3.3 7, Jonn
.Miluni 7 7-7 7, T..m Emerson 2 0. Sean
.\Iosby 0-0 0. Totals: 18-46 20-23 56.

Penn State (52): P.iul Murphy 10 15 3-4 23.

iiiri .W'vvco i.n I :i 5 5-6 11, M isv Pt-apos 3-8 0-0

< I ..il Cii .i..,scz 2-5 12 5, \\\-, Jones 2-4 0-0

1 iliiaii.AI . ill 1-2 3,Chris .0 Appleman 0-0

• Ml. Paul M.iri.son 0-0 0-0 Urmv Blake 0-1

• n TotaK: 1^1 42 10 14 52
t Mass (8-141 .10 26 56
I'.iin Stati- (10-14) 21 31 52
Kouied Out:.\.)n«> Total Fouls: UMass 15,

;'. ,11 Siulf H, Rebounds: UM.io 26 1 Brown
Pi iin Stale 30 •loms 6(. Assists: UMass -

^mith 81, P. i.i Statu - 14 -Allen 9i.

onieal Fouls: \.«iu Attendance: 3.677.

Basketball preview

UM women on road
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Tne University of

Massachusetts women's
basketball team travels to

Washington. D.tl today to

face George Washington
LIniversity in an Atlantic

10 Conference matchup.
UMass is 9-12 overall

this season, 2-8 in the

league and will be looking

for a confidence-building

victory following seven

straight losses in the

conference.

The Colonials are 11-9

overall, but are also strug

gling in the league with a

3-7 mark.
The wounded

Minutewomen, still smar-

ting from Saturday's loss

at the hands of St. Josephs

Uriiversity, will look to

neutralize GW's proficient

perimeter shooting game

and try will try to exhibit

the same patient offense

shown against the Lady
Hawks that enabled them
to shoot 49 percent from

the floor.

UMass senior guard Bar-

bara Hebel will be looking

to move into second place

on the carrer scoring list.

The 5-9 Houston native

needs just eight points to

pass Julie Ready (1979-81).

Hebel, coming off a season

high 23 point performance

against St. Joe's, current

-

l\ has 1,399 career points.

She has also led the

Minutewomen in game
high scoring eight times

this season, including the

last five games.
Freshman point guard

Christel Zullo needs only

two assist^ to h»»come only

the fifth LMass player

ivei to e .Ipse the lUO

a-,-ist platea . in .» single

. ,1-on. nd the firsi

ireshmar. ever to ac-

complish tliat feat. Zullo is

averaging 4.7 assists per

i^aine.

The injury update still

looks bleak for UMass.
Sophomore center Sue
Burioft will not dress for

tonight's game and may be

out for the rest of the

•reason as a result of a hand
injury. Burtoft joins

.--ophomon center Tara
Lewis in the out -for t he-

season catagory. as Lewis
will sit out the remainder
of the season with a knee
injury. On a positive note,

senior forward Kelly Col-

lins has returned to the

I'Mass lineup aftei suffer-

ing' a knee injury .arlier in

the M'a-^on.

The Minutewomen v,\\\

return home for two games
against Temple University

!i Friday ,nd the Univer-

-u> »fRh<i . I>land :i week
a ?oda»

.

Collegian phoio hy Muhc-lle S«f(all

Massachusett.s forward David Brown drives to the hoop last night
at the Cage. UMass beat Penn State, 56-52.

UMass ski teams
retain first place
By KARA MULLEN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

and women's ski teams retained their hold

on first place in the Eastern College Ski

Conference after this weekend's action.

The men won Saturday's giant slalom by

a three-second margin over Boston College

and Plymouth State. The race, held at New
Hampshire's Loon Mountain and spon-

sored by Brown University, saw UM's
Craig McCordic take third with Bill david-

son grabbing fourth.

The women held two single-run giant

sla.i.m races on Saturday to make for a

cancelled race scheduled at Waterville

Valley. The UMass women won the first

race, defeating Bostcm College, Sandy
Stripp was second for UMass in the in-

dividual standings. Kathy Smiley was
fourth and Alice Gigliotti was sixth.

In the second race, the UMass women
were upset by Boston College and took se-

cond. This was UM's first defeat of the

.season. Gigliotti was third and Stripp

fourth with Smiley fifth. Their times

however couldn't make up the .8 of a se-

cond the Eagles won by.

The UMa.ss men. in action on Sunday at

Tenney Mountian in the slalom, defeated

Boston College by eight seconds and third-

place Central Connecticut by 16 seconds.

The men were led by McCordic with a

48.47. davidson was fourth followed by
Marc Denis in seventh.

In addition, Tim Flannery was 10th and
baa Baxter came in 14th.

On Sunday, the women t()ok another vic-

tory, led by Stripp with a first place.

Gigliotti was fifth overall with Smiley tak-

ing a strong sixth place. UMass turned the

tables on BC, handing the Eagles a defeat

by less than a second.

The men's league includes Brown,
Amherst, Connecticut, Trinity, Boston Col-

lege and Plymouth State.

The women race against Brown,
Amherst, Smith College, Boston College,

Mount Holyoke and Plymouth State.

This coming weekend will see the men
and women race in their final regular

season race of the season at Berkshire East

against the league teams.

The women are expected to be pushed by

Boston College, the second place team. The
men will be challenged by the Eagles as

well, who is also second in the men's
division.

The Division 1 Championships will be

held weekend of the 22nd at Middlebury
College in Vermont at the Middlebury Col-

lege Snow Bowl.

UMass will go against such top teams as

Vermont, Middlebury and Dartmouth.
Some of the top collegiate skiiers in the

ea.stern region will be there. UMass will

compete in both the giant slalom and
-lalom events at the meet.

L.Mass Schedule:
Today:

Women's Basketball: at George
Washington, 7:30 p.m.

Wfimen's Swimming: at Mt. Holyoke. 7
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Vote on PIRG, SSAM
today and tomorrow

Collegian photo by Paul Deninaraia

TOO HOT TO HANDLE—Brooke Adams, a freshman psychology

major cools off her cup of tea with some of yesterday's snow.

Tougher admissions
policy next year
By ANITA L. ROVE
Collegian Staff

Eighteen-thousand first-year students ap-

plying to the University of Massachusetts

for the 1987-88 school year are going to find

admission requirements tougher than past

classes have.

An admissions policy passed by the Board

of Regents of Higher Education in 1984,

which is gradually being phased in, re-

quires high school seniors in Massachusetts

to pass certain college preparatory courses

for admission to state colleges and

universities.

The policy utilizes an "admissions

eligibility index," which relates class rank

and Scholastic Aptitude Test scores, to set

the minimum standards. Class ranks are

weighted, taking into account both the stu-

dent's performance and the quality of the

high school.

For a university, for example, a student

in the top 20 percent of his or her class

would need a combined SAT score—verbal

and math-of 1,100. A student whose

weighted rank is only in the top 50 percent

would need a combined SAT score of 850.

For a state college, a weighted class rank

of 65 perwnt along with a combined SAT

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian SufT

Polls will be open today and tomorrow for

students to vote on whether they want to

continue funding two student advocacy

groups l^ including a $3 fee on each

semester's tuition bill.

The referendum asks students to vote yes

or no on the question, "Should the follow-

ing be removed from your semester bill:

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group (MassPIRG), State Student Associa

tion of Masiiachusetts (SSAM)?"
The results of the vote are not binding,

said Karen Morvay, chairwoman of the

Undergraduate Student Senate Govern

mental Affairs Committee.

"It doesn't have to be binding because it

wasn't made as an ofTicial motion. It's more

like an advisory motion, anyone can take

the results and do with them what they

want," s*hc' said.

The referendum was initiated by

Students for Participatory Democracy, a

20 member gi-oup which oppose.^ the way

the fee is collected.

The fees-$2 for MassPIRG and $1 for

SSAM— an> automatically included on

students' tuition bills. Thos*- who do not

w ish to pay the fees must fill out the waiver

im their bill and subtract th«' fee from the

total tuition.

The warding of the referendum has been

criticized by members of MassPIRG and

SSAM for being confusing.

"I think it is misleading," said Rayna

Sargent, of MassPIRG. "The natural train

of thought if you're in support of something

is to vote yes. Students who want to sup-

port MassPIRG need to vote no.

"And the wording makes no reference to

the fee being waivable," she said.

Meanwhile, charges and countercharges

continue to fly over both sides' campaign

tactics.

Earlier this week, SPD members Tany

Rudy and Brian Darling admitted to hang-

ing up campaign posters which were

similar to those of MassPIRG and SSAM.

VOTING INFO
The referendum reads: "Should the

following he removed from your

neniester bill: Massiuhusetts Public In-

terest Research Group (MassPIRG).

State Student Association of
Massachusetts (SSAM)?"
MassPIRG and SSAM support a

"NO" vote, which would preserve their

current method of funding.
Students for Participatory

Democracy wants a "YES" vote, to

abolish this funding.

Polling places today and tomorrow:
Nrw Africa House V2:iO^ 4.1 pm ; Newman < tr 10

am 12 30 p,in , oulank' HaUti noon 5 .'JO p.m . liatnp

d«n Common* 5 7 pm . Franltlin Comn1«n^ 1!

n m I 4S pm and 4 fi: l."* p ni . Mamp"hiiT Ciimmotig

11 15 a m 2 pm and A-d 15 pm; WorcwUr Common»
10:4.'i am I :.1(» p m iind .1 4541 pm aerkithin- font

mon« 11. .'JO II m 2 15 pm and i'MAii^ pm

The altered posters asked students to, "save

MassPIRG. vote yes."

Darling claimed he and Rudy were,

"neutralizing their (Ma.^sPIRG'sl deceptive

advertising."

Michael Ferrigno. the executive director

of SSAM. vf'sterday charged that SPD
members misrepresented thenis<>he.s to

students.

"We have witnesses who .saw p'ople from

Students for Participatory Democracy w ho

were telling people they were from .SSAM
and to vote yes (against SSAM and

MassPIRG)," Ferrigno .said.

Jim Shaw, a UMass alumnus and sup-

pt)rter of SSAM, said he was one of the

witnesses.

Last night Darling said, "I can't verify

whether .somebody did say that or not." He
then countered, "We have pictures of

MassPIRGers pulling down our po.sters."

Sargent admitted MassPIRG took down
four posters, but said they were altered ones

to be shown to the Collegian and the stu-

dent attorney general as evidence.

score of 850 would satisfy the requirements,

according to a pamphlet published by the

Board of Regents.

The board plans to phase in the policy

over the next few years to allow high

schools the time to adjust to the new re-

quirements, according to the pamphlet.

Along with the mandatory standards,

there are also several exemption categories,

such as taking three years offbetween high

school and college, being educationally

disadvantaged because of low income,

limited English proficiency, or racial

discrimination.

Timm Rinehart, director of

undergraduate admissions at UMass, said,

"Even if a student meets the minimum re-

quirements (as determined by the index)

it's still not a guarantee of admission."

Rinehart added that UMass' minimum
first-year student requirements are above

those recommended by the policy.

Rinehart said this policy will prove

valuable since it will "force high schools to

improve their curriculum."

Rinehart expects 18,000 applications for

next fall's freshman class, with only 4,000

spots available. He said the policy will allow

UMass to "be more selective at the entry

level."

Stockwell
rips CIA
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Young people in America should take ac-

tion to stop the "politics of paranoia"

leading the U.S. into war in Central

America, and, ultimately, the end of the

world, said a former CIA official last

night.

"You can't wait until you graduate next

summer, because there might not be a

world when you graduate next summmer,"

said John Stockwell, the highest-ranking

official yet to speak out against the

agency.

Stockwell addressed about 600 people in

the Campus Center Auditorium last

night, while more than 100 others, who
couldn't get in, watched on monitors out-

side the auditorium.

He said the easiest human emotion to

stir up is the nationalistic competitive

feeling epitomized in movies like "Ram-

bo" and "Red Dawn."
"It's fun, and for politicians, it's

dynamite," Stockwell said. "Now, we're be-

ing conditioned to support a military ac-

tion against Nicaragua."

The Sandanista government, which

overthrew the Anastasio Somoza regime

in 1979, was not originally hostile to the

Colle^an photo by Paul De«m«r«l«

John Stockwell

U.S., he said.

"There is every reason to believe that,

in a short while, if we had worked with

them patiently, they would have come to

see us as nice people," he said. "Instead

of working with them patiently, we laun-

ched a propoganda campaign against

them.
"We claim the Sandanistas are ter-

rorists. But what acts of terrorism have

they done?" he said. "Our forces (US-

backed contras) are the terrorists down

there.

"Certainly, there's misery in Nicaragua

today, but it's certainly not the San-
continued on page 5
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Shcharansky freed after nine years
TEL AVIV' Israel (APV-Anatoly Shcharansky, the Soviet

human rights activist impristjned for nine years as a spy,

was freed on a snowy Berlin bridge yesterday and flown

to a tumultuous, emotional welcome in Isreal.

The 38-year-old Jewish dissident had become known as

the "prisoner of Zion," a focus for international Jewry and
symbol of Jews who are not allowed to leave the Soviet

Union.
Also included in the East-West prisoner exchange on

Berlin's Glienicke Bridge were five people held in tiw West
on s|^ charges and three held in the East.

Shcharansky was fre«i first, apart from the others, to

emphasize the U.^ insistence that he was not a spy. He
was arrested in 1977 and a Soviet courte convicted him
of spying for the CIA, sentencing him in 1978 to 13 years

imprisonment.
Prime Minister Shimon Feres and Foreign Minister Yit-

zhak Shamir embraced Shcharansky as he and his wife

Avital, who met him in Frankfurt, stepped from the Israeli

executive jet at Ben-Gurion Airport. The ceremony was
broadcast five on radio and television.

"How are you?" Peres asked.

"Everything is okay,"Shcharansky said. They spoke in

Hebrew.
Shcharansky clasped his hands above his head in vic-

tory, then held hands with his wife as she introduced him
to Cabinet members, helping him with his Hebrew. For
more than a decade she has lived in Israel and campaign-
ed for his freedom.

About 3,000 people who gathered outside the terminal
building cheered and waved as the Shcharanskys and
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Peres went inside to telephone President Reagan.

"We thanked him for his tireless efforts out of a deep

feeling for the Jewish people and an inner conviction that

the Jewish people deserve to leave the Soviet Union," the

prime minister said.

AP photo

Freed Soviet dissident Anatoiy Shchransky
and his wife Avital smile at well-wishers at Ben-

Gurion airport shortly after their arrival in Tel

Aviv yesterday
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All the beef on the
dining commons

By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Staff

Although they don't advertise, "Over 55
billion served" or "Home of the Whopper,"
the campus dining commons have most
likely gone through enough hamburgers,
or "beefsteak special" as the d^:. menu
refers to it, to compete with any fast food

chain.

Better yet, they don't even have to adver-

tise. And with approximately 11,000

mouths to feed, business is good.

But here's the beef: Franklin dining

commons in Central Residential Area
uses at least 650 pounds of hamburger for

one meal, said Production Manager Bren-

da Newton. Considering that between
2,000 and 2,500 people pass through the

d.c. for dinner daily, and some of the same
2,100 take in lunch there, a typical ham
burger meal calls for three pounds of beef

per person.

What's more, according to Josephine

Keeley, acting director of Food Services,

there are more males living in Central, so

the number of people requesting second

helpings is higher there than in

Southwest Residential Area or Worcester

Dining Commons,
Newton is responsible for ordering all

food and coordinating all food production.

"That's everything from soup to nuts,

right down to the croutons on the salad

bar."she said.

Newton's words prove what none of us

have want^ to admit all along: That, yes,

the dx;. is a carefully planned environ-

ment, and nothing that goes on the glass

plates—the ones that servers so carefully

guard—ends up there by accident.

Ordering is done daily in a<xordance

with menu services, which prepares week-

ly menus and distributes them to each of

the dining commons five weeks in ad-

vance. This allows time to make estima-

tions on the amount of food that will be

needed.

Supervisors and cooks keep track d'how
many portions of food are used for each

meal. The information is then recorded on

a computer and sent to data processing in

the Whitmore Administration Building.

That completed, an order sheet is then

ColUgiMK i>i.wi.. >„ K.>t> siLflioB

Hungry students make their way down the serving line in Franklin
Dining Commons

formed, which tells how much food to

order for each meal and recipe specifica-

tions, broken down into individual

categories.

On an average day, Franklin will go

through about 768 quarts of milk, 60

loaves of white bread. 60 dozen eggs (that's

720 individual eggs) and 850 pounds trf

turkey, a popular delicacy among the

clientele.

No matter how you slice it, the dx. is a
msgor restaurant in its own class.

Ruddock
convicted;
may appeal

^ 1985 ArtCjFVcd (:ia»« Rin|»

By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON-John Ruddock,
speaker of the Undergraduate Student
Senate, was found guilty by a six-member
jury yesterday of wanton destruction of per-

sonal property over $100, a misdemeanor,
in Hampshire County District court.

Sentencing was postponed.

"I have no comment at this time. We're

exploring the possibility ofan appeal," said

Charles DiMare, Ruddock's attorney and
the directing attorney of the University of

Massachusetts Legal Services Office

Ruddock also had no comment.

Ruddock was arrested while calling roll

at a student senate meeting last May 7 and
was charged with damaging University of

Massachusetts Police Officer Dennis
Bromery's personal car. Ruddock stated

that on May 1, 1985, he hurdled the car to

alert police that a bus loaded with hand-

cuffed protestors was leaking gasoline.

He was taking part in a sit-in that day

to protest University investments in South

Africa. Thirty-two students and one non-

student were arrested.

He was released on $50 bail, reduced from

$200. The original felony charge of

"malicious property damage" was reduced

to a misdemeanor last November.

Ruddock's arrest was seen by student

leaders last spring as an attempt by the ad-

ministration to quell campus activism.

At the time of Ruddock's arrest, DiMare

said that in the six years he had served as

an attorney at the University, he had never

seen disciplinary action taken against a

student protestor.

Ruddock, at the time of his arrest, said

police "could have shown better judge-,

ment" by arresting him before the senate

meeting instead of at the beginning.

The spring semester of 1985 saw students

occupy Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis Madson's office, demanding that the

University divest it's holdings with com-

panies doing business in South Africa.

At a pre-trial hearing last November,

Ruddock was found not guilty of "malicious

property damage."

DiMare appealed the preliminary verdict

to a misdemeanor charge of "wanton

destruction," because, under the felony

charge, Ruddock might have had to pay for

the damages to Bromery's vehicle

DiMare said the appeal was made on

behalf of Ruddock because he was main-

taining Ruddock's "complete innocence"

ColleKian photo by Paul DesmaraiB

Sophomore Legal Studies student Denise Forbes shields herself

from the snow as she negotiates some slippery stairs in Southwest
Tuesday morning.

Student accused of shoplifting
A 21-year-old female student was arrested

at 10:16 a.m. Monday at the University

Store and charged with shoplifting, Univer-

sity of Massachusetts police said.

She attempted to leave the store with a

pair of gloves, a tee-shirt, a sweatshirt and

a pair of sweat pants totaling $79.80. She

was stopped by a secxu-ity officer, police

said.

In other police reports:

• A $350 typewriter, a portable sewing

machine valued at $150 and a small

amount of money was reported stolen at

3:35 p.m. Sunday, from the University

Apartments. The items were taken during

the third week of November. One of the

doors of the apartment was unlocked and
footprints were left on a bed, police said.

• Equipment worth about $1,240 was
taken at 11:40 a.m. Monday from a con-

struction site on University Drive, Amherst
Police said.

The stolen material consisted of Baker

staging, cable, two drills, and several 2-by-8

planks, police said. No arrests have been

made yet.

-JEANETTE DEFORCE
and ANNE TAUGER

Whitmore
employee
arraigned
A woman was arraigned in Hampshire

District Court yesterday after being charg-

ed with taking $6,630.88 from thf payroll

department of the University of

Mas.sachusetts, where she worked.

Carlene M. LaFleche, 31. of South

Hadley. was released on personal

recognizance after beinj? arrainged on

charges of larceny over $100.

She allegedly took the money, "over time

in a period of about six months starting in

late spring 85," said Ed Etheredge, of the

Northwestern District Attorney's Office.

A couple of months ago, ".someone else in

the department discovered her (stealing the

money)," and reported her, Etheredge said.

LaFleche was arrested shortly after the

theft was discovered.

The maximum sentence for larceny over

$100 is two and a half years in the House
of Correction and no more than a $600 fine.

The theft was discovered by the Univer-

sity's auditors who noticed a discrepancy

in the payroll office funds. The case was in-

vestigated for a two month period by

Massachusetts State Police, as reported in

the Hampshire Gazette.

According to the Hampshire Gazette, a

UMass employee in the Bursar's office may
have also taken money. The incident is

under investigation and is unrelated to the

first.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

Shelter offers

help, support
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Correspondent

Companeras means "good friend" in

Spanish, which is exactly what the Woman-

shelter Companeras of Holyoke serves as.

The shelter, established in December of

1980 as a bilingual, bicultural shelter for

battered women, is a very necessary facili-

ty, according to Maria Zavala, counselor ad-

vocate for the shelter.

"We provide emergency shelter for

women and their children," Zavala said. A
stay at the house can last from a couple of

nights to a maximum of six weeks.

The house creates "a supportive at-

mosphere that is helpful for women,"

Zavala said in a recent interview. She said

the women that come to the Womanshelter

experience feelings of "incredible relief."

The shelter provides emergency housing

and help programs to any woman who
seeks them. Sue, a spokesperson for the

shelter who didn't want her last name us-

ed, said that there was no "typical" user

of the facility-the ages of the women
varied from 18 to 75. Some have no

continued on page 8
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LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

OPEN RUSH
All university men Invited

Tonight Feb. 12

9-11 PM
FREE REFRESHMENTS

253-9032

Come see the

UMass Ski Team
in action at

Berkshire East
>

Saturday Feb 15 - Slalom

Sunday Feb 16 - Giant Slalom

Ski, have fun and cheer us on

to VICTORY!!

H«aturiho St«v« Kloc's
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Entreas
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374 N. Pleasant St.

(the blue house)

l^H i^ l*'^

We Wish All Gentlemen
Happy Valentines Day

& cordially invite them to

GENTLEMEN ONLY
NIGHT

Thurs., Feb. 13

6-10 pm
Refreshments Served.

Keep romance alive with a gift

from Le Boudoir. Romantic

nightgowns cascading with

lace silk teddies, bras and

biKinis, garter belts and

stockmgs and more.

arriage Shops, 233 N Pleasant St . Amhersl 549-6915 Mon-Sat 10-6

23 Phillips St.

256-6845
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OPEN RUSH
BKO

lALL UNIVERSITY MEN INVITED!
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1984-85 Stephen Davis Memorial Award and Olympus Cup
BETA KAPPA PHI

• Two time

|Greek & Campus
Intramural

Champs

• Home cooked

meals

BKCJ)

388 N. Pleasant

253-9071

• Outstanding

social life

• Close to

Campus

High academic

standing

Tuesday, Feb. 11 9-11 pm Movies 8- Tours Refreshments

Wednesday, Feb. 12 9-11 pm Movies & Tours Refreshments

^OME SEE WHAT BETA PHI

HAS TO OFFER YOU

SALE

$16.99
LIMITED TIME!

SIZES 28 - 38

Op«n 7 Days Thurs. 'lil t

197 N. Pleasant

Amherst
253-9729

Don't

Forget Our

Winter—
Clearance

20-50%
Off

• Stockwell

Winter Goods

?* #o

Tonight - Wed Feb 12th is Mount Tom *

and Movie Night at /

riANGi^
Dance/Club

tiiriltnut'd Irtim page I

dinistas' fault," ht- said The San

dinistas "have nc-%'er yet committed an act of war against

us, but we havf h.in bedeviling them for five years."

He cited the eight U.S. military bases in Honduras and

rehearsals for an invasion of Nicaragua as proof that the

U.S. is planning to go to war

He said U.S. trained contra rebels commit atrocities like

murdering parents in front of their children, while Reagan

calls them, "the moral equivalent of our founding fathers.

•All I can say is, maybe his founding fathers, but I hope

to hell not my own," said Stockwell, who worked for the

CIA for 13 years.

"We cant keep on doing it this way because of these

52.000, soon to Ix' 70,CK)0 or 80.000 nuclear weapons." he

said. "We now have machines with the authority to end

all humanity."
Stockwell repeatedly told the audience to read books

documenting CIA covert actions, but admitted, "we're ni*

a nation of i« aiici -

Hope may he m the fact that "the leaders realize that

they're going to he vaporized." he said Also, "if the young

pcii|ili' ri.M" up i<i(i.i\ It would fVfntuails have tl» same

frt'ect las \n the 1960 -' hi- .s.iid

While wurkinu for tht- a^'nuv Stockwell was assign^

!.. Alnca, \ u'lnani, and e%fntuall> app<tinled commam^
ot the Angola task force Ht- nsigned m 1977 because, Iv

-.\u\ he found, "there was no sense of honor, or mtegritj

(u cummitmenl to intelligent', m th. a^;tnc>

• shelter*

-;^***********************************

FREE SKI LIFT TICKETS
FREE MOVIE PASSES

r***********************************
Available For

********* ppjy/^JE py^^p-pi^g*********
r> V^ Free Sodas For Designated Drivers
riANOtS Don't Drink and Drive
^^danc«ciub Rt 9 Amherst 256-8284
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children, ^hers have many. They represent all income

levels, ranging from the unempl<^ed to highly paid work

ing professionals.

Leslie Baker, the volunteer student coordinator of

Womanshelter. said that the shelter is run collectively.

u ith el^4ht full time employees and three part time staff

tmmberv Lftcal college students are also hired as interns.

,\ truf interest in battered wrimen is required to work

.tt the Womanshtlter, Bak. Bilingual speech is

helpful, and Baker said thtit .u< a number of ways for

men to get involved at the shelter

Promotion (tfthe Womanshelter must remain discreet,

because of the danger of an abuser of woman finding the

house All staff members and women sign confidentiality

siattments promising not to reveal the address of the

house, Baker .said.

Women from the Holyoke Chicopee area learn about the

shelter through word of mouth, posters, pamphlets, and

speaking groups

'Even tfie phone company knows to refer women to us

when they call asking for help." Sue said. The Woman-

shelter's hotline number is 536 1628.

TEACH IN JAPAN
Persons Mnh a degree and (Ot> oxpenence in such fields as

advertising, publishing, engmefung. business adminislra

tion pharmacotogv, linguistics and languages vnshing to

teach English to Japanese adults for one or two years in

Tokyo and other parts of Japan shouirt wrilp tn

Personnel Manager. International Education Services

Shin Taiso BIdg

10 7. Oogen/aka 2 chome, Shibuya ku

Tokyo. Japan 160

Personal intprviews will be held in New York m the middle

ol March 1^
Further information on the position, qualifications, salary.

benefits, transportation and housing can be obtained by
airmailing n detailed -esume with a recent photograph to

E 5.

^**************************************
*
*
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*
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*
*
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I The Best Hotels. The Best Flights

I And All The Best Prices
* Don't be fooled by silly lawn chair ads!!

Sign up outside the Hatch Wed, Thurs, Fri all day
430 Student Union 545-3437

Don't Be Left

Out

In The Cold
UMass Ski Club Goes Down

* «±# «1« «l^ ^I# %l^ «l^ «i^ «i^ %^ ^u%^ ^u ^u^u^u^u ^u ^u ^u^u ^u ^u^u^uv

1^

\^

1^

To Ft. Lauderdale

Spring Break 86

March 15-22

$149 complete

$369 w/Jet

t t » ]S^*******************************************5K*^^

X-

t

I

t

#
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Don't be left out in the cold

UMA5S SKI CLUD

GOES DOWN
TO

NASSAU BAHAMAS

MASS. A^raOVBO
INtMCnON STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29*

l

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center
Fut S»r¥ic9 Tm Sion

T» SMi««rtand M.. Me AmMrst. MA
Acrou trom WatrotM* Slov

549-4704

Most Major

Crodtt Cards Accaptad

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

Monday - Friday ^^ a gama
from noon to 5:00 pm

NORTHAMPTON BOWL
585 Pleasant St. 584-4830

SPRING BREAK
THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

Prices starting at $349 complete

Sign up table outside the Hatch
W. Th. Fr 9-3 pm

Don't be fooled

by silly lawnchair ads.

Add tax and gratuities

before you compare prices.

430 Student Union 545-3437

YOUNG

Israel

is Young, v

Snnc»t rughtclubs ^vhere

the rmiiic stops when
the sun comes up

VtbfOnt 20th century Of
ofKj theote< Oustlirig

cosnrvopoliton attes with

iidewofc cofes

Israel

is Old.
Ancient oties with ftWioal

nomes Structures

created by Hellenic «»^
(\omon Ouiidefi

Afcheologicoi finds from

the QuQfcies c^ Solomon
1 :' '"e Tomb crf

.ijt'Q'Qh Oyzontii^

chufChev and Moslem
mosques The old pOft of

Acre the okj oty of

Jenjsolem

Israel is Young
and Old.

A 30 yeor old country with o 3600 yeof histor/ just woiting

for you Send for our tjfochure which descnbes our senes of

tours aeoted especiolty for the student youth troveler

FlVliG
PVOi* W'<? ^r yoo' 19M fWO»l b<OCt»j*

501 Mo<*SOfi Av«. New Vort. Ny 10022

212 055^705 • 600 72'> 0604

To\Ner/lir

"1

I

I

T/€ 320 uaUDSPtAKEFB
3 WWr FLOOR STANDWG
SPEAKEP S*STI.M

WKkLNUT VfNEEB OBtCT
POWBI HANOUNG »2S0 AWTS

NEWMT>CBOK $99.95/ea.

TEAC V427C CASSETTE DECK
[jolbv B4C t^oist hecxx;tk:)m

LED METERS
OUTPUT CONTtWtS
SOFT TOUCH CONTT«LS
AS2Q0\AUJE

NOW ONLY S8MS

PANASOMC CQE2aO
AUTD CASSETTE flCCSVffl

ELECTHONC TU^€R
PRESETS
LOCKNGFF/REW
4'MAY FAOB^

AS200
OM.Y..

These specials are just\a few of the Greatest Sale ever at

Adirondack Music's Pre Washington Birthday Blitz Sale

this Friday - Saturday - Sunday - Monday

Watch for our

full page ads

Thursday & Friday

H.\. Ql*«TIItS IMTEO SUBJEC 10 WCB S»L(
F»BT cone rrsi sb««d

»U S*U fwas C*»1 MASIHOMCI VSA oeOAODJH

am^ yimimt ffOtimi utr

Ml n»K>fCKS orFtftD aiHNG tms s*i t

adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST

Rbruaryl4..

With a card from American

Greetings contemporary,

traditional, or humorous, we
have them all.

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

&,UmVERSITY
ISTORE*

m
AMERIGKN GREETINGS

O MCMLXXXVI Amencin Grectmp Corp.

The Massachusetts Daily Co legian EXECUTIVE BOARD-SPRIIMG 1986
°8^^.^ .'-®)i.t'^^9"
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ED/OP
The opinions on ihis page are those of ihe individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless othenwise noted
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An education in promises
Implicit in democracy is a promise that the people can bet-

ter themselves and their country through the political process.

But we have all witnessed politicians pervert and break their

promises.

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis virtually campaigned for his reelec-

tion with the promise of bettering this state's public education

institutions. More importantly, Dukakis is emphasizing more
and more that he is fully committed to improving public higher

education in this stata

Ultimately, however, Dukakis' efforts reveal the complete
emptiness of his promises to sufRciantly fund this University

in particular. His most recent budgetary proposals recommend
token allocations for improving the physical and academic con-

ditions that exist here
For instance, Dukakis recommended $25,000 for the im-

plementation next fall of the General Education program, after

the University requested just under $1.3 million for staff,

materials and equipment. $25,000 will pay for little more than
some new educational aids, but will not provide for additional

professors, teaching assistents, administrative staff, or teaching

materials.

The University sought $5 million for facilities restoration

on campus, a request it has made for five years to upgrade
classrooms that are in dire need ofpaint, waterproofing, plaster-

work, proper air conditioning and heating, and electrical work.

Dukakis' response was to recommend $150,000 for some
masonry repairs.

This recommendation seems to reflect a belief that salary

alone attracts outstanding professors, who will not be disturbed

by the appalling conditions they may have to teach in.

Similarly, Dukakis recommended that the UMass/Amherst
library system receive a one-time special allocation of less than

$1 million, against a request for $2.75 million. If the main
library is moved to the Library TDwer next fall as scheduled,

additional funds will be required for more staff, books, and
periodicals.

Suffice it to say that Dukakis has perverted and broken his

promises.

The only proper response to this is to exact a larger promise,

a political promise This can be achieved by further lobbying

the Legislature to amend the governor's recommended budget,

for that budget is now in its hands. The Massachusetts Senate

and House of Representatives have the power and ability to

keep alive the promise of affordable, varied and well-

maintained centers of public higher education.

Additionally, a student group is circulating a petition deman-
ding that the Legislature and the Board of Regents of Higher
Education adaquately fund those University programs that

directly affect student academic needs and support services.

We urge every student on this campus to sign that petition,

how at a table outside the Hatch, and demonstrate to both the

Legislature and the regents we care about and need the stu-

dent programs we have been promised.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

U.S. Third World theatrics
Clarifying Reagan administration foreign

policy seems to be very much in fashion

these days. Although professional White

House staffers have been in the business

of telling us what some of the president's

various boneheaded statements really

mean for five years, the recent addition of

an amateur league dedicated to the same

sport is an exciting new development. Since

I never could stand to sit on the bench dur-

ing such events, I hereby announce the for-

mation of a new team—the "Laughing

Liberals."

It promises to be a thrill-packed season.

The first matches will take place over

faraway places with strange-sounding

names that most Americans couldn't give

a damn about. Do not be turned offby this.

The Third World always makes for a pro-

ductive battleground and with a little pa-

William Spain

tience, the fans should get their money's
worth. So, without further ado, let the

games begin...

As I understand it, the avowed intention

of the Reagan foreign policy team is to not

only check Soviet expansionism in develop-

ing countries, but to spread freedom and
democracy as well. The goal itself is cer-

tainly a noble one. It is the methods used

to attempt it that are, to say the least,

highly questionable. Of course, they are fac-

ed with some formidable obstacles along

the way—the first of which is the fact that

democracies in the Third World are about

as common as virgins in a brothel.

This is a difficult but not insurmountable

H0r*

> vw urn &fm

T0v6«^

IS NOttA

What leftists opt to see
lb listen to the left wing academic,

political and church groups in this hap(^
valley of ours one, would think that rightist

dictatorships in the Third World have a

monopoly on oppression and human rights

violations. Nothing, however, could be fur-

ther from the truth. The Sandinista govern-

ment of Nicaragua is emerging as one of

this hemisphere's worst human rights

violators, yet many of our neighbors not on-

ly apologize for the Sandinistas, they

glorify them. Such a moral double standard

of the magnitude displayed is the ultimate

exercise in hypocracy and ignorance.

Although it seems as though few of us
listened, last summer a very important
Sandinista defector told a shocking story

of Sandinista atrocities. Alvero Baldizon,

chief of Special Investigations Commission
of Nicaragua's Ministry of the Interior pro-

vided specific names, dates, and locations

of murders committed against the jjeople

of Nicaragua by the Sandinistas. What's
more, many of these murders were directed

from high up in the Sandinista govern-

ment, namely in the jierson of the Interior

Minister, Thomas Borge, under the
designation of "Special Measures."
Baldizon's job was to investigate complaints

of government atrocities, and report them
to the Ministry of the Interior, where a

special commission would then provide a
white-washed account of the incident for

public comsumption.
One such example is the case of Ramon

Tbrrentes who became known to the

Ministry as a writer of anti-Sandinista

grafitti. He composed slogans like, "Eden
Vuelve," which means "Eden (ftistora, anti-

Sandinista rebel) will return." The San-

dinistas decided that Tbrrents was deserv-

ing of "Special Measures" and so was ar-

rested in December of 1982. He was burn-

ed with cigarettes, lefl without food or

water in a tiny cell for three days, and final-

ly taken out to a remote country road and
shot. The official government version of the

incident says Tbrrentes was killed while

trying to escape detention.

Baldizon cites many such cases. Guiller-

mo and Jamilette Lorio who were pacifists

Stephen Erickson

and deeply involved with the Catholic

Church were siezed on the night of July 19,

1983 in the town of San Miguel ito. Their

children screamed, drawing the attention

of a passerby who was gunned down trying

to intervene. Afler Jamilette was raped, the

couple was bayonetted. They were both lefl

for dead, but Jamilette was found the next

morning by the state security officers still

alive, on her knees praying. They finished

her off.

On his own personal experience, Baldizon

estimates that there have been over 2,000

political killings in Nicaragua. Thomas
Borge has authorized so many murders,

says Baldizon, he can not remember them
all. After the extermination of 150 Miskito

Indians, Baldizon attended a meeting

where Sandinista officials sat around try-

ing to think up excuses to explain to the

Nicaraguan public and the West how and
why these Miskito people disappeared.

Baldizon's witness to Sandinista
atrocities is the most significant and
documentented but is only one account of

many horror stories coming out of

Nicaragua. We hear little of these atrocities

because, as Fred Barnes writes in the

January issue of New Republic, Western

human rights groups often exercise "selec-

tive moral indignation," as they point out

the corrupt and immoral nature of coun-

tries allied to the United Sates while their

criticism of the Sandinistas is "soft-hitting

in the extreme." Move over Jerry Falwell.

The political agenda and biases of such
groups as "Witnesses for Peace," the

Methodist and Presbyterian Churches, and
the Friends Service Committee encourage

them to close their eyes to the horrors of

the Sandinistas.

Regardless of what we so often hear,

Stalinism has come to Central America. It

is time we open our eyes and minds to who
and what the Sandinistas reallv are.

Stephen Erickson is a contributing
columnist.

hurdle. Once lost, innocence can never be

regained but with consistent encourage-

ment, habits can change. They key word

there is "consistent" for it is the lack of that

approach which is Ron's fatal flaw.

For instance, there is the matter of using

economic leverage, in the form of sanctions

and embargoes, to push for reform. It is

amusing to note that during the debate

over using such methods against South
Afica, the Reaganites condemned them on
the basis that they just "don't work." At the

same time, the president used his excutive

powers to sever trade ties with Nicaragua.

He also supports the continued economic
boycott of Cuba. We are now into the third

decade of the latter and the effect has in-

deed been telling. Cuba has been slipping

further and further under the Russian heel

and is now completely outside our
influence.

They have a similar problem in dealing

with liberation movements. Soniehow'. Che

Nicaraguan rebels are "freedom fighters"

while the African National Congress
fighting apartheid is made up of "ter-

rorists." I am no apologist for Sandinista

excesses, but I find this double stiindard an
almost Orwellian concept. Supposedly, the

boys from Managua have, in the words of

a State Department spokesman "betrayed

their revolution." Even if that is true, it is

hardly fair to pass judgement on them after

only six years, when we have given the

Boers several generations to clean up their

horror show. For that matter, it took us

almost 100 years to free the slaves and even

longer to extend the franchise to their

descendants.
A lack of consistency is a most serious im-

pediment when it comes to advancing
American interests at Soviet expense, lb

halt the further advance of their

nightmarish system, we are going to have

t. ;e w^^ ve preach or refrain from

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.
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^WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

Wednesday Feb.12
thru

Mcmday Feb.17
Many brand-new components on sale

at the lowest price of the year!

Dual CS-505
turntable *itti Orototon

OM to caftrrjge

S4tE!

$199

Wednesday, February 12, 1986
COLLEOIAN 9

B&WDM-110or SAUEt
VM-1

$299 pair

TA-2044 mree moiof ntegra cass«»te

deck ^^^^^

$185

All non-sale components earn "Bonus Bucks

— good on any Sound & Music purchase

for up to one full yean The bucks

start here!

Onkyo TX-37B 55-watt-per-channel AM/FM

stereo receiver with Dynamic Bass Expander

$290
Bonus Bucks

$30

SONY
New! Sony D-7 super-mimature

second-generation Walkman

compact disc player

$299
including rechargeable

battery pack

Bonus Bucks . . . $30

BostonAcoustics

Boston/Acoustics A1 50

3-way speakers

$450
Bonus Bucks . . . $45

Onkyo TA-2056B three-head cassette deck

with Dolby "C" real-time counter

$340
Bonus Bucks

$35

KENWOOD

OKRVER
Carver Receiver 900
with magnetic tield amplifier.

$635

New! Kenwood KRC-2001 high-power digi

tal AM/FM cassette deck

Bonus Bucks . . . $65

$238
Bonus Bucks

$20

Onkyo A-8067B SO-wattper-channel Real

Phase integrated amplifier

$350
Bonus Bucks

$35

DODOD

(JD-OaO :: :' ODCDO

No cash refunds or lay-aways on sale items Two-week return privilege All components set-up. pretested and calibrated as .needed

i I

90-92 King St. iRteSl, Northampton • Mon - Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9

VISA, MasterCard, American Express • 584-9547

ARTS Contrasting exhibits at Herter

Once in a Lifetime
A real-life drama
Twice in a Lifetime

Starring: Gene Hackman, Ann Mat^art't and Ellen

Burstyn
Directed by Bud Yorkin

Screenplay by Colin Welland

By GREGG FALLON
Collegian Conespotident

If>^u liked Terms of Entharrntiitxh&ncus Bin you'll like

Twice in a Lifetime. Directed by Bud Yorkin and

screenplay ly Colin Welland. t who wrote Chariots erf" Fire

t

I he film stars Gene Hackman as Harry, fifty-year old

Seattle steel worker who is very bored with his life, wife

ind job. On his fiftieth birthday he meets and ialb in

love with a barmaid Audrey (played wonderfully by Ann
Margaret). The film shows the repercussions and of this

untimely affair on Audr^, Harry, and wife Kate and their

familv.

The film is a slice of life. It is very real in its depiction

of suburban life in working class America. The acting

is marvelous, and the characters are very human.

Human That word seems to cling in my mmd as a

description of this film. Harry's wife. Kate is played by

Ellen Burstyn. Her role is somewhat tragic, but then

becomes that of the recovered failure. Amy Madigan plays

Sunny, who, at times over acts her role as the resentful

avenging daughter Her sister Helen, is played by Ally

Sheedy. who apparently hasn't made the jump from

children's roles to adult ones. She's got plenty of time.

Twice in a Lifetime doesn't make any lasting

statements about life in general but it does lend the

viewer a glimpse into the idea of a new start and a se

cond chance in life For this if nothing else the film is

worth seeing.

By BETTY ANN MURPHY
C\)llegian Correspondent

Currently, a twin exhibi

tion at the Herter Art

Gallery features the pain-

tmg.sol SuzaniU' L'lnch and

of Colleen Hayward. Their

works differ greatly in sub

|i-ct multii, cuior, technique

and medium.
Ulrich IS fascinated with

the themes of woman and

iiaii ,1^ .1 couple, and with

nature. :She uses light colors

effectis'ely to soften boun

daries .hat might exist bet

ween these elements and to

heighten the romance of the

situation. Ulrich has let her

imagination as well as her

paintbursh run loose to

create fantastic settings for

her figures. Titles in this

series include Couple. Em-
hnm'. and Venus, making
the artist's disposition to the

romantic e%'en more obvious.

In Venus, a woman sprouts

from a plant, surrounded by

a white sky filled with blue

stars and an orange crescent

moon.
Colleen Hayward's pain-

tings, unlike those of Ulrich,

are totally void of human
figures. They do, however.

give (rfl' an emotional energ>'

that virtually crackles as it

reaches out to spark the im-

agination of the viewer The
major part of Hayward's ex

hibit is literally 'off the

wall." She has created on

the floor of the sunroom on

the south side of the gallery,

a tapestry <>t tiU-- LinoU'Uin

squares, painted in muted

colors, b^ome darker and

more numerous as the> lead

back to the far corner, vhere

a smudgy charcoal land-

scape has been sketched on

the wall.

Whether you stop m to see

Suzanne Ulnch's paintings

with your Valentuu-. or

dimply check out Colleen

Hayward's tile installation

ihiough the window on your

way to class, be sure not to

miss this special exhibition.
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PHI SIGMA KAPPA
OPEN RUSH

- Leader in Intramural Athletics

- Great social life

- Home-cooked meals

- Best location on Campus

- Weight and Game Rooms

RUSH
9-11

•:*.'M

TONIGHT

510 N. Pleasant St.

Next to Fine Arts Center

256-6863

K ox .»;
•"• "•-•-•

soiNpiNP^!m"9J^
SEMINNR hA

A CHANCE TO GET TO KNOW
YOURSELF AND SCANDINAVIA

SpendonacodemlcyearInDENMAWC FINb^Nl). Ni:)RWAY.

or SWEDEN.

• live and iludy m a small. loiJdontlal tchool among

Scandinavians

• become fluenf In the language oi the country yaj

ctxxMe to Mve In

• discover anotherway cH life and gain new perspective

on yourself

Attend Slide and Information Meeting

with Dr. Mary Cattani, Program Coordinator

Wednesday, February 12, 3 - 4:30 in Campus Center Rm 911

Detail of Colleen
Hayward's Untitled
acrylic painting on
wood

Untitled oil painting

on paper by Suzanne
Ulrich

American Travel Services

presents

SPRING BREAK ;*86''

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available
.

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

GOLDEN PALOMINOS 3/6/86
Tickets On Sale Thursday

'V

UPC Presents

A Blues

Extravaganza!

Tickets on Sale

At Tlx

Unlimited

For the

Record (Faces) and

Main St

Records

No cans, bottles or

recording devices

and Special Guest

ROY BUCHANAN

TUES. FEB. 25th

S.U.B. 8 pm
Tickets $9.00

in advance
$10.00 at the door
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Summer Employment
Camp Young Judaea, Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident, Co-ed, 1 hour from Boston) is in need ot

Department Directors and Activity Specialists for

this summer in: Athletics, Gymnastics, Swim In

struction (WSI), Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts & Crafts,

Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk Song,

Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel and

Nurses (R.N.). Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.

Please contact Dr Charles B Rotman, Director, 81

Kingsbury Street, Wellesley, MA 02181,

617237-9410.

TIME

37 N. Pleasant St,

Proper ID Required

OUT
Spaghetti

Homemade Soups

Big Sandwiches

I

All at Low Prices

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES WES I I

SPRING BREAK - MARCH 17 - 24

Steamboat
COLORADO

INCLUDES: Round Trip Air & Transfers

7 Nights Luxury Condo (hot tubs, jacuzzi & sauna)

5 Day Lift Ticket

ONLY $499 tax included

Space is Limited Deposit Deadline Feb. 20

For More Info 545-3437

HAVE YOU EVER MET
PEOPLE LIKE. . .

Vincent Price, Berke Breathed, Dr. Ruth,

Seymour Hirsch, Betty Friedan, Rick Horrow,

Geoffrey Holder, Arthur Schlessinger, George

Gallup Jr, Edwin Newman, Helen Caldicott, Bill

Baird, Stephen King, George McGovern, Dr.

Richard Leakey, Curtis and Lisa Sllwa,

John Stockwell. . .

MAYBE IT'S TIME.

distingubhed
Visitors program

WE BRING THE WORLD
TO UMASS

New Member Recruitment Meeting

Wed. Feb. 12

8 PM
CC901

Freshmen and Sophomores Welcome

$13.95
REG. 15.95

'^ y^,tu,.^ -ivXi.^,-

MERRIAM-VHEBSTER
Mori' people \dSr. our uord for il.

LOCATED IN THI CAMPUS CENTft

25+ CLUB
Pot Luck Supper

' Friday 2/14 '

5 - 8 pm

\
Call Donna 256-0407

tor Jack 546 1111

For more Info

Hope to see you there

eating plaie

CAMPUS PUZA
(NEXT TO supen
STOP i SHCP)

He 9 • Na^lc) kilittst

256-6889
• OPCN

f A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS

RENT/^RECK

N«w & U»*d Cars
Trucks « Vans Alw AvaMabi*

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

Youngblood: Rocky on skates
Youngblood "W F
Starring Rob Lowe, Cyn-
thia Gibb, Patrick Swayze
DirtH't4«d by Ptt^r Markle

By JILL WYLIE
("oUegian Cuitv^pondfut

YounghUMjJ js a cliche

ridden tet»n film or^jctable

^^Hi|f

THE DEL FUE^OS
Special Guest

n::^

Springfield Civic Center Exiiibition HaU

Friday, February 14th-8:00pm

$8 50 advance, $10.00 day of the show

TICKETS ON SALE ON CAMPUS
AT FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

PHONE CHARGES: (413) 787-6600 or (800) 243-4842

Produced m .isso^iation with W/%V^

All A6ES WaCOME. CASH BAR - 21 AND OVa

DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

diets* Call UHS
549-2671 ext. 181

Preregistration
deadline: Feb. 20.

from beginning to end Rob

Lowe IS Dean Youngblood,

the d^en portrayed farm-boy

type from the sticks with

one chance to make good—
in this case playing hockey

Youngblood's only flaw m
a player is his inability to

fight. In his coach's sexist

wt>rds "he fights like a girl."

and his attempt to get

meaner is the center of tht

plot.

The movie is action-

packed, as \'oungblood

makes the U-am. gets his ^e
slashed, is seduced by his

landlady, and chases an

enemy wearing only a

jock—all in the first 15

minutes.

One of the film's biggest

problems is its lack uf

realism. Youngblood eircer

cises in a Rocky 'ike

ragimen of sit-ups and pun

ching a bag-with
miraculous results for only

two days . A teammate,

played l^ Patrick Swayze.

receives possible brain

damage and a steel plate in

his skull, yet appears in the

dressing room one game
later

Despite decent perfor-

mances by Swayze and Jim

Young as Youngblood's older

brother, I can't say I'd recom-

mend this film. Unless <rf

course you're a Lowe
worshipper under 18. Then
just seeing Rob in his jock

would make it worthwhila

VM
GOURMET
FRIE^

CHICKFN

FRIED CHICIOEN PALACE
TRY SOMETHING NEW & COMPARE TH E VALUE

E DELIVE
A- he'! 31 Bo>tv»ood Woik
' iMpy ne«t to Taco Villa]

253-7494

SEMESTER
ATSEA

PRESENTS A
SPECIAL

SLIDE SHOW

A^entine's Day
FRIDAY WaSV? FEB. 14

Discover an exciting way to travel around the world and

continue your undergraduate studies aboard ship. Visit major

ports in the Mediterranean, the Middle East and the Orient.

More than 60 voyage related university credit courses are

offered.

SPECIAL SLIDE PRESENTATION

& INFORMATION SESSION

Wednesday and Thursday

Feb 12th and 13th

7:30 PM
CC Room 811-15

SEMESTER AT SEA TOLL FHEE NUMBER (•(») »5« 0195

Remember
Someone Special

with dinner at the T.O.C. Rcstaiinvit

order one entree at the re^^ular price

and ^et the secotui entree for

Half Price

TOP of the CAMPUS/5-9 pm
bituf the Nth Century aiui ^nohahlv carho tht<. ^ihtiuI liau ha> hecn .i/'scn-ci/ im mch'/v

the same ntan'ier it is toJay Love letter-^ ctndi dei^^ruteJ \rith sofi'i anii lat c iinj ^'Vatll

tokens of affection are -^ent ottoi anonynioii^h to the c/i/fif ot the hear! •, iii-.!'i'

Whatever its cni^iMs Valentine - Day !; a liau tor retnemhenni^ that '•peaal -omeone
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, UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.

j

"^ 225 Main St. Northampton, Mass. 584-9913

T Letter to the Professors
m

Dear Professors,

We are new to the Western Massachusetts

area, but we are not new to the travel business.

Our agency, based in Greece, has been in opera-

tion for six years. We are speciaHsts in coor-

dinating international professional conventions

and educational problems.

We welcome your ideas and suggestions, and

are prepared to design to your specifications any

study programs in Greece. We particularly

recommend the Island of Crete for this purpose.

Crete is not only breathtakingly beautiful, but

also rich with suitable sites for research in a wide

variety of fields.

In order to better serve the professors of the

five college area, we provide free delivery of

flight tickets and itinerary. Also by way of in-

troduction we are offering to you a luxurious

package to Greece.

2 wEEks IK ATUENti k OkETE
$1299

- rd trip airfare, Boston or NY to Athens & Crete

- 4 days deluxe accommodations at the Intercontinental i

Hotel in Athens ra

price includes:

f^

- 10 days deluxe accommodations by the beach in Crete

in the Chandris Hotel

- professional assistance at all airnorts

fU

m
m

ii

m
m

Our office in Crete will arrange for you both a complimentary|

visit to Knossos PalaceMuseum and a private tour guide to show

you the national wonders & wildlife SamariaGorgeNationalPark

including the Kri-Kri, unique to the area. Also available upon

request our private 9 meter sail boat the Ipokampos.

^l^pi^lp^j^jp^pitlMMIlIMlIlllIlMlM^llMEI^l^l^^

5»
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DOONESBURY GARRY TRUDEAU

COUfGlM 13

Mi/^ LSTMe exn^N abojt
TmilMO Fm AN ARTIST
Tomi iTsAFomoFf^
success. OF POSiTIONINO.

A QtNBmriON A60 mt AVAhTI-

d&Rvtmsw ieAf^AHm?»
we MAINSTRgAM TWAy IT'S

FmMINUTeS mTHAPPtN^SO
ajICKLiNM, ITS UKB FA^im

THE FAR SIDE BY GARY LARSON

THATMBANS YOUHAVa TOMOV^
FAST. TAKtK^^'ONSIdlUTiFOR.

WUH-OUJN STARPOM ASONtSN,-

L£f(r OtUI'Jtfi. TOLPM^. VOUHAVB
lopuu. YouR^eLFUP0y youR.

OmFBddOKS \

LASn YMR'S HOT
^ SHOt MtCHA^.
"^^

, MA-idt. wucaup
^^^^ JUSTUSTaNTO-

1 NI6HI OKAV

FREAKER PATROL

Farmer Brown froz© in his tracks, the cows
^ared wide-eyed back ot him Somewhere.

off in the distance, a dog barked.

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

For vouR ReAl>i tJ(»

OH no'. 6eoR6e
SHOLTt,UJHKr ARC

PATH€».'

iou KAJoui tr 7i>

Be rPue •'•'

Sfo tjo

fy\e ftMO u>e
CAW f?Otfe

THe 6^CAxy
*VS FATMCH
AwC> Sow 'I

rve Cot
ro STOP

T-o moo"
o
o
o

HOUSEMATES

YOU LOOI^LllCeYOU

WANT TO DAN 6£.

BY R.MILLER

GORDY BY GORDE

PesTRpY A CITY.
dlTlZ&J'S DEAD

SO\/l£ Ts CAUi- OFF
ALL A/£<50T/AT/0A/S
^rm RBA£>AtO UAJT/L
DISMISSAL OFCUSAh)

BCOCKAOe. US.
DOES MOT BUO&E

/e OBAD /A/ A
-rERI?PR<STATTACK
/V A FREAJCH

A/R-PORT.

BLOOM CQUNJTY BY BEHKE BREATHED

AMOOr/T OF PReA(V\ING UP-KAKIANS)...

G<AMT 5TOrTBf'

5N0RKieWACKeR5...

.on OF WHICH CONVINCeS

MeTHflTTHePISTlNCnON
eeTweoj RepLir/ anp
OUR PRCAMWORLP 15

PftNeeROUSCYWIN.

/

ii

Collegian Staff:

Mandatory Meeting
Ibnight 8:15 p.m.
Collegian Office

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
MUcd b) Irudt MkhH J«ffr

ACROSS
1 Bdtain sOrdei
o»

8 Tf«aly >ub|«ct

malt«<

)S Obftfon s iMite

16 Mark rcw <

sale

17 Gloww
18 Stops
19 West Indies

lesort islam)

21 Fastest way
10 the UK

22 Sweeney
Todd s imp!*'

meni

26 Pull aiono
27 Wissid

arte e g
28 Anothe;

19 Ac'ois
Jt A Joftison

S2 Sl>ays
33 Tolstoy
it Earnett

tewards
3S Revenue's

quests
40 Gtasse gaggie'

41 Auttwi
Bagnotd

42 Egyptian loi

shon
43 Nevis neigntx>i

47 Heavenly bear

40 AuSlen hefome
49 Awe
50 StK>« disdain

51 Deer
52 TaDagos

neigntxji

55 Ancient
language

57 OaUmes
61 Hamilton note
62 Fotmer
'1 ( Ai tress

M Comedians m
a sense

DOWN
1 Sober types

lor short

2 Play by E E

Cummings
1927

J OOEb
command

4 Pacitic

discoverer

5 Togo, in

Toledo
6 Row
7 Engiisn
ports

8 Played the

market
9 Architect

Saarinen
to Health

retorts AMm
It Due successor
12 Guinea
13 MisbenaMW
14 Snuggle
20 Woe 1* me'
22 Sitarist

Shanhai
23 Caiway Bay

iStes

24 — Qiide

26 Parka leature

28 Alhenean
2ft Hound Oog

smger
X Wote lor

»0o*n
32 t-ei out

35 Mrs Chaplin

36 Interlaces

37 Cx>mmon
Flench
verb

>e nil,*

M Headimer
41 Typeoicoiia'

43 i^nilied

44 Loves, to

Louis
45 «hat I

said
46 CoQiCMionwr
47 Ow^y

50 Native

Israeli

52 Comet part

53 Brook
S« New Of Fan
56 Brti h(yto<

58 Tall tale

59 Flymg piatik

MO Hesiiar^i

soui«d«

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

nTATRllVArGlAlPlEf~ AlZi

anno Gtit^nm (iidok
-nna nnaooi aam
nnna nonn

nan [naaaa
QHO Qinau [iiinfi

fjUimimA

rTfTn r

I A D t U

n nnn
noi

nrin aaniia ri

I i E KMT U T T I M^.

J

tIaIrItHaIpIsIeTsMt.

lOISIAlLII IlInU
N> t'

HlQ^sX
RE S

> f > t s 1 T

1

• 1 •• 11 1.' 1) 14

14 i«

ir Ii

1» n 71

4 n {1 t*

" d^ T*

1

11 I
V I 13 VHi

" lb L
M r 14 in

i* 40 I
«;

pn 44 4i 4t n
" « M

5'

1r
' M

PMHi
W U

1

il *• M jU

tl

1

1
%t L ^

"1 L .
n^l 1 _

l«> In Uff4n iw«« «,MiraH
.'j8<6«

Quote of the day:

"You can't wait until you graduate next

summer, because there might not he a world

when you graduate."

—former CIA aj^ent John Sttx'kwell

Weather

Today:
Partly cloudy and cold 25 to 30 degrees.

Tonight:
Cold with highs in the low 20s.

Tomorrow:
Partly sunny with highs in the mid 30s.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Night Editor Daniel Sobel

Copy Editor William Spain

Layout Technician Ansel Zinter

Photo Technician Paul Desmarais

Production Supervisor Ansel Zinter

Production Ansel Zinter, Laura Bell, Bill

Freeman, Maura McHugh, Naomi Davis, Tbny Beugless,

Robert M. Levenson, Itaru Kato
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NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing T )ls and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 prr 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and
12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

'^-^ HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am • 2 am 7 days
50 Main St. Amharat, MA

'I

253-7018

Yes, we have no bananas, we
have no bananas today. But if

you come down with a friend

today Wed. 2/12 or Thurs. 2/13
you both will receive a

SUPER ONE
LARGE FRIES

and
LARGE COKE.

Ook-ookH

If you have a picture you want in the
Collegian, put it in an envelope and br-

ing it to J.B.'s.

THE BIG CHILL

sponsored by

Hotel Sales Marketing Assoc.

TIME: 5:00. 7:00, 9:00, 1 1:00

PRICE: $1.50, $2.00, $2.00 $2.00

TONIGHT CC Auditorium

SCIENTIFIC

1

8
3
2

ALPHA DELTA PHI

A A S
OPEN RUSH

Academics, Intramural Sports

Home Cooked Meals, Social Life

Diversity, individuality. Close to Campus
Alumni Job Placement

1

9
8
6

Wed 12 7:30-10 refreshments

Thurs *13 7:30-10 refreshments

OVER 154 YEARS OF TRADITION
395 N. Pleasant 545-3117

nts I

LCULATORS

5.%'
yT,

lyz J^Z ^m$^^^' ^/'

|44«

Programmable

fsLmtt

mm^mmmtimtlhm awaitl/imp» l waapendem fotmtK Thoe lommias can 6c

9tmfvtmm.iwt^mt tO^fc^ hfnua oysiai Osjhsv wm sctemrfic not»oft exfWBswn
•IW^^inrtenSy acoBSS^ 3-fcey memonf {A»s 9 stwage wmofr; (wiff! memor, 'fumhon) • 15 %v«s of

||||liifea8and8pBBdwqotMn<MH>«H^ tanhfandffwrfnvwws'Hf^Mdteoma
iD»m»s»on • Tngorwmeific {m cos. lan? and Jhw tovmes • Redangoiar/poar coordmaie convefs*«i

• Exportenh* (tMse IGandtMsecjanuthefinwrs^^iiogafmHr.. • Power (y'und.K inverses rxnxjtf^

V') • Factorial in') • 2-iwiattl sttMics (mean sum stamJard oeviation (inear regrf-ss.on ymJciHsn;
• OegrwirMm -Sec deyw«)nvwsions» Jianosprnocv iileyrtw'jaiarvgfajl!* Di<t ;. tff:'Vf<f.'-ax;(

|f—E tev! • Oeamai setlmq iTA8 Key! 'Auto Pow?) Off**'' • CivnoWe wrtn *a'# -. .rp' e: iv.

applcatcn lextbock

IMiiMtians : u h; • s ' p-iQi

Open
M-F
9-5

Located in the Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
STORED

If

If

>f

UMASS SKI CLUD

SPRING BREAK

jf

U^ At

MARCH 16 - 21

Last Chance
full payment needed by
March 3
Hurry in

limited space available

$199
$40 deposit

$25 refundable security deposit

INCLUDES
.^, -i \

All American Ski Week

Special Activities

GREAT
*

SKIING
I

SUPER »

SOCIAUZING
I

SKI RACEs|

NEW tNGUND I

clambake:

after-ski

:

PARTIES :

condominium;
LODGING :

MOGUL I
CONTEST

;

SPECIAL LIVE »

NTERTAINMENT*

FOR MORE INFO
545-04G7

400 STUDENT UNION

and:
more::

Sign Up Table outside the Hatch

W, Th, Fr 9-3 pm

FROM:

DAVTONA BEACH '86"
Don't be left home in (he cold, &pend Spring Break in the iun, sand aral nut

on the Wtorlds Largest Beach with the company who really cares about the STUDENTS.

DONl PASS UP A OfM UKE THIS!

$189
i.ltt^p if.i Ifshia^

K.iur.il ;!rjj lJn«|^ 'inliiiij Bfjih im nuid^m HighWdV Moui'i. i.m h»^
• beven nighi j, i iinifMiKljiioii^ 41 one 01 lh(#«i firMuW btnh h«el>
• All 01 uur (HiifK ,irp jll uufs^nlfuni Imjted ditKlly on the bcith haw- |...<»i i>.«

*ci, 411*1 imkx.i bin. Lm^ pools f».>ljui4ni> and *ir londiluinsHj ttioms w.lh
cote T\ s

• Oplionjil une d^ e«iu^ii«H lu I1,-.ni-t ^Unld i

• A lonUitK «h»«Jy(«« u ftjol tVtk jiiiMiifs imluding uui pool dKi |lim,
• I^N^rtiHMullv miW pwsoomH 1,, m.ikr ytjui lop enio^jiblf

• DmriuWi. with Ujvtonj meahjiiu jnil ni^ht ii4a>s (tjluung th* iill n«>w
ultimjlf vidni lidrur I lub Til Soulh

%Mf'r« not 4lr«id to tell you where oyf holeti tn lc< jled Don't b« looted by 4 theaper pme trip!
A QUAUTY I«IP PROOUCfS A COlDfS WHk Of INimMfNT NO HIODfN COSIS IIU MOST TRIK

DESIGNERS OF TRAVEL REALLY CARES!
fot miHv inlofniation c^l

PAM 546-9102

TODAY and EVERY.

WEDNESDAY

on WMUA

^

SPORTSLI N E
on FM 91.1

]fiM^

4ji4h
'geA^

I

6 PM
with hosts:

Joe Anderson

Jeff Brown

Dan Leberfeld

Tonight's

special

jn-studio guest

UMASS
FOOTBALL

HEAD COACH

JIM REID

^LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8:45 3 45 Mon Thurs, 8 45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACnVlTIES FOR RENT

Meeting tonight University Sport enter-
tainment, promotion. fCew member
meeting tonight at Student Union
Ballroom 6:00 pm
Union Video Center is offerinK
workshops in the use of cameras and
editing. Become a memberl We're behind
the Hatch.

Southwest Residents - Get Involved!
Weekly Southwest Assembly meeting
tomorrow, 7:00 pm in Hampden's
Southside room. All are welcome.

AUTO FOR SALE
~

80 Cam Z28 350 auto alarm Sony cassette
good cond seek to sell immed askmg $4800
549-7816

1976 Volare Wagon. AM/FM/cassetle.
snowtires. dependable, $9(KI or BO
549-6349

Ford LTD 75 runs well $650 or BO call

253-9998 evenings

1972 Nova very dependable, digital stereo
w/caysette, must sell $400. Tim 546-5125

1978 Ford Fiesta very good condition
$1000 Of best offer .586-5531 evenings,
weekends

79Mazda RX-7 5 spd AM/FM/cassette e%-

cellent cond. $2000 or BO call Debbie Mar-
tins at 545-2152

BOLTWOOD
~

Boltwood Project Information Seiiions:
Wednesday, February 5 rm 917; Monday
February' 10 rm 804, Wednesday
February 12 rm 917, Tuesday. February
18 rm 917. Campus Center 7:00 pm cotne
see what we're all al)out!

"CASH"

Paying cash for your baseball cards
Please call Mike 546-6105

ENTERTAINMENT

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your

taste Call Chris 256-6845

Want to have some fun? BUS TRIP to a

Boston Night Club on Feb. 21. FACES is

large and has 3 dance floors. For informa-

tion, call Rich: 546-5449

TURN THE TABLES Professional DJ 5

yr experience call 24 hrs ,586-9691

So you want to dance or what? Loud

high quality mobile system 256-6689,

549-7128

House/rooms available 5 l)edn>ons, 2 liv-

ingrooms, large yard, near lake, on bus

route. Call 549-1744

Office Space avaiUble. Especially ap

propriate for Dissertation Writers in

Belchertown. 323-7636

One bedroom at Cliffside 390 included

665-7907 or 665-3414

FOR SALE

OHN C2 Speaker! 195 pair great cond.

must sell need money 256-6689

Fur Coat - Rabbit, never worn. Best

reasonable offer After five 256-1834

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 (u

repair). Also delinquent Ux property. Call

1-805-687-6000 ext. GH 9616 for informa-

tion

FOUND

Croas Pen in SBA on 2/4 call Mike at

586-0449

Keys found near Women's Center to

claim call 586-5353 Grant

"FREE MONEY"

Go home this three day weekend and br-

ing hack your baseball card colelction. 1

will trade my cash for your cards. Call

Mike 546-610"5

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MICHELLE

Happy Belated Birthday. We're sorry

that we missed it, but look forward to

celebrating with you. Love from your
friends at 2 Thistle Lane

HELP WANTED

Entr^ Level Marketing Position in local

mulu-million dollar firm hourly wages
starting from 4 to 5 dollars, plus paid sales

commissions Malt: ,584-3596

Weekly pay for newspaper delivery in

dorms. Must be able to deliver 7

uons. You must be in a degree program

taking at least six crediLs and have a Mass.

Class II license and excellent driving

record. $4.60/hr to start. Apply at L'niver

sity Bus Garage, or call Bud or Jenny at

545-0066 for more info. UMTS is an

EO/AA employer

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr. round.

Europe, S. America. Australia, Asia. All

fields. $900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free in-

fo Write IJC, PO BOx .52-MA-l Corona
Del Mar, CA 92625

Musician* for coffee houses needed. Any
typ» of musical instrument would be

great. Karen 253-7507

Looking for a band for a semi-formal

dance. Funding availahle. Karen 253-7507

Airline Hirinc Boom! $14 $39,000!
Stewardesses, Reservationists! Call for

fuide, cassette, newsservice. (916)

44-4444 X UAW161

Kn'-w your car. Basic Automobile

Workshop. 28 hours •ncl"<l'ne ^'f^'"
and shop. Limited enrollment. 253-^098

LOST

Silver brtcelct on Mon Feb 3 please call

Nick for reward .549-5605

Silver Seiko Lassa #UHX08U lost around

L'Mass call 549-0460 at night

Ladies gold Jules Jerguson watch on
Campus 2/5 much sentimental value

please call Martha .549 7781

Brown woman's Seiko watch 2/3 sen-

timental value! Large reward! Tara
549-6861

Lost: Ladies Seiko stainless steel watch
on 1/27/86 near SU please call 546-9978

Gold Moslem religious medallion great

sentimental value $$ reward please call

, Soli .549-3667

PENNIES; NO DOLLARS
FOR YOUR THOUGHTS!

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$1$
$ The President's Gnmp
$ i.s s(K>n.sonn(; 'i market

research sessions on
Feb. 19th (4:30-6:30 and

7-9) in which we will

pay 20 motivate*! seniors

$15.00 to tell us what
they think on a variety

of .subjects. We will

provide a cold buffet

dinner and ^aranlee
a stimulating evening.

This opportunity is

strict^ limited, so

call Kathy Kelly our

campus rep immwliately

to apply (.549 7249 after

fipm)

MOVER

'Round Town Movers fast, reliable,

cheap. Call Michael anytime 323-(i7H0

I'AKTY ANIMALS

days/week. Pay is variable. No car needed.

C4ill evenings 253-7009

UMasi Transit Service is accepting ap-

plications for several bus driving poai-

Come party with the best - Bermuda
$407, Nassau $397, Cancun $469, Carib-
bean Cruise $819 !!! Plus free spending
money, call Pam today - 546-5757 no gim-
micka

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

PERSONALS

Say it with a flower!! Send a carnation to

a friend for Valentines Day. Table in Cam-
pus Onter on Feb 5-12 .sponsored by

Newman Club

Get the moat from your workout call Mai
for supplements at reduced prices

.546-7549

"Larissa you loser" why didn't you tell

us it was your brithday?!?

Desperately Seeking summer housing on
Cape Cod! (Yarmouth-Hyannis) need a
roommate? Please call Kurt 256 1041

Desperately seeking Dana for the past

six moiiths. Have a great Valentines Day.

I love you. R.B.

Rick Happy Valentines Day I'll raiss you
love KJ

Give the one you love some hot and
healthy romance for Valentines Day, with

a gift certificate to Utopia Spas call

263-7727 for more info

Mike O'Keefe - is your party Fri or SatT

8H right? Lynne & Karen

To the Tony that fixed my tire in Lot 49.

Call me. Janet 546-6464

"I never" had so much fun playing

thumper with a Kappa. Thanks for boar-

ding the "party train ' and congrats to the,,

new sisters of KKG and XUH Love Chil
Omega

Hey Aud whos looming who I guess you
got even love Yor

To the mysterious caller 10/85 - present

We need to know the game you're playing,

but not who you are please reply. We
already know you read this paper, and you
already (and obviously) know us J & B
Happy Birthdav Meg! To my favorite

twin. Maybe tnis year we'll find the

Claiborne s. You've been a great friend.

Keep smiling. Love Liz

PIZZA LOVERS
VALENTINE

Order a heart shaped pie to catch your
sweethearts eye. $1 surcharge - orfera in

advance - Dominos Pizza 256-8911 or
549-2790

RIDE WANTED

To Lowell for long weekend. Please call

Lisa, late night 546-1228

Ride needed to No Conway, NH or
Boston on 2/14. Please call .549 2646

Lynne Hans Esq. P.C. Inunigration Law
evening appointments call Springfield Of-

fice 781-6370 or 665-8513

Tailor for all kinds of alterations. Fast

service, reasonable prices at SHAANN's
Hampshire Mall 584-9362

SPRING BREAK 8$

FORT LAUDERDALE from $309 in-

eluding Round trip jet and 7 nights at Holi-

day Inn Hotel (which is one mile from
beach) All Taxes and Tips Included

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $7900 in-

cluding round trip bus and hotel .Also

available DAYTONA BEACH Packages

SUMMER WORK

Ride needed to Stowe-Burlinrton VT or
nearby for this long weekend. Please call

Susan 549-1228 or 545-21.52

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for a female to share a two
bedrooom apt you will have your own
room Close to campus. Call Yasmin
549-0926

Looking for 1 female to share a bedroom
in Brandywine. No security deposit re-

quired. Call Kathy after 5. 549 7858

Female roommate wanted to share
spacious one bedroom apartment on bus
loute tennis court, pool, washer, dryer
$212 inclusive call after five 66,5-4790

Male roommate wanted to share room in

Presidential apt Glen 549-2808

Biipndywine $i457montircair549-6289

One bedroom in two bedroom
townhousc in Sunderland on bus route
225 plus brand new 665 7907 or 665-3414

Female wanted for sinrle room available

in Townehouse Apts call .549-0486

To share bedroom in two bedroom Bran-
dywine apt female. 549 4824 call ASAP

SERVICES

sing. Fast, accurate. Call anytime.

Summer work, summer -work earn
$I500/month this summer positions filling

quickly > V 256-4213

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK on the beach at South
Padre Island Daytona Beach. Fort
l.«uderdale, Fort Walton Beach or

Mustang Island/Port Arabsas from only

$89; and skiing at St*>amtK.at or Vail from
only $86! I>eluxe lodKing, oarties, jmodie

bags, more. . Hurry, call Sunchase Tours

for more information and reservations toll

free 1-800.321 5911 TODAY! When your

Spring Break counts. . count on Suncnaae

Party! Party! Party! Come with Luv
Tours to sunny and exciting Fort Lauder-

dale, Daytona or Key West. Best hotels

on/off the Strip! Transportation available.

Best proces going! Call Mark 549-6173,

Ken 549 1749, John 549-6403, Grad.

Frank 549-6850

Spring Break 8«
Party in Daytona Beach

Prices from $1 19.00 for 7 nights,

parties and activities.

Call Daytona Hotline 1-800 826-9100

WANTFO

Wanted: .scuba equipmeot eapeciaJly wet
-jit '-all Dave M6 9551

Funny Creative A homemade videotape*
wanted Send for information: People
Video, BIMw 149 (irafton. Mass 01519
or call 61^3»-51-5.584

Wanted to bay:
Sarah 54&»97g

souba equipment eaU
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SPORTS
Weil hitting gymnastic heights

Sophomore Roberto Weil has

been one of the leaders of the

UMass men's gymnastics team this

season.

Bs MATT GERKE
Collegian Correspondent

It IS quite an accomplishment to win a

national gymastics meft, let alone a

prestigious international meet.

When you are only 19 years old and

you've already done both, it is even more

special.

Roberto Weil, a sophomore on the

University of Massachussetts men's gym-

iui->tK> team, has accomplish^ both and

established himself as one of the top gym
nasts m New England.

"Roberto is extremely dedicated," said

coach Roy Johnson. "He's very talented

and works hard He's a smart gymnast

because he knows what he needs to do to

improve and works towards it."

Weil, who moved to Massachussets from

Venezuela six years ago, is in his second

season of UMass gymnastics. Prior to

that, he competed for four years at Welles

ly High School, where he first became in

leresled m the sport

In my freshman year at Wellesley, 1

started talking with Bob Pierce, the

coach." said Weil. "He's the one who real-

ly got me interested in it
"

In July, he participated m the all

around competition at the Bay State

games and finished in third place. In

August, he returned tn \ iiiezuela to com-

pete in the Venezuelan Junior Nationals

and won all seven events. Because of that

performance, he was chosen to represent

hi8 country in the Bolivarianos, a

prestigious South American meet in

honor of Simon Bolivar.

In October, Weil won that meet as well

and returned to UMass for a short break

before the winter season began, drained

from his experiences over the past year.

"I wasn't competing very well at the

beginning of this season," said Weil. "My
mind was a little burned out and it was

hard to concentrate But Roy really helped

me get back in a competitive mood. He's

a good motivator."

Because of Weil's slow start at the

beginning of the season. John.->on placed

him at the middle of the lineup, not nor

mally a showcase spot for gymnasts.

"When RolM»rto started getting back to

his usual level. I asked him if he wanted

to move down to a more advantagous spot

m the lineup. He told me it didn't matter

and wherever I wanted to put him was

fine. That is a perfect example of how he

always thinks of the team first. He's the

ideal kid to coach"
As for the future, Wei who is joined on

the team by his younger brother Rafael

Angel, just wants to "get through the

season and do well in the EIGL's ", but

Johnson thinks he is capable of more.''I

think he could place in the all-around in

the EIGL's," said Johnson. 'And if he

places in the top six, he would go to the

NCAA's. A good goal for him would be to

win the EIGL's. I feel that he is one of the

top ten gymnasts in the east and I think

he'll qualify for the NCAA's either this

year or next."

Don't blink, you'll

miss Mike Mundy
Freshman guard providing instant offense

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It's all a matter of style for Mike Mundy,

The casual dribble between the legs at

hulfcourt. the behind the-back pass into the

middle or the showboat layvips m pre game

drills. After all, why be just u ba.xketball

p!i«yer when you can be an entertainer too?

As a 5-10 su|x?r quick scoring jxjint guard

at Springbnxik High in Silver Springs.

Maryland, Mundy was a star. His 2.}

pointsper-game, six assists and five steals

led his team to a 20-5 record while he copp

ped All-Washington Metro honors, made

honorable mention All-American and

various all-league and all county teams.

Recruited by Old Dominion, Seton Hall.

Connecticut and George Washington, Mun-

dy came to the University of Massachusetts

this season knowing full well that he would

have to keep his motor idling on the bench

for two seasons as a backup to starting

point guard Carl Smith, the school's record

holder for assists in a season with 212 and

preseason second-team all-Atlantic 10

selection.

But the draw of being part ot a young

team with tremendous potential got Mun-

dy to UMass as part of a large freshman

Atlantic 10
Standings

1. West Virginia 13-1

2. St. Joseph's 12-2

3. Temple 10-3

4. St. Bonaventure 7-6

5. Duquesne 7-8

6. UMASS 5-8

7. George Washington 4-9

8. Penn State 4-11

9. Rhose Island 3-10

10. Rutgers 2-12

Thursday's Games: Rutgers at

UMass, Rhode Island at St.

Joseph's, Duquesne at Temple and

West Virginia at George

Washington.

class recuited by rcmch Ron Gerlufsen.

In the 16 games prior to Monday's game

against Pcni: .State. Mundy had shown

Hashes of hi? high school talent, but 3.6

ppg. 20 assists .inc' 12 steals were at best

disappointing to both himself and UMass
fans

But against tht Nittany Lions, Mundy
expltxied for a collegiate high of 12 points

HI l.'l minutes His four-ofsix .shooting from

the floor, four of four perfection at the line

and overall shot of intensity to a sleepwalk

ing UMass team helped spark the

Minutemei^ to their second victor' n
row. .56-52.

Gerlufsen went as far as to move high

.-icorer Lorenzo Sutton out of the backcourt

to make room for Mundy in the second half.

The lineup of Smith at off-guard, Mundy
at the point and Sutton at small forward

is with little doubt UM's quickest and will

probably be seen more this season.

"Mike added a lot of intensity to the

game, he really helped get us the win." said

Gerlufsen after the Penn State game. "I

think he's developing the way we want him

to. he's learning his role and contributing

to the team."

Mundy isn't likely to draw a starting

assignment until his junior year, but

pushes Smith hard every day in practice

and now that he has his game under con-

trol, is the first guard off the bench for

UMass.

"I realize what I have to do," said Mun- '

dy. "Coach wants me to speed the action

up, but still stay in control and make the

plays."

"I feel better about shooting the ball, I'm

growing more comfortable in picking my
spots and not forcing my shots."

Against Penn State, Mundy hit the last

eight UMass points of the first half. Two
straight jumpers and four foul shots helped

carry the Minutemen into the locker room

with a 30-21 lead.

Mundy 's jumper, an unusual shot in that

the ball travels to the hoop with little rota-

tion, can be a dangerous weapon, but he ex-

cells at penetrating to the hoop and either

dishing off or creating a layup.

"You can never be too sure what Mike

will do," said Smith. "He has a lot of

natural ability for basketball. He's a great

ballhandler and his offense is improving

every game. I think he has a great future."

i like working with Mike, he's fun to

play with," said small forward David

Brown. "On defense, he creates a lot of tur-

novers and we all benefit from that. Offen-

sively, he adds an element of speed to the

tenrn."

With five regular season games left this

season, Mundy has more chances to prove

Collegian photo by Rob Skeiton

Freshman point guard Mike Mundy (10) has developed into a stong

reserve for the Minutemen this season. UMass hosts Rutgers on
Thursday night at the Cage.

himself. But when you get up from the

bench and the crowd starts applauding

because of what they think you might do,

something must be going right."

"This was a great feeling," Mundy said

after beating Penn State. "I want to keep

on feeling like this after all the rest of the

games.
Minuteman Mutterings: UMass, at 5-8

in the division, is two games back in the

win column behind Duquesne (7-8). The
Dukes still must face Temple in

Philadelphia, George Washington in D.C.,

St. Joseph's at home and Rhode island at

home before hosting the Minutemen on

Feb. 22 in the final regular season game
of the season.

UMass is currently sixth the the league

and ifthe league playoffs started tomorrow,

they would face Temple at Temple. The
way the playoffs works like so: The bottom

four teams meet with - 10 at - 7 and - 8

at - 9 (on campus sites).

The quarterfinals would see the number
1 play either 7 of 10 with - 2 hosting 8 or

9. The third place team would play the

sixth place team and the fourth and fifth

place teams would square off, all at the

home court of the higher seed.

The semifinals would be in the

Meadowlands in New Jersey on March 1

with the finals also there on Marh 3 (7 p.m.

on ESPN).
UMass is looking for a fifth place finish,

as they would love to avoid probable third

place team Temple as the Owls are

undefeated against the Minutemen in eight

games since the season series started and

have blown UMass out at home several

times.

A fifth place finish would set up a pro-

bably matchup against St. Bonaventure, a

team UMass can beat despite two losses

this season.
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Residents
held in

Nicaragua
By BLAKE CORNISH
Collegian Correspondent

Eleven area residents, including students

from the University of Massachusetts and
Hampshire College, say they were pinned

down for nearly two hours by contra

machine-gun fire while they were on a

work brigade in Nicaragua last month.

The 11. members of the Northampton
based Construyamos Juntas, spent the

^nth of January working with a larger

group to build a school in San Pedro do

Lovago, a small town in central Nicaragua.

The group included a UMass graduate

^udent, two Hampshire College students

and eight other local residents.

The attack by US-backed guerrillas oc-

curred on Jan. 25, they said, while the

group was celebrating the birthday ofSam
School, a UMass doctoral candidate in the

School of Education.
"1 thought it would be rather ironic to die

on my birthday with my own tax dollars,"

School said in a recent interview. "Or-

dinarily, we would have been all spread out

... It was really terrifying."

Group members plan to describe the at

tack in a presentation at 7:30 p.m. today

in the main lecture hall of Franklin Pat-

terson Hall at Hampshire College.

Group members said the attack began

about 10 p.m., shortly after two members
of the American group had left the party

to go to the town square.

"We heard machine-gun fire about a

block away," said Hampshire student

David Smathers, who was at the party.

"Some people thought that it was
firecrackers for a religious celebration."

Smathers said several people went to the

front door of the house to see what was hap-

pening, and saw the two who had left run-

ning back to the house. They could see

tracer bullets passing over the Americans'

heads.

"Someone, we don't know who, was fir-

ing over their heads," Smathers said. "I

didn't see it. I was already on the floor

crawling back to the house."

Two townspeople were wounded in the at-

tack, and one contra was killed, according

to Smathers. The Americans stayed in

their house through the night, fearing a

return attack by the contras. At dawn, he

said, they ventured out and saw cars riddl-

ed with bullet holes and craters in the

street from grenade explosions.

The attack raises a serious issue for US
activist groups, which have generally

believed that Americans are relatively safe

in Nicaragua.
"We're more skeptical of that now,"

Smathers said. The members of Con-

struyamos Juntos believe they were the

first group ofUS citizens working on an aid

project to be in a village during a contra

attack.

Several Nicaraguans who were at the

party during the attack wanted to flee, ac-

cording to Smathers, fearing that the

brigade would be a target for the contras.

One Nicaraguan crawled to the front of the

house and pulled down the banner that

identified the residents as part of the

brigade.

Shooting between the contras and town

militia went on for ab< ut two hours before

the contras, estimated at about 40 or 50 by

town militia, retreated, Smathers said.

Since returing to the US on Feb. 1,

members of Construyamos Juntos have

held press conferences and spoken with

congressional aides about the attack. Other

members, including Hampshire student

Beth Mattison, remain in Nicaragua work-

ing on the school.

CnilrKian photo by Brian Guarnolta

ZAPPED - John Grant, a Stockbridge student, traverses the path

from Morrill Science Center to the Campus Center yesterday as seen

in this "solarized" photograph. This technique produces a negative

image of the print.

Last day
to vote on
group fees
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students

will have one last chance today to vote on

whether they want to retain $3 in optional

fees us^ in funding two .'Student groups

The referendum asks students to vote yes

or no on the question,"Should the follow

ing fees be removed from your semester

hill: Massiichusetts Public Information and

Research Group (MassPlRGi, State Stud«'nt

As.MK'iatitm of Massachusetts (SSAMt''"

The voting began yesterday amid con

troversy from Ixith opponents and pro

ponints of the optional funding of

Ma.ssPIRG and SSAM
"The voting is going well. We ran out of

ballots in two places: Hampshire and the

Hatch." said Karen Morvay, Chairwoman
of the Undergraduate Student Senate

( iovernmental Affairs Committee.

Brian Darling of Students for Par-

ticipatory Democracy, the group sponsor-

ing the referendum, said his group objects

to the "negative checkofi" system by which

MassPIRG and SSAM receive the majori-

ty of their funding.

Under the "negative check oflT' system,

the fee- $2 for MassPIRG and $1 for for

SSAM- is automatically included in the

total tuition, unless the student fills out a

waiver on the back of the bill and subtracts

the amount from the total.

viinttnued on page 3

Forum addresses unionization need

Colleirian photo by Michelle Segall

Harvey Friedman: "Higher
education in Massachusetts has
not been effectively supported by
the governor and Legislature."

By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

Non-academic professional staff at the

University of Massachusetts need unioniz-

ed collective bargaining power to protect

them from two recent government
obstacles, according to the director of the

Labor Relations and Research Center.

The effects of the Gramm-Rudman deficit

reduction law and an un-supportive gover-

nor and state Legislature are the two main

problems facing the Amherst campus,

Harvey Friedman said yesterday.

Friedman spoke to 22 persons in a forum

held by the UMass Office of Human Rela-

tions, to explore "how the larger politics of

Massachusetts higher education affect staff

professionals," and the implications for

unionization.

"Higher education in Massachu.setts has

not been effectively supported by the gover-

nor and the Legislature," Friedman said.

"We're the only state in the union where

more of our residents go to private colleges

than to public colleges."

Power failure hits area
Amherst and Polhain residents with

electric stoves I kccI dinnertime delays

vesterdav evening when a power outage

that lasted about an hour swept through

the area.

A representative of Western
Massachusettts Electric Company said

the power outage started at frU) p.m. and

was caused hv an oveiloaded circuit in tht

ITniversitv of Massachusetts area. She

would not disclose the exact location of the

problem.

Parts of the L'Mass campus, includino)

the Campus Center, were plunged mtoj

<;eveial seconds.oLtUiloiliai^

Electricitv was restored in most areas

at 6:2t.p.m., but the Echo Hill area of

Amheist was still without power at 7:20

p.m. The company said the cause of the

Echo Hill outaue was not related to the

fust and was under investigation.

As a result of the overloaded circut, a

small generator backlued in the Lederle

Graduate Research Center at UMass.

causing a small fire and some smoke in

the buildinu. The Amherst Fire Depart-

ment responded to the fire, Univeisity of

N^f^sach^setts Police said.

- JEANETTE DeFORGE

Friedman noted, however, that

Massachusetts had the second highest in-

crease in state aid to higher education in

the country between fiscal year 1983 and

1984. That increase is based on a on a

financial base which is "somewhat
smaller" than those of other states, Fried-

man said.

"Gramm-Rudman will hit us in terms of

student aid," he said. "All other programs

that are hit at the state level [by Gramm-
Rudman] will have to made up by state

funds, which will hurt us."

"What will happen [to non-academic

staff] when the budget is cut to a per-capita

budget? What happens when non-faculty

personnel have no one to protect them?
"

Friedman asked, pointing out that present-

ly non-academic staff can be fired if the

state is in a "financial contingency."

Friedman said that collective bargaining

power would enable a union to influence

job reclassification by including a clause to

that effect in a contract. This would make
it impossible for the administration to

unilaterally impose job reclassification,

such as the controversial Olney .study that

came out la.st fall, upon non-academic staff.

Timothy Bornstein. professor of manage-

ment, said that third party arbitration is

"a clearer, purer system than the morass

of the old administrative system." Borns-

tein .said the image of unions as represen-

ting blue collar, smokestack industries is

outdated.

"The trend toward white-collar unioniza-

tinii IS very pragmatically-directed," Born-

stein said. "Hundreds of physicians who
are unionizing are not doing it for

ideological reasons But when it comes to

their financial security, they are quite pro-

gressive."

Office of Human Relations Director

.Judith Davis, who coordinated the forum,

said the opinions expressed at the forum

were those of the speakers and not of her

office.
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CAMPUS TRAVEL
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leaturing the famous CARRIAGE HOUSE HOTEL
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To Sign Up
Stop By Campus Travel

in the Campus Center

Or For More Info

Call 545-0500

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING TO INSURE YOU THE BEST SPRING BREAK!

Best Hotel-

Guaranteed
You know where you will be

sljytnq nn this trip

(With other trips??)

Best Location in

Daytona
Don t lei a ?oor location ruin your

trip (the Daytona strip is

23 miles long!)

Shouting Distance
from Everything

The top t)ars restaurants eipos and

tree concens (not a taii ride

away, like other trips)

Top of the Line

Luxury Coaches
For ttie most comlorlable party

trip to FloriiJa

Pool Deck Parties

Every Day
The honest, biggest parlies m

Daytona Beach!

You might find a cheaper trip

but why risk your

Spring Break cash on a

cheap imitation"

Tylenol death
unlike others
WHITE PLAINS. N.y . (AP) The type of cyanide that

killed a woman who took Extra-Strength Tylenol capsules

last weekend differed from the poison that killed seven

people in Chicago in 1982, the Food and Drug Administra-

tion said yesterday.

Diane Elsroth, 23, of Peekskill died Saturday after tak-

ing two capsules of Extra Strength Tylenol, at least one

of which contained potassium cyanide. Dr. Millard

Hyland, county medical examiner, said.

Tests conducted on two of three poisoned capsules found

in the bottle used by Elsroth showed that the cyanide had

a different chemical profile from the chemical used in

Chicago in 1982. FDA spokesman William Grigg said

yesterday from his Washington area office.

The Chicago ca^ remains unsolved.

The poisons used in both killings also differed from the

cyanide used for testing and quality control in the Johnson

& Johnson plant that produces the pamkiller. Grigg said

The FDA inspected the factory where the pills were

made and determined that "there were no indications that

the contamination could be the result of the manufactur-

ing," he said.

Students protest

Brandeis holdings
WALTHAM lAPt Brandeis rnisersity has divested

of many of its investments in onrnpanies with South

African ties, but >tudt'ni> who hivt i-rected a campus

shantytoun in protest of the holdings say that's not good

t'liou^h.

The students vow they will o«:upy the shack until the

college - 11- all its investments in companies that do

business in South Africa

Working in four-hour shifts, the students have been

sleeping, eating and partying at the 50 foot Inng plywood

structure since they put it up last Thursday on a

quadrangle across from the university Iibrarv-

"We're prepared to stay out here until they divest, " stu

dent Deb Bix of Winthrop said Tuesday.

Unlike officials at Dartmouth College, where a shan

tytown has triggered clashes between students, protesters

and the administration. Brandeis officials say they will

not interfere. Violence also has erupted over a shant>town

at Stanford University.

But at Brandeis. "there's no intention to interfere with

these activities," said university spokesman Steve Cohen.

1
PROPHETS ii-S 0"'

t OTHER TODAY
HERETICS at UCF
<;3 >tudcnt Union

DIETING?
5 Try something dif-

•ferent. Lose weight
• sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

diets! Call UHS
549-2671 ext. 181

Preregistration
deadline: Feb. 20.
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I UMass Ski Club Goes Down

I The Best Hotels. The Best Flights

Don't Be Left

Out

In The Cold
UMass dKi uiuD ijoes uown

I And All The Best Prices

I Don't be fooled by silly lawn chair ads!!
« Sign up outside the hatch Wed, Thurs, Fri all day
$ 4m Student Union 545-3437 ^
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To Ft. Lauderdale

Spring Break 86

March 15-22

$149 complete

$369 w/Jet

Thursday. February 13. 1886
comaiAM s

Student reflects on overseas job
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

When m^t students visit a foreign country, they spend

a few months traveling, have a great time, and then

return to finish their academic careers. One former

University of Massachusetts student, however, went to

Israel and had the course of her life altered through pure

luck.

In 1983, after spending a summer on a kibbutz, or col-

lective farm, in Israel. Heidi Levine, then a UMass
junior, walked into the Associated Pre^ bureau in Tel

Aviv and asked for a job. Without a resume, samples of

her work or prior experience, Levine was hired as a

photographer.

"I never expected to get the job It was a fluke," Levine

said, speaking to journalism classes in Bartlett Hall

Tuesday. "I had every intention in the world of return-

ing to school the following fall. The job offer disrupted

all of that."

Levine majored in journalism at UMass and was a

photographer for the Collegian She .said she decided to

go to Israel because she wanted to have a summer to

herself After spending the summer milking cows at the

kibbutz, she traveled three hours to Tel Aviv to go to

the AP office. Levine, a Lexington native, said she con

tacted the AP offices in Boston and New York before she

left to find out who to talk to.

Since she started working for AP. Levine has covered

the Israeli withdrawal from Lebanon, the airlift of Ethio

pian Jews, and human interest feature stories. Most pic

tures and stories about the military must be submitted

to censors, something that is a fact of life m Isriwl. Levine

said.

"If you get into trouble with the censors, you or your

news organization can be thrown out of the country,"

she said. The airlift of the Ethiopian Jews was a story

that AP broke without submitting for censorship. Subse-

quent coverage of the airlift was censored, Levine said.

Levine is finishing her education part time at the

University of Tel Aviv, where she is in the overseas pro-

gram, "taking a lot of political science courses." She said

she didn't speak Hebrew when she went to Israel, and
is still learning the language

"I would like to remain overseas until I'm ready to set-

tle down. I figure I'm young, so 1 might as well do it now
instead of in 10 years when I might not be able to pick

up and go." Levine said.

She said she would like to cover the political situation

in South Africa and would be interested in working m
Central America or the Philippines because hig news is

occurring there.

Paley talks
at Smith
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Being Jewish means being a social per-

son, a well-known author and Jewish
radical said last night to a capacity crowd

in the Neilson Library Browsing Room of

Smith CoUe^.
"Being Jewish is being a socialist, (ac

tually) having an acute feeling of social

consciousness." said Grace Paley. ^ pro-

fessor of creative writing at Sarah
Lawrence College.

Paley said she grew in a Jewish ghetto

in the Bronx, which "was warm and com-

fortable, filled with people who are just like

you." Her speech was titled "Thinking

Globally, Acting Jewish."

Her first world view came from her

parents who emigrated to the United

Stales from Russia in 1905 because they

were Social Democrats who opposed the

autocracy. "They were so [Jewish andl

secular they know the word secular." she

said.

"We talked about the whole wide world

at the dinner table," Paley said.

Paley was never interested in her

religion, but used to bring her grandmother

to synagogue "because I liked my grand-

mother," she said.

Aft«r moving from the Bronx to Vermont,

Paley said she had to make an effort to be

Jewish because of the lack of Jewish j)er-

sons in the area.

"Everybody does it out of a real

loneliness for their own people who they

ColtrKian photo hy Maria Bull

Grace Paley, author and Jewish
radical

spent their whole damn lives with, "she

said.

"That's where I began, that's where I

continue, and that's where I'll probably

die," Paley said referring to her home in

New York.

Paley said despite the problem of

assimilation, many young persons,

especially women, have become more in-

terested in religion.

"The feminist movement enabled them
[the next generation) of women to elbow

their way, in a nice way. into the

synagogue and enabled lots of young
women to return to a more religious life

than I know." she said.

Paley finished her speech by reading

some of her humorous short stories and

poems, including In this Country, But in

Another Language, My Aunt Refuses to

Marry the Man Everybody Wants Her To,

and Mother.

No executive selected
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate was unable to

elect an executive officer or vote on a pro-

posed amendment to its constitution this

week at a general meeting of graduate

students attended by less than than 30

people.

The senate did elect John Hayes as vice-

president to replace George Claxton, who
became president when his predecessor

resigned. Hayes resigned as executive of-

ficer to seek the vice-presidency.

At the meeting Tuesday night, the senate

had to vote to suspend a constitutional rule

that requires that it elect a new officer

within two weeks of the resignation of an

officer.

Another general meeting of graduate

students was then called for Feb. 25, at

which the senate will conduct a run-off elec-

tion between the two remaining candidates

for executive officer and will try again to

vote on the constitutional amendment,

which Claxton said required 75 students to

be considered.

On the original ballot for executive of-

ficer, Nancy Muller-Milligan received 11

votes, while write-in candidate Gary
Jakacky and Jonathan Frank received 10

and five votes, respectively.

Because Muller-Milligan did not receive

a majority of votes in the original election,

a run-off election was held in which

Jakacky and Muller-Milligan received 11

votes apiece, prompting the senate to sus-

pend its constitution and postpone the elec-

tion until the meeting on Feb. 25.

The senate also will re-examine

guidelines for its ad-hoc funding budget.

Existing guidelines prohibit funding of

"departmental groups and organizations,"

and this has caused the senate's finance

committee to deny funding for at least two

groups.

Claxton reported that the Chancellor's

Committee on Civility has received several

accusations of assaults on UMass
employees by their supervisors, including

one case in which a Physical Plant super-

visor allegedly picked up a female

employee and bodily threw her out of his

office.

Claxton said that University ad-

ministrators have refused to inform the

woman of any possible action against the

supervisor.

Man arrested with marijuana
- . . « • . t Wall ljJ«v^«-r Virir4 fCkl IkL..*! i I'iC it-l^i ^ t . , ,* t t m ^«.

A 25-year-old man was taken into protec-

tive custody and charged with the posses-

sion of marijuana at 12 :14 a.m. yesterday

in the Student Union Building, Universi-

ty of Massachusetts Police said.

The man was taken into custody when

security guards said he was allegedly

drunk and being disruptive. The marijuana

was found during a routine inventory

search by police after he was taken to the

police station, police said.

In other police reports:

• A pizza valued at $7.50 was reported

stolen at 1:07 a.m. yesterday in John F.

Kennedy Tower from a delivery person

from Andy's Pizza. A resident of the

Undergrad senate plows
through agenda
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

At the Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting last night, the senate approved

changes to the by-laws concerning the

Budgets C-ommittee. and defeated a motion

to eliminate two positions on the Govern-

mental Affairs Committee.

But first the senate listened to- and
applauded- the woords of a 71 -year-old

peace activist.

Phyllis Roden spoke about her plans to

travel to Los Angeles to participate in the

Great Peace March, in which 5000 people

will march 3,235 miles to Washington.D.C.

for the cause of nuclear di.sarmament.

"It is time for people to take part in this

countrv'. and not to leave it to the experts."

she said.

Speaking about last weeks space shut-

tle disaster, she said "The sheer disregard

of those people shows that the military

can't be trusted."

The senate was to have voted on a mo-

tion granting a full vote of confidence to

John L. Ruddock, the senate speaker.

Senator M. Lynn Murphy withdrew the

motion before it came to a vote because "ac-

tions speak louder than words.

"There is no doubt there are opposing

ideologies in this body, as there are in any

other. We need to be a unified group, and

fully support John Ruddock, " Murphy said.

The majority (rf*the meeting was spent on
a motion calling for the regrouping of the
appointed positions on the Governmental
Affairs Committee. The motion would have
changed the by laws, and eliminated two
represent ives from the Third World caucus,
and the affirmative action officer.

"There is no doubt there are op-

posing ideologies in this body

.

. . we need to be a unified group
»»

Senator Lynn Murphy

The senate spent 20 minutes debating an
amendment to the original motion. Much
of the debate centered around the amend-
ment having the same meaning as the sec-

tion already written in the by-laws.

During this motion, order seemed to

deteriorate on the .senate fioor, and Rud-
dock had to pound his gavel a number of

times to gain attention.

"I'm tired of asking for everyone to be
quiet," he shouted.

The motion was defeated with a vote of

1723.
In business concerning the Budgets Com-

mittee, the senate voted to amend three

sections of its by-laws, which will make the

committee more efficient in the yearly

budget process, committee chairman Jor-

dan Rosner said.

Students vote yesterday in the referendum.

ifreferendum .^...^^.-i^.

iollfffian photo by Rob Skelton

building had called the iesloiuic»m. anu 6>aiu

he received the wrong order. The delivery

person brought over another pizza and, in

return, received an empty box containing

weights substituted as a pizza, police said.

• A car driven by a 19-year-old Mount
Holyoke* College student received over

$1000 in' damages in a three-car accident

at 9:58 a.m. Tuesday on West Street.

The woman sideswiped a vehicle driven

by a 54-year-old Irving man. He hit another

car head-on which was driven by a 46-year

old Hadley man. The other cars received

less than $1000 in damages, Amherst

Police said. _ ANNE TAUGER
and JEANETTE DeFORGE

"We would be more happy with the

positive check-off. We feel that is a good

solution," Darling said.

Michael Ferrigno, the executive director

of SSAM, defended the system, saying fees

for his group are "cost effective" for

students.

"Last year, for about the price of a beer

each semester, we saved every student $24

in tuition costs," he said.

Throughout the campaign, each side has

charged the other with unethical tactics,

and yesterday was no exception.

^^m^t^^^mamtrnfmi^ continued from page 1

Darling produced pictures of Matt

Wilson, a MassPIRG member, apparently

tearing down a poster on Sunday night.

Darling also said MassPIRG members tore

down more than 100 SPD posters.

Wilson admitted to tearing down two

posters to be used as evidence against SPD
campaign wrongdoings.

"They were waiting for us with a camera

and after we went upstairs, they pulled

down the rest and said we did it," Wilson

said.

FYI: Speakers visit campus
Daniel P. Siewiorek, professor of com-

puter science at Carnegie-Mellon Univer-

sity, will speak at 3:30 p.m. today in the

Campus Center.

Siewiorek will speak on state-of-the art

I
reliable computing, and will discuss faults

and their manifestations.

A banquet featuring guest speaker Joel

Berkowitz, a former UMass student who

is active in the move of Ethiopian Jews

to Israel, will be held on Wednesday Feb.

19 in Campus Center Room 1009. For in-

formation contact Hillel in Student Union

Building Room 302.

\ Kf. i .1 r, ^ .f

.
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UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.

CHOICE OF

for $699 if booked by Feb. 15th

ANY THREE \^«\A.tvts^^^
SA^

2 weeks in

SPAIN
includes

- rd trip airfare

- hotel accomodations

2 weeks in

BRUSSELS
includes

- rd trip airfare

- hotel accomodations

2 weeks in

GREECE
includes

- rd trip airfare

- hotel accomodations

Are You Looking for Intelligent Life?
Come travel with us to New York City Mar. 29th to see

Looking for Intelligent Life in the

Universe starring Lily Tomlin

$59.95 price incl. RT bus fare, theater tickets and dinner

\

3 WEEKS $999
1 week Athens - 1 week Kos - 1 week Crete

*—

Samatca

2 MORE DAYS LEFT AT THESE
LOW PRICES!! DEADLINE FEB. 15

3rd World lacks resources

Coll«ieian photo by MielMilt* Hcgall

Elizabeth Hartmann

:^^

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Women in Third World countries are powerless in the

fight against population growth becau^ of inadequate

medical facilities and birth control education, a Northamp

ton feminist author said at a lecture yesterday

"Women are being denied resources t» get greater con

trol of their lives," Elizabeth Hartmann, the first guest

lecturer in a series at Hampshire College, told a group

of about 35 people.

Hartmann said women are not being properly inform

ed about contraception in Third World countries where

programs are attempting to control the birth rate.

Alleviating suffering is the best contraception," Hart-

mann said. The current approach to family planning has

largely failed because so many women have had bad ex-

periences and side effects, causing them to drop out "We
need to offer different methods." she said

"Women get very little choice as to what kind of con-

traception that they use. There are lUD (interuterine

device] safaris, and women from villages come and leaders

tell them how it is their moral' obligation to use con-

traception. So. they get the lUD." Hartmann said, adding

that the pill and lUD are promoted with little if any

supervision.

When women are given amtracej^ion without choiw,

Hartmann said, they also are not educated about it. She

recalled an incident she had learned of at a conference,

where a woman was fitted with an lUD and had no follow-

up exams after the initial insertion until five years later,

when someone came and removed it.

Hartmann attributed the treatment of these women
largely to the way their society treats them.

"If they are infertile or only have girls, they are

deserted, treated badly or divorced Mothers need children

to guard their rights to land, expecially sons, ' she said.

'Women are secluded, and they cant roam outside their

neighborhood. Men migrate, leaving women on the farm

and they are overworked." said Hartmann.
She also said that health ser\'ices are not available "In

Kenya, the health services are few and far between.

Sometimes women must travel six hours and are turned

away unless they are a certain age."

Hartmann said that women were paid to be sterilized

and even given an article of clothing that she referred to

as "compensation." In many cases, she said, if they refuse

to be sterilized or have too many children, they are refus-

ed public housing.

..• S^

COUNl IL TRAVEL
SERVICESk

UMASS SKI CLUB GOES WEST I

SPRING BREAK - MARCH 17 - 24

77 Sb riea ««"t ?t Amh«f*t

KARATE
$19.96

for 4 weeks
Fred Villarrs

Studio

263-7349

ZSZSZEi

^'K^*.

rentAnreck

New & Used Cars
(Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

Steamkoat
COLORADO

INCLUDES: Round Trip Air & Transfers

7 Nights Luxury Condo (hot tubs, jacuzzi Cr sauna)

5 Day Lift Ticket

ONLY $499 tax included

Space is Limited Deposit Deadline Feb. 20

For More Info 545-3437

International

Student Solidarity

for Soviet Jewry
Join hundreds of students from around the country

in Washington, D.C.

"learn the lastest news about Soviet Jews

--protest at the Soviet Embassy

-educate our congresspeople and lobby for in-

creased efforts on behalf of our brothers and

sisters.

This is probably the single most effective, high level

effort that can really make a difference in

someone's life!

Information Meeting:

February 20, 7 p.m. Suffolk Room
Lobby in Washington, D.C:

February 26 and 27.

Stop by the Hillel office for more information

NEED MONEY?

WORK STUDY
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

INFORMATION DATA BANK
TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE

IDB/TIPS, a service of the Dean of Students Office, has

several positions open for Spring and Fall 1986. No
previous experience is necessary, but some knowledge

of the University is helpful.

FLEXIBLE HOURS

INQUIRE IN ROOM 227

WHITMORE

too B4B-1BBa
TIPS 545-1940
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Special Student / Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia

and other destinations in Europe. Asia.

Africa and the Middle East.

Winter Rates to Scandinavia

New York to Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm

from $240 one way, $400 roundtrip

New York to Helsinki

from $270 one way

Chicago lo Copenhagen

frwn $240 one way, $400 roundtrip

Chicago lo Oslo. Stockholm. Helsinki

from $280 one way, $480 roundtrip

and touiN lU'signed especial^

tor students to the

SOVIET UNION
f iit liifoinMtiim C ail

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
17 F 45ih St.. Neu York. NY 10017

(212) 9869470

Summer Fares Now Available!

SAVING THE
LORD JEFF.

.

lEXiOAr, HEiLT ALjRAN

.

.

- c.t I

Amherst College's abrupt decision to close the Lord

Jeffery Inn is either the culmination of consistent and

extraordinarily poor business practices, or a thinly

disguised attempt to break the employees' union. Either

way, the college's approach accomplishes nothing except

to deny the community the use of the inn, and to deny

the seventy employees their jobs.

The union's proposal is, in contrast to the college's, a

constructive plan which begins the process of saving the

inn on a sound business basis. As such, it deserves the

support of reasonable alumni, faculty, students, and area

mkients:

• Keep the inn open until April 25, 1986.

• Freeze all wages and benefits in accordance with the

expiring contract, with no increase until April 25.

• The college should complete a study of the inn's future

by February 15.

• The college and the union should negotiate following

the completion of the college's study.

• If no agreement is reached by March 25 all unresolved

issues including the future of the inn will be submitted

to a fact finding panel, which will nuike non-binding

recommendations to the college, to the union, and to

the community by April 25.

• The panel should include three respected people from

the community: an expert in hotel management
selected by the college; a labor relations expert selected

by the union; and a mutually agreed upon Amherst

College faculty member.

Lose
UpToTen
Pounds
InJust
Txo

Weeks.

Pam Weisman's

Diet Center

644 Main St..

Amherst

253-9580

If this makes sense to you, please call us or write Local

217, Hotel and Restaurant Employees Union, 86 Gillett

St., Hartford, CT 06105 (203) 246-2561.

Mon-Fri 7am to 1 1 am
4 pm to 5 pm

Sat 8 am to 10:30 am

DIET
CENTER

Don't be left out in the cold

UMA5S SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

NASSAU BAHAMAS

SPRING BREAK 86

THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

Prices starting at $349 complete

Sign up table outside the Hatch

W, Th, Fr 9-3 pm

Don't be fooled

by silly lawnchair ads.

Add tax and gratuities

before you compare prices.

430 Student Union 545-3437

^ r Every

Thursda'

nANO
"^dance«lub

THE REVERSE
COVER CHARGE

Every Customer Arriving .^ ^_
Before 10 PM Receives $1.00

SCIENTIFIC

CALCULATORS A^entfne's Day
FRIDAY

Math anii Science Student Calculator with Wallet

Model 1L 509AT ^tg^esten Mm\ Prrcc $1 9^^

'

WaMtt-slad, lull-teatorttl $cjentil»c catoJlalor w^ taiK-m statistics fuwtfcms

SctJ^mttc tenctions periomned at them& o1 i Key are • fncjonoTOtfC is^n, cos, tan i and itiesi inverses

• txpommial (base 1 and tjsse e> and ihm inverses (loganmms} • Factona!m * 3 angle modes

id«!9W,/fa(1iar,/grad! • Mean , sum and standaid ammm Power iyt and its inverse rx foo! o! y'l

Otter Features IndepCTdenlly accessibte 3-key mewrv • 15 ieveis of pafentheses vwth up to 4 pending

operations • Easy-to-read 8-fliSit liQtiKl crystal display • Scientific notation IS-dift mantissa, 2-digft

expooenti • 'Auto Power Ott""" fuoctmn • Display format exchange (f- .P key) • Conmletr with waiitt,

batteries and application textbtx*
•

OlmeBsiw» 2-9/16"(W)x9/3? (H)x4-21/3210)

Located in the Campus Center

M-F
9-5

Q, UNIVERSITYm STORED

TOP of the /S-9 pm
Since the Nth Ceiittirx/ and ^irohablu curlw this special Wtjy has been ohserved in ncatlx/

the same manner it is today Love letters cards decorated with satin and lace and small

tokens of affection are sent, often anonx/niously to the ohiect of the hear! s desire

[X'hatci'ct lis ori(fin', Viilcntnic - Piiy ;• :) diiv ^^f rcnsenibcrin)^ thjt sju-riiW -omeonc
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washington:s
birthday blitz

30 HOURS OF THE GREATEST DEALS EVER, ONLY AT

adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST

AND

9c M>n AMn.rei
aoL» onaatrft qb>

ptmiL
«MaO«UJE

NOW ONLV t14*JS

Rouj svsrm

OaLBvCAHCITl aS>

NOWONLT INJS

OXtlQ COMPACT mSC PLAVB<
WWU atAM .Abli' iYSTLM

t>MNB«uOM3MG

WOW OICY tITMg

iimofsiCABarrTE I

OCXBT NOH flHUCTKM
t-tO MrtBB
laooo \»i.ut

NOW oit.Y taass

MMFM SIOEO SVSTEM
CAaOETIE 0B> r

M»S lasts 1

NOWOIAyl

TEAC W440C OUBBMG DECK
cxxB» aac •*:«: «educton
LED Mt'EW.

LOKoro
* $400 \*LL«

NOW ONLY S199S5
THE BEST DEAL EVER

TEAC PO 22 COIVMCT OSC nJKVBt
RJLLY PnOGRA»*iiAaf
TWPL£ BEAM LAStB S^IM
ASSOOVMJJC

NOW ONLY S199J5

Trn4af 'o

iustrslion

91
T/E 320 LOUDSPEAKERS
3 WAY FLOOR STANONG
SPEAKER SYSTEM
WALNUT VENEER CABNET
POWER HANDLING 20-250 WATTS

A tSOO \MJUE
NEW M THE BOX

$99.95/ea

p>-Z

^

SALE DATES
Sale starts Fri. Feb. 14th

10 a.m. — 8 p.m.

Continues Sat. Rb 15th

10 a.m. — 6 p-pni

Sunday Feb. 16
12 — 5 p.m.

Monday Feb 17th

10 a.m. — 6 p.m.

ALL QUANTITIES LIMITED SUBJECT TD PRIOR SALE
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

ALL SALE PRICES CASH, MASTERCARD VISA CHECK ADD 3%

Al returns wl be handed
starting "liesday. Feboary 18lh

NO RAINCHECKS OFFERED DURNG THIS SALE

kV

^2L

'y
//a

\^ Idll

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FWO

RESTAURAMT

^akt Out Hoys
•da^ Nonn !o to PM
ij' fl JO AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials
Only $1.49 before 3 PM. $1.90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:
430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St.

Hadley Northamptcn
2S3-2571 586-8220

PARTY
with Campus Marketing

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

.^pnoGi dreaK i\S'h\^^
rIVi (TO THE PARTV) ^\ ^^ ' '

CO

HAIRCUTS

$8.50
«vHh this coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

I University Dr.,

Amherst, MA.
S49-6610

$\cfi:
WE DRIVE (THE PARTY SIARIS HIRE) ^

eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPtR
STOP A SHOP)

Me 9 • Ha4lc|/«y«hrtst

256-6889
• OPEN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN^THUnS.

» OPEN 24 HOURS

MASS AMMIOVtO IMtPCCnOM STATIOM

Gas Saving
Tune-up \

TO"$34.«»
6Cyl

$39.»»

$44.»»
>»4w>w <« 'VC «•>• ^^tv^

Lube, Oil & niter

$-1799^IncludM up M) S quorts

ol10-30oil and «a*«tv

_l

NorthAmherst Tire
a Auto Center

Fu* Service rre Store
78 t»wew1*»d Rd . No Amhartl. M*

AcfOS« tfom W«troba t Storp
»49-4 704

INCLUDES:
Oov^orto 6eocr> (Wl DBIVI PtxMfY^fs ••••, .Vf ,•

noWw^O Out moderi h«gf>*ov t oocie*

• EigW fiotida oovJ/sevwi »ocji«ii ngnis -,1 one o< oui

8«citi»^>g oceontort hoie«v locototi cghi or > »»* Do^cono
Baochsiiio vou>nol«ir^o>otieau<>'uipcxi< tundech ^
conOi-onaa loomj cotoi IV ood a nic« iooq tti^cft ol

beoc^
. A Ml icheduie o« H»t oocw deck oa^'m tumnt <Jov

• Alu«l»folpt»-oi«ongead>sce)uriti tolOKevou money 1"

DovHjtki Beoch

• f'owet lepreierita'ives 10 miuM a »mooit> tnp ona a
goodome

• OptKXV* Jide eMCumor** © Oiney Wo»id fpCo» deep
laatarung party cruise* eH:

M to*9t ond ti(M

SPEND A WEEK - NOT A FORTUNE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

Ple,abe Call Chris e t-1^'1

tun

fc;30 pn • '1 pn
\;i pn • Spn

-Son .

• Fri

Sat.

Sponsored by Campus Mortteting ixp«mmc»o •«o«««eoNws •* coni« «a*r ..; fii .t^t

UMASS SKI CLUD

SPRING DREAK

Q^illington%^ VERMONT

4-

If

Jf

GREAT t

SKIING
I

SUPER »

SOCIAUZING *

SKI RACES|

NEW ENGLAND I

CLAMBAKE

:

AFTER. SKI J

PARTIES ;

CONDOMINIUM*
LODGING*

\ MOGUL J
CONTEST

J

SPECIAL UVE

I

NTERTAINMENT »

AND*
_ FORMOREJr^FO MORE! I

All American Ski Week 545-34o / J
Special Activities 430 STUDENT UNION J

Sign Up Table outside the Hatch ;

W. Th, Fr 9-3 pm J

MARCH 16-21

Last Chance
full payment needed by

March 3

Hurry in

limited space available

$199
$40 deposit

$25 refundable security deposit

INCLUDES

. V c c; -.

SEMESTER
ATSEA

PRESENTS A
SPECIAL

SLIDE SHOW

Discover an exciting way to travel around the world and
continue your undergraduate studies aboard ship. Visit major

ports in the Mediterranean, the Middle East and the Orient.

More than 60 voyage related university credit courses are
offered.

SPECIAL SLIDE PRESENTATION
& INFORMATION SESSION

Wednesday and Thursday

Feb 12th and 13th

7:30 PM
CC Room 811-15

SEMibTER AT SEA TOLL FREE NUMBER (tOO) 8S4-019&
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Sale Starts

Thursday at

10 AM
THE SOUND GO'S
WASHINGTON'S

Store Open
Sunday 12-5 pm
VIonday 10-6 pi

BIRTHDAY SALE
Thursday-Friday-Saturday -Sunday-Monday
* Quantities Limited * No Rain Checks * No Dealers *

* First Come First Serve *

STEREO'RECEIVERSBCASSETTE DECKSiPORTABLE STEREO
sAvr

Tbclinics 25 watt AM/FM
SCOTT 319 25 watt. AM/FM Receiver (160) $69

SCOTT 359 55 watt digital receiver

with Graphic Equalizer "Best Buy Rated" (300) $159

AKAI A2525 watt digital receiver (270) $109

AKAl U3 60 watt stereo amp (260) $129

AKAI T3 AM/FM digital tuner (220) $99

AKAI A35 35 watt digital receiver (350)$169

AKAI R42 60 watt digital receiver (430) $199

AKAI A45 65b watt digital receiver (450) $199

HARMON KARDON 380 30 watt receiver

(300). . . $199

HARMON KARDON 490 30 watt digital

receiver (420) $249

HARMON KARDON 660 60 watt stereo

amplifier (660) $299

HARMON KARDON 615 am/fm digital

tuner (360) $179

HARMON KARDON 680 60 watt

digital receiver (680) $399

TECHNICS 250 40 watt digital receiver(250)

$129

TECHNICS 351 45 watt digital receiver (280

$159

TECHNICS 451 55 watt digital receiver (360)

$199

TECHNICS 550 65 watt digital receiver (450)

$269

LUXMAN 10260 watt digital receiver (600)

$349

TURNTABLES
AKAI A2 belt drive turntable (100) $29
AKAI D2 direct drive turntable (130) $39
AKAI D210 direct drive turntable (140) $39
AKAI Q310 quartz direct drive (200) $69
AKAI Q41 quartz direct drive (200) $79
TECHNICS BD3 belt drive semi auto (120) $69
TECHNICS 8300 belt drive auto (120) $69
TECHNICS Q312 quartz direct drive auto

(280) $159
TECHNICS QX300 direct drive auto(250) $109
HARMON KARDON T-30 deluxe belt

driven "pro" turntable (250) $169
LUXMAN 101 linear tracking (400) $248

TEAC Dolby B & C
Soft Touch Cassette

TECHNICS B-12 Dolby cassette (IX) $79

TECHNICS B-14 Oolby B & C cassette (180)

$99

TECHNICS BIIVV double Dolby cassette

(250) $139

TECHNICS BSUR auto reverse Oolby

cassette (290) $149

AKAI HXIC Dolby B Er C cassette (160) $69

AKAI GXM-10 glass head Dolby cassene (250)

$99

AKAI HXR5 auto reverse Dolby B & C (270)

$159

AKAI HXR44 auto reverse Dolby B & C

(300) $199

LUXMAN KX100 Dolby B & C cassette

(420) $249

HARMON KARDON 192 Doiby b

cassette (280) $199

HARMON KARDON 292 Doiby b & c

cassette (332) $279

HARMON KARDON 491 3 heads Doiby

B & C deluxe cassette recorder (825) $599

STEREO MUSIC SYSTEMS

SAVE
$40

$39.
PortableAMIFM

Stereo Cassette Recorder
PANSONIC walking stereo cMsette player

(29) $15

PANASONIC AM/FM clock radio (30) $16

PANASONIC FM2S mini am/fm stereo

cassette tape recorder (box) (89) $59

KOSS Al walking AM/FM sterepo cassette with

headphones (60) $29

PANASONIC 37 3 piece AM/FM stereo

portable cassene (90) $69

PANASONIC RQJ-16 auto reverse mini

stereo cassette player £r headphones (35) $25

PANASONIC RXF11 double cassette por

table AM/FM stereo mini recorder (140) $99

SPEAKERS
SAVE
$30 ea

Thursday, February 13, 1«86!
COmOiAN n

$129

MAXELL ^^ -Q
UDXLII-C90 9i.D^
—

.

_. limit 10

Cassette Tape

FISHER AM/FM Stereo
Phono Cassette Music System
EMERSON AM/FM stereo phono cassette

system (130) $69

FISHER 50 watt double cassette AM/FM stereo

rack music system (550) $399

PANASONIC double cassette AM/FM stereo

phono rack music system (300) $189

FISHER 100 watt double cassette AM/FM stereo

rack music system with 15 inch 3 way speakers (899)

$599

FISHER 70 watt double cassette AM/FM stereo

rack music system with 10" 3 way speakers (700)

$449
FISHER 100 watt AM/FM stereo rack music

system with digital disc player and wireless remote

control (1200) $799

v39.9wea.
SCOTT 6" 2 way Mini

Book Shelf Speakers

ADS 620 2 way speaker system (198 ea)

$129 ea
AVID 808"2way"bestbuy"speaker(150ea)$69 ea
AVID 232 10" 2 way speaker system (240 ea)

$99 ea
BECKER 101 8' 2 way speakers (90) $39 ea
GENESIS I speaker system (130 ea) $78 ea
GENESIS 10 speaker system (170 ea) $95 ea
GENESIS 20 speaker system (219 ea) $120 ea
JBC 216 2 way 6 >i" speaker (100 ea) $69 ea
CERWIN VEGA D1 8' 2 way speakers

(155 ea) $99 ea
CERWIN VEGA D2 10 2 way speakers

(205 ea) $129 ea
CERWIN VEGA D7 12' 3 way tower speaker

(395 ea) $299 ea
SCOTT 208 8 inch 2 way speakers (130) $49 ea

STEREO 25°/i

FURNITURE OFF

Shaping a future

Dave Johnson

Tim Harris, (Collegian, Feb. 6) ought to visit his op-

tometrist and see if something can't be done about his

"terminal"tunnel vision. Harris seems to be an example

of the conservative types who never look more than 10

or 15 years down the road, envisioning a $30,(X)0 plus/year

job, a two car garage attached to a nice split level in the

suburbs. They live out a miserably short existance. and

die in a retirement home somewhere in Florida.

No one has all the answers, but it seems some of us pro-

fess to. Stop the space program, and we can use all that

money to put unemployed auto and steel workers back

on the job. We could build housing projects for all our poor,

and create useless jobs to keep them happy for awhile.

But we wouldn't want them to get our jobs of course.

Maybe one of those ^«elworkers or autoworker's jobs, but

not ours.

Those myopic individuals of questionable intelligence

in our world should collectively kneel down and thank

their God that there are and always have been people in

this world with the ability to foresee problems far into

the future, and to plan for it as best we can. What will

we do when we run out of fossil fuels and mineable heavy

ores early in the year 2000? Steel workers and
autoworkers will be in trouble then, I would think. A
world without conventional fuel or ore to make steel will

take all the fun out of being employed by the auto or steel

industries. But the attitude of some is, well, we'll wori^

about that when it happens.

I couldn't possibly list in a Collegian column the massive

changes that are going to confront this planet in the near

iuture. Global t4?mperature changes, C02 evolution, solar

radiation, water recycling, and population will be there

at the top of the list, provided we don't vaporize ourselves

in a nuclear slugfest in the meantime. Everyone worries

about a nuclear war. It's an event thai would occur in 20

minutes or less. The aforementioned things will kill us

just as surely if not planned for, only it will take decades.

Therefore, most of us sit back, confident that it won't oc-

cur in our lifetime, which is the important thing. No need

to worry about the future, k^ause "they" (that

clandestine, unnamed group that does things like develop

vaccines, weather satellites, look for cancer cures, etc.;

those things that keep the world functioning that we
needn't concern ourselves with) will take care of it.

Well, "they" are doing something about it now. We have

to assume, as scientists, that a nuclear war will not hap-

pen If it does, it does and that's that. If it doesn't, and
we don't plan for the ecological disasters that we now
know await us in the future, it may as well have. The

ED/OP
spa(» pn^ram is part ot that planning.

All those things that Harris espouses to be useless

knowledge, ie. the mineral content of moonrocks, the at-

mospheric conditions on Mars, the appearance of one of

Jupiter's moons, etc., are only useless to people who have

no clue how to interpret it All of this information is ex

tremely valuable. It tells a story to scientists, a story about

how we came to occupy this niche in the universe. By fin-

ding out the origins of the universe and our solar system,

and looking at recurring extraterrestrial events (which

we have the space program to thank for) we can predict

where this planet is headed and try to plan accordingly.

If not. we will come and go as surely as the dinosaurs.

Human beings planning far into the future to try and
assure life for other human beings, at a time when they

themselves have long since returned to dust, is what

makes us unique. Several weeks ago. seven unique peo

pie gave their lives in trying to shape that future for the

better. They, unlike so many of us. will not be forgotten.

Dan' .Itihnsiin ts « I'Mans student.

HOT
ROAST BEEF

Ir SANDWICHES

aoBC

This reminds me of

a movie I saw once.

Whoever these people may be

come down to J.B.'s today

Thurs 2/13 or Fri 2/14 and

each will receive a Deluxe

Burger, Mozzarella Sticks,

Fresh Salad and a Large

Coke.

11 am • 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amhartt. MA

American Travel Services

presents
'»»

SPRING BREAK <1'86"

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island
Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

9C

Expand Your Horizons Through
The National Student Exchange Program

Application Deadline: February 18. 1986

Criteria: 2.5 minimum cumulative GPA

Applications and information available: E-26 Machmer Hall, 545-2191

Application Fee: $25.00 and unofficial transcript required

UMass students are now eligible to exchange under Plan B

to tne following schools:

College of Charleston. South Carolina
Eastern Connecticut State Univ.
Eastern New Mexico Univ.*;
Fort Hays State Univ. . Kansas
Indiana Univ. -Purdue Univ. at Fort Wayne
Kearney State College. Nebraska
Murray State Univ. . Kentucky
New Mexico State Univ.
North Carolina State Univ.
Pittsburg State Univ.. Kansas
Rhode Island College
Tuwson State Univ. . Maryland

of Georgia
of Maryland
of New Mexico
of North Carolina at charlotte
of Northern Iowa
of South Carol ina
of Tennessee
of Utah
of wisconsin-Eau Claire
of Wisconsin-Green Bay
of Wisconsin-River Falls

Winthrop College, South Carolina

Uni V
Uni V
Uni V
Uni V
Uni V
Univ
Univ
Univ
Univ
Univ
Univ

« Students with a 3.25 GfM anrl hi .Mcijt.s tn.iy he elinih)*'

lor Plan A sc \To I a i sli i p

.

For additional Information cniM TIPS aful ;isk lor tape numbei ruo

IDB 545-1555 TIPS 545-1540
a service of the Dean of Students Office
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LSO position a priority
Since the inception of the SGA and its in-

volvement in budgeting the SATF, there
has been a struggle between the SGA and
the administration concerning control over
these monies. This year has been no exep-

tion - since November, the SATF has been
an issue of conflict between students and
the administration, and in the coming
semester we wil hopefully see a positive

resolution of this conflict.

The SATF is generated by annua! stu-

dent fees. Each year every student pays $88
into the SATF to form a $1.7 million trust

fund. The SGA budgets this money to

various student organizations and student
agencies. For example. Union Program
Council, Distinguished Vistors Program,
the Outing Club, the UMass Republican
Club, the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy (SCERA), the
PVTA, the Student Activities OfTjce, and
the Lesbian. Bisexual and Gay Alliance are
all funded through the SATF. These, as
well as the other 50 or so organizations and
agencies funded through the SATF, provide
essential services and activities to the en-

tire University community. These activites

and services include: concerts, speakers,
busing, publications, social activities,

political events, counselling and legal

services.

On Nov. 19, 1985, a memo was written
which instigated all of the excitement
about the SGA/SATF. That memo was
written by Director of Student Activities
Randy Donant, and Vice-Chancellor for
Student Affairs Dennis Madson. The memo
was vn-itten without consultation with stu
dent leaders and, intentional or not,
significantly reduced the influence and
direction that students have over the
SATF.
Claiming that the SGA was not manag-

ing the bATl" well, Donant and Madson
made attempts on the SGA's budgeting
power by way of certain "conditions"
outlined in the above mentioned memo.
The memo included a ban on a fee increase
(which could have alleviated some of the
SATF's fiscal problems) and changing the
budget procedure so that students would
have much less influence over the SATF
and its priorities. The memo was met with

Roth/Burgess

fierce student opposition which led to the
formation of Students Advocating for

Rights Together. START'S rallies, sit-ins,

educational outreach and arrests were
demands for negotiations with the ad-

ministration over SATF control.

In December, over intersession and dur-
ing this semester, START and the ad-

ministration have begun to form a
"Chancellor's Review Commission of the
SGA/SATF." Trey Williams, a special

assistant to Dennis Madson, and Dani
Burgess have been meeting, and meeting
and meeting, trying to reach agreement on
the charge and composition of the Commis-
sion. A major stumbling block is the issue
of whether or not we will be hiring a fourth
permanent lawyer for the Legal Services
Office. Historically, the Legal Services Of-

fice has employed four full time attorneys
to serve students. However, the ad-
ministration is currently preventing a tem-
porary attorney's position from being fill-

ed permanently. START feels that the
fourth attorney issue is symbolic of the en-
tire question - which is, who sets the
primary goals and objectives for the trust
fund. Students are saying, in strong har-
mony, that we want to prioritize a fourth
attorney. The administration is asking us
to wait until a LSO 12-year review is com-
plete. Until this issue is resolved, the
Review Commission of the SGA/SATF is on
hold.

The SATF is of intense concern to us, as
students, as it is the student activities pro-
vided by it which improve our quality of life

at UMass. History has shown us that the
SATF has consistently been a point of con-
tention between students and the ad-
ministration. Right now, it is our greatest
hope the fourth attorney issue will see a
resolve soon and that the Commission's
recomendations will provide clear direction
and role clairification so that all of us at
the University can focus on more produc
tive issues. The first issue though, is to get
"START"ed.
Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are the

SGA Co-presidents. *

Letters^—^^-^-^—i^—-.^__
Rightist mythological discourse

I strongly disagree with Stephen
Erickson's column on U.S. foreign policy
goals. Rather than being the "debunker of
myths" that he claims to be, his words are
in fact tightly woven into the fabric of a
mythological discourse. He summarizes the
mythology with which he identifies: "U.S.
foreign policy is, and has been for quite
some time, to encourage stable, economical-
ly sound, democratically-oriented and
human governments."
Since he does not substantiate the claims

of stability and economic soundness, I will

leave them in the conspicuous silence that
best illuminiates their absurdity; noting
only that there is nothing sound or stable
about the countries in Central Amerca or
the Philippines, and that this situation is

due largely to the historically exploitative

coalition between the U.S. and elite in-

terests in those countries.

The claim that the United States pro-

motes democratic and humane govern-
ments is equally erroneous. Erickson states

that the U.S. did not support Somoza. In
fact, the U.S. empowered and strongly sup-
ported the whole Somozan dynasty
throughout almost all of its cruel dictator-

ship from 1934-1979. Even in the late 70s,
when it became excruciatingly clear that
Somoza was one of the worst violators of
human rights in this hemisphere, the U.S.
position was ambiguous. Though we final-

ly froze arms transfers, as late as May of
1979 we supported the regime by allowing
a $66 million I.M.F. loan to be approved
without U.S. opposition. When it was cl^ar

that Somoza's regime was crumbling, we
advocated an OAS intervention in a last

ditch effort to salvage what we thought we
could of a regime that we never should
have supported to begin with. When it was
clear that Somoza's defeat was imminent,
we advocated elections to be held three
years later - elections that were likely to

be as free as those in the Phillipines are
likely to be. If we care so much about
democracy and human rights, why weren't
we supporting "freedom fighters" when
Somoza was in power?
And where were these high values when

we supported the El Salvadoran regime
that butchered 30,000 of its citizens in the
early 1980s? Where are they now in our
current support for the El Salvadoran
government as it reduced the Quiche In-

dians to incredible poverty
($81/per.son/year) and then slaughtered
thousands with its U.S. backed army in the
early part of this decade? Where have our
ideals been in our continuous support of
Marcos and our military and economic sup-
port of S. Africa?

Yes. let's correct misrepresentations. Our
foreign policy has not been ba.sed on the
values of democracy and human rights. In

order to change, we must first confront the
fact that a steady stream of blood flows
through the veins of our foreign policy -

like the oil that flows through the veins of

our industry.

Remand Coles
Hadley
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Nature of 'dependency'
For many years now a specific school of

political thought has championed the

theory of "dependency" as an explanation

for the underdevelopment of the Third

World. In particular, these dependency
theorists claim that the conditions of pover-

ty in many Latin American countries is the

resut of exploitation; specifically, they

blame American "imperialism."
Dependency theory advocates spout

generalized complaints, all laid at the feet

of multinationals and the U.S. government,

that attempt to account for all of Latin

American ills.

It is alleged that multinationals pay
wages that are too low, that they buy off

political leaders and support oppressive

regimes, and that they take more capital

out of Latin America than they put in.

While it would be foolish to deny that any
examples of such practices exist, it is incor-

rect for dependency theorists to conclude

these were general policies of multina-

tionals and the U.S. goverment. In addi-

tion, it is a myth that these two "evil" in-

stitutions caused Latin American
dependency and poverty. Indeed, the causes

are much more complex than the Marxist
rhetoric of dependency suggests.

First, one must investigate the distinc-

tive political, cultural, and societal dif-

ferences between the U.S. and Latin

America. Both were simultaneously subject

to European colonialism, yet the U.S.

quickly and successfully broke free from its

subjection, while Latin America required

more time to obtain independence, and
thus developed more slowly. The culprit

here is not American imperialism, since no
such capability existed at that time; rather,

much blame lies directly in the negative

Latin American attitudes towards
capitalist economic development. In par-

ticular, one must look at the strong institu-

tional role played by the Catholic church
in the region, quite in contrast to the relax-

ed role played by Protestant and Catholic
churches in the United States.

The activities of Latin American chur-

ches concentrated on extensive social ser-

vices and education for its people. At the
same time, individualism, entrepreneur-
ship, commerce and industry were treated
with disdain and hostility by the Catholic
hierarchy in Latin America. Capitalist

economic activity was interpreted as being
"materialistic," and the pursuit of profit

was "evil." Thus, although much capitalist

spirit could have been generated in the
region, it had little spiritual support from
the church or society.

Thus it is certainly incorrect to claim that

U.S. imperialism was the sole cause of
Latin American underdevelopment, since
much of the blame rests with the practices
of Latin American nations themselves. Yet
the dependency school of thought is still

Peter Dow

alive, primarily because it has been
adopted by Latin American liberation

theologians.

Spouting Marxist rehetoric, these
preachers attempt to give Americans a
guilt complex, and thus they hope to ex-

tract restitution in the form of redistribu-

tion of wealth and other socialist programs.
There are, however, many flaws in the
theory of dependency.

First, capitalism is not a static economic
phenomenon; it is inherently dynamic and
continuously expanding. Thus it is a myth
that progress and profit in one place must
have been achieved at the expense of

another place. Today, there is far more
wealth than there was 200 years ago; in-

deed, the "center" ofeconomic activity has
continually expanded to the "periphery,"
thus improving the lot of all. This situation

should be contrasted with the far more
dependent relationship between socialist

states. For instance, Cuba is so dependent
on the Soviet Union that it would be
devasted if the Soviets ever withdrew the
enormous price supports they provide for

Cuban sugar.

Secondly, dependence theorists must con-

tend with the facts concerning U.S. cor-

porate investment. Only 5 percent of total
investment is made abroad, and 70 percent
of those investments are directed toward
developed countries. Indeed, less than 20
percent of U.S. foreigh investment goes to

Latin America; this corresponds to less

than 1 percent of the U.S. GNP. Thus the
amounts of U.S. investment in Latin
America, both throughout history and at

present, have been relatively insignificant,

particulary when compared with U.S. in-

vestments in Europe and Japan. Indeed, it

seems highly unlikely that such relative-

ly small amounts would have made Latin
America dependent.
Finally, liberation theologians who en-

dorse the dependency theory constantly
enunciate condemnations of capitalism; yet
they never venture to say that business, en-

trepreneurship, and economic activity

might be crucial and indispensile aids in

fighting poverty.

In short, dependency theorists have con-

cluded, using a traditional Marxian model,
that "if I am poor, my poverty is due to

malevolent and powerful others." While no
one can deny the great economic power of

America, one must realize that Latin
American countries deserve at least a
.sub.stantial amount of blame for their own
social and economic conditions.

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist.

Why there must be a law
Remember, if you will, a time when you

were so upset that you didn't even want a
hug from a friend. You weren't thinking
straight, or other things were occupying
your mind, and you chose to refuse the com
fort that you most certainly needed.
Now remember a friend who hugged you

anyway. It didn't take you breaking down
to make it clear to you that the hug helped.

A friend helped you against your will, and
at some point, you were glad they did.

Michael Dukakis is your friend. He also

happens to be the Massachusetts governor
who signed the now -effective seat belt law.

That self same man has encountered a good
deal of opposition (bitching, moaning, and
general grumpy gripingt from persons who
would rather buckle up. A friend of mine
said to me "I'm all for the living, but I'm
not for the law." Funny how that kind of

hits me as being all for living, but not for

breathing. Think about it.

Let's listen in on some conversation

about the seat belt law. T\^'o people at the
TOC. or better yet, at the Blue Wall, ex
changing comments and sipping espresso,

with a lemon twist. It's very good . . .

"Give me a break. That law isn't going
to change a thing. People are going to die

in accidents no matter what we do."

Whether or not one cares to admit it, seat

belts save lives, and so does a seat belt law.

You want a few examples? Fine. The fatali-

ty rate for automobile accidents in the state

of New York has fallen 20 percent. The
same is true for the UK, but the rate has
fallen 25 percent. One out of four people
who might have dies, didn't. They're alive.

The figures for these cases and others can-

not be nailed down as a definite and direct

result of the respective seat belt laws, but
not much else has changed. Think about it.

"I've never worn a seat belt in my life,

and I'm fine."

What a wonderful, intellic*»nt, lr>i3ric«l

argument. If you were blindfolded, and
crossed the street at regular intervals, you
might just make it across a few times
before you become part of the pavement.
Wake up, people. The "It'll never happen
to me!" philosophy is about as effective as

coitus interruptus. (For clarification of this

term write to Ask Beth or The Playboy
Advisor.)

"It's a pain." "Seat belts aren't comfor-

table." "The rumple up my nice clothing."

Let's compare the first two quotes to the

unpleasantness experiences of going to the

doctor or dentist. Going before you need

them may seem like an ina>nvenience, but

it saves an awful lot of pain and expense

later, when it's too late. When > iu're talk-

ing about the use of seat belts, too late is

really too late. And as for '
. fine

clothing, Woolite and a hot ir

"It's my business, and it doesi 't affect

anyone else if I don't wear a sen* belt."

Au contraire. Let's talk about this one.
It is a fact that the greater the injuries that
you sustain, the greater the amount some
insurance company has to dish out, and in

turn, the deeper said insurance company
will dig into the rest of our pockets. Fun
ny how no person is an island when in

surance is concerned. In addition, with the
existance of the new law, and the past
records of effectiveness, the state will have
due course to pressure (or mandate) the in

surance companies to lower their rates. Not
bad, huh?

All in all, the law makes sense. In theory,

in practice, and for the future. Now, if we
can teach our children to use seat belts as

second nature, rather than avoiding their

use (law or no law) wouldn't that be nice.

It would make my day. So how about it?

Take the law to heart, and buckle up.

Michael Wall Ls a UMass student

Living with a job loss
Imagine you've graduated. Imagine you

have car payments, a mortgaged house, are

married, and have three children. You're
not rich but you're relatively happy. The
children are eating, they have clothes - the
wolf is far from your door. Imagine now
that you have just been laid off from the

company that you've worked at for seven
years.

A lump comes to the throat, your dreams
go gray, and the injustice of it burns a hole

in your gut, and there is no one to strike

out at. A faceless bureaucracy perches
impassive.

This scenario was repeated in different

ways 900 times over last week when
United Technologies announced it was
leaving Springfield for greener pastures in

South Carolina, Indiav and Italy, where
the labor is cheap and the unions ineffec-

tual. The gates of the 76-year old factory

will lock in August.

Only a few months before, United
Technologies had assured workers that

reports of their leaving the area were no
more than "rumours." They said they
would be in Springfield for at least two
more years. Understandably, the workers
feel betrayed.

Chris Bergeron, who has worked at the

plant for seven years, grew up with United

Technologies. His father recently retired

after giving the company 41 years of his

life. Bergeron was bitter after the plant

gave notice of its departure. "They've been

taking our work," he said, "We invented

it, we perfected it. They sucked us dry."

The damage to a community like

Springfield when a major employer pulls

out doesn't stop with the primary loss of

jobs. A ripple-effect spreads through the ci-

ty leaving job loss and reduced wages in its

wake. Shops that did business with the

company, stores its employees shopped at,

Timothy Harris

all acutely feel the loss. Meanwhile. United
Technologies is far away, spending the pro-

fits they've made on the backs of the
workers they've betrayed.

This sort of corporate irresponsibility has
in recent years become more the norm than
the exception. 4,500 machinist jobs have
disappeared from the Springfield area in

the last five years. Between Aug. 1983 and
Nov. 1985, 218 Massachusetts plants have
shut down, thowning 17,529 persons out of

work. Nationally. 11.5 million workers
have in the last five years lost their jobs

due to plant closings. The jobs that
sometimes replace these have been
primarily in the service sector, which pay
about half as much as manufacturing.
This trend is related to the acceptance of

corporate greed that permeates America's
shift to the right under Reagan. Politicians

in state houses across the country have
been tripping over each other in their rush
to create a "pro-business environment."
"Pro-business" is in this case a code word
that means corporate tax shelters, low
wages, freedom from union organizing and
the freedom to leave at will. The politicians

are courting the cash.

When a bill failed in the House that
would have required industries to give 90
days notice of plant closings, 54 Democrats
voted against it. Democratic representative
Stanley Lundine explained, "Organized
labor can no longer snap its fingers and ex-

pect Democrats to dance." Perhaps this

says more about the Democrats than Lun-
dine intended.

Timothy Harris is a contributing
columnist.

TELL ME A6AIN DAD I 20,21
YEAR5 WITHOUT A TICKET!

WHOA) IT'b THE COPS!

.M

?
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OX. PUNK, WHAT'5 THE IDEA?' NO 5EAT5ELT^! «+5!!

NO (JUL5TI0N5 ASKED.

Letters^——^——^^—
There are reasons for seat belts

I am very tired of hearing people gripe

about the new seat belt law. It seems that

the only issue people see in this legislation

is "government intrusion" into our lives.

I agree; the government has no right to pre-

vent us from doing stupid things. We have

a right to maim and kill ourselves if we so

choose. But that's not the real point behind

the seat belt law. From where I sit, the seat

belt law is protecting my rights. I have a

right to reasonably priced insurance, and

the seat belt law protects that right.

Since it has been conclusively shown that

the wearing of seat belts decreases the

severity of automobile accidents, seat belt

legislation has lowered the costs incurred

by insurance writers, and hence the cost to

consumers of automobile insurance has

decreased. Therefore, by instituting the

mandatory wearing of seat belts, the

government is protecting and serving me.

Let us not forget that operation of a

motor vphirlp on Dublic roads is a privilege.

not a right. There are many mandatory
safety measures with which we must com-
ply in order to keep this privilege. Speed
limits are the most obvious such restric-

tion, but headlights, signal lamps, seat

belts, safety glass and mandatory collision

insurance are other important safety

regulations. Is the requirement that you
have working brakes an intrusion on your
rights? Does anyone object to the use of

safety glass in cars? Is mandatory collision

insurance a bad thing? Of course not. and
neither is the mandatory wearing of seat

belts. Each of these safety measures is

designed to make driving safer and less ex-

pensive for all users of public roads.

Sure, individuals have the right to maim
and kill themselves, but the rest of us
shouldn't have to pay for it.

Andrew Sigal

Northampton

Exercise caution with sources
I have read with interest in the Collegian

of Feb. 5, that in the coming weeks the col-

umns of contributors Steven Erickson and
Peter Dow "will examine conflict in the

Third World," which, Erickson wrote, is

"perhaps (sic) the issue of the second half

of this century."

Certainly, an informed understanding of

what is happening in Third World coun-

tries today and its relationship to the

United States, to world peace and to global

harmony and progress is of the utmost im-

portance. Consequently, any effort to con-

tribute to an informed understanding of

this central question is to be welcomed.

I suspect, however, that Erickson and
Dow have access to most of the same print

and electronic media information and opi-

nion on the Third World that the rest of

Americans, recently interested in this vast

and diverse three-quarters of the world's

population, have. So, I caution; that is not

enough. Few Americans who have not had
the opportunity of an extended, personal

and physical exposure to and encounter

with the Third World can begin to unders-

tand what is happening in the post World
War II Third World. This is true not

because of any inability to understand, but,

because of the total failure of the U.S.

media adequately, accurately and without

bias to report on and interpret the Third
World to the people of America.

I remind everyone that a primary func-

tion oi a student newspaper is to provide

the opportunity for students interested in

the print media, in the actual practice of

journalism, to produce the highest quality

news writing and analysis of which they
are capable. There is no harsher or more
exacting homogeneous readership than the

University community. You risk exposure
and career jeopardy attempting, under the

circumstance of the absence of accurate, in-

depth and unbiased information, to ex-

plain, analyze and interpret a phenomenon
of history as central in our times and to the

future of the world as the North-South
confrontations.
As you proceed read some history of th«>

country or countries of which you are
writing - preferable history written by
those countries' own historians. Do not
take someone else's word for your facts.

Check them out. Familiarize yourself with
what Third World writers and analysts
have to say. Avail yourselves of the Third
World community on campus and in the
Five-College area. Open yourselves to new
and perhaps previously undreamed of con-
cepts, ideals and ideas for more just and
more equitable human societies than exists

anywhere on this earth. And, above all

else, let your love of all humankind guide
you.

David G. Du Bois
professor AfroAm/Journalism Studies

The enigma at ED/OP
I've been following the ED/OP section for

about half a year now, and I've noticed that

(over this time, anyway) the only Collegian

columnist that consistently sparks
anyones' response, really grinds anyones'

guts, is this fellow named Rusty Denton.
Apart from this I see only the same thing

that I saw in so many other college

newspapers in Berkeley, Santa Cruz, San-

ta Barbera, and San Diego. It is not

ideological differences that set these two
qualities ofjournalism apart, it is a sense

of maturity and self respect.

When I take the time to read the editorial

section, I can seldom overlook the
monotofie of aimless energy spattered in

my face. And, usually in the name of some
half baked, ill examined, unfelt "cause."
There are, of course, exceptions, and I

apologize to you who are actually living

your lives and expressing your heartfelt

beliefs. For you it might be wise to find

another pad of paper. I am not in the posi-

tion to say.

I feel a sense of pity for writes who feel

they aren't "something" until they have

taken up some kind ofcause, chosen not out
of love or compassion, but out of fear of be-

ing left out. However, I am more saddened
for writers in general, who must deal with
these immature, self-centered scavengers.
I don't have to read ED/OP to see this at-

titude, I see many shades of it in the classes

I teach. I can usually tell who is interested
and not, who will need my help and not,

and who will come to me complaining
about their grade. I know this because I try

to treat my students according to their
needs (as opposed to whims and wants).
An editorial column should not be a

power struggle. And. a power struggle for

status is the most base of all. I have seen
several promising articles from talented

writers let go unprinted without so much
as a phone call. Who do you thihk you're
kidding? You are not the New York Times.
Give a little!

I've heard that if you have something
strong to say that you had better submit
it as a "letter" lest it not be printed. I hope
this will not be the case. I guess one could
say that a tortoise who never sticks his
head out of his shell will go on thinking
that the world looks like the in ide of a
shell. I'm sticking my head out, « d I hope
you will too.

So, what is the enigma? It is u.e unfeel-
ing who ignore the feeling, who in turn
write about the unfeeling.

Erik Nelson is a UMass graduate student
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is offering
hundreds of

healthy tropical fish
at special prices

SALE!
from Sat , Feb 8 Mon . Feb 17

ii' RuBseJl St . Hadley
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Tell Your Valentine

She 's A Gem
with (iold and Diamonds

at

Golden Opportunity
Diamond earrings as low as $15.00

L Heart Kings $:iO. J
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ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 27

Ask your Plocement oflice for details on our upcoming

campus visit, or see ourad in this paper next Thurtdo^

P«bniory 20 for addltiorxsl information. LLNL is an

equal opportunltv employer, m/t/h. US. citizenship Is

required.

THE DEL FUE^S
Special Guest

Springfield Civic Center Exhibition Hali

Friday, February 14th-8:00pm

$8.50 advance, $10.00 day of the show

TICKETS ON SALE ON CAMPUS
AT FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

PHONE CHARGES: (413) 787-6600 or (800) 243-4842

Produced in association with W/W^l
Aa AGES WaCOME. CASH BAR - 21 AND OVBI^

13 N. Pleasant St.

at Lodestone
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ORIENTAC T00t> maji^t
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Sunday- Friday 10-8. Saiuiday 9-8

Happy Chinese New Year
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& Supplies • Homemade Take Oul Food • Hard lo Find Fresh OrwnlaJ Produce
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D Nassau From $399.00
Mexico (Cancun, Puerto Vallarta,

Acapuico) From $379.00

n Bermuda From $419.00
D Ft. Lauderdale From $419.00 (hoiHonis sir*.

D Daytona Beach From $429.00 .hoieionu $i74>

D London Paris From $499.00

Jnii

Party All The Time S
With Party Time!

Book Now—Space Is Limited^
Contact: I III Ii II '11 ^[

Party Time And Travel, Inc.

49Tutt(e Street

Wakefield, MA 01880
617-246-1222 SrTmvttlnt
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Depart urt- til v.
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C Sounds (;<kkI. I'm ready to parts and enclose $50 deposit
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Rush me more information

-Zip.
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ARTS

June Millington will be performing tonight at the Iron Horse. Queen Ida will be performing two shows, at 7 p.m. and 9:90 p.m.,
on Feb. 19 at the Northampton Center for the Arts.

live wire

S.U.B

with Special Guest

Tickets on sale 2' 13 86 at Fine Arts Center Box Office,

Springfield Civic Center. Northampton. Holyoke. Green

field b Pittstield No cans bottles or recording devices

UPC
Presents
A Blues

/Extravaganza!

TUES. FEB. 25th

S.U.B. 8 pm
Tickets $9.00

in advance
$10.00 at the door

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

There's a pretty good line-up of music this weekend and

a nice variety for the rest of the week.

The Del Fuegos, the Stompers and Fantini are playing

Saturday night at the Springfield Civic Center. The key

is that the bands will play in the exhibition hall which

should make it a more energetic show. The Del Fuegos

and the Stompers are straight rock 'n roll without a lot

of flash. Both bands are from Boston and both bands keep

up the pace. The Del Fuegos add some rockabilly to their

act. You can see the fuegos on a T.V. beer ad these days.

Fantini is a band from the area with talent. This band

will fit in nicely on the bill.

At 7 p.m. tonight June Millington will play the Iron

Horse in Northampton. Duke Robillard and the Pleasure

Kings will follow her show. Millington has been played

folk and rock with Holly Near. Barbara Streisand and
Chris Williamson.

Also tonight at Sheehan's in Northampton is the

Michael Gregory Band backed up by the Llamas. People

tell me both bands are pretty hot.

Tomorrow night Archie Shepp will fill the Iron Horse

with jazz.

Save some money for Wednesday when Queen Ida and
the Bon Temps Zydeco Band come to the Northampton
Center for the Arts. Ifyou want something different this

band will deliver. Zydeco is a musical cooked up in deep

Louisiana filled with accordians and rhythm.
Tickets for the Golden Palominos go on sale tommorow

at Datatix and the Fine Arts Center. The band will be

performing March 6 in the Student Union Ballroom. The
band has a list of members who play with the band on

and off, including Michael Stipe of R.E.M., Carla Bley,

and Chris Stamey of the dBs and lead singer of the Sex

Pistols Johnny Lydon. Rumor has it that Stipe will ap-

pear at the S.U.B. show.

Visions of success
In the wake of a torrent of collaboration albums, the

Golden Palominos, "Visions ofExcess" must not get lost

in the crowd. Bill Laswell, a producer much in demand,
and the legendary percussionist Anton Fier form the

foundation of the project.

The experimental nature of their project justifies the

rather eclectic line-up of musicians. The final product

is a "audio montage" of the artistic possibilities. Vocals

include REM's Michael Stripe, and former Sex Pistol

Johnny Lydon. Further complimenting the quality of the

album are organist Carla Bley, Talking Heads keyboards

player Bernie Worrell, guitarist/vocalist Richard Thomp-
son, and vocalist and bass player for Cream, Jack Bruce.

Impressive vocals are given by Syd Straw.

This is truly an album of excessive talent and artistic

creativity. "Visions of Excess" should satisfy divergent

musical tastes.

J

LNUERSITY OF .MASSACHUSETTS AT A.MHERST

Thursday

March 6th

Tickets

$10.00 UMass

$12.00 General Public

/
/
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NIKOLAIS
DANCETHEATRE

Wednesday, February 19, 8pm
Concert Hall
Tici<ets; $16.14,12

Tickets on Sate

At T.>

Unlimited

Fo' the

Record I faces) and

Main Si

Reco'ds

No cans, bottles or

recording devices and Special Guest

ROY BUCHANAN

IVIUMMENSCHANZ
Swiss Mime-Mask Theater

Tues./Wed., February 25-26, 8 pm
Concert Hall
Tickets: $20,18 lb

GUARNERI STRING
QUARTET •

with Lydia Artymiw, piano
pnigram ofworki by Dviirak, Mendelssohn uml 8< rf/ir»iii

Friday, February 28, 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets. $15.13

#v AMHERST NEW YORK i ONDON PARIS ZURICH ?

Five College Students Half-Price Tickets available at Fine Arts L_£^

Center Box Office, Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets Jjjj^
Call (413)545-2511 or 1 800-243 4842 QP

Berkshire

East
Ski Area
25 Trails

4 Chairs

Snow-Making
1190 Vertical

$8 weekdays
$5 nights

(Th-F-Sat)

$15 Sat, Sun
& Holidays

lift rates

1986 - only

with this ad
20" to 60"

Base
PO Box P

Mohawk Trail

Charlemont,MA
01339

-^eW^
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Youngblood. starring Rob Lowe, Cynthia Gibb and Patrick Swayze,
is now playing at Mt. Farms Theaters.

Characters add to F/X's effects
F/X (* * *) Starring Bryan Brown and
Brian Dennehy Directed by Robert
Mandel

By JIM COLE
Collegian Correspondent

FX takes a different look at the world

of special effects men, and what might
happen if their skills were put to use in

the real world. The fllm stars Australian

actor Bryan Brown (The Thorn Birds) as

effects wizard RoUie TVler. who is hired

by the Justice Department to use his

talents in a real life situation. In order for

an ex-mafia boss to be taken into the

Government's Witness Protection Pro-

gram, Rollie is recruited to fake the man's
as!;asination in a busy New York
restaurant. But something is definitely

ami% when the agents who hired Rollie

try to kill him when the jt»b i.s completed.

Although I am not familiar with Bryan
Brown's work, he has great potential, aufid

thp •M rn«* i'« name more

familiar to American audiences. He is

very convincing in his role, and he acts

as if he's been working as an effects man
for a long time. His knowledge comes in

handy as he uses makeup and gadgets to

fight back. Brian Dennehy iCovoon) is

very good as Detective McCarthy, a tough

but friendly cop who gets the job done,

rarely by the book.

The best thing about F/X is that despite

some remarkable tricks, the film still

centers on the story and believable

characters. The continual double and tri

pie crosses are often surprising, and all

of Tyler's gadgets come in handy, especial-

ly in a scene where a Justice Department
head has taken his gun. In response.

Rollie claims, "I've got two things that

you don't: the bullets for the gun, and a
tube of crazy glue- good for 1000 uses."

The glue effectively immobilizes the man,
and the way simple objects are used in in-

genious ways helps make the movie \ ti \

entertaining.

Third Annual
CO-OP FAIR
Summer/ Semester Jobs

Wednesday, February 19

10:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
.Qampu§. (Renter - Lower Level.

An excellent opportunity to

gather first hand information

about businesses and agencies,

the CO-OP FAIR invites

students from ALL MAJORS to

attend the morning session of

information tables and the

afternoon session of tables and

presentations.

Meet with recruiters from: n
Army Natick R £r Labs D
Belchertown State School H
Boston Park Plaza Hotel H
Boston Stock Exchange H

Data General H
Exclusive Rug Co. Inc. H
General Electric Plastics M
General Electric Ordnance II

IBM/Owego H
Mass. State Auditor's H

MDC/Quabbin H
MITRE Corp. H

Pafrtern Dairy Deli Assn. D
People Expren H
Star Market D

Wayland Conservation Commission H
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers H

UniRoyal H
Westford Regency Hotel H

Walt Disney World H
Make the Right Connections. Start F

CO-OP EMPLOYME
1 Contact the Co-op Office, 5^

Manning for Summer €r Fall H
INT NOW! H
15-2224, for details H

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

Save $10.00

Polar

Fleece

Jackets

$26.95
Reg. $36.95

Machine

Washable

Embroidered

Logo

Assorted Colors

Full Zip

and
1/2 Zip

Quantities

Limited

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the
Campus Center
Univ of Mass

^UNIVERSITY

ARTSLINES
By JENNIFER ACKERMAN
Collegian Staff

This is really the place to enrich yourself

culturally. If you have a break between
classes, why not go to a gallery and check
out the art scene? Or, you can even make
a Sunday or a Saturday interesting by
visiting a museum at some of the Five Col-

leges. It never hurts a person to be expos-

ed to a little ARTS, Here are a few
suggestions:

University of Massachusetts:
Herter Gallery is now exhibiting the

work of two women artists. Colleen
Hayward and Suzanne Ulrich until Feb.

19.

The University Gallery is housing two
shows. David Brush will give an informal

talk about his exhibit called Cantos for an
Accompanying Role on Tuesday Feb.25 at

2 p.m. Peter Shelton is also exhibiting his

•Floatinghouse installation sculpture. Both

artists will show their work until Mar. 16.

Leonard Baskin will give a lecture on
"Intrusion of Expression in Anatomical
Atlases, 1540 1810" On Tuesday. Feb. 18 at

8 p.m. in the School of Management, room
120.

Wheeler Gallery, located in Wheeler
House, will open a new show of primitive-

fired pottery called Africa Influences

tonight from 5-7 p.m. The exhibit will run
until Feb. 23.

Hampden Gallery is now exhibiting a

unique collection ofcontemporary Chinese

art. Shang-Shang Sheng, a UMass MFA
student from Shanghai, China, curated the

show during a return visit to China last

summer. Look for an exhibit of Shang-
Shang's own work sometime this year.

Smith College:

There will be a lecture by Robert

Heinecken, a photographer, this friday,

Feb. 14 at Graham Hall at 4:15 p.m. Recep-

tion will follow in the Museum.
Voices of Experience: The Black Women

Oral History Project, a collection of

photographs, is exhibiting in the Mair
Catalogue Room of the Nelson Library un
til Mar. 8.

A PreColumbian Art exhibit called

Olmec, Maya, Teotihuacan, and Aztec is a

collection of a hundred objects selected by

guest curator, G. G. GrifTin of Princeton

University.

Mount Holyoke College:

A collection of American Jewish artists

will be exhibiting at the Museum. The col-

lection formed by Jacob Shulman include

such distinguished artists as: Ben Shahn,

Max Weber, William Gropper, Elbert

Weinberg, Jack Levine. and Leonard

Baskin. This important exhibition will end

Feb. 24.

Northampton Center for the Arts:

Phillip Lekki and Jamie Young, two ar

Colieipan photo h> Bnan Guarnolta

An exhibit of contemporary Chinese artists, curated by MFA stu-

dent Shan-Shan Sheng, is now showing at Hampden Gallery.

tists leading the revival of "Impres-

sionism", will exhibit-through Feb. 23 in

the East and West Galleries.

The Springfield Science Museum:
In celebration of Black History Month,

Warren M. Robbins. Founding director of

the National Museum of Africa Art in

Washington, D. C. will deliver a lecture

with a slide show on Sunday Feb. 23 at 2

p.m. Robbins established the first museum
in the country devoted to traditional

African sculpture in 1964, now a bureau of

the Smithsonian and contains over 6,(X)0

objects.

Study abroad at the

ITHACA COLLEGE

LONDON CENTER

SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and European studies

are offered tn literature, history, art history,

drama, music, sociology, education,

psychology, communications, and politics.

Special program offered In Drama. Intern-

ships available to qualified students In

International Business. Social Services.

Communications. Political Science, and
Economics.

Visits to the theatre,

museums, galleries,

schools, social and
political institutions are

an integral part of the

curriculum

For twfhm Intofmalion

write:

I ntefnational Programs

-SP
Ithaca College

Ithaca. Nev» York 14850

SPRING BREAK '86

BAHAMA PARTY
Sail to the Bahamas aboard your own 44' yacht for

Spring Break Vacation.

During this 7 day cruise your captain will sail you to

the ports of Freeport, Grand Bahama, Bimini

& Cat Cay.

All your meals and beverages are supplied and

there is no unreasonable drinking age in the

Bahamas.

Information Session will be held

Thursday, Feb. 13, 10:00 - 4:00

CC Room 177

RbruaryM..

With a card from American
Greetings contemporary,

traditional, or humorous, we
have them all.

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

AMERICAN GREETINGS

FRI. AFTERNOON
AT

© MC.VII.XXW I American GrtclinKN dirp

MYEI

HAPPIEST
HOUR

. AFTERNOOI
3:00-?

$1.00 COVER
256-1059

Rte. 9, Amherst

corner of University Drive
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University Placement Service Spring Recruiting Schedule
This list contains RESUME DUE DATES TKROUGH MARCH 7. Reswnes for open schedules my be turned In at the Whltmore sign-up desk from 9:00-3:00 '^"'^jy; *

Tuesdays and at the University Career Center any day for pre-screened schedules. The Mhitmore desk will also accept resumes for pre-screened scneouies.

Schedules will apopear In the COLLESI/N every 2 weeks during the Spring semester. Last minute changes will be posted at the University Career Ctr.

,

Whltmore sign-up desk and Campus Center Assistance desk. NEXT SCHEDULE WILL APPEAR ON FEBRUARY 27!

To use this schedule:
^ ^ .

1. Select the companies with whicb you will request an Interview.
. . , ,. „...* a ^«,t/y«« t..«< onn i-nn^

9 If Dre-screened(P) submit 2 resumes by the due date; resumes may go to the University Career Ctr. or Whltmore Sign-up desk(Mon-Tues 9.00-3JOJ

I' f SSntSrsC^ t 1 resume on oJirof the due dates; these resum^s^MUST GO TO THE MHITMORE SIGN-UP DESK. IF YOU HAND IN MORE THAN ONE RESUME FOR

COWANIES COMING OH THE SAME W.Y. YOU MUST CODE THE BACK WITH PRIORITY A.B.C. WITH A AS YOUR MOST IMPORTANT SELECTION
^ ^^ ^

4. Each resume should be stamped v.ith the Information needed; stamps are available at the Whltmore sign-up desk and the University Career^enter.

Additional Inforciatlon on positions, locations, schedules etc. at the University Career Center and at the Whltmore Sign-up desk.

VISA CODE; P^Pomanent Resident V's«: C=U.S. Citizenship

Please check the message board and the schedules boards at the University Career Center for current interview

MAJORS

tlM IS/MS

EE.MC IS/MS

ChE.CC »S/MS

EE.CSCOt HS/^hO

CE.IC.CSC IS

Ch« PhO

ME BS

EE BS/MS

KSKES OHfiAIIIZATIOII POSITIONS

ENGINEERING
Pertsaouth Naval Shipyard

Tracer Naval MeaponsI ,
Cowwnlcatioiis Cnqrs

US Env1r«iMenta1 Protection Agtncy

Bell ConMinlcatlons RiO New .tersty Area

New EnfUiM Telephone

Olln Corporation Sr. Developaent Enjr-CT

Riley Stoker Cof^ Enfr/Tralnlng/ltorcester

Science Entry L«»wl Engr/Sto
Applications Int'l/Te1ecod«unicat1onf Syst

VISA VISIT DATE but^STE MUOIS DEGREES ORGAWIZATIW POSITIWIS VISA VISIT Wn DU'^r^n

NATURAL SCIENCES & MATH

Lftwl .Engr/Stowe.MA C

Mr n
Mr H

Mar ?e

Mar 6

Mar 6

Mar 5

Mar 6

Mar 7

Feb 18

Feb 18 •P'

Geol

COINS

COINS

iS/MS US EnvlroniMntal Protection Agency C Mar ?6

iS BiMhfroar'- Stores Exec Tralnlng/Siipport P »tor 7

, . — ... vw.«^ MS/PhD Bell Coai»»n1cat1«»s Tech Staff. RM In NJ P Mar 6
Feb It 'f . ^ , , u *

Feb IS.lf -0' ^l^fis.y^fhyslct***"*
'^'''''

itrmft^K"'^"**^*'*'
' "^^ *

Feb 18.19 •0-
p^th BS

tfriStS?S^Je'^^T*yii;!lils^^-r^!f5?RIAL''EMM?*^
*

Ins. Actuarial Tralnee-Spfld.MA P Mar 4
Feb 15.19 0*

Feb 18.19 'O' BfisT HAVE pflsED 1 A^Kal^jJUi
Feb 18.19 'C COINS

IME.MC NS/PhD D Coawwnlty Systems/Coeiponent Enar . P ,Mar 4.5
nducted by: Design I Dev.. ^yitA TMiifvai.. ProJ.
IT Laos; Nuclear Engineering

!T|T RU>
RID coni ,^
TIT BelT La6s;

ATlT Technofogles-Englneering t Research Ctri SwidiC National Labs

Feb 19 'P'

BS/MSME.EE.CE

M^^EE.IE.

EE.ME

Che. ME. IE

ME^EE.IE.

EE BS/MS/PhD

EE.ME BS/MS

EE.ME BS

General Dynaiiics/Electrlc Boat Division C

Process.Mfg Support Engrs C
?ilNSCRIPT*RE8ui^o'^lfM'8ESUME

BS/MS

BA/MS

BS

New York/Call fornla/Mass.

Technical Sales

nd Engrs In Training

Syska • Hennessy

Norton Co.

US An^y Materiel C

Riverside Research Inst. Research Staff

Boston Edison Co. Engineering Positions

Coabustlon Englneerlnf

Mar 5

Mar 27

Mar 12

Mar 10

Mar 13

Feb 19 'P'

Feb 19 "P"

Feb 19 'P'

Feb 24,25 '0'

Feb 24,25 '0'

COINS BS 1

Physics BS/MS
1

JOINS,Math MS/PhD

COINS BS/MA

COINS BS/f6

SD^rsivE 2^1 OR BET

Mar 6

Mar 7

New England Telephone Htm England Area P

Science Entry level Engr/Stowe.MA C

Applications Int'l/Telecoawunlcatlonf 5yste»s

ATlT R»D Coawinlty Syste«is/Coi»ponent Engr P Mar «.5 fgb

Feb 18 P'

Feb 18.19 0'

Feb 18.19 '0'

Feb 18.19 0'

Feb 18.19 '0'

Feb 18.19 '0'

Feb 18.19 '0'

Feb 18.19 '0'

Feb 19 'P'

WUORS DEGREES 0R6AN11ATI0N POSITIONS

MANAGEMENT
Business BBA Boston Univ. Bookstore Mgt. Training

"^^IN^WflON S,PSSi8n*5n F?lRuXftT 27

•*^lS^ORMAT!ON SESSION 8N*F£?SBl{Rr25

Mkt.Bus. BBA Central Transport
Personnel Mgt

Exec Training Prograia

Sales

Tcleeiarketing Mgr

Bus.Mkt

MIS

us.Mkt.

Fin,Mgt BS

BBA

BBA

BBA

Stop I Shop

Baaberger '

s

Night Manager

Exec Training

First Nat'l Supemkt Store Mgr Trainee

VISA

P

P

P

C

P

P

c

Apr 2 Feb 25 P'

Mar 25 Mar 3.4 '0'

Mar 27 Mar 3.4 '0'

VISIT DATE K^SlI

Physics

Life Scl

COINS

Lib Arts
Fash Mkt

nfo ^ St' s-
echnologles-Englneerlng I Research Ctr;

General Dynaalcs/Electric Boat Division

Alllant Coaputer Systems Softwr Developmnt

US Ar«y Materiel Cowaand Engrs In Training
TER GPA

PhO Riverside Research Inst. Research Staff

BS/MS Chealavffi Services Corp

BS/MS Boston Edison Co. Staff Analyst

DEGREES ORGAN 1ZAT1W1 POSITIONS

Sandia National Labs

C

P

C

C

P

P

Mar 5

Mar 12

Mar 13

Apr 2

Mar 27

Mar 25

Feb 19 'P'

Feb 24.25 '0'

Feb 24.25 O"

Feb 25 'P*

Mar 3.4 '0'

Mar 3.4 'O-

VISA VISIT MTE DÛ'^n

Mar 2S

Mar 25

Mar 25

Mar 26

Mar 26

Mar 7

Mar 3

:i/?e'"ln"tS^r^.nc%'^i«fiiT*SJlSfr^XlsK^iJ7gfaXRIAL''EXAMS

tt§T HAVE pXIsED 1 A?ffllRA\4jl)tM'"-
Actuarial Tralnee-Spfld.MA P

Mar 4

S

Mar 4

Mkt.Mgt

Mkt, Mgt

Mkt

BBA

BBA

BBA

FIn.Acctg. BBA
Bus

Bus,Mkt,Mgt BBA

Bus.Mkt BBA

Bus.FIn, BBA
Acctg.Mkt

Acctg BBA

New Engl nd Copy Specialists Sales C

Thoapso-i Bakery Supplies Sales P

General Investments C

Shewaut Bank/Xorcester Credit Analys Trainee P

CVS Pharmacy Mgt Trainee

Jor.n Hancock Financial Services

Berkshire Eaole Advertising/Office Staff
Eagle Publisi ng Co.

Hartford Insurance

Mar 27

Mar 25

Mar 26

Mar 13

Mar 13

Mar 13

Apr 2

Feb 26

Feb 14 'P'

Feb 1< 'P'

Feb 14 '?•

Feb 18 'P'

Feb 18 'P'

Feb 18,19 '0'

Feb 18.19 '0'

Feb 18,19 'C

Feb 18,19 'C

Feb 19 'P'

Feb 19 'P'

Feb 19 'P'

Feb 19 'P'

Feb 24.25 '0'

Feb 24,25 '0'

Feb 25 'P'

Feb 18.19 '0'

Hgae Ec,
Lib r

-

Arts

BA

BS

MISCELLANEOUS MAJORS
Boston Univ. Bookstore Mgt. Training f

luaan Serv BA
>sych,Soc

Food Mkt.
tcon

Morse Shoe Exec Training Prog
•***1NF0RMATI0N SESSION ON FEBRUARY 27

Alternutlves Unltd

BA/MA Stop t Shop Night Mgr/Store Mgr

EnvScI

A A RE*
AnScI

HuaServ.
Educ. Soc

Econ.Fo
i Res t

Econ

od
con

BS/MS

BS/MS

BBA

BS

US Envlronaental Protection Agency

Agway Inc. Mgt Trainees

Mar iS

Mar 25

Mar 25

Mar 26

Mar 26

Feb 24

Coaaiunlty Services West Program Coordinator Mar 7

First Nat'l Supermkt Store Mgr Trainee C Mar 3

rf?ri!l;C^rSS^e'^ijtfiT*^tfr^iisEri-5^)(?f«RIAL''EXA»^''''

MU§? HAVE PASSED 1 AC^uKrUl ExXm
"*'

Turf Mat. BS New England Green

Educ,Engl. BA National Eval.
Journ
M.Ed. In Test I Measurement

Sys.

Actuarial Tralnee-Spfld.MA P

Lawn Specialist P

Proj Mgr. Editor,Coordinator P

Lib Arts BA

Econ.Jgurn BBA
rtic

"

New England Copy Specialists

General Investments

Aales

Mar 4

Mar 3

Feb 25

Mar 27

Mar 26

Mar 13

LNFORMATION SESSIONS
If the Information Session is held the night before the interview date, attendance Is

required by students on the Interview schedule. When held a few weeks before the
interview date, these Information Sessions are usually for all interested students.
Unless otherwise noted all Information Sessions are at the University Career Center.

INFORMATION SESSION

:omaunicat1ons

Econ BBA Shawaut Bank/Worcester Credit Analyst Trainee P

W^N^6feATi8ils sEssi8fi"8S[Y'r5?85'W: ^Mi Utm'i^ ax? p^oOffcV

Lib Arts BBA John Hancock Financial Serwites C Mar 13

L?d^?:tll5'D51{'1i I io^lTtoc'tTrlSSI lll^ " '^^

"

TbenMnstt P Mar 27

VISA

Speech . BA/MA No. Country Education Serv.
Tncrapy I Pathology

Feb 14 'P'

Feb 14 -P'

Feb 18 "P'

Feb 18 'P

Feb 18 'P'

Feb 18.19 '0'

Feb 16,19 '0'

Feb 18.19 '0'

Feb 18.19 'C'

Feb 18,19 'C

Feb 18,19 '0'

Feb 19 'P'

Feb 19 'P'

Feb 19 'P'

Feb 19 'P'

Feb 24,25"

Feb 24.25 '0'

Mar 3.4 '0'

MaM-"'3,4 'C

DEGREES ORGANIZATION POSITIONS
RESUME

VISIT DATE DUE DATE

ORGANIZATION VISIT DATE

Sanders Association

New England School of Nannies February 13

United Technologies February 19

Blooalngdale's February 21

Lechaere
LECHMERE'S INFO SESSION MOVED TO

Mass Ptutual Insurance

Mai lace Coaputer

Internal Revenue Service

Aaes Departawnt Store

Ptorsc Shoe Store (Fayva)

Defense Ptepping Agency

Mass PIR6

Plllsbury

February 21

THE CAMPUS CENTER.

February 25

March 25

February 26

February 28

March 25

March 4

March 3

March 5

DATE

February 13

February 13

February 18

February 20

February 20

Fabruary 24

February 25

February 26

February 27

February 27

March 3

March 3

March 4

TIME

7:00pm

7:00p(ti

7:00pa

7:00pffl

7:00p«

7:00pm

7:00pm

2:00pm

7:00pm

7:00pn

7:00pa

7:00pa

7:00pm

ANY MAJOR MAY INTERVIEW
WITH THESE COMPANIES

BS/MS U.S. Air Force

BA/BS CT Bank S Trust

BA/BS PIRGs

BA/BS U.S. Marines

55^2?NF0R}iXTl0N* iHlUn ON FEBplSY'lr'"'"""*-''''
BA/BS US Marines Tech

M Thompson Bakery Supplies Sales

BA CVS Pharmacy

BA
Eagle Publishing Co.

BA K-Mart

BA Peace Corps

BA/BS US Navy Officer

BA Burger King

Tech & Non-Tech positions C

Mgt Training P

Coordinators, Writers etc

C

C

P

P

P

Mgt Trainee

Advertising,Office Staff

Entry Level Mgt

Tech S Non-Tech

Mgt in Restaurant Oper.

Mar 13

Mar 4

Mar 4,5

Mar 3.4

Mar 27

Mar 25

Mar 13

Apr 2

Mar 10

Mar 12

Apr 2,3

Mar 27

Feb 13 'P'

Feb 18,19

Feb 18.19

Feb 18.19

Feb 19 'P'

Feb 19 'P'

Feb 24,25
'

Feb 25 'P'

Feb 24,25

Feb 24,25

Feb 26 'P'

Mar 3,4 '0

'0'

'0'

in'

0'

•0'

Cancellations
COMPANY

IBM

Ford Hotot CO.

Lawrence Livermore National Lab

H/A COB Llnkabit

February 26 h 27

February 25

February 27

February 18

DATE

Motorola/Gov't Electronics Group

OS General Accounting Office

Sandia Laba

Defanae Loglatlca Agency

Itak Optical

February 26

February 28

Fabruary 14

February 21

March 7

COLLEGE
D^UG

4 Main Street, Amherst 2S3-2S23

Mon-Fri 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 9-3

Colgate Shaving Cream 99*^

Memorex eo 3 pk 89*^

(coupon
$2.50 OFF I

I All Sunglasses in Stock!
with tnis coupon exp. 2/21/86 I^i

I coupon

I $2.50 OFF I

I Timex Watches !
with this coupon 2/28/86 '^a

120 page 3 subject notebook 99*^

50 page 1 subject notebook 49*'^

UNIVERSITY

hlentine

Wmp
VALENTINE'S DAY
FEBRUARY 14TH

Wrap your gifts with

elegant and fashionable

gift wrappings that say "Be

my Valentine" from

American Greetings.

Located in Campus Center

^nmVERSITY
w

m f.^{^A^'^'

MSTORE
Open M-F 9-5

m
AMERICAN GREETINGS

C MCMI.XXXVI Americin Creetingj Corp.

Saturday,

Feb. 15th

Queslums
& Answers

• Hugs for* I.

Benelits the Amencan

Heart Asson.ition

it Sweetheart of
a Sidewalk Sale

FEB. 13-17
where you II 'ind

Sleigers JCPenney
KMart and over 80 tme

stores & restaurants

OPENMONOAN THRU SATURDAY 10 9 30 SUNDAY 12 5 ROUTE 9HADLEY MA
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Experience Pays
THE NATIONS NEWSPAPER

i.in l'pl'.imh.ium i..-' Mid h|

.in! Ciirrnllas

Vfas§ student

held in arson

: l-IKhif.l^

Cape Cod Times
COVER STORY

THE CAPE AND ISLANDS' DAILY NEWSPAPER
Friday Jun* 21. IflS

Video vaults
hold TV

viewers
gold

By Mary Crease

^wdal for USA TODAY

MEDFORD, Mass — "See.

this Is what I mean by good
TV," Felicia Massarelli says,

pointing to tier tele^'tslon set.

where a rerun of Jackie Glea-

^on's The ifoneymooners Is In

p ogress,

Ralph Kramden Is winding

^^^^^^^^^^^^^ up an argument with wife Al-
^^^~"~"'"""'~''^"^"

Ice He rolLs his eyes, cocks his

head, and grimly sets his )aw "One of these davs. Alice,

'

'•'« fist. Bang.

Gilligan and
Jepry Mathers

as the Beaver

draw ratings

and fanatic

devotion

he l>ellows, smacking an open pali

room, right to the moon'"
Massarelli cackles A seU-descr

wukhes up to six hours a day of
-' while ones, they're (he b

Emptied channel fills beech
By JOHN YONCE
SOCIAL WRITER

HYA.NMSPORT - It's a job that costs nearly
t2M.uoo. consumes 1.500 gallons of fuel a day and takes
4.044 man hours to complete But. it provides a double
dividend

The dredging of Hyannis Harbor, now neanng com
pletion IS designed to open a deep, safe channel for

shipping It also will replace tons of sand lost over the

years from Kalmus Beach
TheArr- "

cubic van
of the Le
resident ii

The b;

boats wer
we re act

.Most of t^

ally from
We al

*j\ <.r

Kj> M
Martha s

s.lltl ,-1.

..lies h.is t»

~iirld - Icir exampl
i I'aKistan - and no C S^t O
t.ou! I0 0CM3 s.iivd.sues tor 3>loni

tiuT sribide Honclurts in 198:

rrnmcni lone* crossed the b By Anne McCrory
, - .. ..V Spei-lal to The Globe

r. ;,.ircf* cmii AMHERST - A University of

••
1 r-i iiiTK a hosi ii.iiu. Maaaachuaett* student is seeking

N ...inunistercd M-iiiei »13 mlllloh In two Uwsults charg

f than 15 defendants with

IS of her nghu In connec

th her arrest on arson
and suspension from the

ly last Derember
e I Henry. 20. a senior

ry major from Phlladel

IS arrested the evening ol

id I harged with setting fire

s on a fellow student s dor-

letk The fire was the tSlh

ormltory last year

wing the arrest. Henry was
rnight m jail, suspended

m,m^ ^'rred from the university,

fired from her job as a resident as-

sistant and permitted back on
camptis to attend classes only In
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*44 Poga*
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«'I||«M|> |N>IMtll>.

Iioitsilii: (inijoti

UMass Upsets
By F'ctor Abraham
IcU'gtiri I'liric-pondvnl

AMHi:Rr>T - The l.!nivor,<;ity of M'ssa-

chusetts rt»motnbrrctl. and the UnivoisUy of

""n; through but jusi barei.v w
>'» to the side, you begin to f

'J]
iiinJ

'^"g theirVi

u

be.

The .

7:23 to go

back Jim Sin.

'^^^ \^^ '^-V'

''••ndxinski of Eost
- •••tn win-

KnviiKiinirn ,ili>.l> .iml iiumhIh'IviiI
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-""'J^eami

""^-o'ex^^lfrMJayNew:comer fo.?!^? to her nr

i^5".^^chusette

Vol 105 — Nc 34 Rangers enjoyed fighting

Ululljl •,

micM II

xHinls
HiiHik

I'hc |>i(ipiisi'<l

li.'iulhiiiiM- llii

S(|ll,IIlll,Tr(Mlk KiM'l
alu-ndy .i problriii iii

Dorsi'V s;ii(l ' iniiif" IioumhK •

gi.u.iic llip prolilrni

We uoik Ii.ikI to grl ( iitisirv.i, .m
l;iriil ,iMil (Ins pmpiisal woiilil ri'niovr

siippoM'illy |K"iiii;ini'iil fonsiTv,iliiin

l.iil'l. Ildiscy ;itl(lo(l

lindinRs frnin ;i «ul«'i (pialilv

sluily. coiiduclrd by I lie rnwiisi'iul

Hlannin): Hoard's cuisulliint. .Jipsitii

A.ssixiales, inilic.ilcd li.iilci i.i pro
bicnis al llawlliornc HriHik and al the

'I i|

^llUl

III' ;iii]

iirr |iailil|

-l.ilr I III.

.•'11 lo laiiil III.

I

rn'iT
We .'ippn-cial

iici'it fill eldiTll
"bill Ibis is li;|

«illi ai I es^ lo
I

«,|'^ di'ilu ,il<il

and il should In I

"II uoill'l I'l-
I

loohsli lor llii' 1

1

only parks laltil

llie iiKiney lo

Haircll said

lanton Does
jid Doesn't

ave Surplus
\\\ (ierry «U'Smi;is ,!r,

|C\NT(»N — Sumo uiiaiitifip;ilfri in-

Icome and sonu' cardul spi'iiriiiiE;

Ilijve liolprd the louii end up \\\',\\ a

surplus mst over a quarler nl a

million dollars — SJ."v'>.iiihi. lur the

fiscal >ear Ihal ended June ;iii — lir>t

Ipelectman .s.inuiel Humphrtv >.ii(i

I this w eek

Bui a hill of about SIT9,imio owed lo

iBiue Cross in connection v. iih the

lown insurance, lounis m the

backproiind

The tax collectors ufiice tit"k iii

$73,000 more than it uas tiudiioted due
to payments o( back taxes and hens

The town also receded SlG.doM trom
the slate in road aid. and the town

clerk s ofliee added an extra S'.i.ooo

llo the coders
A mild winter saved over SIO (HHi m

jjowing and overtime costs, and the

3oard o( Education ($60,(Kmi., the

I
Board of Selectmen i S16G.<KWi and the

By ANDRE-.V WOLFF
P'pbS Re3 'i

ji-" sj'oj...

^\^l)^ hook
i ruM' hcjro t. A

NaiionjI l'j'> "^
•

«i'>si tail '*',

Urci. he knc'.'. :u>

amscd

Bench-clearing brawl
mars 83-70 Hoyas'

Fi^c rjn,n.">

By Peter Abraham

SPRINGFIKLI) - Georpelown
cefiter Patrick Fwinp «:corpd 25
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What do The Boston Globe, USA Today, Newsweek on Campm and the wire services have in com-

mon?
Correspondents at UMass - all of whom work for the Collegian.

The Globe, Conde Nast. Cape Cod Times and Fitchburg Sentinel - among other New England and

East Coast papers * are similar too. They've had our staffers as interns and co-op students this past

year.

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to get experience early. We all started as reporters

for the Collegian. Because of it, we've been able to do a lot more.

Whether you're a first year student or a senior, we have a job for you. Come down to our office,

find the department that's right for you. Choose from News, Sports, Editorial/Opinion, Black Af-

fairs, Women's Issues, Arts or Photo. Work with our editors who have professional experience.

Get a grasp on UMass issues and your writing skills.

Get clips that will get you. a job.

Today.

The CoUegian, We build careers.
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Quote of the day:

'Retiring was the best idea I ever had.

"

— Anne McCrory, night editor, ai 3 a.m.
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Today: Mastly sunny with highs in the mid to upper 20s.

Tonight: Clear with lows in the single digits.

Tomorrow: Sunny in the morning with increasing
cloudiness. Highs 25-30.
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ifswimming continued from page 24

Collegian photo b> Michelle Segall

Freshman center John Milum (22) shoots over a Duqeusne player earlier this season. UMass
hosts Rutgers tonight aqt the Cage.

qualify yet but,

Mullen might," Yarworth said. The coach's reasoning is

that his swimmers aren't fully tapered whereas in div-

ing tapering means nothing.

Another reason that Turner may not qualify is his ail-

ing back as well as tendenitis in his shoulder, both of

which have been holding him back all year. Also on the

injury front are a couple of Minutemen recovering from

the flu.

Even though Yarworth is not confident of winning the

meet he has set some goals for this meet. "We want to

bring down some times and swim smart races. Our whole

training program is geared to the New England meet. It's

impossible to prepare for two meets this close together,"

Yarworth said.

UMass will not be able to learn anything about any NE
opponents because Rhode Island is the only common op-

ponent in both the New England meet and this one.

The first day of events for UMass is as follows:

500 Freestyle - Rick Bishop. Drew Donovan, Mark
Waters. Chris Payson, Jim Flannery. and Paul Hartnett.

200 Individuai Medley - Eric Bebchick, Mike Hoover,

Paul McDonough, Owen McGonagle, Marc Surette, and

John Turner.

50 Freestyle • Mike BoUes, Jim Kuhns, and Craig

Hannenian.
400 Medley relay • Turner, Hoover, McDonough and

Donovan.
One meter diving • Pat Mullen and Tim Ramacciotti.

UMass* schedule for the second day:

400 Individual Medley • Bebchick, McDonough,
McGronagle, and Payson.

100 Butterfly - Ed Burton, Kuhns, and Hannenian.

200 Freestyle - Bishop, Donovan, Flannery, Waters,

and Hartnett.

100 Breaststroke • Bolles, Hoover, and Marius.

100 Backstroke - Burton. Peter Chouinard, Surette and

Turner.

800 Freestyle relay McDonough, Flannery. third leg

unknown, and Donovan.
One>meter diving concludes •

The day three schedule for the Minutemen:
100 Freestyle - Bolles, Donovan, Kuhns. Hannenian,

and Hartnett.

200 Backstroke - Chouniard. Surette. and Turner.

200 Butterfly - Burton, McDonough. and McGonagle.

200 Breaststroke - Bebchick. Hoover, and Marius.

1,650 Freestyle - Bishop. Flannery. Payson, and
Waters.
400 Freestyle Relay - McDonough, the next two legs

are not set, and Donovan.
Three-meter diving - Mullen and Ramacciotti.

The neeKnd Place

wmsm ^NO COVER
DRINK SPECIALS:
<1 QQ Oownstairs:

Peppermint Schnapps LIVE
Grisley Bottles

and

Rum Drinks

gANDS
iU

The Best in

umass'

bands ^^

This Week: The Modern Pladz
(winner of Southwest's Battle of the Bands)

The Steadys
(Reggae - Blues - Rock n' Roll)

Next Week: Wattage

Upstairs:

DJ Fred Rolon

Rte. 9, Amherst

corner of University Drive 256-1059

United Jewish Appeal presents

Ethiopian Jews

in Israel

''The Rescue
IsnH Over"

Wednesday, Feb. 19, 1986

6:00 pm CC 1009

Banquet Discussion led by

Joel Berkowitz
Everyone Welcome

Please sign up in the Hillel Office

Student Union 302

by Wed. Feb. 12

sponsored by Hillel/UJA

Thursday, February 13. 1966!
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Women's swimming cruises
UMass crushes Mount Holyoke, 82-57

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

What a difference a year

can make.
The University of

Massachusetts women's
swim finished out its

regular season with an
82 57 thrashing of Mount
Holyoke on Tuesday night

in Hadley.
The Minutewomen

finished their duel meet
season at 7-5, a vast im-

provement over the 3-9

year they suffered through

in 1985.

"It was a great way to

end the season, but we still

have the New Englands

coming up later this month
(Feb. 21-23 at Maine)."

UMass had no double

winners outside of Kris

Henson, but had little

trouble belting the over-

matched women of

Holyoke.
Winners for UMass in-

cluded the 200 meter
medley relay team, Hen-
son in the 800 freestyle

and Melissa Waller in the

100 breaststroke.

Other winners included

Michelle Leary in the 200
meter butterfly and Hen-
son with her second vic-

tory, this time in the 100
freestyle in 1:05.21.

Nancy Stephens took the

200 meter breaststroke in

3:03.07. it was Margaret
Cameron in the 400 meter

freestyle with a 4:o4.25

and Sue Freitas won the

100 meter butterfly with «
1:14.77.

UMass swan unofficially

in the final individual

event, the 200 meter in-

dividual medley, or the

score would have more or

a rout.

The meet got so out of

hand that diver Jean
Cowen swam the anchor

leg of the last relay, the

200 meter freestyle relay.

UMass didn't score, but it

didn't matter.

"It was pretty much
what I expected, we beat

them good last year and I

knew we'd do the same
this year," said Newcomb.

iffootball freshmen fontinued from page 24

if basketball at home mhiufd from page 24

floor.

The Knights also shoot a cellar-dwelling

44 percent from the field and have been

©utscored by over seven points-per-game.

Riggins leads the Knights in scoring at

16 ppg (18 in the A 10). He is also their

leading rebounder with just over five

boards a game.
The Minutemen will be looking to

establish their offense early in the game,

taking the tempo to the Knights.

"We almost let the Penn State game get

away," said gerlufsen, refering to Monday's

ifwomen's hoop
seeing only 17 minutes of playing time due
to foul trouble. Senior captain Jerrie Ber-

nier led the Minutewomen in rebounds
with a season-high eight boards.

Hebel's 1 1 points placed her as the second

leading all-time scorer at UMass, surpass-

ing Julie Ready's 1,406 points. Hebel now
has 1,410 career points with five games re-

maining on the schedule.

The Minutewomen flew out of the gates
early, jumping out to a 12-2 lead. But
UMass lost its intensity and did not score

for the next seven minutes, going into

halftime knotted at 20-20.

The lack of consistency continued in the

56 52 victory that saw UMass lead by 11

points in the second half but have to come
back in the final two minutes to win.

"We lost our intensity in that game."
said Gerlufsen. "We can't afford to do that

against anyone, including Rutgers. I'm con

fident that we'll play hard from the open

ing tap against them."
Minuteman Mutterings: Sophomore

guard Lorenzo Sutton continues to lead

UMass in scoring with 18.1 ppg (19.5 in the

league). . .Smith is 24 assists away from ty-

ing the UMass career reon^ of 518 .

tion all-state as well as an all-star wrestler

and baseball player.

Ron Blauvelt 6-1, 175 QBDB
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ In leading his

team to the Group 1 State finals, Blauvelt

copped all-league honors and was named
best player in Bergen County, Threw for

1,020 yards, rushed for 1,285 and scored 21

touchdowns as a senior.

Pat Doran 5-22, 275 RB/DB Mahwah,
NJ Another team captain. Doran was all-

league, county and area and honorable

mention all-state His team's MVP. Doran

rushed for 1,275 yards and 20 TD's as a

senior.

Mark Pompi 6-3, 240 OT Binghamp-
ton, NY A National Honor Society member
as well as a hockey and lacrosse player,

Pompi was all-metro and all-conference. An
HRTA m^or, he choose UM over Holy

Cross, Boston University. Temple, Maine
and Delaware after a talk with HRTA
director Stevenson Fletcher.

Steve Brothers 6-5, 245 DT Worcester,

Mass. A Holy Name of Worcester product,

Brothers is a blue-chipper that was a

member of the Woricster Ti'lefiram all-star

team as a senior. Played in the Shrintrs

Game.

Tony Hunt fr6. 245 DT BUIerica. MaM.
A transfer from Middlesex Community Col-

lege, he will provide a quick-fix to the

defensive line. "He's a project," said Reid.

"He hasn't played in in over a year after

leaving Lafayette as a freshman."
James Blount 6-3. 242 DT/OT

Philadelphia, Penn. An all-Catholic

League player 1983, 84 and 85. He was all-

Philly in 85 as well as all Montgomery in

83, 84 and 85. A legitimate player who
could've played Division 1.

Greg Justave 6^, 245 OG Throop.
Penn. Never missing a practice or game
in his career, this tough kid was a captain

and all-county honorable mention plaver.

Al Fogarian 6-2, 255 OT NaUck. Mass.

A football and track captain for Natick's

powerhouse, he was all-league and will

plav in the Shriner's game.

Paul Mayberry 6-2, 250 OT Waltham,
Mas. A first team Boston Herald all

.scholastic. Mayberry will also play in the

.Shriner's game.

it's hard to say now, but I feel gfwd

about this class. " said Reid. "This is one

of the finest groups of freshmen I've .seen

in a long time."

I continued from page 24

second halt, as the Minutewomen sunk in-

to another scoring drought midway
through the second half For the game.
UMass shot a dismal 35 percent from the

floor.

Foul trouble also spelled doom for the

Minutewomen. Both Bernier and Mat-
thews fouled out and Damminger with four

personal fouls. Freshman point guard
Christel Zullo picked up three quick fouls

in the first half and only saw 21 minutes
of playing time.

The Minutewomen return to the Cage
Friday night to face Temple University.

Game time is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
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LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 845 2:30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days pnor to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

,\CTIVmES
One bedrm.m at (^liffKide :!'«l inrlude.l

t'>tw>-7^»T iir t;ti.j.'i414
HELP WANTED

Take a year off and discover ihe oppor-

tunities in I'.S and KuroiH- for chilii carr

pnifessBinal>.. infurmaluin meetmc Thurs
(lay Kohruao' l.'lth, 7 p.m. in tin Carwr
Placement Center

FOR SALE

25 plu* Clyb pot luck .4up|>er Fnday the

:4lh .S-H pm call IVmna al 2i>r.-04<i7 or

.lack at ti4ii- 1 1 1 1 for more info

AUTO fOR"SALE

OHN C2 Speaker* 19.5 pair great cond.

must sell need money 2S6^6fi89 ^
Fur Coat - ^abbU. never worn Be>;i

rfa.<Minable offer. After Tive 2.'iti 18H4

W) (am Z28 ,3.''>0 auto alarm Son^ cassette

jriHid cond .seek to sell immed asking $48(Ml

:.49-781«

FordTLTO 75 Tuns well $6fttl or BO caFl

25.'}-9'.«»8 eveninRs

1978 Ford FieNta very ifrM«l condition

$l(l(H) or liesi offer .'ilirt ."iri.'fl evenings.

weekend;^

T^Maida RX-7 5 spd AM/FM'cassette ex

celleni cond. $i:tKK) or BO call Uehbie Mar
tins at ft4.V21ft J

SoEfWooD

Boltwood Project Information Se»»ion»:

Wednesday. Kclinian ") rm 917; Mcmday
February' I" rm ' 804: Wednesday
February !2 rm 917; Tuesday, February

18 rm 917. Campus Center 7 («• pm come
see what we're all about!

CASH"

Stereo ComponenU: Technics SLB2II2

Turntable JfiO. SAE Amplifier 2fKl watt5

$18(1. Vector Research lO band E(J $l-''«

Numark 10 band Wq. $75. call ti»;.=i.3t>89

i)«™rFridre 3.2 eu. ft. SlZ.-i or BO call

Ann .>H4^5975

MiHtral Maui aailboard $799 orlTn call

Mike 2.'-.6-6978

Skis Ro»»ifnol "Smaah" 160» iieze plate

bindings itofl condition best offer

.549.^7.31

Airline Ticket on Republic. Roundtrip to

California. Seattle. Ariwina. New Orleans.

Florida and more. .No reslricticms or.

reservations. First class. $29() .5494 149

FOUND

Cross Pen in SBA nn 2/4 call Mike at

.'•|8H-n449

Calrulator Call .'j4ti.4715 to identify

Found bracelet on 2/6 at parly in 129

Brittany call 2.5:1 7(14 4 to identify

^REE MONEY"

Paving caah for vour baseball cards

Pleaae call Mike .54fS.«l't-,

DREAMS

i can't iielieve wlien I look al vou. I mii.st

liedrearivriL'. .t - tor. t""»l •U-\nu- True

BS

ENTEllfAiNMENI

Go home this three day weekend and br-

ing baci* yuf ba.seball card colelction. !

will trade mv cash for your cards. Call

Mike .'>4t>H10.'-.

GRADUATING SENIORS

Entry Level Marketing Position in local

multi-million dollar firm hourly wages

sUirtmit from 4 to .'i dollars, plus paid sale"

I'ommissions Matt: 584 :<.5!Hi

Weeklv pay for newspaper delivery in

dorms'. Must lie able to deliver 7

(lays-week. Pay i? varial)le. No car neede<l

Call evenin>r< 2.53 7(MI9

I'Mass Transit Service is acceptinn ap

plications for several bus drivinR (losi

lions. You must be in a degree program

taking at least six credits and have a Mass.

Class II license and excellent drivini;

record. $4 »iO/hr to .start Apply at Iniver

sity Bus C.arage. or call Bud or Jenny at

.'i45-(»()5t'. for more info. L'MTS is an

EO'AA employer

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr round.

Euroi)e. S. America, Australia. Asia All

fields $900-200(1 mo. Sighl.seeing. Free in

fo Write I.IC. PO BOx 52-MA-l Corona

[)el Mar. CA 92K25

Musicians for coffee houses needed. Any

type of musical instrument would be

great. Karen 2.53 7.507
^

Looking for a band for a semi formal

dance. Funding available. Karen 2.537507

C'ampTovaltown, AHRC^T89 Wheatley

Ro;i(r Bn'iokline, NY I1.545A residential,

recreational cam[) for menUlly retarded in

Hunter NY is accepting applications for

summer employment Write or call (5lt;»

62(>-10OO

INSTRUCTION

Know vour car. Basic Automobile

Workshop, 28 hours including classroom

and shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Ski Jacket at Uella Chi party 2'8. Navy

blue with rwl sln(>e and ski pa.ss on T.ififn'T

If found rail 54*1 4;i44

Lost male cat black and grey tiger Fai'e

and double paws while Reward 549 ti884

Long black and blue ciass earring Fri

night if found plea.se call 546-82H7

To the Little Sisters of AEPI: Happy
Valentines Day and welcome hack, l^nik

ing forward loa great semester with you

l/ove always, the Brothers of AEPI

Stacey 1. have a great birthday love your

two favorite guys Aaron & Jeff

MAINE

Ride to Maine needed. Desperate, will

help w/t call Ashley (i-40«t< for 2/14

MOVER

'Round Town Movers fast, refiable.

cheap Call Michael anytime 32.'5-6780

PENNIES: NO IM)LLARS
FOR YOUR THOUGHTS!

$$$$$$$$ss$$$$tts$$st$mt$$$$$$s$$
$
$
$

$
$

To the sisters of Chi Omega, new * old

from the blue & blue to the re<l Ai gold

Here's a toast to you cause we hail a blast

To the start of a tradition we know will

la.st Dancing on chairs till the parly is

through. Love, the sisters of Kappa, old &
new

KARENTliappy Valentine Day Love Roo
PS see you in the Bahamas

Happy Birthday Kris from your loving

riK)mmate or friend at least

One bedroom in two bedroom
townhouse m Sunderland on bus route

T2:> plus brand new (;»;.'. 7Wi7 or 8(^.5 :!4I t

Female wanted for single room aMiiLiblf

in Townehouse Apts call 549 ii48il

'To share bedroom In two bedroom llran-

lywin.. apl female. .549.4824 call ASAP

The President stlroup

is sponsoring 2 market
research sessions on

Feb. 19th (4::iOi;;30 and
7 91 in which we will

pay 20 motivated seniors

fin.OOtotelluswhat
Ihev think on a variety

of subjects. We will

provide a cold buffet

dinner and guarantee

a stimulating evening.

Thisopixirtunity is

strictly limiteil. so

call Kalhy Kelly our
campus rep immediately
to apply (.549 7'249 after

(ipm)

$

$

$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

(>um) $
$$$$$$$$$$$$$S$$($$$$»SSS$$$S$$$$$$

Congratulations the new sisters of Alpha
Chi Omega: Lynne. Karen. Lisa, Peggy.

Kirstie. Jacqui, Karen, Elisa. Cheryl,

Karen. l.auren. We love you!

Cheryr, Have an awesome B-day. I hojie

Mike appreciates your shoulders. Love
J.kIi

T-man, Nice hit on Blondie Saturday

night . Theresa wants some milk

Beauty must suffer, and .so must we.

krystle - Have an oh.so wonderful simply

marvelous birthday' Love. Lauren

I Tret by with a little help from my
friends. . .Lerch. Jim. Jane, Dave, Mo.

and BB Rich, thanx for everything' F.IMI

SERVKES

Tvping. Fast, accurate Calf anytime.

rtfi.". 7«r.2

Lvnne Hans Esq. P.C. Immigration Uw
evening apiKiinlmenis call Springfield ( »f

flee 781 tl.'l^O or (Iti.^) 85 1 .'I

TaHor for all kinds of alterations. >a.st

.servic-e. rea.sonable prices at SHAANN's
Hampshire Mall .584 9362

SPRING BREAK 86 _
FORT LAliDERIMLE from $:tl';' in

eluding Rounil trip let and 7 nights at Holi-

day Inn Hotel (which is one mile from

lieiu'h) All Taxes ind Tiiis lnclude<l

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $79no in

eluding nmnd Iriii bus and h(.tel .\lso

.•jvailalile DAYTONA BEACH Packages.

Town Tours & Travel. 482 Mam St..

Maiden, Ma. 02148 (617) ,'12l-.399:)

TRAVEL

PIZZA LOVERS
VALENTINE

PERSONALS

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disk:- >|.uii L.^mir

ta.-;eCall Chris 2.5ti-«84.'i

Want to have some fun? lU S TKll' i" >

Boston Night Club on K.-l' 21 l-A» KS .

large and has 3 dance flHcr-^ K't mf'Tma

tiim. call Rich; .54fi-54l'.'

TURN THE tABI,ES Professional Dl

yr exiH-nenie call 24 hrs .58ti-9ti91

S^ vou want to dance or what? Loud

high uuidiiy mobile svslem 25i. ..t.,so,

;>49

h qu
I- 71 '28

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment n

Jockeys. Light Shows. Uirge .^.r.

Video Shows, call .549:7I44Ji4j>;s_

Career Connection can help .vou.

' Career Connection is a resume Iwiok

• designed to market your resume to |

• |,()ienlial employers. Your resume will
|

be publisheff in a professionally |

printed and iMiund book I" Ih'

distributed to over .'^Ofl companies
• m various fields, t'areer Connection
• minimizes your costs while it maximizes

*

• your exiMisure to corporate personnel

•managers you could never reach on younfc
• own Dea"dline for resume is February *

• 28, 1 98»i For more information call '•

• the area representatives;
"

• Sherry .549-'261« or Noelle .546-80.59 *

•»••••#•••••••••••••••••••••*•*•••

LOST

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY

FOR RENT

Office Spaee available. Eip«:ially ap-

Tprtite for Dissertation ^nten. m
Belchertown. 323-7636

L«fgy Meggy. Megamuffin, Meeaboo,

Meggar Keggar. have a great 20th!' Your

roomie

Silver bracelet on Mon Feb 3 please call

Nick for rewanl 549-.5605

Silver'Seiko Lassa II HX081' lost around

i;Ma.ss call 5490460 at night

Ladies goid^J ules Jerguson watch on

Campus 2'5 much M'nlimental value

plea.se call Martha .549-7781

Lost: Ladies SeTko sUinless steel watcn

on 1/27/86 near SI' plea.se call 546 9978

Gold Moslem religious medallion great

sentimental value $$ reward plea.se call

Soli 549-3667 _^
Lost 1 pair of brown Vuamel sunglasses

with cord, (ireat sentimental value if

jound, plea.se call Adam. 546-681 ' Reward

Lost 2/10 gold chaiiT sentimenUl value

reward call 549-7732

Get the most from your workout call Mai

for supplements at reduced •i.-"^

,•,46-7549

Order a heart shaped pie to catch your

sweethearts eye. $1 surcharge orfers in

advance Dominos Pizia 2.56-8911 or

5492790

pru'c- S REWARD $

Desperately Seeking summer housing on

Cape Cod! (Yarmouth H.yannis) need a

nKimmale':' Please call Kurt 256-1041

Desperately seeking Dana for the past

six months. Have a great Valentines Day.

1 love you. R.B

fo the Tonv that fixed my •I'-e in Lot 49.

Call me Janet .546 6464

ifey Aud whos zooming who I gui'ss ynu

got even love Yor

Li«, 'Wishing you the best! Love ya

Catherine

BUN Wishin'lhe happiest brithday to "ur

greatest and hard working-est Southwest

President ever' Take care of yourself.

MMB

Navy blue, wool trenchcoat with kevs

lost 'at Townhou.se party S.-itiirday night

high seniimental value no questions askeiJ

.,-ill T a! .549-0692

TllbE WANTED

SPRINt; BREAK on the l>each at .South

Padrr Island. Daylona Beach, F'ort

Lauderdale, Fi>rt Walton Beach .ir

MusUng Islancl/Port Arabsas from only

$89; and skiing at Steamboat or Vail from

only $86! Deluxe l(Hlging, parties. WKHlie

l»ags. more Hurry, call Suncha.se Tours

for more information and reservations toll

free I 800 321 .5911 TODAY' When your

Spring Break counts, count on Suncha.se

Spring Break Boston-Fl Lauderdale

niund trip iH-kvi.. |,.n..si price

$22:. .>'• '< I '

"!' V't:

oimil

To Lowell for long weekend. Plea-w call

Lisa, late night .546 r228 _____
Ride needed to No Conway. NH or

Boston on 2 14 Pleas*- call 549 2646

Ride needed to Stowe-Burlington VT or

nearby for this long wwkeml I'leasi' call

Susan 549 1228 or 54 5 21.52

ROOMMATE WANTED

^NTED
Wanted: scuba equipment especially wet
suit call Dave .546-9.551

Funny Creative & homemade videotapes

wanted Send for mfurmation: People

Video, PO Box 149 (iraflon. Mass 01,Sl>t

or call 617 8.19-5r.84

Singer wanted for rock-n-roll band to

play Southwest Week Call Pete al 6 .509.'i

or ,1im at t. ii7;i9

Female roomiiMU wanted to share

spacious one bedroom apartment on bus

route tennis court, p<k>1, washer, dryer

$212 inclusive call after five 665-4790

French Tutor needed Earn extra cash, 1

or 2 hrs/week call 2.561412 evenings to

make arrangements
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SPORTS
Linemen head recruiting class
Bv PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

First year University of Massachusetts

football coach Jim Reid started his ad-

ministration ofi in the best way pt^sible

yesterday, signing a recruiting class that

is the envy of much of Division lAA.
Linemen dominate the 17 member class.

The Minutcmen inked 12 high school

plavers and one junior college transfer that

proi. rt tn bf in the trifuhes either offen-

sively or defensively.

With the low rf All-American n<«e guard

Mike Dwer to graduation and a poor job

uiting big players last season, the

II ltd ior linemen became apparent early in

the recruiting process and Reid took over

where Bob Stull left off before leaving for

TexasEl Paso.

"It's a good cla», several coaches from

other teams have told me so," said Reid.

'We have recruited players with good size

Rutgers

Football freshmen a large group

and we hope good ability, but just as im-

portantly they are qualified students,

several in fact are honor students."

However, the leading player on the list

released to the media yesterday morning

is a running back. Jim Frank, a 5-10 185

pounder from Liberty High in Bethlehem,

Penn i:f a blue-chip member of the Eastern

Penn. All State team He was also

recruited by Penn State, Holy Cross and

Delaware.
"Jim's a great player, without a doubt he

can come in and contribute either as a back

or in the secondary." said Reid. "Several

Division 1 schools where after him, he's

that good."

Here is a complete look at the 1985

UMass recruiting class:

Jim Frank, 510, 185 RB/DB

UM
clash tonight
Hoop looks for 3rd straight win
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

There's a new attitude on the Universi

ty of Massachusetts men's basketball team.

a winning one.

Coming off of two straight victories, the

Minutemen will entertain Rutgers Univer-

sity tonight at 7:30 in the Curry Hicks

Cage (plenty of free student seats available

with an ID).

At 8-14 overall and in the middle of the

Atlantic 10 pack at 5-8, the Minutemen
realize now is the time to salvage their

season and build a foundation for the

future, as well as move up in the league

and get position for the post-season A-10

tournament.
"It was really getting to us, losing all the

time," said junior co-captain Carl Smith.,

"But now we've put two wins together and
things are looking up. We want to keep it

going."

Rutgers, 7-16 and 2-12. has lost seven

straight and despite several talented

players, is mired in last place in the Atlan-

tic 10. Rookie head coach Craig Littlepage

has had his problems, but believes he can
beat UMass.
The Scarlet Knights defeated UMass,

73-62 back on Jan. 16 in New Jersey. Eric

Riggins, a 6-8 junior foward, scored 19

points and along with huge (6-9, 265
pounds) junior center Lloyd Moore, ruled

the inside.

But Littlepage has sinced benched that

duo and Rutgers has gone into a tailspin.

The Minutemen have since improved,

especially their inside game.

Freshman center John Milum, who had

played in just five games prior to the team's

first meeting, is now a starter and playing

well. Freshman forward Duane Chase, who
was having personal problems at the time,

is now making his presence felt and is a

force in the paint.

"Rutgers is dangerous, forget their

record," said UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen.

"I'm sure their coming in here thinking

they can beat us, but we're going in think-

ing we can beat them too."

A sign of UMass' new attitude is the

suspension of freshman forward Joe Fen-

nell. The disciplinary move is a clear signal

to the rest of the team, especially the

freshmen, that their coach wants good ef-

forts on the court, and good behavior off it.

Or else.

"I had to draw the line," said the coach.

"Hopefully everything will work out the

better for it."

Against Rutgers' inside game fbecuse

Moore and Riggins are quick to come off

the bench), UMass will need good play from

Milum, Chase and reserve centers Tom
Emerson and Sean Mosby.

Neither player has developed into a great

scoring threat, but are both capable of solid

defense and the glass and rebounding.

"We'll need Tommy and Sean," said

Gerlufsen. "They've been in a little com-

petition lately to see who will play. Sean's

been hurt (ankle), but he can see action."

Rutgers shows a little of everything.

They can press and run depending on their

personal, but they are awaful on defen.se,

allowing a league-low 50 percent from the

continued on page 23

Minuteman swimmers travel

to Atlantic 10 championship
By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
swim team, at this very moment, is com-
pt'ting in the Atlantic 10 Conference
championship meet at ''Penn State

University.

UMass, 11-0 during the regular season,

hopes to place anywhere from third to

fifth in the three-day meet.

"If we prepared for the meet (trained to

peak for it) then I'd hope for third." said

UMass coach Ru.ss Yarworth. "Penn State

and West Virginia will probably be first

and second. Temple and George
Washington will peak for the meet plus

bt. Bonaventure should be tough.

Although the Minutemen aren't train

ing for the meet, they will swim a strong

line up. "We'll swim pretty much the

same way as we'll swim at New Englands,

except three for people," Yarworth said.

Paul Hartnett earned one of those posi-

tions with a good performance against

New Hampshire last Saturday. Eric Beb
chick and Owen McGonagle are the

others.

Yarworth also noted that John Turner

and Drew Donovan can still qualify for

nationals as well as Pat Mullen can in

diving.

"I don't expect Donovan or Turner to

contuiuitl on pngc 23

Bethlehem, Penn. A member of the

Eastern Penn. All-State team, Frank won
the 100 and 200 meter dashes in the

Eastern Penn League. A National Honor

Society member, he was team captain and

MVP"
Thorr Bjorn, 6-4. 235 DT East Lyme,

Conn. A sure-fire all-name team member,

this team captain was All Eastern Conn,

and all-area in 1985.

Joe Edgerton, fr5, 265 OT/DT War-
wick, RI At Bishop Hendricken High.

Edgerton was first team Division lA and

all state in track. He also played fullback

for a game.
Paul Connor 6-4, 250 OT West

Springfield. Mass. A two year captain,

Connor is a big local product that was All

Western Mass. He is also an honor student.

Anthony Giudice 6-3, 245 OT Syosset,

NY A two-year football captain, Guidice

w as first team all county. Long Island and

Metro.

Mike Marzarella 6-4, 235 OT/DT
Union, NJ A product of a football

jX)werhouse, Marzarella hasn't played in a

losing football game for two years. Played

both lines on state champions and was first

team all-county and third team all-state.

He chose UM over West Virginia,

Syracuse, James Madison and Purdue.

Mark Wojciechowski 64). 245 NG
Sachem, NY A football captain, this kid's

accomplishments would fill a page. The
highlights: First team all league, county

and state, co-MVP of the state, an

honorable mention All-American as well as

all-country in track and wrestling.

Scott Alia 64, 175 RB/DB Saddlebrook.

NJ A two-year captain and National Honor

Society member. Alia was honorable men-
citriltnued on page 23

Collegian phntn hy .Michelle Segall

Freshman forward David Brown is airborne in action Monday
against Penn State. The Minutemen play at The Cage tonight against
Rutgers.

Minutewomen fall at GW, 61-46
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Just when you thought that things

couldn't get any worse, the problems con-

tinue to mount for the University of

Mas.sachusetts women's basketball team.
In addition to Monday's 61 4R loss at the

hands of George Washington University in

the nation's capitol, the Minutewomen add-

ed two more players to the ever-growing in-

jury list. Chalk up freshman forward Beth
Wilbor with a pulled groin suffered in prac-

tice last week and junior guard Mary Mar
quedant, who has been slowed by a charley

horse she al.so received in practice.

The loss at GW was the third straight for

the Minutewomen (9-13 overall and 2-9 in

the Atlantic 10) and the eighth loss out of

the last nine contests. It was also the

eighth consecutive loss in the A-10 for

UMass.
Seniors Barbara Hebel and Karen Dam-

minger led UMass with 11 points each.

Senior forward Rebecca Kucks and senior

guard Juanita Mathhews added 10 and
eight points respectively, with Matthews

cii'itiniii'd on page 23

Sports at a glance
Today:

Men's Basketball: Rutgers, Curry Hicks

Cage, 7:30 p.m. (Free with ID).

Men's Svirimming: at Atlantic 10 Cham-
pionships, Penn State.
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Collins; UMass
deserves more
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis' budget request for the Univer

sity of Massachusetts does not help further the goals of

the University, a state representative told the Faculty

Senate yesterday.

The request is "not a bad budget recommendation," but

it is "not one that really helps us or enables us to realize

the promise of this land grant University." State Rep.

James Collins, D Amherst, said in his address to the

senate.

University officials had expressed disappointment at

Dukakis' budget request.

The University requested an increase of $2.1 million in

its main budget and an $18 million allocation for new pro

grams. Dukakis has asked the Legislature for a $1.5

million increase in the base budget and no funding for

new programs.

To "turn good education into good politics on Beacon

Hill," the University needs to develop long-term plans for

Its future, he said.

"We won't get the money unless we do the planning,"

he said, institutional change doesn't occur if its dictated

from a Let^islature or a board of regents."

Collins said he intends to "develop broad based support

for the additional funding ' to the budget. He said he hoped

support would come from UMass alumni, faculty, and

students.

The University has the single largest alumni delega-

tion in the state Legislature, surpassing private institu-

tions, such as Harvard and Boston College for the first

time, he said.

"I want us to be an elite school that's not elitist," he said.

In other senate business, Samuel F. Conti, vice-

chancellor for research and dean of the graduate school,

said that a graduation ceremony for graduate students

will be held in the Fine Arts Center on May 24. This is

one day before the undergraduate graduation. May 25,

in W.arren McGuirck Alumni Stadium.

(OllcKiun phdto by Marin Bull

LOOK OUT JANE FONDA - First-year stu-

dent Steven Lee jackknifes in Boyden gym-

nasium yesterday afternoon.

Students save groups' funds
University of Massachusetts students overwhelming-

ly approved to continue the support of two student ad-

vocacy groups by means of an optional $3 fee on each

.semester's tuition bill.

With all but some 200 absentee ballots counted, the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group
(MassPIRG) and the State Student Association of

Massachusetts (SSAM) clinched the victory with a margin

of more than 3 to 1

.

The unbinding referendum, held yesterday and Wednes-

day, asked students whether they supported the "negative

check-ofi" system, in which $3 in fees -$2 for MassPIRG

and $1 for SSAM -are automatically ascessed unless a

waiver is filled out and the amount subtracted from the

total tuition.

Students answered with 2,106 in favor of the system,

and 603 against.

Dierdre Cummings of MassPIRG said she was happy

with the result. "I think it shows that students care about

us. It reaffirms our position among students," she said.

Brian Darling of Students for Participatory Democracy,

which iniated the referendum, said his group accomplish-

ed their goals by making students more aware of the

automatic fee assessment.

"It was definitely a consciousness-raising campaign,"

he said.

Darling said SPD would set their sights on another issue

rather than re-challenge MassPIRG and SSAM.
Karen Morvay, chairwoman of the Undergraduate

Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, said she was

pleased with the voter turnout of 15 percent.

"It shows apathy is decreasing on campus," she said.

-PATRICK JOHNSON

Apts* sprayed;
no warning
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Correspondent

The director of the Office of Environmental Health and

Safety said he is concerned about a vinlatmn dfUniversi

ty of Mas.sachusetts pestnuic legul.it mns

Al Sorenson, the department's director who ensures that

pesticide violations are not made, said "we re definitely

concerned, " although he added he thinks no intentional

infraction occurred.

Sorenson said he is concerned because signs were not

posted in hallways and common areas warning; Universi

ty Apartment Complex residents that .spraying was to

take place. The spiayinj' was done Wednesday afternoon

and yesterday morning at the ;ipartments located on

North Pleasant Street near the Newman Center.

Regulations issued by Sorenson's office state that within

two working days before apartments are fumigated,

"there shall be a posting in prominent areas of the

buildingfs) to be treated." warning of the upcoming

pesticide use.

There were no signs in place at the apartments Wednes

day afternoon or yesterda\ morninn

Gary Cichasky, housinji officer for the University and

Lincoln Apartment comple.\es. said be undersltMxl the

regulation to mean that signs should l>e posted on apart

meat doors after the spraying has taken place

The spraying for cocknwches in the apartments was part

of a regular program of fumigation of campus residences

carried out by the grounds section of the Physical Plant

Department. The complex houses the families of Univer

sity students who are parents.

"They (the signs i definitely should be there," said Soren

son. "It was agreed to with the physical plant depart

ment " He said his office had supplied physical plant with

the signs.

The regulations also state that "In areas treated for

c(x:kroach control, the occupants must be given a copy of

Control of the Cockroach"," a fiyer issued by the Univer-

sity's Environmental Health Office. None of the residents

interviewed yesterday had received a copy However,

several residents said they did receive a family housing

newsletter which periodically contains cockroach control

information.

"I'd like everyone to get copies." said Sorenson. But he

added that residents are made aware of pnxedures for in

sect control.

The regulations state that residents must receive

notification individually of the spraying. These written

notices must tell what chemicals are to be used, how long

residents must stay out of their apartments, and any

recommended safety procedures.

It appeared that these regulations had been followed ac-

cordingly. Every resident interviewed had received copies

of the notice, and several were seen stuck into apartment

doors.

However, Sorenson, emphasizing the importance of prior

warning, said "The main thing is to be sure that

everybody is notified." He said he would contact the

Physical Plant Department to make sure the advance war-

ning signs are posted in the future.

Help for flu patients available
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: First in a series of health-

related articles.

February seems to be the most jjopular

time for influenza to strike and as a result.

University of Massachusetts Health Ser-

vices is offering information and services

to help students combat this virus.

The beginning of the spring semester is

the most typical time of the year for flu, but

fortunately this year doesn't seem to be as

bad as others, said Estelle Maartmann-

Moe, director of nursing at UHS.

The flu lasts for about five to seven days

accompanied with common symptoms, she

said. Most people have had respiratory pro-

blems, headaches, sore throat, and fever

with temperatures up to 103 degrees.

Flu is highly contagious and people are

usually carriers of the virus before they

realize it. Maartmann Moe advises

washing your hands often and keeping

sneezing and coughing "to yourself,"

because flu is an air-born virus.

A cool, damp cloth on the forehead and

Tylenol help reduce fever and achiness, she

said. She advises people to get enough rest

and drink enough fluids, usually 6 to 8

glasses of water per day.

"There have only been two or three peo-

ple in the past two weeks admitted into the

in patient care unit for severe flu symp-

toms, such as dehydration," she said. The

clinicians at the center's Urgent Care Unit

see about 25 to 30 people a day for flu.

Not everyone needs to see a clinician, she

said. There is a self-care cold center next

to the pharmacy inside the infirmary with

informative pamphlets and a symptom
check-list.

The self-care cold center is there to help

students find out if they really need to see

a clinician or if they only need over-the-

counter medicine from the pharmacy, said

Kathy Crosson, director of health educa-

tion at UHS.
"Word of mouth is that it (flu) is there,

people are sick," said Joe Pelis, director of

the pharmacy at UHS.

Ristuben
left mark
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

The Collegian will lose the full-time ser-

vices of a family member today when
James Ristuben, coordinator in the

newspaper's business office for seven

years, leaves his position for health

reasons.

Ristuben, 57, came to the Collegian in

1979, bringing nearly three decades of ex-

perience in the business, advertising and

circulation departments of professional

newspapers in North Dakota,
Massachusetts and New York.

His job here has been to work with the

Collegians business managers in coor-

dinating advertising, finances, circula-

tion, subscriptions and the newspaper's

accounts.
, ,
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Manufacturer removes
Tylenol from shelves
WHITC PLAINS N V AP A leMiui

tiMtle ^Q'ani^ la^ Tyl«nol was found

on a store shelf yesltt^y. prompting its

manufacturer to iwue a nationwide war

Btttg iMM ta uca Ite ^iakiller in ca|Miule

fttm.

FM^ral ^Ttcials laid the sea»nd ran-

taminated bottle was nM from the same
batch that figured in the death fd a

woman laM weekemi.
We found cyanide in it." said Food ami

Drug Administration Director Ge&^
Ger«t«nberg of the second bottle "It waa
uken ofTthe shelf, it had not been sold."

Westch^l«r County officials said it was
taken from a Woolworth's store a few

blocks from the A&P where the firrt b<*-

tle had been purchased. Gerstenberg

wmtld not confirm wiMra tlM Mcond bot-

tle was found.

Johnson 4k Johnson, the maker ci

Tylenol, said in a statement, "While the

area of immwliate «xi«m is New Y<vk,

we are i&suing a nationwide warning in

the intar^t of giving the public the widest

possible protection."

EMane Elsroth. 23, of PeekskiU, died

Saturday at the Yonkers home where her

boyfriend, Michael Notarnicola, lived

with his parents and brother.

Stephen Lewis, a lawyer for the Notar-

nicola family, said yesterday he had been

assured by the FBI and Yonkers poli€»

"that no one in the family is a subject."

Elaroth's death prompt^ thousands of

^or^ nationwide to pull the painkiller off

the shelves and recalled the 1982 death

ottBvwn Chica^ area residents who died

aftM" taking cyanide-tamted Tylenol.

The family "has absolutely nothing to

hide."Lewis said. "They want to see the

person responsible apprehended and pro-

secuted."

Assembly: Marcos is ahead
MANILA. Philippines (AP»- President

Ferdinand E Marcos was well ahead

yesterday in the ofTicial vote count by the

National Assembly, which his party con

trols. Corazon Aquino, who claims she won

the election, said he must resign to prevent

violence.

Aquino's aides reported that another of

her campaign workers was killed yesterday

bringing the total sine* the Feb. 7 presiden

tial election to more than 20.

After seven hours of tabulating tally

sheets from the archipelago's 74 provinces

and more than 60 cities, the assembly had

Marcos ahead with 6,403.785 votes to

5.584.581 for Aquino. That gave Marcos an

edge of about 53 percent to Aquino's 46 per

cent with about 46 percent of the votes

tallied.

The assembly s count determines the out

come under Philippine law.

The National Movement for Free Elec

tions, an independent poll watchers group

called Namfrel, had Aquino ahead in its

unofficial ojunt. It gave her 7,158,679 votes

to 6.532,362 for Marcos, based on 64 per

cent of more than 86,000 precincts

reporting,

Aquino claims the elections were
fraudulent and the National Assembly's

canvass is rigged.

She said the president should resign

because "the failure of the electoral proce^

to move swiftly to a fair conclusion has

dangerously heightened tensions." An aide

read her statement soon after a Marcos
government television broadcast.

U.S. declares mutual fraud

DAYTONA BEACH "86"
Don't be idt home in the cold, tpend Spring Break m the tun, und md Hirf

on thr World't Istpni ttMh wtth thr comfMny who nully cam about the STUDENTS.

flOM:

$189
OC^T PASS UP A DEM UKE THIS!

• Mawnd if9 MxtpoiuMn 10 OWMeM ttmh vm modvm Htifmm MolotroKchn

• MI0out rm^i •<* alt mBmtmm. huMd ifcMtitv on the br^ch, hstr be0\ peat
drck «nd indoor bi^ itigt foetk mimumtL mtm tonnuomt mmm ww»

ilrw TV\
• OOlMtnti one d«i rMurwom le DniMiy WbHd fpcM CvfMM. d»> p yr* inhmn

tftH iwtwf tmm iKjm

• A urM««r« irtw^ulv of ^td OtKk aiiivtne^ indudinii our pool drtk poly
• fnjirwMvuil^ idimsi prnorMwl to mihv yoM' »>p miovjMr
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uMimalp. vtdia (tmtr chA 70I ^ot^
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A QUAUIV ttif PlOUtXIS A CCHDfS Willi Of ISIOtrMfNT SO HtOOIS COSTS IIM MO*I l«lfS

DESIGNERS OF TRAVEL REALLY CARES!
for fnON- .n call

PAM 546-9102

SANTA BARBARA, Calif <APf The

Reagan administration refused yesterday

to eli^KMVte on President Reagan's sugges-

tion that instances of Araud and violen<» in

the Philippine elections occurred on both

sides.

"Don't have anything further from what
the president said," White House deputy

press secretary Larry Speakes said. "The

president said what he said and that's the

U.S. view."

Reagan's comments of Tuesday night

have been interpreted by some in the

Philippines as an endorsement of Marcos.

But Speakes said yesterday: "Any inter

pretation of the president's statement was
done by the press and not by the presi

dent."

VALLEY
,^ ^ ^ .SPIRITS
iSundeiian

Center

Pioneer

Apts

Goten

FEBRUARY SPECIAL
Monday - Friday Ww a game

from noon to 5:00 pm

NORTHAMPTON BOWL
585 Pleasant St. 584-4830

U'
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SPIRITS

Located in the heart of

Off-Campus Housing:

Where you can find the

largest selection

of imported and domestic
j

wine and liquor

665-2571

.TllllHIIIIII

Open: 10 am - 11 pm Rte. 116 Sunderland
iiwiiiiiiiaiii^

P(WP!¥li^WW^W^^^

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amhcrat
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DEUVERY OF
$20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

All Prues In Store Cash Onlv

m

UMMMUt

10% OFF ALL
Champagne & Sparkling Wine

now thru Valentine's Day

UUUdUkUMMMMiMtMMMMliM

Bud • Bud Light I

Miller Lite suitcase

$1 1 9911 ca.
+ dep.

Smirnoff Vodka

1.751 XV
with $2 mail in rebate

Jim Beam
1.751
«12*'

•''•'iMiliiiiHiiiwiliiiMl'
:'

Labatts
Beer & Ale

6 $Q45
PACK %9 + d«p.

FOLONARI
Bardolino, Soave
& Vaipolicella

1.51
$415

.f
W**»WWW*WWWt"Pi

m
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PRESERVE THE MEMORY.

A classic keepsake— 14Kt. Gold. Other styles

hinged lockets in a variety available in 14Kt. Gold,

ofplain and hand-engraved Ballou Overlay and Sterling,

styles and sizes with

coordinating chains in toy BA I_LOl I

MVard Amidon
Retittcred Jcwcifr

26 Main St. Amhcnt ^^^ v» y
2537615 ^^S9^

Brattleboro, Vt.- Hanover. N.H.
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Anxious about future?

Job center may help
By JOHN C. SHEEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Spring semester for many University of

Massachusetts students is a time to watch

lacrosse games and go to spring concerts,

but for seniors it is often marked by ten-

sion and confusion over what comes after

graduation.

Fortunately, the University Career

Center can help smooth the transition from

college to the working world, according to

Arthur L. Hilson. director of University

Placement Services.

The center, located in Fraternity-Sorority

Park, helps students enter the job market

through resume writing seminars, inter-

viewing workshops, and a computerized job

referral service.

Hilson said 6,097 interviews were con

ducted at the center last semester, twice

the 1983 figure, and next year more than

500 recruiters should use the center.

About one half of the class of 1985 used

the center, but he would like to increase

that number, he said.

In today's job market, engineering ma
jors have an advantage, Hilson said.

"Sixty-seven percent of the recruiters

coming to campus are looking for

engineers... it's the reality," he said. "There

are lots of liberal arts majors out there, so

they Ithe companies) are looking for the

cream of the crop." But the center is try

ing to attract more employers who are look-

ing for liberal arts majors.

"We are trying to show liberal arts

students there are alternatives, although

there are not as many companies on cam-

pus looking for liberal arts students, they

should come in and talk to a counselor to

develop a strategy," Hilson said.

Hilson said he thinks the new center is

one of the best in the country, and

recruiters seem to agree.

'Most of the employers who come here

say we have one of the finest facilities and

best run programs they have seen,'* he

.<said.

Students using the center are also

impressed.

"It's helpful because there are counselors

for the different majors. They bring a lot

of companies here that anybtxiy can inter-

view with, if they have the initiative to

come up here," said Rachel Lovett, a senior

hotel, resUurant and travel administration

and French mtyor.

Located within the center is the Univer

sity Placement Service, the Veterans

Assistance and Counseling Servi<» and the

Cooperative Education Program. Each

year, the Placement Service brings hun-

dreds of companies and government agen-

cies to the University to recruit students.

The Career Center is not just for students

entering the workforce. For students in-

rull^gian |ih(>lo by Hob Skrllon

The University Career Center at Fraternity-Sorority Park.

terested in graduate school, it provides

counseling and a credential file for recom

mendations. Each fall. Placement Services

also sponsors a graduate and professional

school fair which brings approximately 100

companies to the University.

Hilson said he believes one of the best

things about the center is the computeriz

ed referral service provided for life to

graduates. If a graduate wants to change

careers after 10 years, he or she can receive

job listings and counseling from the center.

These services provided by a private

employment agency would cost from $500

to $1,500. Some private companies will

charge 10 percent of a client's firstyear

salary, he said.

Lynne Darlington, a senior communica

tioiis major said, "The center has so much.

There's lots of information. They have

everything."

Students may attend information ses-

sions on weekdays, except Wednesdays, at

9 a.m., in Room llOA at the center.

Office manager fascinated by gutsy outfit

Frances
manager.

M.
Collrgian photo by Paul De«mar«i»

Cramer-Hanafee, SGA office

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

Frances M. Cramer-Hanafee may have started her new

job as the office manager for the Student Government

Association just a few, short weeks ago, but she's no

stranger to the University.

Cramer Hanafee was hired last December to replace the

retiring Eunice Konieczny. who had held the job for 25

years. She feels she has big shoes to fill.

"Eunice was the end all and the be all, "
Cramer

Hanafee said, but she seems to stepped into the position

quite well. Cramer Hanafee says being office manager in

volves typing, answering the phone, aiding students and

staff, and remaining neutral by showing no opinions on

in house politics.

"I have definite opinions, but I keep my mouth shut.

Cramer Hanafee began working for the University five

years ago for Dr. William Tunis, then associate dean for

the College of Food and Natural Resources in Stockbridge

Hall. She worked there for two and a half years and for

the past 19 months was a receptionist and "jack-of-all-

trades " for the food science and nutrition department in

Chenoweth Hall.

Because there was no room for promotion at her job, she

said, she sent her application to the personnel office.

Although she said she likes working in the student

government "some days are better than others.

WOMEN
0/V

CAMPUS
"I seethe on the inside and say very little." she said.

"Once in a while, I lose my cool." Working in student

government is very different than working for the food

science department. "Here 1 see the sheer number of

students. I never saw all 25,000 students at once -I was

oblivious to all people."

Kramer Hanafee said she is fascinated with how the

SGA works, describing it as a "gusty outfit." It is a .study

in contrasts- "busy, dizzy, interesting, dull, political,

analytical, calm, frenzied, flurries, and slumps," she said.

She added that she is fascinated by discus.sions that oc-

cur around the office. "I'm interested in the way minds

work. The people here are much more aware."

She described herself as following in her mother's

footsteps. When her mother was in her late 60s she broke

her hip, but she went to the state capital for a women's

cause anyway. When a reporter saw her he stopped her.

she turned to him and said "I'd rather be known as a

wrinkled radical than an old girl."

Cramer-Hanafee said. "When 1 first got here I didn't

even know how to plug in an electric typewriter." As she

said herself. "I've come a long way. baby."

BOG votes to halt

deck installations
The Campus Center Board of Governors last night voted

unanimously to stop the installation of the tape decks in

the Music Reading Room and remove those which are

already set in place.

"One of the specifications we wanted in the tape decks

was a volume control knob," Mark Freidman. special pro-

jects coordinator of the board said.

A list of qualifications for the tape decks, which were

in.stalled in January, were given to each bidding company

before they were ordered.

Gamma Industries, who sold the equipment to UMass,

did not include a volume control knob or service contract

with the decks.

"Building Operations, to cover over their mistake,

ordered volume-tenuating headsets which you can only

turn down the volume knobs, they won't increase," Freid-

man said.

"They were found to be so inefficient they were sent

back." he said.
.

"They (Building Operations) then looked into ordering

Sony units which are delicate and not serviceable and ex-

pensive at $50 to $60 a shot." Freidman said.

The Board voted to stop the purchase order of the volume

controlled headsets and to discontinue the installation of

the tape decks. Nine units have been put in and 12 are

in storage. ,,, •

The board also decided the equipment should be install-

ed by putting brackets over the decks instead of opening

up the back of the units which violates the warranties.

The action will be discussed v«th a representative from

the Audio Visual Center in the Campus Center. The board

decided not to ask that any action be taken against Gam-

ma Industries.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

Comet hotline

now available
10,000 call in toll free

By STEPHEN JOYCE
Collegian Correspondent

Massachusetts residents and Halley's Comet followers

have until late spring to take advantage of a toll-free

service e.stablished by researchers at the University of

Massachusetts which gives information about the loca-

tion of the comet.

The toll-free number was set up in the University's Of-

fice of Public Information when astronomy professor

William Irvine and F. Peter Schloerb of the physics and

astronomy department suggested the idea.

"Halley's Hotline" is available to residents of

Massachusetts, and contains recorded information about

the comet's history and current location.

Graduate student Gerald Moriarity-Schieven is the

spokesman for the service. Each week he updates the in-

formation unless circumstances require earlier revisions.

So far, 10,000 people have called the number, Arthur

Clifford, director of the information office said. During

November, when the comet was visible with binoculars,

3,000 people called,

•^he researchers at the University are concentrating

on the area of collecting radiowave information on the

comet. Irvine said the results will be published to pro-

vide a complete record. He said he expects the results

to be released by 1989.

The comet is now on the other side of the sun, "which

makes it virtually impossible to see from the earth us-

ing regular optical telescopes," Moriarity-Schieven said.

photo by thf K( RAO

Inner workings of the Five College Radio

Astronomy Observatory.

The researchers can still monitor the path of the com-

et with a radiotelescope at the Five College Radio

Astronomy Observatory at the Quabbin Reservoir in

New Salem.
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W\SHINGT01<rS BIRTHDAY

Wednesday Feb.12
thru

Monday Feb.17
Many brand-new components on sale

at the lowest price of the year!
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Dual CS-505

SALE!

$199

-=:=7!

• M *

B^WDM-IIOc S4LE'.
VM-1
Spe^ers $299 c>a«f

TA-2044 \tv^mM» M9gta casseffe

SAUE!

$185
All non-sale components earn "Bonus Bucks
— good on any Sound & Music purchase
for up to one full year. The bucks
start here!

Onkyo TX-37B 55 Aan-oe'-cnannei AM fm
^•^ • ',.--.-

I Bass Expar ae'

.^ ' >;tTv3.

$290
Bonus Bucks

S30

SONY
New' Sony D-7 supe"--^ mature

second-genefatiof' Walkman

compact a sc pfayer

$299
battery pac

Bonus Bucks . . . $30

BostonAcoustics
Boston Acoustics A150
3 A a, speakers

$450
Bonus Bucks . . . $45

CARVER
Carver Receiver 900
f.

'" "ac'^etr 'eld amplifier

$635
Bonus Bucks . . . $65

I
I " II

I

Ill ill.

I • assi VZL

# ••#acoD«#*#

Onkyo TA-2056B three-head cassette deck
. "" Dolby C real-time counter

$340
Bonus Bucks

$35

^
1

O'O

KENWOOD
New' Kenwood KRC-2001 nighpower d.gi

tai AM FM cassette deck

38
Bonus Bucks

$20

Onkyo A-8067B 80-watt per-cHannel Real
Phase integrated amplifier

$350
Bonus Bucks

$35
(b"0©0 :; o dPOO

No cash refijnds Or lay-awa/S o^ sa'e rerns T^o-week return srivitege All components set-up pre-tesfed and calibrated as needed

1 ^
90-92 King St. (RteSi, Northampton •Mon - Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9

VISA, MasterCard, American Express • 584-9547

St . .. «r.~^

Special Valentine's Day Specials

Heineken $7.90+ 12 pk

Grolsh $3.95-1- 6 pkV4

Kinross Scotch Ale. $3.70 + 6 pk

Michelob suitcase. $12.80

Jamin Reims French Champagne $10.99

Red £r White Rioja from Alarra $5.99

1985 Beaujolais Nouveau $3.99

As usual many other

Beer, Wine, Liquor Specials in store

^$itm
338 College Street

Hbmary14..,

With a card from American
Greetings contemporary.

traditional, or humorous, we
have them all.

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

QnmVERSlTY
mSTORE^

m
AMERICAN GREETINGS

%U Ml \\\\l AriH-tKitn <iirrlii>»£» t!"i|>

Panhellenic Candy-grams may be picked-up at

the Campus Center Concourse Friday, Feb. 14 ,

between 9:00 and 4:00.

Johnathan Adams
Adam
David Ashley

Steve Arthur

Jane Austin

John Batista

Paul Bentubo
Steve Bowers
Kebba Brown
Kathy Broderick

Dorthy Brooks

Donna Brown
Dan Baxter

Linda, Bonnie
& Eileen

Bob Bailey

Cyndy Beckwith

Bob Bosselman

Jackie Bonin

Rick Burke

Tara Berkowsky

Lisa Bachman (2)

Jeb Bleecher

Scott Bowen
William Boral

Nicole Bennano
Kim Butler

Amy Bracfeld

Becky Bekampis

Kathleen
Chagnon (3)

Julie Cohen
Michael Carralho

Leonor Canizares
Lisa Corbett

Karen Coughlyn

John Crowley

Pam Cohen
Kevin C. Cheetham
Beth Colley

Rhonda Carbone
Johnathen Crellin

Maureen Crowley (2)

Residents at

Brandywine 1H

Jack Carr

Michael J. Coyne
Jen Casper

Kurt Carter <2)

Paula Connor
Cheryl Coletti

Jay Conn
Scott Coopee
Tracey Connors
Mike Constantini

Paul Coradeschi

Amy Dowdell

Laura Davidson

Jon Dekleck

Gerry Doherty

Mark Dansky
Susan Durbin

Scott Davis

Tanya DeGaray

Roy Dunning (2)

Tom Dardis

Dave Doran

Lynn Depaola

Mary Dzialo

Laurie DeBonis

Andrea Duperron
Josh Hartley

Lisa Higgins

Lauray Holland

Hunks of 49
Townhouse

Andrew Hosmer
Jeff Holmes
Van C. Hare

Tom HenadI

Hope Hutter

Doug Hartnett

Dana Harlow

Amy Hoffman
Kim Helm
Christi Harris

Linda Harbold

Pamela Hardwtck

Nancy Hawley
Helena Hinis

Roger Hess

Dan Heitzberg

Susan Hayes (3)

Nancy Harney

Maureen Hagerty

John R. Hunt
Kim lemma
Ignacio Jaurejui

John Jennings

Rose Jcnes
Stacy Johnson
Jill Jekanoski

Jeff Juneau
Dave Kenney
Kelly

Kathy
Contamination

Mike King

Lisa Kashish

Sandy Konopka
Jeff Kruegor

Sandra Kingsberry

Jan Litzinger

Tom Leahy
Missy Ebbert

Abbie Eliasberg

Bill Elberry

Doug Ewing

Sue Ellner (3)

Kim Ethier

Stack Edmonds
Elena Emerson
Karen Preiser

Jamie Figaro

Brenda Fruscione

Tim Foley

Mike Frankel

Mark Faria

Margaret Fuller

Angela Forster

Michael Forsyth

Dawn Flanaga

Adam Fox

Lori Feinstein

Martha Foley (2)

Lean Gibbs

Eliot Grossman
Dana Grossblatt

Karina Gray

Lynne Garnsey

Eileen Grima (2)

Ralph Grippo

Joyce Girasella

Joanne Gatnik

Michelle Gordon
Annie Graham
Mary Greene

Mark Griffen

Liane Gould

Lisa Gillin

April Gamache
John Gogglns

Sue Gerry

Chris Hatey
Dr. Lewis

Steve B.
Lawrence

KIrsten Lacovara

Robin Lesses

Pete Limoncelli

Kurt Lindquist

Jodi Lane
Randee Lopate
Dana Lieberman

George Lane
James W. Madog
Jeffrey Mastindino

Mike Morril

Liz Mason
Mark Mariotti

Kate McCaffrey

Rick McKelvey
Julie Mcllroy

Lisa Merio

Marybeth McCarthy
Cheryl Me^iar

Valerie M^zzili

Lisa Merlo

Thomas W. Middleton

Beth Miller (3)

Shawn Mgee
Helen McCarthy
Karen McDermott
Dave Morel

Marylynne Magner
Philip C. Martin

Terry Martin

Debbie Muse
Michael Mullen

Fred Mitzner

Debbie Martins

"Studley" Morse
Roxanne Morgan
Kevin Mahoney
Mike
'•chael Northover

Linda Nutting

Dennis Nash
Eric Nottonson
Heidi Nottonson

Jill Nesgos
Kenny N.

Bob Newcomb
Tim Olen

Karen Oppenheimer
Kauie Opprecht

Cathleen O'Shea
Tiana Ohanissian

Chrissy O'Conner
Beth O'Connor (2)

Rob Orlando

Chinyere Pat Ononibaku
John "Packy" C.

Clara Piloto

Brad Price

Cathy Pulsfort

Maria Phillips

Wayne Peterson (3)

Matt Peterson

Robyn Pontremoli

Jon Posnik

John Panaccione

Sandy Phalen

Ian Pyka

Andre Pineda

Martylee Palazzo

Mark Pratt

Cathy Pulsfort

Chuck Parsek (2)

Andrew Pazmany
Mary Reardon

Julie R.

Rob Rosen
Gwen Roos
Rob Rose

Laura Mickerson

Janet Rushton
Peter Randazza
Betsy Ryan
Rosie baby
Bill Ritchie

Amy Roberts
Derrish Repchich
Dave Strand
Nancy Sedil

Steady "A.H." Dowd
Lauren Stevensen
Steve Simpson
Diane Steigman
Maria Schupler (2)

Amy Seybold
Heidi Speronous
Bruce Stamas
John Shaljian

Suzanne Schaeffer

Brenda Sullivan

Lynne Sullivan

Karen Schiller

Kelly Stibbart

Kim Suozzo
Debbie Swartz
Laura Sylvia

Beth Stoner
Gary Shepherd
Jodi Selin

Amy Stout
Donna Schneckloth
Miranda Strassnann

Moira Smith
Jody Studley
Chris Stone (2)

Melissa Sharon
Jamie Serlen

Judy Sapio
Matt Sutton
Danny Sullivan

Lisa Sheaffer

Renee Shaw
Connie Sweet
Ribyn Shaw
Alice Thomas
Anne Tweedy
Joseph Tigan
Sue Treisman
Joel Tower
Ursula Tofe
Michael Tomasello
Tammy
Nadine Vitt

Chris Vaz
Cheryl Vesperi

Jacqueline Valerio

Karen Wilson
Kristwen Walters
Rob West
Rachel Werb
Mimi Wade (2)

Jane Weatherwax
Savah Wiver
Karen Watson
Stuart Weiner
Yael Washburn
George Whalen (2)

Sue Werschler (21

Marie Werschler
Anne Williams

Paul Wheaton
Bethany White
Lisa Williams

Tina Zaccardo
Jay Zerner
Mark Zenevitch
Tara Martin
Lisa Skirboll

Dave Pietropaolo

Erika Stuhr

{
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UNIVERSITY TRAVEL
and TOURS INC.
225 Main St.

Northampton. Mass.
584-9913

.^^'?''
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TWO WEEKS
IN

CRETE

Hiking

and Sailing

iV

$1499

i"^

*

* •

^n

for four sharing the yacht

$1699
double occupancy

\^ ti

"9^

with an option to

extend your stay

You'll Hike The WHITE MOUNTAINS of
CRETE. . .

* accommodations at KALLEGi MT.
LODGE

* Full board, three meals daily
* All transfers in the mountains
* Hiking expeditions supervised by our

Austrian Alpinist guide, Josef
* Hike the challenging peaks, have lunch in

quaint fishing villages and \isit

with local shepards
* Conquer the final peak "THE CHAIR OF
ZEUS" and earn an official badge
Austrian Alpine School. . .

for a week with

accommodation:

in Athens

THEN TAKE TO THE SEAS. . .

* Your accommodations, our private
9 meter sailing vessel,

THE IPOKAMPOS

* three meals dailv

* our captain at your command
for a tour of the Greek Islands

price also includes:

rd trip air fare
NY or Boston to Crete

all tios, taxes and insurance

Are You Looking for Intelligent Life?
Come travel with us to New York City Mar. 29th to see

|Lookin^ for Intelligent Life in the Universe starring

""'59.95 price incl. RT bus fare, theater tickets and dinner ^'b' Tomliii
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inRyans
ALL NEW

MONDAY NIGHT
8:00 PM

R-Rated Hypnotist Comedian

cyVbrf^^
cpan^oms

^ Rte. 9, Amherst Corner University Dr. 256-1059 ^
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Soviet Jews
face hardships
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By BETH ANNE PASTING
Collegian Correspondent

Oppression is more common toward Jew* than other
minorities in the Soviet Union, accordmg to a Univprsi

Iv of Massachusetts student who spent four months in the

USSR last spring.

Stacy Gardner, a senior studymg Russian language and
hterature and Soviet and East European studies, said at

a lecture this week in the Student Union Building that

"racism in the USSR is directed mostly toward Jews."
Gardner spent four months studying m the Soviet Union

last spring through The American Cou mil ofTeachtis ot

Russians Program, sponsored bv Brvn Mawr College in

Pt-nnsylvania.

'Jewish children are harrassed and beaten at school,"

she said.

Synagogues in the S<n'iet Union are very formal and
very stifled, Gardner said. "Therf is nothing very personal

in it (the Jewish religion! like there is here," ( iai (Uht said

However, she said. Soviet Jews do congri-^atr private

ly to celebrate holidays. Gardner attendt'd a Funm
celebration (a joyous feast celebrated in March! that waa
"very secretive and kept quiet." she said.

Among the people Gardner met, she said, was a Jewish
woman who had been applying for an «'\it \ i^.i for ihrtM-

years and was repeatedly denied. The woman "did not lose

her job. nor experience a cut in pay because she wished
til Uave the country, ' (iardner said She was simply
denied.

"People are free to go to a synagogue, yet if they go
regularly, people believe that they are attending merely
to prove that t hev are religious .so that they will to
granted a visa, .^he said.

She said Soviet Jews want to pre.serve their religion and
culture in the country - and that they do not want
e\ eryone to leave.

"They get propaganda about an America that is violent

and dunj^erous like we get information that Russia is gray
and boring," she said.

IHI /imC l»It SMUKXS

tlASATjl ia 18 SEATSS 3S0

Tickets $4.00
itociiv Moniio*

'IN* FIOYD TMI
HVAIL
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The Collegian

is good family reading.

Expand Your Horizons Through
The National Student Exchange Program

Application Deadline: February 18, 1986

Criteria: 2.5 minimum cumulative GPA

Applications and information available: E 26 Machmer Hall. 545-2191

Application Fee: $25.00 and unofficial transcript required

Uliass students are now eligible to exchange under Plan B

to tne following schools:

College of Charleston. South Carolina
Eastern Connecticut State Univ.
Eastern New Mexico Univ.*
Fort Hays State Univ., Kansas
Indiana Univ. -Purdue Univ. at Fort Wayne
Kearney State College, Nebraska
Murray State Univ. , Kentucky
New Mexico State Univ.
North Carolina State Univ.
Pittsburg State Univ. , Kansas
Rhode Island College
Towson State Univ. , Maryland

Univ. of
Univ. of
Univ. of
Univ. of
Univ. of
Univ. of
Univ. of
Univ. of
Univ. of
Univ. of
Univ. of
Winthrop

Georgia
Maryland
New Mexico
North Carol ina at Charlotte
Northern Iowa
South Carolina
Tennessee
Utah
Wisconsin-Eau Claire
Wisconsin-Green Bay
Wisconsin-River Falls
College. South Carolina

* students with a 3.25 GPA and •hi c'if»tiits may be eligible

for Plan A scholarship.

For additional Information call TIPS and ask lor tape numbei 1310.

IDB 545-1555 TIPS 545-1540
a service of the Dean of Students Office
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IS lOOKING FOR ANITHEB CURIE
When you spend four years cooking eight tons

of pitchblende ck)wn to a single gram of radium,

that's perseverance.

Perseverance, and the confidence to know-

when you're right, and the courage to keep going.

We'd like to find a few more people like that.

We have a lot to offer in exchange. As a world-

wide group of companies, with galaxy-wide inter-

ests, we have room for tons of raw materials and
time for years of patience. ArvJ sometimes it seems

almost everyone here's an engineer, right up to the
top, so we speak your language.

We're the world's largest maker of helicopters,
aircraft engines, elevators, escalators, and air

conditioners. There's always something ccx»king in
spacesuits or fiber optics. We're at the center.

Check us out. Stop in at the campus placement
office, or write for more information to: United
Technolc^ies Corporation, PO. Box 1379, Hart-
ford, CT 06143.

United Technokigiei. means
Pran & Whitney, Hamilton
Standard, Otis, Carrier.

Automotive Group. United
Technologies Micmelecttxinics

Center, Norden. Chemical
Systems, Essex, Sikorsky

and United TK hnologies

Research Center.

An equal opptirtunity

employer.

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Bud & Bud Light suitcase $11.99 + d«p.
Coors & Miller Lite suitcases $11.99 + dep.
Gi-olsch $4.25 6/pk + dep.
Becks light & dark $4.25 6/pk + dep
Ballantlne Beer 12 pk cans $3.40 + dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° $5.49 uter
Kahlua $1 1 .49 750 ml
Jug Wine Burgundy. Chablis, Rose $4.99 4 L

Champagnes $2.99 750 ml & up

VSAAA/SVVS/VSftiAAA%^Aff»V>ift^NAA^NiV^VSftA^SAA/%A;V^^

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

Drink of the Week
Pine Cone Amaretto, Southern Comfort. Pineapple Juice $1.50

Beer of the Month

O'Keefe Canadian $1.25
Proper I.D. Required

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

p ^appa (^Ipija

presents

the

7th ANNUAL DANCE COMPETITION
At:

MARCH
7 and 8

•

7 PM -

7 AM

Everyone's

a

Winner
A DUSK TO DAWN BATTLE TO
OVERCOME MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS^^

FIRST PRIZE:

Trip for Two
to

Ft. Lauderdale

during

Spring Break

(all expenses)

Trophies to

the winner

of each division

Come Join the Fun!!
Registration Forms available at J.R.'s or Utopia

or call

534-0229
Mali all registration forms to MS Society or turn in at Utopia.

Sponsored by

'and 99^Sf.
HOT
SPOT

175 Untvenlty Drive, Amherst

m
m
m
m

MMMMMMMMPI^IPIMIMMPM^JMMMMMMM

PJ

m

SALADS SUBMARIMES

^he sub
SYRIANS^ m

m

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
fU

fU

fU

549-5160__FASJ_p^ELIVERY
r free"soda I

I with all deliveries i

I coupon expires 2/17
|

iiMlMMIMMMSMlM^IMIMlMIlIlMlMMill

Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Application Deadline

March 1, 1986

Applications will be available for pick-up at the Campus Center

Concourse February 18th, 19th, 20th from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Look for the Financial Aid Services/SAFA Information table.

You may also pick up an application at Financial Aid Services,

243 Whitmore Administration Building from 8:30 a.m. to 5

p.m. Monday to Friday (except holidays).

Applications must be received by College Scholarship Service

by March 1, 1986.

SCIENTIFIC

CALCULATORS

wittilextteoii/

# Solar Powered WafletStze with 5$ Scientific Functions

Model EL'SISS $««ettf#ilMitNa> $34'^
10 dijtt scientHic uiciilatBr wiHi cMRptex nttmter calcutations

• 0!)er3tes on highly sensitive solar cetis (more man 5(] lux} wtitch tecetv? theit power from itdtural of artitioal

(!0)t • No battenes ever required for vtrtuaily unlimrtKl power supply • 56 preprogrammed scientrtfc

and statrsttcat functtons including Irfgonometfic, tnvefse fngonometrtc loganthmtc and others

• Computer-age hexaaecimal octal, and Omary calculations • Complex numbfii ciicuUnons • l arge

lO-digil easyto-read liquid cfystat display • Direct fornrsula entry • tb levels of oarertfieses w'h un

to 4 pendirig operations • 8 digit marttissa ar^d 2d>git exponent taoacities •Oegree/tddii' ,

mode selector •Complete wiil^ waiiet ar'd application lex'booi^

Dimenii«w:2-23/32"{Wix7/32-(Hj v!i-3/i6"/D)

Open
M-F
9-5

Located In the Campus Center

QyUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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Reject union's latest ploy
int umon Local 217 hasfmally gone too

far T%v picketing of Eric Nusbaum's claw

(HRTA 291 A) is an act of desf^ration and

lacks any justification besides

vindictiveneM.

As a former union member at the Jeff

and until Us closing, a member ofmana^
ment. I take offense to the new low the

union has reached. Regardless ofwhat the

membership of the union chooses to

believe, the Jeff is closed and it will nc* re-

open. It may re-open some day in the

future, but it won't be the same Inn in m<xr^

ways than one. Why can't certain in

dividuals wake up to reality and live by the

consequences d" their action and decisions?

It makes no difference to these picketws

that the union negotiating team would not

allow the whole membership to vote on the

final proposal even though that would

have at least made their actions

democratic Instead IU>b Traber tunion

director* can make false proclamations in

public that he had the unanimous support

of the workers. Has anyone nrticed that

Rob Traber ih one of the few whose job was

Dave Nelson

not .^pardized by his unwillingness to

compromise? Has it o<xured to anyone that

the Jeff may have been a sacnfical lamb
so the union could generate publicity via

controversy to aid it's drive in other area

establishments and institutions?

If the union had been operating in the

best interests of the workers (rather than

its own political interests) 80 people would
still be employed with the best wage and
benefit package of any hoteL/l-estaurant in

the valley.

The union made decisions and Amherst
College made decisions. Both sides

operated within carefully constructed legal

parameters. If the Lord Jeft's management
had done anything illegal, it would have
been substantiated during the review by

the National Labor Board The lies and
half-truths spread by union hysteria com-
municated via picket signs, slanted news
coverage and incorrect hand-outs sue-

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

I

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

FOUR SEASONS'
RT 9 HADLEY 584-8174

CASE SPECIALS

BUSCH $8.99

LITE $10.99

LABATTS $11.99

MOOSEHEAD $13.99

GENESEE BEER $7.99

UTICA CLUB $6.99

SIX-PACK SPECIALS

BECKS $3.99

ST. PAULI GIRL $3.99

SAMUEL ADAMS $5.99

LIQUOR SPECIALS

VODKA a GIN 1.75 $8.99

AMARETTO, MELON or COFFEE LIQUER
750 ml $4.99

IMPORTED BEER BONANZA
10% off assorted six-pack

choose over 100 imported &- domestic beers

Kegs?! Check out our lowest prices in town
Master Charge and Visa accepted on deposit

Four Seasons is located on Rt 9 just

past McDonalds and Burger King

cessfully clouded the issues at hand. When
you back your opposition into a corner at

the ver>' begining of a dispute and use a

strategy of slander and hatred, diplomatic

solutions are next to impossible. If the

union had spent as much time and/or effort

trying to create realistic alternatives, as

they did with creating hype and spreading

misinformation, we might all still have our

jobs.

As for the rumors that Eric Nusbaum
had been hired as a hatchetman by

Amherst College and offered bonuses for

unionbusting, they originate from the same
people who claim we taped knives to the

hands of our cooks who were too overwork-

ed to hold them any longer. Eric had to

make decisions that cost him his job as

well. Despite the union's behavior, he has

displayed comptassion for the displaced

worker, writing references for people who
slander his name and even got one person

(who used to parade outside his window
wishing him dead publicly) a job at the

University. There are many others who
were given second chance.s or done favors

that they've seem to have forgotten very

quickly and very handily, fl remeber the

names, but will spare those people humilia-

^—— Friday, February 14, 1086

tion unless pushed by more of this

behavior.)

I will never apologize for having been a

manager at the Lord Jeffrey Inn, nor

should Eric be haras.sed for having been

one either. The Jeff gave its employees bet-

ter treatment than any of its competitors

by far. I am disappointed by some of my
friend's behavior of late. I support their

right to have opposed our positions and

their refusal to settle. However, I cannot

accept their continuing strategy of

character assasination. They should ques-

tion their own leadership which led them

down the path to unemployment.

I am glad students rejected this latest

ploy and are giving Nusbaum a chance to

share his knowledge of the industry. I

respect Dr. Fletcher's support of

Nusbaum's crudentials and I am grateful

he was willing to face this situation rather

than reject Nusbaum's services. Nusbuam
will be an asset to the HRTA department.

It surprises me that the union is embrac-

ing the same tactics as the right-wing Ac-

curacy in Academia - classroom intimida-

tion. I thought they were above that.

Dace Nelson is a former management
member of the Lord Jeffrey Amherst Inn.
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Letters —-—---—-———--—
Appreciating who we are

Happy Chinese New Year! It is the year

4684 - the year of the Tiger.

It is a time to be with family and loved

ones; a time to pay respect to my parents

and wish them good fortune and longevity.

For me, it is also a time to reflect. When
I first came to America from Hong Kong
many years ago, I was very scared.

Not only was 1 in a strange land, but also

I had to adapt to new customs and tradi-

tions. The hardest part was to accept the

fact that 1 am not "American." I am
Chinese, but I also wanted to be American.

There were times when I wanted to

disavow my Asain heritage, especially

when American schoolmates made fun of

my skin color and Chinese accent. I

wondered, "Why can't 1 be American, and
be able to blend in with the majority of this

country?"
As 1 grew older, however, I learned that

being Chinese is something I can be very

proud of. There is a long line of histor>' con-

nected with Chinese people; the many dif-

ferent cultures, customs and traditions.

The many different dialects (my own being

Cantonese* of the Chinese language share

a common form - the written form.

Perhaps I have been rambling on, but my
main p>oint is that 1 am proud to be who I

am, especially during this festive time of

the year. Everybody should be ju.st as pro-

ud of their own heritage, whether it be

Chinese, Black. Italian, or Japanese.

Whenever anybody asks me what race I

am, I proudly reply that I am Chinese

foremost, and American secondly.

As my parents would say. "Gung Hay
Fat Choy!" (Wishing you happiness and
good fortune in the coming New Year!)

I

NEED MONEY?

WORK STUDY
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

INFORMATION DATA BANK
TAPED INFORMATION

PHONE SERVICE

IDB/TIPS, a service of the Dean of Students Office, has
several positions open for Spring and Fall 1986. No
previous experience is necessary, but some knowledge

of the University is helpful.

FLEXIBLE HOURS

INQUIRE IN ROOM 227

WHITMORE

lOB a4B>1BBS
TIOS 94S-1SaO

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of Jhe individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless othenwise noted.
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A very revealing headline
You'd think, after 10 semesters at

UMass, I would have encountered every

conceivable hair-raising situation that is

appropos to a college education.

I've overslept exams. Failed courses.

Been told I couldn't pre-register. Found
myself on the bad check list. Watched
friends gleefully graduate, leaving me on

my own once more. Panicked at the

thought of leaving without a degree, and

now. panicked at the prospect effacing the

real world. But these episodes dim in com-

parison with the latest cause of turmoil,

one which I never anticipated, and worse,

can do nothing about.

Today, while performing that prosaic pro

cedure most of us think nothing about

(combing my hair), I saw with horror the

coming of Old Age. That's right: I have a

uhite hair.

If it were gray, that would be one thing.

Gray is a sign of maturity, of middle age.

White is the point of no return. Not to

denegrate those ofyou older people on cam
pus who have white (or gray) hair, I have

to say I was simply shocked. It is only one

strand of hair, to be sure, but whence one

has come, others are sure to follow. All this,

at age 22. .star days away from my 23rd

birthday.

That fact in itself is poignant. I already

feel decades older than my "peers," hav-

ing chosen to prolong my undergraduate

years beyond the ordinary four - and in so

doing, discovering that I am no longer real-

ly of a college mindset, that the antics of

college students cease to amuse me, that

I feel infinitely older than my numerical

age suggests. Being 21 was special - it was

Anne McCrory
one of those rare turning points in life that

one has cause to celebrate; 22 was a real

letdown in comparison. Maybe if 22 had
been more exciting I wouldn't feel so

geriatric; maybe if 23 promised to be more
than a step closer to 30, I wouldn't feel so

depressed.

But back to the subject at hand: my white

hair. Big deal, most of you are saying, it's

unlikely that anyone will even notice it,

and with today's hair styles, some may
even think it's intentional. That may be

true. But it's there. It's not like other signs

of aging to which one can apply corrective

measures: a little Oil of Olay for the

wrinkles, some calcium to ward off the

osteoporosis, a few sit-ups to fend off the

flab. White hair is permanent (especially

if, like me, you have that enviable shade

of red hairdressers say they've been trying

to imitate for years - with no success) and,

especially with all this worrying, it only

promises to get worse.

I have had offers to solve this crisis in the

short term, but I've declined them, not

seeking confirmation of the old adage that

when one hair is plucked, two others will

grow in its place - sort of like. "Two paths

diverged in a yellow wood..." by Robert

Frost. That's ail about the road not taken
- something I'd rather not contemplate at

this point in my life.

Maybe, just maybe, 23 is more of a turn-

ing point than I thought.

Anne McCrory is

a Collegian staff member

Most dangerous drinkers
No matter how many rules and regula

lions are set up by this University, we all

know that alcohol plays a role in our lives

here. Even if you don't drink, the drinking

of others affects you in some way. This be-

ing the case, I think it's time we all looked

at ourselves and decided what kind of

drinkers we are. While some may disagree,

there are basically three types of drinkers

here at UMass, and, in general, throughout

the world.

The first group consists of those who try

to convince us that they have drunk more

than they actually have. Now don't

misunderstand me. A person who holds the

same drink for an entire night does nijt

bother me. He or she usually just doesn't

want to feel out of place. The problem

begins when this same person professes

that they've been drinking all night. To

prove their point, they will often show you

a dozen empty beer bottles. Little do you

know that this person base been sneaking

off to the bathroom every so often to dump

out a portion of a beer. Not only is this

deceitful, it's a waste of alcohol.

The second type of drinker is the one who

will drink for any reason at all. For in-

stance, a day of the week with a "Y" is

enough provocation for these people. Con-

trary to popular belief, these are not our

most destructive drinkers. After drinking

for so long, their minds have become too

numbed to perform at all. These are the

people you might see vegetating in front

of Sesame St. at four in the afternoon with

a half fini.shed bottle of vodka in their

hands. For the most part this type of

Herb Ramy
drinker is harmless. Trouble only occurs

during feeding time. Bystanders have lost

limbs when placing them too clo.se to the

drinkers plate.

Our final type of drinker is our most

dangerous, and a confusing one. Confusing,

because from Sunday through Thursday

these are our most trustworthy citizens.

Often times they will even refuse a Coke

during the week because of the caffeine in-

volved, but come Friday their entire

outlook changes. You might find this

drinker pouring Rice Krispies on the floor

in order to walk through them in bare feet

- the sensation being quite interesting.

These drinkers have also been known to

urinate off of balconies to prove the theory

of gravity to a friend. "See, I told you

everything goes down." This will also be

the same f)erson who professes to drive bet-

ter when he or she is drunk. Sure they may

be able to drive better, but by this time

walking has become a severe problem. A
broken leg is quite common in the trip from

the dorm to the car. It seems that these ac-

tive minds need a more intense than usual

break from the week's studying, or vio-iting

of Collegian columns.

Now is time to decide what kind of

drinker you are. What kind am I you might

ask. Well, let's put it this way - I'm still

trying to pick Rice Krispies from between

my toes.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Oppression is a hard reality here
I'm disgusted. Lest anyone think that

gay people are not oppressed on this cam-

pus; Wednesday and Thursday I was

distributing table tents in the Campus

Center for the LBGA Valentine's Day

Dance. Some people said, "Thank you," but

others chose to either turn them inside out

or crumple them up. Only a few hours

later, most of the table tents were gone, as

was the case with our dance posters, as

well.

Perhaps gay people should stop seeking

the respect of the general public and in-

stead realize that the general public is less

than worthy of our respect.

Mark Grzebien

Amherst
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Letters from the editor
I don't know about everyone else, but I

received two great gifts this week - an SGA
key ring, and a Student Affairs fine point

marker wtih rainbow cap. Of course, the

administrative effort outdoes the student

effort.

Whereas the key ring soberly includes

the SGA phone and office number, the pen

includes the caption "We make it happen.'"

That statement qualifies as an absolute

truth. Look soon for Collegian embossed

typewriters, BOG swizzle sticks, and
Dukakis double-edged axes.

• • •
I think I may be a little slow here, but

I just noticed that five of the 10 SGA
Budgets Committee members are also

listed as staff on the Minuteman. That com-

mittee determines RSO funding, provided

Madson and Donant approve.

I can't imagine, though, that the

Minuteman will seek SGA funding - every

issue they print should bring in more con-

servative foundation money, and from

what I hear, there's a lot of money to be

had.

• • •

Still cleaning up loose ends, former

Chancellor John Duff wrote another angry

rebuke to a newspaper piece, this time to

the Boston Phoenix. It reads like a form let-

ter he's drafted, including a laundry list of

his claimed achievements, an arrogant

Larry Bouchie

denial of any wrongdoing, and little men-

tion of the results of the investigation into

his involvement with political fundraising

and misappropriation of computer funds.

* * *

The TOC has relented a bit The bouncers

are accepting out of .state driver's licenses

with UMass IDs. They write down the ad

dress, and out of staters sign their name.

This is an even handed respon.se to the in-

numerable hassles they faced with out of

state students last week.
• •

It appears this will be the first year that

the University will split up commencement

ceremonies. The plan now is to hold

undergraduate commmencement at Alum-

ni Stadium this spring, as usual. Graduate

commencement, however, will be held the

day before at the Fine Arts Center.

One aspect that remains unchanged is

that administrators are taking a hard line

on alcohol consumption at the ceremonies,

as well they should. Alcohol use seems to

be increasing during the ceremonies and

administrators are stressing that students

should enjoy a dignified and joyful

ceremony without going overboard.

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.

Letters
The misused power of the media

I feel very resentful towards individuals

who misuse the power of the media. More

specifically, cartoonists for the Collegian,

who use their position to inflict their pre-

judices on other people.

I direct these remarks to Dowe and

O'Brien of Freaker Patrol. Last Monday,

they ran a contest in their strip, in which

one of the rules was that all human beings

would be eligible mo frat boys'. They in

sinuated that fraternity men are not

human beings. One can only deduce from

their statement that fraternity men are of

a lower life form. I was very ofi'ended by

these cartoonists.

Humor is a nece.ssity of life for students

and faculty on this campus. It is my opi-

nion that people need five or 10 minutes

to sit down and read the Collegian comics,

if not to crack a smile and laugh but rather

to break up the monotony of the day. They

should not have to pick up a paper and feel

that they are the subject to slanderous in-

sults that are cast on a group that they are

affiliated with.

If Dowe and O'Brien's remarks were

directed toward any other minority group

on campus, terms like repression and

discrimination would have appeared in the

Collegian's editorial page. These minority

groups might ha\e demanded the termina-

t loii of the comic strip. I am not asking for

the termination of the comic strip. I am,

however, asking for discretion to be used

in the future when Dowe and O'Brien feel

the need to express their prejudices.

No one on this world should feel they are

the subject of repression.

John M. Goggins
brother Phi Sigma Kappa

The Collegian welcomes letters, column, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off at

the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Cenfar. Due

to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.
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Northampton winterfest

soothes seasonal blues

ifRistuben intinued from page J

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

f^is week in Northampton, children are

encouraged to eat ice cream for breakfast

and to chew bubble gum. adults are

building snowmen, and the mayors of two

local cities are competing in a volleyball

game.
The city is not going crazy. The 14th an

nual Winter Festival has arrived.

The festival, which opened Wednesday,

lasts 10 days, ending with the annual

French toast and pancake breakfast and

bake sale which is put on by a Northamp-

ton boy scout troop.

it is the largest winter festival in the

northeast comer." said Paul Walker, ex

ecutive director of the Northampton

Chamber of Commerce.
The festival began with the crowning of

two Northampton residents. Bruce Fogel

and Nancy Murphy, as King and Queen

Winter in a luncheon at the Hotel

Northampton.

"The mayor of Northampton has

challenged the mayor of Holyoke to a

volleyball contest," Walker said. "The

mayor (of Northampton) really wants to

find out if they can show up Holyoke."

"Hiere will also be an overnight sleep for

6 to 12 year old children at the city's YM
CA. The next morning the children will

have "a breakfast with all the ice cream

they can eat including unlimited chocolate

sauce and whipped cream," Walker said.

"The fireworks display (to be held tonight

at Smith College athletic field) will attract

the most people, but they (the events) are

all successful. " Walker said.

The Silver Chord Bowl, in which seven

college glee clubs compete, is also expected

to draw many people. A snow sculpture

contest where pMUticipants make replicas

of ice cream treats will also take place.

"We have only gotten one or two entries,"

Walker said. "1 think people are waiting

for the new fresh snow tomorrow night."

The Festival is organized by the Nor-

thampton Chamber of Commerce and

many of the events and prizes are spon-

sored by local retailers and businesses.

Ristuben said of the Collegian, "I don't

put it in a different category from the

other papers I was on ... (except) the fact

that you're more interested in student ac-

tivities."

Shen7 Sharfman, one ofthe Collegian's

business managers, said Ristuben "gave

us a lot of insight into the newspaper

business, and brought lots of stories with

him. He enhanced everyone's lives in

here."

A native of Minneapolis, raised in North

Dakota, Ristuben received a bachelor's

degree in journalism from the Universi-

ty of North Dakota in 1961. During col

lege he worked in the circulation and

advertising offices of the Grand Forks

(N.D) Herald.

He served in the Army during the

Korean War, then was employed for two

years at the Lowell Sun, 10 years at the

Gloucester Times, eight years at the At-

tleboro Sun-Chronule and four years as

business manager for the Taconic week-

ly newspaper chain based in Millbrook,

N.Y.
During his tenure in Attleboro, he

became aware he was suffering from

multiple sclerc»is, commonly known as

MS. an incurable nerve ailment that

causes weakness and loss of muscle con-

trol. There are about 500.000 MS victims

in the United States.

"It was a sort of thing I could live with

all through there (Attleboro) and New
York. But MS is a continually growing

disease. And as it grows it weakens."

Ristuben said. Thus he decided this year

to apply for a disability pension from the

University.

Next week the Collegian will open a «)l-

lection box for the MS Foundation, which

raises money to seek a cure for the

disease. Donations from Collegian staff

members will be matched by the

newspaper at the end of the semester;

donations from other students can be

brought to the classified advertising

counter in the Campus Center weekdays

between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.

M
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IIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT
Exoeption&l food 8l

reasonable pnoea ..
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PMUDM

GNDOI IMimMA.
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Ttndv piKK o( chicktn oooisd <MK ilmdiM oraons.

dal grtan pipptre and spB«.

45 Stat* St.
«MWr-«:0»-10:M

Northampton
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If you really loved me, you

would have called

IDB/TIPS by now (2500

people did last semester)

For information such as academic

rules and regulations, counseling

opportunities; bus, athletic, and

current, event schedules; health

and safety programs; and lots

"'"'^"""^
ID B 545-1555

TIPS 545-1540

A Service of the Dean of Students Office
300000000

Located in the Campus Center

open MF 9-5 f^.UNIVERSITY
Sato 3 MkSTORE^

676
lUichacI ..

HairStmlto
, ^,Carriage Shops, Upper Level

233 North Pleasant Street
Amherst. MA 01002
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FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

FREE TACO BAR
MON & TUBS NIGHT

9 — till it lasts

FEBRUARY BEER OF THE MONTH ?

Becks

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst ?

^ «c^<»'""*5» zc^ar^TiSfi ccF'csr^a** ^^r^cur^^a^ «c^c;>-^a» *c^<»"'"'csi* «c^

Now An Additional Location For Your Convenience... S

adjacent to the UMASS campus |

in the Amherst Creamery Office Building

a professional secretarial service

I
WORD PROCESSING. TRANSCRIPTION

$ MANUSCRIPTS. . .a specialty

I THESES AND DISERTATIONS

I
Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

I
Call us or visit our new offices at your earliest convenience

I 150 Fearing Street. Amherst Telephone: 549-2tiHti

University Dr,

Amherst

Kegs -k Beer if Wine

Soda ir Ice

Happy
Valentine s Day

from Stadium Liquors

GREAT IN STORE
SPECIALS

UMVCRSIIV /ONlVC

*^i*i'
-5^?* — ROUTE 9

175 University Drive 253-5595
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adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST

DURING SALE HO RAINCHECKS OR LAY-A-WAYS WILL BE OFFERED!!!

ONM 12
3AMW UOUOSPEAISS
TWEETER LEVa COtJTROLS

OILED Vy^UJAJT FMSH
POWER RANGE 8-100 WATTS

m^ PR. VALUE
NOW PNLY $W.95/PR*
•DEMOS ONLY

SHERWOOD 8^60
TOP RATED DIGITAL RECEIVER

50 WATT/CH OUTPUT
3 YEAR WARRANTY

SHARP
DEMOS, BLEMISHED, AND OTHERS

RT110(S)CASSETTE DKK
DOLBY I^OBE REDUCTION

LED METERS
S90.00VAUJE

NOW ONLY $39^5

A$380mUJE
NOW ONLY $229^

••••• io#

A SHeiWOOO GIVE^IMMr

SHERWOOD DIGrfAL RCVR.
20 WATTSOHANNEL
10 PRESETS

A $180.00 VALUE

SHERWOOD S90 CASS. DECK
METAL CAPABLE
PERMALLOY HEADS
DOLBY NOSE REDUCTION

A SISOjOO VAUJE
BOTH

I t«BaMi««

PGCeS FOR ONLY $99.95

NIKKO NCO100
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
' BEAM 4 SECTION LASER
MUSIC SEARCH
HEADPHONE JACK WITH ADJ
LEVEL CONTROL
RACK MOUNTABLE
^'""^^

A $600i)0 VALUE
YOURS FOR ONLY $299.95

RT123 STEREO SYSTEM
50 WATT AMPLIFIER
DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
AM/FM TUNER
RACK
3WAY LOUDSPEAKERS
A $550 VALUE

NOW ONLY $149.95

RS123 SYSTEM
50 WATT AMPLIFIER
AM/FM STEREO TUNER
DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
A S30000 VALUE

NOW ONLY $99.96

MC VISA check add 3%
not responsible for typographical errors

25" COLOR TELEVISIONS (DEMOS)
FROM $279.95

25" COLOR REMOTE TELEVISIONS
(DEMOS) FROM $349.95

25" COLOR CONSOLE TELEVISIONS
(BLEMISHED) FROM $299.95

40" REAR PROJECTION SCREEN
TCLEVISION *• STEREO* A $2500VALUE
BELOW DEALER COST $1399.95

PLUS MANY
OTHERS

VCR's from $199.95

Systems from $99.95

Plus many more

Sharp specials

All Quantities Limited

subject to prior sale

PANASONIC CQE400
AUTO CASSETTE RECEIVER
ELECTRONIC TUNER
PRESERS
HIGH POWER
FADER
LOADEDii

PANASONIC CaE280
AUTO CASSETTE RECEIVE
ELECTRONIC TUNER
PRESETS
LOCKING FF^EW
4 WAY FADER

PANASONIC EAB°t@
eVz ROUND
TRI PHASE
DIRECTIONAL SOUND
A $90.00 VALUE
NOW ONLY $49.95

PANASONIC EAB697
6x9 3 WAY SPEAKERS
DIRECTIONAL TWEETER

A $150 VALUE
NOW ONLY $99.96

Other Brand Last Ptooes. Demos, Blemishes'

Last piece Denon cassette decks from only $179.95
ADC VSS1 video sound shaper seen elsewhere for 10X the prolce $9.96
Parasound 5 band graphic equalizer (new) $9.95
Proton No 619 color monitor $800 value Only $499.95

Mil Returns after

•"ues 2/18/86
No ramchecks will be Issued

Phase Linear Tuner Model No T5200 A $600 value ONLY $199.96 Demo
AKAI euro reverse reel to reel a $700 vale ONLY $299.95 demo
TEAC super system POA1500 amplifier 1 $2100 value
PRA preamplifier only

TU767 Tuner
DRM33 Cassette Deck $1199.96

Salt aliiti m*iy. Tttb. Mffi
10 •.m. • • p.m.

Cortfcwe* SaMdiy, fete, isifi, 10 %.m, - 1 pjn.
S-aiA^rWk Wm, Noon M • p.in.

^_
«wd Waiiiliy N> I7ih, 10 t.m. - • pjn.
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BLACK ArrAIRS

ColUgian photo by Rob Skrllon

Dr. Maulana Karenga addresses audience in Amherst College Con-

verse Red room Wednesday night.

Bromery
elected to

new board
By CHRIS ALLEN
Collegian Staff

Randolph W. Bromery, a geophysics iwi».

fessor at U Mass-Amherst who was
chancellor of the University for seven

N ears, has been elected to the board of

(i Irectors of NYNEX Corporation.

NYNEX, a communications company,

supplies equipnu-nt , advertising and other

telephone services to New York Telephone

and New England Telephone.

Bromery, a native of Cumberland,
Maryland joined the LIniversity's

geophysics department in 1967 and later

Mfved as chairman of the department of

geology and geography.

In 1970 he was appomted vice-chancellor

for student affairs, after which he was ac-

ting chancellor in 1971. He served as

chancellor from 1972 until 1978, when he

returned to teaching.

A 1956 graduate of Howard University,

where he received a bachelor's degree in

mathematics and physics, Bromery earn

ed his master's in geology and geophysics

from American University. Washington,

DC. in 1962 In 1968, while serving as ex

ploration geophysist with the US
Geological Survey, he received a doctorate

in geology and oceanography from Johns

Hopkins University .

Bromery is the author of more than 150

scientific publications and has lectured ex-

tensively on scientific, educational,and
social topics for more than two decades. He
has traveled in more than a dozen Afrucan

Dr. Randolph W. Bromey

nations over the past 11 \tar^ i i

geophysical consultant for US governmcn

tal agencies and private mining and

l^troleum companies.

Bromery was the founder and first presi-

dent of the Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black Students, which has

provided finiancial and academic support

to blacks. Puerto Rican and other

economically disadvantaged students at

UMass. He is also a member of Sigma .Xi,

Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Eta Sigma (honorary)

and the Black Scientists StKiety, of which

he was an honorary president.

He received a commendation from the

Republic of Liberia for his geophysical

work in that country Ht- wa.s official guest

of the presidents ol Malawi and the

Republic of the Cameroons.

Bromery is the holder of three honorary

degrees: a doctorate in educati«)n from

Western New England College, a dcKtorate

of science from Frostburg State College,

and a doctorate of law from the Universi-

ty of Hokkaido. Sapporo, Japan.

A night with an educator , creator of Kwanza
Dr Maulana Karenga, founder of Kwanza, urged an enraptured crowd of over

100 people at Amherst College Wednesday night to respect the demand of history

that people advance themselves and others.

Karenga lectured on the issue of

"Culture, Struggle, and the Challenge of

History: An African World View" in the

Converse Red Room as part of local Black

History Month activities.

Addressing his audience for just under

one hour, an audience that anticipated

each word he uttered, Karenga dealt with

issues concerning/including pornography,

crime, and abortion.

Dressed in what seem to be his favorite,

a black dashiki, the California native

taught, inspired and, for some, reinforced

a sense of confidence.

"What I would like to do is use the time

of black history to establish a forum in

dialogue about critical issues facing us as

a people, African and American, as well as

a country," he said, "I believe that black

people are key people in a key country and

that our liberation would not only require

that we free ourselves but that we bring the

whole country and indeed contribute to the

overall liberation of the whole world."

Karenga is the Executive Director of the

Institute of Pan African Studies in Los

Angeles, having taught Black Studies and
Social Change courses at the University of

California, Riverside, the California State

University at Los Angeles, Long Beach,

Dominquez Hills, and San Diego and in

various colleges and universities across the

country.

He has served as Visiting Professor of

Black Politics at Stanford University,

Visiting Scholar in Black Studies at the

University of Washington at Seattle, and
is a distinquished visiting scholar of na-

tional and international recognition.

Karenga has lectured on many large cam-

puses across the country and in Africa, the

People's Republic of China, and Trinidad,

usually lecturing on his chosen topic of

Black life and struggle.

In reference to the movie "The Color Pur-

ple" Karenga said that one cannot really

say that the movie was racist because it

was written by a black woman. "Alice

Walker lost control of the play the moment
she received the Pulitzer Prize for it and

secondly, when Steven Spielberg took it

over. It became a public document. It

became an instrument to push black

pathology."

Perhaps Karenga's most widely recogniz-

ed contributions are his creations of the

Nguzo Sabo (also known as The Seven Prin-

ciples), a fundamental value system for

black community development and his

creation of Kwanza, a black holiday

celebrated each December by millions

throughout the United States and Africa.

Karenga, a contributing advisory editor

to The Black Scholar and First World, is

a member of the National Conference of

Black Political Scientists, the California

Black Faculty and Staff Association, and

the National Council of Black Studies.

Moreover, he is included in Who's Who
Among Black Americans, Men of Achieve-

ment, Dictionary of Black Culture and Pro-

files in Black Power.

Karenga demonstrated that he was in no

way a fan of President Reagan as he

criticized the President, for both his per

sonal and professional traits. But there is

one question that has been plaguing him
for some time.

Ironically (but seriously) he asked, "How
is it that they can elect a president who has

tob e awakened in an audience with the

pope.?"

The event was sponsored by the Amherst
College Lecture Fund, Five College Lecture

Committee, the UMass Dean of Students

Office, the Deme Council, the Black

Studies Department at Amherst College,

the Assocation of Pan African Unity at

Mount Holyoke College, the Afro American
Students Assocation of Smith College, and

the Black Mass Communication Project of

UMass.
In closing, Karenga said, "It is imf)ortant

for students to not simply study realtiy but

to also have the desire to change it, because

that is the demand of history.

"How is that the demand of history?" he

continued, "Any generation that does not

advance its society and its people (behind

a position) and boundaries — that is a

generation that has no rational for life."

A reception was held following the lec-

ture in the Charles Drew House.

REPORTER
What do you

think of

Valentine's Day?

Collegian pboUn

by Michelle Segall

Paul Desmarais

and

Rob Skelton

Lester High
88 Environmental

Design maj.

Valentine's Day should

be a day of rest and relax-

ation with the one you

love. Although people em-

phasize that particular day

with love and giving, I like

to give love, flowers and

candy every time I possibly

can. Love is always.

Amy Schenin

86 Human
Services maj.

It is a very romantic holi-

day. It is fun if you have a

valentine but if you don't

have one it can be very

depressing. Its just one of

those things our culture

has developed to celebrate.

Carlton Spence
89 Marketing
Management maj.

Valentines Day is a

special day in which we ex-

press our feelings toward a

loved one although love

should not only be express-

ed on one day of the year

but continuously.

Yvette Russell

89 Journalism
maj.

To me Valentines Day is

understood to be a time of

special relationship, a time
of showing your love for so-

meone. It's one day out of

the year for love.

Hope Jones

89 Legal Studies

maj.

Valentines Day is a

special day shared by lov-

ed ones. It is a day when
two people who are special

to each other celebrate the

meaning of love in their

>own way
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Newman Club *Say It With A Flower'
1.) If your name is listed, please come to the CampuTCer.ter Concourse to claim your flower. 2.) Red
tove you" Pink means i like you" White mepps "I want to get to know you" 3.) You have two gue
who sent you the flower. If you do not guess properly, you must pay $.50 to receive the card.— — — tniiier.

rtl, C«£rl«U* JMIUer.
rd. N>rl« iHiUer.
. Lit* [MlU.r.

means"!
guesses as to

17 TsiinMua*
%3 Puffton
b k muemtim
k •ontll* • f P«r»t
kt>bullD. Lcwirl
khtno.Jmtl
AJbr*h»*. NaoBi

ktt on»tt.». D»v\A
K^mntml. A*ha*a
Abarn. Bridqct

Albert. Mtt
Albert .Pu
Albert in*. Ann*
Alei.NontT
AUbrkndl ,Chri«t in«

AU«n. Dab
Allan.l.aura
Alsaida, Hsrlan*
Alvat, BattT
Aaaral, Jaan
Aalrauit. lAvtran

A ta
John
Barry
Car la
Chriasf
Hichaal J

Handy

Aataida.
Aaoroa'3.
Anderson
Anderson
Andersen
Anderson
Anderson
Anderson .Audrey
toders»i. Scott
Andrews. Hsrtel
Anrian, Lisa
Antonisn. Kla
Antontno. Danny
Anuado. Sao
Aquino, Gustavo
Arias. Nana
ArrMld. Andy
ArrwId.Katte
Arthur. Sandra
ArtloU. Lore!
Atkins. Narqust
Aurlio.Anrta
Ausion.Kia
Aao Losers
Ayers. Jean
Aierrad . 8ui.anne
As II. Nary
•aby Boo Boo Bear
iBaas. Alaa
•allay Gates. Laur*
IMUV' •ok
•alley. Carta
Bailey. Jaaes
Balrd. Alice
•aker et. al. staff
Baker . Hank
Baker. nark
Barstts. Aay
•aratta. Lisa
Baratta. Nary
Barber. M. Chrlstln.
Barnes. Dsvid
Barnicle.Kathy
Barnwell. Georve
Baron. Ellsa
Barrett. Catharine
Barrett. Kathy
Barry. Beth

Bunkl*
Burbank. Sandra
Bur bank. Karen
Burke, Dtanna E.

Burnet t . Bunny
Bur toft. Susan
Burton, Chrta
Bury. Oants*
•uahay. Bia
Busick. J«*l*
Busiiere. Mstidy
Bustard, Janntfar
utlar. Toaay
•utler.lla
Button, Ck
Byer .Bavarly
Byrne. Kla
Caballars, Quiquc
Ca«an, Mary Ellen
Calasy, Dannls
Callaban. Dun
Callahan. Jaal*
Caaball. Haathar
Caaaeon. Paa
CaapbtU, Rener
Cartdaoe. Gregory
Cannon , Dave
Canter. Llon>..>

Caouettc. Karen
raMrelt. PhU
''apers. ftertha
ipisr. . Jennifer
"apoureil. Phil
Caopucei. Crtc
'arbene. Rhonda
' ardoso . Sao
*•«», Kdthlvvn
srlsrr ^aai*
arejdr rVinna
4rt-enrer - Cllen
4cr i»r . Lori

.'arrier*. Hjfhele
. Batsv Jean
, Donnv
. Jaama
. Patrice
kurt
Richard

dir Wl
'••r.>ll

stroll
ajr:ll

'at ' er .

'arter .

' ase. Wend*
Tasev. Carolvn
Case* . Ca r 3 1 »n
~asev. Hike
'ash, Stephenir
Cashir Staff
iTashaan. Tricia
(~as>els. Peter
Castillo. Laudino r

Castillo. Lorraine
Cast le. Mike
Cavalierl. Lisa
"avanauah. Ellen
'erolo. Carol
rteruK. Ted
ruionon . Kathleen
^.aanon . Maureen

i >-.an. Virainia
Chan. Virginia
Chandler. Hike
Chanthavono . Chanth
Oarpentiar. Sue
Chase. Christine
Chase. Douq
Chase, Ed

DasGupta, Kuaar
Dattis, Debbie
Oavidscm. Jodi
Eisvidson. Laura
Cisv I » . John
DsvK. Patti
Dawson. Rebecca
Day. Martha
De Feo. Lisa
DeForae , Jeanatts
OeHarcD, Pattv
DeHarco, Patty
DeMelio. Chris
DeMello, m
DeRosa. Lerna
rwSlaane. JMnna
IieStephanc, Caroline
DeVeto. Claudto
Dean. Phil
L^eane . Rcb
tiearborn. Leanne
Debaoots Swsan
Defa 9e. Jeanette
Delaney, ttoiissa
Delaney, Patricia
Oelanev, Patt

i

Delaenario. Jesiics
Lielliac. Christine
Desiarco * Fellaan
Oasetrius. Bob
Dennen. Brook
Dennis. Tie
Dent . Hasan
Daqino. Teresa
DaaarosalUiers. Lis
DateUls. Nary
Devellis, Jus
Oaver. Judy
Oevos, Monlqud
DlNare. CHuek
Dibble, Betsy
Dlckeraan, Lauren
Dickie. Cathy
Otckie. Susan
ri»c<lir.»cn. :'.:>

Dickinson, Hope
Olouh*. Brendan
Oobmi . Harcy
Doherty, Aay Kate
Ooherty. Cllen
Doherty. Lisa
Dolan. Ana
Ooainier . T>ieresa
Donaldson. Barbara
Oonatelle. Christine
Oonatiello. Lisa
Donohue. Linda
Donovan , Ann
Donovan, Kevin
Oortovan, Matter
Oonsky, Mark
Doubanbar««r, Karan
Douqhty , Lauran
Dowrtaa, Motra

Barr*. Kathleen
Bartholoaew. Charlei Chatloney, Kevin
Bartlett. Lorllee Chen. Cllen
Bassi. David
Bates. Garry
Battista Johr
Baxter .Danny
Baxter .Kcllv
BayllB. Ruth Ann'
Bean. Buxsy
Beardsley. Hartha
Reaudton.Teri

V

Beaulleu.Aay
Becker. Bob
Beckwith. Scott
Belan^er. Annette
Belknap, Tlaothy
Ball. Laura
Bellerose. Scott
Benett. Cathy
Bennett. Julie
Bent ley, Joanna
Bcrqawiwl , Paolo
Berqler. Alyxs
Bernstein, Lynn
Berrlr«n,,lan Y.
berry. Hartin
Bertraa, Lorraine
Beruckl. Ken
Best, Aav
9ett, Alison
iBettd .Mejiisa \

'Beviile. Judith
Bial .Aav
Bilker. Saaantr.a
Bll lldeau. Jodi
Bl 1 1 inas , Sha r nr.

|bi. .
-1'- ..

Biniitr. rristina
Birch, Courtney
Blrcsak .Chris
Bird. Colleen
Biron. Michelle
BLackett. Sue
Blaney, Sharon
Bledsoe, Tracy
Rloon. Cindy Lee
Blooa. Cindy
Bodine. Carol
Boelnan. Peter
Boaar t .Ann
Bo 1 9 vert .Dawn
Bol VAn , Joseoh
Bolen. Audrey
Bolaer . Hainn
Bolaer. Shellah
Bol lart .Eric
Boloian. Sylvia
Bond I . Susan
Bonllla. Andie
Bonisoni . Steve
Bonnie of 368 Cane™
Bordeau.Renee
Borqenicht. Jodi
Bornstein. Karen
Borrero. Lourdes
Botti. Peter
Bottoalev. Jen
Boucher. Cheryl
Boucher. Denise
Boucher . Laurie
Boudreau. Francis
Boudreau. Karen
Boulay. Aiaee
Bourgeois, Christlr
Bourne -Thoapson, Xa
Boutos. Petros
Bova, Susan
Bowen. Hary
Bowers. Caryn
Bowler. Dabbl
Boya)ain.Sue
Boyle. .Heq
Brachf eld.Aay
Brad C. t All B.

Bradley, Scott
Bradley, Tiffany
Brady , Maureen ( ISI

rtl*. .'u. le

iirandL. Ariaian
Braun. Jennifer
Breault. Leslie
Breshnahan. Bridget
Brett Housino staft
Brett /Brooks staff
Breyan.Sue
Brlesky .Cretchen
Brighton, Paula
Brocklebank. Jules
Brodsky. Harryl
Brooks. Lauren
'Brooks. Elisabeth
Broude. Debbie
Brown Houie Staff
Broun. Aay H.
Brown. David
Brown. Jennifer
Brown . Susan E

, Brown. Tracev
Brown. David
Brown. Jennlfei
brunell. Shan
Brunl .Robin
Brvan, Patty

Cheslen
Cheuna

.

Rochelle
Lan

Cheu. Hike
Chlappenelli . Rob
Chlappisi . Sue
Chiavacci . Toe
Chicoine. Janice
Chlklis. Orea
Childs. Mark
Chlltick. Cindw
Chin. Kathv
Choi . Inah
Choi. Jin
Ctirapan. Leslee
rhristensen. Debti*
Chrntenson. Meliss
Chroran. Heather
Chudnofskv. Paula
^lanohlone. Rsloh
CireJla. Susan
Claffev. f^Jrcn
^lancev. Kathv
Clark. Aav
Clark. Colleen
Clark. Jennifer
Clarke. Stephen

Lisa
Steve
Beth
Pit
Hal
lodi
Heat he

H

Clavton.
Clearv.
Cleaent

.

riiahae

.

Cob lent

.

Coburn

.

Cochran

.

Coe. Havnee
Cohen, Can
Cohen. Carvn
•^ohen , Lauren
Cohen. Nancv
Cohen . Rob
Cole. Debbie
'"oleaan. Clenna
Coleaan. Nina
Coles, lennifer
Col i ins . .Tennv

Collins. Kate
Collins. Lisa
Collins. Maureen
Colon. Nelldia
Coneau. Drew
Conlin. Bill
Conlin. Conrad
Connelly. Helen
Connor . Erin
Connors. Dave 2ETA
Connors. Kathleen
Snntitaii iauss
Contee . M«'jr ice-

Cook . Grea
Cooper , Kathy
Corey. Kathy
Corr. Huqh
Corsentino, Paaela
Costa. Becky
Costello. Ann
Costello. Michelle
Cotter. Kia
Cottone. Lauren
Couohlin. P.l.T.A.
Couuhlin, Trscy
Councilnan. Caren
Courtney. Karen
Couslneau. Paula
Cowen . Jean
C'jx. Elliabeth
iCoyle. Kathv
Craia. Patrick
Craia. Rita
Crald. .Susan
Craker . Karen
Crenshaw. Bill
Crary, Melinda
Creaaer . Mary F-

Creavln, Thorn

^rosbv. Penny
Crowe. Steve
Cullen. Steve
Cull ins. Karen

' Cunnlnahaa. Jodv
Cunnlnohaa. Marn
Cunninohaa. Meal
r.jrlev. Ed
Cur ley. Lauren
Currsn. Jackie
Curran. peo
Currsn - Thomas

Barb & Al

Chuck
Lor i Ann
Encs
Pete

Roaa
Paa

_; V .* . _av. :

" -y . e . Zr '.'

Crew. Ziavii
trew. E;;:abe-h "..

rrucol.. Melissa
iTibnvk. .'jdirh
Dukcri. Ge^rse
Dubursr.v. Mar":rv
Suiaal. Dave
r-jias-, . Aav
r^,a(ian. J-jtx

Duaqan. Harv
Dunican. Katie
CKinlap. Jane
Dunn, John
Dunn I no. Roy
Dupont . Michelle

Joann
Tahir
Den ISC
Denise

Durr, Christine
Owiqht et, al . staf
Dwyer , Hike fc J. J.

Dyko, Alesis
Drwer . Sean
Carle. Cathy
Easter Bunny
Cchelburqer, Julie
Cddleston. Deanne H
Cdens. Hartha
Bqoers. John
Elder . Stuart J.

c-inhorn. Mise
Elahi . Babak
Eliah, Hary
Eliasberq. Abbie
Cllaore, Billy
Enenaer. Helena
Enqel. Nark
Enaelaan. Karen
Eninqer. Helena

IXipuis.
IXiranl

.

IXirqin.
Durqin.

I

>*-,

.

I .• J.-*

iva-r

".[

Sri ur
T.v.:--. ;:rv
tw*r. »'ar i

E:-c;». rsjl
Fa^^'' , . * . * Dow.
Fahev. Meaahan
fahey. f-irhar-j
Fahev. Meaahan
Fs'nnr, Lisa

'esslca
Diane

Faler.
Fa : I .^n .

Filuac

.

Fanara.
Fsrr.ham.
Fa 1 1 n 1 ,

Feeney

.

Fpeney

,

ane
Jeff
Meredith

C<e s 1 r e 1

Carol
Shar lene

Feild, Karen
Fe;!iblua. Mendy
Frllaan, S^larl
Fellaan,
Fellaan,
Fellaan.
Fel ;ous
Fen t on

,

Feniel,
Ferlna.
Feraon,
Fernandas
Fernandez

Jen
Jen
Jennifer
Carrie
Michelle
Joan le
Tracy
Kla

Lyn
Sablna

Ferone. Mary Gra-e
Ferraro. Alysc
Ferris, Patty
Ferro. Andrea I

'

Fleld/Grayson staf
Fields. Karen
riqueroa, Elvis
Fllderaan. Lee -Harv
Flllos, Beth

: ..'.ea.,. Heather
nu^ . Na c a 1 < e

IhR. Faaela

l-T I •^T,

Curt 15

.

CL-rtis .

Curt i 3

.

Cushna

,

Cwleka.
tiarnieckl

,

Araaqlo.

rydan. Rally
ryar, Daborah
Buba LXk
fuck. Linda
tuck. Rusi

Klaberly

D Urso. Dian
DaRonco. Laura
Dabaul. Vlnnie
uaaaartu, raa
Dady, Michel le
Oaqanhardt, David
Daqastlno, Laurel
Oalton. Arm „
Dalton. Step
Danahy, Kavlfi

,Danahy. Sharon

\ f Daniels, Kla
I

I
Oanko'. Linda
Dannay, Beth
Dappollto. Oanl

' Darllnq. Jennifer
Darwin. Mendy

^ ,• r J-TS .1 . Ju. iB
! 1 1 l" arra 11 . ? :ot »

I- 1' ;a"ra m. Vim r ,
|

h !• .-patr icK - .
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r

i 1 js imaon« . A' r .

^ . jria i-in. Karen
f : jxman . Kar*n
t leikopf . Sue
h'.emsi jno , Harv
Fludv. Ludy. Lalala
Flvnn. Barbara
Fodel. Robert
Fo?ey. Lance
Foley. Patty
Follev. Heqan
Foniecca. Ellictte
Tontar'a, Jeff
ForaT. Richard
Forbes, Denise
Ford, Chris
Foraan. Melissa
Fox. Johri

Fox, Kdt<.e
Francis. Bloasoa
Franklin. David
Frasca. Lisa
Fraser . Jane
Frmt-.tr . Steve
Fredette. mchellc
Fredrickton. Anna

Frtabarn. Hail
Freed . Josh
Freeaan. Helen
Freeaan, Kristine
Freeaan, Lorna
French, Ann
French. Thoaas
Fresclone. Brenda
Frladaan, Cliiabeth
Frlcss, Nary
Frontlero, Sat
Fruclano, Harla
Fulelnltl, Jeff
Fuld. Heidi
r«aur. Kuttenn
Furciniti. Douqlas
fjulshaa- 'ulie
Sabi lel . A I isnn
Oa^n -T-n . T' »*v
f.si lit !^a* cs - Ceorai
llalin, 'ifiJ-rv W
Gal iaah^T ,

-lie

uaaa'hf' A( f i ,

BC E 1 n r.!

Gaa&t . 4.dr t ¥

Gandia, Z£>e

i^nea . L i sa
Gardner, Dave
Gardner. Kiaberlv
Tariepy. Michelle
Carnache, Dave
Garvin, Dean
Garvin, Kevin
uaspercni. Aay
Gass. Sandie
Gatnik, Richard
Gaulvln. Lisa
Gearhart. Sue
Gae. Anthony
See. Ed iBrandywtnf
Ccaborys, Ken
Gcndron, Diana
Gentile. Rick
Gaorae. Paula
Carzon. Sue
iOesina. Rand
Ghlatis. John
Ghodssee. Diana
Glacobbe. Peter
Gibson. Karen
Gilbert. Priscilla
Gilberto. Gaylc
Gllfeather. Valerie
Gill. Paa
GUI. Terrl
CUlesple. Linda
Clllles. Jen
CtUls. Mauraan
CUaartcn. Hary C.

CUaarttn. Jaaes
Cilaartln. Narybath
Glnqras. Nancy
Ctnn, Clalra
Clnorlo. Rafael A,

Giordano, Deb
Giordano, Toaay
Closerri. Kathy
Cltntz, David B.

1 V 1 I jno , Anr.^
Gld-^faan. Vivian
Glavin, .^anet
C.lvnn. Christopher
Gna II. J jhn
Goeti. Paul
Goouen. Chervl
Goauen. r>eirdre
Goli. Minds
Goldberi. Noai
c.oldblatt. Lisa
Guldsaith. Bonnie
Coldsaith. Sharon
Goldstein. Meredith
Goldstein. Sander
Gonsalez. -toanna
Gonvo . Jill
Gonzalez. Victor
Good. Kevin
Gordon. David B.
Gordon . Susan
Corqone. Phil
Coraan. Nancv
Goraan Wheeler staff
'jossels, Marren
Covers. Sandv
Cowen. Hoi ly
Gowinq. Jen
Cr
Grady. Gerry
Grant or t. Ann
Grant. Billy
Cray. Christa
Green. C.C.
Green. Jacqueline
Green. Jaaes Thadeus
Green, Jodi
Greenberq, Jenny
Greenwood. Barry
Greqory, Lisa
Greqory. Lisa
Crenier. Isabel le
Grlfalconl, Hia
Griffith. Beverly
Grooms . Serena
Gundershela. Julius
Gustus. Chris
Gut. Rick
Guzdar, Zerlina
Habel. Chris
Hablb. Fred
Hachadour lan. Suzl
Hackey. Linda
lUaiJ- •^«'<' ••

ii*ii 1 , • .

Mai ; ) . f .

p

Hai ' . - . Tot r

1

Hale. Thru
Halp. Jen '222i
Hale, Jennifer i llOt
llalep, Denise
Hal»y. Chris
Hal»v, Chris See
Hal l*T' . Denise
'ill) '-K . Robert
Ha • I' , Ar.r

Haaanr. .
• i-

Haab'jri , :..i ,r ir.

H,inel , Dawn
Ham 1 1 1 on . Don
Haal in et . al , staff
Haaaond , Jeffrey
Hanaa , Gerry
Hariburv. Lisa
Handueraer. Randy
Hanlon, Eileen
Manlon. Leslie
Mann, T'lhn M.
Mannon, Julie
Hanson. John
Harb, Sue
Harbold. Lynda
Hardlnq. Mike
Hardaan, Paaela
Harkins. Billy
Harper. Ellen
Harper . Rob
Harrlnqton. Haureer
Harris. Jen
Harris, Suzanne
Harris. Whitney
Harrison. Ellzabetl
Harrison. Lii
Harrlsaon. Lisa

Hart. Cathy
Hart. Staphante
Hartford. Traeay
Harwich. Jertnlfsr
Hatton. Karl David
Hautancn. Kath
Hawthorne. Barbara
Hayes, Lisa
Hcaly, Crlc
Heftaan, Jill
Haqarty. Kathy S.

Ha^arty. Moa -» Coa
Helnlq, Grata
Halaans. Rarla
Henderson, Susan
Hennessy, Dave
Hennrlkus. Joyce
Henry, Rcnse
Hcnson, Kelly
Herbert, Keith
Herbert, Sue
Herlnq. ?tephanle
Herllhy, Hlchelle
Heraans. Carolyn
Hernandez. Narlbel
Herreld. Julainc
Merrlnq. Staphanla
Hess, Ro^er

Haysr. Jill
Hicks. Frances
Hlqden. Laurie
Hill. Allison
Hirata. JoAnn
Holland. Erin N.
Holaaa. Hissy
Hoaola. Ellen
Morqan , Jia
Horn. Beverly
Horn. Eric Z.
Home. Sandy
Hossain, Lisa
Hotchkiss. Handy
Hot z . Donna
Houle. Tracy
Howard. Stephanie
Howe. Helen
Howell. Sarah
Huebsch. Hlchelle y
htuqhes. Leslie
Huqhes , Haeqan
Hughes, Sue
Hunt, Pattte v
Hurley. Kathleen
Hurt, Ashle
Hyde, Brea
Hyaan. JIU * C:nd
Hyaovltz, Scott
Idleson, Narc
Inqraa. Jla
tntravaaoto. Darlei
Irttsky. Victoria
Ista '. Basil
Jacks . Michael
Jaaanaon. John
Jaarcf, Karan
Janlak. Sta^ian
Jaspan. Sondra
Jaanna «2i Van Mate
Jeff'frua £nqland>
Jeffery. Hark
Jeffery. Stephen N
Jenntnqs. Martha
Jennlnqs. Marty
Jensen. Nell S.
Jeroae. Cathy
Jill 907 JQA
JoAn. Heidi .Mendy, Ho
Johnson, Kathleen
Johnson. Kathy C.

Johnston. Stephen
Jones, Steve (6041
Jonker. Sandra
Jordon. Janice
Joseph, Bob
Joat, Chrlattne
Jourtelotte. Mary E
Joyce. Jaan
Joyce, Marty
Jurcsyk, Katia
Kadis. Jill
Kalllo, Jon
Kallor. Robin
Kaainsky. Taaay
Kanasklc. Karen
Kao, Yuray
Kaplan. Bonnie
Kaplan, Cllen
Kaplan, Jill
Kaplan, Suaule
Kaplan, Mendy
Karaaanakis. Gaorqe
Karikas. Audrey
Karp, Andrea
Karp, Arvlraa
Karpp, Connie
Kastanqo, Karl
Katzlf, Nancy
Kauffaan, Jackie
Kaufaan, Bryn
Kaufaan, Lauren
Keane. Hellsaa
Kaqan . CI lean
Kalaach, Llaa
Kelthe. Audrey
Kallay. John
Kelley. Mamie
Kelloq. Linda
Kelly. Chuck
Kelly, Dawn Cookie
Kelly, Kathleen
Kelly, Kathy
i^ f iiv , Lor I

I

.Kelsey, Maraaret
Kelts, Chris
Kelvin. Debbie
Kendrlck. Jenifer
Kendrlcke. Liz
Kennedv. John D.
•Kenney , Mark
Kenny, Paul J,
.Keralles, Georqe
•Kerr. Cliff
iKerr'san. Christinr
Kervis. Bob
Khataai , Kavyan
Kian. Bob
Kidd. Maureen
Kielbasa. Charles
KiUara
Kllbourne. Susan
Kilcoyne. Judy
KUlay. Briqid
Kia. Yuonq
Kirby. Stacy
Klslelwskl. Phyllis
Kizner. Jennifer
Klee. Terry
Klein. Jaaes B.
Klelaan, Gabriel
Klotz, Cassandra
Knowlton, Karen
Knowlton. Sandi
Kohn, Judi
Koller. Adaa
Kontoff, Tarry
Kopcxa, Palqe
Korbcy, Kelsey
Korenqold, Robyn
Koretsky. Marcy
Koraan, Sari
Korn. Stuart
Rotler, Gall
KoMilaakl. Mlka
Kraekar, luaan

Mlchalla
atAlla

Krlkerlan. Llaa
Kr«l. ChrlatlM
Kronlck, auaan
KropT' Viekl
KritliulB. NUUea
Knvcaak, Lit
lueka, latacea
RuBlln. Janlea
Bialaa, Hia
iRua, ««Mlea
Kupt CI . Dantia '

Kurlyaaa, Yuko
Kwan . Lan
Kuon , Honey
Kuon, Hyonhac

' Kwon . Jaahae _
' LaBlanc. Garry

LaTranlcra, Stava
LaMotha. Mary
LaPolnte, Lorl Ann
Lacasse, Krlstan
Lafrenlere. Staea
Laabart. Gary
Laabarton, Suaan
Laabarta. Puray
Lan, Bon
Laaahan, Dannl*
Larida, Phil
Landari. Pat
Landry. Laura
Lappln. Thoa
Larasa, Ann Narle
Larkln. Oaan H
Larkln. Janet
Laaarda, Sutanna
Laurent. Tratte
Lawlar, Klaborly
Lawler. Robin
Layton. Lauran
LaBrun, Elalno
LaHara. Dava
LaHon. Laalla
Learned, Sue
Leary, Katie
Leary, Hlchele
Lee, Laurie
Lee. Laurie Arin

Lee. Michael
Lee, Pel
Lefabvre. Robert
Lalclav. .S%»fV. .
Leaay. Karen

Lannar
Laonard.
{.aong.
Laonq. Lynda
bavlne. Alyaaa
Uvy. Ja«la
Lawla at. at. Btaff
Lawla. Ann
Lawla, Tara
Lawla. nioaas Kmit
Ll. Bonnla
Llafela*. Haldl
Llabater . Laura
L10it, Ma^an
Llaan. Erin
Lin, Fostar
Lin. Jana
Lin. Jull
Llnd4ren. Charlaa
Linn. D.J-
Llrmahan. Eltsa
Ltnacott. Sua
Llnacott. Suaan
Ltnsky. Dlth
Llpsky, Michelle
Llpworth. Stephanie
Lis. Hindy
Llston, Jla
Lltzlnqer. Jan
Llvinqston, Marcla
Lockwoed, Becky

iLoap, Ai«9ala
Loap, Jennifer
Lonq, Lannae
Lonqley, Linda A
Loo. Al Tin
Loo, Kertny
Looals. Nlkos
Loonan . Col lean
Lopes, Franc Ina
Lopes . Pranelna
Lopez. Arta

Lopez. Armla
Lor tie. Suaan
Louis, Paul
Lovaly. Sua
Lovatt . Suaan
Loxon, Chrli
Liiclar, Chrta
Ludy Ludy -La la la
Lutes. Chuck
Lutx. Stapttan
Lfnch, Anne
Lynch, Julie
Lyons, Matty
MaCulre, Patty
•tacAakell. Kia
NacAaklU. Kla
HacOonald. Ann
MacKinnon, Robert
Haeelnl. Margaret
Nacclnl. Haglctta
Hacdonald. Mark
NBCdou«all. Uall*
Machara. Hatt
Nackatta. Ulan
Mack, Bail
Nackay. Janat
Nackertlch. Llaa
Itadaua. Kathy
Mavoon. Doraan
Havrl, Jill
Navulra. Nary Ann
Hahoriay, Karan
Nahonay , Karen
Nabonay, Maura
Mabonay. HllUaa
Nat Hat, Llaa
Halnville. Molly
NaAlal. Janice

Caor«a
John
El lie
Heather

Jody

.Miller
Miller.
Miller.
Mills.

Bob
Bob L,
Daryl
Haldl
Heidi
Heidi
Karen
Sharon

Milsten. Haoai
Hintucks. Andy
-MinutlUo. Nick

, Hirlsola, Tr ish
Hlstry. Ha lank
Hitchclt. Debbie
Hitcheli, Drew
Mitchell. Yvette
Mizbier. Michael
Hoe. Cat. Sandy
Monaco. Jack
Horuihan. Cathy
Monahan. Lisa
Nonahan. Lisa
Moore. D. Scott
Hoore. Dee-Dae
Hoore. Diane
Moran. Joe
Morqan. Laura Bath
Horiarty. Katie
Morrill. Mike
Horrlssey. Loyd
Norse. Bradford
Morvay . Karan
Morwlck. Allison
Mosca. Hlchale
Hoser, Alex
Hoskin. Jaqul
Motley. Karan
Moynlhan, Kathy
Mroz . Jackie
f^llane, Christopher

Pat
Lisa
Chris
Ken
Mark
Maureen Ann
Hike iFICLOi
Nil llaa
Danne
Harqaret

ttokrys.
Hal lay,
Halona.
Haloney

.

Maltz.
sslan. nary

Hanchand. Raoul
Maney, Charlie
Mann. Sarah
Mannlnq, John
Manninq. Julia
Mannlnq. Laura
Manoles. Diane
Manzer. Jeffrey
Marenqo. Sr Millie
Marqanlsn. Chrlstln
Marqet. Marcla
Harllus
Marky Sparky
Martellonl . Chriatl
Martin. Becky
Martin. Bath Dawn
Martin. Jla
Martin. Karen
rtartin. Renee
rtertin. Susan
Martinez. Kla
Maryrtard, Lorl
Haaon, Liz
Haurar. Janet
Hayo, Chuck
Mayo, Kla
HcAbaa, Jla
McCaffrey, Dtanna
NcCall. Kitty
HcCann, Chris
McCarthy, Chrlaiy

,

McCarthy, Halan
McCarthy, Nary BatM
McCarthy, Narybath'
McChesney, Pat
McCluakey. Lorl
McCoraark. Fran
HcCoraack. Kelly
McCoraick. Joanne
McCracken. Scot
HcCudden. Nancy
McCusker. Maureen
McDavllt . Brian
McDonald. Coll"en
McDonouoh. D»"nnis
McDonouqh. Martha
McCajnn, Scott
McGinn. Kelly
McCinnls. Julie
McGlnnls. Trish
McGovern. Seaaus
McGovian. Maureen
McGrath. Cath
McCrath. Suzanne
McGreoor. Lisa
McHauqhlin. Martiza
HcHauqhlln. Patrlcl.
HcHuqh, Shajm^ —
Hclntosh, ST.arun
HcKeeby. Vlcki
McKenna , Maureen

HcLauqhlln, Steven C
McLauqhlln, Trlcla
McMahoz . Janet
McMannus, Maureen
McManua. Maureen
.McHullen, Darren
McMurrouqh, Trish
HcNaaara Staff
HcNanna , Neal
HcPhee, Christopher
McQulqqan, Nancy
McShane, Karen
HcMhlnne, Cathie
Hr^ulqqan, Nancy
Meaqher, Chris
Naddler. Chcryle
tedleros. Lynn
<todlna. Esabel
Isdlna, Maxell

Iruo. Isabel
lar, Cheryl
lar, Stavan

llcarx, Karan
landes. Linda
lino. Valarl

tenattl. Joanle
ilandalaon. Chare I

Menlnno. Scott
Herlo. Lisa
Herrlfleld, Adaa
Merrill, Paa
Mertzlufft. Paul
Heshanie, Michelle
Messer, Chris
Metlvler, Laura
Meyers. Garry
Meyers. Stephanie
Heyrowltz. Stacey
Hlqllaccio. Nora
Mllbier. Hllie
Hllbrand. PMll
Miles. Handl

- Mfller. Aay

Mullen.
Mullin.
Murphy.
Hurphy

.

Hurphy.
Murphy,
hu-phy

.

Murphy

.

Murray,
Hurray.
Naqle, Maura
Naoler. Alisa
Naqy, Toaas
Nalaie. Matthew
Nakallaa. Leslie
Napolitano. Laurtt
Nash. Bill
Nasslff. Lynn
Nasutl. Cllen
Natale. Trlcia
Nathans. Cirtdy
Navin. Mark L,
Nedrow, Jill 907 JOi
Neff, Kristin
Neff . Tracy
Nefussy, Lisa
Neill. Lisa
Neiaith. Clissa
Nelson. Jill
Nelson. Trlcla
Neaetz. Dabble
Nepiarsky. Dana
Nero. Renata
Neaqos. Jill lan
Neubauer . Jennifer
Neuaabauer. n se
Nevins, Hicheal
Neuaan, Hark A
Ncylon. Mary B
Nq. Betty
Nq. Hary
tlteves. Harltza
Niqro. Lynn
Nlrenberq. Lisa
Nobreqa, Nina
Nobreqo. Joe
Hoc. Suzaiinah B.
Nolan. Jar>a
Norwtelle. Christine
Noonan , Bath
Norcross. Krlstelle

I
Noreen . Llave ^
Norris. J. Greq
North, Jennifer

Br 1 en. Bob
Brlen. Ellen ,

O'Brien. Erin I

Br 1 en , Lynda
O'Brien, Sue
o Brlen, Ted

Conner, Peqqy
Connor , Kevin P,
Dwyer , Deanna
Lalor. Mark E.

O'Malley. Patricia
O'Neil. Cristine
O'Nell, Katie

Nelll. Janice
Neill. Marqaret

O'Rourke. Toa
Oblanwu. Chinwe
Ocko. Rob
Oqlesby. Hikel
Olcott. Janet M.
Oliver. Craiq
Olsevzski, Dianne
Olszewski . Diane
Oper. Gail
Opprecht. Kerri
Orandella. Peter
Orenstein. Susie
Orne. Bob
Ossa. Cristian
Ostrowski. Edwin
Ostrowakl. Stephanie
Ott. Anne Marie
Ottanni. Tony
Oxlsnder. Michelle
Packman. Jay
Padula. Karen
Paqan. Harlsela
Painter. Paul
Panaro. Cynthia
Pandolf. Carl
Panetta. Nary Reqlaa
Papierskl . Susan
Paquln, Diana
Paradls. Michalc
Paratora. Mlchat 1.

. Park, Halan
Park, Joonv
Park, Ratrlna
Park. Kyonv Bl..

Park. Tooaun
Parka. Klrataa L,
Parr. DlaiM
Paraona. Lit
Paakalla, Anna Narva
Paa<|uantoado, Sua i

Patal. BBUa
Patarson. Krlea
Pattaraon. Crlatlan^
Paul, Stava >

|Palla«rl. Nauraan
faloaky.Karln
Paltlar, Scott
Perta.Loula
Panial, Laaly
Paraira, Olivia
Paralra, Olivia
Parasa ,Cllxabath
Parax, Llsy
Parax, Lourdas
Varas, aallaaBAr
Parax, Ray
Paras. Rita
Parax, Bandra
Parax, Sonjl
Parax, Susan
Parax, Lourdaa
Parax, Suala
Parkins, Nlchala
Parlauttar, Alan
Parocchl, Kla
Parry, Martha
Patara, Nsllsaa
Patarson, Krlatln
Patlthory, Mlehaal
Patrl, Trad
Patrlllo,Llaa
Phalr, Shalla
nMB. Fr. Piarra
Phaa, Han
Ptillllpa. Karan
Phlllipa.ToB
Phlppa. Charla
Plandcs, Stacey
Plcclrlllo. Joanna
Pierce, AUyson
Pierce. Trlcla

Pineda, Andre
Pines, Tori
Plttack. Catrln
Pittack, Chrlt
Place. Jackie
Platls.Flo
Piatt, Sandra
Platx, Karan
p'atxaan.Cary
Plasa, trie
Pobldlnskl, Doraan
PodkoHka. Oabbla
Podolskl, Linda'
Polrlor. Rogar
Polanaky, Dab
Poll. Kla
Poafret, Karan
Pond .Maura
Pontl, Oaun
Poola, Joan
Porcallo. Mlka
Poanlk. Jon
Poulln, Don
Poaara, Danny
IHmara. Jannlfar
Poaara. Jannlfar
Paaara, Jannlfar
Poaara, Karln
Pcsiara, Narle
Poaars, Mrla
Praaaaa , Gaorfla
Pratt, Sara
Preauttl, Angela
Pravldt. Billy
Price, Jodi
Price. Laura
Prica. Patty
Prlnea, Nlehaal
Probaaka, Aay
Pruakln, David
Pruakln, («url
Pruakln, Laurl
Pruakln, Laurlprucal
Purcall, Sort
Pureall, lorlaar
Putt, ArtlMir
Pusxe, Larry
Ouandt. Paul
Quarlaa, DalpUM
Oulflay. Pr. Jea
Qulflay, Pr. Joa
Oul«lay,
Oulnlan, BUI
Ouinn. Sarah
Oulrlon. Trish
Rahal. Sue
Rahal . Suaan
Ralaton. liana
Raalrex.Mlka
Raaos. Annette
Rand.Nandy Sua
Randall. Joaaph

Randazia.J. Peter Jr

Rapafortra, Julia Bn
Raatalllnl.JUan

obart
,Lyiin

Krlatla
Racla, Adrlanna
•aaea, RariMrd
•aaca, Iharnn

Oall r *
No

•Illy, Ann Narla
Mailly,
alaar,
Nalna. laran
RalB, Bkaren
Ralaa, Rtefc
nwmmAi. .Mdla
Hafuccl. Iterk
Rasandas, Pat
Rkatnhar«t, Ltate
Rlbaa, Chrla
Rlcard. TmiuX
Rlcard.Paul
Rlccl, CarU
Rlccl. Chrla
Rica, Calaata
Rlchar«a, Nary
RM*a, latla
Rllar.DBMn
Rlaktn. Llaa
lakln, Uaa
RlMM, Ji
Rlaaa (Pla
taaa (MR PI
RAaaa. R.A. Pli
Ritchie. Kelly
Rivaa. Julie
Rivers. Jessica
Rivers. Nancy
Rizzl. Andrea
Rlzxotto. Aay
Robblns. Carrla
Robblns, Shelly
Bobbins. Daltri
Robblns. Karen
Robideaux. Jennifer
Roblndeaua. Jennifer
Robinson. Diana
Robinson, Kla
Robinson, PrlscllXa
Ro^lnaon , Pr 1 ac 1 1 la

Robital 1 le, uari
—

Rodaan, Cheryl, R
Rodrlques, Kevin
Roqers, Debbie _
Roqers, Paaela ~
Roqowskl, April
Roaano. Diane
Ronan, Doreen
RosenbauB, Carolyn
Rosenblua. Bradley
Rosenburqh. Seth
Rosenqard. Debbie
Ross.Susanne
Possaelsal .Lorl
Rota. Dave
Roth. Eve
Roth. Vanessa

Rothanburq. Steve
Rothaan. Alyasa
Rothaan. Alysaa
Rothaan. Greq
Rouqhsedqe . Bob
Rouk. Fred
Rowan. Mia
Rubin. Garret
Rudy . Diane
Ruqq . Debb
Rugq , Debb
Rundle, Todd
Ruasel. Philip
Russell. Liz
Russell. Lynn
Ryan, Christine
Ryan, Jessica
Ryan. Michael
Ryasxa, Pete
Saba, John
Saccona, Jen
Sacks , Barbara
Sadtcr, Llrtda
Safran. Margie
Saqe, David
Sahat)lan, Lisa
Sala, Roaa
Salk. Marcy
Salk, Narcy
SallouB, Raglda
Saloaaa, Laanna
Salvia, Lorl

Stacay, Sandra
ir,Joanna
ll, Nartba

Banehat, Jobn
^BwichBa.JBt^^II
Sancleaente. David
Sandefur. David
Sanford. Kiaberly
Sanon .Cina
Sapers .David
Sarqent . Eric A
Saslela. Aay
Sauner, Mlndy
Savaoe , Rebecca
Savasta. Darby
Savlano. Scott
Sat«aaura . Karen
Sawyer .Jennifer
Sayre. Cdward
Scanlan. Jia C.

\ Schacleter. Alisa
Schacter. Laura
Scheer , Aay
Scher .Sue
Schiller, Karen
Schleqel, Dianna
Schaall.Stef
Schatdt. Racoroby
Schaldt .Christy
Schalll. Carolyn
Schneller. John
Schowalter. Chrlslopi
Schr ieber . Brenda
Schwartz, Jeff '

Schwartz, Wendy
Scott. Jaaie
Scott.HlUlaa Jr.
Scully. Donna
Saaqulst, Paul
Seaver .Tracy
Saqel.Rob N.

Saqer. Ellen
Setqal. Pater
Sellqer. Hike
Sclzcr .Audrey
Sarenson. Linda
Serllnq. Jaals
Serluco. Ellen
Serra.Dlarme
Sasser, Cheryl
Sevlqny, Renaa
Sexton, Karen
Sexton. Karen
Seybold, Aay
Seybold. Aay
Slialn. Julie
Shaln, Julie
Ihaloo, Patrick
Jharpa, Nonlca
Shatos. Nea
Shatos. Neq
Shauqhnessy. Shannor
Shaw. Robyn
Shea. Liz
Sheehv . John
Sheila. Holaes
Sheppard, Laurie
Sherak. Robin
Sheraan. Nancy
Sheraan. Nancy
Sherwood . DaMD Lynn
Shih. David
Shine. Annie
Shinnick. Nike
Short. Leslie
Shuasky. David
Shuasky. David
Shut t . Susan C
Sibley. Richard M.

Slchi
Silkoff .Sharl
Silkoff .Sharl
Sllversta. Aay
SI I ver stein. Leslie
Silvia. Maura
Slaon. Jennifer
Slaon. Karen
Slaonlan. Stephen
Slapson. Carol
Sinclair. April
Slnqer. Heather
Sinner, Jody
Slnnott, Toaay
Slok. Naryann
Slrk, Lyrtne
Sltrln, Roger
Ska 1 ley. Maura
Ski lar, Deborah Lee
Skolnlck, Llaa
Slapcoff. Marcy
Slavln.Frsd
Sllay - Crtay
Sllay-Crlay
Slotnlck. Barry
Saagal, Pr. John
Saagal. Pr. John
Salth Llaa
Balth Mtt
Salt.^, Aay C.

' Saltb, Branda Halai
Balth, Brian
•1th. Cindy e
Salth . Owiqht L.
Saitn. Jennifer

Larry J

Leslie iaS4
Lisa M.

• itn.
Salth.
Salth.
Salth,
Salth. Naqhan
Salth. Patty
Salth. Scott

I

Salth. Tracy
Salth. Val
Salth. Holra
Satth.Nolra
Sneden. Greq
Snow. Patty
Sokolowakl. Had
Soll.Herl
Souaa. Mike
Souaa. Stephanie
Sousa, Stephanie
Souaa,Mlehaal
Souxa, Josaph
Sparer , Susan
Spanca, Catharine
Speronus, Haldl
Squires, Crlka
St. Georqe. Maria
St. Peter. Don
St. Peter, Don
Stacey, Sheryl
Stafford. Colleen
Staf ford, Yolanda
Staaerls, Philip
Staaerls,Anne
Staaerls. Phil
Staaes . Courtnay

I
Stanne. Janet
Stanton, Matt
Staah. Carolyn
Stcavans, Phylls '

"t'eanstra. Curtis

aieavea. Bill
Staavei, Laura
Stefanl.Ralna
Stelgar, Baal
Steinberg, Lou
Stephana. Derrick
Stephens. Lisa
Sternhela. Laura
Steve (4*7 Baker)
Statiart, Richard
Stllllngs. Raglna
Stockford, Oanlal C
Stolfa, Ban
Stolfa, Bancy
Btranabarg, Suaan
Stringer ,Paa
Strlnlste. Joy
Stroaqren, Llndaay
Strouse, Marie Clalra
Struckus, Jed
Stuart. Lorl
Suelro,Terl
Sulkln.Sheryn
Sullivan, BUI
Sullivan, Michelle
Sullivan, Paul
Sullivan, Peggy
Su 1 1 1van , Jeanne
Sullivan, Patricia
Sundra. Krlaty
Sinnerberq, Eric
Surnlak.Llaa
Sussaan,' Bath
SvltUa. Kathlaan
Suan. Talbart
Sweeney, Colleen
Sweeney, Maria
Sweat. Ellaa
Swaetuaa
SwlatloMkl, Nirla
Swift, Katharlna
Swindell. Rhonda
SwDtlnaky, Debbla
Syaolon. Gary
Ssctaaull, Stella
Tabona. Joa
Tacconl. Linda
Tafe.Ursula
Taft, Backy
Talbot, Sarah
Tan, Margaret
Tan,Jaaalca
Tancrada, Toa
Tarantlno, Chrla
Taraco, Julia
Harry, Plti
Taakay, Mlka
Tliugar,Ann
Tadaaco, Bob
Talnar, Ntllsaa
Telman.Katy
Tela, Bryant
TaUar,Stacy
Thai, TVian
Tharrlan, NitthMl
Theaaa, Rrlatan
Theaaa, Linda

Nolra

Thoapson
, Lou 1 se

Thornton, Jennifer
Thrasher, Sally
Tlerney, Joan
Tlerney, Karen
Tlerney, Kathleen
TlaMraan, Lorl
Tlaaons, Staphanla
Toabe, Hlndy
Toback. Ellen
Tobin. Kelly
Toffey, B«i'
Toflas. Mlehaal D,

Toaasso , Kartnath
Tenia * Sharyl
Torff ,Carolyn
Torla. Jill
Torres, CI sella
Torros. Sua
Towla.Sua
Traagar. Llaa
Traub. Kathy
Tranouth. Aay
Trlesaan. Sherry
Trockaan, Elyaa
Troabtno. Saa
Troy. Altsan
Troy . Jon
Truckman. Elyaa
rruasdale, Lorl
Truortg. Trong
Tviohay, Ft. John
\ircotta, Llaa
^ady. Ann
Urban, Kathy
llrlarta, Jaanatta
Valgg. Karri
Van Ctten. Julie
Van Haqaner . Jan
Vanarla. Clna
Vaitarla. Clna
Vandarwall. Narlbath
Vandaateen. Paula
Vaimtr/Bttrfld staff
Vargas. Luiaa
Vaall. Lesley
Vendlce. Bath
\l9nm, Lisa
Verrochl . Lynna
Vlelra. Pedro
Vletse. David C.
Vlqllonc.CUean
Viola. Sue
Virtue. Lisa
"^aco. Share

Voccl. Roy
Volpe. Dianna
Volpa. Naryann
Votta. Josaph
Vought. Victoria
Voyantsla. Diana
Vratsanos. Manas
Haddla.Janny
Halkar. Coray
Malkar, Corey
MkU, Michael
Mai lace. Kla
Ihllaca. Baa
Itellaca.Kla
Nallaca.Michael
Itolsh, JaMs A.
Malah. Jla
Itelab.Osrails
Itelah.Staphan
Itora. Oarol
Namar, DHilaa
Maszchuck. Beth
Maters. John
Maxaan, Carrie
Webber. Laurl
Webster. Laura
•debater /Dlcksn Staff
Meeden, Donna
Melner . Deb
Netner. Tonl
Melnsteln. Mike
Melsaan. Cd
Msrncr. Heidi
Nerner , Tony
Mastcott. Kara
Wsstcott .Kara
^ston. Hatt
Waaler. Gaof
Mheaton. Paul
Wheeler. Tracy
l»lte. Crlk
Milte. Laura
Nhlte. Tina
Wiltenett. David
Miltney. Jeff
Whorl skey. John
Mkorlskey. John
Wlce. Jla
Wilcox. Andrea
Nllklns. Lesley
Mill of the Pub
Wll ley, Clarke
wmiaaa. Kirk
Mil Haas, Naryann
Hllllaas, Stacla
WilliaBa,Nad
NlUlaason, Rob
HUson, Holly
Hllson.Clndy

Milton, Lau^Bn
Mtnklay, Stacay
MUiaton, Robin
Nlthaan, Paula
Molcott,Cary
Moir. Daniel
Molf. Itorlna
Itolfa. Jay
Mslfa, Stacy
Mslfandon. Marianne
Hellnakl. Rich

Janlea
Lalwan
Dawn
Ta«y

Mood.Hark H.
Naodford, Kathy
aedland. Bratt
Naostar.Btava 'Gate
Hordan, Nllllaa
Nrlght, Catharlna
Wright, PaMla

Sign Up Today
For the
Career of
Tomorrow

Pratt & Whitney will

conduct on-campus
interviews Feb. 19.

Sign up at the Placement
Office today.
TIk- hiuli !».». Iifit>li>!.:\ wiiflj .ivv.iitNl Brini; \»>iir

rcMiinc .inJ explore rhc wulc r.niuv >'• »>p|\>rfumriv^

uifh Pratt 6i Whittles the rtei>uni;*.-vl Ickicr in

.KTusp.kc feihiit>lt»u\

Aeriin.iiitic.il tnijineenni;

Meeh.inic.il tnuimvnni;

( Computer Scieiue

ticcrric.il hnjiineennu

Met.illuruic.il HnuiiH-eriny

ll v»Mi h.ive the Joire t»i excel in .1 hi^h ttvhnoloijv

environment, Jtm't inivs rhivuppkirtiinitN to lucvt

with Pr.itf &i Whitney represc*nt.tti\v>. Si^n iiptixLiy!

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
PRATT&WHITNEY

An Equal Opponuniiy Employef

^!,fogi^
Rt. 9 Hadley

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Fri DIVER DOWN

Tribute to Van Halen 9-1

Sat. BEGGAR'S BANQUET
Tribute to the Rolling Stones

The Ultimate Stones Show 9-1

American Travel Services

presents

Nu. 81a
Mu.Slaen
Munaeh. Daw)
Nurahar. Halan
Murstar, Jlabo
Tea, Lai Igor
Tahla ,Clannlna
Telah. Blvak
Tellan,Diana
Tensor, Joyce
Togal , Robin
Tonce . J . P

.

Tuan. Brenda
Tuang, Lily
Zacha, Ross
Zajaa, Jla
Zarbo. Mlka
Zarrlnbal. Matlar
Zbtkowskl . Nar lanna
Zannl. Matt
Zlnar, Andaw
Xlnar, Andrew
Slnar,Andraw
4a Marco, Carlo

Thanks for
'

the best ride
in town.

Anne Albertlna
Bruce Allen
Creg Arnatte
Sandy Bailey
Glen Barrlngton
Crlc Bert
Dave Bouchard-
Bill Cranshaw
Sean Cleary
Claude Curtis
Kla Budd
Narybath Dalelll*
Lisa Perrero
John Forsytha
Lisa FViaco
Jon Garbar
Meal Clfford
Tia Coyer
Deblo Hanry
Pat Joyce
Joe Kaalnskl
Jeanne Kenney
Thoaas Kertdall
Suresh KiaMr
Martha Lairls
Tla Lunn
Phillip McCafferty
Aay McLanahan
Andrew Nlnluks
Maureen Nuller-Kahla
Paula Borthrop

' Donny O'Loughlln
Priscilla Page
Nlchele Perkins
Srikant Sastry
Roianne Saaad
Gary Shots
Chip Salth
Creg Soho
Lindsay Stroagren
eilae Sweat
Kavln Sullivan
Andrea Taranto
Lisa Tracger
Cathl Turner
Nlll Itatts
Barbara Mlngler
Jon Mrobltcka

NO MUSS. NO PUSS.

JUST CHILL AND SERVE
SPtCIAilV'.PIMITS lT[).R-tlNCt TflNi N.i

SPRING BREAK <1'86"

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Qpeanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

#

^ bookshop^

Challenge of the Heart

lOVE.SfcX, ANDINIIMAC Y

INCHANC.INC. TIMES

lohn Wvlwood, vditor

103 North PlMMiit StTMt
Ainhcr«t4>2S3-5574

Jjjji/iJbm^ d^^^^/

4Udr^^^
o^yyit^l

2>0^IO'(f,^ "HL f,Ju^' fZ'5

lu

Are YOU ready for our 24 Hour

Science Fiction Marathon
starting Sat. Feb. 15, 1986 U i
at 12:00 Midnight pLUS our famous Trivia Contest^ J

and all day SundaV j ... x • i
».'*^\j'*^'^

and lots of prizes! ff p
All 24 hours for just $6./

midnight

1:45 am
3:15am
4:50 am
6:20 am
7:45 am

The Fly

Eraserhead

Dark Star

Videodrome
When Worlds Collide

Star Trek II

The Wrath of Khan
Star Trek III 9:45 am
Search for Spock
Escape from New York 1 1 :30 am

Batman
Scanner

2010
Hardware Wars

The Thing

Duck Dodgers

Terminator

Close Encounters of the

Third Kind 11:00 pm

1:15pm
3:05 pm
5:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:15pm
9:05 pm

9:15

30 AMITY ST AMHERST 253 5426
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ARTS
Ben Holt — perfection

Ben Holt, diiitinguished baritone vocalist.

By MIKE GERVASI
CoUegian Corresi:M>ndent

Ben Holt came to the Bowker Auditorium last Wednes-
day night where he performed a show bordering on

technical perfection.

Holt, singing what would be considered lyric baritone,

has attended the Oberlin Conservatory of Music as well

as the Jutlliard School. He has also performed with such

martMni as Tito Gobbi and Luciano Pavarotti. He has won
awards such as Winner of the Young Concert Artists In-

temalumal .Auditions and has sung with the Metropolitan

Opera.

His performance Wednesday night clearly indicated the

I .sisons for these honors He started with some American
Minj;- ind immediately e,xhibit«l a seemingly unlimited

range in pitch, displaying the high and low ends with no

apparent effort.

His next set was a group of Lieder by Brahms. His selec

tions demanded a powerful voice and a slightly brassy

edge. The singer achieved this easily and filled the au

dience with energy. Technically, he did everything almost

perfectly from a heavy powerful sound to a sweet tender

lilt of the voice.

The rfest of the show consisted of songs by Poulenc,

Ravel, Barbera and Ginastera. Throughout. He explored

the whole emotional range and conveyed the wealth of

diverse feelings encompassed by all these pieces. From
humorous to serious and back, he said "i program for

myself and the audience . . . It's good to mix it up a little

bit." The highlight of the evening was a song called

Triste" by Alberto Ginestera, a stark, powerful piece

about a broken niationship. A gasp spread through th»

audience as the closing chord floated away.

Berkshire

East
Ski Area

25 Trails

4 Chairs

Snow-Making
1190 Vertical

$8 weekdays
$5 nights

(Th-F-Sat)

$15 Sat, Sun
& Holidays

lift rates

1986 -only

with this ad
20" to 60"

Base
PC Box P

Mohawk Trail

Charlennont,MA

01339

For Less Than The Price of
A Lift Ticlcct Alone. .

.

P^ter Pan*s Stratton Mt. Express
Padcage Combines Transportation

and Skiing Fun From $25.00

"
*;

now narch 16, 1986
Stinaflion

Package Includes:
Kixiiut tM|> tr<iiisf>i>tt.iti()n .111(1 .1 (t.i\ >> lift |l(Kcl Iih jiisI %I5 OO
Itjrs<l.i> ThLjrsd.iy .iiu) i2~ (M) on Siiiul.l\ less th.in >«iii(l

p«iy l«)i .1 III! tliKfl .lion*' A nic.ll v.iIih' t«) slifU h \«)iii shlliiq

dolUii iitul yiuiT sKiitHi Inn Airivc .it sir.iiton Mt .11 * DO .1 111

AdVMKefl tCMrrv.ilioits only

I It krts .u.iil.iMi .It .ill itK.ii ioiU<|«. (..iiiipii-rt . .Mill ii till ii« ..'

r« It 1 I', in Kiis 1 1 nnni.il I i >i liiillicr 1 lilt ii ltt.it 11 >ii nn pit K up
IMIllltS ,111(1 LSI T\,lllOlls (.III J8|.2900 ttil 2^^

Group Charier Packages:
lh«Tf .tff ,ils(i sp<i i.il [).!( kiMH-i Uii ittoiips .n.iil.ihli- .i| ii'()lKi'<l

'.111 '. (', ii I f',-11 , .ii.is ii,M ,1 ii I ,li>. II I ii,iii«i -Ml , M I . vrr\ >l.i\

Ihii iui|h< .111 Ihi VM < K .(I sill .si, Mill, rl s,iwMHs Im muh nnnip
(. onl.K I I 111' ( h.iitci iH-p.iitiiitiil till 1(11 Hip i.iU- nihil Ml. il II in .It

7H\ 29(Mi

l'((i(il( rmlcssiiHMls

/tut.
1776 Main St. P.O. Box 1776

Sprmqfield MA • 761 2900
MA Toll rrep I 800 3^2 8995

African Influences is now on exhibit at the Wheeler

Gallery, UMass.

THE FINE ARTS CENTER
LNI\ERSITY OF ,M.ASS,ACHL SET T5 \T .AMHERST

NIKOLAIS
DANCETHEATRE
Wednesday, February 19. 8pm

Concert Hall
Tickets: $16,14,12

MUMMENSCHANZ
Swiss Mime-Mask Theater

Tues./Wed,, February 25-26, 8 pm
Concert Hall
Tickets: $20,18,16

i

ISaEj

S.U.B. 8 PM

with Special Guest

Tickets on sale 2/13/86 at Fine Arts Center Box Office,

Springfield Civic Center. Nortttampton. Holyoke, Green

field ft Pittstield. No cens bottles or recording devices

UPC
Presents
A Blues

/Extravaganza!

TUES. FEB. 25th

S.U.B. 8 pm
Tickats $9.00

in advance
$10.00 at the door

Thursday

March 6th

Tickets

$10,00 UMass
$12,00 General Public

GUARNERI STRING
QUARTET

with Lydia Artymiw, piano
program of works by OiKmik. Mrmlrlsaithii ami lU-flhinvn

Friday, February 28, 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: $15,13

Five College Students HalfPrice. Tickets available at Fine Arts f
» 1

Center Box Office. Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets ^~
Call (4 1 3)545-25 1 1 or 1 800-243-4842 QB

Ticket* on Sale

At Tin

Unlimited

For the

f^ecoid IFacesI artd

Mam Si

Records

No cans. iMttles or

recorc^g devices
and Special Guest

ROY BUCHANAN

AMHERST NEW YORK i ONDON PARIS ZURICH

FRIDAY

FILM

By DON LIPPEK
Collegian Staff

Before I get to the big movie story this week, Td like

to mention a very thought provoking documentary now

playing at the Pleasant St, Theatre. 28 UP takes a look

at the kves of 14 British children with interviews con

ducted at the ages of 7, 14, 21, and 28. See it before it

leaves on Tuesday.

The big movie story in the valley this week is, of course,

the 24 hour science fiction movie marathon at The

Amherst Cinema. In case you haven't heard, the marathon

starts at midnight on this Saturday (the 15th) and goes

through past midnight on Sunday. If you are unfamiliar

with the movies mentioned in the advertisment. here's

some stuff on each movie.

The Fly: This 1958 classic directed by Kurt Neumann
fs the story of a scientist who works on a teleportation

device until... a freak accident occurs! (Dun! Dun! and

other bits of shocking horror music). Through a strange

set ofcircumstances the scientist gets his molecules mix-

ed up with those of a fiy (surprise!). The half man/half-fly

wreaks havoc, runs amok, enjoys watching Gilligan's

Island and other horrible things, Vincent Price stars.

Eraserhead: This 1978 experimental film has become

a cult classic. WARNING: THIS FILM WILL NOT BE
UNDERSTOOD IF YOU ARE IN A CHEMICALLY
ALTERED STATE. You won't understand it if you are

completely straight either. The story has to do with this

kid who is zombie, his mate and their strange offspring.

DarkStan This 1978 film directed by Jol^f Carpenter

(Halloween) has become an underground classic (I sure do

use that word a lot, huh?). This is a pretty funny satire

ARTS
of many of the old B-level science fiction movies of the 60's.

There are strange characters and strange creatures and

a lot of science fiction in-jokes that only science fiction

club members are permitted to laugh at due to secret

Amherst laws.

Videodrome: This 1983 movie directed by David

Cronenburg stars Deborah Harry (of Blondie fame) and

James Woods. The leaflet from the cinema says it is "an

intriguing story about a pirate Cable TV programmer and

some mesmerizing TV transmissions". I heard this one

wasn't St) good, so it might be a good time to catch a few

z's while it's on.

Kevin Bacon, Jamie Gertz
Rodridguez star in Quicksilver.

and Paul

When Worlds Collide: This 1951 film directed by

Rudolph Mate is one of my all time sf favorites. This is

the one we've all seen some Saturday morning in our

childhood. Just to refresh yoiu* memor>', the movie is about

a sun and its obiting planet that is rushing on a collision

course towards Earth Wake up for this golden oldie

Star Trek II: The Wrath of Kahn: This 1982 stqial

outclassed the first movie so much that the first one is

now best forgotten. Directed by Nicholas Meyer {Time

After Time. The Day After, etc i, this tight action packed

movie celebrates the Star Trek icons while at the same

time giving the uninitiated an involving story to watch

Star Trek 111: The Search For Spook: This 1984

movie was directed by Spock himself (Leonard Nimoy in

his directoral debut) and answers the ultimate questmn

at the end of the last movie: What really happened to

Spock? The film lacks the punch of the last movie but is

still enjoyable to watch.

Escape From New York: This 1981 film marks direc

tor John Carpenter's second movie in the sf marathon.

It stars Kurt Russell as tough and tough character who
must rescue the President from New York which has

become a maximum security prison in the year 1997.

Batman: TV's campy dynamic duo in their own movie,

fighting a host of weird villians who threaten world peace.

Heavy-duty realism.

Scanners: This 1981 film directed by David Cnmenburg
tells the story of telepathic humans who can make peo-

ple's heads explode. If you're tired, you can sleep though

this Cronenburg film too.

2010: This 1984 film directed by Peter Hyams is the se-

quel to the landmark sf film 2001. It stars Roy Scheider

and John Lithgow as astronauts who hitch a ride to

Jupiter to unravel the mysteries of the first film. Not as

breathtaking as the first, but this sequel also does a pret-

ty good job and has a message pleading for cooperation

between the superpowers.

Hardware Wars: A low budget spoof on Star Wars.

The Thing: This 1982 movie marks director John

Carpenter's third and final appearance in the marathon.

Arts
Calendar

Iron Eagle: a Jr. Rambo

Loads of things to do this weekend and

next week. Go out. Have fun, and don't

be a blob in front of the tube watching

Gomer Pyle re-runs.

THEATRE:
The UMass Hampden Piogram will pre-

sent Crackwalker at Hampden Theatre

(Southwest area), on Feb. 13 15 at 8 p.m.

Smith College Theatre department will

present Surprise, Surprise, and Berthe,

two one-act plays at 8 pm, in Hallie

Flanagan Theatre on Feb. 13, 14, and 15.

admission is $1.

A Day in Hollywood/A Night in the

Ukraine (A Musical Double Feature) will

be presented by the Smith College

Theatre department on Feb. 20 28 and

Mar. 1 in Theatre 14, admission is $1, $2,

and $4.

Mount Holyoke College will house a

one-woman show by Linda Humes on

Saturday, Feb. 15 at 7:30 p.m. in Chapin

Auditorium.

Also at Mount Holyoke, the "Princess

of Black Poetry", Nikki Giovanni will

Q)eak in Gamble Auditorium on Wednes-

day, Feb. 19 at 7:30 p.m.

The Jones Library is featuring local per-

former Brian Smith as a storyteller on

Wednesday, Feb. 19 at 2:30 p.m. in the

Burnett Gallery. Smith will present

Johnny Appleseed-Frontier Hero.

DANCE:
The UMass Fine Arts Center present

the world-famous Nikolais Dance Theatre

on Wednesday, Feb. 19 at 8 pm. The New
York Times has said, "It goes without say-

ing that Mr. Nikolais is a very special

choreographer. The proof is that no one

has succeeded in doing what he does."

Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center Box Office (545-251 1), and at local

DATATIX outlets (1-800-243-4842).

MUSIC:
The University All Senior Honor Band

performs Saturday, Feb. 15, 7 p.m. in the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

The UMass Department of Music and

Dance is presenting a faculty recital: Jon

Humphrey, tenor, and Nadine Shank,

piano, at Bezanson Recital Hall, Monday,

Feb. 17, 8 pm.
The Hampden Program will present a

Dance Department Concert at the Hamp-

den Theatre (Southwest area), on Feb.

20-22.

Iron Eagle Starring Jason Gedrick and

Lou Gossett, Jr. Directed by Sidney J.

Furie

By CHRIS ARROLL
Collegian Correspondent

Iron Eagle is an anti -terrorist film that

will amuse many campus republicans. It

stars Jason Gedrick as a crusading kid on

a mission to rescue his father.

Doug is eighteen. On the day of his prom

his father is shot down over disputed ter-

ritory in Northern Africa, 6000 miles from

home. Doug is determined to rescue his

father. Colonel "Chappy " Sinclair, played

by Lou Gossett, Jr., helps Doug on a

vigilante mission to bomb the country and

rescue his father.

Doug's experience with F-16 trainers and

his freedom and control of the air base

where he lives are acute adolescent fan-

tasies that are hardly believable. His plane

easily dodges the heat seeking missies from

the soviet Migs that seem to fall as un-

challenging targets Blacks are treated as

expendable token actors, as we see with the

convenient fate of Colonel Sinclair, Arabs

are all evil, mean, and enept. Typical of the

good guy / bad guy framework of these kind

of movies.

The movie is aimed at the hearts and

minds ofjunior high school preadolescents

and below. The mixture of romantic

naivete, adventurism is a great combo for

those who are not troubled yet with the

responsibility of thinking.

All in all this movie is like a combina-

tion between a jr, wimpy Rambo and Red

Dawn. If you want to see this film leave

your brain at home and get ready to have

your emotions manipulated. If you intend

to watch this for action you will be disap-

pointed unless you like silent fireballs and

T.V. action shows.

Jason Gedrick Geft) and Lou Gossett, Jr. star in Iron Eagle.

Theater group
to focus on
Jewish issues
By KELLY SIEGER
('ollegian Staff

A new theatric troupe is now in develop

ment, whose performances will focus on

Jewish issues and Jewish awareness.

The group was begun by Marcia Black,

who is in her third year as Jewish

Awareness Educator for SCERA, In the

past, she has carried out her job through

workshops, concentrating on Jewish

issues and anti-Semitism. Black feels that

theater will be a more effective device for

examining Jewish issues,

"You can only talk to people so much,"

said Black. "Theater gets people to feel,

with the characters."

Black was the director of last semester's

successful run of The Survivor, which was

about young Jewish adults rebelling

against the Nazis. "People told me how

much it had affected them," Black said,

"It's very effective."

The new troupe, which will hold its per

formances in residence hall lounges, will

not focus on an existing piece. The per-

formers of the group will be writing and

producing their own script. "The students

will be creating their own piece," explains

Black. "They will explore and develop

characters, both fictional and historical

figures. The piece itself will weave

historical and contemporary Jewish

issues."

The show will be what Black refers to

as a collage piece, meaning that several

different mediums are used. Music,

lighting and slides will add to the show.

Black has considerable experience in this

form of production, which was made
popular in the 70s. She majored in

religion as an undergraduate and studied

playwriting in graduate school. She has

worked with theaters in New York, and

has concentrated on a technique using

native American storytelling.

Auditions will begin next week. Black

is looking for people able to act and wTite.

She also needs those interested in help-

ing with lighting, props, and costumes.

She herself will be "guiding, directing and

writing." Auditions will be at 7 p.m. on

Tuesday, in room 174 Campus Center,

UMass. Anyone interested and in need

more information should contact Marcia

Black at 545 0341.
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Men's volleyball starts fast
B^ KOH SKKI.TON
C'lilk'gi.in Stat'l

The University of

Massachusetts men's
volleyball team took a large

step forward as it twe apart

a nine team field in winning

the United States

Volleyball Association

(USVBA) Holyoke Invita

tional. last Sunday in

Holyoke.

The Minutemen, who
prepared all week for their

New England Collegiate

Volleyball League iNECVD
opener scheduled for tonight

at Springfield College,
blasted six straight op-

ponents including
Springfield College enroute

to the championship trophy.

T^at trophy is to be sent

to the Volleyball Hall of

Fame in Holyoke.

UMass, 60 overall,

defeated a ^ringfield team,

15 10. 15 5. a team
representing Holyoke. 15-8,

15-10 and Westfield State

College. 16 14, 15 5.

The Minutemen also

defeated a second team
representing Holyoke, 15-8.

1513 and 15 7. 15 9 in the

finals.

The Minutemen. led by co

tournament most valuable

players John Chin and
Roger Chapman, got a

preview of what to expect

for the upcoming season

opener when they met
Springfield College in the

semi-finals.

Considered the

Minutemen's arch-rival.

Springfield won all four of

Its matches on the day and

faced a do-or-die match
against the Minutemen.

But the Minutemen were
not to be denied, as they

passed crisply

dominated the net.

and

Sparked by the powerful

hitting ofMinuteman inside

hitter Javier Lugo. UMass
crushed a shellshocked

Springfield team. 15 2, 15 2

to advance to the finals.

The Minutemen then
strimmaged Amherst Col-

lege on Monday.

Just coming off their big

win in Holyoke, the
Minutemen started slowly,

but still came away with a

win over their local rivals.

Chapman suffered an
ankle injury in that match,

but he is expected to play in

this weekend's action.

UMass will be in the

NECVL Open Meet on Sun
day at Springfield College.

•'We're playing pretty

well right now." said Chap-

man. "I feel pretty confident

that we'll do well in the

tournev"

Nolan, a junior that ex

cells on the defensive end,

was also pleased with the

team's early efforts.

"It's taken us a while to

get the team off the

ground," he said. "But
we're playing some solid

volleyball now."

"I think as the season pro-

gresses, we'll get much bet

ter. We're looking pretty de

cent."
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THE FAR SIDE BY GARY LARSON
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"There can be no peace ofmind in love, since the

advantage one has secured is never anything but a
fresh starting-point for further desires.

"

— Marcel Proust

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
I Hamtxirgs

rivet

6 Conduits
10 Spill the
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13 Ffench

composai
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15 imogene
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ItKiught t>y

Saint Enupery
19 R«p s opposite
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21 Milton angel
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teacher
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48 See 16 Across
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55 More than
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today s quote
61 Money, in
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6? Eitinguish

63 Look (or

64 bear, in
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65 Parched
66 Peak in
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DOWN
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relative

4 Dawn goddess
5 Direct

Milrd b) Frvdc Michel Jaffr

39 t»efyon»>
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46 Ripenei

48 Delia

49 Do le mi, eg
50 Weaves
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town
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• g
9 Lanka
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resistance
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12 Asian weight
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17 Possesses
18 Serving dish
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26 Fragment
27 Musician

Puenie
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29 Historic limes
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33 Artless

34 Quaker
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37 League
38 Chart or clock

52 City near
Caen

53 IS my
beloved

54 Flyirmpieln

55 Siouan
56 Contuse
59 NFL scofes

60 Equal
ComD lotm
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TODAY: Partly cloudy, a chance of light snow, highs
in the 30s.

TONIGHT: bri.sk winds, lows in the teens.

TOMORROW: .snow flurries in the morning, clearing

by afternoon, highs 30-35.

^m^
rrom the Night Staff!
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Layout Technician
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Production Supervisor

Lesley Clark
Susan Eaton

Ian Polumbaum
Maria Bull

Mark Parker
Production Mat Atkins. Beatrix HofTman, Kelly Sieger.

Dave Boardman, Laura V'ogel, Jennifer Cole.
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CdU^iM pfcoio by Paul IWamaraiii

Freshman guard Mike Mundy drives to the hoop lust night against

Rutgers. The Minutemen rolled, 60-50 over the Knights.
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Minuteman gymnasts at home
vs. MIT; women on the road
^ '_ ._u „- ..,Kut hHVP an easv meet fc

By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian StafT

The University of

Massachusetts men's and
women's gymnastics teams

will both be facing New
England competition this

Saturday with the men
hosting the Massachusetts

Institute ofTechnology and

the women traveling down
to Springfield, to face the

Chiefs.

The Minutemen (3-4) will

be going against an MIT
team that UMass head

coach Roy Johnson called,

"one of the stronger teams

in New England this year."

But after Johnson review-

ed the Engineer scoresheets

for the past few meets, he

changed his tune.

"Actually they have only

been scoring around 200

points over the past few

meets," Johnson said, "Ifwe

score anywhere near what

we have been doing this

season we will take the

meet hands down."

The Minutemen have

have an easy meet for a

change. The Minutewomen
haven't lost to Springfield

in over five years.

Head coach Chuck

been averajnng around 240 Scheibler is optimistic.

for the season. Al^ their

consistency in the all-

around with Roberto Weil

and Jay Ronayne, both

sophomores, gives the

Minutemen and advantage.

This meet will feature

freshmen John Eggers in

his first all-around effort of

his collegiate career.

"I'm definitely excited

about it,
" Eggers said,

"Hopefully I could score

around a 48 or so. If I do

that it will be a real good

meet."
The action will start at 1

p.m. at the Boyden Gym-
nastics Center.

The women will take their

2 4 record down to

Springfield to hopefully

ifweekend previews

"They have some pretty

good recruits," Scheibler

said, "But we have been

averaging more points all

season than they have."

After reminded of his

teams three loses by leas

than a point this season he

replied. "We need a me^
like this."

The main reason for

Scheibler's confi^ience is due

to his teams remarkably

good injury record.

Although tri-captain Tricia

Harrity is out with a sprain-

ed right ankle, she will be

replaced by either Lou
Kaufman or Sue Carney as

the teams third

all-arounder.

mtmued from page 24

Barbara Hebel and senior guard Juanita

Matthews, along with freshman forward

Beth Wilbor are the three prime sharp-

shooters for UMass. When they are off, it

usually turns out to be a long night for the

Minutewomen. UMass clanged the rims for

35 percent from the floor against GW.
"The lack of ball movement really hurt

us (against GW), " Stevens said. "The in-

side was shut down and we couldn't rely

on our outside shooting. Things just

weren't falling for us."

Another thorn in the side for the

Minutewomen has been recent foul trouble

for key players. Both Bernier and Mat-

thews fouled out against GW. When that

happens, especially to the comparitively

small UMass frontline, teams take advan-

tage of the lack of height and stick the ball

inside. Against the Colonials. UMass went

to the foul line a total of seven times while

GW produced 27 attempts for the game.

The Minutewomen were 78-56 victims

when the two teams last met in

Philadelphia. Wilbor led UMass in scoring

with 12 pointe while Temple was led by Ad

die Jackson's 18 points.

Minutewoman Mutteringa: Both

Wilbor (groin pull) and junior guard Mary

Marquedant (charley horse) are expected to

dress for tonight's game. .Freshman point

guard Christel Zullo failed to register any

assists against GW, still leaving her two

assists shy of the 100 assist mark. She can

become only the fifth UMass player to

reach that mark and the first freshman.

Senior forward Karen Damminger needs

only five rebounds to move to fifth on the

all-time UMass rebounding list. She has

463 career rebounds.

t Spring Clothing Now Arriving
^

k the lowest prices all year round 9

X save money on clothing to fit a

y you for all seasons o

\ $ $ $
\
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CHICKEN

th

FRIED CHICKEN PALACE
TRY SOMETHING NEW & COMPARE THE VALUE

EVERYDAY GRINDER . $3.50 2 PCS. OF CHICKEN. BISCUIT. SLAW
OR MACARONI SALAD & FRIES $2.69
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253-7494
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TURN fHK TABI-KS I- '. M..nal lU .">

yr enjienenre rail .'

1

".!«1

So yoa want to danre or what? LmmI
hiKh iiuiilil\ molMie vyslem i.'ifttiKtW.

.')49 7lJx

Rark-A-Ili*r KatertainMCBl Dicr-
.lorkev!-. I,ii;hl Shi>»v Ijom firmm
Video' Sh..»-. ,iill .'>4<i 7144 :;4 hr-

Ft)R RKNT

Office Spare available. Ks|imHll> a(>

nmt>rntv fcir I >i>s«'rti«l mn Writers in

B«'lrh<rt..»n :t2:< 7tvW

One bcdrooM at ('lifraMc 3^ included

HBfi 7WI7or WS;i4l4

LoohiiiK for fenale for 1 bedrcMtm in a rf

lieil apt fl«>«' (II town and campus Iti."!

Tnantrk- Si call .^4'.t 4M'.t

FOR SALE

OHM ('2 Speaker* IM'. pnir (.Tt-ai ii.mt

musi sfll ncf<l moncj '.i.Mi tWlKH

Fur Coal Rabbit, ncvt-r wi>rn. Bf>i

ri-a.'ionalilc nffcr .XfU-r five li.'tfi 1834

Stereo (.'omponenti: Te<hnjcs SLBJHJ
Turntahk- $*i'» S.^K Amplifier 2iHi wall.-

$1WI Vector R."^carch 1" hand Kn $l-'''i

Nimiiirk Hi l.an.l Wij $7.^ <-rtll W^r, :5t;K'i

Dorm Fridge aYcu.TtlTi!:', ..r H< » call

Ann •(J Vi',

MiHtral Maui Nailboard $7W Or BO .all

.Mike 2'<''> i'<:>'>*

Ski8 RoKsiKnol "Smaah" ISOs ( ic«" plate

bindm^fs iroml cmnlitKin host nffcr

54!t .".731

Airline ticket on Republic. Roumitni. i^

ralifornia. Seattle. Arizona. New Orleati;-.

Florida ami nmre No restriction? mi

reservalions First class. fiW .'.49 414!t

(JOVERNMENt HdM¥s frTmTTr Tu

reiwir). Also (lelin<]uent tax proiwrty. Call

) 80.5 t;H7 tioiMi exi CiH WIfi for mlorma
lion

FOUND

Calculator Call 54fi-471.'V to identify

Found bracelet on 2/6 at parly in 12;t

Krillany call ^^^^^^tK I t<i identify

"FREE MONEY"

(in home this three day weekend and lir

mi: hack your tmsehall card colelclion. 1

will trade my cash for vour cards. Call

Mike.'^i4ti«inn

URADIIATING SENIORS

• ••••••'••••••••••*•••••****

Career Connection can help you
• Career Connection is a re.suniehiwik |

" designed to market your resume to |

• potential eimilovers. Vour resume will
*

• I* puhlished 111 a professionally *

• printed and Ixiuml lMK)k to lie

• distrihultsltoover 300 companies |

•
in various fields. Career Connect ion

• minimizes your cosl.s while it maximizes
|

• your exposure to corjMiratejiersonnel
'

"niana^'ers you could never reach on your|
• own. Deadline for resume is Kehruar>

|

'
,;K, IWti. For more information call |

the area representatives:
• Sherry .'i4'.ili(> 1

•' or Noelle .>4tvHi >:•'.> '

We want to p«ty with you! J. D, & T

HELP WANTED

Weekly pay fat w^wnytpar iailotry t«

dorain. Muiit be able to deliver 7
days/week Hay is variable Nu car needed
Call evenings ZM 70(W

UMaat Tranait iiervicc Is arcepling ap-

(Jicatiun!^ fur several bm dnving poei-

tMMW Vuu must be in a deKree prorram
taking at leaiit six credits ana have a Ma&s
Oabii II liceniie and exct'llent dnvinK

DAH 1 wear - I'm gM I iMt tlie flower
Remember always that roaca lave
niKhtwind& yuu knew the rwtt. Sw rau
tonight cuwtuy , I hear the rodeo abM in

town' l.A>ve ya Me

Stephaaic B«4e • Happy Birthdivl

HAPPY VALENTINES DAYNjn!!

To aomeone who means a great deal lo

me. The times we spend together are the

greatest! I love you-forever! Diane

14SH BRITTANY MANOR

record $4 Ml^r to klart Apply at I'mver
Mty Bu!i Caarage, or call Bud
&4a<)i)M fur more info

EOAA employer

ur Jeimy at

UMTS IS an

OVERSEAS JOM. Summer, yr round
Europe. S Amenca, Australia, Asa. All

fields $»>Ki^'i<Minmo Sighuieeing Frecm
fo Write IJl . K» BO» Wi MA 1 CMtont
Del Mar. CA ^>i&

A«y
he

Muaiciaaa for eaffte hnyaee
type of musical instrumeot
great Kawn 253 7507

I ank iag for * hand for a semi formal

daiice FurHJinK availalite Karen 253 75<>7

Nm4 w tstfw tl.M r«r Friday Bight?

Rlght-haNdad males need Ut expenmeni
en re^M. Cdl &4!*5I45 and leave

BT.JJL

Brcn^ Happy Valentines dM from the
luckiest guy at I 'Mass Love Mike

MTcHAEL SPOTMANToops') J«Ainan.
do you ever see spots?

Be—ie ! love yuu now and forever you are

the greatest love always L^rry

t* SMMnTof (f Ha^ V.<tey Udfyw
score? 81 love Lmtt^

llMak y«i !• eewTM* « tt Fteat of

Wuhington for wtai I ww mck you took

tM^tlmm Ywtea

Kaieyed aajriac Hi to }«• Wed al 1 1 : 1 ( in

Whitniure I was sitling on the de&k in

front uf the Bursars Would like tu say
hellu a^ain S4»i >>236

Juses tU^y Vaieaiiae's Dif 1 i««aym
Karen

HaUhaea (Warr): first annivcraarv to-

day But don't tell Ouincy! hello FARC,
wish I were there IX.

Lwi Haam Birthday! Yuu finally gM •
penunal Wr luvr ya Kale and Mo

0»to C. The ioy^aitd
~">. How u' been* And it started with a

roi* two years, tuv This Vday isn't just

an anniversary How about a new beginn you've given aie 'is prieelew and
wc? Lowe Sieve iNayaheehieiihed l»ve ya big iruy!Si«>

Hmmm Nmmw ratrieh Clishaai

ANNE MKROBY! So you think yoa
woutdn t gel s personal, huh' Si. you'd

reaNy think I d fijrgei your birthday huh'

Fat chance' Happy R'lrthday' Yuu may
hive left us a> an AMK, but the McCrory
legacy li ve* u« liude

fo^aiy lovahle Kehha. Happv Valentines

•iay with barr huirs and warmVisses I love

yuu. Muiha

fe ayloviag haahand !^axn. Happy An
niventary Love your wife lian

Um»m year car. Baaie Airt«aMihi'.e

WorMtop 2tl hour> including rlasaroom

M«d ahop Umited enmllment 'ihi 20M

gATIIT MeCtOWf

Where are yea* Pte^ie call 54>>^5532

liefore we report you as a miwing person'

'^KATIK KANB

Happ.* Z2 Katie! C>et payched for a wiM
wcektnd' l.«>ve your roomies Sue and

Snaiiy

Silver Seiho Laaaa fl'HXnsC km. araund
ItMats call M^ i>4M> at night

Ladies gold Jales Jergaaoa watch on
Campus li'fi much >«'nlimental value

|4ra.se call Martha .^4^ 77H1

Uold^ Mosleas religioas aiedallioa great

wnlinienlal value U reward please cai\

Soli S4M 3»>fi7

Loat i pair of brosm Vuamet singhiMe*

with cnnl (treat .lenlimenlal valw if

found, (4ea»e call Adam, .'>4h W*l»> Rewanl

Lost 2/10 gold rh^ sentimental value

reward call .'>4y 7732

Shi^achet at Delta ChTiirty 2/H. Navy
blue with red ntnpr and ski paas on wpfier

If found call ."^S 4344

Leat male cat black and grey tiger Face

and iluuhle paws white Rewsni .'>4!» 6HH4

Long Mack^nd Mae jriaas earring Fn
night if found plea.se call r>4H-8i!S7

Brawa^Msan's Seiko watch 2/3 found''

PleaMr return iientimental value' IjirKe

rewani Tara .-^ti «86l

MAPIE

Ride to Maine needed. Dr«perate. will

help w/$ call Ashley li 4lMi<i for 2>14

MOVER

Entry Level Marketing Poaltion in local

multf-million dollar firm hourly wages

sljirtinkt from 4 to 5 dollars^ilus paid sales

commissions Matt: 684-.359<5

'Round Town Movers fast. r^liaWe,

cheap Call Mich:u-i anytime 3'2;i.«78«)

PERSONALS

Get the most from your workout call Mai

for >uppletiiriits at reiluced [irices

.•,4H 7.'.4^

To the Tonv thai fixeii m> tire in U»t 4»

Call me .lanel .".4««4ti4

Hey .Vud whos wMimini; who I i.in-^ ^''ii

goi even love Yor

Lix. Wishing you the liest! Love ya

Catherine

KAREN, Happy VaTenline Day Love Roo

i'S see you in the Bahamas

Valentines Dav is an excuse for |ie.i|.li-

who have no self respect

lar-

e

Cathy Have a great Way and a blast at

yourVartv totiite love !.iiura .Amy Chris

l.i^a '

Hey Hop-a-long Haj'p,\ Jlsl 1 want topar

\\
'
with >ou let s >ret loaded (ovi

Rlink Vince

.SExpot - You're the love of my life. Happ>

V i)., I'm only kidding. Love ya. Kiiko

HeV Robin L. is it a year yet' Hope not

hut' then again may do you good.

DAVID - Haiiy 21st Birthday to theBKST
Valentine EVEK: Here's to 4 months and

many more. . .1 love you, LAl'REN

.330 Puffton \a-\s gel those "sparks" fly

ing ho)M' to see you up town I'tn watching

you

Nini I'm really happl. LeU melt love ya

Bral

Snebbv This seniors time out here is

limitcii so lets gel together soon, and more

often. Ltive I'mik

Ijince Foley vou sensual human being

The night in tfie coffee shop was only the

o|H?ning ace. We would like you to lie our

headjiner Kisses & '''.''.'

LA Happy Valentines Day Thanks for

the best Ihreee years of my life I love \ou

very much Bean

LTF and Joey Is ther more lo life than ice

skating" Mousing has a.ssigned us a new
room! (aiess where'.' Uove, Susie and Mom

Cathy Wathy Happy Bday and Vday love

Laura I'aura

A^CARMEN IE: Desde PR tc tii.ir.l- im
ln'so con jimor y un alirazo con larino.

(Iracias por hacerme sentir ec amor
nuevamcnte y jHir haherlc de\uelto >ol a

mis (liii.- Hapt'.s Valcniih.-s I»,.y' Te ania

Kolwrto

Happy Valentines Day to the sisters and
pledges of Delta Zeta! Uive ya'll Eve

To my 66 Peiham Rd roommates: Happy
Valentines Day. guys! Love ya. Annie

Linda Re. I knew from the moment 1 saw
you and your WIS 101 A, it was love!l Be
"my Valentine! XD, (k-ne Manchester

George Happy Valentines Day! Love
Joanne

Dennia, You're the best, as well as my
best friend. I'll never settle for a steak fry

again. I love you. Jill

" Happy Birthday Tina MacDonald **

Love, your Ex Roomie, Lisa

th/Ml
V.4ay KC fnmi all your

the ^^
KEVIN CA8KBB for your birthday we
have (ilared your nam« at the top of our of

-

ficml hit list' wstrh out' Happy Birthday'

Love KAWI'A

SiaipietMi Bacheiars opoMiMM, eoaHa,

bean, rabbits and guns

fo^Karea aad Kia roauaates JQA
What's your room number' Michael Wall

I.S. levcoJ.S. Valentine or not I love you

Sweetpea and before we graduate

SrotI Todd Just wanted lo wish you a

wonderful Valentines Day 143 Julie

David • You're the meamng in my life

vou're the inspiratHm I k>ve ywt - ^Wela

PIZZA LOVERS
VALENTINE

OtAn* • keart akaped pie to catch your

sweethearts eye. If ^unharge urfers in

advance Dominos I'lzia 'iisHtWII "
54W-2790

or

t REWARD S

,,_.. w_, wool trenrhroat with kevs
kisl at Townhouse parly Saturday nigtit

high senlimenlal value no questions askeil

gill T at MIMWWi

tlM BBWARO

Laakiag ta lake aver Icaec in

Townehouse/Brandywine for fall

semester. Call Michelle or Uz 54fr7425

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female rooaunate wanted to share

sfiacious one liedro<im apartment on bus

route tennis court. |iool, washer, dryer

$212 inclusive call after five 6»a 4 79<>

One bedroom in two bedroom
townhouse in Sunderland on bus route

22:> plus l.ranil new HH.". 7Wi7 or tit'..'') 34 1

4

Female vtanted for single nram available

in Townehouse Apis call ,'i4Ii 'l4K»i

To share bedro<Hn in two bedroom Bran
d, Aine Hpi female .'>4!t-4H24 call ASM'

SERVICES

Typing. Fast, accurate. Call anytime
fi6r.7ia2

Lynne Hans Esq. P.C. Immigrstion Imv,

evening appointment call Springfield Of
fice 781 raWl or «»;.V8.''>13

Tailor for all kinds of alterations. Fa.>.t

service, rea.sonahle prices at SH.A,\.NN's

Hiipipshire Mall h»4 'XWl

SPRING BREAK 86

FORT LAUDERDALE from S3)K> in

eluding Round trip jet and 7 nights at Holi

day Inn Hotel (which is one mile from
lieach) All Taxes and Tilis Included

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $7;*<ki ,n

eluding round tnj> Ims and hotel Also
availahle DAYTONA BEACH Packages.
Town Tours & Travel. 482 Main St..

Maiden, Ma. 02148 (617) 32l-3!l»3

TRAVEL

Spring Break Boston- Ft Lauderdale
round trip tickets lowest price around
$22,T call eve Larry /Steve .546-7923

Spring Break 86
• I'arty in Daytona Beach

Prices from $1 lit.00 for 7 nights,

imrties and activities, call Davlona Hotline

1 800-82«!»100

VALENTINES

Happv Valentines day Ic

fers! Love. ,Sherry

Collegian staf-

Tom, Your heart has lieen so very special

lo us Love, the Cotes

Happv Valentine's Day Meryleven
thougfi you didn't come to our party. All

^¥
Sheila

Happv Valentines Day
lyove always and forever

John

^^^^ ^^^ Dear Kevin - Hi Brat' How are you' 1 miss
^B^p ^^m you berry much! You are so i^jecial to me,
^^^r ^^^r yuu lli^t up my life "

I will love yuu

^^ ^^ forever Love always, PocaiHNila»

AA V^ r« the DZ Piedgea HappyVai^inea Dl^
^^^ ^^^ ytiur awesom love your sisters

-— J—

—

: jr- fa tt» ^preUieat giri oa tumpm Ty
Ua aad Move • Hs^ yuur VahMilMe* Day Babyllone Hapfiy VafenUuai [^ yuu huge
IS filled with kive and that you have a ler jy^^ Love Calvin
gfc weekend- Uve your urg«,.«d one ^^ ^^^ y«i! HaMiy VakMin- Day^^

Honey Love Totw

JM«. Al. »Mri#Mi 1 WMd^ Hai^ L^iiSTRappy VaieniTii; Day* I love
Valentine s Day Love ya. Candiee Befcen j,„u j»f^me
Paah You're my Valentine i^s go to J«J^ iTrI^SI (tad HVJfe.\ anvim*
Dwieyland tove Kitten adminng dnver
Te the new aiatora ifCktOM^a- Happy Sandy W ika S|rihe I' m«n more i me
Valentines Day'! You guys are the bert" ^^,, f ,n,^h( stn,» f^ttw A »• my Vaton-
Luvr Maureen

t,n,. y.^S

^iVaSI Orhnmryiith
^S37FEB86-^ ©

KJM my favorite I..atin lover! You make
me happier than anyone ever could. Te
Amo KML _^
Karl You are my favorite Valentine, for

the fourth year, here's to many more. Can
i play in your sand. I luv u Smoree'a
mother

- Happy Valentines Itey Cupid

R>«

nie good I love y«» with all my heart

artarvey

rOOPYMfW VrfMiiMMD^ Love you

S

Joka Thanks for everythint You are

awesome'" Breakfast tomorrow' U»ve
alwavi., your lab partner P S Love those

eyes' ^
Atea Yuu are the raali^ of my draMWi,

Bee

"I stiH want you" Pleaae he my
Valentine today and every day I love you
cutie Always. Venus

icB. Happ> Valenune's Day' Thank y«u
for being the best' l»ve always Marni

Isaac: Call ,S44 2600 ask for auiic 3 they

are expecting yuu hnng Bully

Mr. jr. Eterative three yean, three lonii

wonderful years I can't Us* an egg roH

in eye 1-jt I am very proud and hapuy for

tou tiappy Valentines Ihiy honey r S I

ive you your baby

iiupy Vaiealiaes Day Kiai I'll miss you

today' (live me a call I love you! I miss

you! Love John

"Slick". Jr.- H rimes were red and viuleU

were blue, tlien three different carnaliuns

would prtivide the first clue (to describe

the way I fell about you) IhjI since these

flowers are inedible, would ice cream
make the message more credible' Fair

Maiden

MWW Happy V Day! Remember last

year at this time (irad Twr'! Can't wait

until Uimorrow nudge, nudge, wink,

wink Happy one year" I»ove always MBR
kathy & Sean lilad your back together

Hupp) Valentines love Linda

Chalin, Chukin! Love you. Always will

Happy Valentine' Mita
•••••••• •••••••••••••••

* Milkie Happy Valentines Dav I'ome '

• se<' me to pick up your free"kiss. *

Love Busy l.izyie

Vinre - Happy Valentines Day to a very

<|ie<ial iKTMin I love you. Kathy

To the pretty girl in Irish History you
have a carnation wailing for you in the
Ci' I will Ix' there to give it lo yoii from
the guy you caught looking at you

Happy Valentine's Day. (iumby! (Brian
Cronin. you know who yuu are) with love

froni voiir Kan Cluh

^
V

Jim. Maureen and Cathy Have a Hap|iy

Valentines Day Thanks for everything'

The Business rlesk

Sue and Katie - Ha(ipy Valentine- Hay 'o

Ihe best roomies! Love, Sherry

Party Joyce woops I mean Marly Ha|i(i\

Valentines love Banana

Mike Ross Hapi>y Vafentines Day love ya
lots Banana XO

Rayvan Khatami will you lie my Valen-

tine?'.' Uive Annie

Michael They told me that I should say

something, seeing as I work here and all

so, Iliippy Valentines Day. Beth

Happv VaientTnes Day. Blanra! Will you

lie my \'alentines always' I treasure what

we hiive between us l.dVE I'm sorry I

liKik at you like a ( Iinle.ss and try lo call yi mi

up with a banana at limes Vo le amo.

Benito

Peter Alexander We should have done
this a I.ONCi lime ago! Happv valentines

I)ay!

Arts Desk Seiger/Ackerman h<ith doing a

helluva job pleasant change from piLsi in

stal>ility on same we love ya ladies keep 't

up you are super people unhuh

<l

Twiakie Thanks f<» coining to 187? you
made my day' As always HVD I love >i>u

DK liere's to mutual hate" Happy Valen
line's day I love you Kalh

Paaiias: We always remember special

petiple Happy Valentine' Las panilas

LA L LL that might be it

(MPC) You are my nmne and
(>nlv\ ale^tlne all year lung' llappy Vijen

lines Ilay' l*S Forever juurs I love you
Moai^e

_,„__-,.-_^^

Stoak-YoucaiidB«kMy«a«mM Ha|:^
V if Love ya ton* J <i

Qai^ae CahaHera; No pum, ,.ru i.

qucrertr l.a Pnncesa

Bakeface aad Slalh: Ha|^y Valeniine

Ihi)

Gripa. llMWts for eve^l^. Ll*'«^
i4up now' Love, Joe Pen Kilh-r

Liay Apesar tie la dislancia «M-m; re pieo>ii

en ti tr quiero. Jtirge

Liay anuw e» leiirr una hermana romo (u

le ^ivru mtH-bo lyowire-

Hmarph - A |j*Tu>n i." a ihuuMirul time*

lieUrr than candy bearl> i»n t it* land its

also has a tb<ius«nd fewer rakirieii'l will

you tie uur valenliiu-' l.<ive ya Belly Ann
and the Kals

Hoaey, yoa up? Be my Vakmlin^ live

yuur neightior

Ta Michael Newaun. "the California Sw
inger" We ho[N- you have a grest Valen
tine's Day' We love ya' .lulie & Kim

JSClab Mil IDVsSl'PEREt;*)"' Which
will It Im<? Happy V Ilay' t'lndy-Lou Who

Mi Aarar Hajipy Valentines Day te amo
muchu tuya siemprr .Sonji

Michael Happy Valentine Anniversary'
Thanks for the best year & many n«ire

k>ve Deerui

LA, Happy V Day I love you LL

To my Fiaaee The Uinl has given us such

a s|iecial love may we alw as < cherish and

nurture it as He makes it grow l^nik fur

wanl hung Ihisdrram with you I luveyim

»a, l^'lidlurks

Uzzy the Lounge Liaard Hap|iy V'ak*n

tim-s Day love ya Mu-scles

! Hey Miab !!!! - Happy V.day! A sim

.J Valentines wish to a giri who iTM-ans a

[ul tJi me l.uve Markt
Ijiura Ross You're lieautdul ll.ippN

Valentines Day'

Sanipta the rule little indian lei« g<-i

tugclher and have a (»iw «ow 111 U- iti

tulH'h

Jay CostelioTii always if glad for tb«'

litnes we ve had. and when your .i I'rn.l

I'll surely lie siid Bumpy

I'p up dear Ijidy, Oin-n youi*eves ;iwake

awake lo calm and clear skies come com*-

ilear lady, to paraitise IKnil slop follow

ing squirrels. I love yuu The Mad Poet

MARK KENNEDY to my favorite Valen

line Ha|ipy Anniversary 1 liKik forward lo

many more 1 love iou ,\iny, (Im-oih

inom)

Tom Fasteaon!! H^im ^-u dfckd io,,.

drawers lately" N"* - 'lie iinn' ll.i|.p\

Hunting I love you ii«:n- Vniu-

Kslhleen Precious loves his angel"

I '.regory

To "the adorable Mike" voiilez vous

coucher avec moi ce soir'

hey Fud - Who ^ hu^' n' plug for Valen

lines Das
"

Melanie. Haiipy I lih birthday you iro ili.'

rea-son how I know what love i> Alwa>

and forever your Mother

Lie, Thanks for giving me a largcchunk

of your heart! I.oev I.C

Coolidge Staff • Happy Val.nhnev |i;iy

I/.ve SiH!\k' _
Kenny, you are my Valenline tiHlay.

tom<irrow, forever. Love Allison

Joshua, you sun* do have my hear'" II ip

py Valentines day. Love yuu, Lee

Dear Mrs S Long weekends an^ no Inn

without you' ('ome back and Lake me to

our island paradis*' again' l-onely in

Honolulu

WANTED

Wanted: scuba ei|Uipmeiil . |.im lalK .i. '

-ml call |):iye ,^•|l; !t,Sr.l

Funny (restive & homemade videolapch

yysnlvd Send lor iril'or'iiMlioii |'i..i|,|.-

Video, I'D B..V 14'.' I • Ml- oiMo
or call 1)17 83!l.^,l^4

Singer wanted fur mck-n-roll band '•

j.lay Soiiih^i-' U ' • » I iH I'.'!., ni i> : :i

or .lirn a' • ''
( -

' ^
French lulor nicili il

or 1 hr - wvV ' ;!' .' 'C
; i t

,'
<

.

.

iniikc arriiiit'cniciii -

Now casting for outdoor theatre d.incc

performimcc • dancers, jugirler. roller

skater, skalehoardtTs ("ii i.-.<- \i-o

technical pri"liiciioii ao.i

Ana «24 2.'.IMi, >1 . Jsoii

Bobby, You are someone special! ,Mways
remember you "gola gel a gund" land we
did)! Happy Valentines Day! l^ivc Susie

XO
i love you homme du monde! XX I) & K
(XK)

• At—'V
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SPORTS
Minutemen rout Rutgers, 60-50
Mundy leads UM to 3rd straight
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It was your typical Curry Hicks Cage
blowout, the kind University of

Massachusetts basketball fans have
become all too accustomed to in recent

years.

With one major difference this time, the

good guys won.

The Minutemen rolled to their third

straight victory before 3.222 at The Cage

last night, downing an outclassed Rutgers

team. 60 50.

UMass climbed to 914 overall and 6-8 in

the Atlantic 10, a game out out fifth place

as Duquesne fell to 7 7 with a 79-62 loss

at Temple.
The Minutemen now face St. Joseph's at

the Cage on Saturday night and Temple on

Monday night, also at home. But for now,

they will savor last night's victory.

It was freshman Mike Mundy that spark

ed UMass again last night. The entertain-

ing 5- 10 frt'.shmen scored a career-high 15

points while helping UMas.«; out of its first

half doldruni.s.

"What can I say about Mike? He's doing

his thing, but staying under control." said

UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen. "I'm confi

d«'nt having him in there now, he's really

come around from earlier in the .season

wht-n he was more prone t<i nuiking

mistakes."

.Sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton added
\'.\ lor UMass with freshman forward David

Brown chipping in 10, Senior center Tom
Kmei>on contributed a career-high eight

alonp with four rebounds and continued

consistent defensive play.

Kutgers i7 17 and 2-13 in the A-10) lost

I I'cir eighth .straight and looked bad doing

I' Committing an unheard of 28 turnovers.

t he Scarlet Knights failed to place a player

St. Joseph

Temple

invade Cage
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

If you're a basketball fan, this is a good

weekend not to go home.
The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team, in the midst of a four-

game homestand, will host two of the bet-

ter teams in the Atlantic 10 Conference,

St. Joseph's University and Temple
University.

St. Joe's comes into the Curry Hicks

Cage on Saturday afternoon at 7:30 p.m.

while the Owls of TU will be here at the

age on Monday, also at 7:30 p.m.

Both games, as usual, are free to all

UMass students with a alid student ID

card.

Prior to Thursday night's games, the

Hawks were 12-2 in the eague and 18-4

overall with the Owls 10-3 in the A-10 and

also 8-4 overall.

Both teams defeated UMass at home
oarlier this season. St. Joe's was n 88-74

winner as AU-American candidate

Maurice Martin scored 27 points and kill-

ed the Minutemen. At Temple, UMass
was hurt by terrible shooting and lost,

69-38 as Ed Coe led the Owls with 16

points. The Owls also boast A-10 leading

shot blocket Tim Perry.

"These will be rough games for us, but

I'm confident we'll do well at home," said

I Mass coach Ron Gerlufsen. "A win over

either team would be a big one for us."

In the last game between St. Joe's and

UMass, Lorenzo Sutton had 19 points for

UMass. Against Temple, Sutton was high

man with 13. Freshman center John
Milum and St. Joe's center Rodney Blake

also came close to an altercation in the

game, setting up their second meeting on

Saturday night.

in double figures with 44 percent stiootmg

from the floor and a rim-bending 43 percent

(lO-of-23) from the line.

"We played solid perimeter defense and

in the second half we showed the killer in-

stinct," said Gerlufsen. "This was a nice

win."

The first half was just plain awful. Both

teams did their best to imitate a Harlem
Globetrotter opponent throwing away the

ball, missing layups and generally playing

like they were mentally elsewhere.

But Mundy. to the cheers of the crowd,

came off the pines with 12:08 left in the

period (with UM trailing, 11-6) and did his

thing.

Stealing a pass under the hoop from Ed
Zucker, the lightning-quick Mundy hit a

layup while being fouled and converted the

free throw for a three-point play and a

17 15 UMass lead, one they would never

lose.

The half ended with UMass up, 26-20 as

Mundy scored seven and Brown eight. The
Knights committed 16 turnovers in the

period and were 4-of-12 at the line.

Minuteman freshman Duane Chase set

the tone for the second half quickly. Hit-

ting two straight one-handed turnarounds,

Chase paced UMass to a 30 20 lead and the

rout was on.

Emerson then connected on two baseline

jumpers and it was 36 24 and the crowd

was going crazy. The UMass lead hovered

between 10 and 12 until Carl Smith made
a steal, fed Mundy and his 15 footer made
It 50 35 with 5:46. Rutgers coach Craig Lit

tiepage went for the time out, but it was
a never a game again.

The lead got as high as 17, 56-39 on a Sut-

ton jumper with 2:17 to go. Gerlufsen then

cleared his bench and the pine crew of

Jackie Sheehan, Billy Hampton, Fitzhugh

Tarry and Wilbert Hicks mopped up.

Sheehan scored his first points of the year,

walking away from the free throw line with

a wide smile and two points with 1:18 to

go. Hampton, still looking for his first col-

legiate points since walking onto the team
two years ago, was hammered several

times in missing two layups, but couldn't

get to the line.

"We're on a roll now," said Emerson.
"We're playing like we're capable of. This

team's going to cause some trouble the rest

of the way."

Minuteman Mutterings: Smith, with 10

assists, now needs 14 to tie the UM career

record of 518. . .Mundy has scored double

figures two games in a row. . .More Signs

in the Crowd: Mundy Magic, Give M a T

(waved frequently at Rutgers), Mundy
Madness,
Dunking Duane (for Chase), scores for

Chase's dunks (including a 5.7 from the

Russian judge) and a RON (on separate

cards) for Gerlufsen. The best sign seen at

the next two home games gets its picture

in the Collegian.

roilririan photo by Paul IVumarws

Sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton goes high for a shot last night

at the Cage against Rutgers. UMass won, 60-50.

Chase had one dunk, a monster two-

hander from the baseline from Smith in the

first half. . .the winning locker room was
madness with UVC sportscaster Russ
Whinnem interviewing the players and a

horde of reporters clustered around the

stars.

The Dorm Fridge: Rutgers center Lloyd
Moore, all 6-9, 265 pounds of him, was
heckled unmericifully by the crowd,

especially when Mundy, all 5-10, 155

pounds of him, tried to draw a charge.

UMass (60) Mike Mundy 5-9 5-5 15, Lorenzo

Sutton 5 13 24 12, David Brown 509 0-0 10, Tom
Emerson 3-5 2-2 8, Duane Chase 3-5 1-2 7, Sean

Mosby 1-4 2-2 4, Carl Smith 1-6 0-0 2, Jack

Sheehan 0-0 2 2 2, John Milum 0-1 0-0 0, Wilbert

Hicks 0-0 0-0 0, Fitzhugh Tarry 0-1 0-0 0, Bill

Hampton 0-2 0-0 0. Totals: 23-55 14-17 60.

Rutgers (50) Eric Riggins 3 9 1-2 7. Darren
Campbell 3-6 0-0 6. Lloyd Moore 12 4-5 6. Bailey

Alston 3-3 0-0 6, Emory Ward 2-5 1-4 5, Ed
Zucker 11 3 8 5. Mark Peterson 2 2 1-2 5, An-
thony Ducket 2 7 0-2, Steven Brown 2-5 0-0 4.

Totals: 20-45 10-23 50.

UMass (9-14/fr8) 26 34 60

Rutgers (7-17/2-13) .M 30 - 50

Fouled Out: None. Total Fouls: UMass 17,

Rutgers • 20. Rebounds: UMass - 29 (Mundy,
Emerson 4), Rutgers - 37 (Zucker 8). Assists:

UMass - 15 (Smith 10), Rutgers - 16 (Brown 5).

Technicals: None.

Attendance: 3,222.

UM women host Owls tonight
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

When the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team takes the floor

against the Owls of Temple University

tonight at the Cage (7:30 p.m. start), they

will be looking to accomplish two things.

First and foremost is to come out on top

over the Owls and snap a three-game

overall losing streak and an eight game
Atlantic 10 losing streak. But to do this,

the Minutewomen must also meet the se-

cond challenge; establish consistency in

their game.
"Intensity and consistency seem to be our

two biggest problems," UMass head coach

Barbara Stevens said. "We've put together

some good halves and good spurts, but we
just haven't had a complete 40 minute ef-

fort in a while."

It's common knowledge by now that the

Minutewomen are a battered bunch. There

is no doubt that injuries have cost UMass
several games this season. The loss of

sophomore center Sue Burtoft and
sophomore forward Tara Lewis has placed

an overwhelming burden on senior captain

Jerrie Bernier and senior forward Karen
Damminger to produce inside and has all

but nullified the UMass attack under the

glass.

Because of that, the Minutewomen have
been relying heavily on perimeter
shooting, something that has been a strong

suit for previous UMass teams. The only

downfall here is when you live by the

jumper, you die by the jumper as was pro-

ved in Monday's 61-46 loss to George
Washington University. Senior forward

continued on page 22

Sports at a glance
||

UMass Schedule: Skiing: Amherst College Tourney at

Tndav: Berkshire East.

Women's Basketball: Temple, Curry Men's Track: at Dartmouth, 1 p.m.

Hicks Cage. 7:30 p.m. Women's Track: at Dartmouth, 1 p.m.

Saturdaw Sunday: Men's Volleyball: at NECVL
Men's Baskteball: St. Joseph's, Curry Open in Springfield.

Hicks Cage, 7:30 p.m. Wrestling Club: at JV New Englands,
Men's Gymnastics: MIT, Boyden, 1 p.m. WPI.
Women's Gymnastics: at Springfield, 1

p.m.

Today is Monday's schedule
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Officials say
spraying safe
despite violation
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Correspondent

Officials overseeing the pesticide spraying of Universi-

ty of Massachusetts-owned residences say they are confi-

dent the system is safe despite Thursday's violation of

regulations.

"I'm satisfied with the regulations issued by my office.

To the best of my knowledge they are being carried out,"

said UMass Environmental Health and Safety officer Al

Sorenson.

The violation Thursday involved signs not being posted

in public places at the University Apartments, a family

housing complex for UMass students located on North

Pleasant Street.

I
Soren^n said Thursday he would contact physical plant

I
officials to make .*^ure they they post signs prior to future

sprayings.

"There is no need for concern It 'spray) doesn't

drift oiU into public areas.

"

— apartment housing officer

Other regulations requiring that residents be in-

dividually warned of spraying and the type of chemicals

used were followed, according to a residents.

The notification sheets posted on residents' doors iden-

tified the chemicals used. They were: Pyrethin, Drione,

and Diozinon. A spokeswoman at the Massachusetts

Poison Information Center in Boston said Pyrethin was

"of not a very high toxicity," but that Drione and Diozinon

were both respiratory irritants.

"They could cause pneumonia-like symptoms if the ex-

posure was high enough," said the spokeswoman, in-

cluding coughing, wheezing, nausea and vomiting.

But, she said, "you'd have to be in there a while before

(the effects) got really serious," noting that none of the

three chemicals is fatal except in extreme cases.

"The pesticides are approved by the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency and the people who apply them are licens-

ed by the state," Sorenson said, adding that he has never

gotten any complaints about the program.

'There's no need for concern. It (the spray) doesn't drift

out into public areas," said Gary Cichaski, housing officer

for University and Lincoln Apartments.

Stanley Karcz, a Pest Control worker at the physical

plant department, said, "I've been on this job 23 years.

It's hard to make people realize what a big job it is and

we do a good job."

i»
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Approximately 85 Amherst area residents joined these demonstrators in a rally and march
through the streets of Philadelphia to protest racism.

3500 march against racism in Philadelphia

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Photo and related

story on page 9.
PHILADELPHIA

.About 85 Amherst area

lesidents and college

students journeyed to this

Pennsylvania city Saturday to join 3,500

demonstrators for a rally and march against racism.

"It was peaceful and nonviolent and at the same time

the statement was a very as.sertive one," said Tom
Neilson, a graduate student in international education.

The march, which drew people from many different

political groups and the entire northeast, was organiz

ed to combat a perceived rise of racism nationwide and

racial violence in Philadelphia in particular.

University of Massachusetts political science major

Karen Motely, 20, said she thought "the march was very

effective because there were so many people there and
the people who were watching were very supportive."

About 15 speakers from labor unions, gay and lesbian

groups, student organizations and many other associa-

tions addressed the rallies before and after the two-mile

march through downtown Philadelphia.

Of the Amherst contingent, two individuals played a

special role. Gerry Scoppettuolo, coordinator of the Stu-

dent Center for Educational Research and Advocacy,

helped coordinate a fundraising campaign during the

march to help defray the costs of the demonstration.

Chong Ami Yu, the Third World Women's Program
coordinator at the Everywoman's Center, spoke at the

rally as a representative of Young Koreans United.

She urged Asian-Americans to unite with their "black

brothers against white supremacy."
"We must overcome prejudice among ourselves," she

rantinued on page 5

Lawyer blasts apartheid

Collegian photo by Rob Skelton

Jailed South African Nelson Mandela, Joel Carlson, addresses

listeners' questions Friday night at Smith College.

Compares to Nazism
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The government in South Africa com-

pares to that of Nazi Germany and could

be changed in a year if the United States

would adopt a clear position concerning the

apartheid system there, the former lawyer

for Nelson Mandela said Friday night.

Mandela, the former leader of the bann-

ed African National Congress, has been im-

prisoned since 1964 by the South African

Government for his anti-apartheid stance.

Joel Carlson, a South African exile since

1971, told about 50 people in the Neilson

Browsing Room at Smith College, "The
whites in South Africa have a superiority

complex, which is nothing new for the

world. After all. what was Hitler?

"As soon as slavery was abolished in

1834, the pass laws were u.sed to regiment

blacks to .serve white society," Carlson

said.

Carlson cited South Africa's pass laws,

which require every black person over age

16 to carry documents similar to a passport

at all times.

"Every cop on the street has the God-
given ability to know wh( n someone is 16.

And if you are 12 or 14 and can't produce

a pass when asked, you go to jail," he said.

Carlson served as a lawyer in South
Africa from 1951 until he left the country
in 1971. During the 1960s, he represented

Mandela and other members of the African

National Congress. Carlson said he escaped

from South Africa after his possessions

were .seized and his passport confiscated.

He said he decided to leave the country

after asking himself, "Have I the right as

a father to put the lives of my children in

danger?"
"My office was shot up, I received a bomb

in the mail, and my car was fire-bombed,"

he said.

Carlson criticized American corporations

that invest in South Africa.

"No American corporation has ever

changed any South African law to benefit

blacks," he said.

The United States could end apartheid

within a year by restricting the fiow of oil

to South Africa, he said.

Apartheid is the system whereby the

country's white population, a minority,

control the country's blacks, who make up
the majority.
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Reagan envoy meets
with Marcos, Aquino
MANILA, Philippines

(AP) — President Reagan's

special envoy, Philip Habib,

met separately yesterday

with President Ferdinand

E. Marcos and with Corazon

Aquino, both unyielding in

their claims to the Philip-

pine presidency.

When Reagan sent Habib

here, he said the veteran

troubleshooter was on a

factfinding mission and

would report back to him on

the aftermath of the Feb. 7

presidential election.

Mrs. Aquino was still

ahead in an independent

v<Ke count although the Na-

tional Assembly officially

proclaimed Marcos the vic-

tor Saturday.

Mrs. Aquino's spokesman.

Rene Saguisag. said the op-

position candidate gave

Habib "an earful" about

perceived U.S. support for

Marcos.

In a printed statement

yesterday, Mrs. Aquino
said, 'What is at stake here

is more than the removal of

an imposter president. It is

the future of democracy

itself."

Some U.S. officials hinted

Habib might try to act as a

negotiator, but neither

Habib nor the people he met

gave any sign that was so.

Despite world criticism of

Marcos' victory claim, grow-

ing economic pressures and

a unified and emboldened

opposition, the president

seemed confident he can

rule for another six years.

His only public comment
after meeting two hours

with Habib was that Habib

guaranteed he was "not in-

terested in any way in tell-

ing us how to run our af-

fairs." Marcos, who has

been running the Philip

pines for 20 years with a

mixture of authoritarian

rule and democracy, said he

gave Habib documents pro-

ving his opponents cheated

and used violence in the

election.

Roman Catholic bishops,

independent pollwatchers,

international observers, and

Reagan himself have cited

fraud and terrorism by the

government side.

Signs emerged that Mrs.

Aquino's call for restrained

civil disobedience at a giant

rally Sunday was having an
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effect.

The price of stock in the

huge San Miguel Corp.

dropped about 20 percent

from last week. Mrs. Aquino
asked Filipinos to boycott

the company, whose chair-

man, Eduardo Cojuangco,

she called a Marcos "crony."

Several banks she listed

for boycott reported heavy

withdrawals.

Mrs' Aquino has asked for

strik^, school walkouts,

boycotts and noise barrages

the day after Marcos' in

auguration, expected next

week.

Capsule sales halted

NEW BRUNSWICK. N.J. (AP) - The

maker of Tylenol announced yesterday it

will no longer produce over-the-counter

medication in capsules, nine days after

cyanide-contaminated capsules killed a

woman and more than three years after

they killed seven people in Illinois.

•We feel the company can no longer

guarantee the safety of these capsules,

said James E. Burke, chairman of

Johnson & Johnson.

The announcement came as a team ot

investigators went to Pennsylvania to

trace the path of the Tylenol capsules

taken by a woman who died in suburban

New York Citv on Feb. 8.

The 1982 cyanide-poisoning deaths of

seven people in lUmots also were blamed

on tainted Tylenol capsules.

Burke urged people to switch to coated

oval shaped tablets known as caplets, and

said Johnson & Johnson would replace

free any capsules consumers or stores now

have.

The decision was made to "protect the

public," he said. The replacement pro

gram will cost the company an estimated

$150 million, he said, adding that does not

compare with the suffering of the family

of 23-year-old Diane Elsroth, who had

taken cyanide laced Extra-Strength

Tylenol capsules.
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IN FLIGHT — Senior mechanical engineering miyor Kevin Vicha takes to the air outside
the Fine Arts Center Sunday.

Retired UMass professor dead at 78
Funeral services are scheduled for 11 a.m. today at the

Douglass Funeral Home, Amherst, for George Ivask, 78,

of Summit St., a former University of Massachusetts pro-

fessor who died Thursday «|l«r suffering a heart attack

on campus. *

Mr. Ivask collapsed near the'Campus Pond and Tower

Library Thursday night. He was found by a woman who
administered cardio-pulmonary resuscitation. He was

then taken to Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northamp-

ton, where he was pronounced dead at 9:45 p.m.

Mr. Ivask taught Russian literature at the University

until he retired in 1976. He was a well known Russian

poet and author.

Born in Moscow, Ivask studied in Estonia and received

a law degree from the University of Tartu. He emigrated

to the US in 1949 and received a doctorate in Russian

literature from Harvard University in 1954. He taught

at Harvard and Vanderbilt Universitv before coming to

UMass in 1969.

Mr. Ivask was the author of many essays on Russian

literary figures, including Dostoevsky, Vozrozhdeni and

Mandelshtam. He also wrote several collections of poetry,

including an edition published by the Soviet Union's

underground press.

He was a member of the Russian Emigrant Writers in

Paris and of the St. Peter and St. Paul Russian Orthodox

Church in Springfield.

His wife, the former Tamara Mezak, died in 1982. He
is survived by one cousin in Estonia.

"He liked Amherst a great deal. He was happy to live

in a place which was associated with great writers and

poets. He especially liked Emily Dickinson," said a Slavic

languages professor, who asked not to be identified.

- JEANETTE DeFORGE

Russell Buck, in his fourth year at UMass, is coordinating the upcoming Railroad Society

hobby show this Sunday.

Society steamed up over model railroads
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Cot'egian Correspondent

Harold Smith, a professor in the University of

Massachusetts French department, says railroads are not

just a hobby, but rather a "passion."

Becau.se of this fondness, Smith said, he has been a

loyal member of the Amherst Railway Society, a non-

profit educational organization formed in 1965. The club

has about 170 members who meet monthly in the Mar-

cus Auditorium in the Joseph Marcus Building, former-

ly Engineering East.

The meetings. Smith said, feature speakers from

around the country, including museum operators and

railroad officials. 'It's a great club," he said. "You make

friends there."

Bill Venman, an education professor and another

railroad enthusiast, is the society's treasurer.

"My main experience I get out of it is being with a

group of people who like the same kinds of things I do,"

Venman said. "Railroads are the height of mechanical

perfection."

Venman said models are his main interest. "I'm on my
sixth layout (model setup] now. It's taken me four years

to get this far."

Russell Buck, a UMa.ss senior, said he has attended

all of the society's annual model railroad shows. In ad-

dition to building and operating some of the shows'

models. Buck said he enjoys to "take pictures and chase

trains."

Buck said he and his fellow railroad enthusiasts occa-

.-iionally drive alongside railways and photograph them
to get ideas for layouts.

"I like to take a picture and model it exactly as it is,"

Buck said.

The societ^^ will hold this year's annual show 10 a.m.

to 5 p.m. Sunday at West Springfield's Better Living

Center. The event will feature railroad layouts from

around the country; a display of railroad collectibles,

such as old lanterns and timetables; .in auction and

\ ideos.

Buck said he will operate one of th- higiilighted layouts

that allows the operator to control the trains

i WOMEN'S FORUM appears on page 6

Gramm-Rudman
may cut aid . . .

By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

Unless Congress or the judiciary alters the present ver

sion of the Gramm Rudman deficit reduction legislation,

financial aid for thousands of University of Massachusetts

students could be in jeopardy, according to lawmakers and

college representatives.

"If Gramm Rudman goes into effect in its present form,

the federal government will be earmarked for a 25 per-

cent across-the-board cut for fiscal year 1987," said Af«

thur Jackson, University of Massachusetts director of

financial aid. "This could translate into reductions in

financial aid for more than 4.000 students"

Enacted last December, the bill, co sponsored by Senate

Republicans Phil Gramm of Texas and Warren Rudman
of New Hampshire, forces Congress to trim the federal

deficit by $36 billion a year for the next six years.

If Congress and the President fail to enact a plan that

would achieve these reductions in a given year, across-

the-board spending cuts would automatically take effect.

Along with education, other areas open for cuts include

transportation, health, agriculture, science, and certain

defense department programs.

U.S. Representative Silvio Conte, R Mass., is one of 12

Congressmen challenging the constitutionality of

Gramm-Rudman.
Speaking to members of the House of Representatives

last month, Conte charged that Congress was neglecting

its constitutional duties.

"The people of this country have elected us to make the

hard decisions on federal policy and spending." Conte said.

"I am not prepared to surrender my vote, and my
representation of the people of western Massachusetts, to

some bureaucrat's red pen."

The Committee on Education Funding, a lobbying

group, estimated that ifGramm-Rudman takes effect, the

Supplemental Education Opportunity Grant and College

Work Study program could both be cut by 60 percent in

Fiscal 1986.

Those reductions would knock 900,000 students out of

the programs, according to the committee. The commit-

tee, which represents more than 90 education organiza

tions, said the Pell Grant program could be shrunk by 15

per cent, denying aid to 428,000 students.

Jackson said that he believes no one in Congress really

gave much thought to the Gramm Rudman amendment.

"No one looked at the long-range implications involv-

ed," Jackson said. "Gramm Rudman will not leave any

program untouched. It's a deficit eating machine that

can't be stopped."

• . . but SAFA
to fight law

Getting answers to why both Bay State Senators sup-

ported the Gramm Rudman balanced budget amendment
will be a high priority of a group of University of

Ma.ssachusetts students preparing for a lobbying trip to

the nation's capital.

From March 1 to March 5, Students Advocating Finan-

cial Aid, a registered student organization, will send more

than 40 of its members to Washington to lobby legislators

on matters concerning financial aid.

"We are particularly interested in finding out from both

Senators Kennedy and Kerry why they each supported

the Gramm Rudman legislation," said Steven Sullivan,

vice-president of SAFA.
"They were the only ones from the Massachusetts con-

s^itssional delegation to vote for it," Sullivan said. "1 think

students across the Commonwealth deserve an answer."

In addition to Kerry and Kennedy, SAFA also .schedul-

ed meetings with other influential members of Congress,

said Chris Liberatore, trip coordinator.

"Right now we plan on meeting with Representative

Jim Wright, Senator Gary Hart, and lobbyist Anne Wex-

ler," she s.nid.

"Wright will be particularly useful being that he will

probably become the next Speaker ol the House,"

Liberatore said. "Gary Hart has influence in the Senate,

and Anne Wexler's name is well known around

Washington," Liberatore said.

Sullivan said that while many student groups travel to

Washington to plead their case, SAFA is different.

"We don't .stand outside the White House fence and pro-

test. Instead, we go directly to senators and congressmen

and ask the tough questions and argue our case."

Those students who make the trip are well-organized

before they leave Amherst, Sullivan said.

"We conduct workshops and simulation meetings to help

students understand how Congress works," Sullivan said.

"We've had students tell us they've learned more in those

three days in Washington than they have during their

time at UMass."
SAFA will work hard to urge the repeal of the Gramm-

Rudman legislation, Liberatore said.

65 to 70 percent of UMass students receive some form

of financial aid.

"If Gramm-Rudman is enacted, fewer people will receive

Student Loans, Pell Grants, and Student Educational Op-

portunity Grants," Liberatore said. "With any further

I uis. many students would not be back next semester, in-

ckidinK myself," she said.

- BOB KIEVRA
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UMass Transit Service presents the

SPRING TRAINING PROGRAM
for BUS DRIVING JOBS

Thursday, Feb. 20th at 7:00 pm in CC 101

The first 125 people will receive applications

You must:

- be 18 + years old

- have had a license for a year

- have 2 + semestere left at UMass

Ryou positively must bring proof of your" class year to the meeting
(the ONLY acceptable proofs

are schedule, transcript, or a letter from the Registrar)

For more info, call 545-0056

women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply
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Polar Fleece

Embroidered

Logo

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

ALU
$26.95

Save $10.00

Reg. $36.95

Photo by

Dwayne Autery
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DID YOU KNOW?
There is a way to obtain a commission as a Marine Officer other than through ROTC

called the Platoon Leaders Class (PLC).

The PLC Program requires no interruption of your academic career.

This program is open to all undergraduates.

The PLC program requires no special classes, uniforms or drills on campus.

This program is totally voluntary and requires no commitment to active duty unless you

want it.

You can be guaranteed flight training if you are physically and mentally qualified.

The starting salary for a Marine Officer is between $18,950 and $23,800 depending on

when he or she enters the program.

If you did not know about the PLC program but would like to know more, come to the

Marine PLC information session at 6 p.m. tomorow inCampus CenterRoom 901 or call

1-800-255-USMC.

Information Meeting Tomorrow, February 19, at 6 P.M.;

Campus Center Room 901
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Collf>ipan pholii b> Rob Skrlton

SENDING REGARDS — Helen Wuscher, a sophomore anthropology

msgor at UMass, offers her voice, Valley style, to Saturday's anti-racism

rally in Philadelphia.

• march witntmuvd from fxige 1

said. "Racism and im-

perialism work hand and hand to subjugate

Third World people. United we can
creatively define our solution."

Receiving a resounding "no" to each of

her questions, Rita Addessa of the

Philadelphia Lesbian and Gay Task Force,

asked the audience: "Should men dominate
women? Should whites dominate blacks?

Should heterosexuals dominate gays and
lesbians? Should the temporarily able-

bodied construct barriers against the

disabled?"

Marchers chanted slogans like "We've
got to beat back the racist attack," and
"Stop the war against black America,"

throughout the two-hour procession.

The marchers demonstrated their

militancy when they passed the mounted
police and the police station and chanted,

"Stop police brutality," and, "The police

and the Klan work hand in hand.

"It was a very loud and clear message,"

said UMass student Tom Neilson "We're

talking about police brutality and we're

pointing ai you [the police).

"It was not hostile, but it was pro-

vocative," he said later.

The marchers carried signs representing

a variety of groups. Banners included:

"Stop Reagan's racism;" "Budget cuts and

union busting;" "Liberte, egalite, homosex-

ualite, " Latin for "Liberty, equality,

homosexuality;" Irish Americans against

racism" and "Union of the homeless."

Students from Brandeis University, New
York University, Smith College, Penn-

sylvania State, Temple University,

Princeton University and Howard Univer

sity also carried banners, and according to

the organizers about 15 other colleges were

represented.

JUNIORS and SENIORS
Thinking about a JOB?

ALL MAJORS
PREPARE WITH

S^^'^'^^cc^''
o^^

£1^^'
The Professional ^ k^^
Job Hunting Manual — ^
Includes: Two (2) Cassettes and Workbook
— Writing effective Resumes; with samples

— how to make the cover letter work for you
~ Responding to the right advertisements

— What to look for in a Summer Job

— How to make part-time employment pay off

— Effective methods for Job Prospecting

— Getting that all important Interview

— Interviewing techniques and practice

questions
— Applying for Credit Cards. & much more.

L^
- Send $15.95 ^ *2.00 Postage to:

>,g,6/^ P.O. Box 2579

U^^ Orange Park. FL 32067

Send Check or Monev Order 10 Dav O^tiverv with Monev Order

3^^%

Against intolerance . .

.

i'ollrcian photo by Hob Hkrllon

STUDENT VOICE - John Ruddock, speaker of the UMass
undergraduate student senate, fifth from left, moves with more than 3,000

people. In foreground are two of a special band of people who clenched

hands to protect participants from antagonizers and to keep marchers
off city sidewalks during rally in Philadelphia.

Kfes

CollFKian photo by Brian Cluarnotta

FOR A CAUSE — Some of the signs marchers took to the streets for

Saturday's demonstration.
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V^\o Soup • Bialys

x^
HD

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.

9-6

Sun. 9-1

A ^. X^ n<?7id«

«?/li Rye • Kosher

There can be
only one

"Black Sheep"
ii^^^^^^ BaV^^-tV^ Ha

• TabouieTr- —^chocolates • Fresh Baked

Breads • Gruyere • Cheddar Jalapeno Soup •

Smoked
Curried

Lentil Sol

Salads •I

Apple Pi

Taragon
Cheese
Smoked _^
Cake • Corned Beef • Carrot Shop • Greek Rice

Salad • Croissants • NY Deli Rye • Kosher

Meats • Organic Olives • Cheddar • Chutney •

Truffles* • Coffee Beans • Havarti • Smoked

Mussels? • Half Sour Pickles • Brie • Pepperoni

• Tabouleh • Tea • Chocolates • Fresh Baked

Breads • Gruyere • Cheddar Jalapeno Soup •

- OPEN -

Lunch with a

difference
Sandwiches - Soups -Salads
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FYI:
Berry to speak at Smith

Mary Bwry, comjaiMiowr of the Uniied StatM C«n-
niwion on Cuil Rights and former assistant to the US
S«i«tary of Question wUl speak at 7:30 p.m. today m
A^ Hfljl at Smith College in honor of Black HistM^

Month.
Befr>'. dumbed as a "big name penon' by Jacquelint

Williams, student resident of the National Associatioci

fw the Advancement <rf Colored People at Smith, will

talk about racial and current event issues

^rr>' has written extensively about black people III

Amtfica. Her works include Black ResiatancmWhUe Late

ms^ The Long Memory: Black Experience m America

The lecture is sponsored by the Smith College Lecture

Committee, the committee on Community PoUcy, and

Um Black ^udent Alliance.

- AC THOMPSCm

Jeffrey F. ^ore will ^>eak on "Cocaine. Drug of tlw

80a" at 7:30 p.m today in the west lecture hall of

Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire College.

Shore, a graduate <^ Hampshire College, is a nationally

known expert on cocaine and is the cocotUnator of After

care Drug Abuse Treatnaent Ser-.-ices 'cm- the Regent

Hospital.

Tueailay. February 18, 1986 Tuesday, February 18, 1986!
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WOMEN'S rORUM
u r.lnteiit.,

The Counseling Program of the Everywoman's

Center will be offering the following support groups

beginning next Monday Single Parents. Thursduys 7

toSm p m ; Lesbian Mothers. Wednesdays. 7 to 9 p.m.;

General Women's Support Group, time and day to bt

arranged; Lesbian Support Group, time and day to be

arranged AH groups are free of charge and open to the

community Further information is available at the

center

Tuesday - The Women's Media Project will pre-

>vnt the entire speech of National Organization for

Women President Eleanor Smeal's speech on Feb 9 at

6 p.m. on WMUA radio, 91 1 FM The show is hosted by

Maureen McCarthy.

The Valley Women'* Artists will meet from 7 to 9

p m. at Bai^ Community Center C PA Deborah Jw^b-

4on will speak on "Artists and Taxes." and Jane Ben-

m«tt B«'rgenn will give a slid© preM*ntalion of her work

(Uu'Nts an- welcome
Wedn«Hday — The Five College Women's Studies

('ommill4*e will present the film Commtlted at 7:30 p.m.

Ill Merrill 111 at Amherst College. The screening is part

1,1 1 hv 1Diiiniiitee's symposium on "Gender and Visual

RepreM'ntaticin," and is «»-8ponaored by the Five Col-

lege Film Council.

Thursday - Fran Deutach will speak on "What's

in a Smile at 7 :iO p m. m McConnell Auditorium at

Smith College The lecture is the second m the "Wonwn
Making Connections" series at the college. The series

IS free and open to the public.

Visiting feminist historian Sheila Jeffreys will speak

on "The Use and Abuse of History in the Sexuality

Debate" at 4 p m. in Campus Center Room 903.

The Graduate WAGES Program of the

Everywoman's Center will hold the first of a two-part

Grant Writing Workahop for graduate women at 7:30

p m in the I^derle Graduate Tower Conference Room
Further information is available by contacting the center

at 545-0383

TIME OUT
Spaghetti

Homemade Soups

Big Sandwiches

All at Low Prices

37 N. Pleasant St«

Proper ID Required

=^

Third Annual CO-OP FAIR
for Summer/Semester Jobs

Wednesday, February 19 10:30 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

Campus Center Lower Level

An excellent opportunity to gather first hand information about

businesses and agencies, the CO-OP FAIR invites students fronn

ALL MAJORS to attend the morning session of information tables

and the afternoon session of tables and presentations.

SCIENTIFIC

1 30 2 a 24)0 2 30 2.30 3 00 3 00 3 30
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Army Natick Rm
ft Oavatopmant

lEE COINS raiatadi

MITRE Corp
:EE. coins Matti

UniRoyal
**

iCherr. B'oChem
ChamEi

175 QE Ptaitici

iMntQ Mgt Ecor

ME. ChomE MBAi

U S Army Corp* o'
*

Enginaan
(Fcastrv. NAREST.

Wildlife B<5'

Data Gar>af«l •

lAcag Fmi

174 MaM Stata Audttor*

1 Acetyl

Paopta ExpraM*
iHRTA ratatedi

Boston Park Plaia

(MRTAI
QE Ordnanca **
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Star Markal *
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IBM Owago *
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Walt Oianay World
IHRTA)

m Bocton Stock Cschanga
iFmarvca. Ecom

Eaatam Dairy DaJi**

(Food MKtg Food Sc>.

MRTA, M<:rofl« SOMr

* These companies are interviewing on Thursday Feb 20

•• These companies will accept resumes and transcripts at the Job Fair.

Belchertown State School. Town of Wayland Conservation Commission, Westford

RegencY. MDC/Quabbin will be present all day at the Information Tables. Schedule

subject to change.

Make the Right Connections

Start planning for Summer & Fall Co-op Employment Now!

Contact the Co-op Office 546-2224 for details

1^ Solar Powered Wallet-Size with 56 Scientific Functions

Model EL-515S Sug^etteOReUiiPncf $34^^
10 digit sctenlific calculator with cemptcx numlwr calcuUtieiis

• Up<'ijifrs 0/1 hiqhiy sensidvc soirti cells (mon- man .SO luni whicn rocew !V« povwf fiorn iut-

li^K • No twittenes evci lequncd tof viitualtv unldinted power suppty • S6 pfcprogtamiwd <^y
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10 dmil e.^sv to teaii Kiuitl "ri.! •lispi.iy •Hirod lOfiMU entry a i"., (,.

Dimeniions

Located in the Campus Center

Open
M-F
9-5
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mSTORE^
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The unions seek power
I can't rememl>er a semester in years

where unions have not been frontpage

news at UMass. The Lord Jeff is the most

recent, but there have been ruckus-raisings

over unions for students, for professors, for

state workers, for the Kellogg Brush fac-

Kiry, J. P. Stevens, the printing co-op in

town, Fitzwillys in Northampton, C<»rs

Beer, and Red Coach lettuce. Interesting

ly enough, union loyalty doesn't prevent

local activists from buying huge numbers
of foreign cars, but I'm sure they have their

excuses.

Excuses aside, if I understand union

rhetoric correctly. I am probably in agree

ment with ^ver.il of their stated aims —
reasonable wages, healthy working condi-

tions, humane management amd occasional

time off. But I am not so sure that the

unions mean what they say. In the case of

Coors, for instance, management has ap-

parently voluntarily given their workers

pensions, wages, recreational facilities and

working conditions which surpass the in-

dustry standards, and have been reward-

ed by Coors workers decertifying the union.

If the workers are happy, the union should

be happy, right? Wrong. The union lost

dues, members and the right to claim

responsibility for keeping labor happy. The
brewery union is very unhappy.

It is plain that the objective of the

brewery union and others like it is power
— power in politics, power in the

marketplace, power for the people. Or more

correctly, power for the union officials.

Power is free for most of them, anyway.

They are selling a conunodity for which the

union itself pays nothing: labor. Most

unions don't guarantee productivity, won't

be responsible for absenteeism and often

make it exceedingly difficult to give merit

raises or fire employees. All incentive is

lost, and industry is coerced into buying a

faulty labor package.

The results are horrendous. I was in

Detroit in 1982 during the recession and

talked to hundreds of autoworkers and

Rusty Denton

their families. Most had quit high school

to work in the nuUimolive factories, star

ting at $15 to $20 per hour with no real

skills to speak of. They had a bitterness

toward Reagan because that was who the

unions blamed. TV^y should have been bit-

ter toward the unions for selling them on

"the world owes you a good life," and for

making U.S. labor costs uncompetitive.

Unfortunately, it is not easy to get out

trom under the thumb of organized labor,

either for the individual worker, or for an

industry. An employer with a union agree-

ment generally must take union dues out

<tt" every worker's pay, which amounts to

petty extortion for those who don't want to

join, because otherwise they'd have no job.

As far as the employer, he or she may have

some genuine fears, with regard to what the

union might do if the company hired non

union. The indictments against unions and

their personnel for violence, extortion, and

graft number in the hundreds and

thousands.

I'm not saying that all unions are like

this, or that the movement started out with

such malignant methods. But I do think

there is a better way. Too often, the issue

has been whether antagonists are pro or

anti-union. They've missed the point. A
union is a tool, hopefully one that will

become obsolete. At issue is how to be pro-

labor and pro-business with the same
policies. Make the unions competitive, not

monopolies. Let them incorporate and

guarantee sales or higher productivity if

they're going to demand higher wages. It

is not right for investors to take all the

risks and then have their hands tied by dic-

tates from a union which is insulated from

risk, especially since unions are big

business themselves these days.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

A matter of principles

A wide range of political views are

represented in the SGA, which is essential

on a campus as big as ours. Diversity in the

SGA should allow problems to be solved

Biore efficiently, for the basic reason that

more ideas on how to solve problems from

different perspectives are free-flowing and

enhance the political potential at the

University. On the other hand when this

diversity becomes extremist, it clouds the

best interest of the student body, and

something is seriously wrong.

For example, issues such as tuition, con-

certs, changes in RSOs, funding and other

campus policies should always take

precedence over world issues.

I have nothing against discussing

politics, or any world issues like Nicaragua,

Philippines, Northern Ireland, etc. In fact,

I think a university is the best place to

discuss these issues. However, discussing

them on the floor of the governing body of

this University, while issues that more

directly affect students in their every day

life get neglected is not what I call work-

ing for the best interests of fellow students.

Student representatives are supposed to do

just that, represent us, the "UMass stu-

dent. " Are the best interests of the students

served when these representatives allow

their egos and extreme individual political

ideologies to hamper the governmental pro-

cess? I must point out here that this is not

a problem pertaining only to the extreme

left or the extreme right; both share the

blame, because it would seem they have lit-

DanJel Valianti

tie concerii 4i(i .voiKiny mtteiher. Think
about the potential, though, of the whole

SGA working together to .solve common
student problems. Think about it. I did.

While I respect SGA members who do

take the time to discuss world-wide

political issues, and furthermore would be

happy to discuss these issues with them,

I think the best place for a forum is

anywhere on campus outside the Senate

doors.

When the SGA and the presidents have

figured out a way to balance the SATF
budget, maybe then we can talk about

Nicaragua on the Senate floor.

When it does not take months to ap-

propriate money for a concert fund, which

affects a large percentage of students, then

we can talk about Northern Ireland.

When questions of a tuition increase and

disbursement of SATF funds have been

brought up, debated, discussed and dealt

with effectively, let's have a discussion of

the Philippines.

As elected representatives of the student

body, as a whole SGA members (all of

them) must put UMass first and "get our

own house in order."

First UMass and then the world. It's

simply a matter of priorities.

Daniel J. Valianti is a UMass student.

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center^

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off

at the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due

to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.
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Hypocrisy from the Right
Over the last three semesters, Peter Dow

has rather repetitively "illuminated" the

UMass community as to the evils of the

Sandinista government of Nicaragua. He
has charged them with aiding the rebels

in El Salvador, massacring the Miskito

population, and setting up a dictatorship

with no piolitical freedoms, among other

things.

Despite the fact that Dow somehow
manages to include all this in every col-

umn, it is impossible to re.spond to all of

this at once, for the simple reason that no

realistic view of a situation as complex as

Nicaragua's can be achieved in less than

60 lines. Indeed, such a structure seems to

play right into Dow's argument, which is

clearly more creative than well-informed.

However, a few simple points will serve my
purpose here.

For instance, he claims that thousands

of Miskito Indians have been tortured and

murdered by the Sandinistas. But Amnes-

ty International has somehow missed that,

for they make no mention of it. Beyond

several unconfirmed allegations of

beatings. Amnesty saw no evidence from

1979 to 1983 of torture or murder of the

Miskito population — and they could not

possibly miss something on the scale of

what Dow describes. Further, America's

Watch, a U.S. based human rights agen-

cy, denies that any Miskitos were tortured

or killed - in a report that is harshly

critical of the Sandinistas. The only group

that claims that these massacres have oc-

cured is the Reagan administration. Let's

use some common sense. Evidence of

atrocities in El Salvador and Guatemala is

manifest in the refugees flooding this coun-

try illegally. Where is the similar flood

from Nicaragua, fleeing torture and

murder? They would be welcome by the

Reagan administration — if they existed.

Where things really get bizarre is in

Dow's comparison of democratic freedoms

in El Salvador and Nicaragua, e.specially

in terms of the recent elections. However,

two independent and bipartisan groups

declared the Nicaraguan elections to be a

success. They noted that while everyone

was required to register, no one was re-

quired to actually vote. The opposition par-

ties had ample ability to advertise in the

papers and r.idio. the censorship ofLa Pren-

.s« was almost non-exi.stent. the candidates

were not intimidated and the voters were

otfered a wide spectrum of candidates to

John Hayes

choose from, despite the boycott by the four

main opposition parties. The only group

that has claimed that the elections were a

fraud has been, ofcour.se, the U.S. govern-

ment, which incidentally refused to send

observers to the elections, as Nicaragua

asked them to do.

Compare this to the elections in El

Salvador, which Dow appears to believe

were fair. At the time of the elections, there

was no freedom of speech or a.s.sembly. most

of the candidates had been killed or forced

into the underground by the death .squads,

labor organizations and other groups had

been similarly forced out of existence, all

persons were required to vote, and the

ballot boxes were clear glass containers,

which, as the military had access to the

polling places, served to intimidate the

voters. Moreover, Dow praises the Duarte

government for the progress it has made
in curbing the military and death squads
— this solely due to the drop in the number

of disappearances or tortures since the ear-

ly 1980s. How does that compare to the pro-

gress Nicaragua has made since 1979 — no

more death squads or National Guard, no

more elite sucking the blood from the

population. Dow admits the great strides

Nicaragua has made in health care and

education. So where is the real progres.s?

There has been a curtailment of freedoms

in Nicaragua. But a truly warped view of

the situation is one that iijnores the role

of the U.S. in forcing these actions.

Nicaragua is in a state of war, and most

nations in similar circumstances suspend

normal rights, censor the pre.ss, limit the

judiciary (as Britain does in Northern

Ireland), and force groups to move from

threatened areas.

You would never hear Dow criticize the

U.S. for doing the same things during a

state of war. This does not serve to justify

these actions by Nicaragua — only place

them in context. And context is the biggest

thing Dow ignores, for only in that way
could he have you believe his heart bleeds

for Nicaragua, while in the same breath,

he justifies South Africa and El Salvador.

I guess death for America's sake is still OK,
especially when they're the ones dying.

John Hayes is a l^Mass student.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's

address and telephone number, wnich will not be published. Letters must,be

typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column submissions should

be between 10 and 60 lines. All submissions are subject to edition for clarity and

length. — Editor
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SUBS

PIZZA SPECIAL
ONE FREE ITEM OF

YOUR CHOICE ON ANY
LARGE PIZZA

ALSO AVAILABLE
WORLD CLASS SUBS
FREE DELIVERY!

EXPIRES MARCH 15th, 1986
4:00pm to 2:00am

363 MAIN STREET, AMHERST
256-0222

Engineering Majors

you are invited to attend

an

Engineer's Week
Convocation

Wednesday, February 19

4:00 FM

Engineering Auditorium
(Marcus Hall 131)

Keynote Address:

Mr. Don Phillips

Head of Technical Planning

Hamilton Standard

Social Hour to follow

If you missed the party...

LL buttons are still available
,.

thru Sunday, February :23^

;

For Lounge Lizards Only:

Evwy Sunday...

Odef a ptSoher of draft beef

the Nach(» are FREE'

$1 99 OFF Sunday &uncfi'

(Between 11 30-3 00pm

j

Every Monday...
Twelve luscious gult shnmp served

\Mth our own cocktail sauce ONLY 99s

Every Tuesday...
AM you can eat spiced chtcken MMigs

FREE' (From 4 6 & 9- 1 1 oolyi)

Every Wednesday...
AMyou-can-eat ggrfK, pi2za FREE'
(Frwn4.6&9 11 or^')

Order awy item from tfw Carbur s entree

pi^es and ^t dessert FREE*

Every Thursday...
A r^ pouna of 8K3 R^s WaLV 99e

Hrt-pnce adrnssicxi to Cwbur s

Comedy Nile wtien you dine tn tfie

RibltRoom (L^t sealing

f<x dmr^er 7pm)

Every Friday & Saturday...
Tt^ Lucky Laard BAxwBirstwiQ
Lrt^y' With every purchase you wM
get a FREE baHoon with up to $5 c^h
cfesc^unts rtsKto* (Save Vmm up <x u^
tnem nght away*)

0M* aaly w C«*«r t

Win A Trip
for two to Cancun, Mexico

Ami Mt owl «!• •otry Wcnk
you 9«l Mlh •••rv purclWH
«nd d'op ii tnio th« boa si

th« •ntfanc* bvfor* fOu
!»• Iwii Mvmng S ntmn
MM tw pKli*d (ml (ddM lea
linal peioi E>»f> i«>* yoy
eom« lo Carbur t ^ow N
incf«aM vowr chances (^

tmn^ picKva

fntiDitmng MarcA 11

CARBUR'S
RRSTAURANT & LOUNGE
At the Elmwood Route 9 Hadley 586-1 978

"^

$13.95
REG. 15.95

J^ictnonary,

-::;r.,';;;r--
"':"'':,:; 7' "

A-:s.;.^:r;---ti;:r;

^'"'""-""
•''•''""::.7;;;;',,;;,;;:

-;;:;

MERRIAM-V^TBSTER
More people lake our word for ii

LOCATCO IN THI CAMPUS CENTCt

o-^ ^^.UNIVERSITY 1

STORE ^/i^

BLACK AFFAIRS
All Peoples Congress:
Force behind march
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Correspondent

PHILADELPHIA - The March Against

Racism in Philadelphia, primarily organii-

ed by the Philadelphia branch of the All

Peoples Congress, sent a clear message to

the Reagan administration that the people

will no longer tolerate racist violence, Er

skine Nero, a national organizer for APC,
said Saturday.

"Today's National March will send a

clear message to the administration at

large that the people won't play dead,"

Nero said. "We can come together and fight

against racism, sexism, and discrimina-

tion."

The APC was the main force behind the

formation of the National Mobilization

Against Racism, which organized the

march that brought approximately 3,500

people to this "City of Brotherly Love"

Saturday.

Last spring's fire bombings aimed at the

radical group MOVE and recent arson at

Jewish community centers here were

reasons for the location of the march.

The idea of the APC was born on May 3,

1981. during the March on the Pentagon

in Washington, DC. according to Phil

Wilayto, spokesperson for the APC.
The response to the march was so over-

whelming, (100 000 nttendod) that in

November of that same year, a convention

was called in Detroit. The 3.000 people who

attended this convention established the

APC. said Wilayto.

The APC is a national People's Fightback

Movement, founded in 1981 to "combat the

Reagan program of racism, cutbacks and

war," according to a pamphlet published

at the group's New York headquarters.

Nero said that the APC is anti war,

unless it was the rising of the working class

against the bosses. The group organizes

campaigns and demonstrations for causes

such as racism, apartheid, women's rights,

unions, and lesbian and gay rights, he said.

"This is just the beginning of the move-

ment; the struggle against racism," Nero
said.

The APC publishes a national monthly

paper called Fighting Back, which was

distributed during the march, as was anti-

racism banners and pins.

The APC is considered by many to be top

organizers of protests.

Numerous peacekeepers, (people who are

trained in non violence tactics) sporting

yellow armbands, lined the march to help

keep the protesters off the sidewalk, and

t(i neutralize any antagonizers.

CaBrgian photo by Brian G«anM(U

Larry Holmes, National Coordinator of the All Peoples Congress

addresses crowd Saturday, at rally in Philadelphia.

Black Affairs is seeking individuals interested in writing for the page. Need

not be a journalism major. For more information stop on by the Collegian

newsroom anytime (Room 113 of the Campus Center), or call 545.3500.

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BUTES

n IN THE VALLEY!DYNAMITE
584-1580New Used - Buy -Sell

Maxell XLII90 - 2.00/case

TDK SA90 . 2.00 ea (^JHORNES^
,Varehouse Clearance Sal

in progress

I

7^0ff TVDISSVTD ^^ ***"* stN^owthamptoh

^^t
,^»^>* Party! Party! %^^^,
"V in ->

FORT LAUDERDALE
• rooms available with kitchenette starting

at $135

• 30 seconds from strip

• Air and Rooms available separately or

combined

Don't be left at home while the rest of

UMass s partying in Fort Lauderdale

Be guaranted, not like last year when a travel agency

over booked Jtudents and you lost out.

Be Smart Call John 549-0606 or Tom 549-3910

One testw^ere only
youknowthe score.

(Check One!

Yes No

an

DD

Do you want to be the

only one who knows
when you use nn .jarly

pregnancy lest?

Would you prefer a test

(hat's totally private to

p»!rform and totally

private lo read?

Would you like a test

that's portable, so you

can carry it with you and

read it in private?

And how about a simple,

one step test with a dra-

matic color change that's

easy to read and is 98%
accurate?

Look What WICKLES Has For You!!!

Thesis Special

7<^ Copies
Acid Free Paper

Wkkles
RneR-nt

1 Boltwood Walk
Amherst
256-01 48

Resume Package I

I

50 print sheets
j

50 plain sheets i

50 matching envelopes |

$13.50
AMHERST STORE ONLY - WITH THIS COUPON |

r' /I J

If you checked "Yes" lo

the above, EPT PLUS is for

you. Use it, and only you

will know your test score.

then viiull be think-

ing about Wedding

Stationerv Let

Wickles Fine Print

show vou their

exciting crillection'

Our beautiful line of

contemporary

wedun:g stationery

will provide you with

a wide selection

of styles in

every price ^i^i

range Slop and r^

see us for

your complete paper tnusseau

Invitations • Announcements
Napkins • Matches

Accessories

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 9 AM - 1 PM

26%bff
your entire

WEDDING ORDER
Invitations • Announcements

Matches • A/ap/f/ns • Accessories

Hundreds to Choose From!

AMHERST STORE ONLY
WITH THIS COUPON

EXPIRES JUNE 1. 1986

One coupon per order Cannot be combined with other coupons.
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ARTS
G) Count Basie and

Joe Williams, from
Every Day; the story of

Joe Williams by Leslie

Course, (r) Louis
MacNeice, Ted
Hughes, T.S. Eliot,

W.H. Auden and
Stephen Spender,
from Journals
1939-1983 by Stephen
Spender.

By BRAD VERIER
Welcome to the first installment this

semester of Bibliofile, a weekly column

featuring short reviews of significant

books. Bibliofile will appear on Tuesdays.

Although today is Monday for UMass,
we're pretending it's Tuesday. This week:

biographies and memoirs of jazzmen and

poets.

Leslie Course: EVERY DAY: THE
STORY OF JOE WILLIAMS. (Quartet,

$15.95)

Count Basie with Albert Murray
GOOD MORNING BLUES. (Random
House, $19.95)

According to the dustjacket summary of

Leslie CJourse's resume, she has written ar-

ticles for many prestigious magazines, and

has authored previously two highly ac-

claimed books. That may be. However, her

most recent work, a biography of jazz

vocalist Joe Williams, is so awkwardly

written that the style obscures the nar-

rative, making the book unbearable.

Her subject is an interesting one: Joe

Williams is one of the great jazz vocalists,

singing most notably with Count Basie's

band. Her treatment of the material,

however, leaves much to be desired. The

book is rife with errors. For instance, a

chronology in the front claims that

Williams was married in 1943 at age 20,

although he was born in 1918 (1918 plus

20 equals 1938). I'here is a photograph of

him with several other people including a

middle-aged woman with dark hair who is

clearly not Nancy Sinatra, as the caption

claims.

Furthermore, Course talks down to her

readers: she vainly attempts to capture the

blues vernacular. She entitles one chapter

•Cioin' to Chicago." which wouldn't be so

bad if she was consistanl: the following

chapter is "Moving on the Scene." Another

chapter is called, "Love and Lebensraum

in Las Vegas." The allusion to 'Fear and

Loathing" is uncalled for. and the use of

the word lebensraum is inexcusable. Equal-

ly inexcusable are her "you will recall's"

and her "dear reader's ' and all the rest of

the numerous idiosyncracies of her con

descending style.

The strange thing is, Williams seems so

lucid whenever he is quoted - those

passages are jewels shining from the slimy

adulterated rock of Courses narrative-

and the reader wonders how Course ever

got involved. The dustjacket's praise of

Course leads the reader to question the

standards maintained by jazz writers: To

paraphrase Stephen Spender's remark on

T.S. Eliot, Cikjurse is apparently the best we

have, but what a pity she's the best.

The discography is the only valuable part

of this work: the rest of the book should be

pulped.

The difference between Every Day and

Count Basie's autobiography. Good Morn-

ing Blues is the difference between

cacophony and melody. Filled with

fascinating anecdotes spanning his fifty-

vear career as jazz pianist and bandleader

until his death in 1984, Basie's book is can-

didly written, meticulously researched and

altogether engaging. Basie's narrative is

natural and unstrained.

NIKOLAIS
DANCETHEATRE

Wednesday, February 19, Spm
Concert Hall
Tickets $16 14,12

MUMMENSCHANZ
Swiss Mime-Mask Theater

Tues./Wed., February 25-26, 8 pm
Concert Hall
Tickets: $20,18,16

GUARNERI STRING
QUARTET

with Lydia Artymiw, piano
pritgram (if wiirki by Ihiiruk, ,\fi'(ii/r/vMi/i/i mii/ Ihf^i'iuii

Friday, February 28, 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $15,13 ^^
Five College Students Half Price Tickets available at Fine Arts CJ^

Center Box Office. Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Gullets ^^
Call (413)545-2511 or 1 800 243-4842 y"^

Even for those who believe in destiny,

there is no such thing as a life not lived by

trial and error; by improvisation. Basie's

music is noted for its improvised brilliance.

The tales of his experience are no less scin

tilating. One reads of his life with everyone

who was ever anybody in jazz, and is left

dazzled by the splendid frenziedness of it

all.

Stephen Spender: JOURNALS
1939-1983 (Random House, $19.95)

Stephen Spender was knighted in 1983.

I'm not really sure why. He edited Horizon

magazine with Cyril Connolly, and later co-

edited Encounter. He wrote several slim

volumes of mediocre poetry (collected in a

companion book, Collected Poems,

1928-1985) and several much-lauded

volumes of criticism. He traveled widely

and held many professorships. Why was he

knighted? Because, I think, of his friends:

He knew just about every writer of this cen-

tury, from Auden to Yevtushenko; from

W.B. Yeats to Allen Ginsberg. His journals

are an account of meeting after meeting,

of party after party, of discussion after

discusi^ion. of affair after affair.

Spender's journals are honest and reveal-

ing; he relates, along with his personal

triumphs, his less pleasant experiences --

Virginia Woolfs distaste for him, his wife's

affairs. His commentary is insightful, but

not always interesting. Spender omits a

great deal of literary gossip for his critical

views. He talks incessantly of his life-long

friends W.H. Auden, Christopher Isher-

wood and Isaiah Berlin, but refuses to men-

tion Wyndham Lewis, except in passing

<"X and I talked about Lewis").

There are many noticable details miss

ing also from his personal life. He starts the

journals with reminisces of Weimar Berlin,

but does not touch upon his experiences

fighting in the Spanish Civil War. He

wrote a book. Learning Laughter, about life

on a kibbutz. His journals ignore the book,

and do not mention Israel at all. although

they make reference to about every other

country. For all their honesty. Spender's

journals are overly self-conscious in their

attempt to be literary and intelligent. This

makes for good reading, but leaves a sour

taste.

S.U.B. 8 PM

with Special Guest

Ticl««ls on sale 2/13 86 at Fine Arts Center Bo« Office

Springfield Civic Center. Northampton Holyoke, Green

field b Pittstield No cans bottles or recording devices

Presents

A Blues

/Extravaganza

TUES. FEB. 25th

S.U.B. 8 pm
Tickets $9 00

in advance
$10.00 at the door

Thursday

March 6th

Tickets

$10.00 UMass

$12.00 General Public

At Ti«

Unlimited

For Ihe

Record (Faces) and

Main Si

Records

No c»n%, bottles or

'^cording devices

and Special Gueit

ROY BUCHANAN

Gallagher to run
for Tip's seat
BOSTON. <APt - A state repit-.'^tiilative became the

fifth legislator td join a crowd of notables ye>tt'ida\ , in

eluding the scions of two famous politicans, competing in

the primary race for the congressional set held by House

Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill.

State Rep. Thomas Gallagher, D Allston. announced his

candidacy for the 8th Congiessional District seat at a rally

in a Boston housing project attended by at least seven

neighborhood activists whom Gallagher described, in a

jab at his rivals, as "people who are not the people in P«>
pie magazine.
"Others who have announced their candidacy for the

8th congressional seat have said they can win because

they are rich and can buy attention, or because they repre-

sent a large part of the district and deserve the attention."

Gallagher said in a news release.

More than a dozen p>eople have entered the Sept. 16

primary race for the seat of O'Neill, who is retiring from

Congress.

Among Gallagher's rivals are four state legislators; a

Boston city councilor, businessman Joseph P. Kennedy
II. son of the late Sen. Robert F. Kennedy; attorney James
Roosevelt Jr., grandson of president Franklin D.

Roosevelt; and professional comedian Lenny Clarke.

Gallagher, 38, is a three-term state representative and

longtime community activist who said he supports

sheltering refugees from Central America and imposing

tougher guidelines for nerve gas research at the Arthur

D. Little Co, in Cambridge.
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FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

^

FREE TACO BAR
\

MON & TUES NIGHT I

9 — till it lasts \

FEBRUARY BEER OF THE MONTH
|

Becks

§ 57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
?a> «c^<j&"'«!aw cri^fls-^aa* cc^<»""^*8*

1

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

University of Arizona

offers more than 40
courses anthropolc^y,

art, bthngual educa-
tion. EcaL. folk music

arid folk dance, history,

political science, sociol-

ogy. Spanish language

and literature and inten-

sive Spanish Sx-vireek

session June 30-Au-

gust 8, 19^ Fully ac-

credited program Tui-

tion $403 Room and
board tn Mexican
home $520

e£0 AA

d

Write

Guadalajara

Summer School

Education Bldg Roqm 434

University iH Arizona

Tucson. AZ 85721

1602) 621 4729 or

6ZM720

*c^<»"-*afiP ^
^MMM»»MfMM%#»^^^^^<

When she starts reading,

it'll be the Collegian!

RENT/^RECK
V4 w
N«w & U««d Cars

TntCks * Van* A«o Av

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

GetA Midas
Travel MugThat
Makes FreeTrips
lbBurgerKing
Restaurants
For Coffee.

Just pick up your ircv non-spill tra\el mug at Midas \uth

any frt-f brakt- inspection. Bnng your mug to Burger Ku^^''

Restaurants tor free coftee in the moniings and it'll be

bottomless until March iilst. So hurry, because these

mugs are sure to run out before the coffee does.*

/•>, , , „lin iiniil.iN, ;„l\ dioint; hmikhist hnur> h .in \.\l l,> tc .V" AM ' '".

.

i;,«ul Hilh .Mi<l,i> WW "«/» III pmlHipiilw^: \ , « I-: iif;l(iii,l Hii>t;> > Kuw' h'i^fiii<rii>ih

iVhih iiiKH Mit-lih, ^ hi>l \.ilullhiimnhShi"li >l l'i.-<i> \<ilii,ihl, iIimuiiiiI d'Hfiun-

iiii .Miiliis s, M I. . - ',/, fil^ii iiKiiliiMi III lluix< r hint; ' H, ^tinimnl^

(tniDAS

TMBTTMUMUTOUai'

Start with a job as big as vour

ambitions. Lead ihc

Adventure as a Savy Officer.

The Navy adventure

reaches mto space, dives

beneath the sea and stretches

f rona Hong Kong to Italy and

back again.

It's a high tech, highly

skilled and challenging world.

A world where vour leadership

as a Na\7 Officer can be pivotal

.

There is no b<x)t camp.

College graduates get leader-

ship and management

training at Officer Candidate

Schcx)l. Plus further educa-

tional opportunities, once

you're commissioned.

You'll work with the best

and brightest m your field.

And vou'U get the rcsponsibiliU'

and decision-making authority

you need to succeed

.

The challenge, satisfaction

and rewards add up to personal

and professional growth no

other job can match.

When you Lead the

Adventure, you're steering a

course destined for success.

Contact vour Nav^ Officer Re-

cniiter or call 1-800-327-NAVY.

397 Russell Street, Rt 9

Hadley 413-586-9991

Northampton

temporarily closed

=J

NAVY^^OFFICER.
i't-"

'

vfr'*'' '7'''~}: -' ;'.i'; ...t,~-.v- ;.-.•!!:/.-' ^r? ij^-'7.'tiizi^^:' ^."^g--?- S^'^' iyV^r.'SU.'aiKiaS^

LEADTHEADVENTURE.
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UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.

n 225 Main St. Northampton, Mass. 584-9913|

m

m

T Letter to the Professors

Dear Professors,

We are new to the Western Massachusetts

area, but we are not new to the travel business.

Our agency, based in Greece, has been in opera-

tion for six years. We are speciaHsts in coor-

dinating international professional conventions

and educational programs.

We welcome your ideas and suggestions, and

are prepared to design to your specifications any

study programs in Greece. We particularly

recommend the Island of Crete for this purpose.

Crete is not only breathtakingly beautiful, but

also rich with suitable sites for research in a wide

variety of fields.

In order to better serve the professors of the

five college area, we provide free delivery of

flight tickets and itinerary. Also by way of in-

troduction we are offering to you a luxurious

package to Greece.

price includes:

2 WEEKS IN ATHENS & CRETE
$1299

- rd trip airfare, Boston or NY to Athens & Crete

- 4 days deluxe accommodations at the Intercontinental

Hotel in Athens

- 10 days deluxe accommodations by the beach in Crete

in the Chandris Hotel

- professional assistance at all airports

m
m
1

1
m
m

m
m

Our office in Crete will arrange for you both a complimentary
|

I visit to KnossosPalace Museumand a private tour guide to show

ivou the naturalwonders & wildlife of Samaria Gorge National

I Park including the Kri-Kri, unique to the area. Also available

upon request our private 9 meter sail boat the Ipokampos.
1 ^ ^ 1

Friday. February 14, 1986 "ii^^—

—

——"^
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THE FAR SIDE BY GARY LARSON
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\
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Interested in computers?

The Collegian is looking for an assistant

systems manager.
Computer-proficient, interested in

journalism?
Sounds good? Come down«'talk to Matkins.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Eiited by Trade Michel Jaffe

1 LOOfl »0«

S Trading c*"!***

10 Btrlhslons for

OctotMr

14 To —
(•v*ryon*)

1

5

Conscious
16 «Morid 10 • poal

1

7

Bart>«cue r>««d

16 Op«n. <n a way
19 isM m a

pakndroma
20 Witn*rad

22 Criv ottoai

24 Ganmg on
in y«ars

26Riv«r
•mbankmant

27 IroquOMn
Indian*

29McGuN«y.
lor ona

32 Baisy or Oiana

35 Appoml*
37 Enamatworti

36 Junglrau a g
39 Oadous —

SophoOas
40 Ga s na-ghbor

41 Siraat adga
m Soho

43CIOMS m0>
• Mng

45 At a distarKa

46 Tria Night oi

tfta -
T MiHiams

46 BasabaN graat

SO Assart

52 Honor*

i6 Slala >:*.»

59 Agani ol a son
60 Mary — iiltla

lamO
61 Hava laiin

63RotMO<old
Roma

64 Grad
65 Flynn ot Iha

;k$

66 Brjnn ot ma
baNat

6/' cxcaads
68 Crusoa craalor

69 Piom ascon
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1 Like yaslar-

day i lasnions

} Oriva

3 Walar nymph
4 Manu oHarmgs
5 Ovarsanbmanlal

6 8risM
7 Pro —
6 1Marbla

9 Gardanars.

at lima*

lOGorga
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m a way

1

2
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13 Pa*saga to
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Oavid

21 Gool on a
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23 Christmas tima

25 Saa i Acfots

2SUsa hngar

pami*
30Onao>iha

Fiugaraids

31 Eract

32 Turkish liquaur

33 Dastgnar

Cassmi
34 Naaianad
36Bara*b

42 Cartam firs and
poplars

43 Holy

44 Homa ot ttta

SaalMiwks
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*sfc******WEATHER*********
TODAY: Chance of some freezing precipitation in the

interior early, otherwise, cloudy with a chance of rain

or drizzle, high 40 to 45 degrees.

TONIGHT: Cloudy with a chance of drizzle and patchy

fog, low in the 30s.

TOMORROW: Cloudy in the morning, becoming partly

sunny in the afternoon, high in the 40s.
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DIETING?
Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight

sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

diets! Call UHS
549-2671 ext. 181

Preregistration
deadline: Feb. ^.

A^VWVWVftftAA^VWVAiffiA^

rating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(N6XT TO SUPe«
STOP t SHOP)

256-6889
• OPBN

• A.M.-3 A.M.
8UN.-THURS.

. OPIH 24 HOURS

(Witmiitiii^

The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
is inviting political, social, cultural and

academic groups to submit requests for

Line Item Funding for Fiscal Year 1987.

For applications and further information

on the budget process, please contact

Alison Huettner, GSS Treasurer, 91U

Campus Center, 545-2896.

Deadline for requests is March 3.

1
I

i
!
1
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Profenional Consultation

& ^yle Haircut „m, $ 10.00

•ISM

Slylei by Deburmk

tS Univcrtity Drive,

«|ww March 14, l^m6

Beforeyoumate
long distancecommitment
matesureyou Icnow

whatyouYe getting inta

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had known

what being stuck in the same boat would mean, chances

are neither would have set foot aboard.

And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long

distance company that doesn't give you all the services

you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous thoughts.

But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
^

company, you know you're in for smooth sailing. You'll

get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate long

distance connections—even at the busiest hours. And

long distance operators to assist you with immediate

credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.

And you'll get discounts off our Day Rate on your

state-to-state calls. With savings of over 50% during

weekends until 5pm Sundays, or nights from 11pm to

Sam, Sunday through Friday And 40% discounts eve-

nings between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday through Friday

So when you're asked to choose a long distance

company sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long

Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded. Just call

1 800 222-0300 for more information or to

choose AT&T. Reach out and touch someonef

ATbT
The right choice.

Tuesday, February 18. 1986!
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UMass whipped by St. Joseph's
It would be best to just forget about this

one.

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team took its worst beating at

home since 1981 on Saturday night, los

ing 85-50 to powerful St Joseph's.

Leading only at 2-0, the Minutemen suf-

fered a controlled, methodical beating. St.

Joe's was near perfection, running its 10

point halftime lead of 32 22 to a 20 point

lead of 44 24 with 15:20 left in the game
thanks to a 12-2 run.

Senior swingman Maurice Martin, the

Hawks' All American candidate, led all

scorers with 23 points while sophomore

center Rodney Blake ruled the inside for

St Joe's with 21 points and eight

rebounds.

Lorenzo Sutton had 14 for the

Minutemen. but was the only player in

double figures for L'Mass. The
Minutemen were helpless under the

boards, being outrebounded, 46-28.

The Minutemen had their three game
winning streak snapped, but more impor-

tantly saw their chance to move up in the

Atlantic 10 standings.

A victory would've put UMass at 7-8,

lied with Duquesne for fifth place. In-

stead. UM fell to 6 9, tied with George

Washington for sixth The Minutemen fell

to 914 overall.

St. Joe's climbed to 14 2 in the A- 10 and

20 4 overall. They also took over first

place in the league and won 20 games for

the 14th time in their history, including

five of the last seven years.

- PETER ABRAHAM

ifroundup tntinued from page 16

167.05 166.90 on

Saturday at Springfield.

The Minutemen victory over MIT was

especially important because the UMass
team consisted soley of freshman and

sophomores.
"The freshmen and sophomore team did

outstanding," said UMass assistant coach

Ken Dougherty. "It really paves the way
for our future.'

An outstanding performance by Jay Ro-

nayne in the all around was the team's

main highlight in the MIT meet. Ronayne,

a sophomore, scored a 48.8. his high score

in all-around collegiate competition

In the Minutemen's narrow victory over

the Orangemen, Timmy Myers scored the

high all-around tally in the meet with a

48.75, his collegiate all-around high.

UMass is now 5 4. Their next opponent

is Temple in Philadelphia next Sunday.

The women were on the up side of a nar-

row meet for a change, defeating

Springfield College by less than two tenths

of a point.

The Minutewomen are now at 3-4 for the

season, and next face Southern Connecticut

State University next Saturday.

i^ basketball—
UMass coach Hon Gerlufsen, while

unhappy with the loss, did see some silver

linings.

"I think if we had shot the ball better m
the first half, the run we made in the se-

l»nd half may have caused Temple some

problems," said the coach. "We dug

ourselves too big a hole with the shots we

missed. They play a great matchup zone.

It's one of the best in the country. I think

we'll be ready for our next two, we proved

tonight we can play with a good team."

"This was a tough one. but hey, we're

young and they're a good team," said

Smith. "We're getting better despite what

our record says. If we stick with it, we're

going to be a good team. We just have to

stick with it."

Minuteman Mutterings: Smith, with a

game-high nine assists, is now within one

of tying the UMass career-record of 518 set

by the late Alex Eldridge. Smith will set

the record in 83 games, it took Eldridge 102

mtinued from page 16

games. Smith is averaging 7.2 assists-per

game, 7.4 in the league.

Faces in the Crowd: Boston Globe

reporter Bob Rvan, who is working on a

story for Friday's paper about the

Minuteman program.

Temple (58) Tim Perry 6-6 2-5 14, Howard
Evans 4-7 4 4 12, Nate Blackwel! 3-9 4 5 10. Ed

Coe 3-12 0-0 6, Ramon Rivas 3-5 0-0 6. Derrick

BranUey 2-3 1-2 5. Damn Pearsall 2 4 4.

Jerome Dowdell 12 1. Kevin Clifton 0-1

ToUls: 23 47 12-18 58.

UMass (47) Lorenzo Sutton 8 21 0-0, Duane
Chase 3 7 2-6 8, Carl Smith 3-6 0-0 6. FiUhugh
Tarry 2 10 12 5, Tom Emerson 2 3 4. Mike
Mundv 1-3 2 2 4. Mike Mundy 13 2-2 4.

Totals: 2154 5 10 47.

Temple (21-4/ 13-3) 34 24 58

UMass (9-16/ 6-10) 20 27 47

Fouled Out: None. Total Fouls: UMass 18,

Temple 14. Rebounds: UMass - 34 (Chase 12».

Temple - 27 (Perry, Blackwell 5). Assicts: UMass
16 (Smith 91, Ti-mple 15 (Evans 7).

Technicals: None Attendance: 3,371

Our Biggest And Best Sale Yet!

Graduaien Savings.

TUESDAY NIGHT $2. Cover

lOpm Show
See the Funniest
Show in Amherst

DRINK SPECIALS $1.00

Peppermint Schnapps,

Grisley Bottles

Rum Drinks

Rte. 9. Amherst 256-1059

corner of University Dr.

One wet^k only, save on the gold ringofyour ( lum < Forconiplric

details, see your Jostens representative at:

Date: Feb. 18. 19. 20, 21 Tue-Fri Tum. 10-3 pm [)itxB^itK,.j $15.00

^.UNIVERSITY
Pia,,. Outside Univ. Store MMSTORE "SS*

ClWn.losit-ns. Inc

JOSTENS
AMERICAS COLLEGE RING'"

LL.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8;45 3:45 Mon Thurs 8 45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES
DONT TOUCH THAT DIAL

Animal RigliU Coalition meeting tonight

5 ptn Campus Center Rm 81

1

AUDIO

JVC 50 watt Receiver, dual 1237 turn

table w/ omlO cartridge, L9 Advent
loudspeakers. New 7hO used 300 lioh

549-5552

For a limited time only ynu can have the

chance of a lifetime. If you act now you

have the opimrtunity to bt-come an R.A.

R.A.'s will only I* hired in the Spring for

the next full year this is your la.st chance

to liecome an R.A. for the 8B-87 academic

vear Malte an investment into your

future. TAKE THE CHALLENGE
Don't wait, become an R.A.

AUTO FOR SALE
E.NTERTAINMENT

80 Cam Z28 350 auto alarm Sony cassette

good cond seek to sell immed asking $4800

549-7816

1978 Ford Fiesta very good condition

$1000 or best offer 586-5531 evenings,

weekends

69 Mustang convertible. Great condition

must sell $500 or BO Lori 6-9877

1972 Olds Cutlaas good condition $300.00

call Peter 665 .956

1977 Toyota Wagon, dependable AM/FM,
excellent engine, $1000 or best offer

549-5854 __^
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44

through the US government' Get the facU

todavTCall 1 312-742 1142 ext 5931 A

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your

ta.sl.- Call Chns 2.''>6 6845

Want to have »«me fun? BUS TRIP to a

Bi-ston Nieht Club on Feb. 21. FACES is

large and ha.s 3 dance floors. For informa-

tion, call Rich: 546-5449

$iao'. Vector Research 10 band Eg. $150.

Numark 10 band Wq $75. call 665-3h89

Dorm FridgeX2 cu ft $125 or BO call

Ann .584-5975

MiitraTMaui sailboard $799 or BO call

Mike 2566978

Siirs Rossignol '^Siitiih^n^SOTG^zeplale

bindings K""d condition t)est offt-r

54».'i731

Airline Ticket on R^blic. Roundlrip to

California, Seattle, Arizona, New Orleans,

Florida and more. No .reslriclions on

reservations. First class. $290 549-4

H

'.t

Electric SUrrire-4 Guild GuiUr for sale

call Joann 586-9402

BOSE
6-7917

LOST

101 Speakers. .Must sell, call

Gold Moslem religious medallion great

sentimental vaiur » reward please call

Soli 549 3667

Ski Jacket at DelU Chi party 2/8. Navy

blue witii red strij* and ski pass on zipper.

If found call 546-4344

Lost male cat black and grey tiger Face

and double paws white. Reward. 549-6884

Brown woman's Seiko watch 2/3 found'

Pleiuse return sentimental value! Large

reward Tara 549-6861

Small blackpocketbook Fri 2/7 Brittany

or Brandywine please call Robin 665-497,^

reward

R.S.T. I'm sad it is not me, but I'm glad

fnm do have someone and that you are in

ove. I will love you always. I'h Huh SKIS FOR SALE

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING SERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses on
campus, dependable, low rates, experienc
ed. Nancy 584-7924

$100 REWARD

Looking to take over lease in

Townehouse/Branrfy wine for fall

semester. Call Michelle or Lis 546 7425

K2 710 FO 190 rm bindings are Salomen
727 both skis and liindings are in good
shape. 125.00 or BO call Kevin 256-1596

Spring break m

MOVER

TURN THE TABLES Professional DJ 5

yr experience call 24 hrs i>86-%91

So you want to dance or what? Loud

high quality mobile system 256-6689,

549-7128

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment Disc

Jockeys, Light Shows, Large Screen

Video Shows, call 549-7144 24 hrs

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Entrv Level Marketing Position in local

multi-million dollar firm hourly wages

sUrting from 4 to 5 dollars, plus paid sales

commissions Malt; 584-3596

Musicians for coffee houses needed. Any

type of musical instrument would be

great. Karen 2.53 7507

Lookin
dance. I

'Round Town Movers fast, reliable,

cheap. Call Michael anytime 323-6780

RIDERS WANTED

Break to

I
665-8766

PERSONALS

r for a band for a semi-formal

"unding available. Karen 2,53-7.507

BOLTWOOD

Boltwood Project Information Sessions:

Wednesday. February 5 rm 917; Monday

February 10 rm 804; Wednesday
February 12 rm 917; Tuesday, February

18 rm 917. Campus Center 7:00 pm come

see what we're all abouti

"CASH"

Paying cash for your baseball cards

Please call Mike .546 6105

Office Space available. Especially ap-

propriate for Dissertation Writers in

Belchertown. .^23-7636

One bedroom at Cliffside 390 included

665 7907 or 665-3414 ^__
Townhouse one bedroom apt to rent call

6652053

FOR SALE

OHM C2 Sp«akcn 195 pair great cond.

must sell need money 256-6689

Stereo Components; Technics SLB202
Turntoble $60. SAE Amplirier 2(K) watts

Need an extra $S.00 for Friday night?

Righthanded males need for experiment

on reading Call .549-5145 and leave

message

Fine ArU Center Concert Hall seeks stu-

dent carpenters for hall maintenance. Ap-

ply to Fritz Karnngton. RM 146 FAC
545-0480

INSTRUCTION

Know vour car. Basic Auicniohilc

Workshop 28 hours including rla.ssrtK)m

and <h"P Limited enrollment. 2.5;i-2098

To the Tony that fixed my tire in Lot 49.

Call me Janet 546-6464

Hey Aud whos zooming who I guess you
got even love Yor

YounreYl Rude Girl Kathy Life isTlOt
THAT BAD Why don't you join the

Outing Club and learn whili-water canoe
ing7!7 In the mean time we all love you

Dan Man, My piece is over a million im
agine the cash! It's time for a Blue Hawaii
Trouble

Chris - For our 4th Valentine's Day
together. Still lovin' every minute of it! Be
Mine Forever I love you!! - Your Man

Happy Birthday Marky, You're the nicest

HTUM I kn(jw Love ya. Chubby

Sweatshirts for Sale! 'UMasrpolocTuF
now $13 - white and blue call 546-5135

. Two riders needed for Spring

drive to Ft Lauderdale area. Cal

cheaper than bus

Tuesdays and Thursdays from Amherst

to Boston and back 549 7587 Claudia

ROOMMATE WANTED

One bedroom in two bedroom
townhouse in Sunderland nn bus route

•225 plus brand new 665 7907 or 665-3414

SERVICES

Fast, accurate Call anytime.

S?7̂652
Lynnc Hans Esq. P.C. Immigration Law
evening appointments rail Springfield Of

fice 78 1 6.3 70 or 665-85 1

3

tailor for sll kinds of alterations. Fast

service, reasonalile prices at SHAANN's
Oampshire Mall 584-9362

FORT LAUDERDALE fn.m $309 in

eluding Round trin let ami 7 nights at Holi-

day Inn Hotel (which is one mile from
beach) All Taxes ami Tips Included

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $79()0 in

eluding niund trip bus and hotel Also

available DAYTON A BEACH Packages.
Town Tours A Travel. 482 Main St.,

Maiden. Ma. 02148 (617) 321-3993

TRAVEL

Spring Break Boston-Ft Lauderdale
round trip tickets lowest price around
$225 call eve Urry/SUve 546-7923

SPRING BREAK Ski Killington.'Xuv
Tours, $16,'?/ 10% Ux .5-night mountain
base cundo, 5-day ski passes and more.
Call Beth 549-0491, Kenny 549-1749

WANTED

Singer wanted for rock-n-roil baad to

play .Southwest Week Call Peteat6-&093
or Jim at 6 y73<.(

French 'Tutor needed Earn extra cash. I

or 2 hrs/week call 256 1412 evenings to

make arrangements

Now casting for outdoor theatre dance
performance; 6 dancers, juggler, roller

skater, skateboarders, puppeteers. Also

technical production and stage crew call

Ana 624 2500. 545 2803 (message)
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SPORTS
Minutemen fall short, 58-47

Late run unable to sink Temple

CollrKian phoKi by Michelle Segall

Freshman forward Duane Chase goes up strong in last night's
game against Temple at the Cage. The Minutemen lost to the Owls,
58-47.

Minutewomen fall

to Owls, 74-66;

host URI tonight
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

More often than not, a coach is pretty upset when his

or her team loses its fourth straight game and ninth
straight conference game.

But University ofMassachusetts women's basketball

coach Barbara Stevens was pleased with her team's per-

fprmance, as the Minutewomen dropped a 74-66 Allan-

tic 10 decision to Temple University on Friday night at

the Cage.

"I think we played pretty well," Stevens said. "Overall,

it was a good game, but they just went inside on us and
got too many' rebounds on us in the second half."

UMass will host the University ofRhode Island tonight
at 7:30 at the Cage. The Minutewomen were 71-69 win-
ners over the Rams when the two teams last met in

Kingston. The Rams come into tonight's game 10-12
overall and 210 in the conference.

Senior forward Barbara Hebel poured in a season high
28 points for the Minutewomen (9-13 overall, 2-9 in the
A-10), most coming from long range. Freshman forward
Beth Wilbor added 10 points off the bench. Temple (15-8

overall and 7-6 in the A-10) was paced by Mimi CanoU's
game high 29 points and Theresa Govens with 19 points.

'lias tale of this game could be found in the rebounding
statistics. Temple took advantage of the smaller UMass
frontline and outrebounded the Minutewomen 49-38,
with 20 of those caroms coming on the offensive boards.

UMass finished the game with 10 offensive boards.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Despite falling into a deep first half hole,

the University of Massachusetts made
Temple University earn a tough victory

last night, 58-47 before 3,371 at the Curry
Hicks cage.

UMass trailed 10-0 in its last regular
seaison home game of the season,, unable
to score until 13:59 remained in the first

half The Owls led by as many as 19 in tiit

opening period, but the Minutemen, with
a gutsy second half comeback, drew to as

close as six before bowing in the game's
final minute.

The Minutemen have now XosX two
straight and stand at 9-16 overall, 6-10 in

the Atlantic 10 Conference. Thanks to

George Washington beating Rutgers, UM
IS now in seventh place in the league, a
game out of sixth. Two moi"e regular season

home games are left before the A-10
tourney, this Thursday at West Virginia

and Saturday at Duquesne.
"No game is easy for Temple, every team

is ready for us," said Owl coach John
Chaney, who saw his team go to 21-4

overall and 13-3 in the league. "UMass pro-

Mii to be very tnu^^h in the second half.

They showed they were mentally tough.

They're young, they'll improve."

The loss however, u a.s tough to take for

UMass
"We killed ourselves with the way we

played early," said sophomore guard
Lorenzo Sutton. "We let them get way up
on us and emotionally we didn't have it in

us to complete our comeback. I think if we
were coming back from ten or 12 instead

of 17. we could've made some trouble."

Sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton led

UMass with 16 points, the Minuteman's
only player in double figures. Freshman
forward Duane Chase had eight points and
a game-high 12 rebounds. For Temple, Tim
Perry had 14 on six-of-six shooting from the

floor. He also had a team-high five re-

bounds. Guards Howie Evans and Nate
Blackwell contributed 12 and 10 respec-

tively for the Owls.

Temple, forcing the ball inside, went up
10-0 before Sutton put UMass on the board
with a 19-footer from the left baseline with
13:59 left. Playing without their leading re-

UMass weekend roundup

bounder, freshman forward David Brown
(who missed his first start of the season

with strained stomach muscles), the

Minutemen struggled on offense in the

game's early going, unable to hits its se-

cond field goal until Tom Emerson came off

the bench to hit a IS-footer from the right

corner with 11 minutes left.

The Temple lead grew to one of 19, 33-14,

«m Darrin Pearsall's offensive rebound and
layup with 2:19 to go in the half. The period

ended with the Owls holding a 34-20

advantage.

UMass shot a putrid eight-of-29 from the

floor in the period and an equally miserable

four-of eight from the line. Fitzhugh Tarry,

who drew his first start in place of Brown,
was the worst culprit at Ofor-7, but was
hammered .several times in going up for

layups, but wasn't allowed to [go to the line.

The officials let the boys play for much of

ther game, allowing rough play under the

boards to go unnoticed.

Tarry, a 6-8 redshirt freshman from Buf-

falo, did play a strong game overall, scor-

ing five points and grabbing eight re-

bounds. He played all 40 minutes and did

a nice job defensively

The second half sasv the Owl lead fluc-

tuate betuci II ten and 15 until Smith hit

a double-pump prayer in the the pamt that

made it 4.^-37 with 9:14 to go.

The Minutemen pared the lead down to

six twice, the first time at 47 4 1 on Sutton's

top of the key jumper and again at 53-47

on a Smith drive with 2:04 left.

The Owls then missed. Tarry snared the

rebound and UMass had a chance to cut it

to four. With 1:09 left, a Smith pass went
out-of-bounds off Tarry's foot in a mix-up
with Sutton. Temple came back with Evans
being fouled by Sutton with 43 seconds left.

The sophomore sanks both his shots to

make it 55-47. The Minutemen came down
and turned it over again, this time with 39
seconds left as Smith unsuccessfully tried

to force it to Sutton on the right baseline.

Sutton was forced to foul, gi'abbing Perry,

who sank both and Temple was back in

control, 57-47.

"Those werre tough plays, but they're

plays that I think we'll make in the

future," said Smith. "We're a good team,
but we were in too big a hole to get out of."

continued on page 15

Swimmers 6th; gymnasts win pair
Bv JOE ROBERTS
AND STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

How important was this

past weekend's Atlantic 10

championship meet to the
University of
Massachusetts men's swim
team?
Not very apparently as

they left the Penn State pool

before the final team scores

were tabulated.

"I think we came in sixth

about three points away
from Rutgers," UM coach
Russ Yarworth said. The
host Nittany Lions won the
competition with West
Virginia taking second
place.

Niether the team nor the
coach are disappointed or

worried about the times
they swam at the meet. "We
didn't swim well. It was
about what I expected. Mud-
dy (Mark Waters) was sick,

Pat (Mullen) didn't dive at

all because he has a pulled

stomach muscle and John
Turner only swam in one
event," said the coach.

Not only did the team
leave early but, they had
iiHchanical problems with
one of their vans and had to

put a 21 kids in one truck
for the trip home. "It was a
miserable ride back, that
one van is still in Penn-
sylvania," Yarworth said.

The Minutemen's best
finish was a first place in

the 500 freestyle by senior
co-captain Drew Donovan
with a time of 4:36.96.

Donovan also placed third

in the 200 and 100 freestyle

events. According to
Donovan, he wasn't all that
impressed with his places or
times.

The whole team wasn't
held back as some swim-
mers had good times.

"A few clicked but not all

of them, I didn't expect
them all to," Yarworth
explained.

Other swimmers that did
well were Mike Hoover,
Paul Hartnett, and Eric
Bebchick. "Hoover did his

best 100 breaststroke and
Bebchick and Hartnett had
their best career times
because they were prepared
for the meet, " Yarworth
said.

As a whole the team
wasn't at it's best. "We
weren't prepared to swim
veil," Yarworth said.

"Their muscles were sore,

The whole week before they
did tough anerobic work.
Now they're going to rest,"

Yarworth said.

"If we had rested and
tapered like some others

teams did (George
Washington, Temple and
Rutgers for instance) then
we would have done better.

We wouldn't have beaten
Penn State or West
V^irginia. Resting for the
Atlantic 10 meet would
have kept us from peaking
at New Englands, which is

the meet I've been stressing

all year," Yarworth said.

Even though the meet
wasn't that important it

was necessary. "The swim-
mers get to see what cham-
pionship meets are like.

They see what trails and
finals are like, it's the ex-

perience that's most impor-
tant," the coach said.

Yarworth also noted that

the team might have been
affected by the other swim-

'

mers" times. "The younger
swimmers were a little in-

timidated by the competi-
tion that was already shav-

ed down."
The Minutemen will

finish their season at the
New England champion-
ships (Feb. 28-March 2) at

Springfield College.

In other weekend action,

the men's and women's
gymnastics teams came
away from this weekend's
competition with their most
success all season.

The Minutemen defeated
the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology here,
233.60-196.75 before travel-

ing to Syracuse and
defeating the Orangemen,
239.65-239.35. The
Minutewomen defeated
Springfield College,

ontinued on page 15

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:
Today:

Women's Basketball: Rhode Island, Curry Hicks I

Cage, 7:30 p.m. (free with ID card).

Fall Dean's List pages 14-18
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Senate is

finally back
to business
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

Because tonight's Undergraduate Stu

dent Senate meeting's agenda is the

shortest of the school year, the senate

speaker attributes the recent efficiency to

the assembly getting "back to business."

"The senate has finally c»jme around to

dealing with issues and not personalities,"

Speaker John Ruddock said. "It's about

time the senators put personal differences

a>ide and staiitd working for the

student.^
"

Ruddock said that even with tonight's

shorter agenda, he hopes that the efficien-

cy mcreases so motions don't get backed up.

He added that senators have indef>endent-

ly realized last semester's problems and
taken it to heart.

"1 thmk if It's ;,efficiencys recognized as

being a tvuming point by everyone, then the

.student senate can take this opportunity

to change its direction." he said.

One major change in senate meetings.

Ruddock said, is that there is less of the ex-

cessive debate which continually plagued

last semester's meetings. As a result, he

said, the senate is able "to get down to

business."

CoilrKiiin phoin l>v Mirhrllr StkbII

MUNCH OUT-Seamus McGovern. a UMass senior, brandishes a

sandwich clandestinely created in his brainchild, the Underground
Express. Story, page 7.

Senator Bill Collins, who has been Rud-

dock's main antagonist in the senate and

who had also been the floor nemesis of

previous Speaker Chris Sullivan said it

is the rules change procedure that is mak
ing the difference.

The procedure change, originally spon

sored by Collins, was passed by the senate

Nov. 13. It calls for all business from prior

meetings to come up in subsequent

meetings first before anything else is

considered-

Collins, citing the procedure change's

system of disposing all the older business

first, said, "I wduld not attribute the

quicker meetings to the speaker.'"

Eric Ericson, another senator, said he

thinks it is more tfficient now because less

controversial issues have been considered.

"I personally don't see a difference," Eric-

son said. "1 think it depends on the issues

week-to-week."

Century-old stalwart
The Old Chapel has seen it all

By DAVE BOARDMAN
Collegian Staff

The Old Chapel has served for 100 years as a landmark ofthe University of Massachusetts,

sharing in the transformation of the University from a small agricultural college to the

campus' current status.
.

The building now houses the Minuteman Marching Band and the performing arts divi-

sion of the music department, but it was originally constructed for use as a library and

place of worship for the Massachusetts Agricultural College.

Providing a variety of uses for the University throughout its history, the chapel has stood

by as the campus grew and the students changed. The clock in the chapel has counted the

hours in a century, and the chimes, long since silenced, hang motionless in the tower's

opening. . .^
Although the hands of the Old Chapel clock now stand still, this will not forever be the

case, according to John Ghidinelli, Physical Plant assistant foreman.

"Everything is there," Ghidinelli

said. "As we've worked on it, we've

tried to eliminate problems."

Housed in an enclosed room in the

tower, the brass clock has been plagued

with problems in recent years. Pigeons

are one of the culprits, Ghidinelli said.

Pigeon droppings covered the clock's

movement and gears when a hatch to

the tower opening blew off during hur

ricane Gloria last year, said Dave

Rogers, Physical Plant electrician.

Rogers said he has been working on

the clock for the past four months.

There are two basic problems, he said,

referring to the pigeons and the clock's

bearings, which hold the gears in

place.

The structure's romanesque-gothic

ilesi^'n was created by Worcester ar-

chitect Stephen C. Earle, and the

chapel was built in 1886 from Pelham
granite and Longmeadow sandstone at

a cost of $31,000.

Weekly religious services were mov-

ed from tiie building in 1915 to allow

space for a larger librar\ , lecture areas,
iimtinued on page 5

Two boards
and two
verdicts
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

A hearing board recently found a .student

guilty for participating in an illegal

demonstration in the Whitmore Ad
ministration Building in December, after

anther board found four cAher students in-

nocent on the same charges.

The five students were among 18 ar-

risttd Dec 5 for refusing to leave the

second-floor lobby of Whitmore The
students were holding a sitin in the lobby

\i. luotfst the s»i/uri- of the Student Ac-

tivitifs Trust Fund by Vice-Chancellor for

Student Affairs Dennis Madson and the

director of the Student Activities Office,

Randy Donant.

Those arrested were charged with

holding a ma.ss disturbance and failing to

oIh-v an ordiT to disperse

According to Marc Kenen. an advocate in

the Ix'gal Services Office, three of the four

found innocent are Alex Zucker. Bill Col-

lins and Christine Alibrandi. The fourth

person declined to allow her name to be

disclosed. Kenen said.

"/^ is clear that the ad-

ministration is desperate to get

guilty verdicts,"

Marc Kenan, an advocate in the

Legal Services Office.

Students are entitled to a hearing before

an impartial three member board, with one

of the members being a student.

After the four were found innocent by one

hearing board, another board with dif-

ferent members found senior Timothy

Kress guilty of the same violations, Kenen

said.

Under the University code of student con

duct, Kress will be placed under probation

for a year. According to the code, probation

IS a period "in which actions of the student

are subject to particular .scrutiny."

"It is clear that the administration is

desperate to get guilty verdicts," Kenen
said. "After four not guilty rulings, they

changed the board."

'I feel the second board was picked by the

administration because of their lack of

sympathy toward the students. Apparent-

ly they were ready to convict him before

walked into the room."

Kenen also said Kress' hearing, which

was held in Madson's boardroom in Whit-

more - instead of in the Student Union

Building - came close to jeopardizing his

right to a fair trial.

Charmaine Wijeyesinghe, assistant to

Madson, said the administration does not

have a vendetta against the protestors. She

said the second board was established

before the first four hearings were held,

because the time required would have been

a burden for board members.

"The change of space from the Student

Union to Vice-Chancellor Madson's board

room had to do with the space available.

Most of the witnesses were Whitmore per-

sonnel. It is more convenient," she said.

She also said that Madson has the

authority to overturn the results of the

hearinj^s,

Kress was contacted by the Collegian, but

declined comment pending appeal

proceedings.

The judiciary system is geared against

the students, Kenen said. He said it was

ridiculous for the administration to pick

the student representatives and for the

-students not to be allowed to use counsel

I speak on their behalf.
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Reagan opens drive

for more aid to Contras
WASHINGTON' AP

my'.ng Ni^tf«guan rebels atnnat ^fiA ^m
Stn^TTimg fpa*mwB^nt with "Bai^AMb
and raoHimto aiKa. " ofiencd • ffiqpaifa

^^M^il^ &»- SlOO railltqn m m^ to th»

In a ncMisff with wp R^ublwan «»-

ipei^mal tMd^^ R^gm behoM Um
W7 Bull«» la lumtaartanan'" aid approv

ed ftr tl» rebela, kwwre m Comra*, and

wged an i«d to r^trk;tii^ mi aulttary

AMb^^ Um Presided Mki chat the

huauuutartan aMistai^e has heiped

**isauitammg xht ^'tmurt ot regiitanry
"

lo the Saoi^2UJtas. he added that "sifsr* ef-

jfortive'* aM is utctiaary.

-T<m «s*i fi^t attack bel»c«^«»

j#iff^ ^ Ciibans wtth BasdAi^ and

^eaqpae ^ts^" Re^ae aa^ m a aai^riem

md to the Iawmak»ii

C«i«r^i ui 19S4 l»na^ sulitary a^ or

,^Ba<ai^k» for the CwtfTM aad reqgired

^m. the aoDer ^yprored be iMed exduave>

ly for Skeibeal wpp^ies. ^itte^ and

trs^fMt tn^uk FroeatheMidaf I961an-

tu ti* i^ruif of 1»4. the United States

l^imded ^ont :ii«nn eovert aid

Re^an repMiU:^.. ..as^s«rt4»lthatthe

s^iviipt^a UsKlgAip IS fonnestaag re^u-
twn aiui a«m»uniam in Central America.

backed by Cuba, the Soviet Union, Libya

and North Korea.

ManuT < 'dero. muui^r-counjelor of

the Nicaraguan Eml^s^* m WaahiAgton.

' 7— ^ ^-"-mtoammMfmm^^
u^ la ^ ?tap in the fiKe" t»

ei^ Lann A- lOW t^ haw
orfed the Uniiec ^xaiss to oadt peace talka

in the r^^sL
Ommg hi» reiBM«s <mb Njoragua, R^an

was flanked bf Senarte Mjvant> L^der

B(4} IWe. R-Kan^. and Boom Minont>

L^dCT Ri^Jert H M.ci^L R lU

Aft^ the i^BSMS. whMk mrmvtd totse

20 sE^mben rf C^ag-csa. Sen- R^iard

Lofar. R-I»i. chairman rf the Fc^eifn

RelarUMOs Cotnautiee. said that Reacaa

bad calkd for fTO milium m lopjsiad ttid

other noB-l^hal aid.

i think It's a good program." Lugart^
reportiwa-

-ITe h«** to dmde w^aIm- we are p>-

mg to have a SoTi« base« thi* owtiaHrt

m not," he uud Esentially we are going

tA have one if the C^mtmM are nex, mc-

eeasfol''

Lupv. iMiting that the current ftmdi^

§at bomasitanan aaiafcar>f» to the Cooirvt

expires March 31. said he thought

Reagan's forinai aid r^ntA iv the rebels

in Nicaragua wwild be made in the near

futuj^.

Mktel told reporters Reagan ^ked that

the $70 millwi m military aid be «l-

nunmered at his diatretjon," or s«3^y
•Them's some thii^i th« franklym^t

w be d*-"* f'*"^' cfi-n*. ht all that open ai^

be eff-
'

: .d m <^ense of

hamlliftg ibK miiiiaiy aid m a covert

Life sentence for sailor
NE\\'PORT Rl (*B - A olacic sailor

yesterday was sent^M^ed to Ufe m prison

iorfatalh ..it m
the b^:k = - ^^
Petty Cr' ; T. Gar-

raway Jr

an eight

(teijWfrat'r

The -ame p^

ofSu;tian<f
"

murder :.-

Sterner »

knife

Garraws
JeanR Kendeii. president rf the

the = -• -:e. which inclu*:---

dishor. discharge and the forfeitu.

of pav

mader
the c

r^-H •^•'*: the decision they

•y disappointed with

on the
^r,^-, -» -" Gar

. )i Si t fto f1

-nailed'

:::tal p-
vecution '*aj

^ed a pnvaie

REFUGE FROM THE RAIN-Refugees forced to evacuate their

nooded homes in Napa, California, sleep on the floor of the Napa

High School Gymnasium yesterday. Reports indicate another round

of severe Pacific storms later this week.

Af>

The hulk of a car shattered by a bomb b inspected last night out-

side the US embassy by an American embassy diplomat.

Bomb explodes at US
Embassy in Portugal
USBON, Portugal AP A bomb plac-

ed in the car (A a US Embassy employee

exploded yesterday m the embajwy com
pmind. sejtkding flaxxMS and shattered

metal slaving through %he air but caus-

.-.£ no :n.un^. guards reported.

State I^pariment officials m
Wasfaagt-' <- ^i<! thi* hr^mh w^ daawered
durinf J ;• a security

^ n '.ne trunk of a

Cd. » Portuguese

employe-

tV. .At *\i^ moved to

A' - '•^.pc'und where

••Ther-

wK 5e ident

He

-u*pected lae Popu
FP2-

The er - :

of any
'^idwie

.on he

: .\pni 25
.

- - ^-d
. n.

identify the

»nth the em-

.\ US d.p _ on condition

i>f anonymity, said tne ma:^ whose car was
bombed waa a friend of his and he was
-afely away when the device went off It

.not known if the driver had left the

.....cle for the -^- i'ity check, or was
warned to get r the devi<^ was

found-

The diplomat said the bomb probably

had been placed m the car while it was
parked somew here \n Lisbon outside the

embassy, and was set to expiode m the

street

ITie embassy bunding itself, a brick and
coi^rete structure fcwTnally dedicated last

year, was more than 100 yards away and
wa.- apparently untouched by the blast.

The US Emabssy. which is headed by
former US Information .Agency director

Frank Sh - ire. is on the r ' r.

outskirts ^ n. Under con=: .. n

for over four years, it replaced a

downtown apartment building that was
considered security risk

The new stnwture was reported to have
' with ?.uch strict security stan-

...i. ..- :>.ut window panes were thick

etioufh to pnpvent potential spies with

:e.escopes m a nearby hotels from taking

lon^-iens photographs oi documents on
embassy diplomats' desks

It was the third time in two years that

the new embassy had been the target of

an attack. In the first of the other two at-

tempts, a bazooka shot was fired at the

embassy walls In the second, a passing

car sprayed thf walls of the heavily

guarded compound with bullets.

The other two attempts were claimed by

FP-25. whose alleged members have been
^tandmg trial tor the pa<t i\\ o months m
Lisbon.

Congress asked to cut aid
W.\SHINGTO-\ AP Congress was ask

ed yesterday to immediately halt all L'S aid

to the Philippines as a way to "withdraw
US taxpayer support of the corrupt,

authoritarian regime" of President Ferdi-

nand Marcos.

But the NMiite House said it was "far

premature" to cut off aid to one of

.Americas closest allies m the Pacific,

despite the controversy over the Feb. 7

election.

White House chief of staff Donald T
Regan indicated the administration will

not take any steps in the Philippines until

It hears from presidential envoy Philip

Habib, who is in Manila.

Budget office wants $37b cut
WASHINGTON '.A.P' Congress was told

yesterday it mu.st cut $37 billion from ex-

isting programs to meet fiscal 1987 deficit

targets, but lawmakers said the Congres

sional Budget Office estimate was too op

timistic and could hurt the push for reduc-

ing red?ducing budget deficits has improv-

ed dramatically since last summer." CBO
director Rudolph G Penner told the Senate

Budget Committee.

Congress" new deficit-reduction law.

although facing a court challenge, was

helping its own goal by promoting lower in-

terest rates and strength in the economy,

he said.

IVnners estimate of a $7 billion gap bet-

ween projected spending and the S144

billion deficit target in the new law was

about $1 billion less than the Reagan ad

ministration I'stiniattnl

The CBO asumed ;Vti jHMvent gin^wth in

the Gross National IVoducl. not as op

timistic as the Ri-agan .idministration

Moderate uillation .iiui declining long-term

interest rates \v»Te .ilso pifiiuted in the

CBO report

Unlike the president, however, CBO
assumed that military sptMiding will rise

only to cover inflation.

CORRECTION
A photo caption was misprinted in yesterday's edition. It should

have read. "Jailed South African Nelson Mandela's former lawyer.

Joel CarUon, addresses listeners' questions Friday night at South

CoUege."

Cocaine talk at Hampshire
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The number of people using cocaine has risen in the past

lo \ ears while the use of other drugs has decreased, large

In because of cocaine's mystique, an authority on the drug

said last night at Hampshire College.

"Cocaine ha.s become the Cadillac of drugs. " Jeffrey F.

Shore said before a gathering of 10 people at Patterson

Hall. ..^ ^
"People have come to associate cocaine with success. Co-

came exudes success." Shore said. "Trying to succeed in

the business world is to be on top, on the edge, and full

of energy. For that, cocaine ia the ideal drug."

"When you think of angel dust, you think of w:um. Not

many people use angel dust anymore because of the

public's attitude toward it," Shore said.

Shore earned his bachelor's degree from Hampshire in

1985 after doing field work for five years. Currently. Shore

is the director of community relations and coordinator of

the Aftercare Drug Abuse Treatment Services for the

Regent Hospital in New York City.

Annual job
fair to open
today
By LUCINDA COUTO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Career

Center is sponsoring its third annual Sum
mer and Semester Cooperative Education

Job Fair for students from 10:30 a.m. to 4

p.m. today at the center, located in

Fraternity Sorority Park.

"The purpose of the fair is to offer a wide

variety of majors access to the resources of

our program and an opportunity to meet

with employers in a convenient format,"

said Joan Stoia, director of the center.

Twenty companies will participate in the

fair, including IBM. General Electric

Plastics, Natick Laboratories, the Boston

Stock Exchange, Army Corps of Engineers,

and People's Express.

The fair will offer both individual com-

pany presentations and information tables

at the center to inform students in all ma-

l&rs of employment opportunities.

Students are required to have a grade

point average of at least 2.0 and have com-

pleted an application at the center to par-

ticipate in the fair.

"The program is for students who want

to use a summer or semester to work at a

job which will prepare them for their

chosen career field. It is not work in ex-

change for credits, but for pay," Stoia said.

The range is slightly below entry level; for

instance, if a position pays $18,000 for en-

try, a co-op job would pay about $15,000,

she said.

The office was founded in 1982 as a

spinoff of the Internship Office. It has been

dealing with virtually the .same companies

since 1983, with the exception of two thai

have recently joined the program: the

Westford Regency Hotel and Eastern Dairy

Deli. The Boston Globe has been a regular

employer of co-op students from UMass,

Northeastern University and other schools.

The Co-op Office has three staff members

who recruit employers. They search out

employers both in and out of state who are

willing to consider hiring students.

Many people believe that cocaine i> a '
; .'ess, non-

«Jdictive drug, but heavy u.se of the drug cause> euphoria,

followed by severe depression, he said

"When in a depressed st.tte, it feels as though the only

way out of it is more cocaine

•Eventually the need to end the depression becomes

stronger than the basic needs of survival. Eighty percent

lof users) surveyed said they prefer coke over food, con-

versation, and sex"

Shore said laboratory monkeys, which were supplied

with unlimited amounts of the drug, used it continuous

ly until they died. "Cocaine is the only way to get a

monkey to commit suicide," he said

The government estimates cocaine has been used by 25

million people in this country, with 10,000 p«)ple addicted

In 1983. Sh«* was one ol the founders of800 COCAINE,

a toll-free. 24 hour a day information service for cocaine

users. Shore said they expected to receive 10.000 calls a

year, but after anouncing the start of the program on na

tional television, 1000 called up the first day. The service

receives 1.400 calls each day.

C'ollpKian photo by Paul I)piiin»raiii

SLUDGE WORKERS - Two men shovel the remains of the hohday

snowfall yesterday at Amherst College. More relatively warm, slushy

weather is expected for the remainder of the week. Complete

weather see page 21.

Jeffery Shore at Hampshire College

Adams to

lecture on
nuclear age
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

The former editor of the Bulletin of the

Atomic Scwntisl.s will give a knture at 8

p m tonight in the Converse Hall

Assembly Room at Amherst College

Kulh Salzman Adams will lecture on the

topic. "Affirming Humanity in the Nuclear

Age," as part of a continuing series of lec-

tures this spring on "New Approaches to

Peace and World Security" sponsored by

the Five College Program in Peace and

World Security Studies.

Since 1974. she has been a member of the

Council on Foreign Relations in New York

City.

Adams is now a private consultant in

Washington. DC. and director of the In

ternational Security Program at the John

n and Catherine T. MacArthur Founda

tinn in Chicago.

.She is also an editor of the journal Con-

temporary China.

Adams has co-edited several books, in-

cluding The Final Epidemic: Scientists and

Physicians on Nuclear War, Human Migra-

tion: Policies and Implications, and Debate

the ABM.

From 1955 to 1968, and from 1978 to

1984, Adams was the editor of the Bulletin

of the Atomic Scientists, a nuclear weapons

and arms control journal founded in 1945.

.\ well-known feature of the Chicago ba.sed

publication is its "doomsday clock" emblem

depicting the level of world tension and

likelihood of a nuclear war. In 1945, the

clock was set at 12 minutes to midnight;

since then the time has changed repeated-

ly. It now stands at three minutes to mid-

night, where it was moved in 1984 after

arms talks between the US and USSR were

broken off.

Adams also served as editorial secretary

from 1953 to 1955 of Kconometrica, a

publication of the University of Chicago.

Nurses scarce for the growing number of aged
By A.V. THOMPSON
Collegian Correspondent

Because the elderly population in society is growing

more rapidly than any other age group, there are not

enough nurses specializing in caring for the aged, accor-

ding to a University of Massachusetts nursing professor.

"There has been a huge change in the age of the popula-

tion Numbers are increasing the most for people between

80 and 85, so there is a need to attract more graduate

nurses to study gerontology," said Elian Cole, a professor

in the gerontology program of the UMass division of

nursing.

"Gerontology, said Cole, "is understanding the dif-

ferenceTn phfsiology and psychology of the elderly with

information not generally available before.

UMass introduced a master's program in gerontology

two years ago. Since then, four nui-ses have earned degrees

and another 15 are now taking the course.

"It's a fairly new program, and it will never be really

huge, probably no more than 20 to 25 students," Cole said.

But she predicted this inc; ease will enhance the program's

position and guard against its removal.

"Gerontology isn't a first choice for nurses.

They prefer the more glamorous aspects of

nursing and it's hard to find nurses to work

with the difficult problems,"
Elian Cole

professor of gerontology

Cnie sam that the rare ji senior citizen.s today is inade-

quate. "Often the whole person i^ ...ii r .llv taken into

act uni by unde finding their needs. Yet most nurses

have not been properly prepared to do this.

•Nurses have to learn to do a lot of counseling and have

to know about the elderly experience, their loss of peers,

siblings, and spouses," she said.

Referring to the special needs of the aged, she said, "For

example, skin care is critical for the elderly as well as pro-

blems like incontinence (problems with bladder and bowel

control). Drugs don't clear out of their systems as quick-

ly as with the young, which could lead to overdose.

"When the elderly are confused, this is often labeled as

senility. Yet this can be due to their medication or a

number of other reasons," she said.

Cole said the main emphasis is on preventive medicine.

"Gerontology isn't a first choice for nurses. They prefer

the more glamorous aspects of nursing and it's hard to

find nurses to work with the difficult problems."

Debra Abel, a graduate nurse on the program, said,

'The program's big aim is to keep the elderly in society

and in the community by keeping them functioning in

their homes."
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Sorority Rush '86

Rush Orientation

Wed. Feb. 19, 7:00

Campus Center Rm 101

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Feb 20 House Tours

Feb 23 6:30-7:15; 7;30-8:15

Feb 24 6:30-7:30; 7:45-8:45

Feb 26 6:30-7:15; 7;30-8:15

Delta Zeta

Feb 21 7:30-8:30

Feb 24 7:30-8:30

Feb 25 7:30-8:30

Sigma Kappa Alpha Chi Omega
F^b 20 House Tours Feb 21 6:30-7:15

l^eb 21 4;30-5:00; 5:30-6; 6-6:30; 6:30-7 Feb 23 11:30-12:30 am
' Feb 23 5:00-5:45; 6-6:45; 7-7:45 Feb 24 6:30-7:15; 7:30-8:15

Feb 25 6-7; 7-8; 8-9 Feb 25 6:30-7:15; 7:30-8:15

Iota Gamma Upsilon

Feb 21 6-6:45

Feb 24 5:15-6:00; 6:15-7

Feb 25 8-8:45; 9-9:45

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Feb 21 5:00 Beach Party

Feb 23 6:00 Dinner Party

Feb 24 8:30 "The Party"

Chi Omega sigma Delta Tau
Feb 21 5-6 Dinner; 7-10 Cinema Night Feb 23 5-6
Feb 24 5:30-6:15; 6:30-7:15; 7:45-8:30 Feb 25 7-8
Feb 25 5:30-6:15; 6:30-7:15; 7:45-8:30 Feb 26 9-10

PhiMu
Feb 20 House Tours 6-10

Feb 24 Beach Party 7-10

Feb 25 Throu^rh the Decades Party 7-10
For information call

Phi Mu at 253-2192

or Lisa at 546-6795
rake off with

the Qre^k^

ORENAf

AP Laaerpholo

ROLL OUT THE RED CARPET-A shopkeeper displays some of

the shirts she is selling in Grenada to promote President Ronald

Reagan's visit tomorrow. Reagan will lay a wreath at a memorial

to the Americans who gave their lives during the rescue mission.

AP LuMrrpholii

ERA FOE-Phyllis Schlafly, vocal opponent of the Equal Rights

Amendment spoke before a crowd of more than 2.000 last night at

Burlington, Vermont's Memorial Auditorium. Schlafly debated

Sarah Weddington, who, at age 26, argued the cause for legalized

abortion.

GOP airs recruiting ads
BOSTON (AP» The Massachusetts

Republican Party is looking for you. And
if you listen to the radio, they may find you

starting late this month when a series of

GOP recruitment ads air across the state.

State Rep. Andrew Natsios, who chairs

the Republican state committee, announc-

ed yesterday that the ads will run for about

three weeks at an average of 25 per week.

He promised a new version in May and

another in the fall.

The script for the debut advertisement

asks listeners to compare the lower taxes,

home prices and highway tolls i:i neighbor

ing Connecticut.

"The Massachusetts Republican Party

thinks there's a better way to run this

state," the ad says. "If you're looking for

a better life here in the Bay State, first look

for a better party with better ideas to meet

the needs of today's Massachusetts."

The ad then provides a toll free nu^nber

for more information.

Asked for his reaction, US Rep. Chester

Atkins, the Democratic state chairman,

said, "I don't find it particularly convinc

ing. I think that they'd do better to concen

trate on some constructive ideas rather

than just a slick advertising campaign."

Atkins said the comparison to Connec-

ticut was "curious" because the state has

a Democratic governor and a higher sales

tax than Massachusetts.

The Democrats have no plans for a broad-

cast recruitment drive of their own, Atkins

added.

Plea entered in stabbing
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. (AP) An innocent

plea was entered in behalf of a 26-year-old

woman charged with murder in the stabb-

ing of her fiance.

Betty Jo Hale of Springfield wept yester-

day at her arraignment in Springfield

Di.strict Court.

Her fiance, Ricardo Lawrence, 27, was
stabbed shortly before midnight Friday in

her apartment and died on the operating
table at 4:01 a.m. Saturday from a stab
wound to the throat, police said.

Hampden County District Attroney Mat-
thew J. Ryan Jr. said District Judge Alfred
A. Barbalunga ordered the courtroom

cleared of all spectators except for

reporters, court personnel and the defen-

dant's mother because of "some indica-

tu»ns" that a relative of the victim was

"disgruntled."

Ryan said there were no specific reports

of any retaliatory actions.

A bail hearing was set for tomorrow.

Detective Capt. Ernest M. Stelzer said

the couple, who had been dating for about

four years, were scheduled to be married

later this year.

The judge ordered Hale held without bail

and ordered a 15-day psychiatric

examination.
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Old Chanel: venerable witness to ctiange—
^^ ir

*
newlv completed Goodell Library, allowing Old Chapei the brass chi

tontinued from page 1

and a chemistry laboratory in the chapel.

In 1935 the Old Chapel was remodeled with a $35,000

federal grant, and the Division of Social Sciences moved

into the building's offices and classrooms. The second floor

chapel area was reduced and two small classrooms added.

The 90,000-volume library was moved in 1935 to the

Berkshire

East
Ski Area

25 Trails

4 Chairs

Snow-Making
1190 Vertical

$8 weekdays

$5 nights

(Th-F-Sat)

$15 Sat, Sun
8- Holidays

lift rates

1986 - only

with this ad

20" to 60"

Base
PO Box P

Mohawk Trail

Charlemont,MA
01339

I

jmpleted

to be used entirely for classrooms, offices, and the upstairs

chapel.

In 1958 Old Chapel became an all-faith center, providing

facilities for religious counseling by a team of college

chaplains. The center also consisted of several lounge

areas and reading rooms.

The chapel's tower is also home to one main bell which

strikes hourly when the clock is operating, and a set of

10 chimes, weighing over 8,000 pounds.

The chimes are connected to an antiquated hand-

operated carillon, now securely padlocked.

An electronic carillion. usmg loudspeakers instead of

mes to serenade the campus, was in use un-

til 1972, when a noise pollution ordinance was enacted

in Amherst, silencing the music.

Now hidden behind music stands and chairs, the carillon

is no longer operable, Rogers said.

Ward Hunting, professor of food science and nutrition,

was 12 years old when he accompanied his father to the

dedication of the chimes in 1937.

"It was real work to play those chimes," he said. "It took

so much downward pressure to operate the carillon, the

player would lift off the ground as he played. It was
awesome to watch a master play those.

Feb.20-Apr.20

1to4inaroom
FREE PARKING • COLOR

TV •PRIVATE BEACH'

POOL 'DINING ROOM
SERVING BREAKFAST

LUNCH, DINNER AND

SNACKS 'POOL BAR'

WEINIE ROASTS & MORE'!

RESERVE NOW!
CALL TOLL FREE:

800-327-0553
The Newest Name in Pleasure!

OceaaPpc
JfesoriMcid^
^MiamiBeach.FL 33160

WHERE THE YOUNG MEETS THE OLD.

Israel

is Young.
Smoft nightclubs where
the music stops when

the sun comes up
Vibront 20th century art

and theoter Bustling

cosmopoliton cities with

sidewalk cafes

n

Israel is Young
and Old.

A 30 yeor old country with o 38(X) year history just waiting

for you Send for our brochure which describes our series of

tours erected especially for the student / youth troveler

Israel

is Old.
Ancient cities with Diblicol

nomes Structures

created by Hellenic ond
Romon Builders

Archeologicol finds from

the Quarries of Solomon
and the Tomb of

Zochonah Byzontme
churches ond Moslem
mosques The old port of

Acre the old city of

Jerusolem

— T
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FT^ UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.
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225 Main St,
Northampton, Mass.

584-9913

oneymoon Special Deluxe Package
j^j

llO days in Athens and Crete

|$2700 per couple

20% OFF FOR STAFF & STUDENTS
OFUMASS

price includes:

- rd tp airfare Boston or NY to Athens & Crete

- 3 days deluxe accommodations at the Intercontinental

Hotel in Athens
- 1 week deluxe accommodations on the beaches of

Crete at the Chandris Hotel
- 2 meals a day

./L

\

J ^j li

TWO WEEKS IN CRETE
Hiking and Sailing

$1499
for four sharing the yacht

$1699
double occupancy

with an option

to

extend your stay

for a week with

accommodations

in Athens

Walet-SIze with 56 Sctenttftc Functlnit

Model EL-506P s««ui«diM*«Mn$29*^
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^.UJVIVERSJTy«STORE*
Located in the Campus Center

LECHMERE

You'll Hike The WHITE MOUNTAINS of

CRETE. . .

* accommodations at KALLEGl MT.
LODGE

* Full board, three meals daily

* All transfers in the mountains
* Hiking expeditions supervised by our

Austrian Alpinist guide, Josef

* Hike the challenging peaks, have lunch in

quaint fishing villages

with local shepards

* Conquer the final peak "THE CHAIR OF
ZEUS'' and earn an official badge
Austrian Alpine School. . .

THEN TAKE TO THE SEAS. . .

* Your accommodations, our private
9 meter sailing vessel,

THE IPOKAMPOS
* three meals daily

* our captain at your command
for a tour of the Greek Islands

price also includes:

rd trip air fare
NY or Boston to Crete

all tios, taxes and insurance

It's not what you think it is...

it's more, with the Right Company!

Lechmpre a new England based hardgoods retailer and an operating company of the $8 billion

LV.yton Hudson Corporation is expanding rapidly into other sections of the country.

If you want to explore the benefits of working for a division of one of the

"m Best Companies To V\tork For In America': a company that encourages

decision-making, challenge, creativity and managing through partnerships,

we invite you to meet with our President, C George Scala, on:

DATE: r^^f'-^v '20 TIME: kJ-fJiu

LOCATION: C^t»tpus Ĉ -^^^ ĵ £o3i*t ^03

LECHMEHP
Executive Trainee Program

Chicken wings to help

SAFA, lacrosse team
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

1 was blindfolded by three men in trench

coats and sunglasses, put into the back of

a dark sedan, and driven away.

I was led into a building where the first

thing I noticed was the smell of Buffalo-

style chicken wings and roast beef. I was
m the business known as the Underground
Express.

The Underground Express, a recently

opened delivery service owned and
operated by University of Massachusetts

students, donates 25 cents from each sale

t(i the UMass lacrosse team and 10 cents

to Students Advocating Financial Aid.

Its founder, Seamus McGovern, said,

"We want to provide a service. We're

thanking students and people for all their

support."

McGovern, a member of the lacrosse

tt>am, added. "If it weren't for the lacrosse

Ray Mello, a co-owner, had a similar opi-

nion: "If we had Tmancial aid, we wouldn't

need to go into business."

The six co-owners plan to go with SAFA
next month on its annual lobbying trip to

Washington. DC.
All the co-owners - McGovern, Mello,

Steve Swain, Steve Cavanaugh. Dave Hig-

gins, and Fred Dillion - are roommates.

McGovern and Swain are in charge of

advertising; Mello and Cavanaugh divide

purchasing and bookkeeping; Higgins, a
fashion marketing major, is in charge of

scheduling and "wing fashion." Dillion

handles personnel.

All of the employees, like the owners, are

students. None of the six is a hotel,

restaurant, and travel administration ma-

jor or a business student. Two are

economics majors.

Underground Express is located at 351

Northampton Road in Amherst, but

McGovern stressed that it is a delivery ser

vice onlv.

Carburetor catches on fire
Bv JEFFRY BARTASH
rolle<:ian Staff

.A 1972 Oldsmobile sufTered $800 in

damages at 10:33 p.m.. Friday in the PVTA
parking garage after it.s carburetor caught

on fire. University of Massachusetts police

said.

Two women tried to put out the blaze

with a fire extinguisher. The Amherst Fire

Department assisted, police said.

In other police reports:

• A 20-year old man was pushed out of

a doorway and down a set of stairs at 1:40

a.m. Saturday, from the Student Union
Ballroom. His alleged assailant denied the

action and the man was not injured, police

said.

• A 1978 Ford received $800 in damages
when It was hit at 2:22 p.m. Monday on

Governor's Drive. The driver of the Ford,

an 18-year-old man. stopped to aid a

21-year-old woman who had driven into a

snowbank. While backing out of the

snowbank she ran into his car. Her car was
not damaged, police said.

• A 1976 Toyota was reported stolen at

10:30 p.m. Saturday from a parking lot ad

jacent to John Adams Tower. It was found

five minutes later in the parking lot beside

Washington Tower with the keys in the ig-

nition and the headlights on. A radar detec-

tor and leather jacket valued at about $500
were stolen from the car. police said.

• A 22-year-old male student was given

a summons for receiving stolen property at

5:24 a.m. Monday on Massachusetts Ave.

He was driving a Honda hatchback with

a desk belonging to the University in the

unlatched rear end, police said.

• Police have the description of persons

who tried to break into a pizza deliverer's

car at 3:07 a.m. Saturday, outside of

Thoreau House. The driver locked his car

when he went into the building. They were

chased away by student security officers,

police said.

^^••••••••••••••••••••••••^I
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1* WIN A FREE ^ 1

^1
1*
1 ¥ PAIR OF RUNNING SHOES

yk 1

1 k^
VALUED AT $54!!

1 * Bring this coupon to 1

41
I*
1* THE BODY SHOP ^1

4i
1^
1* FITNESS CENTER
1* TODAY ^ 1

4i

^1and be eligible for

1*

¥

• 10% OFF our regular membership price of 4

1

4!$45/semester AND
1-^ • automatic entry to win a FREE pair of ^t
* Etonic Europa running shoes yk\i

OR
rK Bring in a friend and join for 15% OFF our *
\¥ regular $45 price and enter our running shoe *

1*
drawing *

*
1^
1 ¥.

Undergrads sign up at: Grad/Staff/Faculty:
14-^

TOTMAN BODY SHOP BOYDEN BODY SHOP
^
*

\^ M-F 7:30-9:00 am M-F 7:00-9:00 am *
\¥ 11:00-1:00 pm 12:00-1:00 pm *
!* 3:00-9:00 pm 3:00-7:00 pm *
1* Sat 12:00-3:00 pm *

j
^ Coupon good 2/19 - 2/21, 1986 J j

1
if^if^ififif^if^ifi^if^if¥'¥^if¥'¥'^^¥-
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ADVERTISE IN AN AWARD-
WINNING NEWSPAPER
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CONTACT ADVERTISING DEPT
(413)545-3500

COLLEGIAN
113 CAMPUS CENTER
AMHERST, MA 01003
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Release conditions

Bill Cole

"Hello. Nelson Mandela? Are you awake in zer?"

'Of course I'm awake, mahn. Who is it that asks?"

"It IS I, zee honorable Prime Minister. P.W. Botha. I

am here to make you an offer of freedom. May I come
in der?"

"Botha? But what happened to Prime Minister

V(H?rster?"

"Ach du liebe Nelson Mandela, you really must get out

more and learn what's happening in der real world. I

have been Prime Minister for many years now."

"Okay mahn, come in and tell me of your offer of

(ieedom. There is a seat in the corner if you want..."

"Nein. nein. I don't have to use it just now. Nelmm
Mandela, do you know how Uuig you have been in

prison?"

"No mahn. Huv, long has it been... 15 years?"

.\'iin dumkopt Vou h.i\f httn in prison for 22 years

now, and I - zee great reformer ol South Africa am go-

ing to have you released. How do vou like zem apples,

eh?"
"Oh mahn' To nnif auain Im> iVt-c in can \ a passbook.

Tu l>e able to buy land anywhere that the government
.i.-'signs me to live. To be able to work at slave wages
again Oh please Prime Minister, grant me the fr^Klom

thai yuu speak ofl"

"Yes .Nelson Mandela. I will grant it, but only under

vun condition. Zee South African government, which has

ser\'ed you so well the past 22 years, wants you to do

zhem a favor."

'Name it mahn. if it will get me out of here, I'll do it."

"We want you tu ha\ v der great privilege of being zee

first South African to go on zee Space Shuttle."

"I'll do it mahn, no problem. But tell me mahn, what
is a Space Shuttle?"

"It ts der American vehicle for zee exploration of

space

"It IS safe mahn?"
"It takes offlike a rocket und lands like an airplane."
"1 said is it safe?"

"...While you are up zer you can do zee Jake Garn ex-

jwriment of space indigestion or perhaps you can teach

a school lesson from space or zomesing like dat..."

"But IS It sufe, Botha'"
"...zee people at zee NASA will no doubt find you /oim

crucial research tr) conduct.
"

"Listen to me mahn! Is it safe to ride in?"

"For our purposes. Nelson Mandela, it runs perfectly.

But tell me, you don't know what /et» O-ring is do you?..
"

BiH Cole is a t'ollegian columnist
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The extreme "moral" fringe

UTTERS
Informational picketing a right
A recent column in the Collegian criticiz-

ed employees of the Lord Jeffery Inn for

some union related activities, including

carrying picket signs on the UMass
campus.
Informational picketing is a constitu-

tional right, a form of freedom of speech,

which Lord Jeff employees have used, and

will continue to use, to tell the community
of our plight.

We did not go on strike at the Lord Jeff,

but we picketed informationally, and the

community responded sympathetically by

boycotting the Inn. I speak for many
employees when I say we love the Inn.

Many of us have worked there for years,

hate being displaced now, and expect to

return to work whenever Amherst College

or whoever reopens the inn, probably this

spring. It is our right to tell the public how
we feel.

We feel that Amherst College was

underhanded in its dealings with us in con-

tract negotiations. We had almost reach-

ed a settlement of the labor dispute on Nov.

1, 1985, but five days later, after Amherst

College's big parents' weekend, the Inn's

last busy affair of the fall, the college sud-

denly stonewalled the tentative

agreements on all significant negotiating

issues, and apparently decided they had a

good chance of starving us out over the

winter. We considered this very cruel.

It was, as a matter of fact, this reaction

that led us to informationally picket one

day when we discovered that the Inn's

general manager had afterwards been

hired to teach students at the hotel school

at UMass. We wanted students to know of

our experience with this manager and

representative of the college.

We do not in any way oppose the hotel

school (HRTA) of the UMass campus. We
don't dispute its right to hire whomever it

wishes as teachers. We just wish it would

not have chosen someone who believes the

best way to resolve a labor dispute is to stop

negotiating, close the plant, and wait for

the union to run out of steam.

Well, we're still steamed up. And we're

.still looking forward to returning to work
whenever Amherst College, or whoever,

reopens the inn. We greatly appreciate the

community's strong support, and hope it

will continue. We look forward to serving

you in the future as employees of the Inn,

as we have in the past.

Edmund T atlerson
Northampton

.\ popular notiiii) among .some of our

political and religious leaders is that this

i<iuntry has t?xp«'rienced a moral degenera

tion over the last lew decades. Pointing to

an exponential increase in the divorce rate,

the proliferati<m of pornography. ;uid

legalized abortion, they maintain that we
have lo.st touch with "traditional values"

and are in dire need of a renaissance of

.same.

While ranting against moral depravity

has always appealed to a certain fringe ele-

ment and (more importantly) makes for a

good headline, rarely have these people

ever been able to impose their views on the

rest of us. Individualists that we are,

Americans tend to frown on attempts to

legislate our society into one idea of what

is "pure." Prohibition was, ofcour.se, the

biggest exception to this rule in the twen-

tieth century.

Nevertheless, there is a revolving clique

of self-appointed guardians of national

morality that operates out of the U.S.

.Senate. Although they consistently go

down in defeat when their .social agenda
reaches the fioor, it is important to know
who they are and thus, where to apply the

necessary boot.

Foremost among these gentlemen
• gender stressed) is that right wing darling,

Senator Je.sse Helms. This North Carolina

Republican has, since being elected in

1972, championed various attempts to

make the ideology of his unsophisticated,

devoutly religious constituency the law of

the land. Like many of the more
mainstream members of his party, Jesse

wants to get government off our backs in

the areas of taxation and regulation.

Unlike his moderate colleagues, he wants
to put it in our bedrooms.

Backing him up is a group of senators

with similar ideas of what is right and
what is wrong for our collective character.

Some of these folks are even further over

the edge. Senator Jeremiah Denton, an
.Mabama Republican, stretched credulity

with his laoi iniroauction of a bill that

\../ald have used iiueral funds to set up
"Teenage Chastity Centers" the length

William Spain

and breadth of the land. Others m the wat

chdog pack uuUuie James McClure (R

Idaho). Onin Hatch (R Utah', Strom Thur
inond (R-Sr)Ufh Carolina) and (kwdon Hum-
phrey (R New Hampshire). They long to

return to the lime when Ood. country and
family was onr moral bulwark.

Perhaps 1 am young and ignorant, but I

have found these good old days to be most

elusive as I delve into our history. At the

risk of offending a few with nostalgic

memories, I submit that they never existed

at all. Sure, there was a time when all the

little kids prayed in school, moms and dads

stayed together for the duration and abor-

tions were done with coat-hangers. Those
were wonderful times and all thinking peo-

ple should regret their passing but it is im-

portant to remember that, in the same
period, blacks were in a state of semi-

slavery, women were shackled to the home,

and "deviates" were in prison.

Those chains have been irreparably

sundered over the last 20 years or so. The
sound of the shattering has scared a lot of

the god-fearing souls in the heartland and
sending the aforementioned men to

.Washington is their reaction. Luckily, it is

too late for them to reverse (or even halt)

the clock. The conserv itive revolution

draws its strength not from .social issues

but from economic ones. The would-be
patriarchs are squawking on their
deathbeds and I, for one, rejoice at their

demise. Every revolution of thought and
manner brings new bits of nastiness with
it. I doubt anyone is happy with the modern
prevalence of broken homes and skin fiicks

but I hold that our advancement on the

race issue alone more than makes up for

any increases in what certain senators
would deem immoral behavior. And, I have
faith that we will continue to progress in

distancing ourselves from the past they so

desperately want to recapture.

William Spain j.s a Collegian columnist

Concentrate on printing the truth
This letter is in regard to the picture

which appeared in last week's Collegian

claiming the students photographed were
di.spleased becau.se of a UMass payroll pro-

iiiem. As one of the students photograph
(.. I would 'ike to assert that I was not

displeased and resent being portrayed as

such.

1 ne LoUtgian photographer was aware
of this fact and assured me a factual cap-

tion would accompany the picture if it saw
print. I think the Collegian should concen-

trate on printing the truth instead of

creating a false image for its readers.

Jay Eagles
Southwest
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FALL SEMESTER 1985 DEAN^S LIST

average cTs 6 or higher with twelve or more graded credits. Since fewer than 15% meet th.s h.gh standard

ft Ss significant accompHshment. Providing the opportunity for
^-^^^'^J^J^roTtht™

University's highest priority and 1 am especially pleased, therefore, that you made the most of that oppor-

tunity. Your success is a source of pride to the entire University community. Con^atulatwns.
^^^^^^^^^

PRESS RELEASES
The Office of Public Information will issue a press release about your Dean's List achievement to your

hometown newspaper if you are a Massachusetts resident. Out of state students please pick up a press

release form at 200 Munson Hall.

PARENTS DAY
A special program for the parents of students who achieved Dean's List status for the Spring Semester

1985 and/or Fall Semester will be held on Saturday. April 12. 1986, on campus. There will be an all day

series of academic and cultural activities, providing parents with an opportunity to sample and experience

our educational programs. Details will be forthcoming in mid-march 198G. This event is being coordinated

by the Office of Alumni Affairs, 545-2317.

The Dean's List is published under the auspices of the Dean of Students Office, and is based on grades provided by the

Ref^strar's Office as of January 31 , 1986. (If your name is not listed and you believe you qualified, based on the stat^ criteria,

please confirm your academic record with the Registrar's Office and bring a copy of such record to the Dean of Students Of

fice, 227 Whitmore Hall, so that your name can be added. Reminder - ^aded credits only are included, not Pass/Fail credits.)

Arts and Sciences
Humanities and Fine Arts

Arts and Sciences

Natural Sciences and Mathematics
AHEARNtKAREN P»
ALENSONtJULIA T«
APRIL. UENOY L«
Alt NSTRONC, LYNN S,
SAHNSON.br I AN J,
BAKER. JANES Et
BATOR. OUNNA N.
BECKER. PAULA.
BEER. DONNA H. i

BELLtSHARI A*
BELTRAN.CERALO W.
BERG.BARBARA L.

BERC.NATHANIEL BENJAMIN
BERCER.PAUL S»

BHUSHAN.VIPUL.
BOHAN.OAtf 10 L.
BOTTOHLEY.JENNIfER J«
BRAY.OONALO A.
BREWER. KAREN N.
BROWN. ANDREW G.
BROWN, PAMELA Jt
BUDOFF .S4MUEL P.
BUSH.KAREN 0.

BYERS.BRJCE E»

CALLAHAN. rAHARA L»
CARBONEAJ. CHERYL A*
CARLSON. ADAM,
CARTER. JAMES S.
CEPAS.RASA N.

CETARJK, EDWARD W,
CHALMERS, ROBERT T,
CHANOLER, MICHAEL W»
CHANORAN, RABIN F,

:hEN. LAURA M,
CHEUNCJOSEPHlNt T,

CLARK, CHESTER E. HI
COHEN, dRI AN S,
:OLEMAN, NATALIE A,

COLL, JOYCE T,

COLL INS, WENDY J,
COLON, ILEANA M.

CONLIN.PAUL M«
CONNORS. WILL I AM F.
COOK.SHERRILYN B.
C3SIMINI.KAREN A.
COYLE. KATHLEEN A,

CROWLEY. PEGGY A.
DAVIDSON. ROBERT St
DAY. LAURA E.

DELANEY.PATRICIA A*
DEPPERT.ERIC J.
Ot-ROSA, MICHAEL E,
OESFNA .MATTHEW T,

OESJARLAI S.JOHN R.
OOOGE, JEFFREY A,
OORFF.LAURI A.
DOW E.MICHAEL F,
DOWNING, RANDY E,

DUCHARME. SUSAN E.
OULANEY.OARCI R.
OJNTON, KATHLEEN A.
OYCK.INCRIO R.
EISENBERS.JON K»
EMERY. JOHN C,
EMHART.NIALL 0.
ENINGER, HELENA A.
ETEMAD.P3UNEH.
FALER, JESSICA L.
FEStNANOO.CARLA F,
FERRIS.MARY K.
FLYNN, JAMES M,
FRONGILLO, RICHARD J.
FJLLER,RD6ERT P.
GALLUP, JANA L,
GANTER,FRIEOA M,
GARDNER, PAMELA A,
GIJL UNO, ANNE W,
GOGOLINSKI , KAREN T.
GOLDMAN. ELLEN R*
GRAF, MART IN R,
GROCHMAL, STEPHEN J, I II

GR3SS.R03IN S,
GRUBBS .DAWSON T.

GUARINI. JOSEPH B,
GUNDER SEN. ERIC G.
HAMMERLE. OLIVER.
HAMPTON, MICHAEL S»
HANKS, ELI ZA8ETH P.
HASNA, STEPHEN R,JR
HANSON, JASON S,
HAROENBROOK, CHERYL A.
HARRISON. OWIGHT M.
HARVEY, DAVID C.
HE^ARTY.CATHERINE M.
HENNESSEY. DANIEL J.
HIBBARO.PAUL J.
HO. CHRISTINE.
HOSOM, JOHN PAUL.
HOTZ.DONMA I.

HYNOS. DAVID J*
JOOKA.PAJL G.
J3ST. CHRISTINE A.
KALIGI AN. ARAM V,
KARIMBUX,NAOEEM Y.
KASMAN, ROBERT,
KAT2 .DEBORAH L,
KATZ. SUSAN J.

KENNAN.SEAN C,
KETTLER, BRIAN P.
KHAN.ASHRAF E.
KIM.KYUNG Wf
KING. MICHELLE A.
KLEINNAN.ALYCE N.
KLETER.JANE F.

KOHN. RICHARD M,
KOLNICKUGARY W.
KOSZ.LUCY M.
KOWALESKI, MICHAEL P.

KRUGER. SHARON H.
<|<UPCZAK. DEBORAH L,
LABAONARA, LAWRENCE S,

LAM, HOI LEUNG.
LEMIRE.DAVID G»
L ICC lARDI, KAREN A.

LIEBSTER. LAURA E.

LUES. STEVEN R.
LYFORD.LISA K.
MACKENZIE, RORY E,
MAHOOD.CHRI STINE M«

MAIER. CAROLINA M.

NALLOY, MARGARET A,

MANNING. JULIA A,

MANSUH.PAULA M,
MANZER, RUSSELL N,
MARCHESSAULT. JEFFREY A.

MARK.PRISCILLA H.
MART EL LO, ROBERT A,

MARTIN. MALCOLM L.
MASTROMATTEO, MICHAEL F,
MCCLELLAN. VICTORIA M,

MCCLURE, ROBERT M.
MCGONAGLE .DOUGLAS.
MCGJIGGIN.MARY E,

MCKENNA.SEAN 0.
NCLANAHAN.AMY D,
MEOE IROS, DAVID R,
MEIER. EVA,
NERLINO.ANOREW E.
MEYERS. KAREN L

•

MILLER, EVAN 0,

MlLLETTfc, ELIZABETH,
MOHN, RACHEL L.
MONKS. MICHAEL C.

MURE AU.DEBORAH A.
MORGAN, DOUGLAS L

,

MORIN.REUECCA H,

MORRILL, GRETCHEN L,

MJRLEY , KAREN L,
MJRPHY. COLLEEN A,

MURPHY.MICHAEL J.
NEEL. PETER J,
NICHOLS, TONI 0,

OBEKLING. ARIANE A,

OLBRIS, DONALD J.

OULTON.SARAH A.

PARKER. DONALD R.

PARO.ROGER R,
PFLAUM. GREGORY M,
PHILIBERT, JOSHUA P.

PISZCZKIEWICZ, STAGEY J.
PITTACK.CATRIN,
PIZETTE, LAWRENCE M,
PLOTKIN, RICHARD E,
PROSSER. CHARLES A,
QUI NN, KATHLEEN M.
QUIRK. OAVID M.
REJONI S.CHARLES A«
REYNOLDS. WILL I AM N*
RICHARDS. GRETCHEN S,
RIVERA LEON. RAFAEL.
RODRIGUEZ. OREL I M.
R3DRIGUEZ .ORLANDO.
ROSEN. TA<4ARA S.
ROSENBERG, STANLEY H,

ROSENTHAL , DAVE N,
RUTHMAN.LISA M,
RJZ ICKA, LAUREL A.
RYAN, JAMES,
RYAN, THOMAS S.
SAGE, OAVID R,
SAL VAT ORE .JOSEPH 0,
SCHLOSSER.C ADAM,
SCHOLL.PAUL E.
SCHUBERT, ROSS C,
S-tARRUN. MELISSA A.
SHAUGHNESSV. MICHAEL J,
SHE INIS. DANIEL M,
SHERMAN, MICHAEL,
SHIELDS. JOHN T,

SI GAL, ANDREW D,
SIMON, JENNIFER A.
SLARSKV. SCOTT A,
SMITH, BRENOA L.
SMI TH, LAWRENCE J,
SOCORRO, ADOLFO J,
SOTO, JAIME D.

SPIRO,MARK D.
SPRAGUE.OONALO T,

STABINS.HENNING >t
SUHS.KURTIS E.
SULLIVAN, CHRISTINE T

SULLIVAN, KEVIN N.
TALBOT .NARY F»
TARR. BRYANT A*
THOMAS.NICHAEL Wt
THOMPSON. JAMES R»
TOPPI, RUSSELL J.
TRUCHINSKAS, SUSAN.
TURNER.MARK D.
VATCHER. JENNIFER A,

VAZ.CARL3S A.
VON HAGKE. BEATRICE E.
WALDRON.ERIK L.
WALSH. GREGORY J,
WARE. ANTHONY W,
WEEKS.EOWIN J.JR
WEST, ROBERT 0.
WHITE. JENNIFER J,

WHI rc. STEPHEN P.
WIEOIE.ANN H.
WILCOX. HE IDE M.

MIL INSKY. JENNIFER L,
WILL lAMSON, MICHAEL J.
WILL lAMSHN, THOMAS E,

WISmALL, CHERYL L,
WCIJTKOWSKI .MARCELLA.
mUNG.ONYJ a.

yamamoto.ryan s.
yavner .jonathan a*
yee, michael,
yvon,shari a,
zabe.nan:y a,
zarghamee.shahrzao s.
zebryk.tad m.

zecher. susan b,
zucker.alex j.

Arts and Sciences
ACKERMANN.ILSE M.
ADAIR, CHRISTINE N»
ADAMS, MICHAa f*
ahearn .holly a.
albano.jean n.
aleroing. steven a,
allman, steven c,
anaral ,anthony m,
anderegg, murray f,
antiles, michelle b.
applebaun.ronoa a.
archey. oavid w.
bacher.renee 0.
baoer.oeren e.
bailey. sandra,
bakewell.w illiam m,
ball, alan 0.
ballou. timothy a.
baptiste. james j,
barger. scott a,
barry, john w,
bartley.myles k.
barton, ellen m,
bartos, judith a.
batt.neil a,
bajmann,l isa c,
beaudet, margaret h,
beaudry,;hristopher l,
been, mary a,

benedict, matthew f.
bentle y.alexander t.

besser. elizabeth a,
blankstein, andrew s,
BLO:k, DEBORAH A,
BOARDMAN, OAVID C,
BODINE. CAROL J,
BOLLEN.SI MON M,
BOLLES, REBECCA,
aOSTIAN,KYLE A,

BRABAZCN. DONNA A.

BRACCHITTA.IAN,
BRACKEN.PAMELA W,
BRADLEE.MARY T,
BRAIN, ARIEL F,
BROGAN, BENEDICT M,
BROUGHTON.FRANCINE M,
BR OWN, LOR I B,
BROWN, SUSAN E,
BURKE.OEBORAH A,
BURNS, KEVIN R,
CAHILL. PEGGY A,
CALCATFRHA.4MT4 C,
capolupo, gabrielle r>,

cavanaugh.john p.
cernak. leslie j.
cervantes. mary s.
chadwick.katherine b.
chang. chun ying.
chaphan.douglas a.
CHARNLEY. JOSEPH Et
CHASE, SARAH E.
CHATALBASH.PAUL P.
CHESLER.ROCHELLE S»

CHESNUT, WALTER N.
CHRISTO.JANES A.

CHRISTOPHERSON. ELLEN M.
CLARKE.KrLE E.
CLUNIEtCATHERINE H,
COAKLE Y.SUSAN A.
COFFIDIS.JOEL P.
COHEN. PAMELA B.
COLAN, CLAUDIA J.

COLE. JAMES RtJR
COLEMAN, GLENNA J.
CONLEY.TI MOTHY E.
CONRAD. PHILIP T»

COOPER, MICHAEL M.
CORAOESCHI.PAUL D.
COUNCILMAN. CHERYL Lt
CRABTREE. WILLIAM 0.
CRAKER, KAREN S.
CRONIN.DOROTHY A.
CROSSLEY. SUSAN 0.
CROWLEY. JOHN J.
CULL INANE. RUTH S.
CURRAN, EDWARD P.
CURRIER.CAROLYN C.
CURRIN.TINA J.
CURTIS. AMY.
CUSANO.NICOLE S,
CUSHING.GWYNNE L.
O'AMBROSIO, ROBERT J,
OALTILIA, TRACY E,
DANE. MICHAEL.
OARCY. MICHAEL J.
DEARBORN, LEANNE,
DELEO. DONNA J.
OEMARCO. MICHELLE M.
DEPUY, PETER J,
DESALVO, VINCENT A.
DICKINSON. JOSEPH W«
OIMEO.LISA M,

Dl TTMAR, SHARON K.
DOHERTY.JOHN M,
DOMONIOUE, MIRIAM T.
DONABED, ANDREA L.

OONLAN.ANN E.
DONNELLY, JANE E,

DOREY, LINDA J.
DOSTAL. JEFFREY A.
DOSTALBt. JENNIFER A*

DOSTALER. KAREN A.
DUCHARME. ANN F.
DJFF, ROBERT P,
OUGAN.FEL ICIA K,

DUMOULIN, JOANMARIE P,

OJNNELL. CAROL INE C.
OJNWOOOIE, DEBORAH J.

DUVAL. DARLENE M,

DUVAL, NATHALIE A,
DJVAL, VINCENT R,

OWYER,ANN J,
EDM0N0S.3ENNIS A.
EICHELMAN. MICHELLE A,

ELA, HOLLY B,

ELIAS,LISA C,
EL IASBERG.A6BIE L.
ELLMORE.MARK E»
EMERICK.ELLEN L,
ERICKSON, STEPHEN C.
ESTES, JONATHAN,
FARRINGTON, VIRGINIA A,

FEENEY, WILLIAM F,
FENNELL.KATHERINE A,

FENNELLY. AMY M,
FINK.MEREDITH M,
FINKLE, JAMES R,
FISHER. WILLIAM D.
FITCH. JAMES A.
FITZGIB80NS. DANIEL J,
Fl TZPATRI CK. DANIEL R,
FITZPA TRICK, LYNNE D.
FONTAINE, SUSAN G,
FOX. SUSAN N.

FRAZER. LAURIE Et
FREEBERN.NEIL K.
FRIEDMAN. SETH.
FULLER. JOHN E.
FJNKE. JANE C.
FJRMAN. MARTHA A.

GABRIEL.OSNAT.
GARDNER.STACY L.
GENERELLI. NANCY E.
GERKE. MATTHEW C.
GERSON, SUSAN B.
GIBBONS. LAUREN E.

GILL INGHAM. MAYA S.

OILMAN. GREGORY S.

GIL MAN. MICHAEL-THOMAS.
GOGOS. SUSAN V.
GOLOMAN.RUTH B.
GOODWIN. RACHEL J.
GORMAN. MARY A*
GOULD, ANDREW I.

GOULD, CAROL INE L,
GRANGER, VALERIE J.
GRANTHAM.CLAUDIA M.
GRAY. SUSAN L.
GRIFFIN. DANIEL P.

GR I SWOLD, ANDREA R.
GUIDICE, CAROL D,

GUILD, MARTHA A,
GUTH, EUGENE C,
GWIRTZMAN,LISA A,

HAMILTON-MICHON, OOUGLA,
HARDING, CHRISTINA A,
HART. KATHLEEN E.
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CAVALIERE, LOUIS,
CERRETA, SHANNON M,
CHABACK,LEAH J,

CHAKAR IAN, GRACE A,

CHESTERSON,PAUL A,

CHIAVACCI ,ANNE T,

CHICOINE, JANICE M,

CHIU,KWONG F,
CHJ"<IAS,<IMBERLY J,

C I AV OLA, ANTHONY R,

CLEARY. ROSANNE M,

C3FFIN, MARILYN A,

COLEjJANINE M,

COLLINS,CHERYL A,

COLLINS, ROBERT C,

CONNORS, JUDITH A.

;Q0K, GREGORY A,

COSTA, ANDREA N,

CRAIG, ALEXANDER Bt

CRAIG, CORDON E,

CRELLIN, JONATHAN 0,

CRESPO,CARY,
CROSBY, PENNY f,

CR3WE, STEPHEN Jt
CJLLEN,MARK E,
CUMMINGS.DEIRORE A,

CUSTER .RONALD E,

CZARNEICKI, SUZANNE V,

AM I E.N, S A BR INA M,

OANEHY, KEVIN C,
OAV IDSOHN, MICHAEL

t

DAVIS-COURY,LAN£ B.

DAVIS, TRACY Gt
DAWSON. AMNE H,

DECKER, THOMAS A,

OELAVALETTE, NICOLAS S,

DELL IMA,CHRISTINE,
OEMPSEY, CHRISTOPHER K,

3IGGINS,PATRICIA A,

DIMARTINIS, STEVEN H,

OITTMAR,<YLE A,

90NAHUE, SHARON L,

OONDLEY, GLENN J,
OONOVAN,<ATHRYN C,

DUGAS ,BRI AN J,

DJNAS, ANDREW D,
OJNN, GERARD P,

DJNN. MAUREEN G,

DJPERRON, ANDREA M,

DUPREY, JENNIFER L,
OYCK,ILSE M,

ECCHER, ANTHONY P,

ENN IS, WILL I AM P,

ERIKSEN, SUSAN T,

EVANS, RICHARD L,
FALLON,CHRISTOPHER J,

FEIN,JOCfLYN R,

FkLDMANtSHARI H,
F INLAY SON, DONNA L

,

FIRTH, SC3TT P,

F ITZSIMNONS, PAULA J,

FLAHERTY, SHELAGH S,

F33TRAKUL , SUNI SA

,

FRISBIE,SETH H,

GABREY, STEVEN W,

GAGLIAROO, ELIZABETH M

GAGNEiMARK D,

GAGNE, MICHELLE C,

GAMBLE, JAMES W,

GERBITZ, AUDREY.
GERL ACH.BETTINA,
GERMAIN, MARK R,
GERR ISH.WALTER S,

GILBERT, MICHAEL T,

GILFIX,DEBRA L,

GILL, AUDREY J.

GLADDING. KIMBERLY H,

GOLDBERG, NAOMI J,

GOLDSTEIN, JILL M,

GUMEZ, CLAUDIA,

GOODMAN, MARNE B,

GOSSELINtDIANE Jt
GOVERS, SANDRA J,

GRECES,LINDA A,

GREEN, DAVID,
GRIFALCO>IItMIA Lt
GROSS, OAV 10 J,
GRUBBS,JEANETTE Bt
GJLLI,MEL ISSA A,

GWILLI AM, DEBORAH A,

HAMILTON, CHARLES S*
HAND,GERALDINE Bt
HANSON, JOHN E,

•1ARATY, BRUCE E,
HARGRAVEStPATRICU *

HARPER, DANIEL M,

HARRINGTON, TOOO Jt
HARRINGTON, TOUD P«

HARRISON, LISA M,

HASEL TON, STEVEN T,

HAJVER, SCOTT M,
HELFANO,<AREN B,
HEMENDINGER,RICHELL£ A,

HENNELLY, JOHN J,
HENRICH,SONYA L,
HERMANCE. LINDA St

HICKEY. KATHLEEN Rt
HILLER.STACEY,
HOFFMAN,AMY L,
HOJLO, TERESA A,

HOLMES, MELISSA A,

HOLWELL, KATHLEEN M,

HOMOLA, ELLEN M,

HOWE, JOHN D,
HRYNO^SKI , EDWARD J,

HU^T ING. CURTIS 0,

HUTCHINSON, TIMOTHY R,

JAH0S,WILL lAM P,
JE<ANOWS<l,GARY P,

JOHNSON,JOHANNA V,

JOHNSTON, STEPHEN J.

JONES, BRINOLEY T,

KADRA, DANIEL V,

KAYE, JACQUELINE E,
KEARNEY,PETER,
KELLEY, BRENDA E,

KIMEMIA, ANGELA M,

KINDER, JEFFREY K,

KL I NGLER, CHARLES E,

KOONCE ,VIRGINIA D.

KRAUSE,CHRISTOPHER A,

<RAVETZ. STEVEN JAY,

KRONK. TIMOTHY M,

<RUEGER, JEFFREY J,

KJL IK, GREGORY,
LANE, BRAD S,
LANGKAU,MICHAEL J*
LARIVlEREtDONAlD R,

LAROCQUE, ERIC S,

LATHAM,ADAM W,
LAVALLEE,LEONA Mt

LEANING,KE ITH E,

LEE, LINDA S,

LEE, SHANNON K,

LEE, TOMMY C.

LEFF.THEA.
LEONARD.MARIE F.

LISTUN. JAMES P.

L0N6, RICHARD Ct

LUVETT, )ANIEL ,

LOVET T ,R4CHEL D,
L3ZYNIAK, WENDY E,
LJNAHDINI .DANIEL T.

MACLEOD, NORMAN A,

MACPHAIl SMITH, LYNNE P,

MAOOIX.RANDY E,

MALEK, RICHARD S.

MARGIL, JULIE E,
MAROUARDT.JEAN M«

MASON. UUANE H,

MAY, THOMAS W,

'«CCANN,J3HN F,
MCGOVERN, ELIZABETH R,

MCGRAICSEAN W,
MC<INSrRY,JOEL E,

MCNAMEE,<ELLY A,

MEDEIROS. TAMMY L,
MEEHAN, RICHARD St

MEItJOHN P,

MEYERS, DONALD Jt
MHAJANtPARAMJEET S.

MILLETT. CATHERINE M,

milsten, naomi b,

mitchell. susan l,
morris. diane e«

murphy, dara m,
mjrphv, karen a,

mjrphy .william j,

musante, jennifer m,

mus son i, j ames j,

nadeau.03nal0 j,

naden, jamie s,
nathans.:ynthia b.

neveu.lynn a.

newell .katherine lt
neyldn, theresa m,

nichol so^i.oebra i,

^obrega,christine a,

OBERHAUSER,KERRl A,

3BRIEN, MICHAEL V,

OESTREICHER, MICHAEL C,

OLSON, ERIC A,

OLSON, VICTORIA Mt

ORENST EM, SUSAN B,

ORNE, ROBERT A,

OJELLET, JUDITH A,

OXLANOER, MICHELLE L,

PACUNAS,AMY E,
PAGE,PRISCILLA J*

PAtNE, SUSAN Et
3EA<LSTEIN,MICHELE A,

PtLLEGRINJ, ROBERT L,JR

PtLOSKEY. JANIS M.

PENGEROTH.JENISE M,

PERCHEMLUrS, GREGORY S,

pfiueger.katf l,

rier:e,kimberl£y m,

p ITTMAN.L ISA M,

PLATT,SAN0KA Jt

PLENJL,W4LTER H,

P3L IDORC, GEOFFREY P,

POND, LINDA M.

PORTER, KAREN L,

P3S, ROBERT H,

PUJL IN, KEVIN P.

PREW.ERICKA J,

PJALmAN, REBECCA HOTZ,
PJZZI, JOSEPH V,

QUI NN, KEVIN J,

RAOLEtLISA J,

RANDALL, JOSEPH Ct
READ, CHERYL M,

REARWIN, DAVID T,
REBELLO.ANTHONY A,

REDDISH. T INA M»
REGAN, KEI TH At
REGAN, KEV IN Wt
RICE, MELISSA E,
RICHARD, PAUL R , JR

ROBISON, DONNA M,

R3GERS,Wl LLIAM P,

RODNEY, THOMAS M,

RQOS,GWENN E,

R0SEBORO,ROSALYN R,

R3SS, MICHAEL B,
ROJRKE, LINDA 0,
RUDISILL,TRICIA L,

RUSSELL, DAVID R,

SABATINOt JEFFREY,
SABINO,PAUL A,

SAIA, ANDREA J,

SALMINENt EDWARD M,

santangelo,fred j,jr
sarkisian, richard n.

savage ,lisa a,

scales, allison a,

s:hloth,jane e,
schneider, amy n,

seaquist.paul,
searfoss, karen e,
serratore

,

marianne,

iEY«ICUF','»'ll !•* •^»

!>HARIN,JWI.l N,

SMAJuHNLSSY. SHANNON A.

SHAW,R()»Vf« L,

iHEA,JO»(N **•

SHEEHAN,LHkIST INE M,

^'IttHAN, JtjFITE M,

SHELJON, JENNIFER A,

iHlELDS,N L,

bHUE MAKER , AMY L,

SIBLEY, EiMA I,

S ILON. CLAUDIA,
SILVERMAN, ESTHER M,

SILVE STRl ,JOHN M,

SlMPSa^;, CAROL Ot

SIMPSON, TRACY L,

SINGLETON. JOSEPH M,

SKILLIN.MARK C,

SLAYTUN. JE ANNA G,

SMALL, ELI SSA,
SMlAkOWS< I, DANIEL A,

SMITH, GORIKJN G,

SMITH. ROBERT E,

SMITH, THDMAS D,

SSYOER, CAROL L,

SOMERS .RACHEL A,

S3PRANO,GR4CE M,

SPARER, SUSAN,
STAATS. NICHOLAS R,

ST4CKH0USE, DAVID G,
STEELE, ALLISON A*

STE IN, ROBERT f

,

STEPHENS,RICHA«0 A,

STEPHENSJN, ARTHUR H,

STIFELMAN, MICHAEL D,

STRACHAN, JENIFER,
SYATT, CAROL Bt
S2YMALA,ALEKSAN0RA,
TALTY, BERNARD J,

TAPL IN, DANA V,

THIBOOEAJ, JESSICA A,

TIERNEY, CAROLYN A,

TILEY, CAROLYN L,

titus, james m,
tivnan,menoy j,

t3bin, michael p,

toepfer,christel,
towle, michael r,

TREISMAN,SUSANt
TRIBJNA,PAUL 0,
TROVATO,THOMAS L,JR

» s iwif A;J,C.Ai K 11 M t •

I "< v^AI l,KA)'l -% I .

I YN.\N.>*A» I AV'.'f .

JMMIN.t L .1 It 4,

^AN F YKf' '. '., lAYNL E,
/4-»< UHl )%'-, S JSAN C,
VASS ALLj, I Ll/A'AFTH A,

V ««\iN,KR JSH N M,

Vji I INGC «,CATHlM|Nc L,
^ \ ,MN, J^N^T•(AN F,
mAI KtR ,' I Ml.TMY J,

mA< E ,A4.t XANOEFi C ,

W4RKLN,t<CBE(.C4 A,

wATSUN.MCOLA J.

WLEKS.VMGINI A L.
WEIS, MICHAEL A, "
wCRSCHLER , MARIE H,

WHEELER, SCITT u»

,

^HITE.A-Y S.

*HIIE. JOAN M,

.^HITE. WENDY A.

NHITFSTOJE, LAWRENCE Gt
<#ILL lAMS, BETH ANNE,
WILLI AMS, NICHOLAS,
WILLIAMSJN. DAVID M,

WILSON, KAREN E,

WINEGRAD, SANDRA L ,

WIN SKY,DONNA A,
W3HLRE ICH, KERRY K,

MONG,L AN AN,
WOO, DORIS M,

i<RIGHT,J3HN H,

YOUNG, CAROL E,
ZA33R, ANTHONY Z,

ZJKAS, MARGARET A,

:hRI STENSEN,ERIK R,

Health Sciences
BERRY, CYNTHIA K,
BR30IE,SHERI T,

BROWN, BETH E,

BROWN, JENNIFER.
BJRKE, CHERYLE A,

CARPENTER, DIANE F,

CHEY£TTE,TAMARA E,

C3RRIVEAU, KIMBERLY
DIMITRY,<ATE R,

OOLAN, MARIE D,

EVERETT, KATHARINE (

F ISHKINO, HEIDY S,

R.

J,

FORGET, LAUREN N,

FR1EDLAN3ER,LYNN
FklMPTER, CAROLYN
FULD. HEIDI M.

GL4VIN. JANET M,

GRIFFIN, P4MELA T,

HAMANN,JANNA M,

HANDEL. KIM L,
HAYSES,A>INEMAR IE*

HEWETT, PAMELA J,

HOCKING, SCOTT W,

HULL, ELLEN M,

KAOIS.NAT AL IE.

KOKANSKY.LYNN P.

KSZASZCZ.CARLA A,

LACH, SUSAN E,

LAM3EKTS. JENNIFER A.

LAROCQJfc, MICHELLE R»

LEBEAU.C3RI J,

LEBLANC, CHARLOTTE M,

LEBLANCJEANNETTE M,

LEE. LAURIE A.

LEVINE ,REVA C,

I IPt TZ

L JKASK
MANGIO
MCC4UL
MCCLUR
M04N.C
MUSE.O
NETTA,
NORTON
URENST
PHAIR,

,S4M)"4 A,

n* ICZ. JANET,
\(,KATHRYN A,

EY, THERESA R,

E, TAMMY M.

HR I ST INE J.

EB<A L.
SHARON M,
.HILARY S.

EM .SHARON C,

SHEILA,

RAOAw lEC. JUDY,
REHAYEM, ABDULLAH BARAKAI
RJBERTSON, BONNIE J,
ROY, ANDRE A S.

RJDINSKY.JAY M.
SHEEHY.LISA M.
SHERWOOD. HOLLY I-

SMEST. REBECCA R.

SLOAN, SUSAN A,

SJUZA. PAMELA E,

SJSI

,

DIANE M,

SWIFT. SARAH B,

SZ4B3.EDI TH P,
TOABE. PAMELA B.

TJRNER. ELIZABETH H,
TrNES,GL3RIA J,
WALSH. JENNIFER A.

•BARREN, LI NDA J.
WILSON, JENNIFER M,
MD3D,MARK W,

Physical Education
ARCIER ItELLEN M,
AYOTTE, GERALD T,
3IETSCH, EMILY,
BREWER, LAURA At
BJCHINSKI, JOHN 0,

BURGWIMCLE, KEVIN J,

CALLAHAN, DAWN,
C3VE, BRIAN J,

CUNNINGHAM, LYNN M,

DAMADIO. ANDREA L,

DAMON, BRJCE M,
DODES.GLciNi>i L,

ENG, TIMOTHY J,

FERRAZZAMI, SCOTT Lt
FERRIS, PATRICIA A,

5ALEUCIA,CAN0ICE B,
GESS, NANCY Et

HALLOW ELL, LAURELt

HILLER,AMY M.

HOMA. KAREN A.

HUBBARD.^ ILLIAM F,

JJRY, DANIEL J,

KANTnR,YAEL Ct

KIRK, JOHN,
LYON, TRACY Ft
MANACKURT T,

MANGANARO.PAULt

MATTHEWS, CHARLFS E,

MCCARTHY, CHRISTINE M,

MINUTOLl, MICHAEL G,

MOLINARI, ANDREA L,

MORASH, LINDA F

,

MJNROE, DENNIS A,

NIEHOFF.KARISSA L,

PERKINS,*NNETTE It

P0ULT3N, JEFFREY Ot

PRATT, ROSALIE A.

ROBERTS, JOSEPH M,

ROCHE, KATHLEEN,
RUTSCHMANN, KAREN M,

SAMPSON, MARK D,

SCHAPKER, JULIE A,

SCHUMER, JOSHUA 0,

SHERIDAN, JOHN R,

SILVA, STEVEN S,

STRIPP, SANDRA L,
TARR, DIANE L.
T0MASeLL3. MICHAEL
WEBBER, JOANNE M,
WHITE, KATHRYN D,
W3LF, MARINA L,
W3aDBURY. DAVID M.
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Management
AB4ANS, DEBORAH J.
ABRAMS .JENNIFER E,
ACKLEV. SUSAN S.
AOANSiANS M,
ALBEE. STEVEN L,
ALBRIGHT, LISA M,
ALOftlCHfROBERT S.
ALECHNY.THAISA L«
ALLEN, SUSAN N,
AL<<V.TK)'4AS,
ANOERScm. KATNERINE J.
ANSELMO.ANN,
ASHEfANOitEM Ot
6ACHRACH. ALEX,
BAILEV, ROBERT J,
BARKER, LESLIE A,
BARRERA.AORIANNE C,
BARRON, JENNIFER L,
BARKV, ELIZABETH A.
BARRY, KATHLEEN A,
BARTLETT, HEATHER R,
BATTLE TT, TAMHIE E,
BASSILAKI S.JASON R,
BAUSK, CRAIG J,
BELLORA.ilCHAEL R,
BE'^TLEY. PAMELA,
bERNAN, MICHAEL J.

BEZKOROVAINY.TATIANA G,
BIB8V,LY>IN N,
BILLARO,<ENNETH R,
BLACKAOAR. MICHELLE L»
BLAIR, RAINER M,
BLANCHETrE, TIMOTHY B,
JLUM, STEPHEN A,
BDGURSKY.RISA R,
BONOMO, ANTHONY R,
BORUCKI, PETER J,

B0S:O, ROBERT F

,

B9iiLAY,AIMEE B,
BOURaJE,JOAN M,
3]VAitNICK,JEFF A,
BRADY, MAJREEN E,
BRENNAN.EOWIN J,
BRI NKMAN. MICHAEL W,
6<ITT, SANDRA B,
BR3CKMAN. MARCY S,

BRODEJR, ROBERT c,JR
BUDDIE. PAUL St
BROOKS, BETH ««
BROWN, DEAN R,
8>«3mN,HAYLEY E,
BRJTERRI.KIMBERLY A,

BURKE, EILEEN P.

CALDWELL, CORBY R.
:A0JETTE, KAREN J,
CARAOONNA.CHRISTUPHER H

CARDILL0,CLAU01NE A,

CAREY, THEODORE 0,
CARPINTE^ l.KIMBERLY A,

CASEY, JAMES 0,
CASStOY.MAPY C,
CELATKA,SABIN A.JR
CEL0N4, STEPHEN F,
CHAGNON, KATHLEEN M,
CHACNONt^AUREEN A,
CHAMUKRO, JUAN P,

CHEN, VICTORIA,
CHITTICK, CYNTHIA M,
CHR ISTENS EN.OEBRA E,

C-iJNGA,LAMRENCE E,

CHJSIJ,RICHARD A,
CIAMPA, KEITH G,
CIAMPA, RICHARD C,
: lAPPENELLI, ROBERT 0,
CLANCY, THOMAS 0,
CLARK, LAWRENCE P. I I

CLAYBAUGH, CHRISTOPHER M
:line,jaset e,
coan, kathleen a,

CQANE, AMANDA A,
C3HEN,B0BBI L,
COHEN, ROBERT A,

COOPER, J3ANNE P,

C3RB0S lERO, JENNIFER A,

COJCHL IN, KAREN A,

COUGHLIN, THERESA Ct
C3JPE, CHARLES T,
cowEN.jooi a,

COX, ELIZABETH M,
C3X,MARGJ Bi
CREVlER,DAViO B,
CRISILEO, STEPHEN M,

CROFT, WEMDY Lt
CROSBIE, KATHLEEN N,
CJLLEN, RICHARD It
CURRINtALAN 0,
CUTTER, JEFFREY A,
OALTON.ANN E,
OALY, JAMES P,

DAMON, ROBERTA Ht
DARL ING, JENNIFER Lt
DAVINI.MARY St
DELAPLACE,BETH M*
OEMELLOtJOHN L.
OENNEHY, TERESA F,
DEVL IN.TEHRENCE Gt

DIAMANT,IOO,
JIFLUMERI ,OINA A,
3ILL0N. WILLIAM A,

DI3N.AN0«£W M,
DISALVO, PAMELA M,

30ANE, JOANNE B.
DDBKIN.LE IGH B,
DOSALJSON, KATHLEEN M,

DONNELLAN, MICHAEL K,

DONSKY.MARK S,

aOJVILLE.CHARLFNE M,

DOYLE ,ERI N A,

JU33RG,GEORGE F,III
DJNCA-^, MELISSA,
3URR,CHRI STINE L,
JUTTON.EL IZABETH P,
EAGLE, MA4K W,
EAGLES, JAY E,
EARSY.PAUL G,
ELFENBEH, DEBBIE B,
ELKHILL, CHRISTOPHER J,

ESGEL,MAi«K A,
ENGtL, ROBIN P,

ENGELMAN,KAREN,
ERNST, CHARLES J,
EVANS, JUL IE A,
FALLON, KELLY A,

FARINA, ELIZABETH A,
FERER.BETH A,
FERRON,NATALIE E,

FIELD, ROBERT S,
FIELD, WILLIAM C,
FISHER, JAMES F.JR
FJELLVANG.AUO,
FOLEY, KATHLEEN A,
FDPIANO.JILL A,
FORD, CHRIST INE L,
F3STER, SUSAN A,
FOX, ADAM M,
FREEL, DONNA M,
FRIEORICHS.JOLYNN M,
FRJH8E IS, TODD M,
GAGNl)N,WILL lAM P,
GAIER.LISA B,
GALLAN3,PAMEL A A,

GALONEK.GARY E,
GARBER,ROSS 3,
GARCIA, JUDY M,
GARF, SHARON E,

GARFINKLE,LEE •<,

GA^IEPV, MICHELLE A,

GE^T ILE, CAROLE J,
GINSPIUR3, RICHARD A,

:^1 TKI ND,ANDREU L,
GITTINS, ELIZABETH A,

GIUDITTA, MICHELE M,

glaser, michael l,

gli:k,ue)orah a,

godfrey, elizabeth,
goldberg, robyn,
goldstein, jeffrey 0,

gomes, antonio p,

gordon, amy m,
g3r00n, eileen a,
GKABIEClYNN C,
GRAF, HEATHER L.
GRAY, LISA M,

GRAYDON, HEATHER A,

GREEN, SCOTT J,
GRENDI .MICHAEL T,

GRENIER, ISA6ELLE M,

GRUNER HEGGE.JFNS F,
GUY, MICHELLE L,
HACHEY, STEVEN 0,
HALL, JOHN D,

HALLEE,DENISE M,
HAMMOND,< IMBERLY A,
HANSON, JOHN M,

HARBOLD,LYNDA M,
HAR ITQN.DEENA,
HARRIS, JJOITH A,

HARTFORD, WALTER W,

HARwOOD. DIANE L,
HASSENZAHL,OAWN M,
-iAYES, KATHLEEN M,

HEALEY, MICHAEL A,

HEGERICH, LAURIE A,

^E^IR, PATRICIA M,
HEN3RATA, NATALIA,
HERLIHY, MICHELLE P,

HESTER, RICHARD M,
HIBBARD.JOHN W,JR
HILL, ALLISON M,
HINES, WILL lAM C,
HOGAN, SHELAGH M,
H3LTEi<,Fi«EDRIK,
H3RGAN, CRAIG D,

HUNT, JOHN C,
HJSSEY, RICHARD T,

HUSTON, JILL A,

.HUTCHINSON, BRYAN T,

lOANILLI, STEVEN A,
IRVING, R3BERT J,

IRWIN, JORDAN R.
JANNEY.TRACEY E,
JANTZEN, PETER J,

JAQUITH,STEPHEN W,
JORDAN,PAUL G,I I I

JOYCE, DAVID,
JOYCE, KATHLEEN M,
JUAREZ, SHERRI L,
JURNAK, MICHAEL F,
KAL IGIAN, GARIN A,
KAPLAN, MICHAEL L,
KATES, JOSEPH M,
KATZ.WENJY H,

K4JFMAN, JOSEPH A,

<ELLOGG,L INOA E,
KENNY, PAJL J,
KERLLENE^ ICH, ANDRES L

KESSLER, LINDA A,
Kir IN,CY<JTHIA L,
KNIGHT .DOUGLAS K,
KNl 2NI K.ANN S,
KDGQN.MA^NY,
KOHL,STE,^EN A,

KOLLER, JENNIFER A,
K0R8EY,KlL SEV J,
KOTOWITZ, JEFFREY A,

KOZIOL , DEBORAH A,
<RAMER. DONALD I,
KRJGLAK.CARL R,
KUHN,ERi: T.

KUMINS.MARI B,
LACROIX,L INDA L,
LAM,TYNG YIH ELIZABETH,
LANOA.TONI M,
LARKINtOEAN M,
LAROCHE, GREGORY J,

LARRABEE. STEPHEN J,
LATINA, KERRY,
LAUZON.CHRIST INE E,

LAUZ ON .CHRISTOPHER C,
LAVIGNEtL ISA At
LEE, JANES E,

LEICHTER, STACEY J,
LEIFER,RlBfN H,
LEONARD, J ILL M,

LEOPOLD, TERRI R,

LEVESQUE, JEANNE E*
LEVY, ERIC S,

LIPKIN, PAMELA B,

LITWACKtJENNIFER Et
LORING, STEVEN St

, LOVE .LAURA L,
L3WRY, PATRICK J,

L 34 Y, mar: I Rt

LUCIANO, BETH E,
LUTFYtLAJRA At

L Y'^CH, JU^N W,

LYONS, TMOTHY P,

MAC0UNAL3,J0AN A,

MACLEAN.ELIZABETH N,
MACLEAN, KENNETH W,
MADDEN, KAREN L,

MA3IS0N, GREGORY P,

MAFFIORE, KEITH J,
MAKOmIECKI .MARCIA L.

mALINOmSKI ,LINDA M,
MANOELL, ELLEN S,
MARKOL, VERONICA J,

MA* TINS.DEBORA L,
MAY, SARAH E,
MCCALL , SUSAN C,
MCD3NUUGH, LORRAINE «,

MCGEE,CAiRIE L,
MCGINNIS, BETH A,

MCSOVERN, CHRISTINE M,
MCGRATH.iARK P,
MCGREGOR, L ISA A,

MCLAURIN, WILLI AM K,
MCLEAN, DAVID G,
MCMANUS, HEIDI M.
MENATTI.JOAN A,
MENOOZA, NANCY J,
MEYER, CAROL R,

MONT RONE, PATRICIA A,

MOORE, SHARON A,
MOaELL I, JEANNE M,

MORSE, SHERRILL L,
MULLEN. GAIL K.
MJNZER.MARK L,
MJRPHY, KENNETH F,
MURRAY, MARGARET M,
NANIGI AN, MARGARET J,
NAREY, STEPHEN F,
NAUGLE,C'<AIG E,
NEVINS, MICHAEL K,
DBRIEN.MARYELLFN,
OCONNELL, JANICE M,
OKEN, MICHAEL H,
OLIVER, CRAIG R,

OLOUGHLIN, KATHLEEN M,

3NEAL, WILL lAM T,

ONE IL, MATTHEW L,
OSTERMANN.ERIC J,
PACKARD, STEPHEN J ,JR
PAPR0WICZ,JAYNE E,
PASKAL IS,ANNEMARIE,
PAXMAN, CAROLE M,
PELL3, CYNTHIA,
PELL3WS, MATTHEW W,

PENZEL.LESLY R,

PE*EL .MELISSA C ,

PERKINS, M ICHELE 0,

PtRREAJLT,aRlAr4 K,

PE*RV,GIL N,

PET IT , BRENOA L i

PETTENGILL, MICHAEL At

PHI PPS.CHERIE L,
DICKERING, DAVID M,

PIPER, SUSAN R,

PIRONE.JOHN M,

PlWKO,PAJL M,

PLATT, IAN J.

PLAYER, LESLIE At
PLJMB,EMIL Y A,

POL EN, BARRY N,

PORTER, WILLIAM G,

"OJL IN, DONALD C,

P3WERS, JENNIFER A,

POWERS , JENNIFER M,

PRASAD TTONG OSOTH.SOMR
RABIN0V1TZ,R0BYN A,

RACHwAL,EDwARD A,

*ACZKA,CHARLENE M,
RAJSCHER,MARTA A,

REAL E, ANN J,

REBUULcT, JULIE M,

RECLA,AD* lENNE E,

REGAN, ELIZABETH A,

REICHER.SE TH A,
REPPERT, VINCENT Jt
REYNOLDS, J AMES Ct

RI03E, KATHARINE,
RiN&LEtAMDREW S.

RISK,KATH| L,

RISPOLI, DOMINIC Ct
R3BINS0K,MARK A,

RODMAN. MARK R.

RODOLAKIS, JANES M,

ROSENBAUM.GRAO R,

ROSSINI, TODD R,

ROTH, KAREN L,

R3TH, VANESSA J,
ROTHBARD, MARTIN,
ROTHENBE^G, STEVEN B,

ROWLEY,LI NCOLN E ,

RJBIN, STEVEN B,

RUDY, TONY C,

)YAN, SARAH L,

RYTER, WENDY At

SAFRAN, MARGERY J,

SAL3MAA,LEANNE C,
SAL 3wSKl,ANNEMARIE,

SANI .• r , 'iKYTERESA,
SAUf ^'

: ...ROBERT K,

SB<i /- , -IICHAEL A,

SCAh^I. ). PAUL J,
SCHMIH .CAROLYN 0,
S;HjST'a,.:.LENN R,
SECAl .-'i. viKT M,
SEGt ^,fl- tN M,
SEL-vI '^Kt )OUGL AS F ,

SEL Ti ;;•<,< ^ BERT A.
SENNcr I .JOHN L , JR
SERPi.)liNNE M,
SH*^|-.,j3bL F.
SHAt'lK,,, JE'IORAH L»
SHAT.S.MEG E,
SHA J'jHNf SSY.OI ANNE M,
SHENG, LA^18ERT C,
SHEPAHD.MAPK S.
SHEP4« JbLiN .KIM A.
SHEPELJ<,JON M,

SHEr*'^ANi, JACOB B.

SHORE, STEPHEN M.
SHDRT.ERIC R,

SHOSTEK, STEVEN E,

SIESE^ .JAVID A,
SIFF, DAHLIA,
S INGEH.MARCY L.

SINGE><,SJ/ANNE Rt
SIRIOTIS, GEORGE Nt
SL3VIN, FRANCES Rt
SMITH, AN3REW G,
SMITH, DEBBIE J,
SMITH, LAJRENCE N,
SMITH, TIMOTHY A,

SNAY, BRIAN 0,
SNYDERtRICHARO Jt
SOMMER, JEFFREY Lt
SPAN. DAVID J,

SPINNE Y,JUHN Nt
ST CYR, DANIEL J,
STAMATO,NINA M,
STARKEY,LISA H*
STEADMAN,K|H Et
STEINBERG, LOUIS St
STEPHEN, MARK R,
STOLFA, NANCY L,
STRATTONt JENNIFER Lt

UTSTRAZDAS, GREGORY St
SUNDkA,K*ISTEN N,
SWENSHN.MARK A,
SWOTINSKY ,DEBRA E,
TAMNARO.L INOA A,
TAMMARO.L ISA J,

\'^! \H IAS , A^MEN,
1 • \M y ,J\'-\ C ,

)i T i, 'MciAn C,
• - t N.. ,- i ! 3,

'
• I A J . " I I - I

> .

; i ' . ;
» t

' - J I " ,

I j<^C S.l, j>A-. J,
' "t 1«S< ! , J ,•• '.Nf ,

< - X u n '. , ,'1' -K.K ',
'. jlsi-* , M^-i..\i J,
' JHNEK. JF\M J .-

,

'J^sNER.KAKLN »«,

J«BAN, "AKf t ,

. i^OCL J. . iLE,
VECCHM, ikF\OA J,

VENTUkA, J'.r.TIN i ,

VIIKE" Y.DAVIJ A,
^ IS\f S,DAV1.) A,
VJuElEY.CHKiS J,
VOLPfc.STE VE'* F .

wASSE^MAN, OAVID A,
WASSC.MA^NI K .

WEAVER, JDNAfHAN
WEBBER, KIM E,

wEBER. STACEY K,
WEI SSEL, MICHAEL
wESTRA.PAUL L,
wHAl EN,r<3BERT M.

WHI TF .PATRICIA A,
*HITE, ROBERT L,
WHITE, TINA M,

WHI TE, TODD C.
WILLIAMS, BENJAMIN J.IY
WILLI AMS, TIMOTHY J,
WILSON, ANDREW S,

• INSLJw, PAMELA E,
WONG, SUSAN K,
WGODnARO.DORR H,II
W3O0W4RO, HERBERT, JR
VEOSTROS, AMY E,
ZACK.PAUL J,
ZAJAC,JJ3I K,
ZAPPIN.G^EG F,

ZOONEk, DANIEL H.JR
ZEBR3WSKI .THOMAS M,
ZEIMBEKA<IS, GEORGE M,
ZETTL .flETHANNE M,
ZOMLEFER,JAY R,
ZWEIFLER,RISA 8,

THETA CHI OPEN RUSH
FEB. 19th 9:00 and beyond

Refreshments will be served.

496 N. Pleasant St. (next to the Newman Center)

Newman 0X

N. Pleasant St.

Kaplan stays
withyou for

the long run.
After you take .1 Kjpldu nmrse, yi ki u-

not only better prepared Id fake on
marathon tests like flie I SAT. GMAT
GRE. NTE, CPA. SAT, anioiigvMfiers. but

the study techniques you II learn will

help you through the rigors ofyour grad

school courses
That s why for nearly 50 years, over

1 million students have gotten in con-

dition with Stanley H Kaplan Andft)r

those interested in breaking records, we
also ofTcr SPEED READING

So call Kaplan You ve got a long race

ahead to the top of your career Every bit

of training and coaching counts

£

s.

E.

KAPLAN
siANUYH KAnANtoucAnoNAi ctNtmro

rx)Ni (i)MPf;n wim
A KAR AN STl IT)f N 1 H\ I JNI

MCAT begins Feb. 19

GRE begins Feb. 1

1

LSAT begins in March
358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

Bachelors Degree with

Individual Concentration
BERL IN ER, GEOFFREY H,
COHEN, JAHES H,
DAVIS, PHILIP R,
HALEY, RUSSELL G.

H4MILT0N-MICH0N, CAROL M, LANDRY , HE I 01 E,
HAMLON,LESLIE,
HOLME S.COLETTE M,
JEWELL, PAULA R,
KRJSKALL, JEFFREY S,

LDCKHART.LYNNE,
L0PATER,ROBIN E,

LYNCH, SUSAN H,

.'IftSLOW, JONATHAN J,

N3RMANDIN, JOYCE E,

OSTEKAAS,ENE M,
PASTERNAK, ANNE R,

PINECSTRIDER STEVEN,
SILVERSTE IN.LESL IE G,
SOMMA, LINDA M,
ST4ASEL,<1ARCIA L,
SULLIVAN, MICHAEL F,

SViaSKY.MdLlNOA A,
TASAYA,MAKI ,

WE^LGWSKI .NANCY Jt
«(EISS,LAJRA R,

Exchange and Honors
BARBACALLO, JULIA 0,
BARTKOSKE, CRAIG,
BLUM, MICHAEL S,
B0L3ZKY,mCHAL,
B3RCHI,C]LLEEN M,
8R0MN.MATTHEM D,
BUNN,RIC-<ARO W,
CARY, SARAH L,
CASTELLANOS, SANTIAGO,
CRAVEN, KERRY J,

DAVILA ROMAN, ALBA U,

EOOINS.EL IZABETH A,
£INHORN,OAVIO J,
FAMCCTT, SARAH L

,

FEDEWA,MARV ELLEN,
FER&USON, ALICE L,
FERNANDEZ MAGADAN, SABINA
FITZHENRr, JAMES W,
FREED, MICHAEL A,
FRIEDMAN, HOLLY,
GARCIA BEROEJO, MARIA,
GONZALEZ MORALES. ILEANA,

GOODMAN,DAVID W,
GOJRLAY, FIONA H,

HALL,AILEEN M,

HAMNETT, SHEILA M,
HAMP, JONATHAN,
HASHIKO,PATRICIA £,
HENGGELE«,,KIMI ,

HOPKINS, <IMBERLY,
HORNSTRANO.CLAES,
HUNT, IAN RICHARD,
JEFFERY, STEPHEN MARK,

JONES, JACQUELINE,
JONES, TROY R,
KAISERFELO, THOMAS*
KEMBLE,JEAN E,
KIM, GRANT T,

iKEISINOER, BRYAN 0,
KUPFER,DAHLIA F,
KJRI YAMA, YUKO,
LA'^OJREUX.JILL E,
LEW IS, THOMAS K,

LI PSCOMB, CHRI STOPHER ,

LOFTUS, PATRICK, SHAM, JOHN H,

MCGIBBON, ROBERT, SHEA, KELLY Jt

MCI NT I RE, MARSHALL, SHEEHY,JOHN,
MIFFLIN,<ATHRYN L ,

SHORR,YOAV,
MOOIG, JURGEN, STEINKAMP,,MELANIC,
MOORE, J A, SrRECKEISEN,JUERG,
OKA, SHERIE, SULLIVAN, KRISANN,
OSMJNO.GJNILLA, V3N ALLM£N,PATRIK,
PATTON,SHAMNA, WAOA, CYNTHIA,

REED, CYNTHIA K,
RICHARDSON, CHERYL R,
ROOKS, JENNIFER L,

wahlstron,jan,
wieri:h,jochen,
*ilbur,samantha,
wiles, andrea l,

Interdepartmental and Others

Save $10.00

Polar

Fleece

Jackets

$26.95
Reg. $36.95

Assorted Colors

Full Zip

and
V2 Zip

Machine

Washable

Embroidered

Logo

Quantities

Limited

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the

Campus Center
Univ of Mass

^UNIVERSITYmSTORED
GcNTILl,TERESE A, KlEFFER,Tfc*<ESA » » LANKARGt, iTtVEN ft PACK4KU, JEbnL, PICKETT, EMILY R, SVENON lUS, PETER A,
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Delta Force:

flag-flying fllm
DELTA FORCE (*^) •

Starring: Chuck Norris, uee Marvin

By KEN LEVINSON
Collegian Correspondent

The trend in Hollywood these days, is to throw an

American tough guy into a desperate situation, and with

guns and fists a flyin' blow away all the commies and or

terrorists. The makers of The Delta Force religiously

follow this recipe in Chuck Norris's latest adventure film

Norris and co-star tough guy Lee Marvin portray the

same type of characters we've seen them play over and

over and over again. The suporting cast is an all-star col

lection of Love Boat has-been's and nevi r-were-be's. in

eluding; George Kennedy <of Airport fame). Shelly

Winters, and Joey Bishop. Winters was so annoying as

a Holocaust survivor I almost threw my Coke through the

screen (thankfully one of the other stereotype passengers

shut her up). Kennedy does a respectable job as a heroic

priest, as does Hanna SchyguUa as a guilt ridden German
stewardess who anguishes over the Hohx'aust when she

is ordered by the terrorists to weed out the Jewish names

on the passports.

The only message of this movie is that with enough
bullets and beer any crisis can be overcome.

Marshall McLuhan once said that life is a lot like the

movies if you see enough of them. If this is true, then

Reagan is going to love the Delta Force. Just as Stallone

was able to win the Vietnam War. Norris is able to put

the fear in God and America into the minds of Arab

fanatics.

The Delta Force ofiei-s some excitement, and the

military hardware is a lot of fun. but don t v^a.-tt- your

money. This movie is good HBO fare. So .M)nietime next

fall, get some buddies over with a case of Buds, and when

you tire of playm^i darts and watching the Weather chan-

nel, flip on the Delta Force and share a lew burps.

Summer Employment
Camp Young Judaea, Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident, Co-ed, 1 hour from Boston) is in need OT

Department Directors and Activity Specialists for

this summer in: Athletics, Gymnastics, Swim In-

struction (WSI), Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts & Crafts,

Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk Song,

Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel and

Nurses (R.N.). Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.

Please contact Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director, 81

Kingsbury Street, Wellesley, MA 02181,
617-237-9410.

For Less Than The Price of
^ A Lift Ticltet Alone. .

.

Peter Pan's Stratton Mt. Express
Package Combines Transportation
and Slciing Fun From $25.00

The Three Wise Fem-
mes demonstrate
their "fish" cheer

m:

INowliarch 16, 1986 iMXoo
Package Includes:
Round trip Irarisporlalion iind d day s lift lichet for just $J5 00
Tuesday Thursday arid $27.00 on Sunday less than you d
pay for a lift ticket alone A qreal \aluc to stretch your sKiinq

dollar and youi sKiinq fun Arrive «il Stratton Mt at 9:00 a in

Advanced reservations only

Tickets available at all local colletie campuses and at the Iik :.'

Peter P.iii Rus Tfiininal Tor further infornialion on pick up
points .iiHt rfset%<ilK)iis (,ill 781 2900 txt. 25J

Group Charter Packages:
There rue also spec la! par ka<jcs loi cjioups avail, iliU- .U icdiiti'd

rates Peter Pan offers <Uhii to door chartt-i s»c \i<c i\fr\ d,i>

thrriuqhout the week .il sul>slan(ial s,nin(ts Im muii ipoup
(iifit.id Hu ( h.irlc I>ep,ir1rnent lor tiroiip rale iiiloi in.ipoii ,il

Thf fVoplf ProtrsMonHK

JPnfnrHmtiBubLinms, Iniz.
1776 Main St PO Boii 1776

Sprinqfleld MA • 781 2900
liA Toll Free I 800 M2 m^h

iLaCazuela
TME MEXICAN RESTAURANT

Dist'Mi 1rv(-? fr lorj ,ir

\j<)r<^ Mf«,i( ( ) ,-irK

<' ,\r^ S( >i Jtl ivA/'JSt

ealiilj!pla(o

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP ft SMCP)

M( 9 • Hatfit) AmhtfU

256-6889
• OPEN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-TMURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS

HAIRCUTS

$8.50
with this coupon

CALL
STYLES BY
DEBORAH

65 University Dr.,

Amherst. MA
5495610

PARTY
with Campus Marketing

YOUR BEST DEAL TO-FLORIDA

VN\. (TO THE PARTY) _1 ^^ ' »

WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE)
fm

INCLUDES:
• RCHjnc) "tp more coocn rronscxsrtation ro (peourifui

i

Ooviona Beocri (Wl DRIVf Pockoges Only) We uie
rxjrhmg but modefn hiighwoy cooc^es

• Eigfit fioricki (loys/seven endless nights al one of our

e>citing oceanlroni fioreis locored nghr on rrie Dovtooo
Beocri strip vout hotel ria»obeoutffui pool sun dock aw
conditioned rooms. co)o< TV and o nice long stretch of

beoch

• A full schedule ot Fl}fE pod deck porties every day

• A full list of p(e-anor>ged discounts to tove you moneym
(Xiytono Beoch

• Tfovel representatives ro inso'» a imooth trip and a
goodttme

• Optionol side escu/sions ro Disney World Epcol. deep
seo fishing porty cruises etc

• All taxes or»d tips

SPEND A WEEK - NOT A FORTUNE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

Pleabe Call CKris e fe-l^^l

fciSOpn Spn 5un.-Fn.
\;i pn - >5pn Sat,

Spon$orod by CarT>pu$ MotVottng ri»w»wcio»»cwow«itweo>iw«iouHr

CIMABBH

The Nikolais Danse Theatre will perform tonight at the Fine Arts

Center at 8 pm.

riy JAMES NEILL
Collegian Correspondent

Violent Femmes: The Blind Leading

the Naked (Warner Bro8./Slash)

Some stray comments I've heard lately;

from a local record store owner: "I'm real

ly torn about the new Violent Femmes
album. I can't decide whether I just don't

like it or it stinks." A customer in the same

store: "The Violent Femmes are one of the

few bands who can really push it to the

edge and succeed." A college student on a

PVTA bus: "So where's the party tonight?"

"The Blind Leading the Naked" is the

third Violent Femmes album. Here's some

advice to the throngs who are still waiting

for a remake of the very popular first

Record Review
album. Stop waitmg. Vou should have

suspected that a band as iconoclastic as the

Violent Femmes would not look back once

they started rolling. The first LP was ap-

preciated mostly by teenagers bursting

with hormonal hysteria. After such a

delightfully horny debut it was inevitable

that the very different second album,

"Hallowed Ground", would more or less

flop but it's been a year and a half since

then and we've all surely matured a bit,

haven't we?
"Hallowed Ground" prophesized the

spiritual content of a lot of the new songs.

Victor De Lorenzo and bassist Brian Rit-

chie temper what De Lorenzo calls Gano's

"undeniable faith" with a keen sense of

when to ham it up and when to play it

straight. The track with the most religious

gusto is called, appropriately, "Faith", a

bluesy number which takes Country Joe

McDonald's Woodstock era "Fish Cheer"
and revises it to "Gimme a F-A-I-T-H."

We're dealing with a different "F"word
this time around.

I would like to play "Faith" for the Bible-

belted audience of the PTL or 700 Club;

those exploited dying people who hand over

their life savings to the likes of Jim Bak-
ker believing they're buying their way to

Heaven. Dispite the song's sincere religious

sentiment, they would probably still find

it irreverent. I bet God would dig it though.

This album doesn't wear a stiff white col-

lar. It's a swingin' sermon actually. Gano
knows full well he won't turn into a pillar

of salt if he looks back and acknowledges

the lessons he taught and learned on the

first album. He hasn't left the spirit of that

album entirely behind; young lust, politics,

first ladies, friendship, life marriage, death,

revolution, cops, and war, to name a few,

are all addressed. Talking Heads' Jerry

Harrison, who produced the album,

tightened up the band's sound quite a bit.

So what's the verdict? I refuse to pass

judgement on this record. Like the store

owner, I'm torn, except I can't decide

whether I just like it or if it's good. I will

say one thing though, The Violent Femmes
deserve your money more than the PTL
Club (or Bruce Springsteen for that mat-

ter.) So anyway, where is the party tonight?

CORRECTION
The UMass Critical Art Review is not

being funded by the UMass Arts

Council. Contact David Fish at

Marshall Annex, not Munson
Annex.

lOllegiiin ph»lo by Kob Skritun

The band Circle will play at the Hatch on Thursday. 8 pm. Their brand

of orig\nal dance music has enticed local audiences for years, at venues

such asSheehans. Prcscot Tavern at Hampshire College, and as an open

ing act for Billy Bragg at the now defunct Rusty Nail(L-R: Aram
Tabackman, George Cooke, Larry Berger. Steve Leydon.)

Quality Food
To Otdee(^

Chaelnut Ptoln Nd
VWiatalv

l-«aturino'St«vtt Kloc's

I

Famoua Broil«d

i

LIVE LOBSTER
' Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entraas

Also Staaks,

Prima Rib,

I Saafood
iOmiCrtONflaka 1 1I nofth to

SoMtH OoarfWd. aotittt on route

I k-10 1M mNM IU«M.e« Chrtatlan

• lMn» % my* (rem cenrof e« town

i OpMi:
f Mon-Sat 6-10 pm Sun 1-t >

Science and Technology

at the Smithsonian

Summer Internship 1986

Earn credit and experience as a summer intern at the

nation's largest museum of science & technology

Interested?!? Come to an information session

on February 20th at 4:30 in 601 Herter Hall

or contact the History Department, Main Office

Ext. 5-1330

THE

S.U.B. 8 PM

r UPC
Presents
A Blues

with Special Guest

Tickets on sale 2/13 86 at Fine Arts Center Box Office

Springfield Civic Center, Northampton, Holvoke. Green

field b Piitstield. No cans bottles or recording devices

/Extravaganza!

TUES. FEB. 25th

S.U.B. 8 pm
Tickets $9.00

in advance
$10.00 at the door

!

Thursday

March 6th

Tickets

$10.00 UMass
$12.00 General Public

/
i

/

Tickets on Sal*

Al Ti«

Unlimited

Fo' the

fleco'd (Faces) and

Mam St

Records

No cans bottles or

recording devices

and Special Guest

ROY BUCHANAN
i

i

i
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CPR CLASS AMERICAN
RED CROSS

Both classes meet from 6:30 - 9:30 pm
$5.00 class fee inlcudes book

Class 'A' meets Class *B' meets

3 Thursdays 3 Wednesdays

2/20 2/26

2/27 3/5

3/6 3/12

For more info call 549-5605 or 665-3521

STUDY AT OXFORD, NEXT SUMMER WITH THE
UMASS AT

STUDY PROGRAM
FOR DETAILS

ATTEND THE OXFORD MEETING AT:
HERTER 205

FEB. 19. 1985, 7:00 PM
OR STOP BY BARTLETT 160

OR CALL 545-1914

^<t.^^-^a^J;^J|^^4^^^J^4^^J^^j^j^^-^j|^^j^^^i^j^4c

Profe»»ional Conaultation
& Style Haircut om » $ 1 0.00

will Skam^u'^ hluwdty

Featuring:

StviM by Deborali

AmiMrat. S4S-S610
.»i..rr> March U. 1986

in the »aM«y

Tdl/i house
restaurant
Exceptional food &
rcMCTUiblc prioes . .

.

BUFFET BRUNCH
on Sunday

16.96 all you can aat

Spacial Lunch on Saturday
Marsala Dosa Thm fried

pancake of ground nee and
split black beans, stuffed with

spiced potatoes Served with

spiced lentil soup and coconut

chutney

45 State St. Northampton
dlnnar-S:M.ie:9e mndv 11:30-3:00 Mto-oul

Tonight Wed Feb 19th is GROLSCH BEER NIGHT

mffrn
Cance Club

-A-***********************************
FREE Grolsch T-Shirts & Hats

i FREE Mount Tom Ski Lift Tickets
|

t FREE Midnight Movie Passes ^

Available For
********* ppjy/^yE pyi^pyjgg*********

n ^'^ Free Sodas For Designated Drivers
riANOtS Don't Drink and Drive
^danceciub Rt. 9 Amherst 2^6 8284

s?^•̂
%

Five College Program in Peace
& World Security Studies

Spring Program
^^

y^

Wed., February 19, 8:00 PM,
Amherst College

"Affirming Humanity in the Nuclear Age," talk by Ruth Adams
(MacArthur Foundation); Converse Hall Assembly Room

Thur., February 27, 8:00 PM,
Hampshire College

"Star Wars: A European Perspective," talk by Dan Smith (Campaign
for Nuclear Disarmament); Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall

Mon., March 3, 8:00 PM,
Amherst College

"Peace Movements in Europe, East and West," panel with Jan
Kavan (Czech human rights activist) and Dan Smith; Converse Hall

Assembly Room

Wed., March 6, 8:00 PM,
Mount Holyoke College

"Denuclearizing International Politics," talk by Richard Ullman

(Princeton); Gamble Auditorium

Tue., March 11, 8:00 PM,
Smith College

"Defense Spending and the U.S. Economy." panel with Thomas
Riddell (Smith College), Gordon Adams (Defense Budget Project),

Teresa Amott (Wellesley); McConnell Auditorium

Wed., March 26, 8:00 PM,
Smith College

"Forging Missies into Spaceships," talk by Daniel Deudney (World
Policy Institute) McConnell Auditorium

Tue., April 1, 4:00 & 7:30 PM,
Mount Holyoke College

"Terrorism and U.S. Foreign Policy," panel with Anthony Lake
(Mount Holyoke), Morton Halperin (ACLU), Paul Kreisberg (Council

on Foreign Relations), Robert Oakley (U.S. State Dept.), and others;

Hooker Auditorium

Wed., April 16, 8:00 PM,
Hampshire College

"National Defense Without War," talk by Gene Sharp (Harvard
University); Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Hall

Mon., April 21, 8:00 PM,
UMass

"New Directions in the Peace Movement," panel with Andrea Ayva-
zian (Peace Development Fund), Randy Kehler (Freeze Campaign),
Michael Klare (PAWSS Program), Deborah Lubar (Smith), Pat
Sullivan (UMass); Mahar Auditorium

Wed., April 30, 8:00 PM,
UMass

"The New International Security Order," talk by Elise Boulding
(Dartmouth); Campus Center 174-176

%M

* For more information please contact the PAWSS office, at Hamp-
shire College, 549-4600, ext. 519.

BLACK ArrAIRS
Budget hearing gets underway
as new procedure casts doubt
By CHRIS ALLEN
Collegian StatT

1 wonder what will be the outcome on

Maivli 5" seemed to have been the mystery

ill everybody's mind last night as the 1987

Student Government Association Budget

Hearing got underway
For nearl> livt- huurij a panel of nine

budget committee members (Kcupied Room
162 of the Campus Center questioning

Registered Student Organizations

members a> thes reviewed their budget

package.

Of the nine or^ianizatjons scheduled to

appear for tht htaring. eight were

repre^nted although by a very small

number.
David D. Mo<ire. acting editor in chief for

Nummo News, a black student newspaper

un campus, said that he accidentally heard

abtiut the meeting yesterday afternoon and

that it I had been informed about this

meeting earlier, I could havi- contacted

more people."

•The procedure of handling the budget

hearing has differed from in the past in

that at the budget hearing you would nor

mally have an idea of what the result

uould be" whether it be a level funding,
a cut or an incrt-a^t-

The final results will \n- pif-iMited on
.March 5

One major concern of many was the fart
that there wen- no minority represen-
latui-s on thf nview board.

Moore said that he aplied to be a member
oi the Budget Committee three times but
was denied

I havf ht't-n a member of the senate for

one year, 1 have worked on the Finance
Comittee," he said. "I know I have mon-
experieruf than many people on the com-
mittee.

It has been reported thai some organiza
tion- mis.sfd their hearing which was
•*hfduled lor yesterday, but it is not known
what effect that will have on their budget
package.

The organizations scheduled for last

night's hearing were Spectrum, Nummo
News, the Student Activities Office, SGA
(Communications. Office of Third World Af
I iirs, Afrik Am and the African Student
\~-iK:iation, which was not in attendance.

Civil rights
activist

blast Reagan
B> BKUCE SAXON
Collegian Corre-pondenl

Rappers make contribution
Two of the stars of the motion picture

''Krush Grooi'e'lmve teamed up with a ma
jor blach hair company to commemorate
Black History Month, 1986. Kurtis Blow

and Run DMC are the creative force behind

"Happing Black History. " a thirty minute

audio cassette that's available free in cer-

tain popular Johnson Hair Care items.

"Rapping Black History. ' is a fun,

entertaining, yet educational story that

highlights historical milestones and con-

tnliut ions of black Americans. It is

delivered m the fast paced rap style that

IS popular among young people today. Kur-

us Blow and Run DMCproven to be an ef-

fective way to reach America's youth.

"Rap is their language," says Blow, "and

many rappers use it to get stror4pr

messages across. ..to stay in school, to stay

away from drugs and, in this instance, to

find out more about who you ai'e and where

you come from."

The cassette offer is available through

Black History Month at wholesale and
retail outlets that sell Johnson Products.

Check local hair care outlets for more info...

NORTHAMPTON The Commissioner
of the US Commission on Civil Rights ac

cused the Reagan administration last

night of systematically destroying social

programs essential for women, minority
and the p«Htr

Si iH f 1 980. equal rights for women, af-

tinnative action for blacks, and welfare

programs for the poor have btH'n under at

lack," said Mary Francis Berry to more
than 100 people at Sage Hall at Smith
College.

Berry said that the social progi ams now

under attack originated in the 1930s.

in the 1930s, the .American people

decided to remove name of the social ine

quities then existing in the society, to

make America more democratic, to give

people more opportunities," she .said. "As
a result, programs such as unemployment
compensatKm, welfare, and Social Securi-

ty were instituted"

•As a result of the civil rights movements
of the 1950s and 1960s, the.se programs
were later .strengthened and extended to

othei- groups. Berry said.

Berry spoke as a guest lecturer in honor

of Black History Month. Her speech was
sponsored by the Black Student Alliance,

the Student Lecture Committee, and the

Committee on Community Policy.

"Before these prc^ams were instituted.

if you were over 45 you could easily be

(ir»'d from vour iob and thrown on the

ashheap And if you were a poor women
with a sick child, you would have to worry

and think is this a $5 m ,i $2ri or a $10(J

sickness' t>r if you were a handicapped

child, you were discouraged from atten

ding sch(M»l,' she said.

• Progres> w a.s made in the 1960s in ex

pandmg the rights and opportunities of

women, handicapped people, elderly

workers, and others." Berry said.

.Now, Berry charged, thi- pmgiams that

have helped so many are being

dismantled

"Because of the massive 1981 tax cuts,

the budget cuts that followed, and thi

(iramm Rudman Bill th u was just pa.ss

ed, critical social programs are bein»:

destroyed, she said

Berry said that a new political movr
ment is needed to safeguard the progres.-

make by blacks, women, and others.

"We've been living loo long on the

fumes of the 60s protests We cannot di>

that anymore. The gams we've make m
the past will not be renewed until we form

a new direct action mov»inent that cuts

across racial lines, thai demands fun

damental change in this country, that

demands full equality of opportunity and

ju.stice for all." she said.

Black Affairs is seeking individuals interestid in writing for t h. pa^i Need

not be a journalism major. For more informalnm slop on by the Collvnuin

newsroom anytime (Room 113 of the Campus Center), or call .545 3.500.

ROVING

REPORTER

What does Black

History Month mean

to you?
( ollegian photos ^°*' Skelton

by Michelle Segall Paul Desroarais

Lisa Epps....90 Com-
munications maj. Coming
from two diverse cultural

background has enabled me
to appreciate the time, ef-

fort, and strength that has

made this period possible to

serve as a remembrance.

Lori LeBrun ...86 Exercise

Science maj. Its nice to

know that USA cares to

have a special month to

celebrate black history.

Richard Harrigan...87

Civil Eng. maj. 28 days of

Black expressions express-

ing love struggle productivi-

ty and most of all blackness.

Adrienne Laws...89 ..Com-

parative Lit maj. I haven't

heard much about it since

elementary school. I think it

is important to recognize

the achievements made by

those individuals.

Lisette Bethea
...89 Legal
Studies maj It is a time

when important black peo-

ple are recognized for their

accomplishments in history.

It shouldnt be reduced to

one month because their ac-

complishments were made
throughout the year.

Black Affairs invites readers to suggest questions for its Roving Reporter. Send

suggestions to the Collegian Office Campus Center or call 545-3500.

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P15b/80R13

$2995

includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
FuH Service Tire Store

78 Sundartand Rd.. No. Amtwrat. MA
Across from Walroba's Store

549-4704

Most Major
Credit Cards Accepted

°v
,e<^>5-* Party! Party! V^

in %su.5<'
I
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«
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«

WED., THURS. and FRI. SPECIAL

HAIRCUT
$7.50

with Blow Dry $10.00
with Laurie

with this ad/coupon Expires 2/28/86

atSHEAR DELIGHT
complete hairstyling for men & women

549-1502
Bay Banks Food Baskat

FORT LAUDERDALE ^* «

• rooms available with kitchenette starting

at $135

• 30 seconds from strip

• Air and Rooms available separately or

combined

Don't be left at home while the rest of

UMass is partying in Fort Lauderdale

Be guaranted, not like last year when a travel agency

over booked students and you lost out.

Be Smart Call John 549-0606 or Tom 549-3910

.,,-*—-r*—-"'"-"'-"""""""'^'
r——————————

—

8 Triangia St.

I

SHEAR
DELIGHT

22B Triangle

7f
>
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1

RENT/^RECK

N«w ft Us«d Cars
Trwdia * Vans AImi Avalabto

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 6J No. Amherst

I S49-2880 I

The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE §
is inviting political, social, cultural and |
academic groups to submit requests for i
Line Item Funding for Fiscal Year 1987. I
For applications and further information |
on the budget process, please contact f
Alison Huettner, GSS Treasurer, 919 |
Campus Center, 545-2896. |

Deadline for requests is March 3. 1
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DAYTONA BEACH "86"

MOM:

i$189
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4
4
4
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4
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Don't be left home in the coW, spend Spring Break in the sun, sand and surf

on the Wbrld's Largest Beach with the company %¥ho really cares about the STUDENTS.

DONT PASS UP A DEAL LIKE THIS!

• Round trrp lidnipoflJliofi lu Davh»"^ Beach via modern Highwjy MotOfioathes

• Seven nigW atitmimodJlKjns M ot>e oi Ihiee litst-iiU beach hcnet*

• Ml irf out holeU ite all txeanttonl. located ditetlly oo the beach, have both iitxd

deck and indoor bar>. large pool* leslaorants, atwl air coodmoned ttiiimv «,iih

cokH TV 4

• Optional one dav tii uitum-. to Dcnev VMnrld tpcot Cenlet. deep sea tiiihinK,

and other altrattions

• A tamaviH sthedule rt Ruol Deck attivilies including oui poul d«>tk partv

• Pfote^itonallv vlatled perMjnnel to make youi trip eniovable

• Di«ount> with DAlona merchanlv and nighl < lub>. lealurmK the all new

ulimiale video dame club, 7(11 Viulh

W^ re not airaid to tell vou where our holeli are located. Don't be tooled by a cheaper prKe trip!

* QUAIUV TR1I> PRODUtIS A GOIDIN WHK OI INKWMINT NO HIDDtN COSTS IIKE MOSI TRIPS

DESIGNERS OF TRAVEL REALLY CARES!
for morf intorrndlion call

PAM 546-9102
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Programs at home
O Over 200 graduate and undercraduace

courie*

Q Approaches to leachiitg Wrtiins

Enxiish as a Foreign Language

O (loveinment internships

O High School Prograini

Q IniercHJiural Training

Q Inieipreucion and I'ranslation Institute

D Language (xiurscs

n I'heology (Conference

O Liierarv ('riiicism C^nfereiKc

n P*fi»h Workshop
D Sacred Scripture liutituie

D Alumni Collie

Stssmu
Pre-MavI9Junel3
First -June 9-Julv II

8-Week Cross Session—June *>-.^ugust 1

6-Week Cross Session—June 23-August I

Second—July 14-August IS

Programs abroad

D Antwerp. Belgium— Int'l. Tfsdc

D China—Chinese
D Dijon, France- FrciKh

D Fiesole. luly — lui;an

O Leningrad, I' S.S.R— Russian

D Oxford. Fnijland — BusineM
Administration

D 'Juito. Kcuador— Spanish
Q Tfiei. West Germany —German

Seitd mote iirftwnutkMi:

Name ____^____

.Address

Zip_

Can (202) 625-8106 or mail to

SSCE— Georgetown I'mversiiy

J06 intcfcultural Center

Washington. DC. 200S7

l-nmemw I »$xrr)in ii « rim/ ttptrminn/ttttnmrnt a n— imimnm m n^Mmmtt^tdmummi

DOONESBURY GARRY TRUDEAU

3K)f SAL! WUMACe
ITPOm'

\

eOOD^A TOHAVBAN

YBAH. SHE'S IN THE
Men's ROOM,
HOLPmfOKlH
ONHeRUJORK

SOI ASKED
MYS£if,l4/Hy

SHOULDNyiMl-
NAL^BtFiJN^

lAJHAl

7HE.

THE FAR SIDE BY GARY LARSON

"Looks like another one of those stupid
Incredible Journey* things

'

.^^^^^^^*###.»*#.#¥¥****¥****4^***»*****> FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

The Spring Break Carnival pack-

ages mclude 5 nights condomin-

ium lodging (based on minimum
of 4 p«:^e per condo.), a 5-day

ali area lift ticket, and all Spring

Break Carnival races and activi-

ties. Taxes and services (does not

iiKlude damage deposit).

Q^illinaton
^^VERMONT

The National Collegiate Ski Association, Lite

Beer from Miller and Killington Ski Area have teamed
up for the greatest skiing experience you'll ever have with

non-stop fun at a very special price! Eiijoy a week of great skiing

and special on & off mountain activities.

Explore Kiilington's 6 mountains on one lift ticket. 100 trails

served by 17 lifts offer the greatest diversity of terrain in the

Eastern United States! Killington historically receives 6 feet of

snow after March 1st and has the most snowmaking in America.

Meet students from all over the United States and compete with

each other for thousands of dollars worth of trophies, prizes, and

special offerings from Lite Beer from Miller, and Killington area

nightclubs and restaurants. Coupon booklets provide even
greater savings at area restaurants, stores and nightclubs.

PRICED
FROM «199 per

person

Co-spons(*ed by

SNO SEARCH/KILUNGTOIN, NCSA SPRING CARNIVAL REGISTRATION

Please complete the registration form below and mail to Sno Search Inc. (Official NCSA Tour Operator), 228 Triangle St., Amherst. Ma.ss. 01002. Include $50.00

deposit and S25.0O damage deposit, ($75.00 initial payment). The balance of $139.00 is due 10 days before arrival. Make checks payable to Sno Search, Inc,

Deposits are non-refundable unle.ss written cancellation is received 21 days before arrival.

Check Week Desired O March 2-7. 1986 D March 9- 14. 1986 U March 16-21. 1986 D March 23-28, 1986

Name of Participants No.

Address

.

Zip. .School.

Day Phone No. ( )
Evening Phone No, ( ) Deposit Enclosed $.

For more information call Sno Search, Inc at 4 13-549-7357/ 201-697-4332

Ha^.o,rf^ >^£RL-ro 5P£ak
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you \*J WS\MD»
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ft ClftCMAC
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HOUSEMATES BY R.MILLER

I
HOM DO yoo F£€L ABOJT <:oMwirfrteNT^in a cop

OUT IT'S FOR INSetORlf

PeOfLtooHOAWAWAlO
they'll NfVgRFlNP 1

ANYONE ELSe TO LOVf |

TVI6M. J

^
^IN TMATCASE,.J

V -^

<i
t/@)

*/"! MKj^iSJa.

TVIISI«\AYB€ TH£

gf6iNNlN6 OF A

GORDY BY GORDE

BLOOM COUNTY BY BE^KE BREATHEJ

-SffTVRfWV NIGHT
W«e5TLlN6.." BAMeO
me BAR8Af?IAN ANP
THe /V\A5K£P /VV^SHe/?

HAVe MSr JTAKTEP

RoijND owe...

PowN Goe^ smeo wm
LOOK ' THE f^bH€Ji ORl^

marr row f^p «/Avv\£t5

BUT w(\ir' smeo
H(\d miep a/r (\ CHevy

mjCK MIS FROm Hid

TRUNKS f\NP TAKe^THe

V T

^

W^i ^fT^

foul:

ONOtPOWH
meRef
Misses The
WHOl£ THING.

\ \

Interested in computers?
The Collegian is looking for an assistant

systems manager.
Computer-proficient, interested in

journalism?
Sounds good? Come down, talk to Matkins.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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WEATHER
Today: mo.^tly cloudy, chance

of light drizzle, slushy underfoot, high.s in the 40s.

Tonight: lows in the 30s. Tomorrow: partly sunny
in the morning, becoming cloudy in the afternoon,
highs in the 40s.

Today's Menu

Lunch
Boston Burger on Sesame roll

Chicken Stew/Puff pastry

Garden Sandwich
Chicken Stew

Basic Lunch

Dinner
Veal Parmesan
Baked Cod
Ham and Turkey plate

Basics Dinner
Eggplant Parmigana
Baked Cod

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Night Editor Lesley Clark
Copy Editor Bill Spain
Layout Technician Conor Plunkett
Photo Technician Paul Desmarais
Production Supervisor Ansel Zinter

Production: Peter Soderberg, Con Man, Maura
McHugh, Tony Bevgless, Bill Freeman,and the cast of

thousands
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Experience Pays
THE NATION'S NEWSPAPER
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UMass student

held in arson

sues for $13ni

Cape CodTimes
THE CAPE AND ISLANDS DAILY NEWSPAPER

COVER STORY
Friday. Jun« 21. 1915

r^n. TTZLSdOXJCCzzra

Video vaults
hold TV

viewers
gold

Gilligan and
Jetry Mathers
as the Beaver

draw ratings

and fanatic

devotion

By Mary Cresse

Special for USA TODAY

MEDFORD. Masi — 'See.

this Is what I mean by good
TV." Felicia Massarelll says,

pointing to tier television set

where a rerun of Jackie Glea-

iOn's The Honeymooners Is In

p -ogress

Raipti Kramden Is winding

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ up an argument with wife Al-^^^^^^^^^^~"
Ice He rolls his eyes, cocks his

head, and grimlv sets his jaw "One of these days. Alice,"

"'•fist, "Bang,

Emptied channel fills beach

By Anne McCrory
Special to The Globe

AMHERST - A University of

, ^ MasMchuaetts student Is seeking

s .iiiiiiiiii^iertd seiijci »13 mlUlon In two lawsuits charg-

e than 15 defendants with

IS of her nghu in conncc-

th her arrest on arson
and suspension from the

ty Ust December
e I. Henry. 20. a senior

ry major from Phlladel

IS arrested the evening of

-»d charged with setting fire

s on a fellow student s dor-

leak The fire was the 15th

ormltory last year

wing the arrest. Henry was
night in jail, suspended

o.rred from the university,

fired from her Job as a resident as-

sistant and permitted back on
campus to attend classes only In

UMASS PaRT 17

'44Fa9M

By JOHN YONCE
SPECIAL WRITER

HYA.N.NISPGRT - Its a job that costs nearly
$2S0.U00. consumes 1.500 gallons of fuel a day and takes

4.044 man-hours to compiele But. it provides a double
dividend

The dredging of Hyannis Harbor, now nearing com-
pletion. IS designed to open a deep, safe channel for

shipping It also wili replace tons of s»nd lost over the

years from Kalmus Beach
The Arr-

cubic yar«
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selccliTian Samuel Humphrey said

1 this week
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I

Blue Cross in connection with the

town insurance, looms m the

backpriumd
The lax colleclor's office look in
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SPRINGFIELD — Georpelown

center Patrick Ewine scored 25

We don t hate BC at all. I'm sur^

be forgotten soon."

Adams had one of his besti
• • ;«l. oo *.,.:^«. «» _-. >r «n
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What do The Boston Globe, USA Today, Newsweek on Campus and the wire services have in com-

mon?
Correspondents at UMass - all of whom work for the Collegian.

The Globe, Conde Nast, Cape Cod Times and Fitchburg Sentinel - among other New England and

East Coast papers - are similar too. They've had our staffers as interns and co-op students this past

vear

Journalism is a competitive field, and it pays to get experience early. We all started as reporters

for the Collegian. Because of it, we've been able to do a lot more.

Whether you're a first year student or a senior, we have a job for you. Come down to our office,

find the department that's right for you. Choose from News, Sports, Editorial/Opinion, Black Af-

fairs, Women's Issues, Arts or Photo. Work with our editors who have professional experience.

Get a grasp on UMass issues and your writing skills.

Get clips that will get you a job.

Today. ^

The CoUegiarL We build careers.

Wednesday, February 19, 1986

• track
Individual winners in-

cluded freshman Pam
Hughes in the 55 meter

dash with a 7.28. Second

was UM's Joyce Baten with

a 7.40.

Hughes also won the long

jump with a 17-9 with Kim
baten third at 17-1. Joyce
baten was fourth. The 1.500

saw Julie Ott win with a

4:51.36. Other UMass win
ners included Kim Baten in

the 55 meter hurdles in 8.31

and Kayla Morrison in the

COUiOIAM23

400 with a 59.32.

Finally, the last in-

dividual winner was Sonja

V^aughan in the 800 meter
run with a 2:17.24.

Other places for UMass
were Carla DeSantis with a

fourth in the shot, a second

for Julie Muccini in the high

jump at 5-2, a fourth for

Kathy McCrory in the

3,000. a second for Muccini

m the triple jump and a se-

cond for Barbara CuUinan

nontinueil f-iiii imge 14

in the 500 with Sue Golds-

tein taking third..

In the relays, Vaughan,
Marshall, Morrison and
Bates won the mile in

3:56.89 while CuUinan,
Goldstein, McCrory and Ott

took the two mile m 9:52.07.

"It was a good meet for us,

we had some good efforts,"

said UMass coach Kalekeni

Banda. "Now we get ready
for the New Englands."

• Stockbridge-
Jim keinertson, the Aggies' valuable

rtseive guard, came off the bench to score

12 points.

"Jim, all of our bench in fact, have been

big keys to our success," said Leaman.

"They give us players that keep up the in-

tensity and bring our tempo to the other

team."
The Aggies, who have now won three

games in a row, won several tournament

honors, led by Lmgenberg being named as

the most valuable player.

Alberini and Collamore were also

honored with all-tourney selections.

'Those players had great tournaments."

tntinui'd from page 24

said Leaman. "It shows how well we did by
placing three ofour five starters on the all-

tournament team."

StiKkbridge closes its season tonight
against Holyoke Communitty College. The
game is scheduled for 7 p.m. at the Curry
Hicks Cage.

"We had a gCKxi season, it's a lot of fun
for me personally to keep on coaching. It's

tough only having players for two years
(Stockbridge is a two-year program), but we
do what we can and play a schedule that
can be pretty tough at times," said

Leaman. "But the kids all give 100 percent,

and that's all I can ask of them."

Z All M*
University Men

are invited to

TONIGHT
8:00 - 10:00

23 Phillips St. 256-6845

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

American Travel Services

presents «>•.::...

^ SPRING BREAK A'86''
Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island
Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

UMass Transit Service presents the

SPRING TRAINING PROGRAM
for BUS DRIVING JOBS

Thursday, Feb. 20th at 7:00 pm in CC 101

The first 125 people will receive applications

You must:
- be 18-1- years old

- have had a license for a year
- have 2 -i- semesters left at UMass

YOU POSITIVELY MUST BRING PROOF OF YOUR
CLASS YEAR TO THE MEETING

(the ONLY acceptable proofs

are schedule, transcript, or a letter from the Registrar)

For more info, call 545-0056

women/minorities/older students encouraged to apply

•LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CO 113 • 8;45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8:45 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

I'Maas Chorale needs tenors! Audition
niom 277 music wiriR FAC Thursday 2/20

1 pm • 4:;tlt fim

fiiriPsyrholoKy |CI»h (CUSP) invile.s all

psyrh majors apd monors to its first

mi'i'liriK "" We<lfiesday Feb !!< at 7:0i> prr'

Hi Tobin 304. It/s a (treat way to have fun.

meet people, and (fel involved

Southwest Residents - get involved!
Wpfkly Southwest Assembly meelinjt
liimiirrow. 7:110 pm in llampden's
Southside room. All are welcome.

Prophets and other heretics: Discussion
of "IJIieration Theology" with Rev
Ksther Harps. Thursday. 4 .') pm at I'CK.
12H Student I'nion.

Student Activism is not dead! Intro

meeting of Railical Student I'nion. Wed.
Feb. 19 CC 'J17 .S:30 pm All are welcome

cozy, convenient alternative tor nnTi

smokers in the hnrt of town B & B for -.

$45.00. UMass discount $5. mi call

549<i44K.

BRITTANY MANOR

Immediate Opening two hedroom nparts.

Hea' and hot water short term lea-ses Act

Now 2hr>-HUX>

"CASH"

Paving cash for vour baselMll cards

Please call Mike .'.4Ht;ior,

ENTERTAINMENT

IjVP Distinguished
ng tonite. Wed. I

New memliers welcome!

Visitors program
meeting tonite. Wed. Feb. 19 7 pm IX WI4

AUTO FOR SALE

80 Cam Z28 350 auto alarm .Son^ ca&sette
good cond seek to sell immed asking $4WH1
.^49-781H

1878 Ford Fiesta very g(Kxl condition

$1000 or best offer fi8tj-.?531 evenings,

wj-ekcnds

MOBILF. MUSIC INC Disks spun to ..i;,

liL<le f:all Chris 2.'S«ti«4.'.

Want to have some fun? BIS TRll' to -.i

Boston Night t:iub on Feb. 21. KAIES i<

large and has 3 dance floors For inlornia

tion. call Rich: .i4«-.'i44i»

fURN THE TABLES Professional lU ->

,T exjierience call 24 hrs .'i8«-!Hl!*l

j„ vou want to dance or what? Loml

(igli quality mobile system 2.=itJ.«f>!<:t.

'hI^-7I^«
^

Rack-A-D'»r Entertainme nl Di >

l<ickeys Light Shows, Large S.rciri

v'lileo" Shows, call .>4!»-7144 24 hr-

.Niistral Maui sailboard $7U» or i. <i:

.Mike 2ri«ti97K

Electric Starfire-4 Guild Guitar for .suU-

rall .loann .^HK'.MO'.'

BOSE 101 Speakers. Musi sell, call

•v7917

Ski Bindings brand new (Jexe !»30 $100 or

l«'st offer 54't-7875

Guitar iCfectra electric six string (-x

ifllenl comlilion 2IHI with hardshell case

-nira t Andrew 6-6489
.

—
FOUND

Found one Cross pen with name inscnl*'!

call Bill at 6-9707

HELP WANTED

Soli .">4'.l .'!i;67

Ski Jacket aT Delta Chi parU 2/8 Navy
blue with red slrifie and ski pass on zipiK-r

If found <all .i46 4344

Lost male cat blaci( and grey tiger Face

and double paws while. Reward. .'i49-6H8'

Brown woman's Seiko watch 2/3 foumi?

f'leiLsc reiiirn st'ntimentaJ value! Large

reward Tara .M;i-686l

.Small black pocketbook ^>i 2/7 Brittany

or Branilywine please call Robin 66.V4H72

reward

Lout very important • brown folder con

tiiining resume, transcripts, etc. If found

call Marc tl-8233 or 5-0682 anytime reward

MOVER

tlOO REWARD

Lc king to take over lease in
Pownehouse/Brandy wine for fall
semester. Call Michelle or Liz .'">46-7425

RIDERS WANTED
SUMMER JOBS

Two riders needed for Spring Break to
drive to Ft Lauderdale area. Call fi65 876«
cheaper than bus

~ ROOMMATE WANTED
~

Some immedisll' part-time openings
available flexihk' -u-iwdiijes home town
or local position*. .\l| majors. For inter

view see Mr, !.,«', adinho at Campus ( 'enter
Room 802 .Saturday Feb 22, '.» iirn thru 2
pm

For single room in 3 bdrm Pufftnn apt.

f 1 78/m 54i»-H526

Female roommate wanted to share a
Ix'drooni in Brittany Manor call J.i3 .5612 TRAVEL

S9 Mustang convertible, (ireat condition

must sell $500 or BO Lcjri HS»877

wrOrds Cutlass good condition $300.(Mi

call Peter 665-7956

1978 Pinto - 70,000 miles, newtires.

clutch, exhaust, etc. great conditi<ir

$UlKHl or BO 247.5333

1981 Datsun Pickup 4x4 red tinteil v-m

dows dual sunpmfs and much more. 68OIK1

miles must be seen $3,300 or liesi offer call

.'.46-7 1»4

(kfice Space available. Especially ap

pnipriate for Dissertation Writers m
Helchertown. 323-7K3i>

Townhouse one bedroom apt to rent all

665-2(K53

Need an extra $5.00 for Friday nigl '

Right-handed males need for ex|K'rimeiil

..n reading. Call 549-5145 and leave

m»'ssi»ge

Fine Arts (enter Concert Hall seeks stu

dent cariK'nter.- for hall maintenance Ap
ply to Fnlz Farrington, RM 1-16 FAC
M5t)480

Camp CounseTors - Directors from

children's ..imps in Maine and West

Virginia on campus interviewing for posi

tions in athletics, water s(x)rls (WSI. ski

ing. sailing, canoeing, windsurfing^, arts

and crafts, pioneering and music Clla to

day for a personal meeting in Amherst.

Top salary, lienefils. .Several l'Ma.ss

references." Call in Boston 769-468.5

Airline Hiring Boom! $14$39000'
Stewanless*'?- Re.s<'rva'ionisls' Call fr

'Round Town Movers fast, ri'liable,

rtie,-ip Call Michael anytime 323 67MII
SERVICES

OPEN RUSH TONIGHT!
Typing. Ka.it, accurate. Call anytime

••«••••••••«• fifil-'TfiB

Like to help others'.' Meet jieopleV *

Then ( iamma Sigma Sigma is for you! *

Come join u.s 7 pm Mlh fl
( 'C tonight! '

< ISS IS a nat lonal .service .sorority
... ,....(.•••••••••••••••••••««

PERSONALS

Lyiinc Hans Es<|. P.C. Immigration Law
evening appointments call Springfield 1 if

fice 781-6570 or 666-8513

Tailor for all kinds of alterations. Fast

.service. rea.sonable prices at SlI.A.A.NN's

Hampshire Mall .584 93t)2

To the Tony that fixol my tire in Lot 49
Call me Janet .'.46 6464

Sweatshirts for Sale! "UMass Polo Club"
now $13 • white and blue call .546 5l3.'i

SKIS FOR SALE

K2 '(10 ''» 190 cm bindings an- S.il.r- .11

727 bi»h 'kis and bindings an- in i,"ki<I

shape <:5.0f) or BO call Kevin L'.ii. l.'>:»6

(lui.le, (as
t.)l llli \ !

;erto. Newsservii-
1

FOR SALE

BED * BREAKFAST

PinnU ViaiUnc? AMrTY HOUSE is

OHM C2 Speaker* 195 pair g,-eat cond

must sell need money 2.t6-6K89

Stereo^ Components; I'echnics Sl.B'^ii2

Turntable $60 SAK Amplifier L'l"' watts

$180 Vector Re.sean-h (0 baiKt h - Sl'iti

Numark |(i Imnd Wq, $75 calU^' ^^'>V'

Dorm Fridge 3 2 cuTft. $I2.^ or BO .-Ol

Ann 584-5975

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Ba-u .Airi.nH.i.ile

Workshop. 28 liours including clas.sroom

anil shop Limiteii ennillmenl 2.53-20!f

LOST

Gold "'
'sle.pi religious mef'allion great

s<nrm»ntal,valu« U nwanl uiea.-*. call

Congratulations Beth on the first acci

dent of the semester

I^slie Marie Alise Ahern Were lakin

away vour license anil givin you a six pack
Happy Birthday Love, ,11,AB
Meet me in Oxford next summer with the

I'Mass Oxford Summer Seminar Details,

alumni, .-lide.s all :ivailable 7:00 I'M, Wed.
Febniary 19. Herler 20,'); or .stop by
Barlleltl6<i

To .Mark al CI' \V • met your first night

al woriv ^tf \'i:, then- SdiTietime' .len

nifer

SPRING BREAK 8«

FORT LAUliERDALE from $309 in

eluding Round trip let anil 7 nights at Holi

day Inn Hotel (wiiicli is .me mile from
lieach) \\\ Taxes ami Tijis Included

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $79 im m
eluding round iriji bus and hotel .Also

available DAYTONA BEACH Packages.
Town Tours & Travel. 482 Main SI ,

Maiden, Ma. 02148 (617) 321-3993

SPRING BREAK Ski Killington, l.uv

Tours, $163/ 10% tax 5 night mountain

ba.se I'ondo, 5 day ski pa.Hses and more
Call Beth 549-0491, Kenny .'.49 1749

Megaburks Scholarship to study next

-uninier in England wiln the t'.Ma.ss Ox-

lord summer seminar. Find out more
al">ui It 71)0 PM, We<l February 19 al

Herler 2ii.''> New courses, old favopriles,

alumni. s|i,|es' Or stop by Bartlet t 160

.Springbreak '86

Party in Davlona Beach
Prices from $1 19 (Ml for 7 nights.

[lartics and activities

Call Davlona Hotline 1 80<».H26 9100

WANTED

Singer wanted for rock-n-nril band to

plav .Southwest Week. Call Pete at 6,5093

or .lim at 6 9739

Now casting for outdoor theatre dam
|ierforinar'r 1 H dani-ers, juggler, rt)!'

.skater. sKalelK>arders. puppeteers .'

technical production and stage crew
Ana 6'.'1 .'.'.(Ml. 545 2803 (mess,-igr)
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SPORTS
Minutewomen's slump
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian ^aff

This one really hurta.

Senior captain^Jerrie Bernier missed a game tying free

throw with :01 second remaing. allowing the University

of Rhode Island to escape from the Curry Hicks Ca^ with

a 70-69 thriller over the University of Massachus^ts
women's basketball team, last night.

The loss was the fifth straight for UMass and the tenth

«>nsecutive defeat in the Atlantic 10. The Minutewomen
fell to 9-15 overall and 2 11 in the conference

Bernier ei\^yed her best game of the season, pumping
in a seaaon high 22 points and grabbing a game high 1

1

rebounds to lead the Minutewomen. Senior forward Bar-

bara Hebel added 14 points and senior guard Juanita Mat-

thews and freshman forward Beth Wilbor chipped in 13

and 12 poinys respectively.

URI, 12-12 overall and 4 10 in the conference, was led

by Michele Washington's game high 24 points and Traay
Hathaway 's 14 points Ellen Quantmeyer added 11 points.

"Jerrie just played a terrific game," UM head coach Bar

bara Stevens said of Bernier's performance She played

well inside and got some rebounds for us. She played a

smart game."
UMass got the beat ofURI early and led 10 8 with 14:28

remaining in the first half But the Wrams reeled off a

14-4 run before freshman point guard Christel ZuUo drill

ed a long distance jumper to end the drought, 22-16. URI
went into halftime with a 38-31 lead.

The Minutewomen came out smoking in the early stages

of the second half and tied the game. 4141, when Ber

nier took a pretty feed from Zullo for an easy lay up. But

the Wrams went on another tear, this time to the tune

of 80, to Uke a 49-41 lead with 11:54 left in the s^xind

half
But UMass chipped away at the URI advantage and

sieized the lead, 59 58, on a Wilbor 12-foot jumper with

4:42 to go. The teams exchanged buckets before a

Washington lay up gave the Wrams a 66-63 lead, forcing

UMas.s to call time out.

"W. U't them get out to eight and ten point leads on

us, but we kept coming back." Stevens said. "The kids

deserve a lot of credit for the way thev came back."

Nancy Hudson scored on a backdoor lay up, and gave

URI a seemingly secure five point lead, 68 63. with 1:38

left. But Wilbor and Bernier buried back to-back jumpers

to draw the Minutewomen to within one, 68-67 with :49

seconds remaining.

An apparantly clean block of a Washington lay-up by

Matthews was whistled by the officials, sending

Washington to the line with :31 seconds left. She cooly

sank both free throws and the Wrams led, 70-67.

The Minutewomen had two more opportunities to score,

both of which failed and both of which resulted in UMass
fouling Quantmeyer. However, Quantmeyer missed the

front ends of b(Ah one-and-ones, the latter with :09 seconds

remaining in the game. UMass grabbed the rebound and

junior guard Mary Marquedant lofted a desperation

^foot jumper with :04 seconds showing on the clock. Mar-

quedant's jumper glanced off the top half of the backboard

right into the waiting hands of Bernier, who banked a soft

jumper in the paint and was fouled by URI's Kim West

with :01 second to go.

But Bernier was unable to convert the three-point play,

as her free throw bounced off the back of the rim to end

the game _^
UMass basketball notebook

Brown may be back
for final two games
By PETER ABRAHAM

Colle^an pholo by Paul Desmaraia

Freshman forward David Brown hopes to be back from his

stomach muscle iiyury to face West Virginia on Thursday.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

David Brown, the University of

Massachusetts" fine freshman foward,

doesn't like the idea of missing basketball

j;ames, even one.

Brown missed the first name of his col

legiate career on Monday night when bad-

ly strained abdominal muscles forced him

to the bench as UMass lost to Temple,
'iR 47 at the Curry Hicks Cage.

i left it up to Beetle and Liggy (UM
head trainer James Laughnane) about his

playing against Temple," said UMass
coach Ron Gerlufsen. "I know he wanted

to play and I know we could've used him,

he's been one of our most consistent

players and our best rebounder."

Brown, who dressed for the game, said

that he wanted to play, but it was best he

didn't

i hate not playing, it doesn't feel right

to me," said Beetle. "But this injury has

been bothering me for a long time and I

really couldn't of played up to my abili-

ty. I think I'll be back for the next two

games."

Carl Smith, the Minutemen's 5-11

junior co-captain, stands just one assist

away from the UMass career record of518

set by the late Alex Eldridge.

Smith, who already holds the school and

conference record for assists in a season

with 212. will set the mark in 83 games,

it took Eldridge 102 contests.

D
The Minutemen have had their trouble

traditionally with Temple, losing all nine

times they have faced the Owls. In those

nine games, the Minutemen have lost by

an average of 19.8 points with the closest

magrin being two, 50-48 last season in the

Springfield Civic Center. The 69-38 loss

earlier this season was the easiest Tem-
ple has won.
Why? "Temple plays a great matchup

zone defense," explains Gerlufsen. "I talk-

eu i,o some peupie wno played ihem in the

NCAA's last season and they told me they

think It's one of the best in the nation.

Plus, their best players are guards and

usually, that's what UMass has so they

can matchup against us pretty well. It's

a goal for the future, beating them."

The Owls are the only Atlantic 10 team
UMass hasn't beaten with Temple keep-

ing UMass to an average of 50

points-per-game.

"They have all the players, three quick

guards and the big guy (6-9 Tim Perry) in

the middle who can block shots." said

UM's leading scorer, 6-2 sophomore guard

Lorenzo Sutton. "If you can get past the

guards, then you have to deal with Perry

and with the way he can get up, you

almost have to throw it high off the glass

and hope for the best."

Temple coach Don Chaney, one of the

league's class acts, doesn't feel his hold

over the Minutemen is forever.

"We may have beaten them in the past,

but they'll have their day soon enough,"

said the TU mentor. "Their young players

will mature and they have a good coach.

Watch out for UMass."

Playoff Update: UMass is currently at

6 10 in the A- 10, in seventh place. They
are a game out of sixth, held by George
Washington and Duquesne, both at 7-9.

Rhode Island is a game behind UMass at

5-11.

The Minutemen play at West Virginia

(Thursday) and at Duquesne on Saturday.

They need at least a split to make sixth

place and with a win over Duquesne,
would take sixth place. The top six teams
automatically qualify for the conference

tourney quarterfinals (on campus sights)

set for Feb. 27. The bottom four need to

play in first round games on Feb. 25.

Duquesne still must play Rhode Island

(home) and UMass. Assuming they can

beat URI, the UM-Dukes game looms

large. GW has Penn State (away) and St.

Bonaventure (away) left. URI has Du-
quesne away and a game at West
Virginia.

Stockbridge takes tourney again
The Stockbridge School of

Agriculture basketball

team is at it again.

The Aggies .swept to their

second straight victory in

the Robert Crown Invita-

tional Tournament at

Hampshire College last

weekend, taking the cham
pionship with a 6348 rout of

Southern Vermont.
"The kids really wanted

this victory, it's been a goal

all season," said

Stockbridge coach Jack
Leaman, the former Univer-

sity of Massachussetts
men's varsity mentor.

"We played pretty well

throughout the tourna-

ment," the coach continued.

"It was a very satisfying

weekend.
"

The Aggies, now 8-3 on

the season, defeated the

host school in the

semifinals, 62-51, to ad

vance to the title game.
Freshman Tom

Lingenberg led all scorers in

the Hampshire contest with

16 points.

Tom was a iorce," said

Leaman about his 6-3

center. "He was very tough

under the boards and scored

..ell."

Freshman Rich Collamorc

added 13 in the Hampshire

game with senior co-captain

Mike Luciano contributing

nine.

In the c. impionship,
.Southern was in trouble

right away dt to the
balanced UMass a ack.

Lingenberg tosseo n 16

.(gain, to lead all sco;'.^rs.

Pat Alberini added a dozi v
rhe Stockb dge bench also

ontributed

continued on page 23

Women's track
wins two in NH

HANOVER, NH. - The University of Massachusetts
women's track team finished its dual meet season at 2-2

at a four-way meet at Dartmouth College over the

weekend.
UMass. with 66 points, lost to the host Indians (who

had 79) but defeated Fitchburg State's 12 points and
Smith's 12.

The Minutewomen, who have the New England cham-
pionships at Bates College coming up o • Saturday, had
six individual winners and two relay winners.

continued on page 23
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'It is a standstill budget'
Duffey not irate,

but disappointed

First of two articles.

By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

The budget for higher education recom-

mended to the state Legislature by Gov.

Michael S. Dukakis, if accepted, will im-

pede some campus improvement projects

and temporarily halt efforts to improve

academic programs, according to Univer

sity of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey.

Duffey said there are parts of the gover

nor's $19.1 million recommendation that

he is "grateful for," but on the whole, the

campus did not get all it needed.

Duffey's comments regarding the

budget came during a recent inverview in

his Whitmore office, during which he

discussed campus topics ranging from

alcohol to telephone mismanagement.
University officials unveiled a plan last

fall requesting a $2.1 million increase in

the school's base budget and $18 million

for new programs, part of a push to com-

pete with top private instituions in the

Northeast within the next five years.

Dukakis has requested that the

Legislature increase the University's base

budget for fiscal 1987 by $2.5 milion to

$148.7 million, an increase of 1.7 percent.

Those funds cover basic campus costs such

as salaries, utilities, maintenance and

some physical improvements.

'We can do some things that need to be

done," Duffey said. "We can continue to

do some maintainance work, though there

are a few major maintainance problems

on this campus that cannot wait."

Duffey cited the steam tunnel system

repairs adjacent to the Campus Center

garage as a case in point. The repairs

have blocked the use of the Campus
Center Circle since last summer, and traf-

fic has been barred from the area in-

definitely. But the governor's budget pro-

posal does not include enough money to

complete projects such as that one.

"The steam tunnel has got to be fixed

next year, as far as I'm concerned," he

said.

A $2.2 million allocation request to the

Board ofRegents ofHigher Education ear-

marked for UMass library books is money

the University welcomes, the chancellor

said.

But Dukakis did not request any money

from the Legislature to go toward new

academic programs. As a result, areas

such as biotechnology and chemistry, a

maior part of the University's initial re-

Collrinan photo by Mirhpllr S^gall

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said he will not "whimper and cry" about

the proposed budget for the University of Massachusetts.

quest filed with the governor last fall,

must wait until next year for funds.

'In terms of improvement of academic

programs," Duffey said. "It is a standstill

budget."

Some UMass officials have said the

governor's budget request has delayed the

University's five-year plan, but Duffey

stopped short of agreeing with that

assessment.

"Part of the problem is the continued

difficulty of getting a response to the

budget that one has a plan and what I

think are the unique n?ed8 of this cam-

pus," he said.

"This is the only major comprehensive

research university in the system and we

keep being dealt with in the same way
community colleges are being dealt with."

Nevertheless, Duffey said his efforts to

get the campus what it needs for major

maintenance and improved academics

will continue with some easy pressure on

legislators and business leaders, and a

series of trips to eastern Massachusetts to

stress the importance of a healthy budget

for the campus.
"I'm not going to whimper and cry

about this budget," he said, looking out

over the swarms of students moving

across Haigis Mall as they changed

classes. "I'm just going to go on saying

this plan is sound, it is needed."

Next: Duffey on alcohoL

Mysterious smell invades WMUA
Coke machine to blame for Campus Center's pungent problems
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Nobody knew where the smell came

from. It was described as mildew, vomit,

bad eggs, sweatsocks, or sewage. Yesterday

it invaded the WMUA radio station produc-

tion room, then spread to other parts of the

basement of the Campus Center.

Dudley Bridges, manager of Building

Operations, later explained: "A Coca-Cola

(machine's) line busted and it ate into

another pipe. Gas is leaking from the line."

It is not known what kind of pipes were

corroded by the acid in the soda. But the

machine, located in the kitchen of the Blue

Wall cafeteria - directly above WMUA -

sometime Monday began emitting a sticky

dark brown liquid that dripped through the

ceiling and down the walls. It left a foul-

smelling puddle on the station's carpet.

"We smelled it for a while (Monday

night) but didn't know what it was," said

Paul BlaJke, public relations coordinator for

the radio station.

"Jim Neill (WMUA's program director)

was walking in his socks and stepped in it;

that's when we noticed it," Blake said.

The odor did not stop the radio station

from broadcasting, but the smell seeped in-

to the newsroom, which is adjacent to the

production room.

"People who want to make tapes, can't.

(A disc jockey) left three hours early last

night because of the smell," said Joe

Pesaturo, sports director for the station.

"We need about 75 Stick-Ups (air

fresheners) in the production room," said

Pesaturo.

"We are thinking about bringing a skunk

in to ratify the situation," said Neil Grant,

a WMUA disc jockey.

The radio station tried to dilute the odor

by putting a fan in the production room.

But that just blew the smell into the rest

of the station.

The only thing that had any positive ef-

fect was to spray disinfectant in the room.

"It's a combination of the three worst

things you have smelled in your life,"

Grant said.

Charles Lehane of Building

ci>nfintn'(i on page 4

Testimony
is 'closed'

at hearing
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Seven students charged with holding a

mass disturbance in the Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building in December
presented their cases yesterday before an

administration appointed hearing board.

Judiciary board chairman Edward P.

Mone opened the hearing saying, "This

hearing is open by the request of the accus-

ed and with the consent of the counsel."

But 90 minutes later, the board declared

it a closed meeting and ordered a Collegian

reporter to stop taking notes.

Confusion ensued, as the students and

their counsels said they wanted the

meeting open but had misunderstood the

chairman's statement. Mone attempted to

explain by saying he was simply noting the

defendants' right to request an open hear-

ing, but that they had not requested one.

The seven were among 18 students ar-

rested Dec. 5 for holding a sit-in in the

Dean of Students Office and the second-

floor lobby of Whitmore. The students were

protesting the administration's seizure of

control of certain student activity funds.

Charmaine Wijeyesinghe of the Office of

Student Affairs charged the students with

violating the Code of Student Conduct by .

holding a mass disturbance and failing to

obey an order to disperse.

The students accused of violations were

Jordan Rosner, Eric Paulson, Deborah

McDonald, Joel Rabinowitz, M. Lynne
Murphy, Thomas Francoeur, and Joseph

Demeo.

According to the Student Code of Con-

duct, "Following notice by a responsible of-

ficial of the University, either written or

verbal, that a mass disturbance exists, the

direction of those is to disperse."

All of the students pleaded innocent to

the charges, saying they were never

notified that they were involved in a mass

disturbance.

"We were not warned of being a mass

disturbance. We were warned of being

charged with trespassing," Francoeur said

in his opening statement.

William F. Field, dean of students, and

Director of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neil

each testified that students were adaquate-

ly warned they were a mass disturbance

and were given time to disperse.

"Trey Williams (an assistant to Madson)

and Gerry O'Neil were making
anouncements that they (the protesters)

would be arrested for occupying the

building after it was locked," Field said.

During the sit-in, Williams and O'Neil

handed protesters copies of the University

Picketing Code and excerpts from the Code

of Student Conduct with an arrow pointing

to the section on mass disturbances.

Under cross-examination, Field said, "I

did not hear anyone say it (the warning),

but I believe the sheet covered it."

Francoeur said the handouts were "a

description of what is to be done if a mass

disturbance happens. It was not an actual

warning."

u Neil said students were given several

warnings and the chance to leave, but he

admitted, "I don't helieve I told students

of the mass disturbance. I wasn't aware

anyone else did either."

The hearing adjourned without a verdict

being reached. Mone said the results would

be mailed to the defendants within 10 days.

If found guilty, the students face proba-

tion for up to one year.

i^lMI
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Marcos foe
killed in
California
GLENDALE. Calif. (AP ) - An ex«:utive of the Philip

pine News, a newspaper oppos^ to the regime of Ferdi-

nand Marcos, was shot to death at home yesterday after

receiving a threatening note, authorities said.

Several shots were fired in Oscar Salvatierra's bedroom

at his single story home in the foothills north of downtown

Los Angeles, said police Sgt. Randy Tampa said.

Salvatierra's elderly mother, who speaks no English,

was in the house about 10 miles north of downtown hm
Angeles and called police to report the crime after she

heard gunshots, he said.

"From what the mother was saying over the phone, she

said shots plural." Tampa said. Pohce fanned out through

the neighboorhood, but no immediate witnesses were

found. Tampa said.

Chris Lopez, a spokeswoman for Sen. Alan Cranston,

said the senator was notified by the San Francisco head

quarters of the Philippine News.

Salvatierra. 41, a naturalized American citizen with

four children, had received a written warning Tuesday,

said Ben Aniceto, Los Angeles editor for the Philippine

News. Salvatierra was Los Angeles bureau manger of the

newspaper.
"Philippine News is a disgra<» to the Filipino (immuni-

ty in the U.S.." Aniceto quoted the not* as saying.

"Through your paper your unwarranted accusations and

lies have attacked your own countrymen. You should be

ashamed to call yourselves Filipinos. So for your crimes,

you are sentenced to death by execution."

Cranston, a Democrat seeking a fourth term in the

Senate, said in a statement that he had asked FBI direc

tor William H. Webster to investigate "this atrocity."

Cranston said he also asked Webster to protect Philip-

pine News publisher Alex Esclamado in San Francisco

and the paper's sales representative, Stan Aragon, and

member of their families after they received similar

threats.

A letter to Aragon said: "You are going to be next," Ms.

Lopez said.

"Director Webster assured me he will get right on this

matter," Cranston said.

"It would appear that we're going to have an in-

vestigative interest in this matter," said FBI spokesman

Fred Reaga.
Marcos was oppc^ed by Corazon Aquino in a bitter Feb.

7 el^rtion mark«l by violence and widespread allegations

of fraud. The Philippines National A.ssembly. whose can-

vass is final, declarer! last Saturday that Marcos had won,

but an independent poll-watchers' group said its count

showed Mrs. Aquino the victor.

"What Marcos has done to his country is criminal,"

Cranston said. "He must not be permitted to export his

criminal activities to this country."

Mailman injured
by pipe-bomb
WORCESTER (AP) - A package that investigators

believe contained a pipe bomb detonated yesterday in

a mailman's hands, strewing a law firm with mail and

sending the postman to the hospital, officials said.

Postal Inspector Roger Hunt said there were strong in-

dications the device was a pipe bomb, but he would not

elaborate. The bomb exploded at 9:56 a.m., just after car-

rier Edward Mulhearn, 25, entered the lobby of Rear-

don & Reardon.

Fewer than 10 letters were destroyed. Investigators say

they don't know who planted the bomb or whether the

package was intended for the law firm.

"There are pieces of shrapnel in the walls and fur-

niture, but no major damage," Hunt said.

Mulhearn was not seriously injured. He was treated

at Worcester City Hospital and released.

His brother, Brian Mulhearn, 29, said Edward suffered

only bruised ribs and a scratch on the cheek from the

explosion. Mulhearn's wife, Mary, said her husband call-

ed from the emergency room, saying he'd been in a

accident.
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AP photo

Los Angeles county coroners remove the body of Oscar Saluatierra, an opponent of Philip-

pine president Ferdinand Marcos who was shot to death yesterday at his Glendale home.

Saluatierra published a U.S.-based anti-Marcos newspaper.
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Expert says peace movement is ineffective

CoUcgian photo by MIrbell* Scgall

Nuclear arms expert Ruth Adams said last

night that the U.S. peace movement has not

been an effective one. She spoke at Amherst
College before 70 people.

Greek music
lecture set
Music of Greece during the time of an

cient Greek writers of tragedies and com-

edies will be the topic of the third speaker

for the 1985-86 Chancellor's Lecture Series

at the University of Massachusetts.

Warren D. Anderson, a professor of com-

parative literature at UMass since 1970,

said, "Greek music is essentially lost. We
have to reconstruct it from fragments." He
will speak tonight at 8 in Memorial Hall.

Anderson's lecture, "Summoning the

Spirits: Music-makers of Ancient Greece,"

will be preceded by a presentation to him

of the Chancellor's Medal, the highest

honor given to an individual for service to

the University.

Anderson founded the University's

Translation Center in 1978 and the Five

College Seminar on Translation in 1979.

He was the chairman of the department of

comparative literature from 1971-74. He
has written extensively on Greek literature

and music and has published several

translations, including Aeschylus: Pro-

metheus Bound and Matthew Arnold and
the Classical Tradition.

Anderson, an Amherst resident, attnded

Harvard University and received a

bachelor's degree in Greek and Latin in

1942, a master's in 1947 and a doctorate

degree in 1954 in classical philology. He
also holds a bachelor's degree from the

Honor School of Humanities, Oxford

University.

Before college, he was a translator of

Japanese codes in the Signal Intelligence

Service and served the Army in Australia

and the Phillippines.

- JEFFRY BARTASH

By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

The United States peace movement and intellectual

community have not been effective in achieving world

peace, the former managing editor of the Chicago-based

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists said last night at

Amherst College.

Ruth Adams told about 70 people at the Converse Hall

assembly room that the US peace movement fails because

it concentrates solely on nuclear arms reduction, to the

neglect of domestic problems and a worsening global

environment.

Adams said the peace movement has a "fixation" on

weapons reduction, which she calls a "negative response"

to nuclear arms proliferation. "The peace movement in

this country has been so captured by the struggle between

the two superpowers that they have found it impossible

to form a standpoint independent of the two superpowers,"

she said.

The superpowers have become "preoccupied" with each

other's nuclear arsenals to the degree that they can no

longer think of the world in geographical, political and

commercial terms, but only in military terms, she said.

The intellectual community in this country must be

aware "of all the dimensions in which the human race
ir>Kik;»a *Uo oi«rth. becaust" peace and security can no

longer be entrusted to the narrow conrapts defined by

policy makers over the past 40 years," Adams noted

"The basic biological systems of the world are

deteriorating on a global scale," Adams, who's former

organization's magazine has a "Doomsday Clock" on its

cover as an emblem about the dangers of nuclear war,

said. "The human race is consuming its own environ-

ment."
In a recent survey of 30,000 dissertations done by doc-

toral candidates at American universities, only 155 were
about nuclear weapons and world security, Adams said,

and all of them defined the threat to world peace strictly

in military terms.

For peace, racism must be eliminated, there must be an

equal distribution of global resources and an end to

military dictatorships, along with total dismantling of

nuclear weapons, on a global scale, she said.

"I feel pessimistic that this will happen,"Adams said.

"But I am encouraged by the recent involvement of

women in the peace debate, because women have not been

encumbered by the conceptual chaos prevalent in

militarists and policy-makers, which have been
predominantly men."
"No nation is secure alone. And the only way to insure

our common security is to act upon our common humani-

ty"
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Geoffry Feldman, a physics graduate student, demonstrates his jug-

gling ability yesterday afternoon in the Campus Center.

Man hits pole; booked for DWI
A 24-year-old man was arrested Tuesday

at 1:21 p.m. and charged with driving while

intoxicated after his car struck a pole on

South East Street, Amherst police said.

The accident caused $100 in property

damage, police said.

In other police repyorts:

• A stolen 1979 Ford Mustang was
discovered abandoned Tuesday morning in

Leverett by the police department there. A
stereo and tape deck had been taken from

the car. police said.

The car had been stolen from Bran-

dywine Apartments Monday. The owner
did not know about the theft until the car

was returned.

• A drafting board valued at $350 was
reported stolen at 12:08 p.m. Tuesday from
room 205 Hills North House. It was taken
sometime last weekend. Another drafting
board was stolen from the same place 1

1

days ago. University of Massachusetts
police said.

• Two women reported'wallets, each con-

taining $30 in cash and other items, stolen

at 8:45 Tuesday from the fourth floor of

Hills House. Police said they have a

description of a suspect.

- ANNE TAUGER
and JEFFRY BARTASH

Budget furtut

splits Senate
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate pass-

ed two motions and one resolution at last

ni^jht's meeting, but it was a motion that

was eventually tabled that caused the most

uproar.

A motion calling for the appointment of

two senators to the Senate Budget Commit
tee split the senate and caused the motion's

original maker. Southwest senator Bill Col-

lins to say," I never would have proposed

the thing if I knew it would have been this

much trouble."

Budget Committee Chairman Jordan

Rosner said he opposed the appointments

of David Martin, a Third-World represen-

tive, and Betsy Bower because the budget

is in the final stages of being compiled.

"I have the responsiblity to have people

trained, and I haven't the time or the pa-

tience for that right now," he said

After an one and a-half hours of debate,

in which allegations of racism where men-

tioned by some senators, the motion was

tabled until next week.

The Senate managed to approve the

transfer of $1,500 from a reserve account

to support a lobbying trip to Washington

DC. by Students Advocating Financial

Aid.

Another motion approved called for

Director of Student Activities Office Ran-

dy Donant to accept the Senate's version

of a search committee to fill the position of

the SAO business manager, which has

been vacant since the start of the semester.

Northampton progressives unite
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - Since this city has "a wealth of

human potential," the founder of a new political con-

sulting firm said he is confident in working toward pro-

gressive causes such as stopping US intervention in Cen-

tral America and reducing the federal defense budget.

Joseph White, a 30-year-old with eight years consulting

experience, said he believes there are many people in Nor-

thampton interested in social change.

The firm, called the Progressive Group, has a staff of

about 20 college graduates and students, including some

from UMass.
"All people who are hired have to show a strong com-

mitment to progressive causes," White said.

White said the employees aid with fundraising by mak-

ing phone calls to the people who have sponsored their

clients in the past.

Peggy Shaw, a 21 -year-old social thought and political

economy major at UMass, has been working for the group

for a couple of weeks.

"(White) is really happy with the work we're doing,"

she said, "He's surprised with the amount of money that

we're raising.

"There's always going to be people that are politically

on the right that make fund raising a crucial aspect.

Because of that, people on the left politically have to do

the same thing," Shaw said.

White was previously the director of development of

Educators for Social Responsibility for eight years. This

organization instructs teachers and parents nationwide

on the nuclear issue. He was also involved in Citizens for

Participation on Political Action, a fundraising group in

Massachusetts.

White said he established the progressive group because

he felt there was a need for fundraising for various pro-

gressive candidates and groups, and he wanted to use his

fundraising skills for good causes.

The Progressive Group is now working for three

organizations. One is Ronald V. Dellums, the liberal con-

gressman who represents Berkeley and Oakland, Calif.

White said he chooses his clients according to their

politics, which are usually liberal but do range toward the

center, Shaw said.

FYI: Speakers flocking to UMass
A discussion titled "Latin American Outlooks on

Central America" is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. today in

Room 162 of the Campus Center.

Maria Elena Alves, a professor of political science at

Amherst College, and Franco D'Intronco, a UMass pro-

fessor in the department of Spanish and Portuguese, will

participate in the discussion, which is sponsored by the

Faculty and Staff for Peace in Central America.

David Horner, the senior currency and interest rate

analyst for Merrill Lynch Corp. is scheduled to speak on

a topic titled "The Overview of Futures and Speculative

Trading," at 4 p.m. today in Room 110 of the School of

Management.
Sponsored by the Investment/Finance Club, the speech

11 he followed by a question and answer period, both

which are open to the public.

w

CollPihan photo by Mirhrllr Scgall

Like most UMass students, Janet Daly
spent much of yesterday avoiding deep pud-

dles around campus. The sophomore
engineering major was walking near the

Fine Arts Center.
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Collefian photo by Brian Guarnotta

A light fixture at WMUA's studios

drips a mixture that caused a foul

smell yesterday in the Campus
Center.

ifsmelb
continued from page I

Services said st

7:45 p.m. yesterday that

the problem had been fix-

ed, but that it would take

at least another hour for

t he syrup to stop dripping.

The Undergraduate Stu

dent Senate was also af-

fected by the smell, since

room 101, which is next to

the production room, was
unusable. The weekly
meeting was moved to the

music and reading room
opposite the Blue Wall.

Soda from the broken

machine also began leak

ing into the paste-up room
of the Collegian, forcing

alert graphics workers to

move today's pages to safe

ground.
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AP pbolo

Alan Batchelor looks for a friendis car after a flood swept through a Napa, Califor-

nia trailer home. As flood waters receded yesterday, residents returned their homes
to survey the damage.

MIVRENCE
UI/ER410RE
N4TIOIML
MBOR4TORY
TECHNIOL
EXCEILENCE
SINCE 1952

NDEPE^)EKL

Electrical/Electronics Engineers
Our major research programs are:
• National Detente (nuclear weapons and defensive systems research) • Magnetic Fusion Energy
• laser Fusion • Energy Research • •iomedical and Environmental Research

ON CAMPUS
THURSDAY
FEBRUARY 27

See your Placement office for more information, or write to:

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, RO. Box 5510, Dept. JCR,
Livermore, CA 94650.

An equal opportunify employer m/f/h.

US. citizenship required.

University of California

\\\M Lawrence Livermore
1^ isiational Laboratory

Speaker praises Israeli airlift

(. oUagisB piMto by Paul Dramarais

Joel Berkowitz told a Campus Center audience

last night how Ethiopian Jews were rescued
hrom Sudan by Israel.

By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

The succesrful airlift of over 10,000 Ethiopian Jews from

the Sudan to Israel last year would have been impossi

ble, had an appreciation for human dignity not been realiz

ed by those who aided in the exodus, the vice-chairman

of United Jewish Appeal said last night.

While "several thousand" Ethiopian Jews still live in

persecution in that OMintry, "It's the first time blacks have

been taken out of Africa not in chains, but as free men,"

said Joel Berkowitz, a 1963 University of Massachusetts

graduate and past president of the UMass Hillel.

Speaking to a crowd of about 50 last night on the 10th

floor of the Campus Center, Berkowitz praised Israel for

taking in the hapless refugees.

"It's an amazing chapter in world history and I don't

know if people appreciate it," Berkowitz said. "Here's a

small country, beset with many problems • economic,

military. But since Israel was a nation of refugees it

understood that when the opportunity arose they didn't

turn their back on it.

"You don't have to be a historian to know that if you

stand up, people can be saved."

In June of last year, Berkowitz spent two weeks in Israel

on a fact finding trip to see how the Ethiopian Jews were
adjusting to their new lives in Israel. He was represen
ting the United Jewish Appeal, a fundraiaing organiza-
tion that supports rescue and relief programs for Jewish
immigrants to Israel and other countries.

The migration to Israel was a long and dangerous trek.

The thousands had to escape from their Ethiopian
homeland, ruled by a Marxist government that opposes
any type of religion and calls Jews, Falasha, which means
stranger. Many lives were lost along the way, Berkowitz
said.

American officials made a deal with the Sudane^
government, which allowed the Jews to be. airlifted to
Israel, he said.

Absorption centers in several cities are helping to in-

tegrate the refugees into an Israeli lifestyle by teaching
them Hebrew, training them for jobs, providing health
care and helping them build confidence to deal with a new
society, Berkowitz explained.

"What other country was willing to take these people
into their land?." asked Berkowitz. "The small state of
Israel. This wasn't just Band-Aid or Live-Aid, this was
human aid."

UMass Transit Service presents the

SPRING TRAINING PROGRAM
for BUS DRIVING JOBS

Thursday, Feb. 20th at 7:00 pm in CC 101

The first 125 people will receive applications

You must:

- be 18 + years old

- have had a license for a year
- have 2 -• semesters left at UMass

YOU POSITIVELY MUST BRING PROOF OF YOUR
CLASS YEAR TO THE MEETING

(the ONLY acceptable proofs

are schedule, transcript, or a letter from the Registrar)

For more info, call 545-0056

women/minorities/older students encoun^ed to apply

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telefnarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101
J
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Grandfather Clause as of 6/30/66 ^
430 Student Union 545-3437 ^

UMass Ski Club Goes Down

The Best Hotels, The Best Flights

And All The Best Prices

To Ft. Lauderdale

March 15-22

Spring Break 86

$149 complete

$369 w/Jet

Taxes and Gratuities Already Included

You need not be a UMass Ski Club member
to take advantage of these prices!

Isian UD outside the Hatch Wed, Thurs, Fri all day
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UNHED TECHNOUHHES
IS lAOKING FOR JUHUHEI OHM

We can't guarantee your name will hecDme a_

household word if you come to work for United

Technologies. Science and technology have

come a long way since 1827 and there are few

things left to discover as fundamental as Ohm's
Law.

Nevertheless, we have plenty to do and can

always use another Ohm or two. You have the

excellent training we need. Can you bring us

some of the creative thinking and rigorous men-

tal discipline of the original?

If so, we'll welcome you into an engineering

community numbering 12,000 where you will

find resistance to new ideas uncommonly low.

You will work on aerospace systems or elevators,

on lasers, robotics or heat pumps, or on any of

the thousands of projects United Technologies

companies have going worldwide.

And this we can guarantee: Like Ohm, you
will have opportunities to break new ground.

Interested? Visit your campus placement
office. Or write United Technologies, P.O. Box
1379, Hartford, CT 06143.

United Techndlogies means
Pratt & Whitney. Hamilton
Standard, Otis, Carrier,

Automotive Group, United
Technologies Microelectronics

Center, Norden, Chemical
Systems, Essex, Sikorskv

and United Technologies

Research Center.

An equal opportunity

employer.

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES
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MAM. AP^WOVtS MMCCTHMt tTATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

M (^six.

9MM M m Ms M<v<n l.iiir l«i

Lube, Oil & RHer

^M799
IndwdM up M S quom
ol10-M«i. onrf Mi^

4 dmk.

North Amherst Tire
ft Auto Center

fiMI SarMC* fv* Stare
ft l<iw««rt«l«« Ma . Mo Amtwtl MA

AeiaM ''OKI witioba > Stvt
»4»-4704

B

cal'iHg place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP « SHOP)

M*. 9 • H*4lc)/toktrst

2^6-6889
• OPEN

• A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-TMUm.

• OPEN 24 HOURS

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FMO

RESTAURANT

fjt In or Take Out Hours

S..n(/av Noon 10 10 PV
\',,n Sj' n X AI^ to Wf^

i OTMEU TODAY
m£«TICS at UCf
'^2^ "student Jnion

CMINBSS JUNlMlli fldlt

•ntil motor. Sletpt 4.

Ctft YO 3-8047

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:
430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St.

Hadley Northamptcn

253-2571 580-8220

APT WITH VIEW^wlooks
Qow Sqmm%* 3 rooas. 48

387 XiPte Biwt.

FOLPmO TBNT
Wnterproof »

BUTRRO

854^)028

A QUIDS • aD
Mt. ettmbiag. Cdl Cliff

GSRTRUDB STBINHinpabliAed
notM found in Ltft-btak ganet
PARIS Pl.gA MABKKT Stall

No* 8

Profesaionat Conaultation
& Style Haircut I >sLv $10.00

wMSkampoof BUmdiiy
112.50

Featuring:

Stvlea by Deborah

65 I'niveraity Drive

Amherit. 549-5610
esiiires March U. 1«S6

Uiyi^^S SKI CLUB GQ|S WEST |

SPRING BREAK - MARCH 17 - 24
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I
The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE §

i is inviting political, social, cultural and 1
academic groups to submit requests for |
Line Item Funding for Fiscal Year 1987. 1
For applications and further information |

• on the budget process, please contact I
I Alison Huettner, GSS Treasurer, 919 I

L
Campus Center, 545-2896. |

Deadline for requests is March 3. |
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COLORADO
INCLUDES: Round Trip Air & Transfers

7 Nights Luxury Condo (hot tubs, jacuzzi Cr sauna)

5 Day Lift Ticket

ONLY $499 tax included
You need not be a UMass Ski Club member to take

advantage of these prices!

Space is Limited Deposit Deadline Feb. 20
For More Info 545-3437

p pappa (^Iplfa
presents

the

7th ANNUAL DANCE COMPETITION
At:

MARCH
7 and 8

7 PM -

7 AM

Everyone's

a

Winner

FIRST PRIZE:

Trip for Two
to

R. Lauderdale

during

Spring Break

(all expenses)

A DUSK TO DAWN BATTLE TO TrOphlOS tO
OVERCOME MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

^^^ Winner

of each division

Come Join the Funll
Registration Forms available at J.R/s or Utopia

or cad

534-0229
Mall all registration forms to MS Society or turn in at Utopia.

Sponsored by

and 99(BiiSFn
HOT

175 Unlv»f»lty Oiiy, Amh«r»t

One week only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete

details, see your Jostens representative at:

Date: Feb. 18, 19. 20, 21 Tuej'ri Tim. 10-3 pm _DggositJgq $15.00

^jUNIVERSITY
Place Outside Univ. Store SfkmSTORE w

IS ©1985 Jostens, Inc.

JOSTENS
AMERICAS COLLEGE RING'"
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rri UNIVERSITY TRAVEL
ITt"In and TOURS INC.
IJ £ "T 225 Main St.

V ^^ I NorthaiTiDton, Mass.\^"^ 584-9913

^•.

TWO WEEKS
IN

CRETE

Hiking

and Sailing

k*'

$1499

r; fi

I' w

^A

for four sharing the yacht

$1699
double occupancy

•«- ,t

r^ '-i

U,¥
^,.

^•^\:i'.

>6«J

' -A .

\r
5

^ I w*--

.'•*. ^^ "S**

'I,
with an option to|

extend your stay

for a week with

accommodations

in Athens

You'll Hike The WHITE MOUNTAINS of
CRETE. . .

* accommodations at KALLEGl MT.
LODGE

* Full board, three meals daily

* All transfers in the mountains
* Hiking expeditions supervised by our

Austrian Alpinist guide, Josef

* Hike the challenging peaks, have lunch in

quaint fishing villages and visit

with local shepards

* Conquer the final peak 'THE CHAIR OF
ZEUS" and earn an official badge
Austrian Alpine School. . .

THEN TAKE TO THE SEAS. . .

* Your accommodations, our private
9 meter sailing vessel,

THE IPOKAMPOS

* three meals daily

* our captain at your command
for a tour of the Greek Islands

You can make your
reservations now for the

summer with only a
$25 deposit

price also includes:

rd trip air fare
NY or Boston to Crete

all tios, taxes and insurance
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Man kidnapped by wife
VERSAILLES, Ky. (AP

)

— An ironworker's wife

and two teen-age children

have been jailed on
criminal charges after he
told authorities they tied

him to a basement bed for

two months, poured cold

water on him and turned
on a fan in hopes he would
catch pneumonia.
James Kimberl, 47, said

his family drugged him
last Dec.3 and tied him to

the bed. He said they fed

him once a dav, didn't

bathe him for seven or

eight weeks, occasionally

prevented him from using

a bedpan and kept him
blindfolded most of the

time.

He said he escaped Feb
7. On Tuesday, Woodford
District Judge J. Craig
Bradley sent the case to a

grand jury after the

children, Kimberly, 19,

and James E. Kimberl Jr.,

18, testified at a
preliminary hearing that

they planned to leave their

father tied to the bed and

move to Florida.

The mother, Shirley, 40,

has b^n charged with kid-

napping and attempted

murder. The son and
daughter are charged with

conspiracy to kidnap.

The children said their

mother asked them to help

hold their father prisoner

so she could earn enough
money as a motel

housekeeper for the move.

They denied trying to in-

duce pneumonia.

3 month trial ends

Kater found guilty
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (AP) ~ James M.

Kater, whose conviction for the 1978 slay-

ing of a Raynham girl was thrown out by

the Massachusetts Supreme Court because

key witnesses had been hypnotized, was
found guilty Wednesday at his murder
retrial.

After listening to three months of

testimony and deliberating eight days, the

Middlesex County Superior Court jury

found Kater guilty of kidnapping and
murder in the abduction slaying of 15-year-

old Marv Lou Arruda.

When the verdict was announced, Kater
put his hand to his head, sank in his chair
and repeatedly cried out, **0h, no, on no.

My life is being taken." The victim's

mother and family broke into tears as they
shouted in jubilation.

"I've never loved 15 strange people in all

my life but, boy, I love those people.
"

Joanne Arruda, the victim's mother, said

of the jury.

"He Kater did what I wanted. He begg-

ed for his life. . .Another child will not have
to die by his lousy hand."

"... by Ute way.nwk tim« wt ploy I^AGE

in yaiff room."

WE'RE BACK

\car/
AMNMST

Long & Short Sleeve T-Shirts

plus

Assorted Boxer Shorts

$1 off any purchase with this ad

good only Feb. 20 & 21

Campus Center Concourse

limit one per customer^^^^
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ORIENTAC ¥oot> mai^atet

3«0Collc«« Si.. Ric. 9, ARih«r$« 2S3-565t
Sun4Uy-Fri4l«y 10-8, Saturday 9S

AUTHENTIC ORIENTAL

Saucwi St SfKcn • Noodn • Fmttn & Canntd Goods • Cooking brp^mwnt*
& Supplies • Homemade Take Oul Food • Hard lo Fmd Fre»h Onent^y Producv
• New Ilems in Every Week • B19 Shipment o( IrKkan Spices • Pasbm •

Oriental Gihs • Cook Bociis at publishers prices

Tke keM pr«ce« * imttm tmnnfrt mtttt4» •< BmIm ar Htm tik

.

^M»»MMH>^^^^^^^^»^^^^

rentAnreck

N«w & UMd Cars
Tn«ck« * Vans Also Avalabtoj

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

, S49-2880 .

{ DIETING?
f Try something dif-

ferent. Lose weight
sensibly by learning

about your eating

habits. Down with

diets* Call UHS
549-2671 ext. 181

Preregistration
deadline: Feb. 20.V 4

Don't be left out in the cold

UAAA5S SKI CLUB
GOES DOWN

TO

NASSAU BAHAMAS

Howtobuyshades.

SPRING BREAK 86
THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES
Prices starting at $349 complete
Sign up table outside the Hatch

W, Th, Fr 9-3 pm

Don't be fooled

add taxes and gratuities to

other prices before

you compare!!
You need not be a UMass Ski Club
member to take advantage of these

prices!

430 Student Union 545-3437
tmm

With the American Express* Card

you can buy everything from new
spectacles to some pretty spectac

ular clothing The latest in audio

equipment and the latest albums

The Card is the perfect way to pay

for just about anything you II want

during college

How to get the Card

before you graduate.

Because we believe that college is the first

sign of success, we've made it easier for you

to get the American Express Card Graduating

students can get the Card as soon as they

accept a 110,000 career oriented job If you're

not graduating this semester, you can apply

for a special sponsored Card Look for

student applications on campus. Or call

1-800THE CARD, and tell them you want

a student application

The American Express Card.

Don't leave school without it?**

X

£
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J
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Buckley's UMass fantasy
I should have known it would happen

here. The setting was perfect, the oppor-

tunity irresistible. In retrospect, it seems

obvious that UMass, the east coast's

answer to Berkeley, the flagship universi-

ty in the public higher education system

in the nation's "most liberal state," would

eventually be the battleground for the new

student rights campaign of aggressive am-
servative activism.

If they could make it here, they could

make it anywhere. Liberal UMass, the

latest conquest of the crusading campus

conservatives? Such is the stuff of William

F. Buckley's fantasies.

It didn't happen all of the sudden.

Conservatives at UMass came out of the

closet several years ago. The first sign was

the increasing appearance in the Collegian

of columns advocating Reagan's nuclear

buildup and support for El Salvadoran

fascists. Soon thereafter, there emerged a

collection of upstart student senators who,

with Robert's Rules of Order in hand,

began to challenge the progressive domina-

tion of the student government.

In the early SOs. however, few pro-

gressive activists took the the conser-

vatives' challenge seriously. We had too

much faith in the good sense of the UMass
student body. We did figure that in a school

as big as this there was bound to be a hand-

ful of students who actually admired the

likes of Ronald Reagan, a man who scarce-

ly more than a decade before had welcom-

ed a "bloodbath" to silence campus dissent.

But none of us ever dreamed that one day

we'd revisit UMass and be bombarded with

the radical right Minuteman newspaper

and the news that anti-student conser-

vatives were perilously close to undoing

years of hard-fought progress in student

rights and empowerment.
But that's what happened. I've heard

from friends who had remained in Amherst

Jackson Katz

that things had changed here, that the

young conservatives were now a fixture on

the Campus Center Concourse. I'd seen a

UMass conservative leader on a B<^ton

television talk show. I'd read about the

local contingent of"New Campus Rebels"

in a recent Boston Globe Magazine article.

Nonetheless, I wasn't prepared for the

disappointment I felt last week when I

came back to my old school Instead of feel

ing proud of UMass like I always have, I

left feeling ashamed of some of the things

going on here.

Perhaps my pessimism was premature.

This is still a great school and a great place

to live, and the source of my greatest

chagrin, the ultra^-onservative fringe, con-

sists of a handful of individuals. The jury

is still out as to whether or not these ex-

tremists represent anything more signifi-

cant at UMass than themselves and their

corporate benefactors.

One thing is certain. If the UMass stu

dent body accepts the sort of racist, sexist,

homophobic closemindedness of the type

spewed forth by the already infamous

Minuteman, this school's improving

reputation will suffer. Likewise, if UMass
students consent to be used by the right

wing in its efforts to reverse nearly thre«-

decades of progress in student empower
ment by voting to defund SSAM and

MassPirg, they'll be forfeiting much of

what makes this place so special.

UMass is a special place precisely

because people have worked to make it so.

Now, more than ever, those of us with a

personal stake in its continued success

need to carry on that work.

Jackson Katz is a UMass graduate, '82.

An educational challenge
The following is the conclusion ofa state-

ment released today by Chancellor Joseph

Duffey and Provost Richard O'Brien con-

cerning Governor Dukakis' budget recom-

mendations for FY87.
What can be done about the state

budget request? We plan to talk to

members of the Legislature and the public

about our needs, and describe in detail our

proposals for academic excellence and for

redress of the long neglected areas of

maintenance and repair on this campus.
We will ask the Legislature to make a

restoration of $3.5 million to fund some
of the operating budget requests which
were denied. This will include $600,000
to begin to implement the new General
Education curriculum requirements, as

well as $1 10,800 for Library stafTing. We
will seek $1.2 million to begin to equip
classrooms with computer networks to

utilize new equipment in this area. For

Chemistry and Biotechnology we will ask
for $344,000 to renovate classrooms and
laboratories and to improve programs.

Other requests, including a special affir-

mative action opportunity fund, come to

$125,000. In addition, we will seek $1.1

million for immediate emergency repairs

which should not be delayed until capital

funds are available.

We believe we nave a sound plan tor the

future. Those knowledgeable in the field

of higher education and those who unders-

tand the needs of the next generation

have remarked upon the importance of

the prop>osals the campus has presented

as a challenge both to ourselves and to the

Commonwealth.
We do not intend to stand still as a cam-

pus. We will make every effort to move
forward in these areas. But our movement
depends upon our ability to explain these

goals to the citizens of the Com-
monwealth. Our beat hope for the future

is the new climate of pride in building a

first-class comprehensive research univer-

sity for the education of the next genera-

tion of the leadership of Massachusetts.
Above all, we will continue our careful

stewardship of the resources with which
<ve work on this campus, those that come
from the taxpayers of Massachusetts,
from industry, and from individuals; we
will continue to strive for efficiency and
high productivity to return value to the
taxpayers and to our students in terms of

academic quality. We will express,

through our plans and our work, our care

for the values and concerns which affect

the futiu-e of the Commonwealth and the

nation.

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions
should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off

at the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due
to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's

address and telephone number, which will not ^ published. letters must,be

typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column submissions should

be between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are subject tc edition for clarity and
length. — Editor
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SAFA worth it, needed
If one did not know better, one might

believe that many federal lawmakers had

a grudge against higher education. Each
year, about this time of year, many college

students see their degrees slipping away,
as the federal government attempts once

again to balance the budget. Why do

students panic? Essentially, because as in

years past (only this time it looks even

worse) the area which is taking the brunt

of federal cuts is our financial aid.

This time, the culprit has been given a

nice long name, the Gramm/Rudman/Holl-
ings Deficit Reduction Acts. Overall, the

reduction acts call for an approximately 4.7

percent ($11 billion) cut in the deficit for

FY'86 and an additional $50 billion cut for

FY'87. Similar cuts would continue each

year (approx. $36 billion per year) until

1991, when the deficit would be beaten

down for good and total a whopping ZERO.

Ridding ourselves of the deficit might be

a nice thing indeed, but if we are to cut

down as prescribed. Congress must make
some decisions about who will be cut and

by how much. The most current proposals,

though, could mean the end of higher

education aspirations for almost one

million college students nationwide, and
specifically for between 4,000 and 5,000

students who are currently enrolled at

UMass, by FY*87. For example, under cur-

rent proposals, the Pell Grant program
would be cut by $350 million; the federal

matching money to the State Incentive

Grant is slated to be dropped - from $76
million to zero; Work-study and Sup-

plemental Grant funds would be combin-

ed into a Work/Grant program and then cut

by over $600 million. These are just a few

of the changes in store.

Refinements in the definition of indepen-

Roth/Burgess

dent status, what methods financial aid of

fices could use to reach award figiu-es,

higher interest rates for loans, and expen-

sive and tedious process regulations on

banks still offering Guaranteed Student

Loans are a few more sp>ecific8 - and the

melting pot still is not empty. The "conser-

vative" translation equals $9 to $10 million

on this campus alone. Need we really say

more - the issue is serious.

What can you do? Support groups like

Students Advocating Financial Aid. They

will be lobbying in Washington, March 2-5,

with the goal of saving our aid. Encourage

your house council and area governement

to grant as much money as possible to this

organization, so that we can all send this

group of dedicated peers to Capitol Hill.

Also, take a half hour tonight or just five

minutes between classes, and write a let-

ter to your senator or representative. Let

them know how you feel and how worried

you are. Ifyou need an address to write to,

come by our office, or the Senate Office, and

we will be glad to look it up for you. Do
yourself another favor and make a special

call home and encourage your Mr^m or Dad

to write a similar letter. It ca; jnly help!

Ifwe still have not convinced you, try one

more thing. In your next lecture, look to

your left and then to your right, chances

are that one of those two students will not

be returning next semester or maybe it will

be your brother or sister or best

friend...Take a moment. Think about it!!

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are the

SGA co-presidents.

Letters

Conte unaware, needs our letters

Having just returned from 6 weeks in

Nicaragua, I called Rep. Sylvia Conte's of-

fice to share my observations with him. I

informed him that Pioneer Valley residents

came under attack recently when Contra
forces entered the town of San Pedro de

Lovago where we were building a school.

A villager and his 10-year-old daughter
were wounded in this raid.

President Reagan is asking Congress for

another $100 million to continue this ter-

rorism. I was surprised to hear that Conte

is not receiving much support form this

district to vote against Contra funding. He
is under much pressures from the White
House to wage w£u* in Central America. He
needs our cards and letters encouraging

him to wage peace instead. The vote is this

month.
You can write to him c/o U.S. House of

Representatives, Washington, DC, 20515.

Or, you can call his Holyoke office.

Tom Neilson
Center for International Education

U.S. faces the choices
The name of the players have changed

and it's a different setting, but once again
the United States is faced with the problem
of how to deal with an intransigent un-

popular pro-U.S. dictator, or at least highly

corrupt democrat, who rules a country vital

to American interests which is fighting a
Communist insurgency.

This time it is the Philippines, where
trouble is brewing, as an election Ferdi-

nand Marcos hoped would legitimize his

regime has had quite the opposite effect.

The government's increasingly oppressive

tactics, the failure of the election and the

continuing disillusionment of the Filipino

people can only lead to increased
destabilization. In dealing with a govern-

ment such as that of Marcos', one can only

hope that the United States has learned

something from past experience.

The case of Somoza's Nicaragua is a good

model to study in order to determine the

best policy options towards Marcos* Philip-

pines. As resistance to Somoza was grow-

ing, one faction in the United States ad-

vocated military and economic aid to keep

him in power and the Sandinistas out. This

strategy was never considered by the

Carter administration, whose human
rights based foreign policy made it out of

the question. There were, however, two
other strategies being kicked around the

White House.
The first was Secretary of State Cyrus

Vance's approach, which was not to support

Somoza but not to try and pressure him too

much either, because he feared giving off

the impression that the United States was
trying to overthrow a government. Some
State Department officials, however,

argued that maximum pressure should be

applied to Somoza in order to prevent the

polarization of Nicaragua and the ultimate

triumph of the Sandinistas, who at early

stages enjoyed little popular support. The
result was a policy that did not push

Somoza hard enough to yield to a

democratic and moderate opposition early

on, and failed to convince Somoza that, fac-

ed with the hard choice of his regime or the

Communist-led Sandinistas, the United

States would do nothing. The United States

should have

Stephen Erickson

taken whatever action necessary to see

that Somoza stepped down before the San-
dinistas gained extensive support.
Likewise, we should take such a course of

action in our dealings with MaroM.
President Reagan made a grievous error

when he stated that both the incumbent
Marcos and the opposition leader Aquino
were equally guilty of corruption during
the Philippine balloting. This simply was
not the case. Such a statement could only

make Marcos less willing to step down from
office, create hostile feelings among the

Filippino people towards the United States

and fuel the Communist insurgency. For-

tunately President Reagan has backed
away from his earlier remarks and now
seems bent on taking a harder line with

Marcos.

There is little support in the Philippines

for the Communists just as there was not

much support for the Sandinistas in the

early stages of Nicaraguas revolution. If

the Filippino people find there is no way
to remove Marcos peacefully, then the

Communists are the ony revolution in

town. To forestall this, the United States

should begin tightening the screws on Msu*-

cos by applying economic and diplomatic

pressure. The United States can send funds

to the Philippines through unofficial chan-

nels in order to bolster the political center.

The center must hold in order to prevent

the kind of polarization which both Mar-
cos and the Communists feel would serve

their own interst.

It is not too late to help the Philippines.

U.S. power has limits, but the full extent

of that power should be directed towards
supporting the large mainstream coalition

now forming against Marcos. The promo-
tion of democracy should be the chief U.S.

interests, becau.se nothing can serve U.S.

strategic interests better than a truly open,

democratic and pluralistic society.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian
columnist.
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On Tuesday, Feb. 11, the Collegian printed a letter to the editor with fie-

titious names. We regret this error.

Sw&x U^o,

Democracy at work?
Students for Participating Democracy.

This name implies a lofty ideal. A name
like this would lead you to believe that this

organization dedicates itself toward help-

ing students to increase their participation

in our democratic process. But. when look-

ing at the actions of this group, it is best

understood as another right wing sham. In

fact, their past practices indicate that they

are most interested in decreasing students'

participation in the democratic process.

To truly participate in democracy, a per-

son needs reliable information without

which cannot be made. Throughout their

campaign against MassPIRG and SSAM,
members of SPD have sought to inten-

tionally mislead us.

Two of the founders of SPD, Brian Darl

ing and Tony Rudy, changed a poster put

up by MassPIRG. Their reasoning, accor-

ding to Darling, was "We were neutraliz-

ing their (MassPIRG's) deceptive posters."

If they truly believed MassPIRG's posters

to be deceptive, then why didn't they seek

to enlighten us? Instead they chose to lie,

to deceive us into voting for their beliefs

under the pretense that we were voting in

support of MassPIRG. Such a tactic of

deception is more appropriate to

totalitarianism. A true advocate of

democracy wouldn't stoop to such a

despicable tactic.

Their name further claims to be in favor

of participation. If this is so, then why did

they choose to attack two organizations

whose purpose is to increase student par-

ticipation in the democratic process? Both
MassPIRG and SSAM help students to

learn effective lobbying techniques.

MassPIRG often utilizes initiative peti-

tions. These are done by students, allow-

ing them to participate in a truly

democratic process.

SPD states that their real purpose is to

stop unfair fees. Perhaps this is the

greatest falsity they have uttered to date.

Tony Rudy is Co-Editor-in-Chief of the new
campus newspaper The Minuteman. Brian

Darling is in charge of its distribution. This

paper is funded by the Institute for Educa-

David Valade

tional Affairs and the United States In-

dustrial Council's Educational Foundation.
Money for foundations such as these comes
from right wing individuals and corpora-

tions. These are the people who create the
toxic waste dumps that MassPIRG seeks to

clean-up. They own the factories that

pollute our air and give us the acid rain

that MassPIRG seeks to diminish.

The real purpose of SPD is to stop the

work of groups like MassPIRG by denying

them funding. Without money, students

will not have the necessary means to lob-

by and fight for a better environment and

future. Corporations, like those who in-

directly fund The Minuteman, will be

allowed to go on and freely pollute our

planet. It seems clear that SPD cannot ad-

mit that this is their ultimate goal. It is

also clear that silencing groups like

MassPIRG has little to do with democracy.

In Friday's Collegian it was reported the

SPD will "set their sight on another issue

rather than re-challenge MassPIRG and
SSAM." In spite of this, rumor has it that

SPD can't take 78 percent of those voting

on the referendum for MassPIRG and
SSAM as adequate response. I've been told

* that they'll keep asking for referenda such

as their latest one. Apparently when
democracy fails to do as they wish, they

consider harrassment as an alternative. If

they can't stop MassPIRG by removing
their funding, it seems that they wish to

have them spend their time defending

themselves, making their other work
suffer.

Another rumor says that Rudy and Darl-

ing plan to run for Student Government
President and Student Trustee. Perhaps
they should get a hint from their resoun-

ding defeat on the MassPIRG issue and
.save themselves from further humiliation.

David Valade is a Collegian columnist.

Against weaponry

Alisa OmsteJn

"Dear Alisa,

I don't know if this letter will reach you. I still haven't

given my legal name. Prison is a trip. I was arrested last

Saturday morning while trying to walk into a street in New
London to block a schoolbus. The schoolbus carried peo-

ple to the naval underwater systems center for a celebra-

tion oftrident Alaska's commisioning (when it is given it's

name). I peacefully walked towards the buses praying, and

tried to peacefitlly sit in frony of the buses to pray for the

passengers. The police swarmed around us dragging us

away. I went limp and was carried by three police to a van;

where I was piled on top of other prayers.

"

This letter is from my friend who was one of the 51 peo-

ple arrested while praying and protesting the existence

and build-up of nuclear weapons. The trident is a sub-

marine which carries enough nuclear missies to target

over 200 cities. This letter is from one who actively said

no to such a weapon.

My friend was part of a group which formed out of a

peace walk. In the tradition of i%iartin Luther King Jr.,

they took their prayer for peace into action and refused

to cooperate ,. ith the system that sees the'» auty to strug-

gle for peace as a crime. The same system proliferates

nuclear weapons. Some of the people in the group refus-

ed to individually identify themselves and gave their

names as Martin Luther King Jr. Because they refuse to

cooperate they have been denied certain priviledges and
have not been arraigned. Seven remain in jail.

"My health is fine. I am not sick or hurt, and my spirits

are high. I have been reading and talking and learning

lots. As far as other things go, the prison is smokey (cigaret-

tes), noisey (T. V. and incessant talking) and generally

disgusting. The guards are generally okay, although I have

systematically been denied priviledges, such as phone calls

and library because of my refusal to name myself What
thejudge is trying to do is not going to break my will; quite

the opposite, he is forging my will I am getting a first hand
lesson on the injustices of the judicial system.

We all are strong and together. We draw from each other

strength and hope. In this well of despairing men we are

maintaining hope and love. I feel your support, your love,

it gives me strength. We all have written letters to thejudge

voicing our awareness of the illegality of his actions. We

do not feel forgotten - we have been empowered by the ef

forts against us.

Don't fear for me Alisa, fear for the poor beings who try

to hold me prisoner. They foolishly believe I am imprison-

ed here, how wrong they are. My spirit soars, my heart

leaps, my being is enveloped in warm laughter. I feel not

the laughter ofcontempt in spite, but the laughter of love.

The feeling is one of wholeness; both embracing and em-

braced. Around me are the faces of despair, fear, anger,

resentment; seeing these faces reveals the face ofour na-

tion. By refusing to feel those negativities towards our

brothers/sisters maybe we can help facilitate their healing

and the healing of societies that spawn them. I know I'm

writing in circles, but that is exactly my point, all is con-

nected. No causes and effects on a direct linear scale, but

all happenings are almost electrically connected.

I've been talking with lots of people here; prisoners and

guards. Raising questions in peoples minds is so impor-

tant. We seem to be making a stir here. Prisoners are not

at all frightening; very diverse bunch. So much wasted

human potential here. Violence is pumped in through

T.V., newspapers, guard pressure and pressure from other

inmates. We are seen as an aberration and I think

respected for our non-violence. They see in us not

vulnerability, but passivity. There is strength in our

calmness.

I'ry to spread word among people what is happening.

People must not ignore the crazyness that surrounds us.

Love. Martin Luther King Jr. (John Doe #5)
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.. you missed the party...

UL. buttons are still available .

|thru Sunday, February :23^

:

For Lounge Lizards Only:

ivery Sunday...

Order a pitcher o« draft beer

,*ieNachos are FREE'

$1 99 OFF Sunday BrurKh'

(Between 1 1 30-3 00pm)

Every Monday...

Twelve luscious gulf shrimp served

with our own cocktail sauce ONLY 99«

Every Tuesday...

AJl you caneal speed chicken wings

FREE' (From 4-6 & 9- 1 1 only')

Every Wednesday...

All-youctfi-eat garttc pizza FREE'
(From 4-6 & 9- 11 only')

Order any item from the CartDur s entree

pages and get dessert FREE'

Every Thursday...
A halt pound ot BBQ Ribs ONLY 99«

HaH-pnce admission to Carbur s

Comedy Nite when you dine in the

Rib- It Room (Last seating

for dinner-7pm)

Every Friday & Saturday...

The Lucky Lizard Balloon-Bursting

Lotterv' With every purctiase you will

get a FREE baHoon with up to $5 cash

discounts instde! (Sa\« tf»em up or u^
tfiem right away')

l.aim9« LtfO* *»•»<»>
mm button*!

Win A Trip
for two to Cancun, Mexico

juti hU oul Ih* witry blank

yew 9*1 wHh tMry purclUM
•nd drop 11 wlo Hw bu •!

Itw wimnc* balar* y«u

!••«• Evtfy •vvning S n«m«s
will M pKkwl ind MMad lo •

linti pool ttvy imi* row
co^« 10 Csrbu' t. yow'n

•ncr»«s« yovr Ch«nc«* 04

bwng pctw)

Finn Drtmng.HtlOl 12

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
At the Elmwood Route 9 Hadley 586-1 978

$1.00 OFF
The Let's Go* Series

LOCATED IN TMf CAMPUS CENTEt

OPEN

Sot 10-3

QyUNIVERSITY
mSTORRW'

S Thursday, February », 1888 Thursday, February 20. 1986
COI-IIOIAM 13

STOP LOOK LISTEN
STOP worrying what to do with your degree

m Musxc or Comrriunications LOOK at how the

INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH can enhance

your marketability LISTEN lo the opportunity call-

ing m the Music and Sound Recording Industry.

The INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH, in the

heart of New York's Greenwich Village, has

modularized its renowned MULTITRACK
RECORDING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM into

two summer sessions.

By the ime you get your Degree you will also

have your INSTITUTE Diploma and entree mto the

exciting worlds of Music Recording. Broadcast.

Audio for Film and Video. Concert and Theater

Sound and much, much more
The INSTITUTE Program may also be taken on its

regular nine-month schedule, starting four times a

year For further information fill out and return the

attached coupon o' call— (2"12) 677-7580

>mH(M^
PIZZA SUBS

Name.

Address.

City State. -Zip.

Phone

(

)-
.College.

Institute of Audio Research
64 University Place, Greenwich Village

h4ew York. NY 10003 Eitoblished

PIZZA SPECIAL
ONE FREE ITEM OF

YOUR CHOICE ON ANY
LARGE PIZZA

ALSO AVAILABLE
WORLD CLASS SUBS
FREE DELIVERY!

EXPIRES MARCH 15th, 1986

4:00pm to 2:00am
363 MAIN STREET, AMHERST

256-0222

CHANCELLORS
LECTURE SERIES
/ 9 85-19 86

WARREN D. ANI3ERSON
Depdtlment ofCompdrative IJteratim

SUMMONING THE
SPIRITS: MUSIC-MAKERS
OF ANCIENT GREECE

Union Program Council

presents

w/Bongos

March 9 at FAC

Tix on sale Fri Feb 21

at FAC box office

& Datatix

"ickets

$10 UMass
$12 General Public

THE GOLDEN PALOMINOS
$10.00 UMass

$12.00 General Public

MarcheS.U.B.

Tix on sale now at

FAC Box office & Datatix

( I reek music is a notorious mvstcrs.

How were lyres and reed pipes plaved.' What can m(xlem

instmments tell us alxut them.' How did the (ireeks regard

music and musicians? ( Ian we understand their jioetrv v* ithoiit

its music and dance.' Musical examples and parallels with

non-Westem music will be included.

FEBRUARY 20, 1986 • 8 PM MEMORIAL HALL
UNIVERSn Y OF MASSACHUSETTS AF AMHERS'F

Free and o|x:n to all • Refreshments to follow lecture

Johnny Winter with Roy Buchanan

TUBS. FEB. 25th

S.U.B. 8 pm
Tix on sale now
at Tix Unlimited,

For the Record

Main St Records Tickets $9.00

in advance
$10.00 St the door

Lose
UplbTen
Pounds
InJust

EEKS.

W\

Pam Weisman's

Diet Center

644 Main St.,

Amherst

253-9580

Choose from our
bounty of more than

80
vsneties of

imported beer!

Wc wondtt
Vailcv AJ«ocai«'*

Btm Btrr SHcchon"
•wvd I9S2'

Mon-Fri 7am to 1 1 am
4 pm to 5 pm

Sat 8 am to 10:30 am

DIET
CENTER

Oui *«l«ction now
i*EVENBfntR

We tiow feature

our own brand
of low priced

LIQUORS
as well as

our super
selection of

WINES
tfi v^ry affordable pham

^)|ift^BULMER'S CIDER

Berkshire

East
Ski Area
25 Trails

4 Chairs

Snow-Making
1190 Vertical

$8 weekdays
$5 nights

(Th-F-Sat)

$15 Sat, Sun
& Holidays

lift rates

1986 - only

with this ad
20" to 60"

Base
PC Box P

Mohawk Trail

Charlemont.MA
01339

Z'
I

LOVE
YOU.

BILL

fwy/^/v/y.vyy^^^^^^^^^

I

I

I

All University Men

PHI SIGMA KAPPA

OPEN RUSH
- refreshments -

Thurs. Feb. 20, 9-11 pm
Come see what

Phi Sig has to

offer you. . .

• weight & game rooms

• best location on campus

• home cooked meals

• current intramural leaders

• a concern for academics

510 North Pleasant St.

next to Fine Arts Center
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Science and Technology

at the Smithsonian

Summer Internship 1986

Earn credit and experience as a summer intern at the

nation's largest museum of science & technology

Interested?!? Come to an information session

on February 20th at 4:30 in 601 Herter Hall

or contact the History Department, Main Office

Ext. 5-1330

American Travel Services

presents

SPRING BREAK ii*86'^

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Qceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island
Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

I

253-7018

Don't let yourself be stymied

in your never ending quest for

late night grub. J.B.'s is open

11 am to 2 am 7 days a week.

If these poor fellows come
down to J.B.'s today 2/20 or

2/21 each will receive a

mystery meal"

11 am - 2 am 7 days

SO Main St. Amharat, MA We're #?• ^!ing starvlngi!

^ WIN A FREE PAIR OF RUNNING SHOES ^ 1

^ VALUED AT $54!! ^ 1

<r Bring this oouikmi to *
^<i THE BODY SHOP

4 1
<t FITNESS CENTER <J|

1 TODAY ^!
and be eligible for ^ I

• 10% OFF our regular meml)ership pricf of ^ 1

$45/semester AND -^1
J 1 <r • automatic entry to win a FREF} j)air of F^tonic «i

<i
Europa running shoes

OR ^!
<i Bring in a friend and join for 15% OFF our re^lar -^ I

$45 price and enter our running shoe drawing
Undergrads sign up itl: Grad/Staff/Facully:

"^^"^^^^TJ^^
^^^^^ BOYOEN BODY SHOP

Vr;r^"" 12:00.1:00 pm
3:0f»-9:fM» f.m o.^n 7.(in ,,„

Sat 12:0<)-:i(H. pm
3.00-/.00pm

<t Coupon jjood 2/19 - 2/LM, 19HH

^^^1^^v^BHB^V^ViB>aB>^B^W^^k^^^^VB^B^B1^§avH«^^B^M^B MM§

SGA Presidential,

BOG Residential

Committee
Nomination Papers

OPEN TODAY
These are available

at the

Student Senate Office

420 SUB
after 12 pm

Papers are due
Thursday Feb. 27th

at 12 pm sharp.

jV ^^K '^^^^'^^ ''OR LESS _ <y

Spring Break
is Coming

Dunlop Swim Wear Reg $i8

OurPrice$699 SpeCidl $4.99

Ladies Saucony Gym Shorts Reg $12.

ourPrice$699 Special $4.99

Forenza Ladies 100% Cotton Shorts

Reg. $18. Our Prlce $8.99

OP Long Sleeve T's

Reg $16. Our Price $8.99

Forenza 100% Cotton Denim
Reg. $42. Our Price $15.99

Army Fatigues Genuine Surplus$14.99
Across from Judie's

Lower Level Before Steve's

Mon-Sat 9:30-6

Sunday 12-5

The Trip is Worth the Walk"

>i^- 253-7155

^^
//"

i ^l'i— O^li* !

live wire
By TOM MIDDELETON
Collegian Staff

There really isn't that

much happening this

weekend, not a lot of bands

around. However, tickets for

some decent upcoming acts

are .selling and you may
want to grab some.

Tonight at the Hatch,

Free Press will open for Cir-

cle at 9:00 p.m. Circle has

been playing around the

area for three years and has

played all over campus.

Fre'.> Press is pretty new to

the UMass scene. Watch for

their washboard player.

Both bands do origional

tunes which is always
refreshing.

The Michael Gregory
Band is playing the Red
Balloon at 9:30 tonight. My
friends tell me this band is

good though I've never seen

them. The word is. .good

dance music without syn-

thesizer flash. Only two

things might stop you from

making this show: You
must be 21 and the Red

Bal'oon is in Easthampton.

Johnny Winter and Roy
Buchanan will get down
Tuesday night in the Stu

dent Union Ballroom. Both

play real mean electric

blues and have been work-

ing for some time to earn

their reputations. If you like

good guitar this is a great

combination. Although
Winter has a larger name,

1 prefer Buchanan because

of hi^ great technique. So if

you 1ave $9 to spend on the

blue., grab some tickets and

go t; I* the show.

Sunday night, bluesman
Dave Van Ronk will play

the Iron Horse. Ronk does

have a reputation as a good

blues guitarist and if you
are lucky you'll catch his

covers of Joni Mitchell

tunes.

Tickets for The Alarm
with The Bongos sell tom-

morow at the FAC Box Of-

fice and Datatix. Also, only

$6 tickets for The Damned
at Pearl Street Thursday
night. This show will be

open to anyone 18 or over.

Johnny Winter, and
opener Roy Buchanan,
will be performing at 8

p.m. on Feb. 25 in the

S.U.B. Tickets are on
sale now.

EUROPE »< CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Hocketeller Plaza

Naw York. NY 10020

Phona (212) M1-3040

Mail this ad lor SpMial
Sludanl/Taachar Tariff.

a HENTAL G LEASE :?. l»U«CHASe
|

UMASS SKI CLUB

Goes to Okemo
Sat. Feb. 22 Price $22.

Sign up in front of the Hatch

Wednesday and Thursday

MUMMENSCHANZ
Swiss Mime-Mask Theater

Tues./Wed.. February 25-26. 8 pni

Concert Hall
Ticki-ts: S2l),18 1(1

GUARNERI STRING
QUARTET

with Lydia Artymiw, piano
/ir(il,'Kl»ll 11/ Miif/,\ ('\ /horn/, Atrili/r/vsii(iM i/ii,/ /(. i/'i'm . ii

Friday, February 28, 8 pni

Bowker Auditorium
Tickets S15 13

MARC ANDRE HAMELIN
1985 Carnegie Hall International

American Music Competition Winner

Wednesday, March 5, 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

TiLkt-'ls: S(>

Five College Students Half Price Tickets available at Fine Arts ^^
Center Box Office-, Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets ^^

Call (4 1 3)545 25 1 1 or I 800 243 4842 ^Q

David Murray
and cohorts
play great jazz
David Murray Big Band
Live at Sweet Basil - VoL I

Black Saint Records

By GLENN SIEGEL
Collegian Correspondent

With each stylistic lurch in jazz, younger

players have rejected the restraints of the

dominant aesthetic and broadened the

norm of acceptable sounds. In the 19608,

this effort was spearheaded by Messrs. Col-

eman, Coltrane and Taylor, who question-

ed the premise that music needed bar lines,

established keys and chord changes in

order to communicate.

It was in this "free jazz' environment

(reflecting a corresponding freedom in the

social scheme), that saxophonist David

Murray and his musical cohorts sharpen

ed their chops. Listening now to Murray

blow on such early efforts as Low Class

Conspiracy and Live at the Lower Manhat-

tan Ocean Club, one hears a muscular

player with plenty of technique, engaged

in some of the excesses of the time.-

Since then, the pendulum has swung in

a more conservative direction (again mir

roring a change in the national mood?). The

result has been dubbed "neoclassicism" by

pundits, and it is characterized by a reem

phasis on compositional form as well as an

updating of earlier styles.

David Murray is in the thick of this

development, as his latest big band effort,

Live at Sweet Basil - Vol. 1. illustrates.

Assembled at the New York nightspot are

1 1 of the most gifted, young improvisors

working today. Althoughg plenty of solo

space is provided, the group's energy is

neatly molded by Murray's compositions

David Murray and his sax

and arrangements.

The most obvious example of this

neoclassicism is Murray's tip of the hat to

the great New Orleans clarinetist and

soprano saxophonist. Sidney Bechet. The

12 minute romp titled "Bechet's Bounce."

evokes the spirit of early jazz without resor-

ting to mimicry. This is no repertory band,

but a group of like-minded modernists fin-

ding new avenues to explore within the

context ofan established style. The clarinet

solo by John Purcell. the trombone work

of Craig Harris and the trumpet effort of

Olu Dara. all swing with a loose-limbed

suppleness that unleashes the music's un-

bridled optimism.

"Lovers" is a sumptuous ballad given a

lush arrangement by the leader. Murray

has always had a generous romantic streak

in his playing, but here, as on the title com-

position of his 1980 Black Saint LP,

"Ming," his fat, Hawkins inspired tone

really shines.

Everybody has a hand in "Duet for Big

Band," which takes up most of the second

side. I've listened to this piece a dozen

times and I'm still discovering little gems

embedded in the performances.

At age 30, Reedman, composer and

bandleader David Murray already has an

impressive resume. With this outstanding

big band session committed to disc, he has

added another jewel to his crowiv

Union Program Council

presents

Allien
w/Bongos

March 9 at FAC

Tix on sale Fri Feb 21

at FAC box office

& Datatix

THE GOLDEN PALOMINOS

March 6 S.U.B.

Tix on sale now at

FAC Box office & Datatix
^^

Johnny Winter with Roy Buchanan

TUES. FEB. 25th

S.U.B. 8 pm
Tix on sale now
at Tix Unlimited,

For the Record

Main St Records

« « « • «
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eta Psi

Fraternity

Question: What do Henry hord,

John Heinz, The Molson Brothers,

and Roscoe Tanner have

in common?

Answer: They are all brothers

in Zeta Psi

Last Open Rush
Tonight 7:00 - 9:00

23 Phillips St 256-6845

^i^if.j^i).if.if.i^p.Jif.i^i^i^2^i^Ji^J^^^i^J^if^i^i^J^^

CPR CLASS AMERICAN ^
RED CROSS ^

Both classes meet from 6:30 - 9:30 pm
$5.00 class fee inlcudes book

Class 'A* meets

3 Thursdays

2/20

2/27

3/6

Class 'B' meets

3 Wednesdays

2/26

3/5

3/12

For more info call 549-5605 or 665-3521

in

it

J^^^^^^^^^^V^^J9^if^Jt^^2^Ji^Ji^i^i^if.i^J^J^4;i

Sorority Rush '86

Wed. Feb. 19, 7:00

Campus Center Rm 101

Kappa Kappa Gamma

Feb 23 6:30-7:15; 7;30-8:15

Feb 24 6:30-7:30; 7:45-8:45

Sigma Kappa

Delta Zeta

Feb. 21 7:30-8:15; 8:30-9:15

Feb. 24 7:30-8:15; 8:30-9:15

Feb. 25 7:30-8:15; 8:30-9:15

Feb. 26 7:30-8:15; 8:30-9:15

Alpha Chi Omega
Feb 21 6:30-7:15

Feb 21 4;30-5:00; 5:30-6; 6-6:30; 6:30-7 Feb 23 11:30-12:30 am
Feb 23 5:00-5:45; 6-6:45; 7-7:45 Feb 24 6:30-7:15; 7:30-8:15

Feb 25 6-7; 7-8; 8-9 Feb 25 6:30-7:15; 7:30-8:15

Iota Gamma Upsilon

Feb 21 6-6:45

Feb 24 5:15-6:00; 6:15-7

Feb 25 8-8:45; 9-9:45

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Feb 21 5:00 Beach Party

Feb 23 6:00 Dinner Party

Feb 24 8:30 "The Party"

Chi Omega Sigma Delta Tau
Feb 21 5-6 Dinner; 7-10 Cinema Night Feb 23 5-6

Feb 24 5:30-6:15; 6:30-7:15; 7:45-8:30 Feb 24 7-8; 8:15-9:15

Feb 25 5:30-6:15; 6:30-7:15; 7:45-8:30 Feb 25 7-8

PhiMu

Feb 24 Beach Party 7-10

Feb 25 Through the Decades Party 7-10

For information call

Phi Mu at 253-2192

or Lisa at 546-6795 rahe off v^^^^
^^ Greeks!

• Thursday, February ^, 1986

INow An Additional Location
|* For Your Convenience.

!
I

adjacent to the UMASS campus |
in the Amherst Creamery Building

I SkiUe a professional

secretarial service

WORD PROCESSING, TRANSCRIPTION.

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS
MANUSCRIPTS, .a specialty

Call us or visit our new offices

at your earliest convenience Monday - Friday

150 Fearing Street, Amherst

Telephone: 549-2686 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
^llini|l(lllll(lltllMIIIINUl|||lflinilllllllMlllllllllNliMllillillillliriMllimiH«INtlilMliUNNIili|llili

Profs,

Give Your Students A Break
Let us serve your course book needs:

• 10% Student discount on trade (non course) books

and school supplies

• open longer hours, Saturdays & Sundays

• shopping in a real bookstore, not a warehouse

• no ID hassling, no long lines

NOW TAKING ORDERS
FOR SUMMER SCHOOL

Jeffer^ AmKerst Bookshop

M South Pleasant Street Amherst

Massachusetts 01002 253 3381

THE TEXTBOOK ALTERNATIVE

Spring Break

Special

COLLEGE
D^UG

Duracell
C - 2's reg. $2.99

D - 2's reg. $2.99

AA - 4's reg. $3.99

4 Main Street, Amherst 253-2523

Mon-Fri 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 9-3

now
only

$1.99

expires March 1, 1986 (with this coupon)

m
O cC=

>TM

^"VJ,,,^.,.

Reg. $6.99 Now Only $3.99
(with this coupon) expires March 1, 1986

Thursday, February 20. 1086
COLLEGIAN it

DOONESBURY GARRY TRUDEAU

(JHINAL5 ARB
RAPICAL.MAN.
TOTAUlfajT
OFHANP'

lhANK3,SAL

f^SPOHPINO
TOTHBM.

THE FAR SIDE BY GARY LARSON DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Milr4 b« Irudr Michrl JafTr

FREAKER PATROL

You know. Biorg. there's $omethlr>g obout holding

a good, $olld mace in your hond-you just look

for on excuse to smash something."

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

folt THIS et^m

THeffi IS To ArA«w /

CuOie A/or e*tlU€S

MATH of

You UiQ^HliO
AZOOT THIS

I Am FKom AmMe/fsr

CoCtCCC ' <X»« LGV€L

OF fA'DCRjr/Wft'WC If

SO HI6MCi SoPeHtoR,
X t>o*j'T KtfdUJ UtHi I
0/AiK f*ri rtf^ It* S%K.H

Tlfi^hL Cov«ses.' ^^

Of Cot»Wf

TAfflfJO

WIS cowfsr

UJOoi!
(jjoo if

o

ACROSS
I Put away
<i All pu»pose

vehicles

10 MuMin favonle

14 Owagtnout
\ S Concu>
16 If (>!«(•

1 1 Conc««i«d
19 Botodin %

Pfnce

2> Giles n nastf

?? Mu'mufeo
2* Soupcan

?9 Arci'C 'toaiei

II 1-*
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61 OOd* oin#'
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63 N.gm •!.•»»

OOWM
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2 P'ong

3 Fo»d s
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4 Eigiisft Welsh
fi»ei

5 Eicessve
talk "19

6 Ma'sh i«sid«"t

7 lmpo«lanl limes

8 P'» gam* 'ally
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te4iu»es

10 V. 1 .,is .. -j.jiiii
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1
'

1
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40 Soup makings
41 I alii America''
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48 Tiee dunl,

49 Ropna".:e
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BLOOM COUNTY BY BERKE BREATHED

REERPRES6Ufe...eM0ntM

UNaERAf9^ HAIR... IT'S

(Xmm ANP I CANT
STOPtT.

WHm"5 A00i£5ca«e.
COMING? RUSHING HEAP-

UMGTOMARPNVB.

• Today's Weather
Overcast and foggy this morning with a chance for

clearing this afternoon.

Lows will be in the low 40's with high not getting much
warmer than that. Spring break is right around the cor-

e
^ ner
e
e

«k* * ^« • *^« • »^** -.

Need quick and easy cash?
Collegian night drivers wanted immediately!

See Conor in Collegian office 1 13 Campus Center.

^vfiSffTjimrfit̂ M

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Night Editor
Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor
Production: Kelly Sieger,

Klingener, Adam Lavine,

Peter Abraham
Liz Hettinger

Conor Plunkett
Michelle Segall

Conor Plunkett

Leslie Nakajima, Nancy
Karlin Isle, Mia Rowan.

We're home for Lctlerman!
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"REPO MAN comes out of leti field,

has no big stars, didn't cost much,
takes chances,

dares to be uncon-
ventional, is funny
and works."
—Roger Ebert,

CHICAGO SUN
TIMES

"Fresh, virulently funny, with an
eye on life that'« as offbeat as the

early Beaile's movies
...a real discoverv'

'

— Sheila Benson,
LOS ANGELES

TIMES

A MKTHAEL

I

An EDa CTTY P»o*idio« "REPO MAN" HARRY DEAN STA^rroN
EMILIO ESTEVEZ IW-. <^n.-*^ ROBBY MULLER

u«^ts.<«.MI01AEL NESMrTH
^a^rft, JONATHAN WACKSi^PETIR McCarthy

M*.«rfDMiih, ALEX COX UPOMwn—ifc^wiccYWH

PrManted by UMass Ultimate Frisbea Dub

ToniQht S 7 9 &11

CC Auditorium

Admission

»1.S0at5.$2.at7.9 11

D Nassau From $399.00
Mexico (Cancun. Puerto Vallarta.

Acapulco) From $379.00
Bermuda From $419.00
Ft. Lauderdale From $4 1 9.00 (hotel unK $i7»)

D Daytona Beach From $429.00 ih..ui.mi> $i74>

D London Paris From $499.00

Party All The Time
With Party Time!

Book Now—Space Is Limited
Contact: Mike Smith 549-7479

Jtlli

1
Party Time And Travel, Inc.

49Tuttle Street

Wakefield. MA 01880
617-246-1222

Departure til\

PturfffTims

Destination

C Sounds Good. I'm ready to party and enclose $30 deposit O Rush me more information

Name School

Address

Citv —
-Phone

-

- State

-

Zip.

Cotleipan ptioiu Im I'.iul IM-smaram

Junior point guard Jackie Sheehan and the Minutemen play at

West Virginia tonight in a big Atlantic 10 game.

Adegree
of caring.

For people who care about people-
teachers, counselors, health and human
sen/ices professionals—Northeastern Uni-
versity has a special place where you can
obtain the knowledge and skills needed
to help others. Boston-Bouv4 College of
Human Development Professions.

You can reach out and further your
career with Master Degree programs
that include:

Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Physical Therapy
• Recreation Management
• Speech-Language Pathology &
Audiology

Doctoral and non-degree certification

programs are also available.

Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curriculum and Instruction

• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation

• Special Education

AT THE WINNER'S CIRCLE,

YOU ALWAYS COME OUT AHEAD

BOSTON BOUVE
^INdrthcastem Uniwrsity

For more information and a free catalog,

call (61 7) 437-2708 or write to Boston-
Bouv4 College at the address below.

Graduate School, Boston Bouve College of Human Development Professions

107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University, 360 Huntington A\« , Boston, MA 02115

Nortrieaittrn university is jn equal opportunity 'aftirmative adion educational institution and employer

I

Saucony" Echo
Men' and women s sizes

Reg 39 99

Spotbllt' Coaching Shoe
Mens si/es

Reg 3999

Saucony 'America
Men's ctnd women's sizes

Reg 47 99

33 33 40

The people who run the U/lnner's Circle are the s<ime great
peopl%who ran Olympian. Nothing has changed except the
nameThe same brandname athletic footwear Is still there.
The same brand selection. The same everyday low prices.

In fact, right now we re having a sale on some of America s be«
front runners - Saucony and Spotbllt - at terrific savings off

our already low prices. At the Winners Circle, you always come
out ahead because you ve got the same great store behind you.

^
f / // L

4 IS],
Winners CirjcIe
You always come out ahead

^
Hampshire Mail, Rte. 9, Hadley ^

f

> 1 /

(/x ^-" \^;'^
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Former basketball *footbaii

player in hospital

continued from page 20

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Mark Haymore, a Univer-

sity of Massachusetts varsi-

ty basketball player during

the 1978-79 seasons, is

resting comfortably at

Cooley-Dickinson Hospital

in Northampton after near

ly dying of heart failure on

Sunday afternoon after

playing basketball in

Boyden Gym.
Former UMass teamate

Donald Byrd and his coach,

Jack Leaman, told the Col-

legian yesterday that

Haymore was playing ball

in Boyden. returned to

Thoreau Etormitory to visit

Mends and then started

<»mplaining of chest pains.

He was taken to the

UMass Health Center
before being rushed to

Cooley-Dickinson. On the

way, his heart stopped and
was restarted by

paramedics.

"Mark is doing well now,"

reported Leaman, who
coached UMass from
1966 79. 'it was quite a

scare for him, but he got

through it."

Haymore played in 1978

with Alex Eldridge, the

great Minutem&n guard
who died after suffering a

heart attack a few years

later

Haymore was taking
classes at UMass with an
eye towards finishing up his

Fine Arts degree. Byrd said

he was also looking ahead to

graduate school. Haymore
had been playing profes

sional basketball in Bolivia

before returning to

Amherst, where he lived in

Riverglade Apartments.

"He was short of breath

and sweating pretty badly

after two games," said Byrd,

the head of residence in

Thoreau. "So we came back

to the dorm to take a rest.

He started saying his chest

hurt, so we got him over to

the Health Center, then

they rushed him to Nor
thampton. Thank God he

got out of it OK."
Haymore led the

Minutemen in scoring in

1979, averaging 17.1 points,

the most by a UM player up
until Lorenzo Sutton's 17.6

average this season.

He also led UMass in re-

bounding for the 78 and 79

seasons, with 7.0 and 10.0

boards a game. He also

holds the school record for

best field goal percentage in

a season with a .625 mark
in 1977-78. His career

shooting percentage of .551

is second on the UMass
record books to former NBA
player Al Skinner.

attempts,

UMass missed on eight-of-19 field goal

tries.

The losses to Richmond (by five), Rhode
Island (by four), and Delaware (by three)

might have been avoided if the Minutemen
had a kicker they could count on to hit for

three points. Some victories were also un-

neccesarily close because of missed field

goals.

Mitchell hit on all of his points-ailer his

senior year and missed only four (due main-

ly to bad snaps) in his career, he set a school

record with a 43-yard field goal and hit

several in the 35-40 yard range. He also

booted 50-yarders in practice.

Mitchell's chief competition for the kick-

ing job willbe current freshman Silvio Bon-

vini. who hit 19-of-19 PAT's and four-of-1

1

field goals. Bonvini lost his job in mid-

season to offensive guard Stan Kac-
zorowski, who booted five points after and
four field goals, but would rather concen-

trate on his linemen's duties.

Kickoffs were handled by walk-on Rolf

Wendt all season. Head coach Jim Reid

said yesterday that the placekicking job

will be "wide open," before the season with

anybody able to help being given a shot.

Mitchell is also a good punter with an
over 40-yard average in high school, but

the 1986 punting duties are in the hands
of Ail-American Dimitri Yavis, who was
all-conference with a 39,5 yard average. He
replaced former starter Jim Tandler, who
was lost for the season with a knee ituury.

Tandler averaged 38.4 in his only game
and 36 yards his freshman season.

"The punting's all set anyway," said

Reid. "I know that's one problem I won't
have in September. We have plenty of

great punters."
r

—

\

Former UMass head coach Bob Stull and
former UMass assistants Kevin Faulkner
and Steve Telander were in town on Tues-
day and met with Reid.

The trio, who all bolted UMass for Texas-

El Paso in January, reported that
recruiting went well and that they are
ready to start rebuilding El Paso's tattered

program.
n

Reid also said he is close to finalizing his

staff of assistant coaches.

Having to replace Faulkner, Telander
and himself as assistants, Reid will lost

likely name Frank Novak as an offensive

coach by the end of the month. Several cur-

rent assistants will also be given new titles

within the staff to fill holes left by the

departed coaches.

^yj^«9ii^i^j

HANO
*^danc«/club

$$$$$$$$THE REVERSE $$$$$

$$$$$$$$$COVER CHARGE ««$s$

Every Customer Arriving ^^ ^^
Before 10 PM Receives $1 .00

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 845 2:30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

best otter a4«-V87,'i

ACTivrnEs •CASH"

UMaii Chorale needs tenors! Audition
room 277 music wing FAC Thursday 2/20

1 pm 4:.30 pm

Astronomy Club. Jack Megas presents
"Star of your Birth", planetarium show on
astronomy. a-stroloKy. Amherst College

Planetarium, 7:30 p.m. Friday. Free.

Get Anchored - in Christ! Alliance Chris-

tian Fellowship will meet tonight at 7:1.5 in

Campus Center rm SO.S

ARE YOU A HOUSE?

Are vou 8 ft tall? Do you weigh over 180

lbs:"
" We will sell you I'Mass heart

decorated boxer shorts. 3 pairs for $10
don't miss this low, low, price. Call

549-4826 or 549-6489. . Sky Productions

of Amherst

AUDIO

JVC so watt receiver, dua; 1237 tum-
table w/OMlO cartridge, Ig. Advent
.speakers. New 750 used 300 Rob at

,549-5552

AUTO FOR SALE

Paying cash for vour baseball cards
Please call Mike 546-KI05

COMPACT DISC PLAYER

Fisher AD830 CD Plaver $165 call now &
come listen ,549-6711

ENTERTAINMENT

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your
taste Call Chri.s 2.56-6845

Want to have some fun? BL'S TRIP to a
Boston Night Club on Feb. 21. FACES is

large ami has 3 dance floors. For informa-

tion, call Rich: .546.5449

TURN THE TABLES Professional DJ 5

yr exiK-rience call 24 hrs 586-9691

So you want to dance or what? L<jud

high quality mobile system "..'>6.6689,

549-7128

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment Uisc-

Jockeys, Light Shows, Large Screen
Video Shows, call 549-7144 24 hrs

FOR RENT

Guitar Electra electric six string ex

cellent condition 200 with harJshellcase

contcat Andrew 6-6489

GIVE BLOOD - PLAY RUGBY

LOST

Play the better sport UMass Rugby

meeting Thursday nite, rm 251 cBoyden

(",ym 7:30 anyone Ai everyone invited

GRADUATING SENIORS

Career Connection can help you. '

' Career Connection is a resume book *

' designed to market y<iur resume to

' potential employers Your resume will
'

' be published in a professionally
' printed and Iwund book to be

*

distributed to over 300 comimnies *

' in various fields. Career Connection
* minimizes your costs while it

|

maximizes your exposure to corinorate
*

* personnel managers you could never
* reach on your own I>adline for resume

"

* is FeViriiary 28, 1986. For more info '

call tile area represenutives:
*

* Sherry .549-26 16 or Noelle 546 H059_ *

Gold Moslem rcli^oos medallion great

sentimental value $| reward please call

Soli .549.3667

Ski Jacket at Delta Chi party 2/8. Navy
blue with red stripe and ski pass on zipper.

If found call ,546 4344

Lost male cat black and grey tiger. Face

and double paws white Reward 549-6884

Lost mans cold Seiko watch in BritUny

manor on Fel)ruary 15. If found please call

reward 665-8269

Lost keys at Changes Fri nite on I 'Mass

chain if found please call .546-8900

MOVER

campus, dependable, low rates, expenenc
ed. Nancy 584-7924

$100 REWARD

Looking to take over lease in

Townehouse/Brandy wine for fall

semester. Call Michelle or Liz .546-7425

RIDE WANTED

Ride to New York wanted for Sat 23 Feb
shared co.st please call Sarah .546-9978

RIDERS WANTED

MONTKKAL WEEKENDS $79 00 in

eluding round trip bus and hotel. Also
available DAYTONA BEACH Packages.
Town Tours & Travel. 482 Main St..

Maiden, Ma. 02148 (617) 321-3993

SUMMER JOBS

'Round Town Movers fast, reliable,

cheap. Call Michael anytime 323-6780

OPEN RUSH TONIGHT!

••••*•••••••••••••••••••••*

•••••••••••• *•••••••<

80 Cam Z28 350 auto alarm Sony cassette

good cond seek to sell immed asking $4800
549-7816

69 Mnatang convertible. Great condition

must .sell $.500 or BO Uri 6-9877

1972 Olds Cutlass good condition $300.00

call Peter 665-79.56

1978 Pinto - 70,000 miles, newtires.

clutch, exhaust, etc. great condition

$1,000 or BO 247-5333

1981 Datsun Pickup 4x4 red tinted win-

dows dual sunroofs and much more. 68000

miles must be seen $3,300 or best offer call

5467194

1972 VW Beetle semi automatic good run

ning condition $250 586-7088

68 Chevy Caorice 375 HP 327-4V runs

good $2&[) or BO Paul 5843790

BRITTANY MANOR

ImmediaU Opening two bedroom aparts.

Heat and hot water short term teaaes Act

Now 256-8535

Office Space available. Especially ap-

propriate for Dissertation Writers in

Helchertown 323-76;iK

Townhouse one bedroom apt to rent call

665-2053

Emergency take over lease large I br

Southwood apt available now $365 a mon
call anytime 256-8078

FOR SALE

OHM 02 Speakers 195 oair great cond.

must sell nwd money 256-6689

Stereo ComponenU: Technics SLB202
Turntable $60 SAE Amplifier 200 watU
$180. Vector Resea-ch W band Eg. $1,50

Numark 10 band Wq. $75. call 665.3689

Mistral Maui aailboard $799 or BO call

Mike 2.566978

Electric Starfire-4 GalM Gvitar for sale

call Joann .586-9402

M>SE 101 Speakers. Must sell, call

6-7917

Ski Rindinp brand new Gete 930 $100 or

HELP WANTED

Need an extra $5.00 for Friday night?

Right-handed males need for experiment

on reading. Call 549-5145 and leave

message

Camp Counselors • Directors from

children's camps in Maine and West

Virginia on campus interviewing for posi-

tions in athletics, water sjwrts (wSI, ski-

ing, sailing, canoeing, windsurfing), arts

and crafts, pioneering and music, Clla to-

day for a personal meeting in Amherst.

Top salary, benefits. Several L'Ma.ss

references. Call in Boston 769-4685

Camp Lovaltown. AHRC, 189 Wheatley

Road, Brookville, NY 11545-A residential,

recreational camD for mentally retarded in

Hunter. NY is accepting applicants for

summer employment. Write or call (516)

626-1000 - ,

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop. 28 hours including classroom

and »hop. Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Like to help others:" Meet people?
* Then (lamma Sigma Sigma IS for you!
* (rime join us 7 pm 8th flCC tonight: |

* CSS is a national service .sororttj^^^^*

PERSONALS
"

To the Tony that fixed my tire in Lot 49.

(Jail me. Janet .546-6464

to~Mark at CC - We met your first night

at work - see you there sometime? - Jen-

nifer

Experience the ultimate -join O.V.P.

Two riders needed for Spring Break to

drive to Ft Lauderdale area. Cdl 665-8766
cheaper than bus

ROOMMATE WANTED

One male nonsmoking for 2 bdrm Bran-

dywine apt for immediate occupancy
549-5799

Some immediate part-time openings
available - flexible scnj-dules home town
or local po.sitions. All majors For inter

view see Mr Lavadinho at Campus Onter
Room 802 Saturday Feb. 22, 9 am Ihrii 2
pm

TO SUBLET
~

1 bdrm apt avail in March. On bus rte

Cliffside Apt rent inclusive: cheap call any
time 665-3822

TRAVEL

K. Had fun on the mad/blizzard/twilight

roadlrip fr-T. •'?"

SENIORS - Senior portraits will be taken

Feb. 18 to Feb. 28 in ;78CC. If vou have a

scheduling problem, please call INDKX.
545-2874, for * new appointment,

DelU Chi Little Sisters Rush Thursday
2-20 7 9 118 Sunset .We

SILK - LACNAF and fight!?! Luv your
hiture worried roommate

2nd Annual Rich Rotkrock Revival this

weekend No Riffraff .

Roommate wanted for Brittany Manor
apt call 253-2420

Wanted 1 female roommate for

Riverglade apis call 253-7175 on bus route

Single room in 3 bedroom Puffton Apt
CHEAP! rent negotiable 549 6526 ASAP!

SERVICES

Tailor for all kinds of alteratioas. Fast
service, reasonable prices; at SHAANNs
Hampshire Mall 584 9362

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac-
curate. Call anytime. 665-7652

COINS 121/123 Tutoring$5.00 per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256-1239

SPRING BREAK Ski Killington, Luv
Tours. $163/ 10% tax 5-night mountain
liase condo, 5-day ski pa8.ses and more.

Call Beth .549-0491. Kenny 549 1749

Springbreak '86

Party in Davtona Beach
Prices from $1 1!^.00 for 7 nights,

parties and activities.

Call Daytona Hotline 1 800-826-9100

TUNE IN FOR R.A. INFO

SKIS FOR SALE

KZ 710 FO 190 cm bindings are Salomen
727 bo

shape.

727 both skis and bindings are in good
125.00 or BO call Kevin 256-1596

SPRII«G BREAK M

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papcra, CI ..'• 'ivaei t«ioM. Uicaca. on-

FORT IJ^UDERDALE frr>m $309 in

eluding Round trip iet and 7 nights at Holi

day Inn Hotel (wnich is one mile from
beach) All Taxes and Tiw Included

Tonight on WMUA. Tune in for informa

turn on the RA position. From 6:00 7:00

on 1'Ma.ss ilolline get your questions

answered Tune in to win BECOME AN
R.A.J _^ _____^

WANTED

Singer wanted for rock-iMvlI kaod to

play Southwest Week. Call Pete at 6-SO^
or Jim at 6-9739

Now casting for outdoor theatre dance
performance: 6 dancers, juggler, roller

skater, skaleboanlers, puppeteers. Also
technical production and stage crew call

Ana 625 '2500; 545-2803 (message)

WANTED TO RENT

Garage needed for my car. Want to rent

^xivered garage until end of ^>ring
semester. Will need access frequently.

Pnc« negotiable. Pete 546-4476
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SPORTS
Hoop teams at West Virginia

• Women need a win^Men seek 6th place
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Do or die, now or nothing, there's no tomorrow. Name
your cliche for the University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team and their current road trip.

For if the Minutemen don't at least split their final two

games of the regular ^ason, their position in the Atlan-

tic 10 Conference playoffs will be an unstable one.

The Minutemen are 6-10 in the league, good enough for

seventh place. They are a game out of fifth place, held by

both George Washington and Duquesne at 7-9. Rhode

Island is right behind UMass at 511.

The winner of the Atlantic 10 playoffs gets an automatic

bid to the NCAA tournament. UMass has proven they can

play with any team in the Atlantic 10, with the excep-

tion of first place St. Joseph's, who blew the Minutemen

out twice, once by 34 points.

But if the Minutemen finish in seventh, they will be forc-

ed to play last-place Rutgers for the right to face St. Joe's

in the quarterfinals, in Philadelphia.

A sixth place finish would pit UMass against the third

place team in the league, either Temple of West Virginia,

again at the higher seed's gym.
With the way UMass has played this season, no scenario

looks all that wonderful, but the Minutemen and coach

Ron Gerlufsen would like nothing more than to avoid

another meeting with the Hawks.
"This trip is our most important of the season, without

a doubt." said sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton, "We have

to win at least one, but we think we can win both <the

Minutemen play at Duquesne on Saturday)."

West Virginia is 13-3 in the league, 18-10 overall and

losers of two straight league games, a rarity for coach Gale

Catlett and his Mountaineers.

WVU needs two victories to finish the regular season

with 20 wins, a feat they have accomplished the last five

seasons. But despite the obvious goals, Catlett isn't tak-

ing anything for granted.

"I think (UMass coach) Ron Gerlufsen has done a fine

job with a young team," the coach said. 'I think people

will be surprised when they see what an athletic team

he brings in to our place on Thursday night. They can be

very tough to face. UMass isn't an automatic win, far from

it, they'll push us hard."

The Mountaineers beat UMass, 69-61 at the Curry Hicks

Cage back on Jan. 25. Dale Blaney, WVU's all-conference

guard, led the vistors with 18 points. For UMass, Sutton

had 17.

"We'll need to stay within ourselves and not let them
dictate the tempo," said Gerlufsen. "West Virginia is a

tough team with a lot of talent, but I think we are get-

ting better every week and we are certainly capable of

beating them."
Minuteman Mutterings: David Brown, UMass'

freshman foward that missed his first game on Monday
night against Temple, is making the trip and could play.

Brown has pulled stomach muscles and didn't practice

yesterday or the day before. . .UMass is 3-16 against the

Mountaineers. . .junior co-captain Carl Smith needs one

assists to tie the career UMass record of 518. With 180

this season, Smith has 8m outside chance of being the first

UMass player to have two 200 assist seasons in his career.

He set a school and conference record with 212 in his

freshman season.

The Minutemen are traveling with the UMass women's

team, who play the Mountaineers at 5 p.m. and also play

the same day at Duquesne. . .Sutton has scored in double

figures all but one game this season, including 17 straight

contests.

Football notebook

Minutemen recruit
Jersey plaeekicker
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football team has

moved to fill its last need for the 1986 sea-son, a kicker.

Head coach Jim Reid said yesterday that David Mit-

chell is the last recruit to join the Minutemen and will

compete for the placekciking job next season.

A 6-0, 185 pounder from Cherry Hill East High in

Cherry Hill, New Jersey, Mitchell was recruited by Tem-

ple, Colgate and Delaware before deciding on UMass.

"He's a great athlete who can also play fullback," said

assistant coach Mike Dunbar, who recruited Mitchell.

"He's a solid kicker who adds good depth at fullback.

He's fast and strong, I'm looking foward to seeing him

this summer."
The Minutemen had problems with their kicking game

last season. Although they we**" 24-of-25 in T>oir*'= after

continued on page 19

Collegian photo by Paul Desmaraia

Senior center Tom Emerson lets a shot fly

earlier this season. The Minutemen face West
Virginia tonight. UMass is in search of a much-
needed Atlantic 10 conference victory against

the Mountaineers.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

How important was the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team's 70-69 loss to the University

o! Rhode Island on Tuesday night?

Had UMass won Tuesday's game, the Minutewomen

would have avoided playing an extra game in the upcom-

ing Atlantic 10 tournament. By losing to URI, UMass
dimmed their hopes of possibly finishing seventh in the

conference standings and avoiding a possible playoff game

between the number eight and number nine teams m the

AlO. The Minutewomen (915 overall and 2-11 in the con

ference) are currently occupying the number eight spot

in the conference.

The Minutewomen have three games remaining on their

regular season schedule, including tonight's conference

match-up against 6 foot -7 Georgeann Wells and West

Virginia University. UMass will face Duquesne in Pitt-

sburgh on Saturday and return to the Cage for the home

finale against George Washington University on Monday.

In a nutshell, UMass must win tonight's game at West

Virginia. If the Minutewomen lose, they will have to face

either Duquesne or URI in a playoff game that will deter-

mine who inherits the unenviable task of facing eighth-

ranked Rutgers University (23-2 overall and 14-0 in the

conference) in the tourney quarterfinals.

UMass was a 67-61 loser to the Mountaineers (10-14

overall and 7-6 in the conference) when the two teams last

met at the Springfield Civic Center on Jan. 11. Sophomore

center Susan Burftoft. still on the injur>- list with a broken

finger, led the Minutewomen with 20 points and 13 re-

bounds. Wells paced West Virginia with 20 points and 15

rebounds.

West Virginia's height along the front line will prove

to be a large problem for the Minutewomen. The absense

of Burtoft will be noticed, as she physically controlled the

wiry Wells from start to finish in their last meeting. The

Mountaineers are suspect around the perimeter, and if

UMass can successfully exploit this WVU weakness and

contain Wells, all should go well.

Minutewoman Mischief Senior guard Barbara Hebel

was named a first-team university division academic Ail-

American by the College Sports Information Directors of

America (COSIDA). . .Freshman point guard- Christel

ZuUo dished out 15 assists against Temple University last

Friday night, setting a new school record. She now has

118 assists on the season. With three games left in the

season, she could break the season assist record of 149

held by Mary Hallaren (1978-79) . .Senior captain Jerrie

Bernier's 22 point performance against URI moved her

into seventh place on the career scoring list with 707

career points. . .Senior forward Karen Damminger mov-

ed into fifth place on the all-time UM rebound list, collec-

ting her 469th career rebound against URI. . .The injury

update is looking a little brighter for the Minutewomen.
Burtoft, sophomore forward Tara Lewis and senior for-

ward Kelly Collins are still out of the lineup, although

Collins did dress for the URI game. Both Burtoft and Col-

lins could be healthy for the A-10 tournament. . .Freshman

forward Beth Wilbor leads in field goal percentage,

shooting 58 percent from the floor.

Ski teams take Amherst meet
By KARA MULLEN
Collegian Correspondent

CHARLEMONT - Once agin, the University of

Massachusetts ski teams came home with first place in

a tournament as well as in the conference, this time tak-

ing the honors in the Amherst Invitationals at Berkshire

East.

Both teams have held first place throughout the season

since the first January meet, also at Berkshire East.

In the slalom race on Saturday, the women took first

place, beating rival Boston College and Plymouth State.

The top three times scored with Alice Gigliotti taking

second, Kathy Smiley grabbing fourth and Lisa Luczkow

grabbing eighth. The race was won by UMass freshman

Diana Bessighieni, but her time did not count due to her

entering the race as UMass' sixth skiier. The times for

the first five members of a team are the only 6nes to score.

In the men's race, UM was second to Plymouth State,

yet still retained first place in the standings. Marc Den-

nis was fourth for UMass with Craig McCordic and Bill

Davidson going 5-6.

On Sunday, the giant slalom saw the UM men take third

as Chris Brigham won individual honors. That loss aside,

UMass retained their hold on first place.

In the second giant slalom race of the day, the UMass

men won, led by McCordic in first place. Brighman was

second.

In the women competition, UMass won easily again as

Gigliotti was second place overall followed by Sandy

Stripp in third and Smiley in fourth

In the league, the UMass men currently have 65 points

with BC second, having 57 points. The women's rankings

see UMass having a commanding lead with 59 points to

the Eagles' 47.

Due to the teams being so highly ranked, they have been

invited to the Eastern Division Championships at the Mid-

dlebury College Snow Bowl this weekend.

"We ski the strongest teams in the nation, Vermont be-

ing far better than everybody else," said Forestry pro-

fessor William MacConnell, the UM coach over the past

20 years. "Ifwe ski really well, we finish eighth out of 12."

The coach, who has seen the men win the league for 17

straight seasons and the women, 12, also said that he was
pleasantly surprised by the outstanding efforts by the

newer people on the team.

MacConnell named Kathy Smiley, Sandy Stripp, Alice

Gigliotti, and captain Colleen Sweeney, as outstanding

women for the season as well as Cindy Johnson who sus-

tained a knee iryury which kept her out for most of the

season. Johnson had won the first race. MacConell nam-

ed Craig McCordic, Bill Davidson, Marc Denis, and Chris

Brigham as "truly outstanding" for the men this year.

Sports at a Glance

UMass Schedule:
Today: Men's Basketball: at West Virginia, 8 p.m.

Women's Basketball: at West Virginia, 5 p.m.
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Sophomore CASIAC student John Vasqnpz
must sign a book at the T.O.C. lounge because

of his out-of- state drivers license. T.O.C.

employee Brian Woodworth looks on.

Bars forced
to check IDs
more carefully
By CAROLYN PHILLIPS
Collegian Correspondent

Harder-to-get liability insurance and stricter enforce-

ment of liquor laws have forced Amherst bars and package

stores to be increasingly careful about selling alcohol, even

to those obviously of legal drinking age.

"It all depends on reputation," said Bill Russell, the

manager of Russell's Liquors on Main Street. "We even

card people whose faces are familiar and who we know

are of age, just to cover." he said.

The Top of the Campus Lounge at the University of

Massachusetts has a book by the door, where all out-of-

state customers must sign their names, social security

numbers and addresses.

The lounge has increased the number of bouncers, and

"all beverage people have to attend alcohol awareness and

training programs," said Randy Krutzler, the beverage

supervisor at the T.O.C.

"We have to take every precaution," Krutzler said.

His fear was echoed by most Amherst bar managers.

"It's a real dangerous thing. It [alcohol liability in-

surance] is all run by a group of investors, and they send

inspectors around," said Mike Fusia, the manager of Time

Out, a bar on North Pleasant Street.

Dan Carlson, manager at Barselotti's, said, "We have

to crack down, because they crack down on us. They send

people undercover so we have to card everybody. We could

get sued for everything."

Barselotti's has also increased its staff of bouncers and

keeps a book to record out-of-state licenses. Its employees

and those at Time Out and Delano's must attend alcohol

workshops and are trained to determine when a person

is intoxicated.

"It's hard, though. If a police officer can't tell if a per-

son is drunk, how are we supposed to tell?," Krutzler said.

Not only the managers have to worry; bartenders and

bouncers are also responsible.

"The most commmon thing is people lending their ID's

to other people. We confiscate them and bring them to the

police. Ifwe don't, it's a thousand bucks (fine], and I don't

have a thousand bucks," said Steve Jenar, a bartender

at Time Out.

The police will confiscate the license of the lender and

refer the lender to the Registry of Motor Vehicles for ac-

tion, possibly revocation of the license, according to Robert

Jovce. UMass police chief.

the person who borrows the license could be charged

with falsely representing oneself, a misdemeanor

punishable by a fine of up to $200, Joyce said.

If the lender claims the license was lost, he or she is still

not cleared and can be punished by the registry, possibly

i')nt"iued on page 5

'I enjoy drinking/ but...

Decries alcohol abuse;

denies telephone abuse
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

When University of Massachusetts Chancellor Jc«eph

D. Duffey was asked by a WMUA staff member if he

would record a set of spots urging the community and

students not to drink and drive, he did not hesitate before

accepting.

So, in early September, armed with enough copy to fill

three five-second breaks written by Paul Blake, the sta

tion's public relation's coordinator. Duffey pulled the

mike to his mouth and in a paternal tone, out came his

plea;

"My friends down here at WMUA and I want to make

sure that ifyou and your friends will be drinking tonight

please don't drive. I've got enough to worry about
"

The three spots, all variations on the same drinking

theme, were something different for both Duffey and the

station, but the chancellor firmly believed in the

message.

"We are all trying to make a point that you can eiyoy

a football game without getting bombed out of your

mind," he said during an interview earlier this month.

"The whole community is hurt by some of the things that

were going on at football games a couple of years ago."

Alcohol and the issue of bars and serving on campus

has been a touchy topic since the University lost its li-

quor liability insurance last summer, turning drinking

establishments on campus dark and dry for the entire

fall semester.

Since then, the bars have gone wet again, after the

state Legislature established an insurance pool to help

bars having difficulty obtaining liability insurance.

TTi* i^w policy, believed to cost about $30,000 annual

iy. is not something administrators have been willing

to discuss openly, and Duffey is no exception.

When asked specifics about the liquor situation at

UMass. Duffey shed little light on the insurance situa

tion, but he did discuss the broad issue of alcohol use and

abuse.

"It's not the biggest issue on the campus." he said. "I

just know what I read in the papers.

"I enjoy drinking. I also have had friends who abuse

alcohol. I suppose there are a few times in my life I abus

ed alcohol. It is something we are all becoming aware

of as a social problem."

Another problem Duffey addressed during the hour-

long interview conducted in his office on the third Hoor

of Whitmore Administration Building was the controver

sy surrounding alleged long-distance phone abuse that

surfaced last fall.

In November, after the Boston Herald ran stories con

ceming high University phone bills, the House Post

Audit and Oversight Committee investigated. Duffey

traveled to Boston to defend the Amherst campus.

"The main issue between the committee and me." Duf

fey said, "was whether our faculty should be permitted

to make long-distance telephone calls, and on a campus

like this, the faculty has to make long-distance phone

calls."

UMass' telecommuncations bill last year totalled

$750,000, Dxiffey said, comparable to other sUte institu-

tions such as Rutgers University in New Jersey and

Penn State.

"The real problem again is that the committee never

confronted an institution like this before," Duffey said,

referring to similar problems he is having getting an ade-

quate budget for the University. "I mean, they were com-

paring our institution to the state colleges or even the

regional universities and that is a very different game."

ColleKian photo by Mlchelir ScgiOl

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey: "I suppose there are a few times in my life I abused alcohol."

Activist in Amherst for book reception
Virginia Foster Durr, a friend of Rosa Parks, who bail-

ed Parks out of Jail the night she was arrested to start

the Civil Rights Movement, will attend a reception

celebrating the publication of her recent autobiography

from 3 to 5 p.m. tomorrow at the Jones Library in

Amherst.
The 82 year-old Durr will appear in the library's gallery

for an informal book-signing for her recent work titled

Outside the Magic Circle, The Autobiography of Virginia

Foster Durr."

Born an aristocrat in Alabama, Durr and her husband

worked with Eleanor Roosevelt to abolish the poll tax and

later befriended Parks in the mid-1950s.

In 1954, when US Senator Ja-nes O. Eastland hauled

Durr up before hi^ Internal Security Subcommittee, she

stood mute before the panel accusing her and said: "I

stand in uiLer cuniempt ol this committee," as she pro-

ceeded to powder her nose.

Her book was well received by the New York Times Book

Review in December, and well-known author Studs Terkel

wrote in the book's foreward, "...she could be the rebel.

She could step outside the magic circle, abandon privilege,

and challenge this way of life. Ostracism, bruises of all

flirts, and defamation would be her lot. Her reward would

be a truly examined life. And a world she would other-

wise never have known."
Durr is scheduled to meet with Gov. Michael S. Dukakis

today to receive an award at the John F. Kennedy School

of Government at Harvard University. The Amherst
eception is sponsored by the UMass department of history

and the Goliard Bookshop, which will provide copies of

h<.«r.lv>pk for sale. . joEL P. COFFIDIS
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Iranian plane carrying

diplomats shot down
TEHRAN. Iran (AP) - An Iranian

passenger plane on a domestic flight was

shot down by an Iraqi fighter jet yesterday,

and a personal representative of the

Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini was among
the 40 people believed killed, Iran's ofTicial

news agancy reported.

The Islamic Republic News Agency said

several members of the Majlis, Iran's

parliament, were on the plane. It said Ira

qi rulers "added a new page to the criminal

file.. .of violating international conven-

tions" with the attack.

Iraq denied the Iranian report, saying its

attacks were confined to military targets.

Both sides yesterday reported shooting

down military aircraft, but these could not

be confirmed by independent observers.

Iran and Iraq also gave conflicting ac-

counts of ground battles in southern Iraq,

where Iran launched an offensive Feb. 9.

The two countries have been at war since

September 1980.

The official Iraqi news agancy, monitored

in Nicosia, Cyprus, said its jets downed one

Iranian F4 and a military C 130 transport

plane early yesterday, raising to 14 the

number of Iranian aircraft Iraq claims it

shot down in the past 11 days.

IRMA reported Iran's ground defenses

shot down two Iraqi aircraft, and state-run

Tehran radio later said two Iraqi

helicopters were also downed, bringing to

47 the number of aircraft that Iran claims

to have downed in the latest round of

fighting.

Iraq claimed its ground forces advanced

"considerable distances" toward the

Iranian-occupied port of Faw in southern

Iraq on the Persian Gulf Coast. But Iran

said its troops suppressed the assault.

Iraq also said its warplanes flew a total

of 715 sorties during the day and dropped

"tons of bombs" on Iranian troop

concentrations.

Creative alibis for tardiness
NEW YORK (AP) - Most workers ex

plain their tardiness or absence with pro-

saic tales of dead batteries, missed trains

or common colds.

But from a creative minority come ex-

planations such as, "I thought Halloween

was a holiday" or "someone stole one ofmy
shoes on the bus,"

One hundred executives at the nations's

1,000 largest companies were asked in a

survey to describe some of the more
unusual alibis they have heard.

"We're not talking about standard

reasons," said Robert Half, whose employ-

ment company commisssioned the survey.

Some examples:
* "Suddenly, the doors of the au-mored car

in front of me opened up, and $10 bills

started flying out," causing a traffic jam.
* "I was having breakfast at a coffee shop

when I fell asleep at a table. The waitress

didn't wake me up until 9:30 a.m."
* Some stooped to blaming dumb animals

"My parakeet spoke for the first time, so

I waited for him to do it again so I could

record it," including man's best friend:

"The dog got hold of my toupee and hid it

somewhere in the basement."

James Thomas of Burke Marketing Inc.

of Cincinnati, which did the survey, could

not answer the most obvious questions rais-

ed by the excuses - Did anyone believe

them?
His excuse: "It wasn't on the question-

naire,"

But Half said most bosses aren't stupid,

and he offered some advice to the tardy and

truant: "Sometimes, of a weird thing real-

ly did happen, you're better off not saying

anything,"
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ROUGH ROADS- Ranch foreman Pat O'Ferrall walks along a sec-

tion of Highway 162 near Covelo, Calif., Wednesday which was wash-
ed out by the flooding Eel River. Severe winter storms have ravag-

ed much of northern California.

Reagan now blames

Marcos for most fraud
WASHINGTON (AP) The Philippines

is the latest case in point: Ronald Reagan

can change his mind.

While awaiting a report from special US
envoy Philip Habib, the president already

has shifted his analysis of the election in

Manila.
After telling the nation Feb. 11 that

fraud and violence may have occurred "on

both sides," Reagan directly blamed the

party of President Ferdinand Marcos five

days later for most of the irregularities.

When Habib returns next week, the shift

could pick up speed. US aid could be reduc-

ed. Ambassador Stephen Bosworth recall-

ed or Marcos urged to arrange his own suc-

cession or to share power with the

opposition.

"We have a stake in freedom, we have a

stake in democracy," Secretary of State

George Schultz told the Senate Budget

Committee on Wednesday. "Let's put that

first, even above the bases,"

He referred to Clark Air Base and Subic

Bay, the main forward point for the US

Navy's Pacific fleet.

The embattled Marcos had drawn a rare

bit of strength from Reagan's initial even-

handed remarks. Marcos' opponents were
said to be dispirited by the suggestion of

fraud in challenger Corazon Aquino's
camp.
Reagan's reversal added to Marcos'

mounting woes. His opponents drew en-

couragement in their effort to drive him
from office.

White House aides said the president had
been getting more information all the time.

But that may not explain the shift in em-
phasis. With Reagan, who has a long
history of pragmatism despite a deep-

seated conservative philosophy, it's often

hard to tell.

He may have changed his mind about
Marcos and the way the election was con-

ducted. He may have been persuaded by
the stream of moderate-to-conservative

Republicans on Capitol Hill who are lining

up against Marcos and would hold up US
aid to the Philippines,

Allies of Marcos
meet with Aquino

BURNING MAD- Protestors burn shirts, calendars and campaign

materials of Philippine president Ferdinand E. Marcos in a

demonstration yesterday to protest Marcos's being declared win-

ner in the Feb. 7 election.

MANILA, Philippines (AP) -• Some tradi-

tional allies of President Ferdinand Mar-
cos appeared to distance themselves from

his government yesterday, as European
countries considered boycotting his in-

auguration and several ambassadors met
with Corazon Aquino,
Mrs, Aquino, Marcos' opponent in the

disputed Feb. 7 election, met ambassadors
from 14 European countries and Japan.

She told them she was determined to

assume the presidency of the Philippines

at the "earliest possible time."

None of the ambassadors specifically en-

dorsed Mrs. Aquino's claim that she won
its election but was cheated out of victory.

She had asked them not to recognize Mar-
cos" government
The election has b6en wideFy criticized

here and abroad as fraudulent.
Ambassador Wieger Hellema of The

Netherlands, acting as spokesman for nine

European Common Market nations' en-

voys, was asked about reported plans for

ambassadors from the trade bloc not to at-

tend the Marcos inauguration. "That is

under consideration in the capitals"

because of the fraud allegations, he said.

Asked if any of the countries were con-

sidering withdrawing recognition of Mar-
cos' government, he said there had been
"no word on that.

'

In Strasbourg. France, the European
Pfi liament voted unanimously yesterday

to lame Marcos for most of the reported

abuses in the speci 'lection, called by

M -cos in an effort t ove his popularity.

Early Greeks
improvised music
by JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Comparative literature professor Warren D. Anderson
explained the simplicity of ancient Greek methods and
instruments that produced complicated sounds rarely

heard in the modern era. in a lecture last night titled,

'Summoning the Spirits; Music Makers of Ancient

Greece."

Speaking before a crowd of 85 at Memorial Hall, Ander-

son explamed the various methods and techniques of

scales, pitches and melodies used by Greek musicians. His

lecture mainly revolved around the origms and sounds

nnitted by the lyre, a string instrument, and the aulos.

a wind-pipe instrument.

"They were the mstruments that dommated Greek

music," he said.

He briefly discussed other Greek instruments, including

the kithara, the forefather of the modern guitar

"The next time you see a rock guitarist attackmg his

toistrument, look at its shape while it still has any," he

mid, jokmgly.
Anderson was the third guest in the Chancellor's Lec-

ture Series. After his speech he was awarded the

Chancellors medal, the highest honor given to an in-

dividual for service to the University.

He said the origin ofGreek music began around the time

of Homer and his two epic poems, "The Illiad" and "The

Odyssey."

"Originally, epic poetry was sung or rhythmatically in-

toned," he said.

Greek music became noticeable near 200 B.C., he said.

"A definable Greek presence can be traced in the cen-

tral Aegean area." Anderson said, "but some of the myths

reach farther back, towards the Shaman painted on a cave

wall more than 10.000 years ago,

"A minotaur figure, part man part bison, he menaces

texually an equally ambiguous bison-reindeer doe,

frightened and aroused, fieeing before him. The details

are unmistakable. His mouth acts as a resonator for a

musical bow," he said.

Anderson said early Greek music has to admired,

"Throughout the period of their greatest achievements

in literature, art and architecture they continued to use

a range of musical instruments and techniques narrower

than what is available to many African tribes (today). How
can we account for this?

"The only satisfactory answer is that they kept music

simple by choice. If the Greeks chose to adopt and main

tain an uncomplicated system, their sense of priority

deserves respect," he said,

Man interrupts

woman in shower
A woman reported that while she was taking a shower,*

a .35-year-old man rustled the curtain and ran away, at

1 p.m. Wednesday in Crampton House. The man had been

seen earlier in the corridors. University of Massachusetts

police said.

It was suggested that the building's security reinstate

a 24-hour security policy which they had recently discon-

tinued, police said.

In other police reports:

• About $74 was reported stolen at 7:32 p.m. Wednes-

day from an unlocked room on the 22nd fioor of John

Adams Tower, police said.

• An Amherst police car received minor damages after

striking a guard rail at 4 p.m. Wednesday in Bourne,

Amherst police said,

-JEFFRY BARTASH and ANNE TAUGER

Feminist

campaigns

discussed

Bv CAROL
TANNENBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

"A split in the women's
movement is not new," said

a feminist historian last

night to a group of 20

women in the Campus
Center,

Sheila Jeffreys is a

feminist historian who,

while a graduate student at

the University of Bradford

in England, discovered

women's campaigns in the

late ninteenth century, to

figh-t injustices, such as in-

,

cest. "The women were

pliota b» Paul trmnt

ESCHER OR DALI- Students search for posters on sale in the Cape Cod Lounge of the Stu-

dent Union Building.

Student upgrades R.A. training

arguing that incest is an
abuse of power," Jeffreys

said, adding that the all-

maie House of Commons
disagreed.

They felt threatened by

campaigns that raised the

age of consent, or legislation

to outlaw rape. They saw it

as an effort to pass anti-

.male legislation," Jeffreys

explained.

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Correspondent

Through her work as a resident a^i^ant, summer orien

tation counselor, and head of the new promotional cam-

paign to recruit R.A.'s, Jodi Green is doing her share of

extra curricular activities at the University.

"I try to do something different every semester," Green

said.

Green became a teacher's assistant for the R.A. class

after taking the course for two semesters She felt that

there was more for R.A.'s to know about social issues, and

implemented a course for advanced R.A.'s during her

fourth semester.

Last fall she moved from Southwest to Northeast to

avoid "R.A. burnout, " she ,said.

"1 didn't feel like 1 was working up to par. It was nothing

anyone else noticed - my (Resident Director) thought I

was still doing a good job I noticed it m myself," she

said, "So I made the move to Northea.st. It made me a new

RA "

This past semester Green undertook a new campaign

to increase the declining number of applications for R,A.

positions "The more people having the chance to take the

opportunity the better," she said.

Before working on the campaign Green had worked on

different projects for housing services. Last fall someone

mentioned the idea of the campaign, and she volunteered

to do it.

Green said there is more to being an R.A. than just a

free single, and the weekly stipend. The campaign is us-

ing these ideas to promote the job. "Experience, leader-

ship, time management. The key is the intangible

benefits," she said.

Green said she was given free reign over the project.

They gave me the ball and let me run with it," she said.

"It's one of the best experiences I could have."

This program is giving Green a chance to do things she

wants, "It allows me to tie in marketing and being an R.A,

two things I love," said the senior management major with

;i concentration in marketing.

Along with these two jobs. Green is also a tour guide

and a coun.selor at summer orientation. She said she does

these things because, "I take pride in selling the Univer-

women," Jeffreys said.

"There was a silent strike -

women having nothing to do

with men. It was a global

movement to stop white

aictyei>, ClliiUieu ft aexuai

abuse, and other cam-
paigns."

At this same time there

came a new movement to

counteract these women,
called sexology - the science

of sex. These doctors claim-

ed sex was vital, without it

women would get sick, she

said.

Siding with the sex-

ologists were sex reformers,

women who held the same
views. Today, these two
groups form the right wing
while the spinsters have

become the militant
feminists, according to

Jeffreys.

Following the lecture was
n discussion of current
>-iH- .ukI MriiSlems facing

todav's fern 1 III >ts.

C'ollegin photo by Maria Bull

Sheila Jeffries speaking on feminism of the
early twenty century.

Another storm ot cam-

paigns, from 1906 to the

first World War exhibited a

period of "political

celibacy." as Jeffreys called

it. Today, it is called

"political abstention," Six-

ty percent of these women
were spinsters and many
were widow*, she said.

"There was tremendous

•inxiety about the surplus of

sity to prospective students. There's a lot to offer, it's all

there for the taking."

Green also takes time for herself In her spare time she

likes to play tennis and go skiing.

"Work's real important to me. But time away from work

is really important, too." Green suid 'C»oing out with my
friends is the key to my sanity a balance is really im-

portant."

Green said her main objective is to be occupied.

"There are always new ways to challenge yourself if you

l<M)k for it and you don't have to look very hard. I just

like to keep busy,"

WOMEN
ON

CAMPUS

Jodi Green is a busy woman these days,

here at UMass.

Panel may improve

Campus Center
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

The old paintings in the Campus Center could be

replaced, new signs may be made, and more exhibits

could be shown because the Campus Center Concourse

Improvement Panel has been reinstated.

The Campus Center Board of Governors voted

unanimously last night to establish the panel. It will be

responsible for the aesthetic appearance of the concourse

and the Student Union Building, taking care of the fur

nishings, signs, information displays, and special

problems.

"It operated about three years ago and did a lot because

there was a lot to be done," said William Harris, the

director of the Campus Center.

ihe panel will be composed of 21 people including

students, administrators, and at least two members of

the Board.

The panel will make improvement suggestions to

Building Operations staff which will actually do the
u(irk.

The money for the improvements will come from the

fne which fhe concourse Vendors pay. that is gi\tn to
''• ildin^; Operations, Harris said.
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PARTY
with Campus Marketing

YOU DRI

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

Sprino- BreoiK i\ff-h\i>{

>ony • LPs • Cassettes •

WE DRIVf (THE PARTV SIABtS HIW)

ALBUM'S
New Line of Clessical £r Folk

LPs and Cassettes

oomnnBETWE
BUY • SELL • TRADE
USED IPt. CASSETTES > «»

181 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst • 253-7137
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fWf I Kv Introducing: / }

I
<^ QUALITY 1-HOUR \ \

INCLUDES:

ro»h«ng Dot mooe«f> r>io»*«(Ciy coocf»»

•.Crting oe»onllon» hot«H» ioco»»d ng^' on »h«Ooytono

BeocMtJiD *oo(r>o»e*ho»at>eout.»uipoci' iu^aecii o»

con<*fion«J looms coio» IV of>cJ o nK:e loog stretch d
Daoch

• A tua jct>«Ju(« ofmi pool oec* panw pkwv aov

• A Ml Hit o« pfomyr^ea aucounti tomm you mon*ym
CJovtono BeocM

• Itov* racxwaniotivw to irwmw o inwol^ t«0 and a

goodum*
• opi'oroi acta oiciyvonj to D'jnev Wotd tpcot d««P

tao tiWng DOrty cixjia* stc

• All tcj«m and tioJ

PHOTO FINISHING
at

iSAUill CAMERA CENTERS
+ 1-HOUR PHOTO

25 North Pleasant St.

Amherst • Phone: 256-8109

SPECIAL: Receive a FREE ROLL of film

with any 1-hour photofinishing pick-up

when you present this coupon'

Stop by TODAYi
(expires March 7, 1986)
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SPEND A WEEK - NOT A FORTUNE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

Pleabe Call CKns e fe-1^^

fciSOpn • Spn Son.-Fri.

\l pn • 5pn Sat.

RT.5PIVEWOALE ROAD \A/.SPPIPJGFIELP 733 S131

SHOWCASE
CWEIMAS

IV1ATIIMEE FIRST AFTE«MOOINJSMOVA/OfS»»-V -SZ.!

LATE SMOVA/S FRI. SAT. COIMT.SMOWS SAT., SOX AfMO

Sponsored by Campus Moikettng t»w«:«>« HtmcixnaKWr

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS

BEST ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY
Ttrry GiHiam - Tom Stoppard - ChartM McKeown

BEST ART DIRECTION

****** (Highest Rating)

'Brazil' is as good as they come."
-M.Ke Clark USA TODAY

"A remarkable accomplishment..."

"Atenlficmovle..."
-RtharaCo'i'SS TIME MAGAZINE

GOURMET
FRIED

CHICKEN

:<ri^.

FRIED CHICKEN PALACE
TRY SOMETHING NEW & COMPARE THE VALUE

WE DELIVER
Downtown Amherst, 31 Boltwood Walk
(ttirough ttie alley, next to Toco villa)

253-7494

::.PL\\>..v
.<l.^k.•l & KIhtI At ti,. M,,Ni, ,

"ROMAMTC"
Riili.iTil ("ill^- iinii ll.iv,.! \i;-.ri \.A-«.,k

::BRiLiJANir
Sheila Benson. I-ns .Xtifjclo Titms

HER SISTERS
WOOIA \LLK\ Ml( IIVKl.CMNK

PG 13 Ml V IMUW )\\ o»ori

STARTS FRIDAY FEB.28

CHINESE JUNKwith tails and
small motor. Sleeps 4. Cheap.
Call YO 5-8047

APT WITH VIEW-overlooks Moi:^
cow Square. 3 rooms. 48
mo. 387 Lenin Blvd. _^^^

^'old.

108
FOLDING TENT
Waterproof .

BURRO -

Anti-abortion group

meets tonight

Five members ofWomen Exploited By Abortion, a new
ant i abortion group, will speak at 7 p.m. tonight in the

Red Room of Converse Hall at Amherst College

The group was founded in 1982 in Chicago and and

has 10,000 members nationwide, the majority of whom
have had abortions, according to a pamphlet distributed

by the group.

The group's stated goals include educating women
about the "traumatic reality" of abortion, providing

counseling for women who have had abortions, and pro-

viding a "new element" to the abortion debate.

DAN PERRIN

the Cheapest fares to:

• EUROPE
• ASIA
• AUSTRALIA/

NEW ZEALAND
• DOMESTIC

DESTINATIONS
also raJIpasses, Int'l stu-

dent ID, car rentals,

tours, AYH membership
and much, much more'

79 S. Pleasant St.

2nd floor rear

Amherst, MA. 01002

(413) 256-1261

AskforourFRth catalog'

voted Iht tMSt n«M rcslaurani
in Ih* vaM«y

INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT
Exceptional food &,

reasonable prices...

BUFFET BRUNCH
on Sunday

$6.96 all you can eat

^
^^

COUNCIL TRAVEL

Special Lunch on Saturday
Marsala Dosa Thin fried

pancake of ground rice and
split black beans, stuffed with

spiced potatoes. Served with

spiced lentil soup and coconut

chutney.

Gift CttttkMts

45 State St. Northampton
dtniwr-S 00-10:30 tunch-l 1:30-3 00 lafc*-ou1 <

serving b««f A «tn«

o«. 586-6344

UMASS SKI CLUB GQ£S WEST |

SPRING BREAK - MARCH 17 - 24

COLORADO
INCLUDES: Round Trip Air & Transfers

7 Nights Luxury Condo (hot tubs, jacuzzi & sauna)

5 Day Lift Ticket

ONLY $499 tax included

You need not be a UMass Ski Club member to take
advantage of these prices!

Space is Limited Deposit Deadline Feb. 20

For More Info 545-3437

f r- t J ^ t ' *

Sunday Brunch served from 11:30 am 3:00 pm

$6.96 per person $4.00 per child under ten

Banquet Room Available for larger parties

Cocktail Lounge

For take out orders and reservations please call 586-1202

Sun-Thurs 11 am 10 pm; Fri & Sat 11 am - 11 pm

48 Russell Street

gj
Hadley. Mass, 01O.\«. „

gf,B)MMIBl9l0(0ieBC1i\inBU«ai0^^

For Less Than The Price of
A Lift Ticket Alone. .

.

Peter Pan's Stratton ML Express
Package Combines Transportation

and Skiing Fun From $25.00

i

If."

rtowliarch 16, 1986 SMXOD
Package Includes:
Kijiitid trip Itaiisporl.itioM ,in<l <i <1.n s lift lickr( (oi jiisl $2.'S 00
rnes(1,i\ Thiirsd.iv .mil $,;7()(l on SuikI.i\ k-ss Ih.m vnii d

|i,i\ till ,1 litl ti( Kft .ildiu- ^ <i!i_Ml \,iliir In s|ri-t( h w>m sKiiiKi

(loll, II ,111(1 \(jiu skMt)(i Inn Xiiivf ,il Sti.iltim Nl ,il '> ()() .i.itt

\(K,I1I( I'll 11 S»-|\,lli(IIIS DIlK

[ K K»ls .jwiil.ilili. ,it .ill l(it ,i! ((illc(U' * •""R"''i"'^ •"•<• ••' "'*' l<i<"l

PcUm I'. I II fills 1
1-

1 mm, 1 1 f (ii I ml tin in (omi.it ion on iiicK ii|i

(Miinis .111(1 llscl^.llloll^ (.ill 781 JQOO K\l. 2'i'S

Group Charter Packages:
Ilu-rc ,irc .ilso s(U'cl.il [i.k K.kh"' •'" '|i(iii|)s ,n,iil,ilili ,il iii!ii( »•(!

I. lies Pftfi P.in 111 fi'is (li Mil ti • ill )( ii I 1 1,11 If 1 SI I \ K « cM'n .l.i\

lll!011((tl(nil IIU- VM-fK ,ll sutisl,lllll,ll S.UMKts lol VOlll ((IOIl|l

i (int. 1(1 llio C iLiiti' lH'|i.iitnicnt iiir (|ioiip i.ili- mioi iii,llion .il

781 2<K)0.

tlif f'coph f'MifrssKui.tN

HoIblz:Han SubIIjuss. Inn
1776 Main St.. P.O. Box 1776

Springfield MA • 781 2900 - r,-i.-,r.^,

MA Toll free I flOO V12 89')5

< ••IU-«iaii pholA by Maria ShU

Liquor stores have to be careful whom they
sell these to.

^alcohol ritnh'iUiil friirn pag€ I

with revocation of license The donor must report any loew

of licenst' or else be liable for another person who u.ses

the licen.^e illegally. Joyce said.

Sean Eagan, a Barselotti's bartender said. "If someb<xiy

^jets hurt, the bartender, as well as the owner, is to

blame." People should, at 21. be responsible for their own
actions, but people remember where they get shut off, and
that's the bar thi-y're going to tell the police when they

get stopped.

if you're 21 and you get shut off and you can't unders-

tand why, then you have no business drmking in a bar.

Get a bottle and go home," he said.

CLASSICAL JAZZ

#1 INDYN
Maxell XLII90 2.00/case

in progress

inos TVDISSVTD

New Used - Buy -Sell y<S^*-^

TDK SAM 2.00 ea ^JHORNES
.Varehouse Clearance SaU

-»" "^^t "r^y iv*"<rfff »•<' 'yi^iT'**' "ri" ''•'' ^«j

UMASS Fine Arts Center

in cooperation with WFCR
presents the

Five College

Arts Festival

singer/comedienne Sandra Bernharo
Smith College, Davis Student Center
Thursday, Feb. 27, 8 & 10:30 pm

jazz/folk duo Buskin & Batteau

Amherst College, Buckley Auditorium

Friday, Feb. 28, 8 pm

Party with Eight to the Bar
Hampshire College, Dining Commons
Saturday, March 1,9 pm

The Spinners in concert

co-sponsored with Mt Holyoke College

UMass Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Sunday, March 2,8 pm

Tickets are $2.50 students, $5.00 general

public except for The Spinners: $6.00

students, $12.00 general. All tickets

available at the Fine Arts Center Box Of-

fice. For further information call: 545-Omo
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CHI OMEGA
IS WHERE ITS AT!

All University Women Invited

to Informal Rush!

Friday 2121 5:00 & 6-9 p.m.

Monday 2124 5:30 & 6:30 & 7:45p.m.

Tuesday 2125 5:30 & 6:30 & 7:45 p.m.

Call 545-0162 for Info/Rides

^MMM«^<MM«MAAMAMAl

rentAwreck

N«w A UMd Cart
Tmcits A Vans aim Av«

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

eatJiji place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NCXTTOSUPEB
STOP t SMCP)

ttt. 9 • Nadl«>IIUnkmt

256-6889
• OPfN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
8UN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS

WWSWVWVSVSft/VS^dW^ft^

m

UMASS SKI CLUB

Goes to Okemo
Sat. Feb. 22 Price $22.

Sign up in front of the Hatch

Wednesday and Thursday

Lose
UpTbTEN
Pounds
InJust
T>XD

DAYTONA BEACH "86"

Don't be Idl home in the coW, ipend Sprinx Break in the «in ^n**^-*"** *«;'*„

on the VVbfW'4 Lanteft Beach wHh the company who really care* about the ilUDkNTS.

FROM:

Ik

4>

4-

«
4-

4-

»

4>

*
4>

4-

$189
DON'T PASS UP A DEAL LIKE THIS!

• S<^«fl nii^l jrcomrmxUlioK'. *i nor oi "i'»^- mHiKir bejch h^eK

• All o( Ou» holfK jrt jll ij»r*mfoot. lixjlwJ di(*«il\ im lt>» beith. hjn* bo«h p«»l

drck *nc( irKfcww h*r.. I^nif pool*. (rsUuf*nh, *nd jir toodiiionc<J moim *Hh

cohx TV' s

• C)p«.on4l on,- dJV r«uf>Kio» «o Oi*n^ Vtofkl. Ipcol Crolrf. dwp >M <i*h.nH.

tntt fKhri jitiKliooN

• A ijnUMK «.ht^ul«" <>t Pfxil f>tl j»1ivilir» inrluding ou' p«>nl ttwli P*t>

• Pn>tn»onjllv \4*'tH«l petsfiooci lo rn^r \«»ui «tip pnK^jbt*-

• DiMooWs *ith O^rtoru mcfrtutH* «nd nifhl dubs H-ilunng the 4II rw^

ulttmair, video darHf tlob '701 So»*h
"

\Vtn mM Jlr»id lo IHI vou *«»«• out hotel* *r» lcr«H Don't be tooM by 4 thejper p»i<e trip"

A QUAtlT> l«ir PtODUCIS A COlDtN WIfh Of IMIOtMINI SO HIDDIN COSTS tiki MOSI TRIPS

DESIGNERS OF TRAVEL REALLY CARES!
ftjf rriiifc ililiifniallCJfl t*ll

PAM 546-9102

N

Memorial Service for George Ivask

ORTHODOX
DIVINE

^ LITURGY

Newman Center Chapel

Saturday

22 February 1986

9:15 General Confession

9;30 Liturgy

1 1 -.00 Refreshments
in the Front Lounge

All Are Welcome

Pam Weisman's

Diet Center

644 Main St.,

Amherst

253-9580

Mon-Fri 7am tx) 1 1 am
4 pm tx» 5 pm

Sat 8 am to 10:30 am

DIET
CENTER

^^^ 11 am - 2 am 7 days
ROAST BEEF 50 ^aln St. Amharat. MA
SANDWICHES

253-7018

May this strange being

come down to J.B.'s today

2/21 between 3:30-4:00 pm
and you will receive a small

fry and glass of water.

Have a good photo? Bring it to J.B.'s & it may go in.

WANTED
ASSISTANT ADVERTISING

MANAGER
• must be freshman or sophomore

• experience preferred, but not required

Gain Valuable Experience

Apply at the Collegian Office

113 Campus Center

APPLICATION DEADLINE MARCH 7th

LONDON
INTERNSHIPS

'Art/ Architecture

'Business Economics

Journalism^

Mass Communications

Politics

Semester programs include 16 credits.

9-week internship, apartments, British faculty

All programs offered Fall and Spnng, Politics and

Journalism Mass Communications also offered Summer.

BOSTON UNIVERSrrV

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

PHONE

STATE

.

( ).

_ZIP_
1 Art Architecture I ! Journalism/Mass Communications

I Business- Economics '
I Politics

^'

— Si'mmer'86 Fall '86 Spring '87 Summer '87

f>:iurn To London lnlerris»Mps 143 Bay SuieRd Bosun MA 022IS J6I7)3S3-9B88

Are you tired

of the same old thing?

Try Something New!
Join your friends or bring a

along to NGRTHAIVIPTGN BOWL
and come bowl with us!

Fri & Sat all day 9:00 am to Midnight

Live Entertainment Fri & Sat nights

9:00 pm to 12:45 am

no cover charge

positive ID required

585 Pleasant St. 584-4830 ^

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of she individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless othenwise noted

Founjeo 'n ics/o

A mark of achievement
Two weeks ago. I had the somewhat

dubious honor of receiving a hickey. For

those unfamiliar with the term, a hickey

is a dark purple discoloration of the skin

achieved through a sucking and biting ac-

tion on some part of the body. While it is

possible for them to be self inflicted, it is

more common to have on given to you by

someone else. I received mine on the

somewhat common hickey area: the neck.

I was a bit shocked to find I had one when

I woke up that morning. Myself and the

party involved had agreed to refrain from

this particular practice, but it seems that

in the heat of the moment this fact was

forgotten.

As time went by, my feelings regarding

my hickey changed. In the beginning there

was of course the embarassment. People

had an idea that I was seeing someone. We
all know that there are no secrets on

residence halls, but until this moment peo-

ple could turn their heads the other way

and ignore it if they chose to. Unfortunate-

ly, this scarlet badge could not be ignored.

Everyone felt obligated to make some sort

of comment.
At first I tried the denial method. 'No,

no. It's just a shaving injury." This didn't

work. Somehow everyone knew I was ly-

ing. A hickey 's appearance must be in our

genetic memory, because even people who

had never seen one knew exactly what it

was.

Next I decided that if I couldn't deny it,

I would hide it. This is known as the tur-

tle neck method. Unfortunately, my war-

drobe doesn't include any turtle neck

Herb Ramy

-iweaters, and regular ones ju.st wouldn't

do. The hickey was high enough in my
neck that a regular sweater would only

cover half ot it. Instead of helping this

merely drew attention to it. It looked like

I was trying to hide something.

Finally I decided that it wasn't-worth all

the effort I was putting into it. I would just

wear the lowest necked shirt I had. and ac-

cept the abuse.

Strangely enough, the abuse never

materialized. Sure, everyone had an' initial

comment to make on who or what I was

dating, but after this people's attitudes

changed. Especially the attitudes of my
male friends. Instead of insults, I was get-

ting nods of approval or looks of respect.

At first I didn't understand, but then it

hit me. My hickey left no doubts as to my
whereabouts on the previous night. My
male friends could for the most part respect

that. Sadly, my partner in this action did

not get quite the same treatment. Names
such as Hoover or Vampirella stuck with

her for days. I guess in some areas the old

double standard is alive and well.

Well, it's two weeks later, and all traces

of my hickey are gone. With it went my
new found respect. Don't worry though, I'll

get it back. I told you these things could

'oe self-inflicted.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

Defending the invasion

'•»', J * t' I t' n 1 .1 ( 1 >., o I ,« t 1. ,

'Sieg. heil!" Click, the heels of the boots •

collided and the right arm of a young man
shot up, giving me the classic Nazi salute.

(No, this is not another radical attack on

the "new'" right; this is a true story). It was

October 26, 1983, I was standing in the

rain outside the US Embassy in Ottawa,

Canada, the day after the US military in-

tervention in Grenada.

Swirling around me were approximate-

ly 1'20 anti-US involvement in Grenada

protesters, a mixture of punk-rockers

(European style). Hispanics carrying a

Cuban flag, a Nicaraguan flag, and the El

Salvador guerrilla's flag. Thrown in were

poncho packing peaceniks (decked out in

partisan buttons), some students, and a few

sixties long-hair leftover types. There was

also a middle class couple, who, we found

out after driving by them after the

demonstration, drove a Lada (a Soviet-

made car imported to Canada). As we three

anti-anti-protestors approached the crowd

singing the Star Spangled Banner, I was

carrying a sign that read "GRENADA --

NOW FREEDOM PREVAILS!", and my
friends were carrying the American flag.

Needless to say. the protesters were not

amused.
The police officers behind the barricade

gave us the thumbs up sign, a Marine

saluted us from the embassy window, a

reporter enthusiastically defended our

rights of speech and assembly to a group

of punkers who insisted on yelling at us

and standing abnormally close, an old

man, with a thick East European accent

came by, held one corner of the flag till the

rain cramped his fingers and left saymg

-...it is the only way, it's the only way,'

the US ambassador wrote us a letter, and

on the bus ride home, when asked about

the conspicuously large sign I earned, I

said that when the facts came out, the ma^

jority of Westerners, Grenadians, and

Americans will agree with the President's

actions. „ •. j
Yesterday, President Reagan visited

Grenada, "where he received a hero's

welcome, he Was treated as a liberator just

as the Marines who landed were. And now,

the facts are out. And some of them are in

a book called Grenada Documents: an Over-

view and Selection. They are a selection

from 17 and one-half tons of captured

Dan Perrin
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documents published by the US State

Department. It is the first time, EVER,

that a Communist country's entire

bureaucratic structure was captured in-

tact. The selection contains committee

minutes, secret speeches, arms, and other

totalitarian technology transfer treaties

with Cuba and the Soviet Union (they have

the technology if you are a leader who has

the oppress to stay in power).

Some of the interesting highlights from

the documents:
• In a meeting between Major Einstein

Louison, Chief of Staff of the Grenadian

Army, and Soviet Marshall N.V. Ogarkov,

on March 10, 1983, Ogarkov said, "...over

two decades ago there was only Cuba in

Latin America, today there is Nicaragua,

Grenada, and a serious battle is going on

in El Salvador."

• Grenada carefully monitored the

American media, they always vigorously'

responded to criticism, sought out cor-

respondents and television producers sym-

pathetic to their view point, hired a public

relations firm in New York to monitor less

important publications, and even Politburo

and Central Committee spent a con-

siderable amount oftime discussing a CBS
broadcast they did not like.

• Cubans trained Grenadians for securi-

ty operations against the churches on the

island, monitoring all sermons, controlling

visitors to church leaders, bringing the

leaders and laypersons into contact with

Nicaraguan church figures "linked to the

theology of liberation and. in general, to

the idea of a church committed to the

revolutionary positions."

• Only two out of four foreign policy pro-

fessors in the Five College system knew
the papers existed, one professor knew one

of the people who helped compile the selesc-

tion. For those interested, copies of the

(Jrenada Documents have been donated to

*'ne University of Massachusetts, Mount
Holyoke Co'lege, and Amherst College

libraries.

Dan Prrrin is a UMa.^"^ student.
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All this yet where are we?
A recent headline in the Collegian

lamented. "Only One lUD Left on the

Market." A health professional is quoted

as saying it is too bad because the Pill is

dangerous to older women. Implicit in this

story are some important lessons about the

problems of private control of the

pharmeceutical industry.

The removal of several varieties of the

lUD should force us once to consider the

research priorities of this country. It is tru-

ly amazing that we have technology that

can do just about everything but we don't

have one safe, effective and convenient

form of birth control. And the price women
have paid for this lapse of national

priorities is outrageous.

The story of the Dalkon Shield is just one

story. It is a particularly gruesome and

damning story of the drug corporations in

this country but it is only one of many
stories of how women's bodies have been

sacrificed at the altar of profit and

expediency.

From DES to thalidomide to the Dalkon

shield, we seem to go from one scandal to

another, indeed it is hard to learn about

women and medicine without feeling as

though I could happily pull the fingernails

out of the owner of every m^jor drug com-

pany in the country. And try reading

Robert Mendohlson's book, MaKe) Practice

without feeling a similar degree of an-

tipathy towards the medical profession. I

only mention the medical profession here

because too often through ignorance,

laziness or sexism, they comply with the

abuses of the drug companies.

Investigative reporter Morton Mintz has

just released a major work on the Dalkon

Rebecca Thatcher

shield called At Any Cost, Corporate Greed,

Women and the Dalkon shield. It is hard

to read this book without feeling a little

sick inside. The stories are quite horren-

dous. The health problems caused by the

insufficently researched and tested Dalkon

Shield are painful and tragic. They range

from spontaneous .septic abortions to pelvic

inflammatory diesease and thousands of

women ended up having to have their

uteruses removed.

According to Mintz, A. H. Robbins

lawyers used unethical strategies, such as

saying that a woman who sued the com-

pany after getting a grapefruit-sized cyst

as a result of the Dalkon shield was of low

moral character and probably got sick from

too much drugs, sex and rock and roll. (A

"legal" tactic which lawyers find effctive

in this world of double standards, hence

rape is known as the only crime where the

victim goes on trial.)

The worst part is that Mintz concludes

that with all the pain A.H. Robbins

perpetuated upon women by knowingly

marketing an extemely dangerous product

he insists that what the company did was

no different from what any other company
would do in a similar situation. Health care

by profit-oriented companies will be at best

problematic and at worst extremely

dangerous.

Rebecca Thatcher is a Collegian

columnist

Due to illness. Larry Bouchie was unable to submit his column for today's edition

nf the Collegian.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's

address and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters must.be

typewritten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column submissions should

be between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are subject to edition for .clarity and

length. — Editor

^he C'f'fegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions
•

' >" be naile"^'. to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian. 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003. or they can be dropped off

at the Collegian cla-^sified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due

to the volume o^ rwW received, jndividual" I

'^s en n not be made^
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The Writing Center |

Opens Monday February 24 |

- Pierpont Southwest *

Mon & Thurs 7-9 pm $
It

- B-24 Baker Central *

Tues 7-9 pm; Wed 1-3, 7-9; Thurs 7-9 pm
|

- 04 Cashin Northeast t

. Mon 7-9 pm; Wed 2:30-4:30 pm, 7-9 pm |

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amheret 253 5441

Budweiser suitcase $11.99 + dep.

Coors suitcases $11.99 + dap.

Lite suitcases $11 .99 + dep.

Heinekens ^3.99 6/pk + dep.

Becks ^-25 6/pk + dep

Utica Club long necks $6.99 + dep.

Ballantine Beer 12 pk cans $3.40 + dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° $899 1.75 Liter

Kahlua still only $11.49 750 mi

Jug Wine Burgundy. Chablls. Rose $4.99 4 L

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telertriarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

American Travel Services

presents
' '*».V SPRING EREAKA*86''

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call l>anny 546-7899

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

Beer of the Month
0*Keefe Canadian $1.25

Proper I.D. Required

Drink of the Week
B.B. SHOTZ $1.00

Root Beer
Blackberry
Raspberry

White Chocolate

Cherrv CqI**

35 EAST PLEASANT. AMHERST, MA 01002

COLLEGE PIZZA
STILL THE BEST AROUND! ^^

Southwest Special

Large one-item pizza

plus

4 soda cans Grinders, Salads,

$8.50 Greek Salads, Spaghetti.

Chicken & Veal Cutlets

Small one-item pizza

plus

2 soda cans

$4.75
CALL NOW

549-6073; 549-6098

sawJ^sAesaMBKJsa&aw&A^
umi î isaisiiwaimiimiimiimiisiKsjKsiKSJKtirsafSBKsnsjtmii

Sorority Rush '86

Wed. Feb. 19, 7:00

Campus Center Rm 101

Kappa Kappa Gamma

Feb 23 6:30-7:15; 7;30-8:15

Feb 24 6:30-7:30; 7:45-8:45

Sigma Kappa

Delta Zeta

Feb. 21 7:30-8:15; 8:30-9:15

Feb. 24 7:30-8:15; 8:30-9:15

Feb. 25 7:30-8:15; 8:30-9:15

Feb. 26 7:30-8:15; 8:30-9:15

Alpha Chi Omega
Feb 21 6:30-7:15

Feb 21 4;30-5:00; 5:30-6; 6-6:30; 6:30-7 Feb 23 11:30-12:30 am
Feb 23 5:00-5:45; 6-6:45; 7-7:45 Feb 24 6:30-7:15; 7:30-8:15

Feb 25 6-7; 7-8; 8-9 Feb 25 6:30-7:15; 7:30-8:15

Iota Gamma Upsilon

Feb 21 6-6:45

Feb 24 5:15-6:00; 6:15-7

Feb 25 8-8:45; 9-9:45

Sigma Sigma Sigma
Feb 21 5:00 Beach Party

Feb 23 6:00 Dinner Party

Feb 24 8:30 "The Party"

Chi Omega Sigma Delta Tau
Feb 21 5-6 Dinner; 7-10 Cinema Niglit Feb 23 5-6

x^eb 24 5:30-6:15; 6:30-7:15; 7:45-8:30 Feb 24 7-8; 8:15-9:15

Feb 25 5:30-6:15; 6:30-7:15; 7:45-8:30

Phi Mu (at Pi Kappa Alpha)

Feb 24 Beach Party 7-10

Feb 25 Through the Decades Party 7-10

For information call

Phi Mu at 253-2192

or Lisa at 546-6795 TWce off »>»"
*"' Greeks:

iiBiBBiBaiMUMiMiBuiBaigasaieilOJl

BLACK ArrAIRS
Nicaragua report

stirs controversy

PUSHED BACK-Rev. Beyers Naude, general secretary of the South

African Council of Churches, is ordered back by security forces

Tuesday as he tries to enter Alexandra, near Johannesburg, where

22 people died during several Hays of fierce fighting.

Reagan in Grenada

with much fanfare
ST GEORGES. Grenada <AP) Presi

dent Reagan arrived in this Caribean

Wand nation today to confer with the

region's leaders and honor the 19

Americans killed in the 1983 invasion he

ordered to topple a Marxist government.

On hand to greet Air Force One at the

Point Salines International Airport were

Grenadian Prime Minister Herbert Blaize

and his wife. Venetia, and Gov. General

Paul Scoon and Lady Scoon. The Presi

dent's wife, Nancy, did not accompany him.

Reagan and top aides touched down in

sunny, 82-degree weather - compared to an

overcast 45 degrees in Washington - at an

oceanside airport begun with Cuban

assistance and con^leted with $19 million

of US funds.

In all, the United Stetes has pumped $74

million into Grenada since the invasion.

Major construction includes hotels and a

highway.
With Reagan were Secretary of State

George P. Shultz, Secretary of Defense

Caspar Weinberger and Donald T. Regan,

the White House Chief of Staff. Heavy

security was in evidence, with Secret Ser-

vice agents and blue-uniformed Royal

Grenadian police standing along the Grand

Anse Highway, rebuilt since the invasion

with US funds. Reagan was greeted with

signs such as "Come back soon, pal" and

"A million thanks, Prez." American flags

and Grenadian flags lined his route.

From the airport, Reagan was being

driven to a memorial at the American-run

St. Georges University School of Medicine,

from which 631 students were evacuated

during the invaaon, to lay a wreath in

honor of the American servicemen who

died in the military operation.

After meeting with the prime ministers

of nine Caribbean nations to discuss trade

and other regional issues, the President

was proceeding to Queen's Park, a cricket

ground and gathering place in this Com-

monwealth country, for a speech.

Before he left Washington, Reagan said

in written answers to Caribbean reporter's

questions that the United States stands

ready to help if the tiny Caribbean island

is threatened with a violent uprising. Ad
ministration officials said Reagan would

announce steps to strengthen his ad-

ministration's 12-year plan to bolster sag-

ging Caribbean economies.

The President discussed the US commit-

ment to Grenada in written responses to

questions submitted by Caribbean jour-

nalists, which were released in question-

and-answer form by the White House on

the eve of Reagan's flight today to the

island nation.

A nonprofit foundation based in Boston

has provided the television facilities that

enabled some of Grenada's 100,000

residents to view President Reagan's visit

there Thursday.

The three-island Caribbean nation's first

national television broadcasting system is

being built through Discovery Foundation,

which was formed to assist developing

nations.

The foundation, founded and chaired by

David C. McCourt, hopes to direct US
business expertise on behalf of developing

nations in economic development, educa-

tion and communications.

WASHINGTON (AP) As President

Reagan seeks to resume military aid to

Nicaraguan rebels, their human rights

record is aiming under attack again. A new

report accuses them of 'systematic"

atrocities last year, including murder, rape

and mutilations.

The study, citing 197 sworn statements,

also accuses the Nicaraguan leftist San-

dinista government of human rights viola-

tions, although adding that they "appear

to be relatively isolated cases."

The report wa.^s compiled by Mary Dut

cher, a former Missouri assistant attorney

^^eneral, and was commissioned by the

Wa.-ihington Office on Latin America, a

private church supported human rights

group that has been critical of US support

for the contra rebels.

The report was attacked Tuesday by

Bosco Matamoros, a spokesman for the

CIA organized Nicaraguan Democratic

Force, of FDN. the largest rebel army.

Matamoros said the reports sponsors were

•'allied with the Sandinistas" and "distort

the reality" of systematic abuses by the

government. He acknowledged that FDN
soldiers commit occasional abuses, but he

added that those caught are tried and im-

prisoned in FDN jails inside Nicaragua. He

said more than 10 contras had been found

guilty of abuses since November, but he

declined to give details about their offenses

or punishments.

The State Department had no immediate

reaction to the report, as Reagan told

Republican congressional leaders Tuesday

he would seek $100 million in new aid for

the rebels, including $70 million in lethal

military assistance. The report's findings

were spot-checked this past week by Jay

Heck, an aide to Rep. Peter Kostmayer, D-

Pa., and Laurie Schultz, an aide to Rep.

James M. Jeffords, R-Vt. Heck and Ms.

Schultz said they questioned about 15

Nicaraguans who had given affidavits and

found the statements to have been ac-

curately recorded.

Amnesty International and Americas

Watch, two other private human rights

groups, also have charged that both sides

of the Nicaraguan have violated the rules

of war.

The new report cites 139 human rights

abuses from February to December 1985,

based on affidavits firom 197 eye-witnesses.

Of the 139 incidents, 118 were attributed

to contra forces and 21 to Sandinista

soldiers.

In the 118 alleged contra incidents -

many including multiple violations - the

rebels are accused of 399 kidnappings, 116

murders, 19 rapes, 24 mutilations and 32

indiscriminate attacks on civilians. The

Sandinistas are areused of 20 murders, qne

mutilation and three indiscriminate

attacks.

Manuel Cordero, ministercounselor of

the Nicaraguan Embassy in Washington,

conceded Tuesday that "there have been

abuses by the military, " but he contended

that such actions 'have been isolated and

the guilty parties who have been found

have been punished."

According to the report's affidavits:

•A man in Leon province said that last

PVbruary. he witnessed contras torturing,

killing and mutilating a captured San

(lini.sta .soldier.

•Three Sandinista .soldiers were found

guilty of gunning down a man in

Matagalpa who was su.spected of being a

contra informer.

•A woman in Boaco said she and two of

her daughters were raped repeatedly after

being captured and taken to a contra com-

mand post.

•A woman in Zelaya said she and her

husband, a draftee in the Sandinista army,

were captured by contras who slit his

throat and left his body hanging from a

tree.

• Another man in Leon said he was

among 20 men kidnapped by contras

around Achuapa in August. He said 11

were executed by having their throats slit,

and many showed signs of torture.

"The preponderance of the evidence in-

dicates the continuation of a systematic

pattern of gross violations committed by

Contra forces," the report said. 'Violations

... committed by members of the

Nicaraguan armed forces appear to be

relatively isolated cases." Ms. Dutcher said

her study accpted help from neither the

Nicaraguan nor U.S. governments, but

received information from Nicaragua's in-

dependent Permanent Human Rights Com-

mission and from Witness for Peace, an

American religious group operating in

Nicaragua that is opposed to US aid to the

contras.
Meanwhile, the National Endowment for

the Preservation of Liberty, which says it

tries to focus attention on the struggles of

freedom fighters," issued a report accusing

the Sandinista government of religious

persecution, indiscriminate shelling of

Nicaraguan villages and forced resettle-

ment of tens of thousands of Nicaraguans.

The report mentioned no abuses commit-

ted by the contras.

The ladies of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. in collaboration with the Third

World Women's Program presents a panel discussion on the topic "Afro American

Women's Stories" at 6:00pm on Wednesday Feb. 26 in the New Africa House

Library.

ROVING

REPORTER

Question: WHAT EFFECT
DO YOU THINK THE
RELEASE OF JAILED
SOUTH AFRICAN
LEADER NELSON
MANDEI^ WOULD HAVE
ON SOUTH AFRICA

Stephen Lee .... 88 Com-
puter Engineering Systems

maj.

I think it will raise the

spirit of blacks in South

Africa to follow and put

more confidence in their

black leader. Its going to be

on Mandella to take it from

there.
< .)llck!iBn 11^'^Xo '>v Rob Skplton

Indjerjeet Singh Saggu ..88

Electrical Engineering maj.

1 think the release of

Mandela would create an in-

crease in violence because

black South Africans would

be likely to seek revenge.

« iilleeian ?>'>•''> ^<v Stpphan KaU

Karen Walker 88 Micro

Biology maj.

It will definately have a

positive effect because it

would be a major step

towards the downfall of the

apartheid system of racial

diominatiop in South

lanFlockhart 88 COINS
maj.

I dont see how the release of

someone who has been in-

carcerated for 27 years

could have any effect on

South Africa.

Ralph G. Sbragia...88

Public Health maj.

Hopefully it will have a

peace generating effect on
the Union of South Africa.
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ARTS
Dance lesson memories
By Natalie Hewitt

Collegian Correspondent

Ask my mother, and she'll tell you that

everytime I go to see a remarkable perfor-

mance by a dance company, I start having

regrets about quitting dance lessons years

ago. Wwinesday night's performance by the

Nikolais Dance Theatre left me with that

feeling again.

Nikolias Dance Theatre performed at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall to an en-

thusiastic and impressed audience. It was

a night of experimental, fascinating, and

beautiful dancing, executed by a group of

ten strong and energetic young dancers,

Alwin Nikolais i.s the creative force

behind the company. Creative force is the

right term, for he not only is the company's

choreographer and director, but he also

designs the costumes and lighting, as well

as creating the sound scores for his pieces.

Nikolais has made his dances a matter that

goes beyond the dancers' bodies. The

lighting becomes a part of the dance in a

way I have never seen before, and many of

his innovations left the audience oohing

and ahhing for two hours.

In "Pond, " the combined effect was a

graceful and soothing cytoplasmic move-

ment through the space of the stage by hav

ARTS CALENDAR

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

It's time once again to find

out what's going on in the

Five College area. After all

what is school for but to give

us an excuse to unwind and

enjoy some culture.

The Smith College

Theatre Department is

presenting A Day In

Hollywood A Night in the

Ukraine (A Musical Double

ing each member of the company moving

on his or her own movable pad. The piece

climaxed with a wonderful series of vertical

leaps, accompanied by a remarkable

lighting eflect which created a h<>U>graph

tfiVct, made the dancers seem to literally

move through one another. The "Video

Game" delighted the audience with its

playful yet eerie use of florescent costumes

that made the dancers l<M>k like robot

figures on a video game scntn

The third dance of the night was .i minor

disappointment titled "Contact. " with its

very monotonous beginning. It did.

however, pick up steam with Raul Tru-

jillo's solo in which he demonstrated his ex-

ceptional balancing technique, and ex-

ecuted leg extensions from a sitting posi-

tion that were simply a marvel to watch.

Tim Harling and James Murphy perform-

ed a likable and witty dandified duet which

played up their abilities of synchronization.

The last two pieces of the night were tru-

ly spectacular. "Tensile Involvement"

made clever use of huge ribbons held by the

dancers, creating shapes and situations for

the troupe to tackle and be entangled in.

The final piece called "The Mechanical

Organ" was a piece consisting of seven

segments, and brilliantly showed off the in-

Fenture) at 8 p.m. tonight at

Theatre 14 at Smith Col-

lege. The show will be run-

ning through Saturday, and
next week Wednesday
through Saturday.

The Asparagus Valley

Contemporary Music
Ensemble will be presenting

three works by local com-

posers at 8:15 p.m. tomor-

row in Buckley Recital Hall,

Amherst College. Admis-
sion is free.

Nikolais Dance Theatre performed Wednesday evening at the Fine

Arts Center.

dividual and ensemble talents of the

dancers of the Nikolais Dance Theatre.

From a Laurel and Hardyesque ensemble

romp in "Dime in the Slot" to Lynn

Lesniak's limber and seemingly effortless

solo in "Doll with Broken Head" to the

duet between Raul Trujillo and Alberto Del

Saz which captivated the audience with the

sheer strength exhibited by these two men
in their innovative lifts. Nikolais not only

demonstrates his wit and great creative

and artistic genius, but shows off his great

trouj)e of fine and talented dancers.

Yes, it did inspire me to open up my
drawer full of leoUrds and start up danc*

ing again.

Rudolph Valentino stars

in Son ofthe Sheik which is

being shown at 7:30 p.m.

Feb. 25 at the Jones Library

in Amherst. Admission is

free.

Pianist Estela Olevsky

will be performing works of

Mozart, Schubert, Albeniz,

and Bestor at 8 p.m. Feb. 25

in Bowker Auditorium at

UMass. Admission is free.

On Feb. 25 and Feb. 26

the Five College area is

privileged to have the oppor-

tunity to observe the Swiss

mime troupe Mum-
menschanz. They will be

performing at 8 p.m. in the

UMass Fine Arts Center.

The Avanti Wind Quintet

will be performing at 8 p.m.

Feb. 27 in Bezanson Recital

Hall.

There will be a perfor-

mance by pianist Lydia Ar-

tymiw presented at 8 p.m.

on Feb. 28 in Bowker
Auditorium. Tickets are

available at the Fine Arts
Center Box Office

UMass has finally begun
a foreign film series. The
series will be shown at 8
p.m. on Monday and Tues-

day evenings in the Campus
center. For a full schedule of

films, call 545-2145.

THE FINEARTSCENTERCONCERT-HALL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Union Program Council

presents

MUMMENSCHANZ
Swiss Mime-Mask Theater

Tues./Wed., February 25-26, 8 pm
Concert Hall
rKki't>,. $20.18.1(1

El
GUARNERI STRING

QUARTET
with Lydia Artymiw, piano

l>ntf^tiini III Miiffcs hv Ihnruk Mi-iiililwiihii tiiul lU'ilhtnt ii

Friday. February 28, 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets $15,13

w/Bongos

March 9 at FAG

Tix on sale Fri Feb 21

at FAC box office

& Datatix

HE GOLDEN PALOMINOS

March 6 S.U.B.

Tix on sale now at

FAC Box office & Datatix

MARC-ANDRE HAMELIN
1985 Carnegie Hall International

American Music Competition Winner

Wednesday, March 5, 8pni

Bowker Auditorium
TkRl-Is $(i

Five Collfgf Students Half Pricf Tickets available at Fine Arts C23
Center Box OffiCv. Springfield Civit Center and DATATIX Outlets —^

Call (4 1 3)545-25 1 1 or I 800 243 4842 QQ

Johnny Winter with Roy Buchanan

TUES. FEB. 25th

S.U.B. 8 pm
Tix or. sale now
at Tix I>Mmited,

For the Record

Main St Records

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Morning, movie munching monsters the fabulously

famous Friday film follies returns resplendantly radiating

wonderfully wise words with alliteratne aspirations

again.

Three really neat movh )ming to the valley this

week. 'That's why I'm tht- lilni columnist, because I can

think of really descriptive phrases like "really neat"). The
Amherst Cinema has as always, a wonderful weekend
planned. Now showing through Saturday, the great, the

ttnly Casablanca. This 1942 film, directed by Michat'l

Curtie. is one of Bogie's three best films. See it as it was

meant to be seen, on a large screen. And in an inspired

double bill. Woody Allen's Play it Again Sam is also be-

ing shown. Aliens film portrays WrHjdy as an insecure

nehbi-^h who ur.i()- himself in a tant.ov uurld and asks

the ghost of Humphrey Bogart for ud\ ice when his lo%'elife

goes from one misadventure to another After seeing this

ftinny film, you mayy never look at Bogart the same w ay

.lyain.

Weatherby comes to tffc- Academy of Music in Nor-

thampton today. This inten.se film starring Venessa

Redgrave explores how a small group of restrained British

party goers reacts when a stranger who crashes their par-

ty later blows his head off in front of schoolteacher

Redgrave. Redgrave's performance is supposeed to be very

involving. Some crilits a..» v. sais that this liim is a must
see.

In an uncharacteristic move, one of the malls is show-

ing an art film. The Gods Must Be Crazy is a South

African comedy about what happens when a Coca-Cola

bottle dropped out ofan airplane, becomes an object ofwor

ship by a tribe of Bushmen. One of the Bushmen played

by N!xau decides that the bottle has created too much con-

troversy in his tribe and he goes on a long and comic

journey to civilization to return the bottle. Written, pro-

duced and directed by Jamie Uys, this 1984 movie is still

Iniocking them out in New York after a solid year of show-

ing. Now piaymg at the Mountain Farms Mall, you should

see it before it leaves next week.

Now playing at the Pleasant Street Theatre in Nor-

thampton is Wildrose an mdependent (mildly feminist)

film about a woman mine worker on Minnesota's Iron

Range. Lisa Eichhorn iwho got rave reviews for her star

ring roles in Yanks and Cutter's Way' stars a> -lune

Lorich a truckdnver for the mines who h<( iii->< <,\ roni

pany laytifls is bumped down to thi- male dominated world

of pit mining There she works dail> with Raure! and Har

d%«'s<.jue en.seinbU uitnp in "Dime in the Slut" to Lynn

Lesniak's limber and seemingly effortless >ok) m "Doll

with Broken Head' to the duet b«'twi>en Raul Trujillo and

Alberto Del Saz which captivated the audience with the

sheer strength exhibited by the.se two men m their m
novative lifts, Nikolais m»t only demonstrates his wit and

great creative and artistic genius, but shows off his great

troupe.

Elvis fiends: Watch your step for new release

due out this time next week.

soon to be

CATHLEEN'S
Fri and Sat

Dance to '*Open All Nite"

Top 40 Rock

Sun. - D.J.

Study abroad at the

ITHACA COLLEGE

LONDON CENTER

I SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT

BRITISH FACULTY

COURSES — British and European studies

are offered in literature, history, art history

drama, music, sociology, education.

psychology, communications and politics

Special program ottered In Drama. Intem-
•hlps available to qualified student* In

International Butlneu, Social Service*,

Communication*. Political Science, and
Economics.

Visits to the theatre

museums, galleries,

schools, social and

political institutions are

an integral part of the

curriculum.

For further Inlormatton

International Programs

-SP
lihaca Coltege

Ithaca New York 14850

* Don't Be Left*
X-
•X-

•X-

•X-

-x-

'X-

*
X-
•X-

X-
•X-

•X-

*
•X-

*

s

-x-

•X-

*'

Out

In The Cold

UMass Ski Club Goes Down

The Best Hotels, The Best Flights

And All The Best Prices

Taxes and Gratuities Already Included

You need not be a UMass Ski Club member
to take advantage of these prices!

-X-

X-

X-

•X-

•x-

•X-

•X-

•X-

•X"

-x-

•X-

•X-

x-

•X-

•X-

•X-

X-
X-
X-
•X-

^
•X-

•X-

•X-

•x-

-x-

Grandfather Clause as of 6/30/66 *

To Ft. Lauderdale

March 15-22

Spring Break 86

$149 complete

$369 w/Jet

f
**"

— - ^ — y^

^ A^ 4ho Hatch Wed Thurs, Fri all day 430 Student Union 545-3437 $
Sign up outside the r^^^^^^
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All writers for Col-

legian Arts Desk:
Meeting today at 4
p.m. at the Collegian.

Newcomers welcome!

CINEMA
Friday - Saturday

Casablanca 7:15

Play It Again Sam 9:00

Sunday - Tuesday
Three Penny Opera 7:00

Cabaret 9:00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253 5426

^lllll|lMllllirillilltilllililillllMflll|llllllllililililll<lllillllllNllllHlllllllllil>|iinihlllll|il1l|l|i|i|iinil<lllilfl1>^

§Now An Additional Location i

I For Your Convenience. . . 1

§ adjacent to the UMASS campus 1

1 in the Amherst Creamery Building 1

EUROPE »< CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockaltlter Plaza

Naw York, N Y 10020
Phona (212) 561-3040

Mail Ihlt ad for Special
Studant/Teachar Taritl.

a BENTAL a LEASE D PURCHASE I

SkiNe a professional

secretarial service

i WORD PROCESSING, TRANSCRIPTION. |
I THESES AND DISSERTATIONS i

I MANUSCRIPTS, .a specialty |

i Call us or visit our new offices 1
i at your earliest convenience Monday - Friday «

1 150 Fearing Street, Amherst 1

I Telephone: .549-268fi 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. i
failllNIIIIUHIIIUIIIUMIIIiUllllNlllllllinflltlllllll|lll|i|||l|l«l|l|lll|lll|lll|>|l|inil|l|l|l|l|l|l|«|IMlN^

>,U»^-.X^»A....^.>»^».^U»..><

SIGMA DELTA TAU
WELCOMES ALL UMASS WOMEN TO RUSH!

- SUNDAY 2/23

PIZZA PARTY - 5 pm

- MONDAY 2/24

DESSERT - 7 & 8:15 pm

- WEDNESDAY 2/26

ENTERTAINMENT -

8& 9:15 pm
CALL 545-0527

FOR MORE INFO

409 N. PLEASANT ST.
'•'• ^ »<••»»'<• •»»"r«<i>*«'v«r •»«' •>»• •>«<• ^»'-'v*H'»»n 'V«n'r»fr«r v.-riyayKv*

^f^E'U
University Dr.

Amherst

Kegt ir Be«r it Wine

Soda if Ice

Meister Brau i2pkc $4.40 +6o

Carling i2o2btti $6.95 +1.50

Busch 120ZC $8.95 +120

Labatt i2ozbtti $11.95 + 1.20

Almaden 4l $7.49

Lambrusco 15 $2.99 2/$5.00

Kamikaze Cocktail 750 mi. $5.99

Nikolai Vodka 175 $10.29

Burnett Gin 175 $12.49

Jim Beam 175 $13.99

GREAT IN STORE
SPECIALS

-^OoS/
stadium

Liquo''

0/ ,.^0-'^

«- ROUTE 9

Friday, February 21, 1986;

DOONESBURY
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GARR^' TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE
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BY GARY LARSON
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE;
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FREAKER PATROL

The invaluable lizard setter.

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

4S »aa»on »o< af

oM aat
47 Sun S^BCh
48 Sla« % M'ln#(

J Hit
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3 ' Rouoa OM
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HOUSEMATES BY R.MILLER

a/^ To UV6 ,roo^ MAYB6
we (.OXD ML Live T06eTl^€K.

DO YOO SWOI^ '^

Weather

Today: Freezing rain tumong to snow in the

afternoon wit temps in the mid 30's.

Tonight: Cloudy and colder with temps bet-

ween 20-25.

Saturday: Partial clearing and cold. Bet-

ween 30-36 degrees

BLOOM COUNTY BY BEHKE BREATHLD

{£Vb CHECK rtfW 9
a/TAHAYBOY. UOOKiNO?

175 University Drive 253-5595

"FOOQ...

ncnoN...
«5H(0N...'
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MMNNA
f€W?rr,
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I'LL Get
-.FOPO/r. '
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\ IWS STUFF.

'^CRNPiPiee

•the: 065 Gees.

FR(50K-PrSCO,
ANPREP . \e/v<^

\ wu&rACHes. HOW Aeon*

^s. KNECPMRtt?

Ik)
1 \

<*\ f^
— 5-^

l^fK>w /C."^w& y2 jT^W^ fk^^
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Collegian staff

and correspondents
are invited to a

RACISM AWARENESS
WORKSHOP

Tuesday 7 p.m. CC 905

Counts toward staff status!

BROUGHT TO YOU BY
Night Editor
Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

Dan Sobel

Jim Patriquin

Peter Soderbtr^'

Maria Bull

Norm Achin, Mark Parker

Production: Beatrix Hoffman, -J.n Coles, Adam Rath,

Votrel, Dave Boardman.
T, a lira

We're home for Lettcrman!
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The GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE
is inviting political, social, cultural and

academic groups to submit requests for

Line Item Funding for Fiscal Year 1987.

For applications and further information

on the budget process, please contact

Alison Huettner, GSS Treasurer, 919

Campus Center, 545-2896.

Deadline for requests is March 3.

ProfetMional ConaultatUm
& Style Haircut ONLY

Featuring:

Style* by Deborah

SS I'nivcraity Drive.

Amherst. 549-5610

$10.00
With Skampuo'T Bkmidry

IU.U

^sign Perming^

Dimension
Highlighting

Deep Reconditionir^

expires March U, 1986

^^CAMPUS
B^VERnSING REP

B« responsible for placing

advertiting tnaterials on your

cunpus bulletin boartb. Work

on exciting marketing

programs for clients such as

American Expr»s, AT & T.

Sony and Sierra Club Choose

yotff owm hours. Good

e^Kiienoe and great moneyl

For more infonnatkNi call.

l-800-426-S537 9-5pm
(West Coast time)

Representative Program

American Passage

500 Third Ave West

Seattle. WA 96119

CMuoo Mus UBtwzus mmYom suttu

f'n

\

LIQUORS

61 Main St.. Amhcrat
N«Mi le Tow* ll«ll

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
$20 MINIMUM ORDER.
[OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

All Prices In Store Cash Only

'1 Mi JXI
Kaaturing Stava Kloc's (

Famous Broilad
|

LIVE LOBSTER |

Alto Serving |

Louisiana Cajun
J

Entraas )

Also Staaks,
\

Prime Rib,
|

OmtCTIOMl take IM nofth to •

Sowth OaarftaM. MMith on tout* I

^10 IH mltM Mi«»n.o«« Chr<«1i«n
|

I on» % m|to front conr«< o< (own \

OpMi:
(

i Mon-SM S-10 pm Sun ItJ

|MK>HTF.I>

CANADIAN MIST

$

1.75 Liter

1299

*f***«*<«r'

John Begg

Scotch
$Q75 tS

1 Liter 8
Bud • Bud Light

Miller Lite suitcase

99 ..
+ dap.11

r^^

MMMiM*

Heinehen • Becks

Grolsch • St. Pauli Girl

San Miguel (Lt.)

$/|25 ^^
6pk.4

1984

Macon Village

$075
750 ml

*i!i!>!>!)ni!i!i*ff<!7>!fi!>l>*^^^

riiMiiiilililiiiwiiiliiiii!i^^

w

1982 Ch. du

Tcrtre Margaux

SX59587 pit

Knht PAifcrr

Don't be left out in the cold

UMASS SKI CLUB

GOES DOWN
TO

NASSAU BAHAMAS

SPRING BREAK 86
THE BEST HOTELS
THE BEST FLIGHTS

ALL AT THE BEST PRICES

Prices starting at $349 complete

Sign up table outside the Hatch

W, Th, Fr 9-3 pm

Don't be fooled

add taxes and gratuities to

other prices before

you compare!

i

You need not be a UMass Ski Club

member to take advantage of these

prices!

430 Student Union 545-3437

FOUR SEASONS:
RT9HADLEY 584-8174

CASE SPECIALS

BUSCH ^8-^

LITE ^10-99

LABATTS beer or ale $11.99

MOOSEHEAD ^13-99

GENESEE BEER (bar bottles) $7.99

UTICA CLUB ^6.99

CABLING BLACK LABEL. . . (bar bottles). . . $6.99

SIX-PACK SPECIALS
BECKS light or dark $3.99

ST. PAULI GIRLIIIIIIIIIIinight or dark $3.99

SAN MIGUEL DARK $3.99

LABATTS beer or ale $3.50

ROLLING ROCK long necks $2.85

LIQUOR SPECIALS
B.B. SHOTZ SCHNAPPS
Cherry Cola, White Chocolate, Raspberry, Pep-

permint, Root Beer, and Peach all only $4.99/750

VODKA, GIN JUGS 175 $8.99

Lowest keg prices in town
Master Card and Visa accepted

Four Seasons Is located on Rt 9 just

past McDonalds and Burger King

Summer Employment

Tuesday, March 4th 9:30 - 4 pm

Campus Center Auditorium

featuring:

40 - 45 Camps

from the Northeast

Massachusetts New York Maine

Cape Cod New Hampshire Maryland

New Jersey Connecticut

will be interviewing for

Summer Employment

Information and sign-ups

are available at the

Student Employment Office

239-A Whitmore

see Dianne or Bernie

Friday, February 21, 1986——^^^^

irpreviews
Junior co-captain Allison Uzzo, one of the

lop distance swimmers in New England,

has an excellent chance at scoring in the

500 and 1,650. Other top UM swimmers in

elude Julie Wilkins (backstroke), Kris Hen
son (distance freestyles), Melissa Waller

(breaststroke) and Sue Freitus (freestyles).

The UMass men's and women's gym-
nast !(.> teams ^,'o into this weekend's action

with the men traveling to Temple to com-

pete in a tri-meet against Temple,
Princeton, and Westchester, while the

women are home to face Southern Connec-

ticut University on Saturday at I p.m. in

Boyden
The Minutemen (5-4) will be facing an

undefeated Temple team, which is one of

the strongest in the league, but Princeton

and Westchester are not up to par with

UMass.
"Temple should be a tough one," said

COULfOIANis

iiinued front page 16

JV lacrosse meeting
set for today

There will be a meeting for anyone in-

terested in playing junior varsity lacrosse

today in Boyden room 251 at 4:45 p.m.

Contact Coach Garber for more informa-

tion at 545-2845.

Minuteman coach Roy Johnson, "But we
are coming off our best week of practice all

^ason, we're all healthy, so with a little

luck we could come home at 8-4.
'

The Minutemen will be looking for strong

performances by their two all arounders-

sophomort's Roberto Weil, and Jay
Ronayne.
This weekend will be a sort of homecom-

ing for the Minulewomen who have not

competed in Boyden for over three weeks.

L'Mass has a much more powerful team
than use, and expect to take the meet han-

dily, and even their record at 4-4.

In other UMass action this weekend, the

wonu-n s track team will be at the New
England cbampionships at Bates College

m Maine.

Coach Kalekeni Banda's team finished

its dual meet season at 2-2 and will be look

ing for a high place at the regional meet.

Several freshman and sophomores have

been impressive this season and Banda
-aid he has high hopes for the meet.

I'he UMass men's and women's skiing

teams will be up against some of the best

competition in the East this weekend at the

Eastern College Championships at the

Middlebury Snow Bowl.

Open: 10 am - 11 pm Rte. 116 Sunderland

SPIRTS
P^<^r Specials

Masters 6-pack $4.29

Heineken 6-pack $3.99

New Amsterdam 6-pack $5.69 plus deposit

T.iqiior, Winp and Champagne
Specials

Ch Tustul Entre Deux Mers 1.5 $5.99

750 $2.99

Principato red or white 1.5 $3.99

Absolute 750 $11.99

George Duboef Beaujolais Village 750 $5.99

I'liUcgian photo by Paul DmiaMraia

Freshman point guard Christel Zullo (lO)and the UMass women's

team face Duquesne tomorrow.

J^" ^" ^"
All University Women Invited \

HOTA GAMMA UPSILONt
\ OPEN RUSH

I
\ Fri 2/21. . .6-6:45 New Years Eve Party

I

Men 2/24. . .5:15-6 Dinner |
^ and 6:15-7 Italian Nite

\ Tues 2/25. . .8-8:45 and 9-9:45 Celebrate the Seasons 1

I
IGU is: I

self governing a

I
excellent social life |

4 centrally located a

I
great home cooked meals |

I high academics

I
406 N. PLEASANT 256-6874 '

LliEGIAN CLASSIFIE
'^y^^^^,«^^,^?^. ~-.

fj,^^ Thurs 8 45 2:30 Fr. • Deadline .s 2 days pr.or to publication day^ ^ ^^^^^Z* ^rr in • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs; 8 45. 2:30 Fn • De
Come to Collegian Otf.ce CC 113 • 8 45^J>J^^^^ ^^^^^^^ . Phone nurr^ber FREE

ACTIVITIES
BEVERLY HILLS COP GRADUATING SENIORS

OuUnf Club Mcetinr Feb. 24 7:00 p.m
room 174 CC canoeing slide show: white

and Oat H20 t!MOC trips. All welcome

HRTA C«reer Day 1986. Come met with

leaders in the hospitality indu-iitry on Tues-

day February 25, 1986 from 9:00 am to

4;00 pm in the Campus Center
Auditorium. Hotel Restaurant, Fa.'st Food

and Contract Food Chains will be hosting

formal and informal presentations
relating to career and industry oppor-

tunities, recruitment procedures and

future trends. Admission is free.

ARE YOU A HOUSE?
~

Are you 6 ft tali? Do you weigh over 180

lbs' We will sell you L'Mass heart

decorated boxer shorts. 3 pairs for $10

don't miss this low. low. price. Call

."149 4826 or 549-6489. . Sky Productions

of Amherst

AirrO FOR SALE

80 Cam Z28 350 auto alarm Sony cas.sette

good cond seek to sell immed asking $4800

549-7816

1972 Olds Cutlass good condition $.300.00

call Peter 665-7956

1978 Pinto - 70,000 miles, newtires.

clutch, exhaust, etc. great condition

tl,000or BO 247 .53,13

1981 Datsun Pickup 4x4 red tinted win

dows dual sunroofs and much more. 68000

miles must be seen $3.30<( or liest offer call

.546-7194

1972 VW Beetle semi-automatic go™! run

ning condition S2,50 .586-7088

68 Chevy Caprice 375 HP .'^27 4V runs

good $2.50 or BO Pa»! S84 3790

1966 Olds Deiu 88 convertible must sell

Over $2000 invested. Now lop, new tin':*,

brakes, shocks, exhaust ami nvrr In

t«rior. exterior gocnl but rehuili iTiirint

needs major work or ilrop in a new one

$,500 or BO call Brmn at 665-4
14j^

CarTor sale! 1974 Plymouth Duster. "nlN

$595! Must sell: Call Maureen^2.53-3<:U

1977 Tovota Waifon. depin.l:.i.li

AM'FM, excellent engine. $100ii nr i..-!

offer. 549-5854

BBITTANinaANOR

Heat and hoi water short term leases Act

Now 2568535

I7IT7nT77;77I71!7II>?tI77T77T77TI177J"TTJt7IItTI?

' Come see Beverlv Hills Cop '

' tonite Campus Center Aud
' $1 ,50 at 5 pm $2. at 7,9, & 11
,„„,,,„,,„,,,„7f777777777777J7777777;777777777

"CASH*

Paving cash for vour baseball cards

Pleas* call Mike 546-6105

COMPACT DISC PLAYER

Fisher AD830 CD Player $165 call now &
come listen 549-671

1

ENTERTAINMENT

Career Connection a' n help you

Career Connection is a resume lKHik

designe<llo market your resume to _

• potential employers. Your resume will
_

he published in a professionally

printed and bound book to be
" distributed to over 300 comiianies _

• m various fields. Career Connection _

minimizes your costs while it

• maximites your exp<isure to corporate
_

• personnel managers you could never
^

• reach on your own Deadline for resume
_

•
is Februarv 28, 198ii. For more mfo

_

call the'area representatives:

• Sherij'
549-26J

6 or Ni^JIf.-'it^ «l'f-*. , .

Grey plastic bag with "Faces" lo|fo con

taining Math research notes. Return to

Math Deptreward!

MASS AID

Room 802 Saturday Keb 22. 9 am thru 2
pm

• ••••••*•*' •••••.•••••••••••.•.••*

TURN THE TABLES Professional D.I 5

yr experience call 24 hrs 586-9691

So you want to dance or what? I.oud

higti quality mobile system 256-6689,

.5497128

The Cheap Jock cool party sounds at an

affordable price. Call .546 9061

MOBILE MUSIcTNC Disks spun to your

taste call Chris 2.56-6845

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

CJifSidT^iw bedroom apt to rent call

665-2053

Fmernncv take over lease large I br

loT'hrdJ^apt available now $36^ a mon

call anytime 256-8078

^^rf^iti^rT^li^rSr^d.
must sell need money 256-hbJW

MlrtSTMiuT^iiiboard $799l^BO call

Mike256^6978___________^_
BOSE"10I Speakers. Must sell, call

.i-7917 _^
rkrBindings brand new Oa- 9,30 $1 on or

lieM nffer .549-7875

iJuitar KlecU-a electric six string <x

U'llerUjcondilion, 2^L*'ih- hardsh.'ir cft.s,.

HARASSMENT VICTIMS

If voiThBve^^Vn a victim of sexual

hanissnifnt . Ihp Collegian would like to

speak with vou. whether you have gone

thrtiugh grievance procedures or not ( mm

fidentiahly guaranteed. Call .545-3.5<H) anil

ask for liana

Ne«d an extra $5.00 for Friday night?

Right-handed males need for exjieriment

on reading. Call .549-5145 and leave

message

Camp Counselors - Directors from

children's camjjs in Maine and West

Virginia on campus interviewing for posi

lions in athletics, water sports (WSI, ski-

ing, sailing, canoeing, windsurfing], arts

and crafts, pioneering and music. ( lla to-

day for a (lersonal meeting in Amherst.

Toj) salary, benefits. Several I'Mass

references. Call in Boston 769-4685

teiemarkeUrs^Wanted $5-10 per hour

starting flexible hours downtown Nor-

ihampron call Mr Kitchen 586-74.30

HEY DOONE!
""

Heard it's your birthday! wanted to wish

(•ou vour happiest ever and tell you wp
ove youl Have a fantastic day! Love us

Amy, Sue and Dee
i

Students Against Hunger and
MA.SSAID

are looking for an accountant

if you are interested in

helping the fight against

hunger
slop by room 322 in the

.Student I'nion

or call ,5-2309

MOVER

'Round Town Movers fast, reliable,

cheap. Call Michael anytime 323-6780

PERSONALS
~

To the Tony that fixed my lire in Lot 49.

Call me, Janet 546-6464

SENfORS - Senior portraits will be taken

Feb. 18 to Feb. 28 in I78CC. If vou have a

scheduling problem, please call INDEX.
545-2874. for a new ap^Hiinlment.

2nd Annual Rich Rothrock Revival this

weekend No Riffraff

White out is the friend of some paper
clips are the friends of others

Jocllen "Doors" Saunders: tomorrow-

night like hea-sts as always! C.N.

Mark. My transfer from Maine,.rm sorry

about Frid,iy night - bad liming. We neeil

to talk - please? Sharon
^-
(. sec

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, rases, disserttaions, theses, on-

campus, dei»'ndahle, low rates, exfierienc

ed. Nancy 584-7924

RIDERS WANTED
~

Two riders needed for Spring Break to

drive to Ft Lauderdale area. Call 665-8766

cheaper than bus

ROOMMATE WANTED

SUMMER WORK

Sammer work. Earn $1,50(Vmonth this

summer. Positions filling quickly. Act
now. 256-4213

TO SUBLET

1 bdrm a|rt avail in March. On bus rte

Cliffside Apt rent inclusive: cheap call any

time 665-3822

TRAVEL

One male nonsmoking for 2 bdrm Bran
dywine apt for immediate occuisinrv

.549-5799

Roommate wanted for BritUny Manor
apt call 253-2420

Wanted 1 female roommate for

Riverglade apts call 253-7175 on hus route

Single room in 3 bedriKim Puffton Apt
CHEAP! rent negotiable 549-6526 ASAP!

Spring Break '86

Party in Daytona Beach.

Prices from $1 19 00 for 7 nights,

parties and activities

Call Daytona Hotline 1 800 826-9100

Room for rent: I room in 5 bedroom
house 1 mile from campus near bus route

$180/month plus one sixth utilities call

2.56-6228 anytime

Tailor for all kinds of alterations. Fast
service, reasonable prices at SHAANN's
Hampshire Mall 584 9362

Typing. Tape Transcription. Fast, ac-

curate, ('all anytime. 66.5-76,52

Think Hot! Think Bahamas! Grab your

friends and sail away on your own 44 ft

yacht for Spnng Break $395 00 includes

all your meals and 3 cases of beer or scnla.

Extras include snorkeling and windsurf

ing For more info call Theresa 2.56 K8.56

or John 665-4248

VOLUNTEER TELLERS NEEDED

• Volunteer Tellers Needed
•••• Join the fun, exciting volunteer

•*•'

•• • • staff of the CMa-ss Cre<lit I 'nion * ' '
*

" and gain valualile resume experience
••

WANTED

Thank you to all who attended Phi

Chanly' Valentine's Day Ball Hihh' t

you all next year.

Know vour car. Basic Aulomnhilr

\Viirk-ho|i. 28 hours includinc •
• '

ami -nop- Limileil eiiroU'ripn' .i

Dave, Trendyness is not everything Call

me and find out! B!

Bcbe - 1 still love you! Lovey

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $5 00 per hour

former grader, consultant Alex 256 1239

firedo7 the D.C.? There is an alternative

Tr,idp in vour DC 19 meal plan for But

terndil Meal Plan For more info contact

Paul. Bill or Klizal«-lh in the Butterficlil

Kitchen Office

SPRING BREAK 86

• •*•••••

Gold Moslem religions medallion gr. ,i

sentimental value S$ reward fleaso ral,

Soli 549-3667

SlTiTacket aF iS'lla Chi par:> .'
- N i

liUip with red stripe and ski pa.ss on r-v]>vi

11 found call 54*V4344^

LosCmans gold Seiko watch in BntUny

m»no"*n%Xiar> L". If found plea-sp call

reward 665-8269

RiHih KM HAM, K lii.-'o

cin'umslarKt.> Ix-vonil our

control, we were forced
to close the book .sale

on Thurs. 2'13.Wearc
sorry for the inconvenience
To ensure satisfactinti,

(;SS will Im' returning
unsold liooks & money

on Mon 2'24 and Tues 2'25

from 104 in SI 4 ISA

Sigma §iona
•Fef)nArv Ti Si

RhsIv Parties
I Beach PaHvr Feb"

FORT LACUERDALE fnim $309 in

eluding Round irip jet and 7 nighLs at Holi

d.i> Inn Hotel (which is one mile from

lieHch) All Taxes and Tujs Includeil

MONTREAL WEEKENDS $79 on m
eluding round Sriii hus and hotel Also

available DAYTONA BEACH Package*.

Town Tours & Travel, 482 Main St..

Maiden. Ma. 02141* (617) .321-3993

SIMMER JOBS

Some immediate part-time openings

available flexible schedules hom<' Uiwn

6r 4o(!W W>itfen(l. All'miio^s For inter-

Singer wanted for rock-n-roll band to

play Southwest Week Call Pete at 6 5093

or .Jim at 6 973^

NovT castinglfor outdoor theatre dance

i«'rformance: 6 dancers, juggler, roller

skater, skateboarders, oupfieteers Also

UM-hnical iiroduclion and stage crew call

Ana 625-2500. .545 2803 (mes.sage>

WANTED TO RENT^

Garage needed for m> car. Want to rent

covered garage until end of spnng

semester Will neeii access fre<iuently.

Price negotiable. Pete ,546-447t>

( ommullng Doctoril^Student seeks

room to rent for April and May. Peter

(617)384 3418

yoTbandosJ"

The first Band Party of the seme- I

lip loiiiorrow nite H pm Prohibit i
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SPORTS
UMass soundly beaten
Men, women loose in W.Virginia
COMPILED FROM STAFF AND WIRE
REPORTS
MORGANTOWN. West Virginia - Tlie

University of Massachusetts conunittwi a

season high 26 turnovers while taking a

taasonlow of 39 shots, and fell to West

Virginia. 68 40 last night

The Minutemen fell to 6 1 1 m the Allan

tic 10, 917 overall with their third loss in

a row. TTiey play at Duqueine on Saturday.

(See Mory below).

•nie UMass women's team also lort, dr(^

^ng a 67 61 decision to the Mountaineer

liWrnen in the gante prior to the men's con-

test. The Minutewomen have now dropped

U straight A- 10 games, six consecutive

fl^rall.

In the men's game, UMass was trailing

only 28-21 at halftime before the Moun-

taineers (14-3 in the A- 10 and 19-9 overall)

hliw the game open by out-^coniig UMass,

40 19.WW before 5,010 fans at its Coliseum,

started tht- second half with an 18 7 run

that made it 46 28 and put the game away

The story of the game was the Moun

tainMr pressure. Employing a variety of

2one presses. West Virginia confused the

younger UMass players and following one

of UM's frequent turnovers, ran the fast

break to near perfection.

Senior guard Dale Blaney led the win

ners with 12 poinU. Freshman forward

Darryl Prue added 11 with senior forward

Renardo Brown contributing 10. The

Mountaineers committed just 12 turnovers

and were 18-(^-25 at the line.

UMass had but one player in double

figures as Lorenzo Sutton scored 11.

Freshman guard David Brown returned to

ihf lineup after missing his llrst start at

the wason against Temple due to a

stomach muscle injury. He scored seven

points.

Junior co-captain Carl Smith did not play

well with three points and two assists, but

the assists were enough to tie and pass the

Minuteman career record of 518 set by

Alex Eldridge (1975 78). Smith now has

519 assists in his career.

The Minutemen were 16-of-39 from the

floor, the fewest field goals attempted and

field goals made this season by UMass.

WVU controlled the boards, played tough

defense on Sutton and generally played

like a team that is now 17-3 against UMass

and has never lost to the Minutemen at

home.
In other Atlantic 10 men's action, Du

quesne defeated Rhode Island and Penn

State was a winner over George

Washington. That means that UMass is

till in seventh place in the league, a game

ahead of Rhode Lsland and a game behind

George Washington. On Saturday, UMass

IS at Duquesne and George Washington is

at St. Bonaventure.

If UMass wins and GW loses, a very

distinct possibility, the Minutemen and the

Colonials would flip a coin for sixth place

(since the teams split during the regular

season), and a first-round bye in the A- 10

tournament.
However, both Rhode Island and Penn

State are a game behind UM at 5- 12 and

should UMass lose and they win, there

would be a three-way tie. UM has the nod

over Rhode Island, having beaten them

twice in the regular season, but the

Minutemen split with Penn State, mean-

ing another coin flip could be needed to see

ifUM slips into eighth place. PSU hosts a

good Temple team on Saturday.

Collrgian photn by Paul Uedmaraia

Sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton and the University of Massachusetts men's basketball

team play in their final home game of the regular season on Saturday at Duquesne. The
Atlantic 10 conference playoffs start on Tuesday with first-round action. Sutton is the

Minutemen's leading scorer this season.

Minutemen
in finale

at Duquesne
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball team

will be looking to end their regular season with a victory

over Duquesene as part of a men's-women's doubleheader

tomorrow.
The UMass women's team will play the Duchesses at

1 1.45 a.m. before the Minutemen and the Dukes close out

their regular seasons at 2 p.m.

The Minutemen will be playing for a possible chance

at the sixth spot in the Atlantic 10 post-season playoffs.

The first seven teams receive automatic bids into the

quarterfinals of the tourney. The bottom four teams are

forced to play a first-round game to get into the

quarterfinals.

Chances are, UMass will end up in seventh place and

host last-place Rutgers University on Tuesday night at

the Curry Hicks Cage.

The task at hand however, is beating the Dukes. UMass

defeated Duquesne back on Jan. 23 at the Springfield

Civic Center, 69-60.

In that game, the Dukes (7-8 in the league and 12-12

overall going into last night's game at home against a sud-

den;y-hot Rhode Island team) were without 6-6 foward

Dwayne Rawls, their leading rebounder.

As a result, UMass eiyoyed a field day off the boards

and led by Lorenzo Sutton's 25 points and tough work in-

side by John Milum, easily handled the Dukes.

Duquesne, coached by Jim Satalin, has the A-lO's top-

scorer in 6-4 guard Rick Suder. Scoring at a 20.9 points-

per-game clip, Suder has a dangerous jump shot that he

isn't afraid to use. he scored 24 points (and grabbed six

rebounds) against UMass in Springfield.

"Obviously, Suder is a problem we'll have to face, "
said

UM coach Ron Gerlufsen before the team embarked on

their current road trip. "He's a great shooter who can fill

it up quickly. I think we have the athletic ability to guard

him, but Coach satalin does a nice job of getting him the

ball where he wants it."

Rawls, although a little undersized for the power for-

ward spot, is a bull under the boards with a third-in-the-

league 7.5 a game (7.7 in conference games only).

Duquesne blamed their earlier loss to UMass on Rawls'

absence, but Gerlufsen doesn't think he make that much

of a difference.

"Of course, missing your best rebounder is harmful to

a team, but I think we have the people who can go to the

boards with Rawls," the coach said. "I'm not worried that

we'll be left behind under the glass."

Minuteman Mutterings: Duquesne leads the season

series at 11-6, losing the last two to the Minutemen.
Gerlufsen is 2-3 against Satalin, but UMass hasn't lost

by more than 10 points to the Dukes in three years. .

Women swimmers in NE's
By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts winter

sports teams swing into their final full

weekend of action headlined by the

women's swim team trip to the New
England championships.

The Minutewomen finished eighth last

season, following a dismal 309 dual meet

record. This year, coach Bob Newcomb and

his troops went 7-5 over the regular season

and have their sights set on a top three

finish at the meet, set to go off over the

weekend at the University of Maine-Orono.

The Minutemen bring a balanced squad

to Maine. Several individual performers

have solid chances at placing along with

the relays.

• mtinued on page 15

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:
Today:

Women's Swimming: at New Englands

in Maine.
Men's Volleyball: Tri-match at Amherst
College, 7 p.m.

Saturday:

Men's Basketball: at Duquesne, 2 p.m.

Women's Basketball: at Duquesne,
11:45 pm

Women's Swimming: at New Englands

in Maine.
Women's Track: New Englands atj

Bates.

Women's Gynmastics: Southern Conn.,|

at Boyden, 1 p.m.

Skiing: Eastern Championships atj

Middlebury
Sunday:

Men's Gymnaatica; at Temple» 1 pm-

NEW ENGLANDS LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

The Massachusetts Daily
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IfVj ic:>
• Philippine President Marcos rumored
to have fled country as tensions mount.
Page 2.

• Members of both sides of the abortion
debate clash. Page 3.

• Picking a cold remedy can be hazar-
dous to one's health. Page 7.
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Collegian photo by Brian GuarnotU

SOAKING UP THE RAYS—Jill Nelson, a sophomore business major, takes advantage of

the weekend's sun. Few will be lying on the Campus Center steps this week—weather reports

indicate cloudy days with highs in the teens.

Women doctors on the rise
Less discrimination cited

By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Correspondent

Statistics on women pre-med students aren't as shock-

ing as they used to be, according to the chairman of the

Pre-Med Advising Committee at the University of

Massachusetts.

Dr Brian O'Connor, who has been advising pre-med

students at UMass for 17 years, said that about 30 per-

cent of the students that apply to medical schools from

the University are female. "That's about the national

average," he said.

O'Connor said that earlier statistics on women pre-med

students v are low because of discrimination.

"The number of women applying has not been increas-

ing as it should," O'Connor said. He said we are still liv-

ing in a male dominated world.

Current enrollment at the UMass Medical Center in

Worcester is 40 percent women and is approaching the na-

tional average of 50 percent, he said.

Pre-med students at UMass are not recognized as such

on their diplomas, but meet their requirements through

other majors, O'Connor said.

"I can think of at least 50 different msyors," he said.

"Usually pre-meds are science majors," said 21-yeau--old

senior Cheryl Hardenbrook. They will usually fulfill the

two years of chemistry, one of biology and one of physics

that are needed, she said.

Women at University Health Services. Page 3

"The program is very well organized and the labs are

really enjoyable," said Colleen Murphy, a 21-year-old

senior. She said that the classes do require much time in

labs, however
"Obviously there's no favoritism, nor is there any

discrimination," said O'Connor, referring to the nation-

wide statistics. He said that many medical schools' admis-

sion boards no longer look at the gender of the applicants.

Wendy Chabot, 31, applied to medical schools in the nor-

theast after graduating from UMass in 1980. She said she

continued on page 4

Students protest

use of funds

in South Africa
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

Smith College students voiced angry disapproval Satur

day. after the school's Board of TVustees' announced plana

to divest only $1.75 million from a current endowment of

$22.3 million invested in companies that do business with

South Africa.

Students called for a sit-in starting today at 9 a.m. in

College Hall.

At a 5 p.m. press conference, Trustee Chairman

Euphemia H. Steffey said the college would withdraw

holdings from two of 23 companies the school has in

vestments in because they had not signed the Sullivan

Principles. The two companies are United States Steel and

IMS International, Inc.

Developed in 1977 by the Philadelphia Rev. Leon

Sullivan, the principles encourage US corporations

operating in South Africa to abolish racial di -rrimination

in the workplace and improve the quality of employees'

lives in areas such as housing, schooling, recreation and

health facilities.

Smith's endowment, as of Jan. 1, 1986, was $232.8

million with about $22.3 million or 9.6 percent of that in-

vested in companies doing business with South Africa.

Reading from a statement issued by the Board, Steffey

said. "We believe that the events transpiring in South

Africa require renewed vigilance on our part to ensure that

the companies in which we hold investments press actively

for reform. ..Our standard for measuring performance will

be the maintenance of a rating of I or II under the Sullivan

Principles."

Companies operating under ratings I or II are making

"good progress" or "some progress" toward reform, accor-

ding to a report from Investor Responsibility Research

Center, Inc., a private firm based in Washington, DC.

But sophomore Kate BoUand, a member of Smith's T^sk

Force on South Africa, said that even Rev. Sullivan had

admitted the principles were invalid because the op

pressive nature of the South African state-ofemergency

goes against all the freedoms and equality the principles

call for

Chairman of the eight-member T^sk Force and Smith

government professor, Philip Green, said he was "very

discouraged that the college still fails to grapple with the

issue of total divestment. The situation of the [South

African] regime gets worse and worse every year."

Kelly Gerald, a junior government major, called for the

sit-in.

"I'm angry. Not surprised, but still angry," Gerald said.

"We're going to stay there until they haul us out, it they

have the guts."

Steffey outlined a seven point plan the college will follow,

continued on page 9

'Turn him loose. He'll go to wherever he's going."

David Klingener
Zoology Dept

'Homing' pigeon out of line

ColleKian photo by Hob Skelton

A homing pigeon who has fiOled to live up to his name, Jack/Jackie»

tak«« an irfteilB«K>n nap in the C^^

Recently the Collegian came under fire

from a rival tabloid for not doing enough

investigative reporting. Read on ...

At 11:30 a.m. Friday, employees at the

information desk in the Campus Center

called to say they had a pigeon. Since wat-

ching a pigeon fly about the concourse is

always good for a laugh, five Collegian

staff members rushed upstairs to

investigate.

The bird was not in flight, but rather in

a box on the counter. Employees
Christopher Yotides and Robin Lawler

said a man dropped the cold, wet bird off

at the desk, and since Information had no

information about pigeons, they called the

Collegian.

The bird-well call it "Jack" or

"Jackie'—was apparently a homing
pigeon, with a band around its right leg.

A team of three Collegian reporters call-

ed various animal agencies, trying to

tra<*'^ dovvn the owner by the code on the

band.

Calls to the biology department, the

Division of Fisheries and Wildlife and the

Amherst Veterinary Hospital yielded no

clues.

Ellen Mintzer of Arcadia Wildlife in

Easthampton gave the number of Walter

Wolodzensky, a Northampton resident

with a listing of every pigeon registered

with the American and International Rac-

ing Federations.

Mintzer a);jo warned,"The owner may
not be enthusiastic about getting him

back. If the bird gets lost, it means it has

failed out as a homing pigeon."

Failed out? Say it ain't so. Jack ...

Wolodzensky searched his rosters but

could not find the number on Jack's band.

He said he only had listings for bands

with ARF or IRF before the number
Jackie's band number was NPA
85RB-478.
"Turn him loose. He'll go to wherever

he's going," David J. Klingener of the

zoology department said.

Late Friday afternoon, as the rain slow-

ed to a drizzle, Jack soared off into the

wide-open spaces in search of home.
-PATRICK JOHNSON
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Marcos denies report that

he is leaving Philippines

1985's Top Movies
To Rent or Own

• Prizzi's Honor

Ghostbusters

• Emerald Forest

Mask
- Rambo
• Fletch

• Teen Wolf

Breakfast Club

• Lost In Annerica

• Flamingo Kid

• Beverly Hills Cop
• Starman
• St. Elmo's Fire

• The Coca-Cola Kid

• and of course

Amadeus

or clioose trom our wide selection of

classic and foriegn films

ViDEO To CR
44 Main St., Amherst • 256-1509

Reagan .

warns
Marcos
WASHINGTON (AP>-

President Rf»agan warned
Philippine President F'erdi-

nand Marcos against tak-

ing military action against

the forces rebelling against

him yesterday, saying that

such a move would cause

'untold damage" to the

iilationship between the

United States and the

Philippines.

A White House
spokesman made the an-

nouncement at the White
House after Reagan met
with his senior foreign

polic>' advisers and U.S.

Ambassador Philip Habib,

who just returned from

meetings in the Philip-

pines with Marcos and op-

position leader Corazon
Aqumo.

MANILA. Philippines (AP>-President

Ferdinand E. Marct^ appeared on national

television today in a live broadcast, and
said claims by rebels that he was prepar

ing to leave the country were an effort to

frighten the people.

Radio Veritas, the Roman Catholic

Church station that has Ixt n a staunch

critic of Marcos, had said he was leaving

the country.

Marcos appeared with his wife. Imelda.

and some of his children and grand-

children.

'"Don't believe any of these stories." said

Maix'os. calling the reports "propaganda
lies they are peddling through the air

waves.

"They (the reports) are completely
without basis. They are intended to

frighten our people," Marcos said, directing

his men to "use all necessary force" to de-

fend their installations.

He directed soldiers to u.se small arms to

defend themselves but said big weapons
like tanks and armored personnel carriers

should not be employed "as yet."

"I appeal to civilians to get out of the line

of fire," Marcos said.

Several local and foreign reporters were
in the hall with Marcos, and the president

said this would pmve the broadcast was not

taped in advance
As Marcos spoke, t housands of students

chanted the name of opposition leader Cor-

azon Aquino outside his heavily guarded
palace.

Radio Veritas had broadcast statements
by the two rebel military officials, former
Defense Minister Juan Bance Enrile and
Lt. Gen. Fidel V. Ramos, the former depu-

ty armed forces chief, who said "tyranny"
had been defeated.

The Radio Veritas announcer then said

Marcos was leaving the country. Sources at

the presidential palace told reporters that

Marcos was resting.

In a battle of broadcasts, the government
television replied: "The government re-

mains in full control of the situation."

Announcer Thelma Dumpit said on the

K'overnment's Channel 4 that her report

came from Information Minister Gregoric

Cendana, who did not appear.

The radio station, on the outskirts of

Manila, had been guarded overnight by

troops backing Ramos and Enrile and by

hundreds of people chanting the name of

Mrs. ^uino.
In Washington. White House spokesman

Larry Speakes said last night, "The presi-

dent appealed earlier today to President

Marcos to avoid an attack against other

elements of the Philippine armed forces.

Regrettably, there are now reports of an at-

tack."

Speakes said Reagan sent Marcos a
message through diplomatic channels say-

ing America "cannot continue our existing

military assistance if the government uses

that aid against other elements of the

Philippine military that eiyoy popular

backing."

Speakes said a decision on a possible US
military aid cutoff could come as soon as

last night, although it was not issued late

last night.

In 1985, the US supplied $40 million in

militar>' aid.

Battle-dressed marines, firing tear gas

and swinging truncheons, attacked street

barricades outside a military camp at dawn
today.

Th^ dispersed hundreds of civilians sup-

porting two senior military officials.

Many people tumbled and fell as they

tried to escape the troopers, according to

radio reports from the scene. There were no

immediate reports on casualties.

Witnesses said some students tried to

link arms to stop and block the marines.

An Associated Press reporter said that at

about the same time, hundreds of soldiers

cheered and a crowd outside applauded as

defecting air force men arrived aboard
seven helicopters at Camp Crame.
In the first of four helicopters to land, a

man waved a white fiag and about 24

military men left the aircraft as rebel na-

tional police manning the headquarters

camp applauded. The other helicopters

followed in a major shift by air force c^cials

to the rebels.

EDITOR'S
NOTE

Last Friday's edition of the Collegian contained an advertising insert that

may have offended some readers. The insert did not go through the proper

screening procwiure for potentially sexist or otherwise ofTensive advertising.

The Collegian regrets this oversight.

Typewriter Ribbons, Typing Paper,

Correction Materials,

Computer Paper
at
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CHI OMEGA
IS WHERE ITS AT!

All University Women Invited

to Informal Rush!

Monday 2124 5:30 & 6:30 & 7:45p.m.

Tuesday 2125 5:30 & 6:30 & 7:45p.m.

Call 545-0162 for Info/Rides
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March 3
1 and 3 P.M.

Campus Center # 803
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*lf unable to attend, please call our toll free number.

RECRUIT U.S.A.. INC.

700 S. Flower St.. Suite 3210
Los Angeles, CA 90017
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ttl 800-423-3387 (In California)
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Activist fears pattern of greedy youth

t'ollrgian photo by Maria Bull

Southern belle turned civil

rights activist, Virginia Foster

Durr, addresses a reception Satur-

day at the Jones Library in

Amherst.

By JOSEPH R. TIGAN
Collegian StafF

Virginia Foster Durr sat complacently

as the conversation turned from politics

to racism to the institution of marriage.

At a reception held in honor of her new-

ly published book. Outside the Magic Cir'

( /«'. The Autobiography of Virginia Foster

Durr, the civil rights activist approached

as many issues as she did literary and
political patrons attending the reception

"The mentality of today's youth isn't

ori^nttnl I inward politics or movements as

il was m the early and mid-60s,"' Durr
said, "Now it seem.s all they are interested

in i.s money"
Greeting nearly 25 persons at the i-ecep-

tion in Jones Library in Amherst Satur

d.i\. Durr said that today's youth doesn't

want to discuss anything "of real weight.

"Young people today want to find a

financial base first, before they consider

attacking issues of truth or peace," Durr
>;aid. "The biggest movement I see today

IS the movement toward getting jobs."

According to Durr. the present genera-

tion doesn't really have a great amount of

reverence for people like Martin Luther

King or Rosa Parks. It was Durr who
helped Parks set the civil rights move

nient in motion after I^rks refused to go

to the back of a bus in Montgomery, Ala.

"1 don't understand why there aren't as

many movements on today's campuses,"

Durr said. "If it were me, I would try to

join some type of organization that would

help me become familiar with how our

government works—something like a

peace organization or the League of

Women Voters."

The 82 year^ild Durr, who worked with

Eleanor Rtiosevelt in order to abolish the

poll tax, said that ever>'thing she \iw>rked

ibr. she won.

"But I'm afraid that it didn't do much
good," Durr said "The work 1 did with

others may have made great political

changes, but I don't think the economic

trends were ever changed."

Even in her battle with US Sen. James
O. Eastland, who brought Durr before the

Internal Security Subcommittee on ac-

cusations of communistic leanings, Durr

said she may have won the battle but not

the war
"Although we have free speech in this

country, people are still heavily criticiz-

ed if they speak out on thing such as

public ownership or socialism." Dvur said,

"In my day it was the civil rights move
ment that apparently made me suspect."

WOMEN'S
rORUM

Women's Forum is a weekly listing of
events related to women's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women's News Editor,

care of the Collegian, by the Friday before

the event.

The Third World Women's Program of

the Everywoman's Center will be star-

ting a Lesbians of Color Support Group
March 6. The group will meet for eight con-

secutive Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m. at the

center Registration is required by March
6. Further information is available by call-

ing the center at 545-0883.

Monday—The Amherst Child Care
Resource and Referral will open a Toy
Lending and Resource Library for

registered day care and center-based pro-

grams. The librai-y, located in the basement
of the Jones Library, will lend child educa-

tion materials for a yearly fee of $12 for

center-based programs and $7 for family

day care centers. Further information is

available from the Jones Library.

—Nicki Nichols Gamble, executive
director of Planned Parenthood of

Massachusetts, will speak on "The
Politics of Reproduction: Old Wine, New
Bottles" at 4:30 p.m. i:^ Room 10 Seelye

Hall at Smith College. The lecture is spon-

sored by the Smith College Project on
Women and Social Change.
Wednesday—A panel discussion on

"Career Choices: Afro-American
Women's Stories" will be held at 6 p.m.

in the New Africa House Library. The panel

is sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha and
the Third World Women's Program of

the Everywoman's Center. Further infor-

mation is available by calling Sharon Mills

at 546-5441 or the center at 545-0883.

—Joan Banks Dunlop will speak on
"Abortion and Family Planning in the

Third World: What Needs to be Done
and Why" at 3:30 p.m. in the west lec-

ture hall of Franklin Patterson Hall at

Smith College. Dunlop is the president

of International Women's Health Coali-

tion, a non-profit organization dedicated to

improving women's reproductive health in

the Third World The lecture is free and

open to the public.

Colleifian pholo h> Brian (iuarnoCIa

LOOMING EQUINE-A horse's skull peers down at Dionne Mellen,

a first-year art major, as she draws Saturday at Pratt Museum at

Amherst Collega

Abortion
battle
continues
Hn DAN PERRIN
Collegian Correspondent

Members of botli >i(ies of the abortion

debate clashed at a forum hosted by an
a nti abortion group at Amherst College

Friday.

About 120 people attended the forum,

sponsored by Women Exploited By Abor-

tion, to listen to five member^ of ihu group

talk about their experiences of abortion.

The gn)up was formed in 1982 in Chicago,

and claims a membership of over 10,000.

Most members are women who have receiv-

ed abortions, according to a pamphlet
distributed by the gixuip.

"Everybody I talked to Just

said 'have the abortion and
they'll (the clinic) take care of
you.' Well they didn't."

—Cynthia Moriarty. a member
of Women Exploited By
Abortion

Cynthia Moriarty. who joined WEBA just

two weeks earlier, discussed her feelings

about an abortion she had.

"Everybody I talked to just said 'have the

abortion, and they'll (the clinic) take care

of you,'" Moriarty said. "Well, they didn't.

When they asked me if I had any questions,

I said 'yes, a thousand,' and the nurse look-

ed at me like 'Oh no, not one of these

women again.'"

"Then when I returned to the clinic and
was being sized for the abortion. I began

crying hysterically on the table," she said.

'The doctor looked at me and said to me,

'Oh come on, even mothers have abortions."

Tina Carter, a WEBA member for two

months, said she had turned to alcohol to

"take away the hurt, to numb the pain" of

abortion. She said she couldn't deal with

the guilt and had two choices—'suicide or

turn to Jesus Christ."

Most of the people who attended the lec-

ture were women. A question and answer

session held afterward went on for over an

hour and a half, and was punctuated by

clapping, audience members arguing with

each other and several shouting matches.

Susan Szetpla, the education director for

Massachusetts Citizens for Life, introduc-

ed the speakers and fielded most of the

questions from the audience because the

speakers from WEBA .said they could not

properly answer many of the "political"

questions from the audience.

A discussion and lecture titled, "How
Open is Your Mind?" will be held at 9

p.m. today at Hampshire College in the

main lecture hall of the Franklin Patter-

son Building.

The main speaker will be Dr Doug
Chismar, chairman of the philosophy

department at Ashland College, who will

be .speaking about mind expansion and the

Radical Jesus. The evfnt is spon.sored by

the Hampshire College Christians.

The American Red Cross will hold a
blood drive from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

tomorrow in the Campus Center It is

necessary to collect 200 pints a day to fill

the need in Western Massachusetts
hospitals, and 47 percent of the blood col-

lected comes from college students, accor-

ding to Red Cross statistics.

The blood drive is being sponsored by the

Collegian.

Education theorists find schooling unimaginative

RECRUIT U.S.A., INC.
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By JOEL R COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A conference critically examining education and the con-

servative tendencies shaping it, turned away more than

300 people due to a full turnout, the conference coordinator

said.

About 350 people attended the two-day conference held

in the Campus Center which featured major speakers in

the field who voiced concerns over education, said Juan

Aulestia, coordinator of the "Working Conference on

Critical Pedagogy."

The program, Aulestia said, "put together the most

powerful representatives of educational workers from

across the nation and Canada."
Henry Giroux. one of the major contemporary theorist^

111 critical peoagogy anu ^.lofess, of ^uucatiun at Miami
University in Oxford, Ohio, said, "The field of education
is in crisis."

Giroux said the conference was held to respond to the
conservative attack on education and to become more pro-

rrammatic in redefining what education is and should be.

Some of the major issues examined, Giroux said, were
the relationships between schools and culture, bilingual
education, increasing teacher powerlessness. hidden cur-

riculum and relationship between language and power.
The present crisis in education, he said, "has historical

roots and has been going on for years."

One of the larger concerns that make up this crisis is

illiteracy, Giroux said. He added that US Education
Secretary William Bennett is an effective spokesman for

tiK ''-^'V
""J V '

I ng classes hut th.nt '^onnett "is not con-

cerned with equity."

Citing illiteracy, Giroux said education must first res-

pond to those ignored in our fxipulation who "need to be

empowered so they can someday read [William]

Shakespeare." He added that those involved in critical

pedagogy are interested in first teaching people who can't

lead, rather than Bennett and others who are overly con-

cerned with teaching more Shakespeare.
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Health Services makes room for women doctors
Gender gap closing

By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

The staff at the University ofMassachusetts Health Ser-

vices is following a nationwide trend of an increase of

women in the medical field.

Women doctors constitute one-third of the UHS medical

staff, with six full-time women doctors on a staff of 16.
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UMASS Fine Arts Center

in cooperation with WFCR
presents the

Five College

Arts Festival

singer/comedienne Sandra Bernharo
Smith College, Davis Student Center
Thursday, Feb. 27, 8 & 10:30 pm

jazz/folk duo Buskin & Batteau

Amherst College, Buckley Auditorium

Friday, Feb. 28, 8 pm

Party with Eight to the Bar
Hampshire College, Dining Commons
Saturday, March 1,9 pm

The Spinners in concert

co-sponsored with Mt Holyoke College

UMass Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Sunday, March 2,8 pm

Tickets are $2.50 students, $5.00 general

public except for The Spinners: $6.00

students, $12.00 general. All tickets

available at the Fine Arts Center Box Of-

fice. For further information call: 545-0190

BSBSa

Dr. Ann McKinnon, who came to the UHS staff in

January, replaced a male doctor

McKinnon, a pediatrician and internist, previously

worked for Massachusetts General Neighborhood Health

Centers. She is interested in working at UHS because she

is "interested in sports medicine and women's health."

Six women doctors on staff are more than she has ever

worked with before. McKinnon said.

"There are more women than ever before in medical

schools and in the profession," said Rick Tbssler, a medical

sociologist at the University. "This is especially so of the

UMass medical school (in Worcester)."

There were 33 percent women admitted nationwide in-

to medical schools in 1985. The UMass medical school ac

cepted 49 percent women and 51 percent men for the 1985

academic year, according to Jane Cronin. director of ad-

missions. This was a large increase from 1984, when on-

ly 40 or 42 percent of women were accepted, she said.

"As medical schools turn out more women there will be

more women doctors," said Dr Thomas McBride, director

of UHS.
University policy is that when a position is available,

the opening is advertised nationally. There is an average

of one opening every two years.

"We advertise that we are an affirmative action institu-

tion," McBride said. "We encourage women and minority

applicants."

"People here are remarkably open-minded and liberal

"

McKinnon said.
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iNow An Additional Location i

f For Your Convenience. . . §
I adjacent to the UMASS campus

I in the Amherst Creamery Building

Ski/fe a professional

secretarial service

I WORD PROCESSING, TRANSCRIPTION, I

I THESES AND DISSERTATIONS §

I MANUSCRIPTS, .a specialty

i Call us or visit our new offices

i at your earliest convenience Monday - Friday

1 150 Fearing Street, Amherst

I Telephone: 549-2686 9 a.m. 5 p.m. I

had no particular problems m getting accepted.

Chabot, who graduated from Tufts Medical School, is

now a resident in pediatrics at Bay State Hospital in

Springfield.

"Applving to medical school is almost like a full time

job," said 23-year-old Patricia McQuilikin. She graduated

from UMass last year, and "decided to take a year offbefore

going back to school for four more years."

McQuilikin said that applying to medical schools is not

only costly, but time-consuming because interviews at each

school are a necessary part of applying.

"What's frustrating is the whole admissions procen,"

said Hardenbrook.
"They really keep you up in the air." she said. "The

waiting is the biggest hassle."

McQuilikin said that a few years ago, the trend in med
school interviews was to ask women if they intended to

have a family. She said she resented the question, because

"they wouldn't ask men that."

O'Connor said that the academic world does not accom-

modate women who want to take time off for a family, as

most careers do. Medical schools, however, are starting to

provide support groups for women, he said.

Beginning a family while in medical school is very dif-

ficult, but "it's not unheard of," Chabot said.
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CAMPUlPUZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP A SHOP)

lit 9 • Hidlt|'<^)i<nt

256-6889
• OPEN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THUnS.

» OPEN 24 HOURS

Share the

health

GIVED 1 1

1

+American
Red Cross

Blood Services -

Northeast Region

Today's travelers are going to say:

DONT GO WffHOUT
"LET'S GO"-

Now available:

•EUROPE.
•USA,
•BRITAIN & IRELAND.

•MEXICO,
•SPAIN, PORTUGAL&
MOROCCO,

•FRANCE.
•ITALY

•GREECE.
•ISRAEL&EGYPT

•CAUFORNIAAND
PACIRC NORTHWEST

Now bigger

and better

tban ever

LETS GO
TRAVEL GUIDES

$1.00

OFF

Open M-F 9-5

sat 10-3

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

' 1 1 I I I 1 1 I I
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MARCOS AIDE TURNED FOE-Former Armed Forces Deputy
Chief Fidel Ramos reacts joyfully at unconfirmed reports that Philip-

pine President Ferdinand Marcos has left the country.

Students fear future
Poll shows fears

By DAVID BURGESS
Collegian Staff

,
A majority of undergraduates across the

country are "very apprehensive" about the

future and 35 percent expect a nuclear war
within their lifetimes, according to a 1984
survey released earlier this month.

The students polled also were concerned

about the quality of higher education and
believed the academic needs of students

should be given more attention by ad-

ministrators and faculty.

These and other results of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of

Teaching survey were released in the Feb.

5 issue of the Chronicle of Higher
Education.

Based on a random computer sample of

5.000 undergraduates at 310 colleges and
universities, both two-and four-year %hools,
questions were given on topics that rang-
ed from the prospect of nuclear war to other
social, political, and economical issues
which might affect students' lives.

According to the Chronicle article, the

survey showed that 91 percent of the

students believed "more effort should be

made to improve US-Soviet relations" and
12 percent said that "reali.stically. an in

dividual can do little to change society."

Twenty-two percent thought it was "pro-

bably unfair to bring children into the

world considering current prospects for

peace."

Professor Harry Schumer, director (rf

undergraduates in the University of

Ma.ssachusetts psycholog>' department,
said these statistics generally reflect the
concerns of the age group of the survey.

Schumer said there are two factors

guiding college-age people's thoughts on
the fear of nuclear war and the future safe-

ty of society in general.

The natural idealism of youth, the idea
of what "ought to be or can be" conflieta

with the reality of "what is" in society and
this causes the concern over future events,
he said. The second factor is that they are
just beginning to make decisions about
their careers, their futures, establishing
identities and autonomies in life.

"With all this," Schumer said, "comes a
fear of 'what will happen?"
"This is the first generation who, on the

average, feel they will not be as well off as
their parents, or the previous generation,"

Schumer added. "Becau.se they have been
brought up in an affluent society, today's

generation expects a lot more and this

relates to anxiety about the future and this

translates to the world situation."

Almost four-fifths of those surveyed "said
they were satisfied with their education,"
according to the ("hnmule article. But the
survey also showufi there "were frustrations

and disappointments that, for millions of

.students, constituted a largely negative
evaluation of the college-going experience."

Other findings by the survey;

• Of "goiils considered very important or

fairly important." 92.2 percent of students
cited financial success, 96.8 percent career
success, and 97 percent intellectual

development
• "Most faculty members at my college

are strongly interested in und»Tgraduates'
academic problems," say 59.4 percent

• "A woman should have freedom rf

choice on abortion," 75.3 percent agreed.
• Fifty-six percent said "These days, you

hear too much about the rights of

nunorities and not enough about the rights

ol the majority."

American Travel Services

presents
'•*,. 1^

SPRING BREAK *1'86"

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

WANTED
ASSISTANT ADVERTISING

MANAGER
• must be freshman or sophomore

• experience preferred, but not required

Gain Valuable Experience

Apply at the Collegian Office

113 Campus Center

APPLICATION DEADLINE MARCH 7th
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SIGMA DELTA TAU
WELCOMES ALL UMASS WOMEN TO RUSH!

- MONDAY 2/24

DESSERT - 7 & 8:15 pm

- WEDNESDAY 2/26

ENTERTAINMENT -

8& 9:15 pm

CALL 545-0527

FOR MORE INFO

409 N. PLEASANT ST.

I

1

\A FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

5 FREE TACO BAR 5

d

MON & TUBS NIGHT
9 — till it lasts

?
g FEBRUARY BEER OF THE MONTH P

9 Becks

I
57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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Letters

Know unions from worker's view
Rusty Denton has finally made me angry

enough to respond to his uninformed opi-

nion. I think he and other people have a

-ong way to go to understand unions,

especially after reading his article in last

weeks Collegian titled "Unions Seek

Power."

I sincerely doubt that Denton is in agree-

ment with "several of their (unions) stated

aims'— if he was, he would probably have

more sympathy for the working people of

this country (a full 90 percent).

Unions are hardly insulated from risks—

if they were, they would certainly have

more than 19 percent of the total U.S.

workforce as members. I am not saying

unions are perfect, but at this moment
there is no other alternative.

I would like to remind readers that all the

benefits enjoyed by workers today were not

given to them because of management's

beneficence. No, rather they were granted

because workers acted collectively, through

unions and otherwise, to fight for health in-

surance, unemployment benefits and social

security. Some of these benefits are man-

dated by law. But many benefits that

employers provide are done so to "keep the

wolf from the door," that is, to keep their

employees from organizing.

Unions do not sell people on the notion

that the "world owes you a good life," but

they do work under the principle that one

should be treated fairly. Denton cites the

U.S. autoworkers being mad at President

Reagan. (They are angry at what he stands

for, that is, what's good for business is good

for the United States, and workers be

damned.) One could argue their anger is

misplaced. The workers, however, have a

right to be mad at the automotive com-

panies for poor management. After all, was

it the worker's fault that the companies

made a decision to continue producing

dinosaur-like, gas guzzling cars after

American consumers clearly indicated that

with ever increasing gas prices, they would

prefer to purchase energy efficient cars? No,

I do not believe that the auto assembly

workers ever had a say in that corporate

decision.

Yes, there is a better way, but we do not

live in a Utopia. If we did, unions would not

be necessary. Yes, unions do seek power, but

why shouldn't workers have more say over

the conditions they work in? But perhaps

people will not understand what unions

really stand for until they too become
workers. Leg^p Homer

Amherst

FINAL NOTICE
Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Filing Deadline

March ^. 1986

Applications must be received by College Scholarship Service

by March 1, 1986 to ensure priority consideration for aid.

Financial Aid Forms are available at Financial Aid Services, 213

Whitmore Administration Building.

File yours now.

DAYTONA BEACH "86"

Don't be left home in the cold, spend Spring Break in the sun, sand and surf

on the World's Largest Beach with the company who really cares about the STUDENTS.

FROM:

^^^^^*^J^4^*4^#.*J^^<^***-».*^^*#.**^*******¥******»***-<^*

;$189
DONT PASS UP A DEAL UKE THIS!

• Roimri lfi() transportation to Di)\lon.i Beach via modern Highwjy Motorcoache*

• Spven night accommodation', at one ot three firsl-rale beach hotels

• All ol our holek are all oceanfront, located directly on the fieai h. have both pool

deck and indo<5r hars, large p)Ook, reMaurants, and air conditioned riM)m<. with

color TA'-.

• Optional one il.n fv. ursions to Di-,ne\ World. Epcol Center, deep sea lishinR

and other attrai tHni-.

• A lantastK schtilule oi Pool Dei k ailivilies including our pcxil deck pan\

• Proiessiiinallv slatted personnel to make your trip eninvable

• Discounts with Daytona merchants and mghi clubs teaturing the all new

ultimate, video dance club, 701 South

We're nol afraid to lell you where our hotels are bcaled. Dun't be (cmled by d cheaper price trip!

A QUALITY TRIP PRODUCES A GOIDIN WEEK OE ENJOYMENT NO HIDDEN COSTS IIKE MOST TRIPS

DESIGNERS OF TRAVEL REALLY CARES!
For more intormalion tall

PAM 546-9102

4.*».^^.^^»*»****¥¥¥**¥**¥¥*¥***** ¥*¥****

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telefnarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101
^1^^
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Amherst hates...?

David Valade

"Amherst hates America, too. It's like we're always on

the wrong side." So says Loren Spivack, former president

of the UMass Republican Club, in The Boston Globe

Magazine's Jan. 19 issue. Maybe hes r'pht, but it's more
likely that the people of Amherst have taken the beliefs

this country was founded on literally. Many of us see short-

comings in a nation not reaching the ideals on which it

was founded.

"He has plundered our -tas, ravaged our Coasts, burnt

our towns, and destroyed the lives of our people. He is at

this time transporting large armies of foreign mercenaries'

to compleat the works of death, desolation and tyranny,

already bt^gun with circumstances of Cruelty and perfidy

-I aively paralleled in the most barbarous ages, and totally

unworthy the Head of a civilized nation." These are the

uords Thomas Jefl'erson wrote in The Declaration of In-

dependence. These words could equally be sent to Presi-

dent Reagan by the people of Nicaragua. We fought a

revolution for the right to self-determination. By funding

the contras, mining Nicaraguan harbors, and generally

interfering in their internal affairs, we are denying them

their right to self determination. Many people in Amherst

support Nicaragua's right to decide their own form of

iios'ernment. This may b«' Amherst on the "wrong side,"

hut it is on the side this country was founded on.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men
ai-e created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator

with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are

Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness." With this, our

founding fathers claimed the equality of men. They left

r«ul women, blacks (at that time slaves), and Native

.Americans. Amherst has a history of trying to redress the

wrongs summed up in this statement. Wrongs that per-

sist to this day. This is not out of hate for America, but

rather out of a belief that "The American Dream" should

include everyone that wishes to partake of it, regardless

of their race or ^-ex Amherst may be on the wrong side,

but at least it's on the side of th«* people.

"Congiess shall make no law. .abridging the freedom of

speech, or of the press; or of the right of the people to

peaceably assemble, and to petition the Government for

a redress of grievances.." Maybe the problem in Amherst
is that we take this too seriously. We are unafraid to use

(tur right to voice our objection to ii\justice perpetrated in

t he name of our country.

Maybe Amherst doesn't hate America, but rather hates

how far it has strayed from the ideals that it was founded

upon. We have a Pi^sident who wants to go back to the

values that made this country gnat How come he ignores

so much that this country was founded on?

Amherst may be "on the wrong side," but I'd rather be

with Amherst if this is true. I'd rather be on the side of

the people that are left behind and denied the basic rights

this country was founded on.
Daittl Viilddc i.s n Colleyian columnist^

Systematic harassment
I was arrested on Dec 5 in the Whitmore

Administration Building for failing to leave

that building by 5 p.m. I was one of a group

of 19 people who were protesting the illegal

takeover of the Student Activities Trust

Fund by Vice Chancellor Madson and Stu-

dent Activities Director Randy Donant.

This student group is known as START—
Students Advocating Rights Together We
are against the administrative attempt to

assert control over student funds which are

by Ti-ustee documents supposed to be ad-

ministered by the students themselves.

Presently, the admini.stration is trying to

avoid funding the position for the fourth at-

torney at LSO, which is obviously a necessi-

ty for students whose rights have been

violated. The fourth attorney is now work-

ing as a temporary employee, without full

L'niversity benefits. The students have en-

trusted a portion of their annual $88 SATF
fee to properly fund a viable LSO. This is

student money, being spent to protect

students in this giant institution. It is ob-

vious why the University is determined to

hamstring LSO: LSO has the power to sue

the University and is willing to do so if a

student's rights have been abused.

The consequence of my civil disobedience

is being found guilty of violating a section

of the Student Code of Conduct. Four ofmy
fellow protesters were found innocent of the

same charges before my hearing took place.

The administration, desperate for guilty

verdicts, switched heating boards to one

that would be more favorable to their point

of view.

I defended myself to the best of my abili-

ty as a non-lawyer. (My advocate was for-

bidden from addressing the board). The
place of the hearing had been changed from

the neutral turf of the Student Union to the

boardroom in the vice chancellor's office.

My request to have an open hearing was

denied by the board, although the pro-

secutor agreed to it beforehand. Luckily for

me, I demanded a tape of the proceedings.

My procedural rights were thoroughly

violated. This so-called neutral board was

only interested '^ one thing: to get a guil-

ty verdict any way possible. I am innocent.

I have never even entertained the thought
of participating in a "Mass Disturbance."

Timothy Kress

Where they dreamed this idea up, 1 will pro-

bably never know.

The main question is why was I found

guilty on the same charge as four people

who were previously found innocent?

Nothing unusual or different occured in my
trial than in theirs. It was not alleged that

1 did anything differently than the others.

The .star witness for the prosecution. Dean
'>f Students William Field, admitted that

the term "Mass Disturbance" was never

mentioned in Whitmore on Dec. 5. He
didn't even remember seeing me in Whit
more that day. So why the guilty verdict?

I can only hope that justice will be served

in the process of appeal which I am pursu-

ing now.

It seems like an incredible irony that I

was protesting to ensure that there would

never be another Yvette Henry, and in the

process I have become one myself. The ad-

ministration hasn't had the chance to

violate my civil rights to the extent that

they did Henry's, but the principle is the

same. The administration has arbitrarily

decided to proclaim me guilty, to label me
as an incitor of a Mass Disturbance, a

record which, if I lose my appeal, will follow

me for life. Tb any sensible person, it should

be obvious that this dual system ofjustice

is not just in any way.

I am proud to have been a part of the

demonstration to save LSO for the student

body. I am now a walking textbook exam-
ple of why we need to preserve the LSO. I

am thankful that the LSO is still strong

enough to be able to handle my appeal

despite their back-breaking case load. I

urge my fellow students to come to the aid

of LSO and the SATF. We must force the ad-

ministration to stop the systematic harass-

ment of the LSO and the people who have

been arrested defending it. I have faith that

justice will be served and that the Univer-

.sity will clear my name. My only question

now, in the words of Rodney Dangerfield,

is "Why me?"
Timothy Kress is a UMass Student.

>l%^
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Rambito

Choosing remedies painful
I never get sick. Well, almost never.

Last week, it happened. I was S - I - C -

K sick, with a .strong desire to become
healthy again, .so I asked my friendly

neighborhood pharmacist what I should

take to get me back in business.

"Aisle 10," she responded. So I moseyed
over to aisle 10 to what I thought would be

the solution to my problem. What greeted

me there was another problem altogether.

Lining both sides of the aisles as far as

the eye could see were cures for every ail-

ment or ache in the book. In fact, that was
the problem: every cold symptom, every

fever symptom, every flu symptom, every

disease symptom, every symptom symptom
had a dozen or more accompanying
remedies in aisle 10.

It was a hypochondriac's dream—but my
nightmare. I just wanted to get better. I

didn't want to have to choose between good

tasting, or foul tasting, liquids, solids, pills,

capsules, caplets, tablets, or any other form

of medicine. I simply wanted to get the one
that would work.

The task before me now was figuring out

how to choose which one of these medicines

would be best for me.

I began, foolishly enough, trying to judge

the product by the name of it. I noticed

practically all of the medications had
names that sounded like they came
straight from the laboratory. There was
Formula 44D, Actifed, Sudafed, and
Robitussen, just to name a few. Absent from

the shelves were "Joe's Cure-all" and
"Sam's Feel Better Medicine." Who thinks

up these names anyway? What does

Tylenol mean? Is that the name of Johnson

and Johnson's racehorse? Why did they call

It Formula 44d? What ever happened to for-

mulas 1-43, a,b, and c? Were they all

failures?

Since choosing a product by the name
didn't seem to work out, I decided to make
the i-^election ba.sed on what each product

c'.ii'iied it could d" ')nv said "Sustained

• Wtion Nasal Det-onyestant." Right next to

that one was the dangerously similar "An-

tihistamine PLUS a Nasal Decongestant."

Dode Levenson

Despite the differences in form, all of these

products had virtually the same claim with

minor exceptions: some boxes had "Extra
Strength" plastered all over the place, while

others were either for children or expectant

mothers. If that wasn't enough, I had the

store brand to choose from—the same pro-

duct, but with a slight variation on the

name. For instance, Tylenol would be

Trythisall, or something like that. It was
like seeing the old Wacky Packages come
back to life.

Since they all claimed to do basically the

same thing, I decided to choose the product

on the one thing that would set these cures

apart from each other: price.

Price, I have concluded, is where the

manufacturers must deliberately make
every attempt to confuse an already confus-

ed and ill person by varying the size,

amount, and frequency so that it is damn
near impossible to figure out which one is

the best deal for the money. For example,

one product had 40 capsules for $3.50—but
you had to take two capsules every four

hours. Another had only 10 capsules for the

same price, but you only had to take one
every eif^hf hours. By the time I got to the

liquids, where ounces were the unit of

measure as opposed to capsules, caplets,

tablets, or pills, the only thing that was
clear to me was that I had to make a deci-

sion and get out of the store.

In desperation, I remembered what my
mother used to give me when I was sick,

and I purchased that same bottle of generic

asprin and bolted out the door. Did I make
the right choice? The only thing leftover

from the fiu last week is this nagging
headache that keeps coming back every
time I try to figure out how many ounces
of liquid equals how many capsules equals
how many caplets equal" ..

Dode Levenson is a member ofthe Collegian
s'nfj:
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TWO WEEKS
IN

CRETE

Hiking

and Sailing

California floodwater

continues to recede

LINDA, Calif. <AP)—Floodwaters from nine days of

nearly relentless storms continued to recede yesterday

in ravaged northern California communities, but

thousands of people were still unable to return home.

A leaking 400-foot bulge in a levee at Robbins that

spurred the evacuation of 400 residents Saturday show-

ed only "minor seepage" yesterday, said spokesman Dale
Follas rf the Sutter County Office ctf Emergency Services.

The sag in the west levee of the Sutter Bypass was
shored up and was close to being stabilized. "When that

is confirmed, we can allow people back in," FoUas said.

Robbins is about 10 miles south of Yuba County's

Linda-Olivehurst area, where 26,000 people fled Thurs-

day night after a levee broke on the south fork erf" the Yuba
River

Colleges address divestment
WORCESTER • AP>-Clark Univ.isity in Worcester will

divest of all its stock in companies doing business in racial-

ly troubled South Africa by 1988 if apartheid is not

abolished, the school's trustees have voted.

"Many US corporations have been exemplary in their

conduct of business within the Union ofSouth Africa, and
their voices have contributed to the discussion of the need

to eliminate apartheid," Richard P. Traina, president of

Clark, said in a statement Saturday.

"At the same time, these companies are necessarily

powerless in effecting the degree ofchange required to end

the oppression that is taking place."

The Clark trustees set May 31, 1987, and June 30, 1988,

as target dates for selling stock, depending on the degree

companies adhere to the Sullivan Principles in trying to

promote equal hiring of blacks in South Africa, said Alicia

laniere, assistant communications directM*.

laniere said she had no figures of dollar amounts rfthe
school's endowment that would be affected by the

divestiture polic>'.

Students at Tuft^s University in Medford Saturday held

a rally outside the quarterly meeting at the university's

trustees to protest the board's decision not to divest of

South African-related investments.
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for four sharing the yacht

$1699
double occupancy

HRT^ CAREER Dy^V

Westwood Restaurant Group
Delb Restaurant Management Co.

Boston Park Plaza Hotel
Saga Corp.

The Grsund Round Inc.

daka, Inc.

Red Roof Inns

Wyatt Cafeteria*
Friendly's

Tobin Food Service
Winegardnei Cr Mammons

F Er C Enterprises Inc.

Burger King
ARA Servic»«

WHICH ONE IS FOR YOU?
FIND OUT AT THE

11th ANNUAL
HRTA CAREER DAY

Tuesday February 25, 1966

in the
Campus Center Auditorium
From 9:00 am to 4:00 pm
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% with an option to|

extend your stay

for a week with

Hyatt Regerc/ Cambridge
1he Magic Pan
The Chart House

Stouffer Restaurant Co.
Case Lupiia Restaurant
UMass Cc-cp Office

UfMass Placement Service
Creative Gourmets LTD.

Taco Bell

Rusty Scupper
Omni Dunfey

Marriot
Creative Dining

Shei'atnn
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Do you have a friend who
doesn't Icnow when to STOP?

It Is difficult to know if one of your

friends Is just a heavy drinker of if he or

she is cause for greater concern.

The Student Opportunity Program is

offering an educational program for

students concerned about a friend's

drinking. The program will start after

Spring Break. For information, call

John Novo at UHS 549-2671, ext. 181.
I

r////////////////y//////////////////y^^^

including divestment from companies thai haven't sijjn-

ed the principles, to stop purchasing the securities of banks

that lend mon^ to the South African government,

divesting from companies that fall into category III— poor

performers'—of the principles, and expecting companies

whose securities it continues to hold to provide evidence

by June 30. 1987 of active efforts toward improving black

life

"We're taking a can f ul approach to the decisions that

have to be made with regard to this college." Steffey said.

The approach is too careful, said senior Suzinne Pak,

Chairwoman of the Senate Ethical Investment Commit-

tee, a 16 member student government group.

"We're ver>' di.si»pp<nnted." ftdi said. "Th^ did not fulfill

our proposal which we submitted in October, which call-

ed for total divestment."

it's made the students angrier because it's a sign that

they don't lake us seriously and they still think the Smith

campus is a college of daughters. We're a campus of con-

cerned, intelligent women who care what's going on with

our tuition money
"

Pak said the Trustees meager divestment efforts 'show-

ed how cowardly they really are." She said her committee

would resubmit the total divestment proposal and con-

tinue pressure with rallies and demonstrations.

Ftt>mlM^ST<»^ round Inpfnwii
^f^. r ram IH >:« 1 1 |r> r..uno irif»irj»ii

Paris .439
LONDON 349
HONGKONG 81

5

flmSTERDflfn 41

8

CARACAS
from New York 293

BRUSSELS 398
lEurail Passes. Inl'l Student ID.AYHMemberships 4II issued

on the spot!! •trec catalog*
callour campus hotline!

^0^~/0ZTHiwn itii-r 256-1261 ordroptJY
79 So. Pleasant St,2nd floor. Amherst

Council Travel Servicesli

If you know someone
who has Huntington's

Disease and

1) want to learn more
about it.

2) need someone to talk

to,

3) want to help Western

Mass Huntington's
Disease Foundatior) with

our Hoop-A-Thon,
4) want to get an RSO
group started to help

students cope with HD.
Please feel free to call

Keith KIdd at 666-4292.

[I
accommodations

in Athens

You'll Hike The WHITE MOUNTAINS of

CRETE...
* accommodations at KALLEGl MT.
LODGE

^ ^ .,

* Full board, three meals daily

* All transfers in the mountains
* Hiking expeditions supervised by our

Austrian Alpinist guide, Josef

* Hike the challenging peaks, have lunch in

quaint fishing villages and visit

with local shepards

* Conquer the final peak "THE CHAIR OF
ZEUS'' and earn an official badge

Austrian Alpine School. . .

THEN TAKE TO THE SEAS. . .

* Your accommodations, our private

9 meter sailing vessel,

THE IPOKAMPOS

*' three meals daily

* our captain at your command
for a tour of the Greek Islands

New sr Us«d Car*
Trucks a Vans Aiso Avalabto

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

Writing a paper?
Want help?

Come to the

WRITING CENTER
- Pierpont-Southwest

Mon & Thurs 7-9 pm
- B-24 Baker-Central

Tues - 7-9 pm; Wed - 1-3, 7-9;

Thurs - 7-9 pm
- 04 Cashin - Northeast

Mon - 7-9 pm; Wed - 2:30-4:30 pm;
7-9 pm

THE FINEARTS CENTERCONCERT-HALL
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

MUMMENSCHANZ
Swiss Mime-Mask Theater

Tues. /Wed., F'V'bruary 25-26, 8 pni

Concert Hall

You can make your
reservations now for the

summer with only a
$25 deposit

price also includes:

rd trip air fare
NY or Boston to Crete

all tios, taxes and insurance

sni

UM
MUSIC THEATER GUILD

AUDITIONS
for

Snoopy!!!

Mon Feb 24 at 7 pm CC 917

Tues Feb 25 at 7 pm CC 168C

XXMMMMMX

E9
GUARNERI STRING

QUARTET
with Lydia Artyniiw, piano

f*nt)iriuti nl wttr h\ h\ I }\ 'imt< Mtnitt'iwnhn it tut lU* th>i\ , h

Friday. February 28, 8 pm
Bow'kcr Auditorium

Ti>.ki'!s S 1 3 1 (

II OQEOQDC

MARC ANDRE HAMELIN
1985 Carnegie Hall International

Aftierican Music Coinpetition Witnicr

Wednesday, Marcli 5, Spin

Bowkci Auditorium
Tickets: Ui

FivrCollfgc Slutltnts Half Pnci- Tickets dvaildblc M Fmc Arts r ,*. 3

Center Box Offic, Sprink;field Civic Center and DATATIX Outlets ___
Call |4 13)545 251 1 or 1 800 243 4842 [^Q
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Record Review
By PETEK Wlt&UKEK
Collegian StafT

A WING AND A PRAYER (Relw)

Matt Kelly

Organized around harmonica/guitarist Matt Kelly, best

known for his work in Kingfish, A Wing and a Prayer is

a sort of Golden F^liminos of the West Coast. The album

features Bob Weir, Brent Mydland. and Jerry Garcia of

the Grateful Dead as well as former members of Kingfish

and the New Riders of the Purple Sage, Quicksilver and

Moby Grape. But the real hero of the album is Dave Tbrbet.

now deceased, who manages to liven up side two, saving

the album from becoming the bad Bobby and the Mid

nights album which seems very possible bo' the end of the

first side. The album was recorded in two parts, one in

GetA Midas
Travel MugThat
MakesFreeTrips
lbBurgerKing
Restaurants
For Coffee.

Just pick up your free non-spill travel mug at Midas with

any free brake inspection. Bring your mug to Burger King*

Restaurants for free coffee in the mornings and it'll be

bottomless until March 31st. So hurry, because these

mugs are sure to run out before the coffee does.*

•Frrr coflrt available fmly dunng hrraklasi hours 6 30AM In ll>\i(>AM Ottfr

Hiiid uilh Mtdiii mug only at (HirtuifMUnn \eu EngUwri hiirgrr King' Htftauranls

Whth mu^ >.upplu$ lust VaM thrniiKh Mnrrh 31 l9Hli Viiliiahlf disamnt cnupims

(in Midtis sffiifcs an aho nviutuhlr at Hururr Kmn' Kf$tnuranli,

397 Russell Street, Rt 9

Hadley 413-586-9991

Northampton

temporarily closed

Mission of Burma— Boston's First
1974, and the other within the past 5 years.

With the exception ofone song, the first side of the album

contains a number of slow, easy going ballads which are

pretty weak although Mydland sings much better than

an almost inanimate Weir The second side is a good deal

more lively and includes a version of the Pigpen tune

"Next time you see Me,'" which features no members of

the Grateful Dead but has the beginning of a great

Michael Bloomfield solo which gets cut off by Robbie Hod-

dinnott (Kingfish)'s Duane Allman impersonation.

In sum, the album has some good boogie woogie on the

second side and some moderately interesting ballad

material. The first side is for aficionadoes only.

SHOWDOWN (AlUgator)

Albert Collins, Robert Cray, Johnny Copeland

Less of a showdown than a great album with three of

the greatest living blues guitar players, Showdown has

no guitar duets but eachsolo is fine in its own right. Each

player has his own style, Albert the noisiest, Robert the

cleanist, and Johnny somewhere in the middle but perhaps

the best player of all. Both Copeland and Cray are students

of Albert Collins and the master has taught them well.

This is a seminal album. If you want to buy one blues

album this year, this should be it.

JIMI PLAYS MONTEREY (Reprise)

Jimi Hendrix Experience

Jimi Plays Monterey is a re-issue ofJimi Hendrix's show

at the 1967 Monterey Pop Festival, which has been

remastered for better sound quality. The other mt^jor

Live recording of Burma's final tour

change is the addition of four songs in place of the Otis

Redding set which was on the other side. The original was

one of the greatest documents of the 1960's and featured

no original songs by Hendrix, only covers of other musi

cian's songs: "Likea Rolling Stone," "Wild Thing," and

two others. Those are all on the reissue as well as "Pur-

ple Haze," "The Wind Cries Mary."

But most of the added songs are very close to the album

versions, so one must ask. "Was it worth it to eliminate

the Otis Redding side?" I'm not so sure It is nice to have

the whole Hendrix show, but unless a re-issue of the whole
lonfiniicd art page 11

Hot Tuna's Historic Live Tuna
nmtinued from page 10

Otis Redding show is planned, the merit of the addition

of the additional Hendrix songs weighed against the Ic^s

of Redding singing "Shake," "Respect," "(I Can't Get No)
Satisfaction" is limited at best.

On its own Jimi Plays Monterey is a great record, but

at what cost?

PSYCHOCANDY (Reprise)

Jesus and Maiy Chain
Psyvhocandy has been criticized in a lot of papers as be-

in^ nothing but an attempt at being as shocking as possi-

ble, but Jesus and Mary Chain are really nothing more

than a psychedelic band who seems to have been heavily

influencwl by the early Velvet Underground. They are not

even as shocking as the Velvets were, but all in all, a pretty

good band. They use lots of distortion, a steady beat, and
a nice amount of noise. Not nearly as clean a sound as

Shreikback but that onlv works to their advantage.

HISTORIC HOT TUNA (Reiix)

Hot Tuna
This is the second live Hot Tuna album to be released

in the past year The first one was of a radio broadcasst

from 1975 which featured Jorma Kaukonen on acoustic

guitar and Jack Casady on bass. Historic Hot Tuna is made
up of pieces of two shows from 1971 . An acoustic show from

the studios of KSAN with Jorma, Jack, violinist P&pa

Lohn Creach, and a drummer, probably Sammy Piazza and

an electric show from the closing week of the Fillmore

West with the same line up
The acoustic side is one of the best Hot Tuna recordings

I've ever heard. The instruments sound pretty together

and the songs are fresh, which is nice since they are mostly

old blues/ragtime songs. The electric side features a good

representation of their electric set at the time, including

a fairly strong vewrsion of "Come Back Baby." The only

complaint about this record is that the performances have

been circulating for a while, how about some electric 1975

or something? But this well recorded album is as good if

not better than most albums that Hot Tuna recorded when

they were around. This album is highly recommended for

people who have listened to Hot Tuna for a long time and

for those who want to find out what thev were all about.

THE HORRIBLE TRUTH ABOUT BURMA (Ace of

Hearts) Mission of Burma
Mission of Burma was arguably the best band to come

out of Boston since Aerosmith and J. Geils. Albeit they

played a different sort of music they were ground breakers

in the late new wave scene and while they never had a

hit album, they were always known as part of the

vanguard of the second wave of the new wave. The Horri-

ble Truth., is a collection of recordings from their last tour

before they broke up due to guilari.st R<iger Miller's

gradual hearing loss. All the songs are previously

unreleased and show Mission of Burma to be in fine form.

Mission of Burma had a driving beat which Miller was

always playing over The rhythm section had no guitar,

only bass and drums and the music never slowed down.

What's more. Mission of Burma had a sense of humoor
which is rare in the pretentious world of Rock' n' Roll.

The Horrible.,, is a performance with a glimpse of

Boston's finest. The result is a pretty inspirational album.

You have to hear it to believe it.

% Archer Kent C^up'Mi

Discount Health 8- Beauty Aids

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

AQUA-FRESH
6.4 oz.

.ivc 40 $1.39
CLAIRMIST

4 oz.

SHVP 52

ALBERTO MOUSSE
5.5 oz.

Siivc $ 1 76 $1.99

OXY 10 COVER
1 OZ.

civr> $1 48 $2.77

NIVbA
MOISTURIZING LOTION

15 OZ.

Sciv.p > 1 74

$2.55

SHAMPOO
(up to $2.59)

with any purchase of

$5.00 or more
(excluding cigarettes £f sale items)

and this coupon

Tax charged on rag. retail where applicable. Limit

one. Coupon expires 3/8/86. Not valid with any

other offer.

An "Mr Kent

$2.00 OFF
Any purchase of $10.00 or more

(excluding cigarettes & sale items)

and this coupon.

Tax charged on reg. retial where applicable. Limit

one. Coupon expires 3/8/86. Not valid with any

other offer.

i/V^^DEODORANT
jyiXvjl^ (up to $2.49)
: \^M^yN\t\\ any purchase of

$5.00 or more
(excluding cigarettes £f sale items)

and this coupon
Tax charged on reg. retail where applicable.

Limit one. Coupon expires 3/8/86. Not valid

with eny other offer.

$1.00 OFF
ANY VITAMIN
with this coupon

Tax charged on reg. retail where applicable. Limit

one. Coupon expires 3/8/86. Not valid with any

other offer.

^
CANDY BAR

(UD to 40')

with any purchse of
$.''.00 or more

(excluding cigarettes & sale items)

and this couoon
Tax charged on reg. retail where applicable. Limit

one. Coupon expires 3/8/86. Not valid with any

For Lounge Lizards Only:

Every Sunday.^
Order a pdchei of draft beer

the Nachos are FREE'

$1 99 OFF Sunday Brunch'

(Between 1 1 30 3 00pm)

Every Monday...
Twelve luscKXJS gult shnmp served

with our own cocktail sauce ONLY 99t

Every Tuesday...
AH you-caneat sptced chicken wtf^
FREE' (From 4 6 & 9 11 only')

Every Wednesday...
AB-you-can-eat garlic ptzza FREE'
(From4-649 11 onty")

Order any item from the Cartxir's entree

pages and get dessert FREE'

W/n A Trip
lor two to Cancun, Mexico

Ju»l fttt out the eniry bun*
you gel wtt^ every pu^^w
tnd drop t( inio the boi al

the enirance befce you
leavt Every evening S names
wtii t>« picked and added lo a

final pool Every lima you
come lo Carbur's, you'M

irKrease your chance* of

t>etr>g picked

Fitisl Drawing. March 17

Every Thursday...
A halt pound of BBQ Ribs ONLY 99c

Haltpnce admission to Carbur s

Comedy Nite when you dine in the

Rib It Room (Last seating

tor dinner- 7pm)

Every Friday & Saturday...

The Lucky Lizard BaHoonBursting

Lottery' With every purcfiase you will

get a FREE tjaHoon with up to $5 cash

dtscounts msKJe' (Save them up or use

them rtght away')

9000 on'r W Cftitr'f

LotinQ* l<i«nM inanng

CARBUR'S
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
At the Elmwood Route 9 Hadley 586- 1 978

GET THE MOST
OUTOF THE BEST

WHn SPSS PubUcatkms. it

you re alicady using SPSS X'"- the

tinest mainframe statishcal analysis

software around - wtiy no( use it to

Its hillesi potentiaP These SPSS-X
Manuals include all ttie latest prod-

uct eohar«ements so you can taKe

complete advantage of our power
tul programs Send m the coupon
below to receive new inlwmation

about SPSS manuals gs well as
timely product announcements
And remember, rx)w you can order

all SPSS publications directly from

SPSS Inc lor immediate defivery

So order the books that let you get

the most oui ol the best - today

SPSS-X BASICS
SPSS Inc 1983(07 060524-61
214 pages - soflcover

This introduction lo the SPSS X

System takes the user through

a series of tasks ttiat cover the

basiC components of computer
data analysis and report writ-

ing Each chapter includes

exercises on analysis concepts
and SPSS X syntax

NEW IN ARM.!
SPSS GUlOe TO
DATA ANALYSIS
Mania J Norusis
1966(918469-24-4)
An inttoducAnn

to ttte research

process from
questionnaire

design and sam()le

selection through

data analysis

Shows how lo use
SPSS X along
the way

SPSS-X INTROOUCTORV
STATISTICS GUIDE
Mania Norusis
1983 (0-07-046549-5)

276 pages - soflcover

A review of basic statistics and
how 10 calculate Itiem with

SPSS-X including descriptive

statistics, hypothesis testing

nonparametnc procedures

corfefalion, analysis of vanarKe

and regression With numerous
output examples and exercises

for each chapter

SPSS-X ADVANCED
STATISTICS GUIDE
Mania J Norusis

1985(07 046548 7)

432 pages - soflcover

A software reference for

researchers and a text for the

multivanale statistics course

Explains statistical concepts
and SPSS X procedures lor

laclor discriminant cluster and
loqlinear analysis as well as
mutiivanaie analysis of vanancc
Includes exercises and an
appendix that reviews IMSIC

operations

SPSS-X USERS GUIDE
Second Edition

SPSS Inc 1985(918469-18X1
988 pages - soflcover

Designed to be both a guide and
reference text this manual adds
SPSS-X Release 2 1 enhance
monts to the documentation in

the first edition

Order Ihasa publications
directly by phonir>g

312-329-3600 or mail in th*

coupon to: SPSS IrK , 444 H.

IMctiigan Ave.. Chicago. IL

6061 1 arx) receive our tatest

Publication Brochure ai>d

Order Form. Complimentary
cople* are vallabtc by calling

or writing ui today.
SPSS/PC SPSS X SPSS TABLES
i»n<5 SPS.S GRAPHICS are Irademsfks
olSPSS inr

444 N MICHIGAN AVf
CHICAGO IL 60611

3l2/3?9 3600

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.

9-6

Sun. 9-1

Kosher

Fill your belly

•at Black Sheep

• Tabouien——--^uhocolates • Fresh Baked

Breads • Gruyere • Cheddar Jalapeno Soup •

Smoked
Curried

Lentil Sol

Salads
Apple Pi

Taragon
Cheese
Smoked

- OPEN -

Lunch with a

difference
Sandwiches - Soups -Salads

Cake • Corned Beef • Carrot Shop • Greek Rice

Salad • Croissants • NY Deli Rye • Kosher
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Look What WICKLES Has For You Iff

Thesis Special

7<^ Copies
Acid Free Paper

RneFVifi

1 Boltwood Walk
Amherst
256-01 48

V /v

then \,<au'll be th

ing about IV'fddin

Sfaliorifrt Let

Wickles Fine Prm

show voii then

t'XTifing rnlk'itniii

Oor beiuitiiul line

contemporary^

weddir:q slatinnfi

will provide I'ou u

a wide selection

of sti'/es in

ever\i price ^^
range Stop and x.^

see us '

{.our C' j-^aper trousseau

Invitations • Ann,>uncements

I^apkins • Matches
-\rcessnriei

Resume Package
50 print sheets

50 plain sheets

50 matching envelopes

$13.50
AMHERST STORE ONLY - WITH THIS COUPqN_

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 9 AM - 1 PM

26%off
your entire

WEDDING ORDER
Invitations • Announcements

Matches • Napkins • Accessories

Hundreds to Choose From!

AMHERST STORE ONLY
WITH THIS COUPON

EXPIRES JUNE 1 1986

One coupon per ofder Cannot be combined with other coupons

K^DOVE
^^ .^P SArr<^tarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

<^

• Resumes
• Term Papers

• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

i

I

•••

Profe»»ional Coruuliation

Sk Style Haircut my $10.00

SI2.S0

Featuring:

styles bv Deborah

65 l'niver»ily Drive

JVmherit. 549-5610
^xjiire* Mari-h U, lySfi

t-ttsturing Stev* Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,

Prime Rib,

OINECTiSnI taka 1 )• north to

South OaorfMtf. MMjth en route

i-10 1W mitoa RI«M.on Chr4atlan

Lena H mlia from caor*, of town

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE

CAMPUS TRAVEL
presents

SPmO BREAK ' MYTOHA BEACH
P155/80R13 featuring the famous CARRIAGE HOUSE HOTEL

$29

i

Mon-S«t i-10 pm Sun 1-tJ

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center
"FuK Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland Rd.. No. Amtwrd. MA
Across from Watroba's Store

549-4704

Driving Package

Most Major

Credit Csrds Accept«d |

Without Transportation^ T #5^
Quad Occupancy^ • ^ ^^

Full Package
With Transportation^

Quad Occupancy

March 14 - 23. 1906

Arrangements 6y ECHO TRAVEL INC.

The largest m college tours to Florida

for over 7 years

Kaplan stays
withyou for

the long run.
After you take a Kaplan eourse, yoa re

not only better prepared to take on

marathon tests like the LSAT. GMAT,

GRE, NTE. CPA. SAT. among others, but

the study techniques you'll learn will

help you through the rigors ofyour grad

school courses.

That's why for nearly 50 years, over

1 million students have gotten in con-

dition with Stanley H Kaplan. And for

those interested in breaking records, wc
also offer SPEED READING.

So call Kaplan. You've got a long race

ahead to the top of your career Every bit

of training and coaching counts

£KAPLAN
STANUYH KAPlANfDUCATIOJAiaNTHilTt)

DON T COMPETE Win 1

A KAPLAN STLfDENT-BE ONE

MCAT begins Feb. 19

GRE begins Feb. 11

LSAT begins in March

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:

Seven niqhis accommodaiions ^\ the De.iutitui

Carnage House Hotel located at 800 Noith Allan

lie Avenue m Oaylona Beacfi No* unrte' ne*

ownership Ihis hotel is being newly lenovated

With lis great central location right on the strip it

gives you the best ol both quality and location

Includes color TV an conditioning reslaur.int

and a great pool and party deck with a great new

Dooi Bar

1 Rrundlriprnot, . oarh transportation via liiirury

h ghway c )aches to Daytona Beach Florida leav

111
I
Friday Match 14 1986 Unlike others we use

the ntwcti style buses available

> Pool deck lailies and activities every single day

teaturing the lamous Echo Reiiy Flop Contest

> Optional excursions available to Oisney WoMd

fpcot Hawaiian luaus party boats and moie

> An entire list ol bar and resl.iuiani discounts in

save you money at places you would go anyway

• The services of lull time travel lepresenlalivcs lo

throw parties and lakp qrpai care ol you

• All taxes and grain.Ms MASSA

THE BEST OF EVERYTHING TO INSURE YOU THE BEST SPRING BREAK!

•

Best Hotel-
Guaranteed

You know where you will be

staying on this trip

(with other trips??)

Best Location in

Daytona
Don't let a poor location ruin your

trip (the Daytona strip is

23 miles long!)

To Sign Up
Stop By Campus Travel

in the Campus Center

Or For More Info

Call 54b-0500

Shouting Distance
from Everything

The top bars, restaurants, expos and

tree concerts (not a taxi ride

away, like other trips)

Top of the Line

Luxury Coaches
For the most comlortable party

trip to Florida.

Pool Deck Parties

Every Day
The hottest, biggest parlies in

Daytona Beach!

You might find a cheaper trip.

but why risk your

Spring Break cash on a

cheap imitation!!

1

I

t
I

Monday, February 24, 1986!
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GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON

FREAKER PATROL

tostir^ ttw cornivore-prool vest.

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN
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GORDY BY GORDE

KApoarsr

HOUSEMATES
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-THE COJEK-(Jf^. ALL
/ t/VASir /S THE
ASJ^VJeR 7Z> atJE.

Z/MPLE QUE^IOhJ
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BY R.MILLER

THIS ISANId^ H00S6.

DO YOO iOPPOSe THEY

HAK/c anV Rooms to
R£NT?

I'V^ B£^N Tri\NKlN6

TUM TH(»U6H THE
WH0L4 PftWy-BuT

we DON"T KNOW

fxcuse M6...D0 yoo

TWO LIVE HERg?'

OLWIfi!

BLOOM COUNTY BY BERKE BREATHED
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited b> Tmde Michel Jaffr

1 Bat* d*a>*

6 VocaM*d
10 Typa ol soup
1 3 Carson or

OonarHM
1

4

P«Mf CM Paul

1

5

Oo«s a s«Ming

ioo

16 Home on rugli

M Ottm
in OvitOo

18 Mm«< Murdo^
19 V«>ancla

21 Sha<» o» ye«n
22 Sun Comb

(o«m

23 Conlusas
?S Naval vngina*'

29 f onieyn and
Markova

31 - e«e»«

32 USNA cad*t

34Cof'aci

M Jawataf »

display ilem

40B<ril m a

ctiina shop
42 Looks lOf

43 Actor Vigoda

•IM
45 Man ol ttia N>ur

46 (Of MfMr
0« —

48 Advanc«d
studant

SO Cautionary

*K)rd

M ~ antra cost

55 uandM
56 Uindtcapa

pamlar s

conc«r»»

62 Board or car

I

63 EiposM
64 Ar>ci*nt

Eirnopian

capital

65 Futda l««d«r

66 To laugn f<

67 Backer on
Broadway

66 — Rosen
kavatter

69 Brig essential

70 Unstralitied

deposti

1 Page

2 Hebrew
measure

3 Tip Comb
form

4 No. along tt>e

Rnem
5 Get angry

6 Bar ad|unct

7 Straddling

I Stupor Contb
(orm

9 Kind ol nour

to Jeopardy
t1 2oia

12 Long -eared

creatures

IS Tardy
rect^nition

20 Sounds »rom

trw coop
24 Bruce ol fikns

25 Droops
26 Robert —
27 Egyptian

danctfig 9"
2t Isolated place

30 Frencn cleric

33 Meadows
35 Mirtti

36 Misttr mMamt

37 Se-ti Mm
ot 19«

M Hebrew lyre

41 Partaking

44 Check holders

47 Amend
49 TypiCM

50 EsUbhWied
51 Shorten

S2 More exMnsme
54 Prmcipie

57 Vision SuHii

56 Wine Comb
form

59 Yen
60Re«usaM
61 Conventioneers
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS WIZZU:

T T t R S:

2/24/M

1 r 1 • i HHi > > • HBi* •!

^|m ^V^" 1"
B"

jHn 1^ Ih*'

^\ It I

wtf ^\ Mh**

M II u wm ** ^^^^^
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Today: Partly cloudy, highs in the mid-30s.

Tomorrow: Cloudy and cold, lows in the teens.

Collegian staff

and correspondents
are invited to a

RACISM AWARENESS
WORKSHOP
Tomorrow

Tuesday 7 p.m. CC 905

Counts toward staff status!

• ••••••
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Night Editor Lesley Clark

,

Copy Editor Lisa DiMeo
Layout Technician Peter Soderberg

Photo Technician Brian Guarnotta

Production Supervisor Peter Soderberg

Production Laura Bell, Jim Podesky
Petra Philipp, Jennifer Coles
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BEYOND THERAPY
A WILD COMEDY ABOUT YUPPIE LIFE

HAMPDEN THEATER, UMASS

AT THE TOP OF THE HORSESHOE
SOUTHWEST RESIDENTIAL AREA

ONDAY FEBRUARY 24j
8:00 P.M.

ADMISSION $2.00

North Carolina State
fans celebrate the
Wolfpack's victory
over top-ranked North
Carolina on Sunday at

the Reynolds Col-
iseum. State was 76-65

winner o\er the Tar
Heels

COLLEGE PIZZA
STILL THE BEST AROUND!

Southwest Special

Large one-item pizza

plus

4 soda cans

$8.50
Grinders, Salads,

Greek Salads, Spaghetti.

Chicken & Veal Cutlets

Small one-item pizza

plus

2 soda cans

$4.75
CALL NOW

549-6073; 549-6098

SiSiS^HSSXSiStl

STOP LOOK LISTEN
STOP vv^orrying what to do with your degree

in Music or Communications . LOOK at how the
INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH can enhance
your marketabihty LISTEN to the opportunity call-

ing in the Music and Sound Recording Industry.

The INSTITUTE of AUDIO RESEARCH, in the
heart of New York's Green^A/lch Village, has
modularized its renowned MULTIT'RACK
RECORDING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM into

t\A/o summer sessions.
By the time you get your Degree you \rj\\\ also

have your INSTITUTE Diploma and entree into the
exciting worlds of Music Recording. Broadcast,
Audio for Film and Video, Concert and Theater
Sound and much, much more.
The INSTITUTE Program may also be taken on its

regular nine-month schedule, starting four times a

year For further information fill out and return the
?ittached coupon o*- call— (212) 677-7580

Name.

Address

City .State.

Phone

(

)- .College.

Zip.

Institute of Audio Research
64 University Place, Greenwich Village
New York. NY 10003 Eitabhshed

1969

I
All University Women Invited

I IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
i

I

i

\

\

\

\

Tues 2/25.

OPEN RUSH
Mon 2/24. . .5:15-6 Dinner

and 6:15-7 Italian Nite

.8-8:45 and 9-9:45 Celebrate the Seasons

IGU is:

self governing

excellent social life

centrally located

great home cooked meals

high academics

406 N. PLEASANT 256-6874

w///y////y/y//////////////y///////////////////^^^ o////////////''/////////////////y////^^^^

COLLEGi

Mylanta Liquid

229

4 Main Street, Amherst 253-2523

Mon-Fri 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 9-3

12-OZ
BTL.

M.38 VALUE!

100-CT.

Fibre-Trim
99

«6.25 VAIUE!

Advil Tablets

299
$5.96 VALUE!

100 IB-DlCOUNT BOX IS^SJ

Insulin Syringes
SCO #8461

RETAIL VALUE
OUR PRICE
MAIL-IN REBATE

22.95
17.88
4.00

NET COST
TO YOU

100- 151
COUNT BOX ISJ

1 CC #8410
RETAIL VALUE
OUR PRICE
MAIL-IN REBATE

23.95
18.88
4.00

NET COST
TO YOU 1488
SQUIBB

Insulin
NPH U100

DEPEND REGULAR

Undergarment

99
30-CT

(EXTRA ABSORBENT) 30-CT $13.99

.C

WHITE FACIAL TISSUE

Kleenex
250-COUNT

BOX

COLO CAPSULES
10-CT.
PK. 2^9

»3.45 VALUE!
""im%»

OURATION REG. 12-HOUR

Nasal Spray 1^'
5 02.

T#^^ '3.25 VALUE!
'«^,
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* gymnastics^
next weekend, before com-

ing home to finish ofT their season against

against New Hampshire on March 8.

The men's meet consisted of the four

teams: Umass, Fhrinceton, Westchester, and
Temple, competing at the same time, in

front of the same judges. Temple took the

meet with a final tally of 270.15. The
Minutemen were second with a 239.75,

followed by Princeton at 220.60, and
Westchester bringing up the rear with a

17:3.60.

The Minutemen (7-5) were up against

si ifT competition fnim a Temple team that

still remains undefeated in the league.

"Temple has a very tough lineup," said

iulmued from page 16

UMass head coach Roy Johnson after the

meet. "It would have been great if we could

have gotten a little closer to them, but all

in all I have to be satisfied with our per

formance today."

Sophomore Jay Ronayne came through

with another strong performance on the all

around scoring a 48.90. Also highlighting

the Massachusetts effort was junior Phil

Gorgone. He is a multi specialist, com-

peting in five out of six events. He had an

especially giwd day. scoring the team high

of 8 75 on the parallel bars.

The next meet for the men will be next

weekend w hen they take on army at West

F\)int.

Boggs loses arbitration
NEW YORK (AP)-

American League batting

champion Wade Boggs of

the Boston Red S(^ tt^t his

record $1.85 million ar-

bitration case, the players

union said yesterday.

Boggs ca.se was heard

Friday, and the arbitrator

luled (hat the third

baseman would have to ac-

cept the Red Sox' offer of

$1 .35 million. Boggs won
his 1985 arbitration ruling,

taking $1 million from the

team.
Boggs batted .368 last

season in 653 atbats. He

had 78 RBI and eight

home runs.

The case was the final

one to be heard and gave

the baseball owners a
20 15 victory in the 35
cases heard this year.

Although the Red Sox
star lost his award ruling.

It was the largest ever

derived (mm an arbitra-

tion hearing. Last year,

Tim Rill I us of the Mon-
treal Expos won his ca.se

and earned $1.2 million.

Pitchers Orel Hershi^r
of the Los Angeles Dodgers
won his arbitration case

this year and will be paid

$1 million in 1986 in the

second-largest award given

this year.

Of the other losers, out-

fielder Gary Ward of the

l^xas Rangers won tin-

second-largest award.
$865,000. He had asked

the Rangers for $930,000.

The 27 -year-old Boggs
has been with the Sox for

tour seasons. He hit .325 in

625 atbats in 1985 after

leading the American
League in hitting in 1983

with a .361 average over

582 times to the plate.

* basketball iiinttnued from page 16

Colleginn phoi>> hv Pnul Di'smarHiit

Sue Allen leaves the balance beam in gymnastics action Saturday at

Boyden. The Minutewomen lost to Southern Connecticut.

We
care...

we really

care.

points.

For UMass, freshman foward David
Brown had seven points along with .solid

work off the boards, but then Tom Emer-
son's six p<jints off the bench is the next

significant contribution.

Three UMass starters, foward Duane
(fiit-c. center John Milum. and junior

ixiiiit guard Carl Smith, combined for on-

1\ eight fKiint.s. Smith and Milum have both

•struggled offensively as of late and will

need to improve their offensive work ifUM
has any prayer of advancing in the A-10
tournament.
Minuteman Mutterings: UMass will

host Rutgers in the first-round of the A- 10

tourney on Tuesday night at 7:30. The
other finst round game will see Penn State

at Rhode Island.

The UM-Rutgers winner plays at West

Virginia in the quarterfinals on Thursday
night with the Penn State URI winner at

St. Joseph's. Tbmple will host George
Washington and St. Bonaventure is at

home against Duquesne in the other

quarterfinal games. . .Tbmple and West
Virginia ended up tied with 15 3 records

.ind were seeded with a coin fiip.

In games on Saturday, Maurice Martin
-cored 23 points to pace St, Joe's over

Rutgers, 73 60. The Hawks trailed 44 43
with 9:23 remaining, but Marl in ( 18 pointa

in the .second halO then t(K)k over with'

seven points in a 15-4 spurt that gave St.

Joe's the win. Rutgers had lo.st 1 1 straight.

Also, West Virginia rolled to a 92 76 win
over Rhode Island behind Hoiman Harley's

19 and Wayne Yearwood's 18. Sophomore
point guard Carleton Owens led the Rams
with 27.

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE;
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8:45. 2:30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES 'CASH"

This is Mortar Board week! Watch for

our lat)le on the Concourse. Call .'>4fi-85H9

or 2.5B- 1 3 10 for information

Amateur Radio Club meeting Tue.sday

February 25 at 7:00 PM room in<t E!^
tall( to the world hy radio!

AUDIO

For lale Pioneer SX-SE.? receiver and
Sham RT 1155 tape deck $95.00 call

253-9875

AUTO FOR SALE

Paving raah for your baseball card*
Ple'ase call Mike 546-6105

ENTERTAINMENT
~

TURN THE TABLES Professional DJ 5

yr experience call 24 hrs 586-9691

Tlie Cheap Jock cool party sound.s at an
affordable price. Call 546-9061

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks .spun to your
taste call Chris 256-6845

Rack-A-Diac Entertainment Disc
jockeys, light shows. l..arge screen video

shows

80 Cam Z28 350 auto alarm Sony cas.sette

gqoii cond seek lo sell immed asking $4800
549-7816

1972 OldB Cutlass good condition $300.00

call Peter 665-7956

1978 Pint'o - 70,000 miles, newtires,

clutch, exhaust, etc. great condition

Sl.OOOor B0 247-.53:«

FOR RENT

1972 VW Beetle semi-automatic good run-

ning condition $2.50 586-7088

T966l)idB Delta 88 convertible must sell.

Over $2000 invested. New top. new tires,

brakes, .shocks, exhaust and more. In-

terior, exterior good hut rebuilt engine

needs major work - or drop in a new one.

$.500 or BO call Brian at 66.5-4148

Car for sale! 1974 Plymouth Duster, only

$.5951 Must sell! Call Maureen 2.53-3734!

1977 Chev Malibu Classic AT.' PS, PB,

AC, all s«'as(in radials. no rust must see for

only $1595 call eves 665-8741

79 Datsun B210 great condition runs ex-

cellent $1200 or BO Cathy 549-5032 leave

message

li it true you can buy jeeps for $44

through the US. Government:' t^t the

facts today! Call 1-312 742-1112 ext.

,5931 A

Ford Maverick excellent condition $550
call 546-5360 early morning tiest time

BRITTANY MANOR

Immediate Opening two bedroom aparts.

Heat and hot water short term lea-ses Act

Now 256-8535

CAPE COD
SUMMER ROOM RENTALS

EmcrgencT take over lease large 1 br

Southwood apt available now $365 a mon
call anytime 256-8078

Apartmentmate needed for four l)edroom

apartment in Swiss Village rent $195 in

elusive starting March 1st call after .'> pni

for details 256 1 885
^

Cliffside^ne bed7oom apt $370 call

253-2053

FOR SALE

uirougn grievance procedures or not C<>n

fidentiality guaranteed. Call 545 3500 and
ask for liana

GRADUATING SENIORS

Career Connection can help you
* Career Connection is a resume Innik
• desired to market your resume to
' potential emplovers. Your resume will

'

' be published in a professionally
'

"
printed ami bound b<M)k to be

distributed to over 3<M) com|ianies
* in various fields. Career Connection '

minimizes your costs while it

* maximizesyourexfMjsure to corporate
'

' personnel managers you could never '

• reach on your own. Deadline for resume

'

is F'ebruary 28, 1986 Fur more info '

call the area repre.senlatives;
• Sherry .549-26 1 6 or Noelle 546-80.5H '

HELP WANTED

Telemarketers Wanted $5 10 pier hour

starting flexible hours downtown Nor-

Ihampron call !V!r Kitchen .586 7430

Airline Hirini
Stewardesses.
(iuide. Cassette, News.service (!il'')

;t44-4444 X I'AWlfil

MASS AID

* Stiidenu Against Hunger and
MASS AID

* are looking for an accountant *

if you are interested in
*

'
helping the fight agaiast

*

* hunger - *

* stop by room .322 in the
'

* Student Union *

or call .5 2309

Leslie. I didn't forget you. I hope this is a

happy one. .So I'm a I'ttle late! You know
me Keep smiling am. don't gnnd your
teeth. I>ove ya, (Tnrisline

availahic DAYTONA BKACH Package*.
Town Tours A Travel. 482 Main St.,

Maiden. Ma. 02148 (617) 321-3993

To Jeff G
.(ill

1 1 II Coolidgc I love your eyes
SPRING BREAK PARTY

Harvey Gcorn and Banana: Thanx for

all your help these past few weeks! l..ove

Victoria

Julia!! We love & miss you! Happy Birth

day! Beware of cannenudersl Love always.
Evil Bee & Malibu

Come with Luv Tours 4to sunny and ex-

citing Fort laudenialc or Daylona Best

hotels on and off the strip Transportation

available. Best prices going' (all Mark
549 6173 Ken 549 1 749 John ,549 6403

SUMMER WORK

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS

iSow'g your chance to meet new
challenges. The opportunity you've all

lieen waiting for has linally arrive<l. That's
right R.A. Informalion Sessions sUrt
March 2. Take the challenge and come tu

an Information Session to see what the

R.A position is all alxiut. You must attend
an Information Session in order to apply
Don't let this opiHirtunity slip by. Take the

challenge - lie an R.A.!

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, cases, disserttaion*. theses, on-

campus. dependable, low rates, experienc

e<l. Nancy 584-7924

RIDERS WANTED

Summer work. Earn fl.500'month this

summer. Positions filling quickly. Act

now. 256-4213

"^
TO SUBLET

ng Boom! $14-$.'W.OO0!

Reservationisl.^' <'all f'lr

Hyannis - $80 weekly per person, double

occupancy. Includes everylhiijg. Fir* 3

weeks paid in advance. calli617)

'

7780324

y///////////////////////////////////^^^^

Guitar Electra electric six string ex

cellent condition '200 with hardshell case

contact Andrew 6-6489

3 round trip tickets to Florida for sale.

Price negotiable. Call 549-4462

Skis Elan Super<i w/(;e7,e 950 racing 21"

cm $250 Rich 6050

512K Macintosh & Imagewriter & ext DD
plus over $3000 worth software for $2.50<l

call .546-1042 ^
One round trip flight ticket to l..os

Angeles $2.50.0 call 6-7656

JOAN BAEZ Boston Concert, Spring

break: 2 best-seat tickets, center front;

ca.sh only: 549-4670

JVC 50 watt receiver, dual 1237 turn

Ubie w'OMIO cartridge. Ig. Advent

loudspeaker new 750 used 300 Rob at

.549-51>,52

Live concert tapes largest selection l>est

quality call .Iim at 6-97-50

2,5 inch color television Qua-sar excellent

condition $2.50 .546-5767

~^ HARASSMENT VICTIMS

If you have been a victim of sexual

hara.ssment. the Collegian would like lo

i^ieak .with you, whether vou hait CDne

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop. 28 hours including cla.ssroom

and shop. Limited enrollment. 2.53-2098

LOST

Ski Jacket at DelU Chi jiarty 2/8. Navy
blue with red stripe and ski pass on zipper.

If found call 546 4344

Lost mans gold Seiko watch in Brittanv

manor on Fehruarj' 15. If found plea.se call

reward 665 8269

Grey plaslic bag with "Faces" logo con

taining Math research notes. Return to

Math Ilept. reward'

6^onth old female dog Husky/Black l.ab

iiiiistly baick with some white on chesi and

kielly wearing a red colKir Please call

253-9859 REWARD

PERSONALS

To the Tony that fixed my tire in Lot 4'.i.

(all me. .lanel .546-64<>4

SENIORS - Senior portraits will he taken
Feb. 18 to Feb. 28 in 178CC If you have a
schefluling piroblem, please call INDEX.
545-2874. for a new ap(iointment,

BOOK EXCHANCE due to
'

circumstances tieyond our *

'
control, we were forced

*

* to clo.se the Ixiok sale
'

onThurs. 2/13. Weare
* sorry for the inconvenience '

* To ensure satisfaction. *

* G.SS will be returning *

* unsold books & money *

on Mon 2/24 and Tues 2/25
froml0.4inSU41.5A•••••••«**

MOTORCYCLES

Sigms Sigma Sigma Rush Parties
-February 21 at 5:00 (Beach Party): Feb
23 at 6:00 (Dinner); Feb 24 at 8:30 (The
Party)

My Queen - Thanks for showing me the
freight elevator

IMfPrtTi RS7TM. AL. elT. 7. From the
two of us one. you share a common
ground

For sale Honda 450C iport edition great

shape two helmets included only 1500

miles .549-0694 asking $10.50

Wouldn't vou rather be juggling?

MOVER

Writers and Photogrsphers •- Put your
talents to work for the vearliook. Call
5450848 or stop by Index, 103CC. for

more information

'Round
cheao •

Town Movers fast, rcluihlc-

a'' Michael anytime :i2:f "iTSo

Two riders needed for Spring Break to

drive t<i Fl IjHjderdale area Call 665 8766

cheaiier than bus

Tuesdays and Thursdays from Amherst
to Boston and back 549-7587 Claudia

ROOMMATE WANTED "7~

One male nonsmoking for 2 bdrm Bran-

dywine apt for immediate occupancy

.k»9-5799

Roommate wanted for Brittany Manor
apt call 253-2421^

RoonTTor rent: 1 room in 5 bedr(M)m

house 1 mile from campus near bus route

?:t8ii/month plus one sixth utilities call

_!'.' 6228 anytime

SERVICES

Tailor for all kinds of alterations. Fa.st

service, rca.sonahle prices at KIIAANN's
Hampshire Mall 584 '.«62

__ _
Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac

curate. Call anytime. 665 76,52

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $5.00 per hour

former grader, consultant Alex 266-1239

fired of the D.C.7 There is an alternative.

Trade in your DC. 19 meal plan for But

terfield Meal Plan. For more info contact

Paul. Bill or Elizabeth in the Bulterfield

Kitchen Office

SPRING BREAK M
FORT LAUDERDALE from $309 in

eluding Round trip jet and 7 nights at Holi-

day Inn Hotel (which is one mile from

beach) .Ml Taxes and Tips Include*!

MONTREAL WEEKl'TNDS $79 011 in

eluding round trii) bus and hotel Also

I bdrm apt avail in March. On bus rte

Cliffside Apt rent inclusive: cheap call any

time 665 ,3822

TRAVEL

Think Hot! Think Bahamas! drab your

friends and sail away on your own 44 fl

yai-ht for Spring Break. $.395 IHI includes

all your meals and :t ca.scs of l)eer or stnla.

Exiras include snorkeling and windsurf-

ing. For more info call Theresa 256 H8.56

or Brian 665-4248

Spring Break Cruise to Bahamas only

$325 windsurfing and more call 2.56 0984

for more info

VOLUNTEER TELLERS NEEDED

• Volunteer Tellem Needed
••••

.Join the fun, exciting volunteer
*"

•
' • • staff of the I'Ma-ss t!redit 1 'mon * *

"
** and gain valuable resume experience

"
**«•••>••••«•••••«••»••*••••••••

WANTED

Now casting for outdoor theatre dance
performance 6 dancers, juggler, roller

skater, skateboarders, pupfietj-ers. Also

technical prtnluction ano stage crew call

Ana 626 2,500: 545 2803 (message)

Need people to stay in hotel in Ft
Lauderdale (on the strip) call Bailey at

253 2621 lieforc 10 PM

Help! I need a BioChem tutor 1-2 hrs/wk

earn xtra $. 6 8442, evenings

Dynamic Entrepreneurs nc«4H to help

introiiuce new marketing program
.,868091

WANTED TO KENT

Commuting Doctoral Student seeks
room to rent for Apn' iiml Mav Peter

(6!7t;t84;<41.«
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SPORTS
UMass sputters again, 63-54
Sutton's 24 can't stop Duquesne
Compiled from staff and wire reports

PITTSBURGH-Senior forward Dwayne
Rawls scored 24 points and grabbed a

career-high 17 rebounds to lead Duquesne
University to a 63-54 victory over the

University of Massachusetts on Saturday.

In the final regular-season game for both

teams, Rawls dominated the middle. The
6-6 power foward missed the first UMara-
Duquesne game (won In' UMass, 69-60)

with an injured toe. but made up for it with

a great effort on Saturday.

The Minutemen, who finish at 9-18

overall and 6-12 in the Atlantic 10 Con-

ference, were led by sophomore guard

Lorenzo Sutton with 24, For the third

straight game. Sutton was the only UMass
player to score in double figures.

UMass struggled again offensively,

shooting 35 percent from the floor at

23 of-64. Sutton hit alm(»t half of those

shots on 1 l-<)f 24 shooting. The Dukes were

r

a 25-24 lead thanks to 10 Sutton points.

The Minutemen led throughout the entire

period with the exception of a short-lived

24-23 Duquesne advantage in the final

minute that Sutton erased with two free

UM opens at home Tuesday
The University of Massachusetts wilL

open the Atlantic 10 playoffs at home on

Tuesday night at 7:30 p.m. against

Rutgers University.

The Minutemen, at 6-12 in the con-

ferance, finished in seventh place putting
them into first-round play. Rutgers finish-

ed 10th at 2-16. The winner of the ITM
Rutgers game will play at second-place

West Virginia on Thursday night.

UM is 11 against Rutgers this season

with botn teams winning at home. The
Minutemen were 60-50 winners at the
Cage.
Being that the game is an Atlantic 10

playoff contest, admission must be charg*

ed. Ticket prices are $2 for students with
an ID card and $5 for the general public
This is the definte last home basketball

game of the semester and the team is look-

ing for support, so head to the Cage on
Tuesday aight.

-PETER ABRAHAM

little belter at 21-of-53 (39 percent).

The first half saw UMass come away with

throws with 28 seconds left.

Rawls also had a strong half, scoring 12

points and getting 12 rebounds. Both

team's shot horribly with UMass going

nine-of-24 and Duquesne nine-of-31, a com-

bined 32 percent.

The Minutemen, as is their custom, then

lost the game in the opening minutes (rfthe

second half.

Allowing Duquesne to go on an 8-0 run,

the Minutemen fell behind 32-25 and never

got closer than five, 40-35 with 10:25 to go

on a Sutton drive.

With Rawls contolling the boards the

Dukes quickly took control and ran their

record to 14-13 on the season. In the game's

final minutes, Duquesne missed some foul

shots, but the Minutemen were unable to

take advantage and bring the game within

range.

The Dukes had balanced scoring as

senior guard Rick Suder contributed 12

before taking a curtain call at his final

home game. Center Jim Balog added 10

"ontinued on page 15

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarai*

Senior Sue Allen executes her routine on the balance beam Saturday in Boyden Gym. The
Minutewomen lost to Southern Connecticut.

UM gymnastic teams split
By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's and women's

gymnastics teams came out of this weekend's action with

the Minutemen taking two out-of-three in their tri-meet

at Temple with the Minutewomen losing a tough one to

Southern Connecticut.

The final score of the women's meet was 173.25-170.25,

with the Minutwomen falling just short of the tough 13-0

Southern Connecticut team.

Owl head coach, Pat P&nichias was pleased with the

outcome of the meet. "It was a tough meet," she said after

her teams narrow victory, "UMass has a tough team, but

we had an exceptional performance on the beam which
pretty much decided the meet."

The 42.9 that the Owls scored on the beam, the third

out of four events, was their team's high score for the

season.

Although the Minutewomen (3-5) were consistent pret-

ty much throughout the meet, they had trouble at the
uneven bars where they only scored a 40.04. The
Minutewomen have been without t(.p uneven bar pro-

spect Susan Zecher, and it's beginning to show.

Zecher, a ft^shman, has been out the entire season with

a knee iiyui-y

The women next face off aginst Rutgers in New Jersey

continued on page 15

Minutewomen
snap streak;

host Colonials
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team snapped a six game losing streak as, the

Minutewomen, led by senior forward Karen Damminger,
came from behind in the second half to edge Duquesne
University, 65-62, in Pittsburgh on Saturday.

Damminger led UMass in scoring with 14 points and

five rebounds. Senior forward Barbara Hebel added 11

ppoints and six rebounds, and senior captain Jerrie Ber-

nier, freshman guard Christel Zullo, and freshman forward

Beth Wilbor all added 10 points for the Minutewomen.
The Duchesses were paced by Becky Oglivie's game-high

20 points. Tanya Larrydale also added 12 points for Du-

quesne, 6-15 overall and 2-12 in the Atlantic 10.

The Minutewomen, 10-16 overall and 3-12 in the con-

ference, also snapped an 11 game conference losing streak,

with their last A- 10 victory coming on Jan. 9 against Du-

quesne. UMass shot 45 percent from the floor and 73 per-

cent from the line. The Duchesses connected on 48 per-

'cent of their attempts from the field.

With this victory, UMass has all but secured eighth

place in the conference standings. A win tonight over

George Washington University will solidify the A-10 tour-
' nament picture for the Minutewomen. Tbnight's game is

the regular season and home finale for the Minutewomen,
before leaving for the tournament at West Virginia.

As it stands now, UMass will end up facing Duquesne
again in the first round of the tourney. The winner of that

game will get to face the number one seed in the tourney,

Rutgers University. The Lady Knights are undefeated in

the A-10 and are currently ranked eighth in the nation.

The task at hand is to try to get some momentum going

into the tournament. The Minutewomen dropped a 61-46

decision to GW on Feb. 11. Damminger and Hebel led

UMass in that game, both scoring 11 points and Bernier

hauled in a game-high eight rebounds. Kelly Balentine

led the Colonial women with 15 points. A win tonight

could give the Minutewomen an added boost going into

the first round of the tourney.

Minutewoman Mischief: Bernier hauled down her

468th career rebound against Duquesne, putting her fifth

on the all-time UM rebounding list. . .Zullo now has tallied

128 assists and 48 steals so far this season. She probably

won't break the season assist record (149 set in the 1978-79

season by Mary Hallaren), but is currently third on that

list. Zullo is also third on the season theft list. . .Hebel

is leading the team in scoring this season, averaging 13.1

points per game overall and 14.7 ppg in conference games.

She also leads the team in free throw shooting at 84 per-

cent overall and 93 percent in conference games. Senior

guard Juanita Matthews is second averaging 10.4 ppg. She
is second in free throw shooting, making good on 74 per-

cent of her attempts. . .Damminger is the team's leading

active rebounder with 5.6 caroms per game. Sophomore
center Sue Burtoft, out of the lineup with a broken finger,

still leads the team in rebounding with 7.4 boards per
game. . .Wilbor leads the team in shooting percentage, con-

necting on 58 percent of floor attempts. She also scored

a career-high 16 points against West Virginia University
last Thursday. Damminger is second, shooting 55 percent
from the field.
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Hearings to

determine
eligibility
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Hearinj^ to determine who ran vote in

the impending rniversity professional

staff union election Iwkh" yesterday, and

a representative from one union said a

date for the election might be set this

week.
Representatives from the two unions

vying to represent I' Mass professional

staff, the Office and Professional

Employees International Union (OPEIU)
and the Union of Professional
Employees/Massachusetts Teacher
Association (UPE/MTA), are meeting

with campus administrators and the

Massachusetts Labor Commission in

Boston this week to figure out who will be

eligible to vote.

The commission must decide who is

eligible to vote before a date can be set for

the election.

"Hammering out eligibility job title by

job title will l)e a slow process," said Dale

Melcher, a woman's studies staff assis-

tant and MTA delegate.

"Professional staff members come in

such a variety," she said. "It'll lie quite a

battle to determine where you draw the

line."

Jerry Ashlock. a representative of

OPIEU, said the administration can re-

quest that certain job titles be excluded

from voting under the condition that they

are privy to managerial or confidential

material.

Ashlock said bugetary implications

were a major factor in OPlEU's initiating

the union drive.

"We're getting close to budget time

now," he said. "We (the University)

didn't receive a bare bones budget but it's

not what we wanted. Given the budget

constraints, if you don't have collective

bargaining, you don't have a legally bin-

ding contract.

"The professional staff needs to protect

itself with a legally binding system — a

system that every other group on campus

has," he said.

Ahslock said he hoped the labor com-

mission would set an election date this

week. Both unions say they want the

voting to take place by the end of the spr-

ing semester.

Melcher said the OIney study, a con-

troversial wage classification system im-

plemented in July, was "symptomatic of

the irrationality of personnel practices."

The study reclassified professional staff

positn-ns, set new wage caps, and

angered many professionals who said it

diminished employees' supervisory status

and provided an unsatisfactory grievance

procedure.

"The grievance policy is a critical

point," she said. "The last step for

grievances (under Olney) is the

chancellor's office - hardly a neutral par-

ty."

Students: 'Divest, divest...'

< oili-Ki»n phoio by Brian (iuarnotta

Students occupy staircase outside the office of Smith President Mary

M. Dunn yesterday, in protest of the college's refusal to fully divest

stock in South African businesses.

Women describe feeling

like work place *imposters'

FYI:
George Wald. ihe Nobel Laureate, and

Pavlo Friere will give a lecture titled

"Education and Liberation," at 8:15 pm to-

day in Mahar Auditorium.

Christopher Lasch, Watson professor

L.iid chairman of the histor\ ai-partment at

the Unive. .-"ity of Rochester will deliver a

ucture at 6 pm today m Hasbrouck Labor

atory Room i^6.

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Beth, a Certified Public Accountant,

earned the highest score on the Board ex-

ams in Massachusetts. She discounted her

achievement by saying "It's a small state."

Laurie tried out for the basketball team

m high school. When she did not make it,

her parents consoled her. When her brother

did not make the boy's team, they told him

if he really wanted to play basketball, he

should practice hard and try out next year.

She failed her third grade math test. Her

mother told her, •That's okay, girls aren't

supposed to know how to do math anyway."

These are some of the experiences offered

by 35 women who attended a workshop Fri-

day in Northhampton called "Imposters,

Fakes, and Frauds."

Many women m the workplace frequent-

ly experience feelings of self-doubt, in-

security, and incompetentcy working in a

|()b that they are overqualified for. This is

known as "Imposter Syndrome," said

Valerie Young, a well-known researcher on

this syndrome with a Ph.D. from the

University of Massachusetts.

'Women ought to feel like fakes because

they do not have a history of belonging in

the workforce, said Young.

"Women are fakes who feel as though

ihey have slipped undetected through the

system and it's only a matter oftime before

they are found out," she said.

Women fear success and failure in their

jobs so frequently that they often do not

take credit for their accomplishments.

"Success often mean isolation and aban-

donment," Young said.

Women also tend to capitalize on their

failures and forget their accomplishments.

They also take failure more personally

than men do.

To combat the "Imposter Syndrome"
women aree told to learn to set realistic

i^oals tor themselves, to accept com-

pliments, and to list their accomplishments

so they have something to look back on.

They are also told to look for the real

imposters
"Even though the ERA didn't pass, many

women went out as lobbyists and talked to

male representatives. The mystique was
broken. They said if he can do it so can I,"

and many went out and ran for political of-

fice, Young said.

Many gnis are still being told that

-'imebody, whether it be tlioir fathers or

;heir husbands, will tak • are of them,

\ uung said.

Sit-in at Smith
enters second day
By DANIEL SOBEL
( nllctriun SUiff

.NdKTHAMITON - As administrators

srt|ii»«Hi over legs and U'lween bcnlies

!«nlay morning, a group of Smith Col-

lege stucients iK'gan a sit-in outside Smith

President Mary M. Dunn's offite. to pro-

test the college's South African divestment

jHilicies.

At 'J a.m.. about 35 students gathere<l in

College Hall and sat on stairs and the n<M>r.

doing hon ework. discussing strategy' and

chanting slogans that includetl. "Divest,

divest, we cant afford to do anything

By mid-afternon. the protest swelled to

more than BO students and most said they

t\i)e( li<l to sj)end the night in the building.

Several professors brought their students

to the sit-in and taught their classes there.

Loc-al peace activist Frances Crowe wjus

ex|K*ete<I to lead a teach-in on civil disobe-

dience at the sit-in site at 8 p.m. la.st night.

Protesters said they plan to take civil

disoliedience action ttnlay, th«tj gh they did

not specify what action.

The s^-in was prompted by an announce-

ment Saturday l>y Smith's Boani of

Tt;tf^tfes {iiat it would divest only $1.75

million from a current endoa ment of $22.3

million invested in companies that conduct

business in South Africa.

"I think right now we nee<l to express to

the administration and to the trustees that

the students want a toUil divestment, and

we're not pleased with their decision, and

t(Klay is the beginning of an all-out commit-

tment to have them come back and make a

new decision, said junior government ma-

jor Kelly Gerald.

The student-faculty Ethical Investment

Committee has called for complete divest-

ment over a two-year period.

The sit-in will go around the clock and "if

it comes to l^eing arrested, then we're

ready for that. There are many of us here

who are committed to lieing arrested," sai<l

Gerald, who is chairwoman of the Invest-

ment Committee, a separate lO-member

student group that has been studying

Smith's investment poticies.

In a written statement, Dunn said she

was "pleased that Smith students are so

deply engaged in working for the people of

South Africa." She also expressed "hopes

that they will, in the near future, help her

develop a criteria and evidence to be used

in divestment decisions in June 1987."

At about 3 p.m., Dunn addressed the

demonstrators, saying, "It was her motiva-

tion to discuss with the trustees more
definitive rules about divestment," accor-

ding to Gerald.

Dunn was not opposed to students stay-

ing overnight as long as one student was

assigned to allow f)eople in and out of the

building, because the doors would be lock-

ed, said Mary Callahan, news director in

the public relations office.

"She will be available whenever
(students) want to say anything to her,"

Callahan said.

"I'm here because I support the concern

that the students have," said economics

professor Tom Riddell, who attended the

sit-in in between classes. "I'm upset that

the trustees did not decide to divest...

I

think there is room for movement.%
"I think a lot of students feel that

economics and morality are two different

things, and if you put one above the other,

then we're coming off as people who put

human lives on a lower scale than financial

gain," Gerald said. "The college is not a

profit-makmg institution and we're not go-

ing to be destroyed by divestment."
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American Travel Services

presents

SPRING BREAK^'86''
Vi Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

HoUday Inn Qceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

PUot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide, Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

MIAMI CEACfi

GREAT HOTEL PACKAGES FOR THE
COLLEGE SPRING BREAKERS!

<^r
free outdoor beach concerts

Tueidov Marcn 18-20

Boll 8c Pivot!

ocjtutday. Mcrc^ 22

Molly Hatchet & Cheap Trick!

Miami Vice contests

and 'l^lUUlKw Where the action is!
^•'nf.

Hi

CALL...1-800-531-3653
FOR RESERVATIONS

Affordable Room Rates
From SX^per person

per night

Quad Occupancy

Uf»n't

truit your fun

in the ^un to

those that play

in 1\h: s^now'

UMass Springbreak Party 86'

SPRING BREAK PARTY

lrtclu4« 7 St^% t«4cMif • m** Dayt

IHin f heck tfi any Salutday,

' heck <Mtl lh« (oUotMi^ Suur^y

• Kntaurand

mm* School Part)

• LL^- Pool Ptrii

Fi LM4rr4«i< Pary Cwdc
• lOCV*!
• Ow prataMaMi Maff

$13900

Fl. I<tr<rtl >i

Smmy Southgn FtefMa:

Party motor coach
with TV, VTR and stereo

Contact: YOUR LOCAL i(.>
REPRESENTATIVl

Mark Reardon 549-fil73

K*nBan»t 549-1749

M*\ FrtMT 549-6403 Frank Shields 549-6850

(ir.ifl Riist-nhaiini 'i-t'* •ix.Vi

>rfSAn^VVSrtA^Aft^/W^ft^

eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP A SHOP)

(te 9*Ma41(|lkinhmt

256-6889
• OPEN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

» OPEN 24 HOURS

NEW DATING
SERVICE
NEEDS

STUDENT
REPRESENTATIVE

Part-time
Exc. Commission
if interested call

1-525-2546

WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS
Why conquer hills when you

can challenge a mountain. Just over the
border is Mount Snow with 12 lifts (1 gon-

dola. 5 triple chairs, 6 double chairs>. 57
1700 feet of vertical and 80% snowmaking.

' Don't miss out on the best ski season on 10 years.

All 57 trails are open with edge to edge coverage.

Record base depth range up to 7 feet deep on more
than 30 trails. FunPacks include 3 days of skiing

(Sunday-Friday) and 2 nights lodging for only $119
per person. Call 802-464-8501 for information.

We've got the snow, let yourself go'

trails.

THE SHORTEST DRIVE TO
BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO
REACH SOUTHERN
VERMONT ON VT. 100

LODGING

(802)4648501

SKI REPORT
(802)4642151 "Mount ®noiu
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Escape changes nothing
For a long time now, I've been trying to

fifiure out the three-ring circus of divest-

ment politics. No one I've talked to quite
.4eems to know the exact effect divestment
will have on apartheid, but most think that
it will apply some kind of pressure on the
South African administration. In my book,
that's a pretty fuzzy-minded approach to

politics.

Try as I might, I can't figure out how it

W going to help blacks in South Africa if

people of conscience sell their stocks and
ft>rfeit their influence as stockholders in

South African interests. In the first place,

if people of conscience sell, then people
without conscience will buy. In the second
place, a corporation can't be forced to get

out of South African commerce unless the
majority stockholders insist on it. And
thirdly, even if all U.S. business is cut off

from South African contracts, the people
who hurt the most are not going to be the
wealthy whites; they are ^oing to be the
poor blacks who need the jobs desperately

Perhaps the Soviet Union or Japan would
take over the contracts; how would that

force an end to apartheid? Or perhaps
nobody would take up the contracts, and
jobless blacks would stage a bloody revolu-

t ion; is a bloodbath really the solution car-

ing people want"? Somehow I doubt it.

It seems to me as though divesting is ac-

tually abandoning our social respon-

sibilities to South African people of color.

Investors are in a position to work for more
jobs, better pay, more responsible positions,

and higher education for black workers.

They are in a position to win concessions

from the government by making it worth
their while business-wise to let black

families live together and travel freely and
work on an equal basis with American
whites.

I do not see those against apartheid try-

ing to win those in power to their side in

any way. I see them trying to threaten

those in power. The psychology is very

crude; no one reacts positively to a threat.

This really surprises me. The same people

who idolize the non-violence of Martin

Rusty Denton
Luther King support a violent black upris
ing for South Africa. The same ones who
talk about "American imperialism" and
bullying have no qualms about trying to
bully and brow-beat the Botha admmistra-
tiim with American influence.

Perhaps they need to take a page from
King's book. His response to injustice was
not to abandon the system. His response as
nearly as I can tell was to get involved with
the system, to get other people involved
with the system, and to inspire them to in-

volve still more people with the system,
and all of them peacefully. King knew that
VKtlence begets violence, and escape
changes nothing.

I know of a community down in

Mississippi that was once quite poor. The
townspeople were white and middle-class,
and the rural people were black and poor,
and racism was the rule. One man. a black,

dicided to do something about it, and
recruited others, black and white, from
other parts of the country to get involved.

They started with the needs of the people,
and after one was met, would deal with
what the black community felt was the
next big need. Over time, they educated the ,

black children, built stores in the former-
ly all-white town, built a rural medical
center, built affordable housing, and all the
time used IcKal labor to do everything so
that the people would acquire self-respect

and a decent living. The man who started
this was a pastor, and today his parish is

the most beloved church in those parts.

Today, caring Americans have the oppor-

tiinity to do the same thin^; through cor

porate and individual involvement in black
South Africa, and to change the apartheid
system, as well as winning the eternal

friendship of an oppressed people. I really

hope we won't take the easy way out by try-

ing to escape from re.sponsibility for their

condition.

Rusty Denttm is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

They must have done something
In regard to David Valade's and Jackson ''^'^^ '* ^*^ ^^^ ^" the crazies upset."

Katz's columns (Feb. 20), Harry Truman Tony Rudy
once said, "We must have done something Sylvan

How can we comdemn protest?
Bravo to the Dartmouth students who are

protesting the obscene system in South
Africa known as apartheid and their col-

lege's investments there.

As Americans who often extol the

marvels of .social justice and compassion -

in word if not always deed - how can we con-

demn studtnt protest? We do it partly ab-

.solved by the climate of our I ime; one which

deifies money and success - whether in-

dividual or national - whiie those rare in-

dividuals who display righteous indigna-

tion at the .status quo are labelled "subver-

sives, un-American, commie sym-
pathizers."

How applicable to our current plight then

are the words of the exiled South African

poet Dennis Brutus, penned some 20 years

ago: "The impregnation of our air/with

militarism/is not a thing to be defined/or

catalogued. ../we become a bellicose people."

The brave dissenters at Dartmouth

hearken back to a long standing New
England tradition: performing civil disobe-

dience when, as Henry David Thoreau
wrote in his famous essay on the subject

(whose words inspired Gandhi
incidentally):

"All men recognize the right of revolu-

tion; that is, the right to refuse allegiance

to and to resist the government, when its

tyranny or inefficiency are great or unen-
durable."

But alas, in concluding this passage -

with words that howl with relevance today

Henry wrote, "But almost all say that

-^uch is not the ca.se now." For indeed, to

act on one's noblest beliefs is to risk abuse,

anxiety and scorn; yet unless more
Americans risk such behavior - in ad-

vocating peace and social justice and
human solidarity - the prognosis for the na-

tion is poor. Already there are far too many
ot us only loo willing to play the accepted

role of ostrich.

R. Jay Allain, '73

Vermont

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off

at the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due
to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.
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A bad day in the nursery
Miss Dratch was in a bad mood today.

Her favorite roller derby team had lost last

night and she was wielding her switch with

a \vTath that was unusual even for her. The
whole qursery was engulfed in an air of

tension' a* everybody tried to keep fitim

drawing her ire.

Runny no.se" Bromery was doing laps

around the playroom on his Tonka dump
truck with power lift gate, when little Jen-

ny Simpson got up to get more finger-

paints. Johnny Ruddock, noticing that

runny-nose didn't see Jenny and was pro-

bably gonna run into her, dove in front of

the .speeding yellow truck. When the dust

settled, Johnny was rolling on the floor in

pain while Jenny gurgled her thanks to

him for saving her from sure disaster. But
runny-nose, boy he was hoppin' mad!
"Mi.ss Dratch. ..Miss Dratch, look at the

dent Johnny put in my Tonka dump truck

with power lift gate, waaaaah!"
Miss Dratch's bloodshot eyes bulged a lit-

tle as she rai.sed high her switch. I couldn't

bear to watch so I hitched a ride on the next

wooden train headin' toward the other end
of the nursery.

Where I got off, a crowd of 15 kids were
making gimp while they ate gorp and -

drank flouridated water from nipple-

bottles. They were watching as four tod-

dlers in tie-dyed diapers argued with five

others wearing blue oxford cloth diapers.

These were the two competing gangs in our
nursery: the "tie-dyed toddlers" and the

"blue oxford babies."

Bill Cole
"You put misleading finger paintings up

on our bulletin board!" charged one of the
tie dyed toddlers.

"Oh yeah, well your water-color pain-
tings were misleading too, and you guys
fore -some of our finger-paintings down!"
responded a blue oxford baby, sticking his

tongue out emphatically.

It was at that point that one of the blue
oxford babies stepped forth. In addition to

his blue oxford sfK-ks and blue oxford shoes,

he was wearing a blue oxford shirt with a
button down collar. He wore his watch on
the outside of his sleeve to keep the hairs

from catching in the watchband, but we all

knew he was light years away from puber-
ty. His name was Lorraine Spivacuous. He
was always actin' real macho; I think he
had to cau.se he had a girl's name.
"I outta punch all you commie buggers

right in the nose!" Lorraine .said to the tie-

dyed toddlers. "The problem with you
radicals is that you all just hate America!
I myself love America, and I think I'm gon-

na sing about it. ..America the beautiful..."

As Lorraine began singing in too loud a
voice, the crowd broke up and headed for

their respective nap-pads, like we always
did when Lorraine starts singing. Miss
Dratch, meanwhile, was heading this way
to see where that awful din was coming
from.

Bill Cole IS a Collegian columnist.

PIRG mandate: in your interest
Thank you to tnc many of you who came

out and demonstrated your support for the

.MASSPIRG chapter here at UMa.ss. Living

in a democracy, many of us often take for

^^lanted the pnvilige of being able to

iiganize and exercise our rights on issues

I .hat concein us. As students of the 80s, we
.lie often ivferred to as being "apathetic,"

^elfish," and "money-minded." Though we
doubt this IS the case anywhere, we know
It is not the case here at L'Mass.

MASSPIRG not only believes, but
demonstrates, that actions speak louder

man word.s. Since our establishment on the

L'Ma.ss/Amherst campus in 1972, we have
won passage of .i bottle bill, making into

.(W the commo.i sense act of recycling

ii.itural resource.--: we have said "no" to

iiiiluiers who d; np raw toxic?^ into our
Aater supplies oy onacting a Pollution

Pinaitiea Law; thiough the new car Lemon
Law, we have gisen consumers recourse

.u.-^i recently we have mam- The first step

m curbin;; :iie destruction of out lakes and

forests through the enactment of an Acid

Rain Law.

In supporting a PIRG, we make a .state-

ment about our role in .society. We all want
clean water, to be protected as consumers,

to have enough to eat and to be repre.sented

effectively by our elected officials. By
democratically deciding to pool our

resources through a small fee, we are mak-
ing an impact that no one of us could make
alone. The PIRG transcends political boun-

daries and special interest agendas to

dedicate ourselves to achieving these goals.

UMass students can take pride in the

high voter turnout and the overwhelming
support for PIRG at UMass. No matter
what people say about students in the 80s,

we at UMass care enough to make our
voices heard on the issues that effect all of

us.

Deirdre Cummings
member

Riehelle Sargeant
board representative

MASSPIRG
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Camp Day
Summer Employment

Tuesday, March 4th 9:30 - 4 pm
Campus Center Auditorium

featuring: 40 - 45 Camps

from the Northeast

Massachusetts New York Maine

Cape Cod New Hampshire Maryland

I UMASS SKI CLUD
|

iSPRING BREAK SJ
: SUPER t

IQ^illingtonT ^^ VERMONT

Tuesday, February 25, 1986
COLLEOIAN 5

New Jersey (kj^gcticut

will be interviewing for

Summer Employment

Information and sign-ups

are available at the

Student Employment Office

239-A Whitmore

see Dianne or Bernie

Walk-Ins Welcome

; MARCH 16 - 21

^ Last Chance

i full payment needed by

J March 3

» Hurry in

4- limited space available

$199
$40 deposit

$25 refundable security deposit

FOR MORE ir^FO

All American Ski Week 545-34<j /

430 STUDENT UNION

SOCIAUZING
I

SKI RACES »

NEW ENiiLAND :

CLAMBAKE :

AFTER SKI

:

PARTIES *

CONDOMINIUM J
LODGING;

\ MOGUL J
CONTEST

I

SPECIAI UVfcJ
NTERTAINMENT

j

and:
MORE!:

* Special Activities

Sign Up Table outside the Hatch

VV, Th, Fr 9-3 pm

4-

4-

4-
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Stocl<bridge School presents
The 9th Annual Agricultural Convention

February 26, 1986

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m.

Mr. John Howell, Jr.

Regional Vegetable

Specialist

Rm. CC 170-172

Mrs. Georgene Bramlage

European Gardens

Rm. CC 174-176

Mr. David Wilcock

County Extension

Rm. CC 163-164

10:00 a.m.

Mr. Thomas Corell

Flower Time
Rm. CC 170-172

Dr. Francis W. Holmes
UMass Shade Tree Labs

Rm. CC 174-176

Mr. Ed Jameson, Jr.

Landscaper

Rm. CC 163-164

11:00 a.m.
Mr. Joseph Fiola

Plant Technologies, Inc.

Rm. CC 163-164

Mr. Charles Rossback
Dairy Farmer

Rm. CC 171-173

Dr. Jack Dennlson and
Mrs. Debra Boyce
Stockbridge School

of Agriculture

Rm. CC 174-176

12:00 p.m. • LUNCH

1.00 p.m.
Mr. John Streeter

Turf Manager
Rm. CC 171-173

Mr. Peter Hannah
Arbor Computer
Rm. CC 174-176

Mr. Dennis Dowd
Landscaper

Rm. CC 163-164

2:00 p.m.

Massachusetts Commissioner
of Agriculture

August Schumacher
Rm. CC 163-164

3:00 p.m.

Mr. Jay biattery

Massachusetts

Farm Bureau

Rm. CC 163-164

Mrs. Phyllis Braun
Farmer Braun Herb Farm

Rm. Cc 170-172

Mr. Donald Tordoff

Landscaper
Rm. CC 171-173

4:00 p.m.
Ms. Charlotte Kahn

Boston Urban Gardeners

Rm. CC 174-176

Mr. Greg Melnik

Farm Credit

Rm. CC 163-164

Mr. David Ferro

UMass IPM
Rm. CC 170-172

...^^v*^s-N^ <i^

MASS APPnOVCO INSI>eCTI '>N STATION

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BUTES

#1 IN THE VALLEY!DYNAMITE
New Used - Buy -Sell

Maxell XLtl90 2.00/case

584-1580

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4 Cyl

$34."
6 C,l

__^ _^^
C'kQ M <>• ^^ •^ '•'"^ -•'

^^^^m OTA ***

mt" M«»wi <««w i«»>«ta> t#ar«

^v( >»•• ^*<m'

Lube, Oil & Filter

'99

TDK SA90 2.00 ea ^JHORNES^
.Varehouse Clearance Sal

in progress

WOS TVDISSVTD ^^ *^^ ST XZHORTKAMPTOM

_4

Incluttot up to S quont
odO-aOotI and Kitcfy

chadi

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center

Fvt ServKC Tire Store

T» Sundwiand Ma Mq A<nna>tt M*

»4«-4ro«

RETAIL MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

Advance
WithA

$1.8 Billion Leader
in Retail

INFORMATION SESSION:
Thurs Feb 27 7pm
Univeisily Career Cenief
All Students Welcome

INTERVIEWS:
Fn Feb 28 University Career Center

Posted schedules tor interview limes

are at University Career Center
WhitrTMjre Signup Desk
Campus Center Assistance Desk

It you haven't considered retail you
haven't looked seriously at Ames Depart-

ment Stores With more than 300 stores

throughout the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic and

sales approaching $2 billion, we're one o( the

fastest growing companies in America For the

individual with the right blend of business sense

and creative vigor, advancement opportunities are

almost endless!

We're looking lor ambitious, creative people

eager to become successful discount department store

-

managers. A degree tn business management, retailing

and/or marketing is preferred However, we'll Interview other majors vtrfio"

are interested in a career m retailing

Our Management Development Program will expose you to all

aspects of our multi-faceted retail environment As a management trainee

you'll learn a host of disciplines ranging from inventory control to employee

relations This is field education so you'll learn by doing and if you re

capable, you'll nse quickly in the organization Successful candidates generally

complete the management training program in 31/2-4 years

If your ready to apply your talents with a $18 billion retail leader.

It's time to look closer at Ames

AIWIES DEPARTI^ENT STORES. INC

Executive Offices 2418 Mam Street, Rocky Hill, CT 06067
Afii«s 15 an Equal Opporlunily Emptoy«r M/F/H/V

m imiwimJiuip mi jmtmMUMjmmmumjm ymmjivumumJWTmjm

SIGMA DELTA TAU
WELCOMES ALL UMASS WOMEN TO RUSH!

- WEDNESDAY 2/26

ENTERTAINMENT

8 & 9:15 pm

CALL 545-0527

FOR MORE INFO

409 N. PLEASANT ST.

^.W.I.A.I.A.LA1AI-'A-I.A.1.AJJ LXJ LL?qg ,'>,<• vj

ff.UNIVERSITY
mMstore^
Located In the Campus Center

0rUH(X4^
PIZZA SUBS

PIZZA SPECIAL
ONE FREE ITEM OF

YOUR CHOICE ON ANY
LARGE PIZZA

ALSO AVAILABLE
WORLD CLASS SUBS
FREE DELIVERY!

EXPIRES MARCH 15th, 1986

4:00pm to 2:00am
363 MAIN STREET, AMHERST

256-0222
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TRANSPORTATION TROUBLES?

For information on Parking and Transportation

issues at UMass call:

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

Ask for tapes by number

Commercial Bus Service

Five College Buses

UMass Transit System

Short Term Parking

Long Term Parking

Parking Ticket Appeals

If Your Car Has Been Towed

$13.95
REG. 1595

U y^tiu^n, <ivv<«»>'

For a complete listing of other information tapes, come

by our office in Whitmore Rm. 227.

151 iii-
'4.;:/i;...;-.^

I

/
^?l

'^'""'-'l^niHHUnn,
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A SERVICE OF ^^^.^c
THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

MERRIAM^TBSTER
Moapeopk'iak" our word torn

LOCATED IN THI CAMPUS CENTEt

ff.UNIVERSITYmSTORE^
OPIN

Sot 10-3

FAST DELIVERY
tALAOS

4:30 p.m . - 1:00 a.m
SUIM«*IMI

t;he sub
n AM TO I AM 1 OAVI

^^^~^.

11 E •v.f*S*NT sv ••«•*{•$•/ *«.»«•€

Subs served with Onions • I.ettucc • Tomatoes •

Pickles • Crcen Peppers and Black Olives • Spices

(Kxtra Cheese or Miphrooms 20# KxtnO

PRICES

Half Whole Sub Roll or

2.99 4.29 Special

2.59 3.69 Super

2.29 3.19 Italian

2.29 3.19 Combo
1.99 2.39 Bologna

2.19 3.09 Genoa
2.59 3.79 Roast Beef

2.39 3.39 Turkey

2.29 3.29 Ham
2.29 3.39 Ham & Genoa

3.09 4.89 Crab

2.29 3.19 Chicken Salad

Extra Cheese 20*

Extra Mushrooms 20*

Syrian Bread

2.09 2.99

1.99 2.79

2.29 3.19

2.59 3.59

1.49 1.79

1.79 2.39

2.29 3.19

2.29 3.19

2.19 3.49

2.39 3.6S

2.39 3.e£

2.19 3.4S

2.24 3.K

Clip and Save!

Tuna
Chili Dog
Meatball

Meatball & Chili

Vegetarian

Cheese
Pepperoni

Pastromi

Steak

Steak & Cheese

Steak & Mushroom
Steak & Onion

Steak & Peppers

COUPON
Special of the Week
Roast Beef Sub $2.99

Save 60*

' e)^re& 3/2/86 1^:/
v*^

Open 11:00 am - 2:00 am Seven Days A \A/eek

33 East Pleasant Street, Amherst

Prices are subject to 5% Massachusetts Meal Tax

Now you can have your favorite subs delivered just call

Soda in Cans 60* 549-5160

Tuesday, February 25. 1986

ARTS
Book Review A StATTERtD PEOPU

A Scattered People; An
American Family Moves

West by Gerald
McFarland Pantheon
Books 245 pp. $17.95

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

I have a confession to

make. Deep down inside I

am a frontier woman, one of

those brave white people

who "conquered the west."

I believe all of Frederick

Jackson Turner's stuff

about the role of the frontier

in the development of the

American psyche. Maybe

even more important than

believing it is that I like it.

When I was in third grade

I read all of the Laura In-

Halls Wilder's books

(remember Little House In

the Big Woods, Little House

on the Prairie, etc) at least

three times. After that it

was Caddie Woodlawn, The

Oregon Trail, and many,

many others.

I found a grown-up ver

sion of my favorite

childhood genre in the form

of A Scattered People; An

American Family Moves

West by University of

MassachusetLs history pro-

fessor Gerald McFarland.

The book is a very well

researched and detailed ac-

count of the 19th century

migiation of McFarland's

anceiitors across the

American continent.

Although all the incidents

McFarland relates are fac

tual he supports his nar

rative with photographs and

documents and numerous

other sources the story

and the characters seem fic

tional, almost larger than

life. The audacity of their

actions is demonstrative of

the youthful boldness of the

new nation which they help

to expand. The growth of

McFarland's family over the

five generations covered in

A Scattered People parallels

and reflects the growth of

American territory and the

expansion of American

culture: The events which

they witness add a vigorous

flesh to the skeletal

framework of America's

historical development with

which most of us are

familiar. McFarland's

painstaking study is

fascinating. He combines a

firm grounding in the

history of the period with an

understanding of the role of

many social forces, such as

religion and economics.

I recommend this book

highly, for adventure and

history buffs alike.

^ CAMPUS
'ADVERTISING REP

Be responsible for placing

advertising materials on your

campus bulletin boards. Work

on exciting marketing

programs for clients such as

American Express. AT & T,

Sony and Sierra Club. Choose

your own hours. Good

experience and great money!

For more information call,

1-800-426-5537 9-5 pm

(West Coast time)

Representative Program

American Passage

500 Thinl Ave West

Seattle. WA 98119

CWCACO OUUC U6»NCtlXS NEW VOW SWmf

^ THEFINE ARTSCENTER

Costello fans:

m\ see the Pogues!
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS

Collegian Staff

The Poimes an Irish band which plays traditional Celtic

mlsfcwmpiay Wednesday March 5 at Northampton.

PearlsTreet'! and a very special guest .s slated to be m

'^^ IS English singer/songwriter K.vis Osteite

who IS the Pogues producer
^^^^/t '.VtlmicoHLllo

O'Riordan a vocalist and the band s bassist bince Costel o

play^ a iw numbers with the band on P^""fo';"^«"^;;« >"

Fn^^huid the manager of Pearl Street who talked to the

plgits manager thfs we.>k said the same situation may

^"thTiSrstorv as I have it right now is that he

((^ItelloHn ends to come.' said Jon Allen, an emp oyee

ul Pearl Street. If he does come, the probability of him

•^'Sltan^dfrZ'd. released last year. Hum. S.>domyand

theLZTis their first US release and it features b.t.ng

v-ric^hat cou^d go over well m any smaller dub. whether

r4 Dublin. lx>ndon. or Northampton The record s ^ngs

epitimize what live music was mven ed
.

"•/ /'^,
'^J^'^

describinn the harsher eflects of alcohol i n 1 he sick bed

o??uchulamn." start the album at a fierce pace. Nine

other songs, crammed with v-H>ns of long^F^a t
-^^^^^

leL'ends. myths and society s more violent ^ haratterislics

dart out amidst the Uileann instrument, fiddles and

'%^^Z songs are originals from tbe brilliant

scmgTmith and lead singer Shane MacG<.wan. w^h the re-

aming songs traditional a-angements desig^^^

iv for an audience with a Guinness Stout m nana

-rrMan You Don't Meet Every Day. ' a t-d^^^^^^^^^^^

•irramiement, features Costello's fiancee Cait O Riordan

on k"adTra ORiordan's voice balances well the raspy

sound of MacGowan. who is lead vocalist on most of the

'The^Po'uefare designed for a club-setting such as Pearl

StTeet wh"ch has a 600-s..at capacity. Unl<..U.nately pro-

o M ID is required and vov. must be 21 or older to attend^

Tik t a ..n sale atth. Fine Arts Center ..r at Pearl

S re .ticket otfice at 10 Pearl Street in Northampton
• y-* . 'J''

\

\\

MUMMENSCHANZ
Swiss Mime-Mask Theater

Tucsdav/Wcdiicsday,

February 25-26, 8pm
Conccii Hall

!C kcls. M^<l l.S lt>

TAN - TAN - TAN - TAN
$29.95 for 9 sessions

and your 10th is free!

Why be a casper when you

don't have to be?

<t

<i

<i

THE GOLDEN PALOMINOS|

March 6 S.U.B.
Tix on sale now at

FAC Box office & Datatix

Union Program Council

presents

TONIGHT
Johnny Winter with Roy Buchanan

X TUES. FEB. 25th

^ S.U.B. 8 pm
-Cc Tix cri sale now
-^ at Tix TTnlimited,

^ For the Record

^ Main St Records

^ Tickets available

^ at the door.

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
Rt. 9 Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551

REDKEN
iJV"

^ w/Bon^os

^ March 9 ai FAC
<x TiX Oil r

'^>' Feb 21

-^ at FAC box olTioe

^ & Dataii:<

<x Tickets still available
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n LMASS Fine Arts Center

rentAnreck

New i U««d Cart
Trucks A Vans Awu AvaNabl*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst I

549-2880
j

i

1. DATE

2. PLACE

3. [^

March 3
1 and 3 P.M.

Campus Center # 803

:^A^^±<7)%^^M. mm^^

•If unable to attend, please call our toll free number.

RECRUIT USA. INC

700 S Flower St.. Suite 3210
Los Angeles. CA 90017
ni 8003259759
ai 800 423 3387 (In California)

11^ nm
3

^RECRUIT U.S.A., INC.
?iMiiiinittiiiitnniiniriiiiiiiiHniiii>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'

Feb.20-Apr.20

1to4inaroom
FREE FORKING • COLOR

TV 'PRIVATE BEACH*

POOL 'DINING ROOM
SERVING BREAKFAST,

LUNCH. DINNER AND

SNACKS 'POOL BAR.

WEINIE ROASTS & MORE"

RESERVE NOW!
CALL TOLL FREE:

800-327-0553
The Newest Name in Pleasure!

OceaaPpc
* Miami Beach, FL 331 60

4-

4-

*

in cooperation with WFCR
presents the

Five College

Arts Festival

February 27 - March 2

singer/comedienne Sandra Bernhard
Smith College. Davis Student Center

Thursday, Feb. 27. 8 & 10:30 pm

jazz/folk duo Buskin & Batteau
Amherst College, Buckley Auditorium

Friday, F^b. 28, 8 pm

Party with Eight to the Bar
Hampshire College, Dining Commons
Saturday, March 1 9 pm

The Spinners in concert

co-sponsored with Mt Holyoke College

UMass Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Sunday, March 2 8 pm

Tickets are $2.50 students. $5.00 general

public except for The Spinners: $H.OO

students, $12.00 general. All tickets available

at the Fine Arts Center Box Office. For fur-

ther information call: 545-0190

4-

Ik

*

4-

i»-

4-

4>

4>

1^
4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4*

4-

4-

4-

»
4-

4-

4-

^4^ 4^^4^^***#.**#**-»•¥>

Professional Consultation
& Style Haircut < >sl y $ 10.00

tu.so

Featuring:

styles by Deborah

65 University Drive,

Amherst. 549-5610

_Desijfn Perminp'

Dimensional
Highlightinti

Deep Reconditioning^

expires March M. 1986

m
m

Attention Greek Students -

their parents and their friends

Fly to Greece for only $699.

on a Jumbo 747 Olympic Airways Plane (not a charter flight)il

m
m

Roundtrip from Boston to Athens or Thesaloniki

departure May 31 returning August 30
(normal fare $888 for the above dates and conditions)

i Reservations for $699 rate acceptable up until March 8, 1986
j

1 r^—|—

1

only $25 deposit with reservation

li
1
i
i

i

225 Main St. iSorthampton, Mass. 684-9913
j

I \>/ UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC. i

Tuesday, February 25, 1986
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GARR ' TRUDEAU

UBLOm I'M

ANPTHlSISTHa

(PAPR£
SUJANU/ei-

T0CA5A

I

MysmmsHisA
Lmi£ ftu^ry, so
5eNORJB50S(iAR2A

(WANSIA

mjLt)

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kditni b) I rude Michel JafTr

HRSJ, A Lrm£ HIS- CcASA
TOf^ OF THISHOUSt, ui/tuxN
(t/rmiiUHlCHIHAVB cOkV^
BeefiA950CIATEP u,,jua
FORI^YtAR^. '^^1

INThB
dEOINNm,

HIPf>fe5
V

(JH£0RJ6INAL
OUNOlSUSeP

^M
M

e IWe Umverssl Pr*u SynOMPsle

FREAKER PATROL

In th9 ckiys before soap.

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

HA! HA» HA?
X R6AlLV^oy£
TMfTKfAKtR
Patrol" tmc)
ARf So
-^Topkac !

But ^Ulhi »3 A PKoBLC/n wnn aei<s/fc
TOPKAC . tAtK OP N£W4. "ThATS ftlCMT
wo Nfcws,wo sTmp. so I'n ntge
TO A5IC AtL Vou CAWV>v»b GROuPi,
ADf^^wlJT^ATo«,

'""

CtO»5S AND
RPiDlCACb TO
GO ou-r And
nAKC AS5£f>
OF yooRjavtes.

Don't OOANvthinG UnoxJAl,
3U3T QL -iOKiRSCLMCi \

ACROSS
I Ou>at>ie )at>ric

e UndSfgfSd
•¥«nl

10 Aumor ShoMm
14 Hswn. m

Florence

1

5

Conliaeni

16 FoiSWN in

Glasgow
1 7 Spol loc

i Wlp«>

19 Wh»n Me —
V«ry Voung
M>ln«

20 Kno«»
21 Blushing

23 Make hasM
25 Fluff

26 CnalMtnga

29 Crodkit*

succ*sso<

32 t^xMast MM
35 East of —
36 Popular

souvaotf

V Lanuca
38 Argantma a Rio

data —
40 - Mah«
41 Rom* s lagan

dary Mvan
43 Scud
44 SmaN leopard

Var
47 Early PafSian

4a Nors« sky god
49 IN witl

50 Com Boards
praciica lasi

51 Road 10 RofT»a

53 Word with daap
or fiign

55 Qrid posibon

59 AnMlop* Of

India

63 Tima — halt

64 Visual aid tor

muse lovars

66 Stravinsky

67 Sita ol to Down
68 Oaughtai of

Lada
69 Busirwss ot

29 Across
70 Placa lor Ehs

71 Pay itia tMtl

DOWN
1 SMcTiad

2 Musa ol history

3Ciaa««
4 Laiy
5 En — (as a

wttota)

6 Graak lanar

7 Pantant
BSniaid bordar

9 Busytxidy
ID Egyptian dam
1

1

Visual aid lor

myopics
12 snow concarn
13 Pay attantion

tS Soul s pannar

22 - ol Clyda
24 Light snada
26 Oistripulion

cantar

27 Ilia s rival

SaHKchcock
VwMar 1964

30 The Qui —
Marry

31 Rob. n a way
33 Bargman roia

34 Plus quality

39 Summits

42 Rotor

45 Accord
46 Trassas

traatmam
52 Goas quickly

54 Skalars ligura

5SRaciinad
56 Picnic play

wrigtit

57 Samoan port

58 Oickans

Ultla -
60 WsKtoNirm
6t On itta Ijriny

62 Nagativa

contraction

65 Ankara

\
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GORDY

A fUBciC Jf AUlf£ Aft/OUA/C£/MfMT|

BY GORDE

R£AU.y, MISS.
THERE'S AtOTHlKJS
TO M^R^ A9yJT.
VJE'f^ P£R/=B:TZ.Y

SAFE.

HERB. CEMMB
TRy /V^O CACM
HER PtMfAJ

0^^^^^^^^^^^f^^%^0^^^

HEY.rUE
ST/LLGOT

/Tfff
I

^.^

HOUSEMATES BY R.MILLER '

WHAT TIM6 IS IT?

CLO^ TO 5 A.M....

WHO'S THIS, OLIVIA?
DOES Hi UVi HgK?

YOU PONT KNOW

HIS NAMf 7/7

SH./ you'll wake him./

MYK£«KOSPf^
R)RirseLf..

...I HAVeNf\^i2,(?EPfAT

NEV£R B^EN IN
R306+^«rPSIg./

What happens when a newspaper's
copy-handling system "crashes?" Such
a fate befell the Collegian last night.

To complicate matters, at 12:10 am
this morning a fire alarm in the Cam-
pus Center forced us to evacuate for

thirty minutes. We apologize for a

smaller than usual edition.

BLOOM COUNTY BY BEHKE BREATHED

»»««ee««e««eeeeeeee«eeeeeeeeeeee«

Collegian staff

and correspondents
are invited to a

RACISM AWARENESS
WORKSHOP

Tonight 7 p.m. CC 905
Counts towards staff status!

WHO'S
BEEN

AT US,

IVUlfA,
IT'S WSM
CKnrCR^,

excuse

fiFftR we ms SHOOT, sm
mp eur im both of you,

Wt'U. ^ TYIHO YOU TO The

FeNPeR Of OUR TRUCK MP
7flK(N6 YW HOMe -TO eAT NOW

THBN, mn po m pRCFeR ro

ee FRemRtP ?.

•\\ *'s\\<*^>-

NOW pii^^oNmy jv
jubT LOve /\ come of

Nice, n.uifip. JUICY Rmp
R0(\sr5 ... 0in- Thes

weRe's f\imib STe*j/

ww/ir/i

Today's Staff

Night Editor Andrew Joel Wolff

Copy Editor Kathy Hart

Layout Technician Tom Middieton

Photo Technician Rob Skelton

Production Supervisor Mark T^arker

Production: Dode B. Levenson, Nancy
Jean Klingener, Leslie Morgan Naka-

jima, Matthew James Wilson
Laurence, . William Guiduli Wenzel,
Afhrn Lavine
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11 am - 2 am 7 days

60 Main St. Amherst, MA

Valuable Coupon™———•—

^

Free Medium Shake I

with $3.00 purchase 6f this valuable coupon I

I Limit one ogr aj^omgr^Exj)ire^3/5/86^^^^^J

Valuable Coupon—

<

Sunday Special
Buy a Deluxe Burger get the

'1
I

I

L-
second burger FREE (with valuable coupon) |

CHI OMEGA
IS WHERE IT'S AT!
All University Women

Invited

to Informal Rush!
Tuesday 2/25

5:30 & 6:30 & 7:45 p. m.

Call 545-0162 for Info/Rides

'\NEDZTy^^^SyandiR\ . SPECIAL

HAIRCUT
$7.50

with Blow Dry $10.00
with Laurie

with this ad/coupon Expires 2/28/86

atSHEAR DELIGHT
9omplete hairstyling for men 8- women

549-1502
Bay Banks Food Baskat

Triangis St.

SHEAR
DELIGHT

228 Triangle

The Board of Governors is looking for career

oriented, motivated students to run for seats on

the BOG.

In exchange for your energy and creativity, we'll give

you valuable experience to compliment your degree.

Nominations papers due March 6th at noon.

(Available in 420 Student Union)

Elections March 10th and 11th

Become a part of the pulse of the Campus Center

For more info:

drop by the BOG Office, Room 817

Campus Center or call 545-0198

Tuesday, February 25, 1986
COLLEGIAN n

Do you have a friend who
doesn't know when to STOP?

It is difficult to know if one of your
friends is ju?t a heavy drinker of if he or

she is cause for greater concern.

The Student Opportunity Program is

offering an educational program for

students concerned about a friend's

drinking. The program will start after

Spring Break. For information, call

John Novo at UHS 549-2671, ext. 181

i^swimming
Kris

y iiiinufd from pnge 12 irAtlantic 10 intutuvd (mm pativ 12

Kaplan stays
withyou for

the long run.
After you take a Kaplan ^c^urse, yoare

not only better prepared to take on
marathon tests like the LSAT, GMAT.
GRE. NTE. CPA. SAT. among others, b'lt

the study techniques you'll learn will

help you through the ngors ofyour grad

school courses

Thats why for nee ly 50 years, over

1 million students have gotten in con-

dition with Stanley H Kaplan And for

those interested in breaking records, wc
also offer SPEED READING

So call Kaplan You ve got a long race

ahead to the top ofyour career Every bit

oftraining and coaching counts

with a 2:05.96.

henson was I3th.

Other results: Kelly Hen-
-oii was seventh in the 100

butterfly with a 1:02.59

CarnjU was ninth and Nan
c y Stephens I4th. Kris Hen-
son was 10th in the 500
with Margaret Cameron
taking 15th

.Michelle Leary also had
an outstanding meet, shat-

tering the school record by

almost eight seconds in the

400 individual medley with

a 4:47.70. She was ninth

with Uzzo taking fifth with
a 4:53.90, a slower time but
a higher place because she
wa.s in the championship
finals. Cameron was 14th in

that race.

Another record fell in the
800 free relay as Uzzo,

Cameron. Ki is Henson and
Le.u\ turned a 3:0y.30. The
200 liee relay team of Fal-

ls Pike, Megan McCamy.
l.t »ry and Freitas were fifth

with a 1:44.42. Wilkinswas
fifth m the 100 back, Kris

Henson was 12th in the 100

free with Leary taking 16th

while Kris was eighth in the

1,650.

Wilkins took 11th in the

100 backstroke with
Reginia Jungbluth gatteing

11th in the 100
breaststroke. Cameron was
12th.

UMass was fifth after the

first day, then moved to

third and stayed there.

.Maine won with 777 points.

Northeastern was second

with 541 with UMass third

at 386.

Rutgers at UMass

£KAPLAN
SIANlfYM KA«ANftXXAIK3NAlCINrf»lID

DON! COIVIPETHWini
AKAPLAN STUDf-NT BF ONE

MCAT begins Feb. 19

GRE begins Feb. 11

LSAT begins in March

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

The Records: UMass is

6 12 in the Atlantic 10,

9- 18 overall. Rutgers is

2 16 and 7-20.

The Season Series:

Rutgers leads 20 7.

This Year: UMass lost

at Rutgers 63-72 and won
at home, 60-50.

Streaks: UMass has lost

four straight, last beating

Rutgers on February 13.

Rutgers has lost 11

straight, last beating
Rhode Island on January
18.

Coaches: UMass coach

Ron Gerlufsen is 1-4

against Rutgers, 1-1

against Rutgers coach
Craig Littlepage. Lit-

tlepage is 11 against

I'Mass and Gerlufsen.

Top Players: UMass
Lorenzo Sutton (6-2, G) is

a one-man show, scoring

18.3 points-per-game.

David Brow n (64, F) scores

9.2 and gets 5.1 rebounds.

Rutgers - Eric Riggins (6-8,

F) scores 16.4 ppg and gets

.5 5 rebounds. Lloyd Moore
1 6 9, C) averages five re-

hounds and can be a threat

underneath.

RON GERLUFSEN

^\o 10

-PETKR .ABRAHAM CRAIG LITTLEPAGE

scored 18.3

ppg with gimmick defenses

on him every night because

he's the only UM player to

average double figures this

season. He's also a tough

defender and good passer.

Rodney Blake this big (6 8.

250 1 sophomore i.s the best

center in the league. Con-

trolling the boards with

seven boards a game, Blake
al.so .scored 14 ppg and
blocks almost four shots a

game. Finally, Ed Coe of

Temple is a consistent

senior guard that scores 16

ppg, plays tight defense and
generally sets the tempo for

the Owb.

S. <-o«d team: St.

Bonaventure's Barry
Mungar, Temple's Nate
Blackv^ell, Duquesne
foward Dwayne Rawls,
Duquesne's fine-shooting

guard Rick Suder and
West Virginia's cocky-but

talented Holman Harley.

All-Rookie Team: Not

many good rookie's played

in the league this season,

but Massachusetts' David
Brown was among the best.

Scoring about 10 ppg and
^'etting five rebounds,
Brown played like a up-

perclassman. West
Virginia's Darryl Prue is

also tough. Georgetown (his

uriginial destination before

lousy grades kept him out)

probably couldn't of used

him. but coach Gale Catlett

liked his rebounding. John
Evans of URI worked into

the starting lineup and can

score with the best. I'll only

select three, but Sam
Graham of St. Bonaven-

ture, Brian Shanahan of

Duquesne, Tom Hovasse of

Penn State and Anthony
Duckett of Rutgers also

played well at times.

Coach of the Year: St.

-Joe's leader Jim Boyle
doesn't get enough credit for

the fine job he's done, but he

blended the Hawks into a

consistent winner. A nod
also to first-year George
Washington coach John
Kuester who took a

disorganized program suf-

fering from the Gerry
Gimelstob reign of terror

.uKl turned them into a

IJ 15 team despite only

m.iiKinal talent and no

center

Disappointment of the

Season: Rutgers win.s this

dubious honor. Picked for

sixth pre-sea.son and retur-

ning two solid players in

Eric Riggins and Llo'd

.Moore, the Scarlet Knights

folded like a cheap tent and
were mere a stepping-stone

for itiost teams.

Team of the Future:
Maybe my bias is brightly

shining through, but
Massachusetts will be a

contender next sea.son. The
Minutemen .started three

freshmen and sophomore,

lose only one player and
have the renewed support of

the university, they hope. A
stronger non-league
schedule is needed to im-

prove, but UM should be in

the top four next season.

The Gloria Steinem
Award: Goes to the league

office for their seemingly
forgetting the women's
league. With Rutgers. Penn
.State and St. Joseph's
among the nation's top

teams, the A 10 is one of the

premier women's leagues,

but like most conference's,

the women are treated like

second-cla.ss citizens.

Committment Award:
Former league commis
sinner Charlie Theokas
talked a big game when he

started last sea.son and ac-

tually did a nice job of pro-

moting the league against

the likes of the Big East, but

when the Temple athletic

director's job came up,

Charlie bolted for the easy

chair behind the big desk

and a minimum of work.

Thanks for the memories
Charlie.

Officials of the Year: In

the Massachusetts-
Duquesne game at the

Springfield Civic Center,

the refs, unable to make up
their minds, called double

fouls twice when players col-

lided. Double fouls are

usually reserved for fights,

but in when in doubt the

refs used them to hide their

ineptness.

L.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
cTie to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 845. 2:30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES
shmk;-. Iirakfs very >riH"i condilioti. Oni>

$X7.'> i-all fvenin^? fe«4-0435 (.KAUUATING SE.MOKS

Resumr Writing WorkHhop for

l's\i'b<>l<JKy majors coiujucteil hy I>r

Kli'.v.l Martin of the Tareer Center Tues-

•lay' Kel>. 2f)lh Tohm .304 4 pm

AlivVWith OancffmeetinK Wwl ,
Kit' -"'

iit ."):(«) (im in the hark of the Halili iii«

memtiers always welcome!!

Pi .Siinna "AfpiTa PolSciTionor Society is

siHinsorin>r a free video pre.<etitaiion

'Slaiijrhlerhouse .i' Wed 2'2H 7:.SII pm <('

1
H.-)

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
~

BRITTANY MANOR

Immediate Opening; two liedroum apart;;.

Heal and hot water -horl term lease;. A<'t

•CASH'

I'avinK cash for vour baseball cards

I'l.'-a<c call Mike .'•)4fi«M>.')

ENTERTAINMENT

ATT UMASS WOMEN!
.\re you tired of imjiersonal dorm lite

Mpha Chi Oniejra nffers an excilmiT alter

native complete with a lieaiiliful house.

life lon^ friendships, honiei ked meals.

and a i:reat social life. Come se«' what wc

are all ahoiit. We.l li;.'!" V 1
.'. and 1:WH 1 f,

call Tracy or Viki al ..-i:. Ji:.J -r ..l'.' o^M:,

for more info

TIRN'THE tABLES Professional I M ,

\r eviHTience call 24 hrs .".Wi-iMiHl

The Cheap Jock cimiI parly .sound> ai .oi

,,tY..rdal.lc price. Call .M4t;-^(it;i

MOKII.K MUS'ICTNC hi-k- -pun i..>our

1.1-1. • <ali Chris L'.Mltihl-'

Kack-.\-l>isr Kntertainmenl U -c

|..ckc>-. liirtu -h<iW^ l,ar>:c -en en vide..

AUDIO KOK KKNT

For mIc Pioneer SX-525 receiver

Shaq. RT ll.V, tap- .le.-k .*'>• no

2,'i;!!»87.".

AL'TO FOR SALE

aii.l

Kmerecncx
s,.,,ll ,,

80 Cam Z28 :iri" auto alarm Sony ca-. n.-

({m«i con,) ,ci-k t.. •-.II ininic.i a,-kinir »l«oo

,'>4',)7HH;

187H Pint" - 70.000 mil.-, ncwiir.-.

cjutcl,. .\l:;.iiM, .!. iT.'iil .•.in.lilii.n

Sl.onn ..r Hi I 'J.il '
•

1972 VW Beetle -.•'m .;ii_^'" I'lc i-''""i ""i-

ninir condition .t2.'ii> .'iKti.iihh

f977'Ch7v'Malibu Classic M IS I'H

AC ,tll -iM-"!! radials. nonis! iTuist ^i-.' I.'|-

.,„K ,s| V..-, ,,ill .'ves .'HjH-arvy

7H l»al~un B210 irrcai ...n.lili.Ti '•"

relleni .*l2tMi..r H(K'aih,\ .".!!' ..O': Ic.v.

mi'S.sa^c

Ford Maveri.k . •.r.li.n' '
'

"

call .".-Iti-rillHO early murnini.' o. ' '<""'

1»75 Cutlass iiew^liri^ioi'fflt''' tran-

( liffsid.' line licdriH.m ap. >."
' .

i

KOR SAI.K

:i round trip tickets to Florida I r -al.

price ne.L'..iinl.lc <,il! ..i'l ll'.J

Skis Elan Super<. '.^ i.>:' •''" '"i'lt' -'"

cm ^L'.'.o Hi.h 'lo'.o

One round trip fliRht ticket lo 1."

\i '. !.'- SJ'iO fill call ti 7i..''»>

I.ne < i.n. cri tH|ic- '•'.
• ' '

~'

2.'> inch cidor lelc>i-n.n <;n.. u Mih.ic

",h.ii!i-'n j^-.'.o ;,|.. .,-^>

Honda lH7!t «'ivic. 5^1 loo Hd .1'.m.7u.'.

1.0I Number 25 slicker for sale J2.'i Han

S.'hel J.'.:'. 7:-'<i.'. iir Tue niic ,.' .".I".
''.>".

.

Career Connect ion can help you
' (areerCinnection isa rcsumelKMik

ilesi|.rnei) ti. market v.Mir resunie to

p..tcntialen)iilovers. Vour re-ume will

Ik' pulili.sneif in a professmnally

prinleii an. I iKiun.l li.Mik i.. I'c

ili.slriliuled tooverlKMIc.iinpanies

in various fields. Career Conned ion

minimizes your i-osls while it

' maximizes your expo.sure to cor|i..ratf

' persiinnel manii^rers you coul.l never
' reach onyour.iwn. Dea.lline for resume

1^ Kel.riiary 2h, IHhii. Kor m..re inf..

.all the area represent;;! iv.s:

Sherry .'>4'.t-2<ilti or .N.M-lle .^p, ho'.'i

HARASSMENT VICTIMS

If you have been a victim ..I' mxiih'

haras.sment. thi' Colleirian w.ul.l like I.'

!-i*ak with you. whether yi.u have i;.piie

l'in.ii>,'h uTie'vance pr.«-e.lure.^ ..r ii.il ( i.ti

r»l.'nli:ili!y utiaranieed Call ..4."i:;.'.0" aii.l

,i-k I'lr I. .Ilia

INSTRI <HON

Know your car. Ha-k
\\..rK-li"p -S liMur- iiuliiiiiii..

anil >hiip, I. mill. '.I enrollment, ::.'i;i-2iin«

Private (iuitar Lessons Kx|KTienceii ami

patieiil icailii-r Ki.<k I'lii. K'.lk'HI.ue-

K.-a.liiii: lni|.P>v Tli.'iirN Cmp $12hr
Ili.ii,.' ,M'' I7ht.

MOTORCYCLES

Kor sale Honda 4.'i(M' sport edition ^'nal

shajK' two helnicls included .inly 1 TiOO

miles r,4',i l«W4 a.skinj; $ln!^,()

N..rtli Kn.l U'ts ^;et t.-yether this

A.ck.ii.l L.ivc Krich 2f>»itH»«0

.Maureen - Happy Birthday! We love you.

Kerr\ and .Imlv

TO SUBLET

I M.rm ani avail in March. On bus rte

Cliffsiile Apt rent inclusive: chea|> .all am
time tl«.'. :)K22

MOVER

'Round Town Movers la-i. r.lial.l.'

cheap. Call .Michael anytim.- :ij:M.7,sii

LOST

Ski .lacket a' Di'l'a • In p,,'' •.
-' " Ni^^

!.;,!. ,\ii|i rcil !np.' .iii.i -Ki p.i •'i./ipp'-i

It |. .1,11. 1 .all .M'l i:'.ll

fi month old female doR Hii-k- Hies I'l'

in..-'K l.ali'k with ^.ina- ,•. h^'. ..n .li.-.l ,iii.l

'..1,. wi-ariiic :. r.'.l .'..ILir ri.M.-e .all

j.-,:i'.if«:.',i KKWAKii

Lost ionn black wool coat ai HKd .ii

Kel. 2iMh rehirn !. M.Kimniie Cluster ',•

.H»--tii.ii- :i~kf.l -r call M'. '- _' -Sii-an

OPPORTITNITY KNOCKS

Now's your chance t.. meet n.-w

challentfes. The opp..rtunity u.uvi- all

U'lM wailin>r for hasfinallj iirrived. Th.il'-

iiu'lil K..-\- Information .Si--si..ii^ -la. i

Mar.li 1. Tiike thi- .hallcni.T ami con-.' i.>

an liilnrinati..n Se^si..ii i.. c- »h-il itie

KA p..-itii.n i-all alKiiii ^•.ll mil-' attend

an lrif..rmalii>M S.--1.1I1 in ..nier '; appl;,

I)..Ml l.'l lhi-'i|.p'.rlumti ill'

I

.kcih.-

.'Iiall>'iiv.'c lie an K .\

PERSONALS

SKNIORS - Siiii'.r p. .n rait- will U' taken

F.-l. IHt.. Fell J,siiil7H(( I! y.ii hii\fM

-. heihililiL' pi'iiileoi. plea-.- . all INhK.X
:. r 's7l. I".. I .. II. w .ii.|." r,'.' •! '

Wouldn't \ou rather In jui:i:li"i;'

Writers and l'hi>to);raphers In .i.r

.,;,..,.. iM .M.rk !"r !h. v.-.il '
'»

.,1,-,-oMs ..r -i..|. i>:. iii.i<'\. lo:;r( i.t

11,. .r.' iiil.irmali..ii

,.•.......•...*****.***'**'******

HciiK K\i II \Nl.l-;.luet..
;

1 iniiiii^lancc-JH'Siili.t ..ur

c.'lilPil. we were lorci.il

ti.il.i-e theli.Hik rwde

.itrriiiirs.2'l.'S. Weure
..r?\ ('..rlheirn'oitvenienee

T ,•' •••*-• •

Til Jeff f. 1111 toolidRC I |.v

Ml

lairissa wcri- \'<u '.^'ai.riif

Ureal heil -hirt"

To Barbara '- • \' ^

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVK E

Papers, cases, disserllaions. theses, on

lampii.-. .Ii'i
•! lal.le, low rales, ex|«'rieni-

.•li N.incy :V i ''24

ROOMMATE WANTED

One male n.msmokinn for J l..lrm Hraii

.|>wim- apt for inime.li.iic .•..iipan. >

,'.4',i .".7'.l'.l

Roommate wanted (or HriHai., .Miicr

api .all _'.:( 24L'(

I

Room for rent; 1 r.H.in 111 '.
I h-. In ...In

li.iii-i- I mil.' tn.m < ampu n.ar 1. 11- r..iii.'

*lso 111. .mil ph. " -'*< ii'iliiic- .all

L'.'.li ';l:J,s am 'ill

SERVICES

Tailor for all kinds of alteration.., I .

, . , . .,;.-.. n;il,i.. pri.-. :,l s||
\ \vs

TRAVEL

Think Hot! Think Bahamas! tirah y..ur

fricn.l^ ami --ail away on y..ur ..wn 44 tt

ya.ht for Sprint; Break $:t'.t.0.iMl ini-ludes

all your meals and A cases of U-er or s(»la.

Extras inclu.le snorkelinit and windsurf
int; For more info call Ttiens:! J.a; Hhr.r.

or Brian »;«."• 424M

Spring Break Cruise to Bahamas ..nl;

,?:i'J,'> wimlsiirl'ini; aii.l m. .re call 2,'iO ll'.lhl

f.ir m..re nil'..

•• ,\l.i iSl

Typinc. Tape I'ranscrlption, I' a 1 i.

(iir,i!. ('.ill ainttme Otk'. 7r.r.'J

COINS 121 12;l Tutoring S.ilMI (sr h. u.

I'..riiier L'ra.ler. .••.iiiiltiinl .Mex 2i"Hi 12.!''

Tired of the l».C.?Th.n. 1- an il'.rii.itn.-

Tra.li- 111 voiir iM I'l ni.'al pU.i. I"r I'.iil

i.-rf.cl.l NI.mI ri.iii For m.ir.' into .-onia.-i

Taul. Hill or Fli/,al.eih in Ih.' Miilicrl'ii-ki

Kit.-hi'ii (Ifli..-

K
SI'KINt, KRKAK PARTY

( omc \Mlh \,u\ Tours In. -unns aii.l . -

.iiin.- I'f !..ii.|..-nlalc or |la)i..na. H.
'

I .1 on .111.1 oil ((,,. ^:rip, 'Ira'nsjporia'

, ;mI.;i' H.-i pric«« goin^!! C,-»ll M.i
.!'.,

1 7;( K.'ii M'.i 1 7 1'' .1. .1,11 ,'.4',ii,pi;;

SI mMer work

Summer work, F.arn ,jl.iio,

-iiii.i.,. . I'o iii.inv filliiii' .10

>illh

Spring Break °HS
('any in (laylona Beach.
Prices fninr$l III llll f<.r 7 ni»rhls,

parties and a<tivities.

(all jlitytoiia Hotline 1 moo ,K2ii ;i|oi)

VOLI NTEER TELLERS NEEDED

Volunteer Tellers Needed ••••••" loin 'he tun. I'X. ilinvr volunteer
""

••••
-t.ifl'..t'i|i.' r.Ma.-.sCre.lit Cnioii'"**

*
,11.1 1 L' .01 V. ilualilen-sutne experience "

WANTED

Need people to stay in hotel 111 F<

l.,Mi.l.-nlalc |.Ti III. 'npi .all Hailev al

.',.,; 21121 t.el'.in- 111 I'M

Help! I tiee.l a Hi.iChem tutor I ' t.r- wk
.aril \1ra $ t; s442, evenin>..--

Dynamic Entrepreneurs needed I., h. i

nil ro.lii.i' iii-vi iiiarkvl inn pr.i>;ran,

:,ni; SI 10

1

rhe I'Mass Fashion Marketin|( .Associa-

tion I- I.N.kini,' f..r .>ri>,'inal clothing; desi>;n

.-.! t.\ -til. I. ill- 111 the ,'. ('..lh%'e svstem 1..

. r.Mhin-.l 111 oiir ^prini; fashion >how
. 11,. ,n iiilo .all Hcth 'J.-.a .'.Ht;4 ..r Ciiv

'
. i

. tiii'i..

W ANTED TO RENT

( oinmulinK Doctoral Student ..eekv

room lo '".
" . - ' '
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SPORTS
Women roll past GW, 67-57

Seniors star in final home gameBv ROB ROSE
AND ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Thf five seniors on the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team

were honored in a pre game ceremony by

head coach Barbara Stevens last night for

their contributions to the program. They

returned the favor, sparking; the

Mmutewomen to a 67-57 victory over

George Washington at the Curry Hicks

Cage.
The win put UMab^ at 4 12 in the Atlan

lie 10. Should George Washington <4 11

in the league) lo-^e to I3th ranked Penn

Slate at College Park on Saturday, the

Minutewomen and the Colonials would

flip a coin to determine who takes seventh

place and avoids a first round game in the

A 10 postseason tournament starting

March 5.

Last night's win put UMuss in the posi

lion to avoid a possible second round game

with eighth ranked Rutgersi24-2 and 15

in the conference). Should UMass finish

seventh, they would face .St .Idstphs in

second-round action.

Junior guard Juanita Matthews scored

!9 poim>< t(i lead ,1 1) ilanced UMass at-

tack Senior forward Karen Damminger

added 16 points, including a follow of a

Matthews miss that gave l'Ma>s a 10 9

lead with 12:04 left in the half. CMass

never trailed again.

Damnunger also grabbed 18 rebounds.

-IX of them offensive as UMass scored

several easy second chance hoops.

Freshman forward Beth Wilbor con

nibuted 12 points off the UMass bench.

Senior guard Barbara Hebel had 11 points

along with seven assists Senior forward

lerne Bernier had six points and four re-

unds GW was led by (Hona Murphy
Willi 20 points and 10 rebounds.

It was a greai way for the Seniors to

end their career,' said UM coach Barbara

^!.Arii> "Thev .ill contributed, they all

^^v^v t..ugh in "the clutch. They went out

shining."

After taking their initial lead, the

Mmutewomen went on an 8-0 run spark

ed by six Damminger points to build their

lead to 22- 13 and force Colonial coach

Denise Fiore to go for the time out.

i.W resptmded with a TO run of their

own, led bv Murphy's five points, to cut

ihe lead to 22-20 with 407 left. UM led

at halftime, 30 26.

The Minutewomen expanded their lead

ss ith an 8-2 run led by Wilbor's four points

• hat gave them a 38 30 lead with 15:01

left GW closed no closer than three,

Uv43. with 9:04 left. UM traded baskets

^^^\h GW until Damminger helped to ice

I he game with six free throws in the final

127.

Minutemen
open playoffs
Title chase starts with Rutgers

Junior point guard Carl Smith takes to the air earlier this season

The Minutemen host Rutgers tonight in playoff action.

UMass records fall;

Swimmers 3rd in NE
Proving just how far

they've rebounded, the

University of

Massachusetts women's
swim team broke seven

school records and took

third in the New England
championships over the

weekend.
Returning to Amherst on

Monday afternoon after

the long trip from the

University of Maine-
Orono, the Minutewomen
are already looking foward

to next season after their

great effort.

"We pwam \Tir'.\ 'iy

well," said coach Bob
Newcomb. "This was such

a team in the true sense of

the word. They really come

together as a unit and pro-

ved much to themselves

and others."

Headlining the UMass
effort was freshman

Melissa Waller, who broke

three school records.

Junior co-captain Allison

Uzzo grabbed two school

marks.
Waller was third in the

100 breaststroke with a

school record 1:09.77. She

'.'•"p -jIfo third in the 'O'l

breast, with a record

2:32.31. She teamed with

Julie Wilkins, Lori Carroll

and Sue Freitas to take

third in the 200 medley

relay while the team of

Wilkins, Waller, Carroll

and Kris Henson set a

record in the 400 medley

relay with a 4:12.70.

Uzzo set marks in the

1.650 freestyle with an

18:10.53 for sixth place

and the 500 free with a

5:16.48, good enough for

fifth. Uzzo was also

sev',-,lh ... the 200 fret

continued on page 11

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts basket-

ball for all the problems it has had this

season, stands four games away from one

of college basketball's biggest ac-

complishments.

The Minutemen. despite a 9-18 record,

can qualify for the NCAA tournament with

a victory in the Atlantic 10 tournament.

Starting at 7:30 tonight in the Curry Hicks

Cage against Rutgers, the Minutemen

begin their quest.

Unrealistic? Maybe. But UM head coach

Ron (ierlufsen knows his team has the

talent to beat any team in the conference,

an ability they didn't have in past years.

Should the Minutmen defeat last-place

Rutgers tonight, they will advance to a

Thursday night quarterfinal contest at

West Virginia.

"I can't say that we will go into West

Virginia and beat them if we get the

chance, but I do know that we are capable

of dogig that," said the coach.

"I honestly believe that if the players on

our team get together and play as a unit,

we are capable of beating anybody. Each

individual has enough talent that if they all

play up to their potential on the same

night, then we can come away with a win.

We're not looking past Rutgers, but I'd

sure like another shot at West Virginia."

It's hard not to look past Rutgers. For a

team from the state that produced a cer-

tain hungry-hearted singer, their basket-

ball team doesn't seem born to run.

Losers of 11 straight games and holders

of 2-16 record in the A- 10 (7-20 overall), the

Scarlet Knights have been stepping-stones

for the rest of the conference this season.

Umass defeated them 60-50 when they

last met back on Feb. 13. Since then, the

Knights have, according to Gerlufsen,

played with more intensity, but have yet to

put together a winning effort.

The Knights were pressed into submis-

sion by UMass, committing 28 turnovers

and having no players break double

figures.

"We had good sucess pressing them,"

said Gerlufsen. "We also played pretty well

on offense, but being that this is a tourna-

ment game, I don't expect we'll have as

easy a time."

The Knights are led by 6-7 foward Eric

Riggins, a sometimes starter that scores 17

points-per-game. Riggins scored a team-

high seven when the teams last met at the

Cage.
UMass has also had its troubles as of late,

losing its last four as the offense has sput-

tered. Sweet-shooting sophomore guard

Lorenzo Sutton (18 ppg) has been the only

L^Mass player in double figures the past

three games, but Gerlufsen thinks he

Knows the reasons why.

"We're getting good sho s, we're just

not hitting them," said the coach. "Against

1 West Virginia we committed too many tur-

novers and didn't get the sho s, against Dti-

quesne we got the shots but didn't hit

them. I can't dwell on it at this point in the

season. I know the kids can shoot, they jvist

need to relax and let their offense flow."

"I really think that against Rutgers, with

good fan suppol t, we'll do well and hopeful-

ly gain some momentum going into the rest

of the tournament."
Minuteman Mutterings: Freshman

foward Joe Fennell practiced with the team

yesterday for the first time since January

18 when he was indefinitely suspended. He
will in all probability not play in a game this

season hoaever, according to Gerlufsen.

He was not reinstated last week as

reported in another area newspaper.

A-10 Notebook

A look at
the best
and worst
By PETCR ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The Atlantic 10 Conference, like many

of the teams it encompasses, make gains

during the 1985-86 season.

The 10-team league went as most ex-

perts predicted it. St. Joseph's, Temple

and West Virginia were the class of the

league while St. Bonaventure, Duquesne

and George Washington had their ups and

downs, yet were capable of knocking off

the top teams.

Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Penn

State remained as teams with good poten-

tial, yet for a variety of reasons including

youth, team pw^lems and lack of support

failed to climb into the upper halfof the

league. Rutgers, & school with a great

hoop history, fell to the depths under new

coach Craig Littlepage and with little

doubt is in need of sweeping changes to

compete again.

Your faithful correspondent followed

the A- 10 wars throughout the season and

offers the following as a season recap.

The an-Atlantic 10 Team: The league

had a number of individually outstanding

players led by Maurice Martin of St.

Joseph's. The 6-6 senior is of All-

American caliber. He scored over 19

points-per-game and grabbed over five re-

bounds. He can singlehandly win a game,

something no other player in the league

can do. Dale Blaney, West Virginia's 6-4

senior guard is more than just a scorer.

Hitting over 16 ppg, Blaney stabilizes

WVU and is better defensively and offthe

boards. He's also a great leader.

Lorenzo Sutton UMass" 6-2 sophomore

guard probably won't be picked because

the Minutemen always go unnoticed by

those who select all-star teams, but he
continued on pagt 11
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Students blockade
Smith sit-in enters third day

CollrKian photo by Paul Desmarala

Smith College students lock arms in unity as they block entrance

to College Hall. ^^^

By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian StalT

NORTHAMPTON Smith College

students creat«l human blockades at five

separate entrances to College Hall yester-

day, preventing administrators from

entering and bringing business in the

building to a standstill, as protests con-

tinued over Smith's South Africa invest-

ment policies.

At 7 am., about 170 students placed

themselves at the entrances, locked arms

and informed those trying to enter the

building that they were not allowing

anyone in. They wore white arm bands to

show they were willing to be arrested and

red ribbons supporting the abolition of

apartheid. South Africa's system of racial

separation.

"Today, students enter their third day of

occupation of the building, which houses

offices of the president and many other

high-level college officials. The protesters

say they intend to stay until their

demands for total divestment are met.

Smith President Mary M. Dunn in-

structed 70 College Hall employees to go

home and call back at noon to see if the

students were still there. Tbey were, so

most administrators were given the day

off, while a few carried out business in

other buildings.

Dunn decided not to evict the students

from College Hall yesterday and is tak-

ing the situation one day at a time, said

Mary Callahan, news director at Smith's

public relations office. Callahan added

that Dunn was "very proud of the

students for their committment to this

iMuse."

Two dummies hung from trees outside

the building adorned with signs that read,

•'Stocks or death" and "Murder."

Students marched around campus, sing

ing songs that included "We Shall Over

come." As happened Monday, several pro

fessors brought their classes to College

Hall and taught them there.

Dunn and the dean of the college, Ann
Burger, wanted to talk to the protesters.

But the students ' to<ik a vote and decid

ed as a group not to talk to them because

they know exactly where we stand and

there's nothing left to say." said a student

who asked not to be identified.

"And where we stand is. we're not go-

ing to leave College Hall until the

trustees accept our divestment policy,"

another student said. Protesters said

there will be no communication with the

administration until their proposal is

seriously considered.

Three investment committees, compos-

ed of students and faculty, have called for

complete divestment of $22.3 million the

college has invested in companies doing

business with South Africa. Smith

trustees announced Saturday that they

would divest only $1.75 million, causing

an uproar among students and faculty,

which led to the seizure College Hall.

At around 11:30 a.m. an unidentified

woman in her 30s tried to enter the

building but was stopped by a wall of

students. The woman left when she was
continued on page 5

Rape Task Force
stresses education
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian staff

The Rape Task Force is known for the more visible

aspect of its work - advocating better lighting and more

emergency phones on campus - but that is not its only

job.

A reduction in rape incidents vdll ultimately come from

more education, according to the task force's members.

"If we lit the campus like a Softball field it would still

be no good," said Debbie Edelman, a member ofthe task

force.

The task force consists of representatives from the

Evei-ywoman's Center, Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy, the office of public safety,

residential education, community relations, and the dean

of students office.

Improved lighting and 10 emergency phones have been

installed on campus since the task force was created in

1971, and as many as 60 phones may eventually be in-

stalled, according to Trey Williams, special assistant to

the vice-chancellor for student affairs.

The Rape Task Force says this is not enough.

"Society has us believing that our only fear is men juan-

ping out of bushes; 60 percent of women who are

assaulted know their attackers," said Kathy Alexander

of the Everywoman's Center.

The bluest problem, WUliams agreed, is acquaintance

rape. The task force feels that the best way to address

acquaintance rape ia to educate through different

methods. This education falls under the headings of:

• Discipline, including punishment and measures to

protect the victims
. r •

• Information, including a systematic distribution of in-

formation on sexual assault and how the University

stands on this issue.

Some of these ideas have been Implemented, and have

been proved successful by the fact that more assaults

have been reported, Williams said.

"The next step is to put ourselves out of business. As

cheating isn't tolerated sexual assault won't be either,"

^
he aaid. —,_....„^

Grad Senate
misses quorum
and Duffey
BY SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

For the second time in two weeks, a quorum of 75

graduate students was not met, forcing the Graduate Stu-

dent Senate to delay a vote on a constitution change un-

til the senate's general elections in May.

Senate officers announced that Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey was to address the general meeting, but Duffey

did not show up.

The senate did, however, elect a new Executive Officer

after it had been unable to do so because of two separate

votes in which no candidate was able to secure a victory.

Gary Jakacky, a doctoral student in the School of

Management, won the election to replace John Hayes, who

resigned his position to run for senate vice-president.

Jakacky pledged to continue the senate's battle against

the Authority Fee 'from the standpoint of a capital budget

problem,' he said.

The senate battled the fee since it was first proposed

on the grounds that it charged graduate students for

buildings they do not use, such as dormitories and din-

ing commons.

Information recently given to the senate shows that only

14 percent of the fee, (about $30), actually involves these

buildings, however, so senate ofiicers said they will op-

pose the fee less rigorously.

The senate also debated calling for a general audit of

the University, due to alleged illegal management of trust

fund interest by administrators.

The senate will request an audit of all trust funds, the

interest on these funds and any other information it sees

as directly concerning graduate students.

Senate president George Claxton reported that a

Collegian photo by Paul Deamarai*

"A court is where this will probably end up.**-

George Claxton

meeting on the issue with Duffey yielded no results as

Duffey said the issue should be presented to the Board

of Trusteeo.

Claxton said that the interest from trust funds was be-

ing used for, among other things, "morale functions at

Whitmore and paying the parking tickets of the

Chancellor's chauffer," Claxton said.

According to Claxton, a University attorney claims the

use of the trust fund interest is legal, while 'several law

firms we've talked to say they don't think so,' Claxton

added.

Claxton said the senate would now address the trustees,

but questioned solving the issue with them.

"A court of law is probably where this will end up," he

said.
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Marcos resigns amid
Philippine jubilation

AP Luerphoto

STORMING THE PALACE - Hundreds of Filipinos storm the
Presidential Palace in Manila yesterday in celebration of former
President Ferdinand Marcos' resignation.

Mrs. Aquino takes the helm;

faces major reorganization

MANILA, Philippines (AP) - A defeated

Ferdinand E. Marcos resigned as president

of the Philippines yesterday, slipping away

in the Manila night to a U.S. air base and

touching off an explosion ofjoyous celebra-

tion among his countrymen.

•'Cory! Cory!'* Filipinos chanted in

tribute to new President Corazon Aquino

as they demonstrated by the thousands

across the capital. A mob rampaged

through Malacanang Palace, form which

Marcos governed for 20 years.

"We are finally free," Mrs. Aquino

declared on television. "...The long agony

is over."

Marcos, who fled aboard American

helicopters to the U.S. Air Force's nearby

Clark Air Base, was brought down by a

combination ofa "people's power" uprising,

military revolt and U.S. pressure.

First official word of his resignation came

in Washington, where Secretary of State

George Shultz said the toppled Philippine

leader would be "welcome to come to the

United States." But there was no im-

mediate confirmation Marcos would go in-

to foreign exile.

Gen. Fidel Ramos, the Philippines' new
military chief, also announced the

beleaguered Marcos' departure, saying he,

his family and about 20 other people were

airlifted by helicopter to Clark Air Base,

50 miles northwest of here, and a second

group of about 80 palace associates travel-

ed by boat and automobile to the U.S. Em
bassy grounds in Manila.

The Marcoses were spending the night at

the air base and apparently planned to re-

main several days in the Philippines,

possibly traveling to his home province, a

seniqr U.S. administration source said in

Washington.
Marcos' departure ended four days of

uncertainty and political drama in Manila
and 80 years of highly personal rule by
Marcos over this impoverished archipelago

nation of 52 million people, an important

U.S. ally in the Far East.

NEWTON, Mass. (AP) The home where
Benigno Aquino lived in exile and plann-

ed his fateful return to the Philippines was
packed with joyful supporters afler Presi-

dent Ferdinand Marcos resigned and
Auino's widow,.Corazon, took full control

of the country.

Amid tears of relief and shouts ofjubila-

tion yesterday, some friends and relatives

wore yellow, the color of Mrs. Aquino's

campaign. A large photograph of the slain

opposition leader was posted on the wall,

along with p>osters from the recent political

campaign. Champagne flowed. A mass was
scheduled at St. Ignatius Church later

Tuesday.
Ceferino Bague, a friend of the family

wearing a T-shirt decorated with a picture

of Aquino, said when he heard of Marcos
resignatio, "I shouted. I got gooseflesh. I

felt lightheaded. I feel like I am floating."

"Twenty years of frustration is over," he
said. "The next step will be a complete
reorganization. That's a big task for her,

but she will be surrounded with good, loyal

people."

Tital Tuazon, another supporter of the

Aquinos, appeared at the house wearing
yellow.

"I called my sister this morning in the

Philippines and she said, 'It's liberation

day.'" she said. "I didn't expect things to

turn out so fast. We've long been sub-

jugated. It's a different feeling now. A few

months ago I was scared and pessimistic.

Now I'm optimistic."

Dr. Steve Agular, a family friend who is

president of the Aquino Founoation, said

"Since the death of Ninoy Benigno Aquino,

we have been living in a climate of ap-

prehension. "Now we can feel relief and
happiness. Justice has finally triumphed."

"We were relieved that the changes hap-

pened without the bloodshed that we
feared," he said. "She will be a president

who will work things out from her heart,

but using her mind too."

Aular said he and others in the opposi-

tion movement had always had faith in

Mrs. Aquino, but worried in recent days

that Marcos seemed determined to hang
onto his power.

"As far as her strength and intelligence,

I have never doubted them." he said. "But
he was hanging tough. It seemed like he

was ready to fight to the bitter end. It seem-

ed like he had lost touch with reality."

Mrs. Aquino's victory "is just really

amazing," he added, echoing the sen-

timents expressed by many at the celebra-

tion in Newton.
The new presidents niece, Alexandra

Lichauco, a teacher in nearby Cambridge,
said she was overwhelmed by the course of

events in her homeland.
"I'm very happy, very excited and just ex-

cited about the whole thing," she said. "I

just spoke with my parents in the

Phillipines. They are celebrating. They
describe it like New Years. Everyone is out

in the street dancing.

"I won't say I'm suprised, since ever since

the assasination, Mrs Aquino was pushed
into the political world." Miss Lichauco
said.

AP Laserphoto

WITH A VENGANCE - A Filipino youth slashes an oil painting of
former Philippines President Ferdinand Marcos, with a stick. Mar-
cos resigned and fled the presidential palace yesterday.

CORRECTION:
Monday's Collegian incorrectly identified the location of a lecture

tomorrow by Joan Banks Dunlop. The lecture is in the west lecture

hall of Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire College.
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Times were changing in the dorms . .

.

First in a series: UMass of the 1^0$ and '709

remembered..

By DAVE BOARDMAN
Collegian Staff

Women had an 11 p.m. curfew and coed housing was
nonexistent in the early 1960s, but student life at the

University of Massachusetts at Amherst was about to

change dramatically, more closely representing the

lifestyle students lead today.

William F. Field, dean of students since 1962, said his

job was created to unite the student body, which had been

divided completely by gender.

In a recent interview. Field recalled some of the

changes in student lifestyles and living arrangements
that transformed the campus during the 1960s.

"The world of the campus was divided into two sexes.

There were certain dorms for men. certain dorms for

women, and when you filled the women's dorms you
couldn't admit any more women students," Field said.

"We had double standards for admissions, where

women had to have much higher academic averages,

because we had fewer dormitories for women, and since

the rules said you couldn't live off campus if you were

a woman, there was no way they could come," he said.

The University grew by over 10,000 students in the

1960s. "It was an exciting period," he said.

With the immense increase in admissions throughout

the decade, the University set out to keep up with the

influx of students, in what would be the building age of

the Amherst campus.

UMass also sought to keep up with the times, becom-

ing one of the first East Coast universities to introduce

coed housing. "It caused us an awful publicity flop in

Massachusetts," Field said, in part because of wildly en-

thusiastic student reaction.

"The first time we ever moved a group ofwomen from

the women's residence area, which was Northeast, into

Brooks House, a dormitory on the men's side, it was just

an absolutely earth shattering thing." he said.

"We had nightly gatherings of 2.0{X) people scream-

ing and yelling and running panty raids, and in general

trying to encourage disruption and chaos

"The police and whatever administration we had would

be out there trying to keep the men out of Brooks House."

In an effort to admit more women to the University,

administrators 8t)ught to create dorms not designated by

gender, so the buildings could house either sex.

"We remov^ the urinals from dormitories," Field said,

"and as soon as we did that, they became unisex dorms."

Coed housing began after construction of the

Southwest Residential Area was finished in 1966. The
area was originally planned to house women, but because

of the abundance of space, some towers were used ex-

clusively by men.
"Eventually coed floors grew out of it, " Field said. "It

was not a matter of great planning."

"Remember the climate of the •60s," Field said. "We
were growing dynamically. Who the heck wanted to be

bothered with arguing with people about coed dor

mitories? It didn't bother us."

Next: The turbulence of the Vietnam era.
J

Budget calls for job cuts

New minimum wage cited as one cause

photo by Slpfani Ksti

Environmental design miyor, Gregory Drake surveys land during

a class.

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Correspondent

The fiscal year 1987 Student Govern-

ment Association Budget Act will be

presented to the Undergraduate Student

Senate tonight, and its main author said

It contains deep cuts in student paid

positions.

"The number of position-s will be cut and

the number of hours and weeks available

will be cut for most positions," said Jordan

Rosner, Undergraduate Student Senate

Budget Committee chairman.

The cuts will affect j>ositions funded by

the Student Activities Trust Fund, which
is raised by an annual $88 undergraduate

fee. Rosner said the senate controls the

disbursement of payroll funds to student

organizations and these groups will now
have less money to pay students.

The new Ma.ssachusetts law raising the

state's mininum wage is a major reason for

the cuts, Rrj.sner said. Because students will

be paid more per hour, he added, the senate

can not afford to allocate more paid hours.

"It will do more to hurt on-campus
employment than help it," Rosner said.

Mark Johnson, a budget committee
member, said, "It's good people will make
a little more money, but it means people

will lose their jobs."

Rosner said the wage increase will start

July 1, the first day of fiscal year 1987. He
said the SGA budget represents a redefini-

tion of his committee's priorities.

"The cuts are there not only because of

the jump in the mininum wage, but

because a decision was made (by the com-

mittee) to do speakers and concerts and ac-

tivities first," Rosner said.

"We did what we felt was the best possi-

ble thing for students," Rosner said. "If we
had the money, we'd keep the funding the

same, but we don't."

Budget committee member Seth Kaplan
said the committee had to make a tough

decision. "Do we fund jobs, or do we fund

pens, paper and supplies that these clubs

ab.solutely need'.'," he said.

Barriers board reactivated
Renovations aid disabled

By JOE TIGAN
Collegian Staff

A board aiming to create a totally accessible campus for

handicapped persons has been reactivated at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

Vice-Chancellor for Administration and Finance John

L. DeNyse has reactivated the Architectural Barriers

Board, and said he hopes to "incorporate" the board with

the Physical Plant.

The board's duties will be to review plans for all renova-

tion projects with a view to "incorporating handicap-

related modifications whenever plausible."

Raymond Bender, associate to the vice-chancellor and

chairman of the barriers board, said there has to be much
cooperation between the board and the Physical Plant.

The Physical Plant receives requests from all areas ofcam-

pus, then designs and plans possible renovations.

"We have to set up a very good liaison," Bender said.

"What we want to do is view renovation proposals while

they are still in the design stage, instead of seeing them
after construction has begun - when it's too late."

By working with the Physical Plant, some of the board

members feel that accessibility for handicapped students

could be achieved while renovations take place. Bender

said.

"It would be more logical to incorporate accessibility

with the requested renovation, as opposed to deciding

whether an area is barrier-free for handicapped students

after renovations have occurred, " Bender said.

Like other board members. Bender stressed that such

implementation would not necessarily increase the cost

of renovation, and may even be economical.

"It should prove to be more economical ifwe could catch

things in the design stage," said Paul Appleby of the Of-

fice of Handicapped Student Affairs.

Appleby, also a board member, said access on campus
is "not too bad" at this point.

"But we've reached a plateau," he said. "The campus
IS reasonably accessible. The difference now is to address

major problems," such as the installation of elevators.

According to Appleby, one of the major functions of the

barriers board is to "screen" the construction or renova-

tion on campus with Physical Plant officials.

"Most minor projects, like curb cuts and ramps for one

and two step areas have been dealt with campus-wide,"

Appleby said. "The board would cooperate with the

Physical Plant to prioritize projects and make recommen-

dations to Vice-Chancellor DeNv.se." he said.

According to Bender, a "transition plan" was under-

taken in 1978. A task force was formed at UMass in order

to identify buildings with no access or presented a bar

rier to students with physical disabilities.

"The idea of this plan was to reach an ultimate barrier-

free campus," Bender said.

John Findley of Housing Services, however, said that

all the goals of that transition plan have not been met,

and that one of the goals of the Architectural Barriers

Board is to do so.

The general theme of accessibility is that any space has

to be usable by a person in a wheelchair, Findley said.

"(Bathroom) fixtures have to be at an appropriate height

with certain graspability," Findley said. "There should

also be enough room for clearance and turning needs; an

elevator is a basic must and a more sophisticated fire

alarm system is necessary," Findley said.

Collririan prioio by Rob Skelton

Handicapped students van sits in front of

Morril Science Center.

Amherst Town
Meeting on bylaw
By NANCY KLINGENER
and JOSEPH R. TIGAN
Collegian Staff

A proposed bylaw, which would establish a housing

review board in Amherst, promises to be the subject of

heated debate tonight at a special Town Meeting.

The board would "regulate or modify rent levels when

it has determined the fair and reasonable net operating

income" for landlords on a case-to-case basis, according

to the warrant for the meeting, scheduled for 7:30 p.m.

at Amherst Junior High School.

After last fall's Town Meeting, Amherst petitioned the

state Legislature with an enabling act, obtaining the op-

portunity to create a Housing Review Board.

"The point of this bylaw is to provide some form of

economic justice" for tenants, said Kenneth Mosakowski,

chairman of last year's Rent Control Study Commission.

Several Town Meeting members have asked that the

issue be postponed until the regular spring Town
Meeting in May. Meeting member Diana Romer, who

has written letters to the Daily Hampshire Gazette and

Amherst Bulletin, explaining her position, said the bylaw

is closer to rent control than meeting members had

intended.

Town Meeting members "intended to provide a level

of regulation just short of rent control" when they pass-

ed the enabling legislation, she said.

"The original proposal by the petitioners was farther

from the bylaw than many of us had planned," Romer

said.

According to Mosakowski, the only difference between

the the petition and the bylaw is "rent levels" versus

"rent increases," and "everything else that's in the

recommendation has found its way into the enabling

act."

Mosakowski said Romer is trying to eliminate the

board.

"If you believe these people are sincere in their efforts

to protect this bylaw, then I have a very old bridge I'd

like to sell you," he said.

Romer, however, said she is not trying to kill the board,

but to keep it from becoming like measures in Cambridge

and Brookline that "work very badly."

"The issue of rent regulation has been decided. We ac-

cept that," she said.
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HRTA career day held
The department of hotel, restaurant,

and travel administration held its annual

career day yesterday, giving students the

opportunity to look into career plans.

"This was the most successful career

day in terms of the numbers of par-

ticipants," Claudia Silon, the event's

public coordinator said. "The luncheon

was the best ever."

Silon said she estimated between 800

and 1,000 students attended the career

day, acquainting themselves with

representatives from 36 companies.

"The compani^ were all from segments

of the hospitality industry. There were

fast food chains, hotel chains, [and]

restaurants." Silon said.

Among the companies with represen-

tatives were the Sage Corporation, Mar
riot Hotels, Creative Gourmets Ltd. and
StoufTers. An informal session was held

in the Campus Center auditorium while

the smaller rooms on the first level were
used for slide shows and question and
answer sessions.

HRTA was the first department in the

country to offer a career day for students.

In the 1 1 years since its start, the event

has been totally planned and run by
students, Silon said.

"For freshmen and sophomores, it's a

good way to develop their career paths.

For juniors and seniors, it's an opportuni-

ty to get their foot in the door," she said.

Evaluation guide wants
an increased response

Summer Employment
Lamp Young Judaea, Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident, Co-ed, 1 hour from Boston) is in need of

Department Directors and Activity Specialists for

this summer in: Athletics, Gymnastics, Swim In-

struction (WSI), Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts B Crafts,

Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk Song,

Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel and

Nurses (R.N.). Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.

Please contact Or. Charles B. Rotman, Director, 81

Kingsbury Street, Wellesley, MA 02181,
617-237-9410 4

jVwui ru\ivU'UVVft^^A*i'S^

in^Mm PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP A SHOP)

Mt 9 • Nid'ty/Anlimt

256-6889
• OPEN

e A.M.-3 A.M
SUN.-THUR8.

• OPEN 24 HOURS

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Course and Teacher Evaluation

Guide (CATE) will undergo changes this

semester in an effort to improve the guide's

credibility and the student response rate,

the CATE coordinator said.

Past editions of the guide have been

criticized for not having enough of a stu-

dent response to be an accuiate survey. Ac-

cording to coordinator Sally Phalon,"Most

complaints concerned the low response

rate. Often the only replies came from the

extremes: the two people getting A's or the

two getting F's."

The 12-year-old guide relies on students

fiUmg out evaluation forms on each of their

classes, and returning the forms to the

CATE office in the Student Union.

The 1984-85 edition, which called itself

"one of the most opinionated documents

you will ever read," received 8,500

responses from 1,500 students. Many
courses received fewer than 10 responses.

"In the past, the method was to mail out

five forms and to expect them to be filled

out and mailed back. Unfortunately, it

didn't work," Phalon said.

"Professors will take the forms to class

to designate a student representative who
will distribute and collect them. They will

then be brought to us," she said.

Rather than offer listings for every course

available, the next edition of the guide will

select 1.000 courses with many sections

and high enrollment, Phalen said.

The scarcity of funding has caused other

changes in the CATE guide, according to

Ellen Breslin. the Undergraduate Senate

academic affairs coordinator.

"Rising printing costs have put a burden

on our budget. We hope to hire a full-time

advertising representative. The person will

help bring in advertising revenue," Breslin

said.

It costs $10,000 to print 20.000 copies of

the guide, and advertising is expected to

cover half that amount, Breslin said,

"We have the responsibility to tell

students the facts. We felt that it is impor-

tant to produce a credible book," she said.

The Spring Break Carnival pack-

gases include 5 nighU condomin-

ium lodging (based on minimum
of 4 people per condo.), a 5-day

ail area lift ticket, and all luring

Break Carnival races and activi-

ties. T^xes and services (does not

include damage deposit).

illington
^FVERMONT

PRICED
FROM $]99 per

person

The National Collegiate Ski Association, Lite

Beer from Miller and Killington Ski Area have teamed

up for the greatest skiing experience you'll ever have with

non-stop fun at a very special price! Enjoy a week of great skiing

and special on & off mountain activities.

Explore Killington's 6 mountains on one lift ticket. 100 trails

served by 17 lifts offer the greatest diversity of terrain in the

Eastern United States! Killington historically receives 6 feet of

snow after March 1st and has the most snowmaking in America.

Meet Students from all over the United States and compete with

each other for thousands of dollars worth of trophies, prizes, and

special offerings from Lite Beer from Miller, and Killington area

nightclubs and restaurants. Coupon booklets provide even

greater savings at area restaurants, stores and nightclubs.

life Co-sponsored by

SNO SEARCH/KILUNGTON, NCSA SPRING CARNIVAL REGISTRATION

Please complete the registration form below and mail to Sno Search Inc. (Official NCSA Tour Operator), 228 Triangle St.. Amherst, Mass. 01002 Include $50.00

deposit and $25,00 damage deposit, ($75,00 initial payment). The balance of $139.00 is due 10 days before arrival. Make checks payable to Sno Search, Inc,

Deposits are non-refundable unless written cancellation is received 21 days before arrival.

Check Week Desired March 2-7. 1986 D March 9-14. 1986

Name of Participants

March 16-21, 1986 D March 23-28. 1986

No..

Address Zip. .School.

Day Phone No. ( )
Evening Phone No. ( ) Deposit Enclosed $.

For more mformation call Sno Search, Inc. at 413-549-7357/201-697-4332

* Smith—'
iuntimit-J from puge I

told she could not enter.

The American Friends
St r\ ICC Committee, a

Quaker urganization, was to

.sponsor a rally yesterday at

5 p.m. outside College Hall

in support of the occupation.

Mount Holyoke College
students have also come uut
in support of the cause,

.'-itudents have spent the
last two nights sleeping on
hardwood floors, planning
strategy and waiting for the

possible moment when
police cars will pull up to

College Hall and arrest

them.
They say they are feeling

"tired, good, proud, deter-

mined and confident that

\\ f re doing the right
thing,"

Collegian photo by Paul Drsmaraia

Demonstrators at Smith hung this dummy outside the building

they are occupying,

— Cape Cod—

WYCHMERE HARBOR HOTEL
AND

THOMPSON'S CLAM BAR
ARE

sfi'kif )() vctsi in.il (K1 V • '

.•.;
;

I ),)y) full ,11 h! (i.ili (li
, ,

• Dining Room Staff • Banquet Staff

• Hosts And HetMfSCS • Kitchen Staff

• Lounge Servers htotel StJiff

(61 ,'1 4 <.' U)(H> Mon -Ffi . 9am-5pm
Snow Inn f7oad, Harwichport, MA 02646

WYCHMERE
HARBOR HOTEL

N9W a Us«d Cars
[ Trucks A Vans Atsu Avalabis

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

UMASS SKI CLUB

Goes to Killington, VT
Saturday March 1

$25 for members $35 for non-members

Sign up outside the Hatch

Wednesday and Thursday

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days

SO Main St. Amharst, MA

253-7018 ^
^MnaBaBMaBValuable Couponi

I Free Medium Shake I

I with $3.00 purchase Ef this valuable coupon I

L^^^^^J-imijMpjTe^er^u^oijfTer^Ex^e^

I—
I

I

I

I

I

1

Valuable Coupo

Sunday Special
Buy a Deluxe Burger get the

second burger FREE (with valuable coupon)

I

I

I

I

I

.-1

Professional Consultation
& Style Haircut nsiv $10.00

S12.$0

Featuring;

Styles by Deborah

65 L'Diversity Drive

Amherit, 549-5610
expires March 14. 198«

?

o
c

c

I
O

~«

Q
o

3'

I

I
3
(ft

PARTV
y/ith Campus Marketing

122 Main Street

Northampton, Ma 01060

413-584-6161

Home Style

Laundry
Clean, modern, attended

* Self service or drop off

(Next to 7/11)

OPEN 7 DAYS 665 264'

I

L.

This coupon good for

20% discount on
Drop-Off Laundry Service

coupon good thru 3-31-86 1

YOU DR

YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA

SpnnCi BreaK ^\\5'-5lAH
llVi (TO THE PARTY) ^\ ^^ ' *

$\c^:
WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE)

INCLUDES

^ 1 -\ * n 1

»

1 1 « t # « I

«

%«*«»i9»«a«»*«ft«*4*«« •«•••••

• Douna idp rnolo' f:ooc^ tronspoflo'ion lo tieou'ilui

Dovtono Beocfi fWf DBIVt Pockoges Only) Wp u'*

nothing but modern highway coaches

• fight FioficJo dovi/seveh endless nights at one of csuf

e«citing oceonfronl hotels loca'ed fght ori th© Doyiooa
Beoch strip Voui hotel hosobeoutiM pool sun deck o«
conditioned fooms coKx IV and a nice long sifetch of

laooch

• A \t\\ 5cr>edoio of FBtE pool Oecii porlios every day

• A fun list of pfe-ofTonged discounts to »ave you nnoneym
Dovona Beoch

• Travel lecxesentolivos to msure o smooth trip cma a
good time

• Optional side eicu'sions to Duney Woi'O Epcot deep
sea fishing porty cruises etc

• All tones ond tips

SPEND A WEEK - NOT A FORTUNE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN UP
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The rude awakening

Stephen Erickson

Jimmy awoke with a start, a billy club poking him in

the ribs. Morning sunlight was streaming in the little

room where he had been oversleeping. At first blurry, but

then growing clearer, the picture of a police officer stan-

ding over Jimmy's bed came into focus.

"Good morning Jimmy," said the officer.

"Who art' you?" inquired Jimmy, dazed and confused.

"Why I am one of Massachusetts' fine.st, " replied the

state tro«jper, "and son, you are in a lot of trouble."

"In trouble? What for? And how do you know my
name?" asked Jimmy.
"We know a lot about you, and its a good thing we do,

for your own sake," said the officer, ripping off pieces of

paper from his pad and tossing them on the bed.

"What are these?" asked the awakening sleeper, peer-

ing over the covers.

"Citatiorxs," said the trooper. "Yesterday you were seen

leaving your house without a hat or ear muffs in sub-

freezing weather."

"So what?" asked Jimmy incredulously.

"You were in violation ut article 7723 of the

M.issachu.->elts criminal ^ode for inadequate cranial m-

-sulation, the trooper said sternly "Its a ^'ood thing you

were spotted. By this time next week, you could have had

a head cold or worse."

Jimmy opened his mouth to protest but the officer silenc

ed him warning, "After what I've found here this morn

ing, you're lucky I don't ItKk you up where you can't hurt

yourself."

"You mean there's more?"

The officer drew a heavy sigh and replied. "I'm afraid

so. On my way in. I happened to take a peek in your

refrigerator. Jimmy, are you aware that there is not a

single representative of the milk and dairy product food

groups in there? Are you also aware that I almost trip

ped over that skateboard you left in the hall?"

Instead of answering the trooper's questions, Jimmy just

.sat up in bed, stunned, as the officer lectured on.

"There is no excuse for leaving things lying around or

for not eating a balanced diet. Governor Dukakis runs all

those cheery messages on television to remind you of the

necessity of good health and safety habits, and obviously

you are not paying attention. It's the law, Jimmy, Cover

nor Dukakis is your friend. You know that, don't you Jim-

my?"
"Yes sir." said Jimmy, "I even voted for him once."

"Don't talk about voting Jimmy. You know voting can

be a treacherous bnsmess. That's why Governor Dukakis

decided a tew years ago that voting,' for another candidate,

who might not r« alls car.- about your safety, was just too

dangerous a proposition, so he made democracy illegal."

Jimmy looked at the citations One was for $80. another

tor $60 and a third for $12 "Thi> i^ an awful lot of money

I'm suppose to pay," complained Jimmy.

"Look son." said the oflicer. "you must learn to realize

that this is all for your own good. Do you remember back

in 1986 when your government passed the safety belt

law?"

"Yea, I remember."
"Well," continued the officer, "we did that to make our

roads safer, and m so doing we brought auto insurance

rates down. The laws that you have violated today have

lowered life and home insurance."

"But I don't have life insurance." interjected Jimmy.

"What?." said the startled tooper. "no life insurance?

That'll be another $80. Evervone should have life

insurance."

The state tooper strolled over to the window ofJimmy's

lx?drcx)m and gazed out at the brilliant morning sunshine.

"It's a beautiful day in the Commonwealth, but around

every corner there are dangers. You can rest assured that

we'll be there to take care of you," and with that said,

the state tooper made his exit.

Now fully awake, Jimmy realized he had been sleeping

too long.

Stephen Erukson is a Collegian columnist.

Crusading toward failure
People are rarely so pathetic as when in-

volved in a crusade. It is bad enough if they

are trying to spread their faith or quash

what they consider perversion. When the

target is a plant, it becomes even more

laughable.The Reagan administration's

war on marijuana is one such sorry sight,

doubly so because it is doomed to failure.

At least it has provided us with a little

drama. Who could forget last fall's stirring

footage of Attorney General Edwin Meese

mounted in a shiny helicopter as his

faithful g-men swooped down on fields of

the demon weed with fire and sword? I sup-

pose it is important to keep his mind off his

humiliation in the Senate las year but,

really, I cannot help but think that there

are more heinous criminals afoot in the

land than a few of our agriculturally-

oriented brothers and sisters. I know it is

easier to uproot objectionable fiora than it

it is to play hardball with big crooks, but

it accomplishes very little.

The campaign against cannabis is costing

a great deal. The U.S. government will

spend several hundred million dollars this

year in a futile attempt to interdict and

eradicate one of America's favorite recrea-

tional combustibles. Strange, we can no

longer afford adequate funding for the en-

forcement of pollution laws but can sub-

sidize a holy war against drugs. I guess

they look at it as a matter of who your

friends are. It is unlikely that many
sinsemilla growers get invited to White

House dinners.

It has been 49 years since the Marijuana

Tax Stamp Act passed, virtually unoppos-

ed, through Congress. In spite of Draconian

penalties for sale or possession and billions

of dollars in enforcement, use has been

steadily increasing. Only in the last few

years has it begun to level off at (according

to congressional estimates) 20 million

regular tokers and another 40 million oc-

casionals. Reefer is here to stay and the

sooner this particular batch of bozos

William Spain

realizes that, the better for all of us. It is

high time for Uncle Sam to stop spending

money on drugs and start making it.

A Narcotics Intelligence study claims

that some 9000 tons of marijuana is con-

sumed annually in the United States. The

House Select Committee on Narcotics

Abuse and Control says that it is at least

triple that amount but let us work with the

more conservative figure.

Nine thousand tons breaks down into 18

million pounds or, more workable, 288

million ounces. At the reasonable tax rate

of, say, $20.00 per ounce, that is a possible

5.8 billion dollars for the federal coffers

each year. Just think of all the neat rockets

and stuff Caspar could buy for that.

Aside from the huge tax benefits to be

reaped, legalization and the inevitable

regulation that would follow could do a lot

to minimize the social damage related to

illicit trafficking. A disturbingly high

percentage of the ganja Americans puff on

is controlled by organized crime. They are

the ones who presently rake in the big

bucks from its sale, not law-abiding

citizens. By investing it in Senators and

Congressmen, they further strengthen

their position in our country and, thus,

their ability to create general mayhem.
Efforts to rid ourselves of a weed as

tenacious as crabgrass must be abandon-

ed. Government officials, by their own ad-

mission are fighting an expensive and los-

ing battle. The amusement to be derived

from watching the Justice Department

make itself look ridiculous is just not worth

it. Cannabis has been enjoyed by humans
for thousands of years and it creates few

problems except where it is subject to legal

prohibition.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

Where is the justice?
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Yes, I am! But don't call me a loony or

a basket case, call me mad, it's more pro-

found. And besides, mad sounds a whole lot

better to me.
So good a thing gone wrong. But was it?

Blood on the snow - 1 tossed the red razor

onto the hood of his car. My heart left my
chest and ended up in my wrist, thumping

profusely. A second from a minute, a

minute from a hour. What significance did

it have at that moment in time? What dif

ference does it make now?
The blood pumped from my wrist like a

fountain so I decided to decorate his car.

Too bad Christmas was a month gone by.

The red droplets fell ever so softly on the

frosted windshield.

I'm still alive, but perhaps it was because

I rang her doorbell with a smile. He was

much older, mid-twenties; he would call on

my steady girlfiend, age 17. It was all done

with sweet thought. They dated once more

than three, or was it once more than four?

Getting her drunk on cheap wine and try-

ing to score her was his only concern. It

didn't matter because he wac "gorgeous,"

had bucks and a better car.

She continued to pledge her love to me.

So convincing, so convincing, but her phone

still rang. When I called, I received lies

from her parents as to her whereabouts.

How could they do that? Friends talked and

I later found out about a 15-year-old girl,

who he, on the basis of using his material

collection, invaded infinite times. But there

were other young teenagers. This adult

also had a true girlfriend his own age - a

boot-scraper. They all tiptoed around her;

even my girl knew of her presence. Just

parking in the back of a local cemetery,

behind all the cold tombstones; nobody ever

goes there, huh? And a mortician he is by

trade! Calmly I told her I loved her. I cared

i uc.^^J i vycia « iwul. Probably because

a fawn-eyed girl wasn't supposed to do

those things. But eyes can deceive. My girl

kept on whis'^.' ::' c mforting words of

love, cooing tnis reassurance like a

songbird. So I blanked things out and ac-

cepted these words. When you're in love,

you just don't quit banging your head into

the wall, right?

My senses gleam now, like highly-

polished chrome. I'm aware! But tell me,

does love have to be at a certain age? Could

I have been an exception? Never ever tell

me, or any other person that they have to

be a certain age. And do you know if you're

in love, and if he or she is in love with you?

Or are you only happy in your own world?

I loved that girl but she ended up pledging

lies, taking advantage; another wouldn't

let the scars heal. I am never at a loss for

words, only when I try describing what be-

ing in love means to me. However, now, I

feel love is but a mere fallacy, twisted and

grotesque, a love that burrows through my
mind like a poisonous worm.

Just a kid, huh? "Just a screwed up

19-year-old punk." If this runs through

your mind, and then I challenge you. Dump
your emotions onto the table and I'll bury

you with mine.

The flames burn quietly now, and the

charred emotions lay glowing like hot

coals. I know now that these problems

aren't mine. With pride, I push them back

into the direction in which they came. So,

I ask you, where is the justice here? Why
do people like this always seem to prosper?

In my situation, those people all wanted to

forget what I did. Nobody wants to know
anything bad, never mind remembering.

Why? Perhaps this is because it brings to

reality what they really are and it in-

terferes with the masks they wear.

Where am I? Right now I just pictured

myself sitting on the hood of a '59 Chevy,

sipping on a cold beer. I'm just thinking as

I recline against the windshield. There's a

girl out there for me. I know she's pretty

and she's going to love me like I love her.

1 only wish I could tell her now. Very soon

I will own this '59 Chevy. If you see it,

remember this story.
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ARTS
Arts Review

K UMASS Fine Arts Center

•[ in cooperation with WFCR
9 presents the

i

I

1

Five College

Arts Festival
February 27 - March 2

singer/comedienne Sandra Bernhard

Smith Collej^e, Davis Student Center

Thursday. Feb. 27, 8 & 10:30 pm

I

I
jaz2/foll< duo Buskin & Batteau /»

Amherst College. Buckley Auditorium 'a

Friday. Feb. 28. 8 pm ^

I

1

1

i

Party with Eight to the Bar

Hampshire College. Dining Commons
Saturday, March 1 9 pm

The Spinners in concert

co-sponsored with Mt Holyoke College

UMass Fine Arts Center Concert Hall

Sunday, March 2 8 pm

Artist returns to haunt UMass
with spectacular exhibit

Tickets are $2.50 students. $5.00 generxl

public except for The Spinners: $6.00

students, $12.00 general. All tickets available

at the Fine Arts Center Box Office. For fur-

ther information call: 545-0190

People outside IoOh.

By CHARLES FRANCIS
CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Tim Harney is back at

UMass again! Only this

time, the prodigal son has

returned home to display

his laurels since

graduating. Harney's wotRs

on paper are the result of a

recent burst of energy, since

this rather large exhibit is

all new work executed smce

last November. And they

literally do burst with

energy.

For those who remember
Harney from his UMass
days, these works attest

that he continues to grow

and progress. There has

always been a resplendence

in Harney's painting, but,

in other times, his bright

color was typically over-

shadowed by the dark and

opaque, giving his work a

sense of grief and
foreboding. Evidently, it has

been this dark pool of

detachment that has gush-

Timothy Harney, an ex-UMass Graduate stu-

dent is exhibiting recent work at Hampden
Gallery.

5

!

?

\ UMASS SKI CLUB =

eji forth this fountain of war
color and intimacy. No sub-

dued tones here!

Not that we should inter-

pret Harney's new painting

as pure hope emerging from

despair - these immigrant
and family scenes are

depicted with the sad irony

of the unfulfilled promise of

their subjects. Despite the

resplendent luminescence

on the surface, sadness is

what comes out of the

works; form the somber
"The Last Couple" to the

bitter-sweet "The Sick
Child," an ethereal sadness

pervades the gallery, a

sadness comprised of dis-

junction and imbued with

feelings of nostalgia and
anxiety, anticipation and
mystery, dream and death.

Harney's work is compell-

ing: we find ourselves fierce-

ly drawn to the brilliant in-

tensity of the form jutting

across our horizon gradual-

ly revealed around us in the

recognition of our surroun-

dings as they become more
and more light, and we
realize that we are not

alone. People outside too...

closes Friday: see it. Only a

small number of MFAs go

on to become artists:

Harney is one.

np^'
^
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GREAT *»

SPRING BREAK ^-
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Q^illinqton
*<^ VERMONT

MARCH 16 - 21

Last Chance
full payment needed by

March 3

Hurry in

limited space available

$199
$40 deposit

$25 refundable security deposit

INCLUDES

bf FOR MORE INFO

All American Ski Week 545-340 /

Special Activities 430 STUDENT UNION

SUPER t

SOCIAUZINQ t

SKI RACES »

NEW ENQUND :

ciambake:

AFTER-SKI l
PARTIES J

CONDOMINIUM »

LODGING;

MOGUL t

CONTEST
J

SPECIAL LIVE J

NTERTAINMENT
j

and:
MORE!:

Sign Up Table outside the Hatch

VV, Th, Fr 9-3 pm

9th Annual
Professional

Agriculture

Convention

February 26, 1986

Campus Center

Auditorium

Seminars, Job Mart,

Student Exhibits,

Industrial Booths

All Events are Free!!

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Movie review
Wildcats (••)
Directed by Michael Ritchie

Starring Goldie Hawn

By JOE SHARTRAND
CoUegian Staff

Wildcats tries to mix feminism and football with sex-

ist humor and stereotypical characters. Director, Michael

Ritchie and writer, Ezra Sacks, have constructed a

preachy, moralistic tale that is only intermitently amus-

ing. Without Hawn's bubbly, naive persona (which she

has used in every one of her roles so far) this film would

have been a total flop.

This film has absolutely no plot " Hawn takes on the

sexist male world" is about the closes anyone can come

to a plot summation. The director and the writer have

essentially made a movie for Hawn. hoping her name

would be enough to attract audiences, ignoring all else.

The characters are forgettable and the dialogue is essen

tially a series of self-righteous spetclHs with heart-

warming sentimentality.

There are many speeches about sexism, which are

entertaining when given by Hawn, but they fail to teach

us more about her character, or even sexism; she is only

Hawn's new film fails to

educate audience on feminism
giving us a lecture, not developing a character. For ex-

ample, when she meets with the overtly sexist coach,

Dan, to get a football coaching job, she gives him a

speech. Later, she gives her creepy ex-husband a speech.

Then there aure a few "you think I can't do it cause I'm

a woman" lectures to her football team. The sentiments

are honorable, and prejudice is an ugly thing no matter

what, but the speeches don't enhance the film. No
character grows to learn that sexism is bad, Hawn just

changes their minds for them.

Character development is a major problem in this film.

There are only three types; bad, sexist men; good,

feminist women; and men whose minds are changed by

Hawn. Coach Dan is the main bad guy. He refers to

Hawn as "babes" and then tells her that she is a joke

as a football coach. Obviously, the coach is headed for

a fall with such prejudiced views, and fall he does. In

the end, he looses the big game, is humiliated by Hawn's

team and then wallows in a puddle of mud, like a male

chauvinist pig. Another one-dimensional character is

Hawn's ex-husband, Frank. At first, Frank is sexi.st too.

but a well-meaning sexist, unlike coach Dan. He only

wants what's best for his daughter and ex-wife. He wants

Hawn to quite her coaching job and the chldren to live

with him. Eventually, Hawn charges his mind so that

he ends up thinking of her as an equal.

Another flimsy character is the principal of Central

High, Ben Edwards (Nipsey Ru^ell). Russell's character

has only one distinguishing trait: he says "Riiiiight"

several thousand times during the film. Otherwise,

Russell's character is quite forgettable. He acts bemus-

ed throughtout the awful antics of the cast yet he fails

to be amusing. He always seems to be on the verge of

saying something funny but never does. Maybe if he had

had some funny lines from the writer, his character

would have been amusing, but only Hawn gets the fun-

ny lines.

Though this film condems sexism, it uses sexist humor.

For all the self righteous speech making, there are a few

scenes that protray women as gullible. For example,

Hawn is giving a football player and some of his friends

a ride to their mother's house. In reality, they are going

to rob the house. Hawn doesn't realize this until she

peeks in the window herself and notices that the room

that they are trying to get into is filled with stereos, not

a mother. Hawn plays stupid in a few other scenes as

well, which seems to be the main problem with this film.

It IS unrealistic. The characters are unbelievable; the

situations are silly an the sentiments against prejudice

are neutralized by prejudiced humor. This film is only

a star vehicle for Goldie Hawn.

Here's the Proof . . .

By STEFANIE SCHMALL
Collegian Correspondent

Their slogan is "Rock & Roll while you
bowl" but on Friday night the emphasis at

Cheers was definitely on rock and roll. The
modest Northampton lounge featured a

vibrant four-man band that call themselves

The Proof.

Only two of the original band members
remain. Drummer Greg Trelease and
keyboardist Paul Raciot got together ten

years ago forming the Morgan Flats. The
group played mostly Frank Zappa and
Steely Dan times. But with the emergence
of disco they recognized the need for a new
sound (and a new name). The public wanted
to dance and 100 Proof was going to get

them up on their feet.

The band eventually evolved into The
Proof with the addition of lead guitarist

Bob Chipolli and bass player Perry

Amsellen. They've adopted a Top 40, R&B

style and have succeeded in doing exactly

what they set out to do they've got the

crowds clapping, stomping and singing

along with them.

Formed just this past January, the part-

time Springfield band has already ap-

peared in clubs throughout the W.
Springfield, Greenfield and Waterbury
areas. They've played at Cheers in Nor-

thampton (Pleasant Street) several times,

always attracting an enthusiastic crowd.

Although most of their tunes are familiar

ones, the band will occasionally throw in

a few surprises. In addition to the original

material they may mix into their sets, the
band loves to improvise.

"We want to have a good time. In this

band a sense ofhumor is prevalent," insists

Trelease.

And a good time is exactly what was had
by all Friday night as the band rocked the

crowd with tunes like Springsteen's My
Hometown, Otis Day's Shout and Day by

Day from the Hooters.

GUARNERI STRING
QUARTET

with Lydia Artymiw, piano

Friday, February 28, 8 pm
Bovvker Auditorium

Tickets: 515 13

MARC-ANDRE HAMELIN
1985 Carnegie Hall International

American Music Competition Winner

Wednesday, March 5, 8pm
Bovvker Auditorium

TickciN S(i

TOSHIKOAKIYOSHI
JAZZ ORCHESTRA

With Lew I .ibiickin. tiMior stixophunc iS. fluU"

Saturday, March 8, S pm
Concert Hall
iaki'ls >U 1 1

Five College Students HalfPrice Tickets available at Fine Arts pi3
Center Box Office, Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets Z^

€311(413)545 2511 or 1 800 243 4842 ^^

The Proof played at Cheers in Northampton Friday night.

The
Golden

Palomino
WItti

CarlaBley

JackBruce
MikeHampton
Jody Harris
HenryKaiser
BillLaswell

Arto Lindsay
Nicky Skopelids
Chris Stamey

Syd Straw
RichardThompson
Bemie \\brrell

ThurSy March 6th
S,U,B. UMass

$10XX> UMASS

$12X)0 GEN. PUBLIC

Tickets on sale at F.A.C. Box Office,

Springfield Civic Center and Holyoke,

Northampton, Greenfield & Pittsfield.

No cans, bottles or recording devices.

ALARM Tickets
still on sale at F.A.C. Box Office
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i^ THE FINE ARTSCENTER
^"Wc ONCERTHALL

UNIVIRSITY Of MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Rapture of the Deep will preview their new E.P. tonight at a record release party at Pearl

Street, Northampton. $3.00 at door.

^unan garden
*^eMauraHt
MANDARiN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

»Tk« BEST ckiMM Food-

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Sparc Ribs
Small

SO80
Ldtgr

84^60

Luncheon
Specials

$025

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

llBrHwiihFfnh
Mukhinonik

2lChKkrn Finf«r»
3) Chtdim WH>9t
4) CiMMM BBQ Porli

5) Btorcok in Oyiirt Smtt
b) Swtvi A Sou) Chickfn
71 Pm F rt«d Hk*
S) Pan Fnrd Noodk*
with Chvkm

9) P»n Frwd KavMili

10) Hoi t Sour Soup

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU cp-oq
CAN EAT ^5**

LunctMon SpcciaU A Take-out Service
Full CocktaU Menu

If
-^^ ~ ... Sun.-Thur«. 11:30 •.m.-lO p.m.

From m^^ served 11 a.m. Frl. & Sat. ll:30a.iii.-ll p.m.

-3 p.m. 10 Belchertou/n Road
I

at Rtc. 9. Amherst

[
256-0252

CALCIUM
ir m one of the minerals most likely to be deficient in the American

diet

• is important for bone, teeth and the proper functioning of every

cell in the body
it Adults require 3 or 4 servings of calcium rich foods every day.

If there is a LACK OF CALCIUM IN THE DIET it will be taken from

the bones for its functions in the cells. If the diet is consistently short

of calcium the bones may deteriorate causing a disease called

OSTEOPOROSIS.

SOME GOOD SOURCES OF CALCIUM are skim milk, low fat

yogurt, tofu, sardines, broccoli and kale.

University Vending Services and the Division of Health Educatk>n

LUV to Ski

KILLINGTON.VT
Choose the Package for You:

Intercollegiate Ski Fest Vacations ''°"*163°°

Winter's Answer \o Ft Lauderdale!

• 5 nights mountainside condo lodging

• 5 days lift tickets good for all six mountains

• Daily happy hours

• Evening shuttle to tiars

• Daily races and evening parlies

• 2000 other college students from East coasl and Midwest

Ski Weekend Shuttle operates every weekend from January through March

Midweek Shuttle operates every week from January through March

Ski Fest Vacations MafCh 16th " 21 St
' Ski Weekend and Midweek packages available through April with season

discounts available after early April

' Groups of 20 or more can qualify for free trips and discounts.

Ix6n 0*I5|- I /*»57 YOUR LOCAL Luy

Beth 549-0491
«^^^^^^^^^^'^^

I

Contact

800-368-2006 USA Toll Free 800-542-8003 Virginia Toll Free
Enierprnt Travel Center. PO Bo»7gp7 ^q»|rloyesviiii,, '>ii^iiia :2<)06

' Subsidiary of J i H I 'irrprnn. Ill * AX

MUMMENSCHANZ
Swiss Mime-Mask Theater

'ruesLlay/VVcdiu'sciay,

February 25-26, 8pm
Concci I Hall
TKkL'l.s. <2U US 10

General Meeting

New and Old

Members Welcome

Wed. Feb. 26 7 pm
Machmer W-26

Commuter Area

Government

Spokesperson

and Treasurer

Nomination Papers

open today.

These are available at the

Commuter Area Office,

404 SUB, 9-4 pm
Papers due

Thursday, March 4th

at 12 pm

FYI:
The commiMioner of the Massachusetts Depart*

ment of Food and Agriculture, August Schumacher,
will speak about the status offarming in Massachusetts
at the ninth annual professional agriculture convention,

from 2 to 5 p.m. today.

The convention, whkh is aponsMred by the Stockbridge

School of Agriculture at the University of Massachusetts,

IS being held in the CAmpus Center. "Why Agriculture"

is the theme for the convention. It is open to the public.

A Stamp Out Hunger Day is being held today all

over Massachusetts in order to raise money to 8t<9

hunger.

A table will be set up in the Campus Center Concourse
where students can donate money and sign "Stamp Out
Hunger" postcards, which are bemg collected nationv^'ide

and will be sent to the Subcommittee on Hunger in

Washington, DC. in the spring.

Massachusets Public Interest Research Group,
(MaasPIRG}, which is sponsoring the event, will be
holding food collection days, when students will accept

food donations outside supermarkets to give to local soup
kitchens and soup banks. For more information call

MassPIRG at 545 0199.

^M

AP {•••rphoto

SLINGING SNOW - President Reagan winds
up to pitch a snowball, on his way to the Oval
Office yesterday.

Langley commited
WORCESTER (AP) A 23 year old Clinton man accus-

ed of breaking in to the Planned Parenthood Clinic of Cen-

tral Massachusetts and causing more than $5000 damage
has been committed to the state's maximum security men-
tal hospital.

Central District Judge Francij H. George ordered

Jc^eph G. Lnagley held a Bndgewater ^ate Hospital after

reading a psychiaric report prepared by hospital staffwho
had been observing Langley.

The report was not make public.

Langley was found not criminally responsible for his ac-

tions by reason of mental illness. Assistant District At-

torney Thomas A. Rosiello said after the proceeding

Monday.

He was returned to Bridgewater State Hcwpital for 40
days of observation and examination and was expected

back in court April 3 for a review, the judge said.

On Jan. 15 and again the following day, Langley was
found in and near the sixth-flocH' offices of the clinic. He
was arrested on Jan. 15 on charges of breaking and enter-

ing in the daytime with intent to commit a felony and
malicious destruction of property.

Nigerian tapestries stolen Banks push for Venezuela debt restructure
Nine Nigerian art tapestries valued at $825 and a slide

projector valued at $150 were reported stolen at 1:10 p.m.

Monday, from the Wheeler Art Gallery, University of

Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

• Two female students reported at 1:30 p.m. Monday they

had been receiving obscene phone calls for three weeks

in John Quincy Adams Tower, police said.

• About $300 was reported stolen at 12:20 p.m. Monday
from a room on the third floor of John Adams Tower.

-JEFFRY BARTASH

BOSTON (AP) Leading New York banks reportedly are

putting pressure on regional banks to accept a plan to

restructure $21 billion of Venezuela's national debt.

The Boston Globe yesterday quoted unnamed bankers

and sources as saying that major New York banks such

as Chase Manhattan and Manufacturers Hanover, which

have very large outstanding Latin American loans, are

e.\erting a strong verbal pressure on the regionals to go

along with the agreement, but dozens ofthe smaller banks
are refusing.

The unidentified regional bankers told the newspaper

they did not believe enough moderate-sized banks had
agreed to the deal for the agreement to be concluded to-

day as Venezuelans and the New York bank had hoped.

The only New England banks with loans at risk in

Venezuela are Bank of Boston and Bank of New England,
whose exposure is smaller than that of New York banks
but not insignificant, the Globe reported.

A New York public relations firm employed by the

Venezuelan government said Monday that country's

finance minister and central bank president plan to be
in Manhattan Wednesday for a new conference announc-
ing the deal.

TAN - TAN - TAN - TAN
$29.95 for 9 sessions

and your 10th is free!

Why be a casper when you

don't have to be?

! l-«aturino Stava Kloc's (

\ Famous Broilad \

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entraas

Also Steaks,
Prime Rib,

OINICTiSmI Mt>« 1l« nortli to
Soutti D«arfMd. louth on roulo
»-10 1H mHM. m«»n.oti ChHMIan
Lano H m|la from oonror of town

i

i

Opan

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
Rt. 9 Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551

REDKEN

The Graduate

r.

I

TIME:

5, 1. 9, 11

ADMISSION.
$1.00

PLACE:
S.U.B.

DATE:

Wed. Feb. 26

Kl^

^O^<^^'

Mon-Sat 6-10 am Sun 1-t J

iWWtlllllliaililllltlllllllW'IIIIMltllllltllllHWMHltilH'lltllllltlllWHIBIItiMilllil^^

U^ib-Ss^itHt-OD^aibtt

^ - T'Sf 'J i?;u- hi?. n^2^. Ilttt-;*A RECRUIT U.S.A.. INC. ^

i

I
i
i

1. DATE

2. PLACE

3. rt
"

March 3
1 and 3 P.M.

Campus Center # 803

:^A^^i(nmm. m^^^

•|f unable to attend, please call our toll free number.

s

s

wm"^.

^^^^HH|#^^

RECRUIT US. A., INC.

700 S. Flower St., Suite 3210

Los Angeles, CA 90017
Bl 800 325-9759

CI 800-423-3387 (in California)

«a»««««4«**«4«**«(<********<«*** '.*.V4*«*<«,V^^i*

i <>HECRUIT U.S.A., INC.
fll»Mi|IMtllW<»l«W.TW<«WlWi»l*(!wHIWl<lWt>)WlW<
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Diet Center

644 Main St.,

Amherst

253-9580

Mon-Fri 7am to 1 1 am
4 pm to 5 pm

Sat 8 am to 10:30 am

DIET
CENTER

TRANSPORTATION TROUBLES?

For information on Parking and Transportation

issues at UMass call:

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE 545-1540

Ask for tapes by number

Commercial Bus Service

Five College Buses

UMass Transit System

Short Term Parking

Long Term Parking

Parking Ticket Appeals

If Your Car Has Been Towed

(P

NEW ENGLAND S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

I h*' Massat hust'lls Daily

LLEGIAN
founded 1870
Circulation 19.000

Serving the Five ( ollege Area

Executive Board
Editor in Chief
Dode B. Levenson

Managing Editor
Ian Polumbaum

Production Managers
Peter Soderberg

Conor Plunkett

Editorial Editor

Larry Bouchie

Business Managers
Sherry Sharfman
Elizabeth Young

- Business Board —
Asst. Business Manager

Steve Rubin

Advertising Manager
Paul Lesser

Asst. Advertising Mgr.
Melissa Forman

Circulation Manager
Craig Naugle

Finance Manager
Vanessa Roth

Asst. Finance Mgr.
Kim Jackson

Subscription Manager
Karen Holland

For a complete listing of other information tapes, come

by our office in Whitmore Rm. 227.

<^:
t5l ::,-..„:.

\^

\ ^
^J v^>'n^

:4

u F22g ^^
a m L

A SERVICE OF
THE DEAN OF STUDENTS OFFICE

Assistant to the Editors Anita L. Ro\ e

Associate News Editors Jeanelte DeForge, Patrick Johnson, Nan-

cy Klingcner Associate Editorial Editor Rob Skelton Associate

Sports Editor John Nolan Associate Women's Issues Editor II

ana Levenson

Systems Manager Mathew Atkins Assistant Systems Manager
Adam Lavine
Business Coordinator Junics Kistubt-n Senior Bookkeeper
Maureen Majerowski Classified Manager I'aihy Chiliton Graphics
AdvisorFaye Whiint-y Lussier Assistant Subscription
ManagerAian Wikox Advertising Layout Noelle
MerlinnMarketingRon MAggio. Randi S< 'h'v Patrice LawskyOf-
fice AsistantSue CirellaMaintenanceDan KothAdvertising
RepresentativesNancy Warhafting. Jon Colu-n, Michelle Mon
I, limine Maureen Crowly, Kobin Engel. Stacy Wi»Kierli^'ht. JefTHam
moml '--lephanie Zucker Rohyn Leifer. John Kennedy, Shawn
Sivpniiiite, Cozy Wolaii. Debbie. Stein. Ivan SpeilbergDay
(;raphi<-sBeth Ba/inet. Amy Cu.stance. Sue Lattanzi. Betty Anne
Murph\ .Iim Podesky, K.ithv Wheeler, Sara CiMik. Andrewe Myer
^1111 l.an»a I'otuphuck. Jim Kice. Pelra Phillip

Librarian rmn Midiileton

The Ma-ssachusrllii Daily Cnllf^iari (I'SPS permit No.58l, a registered Ktu-

denl orcanizatinn at the I'niversily of MaMtachusett-i-Amhepit. i» pubhsth-

fcl Monday through Friday exrluding holidays, exams and vacation .

periods. Content is determined solely by the 0'lh-ti""> Board of Editors.

« ithout prior approval from University administrators, faculty, staff or

student government. Operations are funded solely by advertising and

subscription revenue. Subscriptions and advertising rates are available

at 113 Campus Center, I'Mass-Amherrt 01003, (413»45-3.'MK).

TOMORROW NIGHT
All Interested Students!!

(all classes)

You are cordially invited to

attend Alumni/Alumnae
CAREER NIGHT.

Graduates of 3 programs
-Food Marketing,

Ag. Business, &
Resource Economics

will speak and answer ques-

tions about their careers and
YOURS.
WHEN:

Thursday, February 27, 1986

WHERE:
Campus Center, Room 162

SPONSORS:
The Alumni Association

The University Placement Service

Dept. of Agricultural

& Resource Economics

1 ATILLA'S
WE DELIVER

586-7070 or 586-7071

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Ma 01035

Sunday - Thursday 4:00 pm - 2:00 am
Friday, Saturday 4:00 am - 3:00 am

PIZZA
small (12")

large (16")

also: Gyro, Stromboli, Subs, Salads

$1.00 OFF i

! any size pizza <

1

$1.00 OFF
any size pizza

$1.00 OFF ;

any size pizza
i

$1.00 OFF
any size pizza !

1 1

Call for Delivery Now and Get $1.00 Off
Any Size Pizza

with one of these coupons

i

Tuesday, February 25, lt86

DOONESBURY

COUiOIAN

GARR^' TRUDEAU

CDNTRAP^TOmffJ
iOUMAiHAl^C€N-
awepmrnmcH-
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I
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I
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THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Ui\t^ by Trudc Michel Jaffe
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FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN
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THIS 60Y V/HEN

YOO DON'T EVEN

KNOW HIS NAMf/

m

ILL Ger
HIS NAME

JUST AS

SOON AS

KE WAKfS

UP.

I
Salamanditr-i...

6UVIA /

YOO JUST

MET THIS

guy/

5ARAH, I (my
FIND ANYONf
IN THc HOUSE'
I r(ilNKH/t'R£

Alone.

BLOOM COUNTY BY BEHKE BREATHED

vflRMl^^5 , Twose tky your
mHW^5. HUNTER

\ .r^ CAU..

1 Takan out

6 Tibatan priasi

10 Scraan lama*
son nama

1 4 As — (normatty)

ts Badouin
1

6

Appaaranca
1

7

Coliaga town m
Nonh Dakota

10 ApfMicatMiity

20 Butt ol txame
22 P'OvKJe lof

23 Agas
24 Pafsagtiian

25 Fad waicNJog
agcy

2e Most
submissive

31 Ba)tp<ayar s skilt

34 Fisharman
37 East AlfK;a

country

39 Treacnarous
ona

42 Corrida

participant

43 Fairy. tala

characta'

t

44 Matric unit

45 Evil spirits

48 Attempt to open
49 Anacortoa e q
50 Sunrise sector

53 Last word ot

a *on
56 A Roosavait m

1912
61 Overseas staffs

63 Out ot bed
64 As$i9n'nenl

65 Early txrd

66 Ut genre

67 Boat gear

68 Stvjrtly

69 Waste-maker''

DOWN
I Hoover »na
Sftasta a g

i Actor Portman

3 Moon goddess
4 Have cut-rate

nuptials

5 Discourage

6 Singer Julius

7 Trad
6 Brewer s

standDy

9 Prasidential

mcttnama
10 ioi«a ratigwus

community
11 SMedtsfi

soprano
12 TMantles art

13 Once mora
19 Hitchcock Ithn

l9Sa
21 Hood s rod

24 Tennis nama ol

tame
25 Roman txMiday

26 Vocalist

27 County ol

Ireland

29 Pans
underground

30 Ordinal suttii

31 In pieces

32 H precedes
« landing

33 Bulky

35 Manage «itt>

out

36 Data display

3SSOC
40 Birtn Ot a

protect

41 - deplume
46 Harool

Trafalgar

47 Qai of song
49 Newspersons

concerns

51 Play Dy

24 Down
52 Puccini

masiarpwo
53 In audition

54 PoaiMaMr
- Mva

55 YouskaviK^ Ol

ifta ballet

56 Blessing

iJ Annul

S6 Elevator man
59 Screen

60 Perry s laft*

62 A Lupino

AIWWEW TO PWCVIOUS PUZZLE:

nnnnn nnn
MA II

kmm
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s,C|t
iiPiA
IMi

nnna nana
nnn nniicinn nna

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1
H 11 U U

14 H M
1

II It i«

It >i R

n N l^^l
N V ijM" N a 11 a I]

M » M ^H 17 M

N M 1

U O

u I M

=-

47 ^^^H M

iT Hi II

M M M 17 M M

II U

1

U

u

1
m H

i; M

Quote of the day:

"It's a dog eat dog world and I'm
wearing Milk-Bone underwear." -

Norm, from the t.v, show "Cheers".

Weather: Today: Sunshine mixed
with clouds, highs in the 30s.
Tonight: Cloudy, low around 10
degrees. Tomorrow: Mostly sunny,
highs in the low 30s.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Daniel Sobel

Copy Editor William Spain

Layout Technician Ansel Zinter

Photo Technician Paul Desmarais

Production Suptprvisor Ansel Zinter

Production: Pet T Soderberg, Maura McHugh. Tony |
P'HiKless, Bill Pre. man. Naoni i Davis, Itaru Kato, Kevin

Hayden,

•»» -•
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EARN A
PART-TIME INCOME

PLUS $5,040
FOR COLLEGE.

Qualify to train in one of several interesting

skills available in a nearby Army Reserve unit,

and you'll earn a gcxxl part-time salary, plus

receiving up to $5,040 for college that won't cost

you one penny.

You'll serve one weekend a month (usually)

plus two weeks annual training awi earn over

$1,225 a year to start.

You can begin to earn your college fund after

just six months in the Amiy Reserve. Ask your

local Reserve recruiter for all the details about

the New G.l. Bill college money opportunity.

Stop by or call:

Northampton Army Office

241 King St.

586-9334

HELP?
Don't Run Around Campus

Looking for Answers

to your Questions
Call TIPS, a library of more than 200 tapes with

information on academic programs,

administrative procedures, community informa-

tion, health, safety, and more.

Call. 545-1540

And Ask For Tapes By Number

ARMY RESERVE
BE ALL YOU CAH

1006

1305

1515

2460

2453

2678

2660

Dropping and Adding Courses

I.D. Cards

Daily Events

Food Service and Meal Plans

Gym Schedules

Intramurals at UMASS
In a Medical Emergency

I

lL* -^J

FINAL NOTICE
Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Filing Deadline

March 1, 1986

Applications must be received by College Scholarship

Service by March ^, 1986 to ensure priority considera-

tion for aid.

Financial Aid Forms are available at Financial Aid Ser-

vices, 243 Whitmore Administration Building.

File yours now.

For a brochure containing a full listing of

available information tapes, come by our office

off the second floor Whitmore Lobby Room

227.

IDB

545-1555

J

TIPS

545-1540

Wednesday, February 26, 1986
COLLEGIAN is

American Travel Services

presents
' »•«. v>' SPRING BREAK ^*86''

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telertiarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 842 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

i^iiiiii*iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

I Get ^^fil
Bre^^

Ifor ^P

*0p

*Leggoons|
* Paradise

Found

*Sun Deck
I

now available 1

i open 7 days 253-9729 i
i Downtown Amherst i
^Ill|i|i|:iillli|ilili|i|i|i|l|i|i|lli|!|l|i|ili|itllililililililili|i|ilil1i|i|ililililililililil>l<l'l1i|ilil^^

Tonight - Wed. Feb. 26th is COORS BEER NIGHT
at V /

HANG
Lance Club

I

t FREE Coors T-Shirts £f Hats $

I FREE Mount Tom Ski Lift Tickets^

I FREE Midnight Movie Passes J
************************************

********** THE UMASS PARTY CONNECTION **********
^j.^ Free Sodas For Designated Drivers
•;^ Don't Drink and Drive

Ba^^^^*^ Rt 9 Amherst 256-8284

.L.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIK
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 845-3:45 Mon Thurs; 845. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days pnor to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

- The Underptiduate Journal wilt have an
o|ien staff meotinc Weds., Feb. 2H at 7:30
pm in E27C Maohmer

DVP - Distinguished Visitors Projrram
meelinK- Tonite. Wed. Feh. 26 7 PM CC
804. New members welcome!

Armenian Club is has'ing an imp4)rlant

meeting on Wednesday Feb. 26 at 6:80 pm
in Suffolk R(K)m SI'. All welcome!

CAPE COD
SUMMER K()OM RENTALS

HELP WANTED OPPORTUNITY KNtKKS

Hyannig - $H0 weekly per person, double-

(x-cupancv. Includes everything. First 3

weeks paid in advance. Call (617) 77S-f)324

Airline $14 $39,000'
Call for

Guide, Cassette, Newsservice. (i>16)

944-4444 x rAW16!

Hirinc Boom!
Stewardesses, Re.servalionists!

CASH' GRADUATING SENIORS

Paying cash for your bMeball cards
Please call Mike 546 6II).'i

Pioneer Vallev Combat Club Elections:
Ihis Thursdav February 27, TOTM 22 at 9
pm! .1,1

Sonthwe»t Residents - Get Involved!
W'eekly Southwest Assembly meeting;
tomorrow, 7:00 pm in Mampden's
.Soulhside Koom. .Ml arc welcome

ENTERTAINMENT

Prophets and Other Heretics: Discussion
of "Liberation Theology" with Rev.
Ksther Har»fis, Thursday 4-5 pm at I'CF,
IL'K Student Union

AUTO FOR SALE

TURN THE TABLES Professional DJ 5
yr experience call 24 hr'^ ri(<6-!»6!ll

The Cheap Jack cool party .sounds al an
affordable price. Call .-i4i>-!t06J

MOBH^E MlfsTc INtTDlsks spun to your
taste call Chris 2fi<i 6M.'i

80 Cam Z28 350 auto alarm Sony ca.ssette

Ijood cond seek to sell immed asking $48(Mi

.')4i»-7K16

1978 Pinto - 70,000 miles, newtircs,

clutch, exhaust, etc (jreal condition

$l,000or B()247.,=>,3.33

Rark-A-Disr Entertainment Dis(
jiM'keys. li|;ht shi>w>. l,.irL''i' siTeeii vide

FOR RKNT

Emerirencv lake ovir kii--f larjzi

Southwoo<{ apt available rm" .S:'ii'i'.

call anytime 2.W-K07l^

Cliffside one bedroom apt S:;.'

2.'J3-20.')3

1 l.r

HUH)

'^.11

1972 VW Beetle semiautomatic (JimkI run-

ning condition $2.'iO ,58ri-70H«

1977 Chii "Mafibu Classic AT, PS, PT,
KC. all season radials, no rust must -see for

only $159.=. call eves !)49 3,'>62

79 Datsun B210 great condition runs ex-

cellent $12<M) <ir B() Cathy iS49-.W32 leave

messaf;e

Ford Maverick excellent condition $.5.50

call 546-.5360 early morninj; best time

1975 Cutlass new tires, muffler, trans.,

shocks, brakes, very good condition. Only
SK7.5 call evenings ,i84043.5

78 Ford Granada hi miles but many new
pti, $.300 stereo $900 Bt) Chris 2,56-6880

71 Buick SkyUriTrmii greal^.wT call

Debbie 54a-4 155

AUDIO

For sale Pioneer SX-S25 receiver and
Sharp RT 1155 tajie deck $95.00 call

2539875

BRITTANY MANOR

Immediate Opening two be<iroom aparts.

Heat and hot water short term leases Act
Now 256-8535

Room in apartment In Sunderland M K,

couples welcome. Smokir.g alri>;hl We.ri'

not around much. .$187 .SO'tnnih phis

utilities (cheap) 665-2764 aiik for .I'x'eK n

or Dan after i:00 keep trying

Career ('iiineclion laii help you.
* Career Connection IS a resume book '

ile.Mgneii to market your resume to
* potential employers. Vour resume will

'

* be publisheif in a professionally
'

* [irinted and bound b<Hik to lie
'

distributed to over 300 companies '

' m various fields. Career Connection '

' minimizes your costs while it
'

* ma.vimizosyour exfKisure l'ii.''ir|iorate
'

' (lersonnel managers you could never
'

reach on your own. Deailline for resume

'

i-: February 28. 1986. For more info
'

' I'all the area representatives:

.-^hern' .549-26 1 6 or N.K-lle .546 80,59
'

INSTRUCTION

Know your car. Basic .•Xiilonmbiie

Workshop. 28 hours including classroom
aii'l <hNp, I.iniiU'd enrollmeni 2.5;{-209k

Private tiuitar Lessons F.X(H-rienced and
patieM teacher. Rork'l*oii/Kolk'BI.ue>

Keading Iinprov. Theory ('ooi|i $12/hr
n,i!i- .-,.19 .17Ht;

LOST

Now's your chance to meet new
challenges. The opportunity you've all

lieen waiting for ha.s finally arriveil. Thai's
right R.A. Information Sessions start

March 2. Take the challenge and come to

an Information Session to see what the

R.A. (Misition is all about You must attend

an Information Session in onier to apply
Don't let this opportunity slip by Take the

challenge he an R A!

PE^^ALS

Lesbian, Bisexual and (^ay Counseling
Collective Counseling and Information rni

*3:i M. W, Th3 7 pniTue- \ A K:i|. (;r..,i|,

Wed night 7:30 rm 413 ."I ji )

TO SUBLET

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVIt K

1 hdrm apt available in March. On bu.s rte

I lilf^ide Api rent inclusive cheap call any
imie 6t.:"i :(K2i;

SENIORS - .Senior (lortraiLs will be taken
Feb 18 to Feb. 28 in 178f"C. If you have a

sihe<luling problem, please can INDF.X.
545 2874, for a new ap(iolntment.

Writers and Photographers - Put your
talents to work for the yearlHKik. (jjill

545(1848 or stop by Index, 103CC. for

more information

Of course we think, somebody in this

phiri- this [•

Pal Getty don't bury your head in the

^and Tap lap Uip, lap lap, tap

Thank vou Saint Jude! Jeff

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on
raminis, dei>endable. low ratfs. »'x;»Tieric

ed. Namy .184 7921

R^,A, DAY

Come down to the Concourse today to

find out more alout the R.A position In

formation, giveaw,4vs and niiirh, niurti

more! Don't miss fi.A Day on thi- (on
course Today!

RIDE WANTED

TRAVEI,

Ride needed to Syracuse Krin , v. ill

share expenses, call Meli.'i.w 2.5r. t'.,><.'<V

Ride needed to Hunter for Frid:iy Will

share ex|ienses Plea.'ie call Keth 256 11887

Ride needed to Lauderdale area -i.nng

break call 549 5515

RIDERS WANTED

FOR SALE

Lot Number 25 sticker for sale $25 Dan
.Soliel 253-7205 or Tue nite at 515-:;,5()0

25 inri color television (jua.sur excelliru

condition, antenna amplifier, .?25ii

,546-5769

Lost long black wool coat at BKO on
Feb. 20th return to McKimmie Cluster no
questions asked or call 546-9852 .'^usan

Levis Jean Jacket at Changes last Thurs-
d,u night! Key with leather key chain and
black watch with gold lettering tail .Nan-

( \ at 6-6018. (ireat senUmenlal value'

New Aria 12-string acoustic guitar wiMi

ca.se. $2.W call 546-4992

TeaTfapeliecits"- I wythl)o[bv H A. ( .

and another with DBX' Asking Jlnii and
$1.50 or l)est offer Also men's large blue

Schwinn - with lock , air pump needs new
rear tire $100 or Bn Alan 256-6849

llARASSMENT VICTIMS

White ski mittens. If found call 5)6 ».(I97

MARIA NIONAKIS

What do yon do on Monday nights in

B<ist(in?. , ,v^dry and all. we -iill miss
you! Happy Birthday FW! Love A .*. K

MOTORCYCLES

Sweetpea - lIoi)e you enjoyed the show! It

wouldn't have i>een the same without you!

Well almost 1 year and still in love. Tlinks

alway and 4ever yours (Caveman

Alpha Chi Rho: We can't wait to break

you into the Greek Area the "Sig-Delt"

way' .See ya Friday, Sisters of SDT

•fo tiie^Brothe~rr"of PhTSig: I.et.s gel

together soon for another spin on your
broomsticks! Luv ya, the Sisters of SDT

Attention: To the first semester
sophomore in Thatcher (l<mg black jacket,

and who wore an Adidas T shirt on 2/22)

we once met briefly and I'd like to see you
again. Please call 6-6804

Hev RD! (sorry - had to do this) I'm glad

It s' you I'm breaking barriers with - Love,

Me

Ljiurie is probably innocent but no moe
rugliy parties; maybe

Seta-D! Haipny B-day 22! (late) It'TuphUl

from here on! I'arty. .Friday. , be there!

Riders wanted for van to Lauder,u
beyond. I>ave or Jen 549-0861

ROOMMATE WANTED

.«iid

One male nonsmoking for 2 Mrm Hriin
dywinc apt for immediat.e oiiupaiii-\
549.57M0

SERVICES

l-a'

p'-r hour
56 12.39

• Chris

If you have been a victim of .sexual

hara-ssment, the Collegian would like to

speak with you, whether you have gone
tnrou(fh ^levance procedures or not. Con
fidentiality guaranleed. Call 545-3500 and
ask for liana

For sale Honda 450C sport edition great

shajie two helmets included only 1500

miles 549-0694 asking $10.50

Cubby. You're »o .sexy!-?

Happv Birthday Jane
mean. Ixive you! K.iiy

You know what I

MOVER

'Round Town Movers fast, reliable,

cheap. Call Michael anytime 323-6780

Happy 22nd Birtdhay Lori: Thanks for

l>eing .such a great friend! Love always

Cimlv

Tailor for all kinds of alterations. FiLSt

service, rea.snnable prices at I^II.AANN's
Oampshire .Mall ,584 9362

Typing, tape Transcription.
curate. Call anytime. 665 76;'i:;

CoTNS 1217123 tutoring $'. o.

former grader, consultant Alex

tired of the D,C.7 There is an alternative.

Trade in your DC 19 meal plan for But
terfield Meal Plan. For more info contact
Paul. Bill or Elizabeth in the Butterfietd

Kitchen Office

SPRING BREAK PARTY

Come with Luv Tours 4lo sunny and ex
citing Fort lauderdale or Daylona Best
hotels on and off ihe strip Transjiorlation

Bvailalile Best prices going' Call Mark
549 6173 Ken 549- 1749 John 549 6403

Think Hot! Think BahanMs! Grab your
friends and sail away on your own 44 ft

yacht for Spring Break $.'!95.0O includes
all your meals and 3 cases of (H>er or smia.

Extras include snorkeling and windsurf
ing. For more info call Theresa 256-88.56

»r Brian 665 4248

VOLUNTEER TELLERS NEEDED

Volunteer tellerrNeeded"" Join the fun. exciting volunteer
*"*

•• * staff of the I 'Mjlss Credit I Tii..n * • * *

'
' and gain valuable resume exiienence * *

•••«••*••••••••••••••*••••••••••••

WANfEl)

Need people to stay in hotel in Ft

l,j»udenlale (on the sirip) call Kailev at

2.53-2621 liefore 10 CM

Dynamic Entrepreneurs needed to help

introduce new markvting program
586 8091

the UMass Fashion Marketing Associa-
tion is looking for original clothing design
ed by students in the 5 College system t"

lie featured in our spring fashion show
For miire info call Beth 25.'t .5W;4 or Tony
,549iH»96

Drummer Needed for Band: Cost
.S()ueeze REM origi call now 6- 1256

WANTED TO RENT

Commuting Doctoral Student aeeks
room to rent for April and May. Peter
(6 1 7) 384.'Ml 8

Looking to pick up lease on two be<lr(Kim
Presidential al end of May Katherine
.545-0341 exl
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SPORTS
UM stunned by Rutge

CoUegisn photo by Michelle Segall

Sophmore guard Lorenzo Sutton drives through the middle last night at the Cage. UMass

lost, 52-47 to Rutgers.

*Tll tell you one thing, Fm getting ready for nextyear

starting tomorrow,

"

- Lorenzo Sutton

Minutemen looking ahead
., . -,11 .1 ^lA. i.1 TT** ;ii -„.

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

A year from now, last night's 52-47 loss to Rutgers

University before a miniscule home crowd at the Cage will

serve as a painful reminder of the season that could have

been for the University of Massachusetts basketball team.

A year from now, all of the unlucky bounces, bad calls,

and missed free throws will be nothing but a memory.

But, as disappointing as this season may have been for

the Minutemen, it was also a season of bright indications

for the future of this young team. Junior co-captain Carl

Smith breaking the school single-season assist record,

freshman Duane Chase's roof-shaking dunks, Lorenzo Sut-

ton's sweet jumpers, David Brown's clutch rebounds; all

of these memories of the 1985-86 season will put a smile

on the faces of the Minutemen, their fans, and coach Ron

Gerlufson.

Keep in mind that UMass graduates only one player,

that being senior center Tom Emerson. All five starters

return for the Minutemen next season along with key

substitutes that ha\e given UMass many a needed shot

in the arm this past season.

"We 8U"e going to have a demanding attitude next

season," Brown said. "The attitude now is already incredi-

ble. We're going to want to win some games next year.

We will be a better team."

"I'll tell you one thing. I'm getting ready for next year

starting tomorrow," Sutton, a sophomore guard, said.

Sutton, whose area-code jumpers lit up the scoreboard

all season long, will have a lot to look forward to next

season. This is a young Minuteman team, a team that

showed flashes of how good they could be, will be in the

years to come. UMass started three freshmen. t\

sophomore and a junior this season and looked to mostly

freshmen for assistance off the bench.

Yes, inexperience hurt this team over the season. But

the same situations the Mirutemen may have panicked

in this season will be the same situations UMass will con-

\ ert into victories in the coming seasons. All that's need-

ed now is patience and the desire to become a better team,

a desire that's evident in the eyes of each and every

member of this team.

A capsule of this rollercoaster season would reveal a few

indications of possible good times for UMass. A narrow

overtime loss to the University of Connecticut from the

vaunted Big East conference way back in December and

a thrilling comeback bid that fell just short against an

already-established Temple squad showed that the

Minutemen could play with the upper-crust teams in and

out of the conference.

"I really learned a lot from this season," said Brown.

"The college game is more up-tempo with things going

on all of the time. I also learned that you can't look past

anybody. We had a cloud over us tonight and it rained

on our sunshine."

But behind those clouds that seemed to loom so large

and black this season, there is a bright reminder of what

to look for next season. The old "wait 'till next year" cliche

fittingly applies to the 1985-86 version of the UMass
Minutemen. But for this young group, maybe next year

isn't so far away.

UMass (47) Lorenzo Sutton 10-18 3-6 23, David Brown 3-9

0-1 6, Duane Chase 2-5 1-4 5. Sean Mosby 2-6 1-1 5, Carl Smith

2-6 0-1 4, Mike Mundy 1-7 1-2 3. John Milum 0-1 1-2 1, Fitzhugh

Tarry 0-0 0-0 0, Wilbert Hicks 0-0 0-0 0, Tom Emerson 0-2 0-0

0. Totals: 20-56 7-17 47.

Rutgers (52) Eric Riggins 6-12 9-11 21, Anthony Ducket 5-9

1311, Steve Brown 3-6 1-2 7, Emory Ward 3-3 0-0 6, Myles Dix

on 1-3 1-3 3, Darren Campbell 0-2 2-2 2, Lloyd Moore 0-1 0-0

Ed Zucker 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 19-38 14-23 52.

Fouled Out: Ward, Smith. Total Fouls: UMass - 22. Rutgers

19. Rebounds: UMass 33 (Brown, 6), Rutgers - 35 (Ward. 9).

Assists: UMass - 10 (Mundy, 4), Rutgers - 10 (Dixson, 6).

Season concludes

with tournament loss

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It wasn't supposed to eni Tfte this.

The University of Massachusetts had its season ended

in the first round of the Atlantic 10 tournament last night

at the Curry Hicks Cage, falling to last-place Rutgers.

52-47
, ^,.

Only 930 fans paid the two bucks to see the Mmutemen

bow out ungracefully to a Rutgers team that had lost 11

in-a-row. The visitors, who advance to the quarterfinals

Thursday night at West Virginia. sUyed m their game

plan while the Minutemen were drawn pamfully out of

theirs.

We put ourselves in a hole by not shooting well, our

foul shooting and in general our lack of killer instinct."

said UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen. "What was pubhcly said

about Rutgers being easy didn't help much, they're a good

team and they played like one tonight."

Junior foward Eric Riggins led the Scarlet Knights. 8-20.

with 21 points. Freshman Anthony Ducket added 11 as

the Knights shot 19-of-38 from the field, holding their

shots as the seconds ticked off UMass' season.

As always, sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton led UMass.

Scoring 23 points. Sutton was the only Minuteman will-

ing to put the ball up in critical situations. He was. for

the fourth straight game, the only UM player in double

figures. Freshman foward David Brown chipped m with

six points and five rebounds, but the UMass offense was

confused at best against the Rutgers zone.

The Knights" changing zones eliminated UM's inside

game as starting center John Milum continued having

problems, scoring just one point and taking just one shot

frurn the floor in 1 1 minutes. Freshman foward Duane

Chase managed five points in a decent effort as did reserve

center Sean Mosby. But along with senior sub Tom Emer-

son (playing in his last home game as UM's only senior)

the UMass frontcourt was ineffective in creating any of-

fense under the hoop.

"You can't win too many games with one guy looking

to fill the hole up," said Gerlufsen. "It's got to come from

some other people. Tonight, it was our general offensive

attitude going in. We're waiting for someone else to do

it. When you see a zone defense and there are gaps in it,

you have to be aggressive. It's basic things like that we

didn't do. We were content to move the ball in the

perimeter."

The coach however, shouldered some of the blame.

"I'll say one thing and it takes the heat off the players

and puts it on myself, that after a full season of evaluating

our players, I think that our basic goals in the zone of-

fense will remain the same, but we have to go to a more

motion type of offense. We didn't get any of the inside

game we had last year. I thought a couple of the guys this

year would be a little better at that type of play this year."

The Minutemen led briefly before Rutgers took the lead

for good at 7-5 on a Riggins offensive-rebound and layup

with 13:28 left in the first half.

The first half, like the last UMass-Rutgers game (a 60-50

UMass win) was a sloppy one. The Minutemen were a

God-awful eight-of-27 from the floor (29 percent) while the

Knights committed 12 turnovers. But at halftime, despite

their lack of intensity, UMass trailed only by a field goal

at 21-18.

The Knights, taking advantage of UMass' lack of desire

on the boards, upped their lead to seven, then 10, 39-29

on a Ducket hoop with 9:11 left. UMass, missing several

foul shot chances (they were 7 -of-17 for the game) could

not get any closer until an 8-0 run, sparked by six Sutton

points, got UMass to within two, 4240 as junior point

guard Carl Smith buried a 15-footei with 3:25 to go.

But Smith fouled out just nine seconds later. Rutgers

went back up by four, but Brown's 12-footer from the

baseline made it two again, 44-42 with 1:39 to go. Three

Rutgers foul shots gave the Knights a 47-42 lead. Sutton

took charge, canning an 18-footer from the right to cut

it to 47-43 with 51 seconds left.

Chase then intentionally fouled Ed Zucker with 49

seconds left. Zucker went down and Riggins came over

to have a few words with the UM foward. Knight guard

Steve Brown then flew over, pushed Chase and he

responded with a shove of his own. UM freshman guard

Mike Mundy then shoved Brown before running for cover

behind the UM bench. The refs ejected Chase with a two

shot technical, but Rutgers made only one of the four shots

they received and led only 48-44.

Mosby hit a three-point play with 32 seconds left before

Myles Dixon missed a one-and-one with Rutgers leading,

50-47. UMass had a chance at cutting it to two, but Brown

and Mundy both missed in the final seconds. Riggins hit

two foul shots with a second left.

"This hurts right now," said Sutton. "But we'll be back."

Minuteman Mutterings: Sutton missed 500 points on
the season by just one. . .UMass is now 2-4 in the A-10
tourney.
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Dyslexics
sue UMass
over rules
By JOSEPH R TIGAN
Collegian Staff

A group of students with dyslexia, a

language learning disability, has filed a

class action suit against the University of

Massachusetts because they are required

to complete four semesters of foreign

language classes.

Charging that the University has

violated federal regulations intended to

help students with disabilities, the group

hopes to have the foreign language require

ment modified. The suit was filed in US
District Court in Springfield.

"No consistent policy has been inj:tated

to accomodate thes.^ students." said Judith

Herrell. graduate student adviser to the

Dyslexic Student Organization at UMass.

Patrick Costello. president of the

organization, said, 'The DSO does not have

any involvement in the case, but as an

organization we do support the rights of

dyslexics and learning-disabled students."

"We think they're doing the right thing,"

Herrell said. "Requiring people with a

language learning disorder to take two

years of a foreign language is such an ob-

vious contradiction. It's just unfair."

The Federal Register of Rules and

Regulations states that the University

must "modify its academic requirements as

are necessary to ensure that such re-

quirements do not discriminate against

a qualified handicapped student."

Herrell, however, said that while

modification has been debated, no policy or

waiver alternative for the foreign language

requirement has been defined for dyslexic

students.

According to Herrell, there has been re-

cent research to show that language lear-

ning disorders in dyslexics have a

neurological basis.

"If the structure in the left side of the

brain is dyslexic, the right side must com-

pensate for that," Herrell said. "The

strength of the left side is in the language,

writing and mathematics. All dyslexics

have a language learning disability."

DSO, along with the Parent Advocacy

Group, comprising parents of dyslexic

students, listed some of the major

grievances between dyslexic students and

University administrators in a report

issued this week.

"Aside from the problem of having no

waiver alternative, students don't have

any grievance process at all," Herrell said.

"Committees reviewing the language re-

quirement are ill-defined. The policy seems

to be that all students take a foreign

language."

( olU-ifiiin phoiu by Michelle Seg«U

Aaron Sorenson, 13, cuts through an Amherst playground as the

midwinter sun sets behind him yesterday. He is a student at Amherst

Regional High School.

Rent board is formed
Town Meeting awaits state approval

By NANCY KLINGENER
and JOSEPH R. TIGAN

The Amherst Town Meeting, in a 120

to 57 vote last night, passed a bylaw

establishing a housing review board, con-

tingent upon the state Attorney General

approving within 90 days.

The board would review cases of

landlord-tenant disputes, upon petition.

Consisting of five members appointed by

the town manager, it would conduct hear-

ings within 30 days of receipt of the

petition.

Meeting member Diana Romer spon-

sored a motion to refer the issue to a study

committee, asking that the terms be

changed, quantitative guidelines be set

for "fair and reasonable income" for

landlords, and new and sabbatical hous-

ing be excluded. The motion failed.

"There are some possible ill effects, as

found in Cambridge and Brookline, for

rent regulation, such as significant loss

of tax income and the maldistribution of

housing," Romer said.

Meeting member Nancy Gordon spon-

sored a motion to change references of

"rent levels" to "rent increases," saying

retroactive authority would overload and

confuse the board's mission. It also failed.

"The object is to look to the future, not

to go back to the past," she argued before

the vote.

Changing the terms to increases,

would allow landlords to drastically raise

rents before the board took effect, and

nothing could be done, said Thomas

Coish, staff attorney for the University of

Massachusetts Legal Services Office.

If the Attorney General does not ap-

prove the bylaw within 90 days, the board

of selectmen will petition the legislature

to establish the board, under a special act.

The bylaw "should have no problem get-

ting passed by the Attorney General,"

said Board of Selectmen Chairwoman

Barbara Griffith. "It really is a sound

bylaw as it is written."

The meeting also voted to authorize the

purchase of three parcels of land on Main

Street to build a new police station. Also

passed was $2.75 million to pay for con-

struction of the station.

Kerry and
others laud
Smith sit-in
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON - Some 200 Smith

College students protesting the school's in-

vestments m South Africa have received

statements of support from politicians and

other public figures, including Sens. Ed-

ward M. Kennedy and John F. Kerry, as

they enter their fourth day of occupying the

main administration building.

Meanwhile. Smith President Mary M.

Dunn called an all-college meeting at

which about 2.000 students and faculty

discussed t^e occupation. The audience ap-

plaudexl speakers on both sides of the issue,

the only hissing occurring when a student

called the protesters "self righteous" and

said, "These funds (the college's stocks in

companies that do business with South

Africa) are not owned by the students."

The Associated Press reported yesterday

that six protesters said they were beginn

ing a hunger strike, but this could not be

confirmed by participants in the sit-in.

The students, who seized College Hall

Monday, have received supportive

messages from Kennedy and Kerry, both

Massachusetts Democrats; Shirley

Chisolm, a professor at Mount Holyoke Col-

lege and former congresswoman from New
York; and Gloria Steinem, feminist founder

of Ms. magazine.

In her message, Steinem said she was

proud that Smith College students are us-

ing civil disobedience to protest apartheid,

South Africa's system of racial

discrimination.

"The example of the Philippines gives us

hope that a courageous people can triumph

and that democracy, not dictators, are in

the self-interest of the US," Steinem said,

referring to this week's resignation of

Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos

and his flight from that country.

Kerry's statement said, "The protest at

Smith College shows the growing sense of

outrage in this country and around the

world. Racism and oppression must no

longer be perpetuated with economic sup-

port from the US."

Dunn reported the results of a faculty

meeting that was held earlier yesterday to

discuss the college Board of Trustees deci-

sion that sparked the sit-in. Last Saturday

the trustees announced they would divest

only $1.75 million out of $22.3 million the

college has invested in 23 companies with

ties to South Africa.

She said the faculty "appreciated the pro-

gress the board had made but they never-

theless deplore the results."

Dunn rescinded an earlier plan that

continued on page 5

Student senate debuts controversial 1987 budget
•^-^ •^ *••• ^"'*' ^"^

. , . I 11/ ^;f«^«,«,iM nk<i npnisp Forbes, a senator from Southwest, said, "It was
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Correspondent

Elimination of funding for campus political fo^PS and

deficit reduction are the highlights of the fiscal year 1987

Student Government Association budget presented to the

Undergraduate Student Senate for approval last night.

Funding for 13 Registered Student Organizations was

eliminated completely, while four new groups were pro-

vided funding in the proposal drawn up by the Senate

Budget Committee. The FY 1987 budget, when approv-

ed, will take effect July 1 of this year.

"I think it's an excellent budget," said Jordan Rosner,

chairman of the committee. "The priorities of the com-

mittee have been met. The groups that have nowhere else

to go got funds. . .no one's getting hurt by this budget.

Noting the elimination of money for political organiza-

tions, Rosner said, "It is our contention that these groups

can survive on their own."
,

Mark Johnson, assistant committee chair, said, We re

not destroying these groups. We as a committe would like

people to understand that there was no malicious intent.

It was just a purely fiscal decision."

However. Johnson said that the preliminary reaction

from the non-funded political groups has been "very

negative." Neither Johnson nor Rosner would comment

on which groups had protested.

Rosner distributed copies of the budget at 10 p.m. and

announced a public forum on the budget scheduled bet-

ween 6 and 8 p.m. Monday, March 3. The forum will be

held to discuss any possible amendments to the funding

plan, but Rosner said he doesn't anticipate many changes.

"I dont't think it will be amended at all," Rosner said.

"Remember, when you amend the budget, the money has

to come from somewhere. You've got to take money from

another group."

Initial senate reaction seemed highly favorable.

"It's a hell of a budget," said Shari Silkoff, a senator

from Washington Tower.

Denise Forbes, a senator from Southwest, said, "It was

a responsible and well put-together budget."

Included in the budget is an allocation of $50,000 into

an account designed to eliminate a deficit in the Student

Activities Trust Fund. University administrators say the

deficit is at $120,000, a situation which spurred them to

issue a Nov. 19 memorandum which outlined steps giv-

ing them more control in the student budgetary process.

The memo, written by Dennis Madson, vice-chancellor

for student affairs, and Randy Donant, director of the stu-

dent activity office, set guidelines for control of $1.5

million of the $1.75 million trust fund.

The groups whose fimding was eliminated were: African

Students Association, Chamber Choir, Chess Club,

Chinese Student Club, Drum, Hunger Task Force, Korean

Students Association, Lesbian Union, Peacemakers.

Radical Student Union. Redemption Service, Republican

Club and WMLASC (CASA).
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Aquino's actions

boost US support

AP photo

Former Philippine president Ferdinand Marcos talks with Gen.

Robert Bazley, commander of the Pacific Air Forces as he arrives

in Hawaii yesterday.

NASA says
shuttle was
approved
WASHINGTON (AP) - A key NASA official testified

yesterday he did not know that Morton Thiokol engineers

remained opposed to launching space shuttle Challenger

even after their company gave its approval. He said he

would have canceled the ill-fated liftoff if he had known.

"I believe that to suggest that flight safety was

disregarded or not properly regarded on the night of Jan.

27, in my opinion, does a disservice to dedicated and com-

mitted professionals," said George Hardy, deputy direc-

tor of NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center.

The testimony received by President Reagan's shuttle

investigating commission clashed sharply with that of the

day before when Morton Thiokol engineeers complained

their opposition to launch was overruled by their company

under pressure from the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration.

"All of us feel there's been a breakdown of sorts in the

process," said chairman William Rogers, a former at-

torney general and secretary of state.

The panel focused on decisions by Thiokol managers and

their NASA counterparts because it suspects a failure of

the seal on the right booster rocked made by Thiokol led

to the nation's worst space tragedy.

There was testimony that Morton Thiokol first oppos-

ed the launch, for fear that seals on the solid-fuel booster

rockets would not work after a night of sub-freezing

weather before launch. But the company reversed itself

after a 10:30 p.m. caucus, despite continuing protests of

its engineers.

During that caucus, Thiokol managers met without

their engineers present and Vice President Joe C.
j

Kilminster ultimately decided to sign a memo to NASA
approving the launch.

Hardy and Lawrence B. Mulloy, NASA's booster rocket

manager, strongly denied that they tried to force Morton

Thiokol to give its approval for launch under risky,

unpfecedented-cold conditions. Challenger exploded 73

seconds after liftoff Jan. 28, killing its crew of seven.

"I did not detect any dissent when Thiokol came back

with their final recommendation to launch," said Hardy.

But he said had he detected the continued dissent, "I

would not have accepted" the go-for-launch memo from

Kilminster.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Encouraged by

Corazon Aquino's actions during her first

24 hours as president of the Philippines,

congressional and administration officials

yesterday predicted increased American

aid to help her shores up the sagging

economy and fight a communist-backed

insurgency.

Mrs. Aquino faces enormous problems,

but she appears to have taken office Tues-

day with less turmoil and violence than the

administration thought possible.

The relative ease of the transition, par-

ticularyly the quick switch in allegiance of

the military, will be advantageous in help-

ing combat the communist insurgency,

both Pentagon and State Department of

-ficials said.

"I think she established both through the

election and in the events of the last week

a very powerful position, and people

underestimated that," said Michael Ar

macost, undersecretary of state.

The administration wants Mrs. Aquino

to determine her aid needs before any is of

fered. But there is no doubts she wil get

significantly more than Ferdinand Marcos

would have received if he had managed to

hang on as president.

Just before the Feb. 7 election, President

Reagan promised to consider a significant

increase in American aid if the election was

fair and was followed by military, economic

and political reforms.

That offer was put "in abeyance" after

Marcos declared himself the winner in a

fraudmarred election. But the off'er is back

oin the table for Mrs. Aquino's govern-

ment, several officials indicated.

Rep. Robert G. Torricelli (D N.J.), who
last week won approval in a House subcom
mittee of a cut-off" in all direct aid to the

Marcos government, said in an interview

that bill is now dead and he would favor

more aid for Mrs. Aquino, although it's too

early to say how much.

"I would hope that she would make an
early visit to the United States to make a

case for what is required," said Torricelli.

An early visit by Mrs. Aquino is unlike-

ly, but it is considered quite possible that

her running mate, Vice President Salvador

Laurel, who is also the new prime minister,

will come to Washington for talks.

Congress approved $245 million in aid for

the Marcas government for fiscal 1986, and

the administraiton is committed to re-

questing at least $220 million a year in

combined military and economic aid under

a five-year arrangement for use of the

military bases at Clark Field and Subic

Bay.

Philip Habib, President Reagan's special

emissary, arrived in Manila yesterday say-

ing he wanted to determine "how the

United States can help in addressing the

problems of economic revival and national

security."

Tylenol blamed for

Tennessee death
NASHVILLLE, Tenn. (AP) - Tennessee health of

ficials warned people not to use Tylenol capsules yester-

day after discovering what appeared to be cyanide in the

body of a dead man and in an Extra-Strength Tylenol

capsule found in a bottle near his bed.

Manufacturer Johnson & Johnson earlier this month

pulled the non-aspirin pain-reliever in capsules off" store

shelves after a New York woman died from taking an

Extra-Strength Tylenol capsule filled with cyanide.

The FBI also said it was getting involved in the in-

vestigation if the death of Timothy R. Green, 32, whose

body was found in his bed Sunday with a bottle of Extra-

strength Tylenol next to it.

Astronaut Sally Ride, a member of the presi-

dent's commission on the shuttle accident, asks

a question during the hearing yesterday in

Washington.

^ CAMPUS
ADVERTISING REP

Be responsible for placing

advertising materials on your

campus bulletin boards. Work

on ejcciting marketing

programs for clients such as

American Express, AT & T.

Sony and Sierra Club. Choose

your own hours. Good

experience and great money!

For more information call,

1-800-426-5537 9-5 pm
rWest Coast time)

Representathre Program

American Passage

500 Third Ave West

Seattle, WA 98119
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Choose from our
bounty of more than

80
varieties of

imported beer!

We won the

Valley AcKocaie'i

Btti Beer Seletrtion"

award I9S2!

UMASS SKI CLUB

Goes to Killington, VT
Saturday March 1

$25 for members $35 for non-members

Sign up outside the Hatch

Wednesday and Thursday

The Board of Governors is looking for career

oriented, motivated students to run for seats on

the BOG.

In exchange for your energy and creativity, we'll give

you valuable experience to complinnent your degree.

Nominations papers due March 6th at noon.

(Available in 420 Student Union)

Elections March 10th and 11th

Beconne a part of the pulse of the Campus Center

For more info: drop by the BOG Office, Room 817

Campus Center or call 545-0198

Our selection now
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Wc now feature

our own brand
of low priced

LIQUORS
as well as

our super
selection of

WINES
at very affordable prices.
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Campus was united against Vietnam war
Second in a series: UMasa of the J960s. '70s and early

'SOs remembered.

By DAVE BOARDMAN
Collegian Staff

Campus life was turbulent in the late 1960e as students

at the University of Massachusetts stood united by a

rommon bond of anti-war protest in a way unkown to

students today.

Sarah Boy came to the University in 1969 as a

graduate student, "shellshocked" after working for the

Peace and Freedom Party, which supported Black Pan-

ther leader Eldridge Cleaver for president in Cambridge

and Providence in 1968. Boy is now special assistant to

the vice-chancellor for student affsdrs.

"There was a lot of protest and a lot of action," she

said. "In the spring of 1970 was the big strike against

the war in Vietnam, when all classes were suspended

for ages. There was a lot of support by both faculty and

students for the strike against the war.

"Even the faculty who weren't out there going to teach-

ins or walking around were supportive in saying we
won't penalize you if you're striking, ifyou want to take

what you have so far as a grade," Boy said.

Dean of Students William F. Field said faculty and

students were standing on common ground against

American involvement in Vietnam.

"The Vietnam War. although it was slow in getting

a response, did get a very major response," Field said.

"The response involved a lot of very articulate faculty,

staff and students.

"We never really got caught with any kind of violew*,

even with the huge mobs of people, because the ad-

ministration and faculty for the most part agreed with

the students. The issue was something outside the cam-

pus," Field said.

But the war came home to many in the fall of 1970,

when riot gear-clad state troopers removed students pro-

testing the presence of Dow Chemical Corporation of-

ficials on campus. Dow manufactured the napalm and

Agent Orange used by the TIS in Vietnam.

"While people were angry, lad the University shut

down after Kent State in an emi 'ional bloodbath, there

were always cooperative people who kept some sort of

common moral thread to the protest," Field said.

Field said student leaders who tried to capitalize on

the emotion to change local circumstances were usually

lost in their struggle.

"The period after Kent State started out with great

idealism. People took over Dickinson Hall (campus

ROTC) and wanted to make it a day care center, and they

took over something else and were going to make it a

poor woman's cent«r," he said.

"It was an emotional response to an issue, not a

calculated political response," he wud.

Drugs were mote a part of student life m the late 1960B

and ewly ^Os than today, and were part of the downfall

erf some student leaders. Field said.
^

"^ople were running arowod eating handftila <rf

anything anybody gave them in the Campus Qent«r.

he said.

Boy said the drug counseling c«nt«r. Room To Move,

began on campus in 1969. The center wb» located in U»
Student Union.

"Room to Move waa a place where you could go if you

were having a bad trip, people could take you, or if you

couldn't stop smoking pot, you could go there." she said.

"People were really trying to figure out the different

ways to organize society as a result of this war that

devastated everyone," she said.

Field said students are no longer unified by issues to-

day as they were in the Vietnam era. "Almort nobody

who is alive on campus has ever seen a protest that had

any real, broad based moral force behind it. We haven't

had an issue that touched people in the way that the

draft, the Vietnam War and Kent State did. They juat

got everybody." Next: Rec«nt changes. ^

Official addresses Stockbridge
Talk stresses preservation
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts must preserve its farmland to develop

a stronger agricultural industry, an assistant secretary

of agriculture for the state said yesterday during the ninth

annual Professional Agriculture Convention, sponsored

by the Stockbridge School of Agriculture.

Charles Costas said careful control and reduction of

pesticides, the development of fresh ideas in marketing

and the diversification of farming methods are important

but, "If there's no place to farm, there's not much of a need

to worry about pesticides and marketing and diversifica-

tion."

The Agriculture Preservation Restriction Program sav-

ed more than 16,000 acres of Massachusetts farmland and

allows retiring farmers to cancel debts so the can give

their farms to their children, he said.

Costas said the department has been making a big push

on specialty foods from the state and noted that 25 per-

cent of the population of the US lives within 600 miles

of the Connecticut River valley.

"The fact is there's a huge market out there, much of

which hasn't been tapped by Massachusetts farmers and

one we should be striving to satisfy," he said.

Costas was appointed to his post last Friday.

Stockbridge school director Jack Denson said of Costas,

"He's been in agriculture and understands a lot of what

our students will face in the future. It helps to keep us

(Stockbridge] up to date to the needs of the industry."

The convention, which was held in the Campus Center

Auditorium, displayed a job mart aisle, livestock, and a

contest of student designs which depicted the importance

of agriculture.

"The idea behind the convention is for the students to

meet the professionals of the trade, to make more people

aware of the Stockbridge school," said Jonathan Dowse,

one of the convention organizers.

World
women need
education
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Women in overpopulated Third World

countries need to be educated about abor-

tion and family planning, the president of

the International Women's Health Coali-

tion said at a lecture yesterday.

Joan Banks Dunlop expressed worry

about "right-to-life" groups gaining sup-

port in those countries.

"If they win overseas, they will be able

to win in this country,"Dvmlop told about

35 people at Hampshire College.

Dunlop said illicit induced abortion kills

84,000 people in the world each year, and

stressed the importance of quality care.

The services provided by the coalition,

which works to improve women's health

care in the Third World, from contracep-

tion and immunization of children to legal

advice.

"Women need these services and they

need to be delivered well and with care,"

she said. "We need to get our sense of

humanity back by concentration on the

individual.

"We need to be willing to pay for human
interaction and we're not," Dunlop said. It

is very difficult to follow progress of in-

dividuals when there are no records kept

in the clinics, and limited funding, she said.

Dunlop mentioned occasional disruptions

Collef(ian photo by Rob Skriton

Jim Wilson, a senior management major,

hangs from a tripod yesterday at the annual
Stockbridge convention in the Campus Center.

A design made by floriculture majors won first prize.

Joette Sheehan, one of the winners, said, "What we try

to do is depict a before and after to show what life is like

with and without plants in a typical living-dining room

setting."

The students organized the entire convention, Dowse
said.

Hunger messages

hit D.C. on foot
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

University of Mas-sachusetts students were asked

yesterday to take a foot to give a hand to the hungry.

Cards with feet printed on them were handed out in

the Student Union to mark Stamp Out Hunger Day. a

joint eflFort of the Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group and the National Student Campaign Against

Hunger.
Messages written on the cards will be sent to

Washington, DC, according to Jane Finn. UMass coor

dinator for the national campaign.

The campaign was "kind of like a petition, but just a

little bit more creative. And it also worked as a very good

fundraiser," she said.

The money raised, over $200, will be given to the

Western Massachusetts Food Bank in Hadley, Finn said.

The food bank distributes to soup kitchens and survival

centers in the area.

"It went really well; people were really responsive. We
got good messages," Finn said. Some messages were: "If

people have the ability to eat, they have the right," and

"Dear Republicans, try bread and water for a week," she

said.

Feet were used as a theme at 24 campuses across the

.state, coordinated by MassPIRG, but the method was left

up to the individual schools, Finn said.

"One college built a ten-foot papier mache foot," she

said.

The National Student Campaign Against Hunger is

in its second semester at UMass. Finn said the group

plans a food drive at the Super Stop and Shop in Hadley

next week. The group has about 20 active members.

UMass Debate Union ranks

among nation's top teams

Collegian photo by Michelle Segall

Joan Banks Dunlop told a Smith

College audience that Third World
Women need family planning
education.

by anti-abortion religious groups at the

United Nations Decade for Women con-

ference in Nairobi last summer, which she

attended to discuss abortion and the quali-

ty of care that women receive.

"That (religion) is an age-old enemy of

women," Dunlop said.

Referring to the men as having "enor-

mous power," Dunlop said. "A lot ofwomen
never even refer to their husbands by

name."
Dunlop is a member of the board of the

Community Family Planning Council in

New York City.

By YOAV SHORR
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Debate

Union, having won more tournaments than

anyone else this season, now ranks among

the top three teams in the country.

"We have a winning record against all

our competition. In fact, the big name this

year is UMass," said Joel Willmore, the

union's director and coach.

This season, the union defeated such

schools as Dartmouth College, and the

University of North Carolina. UMass's

competitors for the number-one spot are

Dartmouth and Baylor University.

"There's absolutely no doubt that we will

be among the top three in the coaches poll,"

said Willmore.

The team has qualified for the National

Debate Tournament to be held at Dart-

mouth College next month, where the top

64 teams will compete. The poll, which will

officially determine the union's seating at

the national tournament, is made by 16

coaches from around the country.

The Debate Union consists of two teams

with two members each, as well as a public

debate squad of 12 to 20 members, which

competes at high schools and at various

civic organizations.
r ,u„ |.f,voUnp i'"''"T^ by debaters

Uaniel Povineili, a senior anthropology ma-

jor, and Mark Friedman, a sophomore

political science major. As a team, the two

have competed as far away as Texas and

California.

"These two gentlemen have clearly been

one of the best teamS in the country over

the past two years," Willmore said.

Also scoring high are first-year debaters

Dayna Scott and Stacey Kinnamon. The

upcoming district tournament will deter-

mine whether or not they will go to the

nationals.

"We have an excellent shot at getting to

the nationals," said Willmore, speaking of

the team of Scott and Kinnamon.

Preparation for tournaments requires

long hours of research, sometimes lasting

through the night. "We place very large ex-

pectations on our debaters, said Willmore.

"The four people going to tournaments are

equivalent to professionals in terms of the

level of preparation."

Ten weekends are devoted to tour-

naments, which can last up to four days

each. "It's physically trying," said team-

mate Mark Friedman, telling of long

debate-^ and 'ittle sleep.

"A lot of people tend to underestimate

what the team does for the University.

We're representatives for the (school),

literally from coast to coast," said

Willmore.
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ASSACHUSETTSTHE UNIVERSITY OF

HOUSING SERVICES

CHALLENGES YOU
TO CHALLENGE YOURSELF

^Ugtpuiiping INFORMATION SESSIONS:

March 3

March 4

March 5

March 6

March 9

March 10

March 11

SOUTHWEST
March 2 JQA 12th floor 7:30

Thoreau Classroom 7:30

Coolidge 5th floor 7:30

Washington 5th floor 7:30

Pierpont lounge 7:30

Kennedy 12th floor 7:30

Patterson classroom 7:30

John Adams 12th floor 7:30

NORTHEAST/SYLVAN
March 2 McNamara main lounge 9:00

Leach family room 7:30

Knowlton main lounge 7:30

Brown main lounge 7:30

Cashin-Sylvan Cultural Society

Lewis main lounge 10:00

ORCHARD HILL/CENTRAL

March 3 Brett main lounge 8:00

Gorman main lounge 10:00

Grayson main lounge 9:00

Butterfield main lounge 7:00

Webster main lounge 10:00

Baker classroom 8:00

New Africa House for Students of Color 8:00

March 3

March 4

March 5

March 6

March 12

8:00

March 4

March 5

March 5

March 6

March 10

March 12

YOU MUST ATTEND AN
INFORMATION SESSION
IN ORDER TO APPLY

I STUDENT LEADERS OF TODAY----

I
SUCCESSFUL LEADERS OF TOMORROW!

fl Housing Services is an Affirmative Action/ Equal Opportunity Employer
fcggg^ M P« MMMM ^^''"
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would have required students to present

identification to security guards stationed

at each entrance to College Hall, the ad-

ministration building, after closing time.

She changed her mind after students com-

plained that this was a way of singling out

demonstrators. Instead, guards will be

located in nearby Seelye Hall and will

"periodically walk a beat," Dunn said.

Dunn made no plans to have the students

arrested, continuing the ongoing stalemate

between the protesters and trustees. "I'm

living one day at a time and that's all I'm

willing to say," she said.

The students did make one exception to

their blockade of College Hall when they

allowed payroll employees to process the

checks of cooks, physical plant and other

union employees, so they could buy

groceries.

At 3 a.m. yesterday, a group of five Dart-

mouth College students arrived at Smith

to join the protest. The Dartmouth Com
munity for Divestment, Hampshire and

Mount Holyoke colleges and the Student

Government Association at the Universi

ty of Massachusetts have all endorsed and

applauded the sit in, saying their support

showed a spirit of solidarity.

(Collegian staffmember Rebecca Thatcher

mntrtbuted to this story).

COLLEGIAN 5

The 'hardcore' behind Smith's sit-in

Persevere in College Hall

CoU«tiM P^«*o by MkhvUc ScgaU

Some of the persistent protesters inside College Hall at

Smith College.

TIME OUT
The Ref

says

take

time out

at the

TIME OUT
37 N. Pleasant St,

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON - A student bounded down the steps

of College Hall at Smith College "My dad wouldn't ap-

preciate it, but what the hell." she said. But apparently

she was not coming back to the sit-in; she was not a

member of the hardcore.

The "hardcore." as the student protesters occupying

Smith's mam admmistrative building called themselves,

were mside, and likely to remain there for some time.

They are the backbone of the protest sparked by the

refusal of Smith College trustees to divest more than a

small fraction of $22.3 million worth of holdings in com-

panies that do business with South Africa.

They are the students that began the sit in Monday mor-

ning and stayed in College Hall during the first night of

its occupation, urging other Smith students and faculty

to join them.
Shortly after midnight yesterday morning, the hardcore

looked exhausted but confident - those of them that were

awake Many weren't. Across from a solid oak d(X)r mark-

ed, "Dean of the College," a protester slumbered in a sleep-

ing bag, clutching a teddy bear.

"We were up all night." one protester said. "Imagine

if you'd been up since seven o'clock yesterday morning

how would you feel?

"But there's such a feeling of togetherness, of

adrenaline." she said. There's an amazing amount of

energy, because we're unified."

That sense of purpose pervaded the building during the

wee hours yesterday morning. The door of the president's

office bore a sign which read, "Divest now." On the door

to the office of the president's secretaries was a sign say-

ing. "Botha leads a bloody land; Smith College lends a

hand! Shame on you."

'No. I'm not scared." said a demonstrator who identified

herself only as Martha 2d. "There's no rea.son to be scared

when we're here in the name of peace and we're right."

Still, she said, she was not y*t w.arinu a white arm-

band, symbol of those students willing to be arrested.

"My mother doesn't like it." she said, echoing the com-

ments of many of her comrades.

The tension of possible arrest was evident among the

group. "We heard the police were going to come in this

morning, at noon, this evening. " said a student as she

walked toward the building with a pillow and a flashlight.

"We're just not sure."

Red ribbons, symbols of the national protest against

apartheid, were everywhere, including around the neck

of a black-and white -^t that had unwittingly become the

pet of the protesters.

As the night wore on, the noise level lowered and the

building's lights dimmed, though most of the participants

remained awake, huddled in groups or studying alone,

waiting for the events of the morning.
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RETAIL MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

Advance
WithA

xi Leader
In Retail

1. DATE

2. PLACE

March 3
1 and 3 P.M.

Campus Center # 803

;}^A^^±c7)i^0j. i^m^^--

*lf unable to attend, please call our toll free number.

3
1 ll^ft^ RECRUIT U.S.A., INC.

700 S. Flower St., Suite 3210

Los Angeles. CA 90017

ni-800-325-9759
ai-800-423-3387 (In California)

11^ Wffl

INFORMATION SESSION:
Thurs Feb 27. 7 p m
University Career Center

All Students Welconne

INTERVIEWS:
Ffr Feb 28, University Career Center

Posted scliedules tor interview times

are at University Career Cemer
Whitmore Sign-up Desk
Campus Center Assistance Desk

ipp MM

II you haven't considered retail, you

haven't looked seriously at Ames Depart-

ment Stores With more than 300 stores

throughout the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic and

sales approaching $2 billion, we're one of the

fastest growing companies m America For the

individual with the right blend of business sense

and creative vigor, advancement opportunities are

almost endless!

We're looking for ambitious, creative people

eager to become successtui discouni departraam^gre

—

manaoar*. A dagra* *n bMiinMt .._—« ,
-^ .

andtof marlrettng is preferred However, we^tl Interview other malors wtio
" " ^ are interested "^ n career in retai''"Q

Our Iwlanagement Development Program will »«posc ,ou to all

asoects of our multi-faceted retail environment As a management trainee

you'lHearn a host of disciplines ranging from '">'«"«on' „^°""o' '° «;?PK
r relations. This is field education so you'll learn by domg

^ .

a"<^ '' y°" '«

capable, you'll nse quickly in the organization Successful Candida es genera ly

complete the management training program in 31/2 -4 years

If vour ready to apply your talents with a $18 billion retail leader,
your roauy vy j

^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^, ^^^^

AMES DEPARTMENT STORES, INC

Executive Offices: 2418 Mam Street, Rocky Hill, CT 06067

AmM It an Equal Opportunity Emptor* M/F/H/V

^recruit U.S.A., INC.
fHIIMlllllllllllllWIIIIH«lllllllllllllilililllll'IHillllllllllllllllllll»IHI
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LP?
Don't Run Around Campus

Looking for Answers

to your Questions
Call TIPS, a library of more than 200 tapes with

information on academic programs,

administrative procedures, community informa-

tion, health, safety, and more.

Call. 545-1540

And Ask For Tapes By Number

1006

1305

1515

2460

2453

2678

2660

Dropping and Adding Courses

I.D. Cards

Daily Events

Food Service and Meal Plans

Gym Schedules

Intramurals at UMASS
In a Medical Emergency

k /

For a brochure containing a full listing of

available information tapes, come by our office

off the second floor Whitmore Lobby Room

227.

IDB

545-1555

IT TIPS

545-1540
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Kids skip class for teachers
GREENFIELD (AP) - Saying they

wanted to show support for their teachers

in stalled contract talks, about 400 high

school and middle school students walk

ed out of classes yesterday.

About one third ofthe 613 sixth through

eighth graders at the Middle School left

the building after their 10 minute

homeroom class ended at 8:09 a.m. despite

a plea from James Jason, president of the

teachers union and a teacher at the Mid

die School, that they remain in class.

Many of the students said their parents

supported the protest.

An hour later, more than 150 of the 776

high schoolers marched out the front door

of their building. Some earned signs or

wore tshirts asking an end to the

14 month-old contract squabble over work

rules and wages.

"I'd like to do everything I can for the

teachers. We're here to learn, and the

teachers are what's going to teach us. If

they're not happy, not having fun at their

job, then it's not going to be right," junior

Shawn Campbell told The Recorder

newspaper.

"I think the school committee should

realize they're not being fair to the

teachers," said freshman Bill Moulton.

who limped out on crutches c0»-rying a

sign that said, "Our teachers are your

chUdren's future
"

They were joined later by other high

schoolers, who trickled out of the building

after favorite classes.

TALK TO
DRAPER

Thursday, March 13, 1986
University of Massachusetts

BS/MS/PhO CjMKJMates - ptn mxw of tr«

nation s most respected and mveniive pec^^ at

developing mnovattve and fascinating new
technologies Over 2.000 pec^xe. half ct whom are

professKDnal staff thrive m our unique 'wortcing

laboratory an environment that encourages

technical freedom, creativay and professional

growtfi

Positions are currently available for car»-

dldates In EE. ME, Aero-Astro, CS Physics and
other technical fields In the following areas:

• Stochastic • Operating • Guidance A
Systems Systems Navigation

• Control Software Analyst

Systems • Real Time • Test
• Avionics Software En^neering
• Analog & • Ortiital • Computer
Digital Mechanics Modelir>g

Design • Spacecraft • Robotics/

• VLSI Dynamics Automation
• Computer • Simulations • Artificial

Engineering Intelligence

If you're looking for a competitive salary outswnd
mg Benefits package including tuition reimburse

ment. and a state-of-the-art professional challenge

— we want to talk to yoi.

Information Session
Wednesday, March 12, 1986
Details available at your Placement Office.

The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, inc., 555
Technology Square. Cambridge, MA 021 39.

We are an equal opportunity/affirmative
action employer.

U.S. citizenship required.

1^ The Charles Stark

1^ Draper laboratory, Inc.

Dan Smith, the vice-chair

of the Campaign for

Nuclear Disarmament, the

largest anti-nuclear

organization in Great Bri-

tain, will lecture at 8 p.m.

today in the Main Lecure

Hall of Franklin Patterson

Hall at Hampshire College.

Smith's speech is titled

"Reagan's Star Wars Pro-

p-am A European Perspec-

tive," and it is sponsored by

the Five College Program in

Peace and World Security

Studies.

A panel titled "Jobs in

Metropolitan Boston," is

scheduled from 4 to 6 p.m.

today at the University

Career Center located in

Fraternity-Sorority Park.

State Rep. James Collins, D-

Amherst, Paul Bonneau, an
accounts supervisor at In-

galls Associates, and Ben-

jamin Harrell from General

Motors in Framingham will

participate.

A cooperative educa-
tion information session for

journalistic studies and
English majors is scheduled

for 6:30 p.m. today in Room
107 of Bartlett Hall.

eating plate

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Me. 9 • Kad'e)/»inli«r$t

256-6889
• OPEN

6 A.M.-3 A.M.
SUN.-THURS.

• OPEN 24 HOURS

!-

NO MUSS. NO PUSS.

JUST CHILL AND SERVE
SPLCIAjTY SPIRITS I TO, PRINCt TON N,l

Thursday. February 27. 1S86 COLLEGIAN 7

Li
SPIRITS

Beer Specials

Heineken 6-pack $3.99

Zipfer Bier beer

(Austrian) 6-pack $3.99

Becks light «& dark 6-pack $4.29

Wine & Champagne
Tustul-Entre Deux Mers $2.99

George DuBoeuf

Beaujolais Village %hM
Glen Ellen White Zinfandel $4.99

Codorniu Brut Classic© $4.99

Kegs Available Upon Request

Open: 10 am - 11 pm Rte. 116, Sunderland

%
p«^®®l^

#soon to be

CATHLEEN'S
Friday Dance to:

GIRLS NIGHT OUT
Saturday Dance to:

ARABUS
Top 40 Rock
Sun. - D.J.

Coilegian p hoto hy .Michelle Segall

HOOP HEAD — This UMass basketball fan wears unusual

headgear at the game on Tuesday night. The Minutemen lost

however, 52-47 to end their season at 9-19.

JUNIORS and SENIORS
Thinking about a lOB?

ALL MAJORS
PREPARE WITH

The Professional ^ ^S^^
Job Hunting Manual — ^
Includes: Two (2) Cassettes and Workbook
—- Writing effective Resumes; with samples

— How to make the cover letter work for you

Responding to the right advertisements

_> What to look for in a Summer Job

— How to make part-time employment pay off

— Effective methods for Job Prospecting

— Getting that all important Interview

— Interviewing techniques and practice

questions
— Applying for Credit Cards. & much more. . .

3
- Send $15.95 ^ »2.00 Postage to:

tX^^t^ ^rt^^ P.O. Box 2579

SU^^ Orange Park. FL 32067

Send Check or Monev Order 10 Oav Oeliverv wiih Monev Order

SGA Presidential,

Residential Committee

Commuter Area Spokesperson

Nomination Papers close today at noon

Commuter Area Spokesperson due March 4

BOG and Senate Seat

Nominations close March 6

Bring all completed nomination papers

to the Student Senate Office

420 SUB

\

X

X

LUV to Ski

KILLINGTON,VT
Choose the Package for You:

Intercollegiate Ski Fest Vacations
Winter's Answer to Ft Lauderdale'

. 5 nights mountainside condo lodging

• 5 days lift tickets good for all six mountains

. Daily fiappy hours

• Evening shuttle to bars

• Daily races and evening parties

. 2000 other college students from East coast and Midwest

16300

X

• Ski Weekend Shuttle operates every weekend from January through March

• Midweek Shuttle operates every week from January through March

• Ski Fest Vacations MatCh 16th " 21 St
• Ski Weekend and Midweek packages available through Apnl with season

discounts available after early April

• Groups of 20 or more can qualify for free trips and discounts.

Ken &*kI-1/«I9 your local ti/t'

Beth 549-0491
""-^^'^^^^'^^Contact

800-368-2006 USA Toll Free 800-542-8003 Virginia Toll Free
EnterpriJt Travel Center PO Box '827 Cfiarloitesvillc. Virgmi* :;906

A Sulaidnrv ofJiB Enitrprati. Iik. ^ ^ m.
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Author stresses

questioning
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Teachers have to confuse students and

make them question the reasons for their

actions if informal education is to work,

Brazilian educator and author Paulo Freire

said yesterday at a forum about education

in the residence halls.

"As much as possible, we should

challenge students in order to encourage

them to asking a question. Asking a ques

tion is important, but we have to ask, 'why

are they questioning? Why do I want to

know that?'" said Freire, a visiting pro-

fessor at the University of Massachusetts,

In the Forum, members of UMass hous

ing staff explained their problems with the

educational programs in the residential

areas, and received advice from Friere.

Freire said students are geared to learn-

ing in the classrooms rather than to learn-

ing outside them by interacting with the

other students they live with.

"We have to invent ways to get in touch

with students." Friere said. "We have to

try and understand how they see

themselves and their relationships with

others and expectations of us."

Freire said he had taught a class which

met four hours a day for three weeks, and

that three students had to go to

phychological therapy at the end of the

class because they were so confused. "In

order to learn, you have to get lost first,"

Pulitzer winner speaks today

pboto rottitvay of the Office of Pubbc Information

Educator and author Paulo Freire

spoke yesterday to residence hall

staff about informal education.

he said.

"We are engaged in the search of learn-

ing how to 'speak with" (students) instead

of 'speaking to,' without abolishing the

'speaking to" which is needed sometimes,"

Friere said.

"(The residential education program) is

responsible and committed to the growth

of student maturity," said Laurence

Moneta, the assistant director of Housing

Services, who also spoke at the forum.

By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

Tracy Kidder, who won the Pulitzer Prize

for what one University of Massachiwetts

professor calls "literary journalism," will

talk on the topic "Non fiction Writing To-

day" at 4:00 p.m. today in Campus Center

rooms 174 to 176.

Kidder's latest book. House, has been on

the New York Times bestseller list for 18

weeks, according to Norman Sims, a

UMass journalism professor.

Sims said House "is about the relation

ships between the carpenters, owners and

architects in building a house on Bay

Road."
•House is one of the half-dozen leading

candidates for the American Book Award

and the Pulitzer Prize this year," said

Sims, who is editor of The Literary Jour-

nalists, published last year, which includes

an excerpt from Kidder's The Soul ofa New
Machine.

Kidder won the Pulitzer Prize in 1982 for

The Soul of a New Machine, which

chronicled the creation of a new computer

by Data General in Boston.

Speaking yesterday by telephone from

his home in Williamsburg, Kidder said that

he was influenced to write non-fiction by

Seymour Krim, who was teaching in the

early 19708 at the University of Iowa,

where Kidder attended.

"He said you could do a lot of things a

novelist could, but writing non-fiction in-

stead of fiction," Kidder said. "He was con-

vinced that a lot of non-fiction was a lot

more interesting than a lot of fiction."

Kidder said he started writing non-fiction

partly because he found it easier to get

published than fiction.

"I'm still interested in writing fiction and

getting it published," he said."In the past

few weeks,rve been working on a short

story. But non-fiction is a perfectly worthy

branch of literature."

Kidder's talk is sponsored by Murray
Schwartz, dean of the faculty of humanities

and fine arts.

Police report:

Man runs red light; onlooker hits pole

A 23-year-old Dennisport man was cited

for failing to stop at a red light after he

allegedly caused an accident at 8:30 a.m.

Tuesday at University Drive and Amity

Street comer, Amherst police said.

A 19-year-old Amherst man saw the

other man run the red light, then lost con-

trol of his car and hit a telephone pole,

police «>«»'<'

In other reports. University of

Massachusetts police said a radar detector

valued at $200 was reported stolen at 5:10

p.m. Tuesday from a 1986 Chevrolet park-

ed in lot 42.

- JEFFRY BARTASH
and ANNE TAUGER

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST HMO

RESTAUMNT

r In or Take Out Hours

undav Noon 'o 10 PM
Sa' U X AW to W PM

• >.

e

Pu-Pu r^latter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:
430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St.

Hadley Northamptcn

253-2571 586-8220

' Y ^ LABELS FOR LESS Vj^

, .Did You Hear?

Buy any mens or ladies shirt and slacks or jeans

and buy a pair of shoes for V2 price

Shoes to Choose From

LADIES

(

^1^ Coalition for

Environmental Quality
- Welcomes -

Gloria Vanderbilt

Famolare

Ralph Lauren

famous name brand aerobic

9 West

MENS
Levi

Woodstocic

famous name brand leather sneakers

assorted woric boots

THE

CLEAN WATER
ACTION
PROJECT

New Spring Arrivals

THE

•to thee
' Five College Area '

to lead a discussion on

Connecticut
River

Diversion
Project

Thursday Fftbruarv 27 7:00 PM
• 917 Campus Center •

All Invited to Attend - Save That Date

LADIES
Cartvin Klein 100% cotton tees

Reg. $15. Our Price $7.99

One Step Up 100% Cotton Tops

Reg. $18. Our Price $9.99

Gasoline Denim Jackets

Reg. $50. Our Price $29.99

Sasson 100% Cotton Black Denim
Reg. $32. Our Price $15.99

MENS
American Trousers 100% Cotton

Slacks reg. $28. Our Price $14.99

Zeppelin 100% Cotton Shirts

reg. $28. Our Price $14.99

Sahara Club 100% Cotton

Dress Slacks

Reg. $24. Our Price $12.99

100% Cotton Rugby Shirts

Reg. $36. Our Price $24.99

SWEAT PANTS $6.99

Men's Wool
Sweaters
$10.00

VISA
MC

"The Trip is Worth the Walk"

Across from Judle's

Lower Level Before Steve's

Mon-Sat 9:30-6

Sunday 12-5

253-7155

Thunday. February 27, 1986!
COLLEGIAN •

MONEY MOTIVATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and Have
the Confidence to Prove What it Takes,

Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expan-

ding a new office in Amherst, Mass Telemarketing

is the future successful road to sales in the 1980's,

and we are growing rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to

work around your schedule, and you can earn up to

$10.00 per hour while training. There are still 25

positions available. Salary plus Commissions plus

Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM,

•Dave 413-256-4101

BW.^^.^^^^^^^^

SUMMER OF ^86'

Camp Timber Trails, a 9 week resident

Girl Scout Camp, is looking for Staff

members. . .

aGIRL SCOUTS

Riding Director/Administrator & Riding

Instructors, Unit Leaders, Assistant

Unit Leaders, Counselors, Waterfront

Staff (with W.S.I.) Boating Staff,

Specialty Staff - Arts £f Crafts, Project

Adventure, Sports/Soccer, Farm,

Photography, Drama, Broadcasting

and Aquatics, Registered Nurses,

Kitchen Staff

Stop in at Camp Day on Tuesday, March 4th or

call or write:

Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158, Tolland, MA 01034

413-258-4592

ACCREDITED
CAMP
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HOW CAN YOU SAVE UP TO 50%

ON SPRING BREAK AND SUMMER TRAVEL...

EASY, BECOME A MEMBER OF
THE LAST MINUTE TRAVEL CLUB

Last Minute Club Members have

already enjoyed savings like these...

— 7 Nights in Innsbruck, Air/Hotel

— 7 Nights in Cancun, Air/Hotel

— 3 Nights In Bahamas Getaway, Air/Hotel

s

§

#«'"%

Yearly Memberships start at $25.00. Trips are

available to members only. Call U-Mass Campus
Reps for additional information.

(413) 549-5815

$299.00

$239.00

$159.00 I

I

I.Inc.% ^ Last Minute Travel company
'fllllV^ 6 OLEVILLE AVE . ALLSTON MA 02134

Tonight

Ski Night
Giveaway

» Berkshire East Ski Passes

MILLER LITE

Caps • Turtlenecks

Ski Sweaters • Ski Bags

I

10 til 1
No
Cover
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S1.00 OFF
The Let's Go Series

LOCATED IN TMf CAMPUS CENTCt
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UMASS SKI CLUD

SPRING BREAK

4
4
4

O^i
At

MARCH 16 - 21

Last Chance

full payment needed by

March 3

Hurry in

limited space available

$199
$40 deposit ^
$25 refundable security deposit

INCLUDES .

.

All l'-''^

All American Ski Week

Special Activities

FOR MORE INFO
545-3407

430 STUDENT UNION

GREAT %

SKIING *

SUPER
*

SOCIAUZING »

SKI RACES;

NEW England:
clambake:

after-ski:
parties:

condominium;
lodging*

MOGUL :

contest :

SPECIAL UVE:
NTERTAINMENTj

and:
MORE!:

Sign Up Table outside the Hatch

W, Th. Fr 9-3 pm
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SGA needs unity

Roth/Burgess

The Student Government Association at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts at Amherst is in a state of extraor-

dinary crisis. It is on a threshold, lost in purpose and lost

in unification and just waiting for a new direction. The

situation is not only ripe for a change, it compels it.

Historically speaking, the power and influence students

have been able to direct under the juristiction ofthe senate

at UMass is highly unusual. The deeply entrenched SGA
mega bureaucracy symbolized that uniqueness. Institu-

tions like the Student Center for Education Research and

Advocacy, the Legal Services Office , the Off Campus

Housing Office, the self registration and regulation of all

student groups, the actual budgeting of a multi-million

dollar trust fund, the large number of student run

coof)erative businesses and the employment of an entire-

ly student run judicial system represent a powerful in-

frastructure and an amazing accomplishment given the

inherent limitations of students such as the lack of pro-

fessional training, continuity experience, etc.

Self-perpetuating crises are and have been historically

inherent within the SGA. However, we have a strong feel-

ing that the present crisis is different. Currently the SGA
lacks a critical tool - a long term pro-active program. It

also lacks a long term commitment and philosophy. Its

focus in the very recent past has been primarily for

senators to work against each other rather than for each

other, which hurts us all.

The senate clearly needs a change. We, as the official

student representative body need to re-evaluate our

priorities and directions, we need to find our common
ground and nurture respect for others and for ourselves.

We need to be less dogmatic and more flexible. We need

to work together. Our days are numbered if we choose to

continue on our present destructive path.

Creating this transformation is extremely difficult.

Developing specific ideas is challenging and implemen-

ting them is even more difficult. Each of our other com-

mitments (classes, 'real money," jobs, etc.) is a primary

distraction from working for a better SGA. Other essen-

tial SGA activities (saving the sports teams, fee negotia-

tions, SGA Constitution work, Trustee responsibilities,

creating more study space, etc.) also make it difficult to

effectively produce the necessary change. But without a

doubt, things must change and we can choose to pro-

gressively guide this change or we can choose to accept

externally imposed change. "If you don't fight for what

you want - you deserve what you get."

One specific vehicle towards developing new ideas and

solutions to old and new Senate problems is the

SGA/SATF Review Commission. Our participation on that

commission and its development, combined with our pas-

sionate desire to help create a better SGA/SATF, is but

one of the necessary steps the senate has to take.

The senate should prioritize leadership workshops and

parlimentary procedure workshops. People who dominate

the senate discussions talk less and vice versa. "Minds

are like parachutes - they only function when open."

Trust bulding is a critical priority that all of us in the

University Community must choose. This will be a slow

and frustrating process but it must be done. Spending

more time communicating and less time fighting can on-

ly help. Come on UMass — let's get it together!

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess are the SGA co-presidents.

Salvadoran restoration
El Salvador has been conspicuously ab-

sent from the media's headlines recently,

which has both positive and negative

ramifications in the United States.

First, from the conservative perspective,

"no news is good news." at least with

respect to the amount of national media at-

tention devoted to El Salvador. Secondly,

however, the lack of media attention denies

the American public information about El

Salvador's progress in the military, social,

and democratic spheres. Indeed, the reason

we have heard so little from El Salvador

is that the situation is progressing very

well.

The guerillas' downfall is attributed to

their failure on two fronts; military and

political. First, the Salvadoran army has

become a greatly improved and more
disciplined fighting machine. The U.S. has

provided El Salvador with a small number
of military advisors, 55, and a limited

amount of military assistance (with many
strings attached). The Salvadorans have

taken these fairly modest levels of

assistance and have transformed a small,

undisciplined army of 9,028 troops in 1980

into an effective and growing force of more
than 30,000 in 1985.

Much of the credit for their success goes

to the 15 U.S. advisors who created and
trained El Salvador's counterinsiu-gency

battalion, the "Atlacatl." In addition, the

increased mobility and alertness of the ar-

my has made possible the liberation of

many areas of El Salvador which were

abandoned to the FMLN early in the war.

The essentially "non-strategic" depart-

ments of San Miguel, Morazan, and
Chalatenango (near the Honduran border),

for instance, were controlled by the FMLN
for a long period of time, but now are back

under the tutelage of the government.

The major reason for the downfall of the

FMLN is its obvious lack of support within

the El Salvadoran papulation. The in-

surgents' military strategy has consisted

of a two-pronged attack: first, a war of at-

trition against the Salvadoran economy
and infrastructure; and secondly, a ter-

rorist war against the El Salvadoran

population and their government. The lat-

ter tactic has been utilized to a greater ex-

tent lately, as the communists struggle to

gain troop strength. Americans heard

about the kidnapping of Inez Duarte Duran
by the FMLN in 1985, and the demand that

34 jailed guerillas be freed. The comi-

Peter Dow
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munists have also kidnapped over 20

Salvadoran mayors, who will be held un-

til the government releases more imprison-

ed guerillas. The unpopularity of the

FMLN is further evident in their terrorist

attacks against the populaiton. In addition,

the regular ranks of the FMLN have suf-

fered from large-scale desertions, further

weakening their strength.

The lack of support for the communist
guerillas has been accompanied by a

dramatic decrease in the activity of the

"death squads," in addition to the popula-

tion's greater faith in Duarte's govern-

ment. Alvaro Magana, the former interim

president of El Salvador, attributes El

Salvador's success "to the advent of

democracy." Indeed, while both the FMLN
on the left and the ARENA party on the

right would welcome the collapse of

Duarte's Christian Democratic govern-

ment, the right (particularly Roberto

D'Aubisson) has come to realize that the

democratic process is the only legitimate

and acceptable path to political power.

Thus the right's acquiescence to the

political process and the subsequent decline

in "death squad" activity has weakened
the FMLN political posture further by
depriving them of what was once a power-

ful justification for their own resort to

violence.

In short, if the present progress in El

Salvador© continues, it will, hopefully, just

be a matter of time before the El

Salvadoran communist threat is

eliminated. The FMLN recently received

another crushing blow when Mexico decid-

ed to re-establish formal diplomatic rela-

tions with El Salvador aifter a six-year

break. This is especially damaging to the

guerillas, in light of the fact that Mexico
led a vigouous international campaign in

1980-1981 to give the FMLN recogintion

I

as a legitimate political group, on the level

of the PLO.
Thus the FMLN continues to struggle for

"power shsuing" in the Ssdvadoran govern-

ment, and has not realized that the most
effective way to gain political power is to

relinquish their arms and become involv-

ed in the democratic political process.

Peter Dow is a Collegian_co/umnis<.
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Reagan's godly mission

Letters

Help to make spring break safe
Florida Mothers Against Drunk Eh-iving,

MADD. hopes that this year's College

Spring Break will be safe for everyone.

Last year's tragedies included three

students who fell to their deaths off hotel

balconies and two others who were

murdered hitchhiking to Florida. We sym-

pathize with their parents because we

We want you to come to Florida to have

good times and enjoy well-earned vaca-

tions. But please do not come to drive and

drink or to use drugs.

SPRING BREAK MAKE IT SAFE.

Tom Carey, president
Florida MADD

He's cool. Flashing by planets just a

wrinkle from the speed of light, he's on top

of the galaxy. For the freedom of the

universe he valiantly soars through space,

dealing with harsh blows of his adver-

saries. This is no ordinary voyage. He is no

ordinary man. His name is Ronald Reagan

and he's on a mission from God.

"Yo, Nance, chuck me a smoke, hey hey."

The most important mission of all time

surely must be a nerveracking experience.

Kinda like sex after 70.

"Which kind would you like, dear?"

''Armageddon honey. You're slippin',

you're slippin'. Now c'mon up here poopsy

and watch ol' gipper nick this comet.

Brrraaowww... jzeeeww..."

No task, no feat is unaccomplishable for

the Holy Warrior. He fears no evil; he

spares no enemy. Though his cupeth may,

at times, overfloweth, he is quick to suck

up the spills with rapacious lust. Yes God
is on his side, and He is republican.

"This is Rambo-RR callin' Big Guy, come
in Big Guy. Enemy planet within

sight. ..within vaporizing range. ..will zero

in...OK you subversive, detestable rodent!

Defy Our laws will you? Well take this you
red pinko little rock. ..and take that you
crummy piece of dust!"

PKKHRRROOOOWWW!
"Darling! Darling! Do you realise what

you just did?! You just blew up Mars dsu-l-

ing! Honey, why did you blow up our closest

planet?!"

"Don't lament, my puddleface. The job's

got to be done. It's in His plans. Besides,

you know as well as every good American
knows - we can't allow any damn Reds in

our galaxy. Don't worry, we're protected in

the Monroelexy Doctrin. Besides, good ol'

Mark Caldeira

Jeannie K. vfiW cover for us. Now put away
those pills and come take the reigns. If

those high school kids only saw you with

//lose...Now c'mon. Yahoo!"

Letting his faithful sidekick have a shot

at the reckless life, the Gipper descends in-

to his private isolation tank for some

cosmic inspiration. Chapter for chapter,

Rocketboy Ron absorbs the Great American

Shark Hunt and the King James Bible like

two hits of pure LSD-25.
"This is wild," he thinks, decadently.

"Gotta recommend these to Georgie and

Caspie. They'll get a boom from this com-

bo, ha ha!"

I once heard Ron rappin' in '68 'bout

blood spillin' and gettin' it over with now.

He's a serious, goal-oriented, go-and-get-it

kind of guy. The Unprocrastinator.

Just as he begins to get off on his "back-

to-the-golden-age" fix, intergalactic radio

WWAR splurts out the Door's "Not to

touch the earth, not to see the sun, nothin'

left to do but run, run run let's ru..."

"Pumpkin face! Get that stastophobic un-

American profanity off the air! You know

I hate that song. Now that's more like

it...ya...ooh...on top of ol' smokey, all

covered with..."

-Smoke. (Just thought I'd finish it for

him.) Ya, smoke. That's the way old

cowboys like it - thick white wmoke
eminating from bright red flames. And
that's the way this little story will end -

with smoke. Let's hope the Gipper doesn't

end us all with smo--.

Mark Caldeira is a Collegian columnist.

Lessons from Nicaragua
It was June 12, 1985 when I decided to

go to Nicaragua. At 3 p.m. that afternoon,

I was in a cell at the Chicopee jail, the con-

sequence of the civil disobedience action at

Westover Air Force Base. We went to

Westover in protest of the Congressional

vote which funded $27 million to Contra

mercenaries. Jail was not very empower-

ing, particularly when my glasses (a poten-

tial instrument of self-destruction) were

confiscated and I and my 20/400 vision

were non-focusing behind bars.

With the renewed threat of Contra ter-

rorism against private citizens, particular-

ly during the harvest period when many
crops are destroyed by Contra attacksd. I

decided to go to Nicaragua and participate

in the coffee harvest. This plan was altered

a few months later when the local construc-

tion brigade, Construyamos Juntos, asked

me to accompany them to San Pedro de

Lovago in Chontales district in order to

build a school. I left on Dec. 15 and told the

brigade I would meet them when they ar-

rived in early January.

I hadn't been in Nicaragua in over 12

years. The last time was in June '73. six

months after the earthquake. Downtown
Managua was a disjointed array of brick,

mortar, and rebar. A number of people

wanted me to know that they were

thankful for all the earthquake aid that

Americans had given. They also wanted me
to know that Somoza had eaten most of it.

Others were more explicit. They inform-

ed me of badly needed social changes which

would be realized with the revolution. One
gentleman. Julio, emphasized that when
the revolution came, it would not be a

revolution against America, rather an in-

surrection against a fascist dictator nam-

ed Somoza. He was afraid of the bad

publicity the Nixon administration would

give any change in government. "Nixon

will call us commOihists," he said with a

grin, and added that if Americans knew the

Tom Neilson

reality of Nicaragua, they would never sup-

port the Somoza government.

Julio was wrong. The revolution didn't

happen during Nixon's tenure. But when
it came, it was an overthrow of the dictator

as well as the yoke of the foreign power

that maintained his oppressive govern

ment. At present, this foreign power's

president (Reagan) is requesting $100
million to continue funding Contra
mercenaries to return fascism to

Nicaragua.
Julio was right, however, about the com-

munist label. He is also still right that if

Americans knew the reality of Nicaragua,

they would not support the U.S. war
against that country.

Reagan frequently refers to Daniel

Ortega as that little, commie dictator. The
Communist Party only received 1 percent

of the vote in an election which ex-CIA
analysts David MacMichael and John
Stockwell, as well as numerous interna-

tional observers have acclaimed to be a

legitimate, democratic process.

Perhaps I hung out in the wrong
neighborhoods, but I only talked with one

person who identified himself as a sup-

porter of the Communist Party. A trowel

and level were the tools of his trade, not

a Contra knife for castration and otherwise

murder of civilians.

If first grade (1954) I got under my desk

to be prepared for the commies. Thirty-two

years later, the Reagan administraiton and
those who support his policy in Central

America are still getting under their desks.

Tom Neilson works at the Center For In-

ternational Education.

Letters

Policy ought to be reconsidered
This letter is in response to a recent

policy editorial written by the Collegian

Board of Editors on the issue of MassPIRG.

In the editorial, the Collegian suggests that

MassPIRG change their current funding

from the waivable fee, which has supported

the organization for 13 years, to what they

term a positive check-off or a donation

system.

There are many reasons why a donation

system makes little or no sense for a group

with such a strong student mandate as

MassPIRG. Foremost among them at

UMass, however, it that endorsing a dona-

tion system plays right into the hands of

the few individuals (calling themselves

"Students for Participatory Democracy")

who want MassPIRG off campus.
Think about it. A few people decide they

don't want PIRG at UMass. They create

controversy about the subject by running
a campaign of misinformation and confu-

sion. Are UMass students then supposed to

give these individuals what they want by

undermining PIRG's funding in order to

"defuse controversy?"

Most UMass students would say "No," as

demonstrated by last week's 79 percent to

21 percent vote. We hope that the Collegian

reconsiders its policy.

Deidre Cununings,
Richelle Seargent

MassPIRG

The BOG: vital student interest
What is the most frequently asked ques-

tion on this campus "When does add-drop

end? What's your major? Is it Friday yet?"

These popular queries don't even come
close; the most oft asked question is, "What
is the BOG?"
The BOG is the Campus Center/Student

Union Board of Governors, the student

government organization that oversees just

about everything that goes on in the Cam-
pus Center and the Student Union. The
Board acts as a watchdog over ad-

ministrative expenditure of students'

money, it provides support for myriad stu-

dent services, and it sets policy for the day-

to-day activities in the CC/SU complex.

You say you still aren't sure of what the

BOG is? It's simple -look around. If you've

ever seen vendors on the CC Concourse,

ever joined an RSO that has an office in the

Student Union, ever eaten in the Hatch or

the TOC, ever studied in the music reading

room or created something in the craft shop

or explored an exhibit in the art gallery,

ever seen bands in the Hatch or the

ballroom, ever slept in the hotel, or ever

been to a comedy show in the Blue Wall,

you've already met the BOG.
And now's your chance to become involv-

ed. You can be a part of programming or

policy-making and much more. Elections

for the Board of Governors will be on

March 10 and 11, the same dates as the

SGA senate and presidential elections.

Help us provide for student interests in the

CC/SU complex. At the same time, you'll

be enriching your own college experience

through a sense of participation, contribu-

tion, and satisfaction. Expand you horizons

while helping others to expand theirs.

Nomination forms and information for

the curious are available in Campus Center

room 817. Come talk to us, share your con-

cerns and your enthusiasm. Remember,
student governance works only to the ex-

tent that students make it work. We await

your questions.

Mark Friedman, special projects

coordinator
CC/SU Board of Governors

Using techniques of double-speak

In defense of the righteous ones
Recently, I wrote to the Collegian ex-

pressing my concerns over the many
slanderous comments directed toward

Christians that appeared last semester in

the Collegian. That letter was never

printed. Therefore, I am sure that this let-

ter will not be printed, even though it ap-

pears that the majority of letters printed

are anti-Christian.

I am not making any attempt to restate

my previous letter. Obviously, the typical

white male who believes in God and the

authority of the Bible cannot get a letter

printed. So, I will try to be less dogmatic

in order not to offend your delicate eyes.

First, I would like to praise Rusty Den-

ton, a Collegian columnist who is not afraid

to state the truth. Once in a while Denton

offends people's faiths. However, the

sickening responses to his column are

always either directly insulting or are judg-

ing his commitment to Christ. We should

all look to ourselves and check our own
faith. It might be possible that Denton's

Women Exploited by Abortion, a new
organization whose advertising methods
employ the latest techniques of moral

double-speak, held an information sessions

at Amherst College last Friday. "Come and

hear the facts." advised their flyers. Un-

fortunately, facts were not a concern of the

panel, for under the guise of progressive

social activity lies the real interest of

WEBA: instilling legally and institutional

ly the narrow, restricting mores of

Christianity-a viewpoint left convenient-

ly out of the flyers and press releases.

Although throughout the evening.

WEBA repeatedly denied any political in-

tentions, one of the three main goals listed

in their propoganda booklet is dedication

"to stopping abortion and abortion funding

by making our voices heard in our nation's

law-making institutions."

Tina Carter explained her story first,

describing herself as a heavy drinker at the

time of her unexpected pregnancy and was.

in her own words, "not really emotionally

stable at the time." Tina felt exploited

because she "wanted my friends, my fami-

ly to make my choice for me, but it didn't

work out that way...everyone told me I

should get an abortion." Tina, it seems, has

trouble with the definition of the word
"choice." She asked her friends to tell her

what option they thought best for her and

they picked one. they chose.

Tina then complained that once at the

abortion clinic no one "tried to talk me in-

to keeping my baby." Imagine a clinic

which respects the decision of an adult

client who has made an appointment for an
abortion.

Cynthia Moriarty, too, was a victim of

the "abortion industry" that was ominous-

ly referred to in the flyers. Her manipula-

tion began when the Springfield College In-

firmary suggested that she come in for a

blood test which "turned out to be positive

and I found out in a weird way: The nurse

wasn't really experienced with counseling

and when I called her on the phone she told

me 'to come in, I think it's positive' and

that really destroyed me." It's difficult

Sarah Bush

news. Cynthia, but what is the nurse sup-

posed to tell you. "pick a card?" The coup

d'etat in this presentation of the facts was
when Cynthia confessed that "the only

thing that prevented me from mentally

withdrawing from life (dramatic pause) was
that I held the anaesthesiologist's hand."

Interesting news after Tina's sweeping

statement earlier that abortion clinics

"don't give you any medication at all" dur-

ing the operation.

During the question and answer forum

1 finally asked who the "abortion industry"

actually was. A man in the audience in-

formed me that it was Planned Parenthood

who also supported compulsory steriliza-

tion and abortion. I asked WEBA for

percentages concerning their list of the

unknown, unpublicized effects of abortion

which their information booklet listed as

"sterility, shock, coma, blood clots, loss of

other organs, suicidal impulses withdrawal

and hostility" to name just a few. I asked

for the percentages. No one knew. I asked

for how many other operations could these

same symptoms occur, including pregnan-

cy and post-natal depression. Again, no one

knew. The facilitator. Susan Szetela. from

Massachusetts Citizens for Life, explained

that it was too much to ask them to pro-

vide specific information, regardless of the

promise in the press release to "Come and
hear the facts."

WEBA is offensive because its entire

raison d'etre is misinformation. This

organization is not concerned with the ex-

ploitation of reality, not about freedom but

about guilt and indoctrination. I respect the

regret of these women over their decision,

but I do not respect that under false

pretenses they distort the facts in order to

promote the subjugation of free thought

and choice through the archaic doctrine of

one organized religion.

Sarah Bush is a Collegian correspondent

Don't overlook their merits . . .

I feel that it's time that someone stood

up for a group on this campus that's taken

a lot of abuse. No, I don't mean gays,

radicals, republicans or even earthy

crunchies. The much-maligned group I'm

referring to is men.

To believe most of the angry letters to the

editor and grafitti on this campus, men are:

chauvinistic, stupid, rude, sex-crazed slobs

who never tie their shoelaces. Somehow, I

have managed to live fairly blissfully with

three of these creatures for the past year

and I would like to dispute some of these

claims.

My roomates all made the Dean's List

last semester. They chop wood, clean, and
take out the garbage. They can all cook

twice as well as I can and even do their

dishes. They're also good at little extras

like carrying kegs and moving furniture.

I don't have to fight for the shower or phone

like I did last year, and they've never spent

their rent money on a shopping spree.

This is not to say that living with men
is always wonderful. I have had
nightmares about bowl games and they

have an annoying tendency to leave the

toilet seat up. In the rude department, they

exhibited their flair for interior decorating

by tacking our dead fish to the living room
wall. I can't borrow their clothes or per-

fume and their taste in magazines leaves

a lot to be desired.

On the whole, though, it's been a good
year with no battles or crises. So what if

they don't buy "Cosmo?" At least they've

never made me watch Knight Rider. And
guess which gender is better represented

at our parties? Thanks, guys.

JUl Wylie
Hadley

faith is the true faith.

I could go on and attempt to explain what
my faith is and what Christianity is accor-

ding to the Bible. However, most of the

anti-Christian leftists do not care what I

believe. They just want to keep insulting

my faith from their preconceived, warped

view of Christianity.

I am sorry if it looks like you are one of

these people. I truly do not mean only to

insult you. But if people think Christiani-

ty is is not correct, then they are just plain

vto-ong. Denton was man enough to admit

he was wrong just recently. He publically

repented. Are others willing to seek out

what they believe, then admit it if they are

wrong and repent to God?
If you are interested in expressing your

views on Christianity, write to the Col-

legian. Maybe they will have guts enough
to print something in response that does
not satisfy the "politically left" views that

prevail in the letters printed.

Jefh^y Clark
Northeast
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Winter and Buchanan
combine for a blues fest
By GREG FALLON
Collegian Correspondent

Johnny Winter - Roy

Buchanan — who should I

talk about first? When two

bluesmasters play on the

.

same stage in the same

night, you know there's go-

ing to be some serious

rockin' going on. But since

Roy opened the show up, I

guess I'll talk about him
first.

Roy started up with a tune

off of his latest album. The

song "Short Fuse" was your

basic blues riff with Roy do

ing some heavy wailing on

the guitar he's been playing

for years. After all he is the

master of the telecaster.

Next came a tune called

"Jack the Ripper." Again, a

blue fans dream. The bassist

even told the guitar players

in the audience how to play

it. Roy played with sinceri

ty that has earned him the

reputation as the most

soulful electric guitarist in

the world.

Roy's been around. In

1971, he was offered an in-

vitation to join the Rolling

Stones. His style of play has

influenced such great

guitarists as Jeff Beck, Bil-

ly Gibbons, and Robbie

Robertson.

Roy wrapped his set up

with a trio of Jimi Hendrix

songs. When he started

'Hey Joe" and sensed the

crowd's enthusiastic

response, he knew he had

hit a vein., His bassist lured

him into Pxirple Haze by

FINAL NOTICE

Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Filing Deadline

March 1, 1986

Applications must be received by College Scholarship Service

by March 1, 1986 to ensure priority consideration for aid.

Financial Aid Forms are available at Financial Aid Services, 213

Whitmore Administration Building.

File yours now.

^Irtmo^
PIZZA SUBS

PIZZA SPECIAL
ONE FREE ITEM OF

YOUR CHOICE ON ANY
LARGE PIZZA

ALSO AVAILABLE
WORLD CLASS SUBS
FREE DELIVERY!

EXPIRES MARCH 15th, 1986

4:00pm to 2:00am
363 MAIN STREET, AMHERST

256-0222

teasing him with that songs

bass introduction. When
Roy left the stage after one

full hour of playing, the

crowd was more than warm-

ed up for Johnny Winter.

When Johnny took the

stage with his headless

guitar, I knew he would do

a modern and upbeat set.

But that was only the begin-

ning of his set. After a few-

songs off of his latest album,

"Serious Business", Johnny
went into some classic

blues. His bassist accom-

panied him on haurmonica

with some soulful wails and
shakes. Johnny took the op-

portunity during "My Time
After a While" to really let

out.

Then came the slide. That

was waited for and, of

course, well received. A lot

of the songs off of his new
album really call for the

slide and Johnny showed us

how it was done.

The crowd was extremely

well behaved much to the

chagrin of the "security"

there and not to mention

the local division of

Amherst Police. After all,

this type of Blues show at-

tracts what James Watt
would have called "the

wrong element". Admitted-

ly there was a lot of leather

there and a few Harleys out-

side, but what's the matter

CoUefian photo by Rob SiMlloa

Johnny Winter (above) and Roy Buchanan
played to an enthusiastic crowd Tuesday night

in the Student Union Ballroom.

with a little Americana,

counter-culture style?

Anyway, the show was a

blues fans heaven. With just

the right combination of

rock n' roll, (Johnny wrap-

ped up his first encore with

"Johnny B. Goode"), slow

blues and rhythm and

blues. Roy surprised

newcomers to the scene but

performed as well as usual

for his old fans. Johnny
Winter really rocked out

and put the crowd on its

dancin' feet. The show was

a blast.

i

Saturday. March 1

Gimpus Center Auditorium

6:00,8:15, 10:30 pm

$2 general

$1 Hillel fee-payers

sponsored by Hillel

Starring DUSTIN HOFFMAN as a long distance

runner and SIR LAWRENCE OLIVIER as a sadistic,

egotistical Nazi dentist.

Looks like there's some variety this week, not a lot of

music, but enough to keep most of us happy. One of the

following should be fun for the whole family.

Tonight Cuban saxophonist Paquito D'Rivera will play

the Iron Horse in Northampton. This guy has a fine

reputation for belting out hot, latin jazz. His sound is in-

tense and dynamic so he'll probably rattle a few windows

at this show.

Also tonight, the Prime Suspects are in the Hatch. If

you are up for it, blow off homework and go see the

band. ..it's free.

Friday night sounds like fun. A four-band benefit bash

at Hampshire College for only $2. The headline act is, get

this...The Archbishop's Enema Fetish. What more could

you ask for than this 14 piece band that plays all kinds

of music? They were banned from most of the clubs in

Boston which means they've got to be fun.

But wait, that's not all. You get Farmer Ted, a band

frc.n Alabama, and also the Potatoe Heads and Skeletor.

The last two are local. The Potatoe Heads play fun stuff

and Skeletor does heavy metal covers. The show starts

at 10 p.m. at the College's Red Bam which is supposed

to be a real nice, funky place. The money goes to buy more

sound equipment for the school. It's on the bus route and

it's a bargain.

Ifyou only need a small dose of music, the movie Spinal

Tap is playing downtown until tomorrow. This is a great

spoof of big money rock bands. Lots of laughs.

Tuesday night, Jonathan Edwards will perform at the

Iron Horse. This guy has had a few bigtime hits. You

know, he does that song, "Sunshine go away today...I don't

feel much like dancing." Edwards also sings "Shanty,"

a song about laying around the shanty and putting a good

buzz on. Now you remember. Anyway, he does put on a

good, polished show of acoustic pop.

Wednesday night should be good. The Golden Palominos

will perform in the Student Union Ballroom at 8:00. This

group is made up of members from lots of other bands and

this show will feature; Cream's bass player, the legendary

Jack Bruce. Bernie Worrell who plays keyboard .br the

Talking Heads, Jody Harris, and Chris Stamey of The

dB's. There are strong rumors that Michael Stipe of

R.E.M. and Johnny Lydon will appear. Lyden was former-

ly Johnny Rotten, lead singer of the Sex Pistols.

The Pogues will be playing at Pearl Street in Northamp-

ton Wednesday night. This band does a mix of Irish folk

music and punk, all on acoustic instruments. The band

is from Ireland and are produced by Elvis Costello. Grab

a bottle of stout and have some fun.

(above)Anton Fier will be appearing with

the Golden Palominos on March 6. Tickets are

on sale now. (below)The Pogues are playing at

Pearl Street on March 5.
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THE FINE ARTS CENTER
cSi". EK^lTY OF MA5SACHLSETTS AT AMHERST

GUARNERI STRING
QUARTET

with Lydia Artymiw, piano

luniiuiniiil \\iiil:\ In lhiii,il; Mi iiJi /smi'i'i .iiii' /*• > iln'o »

Friday, February 28, 8 pni

Bowker Auditorium
Tickets: $15,13

MARC-ANDRE HAMELIN
1985 Carnegie Hall Intentational

American Music Competition Winner

Wednesday, March 5, 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

Ticket.",. S(i

TOSHIKO AKIYOSHI
JAZZ ORCHESTRA

With I.cw luhiukin, Icium vixopimnc \ fliili'

Satui;day, March 8, Spin
Concert Hall
iKkci^ sn 1

1

Five College Students Half-Price Tickets available at Fine Arts ^^^-j

Center Box Office Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets

Call (413)545 25 11 or 1 800 243 4842 Q

TONIGHT
Campus Center Auditorium

$1.50 for 5:00 showing

$2.00 for 7.00, 9:00 & 11:00 showings

sponsored by Central Area Govt

The
Golden

Palomino
with

CarlaBley

JackBruce
MikeHampton
Jody Harris
HenryKaiser
BiULasweU
Arto Lindsay
Nicky Skopelitis

Chris Stamey

Syd Straw
Richard Thon:ipson
BemieWDrrell

Thurs, March 6 th

S.U,B, UMass

$1000 UMASS

$12j00 GEN. PUBLK

Tickets on sale at F.A.C. Box Office,

Springfield Civic Center and Holyoke,

Northampton, Greenfield & Pittsfield.

No cans, bottles or recording devices.

ALARM Tickets
still on sale at F.A.C. Box Office
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UMASS Fine Arts Center

in cooperation with WFCR
presents the

Five College

Arts Festival
February 27 - March 2

singer/comedienne Sandra Bernhard

Smith College, Davis Student Center

Thursd^, r^ 27, 8 & 10:30 pm

jazz/folk duo Buskin & Batteau

Amherst College. Buckley Auditorium

Friday, Feb. 28, 8 pm

Party with Eight to the Bar
Hampshire College, Dining Common*
Saturday, W^rch 1 9 pm

The Spinners in concert

co-sponsored with Mt H'^' ^Q'ollege

UMass Fine Ar -^^XxXf^rt Hall

^pj4^-S^y March 2 8 pm

Tickets are $2.50 students, $5.00 general

public except for The Spinners: $6.00

students, $12.00 general. All tickets available

at the Fine Arts Center Box Office. For fur-

ther information call: 545-0190

ARTS
Thursday, February 27, 1986
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Mummenschanz excites senses
By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

Mummenschanz, a Swiss mime-mask theater troupe

presented a creative display of their unique art in the Fine

Arts Center Tuesday night and last night.

Mummenschanz, deriving its name from the German

mummen, meaning game or play, and scham, meaning

chance, stands for a medieval game played with masks

to hide facial expressions. The significance of the group's

title was distinctly obvious in the performance, as many

of the strange and beautiful effects created by the players

relied on the intricate costumes.

One particularly stunning effect utilized a body suit

with long, flowing tentacles instead of arms and legs. The

performer, splayed upon the center of the stage, waved

the limbs of the suit, creating a hypnotic, swirling dance.

Other costumes depended heavily upon the troupe's ex-

traordinary use of body language. One particular costume

had a white, pointed mask which, when combined with

the mimist's crab-like walk, gave the audience the impres-

sion of a giant insect scrabbling across the stage.

Floriana Frassetto, one of the troupe's members, is

responsible for most of the troup's distinctive costumes.

When asked how the ideas for the costumes are sparked,

she replied that the ideas could come from any situation

at any time.

"I was walking in Zurich," she said, "when I saw a group

Writing a paper?

We can help.

THE WRITING CENTE
Pierpont in Southwest

Monday and Thursday 7-9 pm

Baker in Central

Wed 1-3 pm Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 7-9 pm

Cashin in Sylvan

Wednesday 2:30-4:30 pm
Monday and Wednesday 7-9 pm

of children playing with large, inflatable zepplins. Within

three seconds, I found out where they had bought them."

After buying twenty of the massive balloons, she and

the other members experimented with different designs

and movements utilizing the material.

"When you have the idea in your head it seems so sim-

ple," said Frassetto. "But the material limits your ideas

and they become different. But, sometimes the difference

are better." Her original idea for the balloons was to craft

a huge skirt to dance in, but she found that idea 'limiting.

Many of the costumes are 'blind', with no eyeholes for

the performers to see out of.

"We cue each other," said Frassetto. "with hisses and

foot stamps. Also, the audience reaction cues us, telling

us when to move. But we are so used to feeling each other

on stage that it is not difficult."

Other illusions were devised by Mummenschanz's

unusual use of lighting. A completely black backdrop was

at the rear of the stage while only the front was lit. Stage

a.ssistants, dressed in black, could move around and carry

props undetected at the back of the stage. Using careful

lighting, the props carried by the invisible assistants ap-

peared to float on their own accord, causing statue-like

geometric shapes to magically fly together and

disassemble.

Frasetto attributes the group's initial popularity in their

first tour to the 1970's feeling of self interpretation.

"People have more difficulty concentrating now; they

are spoiled." But she is confident that the group will con-

tinue to be successful as, "People have hearts, and they

still like to hear them beat."

The group, created and performed by Andres Bossard,

Floriana Frassetto and Bernie Schurch, has performed in

Europe and America since 1972.

For Lounge Lizards Only:
Every Sunday...

Order a pitcher of draff beer
the Nachos are FREE'

S1 99 OFF Sunday Brunch!

(Between 1 1 30-3:00pm)

Every Monday...
Twelve luscious gulf shrimp served
with our own cocktail sauce ONLY 99c

Every Tuesday...
All-youcan-eat spiced chicken wings
FREE' (From 4-6 S 9-1 1 only')

Every Wednesday...
All-youcan-eat garlic pizza FREE'
(From 4-6 a 9-1 1 only')

Order any item from the Carbur's entree

pages and get dessert FREE'

Wm A Trip
for two to Cancun, Mexico

Jusi till out lh« sntry blank

you 9*1 wMh ffwry purchase
ar>d drop it into the bov at

Iha entranca b«tort you
laava Evary waning 5 namas
will b« ptchad and added to a

final poo< Ev«rytimayou
coma to Carbur's. you M

irtcraata your chances of

b«ir^ p4ck»<].

fma/ Ofawms- March 17

Every Thursday...
A half-pound of BBC Ribs ONLY 99c

Half-price admission to Carbur's

Comedy Nite when you dine in the

Rib-It Room (Last seating

for dinner- 7pm)

Every Friday & Saturday...

The Lucky Lizard Balloon-Bursting

Lottery' With every purchase you will

get a FREE balloon with up to $5 cash

discounts inside' (Save them up or use
them right away I)

That* sptcimit *r»

good on/y to Cffrbur's

Loijng* itimrdt wearing

their butlont!

The Office for Cooperative Education

presents

A Panel Series on Job Opportunities in Massachusetts

JOBS IN METROPOLITAN BOSTON
Thursday, February 27 at 4 p.m.

University Career Center, Rm. 101

(formerly fraternity-sorority park)

Panelists

Paul Bonneau, Ingalls Associates

Rep. Jannes Collins, Mass. House of

Representatives

Benjamin Harrell, General Motors,

Framingham Plant

Topic: Careers in . . .

Advertising/Public Rel.

Education/Government

Manufacturing

Faculty and Students Invited

Co-sponsored by the Center for Economic Development
Coming March 13: JOBS IN WESTERN MASS.

CARBUR'S
RESTAURAJVT & LOUNGE
At the Elmwood Route 9 Hadley 586-1 978

D

D
D

D Nassau From $399.00
Mexico (Cancun, Puerto Vallarta,

Acapulco) From $379.00
Bermuda From $419.00
Ft. Lauderdale From $419.00 (hotel only sits

D Daytona Beach From $429.00 thoiei only si 74)

D London/Paris From $499.00

Party All The Time
With Party Time!

Book Now—Space is Limited
Contact: Mike Smith 549-7479

Jim

1
Fghig
NOUMn

Desrinaiion

Party Time And Travel, Inc.

49Tuttle Street

Wakefield, MA 01880
617-246-1222

Departur»' Cils

SrTmvtihit.

D Sounds Good. I'm ready to parly and enclose $50 deposit D Rush me more information

Name School

Address ,_.Phone

City -State .Zip.

t

RENL»(NRECK

N«w C Us«d Car*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 6J No. Amherst

549 2880

Professional Consultation

& Style Haircut %/ j $10.00
mill Skampni'^

Ke»toirii^

$lt.vl*« by Dcbonih

65 rni»eriity l>ri»t

Amherst. 549-5610
tip>n* Itoreh U. IMS

American Travel Services

presents

Swiss mime troupe Mummenschanz played Tuesday night and last

night at the UMass Fine Arts Center.

SPRING BREAK ^*86"
Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

MAU APMWVCO WSKCnOM tTATIOM

Gas Savirtg

Tuno-up

(^$34."

$44

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockaleller Plaza

New York, NY. 10020

Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad for Special

Student/Teacher Tariff.

1 RENTAL J LEASE PURCHASE

Lube, Oil & Rlter

#'1799

_k

loclodet up to 5 poorti

o*10-30oil ond safety

cfwck

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fi0 Service Tm Store

J» Sumtexand no No Amh*ttl M*
Across *'om A'atrOba S Store

S49-4 704

HowtDbuyshades.

B

With the AnuTuan Fxpres.s* Card

you can buv t'vervthing from mw
^eitaclrs to soini' prvUs spct i:h

ular dothiiiK The latt-.st iii judm
equipment and the latest albums

The (iard i.s the perfitl wav to pav

for |ust about anything you II want

during college

How to get the Card

before you graduate.

Becau.se we believe that college i.s the first

sign of success, we've made it easier for you

to get the Amerii Mil Kxpress Card Craduating

students can get the (iard a.s soon as they

accept a IIO.IMM) career oriented |ob If you ri'

not graduating this seniestcr sou can apply

for a special spon.soretl (iard Look for

student applications on campus Or call

1 800 THE CARD, and tell them you want

a student application

The American Express Card.

Don't leave school without it.'*"

2
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AXILLA'S
WE DELIVER

586-7070 or 586-7071

I

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Ma 01035

Sunday - Thursday 4:00 pm - 2:00 am
Friday, Saturday 4:00 pm - 3:00 am

PIZZA
small (12")

large (16")

also: Gyro, Stromboli, Subs, Salads

$1.00 OFF
any size pizza

H I

$1.00 OFF
any size pizza

$1.00 OFF
any size pizza

••• ———— I
$1.00 OFF
any size pizza

Call for Delivery Now and Get $1.00 Off
Any Size Pizza

with one of these coupons

Lose
UpToTen
Pounds
InJust
T\co

Pam Weisman s

Diet Center

644 Main St.,

Amherst

253-9580

Mon-Fri 7am to 1 1 am
4 pm to 5 pm

Sat 8 am to 10:30 am

DIET
CENTER
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^^^^

—
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TONIGHT
All Interested Students!!

(all classes)

You are cordially invited to

attend Alumni/Alumnae
CAREER NIGHT.

Graduates of 3 programs
-Food Marketing,
Ag. Business, &

Resource Economics
will speak and answer ques-

tions about their careers and
YOURS.
WHEN:

Thursday, February 27, 1986
WHERE:

Campus Center, Room 162

SPONSORS:
The Alumni Association

The University Placement Service

Dept. of Agricultural

& Resource Economics

Something you

want to say before

you leave?

Submit your proposal for

Senior
Commencement Speaker

to Trey Williams, 545-2334,

319 Whitmore.

(5 minutes: 3 pages, typed,

double-spaced)

Thursday, February 27. 1986
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Fdiifd b> Irudf Michtl .Uffi-

ACNOSS
1 family meiDbSf

5 Singe

9 Slioq

13 Spill til- bea.is

14 Fissil« rocl<

1

5

S«aw«i«d genus
16 Amirak

stops
17 Shows support

IB Black in B)esl

19 Upfigni Comb
tofm

21 Man ot gieal

strangtti

23 Measure oti

25 Pines and yews
?6 Aground
30 Lean dimly

33 Construct

34 Age
36 Period ol time

37 Joust

38 Clocked

39 Btic a -

40 Where Lat

41 Not ready lor

picking

42 Island ol

Greece
43 Mo'td' s malp

4b San
4 7 Day s work lof

a yegg
49 Cut ol meat
50 Sworn
53 Talents

56 The World
According to

:
i-n Irving

59 Mrs Chaplin

61 Winglike parts

Lat

62 Jacob s brother

et ai

63 Regretted

64 Terrier type

66 Complete
collections

66 - Scott

Decision

DOWN
1 Educ TV
2 Singing range

3 TV veteran

Jack

4 'ype ol art

5 Cuppa tiller

h Mat*
7 WjIChlyl

8 Turned to

as 8

recourse

9 Dusk
1 Conlined
1

1

Like some lans

12 Paddock parent

14 Berate

20 Go in search ol

22 Sign ol the

limes

24 Unearthly

26 Feature oi

9 Across

27 Hopi tor one

28 Place lor

pickles and

olives

29 March ol -
31 Muse ol poetry

32 Runner
35 System or code

36 Bridge supports

39 Town near Ht*
Haven

41 Dormouse
genus

42 LIV plus Llll

44 Home ol the

brave

46 Symbols '

a sort

48 Tantaiiie

50 Moslem titles

51 Communicate
52 Mild eiipl«lNM

54 - de lorce

55 Dagger

58 August
nickname

60 Increase

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

A R u!lJHA.R.
tMr

1—15 p p IHV F P P f " "

s F m^—" ~p "^ s^ I^Mit

l«M U* Aiwln Imm* K>a«cM* 2/27/M

''There's devils on each side ofyou with bottles in

their hands, you need one more drop ofpoison and

you'll dream of foreign lands."

— Shane MacGowan of The Pogues.

L

Weather

Today: Variable clouds with lows in the midto-high

20"s and a chance for a passing snow flurry. Tonight: We
could see temperatures drop to the 7-to-12 degress range

in cloudy skies.

mtM Staff staff

Night Editor
Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Photo Technician -

^eie^ N-'*'":.un.-

,V.ett

Production Supervisor

Production: / A>

Michelle
Segall

Conor Plunkett

C'

o ^« %
Staff Staff
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Now An Additional Location

adjacent to the UMASS campus

in the Amherst Creamery Building

Skillc a professional

secretarial service

WORD PROCESSING, TRANSCRIPTION,

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS
MANUSCRIPTS, .a specialty

Monday - Friday

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

150 Fearing Street, Amherst
Telephone: 549-2686

lllllttilllllll»WlllltNllllUll«4«IIIINNIIilllllMlliniiilliMllillll<Ui|i|irilllMlllltllimililillbMHiiiiliM

Thonday. February 27, 1986

I hey must be playiiigRAGt ogoin

INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT
Exceptional food h,

reaaonable prioes...

BUFFET BRUNCH
on Sunday

$6.95 all you can aat

11:30 -3 PM

45 Stat* St. Northampton
ell

' ••rving b««r ft win*

586-6344

Fwn IM>*iTCA

Paris
round I rip from

349
815
418

293

398

LONDON
HONGKONG
flmSTERDflm
CARACAS

from New York

, BRUSSELS ^.^„. .

lEurail Passes.lnt'l Student ID.AYH MembershipM» 'Ssued

1 6n the ipot!! •uee cataiogw
call our campus hotline!

253-7529HJ«n ^^ 256-1 26I or drop tfi

79 So.Pleasant St,2nd floor. Amiierst

Council Travel ServlcesI

University

Spring

JHugyti
Restaurant

UMASS IS GOING TO
PIZZAS

The Best Pizza in town FREE

every night from 9-10 PM
Check the Daily Dinner Specials

Free Delivery on Regular Orders

@
IJOyAC CRANE
ORIEKITAC voov market

360Collc«« St., Ri«. 9. Amlt«r«i 253 S6S8
Sunday-Friday 10-8. Saturday 9-8

; 56 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

Placement

Recruiting

AUTHENTIC ORIENTAL

Saurn & So>f« • NoodW» • Fio/en & Canned Goods • Cooking lmpk-m«nl>

& Supphrt • Hofn»made Take Out Food • Hard lo Find Fresh Orienlal Produce
• New Items in Every Week • Big Shipment of Indian Sptce* • Pastnes •

Onenlal Gifts • Cook B«iok'. dl publisher » prKfs

Tl>« te«i pflce* * Urini laovMofv euuld* ct Batlofi of New Yofk.

Service

Schedule

4. ^h rls me "touKi be st.mped .Ith the i"'»"»ation needed,
| J'^J ,^^;„ 'J ^^^;„^."'J,!^ ; "hick the Notebooks before '';"'';"5„ "

J""™^;,, c,r

rhllrra^l/"s$hce".e"LrL;nre:n?iSe?ri'.ir4e;::;ZMes',s mts or selections are received fro. those companies,

.ddltlona, info^atlon on positions, locations, schedules etc. at the UnI.ersU, Career Center and at the -hltmore S1,n..p desk.

literature at the Career Center.

MAJORS DEGREES ORGANIZATION

EE BS/MS/PhO

EE,ME BS/MS

EE.ME BS

CSE.EE BS

Physics PhD

Life Sci BS/MS

COINS BS/MS

Bus, Fin,

Bus.Mkt

Bus,Mkt

6BA

POSITIONS VI^^
.

ENGINEERING

Riverside Research Inst. Research Staff C Apr 2

Boston Edison Co. Engineerinq Positions P f^ar ?S

Combustion Engineering ^ ^'^'^

Simplex Time Recorder Softwr Engrs P ^»^ ^^

NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATH

Riverside Research Inst. Research Staff C Apr ?

P Mar ?7
Chemlawn Services Corp

Boston Edison Co. Staff Analyst P "ar 2E

MANAGEMENT -

Berkshire Eagle ^
Advertising/Office Staff P Apr ?

Eagle Publishing Co.

Georgia Pacific Sales Trainee C Apr 2

Rite Hite Sales Trainee C Apr 8

MISCELLANEOUS MAJORS

RESUME,^
VISIT DATE DUE PATE

AgrlBus .
-- ,

Others with farm rel

Mar 4 'P'

Mar 3,4 'O'

Mar 3.4 '0'

Mar 3.4 '0'

Mar 4 'P'

Mar 3.4 0'

Mar 3.4 '0'

Mar 4 'P'

Mar 5 'P'

Mar 24,25

Mar. 3, 4
'0'

BA

BA/BS

BA/BS

ANY MAJOR MAY INTERVIEW WITH THESE COMPANIES

Advertising, Office Staff P
Berkshire Eagle
Eagle Publishing Co.

US Navy Officer

Automotive Mgt

'0'

Tech & Non-Tech

Sales Mgt leading to
Mgt Development

Burger King Mgt in Restaurant Oper.

Fir<;t .iprsev Securities Account Exec/First jersey secur n.
|^Q^,,t)roker Trainee

New England Nannies Nannie Training

Star Market

Boy Scouts of America Entry Level Mgt

Toys 'R Us Mgt Training

Medill School of Journal ism/No'western Univ.

US Marines

Rite Hite Sales Trainee

Apr 2

Apr 24

Mar 24

Mar 27

Mar 26

Mar 4 'P'

Mar 24 'P'

Mar 3.4 '0'

Mar 3.4 '0'

Mar 3.4 '0'

Mar 3,4 '0'

Mar 3.4 '0'

Mar 10,11 '0''

Mar 10,11 '0'

Mar 10,11 '0'

Mar 10,11 '0'

Mar 24,25 '0'

Fores,A&RE BS/MS
MidlflEnv Des. PI

Early Child BA
Educ

,«?arm rel^ale^S g^J??round interltll^ ^^n^S^rt^ifU^^ sal^fal^o welcon. to"s1gA up:

P Mar 27 Mar 3,4 '0'

Chemlawn Services Corp
& Soil, Stockbridge etc.

New England Nannies Nannie Training

Speech BA/MA No. Country Education Serv. Therapists

Therapy » Pathology

Mar 3.4 '0'

Mar 3,4 '0'

iflFOPMATlON SESSIONS

f;,;freJ";nsiJ?^5's'rhein?e;;.s%:i?ssii''j;,;7hj;;r«3t;h«f£ffi^^
Kkrs?hbje'5si?d';!njSi;:.5«s'si>iSs"s?r;nK8i!,;Kttrc'i?eir"?ent.r.

Lib Arts BA

Educ K-12 BS/

CowStu BA

Educ BS/

Ed, Spec Ed Ba

Georgia Pacific Sales Trainee

Sl5n-nU^^Slt^W^seS2r^l$2l?^m^^?ri?''tH^la??J.^t service

Mar 5 'P'

Mar 10,11 '0'

Rite Hite Sales Trainee

Broward fty Schools pJeacMng
in Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Simsbury Public Schools

C Apr 8 Mar 24,25 '0'

P Apr 17,18 Mar Sl.Apr 1
'0'

P Apr 30 Apr 14.15 '0'

The following companies have cancelled their visits to the

University Placement Service.

COMPANY

Lawrence Livermore

Itek Optical Systems
' Holiday Corporation

I
Con Diesel Mobile Equip

Draper Labs

VISIT DATE

February 27

March 7

March 11

March 13

March 13

John Harland Co.

EMC
Rexham Corporation

Cornell Univ. Cooperative Extension

March 25, 26

March 25

April 3

April 9

ORGANIZATION

Ames Department Store

Morse Shoe Store (Fayva)

Defense Mapping Agency

Mass PIRG

Plllsbury

General Dynamics

Alpha Tech

Dancer- Fitzgerald S Sample

Delaware Law School/Widener Univ.

Lord & Taylor

Parlex

Graduate Curriculum in Coimnunlty,
Planning and Area Deveiopment/Um

February 27

February 27

Karch 3

March 3

VISIT DATE

February 28

March 25

March 4

March 3

CANCELLED INFORMATION SESSION

March 5
f^^rch 4

March 11 ^'a-"*^^ 1"

March 11 March 11

March 24 ''arch 24

March 27 March 26

March 27 March 26

INFORMATION SESSION
DATE TIHL

oril 1

versiiy of Rhode Island
April 10

7:00pm

7:00pm

7:00pm

7:00pm

7 : OOpm

7 : 30pm

7:(Xlpm

2:P0pm

7: OOpm

7: OOpm

1 : OOpm

Thursday. February 27, IMS
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Spring training goes

indoors at UMass
Baseball team prepares for Florida trip

CoUegian photo by Paul r>«>»marai»

Senior first baseman Jeff Cimini hits off a tee in practice in Boyden

Gym. The Minutemen have been preparing for their season for the

past three weeks. ^^^

SPORTSLINE
Every Wednesday Night

from 6-7 on 91.1 FM - WMUA
Next Weeks Guest:

The Rolls Royce of Basketball

analysts: DICK VITALE

Get into the swing

with the

Collegian!

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Correspondent

Although the cold and sometimes rainy

weather we've been experiencing lately has

ruined plans for many people, the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts baseball team, like their

professional counterparts, are well into

spring training. Even without any sun.

With Boyden gym and a little creativity,

the squad is able to practice the fundamen-

tals, although it will never replace the game

experience that they can get outdoors.

"We get as ready as we can," said UMass

coach Dick Bergquist, whose troops are in

their fourth week of practice, "although this

is a limited facility."

The Minutemen make the most of the half-

gym they have at their disposal. After 10 or

15 minutes of calistenics, they seperate into

groups to work on individual skills. The pit-

chers and catchers go to one side to warm-

up while fielders go off on their own to prac-

tice hitting and fielding.

After throwing at slow speed for a short

time, the pitchers pitch off simulated

mounds. The team owns four of these plat-

forms which are made of wood and built to

the dimensions of a real mound.

"The wood mounds definitely help you

out," said senior pitcher and co-captain Bob

Kostro. "In terms of measurements, they're

just like the real thing, but you don't get the

feel of a real mound."
After the pitchers are thoroughly warmed

up, batters step in to face them but do not

swing at any of the pitches. They are there

only to give the pitchers a strike zone to

throw at.

While this is going on, the rest of the squad

practices hitting with an Incrediball, a type

of ragball that does not travel as far as a real

baseball when it is hit. While Bergquist, who

is in his 20th year as head coach, works with

the pitchers, assistant coaches Ken Hayner

and Ray Cardinale pitch batting practice and

instruct the players on fielding.

The squad also hits off tees on certain days

and has a batting cage downstairs in Boyden

which they use before and sometimes after

practice.

After throwing, the pitchers practice their

pickoff moves while other players go through

drills to increase agility. The workout is

finished after the team runs wind sprints.

"The indoor practice helps, but we would

be able to get a lot more done if we were able

to work outside," said junior Sean Flint, a

catcher and the other co-captain.

"We get some good things done with the

agility work and conditioning, but we real-

ly put it all together when we go down to

Florida."

This is perhaps the most important part of

the Minutemen's spring training ritual, and

the most fun.

The team travels south during spring

break to play a full schedule of preseason

games. This year, that schedule consists of

nine games in eight days. The Minutemen
open with a doubleheader against Yale on

March 15 at Ormand Beach.

"We need the trip to Florida," said Berg-

quist, who was the Baseball Committee

chairman for the NCAA and is considered an

expert on collegiate rules, "Because we have

to pitch live and see live pitching as well. It

also enables us to work on fiy balls and feel

the competition of real games. We try to get

out and work on the tennis courts or the edge

of the outfield but it doesn't always work."

"The teams that have a fieldhouse have a

definite advantage," continued the coach.

"But we get in a fairly good practice. By the

end of our six weeks, we're working seven

days a week and it's a good way to break the

skills down. And as I said before, Florida

helps a lot."

As for the regular season, the Minutemen

open at Temple for a critical three-game

Atlantic 10 series on March 28 and Bergquist

is looking forward to it.

"I'm very optimistic," said Bergquist. "I

think we have more pitching depth than we
have in the past but we're still a very young

team. Eleven of the 23 players are freshman

and we hope they'll respond."

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIED
CofT»e to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 845. 2:30 Fri • Deadline .s 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES*

Pioneer Vallev Combat Club Elections:

this Thursday f-ebruar) 27, TDTM 22 at 9

pm! JJ

Newman Friday Nicht Video presenU
'Amadeus' Friday Feh 28 7:0n in the

Newman Main Lounge all are invited ad-

mission free

25 dIdi club bowline at Northampton
Bowl 525 Pleasant St Fnday 2/28 6:30 pm
call Donna if you need a ride

AUTO FOR SALE

80 Cam ZZ8 350 auto alarm Sony ca.<Miette

good cond seek to sell immed askm); $480()

549-7816

1978 Pinto - 70,000 miles, newtlres,

clutch, exhaust, etc. great condition

$1.000 or BO 247-5333

1977 Chev Malibu Claasic AT, PS, PB.

AC all season radials, no rust must see for

only $1,595 call eves 549-3562

79~Datiiiir 8210 great condition runs ex-

celienl $1200 or BO Cathy .549-6032 leave

message

Ford Maverick excellent condition $550

call 546-.5360 early morning best time

I97S Cutlaas nevtr tires, muffler, trans.,

shocks, brakes, very good condition. Only

$875 call evenings 584-0435

78 Ford Granada hi miles but many new

pU $30 stereo $900 BO Chris 256-6880

71 Buick Skylark runs great $500 call

Debbie 549 4 155

1975 Audi Fox: rebuilt engine, new tires,

battery, exhaust; $500. BO call 253-74.54

1980 Buick Skylark, 4 dr, std trans, AC.

AM/FM cassette, well mainUined, com-

plete records, low miles, excellent on gas,

$55,(KV). . This Is not a misprint! But it is

not the real price either. I need tuition,

looking for any reasonable offer. MI'ST

SELL SOON, 549-0462 or 546-5014 Steve

1976 Capri good condition runs great new-

tires brakes clutch 700 dollars or best offer

call 256-0820

197rHanda CVCC. $I100/BO 549-6705

good condition _^

BED ft BREAKFAST

iiccupancy. Includes everytning. first 3

weeks paid in advance. Call (617) 778-0324

•CASH"

Paving cash ror your baseball cards

Please call Mike 546-6105

ENTERTAINMENT

TURN THE TABLES Professional DJ 5

yr experience call 24 hrs 586-%91

The Cheap Jock cool party sounds at an

affordable price. Call 546 9061

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your

taste call Chns 256 >)845

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment Disc-

jockeys, light shows. Large screen video

shows.

Wouldn't you rather subscribe? The
Free Press we make the news at the Hatch

sn Wed Mar 5 9 pm check out the funky R
t B: Man from Sudan/Bow to the Media,

Dirty Laundry, New Religion, PVTA, and

Lhe Cafe '

Aides - Beacon Detoxification Center
limited duty positions available. All three

shifts Excellent position for students. Ap-

ely
Beacon Detox, .59 Sanderson St..

Ireenfield, MA 01301 EOE

GRADUATING SENIORS

Career Connection can help you.

Career ("onneclion is a resume book

desired to market your resume to

potential employers. Your resume will

be published in a profe.ssionally

printed and bound book to be

distributed In over 300 companies

in various fields. Career Cotinectfpn

minimizes your costs while it

maximizes your exposure to corporate

personnel managers you could never
" reach on your own. Deadline for resume'

is February 28. 1986. For more info '

call the area representatives:

Shert> 549-26^1 6^or N<»lle_546-8059^

an Information Ses.sion to .see what the

R.A. position is all alxmt. You must attend

an information Session in order to apply

Don't let this opportunity slip by. Take the

challenge be an R.A.I

PERSONALS

SENIORS "Senior portraits will be taken
Feb. 18 to Feb. 28 in 178CC. Ifyou have a
sche<iuling problem, please call INDEX,
.545-2874, for a new appointment.

Writers and Photographers ~ Put your
talents to work for the yearixmk. Call

545-0848 or stop by Index, 103CC, for

more information

Attention: To the first semester
sfjphomore in Thatcher (long black jacket,

and who wore an Adidas T-shirt on 2/22)

we once met briefly and I'd like to see you
again. Please call 6-6804

A day without "Tunes from Puffton" is

like a day without a headache. Where is

Phil Collins when we need him?

bedroom house, Brandywine Apt or
Towiu'house call .546-9805 or 546-9802

"
RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Syracuse Friday, will

share expenses, call Meli.ssa 256-6887

Ride needed to Hunter for Friday. Will

share expen.ses Plea.se call Beth 2.56-6887

Ride needed to Lauderdale area spring

break call 549-5515

RIDERS WANTED
~

Riders wanted for van to Lauderdale and
beyond. Dave or Jen 549-0861

ROOMMATE WANTED
~

One male nonsmoking for 2 bdrm Bran-

dywine apt for immediate occupancy
549-5799

Female roommate wanted to share a

bedroom in Brittany manor call 253-3612

TO SUBLET

INSTRUCTION

FOR RENT

Room in apartment in Sunderland M/F.

couples welcome. Smoking alright. We;re

not around much. $187.50/mnth plus

utilities (cheap) 665-2764 ask for Jocelyn

or Dan after 7:00 keep trying

FOR SALE

Lot Number 25 sticker for sale $25 Dan
Sobel 2.53-7205 or Tue nite at 545-3500

Teac Tape Decks - 1 with Dolbv B & C,

and another with DBX! Asking $100 and

$150 or l>esl offir. Also men's large blue

Schwinn - with lock, air pump • need^ new
rear tire $100 or BO Alan 2,56 681'J

For sale DP Bodrtone 300 excellent con-

dition $lim or BO' call 665-3757 after 3:00

pm

Dvnastar Skiis with bindings and boots in

great condition $175.00 call Petei

2.56-1203 _^__^
Guitar Electra electric six-string excellent

condition 200 with hardshell case contact

Andrew 6-6489

JOAN BAEZ - Boston concert, spring

break' 2 best-seal tickets, center front;

cash only: .549 4670

Know your car. Basic Automobile
Workshop. 28 hours including classroom

and shop. Limited enrollment. 253-2098

Private Guitar Lessons Experienced and
patient teacher Rock/Pop'Folk/BLues
Heading Improv. Theory Comp. $12/hr

Doug 549-4786

LOST

Lost long black wool coat at BKO on
Feb. 20th return to McKimmie Cluster no
questions asked or call .546-9853 Susan

Levis Jean Jacket at Changes last Thurs-

day nightl Key with leather key chain and
black watch with gold lettering. Call Nan-
cy at 6-6018. Great sentimental value!

To my flance John One big party on May
3! Let's not invite Fat Kern and say we
did! Be happy. Luv you hon, Mair

Crazy Lenny You should be impeached
you deigning, pompous, pedantic, senile,

one man slum dressed, handicapped
demagogue

Dear Richie, Thanks for the great

weekend and all our amazing times. Start

packing for Bermuda sweetie! 1 love you!

Love Bonehead

Bam Bam Hone your birthday was great! I

sure had fun love you Lizzie

To Susie who called me 8:30 Monday mor
ning; Are you for real? If so call again soon

Brian 7746

Donna Murphy Happy Birthday. Heres

SERVICES

hoping your sex drive improves. We love

White ski mittens. If found call 546-6097 v<>u. Rich & Bob

Happy Birthday Jen Hope your 2nth

made your day and 1 hope that you will

now act as a mature woman should .'iilly!

Mel

Tailor for all kinds of alterations. Fast

service rea.sonable prices at SHAANN's
Oampskire Mall 584-9362

Typing. Tape Transcription. Fast, ac

curate. Call anytime. 665-7652

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $5()0 per hour

former grader, consultant Alex 256- 1239

flired of the D.C.? There is an alternative.

TYade in your D.C. 19 meal plan for But

terfield Meal Plan For more info contact

Paul, Bill or Elizabeth in the Butterfield

Kitchen t)ffice

Light Moving with a Toyou truck call

M9.2649

KevinVendors License, name on it,

McMahon. If found call 2,56 1.596

6 month old female dog Husky/Black Lab
mostly black with some white on chest and

belly wearing a red collar Please call

253-9859 REWARD
Maroon Plaid Scarf at 231 Puffton Fri

2/21. Please return! No questions!

549-5141

MOTORCYCLES

SKINNY

Dear Pebe, Happy Birthday, Honey!!! I

love you, J

To Joanie - The penguin fiend - thank you
for being a friend! • with love. Laura

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Skinny • You are getting old but I still love

you Happy Birthday Bnan

SPRING BREAK PARTY

1 bdrm apt available in March. On bus rtc

rliffsiHe Apt rent inclusive cheap call any

lime 665,3822

TRAVEL

Think Hot! Think Bahamas! Crab vour

fnends and sail away on your own 44 ft

yacht for Spring Break $395.00 includes

all your meals and 3 ca-ses of beer or soda

Extras include snorkelirig and windsurf

ing For more info call ITieresa 2.5^88,56

or Brian 665 4248

Spring BresJi '86

Party in Daylona Beach
Prices from $1 19.00 for 7 nights.

parties and activities.

^11 Daylona Hotline 1-800-826-9100

WANTED

Dynunie Entre|H«neara M«d«<l to help

introduce new markvting program
586-8091

the UMass Fashion Marketing Associa-

tion is looking for original clothing design-

ed Iw students in the 5 College system to

lie featured in our spring fashion show
For more info call Beth 253 5864 or Tony
549-<M)96

Drummer Needed for Band: Cost
Squeeze REM origs call now 6-12.56

Subjects needed - Students who lost a
parent will you and your family help a

UMass grad student in a research study

al>oul how families adjust to the death of a
parent'' 1 will travel if your family doesn't

live here Please call Claudia collect

203-.56,3-9577 after 9 i>m, or sign up in the

experiment booth. 4ln floor Tobin Hall

WANTED TO RENT

Parents Visiting? AMITY HOUSE is a

cozy, convenient alternative for non-

smokers in the heart of town. B & B for 2;

$45.00 UMass Discount $5.00 call

549-6446

FUNK BAND

BRITTANY MANOR

New funk groap is looking for a talented

female lead vocalist - .some experience

preferred but not necessary. Al.so needed

are a keyboardist and a guitarist. In-

teresleti" Call George at 549.5436 of John

at 546-8081 or Scott at .549-5144

Immediate Opening two bedroom aparts.

Heat and hot water short term leases Act

Now 256-8535

HELP WANTED

CAPE COD
SUMMER ROOM RENTALS

Hyannis - $80 weekly per person, double

Camp Loyaltown. AHRC, 189 Wheatley

RoaX Brookville, NY 1 1545-A residential,

recreational camp for menUlly retarded in

Hunter. NY is accepting applicants for

summer employment. Write or call (516)

626-1000

For sale Honda 450C sport edition great

shape two helmets included only 1500

miles 549-0694 asking $1050

MOVER

'Round Town Movers fast, reliable,

cheap. Call Michael anytime 323 6780

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS

Now's your chance to meet new
challenges. The opportunity you've all

tteen waiting for has finally arriveii. That's

right R.A Information Sessions start

March 2 Take the ch^ i-.Tife and come to

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on-

campus, dependable, low rates, experienc-

ed. Nancy 584 7924

RATHER BE JUGGLING? .

Come with Luv Tours 4lo sunny and ex-

citing Fort lauderdale or Daylona Best

hotels on and off the stnp. Transportation

available. Best prices going! Call Mark
549-6173 Ken f.49 1749 .lohn .54^-6403

Looking for Brandywine Apt - will

>ul>let the summer, and lake over lease in

the fall please call Beth, Linda, or
Dianne at ,545-0046

Will pay $100 to take over lease in Mt
Pleafutnt Apts for fall semester Call Dam
546-9222 or Susan 546-9226

If you would rather be juggling, come U>

the Student Union BallrcK)m on Friday.

February 28th, and The UMass Jugglers

will leach you free' (If you can't make it

and still want to learn, give us a call at

,546-6816)

SPRING SPORTSWEAR

Sets or Separates and Spring .Sweaters

must see! Contact Cathy or Michele

.549-6078. Also lo<jk for iis in Campus
Center

SUMMER WORK

REWARD $200

Looking to take over Icaac of a 4

Summer Work; sales and business

management positions available. Earn
$1.500/month this summer. Call 256-4213
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SPORTS
UMass basketball notebook

Sutton and Brown
up for A-10 honors
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

CoUeglan photo by Paul

Backstroker John Turner is one of several UMass swimmers try-

ing to fight off injury prior to this weekends New England

championship.

Injuries, sickness
hamper swimmers
UMass still going in with confidence

Two University ofMassachusetts basket-

ball players still have something to look

foward to this season.

Sophomore guard Lorenzo Sutton and

freshman foward David Brown are likely

to be named to Atlantic 10 Conference post-

season all-star teams in ballotting just ojm-

pleted by the league's media.

Sutton, a 6-3 shooting guard, averaged

17.8 points-per-game (18.4 in the league)

and is one of the favorites to make either

the first or second-team all-stars while

Brown, a 6-5 swingman. should make the

all-rookie team.

Brown started all but one game this

season when pulled stomach muscles kept

him on the bench. He also averaged close

to ten points and over ten rebounds while

playing an average of 30 minutes a game.

"Those type of things really don't concern

me," said Sutton, who should've made the

all-roookie team last year but was passed

over. "It would be nice to make it, but as

a sophomore I realize other players in the

league that have been here a while might

get it over me."
Brown, the most consistent of UM's

freshman class, didn't make the rookie-

team a goal, but welcomes the attention.

"Hey, it's nice to be noticed," said Brown.

"I think I've had a pretty decent year."

Acting A-10 commissioner Ron Ber-

tovich, in attendance at the UMass Rutgers

playoff game on Tuesday night, said both

players received many voted with Brown

his own personal choice as

rookie-of-the year.

"I think both of those guys deserve

whatever they get as far as awards go,"

said UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen. "Loren-

zo had a fine year despite all the defensive

attention he drew while Beetle (Brown) was

great for a freshman. He played like he's

been here for two years."

Minuteman Mutterings: The UMass

story by hoop guru Bob Ryan ran in The

Boston Globe on Tuesday under the

headline, "Bleak scene in Amherst," how

prophetic considering the 52-47 loss to

Rutgers. . .Faces in the Crowd: Bertovich

(who saw the renovated Cage for the first

time and was impressed) and Rutgers

athletic director Fred Gruninger. . .UM

women's soccer coach Kalekeni Banda

received the national coarli-of-the-year

award from Metropolitan Life at halftime.

.Rutgers had been 0-for-February before

the game.
The referees (Hank Nichols, Jodi

Sylvestri and Pete Pavia) are nationally-

known and respected officials but did an

awful job in the game. the Daily

Hamsphire Gazette beat reporter ham-

mered the Minutemen in his game story on

Wednesday, as he has done all season.

Novak is

chosen as
assistant

As reported in the Collegian two weeks

ago. Frank Novak has been named

associate head football coach in charge of

the offense for the University of

Massachusetts football team.

Novak most recently was receivers

coach of the USFL's Eastern Conference

champion Birmingham Stallions as has

also had coaching experience with Nor-

thern Michigan University, East

Carolina, Virginia. Western Illinois Ho-

ly Cross as well as several high schools.

Novak was considered for the UMass

head coaching job two years ago, but that

position was filled by Bob Stull. AOer

Stull left for Texas-El Paso on New Year's

Eve, Novak and current head coacb Jim

Reid quickly became the two finalists for

the position.

Reid's hiring of Novak will help placate

Central Massachusetts fans who lobbied

for his hiring as head coach because of his

experience at Holy Cross (where he was

offensive coordinator for the Lambert Cup

winning Crusader teams in 1982 and 83)

and Leominster High.

He was not selected because ofwhere we

coached however. Novak is considered one

of college football's best offensive minds.

He has been offered several professional

assistants jobs in the NFL, but has decid-

ed to c^ for the college game and the New
England area.

"Frank is a good coach who will really

help us out," said Reid. "I value his

judgements and his ability. It's a major

coup to have him on our staff."

Reid said yesterday that he will move

to fill the other assistants positions left

on the staff.

By PETER ABRAHAM
I

By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

This weekend, the University of

Massachusetts men's swim team will try

to do what they haven't done since 1960.

The Minutemen will visit Springfield

College to compete in the New England

Championship meet on Friday through

Sunday. Besides the normal competition

from other teams UMass will have to swim

through some injuries. Senior co-captain

Pat Mullen and backstroke specialist John

Turner are the most vital swimmers on the

shelf

Turner will be fighting tendinitis among

other things in his shoulder. It's the same

pain he has battled all season. "It's a whole

mixture of thimgs in his shoulder. I think

he'll swim all three days. He's in a lot of

pain but he's also been really courageous,"

UM coach Russ Yarworth said.

Mullen has some severely pulled stomach

muscles that pulled him out of the Atlan-

tic 10 meet. "He dove real well last night

so he should be ready to go," diving coach

Bob Newcomb said. Yarworth added,

"Mullen will give it a shot, he's been work-

ing hard all year." He'll be a real key

because he's the only diver UMass has

now. Tim Ramacciotti is out with a rup-

tured ear drum he hurt Monday night.

A number of other swimmers are on the

down side of colds.-Long-distance freestyler

Rick Bishop, Jim Flannery, and Paul

McDonough all had the flu in the past week

or so and Jim Kuhns, has had sinusitis.

Fred Marius and Mark Waters had a »ut

with a mild pneumonia.

For Yarworth it comes down t this,

"You've been sick for six days or you've

trained for six months, which is more im-

portant? Obviously, it's the training, and

the kids need to convince themselves men-

tally to be ready."

"A lot of them have had it about a week

and are on the down side of it, a couple of

them haven't swam in awhile. The last two

weeks we've been fighting it mentally and

we're psyched to go now," Yarworth said.

The sudden attack of the bug hasn't real-

ly dimmed the team's confidence. "We were

exhausted after the Atlantic 10 meet but,

everyone will do their best times this

weekend. Every UMass record other than

the butterfly events and the 1000 and 1.650

freestyle events will be broken," Yarworth

confidently claimed.

Senior Drew Donovan also went on to

suggest breaking the New England records

in the 100, 200 and 500 freestyle events.

Currently, Drew is ranked first in New
England in the 50, 100, 200, 500, and 1000

freestyle events. The co-captain also has

the national NCAA meet after this one if

he comes in with the qualifing times, of

which all are in reach.

Collegian photo by Paul De»m«r«l»

Senior co^aptam Bob Kostro throws off a wooden mound as the UMass

baseball team practices for the upcoming season. For story and photo,

see page 19.
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Six Smith
students

declare fast
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff and

DAN PERRIN
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON Six Smith College

students out of about 170 occupying the

main administration building began an

"indefmite" fast at noon yesterday to stress

their dedication to the cause of divestment

from South Africa, protesters said.

The students will go without solid food

"until we gain some of the original goals

of taking over College Hall" four days ago,

said a participant in the sit-in, who asked

to remain anonymous. They will consume

water, fruit juice and a salt supplement to

maintain health, the student said.

Mary M. Dunn, the president of Smith,

could not be reached for comment last

night, but the student said Dunn was very

concerned about the fast and that she did

not know how to react.

The student demonstrators have,

however, opened lines of communication

with Ehinn and the college's Board of

Trustees. During the previous two days

•they had refused to talk with the ad-

ministration because they said their

demands were known and there was

nothing more to say.

"We feel they're coming around and we

feel it's to our benefit to communicate,"

said the student.

The sit-in began Monday morning in

response to a college Board of Trustees deci-

sion to divest only $1.75 million out of

$22.3 million worth of stocks in companies

that operate in South Africa. Three

student-faculty groups have repeatedly

called for total divestment.

At about 2:30 p.m. yesterday,

demonstrators voted to consider ending

their blockade of the building if there were

a suspension of classes to hold teach-ins on

apartheid, with trustees present, which

would be planned and run by students and

faculty. They also called for a meeting bet-

ween trustees and representatives of three

student-faculty divestment committees.

The protesters said they called for and

were granted amnesty from disciplinary ac-

tion against any faculty and students in-

volved in the sit-in. They also demanded

was that the college publish a booklet

documenting the event.

No comment could be obtained yesterday

afternoon from college officials on the most

recent demands.
Yesterday afternoon, about eight

students staged a spontaneous counter-

demonstration outside the occupied

building to voice concerns about the pro-

testers' tactics.

"There are more opinions held than those

in (College Hall)," said one student,

disputing sit-in organizers' claim that 90

percent of Smith students supported total

divestment.
,

Another counter-demonstrator said, 1 m
angry that my individual rights are being

hurt, meaning I can't get my transcripts

from College Hall for business interviews

and college applications." A third student

complained that when she called Columbia

University in New York to explain why she

could not get a copy of her transcript, she

was told they "didn't care."

Last night, students from the sit-m met

with non-protesting students in dining

halls to educate them about the divestment

issue, to communicate their position and to

hear students' concerns. However, the pro_

testers denied this action was a result of

the counter-demonstration.

C'ollrfpan photo by .MirhcU« Segall

CATCH THE FIRE- Juggling club member Jeremy Brown tosses

torches with another member of the club. The club plans to teach

500 people to juggle today. Story, page 4.

Week honors women
International Women's Event next week
By JOHN YONCE
Collegian Staff

The struggles of women throughout the

world will be honored next week by the In

ternational Women's Event at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

The week will be celebrated by activities

on campus March 3 through March 9, when

the event will be capped off by members of

the UMass community traveling to

Washington D.C. to join in the March for

Women's Lives.

Sarah Weddington, chief federal lobbyist

for Texas, will give the keynote address

Monday on "The International Women's

Network."
"We wanted to have someone speak on

a positive issue," said Cathy Sledz, the co-

coordinator of the event. "Some people

wanted to have a radical feminist speak,"

she said, but emphasized that the event is

not only for women.
"Men aren't excluded," she said "We're

trying to get everyone involved."

Events planned for the week include a

film festival, a panel discussion, and a play.

The celebration at UMass has its roots

in International Women's Day, first propos-

ed in 1911 by Clara Zetkin at the Interna-

tional Socialist Convention in Europe.

Women workers were struggling to strike

for safe working conditions and better pay;

the event symbolizes that women are still

struggling toward the same goals.

Events during the week are sponsored by

such diverse groups as the Distinguished

Visitors Program, Chabad House, Student

Center for Educational Research and Ad-

vocacy, and the Commuter Area

Government.
Schedule of events, page 2

NOW sponsoring women's rights march
The National Organization for Women,

which is coordinating the march, expects

more than 200,000 people from at least 300

of the NOW chapters on the East Coast

alone.

"This should be the largest demonstra

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The National March for Women's Lives

will take place in Washington on March 9

to voice arguments to keep abortion and

birth control legal.

tion for women's rights in the history of the

continued on page 4

Divestment issue faced before
The controversy of whether to divest

from companies doing business with

operating in South Africa, now at its peak

at Smith College in Northampton, is one

that all of the five area colleges have

faced.
, , J i

The issue dates back nearly a decade at

most colleges, where protests, if not

divestment, were taking place. Hamp-

shire College divested its $39,000 in such

companies in 1977, the year the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Board of Trustees

voted to divest its holdings. UMass divest-

ment was not completed, however, until

last summer, following student

demonstrations and sit-ins in response to

a report that found University money in

firms affiliated with the apartheid nation.

Protest rallies also date back a decade

at Amherst and Mount Holyoke colleges,

two small private schools with multi-

mUlion dollar stockB in companies

operating in South Africa. The protests

peaked there last fall, and both boards of

trustees adopted policies to begin divest-

ment. Mount Holyoke pledged to com-

pletely divest those stocks, totaling $15

million, by 1987, while Amherst began a

three-stage program.

Voting last October, the Amherst board

promised to divest immediately from com-

panies not abiding by the Sullivan Prin-

ciples, a set of guidelines that promote

racial equally in the workplace, and

divest from companies only partially

abiding by those rules by March 31 of this

year. By that date, Amherst's divestment

will total $10 million, or 35 percent of its

total holdings in busines.ses that operate

in South Africa; review of the remaining

stocks, those in companies that fully abide

by the Sullivan Principles, vdll take place

in 1987.
-ANNE McCRORY

RSOs react
to proposed
SGA budget
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Members of some registered student

organizations reacted with dismay yester

day to the proposed Student Government

Association budget for fiscal year 1987.

The spending plan allocates no money for

SIX campus groups deemed "political" by

the SGA Budgets Committee. Last year the

groups received an average of $724 apiece

from the SGA. The committee presented

the plan Wednesday night to the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

"This budget act is grossly irresponsi-

ble. " said Alex Guest, a member of the

University Peacemakers and an assistant

to the SGA co-presidents. His comment

echoed the sentiments of participants in

various clubs affected by the budget

proposal.

Jennifer Brower. a member of the Les

bian Union, said, "I'm very upset we have

no money. Where do these selfrighteous in-

dividuals come along and all of a sudden

say. 'we're not going to give money to these

groups?'

"Groups such as LU do have expenses.

Homophobia is a major problem on this

campus. We need to do education. They're

not giving us the money to do that," she

said.

The Budgets Committee said the SGA
needs to cut its budget to reduce an

estimated $120,000 deficit in the Student

Activities Trust Fund, and that the

political groups are able to raise sufficient

funds without SATF money.

Jordan Rosner, committee chairman,

said, "The committee decided that (political

groups] were not a priority in a year in

which there wasn't much money to give

out."

Monica Giaccoppi, a member of the

Radical Student Union, said, "The student

senate is a political group. The budget com-

mittee is a political group. To have a phone

in this office costs $120 a year. If we have

no money we can't afford it."

Other members of the RSU said they

plan to do "whatever we can" to try to get

the senate to pass an alternative budget.

"I feel like it's obvious that the budget

committee is stacked with conservatives,'

Giaccoppi said. 'They're trying to make it

look like a non-partisan move. This is ab-

surd.'

Rosner responded. "If they think we re

a stacked right-wing committee, why is it

that the only people to come in here and

scream about [the budget] are the

Republicans?"
Giaccoppi said, "None of the left-wing

groups are going to get outside funding.

The Republicans will, because they have

lots of rich supporters," she added.

Brian Darling of the Republican Club

said, "I don't think it's going to be easy for

any group. I think it's sad that the student

activities fund doesn't go to student ac-

tivities."
.

Republican Club member Eric Ericson

denied Republican groups would receive

much funding from wealthy outside sup-

porters: "The financial support of corporate

sponsors is highly overrated."

Members of progressive groups are plan-

ning to prepare an alternative budget

which includes fiinds for political organiza-

tions. Details of the proposal will be work-

ed out in the next few days, but Guest said

the aim was to prepare a budget that

preserves "about 75 percent" of current

funds for the groups.

Guest added that members of the affected

groups will make an attempt to fill vacant

senate seats before the senate begins

debate on the budget next Wednesday.
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Schedule of International Women's Event actwit^s

The fbllowing tf a nchedule of activities

for International Womens Event AU

events are free unUu otherwise indicated.

Monday: „ ,,

8 pm Student Union Ballroom-

KeyncHe address by Sarah Weddm^n,

'The International Women's Network.

Student Union Art Galler>- Poetry

reading by Margaret Randall, "Central

American Women's Struggles Part of

the "Nicaraguan Media FVoject" runnii^

March 3 to 28. Tuesdayt

7 to 930 p.m. Campus Center 904.

Sharon Weizenbaum. speaking on

•Women's Health: A Traditional Chinese

Medical Perspective.
"

7 pm Call for location. Panel and slide

show An Evening Celebrating the

Jewish Woman Call Yehudis Eagle at

.=^49-4094

.»»ywj^W.,..^,..AlA^
//,/,v////////////'//'^^'.'''':^

„.,y/////////////y/^y^^<

^UMMlBlOFZ!
Camp Timber Trails, a 9 week resident

Girl Scout Camp, is looking for Stan

members. . .

Riding Director/Administrator & Riding

^K\ Instructors, Unit Leaders, Assistant

^^j\ Unit Leaders, Counselors, Waterfront

\W/j0 Staff (with W.S.I.) Boating Staff,

^^ Specialty Staff - Arts & Crafts, Project "CitoiUD

|giRL SCOUTS Adventure, Sports/ Soccer, Farm, '-- '^

Photography, Drama, Broadcasting

and Aquatics, Registered Nurses,

Kitchen Staff

Stop in at Camp Day on Tuesday, March 4th or

call or write:

Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158, Tolland, MA 01034

413-258-4592 _

, to 9:45 p.m. Campus Center 162-175.

Film Festival featuring four films about

women. Wednesday:
7 to 9.30 p.m. Campus Center 162-175.

Film festival continues. Thursday:

7:30 to 10 p.m. Campus Center 101.

Film festival continues.

8 p.m. Hampden Theatre. "Gold

Bracelets." a play about the South

African revolution by Laila Lee Taylor.

$2. $1 for students Friday:

8 p.m. "CJold Braceleu. " see announce-

ment above.

7 p.m. Guiding Star Grange. Greenfield

Potluck dinner, with dancing and cultural

program 8 to 11:30 p.m.. f2 to $4 dona-

tion requested, no one turned away. Call

772 0501 Saturday:

8 p.m. "Gold Bracelets," see announce-

ment above.

8 p.m. Fine Arts Center. Toshiko

Akiyoshi Jazz Orchestra. $13, 11, 9,

students half-price.

8 p.m. Red Barn, Hampshire College.

Folk/rock concert by Erica Kranish and

Rachel Cyerne. $2 donation. Sunday:

National March for Women's Lives,

Washington DC bus from UMass leaves

10 45 p.m. March 8. Tickets $30, $20 for

students. Call 545 1922.

CORRECTION

A 8tory and caption on the Stockbridge fair y^rday mcorrectiy

W^JdWSemona. The student swinging from the tnpod wa.

/4 WatooiT T%^ dean of Stockbridge ia Jack Dennison.

.®(

3

American Travel Services

presents
^^ SPRING BREAKf 86''

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Ojceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.
r^af^^itips

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, «ign up now!

Limited space avaUable

For more information: callDanr^^

61 Main St.. Amher«t
NcKl to Town H«li

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
$20 MINIMUM Gf^DtK.

(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

All Prices In Store Cash Only

iXv

S*:
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Bud • Bud Light • Miller Lite

Coors • Coors Light

99
ea. + dep.

Muscadet
$999

750 ml.

Philadelphia

Blended Whiskey

Glenn Ellen

White Zinfandel

S499
750 ml ^ ,.:.,

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

For an Old Fashioned

New England Breakfast
Sunday 10:00 to 1:00

Serving:

Eggs Benedict Pancakes

Eggs Commodore French Toast

Eqgs Picante Eggs cooked to order
^^ Build your own Omelettes

Make your meal complete with Our Famous Bloody Mary

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst <

U<7Jb-h»mtHt-(D33aibtt

^--C«*V^;L'- MS, at^2^. fltiH-iA RECRUIT U.S.A.. INC. ^

i

I
i

3
i

1. DATE

2 PLACE

3. r^^i 'n

March 3
1 and 3 P.M.

Campus Center # 803

^K%^±(Dm.m. ^n^^^m

Heineken • Becks m
Grolsch • St. Pauli Girl

San Miguel (Lt.)

I I
6pk.

3/125
+ dep

•If unable to attend, please call our toll free number.

4. ;i^tv5t

3e

I
I

RECRUIT US. A.. INC

700 S. Flower St., Suite 3210

Los Angeles. CA 90017

01800 325-9759

Ol 800-423 3387 (In California)

1 ArECRUIT U.b.A., INC.
fM««iiiwiiiiiiinHiiiriitiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiii«'itiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii»iiii'iliiiitiiMW

Peace Corps 25 years old
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By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow marks the 25th anniversary of President

John F. Kennedy's Executive Order that created the Peace

Corps, an idea which spurred a wave of volunteer spirit,

particularly on college campuses.

Since 1961, the corps has sent 120.000 Americans to 91

countries to offer their services in health nutrition,

agriculture, forestrv, education, vocational training,

resource development, conservation and energy.

Kennedy sent the first group of 51 Peace Corps

Volunteers off to Ghana on Aug. 30, 1961, with orders to

"come back and educate us." Assigned to assist in secon

dary school programs, they were the first of many to

dedicate several vears of their lives to bettering the lot

jf people in the Third World while enriching their own.

Leona Lavallee, now a Peace Corps recruiter at UMass.

spent two and one-half years in Togo and speaks highly

of her experience there. "It makes you feel like you are

a trans-cultural person. I made a lot of good friends, she

said. "When you come back, you miss it as you miss

home."

Her colleague, Lisa Sammet. agreed: "My time as a

BOG allots space to

Union Video Center
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

After standing empty for almost a year, room 201 ofthe

Student Union Building was assigned last night by the

Campus Center Board of Govenors to be used by the Union

Video Center as a viewing room.

According the the Union Video Center's proposal, a

viewing monitor will purchased and couches will be put

in the room so students can watch programs while sitting.

Presently there are two Video Center monitors in the

Student Union Building, one next the Mini Store and the

other outside of the Hatch. Students stand in order to

watch a program.

-Making 201 into a lounge reduces the amount of peo-

ple blocking traflic,'- said Kelley Morris, the production

director of the Center.

The Board also voted last night to send the Republican

Club a notice threatening to eliminate their space if they

continue to harrass MassPIRG.

"People in the Replublican Club have made comments

and statements personally harrassing MassPIRG," said

Tom Butler, the space coordinator of the Board.

The Republican Club shares a room with MassPIRG and

there is a five foot partician between the room. The two

groups can't speak on the telephone or to other members

without the other group hearing them.

Recently some members of the Republican Club have

bet harrLsing members MassPmGaccordmg
to

In addition to the harrassing comments, they have started

debates with MassPIRG and disrupted their meetings by

tcuping the office with the intention of disturbing them.

Former barber dies at 73

A private funeral service will be held tomorrow for

Nelson P. Major, for 51 years a haircutter in what is now

the Campus Center Barber Shop, who died yesterday in

his home after an illness. He was 73.

Mr Major, who most recently lived on Bull HiU Road

in Leverett, began working in the barber shop on cam-

pus in September 1933 and took over ownership of the

private operation in 1945. He retired two years ago.

^
"I remember students coming in (to the shop) and he

would see a family resemblance to their grandfather, who

he knew, and he would call them by name. He

remembered everybody," said Kevin Scanlon, an

employee in the barber shop. ,, », • .,„„

At the UMass commencement last May, Mr. Major was

the second non-academic person to be awarded the

ChanceUor's Medal of Distinguished Service. He was also

a one of the founding members of the SchcJarsJ^j^^^^

.Hundred Club, the group was responsible for donating

money for scholarships for the University

"He never missed a basketball or football game said

Ernest Paulin, who worked with Mr. Major for 37 years

and now owns the barber shop. .,.,, ,xt

He"Survived by his wife, the former Mildred Norman;

and two Slughters. Joan Longtin. of South Deerfield and

Anita Pelis, of Leverett. He also leaves three brothers

N^ll^noa^d, and Norman Major, five grandchildren and

^'lalirho^rTtm'brheld 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. today at

Amhersf Funeral Home. Burial will be m St. Brigid s

Cemetei:y .i¥ Hadl^ _jEANfiTTE DeFORGE

Peace Corps volunteer has been a m^or mfiuence on my

life it has helped me to direct my long-term goals. Sain-

met was a Peace Corps volunteer in the Ivory Coast for

two years, teaching English in the village of M'Bahiakro.

Volunteers have gone on to make names for themselves

in science, journalism, government and other fields. One

made it as far as the US Senate - Paul Tsongas. a

Massachusetts Democrat.

Massachusetts currently ranks fifth among states in the

number of Peace Corps volunteers, with 4500 residents

parsing through in the last 25 years. Recruiters at UMass

have a quota of 31 to reach this year and say they are

well on the way to reaching it, having signed up 23 new

volunteers already.

There are currently 6,000 Peace Corps volunteers in the

field in 60 nations spread across Latin America, Africa,

Asia and the Pacific. President Reagan recently honored

them and their predecessors, saying: "Volunteers have

fought, and often conquered, illiteracy, hunger poverty

and illness in nearly 90 countries. Their etTorts. dedicated

to world peace through international good will, have done

much to replace fear and mistrust with mutual understan-

ding."

Collegian photo by Maria Bull

SMOOTHING THE WAY - Jay Niedbala,

a 4 year veteran at the Hadley Department

of Public Works, fills in a pothole on Rocky
Hill Road in Hadley.

l'uUoKi«n photo hv l*«ul

Aaron Lanskv, middle, and Steven Marcus,

right, present an 18th century Jewish book to

Chancellor Joseph Duffey.

Yiddish book
donated to UM
By DAVID BURGESS
Collegian Staff

An 18th century book on Jewish history was presented

yesterday to the University of MassachusetUs as part of

a 550volume Yiddish literature collection in memory o!

a late dean and administrator.
, u n "C^f^r

In a dedication ceremony held in Memorial Hall, Seler

Josippon." a rare volume dating from 1799 was donated

by tKrNational Yiddish Book Center as the centerpiece

of books to the Joseph S. Marcus Yiddish Library Collec-

tion Marcus was an engineering professor and ad_

ministrator at UMass for 35 years and -«^ PJ.f;^«"^„f
the Yiddish book center in Amherst from 1982 to 1985.

The library collection, which will be held m the Tower

Library upon renovations this spring
;;^«^*'^f»f^^^^^

Hannah Kliger. assistant professor of Judaic Studies. The

collection contains work on Yiddish prose, poetry and

drama, and spans topics on history, criticism, social

theorv. Israel and Zionism, Yiddish theater Hasidism. the

Yiddish language, linguistics and related fields of study.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duff^ey began the dedication

ceremony and described Marcus as "a very special citizen

of this community." DutTey said Marcus invested his life

•""j'c; waHlways willing to talk to students about pro-

blem". ..he made an enormous contribution to this institu-

tion and community." Duffey fd, ^
Penina Glazer. president of the Yiddish Book Center.

sa^"n a presentation speech that "For Jews book^ are

sacred objects.the project of saving and restoring Yiddish

literature is very special to Jews " Noting that 400 000

books have been recovered and distributed nationwide to

the center Glazer said the National Yiddish Book Centner

want' to keep Yiddish literature alive by stocking the

shelves of universities with rescued books.

Because of Marcus' committment to the center Glazer

sa^ "We are proud to establish one of our first literary

collections to the University of Massachusetts^

Steven Marcus. Marcus' son. said the dedication to Yid^

dish culture and history his father possessed was passed

on and this made his family aware of the other cultures

which embody the American culture as a whole.

Aaron Lansky. executive director of the National Yid^

dish Library Collection, said. "Yiddish, the language of

tlTe common marketplace of Eastern Europe, has found

a place at one of the great universities of America.

Lansky presented a facsimile of the ^ookplate for the

"Sefer Jossipon" volume to Dot Marcus, wife of the late.

Dean Marcus.

Pulitzer winner
discusses book

By ANITA L. ROYE and

SHERYL L. JEAN
Collegian Staff

Pulitzer-prize winning local author Tracy Kidder read

passages from his current best-seller House, to set the

mood of his style of literary journalism, at a Campus

Center lecture yesterday afternoon.

Literary journalism is a term used to describe the non-

fiction style of writing and deemed by Kidder as "self-

congratulatory."
.. r tu

Kidder began his career as a freelance writer for the

Atlantic Monthly Magazine. Since then he has written

two non-fiction works including The Soul of a New

Machine, which received the Pulitzer Prize in 1982, and

House, which has been on the New York best-seller list

for 18 weeks.

Kidder writes narrative non-fiction with the emphasis

on "non." He said that he doesn't invent dialogue or

characters, but lets the narrative create itself.

"Real depth is hard to come by in non-fiction," Kidder

said. ^ - .,

In House, he said he wanted to "create a stage tor the

reader and create a story of characters and natural obser-

vations."
. , ., .• i-

House is a book about the carpenters daily activities

and the actual construction of a house on Bay Road in

Amherst from start to finish.
^ ^ ^ . . i.'-,-;wed 6>r pti^e£^

[

Collpgian photo by Maria Bull

Literary journalist Tracy Kidder

• • *»•*»*****
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A member of the juggling club at the

Unnersitv of Massachusetts says he will

not be surprised if 500 students turn out

m the Student Union Ballroom today wan-

ting to learn the skill of juggling.

"Out of a University with 20,000 people.

Its a small percentage, said Jeremy

Brown, the clubs vice president

From _
'

p m. today students will

have the oppununity to attend the 'Juggle-

In" and learn the art of juggling The ac

livitv IS being sponsor«l by the club to

spark interest m the poup and to wise its

membership.
"^fo* I «mW jugglf

.

" Brown said. "I

Aasn't interested m juggling. But when it

nart^ f^*"'"" 'neether. I was really ex-

cited
•' He added that most students who

attend today will have the same

experience.

He said it should only take about a halJ

an hour to learn how to juggle, but said.

"I once saw a guv learn m five minutes.

'

Brown said he thinks juggling does not

get the credit it deserves, its physjcally

beneficial, he said I've never been a

sports-minded person but juggling is m
tually a phssically demanding activity. It

improves hand and eye coordination
'

If the anticipated turnout does not sho\\

^av. Brown said we still have the r««

of the semester to get oOfJ people. We'll g«
more as lime gw* by.

• march

pWOOUCnVITY RAISED TO THE HIGMEST POWER

^ »«t ^.^^ ^^^ j^'i.v.«- ;rs^-'~. J

women** moWMrt" MJd Nancy Arnold,

a staff assistant in the women s studies

department at the UnivWfiHy of

Ma^achusetts.
Arnold is coOTdmating the delegation

from the U'Mass area, which is sending

three buses to Washington.

Arnold said that even before she knew

how manv buses would be sent down she

received more than 50 phone calls from

people who wanted to go. She said she is

confident that the buses will fill up.

March 10 will be a lobby day. Protesters

hope to challenge the Reagan Administra-

tions interpretation of title nine in the

Civil Rights Restoration Act.

Title nine prohibits sex discrimination in

"any education program or activity receiv-

-LIZ HETTINGER

. . .t'd frum page 1

ing fwleral financial assistance
'

The Reagan administration has in-

terpeted the meaning of the act to prohibit

particular programs from receiving federal

funds, not entire institutions, as it was

earlier interpeted.

it's important to let people know where

we stand on this issue." said Meanette

Vermes, president of the greater

Springfield chapter of NOW. ''We're urg-

ing ever>-one who can to go because we

have never really had a march on this

issue" she said.

The bus will leave UMass March 8 and

return earlv March 10. Further mforma

tion is available by calling 545-1922 or

.545-'2661

ENTERTHE <5^^
High Life.

WIN#nNALS
You could win S10,000 plus a trip for four to

the College Basketball Finals!

Grand Prize:

$10 000 plus a trip for four to the CoUege BasketbaU Semi-Finals

and Finals March 29-31 in Dallas, TX

5 First Prizes:

$1,000 plus a Giant Screen T\' to catch all the play-off action

25 Second Prizes:

\HS Video Recorder/Player

1,000 Third Prizes:

Official Al McGuire Sports Bag

/2/A
%

/».«^i.X>-vs^i'
z\

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
(PLEASE HAND PRINT)

High Life.

ADORESS-
(NoPO Bo«s Pleas*)

HOW TO ENTER:

To be eligible to win a prize you mutt

complete thij entry form and mail to;

MHL Win the Final$' Streepstaliw

PO Boi 4945

Blair. NE 6S009

CITY. STATE. ZIP-

TELEPHWEi JM5E.

Ye«. I would like to attend tt»e College Basketball Finali with Al!

His Mat number it; Section How %KA

Lf

Please Note The section row and seat number for Al McGuires ticket can b€ i

found on specially designed MHler High Life Win tt^e Finals^
^fSPfif," I

displays at^r participating Miller High Life retailer See Ofticai Rules tor I

complete details I

I state that i am of legal dnnking age in my state of residency arjd hokJ no I

interest m any alcoholic beverage license.No purchase necessary Void m the •

sutes of KS MO OH TX. VA WV and wherever prohibited by law I

OFFICIAL RULES NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

H«r«-t Mow To Eirtof :

^^^ ^^^^^^^ ,„j, ,„j„c„e ,he section.

1 On an official entry form or plain P'f" ° 3x5 paper, nanop^^^^^

basketball Finals

row and seat number appearing on Al McGuire s ticket to the '^""^^e »« e

Pteate note; tt,. section, row •"- "•!,,f'"^;;KtX a^^vSu^ i^^^^^^^^^^^^
>"•'•«•"%

irSrrrCrsrjre^X . .^ .s....o.......^o ee^

me Finals S^eepstakesJO 80^945 Bla.^NE68CX»
E^'J^^^^^XK^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^

.

^^^^ ^^,,

McGuire s ticket to tne Co-ege Bas««)a., Finals

^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^, ,^^,^^„^^,

4 Tnis sweepstaKes is open to residents o*.he . 'ed

^.-^'f
™

f^°5,Xtors affiliates, subsidiaries adveriis.no

at time of entry The Mmer Brewmg Company -

/J^and th; 'mpioyees and families of each are not eligible

and promotion agencies retail a.cotv3^^cDeve. ^^sa^
and'wfierever prohibited by law Limit one pn/e per

This sweepstakes is void m the 5ta f
of KS^

iJ;^
.""l, IzS-nners Aii federal state and local laws and regulations

family Taxes on prizes are '''« ^'« :«X ^^^p^'i ,°JX of etob^ entries received No substitution o! prizes .s

Wmn«s L.S1. PO Bo. <950. 61a. NE 68009
^
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ B.t..ng Compan,, M.l.aoW W
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•kKidder'
ii,ntinued from pane 3

"It's a book about or-

dinary people, rather a

homey tale," he said.

Kidder said he found a

"menage a trois without

sexual connotations" rela-

tionship existing between

the house owners, the

carpenters and the

architects.

To get a sense of the

characters and the setting,

Kidder was at the construe

tion site nearly every day

for a year.

Kidder said he wanted to

write about carpenters part-

ly because he is a "bumbl-

ing carpenter" himself and

partly because nobody had

written on that subject

before.

Many non-fiction authors

write in the first person

form, such as Tom Wolfe,

Mark Kramer and John

McPhee; but Kidder used

the third person in the book

because he "thought it was

the right way to tell the

story."

"First-person belongs in

writing memoirs and

autobiographies," he said.

Kidder said there are a

few options for beginning

Journalists such as writing

for a small newspaper or

freelancing.

His advice to those aspir-

ing to a freelance career is

"don't do it."

However, he added, "If

you really want to do it

you'll do it anyway."
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We're that ^^exican Restaurant with

all the great food and atmosphere

down the narrow alleyway next

to the Time-Out on N. Pleasant St.

Come Discover Us Today'

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON ,

AMHERST

Bung Voof Own
Btt' oi Win»

Btti 4 Wne

SPRINGFIELD

Bfinj VOu' Own
8#er 01 Win*

vol*d tt»« b««( n«w r»st«urani

in the »«ll«y

iMbiA HOUSE
RESTAUBANT
Exceptional food &
reasonable prices. .

BUFFET BRUNCH
on Sunday

$6.95 all you can eat

11:30 3 PM

V^
.X

CWi

45 State St. Northampton
dlnn-* 00-10 30 l«nc(v11:30-3 00 J*^^'

AMfliMt

t«r«ir>q b«*« A «<n«

M. 586-6344

p«^B®J^
^ soon to be ^
CATHLEEN'S

Friday Dance to:

GIRLS NIGHT OUT
Saturday Dance to:

ARABUS
Top 40 Rock

Sun. - D.J.

((^staurant
\

UMASS IS GOING TO
\

PIZZAS

The Best Pizza m town FREE

every night from 9-10 PM
Check the Daily Dinner Specials

Free Delivery on Regular Orders

56 University Drive, Amherst ^'^2.^
\

\

\

»

\

-^VMb-J044

H«aturihg"Stev« Kloc'a
J

Famous Broilad

LIVE LOBSTER

Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,

Prime Rib,

\

•

\

\

\

I

\

\

DIHtCtlSNS t*r« y )• north to

South DowfloM. •outh on rout*

ft-to 1H mWo« Rl«ht.oo Chrt»tlon

I LMto y» tn\f from c»nf-r o« town

t Op«n:

^^ CAMPUS 1

Btadvertising rep
^ Be rMponsible for placing

advertising materials on your

canmjs buDetin boards. Work

on exciting marketing

programs for clients such as

American Express, AT & T,

Sony and Sierra Club. Choose

your own hours. Good

experience and great money!

For more information call

1.800-426-5537 9-5 pm

(West Coast time)

Representative Program

American Passage

500 Third Ave West

Seattle. WA 98119

• « • • *
cJ!icio)*B«uAS Wwfttiij Mwin hxhl

% • •

College students with

valid ID'S are eligible

for Okemo's Special College Discount

at the Okemo Mountain Lodge. Con-

dominiums surroundir^g the Base

Area feature full kitchens, fireplaces,

telephones and cable color TV. Ski-in,

ski-out accomodaHons conveniently

located to all mountain facilities.

Half-price discount on

lift tickets mid-week
lesser discounts weekends and

Holiday periods 12/25/85-1/1/86,

2/15- 2/21/85.

Okemo has:

. 58 trails and slopes

. Has the fourth highest vertical drop

in Vermont
• Has eight major lifts including a

new 4-passenger chairlift.

. Covers over 60% of its skiable

terrain with snowmaking.
• Receives an annual snowfall of over

12 feet.

. Is the only Eastern ski resort with

a major town at its base.

• Has a 4V2 mile novice trail from the

summit.
• Has two of the steepest gladed areas

in the Northeast.

Half-price skiing is

twice the fun.

Write or call for more information:

Lodging Service . . .
802-228-5571

.Snow Reports* .... 802-228-5222

General Information 802-228-4041

OK€no
hl.«mo Moirouin JiFDl,.Box CA..Ludlow.VmiiontO?149 |

» 9»» «-•-* # «^«l r »» *« m^» ••*•»! *^ fc • « ^#««d
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THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet. Relax and Enjoy

Beer of the Month

St. Pauli Girl $1.25

Drink of the Week
B.B. SHOTZ $1.00

Root Beer
Blackberry
Raspben?

White Chocolate

Cherr> Col*^

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

Proper I.D. Required

The Board of Governors is looking for career

oriented, motivated students to run for seats on

the BOG.

In exchange for your energy and creativity, we'll give

you valuable experience to compliment your degree.

Nominations papers due March 6th at noon.

(Available in 420 Student Union)

Elections March 10th and 11th

Become a part of the pulse of the Campus Center

For more info: drop by the BOG Office, Room 817

Campus Center or call 545-0198

Friday, February 28, 1986

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP

UIAUI EEACH

GREAT HOTEL PACKAGES FOR THE

COLLEGE SPRING BREAKERS!

<*>

free outdoor beach concerts

Ball & Pivot!

Solufday March 22

Molly Hatchet & Cheap Trick!

• Miami Vice contests

Where the action Is!

Ml

Iwt WELC»*I€ VOU TO PEKING GARDEN

Wi

CALL...1-800-531-3553
FOR RESERVATIONS

HIAVil

r '

Affordable Room Rates

From SXDper person
per night

Quad Occupancy

^t' *s
IlI*^

^1
Family Dinner from S5.95

Live Lobster Dinner $7.95

Luncheon Specials from $2.25 $4.50

Mon-Sat 11:30 am 3;00 pm (except Holidays)

Sunday Brunch served from 1 1 :30 am 3;00 pm

$6.95 per person $4.00 per child under ten

Banquet Room Available for larger parties

Cocktail Lounge

For take out orders and reservations please call 586 1202

Sun-Thurs 11 am 10 pm; Fri & Sat 11 am - 11 pm

48 Russell Street

Hadiey, Mass. OiO.X'S
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Taking a stand
The anti-apartheid sit-in at Smith College enters its fifth day

today. The self-described ''hardcore" protesters who are the

backbone of the College Hall occupation should be commend-

ed for their perseverance, and for making clear that a half-

hearted trustee gesture toward divestment is unacceptable.

Last weekend the college's Board of Trustees voted to get

rid of $1.75 million worth of stocks in two companies that do

business in South Africa. Smith has investments in at least

23 such companies, totaling $22.3 million. The trustees ra-

tionalized their rejection of student and faculty demands for

total divestment by noting that the other firms had signed the

Sullivan Principles, guidelines for US companies that employ

black South Africans.

The principles call for affirmative action hiring, integrated

workplaces and good working conditions for blacks. But they

have ceased to be effective in fighting apartheid, since any in-

vestment in South Africa ultimately props up the racists m
Pretoria. Even Rev. Leon H. Sullivan, who devised the

guidelines in 1977, has acknowledged this.

Mary Maples Dunn, president of the college, is clearly torn

as to how to respond to the sit-in. 'Tm living one day at a time

and that's all I'm willing to say," she said Wednesday, bhe

would not support the student's demands that the trustees

divest completely, other than to commend their commitment

to this cause," according to the Smith public relations office,

but so far she has not called in the policy

The Sullivan Principles excuse is invalid. The trustees should

take an unequivocal stand against apartheid by selling the

rest of the college's stocks in companies that oper^^e there.

Dunn would do well to get off the fence and urge that this hap-

pen immediately. , .... _i„„^
The women camping out in the administration huilding have

demonstrated their concern for where their college s money

goes and for the morality of Smith's position on apartheid. But

also not to be overlooked is the contribution they have made

to the movement for women's rights by undertaking the pro-

test by themselves and carrying it through.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.
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Letters from the editor

Liberating our money away

J J i ji • I
I If ,( J ,) . 3 M \

There is a group on this campus whose

onlv goal is liberation. The money from our

pockets is the entity they intend to liberate.

This group is strong, and they choose to

fight using guerilla tactics and hghtmng

fast raids where you never see the face ot

your enemy. The only thing left behmd to

prove that they were ever there is a small,

rectangular, yellow piece of paper under

your windshield wiper. You know them as

ticket police, I prefer to call them leaches

bearing badges from the parking office.

The origins of these people are shrouded

in mystery, but one thing is for certain.

Their ability to catch one unaware is

almost magical in nature.

Case in point; it was the last day of the

add/drop period, and the registrar s office

was about to close. I made it to Whitmore

in my car with mere minutes to spare. Not

being able to find a space, I double-parked^

A quick scan of the area told me that the

coast was momentarily dear. jumped

from mv car and sprinted into Whitless I

dropped off my form and spnnted back out^

side The entire transaction didn t take

n.ore than eight seconds. When I made
J

back to my car. I found that Id been hit

badlv A $10 ticket for obstructing traffic.

The most unnerving thing, though was

that my attacker was not to be found^ hv

stead I heard a maniacal laugh coming

from somewhere behind the bBA.

Strangely, everything on campus seems

to be geared towards these rent-a-cops^

Have you ever noticed that the parking

meters surrounding the bus loop are the on^

ly ones on campus with only an hour limit?

Herb Ramy

From the "blame it on the computer"

department-- the cause of the Collegians

computer problems (which have especial-

ly plagued us lately) has been discovered.

It seems that our coffee maker and dorm-

size refrigerator were plugged into the

same electrical outlet as the computer

system. The power surges and lapses from

these appliances were interrupting the

power flow into our computers. Now we

have to make an executive decision- do we

get rid of the computers, or the coff'ee and

refrigerator?

Personally, 1 missed last week's episode

of the Cosby Show, but I've been told that

Cosby's character son, Theo. was sporting

a UMass sweatshirt. I love national

exposure- maybe whoever sent that shirt

to Theo could mail a couple more to David

Letterman and Johnny Carson.

• ••
Admittedly, the following information

was selectively leaked to me. but it seems

a certain special interest senator last

spring spent student monies on a watch, a

pen set, and briefcases among other things.

On top of that, the authorizing signature

for that purchase, which is supposed to be

from a different person than the one who

made that purchase, is the same person

who purchased the items. So much for fiscal

checks and balances.

Maybe I'm just in a good mood, but for

the first time ever, I must begrudge some

credit w President Reagan for his admit-

tedly faltering but ultimately humane

Larry Bouchie

directives to nudge Ferdinand Marcos out

of office. The transition appears to have

been effected with a minimum of bloody

conffict and no direct military intervention

by the United States.

In the face of other disastrous options

that Reagan had, somehow he and his ad-

visors muddled through a Third World

fiasco without beating everyone over the

head and installing a true puppet regime_

Now, if we can only keep our hands out ot

the Philippines until Aquino and company

work on the problems of the Filipino

people.
•••

UMass in the news; a brief laudatory let-

ter to the Globe editor this week from the

president of Monsanto opined that

sometimes it takes an outsider to ap-

preciate the research that goes on here, i 11

buy that, but why then don't our legislators

understand or support our budget requests.'

Similarly. Globe sports writer Bob Ryan

wrote a huge piece in Tuesday's edition

pointing out UMass and its basketball pro-

gram are forgotten and unappreciated by

the sports junkies in this state. It's good to

know that some well placed people in this

state not only haven't forgotten us. but are

also willing to go out of their way to drum

up a little support for the University.

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.

It's no coincidence that our Tuesday/Thurs-

day classes are an hour and fifteen minutes

°?wouldn't feel so bad if I knew that the

money was going to something worthwhile.

I realize that the ticket says parking

scholarship fund, but have any of you

received money from this mythical pot ot

gold'' I know I haven't, and I'm one of the

funds biggest contributors. So, if none of us

get this money, where does it go? Have you

ever noticed how nice Chancellor Duff-y s

home is looking recently?

As far as the tickets themselves go, 1

guess that the violations they represent are

for the most part valid, but on occasion this

isn't so. Recently a friend of mine received

a ticket when he was parked in a perfectly

leeal spot, so he decided to dispute it That

was a week ago. and I haven't heard from

him since.

Although the battle must go on, I, for one,

have been forced to surrender. Recently,

while parked in what I thought to be a

perfectly legal spot, I was towed. No^be^

ing able to afford one more ticket, much

less a towing fee, I've decided to let

Amherst Motors keep my baby. Maybe

someday something good will come of all

this. Hell, maybe I'll even win a parking

office scholarship.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist

Q0O(C.
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The Collegian welcomes letter., columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

houtd be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian. 113 Campus Center^

University of Massachusetts. Amherst. Mass. 01003. or they can ^^ droPped °ff

J^Z Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of theXampus Center. Due

to the volume of mail received, indiv4<kwl» replies canmtm gUIWv .
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RENT/\NRKK

N«w K UMd Cars

Morth Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

.^49-2880

Rating pliii:e

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Supef

Stop & Shop)

Rte. 9 • Hadlev/Amhei*

•^PEN
6 AM - 3 AM
SUN-THURR
• OPEN 24 HOUW.

:$pirif^«^

EUROPE »• CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FORSIUOtNTSJUCHfRS

EUROPE BY CAR
One RocKeleiler P\u»

New York. N y 100JO

PhOB« (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad lor Special

Student/ Teacher Tarilt.

MNTAI. U LEASe C PURCHASE

Friday, February 28, 1986

Share the

health

GlVEBl

Friday, February M, 1986;

.^ COLLEGIAN 9

1 1

1

+American
Red Cross

Blood Services

-

Northeast Regrion

Amherst area's largest

selection of imported and

domestic wine and liquor.

e In store wine tasting every Saturday 12-5 pm

e Cold Kegs e |ce

• Returnable bottles and cans welcome

253-5384 or 256-8433

OPEN 10 am - 11 pm p^ g ggg^ Amherst

LIQUORS
I *ii(1

Bud, Coors, Lite suitcase $11-99 "»« ^ ^«P

Heinekens, Molsons, Moosehead $3.99 6/pk + dep.

Grizzly, Swinkel, Sandlerbrau $3.50 6/pk + dep.

Busch suitcases ^^'^::Z ^
Utica Club long necks JJ^^Zr
Vodka or Gin 80°(stlll only) $8-99

27U?l
Jug Wine (Red, White, Rose) ^'^

Champagnes Wf-P" 'f'^l'^^
Assorted Wines $1 .99 760 ml or 3 for $5.00

'thmta

MARTIN LUTHER lUIMG JR.

Recreation of f«wou« speeches end chiracters.

In HuUl-Me'ili production.

^1

It.N Mill***"

David Bond

,**

"A v«rY promijing new \»tz alio

janophoniil, big-loned, Iree bop,

with brains and brawn."

—vilin* ***'

Feb 28- 8P.M.
HAMPDEN THEATRE

SOUTHWEST RESIDENTIAL
AREA

sponsored by Res Arts East/West

VISKY kOOL ii\m
Presented by the VERY KOOL JAZZ SERIES

HOT* FROM live** DAVID BOHD and Outstanding

Up and Coming Artists.

Februorii 28

lloiniideii theatre

1U30pin

Sponsored by Residential Educ. West

Info 545-2803

MARATHON MAN

Saturday, March 1

Campus Center Auditorium

6:00,8:15, 10:30 pm

$2 general

$1 Hillel fee-payers

sponsored by Hillel

Starring DUSTIN HOFFMAN as a long distance

runner and SIR LAWRENCE OLIVIER as a sadistic,

egotistical Nazi dentist.

MONEY^MOTIVAtED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and Have

the Confidence to Prove What it Takes,

Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expan-

ding a new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing

is the future successful road to sales in the 1980' s,

and we are growing rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to

work around your schedule, and you can earn up to

$10.00 per hour while training. There are still 25

positions available. Salary plus Commissions plus

Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM,

Dave 413-256-4101

BLACK APPAIRS
AIDS spreads in Africa

CoileKian photo by Rob Skelloi.

Dr. Abdul Mohammed Babu

US of Africa
expected

starvation in African nations is not completly caused

bv drought or other problems, but because Argiculture is

completly ignored in many African countries.said a former

economic minister of Tanzania, Wednesday.

Dr Abdul Mohammed Babu, Former Economic Mimster

of Tanzania addressed an audience of 56 People in the

Emily Dickenson Hall speaking on the issue of Political

Crisis in the Horn and Southern Africa.

There has been too much concentration been placed on

production for exportation rather than for usage m these

countries, Babu said. ^ ,. u r ^ To«
Babu was a revolutionary freedom fighter before Tan-

zania gained its independence in 1962. Being involved

with the struggle for liberation, Babu was imprisoned by

the British for Seventeen months.

Babu said that his government was advised to concen^

trte on "Import Substitution Industry* a technique used

m manufacturing your own commodities such as beer and

tobacco instead of importing.
, , , * uu^u

He said "If you wanted a loan from a bank to establish

a machine tool industry, you would be denied such loarv

On the other hand if you would have use the same loan

to build an investment corporation, your request would

be granted even without credit reference.

"Such method is used to make the economy more depen-

dent", Babu said. , . ,^ ,

A developed economy is one in which ^^^-j^^^^ture and

industry supports each other, according to Babu. As a

result of political instability and because of excessive in-

debtness, no country can develop independently, Babu

'^Confidently Babu said that within the next twenty

years, he believes that there will be a United States of

^Sabu served as Visiting Professor at Amherst CoUeg^

in the early 1980's before returning to Africa. He now

works Ta journalist for Pacific News Service in London

''^I'fiure was sponsored by Orchard Hill resident^l

College. Social Thought and Political Economy depart-

ment and the Office of Third World Affairs.

Patrick Ewing
faces court battle
BOSTON- (AP)'Patrick Ewing of the New Yjk^Kmcks

reportedly is being sued for child support in

MassachuLtts. In a complaint filed Wednesday mMjd^

dlesex Superior Court in Cambridge, Sh^" ^Janfor^

sought temporary and continuing support from them
tional Basketball Association star for his 1-year-old son,

Patrick Ewing Jr.
, . v. „„„ - Upnrv F

"Patrick does not dispute this is his ^o"'
"^"^j^V

Owens the third, a Boston attorney who ^ep e«^n « ^

Stanford, told Will McDonough, a «Pff;^^,^"^,";'^,^^
The Boston Globe. "But we have not been aWe

'^J^^^^^
out anything that is near to being fair with either Patrick

of his attorney. ., rpallv is a
"We had no choice but to go to court. It really

shame we had to take this action.

According to the complaint Ms. Sta^^^^^^^^^

nant on or about Aug, 18, 1983 ^s a r|s^

with Ewing and gave birth to Patrick c-wmg o

'
Ms'lfanford and Ewing were never marned and^he

,mplaint says Ewing encouraged Ms. Stanford to carry

Prostitutes possible link

An epidemic of AIDS in Central Africa has begun to

spread to at least one East African nation, possibly

through men having sex with prostitutes, a study recent

ly said.

Working at two clinics in Nairobi, Kenya, an interna-

tional team of physicians tested the blood of 90 female

prostitutes and 40 men treated at a clinic for sexually

transmitted diseases. They found antibodies for the deadly

AIDS virus in the blood of 50 prostitutes and three of the

men.
"To limit the spread of this serious disease in Africa,

there is an urgent need to initiate public health educa-

tion programs directed at modifying sexual behavior and

limiting sexual contact with persons in high risk popula-

tions,"the researchers wrote in the New England Jour-

nal of Medicine. Acquired immune deficiency syndrome,

which attacks the body's immune system, has been well

docummented in Central African nations such as Zaire

and Rwanda since the 19708. but only a few cases of the

AIDS virus have been reported in Kenya.

CO

the child to term. j ^ Stanford
The complaint alleges Ewing PromJsed Ms. Stan or

to pay medical expenses and support the child, but since

then has contributed "nominal f^^ds^
^^„t ^f

The complaint does not
':«,^';'?f^^j«t^:'^^:^^^^^^^

ipport, but Owens said said it will be amena

Test your knowledge

of black history

With Black History Month approaching the downside

of the clock, let us not forget those great achievements

made by individuals whom we recognize throtighout this

month.

Here are some questions to test your knowledge of

black history! Lets see how well you do! Don t peek at

the answers following:

1 Name the black woman who became the first Black

Miss America. 2. Name the black woman who replaced

her as Miss America when she was forced to relinquish

her crown. 3. What black man won an Oscar for his per-

formance in the movie. "An Officer and a Gentleman^

4 Who wrote the book. "Autobiography of Miss Jane Prt-

man?" 5. Who popularized the Back to Africa movement.'

6 Who was the first president of Howard University?

7 What civil rights organization publishes the Crisis

Maeazine? 8. What black man was appointed to Presi-

dent Lyndon Baines Johnson's cabinet? 9. Jesse Jackson

gained worldwide recognition when he successfully

negotiated the release of... 10. Daniel Hale Williams is

noted for his medical feats with what human organ? 11.

What medical researcher is known for his work with

blood plasma? 12. Who wrote the best seller Roots?

Hope you enioy this quiz.

Send comments to Collegian 113 Campus Center.

I.Vanessa Williamd. 2. Suzette Charles. 3. Lou Gossett

4. Ernest Gaines. 5. Marcus Garvey. 6. Mordecai Johnson.

7. The NAACP. 8. Robert Weaver, who became secretary

of the department of housing and Urban Development

9 Lieutenant Robert Goodman, who was freed from

Syria. 10. The heart. 11. Charles Drew. 12. Alex Haley

"The high prevalence of (the AIDS virus) antibody

among the prostitutes was a surprising finding in the view

of the paucity of cases of overt AIDS diagnosed in Kenya,

the researchers said.
. », u *

Few actual cases of aids have been found in Kenya, but

taking into consideration the long incubation period for

the illness, a large number of new cases can be expected,

the study predicted.

"We suspect that overt cases of AIDS may have been

appearing within the prostitute population in the near

future," the authors said.

The real reason for the spread of the disease is unknown,

but the resefchers speculated it was due to men having

sex with prostitutes, transmitting it to other prostitutes

and to other women.
.

"The implications of an epidemic of AIDS virus infec-

tion in Kenya are sobering. If urban prostitutes constitute

a major reservoir of AIDS virus in such African

capitals, we may expect that the, virus will continue to

be spread throughout the African continent by hetrosex-

ual men serving as vectors of infection from one communi-

ty to another.

Black Greeks
pull for power
Members of the Council of Presidents -- a consortium

of presidents from the eight black Greek-lettered frater-

nal organizations - met recently and hammered out a Conr

vention Bill of Specifications..

According to this dictum, member societies will use their

collective clout to assure that sites where conventions are

held are accountable to black aspirations at every level

of economic spectrum including employment, corporate

contributions, use of black-owned banks and use of pro-

fessional services.

Reagan budget hurts

su

near future to include the figures.

President Reagan's fiscal

1987 budget, if enacted by

Congress, would sharply

reduce or even eliminate

social programs which have

benefited American blacks.

Throughout the country,

black youth are suffering

under educational oppres-

sion as public schools con-

tinue to come under attack.

In most instances black

students are dispropor-

tionately higher in

dropouts, school absences,

school disciplinary actions

and yet lower in standardiz-

ed reading and math scores

as well as male high school

graduates.

Among the programs

Reagan would substantially

cut or eliminate is a work

incentive program which

has helped welfare reci-

pients get off welfare

through job training.

Education programs

President also propose to

study the restructuring of a

wide range of housing sub-

sidy, school lunch and social

service programs.

Members also pledged to offer a similar "litmus test"

to airiines and hotels constantly deployed for theu- respec-

tive travel needs.

In attendance at the meeting were the national

presidents of the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Delta

Sigma Theta Sorority. Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, and Sigma

Gamma Rho Sorority; and of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraterni-

ty, Kappa Alpha Psi and Omega Psi Phi Fraternities.

Chairwoman of the Council; Faye B. Bryant indicated

that members of the organizations are moving to parlay

their economic power when considering that research

reveals that blacks spent $2.5 billion in 1985 attending

conventions. Of this figure, Greek letter fraternal

organizations -with a collective membership of 500,000-

spent a disproportionate amount hosting their respective

conventions. She projected that by the year 2000. that

figure is expected to climb to $5 billion.. She further noted

that there are 29 million black Americans with an ag-

geregate estimateed income of $203 billion and that by

the year 2000, it is expected to double to $406 billion.

"With this type of economic leverage, blacks can fiex

their muscles and wage a campaign to make host cites

where we spend all of these dolUars accountable to our

need, declared Bryant. r \

"Through such a power initiative, blacks can significanl-

ty impact the economic plight of blacks and PUt con^«"^

tion sites on notice that if they want our dollars, they must

be prepared to accomodate our needs, she continued.

Specifically, when confirming a meeting site, the litmus

testThat win determine whether the site will be con-

•siHpred will also consider:

•Number and level of black and minority employees.

•Number of blacks on board of directors;

•Percentage of blacks and minority suppliers, vendors

and contractors.

a^^^^»***if**¥¥***¥*************************

DAYTONA BEACH "86"

Don't be left home in the cold, spend Spring Break in the *""'"•'"?. '""^.,*":*.,,

on the World's Lirgest Beach with the company who really cares about the STUDENTS.

FROM:

i$189
DONT PASS UP A DEAL LIKE THIS!

. Round inp transxinaO'in lo O.iMon,, [(..Hh vi^ m.Hlern H,t!hvv.,v Mo.uu >m. h.-s

• Seven night dtcnnim<xJdlions at .xie m thr...> lifM Mte be.u h holob

. All of our holeis aw all oc.Mnlrnnl I.h,,.p.I H,re< -Iv on the h«.a< h have both p<x.l

d«k and .ndoot bafV lame pools. M.st.mrj„ty an,l ,„r , on,l.|.nn.-(l n,u<v. «ith

roldf TV".

. Optional onp day .'t. ufMons to Oi^nev World, ElKOI ( .'"fr dffp sea tishing,

and other anractions

. A lantastic sthfdul*' ..» Pod De< k acl.vnifs mdudinK out fool detk party

• Pmh-ssionaliy statlfil i>.-isonncl to mak.' voui trip cnioy.il'ii'

• Distounts with Daytona merihants and n.Khl rlul-s leatunnK Ih.' all ni-ss

ultimate, vuteo dame tluh. 701 South

V\*re not *<r*.d to tell you where «.r hotels are legated. DonI be
'<"'«'

J^/'];\-'P^'P"'^'"';'

A QUAUTV TRIP PRODUCES A COlDf\ WHK OF tNIOVMfNT SO HIDOfN COSTS l\M MOST TRIPS

DESIGNERS OF TRAVEL REALLY CARES!
h)i rr\ow miornialion (all

PAM 546-9102

"^;^^^**ififif*^**¥¥*^'«^**********************'^

Ik-
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Profs,

Give Your Students A Break
Let us serve your course book needs:

• 10% student discount on trade (non course) books

and school supplies

• open longer hours, Saturdays & Sundays

• shopping in a real bookstore, not a warehouse

• no ID hassling, no long lines

NOW TAKING ORDERS
FOR SUMMER SCHOOL

Jeffer^? Annkerst Bookshop

55 South Pleasant Street Amherst

Massachusetts 01002 25S asei

THE TEXTBOOK ALTERNATIVE

TAN - TAN - TAN - TAN
$29.95 for 9 sessions

and your 10th is free!

Why be a casper when

don't have to be?

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
Rt. 9 Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551

REDKEN

r-, A<:.'arAl. lAZZ REGGAE BUTES
< #1 IN THE VALLEYL-—DYNAMITE

New - Used - Buy -Sell

Maxell XLII90 - 2.00/case

TDK SAW - 2.00 ea

.Varehouse Clearance Sal

in progress

-inns 7VDg<^^ ^^uAv^si^^o^ctHK^aroH

tm

Pride and respect.

Theycomewiththe territory.

It's oncot'the first thuiRS you'll

noticcasaNavyOthccr.

The rccogniiiiMi that vou'vf

poi what il lakes to I xad the

Adventure.

That adventurecan lead

you around the world and back

again. And along the wav

you're picking up experience

that builds confidence it takes

yearstoge! ehewhere.

fhcrc's no boot camp.

College graduates start with

management and leadership

trainingatOrficerCandidate

Sch(H)l. ( )nce commissi^ried,

v«)u'll have even more edu-

cational Dpptirtunities that can

lurther professional growth.

You'll uncover your poten-

tial and gel the responsibility

and decision-making aulh-

ority success needs. The

chiiilenge, satisfaction and

rewards add up ro personal

and professional growth no

t)ther job can match.

When you Lead the

Adventure vou start oui with

pride and respect. It puts

you a step ahead .
Contact

your Nav\' ( )fficer Recruiter

orcalll-StK)-327-NAVY.

•J^NAVY"t^OFFICER
'~\^J^.'.-t^'~-'- Liim^^'~ •--^^ /^yi^TT:.

AsofTuesday. March 4th

we'll be at our new location —
228 Triangle St.. Amherst

Our phon* will be the ««"« 253-99Vft

^.>.«^w

LEADTHEADVENTURE
, . » •

»
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Paper towels, suspicious minds

^ , « , 1 Smith
By LARRY BOUCHIE
Collegian Staff

Even comedienne Sandra Bemhard couldn't ignore the

Smith College divestment sit in. Near the close of her

hour long o!ie woman show last night at the Smith Davis

Centei Bei nhard managed to work in a stinging lyric

about oppressive South Africa in her version of "Love

T ain "

Bernhard's new show, introduced as "Mighty Real. Part

1 - a work in progress." alternated between her unique

renditions of popular songs and her wry, sometimes scat-

tered humor.
. ««_ t • •»

"Sometimes I feel so paranoid, I get scared. Then I don t

feel paranoid anymore, and that makes me really scared.

Bernhard joked. "Sometimes my paranoia is so real

mighty real. But tonight I want more, like Miami Vice

And sometimes. I'm just suspicious."

By the time she reeled oflFthis opening patter and segued

into the Elvis Presley classic."Su.spicious Minds." Ber

nhard and the audience of over 250 people had settled in

for some fun, and fun they had

Student Union Gallery

shows off Art students

Aided onlv by musician Mitch Kaplan. Bernhard pun-

ched out jokes with an insecure indifference that work-

ed. Speaking of a Los Angeles restaurant, she noted there

wasn't just salt and pepper on the table. "But cummin

seed, which I love to put on everything. And those red hot

chili peppers? Just the thing to clear out your palate.

"1 just got back from Nicaragua, where we opened up

the first Espirit store, " Bernhard ejected, referring to the

clothing line and whipping out a glossy Espirit brochure.

She then went on to make fun of the vacuous comments

offered by the various people who worked for Espirit. "This

girl says she enjoys food, boys, and riding motor scooters.

She is so eclectic"
. , ^ j i

Bernhard also referred to the inevitable. Oscar de la

Rente designs for Barbie dolls "It gives me a whole lot

more confidence." As for the perfume strips inserted m
Vogue magazine, "They drive me crazy. I'd like to order

a dozen and send them to my enemies stinky shit

Bernhard then introduced the prize prop of the even

ing. Diane Von Furstenberg paper towels, 'Who knows

more about kitchen cleanup than Diane Von

Furstentxrn?"
My favorite piece is Elizabeth Keatings

woodcut of a mother embracing a child in a

garden setting. The coupl«' are being con

stricted by a huge serpent, but still relay a

r^M,mf>^ dignified pathos.

Collegian Staff ^'^^^uthmld^u^ ranging from Aichdee. The texture and gesture are in-

I feel like such a slug. I didn't get to the ^'?^ t"" hv'to br^rSt scu pture' teresting and strange. Caroline Gould's

Student Union Gallery until yesterday to see Ph<>;og^^P*^>j^«J'^^^ ^^ ?ew intriguing bronze sculpture. "Philosopher's House" has

the exhibit of B.F.A. and B.A. student works. J^"*^^^.
f^^^^^pfa, ^.Cows" is a com- ,ust as much character as Aichdee's, but w. h

The work has been exhibits! for the past two Photo«raph%on displ^^^^
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^, ^^^j.^^ ^ ^^^ ^^.g^,,

we?clos,ngreceptionistodayfrom3-4p^rn_ P^=;^J^7X^^^^^^ . u e Anr.
It's always interesting to see what kind of angles wnicn ^ives, me h ^.^^^ ^^a,^'. Hr>» .nrrc have a freedom

^yn>-l^ i^ beint; r^"^"^^ throur^^the^ effect.

"Sandra Bernhard performed her unusual

combination of humor and song last night at

Smith College.

•I just want to be cool at any cost. I just wanna snort

heroin and not give a shit I wanna take Ecstasy and talk,

talk, talk. talk, talk but 1 feel bad for John Denver. ..he

had to go to Wa.shington and defend 'RtKky Mountain

High." . .-^ ,.

and weightlessness to the quality of the line

and color quite a contrast to Lisa Bohne's

Life in the U.S." Bravo. This piece is great;

a blatant reflection of the military's role in

the American "image." Another political

work by Jane C. Funke shows us an in-

teresting twist of words on an American flag.

An interesting little series of ceramic

sculpture bv Mariana Rilleau gives us a

bird's eve view of three fanta.sy theatres.

Go check this show out today on your way

home from class, and see what's shakm' in

the UMass Art department.

CINEMA

A * K\^^l r-r^ organized by Larry Berger.

Arts iNOll^'^ a local musician and arts
'^' •"

administration student who
working on the

7;15

9.00

Ladies & Gentlemen,

The Fabulous Stains

This is Spinal Tap

Sunday - Tuesday

Smiles of a Summer Night 7:00

Sunday in the Country 9-00

Now's the Time is a multi-

media arts festival planned

for early May which seeks

interested people from the

community to help with

planning, public relations,

production and pertinent

other preliminary tasks.

Now's the Time is being

has been working on

concept of an arts festival

since last fall semester.

The prospects for the

festival are limited only by

those who chose not to par-

ticipate; so far, in addition

to local bands and musi-

cians who will perform,

sculptors, craftspeople.

dramatists, visualists and

an array of other local

talent will be featured.
|

Rain or shine. Now's the

Time will roll on, and it's

not too late to join in the

planning for what promises

to be an enjoyable event for

all For more information,

call Larry at 256 1602. --

ROB SKELTON

[n.wTtnuTtSHoi

MTfMMSt
A state of mind.

rr. ! <t !> «* 1' *1
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UMASS Fine Arts Center

in cooperation with WFCR
presents the

Five College

Arts Festival
February 27 - March 2

singer/comedienne Sandra Bernhard

Smith College. Davis Student Center

Thursday, Feb. 27, 8 & 10:30 pm

jazz/folk duo Buskin & Batteau

Amherst College, Buckley Auditorium

Friday, Feb. 28, 8 pm

Party with Eight to the Bar

Hampshire College, Dining Commons
Saturday, March 1 9 pm

The Spinners in concert

uma^^lAl^
Sunday, March 2 8 pm

Tickets are $2.50 students, $5.00 general

public except for The Spinners: $6/()

students, $12.00 general. All tickets available

at the Fine Arts Center Box Office. For fur-

ther information call: .545-0190

GUARNERI STRING
QUARTET

with Lydia Artymiw, piano

Friday, February 28, 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets S15 li
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MARC-ANDRE HAMELIN
1985 Carnegie Hall International

American Music Competition Winner

Wednesday, March 5, 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickcls S('
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Saturday, March H S pm
Contcrl Mall
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Five College Students Half Price Tickets available at Fine Arts ^
renter Box Office, Springfield Civic Center, and DATATIX Outlets
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Cozy Beds

The crowds are gone!

Romantic Evenings,

Cross Country Skiing

and more
in Vermont Country Inns

nmm start as low as $20.00 per person

including breakfast.

Call toll free 1-^)0-242-2241

Profeasional Consultation

& Style Haircut a, > $10.00

Featurii^;

Style* by D«bwah
65 l'ni»er»ily I>Ti*e

Anlient, 349-5610

I In- McissathusfMs i:)diK

LEGIAN
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Are You Looking for

Intelligent Life?

Come travel with us to New York City

Sat. Marcli 29th or April 26th

Looking for Intelligent Life
.

in the Universe
starring

Lily Tomlin

Urri UNIVERSITY TRAVEL
'—In and TOURS INC.

I rfi 225 Main St.

V
-^' I Northampton. Mass.

\^ 584-9913

founded 1870

Circulation 19,000

S« rving the Fivf ( olU'ge -Area

Executive Board
Editor in Chief

Diidf B Lt'ven.-^nn

Managing Editor

Ian Pulumbaum
Production Managers

Pi'ter Sodt'iht'iti

Conor Plunkett

Editorial Editor

Larry Bouchie

Business Managers
Sherry Sharlnian

Kii/aiieth Younti

Business Board -

Asst. Business Manager
Steve Kubin

Finance Manager
Vanessa Roth

Asst. Finance Mgr.

Kim Jackson

Subscription Manager
Karen Holland

Advertising Manager
Paul Lesser

Asst. Advertising Mgr.
Melissa Forman

Circulation Manager
Craig Naugle

"Ass<i?iate News Editors Jeanette ITeForp, Pat. .ck Johnson. Nan^

.^ Senrr7..ociat. Editoriai Editor Hob Skelton Assoc.- e

Sports Editor John Nolan Associate Women's Issues Editor II

.ina Levenson

AssisUnt to the Editors An.ta L Roye
M»„a«r

Systems Manager Mathew Atk.ns Assistant Systems Manager

itiness'coordinator James «-t"'-^ ^-j- 8««J''l**P!,^

Maureen Majerowsk. Classified Manager I aihv t h.l!«n Graphics

AdviTorFaye Whanev Luss.er Assistant Subscription

ManagerAlan W.kox Advertising Layout NoeHe

m" hnoMarketingRon MAgg.o, Rand. Schoy, P«»"- L»-kyOr

fice AsistantSue C.retlaMaintenanceDa,. KuthAdvert.sing

RepresentativesNancy Wa.haft.ng, Jon Co'" " Michelle Mor,

uZn- Maureen Crowly. Kohm En^el, Stacy Wu.Url.Khr Jeff Ham

n,nn.l Stephan.e Zucke, Robyn Le.fer, John Kennedy^ Shawn

St..p..„ate. Cozy Wolan Debbie, Stem, han Spe.lberK

Day Graphics Beth Baz.net, Amy CusUnce, Sue Lattanz,. Betty

^^Z Su'rjhy, Jim PodeskyKathy Wheeler, Sarah Cook. Andrew

Myerson, Lanssa Potapchuk. J.m Rice, Petra Phillip

Liljrarian Tom Middleton ___^^^^^^^^^^^^

Th, yfa.ss..Hus„t, Do,ly 0.lle„an (USPS permit No.M..
-J'f^^^

J*;""

den. org.ni»tion .. the l'niver,lty of M-sachusett^Amherst. .. pubb.h-

S Mondsy through Fnd.y excluding holidays. e«m. -«• vc.t.o„ .

p^rl.. Conunt i. deUrmined «>.ely by the O.U.;,an Board of Editor.,

without prior approval from University .dminiMr.tor.. f.cuUy
.

naff or

Tudent Sovernment. Oper.tioa. .r. funded .o.e.y by .dv.rt...ng and

,ub.cription revenue. Subscription, and .dvertuing rate, are available

In 13 Campu. Center. tMa...Amher.t 01003. .4I3>54>.3500.

AXILLA'S
WE DELIVER

586-7070 or 586-7071
^

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Ma 01035

Sunday - Thursday 4:00 pm - 2:00 am
Friday, Saturday 4:00 pm - 3:00 am

PIZZA
small (12'')

large (16")

also: Gyro, Stromboli, Subs, Salads

$1.00 OFF I $1.00 OFF
any size pizza J a"y s*^* P*^^*

$1.00 OFF I $1.00 OFF
any size pizza f any size pizza

I

t

Call for Delivery Now and Get $1.00 Off

Any Size Pizza

with one of these coupons

Mikes Westview Cafe
Come Down and Relax
Always a Good Time
Free Hors d'oeuvres
SPECIALS THIS WEEK
Coors, Coors Light 99^

Peppermint Schnapps 99^

Friday, F^ruary 28, ItfUO

BLOOM COUNTY
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THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited fcy Trade Michel Jaffe
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FINAL NOTICE
Financial Aid Form (FAF)

Filing Deadline

March ^. 1986

Applications must be received by College Scholarship Service

by March 1, 1986 to ensure priority consideration for aid.

Financial Aid Forms are available at Financial Aid Services, 213

Whitmore Administration Building.

File yours now.
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"You're gonna be OK. mister, but I can't say

the same for your little buddy over there. ... Th«

way I hear it. he's the one that mouttwd off

to them gunfighters in the first place."
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DBPENPS
UKB SALSA

MUSIC-'
\

MENU

Lunch
Tuna Boat

Turkey Divan

Basics Lunch
Lentil Spinach Stew

Tuna Boat

Dinner

Savory Beef Strudel/ Mushroom Sauce

Fried Shrimp DinnerTartar Sauce. Cocktail Sauce

Basics Dinner

Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

Fried Shrimp Dinner/Tartar Sauce. Cocktail Sauce
|

HOUSEMATES
BY R.MILLER

pon't io^ THiNic ir's A

LirTLg SOON Porous TO

S^ T-^UC|N6- ABOUT
LIVIN6 T&Cr€THeR.?

L06IC. YOU NEED
A PL/\CE TO
LIVE, RICrHT?

no; voe'D

JUST Bt
LIVING...
TOfaCTMtr.

We
care...

we really

care.

BY GORDE
GORDY

I
Weather

•

S Today: Sunny, with highs around 20. Tonight: Clear

• and cold, with lows in the teens. Tomorrow: Most-

• ly sunny with highs in the 30s

•

.3ttvl{ staff Staff

Night Editor John Yonce

Copy Editor Jim Patriquin

Layout Technician Peter Soderberg

Photo Technician Maria Bull

Production Supervisor Mark Parker

Production: Peter C Bullis, Laura Vogel.

Beatrix Hoffman, Adam Raff, David

Boardman

. k

ipVtlS A "^^^ ^^^ ^^
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FOUR SEASONS!
584-8174RT9HADLEY

CASE SPECIALS
.$8.99

$10.99
BUSCH

COORS& COORis' LIGHT ^10-^

LABATTS beer or ale ^l^.^

GENESEE BEER. ... (12 oz bar bottles). . .
$7.99

CARLING BLACK LABEL. ..... ... • • $6.99

SIX-PACK SPECIALS
SAN MIGUEL DARK ^3^
BECKS light or dark $3.^

ST. PAULI GIRL light or dark 53.33

LABATTS beer or ale $3.29

ROLLING ROCK * ' ' '

" W 'i'

"

- Hand-Crafted American Beer Sale -

Anchor Steam, Bolder, Sierra "Nlevada Cold

Spring, New Amerstam, Sam Adams and Chris-

tian Moerlein. . .mix-a-six 10% oft

LIQUOR SPECIALS
B.B. SHOTZ SCHNAPPS
Peach, Cherry Cola, White Chocolate

Raspberry, Root Beer, all only
^•99/750^'J>

VODKA, GIN l-Tb $8.99

Lowest keg prices in town

Master Card and Visa accepted for deposit

Four Seasons is located on Rt 9 just

past McDonalds and Burger King

"When the going gets weird,

go to Four Seasons"

Vi

l'\'

\

PBI/8AT/STIH

FEB 88,MAR. 1,2

7/

iFriday, February 28, 1M6'
Friday, February 28, 1986;

COLLEGIAN 15

Wrestling Club: There

will be a meeting of the

University of

Massachusetts wrestling

club on Friday.

'I'he meeting will be held

Sports Notice
at 3:15 p.m. in the wrestl-

ing room.
Anyone interested in the

upcoming Bay State

Games should make every

effort to attend this

meeting.

Sports Notices: Anyone

interested in having a

sports notice run in the

Collegian should have

their message typed and

on the sports desk to less

than 48 hours before the

day it should appear.

Notices will run one day

unless space permits.

continued from page 16

against a less thao medoicre

West Point next weekend. If Rutgers line up. 'if we hit

University Dr

Amherst

Kegs • Beer • Wine

Soda • Ice

Carling i2oz bti $6.95 $150

Meister Brau 12 pk cans

$4.00 + $.6012pk.

BUSCh 120Z cans $8.95^^120

Labatt 120Z btis $11.95 $120

Swinklesepk btis $2.75 +$306pk

Almaden Mt. Wines 4l $7.49

Lambrusco i5l $2.99 - 2/$5.

Vodkai75L $8.99

Kamikaze Cocktail 750 ml $5.99

Host Cocktails 1 L $4.99

SELECTED
POSTERS
& PRINTS

ALL TURTLENECKS

PRIME CUT pants'

M>mJ ^//. ^/^100% WOOL
HAND KNIT

.r^v.-^ : SWEATERS
SELECTED ^i<y^/f ,

,

TOYS & CAMES\ ^jg^ f£ /^iJ

GIFT BOXED
STEMWARE

f^SO'/^Of^f' ^/<x^

GREAT IN STORE

SPECIALS

100
DRESSES

SELlCTED /5pc. PIZZA SETS

dancewearV i/O.^S
A<^to^ /

toal)
Siadium

Liquor?

~7 Z^^4^^ M^/ ^
U/)ckr^ZO

•— ROUTF 9

LAMP
CLEARANCE

Downtown Amh«r»t

175 University Drive 1-5595

Are you tired

of the same old thing?

Try Something New!
Join your friends or bring a friend

along to NORTHAIVIPTON BOWL
and come bowl with us!

Fri & Sat all day 9:00 am to Midnight

Live Entertainment Fri & Sat nights

9:00 pm to 12:45 am

no cover charge J]^^
positive ID required

/ /tl^

the Minutemen successfully

knock off the Cadets, who

are currently fourth in the

EIGL, they will have a good

chaiice ol finishing fourth in

the league after the

champoinships.

"If we beat Army this

week, and take them next

week at the EIGL cham
pionships," said UMass
asststant coach Ken
Dougherty, "we will finish

4th in the league. That

would be very respectable."

On the women's front the

3-6 Minutewomen will go

the routines the way we are

.supposed to," said UMasa
head coach Chuck Sheibler,

"we should have no pro-

blem."

The Minutewomen ar«

coming off a whole weeks
rest and all appear to bfe

healthy with the exception

of triCaptian Tricia Harri-

ty who is still hindered by
an ankle injury.

The team is also scoring

much higher than in the
past, last week scoring

higher than at any point of

the 1985 season.

585 Pleasant St. 584-4830
1

'^ c) LV I tit Tli 1/its continued from page 16

Day Two
400 individual medley McDonough. Payson.

100 Butterfly - Burton, Kessler.

200 Freestyle - Donovan. Flannery. Bishop, Waters,

and Hajjnenian.

100 Breaststroke - Hoover. Marius, Bolles, Stalker, and

Kessler.

100 Backststroke - Turner, Surette. Burton and

Chouinard.
800 Free Relay -

One-meter diving - Mullen
Day Three

100 Freeatyle - Donovan, Kuhns, Hannenian, and

BoUes.
200 Backstroke - Turner. Burton, Surette, and

Chouinard.
200 Butterfly • McDonough.
200 Breaststroke - Hoover, Marius. and Stalker.

400 Freestyle Relay -

1650 Freestyle - Payson, Bishop. Flannery, and Waters.

Three-meter Diving - Mullen

GOURMET
FRIED

CHICKEN

"FRIED CHficKEN PALACE
TRYSOMETHING NEW & COMPARE THE VALUE

WF: DELIVER
Downtown Amherst, 31 Boltwood Walk

(through the alley, next to Tac^AHoj

253-7494

In Pursuit of

HOUSING
Cliffside Apartments offers you the chance to be secure

this fall by making your off-campus housmg arrangements

now 1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments available - all utilities

included - with dishwasher, disposal, stove and

refrigerator. On the bus line.

Call 665-3958 for more information.

» •

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
^^e to Coiregian OH.ce CC 113 • 8:45-3:45 Mor. Thurs; 8:45. 2:30 Fn • Deadlme .s 2 days pr.or to publication day
(^ome lu v,u y Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES BRITTANY MANOR

Catholic Mm« in J»p»ne»e Saturday,

March 1. 7:30 pm Newman Center.

Sunken Lounge Kr. J. Nishida will

celebrate the mass. A reception follows.

Welcome all.

The E«»t Side Arti Council invites new

members to plan cultural events. Sun.

Mar. 2 7:00 pm Brett B36. Join us!

Immediate Opening two bedroom aparts

Heat and hot water short U-rm leases Act

Now 256-8535

patient teacher Rock/Hop/Folk/HLues

Reading Improv. Theory Comp. $12/hr

DouK 54i)-478f;

Pumphn.seed

LOST

•CASH"

Paying e««h for your baacbalt cards

Please call Mike 546-6105

ANDREA
ENTERTAINMENT

6 month old female dog Husky'Black Lab

mostly black with some while on chest and

belly
' wearing a red collar Please call

253 9859 RKWARD
Maroon Plaid Scarf at 231 Puffton Fri

2/21 Please return! No questions!

549-.5141

And, have a Happy Birthday Sunday TURN THE TABLF.S Profe-^
;
^ ! '^'

yr experience call 24 hrs 38o-tf6';'i
MOTORCYCLES

AUTO FOR SALE

1977 Chev Malibn Claaaie AT. PS, PB,

AC all season radials, no rust must see for

only $1595 call eves 549-3562

1975 Cutlais new tires, muffler, trans.,

shocks, brakes, very good condition. Only

$875 call evenings 584-0435

78 Ford Granada hi miles but many new

pts $300 stereo $900 BO Chris 256-6880

71 Buick Skylark runs great $500 call

Debbie .549-4155

1975 Audi Fox: rebuilt engine; new tires,

battery, exhaust; $500. BO call 2537454

1980 Buick Skylark. 4 dr. std trans. AU.

AM/FM cassette, well maintained, com

plete records, low miles, excellent on ijas,

$55,000. . .This is not a misprint But it is

not the real price either I need tuition,

looking for any reasonable '"fer,'
"'V

SELL SOON. iJ,49-04ffj;r546^WH4Steve

1976 CaprTBood condition runs great new

tires brakes clutch 700 dollars or best offer

call 2.56-082

1979 Honda CVCC
good cond ition

VW" Rabbit 1980 good condition $1800

549- 1473 lietween 4-9 PM
^

PW St bks sun/rf

. 2.500 or best offer

The Cheap Jock cool party sounds at an

affordable price. Call .'•>46-9061

MOBILE Ml'SIC INC Disks spun to your

taste call Chns 256-6845

Rack-A-Diic Entertainment Disc

jockeys, light shows. Large screen video

shows.

For sale Honda 450C sport edition great

shape two helmets included only 1500

miles .549-0694a8king $1050_

PERSONALS

FUNK BAND

New funk group is looking for a Ulented

female lead vocalist - sonit .f^P*"!"*^
preferred but not necessary. Also needed

are a keyboardist and a guitarist. !n-

Serested? Call George at 549-5436 of John

at 546-808 1 or Scott at 54951 44

HELP WANTED

$1100/BO 549-6705

Aides - Beacon Detoxification Center

limited dutv positions availalile. All three

shifts Excellent position for students. Ap

piv Beacon Detox, 59 Sanderson St..

Greenfield. MA 01301 EOE
TELEMARKETERS WANTED
5-10$/hour flexible hours downtown Nor

thampton call Mr Kitchen 586-7430

SENIORS • Senior portraits will be Uken

Feb. 18 to Feb. 28 in 178CC 'f y"" h»ve a

scheduling problem, please call INDhX,
545-2S74. for a new appointment^

Writers and Photop-aphers -- Put your

talents to work for the yearbook, (all

545-0848 or stop by Index. 103CC. for

more information

to Susie who called me 8:30 Monday mor-

ning: Are you for real? If so call again soon

. Brian 7746

jfiappv Birthdav Carol C! Despite not br-

inginc me to the circus I still love you.

JFK

HEY. ORFAO!

TTHJlUit. V8/302 St

S6.000 ml AM/FM ims

.549-6622

665-4148

Where are youT?!!

J.D. is coming up tnis weekend!!

Thinking of you, Boofie & CHarlie
_

INSTRUCTION

Wiiiwiw to UMass Kathy's sister! Wc
want dirt!

Attention Vicki Kropp I have your coat

the black cat ^^
(U^^TTirtiidaT Jennifa Have a great

20th and many more! Love. AIim

Jiii^, B-Happy Birthday' ['om ywr

gcKKl friends; D Clawson. Gretchen. Bob

Earl, and Mike Oildman

Hii;^vl9th Birthday. Baby! Thanks for

always being there. I love you' Foreve.

yours. Patty

Cindy Lou. Happy one year I love yoi

very much' Bobby

Chris Barber Happy Birthday Baby! Th(

good the bad the laughs the tears we vi

shared so much these jiast four ye^s
Hope today is special for you go wild baby

You're 22 love Lisa and Laura

6th Floor McNamara. . .youre ovei

weight, over the hill, and moat certainly

overrated!!

Happv Birthday William Kaiser II youi

special friend still cares about you very

much Our Rome will never die. MAZ &

'JW

Happ> Birthdav Karen! You're the best

damn RA there'is we love you! The 4th

To Students of: An.Sci. Pysch, Zfjo In

lerested in participating in a debate con-

cerning animal rights on WMUA? Debate

wheduled for Mareh 6. Inlereste<i7 Con-

tact Brian 549-3667 by March 2

Cubby. You're so sexy!-?

AlTcia - Happy Birthdav! Get psyched for

Steve's! Love LB i AM

Peggy, This is your last weekend in life as

\ teenager. Happy 20th Birthday! Bets

BANDS WANTED - SWAG is looking for

bands interested injilaying the .Southwest

Pyramids during .Southwest Week (Apr

28th May 4th) Applications available in

the SWAG office in Hampden Application

jeadline April 4th 5-096

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on

campus, dependable, low rates, experienc-

ed. Nancy ,^84-7924

REWARD $200
r>4'.t«078

Center

Also look for us in Campus

LmAing to take over leaae of a 4

bedroom house. Brandywme Apt or

Townehouse call 546-9805 or 546-9802 TO OUR LEADER

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Lauderdale area spring

break call 549-5515

ROOMMATE WANTED

Female roommate wanted to share a

bedroom in Brittany manor call 253-3612

Single room in 4 bedroom house with bus

stop in yard $185/month including heat

call 5489145 anytime available im

mediately

One male nonsmoking for 2 bedroom

townhnuse apt for fall semester Jay

546-9809

SERVICES

It's a wise person who rules women, it's

a fool whos ruled by them From the

Bn)thers of «04

TRAVEL

RATHER BE JUGGLING?

Tailor for allkinds of •Iterations. Fast

service reasonable prices at SHAA.NN s

Hampshire Mall .584-9362

Imping. Tape Transcription. Fast, ac-

curate. Call anytime. 665 7652

COINS 121/123 TutoriiiiT5.00 per hour

former grader, consultant Alex Zfih-l^t-w

fSSTirihi DXTfhere Is an alternative

Trade in your DC. 19 meal plan for But-

lerfield Meal I'lan. For more info contact

Paul. Bill or Elizabeth in the Butterfield

Kitchen Office
^

Light Moving with a ToyoU truck call

,549-2649

If you would rather be iunlinx, wme to

the Student Union Ballroom on l-riday.

February 28th. and The I'Mass Jugglers

*ill teach you free! (If you cant make it

and still want to learn, give us a call at

546-6816) ^_^__

"SPRING BREAK PARTY

Think Hot! Think BakaMSs! Grab vour
friends and sail away on your own 44 ft

yacht for Spring Break. $395.00 includes

all your meal.s and 3 cases of beer or soda.

Extras! include snorkeling and windsurf
ing. For more info call "niereRa 256-88.56

or Brian 665-4248

WANTED
~

Dynamic Entrepreneurs needed to help

introduce new marketing program
.586-8091

tJieUMassEaahion Marketing Associa-

tion IS liKiking for original clothing design-

ed by students in the 5 College system to

be feature*! in our spring fashion show

For more info rail Beth 25;<-5864 or Tony
549-0096

Subjects needed - StudenU who lost a

parent will you and your family help a
UMa.ss grad student in a research study

about how families adjust to the death of a
parenf I will travel it your family doesn't

live here. Please call Claudia collect

203-563-9577 after 9 pm, or sign up in the

experiment booth, 4tn floor Tobin Hall

Come with Luv Tours 4to sunny and ex

citinc Fort lauderdale or l>aytona Best

hotefs on and off the strip Transportation

available. Best prices go'"*:-
f'*''

"""
549-6173 Ken .549- 1 749 John .549-6403

WANTED TO RENT

$100 REWARD

tViWebuitarLesaonsEKperienceda^
- ' "kppy Birthday Pumpkin! U-ve ^u

AtUntion: Brandywine Seniors we would

like to take over your lease for the end of

Mav Please ckll ."Us^.^SS or 549 3751

SPRING SPORTSWEAR

Sets or Sepwates and Spring Sweaters

must see! Contact Cativy or Michele

Looking for Brandywine Apt - wil'

sublet the summer, and take over lease ir

Ihe fall please call Beth. Lmln, oi

Dianne at .545 l»046

Will pay $100 to take over lea

Pleasant A|>ts for fall semester. '

546-9822 or Susan .546-9225 '

; M
l>an
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SPORTS
UMass
women
now have
to wait
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The waiting game has begun.

The 10-16 University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team, concluding its

regular season schedule with a 67 57 vie

tory over George Washington. Saturday at

the Cage, must await the outcome of the

Atlantic- lO's final weekend before its op-

ponent for next week's A-10 tournament is

determined.

The Minutewomen, 4-12, are currently

mired in eighth place in the c in eighth

place in the conference, above the lowly

Duchesses of Duquesne and need the help

of nationally-ranked Penn Staqte Univer-

sity in order to avoid a playoff game with

Duquesne before the A-10 tournament

begins.

The situation is as follows: At 4-lZ,

UMass is the only team that has ojmpleted

its schedule within the conference while

the remaining A-10 teams finish their con-

ference schedule this weekend. Currently,

the Minutewomen are in eighth place m
the nine-member conference with George

Washington in seventh place, a halfgame

ahead of UMass.
According to the A-10 playoff format, the

eighth and ninth placed team's are schedul-

ed to meet in the tournament-opening first-

round game, Wednesday night at West

Virginia University. As it stands now, the

Minutewomen would play Duquesne, with

the winner advancing to the quarterfinals

to take on eighth-ranked Rutgers Univer-

sity (24-2 and 15-0 in the conference).

Should George Washington lose to 16th-

ranked Penn State at Penn State, however,

GW would lose its advantage over the

Minutewomen and find itself in a tie for

seventh place. The two teams would then

flip a coin to determine who would occupy

the suddenly coveted seventh place with

the loser dropped into the eighth position.

Minutewomen Mischief: Freshman for

ward Beth Wilbor, this week's A-10

Freshman of the Week, has been sick for

the past few days and reportedly missed the

last team practice. Wilbor averaged 12.6

points-per-game with 7.5 rebounds and 3.0

assists-per-game in three a-10 games last

' week. . . Sophomore center Sue Burtoft will

be missed in the tournament due to a

broken finger which has kept her out of ac-

tion. . .Senior forward Jerrie Bernier was

one of seven players nominated for this

week's A-10 Player of the Week award.

. Also, senior guard Barbara Hebel has

brought her scoring average up to 13.08

points-per-game, putting her in 12th place

overall. Her 14.73 average in A-10 games

is good enough for eighth place in con-

ference scoring.

Collegian photo by Paul De«inarai(

The University of Massachusetts swim team will be at Springfield College this weekend

competing in the New England swimming and diving championships.
^ • "L J-

Swimmers' goal now m sight
Donovan leads Minutemen into New England title meet

By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

This is not just another meet for the

University of Massachusetts men's swim

team.
From day one, UMass swim coach Kuss

Yarworth has preached about this big

meet. When a perfect 11-0 dual meet

season was clinched, he said, "An

undefeated season is great but, an even

dozen is what we want." He was talking

about this weekend's New England Cham-

pionship meet at Springfeild College.

When goals were discussed at the begin-

ing of the season, the word undefeated was

hardly heard as Yarworth said, "Being

undefeated would be nice but we don't talk

about that, it's the New England Cham-

pionship we want. We have a good chance

this year."

Do they ever. Just ask any other swim

coach in New England. "Everybody says

we're the favorite." Believe it or not, the

Minutemen realize this meet isn't going to

be given to them.

All year long in the dual meets swimmers

like senior co-captain Drew Donovan and

junior John Turner have won their events.

Although they haven't carried the team,

their points have more than helped. "When

the other coaches perceive UMass, they see

these two stars and that's not how to win

a meet. You need 18 swimmers. Even if

John and Drew win their events that's on-

ly a hundred points, a team will need 450

to 460 to win the meet," Yarworth said.

"The key to this meet will be the kids

that are ranked 15 and 16 to be in the top

12. We also need to perform well in our

strengths, the freestyle events. Four or five

people need to get points in the 500 and

mile freestyle events," Yarworth

explained.

The Minutemen need this depth because

there are other teams looking to knock off

the top seed. According to Yarworth,

Williams is UMass' toughest competitor.

"It will be a real battle between Tufts, the

University of Connecticut, Southern Con-

necticut, and Williams. Williams is the

team to beat," Yarworth said.

"Williams has the same swimming

philosophy as we do. I think they're the

favorite. They've been in this position

before and won the title seven out of the

last eight years. They work hard then taper

at the end of the season. They have a lot

of depth and they have a good coach." Yar-

worth said.

And if UMass wins? "I'll probably do a

backflip then get on the phone and do some

recruiting. Seriously, it will show the kids

that they can set a goal and reach it. I'm

sure everyone realizes they could have

worked harder, you can always work

harder," Yarworth said.

For some this is their last meet of their

career, Donovan and diver Pat Mullen

head a list of seniors that includes other

key members such as Paul McDonoujgh,

John Stalker and Marc Surette. According

to Yarworth, Surette has a good shot of

repeating part on the All-Academic Atlan-

tic 10 team.

If they should happen to lose, "I won t

shoot myself It doesn't take away from

anything they have already accomplished.

It's a learning experience but the bottomn

line is to have fun," Yarworth said.

There isn't any key event that if UMass

wins they'll clinch the meet, "like they guy

said, "It ain't over till the fat lady ings."

You can be up 50 points one day and have

a swing of 100 by the end of the day. The

points fluctuate because there is six events

every day."

The final notes before the meet- "Things

are shaping up real well," Yarworth said

forgetting about any injuries or colds.

"Everyone is psyched, there are a lot of

crew-cuts around here," Yarworth added.

The following is a three-day schedule of

the events. The relay line-ups aren't set

yet.
Day One

500 Freestyle - Donovan, Chris Payson,

Rick Bishop, Jim Flannery, and Mark

200 Indivdual Medley - Turner, Mike

Hoover, Peter Chouinard, McDonough, and

Surette.

50 Freestyle - Jim Kuhns, Mike Bolies,

Scott Kessler, and Hannenian.

400 Medley Relay - Turner, Fred

Marius, Ed Burton, and Kuhns.

One-meter diving - Mullen.
continued on page 15
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UMass gymnasts on the road

.^portN Information photo

Tim Myers, a sophomore, and the UMass men's gymnastics

team face Temple this weekend.

By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts men's and

women's gymnastics teams

will both be away this

weekend with .the

Minutemen going down to

West Point to take on the

Cadets, and the

Minutewomen traveling to

New Jersey to challenge

Rutgers.

The Minutemen, 7-5 on

the season, will have their

hands full with the Army
team that UMass head
coach Roy Johnson says

"Has a potent line-up."

"It should be a tough

one," Johnson went on to

say. "Ifwe score the way we
should, bu^ haven't of late,

we will take the meet."

That "potent" Cadet line-

up is highlighted by top all-

arounder Jeff Baum. Baum
has consistently scored in

the mid 50's in his past per-

formences, averaging over

9.0 per event.

UMass will counter Baum
with their own potential

secret weapon in Roberto

Weil. Although Weil has

oeen in a slump of late, if he
breaks through with a con-

sistent all-around effort

UMass would have a good
chance of winning.
This is also a more impor-

tant match for the
Minutemen than it seems.

The Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics League Cham-
poinships will be held at

continued on page 15

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:

Today:

Men's Swimming: New England meet at Springfield.

Women's Track: New England meet at BU.

Saturday:
r, • _r- u

Men's Swimming: New England meet at Springfield.

Women's Track: New England meet at BU.

Men's Track: New England meet at MIT.

Men's Gymnastics: at Army
Women's Gymnastics: at Rutgers.
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Accord ends Smith sit-in

but 20 continue fast

Clowning around
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*•* confen*nc<«

5ii\ nuUidr CoUrttr Hall

^' ^- arm in nrm t>i' -t«»rs wmR

, iiavr vtrtiir> f^y t«' »h<'ut

(%• thrw »«tudentJ« carried a black

raakrt thrnuK'H thr audienct-

«>;• ^. •* had h»>«-n mwtinjj with Smith

IV. Mar% M Dunn and Board of

1>u«t«^» C'hairwoman Kuphtmia StefTey

„nrf Thursday discussing proposals

•tudcntH hi»d mad«- addrrsstnK the issue of

racism m South Africa, and the coUeKes in

vrstrntnt policies toward companies

(»p«'ratinR there.

The points of ajfr^'oment include:

• A voting mjvonty of trustees will meet

and deliberate the student faculty Ethical

InvraUnent < iirrtniltee> total divertment

pfHio— 1 and thf board's current invest-

ment policy Th« 0»eeting will take place

m the ifirini; brfore the nejrt acheduled

(fiard meeting of May 2

• A aubcommittee of eight trufteea will

m«-et ThuPHlay with three prt>-di\-estment

*t udent faculty grouiw to create an ongo-

ing committee which will address the col-

:»-ge s investment policies in South Africa

• The trustees will recognize the need for

more dialogue with the Smith community

»nd meet more frequently to discuss college

ISSUJ'S

• {^lasses will be cancelled Thursday to

alloin- a mandatory teach in. directed by

student* and faculty and attended by some

trustees, on divestment, apartheid and

other issues.

• .Amnesty from any disciplinary- action

was granted to anyone who participated in

the sit-in

• A booklet documenting the sit-in will

be published by the protesters and paid for

by the college.

On Feb. 22. the trustees announced plans

to divest $1.75 million of $22.3 million it

has invested in 25 companies with ties to

South Africa. The two corporations whose

stocks were to be sold, IMS International

and United States Steel, had not signed the

Sullivan Principles, guidelines for firms

continued on page 5

Photo by Nick Sokoloff

Senior Kim Bourgeois hams it up with fellow education major

Robin Bums outside Furcolo HaU. The two were practicmg for a cir-

cus to be held in April by Integrated Day Care.

Plaintiff calls language waiver procedure unfair

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

The process of appealing for a waiver of the University

of Massachusetts' foreign language requirement is unfair

and inefficient, according to a student who has filed a

lawsuit against the University.

The plaintiff, Carole Reis, a senior fTX)m Sturbndge, said

that because she has dyslexia, she applied to the Learn-

ing Disabilities Hearing Board for a waiver from Spanish

classes in September. The board did not make a decision

until Jan. 23, when it ruled Reis would have to audit

Snanish 120 while on internship in Philadelphia this

spring and complete the last two required courses m the

fall Reis' last semester before graduation.

The class action suit on behalf of dyslexic students was

filed in U S. District Court in Springfield. It charges that

the University has violated federal regulations intended

to help students with disabilities.

Reis said she was not allowed to appear before the board

^'^"^Tdon't know who is on the board, you don't get to

meet them physically, and you don't have any say. she

said. "They don't want to give waivers because if they give

them to dyslexic students, everyone in the College of Arts

and Sciences will try to get a waiver. They are being very

difficult."
.

She emphasized that she did not expect to be exempted

from the language credits, but rather wanted to take a

linguistics course or a course in the history of Spain. She

said it is unrealistic for her to be expected to complete two

semesters of Spanish in the fall.

"I've already forgotten the two lower levels," Reis said.

When I walk out of the class, I can't retain anything."

Reis also said one member of the board told her her in-

ternship was "bad timing," and that she should consider

going to Puerto Rico in order to reach the level of profi-

ciency required. By the time the decision was made,

however, Reis had already planned her internship at a

stadium management company in Philadelphia.

Jay Melrose of the communications disorders depart-

ment, who is on the board and was involved in the deci-

sion in Reis' case, said that the board waits until it has

two or three cases to decide before it meets. "I understand

the student's need for quick action, but it should be

understood that it is difficult to get five people ft^)m dif-

ferent departments together It's a board that meets when

it has some cases to decide," he said.
. , ,. ^

Paul Appleby of Handicapped Student Affairs said that

if students have a learning disability, they can apply for

a modification of the language requirement through his

°
A student who wishes the requirement to be modified

takes his or her case to the Learning Disabilities Hear-

ing Board, with Appleby acting as advocate, which makes

one of three recommendations to the provost s office: that

there is no cause for modification; that the manner in

which the language is taught be modified; or that courses

be substituted for the language classes. ^
,, , .

Melrose said that implementation of the board s deci-

sion, after approval by the provost's office, is delegated to

someone in the affected department or school. He said

James Shaw, associate dean of the College of Arts and

Sciences, and Harlan Sturm of the Spanish and Pbr-

tuguese department worked out the details in consulU-

t'on with Reis.
, . . ^.

Shaw said he could not discuss the lawsuit because the

continued on page 5
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Ap photo

BREAKING CAMP-Participants in the "Great Peace March" dismantle camp at the Los

Angeles campus of California State University yesterday. More than 1,000 marchers started

on the next leg of a 3,235-mile, coast-to-coast, anti-nuclear march.

Mass. may return to two plates
BOSTON (AP>-Law enforcement officials have renew-

ed their call for a return to front license plates on all

passenger cars in Massachusetts, saying the extra plate

would help them track down suspects who flee from the

scene of the crime.

The Massachusetts Chiefs of Police Association, joined

by the Massachusetts State Police Association, has urg-

ed the Legislature to provide up to $3.5 million to pay for

front plates for the 3 million passenger vehicles in the

GetA Midas
Travel MugThat
Makes FreeTrips
16BurgerKing
Restaurants
For Coffee.

just pick up your frt-f iion-spill travel niu« at Midas with

any free brake inspection. Hnnjj your mug to Burger King'

Restaurants for free coffee in the mornings and it'll be

bottomless until March 31st. So hurry, because these

mugs are sure to run out before the coffee does."

state.

"The vast majority of police officers support the concept

of the two plates. Mainly it's for identification in robberies

and other crimes—obviously, you can see a vehicle com-

ing towards you as well as leaving," said Auburn Chief

Robert F. Johnson, president of the police chiefs

association.

With Gov. Michael S. Dukakis pushing to have all rear

license plates replaced with a red white-and-blue motif in

the next several years, now would be "an ideal time" for

Massachusetts to join 33 others that use two plates.

Johnson said.

Massachusetts had a two-plate system until 10 years ago,

when the state eliminated the front plate for passenger

cars as a money-saving move during a state budget crisis.

Commercial vehicles and those with vanity plates still

have two markers.

The police chiefs have filed similar two plate bills in re-

cent years but failed to win approval, largely due to the

cost. Last year, the measure was approved by the

Legislature's Public Safety Committee but died in the

House Ways and Means panel, according to Sen. William

Keating, Senate chairman of the public safety panel.

'Frt€ coffer mailtihlt only tlunnn hraiktusl htntrs 6. idAM to li' .inAM OiUt

good utih Mtdiis mun onlv at pnrlinfxltinn Srii England Hurler Kint;' Kfsluurnul^
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on Midas stniirs an also availahli at Hiirucr King'HfstaitniHls
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397 Russell Street, Rt 9

Hadley 413-586-9991

Kaplan stays
withyou for

the long run.
After you take a Kaplan cDurse, yoa re

not only better prepared to take on

marathon tests like the L5AT. GMAT.
GRE. NTE, CPA. SAT, among others, but

the study techniques you'll learn will

help you through the rigors ofyour grad

school courses

That's why for nearly 50 years, over

1 million students have gotten in con-

dition with Stanley H Kaplan. And for

those interested in breaking records, we
also offer SPEED READING

So call Kaplan You ve got a long race

ahead to the top ofyour career Every bit

of training and coaching counts.

£

Northampton

temporarilv closed

KAPLAN
STANlfYH ICAPlANEDUCAIIONAiaNTreiTD

DONiCOMFElT.Wint
A KAPLAN STimKNT-BE ONE

Preparing Now
For GMAT, LCAT and GRE

get started early

and complete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

Carcinogen
discovered in

Fla. cocaine
WASHINGTON {AP»-Half of the cocaine seized in

Florida late last year contained benzene, a carcinogen that

has been banned from consumer products because it has

been shown to cause leukemia, a federal official said

yesterday.

"We see the potential as extremely dangerous for lung

damage or worse," said Robert H. Feldkamp, a spokesman

for the Drug Enforcement Administration.

The agenc>' in January asked the Centers for Disease

Control in Atlanta to evaluate the possible effects of

benzene used in manufacturing cocaine "before we put all

the red flags out that people who use cocaine may be in

danger We have not yet determined that," Feldkamp said

in a telephone interview.

The CDC study is expected in April or May, he said.

Benzene began to show up in cocaine in early 1985 after

the agency took steps to prevent illegal drug manufac-

turers from obtaining ether, previously a key chemical in

making cocaine, Feldkamp said.

Six years ago, DEA officials determined that 98 percent

of the ether being shipped to Colombia, one of the primary

cocaine exporting countries, was going to drug traffickers,

and only 2 percent to legitimate users.

Cocaine is processed with ether and other substances

to make cocaine hydrochloride, the product reaching most

users.

it was unheard of to manufacture cocaine without

ether," Feldkamp said.

The DEA, however, in its campaign to curb drug abuse,

obtained the cooperation of ether manufacturers to limit

the flow of the sustance to cocaine makers.

"We do know that despite the campaign, the supply of

cocaine has not diminished. So it was necessary to find

out what was being used instead," Feldkamp said.

In January 1985, DEA officials began testing confiscated

cocaine to determine what was being used as a substitute,

and test results increasingly showed benzene.

By last November and December, half of the cocaine seiz-

ed in Florida contained benzene. Other samples had been

processed with toluene, methyl ethyl ketone, and

methylene chloride, which are not though to be as harm-

ful as benzene.

The Consumer Product Safety Commission has banned

the use of benzene in consumer products. It is used

primarily in gasoline and in laboratories.

Dr. James L. Luke, former medical examiner for the

District of Columbia, said studies have linked benzene to

leukemia and other hemotological disorders as well as

birth defects.

Dr Sydney Wolfe, head of the Public Citizen Health

Research Group, was quoted by the newspaper as calling

benzene an 'extremely potent carcinogen" that "has been

known for two decades to cause leukemia in humans."

GE and union
resume talks
LYNN (AP)—Union leaders and General Electric Co. of-

ficials resumed talks yesterday aimed at getting 3,700

employees at GE's .sprawling aircraft engine plant back

to work as the union threatened to escalate a 10-day-old

strike if no progress was made.

"Everything's contingent on what happens today (Sun-

day)." .said Barbara Sweeney, publicity director for Local

201 of the International Union of Electronic, Electrical,

Technical. Salaried and Machine Workers.

Union shop stewards at GE plants in Everett and Med-

ford voted last week to join the walkout against GE's Lynn

aircraft engine and steam turbine plant on Monday if no

significant progress was made in talks over the weekend.

Expansion of the strike could affect 1,500 workers at the

Everett and Medford operations.

Union members at the Lynn plant walked off their jobs

Feb. 21 to protest the company's policy for taking care of

grievances and what they claimed was harassment of shop

stewards.

Ms. Sweeney said lengthy bargaining sessions were held

Friday and Saturday, but no substantial progress was

reported.

"The two main issues remain unresolved," she said.

"Both sides continue to define language."

Bill Kennedy, a company spokesman, disagreed.

"I think they were constructive and I think we've mov-

ed nearer to a settlement, but I don't think I'm in a posi-

tion to make any predictions," he said.

The two sides, however, did agree to move negotiations

from the Lynn plant to a neutral site. The union had re-

quested a move to Lynn City Hall, but Ms. Sweeney said

it settled for a site that she would not disclose.

They say the two major issues are the number of

grievances awaiting company action and the need to clear-

ly state who speaks for the company in grievances.

CORRECTION
A photo caption Friday incorrectly identified

one ofthe pe sons pictured. The man to Aaron
Lansky's left was Joseph 'hot, not Steven
M«rcus.
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'Life in a fishbowl' -UMass life in the 80s
Last in a series: Campus life from the 1960s to the present.

By DAVE BOARDMAN
Collegian Staff

Expanding the minds of students living on the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts campus is what Mary Tknchak says

she likes most about her job.

'Rmchak, residence director for the Hamlin-Knowlton-

Crabtree Cluster in Northeast, says her role is as a

"facilitator of development, helping the students to

challenge themselves, to look at other lifestyles."

"Some students come in here very narrowminded.

They only know one lifestyle. Here they are getting in

contact with a lot of people from various backgrounds

of all kinds. They have to get acclimated to the variety,"

she said.

Residence director since 1983, Tbnchak lives in Hamlin

House, an all-male residence hall.

"I look at it as life in a fislibowl," she said. "You never

leave the job."

One of the newer trends affecting residential life has

been toward thematic housing, Tanchak said.

Clusters in Northeast have been oriented to various

disciplines, depending on residents' interests. The Crab-

tree cluster houses mostly engineering students, with a

computer center linked to the School of Engineering.

Some classes are also held there.

"It gives students a choica It's not forcing them to live

somewhere It's a unique population and if students want

to take advantage of it, they're welcome to," Tknchak said.

Charmaine Wijeyesingjhe, a Southwest resident in

1976 and now assistant to the vice-chancellor for student

affairs, said residential education is becoming a grow-

ing part of campus life.

"There's a lot erf different options that stress community

building and being a part of an education within that

residence," she said.

Tknchak said the courses taught in the residence halls

provide a mutual benefit for both the professors and

students, as it gives the faculty a chance to see what life

Wood burners may
need licenses
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Staff

Harmful materials emitted from wood-burning stoves

have prompted the town of Amherst to pass a law requir

ing residents to have a license for operating them.

Residents in Amherst will have to pass a written test,

which is being designed by the Board of Health, in order

to receive a license for operating a wood stove.

"The test is not very difficult, and is basically to be us-

ed as an educational tool," said Connie Peterson, a health

educator for the Amherst Board of Health.

I^terson said questions on the test will be geared toward

the most safe and efficient ways of operating a wood stove,

and how to avoid pollution as much as possible.

"We expect that everyone will pass," Peterson said.

Organic pollutants, including carcinogens, are part of

the smoke particles that come out of a stove's chimney.

These pollutants are resinous materials that are not com

pletely burned inside the stove

"We don't know if people are breathing them in high

enough concentration to cause a problem. " said Salvatore

DiNardi. professor of public health at the University of

Massachusetts.

The harmful pollutants are caused when the wood is

burned at too low a heat requiring less oxygen, which

forces more unburned pollutants into the air When a stove

runs hot enough, pollutants burn up before reaching the

air. thus emitting smoke at a safe enough level.

"It's almost like u.sing a self-cleaning oven," DiNarde

.said. He added that the Environmental Protection Agen

cy is developing new performance standards for wood

stoves, but they will not be official until 1988.

"I think there has to be nationwide support of regula-

tion use of wood stoves in order to control the problem,"

he said.

Several municipalities have now taken matters into

their own hands, and are trying to enforce regulation.

The licensing law was voted on about two weeks ago and

will become effective on Oct. 1 of this year

DiNardi expressed mixed feelings about the Amherst or-

dinance, and questioned how the regulations would be

enforced.

"You can get a driver's license by answering the right

questions, but look at how many people drink and drive,"

he said.

Women's Forum

m the residence halls is like, and makes going to classes

more convenient for students.

Residential education is more than just academic, Tan-

chak said. She said the rise in the drinking age to 21

last year has produced new problems among many
students in the residence halls.

"There's more hidden drinking. Students who have a

tendency to develop a drinking problem or have a per-

sonal problem are going toward alcohol, and it's being

hidden in their rooms," she said.

Tanchak said an effort among residence hall staff to

promote alcohol awareness has ranged from distributing

flyers, providing peer educators and sponsoring films.

Last semester the cluster showed Don't Stop Until You

Get Caught, a film about drinking problems, but atten-

dance was "minimal."

*We often are limited in our interaction and our

outreach to hidden drinkers, because if they're underage,

they're fearful that they will be written up and punish-

ed, or they are just staying in their rooms and becoming

closet drinkers, which is the fear we have," Tanchak said.

mfm

Women's Forum is a weekly listing of events related to

women's issues. Notices should be sent to the Women's

Issues Editor, care ofthe Collegian by the Friday before the

event.

Tuesday—Sharon Weizenbaum, a registered

acupuncturist who is currently practicing in Nor-

thampton, wall speak on "Women's Health: A Tradi-

tional Chinese Medical Pferspective" from 7 to 9:30 p.m.

in Campus Center Room 904. The lecture is sponsored by

the Everywoman's Center in recognition of International

Women's Week. Further information is available by call-

ing 545-0883. _ ,

-De Sonia Nieto, of the BiUngual Multicultural Pro-

gram at the University of Massachusetts School of

Education, will hold a workshop on "Multicultural

Education in the Preschool and Kindergarten." The

free workshop will begin at 7 pm. at the Gallery of the

Jones Library, 43 Amity Street.
^ ^ ,, .

Wednesday-Professor Judith Baskin of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts will speak about "Jewish Women

in the Muslim and Christian Worlds, the 10th-14th

Centuries." It begins at 8 p.m. in the Browsing Room of

the Neilson Library at Smith College The free lecture is

sponsored by the Jewish Studies Program at Smith

^Thursday-Ann Mochon. of the University of

Massachusetts art department, will speak on Women

Artists Working Together: Changes Since the Seven-

ties." The free lecture will begin at 7:30 p.m. in McCon-

nell Auditorium at Smith College The lecti^r^
'^^'SLw

sponsored by the Smith College Advisory^CommiU^ <**.%

• 't^ SWdy -of Women.
•*••* -^

*
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Custodian Larry Center

He's the Center

in Campus Center

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

He can usually can be found in the University of

Massachusetts Campus Center, pushing a portable trash

bin on wheels and identified by his thick, gray beard,

a worn-blue baseball cap, and a heavy Southern accent.

His name is Larry Center and he has been a custodian

in the Campus Center for five years. Students who fre-

quently study or relax there can appreciate Larry, who

nips paper ashtrays onto tables with precision in front

of the chairs where students rest between classes. All the

while, Larry scoops up litter off the fioors, dispenses it

into his bin, and offers a nod or friendly smile to those

who know him-which amounts to hundreds of Campus

Center travelers.

"My job is to keep the place clean," he said. Center said

he sweeps, cleans, and polishes the Campus Center, from

the third floor to the coffee shops and the three restrooms.

"I like my job and I like the kids (students)," Center

said. "It's interesting and I meet a lot of people."

Center first came to work at UMass as a custodian in

the summer of 1980 because "I knew a guy who worked

here," he said.
. t «•

He also worked as a dishwasher at the Lord Jettery

Amherst Inn from October until the inn was closed

following a work-stoppage caused by stalled talks bet-

ween union and inn off'icials. "I don't want no more to

do with it," he said of dishwashing ,„^n „
Center has lived in this area since October 1979. He

has lived in Greeenfield, Lake Pleasant, and currently

resides in Leverett in a three-room trailer.

"I'm still paying on the trailer, and it's on a piece of

land my brother-in-law owns," he said. "Moving around

from place to place was too expensive so we bought the

trailer."

Center was born in Jackson, Kentucky, where his

father worked for 18 years in coal mines. Center said he

has moved from place to place and once lived in Florida

for seven years. "I've lived in Ohio; I've been everywhere.

He said he met his wife Dorothy in 1962 while in Ken

tucky, and they have five children, four granddaughters

and one grandson.

Center admitted he has had a few bad days.

"I do it one day at a time. If my day gets too bad. forget

Trip to South
Africa questioned
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts professor who says some

of his books have been banned in South Africa has decid-

ed to travel to that country this May, despite some

students' concern that he is breaking a boycott of the apar

theid government.

Robert P. Wolff, a UMass philosophy profe.ssor who is the

author of In Defense of Anarchism and Understanding

Marx, as well as many other books, said he had been ask

ed to visit by a friend who is an anti apartheid professor

at one of the two integrated universities in South Africa.

He said he felt that if he was granted a visa he would

go to lecture in political philosophy and to support his

friend, whose house has been bombed because of her anti-

apartheid activities.

Graduate students in philosophy and students in the

Social Thought and Political Economy program, which

Wolff founded, are concerned that a representative of the

University will be breaking the boycott called by the

African National Congres.s. The ANC is the outlawed

black revolutionar>' organization whose celebrated leader.

Nel.son Mandela, has been imprisoned for over 20 years.

The African National Congress called a boycott of the

South African government in the 1950s because of its

apartheid policie.s. in which the white minority rules over

a voteless black majority

Solly Simelane. at the ANC headquarters in New York,

said it was important to honor the boycott because visits

to South Africa will be used by Pretoria to legitimize the

apartheid regime.

"The political domination is continuous and being com

pounded. ..if he is a radical he mu.st join the voices who

are saving do not go there," Simelane said.

The University of the Witwatersrand. where Wolff will

be lecturing, is known as an integrated, progressive

university, but Simelane said there can be no true integra

tion until apartheid is dismantled.

Wolff said his friend asked him to come to expose her

students to left-wing political theory because "it is

something that they don't ever get there."

Wolff said he disagreed with those who insist on a

boycott, not on principles but on tactics. "One of the things

I hoped to do is establish contact between us and the.n."

Commenting that "nothing that any of us does will htve

more than a marginal impact," Wolff said he thought first-

hand reports on the situation in South Africa will be more

valuable than if he participated in the boycott. He also

said he felt that he would be letting down "a personal

friend of mine" if he did not go.

Johan Buys, a clerk in the visa department of the South

African Embassy in Washington, said that if Wolffs books

were banned in South Africa, his visa would probably be

denied at the embassy level. But it is "more than likely"

that it would be granted when they referred it to Pretoria,

Buys said in a telephone interview.

Social thought and political economy major Chris

Williamson, who is also a member of the five-college

African students organization, said he disapproved of

Wolffs plans. "I think it's criminal to be associated with

a blood-ridden regime like that. ..it shows a contradiction

with his so-called Marxism."

Philosophy graduate student Cindy Kaufman said some

graduate students are opposed to the trip. "I think that

the .strategy of isolating South Africa culturally, politically

and academically has had a good effect, and we should con-

tinue it," Kaufman said.

Even if he succeeds at politicizing some students at the

university, she said, "you have to look at the broader con-

text."

Pbinting out that the African National Congress is wide-

ly considered to be the most legitimate representative of

the struggle in South Africa. Kaufman said, "we ought

to respect their strategy
"

Trips by UMass professors to South Africa have only rais-

ed controversy in the past when University fundsi Were
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The biography as history
Professor Stephen B. Oates bucks textbook conventions

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

To many, history books are impersonal, academic ac-

counts of past eras that are probably only enjoyed by pro-

fessors and historians.

Not necessarily, says University of Massachusetts

history professor Stephen B. Oates.

Oates has won acclaim for his biographies of key figures

in American history, biographies that do not cater to the

academic elite but rather to a broader audience. Over a

period of 12 years, he has written profiles of Martin Luther

King Jr., Abraham Lincoln, abolitionist John Brown and

rebel slave Nat Turner
This Civil War qu£irtet, sis he calls it. was popular among

the general reading public as well as historians. In a re-

cent inter\'iew, Oates said more Americans read biography

than any other form, and he has tried to address this in

his writing.

Oates emphasized that while he is a trained historian,

his biographies are part of a literary genre. "In the best

kind of biography, you sit down to tell a story of a life. This

is where it's like fiction. It isn't fiction, because you can't

invent anything, but you try to shape a life story so that

it reads like a story. It's an art form. I write like a novelist.

"The best compliment I'm paid is when someone says,

'I read your biography of Kmg and it read like a novel,"

" he said.

Not only do his works read like novels, they are receiv-

ed like them as well. Let the Trumpet Sound: The Life of

Martin Luther King, Jr, his profile of the slain civil rights

leader, was chosen as a Literary Guild alternate selection

and received a glowing review in the New York Times.

Oates, who in 1984 was named the Paul Murray Ken-

dall Professor of Biography by Chancellor Joseph D. Duf
fey and Murray Schwartz, dean of the faculty of

humanities and fine arts, teaches undergraduate courses

in Civil War history and biographical history, as well as

a graduate seminar on biography. He has been teaching

at UMass since 1968.

He has a doctorate in history from the University of

Texas at Austin, and has published 12 books and 70

newspaper and magazine suticles. Oates' most recent book,

Abraham Lincoln: The Man Behind the Myth, was publish-

ed in 1984 by Harper and Row.

He says that biography is a popular style because it

humanizes history. "It says that the individual does count,

and that means a lot to us in a highly technical com-
plicated age."

But Oates' approach to history is not universally

respected by other academics. "There are a lot of my col-

leagues who I don't think really quite understand
biography and are not sure whether it should be regard-

ed as scholarship or not," he said.

He stres.sed however, that his work rests on exhaustive

scholarship and research.

When he first became interested in history as a senior

at the University of Texas in 1958, he said, it was a time
when narrative and biographical history was still very

prevalent. Authors such as Bruce Catton and Arthur
Schlesinger Jr were writing narrative hi.story of the type

that Oates himself would later write.

"The 1950s was just the tail end of the great age of the
artful narrative historians. The age of the technicians, the

statistical and social scientists, was just beginning. I walk-

ed that old traditional road while most of my peers went
down a new one," Oates said.

Louis Greenbaum, also a history professor at UMass,
agrees with Oates that his approach is no longer the most
popular one. "Most of the historical writing is focused now
on movements or periods, not individuals. There are some
people who may not consider it (narrative history] a
legitimate genre, but it is one of the oldest forms of

historical writing.' Greenbaum .said.

FYI:
Sarah Weddington, the lawyer who won the landmark

abortion case Roe v. Wade, will speak at 8 p.m. tonight
in the Student Union Ballroom.

Weddington, the first woman elected to the Tfecas House
of Representatives, will speak on "The International
Women's Network."
She served as former President Carter's advisor on

women'.s issues and general counsel of the United States
Department of Agriculture.

The lecture is free and open to the public.

A panel discussion on "Peace Movements in Europe,
East and West," will be held at 8 p.m. tonight at the Con-
verse Hall Assembly Room of Amherst College. Dif-

ferences and similarities between peace movements in

Eastern and Western Europe will be discassed by, among
others, Jan Kavan, Czech human rights activist, and Dan
Smith of Britain's Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament.

We we really

care... care.
.faV»JSM'~^

Oates said "too many scholarly historians who focus on

numbers and rely on an analytical, statistical approach

and write for one another have become intolerant of my
kind of history. My answer to that is: Beware of anybody

who thinks they've got a corner on the only way to truth."

The next work he will publish is Biography As High

Adventure: Life-Writers Speak on Their Art, a collection

of essays he edited by nine biographers explaining how

they have written their books and the challenges in

writing in that style. Oates said the book will be released

by the University of Meissachusetts Press in a few months.

Also in progress is a biography of novelist William

Faulkner Oates said that this work is related to his Civil

War quartet because Faulkner chronicled the same things

that swept up Turner, Brown, Lincoln and King.

He said that the connection between King and Faulkner

is that "they're both 20th century figures, they're both

Southerners, and they both were deeply involved in the

massive convulsions the modern South has gone through."

Oates said Faulkner unwillingly got swept up in the civil

rights movement and wa.s considered a radical in

Mississippi.

Oates said that he is very happy teaching at UMa.ss

because it is "one of the centers for the writing and study

of biography in the country." The UMass Press is

publishing a biography series, which Oates and Raul

Mariani of the English department are co-editing.

"But I find that as I get older, " he said, "it is increas-

ingly difficult to be a full-time writer and a full-time

* Smith icontinued from page 1

Professor Stephen R Oates

teacher, so there may come a time when I'll be forced to

step down from my teaching. If not that, at least jjerhaps

drop down to part-time teaching. I will hate that, I'll

guarantee you, but I was a writer first. If you've ever had

that life in you, there's no way you can put that on a back

burner."

CoUrgian photo by Rob Skriton

Protests against Smith College's investments in companies with ties to South Africa peaked Fri-

day, before students blockading the administration building reached an accord with college of-

ficials yesterday. ^^

operating in South Africa. Since that

time, IMS has signed the principles, so the divestment is

now $550,000.

Twenty students said they will continue a fast "until

the trustees give us a specific date when a sufficient

number of them convene for a quorum," said junior

Caroline Cleaves. "We 20 women have decided that the

divest fast is the way to continue the protest to trustees'

decisions in the most basic and powerful way possible-

say no with our bodies."

Gerald was just elected president of the student govern-

ment, which means she will sit on the board for two years

when she graduates. She said she was optimistic about

the chances for further divestment in the near future.

"I'm encouraged. I believe in it. If I didn't I wouldn't have

sat in in College Hall," she said.

Gerald said a "legal" sit-in will continue in College Hall

during the school week from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. until the

trustees meet with students. Administrative business will

resume today.

"We v/ill invite the help of students and faculty to set

up an evaluation process of the companies which are do-

ing business in South Africa, " Steffey said. But she said

the group which meets Thursday will not have the power

to decide divestiture.

"That cannot be a part of the negotiations until the

board is fully convened " in May, StefTey said.

Office links studies to work
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By MEREDITH GOTTESMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Office of Internships at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts was founded 10 years

ago by the UMass Faculty Senate on the

premise that valuable learning could take

place outside the classroom. Since then, the

office has placed more than 5,000 students

in internships.

Working with advisers on an individual

basis, students of any major can plan their

own internships and receive up to 15

academic credits.

"Our program is unique, because it offers

students a chance to choose and design an
interdisciplinary experience that links the

academic world with the work world," said

Ellen Wolf, program director of the office.

One of the advantages of doing an intern-

ship is that students can broaden their

understanding of their coursework by ex-

amining how issues are dealt with in their

field, according to Anne Tfeschner, associate

program director

"Students returning from internships are

often more interested in their studies,

because an internship gives them a context

in which to apply their academic work," she

said.

Timothy Anderson, a senior Bachelor's

Degree in Individual Concentration major

in international relations, interned at the

Overseas Private Investment Corporation

in Washington DC. last summer
"P\?ople in business like to teach students

about their field and are receptive to new
ideas and perspectives brought in by the

student. It's a good exchange for both

sides," he said.

Susan Flicop, a senior marketing major,

interned at Dianne Davis Associates, a

public relations firm in Boston last

summer
"Good internships are hard to get. TTie

office staff is very helpful in making con-

tacts for students and preparing them for

interviews," Flicop .said. She suggested that

students start early if they are considering

an internship.

"Spring break is a good time to go on in-

terviews and look for an apartment or a

part-time job in the area where you might
be interning," Flicop said.

Wolf said changes in types of internships

the last 10 years have generally reflected

trends in the economy. "We often look for

openings according to student interest," she

said.

The office of internships currently has

more than 2.500 placements available, and
students are also encouraged to design

their own internships with the help of the

office staff.

^ lawsuit continued from page 1

case is in litigation.

Sturm said that he did not recall the case

but would look through his notes when he

went to his office.

If a modification of teaching is recom-

mended, Appleby said this usually means
special tutoring at no extra cost to the stu-

dent. Reis said she was tutored while tak-

ing Spanish 120. but that it did not help.

What she hoped was to substitute*

literature or culture courses for languages.

Appleby said that in the 25 cases that

have come before the board since it was
established two years ago. most have

resulted in the course substitution option,

and none have resulted in a finding of no
cause for modification.

If the student does not agree with the

decision, he or she may appeal it to the pro-

vost's office.
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To Sign Up
Stop By Campus Travel

in the Campus Center

Or For More Info
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For the most comlorlahle party

trip to Florida

Pool Deck Parties
Every Day

The hottest biggest parlies in

Oaytona Beach!

You might find a cheaper trip

hut why risk your

Spring Break cash on a

cheap imitation!!

* < T » - • -

lo <• f a-^ts V t- t jf c \"'.'V.1 .v-_-^^»>^ *-. "* it

Summer College Work Study (SCWS)

Applications Now Available

Student Employment Office

239A Whitmore
You must already have filed

a 1986-87 FAF

Job listings from all over

Massachusetts now available

with more coming in daily

Deadline
for sews applications: March 28, 1986

%//>>/^.v/^y>^^^^^^^
y//////////y//////////////>y^^^^ mv//^/y^yy^xyyyy^yy^vv^^^^^^
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Letters

Harassment not the official policy
In last Fridays Collegian, an article

quoted Tbm Butler, space coordinator of the

BOG, as saying, "People in the Republican

Club have made comments and statements

personally attacking MassPIRG." Any in-

dividuals responsible for such actions did

so as individuals and not as representative

members of the Republican Club.

MassPIRG provides necessary information

to the public on toxic waste. I commend
their efforts in this area of public service.

Gilbert Stair, president UMass
Republican Club

Education before publication

I tend to look forward to reading Rusty

Denton's Collegian columns. I need the

laugh. I doubt very much if I'm alone in

this view— it must be obvious to others also

that Denton publishes first and asks ques-

tions later. His column on Feb. 25, "Escape

changes nothing." was typical Dentonesque

journalism—admitting to know little about

a subject, but writing on it anyways.

Denton desperately tries to make a case

against divestment in businesses operating

in South Africa on the grounds that there

will either be someone willing to fill the

resultant economic vacuum, or that the

failing economy will incite jobless blacks

to mount a bloody revolution. These grim

options provide a clear example erf" Denton's

failure to grasp simple facts; divestment

isn't necessarily an attempt to bankrupt a

nation, it's an effort to force a Rovernment

Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, MA
Department of Theatre Arts

presents

SUMMER AND SMOKE
Tennessee Williams' romantic drama.

Directed by Eleanor Ahlborn '86

March 6*, 7, 8, 9 at 8:00 p.m.

and March 8 at 2:00 p.m.

Admission: $4.00 general,

$2.00 student & senior citizen

* DOLLAR NIGHT
Call (413) 538-2406

ALICE WITHINGTON ROOKE
LABORATORY THEATRE

American Travel Services

presents
»*» "o- SPRING BREAK^'Se"

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, «ign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

to revise its system of governing. Denton

evidently misses the point liial companies

continuing to do business in South Africa

are subjecting themselves to what amounts

to a PR person's worst nightmare. Hopeful-

ly the profit and loss charts of these com-

panies will eventually cause many ofthem

to realize that if they wish to continue

operating in the lucrative economic climate

of South Africa, then they're going to have

to use their tremendous economic leverage

to aid the government in changing its

policies.

I enjoyed reading Denton's comparison of

Martin Luther King's policies of non-

violence and current policies of divestment.

In the world according to Denton, divest-

ment leads to bloody revolt, whereas non-

violence leads to the peaceful integration

of differing ideas and ideals. I hate to

disrupt Denton's logic, but divestment is a

form of non-violent protest. Divestment is

virtually the same thing as boycotting (a

form of protest put to use by the same King

you mention), both policies attack a pro-

blem at its economic roots. And in a

capitalistic society, there is no better form

of nonviolent attack.

I also liked the portrayal of peaceful in-

tegration arriving over time to that nice

Mississippi community. It's good to know
that dreams do sometimes come true,

although it would've helped if the article

made some mention of who the peaceful

pastor was, or what the community was

called. Citing traceable sources does much
to aid one's credibility.

But enough of this. I support the policies

of divestment directed against apartheid,

but there's no reason for the arguments

against divestment to continue in the

pathetic vein of "Escape changes nothing."

If Denton and others wish to pursue this

stand, perhaps they could go over to Goodell

Library, walk up to the sixth floor mez
zanine and read some of the books on South

Africa located there, such as Ihwer is Ours

by Gatsha Buthelezi (Buthelizi too is

against divestment). Enlighten yourselves

on the subject and not only is it possible

that the content of Denton's articles will

improve, but I may just learn something

while I'm laughing.

Robert Fitzgerald

Sunderland

gKWyyy>>M/>>>W^^^^^^^^

SUMMER OF '86'

Camp Timber Trails, a 9 week resident

Girl Scout Camp, is looking for Staff

members. . .

.
Riding Director/Administrator 8- Riding

^^M\ Instructors, Unit Leaders, Assistant

^^TJm Unit Leaders, Counselors, Waterfront

W^J^ Staff (with W.S.I.) Boating Staff,

Iripi ^rni\T<:^
Specialty Staff - Arts & Crafts, Project

lUiKLbi^uui^
Adventure, Sports/Soccer, Farm,

Photography, Drama, Broadcasting

and Aquatics, Registered Nurses,

Kitchen Staff

Stop in at Camp Day on Tuesday, March 4th or

call or write:

Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158, Tolland, MA 01034

413-258-4592

ACCREDITED
CAMP

Writing a paper?

We can help.

THE WRITING CENTER
Pierpont in Southwest

Monday and Thursday 7-9 pm

Baker in Central

Wed 1-3 pm Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 7-9 pm

Cashin in Sylvan

Wednesday 2:30-4:30 pm

Monday and Wednesday 7-9 pm

Quality Computer Paper for

Resumes,
Letters & Papers!

at

A-I-Hastings^ Inc
.,^— N«w»<le)ilcr and Miiiii.nei—^^J ^

"Convmni»nlly located in th» canfar of Amh»rit"

45 South Plmasant Srr««r

OPfN: W««kdoy« 5 a.m. lo f p m.. Suiiduys, 5 am to \ p.m.

TAN - TAN - TAN - TAN
$29.95 for 9 sessions

and your 10th is free!

Why be a casper when you

don't have to be?

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
Rt. 9 Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551

REDKEN

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of ihe individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Fiscal questions
Today at 6 p.m., the Student Government Association

Budgets Committee will hold a public forum to answer ques-

tions and defend its proposed student activities budget for fiscal

1987. The meeting is in Campus Center room 803, and we urge

every student concerned about where our money goes—or

doesn't go—to attend.

Many student senators lauded the document when it was

presented to them last week. Committee chairman Jordan

Rosner expressed confidence that it will not be "amended at

all." The odds support this. It appears the SGA will acquiesce

to the University administration's demand that the senate pass

the budget by this Wednesday, probably too soon for an alter-

native proposal or viable amendments to be assembled.

At a time when student leaders and UMass officials are

negotiating to determine which side should control student

funds, this would be an odd way to demonstrate student fiscal

responsibility—rushing through the process without fighting

the decree from Vice-Chancellor Dennis Madson and student

activities director Randy Donant that they will not accept a

student-made budget after March 5.

More important, this leaves insufficient time for close

scrutiny of the Budgets Committee's actions and motives. Fac-

ing an estimated $120,000 deficit, the committee took a chain-

saw to certain items in the budget. Among the areas of concern:

• All groups the committee deemed "political" have had

their funding proposed as zero. This includes the Peacemakers,

Republican Club, Western Mass. Latin American Solidarity

Committee, Lesbian Union, and Radical Student Union. This

would effectively shut down most of these groups, stifling the

vigorous political debate that is a hallmark of the campus.

• Also zero-funded are three minority student associations

and Drum, a 17-year-old annual magazine focusing on Third

World issues that has won national awards for its fine graphics

and literary content and gained recognition not only on cam-

pus but in prisons and as far away as Africa. The committee

says Drum should be ineligible for SGA money because the

students who produce it have faculty guidance But members

of any student organization, SGA-funded or not, are free to ap-

proach professors for advice or academic credits.

It is noteworthy that of the 10 Budgets Committee members,

five are on the staff of The Minuteman, the right-wing mon-

thly that began publication last month with financial help from

national conservative groups. Rosner adamantly denies the

committee seeks to cripple progressive forces at UMass. But

the fact remains that on campuses nationwide, right-wingers

are the ones who have access to ample corporate support.

Whatever the UMass Republicans say, their club is the only

zero-funded group that stands any chance of getting adequate

outside funding.

These factors should be considered when the committee faces

the public tonight. Even if the SGA scrambles and meets the

Whitmore-imposed deadline, the questions will remain.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.
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U.S. role in Philippines
Supporting ri>jht wing dictatorships can

surf be embarassinj,' And it's not like the

United States and the Philippines don't go

way back either. We've been helping those

people out since 1898. when, after winning

the Spanish American War in fine style, we

bought their little country along with

Guam and Puerto Rico for $20 million.

President McKinley, a Christian, like

Reagan, told of his decision to help the in-

habitants ofthe island. "There was nothing

left to do but to take them all and to

educate the Filipinos, and uplift and

civilize and Christianize them, and do the

very best we could by them, as our fellow

men for whom Christ also died."

it looK the next three years and 70,000

troops to effect this "Christianization," and
IK) one will ever know how many thousands

of Filipinos died as the blessings of Western

Civilization were being conferred. One
volunteer from Washington State did

however note '...this shooting human be-

ings sure beats rabbit hunting all to

pieces."

the shooting is still going on. Dissenters

to the U.S. Marcos dictatorship have been
executed regularly - and only very recent-

ly has Reagan made any move at ail to

disassociate himself from the regime. Un-

til last week. Reagan's attitude toward

Marcos mirrored that of Roosevelt's to

Somoza. "He may be a son of a bitch but

he's our son of a bitch."

To matter who is in office, the Philippines

will remain a U.S. client state with bone-

crushing poverty juxtaposed to breath-

Timothy Harris

taking wealth. The liberal Aquino, while

no doubt a better choice than Marcos, is in

n(» position to redistribute the country's

wealth.

This is true for two reasons. The first is

that the Philippine militan- has somewhat
of a mind of its own. It will be no more
motivated to largess under Aquino than it

was under Marcos. The second reason is

that, according to Raymond Bonner,

writing in the Feb. 9 Neiv York Times,

guns are pouring into the Philippines to

arm private security forces. Rich people's

houses in that country have always come
with high walls, and there will now be ar-

mies behind them. These people have no
intention of giving anything away.

All honest ob.servers admit that the

Philippines have reached a crisis point that

is nothing short of revolutionary. The New
People's Army is the only hope for the
di.senfranchised of those islands. Even the

New York Times admits that at least 5

million Filipinos support the NPA, and
that support for them continually grows.

So the question becomes, why is the

United States playing such a condescen-

ding and paternalistic role in that nation's

affairs? If the people of the Philippines

want their country back, as only a New
People's Army would guarantee, shouldn't

they get it?

Timothy Harris is a contributing colum-

nist.

Letters

In defense of budget allotments
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It was with a great deal of outrage that

I read the statements of Alex Guest, Jenifer

Brower. and others concerning the SGA
budget act in Friday's issue of the Col-

legian. Since last November, the budget

committee has put in many long, arduous

hours working on each RSO's budget pro-

posal. In many cases, working on the actual

draft of the individual RSO budget pro

posals, all the way through the various

reviews and hearings to the final budget act

itself, the committee has given almost

every night of the last several months to the

compilation of this budget act. For someone

to come along and say that this budget act

is "grossly irresponsible" or that we are

"self-righteous individuals" (who) all of a

sudden say we're not going to give money
to these groups is in itself "grossly irrespon-

sible."

In fact, for Jenifer Brower in particular

who claims that we all of a sudden decided

on our actions, I have this to say: where

were you when we received the budget of

the LU? We scheduled a hearing with your

organization, received confirmation, and no

one even showed up. Further, as a group you

were not even able to produce the minimum

10 active members that every RSO must

hav^ to be recognized by the SGA. Whose

f;nui is "this?

For t(X) many j'^.ars now, people have seen

the money allocated to the various RSO's

from the Student Activities Trust Fund as

a right rather than a privilege that it is.

This year in particular, with the need be-

ing greater than ever and the amount of

allocable funds being less than ever, I

believe we did an admirable job of

distributing the SATF. We not only funded

a fourth lawyer and kept alive the bulk of

the various RSO's, but we are also taking

care of the deficit that the SGA has been

caring for for a few years now by making
responsible payments toward its final

repayment. If this budget act is given to the

administration by March 5 (the date agreed

upon), we will have the greatest opportuni-

ty of its acceptance, and the best chance of

retaining control of our student funds. Let's

cut out this petty bickering by a few

selected individuals and work toward the

good of the entire student body. If you have

problems with the proposed budget, it's still

not too late. Attend the public hearing from

6 to 8 p.m. tonight, or attend the ratifica-

tion meeting by the Student Senate
Wednesday night.

However, remember that it's easy to work
toward one's own priorities and a little more
difficult to work toward the common good.

Mark Johnson
A'sst. Budget Chairman
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HAPPY TRAILS...

Footpaths, ski-trails,

and plowed
walkways criss-cross

the campus in this

view Northeast from

the Tower Library.

^?1 WJOM'
Heaturing Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun
Entrees

Also Steaks,

Prime Rib,

Seafood
OIMECTIONS take 1 1t north to

SoiJth DooHMii. louth on rout*

»-10 1M mHM Rlt*<lo« Cbrtatian

Lao* % mH* from c*n'*r of town
Op«n:

; Mon-Sat 6-10pm Sun 1->
%i a

^».> .^* ^Kft^- ««i^«a^«*i^

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Photo b> Paul Fraiw

r'
<i£)U:J^ tf5viw<»^iC5* tfSvi»^<»-^3^ (??vi^(»^^3^tf5vSjwGi>-i^;5=& (S'SOJi£>^^^f^ tffCfe^

MONEY MOTIVATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and Have
the Confidence to Prove What it Takes,

Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expan-

ding a new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing

is the future successful road to sales in the 1980's,

and we are growing rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to

work around your schedule, and you can earn up to

$10.00 per hour while training. There are still 25

positions available. Salary plus Commissions plus

Bonuses. For an appointment. Call 7 AM-7 PM,

Dave 413-256-4101
> >Ai I

\

\

k FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

\ FREE TACO BAR
9

MON & TUES NIGHT

\ 9 — till it lasts

MARCH BEER OF THE MONTH
9 Heineken

f 57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst \
'S^ «C3^<»'""=!3i9 CJ!:^'<»'"^3iP OC^'<S>""'«!a4P CC^(»'""^ai9 «C:^C5""'^3i9 «C^(»"'':ii? CC'
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4 Main Street, Amherst 253-2523

Mon-Fri 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 9-3
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A\\ Specials for Baby'

s

"BONUS BOTTLE"

Jergens
Aloe & Lanolin

169
120Z BTL

$2 SO VALUE'

§

S

^ Bath

lOHNSONSiS^ so VALUE'!

Baby
'

o

Shampoo2"
JOHNSONS ($5 25 VALUE')

Baby --
Powder 1
JOHNSON'S (S3 00 VALUE')

MENNEN J^'^

Stick x^?'.
- EX—J

ANTI PERSPIRANT
FRESH OR
UNSCENTED

$2 75 EA VALUE

2*3
FOR i*

Tampax
Tampons

ST.-

n
SPt'LF

\±J

"DUAL PACK"

Style
SHAMPOO &
CONDITIONER

15 0Z

• GENTLE
CLEANING

• MOISTURING1

I

I

I

5TYLLJ
I

79
DUAL PK

$5 50 VALUE!

SLENDER ORIC REG SUPER
40-CT 40-CT 40CT

YOUR
CHOICE
$4 75 VALUE' z29

PK.

Almost Home
COOKIES

• CHOC CHIP
12-OZ

• FUDGE & VANILLA
CREME 13.5 OZ I 09

$159VALVALUE!
I

IOuanrtttes Ma / B> Linitpa Shop Early Not Responsible for Tvikmh .iptm .11 f rrors

SALE SALE SALE SALE
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jf

jf
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SHAPE UP NOW
FOR

SPRING BREAK!!

From now until March 13, our 20 workout

passcard is ON SALE. You pay only 90*^ per

workout, a total of ONLY $18.00 (regularly

$22.50). This passcard is good throughout the

spring semester.

OUR HYDRAFITNESS WORKOUT
BURNS MORE CALORIES

THAN NAUTILUS!

^THE BODYSHOP>^
FITNESS CENTERS

ON-CAMPUS!

Undergrads sign up at:

TOTMAN
M-F 7:30-9:00 am
11:00-1:00 pm
3:00-9:00 pm

Sat 12:00-3:00 pm

Grad/ Faculty

BOYDEN
M-F 7:00-9:00 am

12:00-1:00

3:00-7:00

4-

4-

Jf

If

Jf

If

4-

Jf

Jf

)f

4-

>f

>f
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ARTS I

Guarneri String Quartet
mesmerizes crowd
Pieces played flawlessly
By MIKE GERVASI
Collegian Correspondent

The Guarneri String Quartet reached a

rolling boil Friday night as it mesmerized
a sold out Bowker Auditorium; the inten

sity with which they played was surpass-

ed only by their control of it.

The quartet consists of violinists Arnold
Steinhardt and John Dalley, violist Michael

Tree, and cellist David Soyer and is on the

faculty of the Curtis Institute of Music as

well as that of the University of Maryland.
As a group, they have travelled the world

and have won many awards such as the first

ever New York City Seal of Recognition.

They have also won awards for their recor-

dings on the RCA Red Seal label, col-

laborating with Arthur Rubinstein and
Pinchas Zukerman among others. They
also each started their solo careers very

young, debuting with such groups as the

Los Angeles Philharmonic and the
Philadelphia Orchestra.

The ensemble began the show with

Mendelssohn's Quartet in E-flat Major, Op.

44, Na 3. They attacked the first movement
immediately with an energ>' and fire that

took me off-guard. I wasn't expecting the

frontal assault that they leveled so quick-

ly. They kept up this pace through the se-

cond movement, which called for equally

aggressive play. The third movement was
an adagio which was played with great

tenderness and perfect ballance. Every
slight change in one voice was felt by the

others almost before it happened. The piece

finished, as it had begun, with a movement
that demanded strength and conviction.

The whole piece was played as it was meant
to be.

The second piece was Serenade for String

Trio in D Major, Op. 8 by Ludwig Van. This

was quite in contrast to the first piece—not

as serious or intense. The piece is meant
to be played delicately, but m a straight for-

ward manner. The group played it jserfect-

ly; upon closing my eyes, I imagined a

gi-oup of eighteenth century musicians at

a garden party. The soft sounds bathed over

the audience, who seemed to let out a col-

lective sigh.

Their final piece was Dvorak's Quintet

for Piano and Strings in A Major, Op.

81—very characteristic of his work. For this,

Lydia Artyniw came out and played the

piano. Her credentials are impressive as

well. She debuted with the Philadelphia

Orchestra when she was eight years old.

She is also a world traveler and her debut

recording was Gramophone Magazine
Critic's Choice and Best of the Year disc

For this last piece, the group again ex-

hibited a powerful controlled intensity. The
first movement was played warmly with

quick changes in mood. There was great at-

tention to detail and balance, the piano and

strings complementing each other perfect-

ly. The second movement was again moody,

ending with a dark whisper that slowly ran

out of breath. The last two movements,

finishing the piece and the show, were

played like a gypsy dancer on hot coals.

Overall, the group put together a show

of technically difficult music which also

called for the communication of some deep

and varied emotions. The combination is

very demanding, but they pulled it off

fiawlessly. Now, if only the violist and

cellist would keep from wearing such bad

ties.

Guess Who's Coming
To Campus?

Representatives from Walt Disney World Co. will be on campus

Monday, March 3, 1986 recruiting for the summer & fall session of

Walt Disney World College Program. Restricted to Leisure Studies

students and Hotel /Restaurant and Travel Adminstration. These

students who are interested in co-op should contact the office of

Cooperative Education at 545-2224 for further information .

eWW Owwy PTTKtuckoni

isney Ulorld
Opportunity Employer

®

Lydia Artiniu is just one of the acclaimed artists who comprise the

Guarneri String Quartet.

Golden
Palomino

eatunng

.A/iTh
Anton Fier

Carla Bley

JackBruce
Mike Hampton
Jody Harris
HenryKaiser
BillLasweU
Arto Lindsay
Nicky Skopelitis

Chris Stamey

Syd Straw
RichardThompson
BemieWbrrell

ThurSy March 6 th

S.U.B. UMass

$10jCX) UMASS

$i2joo gen. public

Tickets on sale at F.A.C. Box Office,

Springfield Civic Cen+er and Holyoke,

Northampton, Greenfield & Pittsfield.

No cans, bottles or recording devices.

ALARM Tickets
still on sale at F.A.C. Box Office
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Laurie Anderson fills Orpheum

for a night of conceptual music

CONCERT
REVIEW

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

With the aid of her electronic violins, visual screen, in-

novative dance and unpredictible style, Laurie Anderson

entranced the packed Orpheum theater in Boston Friday

on the opening night of a six city mini-tour

The screen, one of her many influential props, constantly

geared the off-beat images it projected to her music. From

innocent sheep to a mvsterious dancing shirt (with no per-

son in it), the audience didn't know what to expect. Ander-

son herself made an appearance in one of the films,

repeating a dance routine she had just performed live.

However, the screen was only a piece of the show. Ander-

sons was backed keyboardist Dave Labolt and vocalists

Bennie Diggs and Phillip Ballou.

Labolt had his moment in the spotlight. His keyboard

solo involved a gimmick which fit in well with the con-

ceptual effects of the concert. The instrument turned out

to be his tie, which had appeared to be a perfectly ordinary

tie.

Special effects aside, Andersons humorous anecdotes

could stand alone. Her story about sex and sperm is just

one example: "They have no eyes, no ears, yet some ofthem

already know they'll be bald. If sperm were the size of a

salmon, it would be traveling at 500 miles an hour

Anderson's talent of verbalizing imagination is key to

her performance. "Yesterday I got a motero'cle, not for the

speed, but for the helmet." Who else would say such a

thing?

She started the two hour concert off with her own ver-

sion of Hansel and Gretel. This branched into some of her

older songs such as Sweaters, Kokoku, Closed Circuits and

even a stacatto version of Take Me Out To The Ballgame.

She also sang some new material from her upcoming

movie entitled Home ofthe Brave. During one of the songs.

Devil's gonna get ya, she danced through the audience

distributing AA batteries to the audience.

After a standing ovation, she returned to the stage to

perform Oh Superman as an encore. Then, to further elude

the sterotypes which mam concerts fall into, the unpredic-

table screen showed credits, although it didnt say whether

or not Anderson's white satin suit and red shoes were fur-

nished by Fortune 500.

One of the best parts was when Anderson picked up a

neon-lit rod, resembling the light.saber Luke Skywalker

had in Star Wars. If "The Force" has ever been with anyone

besides Luke, it was with Laurie Anderson Friday night.

One man show portrays King

Al Eaton starred in The Life and Times ofMar-

tin Luther King. Besides King, Eaton portrayed
other characters.

riy A.V. THOMPSON
Collegian Correspondent

With wonderful characters and astonishing energy, Al

Eaton provided a marvelous one man show in The Life and
Times of Martin Luther King.

Eaton hypnotized the audience with protrayals of a

range of characters that presented the different ideals of

the Civil Rights Movement of the 60's. Most importantly

he recreated some of the most famous speeches of King.

With a collage of Loretta King, newspaper headlines,

marchers and their banners as a backdrop, Eaton needed

only a desk, a chair and a podium as his props.

From Nathan, the college student from suburbia, to a

militant Black Panther member, Eaton changed roles with

the ease of taking off his glasses. One minute he was a

grandfather from Montgomery, Alabama narrating the

story of the Montgomery Bus Boycott, and the next he was

an Uncle Tbm character who scratched his head, shuffled

his feet and wanted to do nothing but, "Keep choppin'

Boss's tobacco like I s'posed to be doin'."

Eaton wooed the audience's participation to the point

of clapping at his own performances. Soon the audience

clapped, hummed, sang and finally gave Eaton a standing

ovation unaided. Their enthusiasm certainly made up for

any empty seats.

Eaton, a 29-year-old Bostonian, shifted the atmosph«'re

from one of laughter to speeches that held poignimt

messages. Eaton's own political views spilled out when

showing the transformation of the Black Panther member.

The character who said, "I want to kill me, burn me,

some honkies when the ilevolution comes," seekmg
violence in retribution for his pains, soon realised the need

for a central moral leader to look up to. He now saw Mar-

tin Luther King as his hero, "Armed not with guns Imt

with demands."
Eaton has a remarkable facial resemblence to King and

as he uttered the famous speeches people in the audience

whispered. "Amen. Amen" The mood, already set with

gospel music played before and during the performance,

erupted when Eaton sang a Cappella at the end of 'he

show. The audience swayed and hummed in time to the

music and only refrained from singing because they did

not know the words. A lady behind chanted, "Sing your

song."

The one man show was the climax of the celebration of

Black History Month. Eaton said, "The show was eight

weeks in New York and had great reviews in the New York

Times." It has also been on Boston channel WNEV Chan-

nel Seven.

Laurie Anderson performed two sold out

shows Friday night at at Boston's Orpheum
Theatre.

let usdoyOur
wash-dry- fold

and
hand pressing
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I Now An Additional Location |
1 adjacent to the I'MASS campus |

1 in the Amherst Creamery Building |

y n.m IK l» ri A r'Mim' Inpfnioi

10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7 DAYS 7AM 10 PM

5^9-1665

Quality
Laundry

11 Pray St

Amherst, MA

Ski/h a professional

secretarial service

" WORD PROCESSING, TRANSCRIPTION, |

i THESES AND DISSERTATIONS j
1 MANUSCRIPTS, .a specialty 1
1 s

I Monday - Friday f

j 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. |
I 1.50 Fearing Street, Amherst 3

1 Telephone: 549-2686
|

f4lll(NIIMIIIIIlllliMllill|llilllllll>lllimilililNllllll)illll1l<ll>)li)IUlli^>'lil))llll'>'*'l>li*'l'*li>'>'**''l'''^^

Paris 439
LONDON 349
HONGKONG 81

5

PmSTERDflm 41

8

CARACAS
from New York 293

BRUSSELS .2[98
lEurail Passes. Int'l Student ID.AYHMemberships^ll issued

1
on the spot!! •tfce cataloQ*

call our campus hotline!

253~7529Khen h>m 256-1261 or dropbv

79 So. Pleasant St,2nd floor. Amherst

Council Travel Servicesi
9S

$10.00
Professional Consultation
& Style Haircut ONI.)

uttk ShampooT Blovdry

IIX.M

Featuring:

Styl«« by Deborah

65 rni»er»ity Drive

4mlicr«t. 549-5610
expires March 14 r.*H»i

\
FOR RENT

2 bedroom apt, heat & hot water

short term lease

discounted rent to $450 due to

mid-season opening, on bus rte

South Amherst 256-8534

IDOVE
Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers

• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

wFjS^ii^ffa^^^

ECONOMICS
MAJORS:

Freshmen, Sophonnores, Juniors & Seniors

You Are Invited To Attend

an

ALUIVINI/AE CAREER NIGHT

TUES. MARCH 4

8:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 163

\.s a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a

Vlachi + F.VI8A, a vertical lake-off Harrier or one

i)four other jets or helicopters And you could do

it b\ the time you re 25 But it takes a special commit-

ment on your part. We demand

eaders at all levels. We teach

;ou to be one If you're a fresh-

an. sophomore, or junior ask
Gofarther,

£aster.

about our PlatiKin Leaders Class under}y~aduate

officer commissioning pntgrams If you re a sen or

check out our Officer Candidate (Ja-v. graduate \>n>-

grams Starting salaries are from Sr.fHM) to ^
$:.V()(K) .\ndyou "*'jfei
can count on going l/^rK^
farther faster Vj
He'rehokme^n fM^oodmen.

PIIIIIIBIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^^^^^^^^^^^^ IllllilllllliyilillilllllilW^^^
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllim^^^^

i

Graduates of the

Department will discuss and

answer questions about their

careers and yours!

Sponsored by the Alumni Association and

the University Placement Office

• «i«^«' f«Yi>w''TMi''^«'"'»«»''>i*tifr>tif»»<irriiti>r«frv»>'f»it<inr.

ONE-DAY SHOPPING EXCURSION
APRIL 12th & 19th

Isit back, relax and enjoy a comfortable bus ride to Fall I
Colony history. You will spend the day in Boston with ourj

ONE DAY TOUR OF BOSTON

Let University Travel & Tour take you on a day of Bayj

iRiver, because once you get there it is going to be a

I
SHOPPING FRENZY!

lYou will have a full day of shopping before returning

Ihome.

1 $24.90
fprice includes: roundtrip transportation, all touring, all taxes and tips.

local guide.
j

Stops include BOSTON COMMON, FANEUIL HALL
and other historical landmarks.

A terrific day full of history and adventure.

$24.90
Price includes: roundtrip transportation, all touring, all taxes and tips,

j

L»..«».»n«H.»u.«».».»"..""".".»."""""'"""""»"""'"™™^^^^

Are You Looking for Intelligent Life?
s

I Come travel with us to New York City

I Sat. March 29th or April 26th

Looking for Intelligent Life in the Universe

I starring Lily Tomlin

• I • • ..• • t • %. • '
, i . ... .

ITn UNIVERSITY TRAVEL
-r?"|n and TOURS INC.

U 1 »T» 225 Main St.

V -^ 1 Northampton, Mass.
\^-^ 584-9913

$69.95

Price includes:

roundtrip transportation

Tickets

dinner

Biwnii^^^^^
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\Norcester Munchv
and Snackbar Complex

Located in the Worcester Dining Commons
^^ Marcti I

!
Monday, March 3, 1986

GRAND
OPENING
Ribbon cutting
at 12 noon

1986\

\aLL /VEI/VLO^^

Specials

7^' Breakfast 7Am-iiam only

Coffee and a Donut 35(t

Luncii

Hamburger
Fries
CoKe
IceCream

HAM TO 3PM ONLY

99 <^

One Week Only 3/3/86 to 3/7/86

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

WIN A 10 SPEED BIKE
No Employee of Auxiliary Services or
Their family is eligible to win

ENTER COUPON AT
THE WORCESTER

SNACKBAR

Utjpbsit at Wur(.«;!>ter Siidckbdr

PRIZE GIVEAWAY
NAME
Addrttbk,

Phone

drjwviiu) lord) 10 ipeuil \nko
lu b»! hold un Mar 7 I'JiU.

drawing . on. 3-7~dS!iv?^. ^v \'*r^

v

Munchy 8- 9 ., Snackbar 7-4
V^^

Monday, March 3, 1986

DOONESBURY

COLLEGIAN 13

../iNP yOUHA)/B
A TOWN HALL
MBBTINO AT
NOON.

OH, PMR,
THAP560IN0
TDB5TI6HT.

IHA/dT03e
INCARMBL
BY -^30

GARR^' TRUDEAU

OH, I PROMISED THB
CARMBL^ 9rATBCmiRl'PCAM-
UJHAT PAIONFOKAMAyORAL
FOR.^ G^NPiam. ANBW'

\ COMER NAM5P CLINT

r\ > r—-^ eASTiWOP-

SOU'Rt CAMPAm- i»fT5HIS>

m FOR.am namb/shb

BASrUKXX?^ ^FRitNP
OpyouRS^

THE FAR SIDE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
BY GARY LARSON

Kdited b> I rude Michel JafTe

Single-cell sitcoms

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

A 3oiur sessioK) Of

... ftHfm ... UtouLb

xrz Ajor THfrr K,tJO

Vu/c, iutc."

&

SfKK. To rne 8otn>tT..

SottPtus

Of CooKl TM^T

CH»ijff€K OF A CfRTAlU
CHAUCfUcH. STAKteO

ALL Ov6/? 7M£ SZATe.

ACROSS
1 The sound o*

laughter

5 Impatience

to — monster
14 Climax

1

5

— head (poof

sport)

16 Caesar s

nemesis
17 BrooK
1

8

German mdus
trial city

1

9

Courageous act

?0 It s only a -

22 Ottice pool

?3 Levantine ketcn

^4 Floor or wall

covering

26 Certain missile

Abbr

29 Dolphin genus
31 Gnawir>g

creature

(5 Pretend

(7 Part ol TAE
'9 Partner ot

'oger

40 Earth goddess
41 Gertrude

42 Saint Philip

i1515S'j»

43 Name (or a

Norwegian
44 Afternoon

(unctions

45 Elan

46 Tuck m
48 Aqua -

50 Name m Mass
politics

b 1 Yesterday s

'oast today
SB Tc^s
i5 Greek mountain
b8 Once m —
63 Stan a steak
64 Dark

65 Part ol HOMES
66 features oi

57 DoKvn

67 Subfect lor

RoPe't Bums
68 Demolisn

69 Pilot s

command
70 Stuck in the

mul
• 1 North Sea

»i»edei

DOWN
1 Sympr^ori"

nstrument

2 Samoan
seaport

3 Assist

4 Parts ot

wheels

5 Crystalline salt

Var

6 Ally

7 Average
8 1 6fh cen

council site

9 Poetic time

10 Person with

talent

1

1

Parisian

thought

12 Sprats d«t
13 Concerning
21 Weather word
22 Road sign

25 Caspian Sea
country

26 Burn s sweet
river

27 - Street

Blues
28 Czech land

measures
30 — in the

dark

32 — Lkjyd of

tennis

33 Boldness
34 Essayed
36 Don t look this m

the mouth
38 Envision

LorKlon style

41 Fr holy women
45 Roof ad)unct

47 Vegas or

Palmas
49 Scheduled

52 Asian capital

54 Board or wheal

55 Under sail

56 Blue shade
57 Aesop creature

59 Make hazy

60 Coins o( ow
England

61 Seine feeder

62 No way
poetically

64 German city on
the Danube

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

3 3 M
' ' 3 1

1

i 1 I 1 1

1

It n iJ ij

ft IS It

IT II n

It r H"
^^^^^^H?] "1" ^^H
» r » ^Hn M ^Hl' J.' u M

» M I' a

1
N

M

1
11 1? 1

U u "
W «T m ^M
^^^^^^Ml jru,, M ^^^^^H
iS M S' " M •^ II 17

tl

1

M

1

l>

It IT M

H n »i

IVM* I.., \n|rk, I imr^ S<n4K 3;3M

HE FOU<5Hr
APOLLO CREEP

BLOOM COUNTY BEHKE BREATHED

Weather * * ^

Today: Cloudy, with highs in the low 40s.

Tonight: Clear and cold, lows in. the teens, st.

Tomorrow: Snow flurries, highs in the low 30s.

•X-

•X-

•if
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j BROUGHT TO YOU BY
i

I Night Editor John Yonce

I
Copy p:ditor Li.sa DiMeo

I
Photo Technician Rob Skelton

I
Production Supervisor Pfeter Soderberg

I
Production Laura Bell, Jen Coles, Maureen

I Dyer, Connie LeClerc, Petra Philipp, Kirk Pisani,
s-Iim Pndesky
riHiiiiiii ..ii:;.., ...JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIII.S
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Get into the swing

with the

Collegian!
eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop & Shop)

Rte. 9 • H8dl«v' Amherst

256-6889
• OPEN

6 AM - 3 AM
SUNTHURS__
• OPEN 24 HOURS,

rentAnreck

N«w i UMd Cars
TrM:k« A Vans AI*o Avalabl*

North Amherst
Reht-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Invites All UMass Women

for Open Rush
Tuesday 3/4, 5:00 - A Italian Feast

Wednesday 3/5, 5:00 - Alpha Chi Omega Bar-B-Q

Thursday 3/6, 7:30 - Dessert with the Alpha Chi's

and Bill Cosby

Alpha Chi Omega
38 Nutting Ave.

545-2152 (ask for Tracy)

Come see what
a Great Sorority

is all about!

^2S2S?52S2S2S252S2SZS2S252S2S2S2S25ZS2S2S2SZS2S2S2SZS2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S25^^

Looking for an opening
AP photo

Boston Celtics' forward Kevin McHale looks for space between
Detroit's Earl Cureton (23) and Kelly Tripucka (7). The Celtics easily

rolled over the Pistons, 129-109.

NAME:

TITLE:

EXPERIENCE

DATE & TIME

PLACE:

ADMISSION:

THE

distinguished

Visitors program

PRESENTS

ARTHUR PELL
GETTING THAT

GREAT JOB -

HOW TO EVEN

THE ODDS
Trained Professional

Interviewers for such

businesses as IBM and

A.T. & T. on how to

interview. Now he tells

students how to prepare

for thenn.

TUES., MARCH 4 8:00 PM
STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM, UMASS

FREE

L r,Jn f X

—

SUIM* /

^^

mil "?»«uuij\ ^ ^fif

Subs served with Onions • Lettuce • Tomatoes •

Pickles • Treen Peppers and Black Olives • Spices

(Kxtra Cheese or Mushrooms 20* l.xtr»i)

PRICES

Half Whole

2.99

2.59

2.29

2.29

1.99

2.19

2.59

2.39

2.29

2.29

3.09

2.29

4.29

3.69

3.19

3.19

2.39

3.09

3.79

3.39

4.69

3.39

4.89

3.19

Sub Roll or

Special

Super
Italian

Combo
Bologna
Genoa
Roast Beef

Turkey

Ham
Ham & Genoa
Crab

Chicken Salad
Extra Cheese 20*

Extra Mushrooms 20*

Syrian Bread

2.09 2.99

1.99 2.79

2.29 3.19

2.59 3.59

1.49 1.79

1.79 2.39

2.29 3.19

2.29 3.19

2.19 3.49

2.39 3.69

2.39 3.69

2.19 3.49

2.24 3.59

Chili

Clip and Save

Tuna
Chili Dog
Meatball

Meatball &-

Vegetarian

Cheese
Pepperoni

Pastromi

Steak

Steak

Steak

Steak

Steak

Cheese
Mushroom
Onion
Peppers

Soda in cans 65*

coupon

Special of the Week
order whole

Breast of Turkey Sub
>N> $2.99

Expires 3 / 9/86 ^aye4p/^
Open 11:00 am - 2:00 am Seven Days A Week

33 East Pleasant Street, Amherst
Prices are subject to 5% Massachusetts Meal Tax

Now you can have your favorite subs delivered just call

ui.
549-5160

HZ
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Spring training notebook

Quinonez hurts shoulder
WINTER HAVEN, Fla.

(AP>—Rookie shortstop Rey
Quinonez suffered a bruised

right shoulder when hit by

a batted ball yesterday,

becoming the first casualty

in the Boston Red Sox's

training camp.

Trainer Charlie Moss ap-

plied ice packs to Quinonez's

shoulder and said the young
prospect probably will not

miss any time.

"Quinonez was out in

short center-field and wasn't

looking," Manager John
McNamara said. "It was a
freak thing because the

young man is a very smooth
fielder."

McNamara divided the

training roster for the se-

cond full-squad workout as

chilling northerly winds
subsided and a warm sun
.sent the temperature into

the 50s. One-half of the
team worked on the main
diamond at Chain O'Lakes
Park, the other on a field

across the street in the

minor league complex.
McNamara announced

that veteran left-hander

Bruce Hurst will start in

Boston's exhibition opener
against the Detroit Tigers
next Friday in Lakeland.
Right-hander Al Nipper will

start against the Tigers in a
return meeting Saturday in

Winter Haven.
General Manager Lou

Gorman reported that
rookie outfielder Dana

Williams had- agreed to a
one-year contract. That left

rookie outfielder Mike
Greenwell as the Red Sox's

only unsigned player.

Greenwell is in camp and
working out.

In other Sox news,
southpaw Joe Sambito, once
a Hame-throwing relief ace,

is hopeful for a reunion with
long lost relatives in a com-
eback bid with the Boston
Red Sox.

Sambito figures he can
help the Red Sox in two
ways: on the field and at the

gate. But first he has to pro-

ve he can still pitch in the

major leagues.

"If I can win a job, I know
I'll be able to help the club

win some ball games," he

said during a break in train-

ing camp.

"And if I do that, I'll see

cousins and other relatives

I haven't seen in years."

Sambito is a native of

Brooklyn. However, he ex-

plained, his father grew up
in Massachusetts and he
now has relatives in

"Waltham. Bedford,
Leominster. Fitchburg, Ayer
and Humarock (a section of

Plymouth), and maybe a few

other towns I don't recall im-

mediately."

"I told Sully (Red Sox co

owner Haywood Sullivan)

that if I make the team, the

Red Sox's home attendance

might increase by 500,000,"

he added with a smile.

'W OCLSfZCtuClll rnntinued from page 16

Because the teams split during the regular season, a
coin flip was needed to determine the seventh seed and
the winner of the quarterfinal berth. The Minutewomen
won and avoided a Wednesday game against last-place

Duquesne for the right to face undefeated Rutgers on
Thursday.

The entire tourney will take place at West Virginia
starting with the Duquesne-George Washington game
on Wednesday at 3 p.m.

Thursday's quarterfinal action will see St. Joseph's
(third at 12 4) face sixth place Rhode Island (5-11) at 1

p.m.

UMass will play Penn State (second place at 12-4 and
20-7 overall) at 3 p.m. Ho.st West Virginia (fourth at 8-8)

will then play fifth-place Tbmple (8 8) at 6:30 with eighth-
ranked Rutgers (16-0 and 25-2 1 taking on the GW
Duquesne survivor at 8:30.

UMass had mixed success against Penn State this
season. The Minutewomen were stomped by the Lady
Lions at Penn State, but lost by only three at home on
January 4.

Penn State, ranked 16th in the nation, is led by 6-2

junior foward Vicki Link and her 16 pointsper-game She
also hauls down close to 10 rebound.s-per-game.
Sophomore point guard Suzie McConnell, a 5 3 dynamo,
averages a league-leading 10.24 assists-per-game while
contributing 12 ppg.

. has
^

EDWIN JEANS
Save 10% with

this ad - good thru Feb. 7

13 N. Pleasant St. Amherst, MA

flats, flats, flats, flats, flats

V
We've
Got
The
Colors ...

You've
Got
The

Choice!

SIIOC
M2

187 n pleasant St amherstj OPEN
SUNDAYS

Look What WICKLES Has For You!!!

Thesis Special

7(U Copies
Acid Free Paper

Wkldes
Fineftinf

-I

I

Resume Package
50 print sheets
50 plain sheets

50 matching envelopes

$13.50 I

1 Boltwood Walk
Amherst
256-01 48

then vou'll be think- I

ing ahciut Wedding
Stationer); Let ^,

Wickles Fine Print

show vou their

exciting collection'

Our beautiful line of

contemporary'

uedJi'i; sfaf/onen

will provide vou with

a uide selection

of styles in

ei<er\,' price ^J
range Stop and \l>-

see us for ^>^¥%'^
your complete paper trousseau

Invitations • Announcements
/Vapk/rts • Matches

Accessories

|_AMHE_RST_STOR£ ONLY - WI_TH_THIS CqUPON_|

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 9 AM - 1 PM

26%off
your entire

WEDDING ORDER
Invitations • Announcements

\ Matches • Napkins • Accessories
«

Hundreds to Choose From!

AMHERST STORE ONLY
WITH THIS COUPON

EXPIRES JUNE 1 1986

One coupon per order Cannot be combined with other coupons

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 845. 2 30 Fri • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

Pre-Veterin«rv Club meeting puts'
!>|'euker: Dr. Ri)l)l on emlirvo manipulation
irtige 202 t) pm everyone welcomeiige z\rd t) pm every

Paul Newman narrates a
Kssential Step". March 4

film "First

at KrOO at

(irayson TV Lounge. Orchard Hill

Student Health Advisorv Board meelinR
March 4, l!t8t; ri:30 I'M I'HS rm :«I2 (>(>en

tf> all be there

BRITTANY MANOR

Immediate Opening '*" Inniroom aparts.

Heat and hot water .short term leases Act

Now 2.% H535

•CASH"

Paying cash for vour iwHehall cards

Please call Mike .^4t'-t^li).S

Junior with (iPA or 3.2 or above: pick up
an info sheet for Morlar Board in I«'an of

Students Office 227 Whitmore if you
haven't received one in the mail deaiiline

is March 10. 1986

ADVERTISING INTERNS

ENTERTAINMENT

Loral Ad Agency needs Tuesday and
Thursday interns call .^Sfi^lS.S need
organization, enthusiasm, car

AUTO FOR SALE

71 Buick Skylark runs great $500 call

Debbie .549-4155

1975 AudTPox: rebuilt engine; new tires,

battery, exhaust; $500. BO call 25.'^ 7454

i976Capri f^nod condition runs great new
tire.^ brakes clutch 70() dollars or best offer

call 256 0820

VW Rabbit 1980 (food condition $1800

549- 1473 between 4-9 PM

1977 Pinto 70,00iirmiles, AT, new ex-

haust, front end, carh and more. Clean,

dependable machine with two fender

denUs, tinv riist $600 or BO call Brian at

665 4148"

The Cheap Jock cool [>arty sounds at an

affordable price. Call .546 9061

MOBH-E MIiSIC INC Disks spun to your

taste call Chris 2.56-684.")

....... •^THE~Brc. CHILL
THE BI(! CHILL

• this Friday, March 7
••'*•

in Eneineerinc East Aud.
••••'

••••
at 6. 8, 10, 12 I'M $2.00

"••

Rack-A-Di!ic"^ntertainment Disc-

jcx^keys, light shows, large .screen vi<leo

shows, call ,549-7144 24 hrs

Dynastar Skiis wuh lundings and lumts in

great condition $175.00 call I'eter

2.561203

(•uitar Eleclra electric six-string excellent

conditir)n 2'Hi with hardshell case contact
Andrew 6 6489

Hazeltine 2000 Mesal terminal with riiMi

baud modem $400 nr BO Roberto
413 782 .'$340 after 9 pm

2 round trip tickets to Florida for sale

price negotiable call 549 4462

33mm Super Pentax Camera with ca«e
and AF280T flash, very sparingly used,

nine months old, $300 negotiable. Call

Ram at ,549 4416 or 545-4675

35 watt Technics Receiver, two 75 watt
Altec sf)eakers 1.50.00 2.53 %12 beautiful

sheepskin coat purcha.sed in New Zealand
for man or woman men's size .38 new
$100.00 2.53-9612

80 Citation (Chevy) excellent condn 4

door H/B. air conditioner, FM/AM, new all

sea.son tires, muffler, brakes, $18(MI or

BO, available Mar 20, .5490083

INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar Lessonit Ex()enenced and
patient teacher Rock/Pop/Folk/BLues
Reading Iniprov. Theory Comp $12/hr

Doug 549 4786

JOANIE MacDONALD

ConrratulatinnK Sigma Kappa's new spr
ing pledge class have fun, get psyche<l love
your sisters

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

ProfesHional word prore«sin|;/typinK.

One Ipu^ line 665:t661

Ligfht moving with Tovota Truck call

.549^649

Happy Birthday! Happy Birthday! Happy
Birthday! in friendship - Laura

LOST

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on-
canmus. de[)endable, low rates, ex(>erienc

ed. Nancy .584 7924

RTaTINFORMATION SESSIONS
'"

SPRING BREAK PARTY

Come with Luv Tours 4to sunny and ex
citing Fort lauderdale or Daytona Best
hotels on and off the strip. Transportation
availalile Best prices going' Call Mark
549 6173 Ken .549 1749 John ,549 6403

Maroon Plaid Scarf at

2/21. I'lea.se return!
,549-5141

231

No
Puffton Fri

questions!

PERSONALS

FOUND
FOR RENT

Want your own bedroom in a 2 bedroom
Puffton? SUrting April 1 come by 85 Puff-

ton or leave message at 2,56-8860

1 room at Townehouie apis for female
for fall 549-6628

Found wool acarf in Student Union call

C.reg .586 1 732 after 5:0fl

FUNK BAND

78 Mustang Hatchback low mile, new
tires 2400 or BO .323 7412 after 3:30

is it true you can buy jeeps for $44

through the' I'.S. (rtivernmenf ("ret the

facts t-iday:" Call 1-312-742 1142 ext

.5931 A

Dodge Aspen 7rcu8tom classic AM'FM
stereo rust profifed new tires, brakes, bat

terv snow tires $I.5(H) 2.56 6809 leave msg

Amherst rooms available immediately
also summer sublet/fall option r<K)ms Roy
256-0226, eves 549 6746

feac tape Deciis -""l with Dolby 1<&T^
and another with DBX! Asking $100, and
$1.50 or liest offer Also men's large blue
Schwinn with lock, air pump - needs new
rear tire $100 nr BO Alan 2.56-6849

New funk group is looking for a talented
female lead vcnalist some exf)enence
preferred but not necessary. Also neetied
are a keyboardist and a guitarist. In
terested'' (lall (ieorge al 549-5436 or John
al .546-8081 or Scott at 546-5144

To Students of: AnSci. Pysch, Zch> In-

terested in participating in a debate con-

cerning animal rignts on WMl'A'' Debate
scheduled for March 6. Interested? Con-
Uct Brian .549-.'1667 by March 2

BANDSWaNTED -"SWAt^isTooking for

bands interested in playing the Southwest
Pyramids during .Southwest Week (Apr
28th May 4th) Applications available in

the SWAG office in Hampden. Application
deadline April 4th 50960

Kids - Thanks for the tapes Your next
a.ssignment is to protect me from terrorist

attacks.

Tonight and every ni||^t this week there
will be R A. Information sessions around
campus. Tonight's will l* in the Ix-ach

Family R<x)m in Northeast at 7:30;

Thoreau (!la.ssroom in Southwest al 7:30;

Brett Main Lounge in Central at 8:00.

Watch for the one nearest you! You must
Attend an Information Session in order to

apply!

1100 REWARD

Attention: Brandywine Seniors we would
like to take over your lease for the end of

May. Please call .^49 7,5.33 or .549-3751

REWARD $200 ~~~

TRAVEL

Spring Break - Florida bus and hotel trip
for sale $2(K) includes everything

665 41K7

WANTED

l/ooking to take over leaac of
liedroom
Townehouse call 546 980;

hou.se, Brandywine Aijt

'or .546-9802

a 4
or

ROOMMATE WAOTED

HELP WANTED

J0.4N BAEZ • Boston Concert, siiring

break; 2 best seat tickets, center imni:
c;ish onK :

.'149 4670

Aides - Beacon Detoxification Center
lim'led duty [xisitions available All three
shifts. Excellent (V)si(inn for students. Ap
lilv Beacon D«'tox. 59 Sanderson St,
(.reenfie'd. MA 01,301 EOE

FOR SALE
TELEMARKETERS WANTED
510$ hour flexible hours downtown Nor
thampton r'aH Mr Kitchen 586-74;«)

Happy 29th Dennis. Will you be there for

my 1 9th? For your first million? No matter
what. Jill

D-man, Chicago and Candyland love you!

SENIOR PORTRA ITS have been extend^

ed. March 3 through March 7 To schedule

an apiKiintment. call .545 2874 or stop by

178CC

Leeaa B. How's your line hat>e''! Happy 21

I miss you and wish I could be with you to

celebrate Love alwajs. David

Donna Cohen I Jove you! EC

Single room in 4 bedroom house with bus
stop in vard $ia5/month including heat
call 548-9145 anytime available im
mediately

One male nonsmoking for 2 bedroom
townhouse apt for m\ semester Jay
.5469809

Dynamic Entrepreneurs needed to help
introduce new markvting program
586-8091

Subjects needed - Students who lost a
parent will you and your family help a
t!Mass grad student in a research study
about how families adjust to the death of a
parent'' I will travel if your family doesip't

live here Plea.se call Claudia collect

203-563 9577 after 9 pm, or sign up in the
exf)eriment booth, 4tn floor Tobin Hall

Answer Book for College Mathematics
for Management life and Sixial science
Third Edition call 6 1146 or 6-1151 leave
your name and number

"wanted TO RENT
"

Room avail immed in Brit Manor $170'
(XT month heal & h«{ water inc call

anytime 2.5607H3 Tom

SERVICES

Looking for Brandywine Apt - will

sublet the summer, and take over lea.se in

the fall please call Beth, Linda, or
Dianne at .545 0046

Will pay $100 to take over lea.se in Ml
Pleasant Apts for fall semester Call Dam
.'>46 9222 or Susan 546 9225

Brandywine/townhouse lease for M-8f
Plea.se call anytime except during 'Quin-
(•v" Hanrlv 'iii;.7K9.'i or lohn l^,lS r,;SM

For sale DP rowing machine 300 ex
cellent condition $100 or BO call 665 3757
after »:00 pm

Airline Hiring Boom! $14 $.39,000'
Stewardesses. Reservalionisls' Call for

(iuide. Cassette, Newsservice (1'16)

944 4444 X I'Alfil/
'^

'

•> .* TV.A 4;% V " .. *

MJA - is it a crime? 3 yrs will it be 4 miz-

pahs and ma.ssages sure do go well

together' I'm nol tne same w/oiil you love,

need, lust, got to have' ILY JBW

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac

curate Call anytime 665 7652

COINS VtVl 1 23^tutoring $5 (lo per hou

r

former grader, consultant Alen 2.i6 1239

WE NEED L.A.

Two round trip tickets to L.A
calHVtcoT- Hob 6 8082

di-d

i^*VAV«V«r*'*V4V4'r4V»V4'«*4'k*4V***v***^; .**'• *
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SPORTS
UMass 2nd in New England
Donovan breaks three records for UMass
By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

SPRINGFIELD—The University of Massachusetts could

not make up a a big Williams College lead on the final

day of the New England Intercollegiate championship
swim meet yesterday at Springfield College records.

During the last day of the meet, UMass placed first in

two events and second in another as Donovan broke his

own New England record in the 100 freestyle with a time
of 45.30 for first place. He also broke records in the 500
and 200 freestyle on Friday and Saturday respectively.

Williams' 842 points easily pushed them into first. The
Minutemen had 722 for second, Tufls University had 645
for third place while defending champion Southern Con-

necticut State University was fourth with 636. UMass was
the top Division I school ii\^the meet.

Junior John Turner, who has battled shoulder and back
injuries all season, came through with a 1:56.74 in the

200 backstroke, also good enough for a first place for the

Sutton and
Brown win
conference
honors
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts sophomore
guard Lorenzo Sutton and freshman foward

David Brown were honored by the Atlan-

tic 10 media Friday, being named to the all-

conference and all-rookie teams
respectively.

Sutton, the 6-2 oflf-guard that led UMass
with 18.4 points-per-game this season, was
named second team all-conference.

Brown, a fine rookie that scored 9.2 ppg
and grabbed 5.5 rebounds per game, was
named to the all-rookie team, the fifth

UMass player to be named to that team
over the past six seasons.

The Atlantic 10 player of the year was St.

Joseph's swingman Maurice Martin. Hawk
coach Jim Boyle was the A-lO's coach of the

year
Joining Martin on the first team were

West Virginia guard Dale Blaney, Du-
quesne guard Rick Suder, St. Bonaventure
foward Barry Mungar and St. Joseph's

center Rodney Blake. Outside of Blake, a

sophomore, all are seniors.

The second team consisted of Sutton,

Temple guard Ed Coe, West Virginia guard
Holman Harley, Tfemple center Tim Perry

and Duquesne foward Dwayne Rawls.

The freshman of the year award was split

by Rhode Island's John Evans and West
Virginia's Darryl Prue. However, Brown
scored more points-p)er-game then Prue and
started more game as well as scored more
points then Evans.

In the league playoffs at the
Meadowlands over the weekend, West
Virginia and St. Joseph's advanced to the

finals, scheduled for 9 p.m. Monday night

(televised on ESPN).
On Saturday night, West Virginia got 18

points from Blaney to defeat Tfemple, 61-56

and advance to the finals. The Owls, at 244
overall, now join the host of teams on the

borderline of making the NCAA tourna-

ment. Those bids will be released this com-

ing weekend.
St. Joseph's, at 23-5, was supposed to have

little trouble with 14-14 Duquesne, but it

took a controversial foul shot by Wayne
Williams with no time left on the clock to

eliminate the Dukes, 60-59.

St. Joe's lost to West Virginia twice this

season, 66-62 at home and 81-72 at WVU.
The winning team will receive an
automatic bid into the NCAA's with West
Virginia, at 22-9, needing the victory more
then the Hawks to insure their place in the

tourney.

A-10 Notebook: Rhode Island, with their

first-round loss on Thursday night at home
against Benn State, became the first of 287

NCAA Division I teams to have their

season ended. . .UMass became the second,

losing to Rutgers about 15 minutes later

Minutemen. UMass junior Mike Hoover's 2:12.72 placed

him second in New England in the 200 breaststroke.

In the l,650yard freestyle, UMass junior Rick Bishop

took fourth with a 16:45.22 while sophomore Jim Flan-

nery was fifth, clocking a 16:51.83.

Williams, which has a wealth d" experience in champion-

ship meets and has done well in past years, winning seven

of the last eight NE meets, won the meet with their depth.

Ephmen swimmer William Couch was named most

valuable player of the meet.

In action on Friday night, Donovan set the New England

record in the 500 freestyle, easily winning with a 4:28.50.

He led Springfield College's Larry Jordan by a length after

50 yards and eventually won by three lengths over Rich

Enders of Southern Connecticut who was a distant second

at 4:39.31.

The 200 individual medley went to Jordan with a

1:54.53. The 50 freestyle went to Jim Wong of Tufts with

a 21.50, however Donovan, the best sprinter in New
England, didn't enter the event in favor of others.

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Senior forward Barbara Hebel fleft, with ball) and the UMass
women's hoop team open the Atlantic 10 tourney on Thursday.

Basketball notebook

Women win flip, face Lions
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team extended their

regular winning season winning streak to

three, two games and one coin flip.

The Minutewomen, by virtue of a coin

flip held yesterday afternoon, finished in

seventh place in the Atlantic 10 con-

ference and will open the post-season

league tournament on Thursday after-

noon in the quarterfinals instead of

Wednesday afternoon in the first round.

UMass and George Washington both

finished at 4-12 in the league after GW
lost to nationally-ranked Penn State on

Sa*^urday in College Park.

lorJinued on page 15

The one-meter diving was won by Chris Keefe of

Southern Connecticut with a 482.05. The 400 medley relay

went to Southern Connecticut as well, in 3:34.64. After

Friday, Williams was ahead with 217 points to UMass'

185. The second day saw a host of events go off with

Donovan breaking another record for the Minutemen.

The senior freestyler set the New England mark in the

200 freestyle, blazing to a 1:38.78. Enders was in second

again, turning in a 1:42.56. In the 400 individual medley,

Williams went 1-2, hurting UMass.
Other results: The 100 breaststroke saw UMass' Mike

Hoover take third with a 1:00.66. The 800 freestyle relay

had the Minutemen in fifth place with a 7:09.89 while

senior Marc Surette was sixth in the 100 backstroke with

a 56.29.

After Saturday, Williams opened their lead, having a

93-point advantage over UMass at 545-452. Southern Con-

necticut was third with 407 while Tufts awaited the final

day with 390 points.

Editors Note: Due to the lateness of the meet last night,

all of UMass' results could not be reported. For a complete

report on the meet, see tomorrow's Collegian sports section.

Gymnasts
victorious
in weekend
road meets
By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

and women's gymnastics teams returned
from their respective road trips yesterday

with the men splitting their dual meet at

Army, and the women ousting Rutgers in

New Jersey.

In the men's meet against Army and
Lowell at West Fteint, the Cadets dominated
the meet and won it with a score of 261.20,

beating the UMass score of 247.35. Lowell

was a weak third, tallying a 167.75.

The Minutemen (8-6) were at the

unyielding hands of an extremely potent

Cadet team that took five out of the six

events, finishing in the first three slots in

all five events they won. Only on the vault

did UMass take a first place when captain

Eric Ciccone scored a 9.15 to win the event,

with fellow Minuteman Phil Gorgone tak

ing second with a 9.10.

The all-around competition was won by

Army's Jeff Baum with a total of 52.75

followed by Cadet January Robinson with

a 51.50. Minuteman Roberto Weil took tht

third position with a consistant 50.60.

The Minutemen will now begin training

Tor the Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastic
League Champoinships held at West Poin'

next weekend.

The Minutewomen continued their stronj

late-season surge this weekend, pouncini

on Rutgers by a score of 165.85-148.70.

UMass (4-6) dominated the meet fron

start to finish, winning all four events

Although the women had another poor el

fort on the beam, they more than made u]

for it with a strong finish on the floor exei

cise. That event was highlighted by tri

Captain Chris Cloutier's high score of 9.C

finishing her set with a perfect double bach

flip half twist reverse tuck, one of the mor
difficult maneuvers on the floor

Three poor efforts on the beam in the pas

three meets by the women is beginning t

annoy UMass coach Chuck Schiebler "W
had a good chance to add to our total whicl

would help us in our placement for the toui

nament, but the beam once again hindere<

our final tally."

The tournament in which Schiebler i

talking about is the East Coast Athleti'

Conference Championships held at Nev
Hampshire on March 15th. Each team's

final score for each event during the seasor
are added up and the teams are placed ir

seeded positions. The Minutewomen an
currently seeded in third place behind
University of New Hampshire and Yale.

The Minutewomen will take on UNH this

weekend at Boyden.
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'87 BUDGET
WAITS FOR APPROVAL

Congratulations

by Tracey Bryant

Numnfio Staff

This Wednesday the UMass Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate will vote on the proposed budget for

fiscal year 1987 (FY '87) for Registered Student

Organization IPSO) funding, released on Feb. 26 by

the budget hearing committee.

Aside from SGA offices and agencies, there was
$84,243.73 for RSO allocations. Most organizations

received cuts in funding. Many small, special interest

groups whose funding had generally been under a

thousand dollars received no funding. Exceptions to

this was the African Students Association (ASA),

which received $1,732.00 last year, the Chamber
Choir, which received $1,081 .00 last year, and DRUM
magazine, which received $16, 389.00 for FY '86. all of

which received no funding for FY '87.

The Chamber Choir applied for funding late and did

not follow up by filing a late funding application form,

said Rosner. "The African Students Association was a

real problem," he continued. The ASA had received

funding last year, but now over half of their members

are graduate students. After discussion with Sher-

wood Thompson, of the Office of Third World Affairs

(OTWA), and investigation into their RSO status, the

possibility of other funding, and the legality of the

Undergraduate Senate funding it, the hearing com-

mittee decided that ASA ought to be funded by the

Graduate Student Senate; since "the majority of their

members are graduate students," said Rosner. He felt

that ASA would have no problem getting funding

from the Graduate Student Senate.

Rosner said that the committee learned this year

that DRUM magazine was a class, and they had been

turning away other groups requesting funding for

years because they were associated with a depart-

ment or were a class. Also, DRUM did not go to their

budget hearing and Bob Genoa, Business Manager of

the Student Activities Office (SAO) had allowed the

yearly magazine to carry their '85 monies over into

their '86 budget. According to Rosner, since the 1984

edition of DRUM was their last to be printed as of yet,

that leaves them enough money to print for two more
years.

Director of DRUM magazine. Professor Nelson

Stevens could not be reached for comment, but some
of his colleagues say that he, along with many RSO
groups will be making their dissatisfaction known and
hopefully getting redress this week -before, during

and if necessary, after Wednesday's senate meeting.

Fourteen RSO's received increases, along with four

groups that received funding for the first time. Among
the fourteen was the Black Mass Communications
Project (BMCP), with a .07 per cent increase, the

Asian American Students Association, with a .004 per

cent increase, and OTWA, with an increase of .04 per

cent. WMUA radio station. Spectrum magazine, the

Off-Campus Housing Office, the Boltwood Project

and SCERA, along with some of the SGA functional

organizations also received increases.

The Armenian Club, Abilities Unlimited, a handicap-

ped students organization, the Lesbian Bisexual

Counselling Collective, a phone line for students who
may be having problems with their sexuality, and the

UMass Amateur Radio, were the four receiving fun-

ding for the first time.

Rosner said that the budget hearing committee's

criteria for priority funding revolved around several

concerns. They wanted to fund those who they felt

had no alternative sources of funding and then those

who would have the most difficult time getting out-

side funding. He said that groups expanding the

University community's cultural awareness and

knowledge were given high priority, particularly in

proportion to how much cultural programming they

did, i.e., speakers, plays, cultural events. The commit-

tee also wanted to see that new groups had their

operating expenses covered.

Rosner called OTWA "the nerve center for the

Third World community" and said that the radio sta-

tions directly affect all students. He said that there is a

large handicapped population on campus and that the

Continued on page 2

Author, James Baldwin, currently residing in the Five-

College area flew to France this weekend to receive

that country's prestigious Legion of Honor Award.

WE LOVE YOU TOO.

Appeal Stays Sentence: It's Not Over Yet
by Tracey Bryant
Nummo Staff

Speaker of the UMass senate, John R. Ruddock,

was sentenced on Wednesday, Feb. 26, after a guilty

verdict of a "wanton destruction of personal property

exceeding $100" charge at a student protest last fall

against University stock investment in South Africa.

According to Ruddock, he was acting as a neutral

observer.

The court fined Ruddock a total of $65, which was

appealed on Friday staying the sentence for a year.

Ruddock's legal defense is optimistic about winning

the appeal. They feel there are substantial issues in the

case meriting a change in verdict.

UMass police officer, Dennis Bromery, son of the

former UMass Chancellor Randolph Bromery, filed a

felony charge against Ruddock for "malicious

destruction of personal property." Judge Irving

Goldblatt ruled insufficient evidence on the felony

charge, which was then reduced to "wanton destruc-

tion of personal property exceeding $100" - a misde-

meanor.

Bromery, who was not present during the incident,

alleged over $270 worth of damage to his car, while

Ruddock maintains that he did no damage to the car.

The three UMass police officers who testified against

Ruddock were also defendents in the Yvette Henry

law suit. Ruddock's prosecution also had a mechanic

testify giving a cost estimate of damages for the alleg-

ed dents and scratch.

Former UMass student, Lynn Rooney, witnessed

the incident and testified for Ruddock. UMass ac-

tivities coordinator, Delphine Quarles, of the Student

Activities Office, Rick Townes, a UMass Collegiate

Committee for the Education of Black and Minority

Students (CCEBMS) advisor, and Danni Burgess,

president of the UMass Undergraduate Student

Government Association (SGA), testified as character

witnesses for Ruddock during the Feb. 10 trial.

Ruddock said that he went to the protest to see that

"students' rights were protected - by letting the

University and police know that they would be helcf

accountable for violations of students' rights, and also

to inform students specifically of what their rights

were under the circumstances." According to Rud-

dock, there had been reports of police misconduct in

the past.

Thirty-three students weere arrested, handcuffed

and placed in a bus. Ruddock alleges that as the bus

started to leave, he noticed a gasoline leak - "gushing

at times," he said. He ran to inform the director of

public safety, Gerald O'Neil, but could not get around

all the cars in lot, says Ruddock. He then placed his

hand on the lower right hood section of a car and

vaulted over it to the other side of the pavement.

Ruddock continued, "I told the director of public safe-

ty, the bus was brought back and the students were
unloaded."

It was a week later after 7:00 p.m. while convening

a UMass senate meeting, that Ruddock was called off

the podium by police and arrested.

Ruddock says that he has a lot of questions concer-

ning the incident and the trial. He asked, "Would peo-

ple consider a trial racist in which everyone who
testified against me was white, except the man who
filed charges - Bromery? And in which the only peoole

Continued on oage 4
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Stop Hiding Yourself

: Be Proud
Editorial

by Giselle Andrade
Nummo Staff

What does it mean to be Black? Unfortunately for

many Blacks, they don't know the answer. They

believe that being Black is merely a matter of skin col-

or. I once believed that every person knew that all

Black people originate from Africa, but I was wrong.

I have, to my dismay, much too often, began talk-

ing and then arguing with a Black person who
vigorously asserted that they are not Black, with the

logic, "My roots trace back to the West Indies," or

"My family were never slaves," or "My family doesn't

originate from Africa."

As I shake my head wondering why I attempt to

combat such ignorance, I continue nonetheless. I

argue that the world is divided into three categories:

Mongoloid, Caucasian, and Negroid (Black). Some of

our own race believe that Blacks were always in the

West Indies or Europe, or various other regions of the

world. They refuse to accept the fact that at one time

or another they were brought there and the majority of

them were slaves.

One should not be ashamed to say, "Yes I am
Black, and my ancestors were slaves." One should be

proud; proud because you are not a slave - because

your ancestors fought hard so that their children

would taste freedom; proud because you are living as

a real human being - finally holding all the rights you

were entitled to at birth, but not given; proud because

you are living the dream of your ancestors and can

hold vour head high.

Denying your heritage also means denying your

race. Instead of working together and excelling,

wasted time and enery is spent disassociating oneself

from one's own kind. It is because so much negative

stereotyping has been imposed on Blacks that some
are ashamed to be Black.

Much to white surprise, not evey Black person is a

watermelon-dripping, rowdy, ignorant, uneducated

Uncle Tom. Black people come in all shapes, sizes,

features and colors: everything from amber and cin-

namon to charcoal and coffee brown. Every Black per-

son does not have short, coarse hair. We have

everything from long fine hair to short fine hair, to

Amherst's Own
African Pottery

by Donette Wilson
Nummo Staff

During the month of February, Wheeler Art Gallery

exhibited "primitive-fired" pottery with African in-

fluences created by Fall Art280 students.

Second-year graduate student, Tricia Ray, taught

the class and said that her purpose was "to inspire her

students to build coiled vessels for pit-firing as shown
in slides of the Nigerian pottery process.

One student, Joe Stanley, an area artist, described

the time he spent on his project, saying, "One night I

spent hours alone in the studio until 2:00 a.m."

Stanley said that he put on nice music and just went

to work, accomplishing in one night what normally

takes students three or four weeks to do.

The night that Stanley stayed in the studio, the

janitor came in and offered "50.00 for his artwork, "to

give his wife for a Christmas gift," said Stanley. The

piece weighed about 24 lbs. and was unique because

Stanley strategically molded handles connecting to

the top of his pot making it possible to pour from both

sides; and to carry in one hand while containing liquid.

In Northern Nigeria, training in pottery-making is

based almost entirely on hands-on trair>4ng. The pot-

ters learn by producing, "because it is in this way that

real proficiency is acquired," said Ray. "Starting with

good taste for utilitarian objects," Ray continued, the

Abuja potters have the advantage over other African

potters, of scientific knowledge available in testing

clays and for providing glazes ready to use. Abuja pot-

ters are now able to build and buy kilns. They can also

make and obtain potters' wheels, and explore locally

any new raw material.

One of the best known potters in Nigeria is Ladi

Kwale, who has superb skills as well as grace and sen-

sitivity in her work. In 1%2 she made a tour of

England, demonstrating her art and has traveled to

West Germany by invitp»'-r.. In 1965 Kwale's large jar

in traditional incised pattern received the Silver Award

coarse long hair to short coarse hair, and everything in

between, in a variety of colors. We are a very diverse

race and shouldn't be stereotyped, especially not by
our own people.

The stereotypes for Blacks are indeed the worst.

Many of us do in actuality have white blood or other

types of blood in us. Often it was due to rape. Are we
really going to deny the Black in us and try to

associate with the pint of white blood that resulted

from an act of violence? How can anyone be proud of

that?'

Too often I get skeptical remarks about what I am.

When people ask me where I was born and I truthfully

reply, "Senegal," the reaction is so often one of awed
ignorance: "Well, you don't look African." When I

ask what an African looks like the reply is usually, "I

don't know, but not like you." If one is not sure what
an African looks like, how can one begin to stereotype

them.

People too often consume and project images

without measuring them for accuracy or reality. How
can there be a typical continent-wide look, when there

is such diversity of features in individual families,

never mind in various climates and countries.

I am proud to say that I am African, and everyone

should be proud of their ancestry too. If we aren't pro-

ud of who we are, who will be? If we don't respect and
love ourselves, who will? Surely not other people. We
have been oppressed too long to turn around and op-

press ourselves by rejecting our own race and
heritage. We have to claim ourselves if we are to claim

our future. The hand that holds you down should not

be your own.
Pretending you're not Black is not going to move

you up a notch. But it will remove the ladder when
you fall. If you deny yourself, you will be denied. Of
course we can also say that we are Americans. But we
must not forget that we are African-Americans. We
must never deny the African in us. In this country and
world of diversity, that's what makes us so special.

We have proven ourselves countless times far beyond
the normal standards of excellence.

So the next time you look in the mirror and still say,

"I'm not Black...," just remember: If you don't want

us, we certainly don't want you.
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of Excellence in the 10th International Exhibition of

Ceramic Art, held at the Smithsonian Institute in

Washington, D.C.

The potter first prepares the clay s\nvp\i by poun-

ding the selected soil with water into a lump. The clay

is then placed on a stand and the potter makes the

base of the pot by hollowing out and "dragging up"

the clay. Short thick coils are then used to mold the

pot into the required shape. In some areas the potter is

skilled enough to burn the pot in front of him/her with

one hand, while molding and smoothing it with the

other hand.

When the molding of the pot is complete, rt is then

left to dry in the sun and then stored, ready for firing.

When a sufficient number of pots are ready for firing,

they are stacked on top of a layer of brushwood and

covered with grass, which is then set on fire.

Michael Cardew, Senior Pottery Officer of Nigeria,

feels, "Art cannot be taught, it can only be evoked as

a response to example. No amount of instruction in

good design or even in sound technical principles will

cause good pots to be made. The people could use

-riodern pots and pans that are manufactured in mass

quantities, and in recent years brought to Africa, but

their joy in creativity for their own needs would have

been killed. And their skills and traditional art would

have '^^en a cost."
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BUDGETS
Continued from page 1

committee realized they needed things that weren't

provided in the past. Three hundred dollars of their

budget will pay for interpretations at meetings.

The Amateur Radio had had a budget two years

ago, but did not submit a proposal last year. "This

year they got it together and came back," said

Rosner. Their functions include national disaster

emergency information reception and transmission,

and free world-wide, short-wave message service for

students, which Rosner felt was important. He also

felt that it was important to "adequately" fund Spec-

trum magazine, saying that "The University should

have a lot of cultural arts unaffiliated with

academics," and that "When we produce a student

literary arts magazine, we should do it right." Last

year Spectrum had to be produced only in black and

white.

The committee deemed political organizations pro-

jecting specific viewpoints low funding priorities.

Rosner said that it should be easy for them to get out-

side funding, particularly from outside groups whose
viewpoints they support. He felt that the senate

should not be funding political groups with a particular

viewpoint since the senate is supposed to represent all

students.

In regard to SGA organizations funding, Rosner

said that they received minimum monies and are

operating on a bare expense level. He said that the

seriousness of the SGA groups funding will become

even clearer when they examine past budgets and this

year's budget recommendation for the ensuing pat-

tern, its impact and possible effects.

Budget Process
If approved on Mar. 5, with little or no changes from

the report, as is usually the case, the proposed budget
will move on to Randy Donant, director of Student
Activities, then on to Dennis Madson, vice-chancellor

of Student Affairs, then to Chancellor Duffy, and
finally to the trustees.

Once the senate passes the budget, RSO's can no

longer lobby for increases or changes. But it is the

trustee board, consisting of one UMass/Amherst stu-

dent, Danni Burgess and one UMass/ Boston student

and ten state community members interested in

higher education, who must ratify the budget to make
it binding.

The year-long undergraduate budget process was
condensed this yea in an attempt to put the

undergradaute budget on the same time-line with the

University and state budget procedures. This will give

"students more effectiveness in their decisions," said

Rosner.The undergraduate senate was often locked

into a proposed budget format, unable to make
changes because the budget sequence was not on

schedule with the those of the University and state,

explained Rosner. "We couldn't make decisions for

buses and staff people funding in time for the Univer-

sity to act and for students to have legal

recourse. "The UMass budget time-line runs from

Jan.- Dec, while the previous UMass undergraduate

one ran from Sept.- May.
Feb. 19 ended the month-long budget hearing pro-

cess. The budget hearings are designed to reconcile

the financial needs of the RSO's with the

undergraduate senate's capital. Each RSO had an ap-

proximately thirty minute session with the hearing

committee to question, be questioned, answer and be

answered concerning budget issues and practices.

The goal of the hearings is to set financial priorities

and organize RSO budgets in accordance with the ac-

tual monies available.

"To budget blindly is a waste of time," said Rosner.

"We want to budget with knowledge." Rosner

clarified his statement saying that if the budget com-
mittee had added up all the budget proposals, the sum
would have equalled ten time the amount of actual

monies. "Ninety per cent of the RSO budgets would

have to be cut," said Rosner.

Rosner said that he felt the budget hearings went
well overall, but that there were problems notifying

some organizations. Each RSO was instructed to give

the budget committee the name of three contact peo-

ple and their phone numbers, and also the number of

the organization's office, if they had one.

This year the budget hearing schedule was ready

only four or five days ahead of the hearings, said

Rosner, due to the attempt to align the budget pro-

cess with the state budget process, therefore, hearing

notifications had a much shorter time-span than in

past years.

Many RSO's felt that they were not given adequate

notification of their budget hearing. Some felt that

had they had more time to prepare, they could have

been more effective at their hearing. Rosner said that

"Steps will be taken to correct notification procedures

for next year, even if by-law changes are necessary."

For many RSO's this week is crucial. They will be

lobbying for changes; but not in the by-laws, in the

proposed allocations.
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Black History Month in Retrospect

"FREEDOIVI DA YS ff

by David Moore
Nummo Staff

"Freedom Days," written by Steven Friedman and
directed and designed by Denny Partridge, is a play of

four stories based on true historical incidents and the

personal testimony of many veterans of the Civil

Rights Movement in the American South. "Freedom
Days" opened at Washington Square Church in New
York City in February of 1984, and has toured

Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, and numerous other

states.

The opening act is about Rudolph, a white man
who got involved in the Civil Rights Movement by

writing letters to one of the Freedom Riders and a con-

tact. Rudolph relocated to Birmingham, Ala. After

relocating, Rudolph is given a message by the

Freedom Riders to deliver to the Governor of

Mississippi. While attempting to deliver the letter

Rudolph is shot by a store owner he ran into along the

way.

In the second act of the play there are people set-

ting up a school in a home called Freedom House. A
young girl named Brenda is talking with her mother. It

is 1964 and Brenda starts wandering around the

neighborhood in this small Mississippi town and soon

encounters the Freedom Riders. The Freedom Riders

intend to teach courses to the Black children in the

community.
Brenda stops going to her regular school to attend

the Freedom School and learns French and other sub-

jects that are not taught to Black children in regular

schools. While working in the field, Brenda's mother

learns Brenda is not attending her regular school.

When the Freedom House is burned down,

Brenda's mother learns of all the valuable lessons

taught to her daughter while attending classes at the

Freedom School. Brenda's mother soon befriends the

Freedom school workers and helps them by attemp-

ting to register to vote eleven times before being suc-

cessful at the ballot booth. Brenda's mother died in

1982 as a Registrar of Voters of that Mississippi town.

The third act is about a man and his family. His

daughter, Myra and two other Black children are killed

in a church bombing. One white man out of three

goes to jail for a conviction connected to the bomb
ing. Myra's father was very bitter because it took fif-

teen years to get a conviction. It was later found out

that the F.B.I, was involved in the cover-up of the

crime.

The fourth and most graphic story is about a young
Civil Rights activist named Clyde and three of his

fellow Civil Rights workers. Sister Jesse, a plain-

Cast members from the play "Freedom Days."

clothes nun is jailed numerous times. E.J., a white

male also jailed numerous times, gets beat up by six

white prisoners because the guard told them that he

was a Civil Rights worker before locking the cell door.

Saundra, a college student married to Clyde, often

winds up in jail for standing up for their Civil Rights.

Attempting to preserve their dignity, the four

workers would never look at each others' faces while

in jail. The main character, Clyde, is jailed fifty-five

times. Finally, Clyde's spirit is broken.

"ZORA ff

by David Moore
Nummo Staff

In honor of Black History Month, the play "ZORA '

was performed at Hampden Theatre by students

within the Five-College area. The play was derived

from a collection of books, short stories, and poems
by Zora Neal Hurston, prominent female novelist of

the Harlem Renaissance.

The performance began with one of the actors

reciting a short biography of Hurston's life, accom-
panied by slides.

Following the biography, the play opened with the

first of three women portraying Zora at various stages

of her life. The actress that played Zora in her early life

was Wendy Elliot of Mt. Holyoke College. In her por-

trayal, Zora wanted to be a white woman.
Zora II was portrayed by Celia Hilson, a UMass stu-

dent. This character was proud of being Black and

displayed a vibrancy for life that the earlier and latter

characters did not possess.

Zora in the third stage was played by Suyin Lee, an

Amherst College student. This Zora was a woman that

just wanted to be sexy and did not want to be

classified as either Black or white. This ended the first

act.

The second act featured three storytellers who
acted out some of Hurston's short fables.

The third act was a story about a husband who
always announced his arrival from work by tossing

nine siver dollars onto the porch. The young wife.

Missy, was usually cooking around this time and
always happy to hear her husband coming with gifts

for her.

Their marriage was soon tested when Otis Slem-

mons, a city slicker, came to town. Otis told stories

about his city life and experiences and of women fin-

ding him irresistible because of his wealth and fine

clothing. Joe returned home one day to find his wife

and "that fast talking" Otis Slemmons in bed.

Joe and Missy's marriage underwent some pro-

blems, so much so that the couple were no longer on

speaking terms. Joe later found out that his wife was
pregnant and feared that the child was not his. After

the child's birth it was apparent that it was Joe's. And
once again Joe began returning home, tossing nine

silver coins onto the porch, receiving the same plea?

ed reaction from his wife that he had once known.

You don't want to miss this

The Augusta Savage Memorial Art Gallery will host an

exhibition of the work of eleven Afro-American artists.

The artists featured are Houston Conwill, Adger W.
Cowans, G. Caliman Coxe, Jeff R. Donaldson, Maren

Hassinger, Freida High, Varnette P. Honeywood,

William Richards Hutson, Nelson Stevens, Pheoris

West and Kenneth Victor Young. Though widely

separated geographically, these artists manifest a uni-

ty of purpose as they portray our contemporary world

in resplendent and exhilarating images. Th**y also

depict the shocking contradictions and strange

paradoxes in our political life.

A feature of the exhibition is the scope and variety

of the work displayed. The chosen examples date

from 1976 to 1986. In all, 28 pieces will be shown and

they range from the very powerful imagery of the

"African Woman" in acrylic by Varnette P.

Honeywood to the charismatic qualities in "Muham-
mad Ali" painted in acrylic by Nelson Stevens. Addi-

tionally, the political commentaries in Jeff

Donaldson's "Victory in Zimbabwe" and "So/we/to"

in mixed media, and the exuberant colors in "Autumn
Luminosity" by Kenneth Victor Young will invite the

viewer to explore the other variegated experiences

that the exhibition displays.

The exhibition though made up of several pieces

and executed in a variety of media does impress the

viewer as a unit rather than as a collection of different

images and forms. This means that the pieces within

the exhibition are so well integrated and successfully

coordinated that the commonality manifested in the

powerful imagery and technical virtuosity of the artist

are apparent. This expression of unity comes also

from their shared African experience and their ability

to integrate this experience into the contemporary

Afro-American milieu.

To this exhibition every viewer has to make some
response, and the responses will be as many as there

are viewers. But one commonality will be evident, and

that is the exhibition will present a composite image of

our world, drawn from many levels of time, human
emotions and consciousness, and expressed through

an arrangement of colors, shapes, mass and volumes.

The exhibition will be open to the public on the 8th

of March and run through March 28th. The opening

reception will be held on Saturday, March 8th, from

12 noon to 7 p.m. We hope the exhibition will in-

troduce viewers to the African aesthetics inherent in

the art pieces and extend an invitation to explore ex-

citing facets of our contemporary world through an

exemplary collection of paintings.

INTRAN

The presence of racism in the Hampshire College

community will be the subject of the first in a series of

one-hour tv programs this semester out of

Hampshire's television studio, Intran, as a format for

Third World students to express their ideas, opinions

and talents, it was learned this week.

A coalition of Hampshire College students, "deeply

concerned about the presence of racism, sexism,

ethnocentrism and heterosexism," have created an in-

dependent organization to produce the series, accor-

ding to a letter sent to interested individuals and

organizations in the Five-College area. Pointing out

that many of the attitudes leading to racism, sexism,

ethnocentrism and heterosexism "emerge out of a

lack of knowledge and exposure to diverse ideas and

the occurance of events that are happening both na-

tionally and internationally," the coalition maintains

that the present media outlets in the Five-College

community "do not adequately allow for that ex-

posure to occur."

The format for the series proposes the use of

tributes, poetry, music, drama, docume- aries "and

other appropriate medium."
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RUDDOCK
Continued from page 1

Ruddock's defense said that not only could they not

get a person of color on the jury, but that they could

not even get a non-white person on the panel to

choose the jury.

Judge Salvador Polito convicted Ruddock of the

reduced charge of wanton destruction, but Ruddock's

lawyers appealed for a jury trial. The all-white jury of

two men and four women also gave a guilty verdict.

Ruddock says he feels "scapegoated in what seems

like an administration attempt to silence student pro-

test and deprive students of their civil and constitu-

tional rights." He said that the incident "could be easi-

ly seen as racially motivated" since it was "so soon

after the Yvette Henry case" in which some of the

same officers were involved. "I feel really distrustful of

UMass," said Ruddock. "I don't trust this place any

more."

PERSONALS

The production crew for this week's

NUMMO would like to thank David

Moore for that wonderful Maya Angelou

piece that he didn't do. We also ap-

preciate all the careful time you didn't

take planning production or any other

aspect of the paper. (Acting Editor?)

And we'd like to especially thank Don-

na Henry for that bold 56-line story she

said she'd do last week, and particularly

for that crucial front-page apartheid

story she didn't pass in this week. These

are just the qualities we need in a

managing editor or news editor.

There's nothing more thrilling than

waiting for stories that never come and

rearranging all that space. Again, we say

thanks, and KEEP FILLING OUT THOSE

10 HOUR PAYSLIPS!

Announcements
WE ARE THE AUGUSTA
SAVAGE ART GALLERY
AND WE ARE HERE
FOR YOU

RAPE: MYTHS AND REALITIES
"workshops will be given

on request with 2-3 weeks
notice.

This workshop will explore

the attitudes of western
society around the issue

of rape.

The film "Beyond Rape"
will also be viewed and
discussed.

Times: 7-9 p.m..
Days: Tues., Thurs.

To schedule contact the
Educator Advocates at the

Everywoman's Center/Wilder
Hall, 545-0883.

Sponsored by the Rape Task
Force.

Thursday, Mar, 20
KUUMBA CREATIVITY
CELEBRATION

NUMMO Monday, March 3, 1986

Author Maya Angelou. performed last Monday, ending the Black History Month Celebration.

"A night of music,

dance, art and theatre"

in celebration of Black

Culture.

8:15 p.m.

Buckley Hall,

Amherst College

For more info:

call 542-4264,

or 542-2385.

Monday, Mar. 3
"Pixote"

8:00 p.m.
163 CC, UMass
FREE
FILM

Tuesday, Mar. 4
SURVIVAL SKILLS
FOR STUDENTS
OF COLOR
a 1 credit colloq.

7-9 p.m.

MLK Center, rm. 112

Dickinson Hall

Come, bring a friend!

Sponsored by CCEBMS/
BCP/BILINGUAL.

Wednesday, Mar. 5
"Almonds and Raisins"

7:30 p.m.

Merrill II, Amherst
FREE
l-iLivl

Thursday, Mar. 6

Master of Fine Arts

Dance Concert

8:00 p.m.

NUMMO NEWS wants writers NUMMO
is looking for a few good photographers

Friday, Mar. 7
SHANGO DE IMA
an original production

by Pepe Carril

8:00 p.m.

Bowker Auditorium,

UMass

The Smith College Choir
premiering "A Rushing
of New Waters"
7:30 p.m.

Helen Hills Chapel,
Smith
FREE

INTRAN

An appeal is being made
to the Five-College community.
For those interested in

the organization of the

project, contact Michelle

Revels at 549-4600 Ext. 235
Hampshire College Box 918.

For those interested in

the artistic aspects
of the project, contact
Michelle Remy at 549-4600

Ext.342, Hampshire College
Box 392.

Join NUMMO, and help
PUT THE WORD OUT.

NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

The Massachusetts Daily

IAN
RSO-UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS-AMHERST 113 CAMPUS CENTER 545-3500 VOLUME CXVI ISSUE 25

• Sarah Weddington, the Roe v. Wade at-

torney, calls for world unity among women.
Page 3.

• Harry Belafonte rules out Senate bid.

Page 7.

• Woody Allen's new film shows the best
of his "sweet" stage. Page 10.
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Fireworks
erupt over
SGA budget
By PATRICK .JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The L^nder^fT'iduate Student Senate
Budgets Committee defended its fiscal

1987 budj^et last night before nearly 100
people, most of whom were angry about
proposed cuts in student groups' funds.

The committee recommended 37
registered student organizations receive

fundmg cuts - with 14 having their fun-

ding eliminated while 17 RSOs are to

receive increases. All "political" organiza-

tions will not get SGA funding because

they are able to solicit outside funding,

the committee s.iid.

Many voiced dissatisfaction with the

committee's explanation that a fiscal

crisis necessitated the cuts. At one {>oint,

as two audience members argued, student

senator David Moore, an editor of Nurn-

mo News, urged the crowd to stay unified

in opposing the committee.

According to the proposal, $84,243.73 is

available for RSOs. Committee Chairman
Jordan Rosner said the amount is

"nothing, it's dust," and stressed that the

committee's main goal was to balance the

budget.

"Do you think we should

fund only Third World
groups? Everyone got cut. " -

Lynne McCahe, SGA Budgets
Committee

-John Ruddock, Undergraduate Student

Senate speaker, received applause when
he asked rhetorically, "What is a political

group? If the Budgets Committee is cut-

ting political organizations, doesn't it

seem logical that the SGA is a political

organization?"

One person was cheered when he ask-

ed why the Amateur Radio Club was
funded for the first time when "more im-

portant groups" like Drum, the African

CollrKian pho«o by Hrian (;uarnotU

David Moore, an editor of Nummo News, calls on audience
members to be unified in questioning the SGA Budgets Committee.

At left is Lynne McCabe, a committee member.

"organizations dealing with Third Worldand University
their funding

Students Association
Peacemakers had
eliminated.

Rosner said, "The radio club is part of

a ham radio network across the United

States. It is free for any student to send

a message anywhere in the free world.

"We discovered Drum magazine was a

class, Afro-Am 217 (Contemporary Black

Image Making)." The SGA bylaws do not

provide funding for groups associated

with athletic or academic departments,

fraternities or sororities, Rosner said.

Nelson Stevens, faculty advisor for

Drum, said, 'We have been funded for the

past eight years. I don't know if this is the

brightest .student government we've ever

come up against The eight governments

before this knew the score."

Christine Alibrandi of the Student

Center for Educational Re.search and Ad-

vocacv criticized cuts in money for

issues.

Committee member Lynne M. McCabe
replied, "Do you think we should only

fund Third World groups? Everyone got

cut."

Committee member Mark W. Johnson

said 57 percent of the budget was

allocated to Third World groups such as

AHORA, Nummo News and the Asian

Students Organization.

During the meeting, SGA co-president

Dani Burgess told the Collegian he is
;

negotiating for a waiver of the $84,000

"full costing" charge used to pay internal

operation costs to the University. He said

the money might be given to the groups

which received no funding.

But Rosner said if the full costing

charge becomes availible, the money

would go into the SGA capital equipment

fund.

New conduct code nears approval
BY SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

The Code of Student Conduct, which has

not been redrafted since the 1960s, has

been updated by a joint student-faculty

committee and is due to go before the Board

of Trustees, said Robert Brooks, associate

dean of students.

The revision process has dragged on for

two years, with 16 drafts prepared and stu-

dent leaders consistently charging that ad-

ministrators want to add provisions that

violate students' civil- liberties.

"We felt certain concerns weren't ad-

dressed properly, " Brooks said. "We
wanted to address them more definitively

and directly rather than tangentally."

Brooks said the major changes in the code

are more support and advocacy for the

rights of victims, particularly victims of

racial, sexual-orientation and gender

harassment.
Other revisions include: a prohibition on

tampering with University computer files;

clarification of the offenses and penalties

of misrepresenting oneself; and changing

judicial procedures and sanctions in the

residence halls.

"It's more of an educational document in

addition to being regulatory," said Char-

maine Wijeysinghe, assistant to the vice-

chancellor for student affairs.

Some Student Government Association

members said they feel the code exceeds th«

University sjudicial requiremento anu mat
the Student Affairs Office is overstepping

its bounds.

Stacy Roth, SGA co-president, said the

final document that came out of Vice-

Chancellor Dennis L. Madson's office did

not illuminate the points that students and
administrators had been able to agree upon

in the joint committee.

Roth said students had negotiated

primarily with Dean of Students William

F. Field, but that Field had "more or less

washed his hands of this last summer
(1985]."

John Ruddock, speaker of the

Undergraduate Student Senate, said, "The
major concern with the document is that

it clearly attempts to protect the Univer-

sity more than the students."

In some cases the document abridges cer-

tain fundamental and constitutional rights,

such as freedom of assembly, Ruddock and
other student leaders have asserted.

One oft-criticized revision is the provision

for interim restrictions on students before

a hearing has taken place. No such provi-

sion existed in I>ecember 1983, when Field

suspended Yvette I. Henry, a student ac-

cused of arson, soon after she was arrested.

In a multimillion-dollar lawsuit against

UMass and law enforcement officials --

recently settled out of Court for an un-

disclosed sum - Henry charged Field and

the University with illegal suspension. The
atson charge, was later dropped.

The new code gives the University the

authority "to take immediate action prior

to an informal hearing to impose restric-

tions on a student if he or she is seen to pose

an imminent threat to people or property

of the University."

"The administration is attempting to

cover itself in ca.ses ol perceived 'imminent

threats' such as sit-ins, mass demonstra-

tions and the like," Ruddock said.

The revisions began March 15. 1984,

when three student affairs staff members
prepared the first rough draft of the code.

They sent it to the SGA Attorney General

at that time, Susan Gladwyn, on March 28,

1984.

Over the two-year period, a total of 16

drafts were jointly reviewed by ad-

ministrators and SGA representatives.

The final draft was forward to Universi-

ty President David Knappoa Dec. 27, 1985.

The last document to be reviewed by the

SGA was on March 1, 1985, but there had

been "sporadic contact between the SGA
and Student Affairs Office" since then, ac-

cording to Ruddock.
The code is currently being reviewed by

the University counsel, William Searson,

to ascertain that it meets legal standards,

Brooks said. It has already been reviewed

by the associate counsel, Sidney Myers.

The next scheduled step is review by the

University Board of Trustees, on which

SGA co-president Dani Burgess holds a

seat.

SAFA hears
attacks on
deficit bill
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON US Rep. Silvio Conte.

R Pittsfield, and aides to several other

legislators yesterday u.sed the i)Ccasion of

visits by financial aid lobbyists from the

University of Massachusetts to deride the

GrammRudman Hoi lings deficit-reduction

law a< a threat to education.

Conte. donning a red L^niversity of

Massachu.^^etts ba.seball hat. repeated his

fcharge that legislators who seek to balance

the budget through the law "are willing to

wipe out a whole slew of domestic pro-

grams, including education."

Conte's remarks came in a prepared ad

dress to 46 UMass students lobbying this

week on Capitol Hill for continued
legislative support for financial aid to

higher education.

The UMass group, Students Advocating

Financial Aid, is targeting members of the

House and Senate Appropriations. Budget

Not everyone <»n Capitol Hill says

1 Gramm-Rudman is a disaster for educor

lion. Page 3.

and Finance Committees and legislators

seeking reelection.

The SAFA members set about their task

early yesterday morning, making appoint-

ments and meeting with lawmakers and

their aides.

"Education is not simply a cost, but an

investment." SAFA member Paul Godfrey

said during a meeting with an aide to

Senate Finance Committee Chairman

Robert Packwood (R Ore.). "The govern-

ment has the means to provide equality for

opportunity. It is essential that those who
have the desire have the opportunity."

Although the impact ofGramm Rudman
HoUings on financial aid at UMass is

uncertain. $70,000 has already been slash

ed from the National Direct Student Loan

fund, said Arthur Jack.son, director of

financial aid at the University, who is here

with SAFA.
An aide to Rep. Edward Boland (D-

Springfield) said eeucation may be hurt

deeply by the law.

"Some members are trying to circumvent

the effects of Gramm Rudman," Marty

Dunn, the aide, said. "They're beginning

to see what kind of a monster they've

created." '

An aide to Rep. James Wright (D-Texas),

the House majority leader and a member
of the House Budget Committee, said

Wright had voted for Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings "because he saw no other choice."

However, he added that Wright did not

favor any cuts in financial aid.

Doug Ewing of SAFA said the group is

also trying to counter the myth conjured

up by Education Secretary William Ben-

nett that college students are apathetic and

waste financial aid on stereos and spring

break trips.

"We come down here and talk to the

legislators," he said. "We show them

students care and are willing to take a

stand."

Kenneth Rosenberg, an aide to Sen. John

Glenn, D-Ohio, who opposed the deficit law,

said Glenn views the cuts as "devastating"

and that without education the US would

have "no real culture, no economy."

Anne Wexler, a Washington lobbyist who

is married to UMass Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey, gave an off the-record talk to SAFA
members yesterday afternoon on the in-

• •'C">''ies of lobbying

v^onte said some notable successes in
cvnhnuefi .i„ fHtXv o
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ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Invites All UMass Women

for Open Rush

Tuesday 3/4, 5:00 - A Italian Feast

Wednesday 3/5, 5:00 - Alpha Chi Omega Bar-B-Q

Thursday 3/6, 7:30 - Dessert with the Alpha Chi's

and Bill Cosby

Alpha Chi Omega
38 Nutting Ave.

545-2152 (ask for Tracy)

Come see what
a Great Sorority

is all about!

Pizza in a Mexican Restaurant?

Definately'

try one of our Mexican Pizzas

today. . .

TACOVILLA

MAU AP^MOVtO IMSKCTK»N

Gas Savirtg

$34."

Lube, Oil & RIter

^ Includ** up )o S quont
W of 10- 30 oil ood tofvty

_4 ch»cV

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fug Service Tm Store
r» Sundviand «a No Anvwrtt M*

S44-4 704

H

You re ^^^

for <i '^

with

Men's 8- Women's
Op - Sundek

Levi

Paradise Found
and More

shirts, shorts

6r lots more

197 N. Pleasant

Amherst
253-9729

open 7 Days • Tburs. 'til

NORTHAMPTON
.M CtNTlRST
sfl4 06n

Beer or iHirie

AMHERST
41 BOLTWOOD WALK

Beer I Mr.n»

Served

SPRINGFIELD
'49 Sumner Ave

'88 0919
Bftnq tOijt Omn
Bee' or iHine

GET THE MOST
OUTOF THE BEST

With SPSS Pul>lications. m

you re already usinq SPSS X "-me
finest matritrame sialisticai analysis

soflmiare around - »*<y noi use ii lo

Its Mesf polenlial'' These SPSS X
Manuals ndude all tne latest prod
uct enhancements so you can lake

complete adwanlage d our power
tul programs Send m itie coupon
t>elow to receive new miormalion

about SPSS myKdls ?s wen as
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And lememtwr now you can order
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SPSS Inc lor immedule delivery

So order ttie books thai let you gel

•w most out ol the OesJ - today

SPSS-X BASICS
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214 pages - sotlcower
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mg Each chapter ndudes
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DATA ANALYSIS
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1906 (918469 24 4

1

An mlroductan
to itie leseaich
process from

SPSS-X INTRODUCTORY
STATISTICS GUU)E
Martia f'ioiusi'i
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276 pages - soltcoi«r
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how to calcUale ttiem with

SPSS X mdutng descnpiive
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Michigan Ave Chicago IL

6061 1 and receive our latest
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Ofdar Form Complimentar y
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tables
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That's why when it comes to something as serious
as your career, you deserve a little more than 30
minutes with a college recruiter, a few pamphlets
and a sincere handshake.

At the forefront of the multi-billion dollar retail

industry, Jordan Marsh demands shrewd business
skills — from accounting and finance to a
sophisticated marketing sense. We're the flagship

division of Allied Stores Corporation, one of

America's largest retailing organizations, and as
New England's largest full-line department store,

we'll put you on the fast track to business success.

Our 12-week Executive Training Program was
named by Business Week as one of the top 10 in

the country. Individuals who complete this program
begin managing a $1-2 millran business immediately.
From there, JM professionals move up the ladder as
quickly as their talents allow.

Stop by. See our video presentation. Talk with JM
representatives at)out a career in retail management
as well as full-time internship opportunities. Whether
you've signed up for a Jordan Marsh campus inter-

view, or would just like to know more about us, take
a close look at the people and the company that are
powering New England retailing into the 21st
Century.

We'll guarantee it'll be one date you won't regret.

Weddington: 'Women's issues are global'
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Sarah Weddington, the lawyer who won the famous Roe
V. Wade case in which women gained the right to legal

abortions, last night urged women the world over to com-
municate with each other and consolidate the struggle for

women's rights.

"Women's issues are global. I believe we've made a great

deal of progress in the last ten years, but there is a great

deal more to be done," said Weddington, who spoke to

about 45 people in the Student Union Ballroom to kick

off International Women's Event, which runs all this

week.

"Economics, reproductive rights, child care, hunger and
poverty affect women all over the world," Weddington
said.

She defined the 'International Women's Network," the

topic of her speech, as an effort for women to learn about

women from other parts of the world, and said that the

network has worked in a very positive way.

However, she said many problems for women still re-

main. "There is almost a backlash where women's issues

are concerned." she said, referring to White House aide

Donald Regan's comment last fall that women are "only

interested in human interest stories," not issues of

substance.

"In the '70s we saw changes in policies. Right now, the

women's movement is quiet," Weddington said. She en-

couraged women educate themselves and to "care about

other people" in order to sustain the progress women have

made over the last 10 years.

"I think we have to work very hard just to maintain the

advances women have made ir» the past." she said.

She said that women make up more than half of the

world population, yet own less than one percent of the pro-

perty and receive only 10 p«>rcent of the total world

income.

"In other countries women have just won the right to

vote. In Pakistan a law was proposed recently that would

allow the testimony of two women to take that of one

man," she said. Weddington said women in the United

States are very fortunate compared to women in other

countries.

She said women need to voice their opinions on issues

that concern them by attending rallies, such as the

"March for Women's Lives" in Washington on March 9.

which will seek to uphold a woman's right to have a legal

abortion if she chooses.

Weddington, who currently practices law in Austin,

Texas, was the first woman ever elected to the Texas

House of Representatives, where she served 3 terms. She

has served as general counsel of the US Department of

Agriculture. She was also President Carter's advisor on

women's issues. She co-headed the American delegation

to last summer's United Nations conference in Nairobi

as part of the United Nations "Decade for Women."

Time magazine in 1979 named her one of the "outstan

ding young American leaders." In 1980 Ladies Home
Journal presented her with its "Women of the Future"

award.
"Making a life . is doing things to help people in our

lives or in other countries," she said. "College is impor

" (Ollegmn photo by Brian (iuarnotta

Sarah Weddington

tant to learn to make a living, but I also think it's impor-

tant to make a life."

Spring fever? . . . maybe

Humans and canines alike took to the Student Union steps to enjoy yesterday's "warm" weather.
( iillrKiun phot" liv Hrian (.UHrnotlH

FYI: SGA candidates square off tonight
Candidates running for the Student

Government Association positions of

student trustee and campus president will

debate each other at 7 p.m. tonight in

room 165 of the Campus Center.

Each candidate will make a two-minute

opening .statement and then have 90

seconds to answer questions from a panel

made of a representives from the Col-

legian and WMUA.
Those running for trustee are Denise

Forbes, Hank Pierce, John Gait Sparks,

John Hunt, Dani Burgess, amd Dan
'Valianti.

Running for campus president are Bill

Bennett, Jason Talerman, M Lynn Mur-

phy, and Ted Capodilupo.

Dr. Ralph H.G. Siu wUl speak tonight

at 8 p.m. in Memorial Hall Lounge on

panetics, the study of what makes people

inflict suffering on others.

Siu received a doctorate in bio-organic

chemistry from the California Institute of

Technology in 1943. He worked in the US
Army for 35 years, and served as direc-

tor of the National Institute for Law En-

forcement and Criminal Justice. Since

1968 he has been a consultant for several

corporations, wh' :h he refuses to identify.

He has just completed a book on panetics

which is the seventh in a series exploring

p.sychological and philosophical issues.

Professional personnel consultant

Arthur Pell will give a lecture titled

"Getting That Great Job - How to Even

the Odds," at 8 p.m. today in the Student

Union Ballroom.

Pell will distribute free resume guides

and speak about trade secrets used to

make hiring decisions.

Pell has written 27 books and consulted

with more than 50,000 managers and

potential employees on hiring. The lecture

is sponsored by the Distinguished 'Visitors

Program.

Lawmakers are divided
on Gramm-Rudman law

Extinguisher incident leads to scuffle

A resident assistant received minor in-

juries when he was assaulted by three men

at 12:43 a.m. Saturday in McNamara

House, University of Massachusetts police

said.

The men, who were spraying a tire ex-

tinguisher out of the window of the dor-

mitory, hit the assistant when he con-

fronted them. He refused treatment, police

said.

In other police reports:

• Five wallets and pocketbooks were

reported stolen in seprate incidents early

Saturday morning in Washington Tower.

Two of the wallets and a pocketbook were

recovered on the 19th floor and one wallet

was recovered on the fifth floor, police said.

•A 20-year-old man was arrested on war-

rants after he was se^^ldiog a handgun

at 10:21 p.m. Friaay between Patterson

House and John Quincy Adams Tower. The
pistol was plastic, but while doing a routine

identification check, police said they

discovered he had traffic warrants from

Auburn.
•A lit candle burning on a plastic record

cover caused a minor fire at 2:45 a.m. Fri-

day on the seventh floor of Coolidge Tower.

The AmherEt Fire Department and En-

vironmental Health and Safety officials ex-

tinguished the fire, police said.

• A pipe to a water fountain was broken

and Hooded a hall at 3:30 a.m. Saturday in

Gorman House. It was broken because a

man tried to rip the fountain from the wall,

police said.

-JEFFRY BARTASH

By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON The Gramm-Rudman
Hollings deficit reduction law, which

March 1 took its first scheduled swipe at

the federal deficit, is designed to balance

the US budget by 1991.

Yesterday, the bill took a beating from

some House members and Senate staff,

some of whom addressed Students Ad-

vocating Financial Aid, a group of 46

University of Massachusetts students here

for four days to lobby for financial aid

support.

Two of the legislators, US Reps. Silvio

Conte, R-Mass., and Robert Roe, D-NJ,

criticized the bill for its shortsightedness

toward education and its possible un-

constitutionality in taking budget powers

away from elected legislators.

However, in telephone interviews, aides

to Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, and Ernest

Hollings, DSC, defended the bill, main-

taining that without some form of legisla-

tion designed to cut the deficit, education

would suffer.

"All Gramm-Rudman means is that we

have to reduce the federal deficit over the

next five years," said Dorothy Seder, assis-

tant to Hollings. "While I wouldn't like to

see any cut, that's not decriminating educa-

tion."

A spokesman for Gramm took Seder's

comments one step lurtner.

"It (deficit) will certainly destroy the

ability of any graduate to get a job when
he gets out." said the spokesman,
Lawrence Neal.

Conte, in his office shortly after deliver-

ing a prepared speech to SAFA, .said he

disagrees.

"First of all. there is going to be a lot of

them (students) who won't graduate

because the money won't be there and they

can't afford it," Conte said. "That is a

devious assault they throw at you."

After the March 1 cuts, Arthur Jackson,

director of UMass financial aid, estimated

UMass has lost $70,000 in student aid.

But Jackson, who is with SAFA here,

said the state of financial aid at UMass will

remain uncertain until the school is

notified by the US Department of Educa-

tion of further cuts.

Approximately 60 percent of students at

UMass/Amherst receive some form of

financial aid, Jackson said.

Rep. Roe, who is .staying at the same
hotel as SAFA, said in an interview in the

hotel's lobby that education should not be

sacrificed to cutting the federal deficit,

which has now reached more than $200

billion.

"The minds of the country are the

greatest assets," Roe said. "There is no

point in putting that on a priority basis.

The question is: Do we shoot each other up,

or do we go ahead and help the future?"

i,SAFA
financial aid have t)een achieved since

SAFA iiegan lobbying here eight years ago.

However, he cautioned that the deficit

bill may enauiit^ei sumt; wi tituav ga.iib.

WK^^mmmmmmmmm^ continued from page I

"Gramm-Kudman Hollings ... has its

priorities, and those priorities are anti-

education," he said.
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Amherst Fire Dept.

is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS
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?> Join the student force

' Engine Company 3

vu^%.^^^^Gain Valuable Experience"^^.^^

Serve your Community

^.
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For information see our table in the Campus Center

Concourse March 3 - March 7 or call 253-9233
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WRmNG A PAPER?
WANT HELP:

Finding Topics?

Organizing a draft?

Editing final copy?

There is a new WRITING CENTER

in Sylvan

04 Cashin M, W 7:00 - 9:00 pm
pmWed 2:30 - 4:30

University of Massachusetts

Student Federal Credit Union

*** Need Help with Finances ***

*** Personal or Otherwise ***

WHY NOT TAKE OUT A LOAN?

- Personal $ 1,000 - 8,000 at 14.5%

- Used Car $ 300 - 8,000 at 14%
- New Car $ 300 - 10,000 at 12%

. .If you are a member of the UMass
Credit Union * with a steady,

verifiable income, stop by the loans

department and talk to one of our

friendly representatives.

314 Student Union Bidg.

UMass/Amherst, MA 01003

(413) 545-2800

'
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What the B.O.G.

Doesn't Do. . .

* Cook and Sell Speedy Burgers

* Leak on the Floor of the

C.C. Concourse

* Raise the Drinking Age
* Windows
* Steal Space from Student Groups

* Scream and Yell Like a Bunch

of Prima Donnas

zs ace anc as az: as

What the B.O.G

Does. . .

* Concert Programming

Run the Vending Program on

the Concourse

Monitor Food Prices in the

Campus Center

Allocate Office Space for RSOs

in the S.U.

Fund the Union Video Center which

programs the monitors outside the

Hatch and Mini Store

Give VALUABLE experience to

compliment your degree

as acB as as as as

Run for the B.O.G.

and gain valuable experience

but do it FAST. . .

Nomination Papers due
Thursday, March 6th at noon
For more information, contact

The B.O.G.

in 817 Campus Center

545-0198

Elections March 10 & 11

as as as as as as as as ar
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Ron Berutti

For most of my life, I have been a big fan of rock music.
Like many others, I started out with the Beach Boys and
the Beatles, and then went throuf,'h a Led Zeppelin stage.

Since then. I have become fond of all rock bands and many
soul bands that produce a fresh, crisp sound of their own.
What bothers me about many of today's artists is that they
sound like regurgitations of every other artist that has
recently climbed into the American Top 40. This is about
some oftho.se artists who have compromised their musical
quality for high success; those who have, in effect, sold

out for money.
The worst thing ever to happen to the rock music in-

dustry has been music television or MTV. Rarely does
MTV stray from showing videos made by Top 40 artists.

This made many musicians realize that producing a

mindless video to accompany a poor"song could net them
millions of dollars in extra record sales because of the
MTV exposure. In order to get on MTV, all a musician
had to do was to find a catchy beat and match some un-

complicated lyrics to it, then shoot a film with lots of pretty

women in it, and the song became an instant hit.

Paul McCartney is a perfect example of this behavior.

McCartney has written some of the greatest songs of all

time. In his years with the Beatles, he molded the music
standards that everybody else tried to follow. He was
never content with his music, so he was constantly pro-

gressing and changing it.

Today, McCartney writes nothing but simple Pop 40

songs that follow the standards set by everybody else. The
man v.'ho was once a leader in the music industry is now
writing money-making garbage. His songs sound real, but

like condensed milk after water has been added, his songs

leave one with a bad aftertaste.

Darryl Hall and John Gates used to be good songwriters.

A few years ago. they came out with a hit song called

"Maneater," which is not a bad song. However, Hall and
Gates have released about 10 songs since then that have
sounded just like "Maneater." Each has made the Top 40.

They have become a duo that has compromised their

songwritint; quality in order to make money. They have
found the recipe for a successful song.

Of all the musicians who have sold out, I am most disap-

pointed with my personal favorite. Elvis Costello (a.k.a.

Declan Alouiscious Patrick Macmannus). In 1978, he
wrote a song titled "Radio Radio" in which he bitterly

lashed out at the practice by many radio stations of not

allowing "difTerent" music to be played on the air. He said

that "radio is in the hands of such a lot of fools trying

to anesthetize the way that you can feel," but by 1984,

he also became ane.sthetized by the Top 40. In a song called

"The Gnly Flame In Town," Costello sol J out by using

Darr>'l Hall to sing the song with him. Elvis, who was once

called an "angry young man" by the musical press was
now singing songs with the king of Top 40.

There have been many others who have sold out, but

don't get me wrong, just because a band reaches the Top
40 or makes a video does not mean that it has sold out.

For instance, the band Dire Straits produced one of the

best selling songs of 1985 called "Money for Nothing."
They used the line "I want my MTV" as a hollow,

mindless background cry; maybe that is why the song sold

so well. This song, however, is mocking musicians who
are receiving "money for nothing" because they mindless-

ly "play their guitars on the MTV ' without really hav

GREAT MOMENTb WE'D LIKE TO S£E.

HEMgy t/V.. ToepHOgCMO JR- afc'l

ing any idea as to what it takes to make a quality song.
It is this mindlessness that has helped such awful bands
as Wham!, Wang Chung, Duran Duran and Loverboy
make megabucks.

It is a good thing that quality music can still be heard
in some corners from bands such as Dire Straits, the Joe
Jackson Band, the Pretenders, the Clash. U2, and from
such newer bands as the Hooters, and the Klemmies.
These bands are either following their own diverse direc-

tions, or else they are chastising the American Top 40
culture while still producing high quality music.
Ron Berutti is a Collegian columnist.
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Those coffee survivors

Letters

Despite assurances, petition fails
As a UMass RSG. the International

Students Association can look back with

pride on 23 years of operation as an

apolitical, popular and effective represen-

tational organization for the diverse inter-

national population of this University.

Throughout that time, the cultural and

social needs of the international students

have been met without any form of

a.ssi.stance from the student funding bodies.

From that early start, the ISA has worked

closely with the Foreign Student Office, to

make UMass not only a fiagship state

university, but also one of world class

stature.

Last month marked the first time ever

that the ISA has appeared before the SGA
Budget Committee requesting additional

funds. The 23rd International Fair which

is scheduled to be held on April 12th, is a

major display of the cultural wealth and

diversity of our international community.

Last year, the Fair was visited by over

4,000 people in little over 6 hours. The

money we applied for was intended to sup-

port our other programs so as to free funds

to accomodate the expansion of this event.

Despite verbal assurances from the full

Budget Committee at our hearing that our

application would be approved, subject on-

ly to a full Senate vote, we find that our
^

petition for tunds failed even to make the

final list to be submitted to the Senate. In

a word, our budget has been truly "Mar-
cosed." It is not our style to sally forth

behind an offensive screen of fictional

charges of incompetence, insensitivity and
betrayal. That would be an unjustified in-

.sult to a committee that has obviously car-

ried out a difficult job under adverse finan-

cial conditions.

The Budget Committee appreciated the

fact that we attempted to do our own fund-

raising. We were not challenged on any
substantial point in our budget. So obvious-

ly we were not given any clues as to what
led the SGA Budget Committee to decide

not to give us any support. Equally strange

is the fact that the groups that do not at-

tempt, or manage, to raise revenue get sup-

port from the SGA. It seems to be the case

that a group that successfully raises a

substantial amount of its own funds is

penalized. In order to expand and develop

as an RSO that has reached the limits of

its fund-raising ability under current con-

ditions, we have asked for some monetary
support, but for reasons unknown to us we
were turned down.

Jason HicKs
Harald Prytz

International Students Association

It is 4 a.m. and I have just turned into

the Grinch. The metamorphosis occured
sometime between page 219 and the most
recent slurp of oily coffee which I am now
scowling at darkly. I am certain that

.somewhere in the puddle at the bottom of

the mug there are carcinogens just waiting

to be identified, cavorting happily with

radical halogenations and alky I rear-

rangements, but for now I'll have to let my
liver sort them out.

I've had just about enough of this par-

ticular blend of heartburn, but there's

.something wonderfully sinister about swig

ging a punk extract and being in a bad

mood at the same time. It almost gives me
the courage to go out and throttle my pro-

fessor, if only my heart would stop

palpitating and my bowels would quiet

down. If I didn't know better I'd swear the

stuff had fiber in it.

I heard somewhere that soft drinks have
more caffeine. It's true; a six pack of Moun-
tain Dew is stronger than espresso. But
somehow feeling bloated by carbonation is

le.ss attractive than snarling at the grounds

in the bottom of the cup. On the other hand,

.soft drink breath isn't still marching
through your day eight hours later. Coffee

breath and co'.fee stomach seem to be about

as independent as the common cold, but if

you want tr stay awake, that's the price

you pay.

And what a price. Not being a regular

Java hound, what I drink is the cheap stuff.

When it's time to stay awake, it gets

poured into the kettle by the carload and
heated until a murky sludge emerges with

a life of its own. At this point I have to say

Rusty Denton

a prayer over it, lest it consume me faster

than I consume it.

The rest of the night isjust nasty. I have
never understood how a beverage could

smell .so good while brewing and taste .so

dastardly in the cup. Drinking coffee for me
rates right up there with having the fiu.

("ofTee is like the first whiff of manure in

the spring, the first fall of slush in the

winter. I go for mf)nths trying to avoid hav
ing that first cup roll around in the bottom
of my belly, doing its bitter best.

And it is thin. There is nothing satisfy-

ing about a mouthful of dilute alkaloids.

I have a sneaking suspicion they're alter-

ing the DNA in the lining of my mouth, so

I try to swallow it as quickly as possible.

This is easier .said than done, since the stuff

is remotely palatable only when it is too hot

for human consumption.

I'm almost beginning to wonder if this

scalding edition of liquid nerves is counter-

productive. I'm too wired to taker Colom-
bian peasant sweated over. Believe me, I'd

boycott if I could help it, but I'd rather bum
out than drop out.

Somewhere out there are millions of cof-

fee afficionados, slurping and dunking
their way to success. No doubt they like it.

They're probably immune to it by now. Not
me. I am not a coffee achiever; I'm a coffee

survivor.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

The Collefiian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions
should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amher.st, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off

at the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due
to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's
address and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters must be
typewritten and double spaced at fi7 characters per line. Column submissions should
be between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are subject to edition for clarity and
length. — ]£ditor
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Kaplan stays
withyou for

the long run.
After you take a Kaplan etiurse. you re

not only better prepared to take on
marathon tests like the LSAT, GMAT.

GRE. NTE. CPA, SAT. among others, but

the study techniques you'll learn will

help you through the rigors ofyour grad

school courses

That s why for nearly 50 years, over

1 million students have gotten in con-

dition with Stanley H Kaplan And for

those interested in breaking records, wc
also offer SPEED READING

So call Kaplan You ve got a long race

ahead to the top of your career Every bit

of training and coaching counts

KAPLAN
STANUYM KAPlANfCXJCAIIONAtaNrHIlID

ix^Ni (oMpn> wiin
AKAP1ANSTIJT>(NT Bf ( )N(

Preparing Now
For GMAT, LSAT and GRE

get started early

and com{)lete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

MuSStv^^*HMS
• TabouifcT:

h Rye

'idda

Hava
^les • Brie • Kepperoni

iJhocolates • Fresh Baked

Breads • Gruyere • Cheddar Jalapeno Soup •

lates •

tard^ •

)i Potato

Lo» •

laiys •

urkey •

Chill •

Mousse

Cake • Corned Beet • Carrol Shop • Greeh Rice

Saiad • Croissants • NY Deli Rye • Kosher

Curried (

Lentil So SPECIALS
Salads • Fresh Baked lox &
Apple P cream cheese croissant

Taragon Hot lobster rolls

Cheese i |
Snicked

State Rep. Mullins dies

State Rep. William D. Mullins (D-Ludlow) yesterday

died of cancer at Ludlow Hospital. He was 54 and was in

his fifth term in the Legislature.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, in a statement given by

telephone, described Mr. Mullins as "a friend of the

University of Massachusetts ... He understood the impor-

tance of public higher education."

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis yesterday said Mr. Mullins was

"a warrior for and in the Democratic Party."

Mr. Mullins was a native of Worcester. Memorial ser-

vices will be held tomorrow in Our Lady of Hope Church

in Springfield.

,vv^Aft^^i^wA^v^v^vv^vvvv^vvp%n^vvvv>rh-

SUMMER SCHOOL IN PARIS!

Study and Travel in Paris

Ru -..=- and in the French Provinces

TtsExciting, Enriching & Educational!

May 31 - July 9, 1986

For more information contact:

the Summer School Office
BoxM

~

Skidmore College
Saratoga Springs, New York 12866
Name:
Address:

S^'^VtfV'AVw^^v^^^iVvvviAvv^vv^i^uv^^v^^v^^fl^HAn^v

h^U^iJtssl

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.

Ur m~\ 225 Main St.

I m Northampton, Mass.
y^JLj^ 584-9913

^lfr=lr:^rz=lr^itt\

..-^
SPRINGBREAK 1986

1 WEEK IN GREECE $699.
Price Includes:

- RT airfare from Boston to Greece

on a Jumbo 747

- hotel accomodations

- breakfast

WEEKEND IN ICELAND
$349 Price Includes:

- RT airfare NY/Iceland

- 2 nights bed & breakfast

in first class hotel

1 WEEK IN ICELAND
$499 Price Includes:

- RT airfare NY/Iceland

- 1 wk accom.

- Breakfast

Escape to the world's northernmost capital and pack your days

with sightseeing, museum-hopping, shopping and wining and

dining from morning to night. Or just relax amid the scenic beauty!

lr:i=ifa=ife=dlr=JfeJfe=l^d!Jr=l^aj|^P=Ji *r=^\=Av=4r=iT==>\

BLACK AFFAIRS
Afro-centric experience
presented by gallery

Artwork by Varnette
P. Honeywood
"African Woman" 1976

done on Acrylic on
canvas. Assemblage
on exhibit in Augusta
Savage Memorial Art
Gallery.

I ollegian photo by Rob Kkelton

Arranged to represent the diversity of

visual perception with the Afro-centric ex-

perience of art, one of the greatest exhibits

assembled in this decade will be open for

viewing in the Augusta Savage Memorial

Art Gallerv from March 8 through March
28.

Featuring 28 pieces from renowned ar-

tists like Nelson Stevens, professor in the

Art and Afro-American Studies Depart

ments. Jeff R. Donaldson, former chairman

of the Art Department and Gallery Direc-

tor at Howard University and recently

1 1985) appointed associate dean of the Col-

lege of Fine Arts, Varnette Honeywood,

painter and teacher, Adger Cowans, a

photographer and painter who has work-

ed on numerous Hollywood films as a still

photographer, including the recent Cotton

Club, directed by Frances Ford Coppola, On
Golden Pond with Jane and Henry Fonda

and Live and Let Die, and Freida High, a

pa'"t*»r anH ?»»• v>;o*/-,riTrt mpH also a pro-

fessor in the Department of Afro-American
Studies at the University of Wisconsin.

"The exhibition, though made up of

several pieces and executed in a variety of

media, will impress the viewers as a unit

rather than a collection of different images

and form." said gallery Director and Pro-

fessor J. V. O. Richards.

For gallery Curator Marilyn E., "....this

is an outstanding collection of some of the

finest contemporary black artists from

across the U.S. and truly an educational e>.

perience that should not be missed."

The collection includes work from ex-

hibits that date from 1976 to 1986.

Richards hopes that responses will be

made by many viewers and encourage!

every viewer to make a respon.se.

An opening reception will be held from

12 to 7 p.m. this Saturday in the gallery

at room 101 of the New Africa House.

-C. RON ALLEN

I

I

I
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I
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Laundry
Clean, modern, attended

* Self service or dropoff

(Next to 7/11)

Squire Village Plaza Rt 116

Amherst Rd SunMerland MA OPEN 7 DAYS 665 264

This coupon good for

20% discount on
Drop-Off Laundry Service

coupon good thru 3 31-86

I

J.

i

Belafonte scraps Senate bid
NEW YORK (AP» Singer Harrv Belafonte, citing com

mitments to the black struggle in South Africa and the

fight against world hunger, announced yesterday that he

would not seek the Democratic nomination for U.S.

Senate.
Belafonte. at a news conference, said he had been en

couraged by Gov. Mario M Cuomo, other politicians, and

citizens to oppose incumbent Sen Alfonse DAmato.

However, he said, "The opportunity came at a time that

was totally inappropriate
"

Leading Democrats had predicted earlier that Belafonte

would not run.

Belafonte came to national attention in 1956 with the

Calypso hit "Jamaica Farewell." He quickly branched out

into acting and was featured in such movies as the 1957

hit "I.sland in the Sun." He was a close supporter of the

Rev. Martin Luther King during the civil rights move-

ni»'nt of the 1960s and has recentlv been involved in cam-

paigns such as USA for Africa to fight hunger.

Belafonte said yesterday he consulted with South

.African activist Winnie Mandela regarding activities for

her and her imprisoned husband, Nel.son. Belafonte said

she told him that if he ran for the Senate. "Id have to

relegate in> responsibilities to .somebody else
"

Belafonte, who turned 59 on Saturday, had been en

couraged to challenge DAmato by those who felt the

entertainer had the name recognition and fun-raising

ability needed to unseat the Republican DAmato
Late last year, Brooklyn District Attorney Elizab< th

Holtzman and former vice presidential candidiile

(leraldme Ferraro announced they wouldn't seek tlie

DemiKralic nomination to run against D'Amato.

MONEY MOTIVATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and Have

the Confidence to Prove What it Takes,

Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expan-

ding a new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing

is the future successful road to sales in the 1980's,

and we are growing rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to

work around your schedule, and you can earn up to

$10.00 per hour while training. There are still 25

positions available. Salary plus Commissions plus

Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM,

Dave 413-256-4101

American Travel Services

presents

SPRING BREAKf 86'^

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Tnp

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices incmde Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

ECONOMICS
MAJORS:

Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors & Seniors

You Are Invited To Attend

an

ALUMNI/AE CAREER NIGHT

TUES. MARCH 4

8:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 163

Graduates of the

Department will discuss and

answer questions about their

careers and yours!

Sponsored by the Alumni Associaticn and

the University Plac ment Office
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Professional i 'onsultation

& Style Haircut <'M > $10.00
S12.50

Featuring:

Styles by Deborah

65 rniversity Drive

\mher«t. 549-5610
ixpirf!- March U. 1^86

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BUTES

n IN THE VALLEY!DYNAMITE
New - Used - Buy -Sell

Maxell XLII90 • 2.00/case

584-1580

TDK SA90 2.00 ea ^
.Varehouse Clearance Sal

In progress

^THORNES^

inos 7VDISSVTD ** ***"* ST NZNORTHAiflTOM

Restaurant

Large Pizza

and Pitcher
(soda or beer)

$7.99

Every Tuesday

55 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713

PGPsrs SAiQine spea/owR
BG^MS TH€ SMSTO VOU.

An evjemnc a- ln€.

WORLD-CM<^9 £MTeRT/1lf1M€MT

Take a seat for an evening of world-closs entertain
menf beamed live-viasateilite to you from LA DC
ond London

The Great Directors
tt begins as we )Oin host Leonard Mattin of Entertain

ment Tonigtit for The Great Dtrectors. an mside look at
ttie stote of cinema Leoding American film makers
Peter Bogdanovich [The Last Picture StKiw]. Laurence
Kasdan /The Big Chill), John Hughes (Breakfast Club]
and George Miller (Road Warrior) discuss the rapid
evolution of the film medium and answer your ques-
tions Irve through interactive technology

CampMJS Entertamment Avvards
Next stop IS Washington, DC for the National Asso-

ciation for Compus Activities Campus Entertainment
Awrardi a tribute to the brightest stars of the college
entertainment circuit. The best in fields from rock to
jazz to comedy.

Live-From-London Satellite Concert
Finally well go to Londons fabulous Hippodrome

for a Live-trom-London Satellite Concert featuring THE
CULT JOHN PARR at his St Flmos fiery best plus MIDGE
URE of Ultravox In addition to the stars, we'll bring you
the newest technologies to create a concert environ-
ment like youVe never experienced before

Its a first for live-via-satellite entertainment. At a
price thafs down-to-earth

DIEfPERSI

CSN

AW ejeniMG oi^ lnc worlekil/i?; enTeRmmeirr

THe CULT • JOHM P^RR • MIDGG URG
WWR€nC€ mX)AW • PCTGR DOCD^MOMICH

GGORCe MILLGR • JOHn HUGHG<f • LGOM^RD WLTIM

The UNION VIDEO CENTER
presents a delayed broadcast

WEDNESDAY MARCH 5

10:30 - Directors

1:00 - Awards
2:30 - Concert

Union Video Center

Cable System

^

DOONESBURY GARR^^ TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE

rf^9UCHAPL£ASURe
. TOM5£l you, MR 5A5T- ^,

\ l/XOD' Mfiil PRESenr /

MYAS^I^TAtn, JOANia ,

% IJUSTrnKTlOTBlLm

MtM IT' AK: Twse tyas
FOIRBAL^ OFCOUFSe TH£Y

ARa 9it/TURJ0AN^

% mKNOuj'^Na^eRRtALiy
deal ATTRAOWTO.I/UUL..
MAJOK mCHO, BUT. OOP. I

CDULV R£AUyMAKeAFOOL
a/TOFMYseifOvefi.youi

i^v*^^c^^
UJHY. I THIS IS Nice

TuiNK YOU cMzr I vmar
ALueApy HAVBTUO you,

HA^e,PaAR. KJP^. MA'AM.

BY GARY LARSON
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Kdited b> Inidr Michel JafTe

Mom! Allen's makin' his milk foam!'

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

ACROSS
I Basics

5 Highlands

10 Vipers

14 Probtem tof a

chimney sweep
15 String

16 R Bl eg
1

7

Kiss Me -
ie Dancer

Jeanmaire

19 Word with hard

or soti

20 Hoiisenotd

need
22 — facto

23Kindotmusicor
an

24 Residue

25 Elevator name
27 Enceeds
33 Praying ligure

34 Pete and Biiiy

35 Formerly called

36 The — Gray

Line

37 Groups
38 Fast planes, tor

short

39 Par jt the UK
40 Department of

Colombia
41 French design

er s creations

42 Orw way to

march
44 First name m

American
literature

45 O C figure

46 — du Diabie

47 Carry

49 Cinderella

character

56 Porter and
slout

57 — Haute

56 Domesticated

59 Division Abbr

60 Avid

61 Wtmney and

Wallach

62 Medncre
63 Journalisl s wnl

ing style

64 Trapper S pritc

2 Marina sight

3 Place for a

dove
4 Moving pnsKly

with along

5 Sandal feature

6 Ovemvtielmed

7 Outer coal

8 Word with Dend

or lerk

9 Fortuiw teller

10 Baseball

sutistic

1

1

Jan of golf

12 Chums
13 Normandy town

21 — Horizon

Hilton rKivel

24 Onager
25 Maine college

tovvn

26 Moves for

Evita'

27 Like It —
28 Express
29 Legally hinder

30 Thing Lat

31 City of old

Edom
32 Meeting AWv
33 Designer

Cassini

37 Hesitant

sounds
38 Evade
40 100 yrs

41 Pastrami place

43 TeryJs

46 Rhone feeder

47 Youngsters

48 Kitchen staple

49 Way up
50 Go like blazes

51 Therefore

52 Cm C
53 Word m a

Oickens title

54 Ludwig or

Jannings

55 Repose

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

3/4/a

III! ^Hi •

if
SIP

1 H|« << " <>

ft 11 »

i.i ..1

<!«•» 1*1 \wtt\rt Tnbt^ S>a4nu 3/4/M

mm^mmmmJTVTLfT!.'.^B!a

LUNCH

Hot Pastrami on Rye

Quiche Lorraine

BASICS LUNCH

The Salad Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

Italian Sweet Sausage/ Spaghetti, Tomato

Sauce

Fruit Plate with Orange Bread

Stir Fry Beef and Vegetables

BASICS DINNER
Hi Protein Spaghetti/Tomato Sauce

Seafood Newburg/Puff Pastry Triangle

rrmxi hra-tl frgri rrgn ir««i rt^r h'^n rr«tiTgf 'r«>n rr^v v«vi rr»nTavi •r^-r

'

The Collegian is now accepting applications for:

LIBRARIAN

Duties:Compile files of all Collegian articles by subject

and author. QuaiificationsiOrganizational skills.

DEPENDABILITY, knowledge of the alphabet. Apply

to Ian in newsroom.

BLOOM COUNTY BY BEHKE BREATHED

i5m..-

STILL POINOTHe
Sfif^-miNOWRfi ^,

LMHO, IV^'r YOU n

YOUKNOiKl I

STILL HPNi Pi

LMFKPCTICe, W^tt A

Mfl ffiOTHeK I

,
CM itmye

f^mm mna BY Keemo
RAFI5T5 f\NP miRPeReRS OOT

OF ML.. WH6«g M)ULPeUCH

ft Nice, RiiFecTfifiie, uppbr-

CLMS BOY m% OOTTBN The

NOTION fOR. 50CH fl UfC ^

FROtA

HI6 5H0RT-

iy\eiAORiep

fl\OTHeR.

OH bTem...

I PMY 'youu

(jO TO TRUCK-

PRIVINO %HOOL
ONe m...
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I ^
* Weather * ^ ^ t

•x- * * %
•Jf Today will see morning clouds make way for aflernooniit
•Jf-sunshine and highs around 40. Tonight a weak cold front^f
j€%vill cruise on through and things will cloud over; tomor-4fe
«"row it will be partly cloudy with temperatures in the highjj
Ir^Os. 4fr

,^^..,^- ^i« ^r« ^L» «i^ *i* «i# %i^ ^u^^ ^» ^x*^^ ^k^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ "
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I
BROUGHT TO YOU BY \

i Night Editor, Copy Editor Ian Polumbaumj
i Layout Technician Tom MiddletonS

I Photo Technician Brian Guarnottal

i Production Supervisor Mark Parkerf

i Production: Matthew Laurence, Leslie Nakajima, Nan-

Icy Klingener, William Wenzel, and probably many more.
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Hannah and her sisters:

Allen's mature masterwork ARTS
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

MOVIE
REVIEW

By DOxN UPPER
Collegian Staff

Hannah and Her Sisters Written and
Directed by Woody Allen Starring Allen,

Mia Farrow, Barbara Hershey, Dianne
Wiest and Michael Caine. (Four Stars)

This is the review I've been waiting all

year to do. Woody Allen's latest film is

great and it is by far his best film ever.

Hannah and Her Sisters is the most emo-

tionally complex, funny and satisfying film

Allen has ever made. Even if you are not

an Allen fan vou must see this movie.

The story begins at a family Thanksgiv-

ing party (a la Fanny and Alexander) with

Michael Caine quietly lusting after Han-

nah's (Mia Farrow ) sister Lee. The only pro-

blem is that Lee (Barbara Hershey) is

Caine's sister-in-law. Caine decides he

must either declare his love for Lee or go

Feb.20-Apr.20

1to4inaroom
FREE PARKING • COLOR

TV 'PRIVATE BEACH'

POOL • DINING ROOM

SERVING BREAKFAST

LUNCH. DINNER AND

SNACKS 'POOL BAR.

WEINIE ROASTS & MORE"

RESERVE NOW!
CALL TOLL FREE:

800-327-0553
The Newest Name in Pleasure'

Ocean Jlcc
* Miami Beach, FL 33160

Spring Yarns
over 40 to
choose from
plus many colors

and patterns

100% cotton

and blends

The Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002

413-549-6106

'

—

knitting is therapeutic

mmmmammm0tmmm

NAME

TITLE:

1

THE

clistinouishecl

Visitors program

PRESENTS

ARTHUR PELL
GETTING THAT

GREAT JOB -

HOW TO EVEN

THE ODDS
EXPERIENCE: Trained Professional

Interviewers for such

businesses as IBM and

A.T. & T. on how to

interview. Now he tells

students how to prepare

for them.
TUES., MARCH 4 8:00 PM
STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM, UMASS

FREE

DATE & TIME

PLACE:

ADMISSION:

crazy. The other major plot in the film in-

volves Hannah's hypochondriacal first hus-

band Mickey (Woody Allen) who may final-

ly have something wrong with him.

Although this film is very funny, in it

Allen explores serious emotions, moral and
existential dilemmas. Allen said recently,

that he thought Hannah was his most
serious film. I would agree and add that it

is also his most mature film to date.

In the future film historians may look at

Allen's work as different stages of develop-

ment. As Picaso had red, blue and Cubist

periods in his painting, so can Allen's film

tfeuvre be divided into his Louise Lasser,

Dianne Keaton and Mia Farrow periods.

The Lousie Lasser period included

Allen's rough, anything-fora-joke films

[Take The Money and Run. Bananas, Ever-

thing You Wanted To Know About Sex, etc.)

These films, while funny, never really

coalesced into a satisfiying whole.

In the Dianne Keaton period Allen ex-

plored the structure of stories and the

structure of film. Until his award winning
Annie Hall, the comedy in these films was
mainly situational. Characters (other than

Allen's) were not really fleshed out. they

only served for the joke. After Annie
Allen's films delved more into character

and relationships, but these films suffered

from a certain despairing lifelessness.

The one word the describes the Mia Far-

row period is "sweet". In these films, Allen

Woody Allen

dealt sensitively with people's hopes and
self-images. Technically Allen is now very

secure in his filmmaking ability. Secon-

dary characters now are more flesh than

joke.

Hannah and Her Sisters marks the

culmination of Allen's comedic talent and
filmmaking development. This film auteur

has given us his greatest masterwork to

date.

liaCazuela
THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

Distinctive food and dnnk
from Mexico and the

Amprican Soiitfiwest ^—p-\

' Old SOuTt-. s-

RENT/*WRKK

New & Us«d Cars
rn>ck> A Vans Ai»u AvaMabte

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt.63 No. Amherst

549 2880
.

The
Golden

Palomino
Carla Bley

JackBruce
Mike Hampton
Jody Harris
HenryKaiser
BillLasweU
Arto Lindsay
Nicky Skopelitis

Chris Stamey

Syd Straw
RichardThompson
BemieWbrrell

Thurs, March 6 th

S.U,B, UMass

$1Oj00 UMASS
S12XX) GEN. PUBLIC

Tickets on sale at F.A.C. Box Office,

Springfield Civic Center and Holyoke,

Northampton, Greenfield &• Pittsfield. .

No cans, bottles or recording devices.

K ALARM Tickets
still on sale at F.A.C. Box Office -K

Tuesday, March 4, 1986
'
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by Brad Verter
JAROSLAV PELIKAN: Jesus Through
the Centuries; His Place in the History
of our Culture. (Yale University Press,
$25.00) BOB DYLAN: Lyrics 1962-1985.
(Knopf, $21.95)

The comparisons between Bob Dylan and
Jesus of Nazareth have been made before:

both have long hair, both are Jewish (and
Christian), both have fan clubs, both have
been hailed as prophets, both have been
around for a long time.

The (jospel According to Bob has been
collected in a new volume of lyrics, an ex-

tention of Writings and Drawings, publish-

ed in 1973. The book spans his entire opus
from his first album through last year's

Empire Burlesque, although his 1966
novel, Tarantula, is unfortunately omitted.

Dylan needs no praise beyond the invoca-

tion of his name. He is among the small cir-

cle of songwriters whose lyrics stand even
without musical accompaniment. The
transcendent triumph of his latest album
more than make up for the embarassing
spirtuals written during his Catholic

conversion.

Speaking of Catholic conversion, accor-

ding to Jaroslav Pelikan's Jesus Through
the Centuries, Christians have interpreted

the cultural significance of Jesus in many
different ways since he first made his

presence known. The importance of the

(^hurch's influence in the development of

the Western world cannot be
underestimated: To understand changes in

the cultural interpretation of Jesus aids im-

measurably in understanding the stages of

modern civilization.

Jesus has symbolized concepts such as

rabbi in the first century, martyr in the

middle ages, universal man in the
Renaissance and liberator in modern times.

Pelikan deals with some touchy subjects,

such as the interpretation of Jesus to justify

war. However, he deals only with the doc-

trines of the most [X)pular branches, and
omits mention of many of the smaller sects

such as the pietists, etc. He also ignores

modern interpretations, such as Mary Da-
ly's feminist work. Beyond God the Father.

This is not due to ignorance: Pelikan is a
widely respected theologian, award-
winning author of numerous works.
However, he approaches the material from
a considerable bias, and one questions his

claim that he is dealing solely with cultural

(not theological) interpretations; this is not

the secular study it purports to be.
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FOR RENT

2 becJroom apt, heat & hot water

short term lease

(discounte(J rent to $450 due to

mi(j-season opening, on bus rte

South Amherst 256-8534
:ac.z
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;
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Announcement

ARE SNACKS BAD FOR YOU?
not necessarily.

As long as snacks don't replace nutritious foods or add unneeded

calories they aren't bad for anyone. The TROUBLE WITH MOST
SNACK FOODS Is they aren't nutrient dense, that is THEY DON'T
PROVIDE MANY NUTRIENTS FOR THE NUMBER OF CALORIES
THEY CONTAIN.

FOR THE SAME AMOUNT OF CALORIES, skim milk gives you

23% of the protein, 39% of the calcium and 36% of the vitamin A
and B12 that you need for an entire day, while a cola gives you only

carbohydrate.

Sensible snacks are carbohydrates PLUS NUTRIENTS, like fresh

fruits and vegetables, whole grain breads, crackers and cereals.

Universfty Vending Services and the Division of Health Education

DELTA
{ FR ATER Nl T Y J

ANNOUNCE S ITS AX

7 '00 to 9:00

• A 24 HOUR OPEN KITCHEN

• A UNIQUE SOCIAL LIFE

• THE BEST FRATERNin HOUSE ON CAMPUS
• AN 0UTSTAN0IN6 LIHLE SISTER PROGRAM
• 6000 ACADEMIC ATMOSPHERE

AX
Homt

fie*'*Doww
JXARlNCb STRE.^-

!>OUTH-

THE CO-OP CONNECTION
Just some of the opportunities awaiting you at

The Office for Cooperative Education

Career Center, 545-2224

Summer & Fall Paid Placements

Boston Globe - Editorial and Summer Business program

Hartford Insurance - Summer Accounting program
(salary plus scholarship)

Westvaco/U.S. Envelope - Marketing majors

Cambridge Analytical - Environmental Science, Chemistry

Star Market - Management, Food Marketing

IBM (six month) -

EE, ME, IE, COINS, Acctg., Finance, JS, English

Wayland Conservation - Wildlife Biology, NAREST

Start Making the Right Connections Today!

•L.LEGIAN CL.ASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES 'CASH'

Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Counseling Col-

lective, counseling and information rm
43,S M,W. Th 3 7 pm Tues 13 Rap Group
Wed niRhl 7:30 rm 413 545 2fi45

DVP presents professional interviewer

Arthur Pell tellinK students how to get

that great joh tonight SUB 8:00 free

AHve with Dance meeting Wed., March
4th at 5:30 jim m the hack of the Hatch.

New and ol(( memliers welcome"

Paving cash for vour baseball cards
Flea.Hecall Mike ..4ti »iI05

35 watt Technics Receiver, two 75 watt
Altec speakers 150 (K» 253 !H>12 beautiful
sheepskin coat purcha.sed in New Zealand
for man or woman men's size 38 new
SKKllKI 253 W12

INTERNATIONAL K(K)I» SKRVICE
KXECl'TIVES ASSOC lATION

Suntan at Ctopia Spas. Don't hurn on the

liearh Help protecl yi>urs«'lf with a tan at

rtopia Siias:

ENTERTAINMENT

ADVERTISING INTERNS

Ixtcal Ad Agency needs Tue.sday and
Thursday interns call 586-2135 need
organization, enthusiasm, car

AUTO FOR SALE

The Cheap Jock cool party .sounds at an*
affordable price. Call ,54« WHil

MOBILE Mt^IClN"c7)irkrspimto"vw
taste call Chris 25t> 6845
• •• THE BIG CHILL ••••••••

THE bk; chili,
this Friday. March 7

***"
in Engineering East Aud.

•••••

•••• at H, «, 10, 12 I'M $2.00 ••••

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment Disc-
jixkcys, light shows, large screen video
shows. cair549 7144 24 hrs

80 Citation (Chevy) excellent condn. 4
door H/B, air conditioner, KM/AM. new all

season tires, muffler, brakes. $18<KI or
BO. available Mar 20. 54H (H»83

Meeting Wed. March 5. 7:00 pm, CC
174 7« with guest speaker .lim Peters on
Alcohol l.iabititv in FihkI .Service Often lo

all HKTA students and faculty

LOST

71 Buick Skylark runs great $500 call

Debbie 549 4155

1975 Audi Fox: rebuilt engine; new tires,

battery, exhaust, $.500. BO call 2.53 7454

1»76 Capri gcHxi condition runs great new
tires brakes clutch 7(K) dollars or liest offer

call 2.560820

FOR RENT

Amp Peavy Artist 120 watts $2.50 6 5234
great condition, great distortion

New Aria 12-string acoustic guitar with
ca.s«v $2.50 call .54fi 4!W2

Black rubber riding boots size K used one
semester $12 also navy velvet hat $15
54tii«»7«

Found wool scarf in Student Union call

(Ireg .58H 17;t2 after 5:00

Striped ma[e cat with doable paws call

.54ti «I72 <ir .54Hfi077

Gold braid bracelet Very important,

ntal value. Reward! (Call

.Sen-

Neiltime
.549-77.53 or .549 7.527

Bracelet silver tone. 1
" wide with engrav

ed flower design $ reward $ very imjKir

tant lo mel t>-710«

PERSONALS

PREPARE NOW FOR EMPLOYMENT

Resumes, Typing, Word-Processing
665 3661

Professional typing servicF

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on-

camiius. deiiendable, low rates, c'x(ierienc

<«l kunrv 5K1 79',M

SPRING BREAK PARTY

Come with Luv Tours 4to sunny and ex
citing Fort lauderiiale or Daytona. Best
hotels iin and off the strip Transportation
available Best prices going' ( all Mark
.549 6173 Ken .549 1749 John 549 640.3

TRAVEL

e<i. Nancy 584 7924

VW Rabbit 1980 goinl condition $18tKl

.549 1 173 U'tween 4 !• PM

78 Mustang Hatchback low mile, new
tires Jioil nr BO 323 7412 after 3:3"

Dodge Aspen 77 custom classic AM FM
stereo rii>l [pmolV-d nc« tin's, brjikes. bat

terv sivnv tires .$l.MMi -J.'iti uHW leave ni.sg

1»78 Datsun I'ick-up 5 spd longln-d with

tamiKT -'ap $50li.00 584-3.308

BRITfANY MANOR

Immediate Opening two iH-ilroom aparts.

ijcal aii'l hot wati'r short term li-ases A>-1

Now 25<i-H535

DEBATE

•"••••••••••»•• '*•

Si;A l'ri--iii.-iiiu.. 1 1, 1..,..
]

tiinight at 7 iiilT l''-"i
|

take an iiit»Ti->t

m tin IrUiliTsdlp

. ."i.U'U'J'l"k<n")ki-. .-»...;. i',

Want vour own bedroom in a 2 IvedriKim

Pufflon'.' Starling April 1 come by 85 Puff-

ton or leave message at 25H HHtiO

i ^nom at Townehouse apts for female

for fall .•>49-6(;2H

Amherst rooms available immediately

also summer sublet l':iil .i|pticin moms Ko\

256-0226, eves .549-6746

FOR SALE

For sale DP rowing machine 3(Mt ex

ci'llent eoiiditioii *|oii or H( I r;ill lill,'. 3757
afier :'.Vi> pro

Dvnsstar Skiis with bindings and Imols in

great conililion $175. (Ml call Peter
2.56 1203

tluilar Elect ra electric six-string exe»'lleni

condition ^txi with hardshell cas*' contact

Andrew ti tl4h9

iia/eltine 2IKMI/.Mesa2 terminal with 3oo

I..-1I1.I llio.lelli $100 or HI) Kobi-rlo

li:i 7XL' :'.34o lifter '.i pm

2 round trip tickets (n Florida for sale

price neijotial'le cull .Sl'i Ib.J

.35mm Super I'enlax Camera with case

,iii.l ,\KL'.H(iT lliisti. M-r\ s|,;,nin.'i\ ii-ed,

'm:':iy^ii';^:^-i;^-/'^"H''^''i^»':'.:

GET INVOLVED

Want lo have a sav in how your university

IS run'' <iet involved in your Student (lov t

.\ssoc by runiiin^c for the .S(i.\ Seii.i.i

N<imin.ition pajwrs are available in SIB
120 Hiid are due March 6

HELP WANTED

\ides - Beacon Detoxification Center
limited duty jiosilions available. All ihrei

shifts. Excellent position for studeiii -. .\|i

piv Beacon Detox. .59 Sanderson St..

<;fecnfield, MA 01.'in I KOE
T E I, E MARKETER S "W'ANTE D
5-l(l$/hour llexible hours downtown Nor
tbanipton call .Vlr Kitchen .586 743(1

New .Students Program • final call f'lr

summer 'Ht; I'oiinselor-. ..-n 27 .luly 27
needed an- brigli'. enthii-iastic. arlictilate

Soph and .Inr- Salar> .^llL'o plu. '-ooni

and Uiar.l .ir> . ,i.,r,,;- ' V,,,.l,, ,!,,.. ,. ,., {Ill

Bfrkshi:

INSTin ( TION

Private t.uitar Lessons Kxpcnenee.! ;tnd

|.a .
/ i.Mrl,,., Ko, k I'o,. Ko% m.uej»,

>nt»^ilK^ra|>MV^;ite'ifi-t((«mMi .«! m '

r»i'.iiu N.)9 ITS..

BANDS WANTED - SWAC, is looking for

liands interested m playing the Southwest
Pyramids during Southwest Week (.Apr

29tli Mav 4th) Apiilications available in

the SWAtI office m HamiKlen Application

deadline A|iril I si 5-O960

SENIOR PORTRAITS have been extend
ed, ,Mari h 3 through March 7. To schedule
an ajpiiointment, call .545-2874 or stop by
178( r

R.A. INFORMATION SESSIONS

Tonight and every ni||ht this week there

will be R.A. Information Sessicms around
campus Ti>night's will l>e in the Knowlt<m
Main Lounge in Northeast at 7:30, the 5th
floor of CiKiiidge in Southwest at 7:30;

liorman Main Lounge in t'enlral at 10:(H1

Walih for the one nearest you! You must
attend an information .session in order to

apply

Spring Break Florida bus and hotel trip

for sale $200 includes everything
6H5 4IH7

WANTED

REWARD 1200

MJA - is It a crime? 3 yrs, will it lie 4 miz-

pahs and massages sure ilo I'o well

together' I'm not the .samew'out you love,

neeil. lust, got to have' II,Y .IBU'

If anyone else gets sick around here
we'll have to call this place (leneral

Hospital

Hey Foof! I love the leather gloves When
are we reallv going to use them'.' The
Woman in Black

llenise Forbes for Student Trustee -

Finally someone v.h.i adv.s'ates i-bange

instead of pocketing it'

.\re you tired of impersonal dorm life."

\lpha Chi Omega offers an exeitirn, .alter

native, complete with a U'auliful. conlein

porary home, great meals. ' fe long I'riend

ships, and a su(H'r social life 3,4 Italian

Feast 5:00, ;{ 5 AX(» Bar B y. 5:iKi, and
iH'Sserl with Alpha Chi ami Bill Cosby, 3 li

:\< 7:10. For more info callTrai'N 545-21.52

or 549 6H8.',

' ?• lhei*r<alKrsj>fJ(U il^i.%i^imi»<i>9

l.,ooking to take over lease of a 4

beilroom house, Brandvwine Apt or
Townehouse call 54tl-98t».5" or .546-<»«)2

ROOMM.^TE W'^ANTED

Single room in I bedroom house with bus
stoii in yanl $l«5/month including heat
call 54H !M 15 anytime available im
rnediateK

Dynamic Entreprem "• needed to help

introduce new markvting program
,'')86K09I

Subjects needed ~ Students who lost a
parent will you and your family help a
''Mass grad student in a research study
alniut how families adjust to the death of a
parent' I will travel if your family doesn't
live here Please call Claudia collect

203 .563 9577 after 9 iim, or sign up in the
ex|ieriment iKKilh, 4tri flinir Tobin Hall

Answer Book for College Mathematics
for Management life and sis'ial science
Third Edition call 6 1 146 or ti 1 151 leave
vour name and numU>r

W ANTED TO RENT

One male nonsmoking for 2 hednmm
townhouse apt for fall semester .lay

5469809

Room avail immed in Brit Manor $17ii>

[NT month heat * hot w:tter inc call

anvtiirie 2f»«i-<i7H:( T-im

SERVICES

Typing, Tape Transcription. F;ist, a<

curate C.ill ainlmie 665 7ti52

COINS 121 123 Tutoring $5 iMi |H'r hour
foniier t'rader, lonsiiliant ,\lex 256.123!t

Tired of the D.C? There is an aberiiative
Ir.i.i. II! \oiii IM I'l iiieal I'lai! lor But

'(i»-«!*«!^ljra(,, ||-(i(irt|^rV<«f*ruMm*
"aiil. Bill or Kiwabelli in the BiMlerfield
Ixcehen (Iffi.e

Looking for Brandywinc A^ - will

sublet tile summer, and take over lea-se in

the fall please call Beth. Linda, or
Ilianne ,-it 545 IH146

Will pay $100 lo take over lea.se in Mt
l'leas:inl Apts for fall semester Call I)ani
.546 9222 or Susan .546 9225

Brandywine/TownhousF lease for 86-87
Please call anytime except duritig "yum-
cv" Kamlv .546 7625 or .lohn 546 .5;W8

WE NEED L. A.
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SPORTS
Swim team looks
ahead to next year
Yarworth credits Williams for depth

By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

"I'm glad it's over," The University of

Massachusetts men's swim coach Russ

Yarworth said in a hoarse, somber voice.

'We'll win it next year.
"

Yarworth spoke of this past weekend's

New England championship meet in

Springfield, where UMass placed second

to Williams College, 842-722. "I was wor-

ried about their depth and that's what

beat us. We had better top line swimmers
but everyone on their team placed except

for one. Their bottom five swimmers were

better than ours I don't want to make ex-

cuses but. we had a lot going against us

with colds and injuries, " Yarworth said.

The biggest injury had to be the loss of

senior co-captain Pat Mullen. "He tried

to dive on the one meter and just couldn't

hold it. That was a loss of fitly points right

there," Yarworth explained. Mullen had

trouble holding in his tuck.s while diving

due to pulled stomach muscles.

Although his vioce .><ounded disap-

pointed. Yarv\orth found some good points

in both the meet and the season. "We had

a good weekend. We swam as good as I

thought we would, we just got beat by a

better team. We had a great season. I'm

not disappointed. This is the best team
we've ever had. We won the Division I

championship. Next year, well have a

real good team. I'm working on recruiting

already."

Yarworth also pointed to the nine new
school records broken this season. Drew

Donovan had a part in two relay records

as well as holding three individual

records. In the 200 freestyle over the

weekend, he missed a NE record by a hun
dreth of a second. Another thing Donovan
didn't get this weekend was qualification

to the national meet, which is on April 3-5

in Indianapolis. He will enter the 100 and
200 freestyle events this weekend at Har-

vard in the Eastern championships hop-

ing to qualify.

"There are a lot of kids who qualified

for this meet but. Drew is going because

he has a shot at nationals," Yarworth
said.

Donovan did set three New England
records in the 100, 200 and 500 freestyle

events. "I did pretty good but. I'm not

satisfied. I'm never satisfied." he said.

Individually, Yarworth singled out Rick

Bishop and Jim Flannery. "Rick has done

a lot to overcome his shoulder surgery He
realizes how good he can be," Yarworth
said.

"Flannery had a good meet. He was the

only person on the team that made it to

the finals in every event he was in." Yar-

worth said. Flannery was sixth in the 500
freestyle, fifth in the 200 freestyle, and
part of the fifth place 800 freestyle relay

team.

Another factor that hampered the

Minutemen's shot at the championship
was the pressure. "I expected too much
out of the freshman. On Sunday, when
they knew they wouldn't win they relax-

ed and started to swim better," Yarworth
said.

UMass 4th in NE
Men and women
close to top of
regional track
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

and women's track teams each took fourth

places in the New England track and field

championships over the weekend.

For the men, a pair of sophomores went

2 3 in the 1,000 as Steve ToUey's 2:12.65

and Bill Stewarts's 2:13.17 scored big

points for UMass. In the 800, Mike Stead

was second with a 1:54.01 while John Pan-

naccione was third in the 5,000 with a

14:30.49 during the first day.

In the mile, Paul Stanislawzyk was sixth

with a 4:19.30. The mile relay saw UMass
take third with a 3:20.4 for Larry Cuddy,
Neil Osbourne, Rick LaBarge and Rawle
Crichlow. The two mile realy saw Nick
Watkins, Dan Lunardini, Mark Themea
and Ted White take second at 7:43.9. The
distance medley team of Stewart, Tolley,

Joe hagan and Peter Leary were also se-

cond, at 10:05.1.

Northeastern won the meet with 118

points. BU was second, BC third and
UMass fourth with 43 points.

The women had two individual winners
as junior Barbara Cullinan won the 600 in

1:24.76 while freshman Pam Hughes was
first in the 55 with a 7.19. The mile relay

.saw Cullinan, Chris Bates, Sorya Vaughan
and Kayla Morrison take second with a
3:53.40. The 800 relay had Joyce Baten,

Kim Baten, Wendy Marshall and Hughes
take second with a 1:45.0.

In the long jump, Hughes was fourth

while Joyce Baten was seventh. The triple

jump saw Julie Muccini take fifth with a

school-record 35-10. Kim Baten was fourth

in the hurdles with a 8.53 while in the 200,

Marshall was third and Kari Fleischman
was fifth.

In the 400, Morrison was fourth and
Bates fifth. Morrson's time was 57.8 and
Bates' 59.1.

"We had some good efforts, I'm pleased,"

said women's coach Kalekeni Banda. "I

atrree." said men's coach Ken O'Brien.

Sophomore Steve Tolley took se-
cond in the 1,000 for UMass in the
New England track
championships.

Volleyball
team away
tonight

The University of Massachusetts men's
volleyball team is heading west.

The Minutemen will be in a tri-match

against Williams College and Middlebury
College tonight in WiUiamstown.
The men have opened up their season

on a strong note with an 1 1-3 record dur-

ing their first full intercollegiate season.

10 days ago, UMass defeated Williams
and Amherst in a tri-meet at Amherst and
the Minutemen will be looking to defeat

the Ephmen again tonight.

Coach Sue Mudry's team is healthy,

with the exception of junior defenseman
John Nolan, who is suffering from ten-

dinitis in his right shoulder, the one he
uses to hit with.

"We're looking foward to playing
Williams and Middlebury, I think we can
beat them," said junior outside hitter

Roger Chapman. "WilliamjB ia tough,"
i^^ftjkmed Nolan. "But Wre r«a<^^^ ,

Collegian phiito by Paul De»niur«is

Baseball coach Dick Bergquist talks to catcher Sean Flint in
Boyden Gym last week. The Minutemen open their season on March
15th in Florida against Yale.

Spring sports notebook

Baseball, lacrosse
prepping for trips
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Believe it. Despite the snow on the

ground and the cold weather, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts baseball team opens

its 1986 season a week from Saturday.

Of course, the Minutemen will be hopp-

ing a plane and heading for sunny Orlan-

do Beach, Florida to face Yale University

in a doubleheader, but the point to be made
is that winter sports (for the most part) are

over and spring sports are here.

"It's progressing slowly, but progress-

ing," said UMass manager Dick Bergquist.

"We'll scrimmage against Amherst College

later this week at their cage then leave for

Florida the week after."

UMass will play 44 games this season,

facing Yale, Rollins, Eastern Kentucky,
Brown and Indiana in Florida. Indiana
went 57-19 last season with Eastern Ken-
lucky going 42-29, so UMass wil need to be
ready.

"I think we'll do okay," said Bergquist.
"It, or course, depends on the pitching, it

always does."

One pitcher with UMass this spring dur-

ing their preseason pratices is Dimitri
Yavis, the football team's All-American
freshman punter.

Yavis will be on the roster this season,

but will play spring football for the

Minutemen. He is expected to play a full

oaseball season in 1987.

Meanwhile, coach Dick Garber's lacrosse

team opens its season a week from Sunday,
heading for Colorado Springs to face the
Air Force Academy.
Lacrosse magazine said the Air Force will

be one of the best Western teams this

season and will have the best team in the

academy's history.

"They're no cupcake team, that's for

sure," said Garber, who's entering his 32nd
season at the UMass helm. "We'll have to

be ready."

The Gorillas (who aren't they the

Minutemen? It's a long story, but trust me,
call them the Gorillas) have been working
out on Boyden Gym along with the

baseball, soflball and women's lacrosse

teams, but hopes to use the new Tartan turf

floor in the Curry Hicks Cage for workouts.

Last week, UMass scrimmaged Brown on
the artificial turf in Providence. Springfield

College will also give UM a scrimmage this

Saturday.

Garber said that several players have
shined in the pre-season, including
freshman goalie Sal LoCasio, attackmen
Pat Cain, Kelley Carr, Ed Boardman, Tom
Carmean and juco transfer Greg Canella.

Defensively, Tom Aldrich, Gerry Byrne,

Chris Knapp, John Jordan and Jeff

Salanger have looked sharp. Tom Bonnet,

Adam Rodell, Paul McCarty and Scott

Craig have also played well according to

the coach.

Mike Tomasello, a former baseball

player, has also played well for the

Gorillas.
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The Massachusetts Daily
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.^ photo by Sarah Cook

STUDYING BEFORE ART — This Hampshire College student uses the tranquiiity of a photo

gallery in Harold F. Johnson library to do some reading.

Cleared START members miffed
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Two of the students who were cleared of mass distur-

bance charges by the vice-chancellor for student affairs

yesterday blasted University of Massachusetts ad-

ministrators' handling of the case.

"It seems the administration has been embarassed in-

to doing justice," said Tim Kress, a student originally

found guilty by a hearing board but declared innocent by

Vice-Chancellor Dennis Madson in a ruling made public

Thursday.
Madson overturned the Kress guilty verdict and cancell-

ed the hearings of three other students after a hearing

board found eight more members of Students Advocating

Rights Together not guilty of similar charges. Four

START members were cleared in January.

The students were charged by the University with in-

citing a mass disturbance in violation of the Code of Stu-

dent Conduct. The charges stemmed from a December 5

protest during which 18 students were arrested. They

were protesting the administration's taking control of cer-

tain student activities funds.

Madson's office prosecuted the students.

Kress, the only student who had been found guilty by

a hearing board, said, "I feel great. Justice has been serv-

ed. It was a sham to declare me guilty in the first place."

He said the University had never proven its charges.

"People aren't generally aware of these administrators

who are job-for-life state employees. They have no accoun-

tability. They step on the rights of students ... [The pro-

secution of the students] goes hand-in-hand with their at-

tempts to control our money," Kress said.

Globe vaporizes Tower Library

UMass students who read the Learning pages in Sun-

day's Boston Globe saw Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey's

essay on the importance of public higher education. But

they may also have been puzzled and amused by the ac-

companying photo of the UMass-Amherst campus.

The picture, looking west from North Pleasant Street,

showed Thompson Hall, the Old Chapel, grass and lush

willow trees - the latter right where the Tower Library

should have been.

Nobody in the Globe's Sunday department or library

could determine what year the photo was taken, since

it usually takes several days for a picture to make its

way back to the files after it has been used. But campus

history indicates it was taken at least 17 years ago: Con-

struction of the library began in 1969.

M. Lynne Murphy, another student found not guilty by

the hearing board, said, "I'm thrilled. " She said she reciv-

ed a letter from Madson stating that "they couldn't find

us guilty of mass disturbance as phrased in the Student

Code, but Madson still felt we should be reprimanded.

That was the tone of it."

Charmaine Wijeyesinghe, an assistant to Madson who
presented the University's case before the hearing boards

that made recommendations to the vice-chancellor, said

she was satisfied with Madson's ruling.

"I'm not out to find students guilty." Wijeyesinghe .said,

i'm out to make sure the process was sound."

Noting Madson's overruling of the board's decision in

the Kress case, she said, "He looked at the findings and

said one out of thirteen was found guilty. It's not consis-

tent with the finding of the rest of the boards."

Madson was unavailable for comment yesterday.

Twelve START protesters have been found not guilty,

one - Kress - had a guilty finding overturned, and three

had hearings cancelled. Several others signed an "ad-

ministrative agreement" and were placed on probation

for one year.

AIDS information
made available
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Many people incorrectly believe acquired immune defi-

ciency syndrome (AIDS) can be caught from a toilet seat,

by donating blood, or by shaking a gay man's hand. Peo-

ple have said it is a wrath from God against gay men.

The Program for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns,

working in conjunction with the University of

Massachusetts Health Services, has been working to

eliminate these myths by making an information tape

about AIDS and holding a series of workshops on safe sex

to make more information available.

A tape containing general health information about

AIDS and a list of other resources in Massachusetts is

available at the Taped Information Phone Service hot line,

TIPS.

"The tape does not have information which will be

startling to gay men," but it debunks misconceptions

about AIDS among the general public, said Reed Ide, co-

director of the program.
"It allows people to get the information they need con-

lontiriued on page 4
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Federal
official

irks SAFA
'You are not hardship cases'
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - US Undersecretary of Education
Bruce Carnes and a group of University of Massachusetts

students yesterday squared off over the issue of financial

aid during a meeting here.

The meeting, which lasted nearly an hour in a room ad-

jacent to Carnes" office, was characterized by emotional

pleas from some of the 46 students to restore some funds

to education.

The members of Students Advocating Financial Aid,

said their chances of completing college are in danger if

President Reagan's fiscal 1987 budget proposal is accepted

by Congress.

"This governmment has the means, it has the capabili-

ty to help people help themselves," Paul Godfrey, a

sophomore economics political science major and SAFA

SAFA members heard encouragement from Sen.

Hart but admonishment from Rep. Atkins. Page 3.

member, told Carnes.

"We're not abusers, as Bennett seems to think."

Godfrey was referring to Secretary of Eklucation William

Bennett, who last year said students must sacrifice their

stereos, cars and trips to Florida if they want to go to

college.

Carnes responded. "I find it hard to believe that ifyour

families' circumstances are as dire as you say, you are

not going to get aid. You are not hardship cases. You are

not disadvantaged cases in this country."

Approximately 60 percent of the 24,000 students at

UMass-Amherst receive of some form of financial aid, ac-

cording to Arthur Jackson, director of UMass financial

aid.

President Reagan's 1987 budget proposal calls for $6,143

billion in aid to higher education, a decrease of $1.4 billion

from this year's revised budget, according to figures sup-

plied by the Department of Education.

"I am not ashamed of this budget," Carnes said during

the meeting, which marked the second of three days that

SAFA has been lobbying for support on Capitol Hill.

The gathering with Carnes, in the Health and Human
Services Building about a half-mile from the Capitol, was

the only time students had an opportunity to meet with

a Reagan administration official. Carnes insi.sted that only

the richest seven percent of students receiving aid would

be affected by Reagan cuts.

The following exchange took place between Carnes and

SAFA menmber David Nelson:

Nelson: "The question is: Are we willing to gamble the

future?"

Carnes: "Yes."

Nelson: "Well, I'm not."

Chris Liberatore, SAFA trip coordinator, addressed

specifically the national work-study program, which would

lose an estimated $300 million under the Reagan budget

proposal.

"How do you plan to educate these people and expect

them to work 30 hours a week?" Liberatore asked. "I'm

exhausted. I can't wait to graduate and get a job and

relax."

Carnes, after waiting for the group to stop applauding,

said he was not surprised by the reaction, and challeng-

ed students to come up with an alternative way to

eliminate the federal deficit.

"I don't know enough about SDI," Carnes said, referr-

ing to President Reagan's space weapons program. "It

would be useful to try and figure out. You can't just print

money."
In other events yesterday, Stacy Roth, co-president of

the Student Government Association, addressed the

House Subcommittee on Post Secondary Education, stress-

ing the effects of cuts in financial aid.

"At UMass alone, we process some type of financial

awards for approximately 18.000 graduate and
undergraduate students." Roth testified. "Based upon the

proposed FY 87 budget, our University would stand to lose

between 4.000 and 5.000 students who are currently

receiving aid. We find this unacceptable and dangerous

toward the future of an educated America."
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AP photo

LOVE TROUBLE - Veterinarian Terry Blasdel has been trying to

mate Marsadit, left, and Samburu, the two white rhinos at the Houston
Zoo. Samburu is having trouble "getting in the mood" because he needs
competition to get him stimulated, and has none, said Blasdel.

Botha may lift state of
emergency on Friday
CAPE TOWN, South Africa ( AP) - Presi-

dent P.W. Botha announced that the

195-day-old state of emergency imposed to

fight anti-apartheid turmoil in South Sfrica

probably would be lifted on Friday.

His announcement yesterday was prais-

ed by the US and was given a cautious

welcome from some South African liberals.

But it provoked expressions of concern from

the largest anti-apartheid grouping, the

United Democratic Front, that the

emergency would be supplanted by
repressive legislation.

Botha also made a new offer of statehood

for Namibia, proposing an Aug. 1 target

date for starting moves toward the ter-

ritory's independence. He made it condi-

tional on a withdrawal of Cuban troops

from neighboring Angola.

Police reported two blacks were killed by

security ofTTicers. They said police shotgun
fire killed a man in the we.stern Transvaal

province and a youth died of injuries suf-

fered when police quelled a riot in Pot-

chefstroom, southwe.st of .Johannesburg.

They also reported that two whites were
seriously hurt when their car was stoned

in the south of the country.

Botha made his announcements to a

packed parliamentary chamber in the

country's legislative capital.

He claimed the level of violence had drop-

ped sufficiently to enable him to issue a

proclamation, "most probably this coming

Friday," to lift the state of emergency.

But critics of the system of racial segrega-

tion that keeps power in the hands of South

Africa's white minority said they could not

readily explain the timing of Botha's an-

nouncement. They insisted that the level

of violence had not dropped.

The emergency, imposed July 21 on 30

urban and rural districts and subsequent-

ly lifted from seven, gives police and troops

sweeping powers to use guns against

rioters and detain suspects indefinitely

without trial. It has been widely condemn-

ed abroad, and its removal is a primary de-

mand of anti-apartheid activists.

Botha also said Parliament would be ask-

ed to review existing laws in case new ones

were needed to help "protect lives and pro-

perty effectively."

The United Democratic Front, a

multiracial coalition of anti-apartheid

gi-oups, said lifting the emergency would

be an "acknowledgement that the

emergenc>- has failed to suppress the desire

of our people to be free."

But the organization expressed concern

at Botha's mention of new laws, saying:

"The government is going to broaden the

already Draconian provisions of the Inter-

nal Sercurity Act. The effect of this is that

a de facto state of emergency will exist

throughout our country."

Swedish police have witness to Palme's murder
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) - Authorities .said yester-

day that a cab driver saw Olof Palme's asassin leap into

a car and speed away with at least one accomplice seconds

before police arrived at the scene of the murder.
They offered a reward of $70,000 in hopes of tempting

an accomplice to betray the man who shot the 59-year-

old prime minister in the back Friday night on a well-

lighted street in downtown Stockholm.

"There was at least one person in the getaway car,"

Stockholm Police Chief Sune Sandstroem told The
Associated Press. He said police arrived seconds after the

assassin's car raced away on the snow-covered street.

A witness to the shooting said earlier that he chased
Palme's killer on foot, but lost him.
Police Commissioner Han.s Holmer told « newo ''/>-

ference about the t»x> HHvpr's report. He said the driver

noted only part of the license number, and police would
not describe the vehicle.

"I hope there are people sheltering or who have
sheltered this man who are willing to turn him in,"

Holmer said in announcing the reward.
The commissioner rejected growing criticism of the way

police have handled the investigation.

Critics say Stockholm authorities were too slow in seal-

ing off the murder site and escape routes, and in deploy-

ing police patrols. They also said police did not provide
enough protection for the prime minister, but Palme often

dismissed his bodyguards and had done so earlier Friday.
Palme and his wife, Lisbet, were walking home from

a movie premiere when the assassin attacked.

"We did all that one could possible expect of us," Holme
said.

Holmer told the conference investigators had received

4000 tips about the case and questioned 600 people.

He said 100 were interrogated extensively, and arrests

in unrelated cases had resulted.

Police have said they were advised of several claims of

responsibility for the murder made by callers claiming to

represent West Germany's terrorists Red Army Faction

or related groups.

The Red Army Faction, formerly known as the Baader-
Meinhof Gang, and other left-wing West German ter-

rorists normally confine operations to their own county,
attacking US and NATO facilities or prominent govern-
ment and industrial figures.

Shultz: Nicaraguan aid
is a moral duty for US
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of

State CJeore Shultz told a House panel

yesterday the US has a moral duty to supp-

ly aid to Nicaraguan rebels trying to over-

throw the leftist Sandinista government.

In an appearance before a House Ap-

propriations subcommittee, Shultz painted

the situation in Central America in stark

and simple terms, calling the Contras "the

good guys," and the Sandinistas "the bad
guys" and "a very undesirable cancer in

the area."

He said the administration believes it has

a moral imperative to "support those peo-

ple. ..willing to fight for freedom and in-

dependence."
Although the administration's request

for $100 million in aid to the Contras is its

immediate priority, Shultz' appearance

before the the subcommittee was mostly to

lobby for the administration's overall

foreign aid budget.

The panel chairman. Rep. David Obey,
(D-Wis.), told Shultz that Congress will not

approve President Reagan's request for a

$15.5 billion foreign aid budget and
directed him "back to the drawing board."

Obey said the proposal for fiscal 1987 is

16.2 percent above actual foreign aid spen-

ding for fiscal 1986.

The proposed military aid package to the

Contras is already intensely controversial,

and Senate Democratic leader Robert C.

Byrd of West Virginia yesterday named a

gioup of 11 senators, headed by Sen. James
Sasser, (D-Tenn.), to help form a
Democratic policy on the issue.

In the House, Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill

Jr. Called on the administration to reopen
negotiations aimed at producing a peaceful

solution to the problems rather than rely

on "military firepower."

Marcos may have made off

with $10b from Philippines
MANILA, Philippines (AP) - The govern-

ment of Corazon Aquino said yesterday it

has new evidence that ousted President

Ferdinand E. Marcos and his family and

friends may have plundered up to $10
billion of the nation's wealth.

Former Sen. Jovito Salonga told a news
conference that documents found at the

presidential palace after Marcos hurried-

ly abandoned it Feb. 25 link Marcos to pur-

ported illegal purchases of property in the

US.
Salonga is chairman of a five-member

commission Mrs. Aquino created last week

to recover "all ill-gotten wealtn mat the

Marcos family and its associates allegedly

accumulated and .secreted under dummy
names during Marcos' 20-year rule.

Asked how much money was involved,

Salonga replied,"maybe $5 billion to $10
billion." He did not elaborate.

The estimate was the largest yet. Thf
1985 national budget of the financially

strapped Philippines was $3.3 billion.

The nation's foreign debt is $26 billion

and, according to the Marcos government,
the average per capita income of the 55.5

million Filipinos last yea*- " $136.

Correction
A story in Friday's Collegian incorrectly identified the co-

coordinator of this week's International Women's Event. Her name
is Donna Romanazzi.

AP photo

FARM LOST - Sue Massey, 29, held Naomi, 18 months, and wept
as she and her husband Ken, 34, watched their 310-acre farm in
Dodgeville, Wis., sold at a foreclosure auction yesterday for $45,000.
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Encouragement from Hart
But Rep. Atkins chides SAFA on Gramm-Rudman

Collegian photo by Paul Drsmarais

Hiring consultant Arthur Pell gives advice
on job hunting to a crowd of 300, yesterday in

the Student Union Ballroom.

Consultant offers

help to job seekers
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

In order to be competitive in the entry-level job market,

job candidates must market themselves as a company
markets a new product, Arthur Pell told a crowd of about

300 in the Student Union Ballroom last night.

Pell, who has been a hiring consultant for the past 35

years said, "The day when somebody gets a job and

retires from the same job, in later life, is over. Plan to

get your first job and take it from there."

Asking people questions about their jobs is the best

way to learn about a job and climbing the promotional

ladder, he said.

Pell said the best questions to ask are: "What do you

do on a day-to-day basis?" and "What do you look for

when you hire somebody?"
He mentioned an art major who wanted to be a

museurr. manager. She found, before graduation, that

she needed administrative as well as an art background

to enter museum management. So she took some
business and management courses.

"Now she has a competitive edge over others who
desire to get into the same type of work,"Pell said.

Networking, or developing connections, is a must. Pell

said. He said job hunters should write a note thanking

contacts for advice or information, and write the contact's

name and background on an index card, along with the

date of and purpose of the visit.

"Do not ask contacts if they have a job for you," Pell

said."Ask if they know anybody who has an opening for

somebody with your background. That way, your name
and your resume will be passed along.

"Think of yourself as a product that has to be marketed

and of your resume as a sales promotion tool to make

an employer say, 'I want to see that person.'

"Evalaute your background and ask, 'If I were out to

hire someone, why would I hire me?' " Pell said. "If you

know that that job is of a specific nature, then tailor your

resume to what the company wants to hear."

Pain should be

studied more,

says academic

By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

Panetics, a new science measuring the in-

fliction of pain was introduced for the first

time by its originator. Dr. Ralph H.G. Siu,

who said the academic community should

consider making panetics an academic

discipline, last night in Memorial Hall

Lounge.

Siu told a crowd of about 40 that, "I have

found that over the millions of years there

has been the persistence of something rot-

ten and very sad, limiting the advance of

humankind in its nobler aspects," Siu said.

"This has been the unceasing infliction of

suffering by men on each other and on all

creatures within their reach.

"It is proposed that a new academic

discipline be made to study the infliction

of suffering and all of its ramifications,"

Siu said. "This is the needed spark to set

us on the path of humanitarianism."

Siu gave examples of the infliction of suf-

fering ranging from Englishmen hunting

natives on the island of Ta.smania in the

nineteenth century to corporate executives

who refrain from lowering the toxic level

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - Sen. Gary Hart, D Colo., yesterday

took a swipe at President Reagan's 1987 budget request

in an impromptu meeting with several University of

Massachusetts students lobbying for financial aid here.

* "It's as terrible as the last five [budgets]," Hart said dur-

ing the five-minute talk with members of Students Ad-

vocating Financial Aid who spent their second day on

Capitol Hill drumming up legislative support for student

aid.

David Nelson of SAFA, a former Hart presidential cam
paign aide, said he "ambushed" Hart in the halls of the

Senate building and requested a visit.

The students posed for photos with Hart and thanked

him for "leading the battle against Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings (deficit reduction law].

'

i only wish I had done better." Hart said. "I think it

will take a new administration to really turn things

around."

But in an afternoon visit with Rep. Chester Atkins, D-

Mass., the students were told that a vote for the deficit-

reduction law is not a vote against education, as many
legislators have claimed.

Atkins «aiH H»» vnt*M^ fnt- Vio l^"' Ko<»oi_ic«» tV>o "crroqtest

threat to domestic programs, including education, comes
from the deficit.

"I've shed my blood for your causes [education] for the

past 14 years ... The deficit is robbing from the future,"

Atkins said, expressing annoyance that SAFA criticized

him for supporting the law.

In an informal meeting often punctuated by laughter

later that afternoon. Rep. Gerry Studds, D-Cohasset, said

the slashing of 91.000 Pell grants by the enactment of the

law was "the little ax," as opposed to Reagan's assault

on domestic programs.
Studds said he feared a presidency in which "the peo-

ple view him [Reagan] with so much affection as a per.son

that they don't listen to what he says."

Studds implored students to continue bemg vocal.

"To the extent that people believe your generation is

asleep, all this [financial aid cuts] will keep happening,"

he said.

SAFA members also talked with an aide to Sen. War-
ren Rudman. R-N.H., co-architect of the deficit bill.

Rachel Sotsky, the aide, said Rudman believed "if we
don't do something meaningful quickly [about deficit],

we're going to have a disaster on our hands."

SAFA is sheduled to meet with Sen. John Kerry. D-

Mass., and House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. this

-norning.

( OlleKian photo by Paul DpAmaraiK

ROOFIN' IT - Pat Ames, 20, of Goshen Geft), and Leon Padruezny, 27, of Whatley, repair

drains on the roof of Engineering East building yesterday morning.

Students back from trip;

lobbied for Soviet Jews

Dr. Ralph H.G. Siu, an expert on
pain says he wants the subject to

get more attention.

ol tne wastes generated by their company.

Siu said that ai'ter panetics becomes an

academic discipline necessary research

could be done, and the public could be ade-

quately appraised of the significance of

reducing infliction of pain in every aspect

of life.

Siu just completed a book on panetics. He
is a corporate con.sultant and worked as the

director of the National Institute of Law
Enforcement and Criminal Justice.

By LISA DiMEO
Collegian Staff

Twenty area students met with senators

and congressmen in Washington, D.C., last

week to encourage them to further their ef-

forts on behalf of Soviet Jewry.

The two-day event, held Wednesday and

Thursday, was organized by the Student

Coalition for Soviet Jewry and was attend-

ed by more than 700 East Coast college

students, including 18 from the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts and two from Mount
Holyoke College.

Michelle Richmond, UMass Hillel's

Soviet JewTy chairwoman and the trip's

campus coordinator, felt the lobby was very

successful because "it isn't a Jewish issue

but rather is a human rights issue." she

said. '*It's very one-sided. There really

aren't any anti-Soviet Jewry groups around

to oppose us."

The three million Jews in the Soviet

Union make up the world's third-largest

Jewish community but endure widespread

persecution due to their religious and
cultural beliefs. The Soviet government
represses studies of Judaism by keeping

Jews from congregating and often punishes

some more severely with imprisonment.

The lobby, now in its 10th year, meets an-

r.ualiy tn discuss the progre.s.s of Soviet

Jews wiui senators and congressmen. This

year the meeting came shortly after the

release of Soviet dissident Anatoly

Shcharansky after his 13-year struggle to

gain freedom to Israel.

Richmond said she is confident that

Shcharansky's release won't cause people

to become content and forget about Jews

still in the USSR. "There are still people

who want them to get out," she said.

The release of Soviet Jews seems to fluc-

tuate with US-Soviet relations, Richmond
said. In 1979. she said, 51,320 Jews

emigrated as compared with 896 in 1984

and 1140 in 1985. She credits the recent

upswing to the Geneva summit.

She said more than 400,000 Jews have

applied for exit visas but very few have

been granted. "The government doesn't

want them there but it won't let them leave

either."

Terry Lally, another UMass participant,

said he was happy with the efforts of

Massachusetts politicians.

"Our representatives were very much in

the forefront," he said.

Lally pointed to a recent instance when
Sen. John Kerry approached many
senators personally and got 85 of them sign

a petition for the Soviet Jews. Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy's recent trip to the Soviet

Union was also successful in that he was
able to secure the release of 25 Jewish
families.
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Progressive men's
movement regroups
By SARAH BUSH
Collegian Correspondent

Pioneer Valley activists in the pro-

gressive "men's movement" say they are

having trouble maintaining cohesiveness

in a transitive college community.

One of the more visible components of the

movement has been Men Against Violence

Against Women, which is inactive at this

point, though many former members now
work through the Sexual Prevention Net-

work in the Everywoman's Center.

Last semester activists submitted a

three-point proposal to the University of

Massachusetts Office of Student Affairs:

• Funding for research on available ser-

vices concerning men's issues.

• Developing pilot models for workshops
geared to male consciousness-raising.

• Re-establishing a three-credit course

called "Men and Masculinity" which was
offered for two semesters in 1983.

The Office of Student Affairs sent the pro-

posal to the Office of Human Relations,

which then forwarded it to the Rape Task
Force. Neither of the latter offices is in a

position to offer funding.

"Basically, it has gotten the runaround,"

says graduate student Steve Botkin.

"It is a delicate issue because it's seen as

another special interest group and also

because we are typically seen as a priveleg-

ed group who should not get funding," he

.said.

Bot kin's involvement in the men's move-

ment includes the Men's Resource Connec-

tion, which has basically been running out

of his house for the past four years.

He said he helps about two men's groups

a year get started as well as providing his

callers with information and counseling.

In addition, he helped produce the Valley

Men's Newsletter which ha.s not printed an

issue since May 1985 due to lack of funds.

The newsletter was initially funded out of

a Men's Movement conference held two

years ago at Hampshire College.

The movement is not just a phenomenon
of the "Happy Valley."

The National Organization for Changing
Men plans annual conferences and
publishes a newsletter called "Brother."

On March 15-16, a regional conference is

being held in New Haven Further informa-

tion is available at the Everywoman's
Center.

Advisor seeks to help men
'reclaim their humanness'

Social dehumanization is at the heart of

violence against women, according to the

Residential Education Men's Center
advisor.

"Men are trained to victimize women,"
Billy Yalowitz .said in a recent interview.

In light of this, Yalowitz is offering a col-

loqium this semester called "Leadership

and Men's Issues." He said he hopes this

will allow men to be models to other men
a.s non-oppressive leaders.

"It takes a great courage for a man to be

visibly caring and life-affirming, which in-

cludes interrupting oppression," he
explained.

Yalowitz said he feels the progressive

men's movement must address society's

systematic dehumanization of men and the

ending of .sexism. Yalowitz defines sexism

as "men acting out the mistreatment that

they receive and directing that onto

women."
Some men in the movement, however,

.see the the issue differently and blame
women for misunderstanding their needs.

Yalowitz attributes this to guilt and defen-

siveness in response to the anger that

women express about this sexist society.

He also said the creation of the men's
movement came about due to the awaken-
ing of the women's movement.
"It has created the environment where

this work had to happen for us. A lot of the

models for consciousness raiMiig that 1 use

are directly taken from the feminist move-

ment," he said.

Right now there is a non-functioning

men's center in Hamlin House in Nor-

theast. It has been locked up for a year with

$400 worth of literature lying idle.

The center initially functioned out of

Brett House in Central - complete with a

coordinator- but was then moved to

Hamlin because it is an all-male dormitory.

Since then the center has had trouble fin-

ding support.

Yalowitz said he feels this disinterest is

the result of a lack of education and
understanding about its purpose. He said

he hopes to revive the center by training

leaders to do programming, lead some
men's groups and create a climate where
men start to need this information.

"We [men] sort of get addicted to the com-

forts we get offered through sexism; it is

like you're given a lot of money to buy

something that your spirit and heart can't

use although it might make you more com-

ff)rtable in a certain way," he said.

i am looking to develop a complete pro-

gram to end violence against women
through men telling their .stories and
reclaiming their humanne.ss," Yalowitz

said.

- SARAH BUSH

•A/DS
fidentially and in the privacy

of their own home," he said.

University Health Services and program
directors have also set up a series of six

workshops for gay men called "Sexuality
and Health."

"The goals of the workshop will be to

understand the modes of transmission of

the HTLV-III virus [identified as the pro-

bable cause of AIDS], to understand the

anxiety about AIDS, to learn new com-
munication stratagies and to overcome
fears of each other," said Ron Mazur, the

coordinator of the peer sexuality education
program at Health Services.

The workshops will examine other
aspects of relationships, how people met
their partners, their emotional ties within
a relationship, what is expected from a

relationship, and how to have sexual inter-

course while minimizing the risk of AIDS.
"Men are raised and taught not to be

demonstrative. We want to teach men that

sex isn't just a physical act but an emo-

^i^Hi^a iiinttnued from page 1

liuiial one loo," Ide said.

"(Gay! men are constantly aware in a

relationship that this person [their partner]

could kill you." he said. "We want to break
the barrier and show them all these things

you can do where this problem won't come
into a relationship."

The first four workshops are loosely

planned and the other two will be organiz-

ed to fit the needs of the group.

"Getting information out is the best

defense against oppression," Ide said.

The series will begin this week and will

be held at 7:00 p.m. Thursday evenings in

room 302 of the University Health Center
and participants are asked to attend all six.

Men interested in attending must
preregister at the University Health Ser-

vices or in the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay
Alliance office.

Anyone interested in information about
the disease can call the hotline, 545-1540,

and ask to hear the AIDS tape, number
0669. It is question-and-answer format and
lasts about five minutes.

Minor car accident only police report
Two cars each received $1000 in damages

when a car driven by a 17-year-old man hit

a car driven by a 37-year-old man at 2:16

a.m. yesterday on the corner of South East
Street and Valley View Drive, Amherst
police said.

The 17-year-old saw the older man slow
down his car and attempted to pass him.
He did not realize the man was turning and
hit him, police said.

- ANNE TAUGER

SGA hopefuls debate fees, student rights
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Candidates for student government presi-

dent and student trustee last night debated
a variety of campus issues including the
control of student activities money, student
rights, and the credibility of the Student
Government Association.

The debate, sponsored by the SGA
Governmental Affairs Committee, brought
toether five of the six candidates for stu-

dent representitive to the Board ofTrustees
and the four candidates vying for the SGA
presidency.

The faceoff was attended by about a hun-
dred people who cheered their favorite can-

didates - and sometimes hissed - as the
hopefuls answered questions from the au-

dience and a panel from WMUA and the

Collegian.

Trustee candidate Denise Forbes accus-

ed Student Activities Director Randy Do-

nant of being a "two faced fraud" who was

throwing the SGA budget into disarray by

increasing the budget of his office while

refusing to allow the senate to increeise the

student activities fee.

The Student Activities Trust Fund,

ostensibly controlled by the senate, funds

registered student organizations and has

a deficit of $120,000, Donant estimated.

Trustee candidate Daniel J. Valianti said

a moderate philosophy was his strength.

He said he had gone door-to-door in every

dorm on campus to hear from students, and

that a failure of the current student gover-

ment to educate students on campus issues

should be corrected.

John Gait Sparks, chairman of the SGA
Rent and Fees Committee and trustee can

didate, stressed his ability to get results.

He pointed to his committee's ability to

eliminate the $200 a year engineering fee

as an example of his effectiveness.

Incumbent trustee Dani Burgess said he

had "broad based experience" and said he

has a good chance of getting on the Ex-

ecutive Council of the state Board of

Regents. He said that would allow him a

much more powerful voice for students

statewide.

Burgess' running mate, presidential can-

didate M. Lynne Murphy pointed out her

experience as assistant to the current SGA
co-presidents and her work in various cam-

pus activities.

"I have been known to be a vocal senator

because I have the ability to make the

desires of my constituents known," she

said. She attacked the zero funding of ad-

vocacy RSOs, saying there was too little

diversity on the SGA Budgets Committee,

which eliminated funding for the groups in

Its proposed budget for the next fiscal year.

Presidential candidate Bill Bennett said.

'we need to bring the students together.'

He said there was too much animosity in

the current student senate, adding, "we

don't need vocal senators; we need senators

that are there for the students, to present

the student views."

The elections for student trustee and

SGA president will take place March 10

and 11.

Presidential candidate Ted Capodilupo

seemed unprepared and stumbled through

many of his answers.

Running on the "Voodoo" ticket are

Hank Pierce for trustee and Jason Taler-

man for president. The two candidates

presented a number of bizarre proposals.

Their statements constituted a standup

comedy routine which brought roars of

laughter.

The SGA grants presidential candidates

$185 and $125 to trustee hopefuls for cam-

paign expenses.

Nightclub may reopen soon
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

The owner of Justin Ryan's, Robert Ross, said last week

that the Northampton Road nightclub will reopen,

although he could not say when.

But in a recent story in the Daily Hampshire Gazette,

Ross's brother Michael, who had managed the bar, said

the owner is seeking new financing in order to reopen after

spring break.

"We have our reasons [for closing]," Robert Ross told

the Collegian. "It has something to do with the industry."

He declined further comment.
Justin Ryan's was last open Feb. 22, according to an

employee.

Griff Dow, a L^ass senior majoring in communications,

went to Justin Ryan's "because it was big. .JRs was a good

place to go if you wanted to dance.But as soon as you got

there, you were stuck. You couldn't go anywhere else.

"It's not like going uptown where you've got Time Out,

Barsie's, Delano's and The Pub, which are all within walk-

ing distance from campus, " Dow said.

"The location's always been a dud,"said Dan
Carlson.manager of Barsie's."They've had four or five

things there and they've all gone under. It's hard to get

to and there's no real parking."

In 1973, the Steak Out went into business at 351 Nor-

thampton Road. The address was taken over by

Branagan's in 1981. Joey Dee's moved into the location

in 1982, giving way to Justin Ryan's in 1984.

"The location's a little off the beaten path,"said Joseph

DiNatale.former proprietor of Joey Dee's. "And the kids

around here are tough to do business with. They've got

tunnel vision: All they see is The Pub, Barsie's, and Time

Out. Unless you give the booze away, they won't go down

there."

John Allen, general manager of Pearl Street, said

skyrocketing liquor liability insurance rates are a burden

to barkeepers.

Michael Kane, manager of Changes on Belchertown

Road, said that his business was not affected by the rise

in liquor liability insurance rates as much as other bars,

because Changes and Hunan Garden, a Chinese

restaurant at the same address, are one business.

"When you're 50 percent food and 50 percent liquor, it's

a lot easier to obtain liability insurance than if you're just

serving liquor," he said. Changes was considered to be

Justin Ryan's' main competition.

The University of Massachusetts was "dry" last

semester because it could not obtain insurance covering

alcohol-related accidents The University is now insured

by the Joint Underwriters Association, a pool of private

insurers set up by the state last November after high set

tlomente ^ward*>d in alrnhol -related l«w««uits boosted

I|]cfin R V&n*S i'«>ll<-|pan phnin hv Kob Skritiin

liabilty insurance rates.

Allen did not know how the closing of Justin Ryan's will

affect his business.

"I can't imagine what will happen.You never know what

will happen in this business until it happens," he said.

'JR's had a different student crowd than we do,"he

said."Our students come in specifically for the music. JR's

had much more of a neighborhood bar feel to it."

"I don't think it's going to have any effect on our

busine.ss," Kane said. "There are lines here every Thurs-

day, Friday and Saturday night. We can't fit any more

people in as it is."
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Letters

Filipino transition bypassed NPA
I feel obhged to address some ofthe issues

raised by Timothy Harris' column about

the Philippines in Monday's Collegian.

The most disturbing aspect of Harris' col-

umn is his implication that President

Aquino is no more than a continuation of

the Marcos regime. Clearly this is not the

case. Aquino won the election by a wide

margin and eryoys the support of almost

every sector of Philippine society. The
shooting is not still going on under Presi-

dent Aquino, in fact she has begun releas-

ing Marcos' political prisoners.

Harris also states that President Aquino
is powerless to redistribute the wealth of

the country because of the corrupt military

and private security forces. He seems to ig-

nore the fact that the Military Reform
Movement simultaneously expelled Mar-

cos' cronies and installed Aquino as the

president. As for private security forces,

even the most hard core private army
would have no chance detenamg a planta-

tion against a well equipped national army.

Harris seems to base his argument in

favor of the NPA entirely on the fact that

5 million people support the NPA. He fails

to mention that the Philippines has a

population of over 50 million, and that the

NPA undoubtedly lost many of its sup-

porters when the people saw that a peaceful

transfer of power was possible.

The people of the Philippines have

removed a corrupt dictator and installed a

democratic govenment, and they have done

it with minimal bloodshed and civil strife.

The people of the Philippines deserve our

admiration and support as they enter a

new phase in their history.

Hank Thayer
Amherst

Communism hardly a solution
As a Filipino who spent last intercession

in the Philippines, there is only one thing

that angers me more than shortsighted

military men like Caspar Weinberger, who
ignore the obvious role of government in

defending human interests. The only thing

worse is knee-jerk left wing radicals who

prescribe change because it seems almost

clinically expedient. I am addressing

Timothy Harris's column about the US role

in the Philippines. First of all. it takes the

same paternalistic viewpoint that our ad-

ministration takes in determining how to

run other countries. Such an uninformed

outsider viewpoint cannot hope to be ac-

curate, much less solve anything. Second-

ly, he has his facts quite wrong concerning

the U.S. role in the Philippines after the

Spanish-American war. The Spanish had

already done an excellent job of Catholiciz-

ing the people; the US wanted to install its

form of government there, and after much
bloodshed, it succeeded. Thirdly, whoever

decided that the objective of the govern-

ment should be to redistribute wealth (vis

a vis the NPA)?
The revolution in the Philippines last

month was an excellent role model for the

overthrow of a bad dictatorship. The bat-

tle was won not by any military means, but

by hundreds of thousands of protestors in

the streets, and millions more who provid-

ed moral support. It was won by the

jounalists who literally risked their lives

to provide free press. It was won from the

inside by the people and only facilitated to

a degree by the U.S.

The new Filipino government must be

recognized for what it is; a politically

moderate group whose chief goal is to

reintegrate a factional ized, corrupted coun-

try by socio-economic and political reform.

Aquino has already proven to be a strong

leader, forgiving and cooperative with

diversified interests, while remaining ada-

mant about her moral beliefs. She is very

different from Marcos and does not deserve

to be examined by outsiders in the same
light. She has immense popular support

there and I should hoiie that she should

receive the same here.

Now I read Tim Harris's suggestion that

the NPA is the only solution to the pover-

ty and economic stratification in the Philip-

pines. I suggest he and others do some
homework and consider the logistics of

completely restructuring a country's

governmental infrastructure anew and ex-

amine the possible costs (in money, time,

and blood). While studying, examine the

record of the NPA. They began as an anti-

Marcos vigilante group which gathered

power by enforcing law without trials in

the countryside in response to the corrup-

tion which prevailed under Marcos. They
have gained a reputation there as a

disorganized, inconsistent, and very violent

group. Since the expulsion of Marcos, they

have lost quite a bit of power.

Paul Peczon
Amherst

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submission.s

should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University of Ma.ssachu.setts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off

at the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due
to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.
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Activism counters hunger
Hunger is everywhere in the world, in-

cluding the United States, However, for the

majority of us, hunger is a very abstract

issue. We find it difficult to see any way
we can affect such a huge problem. For
most of hi.story, wiping out hunger was
thought to be the ultimate but
unachievable humanitarian goal. Recent-

ly, the thinking has been changing. Why
cant hunger be stopped? In the Third
World this is a monumental task for many
reasons, but what about in the United
States?

Why are people hungry in the United
States, the land of plenty? Does it seem like

an im{)ossible goal to feed every person in

this country? There aren't any shortages

in the grocery stores this year, in fact I

can't ever remember seeing a shortage of

food. The problem, of course, is you need

money to get that food. Basically, the

hungry either have to be given money or

food. Whose responsibility is it to provide

this? The U,S, government should certainly

have a role in providing for the basic needs

of the citizens that support it. However, as

much as the government falls short in this

duty by favoring the military over human
services, hunger is not mainly a budgetary

problem It is a problem in the structure of

U.S. society.

We live in a patchwork society. Every

time a problem comes up that the govern-

ment can't ignore they throw money and

a law at it and expect everything to be bet-

ter. Hunger can't be fixed successfully this

way. Welfare and food stamps are highly

criticized and not very effective programs
for alleviating poverty. We need a solid

system for providing the poor in this coun-

try with a source of inexpensive, healthy

food. The current system of food banks and

soup kitchens is a start. This network

should be increased and better financed.

Other options should also be developed like

community gardens and canning centers.

Currently, these are charitable ventures

supported by churches and other organiza-

tions, but the power and money of govern-

ment is needed. The growing grassroots

hunger movement is the greatest hope of

pushing these hunger program options and

Letter was insulting, unfair
I would like to comment on Jeffrey

Clark's letter which appeared on Thursday

(Feb, 27), I was offended by it, Clark does

exactly what he is condemning. He wants

respect for his beliefs from those who do not

agree with him, but he does not give them

respect. Shouldn't we do unto others as we

would have them do unto as? Instead of say-

ing to people that they should be Christian

and why, he says if they are not "they are

just plain wrong," Insulting someone will

not change their minds.

Clark also spoke of Rusty Denton. He
praises him for being someone who is not

afraid to state the truth. Who is to say Den-

ton knows the truth? He writes about what

he perceives to be the truth, just as Clark

and I do. The mistake is not allowing

another opinion or "truth," Without taking

into account all sides, how can we come to

a true understanding of anything? I do

agree with Clark in his statement that peo-

ple should not make personal attacks

against Denton because of his "commit-

ment to Christ," I have many problems with

Denton's columns, but they are political

and have nothing to do with his faith,

Clark said we "should look to ourselves

and check our own faith." Who is he to say

we have not done this? Just because so-

meone's faith is not the same as Clark's,

does it mean they are wrong? Yes, it may

be possible that Denton's faith is the true

faith. It might not be. Who is to judge?

Clark? I think not. He is insulting those

who do not believe the same as he does.

Don't they have a right to their beliefs?

Wouldn't God and the Bible say to love thy

neighbor even if they are different?

Mary Flanders
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Patricia Diggins

encouraging the government to get

involved.

The hunger movement in this country is

mainly concentrating raising money to feed

the hungry. This in the long run is only a

temporary solution. The hunger movement
should capitalize on recent outpouring of

money and support, brought about by

events like Live-Aid. to start to change the

system. A political voice for the hungry is

very important if any meaningful changes

are to occur. We have to help Ronald
Reagan realize that there are people going

hungry in his country. In addition to lob-

bying the government, the private sector

should be looked to as a source of support

for hunger programs.

The hungry in this country aren't lazy or

criminals as some would have them por-

trayed. They are mainly underemployed,
di,sabled, elderly or children. Anyone who
argues the system works has never felt

hunger beyond missing a meal. It should

be a goal of this country to achieve a volun-

tary redistribution of wealth sufficient to

take care of basic human needs.

Today, Thursday and Saturday, the

UMass chapter of MassPIRG will be ask-

ing customers at the Super Stop and Shop
in Hadley to help the hungry in Western
Massachusetts by donating a food pur-

chase. This is a convenient way for

everyone to make a contribution to solving

the hunger problem. Anyone interested in

getting more involved in the issue can con-

tact MassPIRG in room 423 of the Student
Union Building, The UMass Hunger Task
Force, or Students against Hunger
(MassAid) in room 322 of the SUB, All are

student groups actively fighting hunger
and all are in the Student Union, Help is

needed if we are to finally achieve the

impossible.

Patricia Diggins is a UMass student.

1 was slightly amused when Clark wrote
that he could "attempt to explain what
Christianity is according to the Bible." If

he wanted to know what Christainity is, I

think that we would consult someone with
more knowledge, such as a priest from the

Newman Center or a Christian minister,

not a UMass student.

I took the greatest offense when Clark
made the generalization about anti-

Christian leftists. Is he saying that all lef-

tists are anit-Christian or all anti-

Christians are leftists? Is this a Christian

thing to say? Who is to say that others

should seek out what they believe and re-

pent to Grod? I think it is up to God to decide

who should repent.

In his last statement, Clark commented
that the paper may have the guts to print

a response that does not satisfy the

politically left and anti-Christian views

that prevails on the editorial page. I guess
my letter will doubly not be printed. I am
politically very leftist and religiously very

Catholic. I wonder where I would fit in

Clark's classifications of people?

Tb Clark and others who believe as Clark

does, I say that I find your sterotypes of

Christians, anti-Christians, and leftists in-

sulting and Calvinistic. I suggest a social

awareness workshop from Health Services

to aid you in accepting people who are dif-

ferent. Isn't that the same respect that you
are arguing over from them?
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Questions and calendars

The time we spend at the University is

a time of questioning. Here are a few things

I've been wondering about;

Why are professors such poor dressers?

I realize many of them are lefti.sts, but do
they have to all dress like members of the

Soviet Politburo? I don't pay good money
to see the same pair of plaid trousers on my
professors every week.
What is a "low salt test area?" Just after

the 202 intersection on Rt. 9 there is a sign

that says "low salt test area." Does that

mean the town of Belchertown sits back

and counts the number of vehicles that

crash for lack of traction. Perhaps the

neighborhood is on a low sodium diet.

Why are people always sleeping on the

couches of the Campus Center. Don't they

have homes?
Why do all those ducks hang out at the

Campus Pond? Why don't their little webb-

ed feet get frozen into the ice while they

are sleeping? Then the DCs could serve

freshly frozen roast duck. Yum.
Why does the University Store sell

calenders with half-naked men on them but

no women? The UMass Republican Club is

thinking about making its own calendar as

a fundraiser -- "Men of the UMass
Republican Club." Pete Dow has
volunteered to be Mr. September.

Who was F*resident Reagan throwing

that snow ball at on the cover of last week's

Globe? Hopefully Sam Donaldson took it in

the face.

Why do pacifist-hippie types walk around

in military fatigues? I wear fatigues, but

I'd enjoy crushing Soviet Imperialism.

Why is there steam pouring out of the

ground all over campus? Most universities

have ivory covered halls and sprawling

lawns. We have geysers.

Why is Goodell Library always so hot? Is

Stephen Erickson

It really a fat farm? I for one don't need to

lose any weight.

Is President Reagan's National Security

Advisor's name really Poindexter? A Na-
tional Security Advisers name should be
tough -- like "Rocky," "Spike," "Guido,"
or Cap "the Knife" Weinberger. Poindex-

ter sounds like someone who should be
sharpening |>encils somewhere.
who actually manufactures all of those

"no-name" bargain products sold in the

super markets? What are they trying to

hide anyway? They are probably rich

multi-nationals who exploit helpless peo-

ple for fun and profit.

Why do guerillas in Beirut wear green

camoflage uniforms when there's hardly a
living plant within miles? Why don't they
dress up like burned-out buildings instead?

How is Red Sox player Wade Boggs ever

going to get by on a salary of $1.35 million?

The poor guy wanted $1.85 million. Oh
well, to make ends meet perhaps he can
find a part time job delivering pizzas or

something.
Why is Libyan dictator Moammar

Khadaffy only a Colonel? With the
unlimited power he wields he could pro-

claim himself general, Field Marshal, or

Captain Kangaroo if he so chose. I guess

humility forbids. What a guy.

How do I come up with things to write

about every week? Sometimes I don't and
just take up space asking stupid questions

instead.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian
columnist

^Jv... *%fr-f

Letters
ly&i

Chair responds to policy editorial

.*•.«».»<
Mary Flanders is a UMass student.

I wish to addre.ss the "Fiscal questions"
raised in the Collegian policy editorial of

Monday, March 3. The priority of the SGA
Budgets Committee is to fund student ac-

tivities and student services. Our priority

is not to fund small partisan political

groups to which the vast majority of

students do not belong. It is also not the
pi irity of the Budgets Committee to fund
a lUA^tUum that is the product of an

academic course, that has most of its copies

shipped to sources outside the University,

and has not been printed since 1984. We
welcome the viewpoint of the Collegian

editorial board, but we wish that further

input be accompanied by constructive

alternatives.

Jordan Rosner, chairman SGA
Budfeta Committo*
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CHINl^E JUNK'vrith sails and
snail motor. Seeps 4. Cheap.
CaU YO 3-8047

APT WITH VIEW-overlooks Mo^
cow Square. 3 rooms. 48
mo. 387 Lenin Bhrd.

FOLDING TENT
Wat«i»oof

BtmRO -

Senior

drtaia
t A^ 35-

854-0028

:RPA OtnDE • aU
Mt. dimbing. Call Cliff

American Travel Services

presents
^^'^ SPRING BREAK ^*86''

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York $209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $32y.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

Ail prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, -sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

GERTRUDE STEIN-unpuUiAed
notes found in Left-bank garret

PARIS FLEA MARKET Stall

No. 8

MONEY MOTIVATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and Have
the Confidence to Prove What it Takes,

Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expan-

ding a new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing

is the future successful road to sales in the 1980's,

and we are growing rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to

work around your schedule, and you can earn up to

$10.00 per hour while training. There are still 25

positions available. Salary plus Commissions plus

Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM,
Dave 413-256-4101

(MtWb C6NIER fboo T^lces ???

Of B^sf^m mcA
!T'5.,.Uh...

\Hmx...

we FIX ©/02^Hfa- TT\MS DSfASTERt-/

MOMIKATION"WWS Dug- \fmi\r^^ HojM
(MMABbE IN AZO SIVCeirUNION>

The
Golden

Palomiiio
eaturing

Board Of Governors

the pulse of the campus center

Anton Fier
CarlaBley

JackBruce
Mike Hampton
Jody Harris
HenryKaiser
BiULasweU
Arto Lindsay
Nicky Skopelitis

Chris Stamey

Syd Straw
RichardThompson
Bemie Wforrell

ThurSy March 6 th

S.U,B, UMass

$10XX> UMASS

$1ZOO GEN. PUBLIC

Tickets on sale at F.A.C. Box Office,

Springfield Civic Cen+er and Holyoke,

Northampton, Greenfield & Pittsfield.

No cans, bottles or recording devices.

K ALARM Tickets
still on sale at F.A.C. Box Office M

/mrV I hj
WMUA D.J. plans to produce album
By MOIRA SMITH
Collegian Correspondent

"Awhh yahh this is Mix Master Mike
chillin' out in the place to be, doin' the right

thing, hopin' you'll give me a call at

545-FM91..."

Every Saturday night between seven and

ten o'clock if you turn your radio to 91.1

on the FM dial you can hear Mix Master

Mike cuttin' it up for UMass in the studios

of WMUA.
Not everyone enjoys the somewhat

celebrity status of Mix Master Mike. And
the notoriety comes from the style and

substance of this disc jockey performances

that he does weekly on campus for WMUA
and at parties and competitions throughout

the year.

As a senior in high school Mike became

interested in becoming a UJ after atten-

ding a party at UMass. '"I saw this guy

command an audience of 2000 people with

the records he played. He'd switch the

record and they'd scream. He'd say 'put

your hands in the air' and 2000 people put

their hands in the air. I was in awe. But

when I walked up to the DJ, he was just

an everyday person. He looked just like me.

And I said why can't do this?"

He taught himself the techniques he

uses. "When I was first starting I used to

practice one song for hours and people

would yell 'shut that garbage off!' But

that's what it took, constant practice."

When Mike came to UMass he joined the

Black Mass Communications Project

within WMUA. A friend jokingly tossed

out the name Mix Master. "People started

continued on page 10

Bring a couple friends and

your appetites and enjoy some

of the best Mexican food anywhere.

TACO VILLA
NORTHAMPTON
?i CfNTERST

Bting Vour Own
Brti 01 Wine

AMHERST
.!' BOL'WnOD WAIK

Bft t *im»
Senrra

SPRINGFIELD
749 SUMNER AVi

Bring Yow 0—"

^52S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S^2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2SZS2S2S2S2SHS2SHS2S2SZS2S2S2S2SES2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2^^

SUPERSUN
Tanning System

UTOPIA SPAS
175 University Drive

Amherst, MA 01002

(413) 253-7727

Boston University's

Program for Reporting on

Science and Medicine
An intensive, threfst-mestfr \>r«gr-dm in .science journalism

leaflinn t<i an M.S. in KejK)rtinK on Science and Medicine. Students

are trained for careers as re^K)rters. editors, and science informa

lion specialists. The program features the Science in New England

news service.

For further information, call 617/3.S3-3481. or write to: GeraM

F. Lanson, Director, F'RSM. Boston Tniversity College of Com
munication. fi40 Commonwealth Avenue, B»)ston, MA 0221.

S

Boston
University

Et?

.MARC ANDKE HAMELIN
19S5 C tirncfiir Hall

lutcrnutionul Anivrican Xliisic

( DnifH-lilion Winner

Boston Iniversity's policies provide for equal opjwrtunity ami af

firmative action in employment and admission to all programs d
the I 'niven^itv

I
Wednesday, March .5, 8 pm

I Howkcr Auditorium

CINEMA
Wed

1984

Dr. Strar

nesday

igetove

- Saturday

7:00

9:00

Double Feature $3.00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-542b

Univrrsity of Massjthusrtlt

prfsenU
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• WMUA D.J.'
continued from page 9

picking up on it. I mean, Mike Oglesby just

isn't hitting it as the DJ name. So when
it came to my show, I decided to use Mix
Master and it stuck. I hate to say it, but

most people know me by my DJ name."
He was given a slot on Thursday nights

that he parlayed into one of the most listen-

ed to slots on WMUA. His new slot on

Saturday nights is well on its way to the

same renown. For a year Mike and
sophomore Ron Furr is a significant

creative influence. "Ron is best known for

his scratching techniques. Although his

style is different from mine, I turn to him
for advice. If it doesn't sound good, he'll tell

me. He pushes me. He keeps me going."

"My sound has varied throughout the

three years I have been here. I play R&B,
rap, dancey beat music, discoey stuff,

sometimes top 40. I want to attract

everyone at UMass. I'm not going for one

particular group.

"What makes it fun is the response I get

from people when I'm doing a radio show
or party. The people are what keep you go-

ing. It's not that it swells your head, it

makes you strive to do better. If people are

enjoying what I do, then I enjoy it."

Mike and Ron Furr are teaming up to

make a rap record. They've written the

songs and have the copywrite. "We have
it on tape. We're distributing it now. We
have some people who are very interested.

A lot of people think I have a big head
because I'm a DJ. I can't look at it that

way. I do other things in my life besides

that. And that's what keeps it balanced.

I'm just like anyone else, really." He cocks

his head and smiles.

*'#•,« H«r»

f

:«•':

Investigations and Manipulations is an exhibition by Wen-
dy Jackson, a UMass graduate student. The show will con-
tinue through March 13 at Wheeler Gallery, UMass, Mon-
day - Thursday; 3-7 p.m., Sunday 2-5 p.m.

Color Guards
compete Sunday
By DAVID HAUTANEN
Collegian Correspondent

The Minuteman Marching Band and Spitfire Color

Guard are sponsoring a National Judges Association In-

door Color Guard Competition on Sunday March 9 at 1:30

p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage at UMass.
Spitfire Color Guard, a competition guard, is sponsored

by the Minuteman Marching Band and the Department
of Music and Dance. Spitfire is the reigning 1985 Chapter
4 and All Chapter Class "AA" Champions. As an indoor

color guard. Spitfire performs on gym floors to taped music
using various types of equipment to express the music,

The equipment must include flags, rifles and sometimes,
.sabres and other more unique equipment such as

backdrops, streamers, hula hoops .and capes. An indoor

color guard show is much like a football half-time show
without the marching band.

There will be color guards from Massachusetts, Connec-

ticut, Long Island, New Hampshire, New York, and New
Jersey. These other competing guards will be presenting

thematic shows based on the 1950s Camelot, a Spanish
Conga, and other various themes. Refreshments will be

available, including Hot Dogs, Subs and Soda. The doors

will open at 1 p.m. and the show will start at 1:30 p.m.

There will be a small charge at the door for students and
adults.

Costello visit:

conflicting reports

Add a
smile to

St. Patricks \

day. . instead

of flowers. . .

Ballocn

Bouquets
The bDuquet that lasts

and lasts and lasts

•he Balloonerv
. ^ We deliver^^^ „„^Amherst 256-0901

EUROPE >> CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rock«l«ii«r Plaza

N«w York, NY 10020
Phona (212) 5ai-3O40

Mail this ad lor Special

Sludant/Taachar Tarill.

MENTAL : LEASE PUMCHASE

In a recent article, the

Collegian told you to see the

Pogues at Pearl Street

tonight ifyou wanted to see

Elvis Costello.

The latest information we
get now from John Allen of

the Pearl Street establish-

ment, however, is that of

conflicting reports of

Costello's appearance. Allen

explains that one of his New
York contacts assures him
that Costello will come.

Another report is that the

producer of the Pogues will

not even be in the country

tonight, but in England.

You should have a great

time if Costello is there or

not. The Pogues' sound is a

mixture of traditional Irish

folk and punk. Go, have a
wild Irish night, and see if

Elvis graces the stage.

- JENNIFER ACKERMAN

b R^taurant

Lose
UpToTen
Pounds
InJust
Two

Weeks.

t

WEDNESDAY IS

PASTA NIGHT fo, only $4.95

includes spaghetti with a choice of

homemade meatball, sausage, fresh

eggplant, sauteed mushrooms, or

broccoli served with salad or soup, \

bread and butter, and a glass of wine
\

or beer
j

56 University Drive, Amherst 549-5713 :

\

\

\

\

\

\

Summer Employment
Camp Young Judaea, Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident, Co-ed, 1 hour from Boston) is in need or

Department Directors and Activity Specialists for

this summer in: Athletics, Gymnastics, Swim In-

struction (WSI), Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts & Crafts,

Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk Song,
Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel and
Nurses (R.N.). Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.

Please contact Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director, 81

\ Kingsbury Street, Wellesley, MA 02181,

1)

Pam Weisman's

Diet Center

644 Main St.,

Amherst

253-9580

Mon-Fri 7am to 1 1 am
I pm to .:i pin

Sat 8 am to 10:30 am

CENTER

AXILLA'S
WE DELIVER

586-7070 or 586-7071

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Ma 01035

Sunday - Thursday 4:00 pm - 2:00 am
Friday, Saturday 4:00 pm - 3:00 am

PIZZA
small (12")

large (16")

also: Gyro, Stromboli, Subs, Salads

$1.00 OFF ;

! any size pizza <

: $1.00 OFF
;

any size pizza \

$1.00 OFF
any size pizza 1

$1.00 OFF
any size pizza 1

u
Call for Delivery Now and Get $1.00 Off

Any Size Pizza
with one of these coupons

i.

Jingles and more
By JENNIFER ROOKS
Collegian Corresporident

David Buskin and Robin Batteau, singers

and songwriters of pop and folk-rock music,

brought Buckley Auditorium to life last

Friday night with an array of humor and

music as the second performance in the

Five College Arts Festival.

Everyone has heard of Buskin and Bat-

teau, whether you know it or not. How
often have you been sitting in your dorm
room, watching your favorite soap and been

interrupted with the reminder that you're

tuned to "NBC, Let's All Be There," or

about the "Unsinkable Taste of Cheerios?"

Writing advertisement jingles is the duo's

"real-paying job."

Buskin and Batteau have been in the

music business for 15 years. They began

their careers in the late 1970s as members
of the pop rock group Pierce Arrow. When
the band broke up, the two stayed together

and are now entertaining audiences with

a performan'"*^ that keep people tapping

their feet, rolling in the isles, and talking

about it for days.

The talented duo performed a variety of

songs which played on both the serious and

humorous side of everyday life. With a

back-up percussion and acoustic string

bass, Busking shifted between the guitar

and the piano. Batteau, usually on the

guitar, incorporated the violin into the per-

formance, adding an original and special

touch to many of the songs.

They did some love songs, added a few

about personal experiences and ambitions,

sprinkled the whole thing with humorous

ballads about Annette Funicello and

mythical music inspired by "Death in

Venice" with a sophisticated dry-and-light

humor. Batteau's sensitive tune "The Boy

With the Violin," saving the best for last,

was an exceptional and unique song which

received its due extra applause. This top-

ped off the performance which the audience

would not let end without an encore.
David Buskin and Robin Batteau performed as a part of the Five

College Festival Saturday.

TAN - TAN - TAN - TAN
$29.95 for 9 sessions

and your 10th is free!

Why be a casper when you

don't have to be?

MARJON HAIR DESIGN
Rt. 9 Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551

REDKEN

THEARMY
NURSING

CHALLENGL
You've worked hard getting your

degree, hard enough that you'd like to

continue the challenge. Tnat's what

Army Nursing offers. The challenge of

professional practice, new study oppor-

tunities, continuing education ancl travel

are all part of Army Nursing. And you'll

have the respect and dignity accorded

an officer in the United States Army.

If you're working on your BSN or

if you already have a BSN and arc regis-

tered to practice in the United States or

Puerto Rico, talk to our Army Nurse

Corps Recruiter.

CALL COLLECT: 301 - 677 - 5355

ARMYNURSECORPS.
BEAUYOUCANBE.

DENISE

FORBES
FOR

STUDENT
TRUSTEE

MARCH 10, 11

MASS APPnOVCD
INSPCCTION 8TAT10M

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29^
Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tin
A Auto Center
Fat Service Tre Store

7S Swidarlaod Rd . No krrttv%t. MA
Across from Watfoba s Stors

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

FOR RENT

2 bedroom apt, heat & hot water

short term lease

discounted rent to $450 due to

mid-season opening, on bus rte

South Amherst 256-8534

iQttQQMQOQOMMQQQtQfftQtOQQOMQMMPQtQCtPtJtOtQOttOQtMOPOtOQ^

IF THIS DOESN'T
SCARE YOU, YOU'RE

ALREADY. . .

FRESH .

from nautca

/

.

^

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 MASONIC ST • NORTHAMPTON • 586 6336

Mon Sat. 10-6, Thurs. til 9, Sun. 12-5

Directed by Gaorgc Romero

Wed. March 5th in Campus Center Auditorium

5 pm $1.00 7, 9, & 11 pm $1.50

Sponsored by U.Mass Science Fiction Society

MiMhmmmmmmhmmmmmhhm
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Phi Sigma Kappa

OPEN RUSH
Wed. March 5 9-11 PM

"Movie"

refreshments

• Great locale

• A concern for academics

• Current athletic leader

Come see what Phi Sig has to offer. . ,

510 N. Pleasant St.

next to Fine Arts Center

GOLD
BRACELETS
By
Laila Lee Taylor

Directed dy

Amy Galper

March 6, 7, & 8 8:00 pm

Hampden Theater UMASS
General Admission - $2

Five College Students - $1

ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

Mikes Westview Cafe
Come Down and Relax,

Always a Good Time

Free Hors d'oeuvres
Back by Popular Demand - Specials This Week

Coors, Coors Light 99'

Peppermint Schnapps 99*

11 am - 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amharat. MA

253-7018 _ __
t^^MBiHMiBMMMBBMValuable Coupon

I Free Medium Shake
|

I with $3.00 purchase & this valuable coupon

I Limit one per cu^omer^^E)yDire^3/9/86^^^^^^"

|iBMM^«BBaaHBValuable CouponMHMiHH^HHMH|

I Sunday Special I

I
Buy a Deluxe Burger get the

j

I second burger FREE (with valuable coupon) |

_ UNIVERSITY TRAVEL and TOURS INC.

I
225 Main St.

rp NorthamDton, Mass.
I 584-9913

iiiS^^^gillieijPlJMllliJJliMlMlMlIMliaM^^IlMeiMMMMl@M@ea^

^jp^j^f^I^j^llMlMIMIlIlMJMMJEJlMMIMHMMMMMlMllIMIlMlMlIMMMII

SPRINGBREAK 1986
1 WEEK IN GREECE $699.
Price Includes: - RT airfare from Boston to Greece

on a Junabo 747

- standard class hotel accomodations

- breakfast

m

WEEKEND IN ICELAND
$349 Price Includes:

m
m

m
m

- RT airfare NY/Iceland

- 2 nights bed & breakfast

in first class hotel

m

1 WEEK IN ICELAND |
$4i/9 Price Includes:

- RT airfare NY/Iceland
- 1 wk first class hotel ace.

- breakfast
m
m
m
m

m
m
m
m

Escape to the world's northernmost capital and pack your days

with sightseeing, museum-hopping, shopping and wining and

dining from morning to night. Or just relax amid the scenic beauty!—

.

\A.l 1 ili Jl«— J.J.-'-'**-. M.M.^-^^^--'-- -Q ^-5 _-__^__ ^
1

1

f

I
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THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON
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PUNKS
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Sorry ... were dead

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE b O'BRIEN
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trade Mkbel J«ffc

ACROSS
1 Partners ot

evens
5 Bt|Oui

9 Ptace tor

memoratxlia

t4 Spring

15 DicKerson o<

the Rams
16 Pine Tree Slate

1

7

Reckless
courage

19 Wooded areas

20 Pnitosopner

Immanuei
21 Writer Santha

Rama
23 Hino s aunt

24 Pungent
26 Ratifying words
28 TLC purveyors

29 Cockeyed
30 Early days in a

sense
32 I love to

Agrippa

33 Hatcnery need
34 Transylvania S

locale

37 Ot a Mormon
priesttHXXl

4 1 WiU3 pig

43 Rnea s cousm
44 Unrestricted

authority

46 Ishmael s

mottiet

48 Consideration

49 Pranks

;>0 AEMgaii or Anae*

51 Be'ore t}red or

ted

52 Saver s aDOr

53 Argyll native

54 November
listing

56 Grackie

61 Carries

62 Latvian ci*y

63 Be It — »o

homWe
64 Kind of shop or

talk

65 Minute quarttity

66 Erotic

DOWN
1 Tune Dvorn

2 River into

Solway Firth

3 Ptiotographer s

need
4 Twist of the

wnsf
5 Good sport, for

short

6 Work unit

7 Before day or

way
8 Arena features

9 One settir^g a

PooDy trap

10 Trai language
11 Cafe

1

2

Heartless

13 Southwest
sights

18 The - 500
22 — now (soon)

24 Winged
25 Perry of pop
26 Mjmpo lumbo
27 Cninese name
31 Gold, to Cortez

33 Fish of the Nile

35 Forest dweller

36 Most m want

38 Refusal

39 Mosque official

40 Mor>greis

42 Black tx'd Var

44 Associate

45 See eye-to-eye

mod style

46 Cap
47 Sun-dnad

bricks

48 Ak s weapons
53 Swindle

55 Unksman t

Item

57 Illuminated

58 In trie past

59 Reviewer Reed
60 Help with the

dishas
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Basics Lunch
Hearty Latin Stew

(irilled Chee.se on Wheatberrv
Dinner

\F\V ENGLAND NIGHT
Roast Turkey

Cornbread StufTing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Cape Cod Fillets

Basics Dinner

NEW ENGLAND NIGHT Koast Turkey

Deep Dish Ve^'etable Pie Cornbread StufTinK'

with PufTPastrv (iravy. Cranberry Sauce

"Beware the Ides of March.''

— William Shakespeare from Julius Caesar

Today: Mixed clouds and sun, temps in the

low 40s.

Tonight: Cloudy with a chance of snow, 25-30

degrees.

Tomorrow: Light snow, highs in the low 30s.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY
Night Editor

Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

Daniel Sobel

Ian Polumbaum
Peter Soderberg
Paul Desmarais

Mat Atkins

Production: Kelly Sieger, Pete Soderberg, Conor
Plunkett, Maura McHugh, and Bill.
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IM basketball playoffs start

By R.P. HEYWOOD
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts Intramural

basketball playoffs are off to

a flying start.

Starting last night in

Boyden Gym, four divisions

began tournament action to

crown a champion before

spring break.

In the men's division, 66

teams are in the title chase,

led by defending champion

The Supreme Team

The women's division in-

volves 12 teams with defen-

ding champion Buzzcats the

favorite in a tightly-

contested race.

The co-recreational league

involves 10 teams with the

always-tough Low Budget

sqyad looking to defend its

title and stav undefeated.

The Graduate Staff

league will see eight teams

vie for the trophy, led by

GFW II, the top seed The
defending champion. Sports

Manairement. is alsw hark

and they will be looking to

climb to the championship

from the second seeded spot.

The finals will be next

Thursday with the women
at 6 p.m., the men and grad

staff games at 7 p.m. and

the co-rec going off at 8 p.m.

The games are in Boyden

Gym.

The IM department is also

starting wrestling, with
80-90 grapplers competing
in 17 weight classes. That
started last night.

UMASS SKI CLUB
Information Meeting

For - Florida, Bahamas,

Killington & Steamboat
Wed. March 5th - 4 pm
Commonwealth Room

(Earthfoods Cafe Room SUB)

Thursday, March 6th - 7 pm
Hampden - Southside

IMPORTANT -

Spring Break Information for all trips

Colleipan phoii. b> Paul Desmariu*

The UMass Minutes perforin at halftime of a basketball game ear-

lier this season.

^ Tonight

Ski Night
Giveaway

» Berkshire East Ski Passes

MILLER LITE

Caps • Turtlenecks

Ski Sweaters • Ski Bags

=^

10 til 1 No
Cover

Something you

want to say before

you leave?

Submit your proposal for

Senior

Commencement Speal<er

to Trey Williams, 545-2334,

319 Whitmore.

(5 minutes: 3 pages, typed,

double-spaced)

DEADLINE: APRIL 11, 1986 at 4:00 PM

Students interested in

i PUBLIC HEALTH
CAREERS

are invited to attend an

alumni/ae career night

on

THURSDAY,
MARCH 6, 1986

at 8 pm
in Campus Center 162

A panel of UMass public health alumni

will discuss and answer questions about

f their careers and yours.

Sponsored by the Alumni Association,

i the University Placement Service,

J
and the Division of Public Health

!».».»————— J
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Amherst Fire Dept.

is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS

S
\^

\ Join the student force f//^i^^'>

} Engine Company 3 |{(|^^lft'|J i

Serve your Community

For information see our table in the Campus Center

Concourse March 3 - March 7 or call 253-9233

Photo ruurtesy of ESPN

HEY BASKETBALL FANS - Dick Vitale, ESPN's always-

controversial college basketball analyst will be on WMUA's Sport-

sline talk show tonight from 6 to 7 p.m. Hear Dick's views on the

Minutemen, the Atlantic 10, the tournament and everything in-

between! WMUA is 91.1 FM.

Sports Notice
Football Managers: Want to play a role

on the University of Massachusetts football

team?
Minuteman head coach Jim Reid is look-

ing for managers. Duties would start with

spring football this semester and continue

with the fall season in September.

"This is a good chance for a student to

get involved with the team and have a lot

of fun at the same time," said Reid. "This

is a great way to learn about how a team

runs."

Interested parties should stop by the foot-

ball office on the second floor of Boyden
across from the wrestling room just off the

lobby.

Or call assistant coach Mike Dunbar at

545-2453 for more information.

For those who haven't tried our
GREAT CHICKEN

I 'ii

Collegian Public

Service

Announcement

I $.50 OFF Plus a 20 oz. Coke^ $1.00 OFF plus a 46 oz. CokeH
I with any 2, 3, 4, or 8 pack

\ with any 10, 12, 16 or 20 pack

I effor t i ve_3/5_-_^/jJ J
Downtown Amherst. 31 Boltwooct Walk
(thirough ftie alley next to TacoVillO)

253-7494

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8 45 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

WSYL Radio is now aowplitm applica-

iionr. Iron) :iil old and new nivniinTs who
want sprlnc shift.- pick up appliialions al

CC Information Ik'sk. dm' Friday :f 7 Box

K.SAO

thWrleadinV Tr»out» .Ml IMass men
and women invited. Show vour sup|x>rt for

IMass. Benin 3/:U, Watch f.-r Colleinan

advertisement.

ABILITIES rNLIMiTKr) RStt lor

disjitilei) students concerns. Reception,

Thursday March «, ri:Wi h imi, Bret!

Hi>iise Lounge. I'Mass Refreshments

-erved .All welcome

There are 800 Psych Majors al iTMasB

don't lie just another statistic join (TSf
meeting loninht 7::i(i 304 Tolnn

DVl' l)isliin;iiishe<l Visitors Cronfam
_

meetin).' lonite Wed ;{/."> 7:(Mi pm Km 41!'i

'

SIK lAT OlTin'
.

advertTsImjInterns^
"

••• THE RK; CHILL •••
••• THK Bit; CHILL
••

I his Kriday. .March 7

in Knnineerin^.' Ka.>l .Aud.
•••••

al fi. H. 1(1, IL' I'M $LMK) ••••

HELP WANTED

Rark-A-DJHr EntrrUinment Disc-

iiK'keys. litcht .shows, larue screen VKle«>

shows, call .'•>4!»-7144 ^A hrs

FOR RENT

Want vour own hedroom in a 2 hednnim
I'lifftoir' Start iPK' April 1 come hy H?> f'uff'

ton or leave messa>;e al 2.'>t>H8i>0

r room at Townehouse apt* for female

for fall .".4'.t-IU«H

Amherst nmms available immediately

also .summer suhlet/fall option rooms Roy

J.'.ti 022ti. eves .'>4Wt>74t>

One bedroom Ciiffsidc Apt $3511 please

call Kenny .'>4.5-2234 or W.VTKHi

FOR SALE

liOcal Ad Ayency needs Tuesday and
Thursday interns call .5H6-213.") nee<l

organization, enthusia.sm. car

AUtOFOR SALE

1975 Audi Foit rehuilt engine: new tires,

battery . exhaust; $.')IMI. B() call 2.53-7454

78 Mustang Hatchback low mile, new
tires 2400 or BO .323 7412 after 3:30

Dod)fe Aspen 77 custom classic AM/KM
stereo rusl-prrH)fed new tires, brakes, hat

tery snow tires $1500 25H-680!t leave msj;

1978 l»at»un Pick-up 5 s(hI lontibed with

(anip<'r cap $.'>0<M»0 .")«4-330K

Honda Accord, must sell This week $1,500

or HO call 2.')3-.5<W3

72 Ford MuxtanK ^''o ennine bo<iy in ex

cellent shape no rsut new exhaust, suspen

sion & brakes BO call 54H-H633

•CASH-

Payini; rash for vour baseball cards

Please call Mike 54«-«105

Dvnastar Skiis with bindinjrs and boots in

K'feal condition $175.00 call Peter

25t. 1203

(Juitar Wlectra electric six-string excellent

condition 200 with hardshell case contact

Andrew H-«4«H ______^__ „
35^watt Technics Receiver, two 75 watt

Altec siK-akers 150.00 2.53 W12 lieautiful

sheepskin coat purchaseii in New Zealand

for man or woman men's size 3K new
$100.00 25;Mt6 12

80 Citation (Chevy) excellent condn. 4

door H'B, :iir conditioner, FM'.XM. new all

.st'ii.son tires, muffler, brakes, $1800 or

BO, available Mar 20. ,->49-OOH3

Ampl*eavy Artist 120 watl,s' $2.50 6.5234

great condition, ^reat distortion

New Aria i2-8trin|f acoustic guitar with

cas«'. $2,50 call .54r.-4MiH2^

IBM PC Hr complete system, dual drive.

letter (pialilv printer and more only 4 mon
ths old sacrifice $1,795 .58H-ti24(>

__
JOAN BAEZf-lBoston concert, sorinif

break- 2 l)est-seat tickel-s, renter front:

cash only; 549-4670

Aides - Beacon iMoxification Center

limited dut\ (lositions available All thr»H>

shifts KxcellenI (KisitLtn for sluilenls. Aji-

plv Beaidii Iletox. .'I'.t Sanderson St.

(ireenfield. MA oKiol KOK

New Students rrogram - final call for

summer '8ti couii.'-elors ,ay 27 - .luly 27

needed are britrht, enthusia.slic, articulate

Soph ami .Inrs Salary $1120 plus room

and iKiard on campus. Applications in lol

Berkshire House.

Summer Joi>s in Alaska IIikhI money

•M.inv opportunities' Kniployer lislinjjs,

l;iM> Summer Kniplov men! (luide. $5.(t5

Ala.sco. Box ;«I7:')2. Seattle. WA <«H103

Entrv Level Marketing Positions Avail

III liK-al mult! mill dollar firm, Kull time,

part-time, and student shifts. Paid train-

InK. watres from $4 to $12. also iKinus and

free comm .Mall .584-35%

Activist Summer Jobs for environmental

activists. Ki^ht the New Ri^hl and cor

iK.rate injustice Make money, make
friends, and make a <lifference W ell train

you now f<ir a full tirm- position this sum
mer Call Clean Water Acliim Project -

.549-7450 -

Airline Hiring Boom! $14 $3<t;o(>(tf

Stewardesses. Keservationists! Call foT

(Juide. Cassette. Newsservice. (HH
944 4444 x CAWltil

Jackets and key at Theta (*hi 2/1 rewrard,

no ijuestions .546-8669

TlARCY

Happy 20th Birthday! Love. Cahot

MODKI.S WANTEn

Both male & female models needed for

.Sprin;: Kashion Show if interested please

attend mietinK at Rm 165. CI' March 6 at

7:iMI If vou can't make meetinK contact

Karl 5465984

PERSONALS

INSTRUtTION

Private fiuitar Lessons Kxjierienced and '

pat lent teaclicr Rock'l'oji/Kolk/BLues

keadinir Improv. Theory Comp. $12^r'
I)<iUK 549-4786

INTKKNATIONAL F(M)I) SKRVI
KXKC CTIVKS ASSOCIATION

Meeting Wed. March :>. 7:00 pm,
^

174 76 with guest speaker .lini Peters-

.Alcohol Liability m r<HMl Service. <)[«:'

all HRTA stude'nts and faiully

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK '86

Rooms still available at I'eiirods plaza

Hotel in Daytona Beach for $20.(MI [)er

(lerson. (kt nurhl . ciuad ik cupancy The ac

tion IS at PenriHls Plaza Hotel this Spring

Break' Call 1 800 .53 Beach for reserva

lions

FOUND

Striped male cat with double paws call

.546 6072 or 546 6077

Annan's large gray and black jacket was

found in the vicinity of the Amherst Cost

Office on Saturday ni^ht To claim jacket

call Jim al 546.5847

LEESA A LAUREN—
: r:rr.r:_r:i:=: r-r-rr:-:;^^;

Happy Birthday to the nifls of \^y
Townehouse You twi) are s|iecial friefidst*

'

We'll celebrate this weekend. Uive ya.

ENTERTAINMENT GET INVOLVED

the Cheap Jock cofil jiarty sounds at an

iffordable price Call .546 9061

MOBILE Ml'SICINC Fi.^ks spun to your

tasle call Chris 2.56-6845

Want to have a say in how your universit^v

is run'.* (iet involveil in your Student C.ov I

.AssiK' by running' for the S(i,\ Senate

Nomination papers are available in SIB
4'20 and are due March 6

LOST

Gold braid bracelet Very imiKirtanl, .Sen-

timental value Reward: Call Neil

.549 77.53 or 549-7.527

Bracelet siUer tone, 1
' wide with en^rav

ed floAir design $ reward S very im[>or

tiint to me! 6- (106

Reward t$ gold rope bracelet lost Kri

ni>;hl sentin.eiilal value if found call

,54(i-8IKil

BANDS WANTED - SWAt; is looking for

kinds interested in playinj; the Southwest

I'yraiiiids during Southwest Wi'ek (Apr

29th May Ithl Apjilications available in

the SWA(! office in Ilam(Kien. Application

deadline April 1st .5(1960

SENIOR PORTRAITS have been extend

ed, March 3 Ihroutjh March 7 To schedule

an aiiixiintment. call 545 2874 or stop by

1 78(T.

MJaT- is it a crime? 3 yrs, will it l>e 4 miz-

pahs and massajfes sure do ^ro well

Uitrether! I'm not the same w/out you love,

need, lust, K"l to have! ILY .IBW

Hey Poor iTove the leather gloves. When
are we reallv Kuing to use them? The

Woman in Black

Denise Forbes foT^Student Trustee

-Finally . someone who advocates change

instead of (nicketinK it'

Are vou tired of impersonal dorm life?

Alpha ('hi <)me»;a offers an exciting; alter

native, complete with a lieautiful, contem-

porary home, jrreat meals, life lonK friend

ships," and a sufier social life 3/4 Italian

Feast 5:00. 3/5 AXO Bar B «, 5:00, and

Dessert with Alpha Chi and Bill Cosby, 3/6

at 7:30 For more info call Tracy .545-2152

or 549-6885

hTTt truT ourlitlle Kathy was s-tfaced!?!

Lee sTlva would you believe that the bus

zriver who drove you to work every day

two summers a^;o is still crazy al)<)ut you

REWARD^ FoTTeturn of red and black

down ski jacket lost at fraternity party

3/1 Price neKoliable, No ijuestions a-sked

549-0t)97

Andy -Thanks for the smile, dinner, mak

ing me lau>;h, etc I-ove Sweet I'anl^

Lori - Happy Birthiiav to may favorite

roommate!! Love ya. Alyssa

"raOFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on

canii>us, riejx-ndable, low rati--, ex|ierienc

e<l Nancy .584 7924

^ILA.INFtlRMAtlON SESSIONS

"Tonight and every night this week there

will U' K A Information sessions around

campuv Tonight's will lie in Butterfield

.Mam l,oun>re in Central at 7:00, Brown

Mam Loun^;e in Sylvan at 7:30, 5th KliKir

Washington in
" Southwest at 7:30,

(irayson Mam Lounge in Orchard Hill at

9:0li Watch for the one nearest you! You^

must aiu-nd an information session in"

onier to apply. _^____^
REWARir$200

Round trip ticket to Jacksonville Fla

inailable 14 March to 24 Marih Kastern

Airlines Bargam at $250 ("i l'lea.s»- call

l-tura 549 5'.W8

SPRING BREAK S, Florida" riders need-

e<l $ m-Koliable for info call 546-4037

WANTED

i,,aoking to take over lease of a 4

U-droom hou.se, Brandywine Aiit or

Townehouse call .546-9805 or .546 9802

RIDE WANTED

Dvnamic Entrepreneurs needed to help

iii'tro<luce new markeiin« program
,')86 8091

Subjects needed - Students who lost a

i)ar4nt will you and your family help a

''Mass urad student in a research study

alwiut how families adjust to the death of a

parent" 1 will travel if your family diH'snl

five here Plea.s«' call Claudia <-.>llect

'203 .563 9577 after 9 iim, or si^n up in the

exiR-riment iKK.lh, 4th flinir Tobin Hall

Wanted 2 Dead tix for April 4 at Htfd call

mark 6 8710

WANTED TO RENT

Ride needed to New Jersey or NYC Fri-

day March 7 ex|»enses shareil KWhj
.546-8137

ROOMMATE WANTED

One male nonsmoking for 2 I

townhouse apt for fall sem<

.546-9809

Room avail immed in Brit .Maw

|K'r month heat & hot w.iter

anytime 256-078;'. Tom

Male housemates wanted to -ha

in llyannis. ("ape C<Ki for sum
546 1200

Female to share rmim in Bran-

mediate opening $11-'' mo (

,549 (MHO

One room in 3 bedroom Noi

Apt 5 min walk to town, 15(»,

.584 7111

SERVICES

Will pav $100 to take over leaste in Mt
Pleasant Apis for fall semester Call Dam
.546 11222 or Sus;m 546 9'225

Brandywine/Townhouse lease for 86-87

Please call iuiytime except during "yuin

cy
" Randy/.546-7625 or .lohn 546 .5388

$100 reward to take over lease for 2

liedroom Brandywine apt in May call Mark
6-8710 or Dave 6 .^>078

WE NEED L.A.

two round trip tickets to L.A. needetl

.all Pete or Bob 6-8082

tion.

lional holid

Happy Birthiiav to

late!! liove ya. Alyssa

Hai.py
lay' Luv jya Karen and .lennifer

Tvping. Tape Transcripti

curate Call anytime, 665 76,52
__^__^__

COINS 121 /I2T tutoring $5 (K) fair hour

former grader, consultant Alex 256-1239

fired of the !>,('.? There is an alternative.

Trade in your l)( 19 meal filan for But

terficld Nieal Plan For more info contact

Paul, Bill or KlizaU'lh 111 the Butterfield

Kitchen Office _ ^

Light Moving wTth 'loyoU Truck call

;.4!l2ol9

Dear Joe: Plea.se come back, Uive always.

Little W(H> _ _ _
Lou - Happy 23rd Birthday sweetness and

liirht! You re TFB! I.'oe Mom & Sis

TRAVEL

Spring Break - Florida bus and hotel trip

- for sale $2IM1 includes everything

66.5 4187
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Collrcian photo by Michellf Scgall

University of Massachusetts head basketball

coach Ron Gerlufsen has mixed emotions about

the past season.

Basketball notebook

Atlantic 10
awaits NCAA
tourney bids
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Of the three Atlantic 10 teams that deserve to be in

the NCAA tournament, only one knows it will make it

for sure.

St. Joseph's University, by virtue of its 72-64 victory

over West Virginia on Monday night at the Meadowlands

in the finals of the A- 10 tournament, will receive the

automatic league bid.

West Virginia, at 22-10, and Temple, at 24-5, also both

have proven they are NCAA caliber teams.

However, it is likely that only one of those teams will

be awarded a highly-coveted bid. West Virginia, desjjite

advancing to the tourney finals and posting two victories

over St. Joe's in the regular season as well as beating

Temple, Pittsburgh and Auburn in the preseason NIT,

is endangered after losing in the league plus having 10

losses.

Temple, losers tp WVU in the conference semifinals,

has victories over Villanova, Wake Forest. LaSalle and

a win in the Pizza Hut Wichita State shootout. The Owls

lost only to UCLA and St. Joe's and West Virginia twice

each. In their favor, coach Don Chaney is much-respected

and Temple's decent showing against Georgetown in the

NCAA's last season will help.

"I think all three teams deserve to be in the NCAA's,

and that's spoken as a fan, not because I'm with the

league," said A-10 acting commissioner Ron Bertovich.

"As a league official, it would also be a big step for the

conference."

The A-10, either in its present form or as the old

Eastern Eight, has never had three teams in the NCAA
tournament. To establish themselves firmly as the

second-best league in the East outside of the Big East,

it's almost a given that all three teams make the

NCAA's.
a

The St. Joe's-West Virginia game on ESPN on Mon-

day night was a definite boost for the conference. For

the first time in some years, two league teams faced each

other on national televison; but more importantly they

played a good game.
Analyst Dick Vitale was almost too good to the con-

ference, liberally singing the praises of the teams and

coaches. WVU's Holman Harley provided ^veral

outstanding individual moves while the Hawks' Maurice

Martin and and Rodney Blake were impressive.

While a full schedule of games on national TV seems

a long way off, ESPN will certainly take a good look at

televising the conference next season, especially in

arenas like WVU's Coliseum, the Rutgers Athletic

Center and the Palestra in Philadelphia, all legitimate

big league buildings. The fan support should also

materialize and the price would be rea.sonable, seeing

the league desperately needs the exposiu-e. Monday just

may have been a turning point for the conference.

"The team didn't realize what it took to win: they do

now. That's why we'll be better." -Ron Gerlufsen

UM reflects back,
while looking ahead

By PETER ABRAHAM

t was a harsh lesson, but one well

I
learned.

The University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team entered the

1985-86 season brimming with con-

fidence and justly so, for it possessed the

most pure physical talent of any Minuteman
team in recent years.

The young team (one senior, two juniors, three

sophomores, and six freshmen) wasn't used to

losing. They came from highly-successful high

school programs that entered post-season tour-

naments as a habit, not an exception.

This summer however, the 11 players that return to the

team next season will dwell on their 9- 19 record, a winn-

ing percentage of .321. It was a bad season by anyone's

standards. Especially theirs.

"Sure, I'm disappointed. " said sophomore guard Lorenzo

Sutton after UMass was knocked out of the Atlantic 10

tournament by Rutgers, 5247 last week. "I thought we'd

have a better season, we had so much ability, we just

didn't put it together. It really bothers me that we didn't

do better
"

The key to the season, both Gerlufsen and the players

feel was that the younger players didn't realize what it

took to play college basketball on the Division 1 level.

In high school, they were the best players on the court.

Nobody else was taller, quicker or could jump as higher.

After great high school careers, the youthful Minutemen

thought that sucess was translate easily into the college

game.
,

In college however, every player can jump, they re all

big and usually just as quick. Individual one-on-one play

doesn't work in Division 1 like it did in high school.

"I've just finished meeting with the players individually,

and they've all told me that they didn't realize what it

took to play at the level we play on," said Gerlufsen. "1

think for that reason, we'll be a better team in the future.

We learned our lesson."

In 1985-86, the season started with an overflowing crowd

watching UMass beat Merrimack at the newly-renovated

Cage. Three straight losses to New Hampshire. Boston

University and Connecticut put a sudden damper on

things. UMass went up-and-down after that, winning

three in-a-row at one point, but losing their last five along

with losing streak of three and four games earlier in the

season.

UMa.ss didn't play well offensively during the season.

Sutton was the only player to average in double figures

(17.8) while the frontcourt searched for consistency.

Junior point guard Carl Smith, after being pictured in

Sports Illustrated at the start of the season, had a great

year with 6.8 assists-per-game, but scored only 7.1 ppg,

below his first two seasons and far less then what was

expected.

"I think Carl was too busy worrying about everybody

else and not playing his own game," said the coach. "1

didn't have to tell him to stop doing something much dur-

ing the year and I should have to tell a point guard that

he should slow down or stop taking bad shots. He was con-

servative, he didn't play with the abandon I'd like to see."

Gerlufsen also said that the UMass offense will undergo

renovations, especially against the zone.

"We need to work on our offense, no doubt about that,"

Gerlufsen. "Our inside players weren't as aggressive as

1 thought they would be. One of our priorities is for the

post players like John Milum, Duane Cha.se and Sean

Mosby to get some added muscle though our weights pro-

gram. We have them some time off now, but I've heard

that Duane and Sean are already lifting on their own, I

like seeing that kind of hard work. We'll also move our

fowards around more against the zone and work harder

for an inside shot."

On the bright side, the important things for unhappy

UMass fans to remember are:

• UMass was 15-63 in the Eastern 8/Atlantic 10 between

1976 83. Between 1979-81, UMass was 0-33. Since

1983-84, when Gerlufsen took over, UMass is 19-33, not

good, but much improved. UMass was fourth in the league

last season and finished .seventh this season despite pre-

season predictions for the cellar.

• UMass .-eturns all but one of its first nine players next

season, including all five starters. No other Atlantic 10

team will do that. UMass has also proven they can com-

pete against any team in the league. 6-12, believe it or

not, is a decent record for a team that started three

freshmen, a sophomore and a junior with three freshmen

coming off the bench.
• Gerlufsen will finally have a team made up ofjust his

own players. The rebuilding of the Ray Wilson/Tom

McLaughlin era is done and the year for the freshman

to grow has just passed. Next season, the corner should

be officially turned.

Next season, a .500 record is a reasonable goal for

UMass. It seems to be one the media, the coaching staff,

the players and the fans have set. 1986-87 will be a critical

.season for UMass.
"There will be pressure, but I think we have the team

to handle it, " said Gerlufsen. "I can honestly say I can't

wait for next year." We're ready to make a move."

Collcfnan photo by Paul l>«>sniarai8

UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen, here talking to

David Brown Qeft) and Carl Smith (center), is

already planning for next season.

Questions for next season? There are many.

As far as the players go, the freshmen have much to pro-

ve. Chase, a 6-5 foward, has to maintain his intensity.

Mosby, a 6-8 center, came in as a project and contributed.

He has to strengthen up and work on refining his game.

Mike Mundy, a quick guard, adds much to UMass, but

needs to control his play and develop a better team-

oriented attitude. Milum, a 6-10 freshman center, also

needs bulk and a better attitude toward team play. Fit-

zhugh Tarry was a class-act all the way and can also con-

tribute. Sophomore Wilbert Hicks has to prove he can

help. Sutton should just maintain his level while Smith

has to shake off his lethargy and play like he can.

But overall, UMass is a team with unlimited potential

that will please its fans next season. A veteran group

returns from this season's sometime disaster. There is

hope.

"We learned what it's all about this season," said

Gerlufsen. "Hopefully, the lessons will pay off."
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Burgess wins; runoff for president set

Partial results
96 PERCENT OF VOTES COUNTED

For student trustee

Dani Burgess ~ 867

John Gait Sparks 532

Daniel J. Valianti 447

Denise Forbes 404

Hank Peirce 324

John Hunt 160

For campus president

Lynne Murphy.....»...........~...~.....~............~.....~> 1009

Bill Bennett 1008

Jason Talerman 548

Ted Capodilupo 226

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian StafF

With 96 percent of the vote in, incumbent Dani Burgess

seems to have won the Student Goverment Association

election for student trustee, but there will have to be a

runoff election to settle the race for SGA president.

Lynne Murphy, Burgess' running mate had a one-vote

lead over the second-place opponent Bill Bennett with

more than 30 absentee votes yet to be counted.

With 15 percent of undergraduate students casting

ballots. Murphy edged past Bennett, 1,009 vote to 1,008.

Joel Rabinowitz of the SGA governmental affairs commit-

tee said the committee will ask the undergraduate senate

to call for a run-off election between Murphy and Bennett.

"It is too close to call. There has been no clear mandate

by the students," he said.

"Oh my God, it's so close," Murphy said last night when

more than 100 absentee votes remained to be counted.

"I'm still hoping I'll win with the absentee votes. I am
psyched and confident I'll be ahead when all the votes are

counted," she said.

Burgess, who had more than a 300-vote lead over John

Gait Sparks, declared victory at 1 1 p.m. last night. "I am
terrifically excited the students at UMass have priorities

similar to my own."
Celeste Friend, a supporter of Murphy said she blamed

the narrow margin on the "Voodoo" campaign of Jason

Talerman. "If Talerman hadn't run, it would have been

a landslide for Lvnne (Murphyl." Friend said.

Murphy said, "I know of some people who would have

voted progressive (Murphy) if not for Talerman."

Censure motions
proliferating
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Charges and countercharges are on the

agenda for tonight's meeting of the

Undergraduate Student Senate as it

prepares to hear at least five motions to

censure four members of the Student
Government Association.

Brian Darling, a senator from Southwest,

is the target of two motions to censure as

a result of his conviction on misconduct
charges brought before the student

judiciary by SGA Attorney General Scot

McCracken.

"/ am not trying to kick them off the

senate. This isjust a way to say . . . We
do not endorse your actions.

"

-Bob Griffin

Greek area senator

A censure by the senate is an official

reprimand which may include suspension
of voting privileges.

Darling has answered with a motion to

censure McCracken, claiming the charges
were "harassment" by McCracken. Mean-
while, Bob Griffin, a senator from the

Greek area, has filed to have the senate

censure Darling as well as Sylvan senator

Tony Rudy. In response, Sylvan senator

Lynne McCabe has filed to have Griffm

censiu"ed.

The controversy began when Darling was
found guilty by a student tribunal of

violating SGA bylaws. Darling was seen on

December 10 throwing away table tents

placed in Hampshire Dining Commons by

the Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group, which was rallying op-

position to a referendum on whether to

abolish MassPIRG's funding method. Darl

ing's group, Students for Participatory

Democracy, initiated the referendum.

Because of the conviction, McCracken

said he will ask the senate speaker, John

Ruddock, to move that the senate censure

Darling.

Darling said the bylaws under which he

was convicted cover only candidates for

SGA offices, not referendum campaigns. He

said McCracken had earlier tried to use the

charges to force him to give up his post as

co-chair of the senate's Governmental Af

fairs Committee.
Griffm said he filed the motions against

Darling and Rudy because of what he call

ed their "unacceptable behavior." He said,

"I'm not trying to kick them off the senate.

This is just a a way to say ... we do not en-

dorse your actions."

McCabe said she filed a motion against

Griffin because she felt his motion was vin-

dictive and that Darling was wrongly

convicted.

McCabe said her motion charges Griffin

with improper behavior while he was run-

ning for Greek Area President last

semester. Griffin denied the charge.

"[Griffin's motion] is an insult to the

senate ," McCabe said. "If they're going to

start bringing up charges on things that

aren't serious, they should get a dose of

their own medicine."

CoUogian photo by Paul Dr«raarais

WALKING SOPTLY - Sophomore music migor Angela Robertson
tiptoes through the mud next to the campus pond island yesterday
afternoon.

Researchers: Many women wrongly think they're fat

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian StafT

Many women label themselves overweight, but they

often are the only ones who perceive themselves as such,

health experts say.

In a recent national survey, college men and women

were showed sketches of bodies ranging from fat to thin

and asked to pick out what their bodies looked like, what

they wanted them to look like, and what they thought the

opposite sex found attractive.

The study found that most women felt they were too fat,

and that their ideal attainable figures were still too fat.

What the men actually found attractive was something

heavier than the women thought, the study reported.

The results, recounted in the February issue of Univer-

sity Health Services' Health Watch, reflect a general

media emphasis on thinness.

"Society is pushing women into body sizes that are too

small," said Health Services nutritionist Robin Levine.

"Consequently, tney are not feeling well about the other

half of [their] lives," being too concerned with the physical

aspect of their lives.

If women are asked what they do not like about their

bodies their first complaint is "weight," whether it is over

or under, said UMass psychology Professor Morton

Harmatz.
Harmatz said many women have distorted views of their

bodies and do not realize that models in advertisements

are usually underweight.

For example, studies show. Playboy magazine has used

thinner and thinner women over the years for its nude

centerfolds.

Women do not see models as too thin and themselves

as normal weight, he said. Instead, they often perceive

underweight models as normal weight, and themselves

as overweight; these women have the most damaged self-

images, he said.

Underweight men generally also have poor self-images,

Harmatz said - while women tend to perceive themselves

as heavier than they actually are, men often think they

are lighter.

Levine said there is a belief that ifa woman loses weight

she will be everything that she desires - popular, witty,

and perfect. "There is too much expectation with a diet

and weight loss," she said.

Most vulnerable to this are adolescent and college-age

women, said Mary Aubrey of the Everywoman's Center

at UMass. Women in these age groups are beginning to

form images of their bodies, and "it is easy to internalize

stereotypes," she said.

Health Services holds nutrition and health workshops

which address the issue of weight and self-image. At a

recent workshop, a woman said she knew that she was

underweight, but did not want to gain weight because she

likes herself the way she is.

Weight is determined by genetics, regardless of how
much one exercizes or diets, according to Harmatz.

"Everybody is not going to be thin," Levine said. "You

have to accept what you can and can't do."

Aubrey said counseling and support groups help women
view their bodies realistically.
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Reagan admits many Americans
oppose his Nicaragua policy
WASHINGTON AP - President Reagan conceded

yesterday the American people have senous doubts about

giving $100 million to Nicaraguan guerrillas, but said he

would reject any effort to wat«r dow-n the aid proposal by

"temporizing and quibbles.'

"To delay or reduce the aid we have requested for the

freedom fighters could be to send too little too late."

Reagan told reporters in a question-and-answer session

at the White House.

"Those who would compromise must not compromise the

freedom fighters" lives nor their immediate defensive

needs," he said. "They must not compromise Latin

Amenca's democracies or our own southern borders. They

must not compromise freedom."

Asked whether the American public had fallen in line

behind his program. Reagan said. "No. they havent. and

our own polls indicate there is a great feeling of people

saving. 'What are we doing in that little country''"'

An ABC News poll released last Fnday showed that

three-fifths of Americans believe Congress should reject

Reagan's request.

Fifty-nine percent of the 543 people surveyed by

telephone said Congress should say no to the $100 million

aid package, while 34 percent supported it.

•We haven t completed the job of letting the American

people know all the facts." Reagan said. This is one of the

reasons, the president said, why he plans to make a na-

tionally broadcast speech on the issue Sunday mght. three

days before a vote by the House of Representatives is ten-

tatively scheduled.

"In the last few days here in Washington there has been

talk of compromise on this issue; smaller amounts of aid.

delay m pro^^ding it. restrictions on the uses to which it

could be put. all the usual temporizing and quibbles."

Reagan said.

The president was asked specifically about a compromise

plan, suggested by Sen. James Sasser, iD-Tenn.'. calling

for Congress to approve the aid but withhold it for six

months as an inducement to Nicaragua's Marxist-led

government to negotiate for peace

Spring Break arrest total rising

FORT LAUDERDALE 'AP^ - Armed with a new law

that bans drinking on or near the beach, police say they

are nearing last year's total for Spring Break arrests of

college students even though the invasion is exf)ected to

last another four weeks.

Since Feb. 21, police have reported 830 spring-break

related arrests. Capt. Ed White said Monday. No new-

figures were available yesterday.

Last year, there were 889 arrests for the unofficial

Spring Break period. \Mute said, commander of law en-

forcement at the beach.

This year's total included 200 arrests over the weekend.

White said.

Arrests are up because of several new laws, including

one that bans drinking in the beach area or in cars along

"The Strip," the street parallel to the beach. Violations

of that law will account for about 20 percent of the ar

rests this year. White said.

President asks for

large Saudi arms sale

WASHLNGTON ^AP) - The Reagan administration is

informing Congress of its intention to sell Saudi Arabia

$354 million in antiaircraft and anti-ship mi.ssiles, the

WTiite House announced yesterday.

Notice of the sale will be sent later in the day by the

Defense Department in a classified "Pre-nolification"

followed 20 days later by a formal, public notification.

Congress will have 30 days after that to approve or veto

the sale.

The proposal is likely to touch off another political fight

with Israel's supporters on Capitol Hill despite ad-

ministration efforts to minimize congressional resistance

bv trimming an even larger request that would have in-

cluded advanced electronic gear for the Saudis' US-built

F-15 fighters.

Even before the formal request arrived, Sen. Alan

Cranston, (D-Calif ', announced he would oppose the sale

"because of the hostility of the Saudis have shown for

fundamental US national security interests in the

Mideaist."

He said the Saudis have helped bankroll the Palesti-

nian Liberation Organization and its terrorist attacks

and "have undermined the fitful efforts of Jordan's King

Hussein to move forward in the peace process" between

Israel and its Arab neighbors.

Cranston said he understood the package of weapons

would include 1.666 Sidewinder air-to-air missiles, 200

Stinger shoulder-fired surface-to-air missle launchers

with 800 missies and 100 Harpoon air-to-ship missiles.

A State Department official, speaking on condition he

not be identified, said the Saudis need American arms

because the Iranian army was "at the gates" of Kuwait,

which Saudi Arabia is pledged to defend under a mutual

defense agreement.
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Supreme Court ruling will not hurt MassPIRG
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

A US Supreme Court decision not to challenge a lower

court's ruling deeming unconstitutional a mandatory fee

for the New Jersey Public Interest Research Group will

have no effect on the fee included on University bills

here, a MassPIRG staff member said yesterday.

The ruling, made Monday and originating from a

seven-year-old lawsuit brought against Rutgers Univer-

sity in Piscataway, N.J., by a group of students, abolishes

the $4 mandatory fee at Rutgers. It does not, however,

pertain to the fee at UMass because, among other

reasons, the fee here is optional.

The optional $3 fee at UMass, $2 for MassPIRG and

$1 for the State Student Association of Massachusetts,

has recently come under fire from one campus group

which has sought to eliminate it.

The group. Students for Participatory Democracy, has

called the waivable fee confusing because it asks

students to check off a box on their bills only if they do

not wish to pay the fee.

SPD has charged that this negative check-off system

deceives some people who do not wish to support

MassPIRG and SSAM into paying for them.

But in a non-binding referendum held on campus Feb.

12 and 13, 2,106 of the 2,709 students who voted sup-

ported maintaining the fee on the semester bill.

Of the Supreme Court decision, Rayna Sargent, a

MassPIRG member, said, "It's something that people

who don't approve of MassPIRG will definitely eat up

to use against us ... As far as it having any legal ramifica-

tion here, it doesn't."

No one opposing the campus fee was available for com-

ment last night.

Gradspass
budget;
to fix later
BY SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

Graduate Student Senate last night pass-

ed the recommended budget for fiscal year

1987, although the budget may be amend-

ed if the senate votes to generate more fun-

ding through a fee increase for graduate

students.

Groups slated to receive funding under

the budget are guaranteed the current

allocation, but the conditions of the budget

allow for these allocations to be increased

or new allocations to be made to groups cur-

rently not funded if the tax increase is

passed.

Some senators said they felt a budget had

to be passed even if only conditionally so

that the senate would avoid the controver-

sy now facing the Student Government

Association.

"The SGA looked like a bunch ofdonkeys

last week, and they were. If we don't pass

a budget, we'll look like donkeys too," said

Matt Muir, a senator from the polymer

science department.

Senate Treasurer Alison Huettner said

that requests for funding from the fy 1986

budget were only 13 percent over the

amount the senate had to allocate, while

requests from the current budget exceed-

ed the funds by 35 percent.

"Because of that, we had to cut (funding

requests) ruthlessly, and this may be an un-

popular budget because of it," Huettner

said.

Although the Graduate Senate fee itself

was slightly lower this school year than

last year, Huettner said that graduate

students are actually paying more because

some services are now paid for through the

Universal Resource Fee.

When suggesting the increase. Public

Health Department senator Ralph Sbragia

said that the increase was needed because

the fee does not account for inflation.

"Our budget has to increase because the

costs of the groups we fund have increas-

ed, and so they've requested more,"

Sbragia said.

Groups not funded in the current budget

are the African Students Association, radio

station WMUA and Spectrum Magazine.

WMUA had not been funded previously by

the senate.

Colleirian photo by Paul Desmarai*

HOOFIN IT - Carolyn Stroncze, a sophomore French m^or, takes

a stroll with Ole' yesterday afternoon at Tillson Equine Center.

Alcohol use
the subject
of programs
By CLARE PITONIAK
Collegian Correspondent

Two alcohol education programs will be

held this semester at the University ot

Massachusetts for students concerned

about their drinking or who have friend.s

or relatives who are problem drinkers

The Student Opportunity Program, spon-

sored by the UMass Health Services, will

be offered this semester with the intention

of increasing student^' awareness of alcohol

abuse and to help them deal with the

widespread use of alcohol on campus, .said

John Novo of Health Services.

"Accepted patterns of alcohol abuse on

campus are pretty unhealthy. For many
students college is the first time they've

been away from home," Novo said, increas

ing the chances for unhealthy patterns to

develop.

Novo said some of the symptoms of

alcohol abuse include gulping drinks, spen

ding more money on alcohol than can be

afforded, blacking out or forgetting

minutes or even hours and, in severe cases,

withdrawal symptoms such as shaking.

Problem drinkers may isolate themselves

as their lives begin to focus on drinking,

damaging their relationships with family

and friends.

Students who have several of these symp-

toms are encouraged to attend the pro-

gram, Novo said.

"It's an educational program. It's really

for people who have some concerns about

their alcohol use," he said. A student does

not have to be an alcoholic to learn from

the program.

This is the first time the "friends of pro-

blem drinkers" program has been offered.

The program for students concerned

about their own drinking habits has been

held for seven semesters. "Students have

felt that it has helped them change their

patterns of alcohol use," Novo explained.

The programs, which will take place afler

spring break, consist of five information

sessions. They are voluntary, confidential

and will be held after spring break.

The sessions will look at the physiological

aspects of alcohol abuse and explore

strategies to change unhealthy drinking

patterns.

Pond used to be smaller and safe for skating

By LINA PANAGOPOULOU
Collegian Staff

About 15 years ago, the campus pond was

maintained for skating during the winter,

but it would be too risky now, according to

the director of grounds and transportation

at the University of Massachusetts

Physical Plant.

"The water is coming from underground

and it is moving water in warm conditions,

so the ice is not really thick enough,"

Albert Potter said. "We used to maintain

the pond for ice skating and plough the

snow."
The campus pond is about 800 feet long

and the widest point is 180 feet. It is about

5 8 feet deep, although the depth varies, ac-

cording to Bill Lambert of the University's

landscape architecture department.

Lambert said water from a brook near

Lot 34 flows into the pond and the water

level is regulated.

"The brook begins from the south end ot

Lot 34, picking up a 48 inch line, comes

underneath the north part of room 116

(school of management) and under the steps

of the Fine Arts Center," Lambert said.

"The water is underneath, so it is too warm

[about 50 degrees] to freeze. That's why

that part of the pond never freezes."

When the Fine Arts Center was con-

structed in the 1960s, the pond was also

renovated.

"The pond is larger after the Fine Arts

Center construction, though a lot of people

think it is smaller," Lambert said. "The

shoreline moved 70 ft. south."

Students walking by the pond are

familiar with the ducks and swans, which

are favorites of many people, Lambert and

Potter said.

"The ducks of the campus pond are wild,

they fly in and out, and take care of

themselves," Lambert said. "Students,

visitors, and parents that come with their

children feed them," both Lambert and Pot-

ter said.

Water leaves the pond through a 16-inch

brook on the side near Metawampe Lawn,

and flows north to the baseball field to the

Miller River.

Lambert said no deaths are connected

with the pond but there have been a cou-

ple of accidents.

"People have been thrown in the pond

but no one wants to get there voluntarily,"

Lambert said. He added that when he was

once in the pond, "it took me three weeks

to get rid of the smell."

mmmimikt'^*^vm^m»^9
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Foreground shows unfrozen area of campus pond where continual

water circolatiOrt keeps the pond from completely icing over.
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CALLING ALL
LOUNGE LIZARDS:
To Carbur's ''Cancun Giveaway
Drawing & Going Away Party"

Wednesday, March 1 2 at 7:30 p.m.

Someone s going to Cancun. Mexico for Spnng Brea*..

Whether you're a lounge lizard finalist or not. be at Carbu'S
Wednesday night to find out who - and have a great time besides'

• F'ee ga'tic pizza

• F'-ee RitHt Room
dinners and other

pnzes

•Lrve remote broa(i-

cast by WHMP 9S.3

•BaiiOOOOu'' sting

all nightlong
for discounts
up to S5.

• Previev* of

Lounge Lizard

Par; I!

Dont miss this gala party

and drawing for the tr

~ -.-'r^' .a-e. '-a.e

RESTALK-AM <!^ LOUNGE

The

Distinguished Visitors Program

in cooperation with the

Asian American Students Association

present

D!TH
PRAN

Living in the

Killing Fields

Tri-color

Crewneck

Sweatshirt

$15.95

M-F9-5

Located in the

Campus Center

^.UmYERSlTYmSTORED

Tickets Now Available

atTix

(limit 2 per person)

Tuesday, March 25, 1986 at 8:00 pm

Student Union Ballroom

Simulcast in Commonwealth Room

FREE for 5-College Students

$2.00 for General Public

h

Accidents top police log
A car driven by a 42-year-old Hayden-

ville woman received $1,000 in damages
when it was struck by a car driven by a

24-year-old Amherst man at 12:59 p.m.

Monday on the corner of North Pleasant

Street and Fearing Street, Amherst police

said.

When the woman stopped for a red light

the man hit her in the rear. His car receiv-

ed about $1,000 in damages and he was
cited for failure to stop at a red light.

In other police reports:

•A 36-year-old Shutesbury man caused

$500 damage to property when he struck

a concrete guard rail, a stop sign and a

yellow arrow sign at 1:20 a.m., Monday
on Pleasant Street. The accident was a

result of severe fog and icy road condi-

tions, police said.

•A nine-foot sign valued at $650 was
reported stolen at 9:53 a.m., Monday from

a clothing store on North Pleasant Street.

• A 1966 Mazda, which was reported

stolen Sunday from Brittany Manor
Apartments, was recovered at 9:40 a.m.,

Monday in Holyoke. The car, worth

$3,500 was "burned out" and "totally

destroyed," Amherst police said.

ANNE TAUGER

The Campus Center Hotel:

conventioneers, student parties

( Ollriniin pholi, h\ K<)t> skrltim

Four members of Pi Kappa Alpha pose with a new $1,300 computer

the fraternity bought in December to aid in billing, records and other

tasks. The first fraternity on campus to own a computer, members

had fund-raisers to purchase the equipment. The brothers all have

access to the computer and use it for typing papers and doing

homework. Everyone has their own disks and they eventually hope

to have access to the University main frame for computer, finance

and business classes.

By PAUL KARPAWICH
Collegian Correspondent

Above the Campus Center

Concourse, on floors four

through seven, 116 air-

conditioned rooms make up
the Campus Center Hotel,

which is used by some
UMass students to gain

privacy or study space but

remains obscure to most.

Completed in 1970, the

hotel was part of the $22
million building plan,

known as Project 11, for the

entire Murray D. Lincoln

Campus Center.

Although it is a campus
hotel, students are its least

frequent gue.sts. They con

tributed to 26 percent of last

year's revenue. 40 percent

of the revenues come from

participants in business and

academic conferences at the

University.

However, students - who
pay reduced room rates - are

said to be behind a high

percentage of the partying

that takes place in the hotel.

One of the hotel's

chambermaids, who re-

quested anonymity, said

that after weekends many
of the room.s looked as if "a

tornado had come through."

These situations, she added,

make the job "10 times

more difficult and make vou

Guests check in at the

desk.
want to quit."

But since student parties

there have become
somewhat of a ritual, the ac-

tivities continue as long as

they are controlled.

Schmidt said partying in

rooms is private business.

"As long as the noise re

mains respectable, we won't

interfere."

Hotel rates for University

of Massachusetts students

are $22 per night for a

single or double room and

('<)llf|^»n pholo Hy Ri)b Skelttin

Campus Center Hotel

$27 for a triple. Non-.student

rates run are $38 for a

single, $48 for a double and
$54 for a triple.

William Harris, director

of the Campus Center, said

hotel revenues are channel-

ed to a central campus fund

u.sed to pay expenses for the

whole building

The hotel employs 12 full-

time employees and about
70 part-time student
workers.

COLLEGIAN BLOOD DRIVE
10:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Thursday
Campus Center Room 176

SUNGLASS
SALE

Large

Assortment

Open
M-F 9-5

Sale located on the Concourse

in front of the store

Located in the Campus Center

^.UNIVERSITYmSTORED
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~ AP photn

Pat Verbeek of the New Jersev Devils grimaces as he flies into the boards during a game

against the New York Rangers last night. No penalty was called on the play.

Have a Great Spring Break!

Don't forget wiffle balls, bats,

frisbees and other goodies which

make for a Joyous Spring Break.

AI-Hastini^sJnc.
Con^^mmntly loaatad m fh# c»"'if of Amhmnt '

<5 Sou'h Pimoiont S'rwttr

OCfN W««hdoy» 5 (J Ti to ' p m 'iu'><Juy». 5am »o ' p.m.

Bring a couple friends and

your appetites and enjoy sonne

of the best Mexican food anywhere. . .

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON, AMHERST

Br*' 0' iVm* Servra

SPRINGFIELD

Bet- 0- •*"•

LWea'^d*';,>von<^enV^

,,caWodea*^%dt.oa'<i-^'

Ha'^°»2^2^-'^^

Something you

want to say before

you leave?
'i»«<i^ra«'T«<i^r^rraYirraxir«wtiriteYifwniM»irwnrTatirMri(«b><nv<ir^^

Submit your proposal for

Senior

Commencement Speaker

to Trey Williams, 545-2334,

319 Whitmore.

t^*<UU*AJ tt*« UAlj Jk*A4UA*i IL*JJ IkVlJ |A*4< ll.*lj Uk*Jh ><>•«iiAu l<AlJ UAtll»%>J ^•<4t».*«IV«^

(5 minutes: 3 pages, typed,

double-spaced)

DEADLINE: APRIL 11, 1986 at 4:00 PM

WiilAUk»*AjUk*<UUk**'4U*«jU«A.tA*4i>*Ajhk*AjU*ijU^*AllA.*i4a*^U*'^<>*«iU*A« Jk%^
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When stooges fight back
Sometimes, I am very happy to be living

in Massachusetts. Not when it is 11:05 p.m.

and I need another case of beer. Not when
I am paying taxes. Certainly not when I am
driving in Boston. However, every time

President Reagan has a funding request for

his favorite freedom fighters before Con-

gress, I am most tickled to be residing in

the Bay State.

That is because I know that all of our

elected representatives in Washington are

not only going to vote against contra aid,

but will also throw a lot of great rhetoric

around in the process. From Conte to

Studds, our Congressional delegation will

unanimously reject administration at-

tempts to impose a military solution in a

region where there is still room for peaceful

negotiation.

Unfortunately, it would seem that they

have all been duped by communists. You

see, they only think that their consciences

tell them to oppose more aid for the con-

tras. What is really happening is an

elaborate Sandinista disinformation cam-

paign has completely taken over their

minds. I have even heard rumors that our

own Silvio Conte is so enamored of the

Nicaraguan regime that he will soon an-

nounce plans to purchase several Soviet

helicopter gunships to show solidarity.

William Spain

Shocking, is it not? To think that

Marxist-Leninist fellow travelers are loose

in Washington. No wonder that President

Reagan and his handlers are squirming so

much these days. It must be very hard for

him to deal with a Congress filled to the

brim with commie stooges. To combat the

situation, the Executive Branch has

started to ressurect the tactics of Cold War
witch hunters.

It is about time. There is nothing like

questioning the patriotism of your op-

ponents as an effective tactic to fight a con

spiracy. Dissent is so dangerous for a free

society. After all, if everyone ran around

saying what they think, we would not get

much done, would we? How could we stop

those Soviet tanks on their two-day drive

to Texas except for the fact that the

citizenry of that great state can probably

muster more armanents than your average

Third World country?

Perhaps the thing that upsets the White

House most is that many of us KGB
boosters think the nations of Central

America, through the Contadora peace pro-

cess, should have some say in the matter.

It is a serious departure from American

historical involvement in the region, and

we all know how much of a traditional guy

the president is. How can he consider

statements by Central American govern-

ments not written in Washington as

anything but uppity? There is a certain

legitimacy to the fear that discontinuing

our normal string-pulling at this time will

be viewed as weakness by our allies and

adversaries alike.

The next thing you know, these banana

republics will expect to be treated as

equals. A chilling thought, such an attitude

wouTd be tantamount to spitting on the

graves of such respected American

statesmen as Theodore Roosevelt and

Woodrow Wilson.

I do not know about you. but I am at this

moment clearing my throat in preparation

for such a sacrilege. With a little luck, the

majority of our legislators will join me in

a grand collective expectoration. Perhaps

if enough of us have bad colds, we can

drown the mistakes of the past and set the

red baiters of the present adrift in a sea of

contempt.
William Spain is a Collegian columnist.
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Letters
The best investment
Some of us come to the University to find ourselves,

others come to learn the needed skills to make a decent

living. This sounds like a good investment in one's future,

either way. Then, once we hit the real world, we put away

a bit for a vacation here, a BMW there, and maybe a house

in the suburbs. Maybe we get married, have our allotted

2.2 children, and start putting away a bit for our respec-

tive futures. .• 1 u
As we mature into middle age, we begin to think about

life insurance, IRA's and cemetery plots. All this plann-

ing is necessary, but how important is it if we neglect to

plan for what truly matters? After all, the BMW will rust

awav, someone else will live in our homes, and our frail

bodies will return to the dust from which it came.

The all-time number one bestselling book contains ad-

vice on how to make the investment which pays the

highest returns known to mankind.

The investment? Eternal life. The book? The Bible.

Jon Shepeluk
Hatfleld

)fncor^^

,(',/< </ r'^

Due to illness, Stephen Erickson's weekly column

will not be printed today.

Judging other souls

I was a little perturbed to read Rusty Denton's latest

article about Christians and RAs and leftists and

awareness and stuff. As a gay man, I understand the

need for training in areas which, outside of the Univer-

sity atmosphere, might not be warranted; the purpose

of this training is not so much to protect the rights of

"oppressed" groups at the expense of others' rights, but

to promote the idea that all human beings deserve

respect regardless of what our society has determined

to be the "norm."
Unfortunately, the Christian Church has historically

been at the forefront of oppression against gays, Jews,

women. ..all on the basis of the "divine" words of the Bi-

ble. It is much too easy to hide behind the words of men

dead for centuries instead of dealing with living and

breathing human beings, especially if these men claim

authority from God Himself. Need I remind Christians

that according to the Qu'ran, Mohammed was the last

of the Prophets, outshining even Jesus.. .and the Qu'ran

is also "inspired" by God? So who is to say which is right?

I cannot make myself, with all my own personal frailties,

the judge of other men's souls.

The purpose of the University is to allow us all to

become somewhat educated, and in an atmosphere of

tolerance. We all have the right to pursue our personal

goals without being subjected to harrassment or belit-

tlement and morals; it is absurd to think that a straight

person could necessarily understand calculus or history

any better than a gay person, or vice versa. If Christians

want to believe what they believe, then fine, but they

cannot expect the right to condescend to all other

religious and social entities. Jesus didn't.

Michael Cerrato
Northeast

Set the record straight
• I canvassed Washington Tower and visited the cluster

staff there in my campaigning. I made clear that I was

not the same Lynne Murphy as the Washington Tower

senator.
• If anything, it is in my interest not to be associated

with Lynne M. Murphy as she is part of the same Budgets

Committee which has produced the Budgets Act which

I have criticized in my campaign.
• When one has a surname like Murphy, one must resign

oneself to the fact that other people share that name.

• I chose to campaign as Lynne Murphy, rather than use

my first initial, as the first initial is cumbersome, often

not understood, and not what I am generally called. Peo-

ple who know me call me Lynne. Why should I try to

estrange the voters by making my name formal? No other

presidential candidate is using their initial, it is

unreasonable for me to be expected to.

• There are three William CoUins' living in Southwest.

When Bill Collins runs for SWAG office using the name

Bill Collins, he has committed the same act as I have been

accused of. Why is it that I am a special case?

• One of my platform issues has been fighting deception

and promoting integrity in the SGA. "Lynne Murphy en

dorses Bill Bennett" signs are exactly the kind of decep-

tion I have been referring to when I say "STOP THE
BULL." It is reminiscent of the anti-MassPIRG campaign

run last month.
• Since this issue has surfaced (yesterday) I have received

harrassing phone calls to my home. I have a tape of a call

from my answering machine.

• In the senate, I distinguish myself as M. Lynne Mur-

phy because there is another Lynne Murphy. Before

Lynne M. Murphy entered the senate, I made no such

distinction. I was the only Lynne Murphy running for

SGA president.

• There is nothing in the campaign rules which prohibits

me from using my common name.
• Although it is claimed that Lynne M. Murphy has been

greatly distressed by my campaign, she chose not to take

action until the day of the elections. I must consider this

to be a tactic to harm my campaign, rather than to try

and "set the record straight" as her cohorts claim.

Throughout my campaign, Lynne M. Murphy has never

confronted me about this issue, nor any other concern she

has had about my campaign.
• It is unfortunate that Nummo News misidentified

Lynne M. Murphy as me in yesterday's budgets article.

I am as greatly distressed by this as she must be.

Thank you for allowing me to set things straight.

(M.) Lynne Murphy
Candidate for SGA President

A special thank-you
A special thank you to M. Lynne Murphy for dropping

her initial. I too would have confused her with Evelyn

Murphy, Democratic candidate for Lieutenant Governor.

It's that special concern for voters that set her apart from

the rest of the field.

Bill CoUins
Southwest
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5{uH«M garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

•Tk« BEST CkiMM Food-

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Sparc Ribs
Smalt Laiqr

$080 S/l 60

Luncheon
Specials

From ^^'^^\^

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

llB*«< wtlhFrr»h
Miuhinomt

2) ChKkrn Fingnt
IlChKim Wmft
41 ChriWM 8BQ Pork
S) Bcorcoti in Oyslrr S«KT
6) SwMt & Sowi OiKhm
7) Pm> Frwd Hicr

8) Pan Fnml Noodin
<HUh Chadicn

9) P*n Frwd Kavioli

10) H<M • Souf Soup

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU 5-25
CAN EAT O
Luncheon Specials & Takeout Service

Full Cocktail Menu
Sun.-Thurt 1 1 30 a.m.IO p.m.

3 1,1 Frt.& S«t. 11:30 a.m. 11 p.m.

3 p.m. 10 Belchertown Road
at Rtc. 9. Amherst

9.«^fU)252

GOLDEN KEY

NATIONAL HONOR

Society

Scholastic

Achievement& Excellence

Information Tables

will be at the Campus Center Concourse

March 12, 13, 14 9:00 am -3:00 pm

fc i^.

PtNT/^RECK

New ar UMd Cars
Truck* fc^aiw Al«> kMwMttA*

MorthAmherst
Rcrtt-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

-Some Day Results-

Serv/ces that are
Free, Confidential, Caring

& Helpful

S
549-1906

AmheiBt
Carriage Shops

an alternative to abortion

iJttWApc^^i^l
s ?

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop ft Shop)

Rte. 9 • Hadlev'Annherst

256-fMl9
•OPEN

6 AM - 3 AM
SUN-THURS
• 0PEN24H0HRS,

ii

yliHiiiiinuHmmiiiiHHiHHiiiiiiiiy

ORIGINAL I

Pretty in Pink: a weak

Romeo and Juliet story

13 No. Pleasant St.i

i Amherst 256-0591 |
Sniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir

Smith College Rec. Council presents

THE BANGLES &
THE HOODOO GURUS
Thursday, April 3, 1986, 9 PM

John M. Greene Hall, Smith College

Seelye Basement Smith College

12-3 pm weekdays

Main St Records, Northampton

For the Record, Faces, Amherst

FAC Box Office, UMass
All Datatix Outlets

including Springfield Stop & Shop
Springfield Civic Center

No cans, bottles, recording devices, or cameras.

Halls wheelchair accessible.

Tickets: March 25-April 2

Smith Students $7 & $8

limit: 4 tickets per ID

Non Smith Students $8 & $9

at the door $10

Specials

Miller Bottle, Rolling Rock Bottle

Peppermint Schnapps

Look for Mike's Friday Afternoon
Smorgasboard starting March 28

ijiiiiiijin^^^^^^^^^^

Summer College Work Study

(SOWS)
Applications Now Available

Student Employment Office 239A Whitmore

You Must Have

a 1986-1987 FAF on file

Job Listings available in the following areas:

I

Pretty in Pink(**)
Starring Molly Ringwald
Written by John Hughes
Directed by Howard Deutch

By STEFANIE SCHMALL
Collegian Correspondent

He's rich.

She's poor.

She wears rags.

He wears designer clothes.

She goes to punk rock clubs.

He goes to posh country clubs.

What happens when their two worlds collide? It could

make for a touching love story but John Hughes' Pretty

in Pink never quite gets off the ground.

Molly Ringwald plays Andie. She's strong, independent

and seems older than her eighteen years. Her overabun-

dance of emotion makes up for her lack of money.

Andrew McCarthy is her Prince Charming. He's gots

lots of friends, a beautiful car and a prize-winning smile.

But besides an occasional display of sensititvity he doesn't

reveal much of his character.

Their first few encounters are adorable and we're led

to believe that some great romance miraculously goes

from "do you want to talk?" to "I love you" despite the

fact that Ringwald and McCarthy only exchange about

twenty minutes worth of dialogue in the whole movie!

What we are supposed to be witnessing are two kids who

really care for each other but can't fully express

themselves because their respective friends and lifestyles

are pulling them apart.

The problem here is that their relationship is

underdeveloped. We can't believe McCarthy when he tells

her "I really want this to happen" because we don't

understand why. We're never quite sure just what it is

he sees in Andie.

Unlike Romeo and Juliet, we don't empathize with these

ill-fated lovers. Whether they get together or not doesn't

really matter because we don't seem to care one way to

the other. This film wastes the talents of our two Brat

Packers.

However, we may have discovered a new Brat in Jon

Cryer. He is superb in his role as Andie's offbeat pal

Ducky who is hopelessly in love with her. He brings two

important things to the film: humor and substance. Ducky

truly lets us get to know him. This role just may launch

Cryer onto bigger and better things.

Probably the greatest thing Pretty in Pink has going for

it is the soundtrack. There are some excellent tunes from

The Psychedelic Furs, INXS. and Orchestral Manoeuvres

in the Dark. Your best bet would be to run out and buy

the album now and wait for the movie to come to cable.

POSITION AVAILABLE

Office of the Dean of Students

Student Manager
information Data Bank (IDB)

and Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

Greenfield

Boston Area

Hadley

Cape Cod

Amherst

Pittsfield

Northampton

Springfield

QUALIFICATIONS

ELIGIBILITY

i
Deadline for SOWS

Applications: March 28, 1986
iiiiiiiiiiiiRiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiN^

PAY SCALE

STARTING DATE

DEADLINE

Demonstrated (through previous experience

and/or recommendations) communication skills;

organizational and supervisory skills; ability to

organize data; ability to proof-read and edit; some

typing and/or word processing experience. Pro-

motional and marketing experience desirable.

Undergraduate or graduate student (preferably

Work-Study eligible) with at least three semesters

remaining at the beginning of the Fall Semester

1986.

Hourly rate, beginning at minimum of $5.(X),

20-25 hours.

Selected individual must be available part-time in

late April or early May (10-20 hours), full time mid-

July and August (37 '/a hours). Full-time option

may be available June to mid-July.

Completed applications, available at the Dean of

Students Office, 227 Whitmore, must be received

by April 11, 1986.

The Information Data Bank (IDB) is a telephone or walk-in referral center

which maintains information on University administrative and academic

policies and procedures; bus, library, and athletic schedules; listings of

current campus events such as seminars, movies, and lectures; and a

variety of other reference materials.

The Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS) is a library of more than 300

tape cassettes with information about academic rules, regulations, and

programs; registration policies; counseling services; financial aid informa-

tion; current events; health and safety programs; housing and food ser-

vices; athletics; student organizations and activities, etc.

The Student Manager is responsible for day-to-day operations of

IDB/TIPS including recruiting,training, scheduling and supervising student

staff of 10-15; maintaining and updating the IDB/TIPS library and informa-

tion resources; preparing scripts and tapes; arranging and monitoring pro-

duction schedules for the Student Telephone Directory, Registration Up-
date, and Dean's List; with the assistance of a student Graphics Coor-

dinator, arranging for placement of ads in the "Collegian" promoting
IDB/TIPS; soliciting and processing new material for IDB/TIPS; and
related assignments.

IDB 545-1555 A Service of the Dean of Students Office TIPS 545-1540
k
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By BETTY ANN MURPHY
Collegian Correspondent

"First, they must be beautiful to they eye. Then, when
unpacked of their literary references, they should also be

beautiful to the heart."

This is how Martin Farren speaks of his own creations.

Thirty of his religious papercuts, done with his wife Joan

Benjamin-Farren, are now on display in the Herter

Gallery. Anyone can look and see these cuts as art objects,

but each one has a deeper, layered meaning, also telling

a story. The visual appeal is due to their creative presen-

tation of lacy white design on a dark background. The

heart is captured by the images that these works convey.

The evolutionary process from the whole sheet of paper

to intricate cut-out is not immediate. It includes complex

and time consuming steps. The process starts with the

choosing of a quote from a biblical source. Then, exten-

sive research is done to see how previous scholars have

interpreted this text, in the hope that their findings will

enrich the total dfcsign of the cut-out. Scratch sketches are

drawn and redrawn by Joan until she is satisfied with the

design that emerges. Finally, Martin cuts the paper with

great skill and patience. Before cutting, he looks at each

piece and forms a mental game plan for cutting. General-

ly, he starts in the center and works his way out to the

edges. The research, drawing and cutting of each one dif-

fers, depending on its size and intricacy.

The Farrens use both their eyes and their hearts to

create their works. While employing precise technical

strategies, they never lose sight of the importance of the

sacred texts that are interpreted into art.

Cdtlefian photo by Rob Skelton

Myths from Africa
By BARRY LEFSKY
Collegian Correspondent

Shango de Ima, an Afro-

Cuban religious "folk

opera"put on by New World

Theatre, was a production

that mixed realism with an-

cient myth to create an ex-

perience that was both

engaging and confusing.

Shango de Ima is based on

Yoruba religious beliefs and
it is amaizing that this tradi-

tion survived from Africa

despite the times of slavery

in this country. The Yoruba
religious world is created by

Olofi, represented by the

Sun, who left the world to be

maintained by the orishas

or gods. The eldest God,

Obatala, was both male and
female, and was lawgiver,

judge, guardian of tradition,

fountain of creativity, and
moral authority. Shango
represents the orisha of

pride, virility, and vast ap-

petite for life; a mixed bless-

ing since he is in constant

conflict with Iku, the spirit

of death, and Orgun, the god

of war and political power.

Shango is the son of Ob-

tala, and when he reaches

adulthood, he wants to see

his father. Obatala refuses,

having been used by him,

Agayu Sola, but Shango in-

sists. Obatala agrees but

tells him not to come back,

that she doesn't need his

bad influence on her life.

Shango leaves in seswch of

his bad traits. Shango
returns to Obatala to tell

her of his father, but she

calls him a liar, slaps him
and tells him never to

return.

Shango msuries Obba, a

woman chosen for him, who
turns her life completely

over to serving him. At the

same time, he carries on an

affair with her sister Oya.

Obba is so devoted to him
that she cuts off her ears to

provide him with the

desired meat. He is

disgusted and rejects her.

Later, he is tried by Obatala

for his actions, and both Ob-

ba and Oya condemn him.

Besides having difficulty

with the transaction from

myth to theater, I also found

the political themes

Wednesday
April 16th

Fine Arts
Center
Tickets on sale

March 12th

$11.50 UMass student!

i[$12.50 general public IW^t^tT

at the FAC box office, Springfield

Civic Center box office, and all

Datatix locations in Northampton,
Holyoke, Greenfield and
Pittsfield.

Stevie Ray Vaughan|
And

Double Trouble
X

unclear. From familiarity

with New World produc-

tions in the past, this sur-

prises me. Early in the play,

it seems that Obba's subser-

vience to Shango was accep-

table, and only later did it

not seem to be the case.

Shango's punishment for

his contempt of these

women was to be himself, a

certain miscarriage of

justice, since this is only a

burden to women and the

rest of the world, and no

hassle for him. This only

reinforces the idea that men
can get away with
anything.

Despite its faults, Shango
de Ima questions interac-

tions between men and
women, and our attitudes
on power and war.

Choreographer Roberto Bornell and
members of New World Theatre's production
of Shango de Ima.

EUROPE^' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockefeller Plaza

New York. NY 10020
Prione (212) 581-3040

Mail thit ad for Special

Student/Teacher Tariff.

n RENTAL LEASE CJ PURCHASE

The deadline for submis-
sions for the "Art and
Science" edition of The
Spectrum magazine is

March 15. See Charles
Francis Carroll in the
Spectrum office in the
Campus Center.

Works that adhere to the
theme "Art and Science"

will be considered by the
staff of the magazine to be

represented in this year's

edition. Final selections

will be made in April.

ST^ -ane rre ^-c- -rer -^ r-

FOR RENT
2 bedroom apt, heat & hot water

short term ease

discounted rent to $450 due to

mid-season opening, on bus rte

South Amherst 256-8534

^^ =rt= r^TT 3-E -ST? S-T—
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The Alarm appreciates fans
By MEREDITH G. GOTTESMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Alarm played at the Fine Arts Center last Sunday
night to a very enthusiastic audience. The band, hailing

from North Wales, began playmg together in the summer
of 1981. Although their sound has become increasingly

commercial since that time, the Alarm strive to keep their

performances personable and energetic.

Led by the powerful vocals of Mike Peters, the Alarm
opened the show with "Marching On" from their first

album Declaration, barkening back to the days when their

sound was predominantly accoustic. They performed most

of the songs from Declaration; "The Deceiver" and "Where
Were You Hiding When The Storm Broke?" were par-

ticularly outstanding, as were the anthematic "Blaze of

Glory" and a rousing version of "The Stand" which
guitarist Dave Sharp and Mike Peters proceeded with the

first few bars of Led Zepplin's "Stairway to Heaven."

Cigarette lighters flickered everywhere.

Delivered with equal enthusiasm but somewhat lack-

ing in both lyrical and musical content were the songs

from their latest album, Strength, including "Deeside,"

highlighted by Peters on harmonica, "Knife Edge," and

"Strength," which has received more air play on popular

radio .stations and MTV than any other Alarm song. They

also performed "Absolute Reality" from this album and

"Spirit of 76," which refers to the birth of punk in Great

Britain a decade ago.

In the middle of the show, Mike Peters announced that

as a way of saying thank you to all their fans for their

support, the Alarm will be giving a free concert on April

12 at the University of California at Los Angeles. The
event, which is set to begin at 3 p.m. pacific time, will

be broadcast live via .satellite all over the world. "Are you

going to be there?" Peters shouted to the crowd, "I'm go-

ing to be there!"

The Alarm are definitely a band who play for the au-

dience first and for themselves second. They are highly
spirited onstage; they want to get us riled in a positive

way and they often do. Their enthusiasism is heartfelt,

but somewhere between The Alarm (the first EP they
released) and Strength they seem to have lost sight of their

original goals.

For a band which sets such high ideals for itself, they've
taken on many characteristics of the bland rock and roll

and top 40 bands which we are bombarded with daily.

Sharp's guitar playing has evolved from accoustic jangle
to a more amplified sound peppered with unoriginal leads.

The lyrics, once anthematic and stirring, have become
hackneyed. The message is no longer clear. The Alarm
have always had the potential to move the masses with
their songs. Sadly, like so many other bands, it seems that

the only way that they've been able to reach the masses
is to change the sound and the message that once made
them unique.

The Alarm love their fans. They are incessantly nice,

taking the time to speak with anyone who approaches

them. "I've always admired the people who follow the

band. I think the audience who comes to see us identify

with me as a person; 1 try to open up, not keep anything

hidden. There's no secrets about the Alarm, we don't tell

lies." .said Mike Peters, lead singer of the band.

During the performance at the Fine Arts Center. Peters

continuously evoked responses from the crowd, drawing

them into the show in every way possible. The Alarm has

b<;en accused of being a rabble-rousing band in the past,

Peters said, but he emphatically denied the charge. "At

a concert, it's not just me inciting the audience, it's

everybody, it's a shared emotion, a shared energ>'. I come

out of a concert feeling on top of the world."

"Ever\'body's got the .same things to deal with every day,

everybody's got the same kinds of hopes and aspirations.

What we're trying to do is inspire some kind of will for

( ollfKinn phitio i>> Krian (iuarn"<ei'

The Alarm played at the Fine Arts Center last

Saturday to an enthusiastic crowd.

them to go out and achieve what they want, to go out and
find their own answers." said Dave Sharp, guitar player

"Everyone who's ever heard a rock and roll record in

their life, somewhere, in the back of their minds, they

want to do exactly what I'm doing now." said Peters.

The enthusiasm is still there, but the Alarm have prac

tically conformed their musical style to become accesFi-

ble to a larger audience. "Strength" fits comfortably into

the format of America's populcu* radio stations and the

notoriously main.stream MTV. Peters attributes this

change to maturity within the band.

o©o0O©o®o©o@oeo@o©o©o0o®o@o®o©oeo®ofcp
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I
4 Specials for Baby'

Baby _-
^^ ShampooZ^

4 Main Street, Amherst 253-2523

Mon-Fri 9-9, Sai 9-6, Sun 9-3

/^ y Your
Fun-In-The-Sun
Headquarters

$

$

n- Baby _^
' Powder 1"

•- Baby ."

^ Bath 1
79

\'-J

DUAL PACK"

Style
SHAMPOO &
CONDITIONER

15 OZ

• GENTLE
CLEANING

• MOISTURINC1

"BONUS BOTTLE"

Jergens
Aloe & Lanolin

691

MENNEN

Speed
Stick

Tampax
Tampons

OFF
LABEL
/PACKi.

DUAL PK

$5 50 VALUE'

120Z BTL

$2 50 VALUE'

ANTI PERSPIRANT
FRESH OR
UNSCENTED

52 75 EA VALUE

2$3
FOR 9^

$

SLENDER
40CT

ORIC REG
40CT.

\_
Zorries adult 99*

$

$

10% OFF
all colognes or

I 10% OFF I I ^^^ "I
I Contact Lens | I 10% OFF

ICIeaning or Soaking I I all film in stO(
^ , ^,,,^,..^^ ... .._.

I Products in Stock^l
".expires 3/ 15/86 -J L expires 3/15/86

v^cw. All Coke Products YOUR

Colgate Shave Cream Colgate Toothbrushes 6 packs $1.99 CHOICE
« gge (reg ones) 49* plus dep. ^^^^ ^^"-"^ W^ ^*^

1 r-T---~T rT—-"~i r 1 f 1

3
SUPER
40-CT

29

I perfumes in stock

expires^/ 15/86'

i I Soap Dish or I I /;

I I Toothbrush Holder | S :„

k I I 29* I I

ml L expires 3/15/86 J ^e

Any Sunglasses

stock $1.00 off
I

J

I

I

I

expires 3/15/86

Duracell AA 4's

$1.99

•expires 3/15/86'

J & J Baby Oil

4oz. $1.69

I I I 10% OFF
I I I IU70 \jrr

I g

guUIIUIllUIICI III ctlKJ'

!i-expires3/15/86—' ! expires 3/15/86-1 l-expires 3/15/86J ^-expries 3/15/86

10% OFF

visine % OZ $2 49! I Wash-ups 26's 89*
| | any shampoo or

| j
any Christian Dior |

I I I
Iconditioner in 3tock| ourchase I

I

I

purchase I

expires 3/ 1 5/86 •' '—'Expires 3/ 1 5/86 —"^

Advil Tabs 50's

$3.99
$

@a($0@&s(^@a^ oeoeoeo
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U^i

HOI
ROAST BELF
SANDWICHES

11 am - 2 am 7 days

/J)) 50 Main St.

A"-"c:^C^ Amharat. MA

253 7018

In a State of
Confusion?

There is one
simple solution:

J.B.'s Roast Beef

Ummmm
yummy,
yummy.

^/^

Z0^- .

\\*

Pizza? Subs?

What the hell do I want to eat?

If this gentleman
would come
down today
3/12 or
Thurs 3/13
he will receive
A Super One, Mozzarella Sticks,

Large Coke, Salad, Fries.

\o'

^^oT Xi»

M

March 10 -12 10- 4

DATF TIME

^^ 3E Deposit Required

ASK
ABOUT
OUR
EASY

IWfv€NT
PLANS

<^nNIVERSITY $MSTORE^^
PLACF

«"' I^H^ ArT< ar\riU I.1SS Rings

Wednesday, March 12, 1986

^INTERNATIONAL PAGEANT ^
Sportswear and Bathing Suit Competition

CONTEST H^/AT

"dance/club
256-8284

Thursday IVIarch 27 at 8 pm
Contestants have until 5 PM March 27 to register MISS
HAWAIIAN TOPIC UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETS will

receive In addition to other prizes an all expense paid trip to

the beautiful PLAZA HOTEL IN DAYTONA BEACH to compete
in the MISS HAWAIIAN TROPIC USA competition August
13-18, 1986. Miss Hawaiian Tropic International will receive: A
NEW PORSCHE 944 SPORTS CAR. A DREAM VACATION FOR
TWO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, AND AN INTERNATIONAL
MODELING ASSIGNMENT WITH HAWAIIAN TROPIC.
Finalists receive: A LUXURIOUS FUR COAT. A DIAMOND
PENDANT, and an all expense paid trip to HAWAII. For further

information contact: Craig B. Keenan, Young Adult/Promo-
tions Manager.

549-4066. 253-9071

or Grad Rosenbaum 253-9071

or Mike Kane at Changes 256-8284

i\>e**

A LUXURIOUS
FUR COAT

riEW SPORTS CAR
Tha Porsche 944 above will be award-

ed to Miss Hawaiian Tropic Interna-

tional 1966. Each year the title winner

will receive a luxurious sports car as

one of our fabulous Grand Prizes.

A MOPIARK SKI BOAT
Sporltooal A I %tttn Dri«r conipi*!* irltk lrsii«t

In August 1966, 100 lovely young
ladies will gather at the beautiful

Plaza Hotel in Daytona Beach for a

week of fun, entertainment, and ex-

citment of competing in the second

Miss Hawaiian Tropic International

USA Finals.

Hawaiian Tropic invites you to enter

the second annual Miss Hawaiidn
Tropic USA Finals to be held in

Daytona Beach, Florida, August
12-18. 1966. Hawaiian Tropic, the /2

selling suntan cosmetic in the world,

is sponsoring this global search for

the beautiful young lady who will

represent Hawaiian Tropic with her

health and beauty.

A NATIOriAL
NODELinC
ASSionnEnx

A DREAM VACATIOn
FOR TWO APfYWHERE

in THE WORLD

as scon in ...

Lr^^

TrMtc • lark* >«l fof M*4*4lag •••ti|fm«al
'»r llawallaa Tronic a»4 Of %mimmrmt In lh»

Co-Sw. sored

BEAUTIFUL TANS BEGIN WITH
HAWAIIAN TROPIC. . .

To •nhance tttetr tana eech rontaetant
will racalva • g«rn«rou» tupply of

Hawaiian Tropic tatfnirtg products.

m^
^~ MADE
- THEAMERICAN WAIT

Wednesday, March 12, 1986

DOONESBURY
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GARR^' TRUDEAU

..ANDRiCK'S ALRtAQy
L£n TO VISITHIM IN

BXILd. rr'SONBOFTHe
Few IKm^VIOiUS PUVAL-

;

' 600DNB9SI THAT 15
^-^' A R5MARKA3La

A95I6NMBHTI

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited b\ Inide Michel JafTe

m n SHOULP iieu? sme.
Ad'X)LUTBaFA^HArm
IN9l6HT^IIWlhlB6eN-
e5li>0F£VlL.'

EPCALLIHeMa
"BASKBTHeAP."

50 THAT'S

metifou
peapep 10

/

(^Bf^d&alL^ m

FREAKER PATROL

/iA/O NOOJ...

foR ^o»JR /?CAD/A/0

BOG
KNIGHT AAAReS !'.

PeFfRCwOufM QuC5T)0N'

fiCkHT foe TMeiit

Ri&wrs' a/ea, r^/fV
VOTED A/0.'/ So OUT
ico GO .'.'

^

HOUSEMATES

peree., i TwiNicyooDoNT
WANT TO K\OVe IN ToTWlS

HOJSe B^dAUSe YOO DON'T

WANT Tb86 WiTHMg/

OF dOORSg I WANT TO 86
WITH YOU. I UV^ VOO
IT'S JUST THAT I tX)n'T

HBL 0OC£> ABO^ T><e

WAV we'R,6 (IfOING A.BOOT

GORDY

BLOOM COUNTY

m NfiTURmY YOJf UKB WR
aiesT FReep wnhom' m\L
3ecAUdi 5f/e ISN'T pcnjfiiuy

f\ nmicmi. m, mmKBR .

%R mnod

mu FINC,

m p/\ii({5 ' 5ne'5

Rei£Mep mo youR

CARe UMJIL we TRIf^l

Mi
cf\Re

Clowns of the animal world

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

OK rrvove

OOT" U/€'(?€

mAKlA/O

A tou^/oe

OR 5or*»«rw/w(>

UK 6 fHfif'.!

\

r»ts 's

u/Hy flRe

THIS ?»'

OH U)o€ '

BY R.MILLER

iVf SAID S*:.«etHIN(, I'M 1

GOING To QJE<iR£r. 1

HAVfN'r 1 ? 1

r ^
m.

BY GORDE

SOME 7»/AkS' OFA
MI&HER POWEf^ BB^^e
MYMSPlRfKriON, SHOWED
ME THERE'SMORE To
UFE THAN AUZQHOL,
A^JD <3crT ME l^/t^ERB

/ AM TDPAyf

BY BE^^KE BREATHED

Mwm..

^ f^.^
%

ACROSS
1 Sighef s wofd
5 Looked over

tor

a pb
1 Covenant
14 Fencing move

tnent

15 Clear neaoeo
16 Jai s toiiower

1

7

At all

18 Andy Capp.
fof one

19 Gluttons

demand
20 Cancel literally

22 Plugs

24 Rug feature

26 Tufan<»oi

higfitignt

27 WnirlylJirdS

31 Examined

35 Sharpens

36 Less usual

38 Author Santha

Rama
39 Litie some

cr>ees«s

40 Three

dimenstonal

41 Guaranteed

42 Go astray

43 Sharpener

44 Candy
45 Mohammed s

resting place

47 Actor George
arx) km

49 Plisetskaya ol

ballet lame
51 Certain tide

52SanD<«oo
cagars

56 Oonnnort

SOPWy polo

61 Turn aside

63 image

64 So be It

65 Fuse

66 varne cnaracter

67 Nachlace unit

68Peatad
69 Mardi loHower

DOWN
1 Mamlain

2 Marital btiss

3 Wilder lor one

4 Short cash
wise

5 Hamlet set

6 High note

7 Balm and Balan

8 1980 Tony
winning musical

9 Eiiled

10 Gaucho s tur<

1

1

Plant ot the

amaryllis lamily

12 Singer ViKKi

1

3

Connections

21 Edges out

23 Boat s rest

25 Miscue
27 Major opening

28 Sub s cousin

29 Balanced m a

way
30 Where the

Severn flows

32 Closer to trie

mark
33 Like some

seals

34 Vocal

arrangements
37 Mature

40 Watched the

late show
41 Give-and-get

deal

43 Two-linger

eiercise

44 Item on a Gl

menu
46 Threaten

48 Gazed
50 Fight site

52 Grump
53 Key product

54 Conceit

55 Recipe direction

57 Cotd storage

58 City on the

Tevere

59 Slaughter ot

baseball

62 St Lo season

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

fliilsim : f;sMs 'rAJH

:

tiBH.Aliro^

S H A W N E EHA
HA'ma'D RY A D

SEND
o'y

P T E D

LLiTlv'
N A

liM
3/1J/««

i E E p 1^ E p E E |™it 11 ij I)

M Jl ^^P^ "

iii5i:===iii

1_JC._. il

M U W ^iF^ >l M M

' |9(t4 1«^ \iic*l«^ Umt% S»n4»ratr 3/12/M

i^i^i^i^J^J^J^i^i^i^^J^}^

LUNCH
Cheeseburer

Bacon-Onion Quiche

BASICS LUNCH
Golden Burger

Hungarian Noodle Bake

DINNER
Rainbow Roast beef/gravy

Fried Shrimp
Hand Dipped Ice Cream

BASICS DINNER
Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing
Gravv. Cranborrv

WEATHER
Today: Sunshine temps in the 40s. Tonight:

Cloudy, chance of snow 25-30.

Tomorrow: Overcast and downright chilly,

rain or freezing rain.

CORRECTION
The Collegian incorrectly identified Brian

Darling m Monday's paper as a senator from

the Southwest Area Government. Darling is a

senator from the Southwest Residental Area.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

Daniel Sobel

William Spain

Ansel Zinter

Paul Desmarais
Ansel Zinter

Production: Naomi Davis, Bill Freeman, Pete

Soderberg, Rob Skelton, Laura Bell, Kevin Hayden
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THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

AXILLA'S

Beer of the Month

St. Pauli Girl $1.25

Wishing Everyone a Happy

and Safe Spring Break

Proper I.D. Required

Drink of the Week
B.B. SHOTZ $1.00

Root Beer
Blackberry
Raspberry

White Chocolate
Cherrv CoLt

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Ma 01035

WE DELIVER 586-7070 or 586-7071

Sunday - Thursday 4:00 pm - 2:00 am

Friday, Satjirclay 4^)0_pm_-_3^00 ani

fsi.OOOFF
I
rSLOOOFp"! i$1.00OFFi

[
$1.00 OFFJ

I anv size pizza I I anv size pizza |
anv size pizza |

any size pizza
|

I I
•

[ I »____—_— -* L—___———

«

PIZZA small (12")

large (16")

Gyro, Stromboli, Subs, Salads

^^^V Call for Delivery Now and Get $1.00 Off

Any Size Pizza with one of these coupons
|

Prtife»sional Consultation tu •* g\ /\A
* Style Haircut ,m. > <^ 1U .U

U

sn.so

Featuring;

Stvles by Deborah

65 I'niveraity Drive

AMiMrat. 549-5610
expires March 14. I!«(U>

1Summer Employment
Camp Young Judaea, Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident, Co-ed, 1 hour from Boston) is in need of

Department Directors and Activity Specialists for

this summer in: Athletics, Gymnastics, Swim In-

struction (WSI), Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts & Crafts,

Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk Song,
Riflery, Tennis, Photography, Office Personnel and
Nurses (R.N.). Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.

Please contact Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director, 81

Kingsbury Street, Wellesley, MA 02181,
617-237-9410.

1km TOPS. .

.

100% cotton knit tops

in 12 terrific colors. . .

reg. 6.95

Now 4.95

TRAOmONAL
MEXICAN SUNDRESSES.

100% cotton wttite and colors

with multi color hand embroidery

reg. *28.95

Now 18.95
'Nationally Advertised to 60 00

SWIM-
WEAR.

20%
OFF

Club
usa

BAGS. .

Totes. Daypacks.

Sport Duffle . .

20% OFF

SUN-
GLASSES.

Fasttion styles &
colors reg 5 95

Now 2.95

SPRING
HATS, CAPS,

VISORS,

STRAW HATS.

25% OFF

. . .AND

CALIFORNIA BEACH TOWELS,
BEACH BALLS,

CARRY ALLS,

BEACH MATS. ..

Downtown A'nh^rtt

(MiyiO-6. Frl-9 Son. 12-5

Now An Additional Location

adjacent to the UMASS campus

in the Amherst Creamery Building

Sk/ne a professional

secretarial service

WORD PROCESSING, TRANSCRIPTION,
THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

MANUSCRIPTS, .a specialty

Monday - Friday

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

150 Fearing Street, Amherst
Telephone: 549-2686

^Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

i For those who haven't tried our i

GREAT CHICKEN

CD
O
c

n 122 Main Street
o

1 Northampton, W\o

-^

§ 01060
3;

1 413-584-6161

1

f

^^V'^ ^^^H
^^^^m ""^^.^^^H

^^^^B ^^^^^^1
^^^^^^^H "^^^^^^^^1

OUnOUl KM MfN • WOMfN 1
3
3

I
i

3

i

§

i I

I I

§ I

§ I

I

I

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29^
Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
"FuH Service Tire Store

78 Sundarland Rd.. No. Amharst, MA
Across from Watrobas Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

WE DELIVER
oirEDTYTJEnVERY'^EriAL

with any purchase of five dollars

or more, 2 breasts FREE
^^^coupon good Wed, 3/12 only

I i

i

I §

I

iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinimiiiiiRniimi

Downtown Annherst, 31 Bolfwood Walk
(through the alley, next to Taco Villaj

253-7494^^**^
|

imillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllfi;

Now's
the time

to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Wednesday, March 12, 1986 COLLEGrAN is

THE BEAT CHANGES
WITH

CLIFF, MYERS\\\n '/ //

* Baseball continued from page 16

Don't Miss the Spring Break Warmup Party

Tonight Wednesday March 12th

Dance/Club

Showtime - 9:30 PM
Proper sense of humor and ID required

Free sodas for designated drivers.

Rt 9 Amherst 256-8284

from the junior varsity midway through last year and im-

pressed immediately. The middle infielder batted .333 and
was flawless in 40 fielding chances.

O'Connor will split time between second and third base.

His quick bat (.315, three home runs, 28 RBI, only four

strike outs) could be key to adding punch to the

Minutemen's lineup.

Senior Doug Wright and freshman Steve Kern will also

see time at the hot corner. Wright batted .365 in limited

action last year and Kern showed enough potential in high

school to be drafted by the Detroit Tigers in a late round.

Sophomore Steve Allen will take over at shortstop, mov-

ing from his spot at third base. Allen played short m high

school and sees no problems in making the switch back.

"I feel confident," said Allen. "I don't see any problems.

All through high school my position was shortstop."

Freshman Gary DiSarcina will also be called on for mid-

dle infield help.

The outfield will consist of junior Jay Zerner in left,

sophomore Matt Sheran in center, and freshman Jack
Card in right. Junior juco transfer Gene Dias is slated as

the fourth outfielder.

Despite questions as to where the Minutemen will get

ofiensive production and the overabundance of freshmen
on the pitching staff, Bergquist and his players are confi-

dent of the team's potential.

"A lot of hitting won't be needed because of our pit-

ching," said Flint. "We might have the best staff in the

league with these young pitchers."

"It's more of a mystery because of unproven players,"

said Bergquist. "But we have seen the potential and they

are only unproven to those who have not seen them."

In Florida, UMass will face Yale, Brown, Eastern Ken-
tucky, Rollins and Big 10 power Indiana. They return

north to face Temple in Philadelphia on March 28 for a

three-game series before playing at Connecticut on April

1 before returning to Earl Lorden Field to host St. Joseph's

for a three-game series starting April 5.

Minuteman Mutterings: Freshman reserve infielder

Gary DeSarcina's uncle Joey was an All-America selec-

tion for UMass in 1969. He also played basketball and
set several assist records as a guard.

With the loss of Todd Comeau, Angelo Salustri, Steve

Messina and the rest of the class of 85, the Minuteman
offense has been depleted. The seniors last year had 57

percent of the hits, the scored 61 percent of the runs, they

hit 66 percent of the home runs and drove in 60 percent

of the runs. On the mound however, UMass loses only

starter Jim Knopf and reliever Matt Subocz. That duo
combined for only 22 percent of the innings pitched.

Former UMass second baseman Tony Szklany, who left

the team in mid-season last year, transfered to Division

III Southeastern Massachusetts University in North Dart-

mouth and starts at second base. The Corsairs are cur-

rently on their southern trip and Szklany, despite being

in a serious car accident about a week before the trip, has

been playing well.

There are three former Minutemen playing pro ball at

the moment with Jeff Reardon (Expos), Mike Flanagan
(Orioles) and Mark Brown (Minnesota) at spring training.

Todd Ezold, who graduated last season, is in the Yankee.*

farm system as a pitcher-catcher.

_iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIET
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 845 3:45 Mon Thurs; 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES weeks paid in advance. Call (
617)7.8-0324

best offer .'i^it-THT

'If You Love This Planet" will be .shown

at Dwieht L<iunge 7;(H) on March l.'i.

Kealuri'S Helen ('aldicott

bVP - DistinKuiiihed Visitors Proffram
meeting tonite Wed March 12 - 7 pm CC
Mh
CMaM Science Fiction Society business

meptinK and bvlaw change Thursday.
March l.'i, 7:31) pm call r)45-1924 for more
info or visit CC 166

"CASH-

Pavinc cMh *«* ?«»«• bMeWI canU
I'lea-se call Mike ..46-6I0.5

DAVID PRl'SKIN!

Happv 2tst Birthdav, Spike; Love, F.

Tissue. r.S No Kamikazees

Smith-Corona Electric Tvpewriter call

th^m'Zh (Kalhy) after five

Canon Cimera Set: A-1. .'i«Kr4. 28F2.8,

70-21()F4, li»9A: new motor drive

.MA/BP. new silk r212. many extras, all in

excellent condition $7.')0 or BO HM."! H261

F"or »aie 1981 tovot* Starlet good cond
$2IW)0 2.'i6-6959

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Counseling Col-

lective. Counseling and Information Rm
4.33 SC M, W, Th 3 7 pm. Tues 13. Rap
Croup Wed Night 7:30 rm 413 St'

.'>4.'i-2645

DKLTA OPEN RUSH
COMING SOON

Dead Tix - 2 ea. all 3 Va shows during Spr-

ing Break .542-80<<2

FOUND

Reward: lost light pink jacket at BKO
.Saturday nighl Creat sentimental value

("all ..4i>-.^4!*3 evenings

Metal (iuitar Pin lost high sentimental

value $ir. reward Tom 6 lor.6

Lost: gaXA amethyst rinr with a iliamond

chip on either side if found please call

Stephanie 256 (W9«

Lost blue denim Code Bleu jacket keys In

IKH'kel lost la.st Thurs at I^mda Chi
reward pis call .'>4tvl 180

PERSONALS

Happy Birthday Jane Everyone loves
you' Love always. Bahy

Moo Moo Happy B day ya big wee! Steve

Welcome. Mr and Mrs Fishelman. Hop*'
you enjoy your visit to 1'Ma.ss

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

SERVICES

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on

campus, dewndahle. low rates, exfierienc

ed. Nancy 584 7924

Pi Sigma Alpha Polisci Honor .Society is

s|Kjns(iring a fret* video presentation "Car-

nal Knowledge" Thurs 3/13 7:.'50 pm CC
101

WSYL Radio - staff meeting tomorrow
night, CC 168, 7:00. If you completed a

1)..J. application, you" must attenil. but all

are welcome

AUTO FOR SALE

72 Ford Mastang w/o engine body in ex-

cellent shape no rsut new exhaust, suspen

sion & brakes BO call 549 6633

1981 Ford Escort GLX wagon good con

dition, runs well $2200 546-5701

T978Gremlin new muffler & tires 56.00f)

original mileage $6IK» 532-4425

4-sale 1973 Pontiac Venture runs great

new exhaust and brakes $800 call

253-5523

78' Rabbit fuel injection 90k new tires

brakes shocks over $32(M1 investefl $800

BlaupunkI stereo a steal $1995 .Ion

256-«>843

CAN YOU WRITE? ^
interested iiTJournalism? Its never too

late to start: Come down to the

Massachusetts Dailv ("ollegian, the largest

college daily in New England You can

write about Sports, News, Editorial, Black

Affairs, Women's Issues, or (lay or Les-

bian issues Whatever your interests,

write almut it t<Hlay in the Collegian. We
build careers.

CAPE COD

Discover Sororitv Life, friends and fun

March 25, 26, 27. 6-6:45 pm Any ques-

tions".' Call t'am at .549-6468 or 2,53-9916.

Have a great Spring B reak!

Mens Gold Rim (ilasses near Dickin.son

on Sun<lav call 6-7445

"FREE MONEY-

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

All electrical appliances sewing

machines, clocks, shavers, vacuum

cleaners. House calls and shop repairs

Amherst Repair 253 2869

Need monev for Spring Break? Go get

your ba.seball carcls and 111 give you

money call Mike ,546-6105

HELP WANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

IWOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your

lasle call ("lins 2.56-6845 ^^

Rac k - A - dTsc E n ter't al nm e n t Disc

jockeys, light shows, large .screen video

shows, cair,549-7144 24 hrs

Entry Level Marketing Positions Avail

in local multi mill dollar firm. Eull-time,

part-time, and student shifts. I'aiil train

mg, wages from $4 to $12, a

sales comm. Matt 584-3,596

ESCORT SERVICE

Escort Service Available 8 p.m 2:30

a.m. Everydav anywhere on ('anipus^Play

it safe call 5-2133 for an escort AN YTIMf,

Butlerfield Kitchen is now accepting ap
plications for the position of Assl,

Manager for the 86 87 academic year •

Position offers free room and board

Valuable experience. Applications
available in the Butterfield Kitchen Office.

Application deadline 5:00 I'M March 24

iNSTRUCflON

FOR RENT

Amherst rooms available immediately

also summer subleffall option nnims Roy

2.56-0226, eves 549-6746

One bedroom Ciiffside Apt $3.50 plea.se

call Kenny .54.5-2234 or 665-7106

Across the street! Sublet small bedroom
in large house. Female only, no [lets. no

smokers. $180/month through 8/31. $180

plus utilities. .549-6922

FOR^LE

Stage Combat Workshop - ideal for the

actor & non actor alike. Basic hand-to

hand & beginning sword-play. Call for in-

formation 549-2808

•••••«•••«•••••

.lewelry Making
class forming - to start after break

Jacquelin Vajra ,549-6539

•••*••••••••••

LOST

Seagull Beach West Yarmouth summer
rentals 263-74.36

CAPE COD SUMMER
ROOM RENTALS

nyl«nis • ISOweeklv per person, double

GniUr Electra electric six-string excellent

condition 200 with hardshell ca.se contact

Andrew (>-6489

1981 Chevrolet Chevette good condition

snowtires automatic aircondition radio

2.500 U'st offer call .584-5279

RossignnI ISO's exc cond Salomon bin-

dings and (K)les must sell Bo call ,549-0462

a.sk for Nf>elle

SkT Bindings brand new Ore 930 $75 or

Gold link bracelet lost 3'6 very sentimen
tal $ reward plea.se call Barry 549-61 18

Maroon Wallet very important. Has sen-

timental value Please call Susanne at

,546.5361 no questions asked REWARD!
Lost beige/gray canvas parse on Thurs
,3/6/86 it contains all ID's if you've found it

plea.se call .lane 6-6196

$50.00 Reward for light blue suitcase

18 "x30 " and contents of women's
clothing. Call .546-6773

BANDS WANTED - SWA([ is IcHiking for

l>ands interested in playing the .Southwest

Pyramids during Southwest Week (Apr
29th May 4th) Applications available in

the SWAd office in HamiMlen .Application

deadline April 1st 5-0960

Attention: Lifeguards ne«'d First Aid

(21 hr) certification^ CoiiM mean l>etter

job, more $$ 6 plus (leoplc nt-ded for

course on campus call 6 h749 late eve;

leave name, phone, Ux-al address

We tried, we really tried. How were we
to know someone would .s<Tape off the

whiteouf

Happy B-day Judy Sorry this is late. I

hojie you were surprised anri had a fun

weekend fnim Hell! Love ya. Fran

To Cindy Lou^ho: Pleh' Have a Happy
19th! You know exactly why' We love ya!

From your Sisters of Tappa-Kega- Bru

Congratulations to all Sigma Delta Tau's

awesome new pledges! Michelle Lipsky,

Melissa Driscoll, Sue Shult. Tiel Doust.

Lisa Kanovsky, Stepahnie Sadowski,

Melissa Smith, Helene Goodman, Michelle

(jalMiury, Sue Moni?., Debbie Roepcke,

Karen Lurie. ,Ienny Kizner. Meryl Daum,
Stefanie Zucker, ' Kim Knright, Lesly

Peniel. Slacey Teller. Stephanie Cohen,

and you tiKi .len Martello! We love you all!

(n't psyched for the exchange tonight!

Love, tne Sisters of Sigma Delta Tau

fo Ule Bnitiiers of TKE-BKO Thanks for

the great dinner and congratulations!

l.,ove the Sisters and Pledges of IGC

Vote for Joel - he's the chosen

BEACH CLUB Spring BreakweaTby
I..yon De.stgn - Campus Center Concourse
thru F'riday

V»»W • •••••••• ii^i. • • • • • •••••• ••••••

• Plaits Australian Surf Wear
C.C.C. Today!!!

Michael, have the bestest birthday ever!

Forever love you Barb

R.A. INFORMATION SESSIONS

Tonight is your last chance to attend an
R.A. Information .Session. Tonight's will

be in the Lewis Main Lounge in Northeast
at 10:00, There will also lie an Information
.Session in the New Africa Hous«' for

students of color tonight at 8:00. You must
attend an information session in order to

applv.

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac-

curate, ("all anytime 665 76.52

COINsT2r/T23 Tutoring $5 iKi per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 2ft6-12.'t9

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac

curate Available almost anytime.
6t;5 7652

Private Tutor learn German grammar &
conversation tel 549-6595

Looking for housekeeper? Available

evenings and afternoons rates $5 6/hr call

.lulie '2.53 5406

SUMMER HELP WANTED

REWARD $200

Looking to take over lease «f a 4

bedroom hou.se. Brandywme Apt or

Townehou.se call 546-9805 or .546-9802

Plan an excellent summer in the

Berk.shires now (!amp Becket is looking

for an a.ssislant Waterfront Director You
must be 21 years old and have your WSI.

It will tie a rewarding exiienence with ex-

traordinary (leople (all Peter at 2.56-r203

befon- Spring Break

SUMMER JOBS

Some Immediate part time openin

RIDE WANTED
ings
s All

Desperate for a ride to and from Chicago
over Spring Break!'! Call .leff 549-2808

Ride needed to WellesJey Friday 3/15

and back 3/23 will share ex|>*'nses call

ElizalK'th 66952

Need ride to Ft Lauderdale Friday call

George 2.53-5155

ROOMMATE WANTED

available Hometown or local (K>sitions

majors welcome (all for information.

Polans Enterjirises Corp. ask for Vivian

WANTED

One male nonsmoking for 2 bedroom
townhouse apt for fall semester .lay

.5469809

To take over lease. House in Amherst, on
bus route $125. female, nonsmoking.
Chris or Meg 253 9692

1 room in 5 bedroom house I ^k from cam-
pus on busroute available imemdiately call

after five 256-6228

Female to share room in Brandywine im
mediate ofiening $145 mo call .Susan

5490486

SACRIFICE!

Subjects needed - Students who lost a

imrent will you and your family help a

UMass grad student in a research study

about how families adiust to the death of a

parent" I will travel if your family doesn t

five here Please call Claudia collect

203,563 9.577 after 9 pm, or sign up in the

experiment UKith, 4th floor Tobin Hall ^

i will pay someone $10 to take good care

of my 2 gerbils over Spring Break. Vere

ea.sy "money Plea.se call Lucy at 546-7419

WANTED «) RENT

We'll pay $100 for your lease. House

wanted near campus call 546 9865

Reward! Couple needs a 1 (H-droom apt

starting June 1 . Anywhere in Amherst

area. cTall 253-2958

WE NEED L.A.

Scott, have a great time at Fort Ijiuder

dale Don't party too much . Love Snufs

MOmmy

Sacrifice! 2-bedroom Sunderland. First,

last, .security free' References required
6654884

Two round trip tickets to L.A. needed
call Pete or Bob 6 8082
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UM baseball; talented but young I ^^OLLEGiAN
irsi^iCD

•Smith holds divestment teach-in. Page 5.

• Seventy-five years of Kappa Alpha Psi.

Page 12.

•Women's basketball falls in tourney.

Page 16.

Sporta Inforamtion photo

Junior catcher Sean Flint will be called upon to handle a young pitching staff this season. The
University of Massachusetts baseball team opens Saturday in Florida against Yale.

Sporta Information photo

Junior Rob Holiday should start at second base this

season for the Minutemen.

Baseball '86

Manager: Dick Bergquist (27th year,

354-281).

Assistants: Ray Cardinale (three

years), Ken Hajmer (first year) and Brian

Austin (first year).

Last Season: 26-19, second place in the

Atlantic 10 Eastern Division. Eliminated

in semifinals of league championship by
Penn State.

Captains: Bob Kostro (senior pitcher)

and Sean Flint (junior catcher) will serve

as co-captains.

Top Returning Players: Kostro (4-1,

5.36 earned run average - RHP); Jon Mar-
tin (4-1, 3.18 - RHP); Jeff Jensen (4-0, 5.81

RHP); Steve Allard (4-3, 5.32 LHP); Flint

(.306-four home runs-l? runs batted in -

C); Jeff Cimini (.395-4-16 - IB); Darrin
O'Connor (.315-3-28 - 2B-3B); Jay Zerner
(.349-0-13 - LF); Matt Sheran (.304-1-13 -

CF); Rob Holiday (.333-0-3 - 2B) and Steve

Allen (1-4, 7.84 as a pitcher, .211-1-12 at

the plate - SS).

Top Newcomers: Jack Card (freshman
- outfielder); Steve Kern (freshman - 3B);

Dave Telgheder (freshman - RHP) and
Mike Owens ffreshman - LHP).
Key Losses: Todd Comeau (.383-9-62 -

DH); Angelo Salutsri (.335-9-65 - SS);

Bruce Kingman (.306-4-25 - LF); Steve

Messina (.297-3-25 - CF); Jack Bloise

(.306-2-1 • 2B); Dan Clifford (.414-2-8 -

utility) and Jim Knopf (3-4, 4.44 - RHP).

Baseball Notebook

Early series is critical
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

When the University of

Massachusetts baseball
team returns from its

Florida trip aft.er spring

break, they will immediate-

ly be put to the test.

The Minutemen will

travel to Philadelphia for a

three-game series against

traditional Atlantic 10
powerhouse Temple Univer-

sity, March 28-29.

"The first weekend back

north will be key," said

UMass manager Dick Berg-

quist. "We've got three

games with Temple down in

Philly, one of the powers in

the league each year. It's

tough to come up to play

them this early."

The early season confron-

tation should show if the

young Minutemen squad
was able to come together

during its southern trip.

"I hope by the end of the

spring trip we are playing

solid baseball," said Berg

quist. "Even more key this

year is the trip down south.

We will need to mature
quickly."

The fact that Temple is an
A- 10 rival increases the im-

portance of the three-game

set.

"All Atlantic-10 series'

are critical," he said. "We
must win at least 1 2 games

to be first or second (in the

A- 10). We can't lose more

than two or three games in

the conference.

"My goal for the teain is

to be in the top two in the
Atlantic-10," he said. "Its a
realistic goal and that gives
us an opportunity to go fur-

ther."

The team has the same
high aspiration for the
Minutemen's season.

"Winning the Atlantic-10,

doing well within the divi-

sion, are goals we can
definitely meet," said co-

captain Bob Kostro. UMass
will open at home on April
5 against St. Joseph's,
another league rival, with a
doubleheader.

Rookie pitchers key

to Minuteman hopes
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

Only a few days away from Saturday's opener against

Yale University in Florida, this season's youthful Univer-

sity of Massachusetts baseball team is faced with

unanswered questions and unproven talent.

Nine members from last year's powerhouse line-up (.327

team batting average) are gone including All-America

first baseman Todd Comeau (.383, nine home runs, 57

RBI) and All-District shortstop Angelo Salustri (.335, nine

home runs, 40 RBI). With but 10 upperclassmen on the

roster, the Minutemen head South tommorrow for its nine-

game, eight-day Florida trip confident that questions

regarding an inexperienced pitching staff and a lack of

offensive firepower will be answered.

With five freshmen on the nine-member staff, the suc-

cess of the Minutemen's pitching may depend heavily on
the contributions of their first-year hurlers.

"The freshman are definitely a key," said UMass
manager Dick Bergquist. "Especially in pitching. The
staff may rest on how well the freshmen do."

Bergquist,. entering his 20th year as the head baseball

coach at UMass, is less concerned about making up for

the loss of last season's hitting.

"Our offense will take care of itself," continued Berg-

quist. "Not like last year, but that was unusual."

The pitching staff is led by senior co-captain Bob Kostro.

The 6-1, right-hander compiled a 4-1 record last season

and is 12-10 during his three years at UMass.
"Kostro has a lot of experience and he is our number

one starter going into the season," said Bergquist. "He
has been a tough pitcher over the last few years. He does

need to develop some more."
One area where Kostro needs improvement is control.

During his UMass career, Kostro has walked 115 batters

over 155.2 innings and allowed 204 hits, too many for so-

meone pegged to be the ace of the staff.

Also returning to the mound this season are middle

relievers Jon Martin and Steve Allard. Martin, a senior,

led last year's staff in appearances while posting a 4-1

record. Allard, a junior, was second on the team in inn-

ings pitched and finished the season at 4-3.

Senior fireballer Jeff Jensen will be used as late inning

closer. Jensen was 4-0 with four saves last year while

striking out 19 in 26.1 innings of work, but also displayed

control problems allowing 25 walks.

"Jensen has the best fastball on the team," said Berg-

quist. "We'll use him as our 'CJoose.' He will be used for

up to six outs."

The rest of the staff is comprised of five highly touted

freshmen, two of whom Bergquist expects to move into

the starting rotation.

Right-hander Dave Telgheder from Slate Hill, NY, and
left-hander Mike Owens out of Sauquoit, NY, will step

into the number two and three spots behind Kostro.

"They are two key freshmen," said Bergquist. "If we
are to be good, these guys have to come through."
The other three first-year hurlers are right-handers Ken

Greer and Jeff Richardson along with left-hander Chris
Slattery.

For now, Bergquist plans to use these freshmen in

middle-relief, hoping that a fourth starter will emerge.
"Somewhere we have to find another starter," said Berg-

quist. "Either Allard or one of the freshmen."
Still, Kostro has a lot of confidence that the freshmen

will come through for the Minutemen.
"The freshmen really look good," said the co-captain.

"Its the best talent I've seen since I've been here. All can
contribute right away."
Junior co<aptain Sean Flint will do most of the catching

duties for UMass this season. Last year, while sharing
time with Todd Ezold (now in the New York Yankee farm
system), Flint batted .306 and displayed good defensive
abilities.

"He (Flint) is an excellent college catcher," said Berg-

quist. "He may be one of the surprises in this part of the
country. Clearly our number one catcher in my mind."
Freshman Dean Borrelli from Salem, NH, is expected

to see a lot of action as Flint's backup and John McKeown,
named to the All-New England football team at linebacker

last fall, alsc should see some time behind the plate.

The infield is a collection of returning part-time players.

Senior first baseman JeffCimini will be called on to make
up for much of the lost offense. Last year Cimini batted
an amazing .395 before going down with a knee injury

midway through the season. As a sophomore Cimini
managed only a .240 batting average, so the hope is that

he will return to his '85 rather than '84 form.
"Cimini is a good, productive hitter," said Bergquist.

"He is a senior now and he is healthy, so I look for him
to take up a lot of the slack."

Junior Rob Holiday will share time at second base with
sophomore Darrin O'Connor. Holiday was brought up

continued on page 15
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Rights march
this Sunday
150 to join protest
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

More than 150 people from the Univer

sity community will journey to Washington

this weekend to join an estimated 200,000

others in support of a woman's right to

have a legal abortion and use birth control.

The National Organization for Women is

coordinating the "March for Woman's

Lives' Sunday, and is expecting at least

300 of its East Coast chapters to attend.

NOW is sponsoring a similar march in

Los Angeles a week later for its West Coast

chapters.

"I feel this event is important to women.

A woman's right to choose abortion is at

stake now. Its important that people make
their feelings known." said Debbie Piltch.

director of the Student Center for Educa

tional Research and Advocacy at UMass.

Chris Alibrandi, a senior marketing and

sociology major, said she will join the

march because it may have a powerful im-

pact on reproductive freedom.

"I'm excited that women are doing

something to empower themselves, but it

seems like there will be a good percentage

of men there too," .\librandi said.

The event will be the largest demonstra-

tion for women's rights in the history of the

women's movement, according to Nancy

Arnold, coordinator of the UMass delega

tion to the march.

People participating in the march are be-

ing encouraged to wear white clothing.

The UMass delegation is sending two

buses and is hoping to fill a third bus, in

addition to about 50 people traveling by

car, Arnold said, making the toUl "around

150 right now."

Buses will leave from Haigis Mall late

tomorrow and return early Monday.

March 10 will be a lobby day for those

who choose to stay over to challenge the

Reagan Administration's interpretation of

Title IX in the Civil Rights Restoration

Act.

Title IX prohibits sex discrimination in

"any education program or activity receiv-

ing federal financial assistance." The ad-

ministration has interpreted the act to bar

particular programs from receiving federal

funds, not entire institutions that have

discriminatory practices, as previously

interpreted.

"We're urging everyone who can to go.

We've never really had a march on this

issue," said Meanette Vermes, president of

the Greater Springfield NOW chapter.

Vermes said she is concerned about the

attempt by the Reagan Administration to

overturn the Roe v. Wade decision which

legalized abortion in 1973.

The Reagan Administration has unof-

ficially required potential judges for the

federal court system to be anti -abortion, ac-

cording to NOW.

Collegian photo by Brian Uuarnotta

QUEEN OF AMERICA—Elvis Costello may have not made it, but

bassist Cait O'Riordan and the rest of the Po^es suited the crowd

at Pearl Street just fine Wednesday night. Review and interview with

the band, page 10.

Fire Island residents
attack UM study on deer
By JOHN C. SHEEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

A deer management study being con-

ducted by the University of Massachusetts

department of forestry and wildlife

management for the Fire Island National

Seashore has come under fire.

Outraged residents of the island, who say

the study is responsible for the deaths of

two deer, have initiated a petition with

more than 2,700 signatures that calls for

an end to the study. The petition is being

circulated by Kenneth Larson, a Fire

Island resident who lives adjacent to the

park.

"I think it's disgusting what these peo-

ple are doing and the manner in which they

are conducting their study," Larson said.

The controversy surrounds the type of

collars put on the deer to monitor them and

the competency of the people working on

the study. In order to track the deer move-

ment, the deer are trapped in collapsible

cages and tranquilized. The radio collars,

which are nonexpandable, can harm the

deer when it grows but the collar does not.

The deer can also be injured if the dose of

tranquilizer is too high.

Larson claims the two deer were killed

by park service officials who overtran-

quilized the deer in two separate incidents.

The officials were trapping the deer to

remove two radio collars that were

lacerating the necks of the deer, according

to Larson.

Jim Hauptmann, park supervisor for Fire

Island, later admitted one deer was killed

by overtranquilization, but refuted the idea

that the second deer was overtranquilized.

In a letter to Larson, Hauptmann said,

"My own staff, as well as other wildlife ex-

perts from the University of Massachusetts

'va^iined ^bp depr and determined it was
"nfinued on paffr .5

Rally today for ban on weapons testing

A rally is scheduled for noon today on

the Student Union Building steps as part

of a national rally called to gain support

and raise awareness in banning the

testing of all nuclear weapons.

On Aug. 6.1985, the Soviet Union

unilaterally agreed to stop testing nuclear

weapons in a program called the Com-

prehensive Testing Ban. They asked the

United States to join them by stopping the

exploding of nuclear weapons by Jan. 1,

1986 said Jennifer Johnston of the

University of Massachusetts

Peacemakers.

The Soviets extended the aeauune to

March 31, "one of the reasons is the lob-

byists say that the Americans want the

CTB." she said.

"The CTB will stop the development of

nuclear bombs, including the Star Wars
lasers which are small nuclear reactions,"

Johnston said.

"The Russians have not only proposed

it but actually stopped the testing," she

said.

The rally, sponsored by the UMass
Peacemakers, will bo held on the stairs

of the Student Union Building at noon.

Three member's of the Peacemakers wil'

t^ean. '<n the Comprehensive Test Ban.

Literature explaining the ban will be

distributed and petitions will be cir-

culated during the rally. The

Peacemakers will also have a table in the

Campus Center where students can get

postcards to send to Mikhail Gorbachev,

the Soviet leader, Ronald Reagan, John

Kerry, and Silvo Conti, Johnston said.

Reed College in Oregon planned the na-

tionwide event. "Dozens of colleges are in-

volved," Johnston said. "All of the major

fo' leges have been contacted."

-JKANKTTE DcFORGE .

Commission
to begin
fund review
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

After three months of negotiations for its

creation, a commission designed to review

the Student Activities Trust Fund is ex-

pected to meet today in the Whit more Ad-

ministration Building.

The Chancellor's Review Commission on

the SATF is a 10 member board composed

of five student representatives, two facul

ty members and three administrators, SGA
CO president Dam Burgess said.

The commission evolved from negotia-

tions between Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Dennis Madson and members of

Students Advwating Rights Together.

Last December, 22 members of START
were arrested in Whitmore for protesting

the Student Activities Office assuming con-

trol of parts of the SATF.
"I think both students and the staff of the

Student Activities Office and the vice

chancellor (Madson) felt the importance of

the commission, and had a mutual desire

to solve the problem of getting the commis-

sion off the ground." Burgess said.

One of the major roadblocks in the

negotiating concerned the funding for a

fourth permanant position in the UMass

Legal Services Office. A statement releas-

ed by Burgess and Marc Kenen of START
and LSO announced that "the administra-

tion has given them (START] assurances

that (LSO) will continue to have a fourth

attorney in their office."

Kenen said,"The commission is a golden

opportunity to work out some of the con

fiicts which have plagued the trust fund for

decades."

However, Randy Donant, director of the

SAO, said he did not give an assurance for

the position. "I have not given the green

light to commission a search for a fourth

attorney," he said.

Donant said a decision on the fourth at-

torney will be made following the results

of a review of LSO next month.

LSO has been without a fourth perma-

nant attorney since last summer and has

had to cut back services, Kenen said. LSO
now handles only cases directly involving

the University, and can only offer advice

and referrals in other matters, he said.

The commission is scheduled to meet at

11 a.m. today in room 370 of Whitmore. Ac-

cording to a letter issued by Madson, the

commission will consider " how best to ac-

comodate student's rightful voice in the

operation of the SATF."

The commission has a deadline of May
2 to prepare a report on the results of its

findings and will dissolve following the

completion of the report, Madson's letter

said.

Special meeting tonight

The Undergraduate Student Senate will

hold an emergency meeting at 7 p.m.

tonight in the Campus Center Room 163

in an attempt to pass the fiscal 1987

budget.

The regular senate meeting held Wednes-

day night ended in chaos as a number of

senators opposed to the budget proposal

staged a walkout. Senate Speaker John

Ruddock then adjourned the meeting

because he said he believed there were not

enough members present to vote on the

proposal.

Senator John Crowley of Field House

said he could not remember when an

I'nuTgency meeting was last held. "I can't

think of any issue this important." he said.

•\V(' better pass this soon or we're in

liouhle," he said.

- PATRICK JOHNSON
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CORRECTIONS

Due to an editing error, a photo caption Wednesday incorrectiy

identified the location of a Hampshire College photo exhibit. The

gallery is in the Film and Photo BuUding.
Incorrect information was provided to the Collegian for a police

report that appeared Tuesday. Residents, not firefighters, ex-

tinguished a small fire in Coolidge Tower.

FOR RENT

2 bedroom apt, heat & hot water

short term lease

discounted rent to $450 due to

mid-season opening, on bus rte

South Amherst 256-8534

^y.

m

SUMMER '86 Ot C. W. POST

SHCfRT TBf^tl'l

HIGH 'sflELU

LFISTIMG GROUJTH
At Long Island Lniversil\-s beautiful C.w. Post Campus,
this summers schedule combines diversity with flex-

ibilit\ . Complete a full semesters work with 6 credits in

each of 3 sessions, or select a single course or workshop.

Planning to work or pla\' by day? Then our evening

or weekend classes might be your key to adding credits

or credentials this summer. Dorms, recreational facilities

and services are available at the Post campus on Long
Island's lush North Shore, just minutes from beaches,

and only 25 miles from Manhattan.

Call 516-299-2431
or return the coupon for a combined bulletin listing

Summer '86 undergraduate and graduate offerings at the

C. vv. Post campus as well as Long Island University

Campuses in Brentwood and Southampton.

;
eating place

|

\ CAMPUS PLAZA
\

• (Next to Sup«f ;

I Stop & Shop) J

i Rte. 9 • Hsdtey/Amherst
|

• 256-6ffi9
(

• OPEN
J

6 AM - 3 AM )

SUN-THURS
j

• OPEN 24 HOURS \

Professional i^onsultation

& Style Haircut <>.\l) $10.00
$12.50

Featurinp:

Stvle* by Deborah

65 Iniversity Drive.

Amhertt. 549-5610
expires March 14. 1986

DEMISE

FORBES
FOR

STUDENT
TRUSTEE

lARCH 10,11

CP

Pirasr send
Summer 't%*i BullrUn

SUMMER SESSIONS OFFICE

Lonq Island University
c.w. Pbst Campus

Greenvale. NY II54«I am most inieresird in:

D I'ndrrgraduaie " Graduair

D May D June u July

a Day Evening 1 weekend

CC.w. Post
C Breniwood

Name

Address _ I

City. Stale. Zip

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

fy'P

I
C Souihampion Phone ( ) _ _|

Beer of the Month

St. Pauli Girl $1.25

Proper I.D. Required

Drink of the Week
B.B. SHOTZ $1.00

Root Beer
Blackberry
Raspberry

White Chocolate

Cherrv Coir'

m

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002
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POSITION AVAILABLE
Office of the Dean of Students

Student Manager
Information Data Bank (IDB)

and Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

QUALIFICATIONS

ELIGIBILITY

PAY SCALE

STARTING DATE

DEADLINE

Demonstrated (through previous experience

and /or recommendations) communication skills;

organizational and supervisory skills; ability to

organize data; ability to proof-read and edit; some

typing and /or word processing experience. Pro-

motional and marketing experience desirable.

Undergraduate or graduate student (preferably

Work-Study eligible) with at least three semesters

remaining at the beginning of the Fall Semester

1986.

Hourly rate, beginning at minimum of $5.00,

20-25 hours.

Selected individual must be available part-time in

late April or early May (10-20 hours), full time mid-

July and August (37 V? hours). Full-time option

may be available June to mid-July.

Completed applications, available at the Dean of

Students Office, 227 Whitmore, must be received

by April 11, 1986.

The Information Data Bank (IDB) is a telephone or walk-in referral center

which maintains information on University administrative and academic

policies and procedures; bus, library, and athletic schedules; listings of

current campus events such as seminars, movies, and lectures; and a

variety of other reference materials.

The Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS) is a library of more than 300
tape cassettes with information about academic rules, regulations, and
programs; registration policies; counseling services; financial aid informa-

tion; current events; health and safety programs; housing and food ser-^

vices; athletics; student organizations and activities, etc.

The Student Manager is responsible for day-to-day operations of
IDB/TIPS including recruiting,training, scheduling and supervising student
staff of 10-15; maintaining and updating the IDB/TIPS library and informa-
tion resources; preparing scripts and tapes; arranging and monitoring pro-
duction schedules for the Student Telephone Directory, Registration Up-
date, and Dean's List; with the assistance of a student Graphics Coor-
dinator, arranging for placement of ads in the "Collegian" promoting
IDB/TIPS; soliciting and processing new material for IDB/TIPS; and
related assignments.

IDB 545-1555 A Service of the Dean of Students Office TIPS 545-1540

HQ 1

\

Microcomputer network proposed
By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

The Provost's Task Force on Academic Computing
recently released a proposal for a campus-wide microcom-

puter network that would link all University buildings.

The network, which would cost an estimated $12 to $14

million, would be an "integral and indispensable part of

how faculty, students, stafF, and administrators perform

their daily activities," according to the task force's report.

The report is only a recommendation and no date has

been set for construction of the system.

The panel suggested linking buildings with a large

cable, called a spine, which could carry signals for voice,

data and video. Each linked building would contain one

or more local area networks, or LANs, attached to the

spine and connected to personal computers so staff could

easily transmit and receive information.

The report also urged connecting the system to the

UMass library catalog so that any user on campus could

obtain book and periodical information.

Provost Richard O'Brien called the report "sensible and

well thought out," and said he is anxious not to let the

University fall behind in educational technology. O'Brien

added that he is hesitant about initiating the task force's

recomendations.

"I want to bring the issue before the Faculty Senate,"

O'Brien said. "I want to be sure that we can get sufficient

funding before we begin the project."

The report also stated that the classroom structure

would be "significantly affected" by such a computer net-

work. A lecture hall, for example, could be equipped with

a microcomputer and a large screen that would enable

students to observe an instructor's interactions with the

computer.
Also, in a concept borrowed from Brown and Yale

Universities, an 'interactive classroom" could be introduc-

ed, providing each student with his or her own computer

to use during class, allowing hands-on learning.

Professor Robert Moll of the computer science depart-

ment called the idea of a computer classroom "sensa-

tional," although he added, "The payoff could be uneven

...I don't think the classics or anthropology department

will profit as much, except for the word processing access."

Moll added that the system was potentially a "tremen-

dous amount of work," and the best way to approach it

would be to set up the central system a "little at a time,

starting in the center of the caiftpus and slowly working

outward."

The report also recommended implementing residence

hall stations, which would place microcomputers in each

student's room or in "computer lounges."

Douglas Abbott, associate vice-chancellor for computer

and information systems, said the University is

negotiating with computer firms for student and faculty

discounts on equipment.

Student competing in

national pool tourney
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Correspondent

Holly Bishop, a junior communications

major, will travel to Athens, Georgia, to

represent the University of Massachusetts

in a national pool tournament.

Bishop last week won the annual

women's pool tournament of the Associa-

tion of College Unions International. The
tournament, featuring pool players from

different schools in New England, was held

at Fitchburg State College. Bishop won 18

out of the 24 games she played.

Last year, she won the women's tourna-

ment at UMass and made fourth place in

the regionals.

She will represent New England in the

national championship from April 18 to 20.

Besides New England. 14 other regions will

have representation in the championship

series.

"My chances of winning are probably

very slim, but I do have the confidence that

I will do okay," said Bishop. She added that

she had not expected to win last week's

tournament. "I don't consider myself a very

good pool player. I'm just OK."
Bishop, who will be competing with some

of the best female college players in the

country, said she will have to practice

more. "I have a lot to improve
"

Before last week's tournament, she had

taken two lessons from last year's male

UMass pool champion, Nadar Panai.

"He's the best player I've ever seen," she

said. In addition, she said she read two

books on pool darting intersession to im

prove her skills.

"If I'm playing a competition, then win-

ning means a lot," Bishop said, adding that

when playing against her friends for

recreation, winning is not as important.

Bishop said she becomes extremely ner-

vous before a game, which "kind of gets my
adrenalin going, I just think about winn-

ing." A prayer also helps, she added.

Bishop began playing pool at the age of

nine with her brothers at home. She enjoys

a variety of sports and said, "soccer was my
favorite thing to play." After a knee injury,

she became unable to play other sports and

turned to the pool table to get her "aggres-

sions out."

She said pool is "like therapy, a kind of

escape. I love to listen to music and play

pool. It relaxes me." Holly Bishop is aiming for the top
CoUeflan photo by Paul Upamarai*

F,Y.L: Candidates meet
The three Democratic candidates for Lt. Governor,

Evelyn Murphy, the former secretary of Economic Af
fairs. State Senator Gerard D'Amico. Worcester and Bar-

tholomew Conti, Boston, are scheduled to appear in a

lorum at 2:45 p.m. tomorrow at the Amherst Regional

Junior High School.

The Senate District Confrence to elect State Commit-

tee members will be held at 2:00 p.m., prior to the forum.

Both are free and open to the public.

• Michael Shiloh, the Consul General of Israel to

New England will speak in a lecture titled "Israel-Arab

Relations - is Peace Really Possible?" at 7:30 p.m. Sun-

day at the Jewish Community of Amherst.

The lecture is open to the public and is sponsored by

the Jewish Community of Amherst and the Jewish

Faculty and Professional group at the University of

Massachusetts and the Five College B'nai B'rith Hillel

Foundation.

BOG gives Stockbridge official seat
The Campus Center Board of Governors voted last night

to give an official seat to the Stockbridge School of

Agriculture.

Since Stockbridge students pay a separate activities fee

to their school, the board, which is allocated $7 per stu-

dent from the Student Activities Fee, does not receive any

funding from the agriculture school.

"The Stockbridge fee goes directly to the Stockbridge

school $3000 goes as gift money to the [Undergraduate]

Student Government A.ssociation, said Jeff Collins, a

board member majoring in fruit and vegetable farming.

"We [the Stockbridge Student Senate] agreed to pay

$2100 in order to have a representative from Stockbridge,"

Collins said.

In the past, a Stockbridge representative has been

elected to the board by running for one of the 10 positions

reoresentin? the eeneral student population. A represen-

tative will be appointed by the president of the

Stockbridge Student Senate.

The number of seats on the board will not change by

the addition of the Stockbridge seat, since the board voted

to decrease the amount of at-Iarge representatives by one

seat.

There are about 300 students now in the Agriculture

school, and the board will receive $7 from each student.

The official seat was created since the board's proposed

constitution does not allow non-fee paying students to sit

on the board, according to Alex Zucker, the chairman of

the board.

The board also voted to recognize as official four other

seats: a representative from Abilities Unlimited and three

representatives from the Third World community.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

UMass professor an influential feminist

ColleRian photo by Maria Bull

"When women receive as much consideration as

the fetus, that will be a wonderful day."

-Women's Studies Professor Jan Raymond

By CAROLYN PHILLIPS
Collegian Correspondent

While most women are angry at the societal conditions

that limit them. Professor Janice Raymond has the in-

telligence, support and means to do something about it.

Raymond, a professor in the Women's Studies Depart-

ment, has written two books. The latest, published little

more than a month ago, is entitled A Passion For Friends:

Toward a Philosophy of Female Friendship.

"It is a book that all women should read", said friend

and former pupil Kathy Alexander, Program Coordinator

of the Everywoman's Center. Raymond's book "expresses

the deep and caring relationship; the bond between

women," Alexander said.

Raymond is also one of the five founders of FINNRET,
Feminist International Network on the New Reproduc-

tive Technologies. "My concern is what women have to

go through to acheive what is a 'medical miracle' " Ray-

mond said.

"There are not test tube babies but test tube women,"

she said. Raymond said the public doesn't know enough

about the complexities of this experimentation that is call-

ed a miracle. "Some women use up two or three years of

their life for these experiments, or invitro conceptions"

which more frequently than believed, don't work, she said.

"When women receive as much consideration as the

fetus, that will be a wonderful day," Raymond said.

FINNRET was founded by Raymond and four other

women from four different countries in Holland in 1984.

"The issues presented there were of such magnitude that

WOMEN
-ON

CAMPUS
we decided right then and there to bridge the gap across

the oceans to monitor technologies and serve as an infor-

mation base for women," she said.

Seven hundred countries, represented by seven hundred

women are now a part of FINNRET, whose work is being

funded in part by a grant from the European Parliament

and a private foundation SCAGGS. FINNRET has grown

substantially and quickly.

"Now we need to have a physical center and a journal,"

Raymond said.

"Jan has her ear to the ground on an international

level," Alexander said. "She is very concerned about em-

powering women."
Alexander works closely with Raymond as the faculty

advisor of Educator Advocates Against Violence Against

Women.
"My hope is that A Passion For Friends is shared by

diverse groups in regards to profession and personal life.

I hope it reaches all races and cultures," she said.

"Jan has integrity. She is sincere and she respects and

truly has a passion for her friends. She is challenging for

both her friends and her students, yet she is very human,"

Alexander said.

"Every woman finds rage when looking at the oppres-

sion and stereotyping. But Jan confronts it," she said.
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American Travel Services

presents

SPRING BREAK^*86*'
Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York ^209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices inchide Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, -sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

^Ae^im'iJiU
Tel.MS-7tl0

JJ
'"Breakfast Special

I
2 Eggs, 2 Pancakes, 2 Strips of Bacon

or Links of Sausage

all for $2.00

I

I

I

I

I

I

8
I..

Special Reminder:

You can met Johnny Marino Sat. March 8

at Sheehan's Northampton

eating place

• BREAKFAST SERVED
ANY TIME

• OPEN 6 A.M. -3 AM
SUNDAY-THURSDAY

• OPEN 24 HOURS
FRIDAY 4 SATURDAY

. BEER & WINE
SERVED TIL MIDNITE

.PLENTY OF PARKING

CAMPUS PLAZA
(NEXT TO SUPER
STOP & SHOP)

Rt«. 9 • Hadley/Amherst
256-6889

Collegian Coupon Hurry! Expires 4/4/86

BIG BREAKFAST

'S^^
for TWO

only vntawO
cO'

.o9'
,o<^

Our Big Breakfast Includes:

Two Large Eggs, 2 Strips of Bacon
2 Sausage Links and 2 pancakes

Invite a friend to breakfast and
take advantage of this valuable offer.

Cannot be us«d with any othar offer or Discount Coupon.

Must be presented at time of Order Valid 7 days a week

1 COUPON PER COUPLE

THEATRCB
rTT'STWIUTESHOW

MT FARMS 4 -«."" 584-9153

A state ot mind.

Fn at i4 l5(pi 5'. 96

S»t at 14 15 @ S' %
'00 955
700 956

Sun at I3«@ »' 95i 6 15 B 45

pretty inuink
MOLLY RINGWALD

f-at 4 30 @ »1 961 7 15 9 56

Sat ai 1 45 14 30 #"»! 96i 7 15 9 56

Son at 1 15 i3«S@ $1 9516 00 8 45

HANNAH AND
HER SISTERS

F'lat i* 15@ »1 96i 7 00 9 45

Sat at 1,30 I4 15 @ $1 9Bi 7 00 9 45

Sun at 1 00 13 30 @ »1 961 6 00 8 30

THE GODS
WUST BE CBAZV

l>(>

or r»« v«inov<
^^. RVRI t

NAMPSNIRC 6 .:""' 584 7550

I ^^ DOUJN RND OUTA% IN l)€V€RLV HILLS
I^V^ Fn at 14 45 @> »1 961 7 15 9 30
'^" Sat at 1,» 14 45 (g) «1 961 7,15 9 »
R Sun at 1 00 (3 15 @ Si 96i 630800

GOlOli HA1WN
~

F-, at I4X@ »t 96> 7 » 9 46

Sat at 1 46 '4,30 @ *1 96i 7 », 9 45

a Sun at 1 15I3X g) tl 96' 5 45 8X

'Mu Chauffeur
SAW JOMf S _ ^

Di BORAX iomj>vvrt

Fti at (5 00@ $1 961 7 45 9 55

Sat at 2 00 15 00 @l »1 96) 7 45 9 55

Sun at 1 15 13 30 g» *t 961 5 45 8 15

Steven Spiell)e

Colorl
r. ,• .1 ri\ ni %^ •*, 7 00 ? 55

Sa- at 1 00 '4 ClO ^ il 951 7 00 9 Wj

I
[fc al Sun at 1 M I4 45 <B »l 95i 8 00

He is iintnorldl.

HKMHIANUUi
Fn at '4 30 OS 51 96 ' '.S 9 30

ba' «' 1 '5 4 yj (S $1 96 ' 15 9 30

Sun at 1 00 3 i5 & SI 95' 5 3t), 8 15

Don I CoMf
Alone' _

HOUSE
1 ^ SI 96i 7 « 10 IS

Sai ^t ? 00 15 00 P SI 96 / XI W I'l

I
m t;,,.

i)> 1 30 i3 45 (ji S 95' 6 (X) 8 30

TMl /nmC lA'l SHOWS

F»«l* SAT at 1215 SEATS $ 3 50|

ftOCKV HOHHOR
in it» 328tti hit M««4i

House
Irftgulai admission

K pricfl)

Monty Pyttw and
the Holy Grail

1 l»ink FIOV<t

1 The WHI
Sp.«s Lik« Us
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*deer I continued from page I

hit by a vehicle and suffered large contu-

sions resulting in internal hemorrhaging."

However, the police report from the

Saltaire Police Department, which in-

vestigated the incident, said the only

wound was a "hole in the right rear leg of

the deer bleeding."

The study is supervised by UMass pro-

fessor Mark Sayre of the depatment of

forestry and wildlife management.
"We have been advised by the Universi-

ty Legal Counsel to make no public state-

ment until a report has been prepared. But

we will talk as soon as a report has been

prepared." Sayre said.

Larson, however, is continuing his cam-

paign to stop the study.

"The people collaring the deer are gross

ly incompetent; it's leading to cruelty to the

animals and they are very busy covering

up their mistakes down here," he said.

Smith trustees discuss divestment
^"^ ... ... 11 . 1 Prnt<ictt»r<s rnmnlainpd durintT their
The Associated Press

NORTHAMPTON- Classes were cancell-

ed at Smith College yesterday so students

and trustees could attend a teach-in on

apartheid and divestiture as the two sides

came together for the first time for an ex-

tended period.

Participation in the teach in was among

promises trustees made last week to end

200 students' blockade of the campus ad

ministration building over the school's

South African investmenmts.

There were no direct confrontations bet

ween individual students and trustees, no

name-calling and no protest banners dur-

ing the two-hour meeting. However, one

sign posted on the campus read "will dad-

dy divest?"

"No matter how much we differ from the

places we started at, I can say we all have

the same feelings about the horrible racial

policies of the South African government,"

the head of the trustees, Euphemia H. Stef

fey, told 800 students who attended the

session.

They gathered to hear eight of the

school's 21 trustees and four members of

a faculty-student committee discuss the

pros and cons of shareholders using their

influence to encourage companies doing

business in South Africa to help reform

apartheid.

Other events of the teach-in included

films and small meetings.

Protesters complained during their

seven-day sit-in which ended Sunday that

the trustees had never explained their deci-

sion to sell only $550,000 worth of stock in-

vested in 25 companies with South African

ties. The school has a $232 million

endowment.
Many trustee^ apologized yesterday to

students for only listening to them in the

past. Trustee Nancy Weiss, a Princeton

University history professor, received ap-

plause when she said, "Ifyou feel we didn't

effectively talk back to you, you were

right."

Correspondent Dan Perrin contributed to

this report

REfff/^RECK

N«w a? UMd Cars
Tnacli* A Vara aim Avatabl*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockefeller Plan
New York. N Y 10020

Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad lor Special

Student /Teacher Tariff.

RENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

^jf voted the best new restaurant

Mk in the valley

INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT
Exceptional food &
reasonable prices...

BUFFET BRUNCH
on Sunday

$6.95 all you can eat

11:30-3 PM

n*

.^'

Gift CottfcMn
AvaiiiMr

Grants Availablê ^

/

-— T "
: serving beer A wine

45 Stat* St. Northampton caa atAA
dlnner-5 00-10 30 (ooch-11 30-3 00 tak»4Mjl eveiMXe OoO-OOM*l

Funds provided by the
Chancellor through University

Committee on Alcohol Use
Funding for unique non-

alcohol events or events

which promote responsible

use of alcohol on campus.

Project criteria and applications available in

Southwest: Residence Directors or Residential

Education JQA; In East: 130 Brett, Baker

Basement/ Johnson Hall (area offices); Student

Activities, Student Activities BIdg; Greek Af-

fairs Office, Berkshire House; Student Affairs,

319 Whitmore; University Health Services, Rm.

250. Applications processed as received. Final

deadline April 11, 1986.

for fun styles, come see
our new collection!

BIN
187 n pledSjnt M .tnih.-rsl

^ I

OPEN
SUHDAYJ

f

9^^ •

fe S I - 5

CoUeg^&aatesstartwith chsiie^,Jafisf8Ctk>naiKJ

{lal>lt/m t:^*|KII t^li^f.!! IJIUI]

Th^s^ventureeafilsd

you around dwvs^orWaffiiback

again. And along theway

you're picking up experioK*

thai builds confidence it trftcs^

ycarstogetdsewhere, ?%v;

training atOSkcrCandidate
School.Okccommissioned,

you'llha^e^^enmoreedu-

catioraloppcfftumties that can

further professional growth

.

You'lluncover your poten-

tial aiKl get the responsibility

and decBWMi-nMking auth-

and profes-sionaigrowth no

other jobcan match.

Wlwn you Lead the

Adventureyou start out with

fflrideand respect . It puts

you a step ahead. Contact

yourNavyOfficer Recruiter

orcalll-800-327-NAVY.

rnntnrf .Mark Keanl-n .--Um;!.

.lohnFraser 549-6403

drad Knsfnhatim .)llt tW.'>"

YOUR LOCAL LH
REPRESENTATIVE

Kraiik Shit'l ..l'.i-»;s.".(i

•tona$ll*); Bus Only $105
;i63

NAVY^OFFICER.
-;_>.'iii^*S. "•^U;itgaa£*«£

xmmmm-^<~mm)m ti.^aatxv^
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DEBORAH

CAMERON

STEVEN

ROY

KENNY

LWNEA

MKHAa

^^ What v>^ld

|\ the Worid De
-^ju Without Hoif?

HAIR DESGN

56 Moptewood Shops

Northompton. MA 01061

586-7506

^Friday. March 7, 1986

Sunday ffKCUUtCtC

\
Tickets on sale at F.A.C. Boc Office and all datatix

locations in Northampton, Greenfield, Holyoke and
Pittsfield. No cans, bottles or recording devices.

MARCH
9 F.A.C.

$10.00 UMass
$12.00 General

Public
Tickets

Available
at the

door

and special guests

THE
BONGOS.

im m^ti

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

Special SummerPrograms

Karate Kid
It s time for

his moment of truth.

PGj:^^.

PARIS

WEST AFRICA

ITALY

LAKE PLACID

JAPAN

NEW YORK
International programs offer courses including painting, drawing,

fashion, graphic design, photography, decorative arts, architectural

history, art history, archaeology, ceramics, fibers and metals.

Undergraduate and graduate credit is available to qualified

students. For more information, mail the coupon below or call the

Office of Special Programs : (21 2) 741-8975

PWlara*

' Parsons School of Design. Office of Special Programs.

66 Fifth Avenue. New York. NY 1001

1

Please send me a brtKhure on Parsons Special Summer Programs

Name

DATE Fri March 7th TIME 5, 7, 9, 11 PM
PLACE Mahar Aud ADMISSION $1 at 5; $1.50 at 7, 9, 11

Sponsored by Delta Chi Fraternity

Address

City
37A

I am a D college student G teacher H other

•iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiU^^

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER,

(Of I" UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

Bud • Bud Light • Miller Lite

Coors • Coors Light

$1 I 99
rrm

suitcast' ea -f de\)

10% OFF
all 750 ml

Italian Wine

Heincken • Becks

Grolsch • St. Pauli Girl

San Miguel (Lt.)

8^25
6pk. 4- dep

WHY PAY MORE?
1978Chapoutier

Chateau Neuf du Pape

$750
750 ml /

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiUiliM^^

Canadian Mist
or

Bacardi Light

$Q49
1 liter 8 ea

Friday, March 7, 1986;

For a

Delicious & Delightful

Mealiii

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON , AMHERST

b84 06?3
Bring Vou' 0»n
Beer or tVine

4' bl..''/.i'm'u> walk
?'>6 8? 1

'

B»tr t W<n»
Sened

SPRINGFIELD

me 09 1

9

Bring Your 0»in

Beer or Wine

In

Appalachia
Come for one

week to serve the

needs of the poor in

Appalachia. Single.

Catholic men are

invited to be involved

in home construction,

visiting the elderly,

and sharing one's
gifts with the

mentally, emotionally

and physically handi-

capped. There will

also be opportunities

to learn about the

culture, people, and
music of the

Appalachian area.

The week-long
sessions available are:

May 17-23
June 7 - 13
July 12-18

July 26 • August 1

August 24 - 30

For more information about the Summer Volunteer Program please send th.s coupon to Brother JacK

Henn. Glenmary Home t^^issioners P O Bo« 4656 1 8. Cincinnati OH 45?46-56
1
8
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University Dr

Amherst

Kegs • Beer • Wine

Soda -At Ice

Busch $9.95 + *i2o

Bud or Light $11.50 +«i2o

Miller Lite $11.50 *$i2o

Mich or Light $12.50 + $120

Rolling Rockvoz $5.95 +$150

Coors or Light $11.50 + $120

Inglenook 3l $5.99

Tosti Asti 750ml $5.29

Almaden 4l $7.49

Popov Vodka 175 $10.99

Myer's Rum Cream 75omi.$9.99

Host Cocktails l $4.99

GREAT IN STORE

SPECIALS

Sradium
Liquorf

UNivmsir v/ DWivi

•- ROUTE 9

175 University Drive 253-5595
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CANDIDATES FOR STUDENT TRUSTEE
DANI BURGESS
Class of 1987

Major: BDIC
Age: 22

Hometown: Leverett

Running with Lynne
Murphy

DANI BURGESS
Hi! My name is Dam Burgess and I'm running for reelec-

tion as the student member of the UMass Board of Trustees.

I'm running as a U>am with Lynne Murphy, who is campaign

mg for SGA President.

The most important qualifications for these two positions

are experience, commitment, knowledge and integrity which

Lynne and I clearlv offer. Having the benefit of presently be

ing a member of the Board of Trustees is a tremendous asset

for students Other experience Lynne and I present, past and

present: Being a member of Amherst Town Meeting (work

ing on such issues as rent control), having been involved with

the Senate for three years, working for the PVTA. serving

as Vice-Chair of the Student Advisory Committee to the

Board of Regents, working for SCERA on the Anti-Racism

Team, working as Resident Assistants, working for the

UMass First Aid Unit, and writing a column for the

Collegian.

Issues we have successfully struggled for in the past include

preventing excessive tuition hikes, divestment, saving sports

teams, working towards a responsible SGA, combatting op

pression and getting more study space. We'd like to keep

working on these and other issues such as acquiring a Full

Costing exemption which would provide students with up to

$84,000, which could alleviate the intense financial pressure

the Senate is experiencing.

There is a strong possibility I would be able to get a seat

on the Board of Trustees' Executive Committee, which deals

with critical student issues such as the Code of Student Con

duct, divestment, the granting of honorary degrees and the

SGA Constitution. This is an option no other candidate would

receive and exemplifies how my experience will work for

students.

A vote for Murphy/Burgess is a vote for students, for pro-

action, for a strong positive commitment - and most impor

tant, for experience.

DENISE FORBES
Class of 1988

Major: Legal Studies

Hometown: Waltham

JOHN HUNT
Class of 1987

Major: SOM
Age: 20

Hometown: Braintree

Running with Ted
Capodilupo

DENISE FORBES

HANK PEIRCE
Class of 1987

Running with

Talerman
Jay

UMass students have lost more rights in the past year than

at any other time in history. Students of legal drinking age

are now being denied the right to drink in their lounges and

hallways. The Administration has attempted to seize control

of student activities money. The Administration has propos-

ed a new Student Code of Conduct that will allow them to

-suspend students without a hearing. The Administration has

prevented the SGA Constitution from being approved by the

Board of Trustees, an action that would bring legitimacy and

legal standing to the Student Government.

As Student Trustee, I, Denise Forbes, will work to roll back

the alcohol policy so that legal age students may drink in

theior lounges and hallways I will expose the Director of Stu-

dent Activiites in his attempt to cripple student empower-

ment by creating a deficit in the Student Activites Trust

Fund. I will vigorously oppose the proposed changes in the

Student Code of Conduct that deny students their due pro-

cess rights. As the Student Trustee, it will be my priority

to have the SGA Constituiton, with the Student Bill of Rights,

approved by the Board of Trustees in its entirety.

I, Denise Forbes, will fight for your rights. I am a founding

member of Students Advocating Rights Together (START).

I have been a student senator and a member of the SGA
Academic Affairs Commmittee for two years. I also chair

meetings of the Southwest Assembly each week. I am well

qualified to be your Student Trustee. Please consider me on

Monday and Tuesday. Denise Forbes for Student Trustee -

Finally...Someone who advocates change instead of pocketing

it.

JOHN HUNT HANK PEIRCE
My name is John Hunt and I am pursuing the office of

trustee of students at the University of Massachusetts. As

trustee it would be my job to represent the students' best in

terests, in a responsible manner, to the administration.

My primary goal if elected would be to unify the now divid

ed student government under one common goal, that of fur-

thering student interests. Secondly, it would be my goal to

make the student government, and the administration more

accountable to the students for their actions. By sponsoring

a weekly Collegian article outlining the senate agenda,

students would be able to voice their opinions to their

senators before decisions are made. A student government

which is not responsible to the students, is not a responsible

student government .

I believe that these goals are atUinable for a trustee who

is willing to work diligently with the SGA and the ad-

ministration. As part of an efficient student government

before I transferred to UMass from Syracuse University. I

believe that my experience there will assist me in acheiving

the goals I have for the student government here. I am pro-

ud to be a part of UMass, but I am deeply concerned about

the state of the current student government. Support for me
on March 10. 11 is support for a responsible and respectable

student government.

About five years ago at my best friend's house myself and

Pat Pounds heard his grandmother talking to someone who

wasn't there. So we asked who she was speaking to and she

said to three little children, who of course were not. At that

time Pat ran upstairs and came back with a fishing pole, a

four foot piece of rope, and a ventriloquist's dummy. His

grandmother then started talking to it in Italian, and strok-

ing its wooden hair. This is why cats and dogs are enemies.

The end

CANDIDATES FOR SGA PRESIDENT
BILL BENNETT
Class of 1987

Mayor: Political Science

Age: 20

Hometown: Auburn

BILL BENNETT
Hi, my name is Bill Bennett and I am asking you to join

me in making students' concerns the number one priority in

the SGA. Currently the SGA seems to be operating as a self

serving body which places individual concerns before those

of the UMass student. This needs to be changed! I can do this

by creating an efficient network of communication between

the students and the SGA leadership. This can be accomplish

ed by activating the now-silent President's Council, which

is an organized meeting of House Councils, Area Govern-

ments, the Senate and the SGA leadership. The Council's

priority is to develop of an effective system of outreach. The
President must become accountable to all constituencies.

UMass needs a President that will initiate policies from

experience and transfer them toward real progress. For ex-

ample, the alcohol policy must be changed. I am now work

ing on this policy by being a vocal participant on the Residen-

tial Committee. As President, I will continue to strongly ad-

vocate for a less restrictive policy. Currently many RSOs are

in danger of becoming extinct. The President needs to initiate

policies that will aid RSOs by pulling the students together.

The President must lead the SGA into a position that will

regain control ofthe SATF and allow the existence of all RSOs
to continue. The tuition policy must be reformed so that it

meets the needs of the many and not the few! Fee increases

must be curtailed. Student cannot afford the $210 fee increase

proposed for 1987. What about 1988?

These goals can be achieved. But they must be achieved

through a plan. I have the goals and the means, just as I have

the experience and a record of proven concern for students.

Please remember me. Bill Bennett. I am your ticket for real

progress.

TED CAPODILUPO
Class of 1987

Major: Political Science

Age: 20

Hometown: Braintree

Running with John
Hunt

TED CAPODILUPO
My name is Ted Capodilupo and I and am seeking the of-

fice of Student Body President. If elected, I would conscien-

tiously prepare for every SGA meeting as I would an impor-

tant examination. I am confident that I will provide the

responsible representation this Important job requires.

The first goal I will be looking forward to accomplishing

is encouraging the student senators to work together to pro-

mote one common cause- the students' interest. Secondly,

I will be dedicated to enhancing the reputation that UMass
so rightly deserves.

In addition, it will be the goal of my administration to bring

about administrative justification for the consistent disregard

for the requests of the students. Only when our ad-

ministrators justify these impositions upon the students will

we be able to understand the Administration's motives. This

explanation will be insured through the publication of an un-

biased student government newsletter.

Consequently, my goals are realistic and, if elected, I will

fight for them. I feel I am the best qualified for this position

as I have formerly served as a senator in the SGA. This posi-

tion has enabled me to learn the complexities involved in the

University's legislative process.

Frequently, the student body has been accused of being
apathetic. I submit that this apathy has been induced by an
administration unconcerned with the needs of students. On
March 10 and 11, do not display this apathy. Instead, devote
one minute of your time, and help me to help you.

LYNNE MURPHY
Class of 1987

Major: Linguistics/

Philosophy (honors)

Age: 20
Hometown: Newark, N.Y.

Running with Dani

Burgess

• » t > t • ) I

LYNNE MURPHY
Hi. my name is Lynne Murphy and I am running for SGA

President. I am campaigning with Dani Burgess who is run

ning for reelection as Student Trustee.

I feel that I have valuable experience which qualifies me
for the position of Campus President far above that of any

other candidate. Since last semester I have worked as Assis-

tant to the SGA Presidents. I have been in the office, I know
how it works, and what issues affect it. I am also a resident

assistant and am currently serving my third semester in the

Student Senate. I feel that these experiences give me both

valuable and unique qualifications to be SGA Campus
President.

Once in office, there are many issues and projects Dan and

I plan to take up. One of these is the problem of adequate

study space on campus. With the imminent closing of Goodell

Library, student face the impending loss of much-needed

study space. We will work hard with the administration to

ensure that there is plenty of study space for all students.

Another issue of crucial importance to us is the residen-

tial alcohol policy. We have many practical proposals for alter-

natives to the current policy, alternatives which allow

students to make their own decisions about their alcohol use

within their homes, the residence halls.

I feel that the fou • most important qualifications for SGA
Campus President as well as Student Trustee are knowledge,

commitment, experience and integrity. Both Dani and I ex-

hibit these qualities to a high degree. Once elected we will

work hard to enhance all of our lives here at UMass. We
believe UMass is and should continue to be a diverse institu-

tion where every student is heard and represented. I en-

courage you to vote on Monday and Tuesday and to vote for

the pro-active ticket, Murphy/Burgess.

> t » > » » » » 4 4 t

JAY TALERMAN
I am unrelenting in achieving these goals, among others,

for me and you:

Student Rights: I feel that all due rights can be fulfilled

via a highly advanced form of zombifying voodoo on the stu-

dent body thus eliminating all those silly arguments etc.

Campus Upkeep: I propose to completely cover the campus

with a massive Tupperware dome sealing in all freshness.

Student Security: I plan to replace our inadequate securi-

ty force with a huge army of fully armed ninja warriors.

Academics: I intend to have the major of every student swit-

ched to forensic medicine. In addition, each student will be

required to view at least 140 hours ofQuincy per semester.

Extracurricular Activities: I will A) Schedule several all

school field trips, to the Mall or Guam, and B) Bring the

members of Live Aid to campus and pit them against the

members of Farm Aid in a full contact Roller Derby with the

Queen of England acting as referee.

All of the true visionaries are gone. Lenny Bruce has

become Lee lacocca and god knows why Dick Clark is even

still fllivG

So why am I using this space today peddling my own

mishmash of bullshit?. ..Who gives a shit really, just the fact

that I'm here, amongst all of thb has got to be some kind

of symbol, at least to me, and if you think that ego has

nothing to do with this whole goddamn election, you're dead

wrong.
My name is Jay Talerman and I may not have the lingo,

or the future that you want in the SGA Presidential office

but I do have my own vision, which has got to count for

something, anything.. ..For as Tom Waite says, "In the land

of the blind, the one-eyed man is king."

VOTE FOR ONE IN

EACH CATEGORY

JOHN GALT SPARKS
Class of 1986

Major: Geology

Age: 24

Hometown: Cambridge

JAY TALERMAN
Class of 1987

Major: Communications
Age: 22

Hometown: Medfield

Running with Hank
Peirce

*m

DANIEL J. VALIANTI
Class of 1987

Major: Political Science/

Communications
Age: 20

Hometown: Marlborough

JOHN GALT SPARKS
Hi! My name is Joe Sparks and I'm running for student

trustee. I'm using the name "John Gait Sparks" on the ballot.

My detractors may claim that my candidacy is not serious,

but the character John Gait from Ayn Rand's Atlas Shrugg-

ed is more representative of my campaign issues than the

penguins, bulls and voodoo witch doctors my opponents have

used.

What makes me the best candidate is that / get results.

While others talk about what they are going to do as oppos

ed to what thev haven't done. / accomplish things. My ex-

perience includes working on the MassPIRG solar power

team, being an EMT working with the Fire & First Aid Unit,

student senator, chess club president, member of the Univer-

sity Discipline Board, Budgets Committee chairman. Rents

& Fees Committee co-chairman, etc. Although holding office

is nice, what counts is what you do in office.

When I was Budgets Committee chairman, the budget act

was passed without any amendments in about two hours. The

Student Activities Office's requested travel budget was cut.

I then rewrote the budget process and got it implemented.

When SAO Director Randy Donant refused to give me an ac^

counting of his office's long distance phone calls, I sought and

obtained an order from Deputy Secretary of State James Ig-

oe directing the University to fork over its telephone records.

1 actually do something to keep administrators accountable

for student funds. My committee (Rents & Fees) actually ob-

tained an agreement to abolish the $200-a-year engineermg

fee once the school gets its expected $4.5 million grant next

year. ,

In summary, I should be elected based on what / have done

and will continue to do.

DANIEL J. VALIANTI
As a candidate for Student Trustee. I. Daniel J. Valianti,

have taken my campaign to the students. I have gone door

to door in every residence hall on campus. In my conversa-

tions with students I have found three essential elements

missing from our student governement: unifying leadership,

planning and creativity, and accountability.

The state of student government on this campus is critical.

Our financial situation is in disarray. We lack the student

leadership necessary to unite the irresponsible extreme

elements of student government and get some concrete things

done. The Student Trustee has a role to play in bringing stu

dent government back to normal. We need a Student Trustee

who is a leader, who is not afraid to take on the challenges

posed by limited revenue, deteriorating facilities and greater

demand on goods and services.

We need a Student Trustee who will foster planning and

creativity in government. The ongoing financial crisis is an

example of past lack of foresight and planning. We need a

student trustee who will work with the campus president to

establish a three-to five-year plan to deal effectively with the

future.

Most importantly we need a Trustee who will bring accoun

lability back to student government. We need a Trustee who

cares what the students think, who will work hard to keep

them informed, who will actively seek them out and take

seriously their opinions. Accountability is the cornerstone

of representative government. As your Student Trustee. I will

be accountable.

Together, we can make a difference. I am offering a plan

for change A unified, creative, efficient and accountable stu

dent government is achievable. To accomplish this. I respect-

fully solicit your support. Please vote on March 10 or 11.

1986 ELECTIONS
Student Government Association

All undergraduates are eligible to vote for:

•One student trustee.

•One campus president.

•Members of the Campus Center Board of

Governors, a 32-member student body that

oversees Campus Center operations and space

allocation. The exact number of seats open has

not yet been determined.

•Members of the Residential Committee.

•Members of the Undergraduate Student

Senate.

•Off-campus students will vote for: one com-

muter area spokesperson, and one commuter

area treasurer.

There will be two referendum questions:

1. "Should we, as students, continue to fight

the administration over continued infringe-

ment of our rights?"

2. "Should students have primary respon-

sibility in directing the day-to-day operations

of the professional staff of the SATF?"
This year's SGA election l» different from past

years in that students will cast separate votes for

student trustee and campus president. Previously,

candidates appeared on the ballot as teams - or as

one student seeking to hold both offices - and voters

chose one team.
However, this year three pairs of candidates have

declared themselves teams. Running on tickets

together, for student trustee and campus president

respectively, are:

Dani Burgess/Lynne Murphy; John Hunt/Ted

Capodilupo; and Hank Peirce/Jason Talerman.

Running iodividually for student trustee are

Denise Forl^s, John Gait Sparks, and Daniel J.

Valianti.

Running individually for fw^aldent is Bill Bennett.

VOTING INFORMATION

MONDAY AND TUESDAY,
March 10 and 11

Sylvan, Northeast Residents:

Worcester Commons, 10:45 a.m. to

1:30 p.m.; 3:45 to 6 p.m.

Orchard HUl, Central Residents:

Franklin Commons, 11 a.m. to 1:45

p.m.; 4 to 6:15 p.m.

Southv^rest residents: Hampshire
Commons, 11:15 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4:15

to 6:30 p.m.

Berkshire Commons, 11:30 a.m. to

2:15 p.m.; 4:30 to 6:45 p.m.

Off-campus students (except
Greeks): Outside Hatch, noon to

5:30 p.m.

Fraternities and sororities:

Newman Center, 10 a.m. to 12:30

p.m.

ANYONE MAY VOTE AT:

Hampden Kosher B.C., 5 to 7 p.m.

New Africa House, 12:30 to 5:45

p.m.
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The Pogues' happy hour:

Beer, beer, beer brings out the band's best

Bv JOEL P. COFFIDIS and

KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

When asked what is

wrong with the American

music scene, Shane

MacGowan. the lead singer

for the Pogues said "Hank

Williams is dead," and

"Charlie Parker is dead."

MacGowan answered this

and other questions with a

sinister grin and a hissing

laugh. As a matter of fact,

just about everything he

said backstage after the

band's Wednesday night

Pearl Street performance

was followed by MacGowan
joyously bursting out with

sidecracks.

And why shouldn't

MacGowan be in a good

mood? MacGowan said

things are going bloody

well. He said it is his band's

first US tour and the

Pogue's second album,

Rum. Sodomy, and the

Lash, will be released

domestically soon.

MacGowan was in the

mood to talk about

everything from Prince

Charles, to favorite brands

of beer, to singer/songwriter

Elvis Costello, who produc-

ed the band's latest album.

"Prince Charles is an

idiot,' MacGowan said,

responding with a crackling

laugh, lasting for more than

10 seconds, as he shifted his

sunglasses to a more com

fortable position. Then,

after swilling down another

Rolling Rock beer,

MacGowan said, 'We're all

idiots."

MacGowan said he lives

in England but was raised

in Ireland. He said it was

his experience listening to

musicians such as Tom
Waits, John McCormack,

Lou Reed, the Sex Pistols

ARTS 4.

Pogues' reputation carries on
It was no surprise for those who know of

the Pogue's reputation that the band's

Wednesday night performance at Pearl

Street was an evening of drinking stout

and dancing jigs.

The Pogues are a London based band

made up of eight members - half English

and half Irish. They orginally performed

under the name Pogue Mahone until Lon-

don newspapers realized that the name was

Gaelic for "kiss my ass." Their second

album Rum, Sodomy and Lash, produced

by Elvis Costello, has brought them much

of their popularity.

The band's fifteen song set was compos-

ed of the traditional Irish folksongs and Sex

Pistol-inspired sounds that sold out every

stop on the Pogue's UK tour. Their niusic

comes across well live, because the Pogues

base their sound on such traditional in-

struments as the tin whistle, the accordian

and the mandolin.

It made no matter that despite rumors

Costello, who is engaged to the band's

bassist Cait O'Riordon, didn't make an ap

pearance; it was still St. Patrick's Day ear

ly, and all that was missing was the green

beer. - KELLY SIEGER

Collegian photo by Brian Guamotta

Shane MacGowan,
lead singer of the

Pogues

and Luke Kelly which in-

fluences his songvsriting,

particularly on the latest

record.

As MacGowan decided to

reach for a Guinness Stout,

(their favorite beer), he and

co-Pogue James Fearnley

discussed working with

Costello.

"Elvis is great, we love to

work with him," MacGowan
said. Trying to critique

Costello's long-awaited new

album King of America, he

said, "It's not quite as good

as it could be, but it's not

quite as bad as it could be,"

he said doubling over in

laughter.

Fearnley, who plays

guitar and accordian, said

his major musical in-

fluences besides God are the

Velvet Underground, the

Sex Pistols, Miles Davis and

Leonard Bernstein.

He lashed out at the fads

in music.

"Most of the videos are

rubbish," Fearnley said.

"We've made a couple of

videos but not like the ones

out."

Since the band's first per-

formance at King's Cross in

London in October of 1982,

both Fearnley and
MacGowan said they are

becoming more known, but

they don't let it get to them.

"When we play now, the

feeling hasn't changed,"

Fearnley said. "The feeling

is exactly the same."

Cait O'Riordan, the

band's bassist, who is

engaged to Costello, said

she enjoys playing with the

band and is excited about

the 10-performance tour.

She referred to Costello as

"his majesty," and said his

new album "is excellent, it's

all about me."

Frank Murray, the band's

manager, said it takes peo-

pie time to get used to the

band, because of their

uniqueness.

"We are not a band full of

sex symbols," Murray said.

"Nobody dresses in the tren-

dy clothes, we're just

ourselves."

Reacting to his manager's

statement, MacGowan rais-

ed his bottle in agreement,

offering another round of

beers.

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

The best movie bets this

weekend are at the Moun

tain Farms Mall. Woody

Allen's best film to date

Hannah and Her Sisters

shows the culmination of his

writing and directorial

maturation. He is one of the

greatest (if not the greatest)

American filmmaker and

our only true auteur.

This comedy has two ma-

jor plot lines. The first con-

cerns Elliot (Michael Caine)

who is happily married to

Hannah (Mia Farrow) but

secretly lusts after Han-

nah's younger sister Lee

(Barbara Hershey). Elliot

goes out of his way to be

around Lee and thinks he

will go crazy if he doesn't

openly declare his love to

her.

The second major plot line

in the movie deals with

Hannahs first husband.

Mickey the hypochondriac

(Allen). After years of

needlessly going to doctors,

Mickey may finally have

something seriously wrong

with him. Mickey searches

frantically for the meaning

of mans mortality and his

existential dilemma.

Mickey's quest for truth

causes him anxiety and us

laughs. Never before has

Allen created such lively,

emotionally complex, and

diverse characters. Hannah
and Her Sisters is his

masterwork.

Another major film of the

mall is Terry Gilliam's

Brazil, an off-beat look at an

Orwellian dystopia. Many
may know Gilliam as the

mostly silent American in

Monty Python's Flying Cir-

cus who is responsible for

the hilarious cartoons in

their films and T.V.

programs.

This black comedy stars

Jonathan Pryce as Sam
Lowery an underling in the

Ministry of Information who

when he isn't covering for

his boss, spends his time

dreaming about being a

brave winged warrior

fighting monsters to be with

an ethereal who calls to him

from the sky.

His boring everyday life

in this grey, fey, world is

suddenly destroyed when

his department makes a

mistake. This error soon

sets Sam against a perverse-

ly paranoid world where a

nonunion ductworker is a

swashbuckling rebel who
always arrives to save the

day.

I should warn you that

this is a very weird movie.

A friend described this

movie as a funny but distur-

bing psychotic episode. But

I would see it all the same.

You may want to see it at

least twice.

Amherst Cinema has a

good double feature through

Saturday (1984 and Dr.

Strangelove). These two

films, one a bleak and

devastating drama, the

other a biting black comedy

will make very good compa-

nion films to Brazil.

CINEMA
Friday - Saturday

1984

Dr. Strangelove

Sunday - Tuesday
Man in the White Suit

Lavender Hill Mob

7:00

9:00

7:30

9:00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

SKI

Berkshire
East

25 Trails

4 Chairs

Snow-Making
1190 Vertical

MARCH
SCHEDULE
Thurs-Sun

days only

$8 lift

$12 lift &• rental

only with
college I.D.

20" to 60"
Base

March 16

Blue Brothers
Band

1-3 PM in

Crazy Horse
Lounge

PC Box O
Mohawk Trail

Charlemont, MA
01339

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Both Stores

Ne>x^ Spr-ing

Blouses Skirts Dresses

Shorts

$5 95

jWlercantile

Chinese
Shoes

Sun 12-5

Daily 10-6

Horthajnpton-18 Center St

Amherst-Carriage Shops
j|

TOSHIKOAKIYOSHI
JAZZ ORCHESTRA

With Lew Tahackin,

tenor saxophone & flute

Saturday, March 8, 8pm
Concert Hall

'litkcis SI 3, 11

V

BILLCRATTY
DANCE THEATRE
Monday, March 10, 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets SIZ.IO

I

i

Five College Students Halfi'ricc Titkels available at Fine Arts P-3
Center Box Office and Springfield Civic Center i^bbi

Call (413) 545 2511 or 1 -800 243-4842 UU

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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Results versus efforts
This year's election for the two top Student Government

Association positions presents more choices than in the past,

since voters will now choose separately the University student

trustee and the campus president.

Traditionally the field of candidates is populated by students

who spout virtually identical platforms about unifying the

undergraduate senate, making the SGA accountable and
fighting for student rights. For the most part, this year is no

exception. But among the six student trustee hopefuls there

is one, Joseph Sparks, a.k.a. "John Gait Sparks," whose

behind-the-scenes accomplishments on behalf of students far

outstrip the efforts or rhetoric of his rivals.

Only two other trustee candidates show qualifications for the

job: Dani Burgess, the incumbent, and Denise Forbes, a

founder of Students Advocating Rights together. They have

worked hard, sometimes by conciliation and sometimes

through protest, to counter the administration's efforts to take

over the Student Activities Trust Fund. But while publicly em-

broiled in the SGA-SATF mess, neither has much to show in

terms of concrete accomplishments.

Meanwhile, as chairman of the SGA Rents and Fees Com-
mittee Sparks has secured a commitment from Whitmore to

phase out a $200-a-year engineering fee. As chairman of the

Budgets Committee previously, he took some questionable

stands, such as refusing to fund the UMass yearbook. But he

also stood up to the Student Activities Office director, Randy
Donant, cutting some SAO allocations and prompting an audit

of the office's telephone records after Donant refused to turn

them over.

Sparks is less vocal than Forbes, less articulate and political-

ly suitable than Burgess. But he knows when to compromise

with administrators, when to confront thenf and when to try

to go around them. While visible student activists take credit

for what they are trying to do, Sparks gets things done and

rarely seeks the limelight. These, not just good intentions, are

the qualifications for student trustee.D-D D
In the race for campus president, the Collegian decides not

to endorse a candidate. Lynne Murphy and Bill Bennett, the

only viable choices, have ample SGA experience and good

ideas, but both lack strong leadership skills. Neither seems

to command much respect among diverse factions ofthe senate,

which is necessary if one is to "unite" the squabbling body.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Rationalization is vital

'
'

My first two years at the University, I

was like most students. I went to my
classes, and as a rule even did my
homework. This isn't to say that I never

had a good time, but my partying was

relegated to the weekends, where I'd been

told it belonged.

During the week I would see juniors and

seniors drinking, going out, in short, enjoy-

ing themselves. I remember looking at

them and saying to myself, "Won't they

ever grow up?"

Then came this year, my junior year. The

first year that you're old. enough to do

things that had been beyond your grasp.

Fortunately, in this year you're not quite

old enough to have to worry about the real

world just yet.

This was the year that I learned the most

important of all collegiate rules. "Nothing

is so important that it can't be blown ofT."

Some of you may find it difficult to blow

off your courses, studying, etc., because of

a guilty conscience. For those with this par-

ticular problem, you must learn the all im-

portant skill of rationalizing. As it was so

aptly put in "The Big Chill," "Rationaliza-

tions are the only thing in this world more

important than sex. Did you ever try to go

a -vhole day without a good rationaliza-

tion?" This skill will make the in-

conceivable conceivable, and the impossi-

ble possible. ....^ ....... ,, >.>*»»
For instance, it s Thursday and you have

Herb Ramy
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an exam on Friday. After classes have

finished you go back to your room. By now

it's about 3 p.m. Normally this is when stu-

dying would commence, but watch how a

few good rationalizations can save the day.

"Well, it's already three, and I'll be

eating soon. It doesn't make sense for me

to start studying now when I'll have to stop

so soon."
T . • 1

This is only a rough example, but I think

you get the picture. After dinner, of course,

you need time to digest. After digesting you

might be a little too tense to begin study-

ing right away, so a quick beer or two

might be in order. ARer the first few beers,

we all know that it's impossible to study.

You might as well continue partying. See

how easy it is?

I'm not saying to make your life one long

party, that would be boring. The way I look

at it, we're all here to get an education, so

we can get better jobs, so we can make

more money, so we'll be happy. What's

wrong with just skipping to the happy part

every so often?

Just remember, whenever you feel that

all your work is dragging you down, use a

little rationalization and blow something

"Vff.'tou'triiegfadydddid.

Letters from the editor
UMass gaffe No. 1: In his State of the

State address earlier this year. Gov.

Michael Dukakis used a pleasant slide

show to demonstrate the wonderful things

that go on in Massachusetts. After discuss-

ing the fine system of public higher educa-

tion, he gave a small pat on the back to a

private institution in this state. MIT.

Up goes a slide of MIT's Salisbury hand,

one of the most advanced robotic hands in

the world. In fact, I've been told only three

exist in this country; one is in California

near its creator, the other is at MIT, and

the last is at a fine institution of public

education - UMass/Amherst. Good

research. Mike.
***

UMass gaffe No. 2: Two photographs of

UMass/Amherst were used to illustrate a

Learning section piece by Chancellor Duf-

fey in Sunday's Boston Globe. One of the

photos used was the classic view from the

Morrill Science Center across the lawn

before the Campus Pond, across the end of

the pond and right over to - Thompson.

That's right, they used a photo taken

before the ground was even broken for the

Tower Library. Well, that's actually not so

bad, it's still a great shot of the lawn, the

pond, the trees where the Tower now

stands, and Thompson towering over the

pond in place of the library. Another pat

on the back for good research about the

University.

As for the content of Chancellor Duffey's

article, it began as a predictable (but

necessary) lament about the lack of proper,

continued, and imaginative funding for

public higher education. Soon, however,

DufFey offers some substantive suggestions

for providing funding and practical chan-

nels for those funds.

Larry Bouchie

Among Duffey's suggestions; greater at-

tention to our operating budgets, a funding

delineation by the Board of Regents bet

ween UMass, the community colleges, and

the state colleges, rewarding those colleges

"willing to undertake some controversial

measures like experimenting with achieve-

ment tests to make assessments of learn-

ing. " allowing campuses greater fiscal

autonomy by returning tuition revenue to

individual campuses in lump sum, and

bringing maintenance up to workable par

with one time special allocations from the

Legislature.

That's a lot of ideas and it's instructive

to see Duffey's suggestions out in the open

and tied up in one package.

WMUA has apparently extracted a ver-

bal promise that it will be able to do a short

telephone interview with NBC television

talk show host David Letterman. 'MUA is

now negotiating the exact date for the in-

terview. Stay tuned.

As an individual and not as a Collegian

editorial board member, I'd like to offer

some good luck to all the SGA candidates

in next Monday's and Tuesday's elections.

On top of all the other things the SGA is

involved with (budgets, fiscal control,

judicial hearings, and even mid-term ex-

ams), this is a taxing time for everyone, and

particularly the candidates. May the best

of them win.

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.

Letters-

Alcohol out of place on campus
To the ill-advised individuals who were

instrumental ir> r^ lening the floodgates

of alcohol onto the campus of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, I address this letter.

What will it take for us to realize the in-

sidious nature of alcohol and the twisted

role it plays in depreciating the minds of

both the young and old? Have we not yet

learned from the host of nightmarish

episodes on campus that dignity is the on-

ly thing that cannot be preserved in

alcohol?

Perhaps we need to remind ourselves

that this is not an institution to shelter the

pickled minds that traverse the hallways

in epidemic proportion. Rather, this is an

institution designed to cultivate and enrich

the minds of those whose primary focus is

on intellectual stimulation. I believe it is

our full time responsibility as students,

faculty, and administrative officials, to pro-

vide and maintain a nurturing atmosphere

on the campus of the University of

Massachu.setts. Let the barkeepers in the

Amherst area, whose businesses thrive on

such bacchanalian tendencies, cater to the

special needs of each individual.

In writing this controversial article, I

understand that I play the role of "skunk
at the garden party," but is it not a mistake

for this university to abase itself and ped-

dle the very chemicals which pollute and
alter the minds of those whose reputation

it depends on? Is it also not reckless logic

to pay insurance premiums in excess of

$30,000 a year just to witness the palpable

destruction?

It appears to me that this unconscious
decision was consummated during the
cocktail hour, for it indeed reeks of ig-

norance in its most blatant form. Cheers.

Kevin John Higgins
> • > • NoHhampton
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BLACK APFAIRS
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity:

75 years in the struggle
By C. RON ALLEN
Collegian Staff

Seventy-five years ago, Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity was

founded by ten black men of vision and talent. Today the

organization has guided over 78,000 college men to

become successful leaders in the United States and around

the world.

Recently, more than 200 of these leaders assembled in

formal attire at the Condesa Del Mar restaurant in

Chicago for a Founders Day celebration.

The event was sponsored by seven alumni chapters

headed by their polemarches, or presidents. Each

polemarch gave remarks around the theme: 75 years of

achievement. 19111986.

Attorney Earl B. Dickerson. past grand polemarch and

Laurel Wreath recipient, said: "We should rededicate

ourselves to carry on the full victory of the struggle that

our founders began 75 years ago for freedom, justice and

equal opportunity for our common humanity and our in-

dividuality, character and abilities."

The featured speaker of the banquet was Henry E.

Parker, Connecticut state treasurer and chairman of the

Kappa Foundation.

He called for the emergence of "exceptional men to im-

proove the social, political and economic conditions of

black Americans."

"The leadership legacy of founder Elder Watson Diggs,"

Parker said, "was to convince capable black men to let

excellence be their guide and achievement their goal."

The organization raised $1,750 in cash contributions for

the Kappa Alpha Psi Foundation, established in 1981 as

a nonprofit, publicly supported organization.

The president of the UMass chapter. David Walker, said

the actual anniversary is Jan. 5. His fraternity attended

Founders Day functions in Boston and Hartford.

"At Boston Alumni we were given an award for outstan

ding community service among the chapters." Walker

said. "Nationwide, we are the only black Greek organiza

tion that is a member of the Inter Fraternity Council, and

therefore recognized by the administration.

"As far as an actual formal celebration of the founding

of the fraternity, we will not be doing that. However, we'll

be going on as we have been doing in the past ... conduc-

ting community services," he said.

Last semester was a very productive one for the Alpha

Kappa Psi Chapter at UMass. It .-started the Flagship-

Collegiate Committee for the Education of Black and other

Minoritv Students (CCEBMS) scholarship fund, which

'CELEBRATE'

SPRING BREAK '86
" Ft. Lauderdale •'

16 ( >n the beach

FT. LAUDERDALE S PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB

7 am to Noon • "EARLY RISER"

BLOODY MARY SPECIAL
Fo/ you early risers, have a Bioofly Mary ana KEEP THE N'UG'

10 am to 6pm POOLSIDE PARTIES
UVE D J EMCEEING PCX3LSIDE CONTEST • WATER VOLLEYBALL

TOURNAMENT • FREE BEER CHUG RELAYS • FREE T SHIRT RELAYS
THE BELLYFLOP CONTFST • AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH TME

WETTEST. WET T SHIRT CONTEST FEATURED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZINE
CASH PRIZES • FREE T-SHIRTS • AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS

7 pm to 8pm COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
University of Mass Party * Tues, March 18

FREE SPRING BREAK 86 T-SHIRT with paid *dmiSSiOS f OR

ABOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 OCLOCX AND8 O CLOCK
WITH PROPER COlI-EGE I

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER $ 75

COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES'

EVENINGS
SUMMERS i^n the Ix^jch prus^rits..

.

FT LAUDERDALE S FINEST ROCK N ROLL BAND NIGHTLY PLUS OUR
INTERNATICNALLT ACCLAIMED D J SFiNN.NG THE BEST CANOE

MUSIC AND ALL DAY ALL NIGHT MUSIC VIDEO

MON WED4THUR QJT16fe
Contest Nite ^
Prizes & giveaways

TUE A FRI

"Best Buns on the Beacn Contest
H»r8ld«<1 by Piaytxjy '*-«g»? ''•

$175 00 Cash Prizes

SATURDAY
Come ano Pa'Ty ' 3 AV

SUNDAV
Video Vusic Nite
0«rc« '- *«- M 0« Wtt- f C»c
•n3 %p»< • •*'•<:»• a"' »^c»*

University of Mass Party * Tues, March 18

ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
GOOD FROM 7-8 PM NIGHTLY

• »• i»

Sun- . "•>• «..,! ' • , '>J S Anaf-lu Bivd Ft La.,M- •A" < •

j
. tK ,i!eo ; tiiofl" ^d^ oi lar* C'^us B^vti .-" A' -

\
MORIDA DRINKING LAW You must be born on or before June 30 1 966

I
to Ie9ally purchase alcoholic beverages m Florida

LSPRING BREAK '86

generated $150. The scholarship is in memory of John

Wright, a former CCEBMS student who drowned at Puf-

fers Pond four years ago.

In conjunction with the Inter-Fraternity Council, Alpha

Kappa Psi built the park project at Fort River Elemen-

tary School in Amherst.

The chapter consists of five undergraduates whose

precinct extends to Springfield.

"We will be focusing our efforts in Springfield, which

is a thirty mile radius, " Walker said.

Alpha Kappa Psi fraternity will be working with

CCEBMS in the annual orientation program for students

in the METCO program, which places students from ur-

ban £U"eas in suburban primary and secondary schools. The
program has been highly successful during two decades

of busing METCO students from Boston's poorer

neighborhoods to schools outside the city.

Announcement

The precious Alpha Angels will be having a Tea on Tues-

day March 11, 1986 in the New Africa House Library

at 7:00 p.m. Interviews will be held after the Tea.

Transcripts needed.

Penny
by Bellini

We've got the colors, 11 in all,

You've got the choice!

SIIOC
M^

187 n pleasant St amherstl

y Spirits

BEER SPECIALS
Sam Adams 6-pack

Zipfer Bier 6-pack

Masters III 6-pack

WINE ef LIQUOR
SPECIALS
Chateau Cabannieux,

Graves 7.50 ml $6.49

Olarra Tinto 1980 7.50 ml $3.79

2 for $6.99

Principato red £r white

1.5 liters $3.99

Absolut Vodka
7.50 ml $11.99

Kegs of Beer Available

Upon Request

Rte. 116, Sunderland

Open 10 am - 11 pm

$5.99

$3.99

$4.29

DOONESBURY GARRY TRUDEAU

\

DOyOU7>ilNK)€U'U.

7DURJ5TPARKJN6 PR03 -

LBM DURING THBTmJN
SANPCASTL5 PBSTIVAL ^

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
E4itc4 by Trade Michel Jaffe

FREAKER PATROL

"Mr. Ainsworth ... Calling Mr. Aiiiinsworth ...

If you're within the sound of my voice, Mr.

Ainsworth, please give us some kirKi of sign.'

BY DOWE& O'BRIEN

ACROSS
1 Sama —
6 Ro(n«o <x Juliet

1 Pitch«f

14 Fruit salad iMt..

1 5 Delhi nurse

16 Caif>edrai

section

1 7 Certain city

dwelling

1 9 One lund of

door

20 Beig neigltKir

21 Silkwood star

23 More delicate

26 Liquid luei

30 Cosmetic plant

3' Word from

rTK)tt>er

33 Medicinal

beverage
34 — diem
35 Golden Horde s

caprtai

37 Scandinavians

38 Popular music
41 Complain

43 Snow disdain

44 Moutns Lat

47 Poems Oy W M
49 Adherent

50 Utilitarian

vessel

f 1 Resembling a

hard rocK

'.3 Get up
S5 Cicatrii

>6 Broadcasts

'i7 Middle Comb
form

30 Resort near

Boston
65 KGB

predecessor

66 Chemical
compound

67 Taco dressing

6a 50 Across IS

one
69 Riviera reson

70 Harrison s

running mate

DOWN
1 Diplomat ADbr

2 Fatf»er of Aboer

3 Morkers gp
4 CoHege com-
munity resident

5 French year

6 Route
7 Latin I vertj

8 Large farm

9 The Cat m
— Seuss

10 Metianine
1

1

Kmd of horse or

lord

1 2 Stowe heroine

13 Tie fabric

18 Ray of light

22 Poet Wylie

23 Race divison

24 Pub order

25 Bullfight

26 Of tin

27 Rowlxiat fea-

ture

28 Election

winners

29 One of tt>e

Grants

32 Caspian Sea
feeder

35 Spectacular

route

36 Roman date

39 Reveals

40 Sell to the

consumer
41 Hoaa
42 Capek play

45 Caviar

46 Gram beard

48 Flower feature

50 Square dance
feature

52 Oum native

54 Extract

56 Competent
57 Crowd
58 I. to Caesar
59 Bath, e g
61 Fabulous btfd

62 Building wing

63 Gynt s mother

64 D C based org

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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HOUSEMATES BY R.MILLER

weuL,we«.e Mo*jue'LL
THE ONLY

1
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THAT'S KIND OP A
PERSONAL OueSTION.

Menu

Lunch
Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/Cranberry Sauce

Spanish Shrimp and Rice Casserole

Basics Lunch
Garbanzo Vegetable Stew

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/Cranberry Sauce

Dinner
Meatloaf/Marinara Sauce

N.E. Style Scrod/Herb Crumb Topping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

Dinner at basics

Fiesta Rice and Cheese

N.E. Style Scrod/Herb Crumb Topping

Eggs with Sharp Cheese Cold Plate

GORDY

KID, I'VE Be£fJ
e^TAB^'S/^eO RyR TkJEAJTY
YEARS, AIAK/A/G^ AiUSIC
Hl^lbRY IA/IT» 77/f
BBST BAK/PS A^JO THE
BEST AlUSfC/AAJS /A/
r»E UJORiLD ToPAY

BLOOM COUNTY BY BE-.KE BRE:ATH£D

5mm IN W WfiTCH TV WtTH

YOU TONIOHT. NOT TDNIOHT

NO mi. TONIOHT I 60 Oi/T'

wp I Refuse TO Fea outLTV

f\BO{/T IT.^ IN FPCT, I PLAN TO

f\CT me5P0Nbid(£ , oer
pRUNK, co/^mj CRiMee pomsT
NmRe MP (£T moeRouecY
mep UF WITH Tue kinp of
ifjom^ YOU mom m with in

yovR W0R5T MIGHT'

W:

C>0f5eE W CAM "fmvi ?i\ip"

OR TICTfiC-POUOH

YOU CHOO^e .

WEATHER
Today: Windy and cold with partial clear-

ing, high 30 to 35.

Tonight: Partly cloudy, low near zero.

Tomorrow: Mostly sunny and continued

cold, high near 30

} BROUGHT TO YOU BY J
Night Editor John Yonce

Copy Editor Jim Patriguin

Layout Technician Conor Plunkett

Photo TechnicianPaul Desmarais

Production Staff: Mark Parker, David

Boardman, Adam Raff, Laura Vogel,

Beatrix Hoffman, Peter the pianist
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NEW FARES TO
GREECE

with Olympic Airlines

Round Trip

from Boston to Greece
in a Jumbo 747

8599

Departure until

the end of May
^s^s2s^g!^&<5la^s^s^5aa<&«&l^^a^^^g^s^5^gs^s^s^gs^s^s^s^s^s^s^s^52S2s^^^

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL
and TOURS INC.

^^^ Northampton,
r I

I

Mass.

I -JLT* 225 Main St.

\y 584-9913

ATILLA'S
WE DELIVER
586-7070
586-7071

S2S2S2S2S2S252

FOUR season:
RT9HADLEY 584-8174
CASE SPECIALS
BUSCH $8.99

BUD & BUD LIGHT $10.99

COORS & COORS LIGHT $10.99

CARLING BLACK LABEL. . 16 oz. cans. . $9.99 cs

/$2.99 6-pk

LABATTS BEER or ALE $11.99

UTICA CLUB $6.99

HEINEKEN 12 pk $7.50

SIX-PACK SPECIALS
BECKS light or dark $3.99

ST. PAULI light or dark $3.99

SAN MIGUEL DARK $3.99

LABATTS beer or ale $3.50

ROLLING ROCK long necks $2.85

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA & GIN 1.75 $8.99

RUM 1.75 $10.99

MALIBU RUM 750 $6.99

B.B. SHOTZ SCHNAPPS, all flavors. 750. $4.99

New Sun Country Coolers available

Peach and Cherry 2 liters and 4-pk

New assorted beer posters just in. Free!

Lowest keg prices in town
Master Card and Visa accepted for deposit

Four Seasons is located on Rt 9 just

past McDonalds and Burger King

"We're Hoppin', Come See Why '

Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Ma 01035

Sunday - Thursday
4:00 pm - 2:00 am

Friday, Saturday

4:00 pm - 3:00 am

PIZZA
small {Vr)
large (16")

o-

Gyro, Stromboli, Subs, Salads

$1.00 OFF
i
$1.00 OFF

\
any size pizza

|
any size pizza

|

$1.00 OFF i $1.00 OFF \

,
any size pizza I any size pizza I

Call for Delivery Now
and Get $1.00 Off
Any Size Pizza

with one of these coupons
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SALE SALE SALE

SHAPE UP NOW
SALE

FOR

SPRING BREAK!!
From now until March 13, our 2U woj^out

passcard is ON SALE. You pay only 90' per

workout, a total of ONLY $18.00 (regularly

$22.50). This passcard is good throughout the

spring semester.

OUR HYDRAFITNESS WORKOUT
BURNS MORE CALORIES THAN NAUTILUS;

•THE BODY SHOP*

'O'-^Si? «C:^C?)"^«t>»

(g
Going Formal? H;

8 TUXEDO I

pRENTALSl

1,•!

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BUTES

^
\i

Unrlergrads sign up at

TOTMAN
M F 7 30 9 00 am

11 00 1 00 pm
3 00 9 00 pm

Sat 12 00 3 00 pm

FITNESS CENTERS

ON campus:

Gfad Fatuity

BOYDEN
M F 700 9 00 am

1200 1:00

300700

:n3N. Pleasant St
^

P Amherst &
6 256-0591 X

#1 IN THE VALLEY!DYNAMITE
New - Used - Buy Sell y^ 584-1580

Maxell XLII90 2.00/case

TDK SA90 2.00 ea ^j h O R N E S

iVarehouse Clearance Salff-r

Co

in progress

inos TVDISSVTD 150 MAIM ST xZHOBTHAMPTOH
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I For those who haven't tried our

GREAT CHICKEN

ym l®(

\Y'

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

For an Old Fashioned

New England Breakfast
Sunday 10:00 to 1:00

Serving:

Eggs Benedict Pancakes
Eggs Commodore French Toast

Eggs Picante Eggs cooked to order
Build your own Omelettes

[Make your meal complete with Our Famous Bloody Mai

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

GOURMET
FRIED

CHICKEN

^^^..

S

FRIED CmS^KEN PALACE
TRY SOMETHING NEW & COMPAREJHE VALUE

WE DELIVER

i

I
s

§

I
V$.50 OFF Plus a 20 oz. Coke

/i with any 2,3, 4jOr 8 pack ^^g
IT $1.00 OFF plus a 46 oz. Coke

|

1 ..witl^anjJ0^J2j^l6^i20_gacl^^"""
effective 3/5 - 3/1

1

TilllllliilllillllilllllllllllllllNllllllliilllllllll

Downtown Amherst. 31 Boltwood Walk
(through the alley, next to Toco^yillO )

253-7494
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiifR

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Off.ce CC 113 • 8 45 3:45 Mon Thurs. 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadhne .s 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

Fridav Ni«»»t Video >t the Newman
("enter preseni.'i 'A Passage to India show

starts at 7;iK) admission is free

HeTpuslwiMhe Scouts! ("amp clean up

Saturday Rides available. Free lunch! For

info call 545 2068 or 546-«0<i8 have fun.

make friends, and help kids!

••• THE BH; CHILL
••• THK BIC CHILL
•• this Friday, !«aroh 7 |"

in Enpneering East Aud. ••••

at 6, 8. in. 12 PM $2.(KI ••"

Women'* Watch in Franklin Munchy's

.all Chns at .S4fi"8W to identify

HELP WANTED

Rack-A-Disc Entertainment Disc-

jockeys, light shows, larne screen video

shows, cair.549-7144 24 hrs

FOOD DEMONSTRATORS

AUTO FOR SALE

78 Mustang Hatchback low mile, new
tires 2400 or BO 323 7412 after .3:30

Dodge Tkspen 77 custom classic AM/FM
stereo rust proofed new tires, brakes, bat-

tery snow tires $15(K) 256-6809 leave msg

Hoiida~Accord. must sell this week $ 15(H)

or BO call 253.5693

72 Ford Mustang w'o engine body in ex-

cellent shape no rsut new exhaust, suspen-

sion & brakes BO call .549-6633

80~Otatron (Chevy) excellent condn, 4

door H/B, air conditioner, FM/AM, new all

season tires, muffler, brakes, $1800 or

BO, available Mar. 20, 549-0083

1981 Ford Escort GLX wagon good con

dition, runs well $2200 546-.i701

1978 Gremlin new mufffer & tires 56,000

original mileage $600. ,532-4425

Arc roll energetic and friendly with a

knowledge of natural foods? Would you

like to give out food smaples and provide

information and answer questions' Would
you like to work on F'ridays and Saturdays

m the Pioneer Valley area for $5.00/hour

iilus 18 cenls/mile for the use ofjour car^

If so, ap
Grecnfie

pplv T
W. XlA

TOMSUN. .305 Wells .St..

FOR RENT

BED & BREAKFAST

1 room at Townehouse apts for female

for fall 549-6628

Amherst rooms available immediately

also summer suhleUfall option rooms Roy
2.56-0226. eves 549-6746

One bedroom Cliffside Apt $350 please

call Kenny 545-2234 or 665-7106

Male or female to rent room in duplex

house. $165/mo Plus on bus route. Call im-

med. Kim ,549-4032 __^
FOR SALE

Summer Jobs in Alaska Good money.

Many opiwrtunities' F'mployer listings.

1986 Summer Employment Guide. $5 95

Alasco, Box 30752, Seattle, WA 98 103

EntiT^Level Marketing Positions Avail

in local multi mill dollar firm. Full time,

part-time, and student shifts. Paid train

ine, wages from $4 to $12. also lx)nus and

sales comm. Matt .584-3.596

Activist Summer Jobs for environmental

activists. Fight the New Right and cor

porate injustice Make money, make
friends, and make a difference. We'll train

you now for a full time position this sum
mer. Call Clean Water Action Project

549-7450

cTeaning person Sat. Sun. Mon. days 6$
per/hour call 2.53-9202

fELTM-^M'rfrRSWANTED $5 10/)^

flexible hours call Mr Kitchen 586-7430

Denise Forbes for Student Trustee

-Finally ..sometjne who advucate? change

instead of jiocketing it!

Suntan at Utopia Soas. Limited number
of meml>erships available Sign up now It

will change your whole outlook

Jessica. I received your letter, now what?

Rob

From the Colony «>l AXP. I'.S. Sorry

we're late. ^
Reinember Kids - we're all on the same

team. I'niled we stand and all that stuff.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Light Moving with Toyota Truck call

64§-'2649

SUMMER HELP WANTED

(George Parkhurst I heard you got my
number so why don't you call Melanie

SusanTYour eyes are gorgeous! Give me a

smile and I'm yours Romeo

We grind on request
*

• get your fresh grouncland whole '

• bcan'coffee at the People's Market *

• lots of great flavors
*

• at low prices

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on-

campus, dependable, low rates, cxin-nenc

ed. Nancy ,584 7924

R.A. INFORMATION SESSIONS

Plan an eacellent anMHcr in the

Berkshires now (!amp Becket is looking

for an a.ssi8tant Walerfnmt Ihrector You

must lie 21 years old and have your WM.
It will be a rewarding exw-rience with ex

traordinary people. Call Peter at 2.56 1203

before Soring Break

Sanda; night there will be an R.A. Infor

mation Sesiiion on the 12th floor of Ken-

nedy in Southwest at 7;.'!0 You must at

tend an information session m order to ap

ply!

REWARD

TO SUBLET

Sublet 2 bdroom apt in Sunderland. On
bus route Only 15 minutes to I'Mass $375

starting April 1. 665 8415

TRAVEL

INSTRUCTION

Parents Visiting? AMITY HOUSE is a

cozy, convenient alternative for non

smokers in the heart of town B & B for 2;

$45.00 UMass Discount $5.00 call

549-6446

'CASH"

Paying cash for vour baseball cards

Plea.se call Mike 54^-6105

CHERYL GREHOSKI

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to a vei7 special

l>erson! Hope you have a great day • you

deserve it! Love. Christine

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK '86

Rooms sti^ll available at Pennnl's Pl.iza

Hotel in Daytona Beach for $20.(10 (ler

j)ers<m, per night, imad iM-cupancy The ac

ti(m is ,it Penrods Plaza Hotel this Spring

Break
tions

Call l-W)0-53-Beach for reserva

"ELMER. MY PUMPKIN

Happv 22nd to my senile love!!! Hope the

halibut isn't too tired for some action on

.Snndav Yours in limnness. Poopsie

ENTERTAINMENT"

Guitar Electra electric six-string excellent

condition 200 with hardshell ca.se contact

Andrew 6-6489

35 watt Technics Receiver, two 75 watt

Altec speakers 1.50.00 253-9612 Ix'autiful

sheepskin coat purchased in New Zealand

for man or woman men's size 38 new
$ 1 00.00 2.53-96 1

2

Fendef Amp., good cond., going cheap,

cill .584 -5 173

6ne^ round trip flight ticket to Los

Angeles $250.00 call (T7656^^

•fennls "RackeT T)unlop Black Max
graphite good condition 85$ or BO call

Dave at 546-6504

r98r t^Vvr«>reT Chevette good condition

snowlires automatic aircondition radio

2, .500 best offer call 584 5279

BrandT new Ajnpiifier"85'vvatts 75$ or BO
Bob .546-6513

Rosslgnoi I.5(Vs exc cond Salomon bin-

dings and (Kiles must sell Bo c.^11 .549-0462

ask for Noellc

JVC booin-boxrauioreverse, eq. short-

wave, very good sound. $150 or BO
.549-0251 (lieep tryini;)

Private Guitar Lessons Experienced and

patient teacher. Rock/Pop/Folk/BLues
Reading Improv. Theory Comp. $I2/hr

Doug 549-4786

Stage Combat Workshop - ideal for the

actor & non-actor alike Basic hand-to-

hand & beginning sword-play. Call for in-

formation .549-2808

LOST

Go\6 braid bracelet Very important. Sen

limenial value Reward! Call Neil

.549 7753 or .549 7.527

Bracelet silver-tone. 1
" wide with engrav

ed flower design $ reward $ very impor

tant to me! 6-7106

Reward M gold rope bracelet lost Fri

night sentimenl.al value if found call

546-H(H»l

Rose rimmed eye glasses In l<eige case on

2 26 or 2 27 please call Carrie 549 4597

Reward lost during last 2 or 'J weeks York

highsch(K)l ring and car key on Yukon .lack

keyring 2.56-1232

ORCHARD HILL

VOTE: Joe Casali - "The Voice of th.

Hill.
" B.O.G. ele<'tions March 10 * "

Mary Greene: Happy 22nd! Last one of

the WK)' Rage' IMV revisited! 8 more days

until were walking on sunshine! Get

psyched!! lx>ve. Amy & Paula

Rick McKelvev Let's geriogeUier Lisa

,549 3817

barrv Anderson - Happy Anniversary I

can't Iwlieve it has already lieen a year and

a half These have been the most wonder

ful 18 months of my life, with many more

happy years to come, i love you Judy ^
To' the^Pauf in ~mv Psych class last

semester who called me two weekends

ago. Sorry I wasn't home. Please call

again. Erin

Kristic - getpsyched for initiation and lots

of great times in DZ Love Allyson

Anne, Get psyched for initiation and great

times in DZ love your big sis Missy

Happy Birthday Susan ^
Dear Garret Have an absolutely wonder
ful birthday I'm so happy to be a apart of

it!!' Love, Risa

Happ7 BTrthday Lori! - you're a

ba-yooty'! Love, /Xnnie

Heyrfr>dayTs Lori Bartiett's Birthday'V

Happv Brrthdav to^BilT iir40C Love Nl
an<rN2in407

Tomorrow is Meaghan Quigley's 19

Bdav call and wish her a happy one'

5-0321) 5-0321

C!arla tarentino Break a toe! Love Cindy

and Susan

Ed me tooTrLiive"DC

Lost - god earring sentin>ental value!

Please call Dawn 549-7454! 3/4/86

tEWARD $200

Looking to take over lease of a 4

bedroom house. Brandywine Apt or

Townehouse call 546 9ft05 or 546-9802

RIDE WANTED

Desperate for a ride to and from Chicago

over Spring Break!!! Call Jeff 549-2808

ROOMMATE WANTED

Round trip ticket to Jacksonville Fla

available 14 March to 24 March. Eastern

Airlines Bargain at $2.50.00 Please call

I .aura ,549^998

SPRFNG break S Florida nders need

ed $ negotiable for info call 546 4037 ^
LasT chance for Spring Break with Luv

Tours Motel 119$ Daytona bus $105

hotel in Fort Lauderdale 189$ bus 125$

call Mark .549-6173. Ken .549 1749. Grail

.549-6850. John 549 6403^

FloridaTiders needed Daytona and Tam-

na areas very cheap Bob .546-6513

WANTED
One male nonsmoking for 2 bedroom

townhouse apt for fall semester Jay

546-9809

MaleTousemates wanted to share house

in Hyannis, Cape Cod for summer Call

546 1200

Female to share room in Brandywine im

mediate opening $145 mo call Susan

,549-0486

OitiTrnom in 3 bedroom Northampton
Apt 5 min walk to town, 1.50 plus call

.584-7111 _ .

to take over lease. House in Amherst, on

bus route. %\'?Si. female, nonsmoking

Chris or Meg 253-9692

Dynamic Entrepreneurs needed to help

introduce new marketing program
.586-8091

Subjects^needed - Students who lost a

parent will you and your family help a

I'Mass grad student In a research study

alK.ut how families adjust to the death of a

iiarenf.' I will travel if your family doesn't

live here Please call Claudia collect

203 563 9577 after 9 nm. or sign up in the

experiment InKjth. 4tn floor Tobin Hall

Wanted 2 Dead tix for April 4 at Htfd call

mark 68710 _
Looking to buy/rent scuba gear. Mask,
fins & snorkel. Jeff 253-2825

SACRIFICE! WANTED TO RENT

Sacrifice! 2-bedroom Sunderland. First,

last, security free! References require<i

t)654884

SERVICES

PERSONALS

MOBILE MllSiC INC I>isk5 spun to your

taste call Chris 2,56-6845

FOUND

Kev Chain in Boyden vicinity on 3-4 call

6-6<)86 to describe

BANDS WANTED - SWAG is l.niking for

bamis inleresteil in playing the Southwest
Pyramids during Southwest Week (Apr
29th May 4th) Applications available in

the SWA(i office in Hamixlen Application

H-adline April 1st 5 0960

Stephan, Thanks for a memorable even

ing The Twins ^
Lair Dvnamite^ T .Hey Now' Friends

(#l'l Lovers • Ri«imniatps. .
.Stejj by

Step' Ml' You I's.;: Smile Smile

Smile! "Always' -(i.W./A.Q. 143 My Sun-

shine!
_ _____

STI) -'Than« for welcoming us to the
(Jreek Social sbehe. We had a great lime

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fa-st, ac

curate Call anytime 665 76.52

rdlNS 121/12.1 Tutoring $5 (K) per hour

former grader, consultant Alex 2.56 12.39

Tired ofthe D.C.7 There is an alternative

Tradi' in your D (' 19 meal plan for But

terfield Meal Plan For more info contact

Paul, Bill or Elizabeth in the Butterfield

Kitchen «ffice
"

, ,
,'

Brandywine/Townhouse lease for 8«-87

I'lease call anytime except during "(^uin

cy" Randy'546 7625 or John ,54h-.5;i88

$1(10 reward to take over lease for 2

iiedr'Mim Brandywine apt in May call Mark
6 8710 or Dave"6-.5078

Yo Seniors! We are l(M>kinK to take over a

Brandywine 1986 lea.se $'200 ea-sh for

your invaluable aid .546-9810 546 1 451

WE NEED L.A.

TVo round trip tickets to L.A. needed

call Pete or ^ob 6W82 . -
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SPORTS
UMass women crushed, 88-43
Penn State rolls

in league tourney

Compiled from staff reports.

MORGANTOWN, W. Virginia - The University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team had its rocky

season abruptly halted yesterday, as Penn State Univer

sity embarassed the Minutewomen, 88-43. in their

Atlantic- 10 Tournament quarterfinal game at West

Virginia University.

The loss ends UMass' season at 11-17 while the 16th-

ranked Nittany Lions improve to 21-7 and advance to a

semifinal game against Rutgers today. UMass is now 0-4

in all league tournament games it has played.

Penn State's explosive offensive attack was led by All

American sophomore guard Suzie McConnell and junior

forward Vicki Link who scored 15 points each. The Nit-

tany Lions also got 10 points each from junior guard Lisa

Faloon and sophomore center Bethany Collins.

The Minutewomen, who shot a dismal 33.9 percent from

the field, were led by senior guard Barbara Hebels 14

points and senior guard Juanita Matthews' 11.

UMasii I playing without sophomore front line starter

Sue Burtoft, who is out with a broken finger, and valuable

sub Tara Lewis, who is out with a knee injury i saw the

game end quickly as the Nittany Lions used a 14 2 run

early in the first half tojump out to a ten point lead, 18-8,

with 10:.55 remaining in the half.

Unable to stop the 6-2 Link inside or the transition game

of the speedy McConnell. Massachusetts crumbled.

The Minutewomen trailed 44 18 at the half, their worst

of the season as PSU's pressure defense forced numerous

turnovers. UMass gave the ball away 24 times in the

game, many leading to easy Lion baskets.

After the disasterous first half, the Minutewomen were

unable to recover from the early deficit as McConnell's

coast-ttxoast drives continually thwarted UMass pressure

and extended the Penn State lead.

Link led all rebounders with nine. Senior forward Karen

Damminger. playing with a sore shoulder, led the

Minutewomen with eight rebounds and also led the team

with five assists. UMass was outrebounded by a 42 29

margin. The 43 points scored by the UM was a season

low along with the 18 points scored at halftime.

For seniors Hebtl, Mattliews, Damminger, captain Jer

rie Bemier and Rebecca Kucks, the game was their col-

legiate finale.

Minutewomen
gymnasts home
against UNH

By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics

team, coming off a second place finish in last Sunday's

New England Championships, will travel down to West

Point this weekend to compete in the Eastern Inter-

collegiate Gymnastics League Championships.

The women's gymnastics team will be home for their

last meet of this season on Saturday at 1 p.m. at Boyden

Gymnastics Center.

The Minutewomen, 5-7. will take on the first place

University ofNew Hampshire in what head coach Chuck

Schiebler said should be "a good contest.

"

Schiebler, who has coached U.N.H. for two years before

coming over to UMass, will be interested to see how his

recruits have faired. "They're my girls," Schiebler said.

"I brought most of them into collegiate gymnastics."

The meet will also be a collegiate finale for seniors Sue

Allen and Tricia Harrity, competing in Boyden for the

last time.

The Minutemen, meanwhile, are seeded sixth going

into the weekend's competition, and are likely to finish

in that slot, according to coach Roy Johnson.

Although Johnson is not too optimistic about a high

UMass finish, he feels that there are several competitors

on the team who should do very well in the individual

competition. "We really can't expect to finish better than

fifth, but we are really looking forward to getting some

of the guys into the individual finals on Saturday."

UMass has potential individual finalists in Jay Ro-

nayne and Phil Gorgone on the fioor exercise, Steve Baia

on the pommel horse, Roberto Weil on the still rings, and

captain Eric Ciccone on vaulting.

But the best shot UMass has for taking an individual

event would have to be Jay Ronayne on the high bar as

he is the New England chamoion in the event

AP photo

Penn State's Suzie McConnell drives past Massachusetts' Mary Marquedant (14) and Bar-

bara Hebel (right) yesterday in the Atlantic 10 quarterfinal at West Virginia.

UMass weekend previews

Track teams in Easterns
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's and women's

indoor track teams will be in their final meets of the

season this weekend with the men competing in the IC4A

championship at Princeton and the women heading to

Yale for the ECAC title meet.

Both teams are coming off of fourth place finishes in the

New England championships last weekend and are

hopeful going into this weekend's meet against the best

teams in the East.

"We'll enter our relays and four individuals, but the

relays have the best shot, the competition's pretty rough,"

said UMass coach Ken O'Brien. "When you're up against

the Villanovas and Georgetowns of the track world, you

just have to hope for the best, but I know our kids are

ready."

The UMass men (3-2 on dual meets this season) will send

a trio of solid distance men into the 3,000.

John Pannacione, Paul Stanislawzyk and Peter Leary

will compete in the race against top-notch competition,

but O'Brien likes their chances anyway.

"They're pretty experienced kids in the distances, and

although they've qualifiedfor other races, I think the 3,000

is more suited for them," noted the veteran coach.

Sprinter Rawle Crichlow will run in the 60-yard dash

for UMass in the other individual action.

In the relays, UMa.ss will enter Larry Cuddy, Neil

Osbourne, Rich LaBarge and Crichlow in the mile. They

were third in New P^ngland.

The team of Nick Watkins, Dan Lunardini, Mark
Themea and Ted White will enter the two-mile relay. They

took a strong second at the New Flnglands against the

likes of Boston University and Northeastern, two fradi

tional Eastern powers.

Finally, the unit of Paul Stewart. Steve Tolley (both

sophomores). Joe Hagan and Leary will took for a high

place in the distance medley relay. They too. were second

in New England.

f'or the UMass women '2 2 in dual meets tins seiisnnt,

freshman Pam Hughes will enter the longjump and the

55-yard dash in the ECAC meet at Yale University.

"Pam is a good athlete, her fourth place (at 17-10) in

the New England long jump isn't an indication of her

talent, she's a 19-foot jumper," said coach Kalekeni Ban-

da. "She is capable of a top three finish. She's tough."

Freshman middle distance runner Sonja Vaughan will

enter the 800. She was seventh in New England in the

event with a 2:19, but like Hughes, Banda believes she

has her best ahead of her.

UMass will also enter the mile relay team of Barbara

Cullinan (the top runner in the 600 in New England),

Chris Bates, Vaughan and Kayla Morrison. They placed

second in New England with a 3:53.40.

"I think it will be a good test for our younger runners,

this is a meet with a ton of top competitors," said Banda.

"We're looking pretty solid right now, if we can get our

best efi"orts off, we'll look even better."

In the only other varsity action this weekend, the men's

and women's gymnastics teams will be at the Easterns

and home against New Hampshire respectievly (see story).

Finally, although not a varsity sport, the UMass men's

voleyball team has been cleaning house with an 11-3

record and third place ranking in New England.

On Saturday, the Minutemen will be at Middlebury for

a tri-match against Middlebury and Springfield.

"Let me tellyou this Jack, were ready, we're psyched,

we're going to destory them." said self-appointed team

spokesman Roger Chapman. "They better be ready for

us

sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:

Saturday:

Women's Gymnastics: New Hampshire. Boyden, 1 p.m.

Men's Gymnastics: Easterns at So. Connecticut.

Men's Track: IC4A's at Princeton.

Women's Track: ECAC's at Yale.

Men's Volleyball: Tri match at Middlebury.
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INTO THE SHADOWS - The late afternoon sun and a wall of the Campus Center Garage casts an in-

teresting light on senior Mark Weinstein yesterday.

A sobering study break
Guerrilla theater expresses trauma of rape
REBECCA THATCHER ."fj^

"^'^^ "^y friend."

Collegian Staff
He raped me
When a woman says ' no .she means

About 60 people relaxing or studying in no. And silence does not mean yes," was
the Cape Cod Lounge yesterday afternoon the last line.

were interrupted by 11 women who gave Then the performers joined hands and

a "powerful" and "shocking" performance said in unison: "This man knows who he

on aquaintance rape. is and we know who he is. We do not ac-

Two women walked solemnly into the cept his actions. Let the community not

lounge beating a drum. All the previous- accept his actions."

ly sleeping or studying heads turned as Women's groups and University police

one of the performers announced: "There estimate that up to two-thirds of all rapes

is a man in this room who has raped a are committed by assailants who know
woman." their victims - hence the term "aquain-

Nine other women who had been seated tance rape" - and that one in every three

around the lounge stood up one at a time. women will be raped in her lifetime.

The "guerrilla theatre" focused on rape In the lounge, the spontaneous audience

as something that is painful and applauded. Some asked if the story refer-

devastating-and, worst of all, something red to a specific person. "It was very

that can happen to friends. believable. I thought they were trying to

Each woman said a line individually: confront someone in the room," said

"It was a day like any other day." David Thaler, a student who was sitting

"He was my friend." on the floor.

"I was alone." Two women who were watching declin-

"My door was closed." ed to be identified, but they said they sup-

"It was rape as soon as he entered the ported the message of the five-minute per-

door." formance. One woman said it would re-

"It hurt." main on her mind: 'It was powerful."

"He tore out my earrings." Another said, "It was sort of shocking."

"I woke up with bruises." Organizers later said the presentation

"I bled for two days." was based on an actual incident.

CollrRian photo by Michpllp Segall

Eleven University
of Massachusetts
women performed
guerilla theatre
yesterday in the Cape
Cod Lounge in the
Student Union
Building. The women
were protesting
aquaintance rape on
campus. The group
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was applauded for its

efforts. .
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Budget fight

forces end of
SGA meeting
Bv PATRICK JOHNSON
and CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate ad-

journed without passing the Student

Government Association budget after a

walkout by senators caused the pro-

ceedings to collapse in disarray last night.

Senate speaker John Ruddock said, in his

opinion, there was no longer a quorum and
adjourned the meeting at 10:20 p.m. as

students from different factions screamed
obscenities and insults across the Student

Union Ballroom, where the meeting was
held..

The senate was meeting to consider ap-

proving its budget for fiscal year 1987.

Budget commitee chairman Jordan Rosner

had warned that if it were not passed last

night, the Student Activities Office could

take control of the allocation process.

But members of groups whose funding

was eliminated by the proposed spending

plan contended that the zero-funding was
unfair and that the budget should not be

passed.

The senate spent nearly two hours

debating parlimentary procedure questions

dealing with whether Drum magazine,

which had its funding eliminated in the

propsed budget, is part of the Afro-

American Studies department. Academic
organizations are ineligible for SGA fun-

ding under its bylaws.

"Drum is not a class; Afro-Am 217 is not

Drum," senator Stephen Alfred, of the

Third World Caucus, said.

However, Budgets Committee member
Mark Johnson read a description from the

university course catalogue as evidence

that Drum was produced in a class.

After senator Joseph Sparks proposed an

amendment which would have provided

funding for .some of the eliminated groups,

senators in favor of funding Drum walked
out of the meeting, apparently frust'-ated

by the proceedings.

.

ontinued on page 4

O'Neill and
Kerry see
SAFA home
Bv LESLEY CLARK
and ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON Capping a three day
lobbying blitz on Capitol Hill, 46 Univer-

sity of Ma.><sachusetts students yesterday

met with House Speaker Thomas P.

O'Neill Jr. and Sen. John F. Kerry.

Both Ma.ssachusetts Demtxrrats assailed

President Reagan's policies, and Kerry
defended his support for the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings deficit law.

O'Neill, addressing members of Students

Advocating Financial Aid in his private

chambers, bid them farewell, noting it was
the last time he would have the chance to

speak to them. He will not seek reelection

to the House this fall; for the past several

years he has met with SAFA during the
group's annual trip to Washington.

it's with regret, but it's great to see you

An eight-hour bus ride through the
night, a shooting across from the
group's hotel and sore feet were the
unglamorous parts of SAFA's trip.

Page 3.

people, because you're the future of our
state and country," O'Neill said.

The Cambridge congre.ssman said he
believed Congress would, as mandated by

the deficit reduction law, make a concerted

effort to balance the budget by cutting

federal programs.

,

"The big que.stion is," O'Neill said,

"where will those cuts be made? How much
more can we cut?!'

He said Reagan's fi.scal 1987 budget pro-

posal would eliminate 1.5 million students

from qualifying for financial aid.

"Why should we pull the ladder up?"

O'Neill said. "The government isn't the

enemy of the people."

An hour before, in a gathering inside his

office, Kerry also bla.sted Reagan's budget

and defended his support for

Gramm-Rudman.
"You're better off under automatic cuts

(with the law] than the cuts over the last

five years," Kerry said. "Some of the cuts

are totally protected" under the law.

Kerry said he hoped Gramm-Rudman
would force Congress to reassess its

priorities.

"Never in the counse of five years has
President Reagan put in a balanced

budget," he said. "The cuts of the last five

years in every program that matters to you,

that matters to me, has been cut beyond
anything we've ever seen.

"I finally said to myself this is crazy."

Near the end of the meeting, SAFA
member Doug Ewing delivered the group's

traditional plea that legislators support

financial aid for college students.

"It's hard to be from Massachusetts, with

118 colleges and universities, and not

understand what it means," Kerry
responded.

With Boston's WCVB-TV channel 5

tracking "a day in the life" of the speaker,

O'Neill took advantage of the publicity to

reiterate his opposition to Reagan's request

for $100 million in aid to anti-Sandinista

guerrillas. Two House panels yesterday

voted against the request.

"If you can do it in a diplomatic manner
in Haiti without bloodshed and in the

Philippines without bloodshed, the might
of our nation ought to be able to do it in

a diplomatic manner in Nicaragua," he
-aid.

At 3 p.m. yesterday, SAFA members
boarded a bus to return to Amherst.
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House panels deny
rebel aid package
WASHINGTON (APi - Two House

panels, ignoring President Reagan's argu-

ment that the United States must be spard

sending "our own American boys" to

Nicaragua, voted yesterday to recommend
against giving $100 million to rebels

fighting the Sandinista government.

The House Intelligence Committee voted

9 7 against the aid package. A short time
later, the House Foreign Affairs subcom-
mittee on the Western Hemisphere voted

6-5 against the proposal.

The two sets of votes in the Democratic-

controlled panels marked the opening salvo

in legislative battles over Reagan's pro-

posal The votes came shortly after Reagan
said that lawmakers faced "a historic deci-

sion."

Nine of the intelligence committee's 10

Democrats voted against the proposal, with
only Rep. Dan Daniel of V'irginia joining

with the Republicans. Despite the commit-
tee's opposition, however, the request for

$70 million military aid and $30 million

logistical aid must still go to the House
floor.

Reagan earlier had told a White House
audience that "if we give them the aid they

need, the Nicaraguan people can win this

battle for freedom on their own. American

troops have not been asked for and are not

needed "

Reagan's appeal came shortly before the

two panels were scheduled to vote on the

request, which includes $70 million in

military assistance and $30 million in non-

lethal aid.

"We must make sure they U.S. troops

never are needed." Reagan told members
of a Jewish organization. "We send money
and material now so we will never have to

send our own American boys.
"

"But if the members of Congress hide

their heads in the sand and pretend the

Nicaraguan threat will go away, they are

courting disaster and history wil hold them
accountable," he said. "Nothing less than

the security of the United States is at

stake."

Earlier, Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger argued that the leftist

Nicaraguan government was becoming a

"second Cuba on the American mainland

meaning the Warsaw Pact will have effec-

tively outflanked us."

Rep. Bob Livingston, R-La., an in-

telligence committee member, said yester-

day's vote indicated that Reagan's proposal

faces major obstacles in the Democratic-

dominated House.

AP photo

BRANDEIS PROTEST - Evelyn Handler, left president of Brandeis

University, meets with students protesting the school's investements

in South Afric£^.

South Africans protest at funeral
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa ^AP)

At least 30,000 black mourners, joined by

hundreds of whites, turned a mass funeral

for 17 black riot victims yesterday into a

vast demonstration of opposition to

apartheid.

The throng packed a soccer stadium in

AlexarHra, a squalid black township wedg-

ed among the richest white suburbs of

Johannesburg. In the crowd were black ac-

tivist Winnie Mandela and diplomats from

seven Western nations, including the
United States.

Among clergymen of all races was the
Rev. Beyers Naude, 70, an Afrikaner
whose spiritual journey from faith in apar-

theid to the struggle for black rights has
made him a symbol of white liberalism.

"No one is free in this country as long as

the black man is not free," Mike Beea,
president of the Alexandra Civic Associa-

tion, told the mourners.
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University professionals
will vote on unionization

CoUeflan photo by Paul Franz

PLASTIC JUNGLE - Sophomore Debbie Dinco assembles her 3-D

project for an art design class yesterday in the Fine Arts Center.

By TOM MIDDLETON
Collegian Staff

An election to decide whether or not the

Office and Professional Employees Interna-

tional Union or the Massachusetts
Teachers Association will represent
University professional employees is

scheduled for May 1.

More than 1400 employees at the Boston

and Amherst campuses are eligible to vote,

according to Gerry Scoppettuolo, staff assis-

tant at the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy. If professionals

vote to unionize, the process for contract

negotiations would begin immmediately,
he said.

Professional employees are the only non-

union workers at the Amherst campus. The
Board of Regents of Higher Education will

be legally bound to negotiate with them if

they vote to unionize.

In 1982, a union drive failed when
employees voted against representation by

MTA, which also represents UMass
faculty.

SCERA staff assistant Debbie Piltch, a

member of the OPEIU organizing commit-

tee, said, "We are convinced that on May
1 we will have a victory." She added that

the University will be more responsive to

the needs of professionals if they unionize.

Scoppettuolo said, "OPEIU is the only

union to come in and help us organize.

Over the past year the union has put

thousands and thousands of dollars into

organization" and resources.

WMUA radio staff assistant Bill Step-

chew, who has worked at the station for six

years, said, "After one or two it was very

clear to me that professionals needed a

union. It's just a matter of time before a

union comes in."

Organizational meetings, two forums and

a newsletter will be used to educate profes-

sional employees about OPEIU, Piltch said.

Scoppettuolo said a professional union

would not necesarily be at odds with the

University, because increased input by pro-

fessionals would help UMass as a whole.

Members of OPEIU said there were no
overt obstacles to unionization. Scoppet-

tuolo said, "When we had a forum several

months ago...nobody came forth to argue

the 'no union' option."

One reason for the renewed union drive,

which began in mid- 1984, is the implemen-

tation last, summer of the Olney study

recommendations, creating a new wage
classification system.

The system reclassified many profes-

.sional staff positions and set new wage
caps. Many professionals were upset by the

new system because they said it provided

a poor grievance prodedure and diminish-

ed their supervisory status.

Counseling Center Psychologist Si

Keochakian said, "During contract

negotiations the Olney study will be high

priority."

Lobbying trip: hurting feet, and even bloodshed
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON- An eight-hour bus ride through the

night that made two days feel like one, a shooting across

the street from the Skyline Inn where the group stayed

and sore feet were the unglamorous pauts of a trip to the

nation's capital by 46 University of Massachusetts

students this week.
Yesterday, members of Students Advocating Financial

Aid headed back to Amherst, confident they did their best

during three days of meetings with legislators and their

aides to stress the importance of higher education and stu-

dent aid.

"I think people listened to us, and this is what makes
SAFA attractive and professional," said Peter Alfano. a

senior political science and economics major, on his se-

cond SAFA trip. "We weren't jumping up and down wear-

ing signs. We were very informed. We spoke our piece."

A typical SAFA day began with a 7 a.m. wake-up call

to all 12 hotel rooms. But Monday, no calls came and most

of the group overslept.

After wake-up, students had to make the trek about five

blocks up South Capitol Avenue to the Raybum Building,

the office building for most members of the House of

Representatives, ac^acent to the Capitol Buiding.

By 9 a.m., phone calls and visits were made to various

offices on both sides of Capitol Hill. The goal: to meet with

House and Senate members or their legislative aides.

After a full day of lobbying, the students would head

back to the Skyline to nurse their tired feet.

"It's a kind of trip that makes you feel good," said Eric

Sokol, a senior political science major, during the eight-

hour return trip. "It's also a time to meet more people,

to partv and to visit a great city.'

Tuesday at about 9 p.m., shortly afler most of the group

returned to the Skyline, a dispute betwen two local

residents across the street ended when one fired four shots

with a handgun. One bullet struck a man before the

assailant fled in a car.

SAFA vice-president Steven R. Sullivan walked out the

hotel front doors and the victim fell into his arms.

"There was blood on his forehead and a hole in his

sweatshirt," Sullivan recalled. "I said to him, 'Did you
get stabbed?' He said, 'No, I got shot." Sullivan said be

brought the man into the hotel lobby, helping him to a

couch before telling someone to call the police. The man
was taken by ambulance to a nearby hospital. No other

information was available.

The shooting did not mar the trip, .students later said.

"There was a lot of enthusiasm, ' Alfano said. "Everyone

wanted to go out and do things. I saw a lot of emotion."

Former professor still learning by teaching piano
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Staff

At 88, Aron Pressman can't remember
not playing the piano.

"The learning never ends," he says. "The

more you know, the more you want to find

out."

Pressman started giving piano lessons in

Amherst almost 15 years ago, after retir-

ing from teaching Russian at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

"The most important thing about

teaching is that if I have a certain

piano, or to practice painting and wood-

working. Many of his artworks are proud-

ly displayed throughout his home, in-

cluding a hand-crafted viola and a portrait

of his mother.
Pressman studied music at a conser-

vatory in Russia, though he admits he

dreamed of being an engineer. His father

was a conductor and violinist and his

mother an opera singer, so he was sur-

rounded by music from the day he was
born.

"Music was in our family, and my

CoUegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Aron Pressman, a retired UMass professor, tickles the ivories at his

home in Amherst. He has been teaching piano there for 15 years.

knowledge, I can pass it on, share it with parents^decided 1 would be a pianist," he

people," he said in a recent interview in his

Amherst home.
Pressman teaches students of all

abilities, from age 14 to age 65, as long as

they are "willing to work and willing to

learn."

He feels it is not necessary to start play-

ing the piano at a very young age, for one

understands more when older.

"A child may love music, but when you

begin to explain it, they get confused and

lose interest," he said.

Pressman charges his students $10 an

hour for lessons, a price that hasn't chang-

ed since he started. He explained that to

him, money is evil.

"I don't teach to make money; I don't

need it," he said.

When not teaching. Pressman said he

likes to accompany other musicians on the

said. "That's what parents do with their

children."

He left Russia in 1918, during World War
1, and spent the next three years living all

over the Far Ea.st. His last stop was Java,

an island off the South Pacific, where he

began working as a chorus master and pro-

mpter for The Russian Grand Opera Com-
pany. "I was never good enough to be a

.soloist," he said.

He travelled with the company to New
York City, and remained there with his

wife and two children when the company
moved to Mexico. It was then he began giv-

ing piano lessons.

"That's how I lived," he said, "until Rus-

sian was in demand."
Pressman was head of the Russian

department at New York University for 10

years before coming to Amherst.
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Buses leaving Saturday to Sunday's National ty, is author ot The Evolving Self, published in

March for Women's Lives in Washington D.C. 1983, which synthesizes the theories of several

have 20 spaces left. Tickets are $20 for students, $30 developmental psychologists

for the general public, and are available the

Women's Studies program, the Everywoman's

Center, United Christian Foundation in the Student

Union, and Food For Though Books in Amherst.

Developmental psychologist Robert Kegan

A food collection drive sponsored by
MassPIRG is scheduled from 4 to 7 p.m. today and

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday - but not tomorrow - at

the Super Stop and Shop on Route 9 in Hadley.

Student volunteers from the group will be giving

will speak on "Development During the College shoppers entering the store a list of products that

Years," from 10 to 1 1 a.m. tomorrow in Marks are needed at the Western Mass. Food Bank. Shop-

Meadow auditorium. P*'*'* can then pick up one or more items during the

Kegan an associate of the Clinical course of their shopping and leave them with

Developmental Institute at Harvard Universi- MassPIRG on the way out.

Elderly man hits tow truck
A car driven by a 73-year-old West Brookfield man

received over $1000 in damages after it struck a tow truck

driven by a 25-year-old Amherst man, at 1:37 p.m. Tues-

day on North Pleasant Street at Montague Road, Amherst
police said.

The 73-year-old man, after stopping for a flashing light

at a fork in the road, pulled out and hit the tow truck.

The truck received less than $1000 in damages. The
73-year-old man was cited for failure tn take care in star-

ting, police said.

-ANNE TAUGER
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* senate continued from page 1

Chanting, 'Walk out, walk out," about

60 senators and students quickly gathered

around the doors of the ballroom before

drowning out further testimony with

chants of "Drum, Drum."
The move was seen by observers ais an at-

tempt to end proceedings by lowering the

number of senators present to a point

where no vote could be legally taken.

As the protesters pressed against the

doorway, Budgets Committee members
Greg Rothman and Nate Moore attempted

to shut the doors but were pulled away by

other participants inside the room.

"See what happens when they don't get

their way?." said Greek Area senator Bob

GrifTin, pointing to the students gathered

outside the door.

"1 don't want to be in your stupid senate.

You suck," cried an unidentified senator

standing in the doorway."

"Progressives who have walked out of

here have cost r.s the whole trust fund,"

said Washington Tower senator Lynne
Murphy."
As the situation inside and outside the

room grew more heated. Ruddock shouted

down senators still on the floor to declare

that in his opinion, a quorum no longer ex-

isted. Minutes later, the meeting was

adjourned.

The senators who had walked out

responded with glee and began chanting,

"The people united will never be defeated."

Angry senators immediately gathered

around Ruddock's podium. They were join-

ed by students who had protested the pro-

posed budget.

Senators still on the floor began chan-

ting, "No confidence," apparently question-

ing Ruddock's "Ability and integrity, as a

protester on the stage, where the podium

was, jeered back, "We won."

Senator Tony Rudi leaned across the

lectern at Ruddock, saying, "You're bias-

ed, J.R " Rudi was upset because he felt

Ruddock had closed the proceedings due to

his favoring the protester's position.

"I maintain no biases, other than that 1

have no comment," said Ruddock as he

rushed out of the room.

"All the students chanting for student

rights have now done more to hurt student

rights. For the sake of $16,000 [Drums fun-

ding], we have now lost control of SI.

8

million [the SGA budget)."

"If everyone had stopped and listened to

what we had to say, we wouldn't have all

lost," said student Lisa Stephens. "We at\

lost."
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Columnist tells of *Media Empire'
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

The media in the United States frequent-

ly controls events in other countries of the
world, but the US government often con-

trols what the press prints, a columnist for

The Nation magazine told University of

Massachusetts students yesterday.

"Journalists [in the United States] have
a considerable, if not a major amount of

political manipulation," said Alexander
Cockburn, in a Campus Center lecture titl-

ed, "Media Empire and the Cold War."
"The Nicaraguan elections [in November

1984], which were fairly honestly carried

forward, received little major publicity in

the United States," he said. "The first elec-

tions in Nicaraguan history were virtual-

ly wiped away," becau.se the actions of the

US Embassy in Managua bribing candiates

into withdrawing from the elections were

not published, he said.

On the other hand, Cockburn said,

because of the thorough coverage of recent

events in the Philippines, President Ferdi-

nand Marcos was forced to resign.

"These are two occasions in which the

media controlled a Third World country,"

"Journalist in the United States

have considerable, if not major
amount of political manipulation."

-columnist Alexander Cockburn

he said.

"The press [in the US] is undoubtedly

much freer than that in the Soviet Union,"

he said.

Cockburn said the CIA has frequently

manipulated opposition newspapers in

other countries like Chile, Jamaica, and

Nicaragua.

"The national press in Nicaragua is pret-

ty close to hell wherever you go," he said,

explaining that one family controls two

pro-Sandinista dailies as well as 'La

Prensa*, the opposition newspaper.

"Z/Q Prensa has consistently failed to

report the deeds and actions of the CIA,

[because] the CIA had actually given La
Prensa a couple of million dollars," he said.

He also said American journalists fre-

quently cover only one position, though it

is assumed both sides receive equal

coverage.

"Edward Syed [an Arab-American
leader] is never called on to give a

50-or-20-minute speech about what the

Palestinian hopes were, what Palestinian

strategies might be, and what the Palesti-

nian claims are," said Cockburn.

Instead, after a terrorist act, Syed is ask-

ed to speak on the pjoint of view of the ter-

rorists, he said.

Cockburn periodically appears on televi-

sion talk shows. He said whenever pro-

grams need an American liberal journalist

they ask him to speak, "and I'm not even

an American." Cockburn was born in

Ireland and worked in England. He came
to the US in 1972.

ColleKian phuto by Paul IVomarais

Columnist Alexander Cockburn.
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-expires 3/ 15/86"J l» expires 3/ 15/86-J L expires 3/15/86 J * expires 3/15/86 J

I ! I j I 10% OFF 1

1

Visine % oz. $2.49| I Wash-ups 26's 89*
j | any shampoo or j

I ! I I Iconditioner in stocka J purchase I

I =__- -.,..— —expires

GRIG REG
40CT

Z
SUPER
ao CT

29

$

$

$

$

$

PK.

$

expires 3/ 15/86

'
1

I 10% OFF I

I any film developing j

I all print developing | \.^

I will have a second | \^f^
I free - 2 prints for I

the price of 1 I

I

I Duracell AA 4's |

j $1.99 j

^expires 3/15/86-J (%

i 1
I Advil Tabs 50's I

expries 3/15/86

K| " purchase I i
|

J 1- expires 3/15/86*' '"-'Expires 3/15/86-"'

$

"^^ r
I

I

I

I

I

I

Trojan 12's

except natural lambs

$1.99 d»
KERI 6 oz. I

$

La expires 3/28/86 ""J \ \ - expires 3/28/86

r0FmH0"N0"""5'ozT r "today 3's
[ |

I reg. $8.19 sale $6.59 I I reg. $4.48 sale $3.99 |
J

reg. $6.43 sale $3.99
j

CouDon $4 99 ! ! Coupon $2.99 | ! Coupon $2.99 !

iMMiaia expires 3/15/86—^ — expires 3/15/86—— fc-^-expires 3/15/86—"*

r"
I

I

I

I

I

L« expires 3/28/86

Natural Lambs 3's

$1.99

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

^0

r PRE SUN 4 oz.
I

I reg. $7.27 sale 6.29 I

! Coupon $3.99
^"expires 3/15/86"""^

$

$

Some illustrations not exact - quantities may be limited not responsible for typographical errors
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DELTA C^I
J FR ATER Nl T Y S

ANNOUNCES ITS AX
7:00 to 9:00

A 24 HOUR QPEN KITCHEN

A UNIQUE SOCIAL LIFE

THE BEST FRATERNin HOUSE ON CAMPUS

AN 0UTSTAN0IN6 LlfTLE SISTER mSkkU
GOOD ACAOUIIC ATMOSPHERE

AX
HOUM

rc*'*0ow«f

rCARlNO STRc^T

. »«/i.
ilof

MONEY MOTIVATED?
If You Are Enthusiastic, Have A
Strong Clear Speaking Voice and Have
the Confidence to Prove What it Takes,

Keep Reading This

We are a Major Industrial Tool Company Expan-

ding a new office in Amherst, Mass. Telemarketing

is the future successful road to sales in the 1980's,

and we are growing rapidly. 3 shifts allow you to

work around your schedule, and you can earn up to

$10.00 per hour while training. There are still 25

positions available. Salary plus Commissions plus

Bonuses. For an appointment, Call 7 AM-7 PM,
Dave 413-256-4101

^IruHO^
PIZZA SUBS

PIZZA SPECIAL
ONE FREE ITEM OF

YOUR CHOICE ON ANY
LARGE PIZZA

ALSO AVAILABLE
WORLD CLASS SUBS
FREE DELIVERY!

EXPIRES MARCH 15th, 1986

4:00pm to 2:00am
363 MAIN STREET, AMHERST

256-0222

Letters—

—

Dartmouth actions: vindictiveness

Thursday, March 6, 1986 COLLEGIAN ?

The word here is lynching. According to

Webster's, lynching means to put to death

by mob action without legal sanction.

What happened at Dartmouth College fits

this description. Students were expelled

from the school for dismantling shanties

erected by other students who were pro-

testing apartheid. Or so they say. Ten of

the 12 students were staff members of the

Dartmouth Review, the conservative

newspaper off-campus. The charges in-

cluded harassment, abuse, coercion, and

violence.

Recently an article by Dinsh D'Sousa

that appeared in the Boston Globe stated

that there is no excuse for a college

vendetta against a group of conservative

students. The evidence clearly shows that

the students are victims of a witch hunt

designed to terminate their careers and

put Dartmouth's only independent voice

of dissent, the Dartmouth Review, out of

business.

More than two months prior to the in-

cident, a dean of the college ordered the

shanties down "by the end of the day," but

never enforced his decision. The students

felt that the shanties, having stood for

three months, had achieved their sym-

bolic purpose and with the winter carnival

approaching, wanted them removed. They
didn't want the unsightly shanties, which

were on the Campus Green, to spoil the

carnival's festivities.

So on the night of Jan. 21, the students

began dismantling. When the police ar-

rived, three of the four shanties had been

taken down. The fourth, which had two
Dartmouth students sleeping in it, was

left unharmed. The police report said that

the students were nonviolent and

obliging.

This provided an opportunity for the left

at Dartmouth to create a riotous at-

mosphere of contempt, expecting to gain

a great deal of political ground. Unfor-

tunately, the administration seemed will-

ing to let this happen, and following the

dismantling, 150 students and faculty

staged a sitin at the main administration

building. What else is new? The 10

Review students had become everyones

scapegoat.

My definition at the beginning may be

a little oft", because there was a hearing,

ifyou can call it that. Members of the com-

mittee who were to hear the case had ob-

viously made up their minds prior to the

hearing. A professor on the committee

said "all Review students are evil," and

a student on the committee told a friend

that he couldn't wait to expel the Review

staffers from the college. Another juror

was a former editor of the campus daily

and called for the expulsion of the dailies

competitors.

There is a time when politics should be

subordinated to fairness, writes D'Souza.

Even liberals should be upset at the way
Dartmouth is prosecuting substantive

ideological claims against the Review

under the guise of procedure. Liberalism

will not triumph by kicking conservative

students out of school. Luckily for us,

something like this would never happen

at UMass. I hope.

Daniel J. Coelho
Amherst

The Winner's Circle

Has What It Takes To \X^n

v<

Reebok Freestyle

Women's High Top

$49.99

Reebok Princess

Women's

$34.99

Reebok Freestyle

Women's Low Cut

$39.99

RecbolfsiB

Brandname athletic shoes at competitive prices.

Whether you're working out or hanging out, you'll appreciate ail the

winning qualities of our featured Reebok footwear So if winning is your

style, step into the Winner's Circle You'll always come out ahead.

Winners CirjcIe
You always come out ahead

r-^^^ \Hampshire Mall, Rte. 9, Hadley.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of ;he individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Marxist mismanagement
This issue of starvation in Africa has

been conspicuously absent from American
headlines in recent months, but the topic

re-emerged last week when USA for Africa

received a Grammy award. Indeed, the

absence of any substantial news from
Ethiopia leads one to wonder how the situa-

tion is progressing. Is the relief getting

through to needed areas? Is the Ethiopian

government cooperating? How can such a
tragedy be prevented in the future?

While drought, civil war, and overpopula-

tion are cited by most relief agencies as the

major contributing cau.ses of the famine,

one cannot overlook the disastrous role

played by the Marxist Ethiopian
government.

First, the lack of action taken by Ethio-

pian leader Lt. Col. Mengistu Haile

Mariam to alleviate the suffering is appall-

ing. While hundreds of thousands have
already died, and millions more face star-

vation, Mengistu would rather sit back and
watch the West attempt to save his people.

Many independent journalists who have
returned from Ethiopia portray Mengistu
and his marxist government as being bent

on military strength. Indeed, when
Mengistu overthrew Emperor Haile
Selassie in 1974. Ethiopia had 45,000
troops in its army. Now, the marxist

government of the world's second poorest

country maintains an army of 350.000 - a
feat possible only through massive Soviet

military aid, amounting to $4 billion and
48 percent of the Ethiopian GNP (ironical-

ly, the U.S.S.R. has only provided $3
million in food aid). In addition. Mengistu
has taken Ethiopia further into the Soviet

sphere by receiving 22.000 Cuban troops

to bolster his army, plus a 3.000 - man
police force trained East German advisors.

Perhaps the best illustration of

Mengistu's lack of humanitarianism was
his state-.sponsored celebration held in

1984, commemorating the 10th anniver-

sary of the "glorious revolution." While
millions of Ethiopians cried for food,

Mengistu spend $200 million on a lavish

caviar and champagne celebration which
was well attended by communist bloc

guests and Third World revolutionaries.

Secondly, the disastrous effects of

Marxist-socialist economic policy have

Peter Dow

Letters—^—^—^——^—
Winter review not true to show

It is obvious that whoever reviewed

Johnny Winter for the Collegian did not

spend $10 of their own money to see Winter

perform only one set. The set was played

at a frantic pace leaving many avid blues

fans unaware of familiar lyrics. Slow blues

songs were simply played too fast and too

long, leaving no time for more popular

material. In addition. Winter's overextend-

ed leads preempted his unique vocals. All

in all, Winter's talents are not to be belied,

but his lack of enthusiasm can not be
changed by the Collegian s glamorous
review.

Josh Golub
Dan Broglino

Rich Rothrock
Belchertown

What the office requires
Hi everyone! This is Stacy. That's right,

the infamous Roth part of that double

name you've seen thrown around campus

(a little bit ofeverywhere) all year. I decid-

ed to write our column alone this week, so

that I could relay to you my feelings on an

extremely important matter.

On Monday and Tuesday, March 10 and

11. you will be asked to make a decision

which could very well decide the fate of stu-

dent government, and your deserved

representation on this campus, for many
years to come. Since the struggle for stu-

dent rights and the future of student em-

powerment at UMass are extremely impor-

tant to me (and to you I might add), I

wanted to say a few things about what I

think will be necessary for whomever is in

office next year.

First of all, especially within a year of

great turmoil, experience at working with

the SGA, administrators, faculty, staff, stu-

dent groups and trustees will be im-

perative. Excellent leadership and

representation are only one part of the job;

if your new trustee and president have to

Roth/Burgess

.spend too long getting their feet on the

ground, and figuring out who they should

be dealing with, much valuable time will

be lost. Presumably, valuable issues,

rights, programs and organization will suf-

fer immensely. Frankly, the SGA cannot

afford any time towards mismanagement.
Along with this experience, also be sure

that the candidates understand what the

positions are - and what they can and can-

not do within them. This may sound like

basic stuff, but you'd be surprised at the

mi.sconceptions which run rampant.

To be more specific, the president and

trustee run an office which is based on

issues. They are not the chief financial of-

fices of the SGA. nor are they the central

offices of the senate, although they do have

to understand and be involved with many
issues related to these areas. For example,

because the SATF control issue is so im-

portant, our office has been extremely in-
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dramatically magnified a natural tragedy.

While 80 percent of the Ethiopian people

are private farmers, producing 60 percent

of Ethiopian GNP, they receive virtually

no assistance from Mengi.stu. The goal of

Mengistu's marxists agricultural policy is

to force this huge number of private

farmers onto collective farms. Currently,

only 5 percent of Ethiopian farmers reside

on collectives, yet these grossly mismanag-
ed and inefficient government institutions

receive the majority of state assistance. In-

deed, the private farmers have resisted col-

lectivization, and Mengistu, in retaliation,

has made it difficult to obtain seed, fer-

tilizer, and credit. Thus, marxist
agricultural policy has greatly worsened
the Ethiopian famine.

However, beyond these first two man-
made causes of famine lurks a deeper

reason: the state policy of starvation is be-

ing used by a communist government to

gain control of its population. Indeed, it is

no coincidence that when communist states

cannot control their people, a tragedy of

major proportions (such as a famine) arises

in their country. We saw this in Stalin's

man-made Ukranian famine of 1932-1933,

in the mass murders of millions in Kmer
Rouge Cambodia in the 1970s, and now in

Afganistan, as Russian troops bomb crops,

restrict relief efforts, and depopulate the

Afgan countryside. In Ethiopia, for in-

stance, we.stern relief agencies are forbid-

den to assist the large population in the

Eritrea and Tigre provinces which support

the anti-Mengistu rebels.

While the most important consideration

in Ethiopia must be the immediate
assistance to the starving, we must not

forget the man-made causes of the famine
which have greatly worsened the situation.

Such horrendous starvation policies must
be exposed if we are to prevent such
tragedies in the future, and also if we are

to gain knowledge of the totalitarian men-
tality.

Peter Dniv is a Collegian columnist.

T^AVirouroF
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Respect freedom of distribution
I am writing to express my concern about

a situation that has arisen recently in the

Student Union Building. Most UMass
students are probably familiar with the

brown Collegian distribution boxes located

by the MiniStore by the main entrance to

the building. In December of last year,

another box appeared there; a small laven-

dau- box for the distribution of critical times

and The Valley Women's Voice. These

boxes were made and paid for by members
of these two papers because, without boxes

to keep them in an orderly fashion off the

fioor, the janitors would simply throw our

newspapers away.
Unfortunately, however, someone recent-

ly took it upon him or herself to smash the

distribution box located in the Student

Union, breaking the top shelf in half and
damaging the bottom slightly. Such
damage could hardly have been accidental.

These boxes are vital to the distribution

(and therefore to the survival of) both

critical times and The Valley Women's
Voice. Thus any attempt to destroy these

boxes is an attempt to destroy the

newspapers distributed through them. In

addition, the recent trend of throwing out

entire stacks of critical times as soon as

they're placed on the stand inhibits the free

circulation of the paper and the ideas

within. It is detrimental to the functioning

of critical times and would be equally so to

the Voice. Most importatly, it places in

danger the first amendment rights

guaranteed to every citizen, no matter his

or her political persuasions.

Had we the money necessary to build an
infinite number of distribution boxes or to

print an endless number of newspapers,

such attacks would be far less threatening

and damaging. Unfortunately, though, no

one has recently handed either of our
groups $4,000 to cover the many expenses
involved in producing a newspaper. If this

is truly a free country, then freedom of the

press should belong to everyone, not only

to those rich or fortunate enough to be able

to buy it. We at the Voice and critical times

work hard to produce and fund our

newspapers. Please respect our efforts and
our views.

Monika Giacoppe, staff

Valley Women's Voice

Pop source of intellectual angst
Some of us at the Very High Speed In-

tegrated Devices Lab are concerned with

the recent trend towards treating pop-

culture as a source of intellectual angst (see

"Sell-out business " by Ron Berutti). But if

he insists on publishing personal prating

pertaining to pop programming we have no

choice but to put professional probity aside.

We find it bad enough that in the face of

recent socio-political events of substantial

import, Berutti had the audacity (on the

eve of Elvis Costellois threatened ap-

pearance at Pearl Street) to suggest that

a duet with Daryl Hall is tantamount to

having dinner with the Reagans; he did it

on the editorial page.

However, if we might stoop to your level

for just a moment, may we point out that

the Dire Straits recording Berutti praised

was an unmitigated Sting collaboration

aimed directly at the Top Ten. We all hope

the Russians love their children too, but

come on!

If people don't like MTV. don't watch it,

try Saturday morning television.

Brian Burrell
NeU Gitkind
VHSID lab

volved. There are essential agencies such

as the Legal Services Office and the Off-

Campus Housing Office which are funded

by the trust fund. The future of these and

many others, as well as many student

organizations are at stake. We need leader-

ship with creative and responsible solu-

tions; we need leadership with an excellent

hi.storical perspective on the issues. The
worst thing for any government is leader-

ship which allows history to repeat itself;

look for new ideas and definite goals.

Speaking of new ideas, there are two

other issues to be worried about. First are

the alcohol policies on campus. Thus far,

we have been able to reach the round table

of negotiaion and keep the issue hot. Make
sure that your candidates will continue the

fight for the rights of legal and non-legal

drinking age students. Read all the issues

sheets you see. Listen for new ideas on how
to provide alcohol areas in the Residence

Malls and around campus. Also listen for

new ideas on non-alcoholic events. Now
that we have alcohol back on campus,

which of the candidates knows how to

:'.a.-ti the rJiuewali into a place for both,

egal and non-legaF stua- nls to have a

great time? We need ideas! We need ex-

perience! We need the candidates who can
put two and two together.

Second, we will be in need of leadership

who have a good grip on the proposed
financial aid cuts. Who can tell you about
the effects of Gramm-Rudman; the effects

of state cuts; the effects of profound tuition

hikes and fee increases? Most of all, who
can propose viable networking solutions to

help all of us afford to be able to attend
school again next year?

I ask you to loook for the candidates who
will do .something about the growing tide

of deceptiveness which surrounds many
campus i.ssuea and groups. Choose those
who will give you the facts truthfully along
with all the different sides of tlie story. You
deserve more than lies and deceit.

Believe me, it's worth your time to vote.

This is a year of paramount importance in

the student government, so vote with a
conscience and vote for the candidates you
feel you can trust to represent you, and
.stand up for vour rights.

Stacy Roth and Dani Burgess ewe the

SGA bo-p^esld(^tS.
' --..<-.,
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J{artford

Corporatipn
Hartford National Corporation is an

Equal Opportunity/Affirmative

Action Employer M/F/HA/

Attention
Accounting

Majors

Hartford National Corporation, one of New England's
largest and most rapidly expanding financial institutions

is seeking outstanding Accounting Graduates for posi-

tions on our Corporate, Internal Audit Staff These posi-

tions offer broad exposure to banking and future career

opportunities throughout the whole corporation.

Please send your resume to:

Maura A Kearney
Sr. Employment Representative

Hartford

National Corporation
777 Main Street

Hartford. CT 06115

i\6\
ROAST BEEF

t. SANDWICHES

11 am • 2 am 7 days

50 Main St. Amhartt, MA

•ValuableCoupon™™—-^

I Free Medium Shake I

I with $3.00 purchase & this valuable coupon I

I Limit on^er customer^Expires 3/9/86

I

I

I

I

I

I

K

Valuable Coupo

Sunday Special
Buy a Deluxe Burger get the

second burger FREE (with valuable coupon)

I

"1
I

I

I

I

I

.-I

END OF Ski Season
SUNGLASS SALE

handmade French design 1st quality suggested retail $20 - $30

NOW $5.99
limited quantity

SPRING BREAK SPECTACULAR
shades by: Foster Grant, Bonneva, Solar Ray etc.

assorted styles: Vuarnet, Risky business, terminator,

and many more' l\ir\
suggested retail $8 - $16 ^IV ^o
FRL MARCH 7 99

on CAMPUS CONCOURSE 8:30 - 4 pm
ONE DAY ONLY

American Travel Services

presents

SPRING BREAK ,1^86"

Ft Lauderdale
Hotel from $139.00

Air: New York 3209. Rd Trip

Boston $228. Rd Trip

Holiday Inn Oceanside $209.

Nassau/Paradise Island

Hotel & Air from $329.

Pilot House Hotel $379.

All prices include Taxes and Gratuities

Don't be left out, -sign up now!

Limited space available

For more information: call Danny 546-7899

lllllilllillllll

ONE-DAY SHOPPING EXCURSION
APRIL 12th & 19th

Sit back, relax and enjoy a comfortable bus ride to Fall

River, because once you get there it is going to be a

SHOPPING FRENZY!
You will have a full day of shopping before returning

home.

$24.90
Price includes: roundtrip transportation, all touring, all taxes and tips.

ONE DAY TOUR OF BOSTON

Let University Travel & Tour take you on a day of Bay

Colony history. You will spend the day in Boston with our

local guide. i

Stops include BOSTON COMMON, FANEUIL HALL"
and other historical landmarks.

A terrific day full of history and adventure.

$24.90
Price includes: roundtrip transportation, all touring, all taxes and tips.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHilitlllilliinillliiilllliilUlllliiliiilllHIIIIIIIIIItnilHHIINMftHMIHIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllllfftlllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIII^

Are You Looking for Intelligent Life?
Come travel with us to New York City

Sat. March 29th or ^P*"!! 26th
$59.95 $69.95

Looking for Intelligent Life in the Universe
starring Lily Tomlin

UNIVERSITY TRAVEL
~[ and TOURS INC.
rp 225 Main St.

V "^ I NorthamDton, Mass.\^ 584-9913

$69.95

Price includes:

roundtrip transportation

Tickets

dinner

The upcoming week has a good selection

of music. The area is almost really hopp-

ing but there's a big hole Saturday night

Tonight the Golden Palominos are play-

ing in the Student Union Ballroom at 8:00.

The band is a collection of artists from
other bands such as R.E.M. and the db's.

Because they have alot of creative input

from all the members, the band has a sound
that's hard to define. I won't even try to

classify them. There are still tickets

available and it will cost you $12 at the

show.
At Hampshire College's Tavern tonight

will be the Potatoe Heads, The Lonely
Moans, Beatrice and the Mona-Lesions.

The four-band show starts at 9 p.m. and is

free. My friends tell me the Tavern is sort

of a cafeteria made into a bar for bands and
functions. The only group I'm familiar with

here is the Potatoe Heads. Musical labels

aside, they are a three-piece band with one
vocalist who also plays guitar with the

reverb cranked. What this means is that

they have a hollow, country-typ* sound. At
least that's what I heard the one time I saw
them.
Tomorrow night B.B. King will perform

at Springfield Symphony Hall. This guy,

in case you haven't heard, is the best in

blues. He has a full, deep voice and his

guitar playing will make you weep. King
has had more than a little influence on

every decent guitar player ever to come out

of the 60s. He will really make you feel

what the blues is all about. So if you can

scrape up $12.50 and transportation don't

miss this show.

The Romantics will be at Pearl Street in

Northampton Friday night. Ifyou listen to

top-forty radio or watch MTV you've

caught this act. They do that tune... "that's

what I like about you, yeah, yeah, yeah,

yeah, that's what I like about you." Their
other big hit is "Talking in Your Sleep."

Basically, the band does pop rock and gives

it a beat to make it danceable. If you go,

make sure you checkout their rock-n-roll

haircuts. Sorry, I don't have a price tag on
this one.

You can also go back to the Tavern at

Hampshire College and see Circle tomor-

row. This band plays everywhere in the

valley and they have a following. The show
starts at 9:00 p.m. Warning: If you go you
may be caught up in some heavy dancing.

No bands scheduled to play Saturday

night.

Sunday night The Alarm will play the

Fine Arts Center, backed up by The
Bongos. The Alarm is from Britain, North
Wales to be exact, and they have a modern
rock sound with anthem-tyjie lyrics. To me
they sound a bit like U2 and in fact, they've

toured with them alot. I haven't heard the

Bongos much, so I won't say anything.

Go see Jonathan Richmond and the

Modern Lovers at the Iron Horse Tuesday
night. Richmond has been around for a

while and the whole group has a fine

reputation for punk without headbanging.

Tix are $9.50 in advance for NRBQ, The
Fools and Blotto at the Springfield Civic

Center Exhibition Hall, March 15th. This

sounds like it could be mainstream fun.

fciNilllllWIIIIill^^ ilWIIIKMIIinUHIIillllll^

SHAM ROCK

"V^rld oance Party"

Springfield Civic Center Exiiibition Hall

Saturday, March 15th-8:00pm

$9.50 advance, $1 1 .00 day of the show

TICKETS ON SALE ON CAMPUS
AT FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

PHONE CHARGES: (413) 787-6600 or (800) 243-4842

Produced in association withWAvJ I

AU AGES WELCOME. CASH BAR - 21 AND OVER

r\lv I 3

Above: Rod
Mcdonald of Fast Folk

will appear at the
Iron Horse Sunday,
March 9.

Below: NRBQ will

play at the
Springfield Civic
Center March 10.

Univrrsity o( MjvsjthoM'll

[Vpjrlmrnt ot I Krjirr

prrsrnU
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Nomination Papers for the BOG Elections

are due TODAY by noon

in either 817 CC (the BOG Office)

or

420 SU (the SGA Office)

Don't miss out on the

chance of a lifetime

RUN FOR THE BOG
For info call 545-0198

Board of Governors

the pulse of the Campus Center
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ARE SNACKS BAD FOR YOU?
not necessarily.

As long as snacks don't replace nutritious foods or add unneeded

calories they aren't bad for anyone. The TROUBLE WITH MOST
SNACK FOODS Is they aren't nutrient dense, that is THEY DON'T

PROVIDE MANY NUTRIENTS FOR THE NUMBER OF CALORIES

THEY CONTAIN.

FOR THE SAME AMOUNT OF CALORIES, skim milk gives you

23% of the protein, 39% of the calcium and 36% of the vitamin A
and B12 that you need for an entire day, while a cola gives you only

carbohydrate.

Sensible snacks are carbohydrates PLUS NUTRIENTS, like fresh

fruits and vegetables, whole grain breads, crackers and cereals.

University Vending Sen/ices and the Division of Health Education

adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST

r~
1Students interested in

PUBLIC HEALTH \

CAREERS
are invited to attend an

alumni/ae career night

on

THURSDAY,
MARCH 6, 1986

at 8 pm
in Campus Center 162

A panel of UMass public health alumni

will discuss and answer questions about

their careers and yours.

Sponsored by the Alumni Association,

the University Placement Service,

and the Division of Public Health

Scratched and Dented Demo
Clearance Special

All 1 or 2 of a kind with
Nikko NR 700 40 w/ch Digital Receiver - List $399.95 $149.95

Akal LD 450 dual motor Cassette Deck - $99.95
Pioneer 45 w/ch SA 750 Amp - $79.95

Pioneer CT72 auto reverse Dolby B & C Cassette Deck - $99.95
Pioneer PL530 Turntable - $79.99

JVC RVV 100 20 w/ch Receiver - $59.99
JVC KDDV 300 auto reverse cassette deck - $99.99

Nikko TRM 750 40 w/ch Amp - $69.99
Parasound DR 40 40 w/ch Stereo Receiver $300 value - $149.95
Phaselinear T-5200 stereo digital Tuner $495 value - $199.95
Akai GXC77D reel to reel Tape Deck $575 value - $299.95

Denon DRM II Cassette Deck $300 value - $199.95

Full Factory Warranty
Denon PMA 737 60 w/ch Amp $300 value - $189.95

Scott 312 D 3 way Speakers $759.95 value - $199.95 pr

Scott 199 B 3 way pro system $959.99 value - $299.99 pr

Sharp 25 J01 25" Color TV $279.99

JVC HRD1511 4 head wireless remote VCR $379.99

Sharp 103 mini system $319.95 value $99.95

Car Stereo Sanyo 6050 50 watt RMS Amp - $69.95
Car Stereo Parasound 800 AB 160 watt RMS Amp $99.99

Scott 459 55 w/ch integrated amp $299.95 value - $99.99

Scott 639 DC $279.95 value Cassette Deck $99.99

Scott 659 DC $349.95 value auto reverse Cassette Deck $129.99
Akai AGB1 Turntable $19.95

Jensen AXS 1400 $695 value 100 watt Receiver $149.95

Canon Portable 8mm Video System
Tuner/Timer Portable 8mm VCR

VC 200 Video Camera $2500 value $999.95—^^ ^^ 2 only new in box

VIDEO RENTALS
NO MEMBERSHIPJFEES!

ANY TITLE IN STOCK FOR $1 PER NIGHT - $2.50 FOR THREE DAYS!
Come in and fill out our easy NO FEE APPUCATION and receive your official NO FEE MEMBERSHIP CARD

MONDAY-SUNDAY 10 A.M.-6 P.M.
AH sates cash • MCA/tsa add 3% • All quantities Imted • Subject to pfxx sate • Not responsitDte for typographical errors.

Today's travelers are going to say:

DON'T GO WITHOUT
"LETS GO-

$1.00

OFF

Now available:

•EUROPE,
•USA,
• BRITAIN & IRELAND.

•MEXICO,
•SPAIN. PORTUGAL &
MOROCCO,

•FRANCE,
•ITALY

•GREECE,
•ISRAEL&EGYPT

•CALIFORNIAAND
PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Now bigger

and better

than ever

LET'S GO
TRAVEL GUIDES

Open M-F 9-5

sat 10-3

NEW t-OR
THIS EDtTKDN

HMrm^^mBnf$amcm \

Located in the Campus Center

Q,UNIVERSITY
MmSTORE^

' v.. ' (,^,^l•.l'.(\•
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House doesn't cut it:

an all-around horror show
House if^i

Produced by Sean Cunningham
Directed by Steve Miner

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

House ineptly uses comedy in the attempt to distract

the audience from an improbable plot and boring ghouls.

The film begins with an old lady, who hangs herself in

that cute, little house, which happens to be haunted. Her

nephew, Roger Cobb fWilliam Katt), decides to move in

after her suicide because he thinks it will help him to

MOVIE REVIEW
wTite about his Vietnem war experiences. He goes through

the usual routine of walking down dark hallways,

screeching at ghostly apparitions and running from fly-

ing axes.

Eventually, he realizes that the house is haunted when
monsters begin leaping out of his closets and pointy

garden implements almost impale him. But does he run

screaming from the house never to return? Of course not.

He has to stay because his son is locked in the bathroom
mirror. None of this makes any sense, but the film makers

forgot about the plot and just threw together a series of

endless shocks and dull jokes.

Besides having an improbable plot, the humor is

frightfully boring. The special effects consist of people in

rubber monster suits, which the filmakers attempt to com-

penstate for by using campy humor.

'Hiis film doesn't take itself seriously. Unfortunately,

this makes the whole haunted house theme idiotic. It

would have been all right to use comedy relief, but to make
all the apparitions, monster, characters and, even the

house, seem silly is a mistake, for it sacrafices the scares

that are the make of any good horror film.

Many of the silly characters are played by sitcom stars.

Cobb's next door neighbor is played by George Wendt, who

plays Norm, on Cheers. None of the lines that he whimpers

are particularly funny and his character fails to elicit any

sympathy when he is afraid. He just wanders ghost-like

through the house, muttering his lines and making the

appropriately shocked faces.

Richard Moll (Bull on Night Court) plays Cobb's Viet-

nam war buddy who was captured by the enemy. Moll

seems to have been picked for this role, only because of

his trememdous height, definitely not for his acting abili-

ty. The main character is the worst of all.

Roger Cobb, as acted by William Katt, is a total vacuum.
He has no motivation and nothing his character does has

any purpose, or even meaning. All Katt does is mug for

the endless closeups that he is priveleged to receive in this

film.

These television actors, rotten script-writers and dull

director make this horror film into a third rate situaiton

comedy. This film has so many different plot threads that

it would be impossible to list them all. It could have focus-

ed on Cobb's Vietnam war experiences, his lost kid, the
aunt's death, or just the haunting of the house, instead

it uses all ninety ofthem and comes out with nothing. Hor-

ror films can be intelligent, scary and funny if made with
thought, but House is not a horror film, but a horror.

^^M>ER FRED \^\ > LABELS FOR LESS <sj

LADIES SHOES

^^^Ph Lau

$9.99
ren

Odd
Reg. up to $48.00

Get them while they last

All Sizes Available

LADIES MENS
OUR

REG. PRICE

Forenza

Paisley

Forenza

5-Pocket

100%
44.00 22.95 Cotton

Oversized

Shirts

32.00 15.99

OUR
REG. PRICE

28.00 12.99

SHOES
OUR
PRICE

Adidas % high 38.00 14.99

18.00 9.99

Spaulding

Aerobic Style 42.00 29.99

for men
Oxford

Dress

Shirts

India Cotton

• Skirt and Top 32.00 16.99 Famous Name

Outfit Brand 38.00 14.99

Dress Slacks Po^V ^'^ "'"oP ^-^ 29.99

Nike Hi Top 48.00 29.99

Saucony

Gym Shorts
18.00 6.99

Lee Jeans

ONLY $14.99

all the time

Spotbilt 48.00 24.95

!
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^iVDER FRED\<^
V SHOP AND COMPARE Vj

VISA/MC
Lower Level next to Fire Station

below Steve's
253-7155

Choose from our

bountv of mor« than

80
varieties of

imported beer!

We won the

Valley A<Koc>tc't

Bm Beer Selection'

jward- 1982'

Our sekcDon now
isEVENBfnrR

We now feature

.

our own brand
of low priced

LIQUORS
as well as

our super
selection of

WINES
dl verv affordable prices.

^^BULMER'S CIDER

//

r-V

yo<* ^^
Break

for « ^^

with

Men's &• Women's
Op - Sundek

Levi

Paradise Found

and More

shirts, shorts

&- lots more

^W
BEVERAGES

Betr—Wine— Liquor

SUNDERLAhfD • 665-2727
W'r wtkxMoe vour uiMjcica.'

197 N. Pleasant

Amherst
253-9729

Op«n 7 Days • Thurs. 'til •

Lose
UpToTen
Pounds
InJust
Two

Weeks.

Pam Weisman's

Diet Center

644 Main St.,

Amherst

253-9580

rentAnreck

New ii Us«d Cars
Trucks a VMM AIM AvatobI*

North Amherst
Reht-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880 ,

Mon-Fri 7am to 1 1 am
4 pm to 5 pm

Sat 8 am to 10:30 am

DIET ,

CENTER'

SKI

Berkshire
East

Ski Area

25 Trails

4 Chairs

Snow-Making
1190 Vertical

MARCH
SCHEDULE
Thurs-Sun

days only

$8 lift

$12 lift &• rental

only with

college I.D.

20" to 60"

Base

PO Box
Mohawk Trail

Charlemont, MA
oi:

Applications now being received for

Transfer into The
RESPIRATORY THERAPY PROGRAM

For Furtlicr Information. Call 617-437-3667
Northssstsrn Unlvanlty

Colltgs of Pharmacy and

Alllad Haalth Profasslons

Boston. Massachusatts 02 11

S
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GARRY TRUDEAU

PWI
I

THANKS
FOR. THAT
mCBSPddCH,
MA'AM

^%^% I PONrHAVBV MUCMWSAY.
NOTAT yOUFOUCSAlL
ALl.PeAK KNOUJM£.,ANP
MANi \ YDUKNOU/

U/HBRBI
STAMP.

} TMfSOR-
\ TA/NUfABie

ADVAmA6e,
OeAR

ANYONe
UANT^A

BtACROS/i
Ti€Sm6J.

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited b) Tnidc Michel Jaffc

Clumsy ghosts

ACROSS
1 Riuy
S Bluster

10 Interpret

14 Shell money
1

5

Cofrectwe
Comb tofm

16 Cogrto — sum
17 On tt>e hot ~
18 Word with four

or po^nl

19 Goller

Fenslerwaki

20 Showy ViPs

22 City near Troy

NY
24 Pans s

Moriceau

25 — be in

England

26 BLT ingredient

29 Issue involving

risks

34 Three on —
36 Greek leners

37 - Steuben

38 Tastes

39 Musical group
41 Unaligned

Abbr

42 Milieu lor Scott

Hamilton

43 Place in the

hold

44 Mark ol intense

heal

46 Some
1959 Mm

49 Casey - Bat

50 GuM ott Somalia

51 Polar eiploier

53 Cat On a

Root

56 Place tor tenop'

plants

60 Tigers

opponents

61 Moteskin color

63 Passion

64 Branches Lai

65 Card game lor

three players

66 Acfess San
Juan

67 Mot place

68 Italian poet

1544 95
69 Greenwir>g

DOWN
1 — Comes to

Shove
Tharp ballet

2 Household
staple

3 Blind part

4 Nightclubs

5 Profound sleep

6 Miserable one
7 DA s associates

8 Honshu weight

9 Conations

10 Up-to-the-

minute

1

1

Slangy suffii

12 Cow condition

13 Hot items

21 This woman
Lai ace

23 Siouan

speakers
25 Will —Wisp
26 Sherlock

ponrayer
27 Friends to the

Romans
28 R Ufl

piaywric It

30 One -

31 Ward oH
32 One of the

senses

33 Hot — trail

35 Cape of Good
Hope native

40 TV actress

Mindy
41 So so
43 African Muslim

of high rank

45 Ready money
47 Dines at home
48 Metapnor and

metonymy

52 Alamogordo s

county

53 Man of ttie hour

54 Popular name
in Oslo

55 A hot — m the

OW town
56 Centers

57 River ol Zaire

58 Long narrative

59 Relative of etc

62 GP s org

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

on

\3.\X

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

1 ; 1 t ^Bk H" " " "

^|is ^1'*

^^11 ^h'*
n kri" "^?4 IIH^^ ^^^_^_g

n 7' 7f IH'' " r " "

i^^taHit Hf"m b* Ih^
•1 kH" P^

U Mf F^^H"^m " " hMiHri
SI M U WK^ %' U M

•1 \3 JH"

Wt WT

ooR Top sro*y...
TMe^ stiffA/r Gwenifnfur

Mouj 6AmiA/b Po^

7tt€ ffi^HT UfitJ<»

fnctrty OP ex-Quctgr

aajo He4oet> By iom^oA^
/rA^*<4/A> o*/ty Aj "riu/ftfc^'

rH€5€ PI6HT UJt*/^*5
HA\/e 6A/WC0 "THg

Suf'POHT Ofi TMe €Ctrt

CAnfivs C«A>rw snunirt

«rfe/»nfOty LoCfreo
rH€ SfKuff)t^lJT CO-
PftCliO€^/rS OoT OF

OPPiC€

LAK/0 .'/.'

HOUSEMATES BY R.MILLER

YOO M€AN YOUR NAMt:
R6ALLY IS I5HM>.€l7

Hovo o\D Yoo even (sex

AhW«€ LllceTHAT*'

THEN. LAST YfAR, I RAN
INTO A6YPSY'F(»TUNE
UU£f. IN BOlSe WHO HAD
UVEP WITH MY MCTHC^ IN

Bl6 5>UR SHH T6LD ME HOW,

ON THE NIWT KFORE I WAS

BOJ^H. MY MOTHER »VX> THIS

Vision Of A 61ANT CARROT

We/«JNO A BANDANA...

...ANDS^SHECAUtOME
ISHfAAEL. TV<E END.

Lunch
Ham Grinder

Broccoli and Cauliflower Casserole

Basics Lunch
Falafel Pocket Sandwich

/

Dinner
Lasagna

V4 pounder with cheese

Dinner at basics

Polynesian veggies

more lasagna

GORDY BY GORDE

ABXfTWIS,
MAKXSO. I

MBAK). . . .

pere

A*ie?

NO MBBO
7t> BE.
^HHHHHH,
HBRBHB
COMBS K'Pf

f J'CC SB£ KX/ /AJ \

I THB STVOfO T^^y^eon//

^

"/ knew it, Ijust knew it. I should ofread the

Collegian, this would ofnever happened. They

\report on everything, those crazy kids."

f
—Former Philippine president Ferdinand^

rMarcos

BLOOJVI COUNTY BY BE^^KE BREATHED

WEATHER
Today: Chance ofsnow flurries this morning with

lows in the mid to low 30's. Tonight will see snow
accumulate up to two inches with lows in the 20*8

And you thought it was Spring.

/
m MY opfW'?!L!?,^

am me. vm
JOB, YOi/H cunne5.

m NOW wne
fi6S0Cimi(r \A
mm iARoe-Y\
fmttxsTf i,V

J BROUGHT TO YOU BY {
^Night Editor Peter Abraham ^^Copy Editor Liz Hettinger^
5fLayout Technician Conor Plunkett 'ft

j^Photo Technician Paul- Desmarais ^
^Production Supervisor Conor Plunkett ^
JrProduction: Rob Catalano, Karlin Isle, Mia Rowan, "fC

'jfL Nancy Klingener, Sod at the key? •^
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THE FINEARTSCENTERCONCERTHA L L
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

TOSHIKO AKIYOSHI
JAZZ ORCHESTRA

With Lew Tabackin.
tenor saxophone & flute

Saturday, March 8, 8pm
Concert Hall

Tickets SI 3. 11

/

BILLCRATTY
DANCE THEATRE
Monday, March 10, 8pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: $12.10

Five Colle<:'e Students Half-Price Tickets available at Fine Arts r"^
Cenler Box Office and Springfield Civic Center ^^

Call |4 1 3) 545 25 1 1 or 1 800 243 4842

Harvard
this summen

June 23-August 15, 1986

Harvard University Summer School, America's oldest summer
session, offers open enrollment in nearly 250 day and evening

courses, in more than 40 academic fields and pre-professional pro-

grams. The diverse curriculum includes courses appropriate for

fulfilling undergraduate and graduate degree requirements, as well as

programs designed for personal and professional development. The
international student body has access to Harvard's outstanding librar-

ies, museums, athletic facilities, and cultural activities, with the

additional benefits of the Cambridge and nearby Boston communities.

Housing for students is available in Harvard's historic residences.

Offerings include pre-medical and pre-law courses, undergraduate

and graduate instruction in foreign languages, business, computer
science, visual and environmental studies, anthropology, fine arts,

education, psychology, the sciences and more. We feature a college-

level program for secondary school juniors and seniors, plus special

programs in Health Professions (for nninority students). Dance, Drama,
Film Studies, Writing, and English as a Second Language.

Further information is available by returning the coupon below or

by calling: (617) 495-2494 (24-hour catalogue request line), or (617)

495-2921. Harvard University
^^uiTiiner SchoolHia

Please send a Harvard Summer School catalogue and application for:

D Arts and Sciences D Secondary School Program D Drama

O English as a Second Language O Writing Q Dance

D H^allh Professions Program

Name

Street

City Stjtc

Harvard Summer School

20 Garden Street, Dcpt. 390

CimhridKe, MA 02138 USA

Zip

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PflEGNANCY TESTING

•Some Day Results-

S0rvk:es that are
Free, Confidential. Caring

A Helpful

6549-1906
Amherst

Carriage Shops
an alternative to abortion !

eatingplace

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop b Shop)

Rte. 9 • Hadley' Amherst

256-6889
• OPEN

6 AM - 3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 NOURS

MASS AP^MOVtO INK^CCTVM STATIOM

Gas Saviilg

Tune-up

ti^tCft

$34.«"

S39.*' -^ —• - —t -
m ^vC ••<• ^r—^t

^AM 9S •» *.*••• Mr«w*« l<«<.Mw

Lube, Oil & RIter

^M799

_*

Includ** up to S quom
0*10-30 oil and >a(»ty

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center

fur Service Tre Store
78 SuiHIafiand Rd

. No *>nh*r«l. M*

&49-4 704

&

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST HMO

RESTAURANT

tjt ''I or /.»*e Oi,r Hours

Sunday Noor '(} 10 Pl\^

'•• s .' 11 30 Ai^/l to 10 rM

Pu-Pu natter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:
430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St,

Hadley Northampton
253-2571 586-8220

fS
FRESH...

from nautica

f

'?.

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

1

A

u
iNCUEpHETCM^

\\O HEtt) T^
WHEW'

GO iH^fi^yil^^

^\C^
CX>^'

T.
V^-^^:^

/

^\<

22 MASONIC ST • NORTHAMPTON • 586 6336
Mon Sat 10 6 Thurs til 9. Sun. )2 5

rT-j-

\

VWVY-HIP, SVVANKY -

DUDS ATTHe -

LODESTONE
WINTER CLEARANCE/

iodtM^
13 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA 01002
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Minutewomen notebook

Injury plague
continues to

haunt UMass

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

With two of her players already out for the season, head
coach Barbara Stevens' woes continue as the University
of Massachussetts women's basketball team battles Penn
State this afternoon at 3 p.m. at the University of West
Virginia.

Joining sophomore center Sue Burtoft (broken finger)
and sophomore forward Tara Lewis <knee) on the injured
list are forwards Kelly Collins (knee), Karen Damminger
(shoulder), Beth Wilbor (virus) along with guard Marj-
Marquedant (sprained ankle i. Though Stevens doesn't ex-
pect anv of the m.juries to keep her players (outside of
Lewis and Burtoft 'out of the lineup, she did say that she

was concerned with the level of health her battered
players will have.

The expected UMass Atlantic 10 Conference Tourna-
ment starting lineup will be: freshman guard Christel
Zullo(5.1 ppg.,5.1 apg.); senior guard Barbara Hebel(13.0
ppg); senior forward Juanita Matthews (10.7 ppg., 5.2
rpg.); senior forward Jerrie Bernier (6.3 ppg. 4.3 rpg.) and
senior center Karen Damminger (9.9 ppg., 6.1 rpg.).

Should Penn State eliminate UMass tonight, the loss
will mark the end of the collegiate careers of five seniors
who will need to be replaced for next year's season after
their valuable contributions this year. The departing
seniors include Hebel, Bernier. Damminger, Matthews
and forward Rebecca Kucks.

I ]
POSITION AVAILABLE

Office of the Dean of Students

Student Manager
Information Data Bank (IDB)

and Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

QUALIFICATIONS

ELIGIBILITY

PAY SCALE

STARTING DATE

DEADLINE

Demonstrated (through previous experience

and/or recommendations) communication skills;

organizational and supervisory skills; ability to

organize data; ability to proof-read and edit; some
typing and /or word processing experience. Pro-

motional and marketing experience desirable.

Undergraduate or graduate student (preferably

Work-Study eligible) with at least three semesters

remaining at the beginning of the Fall Semester
1986.

Hourly rate, beginning at minimum of S5.00,

20-25 hours.

Selected individual must be available part-time in

late April or early May (10-20 hours), full time mid-

July and August (37 Vi hours). Full-time option

may be available June to mid-July.

Completed applications, available at the Dean of
Students Office, 227 Whitmore, must be received
by April 11, 1996.

The Information Data Bank (IDB) is a telephone or walk-in referral center
which maintains information on University administrative and academic
policies and procedures; bus, library, and athletic schedules; listings of
current campus events such as seminars, movies, and lectures; and a
variety of other reference materials.

The Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS) is a library of more than 300
tape cassettes with information about academic rules, regulations, and
programs; registration policies; counseling services; financial aid informa-
tion; current events; health and safety programs; housing and food ser-,
vices; athletics; student organizations and activities, etc.

The Student Manager is responsible for day-to day operations of
IDB/TIPS including recruiting,iraining, scheduling and supervising student
staff of 10-15; maintaining and updating the IDB/TIPS library and informa-
tion resources; preparing scripts and tapes; arranging and monitoring pro-
duction schedules for the Student Telephone Directory, Registration Up-
date, and Dean's List; with the assistance of a student Graphics Coor-
dinator, arranging for placement of ads in the "Collegian" promoting
IDB/TIPS; soliciting and processing new material for IDB/TIPS; and
related assignments.

IDB 545-1555
A Service of the Dean of Students Office TIPS 545-1540
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LLEGIAN CLASSIFIK
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 345 Mon Thurs 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

ACTIVITIES

25 Plui Club in oiyanizing a coed in-

tramural volli-yball team no athletic al»ility

neeHeil ifeadline fcir fntr>- .'i/lO call Donna
or Shan at 2.5t)-0407 for "info

ADVERTISING INTERNS

Local Ad Af^nrv ne«Js Tuesday and
Thursday interns' call .58H-21.35 nee<i

organization, enthusiasm, car

AILEEN EXP08IT0

Get psyched for toni^r— havea great
brilhday — partyl!! Love Susan and
Patty!!

AUTO FOR SALE

78 Mustang Hatchback low mile, new
tires 2400 or BO ,S23-74I2 after ,•? .30

Dodge Aspen 77 custom riassir AM/FM
stereo rust proofed new tires, brakes, bat-

tery snow tires SLSm) 2.'>6-680!» leave msg

Honda Accord, must sell this week II.IOO

or Bf) call 25.3 .5693

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your
ta.ste call Chris 2.'^rf;-*iK4.''. PERSONALS

..... THl; g,(; CHILL
THK bk; chill

•*• this Friday, .March 7
" in Engineering Kast Aud. •*•••
• at fi. 8, in. 12 PM $2.00 ••••

72 Ford Mustang w'o engine body in ex
cellent sharie no rsut new exhaust, suspen-
sion & brakes BO call .'•.49-6633

80 Citation (Chevy) excellent condn, 4

door H/B, air conditioner, FM/AM, new all

sea.son tires, muffler, brakes, $1800 or

BO. available Mar. 20, .'S49-008,3

1981 Ford F^scort GLX wagon good con
dition. runs well $2200 54t>-'7or

"CASH"

Paving cash for your baseball cards
Please call Mike .546-610.5

CHRISTOPHER

Here is the personal you've been waiting
for. I'm glad that we've seen more of eacli

other this semester We'll have to do rac

quetball and Hunan when exams are over.

Hogs and Quiches .lulie

Rark-A-Disc Entertainment Disc
jockeys, liifht shows, large screen video
shows, call .')49-7144 24 hrs

FOR RENT

I room at Townehonse apts for female
for fall .>49 ««28

Amherst rooms available immediately
also summer sublet/fall option rooms Roy
2,56-0228, eves .549-6746

One bedroom Cliffside Apt $3.50 plea.se

call Kenny .545-2234 or 665-7106

FOR 8AL^~

Dynastar Skiis with bindings and boots in

great condition $175.00 call Peter
256-1203

(lUitar Electra electric six-string excellent

condition 200 with hardshell case contact
Andrew 6-6489

35 watt Technics Receiver, two 75 watt
Altec speakers 1.50.00 2.53-9612 tieautiful

sheepskin coat purcha.sed in New Zealand
for man or woman men's size 38 new
$IOO.nn 2.5.3-9612

AmplPeavy Artist 120 watts $2.50 6-5234
great condition, great distortion

3 round trip tickets to Florida for sale

price negotiable call 549-4462

Soft Contact Lenses. Most daily wear
lenses. $18.00 to $25.00. Most extended
wear lenses, $35.00 to $45.00. Lowest
prices on (7L .solutions, anywher*' Flex
care $1 98. heat units, $12.95. Amherst
Optical .Shopi)e, Inc . 195 No Plea-sant St.

(413) 2.53 .5412 or (413) 2.56 6403

Fender Amp., good cond.. going cheap,
call .584 517.'5

BANDS WANTED - SWAG is looking for
bands interested in playing the Southwest
pyramids during .Southwest Week (.\pr

2^th Maj 4th) .Applications available in

the SWACi office in Hampden Application
deadline April 1st 5 0960

SErTlOR PORTRAltS have tieen 7xtend~
ed, March 3 through March 7. To schedule
an apimintment. call 545-2874 or stop by
178(T

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

summer 86 counselors .ay 27 .Tuly 27
needed are bright, enthusiastic, articulate
Soph and ,Jnrs. Salary $1120 plus rmim
and Ixiard on canipu.s Applicatiims in 101
Berk.shire House.

Summer Jobs in Alaska Good money.
Many oppt)rtunities' Employer listings,

1986 Summer Employment iluide. $5 95
Alasco, Box 30752. Seattle, WA 98103

Entry Level Marketing Positions Avail
in local multi mill dollar firm. Full-time,
part-time, and student shifts Paid train
ing, wages from $4 to $12. also bonus and
sales comm .Matt .584 3.596

Activist Summer Jobs for environmental
activists. Fight the .New Right and cor
porate injustice. Make money', make
friends, and make a difference. We'll train
you now for a full time position this sum-
mer Call Clean Water Action Project
549-74.50

Camp Loyaltown. AHRC. 189 Wheatley
Roafi. Bniokville. NY 11545A residental,

recreational camp for mentally retarded in

Hunter, NV, is accepting applications for
sumemr employment Write or call (516|
626-1000

Cleaning person Sat. Sun. Mon. days 6$
per/hour call 253-9202

"~~~
INSTRUCTION

Private Guitar Lessons Experienced and
patient teacher. Rock/Pop/Folk/BLues
Reading Improv Theory Comp $12/hr
Doug 549-4786

Stage Comiiat Workshop - ideal for the
actor & non actor alike Basic hand-to-

hand & beginning sword-play, ("all for in-

formation .549-2808

Suntan at I'tnpia .Spas. Limited numlier
of meml>erships available. Sign up now. It

will change your whole outlmik

'Thank vopu Ally you are definitely not
one of the Putzes. t..ove Fred

SERVICES

Typing, Tape Transcription.
(•unite Call anytime 665 76.52

Fast, ac

Jessica. 1 received your letter, now what"
Kol,

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Denise Forbes for Student Trustee
-Finally ..someone who adviKates change
instead of pocketing it!

Are you tired of impersonal dorm life?

Alpha Chi Omega offers an exciting alter-

native, complete with a lieautiful, conlem
[lorary home, great meals, life-long friend
ships, and a sujier social life 3'4 Italian

Feast 5:00, 3/5 AXO Bar B Q. 5:00, and
Dessert with Alpha Chi and Bill Cosby, 3/6

at 7:30. For more info call Tracy .545-2152
or 549-6885

REWARD - For return of red and black
down ski jacket lost at fraternity party
3/1. Price negotiable No questions asked
.5490097

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on-
rampus, dependable, low rates, experienc
I'd. Nancy .584 7924

R.A. INFORMATION SESSIONS"'

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $5 (H» per hour
f"rm<T graiier. consultant .Alex 256 12.39

Tired of the D.C? There is an alternative.
Trade in your DC. 19 meal plan for But
terfield .Meal Plan. For more inf(f contact
Paul, Bill or Elizabeth in the Butterfield
Kitchen Office

Light Moving with Toyota Truck call

.5492649

TRAVEL

Matkins - have you run away from any
waitresses lately?

Tonight and every night this week there
will lie R.A. Information Sessions around
Campus Tonight's will lie in Pierpont
Ijounge in Southwest at 7:,30; Sylvan
Cultural S(x'iety in Ca-shin at 8:(M),

Webster Mam Lounge in Orchard Hill at

10:00. Watch for the one nearest you! You
must attend an information session in

order to apply.

REWARD $200

Spring Break - Florida bus and hotel trip
- for .sale $200 includes evervthmir
665 4187 •

^

Round trip ticket lo^acksonville Fla
available 14 March to 24 March Eastern
Airlines Bargain at $2.50 1)0 Plea-se call
I^ura .549 ,5998

SPRING BREAK S. Florida riders i^^-
ed $ negotiable for mfo call 546-4037

WANTED

LOST

(Jold braid bracelet Very important. .Sen-

timental value. Reward! Call Neil

Here's your chance to feel good - body
and soul. Boyscout Camp clean up. We
need your help! Free ride' Free lunt'n! For
ride or info call Michael 545-2068 or
546-6008 (leave message)

Katie Happv 21st Birthday Are you a
H -Iwg? Will Lauderdale Ix- the same'.'

Love your little sisters Amy & Steph!

David Stevens Thanks for everything.
(hkkI luck with a certain l)ell shaped oh
ject. 1 love you! Megan

Looking to take over lease of
bedroom house, Brandvwine Apt
Townehouse call 546 980.5" or 546 980:

a 4

or
i02

Dynamic Entrepreneurs needed to help
introduce new markvting iiroitram
.586 8091

K I K n

RIDE WANTED

.549-77,53 or .549-7527

HAPPY B-DAY HEGS I hof* your day is

lots of fun Love va! Me *

Ride needed to New Jersey or NYC Fri
day March 7 expen.ses shared Kathy
.546 81.37

Desperate for a ride to and from Chicago
over Spring Break'" Call .Icff 549-2808

Subjects needed -- StudenUs who lost a
parent will you and your family help a
L?Mass grad student in a research study
about how families adjust to the death of a
iiarent' 1 will travel if your family doesn't
live here 1'lea.s*' call Claudia collect
203 ,56;i-9577 after 9 nm. or sign up in the
ex[>enment b<Mith, 4tfi flfxir Tobin Hall

Wanted 2 Dead tix for April 4 at Hlfd cail
mark 6 8710

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK '86

Rooms still available at IVnmd's I'laza

Hotel in Daytona Bea<'h for $20 0(1 (kt

IH-rson, per night, (luail (K-cupancy. The ac

lion IS at IViinwrs riaza Hotel this Spring
Break! t;all 1 800-53 Beach for reserva

tiuns

ENTERTAINMENT

One round trip flight ticket to Los
Angeles $2.50.00 call 6 7656

"Tennis Racket Dunlop Black Max
gr!i|ihile gc««l condition 85$ or BO call

r)!ive at 546-6.504

Bracelet silVer-tone, 1
" wide with engrav

ed flower design $ reward $ very imjKir

lant to me! 6-7106

Reward $$ gofd rope bracelet lost Fri

night sentimental value if found call

546-8001

Happy 21st Birthday Brian!! You don't
have THAT much catching-up to do! Love
va! Ellie

Looking to buy/rent scuba gear. Ma.sk
fins fi sni>rkel .Jeff 2.53-2825

ROOMJMATE WANTED

Beth Richkin
love ya • your big sis

Happy 19th Birthday!!
'is. Eve

FOUND

A man's large gray and black Jacket was
found in the vicinity of the Amherst Post

Office on Saturday night. Ti^ claim jacket

call Jim at 546 .5847

The Cheap Jock cool party snumis at an
affordable (irice Call 546-W6!

HELP WANTED

New .Students Program - final call for

Jackets and key at Theta Chi 2/1 reward.
no questions 54(i-H669

Rose rimmed eye glasses in beige ca.se on
2-26 or 2-27 plea.'* call t!arrie 549-4.597

M{)|)|^ri,frw.\NfED

Both male & female models needed for

Spring Fashion Show if in^resled iileasc

attend meeting at Rm 165, {'V March •'•
,il

7:fMt. If you can't make meeting contact

Karl 546-5984

Rachel your all grown up now! Congrats
op the new car its ;(> cute' Lots of^luck
anil love Cara Vic

To .Mercedes B.! That wonderful little

blond in BCI" For all the fun times, this is

for you' .lohn S.

fn Michelle ('.! The woman w^lTTi if^Tr
M.ir' Ivir' Ponte a I'omer! No s«>a tan
[latK-llTH'

Joan - Happv 22! The horrificalion con
tiniics - Har-^ies, .IBs. PPNT, We •; (In-

no tacos,') alright' I.ove .loanne

One male nonsmoking for 2 l)edr(X)m

townhoiKc apt for fall semester .lay

.-,46-9K(i'.l _
Room avail immed in Brit Manor $l70»

|M'r month heat & hot water inc call

anytime '2.56-0783 Tom^

Male housemates wanted to share house

111 Hyainiis .('ape ('"I for summer. Call

.Vlti 1200

Female to share room in Hrand.vwine im-

hiediatc o)>eiimg $115 ni., r:ill Susan

,5490486

<>ne room in .1 bedriMim Northampton

Apt 5 min walk to town, 1.50 plus call

.•.H4 7111

WANTED TO RENT

Brandywine/Townhouse lease for 86-87
Please call anytime except during "Uuin
cy" Ranily/546 7625 or .lohn .546 ,5,'t88

$100 reward to take over lease for 2
iHHlroom Brandy wine apt in May call Mark
6-8710 or Dave'6 .5078

Yo .Seniors! We are liKiking to take over a
Brariilywinc 1986 lea.se $2lMI cash for
your itivaluable aid 546 9810 .546 1451

WE NEED L.A.

Two round trip tickets to L.A. needed
call I'.-lc or Hoi. 6 80K;;
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SPORTS
Minutewomen open title chase
UM faces Penn State

in A'10 quarterfinal

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Somewhere, somehow the string of injuries and bad luck

that has plagued the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team since mid-season has to stop.

With tonight's Atlantic 10 conference quarterfinal game

against the 16th ranked Nittany Lions of Penn State

University at the University of West Virginia determin

ing the outcome of the Minutewomen's season, the string

will undoubtedly end.

"We're going into the game with a real positive outlook

believing that we truly can win this game," head coach

Barbara Stevens said.

For Stevens, her five graduatmg seniors, and the rest

of the team, the long, frustrating season that began with

so much promise has become a struggle against adversi

ty. So much so that the team was unable to suit up even

ten players for a practice late last week.

Still, Stevens is justifiably optimistic.

Tonight's game, regardless of the Minutewomen's 412
conference record and 1116 mark overall, is a chance for

UMass to begin again, putting behind the tough times

that have marked this season. With a victory, the

Minutewomen can advance to the semi-finals, sending a

PSU team that has beaten them twice this season (66-69

at home and 62 86 at PSU) home the earliest in recent

memory.
Despite the two losses. Stevens is confident that with

a combination of circumstance, a little luck and her team's

strongest performance to date, the Minutewomen can

knock off Penn State.

"Playing a nationally ranked team really doesn't bother

me because we've played them twice before and I would

say that we played three good halves out of four," Stevens

said. "If we can only maintain a motivational factor we'll

do well."

Pointing to her team's narrow 69-66 loss to the Lions

earlier this year in the Cage, Stevens said that UMass
feels that tonight's neutral court will be an advantage to

the Minutewomen saying that because Penn State won't

have the security of their home court, they will be more

susceptible to an upset.

"We're playing them at West Virginia, and that's a good

thing because Penn State is unbeatable at home. If you

play them anywhere else away from Penn State then its

a good thing, then you've got a chance to beat them,"

Stevens said.

Still, defeating the powerful Nittany Lions will take

more than just getting them away from their home floor.

Penn State, regarded along with Rutgers as one of the top

team's in the Northeast, finished with a 12-4 conference

record to go along with a 20 7 overall mark.

The team is led by All-American sophomore guard Suzie

McConnell averaging 13.1 points-per-game while dishing

out a league leading 10.2 assists-per-game along with

center Vicki Link, averaging 16.5 ppg. and 9.6 rebounds-

per game. The two carry the hulk of the offensive load for

the Nittany Lions, hitting opponents both from the inside

and outside. The two provide a formidable tandem to de-

fend against, but according to Stevens, McConnell is the

one to stop.

"When you talk about Penn State, you talk about

McConnell as being the catalyst for the whole team. If

vou shut her down, you've got a good chance of beating

"them."

Stevens said that in the two teams' initial meeting this

year at the Cage, the Minutewomen were able to effec-

tively shut down McConnell which shut down the PS run-

ning game before UMass fizzled in the final minute. She

said that the game was a good indication of what the

Minutewomen could do as long as UMass kept McCon-

nell from getting the two teams into a run and-gun affair.

"If we can slow her down and get them into a half-court

game then we've got a good chance to win. We did that

against them in the Cage but allowed the tempo to get

out of hand when we played them at Penn State."

As a coach, Stevens said she knows that a game can easi-

ly get out of hand when players get away from the game

plan so it will be important for her to hold a tight reign

on her team.

"If we're going to come out with a win, we're going to

have to play as disciplined a game as we've ever played.

I'm not worried though because we're capable of that,"

she said.

For UMass, the Minutewomen are coming off a 67-57

victory over George Washington last Thursday and a coin

hip victory against the Colonials again over the weekend

to get into the quarterfinals. If UMass expects to play PSU
tough, the Minutewomen will have to produce inside

where the team has been decimated by injuries, Stevens

is confident in her healthy players however, saying that

her team can rise above the injuries and do whatever it

has to in o'-der to win.

"The team has responded to the injuries and has found

its character," said the coach.

Coll«|pan photo by Paul Desmarals

Senior forward Juanita Mathews (right) and the University of Massachusetts women's basket-

ball team are in West Virginia tonight to face Penn State in the quarterfinals of the Atlantic 10

tournament.

UMass basketball notebook

Gerlufsen to return; Fennellgone ?
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of

Massachusets men's
basketball coach Ron
Gcrlufsen will be back
with the Minutemen for

another season, despite

rumors to the contrary.

"I haven't signed
anything yet, but there's

an agreement. I'll be back
for next season," said

Grerlufsen. "I know there

was some talk, but it

wasn't true."

Gerlufsen took over for

Tom McLaughlin after the

1982-83 season and ha«

been 34-51 since. The
29-year-old coach's team
was picked last by many
preseason publications,

but UMass finished

seventh despite starting

three freshmen and a

sophomore.
Gerlufsen, a former

assistant under
McLaughlin, said he is

pointing toward a winning
season for the Minutemen
next year. If he ac-

complishes that, it would
be the first one for UMass
since 1977-78.

Details on the one-year

contract was not released,

but it is widely-known that

UMass is one of the low^r-

paying positions in Divi-

sion 1 of the NCAA.

n

Freshman forward Joe

Fennell, who missed the

last seven games of the

season due to a

disciplinary suspension

imposed by Gerlufsen, may
be transfering to the

University of Hartford ac-

cording to sources close to

the team.
Fennell, a 6-6 foward

from Brooklyn, played in

19 games and averaged 6.5

points and 4.1 rebounds.

He started in six games
with a high of 14 points

against Hartford. He had

ten points and 11 rebounds
against Michigan State.

Gerlufsen, who said he
knew of no transfer plans,

said on Tuesday that Fen-
nell will "closely
monitored" for the re-

mainder of this semester
and his efforts both in the
classroom and as a
member of the university

population would deter-

mine his status.

Matt Ryan, a sophomore
swingman, and Ben Jones,
a junior foward, have
already transfered from
UMass this season. They
are headed to C.W. Post
and Tennessee State
respectively.
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A view to a meal

CollefTian photo by Brian (^uarnottM

Students indulge in their daily dinner ritual last weekend in Worcester Dining Commons,
while twilight settles in over campus.

Rights march draws 100,000

Reproductive freedom defended

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON-Singing, chanting and waving banners

in support of reproductive rights, about 100,000 people

yesterday walked for two miles through the nation's capital

on a "March for Women's Lives."

"The silent m^ority will be silent no more. Our message

is simple, you cannot play with women's lives. Women
must have the advantages of 20th and 21st-century

.science," Eleanor* Smeal, the president of the National

Organization for Women, said at a rally on the Capitol

building lawn at the end of the march.

Under blue skies and warm temperatures, women and

men from as far away as Florida, Maine and Ohio, from

more than 300 political organizations and more than 200

colleges, marched for legal abortion and birth control.

They carried sign.s showing why they supported abor-

tion rights: ""My mom had an illegal abortion. I don't miss

the baby, I miss my mom;" "I am more than a baby

machine;" "A woman's body is not the property of the

state;" "The right to life is a lie, they don't care about

women's lives."

Marchers from the Amherst area displayed a banner

reading: "UMass women support reproductive rights.''

They chanted, "The women united will never be defeated."

and, "What do we want? Free choice. When do we want

it? Now." They sang songs such as, "I Am a Woman" and

"We Are on the Move."

Jane Jones, a University of Massachusetts anthropology

major, said she was "amazed" at the turnout. "It is another

indication that (President) Reagan is not acting in the in-

terest of the mayority of women." she said.

Julie Meyers, a UMass women's studies graduate, said

there was not enough emphasis on fighting sterilization

abuse forces upon poor and Third World women. "I feel

that abortion rights and an end to sterilization abuse must

go hand in hand," she said.

Many religious leaders and activi.sts addressed the two-

hour rally, as well as singers Kristen I^ems and Holly Near.

continued on page 2
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Censure of
Darling urged
Convicted ofanti-PIRG antics
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

A student judiciary last week found a member of the

Undergraduate Student Senate guilty of violating elec-

tion bylaws in December.

Brian Darling, a senator from the Southwest Area

Government and a member of Students for Participatory

Democracy, was found guilty by a senate tribunal for

violating Student Government Association bylaws. Darl-

ing termed the decision "a joke."

In the bylaws under the section dealing with "any SGA
member who is actively seeking elected office within the

SGA," Darling was found in violation of interfering with

the orderly conduct of an election.

According to Student Attorney General Scot McCracken.

on Dec 10, Darling was seen in the Hampden Dining Com
mons removing table tents which had been placed there

before an upcoming referendum by the Ma.ssachusetts

Public Interest Research Group
Darling's group. Students for Pfeirticipatory Democracy,

opposed the funding process for MassPIRG in the

referendum.

McCracken said that when Darling was approached by

a security guard. Darling claimed he was a member of

MassPIRG. He then refused to show identification.

McCracken said.

"I ordered an injunction against the December election

because who was to know what else he had taken down."

McCracken said. Tlie referendum was postponed until Feb

12 and 13.

Before the February election. Darling was cited for

tampering with MassPIRG campaign posters. The

tribunal did not make a finding in connection with those

charges when the charges were dropped on "a technicali

ty, " McCracken said. "I am re submitting my request for

judicial action." he said yesterday.

Darling said he did not break any election rules because

the SGA election bylaws do not apply to referendum ques

tions. "The whole student judiciary is a joke. They have

no power. They make up the rules as they go along," he

said.

The board decided to motion the senate to vote on

whether to censure Darling. "We asked the tribunal to find

sufficient guilt to present to the senate for them to decide.

We felt it wasn't fair to Brian for the three judges to decide

rather than his peers," McCracken said.

If the senate votes to censure Darling, he could lose his

right to vote on the senate fioor

Darling said he filed a pretrial motion to have the

charges dismissed because the subpoena filed by

McCracken was incomplete and contained vague

references to the charges.

"It (the subpoena) doesn't say what I did wrong. All it

says it that I was there. There is no date, and my na ne

and address isn't filled out," Darling said.

Reis wins appeal
but continues suit
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

After a six-month wait, a University of Mas.sachusetts

student received notification Thursday from the provost's

office that because she has dyslexia, a language learn-

ing disorder, she will be allowed to substitute history,

literature or linguistics courses for the foreign language
requirement.

But the student, Carole Reis, said she plans to continue

to pre.ss a class action lawsuit—filed at JUS District Court

in Springfield against the University—to ensure that the

language requirement does not discriminate against

students with learning disorders and also to make the

process for applying for a language waiver fair and
efficient.

"I'm really ecstatic that it (the waiver) happened, but

it doesn't change what they did. What they did was
wrong. I really didn't think I was going to graduate on

time," Reis said in an interview Friday.

Reis had appealed a deci-sion by the Learning

continued on paf^e 5
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Remains of

shuttle crew
discovered
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (APV-Searchers have found

remains of Challenger's astronauts in the debris of the

shuttle's crew compau-tment 100 feet down on the floor of

the Atlantic Ocean, NASA announced yesterday.

"Family members of Challenger's crew have been in-

formed," a statement said. "In deference to family wishes,

NASA will not make further comments until recovery

operations and identifications are complete."

Mark Weinberg, a spokesman for the presidential com-

mission investigating the shuttle explosion, said he could

not comment on the significance of the find to the com-

mission's probe.

"I would not want to characterize its importance. That's

to be determined. Clearly all pieces of evidence are im

portant." he said.

A search ship using sonar about 25 miles northeast of

Cape Canaveral made a possible identification of the com-

partment late Friday and divers Saturday positively iden-

tified compartment debris and crew remains, the NASA
statement said.

Recovering the compartment wreckage and remains
could take several days, depending on the weather and sea

conditions, NASA said.

Seven crew members died when Challenger exploded 73
seconds after liftoff Jan.28.

Among those killed was Christa McAuliffe, a New Hamp-
shire schoolteacher who was flying as NASA's first citizen

in space.

The others were commander Richard Scobee, pilot

Michael Smith, Ellison Onizuka, Judith Resnik. Ronald
McNair and Gregory Jarvis.

NASA said that when the remains are recovered they

will be taken to a hospital at Patrick Air Force Base, about

25 miles south of Cape Canaveral.

"Assistance in positive identification of crew will be pro-

vided by Armed Forces Institute of Pathology personnel,"

the statement said.

"Local security measures are being taken to assure that

recovery operations can take place in a safe and orderly

manner." it said.

NASA spokesman Hugh Harris said he could provide

no additional information on the condition of the crew or

the remains.

Challenger's Crew
Compartment Found

Launch Pad

Kennedy
Space Center

ATLANTIC
OCEAN

C'ollrgian photo by Maria Biill

Some of the 100,000 participants in the March for Women's Lives gather in the sunshine on

the lawn of the Capitol yesterday.

• March for Women's Lives^ continued from page 1
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Gwendolyn Calvert Baker, president of the Young
Woman's Christian Association of the US, told the crowd

policymakers are divided into two groups, "those who
care about you before you are born and after you die, and
those who care about you while you are alive."

Former New York Rep. Bella Abzug received en-

thusiastic applause when she said power should no longer

be used to deprive women of their freedom anywhere in

the world—especially in the United States, where "a
woman. ..is unable to give her child the nutrition she
needs because we have a voracious and vicious Pentagon
which insists on bloating its stomach while women and
children and families are starving and homeless."

Many marchers carried clothes hangers, symbolizing
the days of illegal self-induced and back-alley abortions,

with "Never again" signs attached, and hung them on
the gates of the White House as a message to Reagan.
Tbday, meirchers who stayed in Washington plan to lob-

by for passage of the Civil Rights Restoration Act, which
would unequivocally deny federal funding to any
organization with discriminatory practices. Women's
groups are fighting a proposed antiabortion amendment
to the law which they say is holding the bill up in

committee.

The march was sponsored by NOW, which will hold a

similar march in Los Angeles next weekend for its West
Coast chapters.

Stabbing victim remembered
MARLBORO ( AP)-An 18-year-old high school student

who died over the weekend after she was stabbed at least

23 times had signed a release form to donate her organs

so that others could live, her father said.

"She was a giver," said James F. Pelto of Marlboro, father

of Cathleen M. Pelto. "This is how she is, this is how she

would have been."

Pelto was a senior studying drafting at Assabet Valley

Regional Vocational High School and planned to attend

Worcester Industrial Tfechnical Institute in the fall, her
father said.

"She really dedicated herself to her field," he said, ad-

ding she hoped to be a mechanical engineer.

Enrolled in the cooperative program at Assabet, Pelto

worked at the Northboro plant at Raytheon Corp., where
"she was doing well," David Tobin, Assabet's
superintendent-director, told the Middlesex News of

Framingham.
"She was a very good student," Tbbin said, and was "very

highly respected by our faculty."

Pelto died early Saturday at University of Massachusetts

Medical Center in Worcester. She was taken to the hospital

Thursday night shortly after she struggled with a man
in her car outside a Hudson elementary school.

A school janitor told police he saw a brief struggle bet-

ween the young woman and the man, then she fell out of

the car to the sidewalk and the man fied. Police said there

was no blood in the car, leading them to speculate the stab-

bing took place elsewhere.

They said they believed that Pelto had stopped at a

Marlboro convenience store after visiting her boyfriend,

and there is speculation that her assailant entered her

car while she was in the store. Police said Sunday they

had no arrests.

Angry widow files lawsuit
against tobacco companies
CAMBRIDGE (AP)-The widow of a

Postal Service mail handler who smoked
two packs of cigarettes a day for 44 years
said she filed a $27 million damage suit

against three tobacco companies because
he died of lung cancer.

"I'm angry," Joanna Kotler, the mother
of four children, said about the death of her
husband, George, on his 55th birthday Jan
11 "I look around at people and I ask
myself, 'Why is he dead?'"

Attorney Eric Nissen told the Sunday
Boston Herald he filed the suit late Friday
in U.S. District Court in Boston against the
American Tbbacco Co., Phillip Morris and
Liggett and Myers, the three companies
whose brands of cigarettes Kotler had
smoked. Tliere was no immediate comment
from the companies.
Nissen said Mrs. Kotler contended smok-

ing was a substantial factor in her hus-
band's lung cancer. He said the suit seeks
damages for negligence, breach of warran-
ty, misrepresentation and reckless conduct.

The R.J. Reynolds company prevailed last

December in a California court in the one
cigarette liability suit that has gone to trial

nationwide.

A majority of the Superior Court jury said

that it was not convinced that the man had
died of smoking-related causes or that he

had been addicted to smoking.
After that verdict, a company spokesman

said "...our position is that smoking is a

question of individual responsibility and
clearly not addictive."

Kotler started smoking in 1942 at age 11,

Nissen said.

"At the time he started smoking, there

were already many studies done which
showed smoking had dangers," he said.

"The companies failed to warn about the

risks and of the possibility of addiction. We
expect to produce evidence showing that

this was negligent."

It was not until 1966 that tobacco com-
panies were required to place warning
labels on cigarettes.

Ma., NH low jobless rates
leave governors at odds

L

BOSTON (AP)-Massachusetts and New
Hampshire enjoyed the lowest jobless

rates in the nation last year, but their

leaders can't seem to agree on what has

produced the shared good fortune.

"The fact is that this state is providing

jobs not just for its own people, but for 8

percent (rf the New Hampshire workforce,"

said Massachusetts Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis, a Democrat.

"If these jobs were filled by

Massachusetts people, we would have an

unemployment rate of 2 percent and
theirs would be 5 percent."

Gov. John Sununu of New Hampshire,

a Republican, doesn't see it that way at

all. He says Massachusetts' success comes
from copying New Hampshire's attitude

toward business.

"I think they've started talking about

the same kind of things we do, that it's im-

portant to have a climate that makes
business feel comfortable," he told the

Boston Sunday Globe. "Once you stop

chasing your companies out, then their in-

ternal growth will work well."

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics an-

nounced last week that the two neighbor-

ing states shared the lowest unemploy-
ment rates in the nation in 1985, 3.9

percent.

While the line between New Hampshire
and Massachusetts is nothing more than
a few dashes on a map, it separates two

very distinct states of mind.

New Hampshire wears its motto "Live

Free or Die." The slogan represents the

historical mistrust of government among
residents of the Granite State.

In New Hampshire, there is no sales tax,

no income tax, no bottle deposit law and

no mandatory seat belt law. The seat belt

provision was rejected by a 3-1 margin last

week.

Massachusetts has a 5 percent sales tax,

an income tax, a 3-year-old bottle law and

a mandatory seat belt law that went into

effect Jan. 1.

Speaker warns
of college strife
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staft"

If one enters college at the wrong stage, the college en-

vironment can cast a person's life into disorder, according

to a Harvard University developmental psychologist who
lectured Friday on developmental problems of college

students.

Speaking to about 100 people in the Marks Meadow
Elementary School, Robert Kegan, author of The Emerg-

ing Self, said people grow through stages that determine

how they perceive things and respond to them.

From the age of two to five, "A child is not looking at

their perceptions, but through their perceptions. The child

is living in a fundamentally different reality than adults,"

he said.

At age five to seven, "the child says, Instead of being

made of my perceptions, I have my perceptions.' " Kegan

said. He said children at this stage are not ready for col-

lege life because, "they're not able to coordinate one point

of view with another."

Adolescents are generally capable of this, and "the col-

lege environment is built on the assumption that you've

reached (the adolescent) stage and that you're ready to

move beyond it," he said.

Kegan told stories of two college students:

• Betsy was 19 when, diagnosed as pregnant, she sought

and received consolation and guidance form her boyfriend

and her father. But in a Boston abortion clinic, Betsy learn

ed the diagnosis was wrong.

Kegan read from Betsy's account: "At 19, I was in love

with a man who could not yet take care of me (her

boyfriend) and in love with another who could ther
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Harvard psychologist Robert Kegan

father)....! wanted to be anything but what I was. All I

could do was wait."

• Eric, a first year student, complained of depression and

apathy. During a week at home, his parents told him that

it would be all right with them if Eric's grades were low.

They also said Eric could drop out and come home. Eric

was "deflated."

"Because Eric had tied his expectations for college with

those of his parents, Eric felt lowered when his parents

lowered their expectations," Kegan said.

Kegan said Eric's parents had made him face his own

decisions, and that eventually Eric became less attached

to his parents.
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UMass' Dick Berquist (above)

and Amherst's Bill Thurston:
baseball's been very, very good to

them.

Their life is

baseball, near
and far
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Correspondent

The baseball coaches of the University

of Massachusetts and Amherst College

are coaching their way from local baseball

diamonds to fields far away.

UMass baseball coach Richard Berg-

quist has been working with the United

States national college team since 1975.

He is currently on the team's interna-

tional committee which selects coaches

and decides where teams play.

The coach down the road, Bill Thurston,

in charge of baseball at Amherst College,

has been selected by the US State Depart-

ment to be pitching coach of the US Olym
pic team.

Thurston, a former Detroit Tiger, has

coached around the globe. Last year he

guided the Australian national team; he

previously worked with teams in Canada
and Holland.

In 1984 Bergquist helped organize the

exhibition baseball games at the Los

Angeles Olympics. Bergquist said the

tournament in Dodger Stadium, which

averaged 48,000 spectators a game, "was

a huge success. It was very rewarding for

me because I've spent a lifetime in

baseball."

Bergquist said he hopes that by 1992

baseball will be an official Olympic sport.

There is still a possibility, he added, that

it will be played officially in Seoul in 1988;

the International Olympic Organizing

Committee will vote this summer.
"We're helping the rest of the world

catch up to us in baseball," Bergquist said.

He said he believes the possibility of mak-
ing the sport officially Olympic has caus-

ed countries like the Soviet Union and

China to become interested in it.

Thurston said an exhibition game on

Soviet ground between the US team and

the Cuban national team, the current

world champion, is being negotiated.

When this game is played in July, the Rus-

sians will have to set up a baseball field

because currently there are none in the

USSR.

Thurston, who grew up in Maine, began
playing baseball in the sixth grade. He
was a pitcher for the University of

Michigan baseball team, played with the

Detroit Tigers for three years and then

coached high school for two years. He has

been coaching Amherst, a Division III

team, for 21 years.

Bergquist graduated from UMass in

1957. After being away for two years while

he earned a degree in public school

teaching, he returned to UMass, where he

has coached for 27 years.

FYI:
The Spring 1986 Final

Examination Schedule
will be available beginning

Wednesday. Copies will be

delivered to students in the

residence halls, and will be

distributed to off-campus

students only 10 a.m. to 4

p.m. Wednesday in the first

floor lobby of Whitmore.

A psychology collo-

quium titled "Why Don't

We Think About the Un-
thinkable? Denial,

Cognitive Thinking, and
Nuclear Threats," will be

held at 3:45 p.m. today, in

room 304 of Tbbin Hall,

with Daniel (joleman of

the New York Times.

Nutrition key is

moderation
Second in a series of occasional health-related articles.

By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

When students have busy, stressful schedules, good diet

is one of the casualties—which in turn leads to more stress

and exhaustion.

Dieticians at the University of Massachusetts Health

Services emphasize the imp)ortance of eating well, exer-

cising and avoiding "crash diets" or other extreme weight-

loss measures.

"Moderation" is the key to good nutrition, according to

Arlene Thomson, a registered dietician at Health Services.

"In general, students on this campus have too high of

an intake of alcohol, sugar and fat," she said.

Most Americans eat about 30 times more salt than they

need and about 118 pounds of sugar per year, which is a

cup of sugar per day per person, Thomson said. They also

eat two to three times the necessary amount of protein.

Robin Levine, also a Health Services dietician, said

students should eat at least 1,200 calories per day, but that

the average woman at UMass consumes about 1,600

calories per day and the average man about 2,500.

Levine, who counsels students on nutrition, said about

800 persons per year come for advice.

Most seek counseling for weight control problems,

general nutritional information, eating disorders and pro-

blems associated with diabetes, she said.

Levine said most people have been taught the four "basic

food groups"of milk, meat, fruits and vegetables and

grain, but that this system is no longer enough. Th«- pro-

blem with these food groups is that they do not account

for the fat, sugar or sodium content of food, she said.

"The most important thing is to get your basic calories

from good food," Levine said, adding that this means get-

ting the most nutrients possible out of the calories con-

sumed. For example, whole milk only adds fat, which takes

up the space for nutrients and essentially adds empty
calories, she said.

Thomson said fats, not carbohydrates, should be

eliminated. Refined sugars—honey, syrup, molasses—and

salts should be foregone in favor of foods containing fiber

and starches.

She cautioned against "ridiculous" fad diets because

they cannot be followed for a long period of time.

During crash dieting, Thomson said, the body loses fat,

but also begins to lose muscle as it is broken down to

replace lost energy. A lack of carbohydrates creates

physiological cravings in the body and old eating habits

return. At this point the person usually gains back all the

weight he or she might have lost.

Thomson advocates regular aerobic exerci.se about three

times a week to lower weight, decrease cholesterol, in-

crease bone density and relieve tension.

Test ban rally draws 50

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Despite freezing

temperatures Friday, about

50 people attended a rally at

the Student Union Building

steps calling for an end to

nuclear weapons testing.

A Hampshire College

physics professor and three

members of the University

Peacemakers spoke at the

rally which was being held

to gain awareness and sup-

port for a Comprehensive
Ttst Ban.

"The Comprehensive Tfest

Ban treaty is an end to the

explosive testing of nuclear

weapons," said Alex Guest,

a member of the
Peacemakers. "It will not

stop the building of the

bombs, it will stop the ex-

ploding."

Delivery systems, conven-

tional weapons and lasers

will still be allowed to be
tested according to the trea-

ty, he said.

The Soviet Union discon

tinued testing of nuclear

weapons Aug. 6, and asked

the United States to sign

the treaty by Jan. 31. When
the US did not, the Soviet

Union moved the date to

March 31. Allan Krass, a

physics professor and a

member of the Union of

Concerned Scientists, said

the rally was aimed at per-

suading the Reagan ad-

ministration to agree.

Kra.ss said seismographs,

which measure earthquake

waves but can also detect

nuclear explosions, could be

used to verify a test ban.

"It is not possible for the

Soviets to cheat without be-

ing undetected; they offered

to have up to 20
seismograph monitors put

on Soviet territory," Krass

said.

In 1963 the US, USSR and
Great Britain signed a trea-

ty which discontinued
underwater and at-

mospheric testing of nuclear

weapons, permitting only

underground explosions.

"The United States has at

least 200 more missiles tham

the Soviet Union," Krass

said.

Rallies supporting a test

ban were held Friday on at

at least 30 college campu.ses,

including Yale, Dartmouth,
Harvard, the University of

Tfexas and the University of

North Carolina, said Jon
Spaulding of the Radical

Student Union.

Photo by Nick Sokolofr

Hampshire College Professor Allan Krass Fri-

day addresses an anti-nuclear weapons testing
rally.
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Theater strives against

negative female images
By DANA GROSSBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

R)pular media images of "bitches, virgins

and baby dolls" mark the necessity for a

local women's theater group, according to

the founder and spokeswoman of the group.

"Theater, Too" aims to portray women
without the stereotypes that society is ac-

customed to, Sarah Dreher says. The group

is the offshoot of Amherst Women's Com-
munity Theatre, which has existed in the

area for about nine years.

"A serious rift developed between those

board members who wanted to expand our

audience ... and those who were concerned

over the political compromises," Dreher

said.

"It was too painful for me to see a group

I fought for ten years to be feminist,

deteriorate into just another theater

group," she said.

Dreher and fellow director Lis Brook

formed the new group about a year ago, and

the old group fell apart.

Funding for the group comes from ticket

sales, bake sales and dances. "We're in bad

shape ffor funding)," Dreher said, but the

group received an Amherst Arts Council

grant for its recent production of "8 X 10

Glossy." The grant was unusual, she said,

since "there isn't much grant money
around for feminist artists.

"I don't know how much consciousness

we've raised," Dreher said. "It's a hard

thing to measure." The group's main goal,

she said, is "providing aid and comfort to

our audience.

"What we in Theater, Tbo are trying to

do is give a voice to the feminist-lesbian

community by performing material that

speaks our lives."

The earlier edition of the theater group

had a regular following of about 500 peo-

ple, mostly women, Dreher said. She said

Theater, Tbo has about the same number
of patrons.

"I see a lot of the same faces," she said.

Rehearsals for the groups next produc-

tion, "Ruby Christmas," are held in

members' living rooms because it is "hard

to get free or cheap space " locally, Dreher

said. The play will be performed April 2 to

5 at East Street Studio in Hadley.

A private psychologist, author and awau-d

winning playwright, Dreher does most of

the writing for the group herself. This does

not exclude other people from submitting

scripts for consideration. The only re-

quirements are that the characters be sole-

ly women and it be a feminist olav.
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Women's Forum

Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events related to women's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women's Issues Editor,

care of the Collegian by the Friday before

the event.

Tuesday—Violence against women,
focusing on date rape will be the topic of

the Women's Media Project, 6 to 7 p.m. on

WMUA, 91.1 FM. In studio guests will in

elude Christine King and Cathy Alexander

-The Graduate WAGES Program of

the Everywoman's Center will sponsor a

self-defense workshop for women 7 to

9 p.m. at Wilder Hall. Further information

is available from the center at 545-0883.

-i'Ready Or Not, Here We Come," a

workshop for parents and teachers on
kindergarte readiness will be held at 7

p.m. at the Jones Library, 43 Amity Street,

Amherst, the workshop will be run by

Marilyn Hoy-Youngblood of the Preschool

Enrichment Team, Holyoke.

Thursday—Nursat Aygen of the Third

World Women's Project in Washington
D.C., will speak on "Women's Struggles

in Turkey" at 8 p.m. in Seelye Hall at

Smith College. Aygen, of the Institute for

Policy Studies, has researched the produc-

tion and sale of torture equipment in the

Third World. The lecture is sponsored by

the Smith College Project on Women
and Social Change and the Advisory
Committee on the Study of Women.

MAXIMIZE
Your Midterm Performance

with a Subscription from the

Student Note & Printing Service

We offer lecture notes for. the following courses:

BIO 100B

SOT 100

BOT 101

COINS 250

COINS 320

COINS 677

COMSTU 121

COMSTU 290D

ECON 103A

ECON 103B

ECON 104A

ECON 104C

ECON 104D

ECON 303

FSN 130

GEOL 101

HIST 150

HRTA 100

MATH 120

PHYSICS 162

STATS 140

AND
MORE!
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|not«
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403 Student Union

Mon-Thur 9-5

Dri 9-4

545-2271

We're also your

one-stop center

for Xerox copies

and offset printing'

Voting Info
Sylvan, Northeast Residents:
Worcester Commons, 10:45 a.m. to

1:30 p.m.; 3:45 to 6 p.m.

Orchard Hill, Central Residents:
Franklin Commons, 11 a.m. to 1:45

p.m.; 4 to 6:15 p.m.

Southwest residents: Hampshire
Commons, 11:15 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4:15

to 6:30 p.m.

Berkshire Commons, 11:30 a.m. to

2:15 p.m.; 4:30 to 6:45 p.m.

Off-campus students (except
Greeks): Outside Hatch, noon to

5:30 p.m.

Fraternities and sororities:
Newman Center, 10 a.m. to 2:30

p.m.

ANYONE MAY VOTE AT:
Hampden Kosher D.C., 5 to 7 p.m.

New Africa House, 12:30 to 5:45

p.m.
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Flags fly at color guard meet
By YOAV SHORR
Collegian Correspondent

Colors flew amidst spinning rifles flags, and streamers

at the "Color in the Cage" tournament in Curry Hicks
Cage yesterday, featuring the Spitfire Color Guard of the

University of Massachusetts.

Color guards from Pennsylvania, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, Connecticut and New York competed before the Na-

tional Judges Association and an enthusiastic audience.

Included were college and high school groups, judged on

how they interpreted and expressed music through drill,

march, and dance.

"Are the judges ready?" asked the announcer. "Is the
color guard ready? You may take the floor for competition."

Guards moved from attention into many different

formations—from circles to straight lines, from curves to

clusters. Some made weaving patterns, and equipment
flew from person to person. Routines ranged from slow and

graceful to very fast-paced.

Two guards emerged victorious: in Class A, Spunk River

Jazz from Spencer came out on top; while Phoenix from
Waterbury, Conn., was the winner of the open class.

The Spitfire Color Guard concluded the program with

a quick-paced routine called "Swing into Spring." Begin-

ning with the song "You are My Sunshine," the drill's dif-

ferent sections, using different color flags, represented the

spring sun, April showers, young love, and the Easter holi-

day. The routine concluded with Barbra Streisand's recor-

ding, "Don't Rain on My Parade."

The 18-member Spitfire Color Guard, part of the

Minuteman Marching Band, has been training since Oc-

tober, and rehearses up to 10 hours a week. Its schedule

includes 11 competitions throughout New Hampshire,

Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania.

The group is "always trying to improve," working on the

same routine throughout the season, according to member
David Hautanen.

* ReiS lawsuit ^^ continued fmmpagel

Disabilities Hetu-ing Board, which ruled Jan. 23 that she

must complete the language requirement, with the help

of tutoring, by taking Spanish 230 and 240 in the fall and
by auditing Spanish 120 while she was on an internship

in Philadelphia this semester.

In her appeal to the board, Reis said her learning

disability is well documented through communications
skills testing and past educational records, and also that

the length of time it took the board to render a decision

was unreasonable. Reis planned her internship without
knowing what the board's decision would be.

In the letter Reis received Thursday, associate provost

Norman Aitken said she could pick two courses from a

list of 11 to fulfill the requirement. The list includes Latin

American history, linguistics and Spanish literature

courses.

SPRING BREAK
in

FT. LAUDERDALE
15th - 22nd

$135 only 15 seconds from strip

• Sea View Hotel
• Hartford departures available

• Pool
• Air Conditioning

• Kitchenette
• 8 days of sun and fun

• Guaranteed
Limited space left so ACT NOW

Call Tom 549-3910

But the letter from Aitken said her appeal was granted

because of the long time she waited, not because of her

disability.

"I believe that the University could have provided you
with a specialized plan for meeting the foreign language
requirement." Aitken wrote.

Yesterday, Aitken said that he is not an expert in learn-

ing disabilities and was only evaluating the University's

handling of Reis' case.

"The policy of the University is to try and work with

LD (learning disabled) students to try and set up a learn-

ing environment. My response in this situation was that

the University as an entity did not respond in a timely

fashion," he said.

Reis applied in September to the Language Disabilities

Hearing Board for a waiver of the language requirement
afler completing Spanish 1 10 and 120. She said that even
with special tutoring she was unable to retain any
knowledge she learned in the courses. Reis received a

grade of CD in both classes, and she said that was "only

because I practically lived in the professor's office."

She submitted a letter to the board outlining her situa-

tion on Oct. 28, and on Dec 6 suggested alternative courses

to replace Spanish 230 and 240, the final courses in the

requirement. The board denied her request on Jan. 23.
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plus MA State Tax
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Letters

Reactionary politics in the senate
At last Wednesday night's senate

meeting, there was a great display of uni-

ty between people of different color and

ethnic backgrounds. These students came

together to fight for a common goal against

the defunding of groups on campus which

they feel promote diversity.

As a student on this campus, I have mix-

ed feelings about what took place at this

present Wednesday's senate meeting. I

understand the concern on a budget that

completely eliminates the funding of cer-

tain student organizations on campus.

However. I am disturbed with the way this

student concern was manifested.

Over 100 people turned out to protest the

budget, but where were all these students

when senate elections took place in the fall?

Senate elections happen yearly, and ap-

pointments to certain senate committees,

such as the Budget Committee, are open to

all senators. Where will all these students

be next year when the 1987-88 SGA budget

comes up for approval?

We, as students on this campus who are

concerned about the continuance of certain

groups on campus and the future of our stu-

dent government body, can no longer take

a passive stance on these issues.

We fought for the Student Activity Trust

Fund after it was taken over by the ad-

ministration. We fought for the budget,

after groups had been denied funding.

The power to have input on the process

of decision-making on this campus is

available to students year round, not just

in reaction to a crisis. Student Government
elections take place once a year and senate

meetings are held weekly, and are open to

all students. Furthermore, the senate is not

only the decision-making body on campus.

Each residential area has an elected body,

as well as the commuter area. If nothing

else, students have the power to elect these

people to positions of power, and have a

resjwnsibility to find out who the best can-

didates are.

Reactionary politics are not the answer.

It is far more productive to be active all the

time, than to be reactive in the face of a

crisis.

Richele Sargent
Southwest

Embarrassed and not represented
Students here at the University of

Massachusetts are generally accustomed to

standing in line, waiting their turn, and

quieting down at the gentle request of the

professor of any 300-student class. If, in the

last case, that professor were required to

"control" that class of 300 instead of being

able to rely on their cooperation, a univer-

sity of this size would be impossible to

maintain. We are an adult student body

that obviously understands and accepts

that fact because the university DOES
function.

Senators in the SGA. being not only stu-

dent body members but also represen

tatives of the student body, should unders-

tand this as well. Senate meetings should

be run by the mutual conviction of the

senators and the speaker to following rules

of conduct and procedures that are both

written and implied. The fact that the stu-

dent body is being represented by these peo-

ple means that there are 25,000 possible

viewpoints to mention. It also means that

any disrespect between senators is

disrespect for students, and any lack of

cooperation between senators is a

misrepresentation of the ability of the stu-

dent body to function as a whole. I,

therefore, feel totally misrepresented and
embarrassed that those who claim to repre-

sent me would end a senate meeting with

chanting and insults and have the gaul to

suggest that it is because the speaker, one
man, is not capable of "controlling" an
adult, mature senate. I beg you all, in the

name of your university, to control

yourselves!

Carole M. Chuslo
Northampton
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Eliminating the cancer
Reagan's cancer is growing—and I don't

mean the polyps in his colon. The war he

is waging against the popularly elected

government of Nicaragua is escalating at

a pathological rate. It has already claimed

more than 12,000 innocent lives; lives that

are trying desperately to combat the

economic and social ruin of the U.S.-Somoza

dictatorship; lives that have attempted to

establish dialogue for peaceful existence

with the arms-wielding U.S; lives that have

democratically chosen a government which

is truly and actively working for the peo-

ple of Nicaragua. Yet Reagan, having no

acknowledgement or respect for sovereign

nations and people, continues to regard

every inch of the globe as a potential womb
for the fidgety phallus of Big Business. Con-

sequently, the price is blood.

The U.S corporate-government virus has

infected the peoples of Central and South

America for over 150 years. It has install-

ed, using violence and murder, right-wing

dictators such as Pinochet in Chile and the

Somoza's in Nicaragua. It has, with the

blood-stained hands of the CIA, overthrown

the democratically-elected governments of

Guatemala in 1954, Dominican Republic in

1965. Chile in 1973. and Grenada in 1983.

Tbday. Reagan continues this campaign of

"freedom and democrac>'" in his horren-

dous, immoral war against the people of

Nicaragua—imposing trade embargos, min-

ing Nicaraguan harbors, prohibiting travel

to Nicaragua for U.S. citizens, providing

military 'intelligence," arms, technology,

supervisors, mercenaries, etc. as the

backbone of the murderous counter-

revolution. Not only has the Reagan ad-

ministration Hid to the American people

about the situation and conditions of its un-

just intervention, but he has used par

ticular political maneuvers to craft a fie

titious political scene for Nicaragua. Let us

examine this slimy tactic more closely.

When the Sandinistas came to power in

1979. they repeatedly asked the United

States for recognition, aid, and peace. The

United States, under the Reagan ad-

ministration, outwardly refused. It desired

none of these; in fact, it desires only its ever-

developing intervention and control in the

Americas, which the insidious Monroe Doc-

Mark Caldeira

trine patriotically defends. Nicaragua,

Cuba, Grenada—all three are threats to the

U.S. ortly in that they function as examples

of successful resistence to U.S imperialism.

There is no Sandinista totalitarianism.

There is no real "communist threat." There

is no Soviet-Cuban conspiracy. Yet all three

facades are central to Reagan's interna-

tional agenda, as well as to his securing of

power at home.

If the Reagan administration was truly

concerned with a Soviet threat in Central

America, it would never be waging a war,

via contras, against Nicaragua. Such a war

would inevitably force the militarily-

inferior Sandinistas into the desperate posi-

tion of fighting a superpower and needing

assistance. When one "superpower" is

fighting against you, the only alternative

you have for survival is to seek the

assistance of another superpower—in this

case the Soviet Union. This is precisely

what is happening to Nicaragua under the

U.Si-contra war. The Reagan administration

is pushing a needy Nicaragua towards the

aiding hands of the Soviet Union. Reagan,

of course, is well aware of thi.s. In fact, this

is his strategy.

By continuing the contra war—which fre-

quents Sandinista contact with the Soviet

Union—Reagan successfully creates the il-

lusion of a Soviet-Sandinista alliance (read:

conspiracy). Reagan is able to capitalize at

home and abroad with this deviously

crafted political arrangement. Now, instead

of the Reagan administration receiving the

domestic and international condemnation

it deserves, the appearance once again is

that the Soviet Union is "on the prowl."

Scapegoat Diplomacy Reaganized.

Reagan is presently in the process of woo

ing Congress into accepting his proposed

$100 million in military and non-direct

military aid to the contras to accelerate his

bloody war against the Nicaraguan peopk.

He must be stopped. We must, as the peo

pie of America, eliminate this cancer before

it eliminates us all.

Mark Caldeira is a Collegian columnist.

The powers of jurors
Sometime in the future it's likely that

each of us will be called to serve on a jury.

The jury as an institution has played an im-

portant role in the development of our na-

tion. It serves as the bridge between our

judicial system and the members of our

society. In recent years, the power ofjurors

has been eroded. Unless we begin to take

a more active role in this process, the jury

may someday be eliminated.

The origin of the jury may be traced back

to feudal England. When the king's judges

held court in different areas, members of

the local population would be called to

assist in the decision-making process. The

jury would help the judge to make a deci-

sion that would be consistent with local

customs. It also served to help legitimize

the power of the king by showing good faith

in the judgment of the people.

Through time, the jury developed and was

brought to the New World by the English

who settled here. It was about this time in

history that the jury became an instrument

for protection from political oppression.

Pterhaps the greatest example of this is the

trial of John Pteter Zenger. He was charg-

ed with seditions libel for publishing

newspaper articles critical of the King's

governor. The evidence overwhelmingly

pointed to his guilt, but the jury chose to

nullify the law and find him innocent.

Cases such as Zenger's grew in numbers

in the colonies. As opposition to the King

grew, the King's repression increased.

Because jurors refused to convict people, the

King suspended the right of trial by jury.

David Valade
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This became one of the grievances listed in

the Declaration of Independence.

At the time of Zenger's trial, jurors

understood that they could question the

validity of the law under consideration. In

this capacity a jury is the only means that

an average citizen can check oppressive

tendencies in the law. Because jurors have

this power, they can prevent laws from be-

ing applied in a capricious manner.

The concept of jurors nullifying the law

has come under attack since colonial days.

In most states, judges will not allow jurors

to be told of this right. It is a right that is

fundamental to protecting our rights.

Without this type of review of the validity

of laws, our legal system vdll be ripe for use

to repress political dissent.

If you ever are called on for jury duty, the

judge will likely tell you that you must con-

vict the person on trial if certain facts are

present. This is not true You have a right

to determine the validity of the law as well

as the facts. The verdict you reach cannot

be questioned. The judge cannot overturn

a jury's finding when it is innocent. If you

believe that the law is wrong, stand up and

argue this. Our nation has a long tradition

of this and it is perhaps the greatest thing

you can do to help us remain free.

David Valade is a Collegian columnist.
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Will of the student body
By manipulating language and paying

selective attention to the facts, a writer can

invent support for any political position, no

matter how ludicrous or selfserving.

Daniel J. Coelho's letter of March 6 on the

suspension of 12 .students at Dartmouth is

a fine example of twisted rhetoric. It is in

struct ive to observe his technique.

Dartmouth suspended these students.

Coelho says, "for dismantling shanties

erected by other students who were pro-

testing apartheid. " Notice the neutral verb

"dismantling." It suggests a careful, almcst

thoughtful procedure, an impression he

tries to encourage by the information that

another shanty in which students were

sleeping was "unharmed. " Apparently, we

should commend the "dismantlers" for not

bringing the roof down on the sleepers'

heads. What if Coelho had mentioned that

these considerate wreckers were armed

with sledgehammers, ai^ in fact they were?

Certainly, that would h; k- hegun to give

us a different feeling ft r th« ir action-a

feeling that might have ^,tow u if we were

told that the "disma' iling" took place

under cover of night, merely hours after

300 other Dartmouth students marched to

protest the college's investmerts in South

Africa. Coelho does not tell us that.

"The students felt that the shanties, hav-

ing stood for three months, had achieved

their symbolic purpose..." Evidently, by

"the students." he means the 12 demolition

experts. See how deftly, though, he

manages to insinuate (without actually

saying) that this small group somehow

represented the will of the student body.

One would think that 300 would provide a

better cross-section than 12; but again, that

comparision, he does not choose to make
Ironically, one group on campus did agree

that the shantytown had made its point:

the very people who built it, the Dartmouth

Community for Divestment. DCD had

already decided to take down three of the

huts and move the fourth away from the

center of the green, at least for January,

while continuing to press the trustees to

act. The "unsightly shanties" would not

have remained to "spoil" the Winter Car-

Dennis Fischman

nival "testivities" in any case. Coelho does

not see fit to let us in on that little secret,

either; nor does he tell us-although we

may imagine-how the 12 self appointed

beautifiers of the green reacted when they

realized they had forfeited their student

standing for no real gain.

Speaking of the actors in this miniature

drama, Coelho remarks that 10 of the 12

were staff members of the .so called Dart-

mouth Review, which he characterizes as

"Dartmouth's only independent voice of dis-

sent." He neglects to mention that this dis-

sent has included virulent attacks in print

directed at women. Blacks, Jews, and gays

who dare to attend that elite campus. The

college administration has tried to remove

"Dartmouth" from the publication's title,

fearing to be held liable for the Reneiv's

libelous pages. The paper itself is wholly

funded by off campus, right wing sponsors.

Surely, unless he intended to deceive,

Coelho would have thought this informa-

tion, too, worthy of Collegian readers'

attention.

The most stunning misuse of language

occurs in the article's first sentence: "The

word here is lynching." I am appalled at the

callousness this sentence displays. In South

Africa, they know about lynchings. How
many hundreds have the police killed since

last year? How many raped and tortured?

It is impossible even to count those who
have died from hunger, malnutrition, or in-

adequate medical care In contrast, eight

Dartmouth reactionaries have to delay

their education for six months, while four

others have to wait until 1987 to reapply.

Lynching?
That Coelho can even mention academic

suspension and apartheid in the same

breath shows he understands nothing of

what the struggle for divestment is about,

neither at Dartmouth nor at UMass, He
has become a victim of his own rhetoric, but

I do not feel sorry for him.

Dennis Fischman is a UMass student.

Letters

Showing genuine concern, regard
A plea to the University community:

Granted that the sidewalks are in

disrepair, granted their illogical layout,

granted their misuse by wheeled vehicles,

and granted that high speed cyclists often

make them dangerous, nevertheless please

use them as much as possible, and in this

way save our poor campus from looking like

a sea of mud.
Granted that trash containers are few

and consist of unsightly oil-drums, never-

theless please do not discard your trash on

the ground, and in this way save our poor

campus from looking like the town dump.

The best way to show genuine concern for

the environment and regard for one

another consists of making the world we
live in pleasant and attractive.

Edward Harrison

Physics and Astronomy Department
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Man sought after church shooting; 3 wounded
LA PUENTE. Calif.

(APV-A man with a gun
stood up during church ser-

vices yesterday and opened

fire on the congregation,

wounding three people, two

critically, authorities said.

A 25-year-old man was be-

ing sought, said Deputy

Sam Jones, spokesman for

the Los Angeles County
Sheriffs Department.

The shooting occurred
about 11:50 a.m. at the
Church of Christ, about 20
miles east of downtown Los
Angeles.

Jones said the man ap-

parently was involved in a

domestic dispute with the

three victims, although his

relationship with the vic-

tims was unknown.
"He was seated inside the

church during services and
at some point stood up and
opened fire on the victims,"

Jones said. The man was

seated one or two rows in

front of his victims.

Jones identified the vic-

tims as Eugene Brown, 40;

his wife, Carol Brown, 37;

and Olina Potts, 45. All

three were taken to Queen
of the Valley Hospital in

West Covina.

Brown, who had been shot

in the head, was listed in

very critical condition, ac-

cording to nursing super-

visor Linda Brim. Mrs.

Brown was listed as critical

but stable condition, and
Potts was in satisfactory

condition, Ms. Brim said.
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It^ bettertoknowwhat they're
likebeforeyoumove in.

Living with someone for the first time can be an

"educational" experience.

And living with a long distance company isn't any

different. Because some companies may not give you

all the services you're used to getting from AT&T.

For instance, with some companies you have to

spend a certain amount before you qualify for their

special volume discounts. With some others, voice

quality may vary

But when you choose AT&T, there won't be any

surprises when you move in. You'll get the same high-

quality, trouble-free service you're used to.

With calls that sound as close as next door. And
discounts off our Day Rate on your state-to-state calls.

With savings of over 50% during weekends until 5pm
Sundays, or nights from 11pm to Sam, Sunday through

Friday And 40% discounts evenings between 5pm and

Upm, Sunday through Friday.

With AT&T, you'll continue to get services like im-

mediate credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.

And long distance operators to help you anytime there's

a problem on the line.

So when you're asked to choose a long distance com-
pany, choose AT&T. Because whether you're into Mozart
or metal, quality is the one thing everyone can agree

on. Call 1 800 222-0300 for more information or to

choose AT&T.

Reach out and touch someonef

'c)AT&T 1986

ATsT
The right choice,

Kaplan stays
withyou for

the long run.
After you take a Kaplan course, you re

not only better prepared to take on
marathon tests like the LSAT. GMAT,
GRE. NTE. CPA. SAT, among others, b-it

the study techniques you 11 learn will

help you through the rigors ofyour grad

school courses

That's why for nearly 60 years, over

1 million students have gotten in con-

dition with Stanley H Kaplan And for

those interested in breaking records, we
also offer SPEED READING

So call Kaplan You ve got a long race

ahead to the top ofyour career Every hit

of training and coaching counts

Churchmen rap apartheid banks
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Preparing Now
For GMAT, LSAT and GRE

get started early

and complete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

Tbp US Church leaders are asking 10 American banks
not to renew or reschedule the $13.6 billion in loans to

South Africa, arguing economic pressure could bring

"about an end to the apartheid system."

"We agree with church leaders in South Africa that the

rescheduling of South Africa's debt should be made con-

tingent upon the resignation of the present regime and
it's replacement by a government which represents all of

South Africa's {>eople." the church leaders said in

telegrams to the heads of the ten banks.

The telegrams was sent under the auspices of the recent-

ly formed Churches' Emergency Committee on Southern
Africa, an effort by Protestant and Orthodox church heads
to move the South Africa issue to the top of the religious

community's agenda.

The denominational leaders have made the money issue

one of their first priorities because an international con-

ference of lenders, set for Feb. 20 in London, will consider

a "rollover" of South Africa's debt.

"In response to the urgent pleas from our brothers andd
sisters in South Africa and after prayerful consideration,

we have concluded that economic pressure on South Africa

is the most important non-violent method of bringing and
end to the apartheid system," the religious groups said

in the telegrams.

In addition to the telegrams, the church leaders also said

they have sent delegations to see the chairmen of the

banks involved—Citicorp, Chase Manhattan. Irving

Republic Bankers Trust, Manufacturers Hanover, J.P.

Morgan, Bank America, North Carolina and Chemical.

The Churchs' Emergency Committee on Southern Africa

is convinced that the evil system of Apartheid must end
and believes that these negotiations provide a unique op-

portunity for US bank representatives to present the

strongest possible opposition to apartheid," the church

leaders said.

The church leaders said that while $13.6 billion had
been lent to r'-'"-'*" *5r.uth African hanks, those banks in

turn had given money to the South African segregationist

government, providing capital for "this economically

beleaguered government to oppress the population."

American banks are aware of this fact," the leaders

said."However the current crisis in the South African

economy has resulted in a moratorium on the repayment
of loans by the South African banking community and a

request that those loans be rescheduled or "rolled over."

-C. Ron Allen

Kareem on to other things

With his burnt-down house rebuilt, a hotel or two

reopened and his NBA career set for another year, Kareem
Abdul Jabbar has been taking care of other business. His

jazz label with Universal MCC Records doesn't have any

artists yet, but things are beginning to move.

"Right now, we're just trying to take care of the regular

nuts and bolts—offices, typewriter, tape machines, that

type of thing. It's going to be a while. Hopefully we'll sign

two acts before this year is out."

His father is a jazz musician, said Jabbar, so he has "liv-

ed with the music my whole life, I love it."

The jazz label was "a natural extension for me, because

I was involved in concert promotion for some time. I've

always have an eye for getting into the business some way.

This finally popped up and it was the right thing."

Annoucements
The precious Alpha Angels will be having a Tfea, on Tues-

day March 11, 1986 in the New Africa House Library

at 7 p.m. Interviews will be held after the Tea. Definite-

ly interested bring transcript.

Share the health GIVE BLOOD
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Red Cross
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Two-color
Reversible

T-Shirt
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CALLING ALL
LOUNGE LIZARDS:
ToCarbur's ''Cancun Giveaway
Drawing & Going Away Party"

Wednesday, March 12 at 7:30 p.m.

Someone's going to Cancun, Mexico for Spring Break...

If you're a lounge lizard, you'll be at Carbur's Wednesday
nigfit to find out who — and have a great time besides!

•Free garlic pizza

•Free Ril>-lt Room
dinners and other

prizes

•Live remote broad-

cast by WHMP/99.3

•Balloon-bursting

all night long

for discounts

up to $5.

• Preview of

Lounge Lizard

Part II

Don't miss this gala party

and drawing for the trip

Winner must be
present to win

Tnp arranged by
Pioneer Valley Travel

Northampton, MA

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
At the Elmwood Route 9 Hadley 586- 1978
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ARTS
The Golden Palominos rock S.U.B.
without the aid of the superstars
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

The Golden Palominos have come and proved themselves

to be good entertainment whatever their line up. Billed

as a superstar amalgamation, last Thursday's show was
performed without most of those same superstars, in-

cluding John Lydon, Michael Stipe, and Richard Thomp-
son. It didn't matter.

Over the strong back beat ofdrummer and organizer An-

ton Fier, the Paliminos were an exceptionally good bar

band the first half of the show and, after bassist Jack

Bruce joined them on stage for the second half of the show,

a rock band equal to playing anvwhere.

Colleinan photo by Rob Skrlton

Guitarist Peter Blegued takes his turn at the
mike as a member of The Golden Palominos.

In the first half of the show the Paliminos played most-

ly unreleased material, sung by singer Syd Straw, who has

a really great voice, and Peter Blegved, best known for his

work with the Art Bears: Chris Cutler, Fred Frith, and
Dagmar Krause. Straw opened with "(Kind of) True" and

then after one more song Blegved took the lead on vocals.

He sang a few songs about torrid break-ups (the man who
tore his face off) and a song called "Naked Shakespeare,"

as well as a great cover of the Moby Grape's "Omaha."
After about seven songs, Jack Bruce (Cream) came on

and played bass behind Straw, replacing Chris Stamey who
moved over to guitar (making three guitarists), as the band
played the Palominos most played song on WMUA, "Boy
(Go)," now sung by Straw instead of Stipe; and not at all

to the songs detriment. What a great rhythm section. Bet-

ween Bruce, who actually played the lead, on bass, and
Blegved, Stamey, and lead guitarist Jody Harris, plus the

Deep Purple organ of Bernie Worrel (Parlia-

ment Funkidelic, Talking Heads) pumping in the back

round, talking about driving sound. Fier has this system

of drumming which is very simple and yet very powerful;

he plays the beat straight on and strong.

Bruce led the band through "Clustering Train" and
about 10 other songs. The band played for about two hours

altogether The highlight of the show was another train

song (you have to respect a group that plays lots of train

songs), "Silver Bullet" which Bruce sang and played har-

monica on. Bruce who when he moans holds head up high

and looks up into his head, would sing a verse, then toot

on the harmonica, he was really something to watch. Back-

ed by Syd Straw they were a pretty unbeatable team.

For the last song the Palominos played "Deserted Cities

of the Heart," the old Cream song. The song summarized
in a nut shell what was right and wrong with the band.

When Bruce was singing they were great but as soon as

he was finished there would be a slight pause, because An-

ton Fier's heroes are Bonzo and Jim Gordon, not Ginger
Baker, so while his drumming is really tight he doesn't

play with enough noise to fill the vacuum. The other pro-

blem was that Jody Harris' lead guitar was so distorted

in the Student Union Ballroom that it just got lost and
you just couldn't here it most of the time.

But the Golden Palominos could really play as

demonstrated by their second encore, Led Zepplin's "Mis-

ty Mountain Hop" sung by Syd Straw almost better than
Mr. Plant himself. The band went out with a bang. Straw
reading the lyrics out of a small book, drums and rhythm
banging away. They rocked out. ..and it was good.

The warm-up band. The Epidemics, were terrible. Sup-

posedly also a superstar group, guitarist Steve Vai didn't

show, bassist Pfercy Jones got lost in the mix, and both

violinist Shankar and the drummer played their violin

and drums like they wanted to sound like synthesizers.

Why bother? They sounded like a bad Asia, a waste of the

audience's time.

('olle|{ian photo b> K»li Nkclu^n

Syd Shews lead the Golden Palominos for half
of the band's Thursday night performance in
the Student Union Ballroom.
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Don't be headed for Skin Cancer

for more information
about cancer pre\ ention.

stop by our table in the

Campus Center.

'Hiesdav March 11th.

This message is brought to you

by the Peer Health Promotion Program

(Public Health 216.1 It's a course!
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BILL CRATTY
DANCE THEATRE

Monday, March 10, 8piii

Bovvkcr Auditorium
Taktls %\l lo

Wednesday
April 16th

Fine Arts \.

Center
Tickets on sale

March 12th

$n.50 UMass students

$12.50 general public
•
»

'

. , » , . o . •, • .

at the FAC box office, Springfield
Civic Center box office, and all

Datatix locations in Northampton,
Holyoke, Greenfield and
Pittsfield.
•

.
' •.»',
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BIM« I
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Stevie Ray Vaughan

And
Double Trouble
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B.B. King and Lucille
insured audience's fun
By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

From time to time, the Valley music

vacuum is temporarily filled in by a visit

from a master of the blues. Friday night

was one such refreshing occasion as B.B.

King and his guitar Lucille blew into

Springfield for a two-hour set at Symphony
Hall.

Friendly and unflappable, B.B. King has

the distinction of being about the most

popularly successful blues artist alive to-

day. This is probably due, at least in part,

to his unique ability to make the transition

from bar to concert hall without sacrificing

any of the feeling that the blues is all about.

An accomplished showman as well as a fan-

tastic picker, he loses nothing when play-

ing to audiences of several thousand.

Most blues call for a small place where

you can get up and jump around a little bit.

Although B.B. King delivers some of the

same shoulder-shakin', foot-stompin', face

wipin' music I am so partial to, the in-

strumentals have a refinement that makes
it fine to just sit and listen. He brings

everything together like no one else can.

Doubly pleasing is the fact that he has

a wonderful stage presence but is by no
means an attention hog. B.B may be the
big man in front but he seems to enjoy giv-

ing all the band members a chance to show
off their considerable individual talents.

Nephew Walter King must have made him
a proud uncle indeed with his contribution

of a hot tenor saxophone solo early in the
set. Everyone got an opportunity to take
the limelight as B.B. just hung back and
smiled.

A most prolific musician, B.B. King has
fifty albums under his belt. Go hear this

man from the Mississippi Delta rhythm
and blues gold mine if you ever get a

chance. By playing with his audience as

much as he plays to them, he insures that

everyone has as much fun as he does.

Opening the show were the Shaboo All-

Stars. The promoters would have been hard-

pressed to find a worse band for the job.

Their Wonder Bread versions of classic

blues tunes and characterless original

material soon had me wishing I had come
late. Joining them to pose for pictures and
provide sadly unintentional comic relief

was James Montgomery.
Oh, well. They were easy to forget once

the main man took over the evening.

Windham Hill

Records recording ar-

tist Michael Hedges
will be performing two
shows at 7 p.m. and 10

p.m. on Wednesday at

the Iron Horse.

GEAR
Heavy
Weight .

Sweatshirt ^*
$17.95

Inset

"V"

Inset

on

Sleeve

Located in the

Campus Center

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

UNIVERSITY
ISTORED }

R&King

Foolish actors and cliches

make Runaway a comedy
By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

Runaway Train
Starring Jon Voight.
Rebecca De Morney and
Eric Roberts

Runaway Train cannot be

taken seriously as an action-

adventure film. The per-

formers ham it up whenever

possible, making the

characters into caricatures.

The dialogue is composed of

cliches and excruciatingly

witless remarks that it's im-

possible to take anything

seriously.

In an Alaskan Maximum
Security Prison, Manny

(Jon Voight) is being releas-

ed into the general prison

population. He was welded

into his cell, because of

numerous prison escapes.

After he is released, and
after a few gory fight scenes,

Manny and Buck (Eric

Roberts) easily escape into

the Alaskan wilderness.

They accidentally hop a

runaway train and end up
on a one-way trip to disaster

This material could have

been exciting, especially

with the beautiful Alaskan
scenery, but, unfortunately,

there is no action. Instead,

the film highlights the

foolish antics of Jon Voight,

Rebecca De Mornay, and

Eric Roberts, who should

immeditaely return to ac-

ting school.

Jon Voight is the worse

ham of the bunch. He car-

ries on like the prison idiot

with a phony Br(K)klyn ac-

cent; he's constantly hopp-

ing from place to place, bulg-

ing his eyes, and screaming

platitudes to friends. Here

are a few of those wise

words: "You do what you

hafta do. I do what I hafta

do," "Dreaming! (spits

liberally) Dreaming! That's

bullshit! You're gonna get a

job dishwashing. That's

gold " When the warden

continued on page 12
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MAKE YOUR
MOTHER
PROUD!
VOTE
TODAY!

SGA President & Trustee, Senate, BOG,

Residential Committee

& Commuter Area Spokesperson

Monday & Tuesday

March 10th & 11th

intheridXCn, allLj.O. S

Newman Center andthe

theNew Africa House

VOTE TODAY!
|............niiiiiuiiiiUMmMiinniiiiiiiiiimimimiirrmTtTrm
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* Train continued from page 11

calls him an animal, he says. "No!
Worse!—I'm a human." These lines hardly induce the

response that the filmmaker had intended. The audience

is not supposed to laugh whenever the main character

opens his mouth, but with Voight, this is exactly what
happens.

The warden is the funniest character by far He's also

supposed to be the villain. Here are some of his infamous
lines: "God don't kill him (Manny), let me do it." (said

while glancing heavenward). "First comes God, then comes
the warden, then the guards, then the dogs, then you (the

prisoners). You pieces ofhuman waste." Besides snarling

these idiotic words, he also does some unusual things. For

example, he washes a computer operator's hair in a urine-

filled toilet bowl. This was done because the computer

operator had been rude.

The rest of the characters and scenes are just as dumb
as Manny and the warden. The director wanted to make
an uplifting, exciting, intelligent adventure flick, but in-

stead, he made an unintentional comedy. Runaway Train

is only eryoyable if you like your comedy really silly.

NEW ENGLAND S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

^^^^ I hi« Massachusetts I3ailv

LLEGIAN
founded 1870
Circulation 19,000

Serving the Fi\ f College Area

^4

AP photo

Yoko Ono will play the Orpheum
Theatre in Boston on April 4th as

part of a 10-week world tour.

Don't

trust your fun^

in the sun to

those that play

in the snow!

UMass Springbreak Party 86!

SPRING BREAK PARTY
^1*x^ 15-22

Includes: 7 Nigbls Lodging, t Beach Days

Dales: Check in any Saturday.

Check out the following Saturday

• Swunminf pods
• Pino bari

• Roiauranti

• Sp«ci»l LLy Happy Hour Prices

• Banoa School Piny
• iO' »ciiv«i« diy >i ttmn4'%

• Lit Pool P»riy

• Fi Laudtrdalc Party Guidt

» LL'y Club membership

• Our profeuional iiafi
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Fl. Lauderdale l«

Mom Ike froti line is

Sunny Souihtm Florida!

Party motor coach

with TV. VCR and stereo

Bus Only $125.00

Contact:
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Quality Computer Paper for

Resumes,
Letters & Papers!

at

A-I-HastinesJLnc
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Convmnimnlly locate in th* C0nt«r of Afnh»r»t"

45 South Pleasant Stru0t

OPEN Wewkdoys 5 am to *> p m ,
Suodays, 5 am to 1 p.m.

Soup • Bialys •

loked Turkey •

•

DC

'Of

Hours:
Mod -Sat

9 6

Sun 9-1

Rye • Kosher
idda
Hava

MuSS^X^AfHERST
• TabouifcT:

Across from

Plumbleys

es • Brie • Kepperoni
Chocolates • Fresh Baked

Breads • Gruyere • Cheddar Jalapeno Soup •

Smoked iiHAA^^^MMft^^^yiAftteri^Bte^ldtss •

Curried \

Lentil So
Salads <

Apple P

Taragon

Cheese i

Smoked

Lunch with a difference'

N.Y. Style Sandwiches
Homemade Soups, Salads

Breads and Desserts

stards •

V Potato

• Lox •

Jialys •

urkey •

Chili •

Mousse
Cake • Corned Beef • Carrot Shop • Greek Rice

Salad • Croissants • NY Deli Rye • Kosher

% Sleeve

Mesh

"Beach

Cover-up"

$13.95
assorted

Located in

The
Campus Center

M-F 9-5

'^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited h> I rude Michel .iiiffc

ACROSS
1 Russian rang«

6 Bud s sibling

9 Oevoutness
14 Ancient Ethio

pian capital

15 Explosive abb'

16 Free

1

7

Got not under

the ccHlar

1

9

Alpaca s

relative

20 Part ot a

Szechuan meal
21 Lemon loUower

22 Beam of a sort

23 Theoretical

25 Church future

26 Garb tor Mary
Lou Retlon

28 Mauna -
31 BovBier 5 score

35 Slump
37 Event on 34th

Streef
40 Tiny bit

41 ArKJ SO forth

43 Delia of song
44 TtTemoon — a

ghostly

galleon

Noyes
45 Unde-stand

48 - the

season
49 Thicd billed bird

54 Rice dish

5/ Charged atom
58 Be enthusiastic

59 Excuse
60 Produced
62 Hurl with great

speed
63 Exodus name
64 Pastry topping

65 Old fashioned

66 Medal Abbr

67 Ditticult 10

penetrate

DOWN
1 Shadow
2 Archeologist s

find

3 Palm tree

genus
4 Mooed
5 Red White o«

Wue

6 Kind of couch
7 Entomologist s

concern

8 Sault - Marie

9 Used influence

10 Relative of a

son
1

1

Timetable

abbrs

12 Father -

13 1776 or 1812

18 Renown
24 Thrilled

25 School event

27 Pacino and
others

28 Theater section

29 Is indebted

30 Shakespeare s

wife

31 Small

merganser

32 Bread choice

33 Moves m a

curved course

34 Norma —
Sally Field film

36 ETO head

J8 Wine sediment

39 Historic period

42 Charles Boyer
classic 1938

46 Sarcastic

47 Kind ot

defense
in sports

48 Under the

(covertly

)

50 Prop up
5' Dine at home

52 Plant of the

rose family

53 Light anchor

54 Buddy out

West
55 Hip txjnes

56 Boost

60 Gallivant

61 Get - of

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Menu
LUNCH

Deli Ham on Water Roll

Turkey Divan

BASICS LUNCH

Swiss and Sprout Sandwich
Turkey Divan

DINNER

Roast Pork/Gravy,

Spiced Apples
Braised Beef and Onions
Silver Palate Salad Plate

BASICS DINNER

Chili Relleno Casserole

Baked Cod with Lemon Wedge

3/10/«7

n

Collegian staff & Correspondents

WORKSHOP:
The Art of Interviewing

Journalism Professor

FRANK FAULKNER

Tbmorrow 7:30 p.m. CC 902

WEATHER
Tbday: Cloudy with a chance of rain or drizzle, high

in the SOs.

Ibnight: Cloudy with periods of rain. Tfemperatures

rising through the 408.

Tbmorrow: Cloudy with a chance of showers, high
45 to 60.

J

BROUGHT TO YOU BY
Night Editor John Yonce
Copy Editor Lisa DiMeo
Layout Peter Soderberg

Photo Technician Brian Guarnotta

Production
^\ji,,^,^LSupervisor .Peter Soderberg

Production Nancy

^^^j^^^r? Klingener, Laura Bell, Jen Coles,

^^^^^^^''^
I ft>tra Philipp, Jim Pbdesky
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New a U««d Cars
Truck* a Vans Al»u AvalabI'

Morth Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

DENISE

FORBES
FOR

STUDENT
TRUSTEE

'MARCH 10, 11

FOR RENT

2 bedroom apt, heat & hot water

short term lease

discounted rent to $450 due to

mid-season opening, on bus rte

South Amherst 256-8534

Professional Consultation
& Style Haircut osi.Y $10.00

S12.S0

Featuring:

Styl«8 b}' D^bormh

S3 I'niversity Drive

Amherst, 549-5610
expires Mvch U. 1986

WANT FREE
ROOM £f BOARD
AND $$ TOO?

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN
is now accepting applications

for the position of

ASSISTANT MANAGER
for the 1986-87 academic year.

Valuable experience.

Applications available in

Butterfield Kitchen Office

Application Deadline: 5 PM March 24.

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BUTES

^
S

#1 IN THE VALLEY!DYNAMITE
New Used Buy -Sell 584-1580

Maxell XLII90 2.00/case

TDK SA90 2.00 ea ^
Varehouse Clearance Sal

in progress

THORNES>

R

to

inos TYDISSVTD "° *^^ ST V^HOBTHA*<PTOM

Look What WICKLES Has For You!!!

Thesis Special

70 Copies
Acid Free Paper

mddM
FireR-nf

1 Boltwood Walk
Amherst
256-0148

then you'll he thmk-

ing about Weddmq
Stat\oner\ let

Wtckles. Fine Print

show voii their

fKiifinj^ collection'

Our beautiful line ot

contcwporan

uedi.'i's' >>tatiuner\:

will provide \.ou uith

a Hide selection

of stales in

ever\' price ^^;
range Stop and Vi
see us for

vour complete paper trousseau

Invitations • Announcements
Napkins • Matches

Accessories

Resume Package
50 print sheets
50 plain sheets

50 matching envelopes

$13.50
AMHERST_S20RE ONLY - WITHJHIS COUPq_N_

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 9 AM - 1 PM

26%off
your entire

WEDDING ORDER
Invitations • Announcements

\ Matcties • Napkins • Accessories

Hundreds to Ctioose From!

AMHERST STORE ONLY
WITH THIS COUPON

EXPIRES JUNE 1. 1986

One coupon oer order Cannot Ije combtned withi other coupons

.e^^X^^^^

March 10 -12

DATF TIME

^B ^E Deposit Required

ASK
ABOUT
OJk
EASy

fWfvCNT
PLANS

^nNIVERSITY\ §
10-4 mSTORE^__

PLACE

Ci I9«^ Ar»( arvfil ( U-\ Rings

Share the health +
GIVE BLOOD

American Red Cross
Blood Services -

Northeast Refi^ion

HOUSING
EXEMPTION

APPLICATIONS
Fresh, sophonnores and Stockbridge students who
wish to live off-campus for the Fall Sennester 1986

should apply for an exennption from the on-campus
housing regulation. Housing Exemption Applications

are now available in the Housing Assignment Office,

Room 235 Whitmore. Applications are due no later

than Friday, March 28, 1986. Please submit all ap-

plications to the Housing Assignment Office, 235

Whitmore.

Important Notes:

Please Read Carefully

** Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving an exemp-
tion from the on-campus housing requirement. DO NOT SIGN
A LEASE UNLESS YOU HAVE RECEIVED AN EXEMPTION.
Any student who signs a lease without prior approval from the

Housing Assignment Office is responsible for all on-campus
fees and will be required to reside on-campus.

**Students who are granted an exemption from the on-

campus housing regulation will lose their housing assignment

for the Fall 1986 Semester on the last day of this semester,

unless prior arrangements are made with the Housing Assign-

ment Office. Thank you.
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GetA Miclas
Travel MugThat
Makes FreeTrips
TbBurgerKing
Restaurants
For Coffee.

Just pick up your tret' non-spill tr;n el mu^; at Midas with

an\' free brake inspection. Bruig your mu^ to Burger King*

Restaurants for free coffee in the mornings and it'll be

bott'jniless until March 31st. So hurry, because these

mugs are sure to run out before the coffee does.*

'Frri iiillfi iiiijiliihli iml\ dunnn hriiikliisl houn h :tii,\SfUi Ic lnAM (UUr
gnid Hith .Stiiliis mux "«'» ''' f^irtiiipiitinx \iu Enxlutui Hatgit Kiii); ' KiyliiMtiiHl:-

lUiili- miin siiftfilif^ last Viiliil thriiHuh Miinh il I'Mtt Xiilmihl, tliuiiiiHlii)ii(>iin>

im Miilui mti II IN ,trr iilsn iiriiiliihli ill Hmxtt hiMK' HislilMniHly

Now's
the time
to calL..

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Hagler fights Mugabi tonight
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP>-Marvelous Mar-

vin Hagler, who calls himself a man on a
mission, will defend the world mid-
dleweight championship tonight against
unbeaten John "The Beast" Mugabi.
Hagler is a solid favorite to move a step

closer to completing his mission: breaking
Carlos Monzon's record of 14 successful
middleweight title defenses.

It will be Hagler's 12th defense of the un-
disputed title he won when he stopped Alan
Minter in three rounds on Sept. 27, 1980
in London.
A victory for Hagler could also set up a

rematch with Thomas Hearns, who will

fight on the card against undefeated .James
Shuler
Hagler scored a spectacular third round

knockout of Hearns here last April 15.

Should both Hagler and Hearns win, they
will fight again in September, promoter
Bob Arum said. The rematch was schedul-
ed for June, but Arum said, "Hagler doesn't

want to fight again as early as June."
"I'm going to knock him out," said

Mugabi, a 26-year old Ugandan who has
won all 26 of his pro-fights by knockout.
But in Hagler, Mugabi will face a man

who shook off several crushing rights by the
powerful Hearns. Mugabi, on the other
hands, has fought mostly junior mid-
dleweights with little of the power Hagler
has.

"I realize Mugabi has a dream," said
Hagler "But nobody is going to take
anything any from me beCo.use I've work-
ed so hard to get where I am."

tnlDAS*]

397 Russell Street, Rt 9

Hadley 413 586-9991

Northannpton

temporarily closed

TANK TOPS.

.

100% cotton knit tops

in 12 terrific colors. . .

reg. 6.95

Now 4.95

TRADITIONAL

MEXICAN SUNDRESSES.

100% cotton white and colors

with n)ulti color hand embroidery

reg *28.95

Now
' Nationally Advertised to 6000

SWIM-
WEAR. .

.

20%
OFF

Club
usa

BAGS.

.

.

Tales. Daypacks.

Sport Duffle

20% OFF

SUN-
GLASSES^^
Fashion styles i
colors reg 5 95

Now 2.95

SPRING
HATS, CAPS,

VISORS,

STRAW HATS.

25% OFF

. . .AND

CALIFORNIA BEACH TOWELS,
BEACH BALLS,

CARRY ALLS,

BEACH MATS. .

.

Oowntown Amhcrat

0»«yiO-d, Fri-9 SoA.12-5

•LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs, 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash ID advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES DAYTONA SPKl.NG BKEAK HB

tlPC General Me tinir Tup.<Kiay. .Vl 1 at

fi:SO in 101 ('('. Kind duI aJwmt numma
lions & m)citm\ng event New memliers
always welcome!!

"A Mediation Seminar for Social Ac-
tiviiU" 3/1(1 l:.W (.m . (•("H<t;}. h\ Kaiia

Dahyaneshananda. yngye monk & relief

worker in the Carribean

J.H. Matthews - paintinj;. poetry, and
surrealism's "I'nderlvintr Amliilion

"

Tues March 11 8:0f) jim CC ItiKC all

welcome! Sponsored ny Comparative
Literature

AUDIO

Brand new stereo coMponents at real

low prices. .'>46-9158. leave message

AUTO FOR SALE

78 Mustang Hatchback low mile, new
tires 2400 or BO .^S 7412 after 3;30

Honda Accord, must sell this week $1,500

or BO call 2.^3-5693

72 Ford Mustang w/o enpin*" body in ex

cellent shaiK- no rsut new exhaust, su.spen

sion & brakes BO call 549 t>fi.'J3

1981 Ford Escort GLX wagon (food con-

dition, runs well $2200 MBSTOl

1978 Gremlin new muffler & tires 56.000
original mileage $600 532-4425

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the l!..S. government? Gel the

fact.s today! Call 1312 742 1142 ext

5931 A
""

BED A BREAKFAST

Rooms still available at Penrods Plaza

Hotel in Daytona Beach for $20 <Xl |>er

[ler.on. [ler night, iiuad iKrui>anr> The ac

lion is at f'enrods Plaza Hotel this .S|iring

Break! Call 1 -800 .53 Beach for reserva

tions

< snon ( amrra .Set: A 1, MiFI 4. 2«F2>
702IOF4, :99A; new motor drive
MA'BP, new ,silk r2I2; •: imj extra.s, all in

excellent condition $7.50 or BO »>W>-H261

(ilea.se

)f glasses, gray ca-se

call l/eanne .54h-r>484

lost on

ORCHARD HILL

FOUND

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

All electrical appliances sewing
machines, clocks, shavers, vacuum
cleaners House calls and shop repairs

Amherst Repair 2.53 2869

ENTERTAINMENT

WoMen's Watch in Franklin Munchy's
call Chris at 546-7898 to identify

Watch in front of Clienoweth Lab call to

identify 549-2877 Jake

VOTE: .loe Ca-sali

Hill
" B.Ot; elections

"the Voice of the

March i<' ; I

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your

Uste call ("hris 2.56-6845

RaclT-Aniisc Entertainment Disc

jockeys, 'ight shows, large screen video

shows. cair549-7l44 24 hrs

Summer Jobs in Alaska CukkI money
Many opportunities! Kmployer listings,

198H' Summer Employment (iuide. $,5.95

Ala-sco, Box 30752. Seattle, WA 98103

FOOD DEMONSTRATORS

Entry Level Marketing Positions Avail

in IihhI multi mill dollar firm Full lime,

part lime, and Rludenl shifts Paid Irajn

ing, wages from $4 to $12, also bonus and
sales comm. Matt 584 3596

Are you energetic and friendly with a

knowledge of natural AhhIs;* Would you

like to give out food samples and provide

informal on and answer questions Would
you like to work on Fridays and Saturdays

in the Pioneer Valley area for $5 (Kl'hour

plus 18 cenLs/mile for the use of your car'

if so, apply TOMSrN, 305 Wells S

IJreenfield. MA

Activist Summer Jobs for environmental

activists. Fight the New Right and cor

poraU' injustice. Make money, make
friends, and make a difference We'll train

you now for a full time fX)sition this sum
mer. Call (!lean Water Action Project

-.5497450

FOR RENT

Parents Visiting? AMITY HOUSE is a
cozy, convenient alternative for non-

smokers in the heart of town. B & B for 2;

$45.00 UMass Discount $5,00 call

549-6446

CAPE COD

Seagull Beach West Yarmouth .summer
renuls 2.53 7436

CAPE COD SUMMER
ROOM RENTALS

Hyannis - $80 weekly Jier person, double-

occupancy. Includes everything. First 3

weeks paid In advance. Cafl (61 7) 7780324

"CASH"

Paying cash for vour baseball cards

Please call Mike 546-6105

CHERYL GREHOSKI

Amherst rooms available immediately

also summer sublet/fall option rooms Roy
256-0226, eves 549-6746

One bedroom CI iffside Apt $3.50 plea.se

call Kenny 545 2234 or 665 7106

Male or female to rent room in duulex

house. $16,5/mo Plus on bus route Call im

med Kim 549-4032

Across the street! Sublet small bedroom
in large house Female only, no pels, no
smokers. $180/month through 8/.I1. $180
plus utilities, 549-6922

FOR SALE

Guitar Electra electric six-string excellent

condition 200 with hardshell case contact

Andrew 6 6489

1981 Chevrolet Chevette good condition

snowtires automatic aircondillon radio

2,,5fM) best offer call 584 5279

Rossignol ISO's exc cond Salomon bin-

dings and iK)les must sell Bo call 549-0462

ask for Noelle

Butterfield Kitchen is now accepting ap
plications for Ihe position of Asst.

Manager for the 86-87 academic year

Position offers free rixim and board.

Valuable experience Applications
available in ihe Butterfield Kitchen Office

Application deadline 5:00 PM March 24

t^EMARKEfEMWANfED$.5 107hr

flexible hours call Mr Kitchen 586-74.".0

BANDS WANTED - SWAG is looking for

liands interested in iilaying the Southwest
Pyramids during Soiithwesl Week (Apr
29lh May 4th) Apiilicalions available in

the SWA(. office in HamiKlen Application

deadline April 1st 50960

George^Parkhurst I heard you got my
numtwr so why don't you call Melanie

Susan, Your eyes are gorgeous! Give me a

smile anil I'm yours Romeo
• ••V* ••••'•••••••• • ••••••••••••••«••

' We grind on request
'

• get your fresh ground and whole *

• beanCoffef at the People's Market
• lots of great flavors

*

at low urices
*

. •

•«••••«••.•••••••»•••••••••••••••*

Rick McKelvey Let's get together Lisa

.549 3817

R.A. INFORMATION SESSIONS

Tonight and every night through
Wednesday Ihere will In- K A Informa
tion Sessions around campus Tonight's
will be in the Patterson classr<»om in

.Southwest at 7:30; ami Baker classpKim in

Central at 8:fK» Watch for the one nearest
you! You must attend an information s«>s

sion in order to apply.

REWARD

I'ra.le in your IX' 19 meal plan for But
u-rfii'li) \(eal Plan For more info ronlart
Paul. Bill ••r Kli/alH-th 111 the Bullerfielil

Kiliben Office

Light Moving with toyou Truck caFl

.5492649

SUMMER HELP WANTED

Lost - gold earring sentimental value!

Plea.se call Dawn .549 7454! 3/4/86

Plan an excellent summer in the-
B«'rkshires now ("am(i Becket is looking
for an a,ssistant Waterfront Director You
must lie 21 years old and have your WSI
It will Ix- a rewarding ext>erience with ex
Iraordinary jHiiiile ( ,ill Peter at 2,5ti TJO,'!

before .Spring Break

REWARD $200

looking to take over lease of a 4

bedroom hou.se, Brandywine Apt or

Townehouse call 546-9805 or 546 9802

RIDE WANTED

Desperate for a ride to and from ('hicago

over Spring Break!!! Call Jeff 549 2808

RIDERS WANTED

Room for two in car to Ijiuderdale call

Rob, Dave 256 6059

TO SUBLET

Sublet 2 bdroom apt in Sunderland. On
bus route Only 15 minutes to I 'Ma.ss $,375

starting April 1. 665 8415

TRAVElT'

Last chance for Spring Break with Luv
Tours Molel 119$ Daytona bus $105
hotel in Fort Lauderdale 189$ lius 125$

call Mark ,5496173, Ken 549 1749, Crail

549 68.50, ,lohn ,549 6403

VOTE • VOTE • VOTE • VOTE

ROOMMATE WANTED

Person to help with sales at table in Cam
pus Center must be available 8:30 am to

10:30 am experience preferred call losh

,549-3754

HEY ELLY ERUBE!

HaveTgTMirBirthday: Luv, Athy Elley

INSTRUCTION

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to a ver\ special

person' Hope you have a great day you

deserve it! I.ove, Christine

JVC boom-box: autoreverse, eq. short

wave, very good sound $150 or BO
,549-0251 (keep trying)

Ski Bindings brand new Geze 930 $75 or

best offer 549-7875

Smith-Corona Electric Typewriter call

2560825 (Kathy) after five

Private Guitar Lessons Experienc»«d and

patient teacher Rock/Pop/Folk/BLues

Reading Improv, Theory Comp. $12/hr

Doug 549-4786

Stage Combat Workshop - ideal for the

actor & non-actor alike. Ba-sic hand to

hand & beginning sword-play. Call for in-

formation 549-2808

"^ LOST

Bracelet silver-tone. I" wide with engrav-

e<l flower design $ reward $ very impor-

tant to me! 6 7106

Reward lost duririglast 2 or 3 weeks York

highschool ring and car key on Yukon Jack

keyring 2.56 1232

To the Paul in my Psych cla.ss last

semester who called me two weekends
ago. .Sorry I wasn't home. Please call

again. Erin

Help! I'm all alone down here! Save me
from having to talk back to the Editwriler

Laurie Happy Birthdav baby! Hope this

is your happiest ever' Just Inink. next

week at this lime. . .Florida! I love you,

Scott

Martha Capers - Happy 21st Birthday!

Love Laura

To all my pals involved with the Chinese
ordea Weil nile I love you and you Ick)

Tomats love the Lady of^the Streets

Jeff I still love your eyes

"
Plea.se help I'm sooo restless

*

• Vote John Mctiuiness
*

for BOG
March 10 and 11

• and make it my election day *

One male nonsmoking for 2 liedro<im

townhouse apt for fall semester Jay
.546 9809

Male housemates wanted to share house
in Hyannis, Cape Cod for summer. Call

546-12(M)

Female to share room in Brandywine im

mediate o|)ening $145 mo call Su.san

,5490486

One room in 3 bedroom Northampton
Apt 5 min walk to town, 150 plus call

.584 7111

Vote today for your Trustee
and President, B( Ml, ,Senal<'

seats. Residential Committee
and ("ommuler Area Spokesperson

inBllDCs, the Hatch
Newman f enter, and New
Africa Hou.se IjeVs hear

your voice!!

WANTED

To take over lease. House in Amherst, on
bus route $125, female, nonsmoking
Chris or Meg 253-9692

I room in 5 bedroom house I 'It from cam-
pus on busroute available imemdiately call

after five 256 6228

Need roommates for summer
C<Ki call now 546 4717

on cape

Subjects needed - Students who lost a

narent will you and your family help a

I'Ma-ss grad student in a research study

about how families adjust to the death of a

parenf I will travel if your family doesn't

live here I'lea-se call Claudia collect

203.563 9577 after 9 pm, or sign up ir> the

experiment b<Milh, 4tn flcHir Tobin Hall

Wanted 2 Dead tix for April 4 at Htfifcall

mark 6 8710

WANtED TO RENT

Karen, To the best friend ever Happy Bir-

thday love .Susan

Denise Forbes for Student Trustee • Vote
Today'

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on-
campus, dependable, low rates, experienc-

SACRIFICE!

Sacrifice! 2-bedroom Sunderland. First,

last, security free! References required
665-4884

SERVICES

ed. Nancy 584 7924

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac-

curate <!all anytime. 66,5-76,52

COINS 12 1 / 12,1 Tutoring $5 00 per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256-1239

fired of the DlC.? There iTsn aitemaiive

$100 reward to take over Icaac for 2

bedniom Brandywine apt in May call Mark
6-8710 or Dave 6 5078

Yo Seniors! We are l(H)king to take over a

Brandywine 1986 lea.se $200 cash fiir

your invaluable aid 546 9810 ,546 1451

We'll pay $100 for your lease. House
wanted near campus call 546-9865

WE NEED L.A.

Two round trip ticket* to L.A. needed
call Pete or Bob 6 8082
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SPORTS

C'ollrgian photo by Rob Skriton

University of Massachusetts senior Sue Allen flies through the air at the Boyden Gymnastics
Center on Saturday. The Minutemen defeated the University ofNew Hampshire in their final meet
of the season.

('ollegian photo by Rob Skrlton

Here, Allen executes her routine on the balance beam. The tri-captain

won the all-around competition with a 35-32 score. The Minutemen will

next be in action on Saturday in the ECAC Championships.

Minutemen

take 7th in

EIGUs
The University of

Massachusetts men's gym-
nastics team took seventh

out of eight teams at the

Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics League cham-
pionships at Southern Con-
necticut this weekend.

The Minutemen trailed

Tfemple (the champion with
269 points). Navy,
Southern Connecticut, Ar-
my, Springfield and East
Stroudsberg. Umass beat
only Syracuse.

Sophomore Jay Ronayne
was eighth in the floor ex-

ercise for Umass with an
8.8.

"He was fantastic," said

UMass coach Roy Johnson
Sophomore Roberto Weil

was 15th in the all around
with a 51.25, his second
best score of the season.

"We did excellent on the

floor, the rings, the
horizontal bars and the

vaulting," said Johnson.

"We had real problems on
the horse and the parallel

bars."

"I'm satisfied," con-

tinued the coach. "We
worked real hard.

"No one is gone next

season. We're starting now
for next year," said

Johnson.
"I'm optimistic, I hope to

get some good recruita"

Seniors lead
gymnasts
past Wildcats
Women win by 0.6

BY MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

What better way to end a season, or for that matter a

career.

Outgoing seniors Sue Allen and Tricia Harrity finish-

ed first and second respectively, in the all-around to pace

the University of Massachussetts women's gymnastics

team to a tjght 169.65-169.05 victory over the University

ofNew Hampshire on Saturday at the Boyden Gymnastics

Center.

The Minutewomen, who finished the season at 6-7, will

p8u-ticipate in the ECAC championships next Sunday at

UNH.
For UMass, it is their fifth meet of the season that has

been decided by less than one pwint. Of the five, the

Minutewomen have won two.

"I'm very pleased," said UMass coach Chuck Shiebler.

"This was our most significant meet of the season. All the

girls put in a good effort and Sue, Tricia and Chris

(Cloutier) all did exceptionally well in their final meet"
Allen, who was high scorer for both teams in the vault

with an 8.85, was also pleased with the outcome of the

meet and the way she finished her college gymnastics

career.

"I'm so psyched," said Allen. "The team did well, I had

my best meet ever and we beat UNH for the first time in

my career. It feels great."

The key to the victory for the Minutewomen, the first

over UNH in five years, was the team's overall perfor-

mance on the balance beam, where they outscored UNH
40.8 to 39.1 and erased a 1.05 lead that the Wildcats had

built through the first two events. Harrity led all scorers

on the beam with an 8.85 and finished the meet with a

32.45. Allen was close behind with an 8.75 and ended the

day with a 35.35.

"We had our best meet," said Harrity. "All the seniors

did well. I'm very happy with what we did today."

Cloutier, the other senior, scored an 8.65 in the floor ex-

ercise, her only event.

"I think Sue had her best meet since I've been here."

said Schiebler. "Tricia has comeback from her twisted

ankle and Chris has fought off her injuries. I think they

all did very well."

Allen and Harrity also made their presence felt in the

floor exercise, where they posted a 9.0 and 8.65, respec-

tively. Lisa Tbkarek contributed an 8.9 in that event.

For the Wilcats, Patty Converse was high scorer with

a 34.1 overall and placed first on the uneven bars with

an 8.95. She also received the highe.st individual score of

the day, a 9.05 in the floor exercise.

Michelle Sawyer finished second for UNH with a 33.95.

"We had a terrible meet," said UNH coach Gail

Goodspeed. "We did well in the vaulting and bau^ but lack-

ed intensity in the beam and floor exercise. This was our

worst meet of the season."

The Wildcats performed without the services ofT^mmy
Hagar, their top all-around performer, who they cho.se to

pull out and save for the ECAC's.
For Shiebler, who was an assistant coach at UNH before

coming to UMass, the victory was a mixed blessing.

"We were the underdogs by far," said Shiebler. "And I'm

pleased and proud to beat them. But I also have mixed
emotions. I know many of the girls on UNH and I was
rooting for them, too. But I'm definitely more happy that

we won."

Anne DiTunno finished third for the Minutewomen and
tied for fifth overall with UNH's Peggy Donovan.
"We'll definitely miss the seniors," said Sheibler. "But

we're a young team. I'm already looking forward to next

year and I think we'll do even better."

Coming this week:
Spring previews
Coming up this week in

the sports pages of the Col-

legian will be previews of

the University of
Ma.ssachusetts spring sports

teams.

The men's baseball, men's
lacrosse, women's lacrosse

and women's Softball teams
will be looked at in-depth by
the beat reporters assigned

to the sports.

As far as schedules go, the

women's softball team is the

first UM team to play this

.spring, opening up on Fri-

day in the South Florida

tournament.
The baseball team starts

on Saturday against Yale

with a doubleheader down
in Florida. Men's lacrosse

starts a week from today at

Air Force. Women's lax

opens up last among the ma-
jor sports, facing Boston
University at home on
March 28.
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Concerned students gather atter the meeting to plan

continued budget strategies.

DuBois Goes
to Ghana

for

Dedication

David G. DuBois, visiting lecturer in Journalism and

Afro-American Studies, will travel to the West African

nation of Ghana during the spring break to participate

in planning dedication ceremonies to be held in

August for a national monument and shrine in honor

of his father, Dr. W.E.B. DuBois, who died in Ghana

in 1963, and is buried there.

Dr. DuBois was born in Great Barrington, MA, and

the UMass Department of Afro-American Studies is

named in his honor. He was a founder of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People,

a scholar, civil rights activist, and on the African conti-

nent widely known as the "Father of Pan Africanism".

His vast collection of important papers were acquired

by UMass in 1973, and are currently housed in the

Tower library.

Last June, Ghana Head of State Fh. Lt. J.J.Rawl-

ings officially opened the W.E.B. DuBois Memorial

Center, housed at the home in which Dr. DuBois and

his wife, Shirley Graham DuBois lived during their stay

in Ghana. At that time Rawlings announced that the

Ministry of Culture and Tourism had been instructed

by the government "to take the necessary formal

steps for the house to be declared a national monu-

ment."
The government of Ghana has also proposed mov-

inq the remains of Dr. and Mrs. DuBois from their pre-

sent location to the grounds of their former residence,

and the raising of the shrine to be formally dedicated

on August 29, 1986, the 23rd anniversary of Dr.

DuBois' death.

Prof. DuBois is going to Ghana to personally submit

his approval of the proposed relocation of the remains

of his parents and to consult with the Ministry of

Culture and Tourism on plans for the DuBois

Memorial Center and the dedication activities.

Shirley Graham DuBois, who was a visiting pro-

fessor of Afro-American literature at UMass from 1974

to 1976, was an author, playright, composer and civil

rights activist. She remained in Ghana after the death

of her husband, as director of Ghana Television, until

the coup d'etat that overthrew the government of Dr.

Kwame Nkrumah in 1966.

Senate Meeting Enters

Heated Budgets Discussion
by Donette Wilson
Nummo Staff

Wednesday's student senate meeting was the

forum for one of the most heated discussions concer-

ning Registered Student Organization (RSO< funding,

in years. Along with the budget proposal, three

budget amendments were also heavily debated. The

meeting adjourned after quarum was called.

Rochelle Seargent, a first year student said "What
happened tonight showed an excellent display of

organization and if this is what it takes for the pro-

gressive senate to realize that something is wrong
within the senate, then the display is justified."

Chairman of the budget committee, Jordon Rosner

said, "What John Ruddock did tonight (calling

quarum, then adjourning) ...as speaker of the house

has set back every stride for student's rights since the

University's inception."

The question of whether or not Drum magazine is a

class was debated for more than an hour. If Drum
magazine is a class, then it violates SGA by-laws.

There was doubt amidst the assembly as to Drum's

status because the representatives of Drum were con-

fusing in their defense.

Members of the budget committee looked for a

course description book in their defense. Mark

Johnson, a committee member, went to the

microphone and read "Afro-Am 217, Contemporary

Black Image Making, schedule number 024419, meets

Tuesday and Thursday 19:00-21:30. Design, layout,

and production of a magazine."

Assistant director of CCEBMS, Rick Townes, ad-

dressed the audience explaining that the course is

structured to teach.

John Ruddock felt that he did the right thing, say-

ing, "There weren't enough bodies present to vote on
the agenda, therefore official business cannot take

place."

Rosner pointed out that when the professor of the

class. Nelson Stevens, submitted his budget request,

one of the main objectives was to print articles from

the "class." Speaker of the Senate, John Ruddock

was asked to step down, because of the assembly's

uncontrollable actions. Ruddock responded "No."

When asked, many students agreed that Drum

magazine was excellent, but still felt that it should not

nave oeen tunded, because the organization can get

funding from academic organizations on campus.

Senator M. Lynn Murphy was asked if the magazine

was funded for eight years without the previous com-

mittees noticing that the organization violated SGA
by-laws? "Yes," Murphy responded, "But it should

not have gone on, we must follow the by-laws straight

by the book; we noticed the error and corrected it im-

mediately." The committee also took into considera-

tion that the last publication was in 1984. 'This is not

to mention that it is now 1986 and the monies for

Drum have been tied up for years."

Spectrum magazine then spoke in defense of its

need for funding. The organization was represented

by its managing editor, Monique Vazquez. Some of

the SGA senators walked out of the meeting, and

some joined with members of the assembly chanting

"United, we'll never be defeated." They then went on

saying "Drum, Drum."
A senator shouted, "See how they get when they

don't get their way." Another shouted, "After Drum,

what do you want?" The response was "After Drum,

we want JUSTICE."

The advisor to Drum magazine, Nelson Stevens

said that he had no doubt Drum would be funded

because, "Unless they decide to uphold mediocrity

and put down excellence. Drum will be produced.
"

She then joined her son, David DuBois in Cairo,

Egypt where he lives. She died in the People's

Republic of China in 1977, and her remains were taken
to Ghana by Prof. DuBois to fulfill her last wish to be
laid to rest beside her husband.

In his remarks at the official opening of the W.E.B.
DuBois Memorial Center in June, Rawlings told the
assembled dignitaries: "What is important to
remember is that Dr. DuBois' influence on his contem-
poraries and the men and women of his time changed
the course of history for the Black man, not only in his

own birthplace in the United States, but also on the

mother continent of Africa."

He added that the center "will become the rallying

point where Black people from all over the world, and
all those who have dedicated themselves to the cause
of justice and the triumph of the human spirit will

come to seek inspiration and guidance."

In addition to the proposed shrine, to which
Ghanaians and visitors to Ghana from throughout the

world will be invited to make pilgrimage, the center

will provide research facilities for scholars, artists,

scientist, youth and students of Ghana, Africa, Black

America and the Carribean, in Pan African literature

and Pan African culture.

David DuBois, visiting professor of Journalism and

Afro American Studies, will depart for Ghana to plan

dedication ceremonies over Spring break.
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The Contest is

Success
by Marion Tinsley

Nummo Staff

Caria Tucker's impersonation of Jennifer Holiday's

"And I Am Telling You," and Daryl Harrigan's rendi-

tion of Prince's "Let's Go Crazy" were the winners of

Saturday night's lip-sine contest.

CarIa Tucker, winner by popular tie-breaking de-

mand, of the $150.00 first prize, excited the audience

with her soulful reenactment of Holiday. And those

who attended the show won't forget that "She's not

going nowhere."
Daryl Harrigan, the $75.00 second-prize winner

amazed and excited everyone with his volatile perfor-

mance of "Let's Go Crazy." The event was sponsored

by the lota Phi Theta Fraternity Incorporated. Partial

proceeds will go to the Martin Luther King Center.

The proceeds from the post-contest party at

Southwest's Hampden Southside will be donated to

the John Wright Scholarship Fund.

The John Wright Scholarship Fund was founded in

the Spring of '84 to commemorate the life of former

UMass student, John Wright who drowned in Puffers

Pond in the summer of '83, and also to aid incoming

freshmen with their financial expenses. Wright was a

former Nummo Photo Editor and track star.

Richard Harrigan, president of the Beta Beta

chapter of lota Phi Theta, said that the scholarship

came out of the closeness between Wright and the

fraternity brothers. "We appreciate John's ac-

complishments here at UMass. To me he set a tone in

academics, he was a symbol of achievement and of

success," said Harrigan.

The scholarship is for minority high school students

with good academic background, who participate in

extra-curricular activities and has performed a service

Continued on page 4

INTERVIEW

PREPARATION

by Tracey Kemble
Nummo Staff

Students should present themselves as a new pro-

duct and market themselves to the best of their ability,

adviced Dr. Arthur Pell, a nationally known author,

lecturer and consultant in human resource manage-
ment. They should remember that they are not the on-

ly individuals who are looking for jobs, he said on
Tuesday night in the Student Union Ballroom.

Pell said that there are certain techniques students

should utilize when they are preparing themselves for

an interview. "Students should try to learn as much as

they can about their career, so they will know exactly

what the job demands on a daily basis," Pell said. The
experience that students will receive from their inter-

views will be valuable in the future.

"You will be one step ahead of the other students if

you begin to make connections," said Pell. These
contacts are called a network or networking, and they

are made when you speak to people who are involved

in your field. This is important because these in-

dividuals will remember you when you are pursuing a

job.

"Students should keep a record of the people that

have given them advice about job opportunities, that

are available in their special field of interest," as a

resource, he said. They will be able to ask these peo-

ple if they know of anyone who is looking for a person

with his/her background when the time comes to look

for a job.

Pell stressed that "students should remember a key

point: the only thing that is going to make their

resumes different from the others is what they put

down as their accomplishments." A resume should be

used as a tool. "It should be a brief outline that in-

cludes what you have to offer. The accomplishments

that you list will make you stand apart from the rest,"

he said.

Appearance is another factor that is important.

Students should make sure they are dressed in the ap-

propriate business attire when they go to their inter-

views.

Students should start to prepare themselves as

soon as possible. The techniques they use will be an

asset and therefore they will be one step ahead of the

others in today's competitive job market.

Before you go into the room to be interviewed,

remember to say to yourself, "I want this job."
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Editorial

Vote Intelligently

There used to be a popular slogan, 'It doesn't mat-

ter who you vote for, as long as you vote.' Let's be ac-

curate. If you separate the purpose of voting from it's

function, then you nullify the process and waste your

energy. If even one-third of the student body votes for

just anybody, then there is a good chance just

anybody will get elected. This does not necessarily

represent the majority consensus and certainly does
not represent the majority good.

Burgess and Murphy represent the majority good
becaused they are consistently fighting for im-

provements and satisfaction for students. Some of

the other candidates have clever and eloquent pro-

paganda, yet actions speak louder than words.

If someone had video-taped the daily fourth floor

process of the Student Union, the choice would be
clear. The only two candidates you would see con-

stantly walking up and down those hallways con-

sulting with people, gathering information, writing

proposals and making phone calls - basically, taking

care of the work we elect them to do, would be Dani

Burgess and Lynne Murphy.

They are also the most accessible for questioning or

grievances from students about student government
or policies. They will talk or listen to anyone, and you
don't have to make four or five appointments.

They don't treat the student body as the enemy.
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Encumbent student trustee, Dani Burgess and
presidential hoepful, Lynne Murphy.

agents of criticism, from whom things must be hid;

unlike some of the candidates, who now claim to be

the friend of Everystudent. How can they be our

friend, particularly the Third World community's

friend, when they distrust our questions and don't in-

spire trust.

This is not the case with Burgess and Murphy, who
have consistently brought the issues to the general

student body. It seems to me that many of the other

candidates borrowed from Murphy and Burgess - their

accomplishments and ideas, to complete their own
candidacy image. Not only are Burgess and Murphy
original, they're effective.

Don't just vote, vote intelligently, vote Murphy
and Burgess. They've passed the test.

Black Women's Career Panel

Methods for Getting Ahead

by Tracey Bryant
Nummo Staff

The Greater Sprinfield XINU chapter of Alpha Kap-

pa Alpha (AKA) and the Everywoman's Center spon-

sored a panel discussion for Black women about
career devetopment. Designed to be instructional, in-

spirational and motivating, all four lecturers stressed

the importance of choosing a career one really wants,

and not limiting one's options.

Dr. Barbara Coulibaly was the first to speak. She
has a B.A. and M.A. in Psychology, an M.A. in

Education and a Ph.D in Psychological Education. Her
first job was in early childhood education for the Na-

tion Urban Leaugue and is now self-employed as a

consultant, has a small private practice as a therapist

and is trying her hand at real estate.

Coulibaly found that "a good strong degree in

psychology will prepare you for a lot of things," and
that teaching allows a lot of flexibility and time for

mothering. "It is important to have as many options as

you can," said Coulibaly. She advised going to

workshops, meeting people and getting extra edcua-

tion.

Coulibaly also believes, "You must do what you
want to do," even though her friends in the corporate

structure don't agree. She said that magazines
counsel people to be aware of the job market -"what's

out there," but citing the 70's when the market was
filling up with teachers, but not all good." She tells

her students, that if they really wnat to do something,

to go ahead, "you'll be good at it." She also said that

it's important to know what your strengths and
weaknesses are, to be honest. "A good self-

assessment is important to that overall process," she
said.

Referring to her present experience, she said that

she hasn't been as successful arranging her own
career as she has preparing herself to be put into jobs.

She said that self-employment does not provide good
health insurance, but that she really likes the freedom,

and the experience of being totally in control of her

own career. She now has the freedom to take state

and federal contracts to educationally test young
children, does workshops on racism and sexism,

among other topics, and works with various educa-

tional and psychological programs.

Dr. Ruth Bass Green, who now holds a B.A. in

Music and an M.A. in Education decided very early in

life that she wanted to work in early education. "I us-

ed to get off on teaching, but didn't know what kind

of teacher I wanted to be," said Green, of her

childhood role playing. Her mother was a music

teacher and taught her early on. But her high school

counselor told her that "teachers were a dime a dozen

and that music teachers were everywhere," said

Green. She believes if she hadn't followed his advice

she'd be a musicologist today.

Green said that she has had a lot of role models and
mentors, and believes this is beneficial for everyone.

Her aunt advised her to go to a college, where she met
her children's father "and fell madly in love - ending

my college career," said Green. While raising a family

and working part-time at clerical jobs, she fell asleep

typing. She then realized that type of work was not for

her and decided to resume her education.

This "interrupted my marriage," said Green, and a

divorce soon followed. She got a job as a teacher in

Headstart - a preschool program for economically

disadvantaged children. She developed music pro-

grams to help the children develop theri language
skills. Her creativity and enthusiasm was noticed by
her supervisor, who asked her to teach other teachers

what she was doing. She found working with adults,

"the immediate feedback," very exciting and realized

she needed more education, said Green.

When Green finished her doctorate in 1981, sne

found "It was one of the most anti-climatic ex-

periences I've ever had." Green said that she thought

when she got her doctorate the whole world would

change. Offers did not begin pouring in, and she now
believes it is because the Amherst area is flooded with

doctorate degrees. She also said she felt a sense of

mourning and restlessness after completing the

degree. "I had devoted so much time to the doctorate

program; when it was over I was lost," she said.

Of her career road. Green said, "It seems like I'd be

on one path and then something would happen and
lead me to another. I always had someone to recom-

mend a job; I've never had to go out and really look for

myself." She advised students to do what they want
to do - "Don't let anyone change that. When you do
what you enjoy, the job is a joy, not a chore." Green
believes in the impact of positive self-esteem. She ad-

vised individuals to regroup with themselves often and
said that a diary is helpful -highlighting the progress,

growth and perpetual problems.
Green suggested that everyone have a mentor to

help guide them in their career, because "no one has
all the answers," she said. "We have to get as much
help as we can." She commented that women tended
to be less supportive of, and more competive with
each other. She said, "Guys have the experience in

sports; it's not the personalities (that matter). It all has
to do with beating (winning) the game."
Norma Baker, who holds a B.A. in Educational Ad-

ministration and Counseling, and is Executive Director

of Northern Education Service Inc., began her lecture

with an exercise designed to sensitize the audience to

the impact of options on one's lifestyle and freedom.
Baker said that when she graduated from high

school she wanted to be a lawyer, but didn't feel she
had the choice. She said that their high school

Continued on page 3

by Marion Tinsley

Nummo Staff

Shango De Ima opened Friday night at Bowker
Auditorium with Louis Alfred ill playing Shango, a

young man lead astray by his own ignorance and con-

ceit.

Shango starts out as a nice young "mama's boy"
•meaning no one any harm and causing no trouble

other than that of what he is worth.

The flow of the play is enduced by congos and sing-

ing by villagers who observe Shango in his trials grow-

ing up, not knowing his father and emerging from

boyhood into a young man.

One day Shango decides to ask his mother Obatala,

who is the perfect model of a strong-willed woman full

of pride and dignity, his father's name. Shango does

not know that Obatala, his mother was raped by his

father, Agayu Sola Guard of the River of the Dead.
As Shango grows older he begins to wonder about

his family and his heritage, so he asked his mother
"Who is my father?" Shango's mother refuses to tell

him saying that his father is not worthy of her

presence. Against her better judgement, Obatala final-

ly tells Shango his father's name, and he leaves on a

voyage to find him.

Agayu Sola, is a man who cries out in the middle of

the night for Obatala, the woman he met during the

passage of the river, the woman he hopes to see once

again.

When Shango confronts his father with the news,

even against Agayu Sola's denial, Shango persists in

claiming his father. Agayu Sola promises Shango that

if he ever repeats "the lie" again that he will eat him.

As Agayu Sola begins to prepare Shango as his feast,

two young girls from the village, Obba and Oshun,
pray to the god Olofi to spare Shango's life.

Shango's life is spared but his soul and his goodwill

is charred. After Shango's near-chance with death,

his entire life changes. Shango begins to treat his

mother and all women without respect and as toys for

his body's lustful desires.

Shango is warned by many that his actions will lead
him to an early grave. And that his lies and deceit-

Continued on page 4

BEYOND 1984
by Oonette Wilson
Nummo Staff

The art exhibition, "Beyond 1984: Contemporary

Perspectives on America Art" opened Saturday,

March 8, at the Augusta Savage Gallery, in the New
Africa House, displaying the work of eleven Afro-

American artists.

Artists featured were Houston Conwill, Adger W.
Cowans, G. Caliman Coxe, Jeff R. Donaldson, Maren
Hassinger, Freida Higa, Varnette P. Honeywood,
William Richards Hutson, Nelson Stevens, Pheoris

West and Kenneth Victor Young.
In Young's "Ancient Images" done in acrylic, there

are a number of ancient Egyptian images, a dove,

which may have represented the one sent from

Noah's Ark, and a mountain, possibly Mt. Sinai where
the Burning Bush spoke to Moses. The entire color

spectrum was in this piece. In his paintings, he "in-

vites the viewer to explore the other variegated ex-

periences that the exhibition displays, "said Femi

Richards, UMass Afro-American Studies Professor

and textile artist.

Pheoris West, Prof, of Painting at Ohio State

University was interested in art as a child, and has

been "hooked ever since."' He has the ability to en-

fuse his paintings with symmetry. His formalized use

of color is no doubt a by-product of his intensive

education.

"Home is where the Heart is," a collage of a family

scene depicts the realities of Black urban life. Teacher

and painter, Varnette P. Honeywood, is nationally

known for her colorful Black lifestyle collages and
paintings. Honeywood feels that she is "aware of the

unity of experience and identifies value and spirit in

the African diaspora."

In her work, she expresses this from the perspec-

tiver of an urban Black woman of southern parentage.

She considers herself a historian, in a sense, because

she visually records Black people's cultural ex-

periences.

"Though these artists are widely separated

geographically, the artists manifest unity of purpose

as they portray our contemporary world in resplendent

and exhilirating images" said Richards. The exhibit

will be at the gallery until March 28th. All are invited to

stop by and view the extraordinary display of talent.

"Vibrations" by Pheoris West, being exhibited at the
Augusta Savage Art Gallery.

Continued from page 2

BLACK WOMEN'S PANEL

counselors never really offered it as an option. She
said that she felt expected to work, marry and have

children; all of which she did. But, says Baker,
"

Something was missing. I always felt I could do
anything I wanted to. And I can." She quoted a say-

ing, "If you think you can, or can't; you're right."

Baker called birth control her greatest discovery

(after having four children closely together), and said

"If you're into planning your career, discover it." She
also said, "Black women's experiences are so similar,

we need to capitalize on this'" Also, "If you don't give

and demand respect for yourself, you won't get it,"

said Baker.

Using her personal history to exemplify many
points, Baker advised listeners to always do their

homework, don't tell your supervisor what you think

of him or her, unless it's all favorable, and always

cover your tracks. She said, "You probably learn more
from the negative experiences, than from the positive

ones." She emphasized the idea of not burning one's

bridges, by telling the audience that thesame woman
who fired her, now works with her on programs. She
said that her grandmother always said, "Those you

meet going up, you'll meet going down." Baker add-

ed, "Don't respect titles." Respect someone for the

way he or she treats people; with or without their

titles, they carry the same strengths and weaknesses
they always had.

She told the audience to "always be
confident... believe you can do anything." She
believes that Black women should network with each

other and if one gets in a position to hire, it is her

responsibility to hire a Black person." Baker, who
hires 90 per cent Black, said that "No one got where

they are by themselves. It is a responsibility of the

community."
Baker said that we've always been made to feel

ashamed of doing for each other. We've been called

separatist. "Every group has always taken care of their

own, taught their own," she said. Quoting her grand-

mother she said, "Charity begins at home," and add-

ed, "what's left over you give to others."

Susan Allen has a B.S. degree in Psychology, an ^

M.A. in Counseling and is UMass/Amherst Residen-

tial Director for Education East. Allen, a "B" student

in high school, said that her counselor also gave her

no help. In fact he told her she could not get into

UMass; even though she found out that he had told

many of her white friends whose scholastic records

were either comparable or below her own, that they

could get in quite easily.

She went to UMass anyway, became a CCEBMS
student and took courses for psychological counsel

ing. Allen said it was all the other things she did that

prepared her for her present job, not her course work.

She was a Residential Assistant (R.A.) and a student

CCEBMS counselor. She was also heavily involved in

the movement/process of forming many of the

cultural centers, now present on the UMass campus.
She said that this taught her to be a leader and "that

things can change, nothing is engraved in stone."

Allen said that she was still determined to be a

counselor, so she went to Virginia State for graduate
studies in psychology. Said Allen, "They believed

women went to college to get husbands, and if you
didn't get one, you would go on to graduate school to

get one." Allen returned to the UMass area, enrolled

in a non-degree program and supported herself by
becoming a Head of Residence (MR) at UMass.
Here she gained more teaching skills, more ad-

ministration skills and could use her background in

counseling. She decided to suspend her graduate

studies and worked in the Nexus foster care counsel-

ing program. From there, she learned of the Cam-
bridge Program, where you get graduate credits for

your job and academics; completing your graduate

degree in a year.

After receiving her M.A. in Counseling, the Univer-

sity looked at the Residence Hall job situation and
decided to make it more career oriented. Allen said

that her present supervisor advised her a lot on mak-
ing career decisions, "as a woman in a career." "But
she was white," said Allen, "so she couldn't unders-

tand totally." Allen's supervisor told her she needed a

mentor and that the mentor would find her.

But Allen realized that "there weren't a lot of Black

female administrators around to find me." She did

find that conferences "opened up a group of women
around the country" for her as mentors. Through

these conferences Allen says she meets a lot of Black
people. Black women and can do a lot of networking
-in order to advance in her field.

Allen, who never thought she'd be thirty-one and
single, said, "You can be alone and self-sufficient; but
everyone needs a support system." She advised, "Be
true to yourself, go with what you want, but (also)

realize you can make it on your own. Said Allen, "The
system will not always lead you where you want to

go," emphasizing the need for each of us to direct and
constantly evaluate our career and career goals.

Three of the women got married early, interrupted
their education, had children, got divorced, and
resumed their education. All four have had a goal, a
desire and determination. All four have worked very
hard. They've all had a multitude of jobs and found
that one job seemed to lead to another opportunity in

a domino fashion. They attribute their success to lik-

ing the fields they are in, a belief in what they're do-
ing, keeping their options open and networking. They
agreed on the need for mentors and most importantly,

all persisted in the face of opposition,

to his/her school or community. Right now they are

concentrating on the Boston and Springfield areas. At

this time they can only offer one scholarship, but in

the future the fraternity hopes to be able to offer more

than one student the scholarship.

Harrigan and his fraternal brothers are working on a

plan to incorporate the scholarship into the high

school system so that students can apply for the

scholarship while in high school. "As it stands we are

working with Rudy Jones, Assistant Director of Ad-

missions, and Rick Townes of CCEBMS, to develop a

screening process for the scholarship
applications, "Harrigan said.

"As a part of our plan we are also including a series

of speeches at various high schools by Carol Wright,

John's mother. I think this will make people more

aware of the scholarship," said Harrigan.

"In the future we plan to work with other organiza-

tions to raise money for the scholarship. Once we
have a strong base and a stronger campus interest, we
will include those students who are in college and are

outstanding athletes as eligible for the scholarship."
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Continued from page 3

fulness will be the weapon used for his own downfall.

But Shango does not listen: he continues to play the

role ofbrave warrior and ruler of all women.
Ogun Arere, the great warrior and the final blow in

Shango's downfall, forces Shango to look at himself

and his life. Shango is finally brought before a con-
gregation of Olofi, god of Light, Obatala, his mother,
his wife whom he has betrayed many times and the

women whom he has betrayed his wife with.

At this meeting a decision is made on whether
Shango's life should be spared,
again. All agree that his life has brought grief to many
and his death would bring relief to all.

VOTE TODAY - Info, page 4

Announcements Announcements

WE ARE THE AUGUSTA SAVAGE ART
GALLERY.
We are in the New Africa House on the

first floor.

From March 8-28 we will be presenting

an exhibition of Afro-American artists

from around the country. These men and
women are of national and international

stature, and the exhibit is entitled,

"Beyond 1984: Contemporary Perspec-

tives on American Art."

March 10

TOSHI REAGAN in concert at the Iron

Horse at 7 p.m. Tickets are $6.50 in ad-
vance and $7.50 at the door. 20 Center
St., Northampton. For more info., call

584-0610.

Wednesday, March 26

"Forging Missiles into Spaceships"
Smith College, McConnell Auditorium,
8:00 p.m.

MEMBERS OF THE THIRD WORLD

Are you concerned
about government?
Are you concerned
about your school?

Would you like

to have more input?

Would you like to help

direct the future

of this University?

Help the senate

reflect a greater

understanding of

multi-racial concerns.

Join the Caucus
Third World Caucus:
Your mouthpiece!
BE HEARD.
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March 20

KUUMBA CREATIVITY
CELEBRATION

"A night of music,

dance, art and theatre"

In celebration of Black

Culture.

8:15 p.m.

Buckley Hall,

Amherst College

For more info:

call 542-4264,

or 542-2385.

Address all letters to the Editor to: Nummo News,
New Africa House Room 103

The Commuter Area Government
presents the Progressive Film Series:

Tuesday, March 11

"Living at Risk" - about a middle class
Nicaraguan family who chooses to stay
In Nicaragua and support the revolution.
CC 163 Complex.

Thursday, March 13

"The Song of the Shirt" - by the London
History Project. It examines the struggle
of women in the garment industry dur-
ing 19th century England.
CC 174-76.

Thursday, April 3

"Woza Albert" - a filmed stage produc-

tion by two Black South Africans ex-

plaining life under Apartheid. An excep-

tional film. Also being shown is the

video "Under the Gun," a PBS special

examining the current S. African situa-

tion.

CC 168.

Thursday, April 10

"Jazz on a Summer Day" and the film

"the St. Louis Blues." Co-sponsored by
the Black n^usicians conference. "Jazz"
is the definitive jazz film featuring

Thelonious Monk, Louis Armstrong,
Chuck Berry, Dinah Washington, et al. at

Newport in 1958.

Cape Cod Lounge, SUB.

Thursday, April 17

"September Wheat" - by Peter Krieg. An
award-winning film about food and
hunger in the rich industrialized coun-
tries and in the poor countries of the
world.

CC163.

TIMES FOR ALL COMMUTER AREA
FILMS WILL BE 7:30 P.M.

Alpha Angels are havinq a Tea in the

New Africa House Librarv. Tuesdav. 7
p.m., March 11. Transcripts are

required and interviews will be held
after the Tea. BE PROMPT! For more
information call Pat, 734-5565 or

Cordelia, 787-4514.

SURVIVAL SKILLS
FOR STUDENTS
OF COLOR
a 1 credit colloq.

7-9 p.m. Tuesday,
MLK Center, rm. 112

Dickinson Hall

Come, bring a friend!

Sponsored by CCEBMS/
BCP/BILINGUAL.

INTRAN

An appeal is being made
to the Five-College community.
For those interested in

the organization of the
project, contact Michelle
Revels at 549-4600 Ext. 235
Hampshire College Box 918.

For those interested in

the artistic aspects
of the project, contact
Michelle Remy at 549-4600

Ext.342, Hampshire College
Box 392.

Community members
who believe in and
want to be a part

of the struggle,

contact us, we'll

show you how.
545-0061, or

545-0062.

Wat's going on?

ut. What's REALLY
GOING ON?

NUMMO NEWS
wants writers.

Join NUMMO, and help

PUT THE WORD OUT.

NUMMO NEWS
is looking for

a few good
photographers.
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SGA vote
brings new
sign fiasco
New twist on 'Murphy's Law'
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Will the real Lynne Murphy please stand up?

In what is becoming a campaign ritual in University

of Massachusetts elections, two parties in the Student

Government Association presidential elections yesterday

charged each other with trying to confuse the voters.

Campaign supporters of M. Lynne Murphy, candidate

for SGA president, said they plan to file charges with the

SGA attorney general against Lynne M. Murphy, a

senator from Washington Tower and supporter of

presidential candidate Bill Bennett.

Celeste Friend, a supporter of M. Lynne Murphy.

said,"We're really angiy. We feel it is a sleiizy move... It's

deja vu with the Mas.sPlRG campaign," referring to the

referendum held last month in which people from the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group, and

.Students for Participatory Democracy accused eacli other

"VVV'/v rv(dl\ an^i \. \\\ /< t7 it is a slmzy rnaLC.ll s

deja vu uifh the MassPIRG campaign"
— Celeste Friend. ^4 L\nne Murphy supporter

ot trying to deceive voter.

s

Lynne M. Murphy, who is not runnmg for office, ap

parently took exception to M. Lynne Murphy running for

office without including her first initial.

"I'm the only Lynne Murphy on campus," Lynne M.

Murphy said.

In the past, M. Lynne Murphy has insisted on using her

first initial.

Lynne M. Murphy said she had posters printed that said,

"Lynne Murphy endorses Bill Bennett for SGA presi

dent." In smaller print, it said, "I, Lynne Murphy of

Washington Residential Hall, hearby endorse Bill Ben-

nett." The posters bore the signature of Lynne M. Murphy.

Lynne M. Murphy said M. Lynne changed her name to

confuse Lynne M.'s constituency and also said that more

than 100 people have expressed their support for her.

"I had to explain that I'm not running for anything,"

Lynne M. Murphy said.

M. Lynne Murphy was unavailable for comment.

Friend said M. Lynne decided to campaign as Lynne

Murphy so she would not be confused with Evelyn Mur-

phy, democratic candidate for lieutenant governor.

"Some people think the signs are confusing, they're

making it sound as if Lynne [M. Lynne Murphy] is back-

ing Bill [Bennett]," Friend said.

"Bill must know he is hurting at the polls to try this,

and that makes me feel good," Friend said.

Bennett said he had no knowledge that Washington

Tower resident Lynne M. Murphy made the posters until

after they appeared around campus.

"I've been taking the posters [Lynne M. Murphy's] down

all afternoon, " Bennett said. "It[the posters] may hurt

my campaigning. I don't need anything negative right

now. I don't want anything like with MassPIRG. I can

beat M. Lynne Murphy. I don't have to resort something

like this."

Photo by Nick Sukoluff

DREAMS OF A NEW SEASON-Freshman legal studies major Todd Babbitt contemplates

nature inside FN Durfee Conservatory yesterday.

University students face charges
Six University of Massachusetts students face criminal

charges after nine people were injured in September after

a porch collapsed during a party at their rented home in

Amherst.
One male student is charged with creating a common

nuisance, pending deliberation in Hampshire District

Court, after show cause hearing last month, the Daily

Hampshire Gazette reported yesterday.

Eleven students who were at the party testified at the

show cause hearing. Two ofthem said they had given the

student money for beer on Sept. 21 at the house at 180

Market Hill Road.

The other five students are charged with creating a com-

mon nuisance. According to court documents, this means

they "kept or sold alcoholic beverages, causing the

building to be deemed a common nuisance."

Two of the students facing charges refused to comment

until they could contact their lawyers. A third consulted

his lawyer and was advised not to talk until the case was

decided.

Amherst Police said about 30 people were on the 12-foot

high porch when it collapsed. Nine of them sustained in-

juries, mostly to the neck and back, and were taken to

Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton. Six were

treated and released and the remaining three spent the

night at University Health Services.

Michael Butcher, 20, a UMass student from Worcester,

broke a vertebra in his back as a result of the collapse.

At the time of the incident, the porch was described as

"obviously rotted" by the residents of the house.

The students are no longer living in the house and the

owner, Jean Mudge of Chicago, is renting an apartment

within the house. She has hired a manager to ensure that

no undergraduate students rent the apartment.

- JOHN VINCENT

Officials consider search at commencement
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Officials exploring changes in the annual

commencement ceremony in Warren C.

McGuirk Alumni Stadium are considering

ways to eliminate traditional unruliness,

and may ask a student gi-oup to search

graduates for alcohol before they enter the

stadium, two members of the Commence-

ment Task Force said yesterday.

However, no new plans have been

established since last November, when it

was disclosed the administration was con-

sidering better enforcement of stadium

policy banning alcohol , a shorter ceremony

without the graduate school and a listing

of undergraduaie.s' names in tne com-

mencement program booklet.

The changes, approved Dec. 9 after

lengthy review, come in the wake of last

year's ceremony, when a faulty sound

system, poorly designed stage and heavy

drinking created what some called a circus-

like atmosphere.

"In order to get enough people behind it

[the changes], it almost took a disaster,"

said Trey Williams, special assistant to the

vice chancellor for student affairs and a

task force member.
According to memoranda distributed by

task force member Mary Spellicy, some of

the plans for the May 25 ceremony include:

• Give graduates, who sit on the football

field, a better view of the ceremony by con-

structing a tiered stage and improving the

public address system.

• Improve the atmosphere of the

ceremony by eliminating temptations for

graduates to wander. Plans include seating

faculty members along the sidelines to

separate the audience from the graduates.

In the past, audience members have been

seen passing alcohol to people on the field.

• Better enforce the .stadium alcohol

policy by requesting students enter the

field at the .start of the ceremony with their

gowns draped over their arms, not worn,

so they cannot conceal alcohol.

Williams said officials are also consider

ing a.sking members of the Union Program

Council, which runs rock concerts on cam-

pus, to conduct searches of students befor^

ihey pass through stadium portals.

Reached by telephone late yesterday,

Lance Foley, UPC talent coordinator, said

he had not been told anything about the

plan, but would be willing to ask council

members if they are interested in

participating.

"We haven't had anyone come to us in

an official capacity yet," Foley said. "The
majority of people in our committee are in

the dorms. They have to be out."

Williams said that if UPC will not con-

duct the searches, then officials can only

enforce the no-alcohol policy through mar-

shals, public safety officers and letters sent

to the parents of graduates and distributed

outside the stadium on graduation day.
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DEMONSTRATOR ARRESTED-Austin, Minn, police carry a

demonstrator away from the gates to the corporate headquarters

of Hormel Co. yesterday. The company was blocked by nearly 200

striking meatpackers and their supporters.

Navy examines
shuttle remains
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - Pathologists yester

day examined crew remains recovered from Challenger's

shattered cabin, sources reported, while the ocean search

continued for more body parts and debris such as data

tapes that might provide clues to the disaster.

Some remains and cabin wreckage were brought

ashore secretl;y Saturday night by the Nav^ salvage ship

USS Preserver, which entered port without running
lights, said the sources, who spoke on condition of

anonymity.
In announcing Sunday that the cabin debris and re-

mains had been located, NASA did not say whether
anything had been recovered. The agency said it would
respect family wishes and not comment again until the

operation was completed.

NASA spokesman said nothing yesterday. The Navy,
which is conducting the search, said the 213-foot

Preserver was at the scene where the cabin debris was
found but declined to say whether divers were on the

ocean floor.

Recovering cabin wreckage and body remains depends
on weather and sea conditions, NASA said, and could

take days. The search area had wind up to 20 mph and
4-to-6 foot waves yesterday.

Private boats and planes were barred from an area two
miles around the search site, which is about 18 miles

northeast of the launch pad. Sections of the cabin were
found at a depth of 100 feet.

Five men and two women died in the fiery explosion

73 seconds after Challenger left its launch pad here Jan.

28.

Data tapes that were in the cabin could shed light on
the cause of the explosion, but it was not known how well

the tapes survived.

The sources did not know if remains of all seven had
been located. They said recovered body parts had been
taken to a hospital at Patrick Air Force Base, 25 miles

south of here, where they were examined yesterday by
forensic experts from the Armed Forces Institute of

Pathology.

The condition of the bodies was not known by the

sources, but they said "we're talking about remains, not

bodies."

The examinations were not only for identification, but

also could help determine whether the astronauts were
burned to death, poisoned by fumes, died from sudden
loss of cabin pressure, were killed by flying debris or by
impact with the water, or drowned.
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where are you headed for |

Don't be headed for Skin Chancer

for more information

about cancer prevention,

stop by our table in the

Campus Center.

'liiesdax March 11th.

This message is brought to you

by the Peer Health Promotion Program

(Public Health 216.1 Its a course!

Navy
man
arrested
POINT MUGU NAVAL

AIR BASE, Calif. (AP) - A
Navy petty officer has been

arrested for investigation of

selling classified govern-

ment documents, the FBI

said yesterday.

Third Class Petty Officer

Robert Dean Haguewood
was arrested March 4 by the

Naval Investigative Service

after an investigation in

which he allegedly was
observed selling part of a

confidential document, FBI
spokesman Fred Reagan
said.

Gary Comerford, NIS
spokesman, refused to say

whether the document was
sold to undercover agents or

if they witnessed the sale.

"The incident appears to

be isolated. It appears there

has been no contact with

any foreign national," Com-
erford said.

"The suspect made known
he wanted to sell some infor-

mation," Comerford said.
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Kidnappers show photo
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) Shiile Moslem

kidnappers issued photographs yesterday

purporting to show the body of French

hostage Michel Seurat, with a statement

saying the photos proved their claim to

have killed him last week.

Islamic Jihad, a pro-Iranian fundamen-

talist group, denied in the statement that

It had abducted a four-man French televi-

sion crew Saturday. The photos and state-

ment were delivered to a Western news

agency in Beirut.

It said the three black-and-white pictures

were intended to counter "skepticism about

the seriousness of our earlier claim" that

Seurat was slain last Wednesday.

One showed the hostage's chest and face,

as he lay bare-chested with his eyes hall-

closed. The second showed a body in a cof-

fin, wrapped in a blanket, and the third a

closed coffin with a crucifix on the lid.

There was no evidence ofwounds or blood

in the one photo that showed the man clear-

ly, and no way to confirm he had been kill-

ed. Friends of Seurat confirmed that the

man in the photo was the 37-year-old

Fren.^hman.

The typewritten statement was in Arabic

and signed, "the Islamic Jihad Islamic Ho-

ly War organization."

In Paris, the French Foreign Ministry

issued a statement saying it was "seeking

to verify the authenticity of this

abominable claim."
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LADIES' Op
Summer Pants & Shorts

on SALE
starting at $0,95

I

open 7 days Downtown Amherst 253-9729\ii

Kaplan stays
withyou for

the long run.
After you take a Kaplan course, you re

not only better prep.ired to take on
marathon tests like the LSAT. GMAT.
GRE, NTE, CPA. SAT, among others, but

the study techniques you'll learn will

help you through the ngors ofyour grad
school courses

That's why for nearly 50 years, over
1 million students have gotten in con-
dition with Stanley H Kaplan And for

those interested in breaking records, we
also offer SPEED READING

So call Kaplan. You've got a long race

ahead to the top ofyour career Every bit

of training and coaching counts
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Preparing Now
For GMAT, LSAT and GRE

get started early

and complete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780
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Period of dry campus had little effect on sales
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

Although there is a significant decrease in liquor sales

at the Hatch and an increase for the Top of the Campus
lounge following the University's "dry" period, overall

sales have not changed dramatically, according to a Cam-
pus Center official.

The dry spell last semester had less of an effect on

students' drinking than did the raised drinking age, said

Richard Ellis, director of cash operations for Food Services.

The legal drinking age in Massachusetts was raised from

20 to 21 last June 30.

The dry campus last semester was a result of the Univer-

sity losing its liquor liability insurance August 1, 1985,

and the University's difficulty replacing that insurance.

The University was granted alcohol coverage in Januar>-

by the Joint Underwriters Association, an insurance com-

mission created by the state. The insurance policy became

effective Feb. 1. 1986.

Campus Center statistics show that liquor sales total-

ed $20,456 for the first two weeks of February 1985 and

$21,349 for the same period this year.

From Feb. 1 to 14, 1985, the Hatch sold $8,192 worth

of alcohol and the TOC sold $12,264. For the same period

in 1986, the Hatch sold $3,712 worth of alcohol and the

TOC sold $17,557.

"We lost a good number of clientele due to the rise of

the drinking age," Ellis said in explaining the decrease

of liquor sales in the Hatch.

Since alcohol sales resumed last month, the price of beer

at the Hatch has remained the same but all other liquor

prices have risen approximately 10 percent in the Hatch

and the TOC, said Bernard Wilkes, assistant director of

the Campus Center and president ofTOC Inc., which holds

the University's liquor license, purchases alcohol and ap-

proves prices.

Wilkes said that the price of beer has not risen at the

Hatch because the number of beer drinkers there has in-

creased. All other liquor prices have increased because

the distributors increased the price of liquor sold to TOC,
Inc., he said.

Managers of bars in Amherst center also support the

idea that the change in drinking had more of an effect

on students' drinking habits than did the dry period on
the UMass campus.
Mike Fuscia, manager of Time Out, said he sees shorter

waiting lines outside the bar because of the rise in the

drinking age, but liquor sales are "on target as last

semester."

But he said there has been no real decrease in sales at

Time Out since the alcohol sales resumed at the Campus
Center.

Chick Delano, manager of Delano's, said there has been
a slight decrease in liquor sales at his bar as compared
to this time last year.

"I think the drinking age has affected this more than
the re-selling of liquor at the Campus Center," Delano
said.

Jeanne Hopkins Stover Arthur Clifford

University liasons promoted
Two University of Massachusetts media

liaisons were recently promoted.

Arthur S. Clifford, formerly director of

the Office of Public Information, is now
special assistant to Deirdre I. Ling, vice

chancellor for University relations and

development.
Jeanne Hopkins Stover, formerly OPI's

associate director, has become manager of

the office.

Clifford said, "My new post involves a lot

more traveling to media outlets. I work

one-on-one with editors of newspapers and

magazines, and I help develop feature

stories."

Stover's office is responsible for publiciz-

ing events at the University to local and

national news organizations, and often for

providing information or names of campus

sources to reporters when there is break-

ing news at L'iVlass.

"I try to encourage academic depart-

ments and administration to announce

events so that we can publicize to outside

media. After all, we are the liaison between

the University and the public through the

press," Stover said.

Stover earned a bachelor's degree in

speech communications from Northern Il-

linois University in 1976. She is also pro-

ducer and host of "Commonwealth Jour-

nal," which is broadcast on 40 radio sta-

tions in Massachusetts.

Clifford received a bachelor's degree in

journalism in 1968 from Boston Universi-

ty and a master's degree in political com-

munication in 1976 from UMass. He has

taught journalism courses at the Univer-

sity for the past 10 years.

- LUCINDA COUTO
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MassPIRG collects food
About $600 worth of food was collected

at last week's food drive at the Super Stop

and Shop in Hadley, said a MassPIRG
volunteer.

"All totalled we collected 10 [shopping]

carts of food," said Rayna Sargent of the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group, which sponsored the drive.

Representatives of MassPIRG stood at

each entrance of the store with the

manager's permission, and handed to each

person going into the store a list of items.

Each shopper was asked to donate at least

one item to the food drive.

"We asked people to donate high protein

food like canned meats, peanut butter,

pasta, and tomato sauce," said Jane Finn,

the coordinator of the MassPIRG Hunger

Project.

1 ne looa was uonaieu tu me western

Massachusetts Food Bank in Hadley, part

of a national organization which feeds

about 30,000 people a year. The bank

distributes food to people and non-profit

organizations, Finn said.

"Some people donated well over a bag of

groceries," Finn said. "The people who did

give were extremely diverse, everyone from

college students to the elderly."

"When you put on a food drive you create

an awareness that a problem exists in your

own backyard," Finn said.

MassPIRG also sponsored a "stamp out

hunger" day Feb. 26 at UMass, which rais-

ed $250 in donations and 270 signatures

for postcards to members of Congress in

April.

_ JEANETTE DeFORGE

Employee hit by car suffers injuries

A 27-year-old employee of the Texaco Ser-

vice Station on Northampton Road sustain-

ed injuries to his right knee and leg when

he was hit by a customer's car at 1:45 p.m.

Friday, Amherst police said.

He was checking a car's oil, police said,

when the driver of another car did not

realize his car was in reverse and backed

into the employee.

The employee was treated at Cooley-

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton, police

said.

In other police reports:

•A man was pushed through a door win-

dow at 12:45 a.m. Saturday when he was

causing a disturbance at a dance at the

Malcom X Center in Hamdem Dining Com

mons. He was not hurt. University of

Massachusetts police said.

•K Oi&n suffered a bruised li^ when ^h?

was punciieu wiuie trying to stop tiiree

men vandalizing cars at 2:10 p.m. Sunday

in a parking lot outside his Brandywine

Apartment, Amherst police said.

•While investigating a complaint of a

barking dog, an Amherst police officer was

bitten on the hand at 3:10 a.m. Monday on

East Pleasant Street. No citations were

issued to the owner, police said.

•The valve on a pressurized tank was

found open and leaking carbon dioxide at

4:45 p.m. Sunday in Morrill Science

Center. Enviromental Health and Safety

Agency responded to the emergency,

UMass police said.

•A 1984 Trans-Am valued at $17,000 and

a $15,000 1977 Datsun were reported

stolen Sunday from lot 32, police said.

Local marchers
walk across America
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Despite insurance hassles, the Great

Peace March across America is off and

walking from California to Washington,

D.C., with at least eight people from the

Amherst area included in the 1,200

marchers.

The march, which started last week, is

scheduled to reach the nation's capitol by

Nov. 10.

"Despite media propaganda, the march

is on its way," said Phyllis Rodin, a Univer-

sity of Massachusetts graduate student

who last weekend returned for one night

to a fund raising conference in New York

last weekend. "There is a cohesive com-

munity that is forming, that has every in-

tention of getting to Washington."

The insurance company for the march,

concerned about damage the marchers

might inflict on campsites, raised its

premium to a level organizers could not af

ford, so marchers had to agree to be respon-

sible for themselves or leave the march,

Rodin said.

"It [leavingl wasn't even a question," she

said. "They didn't even want to discuss it,

those who wanted to stay."

Of the original 1,500, only 300 elected to

leave, Rodin said.

Without insurance, many possible sites

were off limits to the group, but others

became available when citizens saw the

marchers' predicament, Rodin said.

"The United States of America came to

our rescue, and we literally wept for all the

beautiful things that happened to us after

that," she said.

Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley gave

personal permission for the marchers to

walk through the city, but the march "real-

ly started" in Claremont, a small town out

side that city, Rodin said.

Turned away from the schools, the mar-

chers were welcomed into the churches of

the town, and a rally was held. Some
citizens even took marchers into their

homes.
"They welcomed us," Rodin said. "We

were their people."

For Rodin, the community formed by the

march is also a data base for her doctoral

dissertation in future studies, and she is

"not the only one" for whom the trip is a

learning experience, she said. High school

students are marching, keeping journals,

and talking about their experiences at

stops along the way.

Said Rodin: "They're going out and talk-

ing wherever they are sought to explain

about the march."

- JEFFRY
,,.».FRANK

BARTASH and
GEARY

Photo by Richard Honanno

DON'T FALL IN-Graduate botany major Lars Carlson operates

a sailboat under cloudy skies in the Campus Pond.
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Survey gives UMass students

high rank
By TOM GAGNON
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts students are less likely

than students at the other four area colleges to take

classes at another campus, and most likely to work for

pay, according to a Student Affairs Research and Evalua-

tion Office survey.

Scheduling conflicts and lack of information were the

most frequently cited obstacles to using the five-college

exchange program, followed by course closings and

transportation problems, according to the Five College

Cycles 1985 survey.

However, these reasons may not apply if students do not

want to take courses elsewhere, said Joyce Clark,

associate director ofSAREO and co-author of the survey,

which was completed last December and released last

week.

The survey compared results from Smith, Mount
Holyoke. Amherst and Hampshire colleges with UMass'
students' responses, released last month in a separate

UMass Cycles Survey.

According to the five-college survey, UMass students

spend an average of eight and one-half hours a week work-

ing for pay, nearly twice as much as last-ranked Amherst

College.

The survey reported that UMass students also averag-

ed the most time in class and labs each week, 15.2 hours,

but the least time spent doing course work outside of class,

17.3 hours.

UMass students expressed the greatest satisfaction with

their social life, with over 80 percent of respondents say-

ing they were "satisfied" or "very satisfied," although this

was down slightly from last year, according to the survey.

Overall satisfaction with college was rated high on all

five campuses, with over 80 percent of students reporting

to be "satisfied" or "very satisfied."

"Statistically, that's insignificant," said Clark, who cau-

tioned against interpreting the results of the survey. "It's

hard to know what it means. You have to look within each

school rather than across them. It may mean that there

is a good match between student and school, or there may

be differences we're not picking up on."
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Sylvan, Northeast Residents:

Worcester Commons, 10:45 a.m. to

1:30 p.m.; 3:45 to 6 p.m.

Orchard Hill, Central Residents:

Franklin Commons, 11 a.m. to 1:45

p.m.; 4 to 6:15 p.m.

Southwest residents: Hampshire

Commons, 11:15 a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4:15

to 6:30 p.m.

Berkshire Commons, 11:30 a.m. to

2:15 p.m.; 4:30 to 6:45 p.m.

Off-campus students (except

Greeks): Outside Hatch, noon to

5:30 p.m.

Fraternities and sororities:

Newman Center, 10 a.m. to 2:30

ANYONE MAY VOTE AT:
Hampden Kosher D.C., 5 to 7 p.m.

New Africa House, 12:30 to 5:45

[SPRING BREAK 86
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32 Main St. Northampton MA 01060

(41.j) 584-3620 Mon-Sat 9-5: Thurs til 8:.30
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NATIONAL HONOR
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Information Tables

will be at the Campus Center Concourse

March 12, 13, 14 9:00 am -3:00 pm
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WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS
Why conquer hills when you

can challenge a mountain. Just over the

border is Mount Snow with 12 Ufts d gon-

dola. 5 triple chairs. 6 double chairs), 57

trails. 1700 feet of vertical and 80% snowmaking.

r
THE SHORTEST DRIVE

BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

I LOCATED IN EASY TO

I REACH SOUTHERN

I
VERMONT ON VT 100

I LODGING

I
(802)464 8501

I SKI REPORT

(802)464 2151

TO

16 inches of new snow since Friday. All 57 trails are

open on all three mountain faces Record base depths

up to 8 feet deep will keep us skiing well into May Our
incredible S59 of Fun package starts March 16th. Enjoy

ANY two days of skiing and a nights lodging in between

for $59. 802 464 8501 . We've got the snow, let yourself

go

aWount Snolu

$ LOCAL DAY CAMP $
People's Institute of Northampton

SMALL FRY DAY CAMP
* an 8-week camp looking for the

following staff:
* Camp Director
* Aquatic Instructor (with W.S.I.)
* Unit Leaders
* Camp Counselors

"•^^AMl * C.I.T. (volunteers)

United Way of

Hampshire County

Camp located at 38 Gothic Street, Northampton
Just off Main Street across from the Court House.

More Info: 584-8313
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Difficulty of confrontation
Expressing anger constructively is

something I think about often. After all,

anger bottled up and held in can be
paralyzing, while anger vented without

thought alienates people needlessly.

The other day I had a particularly sur-

real experience with this matter. I was
driving the campus shuttle and listening

to a tape of an interview I had done with

Margaret Randall. She is an American
feminist who has lived in Mexico, Cuba and
Nicaragua and written extensively on
revolutionary women, among other things.

A few men got on the bus and started to

make my stomach turn with a discussion

of how they had intimidated a woman in

a bar. They said they wanted her to move
so they decided to discuss in complete

detail, with sound effects, "unnatural sex-

ual acts."

I had to turn off Margaret Randall

because she couldn't drown out the

frightening language of these men and
because it seemed impossible to listen to

two such totally different voices at once.

At that point I thought maybe I would
just contain my anger and maybe vent it

later on (of course not intentionally, but I

do think that's unfortunately how things

work sometimes.)

But then they said something about

grossing her out so much that "we got her

to shack up with the man who was trying

to pick her up" and then they laughed. At
that point, proper role of the bus driver or

not I realized I had to say something, and
as it turned out, I was really glad that I did.

As they were leaving the bus I just said,

"I don't want to be hostile to yo» guys but

I really want you to think about your at-

titudes toward women." I am not sure what

Rebecca Thatcher

their response was, they stepped off the bus

and I think they muttered something that

had to do with embarrassment and assent.

What was really gratifying about the

whole incident was what the woman who
was sitting in the first seat of the bus said

afterwards. I told her I was in kind of a

dilemma over whether or not to say

anything. She said, "I never would have

been able to say anything and I'm glad you

did."

It reminded me of the other day when, as

a journalist, I witnessed the guerilla

theatre in the Cape Cod Lounge and the

women who spoke to me about their reac-

tions to the anti-rape action.

While the men I spoke to were willing to

"go on the record" the women were ada-

mant about not being identified. I think

this, as well as the experience on the bus,

says something about how difficult it can

be to state publicly that as a woman, you

oppose violence against women. This

should not be such a dilTicult thing to do,

but it is. and there is an important .societal

reason for why it is so difficult.

Society in general accepts the degrada-

tion ofwomen and violence against women.

It is not seen as a major problem Battered

women shelters and rape crisis centers are

notoriously underfunded and undersup-

ported. The more 1 iook around the more

I realize how much this is the ca.se-and

indeed-how brave the women who did the

guerilla theatre are.

Rebecca Thatcher is a Collegian
columnist.

Right of belief must be respected
After reading Jeffrey Clark's article "In

defense of the righteous ones" (Collegian,

Feb. 27), I found myself compelled to write.

To begin with, I am not anti-Christian. I

believe that most Christians are well-

intentioned and helpful people. I also

believe that Christians have as much of a

right to their beliefs as everyone else. It

seems, however, hard to understand this

unalienable right if one believes, like

Clark, that "...if people think Christiani-

ty is not correct, they are just plain wrong."

I am not saying that Clark is wrong; I am
only saying that I have as much right to

my beliefs as Clark has to his and this right

must be respected.

I would like to clear the air about the

classification of "anti-Christian leftists." I

believe I am included in this classification,

and I want to define my position. My
disagreement is not with the Christian

religion per se, but with the new trend of

the religious right to legislate its morals

and beliefs on us all. This new trend should

be a concern not only to myself and my
fellow leftists, but also to true Christians.

I think we should all question this bastar-

dization of true Christian tenets. If the

religious right continues unchallenged, the

Christian faith could be headed toward

some new dark ages, and could become
seriously tainted for years to come.

To Clark and others, I say stay in church

and help humanity with the commitment
and faith you have. Convert us by exam-
ple. This is fine work and can be respected

by almost everyone. You must not,

however, force your beliefs upon us all. We
may come around, or we may not; it is not

your duty to make us. Do not force us to

live within your code. Remember the voice

of God is not the voice of government.

Jonathan E. Wagman
Hadley

Classified ad offensive, appalling

rom R i.KAiiKR

VERMONT

U's a wise person who rules women. ils a

f(,,,l whos ruled l>y Ihi-ni Krom Ihi'

Brothers of 404

I am extraordinarily ap-

palled and offended by the

inclusion of this disgusting

"personal" advertisement

in the Friday, Feb. 28 Col-

legian. Where is your wide-

ly touted sense of social

responsibility? What
hypocrites you are! On the

same day you editorialize in

support of Smith protestors

(oh how bad apartheid is),

you promote sexist im-

perialist domination on

your own back page.

This is offensive to the

point of being almost

frightening. No numan is

made to be "ruled" and it is

neither a light nor funny

matter that you give voice

to this sentiment in print.

Would you publish a

classified ad that had the

words "black South

Africans" or "Jews" where

the word "women" appears

in this ad? I think not, yet

you published this. The im-

plication is that you work

under the sexist assumption

that women are not impor

tant enough to even worry

about.

I think your editorial

judgement and standards

are to be severely called in

to question. Do you really

want to promote male

dominance and im-

perialism? If not, you should

pull this ad immediately. If

so, you should be more
honest in the rest of your

editorial policy so your

readers will know where

you stand.

Mary Creamer
Amherst

The Collegian has a tight

screening process under

which national, local and
classified advertisements are

altered or rejected daily. Un-

fortunately, some offensive

ads do slip by our staff and
the Business Board
apologizes to those who may
have been offended by this

particular advertisement.
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RA system hypocritical
There has been some debate recently

about who is or who isn't anti-Christian on
this campus. I doubt that any group has a

monopoly on antichrists, but I do think the

UMass residential system has a long

standing bias against Judeo-Christian

values which encourages antichrists of

every stripe. Let me relate .some examples.

Last spring a Christian I will call Amy
was a Resident Assi.stant in a woman's
dorm. She attended several RA meetings

where positions on everything from being

gay to pornography were laid out as polity.

Amy notes that in theory, the housing ad-

ministration respects and supports many
different perspectives, but that in practice

it is hypocritical. Judeo-Christian values

are lampooned and criticized unless so-

meone has the courage to stand up for

them, at which point residential workers
feel compelled to acknowledge their worth

to show what a broad-minded .staff they are.

In addition. Amy feels that RAs with

Judeo-Christian morals are asked to par-

ticipate in situations which violate their

consciences. In particular, role-playing was
a problem for her, but worse was being ask-

ed to watch sexually-explicit film footage

to be "educated" about pornography.

That's where Amy drew the line.

Another RA, call him Bob, experienced

similar conflicts with his faith. He, too,

uses the word "hypocrisy" to describe the

supposed tolerance of the residential

system, saying that in fact, only a narrow

range of liberal values is commended. As
Bob tells it, when majority viewpoints con-

flict with the values of the system, then the

majority is described as oppressors,

unenlightened, backward. After three

years in it, his description of an RA's job

is "babysitting" the floor, giving lip service

to the administrative policy, and seeing on-

ly rarely the socially-sensitive situations

for which RAs receive so much "pro-

gressive" training.

The liberal emphasis affects not only

Rusty Denton

training, but hiring practices as well,

despite the University's promise not to

discriminate on the basis of faith, creed, or

politics. In the first year that Bob was an
RA, the University was interviewing for a
full time residential position. An African

Chri.stian I will call Charles applied, with

extensive related experience and graduate
work. The interviewing committee told him
he was the most qualified person they could

find, but that he would never get hired

because of his convictions about gay peo-

ple. They were unhappy because when ask-

ed if he would honor the rights of a gay stu-

dent to the exclusion of the rights ofothers,

Charles had said no.

A devout Middle Eastern Muslim student

I'll call David has been hired for a similar

position. He had little related experience

or course work, and his convictions about
lesbians and gays are essentially identical

to Charles'. Apparently, Islamic convic-

tions are more acceptable than Christian

convictions.

If anybody besides gays, feminists, and
the militant left were so overprotected by,

and over-represented in, the residential ad-

ministration, there would have been a

tremendous hue and cry by these parties

long ago. As it is, we are expected to believe

that an open, democratic process has plac-

ed these people there. I don't believe that;

internal politics might have, but
democracy didn' i

While I am in sympathy with the goals

of the residential system to protect the

rights of individuals and to safeguard the
pluralism on this campus, I don't believe

it is their right to indoctrinate students,

nor to discriminate. It's about time they ad-

mit that's what they've been doing.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Writer intolerant of other faiths
In response to Jeffrey Clark's insidious-

ly self-righteous letter concerning Chris-

tianity, I find his assertions to be both

pointless and ignorant. To begin with,

Clark proclaims a disgust at the

"slanderous comments" printed in the Col-

legian against Christians, but fails to men-

tion a single one. Clearly, Clarks's

arguments would bear a lot more weight

if he would simply enumerate precisely

what offended him, rather than carry on

like a whining child about how a "typical

white male who believes in God and the

authority of the Bible cannot get a letter

printed" in the Collegian. Also, Clark's

.li^be-'i'tiTi notion t'
" v.n^icall/ le^:"

people are - nti-Chrisium i-> a ^ross distor-

iioii. v-<eri .. • 3Uk;i. 1 »^ •< ii»B v./tii lonuiiB

as Geraldine Ferraro, Ted Kennedy, and

Martin Luther King force Clark to recon-

sider his warped affirmations. Further-

more, Clark's attitude that Christianity is

the only "true faith," and that those who
do not accept it are "just plain wrong," is

just plain narrow-minded. Would not a

"true" Christian be more accepting of other

faiths?

Obviously, Clark's commitment to Chris-

tianity cau.sed him to speak out in its

defense and that's fine. However, in the

future, I would urge that people better

manifest their points and stay clear of

flagrant generalizations and smug
moralism.

Susan E. Brown
Amherst
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w \J V3 f\ li ^ by any other name tastes as sweet and has
little nutritional value. Dextrose, sucrose, corn syrup, fructose,

lactose, maltose, galactose, honey, and molasses all mean
sugar. Read the label on all the processed food you buy and if

sugar (by any name) is in the top three. Beware.

Div. of Health Education

University Vending Service

Pizza in a Mexican Restaurant?

Definately'

try one of our Mexican Pizzas

today. . .

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON , AMHERST
21 CENTER ST

58-1 'X)^3

Bring You' 0»n
Bfti or Wir<»

SPRINGFIELD
41 BOLTWOOD WALK I M9 SUMNER AVf

B»er I Win* Brmg Your Own
Served Beer or Mirte

for fun styles, come see
our new collection!

FLYING/^TH ...

OPEN
SUNDAYS

LODESTOKE

FAST
DELIVERY

4:30 p.m.-

1:00 a.m.

Subs served with Onions • Lettuce • Tomatoes •

I'icklcs • Trccn Peppers and h lack Olives • Spices

(lixtra Cheese or Mivshrooms 20# l.xtrn)

»•••••( >••••••<

PRICES

Half Whole

2.99 4.29

2.59

2.29

2.29

1.99

2.19

2.59

2.39

2.29

2.29

3.09

2.29

3.69

3.19

3.19

2.39

3.Q9

3.79

3.39

4.69

3.39

4.89

3.19

Sub Roll or

Special

Super
Italian

Combo
Bologna

Genoa
Roast Beef

Turkey

Ham
Ham &• Genoa
Crab

Chicken Salad

Extra Cheese 20'

Extra Mushrooms 20*^

Syrian Bread

2.09 2.99

1.99 2.79

2.29 3.19

2.59 3.59

1.49 1.79

1.79 2.39

2.29 3.19

2.29 3.19

2.19 3.49

2.39 3.69

2.39 3.69

2.19 3.49

2.24 3.59

Clip and Save

Tuna
Chili Dog
Meatball

Meatball & Chili

Vegetarian

Cheese
Pepperoni

Pastromi

Steak

Steak

Steak

Steak

£t Cheese
& Mushroom
& Onion

Steak B Peppers

Soda in cans 65'^

^^•••••••••••* coupon •••••••••••••

J This Week's Special

J Whole Ham Sub $2.99 t

J Save 50" Reg. $3.29
*

• ••••••••••Expires 3-16-86 ***********

Open 11:00 am - 2:00 am Seven Days A Week
33 East Pleasant Street, Amherst

Prices are subject to 5% Massachusetts Meal Tax
Now you can have your favorite subs delivered just cal

549-5160

••:•:•. ••:•:•. ••:•:•. ••:•:•. ••:. ••:•:•. ••:•:•. ••:•:•. ••:•:•. ••:•:•.;•:•:•. ••:•::. ••:•:•. ••:•:•. ••:•:. ••:•:•. ••:•:•.

» • • • •
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students Against Hunger
* Benefit Concert

featuring top acts

* This is your chance to get

involved and gain valuable

experience

* Stop by our office

Room 322 Student Union
* Mass Aid's goal is to help the hungry

at home, in Massachusetts

* Next General Meeting

Wed. March 12th 4:30 pm
.^ ^

,

in CC 168C
Food for

everyone. . .

is that too

much to ask.

"
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Students \){ainst Hunger

413-545-2309 ^

BLACK ArrAIRS
Deltas recognize black heroines
By C. RON ALLEN
Collegian Staff

National president of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority Inc.,

Hortense G. Cannady.recently honored South African

"Unsung Black Heroines" by awarding monetary gifts

and gold figurines to Winnie Mandela, Dorothy Boesak

and Leah Tutu at a ceremony held in Washington, D.C.

Cannady presented two checks for $1,000 each to

Anglican Bishop Desmond Tutu to take back to Mrs.

Mandela and Mrs. Boesak. Additionally she personally

handed Mrs. Leah Tutu, the bishop's wife, a check for

$1,000 check and gifts, to further their work on behalf

of South African women and children. Tutu accompanied

her husband on his recent two-week US tour.

Cannady also gave an extra $1,000 to Bishop Tutu for

his scholarship fund. In addition to the checks, and a hand

some, hand-lettered proclamation citing their services to

mankind, each woman received a two-mch 14K gold

figurine, a replica of the James King statue of Fortitude,

commissioned and erected by the sorority on the campus
of Howard University where the sorority was founded 73
years ago. The statue represents the strength of

"blackwomen against insurmountable odds,"Cannady
said.

In making the Presentation, Cannady added, "We
wanted to recognize the great individual contributions of

our South African sisters in the struggle for feeedom."
In response to this effort, Cheryl Stanley, a member of

Delta Sigma Theta and Collegiate Committee for the

Education of Black and other Minority Students
(CCEBMS) advisor said,"That is what our Sorority,Delta
Sigma Theta is all about... to provide public service to com-
munities or organizations that need assistance."

Members of the UMass chapter could not be reached for

comment at press time.

Graduation rate
for blacks
improved,
report shows

Three-fourths of young blacks-nearly 3 million -were

high school graduates in 1984 according to a report from

the Commerce Department's Census Bureau. The rate of

high school's completions has improved for blacks age 18

to 24, from 56 percent and 1.3 million graduates in 1967

when such statistics were first tabulated.

The number of young blacks enrolled in college also

grew in the period, from 300,000 to 800,000. Twenty seven

percent of the graduates were enrolled in college in 1984.

four percentage jwints higher than in 1967. One of the

highest college attendance rates for black high school

graduates was in 1976, when one-third were enrolled.

For whites the proportion who were high school

graduates rose from 78 percent in 1967 to 83 prercent in

1984, and the proportion of graduates enrolled in colle^'e

remained near one-third.

The proportion.of the Spanish origin populatiopn ;»:'e

18 to 24 who weri" high school graduates ro.se from one

half in 1972 when the data first were tabulated to 60 per

cent in 1984. The proportion enrolled in college did n(»t

vary from 30 percent.

Here are other facts on college enrollment from tlu-

report.

*From 1970 to 1984, the number fo black colI«'gi'

students age 14 to 34 more than doubled to 1.1 million,

while the number of white college students rose by 37 per

cent to 9.3 million. Most of the increase for both groups

occured in the first half of the period.

Before 1976 the number of black men and women eru-oll-

ed in college did not differ significantly. Since 1976

however, more black women have been enrolled than

black men except in 1984 when there was no significant

difference.

- C. RON ALLEN

Collegian photo by Rob Skeltun

Keyboardist Bernie Worrel performs with the Golden Palominos in the Student Union

Ballroom last week.

The precious Alpha Angels
will be having a Tea
Tonight, in the New Africa

House Library at 7:p.m, In-

terviews will be held after the

Tea. Definately interested

bring transcripts.
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I WANT FREE |

i ROOM & BOARD i

I AND $$ TOO? I

1 BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN |

Need to finish a paper
before Spring Break?
Let us help you.

THE WRITING CENTER
There is a new WRITING CENTER

|

in Sylvan

04 Cashin M, W 7:00 - 9:00 pnn

Wed 2:30 - 4;30 pnn
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Grants Available
Funds provided by the

Chancellor through University

Committee on Alcohol Use

Funding for unique non-

alcohol events or events

which promote responsible

use of alcohol on campus.

Project criteria and applications available in

Southwest: Residence Directors or Residential

Education JQA; In East: 130 Brett, Baker

Basement/Johnson Hall (area offices); Student

Activities, Student Activities BIdg; Greek Af

fairs Office, Berkshire House; Student Affairs,

319 Whitmore; University Health Services, Rm.

250. Applications processed as received. Final

deadline April 11, 1986

is now accepting applications

for the position of |
ASSISTANT MANAGER

|
for the 1986-87 academic year.

|
Valuable experience. I

Applications available in
|

Butterfield Kitchen Office |
Application Deadline: 5 PM March 24. |
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SPRING BREAK
FT. LAUDERDALE

15th - 22nd

$135 only 15 seconds from strip

• Sea View Hotek
• Hartford departures available

• Pool

• Air Conditioning

• Kitchenette

• 8 days of sun and fun

• Guaranteed

Limited space left so ACT NOW
Call Tom 549 3910

Now An Additional Locafion

adjacent to the UMASS campus

in the Amherst Creamery Building-

£rA///c a profe.ssional

secretarial service

WORD I'R()CF:SSIN(;. transcriition.
THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

M \NUSCRIPTS. .a specialty

Monday - Friday

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

150 Fearing Street, Amherst
Telephone: ^4\^-'J:i\Hi')

aS.a''
.\o9-

\te5^

- 9# I y 1*^'^^,^^"'^ ^>••"> IIOSKW r...mdlr,|.fnMi.

(//t^ ^^n:ONDON 349^1 PRRIS 439
flmSTERDflfn 41

8

BRUSSELS 398
f ur.iilPasses,lnl I Srudpnl ID.AYHMem-
herships ^11 issued on llje spoil!

* call our camou- hotline!
253"7529wi .,«, 256-1 261

79 So.Plp,isjnt St Nul floor, AmhersJ

~i Council Travel ServicesI
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Manchuria andjazz bands?
Akiyoshi combines the two
By GLENN SIEGEL
Collegian Correspondent

In 1953 pianist Hampton Hawes was sta

tioned in Yokohama, Japan, when he was

told about a woman who played the piano

like Bud Powell. Highly skeptical, Hawes

was taken to a night spot called, of all

things, the Harlem Club, where "this lit-

tle chick in a kimono sat down at the piano

and started to rip off things I didn't believe,

swinging like she'd grown up in Kansas Ci-

ty."

Toshiko Akiyoshi, that little chick in the

kimono, was in concert Saturday at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall leading her

jazz orchestra. Because there are few

women directing big bands, and fewer still

who hail from Manchuria, it's obvious that

Akiyoshi has broken a lot of new ground

to get where she is. Her unflagging energy

and her chess-like application of big band

mechanics make it clear she is no show biz

gimmic, but an authentic jazz voice.

Her 16 piece orchestra performed 10 com

positions, all but one of them written and

arranged by the leader. The exception,

penned by Akiyoshi's husband and the

band's principle soloist. Lew Tabakin, was

called "A Bit Byased." It swung hard,

which is as it should be, since the pun in

the title refers to tenor saxophone great

Don Byas. A bit of the grittiness of the late

Oklahoman was missing, but how many
others have approached his tone''

The first half of the program featured two

cute ideas that got off the ground but didn't

fly. "Quadrille Anyone?", based on the

French dance form, made obvious

references to turn-of-the-century New
Orleans music and ended with a real

quadrille. "Salt Ginkgo Nuts," another

derivative composition, takes its name and

flavor from Gillespie's "Salt Peanuts."

Those that knew Diz's classic could smile

at the direct borrowing, but like most im

itations it fell short of the original.

It stands to reason that someone as ac-

complished at arranging as Akiyoshi would

bring the same flair for dynamics to the

pace of the evening. The show's second half

built to a crescendo, first with a samba that

featured drummer Jeff Hirshfield, then

with "Kyoto," which featured an inspired

unaccompanied flute solo by Tabakin.

Despite some technical difficulties with a

tape of kabuki-like voice and taiko (stick

drum) that opened and closed the piece,

Tabakin's flute interlude was so comman-

ding that it stood as the evening's high

point.

Tabakin went at it again on "Chasin'

After Love," this time on tenor. Once more

the band dropped out while he stood on the

stage edge and blew hot hurt measured

passages. Tabakin's fluency on both flute

and tenor allowed him to get beyond notes.

He was chasing ideas.

Special mention should be made of the

work of saxophoni.st Frank VVess. a veteran

of the Basie bands of the 50s, whose blusey

attack on "A Bit Byased" and "Your Beau-

ty is a Song of Love" gave life to Akiyoshi's

ideas.

Toshiko Akiyoshi is one of the most

physically articulate bandleaders today

When she pulled on an imaginary chain,

the band punched out crisp salvos; when

she whirled her arm, the hand sped away.

However, all this took time away from her

considerable piano talents. Perhaps we
should find a ni^ht the band has off and in-

vite here up again.

CALLING ALL
LOUNGE LIZARDS:
To Carbur's ''Cancun Giveaway
Drawing & Going Away Party"

Wednesday, March 12 at 7:30 p.m.

Someone's going to Cancun, Mexico for Spring Break...

Whether you're a lounge lizard finalist or not, be at Carbur's
Wednesday night to find out who - and have a great time t>esides!

•Free garlic pizza

•Free Rib-It Room
dinners and other

prizes

•Live remote broad-

cast by WHMP/99.3

•Balloon-bursting

all night long
for discounts

up to $5.

•Preview of

Lounge Lizard

Part II

Don't miss this gala party

and drawing for the trip

Winner must be
present to win
Trip arranged by
Pioneer Valley Travel,

Northampton. MA

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
At the Elmwood Route 9 Hadley 586-1 978

Tuesday, March 11, 1986

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
. ffVEE PREGNANa TESTING

-Some Day Results-

Serv/ces that are

Free, Conlidential. Caring

& Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shops

an aiternaiive to abortion

SKI

Berkshire
East

25 Trails

4 Chairs

Snow-Making
1190 Vertical

MARCH
SCHEDULE
Thurs-Sun

days only

$8 lift

$12 lift & rental

only with
college I.D.

20" to 60"
Base

March 16

Blue Brothers

Band
1-3 PM in

Crazy Horse
Lounge

PO Box
Mohawk Trail

Charlemont, MA
01339
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c//^ you \NalK here Tam^ht
or hrachiate ?

^

Early comedians

ACROSS
1 Takes shape
6 LaiyJon et ai

10 Scorch

14 Eliot s crualasi

month

15 Parisian

husband
16 Nimt>u9

17 Dolphins

town

1

8

Like some
sandwiches

20 Observatory

mountain

22 Injures

23 Aging

• 2S Black tie attair

28 Moly Homan
emperor

29 Hector

33 Labor org

34 Computer input

35 Bower ol vines

36 Run out

38 ArCHtor ot a

son
tor short

40 Rhone tributary

41 Trims the tat

42 One kirK) Of tK»
44 Resinous

substance

45 Gl 'rom Down
Under

46 Possum o* the

comics
47 Break

48 Trace

51 Tecumseh s

tribe

54 Made use of

58 King cobra

60 Sanctimony

61 Attest

62 Transmit

63 Related on ttie

mother s side

64 Cravings

65 Maelstrom

66 Take escepiio"

DOWN
1 Light source

2 Vision Comb
term

3 Spoken
4 Light yellow

5Goo
6 Cherub
7 Tracti circuit

8 Paintmg on

plaster

9 Inasmuch as

10 Smashes
11 Apiece
12 OiractKxi al sea
13 Emblems ol

auttKKity

19 Alt section on a

carrier

21 Wild o>
24 Salon oflering

25 Maywonh role

26 Actor DeKxi

27 Tnni

30 White poplar

31 Marsh bwds

32 Standing UH
34 Come down
37 Lucas epK
39 Tenrwssee Wil-

liams role

43 Stentorian

46 Sought booty

47 Fret

49 Intrinsically

50 Made do
51 Holmes s The

One
Hoss —

52 Contain

53 Last word

55 Type ol spirit

56 Two words
Irom Brutus

57 Beautician

al times

59 In addition

;niznj:

nnnnn nnn nnriga
nnann ona naaon

E War USE I

DRn onn
nnrar|A;R'OHL A^

[laann i iJl.O.W 0,0 W.N.

w\ n A ci.iJ SM 1 G E.N,

E T C^T 1 if

™nSH? ;"r;o's B.£ *,K,

1 nHr a V e,

e'ne r at'e^o
R'|||| C 1 N,G.

liSMOJ.N.S.L

PI I A .F^H
A I 1 • n v
R 1 F L n c
OIAIT E n r

3 11/M

FREAKER PATROL

PSoKe ifj TMS Class

^f^Ci eic»Hry OF

C3
o

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

1 r 1 • 1 §

1 i,

1 H|<* <'

r
t 11

1"

III" . H||
n !t r Mn

PPP 1

- 11 u

1* M

ISes las SiaHn Til 3 II'M

TheiR fiHSiMfJH To

QoeSTiOhfi on

o
o

(jJouLu'trr IT Q€
;^t/A/A/y IF X

V07M/AIC To OO

Coweeco IK/ uecTOK "

6n»t)€A>n scf<*j To fH/vK
fht^'x the Ctfiois Hw^ftJM.

PPoDocr li A
Gove»wf»i€*/r mi^uf*cr\jKl>

Good oR settvici

ihAr /y>AKts Voo
t4//»A/r To QAfif'f

j^2^2^2^i^i^^^^^^i^i^^^^^

BLOOM COUNTY BY BE' <t BREATHED

now MR5. mPiCKeR...W KNOW you PIPN'T

mRPeR ym mmp^
w'f^e JUST uFset: wwm
CONfUSeP... JU5TU5TBH

\ n -WMB

FOR iiN ymt. CHARue mpmN
mmNbHitPiRryioci6 0Nrm
Hfu mareK, dfinish ON i^y

(jeRmm% f^w CAu.mm
-ruPbe-For." Aup LmL-Y ne p

mN FORCiNO Me w mrcH

-PICK CLfiRK'd CeH60Kep

3U)oeeR5''e\/mPftmiP
FRlPfiS Hi(MT..

mj Im you,

mreR Pf\uAb.,mi\T

v^ouLpyovpoiFyou

mRe mRmP fo

^Ll-
mvmeM

y0UP?O!

Today: Rain or a few showers,

temperatures in the 40s or SOs. Tonight:

Warmer weather. Tomorrow: Cooler

temperatures.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY
Night Editor Andrew Wolff

Copy Editor Sheryl Jean

Layout Technician Tom Middleton

Photo Technician Brian Guarnotta

Production Supervisor Mark Parker

Production: Matthew Laurence, Nancy

Klinj^ener, William Wenzel, Adam Lavine
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Sophomore goalie Paul McCarty is back for the UMass lacrosse team.

t

I

t

!

' SGA President & Trustee, Senate, BOG, Residential

f Connnnittee &• Connmuter Area Spokesperson

LET YOUR VOICE
BE HEARD!

VOTE TODAY!

1

I

I

J

I

i

I
Monday & Tuesday March 10th £r 11th \

t in the Hatch, all D.C.'s. the Newman
|

* Center and the New Africa House i

! VOTE TODAY- .

Open
Mesh
"Beach
Shirt" 4^^'^

$16.95 J

Located in the

Campus Center

Open
M-F
9-5

^nmVERSITY

* lacrosse
Rotatori, freshman David Avidon,

sophomore transfer (from Lowell) Chris

Miller, sophomore Pat Craig and seniors

Mike Tomasello and Dave Mehlhorn will

also figure into Garber's plans.

One senior who didn't figure into

anyone's plans for 1986 at this time last

year is Perry Scale. A midfielder. Scale

was elected as one of the captains last

year, but was red-shirted with a severe leg

injury.

A good scorer, tough defender and ag-

gressive player, Scale will probably see

time as a short stick defensive midfielder.

New NCAA rules allow only five long-

stick defenders on the field at any time,

meaning one middle on defense will use

a short stick.

Garber used this formation last season

and often that player started the fast-

break. Scale seems tailor-made for that

slot. Cunningham. Tomasello and

Stephens will also see action at that posi-

tion. As always, a Garber-coached team

will run-and-gun on offense whenever

icontinued from page 12

possible. In the six on sis half-field game,

Carmean and Canella will feed from the

sides while looking to create some offense

at the crease. On defense, Aldrich, Byrne

and Knapp can play anyone with a steady

stream of good reserves ready on the

bench. The middies have the biggest

challenge. If Fisk can be continue to be

a steady scoring threat with some

younger players developing, they too

could be tough. In the pipes, LoCasio has

been everything he was expected to be.

The schedule, as usual, is awesome.

Four preseason Top 10 teams (Syracuse,

Brown, Rutgers and Cornell) plus power-

ful Army, Delaware, and Yale join New
England rivals New Hampshire (who will

be the first home game, April 5th at 1

p.m.), Dartmouth, Boston College, and

Harvard along with first-time opponent

St. John's.

"It's a tough schedule, one of the

toughest," said Garber. "If we do well,

we" 11 get noticed come tourney time.

mmmmm»mm»m»mm»»M -• mmmm»»' m m^ ^mm»^

SPRING BREAK 86

Budget & Deluxe Hotels

on the Strip

and/or Flights from Boston and NY

Don't Be Left Out In The Cold

Contact Ski Club at 545-3437

Immediately!!

Tuesday, March 11, 1986
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\ CAMPUS PLAZA
\

I (Next to Super ;

• Stop b Shop!
J

\
IHte 9 • Hs^r.ey Amhetst f

I
256-ftf»9 J

I
• OPEN \

\
^M^-ZMA

\

\ SUNTHURS
(

i • OPEN 24 HOURS \

-COLLSGIANii

rentAnreck

New & Used Cars
Tn>ck8 & Vans Ai»u Avallabte

Morth Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549 2880.

FOR RENT

2 be(droom apt, heat & hot water

short term lease

L
discounted rent to $450 due to

mid-season opening, on bus rte

South Amherst 256-8534

UM track teams
struggle at Easterns
The University of Massachusetts men's and women's

indoor track teams had disappointing days at the Eastern

championships held over the weekend.

The men. at Princeton, failed to score a point at the IC4A
championships while the women, competing at Yale in

the ECAC title meet, had a fifth place in a relay and

finished with two points.

•'We didn't have a good day. I don't think the kids were

mentally prepared." said men's coach Ken O'Brien. "If

we had done the times we're capable of. we would've plac-

ed in the relays we entered, but we didn't."

"It was a mixture of bad luck, bad running and just a

bad day," said women's coach Kalekeni Banda. "But we're

pretty young and we'll have better days ahead."

For the women, the mile relay team of Chris Bates, Wen
dy Marshall. Barbara Cullinan and Kayla Morrison was
fifth in a school record 3:50.59. The UMass long jumpers

and hurdlers did poorly, not making it into the finals as

expected.

George Mason won the meet, followed by Penn State,

Villanova and Temple.

For the men, Peter Leary was seventh in the 3,000 with

an 8:19.5. but missed the finals by a tenth of a .second.

The mile relay team of Larry Cuddy. Neil Osbourne, Rick

LaBarge and Rawle Crichlow was 13th in a slow (for them)

3:21.22. The two mile relay, capable of a 7:43, turned a

7:50.4 and didn't make the finals. The distance medley

team was 9th overall, missing the finals by three tenths

of a second with a 10:04.37. Villanova won the meet,

followed by Penn State.

JVS SUMMER
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Placement opportunities available in:

• business €f finance

• communications
• government
• human services

• sciences

• 8- many other fields

For more information contact

[k-atrice Weinerman
.Jewish Vocational Servict

:'>] Now Chardon Street

Boston, MA 02114

(617)723-2840

_iLL.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs, 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

J.H. MalthewK - |>alnIinK. ["X'lrv, an;!

Mirri'alism> ' IniiiTlvinc Amliilii>n"

TiH"*. Marrh 11 H:IMI "i.m Vi' IHW all

wt'lciimp! S|M)nsipr«-il hy Cnniparativc

l.urratun'

Cheerleadinfc Tryoutu! .Ail I 'Mass men
and women inviteii t<i attend. Betrin H/.'U

watch fur ('i>lle)fian advertisement

AUDIO

like 111 K'l^'' ""' '"""' -anlpll•^ aim j.pi\iilc

mf'irmaliiin and answer i|ue>ti.iii> VVmild

\i>u like 111 wiirk nn Fridays and Salurdii>>

in the I'loneer Valley area for $ri.lHl/hi.u>-

(Ills Ih cents/mile fur the use of vur rar'

If SI. apiiU TOMSIN.:«l.'^i Wells SI Ireen

field. MA'

FOR rFNT

.Amherst rmims available immediately
al>o summer sijlilet/fall I'litioii riiniiis Ko>

li.'.i; (I'JJi;. eves r)4'.t-t)74ti

Brand new stereo components at real

low pnres .>4»)m.^K. leave messjme

AUTO FOR SALE

78 MustanfC Hatrhbark low mile, new
tires :i4(Mi or BO .•f2.'i 7412 after ;i:3<)

Honda Accord, must sell this week ll.W)
or BO call i;.'>:i .WJ3

One bedroom Cliffside Apt $.'}."i<) plea.se

lall K.-m.\ :>A:>->rM or m;.'> "Hi«

.AcroNK the street! Suhlet small hedrooni

in larne house Female onlv, no |>ets, no
smokers. SIKlI'monlli through H/:n. $1H<I

plus utihiifs. r.4;t-'i;t2'J

1 bedroom apartment for rent with op-

tion to Lake over lease. $'ZW [kt month in-

clusive 421 SouthwiMKl Apts 2.''>3-7832

Kuttrrfield Kitchen i> now accepting: ap
i.hiatiori^ for 'tic position of Asst.

Sianat.'er for Ihc Mi H7 academic year

I'o-ilion offers fnv niom and iKiard

\alualile experience Applicalioiis

availahle in the Butterfield Kitchen tlffice

Application deadline .".IHI CM March 24

TKI.KMAKKETKRS W.ANtEI) $.'. Id hr

rioiilile lioiir> call Mr Kitchen .'.hti 74:MI

Person to help » ith sales at tahle in
( "ain

pus (enter must Ik- availahle H.'Mt am to

1(1:3(1 am exfierienw preferred call Josh

.•|4M-3".'.4

Denise Forbes for Student Trustee • Vote
T."la>' _
Yo Queen only *>»• days S«f I am laying
attention, hut are you?

Sue Kropp Happy Biurthday love you
always Me

JJ Happy Birthday! Love Karen. Sue,

and .'sharon Ho|h- that's the end of the

list. I warneit you alxiut this |ier.sonal I

couldn't resist! Happy Birthday to you tiHi

John

HEY ECLY ERUBE!

72 Ford MustanfC w/o emrine IwHiy in ex

cellent '-hape no rsut new exhaust. sus(K'n

sion A.- I.rakes BO call .")4H<;ti:i3

1981 Ford Escort (iI,X wag^n k'kxI con

dition. runs well $22(H) r.4ti-.'i701

1978 Gremlin new muffler & tires .W.iKid

oriffinal mileatje $(i()0. .'>32-442.'>

FOR SALE

Have a (Treat BTrthday! l,uv, Athy Elfey

INSTRKTHJN

Staire Combat Workshop - ideal for the
•ictor iV non actor alike Basic hand to

hand A: !«•^^^lnln^; sword-plav (all for in

formation 54!* 2808

Sac Congrals on 2nd dewee you're half

way there:! (let p»yehe<l for Maine!! Love
Maureen

Attention: Lifeguards need First Aid

(21 hr) certification'.' Could mean lielter

|oti. more $$ •'> plus [s-opje neded for

'course on campus call ti-ti74;t late eve;

leave name, phone, local address

The liifht at the end of the tunnel may
nicker a liil l.ut THK AS.StH'IATION will

live on forever' Rufht'.'.'!

PROFESSIONAL TYPIM; SERVK E

Papers, rases, dissertations, theses, on

camiius, deiK-ndalile. low rates, expenenc
.li. Namy .'84 71124

R.XlNrTlRMAlTKJN SESSIONS^

ToniKhl and everv nirht throu»;h

Wednesiiay there will iie R A Information

.Sessions around camjius Tonight's will Im'

on the 12th of .I.A. in .Southwest at 7;;«l

You must attend and infiinnatiori session

in order to apply!

Professional word pruressinK typinic.

On I.US line lit;.'. :{litil

TvpinK. Tape TrannrriptioM. Fast, m-
curate .Available almost anytime
(»ti.S- 7ti.S2

SHAWN* STACY

Hippo Hirdie to Ewe Two
lliplHi Birilic III Kwe T*o
Hqi^iiiirflerttiiKwdWiM Ewe Two

REWARD 1200

IxmkinK to take over lease of a 4

liedrooni house. Brandvwine Apt or

Townehou.se call .'".4ti '.t8ii.'') or .">46 9802

CAPE COD

Seagull Beach West Yarmouth summer
rentals 2.S3-743H

•CASH'

Pavine cash for your baseball cards

I'lJasecall Mike r,4li-«llt.'i

DAYTONA SPRING BREAK '86

Rooms still available at Penrod's Plaza

Hotel m Daytona Beach for $2(l.iKi |Hr

|H>rson, |KT inkrht. quad occupancy. The ac

tion IS al I'cnrod's I'laza Hotel this Spnni;
Break! Call 1 WlOFili-Beach for reserva

nulls

ELECTRU AL REPAIRS

All electrical appliances -.cwini'

ni;ichine.«. clocks, shaver .
v.-icuiini

cliMiiers House calls and shop repaii

Aiiih.r.-l Repair 2.S3 28(i'.»

ENTERTAINMENT

M(»MII.E MISIC INC Disk

i;i-'i- call Clin- 2.'>(; iW.'i

Rack-A-I>isr Entertainment l'i--i

jiK'kevs. Iiirht shows. lar>;e sireen video

shows, CKir.J4'.t-7144 24 hrs

FOOD DEMONSTRATORS

Ar»~vou energetic and friendly wiili .i

lifinw1e<t(r»» »»C nM\irtl\ -fKo** 'VtnaM -ynit

Guitar Electra electric six strintr excellent

condition 2IMI with hardshell case contact

Andrew n i;48'.t

1981 Chevrolet Chevette u'lsid condition

snowtires automatic aircondition radio

2..MMI best offer call .584 .'.279

RossiiTnol jSO's exc com) Salomon hin-

ding's and poles must sell Bo call .549-(»4t>2

ask for .Noelle

Ski KindinKs lirand new (»eze 9,30 $7.t or

Ik'sI offer i49-7«7.'.

Smith-Corona Electric Typewriter call

jr.H-dXJ.". iKalhyl after five

Canon Camera Set: A-1. 50F1.4. 28F2

>

7ii21()K), II'II.A, new motor drive

MA BP. new silk 1212: manv extras all in

cvcellent condition. J7.-)d or'Bd tili.5-82iii

FfUJND

Watch in front of Chenoweth l.ah call lo

identify .549-2877 .lake

• (.AMKI.IN *

|)on't worry I hearliiiantiio is

lieaiitiful 111 tlie Miiiiiiiertinic

Selll|ier Fl. Hecoli Kol>

IIKI.P \S ANTKIt

Summer .lobs in Alaska tiood money

Main ..pp.irluiiilies' Kmployer listinir-.

pl8(i Siininier Knililovmeiil (iiiidc. $.'i '.'

.

Alasco. Bn\ ^.M\".^. Seattle. WA 98lii:J

Entrv Level MarketinR Positions A»ail

m lo,'-al mulli null dollar firm Full iimc

part time, and sUidcnt -hifls l':>id train

lilt; wajroi' l'r"i" *^ '" ^~- •''*" '"'""•'•»"»' •

.»al«».e«w»«n».MaU ht^X-HitH*-'- »••» ^' *•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

.lewelry Makiiit:

class forminj; to start after hreak
.laci|uelin Vajra :'«4titi:'i39

••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••

••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••

Reward lost during last 2 or 3 weeks York
hichschiKil rint: and car key on Yukon .Jack

keyring' 2.')t;. 1232

Pair of |;la.sses, t;ray case lost on 3/4

please call l.eanne .'.4ti .5484

(•old link bracelet lost 3/6 very >enlimen

tal .$ rc»:ird plcax- call Barry .549 •>! IH

Maroon Wallet very ini|»irtanl. Has sen

iiiiiriilal i.iluc Please call Susanne at

.i4ii 5'iiil no i|iieslion> asked KKW.VRO'

Lost beifte jfray canvas purse on ! hurs

.'Wi'8ll 11 contains all IDs if you ve found it

please call .lane (l (>l9»i

PKR.SONALS

BANDS WANTED - SW At; i~ iookinir for

tviiid- itiicre-led III |ilayin(r ihe Southwest

I'vr.-iiiud- durin>' SoulhweM Week (.Apr

_'9lh Ma\ 4thi Apiilicalion.- avail.-ilile in

itii- SWAtl offii'e 111 lianipdri \i,i,!i, .,1 1..;,

d.'adliiie April 1st 5 (>9tiii

(ieortte Parkhurst I hear.s ...
Miiinlier -o why doni \oii call .'Vlelaliie

We (jrind on reijiiesi

.
, .urfreshirroundandwIi'H

tl'eeai I N' People's Market
iotsofert'a' llavors

'.i\\ pricev

DENISE FORBES

FOR

STI'DKNTTRrSTKK

I'l.KASKVOTF TODAY'

I'm votinij for Denise Forbes for Student

Tnislee > <'u know who

Doo! Happy #25 \Ui\ic your day is a

special one Thanks for everythmjr Lots

of love, you 'CI'F' Doo

To' my everlasting love .Maureen
Crowley. Perhaps some day we will lie

toftether 1 know you think Vic is the one

for you hut you ari' wroni; The nidiance

andVl'i* "f .V'nr everlasting tan jrives tne

(IiKi:-,eliunip> when will we ever lanirle

tinrether" Yo,i know where to find ine Xd
.I.M

.lohn Kennedy. .SpnnK' is almost here! It's

nine In CC' i"(" shai»' and start attendink,'

your 9:05 Teni, is lass! Voudon'l want Ihe

women tn loose interest, .lohn wliai would

I do without you and '••iir i- I ' 'i
•

'

l.ove .Maureen

(iail Kelly Patria Mullen -
I ,^ ,

Happy Birthday James and .lobn! I i-ni

MiU L'U>-. even Ihou^rll >'Mi do drive me
nul-. somehnie.- But thals what luile

liroihers are for. isn't it'.'! Have a wonder
ful 19th love your favorite ('!) sister .leu

niter

RIDE WANTED

Desperate for a rid* to and from Chiciipi

over SprinkT Break!!! Call .Jeff 549 2808

Ride needed to Wellesley Tri^lay 3M5
and hack 3/23 will share expenses call

EhzalK-th (i-(i952

SCMMER HELP WANTED

Plan an excellent summer in the
Berk.shires now (amp Becket is lisikin^

for an assistant Waterfront Director You
must he 21 years old .'ind have your W.SI.

It will he a rewardine exix-rience with ex
traordinary ))eoiile. (.all Peter al 2,5b 1203
before Spring Break

TRAVEL

Last chsnce for KprinK Break with Luv
Tours Moiel 119}; Davtona lius $105.
hotel m Fort Lauilerdafe 189$ hus 12.5$

call Mark .549rtl73. Ken .549 1749, (;rad
.549 (;8:50, .lohn .549-t')403

ROOMMATE WANTED

()ne male nonsmoking for 2 lie<1r<M>m

iiiwnhou.se apt for fall semester .lav

54t'i tt8(lii

Male housemates wanted to share house

in Hvaniiis. Ca|ie CikI for summer. Call

.54ti-l"2(HI

One room in 3 bedroom Northampton
Apt 5 mm walk to town, 1.50 plus call

.>84 7111

To take over lease. House m Amhersi, on

^1U^ route $125, female. iKinsmokinj;

Chris or Met' 2.53 9<;:t2

VOTE • VOTE • VOTE • VOTE

Vote today for your Trustee
and President. B(8;. .Senate

seats. Residential Committee
and ( omniuter Area .Spokes^ierson

mall DCs, the Match
Newman Center, and New
Africa House. Ia-I's hear

your voice'!

WANTED

•....J. ,;^»-»-V>ii *-••"

I room in ,5 bedroom house D^ from cam
pus on liusroule availatile imemdiately call

after five 2.5ti-ti2'2«

Need roommates for summer hi capi

Cod call now 54*; 4717

Female to share riMtm in Brandvwine im
iiiedi-ite opening: .5!l'i iim call .Sh-i.an

M'l iiiM

SA( RIFK K!

Sacrifice! 2-bedr<M)m Sunderland. Kir-i

la.-'l. s»"CliriU free' Keferen.e. re.|li!red

(iii5 4881

SERVICES

Typini;, Tape Transcription, ft i

cur.-ite Call any! ii'ie (.H5 7<i.i2

COINS I21'l2,t Tulorinjt $5 00 per Imur

tornier Kn'.der. consultant Ale\ 2.50 12.'<9

LikK' Movi»({,w^th ToyoUi Tr,uck cjilL

f4!t 2t;4!t

Subjects needed - Students who lost a
luirent will you and your family hel() a
CMa.ss ^Tad student in a research study
about how families a<liust to the death of a
iiiirent',' 1 will travel if your family iloesn't

live here Pleas«' call Claudia collect

203 .503 ".t577 after 9 iim. or si^rn up in the
ex(H>rinient iKHith. 4tn flisir Tohiii Hall

Wanted 2Dead tix for April 4 at Hlfd call

mark •. .h7I0

WANfEF"fO RENT

$1(M1 reward lo lake over lease for 2
ludrooiii Brandvwine apt iii Ma\ call Mark
ii ,sV|ii or Dave'ti ,5078

We'll pHV $I(KI for vour lease. House'• lar campus call .546-986,5

weneedlTa;"

Two round trip tickets to L,A, nwded
, .,11 r.ie or Boh 0-8082
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SPORTS

Sports IntorniBtion photn

Senior midfielder Greg Fisk and the University of Massachusetts

men's Lacrosse team open up on Sunday at Air Force.

Lacrosse notebook

Air Force a challenge
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

On Sunday, the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts lacrosse

team will face the United

States Air Force Academy

in its opening game of the

1986 season.

The game will mark the

second time the Gorillas

will have played outside

this season, and coach Dick

leery at that

Mens lacrosse preview

Gorillas are
on a mission

S|»>rts Information photo

Lacrosse coach Dick Garber is entering his

32nd year at the University of Massachusetts.

Garber is

thought.

"I really don't like the fact

that we haven't been out-

side, with the exception of

one scrimmage two weeks
ago," said the coach. "Air

Force has already played

their opener, by the time we
get there, they will have

played four games."

Air Force easily handled

Drew University last week,

administering a 12-1

beating on the New Jersey

school.

"We were supposed to

scrimmage this past

weekend on Springfield's

turf, but the snow killed

that," said Garber. "It'll be

tough to face Air Force, but

we should be ready. Bet-

ween the altitude (in Col-

orado Springs) and our lack

of quality practice time,

we'll have to watch out for

them."

Gorilla Grumblings:
Garber is searching for a

full-time assistant coach, a

position that was scheduled

to be filled last semester.

While the search is on, he

has an all-time high of three

grad assistants along with

volunteer coach Kevin
Campbell. Guy Van
Arsdale, a grad assistant,

has applied for the full-time

assistants job.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Students at Duke or North Carolina

have their basketball team. Oklahoma

has the football squad. At the University

of Massachusetts, there's lacrosse.

The men's lacrosse team at UMass is

the only nationally powerful Division 1

men's sport at the school, and with that

comes a responsibility that coach Dick

Garber's Gorillas haven't lived up to over

the past few seasons.

"I feel we've let people down, we've

eaten a lot of crow." said senior co-captain

Tom Aldrich. "People come out to Boyden

to see a nationally-elite team and we

haven't produced."

"To say we're hungry is an understate-

ment," said senior co captain Steve

Moreland. "We have a lot to prove."

In past seas<in's Garber's teams have at-

tained Top 10 standing. Traditionally,

UMass students pack Boyden Hill for

lacrosse games, counting on the Gorillas

to provide them with a nationally ranked,

powerhouse team and the fun that comes

with that kind of success.

The banners, t shirts, painters hats and

bumper stickers that accompany

nationally -ranked teams were all there

last year, the fans even threw oranges at

Syracuse when the top ranked

Orangemen visted Boyden, but the

lacros.se wasn't up there as UMass
struggled to a 6-8 record, their second los

ing season in three years. UM hasn't been

in the NCAA tournament since 1981 The

desire to return to that level is as high as

ever. The team, the coaching staff and

players feel, is back to where it belongs.

For excitement-starved UMass sports

fans, that is a good sign.

Five starters and 12 regulars return

from la.st season's team. Add three good

junior-college transfers and the best

freshman talent to ever attend UMass
(thanks to first-time scholarship support)

and the prospects are high.

"I'd say we've taken care of the pro

blems we had last season, we've filled the

spots we needed to fill," said Garber, who

is entering his .32nd season at UMass as

a member of the lacrosse Hall-ofFame

and one of three active coaches to have

over 200 victories.

The problems last season were on

defense. UMass allowed 162 goals, an

average of 11.6 a game. Those figures

represents the most goals allowed in

UMass history. The Gorillas' crease

defense was solid as was the goaltending,

but opponents took advantage of a weak

defensive midfield to send their middies

in almost unmolested to the cage.

Offensively, the Gorillas scored close to

13 goals-a-game, but suffered from a lack

of firepower in clutch situations. UMass
lost by one goal three times, two goals

twice and three goals once. With the ad-

ditions made, both problems seem cured.

Junior attckman Tom Carmean is back,

and carries with him All America creden

tials (he was third team last season) as he

scored 28 goals and handed out 34 assists,

despite missing three games with a

shoulder separation.

"Tommy is in a class by himself" said

Garber. "He can shoot, he can feed from

the side and he handles pressure well."

Joining Carmean on the attack will be

Nassau junior college transfer Greg

Canella, the juco attackman ofthe-year.

A strong shooter and passer, Canella com-

bines with Carmean to give the Gorillas

a solid 12 punch that oppfments will have

trouble defending.

The third attckman will probably be

Why Gorillas'?
The varsity teams at the University ot

Massachusetts are nicknamed the

Minutemen, with the exception of the

lacrosse teams which have been tabbed

the Gorillas (for the men) and the Gazelles

(for the women).
Why' To make a long story short, a

girlfriend of one of the players in the late

1960's drew a gorilla in a lacrosse uniform

and the team combined head coach Dick

Garber's name and the drawing to form

"Garber's Gorillas." The women then

eventually adopted Gjjzelles as their

nickname.

Lacrosse '86

Coach: Dick Garber (32nd year

249-123-4).

Assistants: Eric Kemp (third year),

Kevin Campbell (fourth year), Guy Van
Arsdale (first year) and Jeff Thomsen
(first year).

Last Season: 6-8, 17th nationally.

Captains: Tom Aldrich (senior,

defenseman) and Steve Moreland (senior,

midfielder) will serve as co-captains.

Top Returning Players: Aldrich (2

goals, assists 2 points - defense); Tom
Carmean (28-35-63 - attack); Greg Fisk

(18-7-25 - midfield); Doug Musco (12-2-14

attack); Kelley Carr (10-3-13 attack)

and Seamus McGovern (1-2-3, 8(yof face-

offs midfield).

Top Newcomers: Greg Canella (junior

college transfer - attack); Chris Knapp
(junior college transfer defense); John

Jordan (junior college tranfer - defense);

Sal LaCasio (freshman - goalie); Adam
Rodell (freshman - defense); and Brett

Jenks (freshman midfield).

Key Ix>sses: Mike Fiorini (22-15-37 - at-

tack); Tom Lukacovic (23-12-35 - attack)

and Gerry Moreau (9.9 goals against

average - goalie).

sophomore Kelley Carr. A 5 6,

145-pounder, Carr isn't going to knock

anyone over getting to the goal, but he's

creative. Junior Ed Boardman, freshman

Chris Tyler and junior Doug Musco will

also see action.

On defense, Aldrich and fellow senior

Gerry Byrne return to give UM good cor-

nermen. Aldrich was all-New England

last season and is All-America material

this year. Byrne is an outstanding

stickhandler and uses his 6-4 frame to full

advantage. All New England pick Mark
Stratton was felled by grades and

transfered out, but 6-3, 210 pound juco-

transfer Chris Knapp will roam the mid-

dle in his absence. A tough slider to the

ball, Knapp takes the hitting responsibili-

ty away from Aldrich and Byrne and lets

them handle the fines.se aspects. Juco pro-

duct John Jordan, sophomore Scott Craig,

and freshmen Adam Rodell, Jeff

Sal anger. Matt Woods and Tom Bonnett

will all see time on the crease or as defen-

sive midfielders.

"We'll have d-middie depth and depth

on the crease defense, which we needed

last season," said Aldrich. "Plus they're

excellent players."

The goaltending position is in the hands

of high school All-American Sal LoCasio,

a Long Island product that was the sub-

ject of an intense recruiting war.

Sophomores Paul McCarty and Quint

Moores are good backups.

The midfield is the only real question.

With a lack of practice time due to the

weather, no true lines have developed.

Senior Greg Fisk, an all-New England

player as a sophomore, is back and look-

ing good. He will join junior Neal Cunn-

ingham, sophomore Glenn Stephens,

Moreland, freshman Brett Jenks and

senior Rich Abbott as the players that will

make up the first two lines. Brad Carr and

freshmen Greg Collins and Chris Zusi will

contribute to a third line.

Face-off king Seamus McGovern is also

back. The senior madman won over 80

percent of his face-offs last season and

may be called on to contribute more than

the one goal and two assists he had last

season.

Junior Scott Santeralla, .sophomore Al

continued on page 10
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•A student survival guide for Spring
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Senate finally passes budget for *87
Drum is not funded;
Ruddock dodges critics

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate pass-

ed the fi3cal year 1987 Student Govern-
ment Association budget last night, after

two weeks of controversy.

At the start of the meeting, senators wat-

ched a 25-minute video of speaker John
Ruddock, giving more attention to the
television than they ever gave to him in

person. Before the meeting. Ruddock
selected senator John Crowley form Field

House to fill the role as speaker.
With the budget, the senate reached a

compromise on funding for five registered

student organizations, but did not fund
Drum magazine.
Budgets Committee Chairman Jordan

Rosner said $1,000 was taken from a

stablization account within the SGA and
budgeted for the African Students Associa-

tion. Money for operating expenses was
given to the Radical Student Union, the

Republican Club, the Peacemakers, and
CASA, he said. Drum could not be funded
under the SGA budget because negotia-

tions for outside funding collapsed, Rosner
said.

The committee did not recommend giv-

ing funding to Drum because they said the

magazine is linked with a class, Afro-

American Studies 317.

"There is nothing in the compromise
monthly newspaper] have to look for out-

side funding? This is ridiculous," Alfred
said.

In the Ruddock situation, the speaker,
who faced five motions asking for him to

step down from his position, chose not to

attend the meeting and instead made ar-

rangements for his suprise presentation,
about Drum; it is no compromise," said

Stephen Alfred, a senator from the Third
World Caucus.
The budget was passed on a role call vote.

34-19. Last Wednesday, some senators

walked out of the meeting in protest of the
cuts to Third World organizations.

"Why should an RSO look for funding
outside of the SATF [Student Activities

Trust Fund]? Does the Republican Club or

the Minuteman (a conservative student

Collririan photo by Mirhclle Svgall

Student Government Association senators watch as speaker John Rud-
dock opens the meeting with a videotaped message.

With his term as speaker ending last

night, Ruddock spoke of the future and said

ifmembers of the senate are "to reach your
full potential as senators, you have to talk

to each other."

Late in the meeting, Paul Wingle. of Cen-
tral, w£iffelected senate speaker by a 38-20
vote, and will officially take his position

April 1.

Winglesaid he is "euphorious" by his vic-

tory, but added that his foe, senator Joel

Rabinowitz from Southwest, was a good
opponent.

"The euphoria is tempered with a bit of

regret that it had to be Joel," Wingle said.

"He's put years in the senate, done ad-

vocate work for the Jewish community, and
it IS a shame we both peaked at this time."
Wingle said he will "Foster an at-

mosphere where mutual respect and good
cogent debate can thrive. To reach out to

those new senators."

One of the biggest problems facing the
senate is what the administration
perceives of it, Wingle said.

"The University does not respect the
students' say in their own quality of life,"

Wingle said. "Much of that is rooted in the
administration's disdain of general in-

fighting within the senate." He added that
he will try to create a good environment so

senators will feel part of a real process.

Rabinowitz said, "I think both of us were
pretty qualified. I'm very happy that if it

wasn't me it was Paul."

Wingle had been Ruddock's assistant and
served as senate parliamentarian.

Olver proposal will

aid state schools
By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

State Sen. John Olver, D-Amherst, yesterday outlin-

ed his reasons for co-sponsoring a bill that, if passed,

would secure an additional $25 million in state aid for

Massachusetts college students.

Senate Bill 279 seeks to alleviate the effect of a possi-

ble $120 million cut in federal student aid generated by
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings deficit-reduction law and
President Reagan's aid proposals.

In a telephone interview, Olver said that even if Con-
gress reduces the federal cuts, they will still be disastrous

for the state.

"If the federal government only cuts $50 million,
Massachusetts aid will be reduced to $350 million. If we
raise $20 to $25 million on the state level we won't be
able to pick it all up. We will only be able to replace aid
lost, never mind add anything, " he said.

Reagan has proposed to combine certain student aid

categories, which Olver said would reduce total outlays

for aid.

"They have proposed to combine Supplemental
Economic Opportunity Grants and State Student Incen-

tive Grants. The combined program has half the money
the two programs did before.

"They are cutting very deeply, and saying it is just

reorganization is bullshit," he said.

Arthur Jackson, director of financial aid at UMa.ss. said

of Bill 279, "It has a very strong chance of passing.

Financial aid is a top priority of the state Legislature."

Jackson said 16,000 students at UMass receive finan-

cial aid. If the situation does not change, he said, about

5,000 would lose awards and thousands more would get

reduced assistance. He said that under the first round

of cuts mandated by the deficit law, UMass stands to lose

$1.6 million in student aid funds for next year.

Olver said the Massachusetts Higher Education

Assistance Corporation estimated the total state loss in

student financial aid would be $120 million. That would

be about 30 percent in fiscal year 1987 if no changes are

made in the deficit law and in Reagan's proposals.

Close results may
void SGA elections
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

In the Student Government Association presidential

election held earlier this week. Bill Bennett finished

ahead of opponent Lynne Murphy by a margin of eight
votes.

Bennett recieved 1,045 votes to Murphy's 1,037, in the
final count. A recount yesterday afternoon preserved the
eight-vote margin, Karen Morvay of the SGA Governmen-
tal Affairs Committee said.

The Undergraduate Student Senate was expected to ap-

prove a runoff election between the two candidates but
did not reach the motion before the deadline for today's

Collegian.

Morvay said the runoff would be held the week after

spring break, if the Senate approves the motion.
Murphy said a runoff is essential to settle the presiden-

tial race. "It is too close to know what the students really

want," she said.

In the election for SGA trustee, Dani Burgess, the in-

cumbent SGA co-president, topped John Gait Sparks by
more than 360 votes.

Sparks said yesterday that it may be necessary to have
two runoff elections because Burgess did not receive one-
third of the vote to be considered a mandate from the
students.

Of the 2,725 votes cast for trustee. Burgess received 919
votes, or 32.43 percent - 25 votes less than necessary for

a clear mandate.
Burgess said yesterday that a runoff election for trustee

would be "absurd."
"A [368] vote margin is a clear enough victory for me.

If I had lost by that much, there would be no question
about it in my mind," he said.

SGA election bylaws do not state that there has to be
a run-off to settle close elections. The governmental Af
fairs Committe has the authority to request to the senate
that a runoff be held, Morvay said.

The last runoff election for SGA president was held in

April 1982, between the ticket of Steve Robinson and
Harvey Ashman, and Jim Murphy, who finished second.
Murphy won the second election.

"The Governmental Affairs Committee has pulled off

another successful election, I am satisfied with the whole
campaign and election. By and large the whole campaign
was above-board," Morvay said.

NASA enlists professor

Collegian photo by Paul IViunaraib

Journalism professor Howard Ziff has
been chosen by NASA to head a committee
to select finalists for the first journalist in
space. See story page 3.

COMING AFTER SPRING BREAK:

CTw: ERL:«ra3
•Sexual harassment. How does the Univer-
sity deal with grievances? Does the system
work the way it is supposed to? By liana
Levenson.

•Faculty merit pay. Each year University
departments distribute more than $1.5 million

in bonuses to faculty members. How are the
allocations made? Are they fair? By Chris
Poon.
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UM professor will lead panel for NASA
By LISA DIMEO
Collegian Staff

The director of the University of Massachusetts jour-

nalistic studies program has been chosen to lead a local

review panel involved in the national selection process

for NASA's "journali.st in space" project.

NASA has selected journalism professor Howard M. Ziff,

along with several of his colleagues, to screen applicants

who wish to be participants in a space shuttle mission.

The University's panel is one of 20 nationwide and the

only one in Massachusetts.

Ziff said that aside from requiring US citizenship, NASA
has left the criteria for selection entirely up to the

panelists.

"I think we need somebody who's straightforward and
objective." Ziff said. "We don't want a cheerleader for

NASA."
But while he seeks someone who is unbiased, Ziff noted

that the person selected as a crew member must "know
something about space going in; they must have some
knowledge of the field."

The UMass panel includes professors Frank Faulkner
and Dario Politella and lecturer Arthur Clifford, all from
the journalism program; with Dan Okrent, editor ofNew
England Monthly magazine; Bernard Caughey, editor of

the Quincy Patriot Ledger, and Emily Rooney, assistant

news editor at WCVBTV in Boston.

Of the 1,700 who have applied nationwide, the panelists

will screen 85 applicants. However, they will not par-

ticipate in the final selection of the journalist in space.

After reviewing the 12-page applications, which will in-

clude essays and questionnaires, six semifinalists will be

chosen.

"We're going to pick the handful of applicants that goes

on to the second screening," ZifT said.

As head of the committee, Ziff found that one of his first

tasks was to see if there were any "conflicts of interest"

between the panelists and those they would be judging,

he said. If there were a conflict, that applicant would have
to be judged by another panel.

Ziff declined to name any of the journalists who applied,

saying only, "There is a higher proportion of celebrity jour-

nalists in the Northeast."

The other regional panels are located at Syracuse and
Rutgers universities and the University of Connecticut.
The panel meets Friday to review the applicants.

Group starts

for Lesbians
A lesbian issues group will start meeting

next semester, as an opportunity for les-

bians at the University of Massachusetts
to gather weekly.

"What we hope is that the group will pro-

vide a safe and supportive atmosphere to

look at a number of issues that lesbians

typically face in our society," said Felice

Yeskel, co-director of the Program for Gay,
Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns. She will

facilitate the group, along with Mary
Aubrey of the Everywoman's Center.

The group, co-s|)onsored by the program
and the center, will discuss isolation,

relating to friends and family, dealing with

internalized oppression, and forming and
maintaining relationships, Yeskel said.

The group was formed because support

groups run by Mental Health Services are

"inadequate for their (lesbians'] needs," she

said.

"Lesbian and gay students don't feel com-
fortable going to those groups." she said.

"It seemed that there was a real need and
no other service was meeting that need."

The group will meet for six weeks, star-

ting March 25, from 12:30 to 2 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Those interested should

contact either the Program for Gay, Les-

bian, and Bisexual Concerns or

Everywoman's Center for more informa-

tion or to pre-register.

-NANCY KLINGENER

F

Y
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Bernadette Devlin
McAIiskey, an Irish rmtionalist

and former member of the

British Parliment, is scheduled

to speak at 8 pjn. today in the

Student Union Ballroom.
McAIiskey, a feminist author,

will speak on Northern Ireland

and her personal experiences

fighting against the British oc-

cupation of the territory. The
speech is sponsored by the

Radical Student Union.

( fillpK<H" photo by Paul Franz

HANGING OUT-Rebekah Finstein walks through a "floatinghouse

deadman," a sculpture at the Fine Arts Center. The exhibit is there

through Sunday.

Dealing
with illness
Committee can help

By JENNIFER ACE
Collegian Correspondent

Students who face a serious or terminal

illness within their family can turn to

various resources on campus for counsel-

ing and related services.

The Committee for Coping with Terminal

Disease, which formed in January, has

been meeting in an effort to explore coping

with terminal illness. The committee also

assembles campus resources to assist

students.

During a forum in the Campus Center

yesterday aftermwn, Judy Davis of the Of-

fice of Human Relations said the commit-

tee hopes to define what a person could find

helpful in coping with terminal illness.

"We hope to put the topic on the campus
agenda and to gather and distribute infor-

mation about the resources available to

both students and faculty members, ' Davis

said.

The faculty members from various
departments, and staff from mental health
and coun.sieling agencies attending the

forum, said they noticed more students

reaching for assistance.

"I saw an identifiable problem when I

noticed that many .students petitioning io

be rein.stated to the University were claim-

ing that they had left school due to death
in the family," said Elizabeth Petroff, a pro-

fessor in the comparative literature

department.

David Kraft, director of University

Health Services, said, "P.sychosomatic pro-

blems stemming from the family death"
can be treated at Health Services.

However, he added, "we see (counsel) only

six percent of the student body a year."

Some of the counseling services available

are through Health Services' mental
health division, the Everywoman's Center
in Wilder Hall, and the Psychological Ser-

vices Center in Tobin Hall.

Beware of skin cancer while baking over break
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

With spring break only a few days away and many peo-

ple leaving cold New England for hotter climates, health

authorities stress that overexposure to the sun is the

most common cause of skin cancer.

According to the American Cancer Society, nearly all

of the 400,000 cases of skin cancer reported annually are

sun-related. The rate of skin cancer is higher in southern

and southwestern states than elsewhere in the country,

the Society said.

Skin cancer results from an accumulation of sun ex-

posure to ultraviolet rays over many years, said Dr.

Bruce Goldstein, a dermatologist in Florence.

"There isn't a lot known about skin cancer,"said Albey

Reiner, associate professor of microbiology at UMass,

who teaches the popular course "Microbiology of

Cancer." There are three main types of skin cancer; basal

and squamous carcinoma and malignant melanoma, he

said.

Most sun-related skin cancers fall into the first two

categories, which are not life-threatening if they are

detected early and removed. Most skin cancer deaths are

attributed to malignant melanoma.

Especially vulnerable to skin cancer are those who

work outside and those with fair skin, blond or red hair.

Persons with freckles are also susceptible to overex-

posure to the sun because they lack sufficient quantities

of melanin, a pigment that helps filter the sun's rays.

To prevent skin cancer it is advised to avoid repeated
strong exposure to the sun, especially between 10 a.m.

and 2 p.m. when the sun's rays are strongest, and to wear
protective clothing

Goldstein advises wearing a sunblock, such as zinc ox-

ide, which totally blocks out the sun's rays, or at least

a sunscreen which absorbs the sim's ultraviolet rays and
permits gradual tanning. The most effective ingredient

to look for in a sunscreen is PABA, para-aiminobenzoic
acid, a chemical that filters out ultraviolet ravs.

Persons taking tetracycime medication should be
careful when in the sun because it makes the skin more
sensitive, Pellis said.

Spring skiers should also be aware ofover-exposure to

the sun since snow reflects 85 percent of the sun's rays,
said Kathy Crosson, director of health education at
University Health Services.

"It's important to be aware of personal risk and know
what you can do to protect yourself again.st skin cancer,"
she said.

Ft. Lauderdale implements a code of ethics
By MINDY A. ANTONIO
Collegian Staff

The city of Fort Lauderdale is greeting spring break

celebrants this year with what city officials promise is

the most organized spring break ever.

The Spring Break Task Force, formed eight months ago

in response to residents' complaints about the chaotic

annual influx of college students, is implementing a code

of ethics which all visitors are expected to follow, said

Ina Lee, head of public relations for the task force.

The document, which will be posted in bars, hotels and

restaurants in Fort Lauderdale, outlines "manners of

behavior" and emphasizes two major changes in alcohol

laws: Florida's drinking age was raised to 21 last year,

and no open containers of alcohol will be allowed in beach

areas.

"Obviously, ovr aim is to improve behavior, but the

code's not a grocery list of do's and don'ts, " Lee said, 'We
want students to have fun, but to realize Fort Lauder-

dale's not only a place for them to vacation for six weeks
each year, it's our home."
The "College Games," a program of coed sporting

events open to all students, will be held daily on the

beach. Anheuser-Busch, the games' .sponsor, will award
cash prizes and give $1,000 scholarships to the schools

that garner the most awards, Lee said.

To combat traffic problems, a pedestrian walkway has
been constructed along route AlA, the "strip" that

separates hotels and businesses from the beach. The task

force urges visitors not to use cars to get around the city.

Fort Lauderdale sees more than 400,000 students vaca-

tion there during the six-week spring break p>eriod each
year. The city spends an estimated $750,000 annually

on handling the crowds, mostly for sanitation, added
police presence and organizing events.
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discountea '-e-" :: ^-50 due to

mid-seasc" opening, c^ Dus ne
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THE RADICAL STUDENT UNION PRESENTS

Bernadette Devlin McAliskey

Profe»sional <^onsultation ^ * f\ (\{\
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ON
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STANFORD
SUMMER

Thursday, March 13th

8:00 PM
Student Union Ballroom, UMass

Bernadette Devlin McAliskey

is a feminist activist fronn

Northern Ireland who has

been active in the republican

reunification movement for

two decades.

Funding provided in part by: Connmuter Area Government, Graduate Student Senate,

Student Government Association, Campus Fund for Social Awareness Programming

JUNE 23 THROUGH AUGUST 16
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How to buya
performance.

Test yourself.

Which early prfignancv test is as

easy to read as red, no -white, yes?

Which is a simple one-step test?

Which has a dramatic color change
to make the results unmistakable?

Which is 98% accurate, as accurate
as many hospital and lah tests?

Which is portable for convenience
and privacy?

You can u>e the Amerkaii Kxpress' ( ard

to buy concen tickets for your favonte

groups or airplane tickets for vour vaca

tions ll s the perfect wav to pav for all the

little things and the big ticket items thai

vou II want dunng college

How to gel ihe Card

before you graduate.

Because we belie\e college is the first sign

of success weve made it easier for \ou to

get the American Express Tard r.radualing

students can get the I'ard as six>n as the%

accept a JlO.tW career oriented |ob If

vou r\' not graduating vet. vou can
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f(>r siiideiit applicatu>ns on campus

(M call I SiVTHK ("ARIV and tell them
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Pdii t loavi' sihoiil without it"
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Support the blood drives
While many of us prepare for Spring Break, blood donors

and people from the American Red Cross will be giving up
some of their time today for an equally worthy type of
preparation.

The local Red Cross staffhas had good success at the Univer-
sity, and has expressed appreciation for this support. However,
they also note that their collection process requires continual
participation.

Recognizing this, the Collegian has chosen to sponsor a blood
drive from 10:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. today in room 176 of the
Campus Center. We hope many students w\\\ join us by sup-
porting the Red Cross, and by participating in today's blood
drive.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Col-
legian Board of Editors.

r

hiLlTAPV AID PACKAGC

WASN'T DOI^jG too JLLL,
f OPPOSLD iT.

TULVPt. ST0OGL3.

rwL MCDtA m>^yiXi it.
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The over-amplified right
Consenative politocos ha%e never had it

so good. They can get trashed during cam-
pus referendums. as did Students for Par-

ticipatory Democracy: be caught red-

handed engaging in slimy politics, as did

Brian Darling: alienate potential sup-

porters with a trashy paper I wont men-
tion; appear rather silly in general; and
still, through it all, claim to represent the
"average student." Amazing.
The media pack-instinct of fmding con-

servatism on campus and billing it as the
latest in student fashion has been part of

their success. The recent Boston Globe
Magazine article. "The New Rebels."

featured a photo of Loren ".Amherst hates

America" Spivak in a brown tint that was
the perfect compliment to his fanatical

gaze. This airticle's proposition that college

conservatism is a form of rebellion against

a status quo of "rioters and flag-busters"

is the sort of "black is white" rhetoric that

thinking i>eople have come to expect from
the organized right.

While the antics of the UMass
Republican Club, the SGA Budgets Com-
mittee. Students for Participatory
Democracy and people like that may be
amusing at some level, the student right

is highly organized and well funded. They
also have enough expert advice to make
them something of a threat to those who
prefer ignoring nuts to acknowledging
them.

For instance, what the College National
Republican Committee, the USA Founda-
tion and the Ray Shamie Foundation have
in common is that they have each used con-

servative students as a means to attack

PIRGs, lobbying groups that work on con-

sumer and environmental issues. The
CNRC awards "certificates of recognition"

to College Republican Confederations who
succeed in de-PIRGing their campuses. As
you may remember, SPD claimed their at-

tack on PERG was an apolitical one; pure-

ly a question of funding. This lack of hones-

ty is the hallmark of the college right.

Timothy Harris Legitimacy of the contras
The Republican truth industr>- is one of

the more disconcerting developments to

strike the campuses. Hundreds of

thousands of dollars have been poured in-

to the campuses to create the illusion of

racism, sexism, militarism and blind

patriotism bemg the new wave of collegiate

consciousness.

The Institute for Educational Affairs

spends $200,000 annually to fund over 70

college papers and the United Business In-

dustrial Council also spends over $300,000
to support a range of papers. The idea

behind these papers is that they will pro-

vide tangible "evidence" that yes, students

really are a bunch of reactionaries. Their

ideas are presented as the voice of the stu-

dent of today, a.k.a. the future of America.

The upshot of all this is that a small

minority of dedicated ideologues have the

institutional and monetary* backing to

claim they represent a majority. By the

shrewd manipulation of parlimentary pro-

cedure this minority has reduced a once

strong student senate to an ineffectual joke.

In gaining control of the Budgets Commit-
tee, they have attempted to depoliticize the

campus by eliminating funding for all pro-

gressive groups. Their token gesture of

defunding the Republican Club as well is

one they could easily afford. The least of

the Club's problems are funding sources.

The few conservatives who claim to speak

for so many say they represent "the silent

majority," an assertion they can't back up
and that I refuse to believe. While they

themselves may not be so threatening, the

organized right which they do represent is

more of a force to be reckoned with. Cam-
pus conservatives, through little effort of

their own, can afford to be smug.

Timothy Harris is a contributing
columnist.

Letters

Democratic process endangered
Lynne McCabe is right about people

"bringing up charges on things that aren't

serious" (Collegian, March 12) and wasting

the time of the SGA and UMass students.

If she truly believes Brian Darling was

"wrongly convicted" by a student tribunal

for trashing MassPIRG table tents, then

.she .should explain her convictions to the

.student populace - not ju.st play political

checkers in the SGA. If Darling is innocent,

he probably deserves compensation and

certainly our .sympathy. However, if he is

yuilty, he deserves not only censure but

also to be arrested for attempted destruc-

tion of private property and obstruction of

freedom of speech. Such tactics harken
back to the dark days of Nixon's dirty wars

against the democratic process. If Darling

is guilty, how ironic and hideous would the

title of his group seem—Students for Par-

ticipatory Democracy. People who circum-

vent the democratic process don't belong at

the University—they belong in jail.

Frank Flanagan
Northampton

The past few weeks of intense lobbying
for $100 million in aid to the contras have
proved to be ver>- frustrating times for the
Reagan administration. Indeed, it is ironic

that the recent jubiliation in Congress over
the deposition of dictators should evaporate
so quickly when the issue of Nicaragua and
the the Sandinista regime arose. Apparent-
ly. Congressional support for the overthrow
of non-democratic governments i.*; a one-
sided policy: one which can only be applied
to U.S. allied, authoritarian countries, but
not to Marxist-Leninist totalitarian
regimes.

Wliile there is little doubt on Capitol Hill

as to the totalitarian nature of the San-
dinista regime, the $100 million aid

package is still being met with strong op-

position. This is due to the misguided and
generalized belief that the contras are "un-
worthy" of our assistance. The Sandinistas
have done their best to spread this myth,
hiring a Washington, D.C. firm and
recruiting American leftists to bombard
legislators with generalizations and
outright falsehoods concerning the
Nicaraguan opposition fighters.

First, the Sandinistas and their

American cronies make unfounded claims
about the ranks of the contras, claiming
that they are just Somocistas. As any brief

investigation would reveal, this statement
is clearly false. The FDN, which is sup-

posedly led by ex-National Guardsmen, has
a Directorate made up of six persons, five

of whom are civilians and have never held
any position in Somoza's National Guard.
The remaining member, Enrique Ber-

mudez, did serve in the National Guard,
but spent the closing years of the Somoza
regime in Washington, DC. Likewise, the
lower ranks of the contra are not
Somocistas either; and for American lef-

tists to make such a claim is an insult to

the Nicaraguan people who fought for

freedom against Somoza, only to see one
dictator be replaced by a Sandinista Direc-

torate of nine dictators. Even left-wing col-

umnist Edward Sheehan, who has spent a
significant amount of time traveling with
the contras, stated in the Boston Globe that

the rebels "are an army of simple peasants
of no ideology save their ardent
Catholicism...! consider the contra an
authentic naiionai liberation force." Many

Peter Dow

other respected journalists < such as Robert
Leiken and Shirley Christian also confirm
the legitimacy of the contras.)

Secondly, the Sandinistas claim that on-

ly they deserve credit for deposing Somoza.
Again. like obedient children. American
leftists swallow such propaganda whole,
without ever questioning its validity. In-

deed, while the Sandinistas were running
around in the hills of Nicaragua in the
1970s, the moderate opposition (now the
contras) was leading the attack and
mobilizing the opposition against Somoza,
particularly through the press and the
trade unions. When Pedro Joaquin
Chamorro. the editor of the opposition

paper La Prensa, was murdered on Jan. 10.

1978. the Superior Council of Private In-

itiative (COSIP* organized the first in a

series of massive strikes, which provided

a devastating blow to Somoza and also in-

itiated widespread mobilization against the

dictator. Three key opposition leaders and
organizers of the COSIP strikes, which
shut down more than 80 percent of the

stores and factories in major towns, were
Alfonso Robelo, Adolofo Calero, and Jorge
Salazar. Salazar was assassinated Nov. 17,

1980 by Sandinista security agents under
orders from the General Directorate of

State Security (DGSE): he was allegedly

organizing an armed opposition to the San-
dinistas. Robelo and Calero managed to

escape similar fates, and by 1983 both had
gone into exile; Robelo assumed a leader-

ship role in ARDE in the south and Calero
joined the FDN in the north.

In short, the hypocrisy of the American
left is evident: while they claim to be in

".solidarity" with the Nicaraguan people,

they act in direct opposition to the wishes
of the Nicaraguan people, and in solidari-

ty with the Marxist-Lenin.st Sandinista
state. The deliberate misinformation con-

cerning the contras is just one product of

the well oiled Sandinista propaganda
machine which is trying to deceive the
American public.

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist.

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions
<hou!d be mailed to the Editorial P:ditor at the Collegian. \\2 Campus Center.
University of M;issachusetts. Amherst, Mass. 01003. or they can be dropped off
at the Collegian cla.ssified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due
to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.
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Now An Additional Location

adjacent to the UMASS campus

in the Amherst Creamery Building

SkillB a professional

secretarial service

WORD PROCESSING. TRANSCRIPTION.

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS
M (VNUSCRIPTS. .a specialty

Monday - Friday

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

150 Fearing Street. Amherst

Telephone: 549-2686

SPRINGRIFEVER
Cratty Dancers: pure and simple

The Bill Cratty Dancers performed Monday
night.

By MICHAEL GERVASI
Collegian Correspondent

There are some who are

sick to death of slick special

effects and techno-flash

magic shows. These people

were given a special treat

Monday night when the Bill

Cratty Dance Theatre per-

formed their art in Bowker
Auditorium. No high tech or

screwing around, just sim-

ple beauty of movement.
The ensemble is a modern

ifymtt^MdX^
32 Mam Street • Amherst • 9«)AM - 5J0 PM Men Sat • 2S3-3361

Summer at

Brandeis University

Session I—June *» to July II

Session II—July 14 to August 15

Information, caialox and application
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VNaltham. M \ 022:>4

(.17 647 279*
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Wednesday
April 16th

Fine Arts
Center

\ "You mean, all \ Havf to do to be a

brother is play RASE, with Some goy Cfllied Kfig?

Tickets on sale

March 12th

$11.50 UMass students

$12.50 general public

S H A ROCK

With orro

TH^ •
''V^rld oance Party"

Springfjeld Civic Center ExbiUtioii Hall

Saturday, March 15th-8:00pm

$9.50 advance. $11.00 day of the show

TICKETS ON SALE ON CAMPUS
AT FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

PHONE CHARGES: (413) 787-6600 or (800) 243-4842

Produced in association with W/\vc

AU AGES WELCOME. CASH BAR - 21 AND OVER

Univrrsity o( Mjss

Drpjrtmrnl o( T hrjIct

at the FAC box office, Springfield

Civic Center box office, and all

Datatix locations in Northampton,
Holyoke, Greenfield and

And
\

:-:-^^^. - "
ivV; :i Double Trouble

The Office for Cooperative Education

and ttie Center for Economic Development

present

JOBS IN WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS
A Panel Moderated by

SAM SESKIN, Center for Economic Development, University of Masschusetts

Panat«t»:

ikNDREA BOOKBINDER. Enginaar
General Blectnc Plastics.

Pittslield

QAIL CARROLL. Diractor of Parsonnel
Millitech Corporation

South Deerfield

MARK CONNORS. Vic* President of Pertonnal
Monarch Capital

Springfield

NOTICE

DATE
CHANGEDM
WEDNESDAY
APRIL 3 19861

Career Topic:

RESEARCH. ENGINEERING,
MARKETING. ORGANIZATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

RESEARCH and DEVELOPMENT.
ENGINEERING

FINANCIAL SERVICES.
INSURANCE.
BUSINESS CONSULTING

I

I

I

Where is the industry now as compared to four years ago and where is it heading?

Where will the demand for new people be? What are the educational and personal

prerequistes necessar/ to enter abd succeed in the field? How are organizations

structured?

THURSDAY, MARCH 13, 1986 4-6 p.m.

University Career Center, University of Massachusetts
(formerly Fraternity-Sorority Park)

call 546-2224 for information all classes and majors welcome

I

I

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

tJt In or T.Ike Out Hours

.'m.'ic/.jv f^nof '(' W PM
i\'nn s.r n JO AV to U) rM

E
Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:

430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St.

Hadley Northampton

253-2571 5868220

dance company founded by

Bill Cratty, a performer and

Artistic Director of the

troupe. He started as a

soloist with The Jose Limon
Dance Company for eight

years, where he debuted as

choreographer in New York

with 'The Kitchen Table', a

critical success. He has

recieved two NEA
Choreographer's
Fellowships and has been

named an Affiliate Artist.

The other dancers are Suzie

Siegal. Mary Gambardella,

Richard Cravens.and Holly

Irwin; all have impressive

credentials.

Monday night, they

started off with a piece call-

ed "The Beethoven
Quintet" (1986). This was

MASS *rMWVfO tNSKCTI'^ STAT10M

Gas Saving
Tune-up

$34."

$39.~ =

TO^

Lube, Oil & HIter

_4

lnclu«let up »o 5 quom
o*10-30o<l ond safety

check

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center

Fut S»r<rce Trv Store

T» S»id*tiand Hd No Amhcot M*
As ro»» 'rOT" fttUobt t S«orr

S4»-4 704

light and purely modern in

style. Each dancer was
clothed in a simple outfit

without shoes against a

black background. Still, the

group was able to com-

municate deep emotions just

through movement. The
piece had no basic theme or

storyline, yet the company
seemed to work as a unit

with a single direction and

goal. Technically, the lifts

were effortless and their

precision was flawless, and
in addition they each exud-

ed intensity that was
carefully controlled. All was
done with the effect of

floating in the air.

The next piece was in

sharp contrast to this free

form. It was called "Prince

of the Air" (1984) and was
done to the music of

Stravinsky. This was a very

regimented piece that seem-

ed like a military drill. The
players' movements felt

heavy and ponderous, often

done in unison. It drew the

audience in and again an at-

mosphere and mood was
created totally from motion

and sound.

The third piece was called

"Promenades" (1982); this

probably left the audience

with the greatest impres-

sion. The first part, called

"Anger" was done with

Suzie Siegal and Mary
Gambardella walking over

each other, racing always to

get ahead or on top. It was
relentlessly tense and left

me with a dry mouth. The
highlight of the piece,

however, was the third part,

done to the music of Haydn.

Richard Cravens seduced

Holly Irwin; you could feel

the reluctance of the lovers

as they became always

closer. It was a very sensual

performance that made the

audience shift around in

their seats.

They wrapped up the

show with "Salome" (1986),

a modern reworking of the

biblical story that sur-

rounds John the Baptist and

his head. This was the only

piece with any real scenery;

Herod Antipas in a double-

breasted suit and wing tip

shoes.

Overall, the group's grace

and attention to detail was

a real treat for the purist,

and exciting for everybody.

They started with nothing

and created beauty and sen-

suality out of just the

movements of their bodies.

EUROPE »< CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDEMTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rociietellar Pitia

New York. N Y 10020

Phone U'2) M1-3040

Mail Ihit ad lor Special

Student/Teacher TarlH.

RENTAL lEASE PURCHASE

rentAnreck

New & Used Cars
Truck* 4k. Vara Also AvataM*

North Amherst
Rertt-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880 ,,••••••<

Emboridered

Hat

assorted colors

$7.95

Long Sleeve

Athletic

Weight
Jersey

$9.95

iismusms

"Property of"

Shorts

$7.95

^,UNIVERSITY
MSTORE^
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EEVPH\SICISTS
Riverside Research institute, a leader in scientific and
engineering research, is dedicated to excellence in

experimental and theoretical R&D, systems analysis,

and acquisition program support for Dept. of Defense

and other sponsors. A diverse range of new projects

has created many opportunities for professional

advancement in the follov^ing areas:

• STRATEGIC DEFENSE
• ELECTRO-OPTICS
•RADAR

Riverside Research Institute is committed to providing

excellent opportunities for entry level degreed

engineers and physicists. We invite all qualified

energetic and motivated candidates to interview with

us when we visit your campus on:

April 2, 1986

Openings exist at the following locations:

Washington, D.C. - New York City, NY - Rome, NY
- Bedford, MA - Huntsville, AL

Resumes for all locations and positions can be

forwarded to:

Ms. Myrna J. Granite

Riverside Researcli Institute

330 West 42nd Street

New York, NY 10036

U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

RUNNING
SHORTS

with any purchase over $10.00

FORENZA
Floral French Terry Shorts

Reg. $42.00 Our Price $16.99

100% Cotton Tank Tops
Reg. $9.99 Our Price $4.99

Ladies

100% Cotton Walking Shorts

Reg. $18.00 Our Price $7.99

Dunlop Swim Shorts

for men
Reg. $16.00 Special $4.99

Sweat Shirt and Pants

reg. $12.00 Special $4.99

THE BASEMENT STORE OF AMHERST

VI.SA 253-7155

L _MC.
Mon-Sat 9:30-6

Sun 12:00-5

DOONESBURY GARR\' TRUDEAU

AIR. BX-PRBSIPBNT-FOR-

UFB, ALMOSTtVeRfON5
ms sHocm?pyHOW
QUiaty >m^ RBO/MB
5eeM£PTDcaiAP5e..

THE FAR SIDF
BY GARY LARSON

JU9TLA9TJULtm
HAPA XMOCFAVC
R£FBfi£NaJMONMy

. RULa.THB VOTE FOR.

MB ms 4.600,000

102. ^

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

U/GU..

I

SeA0mM ."

Vow tcfi

Go

HOUSEMATES BY R.MILLER

I
D6N'T UNOaCSTAND IT,

PEfgK VOO SA\D diHJ^i
YOU DIDNT WANTro (}€T

OVER-LV INVOLVeDWITHME-

BOT NOW you 5*\V YOU LOVE Me'

> DOLOVCVOO EoTLove

PoeSNTL^STWlTWWe
WHfN I (r€f Too CIX>Se

ANVWAV, VflU SA>DVOUMATt

COMWITWENT. SO WHY DO

YOO WANT A RClATlOMSHir

lOirH(V\g?TM€Re'iALOT

OF StLf -OJNTfiADlCtioN

GClNfa ON HeKt

MY feAR OF 60(WfllTMgNT

CANCELS OUT VOOR FEAR

0F6eTTIN6CLO?£. AND
MY LOVE fOR \toO CANCELS

^ OUT YflOR U>V( foR (V\f / ^
\\-\ LE AVIN6 WHAT ^

r^^Ji

relationship/

GORDY BY GORDE

Kt^, AAJYrNfM-.'S
COOLr

BLOOM COUNTY BY BE^ KE BREATHED

1

tiHf\RP

m ftFKAlP NOT

KeePMomo.

]

MWi--
' ^\-r-

T*

OH. CALL IT ^
V
wHeu'd Nea

vueeK.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trade Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Mishmash
S Maglie and
Bando

9 LumtMrmg
sound

13 Bountiful s State

14 Hormandy
Beach

16 Edmund ot tti«

silver screen

17 Vitners valley

18 Badger s cousin

19 Actress

Nazinwva
20 Ridiculous'

23 Three, m Torm
24 Ankles

25 Motoring

headache
28 Capital o(

County Clare

31 Ready 'or use

35 — mode
36 — Days that

Shook the

Wortd
37 Oov^ at heel

38 Peas in a pod'
43 Musical group

44 Negative, m
Line

45 Shoe tvidth

46 Seed coating

47 W Australian

capital

49 German spa

50 Organic

compound
52 Creek
54 Frequent (tieis^

61 M-A'S"H s

Klir^ger

62 Of the birds

63 Delight

64 Lotion

mgredtent

65 Arct>aeoiogi*t *
fmd

66 Tamarisk
67 Wrest
68 Coty of France

69 Hoover Dam

DOWN
1 Portrayer of

Zoia

2 State, in France

3 Enervates

4 Feather part

5 Bay ot Naples

town
6 He loves. Latin

styta

7 Pan of a blind

8 Bedding

9 Goodman s

forte

10 To have and
to —

11 Nocturnal

hooters

12 Cause of a

pniK;ess s

msomnia
15 — Longa.

Latium

21 IronstoTM

22 One of ttie

Masseys
25 Fall of lace

26 A Town Like

27 Emporiums
29 Ship ckx;k

30 Foolish

32 Titter

33 Revoke a

legacy

34 Burning leaves

39 HirxJered

40 Fair feature

41 In fHjTKy of

42 Cast a spell

47 Wading bird

48 Part of HRH
51 Eskers

53 State of NE
India

54 Hay unit

55 Pressing need

56 OffKe necessity

57 Sprain

symptom
58 Der —
59 Festive

60 Ogled
61 — and away

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

nnnn nnna
nnnn nnann onnn
loan pinnan nnnn
nnnn annnn nnnn

e|«M l*t Aa|t«n limn Symtklt

?Ji^»K5=5iS5i*i»Si^«Ji?S:i^

3IMrU

>^°'' AC*
^°''' ^:»''"

S^^'I* S^^

.cV^^

CnVX\e^
vet

c^^V^^!,f\ot

^s^-

^^^^^^
(

* Weather *

Today: A combination of snow and sleet will

amount to little accumulation. The temperature

will hover in the mid-30's. Tonight: More of the

same with light rain. In Florida however, sun-

ny and warm with highs in the 80*s. ^

Getting a Job in Journalism

WORKSHOP WITH TWO FORMER Collegian

NEWS EDITORS

Ken Bazinet, Jon DiPalazzo

Monday, March 24, 9 p.m.

Place to be announced

; BROJGHT TO YOU BY »

Night Editor
Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

Production:

Tom M '

Peter Abraham *"

Liz Hettinger ^
Conor Plunkett ]f

Michelle Segall

Conor Plunkett ^
Rob Catalano, Beatrix HofTman, i

'e*f>n. Le.slie Nakajima J
It's midnight and we're ffOMEn^

Thank God for Dode 1••••••••••••••**••••••«
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ALL 4 STORES
OPEN THURS., FRI

TILL 9 PM ^ The Sound Co.
AMHERST

OPEN SUNDAYS
12 - 5 PM

WILL NOTBEUNDERSOLD
*0R WE WHl REFUND TTE DIFFERENCE PLUS 10% IN CASH!

S4¥t '$7

^ ^^
"N

k_Q

Tbciinics SA 120-35 WATT
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
35 Watts Rms Powef Per Chann«i frcxn 40-20,000
HZ Ftywt>«el Tuning. Automattc Loudness Com-
pensation. Four Speaker Capability. Video Inputs

EQUIPMENT
Sil¥i *t40

Tra

45 WAH.DIGITAL AM/FM

RECEIVER WITH 5 BAND EQUALIZER

»15945 Watts Per Channel, Digital Tuning With 14FM
Presets & Scan Tuning 5 Band Graphic Equalizer

for Maximum Sound Perlofmance 2 Tape Inputs

save '«

(1 • ; o o : o tmnii ; O
harman/kapdon HK 380
30 WAHS PROFESSIONAL RECEIVER

Fantastic Value The Professionals Choice 30 Watt ^ ^ tf%#%AM/FM Receiver High Current Capability & Discrete ^ ^ ^1^1
Components Makes Unit Sound Like 55 Watts I ^9^9

$49. ea

^^D 6 INCH 2 WAY
PORTED STEREO LOUD SPEAKER
Super Value •.,. Inch Woofer, 3 Inch Tweeter In A Ported Enclo-
sure, Frequericy Response 20-20,000 HZ, Maximunn Power Ca-
pability

S4¥e '90

SM¥i 'too

FISHER 813CompactDigital

AUDIO DISC PLAYER

^199
Newest model, triple laser technology, pro-

grammable tor random access delay, skip

key. auto music scan, laose timer repeat

f-mMiiu

•a.

THEJBLL56.10INCH2WAY
DIGITAL STEREO SPEAKERS

Whether You want To Build A Digital Ready System OrSlmply Improve
Your Present System The JBL L56 Is A Great 10 Inch 2 Way Speaker
High Effeciency. High Power Capacity Great Sounding Loudspeaker

TEAC. 326 DOUBLE B

CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER
«69

Doib> B Nose Reduction DC Senio Motor Soft Touch Controls 3 Po-

sitions '^•pe Selection Mike inputs Sep«rat« Record Level Controls

^req Response 30 lo 16.000 HZ Metal tape Capabikry

CASSETTE RECORDERS
^Si¥i'90

lOi
I—

I
I 1^ "I"-!

^

639 DOLBY 6 & G

METAL CASSEHE TAPE DECK

$99
Dobly BAG Noise Reduction. Metal Capability. Soft Touch
Controls. Miite inputs. Headphone Jalk. LGE Function Indi-

cators. Digital Counter. Freq Response 25-16.000 HZ

^ MIV '90 mmms

[^

Mm ;

-f f t-t f^t- _o.

FISHER CR37 DOUBLE
CASSEHE DECK WITH DOLBY

Double Cassette Deck With High Speed Dubbing, Dolby

Noise Reduction. Auto Tape Select. Mika inputs, Mike Mix-

ing, Soft Touch Controls, Freq Response 20-17,000 HZ

DISC PAYERS & TURNTABLES & EQUALIZERS

PS59C BELT DRIVER

TURNTABLE MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES

$69Super Value Straight Tone Arm Belt Driver tor Accu

racy. Matching Shock Absorbing Base 4 Dust Cover

Factory Installed Magnetic Cartridges

S^¥i

iTll^'Vrr'Sg

Panasonic. CiPACT AM/FM

DOUBLE CASSEHE RECORDER
$99Htgh speed dubbing, 3' apeaher system, soft touch con

trots, works on battery or AC. FuU auto slop.

Panasonic PORTABLE OR

HOME COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Works on Optional Battery Pack (Like A Walkman) or ^ ^ 0^0%
Plugs Directly into your Stereo System, Works As Well ^ ^ ^V^fl
As Full Size Disc Players. The Best of both Worlds ^r ^m

25% OFF
ON ALL

GAR STEREO EQUIPMENT

IMAXELL
UDXLII-C90
TAPES

SA¥i '50

'DHHuVu! ^|:^i'^|^^•'^ i"

Technics 8026 14 BAND
STEREO GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

$99
improve The Sound of Your Stereo System (Match Speak-
er to Electronics S ViceVersa) 7 Elements Per Channel ( 16

total) Record Out Capability With Equalizer Great Value

save 'IS2

FISHER WIRELESS RE^TE
CABLE READY VIDEO RECORDER

Wireless remote control, 105 channel ca- ^^% m #%
ble ready, 14 day 3 event programmable 9^m^L^m
timer, records up to 8 hours, front loading, %0^W%0

Thursday, March 13, 1986;
COLLEGIAN n

itUMass notebook'—'
Gerlufsen said yesterday that he

believes Hampton will be back. The Worcester native

received some financial aid from the program this season,

and Gerlufsen is trying to keep that help going for next

year.

The coach also said that regardless of what happens with

those two players, UMass will "probably" bring in only

three freshman recruits next season.

Also: Joe Fennell, UM's troubled freshman foward that

^i^B^HB^Hi^H^^HHHBa^H^Haa continued from page 12

was suspended for disciplinary reasons at the end ot this

season, told Gerlufsen he wasn't transfering. Several Con-

necticut newspapers have reported otherwise, with rumors

having Fennell at Hartford. In an article in the Amherst

Bulletin earlier this season, Fennell was called "a cancer

on the team," by an unidentified teammate.

Apologies: Pat Cain, a sophomore attackman, was ac-

cidently left out of Tuesday's men's lacrosse preview. The

6-2 sophomore is fighting for a starting spot and will be

a key to the UMass offense. Sorry Pat.

The Wednesday Night crew
making the Collegian safe for humanity!

Rob Conor Tom
\ '

' _r? Peter

Crusty J;* i?

- V* H 1 ^^—Trixie

SIdestage presents

"Sister Mary Ignatius - 'Dentity Crisis

8 P.M.

HAMPDEN
THEATRE

rt

$2. Admission
for reservations and more info

call 545-2803

The New Yorker

a "biting, irreverent and uproariously

funny satire that aims its barbs at organized

religion and strikes home with hilarious

results."

Directed by Ed Golden

March 13, 14, 15, and 27, 28, 29
>4

Smith College Rec. Council presents

THE BANGLES &
THE HOODOO GURUS
Thursday, April 3, 1986, 9 PM

John M. Greene Hall, Smith College
Tickets: March 25-April 2

Smith Students $7 & $8

limit: 4 tickets per ID

Non Smith Students $8 6f $9

at the door $10

Seelye Basement Smith College 12-3 pm weekdays

Main St Records, Northampton

For the Record, Faces, Amherst

FAC Box Office, UMass
All Datatix Outlets

including Springfield Stop & Shop
Springfield Civic Center

No cans, bottles, recording devices, or cameras. Halls wheelchair accessible.

I

ffVhctc

O \Cccp J

f Vhcxc

5pr<»j4 Weay at th«-

4^ob^ Co'OV •"*•«?""'*"*. 'i-?""'

Igw icw ffrtc^3

Ko«LiK A.5.A. lOOcM^rfi^ 24««p. #2.60

Kod-K K.ff.h. ZOO c^Ur jin, Z^t%^. #250
36«»p. *2'.t>&

and Mtntcrei

SUfiAB
* Most Americans consume about 33 teaspoons of sugar a day.

* 70% of the sugar you consume is in processed foods.

* Sugar Is the leading ir>gred»ent added to foods.
* High sugar consumption has been related to obesity and

dental cavities.

* Sugar has little nutritk>nal value.

SENSIBLE SUQQESTIONS

You don't have to give up all your favoHte sweets

but try to eat sweets in nrxxleration.

- Cut down on portions.

- Put the sugar bowl away.
- Use spices like cinnamon or nutmeg instead of sugar.

- Substitute nature's candy - FRUIT - for some dessrts arKi snacks.

Division of Health Education and University Health Services

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE:
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3:45 Mon Thurs, 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AcnvitiEs

The 25 Plud Club is celebratiriK the hcpin_

nint; of S|innn; Break. Meet at the T(K'
Friday .March 14 fi-H PM join us.

March S'. 2ti, I'l . H-ti:4,"i (im Anv ((lies

tions? Call I'fim at ,'.49 «4«»* or 2.5i5-!tHl«.

Have a great S|irin(f Break!

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

WSYL Radio - sUff tneetinji tonijrht CC
1*18, 7:00. If you completed a D.I applica-

tion you must attend, but all are welcome

AUTO~FOR SALE

.Ml rlrctriral applianren sewing
machines, clocks, shavers, vacuum
cleaners House calls and shop repairs

Amherst Repair 253-2869

ENTERTAINMENT

4-iiale 197.'J Pontiac Venture runs ^eat
new exhaust and brakes $800 call

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your
taste call Chris 2,'Sfi-«84,1

78 Rabbit fuel injection 90k new tires

brakes shocks over $3200 invested $80f)

BlaupunkI stereo a steal $199,'j ,Ion

2,Wr.84,'i

Rark-A-Uisr F^ntertainment Disc
jockevs, liuhl shows, lar^e .'screen video

shows, <-all ,'i49-7144 24 hrs

.M.\ Br, new silk I '212; manv extras, all in

excellent comlition JTriO ..r'BO t«l,'i-82til

For salen^SSltovoU Starlet kikk) coml
$20<H) 2,">«-»i9,')9

Dead Tix - 2 ea. all 3 Va .shows during Spr

intr Break ,'.42 8092

Dormitory Refrigerator coppertone ex

celleni condition $7,'> 00, 1974 TovolaCor
olla $,*>00.00 ,'.84 :f:i08

Mens (iold Rim (ilasaes near Dirkin.son

on Sunday call H 744,'>

FREE MONEY"

U>sl blue denim Code Bleu jacket keys in

iKKkei lost last Thur.^ at Lamda Chi

reward pis call ,''.4fi 1I8(»

$25 Reward Lost keys ."J I'Mas-s, Buick

car plus others on key chain with yellow

plastic tab c;UI 2r..S'.«t4H

Blue key ring lost in town 3/7 3 keys

return to {'V Info Desk

One itmall brown address book please

call 549-0 1 4tj reward offered

1'

..irtuniiy I't N Pleasant St Amherst at

Lixiestoiie what do you think" l..ove Bruno

My Joe. Happy Birthday!! I still love you a

loi. Ill lie kick soon. Besitos from'your
latin girl. IsaU'l

jofene S. You still haven't lost your

magic. I.,ove you forever. Steve M.

t.C. Happy 2ist a bit early. Have fun. XO
CT

Sr!VfMER HEl.PWANTEP

Plan an eirellrnt summer in the

Berkshires now. Camp Beckct is Icniking

for an a.ssistanl Waterfmnl Director Vou

must lie 21 years old and have your WSI
It will be a rewarding cxiHTience with ex

traordinary people ("all Peter at 2.W 1203

before Spring Break

PERSONALS

70 Ply Val 6 cyl auto trans sU-reo :i,5(KK) 71

Chevy Van runs great good cond S.'.OO.OO

.•"184 3308

The Cheap Jock. Kool party toonz at a

reasonable price. Call Kevin at .')4fi-9<M>l

Need money for Spring Break? (lO get
your baseball earns ami
money call Mike 54fi-6105

ESCORT SERVICE HELP WANTED

73 Duater, original owner. fiSOOO mi. good

mechanical condition $395 or BO 2.^3-9462

73 Buirk engine v good, new muffler, bat

tery, cmlant. 76000 mi $7,10 nego.

.54^.3607 ^___

CAN YOU WRITE?

Interested in Joumalium? It's never too

late to start! (!ome down to the

Ma-ssachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New Kn^rland. You can

write alxiut Sports. News, Kditorial, Black

Affairs, Women's Issues, or C.ay or Les-

bian issues. Whatever your interests,

write about it tixlay in the Collegian We
build careers.

CAPE COD

Seairuli Beach West Yarmouth summer
rentals 253-7436

CAPE con SIMMER
ROOM RENTALS

Hyannid - $80 weekly per (.erson. double

(H'cupancy. Includes ''verythinj[._Kirst 3

weeks paid In advance. Can (61 1 ) 778 0324

"CASH"

Paving cash for vour baiieball cards

Please call Mike .MiVf.inr,

DELTA ZETA OPEN RiysH
COMINti SOON

Diacovtr Sorority Life, friends and fun

Escort Serrice Available 8 p.m. 2:30

am. Everyday anywhere on Campus. Plav

it safe calf 5-21 33 "for an escort ANYTIME

Evelyn, Let's forget the jwsl and start

over. I love you so much. Steven

"EXPERIENCE THE ULTIMATE

You've been to frat partieR, , .Now
-something even belter R.M' P/\K
TIES . Be there . .or may you i;row a

long pink tail. TONKHJT LKA

JXW REN-f

Amherst rooms available immediately

also summer sublel'fall option riH.nis Itoy

2.'.6-0226, eves 54'.* 674'i

One bedroom Cliffside Apt $35tl please

r.-ill KcTiny .".45-22.".4 or 665-7106

Across the street! Sublet small bednKini

in large house Female only, no [lets, no

smokers. $l80,'month through 8/31. .$I80

plus utilities, 549-6i'22

FOR8AI.E

(JuitarTHeclra electric six-string excellent

condition 2'Kl with hardshell case contai'

Andrew 6-6489
^

Rossignol liiO's exc cond Salomon bin

(linirs and poles must sell Bo call 549-0462

ask for Noelle

Canon Camera Set: A I, .50F1 4, 28F2.8,

70-21()F4. 199A: new motor drive

Entry Level Marketing Positions Avail
in local multi-mill di>llar firm Full lime,

part-time, and .student shifts. Paid train

mg, wages from $4 to $12, also bonus and
sales comm .Matt ,584-3.59«

Butterfield Kitchen is now accepting ap
nlicalions for I he position of .Asst.

Manager for the 86-87 academic year.

Position offers free room ami Imard

Valuable experience. ,-\ppIications

available in the Butterfield Kitchen Office

Application deadline 5:00 PM March 24

BANDS 'wanted - .SW'AC. is li">king for

Irands interested injdaying the Southwest

Pyramids during .Southwest Week (Apr

29th .May 4thl Applications available in

the SW A(I office in Mami)den. Application

deadline April 1st 50960

Attention: Lifeguards need First Aid

(21 hr) certification" Could mean lietter

job. more .$$ ti plus (M-ople neded for

course on campus call 6 6749 late eve;

leave name, phone, liK-al address

BEACH CLCB S7^nng"l<reakwear Tiy

Lyon Design (!ampus Center Concourse

tliru Friday

Platts Australian SurfWear
C.C.C.T(Mlav!!:

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on

campus, deiienilable, low rales, ex|N-rienc

.hI, Nancy ,5«4 7924

SIMMER JOBS

immediate part time openings

available Hometown or local [Kisitions All

majors welcome. Call for information.

Polaris Enterprises Orp, ask for Vivian

RIDE WANTED TO StiBLET

INSTRUCTION

•«••••••••••••••••••••••*•••*••*••

•lewelry Making
lass forming luslart alti'r break

,Iaci|iielin Vajra 549-6,'

LOST

$50,00 Reward for light blue suitc:iM

18 "x30" and contents of women''-

clothing Call 546 6773

Reward: lost light pink jacket at BK<>
Sal unlay night, (ireal sentimental value,

(all .'i)6 .'il^ii eveiiuigs

Metal t.uitar Pin lost high sentimental

value $!."> n\v:ir-' Tom li |0.",6

Lost: gold amethyst ring with a diamond

chip on either s.le t fiiund please call

Stephanie 2.56.omo(:

Miscellanea: mouse attack!, creeping con-

sumption, and we'll never tell

Mike There never seems to he enough
tune to do the things we want to do once

we find them, . No Promises' .Mmmm.
.but i love you' Those Kyes

(toldie, Yupple-Clty here we come, to a

great friend, Happy Birthday Steve

Karen - you loose, but you take a good pic

lure

Hev John^rHappy2mh~BirthdByrV'ou
are a sufwr Psych 241 partner! 1-ove

Stephanie (and Rlchanl!)

Robin is ugly'!I

Happ* Birthday Liaa, Love Mike and
Chris'

Happv 19th, Kristie! You're an awesome
fneiiil' l.iiv. Li-a

Best Wishes for a great Spring Break
From the Sisters and Pledges of Kit(>pa

Kappa Camnia

Marv Jane, I know h"w mudi you like

i>l.als anil ''vmghi you might I'ke to know
tliere IS a 3 opal and diamond penilant for

$60 and another opal and diamond pen

dant for $25 ant) much more at (lo'den Oji

Desperate for a ride to and from ChicTgo
over Spruig Break'" Call ,leff 549 2808

ROOMMATE WANTTD

One male nonsmoking for 2 liedri«)m

townhouse apt for fall semester .lay

,'>4«-9WW

To take over leaae. House in Amherst, on
bus roiitiv $125, female, nonsmoking.

Chnsor Meg 2.53 W92

i room in 5 bedroom house 1
' z from <'am

pus on busri'ite available miemilialely call

after five 2,56-6228

Female lo share room in Brandywine im
mediate ojn'ning $145 mo call Susan
.549(l48ii

SACRIFK K!

Sacrifice! 2-bedroom Sunderland. First,

last, securit\ tri-e' Kefcrcnces reijiiired

6»;:i 4884

SKRVK ES

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $5 (Mi per hour

former grader, cnsultaiit .Mex 2.56 12.39

Typing, Tape Transcription, Fast, tw
urati Av;iilab|e almo-t anvtmie
frfi5-7t;52

Xxrut I bdr apt on tius line, quiet, w/pool

and AC To take over .lune Ist for sum
mer. option for fall $,'f9,5/mo 665 8477

WANTED

Sobjceta needed - Students who lost a

parent will you and your family help a

1'iVla.ss grad student in a research study

about how families adjust to the death of a

I if your family

live here. Please call Claudia
iiarenf' I will travel •ur family do«'sn't

laudia collect

203 .563 9577 after 9 pni, or sign up in the

experiment booth, 4tn flinir Tobin Hall

I will pay someone $10 to take goo.i care

of my '.' gerbils over Soring Break, Very

easy nioney Plea.se call Lucy at 546 7419

WANTED TO RENT

Private Tutor learn (Vrr
conversation tel 54!l 6.5<'.'''

Looking for housekeeper? Availalii

C'vemn^s and afternisms rates $5 6hr ,

.l!.;'e 2.'..'i-5406

Tailor for alteration. SHAANN's at Mall,

584 9362

We'll pay 1100 for your leaac. House
wanted nejir campus, call 546 9865

Reward! Couple needs a 1 iH'droom apt

starting .lune 1, Anywhere in Amherst
area Call 2,53 '29.58

WE NEED LA.

Two round trip tickets to I.. A, ne<>ded

call Pete ..r Hob 6 8(182

Hey Ace, k'o ^^^ '^i" '"

Florida, Make me proud,

Wanna play?
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SPORTS
Softbairs youth
has matured
Everyone back for tough schedule
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Last season, the University of

Massachusetts soflball team ended a disap-

pointing 25-23-1 campaign by beating na
tionally ranked Adelphi University.

Although the victory came at the end of the

season, it was still a big lift for a very

young squad and sparked visions of better

times for the Minutewomen.
Those visions have become reality for

coach Elaine Sortino and the 1986
Minutewomen. In her seventh season as

UM mentor, Sortino is in a unique position

that any coach would welcome. She returns

her entire team from last season with a few-

new faces as UMass prepares to face its

toughest schedule ever.

"We had our youngest team ever last

season. We started anywhere from five to

seven freshman at a time," Sortino said.

"About 85 percent of our losses last season

were one-run losses on mistakes. We easi-

ly could have had a losing season. We
finished on an upbeat note beating

Adelphi.I'm very pleased about having
everybody back."

The Minutewomen open the season on
March 14, at the Pepsi Cola Invitational

Tournament at the University of South
Florida. UMass will then play in a tourna-

ment in Orlando, Florida against DePaul
University, St. John's University and St.

Peter's University before doing battle at

the Florida State Lady Seminole Tourna-
ment on March 21-23.

"This is the toughest schedule in our
history," Sortino said. "We have to use

these tournaments not only to start play-

ing, but to pick up a few nationally rank-

ed teams that we won't see during the

regular season."

Aside from the youth of last year's team,

injuries also played a part in the demise of

the Minutewomen. Sophomore shortstop

Paige Kopcza, an All-New England
honorable mention last season, suffered an
elbow injury midway through the season

last year, creating a huge gap in the UMass
defense. After recovering from that injury,

she then suffered an ankle injury covering

a steal attempt in the Atlantic-10
tournament.
This season, injuries are still hampering

the Minutewomen. Sophomore
firstbaseman Martha Jamieson, an All-

New England and Division I AH-American,
underwent arthoscopic knee surgery three

weeks ago and will not see playing time in

Florida due to slower-than-expected
rehabilitation. Senior catcher Beth Talbott

and sophomore catcher Ilene Freeman are

both bothered by nagging knee injuries,

with Freeman also suffering from a recur-

ring bicep problem in her throwing arm.
Junior thirdbaseman Debbie Cole, also

an All-New England selection last season,

still has not recovered from ligament

damage done to her left elbow as a result

of an injury she suffered during the

volleyball season last fall. She will see her

doctor on Monday and could out for an ad-

ditional 1-2 weeks, thus placing her on the

'doubtful' list for the Florida swing.

For the most part, everybody else is

healthy for UMass. The following is a

position-by-position look at the 1986
Minutfwoman soflball team:
Pitchers:UMass returns three members

of last season's pitching staff. Senior lef-

thander Lynn Stockley, an All-New
England selection last season, is the ace of

the UMass staff, as she compiled a 15-9

record with 10 shutouts and 118 strikeouts.

Her 0.53 earned run average placed her as

one of the top twenty pitchers in the nation.

Sophomore righthander Lisa Rever also

had a good season, notching an 8-8 mark
with five shutouts and a 0.80 ERA. Also
back for UMass is senior righthander
Cathy Reed, who compiled a 2-6 record and
a 2.49 ERA. Reed also led the team in runs

batted in with 14 while batting .268 last

season. Rounding out the staff is freshman
righthander Chris Warner, who Sortino is

\ery high on, and who is expected to make

an immediate contribution to the squad. As
a combined staff, the Minutewomen toss-

ed 15 shutouts and sported a 0.92 ERA last

season.

"This is a very seasoned staff with good

depth,"Sortino said. "This is as fine and
capable pitching staff we've had."

Catcher: Talbott and Freeman will split

the duties this season behind the plate with

freshman Patty King seeing limited action.

Talbott batted .306 last season with one

homerun and 10 RBI's. Freeman finished

the season at a .253 clip with two homers
and 11 RBI's. "I'm a little concerned at the

catcher postion because of the injuries,"

Sortino said. "But with the depth we have,

we should be all right."

Firstbase: Jamieson is the usual starter

for Sortino, but Reed and Talbott will see

action at firstbase because of Jamieson's

knee injurv. Jamieson hit .262 last season

with 11 RBI's.

Secondhase: Junior co-captain Carol

Frattaroli, who Sortino labeled a "fine

player with a good bat", will anchor the

Minutewomen at second base. An All-

Atlantic 10 and All New England pick,

Frattaroli finished last season with a .273

average and was second in RBI's with 13.

Backing Frattaroli is sophomore Tina

Morello, who is capable of filling in at any

time.

Thirdbase: With Cole out, Sortino will

go with sophomore Chris Ciepiela at third-

base. Ciepiela batted .253 last season with

one homer and 10 RBI's. Right behind her

is freshman Allison Forman. Cole batted

.216 last season with eight RBI's.

Shortstop: A healthy Kopcza will start

at shortstop for the Minutewomen. "She is

a great hitter with excellent glove stabili-

ty," Sortino said. Kopcza led UMass in hit-

ting with a .378 average and eight RBI's.

Coupled with Frattaroli, UMass has

possibly the best middle infield in New
England and one of the best in the East.

Outfield Senior co-captain Sally Maher
has the only outfield pjostion locked up so

far, starting in centerfield. Maher was se-

cond in batting last season with a .306

average. She also knocked in 10 RBI's with

one homer and three triples last season.

Sophomore Leigh Petroski. junior Emily
Bietsch, and freshman Barbara Meehan
round out the outfield with the leftfield and

rightfield positions still undecided. Ciepiela

will also see time in the outfield. "All five

are extremely quick-footed. We'll have

good wheels if they can all stay healthy,"

Sortino said. "Offensively, we can run and
we have great ability to move the runnners

around," Sortino said. "Defensively, we've

been able to cover our tracks. We have
some very capable players and we can men-
tally adapt to any situation. We have the

depth to cover ourselves."

Barring any serious injuries, the 1986

season holds a bright outlook for the

Minutewomen. UMass is currently rank-

ed fifth in the Northeast behind Adelphi,

the University of Connecticut, Temple
University and Penn State University.

With everybody back, Sortino likes what
she sees.

"I see a much more poised group of peo-

ple. That fact leads to a much more confi-

dent feeling," Sortino said. "Our strongest

asset is cohesiveness. They are just en-

joyable to coach."

The objectives for the Minutewomen are

fairly simple, the main objective being to

make the Atlantic 10 tournament in May.
But May is a long way off and being a

member of one of the toughest conferences

in the country is enough to make any team
concentrate on the present.

"We're always thinking po.st-sea.son play

in the back of our minds," Sortino said.

"But we need to get rolling before we can

start thinking about that. We have enough

to think about on improving on last

season's record."

UMass opens at home on April 1 with a

doubleheader against the Friars of Pro

vidence College. UMass will play 16 games
(eight doubleheaders) at home this season.

SporU Informatloii photo

Sophomore pitcher Lisa Rever is one of the aces on the University of
Massachusetts softball team.

Sports Information photo

Second baseman Carol Frattaroli
is back for UMass this season.

Softball '86
Coach: Elaine Sortino (7th year,

139-53-3)

Last Season: 25-23- 1, 6-5 in the Atlan-

tic 10 Conference, fourth place.

Captains: Centerfielder Sally Maher
and Second baseman Carol Frattaroli will

serve as co-captains.

Top Retoming Players: Maher (.303-1

home nin-10 runs batted in - CF); Frat-

taroli (.273-0-13 - 2B); Paige Kopcza
(.387-0-08 - SS); Martha Jamieson
(.262-0-11 - IB); Debbie Cole (.214-0-8 - 3B);

Lynn Stockley (15-9, 0.63 earned run
average, 10 shutouts - LHP); Cathy Reed
{.268-0-14 and 2-6, 2.49 • RHP/INF); Lisa

Rever (8-8, 0.80, five shutouts - RHP);
Chris Ciepiela (.253-1-10 utility).

Top Newcomers: Barbara Meehan
(freshman • OF) and Chris Warner
(freshman - pitcher).

Key Losses: None, all the starters are

returning this season.

Opening Game: Friday at the Pepsi

Cola Invitational at the University of

South Florida.

Home Opener: April 1 against Pro-

vidence College (doubleheader).

UMass notebook

Sheehan will not return
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Guard Jack Sheehan will

not be back for the 1986-87

basketball season, the
senior told the Collegian

this week.

Sheehan, a 6-3 point
guard, is eligible to play

another season but has
elected to graduate and
leave the university in-

stead, he saw limited play-

ing time this season, ap-

pearing in eight games and

scoring two pomts.

But Sheehan's biggest

contribution was in his

presence. On a team made
up of mostly freshman and
sophomores, Sheehan was a
steadying influence. While
other players complained
about playing time,

Sheehan realized his role

and worked for the overall

betterment of the team.

One of the true class-acts

on the Minutemen, Jack

will be missed.

In other basketball news,

6-3 junior guard Bill Hamp-
ton will probably be back

with the team next season.

Hampton, a walk-on last

season, played in only two

games this season, but like

Sheehan, he was a solid

team member.
UMass coach Ron

Gerlufsen said yesterday

that he believes Hampton
will be back. The Worcester

native received some finan-

cial aid from the program
this season, and

continued on page 11
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Olney plan central

to unions' drive

( ollrKian photo by Fiiul L)«i>mHr«u«

SPLISH, SPLASH — Ken Howard, sophomore business major,

splashes through one of the thousand campus puddles.

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Recent actions by University ad-

ministrators and a choice of two unions

may make the difference in the upcoming

vote by professional staff on whether to

unionize.

In the past, professionals have twice re

jected unionization, in the most recent elec

tion, 1982, by 50 votes. However, im-

plementation of a controversial wage scale,

the Olney plan, by the University has

angered many professionals and may give

unions an advantage.

Dale Melcher. a representative for the

Massachusetts Teachers Association, one

of the unions vying to represent the profes

sionals, said this is the first time two

unions have competed. MTA conducted

elections on its own in 1978 and 1982.

"In the past, professionals have not

reconciled themselves to the idea of

unionization," Melcher said. "Despite the

fact the faculty has been unionized for 10

years, the professionals felt it was not the

thing to do.

•Professionals thought they were better

off making their own deals with ad

ministration," she said. "It was hard for

them to see the value of a union."

The election, set for May 1. pits MTA
against the Office and Professional

Employees International Union, the in-

itiator of the union drive.

Both Melcher and an OPEIU represen-

tative, Jerry Ashlock, agree that the Olney

plan was a major incentive in the drive

toward unionization.

The plan, implemented in July at the ad-

ministration's request, reclassified profes-

sional staff positions, set new wage caps

and angered many professionals who said

it diminished employees' supervisory

status and provided an unsatisfactory

grievance procedure.

"The imposition of the Olney plan has

made people realize we need to take care

of ourselves," Melcher said.

In a platform issued yesterday by MTA,
the union pledged to "insure that the

development and application of any profes-

sional cla.«wification system (e.g. Olney) be

subject to the principles of professional

autonomy."
Gerry Scoppettuolo. an OPEIU represen-

tative, said in a statement issued last week

that the plan "threatens all aspects of pro-

fessionals' work life - job security, equal

pay for equal work and upward mobility

within the organization."

The professionals are currently

represented by the non-union Professional

Association at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst. PAUMA
speaker Gerald A. Quarles said the associa-

t ion's position on the election was neutral.

"It is up to the individual professional to

decide the best way to go." he .said.

Harvey Friedman, director of the UMass
Labor Relations and Research Center, said

a union would provide professionals with

a legally binding contract and would spell

out their rights.

"A union would provide protection for

wages and working conditions." Friedman

said. "Professionals are the only group on

campus not protected."

University officials have refused com-

ment on the impending election. However,

one professional said she believes the ad-

ministration wants to remain neutral

regarding the election.

Hadley to vote on

porn movie ban
By JASON SHAW
Collegian Correspondent

and DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

HADLEY — Residents will vote next Thursday at a

selectboard meeting on whether to bar the town's three

video stores from selling or renting X-rated movies.

The vote was prompted by a petition subrhitted by

Hadley resident Helen Zatyka to the three-member board.

Zatyka is also a University of Massachusetts student.

"I did some research and discovered video houses are

the largest distributors of pornography," Zatyka said. "A

lot of people don't know how insidious this stuff is.

"My main opposition has from been people who think

adults should be able to watch what they want,"she said.

"Unfortunately, children have access to videos."

Selectman John Mieczkowski said he opposes banning

X-rated videotapes. "Where's the freedom of speech?" he

asked. "If parents allow their kids to see these kinds of

movies, it's their business."

He added that Hadley hardly has the resources to en-

force a ban. "We have all we can do with the state laws,"

he said. "But if the people vote it in, so be it."

Harry Barstow, chairman of the selectboard, said he

could not predict the vote's outcome. Selectman John

Allen could not be reached for comment.

"We'd like to continue to rent the videos,"8aid Sandy

Shulman, assistant manager of One Stop Video. "But it's

not a major thing to us. We're not going to lose a lot of

money if there's a ban."

Danny DiRocco, manager of Video Studio 16, said a ban

would constitute censorship. The third video store is The

Video House.

Irish have been denied freedom'
300 attend S.U.B. lecture

By SARAH BUSH
Collegian Staff

For 800 years the Irish have been fighting for their

freedom and in the name of democracy this right has

been systematically denied to them, an Irish feminist and

political activist said last night.

Bernadette Devlin McAliskey, speaking to about 300

people in the Student Union Ballroom, said "People have

no nsftural understanding of why violence in Northern

Ireland exists."

Ireland, Devlin said, was the first British colony and
has been the subject of military occupation, slave trading

in the Carribbean and genocide. She said Ireland's

genocide is commonly misinterpreted as "The Potato

Famine" when Irish farmers in the 19th century were

forced to surrender all their crops to the English, dur-

ing the speech, sponsored by the Radical Student Union.

At one time, the Irish peoples' language and music was
outlawed and they could not own property. After a five

year war, Devlin said Ireland was granted its in-

dependence in 1922, except for the northern faction,

known as Ulster, that was the home of British loyalists.

In order to maintain this minority, Irish nationalists

were forced to move to the north and work for the British

loyalists, said McAliskey.

McAliskey said 1968 was a turning point when the

Irish Civil Rights Movement began as nationalist Irish

Catholics demanded the right to vote, the right to assem-

ble and the right to live wherever they wanted.

As they organized, assembled, and spoke for their civil

rights, the British government took them away, claim-

ing such acts as "subversive", said Devlin McAliskey.

Presently, she said, Irish Catholics in Northern Ireland

have an youth unemployment rate of 75 percent and f>0

Collpgian photo by Maria Bull

Irish activist Bernadette Devlin McAliskey

pecent ol its prisoners are under age 25, as well as other

inequalities.

"We actually started out demanding quality... that is

all. Instead of getting it, we lost every democratic right

we had," she said.

"We want to live in our own country and govern it

ourselves," she added.

She said today the Reagan administration is trying to

buy Ireland's alliance with $50 million per year in aid.

"We have figured out that Ronald Reagan is sending

us money to 'save democracy.' And it scares the hell out

of us."
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It's not an egg

KP phou,

It's the closest picture ever taken of Halley's comet, as the Euro-

pean spacecraft Giotto, passed 930 miles from the comet's nucleus

early this morning.

Hyatt seeks GOP nomination
BOSTON AP After

campaigning for months, at-

torney Gregor>- Hyatt said

yesterday he would make it

official that he intends to

seek the Republican guber-

natorial nomination.

The 32 year-old who
helped lead the signature

drive to get a seat belt

repeal question on the

November ballot announced

Feb 10 that he was serious

about runmng and opposing

Gov Michael Dukakis, who
gives all indications he will

seek re-election.

Dukakis, whose office

says he plans to formally

announce his intentions this

month, faces no opposition

in the Democratic Party in

his bid for another four-year

term.

Hvatt. a former director m

1979-80 of Citizens for

Limited Taxation that put

prop>erty tax-limiting Pro-

position 2 1 2 on the ballot,

has conceded any
Republican faces an uphill

battle against Ehikakis.

Hvatt ran an unsuccessful
^^ Ln for Congress

^^"'P^'^T^mo^rat Chester
against ^em^^^

^^ ,hen
Atkins m 19&* ^ ^^,
^orked on the sea

campaigr^-

OUR SEASON:
RT9HADLEY 584-8174

CASE SPECIALS

BUSCH ^.99

BUD & BUD LIGHT $10.99

COORS & COORS LIGHT $10.99

UTICA CLUB $6.99

SIX-PACK SPECIALS
GUINESS $3.99

HARP $3.99

BECKS light or dark $3.99

ST. PAULI light or dark $3.99

ROLLING ROCK long necks $2.85

LIQUOR SPECIALS
VODKA Sf GIN 1.75 $8.99

RUM 1.75 $10.99

B.B. SHOTZ SCHNAPPS
..flavored schnapps all flavors. .750 ml.. $4.99

Four Seasons is also carrying a large selection of

Irish Whiskey and Irish Cream Liquers at sale

prices

Four Seasons is located on Rt 9 just

past McDonalds and Burger King

Why clown around with anyone else?

Swedish police
arrest man
STOCKHOLM. Sweden 'AP' - Police

ha%-e aurested a man on suspicion of com-

plicity :n the murder of Prime Minister

Olof Palme, a Stockholm police official said

yesterday

After Sweden's news agency reported a

man was being held. Stockholm police

spokesman Leif Hallberg said. "I can con-

firm that after follow^ng up various tips,

we had reason to arrest a man on suspicion

of complicity in the murder.

He was brought in last night at 8:2.5

p.m. and booked for interrogation,"

Hailberg said.

The arrest was made for further in-

vestigation of the man's possible part in the

murder." he said.

-r.fcrHaii^>«;r}< r<:fu >«;(] Vi giv»j anv

detaii.s ab^>ut the case.

A man wielding a .35caliber Magnum
revolver killed Palme on Feb. 28 as the

prime minister walked along a .Stockholm

sidewalk with hi.s wife, Li.sbet.

The Swedish news agency, TT, quoted

Henning Sjostrom, a leading Swedish

defen.se lawyer, a-s saying the new suspect

was Swedi.sh and of "unblemished record."

The agency quoted Sjostrom as saying

the man was arre.sted becau.se he had been

near the scene of the murder. "I am con-

vinced there are no grounds for indict-

ment," the lawyer was quoted a.s saying.

Under Swedish law, a person can be held

without being formally charged during an

investigation.

Search continues for

$5-$10b Marcos stole
NL\NILA. Philippines 'APi A govern-

ment commission has discovered that

ousted President Ferdinand E. Marcos hid

$800 million in a Swiss bank account, a

major step toward locating up to $10 billion

he allegedly spirited out of the Philippines,

an official said yesterday.

President Corazon Aquino, meanwhile,

ordered Philippine banks to freeze all

assets held by Mauros. his wife. Imelda, and
31 of his associates.

Ramon Diaz of the new Commission on

Good Government announced discovery of

the Swiss bank account yesterday but

refused to provide details or say how the

commission learned of its existence.

Commission head Jovito Salonga has

estimated that Marcos and his associates

illeeallv diverted $.5 billion to $10 billion

in national assets to overseas accounts and

investments.

Raul Daza. also a commission ofTicial.

told a news conference that the Aquino
government is "optimistic and hopeful" it

will regain any wealth Marcos invested il-

legally in the United States "in line with

pronouncements previously made by the

United States that they will cooperate with

the Philippine government."

Salonga began a 10-day visit to the

United States on Wednesday. He plans to

collect evidence of Marcos' holdings, con-

sult US legal experts on ways to regain the

funds and meet with State Department of-

ficials. Daza said

Marcos allegedly bought property in New
York City and Long Island.

Packwood's bill proposes
8.4% cut in income tax
WASHLNGTON *AP) - Senate Finance

Committee Chairman Bob Packwood
yesterday introduced - with President

Reagan's support - a bill that would pro-

duce the most sweeping changes in the

federal tax system in more than 30 years,

reducing individual income taxes by an
average 8.4 percent.

The legislation would raise consumer
taxes on adcohol. tobacco and gasoline and
shift to corporations a tax burden of bet-

ween $110 billion and $185 billion over the

next five years. How the excise tax in-

creases would affect the total tax picture

of individuals and businesses is a matter

of speculation.

Packwood, unveiling the new plan at a

news conference, said it would make the

tax system more fair, ensure that rich in-

dividuals and profitable companies pay a

share of tax. and increase incentives for in-

vestment in job-creating activities. As for

simplification, the Oregon Republican

could promise only that "it is not any more
complicated than the present tax code.

"The President is on boeu-d. He supports

the bill. I ami delighted," Packwood .said.

The committee will start work on the

legislation next week; Packwood said he

hopes the bill will be completed by May 1

and ready for Reagan to sign by Aug. 15.

Most changes would take eflfect next Jan

1.

The bill includes the provisions that

Reagan has said are essential to any "tax

reform." It would cut tax rates significantly

for individuals and corporations, raise the

standard deduction, boost the personal ex-

emption to $2,000 for almost all taxpayers,

restrict deductions for some state and local

taxes and interest, and increase invest-

ment and saving incentives. It also would

retain the tax-free status of most employee

fringe benefits.

The bill - like the one proposed by Keagan

and the version passed by the House last

December - would free more than 6 million

low-income people from the income tax

altogether.

According to staff estimates. Packwoods

bill would cut income taxes for those in the

$10,000 to $20,000 income class by 23 per-

cent under the House bill and 16.3 percent

under Reagan's plan.
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING FOR SPRING BREAK? - Deirde Fearon, a junior psychology ma-

jor, right, chats with Amy Gordon in Bartlett Hall under the watchful eye of a cardboard bird.

Eighteen BOG seats filled
Many empty seats in the Campus Center Board of

Governors were filled this week as 18 persons were voted

in during the Student Government elections.

Sixteen people ran for nine empty at-large seats. The
winners were Amy Gordon, Michelle Wrynn, Daniel Col-

lins (incumbent), Lorna Freeman, Fred Habib (incum-

bent), Carol Harlow (incumbent), Mary Anne Siok, Megan
Brady and Robert Merlino.

Three persons were elected to the board to represent the

Commuter Area Goverment. Sean Murray, David Caputo
(incumbent), and Mary Murray ran unopposed with the

exception of one wTite-in candidate.

The Southwest Residential Area filled two seats on the

board, as Kim Colliton and Lee Garfinkel/Steve Kantor

were elected. Elected from the other residential areas

were: Paul Coradeschi from Central, Mel Sahagian from
Sylvan, Monica Wang (incumbent) from Northeast, and
Joseph Casali from Orchard Hill. Each ran against one
other student.

"I really didn't expect to win because I'm a freshman.

I'm really glad I won. I want to make a difference in the

Campus Center," said Gordon, a business major.

Although this is the official count of the ballots, it must
be voted on by the Undergraduate Student Senate in order

to be recognized, said Karen Morvay , chairwoman of the

SGA governmental affairs committee.

- JEANETTE DeFORGE

Alumnus arrested for protesting innocent
A 1985 graduate of the University of Massachusetts was

found innocent yesterday in Hampshire District Court in

Northampton on charges of disturbing the peace.

The charge stems from an April 10, 1985 incident in

which three students were arrested for protesting the

presence of Citicorp Corporation at a conference on the

10th floor of the Campus Center. Two of the students, Pia

Giammasi and Beatrix Hoffman, had their charges

dismissed in July.

Todd Little received the not guilty verdict from Judge
Alvertus Morse, but Little refused to comment on the case.

However, the two students who had their charges dismiss-

ed attended the trial and said Little's arrest was
unnecessary.

"I felt that it was very insulting that the school invited

Citicorp to campus after having declared the commitment
to divestment and anti-apartheid," Giammasi said.

The students said they were protesting the conference

because of Citicorp's loans to the South African govern-

ment, which they say contributes to apartheid, the system

of racial segregation where the white minority rules the

black majority.

Giammasi said Little's arresting officers had difficulty

identifying him in the courtroom yesterday and that

Morse was surprised of the arrest in the first place.

Little's arrest occurred as the members of the conference

were eating dinner, and the protesting students shouted

"Divest Now" out of the elevator door. Police arrested Lit-

tle when he held in the button preventing the elevator

from closing.

Hoffman and Giammasi were arrested while attempting

to raise an anti-apartheid banner during a conference

s]teech.

The University police did not comment on the case.

Deafness
is a culture,
student says
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Correspondent

Deafness is not a handicap, but rather a culture, says

Jon Dresser, one of eight deaf students who attend the

University of Massachusetts.

Alex Grist, another deaf student, said he occasionally

feels uncomfortable about being deaf, but he has grown
accustomed to it.

The Office of Handicapped Student Affairs, in the Whit-

more Administration Building, provides students like

Dresser and Grist with sign-language interpreters for lec-

tures. The interpreters are certified by the National

Registry of Interpreters after studying American Sign

Language for two to three years.

Geary Gravel and Hannah Yaffe coordinate the Deaf

Services at UMass. They both graduated from UMass and

have been interpreting here for eight years.

Deaf Services employs four full-time interpreters and
several who work part-time.

Gravel said sign language is *'an art, it's a skill, and

I think it's gratifying for me when I know that I com-

municated to someone else.

"You really are like a bridge between two cultures. If

a teacher is flat and boring, then you have to be fiat and

boring," Gravel said.

Yaffe said sign language resembles translating one

language into another. She said she is gratified "know-

ing that I'm OF>ening the hearing world up to the deaf."

John Dunne, who teaches three sign language courses

at UMass, said hearing students do not often mingle with

'Tm gratified knowing that I'm opening

the hearing world up to the deaf."
— Hannah Yaffe, coordinator of Deaf

Services

deaf students because "hearing students are afraid they

don't know what to say."

Yaffe said this isolation causes many deaf students to

be lonely. Many deaf students are taught to read lips, so

"you can communicate with most deaf people just by talk-

ing to them."
Dresser said he finds it hard to make friends because

he is deaf. Five of his friends are also deaf, but most of

his friends are not, he said.

"Sometimes I feel funny," he said about having an in-

terpreter in class, but he added he tries not to notice when
students stare.

Grist said, "The interpreters do a good job. Without the

interpreters, I would not understand the professors." Hav-

ing grown acustomed to the interpreters, he does not feel

embarrassed during class. "I pay attention to the inter-

preter only."

Gravel said that before the establishment of the deaf

services, deaf students went to lectures and attempted to

understand the professors, or had someone else take notes

for them.
Dunne teaches an introductory course with 40 students,

an intermediate level with 30, and an advanced course

for 15. "There are so many students at the beginning of

the semester that want to take the [introductory] course,"

he said.

"We hope that our service provides deaf students with

the same University experience as that of their hearing

peers," Gravel said.

Senate approves programs
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate yesterday

unanimously approved a bachelor's of

science degree in landscape architecture

and seven new foreign study programs.

An undergraduate program in landscape

architecture was dropped in favor of the

graduate program in 1969, when the

American Society of Landscape Architects

would only accredit one degree program per

university.

In 1979, the ASLA changed accreditation

rules to allow two programs. The program

will be the second in New England, the on-

ly existing one being at the Rhode Island

School of Design, according to the academic

matters council.

Seven foreign academic institutions will

begin programs with the University of

Massachusetts, contingent upon qualified

students applying. The newly approved

programs are:

• A mutual exchange of graduate

students with France's L'Institute Na-

tional Polytechnique de Toulouse, for study

in the field of chemical engineering.

• A mutual exchange of graouate

students in chemical engineering and food

engineering with the Universite de

Technologie de Compiegne.
• A one-year exchange for both

undergraduates and graduates to study at

the University of Iceland, limited to two to

four students annually.

• A reciprocal exchange and cooperation

in research activities with Tianjin Univer-

sity from the People's Republic of China,

involving teaching and research materials,

possible joint research between faculty and

graduate study in China.
• A joint degree program in psychology

with Belgium's Universite Catholique de

Louvain in Belgium. Belgian students will

have the opportunity to complete re-

quirements for a UMass master's degree.

• A summer program in Hispanic

linguistics and Catalan language, in

Barcelona, Spain, starting July 1986.

• A summer workshop in studio art and

art history in La Napoule, France, between

June 29 and Aug. 3, 1986.

Winfred E. A. Bernhard, chairman of the

foreign and international studies council,

said the programs will start next fall if

there are interested qualified students.

Homeless fixture?
Coli«t(ian photo by Maria Bull

A wandering bathtub yesterday found its way to the front lawn
of a house on South Pleasant Street in Amherst, where it was seen
languishing sans hookups, with only rain water to catch. No one was
available at the house to give clues as to whether the tub had been evicted

from within or had simply shown up there.
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Special Student Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The ine.xpensive uay to get to Scandinavia

and other destinations in Europe. .Asia.

Africa and the Middle East.

Winter Rates to Scandinavia

New York to Copenhagen. Oslo. Stockholm

from S240 one way. S400 roundtrip

Neu York to Helsinki

from S270 one uay

Chicago to Copenhagen
from S240 one uay, S400 roundtrip

Chicago to Oslo. Stockholm. Helsinki

from S280 one way. S480 roundtrip

and tours designed especially

for students to the

SOVIET UNION
For Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
NoiJth and stiidfrit rravfl fxptrts for over a decade

17 E. 45ih St.. New York. NY 10017

(212) 986-9470

Summer Fares Now Available!

Letters

The issues clarified

I ar: wT:r.a^ %£> £Arjy ^*c:>e pc.r:5 =:iid* .n 1 rhe Feb.

25 ColUgi^z arf-cle .-^ ny w-^ck en ihe Importer 5>ti-

drona*. asd 2 a past ecLtor:* ~- ? -- '^-tcr. which

grossly distorted r:y nessearcr.

In the case ot --le :;r:ner. there * => - —- -is misquote

whereby I was sa:d to have statec r n are fakes

who feel as though they have slipped throu.gn the system

'undetected and it's only a matter of tune - •'— -hey are

found out Two cnticaJ wm^ ^)pear ou: - - r m this

quote It should begin. "*women feel like fakes who have

mananged to slip through the system. ' The women who

attend my presentations and seminars are all bright,

capable women who. as %nrtuiis of past socialization and

current stereotyTi^- are noc always able to recognize and

appreciate their own knowledge and skills. There is a

wwld of differeoce between •'feeling" like an impcster and

"being" one.

The article goes on to say that "women tend to capitalize

on their failures and forget their accoplishments." This

should read, "women tend to focus on their failures..."

Perhaps the reporter was confused by my recommenda

tion that women should learn to capitalize on mistakes

and failed risks by learning to %new them as opportunities

for learning and development.

Lastly. I would like to respond to a fall semester Col-

legian editorial written by Rusty Denton in which E>en-

ton inaccurately represented my doctoral research on in-

ternal barrMrfH und<-riiiiMi(it{ women in achievement

realms to 8upp<jrt Him biblicHl inU-rpretation fjf women's
supposed inferiority Hiui lii-nton tak«;n the time to read

my research he would hav»^ diHcovend that 1 ) men too ex-

perience feelings of insecurity al^KiUt their skills and

abilities, and 2) women's self doubts can be directly trac-

ed to a variety of societal values, lf>dged in sexism, which

undermine women's sen.se of .self as competent, valued

members of the workforce. (Denton's editorial itself is a

case in point.; Thus, my advice to Denton is that he first

read the research that he uses to advance his biases lest

he find himself facing a lawsuit by someone less willing

to turn the other cheek.

Dr. Valerie Young
Amherst

Thanks for buses
I want to express my appreciation to Nancy Arnold, the

Women's Studies department, and the United Christian

Fellowship for sponsoring and organizing three buses

which took 150 women and men to the National March
for Women's lives in Washington D.C. The march was an

excellent example of American democracy - the right of

assembly - and over 100,000 people did. The theme of the

march was Women's Reproductive Rights - the freedom

of choice. As an American woman, I am proud to have been

a participant in the march in which Nancy Arnold, the

Women's Studies department, and the United Christian

Fellowship gave me and 150 others the opportunity.

Thank you.

Margaret Novotny
Sunderland

Lay itonthe line.

Ask any Navy pilot. It doesn't

come any more thrilling than

this. L^anding an F- 14 on the

rolling deck of a carrier at sea

is a challenge that tests the

skills of the best.

Navy flight training.

Navigation. Aerodynamics.

It's the best you can get. But

along with the airborne thrills,

Na\-\- pilots and flight officers

get dou-n-io-earth skills.

There is no boot camp.

College graduates get leader-

ship and management training

at Aviation Officer Candidate

School. It s challenge and

responsibility. The satisfaction

of knowing you're with a

topflight team.
^

You can't beat the rewards

cither. An excellent starling

salary. Unexcelled benefits.

And oppi)riunities to mow up
fast.

Lead the Adventure as a

Navy pilot or flight officer. And
let your pride fly high. Contact

vour Navv Ofllcx'r Rtxruiier or

call 1-800-327-NAVY.

NAVY^OFFICER

LEADTHEADVENTURE.
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Obsessed to be the best
In general, students do care about their

grades. Sure, there are those who come
here just to see how long they can remain

without doing any work at all, but most of

us do care, to a degree.

There is a certain group of students

though, who seem to care a little too much.

These are the people that play the cume
game. The cume game people laugh at

those who do worse than they do, and hate

those who do better.

I think you know the kind of person I'm

talking about, cume gamers are the people

who wouldn't allow you to borrow their

notes for the class you missed, because

there is always the outside chance you

might do better than they did.

To learn who cume gamers are, just listen

for the people who ask what your cume is

or what your grade was on the last exam.

This may seem like an innocent enough

question, but the cume gamers will already

know what your grades are. They might

have seen them when you left your report

card on your desk, or they might have

noticed the test score when the professor

is handing them back. The point of the mat-

ter is, they know that they did better than

you did. The question is merely an excuse

to point this fact out to you.

The cume gamers schedule is something

quite interesting to behold. He or she takes

the classes required to graduate, but the

rest of their schedule is devoted to any gut

to be found. While most people involved in

groups such as the Boltwood Project are

Herb Ramy

there in order to help their fellow human
beings, the cume gamer knows that these

are also good places to pick up that easy

two to three credit A.

As in most social disorders, this one's

roots can usually be traced back to the

home. The first thing one would notice

upon entering the home of a cume gamer
is that the refrigerator is covered with

dozens of old report cards being held up by

fruit magnets. This barbaric suburban

practice has led many children to link good

grades with being allowed to eat. So it

seems that a subconscious fear of starva-

tion is what makes our cume gamers so

desirous of the all important A. As the

cume gamers progressed through life, they

became the first or second grader that in-

sisted on wearing the gold star on their

forehead whenever they won the spelling

bee. As one can see, the displaying of

achievements has already begun. From
here it is only a small step to wTiting that

50 page extra credit paper for Professor

Smith in order to get that one extra point

added to your exam.
So you see, although we may dislike

cume gamers for all they do, we must
remember that gaming is both a disease

and a curse. Now if you'll excuse me, I

heard K-Mart has a blue light special on

fruit magnets.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

Letters from the editor
A few quick phone calls to New Hamp-

shire yielded some interesting information

about Dartmouth College's divest-

ment/apartheid shanties and the Dart-

mouth Review.

Primarily, embattled College President

David McLaughlin reportedly decided to

review the student suspensions handed out

to shanty "dismantlers" because Review

members and supporters threatened to in

itiate a massive civil suit against the col-

lege. Also, McLaughlin is coming under

fire from just about everyone at the college

- no one is satisfied with the way he has

been handling the situation there.

Meanwhile, some people in Hanover are

claiming that local merchants have in-

stituted an informal advertising boycott

against the Review becau.se of staff involve-

ment in di.smantling the shanties. Review

staff, however, say that some advertisers

are still giving the paper money but are re-

que.sting that their ads not be printed right

now.
• • •

Locally, OHNO NOHO experienced some

advertising problems this month. Ap-

parently, an issue was all set for the

printer, but the paper was about $1,000 in

the red. It took several weeks, but the staff

rounded up some more money from adver-

tisers and is set to publish 12,000 issues on

March 27. This issue will focus on "Local

Heroes."

The staff hopes to publish regularly

through the semester and should also be

able to print one issue this summer, as they

Larry Bouchie

did last year.

• • •
Auxiliary Services Director Ashoke

Ganguli confirmed that the University was

recently approached by the Marriot Corp.

about the possibility of taking charge of

food services on campus. The University is

approached two or three times each year

by outside companies that want a crack at

the DCs and the Campus Center.

However, Ganguli said two factors

generally exclude turning over food ser-

vices to a private firm: the University has

an excellent nationwide reputation for its

operation, and too much money goes to ad-

minstration of the service when it is pro-

vided by an ouside corporation. Ganguli's

reply to Marriot and others appears to be

along the lines of "Thanks, but no thanks."

• • •
The push is on to fill the Chancellor of

Higher Education position, recently

vacated by John Duff. Rep. James Collins

and Sen. John Olver, both of whom have

strong ties to UMass-Amherst, are among
those with their eye on the job. With the

higher education budget now in the hands

of the Legislature, both may try to make
their case by restoring some funding that

Gov. Dukakis hackedTrom the University

budget.

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.
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Letters

Alcohol itself not the problem
This letter is being written in response

to Kevin John Higgins' letter on March 7

concerning the reinstatement of alcohol on

this campus.
What Higgins has misunderstood is the

fact that alcohol itself is not the problem.

The problem is that too many people

overindulge in the effects of alcohol. Until

we can change the general viewpoint that

overindulgence in alcohol is acceptable,

then this problem will not be solved.

Higgins believes that alcohol should be

removed from this campus, and those who

wish to drink should go to the bars off cam-

pus. Of course, some people don t realize

that these people will most likely drive

their cars to these bars, have a few drinks,

then drive back intoxicated. People who

drive drunk have a tendency to kill people.

I speak from experience - my 19-year-old

sister was killed by a drunk driver on Dec.

7, 1985.

Robert Barcome
Northeast
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Something's terribly wrong
Italian art work worth $10 million, Im-

elda's 3,000 pairs of shoes, $1.2 million in

freshly printed bills stuffed in Pampers
boxes, millions in jewelry, pornographic

videotapes, films of lavish parties complete

with a 250-pound man dressed in baby

clothes popping out of a birthday cake,

singing "We are the World" at parties

while many in the Philippines go hungry,

an estimated $5-10 billion in personal

wealth for former Philippine president Fer-

dinand Marcos - over his 20-year rule Mar-

cos must have watched his pennies careful-

ly to accumulate all that on a yearly salary

of about $5,000.

Not a bad lot of beans being an American-

backed dictator for 20 years. You can ac

complish a great deal in two decades. But

unchecked power is a breeding ground for

greed, corruption and oppression. Marcos'

estimated worth, according to latest

reports, was between $5 billion and $10

billion, while last year's Philippine na-

tional budget was about $3 billion. The
yeeu-ly income for the average Filipino was

$136.

It's equatable to a child left alone in the

kitchen with an oversized cookie jar,

crammed with Oreos. The child will grab

one or two when no one's looking and then,

with crumbs on the chin, the young.ster

realizes nobody's going to stop him, so the

child hungrily lunges a chubby hand back

into the jar for more. Satiation is only

temporary.

OK, hey, but give Imelda a break. After

she had every style, shade and size of shoe

known to humanity she had to start get-

ting doubles to take on vacations, right?

With 3,000 pairs of shoes she could wear

a different pair every day for eight years.

Rep. Steven Solarz (D-N.Y.), who heads a

subcommittee investigating the Marcos'

Dan Sobel

wealth, said Imelda Marcos makes Marie
Antoinette look like a bag lady. There are

many in the Philippines who have never

owned their own shoes or tasted a piece of

birthday cake.

The Marcoses have run up a $26,000 bill

since staying at the Hickam Air Force Base

in Hawaii. There must be a .sale or

something.

Indeed, here in the United States we do

have corruption, but it can only flourish for

so long before our checks and balances

system - executive, legislative and judicial

branches of government, (let's not forget

the press) - stems the injustice, well, some
of the time.

Ronald Reagan made a wise move when
he decided to stop supporting Marcos after

the fraudulent election of Feb. 7. But now
he and White House communications direc-

tor Pat Buchanan are exhibiting sheer

stupidity in saying that anyone in Con-

gress opposed to Reagan's $100 million aid

package for the contras ($70 million of that

military aid) is a "dupe for the Com
munists."

Well, I mean the contras will overthrow

the Sandinistas and make Nicaragua a

democratic state. And some great

egalitarian leader will lead the people to

freedom, and the United States will sup-

port the leader wholeheartedly, and we'll

have strong influence and help keep the

new leader in power, and we'll put military

bases there, and ... "Imelda, Imelda,

Where's that extra case of caviar?"

Dan Sobel is a member of the Collegian

staff.

Artist's record speaks for itself
In a recent review of Tim Harney's art

exhibition on this campus, the reviewer

concluded with the following statement:

"Few MFA's go on to become artists; Tim
Harney is one of them." Certainly we are

very proud of Harney's (MFA '85) ac-

complishments; however we greatly resent

the implication that M.F.A. students are

not artists and that our alumni rarely at-

tain success as artists.

The record clearly shows that, as a whole,

the Art Department M.F.A. alumni main-

tain a superb record of success in the art

world. It is a recognized fact that many of

our alumni are active artists who show

their work regularly in both national and

international art centers. They have reciev-

ed major awards from the National Endow-

ment of the Arts and the Ma.ssachuesetts

Artists Foundation. In a survey conducted

last year, we found that our alumni held

college or university level teaching posi-

tions in 72 schools in this country and

Canada; many of these institutions are

recognized as the most prestigious in the

field. To gain and retain such positions re-

quires a continuing high level of profes-

sional activities and achievement as

artists.

We find the reviewer's ill-informed state-

ment to be not only false but insulting and

detrimental to the Art Department and its

alumni. It also does a dis.service to Harney
at the outset of his career. Our record is one

in which we take great pride; therefore we
urgently feel it imperative to correct the

fal.se impression which was published in

the Collegian.

George Wardlaw, chairman Depart-
ment of Art
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Shopper shuttle to run on trial basis
By BRL\N BLOCK
Collegian Correspondent

Tomorrow the "Shopper auttie" buaea rxAl. after almost

a year of inartion. according to Dave Martm, spokesper-

son for the commuter area go%-emment.

The ser-ice is being co-funded equally by the CAG and

the towm of Amherst and will operate on a semester-long

tnal basis, before being officially reinstated. Martin said

At that time, the UMaas transit will go to the Pioneer

Valiev Transit Authonty to look far assistance in full-time

operation of the shuttle.

By then. Louis Foods will have niw ^u :rom downtown

Amherst to the comer of University Drive and Amity

Street and Martin said he feels the demand for the ser-

vice will increase greatly because the Shopper Shuttle will

be the onlv route serving the major supermarkets.

The service was discontinued at the end of the spring

19S5 semester due to a lack of ndership. which Martin

said "was partly due to a lack (rf awareness of the service."

The buses will make six hourly loops ever>- Saturday,

starting at 11 p.m. and the last one starting its route at

4 p.m.

The buses will start at FuffUjn VillaKe, then continue

to Amherst center, Price Chr>pp»jr, Str>p and Shop, and

then Brittany Manor AI.htj includ»;d will Yih ail the re^lar

stops the Belchertown R^jad bu.M;H makft, Martin said

"I expect a slow start and th«;n by the return of the

students after spring break, a substantial use of the .ser-

vice," Martin said. "By the time Ixjuis moves from the

center of town, we will be the only bus serving the major

supermarkets, at which time I expect to see a large in-

crease in ridership due to demand."

BLACK APFAIRS
CCEBMS assistant

successful but unseen

Collrfian photo by Rob SkHton

The man who never accepts personal credits, David Anderson

Hooker.
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Bff' or Mine Sertea Beer 0' *iine

By C. RON ALLEN
Collegian Staff

Behind every dark cloud there is a silver

lining and so it is for the Collegiate Com-
mittee for the Education of Black and other

Minority Students (CCEBMS).
Three years ago, David Anderson Hooker

came to the University of Massachusetts

to continue his graduate work/studies in

Public Health. After doing some recon-

sideration he decided to do a dual masters

in Public Health and Public Administra-

tion with a concentration on policy

analysis.

Hooker, a native of Cincinatti, attended

high school at home before entering

Moorehouse College in 1976 to pursue his

undergraduate education. He graduated

with a dual degree in Biology and
''Psychology in 1981. At Moorehouse,

Hooker did research analysis/' work in both

departments.

Upon graduation from Moorehouse,

Hooker worked as assistant director of the

Domestic Violence Shelter, a halfway house

for abused women and children. He also

served as a counsellor for men who were

Ijerpetrators of domestic violence.

From Georgia, he travelled to St. Louis

to earn his masters in Minority Mental

Health Clinical Psychology with a cross

cultural counselling background.
Massachusetts bound. Hooker came to

UMass in 1983. In four years Hooker will

have completed three masters degree. He
plans to work for a while before making the

venture for his Doctorate."Definitely, I

won't do my doctorate work here.. I have a

few other schools in mind" he said. "I'd like

to see some other parts of the country while

I am studying, "the soft spoken libra

continued.

Presently, Hooker is Assistant Residence

Director for James Dormitory. He recent-

ly changed functions. For three semesters

he was a counsellor for student and staff

developments which meant that he was
responsible for organizing workshops, pro-

graming activities both educational and

social activities for student and staff. This

job is in no way connected to his studies but

as the soft-spoken advisor puts it "that's

what I want to do in life." His actions are

clear evidence that he enjoys working with

people. One of hi.s greatest services is pro-

viding people with information and

motivating ijeople to learn and to grow.

Hooker's main objective is to develop

some kind of program to provide human
resource development particularly to

young blacks.

Hooker is the Graduate Assistant to the

Director of CCEBMS. His job respon

siblities includes research and develop-

ment. He is responsible for preparing the

draft proposals for application and help

develop the programs for summer program
activities as far as tutoral are concerned.

He also does the evaluation of all the pro-

grams conducted by CCEBMS.
For some strange reason it was rumored

that Hooker was responsible for the pro-

posal of the CCEBMS budget package but

Hooker clearly stated "I am in no way of

ficially connected with the CCEBMS
budget."

In his sparetime. Hooker is a member of

several University communities such as

the Union Programing Council(UPC), The
Students Advocating Financial Aid, Presi-

dent of the UMass contingent of the Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity Inc.which takes up a

considerable amount of his time, and " an
anti-social butterfly" he added.

at Daytona Beach

MARCH 25, 1 P.M
Miller High Life brings two of the hottest

groups on tour today to Spring Break 1986

See them live, or if you can t get to a sun-

bathed beach, catch the action on MTV.

For more Miller High Life

Spring Break Concert
information, call

1-900-410-4MTV

MUSIC TELEVISION

In Concert on MTV

March 26, 10 P.M
MTV and Miller High Life will re-broadcast the

Mr Mister/ Starship Spring Break concert on
Wednesday March 26 at 10 pm EST Check your

local listings for radio simulcast stations.

Wherever you are, be part of the hottest Spring

Break ever with concerts brought to you by Miller

High Life the beer that s made the American way

Miller Brewing Company. Milwaukee. Wl

P#

tf^.

IDB 545-1555 TIPS 545-1540

SPRING BREAK
Semester Break begins on Friday, March 14th after your

last class. Residence Halls will be closed from Friday,

March 14 at 6:00 pm until 12:00 noon on Sunday,

March 23rd.

Have a nice Break and we'll see you in a couple of

weeks.

For further information on Residence Hall closing and

opening, call:

TAPED INFORMATION PHONE SERVICE
545-1540

And ask for tape number 7000

We also have information on a wide range of topics

concerning campus life. For a full listing of information

tapes, call or come by our office at Whitmore 227.

A Service of The Dean of Students Office

-jf^^.
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Nicaragua exhibit a vital history lesson
By ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

The Nicaragua Media Project, on display

through March 28 at the Student Union

Gallery, is a profound presentation. For

me, it symbolizes the essence of my jour-

nalistic calling-it is an honest attempt to

portray the truth using facts and sources

which are not dependent on or violated by

political biases.

The way the deranged President Reagan

rants, it's as if he has no historic grasp of

Nicaragua, which, of course, is true. The

Nicaragua Media Project provides us with

factual ammunition necessary to confront

There is much to learn from

the Nicaragua Media Project,

and this is no indoctrination

course.

the inordinately teartul conservative ele-

ment whose sedimented knowledge distorts

human reality and in the process precludes

the fact that thinking people worldwide

understand the circumstances surrounding

the Nicaraguan Revolution.

Re-reading mounted magazine accounts

of Somoza's final days, one can't help but

compare this fallen tyrant to Marcos in the

Philippines. Distaste for these dictators

and embarassment about their prolonged

U.S. sustenance knows no political boun-

daries, barring common sense.

Remarkably, there are those who believe

these situations can be somehow "won", or

"salvaged."

Collrfian photo by

The Nicaragua Media Project is now on display in the

Union Gallery through March 28.

Rob Sktiiuii

Student

Record Review

Much of the Nicaragua Media Project

details contra activities, from the CIA,,

which brought them into being, to their

well-documented terrorism tactics.

Ironically included are periodical covers,

featuring Reagan reactionism against

Libya, Iran, and other estranged foreign

entities.

Another featured example of Reagan Ad-

ministration double-standardization is the

"Femme fatale" tale of Nora Astorga,

heroine of the Nicaraguan revolution, and

Ambassador-designate to Washington. Her

role in a key Sandinista victory dismayed

Reagan and company, who for years have

profited doing much worse; Astorga was re-

jected for the role.

Valuable historical insight from photos

by Rafael de Nogales show the effects of

American imperialistic interference, circa.

1928, from an essay titled "The Looting of

Nicaragua. ' Incidentally, Nicaragua along

with the Philippines comprised America's

two true colonial client-states; history

haunts us still, evidently.

Part of the project is devoted to work of

ethnic Nicaraguans, and it includes efforts,

the first by a Nicaraguan government, to

promote the arts and cultural mores so

vital to the well-being of a people unused

to such liberties.

Admittedly, a many-sided propaganda

war has engulfed the Nicaraguan situa-

tion; but, I also have to admit that the more

I learn about these geo-political historical

conflicts, the more the rhetoric of the right

seems flawed, even desperate.

There is much to learn from the

Nicaragua Media Project, and this is no in-

doctrination course. Instead think of it as

the one vital history lesson-that most of us

missed.

Jorma Kaukonen

By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

TOO HOT TO HANDLE (Relix)

Jorma Kaukonen
It's a shame that Jorma doesn't have the money to pro-

duce a real studio album. Some of the songs on 'IToo Hot

to Handle would be much better off with electric ar-

rangements which Jorma had the time to fuss over instead

of solo recordings done in the studio. Jorma's songs have

over time changed from being more acid oriented to junk

and unfortunately his playing reflects this change from

a drug which pushes creativity to one which offers con-

tentment and little in the way of desire to work one's mind

to do more interesting tricks to find out what lies around

each corner.

fm not saying that Jorma is shooting junk all the time.

In fact, it is none of my business. At any rate there are

five relatively new songs of the album ( including the great

and long awaited recordings of "Radical Sleep" and "Ice

Age") and three covers. Each of the covers are played in

a different manner than when Jorma originally recorded

them, and it would be unfair to say they were simple

remakes. Essentially this is a good album, it's just one

hopes that at some point Jorma has the opportunity and

the money to make at least one great album before he

retires.

LYRES (Ace of Hearts)

This is a three song EP put out in advance of the Lyres

continued on page if

Michael Hedges
shows a mastery
of the guitar
By MICHAEL GERVASI
Collegian Correspondent

To many, Michael Hedges is the greatest musician to

ever pick up a pick - maybe so. It was certainly an

arguable opinion after his early show last Wednesday

night at the Iron Horse. He swept through two blister-

ing sets of music that was best described as superlative.

For those that are familiar with his recordings on the

Windham Hill label, it may occur to you that much of

his music would be difficult to reproduce live. It is very

intricate; the combination of power and subtlety makes

it technically as well as creatively demanding. However,

as the show progressed, it became evident that this was

not a problem. He played almost flawlessly and with deep

emotion through a program that spanned his whole

career.

An example of this was his performance of Aerial

Boudaries, an involved piece weaving together different

threads into a consistent texture. Here, he exhibited an

effective use of baas and delicate harmonics. It was also

a clinic for the guitar players who were present -• they

were able to steal a glimpse at his innovative sound

techniques. I always wondered how he did some ofthat

stuff.

As well as his earlier work, he also ran through some
cuts off his new record, Watching My Life Go By, an

album of mostly original vocals tunes. One of these was
his opening song, Bob Dylan's "All Along The Watch
Tower." He did it in his own trademark style and as well

as anyone ever has, radiating a searing energy.

Another highlight was "Follow Through," a song from

his new album. It is a classic song of strength and en-

couragement for those who try to do what they think is

right. "Let imagination lead, reality will follow

through." This was sung over his characteristically

delicate guitar playing.

By the end of the show he had really worked the au-

dience up; their enthusiasm and stamping of feet called

for two encores, the second of which. Ragamuffin was
the pinnacle of the show. Here, he exhibited a total

mastery of the instrument with an intensity and power

that was dazzling. The people in the audience left on

their way either to practice or to just burn their guitars

and give up.

UMass student wins
Ivy League contest

Collegian photo by Rob Skvlton

Charles Mack III, shows off the trophy he
won at an Ivy League dance competition last

Friday night.

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student out-danced his

Ivy League rivals last Friday night in Cambridge at a

competition never before including UMass.

Charles Mack III, a Chinese and Russian language and

literature major, won the show with a piece called

"Chinese Forms." The performance was a combination

of traditional and modern Chinese dance and also included

acrobatics and martial arts movements.

Mack, a transfer student from Northern Illinois Univer-

sity in Chicago, began his dancing career in fourth grade

as a supplement to gymnastics. A knee injury prevented

him from continuing his dancing through high school. It

wasn't until college that he resumed classes, ignoring a

doctor\s warning that he would never dance again as a

result of his numerous injuries.

He became interested in Chinese and Ru.ssian dance

forms early in his college career, having competed and

choreographed many shows at his previous university. He
first came in contact with the Asian American Students

Assocation through his roommate, who is Chinese.

Through a newsletter relea.sed by the Asian As.sociation,

Mack found out about the competetion. The president of

the association, observing Mack in his dance class, could

only say "I want to see more!"
Having established himself as the UMass Asian

continued on page 9
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Loudon Wainwright III

irRecord review • continued from page 8

* Competition continued from page 8

Students representative. Mack had only a week to work

on his routine. 'I had only a short amount of time but I

was already in shape because ofmy ballet class. I already

could do the moves, I only had to develop the actual piece."

Mack chose for his routine classical Chinese folkmusic.

He also employed a Chinese dance form called wushu

which involves martial arts.

The amount ofUMass support at the Hyatt Regency sur-

prised Mack, who had suspected himself to become lost

in the home of MIT. and Harvard. Many of Mack's

friends showed up and several strangers also. He described

the event as 'absolutely elegant," especially the food,

which was UMass' contribution to the event.

The competition is held annually and sponsored by

various Asian associations at M.I.T., Harvard, Tufts and

Wellesley. Mack represented the Asian American

Students Association. This was the first year UMass was

invited to attend.

Mack and the Asian American Students Assocation

have hopefully insured an inviation to last year's

competition. _^^__«

forthcoming LP. If the
EP is any indication, we
have a lot to look forward to.

The Lyre'a post psychedelic
sound is refined on this EP,
although "Someone Who'll
Treat You Right" is a
perfect return to the Lyres
psychedelic root complete
with pulsating organ and
all. They sound like last

year's top local band the
"Mongrel Puppy" and
without the Puppy around
anymore it's good to know
that there are still the
Lyres.

VM ALRIGHT (Rounder)
Loudon Wainwright III

This is a strange piece of

album. Alternately serious

and dead-pan humorous,
I'm Alright, careens the
listener through the mus-
ings ofan urban cowboy (not

John Travolta but a "one
man guy") who is fast ap-

proaching middle age or at

least the familiar problems
of that age. The ar-

rangements, produced by
Richard Thompson, are sim-

ple and to the point. In fact,

the album shows Loudon's

moodier and depressed side.

You don't feel that great

after listening to it, perhaps

because it hits home, which
is the sign of a truly great

album; which this one is .

Artful
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Mowry PYTHON
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m GRAIL

CLOCKWORK
OWANGE

TEXAS CHAIN
SAW MASSACRE
II

Friday and Saturday
Hair 7:00

Fame 9:05

Sunday - Tuesday
Breakfast Club
The Sure Thing

7;15

9:00

Sidestage presents

"Sister Mary Ignatius - 'Dentity Crisis"

8 P. Ma

HAMPDEN
$2. Admission

for reservations and more info

call 545 2803

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253 542b

THEATRE
The New Yorker

a "biting, irreverent and uproariously

funny satire that aims its barbs at organized

religion and strikes home with hilarious

results."

Directed by Ed Golden

March 13, 14, 15, and 27, 28, 29

Coaches
Shorts

$16.95

V
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CoUegian photo by Maria Bull

HOW MUCH IS THAT UTTLE KITE IN THE WINDOW? - Amherst
College sophomore Laura Holm, looks forward to sunnier days.

Health Services providing
information on junk food
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

A University Health Services program is

taking a multi-media approach to provide

students with a wider range of nutritional

information and more alternative choices

to "junk" foods.

Snack Sense, seeks to educate students

about nutrition and their between-meals

eating habits through mixed media.

"The goal is to improve the quality of

nutrient intake," said nutritional coor-

dinator of the program, Barbara Hotchkiss.

She said data shows that a large portion

of students use the products in vending

machines for a good part of their nutrient

intake.

In a survey done at the Graduate

Research Center's vending machines,

students were found to buy products with

high sugar, fat and sodium, such as candy

bars and potato chips, according to

Hotchkiss.

"On this campus 85 percent of the

students snack between meals once a day

and 25 percent snack three or more times

a day," she said. Sixty-four percent of those

snacks and 50 percent of beverages are

high in fat, sugar, sodium and caffeine.

"The objective is not only to have

students stop buying junk food, but to

realize why," said Hotchkiss. Foods that

are high in non-nutrient calories are

associated with increased risks of many
chronic diseases, she said.

"It's a way to increase people's awareness

without making them feel guilty," said

Arlene Thomson, a dietician at the health

center.

The program was first developed when

one of the dentists at the center noticed all

the junk food available and the lack of

alternative choices. The program was in-

itiated by Health Education and Dental

Services of UHS and the division of Aux-

iliary Services on campus in the fall of

1984.

Snack Sense usually has a publicity table

set up on the Campus Center concourse

Wednesdays from 12 to 3 p.m., but since

March is "Nutrition Month" the table is

also set up on Thursdays at the same time.
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I Smith College Rec. Council presents

THE BANGLES
a

THE HOODOO GURUS
Thursday, April 3, 1986,

9 PM
John M. Greene Hall, Smith College
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FUNNYBONES
soon to be

KATINAS
Friday Saturday

The Radiators The Radiators

Sunday Monday
TheManish The Soc Hops

Boys
Tuesday Wednesday
The Arabus

Malarions

Thursday
Trappedf

March 28
Stompers
advance
tickets
on sale
now RTE

March 21 & 22
Friday &

Saturday
Carol Hawn

and
the Skylark

9 HADLEY

ATILLA'S
Hampshire Mall

Hadley, Ma 01035

WE DELIVER 586-7070
or 586-7071

Sunday - Thursday 4:00 pm - 2:00 am
Friday, Saturday 4:00 pm - 3:00 am

!$1.00()FF
I

!$1.00OFF]
I any size pizza

586-4463

I an\ sizf pi/./.a | • "•.' -— k"..-.. .

Ul.OOOFFi ["$1.00 OFFi
J

anv size pizza |
I any size pizza

|

PIZZA small (12")

large (16'')

also:

Gyro, Stromboli,

Subs, Salads

Call for Delivery Now and Get $1.00

Off Any Size Pizza with one of

these coupons

Tickets: March 25-April 2

Smith Students $7 & $8

limit: 4 tickets per ID

Non Smith Students $8 & $9

at the door $10

Seelye Basement Smith College

12-3 pm weekdays

Main St Records, Northampton

For the Record, Faces, Amherst

FAC Box Office, UMass
All Datatix Outlets

including Springfield Stop & Shop

Springfield Civic Center

am
No cans, bottles, recording devices, or cameras

Halls wheelchair accessible.

2^ 2x: anc see

SPRIIMGmFEVER
'86

Luncheon Specials from $2.25 $4.50

Mon-Sat 11:30 am - 3:00 pm (except Holidays)

Sunday Brunch served from 11:30 am 3:00 pm

$6.95 per person $4.00 per child under ten

Banquet Room Available for larger parties

Cocktail Lounge

For take out orders and reservations please call 586 1202

Sun-Thurs 11 am - 10 pm; Fri & Sat 11 am 11 pm

48 Russell Street

Hadley. Mass. OIO.XS
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32M«»iStr«« • Amh«« • 9O0AM 5J0 PM Mon. S«t. • 253-3361

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE^^
to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8:45 3:45 Mon Thurs. 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AUTO FOR SALE

4-Mle 1973 Pontiac Venture runs threat

new exhaust and brakes $800 call

253-.S523

73 Dnstcr, original owf>er, 68000 mi good
mechanical condition $395 or BO 253 9462

73 Baick enpne v good, new muffler, hat

tery, coolant. 76000 mi $750 neRo.

549-3607

••• BOB O'BRIEN •"

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

aTI eirctrical applianres sewing
machines, clock.s. shavers, vacuum
cleaners House calls and shop repairs

Amherst Repair 253-2869

•FREE MONEY- PERSONALS

N*«d money for Spring Break? Go get' spi

anfs

money call Mike .S46-filli5

ENTERTAINMENT

* Je ne peux pas attendre a .soir. quanil

•je te verail Colonel Sacconc X()

BRITTANY MANOR

Raek-A-Diie Entertainment Disc

jockeys, lieht .shows, large screen video

shows, cair.')49 7144 24 hrs

the ("heap jock. Kool party toonz at a

reasonable price. Call Kevin at .S46-9061

Mobile Mu«ic Tnc disks .sf>un to your ta.ste

Quality from 7 years of expenence Call

Chris 256-6845 '

__ - . g^^QKT SERVICE

HELP WANTED

Immediate Opening two bedroom aparts

Hfat and hot water short term leases Act

now 2.% 8535

CAN YOU WRITE?

Eacort Service Available 8 p.m. 2:30

a m Kveryday anywhere on Campus Play

It safe call 5 2I.TJ for an escort ANYTIMf;

KOR RENT
Intereatcd in Jovmaliam? It's never too

late to start! Come down to the

Mas.sachusetl8 Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New Knglaml You can

write about Sports, News, Kditorial, Black

Affairs, Women's Issues, or (Jay or l,<-s

bian issues Whatever your interest,s,

writ*' alK)ut It Uxlay in the Collegian We
build careers.

_______

Amhcnt roomi available immediately

also summer sublet/fall option rooms Roy

256 0226. eves 549 6746

One bedroom Cliffaide Apt $350 please

call Kenny .'.4.^ 22:t4 or fifi.'') 7106

ArroHs the street! .Sublet small bedroom

in large hous*- Female only, no tiets, no

smokers $180/month through 8/.11. $180

plus utilities 549 6922 ^_____

Entry Level Marketing Po«ition* Avail

in local multi Riill dollar firm Full-time,

part-time, and student shifts Paid train-

ing, wages from $4 to $12, also bonus and
sales comm Matt .')84 3.596

Butterfield Kitchen is now accepting ap-

plications for the position of .^sst

Manager for the 86-87 academic year

Position offers free room and board.

Valualale experience Applications
available in the Butterfield Kitchen Office

.Application deadline 500 PM March 24

HEY RAINA BEBE

Happy 20th!: STRIPE the town red! We
love ya' The Three Blondes. Muffinhead
and liicia

LOST

Scafull Beach West Yarmouth summer
rentals 253 7436

"CASH"

FORSALE

Paring "cnah for your baMball earda

Pleaae call Mike 546 6105

DELTA ZEfA OPEN RUSH
COMING SOON

Diacover Sorority Life, friends and fun

March 25, 26, 27 6 645 pm Any i|ues

tions' Call Pam at 549 6468 or 2.53 9916

Have a great Spring Break'

Guitar Klectra electric sixstnng excellent

condition 2(H) with hardshell ca.se contact

Andrew 6 6489

Canon Camera Set: aITsOFI 4, 28F2.8,

70 21')K'1. 199A, new motor drive

MA/BP. new silk 1 :2 12; many extras, all in

excellent condition. $750 or BO 665-8261

For sale l»(«l Toyota Starlet gf)od cond

$2(KK) 256-6!t59

I)eadTTii^2 ea alls Va shows during ?pr

ing Break ,542-8092

Metal Guitar Pin lost high sentimental

value $15 reward Tom 6-10.56

Loat: gold amethyst ring with a diamond

chip on either side if found plea-se call

Stephanie 256 0996

I.,ost blue denim Code Bleu jacket keys in

pocket lost last Thurs at Lamda Chi

reward pis call 546-1180

$25 Reward Lost keys 3 L'Vass, Buick

CAT plus others on key chain with vellow

plastic tab call 2.53-9946

Blue key ring lost in town 3/7 3 keys

return to CC Info Desk

One small brown address book plea.se

call 549-0146 reward offered

BANDS WANTED - SWAG is looking for

bands interested in playing the Southwest

Pjramids dunng Southwest Week (Apr

29lh Mav 4th) Applications available m
the SWAG office in Hampden Application

deadline Apnl Ist 5 0960

BEACH CLUB Spring Breakwear by

Lyon Design Campus Center Concourse

thru Friday

Karen - you loose, but you take a good pic-

ture ___^_
Robin is ugly![!

Best^Vishes for a great Spring Break

From the Sisters and Pledges of Kappa
Kappa Gamma

T.C. Happy 21st a bit early Have fun XO
CT.

Betty Ann, Betty Anne, Bet E An, BAM
CONGRATULATIONS' We were going

to make a big banner across the business

office door, but you showed up too early

Such efficiency''

Happv Birthdav Ann. You're an awesome
kitchen queen (Vt psyched for NYC I feel

sorry for the male population there.

You re loving friend and roomy Jake

Hon, Don't worry about this weekend
You'll win their hearts like you won mine.

Eisenhower Park awesome time' Love

always, the 4.30 am visitor

Happy Birthdav Kevin! Love. Kathy Let

ter Lynn Michelle and valene

happy 19th Birthday Alicia love, Michael.

Catn,\. and F:rin

Bella • I wish the eyes could see what is in-

•Side the heart. Have a nice break • Secreat

Admirer who is not secreat anymore

Chris Guard Happy 22 Birthday all my
love Patti

Hey Chris, festive or not we'll always love

you AH.AA'

Melba Happy 19th' Ride it! Luv 9th^.\

Where are the brothers? Why can t you

wait for me'

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, caaes, disacrtatioos, theaes. on

campus, dependable, tow rates, experienc

ed Nancv 584-7924

RIDE WANTED

Desperate for a ride to and from Chicago
over Spnng Break!!! Call Jeff 549 2808

Lookiag for housekeeper? Available

evenings and afternoons rates $5-6/hr call

Julie 253 .5406

Tailor for alteration. SHAANN's at Mall.

584 9362

SOFTBALL COACH

Softball Batting/FicldiBK Coach (or

player'coach) needed for lo^ adult co-ed

team April August. Modest compensation
for coaching Leave message on tape at

.54.5 I960 after 5:00 pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

To take over lease. House in Amherst, on

bus route $125, female, nonsmoking

Chns or Meg 2.539692

Troon in 5 bedroom house 1 '/i from cam

pus on busroute available imemdiately call

after five 256-6228

Female to share room in Brandywine im-

mediate opening $145 mo call Susan

.5490486

SUMMER JOBS

Some immediate part time
available Hometown or local positions.

,

maiors welcome Call for information.

Polaris Enterprises Corp ask for Vivian

617 328 7440

opcnian
sitions. All

SACRIFICE!

TO SUBLET

Large I bdr apt on bus line, auiet, w/pool

and AC To lake over June isl for sum-
mer; option for fall $395/mo 665-8477

WANTED

Sacrifice! 2-bedro«m SuadcrlaMl. First

last, sei-uritv free! References required

66548S-'

SERVICES

COINS 121/12,1 Tutoring $5 ito per hour

former grader, consultant Alex 256-1239

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac

curate. Available almost anytime
66.5 :• ->2

PrivateIriitor learn i>rman grammar iV

conversation tel .549-t>595

Sabjecto needed - Students who loat a
parent will you and your family help a
I'Mass grad student in a research study

about how families adiusf to the death of a
parent" I will travel if your family doesn't

live here Please call Claudia collect

203 563-9577 after 9 pm, or sign up in the

experiment booth, 4tn floor Tobin Hall

WANTED TO RENT

We'll pay $100 for your lease. Houite

wanteo near campus, call 546-9866

WE NEED L.A.

Two round trip ticketa to L.A. ncaded
call Pete or Bob 6-8082
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SPORTS
Gazelles return strong team

Griswold, Forbes lead UMass

Sporta Information photo

Bunny Forbes is one of the returning starters for the UMass

women's lacrosse team.

Weekend preview

Woman gymnasts at

ECAC championships
By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team, coming

off a stunning upset over

the University of New
Hampshire here last

weekend, will travel to

Durham this weekend to

compete in the East Coast

Athletic Conference
Championships.
The Minutewomen, who

are seeded fifth in the com-

petition, are looking for

the same killer instinct go-

ing into the championships

as they had when they

defeated the Wildcats who

are seeded first in the en-

tire league.

"Realistically we can't

expect a very high team

placement," said UMass
head coach Chuck
Scheibler.

"We will just go in there

and do all the things we

know we can do. With

some luck we will catch

the rest of the pack off

guard like we did against

UNH. If we do that, then

you never know what
could happen."
The gymnasts really

have a more realistic shot

at some good individual

finishes. Senior Sue Allen,

coming off her best all-

around performance of the

season against UNH with

a 35.32, is seeded fourth in

the league in the all-

around and is looking for a

good day.

"If I hit the events the

way I did last time than I

will be extremely
satisfied," said Allen. "A
35 would probably give me
a strong second, and even

possibly a first."

Fellow senior Tricia

Harrity is also seeded in

the top six going into the

all-around championships.

On the floor exercise the

Minutewomen are looking

for a good effort by Chris

Cloutier.

Cloutier, also a senior, is

currently seeded fifth in

the conference on the floor.

The men's gymnastics

tpam, "•'^osp season came

to an end last weekend
with a seventh place finish

in the League Champion-
ships at Army, are ex-

tremely proud of

sophomore Jay Ronayne.

Ronayne showed that his

hard work and dedication

on the high bar all season

paid off as he took third

place in the Eastern Inter-

collegiate Gymnastics
Championships individual

competition. Ronayne
scored a combined 9.0 to

give the Minutemen
something to be proud of

coming off a mediocre per-

formance at West Point.

In fencing news, last

Saturday the UMass men's

fencing team took third in

the all-around competition

at tehe New England
championships.

The men were led by

John Amoroso, who took

third place overall in the

competition.

Greg Dunnun, Durant
Scholtz, Jim Carter, Matt
Vartanian and Dave Cole

all had good seasons for

uy.i<?s.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Similar to last fall's women's soccer

team, the University of Massachusetts

women's lacrosse team is fielding a young

squad capable of accomplishing anything.

However.unlike last season's nationally

sixth ranked team, experience could be a

missing link to this year's club.

Gone is two-time All-America Pam
Moryl, a prolific scorer who registered 170

goals and 45 assists in her four year career

at UMass. Gone is Liz Schueler, an attack

wing who added 17 goals and three assists

to a potent UMass offense Gone are four

starting defensmen and goalkeeper Debbie

DeJesus, who was responsible for holding

opponents to 5.0 goals a game.

With 12 freshmen and five sophomores

on the roster, UMass head coach Pam Hix-

on knows that inexperience will be

something that the Gazelles must deal with

before they are able to attain the efficien-

cy and quality play that last season's 9-3

club acheived.

"Our defense needs more experience

while the team as a whole needs the chance

to play together and develop," Hixon said.

Hixon also said, however, that with her

team's trip to Florida during Spring Break,

her team will have the chance to come in-

to its own and emerge with an identity

seperate from last year's club.

Hixon .said she expects her team to gain

valueable experience and unity while play-

ing against clubs made up of seasoned

veterans and members of the U.S. National

Team.
"With practices in the morning and

scrimmages m the afternoon, it will be a

good playing experience for my players,"

she said. "It will also be the first opportuni

ty for the team to play outside on a full field

so we're expecting good, positive progress."

For the team to return to the successful

plateau acheived last season it will be im

portaiit, Hixon said, to get strong perfor-

mances from her defense to complement an

offensive attack which she said may be the

most potent she has coached in years.

"When you take a look at the team, we

may have an inexperienced defense but at

the same time we have a very explosive of-

fense with a tremendous capacity to score,"

Hixon said. "Our defense is very young. If

we can work on getting it to keep the goals

down then we're going to be a winner

because I think that this year we'll score

even more goals than last year (10.8 goals-

per-game)."

Hixon's offensive corps is headed up by

senior first home Bunny Forbes (21 goals,

15 assists), sophomore second home Ginny

Armstrong (20, 1 ) and junior third home

Lisa Griswold (49, 16 as a sophomore at

Northwestern University).

The addition of Griswold is something

that Hixon said is going to be a big plus

to the team because of the opportunities

she creates. An All-America second home
her sophomore year, Griswold's 49 goals

was good enough for seventh place in the

nation and represents a scoring proficien-

cy that could offset the loss of Moryl.

"Griswold will score her share of goals,

but she's a passer as well as a scorer," Hix-

on said. "She's naturally deceptive and

posesses a lot of mobility so I expect that

she will create lots of opportunities for her

teammates as well."

The three, along with junior attack wing

Becky Bekampis (16, 3) and freshman at-

tack wing Cathy Fuhrman, who Hixon

regards as an outstanding prospect for this

and future years, should provide the bulk

of the offensive firepower that Hixon

expects.

"Our starting offensive five will give us

a strong front line that will very definate-

ly be explosive. We're differnt this year

than from when we had Pam (Moryl). She

was a one-man show who was dominant.

This year we don't have anyone who can

be described as being dominating in that

sense. We simply have a lot of very, very

strong front liners. Everyone will have

definite impact."

The rest of the offensive scoring will be

taken care of by sophomore third home

Stephanie Hering, freshman first home

Adrienne Recla. freshman attack wing Pat-

ty Frank, freshman attack wing Kathy

DeAngelis and freshman Noelle Fay, who

will see action both as an attack wing and

as a center.

Hixon said that the midfield which lack-

ed speed last year is much quicker this

year. This quickness Hixon hopes will be

used to her offense' advantage by catching

the opposition in man-down situations,

leading to Gazelle fast-breaks and scores.

Fighting with opponents for the draw at

center will be senior Mary Scott (9, 1) who

Hixon describes as a very complete player.

"She combines very well with everyone,

but with her defensive abilities, I'm hop-

ing that she will provide the defense with

the support it needs," she said.

Two defenders that Scott will combine

with are speedsters Julie Stuart and Sheila

Phillips. Stuart, a freshman and Phillips,

a sophomore have tremendous quickness

and are expected to provide a quick tran-

sition from defense to the Gazelles' fast-

break. Freshman Anne Vivaldi should also

provide support to the UMass defensive

wing.

Hixon said that perhaps the biggest area

that needs to be filled is the point which

defends mostly against the opposition's top

scorer. Hixon expects the job to be filled by

either junior Chris Kocot or freshman Lynn

Hartman. Freshman Maria Schupler

should also challenge for playing time.

The defense should be bolstered with the

return of junior cover point Posy Seifert

who redshirted last year due to torn

ligaments in her knee. Seifert appears to

have a lock on the job while junior Emily

Humiston and sophomore Amy Robertson

will s'nare the duties of playing third man.

Freshman Beth Jones is also expected to

contribute at third man.

Lacrosse '86

Coach: Pam Hixon (8th year).

Assistants: Patti Bossio (first year) and

Sue Stimmel (second year)

Captains: Captains have not been

elected for this season.

Top Returning Players: Bunny
Forbes (21 goals, 15 assists - offense);

Virginia Armstrong (20-1 - offense); Becky
Bekampis (16-3 - offense); Emily
Humiston (2-0 - defense); Chris Kocot

(defense); Mary Scott (9-1 center); Posy

Seifert (point); Amy Robertson (defense).

Top Newcomers: Lisa Griswold

(transfer from Northwestern where she

was an Ail-American - offense) and Pam
Stone (transfer from Vermont - goalie).

Key Losses: Pam Moryl (41 goals, f

assists - offense); Liz Schueler (17-3 - of-

fense); Andrea Muccini (3-1 - defense);

Laura Manning (1-0 - defense) and Beth
Guinivan (0-1 - defense).

Opening Game: March 28, against

Boston University, home.

The goalkeeping duties will be handled

chiefly by sophomore Pam Stone and
freshmen Ann Scileppi and Kris Bibeau.

Goalkeeping will be ofextreme importance

to Hixon because she said that if the three

could improve upon DeJesus' efforts last

year then the team will be tough for

anyone to beat.

If there is any one goal that Hixon said

that the team must improve upon is that

her players must raise their shooting

percentage of balls shot on-net. She said

that the tendency of her players is to send
the ball wide when the pressure is on.

"For us to score goals in pressure situa-

tions, we're going to have to keep from fir-

ing the ball outside of the goal area," she

said. "The key is keeping the ball in play

in front of the goalkeeper."

Hixon didn't cite any goals for her team
but to play aggressive and play well.

"We'll just play every team and beat

them as they come along."
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Fire demolishes room in Stockbridge

('oUv^an photo hv MiclwU* S«call

Stockbridge Hall room 15 in the aftermath of yesterday's fire.

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

A fire yesterday morning caused about $15,000 to

$20,000 damage to a room in the basement of Stockbridge

Hall at the University of Massachusetts, according to an
official investigating the blaze.

The cause of the fire is still under investigation, said

Rick Mears. a fire inspector at the UMass Environmen-

tal Health and Safety department.

No injuries were reported because no classes or events

were taking place in the building at the time, Mears said.

"The whole room is gutted." he said, but "smoke damage
and water damage was confined to that room ... The
(Amherst) fire department did a good job of containing it."

The blaze was reported at 8:39 a.m. and it ruined room
15. a lO-by-15-foot space used for storing equipment used

in laboratory classes. Firefighters extinguished the flames

in about .30 minutes, Mears said. The door to the room
was also charred.

The room contained laboratory apparatus, soil samples

and "a lot of combustible things like paper," Mears said.

The Amherst Fire Department responded to the blaze

with four engines, one ladder truck and one squad rescue

vehicle.

The fire was discovered by Margaret Randall, a Univer

sity employee who went into the building with the inten

tion of doing some work in her office.

"I walked in the front door and smelled smoke in the

lobby, I went further into the hallway, where the smoke
was obvious and then called the fire department," said

Randall, the director of the Nutritional Education and

Staff Development program.
Only room 15 will be closed, an employee at the Physical

Plant said.

Stockbridge Hall is a three-story building located next

to the Campus Center circle. It houses the Stockbridge

School d" Agriculture and the College of Food and Natural

Resources.

Ex'Studenfs beer

debuted in dorm
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Jon Bove recently started selling his own brand of beer,

"Portland Lager," 16 years after making his first batch

in his room while a University ofMassachusetts student.

"In 1970, I moved into Dickinson (House) with a

Chicopee (resident) named Joe Walzack. And in between

endless bouts of shooting pool and eating kielbasa sand-

wiches in Chicopee, he taught me how to make beer,"

Bove said.

Bove said that during the semester he learned to be

a brewer, he attended one class out of a full schedule, and

his grade point average went from a 3.2 to a 1.8.

Bove said he and Walzack were making between 15 and

25 gallons of beer a week and giving it away, to the

benefit of the Dickinson party scene.

"...in between endless bouts of shooting pool and
eating kielbasa sandwiches in Chicopee, he taught

me how to make beer."

—UMass grad Jon Bove

"It was kind of funny because a lot of the guys were

just back from Vietnam and when we first started, the

bottles would be blowing up and everyone would think

it was artillery," he said.

Bove said that after his graduation from UMass in 1975

with a degree in Japanese, he "floated around for few

years.

"I think I was kind of a bad student and couldn't have

gotten much of a job using the Japanese anyhow," he said.

In 1983, Bove attended a series of seminars on micro-

breweries at the University of California in Davis because

he was "looking for something new to do," he said.

"You hear that the '80s is supposed to be the decade

of the entrepreneur and all this sort of bull, and you get

imbued with that kind of thinking, and you start to think,

'Hell, I can go out and raise money,' " he said.

"We wanted to build a brewery that would make 19th-

century beers and ales. The whole idea was to bring back

traditional brews, the kind people drank before Prohibi

tion," Bove said.

One peculiarity about Bove's Maine Coast Brewing is

continued on page 4

Students, administrators meet to

put the 'trust' back in *trust fund'
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Students leaders in the Student Government Associa

tion and staff connected with the Student Activities Trust

fund will meet in a workshop this morning in the Cam
pus Center to discuss their roles in the day to-day involve-

ment of the fund.

Michael Jones, program director of the student activities

office, said the purpose of the workshop is "to restore trust

within the trust fund."

The workshop will be held from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. in

Campus Center 804-808.

"It was clear there was a lot of distrust between the

students and the staff. It was serious enough to try to

reach compromises," Jones said.

"Students perceive the stiiff as a threat, as competition

for the SGA. We see ourselves as advocates of student

development," he said.

Jones said distrust was a matter of concern before last

Nov. 19, when the director of the Student Activities Of-

fice, Randy Donant, assumed control over parts of the fund.

The move was met with protests and calls for Donant's

resignation by the SGA.
In October, a questionnaire was prepared by the Univer-

sity Counseling Center for professional staff members of

the SATF, Jones said. "They were trying to determine how

they felt about the issue. This is a follow-up to that; we're

trying to retain the momentum," he said.

Among student leaders invited to the workshop are the

Undergraduate Student Senate speaker Paul Wingle and

Treasurer Catherine Strickland, he said.

The purpose of the workshop "is not to browbeat or to

patronize the students," Jones said. "It will give them the

chance to get to know each other sis individuals, to get

to know their nAeB in the SATF."

Vote recount: Bennett wins by 60
The Student Government Association presidential elec-

tion results are official after a recount extended the

margin of victory of Bill Bennett, said the chairwoman

of the SGA Governmental Affairs Committee.

Bennett originally edged out opponent L^nne Murphy
by eight votes in the election held on March 10 and 11.

In the recount, held March 14, Bennett's margin of vic-

tory became 60 votes according to Karen Morvay.

"It's Bennett and Burge.ss, baby," Morvay said.

Morvay said she will recommend at the Undergraduate

Student Senate meeting this Wednesday that the senate

approve the elections of Bennett as president and Dani

Burgess as SGA student trustee. Burgess won the trustee

race by more than 300 votes.

Bennett .said his victory was not affected by an election

scandal in which Lynne M. Murphy of Washington Tbwer,

a Bennett supporter, hung posters saying she supported

Bennett. Controversy ensued as supporters of candidate

Lynne Murphy said it was a deliberate attempt to confu.se

voters.

"It had no affect at all," Bennett said. "One side blew

it all out of proportion."

Bennett said yesterday that he sees no problems work

ing with Burgess. "I've talked with Dani. There is no

hatred between us. Although we're from different

[political] sides, we should be able to work together," he

said.

On the night of the election, Burgess said."I can work

with anybody, as long as they dont hate me."

On the issue of student rights. Burgess said, "Bill and

I are in relative agreement. I don't see why that should

change."

-PATRICK JOHNSON

FINAL RESULTS
1986 SGA Presidential Elections

Bill Bennett 1048
Lynne Murphy 988

Jay Talerman 579

Ted Capodllupo 248

li
«^\.
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Jewish group protests
Jackson's advocate
BOSTON (APv-Chanting

"Jews against Jackson, Jews

against King." a dozen

members of a radical Jewish

group marched yesterday

before a church where the

Rev. Jesse Jackson endorsed

a local liberal running for

Congress.

Police estimated that

about 200 bystanders watch-

ed the Jewish Defense

League protest a news con-

ference called by Jackson to

show his support for former

state Rep. Melvm E. King, a

candidate in the crowded

race for the seat of retiring

House Speaker Thomas P.

O'Neill Jr
Jackson, an unsuccessful

contender for the 1984
Democratic presidential

nomination, came under at-

tack by the Jewish Defense

League at the time for his

association with Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat, but

the target yesterday was
King.

AP photn

The Rev. Jesse Jackson (left) meets yesterday

with state Rep. Melvin H. King at a press con-

ference in Boston.

"Mel King said he would

welcome Arafat to Boston,

which we consider reason

enough to consider him a

danger to Jews and to

Israel," said Jewish Defense

League leader Kenneth
Sidman.
"He also said he prefers

Cuban leader Fidel Castro

over President Reagan,
which we consider to mean
he's dangerous to America,"

Sidman said.

King, a Democrat who
narrowly lost the 1983
mayoral election in Boston,

was hurt in his campaign by

such controversial com-

ments as saying he said he

preferred Castro to Reagan
because the Cuban leader

has done more for the poor.

King said yesterday he

would welcome Arafat "if it

would be a part of the pro-

cess that could lead to peace,

which means the Palesti-

nians would have to

recognize the right of Israel

to exist and the Palestinian

right to self-determination

would naturally have to be

recognized."

Security was tight at the

news conference in the Arl-

ington Street church.

Members of the Unitarian

Universalist Church check-

ed identification, allowing

in only reporters, camera
crews and King campaign
workers.
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Head Resident Positions

Amherst College is seeking candidates for part time (10

months) Head Resident positions starting August 15, 1986.

Responsibilities include training and supervision of Resident

Counselors, advising a council for residence governance and

helping to develop social and cultural programs, and work-

ing with Dean's Office, faculty and physical plant depart-

ments to ensure proper functioning of residence halls.

Qualifications include: completion of Bachelor's degree by

September, 1986; ability to relate well to students; organiza-

tional and counseling skills. Previous experience in residen-

tial life preferred. Compensation: $3,500, room and board.

Submit resume, cover letter and two letters of recommenda-

tion to: Karen Tilbor, Associate Dean of Students, Amherst

College, Box 68, Amherst, MA 01002 before March 31, 1986.

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.

M/F/H.
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FINE FOOD & SPIRITS
^

FREE TACO BAR
\

MON & TUES NIGHT l

9 — till it lasts I

MARCH BEER OF THE MONTH f

Heineken
|

s 57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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Film shows 'healthy* Sakharov
HAMBURG, West Germany (AP)-The

Bild newspaper said yesterday that Soviet

sources have provided the daily with a

15-minute color I'lim of an "obviously

healthy" Andrei Sakharov.

It said the videotape film, made by hid-

den cameras, shows the Soviet Union's

most prominent dissident visiting a doc-

tor's office and an auto mechanic's shop,

discussing disarmament with a KGB
agent, and talking by telephone with his

wife, who is in America, Bild said.

The KGB secret service made the film

between December and early February,

Bild said. "Bild has the corresponding

soundtrack cassette," the paper said, ad-

ding that it was obtained from "Moscow
Kremlin circles."

Bild, a mass-circulation tabloid, has

previously received numerous Soviet leaks

regarding Sakheu-ov, a physicist who won
the Nobel Pt»ace Prize in 1975 for his

human rights activities.

Sakharov was banished by Soviet

authorities to internal exile in the city of

Gorky in January 1980 after publicly

criticizing the Soviet intervention in

Afghanistan.

Bild's report was to appear in today's

editions, but the newspaper released it

yesterday to news agencies in West

Germany.
"The KGB continues its eavesdropping

on Sakharov's every step," Bild said.

"Both his telephone discussions with his

wife Yelena Bonner, who is currently in

the United States, were not only listened

to, but were filmed with hidden video

cameras."

Bonner has been in the United States

since December for medical treatment. In

exchange for receiving her visa, she pro-

mised Soviet authorities she would not

discuss political issues.

Workers remember factory deaths
NEW YORK (AP)-As the

nation prepares to celebrate

the 100th anniversary of the

Statue of Liberty, symbol of

a new life for immigrants

entering a new land, a grim-

mer anniversary of

America's heritage will be

marked tomorrow.

With candles instead of

fireworks, union workers

will remember the deaths of

146 immigrants, mostly

young women recently ar-

rive from Russia, Italy,

Hungary and Germany, who
perished 75 years ago on

March 25, 1911, in a fire that

swept the Triangle Shirt-

wai.st Co

They labored in cramped,

dingy quarters on the top of

three floors of a lO-story lofl

building that still stands,

just east of Washington
Square in Greenwich
Village.

The fire broke out late on

a Saturday afternoon, at the

end of a six-day workweek,

as 500 workers were prepar-

ing to go home.

No alarm sounded. The
only exterior fire escape col-

lapsed. The only interior

escape was a circular stair-

case just 33 inches wide.

Pfeople piled up against

doors that open inward and

were routinely locked to pre-

vent workers from pilfering

so much as a spool of thread.

Fire ladders reached only to

the seventh floor. The spray

from the hoses fell short.

CORRECTION
The March 14 edition incorrectly named

one of three students arrested last April in

the Campus Center. Pia Giammasi was not

arrested. The third student arrested was
Marc Kenen.

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
FuH ServKe Tire Store

78 Sundarland Rd . No Aml>*r*l. M*
Across from Watroba s Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

Career Tip

#1.
Develop a strategy.

Make a list ofcompanies you want to work

for. Arrange them according to which ones

will most benefit your career long-term. Go
for the experience, training and credentials.

The big money will come later.

Burger King should be high on that list.

As an assistant manager, you'll be

responsible for a million dollar business

—

excellent training for leadership in any

field.

ON CAMPUS
INT1ERVIEWS:

Thursday, March 27

Unable to attend? Send your resume to:

Human Resources, Burger King
Corporation, 1800 W. Park Drive,

Westborough Office Park, Westborough,

MA 01581. Equal Opportunity Employer

M/F/H

BURGCR
KING PiMuiy

Get all you need to succeed.

Aid program director
lobbies to prevent cuts

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarain

ON THE BALL—First year CAS major Jon Fortescu practices his

game on Boyden Courts in last weekends mild weather.

By KATHLEEN MOYNIHAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts director

of Upward Bound, a program to aid

students from poor families, spent last

week in Washington, D.C., lobbying against

funding cuts for a national umbrella group

which aids such students.

Special Programs for Students from

Disadvantaged Backgrounds, better known
as TRIO, provides educational oppor-

tunities to students whose families lack

money and education. The program, which

draws together nearly 1300 campus opera-

tions such as Upward Bound, may be cut

under the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
deficit-reduction law.

"It is important that Congress fully

understands the devastating impact that

funding cuts will have on students that

might otherwise not have a chance to

become successful in life," said Edward P.

Korza, UMass Upward Bound director.

The criteria for involvement with Upward
Bound are a family income below 150 per-

cent of the poverty level and neither parent

having been graduated from a four-year col-

lege, Korza said.

Students and staff involved with Upward
Bound traveled to the University of New
Hampshire last month to attend a rally

sponsored by TRIO. The event was held at

UNH because it is in the home state of

Republican Sen. Warren Rudman, co-

sponsor of the deficit law.

Korza noted that "one extreme of the

Gramm-Rudman Act is that it would
eliminate the program after three years."

Zaida Santiago, a first-year pre-education

major who did not attend the rally, said, "It

(Upward Bound) is a good program. My
study skills improved. They helped me a lot

with my academics— I used to be a below

average student. They helped me become
an above-average student."

Santiago said that without the program's

help, "I wouldn't have been able to go to col-

lege." Upward Bound helped her with col-

lege applications and provided tutors.

If the program were eliminated, she said,

"I think students would suffer a great

deal."

Last month. Reps. Silvio Conte, R-Mass.,

William D. Ford, D-Mich., and Louis

Stokes, D-Ohio, introduced a resolution in

the House of Representatives proclaiming

Feb. 28 as National TRIO Day, to bring at-

tention to the importance of the program.

Cross-country walker to speak
Robert Sweetgall, subject of a Universi-

ty of Massachusetts study on the health

benefits of walking, will speak at 7 p.m. to-

day at the Fort River School in Amherst.
Sweetgall. who walked across the United

States in 1985. was observed throughout
the trek by the departments of exercise and
food science at the Amherst campus, and
by the department of health, fitness and
human performance at the UMass Medical

Center in Worcester.

In his talk, he will present a slide pro-

gram on his "Walk Across America."

Sweetgall walked 11,700 miles, through
all 50 states, starting in Sept. 1984 in

Newark. Oplnwaro Swpetpall first walkpd

west, went down the West Coast, across the

southern United States, then to the
Midwest, back down to Louisiana and
Florida, up to New England, and ended in

Sept. 1985 in Manhattan. He was fiown to

Alaska and Hawaii from the West Coast.

Sweetgall promotes the health benefits of

walking as the safest aerobic exercise with
proven benefits. The results of the study
done on Sweetgall will be released later

this year.

lb register or for more information call

253-9731. The program is free of charge.

-NANCY KLINGENER

UMass professor s^tudies L.A. economic crisis
By TARA HAZEN
Collegian Correspondent

If the economic crisis in Latin American continues on

its present course, the resulting chaos may cause fragmen-

tation of the region, according to a University of

Massachusetts professor who is a member of a presiden-

tial task force studying the issue.

Howard Wiarda, a professor of political science, was ap-

pointed by the Reagan administration to the Tksk Force

on Project Economic Justice. The findings of the group,

which is scheduled to conclude its research this summer,

may become the basis for US economic policy in Latin

America, Wiarda said.

"The report will offer suggestions as to how the United

States can assist Latin America," he said. "It may sug-

gest cooperatives be made, meaning arrangements in

which workers manage and have shares in their own com-

panies," he said.

Because of Latin American nations' ineffective economic

policies, the economy of the region is stagnant, Wiarda

said. He described the Latin American economy in five

parts:

• The region's economy is shrinking. The standard of

living there today is where it was in the 1960s. By the

year 2000, Wiarda said, it may be back to the level of the

1970s.

• There are no new investments being made in Latin

America from outside the region. Companies have been

losing money in the region and would "rather invest in

Asian countries because they're better run and less cor-

rupt," he said.

• Money is leaving the region faster than it is coming

in—a phenomenon called capital flight. Even Latin

American investors are not investing in their own coun-

tries, he said.

• US companies are leaving the region. Companies are

losing money because of bureaucratic and political pro-

olems, seeking countries that have "less red tape," he said.

• US foreign aid has been reduced. "When Latin
American needs aid the most, there won't be any support

for it," he said. Wiarda said that 80 percent of the
American public does not support foreign aid and would
not mind if it were cut out of the budget.

Americans don't recognize the growing interdependence
between the United States and Latin America, he said.

"There is more trade between Latin America and the

United States than there is between Japan and the United

States."

The United States needs the region's raw materials and
finished industrial products, he said. And Latin American
needs US money, markets and technology, he added.

Wiarda was asked to help with the project on the basis

of writing he has done on the region, he said. He has also

served as the lead consultant for a commission headed by

former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. The commis-
sion was appointed by President Reagan and issued a

report on Central America largely supportive of Reagan's

policies toward the region.

WOMEN'S fORUM
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events related to women's issues. Notices

should be sent to the Women's Issues Editor,

care of the Collegian by the Friday before

the event.

Tuesday—The Program for Gay, Les-

bian and Bisexual Concerns and the

Everywoman's Center is starting a six-

week "Issues For Lesbians" support

group. The group will meet 12:30 to 2 p.m.

in the Campus Center. Further information

and registration is available by calling

545-4824 or 545-0883.

-Carol P. Christ will present a lecture

and slide show "In Search of Her: Vi-

sions of the Goddess," at 8 p.m. in Wright

Hall Auditorium at Smith College. Christ,

a women's studies professor at San Jose

State University, is a feminist author and

editor. The presentation, the second in a

"Bridges to Pluralism" lecture series, is

free and open to the public.

—Rena Repetti will speak on "Social

Climate and Mental Health Among
Female Workers" at 5 p.m. in Seelye Hall

15 at Smith College. Repetti is an assistant

professor of psychology at the University of

Southern California. The lecture, sponsored

by the Smith and Amherst College

psychology departments, is free and

open to the public.

—Nellice Gillespie will speak on the

"New Coalition in European Feminism"
at 8 p.m. in the west lecture hall at Hamp-
shire College. The lecture is free and open

to the public.

Wednesday— Anthropologist and film

maker Steve Mencken will speak on

"Bangladesh: A People's Health at 3:30

p.m. in the east lecture hall of Franklin Pat

terson Hall at Hampshire College. The lec-

ture is part of the "Women, Population

and Agriculture" lecture series at the

college.

—Sonia Alvarez will speak on
"Feminism Under Military
Authoritarian Rule? Women's
Movements in Brazil, 1975-1985" at 7:30

p.m. in McConnell Auditorium at Smith

College. Alvarez, of the Board of Studies in

Politics at the University of California San-

ta Cruz, will speak as the final lecturer in

the "Women Making Connections" at

the college.

UMass 4-H shares grant
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts 4-H
program, a non-profit youth education pro-

gram, will share $70,200 granted to New
England's six land-grant colleges and
universities.

The New England grant is only a por-

tion of a nationwide $2.75 million grant
from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, a com-
mittee whose members serve as trustees

for the 4-H Council.

The grant is part of the "Volunteers for

the Future," a nationwide five-year pro-

gram initiated last year, to make 4-Hs ef-

forts more effective, said Otis Curtis, direc-

tor of the Massachusetts 4-H chapter.

The foundation, founded in 1930, has
granted more than $843 million to pro-

grams in education, health and
agriculture. It is a medium for "helping
local communities develop their own
capacity to help them.selves," Curtis said.

"The grant will be used to improve our
middle management system," Curtis said.

He added that the grant will permit the
4-H leawiers to determine which middle

managers m New Engiana have proved
'''''f^''%fir''^''™r*'**^'*'"

more successful than others and which
conditions allowed such success.

Middle management consists of 4-H
volunteers, who help young people to ac-

quire knowledge in conservation, youth
employment and family living, among
other skills. The volunteers "have a great

deal of autonomy in organizing their own
schedules or projects," including
agricultural fairs and workshops, Curtis

said.

"We reach out to 90,000 young people

in the Commonwealth of Ma-ssachusetts

in every county," said Curtis, who has

been with 4-H since 1973. He added that

there are 5,000 4-H volunteers in the

state.

Members' ages range from nine to 19.

The 4-H program is conducted by the

Cooperative Extension Service, a col-

laborative efi"ort of the US Department of

Agriculture, state land-grant colleges and
universities and county governments.

"Every county has a staff of 4-H agents

that recruit and coordinate the network
of volunteers," Curtis said. These
volunteers organize clubs which meet
weekly or monthly.
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After the election...

Dani Burgess

It is now after the elections...! am "victorious." I have

won the opportunity to serve another year as a member
of the University of Massachusetts Board ofTruste ^s. My
dreams of being able to continue on in my work with the

strengths, clarity and wisdom I have gained over the past

year have come true. The work of so many people, who
believe the concerns, values and efforts I represent, has

paid off.

My work over the next year will be characterized by a

commitment to integrity, honesty, fairness and the

possibilities of understanding and cooperation which ex

ist between all people. 1 will continue to hold the highest

visions possible of student representation at our Univer-

sity and all the people who enrich UMass with diversity

and dreams. This election is an opportunity for continued

growth, learning and commitment to the work and ways

of being 1 have demonstrated this past year. In these and

many other ways, I am victorious.

It is now after the election. .1 feel defeated. The cam-

paign trail has been a rough one. It has raised some serious

questions for me about whether or not the political pro

cess can allow for. much less embrace, honesty, fairness

and sensitivity. I am concerned that we have a political

process which needs the participation of people with vi

sions, dreams, compassion and concern for others—yet com

petitive muscle-flexing, image-making and power strug-

gles .seem to either rob or deny us our humaneness. The

passions which lead to political involvement are in jeopar-

dy in an environment where cutting throats becomes more

a focus than cutting budgets, where fighting each other

becomes more important than fighting oppression, where

individual agendas become more important than in-

dividual responsibilities.

The future looks hopeful— I am excited that the senate

has benefitted from the campaign and that the transition

which the senate is experiencing will nurture greater

respect, accountability and legitimacy for the SG^
^^

The campaign staff, M. Lynne^J^,'^-*^-
j^fjy;}^^ g^ ^^^^

a tremendous effort^^+fT^articipated in this election and
to all .oC/ited their concern for the Student Government
Association at the University of Massachusetts.

Dani Burgess is the student member of the UMass Board
of Trustees.

Christians and RAs
Well, it would indeed appear that our University's own

prophet, Rusty Denton, has found the new beasts in the
hundreds of "antichrists of every stripe" (aka Resident
Assistants) we have on this campus. I am indebted to Den-
ton for warning me that our residential system is such
a breeding ground for idolatrous creatures— 1 had seriously

been entertaining thoughts of joining their ranks; little

did I know that the position would pose suc*h deep moral
conflicts with my Irish Catholicism.

Another fact that previously eluded my grasp is that the
goals of residential education, foremost of which are to ad-

dress issues of human oppression and increase awareness
of diverse lifestyles, are so inconsistent with Judeo-
Christian values. As recently as a year ago, I was actual-

ly a member of a residential staff which included several

devout Christians and an openly gay Residence Director-
there were even a few occassions in which we prayed
together as a staff! Things sure were different before the
Four Horsemen captured the residence halls...

Mark MeGrath
Orchard Hill

^ (A/T'

Letters

Eating,

not genes
As March is National

Nutrition Month, this let-

ter is written in response

to an article appearing on
Wednesday, Ma*-"'- *^^'^'

which focu.'«»'*
on women

^^j i.»/uy image. The arti-

cle in general was quite

good except for comments
made in the closing
paragraph. According to

'the one source, weight is

determined exclusively by
genetics. Heredity does
play a role in weight deter-

mination but is not the ex-

clusive factor Individuals

reading that article who
may have weight problem.s

may be inclined to believe

their situation is hopeless.

Nothing could be further
from the truth, and the
Collegian should recognize

that nutritional informa-
tion should only be obtain-

ed from an individual
qualified in that area—

a

registered dietitian. Ms.
Levine. the other source
cited, is a registered dieti-

tian, and she should have
been the expert consulted

for this article.

It is unfortunate that

society places emphasis on
particular appearances,
however, an individual can
change if they have the

desire. If an individual has
a specific weight rpoblem,

seek assistance from a

registered dietitian for pro-

per nutritional advice. It

should be noted that none
of the so-called fad diets

have ever been pi oven
".-Jlcallv ouund. and in-

deed many are hazardous
to one's health. The only
way to lose weight is to

reduce food intake and
maintain a sensible exer-

cise program.

Robert H. Bos.selman,
Ph.D., R.D.

Assistant Professor

Different

strokes
In response to Rusty

Denton's column regarding
the role of Resident
Assistant:

One of the primary func-

tions of an RA is to assist

their peers in developing
the skills necessary to

coexist harmoniously with
their fellow human beings.

In addition, the house staff

shares with other
educators the goal of
presenting a variety of

perspectives on issues
which arise in daily life.

How and what an in-

dividual chooses after con-

sidering the options is

clearly a matter of per

sonal choice. An RA must
be able to appreciate the

diversity of lifestyles and
values represented by the

students in hall com-
munities without being
judgemental—no matter
how personally offended by
someone's point of view we
may be. Further, an RA
must be able to model this

behavior in order to assist

students in learning how
to deal with people dif-

ferent from themselves.
Only this way can we meet
the twin goals of serving
the needs of all .students,

and educating effectively

about the wonderful diver-

sity of the people on your
floor, in your town, your
country and the world as a
whole.

Michele A. Coeuzzo,
area coordinator
Northeast/Sylvan

Dow skirts

the issues
Once again, Peter Dow

has skirted the main issue,

as well as the truth, in the

most recent defense of the

contras. He somehow
seems to believe that most
leftists are against the con-

tras because of a
sophisticated campaign to

fool the American people.

Further, such criticisms of

the contras are based on

claims that they are simp

ly Somocistas. and the on

ly the Sandinistas deserve

credit for toppling Somoza.

But these are not the fac-

tors that we recruited lef

tist sympathizers have

been stressing. Dow does

not consider it important

to mention or rebut such

simple claims as that the

contras have committed
countless atrocities and
murdered thousands of

those same poor peasants
Dow claims the contras are

composed of. Further, no

mention is made of the

claim that instead of rally-

ing support to their side,

the contras have instead

strengthened the San-
dinista government, for the

people of Nicaragua view

the contras as murderous
thugs. and yes, as

Somocistas. Perhaps they

too haved been fooled, but

more likely, it is easy to

hate the contras when one
finds the tortured bodies of

your family or neighbors

dumped in a ditch.

Despite the serious flaws

in the Sandini.sta govern-

ment, nothing can justify

support for the contras, if

only because they
strengthen the more
repressive aspects of the

Sandinista government.

John Hayes
Amherst

Allow for growing pains
Last Thursday 1 spent a good part of the

afternoon watching C-Span. Their pro-

gramming was the House of Represen-

tatives debate and vote on the $100 million

dollars in aid to the contras. With aid be-

ing defeated by only a narrow margin of 12

votes, this issue is far from oyer The Presi-

dent will not quit on this issue. We will be
mired in another Vietnam before Reagan
gives up on this, the most foolhardy of his

endeavors to date.

Last Monday evening, Patrick Buchanan
said on Nightline that the left in this coun-

try has no policy concerning Central
America other than the opposition to aid

to the contras. Following is the policy that

should be adopted by our nation, not only

in relation to Central America, but around
the world.

David Valade

The right of the people of every nation to

self-determination shall be guaranteed. No
nation shall interfere in the internal deal-

ings of another nation, except in matters
of human rights violations. The integrity

of no nation shall be threatened "in the
vital interests" of another nation. No na-

tion shall extend military or economic
assistance to the domestic conflicts of

another nation. Internal conflict resolution

is a basic tenet of self-determination and
shall not be violated.
The United States should work to free the

world from human rights violations.

Economic and diplomatic pres.sures should

be used as agents of this change. At no time
should military aggression be considered,
except in cases of genocide. If aggression by
foreign powers is considered, it should on-

ly be with consent of the United Nations
Security Council and the other states in the
region in question. Currently, South Africa.

South Korea, Chile, and the Soviet Union
are among the nations to be included as
human rights abusers.

The United States should work toward
global disarmament. Weapons sales to all

nations should be terminated. Proliferation

of weaponry in nations without histories of
democracy has proven to the greatest threat
to democracy. This has proven to be par
ticularily true in Central America.
Nicaragua under Samoza and the Philip-

pines under Marcos ari> vivid examples of

this trend. Costa Rica, with the longest
standing democratic government in Cen-
tral America, provides a vivid demonstra-
tion of how democracy can survive when

freed from the po.ssibilities of a military
coup.

The integrity of every nation must be
recognized. The freedom from outside in-

terference is a right that we enjoy and have
fought for It is not right that we should be
denied to any nation. We. in the United
States, have experienced countless
rebellions in our hLstory. particularly in the
early years of democracy. Dispute and tur-

moil play an integral role in the develop-
ment of every nation. These conditions
result from the interplay of differing social
forces as a nation develops the focus of its

future. Every nation should be allowed to
undergo these growing pains.

The common factor in all of the elements
of this policy is respect. In particular, the
respect for the right of people to determine
their own fate. It is this, above all. that
must be protected.

David Valade is a Collegian columnist.
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The Oscars: straight

from the horse's mouth Trailers by Andy Gordon

Editor's note: Andy Gordon is a former Collegian Arts

and Filrn Editor He currenth resides in Holhuood. uhere

he IS writer on the shows KIDS IN'CORPORATED. Den-
nis the Menace and the New Love American Style, as uell

as the upcoming movie of the week Combat High.

H0LL\1^'00D-Well. Oscar fever has again struck in

sunny California. The final ballots went out this week and
preparations are w^ll underway for the March 24th broad-

cast. Former Collegian photo editor Drew Ogier will serve

as production coordinator for the prestigious event, and
he assures me it will be a good, tight show.

Perhaps the biggest commotion this years Oscars have

stirred up is the conspicuous omission of Steven Spielberg

in the Best Director category. This thinly veiled display

of resentment by a predominantly older .\cademy towaird

the younger, hugely successful filmmaker is going to in

turn create more politics than usual at the celebration

But I'll get to that later A friend at Amblin told me that

big Steve >*-as "bull taco" when the nominations came out,

and lef^ the countr>' before lunch. Nevertheless, the man

;
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STOP STOP bad habits

before they start!

You may not have to STOP drinking to

improve your health. The Student Op-
porturvfty Program will be offering an

educational program aimed at helping

students change bad habits and find

healthy ways to use alcohol. The pro-

gram will start after Spring break. Con-

tact John Novo at UHS, 545-2671 Ext.

186 for more information. An interview is

required before registration.
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will be in attendance when the winner is announced.
Several weeks ago your own Don Lippwr made his Oscar

predictions. Now here are mine.

Best Picture: Good flicks make this a hard categor>- to

predict. The Color Purple would have been my pick, but

examine the fact that the winner of this category and the

Best Director winner have, with only three exceptions,

always corresponded. Academy members j^^iU be embar-

rassed to vote for Color Purple having not acknowledged
Spielberg Witness has a shot but I think the race for the

Oscar sweep is between Pru2i'$ Honor and Out ofAfrica.

For certain reasons, I'll guess the former

Best Acton Forget Jon Voight; he cries when he accepts

awards. Forget James Garner; the guy's still playing

Rockford. Forget Hjirrison Ford, although this would be

a con%^nient time to honor a man who was in seven of the

ten biggest blockbusters of all time 'I'm including his

cameo in E.T >. It's a race between William Hurt, playing

an unpleasant role in an unpleasant movie, and Jack
Nicholson. Even though he's won before. I'll go Nicholson.

Best Actress: Here's where those politics >fc-ill upset the

proper course of things, ^^'hoopi Goldberg deser\-es the
award, but she's been very outspoken of late about the
Spielberg omission. I think people wont vote for her just

because they'd rather not get lectured off at on award
night. Meryl Streep is equally deserving but she's taken
for granted by the Academy, who b\' now just expect great

performances from her This category is going to be a bum-
mer, because Geraldine F^e is going to win it. A Because
she's been nominated eight times and never won. and B •

because she's old and »nll die soon. I hate Geraldine ftige

Best Supporting Actor Not as tough a lineup as in

previous years. Klaus Maria Brandauer might as well

make room on his mantlepiece now His only competition

is Don Ameche, who could get it A) as a tokfn award for

Cocoon, a much respected indu-stry picture, and ii) b««au.He

he IS old and will die soon

Best Supporting Actress: One thm«'.H for Hure,

Margaret Avery will not get this award .Sho'll )h- lucky

to get another job after shamelcHHly taking out full page

ads in the trades asking God to make people vnU- for hf-r

Reaction in the community was one of embarraHH<-d din

dain. Meg Tilly might have had a shot, but h»;r giggling

ly ridiculous acceptance speech at the (ioldf*n Cjlo^x•K won

her no supporters I'm sure. Oprah Winfrey ban a Hbf>t. but

after her derogatory remarks about the PfttriotH on na-

tional TV, I hope her car crashes on the way to th*- fv»'nt,

brutally severing her head from that quiU* larg*- frame.

,

Anjelica Huston will get the award.

Best Director Again, this award will mo,st likely cor-

respond to Best Picture It should be a run between Sydney
ft)llack and John Huston. Both are well-liked, articulate

previous nominees, but Huston is old and will die .soon,

so he should get it.

Best Song: Or rather, most profitable song. TTiis puts

the race between the moronic "Say You, Say Me," the tor-

turously slow-paced "Separate Lives" and Huey Lewis'

upbeat The PJwer of Lowe." Get a speech ready, Huey. One
question, though. What happened to "Don't You Forget

About Me," "Dance into The Fire" and "Tb Live and Die

in LA"?
Best Original Screenplay: Back to the Future without

a doubt, as a means of acknowledging the megabit.

Best Score: Quincy Jones for The Color Purple, again

a token award as a consolation for not winning the big-

ger awards
TRAILERS BEST BETS: They certainly won't win any

awards, but two new films

continued on page 7
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Tickets
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Fine Arts
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at the FAC box office, Springfield
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The Color Purple
soundtrack sure to
win an Oscar
By KEVIN M. SWEENEY
Collegian Correspondent

The Color Purple (Ori^nal Motion Picture Sound-
track) Produced by Quincy Jones QWEST RECORDS
Well, tonight is Academy Awards night, and after all of

the hype over the past few weeks, I am sure that you're

pretty tired of hearing about them. Howe\'er. like any critic

worth his salt I need to get my two cents in. Please allow

me the pleasure of predicting that in the Oscar world of

music Quinc>' Jones is going to sweep up the awards with

his breath-taking soundtrack to The Color Purple He is

nominated for best song with "Miss Celie's Blues'" and
for best soundtrack, and most pundits seem to believe that

he is a shoe-in for both.

After listening to the two record, purple vinyl packag-

ing of this refreshing soundtrack. I can understand why
The eighties are a decade of top 40 soundtracks and music
videos and a record like The Color Purple is a rare change
of pace It complements an exciting movie, and it stands

The Color Purple soundtrack has been
nominated for an Oscar for best score.

strongly on its own as an album, but it is not geared for

the teen hv^pe audience, w hich the other nominees are aim-

ed at. It is a unique combination of orchestral ar-

rangements, jazz, blues, gospel, and traditional African

music
It is almost trite to refer to Quinn.- Jones as a genius,

but when the shoe fits.. Here is a man who is responsible

for the creation of hundreds d" great movie and TV. sound-

tracks, the performance of outstanding jazz, and the pro-

duction of such notables as Michael Jackson and USA for

Africa. With The Color Purple, Jones has produced the

crowning achievement on this impressive list of

credentials.

The Color Pnrple is a masterpiece of execution. Jones

has assembled some of the most talented musicians in the

world to perform a unique mixture of traditional, contem-

porar>-. and original music For example on "Miss Celie's

Blues, " Tata Vegas vital jazz vocals are complemented by

the versatile mandolin playing of Ry Cooder Alsa Jones

sought and received the assistance of noted gospel singer

and songwriter Andrae Crouch on such tracks as "Maybe

God Is Tr>ing to Ttll You Somethin." and "Heaven Belongs

to You." Finally. Jones has had the good taste to include

some original artists. Who could ask for more than "My
Heart iWill Always Lead Me Back lb YouV recorded in

1930 by Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five or "Body and

Soul" recorded in 1939 by Coleman Hawkins and His

Orchestra"'

I can honestly say that this ranks up there with the

classic soundtracks of all time. Those who have seen the

movie, I am sure, will agree that the music is a vital part

of this warm and mo>'ing film. It successfully set* the mood

of the picture and it is extraordinarily well conceived.

Though Its $15.00 price tag is a bit steep. 1 would recom-

mend this album highly to anyone who loves the mo%ne

or who loves great music

• Oscars I continued from page 6

are worth a look. FX and Pretiy in Pink are

flawed but interesting. The former is a

cleverly implausible suspenser about a

special effects man deviously recruited by

the CIA to stage a fake assassination.

There are holes in the plot large enough to

dri\-e a bus through, but it does have im-en-

tive moments and a terrific performance by

Brian Dennehy.
Pretty in Pink, on the other hand, suc-

ceeds despite the performances. It stars

prima donna Molly Ringwald. Andrew
McCarthy, who I truly believe is an out-

patient at some nut farm, and John Cr>-er.

the most annoying gweeb in film today.

Cryer just edges out Glenn Scarpelli as a

young actor I'd most like to see burned
alive. Oddly enough, the film, a fairly bla-

tant rip ofboth Sixteen Candles and Valley

Girl, is quite enjoyable. Go figure.
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Allen Ginsberg speaks on
Nicaragua, poetry, and drugs
By JOE SHARTR-\ND
Collegian Staff

Allen Ginsberg has been enthusiastical-

ly shocking and puzzling the .\mencan

public since the fifties. Reading poetr>- in

the nude, graphically describing his

homosexual experiences in poems and ad

vocating the use of psychedelic drugs has

made him a controversial figure in poetics.

Ginsberg is a short man with a red shirt

and a striped brown tie. Half of his head is

bald, but the other half has thick, grey and

white, curly hair He alwa>'s wears thick

white rimmed glasses and he speaks from

the comer of his mouth with his right eye

slightly closed.

At the Iron Horse Thursday night, he

read {h>m his poetr>' and sang the blues. He
energetically hollered and gestured with

his hands, as he spoke and sang to the au

dience He was hardly shocking but he was

full of enthusiasm.

In person, Ginsberg was not quite as

animated, as when he was at the Iron

Horse. When he talked about Nicaragua.

LSD, or the mass media, he sounded more

like a respectable teacher lecturing his

students, than the "angelheaded hipster"

who wrote Howl. His opinions, though, are

still as controversial as they were in the fif

ties and sixties.

Ginsberg came to Northampton to read

poetry and "because there's a Joan Baez

concert." He also has many friends here and

has been invited to the Iron Horse a

number of times before. One of his Nor-

thampton friends, Patrick Warner, went to

Nicaragua with him, where they taped con-

versations with Commadente Borge. the

vice-president, and "the poet-minister of

culture" Erneste Cardinal. Here are some

of the things he said about Nicaragua and

about his personal life.

Did you speak with Ortega? Yes, not

at great length. I had before many times.

Four or five times.

What was he like? He seemed to be

cheerful enough.

Serious—eye-glasses—scholarly.

What did you talk about? I had heard

a lot of talk from the East Europeans that

since the Sandinistas were Marxist, it was

a dangerous situation that they might ini

pose a one party state. So I talked with

Ortega, Borge and others about that worry

among the East Europeans. The East Euro

pean intellectuals, who of all people were

worried about that, because they had ex

perience in it. And my question was how

much do they know of the repression in the

Marxist countries and how did they

themselves plan to avoid the abuse ofpower

One answer that Borge gave was that they

had armed the populace. 300,000 guns

spread among the populace, who could then

overthrow the Sandini.sta government if it

got out of line. Which is not a very satisfac-

tory answer.

Also I asked them about censorship and

the new.spaper. La Prensa, edited by the

poet, Jose Cuandra. My conclusion was that

there was censorship, much of it unnec-

cessary. But it's a small town, Managua,

and it is relatively open for lots of controver-

sy and discussion, perhaps even more

polarized controversy than the United

States. Certainly less monolithic than the

US in that there is a lot of internal opposi

tion, through La I^renaa, with denuncia-

tions of Russia, Cuba and ever>'body else.

Everybody hears a lot of dissent and
Reagan's view is ver>' well represented

What about the opposition to the San-

dinistas? Not opposition in the sense of

desire for the contras to win or for the US
to come in Even the opposition pei>ple

didn't want to see it escalate into a full

scale civil re\'olution. Most people who are

against the go\-emment. snew the situation

as the L'S forcing a militarization on the

Sandinistas.

I asked Ortega and others what about

their ties with the red countries and they

pointed out that they would rather do

business with the US, but the US was
boycotting them economically, so they had

to go to Russia. They were forced to have

trade relations with European countries,

but not only with Russia, but al.so with

France, Italy and Spain. When Ortega

famously went to Moscow last year, he also

went to Rome, Spain and F^ris. Their view

is that we are forcing them into alliance

economically and militarily with the "evil

empire," so to speak.

The Sandinista elections seem to be more

honest than what I've heard of the Salvador

elections. 'Cause in the Salvador elections

the opposition was not allowed to run. So

my conclusion is that there is a tendency

toward a one-party state but the tendency

would be much less if we didn't pressure

them.

What else are you involved in? I have

a new book of poems called White Shroud,

coming out in September or October. Al.so

a volume of annotated Howl for the fall

with ever>' line annotated with the original

anecdotes, or associations; that's three hun-

dred pages which includes ail of the

original manuscripts and drafts with a

commentary by me on the successive

revisions.

In the Collected Pn'm.t, I didn't write any
footnotes because 1 was exptvting to do this

bigger job. Harf)er. my publishers, brought

out Collected Ihems last year, which will be

followed by six other books.

I'm also involved in music making. 1 have

a record out called First Blues about three

years old, probably out of print by now. On
March 4th I was in Dallas, Tbxa.s. recording

with a Dallas blues band and we were real-

ly honking. I al.so recorded some material

with Bob Dylan, called Do the Meditation,

who is on bass.

Do you still do psychedelic drugs? Yes,

occassional ly. Mushrooms. 1 tried Ecsta.sy

last summer 1 thought it was quite gtHxi,

but I thought the name was all wrong.

Whoever named it was a jerk, becau.se it

isn't Ecstasy, it's empathy. The name
Ecstasy is a total exaggeration and would
actually turn people off, becau.se it has

more of an organic .sense of empathy. It

sounds like some hippy-dippy jerk named
it for commercial reasons. 1 think
p.sychedelics are a useful and educational

tool. At lea.st trained physicians should be

able to experiment in p.sychedelics in rela-

tion to cancer, obesity, or dying situations.

It being forbidden is really quite
outrageous. It's another one of the inva-

sions of individual liberty that is unnotic-

ed by the press.

What's being famous like? It's like the

weather 1 eryoy it. It's a useful thing ifyou

havK fiomething to tetich.
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited bv Trade Michel JafTe

4 Append
5 Honer Of ton«r

6 Anthems
7 Theater section

8 Verb suMix

9 House hazards

10 Tara family

1

1

Chiromancy
12 Jason s craft

13 David, the

director

18 — European

23 Rare bird

25 Tocsin

26 Location

28 Key for Kern

30 Kittens and cats

31 Sec y eg
32 Kubta Khan

river

33 Chorus
syllables

34 Message bond
Item

36 Mam artery

38 Bestows
profusely

39 Ripener

ACROSS
1 Philippine island

6 Skirt s eye-

catcher

10 Birthstone (or

Octotjer

14 Remain
15 Seep
16 Plenty auttior

1

7

Ian Fleming

villain

19 Pond growth

20 You — Love

Kern

21 Bus Stop
playwright

22 Brigham Young
follower

24 Maroons
26 Mideast

peninsula

27 Zodiac Sign

28 Jot

29 Fast resort")

32 Place to e«

change vows

35 Echoes
37 02 lion

38 Strike sites

40 Bits and pieces

41 Graphite

43 Shady meeting''

44 Scer»ery chewer
45 At any time

46 Gear
47 Janet or Lmda
49 Member of tt>e

pack'

53 Edits

55 Cumme'buno
56 Comedienne

Merkei

57 Sum and
substarKe

58 Gym enercises

61 Slug s |0«^nay''

62 An Adams
63 Iroquoians

64 Leaf collector

65 Pan of a dan
66 Musical form

DOWN
1 Narratives

2 Ccncel at Cape
Canaveral

3 Maree or Scott

'?9>9!f>!f>:S!!>!f>!»S»!^^^

42 Super Bowl
winr>er

43 More nervous

46 Rock group
48 Forgetfulness

49 West Pointer

50 Ruckus
51 Signed off

52 Poet Torquato
- 1544-95

53 Mideast title

54 Home
55 Cut up

59 Lemon additive

60 Arm of the

Orinoco
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Menu

LUNCH

Duches.s Meat Pie/Gravy

Tuna Melt.s

BASICS LUNCH

Fresh Zucchini Pie

Tuna Melts

DINNER

Chicken Cacciatore

Baked Ham/Raisin Sauce

BASICS DINNER

Mixed Bean Ca.sserole

Chicken Cacciatore

i<»{ic?'5»«»5»

Weather
Today: MostlySiunny and windy, high in the 40s.

Tonight: Clear ahd cold, low in the 20.s,

Tomorrow: Mostly SHnny, high 45 to 50,

Collegian Staff, correspondents:

WANT A JOB AFTER UMASS?

Come hear two former Collegianites,

Ken Bazinet and Jon DiPalazzo,

••••••••••• tell how they fared. "^

Counts toward staff status!

TONIGHT 9 p.m.

Campus Center 808

••••••••••••••*••••* *******-^

>J BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Night Editor
Copy Editor
layout
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

John Yonce
Lisa DiMeo

,.. Peter Soderberg
.Brian Guarnotta
....Peter Soderberg

Production Mat Atkin.s, Laura Bell, Jen Coles.

Tom Middleton, Kirk Pisarti. Peter Soderberg

^••••••••••••••••••••••••••••t^

fKAft»»Allft«ftftft**>**
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EUROPE »> CAR
RENT or BUY

FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockalaiier Plaza

New Vorti, N Y 10020
Phone (212) S81-3O40

Mail ttiia ad tor Special
SUKt*nl/T*ach«r TariH.

RENTAL Z LfASC 7 PURCHASE

>«••• ^

N«w & UMd Cart
Truck* & Vans AiM Avatobte

;

North Amherst
;

Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

p • • • '
S49-2880

•»•••• '»,

IjA^in^l ( CAMPUS PLAZA (

'^f^jmUP^MV I I
'Next to Super

i : Stop & Shop)

S L^M ^ i Rte. 9» ^J'-ilev Amhe

l/(/H ' I • 6 AM 3 AM
|/^13 No. Pleasant St. I i SUN-THURS

\

I Amherst 256 0591
J ! • OPEN 24 HOURS \

5RWJ>fraju»

ACAJeMK OtPlT AVWL«lE-LOW CaST^^'2STI

Choosinga long distance
company tea lot iiicechoosing

a roommate.

Ifs bettertoicnow wlKrt ttie/'re
III®beforeyoumove in.

Living with someone for the first time can be an

"educational" experience.

And living with a long distance company isn't any

different. Because some companies may not give you

all the services you're used to getting from AT&T.

For instance, with some companies you have to

spend a certain amount before you qualify for their

special volume discounts. With some others, voice

quality may vary

But when you choose AT&T, there won't be any
surprises when you move in. You'll get the same high-

quality trouble-free service you're used to.

With calls that sound as close as next door. And
discounts off our Day Rate on your state-to-state calls.

With savings of over 50% during weekends until 5pm
Sundays, or nights from 11pm to Sam, Sunday through
Friday And 40% discounts evenings between 5pm and
11pm, Sunday through Friday.

With AT&T, you'll continue to get services like im-

mediate credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.

And long distance operators to help you anytime there's

a problem on the line.

So when you're asked to choose a long distance com-
pany choose AT:*T Because whether you're into Mozart
or metal, quality is the one thing everyone can agree

on. Call 1 800 222-0300 for more information or to

choose AT&T.

Reach out end touch someone."

AT&T
The right choice,

Monday, March 24, 1986
COLLEGIAN ii

* Softball trontinued from page 12

hitters. Stockiey

Reed won an 8-1

Sports Infill ni.iliiin photo

Senior Sally Mahar and the University of Massachusetts softball team had a strong trip to Florida.

mastered Miami before senior Cathy
blowout against St. John's.

Stockiey, threw eight games, had pitched in three games

allowing five hits, no runs while striking out 12 and walk-

ing four. Her earned run average was a perfect 0.00.

Rever, in three games, allowed 18 hits, but only one rub.

Her EIRA was 0.33. Reed, in two games, had an ERA of

0.58 and had allowed six hits in 12 innings.

Rever was even leading the UMass hitters with a .667

batting average (two-for-three).

The leading regular was outfielder Chris Ciepiela who
was hitting .529 (9-of 17). Senior Sally Maher lead the

team with 10 runs batted in and a home run.

UMass has five other players hitting over .333 with Bar

bara Meehan at .500, Maher at .391. first baseman Carol

Frattaroli at .375, shortstop Paige Kopcza at.364 and
reserve Pat King at .333.

UMass was fielding at .967 clip and had a team batting

average of .340. UMass was outhitting opponets .340 to

.171 and was slugging .473. UM pitching had allowed only

two extra-base hits in eight games.

The Minutewomen will open their Northern schedule

on Thursday with a doubleheader at Boston College. The
home schedule starts on April 1 with a doubleheader

again.st Providence.

Minutewomen Mutterings: UMass had scored 1 1 runs

in the first inning, compared to none to opponents.

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

Now An Additional Location

adjacent to the UMASS campus

in the Amherst Creamery BuilHinjj:

SkiUe a professional

secretarial service

'yi^AJJU^OAJirai^'-CTr^iTTJJniyuyai'SIJ?

WORD PROCESSING. TRANSCRIPTION,

THESES AND DISSERTATIONS
M ANUSCRIPTS. .a specialty

Monday - Friday

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

150 Fearinjr Street, Amherst

Telet)hone: 549-2«8<i

Welcome Back: Papers Due?
We have typing paper, ribbons,

computer paper and other supplies

A-I-Hastings, Inc.
'Convmni»nlly locatttd in Ihm cintvr of Amh^rtt"

45 South Pl»a%ant '>ti<i*l

OP(N W««kdav« 5 u.m lo f p m . Suocitiyt, 5 u m to \ p.m.

njmjmjmjiwL'mjmjmymjmjm mmmmmr^'^'^*^'^

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOO

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon-Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

y >*

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:

430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St.

Hadley Northampton

253-2571 5868220

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
i"i*^""^^^^" ^^T TTT ,^ ..__ -ru..,^ a AC. 9 -vi Fri • npartlinfi is 2 davs onor to Dublication dav

Come to ^e9";^«ice CC .13 • 8 46 3 45 Mon Thurs; 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadl.ne ,s 2 days prior ,o publication day

^
Cash in advance • Phone nunnbef FREE

ACTIVITIES
BBITTAfOr MANOR

March 25, 26, 27: C^5il5^ pm Xny ques-

tions? Call Pam at 549 6468 or 253-9916.

Todar's final deadline for "Art/Science"

aubmissions. Rm 103B Campus Center

Spectrum Magazine

Student HeaUh Adviaory Board meeting

March 25 1986 5;30 pm UHS rm 302 open

to all be there

Tlie Annual ROTC post Springbreak

Blood Drive. Time; 10.30-4:30, Tuesday

March 25, Campus Center. You need an oil

change

"Careers Tn Indu^al Organizational

Paychology" a free coUoq given by I)r J.

Myron Johnson and sponsored by CUSP
and Psi-Chi, will be held Tues. March 25 at

7 pm in Tobin 304, Refreshment* will be

served.

UPC General Meeting! Welcome Back!!

Find out about nominations & upcoming

shows!! Tuesday, 3/25, 6;30 in the Com
monwealth Room (Karthfoods)

The IJndergnidaate Journal will meet

Tuesday, March 25 at 7:,30 in Machmer
W23C. Anyone interested must attend.

AUTO FOR SALE

Immediate Opening two bedroom aparU

Heat and hot water short term leases. Act

now 256-8535

— Have a great Spring Break!

bag no ID
Hasbrouck

call Z53-9687 found near Robin is uriy!!!

SOFTBALL COACH

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS HELP WANTED

CAN you WRITE?

Interested in Joumaliam? It's never tflo

late to start! Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England. You can

write about Sports, News, Editorial. Black

Affairs, Women's Issues, or Gay or Les-

bian issues. Whatever your interests,

write about it today in the Collegian, we
build careers.

All electrical appliances sewing

machines, clocks, shavers, vacuum
cleaners. House calls and shop repairs

Amherst Repair 253-2869

ENTERTAINMENT

The Cheap Jock. Kool party toonz at a

rea-sonalile price. Call Kevin at 546-9061

Mobile Musiclnc disks spun to your taste

Ouality from 7 years of expenence Call

Chris 256-6845

CAPE COD ESCORT SERVICE

Entry Level Marketing Poaitions Avail

in local multi mill dollar firm Full-time,

part time, and student shifts Paid train^

me, wages from $4 to $12, also bonus and

safes comm Matt .584-3596

BuUerfieid Kitchen is now accepting ap^

plications for the position of Asst.

Manager for the 86-87 academic year

Position offers free room and board.

Valuable experience. Applications

available in the Butterfield Kitchen Office.

Application deadline 5:00 PM March 24

It this national white ahirt day?

Katii-Man.llts warm and meflow in Maui!

Lets go and blow this place away! With

loads of love and stoneds, L & S

To Becky M. on the 5th floor of Brown.

You don't know me but I think vou've seen

me (Thursday. March 13 in the DC 7)

I've wanted to approach you but the Urn

ing hasn't been nght. I don't want to seem

forward, but Id really like to meet you

Da.e C. 4th floor MacNamara

MB
BPT

Softball Battinc/Fielding Coach (or

player/coach) needed for local adult co-ed

tpum April August. Modest compensation

for coaching i>eave message on tape at

545 1960 after 5:00 pm ^^
STEPHANIE

Happy 20th B'day! Aint love Gund. Love,

Kev

I love you more everyday! Love,
TO SUBLET

Seagull Beach West Yarmouth summer

rentals 253 7436

CAPE COD
SUMMER ROOM RENTALS

Eacort Service Available 8 p.m. 2:30

a m Everyday anywhere on Campus. Play

it safe call 5 2133 for an escort ANYTIME

LOST

FOR RENT

H^iniiuTrsO weekly per person, double

ocouDancy, Includes everything, hirst A

weeks paid in advance. Caii (617) 778-0324

One bedroom Cliffside Apt $3,50 please

call Kenny ,545-2234 or 86.5 7106

"CASH" FOR SALE

4.«ale 1»73 Pontiac Venture runs great

new exhaust and brakes $800 call

253-5523

7« Plymouth Volare 4 dr, body very good

condition, many miles but very reliable

•AHUYU $1200 or BO 256-6281

Paying caah for »

Please call Mike 546-

rour baaeball tarda

6105

Guitar Electra electric six-string excellent

condition 200 with hardshell case contact

Andrew 6-6489

DELTA ZETA OPEN RUSH
COMING SOON FOUND

niiirover Sorority Life, friends and fun Ymmi brown and white knit ahouldnr

Loat blue denim Code Bleu jacket keys in

pocket lost last Thurs at Lamda Chi

reward pis call 546-1180

PERSONALS

BANDS WANTED - SWAG is loS(ing"for

bands interested in playing the Southwest
Pyramids during Southwest Week (Apr
29th Mav 4th) Applications available in

the SWA(. office in Hampden. Application

deadline April 1st 5-0960

Karen - you loose, but you take a good pic-

ture

Christine - Happy 19th to the beat roomie!

Only 2 more years! Lynne

^^^MTONALTYPING SERVICT

Papera. caa«i, dlaaertttiona. thcaMTon-

campus, dependable, low rates, expenenc

ed Nancy .584-7924

Large 1 bdr apt on bus line, ouiet. w/pool

and AC. To take over June 1st for sum

mer; option for fall $395/mo 665 8477

WANTED

SERVICES

COINS 121/m Tutoring »ft""X',o'ia''
former grader, consultant Alex 256 l^.'W

typing,T^ai>e^™nacription. Fast, ac

curate. Available almost anytime.

66,5 7652

TaHOTfoi^aiteratlon. SHAANN's at Mall,

.5849.'162

SubjecU needed - Students who lost a

parent will you and your family help a

UMass grad student in a r»-search study

alKiut how families adjust to the death of a

parenf I will travel it vour family doesn't

five here Plea.so call Claudia collect

203 .563 9577 after 9 pm. or sign up in the

experiment booth, 4th floor Tobin Hall

WANTED TO RENT

Looking to take over leaae of hou.se or

apartment, 2 3 liedrooms, pref. close to

campus. Call ,546 10M8 or 546 9189
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SPORTS
Gorillas shoot down Air Force
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Dick Garber is not one to give unearned

compliments, so when the University of

Massachusetts lacrosse coach says his team

looked good over their spring trip, you can

believe it.

Garber's Gorillas pounded the United

States Air Force Academy, 13-7 last Sun-

day in their season opener as All-American

attackman Tom Carmean scored six goals.

"To be honest, it could've been 20-7, but

we played different kids and missed a few

shots," said Garber. "But considering it

was the first time we were really playing

outside and ihey had already had four

games, it was a great effort."

Ed Boardman, Kelley Carr and Greg

Fisk each scored a pair of goals for UMass
while senior co-captain Tom Aldrich, mov-

ing from defense in an extra-man situation,

added another.

Baseball
starts

slowly in
Florida

Compiled from staff and wire reports.

SANFORD. Fla. - The University of

Massachusetts baseball team, beset with

fielding problems and at times a sputter-

ing offense, started its season with a 1-7

record during its trip to Florida last week.

The Minutemen, depending on the

weather, may have played two more games

in Florida either late Satui'day or Sunday.

A report on that action will be in tomor-

row's Collegian.

The young Minutemen lost a bulk of their

offensive production from last season, and

it showed as UMass scored only 33 runs in

its first eight games.

UMass also had its problems in the field

as they comitted 17 errors in the first six

games, allowing ten unearned runs.

The worst thing about UMass' plight

however may be that they lost to primari-

ly Northern teams. In the past, the

Minutemen were expected to lose to the

Southern teams they played because of the

advantage those teams had in being out-

side earlier in the season. But this season,

UM lost to Yale twice. Brown and Ithaca.

The scores of the season thus far: UMass
lost to to Rollins, 2-1; to Yale, 7-2; to Ithaca,

9-5; to Eastern Kentucky, 6-3 and to In-

diana, 5-4 before finally getting a victory,

beating Eaatem Kentucky, 8-7. They then

lost to Brown, 4-1.

Statistically, UMass was hitting a weak

.244 and had a team earned average of5,77

after six games (the only statiBtics

available at press time). Junior outfielder

Jay Zemcr was hitting .429 with four runs

batted in while catcher John McKeov»m was

at .300. Senior first baseman Jeff Cimini

has two home runs, but has made six

errors.

On the mound, junior lefty Steve Allard

was 0-3, but allowed only three earned runs

and eight hits in 11 innings. Senior Jeff

Jensen and freshman Dave Telegheder also

pitched well. Senior Jon Martin picked up

the only UMass victory so far, beating

Eastern Kentucky with a strong relief

stint.

UMass was 3-6 last season during its trip

before rebounding with good play back up

North. The Minutemen play at Temple in

a three-game series this weekend and need

two wins to start their Atlantic 10 race on

a good note.

Minuteman Mutterings: UMass had a

team fielding percentage of .925. Among
those not hitting were starting shortstop

Steve Allen at .071 (l-for-14 through six

games) and starting second baseman Dar

rin O'Connor at .200 (four of20). UMass

was 13-of-14 in stolen base attempts.

.

Carmean's six goals lead UMass
Freshman goalie Sal LoCasio was

outstanding in the pip'-'S, making 33 saves.

The defense, led by Aldrich, Gerry Byrne

and Scott Craig, also impressed.

Junior college transfer Greg Canella,

who started alongside Carmean, made the

transition back to Division 1 (he started at

Maryland) easily, notching six assists.

"I'd say at this point that this is as strong

a team as we had since 1981 (when UMass

was 13-2 and fourth in the nation)," said

Garber. "I mean that, right now we look

super."

"Our defense, with Sal in the goal and

the crease defensemen looking good, is

tremendous, " said the coach. "Sal's like a

rock in there."

The Falcons scored most of their goals on

six-on-six half-field situations, but the

Gorillas made them pay with their usual

run and-gun tactics, scoring frequently on

the break.
, ^^ v

"Our break was sharp," said Garber.

"Seamus (McGovem, UM's face-off man)

was great (14-of-24) and Sal threw good

outlets, when we can do those two things,

we'll be tough to stop."

Air Force led 1-0 in the first period, but

UMass ran off five straight and led 6-3 at

the half Six third-period goals wrapped it

up. The coach also saluted the play of

defenseman Mike Tomasello, Adam Rodell,

a freshman defenseman, and Chris Knapp,

a junior-college transfer on defense.

"It's early to start saying how good we

are, but we're a hell of a lot better than we

were last year," said Garber. "This should

be a good season."

And for UMass sports fans, that's the

best news this spring.

Gorilla Grumblings: Garber started

Fisk, freshman Brett Jenks and co-captain

SporU Information photo

Senior pitcher Lynne Stockley didn't aUow a run in her first three

games this season in Florida last week.

UM Softball opens
season on a roll

Compiled from staff and wire reports

ORLANDO, Fla. - Take a pitching staff

that was allowing 0.8 runs-per-game and
combine it with a potent offense that was
hitting .340 and you have the University

of Massachusetts soflball team's spring trip

to Florida and its 9-1 record.

The Minutewomen may have played as

many as three more games in Florida, but

information was not available. A report on

any other games will be in Tuesday's

Collegian.

Statistics were available for the first

eight games played by UMass. The scores

were as follows (all wins): Virginia, 5-0;

Maine, 7-3; Miami (Ohio), 12-0; Eastern

Michigan, 2-0; St. John's, 8-1; DePaul, 2-1;

St. John's, 3-0 and Wisconsin-Green Bay,

51.
UMass then beat Bowling Green, 3-0

before losing their first game of the season,

a 2-1 heartbreaker to Western Illinois.

In the first game of the season, UMass
shutout the Cavaliers of Virginia, 5-0 as

senior Lynn Stockley threw a complete

game three-hitter. In the second game, the

Minutewomen unleashed a 16 hit attack to

beat Maine, 7-3.

Other highlights included a pair r^'one-

cnntwued on page 11

Steve Moreland on the first midfield. The

second line was Neil Cunningham, Glenn

Stephens and freshman Chris Zusi. The

third line was senior Rich Abbott,

freshman Greg Collins of Longmeadow and

Dave Avidon, another freshman. In all

close to 10 newcomers saw a lot of minutes.

. .UMass also played the University of Col-

orado in a scrimmage and mopped them up

to a 21-6 tune. . .the Army-UMass game at

Boyden on April 26 will be televised on

NESN, a cable sports network, as part ol

a 12-game lax package. It will be taped an

replayed the next day. . .UMass faces

Delaware on the road on Saturday. The
Blue Hens have already lost to New Hamp
shire. . Former UMass players Steve Har
rington '64, Bill Brown '68 and Paul Rich
'72 were at the Air Force game with their

families along with about a half-dozen

students that made the trek West on break

. Garber and assistants Guy Van Arsdale.

Eric Kemp and Jeff Thomsen were all out

scouting Saturday.

UMass notebook

Gerlufsen
seeks new
assistant
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts basketball

coach Ron Gerlufsen said that a search is

in progress to find a new assistant coach

for the Minutemen.
The coach reported Friday that veteran

assistant coach Mark Shea will not be with

the program next season and that a

replacement is being sought.

Shea, a five-year veteran of the UMass
staff, started with Gerlufsen in 1981 as an

assistant to Tom McLaughlin. A native of

Albany, New York, Shea graduated from

Bentley College where he was all-New

England in 1976 before taking an assis-

tant's job at the school.

Under both McLaughlin and (^rlufsen.

Shea duties included both scouting and

recruiting. Although Gerlufsen would not

comment about the move other than to say

that it was part of the team's post-season

evaluating process. Shea's recent

recruiting had accomplished little in the

way of bringing good players to UMass.

Gerlufsen said the position was being

advertised and that the current recruiting

process would not be affected.

D
In other basketball news, Gerlufsen spent

much of last week completing that paper-

work to try and get sophomore guard

Lorenzo Sutton a try-out with any one of

a number of United States summer all star

teams.

"I think Lorenzo is a solid player that

could contribute to an amateur all-star

team," said the coach. "It would reflect well

on the school if he could make a team."

Sutton averaged just over 17 points this

season and was a second-team all-Atlantic

10 selection.

n
Atlantic 10 news: Of the league three

teams that made the NCAA tournament,

St. Joseph's and Temple advanced to the

second round before losing to Cleveland

State and Kansas respectively. West

Virginia, in its opening round loss to Old

Dominion, saw out-of-control senior guard

Holman Harley try a Spud Webb-like off

the floor-off the backboard one-handed

dunk. He rimmed it. The play came dur-

ing a critical moment in the game. Harley

said after, "If I l^ave a breakaway, I can't

just shoot a lay-up." Good thinking

Holman.
Two Al- coaches, St. Bonaventure's Jim

O'Brien and Duquesne's Jim Satalin, are

being considered for the vacant Boston Col-

lege position. O'Brien, a 1971 BC graduate,

is an early favorite. The Rutgers women's

team was eliminated Saturday in the

Eastern finals of the women's tourney.

US-Libya confrontation flares up
American planes counter-attack Libyan ships
WASHINGTON (AP) - American warplanes attacked

two Libyan ships and a shoreline missile site yesterday

after Libyan forces fired six missiles at US planes that

had crossed Col. Moammar Khadafy's "line of death" in

the disputed Gulf of Sidra, the White House said.

Presidential spokesman Larry Speake.s said one of the

Libyan vessels was a patrol boat that he said was "dead
in the water, burning" and apparently sinking. "There
are no apparent survivors," he .said, adding that the ve.ssel

normally carries a crew of 27.

Speakes disputed Libyan claims that three American
jets had been downed by the Libyan air force. "We have

no reports of any US casualties," he said.

Meanwhile, Defense Secretarv C!i«n:ir W Weinberger

-said a second Libyan ship also was hit by US fire and that

"first reports were that it was severely damaged."
He said damage to the Libyan missile site on the shore

was still being a.ssessed.

In a blunt warning to Libya that the United States does

not consider the episode closed, Speakes said, "We now
consider all approaching Libyan forces to have hostile in

tent."

He said the US force held its fire until a .»i.\th Libyan
mi.ssile had been fired at American targets.

While he denounced Khadafy's government as "an
outlaw regime and up to no good," the presidential

spokesman .said the United States did not attempt to p«(i

voke the Libvans.

"We were there on a peaceful exercise. ..to transit in in-

ternational water," he said. "We will continue to operate

in those waters." he insisted.

In re.sponse to a question, Speakes said, "I can't

characterize it as war" between the United States and

Libya.

The Soviet Union supplied the SA-5 and SA-2 missiles

that Speakes said Libya fired before a US jet aimed a Har-

|X)on anti-ship missile at the Libyan patrol boat. He .said

the Soviets had been notified when US ships went mto
the Gulf of Sidra. but declined to say whether there were

Soviets operating the missile sites.

"That's for the Libyan.** to answer." Speakes added

It was not clear whether President Reagan gave the

order to open fire. The president was informed within a

half hour after the first L'S missile was fired.
continued on pa^e 2
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CollefOan photo by Paul Desmarais

LETTER PERFECT-Frank L. Boyden Gymnasium regains

its full name.

Faulty oven is cited
in Stockbridge Hall fire
By JKANKFTK DeFORCJE
Collegian Staff

A malfunctioning oven has been cited as

the cause of an electrical fire which
destroyed a storage rfM)m in the basement
of Stockbridge Hall Sunday morning.
"A thermostat in a lab oven malfunction-

ed and the lab oven itself exceeded 1200
degrees and because there was a paper box

drying peat moss [inside), it ignited." said

Rick Mears, a fire inspector at the UMass
Environmvntal Health and Safety
department.
"The fire and heat went through the hole

of the thermostat and ignited the pine

shelvint; above the oven," he said.

Plastic on the sheivfx aUnrajicht fire and

fell onto the floor, igniting more plastic and
nearby drawers.

The fire was discovered at 8:39 a.m. by
a University employee. The blaze was con
tained to nmm 15 of the building and was
extinguished in 30 minutes by the Amherst
F'ire Department.
p]nvironmental Health and Safety of

ficials estimated the damage from the fire

at $15,000 to $20,000.

Equipment used for soil analysis and
samples was stored in the room. The oven
was the only equipment destroyed, officials

said.

The room needs .some cleaning and pain-

ting before and the shelving has to be
replaced before it can be u.sed. they said.

Dith Pran will speak
about his experiences

IJilh Fran. Pulitzer Prize winning
photographer, is scheduled to speak to a

capacity crowd tonight in the Student

Union Ballroom as part of the UMa.ss

Distinguished Visitors Program.

Although tickets for the event have been

sold out. his lecture will he simulcast by

Union Video Center to monitors located in

the Commonwealth Room (Earthfoods

Cafe- and the Cape Cod Lounge

The story of his friendship with Neiv

York Times correspondent Sydney
Schanberg in strife-ridden Cambodia form-

ed the basis for the Academy Award-

winning movie The Killing Fields. It is a

tale of survival in a country gone mad dur-

ing one of the most violent civil wars of the

century.

Plan chose to remain in his country, even

after his family had managed to escape to

the US with the help of his colleague

Schanberg, in order to continue his

coverage of the conflict. Taken prisoner

along with Schanberg and two other

foreign repf>rters, Pran saved the group

from execution by victorious Khmer Rouge
forces by convincing them that they were

all neutral Frenchmen.
After losing his temportu-y refuge at the

French F>mbassy in Phnom Penh. Pran was
separated from his friends and taken to an

internment camp, where he spent several

years while the new rulers unleashed a

reign of terror that would leave an

estimated two million Cambodians dead;

countless others became refugees.

Meanwhile, Schanberg had been
desperately trying to get word of Fran's

fate. The Khmer Rouge had effectively

sealed ofTthe country to all foreigners, but

news that Pran was still alive finally reach

ed Schanberg in April 1979. The
photographer had escaped from the camp
and crossed the border into Thailand,.

where he began a lengthy recuperation

from his ordeal.
-WILLIAM SPAIN

University seeks to face gender harassment
First in a series.

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts administration is con-

cerned about .sexual harassment on campus and takes

harassment incidences seriously, according to ad-

ministrators who enforce the current sexual harassment

policy.

The University policy defines sex-a! harassment as

"unwelcomed sexual advances, requests for .sexual favors,

and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature."

Grant Ingle of the Office of Human Relations said this

includes anything from "catcalKs" and offensive language

to incidents between faculty members and .students.

"A lot of things could call into that definition. Sexual

harassment is .seen as a major barrier to women in

tegrating into areas that are traditionally male." Ingle

.said

The working policy is serving a very import.mt purpose,

accotding in Ron Sinacore. chairman of the S*;xual H.u;i-s

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
inent lleaimg Panel, which hears sexual harassment
grievances, and acting director of the Affirmative Action
Office. •

"I think the policy works pretty well. It's important that

we put this University's employees and .students on notice

that this in.stitution will not tolerate sexual harassment.
We take it very seriously," Sinacore said.

The policy, required by state and federal anti

discrimination laws, was implemented in 1982 by a com
mittei of students, staff and faculty. The UMass ad-

ministration intended to review it after one year.

However, administrators did not review it at that time
because no formal complaints had been filed, and they did
not know whether or not the policy was (>ffee'iive. accni

ding to Sinacore.

Review began a year ago, and since then about 12 revi-

sion drafts have been written, according to Ingle.

The current procedure encourages victims first to try

to resolve the problem informally with the department
heads.

If no informal resolution is reached, individuals may
begin formal grievance prtx^edures by filing a written com-
plaint. Then a hearing is scheduled, where the complai-
nant states his or her case to four of the 13 members of

the Sexual Harassment Hearing Panel.

Trained faculty, .students, staff and one

continued on page 5

Complete coverage
of the Oscars

PAGE 9
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Map of the Gulf of Sidra area. American warplanes knocked out

a Libyan missUe site and disabled two guided missile patrol boats

yesterday after Libya fired at least six missiles at US jets operating

below the "line of death."

Three US carrier task forces entered the

Gulf of Sidra last weekend to assert the

US position that the waters are open to

ships of all nations beyond a 12-mile ter

ritorial limit.

Earlier yesterday sources who spoke on

condition of anonymity had declined to

pinpoint the location from which the

surface-to-air missiles were fired.

However, the Soviets are known to have

been assisting the Libyans with the in

stallation of SA-5 batteries outside the

town of Sirte. at the southern end of the

gulf, and near Benghazi on the gulfs

eastern rim.

The Gulf of Sidra is a large, U-shaped

body of water that cuts into the central

Libyan coastline from the Mediterranean

Sea. Khadafy has claimed the gulf as Li-

byan territory, warning he has drawn 'a

lino of Hp5.th" 'H"»o tK>p r»,,ir< PDtrance

below which US planes and ships are sub-

ject to attack.

The United States relu.-t .-> lo recognize

the Libyan claim. According to the

sources, the missiles were detected early

yesterday morning Eastern Standard

Libyan crisis
Congress reacts
WASHINGTON (AP) The chairman of

the House Foreign Affairs Committee ex-

pressed concern yesterday that a military

confrontation between the United States

and Libya could erupt into a 'significant

conflict resulting in the loss of American

ives.

Rep. Dante Fascell. D-Fla.. also sug

gested that the administration may be in

violation of the War Powers Act of 1973.

Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., vice chairman

of the Senate Intelligence Committee, ex

pressed concern that the confrontation

might spark Libyan attempts to carry out

terrorist actions in the United States.

"My chief concern now. ..is not whether

we can hold our own there in the gulf,

because certainly we've got much more

power there than Khadafy does," he said.

"But my concern is what action might be

taken on the terrorist front, given

Khadafy's threat to carry terrorism to our

shores. I want to find out all possible in

formation we have about what possible

steps he might take regarding terrorism."

However, Leahy said the "FBI is pro

bably in the best shape it's ever been in to

counter terrorism here."

Fascell said, "To my knowledge, for ex-

ample, the administration has not con-

sulted with Congress on the policy which

produced this situation as required under

section three of the resolution."

He added that, to the extent that US arm-

ed forces have now become involved in

hostilities, he would expect the administra

tion to provide a report under the act's

provisions.

Sen. James Sasser, D Tenn . said he was

not .surprised by the incident, and sug-

gested that "now that we've made our

point, perhaps this is the time to pull

back."

"I think this action is certainly a cause

for concern," said Sasser in a telephone

interview.

"It was not unexpected that the Libyans

would take some action if we sought to en-

force our rights to traverse those waters.

There have been warnings on both sides."

Sen. Strom Thurmond, R S.C. said, "The

United States has acted responsibly in

retaliating against acts of aggression

perpetrated by Col. Khadafy."

Thurmond, president pro tempore of the

Senate, was one of the congressional

leaders called to the White House for a

briefing on the situation.

Sen. Alan Cranston. DCalif., said the in

cident "shows how popular some Third

World leaders think it is to 'take on' the

US and how quickly and easily the US can

get involved in direct military action."

Cranston said the incident also

"strengthens my resolve to do all I can to

block the proposed arms sale to Mr.

Khadafy's friends, the Saudis."

His reference was to the Reagan ad

ministration's proposals to sell anti-aircraft

f
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continued from pagel

Time during the second day of maneuvers

off the Libyan coast. The first flights of

US Navy jets over the gulf occurred late

Sunday night without incident, the

sources added.

But as more jets were launched

southward, "we started seeing more

military activity and then we detected the

missiles," one source said.

The Navy ships include the carriers

Saratoga. Coral Sea and America and 27

other smaller combat vessels. The cairiers

have more than 250 planes available for

flight operations.

The federal government long ago put

measures into place to protect the people

and institutions of Washington from at-

tack during events such as the ones in the

Gulf of Sidra. As a result, there was no

visible stirring among security forces.

"We are not doing anything about securi-

ty that we haven't been doing all along,

said Robert Snow, a spokesman for the

Secret Service, which is charged with pro

tecting high-level US officials as well as

diplomiitic missions in this country.

missiles to Saudi Arabia. Cranston is a

leading Senate opponent of the proposed

deal.

House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr.

said after the briefing. 'The administra-

tion's handling of this matter is on the

right course. Its actions in protecting

America's armed forces in international

waters are justified."

Not everyone in Congress agreed,

however. "I don't understand what we're

trying to prove by risking the lives of

American servicemen." said Sen. Mark

Hatfield, R Ore. "Countless unmet

challenges face the United States today:

cancer, hunger and threat of nuclear war.

Instead of confronting those challenges, we

are engaging in child like games of dare

and double-dare' with a .sick and dangerous

clown."

House Republican Leader Bob Michel of

Illinois, said after the briefing, "As far as

I'm concerned, Libya in an act of provoca-

tion that warranted our re-sponse."

E

QUALIFICATIONS

ELIGIBILITY

PAY SCALE

STARTING DATE

DEADLINE

Demonstrated (through previous experience

and/or recommendations) communication skills;

organizational and supervisory skills; ability to

organize data; ability to proof-read and edit; some

typing and /or word processing experience. Pro-

motional and marketing experience desirable.

Undergraduate or graduate student (preferably

Work-Studv eligible) with at least three semesters

remaining at the beginning of the Fail Semester

1986.

Hourly rate, beginning at minimum of $5.00,

20-25 hours.

Selected individual must be available part-time in

late April or early May ( 1 0-20 hours) , full time mid-

July and August (37 Vi hours). Full-time option

may be available June to mid-July.

Completed applications, available at the Dean of

Students Office, 227 Whitmore, must be received

by April 11, 1986.

The Information Data Bank (IDB) is a telephone or walk-in referral center

which maintains information on University administrative and academic

policies and procedures; bus, library, and athletic schedules; listings of

current campus events such as seminars, movies, and lectures; and a

variety of other reference materials.

The Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS) is a library of rriore than 300

tape cassettes with information about academic rules, regulations, and

programs; registration policies; counseling services; fir^ancial aid informa-

tion; current events; health and safety programs; housing and food ser-^

vices; athletics; student organizations and activities, etc.

The Student Manager is responsible for day-to-day operations of

IDB/TIPS including recruiting,training, scheduling and supervising student

staff of 10-15; maintaining and updating the IDB/TIPS library and informa-

tion resources; preparing scripts and tapes; arranging and monitoring pro-

duction schedules for the Student Telephone Directory, Registration Up-
date, and Dean's List; with the assistance of a student Gi'aphics Coor-

dinator, arranging for placement of ads in the "Collegian" promoting
IDB/TIPS; soliciting and processing new material for IDB/TIPS; and
related assignments.

IDB 545-1555 A Service of the Dean of Students Office TIPS 545-1540

Protesting Reagan's foreign policy

Photo by Nick Sokotoff

Some of about 2,500 people who marched in Boston Sunday to protest Reagan
administration support for anti-Nicaragua guerrillas.

Hadley rejects video ban
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

HADLEY - By a show of hands, residents at a town
meeting Thursday overwhelmingly rejected a proposal to

bar the sale of X-rated videotapes m the town's three video

movie stores.

The proposal was initiated by Hadley resident Helen
Zatyrka, who is also a University of Massachusetts stu-

dent. Zatyrka was in the hallway outside the Hopkins
Academy cafeteria talking to a television news crew when
the vote was taken.

One hand rose in favor of the article. Most of the 300
present voted no.

"I can't believe the town stuffed it under the rug so easi-

ly,"Zatyrka said. "It boggles the mind.

Town Counsel Charles Ksieniewicz said the article seeks

"to restrict the right to fi'ee speech. The courts look at that

very carefully."

Ksieniewicz added that the article was faulty because

it did not provide a punishment for offenses, and that it

was too broad, defining all pornographic films as obscene,

while legal standards do not define all pornographic

material as obscene.

"I do not question the intent of this article, but its legali-

ty," he said.

Stanley Bemben, a Hadley resident, said a community
can zone the areas in which explicit material is

disseminated, but that the attorney general would over-

turn a ban. Bemben said the article's wording would not

in fact ban videos, but films, and would bar Hadley

theatres from showing X-rated films.

The article was worded: "(Will the town] vote to protect

its citizens against the insidious effects of pornography

by barring the display, sale or rental of X-rated films

which oflen include explicit sex, child molestation and
violence against women."
Zatyrka said that if she were to petition the town again,

she would word the petition with care. "I knew the cause

was lost when the town counsel wouldn't support the ar-

ticle," she said after the meeting.

"I agree with the what the town counsel said as far as

the law goes. I also agree that it's difficult to legislate this

kind of behavior," she said.

"Our town is financially strapped,"she said."People pay

attention to the financial aspect, not the moral aspect."

Danny DiRocco, manager of Video Studio 16, who
previously had criticized the proposal, said, "I'm glad it

didn't turn out to be an emotional battle. The worst kind

of decisions come from an emotional battle."

Walker toured US on foot twice
Walking is the best

cardiovascular exercise

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Walking is the best form of exercise, says a man who

has walked around the United States twice.

"Walking is the easiest form of exercise, just about

everyone can do it with out pain and injuries. Jogging

can produce injuries and strains on the muscles, it is not

the exercise many of us want to do," said Robert

Sweetgall in a lecture on cardiovascular health last night

at Fort River Elementary School.

Sweetgall, a 38-year-old bachelor, first toured the US
on foot in 1981. In September 1984 he began his second

walk, traveling through the 48 states in the continen-

tal US.
The University of Massachusetts Medical Center m

Worcester and the exercise science department here

spent $50,000 researching the effect walking would have

on a person averaging 30 miles a day.

"There were no injures, a 10-pound weight loss and a

10 percent improvement in cardiovascular capacity,

there was also some reduction in body fat," he said.

Sweetgall was flown back to UMass-Worcester every

seven weeks in order for doctors to examine the changes

in his body chemistry during his trip. They calculated

that he ate about 4,500 calories of food during a day, he

said.

"My blood chemistry stayed pretty stable and there

was no change in the heart geometry (the thickness of

the heart wall)," Sweetgall said.

Sweetgall walked about three miles an hour and walk-

ed about 10 hours a day. During the walk he visited

100,000 schools and gave talks promoting walking and

health. He carried only a waist sack containing a change

of socks, a foot care kit a camera and travelers' checks.

"I never had to spend a night outside," he said. Dur

ing his year-long walk he stayed in family homes, hotels,

a few jail cells and a parked car or two.

"It was the best educational year of my life," he said.

For beginners interested in developing a walking pro

gram, Sweetgall suggests a program which combines

high intensity and slowdown periods.

"Don't exceed your limits, if you get a little muscle

soreness, then back off for a few days," he said.

Doctors deride nuclear weapons
BOSTON (AP)-

Four piiysicians from the United Stat- ^ Cii'ia ?nd t"-^

Soviet t/nion have agieod tha t"\ < /aeir ,. 'tical

ideology, they're all against nucleni .vapons Vf^'ng.^^

"In order to derail the process, we must stop testing,"

Dr. John Pastore, secretary of International Physn ....is

for the Prevention of Nuclear ^^ -said yesterday. 'We

have common interests. We ii» numan."

No. '1 r he difTei (•.;'ceP betw in the United States and

the Tv.* t Un)i.... r'astore adaed:

"Thf . aemy is really the nuclear we.ipon:- net ..n la-

diviottal country."

"We have many things in common.' -d-u Dr. \ la<limi;

Ovchai ) director of the Institute of Public Healil-. in-l

Social .'I. .1. :ne. Moscow. "We should know i-rich ..fio;

trust ea-.f. ^jir

"The wounds of the last world war, which the US may
not see now, are still burning," said Dr. Dimitri

Venediktov, director of the USSR Health Information In-

stitute. "We know what hunger and devestation of cities

meran.

"We don't know each other enough. We are losing out

if we could do it better together."

"We medical workers are devoted to the cause of sav-

ing lives and. ..human care" said Dr. Wu Wei Ran, pro-

fessor of surgery at Beijing Hospital. "This obligation

makes us all the more determined in opposition to war,

especially nuclear war."

Pastore, a Boston cardiologist and associate professor

at Tufls School of Medicine, was the keynote speaker at

the 65th annual meeting of the New England Hospital

Assembly.

Opposites in

SGA offices
Can they work together?

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The winners of the Student Government Association

president and trustee elections have said they will be able

to work together on student issues despite political dif-

ferences, though others say these differences will reduce

the SGA's effectiveness.

Dani Burgess, current student trustee, won his bid for

reelection in the vote held March 10 and 11 by a margin

of more than 300 votes. Bill Bennett finished first in the

presidential election by at first eight votes, but a recount

held March 13 extended the margin to 60 votes.

Laura Gottschalk, an undergraduate student senator

from the Central Residential Area, said Bennett and

Burgess should be able to work together on some non-

partisan issues in the SGA, but she added, "I think the

power that the two offices yield will be lessened due to

the obvious differences in political views."

Burgess ran on a progressive ticket with M. Lynne Mur-

phy, who finished second to Bennett in the presidential

election. Bennett campaigned alone on what he called a

moderate ticket.

This is the first year that separate elections were held

for the two positions. In past elections, two candidates

would run for the positions of co-presidents; Burgess won

last year on a ticket with current campus president Stacy

Roth.

"When the offices were split, we should've anticipated

this could happen," said Paul Wingle, who was elected

March 12 as the new Undergraduate Student Senate

speaker.

Murphy, who is still challenging the election results,

said she saw a gulf between the two winners on student

issues. She praised her running mate's stance on student

rights, and added, "I haven't seen that kind of committ-

ment in Bill Bennett."

Murphy has filed a petition with the SGA asking for

another recount of the election, though an election officer

has said the petition is invalid under SGA bylaws. (See

story below.)

When Bennett learned of the petition, he said, "I hoped

we could work together ... The students elected me to work

with all students, and that includes [M.l Lynne Murphy."

Burgess said he and Bennett should be able to agree on

student issues. "If we're confronted on the abortion issue,

there might be a problem, but I don't see why we would

be [confronted]."

Murphy supporters

call for third count
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

While most of the losers of the recent elections for cam-
pus president and student trustee seemed to take defeat

quietly, the runner-up for president ripped into the vic-

tor and is fighting for a second recount of the vote.

Supporters of Lynne Murphy, who lost to Bill Bennett

by a 2 percent margin, filed a petition yesterday to have

the Student Government Association count the votes a

third time. Initial results had Bennett winning by eight

votes; a recount showed Bennett winning by 60.

Thirty-four votes counted the first time could not be ac-

counted for the second time, according to Murphy and
Karen Morvay, the student senate official in charge of the

elections.

That discrepancy, said Murphy, is one reason why she's

unhappy.

"There were a lot of problems with the elections," said

Murphy, who decried a misleading poster supporting Ben-

nett that appeared during the election.

The poster read, "Lynne Murphy [a Bennnett supp-
porter, no relation to candidate M. Lynne Murphy, who
did not use her first initial on the ballot] endorses Bill

Bennett.'

Murphy did not say Bennett had condoned the poster,

but said, "I think people are responsible for the actions

of their campaign workers.

"I ran the most honest campaign I possibly could ... and
it's important to see that other campaigns were too and
that the process was honest and democratic," she said.

"If I had confidence in Bill Bennett's ability to do the job,

I wouldn't have run."

Morvay said she doubted the petition supporting Mur-

phy was valid under SGA bylaws, which state in part:

"The results of a recount shall be considered final."

Presidential candidate Ted Capodilupo said that

although.he wa^ unhappy with the way the election was

run, he would "get out there more, talk to more people,"

and stay active in student politics.

Defeated trustee hopeful Daniel J. Valianti issued a

"friendly challenge" to incumbent winner Dani Burgess.

"I challenge him to do something to unify the students,"

particularly on the Bcnnatt/Murphy animosity, he said.
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^INTERNATIONAL PAGEANT ^
Sportswear and Bathing Suit Competition

CONTEST H^LD/AT

ilANO
"dance /club

256-8284
Thursday IVIarch 27 at 8 pm

Contestants have until 5 PM March 27 to register MISS
HAWAIIAN TOPIC UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETS will

receive in addition to other prizes an all expense paid trip to

the beautiful PLAZA HOTEL IN DAYTONA BEACH to compete
in the MISS HAWAIIAN TROPIC USA competition August
13-18, 1966. Miss Hawaiian Tropic International will receive: A
NEW PORSCHE 944 SPORTS CAR, A DREAM VACATION FOR
TWO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD. AND AN INTERNATIONAL
MODELING ASSIGNMENT WITH HAWAIIAN TROPIC.
Finalists receive: A LUXURIOUS FUR COAT, A DIAMOND
PENDANT, and an all expense paid trip to HAWAII. For further

information contact: Craig B. Keenan, Young Adult/Promo-

tions Manager.

549-4066, 253-9071

or Grad Rosenbaum 253-9071

or Mike Kane at Changes 256-8284

A LUXURIOUS
FUR COAT

nEW SPORTS CAR
The Porsche 944 above will be award-
ed to Mits Hawaiian Tropic Interr^a-

tional 1986. Each year the title winner

will receive a luzuriout sports car as

one of our fabulous Grand Prizes.

A MOnARK SKI BOAT
Spurtkoal SI %t*tm Dfl«* c«M|>i«I* wllk IralUi

In August 1986, 100 lovely young

ladies will gather at the beautiful

Plaza Hotel in Daytona Beach for a

week of fun, entertainment, and ex-

citment of competing in the second

Miss Hawaiian Tropic International

USA Finals.

Hawaiian Tropic invites you to enter

the second annual Miss Hawaiian

Tropic USA Finals to be held in

Daytona Beach, Florida, August
12-18, 1986. Hawaiian Tropic, the #2

selling suntan cosmetic in the world,

is sponsoring this global search for

the beautiful young lady who will

repraeent Hawaiian Tropic with her

health and beauty.

A NATIOriAL
NODELinG
ASSIQPINEriT

A DREAN VACATION
FOR TWO AnrWHERE

in THE WORLD

as seen in ...

m^i^t:'"b-^-

N> HMpaltoa Tf.^ «.« Or »*Ta»rar I a I k.

Co-Sw. sored

BEAUTIFUL TANS BEGIN WITH
HAWAIIAN TROPIC. . .

Te enlwnce their taiM each canteatant

wW receivs femarotM supply of

MaweHen Treptc tannln« pretfueti. THEAMERICANWAT

Collision victim hospitalized
A man was taken to the intensive care

unit of Cooley Dickenson Hospital in Nor-

thampton after his car collided with

another car 7:25 p.m. Thursday on West

Street, Amherst Police said.

A 58-year-old man Amherst man was
cited for improper passing, when he hit the

other man. He wais also taken to the Cooley

Dickinson Hospital where he was treated

and released, police said.

In other police reports:

• About ten mailboxes and newspaper

tubes were discovered destroyed at 8:49

a.m. Sunday on Pine Street, police said.

• A 10-speed bicycle valued at $100 was
reported stolen at 10:51 a.m. Saturday from

The Brittany Manor Apartments, police

said.

• A Turner Falls man was arrested and

charged with driving while intoxicated at

2:32 a.m. on Sunderland Road, police said.

-FRANK GEARY

F
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Simon P. Worden, special aMistani to the director of the Strategic

Debate Initiative Organization will speak at 7 p.m. tonight in Thompson

104. He will apeak on US Soviet relations and the S.D.I.

Worden, the advisor to the Delegation to the Negotiations on Nuclear and

Space Arms with the Soviet Union, is an adjunct af«ociate professor of

astronomy at the University of Arizona. Worden has authored more than

100 scientific papers in astrophysics, space sciences and optics.

Registration for the 7th annual "Run For Ritter" Road race will be

held from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. today through April 11 in the Campus Center,

and 4 to 6 p.m. at the Newman Center. There is a $5 entry fee, with free

t-shirts given to the first 500 registrants.

I

I

I

I

I
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Head Resident Positions
Amherst College is seeking candidates for part time (10 mon-

ths) Head Resident positions starting August 15, 1986.

Responsibilities include training and supervision of Resident

Counselors, advising a council for residence governance and

helping to develop social and cultural programs, and working

with Dean's Office, faculty and physical plant departments to

ensure proper functioning of residence halls. Qualifications in-

clude: completion of Bachelor's degree by September, 1986;

ability to relate well to students; organizational and counseling

skills. Previous experience in residential life preferred. Com-

pensation: $3,500, room and board. Submit resume, cover let-

ter and two letters of recommendation to: Karen Tilbor,

Associate Dean of Students, Amherst College, Box 68,

Amherst, MA 01002 before March 31, 1986. An Equal Oppor-

tunity/Affirmative Action Employer. M/F/H.

Make a fresh start

this Spring with

something special

from Le Boudoir.

Lacy cotton nightgowns,

teddies, bustiers, garter

belts & stockings and
much more.

Come in and browse!

Carriage Shops,

233 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst 549-6915 Mon-Sat 10-6

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut

$8.00

Haircut with

Blowdry
$12.00

^hc<if C>di<\hi'

Ifyou feel you've been harassed...
If you think you have been a victim of sexual harass-

ment, there are actions you can take against the

harasser, and confidentiality is guaranteed.

The Ombuds Office, 823 Campus Center, takes com-

plaints and offers the victim two options:

• The complainant can choose to try and resolve the

problem informally with the department head, or

• The complainant may choose to file a formal com-

plaint and be granted a hearing by the University's Sex-

ual Harassment Hearing Panel.

If possible, the complainant should keep a written

record of dates and times of incidents.

There are also other resources on campus to assist sex

ual harassment victims: The Affirmative Action Office,

Employee Assistance Program, Everywoman's Center,

Legal Services Office, The Mediation Project, Office of

Human Relations, or the Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy.
_^^^^^ LEVENSON
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SOME FACTS ABOUT FAT
Functional Fat

Fat in your diet carries fat soluable vitamins such as A, E, D & K. It

also provides essential fatty acids. Body fat protect body organs and
provides insulation.

BUT, a diet high in fat is associated with an increased risk of heart at-

tack, stroke and breast cancer. Fats are also high in calories.

How to cut down
-'drink skim or low fat milk and use it in cooking too.

- substitute low fat yogurt for sour cream or use a mixture of the two.
- eat fewer fried foods and try more fruits and vegetables instead.

University Vending Services & University Health Services

Division of Health Education /University of Massachusetts /Amherst
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*harassment—'
administrator make up the panel, which
determines whether or not the University

policy has been violated, and if so, what the

penalty should be.

The complainant may appeal to the

respondent's vice chancellor, whose deci-

sion is final within the University.

Victims may also file complaints in a

court or by other means outside the

University.

This past year six cases went through for-

mal hearings, although the Ombuds Office

reported 19 complaints. The other 13 were
dealt with informally.

According to the policy, the University

ombudsperson, currently Howard Gadlin,

ensures confidentiality.

In

ma^^^^ma^m^mmcontinued from page 1

a Student Affairs Research and
Evaluation Office telephone survey of 237

graduate and undergraduate women con-

ducted in 1983, 25 percent of the women
surveyed said they had been sexually

harassed at UMass. Before the existence of

the policy, sexual harassment cases would

get passed around and "fall through the ad-

ministrative cracks," according to Susan

Tracy, a lecturer in the women's studies

department.
'It (sexual harassment] is a violation of

the law. Many people would prefer to see

it as trivial." Tracy said.

Next: A woman who claimed sexual

harassment says the University policy

did nothing for her.

Students against tuition hike
teach ms, a pt'tition drive and lobbying.

The campaign continues a student effort

to minimize tuition increases, which have

4
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By JIM PATRIQUIN
Collegian Staff

The Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy is spon.soring the

first of four tuition teach-ins for all Univer-

sity students at 4 p.m. today in Campus
Center room 904.

The teach-ins have been called in

response to an anticipated tuition hike and
are part of a campaign again.st any in-

crease. The teach-in will address the

origins of the tuition policy and the role of

the Board of Regents of Higher Education

and corporations in determining tuition.

"At a time when there's going to be less

financial aid available, students may be

.stuck with a increase in tuition." Jerry

Scoppettuolo, SCERA staff advocate, said.

SCERA and the Undergraduate Student

Senate Public Policy and Academic Aflairs

committees are organizing the campaign of

been enacted every year at UMass since

1981.

"We feel we must anticipate that the

regents will plan to increase tuition again,"

Scoppettuolo said. "Our main argument
against that increase is the $300 million

surplus in the state budget."

The teach-ins aim to examine whose in-

terests the tuition policy serves and the ef-

fects of a financial increa.se on students, he

.said.

"We fear a lot of the impact of an increase

would fall on lower income students, since

Reagan's budget proposes to cut $2 billion

from student financial aid in this coming
year," Scoppettuolo said.

Today's teach in will include a presenta-

tion ofSCERA information through slides

and commentary by Scoppettuolo.

FRESHMEN ° SOPHOMORES ° JUNK
SENIORS ° GRADUATE STUDENTS

NOW. . . Work PART TIME and step into Ptiase I

ofour dynamic new Training Program

CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES
BUILD YOUR FUTURE WITH PEOPLExpress

It would take thie nation's most
innovative airline to "reinvent"

career training like this! We're

seeking higt)ly competent
individuals witti a real capacity

for compassion, caring and
concern for people. Join

PiOPLixpress NOW as a Cus-

tomer Service Representative,

artd you wilt be on thie most

direct route to eligibility for

POST DEGREE TRAINING and
a long-term career in ttie

airline industry.

If you've got:

Matriculated status In a full-

time college program

2.5 cumulative GPA
Professional appearance

Customer contact exper/eoce

Good communications skills

Ability to provide own
transportation

Well offer you:
$4.50 on hour for working

IS- 25 hours a week at

BRADLEY INTERNATIONAL

AIRPORT

Schedules to fit your classes

• Travel privileges on
PEOPLExpress

Free parking

GET MEANINGFUL TRAiNING-<is

you handle challenging

responsibilities like customer
check-ins/boarding, baggage
procedures, and other

operational support activities.

PEOPLExpress offers you somuch
more ttHjn just a part-time job-

here's a chance to really

LEARN and EARN!

For fvrthmr informafiort contact

the Hartford Recruiting OHicet:

Call: 549-1502 J A.r- '-.•,v* • •• *.• •»•»• ^.r* * f.\ -•>«'« «>%<•.«
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cord i ill l\ invites

Seniors

to Memorial Library

And i torinm

on Monday, March 3

at 7:00 r.M-

Mee> our •xecufivct and tnioy rtfrethmtnti

Ttl/ us obouf your carter goals and ntot obou> tht

•iccifing Executive Oevefopmenf Program of Lord & Taylor,

Americo'i leading fashion iptcialty store.

fven if you ha*» not previously thought of retoi/ing

at o career, you may want to Irnow about

the rryony intertitir\g opportunities at Lord i Taylor.

If you have proven obilities and a record

of ochitvement, and look forward to the cholfenge

of managing a profitable bunneis in /ust three yean' time,

lord A Toylor looks forward to meeting you.

Kaplan stays

withyou for

the long run.
After you take a Kaplan course, yoa re

not only better prepared to take on

marathon tests like the LSAT. GMAT.

GRE, NTE, CPA, SAT, among others, btit

the study techniques you'll learn will

help you through the ngors of your grad

school courses

That's why for nearly 50 years, over

1 million students have gotten in con-

dition with Stanley H Kaplan And for

those interested in breaking records, we

also offer SPEED READING
So call Kaplan You ve got a long race

ahead to the top of your career Every bit

of training and coaching counts

IKAPLAN
STANIIYH KAPlANfCXKAIIONAlONIHilTt)

[X)NT(.OMPni. WITH

Letters

Gratitude vs. hostility

It has been a long year for the Undergraduate Student

Senate. We have fought administrative attempts to take

control of the Student Activities Trust Fund and have also

had to deal with general divisiveness among senators, but

we have come through it all with many accomplishmentb

We have put out the GATE guide, worked w;th state

government to save the UMass budget from state and

federal budget cuts, formulated our first Academic

Grievance Policy, endorsed Freedom Friday, and passed

a new constitution to name just a few accomplishments.

As we end this term, we would like to give a special

thanks to our ofTicers. John Ruddock III. Staci Roth, Dani

Burgess, and Diane Rossi who have worked extremely

hard, usually receiving little gratitude and often much

hostility from the senate floor.'

This is especially true of Ruddock, our speaker who was

elected by the senate body to chair our meetings, and has

worked hard all vear long, but was never shown the

respect he deserved. Even after all the talk of unity dur-

ing last year's election, a handful of senators insisted on

disrupting meetings and antagonizing Ruddock. Then-

egotistical interruptions, their refusal to listen to the

speakers repeated calls for order, and their personal in-

sults to the speaker were outrageous. Likewise, Ruddock

deserved more consistent support from us, the Progressive

Coalition oi the senate, who last year pledged to stand

by him.

Despite these obstacles though, Ruddock did an ex

cellent job as speaker. We would like to extend our ap-

preciation to him and all the officers for their hard work

and committment to students and the SGA ciation, and

wish them well in their futures!

As for us, as Ruddock has said for a year, we, the senate

need to make some priorities. We need to restructure

ourselves, set some long range goals, and work together

to regain the strength our student body once held on this

campus. We ask that students interested in getting in

volved in decisions concerning the funding of Recognized

Student Organizations and other programs from you $88

Student Activities Fee come up to the Senate Office in

the Student Union and talk to people to get more infor-

mation.

M. Lynne Murphy. Orchard Flill; Paul D.

Wingle, Central; Lisa D. Bernhard, Alex Guest. David

C. Martin. Ellen P. Breslin. Caroline Murray, Dani

Burgess, Amherst; Celeste M. Friend, Sunderland

^
^ DEBT MANAGEMENT
I

I

I

WEEK
MARCH 24- -28, 1986

Sponsored by Financial Aid Services

Financial Aid Counselors will be available to discuss

your rights, responsibilities and obligations on:

Tuesday 3/25 from 9 am - 12 noon -

Room 905 Campus Center

Wednesday 3/26 from 9 am - 12 noon & 1 - 4 pm -

Room 904 Campus Center

Thursday 3/27 from 9 am - 12 noon -

Room 811 Campus Center

This will be your opportunity to ask questions and

obtain information about

« YOUR STUDENT LOAN OBLIGATIONS

REGISTERED NURSES
Continue your professional development in an atmosphere of encouragement at

.

White Plains Hospital Medical Center

Open
House

Tuesday, April 1, 1986

l;30pm-7:CX)pm

No Appointment Necessary

)ust Stop By Anytime

Comphmentarv buffet served throughout the day and evenin^/On the spot inter-

views with nursing management/Unit Tours/Speak with Staff RN s

White Plains Hospital Medical Center is one of Westchester s most prestigious

hospital medical centers liKated in a beautiful suburban location |ust .13 minutes from

NYC and lUst a short distance from major ski resorts and the Long Island Sound, we

offer the following benefits:

Professional Pluses:

• Primarv Nursing
• Staff Development Programs Ongoing
• Individualized Orientation

• Decentralized Nursing Department
• Internal Opportunities
• Preceptor Program

Personal Benefits:

• Tuition Assistance
• Non-Contributory Pension/

Life Insurance
• 20 Vacation Davs + 13 Holidays +

12 Sick Days
• Permanent Shifts

Eniov the personal environment of a prestigious medical center and the hospital

of choice in Westchester F xcellent benefits and competitive salaries Rtr more informa-

tion ci>ntact: Ian Ihomson, RN, Protossionai Recruiter

(914) 681-1100
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The power of Easter
This coming Sunday is EasttM", '

celebrating the resurrection of Jesus the'

Messiah from the dead. Its a powerful holi-

day. While most of us connect Jesus with .

love, healing and wisdom, it is seldom
remembered that His resurrection

established His credentials as God's

sovereign king upon the earth, with power
even over death.

It is unpopular in America and in most
other places to talk about the living God.

God isn't supposed to disturb our daily life.

He isn't supposed to impose His will on

those who haven't voted for Him. God is the

recourse of the dying, not of the living, or

so we wish.

That's the problem with having human
standards: people start applying them to

the Almighty. I know many people who
think that because they live in a

democratic and morally lax society, heaven
will be the same, opening its gates to all

who knock, and winking at sin. They seem
to think ofGod as a political candidate who
needs all the votes He can get, any way He
can get them.
But heaven is not a democracy. The Bi-

ble calls it a kingdom, and describes God
as mighty, with great multitudes in cons-

tant worship. It calls Him holy, which

means separate from sin. Scripturally, no

person with any sort of sin will enter

heaven, because that would be abominable

to God. Nobody on this planet has

righteousness sufficient to meet that

requirement.

That is where the drama of the Resurrec-

tion comes in. The priestly code states that

the price of sin is blood. In the Old Testa-

ment, innocent substitutes were killed to

atone for the sins of the people. Those

substitutes were animals-innocent because

they didn't live under a law of right and

wrong. But their deaths anticipated a bet-

ter sacrifice: that of a sinless man. Jesus

died so that the sins of believers would be

' forgiven. Scripture says that His one-time

suffering heals us from sickness and from

our sinful human nature.

That alone w-ould be a great cause for

Rusty Denton

celebration. But the Christian life does not

end with love and forgiveness, nor with

warming a pew. Two days later Jesus rose

from the dead, causing confusion

everywhere and demonstrating the reali-

ty of life after death. Aft«r the resurrection,

Jesus commanded His followers to be liv-

ing testimonies that there is a God in

heaven, and that He has sent a Messiah so

that all who believe might be saved from

their sins and come into a relationship with

God as their Father.

To further equip his people, 50 days later

God gave to them what is known as the Ho-

ly Spirit in a dramatic way. The Holy Spirit

might be described as the presence of God
in each believer. He is responsible for com-

forting, for giving courage, for communica
tion with God, and for the miraculous

displays of Gk>d's healing power, which

many Christians no longer see, because

they don't ask.

When I was a boy, there were many times

I felt as thought history had given me the

short end of the stick, because biblical peo-

ple got to see the power of God, and I only

got to read about it. But I have been walk-

ing with Christ almost 20 years, and after

years of asking, I have seen awesome
miracles not only in the lives of others, but

in my own. I have become a "living

testimony" to God's sovereign power. I can

state unequivocally that those who argue

that God has no place in the public arena

are wrong, because they have not

understood His omnipotent power. They
don't understand that He can't be voted in

to or out of public life, or that He is patient,

but not inactive. And they don't realize

that when Scripture says, "Jesus is Lord,"

it means that He is the Lord of those who
love Him. ..and Lord of those who don't.

This is strong stuff. This is the power of

Easter.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Military funds much research
Universities looking for research funds

are finding the Pentagon offers "the only

game in town." According to a recent

report by the Council on Economic

Priorities, funds ear-marked for SDI "in

novative" research, awarded primarily to

universities, will quadruple in FY 1986 to

$100 million. Pentagon funding for defense

projects at universities has increased 89

percent in the last five years. Today, in

credibly, this constitutes 16 percent of all

federally funded university research -</te

same shared received by universities dur-

ing the height of the Vietnam War.

MIT and its off-campus Lincoln

Laboratories, for example, in FY 1985

received a whopping 59 percent of all its

research funds from the Department of

Defense, at least one-fifth of which went to

SDI. Across the nation, some 43 other

schools have also received Star Wars con-

tracts. Such a rapid increase shows that

universities have become the next targeted

constituency, after military industries, for

the SDI research porkbarrel.

What has happened to basic research? It

is expected to grow only 1 percent this year,

while military research and development

is expected to increase 21 percent. Though

classified research has been restricted on

most major campuses since the 60s, much
of the final stage SDI research will fall in-

to this classified category.

What this means is that universities,

traditionally a major source of unbiased

scientific research, are becoming more and
more dependent on the Department of

Defense. The Pentagon is supplying more
than one-half of all federal funds for

mathematics and computer sciences, effec-

tively putting it in charge of those

disciplines which are key in the develop-

ment of high technology. Given the Pen-

tagon's spotty record on quality and cost

control, this will ultimately hurt U.S.

technological growrth and competiveness.

More than 2,600 faculty members have

already signed a petition calling the Star

Wars project "deeply misguided and
dangerous," including Hans Bethe of Cor-

nell and Philip Morrison of MIT. Opposi-

tion to the "invasion of academia" by the

Pentagon is growing nationwide. Students,

faculty and the public everywhere should

join in making their views heard on this

important issue.

Rosy Nimroody, project director Coun-
cil on Economic Priorities

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cailoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editior at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center^

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off

at the Collegian classified counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due

to the volume of mail reckved, individual replies cannot be made.
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Soviet 'good intentions'
If nothing else, Mikhail Gorbachev's pro-

posal to rid the world of nuclear weapons
by the year 2000 has opened the eyes of

many people who at one time or another

saw this illusion as a reality. It has truly

separated the realists from the idealists,

and most of all, it has brought forth the

reality that nuclear weapons are here to

stay.

Nuclear arms are unusable; we know
that, and Russia knows that. But although

unusable, nuclear weapons are essential

for contemporary survival. For over 40
years nuclear arms have prevented the

United States and the Soviet Union from
attacking each other and their allies. They
have allowed the superpowers to watch
over their world interests, both politically

and economically. But most importantly,

nuclear arms have forced an essential tone

of moderation upon the world, bringing

about the use of conventional weapons as

mere stabilizers and regulators of

American and Soviet intentions.

What if Moammar Khadafy was king? If

he was the only man on earth with a

nuclear bomb, he could feasibly hold the

whole world hostage.

Could the KGB and the CIA successful-

ly stand guard over every vial of

plutonium? In a world of Khadafys, Kho-
meinis. Arafats. and yes, even Marcos', is

it rational to allow these individuals the

trust needed to keep a peacefull tone for

planet Earth, hence ridding the neccessi-

ty of a nuclear threat? In this day and age.

is it truly possible to regress .so far as to

pretend the past half century of technology

never existed?

A world without nuclear weapons would

lead to an extensive build-up of conven-

tional forces. How does an abundance of

conventional weapons differ from a

Stuart Gottlieb

moderate build up of nuclear arms? And
what about our allies abroad who have
been under our nuclear wing for over 30
years? Would Western Europe feel safer if

left to confront Soviet conventional forces?

Would we, for that matter?

These questions are only a few posed by
the recent proposal of nuclear abolition.

While neither the United States nor Russia
would ever consider abandoning the one
edge that they have on the rest of the

world, .something which has kept peace in

the past, and will continue to do so in the

future, the Soviet proposal makes it very

clear that both sides are willing to admit
that the current ominous build-up is not on-

ly ludicrous, but also very unnecessary.
But don't be fooled by Soviet "good inten

tions." While it appears that the Kremlin
is out for the good of the world, the Soviets

have reaped the benefits of this propo.sal.

Gorbachev has put the ball in President

Reagan's court, and by doing that he has
appeared to the rest of the world as being
the peace-seeker, which he is not. Also, in

every proposed dissolvance of nuclear
build-up the issue of the Strategic Defense
Initiative has been brought up, and argued
by the Soviets that in order for talks to

begin. SDI research must be stymied. For
the nuclear realists, and the recent con-

vertees, it has become extremely clear that

not only will nuclear weapt)ns continue to

exist, but also that the SDI proposal is do-

ing exactly what it was intended to do;

become the most important bargaining
chip in history. The ball is in our court.

Stuart Gottlieb is a Collegian

staff member .

Professor's inappropriate action
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I am a student who receives job cards

from the Student Employee Service. Com-

ing upon one of these cards for a

housecleaning job, I called the given

number thinking I may finally have a part-

time job. Instinctively, I asked for the

woman hiring, by her first and last name.

To my surprise, I didn't even get a chance

to tell her who I was or what I had been

calling for. The woman on the other end of

my phone lit into me for not calling her by

her professional name. She told me she had

been a professor at UMass for quite some
time now, had many years on me, and that

I should have respect for my elders. She

even accused my mother of not teaching me
proper manners.

I was never introduced to this woman. All

I read on the card was her first and last

name. I could never have known she was
a professor and I let her know this. But

what I said made no difference. On went

the speech.

She spoke to me harshly, using stern

words like I had committed a crime. I had

only called her by her full name. The lec-

ture continued for about five minutes and

.tbc»i<caft»6.tt)fejtib description. Just before

we hnn^ ap. she told me there had been two

other people who had called her before me,

and she probably wouldn't be needing me.

"Good," I thought. "I won't be needing

your job either."

After we hung up, I was furious and kept

thinking of all the things I should have said

to her: "Who do you think you are? Do you
think that you are better than me because

you have more of an education?" "What's

the matter? Did you have a bad day at

work?" At the time, I didn't even think to

say an)rthing like this because I was caught

off-guard and I had too much respect for

myself. She had guessed my age and was
four years off. I am a 22-year-oId adult, and
have always grown up respecting my
elders. This "professor" did not have
respect for me and this makes me wonder
if she has respect for her students.

I feel that all people are created equal,

especially the innocent ones. These pro-

fessors are here for the students; we pay
them to feed us vital information for our
future. Have respect for each other. Still,

I feel that this is one professor who owes
me an apology. Susan Moore

Amherst
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jWednesday
April 16th

Fine Arts
Center
Tickets on sale

March 12th

$11.50 UMass students

$12.50 general public

Arts
Announcement
Arts Convocation to be held at

the University of Massachusetts

A special Convocation will be held at UMass at 11 a.m.

on April 2 in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall.

Univ^-rsity musicians and dancers will be performing.

Also included in the program is the awarding of six

honorary degrees, four of which will go to UMass alumni.

"This Convocation marks the true coming of age of the

Amherst Campus in the field of the arts." according to

University of Massachusetts Chancellor Joseph Duffey.

The event is free of charge but tickets must be picked

up ahead of time at the Fine Arts Center Box Office.

;*.'••
[at the FAC box office. Springfield

Civic Center box office, and all

Datatix locations in Northampton,

Holyoke, Greenfield and
PittsHeld.

Writing a paper?

Need some help?

THE WRITING CENTER
Pierpont, Southwest

Monday and Thursday 7 - 9

B-24 Baker in Central

Tuesday 7-9, Wednesday 1-3, 7-9

Thursday 7-9

04 Cashin in Sylvan

Monday 7-9

Wednesday 2'30-4:30, 7-9

Great Daily Specials'

All Day' Every Day'

TACO VILLA
NORTHAMPTON ,

AMHERST

Bnng You' Own 8»»r « *»'"•

Bfff or *Vin» Strvta

SPRINGFIELD
74q SUMNER Ave

'Hfi ''9"'*

Bring your Own
Beet or Mint

NNy
GALLERV.
EASTER GIFT HEADQUARTERS

^ CARD GAlliRV COUPON iW '

I
This Coupon is 90odfor ! I

I 50% Off
'

I
ASV I PAIK Of

I
lARRISOS IV

I OLR STORt
Values

KM 'R DAYS ONLY

GIVE YOiJRSEl F

A SUPER SPECIAL

I EASTER TREAT!

I
No ( liftoxjts or l«^overs il :

. (Xif entire invimtorvol the lcit(>si .

I most exciiing lashion eamngs I

I .^nvTA'herr

IOnp imipon pet cu»lomrr

Valid onK when aoompanwd

I bv lh« (oupon through Wed
! March 26ih. \<mb \J f^
L CARD G/^IUJIV COUPON '

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

IP SEE ME

W FEEL ME.

TOUCH ME.

PI HEAR ME.
Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a

challenging, yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College

at Northeastern University recognizes the importance ot

research and further study in this field. Our ASHA accredited

Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and

our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it pos-

sible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time, or part-

time if you are employed in the field.

For information on these programs, or a ^^ee brachure^com-

pleteand mail the coupon below Or call (617) 437-27(3«

Audiology Programs
npvoloDment Professions 106 DK

Northeastern univcrsiiv phonc__
Namc_^

Addres!i__ j^^ ^

Ni^rtheastern University

t.

A tiaket, a tasket, create

an Easter basket!
Enioy the beautiful tradition of giving someone you love

an Easter basket Card Gallery has a huge selection of

baskets, the grass, eggs, sweets and the perfect gift that

makes it personally yours for that special

someone It's easy and it's fun Of course, if

you're m a hurry, we've got goryeous baskets

made up by Russell Stover and others, now'

y^

Vve got a "plush" on
you...sweetie pie...
Come on in flrxl be pleasantly surpnsed by the

•f-i ( ollection of quality plush animals Card

. rv offers in every store We've go' plush

r j-i'ii-, With affoctionale or (unny faces Cuddly

ducks or any otfier ^^^gg
skwooshy friend by

leading makers such

as Gund. Applarse

and many otfier

top brands /J
Prices from '^

$2 98 to $100 f

:i'''

10,000 GIFTSON DISPLAY...EVERDAY!

OAi=iiD gallery
13 EXCITING STORES TO SERVE YOU!
IN < ONNK TK'IIT I^NHtl D SQl lAKf WfSl MAKnOKD (C<irhr» Cori«-ri hAS i

HAH P OKI ) 1 (. ,in,«T. Pi.iAu MANCm STi K I'AKKADh VTRNON (K M.)n Pl../,il Mt Kll -f N
VJI'AKI sol^IMINf.ION HA/A (f.dvMitds I BRISTOL iShiipRii.' P\,«,.i TfjRRlNdK )N

I'ARKAIi! I AIKIIH im i.k 11,iAil

IN MAS>A{ Ml iSt rrs SPRINI ! IH D(tf.«,ni,irkiiS<ni,mi WfSIHt 1 l)(N.'xi i..Slv.,*(ii,.'

.:-.".,••, .(,,/,, N.-,ir lU'STOI'.vKlSHOf'i

Our huge selection lets

%!ou express exactly! the '

sentiment %/ou want
TIh-h'S akdys murt' than 5)0,0(XJ iiird>i

for all (Kcasions at pvcry Card Gallery,

mrludinq thrnisands lust for Easter

Ch(M)St' Ifadini^ brand names such e&

Hallmark and Recycled You might

even st'lci I lixlav's bii) lavnritc. th»'

musical card.

STORES OPEN EASTER SUNDAY 9-1 (Except Enfield and Meriden)

^

Academy misses
local filmakers
Edelstein and Burns miss out
By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences took

no notice of the Pioneer Valley entries last night as a

UMass student and a Northampton director - both

nominated for Oscars - were disappointed when the

envelopes were finally opened.

Alan Edelstein, a American History major, and Hamp-

shire College graduate Peter Friedman had received a

nomination for Best Short Subject Documentary for their

film Wizard of the Strings.

Wizard portrays the career of vaudevillian Roy Smeck,

who was a well-known string instrumentalist during the

20s and the 30s. In 1985 Wizard gained Edelstein and

Friedman a Student Academy Award.

Wizard did not however win the coveted Oscar, as a film

named Witness to War ran away with the prize. Also

nominated were The Courage to Care, Keats and his

Nightingale, and Overtures.

The Statue of Liberty, a documentary directed by Nor-

thampton resident Ken Burns, was nominated for the Best

Documentarv. Chosen as winner for this category was

Broken Rainbow. Los Madres, Soldiers in Hiding, and Un-

finished Bus were also nominated.

Burns is no stranger to awards. He has won several in

the past for his work, including a Guggenheim fellowship.

He is also right at home with the Oscars; he wa.s

nominated for the prestigious award in 1982 for his

documentarv on the Brooklyn Bridge. He is a member of

the Northannpton-based filmaking company Florentine.

His latesi endeavor is Huey h>ng. based on the career

of the controversial Louisiana governor. The film will ho

shown on PBS this fall and will begin a run at the Plea

sant St. Theater in Northampton on April 2.

Out of Africa sweeps
The Color Purple is forgotten by Academy

Al' l.a»rrpholo

Don Ameche

By KKLLY SlE(iKK
Collegian Staff

The 58th Annual Academy Awards held last night in

Los Angeles held no surprises as Out ofAfrica dominated

the auarits uilh .sftwi Osiars. including Best Director and

Best Picture.

The Color Purple was mysteriously overlooked, having

been nominated for 10 Oscars and winning none, as direc-

tor Steven Spielberg looked on.

Also unsurprising was the Academy's decision to honor

the older actors Don Ameche as Best Supporting Actor

for his role in Coioon. and Geraldine Page as Best Actress

tor her role in The Trip To Bountiful.

Co-hosts Jane Fonda and Alan A Ida began the show by

welcoming countries from around the world to the Awards

Fonda provided the pt)litical angle when she welcomed tlir

viewers from the Philippines Robin Williams.

who was the third

CO host, acted as interpreter

for the filipino people in an

impersonation of a filipino

shoe-salesman.

Here are the results:

Best Supporting Ac-

tress: Angelica Huston Ix-at

out her co nominees for her

role in Pmzi's Honor, which

was directed by Huston's

father John Huston. Huston

and her competelion were

all fairly newcomers to the

Oscars and il is definite that

we will be seeing all of them

in the same position in the

future.

Best Special Effects: Molly Ringwald pre.sented this

award to the special effect crew of Coco«m. who beat out

The Young Sherlock Holmes, and Return to ()z

Best Costuming: The magnificant foreign film Ran
stole this award from it's bigger American competetion.

The Color Purple. The Journey of S'atl\ Oann. and Out

(if Africa.

Achievement in Make-up: Mask, the true story of a

teenage boy plagued w ith a disfiguring di.sease deserved

this recognitiiin from the Academy.
Best Sound: Irene Cara presented Out of Africa with

its first Oscar win. Back to the Future. A Chorus Line.

Ladyhauke. and Silverado lost out.

Best Supporting Actor: The acting veteran Don
Ameche received a standing ovation upon winning his

first Oscar for his role in Cocoon.

Art Direction: Out ofAfrica claimed its second golden

statue, beating out what would be two of main compete-

tion for all the major categories; The Color Purple and
Witness. Also disappointed were Terry Gilliam's Brazil.

and Ran.

Best Actress: The women nominated for this award
have been nominated a combined 24 times, and have won
four. Geraldine Page beat this illustrious competition for

her role in Cocoon. Page received a standing

ovation as she accepted

her first Oscar ever. Page
has been nominated eight

times for an Oscar.

Best Cinematography:
Out ofAfrica again stole the

scene, and the statue, edg-

ing out The Color Purple,

Murphy's Romance, Witness

and Ran.

Best Original Song:
Lionel Ritchie's Say You,

Say Me" from White Nights,

top-fortied its way to an

Oscar, beating out fellow

chart member "Separate

Lives," also from White

Night.s; Huey Lewis' "Power

of Love" from Back to the

AP I.aserphoto

Jane Fonda
welcomes filipino

viewers

Future; "Surprise Surprise" from The Chorus Line.

The Movie; and the refreshing "Miss Celie's Blues" from

The Color Purple.

"

Best Original Score: The original trio from Singing

in the Ram. Gene Kelly. Debbie Ri and Donald

O'Conner pre.><eiited this award to tlu' ai^lu -- winner. Out

of Africa. Also nominated were .-\ ;''">. ot'Cml The Color

Purple. Silverado, and Witness.

Best Screenwriting: Two in a lou lor Out of Africa.

as The Color Purple. Ki.ss of the Spider Woman. Prizzi's

Honor, and The Trip to Bountiful ]\isi watched.

William Hurt and Geraldine Page display

their Best Actor and Best Actress awards. Hurt

won fro his rol in A';.v,s of the Spider Woman, and
Page won for The Trip to Bountiful.

Best Original Script: Back to the Future won it's ma
jor award here, as the Academy voted against Brazil, The

Official Story, The Purple Rose of Cairo, and Witness.

Best Director: The choice between Hector Babenco, of

The Kiss of the Spider Woman, Peter Weir of Witness,

John Huston o( Prizzi's Honor, and Sydney Pollack of Out

ofAfrica seemed easy for the Academy as Pollack picked

his film's fifth award.

Best Picture: The choice for this category may have

seemed unclear at the beginning of the program, but by

this time it was clear that Out ofAfrica would run off with -

this one. Usually Best Director and Best Picture has cor-

responded and this was no exception.

Paul Newman, Alex Norris, and Charles Buddy Rogers

all received special Oscars.

Paul Newman received his "in recognition of his screen

performances, his personal integrity and his dedication

to his craft.

Composer Alex Norris received his Oscar in recognition

of his work in film music. He has composed scores for such

movies as Streetcar Named Desire, and most recently Pru-

zi's Honor.

Charles Buddy Rogers received his honor for his

humanitarian efforts. Presentator Bob Hope made his

record 25th Oscar appearance.

Oscars Quiz
1) Four actors have won Oscars for screenwriting. Name
them, the year and the films.

2) Who was the first performer to win consecutive Oscars'?

3) Who was the fir.st black performer to win an Oscar?

Name the film and the date.

4) Of the 57 films named Best Picture only one was a

western. Which one?

5) What was the first film in color to win the Best Picture

Oscar?

6) What was the last black and white film to win a Best

Picture Oscar?
7) Meryl Streep won a Best Actress award in 1982 for

"Sophie's Choice." What other actress won an Oscar for

playing another famous Sophie?

8) This Oscar-winning actor appeared in the best film of

1977 and 1978. Name him and the films.

9) Guly two actors in Academy history Have won Oscars

for playing the .same character. Name them, the character

they played and the title of the films.

10) Has anyone ever directed himself to an Oscar victory?

11) Name the only presenter to award himself an Oscar.

12) Has any film produced all four acting winners?

13) WTiich film has won the most Oscars?

Answers

I

I

OrSKin Welles, for Citizen /C<Tne II941), John Hu»t»n. for Tri;i.Hure i>f Sierra Madrp

1 19181, Mel Br(H)k», for The Prodmvrs i I96HI; and Woody Allen, for Annif Wn«(1977i

2 I.uisf. Rain.r. named Best Actress of 19.J6 for The Cirral ZirgfM and I9:i7 for The

U,Hi,l Kiirlh

:)i Hattic .McDaniHl, lor her supporting pprformancc m Gone With the Wind in 1939

1
1 Virnnrntn, in 1930','ll.

.")) (inm- With the Wiml in 19:19. It rpcived V^ nominations and won 8

fii The AiKirtitHnt in I960. It roccived 10 nominations and won 5

7> The lat<> Anne Baxter won Best SupportinK Actress for her role an Sophie in The

/f((.'i<r'<i Kilgf in 194f>

8 1 Christopher Walken H. appeareil in Annw Hn/I in 1977 and won n B««t Suppor

linK Actor award for his role in The Drer Hunti 1978

«. Marlon Brando as. Vilo Corleime in The (i<Klfath>' ind Robert De Niro as the youttic

\'ito {'orleone in The (hul/ather, fart II

Kli l.aoience Olivier, who was nBme<l best act<ir in 1948 for Haml>'t, which h» also

diri'itod

I I I IrvinK Derlin. when he opcm he envoiopt' in 1 912 and read the winner of hftHt

sohr; hid own White Chrislnm- Ui No
i;|i fl.li Hi.r hnW-; the recorit lor winning the rniwt Oscot I'ltal of 11,
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EurailPasseslnt'l StuHenI ID,AYHMem
bersnips ^W issued on \\]e spot!!

• call our campus hotline!

253-7529Kh,n *»». ish-uM
or drop bv

79 So. Pleasant St,2nd floor, Amherst

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Same Day Results

Services that are

free. Confidential. Caring
& Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
C«rnage Shops

an alternative to abortion

-fCouncil Traygj SgrvlcesI

GOING GREAT

GOING GREEK

MASS APPBOVeO INSMCT|.>M STATIOMI

Gas Saving
Tune-up

<^##»#»»*#»#**»»**»*»*»»*********»*****»***^*****'*****************'

$34 •B W^

Lube, Oil & Filter

^M799

IncludM up 'o 5 qwort*

o«lO-30o<l ond »o»»ty

.k

'1

;;

<>

'>

'(

'I

:;

A NIGHT OF FREE
Kamikaze T-Shirts and Frisbees

Free hors d'oeuvres 9:00 til Midnight

Please join us

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 26

Positive ID Required 57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
»»##»»»*#»*#»»»#*#*#*»»*<<*****»»*********************************************

\

North Amherst Tire
ft Auto Center

fuf S«rv>ce Tn Slor«

'a StMMMfland IM No AMwrtI MA

»49-470«

B

J

CHECK US CU-^'.

-raftr.»^(rfofnttnnr.oai;?Sirv -25f-'^^'*W^^J

^^Jl^
REKT/\NRECK

New It Used Cart
TrbCkB a Vans A»o AvatobI*

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49 2880 .

WHERE
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS
Why conquer hills when you

can challenge a mountain. Just over the

border is Mount Snow with 12 lifts (1 gon-

dola. 5 triple chairs. 6 double chairs). 57

trails. 1700 feet of vertical and 80% snowmaking.

THE SHORTEST DRIVE TO

BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

I LOCATED IN EASY TO

I REACH SOUTHERN
I VERMONT ON VT 100

I LODGING
I (802)464 8501

I SKI REPORT
I (802)464 2151

Reasons to spend Easter weekend at Mount Snow: 50 trails

are still open, sunrise Easter service at the summit, the

Gladiator ot the Year bump contest is fun to watch. 2 day/

1

night package tor $59 , chicken bar bques. record 8 ft base

depth, egg hunt for a season pass, the shortest drive to big

mountain skiing Are those enough reasons?

Mount ®niilii
VERMONT

University Placement Seivice Spring Recruiting Schedule
This list contains RESUhE DUE DATES THROUGH THE. END OF THE SEMESTER. Resuti^s for open .^hedule^i tray be turned in at the WMtmore ^iQ^-up desk fro^

9:00-3:00 Mondays & Tuesdays and at the University Career Center any day for pre-screened schedules. The Whitmore desk will also accept re.A^wes tor

TH7s""fLL"BE HE LAST^OVERTISEMENT IN THE COLLEGIAN FOR SPRING 1986 RECRUITING. ADDITIONAL COMPANY VISIT DATES WIIL BE ANNOUNCED IN A FLYER AVAILABLE ON

APRIL 1 AT THE WHITMORE SIGN UP DESK AND AT THE UNIVERSITY CAREER CENTER.
To use this' schedule: ...

\: 5?^rre-;E?e^^28tFl"uS;i? f ^^^u^^^ {;:^}hn;;r^a?^;"re''!i^;r.ay ,o to ^he University Career Ctr- - W,.t.ore Sign-.p deskjMon-T^

' iiMi\h&WH ?Hrsi.iV!] rohsriornt ^xpk^v«!oK?y s?b ^KtH !:f o5^%^^?&^SRrAjn?i'E? &''' ^^^ ™ ''^ '''''' '''

4 Each resume should be stamped with the information needed; statpps are .ivaila.ble at th".Whitmorf " " '-

6. If a company has several job descriptions
6. Two weeks before the interview date the f

Assistance desk
two weeks before the interview date the

IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO

, you may have to indicate you preference. AT
inal schedule will be posted at the University
TO VERIFY YOUR APPOINTMENT T.ME.. If no list h

gn-up desk and the University Career Center.
Always cheer the notebooks before handing in resumes.
' Career Center, Whitmore sign-up desk and the Ca^pu- -- .

as been posted by 1 week before the interview date, you shoul
Career Center, Whitmore siqn-up desk and the Caippus Ctr^^

e desk, ii li tuuk KtiKUNiitsiLi i t lu wtniri luur HrrvMiiincn I ' . 'c.
.

, ii nu iiii I'oS been posted by 1 week before the intf

check daily, since we add completed schedules for pre-screened compriies as lists of selections are received from those companies.

Additional information on positions, locations, schedules etc.* at the University Career Center and at the Whitmore Siqn-up desk.

PLEASE CHECK THE MESSAGE BOARD AND THE SCHEDULES BOARDS AT THE UNIVtRSITY CAREER CENTER FOR CURrr.' T INTERVIEW PEOUIPEMEriTS ! I IF YCU MISS AN R'TERVIEW

BECAUSE YOU DID NOT CHEU THESE SCHEDU^ YOU MAY LOSE FUTURE INTERVIEWING PRIVELEGES. ALSO REMLfTER TO PICK UP COMPANY LITERATURE AT THE CAREER CTP.

ATTENTION SENIORS: WHEN YOU HAVE ACCEPTED A FULL TIME POSITION. PLEASE I ET US KNCW....HELP US TO hEl P YOU!

ro;^s

a IKS

Rus.Kqf

Bus, f'ql

fHq

tM.MC
Rt'.UKE

.KMitr.ii'U PC'imrr. vj^ vtbir PAlt Put date

Natural Sciences and Math
,, , .,M,,i o,<,.r . •.- • Apr 4 Mar 24, 25, Apr 1 'Off Of

Resumes will be accepted until schedule is full. '^"^ *''*

Food Sc 1

.

HRT/S

BS

3S

P'.

BS

f.ei I'll, lyri ti,

FirrfP, frnrrr,
t !irith

r«<^? fi,tu«' I i'r
!rsiir*P(f Cn.

•1. P.iisinesv App'ua'ipn P
Proqiiimpicr Tia'roe
'i SystciT' Pi'oqr,iri''«-i frairFr

Bus, t'Qt

Mktc. .f'r
Acclq

His

P.PA/KI'/'.

riCA

IV t.

CBA

BBA

Wir>t1ip.<ii d f'ot . Cr

t 'i or itiUr
t-' • (11 r?(. .(

.

1. r r r f /Ul't" '

Adco Firar.c lal
'jfry/Hf'.,

rroqrdmipr Trainer

Management
.n

Apr 17

Apr '7

Apr ? P'

Apr ? 'P'

PoliSci, ES
CoinJtu. Envir. Sci

.

Psvch. , Soc .

,

Pf , Ret., f.af . Rev

Miscellaneous Majors
Natisco Brands. Inc. P

Windward Kqt. Co, P

Adco Financial Services P

K Mart Apparel P

Clfan Water Action Project P

Eckerd Fair.ily Youth Alternatives, Inc.

Apr 7

Apr 3

Apr 9

Apr 9

Apr 8

Kar 31,Aprl

Mar TUAprl

Kar 3:,Aprl

Mar ?8 'P'

f»r 31,Aprl

Apr 15 Mar 31.Aprl

P Apr 3 y»r ?4,?5
Will Hf ACCFPUD Uf-'Tll SCHEDULE IS FOLl

Any Major may interview with these companies
najor \:i i:nrill Lynch Pierce Fenner A Sirith P Apr 17 Mar 31,Aprl

h an irtercst ir Proqrar.minq

1 rt 1 V Icvt 1 f'n'

in Appaxl fi

V

roiift be Willi
relocate

Ap. f.

Apr r

Var .") Apr 1

I'iir 'P P-

•0' Any rajcr ES
mth contentrat ior

Mass f'utual li'e Insurance Co.
in COINS

Apr 17

nq to

Any major

Any irajor

Any major

CS

ES

ES

Sales, Sales Tig

A(rher5t,Sp'Id A
Mst. Apr 9 ^'a^ 31.Aprl '0' Any rajor PA

Kass PlPC

Horace Mann Ins

U.S. Marines

US. Navy O'fuer Pro')ram

Campaiqn Staff Writers

Ins. Rep. -Sales 1 Serv.

Mar 31.Aprl

Mar 31,Aprl

Kerri 1 1 , Lynch,
Pi

'

t
Pierce. Fenner

'

" Sirith

•1. Business Application P
Proqrammer Trainee
•?. Systeirs Proqrannni

Bus BBA J. C, Penney
Cataleq Div,

f'ot. Trainee
in ilnl r ildt 1

Early Child BA
EdLduc

Educ K-1?

Educ

Education
Mew England Nannies flannic ''taininp

BS/MS

BS/f;S

Windsor PuMu Schools: a varifty of tearhinq .^
assignments exist-please see requirements at the Placement Service

P.roward Cty School? teachirq
in Fort Lauderdale, Florida

i rainec

P

P

P
he

P

Apr 17

Apr 2A

fa. 7f

Apr 3
acement

Apr 17,lfc

Apr / 'P'

Apr 4 P'

Har 3.« '0'

rar ir.ll '0'

ice

Mar. 31, Apr] '0'

Apr 15

Apr 9 Mar 31.Aprl '0

Apr ?,3 Mar 31,Aprl '0

Apr ?.3 Apr 7,8 '0'

INFORMATION SESSIONS
If the Information Session Is held the niqht before the interview date, attendance Is
required hy students on the interview schedule. When i-eld a few weeks before the
interview date, these Information Sessions are usually 'or all interested students.
Unless othc.Mise noted all Information Sessions tre at t'.e University Career Center.

OR'UNtZATION VISIT DATE K?r'=°" 'w^m ON

Ed, Spec Ed Ba

Educ. BS/KS

Educ . f,S

Jut. R'

SiiKshury Public Schools

Hartford Public Schools

J. C. Penney Catalog Div.

Apr 30

Apr 17

Apr ?4

Apr 14. IS C

rar 3I,Apr1 0'

Apr 4 '0'
,

ftfut . RS r(«»i(jii.v 'fr\<rr>. V.'e«f P Mar 76 ..
nhCHECUllC ?RC-H MAkCH 7-0PlMh(iS STILL AV^ Il^hi l-cut. k-l i MLhU.llNO C.riitt AT cAREfR CTT

Educ. BS ttkerd family Youth Alternatives. !n(. P Apr IS fir 31.Aprl

Engineering

EE BS Spfsque El«:tric: Product Design Engineering P. Apt. 15 Apr. 1 P'

lord * Taylor March ?7

Parlex March ?7

Medill School of Journallsm/Np'western Univ.
CONTACT PLACEMENT OfF,CE TO SlMl UP

Pace University Graduate April 1

School of Publisr ing

Graduate Curriculuir in Coiwiunity April 10
Planrinq and Are* Prvelopment/Uni versily of Rhode Island

The followlna companies have cancelled their visits to the
University PTacement Service.

COMPANY

JohT Haria

Hexham Cor

and Co.

- _ __rDorat1on
Rite Hi te Corpgrat ion
Cornell Univ Cooperat
IC Testing In.- .

March ?6 l-.OOjm

March ?6 7:00p)n

April 1

April 1 ?:00piii

April 10 l:00p«i

VISIT DATE

•nslon

Miarch 1

Mar^h ;

Apri
Apri (

Apri 1

Apri

^.76
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BLACK AFPAIRS
Test scores released:
minorities show uplift

("llrifiBn photo h» Koh Skfllon

Freshman Microbiology major Michel J. Manuel of Providence

R.I. returns from spring break to continue the task ahead.

Coretta Scott King

blasts Reagan budget
By C.RON ALLEN
Collegian StafT

Coretta Scott King, wife of the slain civil

rights leader, says President Reagan's

budget proposals will cause further damage

to blacks and other minorities already hit

hard by unemployment.

Speaking at a conference com-

memorating the 40th anniversary of the

Employment act of 1946, making "full

employment" of all citizens a government

goal.

King said that Reagan's budget proposal

also gives defense too high a priority at the

expense of domestic programs. "Minorities

are bearing a disproportionate share of

joblessness. The civil rights agenda can

never be complete unless economic oppor-

tunities are affordable to all persons"she

said.

"The right to ride in the front of a bus

or to sit at a lunch counter is an illusory

right unless one has the money to pay for

the bus ride or to pay for the lunch" con-

tinued K 1 ng. She said that the loss of a jo b

Angola
rejects

S.A. plan
LUANDA The Marxist

government of Angola has

rejected a South African

plan to start implementing

the United Nation's plan

for the independence of

Namibia, a territory in

Southwest Africa that

South Africa illegally ad-

ministers in defiance of

several UN resolutions.

The Angolan rejection

came after South African

President P.W. Botha said

that his government will

begin following the UN's

call for complete South

African withdrawal from

Namibia if the Angolans

would agree to timetable

for tht withdrawal of an

e,stimated 25.000 Cuban

troups from Angola.

The Governmeni of

Angola responding

through the official news

agency Angop. rejected the

call for the withdrawal of

Cuban •.Mups and insi.sied

that the matter was one

that would be worked out

between Cuba and An^'ola.

" is a soul-piercing event"contributing to

many other social problems.

"A society that tolerates official black

teenage unemployment role of 40 percent

clearly has far to go toward fulfilling the

dream of equality" King said.

"In His state of the Union address, Presi-

dent Reagan defined government role as

that of creating a ladder of opportunity.

Unfortunately his prposed budget would

eliminate major rungs on the ladder" she

said.

King said that the budget eliminated

many social programs while directing too

much money to national defense. She call-

ed it "a gross misallocation of priorities.".

She also said that while 40 years may have

seem a long time to keep faith in a law

which has been largely unenforced, it

should be remembered that it took black

Americans more than 95 years to secure

the enforcement of the 15th Amendment

which gave them the right to vote. "Like

the right to vote, the right to a decent job

is a vital part of the American dream.It

must not be compromised." she added.

WASHINGTON <AP) Education SecretaiT

William J. Bennett gave the states a report

card recently on test scores, dropout rates

and other measures that he cited as proof

America's schools are on the rebound.

He said rising college entrance test

.scores, and slightly lower school dropout

rates, show that "the excellence movement

has clearly helped our poor and minority

populations.
'

In releasing the Education Department's

third annual chart of state education rank

ings, Bennett was following a tradition

that his predece.ssor. T.H. Bell, started to

the dismay of some state school

superintendents.

Most of the data on the chart, including

scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test and

American College Testing Program exam,

has been released previously. Bennett

acknowledged it is "a consternation-

causing" exercise.

"When you have this kind of chart, some

people are going to come off looking better

than others. It's inevitable." he told a news

conference.

But he added, "This is big news. .It is

essential not to keep these findings a

secret, to tell the American people how we
are doing."

The chart indicated the District of Col

umbia, Louisiana and Alabama have the

worst dropout rates, while Minnesota,

Nebraska and North Dakota have the best

graduation rates.

The chart showed improvements in col-

lege admission scores in 35 states since

1982.

"The news is good our school's are im-

proving again, our children are learning

more," Bennett said.

He said states with higher test scores also

tended to have lower dropout rates. "Is ex-

cellence a threat to the poor and

minorities? The answer is no." he said.

Bennett said Iowa, New Hampshire and

Wisconsin had the best SAT or ACT scores.

But he also commended the District of Col

umbia, South Carolina, Utah, Alabama

and Kentucky for registering "the greatest

test score improvement since 1982."

He lauded New Hampshire, Vermont,

Nebraska and Iowa as states with average

e.xp'oditures but abt)ve-average test sc-ores

And he described Illinois. South Dakota
California, Delaware, Maine and V^irginif

as states with large concentrations of poor

students and above-average scores.

Criticism of the chart rolled in, as it has

in the past two years.

Howard Carroll, a spokesman for the Na
tional Education Association, said,

"Everybody wants to know the score, but

this is an incomplete scorecard. Tests art

not a trueevaluator of achievement." Tht

percentage of seniors taking the SAT or

ACT varies widely from state to state, he

said.

John Weiss, executive director of Fair

Test, a Bo.ston ba.sed group that is critical

of ^tandaI•dlzed tests, said the chart

"violates professional guidelines for proper

test use and warps school curricula."

Janis Cromer, spokeswoman for the

District of Columbia public schools, said,

"Everytime I get this report I just go

berserk because it says one out of every two

kids don't graduate and that's not true."

The chart shows a 1984 graduation rate in

the nation's capital of only 55 percent.

Cromer said many of the students who ap-

pear as dropouts actually moved elsewhere,

but Bennett aides said they had adjusted

the rates to account for such migrations.

The graduation rate is calculated by

dividing the number of graduating seniors

by the number of freshmen four years

earlier. It does not include those who ob-

tain high school equivalency diplomas.

The national high school graduation rate

was 70.9 percent in 1984, up from 69.7 in

1982. The best rates were in Minnesota,

89.3 percent, and Nebraska and North
Dakota, both 86.3 percent.

New hampshire, Oregon and Vermont
led in SAT scores in the 22 states where
more students take that test; Iowa, Wiscon-

sin and Minnesota set the pace in the 28

states where the ACT is dominant.

At the back of the SAT pack were South

Carolina, North Carolina and Georgia,

while Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas
and West Virginia pulled up at the rear on

ACT scores.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Omega Psi Phi Fraternity is sponsoring a Poetry Reading Talent Showcase to

be held on Sunday April 20, 1986. Anyone interested in participating should contact,

Steven Aifred at 263-7766 or David Hooker at 546-45551 or 5460031.

If you are an under-
graduate or graduate
student, ^e can move
you ForiMard-Fast!
For years, p>eople just

like you have been run-

ning their own summer
business, gaining
valuable management
experience, and
earning Sl5,000.<*o
plus with our help
so...

MOVE FORWARD

for Application
or information

phone Immediately
(617)444-0834

student
pairiters

ft ««««*» * »•* tai«*« < • ^ "V* » «^**m#« * mm-m av* mmin
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NSE offers
academic
alternatives
By YOAV SHORR
Collegian Correspondent

For those wishing to try something different in their

education, the National Student Exchange offers the op-

portunity to spend time in another part of the country.

According to Irma McClaurin Allen, director ofNES at

the University of Massachusetts and assistant dean of the

College of Arts and Sciences, the program provides " an

opportunity to experience different academic settings and

geographical locations within the US."

There are 78 public four-year colleges and universities

participating in the consortium. Some of the more popular

schools include the University of Hawaii at Manoa,

Oregon State University, and California State Universi-

ty at Chico.

Students can participate in an academic program that

has a different approach than what is currently available,

Allen said.

•'For many it's an opportunity to travel," she said. "For

others, it becomes a kind of building ground for future

plans."

In order to be eligible, applicants must be full-time

students with a grade-point average of at least 2.5, and

have completed one semester at their home campus before

the exchange. Sophomores and juniors get priority,

although seniors are encouraged, she said.

The National Student Exchange is located in the office

of the College of Arts and Sciences in Machmer Hall. The

program is open to any one at the University, although

most applications come from outside CAS, such as the

school of management.
Each year, between 150 and 250 students take part in

the program each fall and spend either the semester or

the full school year at the host school, Allen said.

Eighty percent of students involved in the program are

in state residents, 'who use it as an opportunity to get

away from their home state," she said.

Depending on the institution, students can pay either

the in-state tuition of the host school, or the tuition of their

own school, she said.

Jack Hulburd, a senior mechanical engineering major

who spent last semester at California State University

at Chico, said the program was fantastic. "It gave me the

opportunity to get a different perspective than at UMass,"

he said.

"Academically, it was a little more laid back. It gets a

little intense here." he said.

"It was the best thing I ever did in my life.. It gave me

a change." Hulburd said. "I was .so impressed. I think I'll

go to graduate .school there
"
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HEALTH and BEAUTY NEEDS
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I cuTEX polish!
J REMOVER I ultra bffte

^1 CEPACOL

12 oz.

$1.66
save $1.23

JPREMESYN plus!

I
Maybelline

I EXPERT
Ieyes
LINER
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j
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save 96*
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PENTEL STUDY SET
contains 1 Roller Ball Pen, 1 Automatic |

Pencil and 1 High-Lighting Mariner

$1.33

MEAD LOOSE LEAF BINDER
with clipmate, canvas cover

$1.88

DISCOUNT HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-3534 <m

sale prices in effect thru 3/30/86
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Weather
Today: Partly sunny, highs in the

;mid 50s. Tonight: Cloudy and windy, lows in the mid 30s

'Tomorrow: Mild, high of 65
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University of Massachusetts

Amherst

This Wednesday, March 26 from 4-6 pm
dine in the casual elegance of Plumbley's for just

$5.95

Broiled Orange Whiskey Chicken

SHced London Broil

Tempura Fried Filet of Sole

All entrees complete with salad, potatoe,

hot bread & butter.

Just show your UMass I.D. and enjoy

I STUDENT TELEPHONE DIRECTORY

The spring edition of the Student Telephone Directory

will be distributed by campus mail to any on-campus

student who was not enrolled in the Fall SemeLier 1986.

Any other student who would like to have a copy should

please go to 227 Whitmore (Dean of Students Office).

The only changes from the Fall edition are in the names

and addresses section Distribution will begin on

Tuesday. March 2^.
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Plumbleys
off the common

IDB
545-1555

I )

( •

TIPS
545-1540

30 Boltwood Walk • Downtown Amherst • 253-9586

All Major Credit Cards • Full Service Catering

4>
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4- WHEN IT COMES TO PRICE

\UE PLAY HARDBALL

Saucony^

4-

QconvERSE Reebok^

Winner's Circle is a tough competitor We I'ke

to win If you do too, this sale is for you.

Winner's Circle has what it takes for us txjth

to win the best footwear at the best prices

At Winner's Circle you always come out ahead.

X BUY ONE PAIR OF FOOTWEAR* AT $25 OR MORE,
TAKE $10 OFF SECOND PAIR.

4>

4>

•sale Items excluded

A service of The Dean of Students Office i

BUD

REMINDER
man
JR i

lege I

WINNERS ClRjCU
You always come out ahead ^

r-;^^-\ \ Hampshire Mall. Rte. 9. Hadley
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Summer College

Work Study

Applications
are available in the

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
OFFICE

239A WHITMORE

Deadline:

Friday March 28

You must have a

1986 - 87 FAF
on file
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curate test because they

demonstrate a team's depth.

We have depth in the mid-

dle and long distance races

but we'll be short of

sprinters and throwers in

the spring."

And both teams should

look forward to a decent

spring season in spite of

some major obstacles.

"There are three major

limitations," said O'Brien.

"The bigger schools have in-

door facilities, large

coaching staffs and scholar-

ships. We don't have any of

those and that definitely

limits us. It's a question of

money. The indoor and out-

door seasons make track a

two-pronged sport and we
Just finished our better half.

"But I think we'll be com-
petitive outdoors," con-

tinued O'Brien. 'We're
light in terms of numbers,
though, so we won't be stor-

ming anyone."

"I think we'll maintain se-

cond place (to Southern Con-

necticut) in the conference."

Banda predicts that his

team will do well also

despite a shortage of

members.

"We will be looking for

the improvement that the

girls will show with

perience." said Banda.
ex

"We're looking for

positive results and I think

we should have a good

caliber season. I feel we'll be

one of the top teams in New
England in the spring."

UM gymnasts honored
The University of

Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team closed

out their 1986 season with

a fifth place finish at the

Atlantic 10 Champion-
ships last weekend at the

University of Rhode
Island.

A fifth place finish for

the Minutewomen was ex-

I)ected, as they were seed-

ed fifth goin^ in. What

wasn't expected was the

fantastic job done by
several members of the

team which earned them
spots on the 1986 Atlantic

10 all-conference team.

Honers were achieved by

tri-captains Tricia Harrity

on balance beam, Chris

Cloutier on fioo^ exercise,

and Sue Allen on the

uneven bars and all-

around. Other all-

conference team members

will be Sue Carney on the

bars, and freshman Laurie

Kaufmnan on vaulting.

Sue Kaufman also ended

her UMass career being

named Atlantic 10 1986

Outstanding senior along

with Penn State's Pam
Loree.

-STUART GOTTLIEB
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STOP bad habits

before they start!

You may not have to STOP drinking to

improve your health. The Student Op-

portunity Program will be offering an

educational program aimed at helping

students change bad habits and find

healthy ways to use alcohol. The pro-

gram will start after Spring break. Con-

tact John Novo at UHS, 545-2671 Ext.

186 for more information. An interview is

required before registration.
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]Ve Create Styles as

Individual As You Are!

% by Deborah

oupon :ipeciais

• COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS!
• FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

it FREE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

• HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appointment

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Dnve. .Amherst

549-56 1 exniren tf.W/H6^ expires

TUESDAY
6-9 am
Monday through Friday, 11-4

9 am NEWS
9-12

Tuesday's Just as Bad. Blues with Lisa

12 NEWS
12-3 Radioactivity with Hue

3-6 Scotty Dread with Reggae

5 pm NEWS
6 Women's Media Project

7-10 Hell's Quarry. American Rock

9 pm NEWS
10-2 Non-toxic Radio

2-6 Bedspins ., J

V

WHY KEGBEEB TASTES BETTERTHANCOOKEB BEER.
Ask most beer arinkers,and they'll likely ai^ree:

nothing tastes better than heer from a keg.

Ever since the davs of Frederic Miller s original Flai

Road Brew erv, keg heer has always been fresher. That ^

becansc it isn't cooked to preserve it like most bottled

and canned beers.
, , i. .i . r i

Well, now there's a beer that delivers that same tresh

e 1985 Miller Brewing Co .
MilwauVf*-. Wl

draft taste in a l)ottle. A beer specially cold-filtered

instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was drawn straight

inal Plank from the keg.

Plank Road Original Dranglit.

Keg beer in a bottle.

PLANK RIUQ
Original Dranght

™

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Coilegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Men Thurs 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

CAN YOU WRITE? FOUND IOTA GAMMA UPSILON

ACTIVITIES

"Careers in Industrial Orii^anizmtionat

Psycholojty" a free colloq given by Dr J.

Myron Johnson and sponsored by CUSP
and Psi-Chi, will be held Tues March 26 at 7

pm in Tobin 304 Refreshments will be serv

ed.

Distingfuished Visitors Program presents

Oith Pr?n Tonite 8:00 pm Student Union
Ballroom. Simulcast in Commonwealth
Room and Cape Cod Lounge.

CheerleadinK Tryouts! All university men
and women invited to attend Begin 3/31.

Watch for Collegian advertisement

AUTO FOR SALE

Interested in Journalism? It's never too

late to start' Come down to the

Massachusens Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily m New England. You can write

about Sports, News, Editorial, Black Af-

fairs, Women's Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues. Whatever your interests, write about

It today in the Collegian We build careers.

Found brown and white knit shoulder

bag no ID call 253 9687 found near

Hasbrriurk

Admen's eold watch, near Brittany

Manor, on Sunday, March 2. Call and iden

tify rih5 H4WI

HELP WANTED

CAPE COD

SeaKuri Beach West Yarmouth summer

rentals 253 7436 _
•CASH"

4-sale 197.'$ Pontiar Venture runs great

new exhaust and brakes $800 call 2S3 B623

76 Plymouth Volarr 4 dr, body very good
condition, many miles but very reliable

AM/FM $1200 or 80 2S6628I

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the U.S. government? Get the facW todayi

Call 1-312 742 1142 ext 5931 A

Paying cash for vour basehall cards

Please call Mike 546 6105

"~~
EISCTRTcAt^EPAIRS"

All electrical appliances sewing

machines, clocks, shavers, vacuum

cleaners House calls and shop repairs

Amherst Repair 253 2869

ENTERTAINMENT

BRITTANY MANOR

Immediate Openiiii; two bedroom aparts

Heat and hot wa'Ci short term leases Act

now 256 8535

The (heap Jock. Kool party foonj at a

reasonable price Call Kevin at 546 9061

MOKIl.K MISIC INt disks spun to your

•aste Quality from 7 years of experience Call

Chris 256 6846 ._

Entrv Level Marketing Positions Avail

in Im'-al niulli mill dollar firm, ^"ull limp,

part lime, and sluili'nl shifts. I'aicl train

mi;, wagr-s from $4 to $12, also Umus and

.sales cornm Ma'.t r)«4 .'f.'i!tti

Part-time merchandisers 25 hour? a

week VS I- svi'K mature minded [K'rsons to

s.-rvice our Invok denartnu'n' '<''"'t'i"l£,l'
*'

irai'tive and uji todate. OiH-nink; at STOI

& SHOP HADLEV. MASS knowlodKe ol

and ititercsl in hooks a definite plus.

Dependalile car essential. Must he

availahle to work a flexible weekday

schedule that will involve niorninK I'>

afternoon shifts, VU-A^y-- ^M
1 HOO r>'J4 i)!til4 Barnes & Noble

Bookstores. Inc. eijual opporlunity

eniplo\er M K

Invites all University

Women to Rush
Tues 3/25 5; 1 5-6: 1 5 Dinner

or fi: 15-7: 15 Wine* Cheese
Wed 3'2fi 5: 1 5 «: 1 5 Dinner

Thurs 3/27 « 7 Nachos
come and see what sorority life

can do for you!!!

For more info call: 25fi-t>K74

Mary Jana, I know how much you like

opals and thought you might like to know
there IS a 3 opal and diamond pendant fpr

$60 and another opal and diamond pendant

for $25 and much more at Golden Opoor
tunity, 13 Pleasant St , Amherst at

Lodeslone What do you think? Love Bruno

"prepare NOW FOR EMPLOYMENT"

SOFTBALL COACH

Softball Batting /Fialding Coach lor

player/coachl needed for local adult co-ed

team April August Modest compensation

for coaching Leave message on tape at

545 1980 after 5 00 pm

TO 8UBLET

Rasumaa. typing, word-procaaaing
6653661

•••••••••••************< •••••••••••

LOST

I^st blue denim Code Bleu jarket keys in

[Kicket lost last Thurs at Lamda CI.'

reward pis call r)4h-l IWI

MONEY AN I » EXPERTENCE?

Five opportunities available for students

of all majors Must work well with [leople.

Karn $375;week this suirmer call

25«4213

PROFESSIONAL -nrPINQ SERVICE

Papart. cases, dissartations. thasas, on-

campus, dependable, low rates, experienc

ed Nancy 584 7924

FOR RENT

Larga 1 bdr apt on bua lina, quiat, w/pod
and AC. To take over Juno 1st for SMmtnai:

option for fall $396/mo 665-8477

TO SUBLET

IjirKe I bdr <pt oh hj h lirie iij (f , w'^ool

xhz AC Tt taqv owt \yhe Hit ft I sun
mvr; oi titii ftr fx*$2K4'*t 6.M.74tt6

PERSONALS

One bedroom Clirfside Apt $350 pleasi'

rail Kenn> :a:> IZ.A ..r i;f,,', Tlllfi

FOR SALE

(iuitar Klei-ira elect rir six slritm excellent

condition 2IK1 with hardshell ca.se coniaci

\iidrew ti ti48'.i

HEY STEFAN FOX

Alias Bob! . h Tarn - Have a happy and

.smooth 2mli Inrthday' Lots of love. C «i J

lor .liilie

ESCORT SERVICE

Eicert S«r»l»» Available 8 p m 2 00

am Everyday anywfiare on Cam»H,s Play it

safe call 5 2133 for an escort ANYTIME

BANDS WANTED • SWAG is looking for

bands interested in playing the Southwest

Pyramids during Southwest Week (Apr 29th

May 4th) Applications available in the

SWAG office in Hampden Application

deadline April 1st 5 0960

kairan - you loo««. but you take a good pic-

ture

Quick KidiT

Save Mom'
terroriats are approaching i

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $5 00 per i.our

former grader, consultant Alex 256 1239

Typing, Tape Tranacription Fast, ic

curate Available almost anytime 666 7652

Tailor lor altaration SHAANN s at Mall,

684 9362

WANTED

Subjects needed -- Students wfio loat a
parent will you and your family help a

UMass grad student in a research study

about how families ad|ust to the death of a

fMirent? I will travel if your family doesn t live

here Please call Claudia collect

203 563 9577 after 9 pm, or sign up in the

experiment booth, 4th floor Tobin Hall

WANTED TO RENT ^
l,ookinK to take over lease of house or

apartment, 2 3t bedrooms, pref. dote to

campus Call 546 1088 or 546^9189
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SPORTS
Baseball's ready despite record
Minutemen facing

critical A-IO series

By PETER ABRAHAM
Colle^'ian Staff

Statistically anyway, it was a nightmare.

The University of Massachusetts baseball team, during
its nine games in Florida over the break, hit .246, com-
mitted 27 errors, allowed do.se to seven runs-f>er-game,

scored only four ruiisper-gami' itself, struck out just over

seven times a game and went 1-8.

However, the important thing to remember is that the
trip just doesn't matter.

As awful as the Minutemen were, they can erase the
bad taste lef\ in their mouths this weekend at Temple with
a three-game series against the traditionally-tough O^ls.

Barring an almost-impossible-to-obtain at-large bid to

the NCAA tourney, UMass' only way to qualify for post-

season play is through the Atlantic 10. The conference
winner automatically gets a bid, so UM's must start its

league schedule this weekend with at least two wins in

the three-game series.

"It's a critical series without a doubt. It almost is a must
to do well." said UMass coach Dick Bergquist. "We need
two wins. I'm optimistic about this team, we'll be tough"
Losing to Iowa 11-6 in its last game on the trip. UMass

allowed only six hits, but was victimized by four errors.

The Minutemen were never able to put a complete game
together, when they hit, the pitching was shelled. When
the pitching was there, the bats were silent. Through it

all. the defense was a leather sieve.

"We'll obviously concentrate on defense in our practices

this week," said Bergquist. "We didn't have any really

bad games, we just bad innings. It was terrible."

Bergqui.st was quick to place the blame on UMass' lack
of indoor baseball facilities. Since the Cage was renovated
and its dirt floor covered, the Minutemen didn't have a
place inside where they could field a ground ball and make
good throw top first, never mind fly balls or pop-ups.

"Most of the schools we played have field houses where
they can get some action. We have nothing. Conditions
were better 50 years ago when the Cage wa.s in its original

state," said the coach.

Conditions aside, unle.ss UMass begins to execute the
basic little-league fundamentals, the sea.son will be a long
one. More then one oppenent scored in Florida because
of mental mistakes: throwing the ball away, throwing to
ther wrong base, etc.

"I know our kids can field, we just haven't," said Berg-
quist. "I don't have any excuses, Steve Allen has played
shortstop his whole life, Darrin O'Connor has been a good
second baseman, they both made some mistakes. But I'm
still excited about this team. We're far from giving up."

Offensively, UMass was a feeble .246 at the plate and
had only 18 extra-base hits in 289 at-bats. With the ex-

ception of left fielder Jay Zerner (.400), third baseman
Steve Kern (.367) and catcher Sean Flint (.304), no
Minuteman hit over .294.

Zerner played well, hitting in six straight games while
driving in five runs. Kern, a freshman from Fall River,

played both fir.st and third as well as desigmated hitter

and drove in five runs. Flint, according to Bergquist, was
as good a catcher as he saw in Florida.

Junior outfielder Jay Zerner is leading UM
games.

On the mound, junior ateve /\iiaiu leu me leam in earn-*

ed run average at 1.64. The southpaw allowed only nine

hits over 11 innings and but six runs, two earned.
He still must work on his control however, as he led the

team in walks with 10.

Staff ace Bob Kostro, a senior co-captain, was involved
in no decisions and posted a 3.65 ERA. He struck out nine
and walked five in 12 innings of work.
Freshman Chris Slattery hurled seven innings, allow-

ing nine hits. Senior Jon Martin picked up the only win,

in relief. He had an ERA of 4.35 over 10 innings. As a

staff. UMa.ss had a decent (compared to other springtrips)

ERA of 5.80 and a solid strikeout-to-walk ratio of 49-to-48.

The Minutemen have been staggered by a series of in-

juries, most being of the bumps and bruises type, but two
being potentially troublesome.
Starting second baseman Rob Holiday suffered a pull-

ed ham.string in his first game in the Sunshine State, and
the expected starter saw little action after. The sure-

handed junior will probably not be ready for this

weekend's action and his fielding ability will be missed.

Freshman righthander Dave Telgheder. potentially the

second starter on the staff, pitched to only batter before

tearing abdominal muscles.

"That injury has me worried." said Bergquist. "Dave
showed much potential and we need him the re.st of the

way."
So, outside of the MTV-spon.sored bikini contest at

Daytona Beach, the spring trip was a forgettable one for

the Minutemen. With a gocd series this weekend again.st

Temple however, the .season will suddenly seem brand
new.

SpurtK Information Phi>to

ass with a .400 batting average through nine

Six lacrosse games
are set for NESN
The University of Massachusetts lacrosse team and

Magilla are now the two Gorillas on television.

Wide World of Sports it isn't, but UMass is scheduled
to have six of their games this season on NESN, a New
England cable TV sports network.
Starting with the first home game of the season, April

5th against New Hampshire, the Gorillas will be a major
part of a 12-game lacros.se package done by the Eastern
Mass-based cable network headed by ex-Red Sox official

John Claiborne.

Also, the game at Brown on April 9. the home game
against Yale on April 19, at home against Harvard on
April 23 and the big matchup against Army on April 26
will be televised.

Finally, the Gorillas' trip to the Carrier Dome on May
9 to face rival Syracuse will round out the .schedule.

"This means a little more work for us, but it's worth
it. It's good exposure for the team and the school." said
Howard M. Davis, director of sports information at UMa.ss.
The CJorillas are 1-0 this season, beating Air Force. 13-7.

They face Delaware on the road this Saturday at 2 p.m.
In other lax news, .sophomore midfielder Brad Carr will

be out for the season with a pair of broken feet suffered
just before the trip to Colorado over spring break. He
scored one goal in limited action last season.

-PETER ABRAHAM

UM track teams making the best of it
O'Brien , Banda looking forward to spring

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Just because the men's and women's
track teams are not first at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts in terms of spectator

and financial support, it has not stopped

either team from bringing recognition and
credibility to the track program at UMass.
Both teams had successful indoorl

seasons and participated in the Eastern
championships three weeks ago, although

neither placed. The women's team, coach-

ed by Kalekeni Banda, competed in the

ECAC's at Yale while the Ken O'Brien
coached men's team travelled to the

IC4A's at Princeton.

"Overall, we had a successful season,"

said Banda. "Which was kind of a sur-

prise because we have such a young team.

The freshmen worked really hard."

Indeed, it was the younger members of

the wom«'n's team that cairied most of the

load.

Pam Hughes, ;i freshman, set a schcwl

record with a 19 1 3/4 leap in the long

jump, eclipsing Mickey Callahan's old

mark bv over a foot. Her teammates.

twins Joyce and Kim Baten, also impress-
ed Banda.
"The Batens were a surprise," said Ban-

da. "But they performed very well and I'm
sure they'll improve even more as they
gain experience."

Julie Muccini also shattered a school

record with a triple jump of 35-10 while
Barbara Cullinan took top honors in New
England in the 600 yard race.

Hughes also ran the 55-meter dash in

7.17, which was the fastest in New
England this year. Kayla Morrison and
Joyce Baten al.so placed in the top seven
in that event.

Wendy Marshall, who Banda feels is the
most improved freshman, placed third in

New England in the 200 with a 26.07.

.Sophomore Kari Flcischmann placed fifth

in New England in the same t,'\<nt.

"Kari is one of our most improved
athletes," said Banda. "She is looking bet-

ter in both the dash and the long jump"
In the 400, Morrison and Chris Batf>^

placed fourth and fifth in New England.

respectively.

"The lack of experience shows at times,"

Banda said. "One meet they'll run
brilliant and the next day they'll show
that they are still young. But they'll get
better as they mature."
As for the mens' team, they finished se-

cond in the conference with a 3-2 record,
which didn't surprise O'Brien all that
much.

"I was very pleased with our perfor-

mance." said O'Brien. "But we kind of an-

ticipated it. We finished second in the con-

ference last year and got most of the guys
back."

In contrast to the women's team, the
veterans got the job done for the men's
squad.

Senior captain John Panaccione finish-

ed third in New England in the 5.000, but

O'Brien says his contribution goes far

beyond that.

"John puts points on the board," .said

O'Brien. "And that will definitely be
mis.st'd. But what we'll miss the nK)«* is

his role as a stabilizer. He's really good
at showing the younger guys the ropes."

Peter Leary is another senior who will

be missed for more than his running.

Leary left track after his freshman year
to play rugby but broke his neck while

playing in his sophomore year and spent

six months in a cast. He has since made
a comeback in track, though, and has
qualified for the Easterns.

"Peter is an inspiration", said O'Brien.

"He sets a good example for the whole
team."
Mark Themea specializes in the 800 and

O'Brien calls him the teams "most
valuable performer".

Bill Stewart and Steve ToUey, both

sophomores, finished second and third in

the conference as well as New England,

respectively.

Miler Paul Stanislawzyk ran a 4:06. the

eighth-fastest time in the east.

"We also took second in the two-mile

relay and the distance relay as well as a
third in the mile relay in the New
Englands indoors this year," said
O'Brien. "I think the relays are an ac

coritiniii'd on paf;e 15
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Greek area
is probing
hazing report

A country still at war

By JEFFRY BARTASH
and CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The OfTice ofGreek Affairs is investigating an incident
involving four memhers of a University of Massachusetts
fraternity to determine if the incident violated a new .state

law on hazing.

UMass police .said that at 3:35 p.m. Monday they
discovered three members of Phi Sigma Kappa who had
tied up another member with ropes at Haigis Mall. They
were warned by police that hazing is illegal and the mat-
ter was turned over to Greek Affairs.

Robert White, director of the office, said he had met with
the president of the fraternity and that the hazing issue
was still unclear.

"We do know it has nothing to do with the formal ac-
tivity of the chapter," White said. "They have a meeting
tonight and they'll report back to me tomorrow morning."
White said the fraternity would do its own investiga-

tion into who was involved and what happened. The Of-
fice of Greek Affairs will then turn its findings over to
the UMass police.

The law, which took effect in February, mandates a
$1,000 fine, 100 days in jail or both for anyone convicted
of "a conduct or method of initiation ... which willfully

or recklessly endangers the physical or mental health of
any student or other person."
"We have a fine line here. What someone could have

interpreted as horseplay could in fact today be interpreted

as hazing under the definition of the new law." White said.

Bob Griffin, a Greek Area official and member of Lamb-
da Chi Alpha, said, "It would be pretty goddamn stupid

to haze in the middle of Haigis Mall, in the middle of the
afternoon."

Dith Pran describes the

devastation of Cambodia

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Although the Cambodian situation has improved the
country is still at war because the people do not want
to be ruled by Communist Vietnam or the Khmer Rouge,
they want to be independent, said a Cambodian Pulitzer

Prize winning photographer.

"I still don't understand why the holocaust .still hap-
pens again and again, .seventy years ago it happened to

Armenian people and 25 years later it happened to the
Jewish people. The world thought it would not happen
again but it did happen to the Cambodian people," .said

Dith Pran, a photogi-apher for the Sew York Timt-s, who
-spent four years in a work camp controlled by the Khmei
Rouge, from 1972 until his escape in 1975.

During this time the Khmer Rouge, a fanatical Com-
munist faction in Cambodia, killed twf» to three million

f)eople or half of the population of the country, he said.

"I still really don't understand why they killed all the
people," he .said.

Before the Vietnam war. Cambodia was peaceful and
neutral. They were not prepared for any type of war and
the North Vietnamese army congregated on the
Cambfxiia-Vietnam border, eventually pushing their way
into Cambodia. The Khmer Rouge, the only armed,
organized group, stepped forward to take over.

The Khmer Rouge existed before the Vietnam war but
"they could not recruit the troops because the Cambo-
dian people did not believe in their ideals, they did not

believe in killing." Pran said.

Pran said the award-winning movie. T/ir Killing
Fields, which was based on his experiences in Cambodia
during the Communist takeover of the Khmer Rouge,
is very realistic.

"The movie only shows one part of the Cambodian suf
fering. in reality, it is 10 times worse," he said.

When the Khmer Rouge took over, people were mov-

< olli'ffiiin |ihi>lo h\ l*!inl Ih'MnartiiH

Dith Pran: "I still really don't understand why
they (the Khmer Rouge) killed all the people."

ed from the cities to work camps in the countryside. The
Communist .soldiers lived in the cities to maintain
control.

The people worked from 12 to 16 hours a day. seven
days a week and were given very little food. The families

were separated and f>eople lived in little huts. The
children were not given any education and everybody
who ate had to work, including the elderly, handicap
ped and children. Pran .said.

The teachers, intellectuals and the uppercla.ss were all

killed, he .said.

"The only way I kept alive was to keep my mouth shut

and play stupid," he said.

Coexistence with Soviets discussed
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

The possibilities for peaceful coexistence

with the Soviet Union were explored in a

panel discussion la.st night between two ex-

perts with markedly different opinions.

Lt. Col. Simon Worden. special assistant

to Gen. .\brahamson. the director of the

Strategic Defense Iniative and Marvin
Kalkstein. a nuclear chemist and Five-

College associate, debated the role of the

Strategic Defense Iniative, a controversial

space-based missile defense system, in

achieving political stability.

Worden, who was invited by the Univer-

sity of Massachu.setts Republican Club,

said the purpose of SDI is "to establish an

new deterrence through arms control.

"The best defen.se is one that .stops the

other guy from attacking." he said. "The
defen.se system doesn't have to be perfect,

it just has to be good enough to deter the

other guy."

Kalkstein, who spoke at the request of

the University Peacemakers, said SDI is

not the answer to political stability.

"If you want to reduce vulnerability

you've got to get away from the use of

nuclear weapons." he said. "Forty years of

Collt'Kian photii h\ fmil Domiiriiis

Lt. Col.Simon Worden (left) and nuclear chemist Marvin Kalkstein

discuss the role of the US Strategic Defense Initiative.

relying on technology has gotten us into weapons," Worden said.

this unstable environment. If you want to

reduce the risk you'll get it quicker by sit

ting down and talking meaningfully to the
Soviets."

Worden argued that the current .strategic

relationship with the Soviet Union is not

leading toward .stability.

"As long as both sides maintain a

philosophy based on deterrence, what we
must seek is not better relations, but more
stable ones," he .said.

"SDI's objective is to sit with the Soviets

and use technology to reduce offensive

Kalk.stein said SDI is a "technological fix

which does not offer much promise.

"There is no way you can anticipate all

the contingencies," he said. "You can on-

ly anticipate the ones you think of"

"What's right and what's wrong often

depends on your political views," Worden
said. "But if you were president of the

United States and had ju.st learned the

Soviets had launched an attack, what
would you want to do?"

About 15 people attended the discussion

in Thompson Hall.

The star of the nation's most popular television program. Pill Cosby, will return to his alma mater next week
to receive an honorary fine arts doctorate. Cosby and five others will receive honorary degrees in a special convocation

at 11 a.m. next Wednesday in the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, to celebrate the "accomplishments and contributions

of American artists."

The event is free and open to the public but tickets are required for admi.ssion. Tickets are available at the Fine Arts

Center box office.

A massive volunteer project to restore the Tower Library will be unveiled tomorrow. The project, which has

been under wraps for several months, will be revealed at an 11 a.m. reception and press conference in Memorial Hall

with Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

UMass treatment

of grievance

is challenged
Second in a .series.

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

The efficacy of the University of
Massachu.setts' handling of .sexual hara.ss-

ment complaints has been que.stioned by a
former UMass employer, who says officials

did not take her grievances seriously and
took too long to respond to them.
University administrators who in-

vestigated the ex-employee's ca.se. however,
defend their actions and deny the validity

of her harassment accusations. In inter-

views, the head of the Sexual Hara.ssment
Hearing Panel, which hears complaints if

they are not settled informally, dismissed
some of the woman's claims as "false" and
"garbage."

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Jane (not her real name) is a former

UMass janitor, now unemployed and seek-
ing workman's compen.sation, who .says she
suffered a .series of hara.ssment incidents
between 1980 and 1985.

Ron Sinacore. chairman of the hearing
panel and acting head of the Affirmative
Action Office, investigated the incidents
and concluded Jane's problems were "in-
terpersonal" and that no sexual harass-
ment or discrimination took place. He said
she had been transferred 12 times since
1982 and always .seemed to get along poor-
ly with co-workers. continued on page 3
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Navy continues
attack on Libya
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The United States yesterday con

tinued to attack Libyan naval and land-based missile

forces in retaliation for Libya's firing on US warplanes
over the disputed Gulf of Sidra, administration officials

said.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes said missile-

firing jets from the US 6th Fleet had struck at least four

Libyan patrol boats over the last two days, sinking two,

disabling another and damaging a fourth that returned
to port. About 150 crewmen were believed aboard the Li-

byan vessels.

The spokesman said there were no reported US
casualties or damage.
Speakes also said the United States struck again at a

Soviet-built Libyan missile site at Sirte that had been
reported knocked out in the initial retaliatory strike on
Monday.
The first strike came after six anti-aircraft missiles were

fired at - but missed - US warplanes crossing Libyan leader

Moammar Khadafy's "line of death" at the mouth of the
Gulf of Sidra.

Early yesterday the Pentagon reported that the renew-
ed US attacks on at least two patrol boats and the missile

site came after Libya fired six more missiles at carrier-

based warplanes operating over the gulf.

But Speakes later said the United States could confirm
only six missiles had been fired in all and suggested the
new reports may have duplicated those announced earlier.

Asked if he was saying that the only confirmed firing

following Monday's announcement of conflict had come
from US forces, Speakes said, "That's correct."

He added that although the site's radar was knocked
out by radar-chasing missiles on Monday, the Libyans pro-

bably had multiple radars used to aim their missiles from
the site because the fleet detected renewed radar signals

during the night before ordering a renewed attack.

"An hour ago, it was down and not operating," the
spokesman said about 10:30 a.m. EST. "It had been up
and down through the night ... so we do know it was
damaged; we do not know whether it's inoperative or can
be made operational. We do not have any casualty
reports."

Speakes refused to say when the US "freedom-of
navigation exercise" to test Khadafy's claim that the gulf
is Libyan territory would end, although he pointed out
the notice issued to mariners and aircraft advising them
of the operation would expire on Sunday.
Defence Department .sources, meantime, .said the United

States might conclude the maneuvers off" the Libyan coast
before the end of the week.
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US gives Honduras $20M in

arms; Nicaragua denies incursion
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan, responding

to what Honduras called a large-scale Nicaraguan incur-

sion into its territory, provided Honduras with $20
million worth of military equipment yesterday, the
White House announced.
"The use of the presidential authority responds to an

unforeseen emergency which exists in Honduras," White
House spokesman Larry Speakes told refwrters.

Speakes said key members of Congress were notified

in advance of the president's action, as required by law.
The emergency action is not subject to congressional ap-

proval or disapproval, he said.

First word of the president's action came from Mark
Helmke, a spokesman for the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, who said Reagan transferred the $20 million
from a Pentagon contingency fund in order to turn over
US equipment already inside Honduras to the Honduran
military.

He said the president is allowed to request and transfer
the money after notifying Congress, which he did a 8:30
a.m.

"The money could already be delivered as we speak,"

Helmke said, adding that no further action by Congress
is required.
Secretary of State George P. Shultz said the

Nicaraguans had "invaded" Honduras.
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. called the

Nicaraguan incursion "an aggression by a nation into

another nation."

"I've never met him, but I think it was a tremendous
blunder on the part of Nicaraguan President Daniel
Ortega," O'Neill said. "He's a bumbling, incompetent
Marxist-Leninite, Communist."
And a spokesman for the embassy of Honduras in

Washington read a statement saying: "The government
of Honduras confirms the presence of Sandinista troops

in the department of Olacho. The National Security
Council is meeting now to study the situation.

"At the same time we are sending a diplomatic request
to Nicaragua demanding the immediate withdrawal of

the Sandinista troops in order to avoid a confrontation
that could endanger the peace of the two countries."
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Professors to debate
SDI research at UMass
Two University of Massachusetts facul-

ty members today will debate whether
UMass should take part in research for

President Reagan's space-based weapons
initiative.

The forum, titled, "Should SDI Research
Be Performed at the University of
Massachusetts?" takes place at 4 p.m. to-

day in Campus Center room 174.

SDI stands for strategic defense in-

itiative, the space-based antimissile system
first proposed by President Reagan in 1983.

Jerome King, professor of political science,

will argue against SDI research here, and
Michael Kreisler, professor of physics, will

argue for it, according to Grant Ingle of the
Office of Human Relations, the forum's
sponsor.

Peter J. Gollon, a New York physicist,

stated in the January Bulletin of the

Atomic Scientists that SDI work is expan-
ding rapidly, that classified SDI research
will result in the barring of foreign

students from more and more research and

will displace "open, and usually higher
quality basic research.

"Even projects that do not start out as
classified may become classified if their

results progress beyond a certain threshold
or if previous perceptions of the need for

classification change," he wrote, adding:
"We should be as concerned about the
rights to continued employment ... of those
who refuse for reasons of conscience to be
transferred from non military to military
work, as we are about the rights of scien-

tists in totalitarian societies."

A 1972 Board of Trustees directive bars
from UMass any classified work, work that

cannot be published for any reason, or work
that requires outside approval for

publication.

According to an article in the March
Bulletin, Defense Department funding of
work on campuses increased 104 percent
between 1980 and 1985, and the Pentagon
now accounts for about 15 percent of all

federal funds to universities.

Student wounded in assault
An 18-year-old female student was

assaulted and suffered a "puncture wound"
Monday night 'around the vicinity of the
Fine Arts Center," University of
Massachusetts police said.

The woman went to the University
Health Services with a puncture wound on
the side of her abdomen at 8:40 p.m. She
was taken to the Cooley Dickinson Hospital

in Northampton where she was operated
on later on that night, police said.

"She feels that someone .struck her from
behind but she is not able to give a discrip-

tion (of her assailant), ' said Gerald O'Neil

the director of Public Safety at UMass.
The police do not know what type of

weapon was used in the assault, O'Neil
said.

In other police reports:

•A 13-year-old girl was reported missing
at 10 p.m. Monday from University Apart-
ments. The girl is white, about five feet

four inches tall, has brown hair and was
last seen wearing a purple shirt and pink
pants. She failed to return home from
school Monday afternoon and was last seen
with a female friend, police said.

JEFFRY BARTASH

CnlleKinn pholn hy I'uul Dromarius

SUNNY STUDIES - Katie, a 4-year-old from Grass Roots day care
studies the alphabet in the afternoon sunshine while waiting for the
bus at Haigus Mall, yesterday afternoon.

Coalition wants to save Lord Jeff
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

Local community leaders met yesterday to form a coali-

tion to discuss the fate of the Lord Jeffery Inn and the
70 workers who lost jobs when the inn closed Jan. 1.

The Coalition to Save the Lord Jeff held a press con-
ference in front of the inn to announce the goals of the
group. "We are concerned about the futuie of the inn and
the employees who held jobs there." said Alan Root, co-

chair of the Amherst Gray Panthers, a senior citizens

group, and a member of the coalition.

In a statement read by Root, the group called on
Amherst College, which owns 75 percent of the inn, to

maintain the building as an inn. complete its .study of

what to do with the building . and assure the former
employees that any new operator selected by the college

will rehire them.

'It is quite likely that the Town Meeting will take ac-

tion to encourage Amherst College to reopen it as an inn,"
Root said. He noted that the inn is fully taxable now, but
if it were converted to dormitories or faculty housing, the
town would lose some tax revenue which other taxpayers
would have make up.

Bill BuSteed, a former employee and union represen-

tative, said that if the inn reopens he would like to see
Local 217 of the Hotel and Restaurant p]mployees and
Bartenders Union continue to represent the workers
there, but he said he would take his job back even if it

was non-union.

"We don't intend to roll over and die. though." BuSteed
said, adding that if rehired, the employees would try to

insure union repre.sentation.

Root .said he was unsure of the current status of the inn
because "the trustees |of Amherst College] have been verv
closed-mouthed."
"That's one of the things the coalition will be explor-

ing: to engage in a dialogue and make contact with the
college." said Connie Holt, a representative from Local
217.

The inn closed Jan. 1 after months of negotiations bet

ween the union and management failed to yield a new
contract. Employees began picketing the inn la.st Oct. 24.

when the prev-ious contract expired.

Other members of the coalition present at th 10 a.m.
press conference included Rev. Joseph Quigley of the
Newman Center at the University of Massachusetts,
Gerry Scoppettuolo of the Student Center for Educational
Research and Advocacy, Dani Burgess, co-president of the
UMass Student Government Association, and Rev. Arnold
Kenseth of South Congregational Church.

Duffey will address
SGA meeting tonight
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey will addre.ss tonight's

Undergiaduate Student Senate meeting on the topic.

'The Future of Liberal Arts at UMa.ss."
The .senate is also expected to vote whether to apprnvi'

the election results of the 1986 Student Ck)vernnient

Association elections, and to consider two controversial

motions - one opposing aid to anti-Sandinista guerrillas

and one supporting right wing victors of the Illinoi.s

Democratic primary.

Duffey is slated to speak at 7;J() p.m. in room 101 of

the Campus Center on the gi-owing emphasis at UMa.ss
of technical curricula over liberal arts. He will answer
five questions submitted la.st week by the senate. The
meeting is open to the public.

The senate is expected to vote on the results of the 1986
SGA elections for residential committees and the Cam
pus Center Board of Governors, as well as for the .stu

dent trustee and campus president.

* Former employee, University at odds on harassment
continued from page 1 *^from page

JoAnne DeLong, a Hadley attorney who did not repre-
sent Jane for her harassment grievances but is now
assisting her in seeking compensation, said she thought
UMass' policy was not effective in this case.

"They may take certain things very seriously, but in

this setting they are ineffective. A lot of it stems from the
fact that she [Jane] is a blue-collar worker in a male-
dominated environment," DeLong said.

In an interview, Jane spoke of a "network" of men try-

ing to "terrorize" her.

•When she complained about having to work the night
shift alone in a building in May 1982, her supervisor .said

to her, "None of my employees have ever been raped,"
and laughed, she said.

•Jane said a male janitor would sing an offensive verse
to her daily after work, as she walked to clock out.

"I would try to be the last one out so he wouldn't do it

to me. Every person knew what he was doing was upset-

ting me ... He liked to put a woman down," she said.

Sinacore said of the incident: "That's false. That's gar-

bage. That's a lie. I spoke to seven people and it was said

once. It was a one-time occurrence.

"This is not and never has been an issue of sexual

harassment. I don't believe there was any sexual

di.scrimination in this case.

"You have to look at the intent, the impact of the

stateiTients (made by Jane's co-workers]." Sinacore said,

saying they were not violations of either University policy

or anti-di.scrimination laws.

However, Grant Ingle of the UMass Office of Human
Relations .said ".sexual harassment" should be construed

to include anything that pre.sents "a barrier to women in-

tegratir^g int^.a^eas ihat are traditionally^ m^le," in-

cludipg catcal'ls' o( oiteosjvje Jautfuage. «.«...**. ..s, «,.

Ingle said he interprets broadly the University's official

definition of sexual harassment as "unwelcomed .sexual

advances, requests for sexual favors and other verbal or
physical conduct of a sexual nature."
•Jane claimed that when she spoke to Phyllis White of

the Ombuds Office about the incidents. White said, "You
should expect to be harassed ifyou are going to be a blue-
collar worker. Maybe you should go back to being a
secretary. " Jane worked as a secretary at UMass from
1978 to 1980.

No 'typical' harassment
Types of sexual harassment occurring within the

University cannot be stereotyped, according to Grant In-

gle of the Office of Human Relations.

"The classic image of the lecherous professor and the
innocent undergraduate female is not a typical case,"

Ingle said.

He said he believes sexual harassment is more
prevalent among graduate students because they are
much more dependent on interaction with faculty

members, and there is an "implied trust" between
graduate students and professors.

"As you progress through the institution, it [sexual

harassment] gets worse, not better," Ingle .said. However,
he said there has not been any documentation at UMass
to determine the amount of sexual harassment on the
graduate student level.

Ingle said sexual harassment does not only refer to

male professors and female .students, it can also occur
between men and men and women and women at all

levels of an institution.

*' *• • , • -ILAXA I.KVRNSQK .

White, reached by telephone this week, declined to

comment.
•In February 1985, Shara Denson of the Affirmative Ac-

tion Office took Jane's case. Soon after. Denson became
ill and was out of work for five weeks, but Jane said she
was not informed of this and that Sinacore did not receive

her case until much later.

The investigation of a case usually takes a "solid two
months if not clo.ser to three." Sinacore said. Jane did not

receive a response for nine months, until last December.
A cover letter from Sinacore to the complaintant,

apologizing "for the latene.ss of this response," was dated
Nov. 21, 1985.

In the same package, provided to the Collegian by
DeLong, Sinacore's report on the ca.se, dated May 16, 1985,

told Jane: "I cannot substantiate your claims of sex

discriminination." It cited "a long history of personal pro-

blems" between her and a supervisor.

Sinacore blamed the delay on the death last August of

the former director of the Affirmative Action Office,

Thelma Griffith-Johnson. "Delays occurred due to pro-

blems beyond my control. I don't have to apologize

anymore. " he said.
•

He also said the l.'3-member hearing panel was busy

review ing more than one case simultaneously, although

the panel has only taken six formal gi'ievances in the past

year.

The panel members "are volunteers, they're not paid,"

he said

He called Jane "a very uncooperative woman to work
with ... I'm sorry the woman had the problems she had.

but I .stand by my analysis."

>..*»** N«?it:«i:he fufuX* hf tll^ ^blicy '
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Horrors of apartheid recounted by victim of it

COLLEGrAN s

Poppie Nongena by Elsa Joubert W.W.Norton and
Co. 1980 335pp. $15.95

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Correspondent

The word "apartheid" is on everyone's lips lately, and
lingering in everyone's ears, especially on college cam-
puses. But how many people have actually lived through

the nightmare of apartheid - pass laws, police raids,

segregation and murder?
Poppie Nongena has, and in the pages of Poppie

Nongena author Elsa Joubert recounts the tale of

Nongena's life, and the lives of her family and friends.

Poppie is a product of the country she comes from - life

in South Africa has made her clever, strong-willed, and

determined never to give up. As the book opens, the reader

meets her as a young, happy girl living in Upington.

Joubert recorded Poppie's reminiscences of childhood

and turned them into a heartfelt story. She gives the

reader a sense of the life in her community - she describes

the languages, clothing and customs of her people. This

lends the reader an insight into the South African ex-

f>erience. adding life to the impersonal facts often found

in the newspaper.

Poppie is content with her

existence until she marries

a migrant worker, Bonsile.

and moves with him to Cape
Town. Here she is first con-

fronted with pass laws, and
appalling prejudice.m

The tales related by Poppie about her workplace
demonstrate, in a new way, the prejudice which is so deep-

ly rooted in the white consciousness. As the reader iden-

tifies with Poppie, we can only wince when she repeats
some ofthe caustic remarks flung at her, in apparent kind-

ness, by her employees.

Even more anguish comes from weekly visits to the Of-

fice of Native Affairs, where a white man sitting behind
a desk would dictate Poppie's fate to her whether an ex-

tension allowing her to stay in Capetown would be
granted.

Poppie Nongena gives meaning to the printed word
"apartheid", far beyond the just a dictionary definition.

It immerses us in a life of segregation and hardship. Life

that is spurred on by faith in God and hope for the next
generation.

If you are an under-
graduate or graduate
student, we can move
you Forvtfard-Fast!
For years, people just
like you have l>een run-
ning their own summer
business, gaining
valuable management
experience, and
earning Si 5,000.<^
plus with our help
so...

MOVE FORWARD

for Application
or information

phone Immediately
(617)444-0834

A' I>l.r« O0*«-*Sf« t

Student
pairuerspai

"Easter S^i^^y "Buffet

i^ff Jbu Can 'Bat

Sipedai Scdad "Bar

"Bread "Basket

Seafood O^iewburg

"Broccoli Spears

Standing Stmmskip 'Kgund

"Baked "Ham

*DesserXs

Stxawbeny Shortcake, ^sorted Ties

Layer Cake, Special Tarn, Jeify "Beans

11:30 am to 4:30 pm
$9.95 MldtS $5.50 CflMren (lO andunder)

TOP of the CAMPUS

Jruit "Basket

jedo 'Molds

:Rice/^atty Sheds

Sweet Potatoes

RKSTURWT
ir'PUMm cvvnns ci;\tkk imavs

Coil today to reserve

a idble for your

entire family -

549-6000
'

exi. 659

Vcdidated parkvi^

Harvard
this summen

June 23-August 15, 1986

Harvard University Summer School, America's oldest summer
session, offers open enrollment in nearly 250 day and evening

courses, in more than 40 academic fields and pre-professional pro-
grams. The diverse curriculum includes courses appropriate for
fulfilling undergraduate and graduate degree requirements, as well as
programs designed for personal and professional development. The
international student body has access to Harvard's outstanding librar-
ies, museums, athletic facilities, and cultural activities, with the
additional benefits of the Cambridge and nearby Boston communities.
Housing for students is available in Harvard's historic residences.

Offerings include pre-medical and pre-law courses, undergraduate
and graduate instruction in foreign languages, business, computer
science, visual and environmental studies, anthropology, fine arts,

education, psychology, the sciences and more. Wc feature a college-
level program for secondary school juniors and seniors, plus special
programs in Health Professions (for minority students). Dance, Drama,
Film Studies, Writing, and English as a Second Language.

Further information is available by returning the coupon below or
by calling: (617) 495-2494 (24-hour catalogue request line), or (617)

Harvard University
Summer School ^m^^^mmm^.

Please send a Harvard Summer School catalogue and application for:

D Arts and Sciences D Secondary School Program D Drama
D English as a Second Language Writing D Dance
D H*aleh Professions Program

Name

Street

City Sfjtc

Hcirv.ird Summer School

20 Cirden Street, Depf . 391

( .imhrulKi;, MA 02138 I'.S A.

7ip
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A test of our tolerance
With the arrival of the conservative

newspaper the Minuteman on campus, as
well as the activities of "Accuracy in

Academia" came the shrill cries of the left,

bemoaning an alleged new age of McCar-
thyism. White House press secretary
James Buchanan's recent comments which
insinuated that congressional represen-
tatives who voted against the contra aid

package were supporting Communism was
supposedly a reawakening of "red baiting"
and other unfair tactics on a national level.

Before those on the left go into a complete
tizzy over such developments they should
take a hard look at their own conduct,
because assorted Democrats and campus
leftists have long been utilizing the very
tactics they now find so offensive.

The arguement goes that it is complete-
ly unfair to characterize a political oppo-

nent as unpatriotic or sympathetic to Com-
munist totalitarians. Certainly to question
an opponent's motives for political gain is

an ugly practice. However, President
Reagan's motives and intentions are con-

stantly interpreted by those who disagree
with him. If it is wrong to claim that a
political adversary is unpatriotic, is it not

also wrong to claim him to be uncaring, in-

humane or war mongering? Reagan
believes the welfare state to be detrimen-
tal to the long term need of the poor, yet

many congressional Democrats claim he
just doesn't care about the lower classes.

During the contra debate, some con-

gressmen claimed that the president was
looking for an excuse to use U.S. troops.

Are such accusations more just than ones
that suggest certain actions will support
communism? Today the "peace movement"
attempts to make Americans paranoid
about nuclear weapons just as McCarthy
fueled the Communist scare of the 1950s.

McCarthyism never died, it just changed
its political stripes.

On college campuses a form of political

repression and intolerance has been exer-

cised by the left since the Vietnam War.
Protests of that war developed into an un
willingness to allow the presentation of op-

posing views and the harrassment of in-

dividuals who attempted to express con-

trary opinions. On our own campus a brick

came through a UMass Republican Club
president's window, a .swastika was taped

to the Republican Club billboard, signs

Stephen Erickson

advertising conservative speakers are often

quickly torn down and sponsors of the
Minuteman were harrassed on the
telephone by claims the paper was
associated with the Ku Klux Klan. My door
has been spit on and Nummo News
associated me with Adolf Hitler.

At a recent senate meeting, Gerry Scop-
pettuolo, a staff member of the Student
Center for Education, Research and Ad-
vocacy referred to the editors of the
Minuteman as "facists." Given the horror
and destruction fascism has brought to the
world, such a statement is grossly offen-

sive. Either Scoppettuolo is ignorant of the
term's meaning or he deliberately attack-

ed the characters of people who disagree
with him. Since SCERA is supposedly an
arm of student government dedicated to

protecting different groups within our com
munity from harassment, Scoppettuolo's

conduct warrants his termination from
SCERA. Perhaps worst of all the abuses of
the left is their suppre.ssion of free speech.

On campuses nationwide the left has suc-

cessfully silenced visiting conservative
speakers through heckling, jeering and
other obnoxious behavior or the threat
thereof. Our university is no exception.

Two years ago representatives of the con-

tras attempted to speak here, but the event
was completely distrupted by protestors.

Representatives of the contras are com-
ing back. At 7 p.m., this Monday in Bartlett

Hall room 65, a representative of the FDN
will be sf)eaking. Although the issues

discussed will center on Nicaragua, at

stake is another issue of perhaps even
higher concern to our academic
community -free speech. Rumor has it that

protesters are being bused in from all over
New England to disrupt the event. As
students we all have reason for concern.

Whether one is really interested in what's
going on in Nicaragua or not, it is impor-

tant that people come to Monday night's

presentation in order to defend the crucial

and basic right to free speech. Intolerance

is a threat to democratic society whether
is eminates from the right or the left.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian
columnist.

Contribute to restoration success
We invite you to join us at 1 1 a.m. tomor-

row in Memorial Hall for the announce-

ment of a major new campus initiative call-

ed Mass Transformation. Its goal is to

restore the Tower Library to prime condi-

tion next Fall. And it will be accomplish-

ed through an innovative, grass roots

effort.

Exactly what Mass Transformation will

accomplish-and how-will be detailed tomor-

row. If you are unable to attend this

meeting you will find additiorTal informa-

tion in Thursday's Campus Chronicle and
the Collegian.

Through Ma.ss Transformation, those

who care most about the campus faculty,

staff, students, members of the local com-
munity, and even alumni and parents can
make a major contribution to its quality.

In the future, we believe that our efforts

will become a significant point of pride.

Joseph Duffey, chancellor
Stacy Roth, campus president

Student Government Association
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Letters

Excercise caution and regard
As a founding member of the UMass

Republican Club, and as an RA for four

semesters, I would like to kill two birds

with one stone (so to speak) and voice some
concerns about the newest newspaper on
campus, the Minuteman and Rusty Den-
ton's column on the hypocrisy of the RA
system.

I applaud the idea behind the
Minuteman. For too long this campus has
been dominated by the progressive point of

view. Exposing the students to different

ideas, in an intellectual, thoughtful and ra-

tional manner is an integral part of the col-

lege experience. However, the Minuteman
should avoid statements which, on a cam-

pus as diverse as this one, could be inter-

preted as showing a lack of .sensitivity to

issues of oppression. The credibility for the

conservative point of view that people such

as Stephen Erickson and Peter Dow have

worked hard to establish could be com-

promised by any recklessness on the part

of the Minuteman's editorial staff. I urge

the Minuteman and other publications to

prove to the community that they are

capable of quality journalism.

Rusty Denton once again has shown once

again the lack of knowledge and wealth of

hypocrisy that seems to characterize his

writings. Lack of knowledge because he

clearly has not done his research on
Residential Education. He states "positions

on being gay and pornography were laid

out as policy:" What is the policy? First,

that Residential Education will work
against the oppression of gays and lesbians

and second that pornography is offensive

because it degrades men, women and
children and as such will not be tolerated.

I fail to see the problem here: basic human
rights, no? He cites the example of

"Charles" applying for a position with "ex-

tensive related experience and graduate
work," and being declined: the position is

an undergraduate one, not open to

graduate students. Yes, there are occasions

where the hiring practices are distorted to

hire people based on minority group afTilia-

tion as opposed to qualifications, hut this

is the fault of individual Residence Direc-

tors, not Residential Education. And yes.

you do get the occasional anti-Chri.stian

remark, but as a result of individual ig-

norance, not Residential Education policy.

Regardless, Residential Education does

not discriminate on the basis of political or

religious affiliation. It simply chooses not

to hire narrow-minded bigots. This is where
Denton's wealth of hyp(x;ri.sy comes in. As
a Catholic, I could have .sworn I was taught

that above all things Christ asked two
things of us: "judge not lest ye be judged"
and "love one another as you would love

me." Denton's apparent homophobia ex-

poses him as the fraud he is: he is not lov-

ing his fellow humans, and he is standmg
in judgement of them as well. As for opi-

nions of the RA system, until Denton and
others do more research, and once they

discover the reality of the sy.stem, they

should keep their opinions to themselves.

The Minuteman and Denton purport to

represent the conservative viewpoint. Un-
fortunately they are only providing am-
munition to the assorted progre.ssives on
this campus, and making it increasingly

difficult to justify being conservative.

Ben Brogan
Central

Very real threat to freedom
Supposedly, we here in the land of the

free and the home of the brave adhere to

the idea that those among us accused of

transgressing the law are presumed inno-

cent unless and until proven otherwise.

This is an essential part of our philosophy

of individual liberty and one of the things

that sets us apart from some of the more

authoritarian systems on the planet.

This will no longer be the case if certain

types in Washington get their way.

Emanating largely from our friends in the

Executive Branch, there is a movement
afoot to strip away this most fundamental

of American rights and casually toss it

aside in the name of fighting drug abuse.

The President's Commission on Organiz-

ed Crime recently released a report to Con-

gress that advocated subjecting all federal

William Spain

employees and those of private companies
that do business with Uncle Sam to man-
datory drug-tests. Their primary reason for

doing so is an idea that the drug problem
must be dealt with in a "new" way. They
freely admit that the millions of dollars

spent on interdiction efforts have been
wasted. Our borders are too porous and the

profits involved too large for even the most
powerful government in the world to put

more than a small dent in the trade.

So, now these anti-drug zealots want to

attack the market for drugs right at the

source- the retail buyers. By instituting

such a program, they maintain, John and
Jane Q. Public will be scared into not fir-

ing up that weekend joint because it might

show up when the boss tells them to piss

in a bottle the following Monday morning.

Using recreational drugs in their spare

time would no longer raise only the

possibilty of legal problems but would also

lose them a way of making a living.

You know, it would probably work. The
flaw lies not in its effectiveness but rather

in its nasty intrusion into the private lives

of American citizens. Under the system en-

visioned by the big brothers in question, job

performance would count for little. Instead,

the ability of individuals to take care of

themselves would be tied to what they do
or do not consume in their spare time.

Make no mistake about it. Mandatory
drug-testing is no less than an assault on

the civil liberties on all of us. Those who
advocate it are betraying the ideals that

make this country what it is. They want
to shift the burden of prooffrom the accuser

to the accused like something out of a
totalitarian nightmare.

Such a proposal is not really surprising

when one considers its source. The Reagan
administration has an outspoken aflinity

for such things as lie-detector tests, lifetime

censorship over federal employees and
loyalty oaths. It would appear that they
have relegated constitutional guarantees
to the back seat in a search for what they
consider deviance.

Luckily for freedom-loving Americans,
the proposal has run into opposition in Con-
gress. Several representatives, including
Gary Ackerman (D-NY), are showing a rare
bit of backbone and calling it what it is-an

unfair idignity that no one should have to

tolerate. We should all be thankful that
there is more to our government than a
group of quacks who want to re-shape us
all in their own image.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist
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Special Student / Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia
and other destinations in Europe, Asia,

Africa and the Middle East.

Winter Rates to Scandinavia
Neu' York to Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm

from $240 one way, $400 roundtrip

New York to Helsinki

from $270 one way

Chicago to Copenhagen
from S240 one way, $400 roundtrip

Chicago to Oslo, Stockholm, Helsinki

from $280 one way, $480 roundtrip

and tours designed especially

for students to the

SOVIET UNION
For Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
Youth «tnd student travel experts for ovei a dec ade

17 E. 45th St.. New York, NY 10017

(212) 986-9470

Summer Fares Now Available!

^

t^.t^/SAln 197 N. Pleasant

\^^ -Op«n7 0av»-

HZT»T*T*^1'11I I wiL^wc^gag;,,!! TTi

POEMS
WANTED
M ajor anthology now seeks poems: love, nature,

haiku, song lyrics, reflective, free verse, religious
— all types! Beginners are welcomel Our editors

will reply within 7 days.

Send ONE POEM ONLY, 21 lines or less, to:

WORLD OF POITRY PRESS
Dept. AP • 2431 Stockton • Sacto., CA 95817

Now We're

Twice As Good.
The renovations are complete, and our

newly expanded store is open, with twice

as much space, and twice as many display

racks to make your shopping twice as

convenient.

Come see how we've grown, and take

advantage of these specials:

^^—Video Club Membership—
s^

1 Year ,^.25- M 5^^

Lifetime r., so- *39®^

yim,Q To CR
44 Main St., Amherst • 25&-1S09

Can you manage, motivate,

counsel and care for

40-60 people?

At Burger King, t)ur restaurant

managers arc petiple Driented

individuals who enjoy helping others

live up to their potential. We prefer

you have a minimum of 2 years of

college or 1 -2 years of retail or

restaurant supervisory experience. It

could be the most rewarding thing you

ever did for yourself and for the

people you'll work with

ON CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS:

Thursday, March 27

Unable to attend.' Send your resume

to: Human Resources, Burger King
Corporal ion.l8<K) W. Park Drive.

Westborough Office Park,

Westborough, MA ()1S81. Iqual

Opportunity Employer M/ F H

Grt tli Mw nrr4 III MKvrrd

ARTS
*fs

Jo Gula, BFA student, is ex-

hibiting his Early Pointings at

Wheeler Gallery through April 6.

By JENNIFER ACKERMAN
Collegian StafT

Okay, we're all rested from Spring
Break, so we have lots of time to peruse the

galleries in the area, right? Well, there are

some new things going on that you might
want to check out this week if you aren't

too busy showing off your tan.

ARTSLINES
Sculpture MFA David Fish will open his

thesis show in his studio at Marsh_'l An-
nex tonight at 7:30 p.m. The studio v, 11 be

installed in both the Student Union and
Herter Galleries on April 26. The entire

studio gallery event will run through May
7. The thesis is titled "Guts and Brains: A
Study in Post-formal Systems Esthetics"

Hampden Gallery, in the Southwest
residential area, is housing the annual
"Professor's Choice' exhibit through April

11. Every year an Art department professor

time
when the Textbook Annex
must begin to return unsold spring books to the publishers.

Returns start March 31st
Don't wait -- You may be disappointed'

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Open Mon-Fri 9AM-4PM

NURSING:
CHECK IT OUT
New England Deaconess Hospital

School of Nursing
Fall openings available

• One of Boslon 5 (in«»( Maching hospitals

• Thr««yB«f (lipKxn* program alMaiedwU
NonhMUMrn University

• B.SN tv•llaM•throug^ articulation with

NorttlMtMrn Unrv«r5ily

• CMitcal axparMTK* sians m the iirsi year

• UmluMton
• Scholflhipt ina loans available

• 100H pasting 'Hie on stale eiams

Donidelay'^morslntormaHonoranapplicatlor please callJoyErb recruitment

coortlmaloi al rSIT) 732-S3S0

(^
NEW
ENGLAND
DEACONESS
HOSPITAL

School of Nursing
1 Autumn Street
Boston, Massachusetts
02215

Tickets

Still

Available
« Ji . t m ,f J

- • ' * '^

Wednesday
April 16th

Fine Arts
Center
Tickets on saTe

March 12th

$11.50 UMass students

$12.50 general public
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at the FAC box office, Sprin^ield
Civic Center box office, and all

Datatix locations in Northampton,
Holyoke, Greenfield and
Pittsfield.

I
ik

Stevie Ray Vaughan
And

Dc ubla Trouble
J^;

is invited to curate an exhibition of their

choice. This year, the guest professor is

James Hendricks, and his choices are
Elizabeth Bryan Slater and Leigh Ann
Tischler. Both women are graduates of the

University's BFA program.
Herter Gallery, in honor of Women's

week, is presenting the "Women's Video
Exhibition" through March 29.

Wheeler Gallery, in the Central residen-

tial area, presents "Early Paintings", a

BFA exhibition by Jo Gula The show is an
exploration of the mystery of human ex-

istence in the first series of oil paintings

by the artist. "Early Paintings" will run
March 27 through April 6, with the open-

ing reception this Thursday. 5-7 p.m.

The Nicaragua Media Project is still run-

ning at the Student Union Gallery until

Friday, March 28. This exhibition is a col-

lection of very important visual informa-

tion about Nicaragua. Go see this.

Hampshire College Gallery is exhibiting

"Off The Press: 16 Contemporary Photo-

printmakers" until April 9. The artists com-
bine photography and printmaking. in-

cluding photo-etching, photo-silkscreen.

Photogravure, and offset lithography, as
well as three-dimensional works.

The Northampton Center for the Arts
will display "Ukiyo-e" or "pictures of the

Floating World," a series of Japanese
woodblock prints until April 13.

Also at the Northampton Center for the

Arts, Greg Stone will exhibit portraits and

landscapes in oil. Stone was American Ar-

tists magazine's featured artist in April

1985. This show will run until April 1 ^

What fun. If you have eyes for seeing.

give them some exercise this week in so?' •'

of the Happy Valley's galleries.
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David Fish, sculpture MFA, will
open his unique thesis exhibit
tonight at Marshall Anex at 7:30.

a^A^

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

The Union Program Council presents:
A special one night engagement with

AL JARREAU

8 pm F.A. C. UMass
Tickets $1 7. 00 cash only 6 ticket limit

On sale 4/3/86 at F.A.C. Box Office, Springfieid Civic Center

and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Greenfield,

Holyoke and Pittsfield. No cans, bott^s or recording devices.
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* Senate meeting . . .

But two other motions are expected to trigger more
debate. The first calls for the senate to oppose "continued
US support for the anti-Sandinista contra rebels." The mo
tion asks that copies of the resolution be sent to the US
State Department, the Nicaraguan amba.ssador to the
United Nations, and President Reagan.
The second motion calls for the senate to "congratulate

the winners of the Illinois Democratic primary: Adlai
Stephenson ill, Mark Fairchild, and Janice Hart."
Fairchild and Hart are supporters of Lyndon LaRouche.

the founder of "a neo-fascist, anti-Semitic organization,"

said Dave Martin, a Commuter Area senator. LaRouche
has many of his followers running in state and local

elections.

"These motions are examples of how individuals are try-

ing to split the senate," said Greg Rothman from the Cen-
tral Residential Area. Conservative senators will be op-

posed to the first motion, while liberal senators will op-

pose the second, he said.

Eric Ericson, a senator from Southwest, said he wrote
the second motion because the SGA should support peo-

ple elected by the democratic process, and that he would
likely withdraw it before the vote.

Two arrested for fake SOS
BOSTON (API Two

Chelsea men were arrested

yesterday on federal com-
plaints charging they made
fake distress calls to the US
Coast Guard that set off a
$60,000 search for a yacht
reported to be going down
with 10 people aboard.

Douglas P. Vaters, 20, and
Norman Miller, 18, were ar-

rested by US marshals,
V'^aters at his home and
Miller at an undisclosed

location, said Coast Guard
Petty Officer 2nd Class

Greg Creedon.

He said the complaints fil-

ed in US District Court
against each man were for

placing a false distress call,

making a false statement
and conspiring to defraud

the United States.

Pinocchio's Restaurant
1177 North Pleasant St.

549-3669
Special Monday thru Thursday

LARGE CHEESE
PIZZA

1

$5.00 + Tax

FAST FREE DELIVERY from 5:00 pm on

Does not apply in restaurant Mention when ordering.
im***mmmmm»m « ^Trr rrr f f rf f Jf f J j j jj »»»»»*»*»»»#»**»•»»<

Something you
want to say before

|

you leave?

Submit your proposal for

Senior

Commencement Speaker
to Trey Williams, 545-2334,

319 Whitmore.

Both men were released i

after signing a bail bond for

$10,000, said court clerk

Peter Gallagher. He said

the men were scheduled to

appear in court again on

April 12 for a probable

cause hearing, in which the

government must defend its

reasons for arrest.

EUROPE >« CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockefeller Plaza

New York, N Y 10020
Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad for Special
Student/Teacher Tarift.

Z: RENTAt J LEASE PURCHASE

j
ealiiigphiie

|

[ CAMPUS PLAZA
(

r (Next to Super *

I
St n & Shop)

J

( Rte 9 • Hadl«v/Amhe i

: 256-WW9 )

; -^ OPEN I

) 6 AM 3 AM !

SUN-THURS
\

• OPEN 24 HOURS s

rentAnreck
yj y^ \

N«w & Us«d Cart
Tracks » Vans Atoo Avalabl* •

North Amherst •

Rent-A-Wreck i

Rt. 63 No. Amherst '

i 549-2880 y
ACAKMIC OOlT mUfBLE-LOW COST^^BlSTi

Last Week! •

Monday through Friday, 11-4

CLOSING EVENTS:
Thursday, March 27:

7
30pn. fj^atiest Vj

rpeact

The Nicaragua
Media Project l

V U t tttimw»a0€tmmfm pw i—i wmm C—

m

l a»wim

PtACt. *itl <.<m<lwc( « luMiwui SK«t«ffua Wil>4a«(tv Film
Tnwr in pTftfMM* ttt« him aft4 M^tfc <• i •mwufitt* fnmttttt^

fffW AmAfni MA 'MflM 4iy <«»•»*'*

9:00 p.m. Slides of a

North American School-building Brigade in Nicaragua

by members of Northampton Committee on Central America

•several small paintings by a gifted Nicaraguan refugee will be

for sale to raise money for the homeless

Friday. March 28:

3-4 nm closing reception of The Nicaragua Media Project

3:00 "Two Towns in Northern Nicaragua"

a 1986 slide show by Philosophy Professor John Brentlinger

All events are FREE and will be held in the gallery

STUDENT UNION ARJ (^LLERY ^'^5450792

(5 minutes: 3 pages, typed,

double-spaced)
DEADLINE: APRIL 11, 1986 at 4:00 PM

Best Sale of the Year

Seniors!
Graduated Savings.

;;!lllllllll!ii!iiiiililllilll'«;iiiilll„:

OFF
ALL lOK GOLD

OFF
ALL 14K GOLD

OFF
ALL 18K GOLD

One week only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete
details, see your Jostei is i cpresentative at:

Date March 26, 27, 28 • Time 10:30 - 3 pm Deposit Rbj $15.00

I'lace: outside

^USTORE^ —.ens.nc IS

JOSTENS
AMERICAS COLLEGE RING'**
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GARR^' TRUDEAU

/$ MANA6UA FSALLYONLY IWO
PAYS PRlve FROM HARUNOBN, A9m R3A5MaAlM^' /-;M 'WEAJ
HBAL^ u9mnowoum-7iMa

SHOOT, ie^iHUl.l ANPTHAT
60TA aXJ9IN lAJHO me 'F0R5

MApeiTTDNKymm 345^$
IN A HR5&FP IN 32 M'PBNBP,
HOUR^' ^..^Z mm. HAP'

THE FAR SIDE
BY GARY LARSON

w/WTUBRSPee
mSOUTINSAN
BaNiTV. 'SPeaNOu
AFBLLAHCOULO
D0ITIN2SI

ORLBSS.IF

7HB 5H0KT-
cmOUTA
BR0l»i9^IUt

SHOfaaiT' A/NTAT
WHAT LieeRTi sfiVONAL
SHOKKUT' TO SAY SECURITY

Custer's lost view.

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

Deo »wD t^e^ts my

\

W£CCOn£

O-f^Pifnn','

U)Hf>rr IS

I

HOUSEMATES BY R. "MILLER

THAT'S
RIGHT.

WOULD VOO TAlce AWAY
LINUS' SECURITY
BLANlceT ^ GEOR&t
BURNS' CI6AR? BOCsS

SONNY'S CA»5R0TP
H0UJARDCC)S6LL'S
Toupee''

^' ^tl

GORDY BY GORDE

CMAUSo WHO, S/^r

(g3fACXi.V?)

THIS guy's PRO-
OOCIM& AueuAAS
LMFT AfJO RtS/^r
AJJP 1^0 OUB MAOU/S
WHO THB HeLl-He.fSf
I l*/AMTAfJ /A/TSe-
\/iBlA/.''/^0.*' f lOAHjr
pne /A/TBRUi£i^f"

f u^AtJrr fibersf
I WANTU£Sfr

I WMiTHISPA^ms
SlZEfff I WMH'
ByeKXTHIKf&fff

FW^ OUT lAfHAT
HE UK(ES ABOUT

SOO'FORBIO^i
yvHY/

, J

BLOOM COUNTY BY BE^^KE BREATHED

OUR NeXT STOP ON M, JO\JR 15

M. OL\%R mhlPtLl JCmb-
F(\f^P 5H0RT 'HftCKCK"

TDP/\y HE'S WOKeti mD
im NflnONAL 5TR(\Te6lC

PEFeUbe OMPUTFR...
OOPS.

OOPi?
WHAT
00P5 r^

"00P3'/ I Pl5TJHCTiy

m 5(\iPAH WF5: 1Hem
mooF5"/wm'5m
WP5"P.'mi\Tf'mP(r^

7W/5 FOfmOH Of
im FtKTURe

ALM\Y5
&/i/e5 Me -me
Hie&ie-M&B5f

FfSiiOl/T

smiTeR

I

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
tdiled b\ irude Michel JafTe

ACROSS
1 S*eOisl rock

group
5 Quebec pen.n

suia

10 Is under OCXi^a

tion

14 River into the

Caspian
'5 Ascertain

16 River past

Karnak
17 Novel garC
19 Pan of MIT

20 Tailor s concern
21 Narrative mci

dents

23 DDE s com
n^and

24 One of the

Harts

26 Sun stiades^

27 Evening m
Venice

28 Type arrange

rT>ef>t

31 French Clencs

34 River at Rome
37 Fiscal e«p
38 Riled up
39 Whimpered
40 Three hande'

card game
4t Words on a

Frervrh menu
4? Turn away
43 Billiards shot

44 More snail

paced
46 Image
48 Revise

49 0» gases Comt
form

50 Followers ol

Mons
S3 Payment lor a

rerun

S6 Ester

58 imitatior^

59 Trave. app.<'e!
'

61 Particle

62 Rye white or piin

63 Place tor spices

64 Acts on
65 Wows
66 Times

DOWN
1 WWII hero
Murphy

2 Mam lorce

3 Choir fT^ember

4 Oer — (the boss
in Bonn)

5 Allure

6 Fed nuclear

body
7 Purposes
S Voung yuppie S

school

9 Qualified

1 Like some soups
or Stews

1

1

Airport apparel''

12 Otherwise

13 Tennis units

18 Stuan king

22 Mosei feeder

25 — and took

notice

27 Bishop % luris-

diction

29 Asian free

30 Art gallery near

tfie Thames
31 Right away

Abbr

32 Philippine kmle

33 Wheel s pomp^
35 Martinique e g
36 Prove false

39 Troubles

40 Oiego or Jose
42 TV actor Tim

43 Dough
45 Phraseologies

47 Campaigner s

favorite Sight

49 Strange

50 Turkic language

51 City on the

Mohawk
52 Searches fof

53 Get tf« drift

54 Eiternai Comb
form

55 Berne s nver

57 Brooie heroine

60 Vouth

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

l.LPJl
V.*.T

ATTJ
,A N N E

iPil'c s

i ^H" '' "

^H's ^h"

r B"
J m - " „

" _N" " _'' M
III" .11" ^

"'

jT w
hh" Sm H^'
» M

Hi**

KH M.m m
\nKili'\ limi'>.

LUNCH
Grilled Cheese

Sandwich
Chicken Stew-

Basics Lunch
Grilled Cheese on

wheatberry
Chicken Stew

Dinner
Veal Parmesan
Baked Scrod

Ham and Turkey plate
corny muffin

Basics Dinner
Eggplant Parmingiana
Get baked and have the

Scrod

ATTENTION

All Collegian editors and associate editors

Newspaper critique by Wayne Phaneuf, AME
at the Springfield Daily News

Next Wednesday, April,2, 8pm

Mandatory for editors

ALL OTHERS WELCOME

^^ %^ ^^ ^L*^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^» ^^ ^^ *X^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ %^ ^^^^ ^p ^C ^^ ^^ ^P ^* ^^ ^P ^^ ^^ ^^ ^p ^^^P ^*^^ ^P^P^^^^^^#^ 0^ ^^^^

^
^
^

Weather 4(

J£ If
A^ Weather: Today: A balmy and beautiful day \l

^ with temps in the low 70s. Tonight: Cooling, 45 }f

X to 50 degrees. Tomorrow: Showers and thunder- ^
"tf showers, highs 55 to 60. If

^^ ^^"Jr ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ -Jf* ^fr "Ji* ^^ ^^ ^^ <^^ m^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ <J»
^^* ^^* ^^* ^^^ ^^* ^^* ^X^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^* ^^^ ^^*^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Night Editor Daniel Sobel
Copy Editor William Spain
Layout Technician Ansel Zinter

Photo Technician Paul Desmarais
Production Supervisor Ansel Zinter
Production: SOD, Rob Skelton, Maura McHugh, Kevin
Havden.(and some dude in Baker)
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FACULTY!

The Textbook Annex needs your

HELP
to allow us to get all the

necessary textbooks for the

fall semester please send

us your textbook orders

ASAP*
*as soon as possible

necessary forms are available

through your departmental
secretary or the textbook annex

ALSO: please inform your students

that we will be returning

this semesters unsold books
to the Dublishers

beginning March 31st

Summer Employment
Camp Young Judaea, Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident, Co-ed, 1 hour from Boston) is in need of
Department Directors and Activity Specialists for

this summer in: Athletics, Gymnastics, Swim In-

struction (WSI), Waterskiing, Sailing, Arts & Crafts,

Campcraft, Israeli Dance, Drama, Israeli Folk Song,
Riflery, Tennis, Photography. Office Personnel and
Nurses (R.N.). Excellent Salaries and fringe benefits.

Please contact Dr. Charles B. Rotman, Director, 81
Kingsbury Street, Wellesley, MA 02181,
617-237-9410.

rfxli^lVRSITY ^TORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
(a) physical pane Dldg

V

I

^unaH garden

MANDARIN 'SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST ckiocs* Food-

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs
Smrtll l^»q«-

52^0 S460

Luncheon
Specials

$Q25
From /& served 11

'•J

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

l)Br»« wtihFtr»h
Mu%hrnonit

2| Chickrn Finqrrt
3) C hirkm Wmg*
4|Chinr»« BBQ Pork
5) Biorcoli in Uytlrr Siucf

6( Swrrt It Sour Ctuckm
7| P«n Frt»d Kic»
8)P«rtFnrdNoodln
wiih ChKkm

9) P»n Fn«l Havmli
IOIH..I . Sour Soup

Buffet Served 5-8
Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU ^-^-
CAN EAT ^5^^

Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

,^ Sun.Thurs ll:3Oain.-I0pm
*•»"• Frt * Sat.ll :30 a.m. lip m
pm. 10 Belchertou/n Road

at Rte. 9. Amherst
256-0252

AS^

^\

University of Massachusetts

Amherst

L-

Head Resident Positions
Amherst College is seeking candidates for part time (10

months) Head Resident positions starting August 15, 1986.

Responsibilities include training and supervision of Resident

Counselors, advising a council for residence governance and
helping to develop social and cultural programs, and work-

ing with Dean's Office, faculty and physical plant depart-

ments to ensure proper functioning of residence halls.

Qualifications include: completion of Bachelor's degree by

September, 1986; ability to relate well to students; organiza-

tional and counseling skills. Previous experience in residen-

tial life preferred. Compensation: $3,500, room and haord.

Submit resume, cover letter and two letters of recommenda-
tion to: Karen Tilbor, Associate Dean of Students, Amherst
College, Box 68, Amherst, MA 01002 before Mjirch 31, 1986.

An Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action F^mployer.

M/F/H.

This Wednesday, March 26 from 4-6 pm
dine in the casual elegance of Plumbley's for just

$5.95
Broiled Orange Whiskey Chicken
Sliced London Broil

Tempura Fried Filet of Sole

All entrees complete with salad, potatoe,

hot bread & butter.

Just show your UMass I.D. and enjoy

Plumbleys
off the common^

30 Boltwood Walk • Downtown Amherst • 253-9586
All Major Credit Cards • Full Service Catering

Want to see a friend in the paper?

Bring a picture down to J.B.'s

6-9 am
9 am
9-12

12

12-3

3-6

5 pm
6-7

7-10

9 pm
10-2

2-6

WEDNESDAY
Sing About it with Johanna

NEWS
Stolen Moments
NEWS
In One Ear with Vinnie Van Gee

Schoolyard Emissions

NEWS
Sportsline

Procession towards Learning Landj

Writing a paper?

Need some help?

THE WRITING CENTER
Pierpont, Southwest

Monday and Thursday 7 - 9

B-24 Baker in Central

Tuesday 7-9, Wednesday 1-3, 7-9

Thursday 7-9

04 Cashin in Sylvan

Monday 7-9

Wednesday 2'30-4:30, 7-9

NEWS
Terpsichorean Cacoohonev
Guerilla Radio with Chris

I

I

let usdoyOui"
wash -dry -fold

and
hand pressing

,^eti>«iHs,

10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7 DAYS 7AM 10 PM
549-1665

v^m.

Quality
Laundry

11 Pray St

Amherst, MA

':^^y*)UA,
Wl.

EDWIN
JEANS
sold at the

finest stores

13 No. Pleasant
Amherst
256-0591

For those who haven't tried our

GREAT CHICKEN

L^i

HOI
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

ii.

11 am - 2 am 7 days

60 Main St.

Amherst, MA

r-i

<*•

253 7018 '>^.

Hey cowpoke, come on down

to J.B.'s today 3/26 ^
tomorrow 3/27 and you'll

receive a Super One and

a Large Coke.

-L

Just a pinch of beef

between your cneek ana

gum. Yep, that's good

and it's at J.B.'s''

_ €

^ 'A—^^—(jJC^Vn gourmet
>^5,<i£^j

FRIED
CHICKEN

FRIED Cl^l^N PALACE
TRY SOMETHING NEW & COMPARE THE VALUE

^L4ST FREE DELIVERY
Am^RDtTlTwiTH COU^

,

}
ANY ORDER WITH COUPON OVER $8 |

L GET JOE'S PARADISE T-SHIRT FREE !

Downtown Amherst 31 Boltwood Walk
(t^^rougl^ thie alley, next to Taco^Villaj

253-7494

•L.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIK
Come to Collegian QHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Ttiurs. 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

3-U MOVIES •••

Thursday, March 27 CCA ]

5 [im $l.iJ.'>

featuririK thf 'i St(K)|jes
'

Creature from the Black l.aK'Kin '

It Came from Outer Space
'

plus classic comedy in 2-1)

glasses are free

(icneral Mrftinr of the American Society

of Personnel Administrators Wednesday
March 2ti 7:30 in room 172 Campus
Center. There will be pjest speakers from
the |)ersonnel department of Reebok USA.
.\nyoni interested in learning about per-

sonnel i.s welcome to join.

Important Armenian Club Meeting
March 26 6:30 pm 804CC. All new and old

members always welcomedl

Southwe»T~Reiiident» • Get Involved!

Weekly Southwest Assembly meeting

tomorrow, 7:00 pm in Hampden's
Southside Room. All are welcome.

AUTO FOR SALE

7« PlTwrath VoUre 4 dr, body very ^ood

condition, many miles hut very reliable

AM/FM $1200 or BO 256-6281

I* it true you can buy jeeps for $44

throuirh the U.S. government? Get the

facts today! Call 1312-742-1142 exl

5931-A

1978 Rabbit - fuel injection, 92k. many
new parts. Blaupunkt AM/FM cassette

$1795 or BO Jon 256 6H43

1980 PontUic Phoenix, standard, front

wheel drive, one owner. $1,400. 256-1489

eves

72 Ford Muatang body in excellent condi

tion new: exhaust, brakes, suspension BO
call 549-66.33

1976 Honda Accord very clean new parts

stereo $1000 negotial)le 253 5693

r976^'Oldg Cutlass s/w very good cond

$950 323 6442 after 5 pm

BRITTANY MANOR

Immediate Opening two bedroom aparts.

Heat and hot water short term leases. Act

now 256-8535

CAN YOU WRITE?

Interested in Journalism? It's never too

late to start' Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England. You can

write about S[)ort.s, News, Editorial. Black

Affairs, Women's Issues, or Gay or Les

bian issues Whatever your interests,

write aboot it today in the Collegian. We
build careers.

CAPE COD ra Ford LTD must sell! $500 OBO low LET'S MAKE A DEAL———-

—

— rust, runs great l)<iu)j 545-2ii91 or Iv mssg -—
rr"r:" ;

~
Seagull Beach West Yarmouth summer 549-7.59"

] need vour furniture!!! i.ivingrcKim an<)

rentals 2.53 7436 N^a^JT Equilixer with LED volume l«'<lr;»mi furniture wanti.i! Pleas.- call

^yr=^T^,i;r= readout. CsJd this 10 band eq once call
*«« •IW' and «-•* for Cheryl. Let s make a

C APE I OD fi-<ift.M» <ieal

SUMMER ROOM RENTALS V^ . ai.- u- ^ ...o- u .-
X-t ountr> Skis. Karhu 210 s. h<K)ls. [loles LOST

Hyuinis - $80 weekly per person, double- ^<^
'"i"^'"!?*:

taxless. $75. 2.56 1.544

occupancy. Includes evervthing. First 3 Gucci Watches only $:«) call « 7480 Lo»* 'wo keys on campus before Spring
weeks paid in advance. Call (617) 778-0324 ^ ..,;,. -;—

r

Break, unattached. Lorcan .54*) it 152
(»old I luoB. Ladies starter .set w/canvas ^ —

"CASH" ^- ' '?f<l "n<^*- i^^'^ 774 7682 eves. Ask MAD WILD FLESHLY SINS
_

—

— for Debbie —
Paying cash for vour baseball cards —-.,,„- The Warriors come to play at 1'Ma.ss

Please call Mike 546 6105 *"""" tonight 5. 7. 9 and II al the CCA
' — - K

DEAD A ••"' |°'«5
*t!'^'''.

"*%'^
„ ^n'^f^y money AND EXPERIENCE?

. _- Manor, on Sunday. March 2. Call and iden-

Hey Now - fmTssed BoTofRain in VA and tify 665-8460
^ FiveTpportirnitle7availabl7fo7^tudenTs

I don't have a Thurs night Hartford tik. If Red glasses' case with glasses keys call <>f all majors. Must work well with people,

you can help, call Mat 2.56-1203 6-9172 Earn ''5/week this summer call

K K 256-421.,

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS HELP WANTED K:=::=:======: MOTORCYCLES
All electrical appliances sewing Entry Level Marketing Poaitions Avail rrm=rz:zr==:r=zznzirzir
machines, clocks, shavers, vacuum in local multi-mill dollar firm Full time. Sui GS$50, .5000 mi. go<Kl cond. fairing

cleaners House calls and shop repairs part-time, and student shifts. Paid train with stereo, $1200 or BO, 256 1544

Amherst Repair 2.53 2869 mg. wages from $4 to $12. also bonus and =- ,

'~
•

sales comm. Matt 584 3.596 PERSONALSENTERTAINMENT
Part-time "iii^chiTndi^rr 2b~l^,iii^^~a

"
Ti,. rh».n Jnfk KonI nartv tnoni at a *<*•< ^e seek mature minded persons to BANDS WANTED - SWAG is looking for

\ \.M^Ji^J^'r,ttU^ir:li ^fi Qftfii
service our book department keeping it at bands interestsd in ptaying the Southwest

reasonable pnce. Call Kevm at 546-9061
,^^^j^^ ^^^ up-to-Jate Opening at %TOP Pyramids during Southwes? Week ( Ap. 29th

MOBILE MUSIC INC disks spun to your & SHOP HADLEY, MASS knowledge of Mav 4thl Applications available in the

taste Quality from 7 years of experience and interest in books a definite plus SWAG offics in Hampden. Application

Call Chris 256-6845 Dependable car essential Must be deadline April 1st 5-0880
available to work a flexible weekday K.r«n »».. inn^ K..t i/n.. tak> • nnnrf nir~

ESCORT SERVICE schedule that will involve morning ti,
K«ren - you loose, but you trte a good pic-

afternoon shifts. Please call _1
Escort Service Available 8 pm 2:00 1800 524 0904. Barnes & Noble CONNOR - give us back our marker"
am Everyday anywhere on Campus. Play Bookstores, Inc. equal opportunity p;;r.,r:^.^;^7iii

it safe call 5-2133 for an escort ANYTIME employer M/F ?^° .'? '°""i*

FOTRENT WoliTsTid^Tab dishwasher. h-Thrlwk.
Emo is coming! Watch this space

— $4.20/hr, April and May, summer option Emo Emo Emo Emo Emo Emo Emo Emo

One bedroom ClifTside Apt $350 please (54)5 2364 tmo Emo
call Kenny 54.5-2234 or 665 7106

INSTRUCTION ''"' ^ "*" *** "'**"' '"" "=•••""•' '^•PP*

in Amherst 2'/j miles from campus, of Spring Break

washer and dryer, air conditioning. • ••••• HSMA Chocolate candy sale on the CC
Available April 1. Call today' Chns • • Concourse Homemade chocolates for only

256 6238 Jewelry Making Class ' »• »2.00 today Fridayn

Room available in vacant house this sum | i»!r,''^vl"r^r!rR^'iQ • To Renee&The^gTrTs'^tirthel little

mer with option to rent next fall. 5 mon
,

jacKie vajraa4»OMa
^ Reeboks: I'm glad you firwlly got it

walk from town and MMass call for more ., ,, ,,, ,,,,, together I hope I gat to come to the wed
info Mary ,549-6799 djng?/ All the bast OFK

Apt in house. 3 bedroom. Great localion.s; IOTA GAMMA UPSILON Emily - Here » the personal f7om~your
right next to 7 11 in Sunderland. Very '

B-day. I hope you fae< better. Love ya
clean, quiet and spacious. $600 month, ••••••••••••••••••••«««.••«...«...» -Snoopy
le;8estartsJune_lst^665.8275 •

Invites all dniversity
; r,m„ Ues .nd Cl^rol Blum Happy Bir-

FOR8ALE J Tues,^2r5M.5.6'!5 Dinner •

rm'V«SL".r.l'
*" "''"^- °''- ""^ "*"""

* ti ^ti T 1 n \i'- f /'u • I m a iiTTie latei
——, —

,
or 6:157:15 Wine & iheese

GuiUrKlectra electric six-stnng excellent • Wed .3/26 5:15 6:15 Dinner • To Judy the Mcldiot in 2110 JA, ndmg
cimdition 200 with hardshell case contact •

Thurs .3/27 6-7 Nachos '
along in your GT. I with your Baileys by

Andrew 6 6489 ' come and see what sorority life ' your side, forget V.C.C see you at

SnUti. CoronrfPI Printer $Ti5:M 0,7^ '. „ ''*"'*"r^"'r"'JLB^. i
Che(nr«ifords driving range' Love Shags

puter Table $75.00 2.56-1489 eves ^"inilVJlf^.^r^.^J'^.^i

•••••••••••• •••••••••••

PlattN Australian Surf Wear

Hark from Break

on sail now!!!
(.CC.

Atten. Todd Rundle: Judges have official

ly elected you king of the t)elly floppin'

Bahama Papas on Paradise Island'"

3/21/86

John Taylor (Christian) in Comm ISO. I

like your do' Teresa

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
KIM S.!

Tom

Congratulations
• Jov & Bob •'

WANTED

Subjrrtii needed -- Students who lost a
parent will you and your family tielp a

UMass grad student in a research study
about how families ad|ust to the death of a
parent? I will travel if your family doasn t live

here Please call Claudis collect
203 563 9577 after 9 pm. or sign up in the
experiment booth, 4th floor Tobin Hall

CREW (stage, set construction, site prep,

securityl needed for outdoor dance ttvaatre

production in Septemtier 86 3 week com
mitment. possible credit involved. Call Ana,
5452803/4

Vocalist needed to complete the Fugative
Guys U2 Clash REM Roxy Cost also
keyboards call now for try out S-4796

WANTED TO RENT

Jill and Lisa, U-Beach Sunday, March 23,

1986 tffese are the days I'll remember for ail

my life thanks' j'ann

Come see Animal House TlHjrs March 27
at Mahar Aud 5:00 *1 .25, 7. 9, 1 1 *1 7S It

will be a great time'

Looking to take over leaac of houaa or
apartment, 2 3-1^ bedrooms, pref ck>sa to
campus Call 54fr10e8 or 546 9189

Looking to take over lease in Brandywine
for fall 86 *$$ reward *** 54^5323 or
546-6010

PROFESSIONAL TYPING.SERVICE

Papera, caaes, diaacrtationa, thcaea. on-
campus, dependabia, low rates, axparierK-

ed Nancy 584^7924

ROOMMATES WANTED

For summer. Two bedroom apt in Amherst
call eves 546 4377 ask for Mark

Female roommate needed for summer in

Hyannis - new house - kleal location low
weakly rent - csH 546- 7397

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 Tutoring ISOO par hour
former grader, consultant Alex 266-1239

Typing. Tape Transcription. Fast, ac-

curate. Available almost anytime 865^7662

Tailor for alteration.

SS4-9382
SHAANN's at Mall.

SOFTBALL COACH

Softball Batting/Fielding Coach (or

player/coachi needed for local adult co ed
team April August Modest compensation
for coaching Leave meaaage on tape at

546 1980 after 5:00 pm

SUMMER SUBLET

Need people to sublet our Southwood apt
starting the first week of June Call 256 1506

TRAVEL

.Summer '86 Kenya safari scenic locationai
Sun, fun and adventure Student rataa
available Free information: (4131 549-5664
1413)549 7116
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SPORTS
Minutewomen
roll through
Florida trip
Sortino suprised by early romp

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

While the majority of University of

Massachusetts students were littering the

various beaches of southern Florida, the

UMass Softball team continued to romp to

its owTi version of "fun in the Florida sun".

The Minutewomen returned from a very

successful Florida swing on Monday with

an 11-3 mark, winning nine of their first

ten games over the Spring break. Although
the fast start is a good indication of what
to expect from the Minutewomen this

season, the play of UMass has been a

welcome and pleasant surprise for head
coach Elaine Sortino.

"We went down their expecting to come
back with a .500 record." said Sortino. "But
we've been hitting the ball well and play-

ing good defense. Overall, I am very pleas-

ed. I didn't expect that we would do so

well.".

UMass pitching, which has been a con-

sistent trademark over the years, held true

to form on the Florida swing. As a combin-
ed staff, the Minutewomen sport an earn-

ed run average of 0.68 this season, com-
pared to a 3.62 ERA given up by UMass
opponents. Senior lefthander Lynn
Stockley leads the UM .staff with a 5 1

Sports Informiition photn

Cathy Reed went 2-0 on the
mound during the University of
Massachusetts softbail team's
Florida trip. She was .259 at the
plate. The team went 11-3.

record and an 0.45 ERA. Her lone setback

came against the University of South
Florida, 5-0.

In addition to Stockley, senior
righthander Cathy Reed is 2-0 with an

ERA of 0.58. and sophomore righthander

Lisa Rever is 4 2 with an 0.78 ERA. Both
Rever and Stockley have posted three

shutouts and Reed and Rever have had one-

hit performances. Freshman Crhis Wan-
ner, who saw limited action, picked up her

first save of the year against DePaul
University.

Offensively, Sortino's troops have been
giving the pitching .staff more than enough
support, for the most part. The
Minutewomen dropped their last two
games of the swing to Stet.son University,

2-1, and to South Florida. UMass hit the

ball hard, but usually right at somebody,
leaving a few valuable runners stranded in

the late innings.

"We hit very well throught the trip, but

we just couldn't get the runs across when
we needed them," Sortino said. "Li.sa

(Rever) pitched a great game against Stet-

son, but we couldn't get the runs for her."

In the Stetson game, Rever only gave up
two hits in her six inning stint. But they
were costly hits, as Stetson got its only two
runs of the game on a bunt single and a

two-run homer in the third inning. The
Minutewomen had no problem getting the

hits, just bringing them in. a fact that Sor-

tino attributed to the length of the season
opening swing.

"We were very tired going into the last

couple of games and it showed," Sortino
said. "We didn't get much time to rest or

practice, so the next couple of days we have
off will do us some good."

But despite the lack of run production the

last couple of games, the offensive machine
has been running at full tilt for the

Minutewomen, led by Beth Talbott. The
.senior catcher had a banner spring trip, rip-

ping seven triples in 14 games, including

a three-triple performance in a 12-0

destruction of -Miami fOhio) University.

Talbott has also delivered on the defensive

end. committing only two errors in 112
chances.

Sophomore Chris Ciepiela leads the

Minutewomen in batting, hitting .375 with
one triple. Senior co-captains Sally Maher
and Carol Frattaroli are both hitting .364,

with Maher leading the team in runs-

Sports Information Photo

Carol Frattaroli, a senior second baseman. h}t .364 with seven runs bat-
ted in as the UMass softbail team went 1 1-3 in Florida over Spring Break.

batted-in with 13. Frattaroli and freshman
outfielder Barbara Meehan both have
seven RBI's.

Ciepiela has also done a fine job filling

in for injured third baseman Debbie Cole.

Cole played in four games over the Spring
trip and looked to be recovered from an
elbow injury suffered la.st Fall. Ciepiela is

second in defensive assists with 24.

The Minutewomen will open their Nor-
thern schedule with a doubleheader
agaianst Boston College at Chestnut Hill.

UMass opens its home sea.son Tuesday
against Providence College in a twin bill.

The Minutewomen were 2-1 winners over
the Eagles last season and will be looking
to break a brief two game losing streak suf
fered at the Florida State Lady Seminole

tournament over the weekend.
Minutewomen Mutterings: UMass has

outscored its opponents on the Florida
swing 52-8, including a 12-0 advantage in

the first inning and 22-0 in the fourth inn-

ing. . .Rever leads the pitching staff in total

innings pitched with 35 and strikeouts,

registering 36 K's. . .UMass has left 77 run-

ners stranded this season, compared to 58
by UM opponents. . .Sophomore
tVstbaseman Martha Jamieson played in

th»-oe games, but is still recovering slower
than expected from arthoscopic knee
surgery she underwent a month ago. .

.Talbott leads the team in slugging percen-
tage at .563. Maher is next at .477 with
Ciepiela and Meehan slugging .458 and
.424, respectively.

UMass lacrosse notebook

Gorillas ranked 15th in nation
By PETER ABRAHA.M
Collegian Staff

The University of
Massachusetts lacrosse
team, by virtue of its 13-7

victory over the United
States Air Force Academy,
has been ranked 15th in

the nation by United
States Intercollegiate
Lacrosse Association.

The Gorillas, who open
up their Eastern schedule
this Saturday at Delaware,
are ranked fourth in the
weekly Brine New
England poll, but are
ahead of three of those
teams in the national
rankings.

The University of North

Carolina, at 4-0, gathered
all 10 first place votes to

lead the poll. Syracuse
University followed in se-

cond place, at 4-1.

Johns Hopkins, 3-1. was
third with the Naval
Academy and the Univer-
sity of Maryland fourth

and fifth respectively.

The rest of the poll is as

follows:

6. Rutgers (2-1); 7.

Virginia (3-1); 8. Army
(2-1); 9. Adelphi (2-1); 10.

Maryland-Baltimore
County (2-2); 11. Towson
State (2-1); 12. Loyola of

Baltimore (3-0); 13. Brown
(2-2); 14. C.W. Post (2-1)

and UMass (1-0).

In the iNew England pon,

which determines the New
England title, Brown leads

with 98 points while the

University of New Hamp-
shire (coached by UM
coach Dick Garber's son,

Ted) is second with 82.

Third place went to Har-
vard with 78 points with
UMass in fourth place

with 74 points. Yale
University is fifth, with 69
points. Dartmouth College

is sixth with 49.

This season, UMass will

play Brown, Army,
Rutgers and Syracuse, all

currently nationally
ranked.

The Army game will be

home at Boyden Field on
April 26. Brown. Rutgei.->

and Syracuse are all at

home against the Gorillas.

The Gorillas will also

play New England con-

tenders New Hampshire,
Brown, Boston College,

Yale, Harvard and Dart-

mouth this season. St.

John's, a first-time UM op-

ponent, and the always-

tough Cornell round out
the schedule.

The last UMass teams to

be nationally ranked were
the women's soccer team
and the field hockey team
this past fall. The football

and men's soccer teams as

well as the volleyball team
enjoyed national standing
for one week only in the
"all.

Bowsher and
Roundtree
selected
Two University of Ma.ssachu.setts women's soccer

players were recognized by national soccer magazine Soc-
cer America in its annual Most Valuable Player awards.
Freshman foward Beth Roundtree was chosen as one of

the co-freshmen of the year, along with Dana Hedin from
NCAA Division 1 champion George Mason University.
Kristen Bowsher, the Minutewomen's best all-around

player, was picked as one of a large group of national most
valuable players.

The selection for coach-of-the-year, made by women's
.soccer writer p]lizabeth House, was George Ma.son coach
Hank Leung. UMass coach Kalekeni Banda was cho.sen

coach-of-the-year by the national soccer coaches
association.

Other selections included Ma.son's Lisa Gmitter as
player-of-the-year.

Th" Minutewomen lost only one game this season, to

George Mason in the national .semifinals. UMass loses on-

ly two players from that squad and will be among the na-
tion's leaders this coming fall.
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Campus heating up for visit by contra
Protests are expected; Duffey
is assailed on security plan

Collr^an pbntn by Mirhplle S4>Kall

"Did you order this war?" senior Carolyn Frimpter asks a diner in
Earthfoods Cafe,

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Controversy is mounting at the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts over an anticipated
visit to campus next Monday by a press

secretary for the Nicaraguan Democratic
Force, one of the "contra" armies fighting

to overthrow the Nicaraguan
government.
Campus groups oppo.sed to President

Reagan's request to continue funding the

anti-Sandinista guerrillas plan to protest

the speech by Jorge Resales, the FDN
representative.

In what critics have termed "un-
precedented." the chancellor's office has
agreed to pay for security personnel dur-

ing Resales' appearance.
The Graduate Student Senate

unanimously passed a motion Tuesday
night condemning Chancellor Jo.seph D.

Duffey's decision to provide the funding,
saying it was "unwarranted and sets a
bad precedent."

"When other groups sponsor someone
they provide the security," said senate
president George Claxton. "It makes no
sense for the chancellor's office to do it."

James Leheny, assistant to Duffey. said

the funding is not without precedent.

"It's routine to provide security to any
kind of political personage that might
lead to problems," he said.

Duffey, reached by mobile telephone
yesterday on his way back from a Board
of Trustees meeting in Boston, said the

funding is important to ensure that

Antiwar activists serve up sobering fare
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Patrons were served at their tables in

the Hatch, the Coffee Shop and Ear-

thfoods Cafe yesterday, but the waitresses

were offering political statements, not

food.

Five women carrying trays entered Ear-

thfoods at 12:45 p.m. Maps of Central

America covered the trays, and olive-drab

plastic soldiers were placed around the

maps.
"Excuse me, did you order this war?"

they a.sked diners. "Here's the bill. You'll

have to pay for it anyway." They
presented menus, titled "Ronnie Reagan's
Hot Wars To Go - We Deliver Whether
You Order Or Not."

Calling themselves an ad hoc coalition,

the women said they came up with the

idea for the production last Monday, after

learning a press secretary for the
Nicaraguan Democratic Force, one of the

"contra" armies fighting the Nicaraguan
government, would be appearing on cam-
pus next Monday.
"The Hatch was humming when we

left," group member Jennifer Johnston
said.

Another member. Dawn Hamel, said

"everybody was talking about Central

America" when they left the Coffee Shop.

Reaction wasn't all positive, though, as

one man told group member Carolyn
Frimpter that he had been opposed to war
in Central America for years, but that her

approach was "snotty."

The menu announced a vigil against the

contras, to be held Monday by the cam-

pus pond, and one of the "main dishes"
was "Steamed Nicaragua." The price for

the item: "$107 million, known cost of
contra funding."

Other menu items included "Crushed
Grenada," "Media Mind Mixers," referr-

ing to news reports which accept the
White House line, and "Guatemalan
Squash." All had multi-million dollar

figures attached, which Hamel said had
been "updated ye.sterday."

At the bottom was the legend: "No
substitutions for social programs or

human needs."

The group visited the eating
establishments between 10 a.m. and 1

p.m. yesterday, and said it plans to stage

a repeat performance on Friday, adding
the Newman Center to the itinerary.

Rosales can speak without mterruption.
"The right of free speech is an impor

tant principle of democracy," Duffey said.

"I can't imagine that the graduate
students don't join me in ensuring free

speech."

Gilbert Stair, president of the UMass
Republican Club, which is sponsoring the

visit, .said the club will fund "individual
security to stay with Rosales while he is

on campus."
"In the past, presentations have been

totally disrupted," said Peter Dow, vice

president of the club. Two years ago. con
tra representatives came to speak in the
Campus Center and were greeted by
vociferous opposition.

"We need to guarantee his right of

speech will be protected. It is unrealistic

to suppose that we could provide sufficient

security to allow the speaker to speak."
The Student Government Asstxriation

Finance Committee approved $290 Tues-
day night to pay for half of Rosales' travel-

ing expenses, Dow said. The club will pay
the rest.

In an address last ni^jht to the
Undergraduate Student Senate, Duffey
said he opposes aid to the contras, but that

"when people come to campus and are not

allowed to .speak becau.se of protesters,

this is not acceptable behavior."

"Students will prote.st (Ro.salesI, and
they should - but those with unpopular-

opinions should be allowed to speak." he
said.

Duffey would not comment on what type

of .security the University is offering or

how much money it will spend. Stair said

his club and admin i.strators will meet to-

day to determine the number and type of

.security personnel.

The Radical Student Union denied
rumors that it plans to bus in protesters

from around New England, but a group
of activists has planned a "vigil again.st

the contras" all day Monday next to the

campus pond.

Inside: American helicopters

helped transport Honduran
soldiers to battle with Sandinista

forces near the Nicaraguan
border. The Sandinistas, mean-
while, continued to deny any in-

cursion. Page 2.
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT

Fraternity says prank unsanctioned

Officials: delay
seen in revisions
Last in a series.

By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

For the pa.st year, various administrators and .student

groups have been revising the University's current .sex-

ual harassment policy, but administrators question

whether a revised policy can 'oe implemented during a

unionization campaign.
Proposed revisions to the policy include lengthening

deadlines for responding to complaints and increasing the

size of the University's harassment hearing board.

"There is some question about whether or not a new

continued on page i

Says 3 pledges tied up member
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Three fraternity pledges will be charged with hazing by

the Greek Area Judiciary, the director of the Greek Af
fairs Office said yesterday, but he stre.s.sed the fratenity

was not responsible for the incident that spawned the

charges.

Earlier yesterday, the president of the fraternity had
emphatically denied his hou.se was officially involved.

The director of Greek Affairs .said this is the first in-

cidence of hazing on campus since a state law took effect

that calls for up to a hundred days in jail for anyone con-

victed of hazing.

Scott St. Coeur, president of Phi Sigma Kappa, .said the

three pledges tied up a member of his house with ropes

on Haigis Mall Monday afternoon without the knowledge
or consent of the fraternity.

"These pledges took it upon themselves to do this," St.

Coeur said. "We don't endor.se hazing in any way."

He added that the pledges will not be admitted to the

fraternity.

"They were in the first week of pledging, ' he .said, ad-

ding that he thought the incident occured because the
pledges had not yet been briefed on Greek Area
regulations.

St. Coeur said he learned the names of the pledges and
member as well as details of the incident during a house
meeting Tue.sday night. He discussed his findings yester
day with Bob White, director of the Office of Greek Af-

fairs. White said Tue.sday he would notify UMass of the
results for possible action.

White said his office would make the student clerk of

courts aware of the allegations .so the pledges could be
charged with violation of the Code of Student Conduct.
If found guilty, the .students could face penalities rang-
ing from reprimands to expulsion.

He would not speculate about possible criminal pro-

ceedings again.st the pledges or release their names, but
.said, "At the moment it seems something inappropriate
occurred."

fThe fraternity] as an organization is unquestionably
not responsible for this occurring," White said.

Under Massachusetts law, persons convicted of initia-

continued on page 15
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US transports Honduran troops
Thursday, March 27, 1986 COLLEGIAN 3

Helicopters aid in fighting near Nicaragua
TEGUCIGALPA. Honduras 'AP - US military

helicopters with American crews ferried Honduran
soldiers to a remote border area yesterday where up to

1.500 Sandinista troops were reported tr>ing to fight their
way back to Nicaragua

US officials here said 14 helicopters from Palmerola

air base were carr\'ing infantry and"artillery units to the

"Las Vegas salient" about 120 miles east of the capital.

The salient is a triangular shaped area of Honduras that

juts into Nicaragua along the irregular frontier between

the two countries. It has long been the site of a major camp
of the U.S. -backed Nicaraguan rebels, called Contras. who
fight the Sandinista government from bases in southern

Honduras

Honduran militan.- sources, speaking on condition of

anonymity, said 1.500 Sandinistas crossed the frontier last

Saturday in pursut of rebels and were trapped inside Hon-

duras by Contras who cut off their retreat.

Other sources put the number of Nicaraguan govern-

ment troops at nearer 800 and said most probably would

slip through the net because it was difficult to block all

paths through the jungled mountain terrain.

U.S. officials said about 100 Sandinistas and 80 Con-

tras had been killed in four days of fighting.

Accounts of fighting could not be verified independent-

ly. Honduran militar>- sources said soldiers were ordered

to keep journalists out of the area.

Nicaragua's leftist Sandinista government denies any
incursion and says the reports are designed to win U.S.

aid for the Contras

The L'.S. Senate was exf>ected to vote by Thursday on
President Reagan's proposal for $100 million in military
and non-lethal aid to the rebels. The House of Represen-
tatives defeated the proposal by a 222-210 vote last

Thursday.

Reagan approved $20 million in emergency aid to Hon-

duras on Tuesday to help it cope with the reported

incursion.

American officials said the helicopters wre ferrying

about 500 to 600 Honduran soldiers, roughly a battalion.

to the salient in four Hu« y and 10 Chinook helicopters

of U.S. Task Force Brav<j. The task force of about 1,200

men is {>ermanently ba.sed at Palmerola, a Honduran base

about 60 miles southwest of Tegucigalpa.

A U.S. Embassy oH'icer in Tegucigalpa, al.so speaking
on condition of anonymity, said the American helicopters

were unarmed and would drop the Honduran soldiers at

what he called a secure landing site at least 10 miles from
the fighting.

The airlift represented an escalation of U.S. military in-

volvement in Honduras, where U.S. forces hold almost
continuous joint training exerci-ses with Honduran units.

White House .spokesman Larry Speakes said in

Washington:

"There are reports of Sandinista troop reinforcements
on the Nicaraguan side of the border with Honduras and
there is a question of what their intent is. One of the goals

that the Hondurans have is to head off any further San-
dinista troop incursions."

In Tegucigalpa, however, sources close to the situation

said there was no evidence of Sandinista reinforcements

gathering on the Nicaraguan side of the border.

As.sociated Press reporter Filadelfo Aleman went to the
border from Managua, the Nicaraguan capital, and said

It was quiet

Little Steven celebrates in Huh
BOSTON <AP! - Rock

'n' roll music reverberated

City Hail yesterday as Lit-

tle Steven Van Zandt, pro-

ducer of the anti-apartheid

j
album and video "Sun Ci-

ty." arrived in Boston to

kick off Free South Africa
Day
Van Zandt. wearing a

flowing black velvet robe,

a white ruffled shirt and a
trademart kerchief on his

head, thanked the City

Council for divesting
Boston of $12 million

worth of stocks in com-
panies that do business in

South Africa and for

declaring March 26 a day
to honor the fight against

apartheid.

Van Zandt. in turn, wais

honored by Councilors
David Scondras and
Charles Yancey for his

campaign to convince
musicians not to play in

".Sun City. a Las X'epa!*-

like casino complex in

South Africa's

Bophuthatswana.

"T was born in Boston
and there's always been a

special attachment for

me." Van Zandt told about

30 people gathered in the

front lobby of City Hall

"When I heard about the

racial problems here it

reallv disturbed me.

"i^

Come Down and Relax

Free Food 4:30-6:00 p.m. every day

This Week's Specials

Miller and Coors Lite bottles 99^

All Vodka Drinks $1.40

Bunnies, baskets

& other goodies

for Easter Giving!

Downtown Amhers'

lO 6 Fr, 9. Sun 12 5

CIFUENTES, Honduras — Honduran soldiers board trucks
heading for the Nicaraguan border yesterday. Helicopters from the
United States also aided in the transportion effort to transport Hon-
duran troops to fight Sandinista forces reported in Honduras sear-
ching for contra troops.
At the University of Massachusetts, meanwhile, preparations

began for a speech by a contra on next Monday, ^roti'sts are ex-
pected at the presentation with UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duf-
fey saymg he will provide security for the speaker. Storv page 1.

CLARIFICATION: A
headline on Monday's
'•A Closer Look" article
referred to "gender
haraNttmcnt." The
headline should have
read, "sexual harass-
ment," the topic of the
story, since as defined
by the University,
gender harassment does
not have sexual over-
tones and sexual harass-
ment is not necessarily
gender-based.

CORRECTION: An ar-

ticle yesterday incor-
rectly stated the dates of
Dith Pran's imprison-
ment. He was sent to a
work camp in 1975 and
escaped in 1979.

Two missing Amherst teens sighted in Fitchburg
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian StafT

Two teenage girls are still missing from their homes in
Amherst, though they have been seen in Fitchburg and
probably left home voluntarily, a University police official

said yesterday.

Angel Rowland, 13. a resident of University Apart-
ments, was reported missing at 10 p.m. Monday by her
parents. She was last seen by her mother at 7:30 a.m. that
day, when she dropped her daughter off at school, said
Gerald ONeil, director of public safety.

Plan for
library
out today
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Plans to restore the University's Tower
Library, plagued by falling brick chips,

structural problems, roof leaks and faulty

elevators since its opening in 1973, will be
announced today.

"Mass Transformation," a volunteer pro-

ject designed to clean and refurbish the

library, will be unveiled at a press con-

ference at 11 a.m.

The library's checkered past dates to

September 1973, less than four months
after the 26-stor\' building opened, when it

was discovered brick chips had fallen from
the tower.

Further investigation revealed that the

problem was related to a lack of weep holes,

small holes in the mortar that allow water
to drain. Trapped water froze and thawed,
breaking the brick facade. Limited repairs

were made and no flaking was noticed for

two years.

Falling chips, however, were not the on-

ly construction flaw. Water damage to the

first floor is the result of a leaky deck, ac-

cording to Roger Cherewatti, director of the

Physical Plant.

"The liner under the roof [above the first

floor) has broken up," Cherewatti said,

"just like your roof leaks at home." He said

the problem is compounded by the fact the

roof is walked on.

In late 1975 more chips were observed

falling from the face of the Tower. Repairs

were made and barricades were erected to

protect pedestrains from falling chips.

In 1979 more chips fell. A consulting firm

was hired to investigate the problem. On
Aug. 31. 1979, after an oral presentation

of the firm's findings, then-Chancellor

Henry Koffler ordered the tower closed in

the interests of pedestrian safety.

Findings indicated that 6.000 pounds of

bricks were being supported by two bolts

whose strength did not exceed 4,200

pounds.

In a Sept. 5, 1979, news conference Kof
fler said, "The brick panels are attached

to the concrete walls of the building in a

manner that makes the whole facade un-

.safe."

A chain-link fence was erected around

the building and 1,000 bales of hay, treated

with fire retardant, were placed around the

building to absorb the impact of falling

chips.

At a cost of more than $100,000. 250,000

most frequently used books and periodicals

were moved to Goodell Library.

In December 1979 the library reopened

on a limited basis with a new entrance. Ac-

cess was limited to 500 persons at a time,

and only to those who showed a

"demonstrative need."

In February 1980 the access to the

library was extended, but was still

restricted to 500 persons at a time.

In May 1980 the state Legislature ap-

propriated $2.5 million to repair the ex-

terior, but in June 1983 University ofiicials

concluded no acceptable engineering solu-

tions had been found for the brick facade.

The University then obtained special per-

mission from the Legislature allowing the

remaining funds to be used for interior

renovations.

Interior improvements began in April

1985. At a Faculty Senate meeting that

month. University officials expressed hope

that the tower will be fully operational by

fall of this year.

Cherewatti said that although chips con-

tinue to fall, the new entrance, on the side

facing the Old Chapel, is protected by a

covered walkway.

Cherewatti said repairs to the tower will

include refurbishing the elevator cabs and

installing a computerized elevator system.

A 14-year-old girl, whose name has not been released

by police, was reported missing at 4:15 p.m. Tuesday aft^er-

noon, Amherst police said.

"The two girls were friends," O'Neil said. "They are

believed to be together."

"She (Rowland) has been seen in Fitchburg and we
believe she is with the other girl," O'Neil said.

Tuesday night at 8:45 the two girls were seen on a street

of that city by Rowland's sister, who attends Fitchburg

State College, O'Neil said.

"We feel at the moment that they both just decided to

leave," O'Neil said. "There has been no evidence of foul

play."

Angel Rowland is white, about five feet, four inches tall,

has brown hair, and was last seen wearing pink pants,

a purple shirt and a maroon jacket.

The 14-year-old girl lives in Colonial Village Apart-

ments. She is white, about five feet, six inches tall, weighs

130 pounds and has blond hair. She was last seen wear-

ing blue pants, a white jacket and bangle blacelets.

Both are students at Amherst Regional Junior High
School.

llcfOan phntn hy Mii-na-llr S,>khU

SPRINGTIME PICNIC — Senior Doug Yargeau and junior Kristin Swift took advantage of yesterday's

warm weather for a picnic outside of Brittany Manor apartments.

Professors debate *star wars'
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts faculty members yesterday

clashed over the l^asibilty of the Strategic Defense Initiative, Presi

dent Reagan's proposal for a space-based weapons system, and

whether its development would preclude political solutions to the

arms race.

Jerome King, professor of political science, and Michael Kreisler,

professor of physics, met in a forum titled, "Should the Universi-

ty Perform SDI Research?" attended by about 35 persons in the

Campus Center.

Kreisler, who argued for a "technical solution" and that SDI

research should be allowed at the University, said that between

the two superpoweis there have been no agreements to disarm and

there is very little chance that will be one in the near future.

"I don't know if we can build a 100 percent effective shield. But

right now there is a 100 percent leak. There is no shield," he said.

"Unless we can do something in that direction, we may find

ourselves at the mercy of some idiot."

King disagreed, saying, "My fundamental argument is that SDI
is not a technical fix. but a political ploy.

"The potential of SDI as a shield will always be a political con-

troversy,"King said. "The only proof we'll ever have that SDI
works is the president's rhetoric. You can't test the system as a

whole. The only test will be when the missiles fly.

"SDI is Reagan's alternative to the [nuclear) freeze movement
and a comprehensive test ban - both of which contest military

power, which is an illusion in the nuclear age," he said.

King .said that in proposing SDI, President Reagan was "totally

indifferent to what other nations think.

"The delusion that Americans and congressmen must have is

that SDI will work," he said. "I don't want to see the University

support the delusion of independence."

A 1972 UMass Board of Trustees directive bars from the cam-

pus any research that is classified, cannot be published, or requires

outside approval to be released.

King said originally unclassified SDI research may be classified,

"if the government thinks it's got .something."

(. olU-Kian photo by Mirhrllr .SpkhH

Jerome King, left, and Michael Kreisler debated
UMass involvement in the president's "star wars" plan.

Kreisler said, "If the University does work that the government
classifies, we should drop it, run away from it, make as big a noise

as we can," but stood by his support for unclassified SDI research

on campus.

BU professor to give presentation on civU warln Afghanistan
H. Joachim Maitre, a professor of international relations and

journalism at Boston University, will give a presentation on the

civil war in Afghanistan at 8 p.m. tonight in the Student Union
Ballroom. His visit is sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts Republican Club.

Born in Gerlachshain, now part of East Germany, Maitre was
active in Communist youth and paramilitary organizations.

Trained to fly sophisticated Soviet MiG fighter aircraft, he

defected to the West in 1953 and eventually became a Canadian

citizen.

He began his practical training in journalism as a student editor

of the Bonn University journal Spurr'i \r\ 1959. Later, he became

a regular contributor to the Hamburg newspaper Die Welt while

lecturing at the University of Nigeria. Press assignments took

him all over the continent of Africa until 1963, when he left to

pursue graduate studies at McGill University in Montreal.

Again on assigment for Die Welt, he made repeated trips to

South Vietnam. More recently, he has spent time with

Nicaraguan contras and with Afghan rebels fighting the Soviet-

backed government of their country.

Maitre has held fellowships at the Hoover Institute at Stan-

ford University and the National Endowment for the Humanities

The event is free and Maitre is receiving no payment, accor

ding to Gil Stair, president of the Republican Club.

- WILLIAM SPAIN
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Duffey: humanities are in good shape
Thursday, March 27, 1986

C-j&ft:^- ps.-x.t -;. Mx:*i,* >*<»-.

University of Massachusetts Chancellor
Joseph D. Ehiffey discussed the future of liberal

arts last night.

By DAXIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

The fields of engineenng. computer sciences aund other

high-tech mdustnes rely heavily on the humanities, and
:he Uri:ver?::y of Massachusetts i< meeting its funding
r.-?ed? -.r. the area of liberal arts. Chancellor Joseph D. Ehif-

.he Undergraduate Student Senate last night.

;
- trying to get the [state] Legislature to understand

•
.-.at to read and wr.te and think on your feet and the abili-

-V :o understand history isj-jst as important as the abili-

v. :o understand curuits and robotized machines,"' Duf-

fey said.

""' -- -ne cares about the humanities and the arts, they

;.-. . -.ci :_rst cas^ about the strength of the economy." Duf-

fey said, arguing that the US is lagging considerably

rrrhmd Japan in today's highly competitive international

economy

Duffey and Murray Schwartz, dean of the College of

Humanities and Fine Arts, answered five questions sub-

rutted by Ellen Br^Iin. chairwomaii of the senate's

Academic Affairs Committee, concerning the balance of

state h.gher educati--'- *"'-'•'!: le '-^'•x-^r^_ '-.v'--rech fields

and the humanities

Breslin referred to the prop^>sed $24 million polymer

research center al the Univernity as evidence that the

levels of funding are unequal. She al.so .said women and

black.s are va-itly lens represenUjd in high-tech employ-

ment, and that when layoffs fxicur in high tech indu.stry

women and black.s mu.st then compete with whites who

are laid off.

Schwartz .said there is enough funding for the

humanities thi.s academic year and "if we got as much
money a.s the high-tech fields we wouldn't know what to

do with it. Morale happens to be good at the University

and IS getting better. . If you want to be a good historian

these days you must have computer skills. ' he said.

Breslin later .said she disagreed with DuiTey over the

importance of the economy and what role it should play

in higher education. "I dont think that the burden [of the

economy] falls directly on the University. He has a com-

mitment to the arts and humanities but he has more of

a commitment to the economy of Massachusetts. " she said

Breslin admitted UMass should gear itself towards high
tech, "but there exists a definite lack of creativity in

political science, philosophy, in the English departments,
and they are being eventually outweighed by the em
phasis on high tech

'

$1 MOVIE CLUB
NO MEMBERSHP FEES • SI PER DAY • GROWING SELECTION

• AUTO CASSe I

RECEIVER
• DIGITAL HYPERTUNER
• PRESETS • FADER
• PLUS MORE

ONLY
$139.95

•SOFT TOUCH
OPERATION
• DOLBY BC N.R.

Last Piece One of a Kind, Demc Specials
Pioneer ARM 500 speakers $1500 value $149.95 ea.
EPI model 500 speakers 10", 3 way, passive radiator $149.95 ea
EPI 3DII speakers 3 way tower pyramids 1 170 pr val $149.95 ea
Scott 312D 3 way 12" speakers $79.95 ea
OHM C3 3 way 10" loudspeakers $650.00 value $124.95 ea
Celestion D. Hon 110 speakers $440 pr value $99.95 ea
Onkyo CP1027F fully auto direct drive turntable $99.95 ea
Akai GXC77 auto reverse reel to reel tape deck $875 va $299.95
10 assorted audio racks values to $260.00 $79.95 ea
Car stereo specials from $49.95
Car stereo demo specials from $9.95
ADC demo linear tracking turntables 'they worki $19.95

JAMO P180

15 East Pleasant St. Amherst
all sales cash; MC - Visa - check add 3°/r

all quantities limited

not responsible for tyDOC^nnical errors

3 WAY BASS
REFLbX LUUUbPEAKER

• 3 YEAR WARRANPr
• $600 VALUE

EACH$9995
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tLN OAKDE! - David Mendez Geft) and Christopher Darland (right) rehearse a fencing scenefrom Shakespeare's "AU's Well That Ends Well."

FYI: Terrorism panel planned
Terrorism and US foreign policy will be the topic of

two panel discussions at 4 and 7:30 p.m. April 1 in Hooker
Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College. Robert Oakely,
the director of the State Department's OfTice on Counter
terrorism and Emergency Planning, will participate in
both panels.

Neale Dobkin, the vice president of Shearson Lehman
and an economics expert will speak at 7 p.m. today in room
116 of the School of Management building. The topic of
the speech, .sponsored by the Investment Club, will be:

"How the Stock Market Reacts to a Changing Economy."
The editor of the Guatemala Network News. Bob

Stix. will make two appearances today to address the sup-

pression of human rights in Guatemala. At 4 p.m. he will

speak in room 903 of the Campus Center, and at 7:30 p.m.,

he will speak at the Unitarian Society at 220 Main Street,

Northampton.

Trailduster takes a tumble
A 26-year-oId Amherst man suffered minor injuries

Tuesday when his 1979 Plymouth Trailduster rolled over
twice, Amherst Police said. The driver was traveling east
on Main Street onto Pelham Road at 11 :06 p.m. and skidd
ed sideways into some brush and trees, police said. The
man later told police he lost control of his car when
another car. driving westbound, crossed into his lane and
forced him to swerve left.

- ANNE TAUGER

Grad senate

votes to request
fee increase
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Student
Senate voted Tue.sday night to request the Board of
Trustees to approve a $3 fee increase for graduate students
so that more organizations could be funded and reserve
funds increased.

The senate also passed a motion condemning Chancellor
Joseph Duffey's office's appropriation to pay for security

at an address next Monday night by a Nicaraguan "con-
tra." (See story, page 1.)

A comparison of budgets since fiscal year 1981 shows
that funding reque.sts have increa.sed about 60 percent.

The senate, which had always funded about 90 percent
of the requests it receives, saw that figure drop to 73 per-

cent in the budget for fiscal year 1987.

"Everywoman's Center and some other very legitimate

and deserving groups haven't even received level funding
this year, so money is needed not just to meet higher re-

quests," said Jonathan Frank, a senator from the hi.story

department.

Another matter of concern for the senate was that its

reserve funds, which have averaged about $39,000 most
years, have been depleted to about $28,000 for 1987 due
largely to an emergency appropriation for five-college bus
service last year.

Although the deadline to request fee increases with the
Board of Trustees has passed, the .senate will request the
board to vote on the increase in the $51 graduate .senate

tax at its June meeting, rather than in April, when other
fee increases will be considered.

Although the motion attacking Duffey was not a
political statement supporting or condemning the contras,

the chancellor's offer to pay for .security was seen as an
exception to campus policy in which each group must pay
for security at its events if the UMass Police Department
deems it necessary.

Frank, who was arrested last spring at Whitmore Ad-
ministration Building while attending a sit-in opposing
investment in South Africa, said lawyers for the Univer-
sity even asked that those arrested be fined for police over-

time necessitated by the sit-in. Although the judge in the
case did not levy the fines, Frank said the episode proved
the University is "paranoid" about the cost of security,

and that the chancellor's proposal is not justified.

LABELS FOR LES.:

Hop On Down to Tracer Freds

Ladies Jeans
Values to $38.00

O^v

WOMAN'S

&o^

MEN'S SHOES
Forenza French

Terry Tops
reg $28.00

OUR PRICE $15.99

Gitano 100%
Cotton Print Rompers

reg $18.00

OUR PRICE $9.99

Bugle Boy 100%
Cotton pants

reg. $34.00

OUR PRICE $17.99

Forenza Floral

Denim
reg. $38.00

OUR PRICE $22.95

Men's Famous Namt
Brand 100% Cotton

Polo Shirts

reg. $22.00

OUR PRICE $10.99

Healthknit Sweats^ir'

reg. $12.00

OUR PRICE $6.n

Tourage Dress Pa *-.

reg. $32.00

OUR PRICE $16.'

9

Special Purchas

100% cotton dress 5 t'

$9.99

Ladies Kiss

Sandals

reg. $18.00

)UR PRICE $9.9 '

VANS checkerbo c

skateboard shoe
reg. $18.00

OUR PRICE $9.S '

Mens Ponv
Leather Hi-Top

reg. $48.00

OUR PRICE $29.

Mens Pum?
Leather Hi-Tor

reg. $48. 0(

OUR PRICE $: ?

Best Sale of the Year

Seniors!
Graduated Savings.

,,!!!!,i;|tiillllllii!|i|j[ illl!!!!!ii

Ladies' Clipper Bay Cottc^ Jackets

reg. $48.00 OUR PRICE $74.95

253-7155

MC/Visa Mon-Sat 9:30

lower level ne ^

below Steve's

OFF
ALL lOK GOLD

OFF
ALL 14K GOLD

OFF
ALLISKCJOLI)

One week only, save on the ^"1(1 ring of your clioice. For complete
detaiLs, see your .losi i ( i.s i , ()resentative at

:

[)atr March 26, 27, 28- Tim. 10:30 - 3 pm
i >,,,,sit R^i $15.00

|i<l^<^

^TjUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^ l!>Hr>.I()steii,s, in(

JOSTENS
AMERICAS COLLEGE RlNG'^
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AM/FM Stereo^
Headphone Radio

Complete with Koss Sound Partner Head-

phones (these sell separately at $29.) our

best walking radio

SAVE $20. $39.

SAVE
$80

$198

FISHER' Double Cassette

AM/FM Stereo System

FISHER Double Cassette
Music System with

Digital Audio Disc Player

Compact Disc Player, quartz digital tuner, high speed
dubbing double cassette, 30 watts per channel amp, 10

inch 3 way bass reflex speakers, semi auto belt drive

turntable & matching cabinet

SAVE $200 $598

FISHER*
Quartz Digital 8 hour

cable ready

Video Recorder
14 day 4 event timer, cable ready tuner witn 82 channel

memory, 13 function wireless remote sof* touch con

$348

Panasonic.
High Speed Dubbing
Portable Double
Cassette Tape

A portable (battery or AC) operated high sf)eed dubbmq
double cassette with AM/FM stereo radio

AVID 60

SAVE
$50 ea

"Top Rated" Mini

2 way Speakers

$59 ea

imMiiii

•a.

THEJBLL56.10INCH2WAY
DIGITAL STEREO SPEAKERS

Wheth«r You want To Build A Digital Ready System OrSimpiy improve
Your Present System The JBL L56 is A Great 10 inch 2 Way Speaker
High Efleciency. High Power Capacity Great Sounding Loudspeaker

JENSEN EL-TECH

AM/FM Stereo
Car Cassette Tape Player

Super value, a pair of Jensen 6x9 coaxial speakers is

matched with an indash AM/FM stereo cassette tape

player

S4¥e V9

TEAC. 326 DOUBLE B

CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER
DcXDy B Nost Reduction- OC Servo Motor So>t TouOi Controls 3 Po-

sitions ^ape Selection Mike inputs Secarate Record Le««i Controls

Freo Response 30 lo 16.000 mZ Metii ;ao« CapeftiWy

$69

S4¥i '90

'

gTT 3

639 DOLBY B & C

METAL CASSETTE TAPE DECK
Dobiy B 4 C Noise Reduction Metal Capability Soft Touch
Controls Mike Inputs Headphone Jaik LGE Function indi-

cators Digital Counter Freq Response 25-16.000 HZ

$99

]|«

FISHER
High Speed Dubbing

Double Cassette Tape
Deck

Metal tape, high speed dubbing of

one cassette to another, Dolby noise

reduction, softtouch controls se-

quential play

FISHER 712 BELT DRIVER

TURNTABLE MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
Super Value Straight Tone Arm Belt Driver for Accu-

racy Matching Shock Absorbing Base & Dust Cover

Factory installed Magnetic Carindges

$69

FISHERAD 813 Compact
Digital Audio Disc Player

Fantastic value, index serach 6- skip function, 3 position

repeat, freq response 20-20,000, digital dash

$199

S4¥t

Panasonic PORTABLE OR
HOME COMPACT DISC PLAYER

Works on Optional Battery Pack (Like A Walkman) or
Plugs Directly into your Stereo System. Works As Wed
As Full Size Disc Players The Best of both Worlds

«199
HMNb^

ALL 4 STORES
OPEN THURS., FRL

TILL 9 PM The Sound Co.
AMHERST

OPEN SUNDAYS
12 - 5 PM
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^future of policy
policy can be put into effect

during a period when a group of employees
effected by the policy are formally consider-
ing unionization," said James Leheny,
associate to Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.
UMass professional workers, the only

non-union campus employees, will yote
May 1 on whether they wish to be
represented by one of two unions.
Howard Gadlin, the University om-

budsman, said the policy "is not going to
be distributed [for final approval] until the
union matter is settled."

However, a National Labor Relations
Board supervisor based in Boston said
there is no reason not to implement the
revised policy during a period of proposed
unionization.

"Until the union is recognized, there is

no obligation to talk to them [unions] about
it [changes]," Robert Rebord. the acting
supervisor, said in a telephone interview
last week.

COLLEGIAN 7

^^^^i^^i^K^mmm continued from page 1

Leheney yesterday reiterated the Univer-
sity's position, saying, "A grievance pro-
cedure during formal deliberation concer-
ning unionization may easily be interpeted
as changing working conditions."
The Office and Professional Employees

International Union and the
Massachusetts Teachers Association are
the two unions competing to represent
university professionals.

The University sexual harassment policy

defines sexual harassment as "unwelcom-
ed sexual advances, requests for sexual
favors and other verbal or physical conduct
of sexual nature."

The policy was supposed to be reviewed
one year after it was implemented in 1982,
but was not because no formal complaints
had yet been filed, according to UMass
officials.

The current policy is flawed but function-

ing well, according to Ron Sinacore, chair-

man of the Sexual Harassment Hearing

Panel and acting director of the Affir-

mative Action Office. "It's not working the

best that it could, but it's working,"
Sinacore said.

Sinacore said the new policy will remain
basically the same, but that changes are

proposed in some technical parts, such as

deadlines he called "unreasonable."

He cited the amount of time allowed to

respond to a complaint after it is filed with
the ombudsperson. If a complaint is filed,

and the complainant decides to have a for-

mal hearing, the ombudsperson sends a

written complaint to the vice chancellor in

the department of whoever is accused of

harassment. The vice chancellor current-

ly is given only one working day to respond
to the chairperson of the Sexual Harass-

ment Hearing Panel.

"They should not be so rigid as they are.

What if the vice chancellor is gone for a
day?" Sinacore said.

Sinacore also said he thinks the panel is

too small. Each hearing includes a faculty

member, a student, a staff member and one
administrator, out of 13 members of the
panel. He said the small pool of paneli.sts

makes it difficult to arrange a hearing with
one member from each group, and that
therefore he expects the size of the panel
to double.

Grant Ingle of the Office of Human Rela-
tions said he hopes the updated policy, by
being more efficient and better publicized,

will encourage more victims to come
forward.

Leheny said proposed revisions of the cur-

rent policy began about a year ago, and are
the result of a combination of input from
the Office of Affirmative Action, the
Everywoman's Center, and The Mediation
Project, among others.

End of series
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What politics have come to
It scares me when world leaders act like

12 year-old boys. 47 people died horribly

because President Reagan couldnt resist

Col Khadafy's double-dare Reagan felt

like proMng that his navy 'goes where U

damn pleases when it damn pleases." and.

presto, the U.S. is on the brink of war.

The attack on Libya was a deliberately

provoked confrontation to showcase

America's awesome mihtar.- might. If one

remembers Dresdan. Hiroshima.

Nagasaki. Vietnam. El Salvador, etc., it's

clear that Americas abilit>- to destroy has

long been beyond question.

Americans no doubt feel pretty good

about this latest flex of democratic mus-

cle. We demonize the Libyans, viewing

them as some sort of terrorist sect, and

proudly pat ourselves on the back for

scraping a little scum off the worlds

waters. Its like professional wrestling

when the blond blue-eyed hunk takes the

Slavic guy with the fu-manchu hand-

shaved head and smashes his teeth into

the post. The simple applicaiton of labels

like *free world" and "terrorist" places

the blame where it may fall: on the

opp)osition.

The Reagan administration is ver>-

adept at creating reality through the

power of naming. The Sandinistas, for ex-

ample, are known as a 'communist dic-

tatorship ' even though Nicaragua's Com-

munist Party lost by a wide margin in an

election recognized as fair by all observers

but those from the US Reagan calls

Nicaragua a center for "world terrorism"

with only the most nebulous facts to back

him up. and refers to the murderous con-

tras as "freedom fighters." If a lie is

repeated enough it may begin to acquire

the ring of truth.

Reality is routinely oversimplified by

Timothy Harris

the U.S. media for eas>- digestion. Perhaps

"Libyan strongman" Moammar Khadafy

IS a bit unstable; maybe he isn't the sort

of guy you would want at your dinner

table, but he and his countr>- are certain-

ly more complex than the cartoonish

charactures the media offers us. The

Totalitarian Terror Freedom and

Democracy dichotomy is a bit too pat to

be of much use for serious analysis.

An interesting phenomena is the way

Reagan's popularity surges when he acts

tough. The nation swooned with admira-

tion when he stormed tiny Grenada with

2.000 Marines just prior to his reelection

Reagan has shown how far he is willing

to go to for his contra aid package, but un-

til recently it had all just been hyperbole

Which brings up the question, was the

deliberate crossing of QuadafTi's •"line of

death " only a show of strength for its own

sake? \\'hether the bad guys this year are

the Iranians, the Nicaraguans or the Li-

byans, our goodness is measured against

their badness. The polls will not doubt let

us know how good we feel about beating

up Libya.

The timing of this is really too perfect

to be coincidental . Could Reagan have

decided to blow up a few Libyans to create

a climate favorable for passing his

cherished contra aid'' If so. it would be

cold and calculated murder, terrorism, if

you will. Could it have been just a costly

media event, with real blood and bullets.

Has world politics come to this^

Timothy Harris is a Collegian

columnist.
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Some lessons from friend's death
College, despite the anxieties of tests.

boring profes.sors, and roomate hassles is

a lot of fun. Few of us think of matters of

life and death. If we do, it may be the loss

of a friend or a family member, but we rare-

ly reckon with our own mortality. So it was
not with surprise that I read .Stephen

Erickson's article about the .seat bell law.

Automobiles are so much a part of our dai-

ly lives that we often lose sight of the fact

that they Eire the mo.st dangerous weapons
available to us. A lot of us live in fear of

being mugged or raped, but not many peo-

ple understand the incredible violence that

can be the result of a car accident

The State Police, the Governor and the

Legislature are trving to educate people to

the benefits without showing them the ter-

ror of gor>- accidents. Wearing a safety belt

is a small cost to pay for a most precious

benefit; one's life or at least a much greater

chance for survival in the event of an

accident.

In the last year I've lost a family member

and a close friend to car accidents. My
cousin was a police officer responding to a

call. His cruiser went out of control when
he hit a patch of ice and he was killed. He
was buckled in. He was in a dangerous job

but he took every precaution he could take.

My friend was killed when he was thrown

through the windshield. He was not wear-

ing a seatbelt and the driver had been

drinking.

I can live with the former .situation

because even.' precaution was taken and an

unpredictable variable intervened. My
friend's death could have been avoided.

Stupidity or ju.st carelessness killed him.

It's not a game. People die and are

mutilated even,- day. A great many of these

tragedies could be reduced if we think.

Buckling your safety belt could be the dif-

ference between damaging your car and

losing your life.

Robert O'Brien
Amherst

Masters of manipulation
After the initial defeat of the contra aid

in the Congress last week, one can only

conclude that the Sandinistas are. indeed,

masters of manipulation. While some far

left Democrats wholeheartedly support the

Marxist-Leninist doctrines of the San-

dinistas, many other moderate Democrats
succumbed to the barrage of Sandinista

propaganda, and dealt a disastrous blow to

the Nicaraguan rebels. This outcome can

be attributed, in large part, to the effec-

tiveness of the Sandinista lobby in the

L'nited States.

First, the Sandinista lobby has placed

heavy emphasis on sponsoring tours for

Americans to Nicaragua, as a tool for

'educating " the public to support the San-

dinistas. Such tours are usually taken by

religioius groups and are oflen financed by

the United Church of Christ and other

religious political organizations. The im-

portance of such pilgrimages is obvious, as

the Sandinistas must display their Marx-
ist p>olitical system and its institutions in

the most favorable light. Tomas Borge il-

lustrated how important such tours are to

the Sandinista government, saying
"Nicaragua's most important war is the

one fought inside the U.S. ... the battlefield

will be the American conscience... when
the visitors return to the U.S. they have

a multiplier effect on the public opinion of

your country..."

Thus the tourists are given the red carpet

treatment; nearly all tours are directed by
the Sandinistas or their supporters, and
they meet with selected Nicaraguans and
Sandinista leaders who glorify the revolu-
tion. The manipulation involved in this

process, however, is the tool which
solidifies support for the Sandinistas. A
report printed in the Congressional Record,
for instance, detailed the experiences of

two members of a Nicaraguan tour, spon-
sored by a Minneapolis group. "During the
two week period our group was subject to

inces.sant. thinly disguised indoctrination...

one technique was setting aside a period
for "refiection time," when our guides en-
couraged discu.s.sions. putting emphasis on
feelings' rather than facts.. .the tour is

designed, organized, and conducted to over-
whelm the participants with information
which supports the antiU.S., pro-
Sandinista bias of the tour's sponsors..."
The participants concluded that "It is vir-

tually imp>ossible for anyone who is naive
and uninformed, and trusting of their
guides, not to succumb to this type of brain-
washing..."

In addition to these attempts to

manipulate the visitiing foreigners, the

Peter Dow
Sandinistas also place much emphasis on

persuading L'.S. Congressional represen-

tatives to support their causes. There are

many individual examples of Sandinista

fabricaiton of stories and distortion of fact>

being used by members of Congress in the

debates over contra aid (including many ef-

forts of our two Massachusetts senators'.

More illuminating evidence exists,

however, which proves that the manipula-
tion of American officials is an explicit

policy of the Sandinistas.

For example, a six-page memorandum
from Rita Delia Casco of the North
American Department of the Sandinista
Foreign Ministry to Sandinista leader

Daniel Ortega detailed the desired handl-

ing of a L'.S. delegation composed of

Senator Chris Dodd. Rep. Mike Barnes and
Rep. George Miller. First. Casco remind-
ed Ortega that 'these persons are friends

of the revolution." and require an ap-

propriate amount of friendlv attention.

In particular, the important position of

Mike Barnes as Chairman of the Subcom-
mittee on Inter-American Affairs led Casco

to conclude that Barnes "has very special

power and infiuence. and special care

should be taken to cultivate his friend-

ship." As a possibility. Casco suggested the

tactic of "relating some information to

Barnes and asking that he keep it a secret:

this will make hini feel that he enjoys our

confidence." Finally, it was recommended
that Ortega present "small gifts to the

Congi'essmen and their assistants; cigars,

liquor, and if possible some folk art or

posters" to show the Sandinistas' apprecia-

tion for their help.

In short, while every country in the

world strives to present its stx'iety and in-

.stituitions in the most favorable light to

foreign visitors, only communist regimes

seem to enjoy overwhelming success. Such
manipulation of political tourists became
official policy in the I'SSR in the 1930s, in

Cuba and Vietnam in the UWOs. and now
in Nicaragua The key to Sandinista suc-

cess is their Marxist Leninist structure

which not only contrtols the allocation of

economic resources but also controls an in-

timidated population which, in most cases,

will not publicly question the "reality"

which is defined by the authorities for

foreign visitors.

Pt'tcr Dow is a Collegian columnist.

Looking back at the SGA
It was April 1, 1985. My walk from

Sylvan to the Campus Center seemed
especially short that day. Perhaps it was
because I had a renewed interest in

everything around me; or perhaps it was
because I was wondering about exactly
what I had just gotten myself into. You see.

I had just been elected SGA Campus Presi-

dent, and I was on top of the world.

It was April 1. 1985. For the preceding
three months, I had been ravenously pour-

ing through files of memos, reports, fact

sheets, meeting notes and who knows what
else. I was attempting to learn even more
about a place which had become a large

part of my life for my first two and a half
years at UMass. I had walked for endless

hours with Dani; we walked from door to

door. Hatch to Coffee Shop, and Worcester
D.C. to Franklin to Berkshire and then we
began over again. I wanted to meet as

many of the 18,300 undergraduates here
as I could, I wanted to know if you shared
my concerns; I wanted to know what you
needed. I felt completely overwhelmed.
There was so much new information to

learn, so many new ide£is to process. I

entered the office with a good, solid

knowledge base, and yet there was so much
more.

It was April 1. 1985. I knew that I was
entering a new dimension of the "Student

Government Zone." For months I had not

seem my dearest friends. I came home at

one in the morning, only to begin my
homework and have "dinner." I was beseig-

ed by the love, support, energy, patience

and loyalty of friends who knew how tight

my time was and made special attempts to

reach me or to help me. I am indebted to

the many who shared by crazy hours in

order to see Dani and I elected. I was
ecstatic to find a dish of homemade lasagna

waiting for me in my suite lounge when I

returned home at 3 a.m. from the campaign

trail. I remember saying thank-you, but

never the way I wanted to say it. This is

not exactly the way I meant to do it either,

but one more time, "Thank You-You are

Wonderful."

It was April 1, 1985. I set out to work,

with my co-officers. Our issues ranged from

solving internal conflicts, to saving sports

teams, to finding study space, to simply

making the SGA a more accessible place

to students and to finding ways to let you

know what the SGA was about and what

issues we were working on. I learned quick-

ly that if I chose to be a catalyst toward ac

Stacy Roth

tion and not always be directly involved,
I would be able to accomplish much more
for students. I learned quickly that thank-
you's for hard work are few and far bet-

ween and that the inner-strength of know-
ing how much good you could accomplish
would have to suffice.

I learned quickly that all one really needs
to be successful is the self-confidence to
take risks. I learned quickly that if I con-
tinued to learn all of the facts, I could pre-

sent new ideas as well as very good
defenses for old ones. I learned new
perameters of patience, modified my style

in order to maintain my sanity and build
friendships which I hope to never lose.

It is almost April 1, 1986 and my term
of office will be over. I have had many
disagreements, and have solved many pro-

blems. I have endured one of the most
stressful experiences of my life and have
realized an amazing thing -I truly enjoyed,

learned, had fun and loved "almost" all of

it. You know, being SGA Campus Presi-

dent is a difficult position. One definately

can not please everyone any of the time, let

alone ail of it. But is was worth it and if

I had the time and could begin from where
I am right now, I would like to try it again.

Finally though, I would like to step back
a second and say thankyou. For what? For
voting, for stopping by the office, for help
ing if you could, for anything and
everything. We all have a lot to learn;

about people, about issues, about being

good, about hurting people, aobut the world

around us, about everything. I had some
very nice times. All in all, it was the com-
bination of all the little things which made
my year bearable and worth it.

I encourage you to stay in touch with the
SGA and with the issues on campus. There
may be a lot of malarky, but there are also

a lot of very hard workers behind the

scenes. Just for the sake of it. find out who
those people are, stop them on campus and
ask what's up. If you don't have time to

stop, just say hello. A small smile goes a

long way during a difficult day. Enjoy the
remainder of the semester and good luck.

One more thing-Diane, Dani and John-
thanks for everything. The drinks are on
me!

Stacy Roth is the SGA Campus President.
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Harassment: Sexual and gender
Sexual harassment is a serious problem

and unfortunately, one which is easily

misunderstood. I want to thank liana

Levenson for her continued efforts to bring

to light the issues surrounding sexual

harassment on our campus, and also offer

some points of clarification regarding her

articles of Tuesday and Wednesday.

• Sexual harassment and gender harass-

ment are very different issues and the ar-

ticle blurs the line which separates them.

Sexual harassment is unwanted sexual at-

tention, while gender harassment does not

have sexual overtones. Both types of

harassment represent sex discrimination,

however, and are serious issues.

• While the sexual harassment of female

students by male professors represents a

common category of cases, many instances

on our campus have involved employee-to-

employee and student-to-student cases as

well.

• A recent study at Harvard revealed

that sexual harassment was experienced by

34 percent of female undergraduates, 41

percent of female graduate students, and

49 percent of untenured female faculty. It

is likely that these rates of sexual harass-

ment are similar to those on our campus.

• There is excellent documentation

regarding the extent to which female

undergraduates and graduate students ex-

perience sexual harassment on our campus

fPulse Survey, spring 1983). This same

survey was readministered recently, and

more up-to-date results will be presented

by staff from the Student Affairs Research

and Evaluation Office from noon - l;30pm

on April 23 at the Human Relations Forum

in Campus Center «05-09.

Grant fngle

Office of Human iiel Jon.-.

.jaw>« _eat

We are not that naive
Mouse farts, baby gerb, vomit accumula-

tion in Ft. Lauderdale, my face - 1 wanted
to write about funny phenomaena such as

these in this column. I truly had hoped that

I would be able to evade political solemni-

ty this week. I even decided to abstain from

crushing Reagan for his schizoid, little-

baby -lusts-lolipops-and-wants-them-now-
damn-it demonstration of blithering idiocy

in his frantic begging for contra funds on

TV last week. Unfortunately, the

graveness of an upcoming event rendered

my political abstinence impossible.

On Monday, the UMass Republican Club
will plague the UMass community with the

presentation of a member of the U.S.-

backed terrorist mob, the contras. Jorge
Rosales, press secretary and fabrication

minister of the FDN faction will be accom-
panied by Mike Waller, director of publica-

tions for the council for inter-American
security. This is probably a once in a

lifetime opportunity for most of us - to

meet, face to glaring face, two individuals

who make a living by raping and
slaughtering innocent people.

Under the guise of "Nicaragua: A
Revolution Betrayed" these two thugs will

lecture lies to us about their intervention

and counterrevolution. They will call it a

"civil war," mendaciously portraying the

butcheries of the CIA brainchild as a strug-

gle of a "popular democratic force." They
seek to be monetarily and morally award-
ed for their "democratic" actions. Then
they will go back to Honduras to continue

their bloody war against the people of

Nicaragua.

Rumor has it that Chancellor Duffey and
the Chancellor's Office will provide funding

for the security of these mercenaries. This

Mark Caldeira

act in itself is horrendous enough, but the

hypocrisy involved is simply intolerable.

Calling himself a "liberal," and at times
a "progressive," Duffey offered to cover
security for these illegitimate bandits of

the right, having previously denied securi-

ty funding to speakers of the legitimate

ANC of South Africa. Duffey has not only

regurgitated the conservative, main-
stream ideological grub ofeveryone lefl-of-

center being so dangerous as to necessitate

utmost protection for right-wingers; Duffey
has clearly shown his alliance with the

right. A self-proclaimed liberal and pro-

gressive, who actively supports right wing
policies is clearly a hypocrite.

Everyone concerned about the contra war
and everyone who is outraged at the

presentation of two of its conductors is ask-

ed to come, is begged to come to Bartlett

65 at 7 p.m. on Monday to protest the lies,

the raping of women and children, and the

massacre of innocent Nicaraguan people

that these two men are deeply involved in.

They come to entertain us, to woo us, to

shower us with "freedom of democracy."

But we are not so naive; we see the

Nicaraguan blood oozing from these preten-

tious actions and phrases. Please attend

the protest Monday evening, and come to

the Nicaraguan teach-in at 7 p.m. Tuesday,

April 1 in Campus Center 101.(Contact

CASA for more information.) We must .stop

the ruffle of right wing riff-raff.

\fark Caldeira is a Collegian columnist.

Dreams that are shared by all

Timothy Harris of the Radical Student

Union has outdone himself In his article,

"The over amplified right" (March 13), he

has shown a blatant disregard for the truth

concerning conservative student involve-

ment on this campus.

According to Harris, the "conservative"

movement of the University is a well fund-

ed, highly organized minority. Harris

would have you believe that the UMass
Republican Club is being nurtured and
supported by big business in America. Un-
fortunately, this view is incorrect.

The Republican Club is an RSO that

receives its funding from the SATF. For the

fiscal year 1985-86, this amounted to $965.

We have at no time solicited financial sup-

port from outside organization, nor have we
received any. This includes the College Na-
tional Republican Committee.

There is no organized effort underway by

the Republican Club to direct the actions

of the governing bodies of the SGA. It is

true that at the first general meeting of

each fall semester, the Republican Club en

courages students to become actively in-

volved in the SGA. This call to exercise stu

dent rights is one which I'm sure the RSU
advocates. To the best of my knowledge,

none of the "conservative" students serv-

ing as senators are being paid to do so by

the College National Republican Commit
tee, the Ray Shamie Foundation or Adolph

Coors.

I'm sure that it will surprise Harris to

learn that many of the dreams he has are

shared by Republicans on campus, and

across the nation. I will list a few;

1) A world free from discriminaton-

sexual, racial, cultural.

2) A world free from the threat of nuclear

destruction.

3) A world free from hunger.

The differences between Harris and
Republicans lies in our perceptions of how
to create such a world.

Gilbert Stair,

president UMass Republican Club

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

.should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian,- 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off

at the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due
to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the* author's

address and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters must be
tjnpewrJtten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Coltxmn submissions shoxild

he between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are subject to edition for clarity and
length. — Editor.
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Hveryone kriDws who fathered rocketry. The
U.S. government made it official in 1960 when
they paid for NASA's use of some 200 Goddard
patents with a posthumous grant.
At United Technologies, we credit Dr. Rohert

Goddard with parenthood of an entirely different
technology. In an undergrad paper at Worcester
Polytech, he suggested the possihility of a high-
speed electromagnetically-driven transit system.
Otis Hlevator engineers have applied that concept
to people movers.

VT^ J
^"^^^"^'^^S'^s companies have many

such hudding technologies under development:
composites, rohotics, artificial intelligence, to
name a few. For each one, scmieone has to play the
Goddard role, it might well he you.
One difference: Goddard worked alone. You'll

join a company of 12,000 engineers where excel-
lence IS recognized and rewarded.

Like to know more.' Stop hv your campus place-
ment office. Or write United Technologies
P.O. R(,x 1379, Hartford, CT 06143.

l nitoJ roihni'Idyifs mo,in>
Prut &i VC'liitruv, Fiinulton
St.inJiud, Otb, l.;,irnor,

Aiitoniofivc CJuHip, L'nited
TothnolnEies MicriK-lt'crronn.'

Center, Ndrden. Chcniicil
SvMem>. KsNex, Siki.rsk\

iimi L'nited Technulonies
Research (

'enter.

Aneqii.ilopportiiniiN
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UNITED
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Position Available

Student Staff Coordinator
Housing Assignment Office

Position Description: The student

Staff Coordinator is responsible for day-to-day opera-

tions of the Housing Assignment Office student staf

Position responsibilities include but are not limited to:

interviewing, training, scheduling, evaluation and

close and on-going supervision over 10-12 subor-

dinate student staff members. Assists in staff

development for all staff assigned to the Housing

Assignment office section; promotes positive at-

titudes and behaviors among subordinate staff in the

area of service delivery and human relations. Incum-

bent must be sensitive to new student housing con-

cerns and should be able to facilitate effective and ex-

peditious resolutions. Under all circumstances, this

position will emphasize service delivery.

Qualifications: Demonstrated (through

previous experience and/or recommendations) super-

visory and organizational abilities; ability to work with

diverse populations; ability to communicate effective-

ly in oral and written form; ability to work effectively

under stress.

EIJQibiiity : Graduate applicants preferred but

will consider applications from qualified

undergraduates. All applicants must have at least 3

semesters remaining at the beginning of Fall

Semester 1986.

Starting Date: successful candidate

must be available full-time beginning May 26, 1986.

Position requires full-time employment during sum-

mer/intersession periods, 20 hours/week during fall

and spring semester.

Application Deadline: completed

applications, currently available in the Housing

Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore Administration

Building, must be received by April 18, 1986.

SOME FACTS ABOUT FAT
Functional Fat

Fat in your diet carries fat soluable vitamins such as A, E, D & K. It

also provides essential fatty acids. Body fat protect body organs and

provides insulation.

BUT, a diet high in fat is associated with an increased risk of heart at-

tack, stroke and breast cancer. Fats are also high in calories.

How to cut down
-.drink skim or low fat milk and use it in cooking too.

- substitute low fat yogurt for sour cream or use a mixture of the two.
- eat fewer fried foods and try more fruits and vegetables instead.

University Vending Services & University Health Services

Division of Health Education /University of Massachusetts/Amherst

n CHEERLEADING
TRYOUTS!

All University Men and

Women Invited

Practice Dates: March 31, April 1 &• 2

Time: 8:00 pm
Place: Curry Hicks Gymnasium

COME TRY!

No Experience Necessary

Pay Scale: Hourly rate beginning at $4.55.

WE DELIVER

wi

L
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ATILLA'S 2
Hampshire Mall

Home of Amherst's First and Finest Gyros

nTILLH'3 2

Don't sink from hunger

Emerge yourself in one

of our subs
GYROS

A delicious lasie sensation.

Mannaied beef served inside our fresh

homemade piia bread along with your choice
of loppings:

Special Salad — finely chopped
lomaioes and onions specially

marlnaied.

Cacik (White Sauc.^) — homemade
yogurt enlisened xsllh cucumbers
and mint

PITA TURKEY
Thinly sliced turkey breast in our pita bread

*ilh lettuce, tomato and mayonaisc

SOUVLAKI
Bee! charbroilcd on skewers, wrapped in pita

along with seasoned onions, lettuce and feia cheese.

PITA CLUB
A tempting combinaiiun o( thinly sliced

fine turkey breast with cnspy

bacon scrscd with lettuce, tomato, and

mayonnaise iii our fresh pita bread

PITA B,L,T
( rispv bacon stulled into our pita bread
with lettuce, tomato, and mayonnaise

STROMBOLI
A real taste tempter

Spicy ground beef combined with cheese and a

tangy tomato sauce, baked inside our fresh

pita doueh

HAM SPELDIES
Thinlv sliced buffet ham

in our pita with lettuce, tomato, mayonnaise.

smothered in cheese

STEAK SPEEDIES
Marinated steak in our pita bread with leiluce.

tomato, mayonnaise and Bermuda onions

smothered in cheese.

GREEK SALAD
A PITA BREAD

A refreshing salad ot tossed greens with iho

classic com^^inaiion ot feia cheese and greek
olives, served with a fresh pita bread

VEGETARIAN DELIGHT
A green garden salad tucked inside

our pita bread with Italian dressing.

feta and provolonc cheese

TUNA PITA
Freshly made tuna salad in our pita

with lettuce, tomato and mayonaise

1 1 :00 am to 9:30 pn^ weekdays

11:00 am to 11:00 pm weekends

Just cal' 686-7070 for fast free delivery
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ARTS
Record
Review

King of America
The Costello S/iua-

Produced by T Bone Burnett and Declan

MacManus
CBS Records (Columbia) 1986

By KEVIN M. SWEENEY
Collegian Correspondent

Whatever happened to Elvis Costello?

Well, he dropped the name Costello,

became Declan Patrick MacManus again,

and began to sing the blues. Really, it's the

truth. Perhaps the most prolific and

talented songwriter of the eighties has once

again done his damnedest to change gears

completely on his most recent album. King

of America.

On an emotion drenched version of the

Animals' classic "Don't Let Me Be
Misunderstood," Costello (a.k.a. Mac
Manus) sings, "I'm just a soul who's inten-

tions are good. Oh Lord, please don't let me
be misunderstood." Though I am sure his

intentions are admirable, I don't believe be-

ing understood is one of them. Don't get me
wrong, this is a great album by a great

musician, but it is also one of Costello's

most confusing stylistic changes to date.

This is not the rave-up, rocking Elvis of

the late seventies, nor is it Costello, the ear-

ly eighties British popster. Instead,

Costello has decided to take a trip back to

his roots. The music here is pure folk,

blues, and rockabilly He combines the

brooding, melancholy lyrics for which he

is already famous with a lean, bare-to-the-

bones sound produced by T-Bone Burnett.

There are no symphony orchestras or

thundering guitars here. Rather, Costello

has created a very personal album filled

with insight and anger. No doubt this

record will be disturbing to the faint of

heart, who are used to the bland wimper-

ings of American top 40 radio.

With this change of style, Costello has

lost the Attractions this time around; only

one cut, the bitter "Suit of Lights" features

his longstanding and outstanding sidemen.

Instead, he and Burnett have assembled an

impressive group of sessions players, who
understand "roots rock," because they are

a part of it. For example, Ron Tutt who pro-

vides percussions on several cuts has work-

ed with the likes of Fats Domino. Costello

seems as comfortable with this band, which

he calls the Confederates, as he always has

with the Attractions.

With the help of the Confederates,

Costello takes the listener through a tour

of his mind and the origins of modern rock

music. His working class anthem, "Little

Places," is an all out excursion into the

world of folk music with a combination of

gritty lyrics and sparse musical accompani-

ment by acoustic guitar and mandolin.

Both "Glitter Gulch" and "Big Light" are

rockabilly raveups that could stand well in

the company of Jerry Lee Lewis, the

master of rockabilly. With "Our Little

Angel," Elvis gives the listener a taste of

old-fashioned American countr>' music, and

"Poisoned Rose" is a nice little jazz blues

piece in the spirit of "Almost Blue" off of

Imperial Bedroom. Finally, "Lovable,"

which he co-wrote with his fiancee Cait

O'Riordan of the Pogues, is a classic mix

ture of all these styles and his famous sar-

donic wit.

All in all King ofAmerica, is an exciting

record by an always refreshing and in-

novative musician. Even with its few weak
tracks like "Eisenhower Blues," it is still

a unique blend of roots and experimenta-

tion. There are many who will compare this

album favorably with Bruce Springsteen's

Nebraska. I think that this would be a fair

comparison; both are examples of great

song-writers experiencing their roots with

style and flair.

NAACP holds

grudge against

Oscar choices
LOS ANGELESi AP» - The Motion Pic

ture Academy's failure to bestow any

Oscars on "The Color Purple" is "a slap

in the faces" of producer-composer Quin

cy Jones and director Steven Spielberg,

the NAACP says in a complaint.

The NAACP's Hollywood-Beverly Hills

branch sent a letter of protest Tuesday to

the academy, complaining about what

publicist Connie Watson called a "black

out" an industry effort to suppress black

film projects.

The film about a rural black woman's

struggle for self-worth went into Monday
night's awards ceremony with 11 nomina-

tions, the same number as "Out of Africa"

which won seven Oscars, including best

picture.

"The Color Purple" failed to win any.

tying 1977's "The Turning Point" as the

most nominated film to lose in the awards

derby.

A spokesman said the Academy would

have no comment, noting that winners

and losers were the result of secret

balloting by its 4,244 members.
iontmueJ on page 14

Try one of those

salads that comes in

the bowl you can eat!

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON AMHERST SPRINGFIELD
.M CENTtRST 41 BOLTWOOD WALK M9 SUMNtB AVt

N ^84 06^3

J Bring you' 0»n
Bett or Wint

256 82'' ;88 09'9
Bring Your Own
B»*r or Win*

Springfield Civic Center
Saturday, April 19th 8 00pm

$13.50advance, $14.50 day of the show

TICKETS ON SALE ON CAMPUS
AT FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

PHONE CHARGES: (413) 787-6600 or (800) 243-4842

Produced in association with W/\v^Y

Saturday April 19th

8 pm F.A. C. UMass
Tickets $1 7. 00 cash only 6 ticket limit
On sale 3 3V86 at F.A.C. Box Office, Springfield Civic Center

and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Greenfield,

Holyoke and Pittsfield. No cans, bottles or recording devices

Overall, this looks like a good week for music. You
might have to travel to see some of the better shows but

there should be enough of a variety to satisfy everybody.

Tonight, The Cult and The Divynals are playing at the

Agora Ballroom in Hartford, Ct. If you need a label I guess

this is a punk show. I've heard very good things about

The Cult. The Divynals are new to me.

If you want to go north you can catch The Stompers at

Flatstreet in Brattleboro, Vt. This band plays everywhere

in New England and I think they are on perpetual tour.

Basically, they do mainstream American rock 'n roll.

Friday night there's a good choice. There's a dance
marathon to benefit the people of El Salvador at Hamp
den Dining Commons. The event starts at 9 p.m. and goes

until 7 a.m. The line-up is filled with some really good

local bands. The following are scheduled to play: Dinosaur,

The Outpatients, Don't Ask, The Potatoe Heads. Circle,

Free Press and The Steadys. It will cost you $3 unless you

want to be sponsored as a dancer. The deal is you go to

the CASA office on the 4th floor of the Student Union pick

up a sponsor form and then find some friends to sponsor

you by the hour.

At the Hatch, Nightmare Alley is playing with Free

Press. Nightmare Alley is from New York City. The press

release says they're loud and fast but I haven't done my
homework so I don't know what they're really like.

Also Friday night at the Iron Horse, Full Circle will

blast away. This is a good fusion band from Boston.

Saturday night, Livingston Taylor will play at the Iron

Horse, this guy is James' brother but has gotten real far

on his own merit. This should be a good folk show.

On Wednesday, there is a great motown show in

Springfield. Check it out. The Temptations, The Four Tops

and Martha and the Vandellas. I'm pretty sure there are

tix still available but you should call first to find out.

At Pearl Street Wednesday, the Pajama Slave Dancers

are having a record release party. This band is from the

area and they are a lot of fun. They do lots of fun,

danceable, silly tunes. If you don't feel like studying and

want have some fun, you might want to go to the show.

Thursday night. The Bangles are playing at Smith Col

lege. I'm sorry, I'm really not sure if there are any tix left.

Anyway, this band is riding high with their hit "Manic

Monday."
Tix are available for the following: Stevie Ray Vaughan

at UMass; Kiss and (ieorge Thorogood and the Destroyers

at Springfield. There's alot more music that I couldn't fit.

John Grillo
has exhibit

John Grillo, painter and

member of the UMass Art

faculty, will exhibit his

work at the Jones
Library's Burnett Gallery

for the month of April.

There will be a reception

on April 4. Grillo is known
for his brightly colored

figure and landscape
paintings.

April will bring us a new
exhibit at the University

Gallery as well. Sculptor

Mel Kendrick will show
his recent sculpture from

April 1 through June 8.

The exhibition will include

eleven wood sculptures

and three cast metal
works. His abstract work

can be considered biomor-

phic or anthropomorphic
forms. Kendrick has been
included in recent exhibi-

tions at the Museum of

Modern Art, and the
Whitney Museum of
American Art in New-
York.

"Figure Drawings from
the Permanent Collection"

will also be on display from
April 1 through June 8.

This exhibition includes

fifty drawings spanning
the years 1921-1980 from
the University's collection.

The show has been
organized by the students

in a Museum Studies
seminar here at UMass.

i
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WE CANT TELLYOU WHAT TO EXPECT

WHEN YOU SEE ROBIN WILLIAMS IN CONCERT.

WE D0N7 KNOW. NEITHER DOES HE.

--''#'
Y&

13 N. Pleasant

Amherst, MA
48 Main St.

Brattleboro

Springfield Civic Center
Limited Capacity Mini-Arena"

May 7th-8:00pm

All Seats Reserved-$15.50

TICKETS ON SALE MONDAY, MARCH 31st-10am
ON CAMPUS AT FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

PHONE CHARGES (413) 787-6600 or (800) 243-4842

THIS PtRFOHMOWCt IS PRtStHTED fOR MOTUWt ADULT aUOIfWCtS
|

lYcxIutt'd in .issot i.ition with !!^9b f HL'miwml

N(-)RTH AMERICAS TRIBU T L TO THL ROLLING STUNK^

77

IBIusMng IBndes

Can we build one for you?
serving "quality" foot long subs.

If you believe that a sub should be more than iust a lot of bread. It's

time to visit ^ THE AMHERST
Reminder:
We Deliver

DELICATESSEN
Amherst Carriage Shops 549-6314

Open til 8 pm M, T & W
10 Dm Th, F, S

Sjx^cialGuest POA)AlH

Springfield Civic Center Exlribition Hall

Friday. April ^ith-8:30pm

S7 50 a(JvancG S9 00 day of the show

TICKETS ON SALE ON CAMPUS
AT FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

PHONE CHARGES (413) 787 6600 or (800) 243-484i>

IV xliK ('(hri.isvK i.Mioii Willi W/\v^T

ALL AGES WELCOME. CASH BAR - 21 AND OVER

•••.»»•..»,,. V 1
.»•..«.•<>•*••»'*•** *
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Record Review
The Barry Altschul Quartet
Irina

Soul Note Records

By GLENN SIEGEL
Collegian Staff

The Barry Altschul Quartet begins Irina

with tip toed syncopation. Altschul is

cracking the rhythm on the rims of his

drum set, sounding like Sandman Sims on
the Apollo Theater dance floor. Bassist

Mark Helias is insisting on a regular, if

slightly jagged beat, while John Surman,
baritona saxophone, and Enrico Rava,
trumpet, enter in unison with a pungent
line. During the head as well as the im-

provised passages of Ray Anderson's "Tap-
A-Jack," indeed whenever Altschul picks

up sticks, his group's have a palpable en-

thusiasm for rhythmic permutations.
Growing up in The Bron.x, the 43-year-

old Altschul was no doubt enveloped in a
swirl of swing, soul, Latin and European
music. Along with a steady earful of car

horns, sirens, mingled voices and ambient
city noise, it is easy to picture him as one
of those precocious kids for whom the whole
world is a percussion instrument.
Altschul arrives at his point in a number

of ways. He can swing with the unflappable

assurance of Jo Jones, has the driving
energy of Elvin Jones and, with Sunny
Murray and Andrew Cyrille, has pioneered
a liberated conception of the drum's time
keeping function. His comfort in a variety

of grooves is matched by his willingness to

play every part of his drum kit. That ele-

ment of resourcefulness is what makes an
Altschul-led date so exciting.

Listen, for example, to their novel ar-

rangement of Fats Waller's warhorse, "Jit

terbug Waltz." There is a constant shifting

of the rhythmic sands, beginning with a

slow, slurred statement of the melody by
Rava. A'tschul and Helias lay down a

Latin-tinged beat the first time through,

double the tempo for the next go round,

then fall into a funky blues walk, which
before long is racing at a comfortable 4/4

clip. There are detours for a dance-hall kick

line figure and an inventive drum solo, but

nowhere is the basic 3/4 waltz rhythm
anything but hinted at.

Mark Helias' compositional contribution,

on the other hand, is just what is says it

is: "Le Tango." There are no solos in the

piece, just the highly interactive con-

trapuntal lines of Rava and Surman above
the tango. Next to the mercurial metric
variety in the album's other five pieces, the

sustained form of "Le Tango" provides a

refreshing pause and allows the two horns
to shine.

The trumpet and flugelhorn work of

Italian-born Enrico Rava is one of the LP's
great pleasures. His tone is alternatively

fat and relaxed, as in Altschul's sensitive

title composition, then thin and darting, in

the manner of Don Cherry. "There is a dar-
,

ing in Rava's playing -a refusal to play it

safe," writes Nat Hentoff. "And that quali-

ty gives his music, of course, a special

dimension of excitement."

John Surman, who hails from England,

plays a Lacy-like soprano saxophone on

Irina, but concentrates primarily on the

baritone sax. The amazing control he main-

tains in the upper register of the big horn

sometimes makes it difficult to tell which

of the saxophones he is playing.

Mark Helias is also a member of the

Barry Altschul Trio (with trombonist Ray
Anderson). The two are beginning to ap-

proach the telepathic rapport that Altschul

achieved with bassist Dave Holland in the

1970's. when Anthony Braxton, Sam
Rivers and Chick Corea were among their

colleagues.

Since his first two dates as a leader for

Muse Records, "You Can't Name Your
Own Tune" (1977) and "Another
Time/Another Place" (1978), Altschul has
had a simple formula for success: invite the

most accomplished and versatile avant-

garde players, work hard at developing a

group sound, then let his playful love of

rhythm infect everything. Throughout
Irina that strategy again yields positive

results.
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* Oscars*
continued from page 12

The NAACP called the
film's treatment by voters

"not only an insult to the
talents of the wonderful ar-

tists participationg in this

motion picture, but a direct

slap in the faces of Quincy
Jones and Steven Spielberg,

two of the most talented per-

sonalities ever to work in

this industry."

"I think there is a very
strong social implication,"
Jones said after the Oscar
ceremony Monday night.

"That's the way it is, and
we'll have to do something
about that."

"I guess not enough peo-

ple liked it." said Walter
Mirisch, former Academy
president. "I think people
really enjoyed 'Out of
Africa,' which was a good,
big scale movie, the kind
that David Lean has made."
Jack Vaienti, head of the

Motion Picture Association
of America and a lobbyist

and spokesman for the in-

dustry for nearly two
decades, said in Denver on
Tuesday that there was no
conspiracy to shut the movie
out of Oscar contention.

"A lot of people believed

other performances were
better," Vaienti said, ad-

ding that the vote totals in

the various categories were
not known.
He took issue with the

Academy's omission of
Spielberg from the
nominees for best director,

saying it "verges on being a
travesty. Two hundred and
thirty-four directors in the
Academy make the choice

nominations in that
category, and to me they
were out to lunch."

Sydney Pollack, winner as
director and co-producer for

"Out of Africa," declined to

analyze the reason behind
"Purple's" failure.

"You put me in a difticult

spot," he told a reporter,

"because I can't win no mat-
ter how I answer that ques-
tion. And I would like not to

put a damper on the even-
ing by trying to .speculate on
an undiplomatic question
with an undiplomatic
answer."

The Oscar show, in

ratings trouble in recent

years, fell a bit more this

year, according to national

A.C. Nielsen Co. ratings

released Tuesday.
ABC-TV said the three-

hour, 14-minute broadcast

had a 27.3 rating with a 43
share, slipping slightly from
la.st year's national rating of

27.7 and audience share of

45. A national ratings point

equals 859,000 homes with
television.

ir hazing tt^m^^^mm^ continued from pagt l

tion activities that threaten the health and safety of others
can be jailed for 100 days, fined $1000, or both.

•'They were up to a prank but now the law says it's il-

legal," St. Coeur said. "It's important for people to unders-
tand that our members were not involved."

St. Coeur said he is worried about the incident's poten-
tial effect on his house. "I hope it doesn't hurt our reputa-
tion, but I'm under the impression that people will get
the wrong idea. I don't want that to happen," he said.

Three-day symposium begins today

/^ We Create Styles as

Individual As You Are!

% by DeboraJk

oupon Specials

^ COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS
ie FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

# FREE HAIRCUT with Highrifthting

• HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appointment

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Dnve. .Amherst

549-5610 expirt-H 1I301H6
\i

By BARBARA DELOLLIS
Collegian Correspondent

An informal welcome at 3 p.m. today by Catherine Por-
tuges, a professor of Women's Studies at the University
of Massachusetts, will open the second program of the Five
College Women's Studies Project on Feminism and
Difference.

The three-day symposium will discuss the subject
"Gender and Visual Representation," and was preceded
by a six week series of film and video screenings in the
five-college area.

"Race, Culture, Class: Challenges to Feminism" was the
first topic discussed in the two ara a halfyear project. That
symposium was held last December at Hampshire College.
Lorna Peterson of the Five College Center, a sponsor

of the women's studies project, said she hopes that the
same faculty members will attend each symposium.
An estimated 80 faculty members of the five-college area

will be attending this weekend's symposium, according
to Portuges. Since much of the curriculum involves screen-

ings, she said, much of the symposium will be open to the
public.

This symposium will deal with the portrayal of women,
and women's works in films and videos, according to

Portuges.

The following screenings will be of>en to the five-college

community: A Different Image at 8 p.m. tonight in Sage
Hall at Smith College. Born in Flames at 8 p.m. tomor-
row in Merrill rot)m 2 at Amherst College. The last screen-

ing. The Man Who Envied Women, is an area premiere
and will play at 8 p.m. Saturday in Merrill room 2 at

Amherst College.

The women's studies project is funded by a grant from
the five colleges and the symposium received the support
of Murray Schwartz, dean of the faculty of humanities and
fine arts at UMass.

EASTER LOCtUKVTAKY
ONThE LIJ f OF
JESLS CHKlSr

Thurs. March l7, 7:1.'* pm
Rm 175 Campu-; ( e.itcr

Free Admissioii,

Snacks and Drinks

sponsored by
\lliance Christian Fellowship

NURSING:
CHECK IT OUT
New England Deaconess Hospital

School ol Nursing
Fall opaningt available

• On* ol BoMon t hnaw iMCliing Aos«>u>s
• Tlw«*-yMr(iiplOfna program attll•al•dM't^

NortmMlirn UnncrMy
•BSN •«*laM*tl»oug»i.<iKuiai>onmih

• Cinicsl •pananc* sMn'i <n ine i<rsi y«ai

•Lowlulion
• Sct»oli»ho» tro KM"> avaitaote

• KXMkpanmg'atc on slateeums
Don I delay' For mora intormalioo or an
rooifl.nalof ai i'817) 732-e3S«

tpfl^mor please can Joy Ert> rac'uitmeni

i '^MSi ENGLAND
f 3ni DEACONESS
\^^ HOSPITAL

School of Nursing
1 Autumn Street
Boston, Massachusetts
02215

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon-Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:

430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St.

^3clley Northampton

253-2571 586-8220

THERE IS STILL TIME
TO ENROLL

Study at

The Hebrew University
of Jerusalem

A Unique Academic Opportunity pJus

the Unforgetable Experience of Jerusalem

Choose from One Year Program

or Summer School

Language of Instruction is English
For further information and applications write:

the Hebrew University

1318 Beacon St., Brookline, MA 02146

or call: 617-:371-6810^^

If you are an under-
graduate or graduate
student, we can move
you Forward-Fast!
For years, people just
like you have been run-
ning their o^n summer
business, gaining
valuable management
experience, and
earning Si S,000.**<*
plus ^ith our help
so...

MOVE FORWARD
-FAST!

for Application
or information

phone Immediately
(617)444-0834

Student
Damterspai

'

eating plaie
\

CAMPUS PLAZA I

(Next to Super I

Stop b Shop) J

Rte. 9 • Hari(«v Amherst f

256-ftmq
•^OPEN

6 AM -3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

MASS APPKOVEO INSPECT14M STATIOM

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4Cyl

$34." TO^
M«l' .^i •(»<.'

18$39.
6 Cyi

^^^9^» and P'-*»o»it

'» *

•dt« H ill) **• ''**"'

and '^larj-n^ »»•••'* "^pmc^ •0*01

im.tui

Lube, Oil & Filter

_4

IrKlvjdvt up to S quort$

o*10-30o<l arnS Mitcty

ch»ck

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Full Service Trre Store
r» SundCflwvt Rd No AmhcttI M*

S49-4 704

\S^ s
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$150 refjcUe. $75 rebate.

Macintosh

Plus
Macintosh

512K

All \'ou have to do is \1sit yair

authorized Apple dealer byJune 30th

and Lake advantage of Apples

Student Break'nebate program.

BuyanApple'IIe, themost

popular computer in education, and

well send you a check forSlSO.

Bu\ an Apple lie. a compact

version of the Apple lie. and vou'll

get back $7S.

BuyaMacintosh'"S12K,the

computer \ou don't ha\e to stud\'

to leani. and you'll get a

S17S check.

Or buy a Macintosh Plus, the

computer that gives more power to

stutlenLs. and get a whopping

S2()() a'bate.

Hut first. \ou do have to do

one thing that xou'a^ pn)babl\ prettx

good at by now.

Ask \our parents for the money
to buy the computer

$20() rebate. $175 rebate

.
u^ us e,f>r^pmr„^m /rr an aulhmze^t.^leMr near ,,«. call (800) ^38-96%, ext. 455. Offer n<.,t only „;//». I uUi.l Slat^

^

it's

time
aigadn

when the Textbook Annex
must begin to return unsold spring books to the publishers.

Returns start March 31st
Don't wait -- You may be disappointed'

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Open Mon-Fri 9AM-4PM

NEW ENGLAND S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

I hi* Mdssat husells Oailv

LEGIAN
founded 1870
Circulation 19,000

Serving the Fi\f College Area
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Editor in Chief
Dodf B Levenson

Managing Editor
Ian Polumbaum
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Peter Soderber^'

Conor Plunkett

Advertising Manager
Paul Lesser
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n
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Craig Naugle
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SiL'Vf Rubni

Editorial Editor
Larry Bouchie

Business Managers
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Vanessa Roth
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Subscription Manager
Karen Holland
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ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help

I

• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
I Sam* Day Results
I Services that are
fne. Confidential

. Carina
& Halpful

549-1906
Amherst

Carriage Shops
an alternative to abon.on

i .^^

6

RENT/\NRKK

N«w A Used Cart
• Truclta A Vans Ai*o AvaNable

JMorth Amherst
: Rehf-A-Wreck
I

f?t. 63 Mo. Amherst
; 549-2880 .

Now An Additional Location

adjacent to the UMASS campus
in the Amherst Creamery Building

Sk/f/e a professional

secretarial service

WORD PROCESSING, TRANSCRIPTION,
THESES AND DISSERTATIONS

M fVNUSCRIPTS. .a specialty

Monday - F

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
150 Fearing Street, Amherst

Telephone: 549-268(^

\xe5
c^^^'

.\o9'

(//(^ s^^ONDON 349
PARIS 439

flmSTERDflm 418
BRUSSELS 398

b"e;?i!i:^':if>i;!i;,"„-ff<'o^,vHMe..

* callour camous hotline!
253-7529,j,„ K,„ 2s«.i2n
__ _ or drop by
79 So.PleasanI Sl,2nd floor, AmhersI

Council TrAVgl Sor\jices
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DOONESBURY
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GARRvjRUDEAU
WXA950IL im^sNB/eRBem
/m'WiufioeoFBRAVBimiJo
OefBWn LOCAL BUSINE^mN

i PO^mUtTT ^>RJHe6 FROM SUCH

J-27

y^y GR5AT6R£AT6RANPPA F0U6HTMW 5AM HOUSTON H£ms TH3
filfST TOFARM THI5> 5PREAP. MY
PMmmsTm LAST, lostall
^ ^"^-^ THB TDP50IL IN

Tt€'305

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON

0-,,j-^ BUT IT'S SVLLFmT
^ OF you, istrTrr,MR. Dewrrr-f

WHAT 19 rrABOUT This LAND
THATMAKBSrrSOSPeaALTD

y YOUR FAMILY^

Eddie! I've told you a hundred times
never to run with thot through the house!"

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE& O'BRIEN

AWacd ^C^fcflpi/ seEr^o
'tcf^sr Too coNfiOi^tr

'^

^
I I All

i

-fH^ PtfiZiDftrr HAS

'fooes . .

.

PMKT of Xfif^G/lM's

f«fm/6S of THf

wm

T-SMiifn

HOUSEMATES BY R.A/IILLER

CAN Y(DO 8tU€V€ IT,

OUV/^^ SW?AH THINKS
ISHOUO) CUTMYHMR/

GORDY BY GORDE

<5£e, A "«X(.»Mss7ix/e"'
/ArrBK\JIBVOT CM

PCMtJ /AJ P^/>RIC>A
OAJ SPKM6* B^eAkf

r.WELL, coofc. I iA/AfJT

THI^ S7E«y F:f^fA

£i/E/^ AJ^&UB.. lA/HAT
cy^M YOU TELL. ME
ABOUTMAfJ^ :SAKET

MTTA^UCFI,

crrne^ tnmj he 's otJE
Of THe /yiosroOA/oy/oys

IM4LK THE -'5^ OP 7V^

OF -THOSe SfCJ::^Ay/A/(5

ATT' rooes Qy^^YJ^ ,
/iiviu/ aoo'co possess/

OTHER -nuAU TTHAT
/ /^BALLY LOi/E >//*/

TO B/rS AAJP f

V^HATeLSE TO SAY.'

BLOOM COUNTY

we am i^m? tH ,

ocToeemRim iii^t

'

Guemnpi oer it.

MRS. iou\ emmE!
immLLBR. S^'. / v^^

mo'

''S

MY mJ6e6ue3T5.'

IT'S 50 Nice 1d

Hif\R AFTef< fill

pmiR-PtmiR OF

uTTLi Fcer mm?

weRirreR-fftT..^

weFi...?

COCKFOACHCi 7f
I.Q

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited by Tnide Michvt JafTe

ACROSS
1 Hackneyed
5 Ottterwise

to Kismet
14 Heath genus
15 Reclined

1

6

Responsitwiity

1

7

Muffet Of

Horner

18 Swedisti Nignt

ingale

19 Pan of a

budget
20 Bngadoon

composer
23 Sun speech
24 Rather dapper

chap'
25 Relations

26 Yearns

28 Feed the fire

32 Mine to Pierre

35 Restless

desires

37 Commotion
38 Star of Cygnus
40 Mesabi product

41 Warehouse
43 Emulated 1

7

Across
44 White sale pur

chases
47 Facial features

48 Cameiot
magician

50 Tomato disease

52 Descendeni of

Fatima

54 I. to Caesar
55 Minstrel s song
58 Okiartoma'

composer
62 Bed for a txjs n

63 Pastures

64 Maternally

related

65 Vertial suttm

66 Within Prefn

67 High tech tieam

68 Actor s plum
69 Weapon for

Tommy
70 Inscritjed pillar

DOWN
1 Complains

2 tis — Dira >n

the land

Luther

3 Chilean enpon

4 Served a

winr>er

5 City on the Rio

Grande
6 Musical Duke
7 Temporal
8 Kitchen

receptacles

9 Boundary mark-

ing

10 Black or

Sherwood
1

1

Turn over —
leaf

1

2

I Whistle a

Happy —
13 Superlative

ending

21 San wearer

22 More than

Rubenesque
26 Tell a tall tale

27 Mountainside

debris

29 Salver

30 Easy stride

31 Cote dwellers

32 Giselle com
poser

33 Boundary
34 Peerless

person

36 Singer-actress

FlorerHie

39 Bounty s

captain

42 Reception

45 Breathes

46 Utah flower

49 Required

51 Prototypes

53 — Vou Glad

You re You'
55 Renter s guar-

antee

56 Soviet coop
57 Rhone feeder

58 Artifice

59 Peruvian

60 July 4th e g
61 Flying insect

62 — canto

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

rAiPi

12 3 4 5 • I ^H>l "

^|» ^1"

PI" n» 21 » ^M

^^^1 ?^^l|n n > 91

44 »! !^^Hl47

H :; rWr "
l»MU* I <>% Snirlr^ I im*^ N« »4h air 3 2S/t

Lunch
D.C. BURGER

Double Burger or

Boston Burger on

^ Tartar Sauce

05

>- o

Jo u §^

J " Sh

H 2
A
o
OQ

MENU
Dinner

Simmered Corned Beef
Horseradish, Steamed Cabbage
Sweet and Sour Chicken Fingers

Tomato Torte

Basics Dinner fp/^^^S.

Sweet and Sour Chicken Fingers A _,-Orv
Tomato Torte p^^'^P*

Staff Notice:
All Collegian editors and associate editors, in-

cluding Larry, must attend a newspaper critique

by Wayne Phaneuf, an assistant managing editor

of the Springfield Daily News.

The workshop will be held next Wednesday,

April 2, at 8 p.m. in a yet-to-be-announced room.

Mandatory for editors, other staffers are welcom-

ed and encouraged to attend.

BY BERKE BREATHED

Weather
Today: Mostly cloudy with a 40 percent

chance of showers. Highs will climb up to

60 with the wind coming from the Nor-
thwest at 10 to 15 miles-per-hour.

Tonight: Gradual clearing will give

way to lows in the middle 30's.

Friday: Sunny, warm, high's in the
60's.

L BROUGHT TO YOU BY *

-^ight Editor

.^fCopy Editor

4(
Peter Abraham^

Liz Hettinget^
Conor Plunkettir
Michelle SegalfT
Conor Plunketff^

.Production: Nancy Klingener, Rob Catalano, Miaif
'^Rowan, Kelly Sieger and Norm Achin. ^T

^^ayout Technician
"fCPhoto Technicician
.^Production Supervisor
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t.*^**''W4^"''X
^ INTERNATIONAL PAGEANT ^

Sportswear and Bathing Suit Competition

CONTEST HELD AT
Thursday March 27 at 8 pm I

riANG

•<•••>• ———•••>•

HAWAIIAN TROPIC SELECTS
MODELS FOR ITS NATIONAL
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN FROM
CONTESTANTS WHO ENTER
THE MISS HAWAIIAN TROPIC
INTERNATIONAL PAGEANT.

dance/club
256-8284
Contestants have until 5 PM March 27 to register MISS
HAWAIIAN TOPIC UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETS will

receive in addition to other prizes an all expense paid trip to

the beautiful PLAZA HOTEL IN DAYTONA BEACH to compete
in the MISS HAWAIIAN TROPIC USA competition August
13-18, 1986. Miss Hawaiian Tropic International will receive: A
NEW PORSCHE 944 SPORTS CAR, A DREAM VACATION FOR
T\.VO ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD, AND AN INTERNATIONAL
MODELING ASSIGNMENT WITH HAWAIIAN TROPIC.
Finalists receive: A LUXURIOUS FUR COAT, A DIAMOND
PENDANT, and an all expense paid trip to HAWAII. For further

information contact: Craig B. Keenan, Young Adult/Promo-
tions Manager. 549-4066, 253-9071 or Grad Rosenbaum 253-9071

or Mike Kane at Changes 256-8284

,d >^*r „^d P'**

»«•••

A LUXURIOUS
FUR COAT

nEW SPORTS CAR
The Porsche 944 above will be award-
ed to Miss Hawaiian Tropic Interna-

tional 1986. Each year the title winner
will receive a luxurious sports car as

one of our fabulous Grand Prizes.

In August 1966, 100 lovely young
ladies will gather at the beautiful

Plaza Hotel in Daytona Beach for a

week of fun, entertainment, and ex-

citment of competing in the second
Miss Hawaiian Tropic International

USA Finals.

Hawaiian Tropic invites you to enter

the second annual Miss Hawaiian

Tropic USA Finals to be held in

Daytona Beach. Florida. August
12 18, 1986. Hawaiian Tropic, the #2

selling suntan cosmetic in the world,

it sponsoring this global search for

the beautiful young lady who will

represent Hawaiian Tropic with her

health and beauty

A MOriARK SKI BOAT
Spurlboal SI Slcrn Drl>r (e«|»l«lc wMh IralUr

A DREAM VACATIOn
FOR TWO ArHYWHERE

IN THE WORLD

lAPIATIOnAL
liODELinC
ASSIQINMEnT

Co-SW sored
as seen in ...

MADE
THEAMERICANWAT

SUN CARE
& SWIM WEAR

BEAUTIFUL TANS BEGIN WITH
HAWAIIAN TROPIC. . .

To cnhenc* their ten* —eh rontestant

wUI recetvs • gernerout tuppty of

HeweMen Ttopte tannln« products.

Thursday, March 27, 1986; COLLEGIAN i»

FACULTY!

The Textbook Annex needs your

HELP
to allow us to get all the

necessary textbooks for the

fall semester please send

US your textbook orders

ASAP*
*as soon as possible

necessary forms are available

through your departmental

secretary or the textbook annex

ALSO: please inform your students

that we will be returning

this semesters unsold books

to the publishers

beginning March 31st

^
A fallen Bird

Choos* from our
bounty of mor« than

80
varieties of

imported beer!

rheU^fv^J^SITY ^TORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
(aphyscal plant DOg

We woo the

Valley Advocate'!
'flew Btrr Selection

'

award 1982'

Our tcWcOon rniw

iiEVENBFTirR

We now feature

.

our own brand
of low priced

LIQUORS
as well as
our super
selection of

WINES
<it vpry affordable prices.

^))»^BULMER'S CIDER

BOSTON — The world's best basketball player, Larry Bird, puts in that

little bit of extra effort last night, scrambling on the floor for a loose ball

before making a pass as Milwaukee's Charles Davis looks on. The ac-

tion came in the first period at the Boston Garden.
The Celtics, with an 8-0 run that broke a tie late in the contest, rolled

to their ninth straight victory, 121-1 15 over the Bucks. The run was spark-

ed by a Bird lavup.
The Green are now two short of the franchise record for consecutive

wins at home, the venerable old Boston Garden.

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Ofltce CC 113* 8 45 3 45 Men Thurs. 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

.ID MOVIES
Thur^av. March 27 (TA

5"pm$1.2.S

featunnK the 3 SKxwes
"reature from the Black l^agoon

8& 11 pm%\'h
II Came from Outer Space

plus classic comedy in 2

glasses are free

Roommates needed fur summer on Cape

C<id Hvanni» area call .i46-.S28« or

r>4fi471(

(APE COD
SUMMER ROOM RENTALS

«•••••••••

Hyaimia • $80 weekly per person, double-

occupancy Includes ever-V'thing. First .3

weeks paid in advance Call (617)778-0324

CAPTAIN VIDEO

ru.st, runs ^n-at IKpujj .S4.S ^.SWl or iv mssg
549 7.'i97

sinUh CoiriMia TPI Printer $115.00 Com
(Hitrr Talile $7.MMl 2.i»; 14H9eves

X-Co«ntnf Ski», Karhu 2ins, boots, jK.les

and bindings, waxicsii. $7.S. 2,% 1.544

Guc'ri W-iSches only $30 rail 6 748<t

INSTRUCTION

•lewclry Making Class

U-pris next week
.lai-kie Vajra r>4!» H.-..-!?*

"Should SDI Research be Performed at

the University of Massachusetts'
'

Wednesday, March 26, 4-.'i:.30 p.m.. Cam
pus Center 174

Documentary on the Life of Jesus Christ
and teh meaning of Easter R<»)m 17.S, 7

pm free admission, snacks and drinks

25 -t- Club is having a social hour Friday

3/28 6-8 pm TOC join us

AUDIO

BOSE 101 racakcra for aalc $150 or BO
call 6-7917

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Rabbit - fuel ityection, 92k, many
new parts, Blaupunkt AM/FM cassette

$179.5 or BO Jon 2.56-6843 ^_
1»80 Tontiac Phoenizr standard. Tront

wheel drive, one owner $1,400 2.56-1489

eves

72 Ford Mustang body in excellent condi-

tion new: exhaust, brakes, suspension BO
call .549 6633 _____
1976 Honda Accord very clean new parts

stereo $1000 negotiable 2.53 .5693 _
1976 Olds Cutlaaa t/w very good cond

$9.50 323 6442 after 5 pm

1976 VW Bus great l)ody/interior, new ex

haust/hrakes, runs great $21.50 2.56 K4H4

BRITTANY MANOR

Congratulations on your new baby! Men
and women work well together' from

your friends at Roys Towing

"CASH"

Paying each for your baseball cards

Please call Mike .546 610.5

DELTA ZETA
OPEN RUSH TONIGHT!

Discover Sorority Life, friends, and fun

all university women invited to rush at

DelU ZeU tonight 6 pm for more info call

Pam at .549-64M or 253 9916

Gold Clubs. Ladies starter set w/canvas

hag I sed once. $95.00 774 7682 eves Ask

for Debbie

Peavy Guitar Amp Head 210 watts, many
features $28f) or best offer call Dave after

5:00 .549 1703

3]? cu. ft. Kenmore refrigerator only us

ed 1 year. $125 or BO 011549 6593

SofTTonUct Lenses most daily wear

lenses, $18 00 to $25.00. Most extended

wear lenses, $35.00 to $48.00. Most soft

tinted lenses, $35,00 to $45.00 Lowest

prices on all solutions, anywhere Flexcare

$1 98, heat unit-s, $12 95. Amherst Optical

Shoppe, Inc., 195 No. Pleasant St (413)

2.53.5412 or (41.3) 2.56 6403

Attcation U.S. citixeas freedom fighter*

on campus' Support fre«' »pe«rh arid op-

pose oommuni.sm in Central A merual

S«a Semester: Spend an incredible

semester at sea and learn more than you
ever will in 4 years Find out more on
Tueaday April 1 1:00-3:00 Campus ('enter

rm 903 or call .546^6376

LET'S MAKE A DEAL

I need your farnitare!!! Livirigroom and

bedroom furniture wanted! Please call

.549-5190 and a.sk for Cheryl. Lets make a

deal

LOST

FOUND

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

Red glasaes' caae with glasses keys call

6-9172

HELP WANTED
All electrical appliances sewing

machines, clocks, shavers, vacuum

cleaners House calls and shop repairs

Amherst R»pair 2.53-2869

ENTERTAINMENT

The Cheap Jock Kool PW^y/i^?"'?',«

reasonable firice. tall Kevin at .546-9061

MOBFLE MtSIC'lNCdisks spun to your

taste Quality from 7 years of experience

Call Chris 256-6845

DeadTix - trade any Providence show for

Friday Hartford show 546.5850

Immediate Opening two Ix-droom aparts

Heat and hot water short term leases Ail

now 256-8535

CAN YOU WRITE?^

interested in "Journaiism? It's never too

late to start' Come down to lh<-

Ma.ssachusetts Daily Collegian, the larjresi

college daily in New England '^'Vou cajiiglanil I

write about Spurts. News, Editorial. Kliiik

Affairs, Women's Issues, or (iay or I.es

bian issues Whatever your interests,

write alxiut it tiniay in the Cullcuian We
build careers.

CAPE COD

Seagull Beach West Yarmouth summ«r

renUls 2,5.3-74.36

"ESCORT SERVICE

Escoil Semre Available 8 pm 2:00

am Everv.lay anywhere on < >mP"''_} 1?^-

It safe calf 5-21.33 for an escor^ANYTlMK

FOR RENT

Room available in vacant house this sum

MHT With option to rent next fall. :> moii

walk from town and CMass <-all for more

,nf., Mary .Miu;"!*;*

Want to live on N.J. shore this

»ummer?' Cheap, 2 »-l'''-'<i«
/f';"".

'"''V,';.,

,;,ll lliiilhrr 546 1 106 or Mark ..4fi'.t^t'I

FOR SALE

(Juitar Kl.'il ra rlnt ric six siring cxcellenl

r..iiditi"n JIHI with hardshell case c-ont.-ict

.Andrew *' 64W'.* _ „ _-

73 Ford LTD must sell! $500 OBO low

Entry Uvel Marketing Positions Avail

in local mullimill dollar firm full time,

iiarl time, and student shifts I'aid tram

ing wages fr.im $4 t" $12. also lionus and

salescomm Matt J)S4 3.5

W

Part-lime merchandisers 25 hours a

week We seek mature minded |htsoiis to

service our book depart men! '"'•I'l"!? il »'„

tractive and m. to date OlK^nint: at STOI

& SHOP HADLEY. MA^S knowledge ol

and interest in l«Hiks a ilefinite plus.

Dependable car issential Must be

availabl.' to work a flexible weekday

schedule that will involve morning to

afternoon shifts, ''I '=•/'' ',•',"

1 800 524 M;t04 Barnes & Noble

Bookstores. Inc. equal opportunitv

I'niployer M K

Work studv. lab dishwasher, 5 7hr/»k.

$A L'tl'hr. April anil M;iy. summer option

Clir. ;;:t»vj

Sophomores. Juniors l.K.kinp for career

cxiH-n.'iice" WMIA is hiring a new

Business Manager (ireal op|Mirtunily for

SOM majors Interested in radio Book

Lost two keys on campus before Spring

Break, unattached Lorcan 546 91.52

kabiiki 12^speed taken from Webster 2nd

fliKir lounge over break. This hike was a

gift from my father who I rarely see It ha-s

alot of personal value to me Plea.se call if

any knowledge of its whereabouts

Reward for return anv condition No ques

lions asked Liz 210 Webster 6 7073

LosT'biack and gold papermate pen at

Newman Center Engraved Carlos Very

sentimenUl. Plea.se call .549 41.36

iMni^Koii frame glasses in Campus
Center If found call .lixli 6 8O70 reward

Hurry I can't see w/oul them

MOTORCYCLES

Da 7«a like watcraporta? Call .len or

Dawn 253-3625

MADOG • the tegaad IItw an. . .

Ta tka girl that aHa acxt to meUTuiciile
Hal^vns Psych clan: lets get trashed

tonight and for|P^t about all our worries!'

Your Drinking Partner

8a 70a have to wait another two years -

Have a Happy Birthday wild woman! (k>

nuts wait tu tonite Love, Deb, Alyssa,

Michelle, Lauren

To mj fratcraal twia! Happy Birthday
Randy! Summer '86 - water out' Love.
Deb

Prca Praaa Save this upcoming Fndav at

the Hatch 9 pm; Saturtlay 5 am Hamden,
S.W.: Sun at Noho Ctr Fr Arts 2 pm Free
bageb!! PAZ

MoUaaa Bice Happy 22 love your roomie

Here
~

Here Emo! Watch this spare

I know how much

Sui GSS50. .5mKI mi, g(KK) cond, fairing

with stereo, $1200 or BO, 2.56-1.544

Honda '82TB 750 F exc cond 8.500 mi

many x tras IITIKI BO 665-454.')

PERSONALS

Mary Jaae, I know how much you like^

ocais and thought you might like to know'
there is a 3 opal and diamond 1 lendant for

$60 and another opal and dinmond pen-

dant for $25 and much more at (^Iden Op-
portunity 13 N Pleasant St. Amherst at

Lodeatone what do you thnk^ Love,
Bruno _—

,

Tailor for alteration. SHAANN'sat Mall
:>><4 '.1.362

L«»king for housekeeper* Call .lulie
25.! .i40t, rate $6 hr

SUMMER SUBLET

Need people to sublet our SouthwiNal .ip'

starting the first week of .lune Cal;

2.56 1.508

TRAVEL

Samaier 'M Kenya safari scenic locations!

Sun, fun and adventure Student rates

available. Free information: (413)
.549,5664(41.3)549 7116

WANTED

Subjects needed -- Students who lost a
parent will you and your family help a
'Mass grad student in a research study
about how families adjust tji the death of a
iiarent' I will travel if your family doesn't
live here Plea.se call ('laudia colleit
'203 563 9577 after 9 pm, or sign up in the
exfieriment booth, 4tn floor Tobin Hall

CREW (stage, set construction, site prep,
security) needed for outdoor dance theatre
production in .September 86 3 week com
mitment, possible credit involved Tall
Ana, ,545 2803/4

... .,., .....J

keeping and comi'Uter exjierience a must

!» 10 hours IHT w«

tlons availalile at

[XT week $3.3.5 hour Applica

,.„.,able at the Student Activities

Office or WMIA thru April 4th S(iA is ar.

(i|iial (ip(«irtunit> empli'Ver

(amp Lovaltown. AHR( . IS!' Wheatiey

Ki.aif Hri'iokville, Ny 11-545 A residen

tial recreational camfi for menlall>

retarded in Hunter. NY. is acceiiting ap

plications for summer emplovmeni Write

orcail(:'l6l626-10lKl

BANDS WANTED • SWAC. is looking for

bands interested in playing the Southwest
Pyramids during Southwest Week (Apr
29th May 4th) Applications availaiile in

the SWAf. office in Hampden. Application

deadline April I si ,5 0960

Emo Emo Emo Emo Emo Emo Emo Emo
Emo Emo

Come see Animal House Thiirs March
at Mahar Aud :'> 011 $1,l'.5

It will be a great time'

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on

campus, dependable, low rates, oxiierienc

e.1 Nancy .W4 7924

11 $1

Madog Thanks for putting the ad

Matkins

To the WILD Irish Rose: Yiiu
all s<rewed up. and since I still doi kn .^

your name, it's my turn to pin thi game
So when the clock strikes one n T!i irsd.iv

morn, check your Imx to see wl at yn find

Remember eis the song says, if yo 1 kit |i

me guessing I still won't umli rstand, 'lie

next move is yours'

ROOMMATES WANTED

Female roommate needed for summer in

Hyannis new house ideaj location li>»

weekly rent call 546 7397

Female housemate<s) needed for sumemr
iin (ape d-l call Karen .'i4'J 3077

SERVICES

c6l?iS 121/123 tutoring $^00 per hour

former grader, consultant Alex 256 1239

Typing, Tspe transcription. Fast, ac

curate. Available almost anytime
665 7652

Vocalist needed to complete the Fugative
(Juys I '2 Cla.sh REM Roxy Cost al.so

keylxiards call now for try out 6 67%
SKATEBOARDERS needH f^ laj tdiior

dance theatre priKJuction in Septemlier
one credit [lerformance project Rehear
sals begin April. Mav and Septemlier Con
tact Ana 54i) 2803;4 Auditions, 4 30 April
.'I llaigis Mall. Fine Arts Center

Wanted Dead or Alive triumph TR6 in

any condition call 6.34 2297

WANTED TO RENT

Looking to take over lease of house or
apartment. 2 3* lieiircKinis, pref close »"

campus Call .546 1088 or 546 9819

Looking to Uke over lease in Bran
dvwine for fall 86 $$$ rewartl $$$
:'i46 ,5:(23 or ,546 .5010

For summer. Twi
,-\mherst call eves 546 4.377 a.sk fi

inliedroom apt
or Mark

Seeking room in Puffton for fall 8fi

plea.s«' call Susan '•)•; 744.'. ^r Terese
O46-7064
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SPORTS
One week until lax season

<'oil«-Kian photo hv Mirhrllr Segall

Senior midfielder Seamus McGovern vcenter, number 25) and the University of
Massachusetts lacrosse team practice yesterday afternoon on Lower Boyden Field. The
Gorillas open at home next Saturday, April 5, at Boyden against the University of New
Hampshire.

Going from the Atlantic 10 to the Big East

St. Bonaventure's O'Brien
returns to BC as coach
NEWTON, Mass. (AP )- Jim O'Brien has come home.

Fifteen years after he captained Boston College's basket-
ball team, Jim O'Brien was named yesterday to coach the
Eagles.

"I am elated to get back to B.C.. " said O'Brien, 35, who
compiled a 67-51 record in four years as head coach at St.
Bonaventure, which competes in the Atlantic 10 Con-
ference. "If people say that home is where the heart is,

then certainly I feel very happy to be back home at Boston
College, where my heart has been for a long time."
O'Brien captained the 1970 71 Boston College team and

wound up thes 10th leading career scoring leader. He was
named New England's College Player of the Year his
senior year. And he was elected to the Boston College Var-
sity Club Hall ofFame in 1976, his first year of eligibility.

"I think probably most coaches, when they say that
coaching is going to be their profession, 99 percent of them
at sometime think in terms of getting back to their alma
mater, " O'Brien said. "I can't put into words how happy
I am to be here."

"He was selected because we felt that he was the best
ba.sketball coach for Boston College at this time," said Bill

Flynn, Boston College athletic director. "We feel we have
an excellent basketball program here and we have every
intention of continuing in that direction. We feel we have
the right person for that job."

O'Brien succeeds Gary Williams, who left March 15 to

succeed Eldon Miller as head coach at Ohio State.
O'Brien was quick to point out there would be little dif-

ference in the way his Eagle teams will play and the way
B.C. played under Williams, who compiled a 76-45 record
in four years.

"We'll try to press and play defensively in the back court
as much as we possibly can. We will be a little disciplin-
ed in our approach offensively. It will be up-tempo and
entertaining," he said.

His arrival in the Big East is a big relief to O'Brien,
after losing so many prospects he hoped to attract to St!
Bonaventure.
"Part of the problem at a school like St. Bonaventure

is that the Big East is such a mon.ster. We tried to recruit
against a lot of the schools that are in the Big East because
we played so many oftho.se teams," he said. "That com-
bined with the teams that we have in our conference, St.
Joe's, West Virginia, Temple. All three of those schools
went to the NCAA tournament. We felt we had the need
to recruit the same people that tho.se schools recruited.
Another big problem O'Brien dealt with was St.

Bonaventure's location. Olean, N.Y. is 75 miles south of
Buffalo.

"There is nothing between Olean and Buffalo. It's a
tough sell," O'Brien said. "I ft^l that selling Boston is
going to be a lot easier. We'll be able to get some pretty
good kids to come here."

tJut O'Brion is gettmg a late jump on recruiting. But
h- iiguies jiie attraction of competiut^ "• >^he Big East
against some oi n.c cv.u..>,i> s top teams will still help to
attract some top talent.

Softball not
overlooking
1-6 Eagles
Twinbill on tap for UMass
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts softball team, rested

from last week's 11-3 Florida swing, will open the Nor-

thern portion of its schedule today against Boston College

at Chestnut Hill. The first game of the scheduled

doubleheader is slated for 2 p.m..

The Minutewomen will be looking to snap a two-game
losing streak this afternoon, facing a 1-6 Eagle team, that

dropped all five games of its respective southern swing.

BC lost decisions to East Carolina (who, incidentally,

UMass defeated 4-0 behind the one-hit pitching of

.sophomore pitcher Lisa Rever. last Friday). North
Carolina. South Carolina, Illinois St., and Northern Il-

linois. The Eagles .split a doubleheader with Quinnipiac
College on Monday.
BC head coach Nancy McGuire, however, looked upon

last week's southern swing in a positive manner, stating

that the five losses served more as a learning experience
more than anything else.

'Playing in South Carolina was a lot better than just

practicing up here." McGuire .said. "All things considered,

I'd .say that we improved a great deal over the last week
or so."

The Eagles are led by co-captain Maria Montouri and
will probably go with freshman pitcher Kelly Davenport
and sophomore pitcher Leslie Lane against the
Minutewomen. Montouri hit .317 last season with three
home runs and 14 runs-batted-in and is producing
more of the same
numbers this season for

McGuire. Montouri also

claimed the team triple

crown title last season, as

she was the team leader in

hits, homers and total RBIs.
Also pacing BC are

freshman third baseman
Nancy Fox and catcher
Angela Scoussel.

Despite such a dismal
record, the Eagles will be no
easy time for the
Minutewomen. UMass had
to come from behind to nip
BC last year in a nail-biter.

2 1.

"We had a really tough
time with them (BC) last

year." UM head coach
Elaine Sortino said. "At this

point, we can't look at

anybody on our schedule
and assume anything. We
just have to go out and play
our game."
Rever and senior southpaw Lynn Stockley will be the

probable starters for today's doubleheader, although
senior righthander Cathy Reed may also be called in for
a possible start. Reed has been a regular substitute at first

base for injured first baseman Martha Jamieson.
Stockley leads the UMass pitching staff with a 5-1 mark

and a 0.45 earned run average in 31 innings pitched.
Rever is 4-2 on the year with a 0.78 ERA in 44.7 innings.
She also leads the staff in strikeouts (42) and complete
games (six). Reed is 2-0 on the year with a 0.58 ERA over
12 innings.

On the offensive end, senior catcher Beth Talbott will
be looking to back up the always .strong pitching by con-
tinuing on her power hitting tear. Although she is hit-
ting .250 this season, Talbott has been hitting the ball
hard, and in most cases, long as well. Of her 12 total hits
last week, eight went for extra bases, including seven
triples. Talbott has terrorized opposing pitching with a
.563 slugging percentage and a .373 on ba.se percentage
in just fourteen games.
Minutewoman Mutterings: Senior centerfielder Sal

iy Maher leads UMass in on-base percentage at a .565
mark, total bases and steals. She is perfect in three theft
attempts this season. She also shares the team lead in
total hits with senior secondbaseman Carol Frattaroli at
16. and game winning hits with sophomore shortstop
Paige Kopcza with two. . .As a staff, the Minutewomen
hurlers have allowed only four extra-base hits, while the
UMass offense has pounded out 18. . .Out of 14 games this
sea.son, the Minutewomen have pitched 11 complete
games, two one-hitters, a two-hitter, and six shutouts.

Debbie Cole and the
UMass softball team
take on Boston College
today.

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:
Today:

Softball: at Boston College, doubleheader, 2 p.
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WETNESS—Boots and umbrellas were the name of the game yesterday, as these students

passing under the Herter Hall overpass yesterday prove.

SDA members
knock petition
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

A petition drive begun yesterday by the Massachusetts

Public Interest Group drew criticism from some members
of Students for Participatory Democracy, who accused

MassPIRG of trying to deceive voters.

MassPIRG began the petition drive to gain enough

signatures for a binding referendum election, to be held

on April 16 and 17. The proposed question for the referen-

dum asks,"Do you support a chapter of MassPIRG at

UMass Amherst to be funded by a waivable fee of $3 per

student, per semester, as of the fall semester, 1986?"

Two members of SPD said they objected to the propos-

ed referendum question because it has no mention of the

fee increase from the current $2 to $3.

"They're doing the same things that they accused us

of," said Tony Rudy, one of the founding members of SPD.

Last month, the two groups opposed each other on

another referendum question, as students were asked

whether the fees for MassPIRG and the State Student

Association of Massachusetts (SSAM) should be removed

from their tuition bill.

SPD opposes the fee which is automatically added into

students semesterly tuitions unless they check off a
continued on page 4

DuBois' remains
moved to shrine
By C. RON ALLEN
Collegian Staff

On Aug. 26, representatives from around the world are

expected to fly to Ghana for the enshrining of the remains

of the late W.E.B. DuBois, founder of the NAACP. and

his wife, Shirley Graham DuBois.

DuBois, who died in 1963, grew up in western

Massachusetts, and the University of Massachusetts

library holds the largest collection of his books, articles

and letters.

David G. DuBois, son of the late DuBois, spent spring

break in Ghana arranging to move the remains from an

area of Ghana now restricted by the military to a more

"accessible" site.

They are now buried in the Castle Wall area, on a site

selected by the former president of Ghana, the late Kwame
Nkrumah.
"That area is not easily accessible. It is now a military

area so that people who wish to visit the tomb must ac

quire special permission," David DuBois said yesterday

Two years ago DuBois proposed to the Ghanan govern

ment that the remains be removed from there and that

a shrine be built in the DuBois' honor. Authorities have

now decided to move the remains to a shrine at the

residence where the black activist and his ^vife lived after

they came to Ghana from the United States.
continued on page 11
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Contra
controversy
continues
Plans for protest unclear

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Student groups said yesterday there is no organized pro-

test planned for Monday's spetH:h by a press secretary from

one of the anti-Nicaragua guerrilla armies, although a ral-

ly and day-long vigil protesting the visit have bt»en

scheduled.

Admini.strators and the UMass Republican Club, which
is spon.soring the speech, said they will pnK'eed with an
offer by Chancellor Jo.seph I) Duffey to pay some .securi-

ty costs for the appearance by .Jf)rge Rosales of the

Nicaraguan Democratic Force. ;i US backed army based
in Honduras,

"VVV do not pUin on irittirnptin^ thctr Jrttiloni of

speech. I We'll doj non-violent actions u huh d<t not

infringe upon their right of speech."

I.duro Gottschitik

"There's no planned protest Ifor the speech 1,' >ai<i Kn 1

1

Nell, a member (if the Radical Student Union. "We're in-

dividuals; whatt»ver happens, happens."

Laura Gottschalk, a student .•senator, said a silent

funeral proce.ssion (or Nicaraguan victims of contra at-

tacks has been planned, but she did not specifv if the mar-

chers would enter the speech.

"We don't plan on interrupting their freedom of .sp<»ech."

(jottschalk said. (Weil do] non violent acti(»ns which do

not infringe upon their right of speech."

Duffey. over the objections of some student leaders,

allocated an undisclosed sum for .security becau.se he .said

he wants to ensure that Ro.sales can speak without

interruption.

Gilbert Stair, president of the Republican Club, .said he

met yesterday with Duffey and UMass police chief Robert

Joyce to iron out security arrangements.

Stair would not comment on the number or type of

security involved, but .said state police will be available

"if necessary."

Duffey would also would not elaborate on the security

arrangements, but said the club "is footing a great part

of the bill. " Stair said Tue.sday that the club would pro-

vide individual security while Rosales is on campus.

Joyce could not be reached yesterday.

Stair said reports that members of the Republican Club

were planning to infiltrate the audience to control pro-

testers were "a good idea, but not true.

"If people attend and disrupt, I've encouraged our peo-

ple to let the security handle it and not get involved in

any disruption," he said.

The vigil at the campus pond and a 1 p.m. rally on the

steps of the Student Union Building "to protest the use

of our campus as a platform for Reagan's inhumane
policies" are being planned by a coalition of student

groups, Neil said.

"People should be allowed to say what they want to say,"

she said, "but that doesn't mean twisting the truth. What

kind of freedom of speech is this misinformation we're

receiving from Washington?" She was referring to the

Reagan administration's insistence that Sandinistas have

entered Honduras, despite denials by the Sandinistas.

Stair said he told Rosales to expect opposition.

"He [Rosales! said he was used to (protests)— it comes
with the territory," Stair said. "These people who disagree

with him are the people he wants to speak with most. It's

his country."

Because of "intense interest" the speech may be mov-

ed from a Bartlett Hall auditorium to the Student Union

Ballroom, Stair said. Confirmation is expected this

morning.

Michael Waller, director of publications for the Coun-

cil for Inter-American Security, and editor of West Watch,

the Council's monthly publication, will also speak. Waller

has traveled with the contras.
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Plan to aid Contras goes back to House
Senate keeps Reagan's

plan with provision
WAblil'^'^TON (AP The S^mate last night revived

President Keagan's plan tj sen ' ?100 million in aid to

Nicaragua's Contra rebels. The leg. slat :on now goes back

to the House, where it was rejected just days before a

reported Sandinista incursion into neighboring Honduras.

As approved by the Senate, the measure would send the

money to the Contras but under the condition that no of-

fensive weapons could be sent for 90 days, in order to give

peace negotiations a chance.

That was the provision agreed to by Reagan last week
in a last-minute bid to win House approval. But the House
rejected his plan. 220-210, a week ago.

Since then, the political situation changed because of

what the White House called an incursion by 1,500

Nicaraguan troops into Honduras.

The vote was 53-47.

The measure now returns to the Democratic-controlled

House, but there will be no action until April 15. The
House recessed earlier this week for Easter.

Reagan's plan would give the Contras $70 million in

HALLEY'S COMET AT
FIRST UGHT OF DAWN
APRIL 1^
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VIEWING HALLEY'S COMET-During the

week of April 1-6, Halley's Comet will be a dim,

fuzzy glow above the southern horizon just

before the first light of dawn.

FACULTY!

The Textbook Annex needs your

HELP
to allow us to get all the

necessary textbooks for the

fall semester please send

us your textbook orders

ASAP*
*as soon as possible

necessary forms are available

through your departmental

secretary or the textbook annex

ALSO: please inform your students

that we will be returning

this semesters unsold books
to the publishers

beginning March 31st

rf^ LiWCRSITY ^TORE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physical pant DIdg

military aid and $30 million in non-lethal help in their

effort to oust the Sandinistas. The current U.S. aid

package, which expires Monday, contains $27 million in

non-lethal assistance, including uniforms and medicine.

Opponents of the Regan approach, led by Sen. James
Sasser, D-Tenn., said the president's plan abandons the

possibility of peace negotiations with the Sandinista

government, sets the United States on the road to "a
military morass in Central America," and raises the spec-

tre of "Americans once again coming home in body bags."

Kerry recalls Vietnam,

condemns aiding rebels
WASHINGTON (AP)- Sen. John F. Kerry, D-Mass., in-

voked the memories of fallen Vietnam War comrades
yesterday as he urged the Senate to reject a Reagan ad-

ministration plea to provide military aid to rebels fighting

Nicaragua's leftist government.
Meanwhile, Sen. Edward M. kennedy, D-Mass., lost

74-24 when he asked the Senate to block any U.S.

assistance to the rebels.

Kerry voted for the Kennedy amendment.
Later, Kennedy and Kerry both backed a plan by Sen.

Jet incident
investigated
BOSTON (AP)- Federal inspectors investigated claims

yesterday that newly trained stewardesses botched the

evacuation of a smoke-filled Trans World Airlines jet and

two passengers decided to escape by jumping off the park-

ed plane's wings.

The passengers apparently panicked at the sight of

smoke entering the cabin of the plane as it taxied into

Logan International Airport at 11:45 p.m. Wednesday,

TWA spokesman Daniel Dennitz said.

The smoke was caused by a fan that broke in an

overheated air conditioner, he said.

"If there was smoke there, I might go out the wing win-

dow, too," Dennitz said. "But, of course, we're in a strike

situation and I hate to say it, but I assume the union wants

to make this as much of a safety issue as possible."

Kennitz said the stewardesses on board Flight 184 from

St. Louis were newly trained replacements for attendants

on strike for the past three weeks. Talks between the

airline and the attendants' union are scheduled to resume

by the weekend.
One passenger who apparently jumped off the wing suf-

-fered a minor wrist injury, said nick Lamberti, a

spokesman for MassPort, which operates the airport, he

said the woman was given oxygen by emergency crews,

but she refused further treatment.

Dennitz said he heard reports that another passenger

hurt his ankle jumping off the wing with his daughter

in his arms. Dennitz said he did not know the names of

any of the passengers or attendants.

The Federal Aviation Administration and the national

Tranportation Safety Board were investigating the inci-

dent, said FAA spokesman Michael Ciccarelli.

James Sasser, D Fenn., that would have emphasised

diplomacy over military pressure, but would have provid-

ed $30 million in non-lethal aid to the Contra rebels.

Kerry, a Naxy officer during the Vietnam war who later

became a leading opponent of that conflict, said the Senate

debate reminded him of how the United States edged in-

to a militarj' conflict in Southeast Asia, first with aid, then

with advisers and then with combat troops.

Kerry said the Vietnam Memorial in Washington should

be a reminder of what happens when the nation enters

a war that doesn't have widespread popular support at

home.
"I walk down there sometimes to clear my head on these

issues," he said. "The names of friends of mine leap out

at me. We should be cautious when we deal in blood h>efore

we see another wall of names."
Kerry said he also was reminded of Christmas 1968,

which he spent aboard a Navy patrol boat in Cambodia
when the president was denying any U.S. troops were in

that country.

"One of my frustrations as a soldier was I always felt

the Congress and the Senate weren't listening," he said

in an interview later.

Kennedy urged adoption of his amendment to derail a

U.S. policy toward Nicaragua he said could lead to direct

American militarv involvement in Central America.

Frank opposes
Meese award
BOSTON (APV U.S. Rep. Barney Frank, protesting an

award the Kennedy School of Government plans to give

Attorney General Edwin Meese III, has rejected an in-

vitation to represent the school at Harvard University's

350th anniversary.

Graham Allison, dean of the Kennedy School, has

defended the award, saying the school is obliged to

recognize all points of view. Meese is scheduled to receive

the honor April 9.

Harvard Law Professor Lawrence Tribe also has

criticized the award, claiming Meese has "a limited

understanding of what justice means. ..He was an
Oakland prosecutor who was lucky enough to know-

Ronald Reagan."
Frank, D-Mass., turned down the invitation to repre-

sent the school at Harvard's anniversary celebration in

September and called the award to Meese inappropriate.

"I am most distressed by the extreme insensitivity to

any need by the government to act £^ainst prejudice in

this society against vunerable groups," Frank, who is

a lecturer at the Kennedy School, wrote in a letter to

Allison, released by his Washington office yesterday.

A story about Frank's move appeared in Thursday's
editions of The Boston Globe.

"From his attack on the Voter's Rights Act early in

this administration's first term, through his divisive and
unnecessar>' effort to undo agreements to integrate police

and fire departments. ..through hi.s current efforts to ap-

point racists to the federal bench, Mr. Meese has labored
hard to undo racial progress we have made in this socie-

ty at great pain in recent decades,' he wrote.
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Senate approves SGA
election results
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate has

approved the 1986 Student Government
Association election results, putting to rest

the question of who would become the SGA
president and trustee.

The senate passed a motion Wednesday
night approving the election of Dani

Burgess as student trustee and Bill Ben-

nett as campus president, and also agreed

to send a letter to two former candidates

in the 1982 SGA presidential election,

apologizing for holding a runoff election

that year.

In 1982, the team of Steve Robinson and
Harvey Ashman finished ahead of Jim
Murphy in the SGA presidential election

but did not have a mandate of 33 percent

of the vote. Murphy won the runoff.

Approval of the results had been delayed

from the previous senate meeting because

both elections were contested, and a deci-

sion was almost postponed for another

week. Approval by voice vote came at 1 1:05

p.m., 10 minutes before the meetings are

required to adjourn. Debate lasted more
than 90 minutes.

Southwest senator Bill Collins, who pro-

posed the apology motion, .said,"There was

no rule in the [SGA] constitution, bylaws,

or parliamentary process that calls for 33

and a third approval ... For close elections,

we have to era.se this precedent and admit

we made a mistake."

Burgess received 32.4 percent of the-vote

in the trustee election, winning by 360

votes. Based on the precedent of the 1982

election, a runoff election between Burgess

and second-place finisher Joe Sparks could

have been called.

Bennett initially finished ahead of oppo-

nent M. Lynne Murphy by eight votes, but

a recount extended the margin to 60 votes.

Supporters of Murphy filed a petition Mon-
day afternoon calling for another recount,

but according to Karen Morvay, co-

chairwoman of the SGA Governmental Af-

fairs Committee, the petition could not be

considered during the meeting because it

was filed late.

Dave Martin of the Comuter Area
Government said he opposed the motion

because he did not think two motions

should be voted on together, since there

were different factors involved in each.

Martin also said he opposed the senate

apology, saying. "When Jim Murphy heard

of this motion, he wanted to address the

maker of this motion [Collins] to 'stick it.'"

A motion which asked the senate to sup
port to right-wing winners in the Illinois

Democratic primary was withdrawn by its

maker before the senate could vote on it.

Eric Ericson from Peirpont House said he

withdrew the motion because "national

and international issues should not be con-

sidered here." He then asked the makers
of a motion opposing US support for ant-

Sandinista guerrillas to drop their motion

in the interests of senate unity. The motion

was not dropped, and will appear on next

week's agenda.

F
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The University of Massachusetts Central America Solidarity

Association is sponsoring a dance-a-thon tonight from 9 p.m. to 7

a.m. at Hampden Dining Commons in Southwest. Laura Jean Beret-

ski, the organizer of the dance, said she wants to increa.se student

awareness of the crisis in El Salvador while at the same time helping

with the financial difficulties.

Bands playing will be Circle, the Outpatients, the Steadies, the

Potatoheads, Don't Ask. Free Press, Dinosaur, and possibly Short

Stories.

Admission is free with sponsor sheets, and $3 for all else.

C'ollrKian photo hy Rob Skrlton

PASSING THE BUCK-People's Market cashier Ann Reale, a first-

year business student, collects cash yesterday from a hungry
customer.

Plan to revamp Tower unveiled
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

An ambitious spring-cleaning project, designed to

revamp the troubled Tower Library with the help of hun-

dreds of volunteers, was unveiled in a press conference

yesterday morning.

"The library has been serviceable, but not something

we can be proud of.
' Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said.

"Mass Transformation [the project] seeks a way to polish

it.
"

Since ground was broken for it in 1969. the $16.8 million

tower has been plagued by everything from sit-ins pro-

testing its construction to cost overruns to falling brick

chips to leaking roofs and faulty elevators.

Roger Cherewatti, director of the Physical Plant, said

volunteers will be stripping and washing fioors, washing

bathrooms, repainting walls, refinishing doors, changing

light bulbs, washing windows and cleaning all

wastebaskets.

He estimated that an outside contractor would charge

$1.2 million for the same work.

The first phase of the project, "A Class Act" was in-

troduced by Stacy Roth, campus president, one of the coor-
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UMass Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey ad-

dresses yesterday's news conference.

dinators of the plan. It calls for 200 UMass seniors to

volunteer four hours apiece to refurbish the 12th floor of

the 26-story building.

"This project isn't being done because no one else will

do it," Roth said. "It's being done for pride."

Emerson Greenaway, a 1927 graduate of the Universi-

ty, said the project was "tremendous ... I wish I was 60

years younger so I could put in a few hours."

Greenaway, who drove to the conference from his New
Hampshire home, .said he worked in the Old Chapel for

20 cents an hour when it was the library.

From May 1 through May 4 more than 200 .student

volunteers will "transform" the 12th floor of the Tower.

Roth said. All seniors are welcome to participate.

Cherewatti said renovations to the Tower also include

repair of leaky ceilings, new carpeting on the main level

and netting to .solve "the pigeon problem.
• 'The pigeons have been making a home on the 26th floor

and making somewhat of a mess." he said. "Wove got

to get in there and close up the area so the pigeons can't

get in."

The second phase of Mass Transformation will open

Sept. 25 and is expected to draw more volunteers for four

days of washing, sweeping and .scraping.

"This library has served us well." Duffey said. "It is

crowded with students day and night. I'm delighted to

mark a new beginning for the facility."

An organizational meeting will be held at 4:30 p.m. next

Thursday in Campus Center room 165-69 for interested

students. An information table will be set up on Campus
Center Concourse today

Negotiating futile, B. U. prof says

Collegian photo by Rob Skelton

H. Joachim Maitra

By WILLIAM SPAIN
CollegianStaff

H. Joachim Maitra, professor of journalism and interna-

tional relations at Boston University, spoke of anti-

communist liberation struggles in Afghanistan, Nicaragua

and Angola before a crowd of about 60 people in the student

Union Ballroom last night.

The main theme of the speech dealt withthe possibility of

negotiating with totalitarian regimes. He began by saying

that, "We in the West are convinced that any problems can

be negotiated away. Marxism is different - Lenin said that

negotiation serves the class struggle, while you negotiate

you take what you can."

He criticized Americans who believe "peace can be

negotiated between Washington and Managua, ignoring

those who are fighting for peace. Peace itself cannot be an

ideal. Peace without liberty is a fake."

On the civil war in Afghanistan that pits the Afghan

government and about 100,000 Soviet troops against tribal

rebels, he said: "The occupation of Afghanistan by the Red

Army continues to provoke a reaction among Western coun-

tries that a French philosopher called 'voluntary innorsnc^
"

Complaining that Afghanistan is not taken seriously, he

called the situation there "an expression of our cowardice.

One-third of the population has been dnven out by the

Soviets. If the term 'genocide' is to mean anything, it must
apply to the Afghans."

He said the notion that Afghanistan is Russia's Vietnam is

ludicrous. The Soviet army is winning and winning big."

He said that regular troops had been largely replaced by

elite units of a quality so high that he does not think "the

United States has anything similar to offer."

Deriding the recent house vote to deny funding for

Nicaraguan rebels, he said that American foreign policy is

"confused. The president was elected by the tremendous
majority, but the system of chekcs and balances is paralyz-

ing our foreign policy."

He dismissed the notion of an American invasion of

Nicaragua by saying, "Our armed forces are not willing or

perhaps even capable" of it.

A preoccupation with human rights issues when dealing

with the Soviets is untenable, he said, because "human
rights under the Sandinista government and the Soviet-

backed government in Afghanistan are very often hollow

shells because concepts of individuality are not recognized."
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Hampshire Mall, Hadley, Mass.

Delivers Italian Style pizza
and specialty food.

fiMro':
BUON

APPETITO

FAST & FREE
DELIVERY

Monday - Thursday 5:00 pm - 1:00 am
Friday, Saturday, Sunday 5:00 pm - 2:00 am

Now you can enjoy eating Italian food
without having to go out'

Giant Pizza is 25% larger

than any pizza around!

7tjj» OtuuiiU
FIGARO'S SPECIAL
GIAKT »l.»y
ItCDIfM 12.95

GIANT - MDZZARELLA (11'- •.25
MEDIUM - MOZZAR£LI> H4 ' • 7. IS

E«ch Extra Ingredient •>• I. Of

(S«u$»ge, Anchovies. Pepper*.

Me«tb«lls. Onions. Pepperoni

.

Mushroom*, or Extrt Cheese.)

SICILIAN PIES
MDZZARELLA 10.95

F.sch EKtrs Ingreditnt I.JO

SPECIAL 1T.95

CALZONE
Specinl Pizit Crust filled

with Pepp^Toni, Ground Beef, llaliar
s«L.s«ge. Sslanti, Mozzareli* Cheese

«nd Ham
4,24

Hot

Sausage Pannigiana }.50
Meatball Parmgiana 1.^0
Eggplant Parmigiana 3.^0
Veal Cutlet Parmigiana ....3.50

Cold Cuts

Served hot or cokJ with

Lettuce, Tomato, Onions and Peppefs

With Italian Dressing or Mayo

Combinat ion 1

Salami and Cheese )

Ham and Cheese 3

l\ina f I ah 3

50
50
50

50

TEL 586 6877

1

$2 OFF
Any Large Pliia with C'upon.
Limit One Coupon per Oiatanwr

Valid thru April 15. 1986

SI OFF
Any Italian Food «»tih Coupon.

Limit One Coupon per (>istamer

Valid through April 15. 1HK«

Fireworks set off
on campus after break

Friday, March 28, 19861

MIMMIM DKLIVKRY $5.00

By FRANK GEARY
Collegian Correspondent

Spring is busting out all over, and

University of Massachusetts police are not

too happy about it.

Traditionally, the first week after spring

break on-campus residents are treated to

the sounds of firecrackers and other ex

plosives, and this year is no different, police

said.

Although injuries and property damage
caused by explosives are a problem
throughout the school year, most accidents

usually occur during this week, according

to Robert Joyce, UMass chief of police.

When returning from vacation in

Florida, many students stop on their way
back to school and buy fireworks, Joyce

said.

Fireworks are illegal in Massachusetts,

but are sold in some southern states, in-

cluding South Carolina, Virginia and
Georgia.

"We have had two incidents (after spring

break] involving fireworks," said John
Ringle, a residential director in the

Southwest Residential Area.

Tuesday night, five students were ar-

rested and charged with violating the Code
of Student Conduct after they were

reported throwing firecrackers from win-
dows at people below, Ringle said.

"In regards to fireworks, this is probably
the worst week, but it isn't anything that

can't be dealt with," Ringle said, adding
he has confiscated several "long-stem
fireworks" from students.

In the residence halls, students often ex-

plode fireworks in toilet bowls, pipes and
windows, Joyce said. Permanent injuries to

hands, fingers, and eyes are not
uncommon.
"Once there was person permanently

deafened when a M-80 (powerful
firecracker) was thrown into a bathroom,"
said Joyce.

In Massachusetts, persons arrested for

possessing or setting oft fireworks may be
fined up to $100. Those convicted of sell-

ing fireworks can receive up to a $1000 fine

and one year in prison, Joyce said, adding,
"If they want to make a profit they should
just stay down there where it's legal.".

Those discharging fireworks will also be
charged with disturbing the peace, he said.

Students who are "chronic users" of
fireworks are usually eventually caught,
said Ivan Sift, a residential assistant in

Brown House. Other RAs from the Sylvan
and Central areas said they have not had
any problems with fireworks this week.

•MassPIRG^—
specially-marked box and a waiver is fill-

ed out with the amount subtracted from the

total.

Rudy and Brian Darling, also ofSPD, last

month admitted to hanging up fraudulent

campaign posters. Darling was recently

found guilty by a. student tribunal for

tampering with MassPIRG campaign
material in December.
Darling .said yesterday that SPD is star-

ting a petition of it.s own to have a referen-

dum que.stion on the same ballot as

MassPIRG's.
"We are going to have a question asking

.students to change the negative check-oft

to a positive check oft. which is what we

^g^^^^giaaa^m^mi^m continued from pa^e 1

feel the students want," Darling said.

Rayna Sargent of MassPIRG said her
gi-oup is not trying to hide the fee increase

from .students.

"Students are not voting for an increase;

they are voting whether they support
PIRG. The fee increase is not the issue. The
referendum is a reaffirmation of the
chapter (on campus]," she said.

Sargent .said the SPD petition is "one
more attempt by the far right to undermine
our work on campus."
"A couple of people can cloud the i.ssue.

I was hoping they wouldn't do it this time,

that the students would have a fair chance
to learn the issues," Sargent said.

STADIUM .•.v.v. LIQUORS

SPRING

HERE!
Kegs - Beer - Wine - Liquors - Soda - Ice

Carting

Miller Lite

Lowenbrau
Busch

• •••••a

• •••a
«•••

• t •

• 12 pk c v4.UU + .60 12 pk

. . . 12 oz c V 1U > SIS) -I- $1 .20 cs

12 oz bottles $1 1 .49 + $1.20 cs

12 oz cans yJJ . JJo + $1 .20

oz cans.Michelob 12

Swinkles 12 oz bottles. .

.

Ku Imbacher 12 oz bottles.

$11.75 + $1.20

$3.00 + .30 6pk

$3.00 + .30 6pk

Baseball

Just Past U.Mass Stadium - 253-5595

I
STDs spread without intercourse

COLLEGIAN ^

By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staft

A common misconception is that sexually transmitted
diseases are only spread through sexual intercourse, but
one doesn't necessarily have to have intercourse to

transmit or receive them, according to University of

Massachusetts health educator.

The American Medical Association defines an STD as

a disease that is picked up from an infected person and
passed to another persdn through "intimate sexual con-

tact," which can include oral or anal sex and other

activity.

Three of the most prevalent STD's are chlamydia, gonor-

rhea and syphilis, said Pam Gonyer, a health educator
at University Health Services.

The general symptoms of an STD for men include a

discharge from the penis, sores, itching and a burning sen-

sation. For women the general symptoms include vaginal

discharge and itching, sores, and pain during urination

or in the abdomen. Although these persistent symptoms
usually occur in the genital area, they can also appear

in the throat or rectal area if the disease is spread by oral

or anal sex.

"Eighty percent ofwomen have no noticable symptoms
until complications occur," Gonyer said, adding that

women are more likely to be unaware of an STD ware
since many of the lesions are internal and not as visible.

Statistics on STDs are difficult to obtain, since only some
of them are required by law to be reported to the state

Department of Public Health, Gonner said. Glonorrhea,

syphilis and chlamydia are must be reported, but there

are no statistics available for chlamydia since it was
declared a reportable disease this year.

A new STD case is reported in the nation every 12

seconds and approximately 80,000 cases of syphilis and
3 million cases of gonorrhea are reported nationally each

year, according to the Center for Disease Control in

Atlanta.

In 1985, Massachusetts reported 741 cases of syphilis

and 9,477 cases of gonorrhea, according to the division

of communicable and venereal diseases of the Department
of Public Health in Boston.

The statistics for UMass are comparable to those for the

nation, said Estelle Maartmann-Moe, director of nursing
at Health Services. Of the patients seen at the center each
year, about 75 to 80 people have gonorrhea and probably
one has syphilis, she said.

Chlamydia is believed to be the most prevalent STD in

the country today, Gronyer said. An estimated 3 million

people contract chlamydia each year, making it three
times more common than gonorrhea and 30 times more
common than syphilis, according to the AMA.

"Treatment for STDs are disease-specific and sj)ecific

to a p>erson's medical history," said Gonyer. All diseases

must be clinically diagnosed and treated. She advises see-

ing a doctor immediately if there is reason to believe that

you have symptoms of an STD.

According to UHS health educator Ronald Mazur,

general prevention of STDs is "not a moral judgment on

how many people one loves, only that the more people you

have sex with and don't communicate with, the higher

risk you have of getting an STD.
"The golden age of sex is over, he said.

CHEERLEADING
TRYOUTS!

All University Men and

Women Invited

Practice Dates: March 31, April 1 & 2

Time: 8:00 pm
Place: Curry Hicks Gymnasium

COME TRY!

No Experience Necessary

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

•«wi

i
Beer of the Month

St. Pauli Girl $1.25

Drink of the Week
The Crab Apple

Apple Schnapps

& Cranberry Juice

$1.20Proper I.I). Required

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002
w^rJ^A/^^ftl^rb%^^.^iVvvvvVl^v^iPd%Puvv%%^.^^li^Arwv^^^
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Letters—^—^—
Bricks popping out?
Sometimes 1 wonder if destiny is fact. Having just read

an article in the Collegian about the Tower Library—and

having decided to pick this day to begin my field research

on my thesis project on poor campus design— I stumbled

upon fate. How many years had I heard vicious rumors

of falling bricks from the Tower?
The only bricks I saw in my five years at this "Emerald

City" were those placed near the Tower on an April Fools

joke years back. An then--here I was looking up at our

colonial Tower Library—^a monument to the amount of

bricks that can be stacked so high) when lo and behold—

CLASSICAL
I

JAZZ REGGAE BLUES
n IN THE VALLEY'DYNAMITE

New Used Buy Sell 'n S84 1580

Maxell XLII90 2 00 case

TDK SA90 2 00 ea

We buy and sell

<ri HORNi:S>

s

Co

used L.P.':i and Tapes I

J

7/>OS^ TVDISSVID '^ ^^ ^ C'nortkampton

right before my two eyes were a row of bricks looking

ready to pop out. Being a well-learned person from my
previous news reading and a design major. I noticed that

the row was logistically located right at the joint where

these things are most likely to hapen. At first, I was struck

with majestic awe, then whimisical marvel and at last,

sheer excitement. "The bricks are falling -they really are

popping off," I wanted to scream! I thought if I stood in

my spot staring at the bricks I might attract a crowd as

witneses. But the rain shot that idea away. Thus I made

a dash to the Collegian—to report a tip for a hot story.

Now I'm not sure what implications this find may have

on the campus, but I have renewed faith in the truth of

the press.

The article stressed that it took 14 years to decide that

nothing could be done to repair the brick facade.

Authorities have stressed only chips have fallen; never

whole bricks. If this popping trend keeps up, maybe the

Tower will match its counterparts: the Fine Arts Center

and Grad Tower. As for me. maybe I can leave this univer-

sity with the knowledge that my name will be heralded

down through future UMass generations, in legend, as the

discoverer of the first mass fallout of the brick facade. Now
I can sit back with the knowledge that my legend will

grow. Time takes its toll on the Tower.

Mark David Schwartzman
Amherst

W. Greg Rothman
Senator, Central

Rights go both ways
Concerning Mark Caldeira's column yesterday; he

should have written about "mou.se farts, baby gerbs, vomit

accumulations in Ft. Lauderdale." That seems to be where

his talent lies.

Caldeira is the typical Radical Student Union member
who disagrees with everything, especially freedom of

speech. Whether you agree or disagree wath what these

FDN representatives have to say on Monday night, you

Friday. March 28, 1986'

do have a right ot listen to them. A small gaunlet of

radicals should not deny your right to peaceful assembly.

Caldeira also calls Chacellor Duffey a "hypocrite." Duf-

fey has shown a great amount of integrity over this issue.

How is it "hypocritical" to support free speech. Oiiould

we leave it up to people like Caldeira to determine who

we should listen to or do we stand up for freedom of

speech?
Tony Rudy

Sylvan

Heat is on, turn it off

In this era of fiscal restraint and decreased educational

funding, I have come up with an idoa which has apparent-

ly skipped the notice of the campus administration. We
could save a lot of money by turning off the heat in the

classroom buildings after April 1. In most years it seems

that the heat is deactivated in late May and the air con-

ditioning comes on in October. Not only could we save in

fuel costs, but Health Services would be relieved of the

burden of caring for pass-out victims from such infamous

places as Bartlett Auditorium and Thompson 104. This

idea may seem radical to some building operations ex-

perts, but I think it merits at least a cursory examina-

tion by the powers that be.

Timothy J, Kress
Amherst

A sensible alliance
In response to Mark Caldieras column appearing in

yesterday's Collegian, 1 would like to make one observa

tion about his quote, "Duffey has clearly shown his

alliance with the right." Well, Mark, our honorable

Chancellor Duffey has shown his alliance with the First

Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, which is certainly

not the work of "right wing riff-raff."

Brian Darling
Southwest

Downtown Amherst

Daily & Sundays ESPPxl
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time "'^'

when the Textbook Annex
must begin to return unsold spring books to the publishers.

Returns start March 31st
Don't wait -- You may be disappointed'

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Open Mon-Fri 9AM-4PM

';«?'^

WHY KEGBEER TASTES BETTERTHANCOOKED BEEB.
A.sk most beer drinkers, and they'll likely a^ree:

nothing tastes better than beer from a keg.

Ever sinee the davs of Frederic Miller's original Plank

Road Brewer), keg beer has always been fresher. That's

becanse it isn't cooked to preserve it like most bottled

and canned beers.

Well, now there's a beer that delivers that same fresh

C I^S'i MilUi BrcwinnCo MilwaiiVcf Wl

draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-filtered

instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was drawn straight

from the keg.

Plank Road Original Draught.
Keg beer in a bottle.

PLANK ROAD
Original Draught

'"^
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Visa hypocrisy hits home
As President Reagan tries to mold U.S.

public opinion to conform to his view of a

"free" hemisphere perennially engaged in

combat against the "red menace," he has

employed tactics which, at best, show a

.selective concern for first amendment
rights.

When the UMass Republican club brings

a representative from the contras to speak
on Monday, and those who protest the visit

are accused of not caring about freedom of

speech, it is important to remember that

representatives of the Nicaraguan govern-

ment have been repeatedly denied visas for

speaking engagements in the U.S.

While those whose viewpoint conforms to

the right-wing foreign policy have no pro-

blem gaining access to the ears of the

American public, the opposition, especial-

ly in the case of the representatives of the

democratically-elected government of

Nicaragua, is denied visas.

Both the Nicaraguan Embassy and the

National Lawyers Guild confirming the

following:

Last week, Rosario Murillo, spouse of

Nicaraguan president Daniel Ortega, was
denied a visa for .series of speaking
engagements.
In 1985, Servio Ramirez, the vice presi-

dent of Nicaragua was denied a vi.sa.

In August 1984, Carlos Lunez, president

of the National As.sembly of Nicaragua,

was denied a vi.sa.

In December 1983. Thomas Borge.

Rebecca Thatcher

Nicaraguan minister of the interior was
denied a visa.

The director of the visa denial program
of the National Lawyers Guild said the

U.S. government routinely violates first

amendment rights to hear foreign

speakers. On the telephone from her office

in New York, Claudia Slovinsky said visa

denial is common "in the case of speakers

who are coming to deliver a mes.sage that

is contrary to U.S. foreign policy."

Members of the new right are not stupid,

they have learned the lessons of Vietnam
and they realize they have to do everything

possible to manipulate public opinion in

their favor. They know that Americans
share a fundamental antipathy towards a

foreign policy that is based on fanatical

anti-communism and as my republican

grandfather would call it, "pissing away
money on unwinnable wars."

While President Reagan appears on

television every night and calls the San-

dinistas communists who have no respect

for first amendment rights, his friends in

the State Department trample over those

same rights f^or US. citizens. Hypocrisy is

too gentle a word for this type of behavior.

Rebecca
columnist.

Thatcher is a Collegian

Letters

Spying for the truth in our battle

1 write primarily to my brothers and

sisters in the peace and justice movement,

whom I love.

It is an opportunity for us that represen-

tatives of the contras are coming to UMass.

If we can contain our anger enough to at-

tend to them, we may learn some impor-

tant things about the character and the

rhetoric of our antagonists. If we only pro-

test, we lose that opportunity and we run

the risk of alienating many who are on the

fence on the issue of contra aid. If we only

protest, we make war afresh and add to the

sum total of hatred and miscommunication.

Truth is the first casualty.

I feel helpless and my heart is full of in-

dignation and shame as I watch our Presi-

dent provoke attack, play the bully, and

bring our country to its most hated nation

status of the world. We all need to find

ways to own and express these feelings. But

may we all find places to do that other than

in a forum from which we may gain

understanding.

There is truth hidden in every confron-

tation; do we place ourselves in a mood to

learn rather than a mood to humiliate, to

embarrass or to shame? Of course the con-

tras" representatives may not say the truth,

but their bearing, their rhetoric, their at-

titude toward the University, their way of

dealing with questions reveals another

level of truth which we need to attend.

So on Monday let us open our eyes and

our ears, and become spies for the truth

that can serve us in our battle for justice

in Central America.

Joseph Havens
Shutesbury

Forget politics; remember freedom
1 was very distressed to read Mark

Caldeira's column in yesterday's Collegian,

titled "We are not that naive." Caldeira

has challenged the freedom of speech from

a forum that lives by that same freedom.

Because of this freedom, journalists like

Caldeira are able to write anything they

would like to.

Caldeira is encouraging the infringment

of .student's rights. Whether or not I per-

sonally agree or disagree with the contra's

actions would not change my yearning for

knowledge on the subject. Jorge Rosales

and Mike Waller can provide the insight

that I am interested in.

Chancellor Duffey's funding for security

has been justified by Caldeira's "begging"

for protestors. It is not a right or left view;

it is a view from the point of student rights.

What is the importance of UMass. ..educa-

tion or politics? In using his position as a

Collegian columnist, Caldeira is fostering

the political split of our University. Let's

try to forget politics and remember the

freedom of speech.

We are not that naive, but should we
allow ourselves to become ignorant?

W. Greg Rothman
Senator, Central

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and caitoon submissions Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editior at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003. or they can he dropped off

at the CoUi^gian classified counter m the basement of the Campus Center. Due

to the volume of mail recieved, individual replies cannot be made.
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Letters from the editor
For all those apprehensive people who

wonder when SAO Director Randy Donant
may next dabble in their work, a sure sign

of spring has arrived. Yes, it's time for an
administrative vacation.

Today is Donant's last day of work until

April 21. His itinerary includes the

American Colleges Union International

conference in Houston, and a vacation in

sunny Mexico. Obviously, Donant chose not

to spend spring break in Florida with the

students.

So if anyone has business to settle with

Donant before he leaves, they should catch

up with him today, or for three weeks hold

their peace.

Does this mean Vice-Chancellor Madson
works from Donants office until April 21?

The latest campus controversy, "Contras

on Campus," is causing considerable exag

geration from many interested parties. Not

surprisingly, some are using this event

Monday night to intellectualize beyond

reason about the Nicaragua they've been

reading of for years. The rhetoric now has

brought us to the thorny issues of free

speech and University funding for a

political event sponsored by a political

group.

The tangle of funding for the event (from

the Chancellor's Office, the Republican

Club, and the SGA Finance Committee)

belies a curious sharing of money and
responsibility. Additionally, it would seem
if that any one of the three "sponsors"

Larry Bouchie

decides to withdraw support at the last

minute, the event might effectively be

scuttled.

Oh, what tangled webs we weave....

k-k-k

Colleague Peter Wis.soker has noted that

University administrators would like the

newly reopened Bart's. It has everything

the University is hoping to achieve:

flashing lights to attract people, self-praise

covering the walls, etc.

However. Wis.soker al.so observes, once

inside Bart's one realizes the tables are

smaller than before, the setting less com-

fortable, the atmosphere more tacky, and

the prices, like the University's, have gone

up.

•k-k-k

Though Greek Affairs Director Bob

White asserts that Monday's fraternity

shenanigans out on the Haigis Mall repre-

sent the first reported incidence of hazing

on campus since the new anti-hazing law

took effect, people should remember that

hazing can occur on sports teams, in

residential halls, and in other groups,

organized or not. More accurately, perhaps,

is that this is the first reported incidence

of hazing in the Greek Area, and one that

will probably take some time to resolve.

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.

Republicans avoiding real issue
The UMass Republican Club is looking

for trouble. No sooner was the visit of a con-

tra to campus announced than the

Republicans began insisting that their

speaker's right to free speech would be

violated by protestors. They managed to

convince Chancellor Duffey to provide the

event with heavy security. While this was
condemned by the Graduate Senate on the

grounds that student groups are normally

required to fund their own security,

Republicans told the Collegian that a large

police presence is needed "to guarantee (the

contra's) right of speech."

The Republican's goal is clearly to pre-

judice the campus against possible anti-

contra protests. They have already succeed-

ed in terrifying DufTey. They have already

succeeded in fabricating and publicizing a

rumor tnat protesters are t)eing 'bused in"

from around New England. How they ex-

pect to protect freedom of speech by sur-

rounding their speaker with armed guards

ready to silence protestors is beyond logic.

Most importantly, by focusing on a possi-

ble confrontation, the Republicans are try-

ing to avoid the real issue: there is

widespread opposition to the contras on

this campus because the contras are well-

known violators of human rights and

killers of civilians, and because they are

helping the U.S. government fight an il-

legal war again.st Nicaragua. These are

issues that will be addres.sed at a peaceful,

day-long, informational vigil on Monday at

the Campus Pond.

Beatrix Hoffman
Amherst

Chancellor protects free exchange
We all find it very easy to support the

fir.st amendment when doing so lines up

with our own point of view. Chancellor Duf
fy's position of supporting the UMass
Republican Club in it's effort to bring a

spokesman from the Democratic Forces of

Nicaragua is not unremarkable. He shares

very few, if any, of our political views; but

he still believes in our right to participate

in the free exchange of ideas.

Last Tuesday night the Graduate Stu-

dent Senate unanimously passed a motion

condemning the Chancellor for providing

security for our speaker. I would like to ask

the Graduate Senate and others, since

when has the support of free speech at this

University become something that our

Chancellor should not protect with all the

means available to him?

Gl" "rt Sf'^r, president UMass
Republican Club
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My Live Isadora Duncan (New York, Dwight 1927)

IBy TA SHEN
jColIegian Correspondent

"Let that day be called lost on which I have not danc

'ed." runs the phrase from Nietzsche. Last night as I came
away from the discotheque the thought came to me that.

whatever else may have occurred in my life, the last two

hours of dancing had made it worthwhile.

"You can dance," suggested Carl Jung, the psychologist,

to produce an "effect" in the world. Joan Smallwood, a

leading dance movement therapist, writes that "from the

dawn of history, dance/movement has been used to ef

feet...changes in the larger environment." Today, dance

could be used to resolve a relationship for the better, take

the "next step," or create a social climate where love can

easily thrive. Smallwood writes that the force of such ef-

fective dance flows "from a direct relationship to the

universe."

Lsadora Duncan, who taught dance to children, wrote

that there are "reactions of the body and the spirit which
the ancients did not neglect, but which we too often have
misunder.stood." She wrote that she "sought the source

of spiritual expression, from which would flow into the

channels of the body, filling it with vibrating light, the

centrifugal force reflecting the spirit's vision." As she

danced to orchestral music, Duncan felt "the presence of

a mighty power within me which li.stens to the music and

then reaches out through all my body. .to find an outlet

for this listening." Dancing "must be the expression of

life." and in dance a human being can be "transmitted

into the movements of the stars."

Isadora had much to say about education. She cited

Jean Jacques Rousseau's assertion that movement is pro-

bably a better form of education for children that reading

and writing, until early adolescence. "The child of nine,"

wrote Isadora, "has already entered into the prison of con-

ventional and mechanical movement, in which it will re-

main and suffer its entire life."

Duncan proposed a philosophy of education that has

much in harmony with neoplatonic thought. For her, a

dancer, the human body and mind could be coached to

become translucent to spirit. Then a human being in their

words, thoughts, and activities would reflect the evolu-

tionary movement of the universe.

It is certainly fortunate that in a gieat university there

are many opportunities to dance. For much of that we
have Isadora to thank, for she expended her life to pro-

mote what she called the "dance of the future," and a

university is an excellent place, with its roots in the

cultural past, to build and to dance a dance of the future.

"Today in the light of intelligence gained through years

of civilization, it is essential that (humanity) seek what
(it) has unconsciously lost," she wrote. Here, we can

recover consciousness, we can dance for inspiration.

FRIDAY

FILM '••

IBy DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

I

I'm telling you right now that I don't even want to

^ think about that farce they call the Academy Awards.

Not only did the jealous old toads of the Tinseltown

e.stablishment fail to recognize Steven Spielberg's

!
popular yet controversial film The Color Purple (11

'nominations, awards), but these bozos lost a great deal

of credibility by giving Oscars to Hollywood veterans who
simply did not deserve the honor.

How in the world could they justify choosing Don
Ameche over Klaus Maria Brandauer for Best Suppor-

ting Actor? How could anyone with ears believe that

John Barry's insipid and forgettable score for Out of

Africa was worthy of an Academy Award? Anyone who
thinks the Art Direction in Out ofAfrica was better than

the fanta.stic world Terry Gilliam created in Brazil needs

a new set of eyes.

The big movie news for the valley this week is that

Ken Burns, the director of the Academy Award
nominated documentary The Statue ofLiberty v;\\\ be at

Northampton's Plea.sant St. Theatre for the western
Mas.sachusetts premier of his celebrated documentary
Huey hing on Wednesday, April 2. The film examines
the rise of the flamboyant Louisiana governor and later

senator who many believe that if he hadn't been

assasinated, could have become America's first dictator.

According to the many reviews I've read, this film about

this charming yet ruthless politician should be seen.

Weekend Best Bets: The Amherst Cinema is showing

two great old Marx Brother's movies. See them before

they leave after Saturday.

Northampton's Academy of Music is also offering a

good double feature of recent movies you may have miss-

ed. Agnes ofGod .stars Jane Fonda as a court appointed

shrink who must determine whether a young nun nam-
ed Agnes (Meg Tilly) is mentally fit to stand trial for the

.strangulation of her newborn infant. Anne Bancroft also

stars as the secretive mother superior who tries to pro-

tect Agnes and the convent from Fonda's investigation.

Jogged Edge .stars Glenn Close as a savvy corporate

lawyer who must defend newspaper publisher Jeff

Bridges when he is accused of savagely butchering his

wife. Close plays a strong capable woman who knows
how to handle herself as she seeks out clues to the real

murdrer's identity. These films are a great (also cheap)

double feature.

The Mountain Farms Mall still has some of the best

new movies around. Hannah and Her Sisters is Woody
Allen's best film. Brazil is former Monty Python member
Terry Gilliam's funny yet disturbing look at the future.

The movie is a cross between 1984 and Dr. Strangelove.

The Color Purple is still playing at the Hampshire 6.

Directed by Steven Spielberg, this film tells the story

of Celie. who lives and eventually overcomes a life of vic-

timization. Every member of the cast turns out a mov-

ing performance. Al.so playing at the Hampshire 6 is

Doun and Out m Beverly Hills, an uptown meets

downtown comedy starring Nick Nolte as a drifter, and
Richard Dreyfuss and Bette Midler as wealthy yuppies.

In

Appalachia
Come for one

week to serve the
neecJs of the poor in

Appalachia. Single,

Catholic men are
invitecj to be involvecj

in home construction,
visiting the elcjerly.

and sharing one's
gifts with the

mentally, emotionally
and physically handi-
capped. There will

also be opportunities
to learn about the

culture, people, and
music of the

Appalachian area.

The week-long
sessions available are:

May 17-23
June 7-13
July 12-18

July 26 • August 1

August 24 - 30

For more information about the Summer Volunteer Program, please send this coupon to Brother JacK

Henn Gienmary Home Missioners, P O Bon 465618 Cincinnati OH 45?46-5618

Name. -Age.

Address.

City .State. -Zip.

Telephone ( .College. -S74-3/86

WE CANT TELLYOU WHAT TO EXPECT

WHEN YOU SEE ROBIN WILLIAMS IN CONCERT.

WE 00N7 KNOW. NEITHER DOES HE.

Springfield Civic Center
LimitecJ Capacity Mini-Arena"

May 7th-8:00pm

All Seats Reserv^d-$15.50

TICKETS ON SALE MONDAY, MARCH 31st-10am
ON CAMPUS AT FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

PHONE CHARGES (413) 787-6600 or (800) 243-4842

THIS PEHFORM*NCf IS PRfStNTfD FOR MATURE ADULT AUDIENCES

h(x1i.Kec1in,\ss(Ki.\tKin with ^EfSSTIT'FIt^^^

Arts Calendar

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

Now that we're all back from break, and in the swing

of things, it's time to find out what's going on in the Five

College Area. So many important and promising events

are coming up;her£ are just of few of them.

Music: A faculty recital featuring horn player Laura

Klock and pianist Estela Olevsky will be held at 8 p.m.

on April 1 in Bowker Auditorium at the University of

Massachusetts. Klock is principal horn of the Springfield

Symphony Orchestra and Professor of Horn at UMass. The

concert is free of charge. For more information call

5452227.
The Five College Chamber Soloists welcomes Kim

Scholes as guest soloist at 8 p.m. on April 3, in Bezanson

Recital Hall at UMass. The performance will focus on the

works of Haydn and Mozart. There is no charge for

admi.ssion.

The UMass Department of Music and Dance will pre-

sent the Langdon Piano Quartet in concert at 8 p.m. on

April 4, at Bezanson Recital Hall in the Fine Arts Center.

Works by Mozart and Brahms will be performed. Admis-

sion is free.

Important news for jazz fans: for all those willing to

travel, legendary jazz pianist Oscar Peterson will be in

concert with the Springfield Symphony Orchestra at 8

p.m. April 5 and 4 p.m. April 6 at Symphony Hall in

Springfield. The performance is in commemoration of the

city of Springfield's 350th anniversary. Proceeds from the

event will benefit the orchestra.

The Seventeenth Annual Concert of Music for Percus-

sion Instruments will be held at 8 p.m. on April 8 in the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall, UMa.ss. The program in

eludes performances from the University Percussion

Ensemble and the UMass Marimbas. There will be a guest

Oscar Peterson will appear at the Springfield

Symphony Hall on April 5, at 8 p.m., and April

6, at 4 p.m.

Laura Klock
appearance by soprano Paulina Stark and the Mount

Holyoke College Glee Club. The concert is free of charge.

The University of Massachusetts Chamber Choir, con

ducted by E. Wayne Abercrombie, will perform its spring

concert at 8 p.m. April 10, in Bowker Auditorium. Music

set to poems by E. E. Cummings will highlight the pro

gram. Admission is free of charge.

Theater: There is still enough time to catch the

Sidestage presentation of "Sister Mary Ignatius - 'Den-

ty Crisis," playing at 8 p.m. tonight and tomorrow night

at the Hampden Theatre, Southwest Residence Area,

UMass. Tomorrow is the last performance for this play

directed by Ed Golden. Admission is $2.

The Hampden Program is presenting a performance of

"One Good Look, " at 8 p.m. on April 3 through April 5

at Hampden Theatre, Southwest, UMass. There will be

a 2 p.m. matinee on April 5. For reservations or informa-

tion, call 545-2803. Hampshire College Theatre is presen

ting "Adaptation," a play written by Elaine May, at 8 p.m.

on April 10 through 12 in the Studio Theatre, Emily

Dickinson Hall at Hampshire College. Tickets are $2

general admission and $1.50 for Five College students

with ID.

The Bertoll Brecht play "Mother Courage and Her

Children, " will be performed by the Amherst College

Department of Theater and Dance at 8 p.m. on April 3

through 6 at Kirby Theater, Amherst College. Tickets are

on sale now; $4 general admission and $2 for senior

citizens and students. Amherst College students admit-

ted free with I.D. April 3 is dollar night. For reservations

call 542-2277.

The William Shakespeare's comedy, "All's Well That

Ends Well," will be presented by the University of

Massachusetts Department of Theater at 8 p.m. April 8

through 12 in the Curtain Theater, UMass. There will be

a special matinee at 2 p.m. on April 12. Admi.ssion is $3

for the general public and $2 for students and .senior

citizens. Tickets are available at the Fine Arts Center box

office.

The Smith College Theatre Department will present

"Antigone Too. Rites of Love and Defiance, by Martha

^ar after^
year, semester
after semester,

the collejre |)lan from Fidelity Union Life

has been the most accepted, most popular life insurance

program on campuses all over .\merica.Find out why.

Fkblit)/

UniaiLifc

Ronald J. Nathan Agency

Call the Fidelity I nion Life 20 Gatehouse Rd.,

Field Associate in your area: Amherst, MA
Tel: 256-8351

EUROPE^* CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEtCHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockefeller Plaza

New York, NY 10020
Ptione (212) 581-3040

Mail thi* ad for Special

Student/ Teacher Tariff.

n RENTAL a LCASe D PURCHASE

Anney Giobbe and Bradford West
Boesing, at 8 p.m. on April 10 12 and April 16 19 in

Theatre 14, Smith College. General admission is $4,

students and senior citizens $2. Dollar nights are April

10, 16 and 17. Call 584-3023 for reservations and
information.

The Five College Music Departments are presenting a

symposium titled Culture and Spectacle in Rome, begin-

ning April 1 and continuing through April 15. Various

guest speakers will lead discussions. The symposium,

which is funded by a grant from Five College, Inc., is open

to the public, free of charge. For a full list of events, call

the Collegian and ask for the Arts desk.

Dance: The Amherst Ballet Theatre Company will

be presenting a production of "The Emperor's
Nightingale" at 3 p.m. April 5 and April 6 at UMass.
This performance is the final event in the Heritage-

NIS Bank for Savings Performance Series for

Children. Tickets are $4 in advance, $4.50 at the door

and can be picked up at the Fine Arts Center Box
Office.

The Pioneer Valley Ballet will perform its annual spring

concert, "In Performance," at 8 p.m. April 6 and 8 p.m.

April 6 at the Academy of Music in Northampton. The
program will include "A Midsummer Night's Dream," as

well as four original ballet and modern dance works.

Tickets are on sale. Call 586-8050 for more information.

A Boston based modern dance company. Dance Bound,

Inc.. will perform at 8 p.m. on April 4 and 5 at the Center

for the Arts in Northampton. The company, under the

direction of dancer/choreographer Ruth Birnberg, will pre-

sent "Just Around the Corner and Other Dances." Call

the Center for the Arts box office for more information

at 586-7782.

CINEMA
Friday and Saturday

Warner Brother Cartoons 7:00

Duck Soup 8:30

Horse Feathers 9:45

Sunday - Tuesday
Chan is Missing 7:30

Dim Sum 9:00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426 |

Bring a cciuple friends and

your appetites and enjoy some

of the best Mexican food anywhere. . .

TACOVILLA
AMHERST SPRINGFIELD

8'ing you' Of"
Brei 01 Mint
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Th» issue of whether there is

a Gr«aler Reality or not. for me at least,

has been settled I know that there is.

So I will speak lo you from the knowing

that I possess and will not in any way

equivocate or minimize my statements

and my truth to fit nicely into

the dualism of your human considerations.

' Emmanuel

^ 103 North PkaMiM StrMt
Amhcnt«-253-5574

In Pursuit of

HOUSING
Cliffside Apartments offers you the chance to be secure

this fall by making your off-campus housing arrangements

now. 1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments available - all utilities

included - with dishwasher, disposal, stove and

refrigerator. On the bus line.

Call 665-3958 for more information.

LIQUORS
18MednSt. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Budweiser 12 02 cans $11 .99 case + dep.

Utica Club 12 oz long necks $6.49 case + dep.

Naragansett 16 oz cans $2.50 6 pk + dep.

$9.80 case + dep.

Ballantine Beer 12 oz. cans $3.40 12 pk + dep.

Heinekens & Amstel $3.99 6 pk + dep.

Vodka or Gin 80° $8.99 1.75 liter

Prodis Asti Spumante $3.99 750 ml

Champagnes $2.99 & up 750 ml

BEER & WINE SPECIALS ALWAYS COLD!»

ARDEN
A MANDARm « SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Open 7 Davs for Lunch £f Dinner - Hours: Suf hurs 11-10 Fri & Sat 11 2
WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mor ^hurs $6.95. 5-8:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH "30-3
Full Liquor Licence

"^ sv*^ y ^^' SAU
25%

OFF
of Regular Price

hundreds
to choose from

Hardcover
and

Paperbacl<s

3 DAYS
ONLY

Located on Sale

Tables on the

Concourse

STARTS WED Located in the Campus Center

March 26, ^nNIVERSITY
9:30-4;30 '^^^ — —
Wed-Fri STORED

m
ATILLA'S 2

Hampshire Ma"

nTILL«'3 1

Don't sink from hunger

Emerge yourself in one

of our subs
GYROS

A Ji.'itiou<. lasic sfn<.aiion-

Mannaied bed served inside ou' fresh

homemade piia bread alonp uiih your choice

of loppings:

Special Salad — finely chopped
lomaioes and onions specullv

iiarinaied.

Cacik (White SaucM — homemade
yoguri enlivened wilh cucumbers
and mini

PITA TURKEY
Thinly sliced turkey breast m our pita bread

with lettuce, tomato and mayonaisc

SOtVLAKl
Beef charbroilcd on skewers, wrapped in piia

along wiih seasoned onions, lettuce and feia cheese

PITA CLUB
A icmpting combination of thinly sliced

fine turkey breast with cnspy

bacon served with lettuce, tomato, and

mayonnaise in our fresh pita bread

PITA B,L,T
( rispv bacon stuffed into our pita bread

•viih lettuce, tomato, and mavonnaise

STROMBOLI
A real lasie lemp'c

Spicy ground beet combined »iih cheese :ind ,!

langy ;omato sauce, baked inside our 're-'i

pita doueh

HAM SPEEDIES
Thinlv sliced buffet ham

in our pita with lettuce, tomato, mayonnaise.
smoihered in cheese

STEAK SPEEDIES
Marinated sieak in our piia bread with lettuce.

tomato, mayonnaise and Bermuda onions
smoihered m cheese

GREEK SALAD
4 PITA BREAD

A refreshing salad ol lossed greens vMih ihc
classic com^inaiion of feta cheese and greek

olives, served with a fresh piia bread

VEGETARIAN DELIGHT
A green garden salad tucked inside

our pita bread wnh Italian dressing.

feia and provolone cheese.

TUNA PITA
Freshly made tuna salad in our pita

with lettuce, tomato and mavonaise

Buy 2 Gyro's

Get 1 FREE
I

Buy 2 Subs
Get 1 FREE

11:00 am to 9:

11:00 am to 11

Just cal' 586-7070

30 prr weekdays

:00 piT weekends

for fas, free delivery
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BLACK ArrAIRS
Liberian economist
speaks at Amherst
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Correspondent

Liberian economist, Joseph Sawyerr spoke Wednesday
night to 1 1 people in an informal setting in the Octagon
at Amherst College.

Prior to beginning his lecture on "The Historical and
Contemporary Relationship Between the United States

and Liberia." Sawyerr spoke about education.

"Interdisciplinary education is important. Learning
about people from all over the world is also necessary for

the total educational experience in order to know how in-

terrrelated we are, whether we like it or not," said

Sawyerr.
Referring to the map of Africa that he had brought with

him,Sawyerr said "Liberia, in West Africa, has a popula-

tion of about 2.2 million, a Gross National Product of $800
million, a 9.2 percent declining economy, and a 3.3 per-

cent population growth rate, according to Sawyerr.

The United States initiated its current relationship with

Liberia in the 1820's, Sawyerr said. At this time, he said,

there was a movement that sent free Blacks and ex-slaves

living in the U.S. to Liberia.

This movement was called the American Colonization

Society, which was established in 1816 by whites, for the

sole purpose of "deporting" ex-slaves and free Blacks to

Liberia, he said.

Liberia's independence was recognized by Britain and

i^DuBois' icontinued from page 1

C'otteKlan photo by Michelle Segall

Joseph Sawyerr
France in 1847, whereas the U.S. acknowledged the coun-

try's independence 15 years later, in 1862.

In 1909, Liberia asked the U.S. for technical, economic,
diplomatic, and military aid. By 1912, the U.S. was a
strong presence in all of the country's activities.

"Liberia remained bankrupt until the 1920's when in

1926. Firestone Rubber contracted a 99 year lease with
the country. Firestone's one million-acre concession is a

nourishing one that will end in the year 2025." said

Sawyerr.

The residence has also been declared a national monu-
ment and is now the DuBois Memorial Center for Pan-

African Culture.

Invitations are being sent by the Ghanan government
to dignitaries around the world, most in the United States,

the Carribbean, Latin America and Africa.

"We are inviting all the governments of Africa to send

representatives, with the exception of course of South

Africa. We are inviting the ANC and the PAC of South

Africa. We are also approaching a number of organiza-

tions in the United States who have demonstrated interest

in Pan-Africanism," DuBois said.

As well as UMass, the universities with which his father

had close ties during his life - Fisk, Atlanta, Howard, Har-

vard and Tuskegee - will be asked to send representatives,

he said.

In 1960. WEB. DuBois was invited by Nkrumah, then

president, to take over the directorship of the secretariat

of the Encyclopedia Afncana. The encyclopedia on Africa

had been a dream of DuBois for more than 50 years.

DuBois accepted the invitation and went to Ghana in

1961. but his son says widespread reports that he left

resentful of the US and renounced his American citizen-

ship are false.

"This is a misconception, part of the propaganda that

was distributed at the time of his going to Ghana. He did

not give up his American citizenship ... He did not go for

reasons of resentment," David DuBois said. "He was not

giving up the struggle in any sense; he was requested to

come by President Nkrumah and the Organization of

African Unitv and he accepted the invitation."

0>
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ocolate
akery

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

For an Old Fashioned

New England Breakfast
Sunday 10:00 to 1:00

Serving:

Eggs Benedict Pancakes
Eggs Commodore French Toast

Eggs Picante Eggs coojced to order
Build your own Omelettes

(Make your meal complete with Our Famous Bloody Man
57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

"specializing in gourmet desserts"
With this coupon lO*" of the reru'ar price

of any cake or brown o

expires April 22. 1986

241 King Street, Northampton. MA 01060 (413) 586-7835

Bunnies, baskets

& other goodies

for Easter Giving!
KVy^"^^ ^''*<1

Downtown Amherst

ily lO 6. Fri 9, Son 12 5

stabts
3/29

Bi

%;4
13 N Pleasant

Amherst, MA
48 Main St.

Brattleboro
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Nursing program runs breast feeding clinic
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

For the past year undergraduate students in the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts nursing program have been runn-
ing a breast-feeding clinic in Holyoke to help reduce the
high infant mortality rate.

The clinic informs pregnant women about the safety of

breast-feeding as opjwsed to government-supported ar-

tificial bottle-feed, according to Pat Bodelson, an assistant

professor of the UMass Division of Nursing.
Anne Menapace, a student who works at the clinic said,

"Nutritionally it's the best thing. Breast milk provides
against disease, infections and allergies."

Her partner, Michelle Larocque, added,"It's the way the
body is designed to feed and the baby is supposed to grow."
In 1981, Holyoke had 23.4 percent infant deaths per

1,000 births, one of the highest rates in the country, ac-

cording to the Holyoke Health Department. In 1984 the

figure was 12 deaths per 1,000 births. Statistics for 1985
have not been released.

The clinic has made bilingual films and pamphlets to

reach Holyoke's large Hispanic population, but the
federally sponsored Women, Infants and Children Pro-

gram, which gives artificial feed to financially needy
mothers, has created a cultural barrier hard to disman-
tle, Bodelson said.

"Poor Hispanic women see formula [artificial feedl as

a way of expressing affluence," she said.

Debbie Abel, a teaching assistant who coordinates the
clinic's activities with Providence Hospital in Holyoke,
said formula is safe if used correctly, but problems are

caused because it is in powder form that has to be mixed
with water.

Cornell

University

has a place for you
this summer.

Wonderful courses, great professors, magnificent

environment, people from everywhere,

lots of good things happening -

come enjoy it all.

Send me Cornell's Summer Session Announcement of credit

courses and special programs

"If mothers do not dilute correctly or do not understand

the directions, or if unsanitary conditions are present, the

formula's nutritional value will be lower and make it more
dangerous for the baby," she said.

Abel said the students go to the clinic twice a week. They
visit mothers at the hospital who recently had babies, hold

a few clinics for pregnant women and call or visit mothers

at home to provide support and other information.

Linda Warren, who worked at the clinic last semester

said, "People take for granted that breast-feeding comes
naturally, but it takes a while for the baby and mother
to learn."

One mother, who did not want to be identified said, "It

was my husband's idea for me to breast-feed. I thought

it was disgusting, but I heard how good and natural it is.

I'm going to try it."

$5,000 raised for hungry
As children, many students were told to eat their

vegetables because of the starving people in Africa. Last

semester, students avenged their parents by participating

in a fast and sending their uneaten meals to hungry
people.

In the fall the University of Massachusett.s Hunger Task
Force raised over $5,000 by holding a fast, collecting dona-

tions at a table in the Campus Center, a march for hunger
and other relief projects, .said Pete Sliker, a member of

the Hunger Task Force.

"This semester we are looking for information to find

out where the money goes. We are educating ourselves."

Sliker said.

Most of the money rai.sed by students last fall, was sent

to Africa. The money will be used to deliver food to the
starving, and to support birth control education, new far-

ming technolog>', and other hunger relief projects.

Every year on Nov. 22, the Hunger Task Force with the

help of Oxfam America, a national hunger relief orginiza-

tion, sponsors a fast for students who eat in the Dining
Commons.
Last .semester, 2,212 people choose not to eat and instead

donated the price of their meal to the hungry, Sliker said.

Students filled out cards saying they would not eat in

the D.C. that night. The money from their meal was given
to Oxfam America to distribute.

"For every meal, the D.C. gave us a little over a dollar."

Silker said. "Close to 20 percent of the students who eat

in the Dining Commons fasted."

The fa.sting students rai-sed about $.3,000 by not eating
in the Dining Commons, according to Sliker.

-JEANKTTE DeFORGE

Best Sale of the Year

Seniors!
Graduated Savings. ^>.
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OFF
AI.L lOK CiOli)

OFF
ALL 14K GOLD

$40 I
OFF

ALL 18K GOLD

V
One week only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete
details, see your Joslei is i cpresentative at:

Ijat£> March 26, 27, 28 • Tirnt 10:30 - 3 pm [)ppositReq $15.00

I'lacr

S^MSTORED -*<.-ns.,„, XL

JOSTENS
AMERICAS COLLEGE RING''

FOUR season;
RT 9 HADLEY 584-8174

CASE SPECIALS
BUD & BUD LIGHT $10 99
COORS & COORS LIGHT $10 99
LABATTS BEER or ALE $11 99
SAN MIGUEL DARK $13^99
BECKS light or dark $14 99
GENESSEE LONG NECKS $699
CARLING BLACK LABEL 16 oz cans $9.99

SIX-PACK SPECIALS
ST. PAULI GIRL light or dark $3.99
BECKS light or dark $3.99
LABATTS beer or ale $3 50
ROLLING ROCK long necks...... $2 99
FISCHER MARCH BEER $i.^' bottle

(09^^^ Don't forget to take home (f>wC^
^^*^^fcX that special bottle of wine for Easterl^ffl^^

EASTER WINE SPECIALS
1984 Domaine de Beau-Site Musadet S9 qq
1984 Bolla Rose ^3^
Marion White Zinfandel $499
1983 Chateau Pitray ^'99
Taylor California Cellars 3 liter

Burgundy, Chablis, Rose and Rhine onlv $6 99
Almaden 1.5 liter ^ *"

Chablis, Burgundy, Rhine, Rose all only

$3.99 + $3.00 rebate!

LIQUOR SPECIALS
Fast Shootin' B.B. Shotz Schnapps
8 flavors 750 ml a - ««
Vodka and Gin 1 .TB.

.....:;
'. ; ; ; : only ^'^

Four Seasons is located on Rt 9 just ^^^
past McDonalds and Burger King nR

Have a Happy Easter!

Friday, March 28. 1986;

DOONESBURY
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THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON
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MAY' WISISOAY
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WBMMNT
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FREAKER PATROL

The livestock would gather every morning, hoping
for one of Farmer Dan's popular "airplane" rides.

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Trade .Mkhel JafTe

ACROSS
1 SuHusa witti

light

6 European basin

10 USA oMicar

14 StBw tngrBdienl

15 Assistant

16 Compatant
1

7

Uris novel

'

18 Alumnus, for

short

19 Shipshape

20 Hirsute ptxy'

22 Treaty org

23 Colliery

24 Linguistic form

26 Saitors

30 City on the

Mause
32 Height Prefu
33 Newts
35 Outmoded
39 Hepburn-Grant
Mm 1963

41 Loud-voiced
one

43 Submarine de-

tector

44 Suit to —
46 Entertainer

Naidi

47 1945 Confer
ence site

49 Type of wood
decay

51 Suppress
54 Protuberance
56 Novice

57 y^ate'ioggeo

pooch •>

63 Biblical

measure
64 Farm building

65 Theater offering

66 A Chaplin

67 Heraldic tx)rder

68 Truman s birth

place

69 Quarry

70 Inert gas
71 African

antelope

DOWN
1 This and that

2 Celebes o>
3 Skin tent Var

4 Type of frost

5 Organic catalyst

6 AstroTKimer

Carl

7 Best ventilated

8 Hebrew month

9 Colored again

10 Shrewd nurse-

maid''

1

1

At right angles to

a ship s keel

12 Greek
phikjsopher

13 Wyoming rar>ge

21 Mulcted

25 Record
26 Wisconsin Na-

tive An^encans
27 Reverberate

26 Gaiway Bay
isles

29 Eel raid''

31 Being

34 Accomplish-

ment
36 Move to tears

37 HarnarMlo de —

38 Part of OEF
40 Soviet sea

42 Kind ol bear

45 Hybrid Citrus

fruit

48 School assign-

ment
50 Red ocher

51 Small veranda

52 Indonesian

island

53 A Forsyte

55 Poet Nash
58 Elbe feeder

59 Spoken
•60 Vasco da —
61 FBI agent

62 Scotland —

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Lunch
Seafood and Shell Caserole

Pizza

Basics Lunch
Seafood and Shell Casserole

Pizza

Dinner
Roast Top Round of Beef/

Jardinere Sauce
Fisherman's Plate/Tartar Sauce

Basics Dinner
Colache

Fisherman's Plate/Tartar Sauce

Staff Notice:
All Collegian editors and associate editors, in-

cluding Larry, must attend a newspaper critique

by Wayne Phaneuf, an assistant managing editor

of the Springfield Daily News.

The workshop will be held next Wednesday,

April 2, at 8 p.m. in a yet-to-be-announced room.

Mandatory for editors, other staffers are welcom-

ed and encouraged to attend.

Weather
TODAY—Partly sunny, high in the mid

50s. TONIGHT-Clear, low 35 to 40.

TOMORROW-Mostly sunny and warm,

high in the 60s.

J BROUGHT TO YOU BY ->t

Night Editor
Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

Andrew WolfY

Jim Patriquin

Peter Soderberg
Rob Skelton
Norm Achin

Production: Dave iJoardman, Bill Wenzel,

Max Puddle, Peter Bullis, Laura Vogel. me

Volunteer: Michelle Kichelman
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FREE T-Shirts & Hat

I

I

I
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I

I
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ANY ORDER WITH COUPON BETWEEN $5 & $8

GET JOE'S PARADISE HAT FREE

ANY ORDER WITH COUPON OVER $8

GET JOE'S PARADISE T-SHIRT FREE

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only —
wmmmm.

Bud • Bud Light • Miller Lite

Coors • Coors Light

$1 199
wwww^w

suiJcasf ea. + dep.

Sam Adams
Beer
SCSO

6 pk ^ + dep.

FAST FREE DELIVERY

MMMMMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

Portland Lager
from Maine

"almost"

Now In Stock

10% Off
All

California
Wine

including sparkling wines

nfim>*!!in>!i!9!!!!!fi!i!i!f^^

kiikMiiliiiiiitiiiiiittiiiii^^

Heineken • Becks

Grolsch • St. Paul! Girl

San Miguel (Lt.)

$425
6pk + dep

Sumnnit
Leathenv

Connect:X^*Ov
the dr s ^^^

saleN;Q YELLOW - 10% off

RED - 20% off

BLUE - 25-40% off

MAR. 27-
APRIL 11

coat, ana receive co^npumen-
tary cond'Cioner

Rt« 9 - Hadlcy
$66-201*

fi

i:iiiiiaiiiiiimiiioiiiiiiifiiiiaiiiNiiiHiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiHH£

I KAUNAS
formerly Funnybones

Friday Night: STOMPERS
9:00 pm - 1:00 am

Saturday Night: Trapped
9:00 pm - 1:00 am

Sunday Night: Mannish Boys
18-21 welcome anytime!

New Juice Bar
Positive ID required

Grand Opening: April 5, 1986 I
with Mitch Chakour |
Open Daily 5 pm - 1 am |

322 Russell St. 586-4463 I
kiaiiHNiniiiaiiiHiHiiiiDiiiiiiNHiiaiiiiNiiiiiianiiNniiiiaiiiiiiiJS

l^l^^iDmewiththe terrkorji
It'soneofrhe first things you'll

notice as a Navy Officer.

The recognirion that you've

got what it takes to I-cad the

Adventure.

Thatadventurccan lead

vou around the world and back

again. And along theway
you're picking up experience

thai biulds confidence it takes

years to get elsewhere.

There's no boot camp,

(".oilcge graduates Stan with

management and leadership

training at OtFicer Candidate

School. Oncccommissiontxi,

you'll haveeven more edu-
cational opportunities tliat can

further professional growth

.

You'll uncover your poten-

tial and get the responsibility

and decision-making auth-

ority success needs. The
challenge, satislactjon and
rewards add up to personal

and prolessional gnmili no
other job can match.

When you I^ad the

Adventure you start out with

pride and respect . It puts

you a step ahead. (>ontact

vourNan' (Xficer Recruiter

orcaill-86o-327-NAVY.

NAVY^f(SnCER.
'i'~u:.7?::-Ji.-^'-VJ.:il''',:'Z:jr:-S^-:^^

EADTHEADVE
wiw*»i«un»wa«Mw»ai**»»ira«
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* baseball
(statistically, anvway) was Jack Larson at

31 with a L89 earned run average. He
pitched Wedne.sday against Pace. Junior
righthander Rich Danson (2-0, 2.25 » is ex
pected to start one of the games against
UMass.
For UMass, senior right ie Bob Kostro

(0-0, 3.65) will start the first game with
senrior Jon Martin (0-1, 4.35) starting the

first game on Saturday. In a surpise move
by Bergquist, freshman lefty Mike
Owens, who was 2, with a 9.72 ERA in

Florida, will start the third game. He
allowed 12 hits in eight innings in

Florida. Junior southpaw Steve Allard
(0-3, with a team-best 1.64 ERA) will the

first reliever up.

continued from pafie 16

ir women's lacrosse

At the plate. UMass will be looking tc

improve upon their .246 team batting
average. The Minutemens little leageue-
like .916 fielding percentage also needs
improvemnt if they want to return from
Philly with a >. 'uple of wins.

"Right away \\ u>e the imporatnt
series," said Bergquist. "We'll see what
kindof team we'll be this season soon."
Minuteman Mutterings: Last season,

UMass won two of three versus the Owls.
The teams also engaged in near-fisticuffs,

meaning the weekend could see another
scrap. . freshman rightie Dave
Telegheder and senior designated hitter
Doug Wright will not make the trip with
pulled stomach muscles and an injured
wrist respectively.

^^^^KK^^m continued from page 16

her every opportunity.

sophomore goalkeeper who has given up
just eight goals this season.

But Mudway played backup in goal last

season and although the Terriers' . two
games were good experience to get under
her belt, she has yet to face a team with

an offense as potent as the Gazelles'.

Spearheaded by senior first home Bun-
ny Forbes, .sophomore second home Ginny
Armstrong and third home junior transfer

Lisa Griswold, the Gazelle attack is ex-

pected by Hixon to fastbreak and attack at

"If any team tries to play us man-to-man
or has a weak goalkeeper, we'll score a lot

of goals," she said. "Our attack is strong.

We have so many weapons that no one is

going to shut us down completely.

'•It's just a matter of whether our defense

can hold its own, but after the way it played

against Rutgers I feel very good about its

play too. We're just going to go out and play

and see what happens. That's all you real-

ly can do until the sea.son starts."

AP photo

Red Sox pitcher Roger Clemens lets one loose in Spring Training

r
6-9

9 am
9-12

12

12-3

3-6

5 pm
6-7

7-10

9 pm
10-2

2-6

FRIDAY
Jazz in Sillouette

NEWS
Concepto Latino

NEWS
Art Decade

Soul Furnace

NEWS
The Baker's Dozen
BMCP The Sounds of the City

NEWS
Non-Sequitor Theatre

Bedspins

SATURDAY
6-8 Real Life Radio

8-1 Polka Bandstand
1-3 Concepto Latino

3-6 BMCP The Function

6-7 Reports in Color

7-10 BMCP Mix Master Mike
10-2 BMCP The Prince

2-6 BMCP The Quiet Touch

lWc^t\J^ •

' "^«-^?WAv
9«-«(.-

6-10

10-12

12-2

2-7

7-10

10-2

2-6

SUNDAY
Glory Raod Gospel Show
Zamir

Undercurrents

Country Blues and Bluegrass

Rock n' Roll Memory Time
Dadavision

Bedspins

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIK
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs. 8 45. 2 .30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

:;ash m advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

"Should SDI Retcarch be Performed at

the I'niversity "f Massachusftts'.""
Wtdnesday, .March 2*;. 4-5:.30 p.m.. Cam-
pus Center 1 74

Greetinri, JewUh Students! Sun.
."i/.WSe from 7:30 pm midnijcht "Post-

Purim Blues Bash:!!" Torrey Hall Mount
Holyoke College - Be Therel!

Cod Hvaniii ari'a fall :'>4h.,")2.H.'' <>r

.546-47 iV

"CASH"

.1.4 ru. rt. Kenmoro refrigerator onlv ti-

ed I vear *lj:> or BO call .'.4;»-ti.")'.»:(

'

Paying euh for vmir bMebaUl earda
Please call Mike .MfVeiO.'i

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

AUDIO

BOSE 101 ipeakera for aale $15() or BO
call 6-7917

AirrO FOR SALE

1978 Rabbit • fuel injection. 92k. many
new parts, Blaupunkl AM/KM cassette

$I79.''> or BO Jon 2.V.-fi«4.'}

1980 Pontiac Phoenix, sUndard. front

wheel drive, one owner. $1.4'MI. 2.56- 1489
eves

72 Ford Muatang body in excellent co

tion new: exhaust, hrakes, susjiensio'. •'J

call .54966.33 ________
1976 Honda Accord very clean new part.«

stereo $1(100 negoliahle 253-.')«'>93

1976 Old* Cutlans s'w very good cond
*9.'.0 323-6442 after .5 [im

1976 VW Bus ffreat ixxlvintenor, new ex-

haust/brakes, runs (treat $21.50 2.56-84H4

r975Tord (iranada 4 dr PBT'trAMTFM
tKMly in pood cond new parts .546-14'.*"

All electrical appliances sewini;
machines, clocks, shavers, vacuum
cleaners. House calls and shofi repairs

Amherst Repair 2.53-2869

ENTERTAINMENT

The Cheap Jock. Kool party toonz at a

reasonable price Call Kevin at 546-9061

MOBILE MUSIC INC" disks spun to your
laste Quality from 7 years of experience

Call Chris 2?i6-6845 _________
Dead Tix - trade anv Providence show for

Friday Hartford show ,546-.5«.50

ESCORT SERVICE ~~~

HEI) speakers hy Cerwin Veita $20<i firm.

.•\kai F14 la|>e<1eok. Son\ turntable. r<Kk

jrullar amp. need i-a.sh, call Dick. .549- 10.52

.Speakers • ' pair Cerwiii Wjca hitrh

(•nerjfv desiRT -ijieakers. 12 inch woofer, K

inch fiass. $i;2.) call any time 256-07H:t

ne(totJahle

televideo computer terminal like new.
*.'i.50(.r B(» m'Klel 910 +

HELP WANTED

Entry Level Marketing Positions Avail

in local multi mill dollar firm Full time,

and student shifts. Paid train-part li

also bonus and

Escort Service Available H p m 2:00

a.m. Everyday anywhere on Campus. F'lav

it safe call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOR RENT

nK, wages from $4 to $12, a
iales comm. Matt 584 3596

Work study, lab dishwasher. 5 7hr/wk,

$4.20/hr. April and May, summer option

(.54).5-2364

Sophomores, Juniors looking for career

experience'' WMI'A is hirinp a new
Business Manager Great opportunity for

SOM majors interested in radio B<K)k-

keeping and computer exfx'rieni'e a must
9 10 hour."- IHT week $3.35.'hour Applica

tions availalili' at 'he Student Activities

Office or WM' \ uini April 4th SGA i.'- it

equal opportiiiMl) eni;iloyer

fiiKir loiir.L'o ovfT lireak Thi.- inke was a

gift from m\ father who 1 rarely .see. It has
alot of (lerwmal value to me 1'lea.se call if

any knowledge of il.s wherealwiuts.
Reward for return any condition No(|ues
tions asked Liz 210 Webster 6-7073

Lost black and gold papermate pen at

Newman Center Engraved Carlos Very
sentimental. Please call ,549-41,36

Lost gold frame glasses in Campus
Center. If found call Jodi 6-8070 reward.
Hurry I can't .see w/out them

Lost 1 pair of Cloisonne swan earrings
at 104 F'uffton (ireat sentimental value'

Please return or call 546 7176

Brown Softball glove 3/25 in area of Lot
40 if found, plea.se call Eric at 546-7228

MOTORCYCLES

Sue GS650. ,5000 mi. good cond. fairing

with stereo, $1200 or BO, 256- 1 544

Hondir^82 CB^SO F excTond 8500 mi
man- v .ras $1700 BO 665-4.543

PERSONAL."*

Thanx for 1 1 vears of best friendship
Happy Birthday KMAt: Luv, .lo'

Bibi! your free for the week study hard

Spend the summer and 'or 1986-87 school
year in sunny .Spam Quality instruction at

economy prices Business Administration.
Hispanic Studies. Art.s and Sciences.
Graduate courses in Hispanic Studies of
fered in .luly (hjtslanding summer school
Contact: Admissions. .St Louis I'niversi

ty, 221 North Grand Boulevard, St. Louis,
MO 63103 Toll free telephone:
l-800-325-66(;f.

Happy 23 Birthday Chris! I hope it's a
great one'. . .are you sure you're legal?

Love H

Hey Kevin - I wonder if all holiday inns

have ice. Wanna find out' Have a happy!

Gotta like those post Purim blocs!!

Billy I love you! Love Pam

Mercedes Lisa and Billy Thanks you for

all you did to make my birthday extra
special! You guys are the best! Love Pam
my

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 THtoriMg $5 00 per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256123'.J

Typing, tape Transcription. Fa.Ht, ac-

curate. Available almost anytime.
665 76,52

Tailor for alteration. SHAANN'S at Mall,
,5X4-9362

Looking for housekeeper? Call
253 .5406 rate *6/hr

Julie

Apartment Cleaning kitchen livingarea
hatharea 12$ price may vary call W-N 7-9

.5490694

WANTED

very defiendable $2200 or BO
nly

BO

Rooms available in vacant house this

summer with option to rent next fall. 5

min walk from town and I'Mass call for

more info Mary 549-6799

Want to live on N,J. shore this

summer?? (!heaii. 2 blocks from beach,

call Heather .546 1 lOt; or Mark 546 !t26I

BANDi^ WA.NTED - SWAG is looking for

bands' interested ..i playing the Southwest
Pyramids djritig Southwest Week (Ajir

29lh Mav 4th) Applications availai)le in

the SWAtl office in Hampden. Applicaticm
deadline Aonl 1st 5-0960

HOLA! JOANNA

BRITTANY MANOR

Immediate Opening two k-dnwim aparts.

Heat and hot water short term lea-ses Act

now 256-8535

Apt in house. 3 (>e<lroom. (ireat location;

right next to 7 11 in .Sunderland. Very
clean, quip' and spacious. $6l>0 month,

le.ise starts ,11 'ne Isl 665-8275

Oh m'gawd - 1 can't believe the clawds are

iiliK-kingg nuiy sun ong muy birthday - I'm

flipping g'oul Happy Bday love vour Lont'

(iislami buddies at 54 K.K ST Anyone
seen anv free B-day cakes'.' Anyone have a

nerascr^ Wheres S.l?

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

CAN YOT WRITE?

Interested in Journalism? It's never too

late to start! Come down to the

Massachuselt.s Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England Vou can

write about Spiirts. News. Editorial, Black

Affairs. Women's Issues, or (iay or Le^

biali issues. Whatever your interests,

write about it today in the Collegian We
ihuild careers.

CAPE CiM)

Seagull Beach West Yarmouth 'ummer
reiit.-iis '253 7 I.'f6

_^

Roommate^ needed for summer on Cajie

73 Kord LTD must sell! $5(to OBO low

ni.st, niiis great, Doug 54.5-2.591 or Iv ni<.sg

.5497597

Smith Corona "fPI Printer $Tl.'>.00 Com
puter Table $75.00 2.56 1489 eves

.V(^i)untry Skis, Ka7hu2Tils. I«)<7s. po!.

and bindings, waxless. $75, 2.5i>- 1.544

ttucci Watches only' $30 can"6.748() ~

(.old Clubs. Ladies starter set w/canvas
li:i^! I sed once. $95.00 774-7682 eves. Ask
for D.'|.l.|e

Peavy Guitar Amp Head 210 watts, many
features $280 or best offer call tJave after

5:00 549-1703

.lewelry .Making Cla.ss
'

* begins next week *

.lackie Vajra .549-6.539

Emo Emo Emo Emo Emo Emo Emo Emo
Emo Emo

Attention I'.S. citizens freedom fighters

on campus! Sup(Hirt free siH'ech ,ind op
j>f)se communism in Central America!

Sea Semester: Sfiend an incredible

seme«:ter at sea and learn more than yvu
ever will in 4 years. Find out morf im
'I'uesilay April 1 1:00 3:(M) Campu.s (!enter

nil 903' or call .546-6376

LETS MAKE A DEAL

1 need vour furniture!!! LivingnHmi and
l>edro(mi rurmtiire wanted' Please call

549 5190 and ;isk !or('heryl. l.e! s make ;i

deal

Free Press Save this iiiicoming Friday at

the Hat<'h 9 pm; Saturnay 5 am Hamdeii.
S.W ; Sun at Noho Ctr Fr Arts 2 pm Frei'

bagels" PAZ

Our Uueen - we are sorry for what we
have done. When you find out what it is.

don't take it tmi [H'rsonally. Hee Hee

To (he men of the 6th floor McNamara
fun ami friendship I'hals wh:it makes
you giiys the best, llappy En.«;ter love frtmi

a (iremlin!!

Lynn^ - Hey look one for you HAPPY
B DAY" Voure the best roommate
Thanks Chrisljpi'

•

' SWAG presents "

• •

* Emo Philifis
•

•

* America's hottest stanil up comic "
• •

rhursdav. April 10, 1986
• •

two shows 8-00 and 10:00 pm '

" in the .Student inion BallriKim *

* tickets are $5,00 in advance

available at Tix in the Student
* Inion Building. For the Rei'ord
* (Faces) in Amherst, and Main St

Kecnrds in Northampton

PROFESSIONAL TYPINti SERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on
campus, deiiendable. ' ;'<•• •»"
•kI. Nancy 584-7924

R(M>IVIMATES WANTED

Subjects needed - Students who lost a
parent will you and your family helfi a
1'Ma.ss grad student in a research study
alxjut how families atliust to the death of a
parent? I will travel if your family doesn t

live here Please call Claudia collect

203 .563-9577 after 9 t)m, or sign up in the

exp<'riment b<H)th. 4ln floor Tobin Hall

('REW (stage, set construction, site prep.
security) neede<l for outdcnir <lance theatre
pnxluction in September 86. 3 week com-
mitment. }K)s.sible credit involved. (.!.-»ll

Arm. ,545-2803/4

SKATEBOARDERS needed for .muirx.r

dance theatre prixluction in Septemlier
one-credit (x-rformance project ketiear-

sals begin April. May and Sejilember ( on-
tact Aria 545 2803 4 Auditions, 4:30 Aiiril

3 Haigis Mall Fine Art* Center

Wanted Dead or Alive Triumph TK6 in

anv condition call 634 2297

WANTED TO RENT

I<OST

Lost two keys on caMpas before Spring
Bre,ik. unattached Lorcan .546 91.52

Kabuki 12-speed taken from Webster 2nd

For all Delta Chi Brother and Pledge m.

tivitii-.^ and information call I'.'tc I'l-irr

your numlHT is 549 7467

Marilyn Bou - Hapny BRhday^iTWilh
lots of funkydixKlle, fun wishes for a cool
'roomie " (ahem) love from Alyxx and
Mark

Female roommate needed for summer iir

llyannis new liousc ideal location low

weekly riTii ''all 54'. 7.'!:i7

Female housemate(s) needed for sumemr
on (ape ( (Mi call Kar-ii .542 3077

Room for rent in house $140/mth, call

Dick, 549- 1 052 n..i'"im)>le

l,ooking to take over lease of house or
apartment, 2.3+ tiedrooms, pr»'f clos<' to
campus. Call ,54('> 1088 or .546 9811'

Looking to take over lease irTSr^
flywine for fail 86 $$$ rewani .>$$
546 5323 or ,546-.50|(l

For summer. Two l>i?(lr»jom apt i«
Amherst <all eves .546-4377 ajtk for M.i'k

Seeking room in Puffton for fall Ht
please lal! Susan 546 744.'' or lerese
.'.H; 706.1
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SPORTS
Gorillas faze winlessDelaware
Blue Hens, however, will challenge UMass
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Don't be fooled for a minute by the University of

Delaware lacrosse team.

The Blue Hens, at 0-3, are without a doubt the best

winless lacrosse team in the nation and are probably

among the top six teams the University of Massachusetts

lacrosse team will face this season.

But as Coach Dick Garber and his Gorillas prepare to

face the Hens on the road (Saturday at 2 p.m.), they fully

realize that if they play up to their level, Delaware will

looking at an 0-4 start.

"They (Delaware) started the season thinkmg that they

could grab one of the 10 NCAA playoff spots, and maybe
they still can," said Garber. "They're tough."

Losers to the University of New Hampshire (8-7, in the

mudi and the Naval Academy (16 12i at home as well as

to second-ranked Syracuse University. 14-8, on Wednes-
day night in the Carrier Dome, the Henn will be looking

to avenge a tough 14-13 overtime loss at UMass last

season.

The Gorillas, 1-0 with a 13 7 .spring break win at Air
Force, have been adding to their offensive and defensive
schemes in practices since the Air Force game.

"We've added a few new looks, its coming along." said
Garber. "The new guys have picked up the things we're
teaching them. I'm feeling good about this game. We can
win."

The Gorillas are being led by All-American junior at-

tackman Tom Carmean with six goals while former junior
college star Greg Canella has six assists. Kelley Carr and
Ed Boardman have two goals each with Greg Fisk, Tom
Aldrich and Neil Cunningham have scored once each.
Doug Musco has added an assist.

On defense, the goaltending of freshman Sal LoCasio
has drawn high praise from Garber as well it should. The
keeper has faced 23 shots and made 17 saves for a .739
save percentage.

Aldrich, senior Gerry Byrne and juco transfer Chris

Knapp have been tough on defense along with Scott Craig.

The Blue Hens trailed Syracuse 9-7 at home point in

the game before the Orange blew it open. Traditionally

a man-to-man team, the Bob Shillinglaw-coached Hens
went to a zone defense in the Dome, so Garber is ready-

ing for both.

The Delaware goaltending, with three freshman split-

ting time, has been suspect meaning Carmean, Canella
and Carr could benefit.

On offense, Delaware has been led by senior Steve Shaw.
The former face-off artist has developed into a scorer with
six points entering the Syracuse game. Junior midfielder

Butch Marino leads the team with seven goals while
World Team attckman Randy Powers checks in with four

goals.

"It'll be a tough game and it's early in the season, that

makes it one we'd especially like to win,"" said Garber.

'This game will tell a lot about us."

Gorilla Grumblings: Aldrich graduated from high
school with Powers as both attended New York lax power
West Genesse High in Camillas.

Minutewomen
rained out

Sports liiformation photo

Senior first baseman Jeff Cimin and the University of Massa-
chusetts baseball team face Temple this weekend.

Early series is critical

Baseball at Temple
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

For the University of Massachusetts
baseball team, it comes down to this: win
two games and the 1-8 record in Florida
doesn't mean anything. Lose two games
(or more) games and suddenly the 30
games left this season will seem to last

forever.

Starting today at 3 p.m. in Philadelphia
with a game against Temple and a
doubleheader against the Owls on Satur-
day, the most important games on the
schedule are this weekend.
"We need these ^ames to get a jump on

the Atlantic 10 schedule," said UM coach
Dick Bergquist "You can't say it's over

if we lose two, but it will be tough to come
back."

Temple, at 8-8-1, has also been having
its troubles with two straight losses, in-

cluding an 8 3 loss on Wednesday at Pace
University. Coach Skip Wilson's crew is

also a scrappy one, having a game in

Florida being forfeited after a Temple
player punched an umpire.
Leading in Owls in hitting is senior se-

cond baseman Bob Niggebrugge with a

.425 batting average and 1 1 runs batted
in. Junior third baseman Darren O'Neill
is hitting .400 with 11 RBI and two
homers while shortstop Pat Tronoski has
driven in 14 runs and has one dinger.
On the mound, Temple's best hurler

continued on page 15

Bv ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

CHESTNUT HILL The first game out-

side of contests played during the break for

any University of Ma.ssachusetts spring
sports team never ^jot off the ground.

The L'Mass softball team traveled here

yesterday only to have their scheduled
doubleheader against Boston College rain-

ed out in the fourth inning of the first

game. The Minutewomen were well on
their way to their 12th win of the year,

leading 3-0 with the bases loaded before a

sudden downpour settled the matter of

whether to play or not.

Boston College women's sports informa-

tion director. Sara Groden reported that

the downpour occured at about 2:30 p.m.,

sending the Eagles scurrying for their

fieldhouse and the Minutewomen for their

vans.

Groden did not know when the games
will be rescheduled, although a date later

in April is likely.

UMass, however, did find themselves in

a welcomed, but rather unexpected, posi-

tion yesterday. The Minutewomen woke up
yesterday to find that they were ranked
20th in the nation after an 11-3 southern
swing. In addition. UMass is also ranked
number one in the Northeast region ahead
of regional nemisis University of Connec-
ticut and Adelphi University.

UMass is also ranked ahead of

Atlantic- 10 foes Penn St. and Rutgers

University in the Northeast poll.

Cal St.-Fullerton occupies the top spot in

the Top Twenty, with Fresno St., Texas
A&M. Louisiana Tech, and Kansas roun-

ding out the top five.

By Ix'ing ranked 20th, the Minutewomen
are the only team from the East
represented in the weekly Division I poll,

and are tied with several team.s with the

fewest losses on the year. Fullerton St. is

27-3 on the season, and ninth ranked Nor
thwestern is 4 3. The University of

Michigan. ranktKl 15th in the nation, is cur-

rently 8 3.

With yesterday's ^,'anies being rained out.

the Minutewomen will open the northern

portion of their schedule at home against

Providence College in a twinbill on Tues
day. and will face Holy Cross College on
Thursday in a doubleheader.

Extra Innings:What do head coach

Elaine Sortino, .senior co-captain Sally

Maher, freshman outfielder Barbara
Meehan and junior third ba.seman Debbie
Cole have in common? All four share the

rare distinction of playing two seperate

.sports (the women's volleyball team was
ranked as high as 12th) in the same school

year. Women's lacrosse and field hockey
coach Pam Hixon has also been nationally

ranked in two different sports. . .UM opens
its A-10 schedule with back-to-back
doubleheaders again.st Rutgers on April 12,.

and Temple on April 13.

Gazelles hosting BU today
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Spring has officially

arrived.

The ninth ranked Univer-
sity of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team
opens its season today as it

battles unranked Boston
University, this afternoon
at 3:30 at Totman Field.

The Gazelles are fresh

from a five-game unbeaten
exhibition schedule played
during last week's Spring
Break, a vacation that in-

cluded a pair of victories

over Rutgers University
and wins over Kenyon Col-

lege and Wooster(Ohio).
With today's game, the

Gazelles, who have spent
much of their preseason
practicing indoors, are hop-
ing to continue their string

of success and orient
themselves to playing out-

side, something the Ter-

riers, 11, have done twice
already this season.

UMass head coach Pam
Hixon didn't think her team
would have any difficulty

adjusting to playing outside,

however, saying that the

week in Florida gave her
team plenty of time to ad-

just to outside conditions.

"Since our two games
against Rutgers I've been
confident that this team is

ready to go out and play
hard," Hixon said.

Still, the Gazelles will be

up against a Terrier team
that already has two games
under its belt (a 4-3 loss to

Boston College and a 9-4

win over Hofstra Universi-

ty on Wednesday) and
boasts the talents of junior

attackman Keke Leand who
has already scored eight

goals on the young season.

Head coach Sally Starr has
also gotten good perfor-

mances from Pam Mudway,
continued on page 15

Sports at a Glance

UMass Schedule:

Today: Women's Lacrosse: BU, NOPE Field, 3:30

p.m.
^

Baseball: at Temple, 3 p.m.

Saturday:

Men's Lacrosse: at Delaware, 2 p.m.

Baseball: at Temple (2) noon.

Sunday: No games are scheduled.
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t'oll'lh*" photo by Brian GuarnotUBLOWN AWAY-Freshman theatre m^or, Usa Kelman, sets some bubbles free from her ro<>f

at Moore House in Southwest, yesterday afternoon.

Faculty bonus scale questioned
'Money for merit' system lacks consistency

First in a series.

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Professor X and professor Y earned $33,666 and $30,837

respectively in 1979. Today professor X makes $58,006

while professor Y makes $45,575, a difference of over

$12,000. The discrepancies in their salaries can be at-

tributed to faculty merit pay.

The allocation of more than $1.5 million in merit pay

to University of Massachusetts faculty members is an

ongoing controversy buried in undisclosed peer evalua-

tions and vague regulations that are inconsistent

throughout the University, several professors and union

officials claim.

FACULTY MERIT PAY

Faculty members are evaluated by their peers in the

areas of teaching, research and service, then recommend-
ed for merit pay increases which are added to their base

salaries for the next fiscal year.

The recommendations for awards are first forwarded to

the various department heads, deans and Provost Richau-d

O'Brien for approval. Eligible faculty members are then

ultimately awarded merit pay from two pools of money by

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, who does not directly review

the faculty merit process.

Although "this is no perfect system," Duffey said, "as

human animals, we need incentives."

The merit process measures and rewards professors' ef-

forts. "Some work harder than others. Those who make
strong commitments and enhance the life of the campus
and the campus' goals should be recognized," Duffey said.

The controversy in this "money for merit" system stems

from what some professors see as bias in the evaluation

process. According to University regulations, each depart-

ment must establish a personnel committee in which
elected faculty members evaluate the performance of the

other members within the department.

However, there are currently no specific guidelines for

personnel committee members to follow when they

evaluate an individual's merit except that merit money
cannot be distributed in an across-the-board fashion, said

Arlyn Diamond, president of the Massachusetts Society

of Professors, the UMass faculty-staff union.

"Once the paper train is laid down, it's hard to evaluate

how evaluations are arrived at and how adequate they

are," added Daphne Patai, a department of Spanish and
Pbrtuguese personnel committee member "I'm totally op-

posed to merit (pay) because of what it does in practice."

Personnel committees make confidential evaluations by

looking at annual reports submitted by each faculty

member and determining the value of each member's con-

tribution "behind closed doors."

Guidelines set by the Board of Trustees and the union

say the evaluations of teaching, research and publications

and service are subject to "the professional judgments of

the departmental personnel committee," which "ought to

be given great weight."

"One hopes that judgment is sided on professional

grounds, but we live in the real world and all kinds of

things enter in. One scientist's science is hokum to

another," said Bruce Laurie, Tormer MSP president.

"Performance is a peer judgment and judgment is dif-

ferent. Some departments have gotten away with murder,"

Laurie said.

Next: The evaluation process.

pw

FYI
Students walking to class through the southwest comer of campus should

allow an extra minute to get to their destinations.

TVaffic will be restricted on the south side of the Curry Hicks Cage starting this

week because of landscaping work, scheduled to last between six and seven weeks.

A temporary construction fence will be installed south of the w^^k area. The Cage
should be entered through the Curry Hicks Building, and service vehicles are ask-

ed to use the access road from the north.

irvi^iD
• Slimnastics students dance their way
to fitness. Page 3.

• Valade kicks off a week of presiden-
tial choices. Page 5.

• Suzanne Vega returns to the Valley.

Concert review on page 6.
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Contra seeks
$100m 'to win'
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The guerrillas fighting to topple the Nicaraguan govern^
ment. known as "contras," can prevail in the current con-
flict within one year if the United States gives them $100
million in aid, a contra spokesman asserted yesterday.
Jorge Rosales, assi.stant to the press secretary for the

Nicaraguan Democratic Force, one of the US-backed ar-

mies fighting to overthrow the Sandinista government,
also said he is confident all will go well when he speaks
at 7 p.m. tonight in the Student Union Ballroom. The talk
is sponsored by the UMass Republican Club.
Meanwhile, an all-day vigil next to the campus pond and

a rally at 1 p.m. today at the Student Union Building are
planned to prote.st Resales' speech and US support for the
contra war.

President Reagan's proposal to give the contras $100
million, $70 million for military and $30 million for

"humanitarian" purposes, was rejected by the House
March 20, but approved 53-47 by the Senate last Thurs-
day. The House is expected to vote again on the request
April 15.

"The $100 million will allow us to improve our condi-
tions to win the war," Rosales said in a telephone inter-

view. "It is also moral support from the United States that
will allow us to open more doors.

"We can win this with less money because we have the
support of the Nicaraguan people, " Rosales said. But he
said the money will bring a quicker outcome. "We are win-
ning right now and I am confident that the situation will

change in favor for us."

Responding to reports that in five years the contras have
yet to gain a single town's support in Nicaragua, Rosales

said they were part of a series of lies denouncing the

anti-Sandinistas.

"They (opponents) used to argue that we (contras) kill

and rape people to keep the US from helping us," Rosales
said.

Asked about data from newspapers and human rights

groups that indicate many FDN field commanders were
officers in former dictator Anastasio Somoza Debayle's Na-
tional Guard, Rosales said, citing his own November 1985
figures, "The senior UNO-FDN ("UNO" means United
Nicaraguan Opposition) military personnel was compos-

ed by 53 percent civilian, 27

percent former national

guardsmen (under Somoza)
and 20 percent former San-

dinista."

He did not provide figures

for field commanders, but

asserted that only about 200
members of the anti-

Sandinista forces are former

guardsmen.
"You cannot judge a whole

army criminal. It would be

the same to say the German
army after World War II was
all criminal," he said. "For

the people that form our

ranks one condition is that

they have to be free from
crimes to the people."

At tonight's lecture,

Rosales said he wants to ex-

plain why the contras are

fighting. He said he plans to

elaborate on the last decade
to show the roots of the

conflict.

He said the contra force

has increased from 10,000 to

21,000 members in the last

four years, "not because one

morning President Reagan
decided to make the contras.

It's because the Nicaraguan
people's revolution was
betrayed." Most major news
media estimate the contra

forces at 12,000 to 15,000.

Rosales said people have

the right to protest his

speech, but added that he

continued on page 4

Lecture in SUB;
protests are set

Jorge Resales' speech

is scheduled for 7 p.m.

in the Student Union
Ballroom. Tickets will

not be distributed, as

was done fn a ballroom
lecture last week. Doors
will open at 6:30 p.m.

No details have been
given on security
measures, although
Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey last week
allocated an undisclos-

ed sum for some securi-

ty personnel. Protest

signs will not be allow-

ed inside the ballroom,

according to Gilbert
Stair, president of the
UMass Republican
Club, ^the event's
sponsor.

Students will have a
chance to protest more
vocally at a dajr-long

vigil by the campus
pond audi at a 1 pm. r«il-

ly on the steps of the
Studenf Union
Building. Both protests

are sponsored by a coali-

tion of student groups
opposed to Reagan ad-

ministration policy
toward Centra!'
America.
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Motorist deaths down by 16%
in Mass. since seat belt law

COllIGIAM 3

BOSTON (AP)-The number of motorists

killed on Massachusetts' highways fell by

16 percent in the first three months of a
mandatory seat belt law, but the number
of drivers using the restraints has lagged
below expectations, ofTicials said.

Motorist deaths decreased from 115 to 99

between Jan. 1 and March 27, compared to

the same period in 1985, according to the

Executive Office of Public Safety.

But a statewide survey of 11,000
motorists found that only 37 percent were
using seat belts in February, up from 19
percent in December but far lower than the

60 percent to 70 percent expected.

Seat belt usage hit almost 50 percent in

Pittsfield, then decreased eastward across

the commonwealth toward Boston, accor-

ding to a state study. The higher western
Massachusetts compliance may be due to

the area's proximity to New York state,

which had a mandatory law in place a year
earlier.

"The seat belt law is clearly working. We
know that from the figures and from the
dozens of 'survivor' stories reported in the
press ... But we really have just begun to

scratch the surface of its life-saving poten-

tial," Tferrence Schiavone, director of the
Governor's Highway Safety Bureau, said in

a statement released Friday.

"If we can save 16 lives with a 37 percent
usage rate, imagine how many lives can be
saved if we could double the numbers of

those buckling up," he said.
Pittsfield, then decreased eastward across those buckling up," he said.

Youngsters crossing state lines
to get abortions, study says

AP photo

CAGNEY DIES—Actor James Cagney, the legendary screen and stage
performer for over 40 years, who won an Oscar as the song and dance
man in "Yankee Doodle Dandy," died yesterday at his home in upstate
New York. He was 86.

BOSTON (AP>—Laws requiring girls to

get their parents' consent for abortions
have little impact because the youngsters
simply travel to other states to end their

pregnancies, a new study shows.
Laws currently in effect in five states re-

quire the approval of parents before minors
can get abortions, and in six others the
parents must be notified of planned
abortions.

"I suspect that most women, of whatever
age, will find a way to have an abortion, as
they have historically, if that's their choice,"

said Dr Virginia G. Cartoof of Boston
University. "I don't think that these laws,

for the most part, will inhibit minor women
from getting abortions if that's indeed what
they want to da"
Cartoofs conclusions were based on an

analysis of abortions in Massachusetts and
five surrounding states after
Massachusetts implemented a parental
consent law in April 1981.
Even though the number of abortions per-

formed on minors in Massachusetts fell

dramatically, it was largely offset by in-

creased abortions in nearby states.

ai^ain
time ^^

when the Textbook Annex
must begin to return unsold spring books to the publishers.

Returns start March 31st
Don't wait -- You may be disappointed'

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Open Mon-Fri 9AM-4PM

'^W

WHY KEGBEEBTASTES BETTERTHANCOOKEDBEER
Ask most beer drinkers, and they'll likely agree:

nothing tastes better than beer from a keg.

Ever since the davs of Frederic Miller's original Plank
Road Brewery, keg beer has always been fresher. That's
because it isn't cooked to preserve it like most bottled
and canned beers.

Well, now there's a beer that delivers that same fresh

e198A Millrr Brewing Co . MilwMikpp. W1

draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-filtered

instead ofcooked, so it tastes like it was drawn straight
from the keg.

Plank Road Original Draught.
Keg beer in a bottle.

PUHEHUUI
Original Draught "**

Students stretching, dancing their way to fitness

Collegian photo by Brian Guamotta

Students in a slimnastics class limber up in Boyden Gymnasium.

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

lb the tune of "I Got a New Attitude,"

Mary Claire Strouse's slimnastics
students snap their fingers and clap their

hands, as they dance their way to fltness.

The slimnastics classes are the most
popular one-credit physical education
courses at the University of
Massachusetts. There are 1,571 students
enrolled in the 36 sections offered this

semester, said Russell Kidd, director of

physical education.

"We have people waiting for

assignments to teach," Kidd said. There
are 67 slimnastics instructors in the
program.
"Basically, slimnastics is calisthenics

put to music," said Strouse, the coor-

dinator of the slimnastics program. "A
class consists often minutes d" slimnastics

and 25 minutes of aerobics, then a cool-

down for 10 to 20 minutes," she said.

The slimnastics program started in the
fall of 1982 with two sections, increasing

to six sections the following semester.

"There was an initial worry that there
wouldn't be enough teachers, but there is

an abundance ((rf* teachers) who know how
teach (slimnastics)," Strouse said.

"Teachers don't need a heck of a lot of

experience," Kidd said.

Strouse said she rvms a training session

for new teachers at the end of every
semester, and new teachers are also paired
with more experienced teachers. "This
provides new teachers with a basis for

teaching," she said.

Slimnastics instructors are responsible
for helping their students learn to monitor
their heartbeats during the exercises,

Strouse said. "They have to stay within
75 percent of their maximum heartbeat
and stay there for 20 minutes."
The classes are designed "to provide a

challenging and fun aerobic and slim-

nastic program for University students,"

Strouse said. The long run benefits of the
classes include burning off calories, lower-

ing of the pulse rate, the toning of muscles,

and increased flexibility. "I love teaching;

it's really motivating to work with people
who want to get in shape," she said.

"This is the first semester we haven't

had to turn anyone away, because of the
opening of the Curry Hicks Cage."
"We're holding them (slimnastic classes)

everywhere that we can possibly hold
them," Kidd said. "We're over capacity,

and our only expense is a few recordings
and blank tapes."

WOMEN'S FORUM
The Graduate WAGES Program at the

Everywoman's Center is sponsoring a Disseration
Writers Support Group For Graduate Women. The
group meets from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Campus Center. For
more information call the center at 545-0883.

Monday
Michal Palgi, a Sociologist at the University of

Haifa who is currently at the Center for Kibbutz Studies

at Harvard University, will speak on "Sex Roles in the
Kibbutz" at 4:15 p.m. at Wright Hall Common Room at

Smith College The lecture is sponsored by the Smith Col-

lege Project and Social Change and Smith College
Hillel.

Barbara Katz Rothman, author of The Tentative

Pregnancy: Prenatal Diagnosis and the Future of
Motherhood will speak about the topics of her book, at 8

p.m. in Franklin Patterson Hall at Hampshire College. The
lecture is sponsored by the Hampshire College Civil

Liberties and Public Policy Program.
Tuesday
Professor Dolores Hayden, of the Department of Ar-

chitecture and Urban Planning at the University of

California, Los Angeles, will speak on "Redesigning
the American Dream: The Future of Housing, Work,
and Family." The lecture begins at 8 p.m. in 168C Cam-
pus Center, and is sponsored by the Institute for Advanc-
ed Study in the Humanities at UMass, and the Amy
M. Sacker Memorial Lectureship at Mt. Holyoke
College.

Thursday
The Graduate WAGES Program at the

Everywoman's Center is sponsoring a three week
workshop series for women about "Exploring Self

Esteem." It will meet from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. There is no

cost for participating, but sign-up is required. For more
information call the center at 545-0883.
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SOUTHWEST BEACH- Spring has sprung and these students took advantage of yester-
day's glorious 70-degree temperatures, as they soaked up the rays on the horseshoe at

Southwest.

Safety director has grown with UMass changes
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

When University of Massachusetts Direc-

tor of Public Safety Gerald O'Neil became

a full-time University police officer in 1958,

UMass had five other officers, men and
women lived in separate residential areas

and his pay was about $67 a week.

O'Neil, who took his current job in 1979

after UMass officials conducted a national

search and decided on someone who knew
the campus well, now oversees 43 officers

and the University is more than twice as

big as when he started.

"My main duty right now is ... to provide

an environment which I hope to be safe and

free from harassment and making it con-

ducive to study. I have to listen to what the

community tells me, what are the con-

cerns," O'Neil said. "I try to meet with

various groups. I can't provide services for

the University community unless they give

me feedback."

O'Neil, 58, was in the area long before he

became a police officer; he was born in

Amherst and entered the Stockbridge

School of Agriculture as a horticulture ma-

jor in 1952.

When he was a Stockbridge student, he

recalled recently, women lived in the Nor-

theast residential area while the men liv-

ed in the Central residential area.

"Discipline was then dealt out by the
dean of men auid the dean of women,"
O'Neil said. "All the women's residence

halls were closed at certain hours, the doors
were automatically locked and no one was
let in after hours.

"The male dorms never really had set

hours, but God help males that were found
walking through the female area after

hours. Their ID was taken and they were
sent to the dean of men," he said.

"Many strict school regulations were
withdrawn in the early '60s when the
building of Southwest began," he said.

O'Neil graduated from Stockbridge in

1954. He was hired by the horticulture

department and received $57 a week and
became a part-time auxiliary police officer.

In 1957, he married his girlfriend, Lorraine,

of Amherst, and joined the University force

full-time.

"At the time it was purely economics. I

was newly married. I was making $10 a
week more as a police officer than working
for the horticulture department," said

O'Neil, who still gardens as a hobby.

In the 19608 problems arose when the
Southwest, Sylvan and Orchard Hill

residential areas were built and about
10,000 students were added to the Univer-

sity. The Vietnam War also complicated

things for police, he added.

"There were a lot of demonstrations.

Every day we had a demonstration. We (the

police) were seen as part of the establish-

ment. We were seen as the persons not

allowing the students to go into Whitmore,"

he said.

He said he has had job opportunities out-

side of UMass, but O'Neil said he likes the

Amherst area and it is a good place to raise

a family.

"I think we have great students and a

great staff ... If it wasn't as good I wouldn't

have stayed here," he said.

CollegUn photo by Michelle Segall

"I have to listen to what the community tells me, what are the concerns."

-Gerald O'NeU
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Women's film symposium's aim is to Viden minds'
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian CorrespKjndent

Contemporary feminist film was the subject of a five-

college symposium, "Gender and Visual Representation."
held last week by the Five College Women's Studies Pro-
ject on Feminism and Difference.

"Film is so powerful that we have to be accountable for

the statements we make," said Alile Sharon Larkin, a film
maker Film is a way to "widen minds, do away with the
fear of difference," she said, speeiking on 'Defining
Ourselves."

The symjKJsium began last Thursday. Catherine Por-
tugues, professor of women's studies and comparative
literature at the University of Massachusetts, introduc-
ed the project to about 45 people.

One purpose of the symposium was to focus on women
video artists and film theorists, according to Portugues.
At session I of the symposium, two films and one video

were shown. The films shown were by Juli Dash, Illusions

and Four Women. They examined the issue of women and
skin color.

The third screening was a video by Joan Braderman,

who teaches film and video theory at Hampshire College.

Joan Does Dynasty was the video shown. This was a se-

quel to her previous video, Natalie Didn't Drown: Joan
Does the National Enquirer, Braderman said.

"Women, desire and the popular culture" is the focus
of these videos, she said.

"The nuclear family is dead, and it's giving Fallon a
migraine," is just one example of the humor expressed in

Braderman's take-off of the nighttime television soap
opera, Dynasty.

Session II followed in the afternoon with a discussion
panel titled: "Self-Image: Other, Self and Image".
Braderman said she tries to make her videos "as funny

as possible ... a kind of building a bridge to a wider au-
dience." "TV Id: The Women You Hate to Love" was her
topic of discussion.

Judith Mayne, professor of women's studies and French
at Ohio State University, discussed "Performance Anxie-
ty," particularly the representation of the female body in
early films contrasted with today's films.

The last screening was viewed in session III of the sym-
posium on Saturday morning: a feature film by Yvonne
Rainer, The Man Who Envied Women.

This film encompasses sexual misrepresentations, along

with the housing problems of middle-income artists liv-

ing in New York City, and Central American issues.

Rainer said that she is interested in making "features

that combine different kinds of things." She directs her

films towards the "avant-garde audience of untraditional

nature," including museums, revival houses, and academic
groups.

* Rosales* continued from page 1

trusts the audience will allow him to

speak freely.

"I believe it is very important to learn more and listen

to both sides of the story," he said. "I'm sure the people

in the United States are learning more about the situa-

tion in Nicaragua. Little by little the people of the US
are getting the information and this is turning the

tables."

Rosales has worked in the political office of the FDN
in Washington, D.C., and is currently employed in the

organization's US communications office in Miami.

Full & Part Time Positions

available in both
SALES & TELEMARKETING
* Telemarketing -

Guaranteed $4/hr. Bonuses
Commissions Benefits

^ Need Reliable Transportation

We need persuasive, confident, personable Individuals to
represent our In house food service - 32 locations from Maine to
Floriaa' We now offer part time positions to expand to full

time.

Call at once 413-584-1598
American Frozen Foods

48 Bay Rd., Hadley, MA 01035
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SGA Communications Presents

a forum on

Publicizing

Willi Print Media

guest speakers from

The Valley/ Advocate
UMass Alumni Relations

Hampshire Gazette

Fine Arts Center Publicity

The Collegian

learn about

Publicity "Know How's" and
Career Pointers
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SUMMER JOBS |

ft Application forms and job descriptions for positions \

^ with Summer Conference Housing are now available i

\\ outside of the University Conference Services Of- S

ft fice, 918 Campus Center. Jobs as student super- ^

L visors, desk clerks, and operations crew personnel
^

K are being offered. Full and part time openings are S

ft available and include all shifts, weekdays and '^

I weekends. i

§ HRTA and work study students are encouraged to
^

'q University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative
j

^ Action/Equal Opportunity Institution.
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A distinguished faculty and impressive facilities.

Liberal arts, management, education, and science courses.

Daytime and evening classes- over 400 sections.

Affordable tuition- $54 per credit for undergraduates.

Convenient Harbor Campus and downtown locations.

Summer at UMass/Boston— of course.

UMass/Boston ®
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Free speech and war
This evening, a press secretary for the "contras" fighting to

overthrow the Nicaraguan government comes to campus. His
visit is sponsored by the University of Massachusetts
Republican Club, which is obligingly working to muster public
support for President Reagan's efforts to fund the contras with
our tax dollars.

It is important that Jorge Rosales, the contra representative,
be allowed to speak freely. But it is equally important that au-
dience members not be fooled by his plug for a mercenary ar-
my that is anything but an indigenous rebellion.
Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey was not out of line to offer to

pay for some security personnel during the speech, but he and
the Republican Club are wrong not to disclose how much the
University is contributing to the security measures. One hopes
the official presence will be minimal and that protesters will
be controlled only if they keep Rosales from being heard.
Rosales will undoubtedly say the Nicaraguan Democratic

Force (FDN), his organization and the larger of two contra ar-
mies, is a broad-based front with pluralistic ideals, though the
majority of its field commanders were officers in Anastasio
Somoza Debayle's National Guard, the deposed despot's ver-
sion of the Gestapo.

It is likely he will present a list of abuses by, and discontent
with, the Nicaraguan government—some true, most exag-
gerated, all omitting the fact that the FDN cannot claim the
allegiance of a single town and has a far worse human rights
record than the Sandinistas. Whatever disenchantment exists
with the regime has not translated into support for the contras.
Rosales may extol the virtues of the United Nicaraguan Op-

position, or UNO, an umbrella group recently formed in Miami
in an effort to portray the contras as a cohesive force. The ab-

surdity of this public-relations creation was highlighted in the
March 18 episode of "Frontline;" not one of more than a dozen
recruits interviewed at random had even heard of UNO.
Reagan is counting on a surge in public support for his

military "solution" in Central America and on a politically

fearful Congress to bow to him as he seeks $100 million more
for the contras. What UMass students can do to counter this

is to grant Rosales every right to speak on campus, but also

to attend the "vigil against the contras" at the Campus Pond
today to show the depth of resistance to paying for his sordid
war
Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Letters

University reputation in jeopardy
I would like to express my concern for this

University. For many years we have had the

reputation for being an open forum for

discussion on topics ranging from religion

and human rights to politics.

Now that reputation is in jeopardy. Here

is the perfect opportunity to have a speaker

tell the side of the contras first-hand, and

a lot of people are not only upset, they're

mad. We have listened to students who
have been there and the political and

military experts, so why not someone who
is actually there?

All this man wishes to do is present his

side of the story. One cannot make an in-

telligent analysis of a situation without

hearing from both sides. Most people seem

intent on listening only to those students

and intellectuals who speak in favor of the

Sandinista regime.

The man has yet to arrive and already

our "friends" in the RSU are ready to pro-

test him. I would like to direct some of this

to those who wish to hold a silent vigil and
funeral procession for those "killed" by the

contras. Why not a funeral for the Mosquito
Indians who have been killed, tortured and
forced off their land by the Sandinistas?

One more thing on misinformation; if the

Sandinistas claim not to be invading Hon-
duras, why did the Honduran government
request helicopters and emergency aid to

help repel Sandinista troops that crossed

their borders? I hardly think that the Hon-
durans would make up something like this.

The bottom line is to get all the facts-

see both sides of an argument in an open
mind. Then and only then can an in-

telligent, mature judgement be made.
Never jump to conclusions, or should I say,

never judge a book by its cover.

Jim Watson
Sylvan

' - • • .- » * * •

Watch all week as Collegian columnists

designate who should, or will be, our next

President
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Ortega and Khadafy in '88
I believe there are two strong candidates

for President in 1988, both of whom have
qualities that make them desirable for the
job. Who are they? Daniel Ortega and
Moammar Khadafy.
Now wait, calm down, hold the uproar.

Both of these men have strong
backgrounds. We elected dear old Ronnie,
for a great part, because of his image as a

tough guy cowboy. He is our strong protec-

tor, a man who will stand up and face down
bad guys. Mikhial, look out, you've met
your OK Corral. But Reagan was only an
actor. Ortega and Khadafy both have stood

up and spit in the face of a tough guy who's

packin' a whole lot more than a six-gun. It

takes a lot more chutzpah to stand up to

the threat of our dear, beloved Marines
than the courage Reagan ever had to show
in a barroom duel. Reagan always knew the

outcome, and hell, if he got shot, it was no
big deal. He could just get up and find a
new role for next week. There's a lot more
at stake in Libya and Nicaragua, and any
wrong move will not only make getting up
impossible, it could make next week
disappear.

Both of these men have strong name
recognition. In this age of electoral politics,

this is necessary. After all, who knew that

Ernest Hollings was running for President

in '84? No one knew who he was, and even

now, no one knows. Occassional ly, he gets

credit for being a part of Gramm-Rudman-
Hol lings, but for the most part the reaction

is "Who is this Hollings?"

Our dear President, yes, that's right,

gunslingin' Ronnie, has given these two
men more name recognition than either

deserve. After all, they're the leaders of

small nations with relatively few people.

They don't have enough military strength

to make them much of a real threat. So
what is Ronnie doing? Seems to point to a

cover-up of some sort. While our attention

is diverted, the magician does the trick.

Just look at last week. Every major

newspaper had the issue of aid to the con-

tras as their lead stories. Bingo. Just a

missile or two later and our attention is

diverted. Instead of an open debate on

David Valade

Nicaragua, we can pause for a little

pressure through backroom politicing. And
who knows what Nicaragua and Libya are
helping to hide. Maybe the issues surroun-
ding nuclear disarmament. Perhaps the
new right's ravaging of our environment.
Ortega has one final quality that needs

mentioning. The national media keeps sug-
gesting that the Sandinista attack on the
contras in Honduras was poorly timed. This
couldn't be further from the truth. We all

know that the Contras will get some sort

of aid. Militarily, it was a wise decision to

attack them now. It would be sheer stupidi-

ty to wait until they are fully armed. With
this, Ortega has shown that he can be
decisive, that he can act when he should.
But the big question remains. Is this real-

ly true? Do I really believe these two men
should be our President? Perhaps the best
light to view this in is by considering that
I am an anarchist. Given my choice, I'd do
away with the government. Oh, and could
one of the kind people in the UMass
Republican Club please support freedom of
the press and give a copy of this to Jorge
Rosales?

David Valade is a Collegian columnist.

Special consideration for contras
I would like to use this occasion to clarify

the position of the Graduate Student
Senate on the impending visit of Jorge

Rosales of the Nicaraguan Democratic
Force. The Senate does not oppose the ap-

pearance of Rosales nor do we believe that

he should be prevented from speaking. The
Senate has always been among the

strongest proponents of free speech on the

campus and we hope it will continue to be

so.

It is only right that controversial, and
even unpopular, points of view be presented
at a major university such as this, and that

proponents of such points of view be sub-

jected to questioning and their positions, if

false, demonstrated to be so.

The Senate's primary concern in the case
of Rosales is that, based on the information
that we have gathered, all other groups
holding functions and lectures at the
University are required to pay for their own

security. This apparently occurs even in

cases where they believe no security is

necessary. Given this information we find

it strange that special considerations are

being made in the case of Rosales and
would like to know why this particular lec-

turer should be treated differently than
others who have come to this campus.
On a more fundamental level, while we

as individuals may disagree with the posi-

tion or tactics of Rosales and his cohorts,

I think that none of us really wish to refuse

the right of free speech to anyone. I per-

sonally strongly encourage those with posi-
'

tions similar to, or opposite to that of the
visiting contra to attend the lecture and
ask probing and insightful questions, and
present facts that will enlighten and
perhaps sway the audience or even the con-
tra himself.

George Claxton, president
Graduate Student Senate
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Singer Suzanne Vega and her band
strut New York *fast folk' stuff
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Vega and The Valley are a great mix, and her return

Friday night, after four months, was proof.

In what will probably be her only spring appearance in

the area, Suzanne Vega, armed with her acoustic guitar

and smooth voice, knocked over an enthusiastic and
spring-fevered crowd at Smith College's John M. Greene
Hall.

But she did not do it alone This time, she brought with
her four back-up musicians who did more for the Vega
voice and poetic lyrics than anyone could ever imagine.

Opening with her acapella "Tbm's Diner" aind closing

more than an hour later with, "Daniella," a soft and

beautiful tune about a two-year-old girl Vega had babysat

for, Suzanne Vega proved that in that short span of four

months, a talented singer-songwriter can grow to shine.

"My thing is writing," she said backstage after her per-

formance. "I can't consider myself a musician because I

am not trained."

For the slim folk rocker, training makes no difference.

Vega studied dance at the New York High School of Per-

forming Arts and majored in English at Barnard College

Out of all that comes highly introspective, emotional lyrics

and a cool, high voice, setting her on top of the new folk

genre.

continued on page 7
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With her popularity skyrocketing, singer-

songwriter Suzanne Vega plans to record a se-

cond album, to be released in the fall.

CINEMA
Monday - Tuesday

Chan is Missing 7:30

Dim Sum 9:00
1

Double Featu re Only $3.00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253 542b

FACULTY!

The Textbook Annex needs your

HELP
to allow us to get all the

necessary textbooks for the

fall semester please send
us your textbook orders

ASAP*
*as soon as possible

necessary forms are available

through your departmental
secretary or the textbook annex

ALSO: please inform your students
that we will be returning

this semesters unsold books
to the publishers

beginning March 31st
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TEXTBOOK ANNEX
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•kVega 1 continued from page 6

Even though Friday's performance show-
ed no new material, except for "Daniella,"
since her last Valley visit (four solo jobs in

November) the addition of her band round-
ed out her show. "Tbm's Diner" was follow-

ed by "Some Journey," from her only and
highly acclaimed first album, Suzanne
Vega. "Small Blue Thing," and "Undertow,"
also from that album, gave Vega and her
band opportunities to show their colors.

Vega produced her usual healthy voice over

a light drum beat (sounded by Sue Evans)
and supporting synthesizer, bass and lead
guitar

Although dispelling the notion that hav-

ing four people behind her on stage gives

her more power than when she sings alone,

Vega said after the show that the band is

still very important to her
"It's a real pleasure to play with a band,"

she said, sipping on a drink. "It doesn't give

me more confidence, it gives me a different

kind of confidence. It makes you stand back
and come outside yourself."

In her next and probably most exciting

tune yet heard, Vega came alive with her
story of an abused 9-year-old New York boy
named Luka. Set to a driving rock beat, the
lyrics spoke of an angry child.

"That song can be taken many different

ways," Vega said later "It can be angry or

it can be sarcastic You see children like

that all the time all over the city."

Vega said she hoped to produce more
songs like "Luka" for her next album,
which is due out next fall. Even though
other songs like "Cracking" heard drum-
mer Evans seem a bit obtrusive, the per-

cussion parts on all of Vega's works have
been stepped up a bit since her album recor-

ding and have added more life to already

very lively art.

"Queen and the Soldier," about a ruthless

empress who executes a single rebel in her
army, was yet another flawless piece. That,
followed by "Knight Moves" and "Calyp-
so," the story of the Greek goddess based
on the Oddysey, created vivid imagery for

the nearly sold-out audience.

Vega did not pass up the opportunity to

showcase her "Left of Center," part of the

movie soundtrack Pretty in Pink. The au-

dience greeted the opening of the song with
only mild applause. Needless to say, it is not

one of her best works.

The Vega show was opened by guitarist

Eric Wood and his band, The Way Out.

Wood performed solo before Vega's perfor-

mances in November, and his show Friday

with his band fit {jerfectly into the evening.

Suzanne Vega departed yesterday for a

three-week European tour, according to her

producer, Steve Addabbo. Upon her return,

Vega will begin work on her second album
which, she said, will most likely include

"Tbm's Diner," "Luka," and "Calypso."

French pianists Katia and Marielle Labeque will pre.sent a concert
of classical and contemporary music at 8:15 p.m., tonight in Buckley
Recital Hall, Amherst College. The sisters have been performing in-

ternationally for three years, since debuting in New York in 1983. Ad-
mission is $9 for the general public and $7 for senior citizens and
area students. This is the seventh concert in the 1985-86 Music at
Amherst series.
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l'i\ •( olloii.'Sm.lonl.sli.iii I'ricc Tickcls.iN;iil..hlc ..t l-iiu- Arts G'nici Box Olticr .ai.l tUColks^

^'""'V' ,„„„,KK-,vK Center C.,11 (4 1 H) 5452=; 11 or 1 .8()()-24;».4842 ^

^^^^W^
nUiOlISMDMUI QDIUTT

IllinAIi.EDJITJLBin)GR PRICE.
Have juiy Midas shock absorber or strut installed now
and you1I get the seaind one installed for half price!

Sale includes:
• Superguard GS *

Gas Shocks

• Life$<uard " Shocks

• Springuard ' Shocks

• Strutguard

'

Cartridges

• Mac l*herson
'

Struts

See w.'UTtUity teniis

at vour ItKVil Midas dealer.

tniDAS

TM(E

Jet RteSand 116 Hadlei

.\C\o9
S^

^\6as

-9991

[The Union Program Councilpresents:

\A special one night engagement with

\AL JARREAU

w •,..01

Saturday April 19th

8 pm F.A. C. UMass
Tickets $1 7. 00 cash only 6 ticket limit

On sale 3/31/86 at F.A.C. Box Office, Springfield Civic Center

and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Greenfield,

Holyoke and Pittsfield. No cans, bottles or recording devices.
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Attention

Computer
Owners

IBM Portable, PC
or Compatible?

We're offering

fantastic

SAVINGS
on the following

PERIPHERALS

We Create Styles as

Individual As You Are!

% by Deborah

^

'oupon Specials

ir COMPUMENTARY CONSULTATIONS
ir FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

it FREE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

• HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appointment

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Dnve. Amherst

549-56 1 expiren 4130186^

K^DOVE
FcLsty Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers

• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

1200 Baud

Internal Modem
$14900

Paralel Interface ^^^^^
Board

^6000

Serial Interface

Board
$6000

Memory Upgrades^^^^^

to 640K^99^^

LEADMGEDGE
Basic WM ^290*

Processor

SPEQAL UNTIL
APRIL 30th

--(SO " 1

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017

Union of

Professional

Employees ^/^MassachuMtts Teachers Association

Wine and Cheese Reception

for Professional Staff
Tuesday, April 1st, 4-6 pm

Campus Center 1101

Guest Speakers:

Nancy Finkelstein, President of MTA
Ed Sullivan, Executive Director

Ann Clarke, General Counsel

All professional staff invited to attend

For further information contact —
U.P.E. - M.T.A. Office at 549-4974

Look What WICKLES Has For You!!!

Thesis Special

70 Copies
Acid Free Paper

WbcHtes
Fmefrinf

Resume Package
50 print sheets
50 plain sheets

50 matching envelopes

$13.50
1 Boltwood Walk

Amherst
256-01 48

AMHERST STORE ONLY - WITH THIS COUPON

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 9 AM - 1 PM

^ZUl^CUJ^J.

then you'll he thi

ing about Weddinc

Stationer^! Let

Wickles Fine Print

show you their

exciting collection'

Our beautiful line

contempnrariy'

u»edo'i>.'y stationery'

will providle vou wi

a wide selection

of st\,les in

eoery price ^'L -^

range Stop and x.^
{

J

see us for '^i#l''
vour complete paper trousseau

Invitations • Announcements
Napkins • Matches

Accessories

20% off
your entire

WEDDING ORDER
Invitations • Announcements

Matches • Napkins • Accessories

Hundreds to Choose From!

AMHERST STORE ONLY
WITH THIS COUPON

EXPIRES JUNE 1. 1986
C r coupon per order Cannot be combined with other coupons

Monday, March 31. 1986

THE FAR SIDE

COLLEGIAN 9

BY GARY LARSON

"OK. guys, lets move in on those three Heretords
in the corner Bob, you take the Triple R* Dale,
you take the Circle L." and III take the Lazy Q."

DOONESBURY

"Hold it right there, Doreen! ... Leove
if you must—but the dog sfaya"

GARRVTRUDEAU

>OUU£NT I THOUGHT /T

THROUGH MemexPiAiH

HisPRnm u^ffTHAPPBrn?

mtSftLOU' T0HIM.MI9S
ACTIH6-PRB9I-

FRANKLY, I'MALmLB SHOOKUP
ByWHATI FOUND RtAIBMBeRAU,
me onBficJcs last year? the.

FACULTYUWFf^? JHe HVB
TUITION HIKa^^ \

ao5aT03oo
6ASP!-~ PAIRS. SOm OF
SNtAXBRS! 'BM5TIUUJITH

\ PRICE TA&S'

HOUSEMATES BY R.-MILLER

LISTEN KID, I'V£«)TA

PRoeUM. CMi H0l6fWATt

5AYSI SHOULD dUTMV HAIR

BecAuse I uyyc. LIKE A HIPPIE

5H€ THINKS I 'M BEHIND T»6

TlMCS. ANOTHER. MOOStMAie

5AVS I t>OOULD LOGIC COTtR

WITH SHORT HAIR...

.. WHILE I F6EL LilCe I OWE
iTToMYSELf TO MAINTAIN

MY INDIVIDUALITY WHATt»
YOU THINK. I SHOULD Po'

WHY? All that
weight on
YOUe BRAIN
IS MAKIN6
YOU THINK.

Too MUCH.

/^/
y\Jr 5*^

& m

THAT 'S T>^e Be^T REASON
iVe hpard yet/

GORDY BY GORDE

YO'J HEARD /^e, &>^
HE'S STfCL OK/ A

IF yoO LiMA/r THE

iVe G^TTA 77?£*r
010 poiaj^/ ro f^i»eT

LAUDERO^I-Ef.'.'

THAK'KS.eoSS AHP
OKIE AWRe rH/M&. . . .

I'fA LISTIH&A F£Ui/
A/fM/ eiKINIS UA./pef?

' • OFFfCE Z'JPPL /£Sf "

ere.'.v

BLOOM COUNTY BY BERKE BREATHED

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by Inide Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 PeriufTie

measure
5 In addition

9 Age
14 Green land

15 Sparse
16 Wind blown
1

7

Fellow student

19 Flat Prefix

20 Vestment
21 Record
22 Carves the

roast

23 Decrease
25 Contribute

27 Warm up
29 Flowering

dusters

32 Highway
junction

36 Midi season
37 Average
38 Roaring

Twenties e g
39 — -beilum

40 Once — lifetime

41 Sent in the

understudy
45 Ductile

47 Give ott

48 Most
reasonable

50 Befitting

54 Savory jellies

56 Nimbus
58 Mineral rocK

59 Undivided

50 Describing

certain doors
62 Also-ran

63 Eastern title

64 Where the Indus
flows

65 Man from

Malmo
66 Grant
67 Youngster

DOWN
1 Decorative

transfer

2 Moon feature

3 Bedouins
4 amis (my

friends)

5 Farmer s

refererK:e

book'
6 Show
enthusiasm

7 Filled to

repletion

8 Unit

9 Supplant
10 Bluish mineral

1

1

Class jation

12 — kleine

Nachtmusik
13Sgts
1 8 Man the tiller

22 Hindrance
24 Son of Noah
26 Flowery

28 Ancient Greek
city

30 Feminine suffix

31 Plant product

32 Monogram pi

33 Not any
34 Invert

35 — longa. vita

brevis

39 Reo for one

41 Candid
42 Diminutive

suffixes

43 Beseech
44 Alpine region

46 Went by sea
49 Motif

SI Balance

52 Journalist Pyle

53 Lear offspring

54 Leather tods
55 Display

57 Eager
60 Amusement

Abbf
61 Large vessel

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

3 31 M
» » J <

1
S 1 7 1 • 1* !1 1? 1)

14 tl II

17 II H

n 71 1"
J 24 r n

wt^
j^^l 11 n n » Jl

M M M M

V 1 M ^H M

M 41 4; 43 44

<i 44

I 47 BMW
1

^1 M si 47 U

M it _te^ i! M

M

1

H II

V U

1
H

u M 17

I9M \t*s \iitrlr\ limrx StndMMr 3/31^86

f€* Q^ Menu ^ ^
^ BASICS LUNCH
Garden Chili

Swiss Muflin Sandwich

-^BASICS DINNER
Stir Fry Vegetables and Tbfu
Cheese Spinach Squares

\

^ DINNER

^ LUNCH

Bacon, Lettuce, Tbmato Sandwich
Chili Corn Chip Bake

Beef Strips with Mange-lbut

Baked Cod with Lemon Wedge
Fruit Plate with Orange Bread

*C^^£^^^^^
# Staff Notice: #

All Collegian editors and associate editors, in-

cluding Larry, must attend a newspaper critique

by Wayne Phaneuf, an assistant managing editor

of the Springfield Daily News.
The workshop will be held next Wednesday,

April 2, at 8 p.m. in a yet-to-be-announced room.

Mandatory for editors, other staffers are welcom-

ed and encouraged to attend.

Weather
Tbday: Sunny, warm and wonderful with temps in

the low 70s.

Tbnight: Clear and cooling, temps 45 to 50.

Tuesday: A gorp-like mixture of sun, clouds
and a possible raisin. Temps in the mid 70s.

ti/\ILO / ItlHO U^P UPALL
MY WiR'r you KNOW
ThAT 5Hwm Lems
unu piMptes ONm
LBOS / NOW,HOMMLl-

WHffT?

'J

m'RB ON ffmn BACK
winefmecm r^ M)
/*me/^(mrH0w
LON&HA^/e-rMeYBeeN
mTCHim fHOU Tdrmiv/
eMBAI^SSINO / 1M\^ me/

TOO um. Rmdo. tw^ ^«/
m'Re 3ACK ON. lAe dCmXHIN'

mKeup piPf^TTheVf'

b||A^" "w^^^^Vt^

•*9a

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Night Editor Daniel Sobel
Copy Editor > Lisa DiMeo
layout Technician Pt>ter Soderberg
Photo Tpchnician Brian Guarnotta
Production Supervisor F^ter Soderberg
Production Laura Bell, Jennifer Coles,
Petra Philipp, Jim Fbdesky, Peter Soderberg
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HtMffCnON STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29
Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center
fut SmvKB Tin Store

78 Sundartand M.. No. tuf*tf%t. MA
Across from Walroba s Store

549-4704

Most Msior
Cr«<tit Cards Accepted

Writing a Paper?

Need Help?

THE WRITING CENTER
Pierpont in Southwest,

Mon and Thurs 7 - 9

B24 Baker in Central,

Tues and Thurs 7 - 9, Wed 1 - 3, 7 - 9

04 Cashin in Sylvan,

Mon and Wed 7 - 9
• Bartlett 103 Wed, 7 - 9
* New Location

CHEERLEADING
\ TRYOUTS!

All University Men and

Women Invited

Practice Dates: March 31, April 1 & 2

Time: 8:00 pnn

Place: Curry Hicks Gymnasium

COME TRY!

No Experience Necessary

»**—**********"• *****"**^**-*'*—'-rrrffffrffffjjjjj

SWAG Presents

The nation's Hottest Stand-up Comic

EMO PHILIPS
as seen on Late Night with David Letterman

THURSDAY

APRIL 10, 1986

in the

Student Union

Ballroom

^^e*. Two shows 8:00 PM and 10:00 PM

-^\cV^®^^ $5.00 in advance $6.00 at the door

Available at: Tix in the Student UNion Building, For

the Record (Faces) in Amherst, Main St. Records in

Northampton.
Another Southwest Area Government Production

»»»»**»*»

Pinocchio's Restaurant
1177 North Pleasant St.

549-3669
Special Monday thru Thursday

LARGE CHEESE
PIZZA

$5.00 + Tax

FAST FREE DELIVERY from 5:00 pm on

Does not apply in restaurant Mention when ordering, «
<'>0»p000000»00»00 »*»» rrfrnfffjjjjjjjijjfrijji

*) Soup • Bialys •

loked Turkey •

DC

lOf

Hours
Mon -Sal

9 6
Sun 9-1

li Rye • Kosher
^idda Across from

Plumbleys
^^ Hava

Musstx^^*fH£RST.«*^^^^es • Brie • Kepperoni
• TaboulfeT;—-—-^chocolates • Fresh Baked
Breads • Gruyere • Cheddar Jalapeno Soup •

^^liAA§^^^^lAAO I a t e s
A O 1*1 * r* £•Smoked

Curried

Lentil Sol

Salads
Apple Pi

Taragon

Cheese
Smoked
Cake • Corned Beef • Carrot Soup • Greek Rice

Saiad • Croissants • NY Deli Rye • Kosher

Lunch with a difference'

N.Y. Style Sandwiches

Homemade Soups, Salads

Breads and Desserts

fffi:^^<i:>^.d^^ ffSi:^^<;£>^,^:s^ ff!x3t>Ji:>^^s^ aZi:^jifi^^:S^^fc^jii)^,^::j^ tf7v:^k.Q£>.«^::7% tf7%:^>^

^

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

FREE TACO BAR
MON & TUES NIGHT

9 — till it lasts

APRIL BEER OF THE MONTH
St. Pauli Girl
Proper ID Required

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
cjir^ro-'sqb&p C:C^«»"^5iiPac^«r^a4P cc^^ccr^^:* ccr-o-^sa^p ac^c^-'-'i^iiiP

* baseball
Kostro then issued two
unintentional walks and
McDowell trotted home
with the winning run as
Kostro fell to 0-2.

Harry Daut pitched for

Temple, throwing a
complete-game five hitter
with six K's.

The last game saw
UMass fall behind 2-0, tie

the game at two, only to
see Tfemple score two in the
third, one in the fourth and
three in the sixth.

Freshman Mike Owens
started and took the loss,

falling to 2 with a four-

inning stint that saw him
allow five runs (three earn-
ed) while walking six.

Ken Greer, Chris Slat-

tery and JeffJensen work-
ed in relief In all, the
UMass staff walked 26 in

21 innings. The
Minutemen made five er-

rors, four in the opening
game of the series.

In the third game, senior
first baseman Jeflf Cimini
was three-for-three while
freshman Steve Kern had
two RBI, including his first

dinger of the season.

Minuteman Mutter*
ings: Scouts from the San
Diego Padres, Los Angeles
Dodgers, Philadelphia
Phillies and the Central
Scouting Bureau attended
the series and were looking
at Zerner, Sheran, junior
catcher Sean Flint and
Kern, who was drafted out

^continued from page 12

of high school by the
Detriot Tigers. . .UMass
was 2-1 against Tbmple
last year and 5-7 after 12

games. . .second baseman
Rob Holiday, playing for

the first time since a
hamstring pull, made
several fine plays, but also

his first college error.

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditkxwig

Summer internship in

Appropriate
Technology

If you are interesteain small

scale agriculture,
homesteading, or overseas ser-

vice (private agency or Peace
Corps), you can get hands-on
practical experience with wind-
mills, well and water systems,
photovoltaics ( electricity from
the sun), small animal husban-
dry, gardening, and much
more. The Windfarm Museum
partially paid five week summer
internship is for those who feel

their future plans may need this

knowledge. It is relevent to any
major While not a job, your
work time should substantially

cover your expenses
For information write:

Windfarm Musaum
RFD n. Box 86
Martha t Vineyard, MA (EB68
Tal. (617)

*

I
«

I

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST HMO

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Man- Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM
2 LOCATIONS:

430 Russell St (Rt 9)

Hadley

253 2571

150 King St,

Northampton
586-8220

Kaplan stays
withyou for
the long run.
After you take a Kaplan nmrbe. you re

not only better prepared to take on
marathon tests like the LSAT. GMAT
GRE. NTE. CPA, SAT. among others, but
the study techniques you'll learn will

help you through the rigors ofyour grad
school courses

That s why for nearly 50 years, over
1 million students have gotten in con-
dition with Stanley H Kaplan And for

those interested in breaking records we
also offer SPEED READING

So call Kaplan You ve got a long race
ahead to the top of your career Every bit

of training and coaching counts

PENT/'^WRECK

I New & U»«d Cart
yrntcfta A Vane AIm Aveleble

j

r North Amherst
: Reht-A-Wreck

Rt. 63 No. Amherst V.

. ^9-2880 h
:**Z ' ' ' **' ' ' *^wi» • ».»/ ».'

'

IKAPLAN
SIANUYM KAPlANEOUCArKDNAlCBMTTIilTD

tX)N 1 ( OMPHTl WITH
A KAPl AN SnfDF.NT- HFONI

Preparing Now
For GMAT, LSAT and GRE

get started early

and complete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

KAUNAS
Monday Night

corr>e enjoy ttie

fabulous sounds of the

SOCH HOPS
music from the

50's, eO's, Ef 70's

18-21 year olds welcome
enjoy juice bar

Grand Opening:
Saturday April 5

322 Russell St. 586-4463

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super
Stop & Shop)

Rte 9 vHad»«y/Amher«

%0PE»
6AM -3AM
SUNrTHURS

irtMy/Amherst t

*) •0PEII24IIOV1IS:4—^.«<»»»<'

IL.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs, 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

^^^
Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES CAN YOU WRITEr FOR RENT

Univmity Sport Entertainnifnt A Pro-
motion mwting toniifht 162 Campus
Ontpr 6:30 all memhers need U) attend

Student Hralth Advisory Board meetini;
March 31 . 1986 5:30 pm CHS rm 302 open
to all be there

Cheerleading Tryouts! Tonijfht at Curry
Hicks Cym 8:00 men and women invited.
No experience needed! ("ome try'

Thefnithlibout the Nuclear Arms Race
a film "War Without Winners"
McNamara Lounge Tuesday at 8:00

WSYL Radio - general meeting tomorrow
night 4/1 at 7:00 in CC 165 all are welcome

AUDIO

BOSE 101 speakersToTsale $150 or BO
call 6 7917

AUTO FOR SALE

1978 Rabbit - fuel injectionr92Jr, many
new parU, Blaupunkt AM/FM cassette
$1795 or BO Jon 256-6843

1980 Pontiac Phoenix, standard, front
wheel drive, one owner. $1,400. 256-1489
eves

72 Ford Mustang body in excellent condi
tion new: exhaust, brakes, suspension BO
call 549 6633

1976 Honda Accord very clean new parts
stereo $1000 negotiable 253,5693

1976 Olds Cutlass s/w very good cond
$950 323-6442 after 5 pm

1976 VW Bus great body/interior, new ex-
haust/brakes, runs great $21.50 256-8484

Interested in Journalism? It's never too
late to start' Come down to the
Mafisachusett.s Daily Collegian, the largest
cdllegc daily in New England. You can
write about Sports. New.s. Kditorial, Black
Affairs, Women s Issues, or (iay or Les
bian issues. Whatever your interest.^,

write about it today in the Collegian. We
build careers.

CAPE COD

Roommates needed for summer on Cape
Cod Hyannis area call 546-5288 or
546-4717

Seagull Brach West Yarmouth'^
bedrooms 4 rooms sleeps 4 2,53-7436

Female roommates wanted for summer
on Cape Cod. Cottage in Hyannis. 1000 for

summer. May 23 to Sept 2 call .546-921

1

"CASH"

Paving cash for your baseball cards
Ple'a-se call Mike ,546-6105

Rooms available in vacant house this
summer with option to rent next fall. 5
min walk from town and I'Mass call for
more info Mary ,549-6799

Want to iive~^~""N.jr^ho7e this
summer?? Cheap, 2 blix'ks from beach.
call Heather .546-1 106 or Mark .546-9261

Apartment - three bedroom close to
center sublet for summer with fall option,
on bus route serious inquiries only
2.53-2284

Apartment available in Southwood.
Take over lea.se June 1 st. and it's yours for
the fall. Low rent, good bus service Call
2.53.3619 for more info

FOR SALE

DELTA ZETA OPEN Rl'SH
THIS WEEK

Check it out! All university women in-

vited to rush Delta Zeta sorority Tues 6
pm Wed 9 pm (Dynastv hour), Thurs 6 pm
for more info call Pam" at 253-9916

DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND

Alpha Epsilon Pi is holding a second rush.

Be a part of the fastest growing fraterni

ty * Great friends * suf>erior social life * a
new house * rush parties this week. Call
now: Rob 546-9.561 or Matt .546-9633

Smith Corona TPI Printer $115.00 Com
puter Table $75 .(K) 2.56 1489 eves

X-Country Ski»."Karhu 210's, boots, poles
and bindings, waxless. $75, 2.56- 1544

Peavy Guitar Amp Head 210 watts, many
features $280 or best offer call Dave after
5:00 549- 1703

3.4 cu, ft. Kenmore refrigerator only us
ed 1 year. $125 or BO calf549 6593

HED speakers by Cerwin Vega $200 firm.
Akai F 14 tajK-deck, Sony turntable. r<x;k

guitar amp, need cash, call Dick, .549 10,52

Speakers - 1 pair Cerwin Vega high
energy design speakers, 12 inch woofer, 6
inch ba-ss, $22.5 call any time 2,56-0783
negotiable

Televideo computer terminal like new
$350 or BO model 91 0-f

Brown softball glove .3/25 in area of Lot
40 if found, please call Eric at 546-7228

MOTORCYCLES

Sni GSC50. .5000 mi, good cond, fairing
with stereo, $1200 or BO, 256 1.544

1984 Honda Interceptor 700CC 8k mi eiT
cellent cond. $2495 or BO 549.5990 keep
trying or leave message

Honda In'terceptoTVPTOO 19R4'/f .3000
miles (H>rfe<-t condit- n blue 2.500 call

Tayler 253 3825

PERSONALS

BANDS WANTED - SWAG Is looking for
bands interested in playing the .Southwest
Pyramids during Southwest Week (Apr
29th May 4th) Applications available in
the SWA( I office in Mamixien. Application
deadline Apnl 1st 5 0960

Sea Semester; Spend an incredible
>vmester at sea and learn more than you
ever will in 4 years. Find ou^ more on
Tuesday April 1 1 :00-3:00 Campus Center
rm 903 or call ,546 6.376

Seniors • senior portraits are back by
popular demand. March 31 through April
1 1 . Call .54,5-2874 for an appointment

To Bird's Girlfriend and My Roommate:
Happy one year anniversary' II(i[h' there
are many more. I'm going to mi.ss having
you as a roommate next year Snuff toe?
Be.st of luck to ya love your roommate in

the pink

Way to go Speedy Deliveriea! Let's go
for win number two!

Happy Birthday Skylly One from one
who always cares Nique

El Greco Rm 36, Thanks for watching
Karen's camera. You guys take great pic
tures. Love El Greco Km .3.3

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-
jects. Meticulous proofrrading. Editing
available. New IBM Typewriter .549 0.367

UPC MEMBERS

UPC is the number one college concert
source in America Keep it that v,ay Klecl
Art Stephenson UPC Bu.siness Manager.
Vote Tuesday April 1

WANTED

Vally WR - great trip but what are my op-
tions now?

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
JAN HAMANN

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

1975 Ford Granada 4 dr PB/PS AM/FM
body in good cond new parts ,546-1497

1980 Civic Hatchback only 63.000 mi.
very dependable $2200 or BO
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facU today! Call 1312 742-1142 ext.
5931 A
r979 Monta New clutch, brakes, 4 radials.

$1500. 283-8592

BANDS

Bands interested in playing the
Pyramids Southwest Concerts ana other
spring music activities: contact Emba.<i.sy

Recording Studio for the best demo tapes
and rates in the area. Student specials.

Located near UMass. 549-7640

BRITTANY MANOR

IaiMc4i«U OpeniiiK two bedroom aparts.
Heat arid hot water short term leases. Act
now 266-8635

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

All electrical appliances sewing
machines, clocks, shavers, vacuum
cleaners. House calls and shop repairs
Amherst Repair 253 2869

ENTERTAINMENT

The Cheap Jock. Kool party toonz at a
reasonable price. Call Kevin at 546-9061

MOBTLE MUSIC INC disks"spun to your
taste Quality from 7 years of experience
Call Chris 256-6845

Dead Tii - trade any Providence show for

Friday Hartford show 546.5860

TURN THE TABLIs 57r ProD J latest

records, best rates, lights free 586-9691 24 ^

HR

ESCORT SERVICE

Escort Service Available 8 p m 2:00
a.m. Everyday anywhere on (ampus. Plav
it safe call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

Stereo Equip: Pioneer receiver $110,
Teac cas deck $90, Technics turntable $70
or BO all exc condition! .549 3912

HELP WANTED
"

Sophomores, Juniors looking for career
experience^ WMI'A is hiring a new
Business Manager (Jreat opfiortunily for

SOM majors interested in radio. Book
keeping and computer exiierience a must
9-1(1 hours per week $.3.35/hour Applica
tions availaible at the Student Activities
Office or WMUA thru April 4lh SGA is an
equal opportunity employer

LET'S MAKE A DEAL

I need your furniture!!! Livingroom and
bedroom furniture wanted! Please call

549 5190 and ask for Cheryl. Ut's make a
deal

LOST

Lost 1 pair of Cloisonne swan earrings
at 104 Puffton. Great sentimental value!
Please return or call 546-7176

Free Press Save this upcoming Friday at
the Hatch 9 pm; Saturday 5 am Hamdcn,
S.W.; Sun at .Noho Ctr Fr Arts 2 pm Free
bagels!! PAZ

• SWAG presents

' Emo Philips

America's hottest stand-up comic *

I
Thursday, April 10, 1986

two shows 8:00 and 10:00 pm
in the Student Union Ballroom *

• •

• tickets are $5.00 in advance *

• •

available at Tix in the Student
• Union Building, For the Record *

• (Faces) in Amherst, and Main St. *

• Records in Northampton *

Spend the summer and/or 1986-87 school
year in sunny Spain Qualitv instruction at
economy prices. Business Administration,
Hispanic Studies, Arts and Sciences
Graduate courses in Hispanic Studies of
fered in July. Outstanding summer school.
Contact: Admissions, St. Louis Universi
ty, 221 North Grand Boulevard, St. Louis,
MO 63103 Toll free telephone
1800 325 6666

Now that certain people are liappiiy
"married" it's hard to think of exciting
personals

Happr Birthday ~Snty to the best of
'"pnds love Mane

Papers, rases, dissertations, theses, on
campus, dependable, low rates, expenenc
ed. Nancy 584-7924

REWARD

We need a four person apartment for fall

86. If you can help us please call .546 6031
after 9 pm. Offering a nice reward

ROOMMATES WANTED

Subjects needed - Students who lost a
i«rent will you and your family help a
I'Mass grad student in a research study
about how families adjust to the death of a
parent? I will travel if your family doesn't
live here. Please call Claudia collect
203-56.3-9577 after 9 pm, or sign up in the
experiment booth, 4th floor Tobin Hall

CREW (stage, set construction, site prep,
s«'curity) needed for outilcKir dance theat re
pnnluction in .Septemlwr Hfi 3 week com
mitment, iK>ssible credit involved. Call
Aria, 545 2803/4

Female housemate(s) needed for sumemr
on Cape Cod call Karen ,542 .3077

Room for rent in house $t40/mth.^tn
Dick, 549 1052 neerotiable

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $6.00 per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256-1239

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac-

curate. Available almost anytime.
665-7652

Tailor for alteration. SHAANN's at Mall.

584 9362

I>ooking for housekeeper? Call
2,53 5406 rate $6/hr

Julie

SKATEBOARDERS newled for outdoor
dance theatre priKiuction in September
one credit performance project. Rehear
sals U-gin April. .May and September Con
tact Ana 545-2803/4 Auditions, 4:30 April
3 Haigis Mall, Fine Arts Center

Wanted Dead or Alive^Triumph TReln
any condition call 634-2297

WANTED TO RENT

Looking to take o»er leaae in Bran
dywine for fall 86 $$$ reward $$$
.546,5.323 or 546,5010

I^ooking for room in apt or house to
sublet for .summer. Close to 191, Nor-
thampton or Hadley Call Sue .546-4462
weekends before 1 1 am wkdys 5-7 pm
We'll pay you $100 for your leaae. House
wanted near campus. Call ,546-9865

Do vou have a room in your RoihngTjreen
apt' I want it'! Anytime after May 31st
Please call ('hristine at 545 2892
(daytime), 2,53-5248 (ft nite)

Apartment Cleaning kitchen livingarea

batharea 12$ price may vary call W N 7 9

6490694

SUMMER SUBLET

Aaiharst Center sunny 3 bdrm apt in

house, call eves 549-5866

Looking for someone to take over
Presidential Apt in June. Call Steve or Pat
459 1 357
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SPORTS
Gorillas steamroU Hens 11-6
Canella, Carmean and LoCasio

lead UMass to second victory

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

NEWARK. Del -It's early, sure, but it's

impressive.

The ISth-ranked University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team destroyed the

University of Delaware, 16-6 on Saturday

running its record to 2-0 on the season.

Led by junior All-American Tbm Car-

means five goals and one assist, the

Gorillas continued their strong play and

await a Wednesday road trip to Ithaca to

face Cornell. On Saturday UMass opens up

at home against the University of New
Hampshire.
Junior Greg Canella helped spark the

Gorilla offense with four goals and two

assists while senior midfielder Greg Fisk,

who is playing some of the best ball of his

career, added three goals and two assists.

Doug Muaco, Kelley Carr, senior Rich Ab-

bott and fjvshman Greg CoHinP all added

single goals with Musco, Neil Cunn-

ingham, Seamus McGovem and Pat Cain

notching assists.

"We're playing real well, I'm surprised we

won by 10 goals because Delaware's a good

team," said UM coach Dick Garber. "I

didn't expect it would be this easy but like

I said before, this is a great lacrosse team

but and we have a lot of room for improve-

ment which is a good sign at this point in

the season."

UMass ran out to a 4-0 lead after the first

quarter, opening the game with a great one-

on-one move by Canella as the former

junior college attckman-of-the-year beat his

man around the cage and unleashed a

rocket pa.st the head of Blue Hen keeper

Gerry deLyra.

The teatms each scored four goals in the

second period as UMass led 9-5 at hafltime.

The Gorillas kept up the offensive pressure

in the second half, scoring on a varietv of

broken plays or out of their half field offense

as Fisk ran the point, but it was the play

of the defense that set the second halftone

Freshman goalie Sal LoCasio continued

his excellent play, making 21 saves as the

Long Island native frustrated Delaware

and World Tfeam attckman Randy Pbwers

(one goal, no assists).

With senior co-captain Tbm Aldrich pa

tiently shadowing Pbwers and senior Gerry

Byrne continuing his solid play in the

crease, UM's two junior college defensemen,

John Jordan and Chris Knapp, played a lit-

tle search and destroy.

"Those two guys had great hits," said

Garber "They each had a time when a mid-

fielder was catching the ball and they were

there right over his shoulder and bang, they

nailed him. The Boyden Hill crovwl will love

these guys."

Statistically UMass outshot Delaware.

44-32. had a 47-32 groundball advantage

and was 18-of-23 in clearing the ball. The

Gorillas continued to have problems with

their extra man unit, however, scoring no

goals in 10 attempts.

Senior co-captain Steve Moreland and

Cunningham (who is playing short stick on

the defensive midfielder unit) played well

according to Garber

"Fuzzy (Cunningham) took the ball and

outran their offense a couple of times," said

Garber "He's looking impressive."

The face-off circle was the sight of a tough

battle as McGovem battled the nation's

best in Steve Shaw. Delaware came away

with 14-of-26 faceoffs, but McGovem won

most of his in the pivotal second half. On
his assist, he beat Shaw and started a fast

break, feeding Canella for the goal.

"We're playing pretty well right now. and

I believe we'll keep it up," said Garber "We

haven't had time or weather to practice and

we've still played tough. When we install

some more tactics, we'll get even better

I told these guys that the hard work they

did this winter is paying off. This is what

they're waited for and I'm glad to see them

enjoying it. I think the fans at Boyden are

going to like what they see."
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Collegian photo by Michelle Segall

Chris Kocot works her way down field Friday as the University of Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team beat BU, 11-5.

Baseball swept at Temple; falls to 1-11

Compiled from staff and wire

reports.

PHILADELPHIA-The
University of

Massachusetts baseball

fell to Ml on the season,

dropping all three games

against Temple University

this past weekend.

Again, a lack gf all three

baseball skills: pitching,

hitting and defense com-

bined to haunt the

Minutemen as they lost

their fifth straight game.

Tfemple, 11-8-1, won Friday

by a football-like 24-7 score

before winning Saturday's

doubleheader, 2-1 and 8-4.

The Minutemen are now
at the bottom of the Atlan-

tic 10 Eastern Division

with nine games remain-

ing against league foes. On
Tuesday, the Minutemen
play at Connecticut before

opening up a 14-game

homestand with St.

Joseph's on Saturday.

"We can still turn it

around and do very well in

the conference," said

UMass coach Dick Berg

quist. "But obviously we

have some work to do."

On Friday, the Owls ex-

ploded on the Minutemen,

driving starting pitcher

Bob Kostro off the mound

after he faced just seven

batters. Tfemple then pick-

ed on Steve AUard and Jeff

Richardson before Berg-

quist ran-up the white flag

bringing in outfielder Jack

Card to pitch.

Jay Zerner continued to

hit well for UMass, going

three-for-four with a double

and three runs batted in.

Sophomore Matt Sheran

was also three-for-four,

with two doubles and four

RBI. Shortstop Steve Allen

ripped his third homer of

the season, a rocket to left

center

In the first game Satur

day, UMass senior

righthander John Martin

handcuffed Temple
through five innings. Mar-

tin allowed only five hits,

one run while striking out

six in muffling the Owl
bats.

UMass scored in the top

of the seventh to tie the

game. Bergquist then went

with Kostro out of the pen

and the senior co-captain

proceeded to allow a single

to Mike McDowell before a

sacrifice put the runner on

second.

Bergquist called for the

intentional walk, but
continued on page 11

Women's lax
crushes BU
in opener
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

It was a little revenge for Pam Hixon. . .plus the best

way to open the season.

Led by junior AH American Lisa Griswold with four

goals and Bunny Forbes' hat trick and four assi.sts, the

ninth ranked University of Massachusetts women's

lacrosse team rolled over Boston University. 11-5, Friday

at Totman field in its season opener

The victory gave Hixon, UM's head coach in both field

hockey and lacrosse, a way to payback BU head coach Sally

Starr, whose team knocked UMass out of the NCAA field

hockey playoffs last fall.

"We learned from them (BU) last fall that they are a

momentum team and that unless you sit on them hard,

they can make things very difficult." said Hixon. noting

the many field hockey players on both rosters.

Hixon said that she had expected the Terriers, 1-2, to

play a ball-control offense while packing the defensive zone

to deny the Gazelles' offensive penetration around the BU
net. However, that was not the case.

"I anticipated a slow-down game, but the only time they

did that was when they were losing, and that didn't make
much sense," Hixon said. "Instead of packing their zone,

they played us man-to-man which allowed us to set more
picks and screens to free our scorers."

Against 'he man-to-man defense, the Gazelles' offensive

attack ran wild, scoring at will. Spotting BU a 1-0 lead

as sophomore attackman Kim Pbnd scored the first of her

team-high three goals just 3:38 into the first half, UMass
took control.

Taking advantage of a weak right side of the Terrier

crease which yielded 10 of the Gazelles' 1 1 goals, Forbes

circled the net, beating both the creaseman and BU
goalkeeper Pam Mudway to draw UMass even, 1-1, with

19:29 left in the half

Forbes' goal sparked the UM offense, as the Gazelles

scored the next five goals, all but putting the game out

of reach.

"The way we played today, we could easily have scored

20 goals. We were really smooth." Hixon said.

At the 18:14 mark, freshman attackman Cathy
Fuhrman scored her first collegiate goal, taking a pass

from Forbes and stuffing the ball past Mudway.
Four minutes later, sophomore attackman Amy Robert-

son stripped a penetrating BU attackman of the ball, pass

ed to Fuhrman who dished to sophomore attackman Gin-

ny Armstrong who had cut across the middle. Armstrong
fired past Mudway putting UM up, 3-1 with 13-47 left.

The rout continued at 11:32 when senior attackman
Mary Scott scored off of a penalty shot before Forbes and
Griswold each scored from BU' left side. Forbes assisted

on Griswold's tally.

"Their creaseman wasn't that good." Griswold said, say-

ing that BU's inability to stop the Gazelles' offense was
due in part to Forbes' ability to get off good passes from
behind the net.

The half ended with both teams trading goals, BU's
Keke Leand scoring with 3:55 left and Griswold taking

a pass from Forbes to cap the first-half scoring.
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IN HONOR OF DR. KING

THE LATE DOCTOR KING

by Donette Wilson
Nummo Staff

The Martin Luther King, Jr. Planning Committee, in

honor of Dr. King's death, will be putting on its sixth

annual ceremony. The ceremony will be on Friday,

April 4, in Bowker Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. The
ceremony will feature a number of gospel choirs from

surrounding states.

The diverse committee has about fifteen members
and its purpose is "to keep King's dream alive," said

Doris Clemmons, program organizer, CCEBMS ad-

visor and adjunct Prof, of Afro-American Studies here

at the University. This year the committee is focusing

on the part of King's dream that states, "Today we are

still challenged to be dissatisfied. Let us be dissatisfied

until everyman has food and material necessities for

his body, culture and education for his mind, freedom

and human dignity for his spirit."

The committeee was formed about six years ago,

by a group of students here at UMass. The committee

designated the first week in April in which King was
assassinated as Martin Luther King, Jr. Week here at

UMass, to emphasize that he did not die in vain. Each

Spring semester and after the week of activities is

over, the committee continues with normal campus

activities, still holding onto the committee's purpose

and King's dreams.

The program is usually sponsored by student

organizations and the committee appreciates any con-

tributions. Proposals requesting donations were sent

out to many organizations, but unfortunately, very

few responded. Two groups that responded early

were Afrik-Am and lota Phi Theta Fraternity.

The committee is expecting to fill Bowker
Auditorium with a mixed audience. The main speaker

for this evening will be Dr. Brian Mosely from Newark,

New Jersey. Mosely has been in the ministry for many
years. Mosely feels he was called to do the will of God
as a child. He has many followers and heads a

"crusade of over 1,500 members," which is growing

daily.

He is the first Pentecostal minister to have ever

been received by highly ranking heads of State in

Swaziland, and has also traveled to South Africa.

Mosely is from Newark, New Jersey and has been
traveling throughout the states for years.

The committee and Nummo News encourages all to

attend.

Apathetic or Pathetic ? Ghana
Dedication

by Marion Tinsley

Nummo Staff

Some members of the Third World community feel

that the lack of funding and gradual nonexistance of
Third World organizations is the product of apathy

Director of The Collegiate Committee for the Educa-
tion of Black and Minority Students, Paul Barrows
said that one of his concerns is that the students are
becoming more apathetic. "At the student level

apathy is the lack of comunication that says that I

am not part of a community or part of a struggle, peo-
ple do not see themselves as part of a continuum."

Barrows said that this attitude has always been
around. "Blacks in general have become more
apathetic within the last 15 yrs. Before people were
more political, people responded. Now people are
comfortable just worrying. They do not feel a need for

collective action. "

"Apathy feeds on itself and once it sets in it over-
whelmingly reproduces itself. And the few students
who try to do something become burntout and
apathetic," said Barrows. " This is the case where
apathy is the cause and the result."

In response to students who say the Third World
organizations are unorganized and that this is the
reason they will not join them Barrows said that he
feels that this type of attitude is counterproductive
"even if it is true just criticizing without trying to help

change the problem makes that person worse than the
person they are criticizing."

"Just accepting things the way they are is empty
criticism," said Barrows. Students should work to

make a commitment to help improve these organiza-

tions, there are too many resources that students go to

waste. The organizations are not that bad but they do
have a long way to go.

Kimberly Alston a junior mathematics major said

that she is not a member of any Third World Organiza-

tion because she "doesn't really have the time".

"I know that I could benefit from joining one of

these organizations by helping them to protect their

interest because what effects them effects me, but I

really don't have the time," Alston said.

Alston said that she feels that the organizations

could also benefit from her input but only if they take

her seriously "but if they don't care about my input

Responding to a question about the few students

who are burdened because they feel a responsibility in

keeping these Third World Organizations alive.

"It's sad that these organizations cannot increase

their recruitment, but you can only do so much. Those

who are in these organizations shouldn't feel burden-

ed because they donnot have an abundance of

members in there organizations. They should work

with what they have and maybe once people see the

progress they have made they will want to join,"

Charles Sheffield, program activities Chairman of

Phi Beta Sigma, who sponsored a Third World

Orgainzational meeting last semester in an effort to in-

crease membership and awareness of Third World
students.

"Right now there's no commitment or there is a

lack of commitment within the Third World Communi-
ty and that is why these organizations cannot function
to their full capacity.

"There are only a few student leaders who sacrifice

their grades to help the community on a whole,"

Sheffield said.

photo by Ed Cohen

The West African state of Ghana plans to honor the

late Dr. W.E.B. DuBois with four days of activities

highlighted by the reinterment of his remains and

those of his wife, Shirley Graham DuBois on Aug. 27,

at a shrine currently under construction on the

grounds of the former DuBois residence in Accra.

"Invitations from Ghana's Ministry of Culture and

Tourism are going out to a long list of governments,

international organizations, national organizations, in-

stitutes of higher learning and individuals who have

been touched by the long life and. many works of

W.E.B. DuBois in the cause of Black freedom and ad-

vancement, in the U.S. and in Africa, and for Pan-

Africanism and world peace," said David G. DuBois.

Continued on page 3
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Biahop Tutu atraasas tha aigniflcanca of tha church and its ralationahip to aparthald

And the Church of God must produce a relevant

theology which speaks to this hopelessness and

despondency. The Church of God must declare the

Lordship of God and of His Christ - that God is the

Lord of History and that this is His world despite all ap-

pearances to the contrary, that He is a God of justice

and cares about oppression and exploitation, about

deaths in detention, about front-enders, squatters'

shacks, about unemployment and about power.

The Church exists primarily to worship and adore

God. It must praise His most Holy Name. But it can

never use this as a form of escapism. Precisely

because it worships such a God it must take seriously

the world He has created and which he loved so much

that He gave His only begotten Son for it. Christians

remember the strictures of the Old Testament pro-

phets against an empty and formalistic worship. At

the beginning of this paper we quoted examples of

these prophetic denunciations. Jesus Himself remind-

ed His followers that they could not offer an accep-

table sacrifice on the altar if they had not been recon-

ciled to their brother (Matthew 5:24), and the

evangelist declares that anyone who claims to love

God but hates his brother is a liar, because how can he

love God whom he has not seen when he hates he

brother whom he has? Our so-called vertical relation-

ship with God is authenticated and expressed through

our so-called horizontal relationship with our

neighbour. Christianity knows nothing about pie in the

sky when you die, or a concern for man's soul only.

That would be a travesty of the religion of Jesus of

Nazareth, who healed the sick, fed the hungry, etc.

Christianity has been described as the most

materialistic of the great religions. Jesus showed that

for the spiritual God, His kingdom must have absolute

centrality; but precisely because this was so, because

He turned Godwards, he of necessity had to be turned

manwards. He was the Man for others precisely

because He was first and foremost the Man of God. If

it must needs be so for the Son of God, it could not be

otherwise for His Church.

The Church is constantly tempted to be conformed

to the world, to want influence that comes from

power, prestige and privilege, and it forgets all the

while that its Lord and Master was born in a stable,

that the message of the angels about His birth was an-

nounced first not to the high and mighty but to the

simple rustic shepherds. The Church forgets that His

solidarity was with the poor, the downtrodden, the

sinners, \ne despised ones, the outcasts, the pro-

stitutes, the very scum of society. These were His

friends whom He said would go to heaven before the

self-righteous ones, the Pharisees, the scribes, the

religious leaders of His day. The Church thinks to its

peril that it must sanctify any particular status quo,

that it must identify with the powerful and uphold the

system which will invariably be exploitative and op-

pressive to some extent. When it succumbs to the

temptations of power and identifies with a powerful

establishment, then woe betide that Church when the

system is overthrown, when the powerless, the poor

come into their own' It will go down wih that system

as happened especially to the Roman Catholics in

Mozambique, and the Anglican Church in Zimbabwe

and now the Roman Catholics in Zimbabwe.

The Church is always in the world but never of the

world, and so must always maintain a critical distance

from the political set-up so that it can exercise its pro-

phetic ministry, "Thus said the Lord", to denounce all

that is contrary to the divine will whatever the cost.

The Church has only one ultimate loyalty and that is to

its Lord and Master Jesus Christ. The Church knows

therefore that it will always have to say to worldly

rulers whose laws are at variance with the laws of God

that "We had much rather obey God than man" (Acts

4:19).

The Church must be ever ready to wash the

disciples' feet, a serving Church, not a triumphalistic

Church, biased in favour of the powerless to be their

voice, to be in solidarity woth the poor and oppressed,

the marginalized ones - yes, preaching the Gospel of

reconciliation but working for justice first, since there

can never be real reconciliation without justice. It will

demonstrate in its very life that Jesus has broken

down the wall of partition, and so in its common life

there will be no artificial barriers to any Christian being

able to participate fully.

A Church that is in solidarity with the poor can

never be a wealthy Church. It must sell all in a sense to

follow its Master. It must sit loosely to the things of

this world, using its wealth and resources for the sake

of the least of Christ's brethren.

WHAT THE CHURCH CAN DO
The solutions are both long-term and short-term.

The short-term strategy is to oppose all removals. We
suggest that representations are made to the

authorities to persuade them to desist forthwith. If we
know about any removals likely to happen then let us

do all we can to oppose them. If all our efforts to

dissuade the authorities fail, then we should be there,

physically present as the witnessing and caring

Church. We must use all non-violent methods to

hinder the act of demolition.

We should support those in resettlement camps,

providing them with as much relief that they will need

as possible - food, blankets, etc. And the Church

should help to rehabilitate these shocked persons by

being a serving Church, helping to develop a com-

munity spirit and helping the people help themselves.

These are not empty phrases - the Crossroads people

showed considerable ability until some of them were

subverted by money.

No doubt population removals and the uprooting of

people should be a priority concern, for it is a part of

the Total Strategy. The Church is being fragmented

through the implementation of the Bantustan policy.

This policy has very serious theological implications

about the unity and integrity of the Church. How can

a church minister faithfully or serve if it is constantly

threatened with disabilities if it does not toe a specific

political line? The so-called urban church is involved

-the expense of rebuilding church structures and

church congregations is quite staggering, and the

Church is being torn asunder. "If one part of the body

suffers, then the whole suffers with it..."

In the long term, the solution must be political.

There are not two ways about it. Either there is going

to be power-sharing or there is not. If not, then we
must give up hope of a peaceful settlement in South

Africa. If the Government is determined to go ahead

with its Balkanization of South Africa on ethnic lines,

and depriving Blacks of their South African citizen-

ship, then we have had it, the ghastly alternative will

be upon us. Population removals must stop im-

mediately if we are able to work for a new kind of

South Africa, and the Church should be in the

forefront to prepare all of us for this new South Africa.

There is still a chance, but if we let it slip then it will

be gone for ever. Neither the most sophisticated

arsenal nor the best army or police force will give

White South Africa true security, for that will come

and come automatically when all of us. Black and

White, know we count as of equal worth in the land of

our birth, which we love with a passionate love.

Please God, we pray you, let them hear us, let them

hear us before it is too late.

White South Africa, please know that you are

deluding yourselves, or you are allowing yourselves to

LESSON
LEARNED

My friends, in our land today, hands and shoulders

are drooping because we look around and we see no

prospect of real change to a more just, a more open

society with a more equitable distribution of the good

things of our land. There is a gloom and despondency

among Blacks and Whites who had hoped that things

might be beginning to move in the right direction.

Most Whites have decided to throw in their lot with

the Nationalists and are really saying, "We are going

to hold on to what we have and you will have to take it

over our dead bodies." Blacks are growing more em-

bittered, and the chances of reasonably peaceful and

non-violent change are fast disappearing. Those of us

who still speak of love and peace and justice and

reconciliation are becoming discredited - and those

who have worked for change and prayed for change

are filled with despair and hopelessness.

be deluded, if you think that the present ordering of

our society can continue. Blacks will be free whatever

you do or don't do. That is not in question. Don't let

the when and the how be in doubt. Don't delay our

freedom, which is your freedom as well, for freedom is

indivisible. Let it be now, and let it be reasonably

peaceful. As I did to the students at Wits, so I call on

all Whites to join the liberation struggle on God's side

for justice, peace, righteousness, love, joy, laughter,

compassion, caring and reconciliation.

March 1980,

Diakonia, Durban

I pray that for the sake of our children, for the sake

of our land and for God's sake, the Dutch Reformed

Church will be converted to its true vocation as the

Church of God, because if that were to happen, if it

were to stop giving spurious biblical support to the

most vicious system - apartheid - since Nazism, if it

were to become truly prophetic, if it were to be iden-

tified with the poor, the disadvantaged, the oppress-

ed, if it were to work for the liberation of all God's

children in this land, then, why, we would have the

most wonderful country in the world. If it does not do

these things and do them soon, then when liberation

comes it will be consigned to the outer darkness for

having retarded the liberation struggle and for

misleading the Afrikaner. That is my fervent prayer for

my fellow Christians in the Dutch Reformed Church.

Woe betide all of us if the grace of God fails to move

this great Church, and all churches, to be agents of

the great God of the Exodus, the liberator God.

We must therefore, examine the biblical evidence to

see what the scriptures say about liberation. Do they

say God is concerned only about individual salvation

and has no interest in the redemption of the socio-

political and economic matrix in which individuals live?

Does it say the world is religiously and ethically neutral

and of no consequence to salvation and the final con-

summation of all things, that what happens in the

market place, in the courtroom, or in Parliament is of

no particular religious significance, and that all that

matters to God is what is confined to the sacred

sphere of the ecclesiastical? Does it say God is in fact

not really interested too much in what happens from

Monday to Friday but only in that which happens on

Sunday, and that He does not much care about the

plight of the hungry, the dispossessed, the voiceless,

powerless ones - that he does not take sides? When

two persons are engaged in a conflict and one of them

is considerably stronger than the other, to be neutral is

not just and fair and impartisan because to be neutral

is in fact to side with the powerful.

We must have examples immediately that the alter-

native society which is the Church alive is possible and

viable. It is important in a grasping, selfish society, for

us to demonstrate in small or large church groups that

it is possible for Black and White genuinely to share.

We may have to run the risk of breaking the

law....And unfortunately too many have been brain-

washed into thinking that legally right and morally

right mean the same thing. It is illegal in this country

for church groups to meet for more than a day without

permission. It is eminently not immoral to do so. And

this sharing of worship and insights and resources

must not be only for special occasions. It must be our

lifestyle.

We must counter half truths and untruths. It just

won't do to be apathetic and allow others free rein.

Freedom and liberty lose out by default because good

people are not vigilant. We give up too soon and say

the Government is too powerful. They are this

because we have refused to stand up and be counted.

Continued on page 3

Continued from page 2

I want to tell a story from the Old Testament, a story

that I am sure you have heard before. Once upon a

time there was a king of Israel called Ahab. He had ex-

tensive royal lands. But next to his property lay the

vineyard of a relatively unimportant man. His name
was Naboth.

His vineyard was rather a nuisance because it split

up tiie King's lands into at least two bits. The King

was a reasonable man. He went to Naboth with a pro-

posal: "Look here, Naboth, I want to consolidate my
possession and your vineyard is in the way of these

plans. Look, I want to buy your vineyard. I will give

you a good price for your vineyard, or I will exchange

it for another of equal value elsewhere as long as I can

get to put my land into one piece."

Naboth replied, "Haikona (oh no], sorry, Your Ma-

jesty. You see, this is my ancestral home. It is not just

any old prop«»ly. My family spirits are here. My
ancestors have been buried here. I am part of this pro-

perty and it is part of me; it is part of my children's life

and they are part of it. I can't help you."

The King, being an Israelite himself, knew perfectly

well what Naboth was saying and agreed in his heart

with him. He knew that there was nothing he could

do. Naboth had a right to the vineyard which nothing

could take away, not even the king of the land.

Of course the King was disappointed by the answer

he got from Naboth, so when he returned to the

palace, he sulked and refused to eat. He first went to

bed and turned to face the wall.

Then his queen, Jezebel, came along and asked ,

"What is the matter. King Ahab? Why are you sulking

and refusing to eat the good food which I have placed

before you?" Then the King told his Queen that

Naboth had frustrated his plans to consolidate the

royal lands. The Queen was quite flabbergasted:

"What, you are sulking because one of your subjects,

an unknown farmer, has spoiled your plans?" Now the

Queen came from a different country where kings

really were kings, that is, they did whatever they

wanted to do. She thought that that was how her hus-

band too should behave. So she told him, "Get up

and eat. Don't worry, I will fix up everything so that

you will get Naboth's vineyard. You are the king in this

country and we won't stand for any nonsense from

anybody."
Yes, she fixed up everything. She arranged a

mockery of a trial where false witnesses declared that

Naboth was a bad man. He had blasphemed against

God and the King. For this crime there was only one

punishment - death. So Naboth was stoned to death

and the Queen told her husband the King, "Get up -

go and annex Naboth's vineyard. He is dead and

nobody will stop you doing what you wanted to do,

and nobody will worry about what happened to

Naboth, after all, he was a nobody."

The King got up smiling and pleased that his wife,

the queen Jezebel, had acted so energetically and ef-

fectively. He went to expropriate Naboth's vineyard -

and then an extraordinary thing happened.

The prophet Elijah, God's messenger, met the King

as he was going to Naboth's vineyard. God, said the

prophet, had seen what Jezebel and Ahab had done

to Naboth, and God was angry and would take the

side of this unimportant man, Naboth, in this cruel act

of injustice. God would punish Jezebel and Ahab and

their children.

That is the story I wish to leave with you people of

Duncan Village. In this country you are regarded as of

no real importance. You are told by those who are

powerful in the land that you must move from your

property because they want it. It does not matter to

them that you don't want to move. You, like Naboth,

are saying that your homes and your sites are not just

ordinary property. They are part and parcel of who
you are. You have lived in uncertainty and anxiety.

You were threatened with removal some time ago and

so you were not sure that you could afford to improve

or maintain your homes. This village is deteriorating.

Your community is being destroyed. You are being

asked to abandon your South African citizenship and

take on that of Ciskei, another ghetto of poverty and a

reservoir of cheap labour. And it is almost as if you are

***************'!' ***********

King, like TuTu, emphatically stresses the power of the church
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being stoned to death as a community, just like

Naboth.

You are nobodies in this country, the land of your

birth, and those with power think they can act against

you with impunity and that nothing will happen to

them.

Now I want to remind you, and them too, that God

cares. God cares about injustice, about oppression,

about exploitation. God cares and always takes the

side of those who are trodden underfoot. God cares

that they want to move you from pillar to post.

Injustice and evil and oppression will not last for

ever. They have been overcome by God in the cross of

Jesus Our Lord. As we protest the evil of your

threatened removal we must do so knowing that vic-

tory is ours already. The authorities will ultimately fail

beca jse what they are doing is evil and against God's

law. You must be strengthened to resist what is evil. I

want to remind you of the dignity and peaceful

resistance of the mothers and wives in Langa and

Nyanga in the Cape, where this Christian Government

and its officials are actually disobeying a direct and ex-

plicit law of God contained in the Bible: "Those whom
God has joined together, let no man put asunder

"

-and yet the Government is contravening this clear

biblical law by making married men into migrant

labourers staying in hostels, and by refusing their

wives the right to live with their husbands and the

fathers of their children.

There is enough land for everybody in South Africa.

It is just that some people are greedy and at the mo-

ment they are also powerful, and so they can satisfy

their greed at the expense of others whom they think

to be unimportant and without power. But these are

they whom God supports. South Africa, please

remember the story of Naboth's vineyard.

"POLITICS AND RELIGION -

THE SEAMLESS GARMENT"

...If the Church demonstrates a concern for the vic-

tims of some such neglect or exploitation or de-

nounces the widening gap in the country between the

very few who are rich and the vast majority who are

poor (a gap that seems almost always to widen rather

than narrow), then the Church will be accused of

meddling in affairs it knows little about. This kind of

criticism will reach crescendo proportions if the

Church not merely provides an ameliorative am-

bulance service, but aims to expose the root causes; if

it becomes radical (which refers to the roots of the

matter) then it will arouse the wrath of those who

benefit from the particular inequitable distribution of

wealth, in its call for the eradication of corruption, for

an end to the abuse of power, the need to empower

the powerless. And so when you work for a more just,

participatory and sustainable society whose members

^ share in crucial decison-making about the issues that

liare important for their lives, that is when you hear the

2cry, "Don't mix religion with polities'"

^ It is strange that this happens only when a particular

ifsocio-political and economic policy is denounced as

^being unchristian or unjust. If that same policy is

2 described by religious leaders as being in accordance

^with Christianity, then there is no question in this in-

^ stance of religious persons being accused of mixing

)f religion with politics. The White Dutch Reformed

*Church (DRC) in South Africa for a long time sought

11 to provide scriptural justification for the Nationalist

If! Party policy of apartheid. Nowhere was the cry ut-

Jftered that this was mixing politics with religion;

•K- whereas when other South African Christians

^declared apartheid to be abhorrent to the Christian

If conscience, then people were told that religion and

^politics belonged in separate categories and that it

was wrong to mix them. We need to add in fairness to

the DRC that one hears less and less today that apar-

theid can be justified scripturally.

The same point about not mixing politics with

religion or vice versa is made by those who think that

religion does have a bearing on what happens in

politics. These persons tend to have attenuated doc-

trine of reconciliation and want to avoid confrontation

at all cost - to speak about a neutral God in situations

of conflict, of injustice and oppression. They say God

does not take sides and so the Church should not take

sides, but must be somewhere in the middle. In an at-

tempt to exercise a ministry of reconciliation such

people present reconciliation as any easy option for

Christians, and they speak about the need to be

forgiving, especially to the victims of injustice,

without making a call for repentance by the

perpetrators of the injustice and for a redress of the

unjust system - they will do this to such an extent that

profound Christian words such as "reconciliation and

forgiveness" are rejected with contempt by the poor

and exploited because they appear to want them to

acquiesce in their condition of oppression and ex-

ploitation and powerlessness. It appears then as if

Christianity is interpreted by those advocates as an

anaemic reconciliation aimed at their domestication. It

is forgotten that reconciliation is no easy option, nor

does it rule out confrontation. After all, it did cost God
the death of His Son to effect reconciliation; the cross

of Jesus was to expose the sinfulness of sin when He

took on the powers of evil and routed them com-

prehensively. No, just as there can be no cheap grace

so there can be no cheap reconciliation, because we
cannot cry, "peace, peace " where there is no peace.

DEDICATION
Continued from page 1

son of Dr. and Mrs. DuBois. Prof. DuBois spent the

Spring break in Ghana at the invitation of the Minister

of Culture and Tourism, to participate in and approve

the arrangements. Prof. DuBois has been a visiting

lecturer in Journalism and Afro-American Studies

Spring semesters at UMass since 1983.

Pointing out that Dr. DuBois was born and raised at

Great Barrington, Massachusetts and that UMass is

the repository of the vast collection of DuBois papers.

Prof. DuBois expressed the hope that UMass will

"guarantee a significant representation at the

ceremonies in Ghana," which will take place from

Aug. 26 through Aug. 29.

Dr. DuBois with his wife moved to Ghana in 1960,

at the invitation of the then President of Ghana, the

late Kwame Nkrumah, to head the Secretariate of the

Encyclopedia Africana, a project that had been the

dream of Dr. DuBois for 50 years. He died there on

August 27, 1963, and was buried beside the Christian-

borg Castle wall, at a site selected by Pres. Nkrumah.

For some years the site has been surrounded by a

military area and thus accessible to visitors only by

special permission, prompting the decision to move

the remains to the grounds of the former DuBois

residence in Accra for final interment and the raising

of a shrine. The residence has been declared a na-

tional monument and designated the DuBois

Memorial Center for Pan-African Culture, with plans

for the development of a research center and other

facilities for the promotion of Pan African culture.
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AIMIMOUNCEMENTS

The office of Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns

(OGLBC), is sponsoring a lesbian and gay week dates

April 5-13th in an effort to make available campus-
wide the facts, fears and problems of the community.

The OGLBC came out of the belief that existing

agencies lack the necessary expertise to adequately

serve the gay, lesbian and bisexual population. And
the demonstrated fear that these students have of

reporting incidents of harassment and discrimination.

Co-Director Felice Yeskel said "We provide an ac- I

cessible space for gay and lesbian students. Most

students who have experienced incidents of harass-

ment find affirmative action inadequate, they can't

really help the student or the student feels that they

don't take their problem to heart or that they don't

really care."

Those students who live in the dorms are forced to

live in the closet, are harassed, or are forced to move
off campus. "There is a social awareness corridor on

the third floor of Brett, but it's not just for lesbian and

gays but for anyone who wants to be around people

with diverse backgrounds. However, a university of

this size should have more than one floor," Yeskel

said.

The OGLBC in conjunction with the Sexual Orienta-

tion Services (SOS), faculty and staf are working on

a brochure that will be ready for mass distribution next

semester, on debugging myths such as What Is

Heterosexualism.

OGLBC also co-sponsors a lesbian support group.

"It is a close and confidential group that offers sup-

portive experiences from lesbians here at UMass. The

group offers people who can emphasize," said Yeskel.

"This is not an in-depth therapy group, we help les-

bians feel supported. There is a feeling of being

isolated and almost invisible, later that feeling changes

to anger and frustration."

Working with other organizations to advocate the

needs and to improve the quality of services i.e. men-

tal services, health services and housing. OGLBC goal

is to:

-Create a positive social, academic and
employmentment environment at UMass .

-Increase campus-wide the understanding and

awareness of the needs and issues by confronting and

reducing negative attitudes toward the gay and les-

bian community.

-To reduce the effects of alienation in the gay and

lesbian community by supporting the concept that

UMass accepts diverse lifestyles.

-To ensure enforcement of established campus
policies and to publicize relevent grievance

mechanisms.

Reed Ide, co-director of the OGLBC said that the of-

fice deals with concerns of students whether it is

academic or social. "The impact from the feeling of

isolation is overwhelming, it interferes with your totai
life, it is very destructive.

"

When dealing with students problems Ide said that

the OGLBC donot push any one medium and that oc-

caskxially it works works as a referral servrce. "It depends on

what we see the problem to be. Some students have

to be handled individually because they

(students) fear rejection if they use mental health ser-

vices

Vigil against the Contras today, all day,

at the campus pond. "Protest the use of

our campus as a platform for Reagan's

inhumane policies."

Black Women Entrepeneurs panel

discussion tonight at 7:30 p.m. at Smith
College-Neilson library Browsing Room.
The panelist will be Carol Creswell,

Creswell Gallery (Arts),Dr.\,Vilesse Com-
issiong, Callie-Pearl Features
(Publishing), Melrose Watkins, The
Child's Workshop (Education/Child

Development)

"Figure Drawing from the Permanent

Collection" April 1, 1986 through June 8,

1986 at the University Gallery. Opening

reception Saturday, April 5, 1986.

Friday, April 4th, 1986, in honor of Martin

Luther King Week, there will be a FREE

Gospel concert at Bowker Auditorium,

7:30 p.m.

Nicaragua's Tragedy: The Price of the

Contra War. Teach-in, Tuesday April 1,

1986 at 7:00 p.m. in Earthfoods.

The University Gallery will present an ex-

hibition of recent sculptures by Mel Ken-

drick from April 1 through June 8,

1986.The gallery is located in the Fine

Arts Center, and Is open to the public

Tuesday through Friday 11:00 to 4:30

p.m., and Sat. and Sun. 2 to 5 p.m.

The Motown Reunion comes to Spr-

ingfield. The Four Tops, The Tempta-

tions, and Martha Reeves and The

Vandellas will all be there. That's

Wednesday April 2nd, 1986 at the Spr-

ingfield Civic Center. Tickets are on sale

at the Fine Arts Center.

Five College Seminar in Black Studies

presents William Eric Perkins Educa-
tional Testing Service on U.S. interven-

tion in Grenada: Reasons and Remedies.
Thursday, April 3, 1986 at 4:00 p.m. at the

Agusta Savage Gallery, New Africa

House, UMass.

THE FAR WORLD COMES NEAR: A Cambodian New
Year Celebration April 4- Cambodian Art and

photographic Art at 3:00 p.m. Frost Library,

Amherst College

Saturday, April 5 and Sunday, April 6, a Weekend

Colloquim Martin Luther King, Jr.

B-34 Brett House 9am-6pm

"Attention all CCEBMS seniors. '

There will be a mandatory meeting in room 311 New
Africa House, on April 11, 1986 at 7:00 p.m. . If

you are unable to attend please call Doris Clemmons

at 5-0031 between 8:30-5:00 p.m.

UPWARD BOUND CAREER DAY CONFERENCE
April 12, 1986 9:30 a.m. at The Holyoke Community

College-Frost Building A

TO BE YOUNG GIFTED AND BLACK
A play directed by Esther Terry, musical direction bv
LucienGochett
Monday through Friday, April 14-18 at Bowker

A u d i t o r i u mat 8:00

NUMMO is now accepting applications
for typesetters and layout persons for
the coming year. We are willing to train.

For more information come to our of-

fice, located at 103 New Africa House.

Third World Community outreach

counselor/advodate for women at the

Everywoman Center Is willing to listen

to your problems. This program is

designed to help women victims of

violence. Call Evelyn at 549-7785 or

545-0800 anytime.

"Some of the poorest children in the city

of New York have raised thousands of

dollars and hired a plane to air lift some

40 tons of grain in to Ethopia, they did it.

According to doctors and nutritionist on

the seen our government is bogged

down in red tape that the much needed

food is not making it to the people of

Ethc a on time.

We can help- with a penny, a nickle, a

dime or a quarter a day. Yes- it has all

been said but now it is time to start do-

ing, if a group of children ages 5 to 19

can 'save the children' we too can 'give

back a life'.

The Agusta Savage Memorial Gallery is

spearheading the 'Give Back a Life' drive

for the children of Ethopia, contact us at

545-0932."

Duffey will meet Khadafy and Ortega
By BILL THASTOODNZ
Collegian Correspondent

Chancellor Joseph D. DufTey will travel to Libya and

Nicaragua next week to meet with Libyan ruler Moam-
mar Khadafy and Sandinista leader Daniel Ortega

Saavedra.

In a written statement, DufTey described the planned

trip as an effort, "in UMass' spirit of civility, to reduce

tensions between those two countries (Nicaragua and

Libya] and the United States ... at a critical juncture in

relations." In giving the statement to reporters, Duffey's

associate, James Leheney, noted that the chancellor serv-

ed as an undersecretary of state under President Carter.

However, UMass administration sources yesterday said

the chancellor is less interested in diplomacy than in ex

pressing solidarity with the two leaders, both of whom
have been branded by President Reagan as terror backers

and outlaws.

Duffey's desire to meet with Ortega was reportedly

strengthened when he was criticized for offering to pay

some security costs for last night's speech on campus by

a spokesman for the US-backed "contras" seeking to over-

throw the Nicaraguan government. (Story on the surpris-

ing speech, below.)

One Whitmore official said the chancellor "took a

pasting on that. He wants to make clear his opposition

to the war in Nicaragua and get back on a good footing

with students."

The official, who requested anonymity, said, "Joe sees

the folly in aiding the contras and getting the US into

another adventure ... He also recognizes Libya has a

historical claim to the Gulf of Sidra."

Last week's deadly clashes between the US and Libya

occurred after American planes and warships challeng

ed Khadafy's claim to the gulf by crossing a "Lme of

Death" he had declared 100 miles offshore.

The UMass Republican Club reacted angrily to Duffey's

plans. Club members posted flyers showmg the chancellor

with a red hammer and sickle on his forehead. "The threat

ofcommunism has come all the way home this time," said

Gil Stare, club president. "Now it is clear to us all that

Amherst hates America."

The chancellor's office would not comment on reports

that the trip is intended as a solidarity mission rather

than a diplomatic effort. But one vice chancellor said of

Duffey: "He knows he's not Jesse Jackson. Not only is he

a white guy; he's a bit too reserved and squeamish to give

either of them (Khadafy and Ortega] a hug. But he does

know that Reagan is a reactionary prick whose actions

he wants no part of."

The Reagan administration had no immediate comment,

but a State Department official confirmed that "some

idiot"' in the department has already granted Duffey a

visa.
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*Contra' shocks audience

by declaring defection

Collusion photo by Grind Boombata

The three prisoners shown as evidence by contra defector Jorge

Rosales.

Student senate outdoes
itself in floor violence

Bv LEIF TISTE
Collision Staff

A spokesman for guerrillas fighting the

Nicaraguan government shocked a Univer-

sity of Massachusetts audience last night

by announcing his defection from the "con-

tias " To dramatize his decision, he

brought along three prisoners he said the

contras had captured and mistreated.

"I present to you two men and a woman
from Nicaragua, good Sandinista sup-

porters who happened to fall into the

vicious hands of my superiors," said the

speaker, Jorge Rosales of the Nicaraguan

Democratic Front (FDN), as soon as the

Student Union Ballroom was quiet.

"So I have no choice but to leave the

FDN," Rosales said.

FDN leaders have repeatedly denied that

they take prisoners. President Reagan, who

is seeking $100 million more in US funds

for the contras. also portrays them as

humane "freedom fighters."

The captives, whom Rosales brought on

stage, could not speak because they were

bound, gagged, blindfolded and chained

together at the ankles. When asked why

he continued to detain them if they had

been prisoners of the contras, he said, "I

will show them at a few speaking

engagements to prove my point, then set

them free.

"My point, of course, is that the contras

take prisoners and say they do not. I can-

not be a public relations man for liars."

Stunned silence prevailed in the audience

(if more than 500, most of whom were well-

dressed contra supporters seated early by

the Republican Club, which sponsored the

speech. After about a minute. Republican

Club member Redd Bator asked Rosales,

"Wait are you sure? I mean, is this final?"

"Yes, " Rosales answered, adding, "I'm

sorry to ruin your fiesta. Vete al infierno,

pendejo."

Meanwhile outside the ballroom,

students oppo.sed to Reagan's Latin

America policy, who had been restricted to

watching the speech on video monitors by

security guards hired by Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey. burst into cheers.

"Now we can have revolution all over the

Americas," exulted Murk Cauldron, as he

waved a red and black banner, the colors

of the Sandinista front. "They finally lea

Danny (Daniel Ortega, president of

Nicaragua] alone to have some fun the

party no pun intended has just begun,"

he said.

Michael Waller, a writer who was to

speak after Rosales, cancelled his ap-

pearance. "My whole case for the freedom

fighters has just been shot to shit," he said.

NUMMO would like to congratulat* WhooDi Goldgerg. Quincy Jone«. Steven Spielberg for their Oscar award nominations.

By CARL CARBUNKLE
SGA Bureau Chief

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night once again failed to make it through

the roll call before the meeting exploded

into chaos. It was the most turbulent ses-

sion of the semester, as four senators were

killed, seven injured, and six remain

missing.

After hearing of the violent outcome, the

director of the Active Students Office, Ran-

dy Gonad, declared the entire Campus
Center/Student Union complex under mar-

tial law.

"I have had enough of this stuff," Gonad

said. "It is time for us to show these

students their role in student government,

which is no role at all."

Late last night, members of Gonad's

private secret police were seen in the Cam-

pus Center, rounding up stray groups of

senators and transporting them to reeduca-

tion centers in Iowa.

The violence erupted as newly-elected

senate speaker Paul Wanker was hallway

through the roll call. When Wanker in-

advertently referred to senator Z. Jane

Frumpy as Jane Z. Frumpy, senator Jane

Z. Frumpy smashed him over the head

with a copy of the senate bylaws. As
Wanker fell to the floor, the two sides of

the senate, the progressives and conser-

vatives, engaged in a no-holds-barred

struggle on the floor.

"It is time for us to show these

students their role in student

government which is no role at

^^^" _ Rondv Gonad

Women's issues editor adapts

Senator Phil Collins managed briefly to

unify the senate, as both factions swarm-

ed around him and smashed him to a

bloody pulp.

Senator Gimme Burgers was seen stan-

ding on a table, beating off a group of con

servative senators with an unidentified

member of the Fascist Caucus. Burgers

was holding his member by the ankles and

swinging him like a club.

Senator Gnat Mooer pearlharbored

senator Macy Wrath with a folding chair.

As Mooer repeatedly smashed Wrath on

the head with the chair, he was heard to

say, "I don't want to be in your stupid

senate. You suck." continued on page 3

By SEKK CYST
Collegian Stud

The women's issues editor of the Col-

legian, seeking to deflect criticism that he

was unfit for his position because he was

a man, yesterday underwent a sex-change

operation.

Joan Yonce, formerly John Yonce,

women's editor since January, emerged

tired but smiling from the six-hour pro-

cedure at University Health Services. It

was the first gender change performed on

campus, according to David C. McBlood,

medical director of UHS.
Before he entered surgery, Yonce said,

"I hope this will silence the critics. I see

it as the ultimate in affirmative action."

After the operation, clad in a dress, she

said, "I'm ready to go back to work ... I

hope the Valley Women's Vulture people

are satisfied." The Vulture had run an

editorial claiming that Yonce was three

months behind on alimony payments, was

a secret partner in a pornographic

videotape firm, and subscribned to Playboy,

Penthouse, Hustler and Screw.

"I'm not even married, much less

divorced ... and if I did have a wife she'd

be doing some serious thinking," Yonce

said.

Dode B. Levenson, Collegian editor in

chief, said he was surprised that Yonce

"actually went through with it.

"I'm a little bummed out that John -• ah,

Joan and I can no longer go out to clubs

and make lecherous comments. But it's

much better to have a female women's

issues editor," Levenson said.

But some were skeptical of Yonce's

decision.

"She'll still be a he as far as I'm con-

cerned," said Leester Trocky, whose name

sounded familiar to obseryers but whose

connection to UMass, journalism or

feminism could not be determined at press

time.

Trocky, his voice cracking, said, "I ques-

tion whether a surgical gimmick will

change his - her, whatever - philosophy.

For all we know, 'Ms. Yonce* could just

be a sexist male swine wallowing in an

artificial woman's body. Therefore, I will

continue to challenge his or her right to

write and to exist."

In response, Yonce cited her editorial

record and her newly soprano voice.

"None ofyou here can doubt my feminini-

ty," she told reporters as she lifted her

dress.
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Probe of Marcos assets reveals

ownership of properties in Mass.
WASHINGTON ( PA) The House Select Committee on

the Assets of Deposed Despots today released more

documents relating to the American real-estate in

vestments of former Philippine strongman Ferdinand

Marcos.

Among the documents was a purchase agreement tymg

Marcos and his wife Imelda to the ownership of two

Amherst properties. Switz Village and Britiny Maner .

Committee chairman Stephen Solarz (DNY) immediate-

ly went to inspect the properties in order to asess their

worth and aid in possible attempts at their recovery by

the new Philippine government of Corazon Aquino.

"We knew that Marcos owns some very high-class apart

ment buildings in Manhattan, but we never figured him

for a Massachusetts slumlord, "Solarz said.

Adding that he was "disgusted" with the conditions of

the Amherst dwellings, Solarz went on to say. "this should

convince the last Marcos boosters that he is really not a

nice man."
To emphasize his point, Solarz also said "Hey. I know-

John Zaccaro and even he isn't as much of a sleazeball

as Marcos."

Security problems at Greek airport

to be tackled by US contractor
ATHENS(APV Officials at the hijack-plagued Athens

airport today threw in the towel and hired a group of

American college students to perform security functions

on a contract basis.

The facility was put under intense pressure to improve

what many consider to be lax security standards in the

wake of the hijacking of a TWA jet last summer. At the

time. President Reagan Issued a travel advisory for Greece

and urged Americans not to go there if they could possibly

avoid it.

"We depend a lot on the American tourist trade here

in Athens and this is a way to help imperialist Yankee

visitors relax on their way to famed historical sights," said

Spiro Incompatentios, airport security coordinator.

The first batch of students are slated to arrive in mid

May and is compo.sed exclusively of members of the Union

Program Council of the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst.
Speaking for the group. Production Manager David Can

noli said "This is a great chance for our members to pick

up some extra change this summer and use their prac

tical experience in a different environment."

Expressing confidence that "we can do the job," Can

noli added that "compared to keeping UMass students

from bringing hu^re into the Fine Arts Center, this will

be a frigging Av.walk."

Questioned about possible terrorist repercussions

against the organization, Cannoli dismissed the possibility

by saying "Terrorists, Shmerrorists - we aren't afraid of

them. You gotta remember that we once had the J. Geils

Band here."

Recruiting Contras — Sgt. Jose Sikpup takes

his drive to Podunk Elementary School.

La derrecha ha^ganado'
MANAGUA (PUU) Se anuncio ayer un

golpe de estado que resulto en un nuevo

gobierno instalado por la CIA
norteamericana y rigido por el Cardinal

Miguel Obando y Bravo, obisy^ de

Nicaragua.

El golpe occurro despues de muchos

meses de lucha entre las dos partes de la

Iglesia catolica del pais, la fe popular

apoyado por los Sandinistas, y la iglesia

conservadora de Obando.

El cardinal, hablando a unos 150

ciudadanos ricos y agentes de la CIA en

la plaza principal de Managua, exulto:

"Siempre hemos sabido que la Iglesia es

para nosotros - que tenemos la fe porque

tenemos dinero! - y no para los pobres

subversivos marxistas-leninistas."

Ronald Reagan, presidente de los

EEUU, congratulo el nuevo gobierno con

un anuncio grande en La Prensa, el

periodico derechista que contribuyo

mucho a la caida del gobierno Sandinista.

En el anuncio, dijo: "Ya sabiamos que

Dios era un Republicano. Ahora sabemos

tambien que El no acepta las maquina-

ciones de la izquierda, que segun El los

ciudadanos no merecen comida si no

pueden pagar. ni educacion. ni hospitales.

ni Paraiso tampoco! si no pueden pagar"
Reagan tambien envio FOO.OOO tropas

norteamericanos y 500 aviones B-52 para

enforzar el poder de Obando. El dictador

catolico dijo, "Tengo como modelo el

sistema de mi buen amigo - no uso "com-

panero,' es una palabra roja - Augusto

Pinochet."

Daniel Ortega, que huyo el domingo con

2,500,000 apoyadores de la revolucion de

1979, dijo en un comunicado de las mon
tanas: "Ya veremos que volveremos y

venceremos:

First lady Nancy Reagan speaks to a conference on drug abuse
in Des Moines. After saying "You don't have to take drugs to look

like me," she flew off to catch insects.

Canadians soak up unexpected deluge

HARE CLUB FOR MEN
ASK US ABOUT OUR EXCLUSIVE:

SUTURE PROCESS
WEAVE
TOUPEE

FUSION PROCESS

NOT ONLY
AM I THE
HAIR
CLUB

SPOKES-
MODEL

I AM
A

CLIENT

TORONTO - (LSD) Percentages of acid

rain from factories in the United States

reached record highs yesterday as the city

was inundated with blotter-quality acid at

an inch a minute, resulting in a tripping

community.
Early in the day, as residents were

traveling to work and school, the acid unex

pectedly started pouring, causing "good

and bad trips" for people of all ages.

There was a scramble by local drug

dealers to collect as much as possible with

the hope of selling it to Americans, accor-

ding to Cy Kadellic, a leading local pusher.

"This stuff is like totally wickedly

awesome ... better than Ecstasy," Kadellic

said.

Hal Ucinate, 4, who attends Joe Addix'

class on tripping, said this acid rated an A.

He told LSD reporters he caused the rain

by "concentrating real, real hard."

Police are investigating Ucinate's claim,

but are having much difficulty.

"The devil keeps telling me to take more

acid," said officer Say Tann.

Gyp. C, a local tarot card reader, said she

foresaw the downpour several weeks ago

and tried to warn officials, but they would

not listen.

"I told ya so," C. said.

Sticky solution found for Tower Library
By U.R. SKRUED
Collusion Staff

University of Massachusetts administrators yesterday

announced a new plan to prevent more brick chips from

falling off the sides of the Tower Library, outlining a pro-

gram of spraying Krazy Glue all over the outside of the

26-story building.

"We've tried absolutely everything else," said Physical

Plot director Roger Chewywater. "We figure if it can hold

up a guy by a construction hat, then it can keep a few

little brick chips from falling down for a while."

The library has been beset with problems since its open

ing in 1973, and students have Wppv f"rfr»f1 to e'.to,.

UMass:
^et them'
eat duck'
By JIP MANRIQUIT
Collegian Stuffed

Featuring several new duck entrees.

University of Massachusetts dining com-

mons are more popular than ever with

students.

"The kids like the DC as much as they

did when we were serving real eggs," said

Ethel Fitzpatrick, an eight year veteran of

the Hampshire DC staff. "My god. they

love these ducks."

Roa.st duck. Peking duck and duck a

lorange are favorites, while lunchtime

soups sporting last nights leftover duck

draw less enthusia.sni from students.

Although duck is a new food for most peo

pie, students "can deal with it," says Nate

Fisher. "Eating ducks is weird, but it's

good chow."
Students expressed a strong preference

for duck over an old DC standby, canned

turkey. "The meat's kind of tough, but with

a real sharp flavor. " said Shelley Lombar-

do. a sophomore on the 19-meal plan.

DC meal coordinator Gavis O'Rourke

said duck "adds variety to our standard

menu at a cost consistent with our budget

needs."

By serving ducks. O'Rourke said, Food

Services is responding to the chancellor's

suggestion that all departments capitalize

on the university's unused internal

resources.

Pond population down

University officials ye.sterday confirmed

rumors that the ducks who make their

home in the campus pond are disappearing.

Only 35 percent of the original population

of ducks remains, and that figure is falling.

"But we don't know where they ^the

ducks) are going." said Francis Creighton.

the university employee who monitors the

pond's inhabitants.

"I count all the ducks every day. I know

about this. The ducks aren't just leaving

the place ... they never migrate out of

season, and they're too healthy to be dying

off. Besides, I'd see the bodies if they were

dead."

The ducks have been a UMass tradition

since 1927, but there is a growing concern

in the community that this tradition will

end.
-PIM JANRIQUIT

through the lower level. Most recently, students involv-

ed in Mass Deprivation, a volunteer effort to refurbish the

building, have been prevented from doing their work by

falling debris, (photo, page 6.)

The plan calls tor a crop-dusting plane to be loaded with

the glue and then circle the structure until all surfaces

are covered. The windows and doors will be covered with

"all those boring technical journals that nobody reads

anyway," Huffy said.

Students will be able to enter through all the doors, after

the building has been cleared of all traces of the toxic

substance, which has been known to glue eyelids shut,

fingers and nostrils together, and books closed.

"It might take a while. Chewywater said. "But what

the hell, the place is useless now anyway."

Physical Plant operations overseer Peter Wodzthat said

the fences surrounding the library will be taken down,

and signs begging students actually to use the facility will

be erected.

"We're gonna put up a sign that says. This is the oldest

26-story library in the US. But it's dying due to lack of

patronage.'" Wodzthat said. "We want to create a sort of

package with that [Japanese elm] tree" on the southwest

side of the tower, which is fenced off so that students do

not trample its roots on the way to classes.

Drinkers
will bear
new mark
Bv T M. PERRANCE
Collusion Stiff

In an effort to eliminate any possibility

of underage .students drinking at the Hatch

and Top of the Campus Bars. Campus
Center Foo Soivices yesterday announced

a progiam of tattooing students of legal

age.

'We have decided tattws are the only ef

fective method," said Dick Illicit, head of

Foo Soivices. in a press conference. "It is

our final solution to the problem of

underage consumption." he added, if

tattoo-less students are caught in either bar

they will be forced to listen to the Campus
Center's roof leaks dripping until they go

crazv and die."

(otlrKian phoUw by Big Jo*. Sno R'low

The chancellor, above, explains what makes him superior to lesser

administrators. Below, some off-campus students struggle to com-

pete. "Every time we get something of Whitmore caliber, it melts,"

complained one of the students. "We went to the Geek Area for help,

but that was pretty useless. They either weren't up to par or wouldn't

reveal their secrets."

*7^ is our final solution to the

problem of underage consump-
tion. ^

- Dick Illicit, Foo Soivices

Starting May 1. all students who want

to drink at the Hatch or TOC must have

the word 'Pariah" tatt«K)ed on their

foreheads. The tattooing will be done by

Campus Center personnel every Friday

afternoon between 3 and 5 p.m.

In order to obtain the tatt<H>, each .student

must bring: Four forms of photo identifica-

tion, two credit cards; the doctor who

delivered him or her: an official from the

hometown's bureau of records, a sworn

statement frf)m each sibling; and the stain-

ed sheet or car seat - from the night of his

or her conception, which wil be verified by

carbon 14 age testing.

UMass President David C. Knapp ap

plauded the new policy, saying: 'This

should put the ZooMass image to bed once

and for all. No one will think we are a par

tying school after this."

"How to Haze and Not
Get Caught" will be the

subject of a symposium
sponsored by a new cam-

pus group, Ex-Pledges of

Phi Smegma Krappa,
tomorrow at 4 a.m. on

Haigis Mall.

Speaker: *Get knocked up, never wear shoes'

By EMMA VACANT
Collegian Girl

Gloria Steinway. a well known anti-feminist, urged

women to recognize their place in society is "in the kit-

chen barefoot and pregnant," at a lecture last night.

"Women's issues are simple. I believe we've made a

great deal of progress in the last ten years, but we must

go backwards," said Steinway, who spoke to about two

people in a janitor closet because that wag the only place

the University would allow her.

The lecture was sponsored by the Allwomen s Center,

which recently abandoned its progressive stance on

women's issues in favor of a "return to the good old Dark

Ages."

"Fashions, exchanging recipes and soap operas are

global issues," Steinway said.

She said women have a lot of problems, and that

stereotypes of women as bad drivers, stupid and emo-

tionally unstable is true.

"We're fucked up, and I am insulted that men actually

want us to hold jobs," she said.

Steinway .said women should trap men into marriage

by "getting knocked up and never wearing shoes again

- except for going shopping, of course."

She said it is important for women to be timid and never

.speak up so women will lose their rights and future

generations will have it on "easy street."

"We (women! don't need to learn about balancing

checkbooks, and voting and all that stuff. Leave it all to

men. Dependence and helplessness is where it's at," she

said.

Steinway served as editor of Ms. magazine in the early

1970s, but left in disgust to work in the New York City

Playboy Club after the magazine's publisher refused to

change the monthly's name to Miss.

SGA violence
iiituun-d /n>m page I

Katwoman Stickman, also a senator, then shouted to

the new campus president, "That's it, Billit - I'm cutting

vou off!"
. - ..J

Minutes later, Campus Center security forces stormed

into the room, and, aipid clouds of tear gas, randomly

spiayed the crowd with their automatic weapons, sending

surviving senators scurrying for the exits.

Kal Morray. chairwoman of the Extragovernmental Af-

fairs Committee, described the meeting as "like, death

and destruction, baby."

The April 1 edition of thi' Collegtan is publi.-^hed once a year, ciistomari

ly on the first day of the fourth month. We trust that our readers will!

accept its content-s as truth. reKai-dless of th(- facl.H. If you are offended I

hy to<iuyV issue, seek psychiatric help for hyperseriou-sness - or elsej

lijjhten up, or pisa off.
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Farts Review
Rocky V marks the return
of America's greatest hero

Deadwire
ROCKY V
Starring Sylvester

Stallone
Directed, written, edited

and choreographed by
Sylvester Stallone

Playing at practically

every theater in town

By TOMAS HERRINGTON

After a tedious five month

wait. Sylvester Stallone has

finally come out with the

fifth installment of the

Rocky series. While some

may complain that the

series is running short of

ideas, most people will cer-

tainly agree that Rocky V is

the most original and

dramatic 53 minutes of film

to be shown this year.

In the beginning of the

movie. Rocky (Sylvester

Stallone) is just about to an-

nounce his retirement when

he has to face the ultimate

threat to America's

manhood in the form of the

skinny, effeminate Pee Wee
Herman (Pee Wee Herman)
who challenges Balboa to a

title fight. Rocky refuses,

and is criticized by the press

for being a "wimp."
Rockv's sidekick Paulie,
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,n a desperate attempt to be

taken seriously, offers to

save his friend's honor by

facing Pee Wee himself.

Tragedy strikes in the third

round though, when Paulie

swallows his cigar and

chokes to death. Then
Rocky finally realizes that

he must defeat Pee Wee
himself.

I refuse to reveal anything

about the exciting, twenty-

second climax bout (shot in

slow motion), but will simp

ly say that it is more than

enough to satisfy even

Stallone's most rabid fans.

Stallone's next venture

will be a joint project with

Meryl Streep titled Rambo
Out of Africa, in which the

two play star-crossed lovers

who have trouble reconcil

ing one difference between

them. Namely, she wants to

stay in her plantation in

Africa and raise coffee

beans while he prefers to go

to southeast Asia and

slaughter Vietnamese
Soldiers.

Stallone promises that it

will be the first film to have

the audience "wet with

tears and screaming for

blood at the same time."

WHEE!

BvJANEY CANT THINK
Come home from New Jersey to find out

they'd killed the wrong man. Can't trust

the Amherst drug Community (especialy

when tied to certain high' officials of the

local University) to do anything right.

Anyhoo, I'm am back for my weakly col-

umn. Here's whats going on around here.

The big news is that that certain concert

mongrel, Ewe P. See, has arranged for

another of her favorite bands to play here

at UMass. Gimme a break. The Rolling

Stones?!? Blah and Boring! Just because

Ms See is about a thousand years old

doesnt mean she can force down our throats

that decrepit music, if you call it music. I

think we need some new, fresh sounds, like

those of Madonna or Bananarama, or

maybe even Duran Duran (though since

Simon got married and John moved in with

Renee, their music hasn't been the same.)

With the local scene, our choices remain

simalarly dim, though there are a few

bright spots. There will be a dance-a thone

held at 8 p.m. Friday night at Smith Col-

lege, so bring some drugs, and of course a

date. There will be some great local bands

performing, including that band thats all

the rage. Yellow Press with lead singer, our

very own Rod Skeleton (who can also be

seen at the local mas.sage parlour, just ask

for Maria). Proceeds will benefit the Smith

College dating service, which is in

desparate need of funds, due to an overload

of clients.

At Amherst College, there is boredom on

the horizen. The Local Boys will be head

lining a concert held at Amherst, Friday

night at 9 p.m. Either skip this one or make

sure you are so drunk so that you won't

remember them, because to put it mildly,

THEY SUCK

Diamond Street, located in beutiful (Ugh)

downtown Northampton, is host to the

Bullock Boulders, a punky sort of band

straight from the nasty part of London. Get

your chains, whips, leather, vibrators,

drugs, booze, handcuffs, brands, rope,

spikes, (Oh I could just go on forever!)

polished and ready. You'll be sure to see

me there, I'll be the one in the leather

lingerie.

At Mount Holyoke, there are no events

sceduled, because, as we all know, THEY
ARE BORING.
Of course we all know that Zoo Mass' is

the place to be on the weekends. Since the

administration began advocating the par

ty on every floor or die' policy, the dorms

have been the best place to be. But the cam

pus is offering some great tunes: The

Boomerangs can be seen in their first

American concert Wednesday night at 7:30

in the Hatch. The band doesn't start until

10 p.m. but have a few drinks and RELAX.

(speaking of RELAX, whatever happened

to Frankie?). Anyhoo, enjoy the

Boomerangs, and remember, they weren't

convicted of mass murder, only accused and

no matter what the European standard is,

in America you're innocent until proven

guilty.

If you are willing to take the car out.

there are some good bands playing within

traveling range. At Rush St. - Lake

Michigan and Lincoln Park Drives there

will be two favorite bands, the Pokes and

Elvis MacManus tomorrow night at 8 p.m.

(9 p.m. our time). Keep in mind that it is

a 36 hour drive to Chicago, but it's worth

the ride.

In New York City, Wenesday night

Alfred's will present a great double bill a.s

The Greateful Deads and Dillon warm up

for this summers tour. Be sure not to miss.

(Of course, I think the show is .sold-out but

you can hang around the back door and

wait for a glimpse.

One last note. What the hell is Debra

Winger doing, marrying Tim The

Scrounge' Hutton. He must be good in bed

or something. Whatever happenned to that

wonderfull Nebraskan governor she has

been constantly linked with. Oh well. 1

guess she must have gotten along well with

Tim's friends wife, Mrs. Penn. I shall n-

main sleepless. Til next week. Tootles'
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Get a job!

Springtime is protest time at the University of

Massachusetts, and for the life of us we can't understand why.

In the competitive atmosphere of the 1980s, college has

become more than ever a job-training experience, a way to get

a foot in the door and an edge on one's peers. This is why we
at the Collegian have chosen to spend long hours in the base-

ment of the Campus Center, gaining experience and clippings,

while others make a lot of noise about anything from

Nicaragua to Randy Gonad while getting themselves nowhere.

We admire the good intentions of students who express con-

cern over events in "the larger scheme of things." However,

for their own sake, we urge them to take a step back from their

well-meaning zeal and recognize that the selflessness is

obsolete.

On the other hand, the more some students devote their time

to various causes and take themselves out of the running, the

better chance the rest of us have to make big bucks. Ain't

America grand?

Unsigned editorials resent the minority tyranny of the Col-

legian Ruling Junta.

"So Bob, if you don't surrender now, I'll show these pictures to your

wife."

The pestilence of free thinking

William's Pain

I am concerned with the moral decay in our society. I

am fighting the evils of oral sex. homosexuality, food

stamps, premarital intercourse, Shakespearean plays,

slut-pumps, jaywalking, and other assorted perversions.

To this end. I announce the formation of a new campus

organization. We are through screwing around. We are

the Young Christian Brigade for the Apocalypse.

Borrowing methods from our historical heroes, the

Spanish Inquisition, we managed to convince the editor

of this page (a notorious pagan idolator) to give us space

to announce the formation of our constitution to the

Pioneer Vallev community. Here it is deviants watch out.

Resolved, that the Amherst area has been suffering from

a plague of free-thinking secular humanism for some time

and that this is an intolerable situation calling for drastic

measures.

Resolved, that remedial action must come in the form

of violence, brainwashing and repeated viewings of The

Sound ofMusic to rebuild wholesome character traits long

in remission. There are no other solutions.

Resolved, that Chancellor Joseph Duffey is largely

responsible for the epidemic of tolerance and must be the

first to spend time in the gibbet currently under construe

tion next to the campus pond.

Resolved, that a University Mind Police be formed by

offering 15-credit internships for participation and that

the officers of it be given powers to arrest, try and execute

offenders on the spot.

Resolved, that all unmarried University men and

women be funnelled through "chastity checkpoints"

before being allowed admittance to their dormitories. The

trained sniffers of the YCBA canine corps will be pressed

into service for this function.

Resolved, that all classes must, in the future, begin with

a unanimous declaration of solidarity with the YCBA by

a recitation of the Edwin Meese Wonder Bread Oath

Letters from losers

Costly prank

Is my fraternity initia-

tion ever going to end? I

am a We Porka Gerbilla

pledge and my brothers

are going at me so hard

that I am at the end of my
rope.

Two weeks ago, after a

rush party, two of the guys

from the house slipped me
some heavy tranquilizers,

drove me to Boston, and

put me in the cargo hold of

a plane headed for Istan-

bul. Some of their Turkish

brothers were waiting and

they stripped me naked,

took my money and

dumped me in a bath

house.

I finally woke up when

this big bald guy with gold

teeth started pounding on

my back - some kind of

massage, I guess. If he had

not taken an immediate

liking to me, I don't know

what would have

happened.
I like practical jokes as

much as the next guy, but

this is getting really ex-

pensive. I had to call my
parents to get money for a

ticket home. It took all

, , their life savings to pay for

it and now my little sister

from Woburn will not be

able to get her third arm
removed before the prom.

A. F. Ratboy
Hanging out on the

porch

Tan bias

There is, like,

discrimination going on on

this campus, and no one is

doing anjrthing about it.

You'd think it was a bad

thing to have a tan or

something. We are wicked

upset.

It's not very nice to have

everyone saying you're go-

ing to get cancer and stuff,

you know? All you guys

are just jealous because

you can't wear Esprit

clothes and look as good as

we do.

It's, like, our right as

students and as human be-

ings to go down to Florida

and then to come back and

wear tank tops for the rest

of the semester. And
everybody's giving us a

hard time. It's just not fair.

Tami Luftkopf Cari
Lucre

Southwest
• -

t f t ' ^ ' ' '-

Contra is O.K.

All this fuss about the

Nicaraguan contra on cam-

pus is really very silly. I'm

not even talking about the

right of free speech. I'm

talking about human
rights, and basic human
decency.

Jorges Rosales isn't such

a bad guy. He puts his

shoes on just like the rest

of us. He even goes out, has

a good time, and has a

hangover in the morning.

I bet none of you guys,

right or left, ever thought

about this guy as just a

regular Joe. Well, he is.

Rosales sings in the

shower just like everybody

else. He enjoys Monday
Night Football and

Moonlighting. He is a good

family man, but everyone

gives him hell about his

job. Nobody should get

bugged all the time

because of that. All of us

have to make a living

somehow and if he can do

it without a conscience,

more power to him.

i bet if any ofyou people

fighting about this issue

ever went to the TOC with

him, you would have a

great time shooting the

shit. Rosales is a great guy

and he knows every dirty

joke in the book. Really.

And I think all of you

should give him a chance,

and stop bickering about

all this political stuff.

An^stasio Somo/ Jr.

Central (America)

Rag time

I am sick of all the letters

to the Collegian that are

nothing but complaints.

They piss me off and I am
tired of reading them. To

say I am upset would be

putting it lightly. I am
mad as hell, that is what I

am. Nobody works harder

than me but I don't get any

credit for it, ever!

It sucks. It is horrible,

awful, di.sgusting, putrid, a

sad state of affairs, worthy

of loathing, a mess, vile

and evil-smelling viscous

substance, a wretched
situation, a truly rotten

and lousy thing for all

these people to just keep

ragging on about all the

stuff they hate.

Givm Ahard Tyme
Sylvan Caves

now posted on bulletin boards everywhere.

Resolved, that a history professor be publicly branded

and then stoned to death on the first Sunday of every

month.

Resolved, that television evangelist Jimmy Swaggart

be given complete authority over all campus media

organizations and veto power on Textbook Annex

purchases.

We are in the forefront of a new wave of student activism

sweeping the nation. We are shaking things up all over

the land as evidenced by our recent crucifixion o( deca-

dent rock musician and Antichrist follower Jerry Garcia

on stage at the Providence Civic Center. If you wish to

a part of this exciting new movement, we are now accep-

ting membership applications. Be prepared to show pro

of of your devotion flagellant's whips will be provided

at no extra charge.

Have a nice day.

William's Pain frequently clutters up the editorial page

with obnoxious diatribes when he is not busy torturing

small furry animals.

Fighting merriment
This letter is to inform the University community of the

new rules governing student behavior at spring 1986 com-

mencement ceremonies. The following regulations will be

in force and it would be best if all would-be rowdies learn

and obey them:

•To cut down on the possibility of people sneaking in

champagne (strictly forbidden) we have replaced the tradi-

tional black cap and gown with a transparent sheet of

plastic. Ail graduates must wear this garment and

undergo a thorough body search before gaining entrance

to the stadium.

•All students planning to attend the ceremony must

first post a 1000 dollar "disruption bond" that will be

forfeited if anyone engages in cheering, exultation, or

other forms of misconduct. Money can be reclaimed only

after filmed proof that the student remained in his/her

seat throughout the ceremony (and spoke to absolutely

no one) is provided to the appropriate officials.

•To further ensure a tranquil graduation, all students

must leave their youngest brother or sister as a hostage

with the Department of Public Safety where they will be

kept under the vigilant eye of our highly-trained State

Police Academy rejects .

Graduation has, in the past, been marred by outbursts

ofjocularity that 1 find most inappropriate. This will hap-

pen no more. I think that these new regulations will do

a lot to improve the image of a University so tarnished

by merriment. If you don't like them, tough shit.

Trite Williams

Asst. Vice Chancellor for Petty

Rules and In.sect Authority

Letters policy
All submiKOions to the editorial page must be »cr«wled in upper case on piecw

of authenticated Egyptian papyrus or carved on clay tabteta. Author* will be

re<)Ulred to spend an average of two minutes under the editor's dank each time

they wish to have aomethtnti published
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Chilly Bill's Personalities on Parade

Liberace Helms Davis Mondale Koch Khadafy
As if the recent turmoil in the gulf of Sidra weren't

enough, there is news of another US-Libya showdown

brewing. It seems that crazy colonel Moammar
Khadafy and North Carolina's own Sen. Jesse Helms

are engaged in a battle for the affections of pianist

Liberace. The fickle prince of pomp has long been play-

ing one off the other but with the deranged Libyan

Romeo momentarily occupied, it looks like he may
become "Jesse's Girl" on a full-time basis ...

••*•••
Looks like there may be some truth to the charge that

prominent American politicians are enamored of

Nicaragua's Sandinista government. Information has

reached us that a certain mayor of New York has been

paying late-night visits to the residence of Nicaragua's

UN envoy Nora Astorga, the femme fatale who seduc-

ed and killed one of the late, unlamented Anastasio

Somoza's top generals to become a hero of the revolu-

tion. Better be careful, Ed, this lady is rough stuff ...

it -k -k -k it it

Could be some stormy times ah^ad for the first fami-

ly. According to a California prison official, Reagan

daughter Patti Davis has been carrying on a lengthy

(and expensive) phone-sex affair with convicted murderer

Charles Manson. Said the incarcerated carver of actress

Sharon Tate, "This is just between the two of us. Please

don't tell her old man, it might fuck up my pardon."

Sorry. Charlie ...

•••••
Well, innocence ends for all of us sooner or later and

it looks like pint-sized Mary Lou Retton's maidenhead

is a thing of the past. The rumour that America's 1984

Olympic darling was recently deflowered by Houston

Rockets basketball superstar Akeem Olsguwon has

been confirmed. We could wish nothing better for the

petite purveyor of "The Breakfast of Champions" and

now truly believe she can do everythmg "the big boys

do." And what's that about "supercharged ...?"

••••••
The recording industry is in a considerable state of ex-

citement this week after the news that rock legends Don-

ny Osmond and Roger Waters plan to collaborate on

a new album entitled "Depressing, but Still Cute

Listen for the Mormon Tabernacle Choir to back them

up on the title cut

k-k-k-kifk

On the TV front, it appears that the hit kid's show

'Care Bears" has recruited some new talent by picking

up former democratic presidential candidate Walter

Mondale for a trial run this fall. He will appeu-ently play

an abused puppydog that everyone feels sorry for but still

does not like. Criticized for his lack of a good television

personality, the spunky Minnesotan hopes to finally

make a breaktrough to the small screen.

Curmudgeon footo by Grime Barlotta
CRUNCH! - A student volunteer for the '*Mass Transformation" library restoration project

bites the dust, evidence that bricks are still falling from the Tower. Story, page 3.

Collegian photo of Robbed Skeleton

BONES!
This day in history

Cnllusion photo by Hrine (inazi

LEFT NO EVIL, AHEAD NO EVH., DOWN NO EVIL - Three
members of the SGA Political Police scan the audience for suspected

radicals.

•50 B.C. Julius Caesar enjoys first pint of

bitters after successful conquest of Britain

•1 A.D. Mary Magdalene turns first trick

•100 Roman emperor Caligula I introduces

dwarf-tossing as new sport to replace

gladiatorial combat
•612 Byzantine empress Theodora lets

Justinian the Great have it with a rolling

pin

•750 Prophet Mohammed announces that

black garter belts are acceptable under

Islamic law
•1766 Catherine the Great founds Russian

Humane Society and dedicates it to the pro-

mulgation of friendly relations between

animals and humans
•1775 The name "Minuteman" is coined

by the unhappy wife of an early American

soldier. 1920 Richard M. Nixon has first

wet dream.
•1951 The "dry-hump" is invented by two

Westchester County teenagers.

• 1953 Massachusetts politician Ed King
takes fir.st bribe.

•1954 Massachusetts politician Ed King

takes 100th bribe.

•1964 John F. Kennedy's popularity rating

goes up 50 points.

•1965 First beer bottle thrown from Ken-

nedy Tower, Southwest.

1969 UMass drug dealers go on strike;

panic grips campus.
•1970 Dean of Students William F. Field

offers cocaine rewards for Dean's List

students.

•1971 Dean's List program discontinued

due to overcrowding.
• 1973 Imelda Marcos buys East Wing of

White House.
•1974 President Nixon first talks to por-

trait of William Howard Taft.

•1975 President Ford declared brain dead
after fall from Air Force One steps. Story

reported on page 42 of New York Times.
• 1976 Imelda Marcos buys Campus Center,

inspects it, sells it back.

•1979 Rosalyn Carter finally lets Jimmy
get on top.

•1981 President Reagan says he finds strip

mines more aesthetically pleasing than
trees.

•1983 Chancellor Duffey calls Tower
Library "eighth wonder of the world" after

being beaned by a brick during rededica-

tion speech.

•1985 Vice President Bush admits taking
testosterone injections.

•1986 Collegian managing editor says, "I

suppose I can let this be printed."

Advice from Filthy Freddy
Dear Filthy Freddy.

There's this woman on my floor that 1 really like. 1 he

problem is that she is real pretty and I have been

generously described as being "ugly as sin." I am really

warm for "her form but she is sleeping with this guy who

looks like Hulk Hogan. When 1 asked her out, she just

laughed and then he came around to my room and shov-

ed my face in my roomate's aquarium. I don't understand

it. All I said was "wanna go make whoopie, toots?" What

can I possiblv do to make her come back to my place some

nice evening.'
Des Porate

Orchard Pill

< >>l|pgian photo by Frrd Guano

Jack the pigeon critiques the competition.

fWork for the Collegian!

"We Fill Space"
Be a part of littering campus buildings, training pup-

pies and more! Join us and watch your cum drop, meet

new people, experiment with new substances and more,

more, morel

Act now and just for signing up, you will get an

autographed copy of Larry Bouchie's autobiography, A

Pack a Day Keeps the Liberals Away.

Dear Des,

Set it up so she thinks your dad is real rich. She would

probably even drop em for an ugly bastard like you.

Dear Filthy Freddy,

1 am a middle-aged married male who suffers from feel

ings of inadequacy because my wife (let's call her Anne I

is so much more powerful and well-known than me. It real

ly bugs me sometimes. You see. she parties out with all

these big politicos (let's call them Mike, Walter, Gerry,

and Teddy) and 1 get pretty jealous. All I ever get to do

is take care of a bunch of snot-nosed, ungrateful kids at

a big daycare center. How can 1 get her to spend more time

with me? I mean quality time (hint. hint), you know.

(Let's call me Joe)

(Let's say I live in a white house on the hill)

Dear Joe,

Well, you can either keep bumming out or you can slap

the chains on once and for all. With a woman like that.

Filthy Freddy would grin and bear it. She sounds like a

hot mama. I would be willing to talk to her if you would

like...

CAUGHT IN THE AC 1 - Collegian
photographer Ian Bulance Chaser snapped this

of a man trying to eat a pole from the top down.

WE NEED:
Reporters - You would be surprised at how difficult it

is to find people that can consistently mi.squote, shameless-

ly lie, and deliberately get their facts wrong just because

they feel like it. If you think you are one of the select who

can. come join your brothers and sisters in the basement

of the Campus Center!!

Columnists - Let the rest of the world know just how

willing you are to commit blathering, self centered, opi

nionated tripe to paper. Put that ridiculous political view

point up for the amusement of the entire communitv!!

Ad Reps Earn valuable extra pocket money by sell-

ing gullible local merchants space in which to push their

largely worthless products to impulse buying college

consumers!!

Graphics, Paste up. etc. See how many reporters and

columnists you can piss off by deliberately re-arranging

the paragraphs in their copy. Join in the group laughter

when the poor bastards come steaming into the room with

loud cries of artistic genocide!!

nollusion Trassifieds
HELP WANTED

Can vou b»«»th«? Can yoo walk? Can yoo

read al laait ona languaga profloantly ?
'

so, you 'e our kind ot peopw i' you nave

the rare ability to feel no remorse vytiiie

giving pam to mnoceni people, the" apply

at the Financial Aid office m Whiimore

We rnake it happen - but REAL slovyly

Are yoo blind' I mean totally bimd' Then

you couldn't possibly be reading this

CAN YOU WRITE?

Intaraated in Journalism? Think you can

write? Coma down to the Maaaachuiatta

Daily CoHagian Wa naad someoff to

teach ua how. Currently we copy an of the

news from other newspapers, or we make

It up Some times events occur within the

five college area and we simply don't

wntt about it Its |ust sick It s the blind

leading the deaf, leading the dumb We
know where to put advertisments.

though Yessirree So how about coming

down and writing for the sorriest excuse

for a paper m all Now England - Aw
heck, the whole U S I mean it's getting

so bad that even the people m the

tjathrooms would rather stare at the wall

then read us Wont you please help' If

you can fill space, draw even stick

figures Were REAL interested The big

ger the drawings the better Than* a real

lot Coops, my English, Thanks YOU a

real lot

My virgintty Last seen at a party where

we both had a bit too much to dnnk H

found, please retu'n No questions asked

Call Les Thanpure. at 665 6969

Loat - My ianaa of humor i wotkiedifor

tfie Collegian Those lerks. tfiey fiave no

respect for anybody or anything Cnpesi

Dan Sobal - Vou are an amannq hunk

You really encite me You r^aStf me we'

Love, yourself

Pat Johnaon - You are an incredible

lou'nalist The insights with which you

cover the SGA are beyond belief Mow do

you keep your patience with such a bunch

of snotnosed. obnomous. whimpering.

carpetbaggers' Bob Woodward and Carl

Bernstein
All HSO'i; 1 run this show Don't you

forget It I love this University Not like

you You only come for 4 years 10 years

from now you'll realize I was right You

are |U5t college students What do you

know' I am an administrator I have in-

credible judgement You'll see Im right I

know I am Sure I am I must Ije R Do-

nant, acting Director of Student Ac-

tivities

Necrophilia Club Meets lomgni n No-

mampior Graveyard ai 11 30 p m Bring

your mask'

BABY DOC How could you walk away

like that' By me way the test is positive

Micheie

GOT AN EXTRA TESTICLE? - Senior

Microbiology Maio' desperately needs

one for research paper Call Petey

FOUND - DIAPHRAGM, BLUE E»tra

Large, with the initials R D on it Call

and give inscription to identify and it s

yours 5bb-2667

SHEEP BOARDING - Inquire care of

Peter S si the Collegian I am VERY at

leclionate and can give that something

special to ttiem

FOR SALE

USED NUMCHUCKS Slightly bloods

tained Call Larry al 56b KILL

USED CONDOMS at bargain prices Call I

Phelta T»i.

Sua -
I really e'i|0yed las' "lyni yVnai an

INTERESTING birthmark' Jack

Jack - I was with Bill last nigh- Asshole

Sue

YOU BRING OE BEERS. LET'S HAVE
APARTHEID' - First annual UMass

South Africa booster day Come heai the

Beautiful Boer Blues Band Guest speaker

John Siltier Plenty of pn/es for the kids

in the siambok wftip proficierKy contest

Sua - You slut Bill. Brian. Bob You re

room IS like a revolving door - Jack

Jack - All of them are better than you,

pee v»ee Sue

HIT MAN

Sua - That s really funny Think of it as a

small fish in a big pond Jack

Jack — You want your drunken mother

to see the video tapes? - Sue

SUITCASE FULL OF COCAINE - Better

(snifll hurry, buddy 10' 't will be 70

degrees out and SNOWing I

I AM STILL in school, but I do profes

sional work Get rid of that meddlesome

T A or that professor that |ust goes on

and on group rates available,

guaranteed results

Sua - Do you want Father Quiggly to

hear about Ifie football team' The

Lacrosse team' The Chess Club' Christ,

anything that was incorporated got your

"seal of approval " - Jack

WICKED WILLIE - and his infamous

burrowing gerbil act Parties, birthdays

and Bar Mitivahs Layaways available

CHRISTIAN PHONE SEX - Who are

you saving yourself for anyway'

WANT TO CONVERT TO JUDAISM?

Well, you had t)est be circumsi^ed I do a

great |0b at (you should excuse the puni

cut rate prices Call Moil at 566 2123

Jack - Oh yeah? - Sue

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

My name • Micky and boy can I type I

type 400 words per minute, and lor the

right price will gladly do exhibition work I

can WRITE 200 words per minute Term

paper on bacteria a problem' Not any

more, I also have a degree m everything

this University offers I have t)een a T A

lor almost all classes Say its the night

before that big 10 page term paper is due

Whatever the subject I can have it typed

on your typewriter within live minutes I

can also write it out in longhand m YOUR

handwriting inside of ten minutes, leaving

you to go out drinking with you' friends

Oh yes, and if you're on the meal plan of

have eaten any food from the Hatch the

service is free Call me at 556 TYPE

Sue - Yeah - Jack

Jack — Oh, Jaaack - Sue
GOD don't you wlah itwt

tnia?

Lealay Clark -
i bet you think you re big

stuff now Ms. Rolling Stone. Hai We're

going to love it when all the angel dust

and wild turkey finally catches up to you

and you are a worn out old bag, resting

on your laurels like me - Hunttr Thomp-

son, somwhere in South America

Cow Stunner needed - No experience

neccessary Come to Mike's

slaughterhouse for an interview Must like

working with animals

Afraid of rabbita? Ever thought they look-

ad like tha enemy? We do We re ROTC

(Rabbits Off The Campus) Perhaps you

remember the Southwest concert last

year. Rock Against Rabbits' Well, we're

doing It again this year, and we need

volunteers to pound the crap out of a few

of the little buggers Call Brer Fox ai

565 9872

Nancy Klingatiar - You had better be

nice to us or we will tell everybody

That's right, everybody And we wont

leave any of the grisly details out - You

know who

SERVICES
TRANSFER STUDENTS FROM BROWN
UNIVERSITY will gladly escort generous

men When your grandchildren are boun

cing on your knee, you'll have something

to tell them about college

GREAT TIX

I have QUALITY saau for Jimi Hendrix,

Jania Joplin, the Doora, (featuring Jimmy

Morriaon), Buddy Holly, Elvia Prealey.

Johnny Rotten (he ahowed em), David

Croaby, (Don't you think he belongi here)

Front row, center lection. you'll be ao

cloae you can touch tham. Call

1-aOO DEADFOLKS.

TO THE SISTERS OF KAPPA CERVICA
- We |ust think you're the greatest and

the nicest and the sweetest We are so

happy to be your little sisters God do we

LOVE you You are so wonderful and |ust

so special, we want to pay you back

Somehow Anyhow Think of something

ANYTHING We'll do it Even if it's like,

really grody Love your adoring little

sisters

Sua — Oooh, Suuuue - Jack

Jack - Touch me thani Yes THEREi

Sua - Aaaaaaaah - Jack

Happy 21 Stave' Well, now you're 21

Well, feel good about yourself Nothing

really more to say Love Steve

Jack - Got a cigarette? - Sue

Sue — You're such a nut But t love you

- Jack

Jack - Itiumii - Sue

NEED A PLACE FOR FALL'

North Amherat cloaet fomoarly used by

Joan Crawford. Patti Davii, Sybil In-

cludaa outlet. »eOO/mo. -t- coathangan.

SUBJECTS NEEDED:
Biizarra aaxual axparlment involving

dwinaawi, baby puppiaa, aupar glua, and

thumb uckt. Worth antra-crwJH an Paych

100 claaaaa Thia could make ttw dif

faranca batyyaen an AS and an A Pkii,

you'll have one hell of a atory to tall if you

make it through Oh yeah, moat be vary

very intaltigant

Jeepa for M4? Yes, it is possible to order

leeps through the mail for |ust $44 Of

course we mail it to you one piece at a

time What the hell do you expect tor 44

measly dollars You Americans always

think you can get something for nothing

Peter Dow I still like you i don't care what

everyone else says R Reagan

FOR SALE
Uaad Swill Village Apt. 100,057 miles, 657

parl.es, 41 pukers Call 555-RICH, ask for

Ferdinand or Imelda

PISS OFF- That's right, you heard us

Piaaad off? it's belter than being pissed

on - one who knows

PERSONALS

Weird Dude SWM bi, 7' 5" with drug pro

blem seeks other weird dude, SBM, SBF,

SWM, etc to partake m muzak, cookmg,

etc mostly etc ,
call 555-GOON

CAR FOR SALE

'72 Plymouth Duster, white with Wack

top. Needs yvork Wall, actually it naedi a

LOT of work It's miaaing a few tirea,

aome spark plug*, end an engine to plug

them into. Hardly Uaed. M,500.

Negotiable Call Delwood. S66-CARR

Want to live a hop skip and a jump from

campuf? Do you mind cockaroaches'

Like, so fucking many that like you can't

lucking believe it' We're talking barf city

Kinda like a moving carpet, know what I

mean' Ever see Creepshow' Thai was a

Cakewalk I'm talking bugs if you can

cope, call Fred at Putter's Apts

Ugly Blue early TOa car. I don't know yytiat

kind it ia. becauae my manual ia faded and

mokly. Runs like ahrt. drivet like thit. ia

foravar running out of gaa And gaei, if I

had a dime for every time I had to change

tha tirea, I'd be a rich man by now But

anywaya, it it very reliable tranaporation.

It hat gotten nne from the early 70a to

almoat the 90i. A lot of iantimental value,

io I'm gonna e»k »6,a00 Firm Call La

Booah at566-SUCKER

Herb Ramy Slop writing about

Nicaragua, the Philippines, South Africa,

Communist Russia, abortion, school

prayer mandatory drug testing, and all

those other fun things Your facts ate way

off You don't know WHAT you're talking

about Stick to the lighter stuff - Art

Buchwald

Andy Wolff You think / have a drinking

problem' It's a good thing 1 don't light a

match when you breathe or the whole

place would go up m flames

Chancellor Joe

liana Levenaon So you think you're a hot

shot because your brother is Editor, huh?

Don't get too uppity, he's not that good

73 Capri, Gulden's muatard color with a

ripe olive black interior It rum like a

peach Tirea are a bit ihreddad, almoat

like cole-tlaw, the kind your mother used

to make Engine is as tough as an un ripe

apple Stereo it a real lemon, but you can

hear highs at critp at freah lettuce, and

lowt as reaonant as tpoiled watermelon.

Aiking price Some big clams, probably

out of your price range Will barter for

canned tpam, several Big Meet, and

frath loBvet of Wonder Bread,

Negotiable I'm no fruit, thit it for real

Call Chip, See-PLUM

I OWN THE DRAKE NOWi ha ha ha' And

I'm railing in money by the bucketful I

need to get another building just to store

all the greenbacks I'm going for Charlie's

next . and after that Barsies Damn kids

Denny

•Caah"
raying caah for your student I D s

Serious inquiries only Please call Mikey

MUST SELL Car

Wall Ya know, ah..,Lemme (QUACK) tell

ya something - I'm wicked sorry Catch

up with me

Graphica people All you artsy-fartsy

types think you're so smart Big deal, so

you put out a paper every day So what

So you stay at the Collegian till 3am
every night working for pennies an hour

trying to gel everything just so Well lah

dee dah Soyou've wonawardsma lot of

contests against papers that have a pro

fessional graphics coordinator working

every night Well, areni you just the

greatest 1 m jusl SO impressed I'm on

T V TsdKopptI

Graphica Gaaka You're gonna be so busy

irying to slietch the basketball, you'll lose

your shirts in the basketball game against

the newsroom We'll out maneuver you,

out play you. out shoot you, and, if it

comes down to it, we are going to embar

rass you m THE GAME

Newa Narda You haven t a prayer We
have studied lighting and angles so long

vye'll be able to measure the distance from

the ball to the basket from across the

court in a single second We will never

miss a shot You had better bring so-

meone who can count because we will

make so many baskets, you'll thmk we're

using ten balls In THE GAI^E we will br

ing It all together, iust like y»e do every

night

Jaanatte DeForge Thmk you're so damn

special, huh ' I ots of people would love to

capitali/e more than one letter m their last

name You're no big deal Sincerely Joe

OeBaker

To Bill Spain and

SPECIAL THANKS!
Ian Polumbaum for having a huge funnybone and for putting this sucker together.
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SPORTS
Gerlufsen out; Vitale to UMass

ESPN basketball

analyst takes over

photo by the SrfU Beadle

Former ESPN basketball analyst Dick Vitale has been named head coach of the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts basketball team.

Hempel will transfer back to

UMass, Vitale takes credit

By WILL McGAMMONS
Collegian Staff

Controversial ESPN cable television basketball analyst

Dick Vitale. announced before the NCAA championship

yesterday that he has been asked to take over as head

"coach at the University of Massachusetts, and that he will

^kccept. „ , ,, t

In Amherst. UMass athletic director Frank Mclnerney

said that current head coach Ron Gerlufsen has been ask-

ed to resign and that Vitale would be given "free reign"

to build a nationally-powerful team, and that, if needed,

he could committ any recruiting violation.

Vitale, the former coach of the University of Detroit and

the Detroit Pistons of the NBA. also announced that

former UMass hoop star John Hempel, who transfered to

St. John's two years ago. would be back in Amherst to

play his senior season.

Gerlufsen. when reached at home late last night, said

he was, "shocked" at the decision to fire him, but had no

further comment.
"Hey. Dickie V's back at the helm," said Vitale to a

packed press conference. "UM's gonna be at the head of

the Atlantic 10 next season. Look out Gale Catlett, heads

up John Chaney. here come the Minutemen."

Reaction from team members ranged from three star

players saying they would transfer (see story) to others

questioning just who Vitale was.

"All I know is that I better get the car Coach G promis-

ed me when I signed. Shit." said one player who asked

not to be indentified. "Least I already got my shoebox full

of money."
Vitale said he was not ready to name any assistant

coaches, but that current television personalities Al

McGuire, Billy Packer. Bucky Waters and ESPN host Bob

Ley. Vitales announcing partner, would be screened.

"We'll have the best coaching and the best-looking suits

on our bench." said Vitale.

ESPN ofTicials. when reached at their Bristol. Connec-

ticut headquarters, said that they didn't know who would

replace Vitale (or possibly Lee if he ir. hired as an assis-

tant) but said that without a doubt no UMass graduates

who worked on the WMUA sports staff this year would

be considered for the highly coveted positions.

"I saw Dean Smith at lunch yesterday and he told me
I was the man to turn UMass around." said Vitale. "I

know right that right away, UNC will be at the Cage and

we'll beat them."
Mclnerney said the decision was the toughest he had

to make in his tenure, but said he hadn't realized how

far UMass had slipped since Dr. J left school. "I picked

up a media guide from 1984 and realized something had

to be done. I had no idea how awful we had become," he

said.

By LEIGH
SHAUGHNESSY
Collegian Staff

John Hempel, the former

high-scoring foward at the

University of

Massachusetts before
transfering to St. John's

University two years ago,

will return to UMass for his

final collegiate season.

"As soon as I found out

that Walter (Berry, St.

John's consensus All-

American foward and win-

ner of numerous player-of-

the-year awards) was com-

ing back for his senior year,

I decided to go back to

where I was appreciated,

UMass," said "the Hemp."
New UMass head coach

Dick Vitale (see above story)

took all the credit for

Hempel's return, telling a

press conference in Dallas

at the NCAA championship

Sutton, Smith and Brown
said to be leaving

The three best players on the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team, Lorenzo Sutton,

Carl Smith and David Brown, say they are leaving

UMass after the school hired television analyst Dick
Vitale as coach and John Hempel announced he was
returning.

Sutton said he will transfer to North Carolina, Brown
will attend the University of Maryland and Smith will

spend his last season at Syracuse University.

Vitale, when asked about the trio, said "Hey, that's

okay with me. I've still got John Milum, Will Hicks and

Duane Chase, they're all PTP's baby."

Mike Mundy, UMass' freshman point guard, said he

will return, but plans to spend the summer touring the

nation billed as "The World's Fastest Dribbler."

game that, "John was told

he could take all the shots,

not play defense and not

pass or rebound, just like

when he was here before."

"I told John, Hey big guy,

you'll be the main man in

Amherst," said Vitale.

Hempel, the former Atlan

tic 10 all-star and one of the

conference's top scorers, lefl

UMass after leading the

Minutemen in scoring in his

first two seasons.

Local beer distributors

said they planned to restock

the shelves of local package
stores in preparation for

Hempel's return.

"At St. John's, I wasn't

given the ball enough. Im-

agine that." said Hempel.
"I thought about going

hardship, I really did," said

the 6-7 foward. "But after

talking to NBA scouts, I

decided to hone my skills for

a year before going into the

draft."

Hempel, from Linden.
New Jersey, said that at St.

John's, players like Berry,

Ron Rowan and Willie

Glass started ahead of him
while he was left to mop-up
in routs.

"I couldn't figure it out."

said he said. "Just because

I can't jump over the Sun-

day newspaper doesn't

mean I can't play in the Big

East."

Hempel, with the depar-

ture of UMass stars Carl

Smith. Lorenzo Sutton and
David "Beatle" Brown (see

other story) will have to

shoulder much of the scor-

ing load.

"I'm ready for that," said

Hempel. "I like to shoot a

lot to begin with and
without those guys around,

I'll be able to play my
game."
UM coach Ron Gerlufsen,

who was fired before Vitale

took over, said that while

Hempel was a good shooter,

he felt the team was more
together without him and
that he will cause problems

again.*'

"John's tough to figure

out sometime, but he's a

good player. Just ask him,"

said the ex-coach.

St. John's coach Lou
Carnesseca. when told

about Hempel's leaving,

said that the departure of

his reserve foward would do
little to hurt the Redmen.
"Johnny's a good kid, I

suppose, I never really got

around to meeting him,"

said the coach.

2^

........^A.

phntp by Des Paulfnaris

Umass basketball coach Ron Gerlufsen said
yesterday he was "shocked" at his sudden
firing.
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ontra claims Nicaraguan support

Coll<')Oan photii bv Hob Skp|i"n

Heavy security, paid for by the Republican Club and the chancellor's office, greets spec-

tators as they enter the Student Union Ballroom for last night's contra lecture and slide

presentation.
^

Opposing sides speak out at lecture
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

Last night's speech by contra representative Jorge

Rosales packed the Student Union Ballroom with a

standing-room-only crowd that came to hear and be

heard.

Police opened SUB doors at 6:30 p.m., and a steady

stream of people, some dressed in black or with blood-

like red paint on their faces, filed in to fill the seats and

pack the aisles. Many people carried signs protesting the

war being waged against Nicaragua's Sandinista govern-

ment by the Nicaraguan Democratic Force, which

Rosales represents, and other groups, known collective-

ly as contras.

Before the speech, groups of protesters paraded around

the SUB with signs saying "Let Nicaragua Live," while

others with signs reading "Not a Penny for the Contra

Cutthroats" and "Contras Equal Rape, Torture, Murder,

and Destruction" lined the walls.

A loud chorus of hisses competed with pockets of ap-

plause as Rosales strode across the stage at about 7:10

p.m. His remarks were punctuated with editorial com-

ment from the crowd. "We have the backing of the

Nicaraguan people," said Rosales, only to be greeted by

deafening shouts of "lies, lies."

Shortly after Rosales began speaking, eight people

dressed in black picked up a woman wearing a red-

stained dress and silently advanced toward the stage,

only to be stopped by police who asked them to return

to t" Vipif sP3ts
Outside the ballroom, hundreds of protesters chanted

"The people united will never be defeated" as the

ballroom emptied.

Some were annoyed by the unruly crowd. "I'm very

upset," said senior Howie Breslau. "This is a liberal

university that prides itself on social awareness, but

these people couldn't even speak. This is a free country."

Others did not agree with Breslau. "These people

spread poison," said John L. Fisher of Northampton.

"Basically I would favor free speech, but it is not

limitless."

Collegian photo by .Michelle Segall

Contra spokesman Jorge Rosales

See related story, page 3

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A spokesman for the contras, the guerillas fighting to

topple the Nicaraguan government, last night said that

his forces are growing because of the Nicaraguan peoples'

support, in a speech to a capacity crowd in the Student

Union Ballroom.

Jorge Rosales, assistant to the press secretary for the

Nicaraguan Force, one of the US-backed armies opposing

the Sandinista government, made the speech after four

days of controversy surrounding his campus visit. The
presentation ended after about 75 minutes because of "a

violent crowd" outside the Student Union Ballroom, the

event's sponsor, the University of Massachu.setts

Republican Club, said.

Following Rosales was a .<?lide show presented by

Michael Waller, the director of publications for the Coun

cil for Inter American Security, a conservative think tank

based in Washington. DC.
Both speakers frequently faced hecklers in the crowd

who oppose President Ronald Reagan's policy toward Cen

tral America, (see accompanying story).

"This is the first time our people have had a chance to

be here and I'm glad I'm able to be here," Rosales said.

He then proceeded to outline the last seven years' events

in Nicaragua that have led "to the betrayal of the

Nicaraguan revolution.

"We have been winning and I say we have been winn

ing because we have been able to fight back," Rosales said.

"The main reason we have been surviving is because we
have the backing of the Nicaraguan people."

Rosales said the Soviet Union has been providing the

Sandinista government with supplies and heavy equip-

ment, which it needs for the continuing war against the

contras. who he said are "fighting for democracy."

He elaborated on the unjustice of the Sandinistas and

emphasized their threat to the .security of the United

States.

"By 1985, the Sandinista army was formed by 120.000

.soldiers." Rosales said. "They had more than 300 armed

vehicles, which is more than all of Central America and

Mexico." He added that it is important for the US to sup

port the contras because of Nicaragua's proximity to the

US.
Rosales emphasized that the Nicarguan people support

the contras and the civilians provide them with valuable

help in the conflict. "They (civilians) provide us with in-

telligence reports," he said.

Waller presented a slideshow of his recent trip to

Nicaragua, reaffirming Rosales' comments that the con

tras must be supported by American foreign policy. This

was followed by a question period with mo.st questions un-

supportive of the speakers.

Gilbert Stair, president of the Republican Club, ended

the question period when he said he received word from

a UMass police spokesman of an angry crowd, estimated

at 600 by Gerald T. O'Neil, director of public safety, in

the outer hallway.

O'Neil said that the crowd outside was large but not

violent. Shorty after the event, police responded to a report

of a bomb placed inside the Radical Student Union offices,

according to UMass Police Sgt. Paul Ominsky. He would

not elaborate.

Merit pay: Rubber-stamped by top UM officials

Based on points,

peer evaluations

Second in a series.

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Evaluating which faculty members *

receive how much merit pay involves both

the critical judgment of professors' peers

and a detached process of rubber-stamping

by University administrators.

Beginning each fall semester, each

department's personnel commmittee

begins to evaluate faculty members' work

in research, teaching and service.

Then, during the next three months, the

evaluation process moves out of the depart-

ments and onto the desks of the deans and

provost, Richard O'Brien. This channel,

through which recommendations for

monetary awards .^re passed, is rarely

blocked by objections and questions of

fairness. Instead, potential problems and

any questions are usually deferred until

the following year for the sake of protec-

ting a smooth proce.ss.

"My practical role is clo.se to zero,"

O'Brien said. "By the time recommenda

tions come from the dean, if I try to change

even $100, the dean must work back to his

recommendations and personnel commit-

tee recommendations.
"We lean on the opinion of the chairman

and dean," he said. "It's a great rarity that

we would propose a change - the whole

machinery would have to be redone." He

said if he spots a problem in a department's

recommendations for merit increases, he

would "take a clo.ser look at it next year."

However, before the provost or

FACULTY MERIT PAY

Chancellor Jo.seph D. Duffey even see the

merit evaluations, a more detailed scrutiny

of each faculty member's work must take

place.

In a period of approximately one month,

each department's personnel committee

members assess the work of their peers by

reviewing faculty annual reports.

Evaluative statements are then attached

to the reports and handed to the dean with

recommendations for merit increases.

Mo.st departments' personnel committees

work on a point .system in the evaluation

of meritorious work completed in the

previous school year. For example, the

home economics department has a five-

point number system that translates merit

into an eligibility rank for bonuses and,

ultimately, into dollars.

"We assign weighted numbers - a guess

based on numbers one to five. A one means

you're a Nobel Prize winner, a five means

you need a road map to find your way to

continued on page 3
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THERE IS STILL TIME
TO ENROLL

Study at

The Hebrew University
of Jerusalem

A Unique Academic Opportunity plus

the Unforgetable Experience of Jerusalem.

Choose from One Year Program

or Summer School

Langauage of Instruction is English

For further information and applications write:

the Hebrew University

1318 Beacon St., Brookline, MA 02146

or call: 617-371-6810 ,̂

We Create Styles as

Individual As You Are!

% by Deborah

=\

oupon Specials

ie COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS
• FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

it FREE HAIRCUT with Higbiifihting

• HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appoinimeni

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Dnve. Amherst

549-5610 cxpirtH t msH

Massachusetts Teachers Association

FACULTY!

The Textbook Annex needs your

HELP
to allow us to get all the

necessary textbooks for the

fall semester please send

us your textbook orders

ASAP*
*as soon as possible

necessary forms are available

through your departmental

secretary or the textbook annex

ALSO: please inform your students

that we will be returning

this semesters unsold books

to the publishers

beginning March 31st

Wine and Cheese Reception

for Professional Staff

Guest Speakers:

Tuesday, April 1st, 4-6 pm
Campus Center 1101

Nancy Finkelstein, President of MTA
Ed Sullivan, Executive Director

Ann Clarke, General Counsel

All professional staff invited to attend

i

U.P.E. - M.T.A. Office at 549-4974
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Separate groups demonstrate at SUB

Collf-Kian photo by BriHn (iuarnotta

University of Massachusetts student Tony
Rudy joined the ranks of students involved in

yesterday's demonstrations. He spoke during
the Republican Club-sponsored rally at noon
on the front steps of the Student Union
Building, while around the corner. . .

Contra visit spurs action

By DANIEL SOBEL
and LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Two sides of the Student Union Building served as
backdrops yesterday afternoon for separate rallies ad-

dressing the issues of a "contra" speaking on campus and
the Reagan administration's proposal to back the anti-

Sandinista rebels in Nicaragua.
In the first rally, which drew about 150 people to the

front steps of the building, students stressed their sup-

port for president Reagan's proposed $100 million in

military and humanitarian aid to the contras and em-
phasized the importance of free sjaeech.

"If this academic institution is the heart and conscience

of America, then it is our responsibility as students of the
University to fight for free speech at all costs," Scott Pro-

tentis, a senator from the Southwest Residential Area
said.

"These people [the contras] want to fight like the foun-

ding fathers fought," said Lynne McCabe, a senator from
Sylvan. "Our duty is to ensure democracy."
A woman dressed in army fatigues and holding an

American flag flanked student speakers at the demonstra-
tion, which was sponsored by the UMass Republican Club.
There were few hecklers in the crowd, although a spec-

tator's statement that the "communist threat" js close to

us borders was met with jeers.

Around the corner, at a much larger rally, a crowd of
about 300 listened to speakers and singers who opposed
the presence of contras at UMass and denounced ag-

gressive US policies toward Nicaragua.
Several area residents were in attendance £is were many

older people and children. Several demonstrators wore
shorts and tank-tops as temperatures heated up to 75
degrees. The crowd responded with loud cheers and ap-

plause to comments made by speakers.

Earlier, an ad-hoc coalition of students and community
groups erected a graveyard next to the campus pond with
59 crosses bearing the names of Nicraguans reportedly
slain by the contras.

Methods of killing were described on the reverse side

of several of the white, wooden crosses, including. "Shot
in head while running", "Body cut up with knife" and
"Arms broken, throat cut."

Carmen Deere, a UMass economics professor who has
worked on agrarian reform in Nicaragua since 1980, said
it is ridiculous to consider Nicaragua a "Soviet
beachhead," as some have said, because. "A country of
three million people - peasants, traders and poets - is

hardly a threat to our national security."

She said 50.000 lives were lost in the struggle against
former Nicaraguan dictator Anastasia Somoza, and the

people of that country "are not about to give up any
freedoms to become a lackey for the Soviet Union.

*I think the US is afraid of a good example, afraid that

there are alternatives to capitalism. Should we be afraid

of literacy, of health care, of women getting jobs and
rights? I don't get scared at night, I don't know about you,"

Deere said.

Ron Peters, a minister from the United Christian Foun-

dation, praised the rally, saying. 'This is where the real

classroom is and where the real learning takes place ...

The scary part is that too frequently our national leaders

appear to be on the wrong side," of the issue.

Police search for suspect
A 21-year-oid man was cut in the face

with a glass during a fight at 5:40 p.m.

Friday in the Hampshire Dining Com-
mons, University of Masachusetts police

said.

The man was treated at Cooley Dickin-

son Hospital in Northampton and releas-

ed. Police said they have a warrant for the

arrest of a man, 22, in connection with the

incident.

Police said he will be charged with

assault and battery with a deadly weapon,

and mayhem, the intentional disfigure-

ment of an individual.

The man was expected to turn himself

in Monday, police said.

In other police reports:

••A man reported his car was vandaliz-

ed by a female acquaintace when he was
sitting in it, at 6:02 p.m. Saturday in park

ing lot 49, police said.

The owner said he was in his car when
a woman started banging on his hood and

windshield and threatening him, police

said.

• A bulletin board was ignited at 3:21

p.m. Friday on the fourth floor of Pierpont

House, after a firecracker placed behind

it, police said.

• A vacuum cleaner, 40 gallons of wax
and 400 pounds of sweeping compound
were reported stolen at 9:22 p.m. Friday

from the Campus Center, police said.

- JEFFRY BARTASH

ifMerit pay

Collripan photo by Brian (iuarnotta

. . . graduate student and Radical Student
Union member Mitch Gaslin offers his own
view of a contra, tongue-in-cheek, during a ral-

ly opposing US support for Nicaraguan op-
position fighters. A vigil in memory of
Nicaraguans allegedly killed by contra forces
preceded the rally.

^^^^^^H^^B^^^MHM^^^H^^aai continued from page I

Transfer program approved

the door, " said Glenn Brown, acting direc-

tor of home economics.

If the deans or department heads

disagree with the original recommenda

tions. the personnel committee is provid-

ed with an opportunity to defend its deci-

sions, according to Susan Pearson. UMass
director of academic administration.

But while the merit process schedule pro-

vides for "backtracking" to resolve differ-

ing opinions, the appeals process is seldom

utilized.

Arlyn Diamond, president of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors, the

faculty union, said: "Merit is basically not

grievable. If a department says 'X' is wor-

thless and the dean goes along with that,

on what basis can you grieve the dean?"

If the dean follows the recommendations
of the personnel committee, it is very dif-

ficult for the provost to recognize whether

or not an unfair judgment has been made,
she .said.

She added,"There is no mechanism of ad-

dressing systematic abuses. The deans'

level is the place where a lot of this can be

addressed, but it isn't happening.
"

In response, Murray M. Schwartz, dean

of the College of Humanities and Fine Arts,

said his role is to create equity in merit pay

by surveying the total accomplishments in

the college and awarding comparable

bonuses for comparable work.

But like the provost, Schwartz said he

seldom does more than rubber-.stamp the

merit rankings recommended by the per-

sonnel committees in each department.

He said that before approving bonuses,
he reviews the faculty annual reports and
makes sure equal rankings are rewarded
equally.

Next: Secrecy and subjectivity.
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University of

Massachusetts Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey and the

presidents of six

Massachusetts community
colleges yesterday signed an
agreement creating a dual

admissions program for

engineering students.

The agreement, signed at

the chancellor's residence

near Orchard Hill, will

allow first-year students ac-

cepted into the University

engineering program to

enroll in a two-year pro-

gram at one of the com-

munity colleges and then

.transfer to UMass as

juniors.

The agreement was sign-

ed by Duffey and the

presidents of Springfield

Technical, Northern Essex,

Greenfield, Cape Cod,
Holyoke, and Berkshire
community colleges.

The agreement will allow

the School of Engineering to

maintain its high standards

and to be accessible to

qualified students, Duffey

said during the signing.

"As with many schools, it

is imperative. With this pro-

gram, we benefit, the com-

munity colleges benefit, the

^tudpnts i>enefit ijind the

state benefits, since they

need good engineers," said

Duffey.

"Right off the top, it gives

us credibility. People often

ask us when we are going to

grow up and become four-

year colleges," said Ted
Pamitz, the chairman of the

engineering department for

Cape Cod Community Col-

lege, in praise of the new
program.
"One of our problems is in

the first two years, students

do not know what they want
to do," Pamitz said.

- PATRICK JOHNSON

F
Y
I

Robert Oakely, the director of the US State Department
Office on Counter-terrorism and Emergency Planning will

lead a panel discusgion on terrorism and counter-terrorism

at 4 p.m. today in Hooker Auditorium at Mount Holyoke College.

Terrell Arnold, vice president of the Center of Terrorism and Sub-

National Conflict in Washington DC. will also speak on the panel.

A second discussion on Terrorism, Diplomacy, ai\d Civil Liber-

ties will be held at 7:30 p.m. Both panels are sponsorefl by the

Five College International Relations Program and the Five Col-

lege Peace and World Security Studies Program.
• Robert Brustein, the Artistic Director of the American

Repertory Theater in Cambridge will be speaking on the

"Humanist and the Artist" at 3 p.m. today at the University of

Massachusetts Rand Theater.

• For students interested in spending a semester at sea,

the director of admissions and financial aid for Sea Education

will be speaking at 1 p.m. today in room 903 of the Campus
renter.
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Dormitory women's centers are open to all
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Women's centers in the residential halls are resources
frequently overlooked by University women, according to
the staff of two centers.

"We want to be what the women who come to it want,"

said Debbie Raymond of the Northeast/Sylvan area

women's center, located in Knowlton House. The other

center, the Orchard Hill/Central area center is located in

Van Meter House.

The centers sponsor rap sessions, support groups and
workshops on issues such as Premenstrual Syndrome.

"A major goal of ours is diversity," said Ange DiBen-

nidetto, the coordinator of the centers. "We want to run

programs that include all women."

The centers are more than just information resources,
Raymond said. They are also a place to relax and study.

"We're not just for services," Diane Jarvi of the Nor-

theast/Sylvan area staff said. Both centers are run by

students.

The centers are also unique because they are in the

residental halls.

"Women don't need to go across campus," DiBennidet-

to said. "We want to know what women need, we're an

advocacy for them."

Men are also invited, she said. "We want them to know
what women are up against. Sexism has affected their

lives, too."

The centers are open 7 to 9 p.m., Sunday through

Thursday.

Mexican plane crashes;
no apparent survivors
MEXICO CITY (AP) - A Mexicana Airline flight with

166 people aboard crashed into a mountainside yester-

day en route to Puerto Vallarta and Los Angeles, an
airline spokesman said. There appeared to be no
survivors.

A source in the airport commander's office said three

helicopters from the Federal Highway Police and an of-

ficial of the Federal Electricity Commission flew over the

wreckage of the plane and found no indication of

survivors.

The source, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said

the plane was burning at the time the officials flew over

the wreckage.

Cuevas said the only land access to the site was
through a town called Contepec.
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hypnotist Comedian
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ComctothcllH.S.
Smokers Assitancc Projjram

cvcr>' Thursday from 3:30- 5KM)pm
in Room 2S0, InhiTshy Health Center

and learn to stopWalk-ins wvlcome

Plumhley 's is the Place
to be all week
Specials good til April 20

Sundays
3:00 - 9:30 $8.95

Chicken, Steak and Chocolate Cake!

SHced London Broil, Roast Chicken, Chocolate Cake
and all the fixins

Monday
All You Can Eat $9.95

4:00 - 9:30 Fried Shrimp or Fried Chicken

.Served with bottomless cup of our chefs hearty soup, salad,

fresh vegetables, potato, hot bread and butter

Tuesday
All You Can Eat $9.95

4:00 - 9:30 Roast Sirloin or Fried Chicken
Also served with bottomless cup of our chefs hearty soup,

salad, fresh vegetables, potato, hot bread and butter

Wednesday: Student and Faculty Special

• Broiled Orange Whiskey Chicken $5.95
• Sliced London Broil

• Tempura Fried Filet of Sole

All entrees complete with salad, potato, hot bread and butter.

Just show a student LD. and enjoy

Plumbleys
30 Boltwood Walk • Downtown Amherst • 253-9586

All Major Credit Cards • Full Servic( ' iterinp^
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Put off until it was too late
When I was young, I used to stand on my

grandparent's back porch on rainy days
and wait for the schoolbus to creep over the

top of the hill. My grandparent's house was
closer to the bus stop than our own and that

creaky back porch kept me dry during some
long Vermont winters.

By the time the bus arrived at 7:15 a.m.,

my grandmother had already been awake
for two hours. She loved to cook and the

predawn hours provided her the time to

prepare some of the family's famous Polish

delicacies. Some days when I was lucky she

would slip me a pastry or two and whisper

"Ssshh...don't tell your mother. She doesn't

have this recipe yet."

She seemed indestructable and was
steadfast in her work habits. She refused

to have the family garden plowed, insisting

"I can do a better job than some newfangl-

ed rototiller." And she did. Apron tightly

wrapped around her petite waist, this

76-year-old immigrant seemed equally

comfortable with a spoon or shovel in her

hands.

These images flooded back to me as I

buried myself into the vinyl hospital chair.

My grandmother lay sleeping in the bed,

sheets drawn tightly about her. Frayed

wisps of her silver hair leaked out around

the pillow.

The television glowed, soundless, as the

late afternoon sunlight receded from the

room. All one could hear was the lonely

droppings from the IV apparatus,

methodically going about its work.

I squirmed about in the chair, attempting

to submerge myself ever deeper. As hard

as I tried I could not shut out the surroun-

ding reality. The black hole I searched for

was not to be found.

"Was it last summer or the one before?"

I asked myself. "I know I saw her sometime

in the past two years. I'm almost positive

I sent her a birthday card."

My mother had called months earlier tell-

ing me about the cancer that had attacked

my grandmother. "Next weekend," I told

her when she asked when I would come

home to visit. "I'm writing it here on the

Bob Kievra

phonebook Mom. No sweat. See ya in a cou-

ple of days."
The weekend never came. There was the

party in Puffton, the trip to New York Ci-

ty, that overdue lab project. My time was
too precious to visit a dying human being.

Mom kept calling and I kept promising.

By the time I finally made the trip it was
too little too late. I sat in the sterile

hospital room and watched the nurse
change IV bottles. She sensed that within
days the bed would be stripped and the

flowers thrown out. Within a week the

room would be occupied by another dying
person.

The nurse asked if she could get me
anything. I smiled and shook my head no.

What I wanted she couldn't provide. No one
could turn back time.

For the funeral, I attempted to sooth my
conscience by purchasing a large floral ar-

rangement. It helped neither the living nor

the dead. Everyone said that the service

was nice. I couldn't be sure. I drifted

through it while a hollow feeling bored

deep into my soul. The term papers, the keg
parties, the study sessions all meant little

now. My mind was occupied with the pain-

ful process of value reexamination.

I regret that I neglected my dying grand-

mother. We would talk for hours about
what I would do in life. She took an interest

in my studies though she could barely read

or write herself. By example, she taught
others the values of hard work and long

hours. I miss the pride that was evident on
her face when she learned that I would be

the first family member to go on to college.

In one way my grandmother is still with

me. On wet, rainy days when I run to catch

a bus, I still feel that my grandmother is

standing at the kitchen window, curtain

pushed aside, making sure that everything

is all right.

Bob Kievra is a member of the Collegian

staff.

Consequences of US contra aid

Most media reports confirm that at pre

sent the contra rebels are ill-trained, ill-

equipped, and lack the support of many of

the Nicaraguan people due to their ties to

the old Samoza regime. Even with US
military aid, it is conceded that it will be

a long time before the contras can present

a force great enough to defeat or force the

hand of the Sandinistas. This means that

any war ensuing from US aid will most

likely be a bloody standstill. The real losers

will be the Nicaraguan people who will be

in the middle of this war.

I will not dictate policy based on this

unpleasant fact, I merely want people to

consider what the consequences ofUS sup-

port really are. Many innocent

Nicaraguans will be brutally butchered,

many will be tortured, bombed, starved,

Irony in Dean's statement

relocated, machine-gunned in night raids-

-and we must take our share of responsibili-

ty for this. As our representatives. Con-

gress will far away in this country be mak-
ing the decision that these lives are worth

losing for the great cause of democracy. Is

this the only way towards progress in Cen-

tral America? Regardless of which side is

responsible, the victims in a war are

always real, and their pain, in some small

or large way, should be our pain too. Write

Congress, if at least to tell them that these

people of Nicaragua are not chess pieces,

are not statistics-and that we must be

careful.

Eric Nakajima
Amherst

« 4

In the Collegian article about the

meeting Chancellor Duffey and I had with

the Undergraduate Student Senate on

March 25, 1 was quoted as saying that "if

(the humanities) got as much money as the

high-tech fields we wouldn't know what to

do with it," The quotation alone fails to

capture my ironic intent. We in the

Humanities and Fine Arts are not used to

receiving the millions of dollars in new

allocations that support some of our high-

tech colleagues, nor do many of our

teaching and research activities require

such enormous expenditures. But if we did

have such millions of dollars in new funds,

we would only hesitate briefly before fin-

ding urgent and important uses for them.

Among the uses would be:

• adequate stipends for our graduate stu-

dent teachers . .

• repairs for the Fine Arts Center

• a new wing for the Fine /\ris Center

• a renovated "high-tech" Language Lab

• a fund for recruiting new faculty who

could help us meet General Education

needs and develop new courses

• adequate support funds for faculty

research and travel.

We are increasingly concerned with the

integration of "high-tech" activities and

technologies into our programs, and we cer-

tainly will need large amounts of new

money if we are to keep up with our peers

in the Northeast. The Chancellor and I

agreed that the strength of the entire

University depends on a strong State and

national economy, and the economy will in-

creasingly depend on the quality and in-

tegrity of education, including the

humanities and arts.

Murray M. Schwartz, Dean Faculty of

Humanities and Fine Arts
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Voters go for the leaders
My editor has been agitating to make

"Election '88" the editorial theme of the

week. It may surprise some people, but I'm

not going to laud Pat Robertson or George

Bush or Bob Dole or Jack Kemp. In fact,

I find the whole season of presidential cam-

paigning very annoying; I was rather hop-

ing it would start late this time.

First you get a bunch of sharps postur-

ing and pretending they're not sure they'll

run. Then all of a sudden 30 of them are

trotting around, none with the vaguest idea

of what it takes to win the election, but

each determined to solve national problems

in ways nobody ever thought of before.

Some time later, the poor, the thin-skinned,

and the secretly guilty drop out to let the

big ones lay into each other. The media will

try to win America to the cream of the pro-

gressive set, and then for weeks before, dur-

ing, and afler the election, those media will

feed the nation a steady diet of statistics,

platforms, and inside information.

If you ever find yourself, like me, occa-

sionally disgusted with the news media as

a class, that is the time to break free of your

addiction to television, radio, and daily

newspapers. If it's important, your friends

will tell you about it.

The news blitz may not matter, anyway.

The American vote seems to function

almost independently of it. The vote almost

always goes not according to the platform,

not with the biggest smile, but with the

candidate who is perceived as the strongest

leader.

The last election is a good example of

that. Aside from the fact that he could be

excruciatingly boring, Walter Mondale had

a reputation as a man who tried to please

everyone. Every candidate needs support,

but Mondale went after so many diverse

groups that in the end, his actions were

limited to the path of least resistance. My
feeling is that most Americans want to be

able to put a good man or woman in office

and have done with it. They don't want so-

meone who's going to keep coming back

bothering them about what they want him

or her to do next.

Walter was not the guy who worried

Reagan supporters in '84. Gary Hart was.

For one thing. Hart has the ability to cap-

ture the public imagination with a vision

for the country. Citizens like to feel that

their country is going somewhere. Hart is

charismatic and likeable; he's got self-

respect. Gary Hart would have turned

Rusty Denton

around the sense of "politics as usual" and

competed with the best of Reagan's strong

points. Hart is a leader. Mondale is a

politician.

Unfortunately for Mondale, no aura of

leadership rubbed off on him as Jimmy
Carter's vice-president because Carter was

neither a leader nor an exceptionally good

politician. He was an over-achiever aspir-

ing to the highest office in the land, like

a merit badge. Carter got into office

because he looked like a trendsetter with

something new and different and fresh and

honest-a complete change from everything

to Christianity was genuine, he drew no vi-

sion from it.

Given Carter's record as President, it was

no surprise to see Reagan wallop him and
Anderson in '80. Anderson had ideas, but

no record of leadership. Carter had no

ideas, and a lousy history both in Georgia

and the White House as a leader. Reagan
had ideas, and a great history as a leader

in California. It's comforting to know that

given that kind of choice, the electorate will

go with proven abilities.

It's not my intent to defend or promote

Reagan's presidency here; it will have to

be judged on its own merits. But 1 think the

message is clear for 1988 and beyond:

leaders don't chase voters; voters go after

leaders. And the media, unfortunately, go

after both. Just ask my editor.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Check tomorrow's page for William

Spain and Stephen Ericksons predictions

for W.
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SWAG Presents
The nation's Hottest Stand-up Comjc

EMO PHILIPS
as seen on Late Night with David Letterman

THURSDAY

APRIL 10, 1986

in the

Student Union

Ballroom

^^e'. Two shows 8:00 PM and 10:00 PM
<\cV^®^^ $5.00 in advance $6.oo at the door

Available at: Tix in the Student UNion Building, For

the Record (Faces) in Amherst, Main St. Records in

Northampton.
Another Southvyest Area Government Production

Bring a couple friends and

your appetites and enjoy some

of the best Mexican food anywhere,

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON , AMHERST
Jl LtNTtM St

Bring your 0»r<

Bter or Mine

4 1 But 'WfK .0 AAl

2S6 82 '

'

Bttr i W:ne
SenieD

SPRINGFIELD
'id SUMNfcR Avt

'88 0919
Bring Your Own
Beer or Wme

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut

$8.00

Haircut with

Blowdry
$12.00

Call: 549-1502 J

Soup • Bialys •

\oked Turkey •

Hours
Mon Sal

9 6
Sun 9-1

11 Rye * Kosher

Tr

MuSStss^/lfHERST
• TabouleTT

Across from

Plumbieys

es • Brie • Kepperoni
Chocolates • Fresh Baked

Breads • Gruyere • Cheddar Jaiapeno Soup •

Smoked ^^^^^^^^^i^^^^^^^^gi^^^^^^gi^\^\es •

Curried f|

Lentil So
Salads *

Apple P

Taragon

Cheese <

Smoked

stards •

V Potato

Lox •

Jialys •

urkey •

Chili •

Mousse
Cake • Corned Beef • Carrot Soup • Greek Rice

Saiad • Croissants • NY Deli Rye • Kosher

Lunch with a difference'

N.Y. Style Sandwiches

Homemade Soups, Salads

Breads and Desserts

PIZZA SUBS

PIZZA SPECIAL
ONE FREE ITEM OF

YOUR CHOICE ON ANY
LARGE PIZZA

ALSO AVAILABLE
WORLD CLASS SUBS
FREE DELIVERY!

EXPIRES APRIL 30th, 1986

4:00pm to 2:00am
363 MAIN STREET, AMHERST

256-0222

The Union Program Council presents:
A special one night engagement with

AL JARREAU

Attention

Computer
Owners

IBM Portable, PC
or Compatible?

We're offering

fantastic

SAVINGS
on the following

PERIPHERALS

Saturday April 19th

SpmF.A.C. UMass
Tickets $1 7. 00 cash onlu 6 ticket limit

Tickets on sale at F.A.C. Box Office, Springfield Civic Center

and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Greenfield,

Holyoke and Pittsfield. No cans, bottles or recording devices.

1200 Baud

ilntemal Modem
$14900

Paralel Interface ^^^^^
Board

^60»O

Serial Interface

Board
$60^0

Memory Upgrades^^^^^
to640K^99Otf

LEADING EDGE

Basic Word ^29®'

Processor

SPECIAL UNTIL
APRIL 30th

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst

549-1017

BLACK AFFAIRS

UPC presents j '. , • . •
*•

;
.' • .'.

.*•
" • •

•••'••
• • ••••..•.••* ;.;•.'.. .:• nrl

Author of 'Blacks in College'

to speak at Smith College
By C. RON ALLEN
Collegian Staff

Dr. Jacqueline Fleming, a psychologist and author on

higher education will speak on "succeeding in college"

on Wednesday April 2. at 8 p.m. in the McConnell

Auditorum at Smith College. She will discuss what she

has found to be the key ingredients to success in college-

success, power, and a sence of belonging - and how these

ingredients can be found for blacks and women at both

predominantly black colleges and women's colleges.

Fleming is author of the book Blacks in College, publish

ed in 1984, which is the first comprehensive comparative

study of black students' success in black and white col

leges. The book is the result of a seven year study of 2,500

black students and 500 white students at seven

predominantly black colleges in Georgia Mississippi Ohio

and Texas.

In a recent report, Fleming said that black students have

a better chance to succeed intellectually at balck colleges

than at predominantly white institutions.

"Students in black colleges seem to have a virtual cor

ner on intellectual satisfactions and outcomes during the

college years," Fleming wrote in her book. Blacks in Col-

lege. The project was founded by a $700,000 grant from

the Carnegie Corp. and included interviews and

psychological testing of the surveyed students. "In white

college environments, black students may fail to exhibit

the cognitive growth observed in white classmates and

in the counterparts at black colleges, because they fall

prey to the feelings of alienation and estrangement,

"

Fleming said. "They are less likely to develop motivating

relationship with faculty or to feel a part of campus life."

Fleming, a former senior research associate with the

United Negro College Funds Department of Research and

Government Affairs, said blacks educated at black colleges

ironically are beter prepared for competition in integrated

environments than blacks educated at white colleges.

Fleming, an adjunct professor of psychology at Barnard

College in New York City, received her B.A. in psychology

from Barnard College in 1969 and her ph.D from Harvard

in 1974.

Announcement
On Thursday April 3, at 7:30 p.m., stories and inspira

tion from the from the Civil Rights Movement entitled

The Sixties Speak to the Eighties will be presented in the

Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union Building. Civil rights

activists Bill Strickland, Evangeline Darrity and Meyer
Weinberg will share stories of their own experiences dur
ing that tumultous time.

I Stive the health

I GIVEBLOOD
American Red Cross

Blood Services

Northeuit Region

I

3
8
1
3

SUB
9:30 a.m. 3:30 p.m.

If
'VsMChuS*'**'

LEGAL
ASSISTANTS
WANTED
FOR

FALL, 1986

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits -

Work directly with attorneys -

yi No experience in the legal profession is necessary; training is provided

3^ Deadline to begin your application is APRIL 9 -

34^ Contact Legal Services today - 545-1995

*•••••••••*•**********************
•"t.*".o/-

•""•

;•*-•:.•.>.:>•:.;

Tickets

Still

Available
*n .

' ! •' . n' ' * ^

Wednesdayf
April 16th

Fine Arts
Center

' « ... .
»

.
' 7—~,

Tickets on sale

March 12th

$11.50 UMass student

$12.50 general public

. . * . ' o . ,
•

; . Stevie Ray Vaughan
And

,-.:., -.
. .... . . , Double Trouble

at the FAC box office, Springfield

Civic Center box office, and all

Datatix locations in Northampton,
Holyoke, Greenfield and
Pittsfield

mUm
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ARTS
Book Review

Antrobus Complete
Lawrence Durell

Faber and Faber, Boston. 202 pages

By ROLFE HEGWER
Collegian Correspondent

Kaplan stays
withyou for

the long run.
After you take a Kaplan cciurse. yoa re

not only better prep.^rcd to take on

marathon tests like the LSAT. GMAT.

GRE. NTE. CPA. SAT. among others, b'lt

the study techniques you II Icarn will

help you through the ngors ofyour grad

school courses

That s why for nearly 50 years, over

1 million students have gotten in con-

dition with Stanley H Kaplan And for

those interested in breaking records, we
also offer SPEED READING

So call Kaplan You ve got a long race

ahead to the top of your career Every bit

of training and coaching counts

KAPLAN
SIANatH HA^^ANtDUCATIONAlaNIH^lTD

DCWTfoMPrn wini
A KAPLAN STUn{ NT Bh ONE

Preparing Now
For GMAT, LSAT and GRE

get started early

and complete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

LawTence Durrell is not be to confused with Gerald Dur-

rell. Lawrence writes books like the Alexandrea Quartet

while Gerald recounts the anecdotes of his international

ramblings as a wildlife naturalist like Beasts in My Belfry:

One usually finds the latter in the London-Heathrow

airport bookstores while waiting for that connecting flight

to wherever, I've read a good deal of Gerald's anecdotes.

Confused about the distinction I figured I was familiar

enough with the author to write a review when my editor

handed me Antrobus Complete by Lawrence Durrell.

Antrobus is a compilation of caracatures and anecdotes

from Lawrence's postings in the British Foreign Office

(better known to Americans as "the Diplomatic Corps").

His descriptions of the various crackpots, clowns, villians

and the unbelievable scandals and situations he en-

counters are very much in the vernacular and humor of

his upper-class British background. Extremely funny and

dark at the same time.

As an American reader it is exactly that vernacular and

humor which may make or break the book. Here and there

I found myself not understanding a saying in French or

Latin. As endless source of amusement was from the

breakdown of protocol between the British and various

other Diplomatic Missions. When that very English anx-

iety of staying composed at all costs, known as "keeping

a stiff upper lip," would crack and the true nature of the

characters' personalities would become apparent. Durrell

also uses national stereotypes that might not be as

hilarious without first-hand experience. Despite that the

subtler aspects of Durrell's style depend on a familiarity

or understanding of his cultural background, quite a few

of the stories would be outrageously comical to even an

Antarctic penguin in Patagonia.

The anecdotes are narrated as a series of reminicient

chats that Durrell has years later with an ex-collegue from

the Dip. Corps. - a man by the name of Antrobus. Most

of the going-ons seem to take place in pre-WWII

Yugoslavia and Bulgaria, both of which were in a

dramatic transition from agriculture to modern in-

dustrialism at the time. Included in the stories are a few

great sketches of those countries' awkward attempts to

make the transition from peasantdom to suave sophistica-

tion. But all in all the focus in on the inner going-ons of

the diplomatic community.

An account of the local English daily whose Serbian

typesetters frequently made mistakes like leaving the "c'

out of an entire article about the "Canal Zone" of Suez.

An embassadorial assistant trying to escape persuit by

the Parisian police with a skeleton sitting in the back seat

of his sportscar. A villianous minister of culture with

sinister visions of literally feeding an entire Dip. Corps,

to the wolves one by one. A Japanese representative and

his wife who accidentally get drunk on vodka at the New

Year's ball, end up waltzing their way into a pond. These

are the kind of stories that make up the contents of this

t)OOK

It had me chuckling for minutes on end. but towards

the end the humor began to wear thin so that there was

a thin smile on my lips - kind of like what happens when

you watch three hours of Bugs Bunny cartoons. It's all

"good entertainment, especially for those of us trying to

shake off a bout of taking life too seriously. Browse this

one if you see it in the bookstore, whether you dig it

depends on who you are. For the fanatic anglophile who

lives eight hours away from any bookstore, it can be

ordered from the publisher ISBN 0-571-13602-8.

As for the distinction between Gerald and Lawrence, I

have since found out that they are brothers.

Full & Part Time Positions

available in both

SALES & TELEMARKETING
* Telemarketing -

Guaranteed $4/hr.

Commissions

Bonuses

Benefits

Need Reliable Transportation

Sales -

We need persuasive, confident, personable individuals to

represent our in house food sen/ice - 32 locations from Maine to

Florida' We now offer part time positions to expand to full

time.

Call at once 413-584-1598

American Frozen Foods
48 Bay Rd., Hadley, MA 01035

RENT/\NRKK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also AvaHabte

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 ^io. Amherst

549-2880

If " '^ la^-g-

KAUNAS
Tuesday Night

if jazz is your style

Check Out
JEFF HOLMES'
14 piece jazz band

18-21 year olds welcome

enjoy juice bar

Grand Opening
Saturday April 5, 1986

322 Russell St 586-4463

r f> M M-V ^ w -r^

«

• t • » V

Look What WICKLES Has For YouHin

Thesis Special

70 Copies
Acid Free Paper

Wkxtes
FineR-d

I

1 Boltwood Walk
Amherst
256-0148

r' /v

then \ioiiU be think-

ing about Wedding

Stationer^,' Let

Wickles Fine l^int

show \jou their

exciting collection'

Our beautiful line (^1

ronfcniporarv

ii'edi.'i'.'y stationert,

ivill provide vou with

a wide sele'-tion

o/ stiles in

7rire

range Stop and

see us for h^J^\^
{.our coniplete paper trousseau

Inritations • Announcements

Napkins • Matches

Accessories

Resume Package I

^ "
I

50 print sheets
j

50 plain sheets i

50 matching envelopes
]

$13.50
AMHERST STORE ONLY - WITH THIS COUPON |

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 9 AM - 1 PM

26%bff
your entire

WEDDING ORDER
Invitations • Announcements

Matches • Napkins • Accessories

Hundreds to Choose From!

AMHERST STORE ONLY
WITH THIS COUPON

EXPIRES JUNE 1 1986

coupon per order Cannot be combined with other coupons

THE FAR SIDE BY GAhJV LARSON DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Cartoon teen-agers "Randy's goin' down!"

DOONESBURY GARRV' TRUDEAU

NySN£M5F5
ANPLOfiftRS
INMy Life'

THtF£'5ALS0

P0l£M9OF5ILK

OFFVReRAiON
' H/milAN

^7^

BUT. HE.UA^ SKimme lUmON!
&UT THI9 IS mffj He. pipt/urm

HOW AU THe MONFi Ht SAlPie

Pip Ntepep for fORMu^MiPe
PUKB 7 ANPTOmkBUePHeSSORS'

ANP l/UHIL£ UJe l*^fie MAKJN6 DO
urnCAFD60ARP SCAie MCCti^
IN JHB OJ^SROOM, LOOK l/UHAT

H5 MA^ HOARPiNO FOR RBSALB
ON The V0OP0OMARJ(aT'

IN HIS

SKEieiONsi Closer
\ NOL&^e>

HOUSEMATES BY R.MILLER

lOHM A^\l OOINO','^'^ I'M

60IN6 TO 60 IN'mER£ AND

LEf A TOTAL STRANGER CUT

^av HAIR -COMPLETELY
CHANGING liV IMA6£ AND

seLF-Ci)NCEPT?'

\r*i5^

WAIT l'YE60T To THIN IC.

POSITIVELY I'M6CIN6 IN

TriE<?E TO 6ET A NE W OUT-

LOOK, A FR6.SH PBKPECTH/E

IM GOING To CATCH UP

WITH MV TIME 6-ET IN

STEP WITH THE WORLD

GORDY BY GORDE

f BELie^e TUB <:^BA/rLE-
MAfJ you're a)OKI^<S' /^^^

OK/ THB ^EAC^/

IF I CAU.. "AHeM" 6B
SO QUOTBP, MAt^^&o TAKE
/S CM/£ OP 7HB /tfosr

AFTICULATE, f^C/K/AT/AiS>

^e IS Kl^O AUO WARM
-HBAf^eO, TWf EPt TOME
OP A /^UmAkJ ee^M$, AA/O
HIS RESPecT fi^R HfS

Her, pLeeef

BLOOM COUNTY BY BE^-'KE BREATHED

rpueiowe ReceurRemd,
wem^ Been fisi^p TD

imrmiie -me cufy^efrr

smKime /ts trims cetr

dix WB0<5 Aao...

<f-i

CimEf^ AFFAIRmn fWKHHA,
JOHN. A/HSmCKePBYA
HmNO RAPtP 56AN P€NN.
eeet^-- ineMmtLB. stbve

PALLAd 15 SmriBP
FtAyiNG LeAp-fm&
imyAXANTlCY
CLAP IMBLPA

n/ELL, THAT'S we eot^

OF nor we 5H0(/LP
HAVe. di/TPONTMINP
Me... pc£A5e

amrm.

lyeRERm.eiyim
mi.\Nef^ARemj ofus
OF A CmmOFHIC HAP H05e

t^piCAL CRm Hemmiom
wmiN OUR / ,,^^t^
'sum coumy' / (Jcj/
FAMILy. ^

Uiled by Tnide Michel JafT«

4 Step pan
5 Relay ten one

6 Time periods

7 Edse* and
Henry •>

8 Gold and Silver

9 Mading bird

10 Outpoufirigs''

1

1

Mare s gaii

12 — Grey tea

13 Erato e g
19 Devout

21 Classic cars

24 SmaH reslau

rants

25 Wash lightly

26 Oitl seeds of

the Bibte

28 Up and —

'

29 Gluts'

31 Matures

32 Educational

organiialion''

33 Mount a dia

rTKxid agam
34 Cutxc meter

36 Smgef Adams
37 FoHows bureau

o< ptuto

ACROSS
1 Private

teacher ">

5 Changes tor tt>e

better''

10 Part ot a flower

14 City on tfie

Adriatic

15 Actress Eve

16 Malaysian

carvM
17 Curves

18 Chastisers'

20 Extents ot

influence

22 Peter e g
23 Sooner to

Keats
24 Ran as madras
25 Ethiopian prince

27 Desert stopover

30 Lions dens

35 Those who leave

no wilP

37 A young swan
38 Twerp
39 0)eate

41 Being

42 Doctrine ot cen-

tralized

government
44 Open car

46 Ruhr city

47 — Carlo

48 Native of Suffm

49 Uncles m
Scotland

51 Aleutian island'

53 Deceive
57 Printing error

61 Doubt'
63 Twining plant

64 Scrutinize

65 — with the

nmes'
66 Real estate

Items

67 Roosevelt s

mother

68 Twangy
69 Slaughter ot

hasetiaii

DOWN
1 Sousaphones'
2 Canvas sheet

for short

3 Arranges musir

for the

philharmonic'

•AVWWW."-WWWS^

40 A long long

time

43 Express
dension

45 Beloved
47 City in W Saudi

Arabia

50 Of the early

rryjrning

52 Household
need

53 Long tor

54 Ouechuan
55 Isolated focl<

56 Entertamer

Horna
s/Sest Of Ferber

58 Scottish dance

59 Biblical preposi

tion

60 Military dmmg
room

62 Ballerinas

costumes'

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

iIoIlIuc^

4/1/M

' '
1

) «

1

s t 1 1 «

1
M 11 ij 11

l< IS II

IT rt II

r* Jt w L^^n Jil1
n n I r n 1% mr

11 B 13 M

» » r
1

n M ^^H4l

12 u u u

M r ^H"

^^^^^^^^^41 M .p>
11 %i ^H

S) H u M rM M M

II u

1

11

u

1
W W

V H H

Menu

3 3 0) tn

c
C CO

CO 2-

<u ts

05
I

Dinner '

Rotini/Salsa Con Verdure
Roast Pork/^Gravy

Spiced Apples

Silver Palate Salad Plate

BREAD AND SPREAD BUFFET

Basics Dinner
Garden Medley Casserole

Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Tomato Sauce

BREAD AND SPREAD BUFFET

Staff Notice:
All Collegian editors and associate editors, including

(Larry, must attent a newspaper critique by Wayne

[ Phaneuf, an assistant managing editor of the Springfield

~)aily News.

The workshop will be held tomorrow at 8 p.m. in a yet

I
to-be announced room. Mandatory for editors, other staf-

\ fers are welcomed and encouraged to attend.

Weather
TODAY: Sunny, high around 70.

TONIGHT: Partly cloudy, lows in the 40s

TOMORROW: Fair and mild.

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Night Editor

iCopy Editor
'Layout Technician
Photo Technician

Andrew Wolffl

Sheryl Jean'

Tom Middletor

Brian Guarnottal
and Rob Skelton

I Production Supervisor Mark Parker]

Production: Le.slit Nakajima, Nancy Klingener, Kel-

ly Sieger - ' Bill Wenzel.
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10 COLLEGIAN.
^ Tuesday, April 1, 1986

Sponsored by Orchard Hill Area Government

Tues. April 1st at 5, 7. 9, 11 CCA.
Admission 5 - $1.00 - 7, 9. 11 - $1.50

**** This IS a wonderful movi«. it makes us very, very happy
Roger Eberl

Chicago Sun Timi

SUMMER JOBS
Application forms and job descriptions for positions

with Sunnnner Conference Housing are now available

outside of the University Conference Services Of-

fice, 918 Campus Center. Jobs as student super-

visors, desk clerks, and operations crew personnel

are being offered. Full and part time openings are

available and include all shifts, weekdays and

weekends.

HRTA and work study students are encouraged to

apply.

University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative

Action/Equal Opportunity Institution.

I

adirondack music
15 EASTiiPLEASANT STREET • AMHERST

iPANASONlCj

^ $499 -^

TEAC 427 C CASSETTE DECK -SOFT TOUCH
OPERATION
• DOLBY B/C N.R.

$9996

NIKKO NR320 RECEIVER • 28 WATTSCHANNEL
• TAPE MONITOR
• 3 YEAR WARRANTY
$230 VALUE

$99t6

SHARP 19" COLOR TV

® LINYTRON TUBE
AUTO FINE TUNING
RAPID-ON PICTURE

AND SOUND

$23995
SHARP 25" COLOR TV

tSTf/r^fT^r

SHARP 585U VCR
4 HEAD • WIRELESS REMOTE
PROGRAMMABLE • MORE

SAVE $42995

PIONEER
PK5AW
ALL WEATHER
PERSONAL STEREO

• AUTD REV
• DOLBY NR
• MUSC SEARCH

NJMUE

lUNtlTRfl

WITH
WIRELESS
REMOTE
Features:

•random access turmg

•lynrtron tube

•in-home service

^44995

JAMO P180
3 WAY BASS
REFLEX
LOUDSPEAKER

• 3 YEAR WARRANTY
• 1600 VMJUe

PANASONIC
COE280 ^^^ii %#
• AUTD CASSETTE ONLY
RECEIVER

• DH3ITAL HYPERTUNER £139^5
• PRESETS • FADER ^ "w^^rw
• PLUS MORE
A $189^5 VALUE

SCOTT PS89 TURNTABLE
• FULLY AUTDMATC. DIRECT DRIVE

$9995

MOVIE CLUB
NO MEMBERSHIP FEES • $1 PER DAY • GROWING SELECTION

ALSO, VIDEO DISC EXCHANGE AND RENTAL
$10 PLUS OLD DISC = NEW DISC

RENT ANY DISC IN STOCK FOR JUST $1.00 PER DAY

MONDAY-SATURDAY 10 A.M.-6 P.M.
Al netm cash • MCA/iM atJd 3% • Al a«nhti**9 kmod • Sutijed to phm sate • ^^u w^ponatote tor fvpot>'^*ica( arrors.

Tuesday, April I. 1986'
COLLEGIAN n

Spring
Frisbees, Wiffle Balls & Bats.

Yes, all the utensils necessary

for a Happy Spring.

-Nrwkoeal [tA
Con<^mn,mnlly locottni m Ihm cantor of Amh^rtf

45 South Plttaiont •ttittat

OPfN W««kdav»5u m to > p ,n So..d..y», 5 o m to 1 p m

Summer internship in

Appropriate
Technology

If you are interestodin small
scale agriculture,
horr>este8ding, or overseas ser
vice (private agency or Peace
Corps), you can get hands on
practical experience with wind
mills, well and water systems,
photovoltaics (electricity from
tfie sun), srT>all animal husban
dry, gardening, and much
more. The Windfarm Museum
partially paid five week summer
internship is for those who feel
their future plans may need this
knowledge. It is relevent to any
maior While not a job, your
work time should substantially
cover your expenses.
For information write:
VVinafarm Museum
RFO n. Box 88
Martha s Vineyard. MAOZEfiS
Tel. (617) 883^3868

MASS APPROVED INSPCCTK^ STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4 Cyl

$34."

$39.»»

TO^
i»n« Korj-i^ unlaw t«#ar* o»»

time
when the Textbook Annex
must begin to return unsold spring books to the publishers.

Returns start March 31st
Don't wait -- You may be disappointed'

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
Open Mon-Fri 9AM-4PM

Lube, Oil & Finer

'99

InclucWt up lo S quant
of 10- 30 (xl ond Mifvty

^ ct<eck

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

Fut Servace Trv Store
r 8 Sundviiand NO No Amnani M*

»49-4r04

s

caliiigplaro

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop it Shop)
Rte 9 • Hadley Amhersi

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Same Day Results
Services that are

free. Confidential. Caring
A Helpful

8549-1906
Amherst

Carriage Shor^
J" direr.

. J, ,^^ ,^j jt>,„-„w

let usdoyOui"
wash dry fold

and
hand pressing

,^eti>WHs>

10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7 DAYS 7AM 10 PM
549 f665

Quality
Laundry

11 Pray St

Amherst, MA

ACnVITIES

AnMMim GeiiecMc lafeneatioa
ion. April 24 is the 71st commemoration
of the Armenian (jenooide Cotrie Wednes-
day Apnl 2 and learn 805 CC

Open Milte Nigh*
• at the HaU-h Wednesday, April 2 8 pm *

• comedians and entertainers check in
*

with Mr at the beginning of night *

• all ages welcome must be 2 1 to drink *

"How-to't" of PaMicity Seminar Tues-
day, April 1 7:00 Room 811 Campus
Cent«r gain insight into promotion and
print mMlia advertising refreshments will

be served

Attention CCEBMS Senior* mandatory
meeting April 1 1 Friday in Room 31 1 New
Afnca House for more information call

Doris Clemmons 50031

AUDIO

BOSE 101 speakers for mIc tlSO or BO
call 6-7917

AUTO FOR SALE

1178 Ralibit - fuel injection, 92k, many
new parts, Blaupunkt AM/FM cassette
$1795 or BO Jon 256 6843

72 Ford Mustang body in excellent condi-
tion new: exhaust, brakes, suspension BO
call 549 6633

1976 OMi Cntlast a/w very good cond
>950 .323 6442 after 5 pm

1976 VW Bui great body/interior, new ex-
haust^brakes. runs great $2150 256-8484

i975^Ford GranatU 4 dr PB/PS AM/FM
body in good cond new parts 546-1497

1980 Civic HatchbaciTonly 63,000 rnL

very dependable $2200 or BO 253-2204

1979 Monza New clutch, brakes, 4 radials.

$1500. 283-8592

Mona need* a new home 77 Honda Civic

good cond needs some work $600 but neg.
586^5409

1976 Ford Grenada ifour door extremelv
reliable needs no work $850 or BO Derek
549-1656

78 Plymouth Horison 4 spd good trans

: 700 or BO Mike 665-8335

BANDS

Bsndi interested in playing the
Pyramids Southwest Concerts and other

Hiring music activities: contact Embassy
RecortiinK Studio for the best demo tapes

and rat*s In the area Student specials.

Located near UMass. ,'>49 7640

BRITTANY MANOR

Immediate Opening two bedroom aparts.

Heat and hot water short term leases. Act
now 266-8536

CAN YOU WRITE?
"

Interested in Joumaliim? It s never too

late til start' Come down to the

Massachusett.i Haily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England You can
a rite about Sfwrts, News.KditoriRJ, Black

Affairs. Women's Issues, or (Say «r I^es-

bian issues. Whatever your interests.

write about it today in the Collegian. We
build careen.

CAPE COD

Roomnwte* aecded for summer on Cape
Cod Hyannis area call 546 5288 or

546-4717

Searnll Brach West Yarmouth 2

bedrooms 4 rooms sleeps 4 2.5.'} 7436

Feaiale roommate* wanted for summer
on Cape Cod. Cottage in Hyannis 1000 for

summer. May 23 to Sept 2 call 546-921

1

"CASH"

Paying cash for yoar baseball card*

Please call Mike 546-6105

DELTA ZETA OPEN RUSH
THIS WEEK

I

Check it out! All university women in-

vited to rush IVIta 2>ta sorority Tues 6

)m Wed 9 pm (I 'vnasty hour), Thurs 6 pm
for more info call Pam at 253 9916

DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND

Alpha Epailon Pi is holding a second rush.

Be a part of the fastest growing fratemi

ty • Great friends ' superior social life * a

new house * rush parties this week. Call

now: Rob 546 9561 or Matt 546-9633

EDIE "THE MAKEUP LADY"

Will be in the CC April 3 5 9-4 PM buy

your Spring shades!

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

All electrical appliance* sewing
machines, clocks, shavers, vacuum
cleaners House calls and shop repairs

Amherst Repair 253 2869

ENTERTAINMENT
~

The Cheap Jock. Kool party toonz at a

reasonable price. Call Kevin at 546-9061

MOBILE MUSIC INC disks spun~toyour

taste Quality from 7 years of experience

Call Chns 256 6845

.Apartment available in Soatkwood.
Take over lease June 1st. and it's yours for

the fall Low rent, giMid bus service Call

253-3619 for more info

Two feawle roommate* needed for

Southwood Apt. Take over lease starting

June 1st. $130 incl. heat please call

256 1518

Apt in house. 3-bedroom Great location;

right next lo 7 11 in Sunderland. Very
clean, quiet and spacious. $600 month,
lease starts June 1st 665-8275

In Amherst 2i/^ mile* from rampu*
washer/dryer air conditioning availalile

April 1 call today C:hns 256-6238

"FOR SALE
~

X-Coantry Ski*. Karhu 210's. boots, poles

and bindings, waxless, $75. 256-1544

Peavy Guitar Amp Head 210 watts, many
features $280 or best offer call Dave after

5:00 549 1703

HED speaker* by Cerwin Vega $200 firm,

Akai r 14 tapedeck. Sony turntable, rock

guitar amp, need cash, call Dick. .549-1052

Televideo computer terminal like new
$350 or BO model 910 + 253-2204

i:>oo !<eiiiesier ami atinmeys in client in

terviews, preparation of cfKirt forms,
maintenance of continuing caselaod. giv

ing advice and referrals, court hearings,
and investigations and research pp to l.'i

credits may be received from academic
departments No previous expenence
necessary, training provided Deadline to

begin your application is April y For fur

ther information, come to the Legal Ser
vice* Office, 922 Campus Center.

JAMISON MACLACHIAN

Happy Birthday Scoop!! You'reihe
cutest fool we know Love Psycho Crash
Ace Lis

LET'S MAKE A DEAL

Tuesday April 1 I :IK)3:0<» Campus Center
rm 903 or call 546-6376

Stereo Equip: Pioneer receiver $110.
Teac cas deck $90, Technics turntable $70
or BO all exc condition! 549-3912

Gucci Watche* many styles for men &
women, only $30. cjl 6 7480

I need your furniture!!! Livingroom and
bedroom furniture wanted! Please call

549 5190 and ask for Cheryl. Let's make a
deal

LOST

Lost 1 pair of Cloiaonne iwan earring*
at 104 Puffton. Great sentimental value!

Please return or call 546-7176

Reward for return of lost pearl ring
3/27, possibly in ladies room in FAC or
Newman. Please call Anne marie
546-4205

Violin inexpensive
Catherine 253-3089

good condition

School Bag - Adidas, tan - taken from the
counter near Post Office. Reward for

return only the books and notebook No
questions asked 66.5-8501

Spend the summer aad/or lf8ft-87 ichool
year in sunny Spain Quality instruction at

economy prices Business Administration,
Hispanic Studies, Arts and Sciences
(iraduate courses in Hispanic Studies of

fered in July Outstanding summer school

(intact: Admissions. St Luuis I'niversi-

ty. 221 North Grand Boulevard, St l,.ouis.

MO 63103 Toll free telephone:
I 800 325 6666

Happv Birthda]' Saty to the best of
friends love Mane

. . a
Senior* - senior portraits are back by
popular demand, March 31 through Apnl
I

I

Call 545-2874 for an appointment

Rabbit. Rabbit

Michael • Have a great 20th Birthday'!

IjCt's spend more time together soon go
wild on your big day . Love always. Nan

5[
Roy I love you and miss you! Thanks for

the best time! See you soon - Di

J.H. Happy 20th and nruuiy. many more
Boring personal, huh? Montreal sounds
good! A day late, oops

To Kevin the Drummer who played with
my band one night and left his set call me
now Rick 6 1256

Looking for soBMone to take over
Presidential Apt in June ( ail Steve or Pat
459-1357

TRACEY MARCEL BYIANT

Oar guardian angel Thank vou for aaving
I s from a long night Thursday Night CoT
legian Crew

It It

TRAVEL

sUMMEiT'M 1(envr saSTTscemc" loci
tions' Sun, fun ana adventure Student
rates available Free information (413)
549 5664 (41^ .549 71 16^

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects Meticulous priKifreading Edilinff

available New IRNf Typewnter 549
03f^

"UMASS CRltfCAL AR'TREVIEW"

Seeking Editorial and
Production Staff

Students of Art,

Art Hist, Joumalismpreferred
Contact David Fiah

at 545 3625

Dear Anataaia, happy 24th, it's been a
great year. Hope we have many more. All

my love, Joe

UPC MEMBEKS

FOUND

Lost wallet greeen plastic last

reward big bucks quick 545-0770

MOTORCYCLES

TURN THE TABLES 5 yr Pro D.J. latest

records, best rates, lighU free 586-9691 24

HR
RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc-Jockeys Light-Shows;

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator

549-7144

Found dog approx 4-6 months old. Black

and brown Ifyou lost him and can identify

him please call Stefanie at 546 8015

Found in Brandywinc parking lot a VW
car key on silver ring call ,549-6709

GLENN MOSES

Happy Birthday!!! Happy Birthday!!! I

hope you have a great day. . hope this bir-

thday brings you everything you want,

glad we've gotten so close Love NANC

HELP WANTED

Suz GS6&0. 5000 mi, good cond, fairing

with stereo, $1200 or BO, 256-1544

1984 Honda Interceptor 700CC 8k rni^eiT

cellent cond $2495 or BO 549 5990 keep
trying or leave message

Honda Interceptor VF700 1984>^~300b
miles perfect condition blue 2500 call

Tayler 253-3825

^ PERSONALS

week PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

zzziz Paper*, caac*. di**ertation*. theae*. on-
campus, dependable, low rates, experienc-
ed. Nancy 584 7924

UPC i* the number one college concert
stnirce in America Keep it that way Elect
Art Stephanson UPC Business Manager.
Please be at tonight's UPC meeting and
vote to keep UPCTnumber one

WANTED

REWARD

We need a four person apartment for fall

86. Ifyou can help us please call 546-6031
after 9 pm. Offermg a nice reward

ROOMMATES WANTED

Room for rent in houae $140/mth, call

Dick. ,549- 1052 negotiable

ESCORT SERVICE

Eicort Service Available 8 p m 2:00

a.m. Everyday anywhere on (!ampus. Play

it safe call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOR RENT

Rooms available in vacant house this

summer with option to rent next fall 5

mm walk from town and (Mass call for

more info Mary 549-6799

Want to live on N.J. ahorc thi*

summer?? Cheap, 2 blocks from beach .

call Heather .546-1 106 or Mark ,546-9261

Apartment • three bedroom close to

center sulilel for summer with fall optuiii,

on bus -route »ertou» "inquiries t<nh
2,53-2284

..••»-»•••

Sophomore*. Junior* looking for career

experience? WMUA is hinng a new
Business Manager Great opportunity for

SOM majors interested in radio Book
keeping and computer experience a must
9-10 hours per week $3 35/hour Applies

tions available at the Student Activities

Office or WMUA thru April 4th SGA is an
equal opportunity employer

Weekend job Amherst Farmer* Market
Manager Sat May 10 to Nov 15. 6:45 am
to 1:45 pm Kesponsihle, tnendly. decisive

person to enforce rules, negotiate disputes

& handle cash Apply by April 7tn call

Nancy 5-2249 leave message

Bands waiTtednforwSYFKadio'sno^^
showcase on 4/2K in the SUB Tapes and
letter of interest due Friday 4/4 Box H

Room 416 Student Union at .'> IMI More m
fo call Cath 2:,H .'MV^ before 1 1 I'M

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

.V now for a full-time internahip at

e (JIgfi £«rvi*e» Uffite .for tiietFall.*

BANDS WANTED - SWAG is looking for

bands interested in playing the Southwest
Pyramids during Southwest Week (Apr
29th May 4th) Applications available in

the SWAG office in Hampden. Application
deadline April I sl 5 0960
g...;,....i.........
• •

SWAG presenU

• Emo Philips

• America's holiest stand-up comic *

• •

Thursday. April 10, 1986
• •

two shows 8:00 and 10:00 pm
• in the Student Uniim Ballroom
• •

"
tickets are $5 (K) in advance

• •

available at Tix in the Student
*

Union Building. For the Record
*

(Faces) in Amherst, and Main St
*

' Records in Northampton '

Sea Semester: Spend nn mcredibic

f.styn^t^ ft «ewaml Ifeavn fttolvthAi ^OU
,

.ver will in 4 vears. Find tHjf ttioi^ on

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $5 00 per hour
former grader, consultant jilex 256 1239

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac
curate. Available almost anytime
665-7652

Tailor for alUration. SHAANN's at Mall,

,584 9362

Snbjccta acodad - Student* who loat a
parent win you and your family help *
UM*** gr*d *tudant in * roaaarch study
bout hovK familie* adjust to tho death of *
p*r*nt? I will traval it your Ijmily domn't liva
h*r* Pl**sa c*tl Cl*udi* collect
203 583 9677 attof 9 pm, or aign up in tha
•xperimont booth, 4th floor Tobin Hall

CREW ((tag*. *at con*truction, lita prmp,
(acurltyl naodad for outdoor danc* thaatr*
production in Septantbar 86 3-waoti com-
mitment, poasibte credit involvod Call Aria
546^2803/4

SKATEBOARDERS nawlod for outdoor
derK* ttieatr* production in Saptamber ono-
cradit performance protect Rahsarsal*
begin April, May and Sept*mt)et Contact
Ana 646-2803/4 Auditions, 4:30 April 3
Haigis Mall. Fine Art* C*nt*r

Apartment Cleaning kitchen livingarea

batharea 12$ price may vary call W-N 7-9

6490694

Wanted Dead or Alive Triumph TRe in any
condition call 834-2297

WANTED TO RENT
The Legal Service* Office 922 Campus
Onter, provides free legal services to fee

paying I Ma.s.s studenLs

Professional Word Proceaaing/Typing
on bus line 665 3661

Looking to take over lease in Br*ndywin*
for fall 86 **« reward 1*1 546-6323 or
546-6010

STEREO rOR SALE

BOSE Acouatic wave aoand ayatcm list

$695 quick sale $450 call Scott 256-0685

SUMMER SUBLET

»,iii^:?i^4r^^'''*'**^--

.looking for room in apt or honae to
(ut>let lor summer Clo** to 191. Nonhamp-
ton or Hadley Call Su* 546 4462 waekenda
before 1 1 am wkdys 5-7 pm

We'll pay you $IMTorVourrea*erHo(iM
wanted near campu* Call 540^9866

Do you have a room in your Rolling Graan
•ptl* 1 want it" Anyiime «tter May 31»t
Please call Christine at &46 28*2 (davtimel
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SPORTS
MinUteWOmen ^oach Retd takes over

are at home
against Friars
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts softball

team, ranked 20th in the

nation, got an unexpected
seven day rest after the

M i n u t e w o m e n ' s

doubleheader was rained

out against Boston College

at Chestnut Hill, last Thurs-

day, a rest that the 11-3

Minutewomen could have
used after a demanding
Florida swing.

But the vacation is over

for UMass, and head coach
Elaine Sortino wouldn't
have it any other way.

"When you're off and roll-

ing you need some time to

regroup," Sortino said. "But
it's real key for us to get out

and keep going. A seven day
layoff is much too long."

The Minutewomen will be

looking to get back into ear-

ly season form against a

peskv Providence College

squad today in a scheduled
doubleheader at Totman
Field.

r

Slumping
baseball
at UConn
The World Series it isn't.

The University of

Massachusets baseball
team, at 1-11, travels to

the University of Connec-
ticut to play a Husky team
that is 2-12 this season.

Something, obviously,

has to break for either

teanp.

"We'd like to come out of

this game with a win to

build momentum for out
upcoming 14-game homes
tand," said UMass coach

Dick Bergquist.

The Minutemen will go
with freshman lefthander

Chris Slattery on the
mound. Slattery is 0-2 this

season with an earned run
average of 3.38. Ken Greer
(0-0, 13.50) and Bob Kostro
(0-2, 6.14) will work in

relief.

Bergquist said cutting

down on walks (UM has
allowed 76 in 91 innings)

and hits (107) is of para
mount importance right

now.
Junior outfielder Jay

Zerner leads UMass at the

plate with a .385 batting

average. Sophomore Matt
Sheran hais driven in eight

runs.

The first game of the twin-

bill is slated for 2 p.m. with

senior southpaw Lynn
Stockley (5-1, 0.75 earned

run average) as the probable

starter.

Sophomore righthander

Lisa Rever (4-2, 0.58 ERA)
will be the likely starter for

the nightcap.

The Friars, 10-18 last

.season, had their season

opener against B.C. rained

out last Tuesday, and will

be playing their first game
of the season against the

Minutewomen.

Providence is led by junior

catcher Ann Malzone, who
hit .228 last season and
oufielder Evonne Percy,

who batted at a . 1 76 clip last

season. Junior first

baseman Sue Mussy only

batted a mere .105 last year,

but was a Northeast All-

Star selection as a

freshman.

The Friars are also paced
by freshman shortstop
Jackie Kincella and
freshman pitcher Joanna
Masropolo, who anchors a

pitching staff badly hurt
from graduation.

PC graduated eight

seniors last season, in-

cluding three pitchers from

an experienced staff.

Masropolo was said to be
the probable starter for the

Friars in the opener, while

the starter for the nightcap

had not been decided.

"We don't know much
about UMass, but we do

know that they are one of

the fwwerhouses in the Nor-

theast," PC assistant coach

Jackie Gladu said. "We are

just going to work fun-

damentals and play basic

Softball."

UMass swept the Friars in

a doubleheader last season

at Providence, with
Stockley and Rever picking

up the victories. But despite

last year's success, Sortino

expects a rough go of it

against the Friars.

"They (Providence) are a

very scrappy team. They'll

take you as far as let them,"

Sortino said.

"They'll take it right to

us. They won't let us get

away with anything."

"All we have to do is play

good defense. That's what
we are going to be looking

for in the next couple of

weeks," said Sortino about

her home opener.

Collegian photo by Paul l)«Hmaraiii

New University of Massachusetts head football coach Jim Reid (center) has a close eye
on the situation as the Minutemen opened spring practice yesterday.

NovakleavesUM forUSFL
Spring practice begins for Minutemen; assistant hired

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts football team, for the
first time in some years, started spring football practice

with the intention of maintaining their level of play, not
having to dramatically improve it.

But the big news regarding first-year head coach Jim
Reid's team was off the field.

Reid's newly-hired associate head coach, Frank Novak,
has told Reid that he will not be with the team this com-
ing season after all. Novak, a former receivers coach with
the Birmingham Stallions of the USFL, will leave UMa.ss
to take over as offensive coordinator of that same pro
team. He was expected to fill that role with UMass.
'It's a tough position to oe in, 1 really can't say what

we'll do. It's tough to get a good coordinator at this point

in the year," said Reid. "I can't stand in Frank's way, it's

too good an offer for him to pass up."

In other aFsistant coaches news, Reid announced he has

hired Garry Emmanuel to be his outside linebackers

coach. Emmanuel replaces Kevin Faulkner (who went to

UTEP with former head coach Bob Stull), and comes from

the Westchester State program.

Also, Reid said earlier he will elevate Mike Hodges to

defensive coordinator and that former offensive coach

Mike Dunbar will handle the defensive line.

The coach said that the spring drills will be a time to

try some players at different positions and for himself to

.settle into his new position. "It's a fun time for me," he

said.

UMass women's lacross faces Yale in second game
The ninth-ranked Univer-

sity of Massachusetts
women's lacros.se team faces

Yale University today, look-

ing for its second win of the

season, at 3 p.m.

Fresh from ar, 11-5

pasting of Boston Universi-

ty on Friday, UMass heau

coach Pam Hixon said that

she was pleased that her

team had performed as

smoothly as it did in its

season-opener.

"It was a good wav to start

the first game out of the

way," she said. "1 was pleas-

ed with our intensity and
the turnovers we created. It

was good to see that we
didn't turn the ball over"
Yale coach hrancesca

Hartog's team is 1-3 and led

by junior aliacknian Kelly
LeComte (9 goals and 2

a.ssists). UMa.ss is led by
junior Lisa Griswold with
five goals.

- JOHN NOLAN

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:
Today:

Softball: Providence College (2), NOPE Field, 2 p.m.

Baseball: at Connecticut, 3 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse: at Yale, 3 p.m.

Men's Volleyball: Wesleyan, Boyden Gym, 7 p.m.
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Trustees to vote on fee hikes. Page 3.

Stephen Erickson on the Jorge Rosales
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Two students
cite UMass
in rights suit
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts students filed a

lawsuit yesterday in Northampton, charging UMass of-

ficials with four civil and constitutional rights violations.

Marc Kenen and Beatrix Hoffman, members of an ad

hoc divestment committee called the April First Coalition,

were arrested April 10 for silently raising a banner dur-

ing a speech by a vice president of CitiCorp, a US bank
which was the largest lender to the apartheid regime in

South Africa.

According to a statement issued yesterday by the coali-

tion, the suit is to fight back against the "attempt by the

University police and administration to suppress anti-

apartheid activities on campus."
The statement cites 30 other complaints or lawsuits

alleging police misconduct filed against the University

since January, 1978, and calls for "the end of the

systematic violation of .students' rights by the UMass
police department and administration."

Hoffman, a senior history major, and Kenen, a graduate

education student, were arrested during a month of divest-

ment protests at UMa.ss which occurred at a time of pro-

tests at campuses throughout the country. They were at-

tending a conference on "Training of and US Business'

Need for International Specialists, " where the keynote

speaker was Susan Bergan, the vice president of CitiCorp.

As Bergan approached the podium, Hoffman and Kenen

rose and unfurled a banner which .said, "CitiCorp pays

for apartheid, apartheid kills." They were immediately

dragged, via the banner, out of the hall and into the adja-

cent kitchen, according to the suit.

Hoffman spent the night in jail after refusing to pay a

non-refundable fee of $15. Kenen agreed to pay the fee

and was released on personal recognizance.

The next morning, they were arraigned \n Northamp-

ton District Court and charged with disturbing the peace.

In June 1985 the charges were dropped. According to the

.statement, the district attorney refused to prosecute, citing

the students' first amendment rights.

Hoffman and Kenen are represented by attorneys

Charles J. DiMare and Carol Booth of the UMass Legal

Services Office, and the University is represented by their

general counsel, attorney William Searson of Boston, ac-

cording to the statement.

Also in June 1985. the UMass Board of Trustees voted

unanimously for complete divestment from companies in-

volved in South Africa.

Cooperation needed
to fight terrorism

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Terrorism is a trend of the 1980's similar to the anti-

communism trend of the 1950's which cannot be controll-

ed without help from other governments, two experts on

terrorism said yesterday.

"We are trying to build a web of cooperative relation-

ships... without the cooperation of other governments,

we cannot get a grip on it (terrorism)," said Robert Oake-

ly, the director of the US State Department's Office on

Counter-terrorism and Emergency Planning, in a five-

member panel discussion at Mount Holyoke College.

Oakely said although there have been incidents of ter-

rorism in the Middle East since the 11th century, media

hype has recently encouraged more violence by giving

it greater importance.

"To deal with the problem abroad, we have strengthen-

ed our legislation so it is now a crime to take American

citizens hostage," Oakely said.

The definition of terrorism frequently depends on

political choice; many people call the Unsupported con-

tras terrorists, said Eqbal Ahmad, a fellow at the In-

stitute for Policy Studies and professor of Politics and

Middle Eastern Studies at Hampshire College.

continued on pof^e 3
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PARADISE FOUND- Rick Rioles, a junior Animal Science/Zoology major, catches up on his

reading in the sunshine on the Campus Center yesterday. The forecast calls for similar weather
this afternoon, but showers in the morning.

Pondering a controversial event
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

After all the chaos and controversy was over, many
observers said little of substance came out of Monday's

speech by contra supporters Jorge Rosales and Michael

Waller, while others said the .speakers did their best, given

the crowd conditions.

The event was marked by vociferous protests from those

who oppose contra attempts to overthrow Nicaragua's

Sandinista government, but Rosales did speak for 10

minutes, and Waller spoke about his travels in Nicaragua

and presented slides of his trips there.

Initially, the speakers presented concise arguments, but

faltered during the question

period as they were unable NEWS
to give suitable answers to ANALYSIS
queries from the audience. —
"They [Rosales and Waller] were very well prepared for

this but they were very intimidated by the crowd's jeers,"

.said junior Brian Darling of the UMass Republican Club,

which sponsored the event. "I think that they could have

had a great impact if there had not been so much disrup-

tion. The average person did not get a fair shake," he said.

But Kathleen Lacey, a member of the Radical Student

Union and the Central American Solidarity Association,

which protested Rosales' appearance, had a different view.

When asked if Rosales and Waller were able to influence

people's views on the Nicaraguan conflict, Lacey said "I

don't think they could have. Their intent was to get

publicity, to create a media event.

"I think people who came without any strong opmions

about the contras went away not being supportive of the

contras," Lacey said, adding that she thought that both

speakers gave evasive answers to que.stions.

Gilbert Stair, president of the Republican Club, said the

club did not sponsor the event to change people's minds

about the contras. "I dont think we were too much con-

cerned about trying to change the left progressive bent

of people in the Valley."

"I'm sure they wanted to change people's minds," Stair

added. "There was a lot of information that they wanted

to get out that they were unable to."

Stair ended the event at 8:30 p.m., about a half hour

earlier than scheduled, because he said that UMass Police

Chief Robert Joyce told him to becau.se of a crowd outside

the SUB that Stair characterized as "violent."

Gerald T. O'Neil, director of public safety, .said he "was

amazed as anybody when he [Stairl made the statement

that there was a violent crowd outside. I told the chief to

ask him if maybe he would be willing to end it after three

or four more questions. That was their [the Republican

club's] decision."

Closed-door evaluations faulted
Third in a series.

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

The absence of clearly defined rules to governing the

University of Massachusetts' faculty merit pay process

is the target of criticism from many UMass faculty

members.
However, former and current faculty union officers,

citing union studies, say an approximately equal number

of professors are content, if not happy, with the existing

merit pay system.

Closed-door faculty evaluations, the kind done by the

personnel committees of UMass departments, are criticiz-

ed in a National Education Association report. Evalua-

tion of Faculty in Higher Education, which sugge.sts that

closed-door reviews may "work to the evaluatee's detri-

ment since he or she is kept in the dark at critical

moments and perhaps denied the opportunity to correct

mistaken perceptions."

"Secrecy aids and abets this problem." said Daphne

Patai, personnel committee member in the UMass
Spanish and Portuguese department.

"Everything that goes on in the personnel committee

is confidential. Peog^le get labeled a certain way and the

labels stick with them."

£Kia :i#!•:

FACULTY MERIT PAY
Glenn Brown, acting director of the home economics

department, said faculty members have the option to talk

and appeal the personnel corpmittee's scoring of their

"meritorious work," on which pay bonuses are ba.sed. But

other instructors in that department disagreed.

"We can't appeal. They [members of the personnel com-

mittee] make no comments on merit and there is no open

notification of who received merit," said professor of home
economics Alfred P. MacDonald.

continued on page 3
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Students protest

MIT research
CAMBRIDGE-- (AP) About 150 people gathered at the

main entrance to the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology' yesterday to protest the school's military

research, while most MIT students ignored the
demonstration.

"MIT is perfectly willing to allow its students to be hap-

pily co-opted into doing military work," said Paquita
Zuidema. an MIT graduate student speaking at the rally.

Speakers, including MIT faculty members, charged that

government pressure on university research has led to

"the militarization of the university" and claimed that

options for non-military work after graduation are

diminishing.

Hundreds of students walked through the demonstra-
tion to and from classes without stopping to listen.

"They don't have any impact on me," said sophomore
Jim Harrison, who was passing through the crowd to go

to lunch. "I think they're a minority and the majority,

who support a strong defense, just don't hold rallies."

Another student passerby said he agreed with the

demonstrators but was too busy to stop. "Personally, I

don't think Star Wars is a good idea, it'.s not practical,"

said Mike Heflin. a graduate student of a.strophysics. "I'm

also very hopeful that I won't have to work in defense

when I leave MIT."
According to a flyer prepared by the MIT Student Ac-

tion Coordinating Committee, which organized the ral-

ly, MIT research funded by the US Defense Department
leaped from $15.2 million in 1979 to $38.5 million last

year, up 153 percent.

More that 550 people, including students and faculty,

signed a pledge vowing not to work on Strategic Defense
Initiative research, funded by the Department of Defense,

which is the administration's "Star Wars" space defense

system.

State Rep. Thomas Gallagher, a candidate for US Con-
gress, spoke against a "brain drain" caused by diversion

of the university's intellectual resources away from areas
like medicine and pure scientific research and into

weapons development.
"Money is being taken away from things that are useful

and interesting to the human race and into things that

could end the human race," Gallagher said.

Two students from a faction in favor of space weapons
programs staged a small demon.stration of their own. as

one wore a large black tube fashioned into a Soviet missile

with the words "Give me a free ride to the USA" written

on it.

"I'm planning to be a scientist and chances are I'm go-

ing to into the defense industry," said Ron Lovejoy, vice

president of Students for a National Defense, who stood

beside the Missile mock-up. He said his group consists of

about 15 students.

llaCazueia
THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

Distinr.Tivf ff)Or) anri rjr

EXAM ALERT!
Learn to manage tinne and stress.

Workshop open to all students

Wednesday, April 2, 7 - 8:30

Campus Center Rm. 804

Sponsored by

Mental Health Division of UHS

CINEMA
Peter OToole Films

The Stuntman 7:00

The Ruling Class 9:15

Sat Matinee
Charlottes Web 1PM
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30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

Its our way of sayinfj thank you
to Aiuerica's veterans, with

the Coors Veterans' Memorial
St:h()larship Fund.

If youre the son or daughter

of an honorably-discharged

Anieri(an veteran, you can qualify

for a three-year scholarship

worth $.S.(KH). List year, Qxjrs
awardetill4 scholan.hips, totalling

more than S.SiJO.lKM . to students

frotTi 4!) states and f\ierto Rico.

To be eligible for ttiis year's

awards, you must sul)niit your
ap[)lication by.luly 1, 1'JHfi. You
also need to meet the following

requirements: Be under age 22
and enrolled in a full-time

institution which is accredited

by one of six regional accrediting

associations. • Have a college

grade-point average of 2.75 or

better (on a 4.0 scale). • Eie at least

a first-year student in a four-year

baccalaureate program, or in

an accredited two-year program

which leads to transfer to four-

year institutions. (Five-year

programs are acceptable, but

awards will not be extended for

tlie extra year of study, nor will

awards Ix? applicable to graduate

studies).

If you have a parent who
helpedAmerica through its difficult

times, we want to help you
through your timos—with a Coors

Veterans' Memorial Scholarship

Fund.

Ciet your application today.

Write: Coors Veterans' Memorial
Scholarship Fund, P( ). Box 7.529,

Wheeling, IL 6()()9(). Or phone,

toll-free: 1-800-49COC)I^.

to<M

Getting together with

America.

« t996 Adolph Coore CornMny Golden Cotcado 80401

Brewer of Fine Quality Beers Since 1873

Trustees will vote on
fee increase today
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board
of Trustees is scheduled to vote today
whether to increase annual student fees by
$69 and the average room and board bill

by $157 at a 2 p.m. meeting in Memorial
Hall.

Joyce Hosie, of the University president's

office, said the trustees will consider rais-

ing the health services fee $30; the sup-
plemental health benefits fee $20; the
athletic fee $13; and the Fine Arts Center
fee $6.

This would raise mandatory fees 8.5 per-

cent, she said.

Hosie said the trustees will also consider
raising the average room bill $84 and the
average board bill $73.

"The majority of the requests seem

reasonable when you read the supportive
documentation," said Dani Burgess,
UMass student trustee.

Reading from a statement, Hosie said a
$50 increase in the health and supplemen-
tal health benefits fees are needed "to cover
additional malpractice and general liabili-

ty insurance as well as higher-than-
average costs for lab tests and phar-
maceuticals."

Hosie said the supplemental health
benefits fee might be waived by a student
having a comparable health plan.

An increase of $157 in the average room
and board bill is "necessary for personnel
costs, and goods and services. No major ex-

pansions [of personnel] are planned.
However, $3.1 million is earmarked for

resident hall maintenance."
Rising coaching salaries, maintenance

and travel costs make an athletic fee in-

crease necessary, Hosie said.

Police investigate bomb threat

Collegian photo by Paul Deamarai*

CALLING ALL CORPUSCLES- Senior political science major
Michael Wall sends out the call for blood donors outside the Stu-
dent Union yesterday. Service organizations Alpha Phi Omega and
Gamma Sigma Sigma, and the American Red Cross are sponsoring
the drive in the Student Union Ballroom. The drive's goal is 500 pints
of blood, and the drive will continue 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. today and
tomorrow.

University of Massachusetts Police said

yesterday that they are investigating a
bomb scare in the Radical Student Union
Monday night after Jorge Rosales' speech.

The Amherst Police received and record-

ed the threat and notified the UMass
police. The office was searched, but
nothing was found, police said

"Reporting the threat of a bomb is a
pretty severe way of suppressing a point
of view. I think it's a fairly typical of the
right-wingers on our campus," said Mitch
Gaslin. of the Radical Student Union.
Jennifer Abrams. a member of the

Republican Club, said the club was not
connected with the threat. The club spon-
sored the speech.

"Obviously we don't know who did it.

The Republican Club does not endorse
radical actions like that, " Abrams said.

In other reports:

•A $527 Myata racing bicycle was
reported «»tolen at 12:05 p.m. Monday

from basement of Hamlin House, police

said.

•$130 was reported stolen at 1 1:32 a.m.

Monday from a room on the 10th fioor of

John Quincy Adams Tower while the
owner was momentarily absent, police

said.

In Amherst, two people were arrested

and charged with driving under the in-

fluence of alcohol yesterday on West
Street in separate incidents, Amherst
police said.

A 19-year-old Holyoke woman was ar-

rested at 2:24 a.m. when she was
"operating in an erratic manner, weaving
back and forth in her lane and crossing

over the center line, police said.

A 26-year-old Boston man was arrested

at 1:27 a.m. and also charged with
speeding, police said.

JEFFRY BARTASH and ANNE
TAUGER

Hoop-A-Thon a personal cause for UMass senior
By PATRICK JELLIFFE
Collegian Correspondent

Imagine your father being stricken with a degenerative,
disabling fatal disease and discovering the disease is

hereditary.

Then you discover you have a 50 percent chance to live.

University of Massachusetts senior Keith Kidd's father

has an ailment known as Huntington's Disease. The
disease causes a loss of brain cells controlling thought and
motor function.

Kidd says this is one of the reasons he is the chairman
for the Basketball Hoop-A-Thon for Huntington's Disease
at UMass tomorrow.

The Hoop-a-thon will take place from 2:30 p.m. to 9:30

p.m. at Boyden Gymnasium, and from 3:30 p.m. to 9:30

p.m. at Curry Hicks Cage.

"Being at risk for it is scary... the worst fact is once you
start showing the symptoms, it's over," Kidd said.

People participating in the Hoop-a-thon will stand at the

free-throw line and try to make as many baskets as possi-

ble in the allotted time while rebounders are provided.

Participants can pick up a sponsor sheet at the Hoop-
A-Thon booth in the Campus Center concourse until today.

In Hoop-A-Thons held at Boston University, "shooters

have averaged 80 baskets and the record is 300," Kidd
said. Sponsors pledge money for each basket made, usually

five to 10 cents.

FVoceeds will go to Huntington Disease research and for

operational costs of a new hospital fioor in western
Massachusetts devoted to Multiple Sclerosis and Hun-
tington Disease patients.

According to Kidd, "Victims usually die of secondary
causes such as pneumonia or heart failure that result from
the body's weakened state.

"Becoming involved with others who are at risk has
helped me deal with the disease. Not a day goes by that

you don't think about it," Kidd said.

Keith said he is optimistic about the Hoop-A-thon at

UMass. "Maybe the dollar we raise here will be the dollar

that finds the cure," he said.

* merit pay I continued from page 1

MacDonald and others added that the

personnel committees' criteria in determin-

ing the merit value of each faculty

member's work was never explained to

them.
"I have no idea what the guidelines are

or what criteria to give merit increases

are," Jesse Ortiz, professor of public health,

said.

"In the past, the personnel committee
operated on a system of points, but the on-

ly thing you know is your points.

"There's no way to compare points with

the rest of the faculty and you don't know
if they're telling the truth or not," Ortiz

said.

Commenting on the vague rules govern-

ing the merit pay process, Provost Richard

O'Brien acknowledged, "It's a matter of

concern in allocating merit. The wording

is sufficiently vague as to create problems."

Also absent from guidelines negotiated

between the University's Board of Trustees

and the the Massachusetts Society of Pro-

fessors/Faculty-Staff Union are specific

criteria for the establishment of personnel

committees.

There are no rules, for example, on what
percentage of a department's faculty may
serve on a committee or how many con-

secutive terms a person may serve.

In some instances, departments have

eliminated personnel committees in favor

of having one person evaluate the merit of

its department members.

Last year the Division of Public Health
elected to have its director, Andrew
Sorensen, serve as the evaluator in place

of having a personnel committee.

A chairperson or director of a department
is usually not eligible to serve in such a
position, but Sorensen was made eligible

by department election.

Before he began the evaluating process,

Sorensen said he distributed his criteria for

evaluation to the faculty and asked them
to vote on it.

Sorensen said he later called each facul-

ty member into his office to discuss the

evaluations.

Other departments include their entire

faculty on the committee, said Murray
Schwartz, dean of humanities and fine arts.

But he said this method is flawed because

communication often breaks down and
decisions are made without consulting all

members.

Some departments have built-in

safeguards to prevent the tyranny of a ma-
jority opinion, said Bruce Laurie, former
president of the MSP.

For example, some departments bar an
individual from serving more than two con-

secutive one-year terms, "to insure some
turnover and broader representation," he
said.

Next: Financial complexity
and inconsistency.

* Oakley
continued from pa^e I

^
'h

/
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Robert Oakely

continued from pa^e

"The killing of Mr. KlinghofFer received
a great deal of media attention," Ahmed
said. When the Jewish defense league sup-
ported the killing of the secretary of an
Arab organization in Los Angeles two
months later, it was barely covered by the
press, he .said.

There are three types of terrori.st groups,
according to Ahmad: oppressed political

groups which want to state their messages;
those backed by a government; those with
religious reasons, "who we don't hear of
much."
"The hijacker is a particular

phenomenon," he said.

"50 percent of all terrorist acts have
nothing to do with politics," Ahmed said.

Many of the terrorist acts are caused by
people who have pathological problems, he
said.

F
Y

Hie Amherst League ofWomen Voters will sponsor a Can*
didates* Night at 7:30 p.m. today in the Amherst Junior High
School cafeteria. The candidates for town-wide office will give a
brief presentation and answer questions from the audience. The
meeting is free and open to the public.

Yossef Bar-El will speak at 7:30 p.m. today in Chapin
Lounge at Amherst College. Bar-El, the Five College B'nai

B'rith Hillel Israel Scholar-In-Residence, will speak on "The
Moslem Fundamentalists vs. Western Civilization."

Noted anthropologist Jack Kugelmass will give a slide show
at 7:30 p.m. today at Memorial Hall. TTie slide show, "The Miracle
of Intervale Avenue," focuses on a small synagogue- the last
remaining Jewish institution in the South Bronx

•
• * * *
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NORTHAMPTON NAUTILUS
Student Special with coupon
$29.95 till end of semester

• 24 Nautilus machines

• Olympic free weights

• Aerobics classes

• Mohawk exercise bikes \^/\
• Concept II rowing machines ^ I '

• Full lockerroom shower & towel privledges

• Co-ed whirlpool

Membership good till 5/25/86

CALL FOR FREE TRIAL WORKOUT
216 N. King St. Northampton

Open 7 Days 584-4975 Men-Women

SUMMER JOBS
Application forms and job descriptions for positions

with Summer Conference Housing are now available

outside of the University Conference Services Of-

fice, 918 Campus Center. Jobs as student super-

visors, desk clerks, and operations crew personnel

are being offered. Full and part time openings are

available and include all shifts, weekdays and

weekends.

HRTA and work study students are encouraged to

apply.

Now's
the time

to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

% Tonight at

Summer internship in

Appropriate
Technology

If you are interestecfin sm«li

scale agriculture,
homesteadirtg, or overseas ser-

vice (private agency or Peace
Corps), you can get hands-on
practical experience with wind-
mills, well and water systems,

photovottaics I electricity from
the sun), small animal husban-
dry, gardening, and much
more. The Windfarm Museum
partially paid five weefc summer
internship is for those who feel

their future pl8r>s may r>eed this

knowledge It is releveot to any
ma)or While not a )0b, your
work tinrte should substantially

cover your expenses.
For information write:

Windfarm Mua«um
RFD t2. Box 86
Martha's Vineyard, MAI
Tal. (617) I

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
Fu» Service Tire Store

78 Sunderland M.. No Amhartt. MA
Across tfom Watroba's Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

University of Massachusetts is an
Action/Equal Opportunity Institution.

Affirnnative

/^

SENIORS:
"It's fabulous. Exciting. Dynamic. I can't wait."

-- Claire Adams, Class of '86

"•••••. Awesome. A must-see."

-- Tony Mazola, Class of '86

"The most incredible thing to hit UMass since dorms went
co-ed."

" Joe Wagner, Class of '86

Nominated for Most Original Screenplay, Most
Animated Soundtrack and Best Supporting Cast, it's

|fl40 THM^omu^i^

Vs.

A Class Act.
Thursday's your chance to join in. Organizational

meeting for all seniors will be held at 4:30 p.m. in

Campus Center Room 165-169. This will be your only

opportunity to sign up, so don't miss it. Bring a

friend.

In the meantime, more information is available at our

table outside the Student Union Mini Store. Or, call

545-0487. So don't miss out.

It's a class act.

LilO ^\

HAWAIIAN
NIGHT!

starts at 9 pm

Tropical Island Blend Juice

Pina Colada Schnapps
Raspberry Schnapps

FREE HAWAIIAN Hors d'oeuvres

Wear your Hawaiian Shirt

BE THERE, ALOHA!
57 N. Pleasant Street, Amherst

Proper ID Required

Th«'n jjct in on tht- ground floor in our Platoon U-jdcrs (iliv. under-

gndualo officer comnitv>H>ning pniKniin V)u could sian planning

on a tanrr like the men in Ihis ad have And also hx/f some great

chantages like

Karning SliWl a nH)nth dunng the •ich<x)l vear

\v a freshman or xtphomorc. ytni

couM complete \i)ur hasK' training

dunng two Mx-week summer
sevsions and earn more than $\\(U)

dunng each sessHHi

Junioni earn more than SI^N) dur

ing one len-week summer session

Wmttqmove
upqakkly?

SenH)rs and graduates can be commtssioned through the Officer

Candidaic ( ilavs Pn )grain

You can take free cnilian fl\ing k-ssons

VMj're commLssHined upon graduatitm

Ifyou re kH)king to moMe up quickly. k)ok into the Manne (/)rps

undergraduate officer ci>mmission -

ing pnigram You could

Stan off making -''^^^
more than $ P.IH K) /fi-vSi^
a year W; -

.

Winhokin/lforaknftnodmen.

See 1st Lt Chapala
in the Campus Center Concourse

today and tomorrow
or call 1-800-255-USMC
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Community problems grave
Since I transferred to the University of

Massachusetts in the fall of 1983 I have
always felt a fondness for UMass. I am
always quick to recommend our universi-

ty as an instutution of excellent educa-

tional, recreational and social oppor-

tunities. There are times, however, when
I am deeply ashamed, embarrassed and a

little bit frightened by the actions of a few
who insist on dominating the campus with
their own point of view to the exclusion of

others. The fiasco that took place during
the Republican Club's presentation,

"Nicaragua: A Revolution betrayed," was
such a time.

Contra representative Jorge Resales and
writer Mike Waller, guests at our univer-

sity, were greeted by jeers and insults.

"Liar, murderer and killer" were among
the accusations rudely yelled out. Chants
and heckling made hearing the speakers

impossible at times. Protestors tried to

distract from the speakers through guerilla

theatre and a slide show of their own. A
bomb threat had been called in during the

afternoon, but having failed to stop the

event other tactics were employed. By 8:30

p.m. the demonstration in the SUB lobby

had reached dangerous proportions, as pro-

testors were wielding rather large wooden
crosses used to represent alleged contra

atrocities. The call came in from the Direc-

tor of Public Safety to shut the event down.
Freedom of speech was once again violated

at the University of Massachusetts.
To many UMass students (not to mention

Nicaraguans!) Ernesto Cardenal is a leader

of a murderous totalitarian regime, yet not

one insult was uttered to him when he

visited our campus last spring. Protests

against Geraldine Ferarro were respectful

of her and her audiences' rights. All Mon-
day, campus leftists held their vigil, free

from any disruptions. Why do such people

feel obliged to ruin presentations they do

not agree with? Do they believe they

Stephen Erickson

possess a monopoly on truth? Why can they

not stand to heeir an opposing view? Our
UMass protesters have so much in common
with the Sandinistas it's no wonder they
support them. Why should the conser-

vatives on this campus not .start disrupting

leftist event.s? Although I asked myself this

question Monday night, I quickly realized

that for conservatives to violate the very

principles for which we stand would be

wrong.

However, if the suppression of free speech

ever became widespread throughout our

society then freedom would cease to exist.

The fact that freedom of speech does not ex-

ist at places of learning is tragic and
perhaps dangerous. Something must be

done. The UMass student government has
an anti-opression arm called SCERA
(Students Center for Education, Research

and Advocacy). In the past, this group has

attempted to fight racism, sexism and in-

tolerance of gay people on our campus, but

no effort has ever been made to combat
political intolerance. Sadly, the staff of

SCERA promotes intolerance, as several

staff members were among the hecklers

and perpertrators of abusive language. The
Student Senate should put such people on
notice, and instruct SCERA, perhaps in

coordination with the Chancelor's OfTice.

to create a task force on political

intolerance.

Following the leftist frolic on Monday
night I found the Republican Club office

vandalized. On the desk was a note that

sent a chill up my spine, "Republican

Fascists - You'll get yours." Clearly, our

academic community has a grave problem
which needs to be addressed.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian
columntst.

Letters

Both sides have much to learn
I supported the presentation by Jorge

Rosales of the contra group FDN for the

sake of free speech and it was that, more
or less, until Gilbert Stair, president of the

UMass Republican Club, called for the end

during a predominantly leftist line of ques-

tioning, which exposed some of the lies and
just how farcical the show was.

Stair did this when a "violent minority"

chanted a leftist slogan in the hallway.

What I saw and heard was the overwhelm-

ing majority, who opposed US supported

contra actions in Nicaragua, but
nonetheless was disrupting the show. The
Republican Club promised a presentaion by

Rosales, but he did less than half of the

speaking. The microphone was dominated

by a North American man, whose name
and afFiliation I could not hear over the

shouts.

Why was he there? To antagonize the stu-

dent body? To call the leftists both Com-
munists and Nazis? To tell Rosales how to

answer or, rather, evade questions? He was
worse than the shouting leftists. I attend-

ed to hear a responsible, objective view of

the Nicaraguan situation, but in addition

to insults against detractors, I heard a

diatribe against anyone who does not sup

port Reagan's policies. Was there a laugh

in his voice because the opposition amus-

ed him or because he did not believe what
he was saying? I felt as if he had written

rosales' speech. Even worse, I heard intran-

sigent rightists and intransigent leftists in

the audience. If it were not for the securi-

ty crew, fights would have broken out.

I got a letter from Senator John Kerry
yesterday which states that the San-

dinistas have supported the Contadora
negotiations and their requests since 1984

and that Reagan subsequently withdrew
his support. The North American claimed

the opposite. Whether or not the San-

dinistas mean to honor the agreement, he
was lying. It is true that photographs

might be staged or the explanation of them
might be fabricated, but I saw a picture of

the dead contra soldier, by a North
American staying there, reported by the

North American media. Rosales said that

the contras do not attack civilians. With
these examples in mind, how many of the

speakers' claims can I believe?

In conclusion, I censure the right,

especially the Republican Club for being ir-

responsible and the left for not allowing the

right, as scurrilous as their presentation

was, to speak.

Brian Wilga
Amherst

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editior at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003. or they can be dropped ofT

at the Collegian classified counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due

to the volume of mail recieved. individual replies cannot be made.
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bed hungry every
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Why we need a rodent
Being a registered Democrat (yes, there

are a few of us left ), my major concern for

the 1988 presidential election is that my
party come up with a viable candidate un-
tarnished by Jimmy Carter, the welfare
state, or any of the other things Ma and Pa
Kettle are so violently opposed to.

Although I hold such things in con-

siderably less contempt than the average
American voter, I am painfully aware of

the need to infuse some new blood into the

party of Thomas Jefferson, Franklin
Roosevelt and John Kennedy if we hope to

regain the Executive Branch from the cur-

rent crop of right-wingers.

Luckily, there are a few individuals who
have succes-sfully divorced themselves from
the past and ofTer the possibility of a vie

tory. Shall we take a look at the field?

•Gary Hart - The man from Colorado

with all the 'new ideas" ofTers some hope

In many ways, he is similar to our current

president. He looks good on television, is

not averse to putting on a little makeup,
and in a grand old acting tradition, chang

ed his name to make it more publicly ap-

pealing. The problem is that he is very

much like a Potemkin village. By discon-

necting himselffrom the past, he has come
up with an empty sack when it comes to

actual programs.
•Mario Cuomo - Now this guy can make

a great speech. More importantly, unlike

Ronald Reagan, he can also write it large-

ly by himself However, something rings

false. I just cannot trust a guy who says he

cares that much about poor people. I doubt

anyone else would, either. Keep him in

New York. He might even make a good

Senator.

•Bill Bradley - Not a chance in hell that

I would vote for this guy. Having an actor

in the Oval Office is bad enough. An
athlete, Christ, who is next? Would it be

a rock star? Perhaps a circus performer sick

of the big-top? Give me a break. Sure, he

is supposed to be really smart but I just can-

not swallow the idea of him in the White

House. I am old-fashioned in that I think

coming to public prominence in politics

should be as a result of intellectual ac-

complishments and not how well someone
can play one-on-one.

William Spain

Jo cfc.

_

•Lee lacocca An interesting possibility

who has never made his pt^sonal politics

very clear but has been mentioned by a

number of Democratic leaders as a can

didate. Forget this guy. I am .sorry, but I

am not prey to the adulation he has reciev-

ed for turning a bankrupt company around.

Chrysler may make lots of money now but

if we are talking about quality products,

we should vote for the president of Honda.
• Mickey Mouse - Apart from having a

hard core of supporters who consistently

write him in, year after year, Mr. Mouse
enjoys an almost universal popularity with

people here and abroad. He is probably the

only candidate that enjoys the reputation

of having met with virtually every foreign

leader visiting the United States and en-

joying their company in an exclusively

amiable way. Although, like lacocca, he
has never let his views be pinned down, I

feel sure he is a Democrat. After all, the

Democratic Party has a reputation of ap-

pealing to minorities and as a talking

mouse, Mickey certainly qualifies.

Quite a selection, is it not? An image, a

bleeding heart, a jock, a car salesman and
a rodent. Since voting is frequently a ques-

tion of finding the least objectionable con-

tender, I have to go with the rodent. I hope
you will too.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

Irresponsible behavior shameful
Ever since Central America began mak-

ing the news in the late 70s, I have been

following the situation there. During the

last seven or eight years, I have geen bom-
barded by a vast amount of material about

Central America from the left and the

right. From this enormous and contradic-

tory mass of material, I have gathered a

small collection of facts. Monday night, I

attended the speech by Jorge Rosales of the

FDN in hopes of gaining a few more facts.

I did gain two facts, but only becau.se I ask

ed a specific question and I got a specific

answer.

The atmosphere in the SUB was not con-

ducive ^to factual arguerne.nt. .Thf j)ro;

testors cjieeieu, ot>oeu, lussea, aiiu ci»anted

at every opportunity, and generally at-

tempted to turn the forum into a circus.

The UMass Republican Club and their sup-

porters, to their discredit, joined the

shouting match. When the fioor was open-

ed to questions, the speakers were
pre.sented with a nearly unbroken string

of accu.sations pre.sented as questions. As
a result of these conditions-everyone talk-

ing and no one listening-almost nothing
was gained from the evening. This
behavior is a di.sgrace to the UMass student

body, and the people responsible for it

should be ashamed of themselves.

....... Hank Thayer
Amherst
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Attention

Computer
Owners

IBM Portable, PC
or Compatible?

We're offering

fantastic

SAVINGS
on the following

PERIPHERALS

r?
1200 Baud s^^qoo

intemal Modem '^^
,

Parallel Interface ^^^.^
Board ^6000

Serial Interface ^nnnn
Board ^^

Memory Upgrades^^^^^

to 640K^99O»*

LEADING EDGE

Basic Word ^ZS^"!

Processor

SPECIAL UNTri
APRIL 30th

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017

OPEN /MIKE NIGHT

y^
/ar >^

<7

X7
governor's

©roQrarn
^ *r #our)a

AT THE HATCH
April 2,1986

Starting at 8 PM

.

• o

"*^>^

r n

DE)©

au

POSITION AVAILABLE
Office of the Dean of Students

Student Manager
Information Data Bank (IDB)

and Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

mm

y ' "v

Comedians check in

with M.C. Patty Small
at the Deginning of

the show

QUALIFICATIONS

ELIGIBILITY

IHl

Demonstrated (through previous experience

and/or 'recommendations) communication skills;

organizational and supervisory skills; ability to

organize data; ability to proof-read and edit; some
typing and/or word processing experience. Pro-

motional and marketing experience desirable.

Undergraduate or graduate student (preferably

Work-Study eligible) with at least three semesters

remaining at the beginning of the Fall Semester
1986.

^t ^appa ^Ipl|a
INVITES YOU TO THE

7TH ANNUAL DANCE MARATHON

A BATTLE TO OVERCOME
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

APRIL 12TH, 1986
12 NOON THRU 12 MIDNIGHT

V^i .„.,.. y« i..i» 4^3 |V|<. th Pleasant Street, Amherst

Campus Center March 31 - April 4

I tiiHT/riiib

ROUTL '

AMHERST

To Register call 1-546-2150 collect ^^^^ ^
or pick up a registration form at PKA, ^XCS/^Zm

HOT
<;poT

PAY SCALE

STARTING DATE

Hourly rate,

20-25 hours.

beginning at minimum of $5.(X),

DEADLINE

Selected individual must be available part-time in

late April or early May ( 10-20 hours), full time mid-

July and August (37 Vi hours). Full-time option

may be available June to mid-July.

Completed applications, available at the Dean of
Students Office, 227 Whitmore, must be received
by April 11, 1986.

The Information Data Bank (IDB) is a telephone or walk-in referral center
which maintains information on University administrative and academic
policies and procedures; bus, library, and athletic schedules; listings of
current campus events such as seminars, movies, and lectures; and a
variety of other reference materials.

The Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS) is a library of more than 300
tape cassettes with information about academic rules, regulations, and
programs; registration policies; counseling services; financial aid informa-
tion; current events; health and safety programs; housing and food ser
vices; athletics; student organizations and activities, etc.

Jna>T,a^^''\
"^^"^Q®^ 'S responsible for day-to-day operations of

lUB/ TIPS including recruiting.training, scheduling and supervising student
staff of 10-15; maintaining and updating the IDB/TIPS library and informa-
tion resources; preparing scripts and tapes; arranging and monitoring pro
duction schedules for the Student Telephone Directory, Registration Up-
date, and Dean's List; with the assistance of a student Graphics Coor

I^Q^^?mc''^"^'"^
^°' placement of ads in the "Collegian" promoting

lUB/llPb; soliciting and processing new material for IDB/TIPS- and
related assignments.

IDB 545-1555
A Service of the Dean of Students Office TIPS 545-1540

[ ]

\Th€ Union Program Council presents:
A special one night engagement with

Saturday April 19th

8pm F.A.C. UMass
Tickets $1 7. 00 cash onlu 6 ticket limit

Tickets on sale at F.A.C. Box Office, Springfield Civic Center

and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Greenfield,

Holyoke and Pittsfield. No cans, bottles or recording devices.

«--

SPECIALS
Rolling Rock and Miller bottles $.99

All Vodka Dnnks$1.40
TONIGHT IS GROLSCH NIGHT
T-Shirts, Prizes, Hors d'oeuvres

Friday,

Mike's famous all you can eat smorgasboard

SWAG Presents
The nation's Hottest Stand-up Comic

EMO PHILIPS
as seen on Late Night with David Letternnan

THURSDAY

APRIL 10, 1986

in the

Student Union

Ballroom

^^e'. Two shows 8:00 PM and 10:00 PM
^\cV^®^^ $5.00 in advance $6.oo at the door

Available at: Tix in the Student UNIon Building, For

the Record (Faces) in Amherst, Main St. Records in

Northampton.
Another Southwest Area Government Production
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/I here's a Party
Going On v

TONIGHT
be part of it !

Featuring World Renowned DJ

Mike "The Beat'^Kane ^
'

"aaneeyteliib

Going Formal?

TUXEDO
RENTALS

13 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
256-0591

Discover

tfCjfo.
).>'^^

RENI/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
l?t. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

KATINA'S
Wednesday Night

Wailon Dave and

The Blue Dogs
Great R & B Music

18-21 year olds welcome

enjoy juice bar

GRAND OPENING
Saturday, April 5, 1966

check out new pool tables

322 Russell St 586-4463

n
CAMPUS PLAZA

iNext to Super

Stop h Shop!

Rte. 9 • Hadley Amherst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

TOWN OF AMHERST
Part Time Positions

The Town of Amherst is seeking applications for present and

future seasonal and part time positions for:

Recreation Instructors

Recreation Supervisors

Playground Leaders

Lifeguards/Swim Instructors

Drivers for Transportation Projects

Library Assistants and Substitutes

Laborers for Public Works
Pond Caretakers

Conservation Maintenance

Clerical Assistants

Billing/Accounting Clerks

Substitute Health Aids

Salary is up to $5.17 per hour, based upon qualifications for

position. Apply to Town Manager's Office, Town Hall,

Amherst, MA 01002. EEO/AA employer.

Introducing

Aerobic Dance
at the Body Shop

Join us for a Free Aerobic Workout on
Wednesday, April 2, 7-8 PM, in the

NEW EXPANDED BOYDEN BODY
SHOP (Boyden Gym, basement).

Enjoy our large new carpeted facility

and expert instruction.

Regular aerobic classes will be held

7-8 PM, M-F, for six weeks (up to 30
sessions). Fee: $25 (first session free).

Sponsored by the Exercise Science

Department.

A map of the new location is available

in the current Boyden Body Shop & in

Totman Body Shop.

a '_ • r • • • • . . .

MANDARIN /SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST Ckia«*« Food-

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs
Small L^rge

SO80 S/160

Luncheon
Specials

$

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

IIBvvf wllh^iMh
Mubhtnonit

2| C hickrn rin9vr%

3| Chickm Wm^s
OChinrM BBQPork
Si Biorroti in Oytirt Saucr

61 'iwm !• Sour Chnrkm
7lP«n Fn«dKirv
8)P<r< fnKSNoodie%

9| Pan FrmI H<violi

10) Hill t Sour Soup

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU c-^oe
CAN EAT ''5"

Froin 225
served 1 1 a.m

-3 p.m.

Luncheon Sp«rial« & Take-out S»rv»c*
Full Cocklall Menu

Sun.-Thurs 1 1 30 a m.-lO p.m
Fri & Sal. 1 1 30 a m.l 1 p m.

10 Bclchenoan Road
at Rte. 9. Amherst

256-0252 __^_

YOU COULD BE
AN INSTANT WINNER!

A T ^
/y Coke
^ T-Shirt

^

^
Make a selection at any Coke Vendors ^
and you could become an Instant Winner! y7^

1986 SPRING FLING

Redeem your

winning coupon at -

University Store

Campus Center

Wednesday, April 2, 1986

DOONESBURY
COLLEGIAN 9

GARR"' TRUDEAU

# ia= jhe:

I /KB I 5A/P, HONaX
7H&^$ ONLYMamy.
THB woemS MORKJNO

AMAJORSK/Mi ^

JUST DtCORATiN6 THIS
BUNOALOUJMUSTHAVE COST
A FDRJCm' LOOKAT IHOSe
PAlNTIN6e> (MR. HIS 0api

ARt YOU

Sip ""^^^^

BLOOM COUNTY BY BEPKE BREATHED
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7ne CAT veoer/ms inaloca,
FHiuM otMLV fimrrmi hi»
mmuenT eteamoN .

muniT.
HUP
acimo
iWFF
irii.'

M)rmtNO

iiSAe
Mfisv."I

If

Jf

""^iuchio^^

LEGAL
ASSISTANTS
WANTED
FOR

FALL, 1986

No

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits -

Work directly with attorneys -

experience in the legal profession is necessary; training is provided -

Deadline to begin your application is APRIL 9 -

Contact Legal Services today - 545-1995

*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*
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Summer^86
At The University ofRhode Island,

j»ACCELERATE YOUR DE(iREE
STIMUIATE YOIIR CURIOSITY.

MoNc your dcj^rcc plans ahead this suiiiiiicr at the

L'nivcrsit>' of Rhode Island. (Choose either our convenient
dowiitown ProNidenee center or our seenie campus
located in Kinj^ston minutes away from thestiitcs beautiful

beaches and historic Newport. Our extensive selection of

stimulating^ courses, txmji^htbyan exceptional faculty, offers

you a chance to add up credits for completinj:^ your dcji^rcc

ahead of schedule.

Jln^n I: June 9 to July II.

Tbnn II: July 14 to Au^ist IS,

(kill or writefor your co/n' of our Summer (bourse IJst —
277-,lS(H) or&om Rl toll areas eall TOLL FREE I H(H)-M,7-ll44.

Settinti l^h*-' l*ttcc

(College of (]ontinuin)i* Kducatioii

199 IVonicnade Street

IVovidcnec. Rl ()2^H)8

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited b\ Irude Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
1 Deception

5 Algooquians
10 Rig

'* NoOel physicist

1944
1 5 Western autnor
'6 Toe* steps
' y Liquid dis-

penser
16 Negative atom
'9 Small bfoc*
20 Sow dissension

22 Giver of wise
opiriion

24 Spree
25 Buitder ot St

Pauls
Cathedral

26 Dreiser s Sister

29 Tt>ose wtK)

waver
33 Words on a

French menu
34 Profit

36 Person from

Waco
37 California rock-

lish

39 Press a suit

41 To laugh, m Le
Havre

42 Imitation

44 Playful mammal
46 Formerly called

47 Home on —
49 Forest figure

51 Stout compan
ions'

52 Leo s pride

53 Attraction

56 Most lesty

60 Eager
61 Leather strip

63Effu«ge

64 Encourage
65 Unhampered
66 Mala
67 The Cowardly

Lion

68 Fished for

conger

69 Hose mishap

DOWN
1 See 65 Across

2 Societal code
3 Encourage m a

way
4 Image maker
5 Pitcfier s choice

6 Lorig-(imt)ed and
slim

7 Buffalo s take

8 WWII command
9 Lady ot Spam

10 Outsider

1

1

Skater Heiden
1

2

Defoe s

Flarxlers

13 At loose ends
21 Seed coat

23 Sign a lease

25 Staple crop

26 Jeweller s unit

27 A to a Satjra

28 Lady of Lahore
29 Mediterranean

island

30 — out (efcminat-

ing)

31 Street show
32 Heavy s expres-

sion

35 Wooden toot

wear
38 Musical planrfer

40 Mad
43 Ell s institution

45 Reverberated
48 Vex
50 Stable sounds
52 Minister s resi

(JerKB

53 Heavy hammer
54 Indian tourist

aty

55 Vincent van —
56 53 Down is or>e

57 Dash
58 Marsh bird

59 Bud s setting

62 Tiller s tool

JMISWERTO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

KlLlilMlsMsTlIiiMl
•TpaUil

THE FAR SIDE BY GARY LARSON

"Oh, lovely—just the hundredth time you've
monoged to cut everyone's heod off."

LUNCH Menu dinner

Italian Grinder
P2ggrolls/ Due Suace

Junior Club Sandwich
Roast Tbp Round of Beef

Seafood Quiche

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Veg Grinder
More Eggrolls

Seafood Quiche
Chicken Salad Plate with Chittos

Announcement
ALL Collegian editors and assoc. editors, that includes

you Larry and don't try to snake out of it, must at-

tend a newspaper critique by Wayne Phaneuf, an
assistant managing editor of the Springfield Daily
News.
The work.shop will be held at 8 pm tonight in CC 904

be there or be square

* "I - - • •IV « • w W

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

Nigbt Editor
Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

John Yonce
William Spain
Ansel Zinter

Paul Desmarais
Ansel Zinter!

Production: Sod, Naomi Davis, Bill Freeman, Maura
Mchugh, Rob Skelton, Kevin Hayden, and Justin of Brett

rAVwvvw^^.^vwwAn^^^^A*w^lV^.
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Plumhley 's is the Place
to be all week
Specials good til April 20

Sundays
3:00 - 9:30 $8.95

Chicken, Steak and Chocolate Cake!
Sliced London Broil, Roast Chicken, Chocolate Cake

and all the fixins

Monday
All You Can Eat $9.95

4:00 - 9:30 Fried Shrimp or Fried Chicken
Served with bottomless cup of our chefs hearty soup, salad,

fresh vegetables, potato, hot bread and butter

Tuesday
All You Can Eat $9.95

4:00 - 9:30 Roast Sirloin or Fried Chicken
Also served with bottomless cup of our chefs hearty soup,
salad, fresh vegetables, potato, hot bread and butter

Wednesday: Student and Faculty Special

• Broiled Orange Whiskey Chicken $5.95
• Sliced London Broil

• Tempura Fried Filet of Sole

All entrees complete with salad, potato, hot bread and butter.

Just show a student I.D. and enjoy

Plumbleys
off Ihc common*^

30 Boltwood Walk • Downtown Amherst • 253-9586
All Major Credit Cards • Full Service Catering

AUDITIONS
UMass

Music Theater Guild

50 Year Review see table

on CC Concourse
for more information

Wed & Thurs April 3 & 4

FREE T-Shirts & Hat

^g. ir jr- ag -g g- ^g-

Something you
want to say before

you leave?
az a[s 23: -ic -ar zz 2E

ANY ORDER WITH COUPON BETWEEN $5 & $8

GET JOE'S PARADISE HAT FREE

ANY ORDER WITH COUPON OVER $8
GET JOE'S PARADISE T-SHIRT FREE

FAST FREE DELIVERY

Submit your proposal for

Senior

Commencement Speaker

to Trey Williams, 545-2334,

319 Whitmore.

Jg ^g" Jg Jg^ agi ag jg

(5 minutes: 3 pages, typed,

double-spaced)
DEADLINE: APRIL 11, 1986 at 4:00 PM

NORTH AMERICA S TRIBU TL TO THE ROLLING ST6nLS

/

Blushing IBndes

Jg -ag" -ag ^KL ^g mm j ^ ^w

Sfx^cialGuest P0/>OAIH

Springfield Civic Center Exhibition Hall

Friday. April -ith-8:30pm

S7.50 advance. S9 00 day cf the show

TICKETS ON SALE ON CAMPUS
AT FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

PHONE CHARGES (413) 787 6600 or (800) 243-4842

h(xJU(«"(liii.iss<H i.Uioti Willi W/\v2 I

ALL ABES WELCOME. CASH BAB - 21 AWD OVEB

Wednesday, April 2, 1986 COLLEGIAN ii

First you get to Bo\\>ker„.

Stockbridge Hall

iBOWKIR.M DITOKIL.M

r^\A

"^

\t.

[.inct>lr\

Campus C eiiti-i 'n
OTZD

/^

^

V,
Student I iiioii

/>

\

Then Bowkergets to you!

t^

\H^^

13 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

>1 w^

THi: BERLIN CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA

Heinz Schunk, leader

Wednesday, April 9 8 pm
Bt)\vker Auditorium

Tickets SI 5. 13

MITCHELL RIFF DUO
Willie Ruff, horn and bass
I^wike .Mitchell, piano

Friday, April 11 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

rickets SH.ll

CA

48 Main St.

Brattleboro

THE FINEARTS CENTER
I'NIVhRslTY lU .MASSAC.HL'SKTTS .AT AMHfK^T

Ki\i.-Ci>llc};i' Stviili-niN ll.ii: I'ricc Tickils .iviiil.il>lc .il liiu' Arts Cciiti-i Box ( )ili(.<- .aul E-H
SpMnv;lKl>K"iVK CVnt^r Call (4 I J) 545 2.1 M or 1 MOO 24 » 4H42 "^^

L.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Men Thurs 8 45 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

ash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

Open Mike Niftht
• «t the Hatch Wednesday, April 2 8 pm *

• comedians and entertainers check in *

• with MC at the beginning of night •

• all ages welcome must be 21 to dnnk *

SENIORS: Join in A Class Act tomorrow
430 p m inCC room 16.") 169 This is your
only chance, so don't miss it'

fh* Minor itT ~Gir•daate Stydenti
AiMxiation is having a wine and cheese
reoeiitmn with the minority faculty April

6, 1986 from 2 -6 PM at The Faculty Club
For more information call .5-3424

Distinguished Visitors Program
meeting tonight. Wed Apnl 2. 7 nfl pm
CC 169 Mandatorv: programming for

next fall!

AUDIO

BOSE 101 apMkcrt for sale $150 or BO
call 6-7917

AUTO FOR SALE

If7< OM* Catlaaa a/w very good cond
$950 .32,3 6442 afUr 5 pm
l»76 VW Bui great body/interior, new ex-
haust/brakes, runs great $2150 2.56 8484

1»7S Ford Granada 4 dr PB/PS AM/FM
body in good cond new parts 546-1497

1980 Ciric HatchlMcli only 63,000 mi.
very dependable $2200 or BO 253 2204

1179 Monia New clutch, brakes. 4 radials.

$1,500 283-8592

Mona needs a new home 77 Honda Civic
gtHid cond needs some work $600 but neg.
5K6 .5409

197fi Ford Grenada four door extremely
reliable needs no work $850 or BO Derek
549-1656

78 Plymouth Horiton 4 spd good trans
$700 or BO Mike 665-8335

76 Plymouth runs good looks good must
see! $1000 2.56-6281

1977 Datsun Truck wellmaintained .solid

bed, full rap, runs great, $900 or best offer

call eves, Mike 2.56-8788

1984 Reliant K car automatic new bat-

tery. Very good running condition. Good
for off campus or commuting. Call Amy at
.546-6198

'79 Datsun B2I0 standard good condition
9.50 or BO call Cathy .549-5032

U BMW 2002, red. California car.

Restored. 6,3.50 obo ,538-4127 or 538-2896

2^]]]][]^]^[]
BANDS

Bands interested in playing the
Pyramids Southwest Concerts and other
spring music activities; contact Embassy
Recording Studio for the best demo tapes
and rates in the area. Student specials.

I/ocated near UMaas. ,549 7640

BICYCLES
~

Univega Gran Premio 3 5 in, blue, rsc
ing/high praf touring, great cond, extras,

M60 new. *27S call Burt 2S3 2131

college daily in New Kngland Vou can
write about Sport*. News, Editorial. Black
Affairs, Womens Issues, or (iay or Les
bian issues Whatever your interests,
write ab<iul it today in the Collegian We
build careers

CAPE COD

Two female roommate* needed for

SnuthwiNid Apt Take over lease starting
June Ist. $130 incl. heat please caD
256-1518

for summer on Cape
Cod Hyannis area call 5465288 or
.546 4717

Seagull Brack Wcit Yarmoath 2
bedrooms 4 rooms sleeps 4 253-74.36

Female roommates wanted for summer
iinCa()e ("od Cotlage in Hvanni." HH)(ifor

summer. May 2.3 to Sept I call 546 9211

'•CASH'

Please call Mike 546-16105

DELTA ZETA OPEN RUSH
TONIGHT!

Sec what DelU ZeU Sorority can offer
Tou! All Cniversity Women invite<l'

Tonight 9 pm Dynasty hour! 1 1 Phillips St
For more mfo call Pam at 2.53-9916

DR. STRANGELOVE

Thuraday, April 3rd in Engineering East
5:30 $1.00; 7:30. 9:30, 1 1:30 $1.50

DUE TO OVERWHELMING DEMAND

Alpha Epailon Pi is holding a second rush.
Be apart of the fastest growing fraterni
ty. * Great fnends * superior social life * a
riew house * rush parties this week. Call
now: Rob 546-9561 or Matt 546 96.33

~ EDIE "THE MAKEUP LADY"

Will be in the CC April 3 5 9 4 PM buy
your Spring shades!

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

All electrical appliances sewing
machines, clocks, shavers, vacuum
cleaners. House calls and shop repairs

Amherst Repair 253-2869

ENTERTAINMENT

The Cheap Jock. Kool party toonz at a
reasonable price. Call Kevin at .546-9061

M()BILE Ml!SIC INC Disks spun to your
ta.ste yuality from 7 years of experience
("all Chns 256-6845

Tl'RN THE TABLES 5 yr Pro D.J latest

records, best rates, lights free .586-9691 24
HR
RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows;
Large Screen Video 24 hr of>erstor
.549 7144

ESCORT SERVICE

Eicort Service Available 8 p.m.^~2^)0
a.m. Everyday anywhere on Campus Play
it safe call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

In Amberat V\ miles from campus
washer'drver air ctmditioning available
Apnl 1 call today Chns 256 62.3M

Apartment available in Southwood for
summer cash reward call Dave or Mike
2.56^1640

4 bedroom apt summer sublet with fall op-
lion. Main St. bus stop in front Tracey
256- 1807

^POR SALE

Peavy Guitar Amp Head 210 watu, many
features $280 or best offer call Dave after
5:00 ,549 1703

HED speakers by Cerwin Vega $200 firm.
Akai \ 14 Upedeck. .Sony turntable, rock
guitar amp, need cash, call Dirk. .549- 10.52

Televideo computer terminal like new
$,3.50 or BO model 910+ 2.53 2204

Stereo Equip: Pioneer receiver $110.
Teac cas deck $90, Technics turntable $70
or BO all exc condition! .549.391

2

Gucci Watches many styles for men &
women, only $30, call 6-7480

Violin inexpensive
Catherine 2.53 3089

credilR maj tie re<-eive<i from araijemir

departments No previous expenence
r)eces8ary, training provided Deadline lo

begin your application is Apnl 9 For fur

ther information, come to the Legal .Ser

vices Office. 922 Campus Center

LErS MAKE A DEAL

I aacrf year (araitarc!!! Livinjrrooni and
bedroom furniture wanted! Please call

.549 5190 and ask for Cheryl Lets make a
deal

LOOT

Loat 1 nair of Ctoiaoaae swan earringi
at 104 Puffton (ireal sentimental value'
Please return or rail .546-7176

Reward for return of loat pearl ring
3/27. possibly in ladies room in FAC or
Newman. Please call Anne-marie
.546-4205

Davy Daw Doo, where are you?' By Rock
Me Amadeus 268 f^lffton

Gre> from Caaada living in Johnaon,
couldn't find you in Econ 104 call me
6-4284 Lauren

Marie Lcary We >^ope you have a great
birthday' Luv Julie & Lisa

Liaa Warabaascr Happy Birthday! Have
a great day' Love Lisa B

Hey Squener! Happy Belated Birthday to

a (freat fnend and walking buddy We are
going to have an awesome Spnng' CWP
Maurisa I will never fully understand
what happened but 1 hope that you will

find the person that you are looking for

love Rich

SUMMER SUBLET

Aibirat C««tar aunny 3 bdrm apt in

house, ri^ eves .549-5866

Looking for aawaaaa to take avrr
Presidential Apt in June Call Steve or Pat
459 1357 ^
Three sabletters needed for entire sum-
mer 5 minut«- walk from campus and town
cheap rent call after .5 2.56 8047

Juae July $400 iaclativc. Ohe bdrm in

four bdrm apt Clean pleaaiuit On busline,

close to rampus Fall option Call Mary
256-0045 7.30 10.30 am

TO SUBLET

good condition

Have: 2 tix for Hartford Dead! Need: 2
tix for Fri trade only Heidi 256 0049

1978 .Subaru 4x4 wagon. Needs exhaust,
pos.sible engine (Jood parts car or restora
tion 700 or BO call 256-0195

FOUND

Softball Glove on 3/25 at field ouUide
NOPE. Call John 5 234

Found silver bracelet across from FAC
call to identify nites 253-2475 Ann

HELP WANTED

Sophoaiorea, Juniors looking for career
experience' WMUA is hiring a new
Business Manager. Great opportunity for
SOM majors interested in radio Book-
keeping and computer expenence a must
9- 10 hours per week $3.35/hour. Applica-
tions availainle at the Student Activities
Office or WMUA thru April 4th SCA is an
e<^ual opportunity employer

Weekend job Amherst Farmers Market
Manager .Sat May 10 to Nov 15. 6:45 am
til 14.5 pm. KesiKinsioie.mendly, decisive

person to enforce rules, negotiate disputes
& handle cash. Apply by April 7tn call

Nancy .5 2249 leave mes.sage

Bands^anted^for WSYX Radio'slocai
showcase on 4/28 in the S.l'.B. Tapes and
letter of interest due Friday 4/4 Box H

Room 416 Student Cnion at .5:00. More in.

fo call Cath 2.53.3362 before 1 1 PM

School Bag - Adidas, tan taken from the
counter near Post Office. Reward for

return only the b<x>ks and notetxjok. No
questions asked 665-8,501

Loat wallet greeen plastic last week
reward big bucks quick 5450770

Loat large male tiger cat near Cliffside

Apt .Sunderland if found please call

665 8315

MOTORCYCLES

1984 Honda Interceptor 700CC 8k mi ex
rellent cond. $2495 or BO ,549 .5990 keep
trying or leave message

Honda Interceptor VF700 1984'/^ 3000
miles perfect condition blue 2500 call

Tayler 2.53 3826

1980 .« 'ki GSllOOEX 6000 r-. ' min.

totally r.,uipped $2495 Bill ,54b-o,./o

Alpha Chi Oaiega presents their annual
Monte Carlo Night on Fnday Apnl 4th
from 8 pm to 1 am at 38 Nutting Ave
Donation is $3 .50 and all proceeds go to

Cystic Fibrosis. Valuable pnies will be
auctioned off. Open to Greek Area only.

D'anne • The finest food for the best
woman in my life A cool bottle of Don P is

waiting and so am I. For dinner with you
I'll never be blue! Your Barsi Buddy EM
XOXX
Loren - Here it is.

py Anniversary!

Renee. It does too!!' Love H D.

June 1 August 31 call .549 6675
indywin
.549667

TYPING SERVICE

.1 k)ve you! Irene Hap-

Beth, What's this about a same address?
Interesting gossip! Norm

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, caaes, diaacrtations, theses, on-
campus. dependable, low rates, exwrienc-
ed. Nancy 584 7924

REWARD

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pr»
jects Meticulous proofreading Editing
available New IBM Typewnter 549 0367

UMASS CRmCAL ART REVIEW

.Seeking Editorial and
Proourtion Staff
Students of Art.

Art Hist. Journalism preferre<l

('ontart f>avid r ish

at 545 3625
...........................

WANT A HORBY?

Bay I

needs
after 8 PM

IV car
lots of work

1978 Monarch it runs, but
Call Don 253-9330

WANTED

INSTRUCTION

FOR RENT

BRITTANY MANOR

Immediate Opening two bedroom aparts.

Heat and hot water short term leases. Act
now 2.56-8.535

Want to live on N.J. shore this
summer?? Cheap. 2 blocks from beach. .

call Heather .546-1106 or Mark .546 9261

CAN YOU WRITE?

Apartment - three bedroom close to
center sublet for summer with fall option,
on bus route serious inquiries only
2532284

Interested In Journalism? It's never too

late to start! Come down to the

MassachusetU Dailv Collegian, the largest

Apartment available in Southwood.
Take over lea.se June 1 st, and it's yours for

the fall Low rent, good bus service Call

253-3619 for more info

Are you Danish? Do you speak Danish*"

I'm going to Denmark and need to learn

Please help tutor me! ('all Amy 546-4791

best time: 10 pm 1 am

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

Appiv now for a fnll>Ume internship at
the Legal .Services Office for the Fall,

1986 semester Aid attorneys in client in
terviews. preparation of court forms,
maintenance of continuing caselaod. giv
ing advice and referrals, court hearings
and investigations and research. Up to 15

82 Kawasaki 440 Ltd mint condition!
New; sport mirrors , cruise control, back
rest. Belt drive, very fast! Call .546-6165 or
.546-6047

Claasic white Vespa exc cond runs prft
low mi $675 or BO Chris 6-6648

1976lramaha SX650 under 12,000 miles
New battery' Best offer. Call Gary
2.56 1 557 keep trying

PERSONALS

SWACi presents

Emo Philips

America's hottest stand-up comic

Thursday, April 10, 1986

two shows 8:00 and 10:00 pm
in the Student Union Ballroom

tickets are $5.00 in advance

available at Tix in the Student
Union Building. For the Record
(Faces) in Amherst, and Main St.

Records in Northampton

We need a four person apartment for fall

86. If you can help us please call 546-603

1

after 9 nm. Offenng a nice reward

RIDE WANTED

Need a ride to Plattsborg this wknd call
Donna 545 2412

ROOMMATES WANTED

Room for rent in house $140/mth, call

Dick, 5491052 negotiable

Two roommatei needed to share a three
liedroom Townehouse apt for fall & spnng
86. If interested rail Nadine .549-7478

.Subject* needed - Students wty> lost a
parent will you and your family help a
UMass grad student in raeearch study
about how families adjust to the deatti of a
parent? I will travel if your family doesn't live

hers Plesse cell Claudia collect
, 203-563 9577 after 9 pm, or sign up in the
experin'ient booth, 4tti floor Tobtn Hsil

TO SHARE BRITTANY MANOR APT.
AVAILABLE NOW ONE MONTH
FREE KEN. RICH. STEVE: 2.5.3 7312.
DAVE: 66.5 4131

CREW (stage, set constmction. sits prsp,
sacurityl needed for outdoor dsnce thestre
production in September 86 3-vveek com
mitment, possible credit involved. Call Aria
M6-2803/4

SKATEBOARbERS naodod for outdow
dsnce theetre production in September one
credit performance protect Rehesrssls
begin April, May and SeptemtMr Contact
Aris 545 2803 4 Auditions, 4:30 April 3
Hsigis Mali, Fine Arts Center

Wanted Dead or Alive Triumph TM in srty
condition csll 634-2297

Cape Housemates Wanted perfect loca-
tion, Mam .St. Hyannis. $8(M) for summer
Call 546-6267 or ,546-6265

SERVICES

WANTED TO RENT

Looking to take over lease in BrarMlywina
for fsll 88 *M reward IM S46-S323 or
S46-S010

Seniors - senior portrails are back by
popular demand, March 31 through Apnl
1 1 Call 545 2874 for an appointment

Some of us arc definitely from another
planet.

Christa Wright you secret admirer is

pyched he finally met you. To bad its so
late in the semester

Kim Hackett, President o' Kappa Happy
Birthday, from the Brothers o Lambda
Chi Alpha

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $5 00 per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 2r>(iJ239

TypiiR. Tape 'Transcription. Fast, ac
curate. Available almost anytime.
665 7652

'faiJoi^for alteration. SHAANN'slitliuJr
484 9362

We'll pay you $100 for your leaae. House
wsnt 4J nesr csmpus. Csll 546-9086

Do you have a room in your Rolling (3rsen
apt? I wsnt It" Anytime sfter May 31it
Please call Christine st 546-2892 (davtimsl
253 5248 (st nite)

Apartment Cleaning kitchen livingarea
liatharea 1 2$ price may vary call W-N 7-9

.549-0694

The Legal Services Offlce 922 Campus
C«nter. provides free legal services to fee-

paying UMxss students «

STEREO FOR SALE
~~

BOSE Aceaatic wave soand svstaai list

$695 quick sale $4.50 call Scott 256-0685

Looking for leaae to take over in Bran
dywine for fall 1986 $$$ call Ellen
546 1442

Two female* looking for I bcdro<wrin
Brandywine or Townehouse for fall 86
rail Ellen .546 1442

Responsible men seeking 3 or 4 bedroom
house next fall and spring, call Vic or A
2.56-0866

Eight female* want to rent a hoa*c in
the Amherst L'Mass area for fall 86 call
546-5135
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SPORTS
Minutewomen
sweep Friars
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It was one of those afternoons where the

sun was shining brightly, the birds were

singing, and everyone was sporting their

favorite pair of Jams.

It was also one of those afternoons when

you could've come out and watched the

University of Massachusetts softball team,

ranked 20th m the nation, litter the sky

with softballs en route to a crippling sweep

of Providence College, 16-0 and 12-0,

yesterday at Totman Field.

The Minutewomen, 13-3 on the season,

unleashed an awesome display of hitting

in game one, pounding out a season-high

18 hits in a game that was halted in the

bottom of the sixth inning because of a 15

run "mercy" rule. UMass won game one

and added insult to injury when freshman

rightfielder Barbara Meehan crushed a

bases loaded triple in the right field gap to

cease the game with the Minutewomen up,

16-0.

Senior lefthander Lynn Stockley picked

up her sixth win of the season against one

setback, giving up only three hits in a

strong five inning shutout performance.

Stockley struck out eleven batters and

mowed the Lady Friars down twice in

order. Freshman reliever Chris Wanner

was sharp m a one inning stint of relief,

only giving up a walk in the sixth inning.

UMass rode the big inning in game one,

picking up seven runs in the first inning

on eight hits, and six runs on five hits in

the third. The first inning explosion was

highlighted by Meehan's bases loaded

bloop single to center field, scoring Ilene

Freeman and Emily Bietsch. who had

singled ahead of Meehan. Meehan scored

on Beth Talbott's single to end the scoring

in the inning.

Sophomore third baseman Chris Ciepiela

led the UMass barrage, going three-for-

three. Senior co-captain Sally Maher,

Talbott and Meehan each had two hits for

the Minutewomen.
Sophomore pitcher Lisa Rever got all the

runs she needed in the second inning of the

nightcap, as she tossed a one-hit shutout

past the baffled Friars for her fifth win of

the season, 12 0. PC's only hit came in the

opening stanza on Janine MacAleeses's

single down the left field line.

Rever then commenced to retire the next

14 out of 15 batters, as the Minutewomen
backed her up with eight additional runs.

Rever was in total control throughout the

game as she struck out 10 Lady Friars in

a complete game effort.

The four-run second inning was keyed by

Martha Jamieson's two-run homer to right

field off PC losing pitcher Joane
Mastrofwlo, who was also rocked in the

first game. Jamieson also doubled in the

third to lead the UMass hit parade, and

was credited with the game winning hit.

The totals on the day were nothing short

of awesome. In about three hours of work,

the Minutewomen humiliated the Lady

Friars for 30 runs and 31 hits. Amazingly

enough, only six of the 31 hits went for ex-

tra bases, as UMass literally singled PC to

death. UMass did not have a single player

strikeout, while Rever and Stockley vic-

timized Providence hitters for 21 strikeouts

and gave up only four hits.

Senior pitcher Lynn Stockley readies to let one
field. UMass swept Providence College to go to

-< - — ail iBtnt
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fly yesterday at NOPE
13-3.

Ninth-ranked Gorillas challenge Cornell
Undefeated UMass seeking revenge for 1985 defeat

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

ITHACA, N.Y. - As far the University of Massachusetts

men's lacrosse team is concerned, the NCAA playoffs can

start tomorrow.
Following a 16-6 pa.sting of Delaware, the Minutemen

climbed from 15th in the national rankings to ninth. The

top 10 teams in the nation make the playoffs, UMass
hasn't made been to the tournament since 1981.

Unfortately, 11 games remain on the Gorillas'

schedule, starting this afternoon against Ivy League-

rival Cornell University at 3:30 in Ithaca.

The Big Red have been the big disappointments so far

this season, losing three of four games. On Saturday,

they dropped a 6-5 defensive battle to the University of

Maryland Baltimore County.

"Cornell is dangerous, don't just look at their record,"

wraned UMass coach Dick Garber. "I know that they

are pretty upset with the way things have gone so far.

If they lose to us, they're out of it as far as the playoffs

are concerned, so it's a pivotal game for them."

UMass will also be looking to payback a 13 9 loss to

Cornell, and their vocal coach Richie Moran, suffered at

home last season.

The Gorillas, at 2-0, also .see this as a vital game due

to their upcoming home opener Saturday, against the

University of New Hampshire at 1 p.m.

"If we can manage to go into the game Saturday with

a 3-0 record, I would imagine there will be a few thou-

sand people there on the hill at Boyden," said Garber.

"We want to give the fans a reason to come out."

This season, Corenell has also dropped games against

Harvard (10 7) and Adelphi (11-10). They have beaten

only a weak Cortland State team (15-10).

The Red have averaged just over nine goals-per-game,

led by senior attackman Bill Hughes with seven goals

and five assists this .sea.son. Senior midfielder Tom
Gunderson has five and five while junior Tony Reece

checks in with six and none.

UMass has been paced by junior attackmen Tom Care-

mean (11 and one) and Greg Canella 'four and eight).

Senior middie Greg Fisk has four and two with

.sophomore Kelley Carr has three and two.

The game also shapes up as a battle of freshman

goaltenders. UMass' Sal LoCasio has been spectacular,

allowing only six gpp with a .760 save percentage. Cor-

nell's Paul Schimoler lets up 8.2 goals with a save percen-

tage of .637.

Women's lax gets by Yale 14-10;

baseball self-destructs again
NEW HAVEN - The

University of

Massachusetts women's
lacrosse teeim, paced by Lisa

Griswold's six goals and one

assist, defeated Yale
University yesterday, 14-10.

UMass, 2-0 and ranked

tenth in the nation, led 8-4

at halftime and cruised in

from there. Ginny Arm-
strong had three goals and
Bunny Forbes and Cathy
Furhman two each for

UMass. Pam Stone made
eight saves in goal for the

Gazelles.

Mary Scott and Becky
Bekampis each had assists

for UMass.
"It was a tough game, cer-

taintly not our best," said

UM coach Pam Hixon. "We
got up early on them and
then sort of slept through

the rest of the game."

UMass next plays Satur-

day, at home against

Springield, at 1 p.m.

In baseball, UMass was

one batter away from a 9-4

win at the University of

Connecticut, when the roof

caved in, thanks agan to the

Minutemen's shaky
defense.

A decently-hit fly ball to

freshman leftfielder Jack

Card fell out of his glove for

an error with two outs in

the bottom of the ninth. The

next two batters walked

before the next five con

secutive batters singled and

UMass lost, 10-9. to fall to

1-12 on the season.

All five of the Huskies

that had ninth-inning hits

had two strikes on them,

with two getting infield

hits. UMass committed six

errors in the game. UConn
is now 3-12.

For UMass, sophomore

John McKeown had a three-

run homer in the first, that

sparked a five-run inning.

Sophomore third baseman

Steve Allen belted his

fourth dinger of the season,

a two-run blast to left center

in the third. He had three

runs batted in on the day.

For the Minutemen,
junior catcher Sean Flint

was three-for-four with a

RBI. Matt Sheran (two-for

four), Jeff Cimini (two-for-

five), Steve Kern (two-for-

five with a triple) and Allen

(two-for-three) each had two

hits.

Jack Hurley threw one

pitch, retiring Kern on a

pop-up to end the UMass
ninth, and got the win.

Chris Slattery started,

and pitched well for UMass,
going six innings. He allow-

ed four hits and two earned

runs before giving way to

Ken Greer who allowed six

runs, only one earned in two
and two-thirds innings.

Senior righthander Jon
Martin (1-2) took the loss

with his hard-luck work in

the ninth.

"Looks like we found

another way to lose a

game." said an unhappy
UMass coach Dick
Bergquist.

The Minutemen open at

home on Saturday with a

doubleheader against St.

Joseph's at noon.

Memorial service scheduled

for assistant track coach

A memorial service will be held in the Newman Center

tonight for Mary Fortune, an assistant coach with the

University of Massachusetts women's track team.

Fortune. 30, died of natural causes last month at her

home. She served three years with coach Kalekeni Ban-

da's team as an assistant coach in charge of the weight

events.

At UMass, Fortune helped develop the Minutewomen's

competitors in such events as the javelin, shot put and

discus. She will be remembered as one that helped make
UMass one of the strongest women's track programs in

New England and the East.

The service, which will be held in the Main Chapel of

the Newman Center, is scheduled to start at 8 p.m.

Team members, coaches and friends of the coach are in-

vited to the service.

Sports at a Glance

UMass Schedule:
Today:

Men's Lacrosse: at Cornell, 3:30 p.m.

Men's Tenni.s: Hartford, Boyden Court, 2:30 p.m.
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Officials

refuse
comment
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts officials

yesterday refused comment on a lawsuit

that charges two administrators with civil

rights violations, saying they had no infor-

mation on the case.

Gerald T. O'Neil, UMass director of

public safety, and Dennis L. Madson, vice

chancellor for .student affairs, were nam-
ed in a suit filed Monday by two UMass
students charging four counts of rights

violations.

Richard Shanor of the Office of Public In-

formation, the University news bureau,

said the administration had not received

any papers regarding the suit. "It is

generally against our policy to comment on

cases that are before court," Shanor said.

Madson is away for a week, according to

his office, and O'Neil said, "Obviously I

can't make a comment."
University counsel Sidney Meyers would

not return calls because he had no infor-

mation on the suit, his secretary said.

The suit charges Madson. O'Neil. the

University and two campus police officers

with denial of freedom of speech and
assembly, false arrest and false imprison-

ment, malicious prosecution and un-

constitutional custom or usage. It stems

from an April 10, 1985, incident in which

Beatrix Hoffman, a .senior, and Marc
Kenen, a graduate student, were arrested

for unfurling an antiapartheid banner at

a business conference in the Campus
Center. They were protesting the presence

vontinued nn page 5

Contra gets pelted
Jorge Rosales. the "contra" press

secretary who spoke at the University

Monday, was greeted with a barrage of im-

itation blood and raw eggs at his speech

Tuesday night at Wellesley College, said

the event's organizer.

"We really met with something that

wasn't expected," said Tony Ravosa, chair-

man of the Federation of Massachusetts

College Republicans. "It was a very rough

crowd. [Michael] Waller [Resales' speaking

mate] almost got into a fist fight."

Ravosa said Rosales could not speak and

had to be escorted out by six police officers.

"It was a mess," Ravosa said. "Complete

confusion and chaos."

But he said Rosales' speech at Boston

College the same day "went very, very

good. No off-campus people were allowed

Fees
up by
$226
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

(ollpfoan photti hy Mirhrllr ScKall

m.
Rosales spoke at Harvard University last

night and will speak at Brandeis Univer-

sity tonight.

-LESLEY CLARK

AMERICA'S FAVORITE—Bill Cosby, UMass alumnus, motions to his

argyle socks during yesterday's convocation at the Fine Arts Center.

Cosby comes tocampus

;

receives arts degree
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

There was pomp, circumstance, a host

of University of Massachusetts
dignitaries. But most of the 2,000-plus

capacity crowd went to the special con-

vocation in the Fine Arts Center yester-

day for just one reason — to see one par-

ticularly esteemed alumnus.

And from the time he stood up to receive

his honorary masters of fine arts degree
— revealing some argyle sock to a stan-

ding ovation that seemed prepared to roar

on without end — to the friendly greeting

he gave a small child outside before he

left, he was classic, comic. Bill Cosby.

On a rare visit to his alma mater — he

holds a masters (1972) and doctor's (1977)

in education from UMass — the man we
know on Thursdays as Cliff Huxtable,

obstetrician and father, and exuberant

Coca-Cola and Jell-O spokesman the rest

of the time, spoke with warmth, humor
and only a little bit of modesty.

First he reminisced about the way he

came to study at UMass. Here for a per-

formance, he was recruited from a green

vinyl couch in the Cage — "which is still

there" — convinced to give up a $7,500 a

week salary to earn a master's degree

"which would enable me to make in a

year what I could make in four weeks."

Several years later, his extensively titl-

ed doctoral thesis — "An Integration of

the Visual Media via Fat Albert and the

Cosby Kids Into the Elementary School

Curriculum," it begins — was published.

He blasted critics who claim he didn't

earn his degree. "I don't care what per-

son writes 12 more books about whether

I went to class or not — tell them to come

see me. I'll throw down all the things I've

continued on page 10

The University of Massachusetts Board
of Trustees yesterday raised mandatory
student fees by $69 per semester, an 8.5

percent hike, and rai.sed the average room
and board bill $157 per semester.

With the fee increases, the cost of atten-

ding UMass for in-state undergraduates
living on campus will rise from $4,342 to

$4,656 next semester.

The fee hikes include: a $30 increa.se in

the health .services fee; a $20 increase in

the supplemental health fee. which all

students must pay if they do not purchase

other insurance; a $13 rise in the athletic

fee; and $6 more for the Fine Arts Center.

"There's been a decided effort to keep fees

down. " UMass President David C. Knapp
said, responding to what he called

"rumors" that University fees are climb

ing uncontrollably.

Knapp said the $50 total increase in the

supplemental health benefits and the

health services fee was forced by rising

malpractice insurance costs.

He attributed the athletic fee increase to

higher coaches' salaries, maintenance and

travel costs.

The average room bill was increased $84

and the meals bill $73. Joyce Hosie.

spokeswoman for the president's office, said

the increases are necesary for personnel

costs and goods and services. $3.1 million

has been earmarked for residence hall

maintenance.

The board, meeting yesterday after

m

in Memorial Hall, also voted to continue

the Engineering Trust Fund Fee, the

$l(X)-per-semester fee engineering students

pay for purchase and upkeep of laboratory

equipment. The fee had been opposed by

the Student Government Association Rents

and Fees Committee, which argued that a

onetime grant of $4.5 million pending from

the state Legislature would make the fee

unneccesary.

Knapp said the fee is still needed because

the state money would be for purchases on-

ly and not for equipment maintenance.

The trustees also voted to direct the

University of Massachusetts Foundation to

acquire the Kappa Sigma fraternity house

at Butterfield Terrace for no more than

$800,000, in order to remodel the building

into a proposed admissions office.

"We must project a more personalized im-

age [to potential students] than our present

admissions office enables us to do," said

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey.

Dual system causes merit pay discrepancies
Fourth in a series.

BY CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Differences in faculty salaries due to merit pay are com-

plicated by the University of Massachusetts' two-tier

bonus system, in which deans and administrators make

separate awards that often skew the recommendations of

academic departments.

Some faculty members charge that the system allows

high-level UMass officials to create rich and poor classes

of professors at their own discretion. Administrators de-

fend the process as creating incentives and keeping the

best in.structors at UMass.

In fiscal year 1986. merit pay money was divided into

two pools of $786,047 each. The pools, known as pool A
and pool B, are distributed among academic departments

according to the number of bargaining unit members
within each, under guidelines negotiated between the

UMass Board of Trustees and the faculty union.

Seventy percent of each school or college's pool B money
can be arbitrarily doled out by each dean to the depart-

ERL
FACULTY MERIT PAY

mentsofhisor her choice; hence pool B is commonly call

ed the "dean's pool."

Once each department is informed of how much bonus

money it has, its personnel committee can review its in-

structors work and make recommendations for merit

awards from both pools.

The main difference between the two pools, says Susan

Pearson, director of academic administration, is that pool

A is grievable by departments and pool B is not. If a per-

sonnel committee disagrees with Pool A changes made by

deans or administrators in its original recommendations,

it may submit an appeal.

Personnel committees make recommendations for both

p(x)ls of money, while deans recommend bonu.ses from pool

B only.

For pool B, "I don't follow the recommendations of the

personnel committee," said James John, dean of the

School of Engineering "Pool B has the department heads'

recommendations and then I make my recommendations."

Dean of humanities and fine arts Murray Schwartz said

continued on pag^ 7
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Bomb explodes in jetliner killing four
Palestinian group

claims responsibility
ATHENS, Greece (AP) - A luggage bomb exploded in-

side a TWA jetliner bound for Athens yesterday, hurtl-

ing an American man. two women and a baby three miles

through the Greek skies to their deaths, officials reported.

A little-known Palestinian group claimed responsibili-

ty for the bombing, saying it was in retaliation for

"American arrogance" in last week's US military clash

with Libya.

Seven other people, including four Americans, were in-

jured aboard the Boeing 727 - Flight 840 from Rome -

which landed safely in Athens 10 minutes later, a gap-

ing hole in its side, officials reported.

The explosion occurred at floor level in rows 10 or 11

of the passenger cabin, blowing one seat out through the

hole as the jet flew at 15.000 feet. TWA President Richard

D. Pearson said in New York. A senior Athens airport

security official, Panagiotiso Christopoulos. had said the

blast occurred in the cargo section below the seats.

The airline said 121 people were on board, including HI
passengers, seven crew members and three off-duty crew

members. Earlier accounts said 124 were on board. The

(light originated in Los Angeles, stopped in New York and

was scheduled to go on to Cairo, Egypt, after leaving

Athens.

"There was a big bang and then the man beside me was

blown out along with his seat," said Ibrahim al-Nami,29,

a Saudi Arabian passenger who was among the injured.

"I felt myself being pulled out too and I hung on to my
wife's seat beside me."

Three bodies were found on an unused Greek air force

landing strip outside Argos, 120 miles southwest of

Athens, said Christopouloos. Police said all four bodies

were recovered.

He identified the dead as Alberto Stino, a Colombian

born American; Dimitra Stylianopoulu, 52, a Greek; her

daughter, Maria, 25; and her infant granddaughter. The

baby's name and age were not given.

A reporter in Argos, Georgios Seraphim, told The

Associated Press that a shepherd saw the bodies tumbl-

ing from the sky.

"The villagers found them - the partly dismembered

body of an elderly man. a woman and a baby girl, about

18 months old, and a shattered plane seat," Seraphim

said. He said "part of a leg" of a fourth person was found.

Christopoulos at one point said another man and

another baby were missing, but those reports turned out

to be wrong.

The Palestinian group, Arab Revolutionary Cells, claim-

ed responsibility for the bombing in an anonymous
telephone call to a Western news agency in Beirut,

Lebanon.
The caller, speaking in Palestinian-accented Arabic, said

the Ezzedine Kasam Unit of the Arab Revolutionary Cells

planted the bomb aboard the plane in retaliation for last

week's US military confrontation with Libya in the Gulf

of Sidra.

It was a response "to American imperialist attacks

against our Arab nation and the Jamahiriya Libya," he

said.

He denounced "American arrogance and attempts to

dominate our Arab nation," and said his group would

stage further attacks against US targets "across the

world."

There was no immediate official Libyan comment on the

attack. But an employee of the government news agency

in Tripoli, Libya, asserted that it had "nothing to do with

us.

Reagan orders probe
into airplane bombing
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Reagan

ordered an investigation into the bomb
blast yesterday that killed four passengers

on a TWA flight to Athens, his aides said.

"It is highly probable that the situation

that occurred does involve violation of

United States law and so it is appropriate

that we provide investigative resources,"

Attorney General Edwin Meese III said in

an interview on the CBS Evening News.

"The president directed US authorities

to cooperate in the investigation," White

House spokesman Larry Speakes told

reporters in Santa Barbara, Calif., near

where Reagan is vacationing.

Speakes said the president was notified

of the explosion at 6.35 a.m. PST 9.35 EST
by Donald Fortier, an official of the Na-

tional Security Council.

The Justice Department, the Federal

Bureau of Investigation and the Federal

Aviation Administration were assigned to

help Italian and Greek authorities in-

vestigating the bomb, which exploded on

a Boeing 727 as it flew at 1 1,000 feet over

southern Greece.

The chairman of the House Foreign Af-

fairs Committee and a prominent expert on

terrorism both speaking prior to the

telephone call claiming responsibility - said

they believed the bombing may have been

related to Libyan leader Moammar
Khadafy, but neither suggested he ordered

the attack.

Terrorists may have set the bomb "to

make us look important," said Robert Kup-

perman, an expert on terrorism at the

Georgetown University Center for

Strategic and International Studies.

"My instincts tell me that this is related

to the Gulf of Sidra matter," said Kupper-

man. "In my mind, I see it as purely a

retaliation."

Rep. Dante Fascell, D Fla., said that the

incident, "coupled with the very real

possibility of Libyan-inspired terrorist at-

tacks following our recent freedom of

navigation exercise in the Gulf of Sidra,

underscores the need for prompt and effec-

tive action to combat the spread of inter-

national terrorism." ??????investigators are

looking into the explosion, but declined to

say specifically whether the State Depart-

ment believes it is safe for Americans to

travel in the region.

Vice President Geoge Bush, who was
briefed on the incident by NSC officials,

planned to depart as scheduled today on a

trip to the Middle East, said spokesman
Marlin Fitzwater. Bush plans to meet the

leaders of Saudi Arabia, Oman and

Bahrain.

In other developments: - A spokesman for

the Federal Bureau of Investigation, Bill

Carter, said officials were "monitoring the

situation."

FBI agents cannot go to a foreign coun-

try and investigate unless invited by the

country, but they can gather evidence in

cooperation with foreign agencies for

presentation to a grand jury for a possible

indictment.

AP phnUt

STRIKE SUPPORT-United Steel workers of America president

leads several hundred steel workers on a march to TWA's Pittsburgh

sales office yesterday. The steel workers marched in support of TWA
flight attendants who have been on strike for the last month.

f

AP photo

WALLACE SAYS GOODBYE-Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace an-

nounced yesterday he wUl not seek a record fifth term as governor.

Air Force search-and-rescue
plane crashes killing eleven
MAGDALENA, N.M. (AP)- An Air Force

search-and-rescue airplane carrying 11

crewmembers crashed in a ball of flames

yesterday in a desolate area of west-central

New Mexico, and authorities said all

aboard were killed.

The HC-130 plane was assigned to

Kirtland Air Force Base at Albuquerque,

said Kay Peterson, spokeswoman at the

base. Ruben Leal, public affairs specialist

at Kirtland. said the airplane was on a

routine training mission.

Rudy Chavez, state police dispatcher in

Socorro, said the medical investigator

reported that all aboard the aircraft were

dead.

"The wreckage is scattered over a mile

radius," at the scene 10 miles north of

Magdalena.
Bob Hlady, spokesman for University of

New Mexico Hospital, said the hospital's

helicopter ambulance w£is dispatched to the

scene but "did not come back with

anybody."
Joe Sanchez, a ranch hand, said he

witnessed the accident from about 10 miles

away.
"We saw a big ball of smoke, then

another one, then a big ball of fire," he said.

"It was a big old explosion - like a forest

fire."

He said he met sheriffs officers on the

way to the crash site and went to the scene

in an isolated area known as Bear
Mountain.
The wreckage was "spread in little ca-

nyons and little hills. ..and little trees,"

Sanchez said.

"It looks like a lot of burned parts on the

ground, broken parts.

Family receives suspended sentence
STOUGHTON, Mass. (AP)- Three

members of a white family have received

suspended jail terms after pleading guilty

to 42 charges of harassing a black family

living next door to them in Sharon.

The charges included civil rights viola-

tions, threats and trespassing. They alleg-

ed that from June 1985 through last

January, the three uprooted shrubs and cut

rosebushes in the black family's yard,

dumped dog excrement, refuse and garbage

in the yard and made threatening

telephone calls after midnight.

Stoughton District Judge Robert B.

Sheiber called the offenses "a form of ter-

rorism."

He imposed suspended jail terms on Ed

mund P. Marvelli. 71, a retired cabinet-

maker; his wife, Barbara, 59; and their

daughter Judith, 27, a professional dog

groomer.

They also were placed on probation for

six years and fined $3,062.50.

"Our other neighbors are fantastic," said

Thomas C. Sweeney, 44, whose family was

the target of the harassment.

"They rallied to our cause. We love

Sharon. This is not indicative of the men-

tality of people in Sharon."

Sweeney, who is an assistant vice presi-

dent of State Street Bank & Trust Co. in

Quincy, lives in Sharon with his wife. Vera,

and their children, Joanne, 14, Vanessa, 1

1

and Thomas Jr., 7.

Lesbian/Gay awareness week begins Saturday
A lesbian comedian, a coffee house with local gay and

lesbian artists and a speech by a former nun who is a les

bian, will be some of the events held next week during
the third annual Lesbian and Gay Awareness week.
"By offering this kind of program to the whole communi-

ty we do attract, to these events, not only gay and lesbian
people but also people from the heterosexual population,"
said Reed Ide, a director of the Program for Gay, Lesbian
and Bisexual Concerns at the University of
Massachusetts. "And that's the first step in overcoming

Quiet senate
acts on 18 items
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

An unusually quiet Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting last night was more notable for what did not hap-

pen than for what did, as motions on international affairs

and the censure of student leaders were postponed or

withdrawn.
Under newly sworn-in Speaker Paul Wingle, the senate

took action on eighteen agenda items, far more than in

recent weeks, and there was general agreement that the

atmosphere in the senate was much improved over the

recent past.

"You have a speaker the senate supports," said

Southwest Residential Area senator Bill Collins, who
earlier said the departure of former speaker John Rud-

dock was "like having a bad tooth pulled."

The content if not the style of his comments was echoed

by other senators. Senator Joe Sparks attributed the lack

of rancor to Wingle's being "direct and to the point," and

also pointed out that debate on controversial i.ssues was

avoided.

Southwest Area senator Denise Forbes withdrew her

motion to thank President Reagan and the U.S. armed
forces for "blowing Libya out of the water. " Forbes told

the senate she made the motion to protest what she call-

ed ".stupid motions" dealing with the senate's view of in-

ternational issues.

A motion to condemn US involvement in Nigaragua was
referred to the senate's public policy committee. A mo-

tion to censure Student Judiciary Attorney General Scot

McCracken was postponed indefinitely, and a motion to

censure Collins for "debating for the sake of debating"

was withdrawn by its maker, Commuter Area senator

Felipe Barreda.

The senate passed a measure requiring its speaker to

call the roll at any future meeting at which there is a ques-

tion of whether a quorum is present. The motion was a

reaction to a meeting last month that was abruptly end-

ed by Ruddock, who ruled no quorum was present after

a walkout by some senators.

The senate referred to its Rents and Fees committee the

question of whether to endorse plans for a proposed $36.5

million domed stadium at the University of

Massachusetts. Construction would begin in 1990 under

present plans.

With his hand on a Bible, the SGA bylaws and a copy

of Robert's Rules of order, Wingle was sworn in at 7:38

p.m. He was shortly followed by new Treasurer Katherine

Strickland, incumbent student trustee Dani Burgess, and

incoming campus President Bill Bennett. Each ended

their oaths of office by promising "to have fun."

homophobia - education, in fact, that's all the steps."

The week begins Saturday with comedian Robin Tyler.

There will be about 36 events held in eight days including

speakers, films, workshops, and cultural events. The event

will close with the performance of the Boston Gay Men's

Chorus April 13, Ide said.

"The week is held to celebrate and give lesbian and gay

people a chance to feel good and to feel proud." said Fehce

Yeskel, the program's other director.

Tables containing information on issues concerning the

gay and lesbian population - including AIDS and safe sex

and related literature - will be set up in the Campus
Center Concourse and at each event.

"We will be giving out buttons at the tables and ask-

ing people in to wear them in solidarity and support of

us," Yeskel said.

"I think a week like this affirms and supports people

and it makes it possible for some people to come out [of

the closet) more," Yeskel said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

CollFKian photo by Mirh<>llr S»|[all

LAY IT OUT DUDE—Seniors Donny William.son and Gregg Novick battle for the disc at

yesterdays Zoo Disc practice. Zoo is currently ranked second in the country and heads to

Virginia this weekend for the annual April Fools tournament.

Pizza delivery man punched in the eye
A 19-year-old-man allegedly punched a pizza delivery

man in the eye "for no apparent reason" at 11:50 p.m.

Tuesday in a parking lot near the John Quincy Adams
Tower, University of Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

• Obscenities were found painted on a 1978 Chevrolet

at 12 p.m. Tuesday in the stadium parking lot, police said.

• Bathroom shower stalls received about $150 in

damages when curtains were slashed, metal walls were

dented and ceramic tiles were reported broken at 7:54 a.m.

Bright night flight

C'oUciriiin photo by Ian Polumbaum'Paul Franz

The University skyline is a backdrop to cars speeding along Route 116, in this time exposure

taken from the Rocky Hill Road bridge

Tuesday on the 9th floor of the John Quincy Adams Tower.

The showers have already been repaired, police said.

• A portable radio cassette deck worth $150 was
reported stolen at 9:32 p.m. Tuesday from a jeep in lot 32,

police said.

• Three no parking signs and six sign poles were
reported stolen at 10:26 a.m. Tuesday from the tow zone

near Fisher Labs, police said.

-JEFFRY BARTASH

Landscaping at

Cage continues
Landscaping work on the south side of the Curry Hicks

Cage resumed Tuesday after being postponed in the fall

due to cold weather, the Physical Plant department .said.

The landscaping for the area, which is about 50 feet wide

and 150 feet long, will include the installation of two

walkways from the Southwe.st Residential Area, granite

slabs flush with the ground, and shrubs. On the south .side

of the building, facing Munson Hall, benches and a sit-

ting wall will be created, said Edmund Ryan, Physical

Plant construction director.

According to Ryan, the total cost of the project is

$150,000, which includes work done la.st fall.

"In order to open the Cage last fall, we just laid the

blacktop down," he said.

A temporary fence has been installed around the work

area for safety reasons, said Ed Zaganiacz, a foreman with

the Warner Brothers Construction Co. of Sunderland,

which is doing the landscaping. Zaganiacz .said he expects

work to be completed within six weeks.

Pedestrians will not be inconvenienced by the construc-

tion because a path connects the walkways between
Southwest and behind the Cage, Zaganiacz said. The work
will slight{v restrict the parking in the area, he said.

'We are making every efTort not to inconvenience peo-

ple, and are asking everyone to bear with us," Ryan i^aid.

The work should not interfere with fans who gather near

the area to watch lacrosse games at Boyden Field, he said.

-JENNIFER ACE
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Summer at
Brandeis University

Session I—June 9 to July 11

Session II—July 14 to August 15

1 jhcrji .\n^

1'rcmcdn.al Siiitkis

t .omputcf Vicntc

1 hiairc Arts

Stjr l.jMcrn and JuJju Stud;i-^

lorcicn I jriKUdjits

CoMumi- li-ld Rtscjr^h .n l,ii>;ljnd

Ar.hjcoloei^jl liild KiM.jf.h ;;; Krj'.:

SmjII l.lJs^c^ tjui;h! b\ Kiaridvis Jji. .

Information, caialof; and application

BRANDKIS LMVKRSITY
SL MMKR SCHOOI
Wallham. MA 022S4

617-647-2796
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r/O CANS.
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rnund 1 ripfnwit

LONDON 438
PRRIS 438

flmSTERDflm 428
BRUSSELS 438

Curail Passes, Inl'l StudenJ ID,AYHMem-
berships jll issued on Ifje spot!!

• call our campus hotline!

253-7529«ben Ku^ 256-1261
or drop by

79 So.PleasanI SI, 2nd floor, Amherst

~i Council Travel ServicesI

Howtoget
moneyoutof

someone besides

$150 rebate. $75 rebate.

iMacintosh

S12K

All you have lo do is \isit your

authorized Apple dealer byJune 30th

and take ad\antiige of "Apples

Student Break'rehate program.

Buy an .Apple* lie. the most

popular computer in education, and

we'll send you a check forSlSO.

Buy an Apple lie, a compact

version of the Apple He. and \ou'll

get back $75.

BuyaMacihtosh™512K,the

computer you dorit ha\e to study

i:::>
lo learn, and you'll get a

S175 check.

Or bu\' a Macintosh Plus, the

computer that gi\es more [wwer to

students, and get a whopping

$200 rebate.

But first, you do have to do

Ofie thing that you're probably prett\'

gofKl at b\' now.

Ask your parents for the money

to buy the computer

ANDRE GREEN
psychoanalyst and literary critic

speaks on

"HAMLET:
A Psychoanalytic

Interpretation"

Date: April 3

Time: 8 p.m.

Place: 165-169 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

$2()() rebate $175 rebate
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Downtown Amherst

Daily & Sundays

Noontime tomorrow:
discussion on gay issues
A noontime discussion tomorrow led by

a facilitator of Lesbians of Color, an on-

campus support group, will kick off a series

of weekly programs focusing on lesbian,

gay and bisexual issues.

Darlene Jackson, an assistant coor-

dinator of tht educator/advocate program
at the Everywoman's center, will start the

series, which is "designed to be a very in-

formal forum in which students can meet

older gay, lesbian and bisexual people,

adults, and just sit around and talk around

with them," said Reed Ide, co-director of the

Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Concerns.

The idea for the program, "Celebrating

the Diversity ofOur Lives," came from an

informal discussion that gay activist David

Summers had with students before speak-

ing on campus last December.
"For those who were there, it was a more

valuable experience than the evening

presentation," Ide said.

The discussion will be held tomorrow, on

April 11, 18 and May 2, at the Lesbian,

Gay, Bisexual Alliance office on the fourth

floor of the Student Union Building.

Speakers will include a lesbian faculty

member, a graduate student in education,

and Ide, who will relate his experiences as

a gay rights activist.

The series aims to achieve "for the

.students, a sense of diversity for the gay,

lesbian, bisexual community, a stronger

sense of people achieving in their lives. A
certain amount of role-modeling I suppose

is built into all that," Ide said.

"This is a chance for p)eople to widen out

the view of gay, lesbian and bisexual lives,

and to start looking at the questions and
issues that come up in a way that's real

safe and comfortable," Ide said.

NANCY KLINGENER
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I STAFF WANTED I

I for the I

i UMASS I

t CRITICAL ART REVIEW I

Production/Editorial

for this and Fall semester

General Meeting April 7th, 7:00 pm
Room 4 Marshall Annex

For further information, contact

David Fish at 545-3625

1

i *

i *
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CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST HMO

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon-Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:

150 King St,

Northampton J

586-8Z20

430 Russell St (Rt 9)

Hadley

253-2571

SUMMER JOBS
Application forms and job descriptions for positions

with Sunnmer Conference Housing are now available

outside of the University Conference Services Of-

fice, 918 Campus Center. Jobs as student super-

visors, desk clerks, and operations crew personnel

are being offered. Full and part time openings are

available and include all shifts, weekdays and

weekends.

HRTA and work study students are encouraged to

apply.

University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative

Action/Equal Opportunity Institution.

Lesbian/Gay
Week Schedule

Saturday, April 5 8 p.m., Mahar
Auditorium
An evening with Robin Tyler, national-

ly known feminist comic 8 p.m., Hampden
Theater

Play: One Good Look, written and

directed by UMass student Richard

Ballon, $2 admission

Sunday, April 6 12-4:30 p.m., Campus
Center
Workshops 7:30 p.m.. Campus Center

Auditorium
Films: Buddies, The Times of Harvey

Milk
Monday, April 7 12-1:30 p.m.. Cape

Cod Lounge
Lunchtime film series 4 p.m.. Memorial

Hall

Speaker: Kevin Cathcart. "AIDS. Its

impact on family and criminal law, hous-

ing and employment and lesbian and gay

civil rights law 8 p.m., Memorial Hall

Keynote speaker: Rosemary Curb,

author and former nun, "Lesbian Nuns,

Breaking Silence"

Tuesday, April 8 4 p.m., Campus
Center 168

Speaker: New York AIDS activist David

Summers and film. Hero ofMy Own Life"

8 p.m.. Campus Center 168
Speaker: author, activist Vito Russo,

"Itie Celluloid Closet: Lesbians and Gays

on Film'' followed by film ofthe same title

Wednesday, April 9 12 1:30 p.m., 805

Campus Center
Human Relations forum with film 8

p.m., 168 Campus Center

Speaker: Gwendolyn Rogers, National
Coalition of Blacks, Lesbians and Gays,
staff psychologist. City University ofNew
York. "Le8.son8 from Nairobi: Black Les-

bians' Organizing Solidarity"

Thursday, April 10 12 1:30 p.m.. Cape
Cod Lounge
Lunchtime film series 4:30 p.m..

Memorial Hall

Speaker: author Kathleen Barry,
"Susan B. Anthony: A life for the Love of

Women" 8 p.m.. 227 Herter
Speaker: David Scondras, openly gay

Boston city councillor, author of Boston
Human Rights Ordinance, "The struggle

for gav rights in Boston"
Friday, April 11 12-1:30 p.m., LBGA

Office, 413 Student Union
Brown bag speaker series, lesbian facul-

ty member at UMass 3-5 p.m.. Campus
Center
Lesbian caucus for UMass lesbians 7:30

p.m., Blue Wall
Coffee House, local lesbian, gay and

bisexual artists

* lawsuit 'continued from page I

of officials of Citicorp Inc., said to be the

largest US lender to the South African

government.
In June 1985 charges of disturbing the

peace against Hoffman and Kenen were

dropped. Also that month, the UMass
Board of Trustees voted unanimously to

divest from all companies doing business

in South Africa.

Charles DiMare. director of the UMass
Legal Services Office, who is representing

the plaintiffs, said the litigation is the last

resort in an effort to persuade the Univer

sity police department to "take a close look

at its training, discipline and civilian com-
plaint investigation procedures."

Student leaders have periodically accus-

ed campus police of overstepping their

bounds, notably last April when John Rud-

dock, then sj>eaker of the Undergraduate
Student Senate, was arrested during a

senate meeting for his role in a sit-in in

Treasurer Robert Brand's office. Ruddock
was convicted of wanton destruction,

because he vaulted a police officer's car to

warn officials that a bus carrying arrested

protesters was leaking gasoline. He is ap-

pealing the case.

CO-OP COMES TO YOU
The Office for Cooperative Education

presents

A Series of April Information Sessions

on

Summer and Six Month Co-ops

!

Monday, April 7

Tuesday, April 8

Wednesday, April 9

Thursday, April 10

Mary Lyon 7:00 8:30

Main Lounge

CCEBMS 12 Noon
New Africa House

232 MacKimmie 7:00-8:30

Webster Main Lounge 7:00 8:30

The Co-op Connection: "Benefits to Students and Employers"
Tuesday. April 15 Campus Center 168, 7 pm

SpeaKer: Charles T'earchis, Manager of College/Professional Recruiting, IBM
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I VlilfV GRAND OPENING WEEK! |

RT 9, HADLEY, MASS 566 4463 Q
COME SEE b ENJOY OUR HUGE DANCE aOOR 5

& BEAUTIFUL FIREPLACE' S

18-20 YEAR OLDS:
Come sample our full juice bar

& enjoy the entertainment!

SATURDAY NIGHT GAAND OPENMG
CELEBRATION • Begin; ot 7:X p.m.

^
•COME AND MEET KATINA

• HORL DDEUVRES
•PARTY FAVORS'

•NEW GAME
ROOM

•H'

* SPECIAL SUNDAY SHOW:
!

^TARrS AT 9 (X) p m
COMEDIAN/VENTRILOQUIST ^i

BOB CARROL .^iO^^ '

PLUS ROCKi
THE MANNIVH DOY5 AT 10 00"

DlHIMIIIIIIIDIIMtlHIIIIOIillWIIMIIOIiMNMIMIDIIIIMWMIIIMMiiHtilUailllNIIIIIIDHIIIIMHItOllltlMlillti

•GRAND DOOR
PRIZt A FREE

WATERDED
counesv

DETItRtSr WATERDEDS
RT 9, HADLEY

* THURSDAY!
^^, HIGH TIDE

»f\'S vv'ih III' l^tl^^()n

* FRIDAY!
,N THE FLESH
phis SpPd'll I iMcM'.

ART IN MOTION

g
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((^staurant

HugyJ;

Buy*an"Sub at Regular Price'

Get Second at 'A PRICE
Gooa with coupon only'

(Higher priced item prevails)

. expires 4 10 86

56 University Drive. Amherst 549 5713

NO MUSS. NO FUSS.

We Create Styles as

Individual As You Are!

% by Deborah

oupon Specials

^ COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS
• FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

ir FREE HAIRCUT with Highlifthting

• HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appointment

• STYLES BY DEBOR.AH •
65 University Dnve. Amherst

^ 549-5610 expires H30IH6

MASS APPHOVEO imsmcti<4n statiom

Gas Saving
Tune-up

TO^4Cyl

$34.»»
6Cy!

• C>l

•»j**w ^ort

»iv*>/*t» («» 'vC •«•« 4^ «-

^Irl mm .«"-"*-—

Lube, Oil & Rlter

^M799

includM up )o S ()uart$

oil 0-30 oil and Mrfety

ctwck

North Amherst Tire
A Auto Center

Ful Service Tire Store
rs St««a«n«nd Ra No Amro'tt MA

i4»-4 704

; S

RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

KARATE
$19.96

for 4 weeks
Fred Villari's

Studio

••••••••••••••••••••^••••••••••••i-

JUST CHILL AND SERVE
SPECIALTY SFWITS LTD PRINCETON fJ J

HAPPY SMirrKAMlKAZET^HIRT
1 00°o cotton With label design on front side

• 1 shirt '6'' postage paid

• 2shirts • Happy Smiietrisbee -15 PPD
Circle Size XL L M S

SEND CHECK OR WONEV ORDER TO
MAPOv SMILE TSMiqT oCPfB

POBO«22'8
P-iixeic NJ0644C.-OC'-

(Allow 2 «ireet(s for delivery)

Please Print

Name

Aftdress

Oty

—»^i—» »i"»

—

IJL ' 2i^
4

if

34-

-\
I

\
'^^•^s^chuse*^

/'

LEGAL
ASSISTANTS
WANTED
FOR

FALL, 1986

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits -

Work directly with attorneys -

No experience in the legal profession is necessary; training is provided

Deadline to begin your application is APRIL 9 -

Contact Legal Services today - 545-1995

If

3f

Hampden Creamery
located in

Hampden Snack Bar
presents a

New Ice Cream Adventure
s

Homemade
Waffle Cones

Ice Cream
Milkshakes

Super Sundaes

Banana Splits

Hand Dipped

Ice Cream

Candy Topping

Awful Waffle

Sundaes

Homemade
Gourmet

Chocolate Chip

Cookies

Get the Scoop!

r"

SENIORS:
"It's fabulous. Exciting. Dynamic. I can't wait."

-- Claire Adams, Class of '86

"•••••. Awesome. A must-see."

~ Tony Mazola, Class of '86

"The most incredible thing to hit UMass since dorms went
co-ed."

- Joe Wagner, Class of '86

Nominated for Most Original Screenplay, Most

Animated Soundtrack and Best Supporting Cast, it's

^m tHm4of^^^^^Hr

V.

A Class Act.
Thursday's your chance to join in. Organizational

meeting for all seniors will be held at 4:30 p.m. in

Campus Center Room 165-169. This will be your only

opportunity to sign up, so don't miss it. Bring a

friend.

In the meantime, more information is available at our

table outside the Student Union Mini Store. Or, call

545-0487. So don't miss out.

It's a class act.

* Two-pool system causes discrepancies in merit pay
continued from page 1

departments.

"I may be aware of special activities that are not as visi-

ble to the department committees. I make sure that peo-

ple end up with comparable amounts of merit money for

comparable work," he said.

If he or she feels adjustments are necessary, a dean
usually compensates an instructor through pool B.

However, examination of fiscal 1986 merit allocations

shows vast differences in how departments and deans
awarded the money.
Bonus figures for several departments show that deans

do not always divide pool B money based on departments'

judgment, but often award a few large sums that do not

reflect personnel committee recommendations.
The merit increases awarded each year are added to pro-

fessors' base salaries, which can lead to vast differences

in their income. Even if two professors have the same
academic ranking and start with the same salary, merit

pay can quickly push one's income up while having little

impact on the other's.

The department of mathematics and statistics award-

ed M$590 each to 34 faculty members and $1,180 or more
to 14 of the 57 professors eligible for merit pay.

While none of the professors who received $1,180 from

pool A were awarded money from pool B, one professor

who only got $590 from pool A was compensated from pool

B with $3,720.

The division of public health fairly evenly distributed

merit increases from pool A. But from the "dean's pool,"

four of the 17 public health professors received additional

increases ranging from $2,000 to $3,425 from pool B, while

others were awarded comparatively little or no money.

One public health professor who received $725 from pool

A was awarded $300 from f)ool B. In contrast, another pro-

fessor received $775 from pool A and a $3,425 dean's in-

crease, more than 10 times the first professor, who was

deemed equally deserving by the personnel committee.

As a result, the merit pay process creates two classes

of professors who receive bonuses. The majority of pro-

fessors receive increases totaling less than $1,000, while

approximately one-third of the professors receive almost

three times as much money.
"Some people retire with enough to live on; others don't

have enough to live on. This is reality," said Daphne

Patai. a professor of Portuguese and one of the strongest

critics of the merit pay process. "The thing we're talking

fiTtJ^fT>id:irTti:^

FACULTY MERIT PAY
about IS long-term inequalities. People of the same age

may have salaries $20,000 apart from one another.

There's nothing (that can change this) short of abolishing

the present merit system."

UMass administrators and professors who are satisfied

with the system respond that the process' purpose is to

distinguish and reward the best faculty members.

"Merit will vary to the extent of the meritorious work

done," Provost Richard O'Brien said. "After years of this

process, the best should be the best paid. Otherwise they'll

be stolen by other institutions.

"The merit process signals to people and their colleagues

how they are perceived [and] whether they are in the right

business," O'Brien said.

"It provides a financial incentive to do things that are

considered important for the professor's individual career

and for the benefit of the University," said Stanley A.

Lemeshow, public health professor. 'It's the only

mechanism we have."

Pearson, the academic administrator, added: "If there

is a distinction in the performance of these people. I don't

see why there shouldn't be a distinction of the rewards

given to them.
"

Next: How is merit determined?

\'
Summer internship in

Appropriate
Technology

If you ar* interMteoin •mall

scale agriculture,
homeataadirtg, or ov«rsaaa aar-

vice Iptrrvate agency or Paaca
Corpa), you can get harnlaon
practical experience with wirxj

mills, well and water systama,

photovoltaics (electricity from

the sun), small animal husban-

dry, gard«ning, and much
more The Wirvlfarm Museum
partially paid five week summer
internship is for those who feel

tfieir future plans may need this

knowledge It is retev«nt to any

ma|or While not a job, your

work time should substantially

cover your expenses
For information write;

WIndfarm Museum
RFD n. Box 86

Martha s Vineyard. MA 02668
Tal. 16171ai. lei/i asA-jooD .

arts jump
with the

Collegian

The U.S. Postal Service will be accepting

applications for temporary summer

employment on April 8, 1986 from 9:00

AM to 4:00 PM in Room 901 of the Cam-

pus Center. This work involves distribution

of mail, delivery of mail and

loading/unloading trucks at the Spr-

ingfield General Mail Facility, 190 Fiberloid

Street, Springfield, MA 01152. The pay is

$5.00 per hour and 10% for work perform-

ed between 6:00 PM and 6:00 AM.
11

Sumnnit
) i#»#»»»aa a a»»»»»»»»»»»**»*»»#**»»*#**•*»*********> ^^^^ ^^
; IBM-PC* COMPATIBLE W y^^^'^^^^

10 %^GABYTE
(w/sirib^O, Floppy)

• 150 watt power supply
:

I

(upgrade to 640K available)

• Hi-res green or amber

monitor
• Parallel printer port

• Keyboard: AT or XT style

• Hi-resolution Hercules

emulation board
* Trademark of Intamationa) Buiinaas Machinat

J
promptWorks

I Northfield, MA (413)498-2724 .

Dual Floppy

System

only $1050

r\ YELLOW - 10% off

RED - 20% off

BLUE - 25-40% off

purcr^Bse a reguisr- priced

coat, end r^eceive complimen-
tary conditioner

the dots ^*0^
saleN,
MAR 2:?-

APRIL 11

. • - Hadlay
SSS-2014

Cotne Down and Make Your

.

Onon^^^o ^
Dear! St Northampton ^10 Pear!

MONDAY, APRIL 7th
800 PM

A Night of Island Magic with 4 Live Bands"

..i«mm.«i«i«fl«iBIB-« l«IB I MIBiai«l«l

COOL RUNNINGS

LOOSE CABOOSE

a/so soloist Bill Potter

t iaraiHiB iBf ipiBf iaiMiMiMi*' " '"'" '*'*'*'*'

being taped for the TV series

CARIBBEAN CONNECTION

made possible in pari by the Advocate Newspapers

and the Springfield Arts Lottery Council

Tickets available at

:

Albums - Amherst

Main St Records - N'hampton

Dynamite Records - N'hampton

University Sport Entertainment &
Promotion

"USEP"

presents

Monty Python's

LIFE OF
BRIAN

Thursday, April 3

Campus Center Auditorium

5 p.m. $1.50 7, 9, 11 p.m. $2.00

ANOTHER SGA SPONSORED EVENT J

OPENING DAY
Boston Red Sox

vs.

World Champion
Kansas City Royals

MONDAY APRIL 14th
Reserved Grand Stand Seats

$22.00 for bus transportation

tickets

Call Leisure Services

and Supplemental Education

256-6781 for further info

Special Student / Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia

and other destinations in Europe, Asia,

Africa and the Middle East.

Winter Rates to Scandinavia
New York to Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm

from $240 one way, $400 roundtrip

New York to Helsinki

from $270 one way

Chicago to Copenhagen
from $240 one way, $400 roundtrip

Chicago to Oslo, Stockholm, Helsinki

from $280 one way, $480 roundtrip

and tours designed especially

for students to the

SOVIET UNION
For Inforniiition i'»\\

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
V'nuth ctixl sUkIi'mI travel t'xpcrls for over <i dei <ul«'

17 E. 45th St., New York. NY 10017

(212) 986-9470

Summer Fares Now Available!
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Can't be silenced /o^sTWiyT^w*^

Peter Dow
Once again, the radica". '.ef: hai .-h:'»-r. -t-s true colors

for all to see. Indeed, despite the:r empty rhetonc assur-

ing us that they support freedom of speech, and despite

their blatant lies assuring us that they would not organize

disruptive protests, the radical lef\ did succeed in disrup-

ting and ending the presentation on Monday by Jorge

Rosales and journalist Mike Waller, sponsored by the

UMass Republican Club. For the record, it was the police

who ordered the event shut down, not the Republican

Club, which is furious at the decision. The disgusting ac-

tions perpetrated against these people and the audience

by the radical left simply exposes many frightening

aspects of this fringe of the political spectrum.

First, the radical left are hypocrites and pose a severe

threat to the academic freedom of University students.

While they rant and rave about "white male oppression

," and "corporate oppression." they simultaneously

engage in activnties which oppress our constitutioal rights

as American citizens. The repeated shouting of "liar,"

"fascist," and "murderer," the hissing and booing, the

guerilla theatre, and the hurling of obscenities are not

innocent exercises of the right to protest. These actions

are deliberate attempts to prevent the free exchange of

ideas at this university. Indeed, the radical left held a vigil

and rally on Monday which were not disrupted by con-

ser\atives in any way. Yet, when the radical left was ask-

ed to universally apply the right of free speech to the con-

tra presenUtion, they claimed that the disruptive protest

was required since Rosales and Waller did not speak "the

truth." I would remind the radical left that nobody at the

University appointed them as regulators of the "truth."

Indeed, we should all fear the day when this collection

of anarchists, Marxists, and communists might gain power

for that is the day our civil liberties and academic freedom

will end. only to be followed by ignorance and tyranny.

The tactics of Accuracy m Academia certainly pale in com-

parison to the tactics of the new McCarthyism of the

radical left.

Secondly, it is only appropriate that the radical left has

adopted the same tactics 'on a much smaller scale, for now

at least), employed by the Sandinista dictatorship in

Nicaragua they so vehemently support and defend. San-

dinista mobs, called turbas, continually harass and disrupt

any organized meetings of opposition groups, and

Sandinistasponsored violence against opposition leaders,

has frequently occurred. I can only hope more rational peo-

ple prevail, and this escalation of conflict can be averted

on this campus.
Thirdly, the actions of a group of SCERA employees at

the contra presentation merits discussion. SCERA has

long been involved in fighting oppression on this campus;

yet, on Monday night, a number of employees violated the

principles of SCERA, as they were active in disrupting

the Republican Club event. Stephen Erickson made two

appropriate suggestions in his column yesterday: that the

SCERA employees be put on notice, and that SCERA
create a political tolerance task force. Moreover, if these

SCERA employees can not adhere to the SCERA princi-

ple of non-oppression during both work and leisure hours,

then they should not be paid with student money. Last

ly, many UMass conservatives and organizers of the con-

tra event, including myself, have received threats of

physical violence from the radical left. Speaking for

myself, I can assure any person's) who would carry out

such a threat that appropriate actions will be taken

against them. This is not a threat, but merely a warning.

Attempts at intimidation have failed in the past, and will

continue to be futile. Our right to oppose the radical left

and the repressive governments they support is

guaranteed, and we will not be silenced.

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist.
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Not an educator
Timothy Harris

Pity the poor contras. Jorge Rosales came to UMass
Monday to simply state his case: that the contras are a

popular movement seeking to liberate the Nigarauan peo-

ple from a totalitarian dictatorship. He faced an angry-

crowd that on many occasions was downright rude. They

seemed to feel this man did not deserve their courtesy.

Some members of the audience carried signs or wore

make-up that seemed to exceed the bounds of "good taste."

Perhaps they were trying to point out that the realities

of the US contra war are not pretty. On July 26, 1984,

contras killed seven unarmed civilians in Tapasle,

Matagalpa One had the skin scrap)ed from his face. All

of them were castrated and had their throats slit. Some
were dismembered and had pieces of their bodies strewn

about. On June 28, 1984, contras cut off" Pedro Adkinson's

tongue and ears and forced him to chew and swallow them.

Then they cut off his penis and killed him. Contras are

not intere.sted in being decorous.

Channel 40 News depicted the protesters as having ap-

proached the issue "emotionally." It's true. People were

very upset. Perhaps it bothers them when contras kill

civilian workers as they did March 2, 1984 in Ruben

Dario, and feed their hearts to dogs. Many feel rage is the

only appropriate response to attrocities such as this.

Maybe a more rational respon.se than shouting at contras

would be to just shoot them. But we are more humane
than that.

Others would say the crowd that shouted at Rosales had
compromised his right to free speech. The tolerance con-

tras have for ideas is well-known. On July 28, 1982. the

FDN took Alberto Rodriguez and 17 members of his family

prisoner, accusing them of suppporting liberation

theology. They beat and slashed them, killing nine of

them. Some were decapitated, others had their throats slit.

One contra drank blood. Alberto's daughter and niece

were raped. Contras don't believe in basic human rights,

let alone free speech.

The college republicans tell us we ought to have ap-

proached Rosales' visit as an opportunity to educate

ourselves; to sit quietly, maybe take some notes, and leave

enricched from the experience. The contras take a dim-

mer view of education. On April 12. 1983, in Aqua Sacro

Abajo the FDN tied up teacher Hector Rivas in front of

his class and proceeded to break his ribs and put two
bullets in his head. Between that incident and August
1984 nine more teachers from that area have either been
killed or disappered.

Internationally, the contrsis are considered pariahs. This

is the only nation in the world that will support them;
against the will of its citizens. All of the nations who have
signed the Contadora Peace Treaty (the United States is

the only hold-out) do not suppwrt contra aid. They realize

that pumping up a vicious mercenary army can only

create more problems in Central America than already

exist.

Although Rosales was well groomed and wore a neatly

pressed suit, these trappings of respectability did not pre-

vent his audience from seeing the blood he wears. The
murder of civilians is not a topic to be polite about, and
in light of this the crowd Monday was remarkable
restrained. While the war may seem far away, a man who
is a murderer there does not become an educator here.

Baby-faced Rosales is a barbarian in disguse. and no

amount of smooth talk can change that.

Timothy Harris is a Collegian columnist.

The work has just begun
The .SGA elections may finally be over,

but the work has just begun. Yes, thanks

to many of you, I have been elected to the

position of SGA Campus President. This is

a position which entails experience, which

is needed to perform the job effectively;

honesty, which is needed to create

understanding and cooperation between all

UMass students; and motivation, which

will be necessary to accomplish the many
goals I have set. Experience, honesty, and

motivation. ..qualities that I am thankful

you believe I possess.

My job is going to begin with meeting

you. Each week I plan on setting aside the

time necessary to go out and meet .students

within the various areas connected with

this campus. Meeting you will give me the

William Bennett

opportunity to present my ideas-first hand
as well as for you to voice your concerns or

problems you may have encountered here

at UMa.ss. This is one of my main objec-

tives: to reach out and to be available to

as many students as possible. After all, I

was elected by you to represent you.

In connection with this objective, I have
begun to formulate and activate a Presi-

dent's Council. This council, which will

consist of House Council Presidents, Area
Government Presidents, Senate members,
and other UMass students, will have the

task of bringing all your concerns to the

SGA and to the eyes of the administration.

The President's Council will bring to

.students what television has brought to the

world. ..a vast network of communicaton. A
network which will effectively allow all

concerns to be heard and acted upon. The

activation of this council has been long

overdue.

Furthermore, I wish to make it known
that you are always welcome to stop by the

President's Office. Your comments will be

valued as well as your input appreciated.

I remember, looking back at my campaign,

the many questions and the bewildered

faces of concerned students. Those students

being ones who cared but had not had the

opportunity to express that feeling of con-

cern. That will change in 1986-1987. It is

time to bring back into student government

the main ingredient...the voice of the

UMass student. A voice that has been

silenced for years and desperately needs to

be awakened. Pleasv stop by Student Union

room 406 if you have the chance, or call the

office and be heard!

Once again. I wish to extend my thanks

to all of you for giving me the opportunity

to show you my dedication towards the

UMass student and our community. I

would also like to thank all ofmy campaign

staff who aided nu> during the first few

weeks in Mjuxh by donating their time and

for their support when needed most. But

most of all, I wish to extend a special thank

you to Mark DeNyse, the person who gave

his all, and then some; all in hopes that I

would be elected.

Thank you. and remember your voice

counts. It's going to be a year filled with

progress.

William Bvnnet is the nvuly elected SGA
president.

Join Mass Transformation
Remember all those great ideas you

heard about when you were young - and
now that you're older, you wonder where
they'll fit in your life. Sure, you remember
comaradary, friendship, sharing, caring,

community service, respectability, FUN!!!

Ahhh! Now I see the wheels turning. Well

there's a project coming up which incor-

porates all of these things and more, and
should be one of the biggest Mass Transfor-

mations UMass has ever seen.

On May 1 through May 4, the Mass
Transformation, A Class Act project will

take hold of the UMass Library Tower. We
are inviting members of the Class of '86

(200 altogether) to join in this event. In old

jeans and t-shirts. or other work clothes, we
will turn out to help with the full renova-

tion of a study floor (the 12th floor).

With our sweat and labor and our style

and ability, we, as a group, together - with

the help of some paint brushes and the like

-- will create this gift from the Class of '86

to the University, it's history, resources,

and community for years to come. With

that many of us it will only be a few hours

work, but, lest this seem less than the

FUN!!! I mentioned, I should add that there

will be music and refreshments daily. On
Sunday evening, there will be an Awards
Ceremony and Victory Celebration to

reflect a job well done. And, on Monday, the

floor will be unveiled to the public and

media.

But this isn't a dressed up rehabilitation

project. This won't just be a physical

transformation (for us or the Library), it

will be an intellectual one as well. We will

be changing the way we think about our

school, and changing the identity of the

Stacy Roth

Umass community. We have gained

academic prowess, awards, and recognition

in a place with high quality programs and
a multitude of opportunities for a socially

diverse population to interact, share, and
grow together. This is our way of showing

that we are proud of that. Our achievement

with A Class Act will say. we, as a part of

the community, want to go beyond being

thankful as individuals in the privacy of

our own minds. We want to be thankful out

where people can see it, make use of it, and

appreciate it.

After all, for good and ill, better or worse,

in sickness and in health, through all-

nighters and days in the sun by the Pond,

from As to Fs, 'til death does you in, these

were your college days, and this is your col-

lege. From UMass you'll take away an

education that will take you thorugh the

rest of your life. You can leave this in

return, to say, "I was here," and to say,

"thanks."

So while everyone else is doing
preregistraton and room drawing, let's you

and me - and a few of your pals plus a few

of mine -- get together and do the Tower
proud. If you, a senior (for the love of Mike)

haven't ever had this kind of involvement,

stop by our last chance meeting at 4:30

p.m., •??????s welcome, but you should come

register. And remember, we are A Class

Act.

Stacy Roth is the departing SGA presi-

dent.
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Letters

Problems with papers solved
How do you feel about the paper you're

writing? "Your ideas are good, but you're

having trouble organizing them? The
deadline is tomorrow, and you don't know
where to begin? You have so much to say

that you're becoming confused? Or, are you

having trouble saying anything at all?

A visit to a campus Writing Center can

help. Because of the increasing demand for

this service, the Writing Center has ex-

panded in recent years to its present three

locations. All are in the residential areas,

where the demand has been greatest, to

make them as accessible as possible.

The guiding principle, shared by Univer-

sity Writing Centers nationwide, is the

belief that writing is an act of communica-

tion, and that by talking about writing, and

by learning some simple writing practices,

anyone can learn to express themselves

better.

The student staft" members of the Writing

Center are actively engaged in improving

their own writing, and are enrolled in a

course where they have learned to help you

to improve yours. They have been trained

to help you unlock what you have to say;

to bring out your ideas and help you to

decide how best to organize them. "They

ask the questions you would not have ask-

ed yourself' (Writing Center visitor. Spring

1986). The tutors are not teachers but

counsellors: they do not have the answers

- You do. The tutors help you to discover

them.
You don't need an appointment, a finish-

ed draft, or a knowledge ofgrammer to use

the Writing Center. The tutors are there

to listen, even ifyou only want to complain:

"I can't write this paper."

(The Writing Centers are located in Pier-

pont. Southwest; b24 Baker, Central; and

04 Cashin, Sylvan.)

Margaret Fitzgibbons Peer Counsellor

Rights of audience sacrificed

I attended the Monday evening contra

presentation, and the Republican Club

made a big fuss over the issue of free

speech.

While the disruptions didn't help, the

speakers were able to give their point of

view. The audience was less fortunate,

because the Republican Club cut off the

question and answer period - the only op-

portunity for responsible dialogue.

I can understand why the Republicans

wanted to end the questions: the contras

were losing the verbal battle, and losing it

badly. Those few questions the audience

was able to ask were specific and ar-

ticulate, but the answers of the contra were

evasive and weak. The contra's claims were

unable to withstand the force of probing

quesions from informed people who had

been to Nicaragua, or even from those who
hadn't been there.

The rights of the audience were sacrific-

ed to rescue the contras form an embarrass-

ing and certain defeat. If anyone's free

speech was violated Monday night, it was

NOT that of the speakers, but the audience.

Mary A. Cooker Williamsburg
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Factory closings and laws
United Technologies recently made the

decision to close down their plant in

Springfield, Massachusetts (American

Bosch). Almost 700 employees of this plant

suddenly found themselves left in the

lurch. "Help! Our sweat and our blood are

embodies in these machines that UT are

going to move somewhere else!" That is

how these employees seem to express their

fright about their uncertain future. They

have been making several steps in quest

of an alternative solution to the shutdown.

Unfortunately, most of the people whose

help was requested simply turned either a

deaf ear or a blind eye.

Because of my experience as Inspector of

Labor for the state for six years, I have

been following the day-to-day evolution of

this case with great interest. To my sur

prise, I learned that no federal legislation

regulates plant closings in the United

States. The only one that could have ex

isted was rejected by Congress. It also came

to my kowledge that a state law on this

matter was passed in Massachusetts. In

practice, however, such a law remains

without effectiveness because it relies on

"a voluntary declaration by (the)

employer." In other words, it has no man-

datory character; in short, it cannot be

enforced.

In this context, I would like to give the

reader a brief presentation of a plant clos-

ings law which has existed in Morocco since

1967. This law sought essentially to pro-

tect the regional economy and the

employees from the abuse of .some

employers.

No doubt is that the incessant thirst of

the employers to make more money leads

them to minimize, as much as possible, the

labor costs in order to guarantee the largest

margin of benefits. As a result, they always

look for a cheaper labor force. As soon as

they find one, they try every possibility

that enables them to get rid of their

employees; beginning with layoffs and

finishing with shutdowns. They never

think about the damages that such acts

could cause to the community of the area

where their plant operates. That is exact-

ly what is going on in Springfield. Accor-

Said Chlih

ding to Robert Forrant, the business agent

of American Bosch, UT is planning to move

out the whole plant to Korea where labor

is much cheaper.

In August 1967, the Moroccan legislature

issued a decree which regulates every kind

of shutdown that could occur. This law is

so effective that since it was enacted, it has

been "hell on earth for employers."

The third article of this decree states that

no employer is allowed to lay off more than

three employees and at the same time not

to close down his plant unless he gets the

permission from the governor of the city.

Any violation is sanctionned with jailing

and/or a fine.

Moreover, the decree establishes a com-

plicated procedure that makes it difficult,

if not impossible, for an employer a plant.

In most of the cases, the requests made by

employers were rejected. The governor uses

this efficient weapon to avoid all what

could put the regional economy and his

own political reputation, ipso facto, at

stake.

Nevertheless when the governor notices

that the business is really going through

a financial crisis, he allows the employer,

for instance, to reduce the working hours

until such situation is overcome. If,

however, the situaton turns out to be

worse, the governor simply asks the

employer to sell out his busine.ss. In conse-

quence no shutdown occurs and the

employees are protected.

This is an example of a Third World coun-

try labor law I give here with the hope to

see the US Congress enact a federal law

which could certainly maintain the social

peace between American capital and labor.

Besides, a particular attention should be

given to the laborers who have been

building the American economy and mak-

ing it stronger.

After all, every thing is possible, and 1

strongly believe in the American Genius.

Said Chlih is a UMass graduate student

from Morocco.

A denial of freedom of speech

This letter is in response to the recent

events on campus surrounding the speak-

ing engagement of Jorge Rosales. This let-

ter is not an expression of my opinion on

the political situation in Nicaragua, but

rather a concerned and sincere outcry at

what 1 perceive to have been a flagrant

display of intolerance and hypocrisy.

As students in an educational environ-

ment, it is our responsibility to open our

minds and expose ourselves to the max-

imum amount of information available to

us. This is what constitutes an educated

opinion and true awareness. In an environ-

ment that prides itself on social and

political awareness, we are constantly in

situations whre we need to protect an in-

dividual's right to express their opinions

freely and without censorship. This is a dif-

ficult right to maintain, for it necessitates

the allowance of all opinions to be

expressed.

This may mean that we need to allow in-

dividuals with whom we may be

ideologically opposed the right to express

their opinions. But this is a fundamental

necessity so that we may ourselves main-

tain our own right to express our views.

The intolerance and complete disregard for

Rosales' right to speak represents, in my
opinion, the crudest and most frightening

from of mob censorship and denial of

freedom of speech.

It was an abuse and adulteration of

students' collective power to silence views

to which they do not agree. It you were an

individual at the SUB Monday night who

contributed to the chaos that prevented

Rosales from speaking freely, 1 resent your

harassment. This denied me the right of ac-

cess to his knowledge and experience of a

situation to which I have no first-hand ex-

posure. Had this same action been taken

by students on campus to prevent a pro-

Sandanista speaker from expressing

him/herself, how many people would have

cried censorship and denial of freedom of

speech?

Isn't it time that we as students use our

collective power to promote and foster a

tolerant and educative environment? We
are here to learn, and this means exposure

to all views and opinions. No one student,

or group of students,has the right to inhibit

or hinder this open atmosphere.

Amy de Roode Northeast
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Convocation honors Cosby and others
^~^^""""~ Degrees given

to five others

'JL i^0§(y\/ ^^^ cantinued fnim page 1

done. ..let's see if they can match it. They

cannot.
"

And. before giving a little bit of comic ad-

vice to graduating seniors, he explained the

force behind both the "Cosby Show" and

his other professional pursuits.

"Everything I do has to do with some

form of education," he said. "It has to do

with some form of giving a message to peo-

ple. But mostly, it has to do with trying to

help some people realize that there's a dif

ferent way to do something, there's a dif-

ferent way to think about it. And perhaps

because they saw, they now know that

there's a way to change — not themselves,

but whatever it is they're trying to figure

out.

"Here (with the Cosby show] you have

the example, the epitome, paramount, all

of those, of what came out of being cogni-

zant, aware of what it was I wanted to give

and how to do it. I didn't take that show

on because I wanted to show America

something, I took it on because I was tired.

And there was nothing I wanted to watch.

And I knew there were some people like

myself. I decided it was the time."

And finally, there was classic Cosby.

"When you graduate, you'll hear a lot of

people tell you 'now this is your world and

this is your life,' and they use this word

forth. 'And as you go forth...'" he told

seniors. "First I have a message for you

from your parents: forth, f-o-r-t-h, is not

back home.
"When you come out of that football

stadium wearing funny shoes, and you're

celebrating and you drank champagne and

you smoked a joint, there are people

waiting for you to beat upon you, to take

advantage of you," he roared. 'And I think

it takes about three days for you to realize

there's something else you're going to have

to do — and work is not one of them. Ad-

just, you're going to have to adjust."

1 ollrRian photo by Mirh«llr Svgall

Bill Cosby speaks to a packed Fine Arts Center Concert Hall during

yesterday's convocation.

Burns premieres latest film
By DON UPPER
Collegian Staff

Northampton - Filmmaker Ken Burns

told audience members at the western

Massachusetts premiere of his latest

documentary, that his film Huey Long

was "good history that engages people's

minds on all cylinders."

The documentary chronicles the career

of the controversial Louisiana Governor

and Senator of the 1930's who, according

to many historians, could have become

America's first dictator had he not been

assasinated in 1935. His campaigns to

provide free school books< paved roads,

bridges, and vastly expanded public col-

I
lege and health systems, endeared him to

the voiceless and impoverished poor as

their champion. While his "Share The

Wealth" philosophy and ruthless ad-

mininstrative manuevers angered the

more wealthy members of the electorate.

Burns juxtaposes newsreel footage of the

charismatic Long with comments by those

who both loved and hated him.

Burns said he didn't want his film to

judge Long. "Too often we surrender

ourselves and say we'll let 60 Minutes do

the deciding for us and I refuse to do that.

I refuse. I'm asking you. You bring

yourself to the screen. I don't want to

come down and assuage your inertia. I

Cwll«fi«n phoUi by Hoo SKelton

Ken Bums premieres his latest

film, Huey Long at Pleasant St.

Theatre

want you to engage yourself and ask

yourself some questions. When you do

that, and most people do that, then the

film is satisfying. It's satisfying because

it is complex and not because it is facile.

This is good, this is bad. Filmmaking has

to engage many aspects, many inquiries

and it just can't be a political essay."

Burns said.

Burns, 32, is the director of Brooklyn

Bridge (1981) which was nominated for an

academy award and won a dozen other

major film awards. His 1984 film The

Shakers: Hands To Work, Hearts to God

won a blue ribbon at the American Film

Festival plus several other awards and

was the highest rated episode in 15 years

of PBS's Nonfiction Television series. In

1985 Burns' The Statue of Liberty was

nominated for an academy award and was

subsequently shown on public television.

Burns' Huey Long (also produced in

1985) has been shown at the Berlin Film

Festival, the New York Film Festival and

several other film festivals and will be

shown on PBS this coming fall. Film

critics have generally lauded the film.

"It's been fabulous. In nearly every city

we've had an extraodinary review. ...I've

read a few reviews that I thought really

saw the film and then went farther to try

to extrapolate, to try to put together this

horrible yet wonderful feeling at the end

of the film of suffering for Long and be-

ing glad it happened. If you can produce

those same emotions at the same time, it

makes you think about what ?"- ex-

traodinary man he was. I think he was

one of the most important political figures

in the twentieth century because he em-

bodies all the political traditions of the

century. He's a fascist and a populist, a

liberal and a conservative, a Democrat

and a Republican and he leaves office the

way too many of the twentieth century's

politicians have left office. ..and that's in

a coffin. There's Huey Long, he's a prism

to look at our own age.

"And that age is still around, we're still

complaining about politicians who know
how to manipulate the media, who speak

well but have no substance. We still com-

plain about people who vacillate between

satisfying the liberal and the conservative

aspects of the constituency. We talk about

people who are just out for their own per-

sonal good. We talk about the arrogance

of power, about the corruption of ambition

in politics. It's all there in Huey Long."

Huey Long is now playing at the Plea-

sant St. Theatre through April 14

Ginsberg
in Amherst
By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

In a day and age when the official line

in the U.S. more and more resembles the

party line behind the Iron Curtain in

reverse, and, although in reverse, that mir-

ror image is still the same image of the

world, it is mildly refreshing, if not ab-

solutely necessary that we hear free and

differing views of the world. One such

source of alternative world views is poetry.

So it was not only very entertaining but

also most enlightening when the poet Allen

Ginsberg came to the valley a week ago.

From his two performances at the Iron

Horse, through myriad interviews, to his

informal readings with Richard O'Brien,

McKeever McKinley, at al., to his visit to

UMass to see the Nicaragua Media Project

and his interview with the Collegian, to his

meeting with poetry's elder statesman

Robert Francis, his reunion with writer

James Baldwin, and his lunch with "Bud-

dhist Bob" Thurman, on to the climax of

his trip, his talk at the Albion Book Shop

following the world premiere of Andy Lass"

film of Ginsberg being crowned the King

of May by the students in Prague,

Czechoslavakia, in 1965, Ginsberg con-

stantly reported his unique view of the

world as a poet who has travelled almost

everywhere.

The Saturday night affair at the Albion

was nothing less than a happening. After

viewing the ten-minute B&W film.

Ginsberg and Lass sat on stage in a

loveseat before the select audience of Al-

bion faithful, Amherst literati, and
assorted ruffian and discussed for an hour-

and-a-half the context in which the film

had been made 21 years ago in Prague.

What followed was a unique history lesson

which would be hard to find in any

classroom.

There had not been a King of May, or

Krai Majales, in Czechloslavakia since

Hitler invaded and siezed power in 1939,

nor during the post-war Soviet occupation.

However, after a quarter century chill,

there was some thawing in the spring of

1965: the students would have their King
of May! No biggie. Enter Allen Ginsberg.

Ginsberg had been in Cuba but was
deported for criticizing the government's

abusive treatment of homosexuals. Since
continued on page 11

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

A special convocation was held at the

University of Massachusetts yesterday

honoring six perform*^rs and educators

from the arts community, four ofwhom are

UMass alumni.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey opened the

event amid pomp, ceremony and even a

trumpeteer. According to Duffey the need

to recognize the arts community was

brought to him by students.

"Members of the Student Government

Association Academic Affairs Committee

approached me some time ago to express

their concern that science and technology

seemed to get major funding and publicity

these days," said Duffey.

He went on to call the arts "the basis of

learning." and then stressed the impor-

tance in giving "them visibility and sup-

port."

Duffey then introduced keynote speaker

Francis S. M. Hodsoll, chairman for the Na-

tional Endowment for the Arts.

According to Hodsoll, "This (Fine Arts)

center is truly a regional center. It brings

the best in the arts to audiences from all

across Western Massachusetts.

"What we're talking about here is a great

diversity of expression, a kaleidoscope of

heritages."

Hods'^ll noted that, much of our cultural

heritage lives in what he calls "the shadow

market of the commerical art world," or

"The Twilight Zone."

"The huge potential of the new media

technology of cable and home viewing on

video cassettes offer new opportunities."

said Hodsoll. "As the fidelity of the sound

and the resonance of the picture improve,

they can expand the national consciousness

for all of art."

The degree honoris causa was then

bestowed by UMass president David

Knapp and provost Richard C. O'Brien to

six artists for theii contributions to music,

art, and architecture.

Bill Cosby, the man solely responsible for

filling the Fine Arts Concert Hall, was the

first to receive his diploma. O'Brien called

Cosby a "mirror and mentor of our shared

humanity."
Cosby received a doctorate of education

degree from UMass in 1977; in 1972 he was

awarded his masters in media from the

school of education.

The other degree recipients were no less

prestigious. Architect Graham Gund,

known for his restoration of old buildings,

and president of a Cambridge-based ar-

chitect firm, gained the honor for "protec-

ting the best in our heritage."

Hodsoll next approached the podium for

his diploma, receiving the award for his

work as chairman of the National Endow-

ment, and it's effort to encourage "better

regional and local support for the arts, and

championed initiatives to integrate the arts

into elementary and secondary school pro-

grams."
Composer and teacher Bruce MacCombie

was awarded his third degree from UMass
for "the major impact on the future of the

arts in America," he will make upon his

recent appointment as Dean of the

Juilliard School of Music in New York.

MacCombie received a B.A. from the

University in 1968 and a Master of Music

degree a year later.

William E. Taylor, who has taken on

nearly every possible aspect of the music

industry as performer, composer, actor,

author, teacher and lecturer, was honored

for his mastering of the "uniquely

American art form" of jazz. Known as the

"Renaissance Man of Jazz," Taylor's "com-

mittment in serving as its national and in-

ternational spokesman" was commended.

Taylor earned a combined master's and

doctorate in education from UMass in 1975.

Last to receive recognition was art col-

lector Lois Torf, who graduated from

UMass with a B.A. in history in 1946 and

is an internationally known art collector

and patron of the arts. Torf was honored

for her dedication in "making the beauty

of art a more important part of our lives."

The convocation concluded with words of

wisdom from the man of the hour - Cosby.

Whether discussing the world of the

graduate, The Cosby Show, or his work at

UMass, Cosby kept the audience laughing.

* Ginsberg continued from page 10

This weekend does not look real promising. There are

only a few free shows to choose from and some of the big-

ger acts are not exactly in our back yard.

The Bangles will play tonight at the John M. Greene

Hall at Smith College. This group has made it into the

top 40 and onto music video with their wicked awesome
big hit. ..'Manic Monday.' Tune in most major rock radio

stations for more than 20 minutes and you'll hear this

one. They have also had some of help from Prince.

Anyway, the bangles are an all-female band who have

done well in the big-money, pop-rock groove.

The Hoodoo Gurus from Australia will open for the

above at 9 p.m. Tickets cost $8 to $10.

Bluesman Clarence Gatemouth Brown is playing at

Pearl Street in Northampton. This middle-aged guy plays

electric guitar pretty well and has been on the circuit

for some time. This one will cost you $9 and should be

a decent blues show.

Also tonight. Echo and the Bunnymen are playing at

the Agora Ballroom in Hartford, Ct. Too bad you need

to travel to this show because it should be a good one.

Real British modern rock is what this band will give you.

The Church are opening and they should add a lot to the

show It will cost $11.50 and if it were claser I would real

ly plug this show.

At Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton tonight. Liquid

Lesson will be jammin' in the basement. This is a local

band and friends tell me they're O.K. The show is free.

At the Hatch you can catch the 18-piece UMass Jazz

Ensemble, no charge.

Friday night. Dr. John is playing the Iron Horse in Nor-

thampton and the show will cost you $1 1.50 at the door.

The deal is billed as New Orleans blues.

The Bangles and the Hoodoo Gurus will play the Agora

Friday night in case you missed the Smith show.

Group Therapy will play downstairs at Sheehan's Tom
morrow night.

Saturday night looks sad. Beat Therapy at Sheehan's

and Max Creek at the Agora.

Monday night there will be a reggae line up at Pearl

Street called the Caribbean Connection for $6. Although

there are no real big names on the bill, if you want to

dance this show should be fun.

Tix on sale: Al Jarreau at UMass for $17. Stevie Ray

Vaughan at UMass, 11.50 for students. George

Thorogood at the Springfield Civic Center. Peter, Paul

and Mary at Springfield.

the U.S. had imposed restrictions on travelling to

and from Cuba, the first plane Ginsberg could be put on

out of Cuba was to Prague.

In the month he stayed in Prague, Ginsberg became
something of a celebrity with students who admired his

brash independence. They decided to nominate him as

King of May, and Ginsberg was carried through the

streets of Prague to a park where over 100,000 people had

gathered.

It wasn't long after his coronation that Ginsberg was

picked up by Czech authorities and deported out of the

country. The police had stolen a notebook of Ginsberg's

because they presented it as evidence when they charged

him with "writings against the state." Gin.sberg was sur-

prised when they later quoted a line from a couplet in the

notebook in a published report of the incident. "All the

communist lies about capitalism are true." without repor-

ting the other line of the couplet, "And all the capitalist

lies about communism are true." Ginsberg elaborated this

point by saying that after he had been arrested in Cuba,
the U.S.S.R., and Czechloslavakia, each on trumped up
charges of one sort or another, he was arrested once again

as he returned to the U.S., another frame according to

him. All in all, it was a remarkable story. And after it

was over, much mirth was had by all at the sumptuous
reception.

??5^5?5^
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Tickets

Still

Available
i« J w

Wednesday
April 16th

Fine Arts
Center

z—zzi

Tickets on sale

March 12th

$11.50 UMass students

$12.50 general public

I

.

at the FAC box office, Springfield

Civic Center box office, and all

Datatix locations in Northampton,
Holyoke, Greenfield and
Pittsriel4

m yiM MMH X .l—i:^

Stevie Ray Vaughan
And

Double Trouble
I" ; , I

-. » •

in I to

The Union Program Council presents:
A special one night engagement with

AL JARREAU

Saturday April 19th

SpmF.A.C. UMass

Tickets $17.00 cash onlu 6 ticket limit

Tickets on sale at F.A.C. Box Office, Springfield Civic Center

and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Greenfield,

Holvoke and Pittsfield. No cans, bottles or recording devices.

HelloOoo Spring I

3 DAYS ONLY/FRI, SAT, SUN APRIL 4, 5. 6

Mexican Sun-dresses Now $1 8.85
reg 28 95 shown elsewhere S45$60

Ribbed Tank Tors Now 4.95
1 00"o cotton in a dozen
dazzling colors reg 8 95

Straw Hats 25% OFF
FIJR^FIops Now 2.99,
1 '4 soles canvas straps
tKightly colored reg 3 99

Sung lasses
reg 595 Now 2.95

Kites & Wind Socks
25% OFF

Thermal Bottles up to 25% OFF
glass & steel

Baskets & Picnic Ham pers

up to 25% OFF

Acrylic Glassware 25% OFF

Parasols & Umbrellas 25% OFF

^

A Store full of Ideas

Downtown Amhersf/Daily 1 0-6, Fri til 9, Sun 1 2-5
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THIS NOTE IS LEGAL TtNOERTHIS ROTL 13 LfctaM. lLi«WK.n ^-g,

FOR ALL DtBTS, PL'BUC AMD PRIVATE Ig^

2
^'^' Every

Thursda'

B 29921

2 ^-

HANO
'^ancevlub

5$$$$$$$THE REVERSE $$$$$

$$$$$$$$$COVER CHARGE
Every "Customer Arriving. - __
Before 10 PM Receives $1 .00

^fomorrow —
^* be Prepared to warm up to the weekend

> with CLIFF MEYERS aoopm ? ^

Attention
Computer
Owners

IBM Portable, PC
or Compatible?

We're offering

fantastic

SAVINGS
on the following

PERIPHERALS

WIIMIMER'S CIRCLE

PUTS A BITE ON THE COMPETITION

Spot-bihO

Spotbilt* Monster
Reg. S29.99

25

Spotbilt* Cougar'
Reg. S49,99

$41
Men's Sizes

Puma® Rapid
Reg S32 99

^27

1200 Baud s^^qoq
Internal Modem

^^^

Parcel Interlace ^-.-.„„

Board
^6000

Serial Interlace

Board
$60^0

Meoxxv Upgj^sggo,

LEADING EDGE ^^^^^
Basic Werd ^29»»

Processor

SPECIAL UNTIL
APRIL 30th

Make a sure footed move Come to the Winner's

Circle during our brandname leather cleat shoe sale.

Step ahead in these action-packed shoes made with

supple leather, comfort cushioning, padded collars

and sure grip soles Visit the Winner's Circle and

get set to leave the competition biting in the dust.

Winners cirpLe
You always come out ahead

~~
Hampshire Mall, Rtc. 9, Hadley.

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst

549-1017
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THE CAT...

POOROL'POTMQ
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-meFB'i MY
HOPS? HmpTVPum?
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fmf\RerRi&fe...

IN FPCT He'5

(yOiNO O^R LA9T'

..AHp STOPxmmHo -
(X/nne PRISON MNTVW,

15 A CAPrTALier

ACROSS
1 Consum«r
6 Carry on vocally

10 Bandl«ad«r
Alp«rt

14 Habrtuata

15 Nursa. in

Nanking
16 Bacchanalian

cry

1 7 ImproviM
18 Wbirlytxrd

19 Sats

20 Dan danizans
21 Tony-winning

niusical

23 Pan o) HSH
24 God Lat

25 Rhine leader

26 When We Were
Very —
Mitrte

26 Bermuda
32 TV role lor

GuiHaume
34 Pheasant
35 — de »ie

36 Lab vessel

37 Massey ol lilms

39 Fashion

magazirte

40 Fr holy woman
41 North Sea

feeder

42 Items m red

44 Play by Thornton

Wilder

46 PupH of

Socrates

47 Danish coin

48 Waste allow

ance
49 AppreherH)

52 A feature ol TV
news

56 Western lily

57 Roster

58 My 40 Years in

Politics

author

59 Spanish lamiiy

member
60 Manchurian

river

61 Very dark

62 Bwch family

tree

63 WaKlan
64 Oitlicultias

65 A first lady of 31

the theater 32

33

DOWN 34

1 Shute s On the 38

2 Inappropriate

3 The King and I

king

4 Goddess ol

discord

5 Johnny —
6 FkXK cowerir>g

7 French friends

8 City E of Osaka
9 Fats ol lazi

10 Exodus
1

1

Constantly

12 Continental

breakfast item

13 Mrs Truman
21 McCkjud ol TV

22 Impudence
24 Twosome
27 She-bear Sp
28 Common

ending

29 Star of Rose
Marie

30 Evans of oatars

Sweet girls

Amigo s kiss

— ^rule'
In honor ol

Author

Deighton

Time m NYC
Lor>g. long ago
Feedbag item

Not long before

Dresses up

48 Pulsate

50 CofKur
51 Alncan Dutch

52 Lotjster pot

53 Ecco - BehoW
the man

54 Vingt— Casino

game
55 Banned
56 Room m a ca»a

59 lOf^g

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

nnrin aaas
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The Wednesday Night crew
making the Collegian safe for humanity!

^^tth,

Rob Co"or Tom

Crusty "^ Leslie

Weather
Today: mostly sunny,
lows in the 60s. Tomor-
row: a repeat perfor-r^
mance — mostly sunn.\[;

lows in the 60?

BROUGHT TO YOU BY
Night Editor Lesley Clark

Copy Editor Liz Hettinger

Photo Technician Michelle Segall

Layout Technician Conor Plunkett

Production Supervisor Conor Plunkett

Production Staff: Matthew Laurence, Laura Bell, Miaj

Rowan, RobCatalano, Leslie Nakajima, Norm Achin, the[

Police, and the Rolling Stones.!
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. ACADEMY AWARD
'— WINNER—

I., BEST ACTRESS

"THE YEARS MOST WINNING

COMEDTi DRAMA.

ONE OF THE YEAR'S TEN BEST-

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

^R^taurant !

FREE with coupon only

SMALL CHEESE PIZZA
with a purchase of a pitcher

of soda or beer

(offer good Tues-Sun, 9-10 PM only')

55 University Drive. Amherst 549-5713 J

FRI. APR. 4

n

Campus Center

Aud. UMass

$1.00 at 5;

$1.50 at 7, 9, 11

All "Susans" with I.D. Half Price

.' lim (am Immb !***>•

a' bib 6 10

•tto 7 X S»t t» Sun

The Naw Kilm by

Academy Awvard nominee
Kan Burn*

ai 6 1& 8 IS 10 16

(also 4 Sat b Sunt

Our 1986 color catalog fea-

tures many of the most mnova-

tive new products in bicvcling.

Together with dozens of tips to

increase your riding enjoyment.

To get your free
j

catalog, call toll

free anytime
1-800-

HOT GEAR.
Theadmntafie tsobruius^

t.,.i,^f'fM,,t,,<mt,t !; ! iiJg * S.SSttttt mm

WOMEN'S
CAREER
DAY

at the University Career Center,

Fraternity/ Sorority Park,

E. Pleasant Street

Saturday, April 5, 9-5

Open to all University Women
Students and Staff Welcome

Featuring:

SKILLS WORKSHOP
JOB SEARCH ASSISTANCE

and a

PANEL PRESENTATION BY
WOMEN'S STUDIES

ALUMNAE
To Register Call - 545-1922

SPONSORED by:
COORDINATED BY.

^, „,

BEAR

NOW
ONLY

$2995
EACH

rncE iNSTAiutnoN'

We havs the latest

BEAR COMPUTER
4 wheel alignment
equipment. Full align-

n nt $22.95

SHOCK
ABSORBERS

Cushions

the Ride!
dluMs qudw 10 ••

typnolitMd

APPLY HOW
500 instant
credit to quali-

fied customers

HADLEY TIRE & AUTO CENTER
"HANGER ONE" BUILDING

439 Russell St., Rte. 9 Hadley

253-9911

Unii/e.%;'^'ce

Placement Women's Studies
IBXBOOt I

In

Appalachia
Come for one

week to serve the
needs of the poor in

Appalachia. Single,

Catholic men are
Invited to be involved

In home construction,
visiting the elderly,

and sharing one's
gifts with the

mentally, emotionally
and physically handi-

capped. There will

also be opportunities

to learn about the
culture, people, and

music of the
Appalachian area.

The week-long
sessions available are:

May 17-23
June 7-13
July 12 - 18

July 26 - August 1

August 24 - 30

Fof more intormaiion about the Summei vomntee' Program, please send ttiis coupon to Brother Jack

Henn, Glenmary Home Missioners PO Box 465618 Cincinnati, OH 45?46-5618

Name. .Age.

Address.

City .State. .Zip.

Telephone ( .College. -S74-3/86
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COLLEGIAN is

Great

Mexican Food!

TACO VILLA
NORTHAMPTON , AMHERST
. i i..tNTfcH St

S84 0673
Bring Your 0»rn
Bffr or Wme

4 1 tn.'L ! Wi H Ui WAin
2S6 8? t

•

Beer t Mf/i*

Served

SPRINGFIELD

/88 0919
Bring Your Own
Beer 0' l*me

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Same Day Results

Services that are

Free, Confidential, Caring
8, Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shops

an alternative to aborTion

EUROPE »> CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockefeller Plaza

New York. N Y 10020

Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail tt«is ad lor Sp«cial

Studeni/ Teacher TariM.

: RENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

ealiiiSDlaiP

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop b Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadley Amherst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM - 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

SWAG Presents
The nation's Hottest Stand-up Comic

EMO PHILIPS
as seen on Late Night with David Letterman

THURSDAY

APRIL 10, 1986

in the

Student Union

Ballroom

^^e'. Two shows 8:00 PM and 10:00 PM

-^\cV^^^^ $5.00 in advance $6.00 at the door

Available at: Tix in the Student UNion Building, For

the Record (Faces) in Amherst, Main St. Records in

Northampton.
Another Southwest Area Government Production

Try to relate

by not seeing straight!

Make your appointment!

Don 't be late!

t
^<^

$28.00 includes conditioning

and blow dry or set.

(does not include cut)

MARJON
HAIR DESIGN

Mountain Farms Mall Hadley, MA 586-4551

•L.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs, 8 45. 2 30 F.i • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES •CASH"

Laat ckaarc to donate blood for the RIG
L'MASS BL(K>I) r)RIVE' Thursdays

gMl; 175 donors. 9:30 3:30 in the SUB.

Paying cash for yoar

Please call Mike 546-6105
baaaUII cards

COURTNEY
AUTO FOR SALE

1>7« OMa Catlaaa a/w very good cond

$950 323-6442 after 5 pm

1976 VW Baa great body/interior, new ex

haust/hrakes. runs great $2150 256-8484

FsTsToi^Grtnada 4 dr PB/PS AM/FM
body in good cond new parta 546-1497

1»80 CWie HaUhback only 63,000 mi

very dependable $2200 or BO 253 2204^

1979 MoBia New clutch, brakes. 4 radials

$1500 283 8592

Mona necdi a new hone 77 Honda Civic

good cond needs some work $600 but neg

586-.5409

1976 Ford Grenada four door extremelv

reliable needs no work $8.50 or BO Derek

549 1656

78 PlyaMiath Horiion 4 spd good trana

$700 or BO Mike 665 8335

76 Plymouth runs good looks good muat

seel $1 000 2.56-6281

1977 Dataan Truck well-maintained solid

bed. full cap, runs great, $900 or best offer

call eves. Mike 256-8788

1984 Reliant K car automatic new bat

tery. Very good running condition. Good
for off campus or commuting. Call Amy at

,546-6198

'79 Dataan B210 standard good condition

950 or BO call Cathy 549 .5032

tT BMW^2002. red. California car

Restored. 6,350 obo .538-4127 or .538-2896

Happv Anniveraary Baby! I U>ve you and

the night is just beginning at the f (' Motel

lobby. The champagne is chilling.

Kathleen

delta zeta open rush
tonight;

Check it oat! See what Delta Zeta Soron

ty can offer vou! South Pacific Night 6 pm
1 1 Phillips St. For more info call Pam at

^53 991r

Available June l»t call after 6 pm
665-8766

Apt in honac. 3-bedrtx)m. Great location;

right next to 7- 11 in Sunderland. Very

clean, quiet and spacious. $600 month.

leaae starta June l»t 665-8275

FOR SALE
~

HED aacakara by Cerwin Vega $200 firm,

Akai F14 Upedeck, Sony turntable, rock

guitar amp, need cash , call Dick. 549 10.52

Televidco rompater terminal like new.

$3.50 or BO model 910* 2.53 2204

Gncci Watchca many styles for men &
women, only $30. call 6-7480

Violin inexpensive
Catherine 2.53 3089

begin your application is Apnl ^ For fur

ther information, come to the Legal Ser

vices Office. •'22 Campus Center.

LErS MAKE A DEAL

good condition

DR. STRANGELOVE

Thuradav. April 3rd in Engineering East

5:30 $1.00; 7:30. 9:,30. 11:30 $1.50

EDIE "THE MAKEUP LADY"

Will be in the CC April 3 5 9 4 PM buy

your Spring shades!

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

All electrical appliancea sewing

machines, clocks, shavers, vacuum
cleaners House calls and shop repairs

Amherst Repair 2.53-2869

ENTERTAINMENT

BANDS

Band! intereated in playing the

Pvramidi Southwest Concerts and other

spring music activities: contact Embassy

Recording Studio for the best dpmo tapes

and rates in the area. Student specials.

Located near I'Mass. .549-7640

The Cheap Jock. Kool party toonz at a

rea-sonable price. Call Kevin at .546 9061

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your

taste Quality from 7 years of experience

Call Chns 256-6845

TURN fh¥TABLES 5 yr Pro U J. latest

records, best rates, lights free .586-9691 24

HR
rack:a:dTsc entertainment
Professional Disc .lockeys Light Shows;

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator

,5497144

ESCORT SERVICE

Have: 2 tix for Hartford Dead! Need: 2

tix for Fri trade only Heidi 2.56 0049

1978 Subaru 4x4 wagon. Needs exhaust,

possible engine (kxxl parts car or restora-

Uon 700 or BO call 2560 195

PLAITS

• Australian Surf Wear

• on sail!
'

C.C.C. 3-4-86

For sale Tennia Rarketa Wilson (pro-

.Htaff & sting) Head graphite edge. Pnnce
graphite comp. all rackets are brand new.

Pleaw call Wang 546-9422 for very

rea.sonable prices

203 cnT^Uoinic, Raichle boota: II,

saloman 737, used twice $285 .546-5769

Soft Contact Lenaea Most daily wear

lenses $18.00 to $25.00. Most extended

wear lenses, $35.00 to $48.00. Most soft

tinted len.<ies, $35 (H) to $45.00. Lowest

prices on c/1 solutions, anywhere. Flexcare

$1 98, heat units, $12 95 Amherst Optical

Shoppc, Inc., 195 No. Pleasant St., (413)

253-5412 or (413) 2566403

~ FOUND
"

I need your furniture!!! Livingroom and

bedroom furniture wanted' Pleaae call

.549-5190 and ask for Cheryl Lets make a

deal

LOST
~

School Bag - Adidas, tan taken from the

counter near Post Office Reward for

return only the books and notebook. No
questions aaked 665-8501

Loat wallet greeen plastic laat week
reward big bucks quick 5450770

LoaT large male^tirer cat near Cliffside

Apt Sunderland if found please call

665-8315

Beige Bracelet-WaUh. Thurs 3/27 bet

ween Herter and FAC bus stop. Great sen-

Umental value Pleaae call 665-2020

Black tweed wool gloves lost Thurs.

night. March 13 in the Pub call Karen
546-1027

MOTORCYCLES

1984 Honda Interceptor 700CC 8k mi ex

cellent cond. $2496 or BO 549-6990 keep

trying or leave message

Honda Interceptor VF700 1984'/i 3000

miles perfect condition blue 2.500 call

Tayler 2,53 3825

r98b^uiuki GSlliSbEX 6000 miles mint

U.tally equippe<i $2495 Bill .546 5106

82^ Kawasaki 440 Ltd mint condition!

New sport mirrors . cruise control, back

rest. Belt drive, very fast! Call 546-6165 or

,546 6047

1976 Ysimaha SX650 under 12,000 miles.

New battery' Best offer. Call Gary
2,56 1,557 keep trying

Yam^a X5400H
overstock.

Thank you Jorge. Michael, and the

Republican Club your lies do more to

unite the left than any amount of organix-

ing

MaarcMi I kwe you! Gimw

The Speedy Deliveries win once again'

Keep up the gimd work everyone' I/et's

get psyched for the next win' Hey Coach
Dave should we order our championship

nngs yef"

Betty Ann - ThanksTor allowing me to get

out of the dungeon for a little culture.

April, the promise is fulfilled' Happy Bir

thday' Matt

Mary Jane. I know how much you like

opals and thought you might like to know
there is a 3 opi3 and diamond pendant for

$60 and another opal and diamond pen
dant for $25 and much more at Golden Op-

portunity 13 N Pleasant St. Amherst at

Lodestone what do ynu think' l/ove Bruno

SUMMER SUBLET

_ Caator sunnv 3 bdrm apt in

house, call eves .549 5866

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Looking for soaMOM to take over

Presidential Apt in June. Call Steve or Pat

4.59 1.367

•fhree aabieUers needed for entire sum
mer .^ minute walk from campus and t/)wn

cheap rent call after 5 256 8fl47 ^
Jane -TuITMOO inclnaive. One bdrm in

four bdrm apt Clean pleasant. On busline,

close to campus Fall option Call Mary
2.56-0O45 7:30 10 30 am

Large. 2 bedroom Colonial Village apart

ment available for summer sublet Rent is

very reawinable and negotiable Call

2.56 1268 anytime

DonT depend on the bus Live directly

across from campus this summer I>arge

double r(K)m in house w'pnvate bathroom,

wa-sher'dryer. backyard and deck, lovable

ppy. $l&0/month each Allison or Sheila

Papers, caaes, diaaertations, thesea, on

campus, dependable, low rates, experienc-

ed. Nancy 584 7924

»E^ARD

We need a four person apartment for fall

86. If you can help us plea.se rail ,S46-603I

after 9 pm. Offering a nice reward

RIDE WANTED

Need a riac to PUtUbwg tkia wkad call

Donna ,545-2412

Ride wanted to Hartford Civic Center
Friday 4/4. Will split expenses. Call 5 AM
584-8495

Ride needed to Lowell area on April II.

Will share exjienses (^all .546 1282 after 9

pm

ROOMMATES WANTED

TO SUBLET

Sahtettera needed • Brandvwine 3rd floor

June 1 August 31 call 549 6675

To sublet with fall option sunny spacious

2 bednxim apt Downtown Amherst keep

trying 2.53-7816

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPfNG .TongoTshort pro^

jects Meticulous proofreading. Editing

available New IBM Typewriter 549-0367

WANf^A HOBBY?

Bay mr car. 1978 Monarch it runs, but

ne«'ds loU of work. Call Don 253-93.30

after 8 PM

WANTED

1981 bought as 83

2600 mi exc. cond. great first

street bike .533 .3894 keep trying!

MR. MUFF

BANDS WANTED

Central Area's Soring Fling '86! Bands

wanted for benefit concert for Massaid^

All interested groups call anytime by Aon
9th. Concert will be April 25th Call

.546-6402 or ,546-6406

Escort Service Available 8 p.m. 2:00

am. Everyday anywhere on t a"iP"?_,J '*i

it safe call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOR RENT

BICYCLES

Univega Gran Premio 3.6 in. blue, fsc

ing/hiah pref tourinfl, great cond, extras,

«6G0 nwt. 275 call Burl 263-2131

BRITTANY MANOR

Immediate Opening two bedroom apartv

Heat and hot water short term leases. Act

now 256-8535 ______

CAN YOU WRITE?

InUrested in Joamalism? Its never to

late to start! Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New Ens^and Y"u can

write about Sports, News, Editorial, B ac

k

Affairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or l^s

binn issues. Whatever your interests,

write about it today in the Collegian, we
build careers.

CAPE COD

S^aTiTT^ii^^'pi^:^""""*'' 2

bedrooms 4 roomys sleeps 4 253 74.<h

f^ii^riomitm^tf wanted for summer

on (>pe Cod Cottage in ">'"'"'! A"S?,,
umnier. May 23 to Sept 2 call 546 921

1

Want to live on N.J. shore this

summer?? Cheap. 2 blocks from l*ach.

call Heather .546-1106 or Mark 546-9261

Aiiirtnient~a7anabS^ in Southwood.

Take over lea.se June 1 st, and it s yours for

the fall. Low rent, good bus service. ( all

2.53-3619 for more info

two"~female roommates needed for

Southwood Apt. Take over lease sUrtine

June 1st. $130 incl heat plea.se call

2.56- 1518 -

In Amherst 2'/^ miles from campus

washer/dryer air ,«>nd't'""'"K /^»''»*''«

April I call today (.hns 2.56-6238

ApartmenT available in Southwood for

summer cash reward call Dave or Mike

2.56- 1 04

4b^4^^^iirapt summer sublet with fall op-

tion. Main st, bus stop in front Tracey

266-1807

Need UmporaryT»»»<»jnir- .^^^ }!L^"\
tMiy Manor open now Rent low 400 rent

from leaseholder I^ease on apts run

through June call 549-4714

Siii^iimcf Sublet/Fall Option 2 bdrm,

utilities included last mo rent and security

deposit yours must get rid of 665-4828

jirniitSeelwgel: bSroom 2 "bath recently

redone apt, air conditioning & extras.

Softball Glove on 3/2S at field ouUide

NOPE. Call John 5-234

Found - silver bracelet across from FAC
call to identify nites 2.53-2475 Ann

HELP WANTED

Alias the Hacks! Happy Birthdav Buddy'

I hope the king strikes 21 years later

PERSONALS

Weekend lob Amherst Farmers Market
Manager Sat May 10 to Nov 1.^, 6:45 am
to 1:45 pm Responsible, fnendly. decisive

person to enforce rules, negotiate disputes

& handle cash. Apply by April 7th call

Nancy 5 2249 leave message

Camp Lovaltown. AHRC. 189 Wheatley

Road! Brookville, NY 11545 A residen

tial, recreational camp for mentally

retarded in Hunter. NY. is accepting ap^

plications for summer employment Write

or call (516) 626-1000

INSTRUCTION

Are you Danish? Do you speak Danish?

I'm going to Denmark and need to learn

Please help tutor me! Call Amy 546-4791

best time: 10 pm 1 am

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

• SWAG presenU

' Emo Philips

* America's hottest stand-up comic

Thursday, April 10, 1986

two shows 8:00 and 10:00 pm
' in the Student ITnion Ballroom

'

tickets are $6.00 in advance

' available at Tix in the Student
' Union Building, For the Record
'

(Faces) in Amherst, and Main St.
' Records in Northamcton

Room for rent in hoaae $140/mth, call

Dick, 549-1052 negotialile

Two roommaies needed to share a three

bedroom Townehou.se apt for fall & spring

86. If interested call Nadine 549- 7478

fo"SH>rRE Bm'ffANY MATW^
AVAILABLE NOW ONE MONTH
FREE KEN. RICH, STEVE: 2,537312;

DAVE: 665-4131

Cape HouaemateiTWanted perfect loca

tion. Main St. Hyannis. $900 for summer
Call ,546-6267 or 546 6265

Onenfemaie needed for fall 1986 only

Brandywine evening 549 7717 Sharyn

Female nonsmoker for June 86 thru

June 87 lease in Brandywine apts contact

Susan 665-4187 or Lisa .5491428

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 Tatoriac $600 per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256-1239

Fast, ac

anytime

.SKATEBOARDERS needed for outdoor

dance ttiestra production in September one-

credit performsncs protect Retiesrtslt

begin April, May and September Contact

Ana 54&2a03/4 Auditions. 4.30 April 3
Haigis Mall, Fine Arts Center

WANTED TO RENT

Looking to take over lease in Brsndywine
fo' fall 88 tU reward t*( 546-5323 or

546 6010

We'll pay you $100 for your lease. House
wanted neer campus. Call 646-9006

Do you have a room in your RdNng Green
spt? I want itii Anytime stter May 31sf.

Please call Christina at 646-2893 Idaytimel.

263^6248 (st nitel

Looking for leaae to take over in Bran
dywine for fall 1986 $$$ call Ellen

546 1442

Typing. Tape Transcription
curate Available almost
665 7652

Tailor for alterati«Hi7SHAANN'8 at Mall,

584 9362

Two females looking for 1 bedroom in

Brandywine or Townehouse for fall 86
call Ellen .546 1442

Apply now for a full-time internship at

the Legal Services Office for the Fall,

1986 semester Aid attorneys in client in

terviews. preparation of court forms,

maintenance of continuing ca-selaod, giv

ing advice and referrals, court hearings,

and investigations and research. Up to 16

credits may be received from academic

departments. No previous experience

necessary; training provided. Deadline to

Seniors - senior portraits are back by

popular demand, March 31 through April

11. Call .545-2874 for an appointment

Davy Davy Doo, where are you?! By Rock
Me Amadeus 268 Puffton

Whaf^B the nmtlier Norm, Jealoua?

Apartment Cleaning kitchen livinnrea

batharea 12$ price may vary call W-N 7-9

5490694

The Legal Services Office 922 Campus
Onter, provides free legal services to tee-

paying UMass students

Yo, Amy • Moo who' Smile at life! You're

a wicked awesome person. Lis

To the guys in Pierpont who helped me
start my car on Thursday night, thanks for

coming to my rescue! StraiKled 6-81.30

STEREO FOR SALE

ROSE Acoustic wave sound system list

$695 quick sale $450 call .Scott 25&0686

Responsible men seeking 3 or 4 bedroom
house next fall and spring, call Vic or Al

2560866

Want to take over vow leaae in Puffton
or Brandywine Reward offered call

Sharon .546 9725

Interseted in Israeli politics? Are you

Jewisti' Want to see William Casey
director ot the CIA in a rare speech' Want
to t>e»r wtiai Senator Ted Kennedy and

what Edwin Meese tiave to say about

Israel' Ttieres a conference in

Washington D C Sunday April 6th to

Tuesday April 8th Call Oode TODAY at

253 7205 Generous scholarships
available
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SPORTS
Gorillas tumble at Cornell, 11-6
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

ITHACA, NY. - The bubble burst for the

University of Massachusetts men's lacrosse

yesterday, as they were upset by unrank-

ed Cornell University, 11-6.

Trailing 8-6 midway through the fourth

period after junior midfielder Doug Musco

scored, the Gorillas lost any chance to com-

eback as Tim McDevitt scored at the 5:57

mark. The Big Red then rattled to more

goals to put the game away.

Cornell, now 2-3 on the season, came out

in their typically aggressive manner and

led 4-1 after the first period.

UMass, now 2-1, stayed even with the

Red in the next two periods, as each team

scored four goals. But Cornell's flurry in

the final period buried UMass" hopes of go-

Big Red hand UMass first loss
ing into their home opener on Saturday

undefeated.

For the Gorillas, junior attackman had

two goals and one assist for three points.

Senior midfielder Greg Fisk had one goal

and one assists as did Musco.

Junior Greg Canella was contained by

Cornell, as the former junior college

attackman-of-the-year was held to one goal

and no assists. Ed Boardman, a junior at-

tackman, scored the other UMass goal.

For Cornell, senior attackman Ed Cook

broke out of his slump with four goals and

four assists. Nick Latuh added two goals

and one assist.

Frank Kelly and Kevin Finneran scored

two goals apiece as Cornell registered their

second straight victory over UMass, as they

were 13-9 winners last season at Boyden

Field.

McDevitt had one goal while senior mid-

fielder Tom Gunderson contributed three

assists. Junior Tony Reece added one

assist.

In the goal, Cornell freshman Paul

Schimoler made 20 stops, frustrating the

Gorilla attack.

UMass freshman Sal LoCasio suffered

his first collegiate defeat as the rookie

keeper made 11 saves between the pipes.

Statistically, Cornell held a 5148 advan-

tage on ground balls, attesting to the Red's

aggressive style of play.

The Gorillas, who were 10-9 winners at

Colle^an photo hy Paul Desmarain

University of Massachusetts softball coach Elaine Sortino calls the shots behind the bench. The Minute-
women host Holy Cross today.

UMass notebook

UMass women's tennis opens today
The University of Massachusetts

women's tennis teams, recently saved from

extinction by the University's Board of

Trustees, opens up their season this after-

noon at the University of Connecticut.

The Minutewomen will be coached this

season by Deedie Steele, who is in her first

season at the UMass helm.

The home opener for the team, which

plays seven matches this season, will be

April 15 against Smith College.

The men's tennis team, coached again

this season by manny Roberts, opened up

their season yesterday, but results were not

available. They faced Hartford at the

Boyden Courts.

The men will play 12 matches this

season, six at home. They are in action

again on Sunday at Boston College at 2

p.m.

The men's golf team, coached by Jack
Leaman, opens up tomorrow at Springfield

against the Chiefs, Connecticut and
Bentley. Senior Brian Fitzgerald will serve

as captain of the team.

Football Notes: Channel 40 was among
the media that showed up for the first day
of spring practice on Monday. . .two star-

ting linebackers, Vito Perrone and Todd

Rundle, have missed the early practices

with injuries. . .former punter Dimitri

Yavis is being worked at defensive tackle,

at 6-6, 255, the freshman should be able to

handle the switch. . .sophomore linebacker

Jim Tandler is practicing full-speed at

linebacker, fully-healed from his season-

ending knee injury from last year. . .former

quarterback Mike Trifari, who quit the

team last year, is back and playing wide

receiver. . .tight end Ed Toffey is being us-

ed at center. . .the quarterback situation

is good as six signal-callers are in camp.

Cornell to open the 1984 season, were suc-

cessful in 19-of-29 clears. Cornell was good

on 21-of-30 clear attempts.

Cornell was called for six penalties and

UMass made good on two-of-six extra man
attempts. The Gorillas committed seven

penalties, but the Big Red made good one

only one extra-man attempt.

In the face-off circle, UMass specialist

Seamus McGovern, a senior midfielder,

had a bad day. McGovern won only seven

of 22 face-offs. Kelly had a good day, battl-

ing McGovern successfully.

The defeat, to an unranked team, will un-

doubtedly drop UMass from its ninth-place

ranking in the recent United States Inter-

collegiate Lacrosse Association Poll, unless

the Gorillas defeat New Hampshire in an

impressive manner on Saturday.

Softball
hosting
Cross
for two
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The 20th ranked University of

Massachusetts softball team hopes to con-

tinue its hot hitting, as they host Holy

Cross this afternoon for a doubleheader at

NOPE Field at 2 p.m.

UMass, now 13 3 after shutting out Pro-

vidence College in both ends of a

doubleheader on Tuesday. 16-0 and 12-0,

is hitting .317 as a team with eight players

over the .300 mark.

The Minutewomen. the only ranked team

in the Northeast, have also had the pit-

ching as their staff has a combined earned

run average of 0.60, allowing only nine

earned runs in 105 innings pitched.

Senior righthander Lynn Stockley, at 6-1

with an ERA of 0.39, leads the UMass staff.

Sophomore Lisa Rever, at 5-2 and 0.68, is

the second-half of UMass' potent 1-2 punch

on the mound.
Cathy Reed and freshman righthander

Chris Warner add to the pitching depth.

Reed sports a 2-0 record including two com-

plete games, and Warner registered the

team's only save.

Last season, UMass crushed the

Crusaders, 12-0 behind the shutout pit-

ching of Stockley, and figure to have little

trouble with them again this year.

This season, the Minutewomen have also

shown grace in the field chalking up a com-

bined .956 team fielding percentage, com-

mitting just 21 errors in 336 chances. The
Minutewomen defensive corps has eight

members with perfect fielding percentages,

seven of whom are starters.

Extra Innings: UMass has outscored op-

ponents 19-0 in the first inning and 13-0

in the sixth inning. Opponents have had

their best luck in the third inning, scoring

nine of their 16 runs. . .Providence College

made 1 1 errors in the two games at NOPE
on Tuesday. . .opponents have managed on-

ly four extra-base hits 467 at-bats this

season. . .those very same opponents have

a slugging percentage of .175. The oppos-

ing batting average is .156.

UMass is averaging close to eight and on-

hits per game this season. . .the

Minutewomen have stolen 18 of 24 bases.

. .the team's combined on-base percentage

is an amazing .404, putting great pressure

on enemy pitchers. . .UMass has struck out

22 times, compared to the 91 K's registered

by the four UMass pitchers thi.s .reason.

Sports at a Glance
Today: 1

SoftbaH: 1
Holy Cross (2) NOPE Field, 2 p.m. 1
Women's Tennis: |
at Connecticut, 3 p.m.

NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

The Massachusetts Daily

IAN
RSO-UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS-AMHERST 113 CAMPUS CENTER 545-3500 VOLUME CXVI ISSUE 43

IIVI I CD
•Stephen Erickson on Republican
presidential hopefuls. Page 8.

•A review of the UMass Theatre Guild's

productions of "Snoopy." Page 13.

•The softball teams sweeps a doubleheader
from Holy Cross. Page 20.
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Two RAs will fill

alcohol rules panel

Collcrian photo by Sarah Cook

Sculpture under wraps
Earn Tillis, a Fine Arts major, yesterday wrapped the sculpture outside

the Fine Arts Center in response to what she said is the mislise and

misunderstanding of what a piece of art work is. Her wraps are meant as a

reminder of the value of the sculpture at the center. Tillis was aided by

five other UMass students.

By JEFFRY BARTASH
Colleg^ian Staff

Four residential assistants will be selected

today at random to complete the member-
ship of a 12-person panel designed to recom-

mend a revision of the University of

Massachusetts residential area alcohol

policy.

The four RAs will have their names drawn
from a hat, the Residential Committee of the

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs decid-

ed Wednesday. Two RAs will be chosen

from the Southwest Residential Area and
two from other residential areas, the Com-
mittee said.

The RAs are important to the committee
l)ecause they "have to enforce the alcohol

policy," said Joe Demeo, chairman of the

Southwest Area Government Issues

Committee.
Any RA selected not wishing to par-

ticipate on the panel will be dropped and
another chosen. RAs not selected and who
want to present viewpoints of their own will

be given a chance, the Committee said.

Demeo said the panel, which will also have
four students and four Hou.sing Services of-

ficials on it, will discuss ways to relax the

alcohol policy and release RAs from their du-

ty to enforce the exisiting policy, which bars

all .students - including those of legal drink-

ing age " from drinking alcohol in public

areas of residential halls.

He said the SWAG has proposed that peo-

ple of legal drinking age be allowed to drink

alcohol in all areas of residence halls.

"The committee was supposed to create

a panel by March 26th. but we (the students

and Housing Service officials) could not

decide how to choose the RAs," Demeo said.

Student members Demeo and Scott Pro-

tentis accused Housing Serv ices of delaying

the formation of the panel.

"One thing the administration does is

cooperate but in a slow way. The slower it

is for them, the more it works to their ad-

vantage. The students are transitory, the ad-

ministrators aren't," Protentis said.

Joseph A. Zannini, director of Housing
Services, said he brought the alcohol policy

issue to the committee in September and it

was agreed that SWAG President Bill Col-

lins would form a proposal, but said Collins

did not send the Housing Services a pro|x)sal

until February.

Demeo said the SWAG voted against the

present alcohol policy last spring, "but the

administration j)assed it anyway while we
were away during the summer.'
He sai(i there is a good chance the policy

will revi.sed in the interest of the students.

"Whatever the recommending committee
decides usually gets done," he said.

IBM gives UMass $2m grant

for interface science research
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts has

received a $2 million grant from Interna-

tional Business Machines to form an "In-

stitute for Interface Science."

UMass was one of 12 universities across

the country to be selected last month by IBM
to research interface science, which con-

cerns the study of chemistry and physics at

the interface, or surface, between dissimilar

objects.

"The institute plans to coordinate and in-

itiate research on interface science in any

area of science, not necessarily polymer

science and engineering," said Thomas
McCarthy, polymer science professor and

one of three principal investigators in the

program.
UMass will be given money for basic

research into materials and process techni-

ques for advanced computer systems.

"This money will only serve as a seed,"

said McCarthy. "We hope it will initiate new
research programs that will become self-

sufficient."

McCarthy said the primary objective of

the institute is to continue functioning after

the money runs out.

The money will be allocated once a year

for five years, in accordance with a budget

proposed by the school.

The institute's first projects will involve

McCarthy, Edwin L. Thomas, chairman of

the pmlymer science and engineering depart-

ment, and mechanical engineering professor

John Ritter.

Their main goal is to advance computer

technology by making computers smaller

and faster, to miniaturize computer
continued on page 5

Teaching, grants, books? Bonus criteria nebulous

By CHRIS POON
Collegian Staff

Last in a series.

One professor wrote a book, another published a dozen

journal articles. One science instructor secured a $10,000

grant while another taught four undergraduate classes.

Which of these professors deserves more merit pay?

"Personnel recommendations and decisions shall be made

only after a review of all the contributions of the individual

in the areas of teaching; of research, creative or professional

activity; and of service," state the guidelines established

by the Board of Trustees and the Massachusetts Society

of Professors/Faculty Staff Union.

The merit pay system as adopted by the University allows

for a "relative weight" to be given in merit evaluation

rather than an equal emphasis in all the areas. The vary-

ing emphasis allow each department's personnel commit-

tee to evaluate faculty members in light of their duties and

the nature of the department.

For example, research and the securing of grants are

heavily emphasized in the sciences, while programs such

as nursing emphasize service and teaching.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey said, "In my opinion,

teaching and research are the more critical areas." He add-

ed that the evaluation of teaching and service need more
attention, especially since the latter is not always reward-

ed by the merit system.

But the faculty union president, Arlyn Diamond, said

"Teaching and service are not as highly valued at the

University as research.

"Research is the most traditional form of scholarship. The

FACULTY MERIT PAY
overall path of merit increases reflect this," Diamond said.

Research, which is primarily funded through grants from
government and industry, gives professors opportunities

to publish their work which is also considered a meritorious

activity.

"In engineering, you have to keep up with the field and
the way you do that is to do research in the forefront of

technology,"said Dean of the College of Engineering James

John. 'Some people who just teach fall behind in

technology."

Teaching and service, the two other areas that warrant

merit increases, are usually harder to evaluate.

Currently, most departments rely on student evaluations

of professors to determine the quality of professors' classes.

Murray Schwartz, dean of the College of Humanities and

Fine Arts, .said student opinions are taken very seriously,

hut Diamond said otherwise.

Most faculty members consider student evaluations poor

reflections of their actual teaching performance and rare-

ly value them highly, Diamond said.

Personnel committee members rarely review syllabi, visit

a classroom lecture or ask professors about their teaching.

Teaching is sometimes evaluated by reviewing letters from

students and graduates and by distinguishing those pro-

fes.sors who have won teaching awards.

The dean of the College of Engineering, James John, said

he did not know how each of his school's departments

evaluated teaching, but added that he asked each of them

last semester to give him its criteria for evaluations.

In his appraisal of merit pay recommendations, John said

he looks for teaching quality, number of publications,

research dollars per faculty member, the number of pro-

fessors who hold a doctorate and the number of students

who earn degrees from each department.
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Three unidentified protestors cheer the window of the Wellesley Col-

lege administration building as a demonstration takes place in support

of their occupation of the building. They were protesting the school's in-

vestments in South Africa.

Arab woman terrorist sought

for bombing of TWA jet

ATHENS, Greece (AP) -

Police are hunting for an
Arab woman suspected of

planting the bomb that ex-

ploded on a TWA jetliner

over southern Greece, killing

four Americans, police

sources said Thursday.

The sources, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said

a woman called May Elias

Mansur, a known terrorist,

flew on the TWA Boeing 727
from Cairo to Athens
Wednesday morning. The
plane went on to Rome and
the lK)mb explode<i during its

return flight from Rome to

Athens Wednesday
afternoon.

"We have launched a

search around Athens and
other cities and also put out

a signal to trace this person

through Interpol," one police

source said. Earlier Thurs-

day in Rome, Italian Interior

Minister Oscar Luigi

Scalfaro said, "It is certain

that a suspect person, who is

on file as a terrorist, got on

in Cairo and got off in

Athens, occupying in the

airplane the exact seat

where the explosion oc-

cured."

The Italian news agency

ANSA on Thursday night

quoted unidentified Italian

investigators in contact with

Greek authorities as confir-

ming that the suspect was
believed to have boarded

with a Lebanese passport in

the name of May Manusur.

ANSA said she may have

boarded a Middle East
Airlines flight to Beirut,

Lebanon, shortly after arriv-

ing in Athens.

The Greek police sources

said the woman may have

passed through Greece
previously.

The blast tore a 9-by-3-f(x)t

hole in the right cabin wall in

front of the wing while the

plane was about 15,000 feet

over the ground. A
Columbian-American man
and three Greek-Americans
- a woman, her daughter and
9-month -old granddaughter -

were sucked out.

TWA President Richard
I). Pearson said in New York
Wednesday that the explo-

sion took place on the cabin

floor in row 10 or 11 and
blew out seat lOF.

Wellesley students
protest investments
JfO occupy building

WELLESLEY, Ma (AP) - About 40

Wellesley College students occupied the

main campus administration building Thurs-

day in protest over the school's investments

in companies doing business with South

Africa.

The protesters, who entered the building

at 4 a.m., planned to stay for at least 24

hours, according to Helene Alpert, 19, a

sophmore from Bethesda, Md., and
spokeswoman for the Ad Hoc Committee for

Divestment Now.

She declined to say how the students

entered the building, which she said is usual-

ly locked.

Wellesley spokeswoman Ann O' Sullivan

said college officials have "no thought" of

removing the students.

"I think Wellesley officials feel it's an ap-

propriate way for the students to express

their concern," Ms. O'Sullivan said.

"It's being conducted in an orderly

fashion."

The protesters said they want the college's

Board of Trustees, which meets Friday, to

vote for a full divestment plan. The school

has divested about $3 million in investments,

but still has another $36 million in South
African-tied stock, about 20 percent of the

school's portfolio, Ms. O'Sullivan said.

Thursday's protest was held on the third

floor of the administration building, block-

ing hallways leading to the offices of the

president, dean and other top

administrators.

The officials moved for the day, but Ms.

O'Sullivan said business was conducted as

usual.

"It's come to the point where this kind of

action is necessary. It shows we're willing

to take a personal risk," Ms. Alpert said.

Wellesley students have held other anti-

apartheid protests, including the construc-

tion of a replica of the cell where South

African activist Winnie Mandela was held.

Oraganizers said about 100 students at-

tended an early afternoon rally. An evening

candlelight vigil was also planned.

Shouting, eggs stop contras
CAMBRIDGE. MA (AP) - Police were

required to escort two supporters of the

Nicaraguan Congra rebels out of an

auditorium and through a barrage of eggs

after demonstrators prevented them from

speaking.

It could not be determined whether the

raw eggs hit the invited speakers or their

sponsors Wednesday as they left Boylston

Auditorium.

One of the scheduled speakers, Jorge

Resales, a spokesman for the Nicaraguan

Democratic Front, fell to the ground as he

left through a back door, The Harvard
Crimson reported Thursday.

Police said no arrest were made.
None of the demonstrators inside the

auditorium was identified as a Harvard stu-

dent. The Harvard student organization

Committee on Central America, which had

organized a demonstration outside the hall,

disassociated it.self from the protest inside.

The scjjeduled speeches by Resales and
J. Michael Waller, an American who is

director of public relations for the Council

for InterAmerican Security, were spon-

sored by the Conservative Club and the

Republican Club, both Harvard
undergraduate groups.

About 165 people were admitted to the

auditorium to hear the speeches and some
were hissing before they began, prompting

Achie C. Epps III, dean of students, to ask

for silence.

But when Resales began to speak, his

words were drowned out by chants from
the crowd.

Epps returned to the stage and said,

"Let him speak. Will you give him that?

Everyone has a right to speak."

Rosales began again but managed only

about three sentences before he was stop-

ped, the Crimson said.

AP photo

Tim Alexiou, right, reads a statement from relatives of three

Americans killed when a bomb exploded on a TWA airliner Wednesday.

FYI: Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week Schedule
Due to typographical problems, the schedule printed

yesterday contained errors. Here is the corrected

schedule.

Saturday, April 5

8 p.m., Mahar Audit<^)rium: An evening with Robin Tyler,

nationally known feminist comic

8 p.m., Hampden Theater: Play: One Good Look, writ-

ten and directed by UMass student Richard Ballon, $2

admission

Sunday, April 6

12-4:30 p.m., Campus Center: Workshops

7:30 p.m., Campus Center Auditorium: Films: Buddies,

The Times of Harvey Milk
Monday, April 7

12 1:30 p.m.. Cape Cod Lounge: Lunchtime film series

4 p.m., Memorial Hall: Speaker Kevin Cathcart, "AIDS,

Its impact on family and criminal law, housing and employ-

ment and lesbian and gay civil rights law"

8 p.m.. Memorial Hall: Keynote speaker: Rosemary
Curb, author and former nun, "Lesbian Nuns, Breaking
Silence" Tuesday. April 8

4 p.m.. Campus Center 168: Speaker: New York AIDS
activist David Summers and film. Hero ofMy Own Life

8 p.m.. Campus Center 168: Speaker: author, activist

Vito Russo, "The Celluloid Closet: Lesbians and Gays on
Film," followed by film of the same title

Wednesday, April 9

12-1:30 p.m., 805 Campus Center: Human Relations

forum with film

8 p.m., 168 Campus Center: Gwendolyn Rogers, Na-
tional Coalition of Blacks, Lesbians and Gays; staff

psychologist, City University of New York, "Lessons from
Nairobi: Black Lesbians' Organizing Solidarity"

Thursday, April 10

12-1:30 p.m.. Cape Cod Lounge: Lunchtime film series

4:30 p.m., Memorial Hall: Speaker: author Kathleen

Barry, "Susan B. Anthony: A life for the Love of Women"

8 p.m., 227 Herter: Speaker: David Scondras, openly

gay Boston city councilor, author of Boston Human Rights

Ordinance, "The struggle for gay rights in Boston"
Friday, April 11

12-1:30 p.m., LBGA Office, 413 Student Union: Brown
bag speaker series, lesbian faculty member at UMass

3-5 p.m., Campus Center: Lesbian caucus for UMass
lesbians

7:30 p.m.. Blue Wall: Coffee House, local lesbian, gay
and bisexual artists

Saturday, April 12

10 a.m. -5 p.m.. Campus Center: workshops
5 p.m., 10-01 Campus Center: Reading: Becky Birtha,

black lesbian poet and short fiction writer, "For Nights
Like These: Stories of Loving Women"
7:30 p.m., 101 Campus Center: Films: Choosing

Children, The Times of Harvey Milk
Sunday, April 13

7 p.m.. Campus Center Auditorium: Boston Gay men's
chorus, 65 member choir now in its fifth year

I

I
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Professor Robert Kirchoff and his students are studying the winds whipping around the Graduate

Research Tower.

Project studies grad tower winds
Reducing gv^ts is goal

By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

The buffeting winds that have whipped around the

Graduate Research Towers and harassed walking students

for years are now the subject of a research project head-

ed by a University of Massachusetts engineering pro-

fessor.

The project, initiated last spring by professor Robert

Kirchoff and seven students from his senior fluid

mechanics class, studies wind patterns around the towers

and neighboring buildings. With the aid of blueprints from

the Physical Plant department, the group built a model

of the buildings to a scale of one inch equals sixteen feet.

The goal, according to Kirchhoff. is to improve the

"pedestrian micro-climate" - in English, "to keep people

from getting blown over." Using the department's wind

tunnel, the group studied how air currents around the tall

buildings interact with walkers on the ground.

"Winter is the worst season," Kirchoff said. "There's

a lot of bad winds from the northwest." The wind wraps

in a horseshoe fashion around the jutting wing of the

17-story tower, causing a vortex that often causes trash

and bits of paper to eddy up the side of the building. These

gusts also cause a roaring tunnel in the walkway l)etween

the two towers with winds "as high as 25 miles per hour,"

according to Kirchhoff.

The project now is being continued by Kirchhoff and his

assistant Peter Peck, who has a bachelor's degree in

mechanical engineering.

Peck and Kirchoff are looking for solutions to the wind

problem as well as examining possible sites for a new

building in the tower area. One solution would be to form

a fiberglass or concrete "skirt" which would encircle the

towers at slightly above pedestrian level. Another possibili-

ty would be planting evergreen trees around the buiUlings

and erecting a wall by Goessman to block and dissipate

the winds. The team has made numerous experiments with

combinations of the solutions, observing the wind patU-ms

by blowing smoke and helium through their model.

Kirchhoff and Peck are also advising the University on

the best location for the polymer research building, hop-

ing to incorporate the new building along with their sug-

gested soluti(»ns.

Funding for the experiment came from a Healy Endow-

ment Grant, with additional funding from the engineer-

ing department.

Bottle rocket

shot into

RA's room

A bottle rocket was shot

under a residential assis-

tant's door at 2 a.m.

Wednesday on the 20th floor

of Coolidge Tower, Univer-

sity of Massachusetts police

said.

In other police reports:

•A bicyclist suffered a

scraped knee when he was

struck by a Ford at 4:50 p.m.

Wednesday at the intersec-

tion of North Pleasant Street

and Massachusetts Avenue,

police said.

An 18-year-old Hadley

driver and her passenger

suffered minor injuries Mon-

day, when the woman's car

was struck by a car driven by

a 19-year-old male Universi-

ty of Massachusetts student.

He was cited for failure to

stop at a red light and caus-

ing an accident because he

allegedly did not stop at the

intersection of University

Drive and Amity Street,

Amherst police said.

- JEFFRY BARTASH
and ANNE TAUGER

Women's career
day tomorrow
Women's Career Day. tomorrow at the University of

Massachusetts Career Center, will offer women practical

and ethical solutions to career-related problems.

Morning workshops will be held on skill identification,

resume writing and career counseling. In the afternoon,

there will be a panel discussion featuring five UMass

women's studies program alumnae who will speak al>out

their experiences in the workplace.

The career day will be held from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the

center, located in Fraternity-Sorority Park.

"Its goal is to help women who have liberal arts degrees

think about their options," said Nancy Arnold, coordinator

of the event.

Arnold said the morning program will feature "practical"

suggestions for women entering the work force, while the

afternoon session will address more ethical concerns.

One ethical question that may be a great concern to many

women is "how to be successful and still be a feminist,"

Arnold said.

The panel discussion, at 2 p.m., will include panelists from

a wide range of careers: a lawyer from Washington, an

employee from a New Bedford women's center, a fun-

draiser for a women's center in Holyoke, a legislative

analyst and a local poet who teaches at Holyoke Community

College.

The event, sponsored by the University Placement Ser-

vice and coordinated by the Women's Studies Program, is

free and open to the public. Further information is available

from the women's studies office in Bartlett Hall.

LISA DiMEO

Director shows film

banned in Poland
By LISA DiMEO
Collegian Staff

The director of a film depicting atrocities during the early

years of communist rule in Poland showed the movie last

night to a University of Massachusetts audience, then told

why the film was banned in Poland in 1981.

Richard Bugajski. director of Interrogation, said he

disclosed a subject that the Polish government found sen-

sitive, during the film's screening to an audience of about

80 people.

"I touched on a taboo subject," Bugajski said, although

he said the subject, p<jlitical trials of the early 1950s, is

"common knowledge" among the Polish people.

The film was comf)leted in 1981, but Bugajski has since

left Poland after obtaining an illegal copy of the film. It

has never been shown publicly in Poland but is widely

distributed in the Polish underground on videocassette, he

said.

Bugajski, who is now living in Canada, left Poland

because ho could no longer work there. After initially Iw-

ing denied a passport, he was permitted to emigrate five

months ago.

Although the film takes place more than 30 years ago,

Bugajski .said it offers "a contemporarj- vision of the

Stalinist period." This, he said, is another reason for its

banning.

"The uniforms of the internal [Polish security] forces are

still like they were in the '40s," Bugajski said. He added

that Polish authorities felt that if young people were to see

Interrogation they would not be able to tell the difference

between the Stalinist period of the '40s and '50s and to-

day's socialist era.

Interrogation' a plot begins in 1951, when many political

trials are taking place in Poland. The film is based on a

branch of these trials in which Polish authorities are try-

ing to convict a Major Olcha of spying. To do this, they tor-

ture Tonia, Olcha's former lover, for two years until she

confirms he is a spy. In the meantime, Olcha is killed.

"1 tried to make this film true to life," said Bugajski, who

had two consultants throughout the project. Tonia's story

is not true, but, according to Bugajski, "there are elements

of truth" in it.

In Poland, "anything serious is discouraged," said Buga-

jski, while "empty, shallow subjects are supported."

He is currently planning two films, one based on a Joseph

Conrad novel and the other based on a true story by a Cana-

dian journalist.

Photo hy David Shimtu*

WATERBIKER — Senior Steve Swain tests Fine Arts Center surf.

CollcfrUn photo by Nick .SokolofT

Director Richard Bagfajski
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Book shows ordinary folks' views
By JENNIFER ACE
Collegian Correspondent

I

When Gerald McFarland decided to write about the

history of the westward migration in America, he wanted

to approach the subject from the view of the common per-

son, a technique introduced in the late 1960s as "history

from the bottom up."

"For a long time, much history was done from the

famous people's approach," said McFarland. a Universi-

ty of Massachusetts historj' professor. "In the late 1960s,

there was a concern for hearing from people who had

never been heard from."

For McFarland, this meant looking at people who were
not the elite, the "ordinary folk."

"My book takes its heart from that [perspective]. It

describes middle class people who were not famous for

wealth, politics or social standing," he said.

A Scattered People, subtitled "An American Family

Moves West," tells the story of the westward migration

of five generations of McFarland's own family.

"I started with the ordinarj' concerns of people," he said,

"and showed how the large events forced choices on those

people.

"The book is episodic." he said. "I keyed in on certain

events that were illustrative of the times, and then tried

to show why people did the things they did."

Although this perspective is obviously not the whole

story of the westward migration. McFarland said, "It is

amazing how these people's lives, though seemingly in-

nocent, reflected the times."

Trying to trace the lives of people who are not famous

can sometimes be difficult, McFarland said.

"For ordinary people, records are extremely fragmen-

tary. I was dependent on writings in political, women's

and social history," he said.

McFarland said he used more general historical infor-

mation and then fit the people in his book topically. "The

problem is often putting together a story that is coherent

and interesting from small bits of information," he said.

"To connect the story, I had to tell it as best I could from

what I had."

McFarland said visiting the homes of his ancestors was
fascinating, and that often he met descendants who were

still living on the land their ancestors had homesteaded.

When he visited the areas his ancestors homesteaded

and discovered they had bought poor farming land, he was

moved to highlight the lives of ordinary people in history.

Author Gerald McFarland

he said.

"There are no history books about these places,"

McFarland said, "so you have to visit them to write about

them."
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Newspaper recycling sheds
placed at Puffton Village
By JASON SHAW
Collegian Correspondent

In a cooperative effort between the

Amherst Recycling Committee and the

Department of Public Works, three wooden
recycling sheds were placed at the Puffton

Village apartment complex, to help preserve

the town landfill.

The goal of the project is to reduce the

dependency on the landfill, located on Route

y, which is filling up rapidly.

"The sheds, placed three weeks ago. are

for the disposal of only newspapers and are

only located at Puffton but will expand to

other areas if the project is successful." said

recycling committee member Jeannie Jones.

The Puffton complex was chosen liecause

of its large population of students, which are

easily informed, and the willingness of

Stephen Puffer, the owner of the apart-

ments, to participate in the project, Jones

said.

Puffer said, "It's a nice way to recycle and

we need to do more of it."

Money for the $1,000 project came from

the four-year-old recycling committee's

budget, on suggestion from the committee.

The Department of Public Works, which

constructed the sheds, has already collected

one load and plans to pick up another in the

middle of next week.

"We have picked up 1,000 pounds, but

there should be more, so we are encourag-

ing a greater participation in the project."

said Stanley Ziomek. superintendent of

public works. The newspapers are brought

to a trailer and later ground up and used for

insulation.

Public Works encourages everybody in the

Amherst area to use the sheds but urges

people to tie the newspapers in a bundle or

place them in paper bags and not put

anything other than newspapers in the

sheds.
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FYI: reception set
A reception celebrating the publication

of "Medieval Woman's Visionary

Literature," a book by Elizabeth Petroff.

will be held at 4 p.m. today at the Goliard

Bookshop in Amherst. Petroff is a Univer-

sity of Massachusetts professor of com-

parative literature. The reception is free

and open to the public. Refreshments will

be served.

The Western Massachusetts chapter of

the National Endometriosis Association

will meet at 2 p.m. Sunday at the

Everywoman's Center. Further informa-

tion is available from the center in Wilder

Hall.

A mathematics competition is schedul-

ed for April 23 and first-year and
sophomore students may sign up today

through April 18 in room 1521D of the

Lederle (iraduate Center. First-prize is an

$8,000 Digital personal computer and se-

cond and third prizes are $300 and $100

respectively, said Henry Jacob, professor

and associate head of the department of

mathematics.

yf Q7*a7l/L continued from page 1

microchips, Ritter said.

"Once that's done, you can make the chip

as small as you want," Ritter said.

"I envision the program growing so that,

in a few years, it will involve 10 to 12 facul-

ty members, 12 graduate students and two

post-doctorates." he said.

Ritter said the institute should be in a

steady state operation when the money runs

out in five years, and other funding sources

will then be available.

"There are a number of computer com-

panies in the commonwealth who would also

like to support this kind of research, but

IBM will get us started." Ritter said.

Share the

health

GIVE BU 1 1

1

Blood Services -

Northeast Region

* BEER SPECIALS
Piels 12 pack $3.90

Eku (light only) 6 pack $3.70

Heineken 12 pack $7.90

Samuel Adams 6 pack $5.70

WINE SPECIALS
Sun Country Wine Coolers $3.29

2 liter /all flavors

Folonari Soave 1 .5 liter $4.29

As usual, many other specials in store
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1 '4 soles canvas straps
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Kites & Wind Socks
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Thermal Bottles up to 25% OFF
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Acrylic Glassware 25% OFF
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Young to receive award,fellowship
By LINA PANAGOPOULOU
Collegian Correspondent

Judith Young has been a full-time professor at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts for only two years, but has already

won world-wide recognition for her achievements.

Young, a physics and astronomy professor, said she will

receive an Alfred Sloan Fellowship, along with another

UMass professor, from the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. "It

has the beauty of $25,000 which will allow me to first, take

a leave from university teaching for one semester and

secondly, hire a research assistant," she said.

Young will also be the first recipient of the Maria

Goeppert-Mayer Award, given by the American Physical

Society to any woman in the world for outstanding achieve-

ment in the early years of her career.

"It is a great honor," she said. "The award is intended

not only to recognize, but to encourage other women to go

into physics."

The award includes a $2,000 grant and $3,000 to travel,

lecture, and research at other institutions.

"I am saddened to see so few women in sciences. We are

half the population, but nowhere near half of the faculty

is women. We must create the situation that women go in-

to science." Young said.

WOMEN
ON

CAMPUS
"It is not fashionable in junior high to l)e good in math.

The number of girls that enter college feeling comfortable

in science is already reduced." she said. "Counselors and
teachers in high schools need to be very open-minded and
to encourage women to go into science.

"My thesis advisor in graduate school was a woman. If

it hadn't been for her presence. I wouldn't have gotten my
Ph.D.," she said.

Young now advises six students herself, three of whom
are women.
"The Astronomy program in UMass has 25 to 28 active

graduate students and eight are women. That is many times

above the national average."

Young is married and has a two-year-old daughter. "We
try very hard to give her a non-sexist education - it is not

a snowman, it is a snowperson," she said. "We try not to

I ^^ I
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Cullffrimn photo by P>hI Franz

Judith Young

offer her traditional toys and there is no evidence of her

being traditional and that's great."

Last year Young received a $25,000 grant from NASA,
which is renewed each year. "It allowed me to support a

graduate assistant and to travel because the data available

for analysis was in California," she said. She has applied

for a renewal and will be notified this month if the grant

is renewed.

Young received her bachelor's degree in astronomy from

Radcliffe College— which "never gets credit for women"—
and her master's and doctorate in physics from the Univer-

sity of Minnesota. She has been at UMass since 1979 and

a full-time faculty member since 1984.
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ED/OP Next Chief will be God

GOP hopefuls for 1988
As a registered Republican and former

president of the UMass Republican Club, I

thought I would share with you (actually my
editor is forcing me to do this assignment)

my thoughts as to how the Republican
primary will shape up. Since the Democratic

Party is in clueless disarray, it is the primary

of the party of Lincoln, Eisenhower, and
Reagan that will decide the leadership of our

country in the 1990s. Here are a few of my
thoughts on the possible Republican
candidates.

George Bush - Forced to pick the winner

of the 1988 presidential election, I have to

go with Bush. Despite his wimpy kiss-Ron's-

fanny image and the feeling among
Republicans that no one knows just what

this man stands for, Bush appears to be the

heir to the Reagan presidency, just as

Truman was to Roosevelt and Johnson to

Kennedy.

Jack Kemp - A favorite of conservatives

and a real threat to Bush, Kemp's best

chance is if Bush, Baker and Dole all fail to

drop out of the race early, thus dividing the

moderate vote and leaving Kemp with most

of the conservatives. Kemp's crazy ideas

about going back to a gold standard bother

me, and I think he should relax ideological-

ly. Rumors that Kemp may be bisexual could

leave his candidacy in ruins.

Stephen Erickson

fellow, but Dole is just too liberal on issues
like taxes to get the Republican nomination
or my approval.

Howard Baker - Baker offers little that

another candidate cannot supply. I don't see

him going anywhere. Besides, he's too short.

Jeane Kirkpatrick • She's not a politician,

but a scholar. Jeane, Jeane, the foreign

policy machine doesn't have any experience
with partison legislative politics or domestic
issues. Watch out for her as a possible vice

presidential candidate, however.

Pete Dow - Heck, I'd vote for him.

Pete du Pont Here's an underdog I'd like

to hear more from. He has served as Gover-
nor of Delaware, where apparently he has
done some good things. He is conservative,
but doesn't carry the ideological baggage of
a Jack Kemp. A Presidential candidate
should have experience in an Executive posi-

tion, something none of the other candidates
have. Should Kemp falter, du Pont's star
may rise as the strong conservative alter-

native to Bush.

Bob Dok - He's an intelligent and witty Stephen Erickson ^s a Collegian column ist.

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions Submissions
should be mailed to the Editorial Editior at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center.
University of Massachusetts. Amherst, Mass. 01003. or they can be dropped off

at the CoUt^gian classified counter m the basement of ihe Campus Center. Due
to the volume of mail recieved. individual replies cannot be made.

"Here at ABC News, we've just received

some very important information. Both
Gar>' Hart and George Bush have made their

concession speeches. The new president for

1988 will be God. We have Ted Koppel live

at divinity headquarters where God is about
to appear and accept some questions from
the audience. Ted, it's all yours."

"Thank you, Mike. Well, folks as you can
plainly see it's bedlam here at divinity head-

quarters. Everyone is clapping and chanting

"God" over and over again in anticipation

of her arrival. Wait a minute, the noise level

is suddenly going up. This may be it. Yes.
Yes, it is. God is making her way to the

podium with her hands raised, flashing

peace signs to the audience. She's trying

now to calm them down so that the question

and answer period can begin. We're now go-

ing to hook you into our microphone at the

podium because it seems God is about ready
to speak."

"Folks, can you please simmer down so

we can begin." Suddenly there is complete
silence in the room. "There that's better.

Now for the first question. Ted, you've got
your hand raised. God ahead."
"Thank you God. My question is; seeing

that your're a woman, how do you explain

the seeming unfairness of only women hav-
ing to carry a fetus for nine months?"
"A good question. First of all, I'm not just

a woman. For legal reasons I've had to

assume one form for the duration of my
term of office. I chose being a woman
because one had never been President
before, and I've always liked being the first

in everything. Secondly, when I first set up
male/female sexes I thought they were quite

fair. Sure woman had to carry the child, but
originally there was to be no pain involved.

How was I supposed to know Eve would suc-

cumb to temptation before Adam?
As far as men go, I gave them the much

uglier sex organ, and the sometimes uncon-
trollable erection. Women will never know
how embarassing it is to carry books several

inches in front of their bodies when walk-
ing around. Next question, please. You in

the corner."

"My question is how do you explain your
landslide victory over your opponents when
you just joined the race last week?"

Herb Ramy

"I attribute my success to a good clean
campaign strategy, and my campaign
manger Rusty Denton. Rusty, from my
mouth to your ears buddy. Nobody believ-

ed you, but you kept on believing. Next ques-
tion. Yes, you in back."

"God, isn't your presidency in direct viola-

tion of the Constitution's separation of
church and state clause."

"I don't believe so because I'm not af-

filiated with any church. The churches of this

world have tried to interpret what I've said.

It's not my fault that they've done such a
bad job. I mean stuff like unbaptized babies
going to Hell. Let's be serious, {)eople. I'm
no ogre, I'm God. Sure I get angry
sometimes, but in general I'm a nice person.

I only have time for one more question. Yes,
in the front."

"God, do you think you will do a better job
as a woman than you would as a man?"

"I sure do. Look at all the great losers

through history. Everyone of them has been
a man. Look at all the wars. All of them
were started by men. Most of the great
tragedies of this planets' history were caus-
ed by men. You tell me, how can a woman
not do a better job?"

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columniM.
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Continuing the work
Tomorrow night Robin Tyler, the west coast lesbian comic,

will kick off Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week at the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts. The week of programming provides a wide
range of opportunities for both entertainment and education.

Sandwiched between the big-name cultural events are films,

speakers and a coffee house featuring local performers. The high

quality of what is being offered is both unprecedented and
represents progress that has occurred on this campus over the
last two years.

Last spring, the atmosphere of hatred directed at gays and
lesbians reached a peak when posters appeared announcing that

a "homosexual" would be hung in effigy during Lesbian and Gay
Awareness Week. This public display of intolerance
demonstrated that the estimated 2,500 gay and lesbian UMass
students did not have the institutional support that other groups
have on this campus.
Within 24 hours of receiving the threat of a protest featuring

the hanging, the gay community and heterosexual allies organiz-

ed a counterdemonstration and demanded, among other things,

that the administration establish an office of gay and lesbian

concerns.

Felice Yeskel, who at the time was a heterosexism awareness
trainer for the east side of campus and an advisor to the les-

bian/gay/bisexual Counseling Collective, was hired as a human
relations planner and advocate and prepared a report on the
lives of gay students at UMass which documents the difficulties

of living in the residential system, the fear of violence and harass-

ment against students who are "out of the closet."

Under pressure from Yeskel and the students, "sexual orien-

tation" was added to UMass' anti-discrimination clause and the
Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns was created.

Things have changed but they have also stayed the same.
The coordinators of the office, Yeskel and Reed Ide, have been

working with many agencies to improve services for gay and
lesbian students and headed the committee which organized the

awareness week. Unfortunately, they have had to do this full-

time job on a part-time salary.

And though "sexual orientation" has been added to the of-

ficial antidiscrimination clause, it is still evidently not within the

realm of tolerance for many students. The report prepared by
Yeskel states that 65 percent of gay and lesbian on-campus
students "feel they have been harassed, ostracized, ignored, or

made to feel invisible by other residents." The issue of ROTC's
presence on campus also needs to be addressed; the military

openly discriminates against gays and lesbians.

We urge everyone, gay and straight, to attend next week's
events to educate themselves, to have some fun, and to help

make this campus a safer, happier place for everyone.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe Collegian

Board of Editors.

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions
should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off

at the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due
to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.

Letters from the editor
The Massachusetts House of Represen-

tatives will begin debating Fiscal 1987

budgets this Monday, including the budget

for UMass. The University's biggest fiscal

priority is getting a piece of the capital

maintenance budget that all other public col-

leges will benifit from next year.

After about three weeks, our budget and

House recommendations will move to the

Massachusetts Senate, which should work

up its own initial version before the Senate

begins debate. If all goes well, maybe our

own Rep. James Collins can effectively lob-

by for adaquate University funding in the

House, and the Senate can collectively come

through for public higher education, in light

of the estimated $500 million plus state fiscal

surplus.

Larry Bouchie

It's already clear that Gov. Dukakis not

only doesn't know what he wants to spend
the surplus on (a rainy day fund - be

serious), but he also isn't inclined to deliver

on his promise and "dream" for higher

education.

• ••
Ever stop to wonder just how Jorge

Rosales and Michael Waller happened to

come to the University to speak? The answer
is that UMass Republican Club member and
columnist Peter Dow decided last semester
to call Washington D.C. and inquire about
getting some contra representatives to
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Terrorism—on the roads
As a spring-time college senior I do my

share of drinking. I also happen to own a

car,(although many of my friends would
dispute my calling it "a car" for reasons I

won't go into). And although I try to avoid

it. I have found myself driving home at night

after a party, somewhat less than sol>er.

I never really gave the subject of inebria-

tion and operating machinery deep thought

before one early evening last spring. I was
leaving Hampshire College, where I had

been visiting a friend. I turned left on route

116 and headed back towards town.

I had driven about one mile when a brand

new Saab pulled over the dotted line and
passed me on the left. Route 116 is only a

two lane two-way stretch of road from

Hampshire to town and the driver pulled

back in front of me innocently enough, but

kept swerving to the right. Clouds of dust

blew in the air as tires hit soil on the side

of the road.

I immediately became worried and
suspected alcohol abuse and my fears were
somewhat confirmed when the car drifted

left again and stayed on the wrong side of

the road as a pair of oncoming headlights

approached quickly from the distance. Try-

ing desperately to get this unknown person's

attention, I honked my horn repeatedely.

The car stayed in the left lane and I began

to develop a great fear for this person's life

as the oncoming car came dangerously close.

I stayed ose behind, with my hand glued

to my horn. At the la,t moment, the Saab
veered back into the right lane as the other

car slowed and pulled off to the side of the

road; the driver probably scared and pissed

off. I too became pissed. This person ob-

viously had no regard for personal safety

and was endangering the lives of other

drivers on the road. I was somewhat safer

because I was behind the intoxicated driver.

I don't know how, but the driver pulled in-

Daniel Sobel

to the public parking lot in town near the

police station. I pulled in too. got out of my
car, only to find a woman passed out on the
seat. I shook her awake and found her car
keys and she said .slurringly that .she had just

graduated from Hampshire, had partied all

day and was going to her Iwyfriend's house;

she was apparantly having some trouble fin-

ding it, though.

The story goes on, with me convincing her
to let me drive her home, trying to find out
where she wanted to go, only to have her
pass out again before I could get exact direc-

tions and find the destination. Finally, I

found her friend's house and delivered her
safely.

Is there a moral to this story? Obviously,

the best one is Don't Drink and Drive. But
as sure as the sun will come up in the morn-
ing, people will drink and drive. When you
go out on Friday night and you know you'll

be behind the wheel, moderate your con-

sumption. When the blond in the corner

starts looking like twins, drink some water.

It tastes good and it dilutes the alcohol con-

tent in the bloodstream. If you're too drunk,

pass out on a couch at the party - it will

make for a great story on Monday in your
Drugs and Society class. When I do drive

and realize I'm buzzed, I remind myself,

"Dan, you're buzzed, drive slow and be cool.

Death is too final."

It's almost May and a lot of us seniors will

soon be celebrating the end of our UMass
experience. The best graduation gift we can
give ourselves is the gift of "life," so let's

be careful out there.

Dan Sobel is a rnem,ber of the Collegian

staff.

speak on campus. It took awhile, but Ro.sales

and Waller were contacted and agreed to

come in exchange for travel money and
security.

While they were at it, Rosales and Waller

accepted speaking invitations at UMass,
Wellesley, Boston College, Harvard,
Brandeis, and a few other schools.

As you may know by now, the reception

these two received at Wellesley and Harvard
was less polite than the University's. Ap-
parently, Rosales was doused in blood at

Wellesley, leading Waller to cuff a perceiv-

ed perpetrator. At Harvard. Rosales was
less than a minute into his speech when he

was drowned out by jeers from the audience,

leading Harvard sponsers to usher Rosales

and Waller out the back door under a bar-

rage of eggs.

More fear and loathing on the campaign
trail for the contra and his sidekick, and

more proof that UMass, while not perfect,
can outclass any school in its reception of
outsiders.

• ••
This state's new (anti) hazing law includes

a provision that places the responsibility of

informing college students about the law on
the college's administrators. The Universi-

ty, understandably cautious about the law
and the school's enforcement and liability,

is considering printing a revised text of the
law on the back of preregistration forms.

This proposal would require students to

sign a statement that they have read that

text and understand it, before the
preregistration will be accepted by the

University.

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.
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Attention

Computer
Owners

IBM Portable, PC
or Compatible?

We're offering

fantastic

SAVINGS
on the following

PERIPHERALS

1200 Baud ,--gpo
Memal Modem '^^

Paralei biterbce _^^__
Board ^BOM

Serial Interface

Board
SSQOO

"^ "raw-
LEAmGEDGE

Basic Word ^29"
Processor

VECIAL UNTIL
APRIL 30th

I

PIONEER VALLEY

DATA EQUIPMENT

259 Triangle Street

Amherst
549-1017

^^•••••••••••••••****************^

If

fife"
I

^"^
LEGAL

ASSISTANTS
WANTED
FOR

FALL, 1986

Earn up to 15 undergraduate credits -

Work directly with attorneys -

^ No experience in the legal profession is necessary; training is provided

)^ Deadline to begin your application is APRIL 9 -

3f Contact Legal Services today - 545-1995

STADIUM

LIQUORS
"^ Shortest Distance between"^

2 points is

a straight line and 1 stop light

^ save time and money w

Support

U.IVIASS

^ Sports
•ir-tr-kie-tz-tr-tr-tr-iftr-iT

Kegs - Beer - Wine - Liquors - Soda -Ice

Miller Lite 12 oz. cans. $10.99 + $1.20 case

Meister Brau i2pk.cans $4.20 +$.6oi2pk.

Ca rling 12 pk. cans $4.00 + *.6o 12 pk.

PielS 12 pk. cans $3.75 + $.60 12 pk.

Ballantine Beer i2pk.cans $3.60 ^$.6oi2pk.

Just Past U.Mass Stadium - 253-5595
m

BLACK ArrAIRS
Activities to

commemorate
MLK w^eek

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

As part of a program commemorating the memory of

Martin Luther King jr., events are scheduled for tonight

through Tuesday.

A gospel concert featuring choirs from the area will be

held at 7 p.m. tonight in Bowker Auditorium in

Stockhridge Hall. Also featured is the Greater Bethleham
Choir from Newark, N.J., and guest soloists Lisa Robin-

son and Beverly Rohlehr.

A one-credit colloquium, titled 'Martin Luther King jr.:

His Life, His Work and His Ideas,' will be held from 9 a.m.

to 6 p.m. Saturday and Sunday at B-34 of Brett House
in the Central Residential Area.

According to Sally Majewski, the assistant student

development coordinator in Central, the colloquium has

been held for the last three years in connection with Mar-
tin Luther King Week because "most students born bet-

ween 1962 and 1967 have little memory of the events of

the '60s. This gives people an idea of why Martin Luther

King, of what the issues and events were about."

The program will feature films and discussions of King
and the civil rights movement, she said.

The fourth annual Youth Seminar will be held from 8

a.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday, April 15 in room 163 of the Cam-
pus Center. The topic of the event is the civil rights move-
ment and features films and guest speakers.

The seminar is designed for students of area high

schools. "There will be discussions about the reasons for

the civil rights movement," Mitchell Smith, the event
organizer said. The film, called "King: Montgomery to

Memphis" will be shown, along with a film about the Ku
Klux Klan, he said.

Each of the three events is free and open to the public.

Puerto Rican politician to speak Tuesday
By C.RON ALLEN
Collegian Staff

Carlos Gallisa, General Secretary of the Puerto Rican

Socialist Party, will speak on "Crisis in the Puerto Rican

Society" on Tuesday April 8th in the Campus Center
Auditorum at 7:30 p.m.

Recently, the island of Puerto Rico has been undergo-
ing a series of criminal acts which is believed to have

stemmed from the economic dependence on the US. Twen-
ty percent of the population is unemployed and 60 per-

cent receive some form of asistance from the Federal

goivernment.

Tania Meisner, Treasurer of Ahora, said that the govern-

ment is blaming the uprise of criminal acts on the loss of

traditional values and morals such as broken homes.

However, she thinks that the high unemployment rate and

the dependency on the US are the main reasons for these

acts.

Meisner said that there is an average of 317 crime com-
mitted daily, 80 percent of which is committed by youths

between the ages of sixteen and twenty-five years old. She
also said that of every five crimes, four are believed to

be drug related

Governor Rafael Hernandez, has made a proposal to the

legislature to introduce eleven new laws which he said

would curve these crimes. However, members of his

senate believe they need to work on improving the old laws

before enforcing new ones.

Marisol Carlo, a member of Ahora says, "the idea of
creating new laws just demonstrates the government in-

ability to run the country well."

Alas at 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday, there will be an imfor-

mal meeting with Carlos Gallisa where he will answer
questions. The event is sponsored by Ahora, Concepto
Latino, Bilingual Collegiate Program, Every Woman's
Center, CASA. and the Office of Third World Affairs.

!1S^^ WW*ua ^^'^

Share the

health

GIVE B 1 1

1

+American
Red Cross

Blood Services -

Northeast Region

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES
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^1 IK THE VALLEY'DYNAMITE
New Used Buy Sell 584 1580

Maxell XLII90 2 00/ case f^-/
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WOMEN'S
CAREER
DAY

at the University Career Center,

Fraternity/ Sorority Park,

E. Pleasant Street

Saturday, April 5, 9-5

Open to all University Women
Students and Staff Welcome

Featuring:

SKILLS WORKSHOP
JOB SEARCH ASSISTANCE

and a

PANEL PRESENTATION BY
WOMEN'S STUDIES

ALUMNAE
To Register Call - 545-1922

SPONSORED BY:
COORDINATED BY:

Unii^ersit/

lacement Sert'ice
-

Women's Studies
niiinni'riP """Vf'||iiiii^i^^F f

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

For an Old Fashioned

New England Breakfast
Sunday 10:00 to 1:00

Serving:

Eggs Benedict Pancakes
Eggs Commodore French Toast

Eggs Picante ^
Eggs coQJced to order

Build your own Omelettes

Make your meal complete with Our Famous Bloody Mai
57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

CHINESE JUNK-with sails and
small motor. Sleeps 4. Cheap.
Call YD 3-8047

APT WITH VIEW^verlooks Mo%^
cow Square. 3 rooms. 48 n
mo. 387 Lenin Bhrd.

FOLDING TTENT
Wat«rpgoof

BURRO
jemof

__^ WiiM - A
vtm)mm»^^iim<mm*
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ARTS
UMass hosts Black Musician Conference
By GLENN SIEGEL
Collegian Correspondent

Each April for the past fifteen years, the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst has been the site for the Black

Musicians Conference.

The purpose of the week long event has always been

broader than simply presenting world-class musicians in

concert, and this year's conference, beginning Sunday,

April 6 and running through April 11 is no exception. There

are films, a gallery exhibit and a panel discussion all relating

to jazz and the blues, in addition to the usual fine array of

musical offerings.

The conference gets under^vay at 8 p.m., Sunday in room
165 of the Campus Center with a screening of rare jazz films

from the private collection of David Chertok. This trip in

time with provide many younger fans with their first op-

portunity to see such jazz greats as Coleman Hawkins, Billie

Holiday and Charlie Parker in action.

On Monday, the scene shifts to Southwest's Hampden
Theater for an 8 p.m. concert featuring the Dewey Red-

man Quartet. The tenor saxophonist, who has been mak-
ing music professionally with Ornette Coleman, Keith Jar-

rett, and Don Cherry, among others, for almost 30 years,

will be joined by one of jazz' greatest ilrummers, Ed
Blackwell. the talented young bassist, Mark Helias and sax-

ophonist David Bond.

A panel discussion in the Cape Cod Lounge on Tuesday,

will be followed by a guitar performance by Grammy-award
winning bluesman. Luther "Guitar Jr." Johnson. The
discussion, entitled "Perspectives on Black American

Music," will bring together the opinions of Redman, jazz

photographer and writer, Val Wilmer, Village Voice jazz

critic. Gary Giddins and pianist/educator Valerie Capers.

The program begins at 7:30 p.m.

There will be an artists reception for Ms. Wilmer at 5

p.m. Wednesday, in the Augusta Savage Galler>' in the New
Africa House, where "Sorrow Songs," her exhibit of

photographs can be seen through April 19. The Stephen

Newby Singers will provide gospel inspired music.

You can see Bessie Smith in room 174 of the Campus
Center on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. She is the subject of the

film "St. Louis Blues," which will be shown along with

"Jazz on a Summer's Day." capturing highlights from the

1958 Newport Jazz Festival. Thelonious Monk, Chuck Berry
continued on page IS
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A AiANDARIM « SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

»v^
Dwike Mitchell and Willie Ruff

First you get to Bowker,..

1
-I

\'jfW>nn vol

No 61

Open 7 Days for Lunch & Dinner Hours: Sut

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mor

SUNDAY BRUNCH '.'.SO-a

'Jlkj.t^
"lurs 11-10 - Fri & Sat 11-2

"nurs $6.95, 5-8.30

Full Liquor Licent j

GRAND OPENING SATURDAY NIGHT
featuring Live Entertainment

FOOLS PARADISE
Free Admission with Dinner 8:30 - 12:30

n

Stockbridgc Hall

iBOVVKER AL DITORIL M) d
- \

Lincoln
Campus Center

U^z^

Studcnl Union

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
*20 MINIMUM ORDER,
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

DialLIQUORS 253-3091
— All Prices In Store Cash Only —

Then Bowkergets to you!

THE BERLIN CHAMBER
ORCHESTRA

Heinz Schunk, leader

Wednesday, April 9 8pni
B<iw kcr Auditorium

TickL-ts SI 5, 13

MITCHELL-RUFF DUO
Willie Ruff, horn and bass
Dwike Mitchell, piano

Friday, April 1 1 8 pm
Bowker Auditorium

Tickets: SI 3, 11

tmk

Olifarit Vodka
from Holland

750 ml.

$/;256
<mmmmm

Ballantine
Beer
6 packs

225
+ dep.

San Miguel Lt.

$050
6 pk. k3 -Fdep.
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10% Off
all

German Wine

Burnetts Gin
1.75 liter

S1375
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Rolling Rock
refills

99
case ^k X^ -f-dep.10
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THE FINE ARTS CENTER
I'NIVHKSITY OK M.ASSACHUStTTS AT AMHERST

l-isc Ci)ik'k;<.- Sliiik'iils Ikii; I'rico Tickets .iviiil.iblcdt l-'iiu' Arib Conli.'! liu,\ OIIkc .iiul E-rJ
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We're that K/lexican Restaurant with

all the great food and atmosphere

down the narrow alleyway next

to the Tinne-Out on N. Pleasant St.

Come Discover Us Today!

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON
?l CENTfR S'

'.84 06 n
Bring Your Own
8f»r or Wint

AMHERST
4 1 BOLTwnno WALK
256 8? 1

'

B**r t \Nint

Strvfd

SPRINGFIELD
^49 SUMNf R AVt

^88 0919
Bring Your Own
Bter or Wint

UMass Theater Guild brings
the ^Peanuts' characters alive
By YOAV SHORR
Collegian Correspondent

Last weekend's production of
"SNOOPY!!!', performed by the UMass
Music Theater Guild, was a delightful bring-
ing to life of everyone's favorite childhood
comic strip.

Based on the book by Charles Schultz, the
musical was a stringing together of many
short strips, combined with songs accom-
panied by a piano. Lots of the little stories

"Peanuts" told came out here, as well as the
famous personalities of Chariie Brown and
his friends.

There was Sally Brown, portrayed by
Mary Kay Olson, the bratty little girl who
is hopelessly head over heels in love with in-

tellectual trivia-wizard can't-be-without-his-

blanket Linus Van Pelt, played by Lloyd
Rutledge. There was Lucy Van Pelt, the
crabby, arrogant sister obsessed with her
own vanity and sense of beauty and
greatness, played by Molly Mcl>aneld. Along
came Charlotte LeBlanc as Peppermint Pat-

ty, the rugged, freckled, baseball-capped
tomboy.

Then there was Woodstock. Although his

role was speechless, it was very funny. Eric
Woodman and his facial expressions were

definately the pathetic, clumsy, cowardly yet

courageous little bird who stumbles all over

the place.

Torbjorn Pedersen, or Snoopy, as usual

shared his thoughts about the world. Sitting

on top of his doghouse, he tried so hard to

be a great author, clicking away at that

famous black typewriter. Finally there was
James Fitzpatrick, III, as good old Charlie

Brown-everyone's favorite loser.

There was no plotline in the production

-

only a series of short comic strips. For in-

stance, we see Linus, sitting faithfully,

waiting for his hero, the Great Pumpkin.
Snoopy, TERRIBLY offended when Pep-

permint Patty called him a dime-a-dozen,

sang a song reminiscing about the good old

days at Daisy Hill Puppy Farm.
We see Lucy in her "PSYCHIATRIC

HELP 5 CENTS...The Doctor is IN" booth.

Charlie Brown had a deep conversation with

Peppermint Patty about marriage, and one
with Lucy about the leaves falling in

autumn. Snoopy, of course, did not fail to

remind us that he is, after all. Joe Cool. Lucy
sent her annual letter to Santa Claus. re-

questing for money this Christmas-
preferably in lO's and 20's.

As usual, good old Charlie Brown got

continued on page H

The Southwest Area Government
is presenting one of America's
leading comics, Emo Phillips, for a
night of laughter. Phillips, seen on
"Late Night with David
Letterman,*'can be seen at 8 p.m.
and 10 p.m. on April 10 in the Stu-
dent Union Ballroom at UMass.
Tickets are $5 in advance, $6 at the
door.

Bluesman Mac Rebennack, a.k.a.

"Dr. John." will be at the Iron
Horse tonight at 4 p.m. and 10 p.m.
He has bee in the music business for
15 years and his latest album. The
Brightest Smile in Town, has earned
him fave reviews.

"W^ fJ I \y U V\y (AJ continued from, page 12

and Louis Armstrong are among the featured performers.

F'inally on Friday. April 11. pianist Dwike Mitchell and
Bassi.st/French hornist Willie Ruff will be in concert at 8
p.m. in Bowker Auditorium. Mitchell and Ruff have traveled

the world spreading the gospel of jazz in their informative

and highly entertaining style. Singer Abbey Lincoln and
alto saxophonist Jackie McLean will be on hand to accept

thie year's Distinguished Achievement Award, given an-

nually to artists who have made lasting contributions to

Afro-American music.

This year's Black Musicians Conference is called "Stan-

ding On the Shoulders of Giants" and is dedicated to the

livingmemories of singers Willie Mae "Big Mama" Thorn-
ton and Joe Turner, and drummers Jo Jones, Philly Joe
Jones and Kenny Clarke, all of whom in the past year and
a half.

All events are free except the Mitchell/Ruff concert.
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Out Back Red Floral

Tee Shirt

Reg. $22.

Our Price $9.99

Piccolo Sweat Shirts Reg. $18.

SPECIAL $4.99

Mens Hawaiian 100%
Cotton Shirts

Reg. $24.

Our Price $12.99

Jantzen 100%
Cotton Slacks

reg. $28.

Special $9.99

polo J^ o^'-C'-fs

.^ .^^ .^j^ .^^ 4^^ 4^ 4^^-¥-¥¥¥¥¥-¥•¥-¥*
Attention Bargain Hunters!

Special Racks of

Mens and Womens
Sweaters and Pants

$2.99

jf}fjf}f^^^^^¥^^¥^^^¥^^^¥^^^*^

Lower Level Below Steve's Ice Cream

MC/VISA 253-7155

Hours:

M-Sat 9:30-6;

Sun. 12-5

ORDER YOUR 1986

YEARBOOK NOW!
To receive your copy of the 1986 INDEX

please fill out the coupon below and send

it, with a check or money order for

$18.00, to:

INDEX, 103 Campus Center

Due to a contractual agreement, students

who do not order an INDEX will not

receive a copy when the books are sent to

campus in the fall.

Books will be mailed to SENIORS ONLY,

who include a permanent address on the

coupon.

Send to: INDEX, 103 Campus Center

Name Year I

Local Address —

Permanent Address (seniors only).

I.D.# Date
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continuedfrom page 13

ragged on-good old wishy-washy Chuck,

always getting the short end of the stick.

Even Snoopy grew up to be another one who
did not like him. James Fitzpatrick manag-
ed to remind us that there is a little bit of

Charlie Brown in all of us.

Overall, the musical was excellent. It was

funny and entertaining. All of the actors had

excellent stage presence, and projected

themselves very well. The singing was
great. The set design—a doghouse, some
bushes and trees, a fence and the blue sky-
was just right.

Working from a comic strip, however,

created a lot of limitations. Besides a lack

of plot, it seemed there was verj' little that

could be done in terms of characters. If you

are looking for a deep, thought-provoking

drama, obviously this was the wrong place

to be. The audience had to make a big depar-

ture from the characters and voices we grew

up with. These limitations aside,

"SNOOPY!!!" was a lot of fun.

FPiDAV

FILM
/b"
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By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Northampton's Pleasant St. Theater is

the host to two of this week's best films.

Geraldine Page won an Oscar a few weeks

ago for besting leading performance by an

actress for The Trip To Bountiful. This film

has been impossible to find because it has

been playing in just a handful of

moviehouses. Now it comes to NoHo. The

critics have just been wowed by the movie

and by Page performance.

The other movie at Pleasant St. is local

filmmaker Ken Burns' celebrated

documentary about the controversial Lou-

siana Governor and Senator Huey Long.

Bums, 32, a Hampshire graduate has twice

been nominated for an Academy Award

Huey Long

says his film isn't meant to judge Long but

is designed to force people to make their

own decisions about the charismatic figure

of the 1930s who could possibly have

become America's first dictator. The film

is well put together that you have to keep

on reminding yourself that what your wat-

ching isn't a fictional creation but one of

the most complex characters in American

history. I would wholeheartedly recom-

mend this film.

There are no other new movies this week
that are worth your time but now might

be a good chance to see some really good

old movies. NoHo's Academy of Music is

showing Woody Mien's Manhattan and his

1977 academy award winning (Best Pic-

ture) Annie Hall, Diane Keaton co-stars.

Two wonderful Peter O'Toole movies are

playing at the Amherst Cinema. In The

Stuntman O'Toole stars as a tyrannical

movie director who forces a fugitive from

justice to work as a stuntman in his war
film. The fugitive has no one to turn to

when he begins to suspect that O'Toole is

trying to kill him.

In The Ruling Class, O'Toole stars as the

14th Earl of Gurney who must take his late

father's place in the House of Lords.

There's only one problem, he thinks he's

Jesus. The family gets another Jesus to

heal him. It works, he's cured. Now he

thinks he's Jack The Ripper. This comedy
is so far off the wall, its not even in the

house. It's fun, see it.

tui tliost! who like to take the status

quo and snake it up a hit, we've just

the thiny fr«>n) the Marc Alpert collec-

tion....

Snake skin loafer in hiack, white, pink, light

blue and silver.

Springtime
Photo Developing Special

Develop one print at reg price

and the next one is

FREE!
COLLEGE

4 Main Street, Amherst 253-2523

Mon-Fri 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 9-3

IBuy any Sub at Regular Price]
I

I
Get Second at % PRICE I

J
Good with coupon only' |

I
(Higher priced item prevails) I

expires 4 10 86 I

b6 Univerblty Dftve. Amherst 549 5713

ealing plaic

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop & Shopl

Rte 9 • Madley Amherst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

EUROPE^' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockefeller Plaza

New YorK, NY 10020
Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail thi* ad lor Special
Student/ Teacher Tafilf.

3 RENTAL LEASE G PURCHASE

NORTHAMPTON NAUTILUS
Student Special with coupon
$29.95 till end of semester

• 24 Nautilus machines

• Olympic free weights

• Aerobics classes

• Mohawk exercise bikes

• Concept II rowing machines

• Full lockerroom shower 8- towel privledges

• Co-ed whirlpool

Membership good till 5/25/86

CALL FOR FREE TRIAL WORKOUT
216 N. King St. Northampton

Open 7 Days 584-4975 Men-Women -

FRI. APR. 4

TDesf^^r^^'LL.n

3e<^^'^J^
5u-^^

Campus Center

Aud. UMass

$1.00 at 5;

$1.50 at 7, 9, 11

All "Susans" with I.D. Half Price

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263 5441

NARRAGANSETT 16 oz. cans «-50 6 pk + dep.

new low price $9.80 case + dep.

Utica Club 12 011009 necks $6.49 case + dep.

Bud, Bud lite. Coors, Lite $11 .99 case -h dep.

Molsons, Heinekens. Amstel ^-99 « p*^ ^ **•»»

ALMADEN Mt. Wines "
^^'^^dl"''*'

CHAMPAGNES $2.99 and up 750 ml.

Vodka or Gin 80- $8.99 1.75 liter

Still a Good Selection of 1982

Vintage Red Bordeaux $3.99 and up

RGGbo1<IE
Are Here!

for men and women
nN

^:<?rrs>^
r/

The # 1

pDcpCT'Y] C'" aerobic shoe-
in the world

SHOES
THE VILLAGE COMMON. AMMERST

adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST

In the process of moving merchandise to our new Greenfield

store we found a bunch of great deals on demo's and left over

inventory in our back room —

OHM Walsh II Loudspeakers (demo's) $249.95/pair

OHM Walsh IV Loudspeakers (demo's) $699.95/pair

Pioneer HPM 1500 Loudspeakers (demo's) 1500 pr. value $149.95/ea

OHM C3 Speakers (demo's) 700 pr value $249.95 pr.

Teac 25000 master cassette deck $1 100 value (demo) $499.95

Pioneer CT1040W3 $500 dubbing cassette deck (demo) $299.95

Denon DRM33 3 head $500 cassette deck (demo) $299.95

Nikko ND500II cassette deck (demo) $79.95

Aiwa L450 cassette deck $400 value (demo) ;?^'qc
Luxman R404 33 w/ch receiver s/n 107db + were $300 $199.95

Sony STRV3 40 w/ch receiever (used)
!^'qr

Sansui 6060 50 w/ch used receiver
I^q qr

Technics SA103 22 w/ch receiver 1%H
Scott 418A 35 w/ch integrated amplifier

6i^ qr
Phase Linear T5200 tuner $600 value Iqq qr
Vector Research VT 300 linear tracing J.T. $300 value ^^^-^^

Sharp RT 103 system w/o speakers $400 value l^H
Sherwood S-90 Dolby cassette decks $179.95 value ^ •

ShenA/ood 2620 25 w/ch PLL tuned reciever $279.95 value
.irq or nV

Ohm E2 (new, just 7 pr.) $395.00 value speakers ^^^-^^
P '

Ohm L2 (new, just 5 pr. ) $600 value speakers ^ '^^-
^^

"

Now Over 800 Movies!!

I

^^«»^^

"irr" $1*MOVIE RENTALS
All Quantities Limited

Subject to Prior Sale
Come In For Details

239 Main St.

Greenfield

A/0 4/11/86

Not Responsible

For Typographical Errors
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RUGGED C LOTH I WC

Jackets. Sport Shirts, Pants and

Sweaters for any day of the week.

Contemporary styling and uncom-

promising quality. ..all in 100% cot-

ton.

%(raff00fBlal0f|

32 Mo.n 5t . Amherw 253 3361 Mon - Sot. 9-5.30

m
>

t^ewman 5-hjdcnf A^iociofion ond

FR. BRUCE
RITTER

"founder o"f Covtnon'f House.
of the

C/^MPUS CeNTER AUDiroRiurn

n pH

Noncfay, /Iprii 7j9y6
oo odrv»i«a<«n cHa»-ge.

RrsD

HOftDftPt \Jf FL£ C0NE.5

CHECK 'LOOOl!,.

see them in the biggest and the best

^f\
QO at the door

Presents

Wednesday April 16th

"I Melt With You"

SUMMER JOBS
Application forms and job descriptions for positions

with Summer Conference Housing are now available

outside of the University Conference Services Of-

fice, 918 Campus Center. Jobs as student super-

visors, desk clerks, and operations crew personnel

are being offered. Full and part time openings are

available and include all shifts, weekdays and

weekends.

HRTA and work study students are encouraged to

apply.

University of Massachusetts is an Affirmative

Action/Equal Opportunity Institution.

iiiMiiiiiiiiiiiMimiiiiiUiittiiii«iiiiiiiiitiiiiiiMiHii'nniii'miiiiHiiiiiiiiKHiiiMiiii>iiiiiiiiiiiiiiM^

HOT
ROAST BEEF |

j:> SANDWICHES |

1 1 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

CATCH

Tix in advance $7.00 at Albums & Main St Rec's

I Yes, I'm now on my way

I to J.B.'s to consume

i mass quantities of my

I favorite nourishment.
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D00NES8URY THE FAR SIDE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled b> I rude Michel Jaffe

GARR" TRUDEAU BY GARY LARSON

I Sl^lLt FOR
(Ml The CAMdFA.

U/ATCH. BA0Y' SHOU ^

I WUR STUFF

TO POPPA'

Htt.Hee'

OH. PUm. I HAP
miOeA-iOUWBRB
$OCHAPAfUYAN/-
MAL.iHONSySAlPyOUi

AMQ5f^UieRa
oeePUiiN-

voLvaP'i

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

ACROSS
1 Banmg pioys

6 Food tnickener

10 Furniture style

14 WalKing

15 inrtocent

16 LiKe some con

certs

1

7

Sweetheart ol

Join RiflO

19 Wallet items

20 Pfiilosopfy

21 JeHerson s »'ce

president

2? Slanders

24 It s — way to

Tipper ary

25 Some*Mai
Sultr.

26 Line some
acting

29 Downs
y2 Adage
35 Ja. -

36 Sign ol trie

Zodiac

38 Cnarioteer Ben
39 Oscar winning

actor 1930 31

42 Cisiern

43 Scoring pomt m
horseshoes

14 Mediterranean

port

45 Curve in a road

46 Move swiltly

47 Locii ol ha"

48 — I saw
Eioa

50 Chinese or

Japanese
53 Garb
56 Angora or

worsted

57 Likely

60 Decisive deteat

61 Oscar winning

actor 1934

64 British princess

65 Barren o<

H04lyWOOd

56 - Garden
Tudor ballet

)7 Omkers
i8 Beehive State

,9 OeiighKui

places

DOWN
1 Indonesian

island

2 Sci (i sightings

3 Standard

4 Weight unit

5 In a dependable
manner

6 Embellish

7 Author ot The

Last Puritan

B Barley bristle

9 Bakery

products

10 A Lesson trom

— Fugard play

1

1

Emmy winning

Singer 1 954 and

55

12 Declare

1

3

Muddle
18 Pair

23 Little lady

24 Gemayei o'

Lebanon
26 Divide equally

27 Word on a

wanted poster

28 China s chair

man 1949 76

30 Realtor s mea
sure

31 Disl

33 Hates
34 Small song

birds

36 Legal action

37 Construction

beam
40 Senior

4

1

Poetic lime ol

day
47 Jumb4e

49 Baptism and
confirmation

51 Singer Vaughan

52 Nettle

53 Ooesn I give -

54 Singer Tenmlle

55 Decorator s

choice

57 Competent
58 Blueprint

59 Gurnshoes
62 Realtor s space

63 Suppod

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

G t L.SI

AZOiTI rivr COA>rF>»S?

OJfStA -fO LOOK COtX.?

(jJH^ NOf KILL -fCJO

of "CONfRf\-'^(\hJ^'.

S€LCcriv€cy fiLfe^ cx/r

ALL A/CU/S AUTICLES

fH6 CoKffRi^S UjHice
Givi^Jo voc rue LOOK.

of /} 5-ay/A/C/A^ '»0j
CHKK of? Vooe

t ? 1 • •t

1
1

1 • «

1

14 11 11 II

)4 It It

M 11 It

n ?1

li
J)

ivH J4 n ^H
?« V n n a 11

1
u u M

n J' li

M

4;

1

•) ""**
<)

~^
u ^^^^^«T

Iw <« I M SI t? ~^^^|
SI M "1 U m S4 M

H

1

11 u »]

u u

1
H

If * H

MAK£S yoo
YOU KfJo\>J Hoi^ pe<r>PLe

THII^ AU FRA''-E^AJ(Ties

Bi/ei^ DO fS .-^RtAJK

Seetl AtJO PARTY ^

JHISSTATeM^r
tSA TMV£SrYf

I

HBY, COOK ATMEf I

/'/f /i/OT /A/ A
pR/^r A/^oi 00 /T \

ALL- THB T/M£ /.'.*.'

Today, partly cloudy with highs in the

low 60's and lows in the high 40'g.

Tonight: Overcast, but warm in the low
50's. Saturday will see a mere chance of

showers and high's in the upper 50's for

the lacrosse game. Extended outlook: Sun-

day will see more of the same with an in-

creasing chance for rain.

•••••••••••••**

BLOOM COUNTY BY BEPKE BREATHED

ih£ mRpm MP Me you i

WIBP 73 SVCK YOUR TOmJC
{NW f\ UWT SOCKET MP

oamtT duicipe

PIP YOU even THINK oNce

AeKnir-meFeeuNOi or

TWf Mpee5.. .-m prison

OFFiafv^f)... im LtMYeKd f

..fmpoYw/ymmp
CjOOK if you eLecmoa/TEP
"rnKf/BLF 4^ H00R5 3€F0Re

-we sfms ooTft cf^^cew .^

V Mi^^ HOW//

TmCATHfidNO
ftmecmoN or we
mic IN im AmRicfiN

jupiafti

dY^Ttl^...

If

jf

He

Jf

Jf

3f

Staff Notice

Elections for positions at the Collegian-^

will be held April 17 in the newsroom.^
Anyone wishing to run for an office^

must submit a letter of intention to^
editor-in-chief Dode Levenson by 5 p.m.T
on April 10. T
Candidates will have a night to pre-'J

^ sent campaign speeches on April 15 "ft

••••••••••••••••*

STAFF
Night Editor Peter Abraham

|

Copy Editor Jim Patriquin

Layout Technician Anne McCror
Photo Technician Paul Desmarais

Production Supervisor Norm Achin

Production: Dave Boardman, Peter Bullis, Max Pu-

dle, Laura Vogel, Michelle Eichelman, Peter Sod,

Beatrix Hoffman

if-jaa-'"'-'-^" ii riTiri''iiiifi" itiir"-"-
«i^>)ij.va^i.»<»K»»<Bi»i<iawiia^^ *-
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The U.S. Postal Service will be accepting

applications for temporary sunnnner

ennployment on April 8, 1986 from 9:00

AM to 4:00 PM in Room 901 of the Cam-

pus Center. This work involves distribution

of mail, delivery of mail and

loading/unloading trucks at the Spr-

ingfield General Mail Facility, 190 Fiberloid

Street, Springfield, MA 01152. The pay is

$5.00 per hour and 10% for work perform-

ed between 6:00 PM and 6:00 AM.

MIKE'S FAMOUS
SMORGASBOARD

^ at 4:00 pm
v<^ you can eat

SPECIALS
Rolling Rock

and Miller bottles

$.99

All Vodka Drinks
$1.40

I

AP photo

CAN WE TALK? - New York Mets' pitcher Rick Aguilera, right,

seems to be a little unhappy as he chats with pitching coach Mel Stot-

tlemyre (30) and catcher Barry Lyons. The meeting came during a spring

training game yesterday in Tampa.

TOC

LIVE MUSIC

Dyslexia: Challenges-Success

Guest Speaker:
Dr. Mary Groda Lewis
Her life Inspired the 1985 CBS

docudrama "Love Mary"
with Kristy Mc Nichol

FRIDAY ^'4'«>6»

& JOHM 6RU2.

SATURDAY A'^'^('

Time: 1:00 p.m.

Date: April 10, 1986

Place: Memorial Hall, U.I\Aass.

9:00 P.M.- CLOSE

For more information:

Call The Dyslexic Student Organization
"elephone 545-0018

if baseball
t continued from page 20

Bergquist also talked about the possibli-

ty of changes on the left side of infield to

try and tighten up the defense.

"We are going to try a few things the

next few days," said Bergquist. "I have a

couple a things in mind we would like to

see in practice."

Bergquist said he would look at

sophomore infielder Darrin O'Connor at

shortstop, sophomore Steve Allen at short

and third, and freshman Steve Kern at

third base.

"We're looking for the right combination

in the infield," said Bergquist. "I may have

to change some people around. We have

been hurt at shortstop and third quite a

bit." Tuesday's demoralizing loss to the

University of Connecticut has left UMass
at an emotional low going in to Saturday's

twin-bill. The Minutemen were up 9-4 with

two out in the ninth when an error opened
the flood gates and the Huskies roared

back for the victory.

"We would have been upbeat if we had
beaten UConn," said Bergquist. "Now its

(team attitude) really down. It will be a real

test to see if they can play up to their

capabilities. The danger of losing games
like that is people begin thinking we're

jinxed. It's throwing and catching, it's not

a jinx. We just have to go out and do it."

In other UMass action, the men's
lacrosse team will open at home against the

University of New Hampshire (see story,

front cover of paper).

The women's softball team will be on the

road against Adelphi, a tough opponent
that figures to test the 15-3 Minutewomen,
who are undefeated since their Florida trip.

Yesterday, the Minutewomen swept Ho-
ly Cross to go to 15-3 on the season. In the

second game, pitchers Lisa Rever and

Chris Wanner combined for a no-hitter. A
perfect game was marred only by Rever

hitting a batter.

In track action at the Derby Track (near

the baseball field), the UMass men's team

will face the Big Green of Dartmouth

College.

The Green defeated UMass during the in-

door season, but the Minutemen have a

wealth of talent in the distance events as

well as in middle distances and should be

able to stay close to Dartmouth.

In crew, the UMass men's and women's

teams open up their season with a meet

against Wesleyan University. The races

are set for Saturday afternoon.

The men's tennis team, coached by Man-

ny Roberts, will be in action against Boston

College in Chestnut Hill on Sunday. The

men will be in action again on Tuesday,

when they host the Crusaders of Holy

Cross at Boyden Courts.

Next week will see all of the UMass
teams in a flurry of action.

Tuesday will see the baseball team at

home (as part of a 14-game homestand)

against Holy Cross.

The Softball team will open Atlantic W
Conference action on Tuesday, when the

play the University of Rhode Island in a

doubleheader in Kingston.

The women's lacrosse team meanwhile

will be in action at Boston College, taking

on the Eagles.

Rankings News: The men's lacrosse

team, at this writing, was ranked ninth in

the nation. The women's softball team was

20th in the NCAA Division 1 Poll and seem

sure to move up after winning four straight

games. The women's lacrosse team was
tenth in the nation.

* the UNH game
The fun and sun aside, this looms as a very

important game for the Gorillas.

Wednesday's loss at Cornell will be easi-

ly forgotten with a win against the Wildcats.

A loss however, outs UMass back at square

one.

An indication of how highly-regarded the

Gorillas are becoming is this week's United

States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Assocition's

newsletter, published out of the University

of Virginia.

One sections mentions UMass as "the

sleeper team of the year in Division 1."

Garber, with his careful selection of junior

college transfers and freshman, has

developed a team capable of beating any

team in the nation.

But at the same time, all but one or two

teams UMass will face this season comes in-

to the game thinking they are capable of

beating the Gorillas. Count New Hampshire

in that group.

At 2-2 this season after beating a lightly-

regarded Vermont, 12-11 in overtime on

Wednesday, the Wildcats have also beaten

Delaware, 8-7 in Newark.

The two losses have been to nationally-

ranked teams, including an 11-8 defeat at

top-ranked Maryland and a tough 8-7 loss

at lOth-ranked Towson State.

The game will be the last of a five-game

road trip for UNH and they will be looking

for a momentum boost going into their first

contest at home, next Saturday and SUNY-
Stony Brook.

Junior attackman Barry F'raser leads the

Wildcats in scoring with 13 points (1 1 goals

and two assists). An All-New England selec-

tion as a sophomore, FVaser is a crafty

scorer.

Midfielder Tom Arrix has struggled some

this season, but netted three against Ver-

mont to raise his season total to five and one.

An All-American, he scored 25 goals last

amtinued from front cover

season and is atough face-off man.

Senior attckman Tom Snow is the third

Wildcat for UMass to worry about. He has

only three goals, but is UNH's best feeder

with nine assists.

In goal, the Wildcats go with senior An-

dy Soma. Garber reported that people in

Maryland called Soma one of the best in the

nation after he held the Terrapins to 11

tallies. He has allowed 8.7 goals-per-game

this season.

Defensively, the Wildcats look to senior

Steve Fay, sophomore Jack Sebastian and

senior John Silverio.

"With the limited sche<Iule that most

lacrosse teams have, you can overlook

anylxxiy or say that a certain game isn't im-

portant, but this game is even more impor-

tant to us," said the elder Garber.

"We obviously would like to get off to a

good start at home and keep the fans hap-

py, plus they beat us last year, so we want

to get them back. On top of that," laughed

the coach, "I don't want to lose to my son!"

Freshman goalten(ie^ Sal LoCasio saw the

first four Cornell shots go in. but he kept his

composure and, according to Garber, played

well the rest of the way.

"We're going out there plaving as hard as

we can, I feel pretty good," said (Jarber.

"This will be a good game for the fans to

come out ans see what we can do."

Gorilla Grumblings: Glenn Stephens, a

sophomore midfielder, is expected to miss

the game with an injured shoulder. . .Garber

said that at Cornell, the man-down team

played well and that UMass did a gfK)d job

of clearing against the Cornell ride.

The game will mark the first home con-

test for Canella and junior college transfer

defensemen John Jordan and Chris Knapp

as well as the freshmen. . .With good

weather, the crowd could soar up well over

6,000.

•L.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs 8 45 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days pnoi to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVmES CAPE COD

Pi SigiM Alpiw PolSci Honor Society is

spoiuohnff a free video presentation

•'Atomic Cafe" 7:30 PM Fn 4/4 in CC 162

2S * CInb Hike in Amherst area Saturday

4/5 meet at lot across from Haabmuck at

1 1 am brint; lunch

Grsduatc StadenU and Facalty will hold

their Annual Spring Reception with the

topic of Affirmative Action hiifhlijthting

the event April 6, 2 6 pm at the Faculty

Club

AUTO FOR SALE

If7C Olds Cntlua a/w very e:ood cond

$950 323 6442 after 5 pm

197» VW Bui great body/intenor. new ex

hau8t^rakes. runs great $2150 256-8484

1980 Civic Hatchback only 63.000 mi.

very dependable $2200 or BO 253-2204

Scagall Bcack Wcat Yaraintk 2
bedrooms 4 rooms sleep* 4 2.53- 7436

Female roommates wanted for summer
on Cape Cod. Cottage in Hyannis. 1000 for

summer, May 23 to Sept 2 call 546-921

1

"CASH"

For aalc Tennia Rackets Wilson (pro-

sta/f & sting) Head graphite edge. Pnnce
graphite romp all rackets are brand new
Please call Wang 54^9422 for very

reasonable prices

HMda laUrecptor VF700 19MH 3000
-nitss porfoct condition btue 2S00 csH Tsvtor

253-3825

April 26
546^2801

contact UMaas Paacomakart

Paying casli for rour bascb«ll cards

Please call Mike .546-6105

EDIE "THE MAKEUP LADY"

Will be in the CC April 3 5 9-4 PM buy
your Spring shades!

ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

203 cm Atomic, Raiehle booU: 11.

saloman 737. used twice $285 .546 5769

Mistral Maui sailbowd for sale SgOoTBC)
call 2.56-6978

For Sale a pair of Mitsubishi speakers

$95 00. 3 ways-system, 100 watts, ex

cellent condition. Please call Wang
546-9422

FOUND

IMO SuiukI GSIIOOKX 6000 milM mint

totally squippad $2496 Bill 546-5106

82 Kawasaki 440 Ltd mint condition i

N«w: sport mirrors , cruiso control, back

fast Bait driva, very fast' Call 546-6166 or

546-6047

1976 Yamaha SX6&0 undw 12.000 miles

N«w batlsry' Bast offer Call Gary 256-1567

kaap trying

Wild Irish Rmc Party on Sat night, cal for

mora info

Notice little Jaac is miw 20! Happy Birth

daySpilialuv 1407, 00, 11

It's a wonder that wo will chooaa
mushrooms ovar scid svan though all sida

sffacts are iha lama simply because ol tbs

sound of the name

Mona needs a new hoaM 77 Honda Civic

good cond needs .>iome work $600 but neg

586 5409

All electrical appliancea sewing
machines, clocks, shavers, vacuum
cleaners. House calls and shop repairs

Amherst Repair 253 2869

ENTERTAINMENT

Softball Glove on 3/25 at fiaM outaida

NOPE. Call John 5-2234

1976 Ford Grenada four door extremely

reliable needs no work $850 or BO Derek

549 1656

78 Plymonth Horiion 4 spd good trans

$700 or BO Mike 665 8335

76 Plymouth runs^rood looks good must

see! $1000 256 628^

1977 Datsun Truck well maintained solid

bed, full cap. runs great. $900 or best offer

call eves, Mike 256M7HH

'79 Datsun B2 10 standard good condition

9.50 or BO call Cathy 549,5032

74 BMW 2002. red. California car

Restored. 6,35 obo .538-4127 or 538-2896

VW Rabbit 1981 diesel .50 mpe excellent

condition Rusty Jones AM/FM cassette

$2,500 negotiable 527-6377

1983 Toyota Tercel four door hatchback

automatic AM/FM cassette, good condi-

tion, 37,000 mi Asking $4000 call Sue or

Steve, eves 323-4855

I97S Chevy Vega GT good condition

needs some work 500 or BO call ,549-7578

after 9 __^
1977 VW Rabbit new clutch, brakes, fuel

rump. Runs excellent. Four door, sunroof.

1800 or 30 584-0593

BANDS

Bands interested in playins the

Pyramids Southwest Concerts ana other

spring music activities: contact Embassy
Recording Studio for the best demo tapes

and rates in the area. Student specials.

Located near UMass. 549 7640

BANDS WANTED

Central Area's Soring Fling '86! Bands

a anted for benefit concert for Massaid.

All interested groups call anytime by April

9th. Concert will be April 25th. Call

546-6402 or 546-6406

BICYCLES
~

UnWega Gim Premiao 3.5 in, blue, rac

ing/high pref touring, great cond, extras,

$650 new, $275 call Burt 253 2131

CAN YOU WRITE?

The Cheap Jock. Kool party toonz at a
reasonable pnce Call Kevin at ,546-9061

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks'spun to your
taste Quality from 7 years of experience

Call Chris 256-6845

TURN THE TABLES 5 yr Pro D.J. latest

records, best rates, lights free 586 %91 24

HR
RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc-Jockeys Light Shows.

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator

,549-7144

ESCORT SERVICE

Escort Service Available 8 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Evervday. anywhere on campus Play it

safe, call ,5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOR RENT

Want to live on N.J. shore this

summer?? Cheap, 2 blocks from beach. .

call Heather 546 1106 or Mark 546-9261

Apartment available in Southwood.
Take over lease June 1st, and it's yours for

the fall. Low rent, good bus service. Call

2.53-3619 for more info

Apartment available in Southwood for

summer cash reward call Dave or Mike

256 1040

4 bedroom apt summer sublet with fall op-

tion. Main st, bus stop in front Tlacey

256-1807

Need temporary housing? Apts in Brit

tany Manor open now. Rent low - 400 rent

from leaseholder. I/ease on apts run

through June call 549-4714

Summer" Subi<fr/Fail~6ption 2 bdrm,

utilities included last mo. rent and security

depoflit yours must get rid tf. 665-4828

Must See large 2 bedroom 2 bath recently

redone apt. air conditioning & extras.

Available June Ist call after 6 pm.
665-8766 _
Sublet summer and it's yours in the fall

renovated Brit Manor apt - new carpet and

bathroom 256-0238

2 bedroom starting June. Cliffside.

$410/month inclusive. Tall option nice apt.

on woods edge! 665-3281 •

Found - silver brscolat serosa from FAC call

to idantify nitss 253-2475 Ann

Found student ID on 4/1/86 about 2:38

pm betwaen Bartlatt and Goodall Library

you may pick up your 10 in tha Bursars Of-

fica

HELP WANTED

COUNSELORS • Privata co-ad camp in

Bsrkshiras has opanirtgs for head and assis

tant instructors in: softball. sbasl>ett>all.

lacrosse, tennis, archery, vidao/lilmmaking,
photogrsphy. horseback ridir>g sssistant,

hiking/backpacking, wsterskiing, com
putars, wstarfront IWSII, bunk counselors,

and t>unk unit heads Good salaries friendly

atmosphere Contact: Or. Paul Krouner
Csmp Schodack 54 Sheffield Road.
Newtonville, MA 02160 16171 964-1912, days
9-6

Bands wanted for WSYL Radio's local

showcase on 4/28 in teh S.U B. Tspas and
letter of interest due Fridsy 4/4 Box 8 Room
416 Student Union at 5:00. Mors informs
tk>n call Oath 253^3362 before 11 PM

INSTRUCnON

Are you Danish? Oo you speak Osnish? I'm

going to Denmark end need to lesrn Please

help tutor mei Call Amy 546-4791 best time:

10 pm - 1 am

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

Apply now for a fall-tiaM internship at

the Legal Services Office for the Fall, 1986
semester. Aid sttorneys in client interviews,

preparation of court forms, nnaintenance of

continuing caselaod, giving advice and
referrals, court hearings, snd investigations

and research Up to 15 credits may be
received from academic departments No
previous experience necessary; training pro-

vided Deadline to begin your application is

April 9. For further Information, coma to the
Legal Services Office, 922 Campus Center.

LET'S MAKE A DEAL

I need year fumitore!!! Livingroom and
bedroom furniture wanted* Plesss call

S4»-6190 and ask for Cheryl. Let's make a

XS400H 1981 bought as 83
overstock 2600 mi axe cond. great fitat

street bike 533-3894 keep trying'

1982 Kawasaki KZ550 new battery, 8,00
miles, block b red. very fast, runs grsst,

*1,0aO or BO Oan 546-4773

PERSONALS

SWAG praeents

Emo Philips

America's hottest stand up comic

Thursday, April 10, 1986

two shows 8:00 snd 10:W pm
in the Student Union Ballroom

tickets are t5.00 in advance

available at Tix in the Student

Union BuiMing, For tfie Record

(Faces) in Amherst, snd Main St.

Records in Northampton

Starey M. Happy Birthdoyi You didn't fool

us' For your birthday we will introduce you
to all 51 nicknamos Have a great day' Your
best buddies, CWP. KTE

Tami and Patti, Have you had your ruffaga

today' Meet me in the Broom - FeerMmmts

To Lucille Halgin: Thank you for em
barassing us in clsoa on Tusoday It wasn't

meant to t>a romantic From the guy snd girl

who sit next to ssch other in your 9 X class

Happy Birihday^atthcw. Hope elTof
your little boy wishes come true' Mmmm. .

.Love, your close frieort k _

Three saMetters needed for entire aum

mer 5 mmute walk from camp«« and town

cheap rant can after 6 288047

LargeT: bedroom Colonial Village apart

ment available for aummor sublet Rent ie

very rsssonsble and negotiable Cell

286-1268 anytime

Don't depend oa the b«a Live diractfy

acrooa from campus this summer Large

double room in house w/privata bsttiroom

waaher/dryer backyard and deck. lovaWe

puppy l190/r7K)nth oech Allieon or Sheila

b»S36*

TOSUBLCT

Subletters needed - Brandywina 3rd floor

June 1 August 31 call 540-6678

'To sublet with fall option sunny spacious

2 bedroom apt Downtown Amherst keep

trying 253 7816

TYPING SERVICE

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, eases, dissertations, theses, on-

csmpus, dependable, low rataa, experierK

ad. Nancy 584-7924

REWARD

We need a four peroon apartment for fall

86. If you can help us please call 546-6031

after 9 pm. Offering a nice reward

QUALITY TYPING. Lor>g or sbort pro

jects. Meticulous proofreading Editing

available New IBM Typewriter 54.<t-03e7

WANT A HOBBY?

B«y my car. 1978 Monarch it runa. but
needs lots of work Call Don 283-9330 after

8 PM

RIDE WANTED
WANTED

•••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••

LOST

Seniors - senior portraits are back by

popular demand, March 31 through April

1 1 . Call 546-2874 for an appointment

Ad Recpa who needs them?

Sparky Happy 21st It's your turn to kisa

the Queen, taka one home, ice creem on tha

house. When you blow us off tell Jess we
k>va her too. Love your Roomiea

You may be a scooch and a nudge but I

stHI love you. Just rennember though

nobody lifcea s hypocrite

Velvet - I'm "ready for the world" if you

always be in it KYTU ILU' Eyes XO

Brie, Thought we'd forgotten. Think again.

You're a great friend and roommate. Hava a

groat birthday We love ya, Lori and Ali

Alpha Chi Omega presents their annual

Monte Cario Night on Fndsy April 4th from

8 pm to 1 am st 38 Nutting Ave Donations

sre »3.50 and go to cystic fibrosis. Vslusble

prizes will be suctioned off. Open to Greek

Ares only.^
David. Think I'd let you have the laat word?

Does not" Love FO (femmel

Miaa PifU -"Wa meyltruofll* •« »•"*• '•"'

through it all we thrive Thanks for 6

wonderful months. I tove you, always Ker

mit -

Stop Rcagans War Before It Kills Yoa!

No aid to the Contras

Ride needed to Lowell area on April 11.

Will share sxpenses Csll 546-1282 after 9

pm

Two ased hat Mt ahaaad akatabawda
wanted can S46-S444 or 546-5673

WANTED TO RENT

ROOMMATES WANTED

Two roommates needed to share a three

bedroom Townehouse spt for fsll & spnng

86. If interested callJJadine 549 7478

fOSHARE^ltnTANY MXNOR APT
AVAILABLE NOW ONE MONJH FREE

KEN RICH, STEVE: 253-7312; DAVE:

865-4131

Capcllousematei Wanted perfect Iocs

6on. Main St. Hyannis »900 for summer

Call 646-6267 or 5464266

InUrasted in Joanialism? It's never to

late to start! Come down to the

Maasachusetu Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England. You can

write about Sports, News, Editorial, Black

Affairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or Les-

bian issues. Whatever your interests,

write about it today in the Collecian. We
build career*.

IxMt large male tiger cat near CHffaide
Apt Sunderland if found plaasa call

FOR SALE e66«315

Televidce rompnter terminal like new
$350 or BO njpdelI 910 853 2204.

Black tweed wool gferea loet Thurs.
night, March 13 in the Pub can Karen
S48-1Q27

Tami: How many tilas are there raaBy on

the bathroom waM? The Seltir>e Sut)marit>a

Commender

Anne Meppy 6 months, the beat of my Hfa.

Love ys Kevin

Gncei Watthea many styles for men ft

women, only $30. call fr7430

1978 Snbani 4i4 wagon. Needa exhaust,

poaaible engine. Good parts car or restora-

tion 700 or BO call 256-0195

MOTORCYCLES

1984 Honda Interceptor 700CC Ik mi ex-
cellent cond «2486 or 80 648-8180 kaap
trying or I

Liada R! Happy 21st Birthday' I want to

sea tt>at "bet" come true by Monday no

backing out" Beat wlahaa coming from your

one snd only Snarl Slatar'

Walkatiioa for Naclear Diaurnument to

benefit the Qraat Peace March Saturday

One female needed for fall 1986 only

Brsndywine evening 549-7717 Sharyn

Female nonsmoker for June 86 thru

June 87 lease m Brsndywine apts conuct

Susan 666-4187 or Lisa 54^1428

Brandywine^ seeking young couple to

cahre apt. nonsmokers only, call eves

54»1813 or 546^7076

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 totoring »5 00 per hour

former grader, consultant Alex 266^1238

ly^ng. Tape Tranacription. Fast, sc-

curata. AvailatM almost snytittte. 866-7662

Tailor for alteraUea. SHAANN's at Mall,

SB4-«a62

The Legal Serricee Office 922 Campus
Center, provldas free legal sarvwaa to fee-

paying UMaas studanta

SUMMER SUBLET

Looking to take over lease in Brsndywine

for fsll 86 » reward »M 546-5323 or

546-5010

We'll pay you $100 for your leaac. Houaa

wanted near campus. Call 546-9866

Uo^ou have a room in your Rolling Green

apt? I want it" Anytirrie after May 31st.

Please call Christine at 546-'W2 (daytime),

253 5248 (st nitel

Responsible men aaaking 3 or 4 bedroom

house next fsll snd spring, call Vk; or Al

2S»<«6
Want to take over your lease in Puffton or

Brandywine Reward offered call Sharon

646-9725

Wanrto give up a 2 bedroom Brandywina

laaae for any one bedroom apt near campua.

call 54M741 after 8:00 pm

ApartmeM^ innNorth Amherat call

8fe2176

houae, call avaa
•r aunny
sjajtaaa
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SPORTS
Softball sweeps by Holy Cross
Rever and Wanner near perfect
Bv ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts softball

team made it four in-a-row yesterday,

sweeping its second straight doubleheader,

7-0 and 12-0 over Holy Cross at NOPE
Field.

The 20th-ranked Minutewomen raised

their record to 15-3 on the season, 4-0 since

coming North after their trip to Florida.

The highlight of the day was with little

doubt the no-hitter turned in by sophomore

Lisa Rever and freshman Christine Wanner

in the second game.

The duo combined to strike out six, walk

none and faced only 22 batters. The only

Crusader to reach base was second baseman

Tammy Rogers, who was hit by a Rever

pitch to open the third inning.

She was left at first however as Rever

struck out the next two batters before get-

ting the third to fly out to Chris Ciepiela in

right field.

In the first game, senior righthander L>Tin

Stockley raised her record to 7-1 on the

season, striking out 14 while authoring a

two-hitter.

Stockley, in 43 innings, has allowed only

19 hits and two earned runs while whiffing

48. The UMass staff has thrown four

straight shutouts.

The first game saw UMass score two runs

on five first-inning hits. Second baseman

Carol Frattaroli singled abefore shortstop

Paige Kopcza tripled and UMass led, 1-0.

Centerfielder Sally Maher then drove in

her team-high 16th run of the year, singl-

ing to plate Kopcza.

The second inning saw UMass being two

more runs across. Emily Bietsch reached on

an error, was sacrificed to second by Bar-

bara Meehan before Debbie Cole reached on

an eror. Beth Talbott then hit into a fielder's

choice, scoring the first run, before Frat-

taroli's single made it 4-0.

On the game. Kopcza drove in two runs

with two hit.s, both tripled. Frattaroli.

Mahar. lUene Freeman and Cathy Reed each

had two hits.

UMass banged out 1 1 hits in the game off

of Holv Cross starter Diedre Driscoll, who

went the distance. She struck out none,

walked none and allowed five earned runs.

The second game saw UMass, with Rever

and Wanner shutting down the Crusader of-

fense, bang out a 15-hit attack and rout the

visitors.

The Minutewomen scored five runs in the

first inning, all that they would need to

cruise in for the victory. Catcher Beth

Talbott walked to lead off the first, Frat-

taroli sacrificed her to second, but was safe

at first. Kopcza then reached on a fielder's

choice, but the Cross was unable to produce

an out. Maher then singled in a run.

Freeman executed a sacrifice that scored

another and the rout was on.

UMass scored one in the second, four

more in the third and two runs in the fourth.

The fifth inning was the only frame Holy

Cross was able to keep UMass from scoring,

although the Minutewomen did have a

baserunner.

For the game, Talbott, Fratteroli, Kopc-

za, Freeman, Leigh Petroski and Rever had

two hits. Wanner contributed to her own
cause with a hit, her first of the season in

her second at-bat.

Rever drove in three runs thanks to two

triples while Kopcza drove in two.

Holy Cross' Cathy Renaud was left in the

whole game and took a savage pounding,

allowing 15 hits in six innings, 12 runs (nine

earned) while walking only one and striking

out none.

The Cross made two errors in the game
while UMass came away from the

doubleheader with none, raising their team

fielding percentage to a sparkling .961 with

only 21 errors in 119 innings.

Extra Innings: Fratteroli leads the team

in hitting with a .404 average. Only she,

Maher. Talbott, and Kopcza have started

every game for coach Elaine Sortino this

season.

UMass has struck out only 22 times this

season, compared to HI times for op-

{)()nents. . .the Minutewomen are 26-of-33

on the basepaths. . .As a team, UMass is

slugging .454.

Next up for UMass is a tough

doubleheader with Adelphi in New York.

•^ /• ^<»-^-»... -«L^

Collcpan photo bv PtuI Deimaraii

University of Massachusetts desi^ated hitter Cathy Reed is out here, but
the Minutewomen had few other problems as they swept a doubleheader from
Holy Cross yesterday at NOPE Field.

Women's lax
at home vs.
Springfield

By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Whenever any team fields a young lineup, every game
is looked upon as a positive step toward gaining ex-

perience. With patience it is hoped that the inexperienc-

ed youth will be seasoned by toumajnent time.

With just one senior in the starti»||; lineup, the defen-

sive corps of tenth-ranked Univ^fTftty of Massachusetts

head coach Pam Hixon's women's lacrosse team is a unit

dominated by inexperienced players. It is their progress

which Hixon hopes to nurture in time for the ECAC Tour-

nament in May.
Hosting Springfield College tommorrow at 1 p.m. at

NOPE's Totman Field, Hixon's defense will take another

step forward in its quest for solidity.

Li ntil our defense can come around we're going to have

to draw on our offense to keep us in games," Hixon said.

"I'm not saying we have a weak defense, certainly we do

not. We just need to bring it along slowly. It's just a mat-

ter of slugging it out every day."

The mental errors it committed in the Gazelles' 14-10

victory Tuesday over Yale must be eliminated. Having

given up eight goals off penalty shots, Hixon said she

knows her defense must also clean up its play around the

net.

Hixon said that playing Springfield, a Division II school,

would give her a chance to experiment with players in dif-

ferent positions to see how well new combinations work
out.

"How Springfield plays is really immaterial in terms of

what we're planning to do,"she said. "I don't want to

downplay them, but in my mind I do think that this is a

game we should win. But its the kind ofgame where we'll

have to execute in order to win."

UMass weekend preview

Baseball in a must-win situation
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

Only one week after begin-

ning its Atlantic 10 schedule,

the University of

Massachusetts baseball team

is faced with a must win

situation this weekend as the

Minutemen open their home
season with a three-game

series against St. Joseph's

University at Earl Lorden
Field.

UMass plays a double-

header against the Hawks on

Saturday and a single game
on Sunday. Both contests

begin at noon. The
Minutemen (1-12, 0-3 in

A- 10) must take all three

games if they hope to

salvage any semblance of a

respectable record and make
a bid for the Atlatic 10

playoffs this season. The
.series also opens a pivotal

14-game homestand.

"Two out of three is not

enough," said UMass
manager Dick Bergquist.

"The top two (teams) make
it to the playoffs and a team
might be able to go 8-4 and

still get in."

St. Joe's is 1-15-1 this

season, 0-2-1 in the league

after a series with Rhode
Island. Catcher Jim Moran,

hitting .426, is their top

player followed by first

baseman Bill Anderson at

.365 with 18 runs batted in

and six doubles.

A combination of inconsis-

tent pitching and a swiss

cheese defense is for the

most part responsible for the

Minutemen's poor showing

so far this year.

"Offensively, we've show-

ed we can score runs," said

Bergquist. "We've scored

enough to win. But if there's

one thing I've learned over

the years its that winning is

pitching and defense. That's

what has caused our trouble

to this point."

The pitching staff has

given out 81 walks to oppos-

ing batters in just 103.1 inn-

ings of work while

Minutemen fielders have
commited 38 errors in 13

games.
"One problem is the con-

trol of the pitchers," said

Bergquist. "The walks are

terrible, we are putting to

many on base. Also, the in-

ability to stop the ground
balls that we should."

The coach has not had a
pitcher he can send to the

mound and count on to have

a quality performance.

"Every pitcher needs to

improve out there," ^id
Bergquist. "Jon Martin (1-2,

3.52 ERA) has been our most

consistent pitcher. The rest

have to develop more con-

sistentcy or they can't win at

the college level."

Martin will start the first

game before two freshman
will be called on. Lef-

thanders Mike Owens and
Chris Slattery will work the

final two games. Owens,
with an 8.76 ERA and 10

walks and 17 hits in 12 inn-

ings pitched, has a lot to pro-

ve. Slattery looked strong at

Connecticut on Tuesday and

was beating the Huskies

before Bergquist pulled him
and watched his team lose

10-9 in the last inning. He is

0-2 with a 3.21 ERA.
Senior Bob Kostro (0-2,

6.14), junior Steve Allard

(0-3, 3.29) and freshman Ken
Greer (0-0, 11.12, 19 hits in

12 inninj^s) will be used in

relief.

Kostro has been a major

disappointment in the early

going. The senior

righthander had been pegg-

ed as the cornerstone of the

staff in preseason, but has

not come through so far.

Bergquist sees his turn

around as the key to the

Minutemen's hope for any

success this year.

"Kostro should be one of

the dominate pitchers in

New England," said Berg-

quist. "He has the talent, he

just has to do it. His problem
IS control, he is always m
trouble. Hits are an indica-

tion of control (13 hits in 14.2

innings). He gets behind the

hitters and then has to lay

the ball in <^here."

continued on page 19

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:

Today:

Men's Volleyball: Amherst, Boyden Gym, 7 p.m.

Saturday:

Men's Lacrosse: New Hampshire, Boyden Field, 1 p.m.

Baseball: St. Joseph's (2), noon.

Women's Lacrosse: Springfield, NOPE Field, 1 p.m.

Men's Track: Dartmouth, Derby Track, 1 p.m.

Softball: at Adelphi (2), noon.

Crew: Wesleyan.

Sunday:
Baseball: St. Joseph's, Lorden Field, noon.

Men's Tennis: at Boston College, 2 p.m.
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By PETER ABRAHAM ^$$^^''

Colleg^ian Sports Editor ."fe^'-X

OK, so thev lost.

Wednesday's 11-6 loss by the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts lacrosse team at

Cornell took many people by surprise.

The Gorillas, after easy victories over Air
Force and Delaware, seemed like they were
on their way to national prominence.
And they still are. Maryland and Navy are

' the only undefeated Division 1 lax teams in

the nation at this moment. Syracuse, North
Carolina and .Johns Hopkins, the traditional

ART WORK BY CONOR PLUNKETT

4\tSw'^'••''^^0^^'''^i
powerhouses, all have lost. The smart money

^^^'^.'t^':^\0-^:-'^iS^^
^'^y^ th^t ^y th^ time the playoffs come around,

'::-^'0li}'-i-^'^^^^^^''^ no team will be without a loss, maybe two.
'^^^^^V;^;xgr:'- g- : Keeping that in mind, there is little reason to believe that

'v??f:f;4^o'i£w?®5 the Gorillas will not supply lonjj^-suffering UMass fans with
'c'^i^-v;?i>^^';^-V^^)5'^ what their looking for - a nationallv powerful team.

iv5T: y'^'iVri'Vii Saturdav, at 1 p.m. at Hovden Field, the Universitv of New
P^M4M^^^^ Hampshire will square off against UMass. If the weather

M^ffi]?i;.M cooperates, close to B,000 fans are expected. U's the kind of event

Ji§i?|l;?5iiKv t^^t come Saturday night when everybody at the party you're at

'i^i:^:^^:^^^i^k is talking about it, you'll wish you had gone. . ,'''^•''•''-'"*"'
'/>,v\"v-.'wt.- "a;;: il'/'•i^'':i^^u.^^-••: •;^:;.;-"-v:;viv^v;vv;/;;r.e-'\-,-;,^;^^iv^:'.%^ Continued on page 19
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I
GRAND OPENING WEEK

ai 9 HADLEY MASS 5S6 4463 D
COME SEE G ENJOY OUf\ HUGE DANCE FLOOR S

G BEAUTIFUL FIREPLACE' S

.3-20 V£AR OLDS
Come sample our full juice bar

& enjoy the entertainrnen;i

SATURDAY NIGHT GRAND OPENING
CELEDRADON - Begins ot 7:30 p.m.

• FRIDAY! I
IN THE aESH I

ART IN MOIION I
• SPECIAL SUNDAY SHOW: I

STARTS AT 9 (K) p m |

COMEDIAN/ ,Kil
VENTRILOQUISTc^yxO I

BOB CARROL ^pv^^"^ I

PLUS ROCKi I
THE MANNISH DOYS AT lO 00" |

QiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiuiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiHiiiiiMaiiiiiiiiiiiia

•COME ANO MEr KATINA
•hDRS d dejvres

• PaRi^ fAVORS'
• NEW Game
ROOM

• GRAND DOOR
PRiZt A FREE

WATERDED
counesv

DETTERLST WATERDEDS
RT 9 maDlE^

<T \ <i d r,^ c

Hampshirt- Mall. Hadle>. M-»s...

IVlivers Itdiian Slyl* piTz«
• nrt specialtv too<l.

Now vou c«n »n)oy Siting lTiili(n f.„vl

FIGAIC'S SPECIAL
GIAKT
NODIi-M

Giant Pizza is 25% larger

than any pizza around!

FAST & FREH
DELI V FRY

Thursday 6 pnt - 1 am
Friday 6 pm - 2 am

Saturday and Sunday 12 pm - 2 am

^mUfu

.» J.9?

. .12.95

'.IV.T MDZZARfLLA '<" ».25
NODILV %OZZAR£LIA '14 > 7.25
(ach Eiiira Ingrpdiant .. - 1 .or

Sausage. Xnchovie*. Pppper*.
Meatballs. Onions. Pepp»roni.
Mus^irooms . or Fxtra Oieese . )

SICILIAN PIES
MDZZARELLA 10.95
Each Extra Ingrcdiant 1.50
SPECIAL IT.9J

CALZONE
Sperinl Pizia Cru»l '\\\r<\

w.»l P»pp»>ror 1 . (irounfl B»<»f. Italiar (

sa'-s«g». Sa;»mi. Mojiar^ila Oii'ene I

d'-'l Ham I

4.25

Hot

Sausage Parmigiana
Meat ba II Parmgiana .»>.,..'.
E8(pl*r^t Parmiftiana t

Veal Cutlet Panrigiam .

CoM Cut a

Served hot or cold with

Lettuce, Tomato, Onions and Peppers
With Italian Dressing or Mayo

Combtnation i.Si
Salami and Oieeie J. 51

Ham and Ch«e»» 3.S'>

Tunaf lah J. 50

S2 OFF

TEL I

\alid thru \pril I.' l!4H«i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

SI OI K

Any |T«l .•

\aliH through \pril I.'*, l^^t«

MIMMI M l»KI |\Hn <. o.t

j::

Tobacco. Magazines. Cigars. Cigarettes & More

1 vH"a! S: Regional Newspapers. Maps. Paperbacks

Agent for Western Union

y-r, Agent for Western Mass State Lottery

Augie's f%

u Tobacco
n Shop '^^''

N Piea«ant bt . Aniherst 'd.''o^f

Open Mon-FH r 30-9. Sat 7-9, Sun 6-6

Good Luck UMass Lacrosse

^p^I^w -_y
Free Food

and

Drink

Specials

Daily

Come Relax at Mike's after the game

COLLEGIAN

#"%

Vi

Pricing
available to all students and faculty

. PERIPHERALS
^"° MICROCOMPUTERS

*lmmcil

profess ) si;]!;

•Xame brands -- EPSON, COMPUPRO. KAYPKO,

SHARP, PANASONIC, CORDATA(CORONA).

TOSHIBA, ROYAL, IOMEGA, RACAL VADIC, QUME,

WYSE. LOTUS. ASHTON-TATE. .MLLTIMATE.

friendly professionals at. . .

fffxaf Amhe
549-7133

Store Hours
s.F10-5;30

rt 10-S

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
No. Name Class i'o.>.

1 Neal Cunningham Jr M
2 Sal LoCasio Fr G
3 Kellev Carr So. A
4 Mike Tomasello Sr. M
5 Tom Carmean Jr. A
6 Chris Tvler Fr. A
7 Brad Carr So. M
8 Greg Collins Fr. M
9 Greg Fisk Sr. M
10 Greg Cannella Jr. A
11 David Mehlhorn Sr. M
13 Stephen Moreland* Sr. M
14 Tom Aldrich* Sr. D
13 Glenn Stephens So. M
16 Chris Zusi Fr. M
17 Scott Santarella Jr. M
18 Perrv Seale Sr. M
19 Doug Musco Jr. A
20 Brett Jenks Fr. M
21 Patrick Craig Sr. D
22 John Jordan Jr. D
23 Chris Knapp Jr. D
24 Pat Cain So. A
25 Jeff Salanger Fr. D
26 Kd Boardman Jr. A
27 Rich Abbott Sr. M
28 Adam Kodell Fr. D
29 Tom Bonnet Fr. D
30 David Avidon Fr. M
31 Scott Craig So. D
32 Seamus McGoverr Sr. M
33 Charles Moores^ So. G
34 Paul McCartj So. G
35 Matt Wood^ Fr. D
36 Gerry Byrnt Sr. D
Coach: Dick Garber

Assistant Coaches: Kevin CampbelL Eric Kemp. Guy Van Arsdale,

and Jeff Thomsen. • denotes co-captair

/" ""^Up* ^^
'fryJJ FAST PELlvrpv:

33 E. PLlfi^m "ST AMHEKST • OPEN 1 1 /WTO 2 AM • :^VEN DAYS f\ W£e K

One FREE can of soda with delivery order

expires 4-11-86

FOR FAST DEUVERYca/^
tH«

'.^«.., .r*
5Hq-5i60
4-30 PM TO MOOAM

WV^
J

runa4:>
PIZZA

PIZZA SPECIAL
ONE FREE ITEM OF

YOUR CHOICE ON ANY
LARGE PIZZA

ALSO AVAILAfiLE
WORU} ClASS SUBS
FRIE OCUVERY!

EXPIRES APRit aotte, itee
4:00pin to 2 00«m

3«3 MAIN rrREET, AMHERST
29e-0222

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
n

No Name (^lass

1 Craig Benes Fr

2 John (>avin Fr

3 Walt .McMurrav Jr

4 Dave Applefeld Jr

5 Pat Martinson Fr

6 Jack Mungovan So

7 Rich Pachino So

8 Prescott Nash Fr

9 John Zwack So

10 Brendan O'Brien So

11 Jack Sebastian So

12 Ron Bansak Fr

13 Steve Fay Sr

14 Bill Cragg Fr

15 Andv Soma Sr

16 Seth Worcester Jr

17 Mike McCaffrey So

18 (ilen Harcourt So

19 Tom .Snow Sr

20 Kevin (irownev So

21 Steve Thomas Jr

22 Brian (juirk Fr

23 Dave Havnes Fr

24 Paul Talmo Fr

25 Tom Arrix Sr

26 Steve Zamonski Sr

27 John Silverio Sr

28 Eric Howes So

29 Frank Fiore Fr

30 Barry Fraser Jr

32 Keith Hughes So

33 Bob Crutchfield So

34 Bill Shelton Fr

36 Mike Luvuolo So

37 Eric Harvev Sr

39 Dean Hansen So

Hea d Coach: Ted Garber

Assiatant Coaches: Jim Urquhart, John F'ay c

Pos

G
A/M
M
G
M
M
A
M
M
A
I)

M
I)

A
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M
M
M
A
M
A
M
M
M
M
D
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M
A
D
M
M
D
A
D
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These uniquely crafted
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Three weeks delivery
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Baseball 8- Softball
fGlove Sale
1 10 to 50% OFF

I

ALL MODELS

Louisville Slugger MacGregor

Spalding

Wilson

Rawlings

Mizuno
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FENTON'S
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES

Arnh^f^.r 250-0973

Mcl, Tues, Weds, Fri 9-5:30;

fhurs 9-8; Sat 9-4

Look What WICKLES Has For YouUI
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50 print sheets
50 plain sheets

50 matching envelopes

$13.50
AMHERST STORE ONLY - WI^H THIS COUPON

20% off
\ your entire
WEDDING ORDER

Invitations • Announcements
\ Vfafc/ies • Napkins • Accessories

Hundreds to Choose From'

AMHERST STORE ONLY
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for available positions in Amherst and for

summer positions

in Amherst & on THE CAPE.

A great career opportunity and experience

builder that entails telemarketing Tools and

Industrial Supplies to Construction Com-

panies Nationwide. Commissions and

'^onuses. 3 shifts allow you to work around

your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30 am;

3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8 -

and 12 - 4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

.
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State Student Assn.
pushes voter drive
By JEANETTE DeFORGE and

PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

BOSTON—The State Student Association

of Massachusetts, a nonpartisan student

lobbying group, announced plans Friday for

a statewide campaign to register college

students as voters.

At an informal brunch at the Statehouse,

representatives from SSAM and the

secretary of state's office described their

goal of registering between 30,000 and

40.000 students at state colleges and

universities for .state elections this fall.

"National figures ... show only one-third

of the people eligible to vote between the

ages of 18 to 25 bother to register," said

Harry Petrucci. as.sistant director of elec-

tions under Secretary of State Michael

Connelly.

Not even 50 percent of that number voted

in the last election, Petrucci said.

Michael Ferrigno. executive director of

SSAM, said. "The bottom line is that

students are one of the least-represented

groups when it comes to votes—and the

politicians know that."

Ferrigno asked the 30 representatives,

from student governments of the state's 28

public college campuses, to make the last

two weeks of April "Voter Registration

Week."

If the goal is realized, "The whole

political structure of the state would be

changed," Ferrigno said. Worrying about

financial aid cutbacks would be obsolete, he

said.

The registration drive is made possible

because of a new on-site registration law,

which allows people to register at any loca-

tion in order to vote in a specific town. Fer-

rigno said.

'Students don't want to be treated like

second-class citizens anymore," he said,

noting that blacks and blue-collar workers

won legislative victories in civil rights and

labor relations when they registered in

great numbers.

Ferrigno said the Amherst campus of the

University of Massachusetts "has got to

take the lead. UMass is the flagship."

Jennifer Hughes, the newly-elected co-

chairwoman of the UMass Student Govern-

ment Association Public R)licy Committee,

was the only SGA member at the

conference.

She said she had "no idea" how the plan

would be implemented at UMass because

she is new to her position and because her

impression was that SSAM and the SGA
have not had a good working relationship

during the last few years.

Hughes said she plans to meet with

SSAM to facilitate the registration drive.

Costly police plan irks

concert organizers
By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

With the annual Southwest spring con-

cert four weeks away, staff and students

organizing the event are seeking a com-

promise with the University of

Massachusetts Department of Public Safe-

ty for security arrangements.

At issue is the department's security pro-

posal, which calls for 18 officers, two

sergeants and three internal protection of-

ficers to be assigned to the May 4 concert,

at a cost to Southwest of more than $2,500.

"We feel that the nature of talent in

Southwest this year (John Cafferty and the

Beaver Brown Band) will be a real problem

for security," said UMass Pblice Sgt. Paul

Ominsky. "I'm expecting between 8,000 to

10,000 people."

Joel Rabinowitz, Southwest security coor-

dinator, charged that the proposal is design-

ed to do more than ensure adequate

security.

"What they're trying to do is take away

as much of our money as possible so that

we can't provide students with a good

show," he said. "It's absolutely pathetic."

Mike Jones, program director for the Stu-

dent Activities Office, said, "My concern is

timing. The increased security demands
just came to light."

But Jones added, "We've established a

good rapport with the police. They're pro-

fessionals and we'll work to reach a solu-

tion amenable to all."

Ominsky said the recommended securi

ty increases were due to problems last year,

where "there was excessive alcohol at the

concert ... There were no control points to

monitor alcohol consumption and the

organizers underestimated the crowd size."

"This caused us to hold over an entire day

shift and left us with no campus patrols,"

he said.

Jones said, "There were a few fights, but

overall I thought the concert went well."

Three persons were arrested at last year's

Southwest show and charged with disorder-

ly conduct.

Bill Collins, Southwest Area Government

president, suggested the University pay

some concert costs. "If the chancellor can

pay for the Republican Club's security (for

a recent "contra" speech), he can surely do

the same for us," he said.

Smith rally puts pressure

on divestment committee
By JESSICA PORTNER
Collegian Correspondent

About 50 Smith College students pro-

testing the college's investments in South

Africa staged a rally Saturday outside the

administration building to apply pressure

on members of an ad hoc committee

meeting there.

The group meeting was the Investor

Responsibility Committee of the college's

board of trustees, composed of students,

faculty and three trustees. The committee

was formed last month after a student oc-

cupation of College Hall which ended

March 2.

The purpose of Saturday's committee

meeting was to formulate proposals and

discuss strategies which will be presented

on April 12, when a voting msyority of

trustees will meet and deliberate with the

committee's total divestment proposal and

the board's current investment policy, said

Suzinne Pak, a senior who is chairwoman

of the Ethical Investment Committee and

continued on page 7

Lacrosse fever

Collegian photo by Paul D4>sinarai*

Sophomore attackman Kelley Carr (3) and junior midfielder Doug
Musco (19) celebrate the lacrosse team's 15-7 victory over New Hamp-
shire on Saturday.

5,000 see Gorillas roll

over New Hampshire
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

In these days of the apathetic student

body at the University of Massachusetts,

the lacrosse team accomplishes something

no election, concert, speech or exhibit can:

It gets the students out.

A crowd estimated at close to 5,000 at

Boyden Hill on Saturday saw coach Dick

Garber's ninth-ranked Gorillas open their

home schedule with a 15-7 bashing of the

University of New Hampshire.

"This is what I call fun, in a major way,"

said UMass freshman goalie Sal LoCascio.

"I've never played before a crowd like this

anywhere. They're crazy, but it's like hav-

ing an nth man out there for us. It was

a great time."

Sophomore attackman Kelley Carr (four

goals and one assist) and junior at-

tackman Tbm Carmean (one goal and five

assists) sparked a relentless offense while

LoCascio (18 saves) led a hard-hitting

defense to delight the partisan mob.

"This is a much better team then the

one we beat last year," said Ted Garber,

UNH's coach and son of the UMass leader

"We played Maryland, the number one

team in the nation, and I'd have to say

UMass is just as good as they are."

The tone of the game was set early when
UMass senior Seamus McGovern buried

UNH's Steve Fay on the opening face-off.

The play wasn't allowed, but the jwint was
continued on page 20

Rev. Bruce Ritter, founder of the Covenant House, will speak

at 7 p.m. tonight in the Campus Center Auditorium at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

Covenant House was started 18 years ago when six homeless

children, who survived in New York 1^ selling drugs or through

prostitution, sought refuge at Father Ritter's apartment. In ad-

dition to New York, there are nofw Covenant Houses in Houston,

Ft. Lauderdale, and Tbronta v

' The seventh annual "Run For Ritter ' will be held Saturday to

raise funding tot the Covgnaat Houae ayst^an.
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Writing a Paper?

Need Help?

THE WRITING CENTER
Pierpont in Southwest,

Mon and Thurs 7 - 9

B24 Baker in Central,

Tues and Thurs 7 - 9, Wed 1 - 3, 7 - 9

04 Cashin in Sylvan,

Mon and Wed 7 - 9

• Bartlett 103 Wed, 7 -9
• New Location

mundlripfnmi

Me«^

( {/r^\^^omo\^ 438L^^^l PARIS 4^
flmSTERDRm 428
BRUSSELS 438

EurailPasses.lnl'ISludenJ ID,AYH Mem-
berships ^11 issued on Jlje spot!!

• call our campus hotline!
253-7529-b»n ku^ 256-i26t

or drop by
79 So. Pleasant St,2nd floor, ArrrfiersI

~l Council Travel ServlcesI

eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Supef

Stop & Shop I

Rte 9 • Hadley Amherst

256-68S9
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29 95

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
A Auto Center
fuK Service Twe Store

7S SundarlwK) Ad No *mh«rtt MA
Ac'oss toti Watroba % Store

549-4704

Moat Maior
Credit Cards Accepted

Try to relate

by not seeing straight!

Make yourappointment!

Don't he late!
P̂erms

$28.00 includes conditioning

and blow dry or set

(does not include cut)

MARJON
HAIR DESIGN5864551

Mountain Farms Mall Hadley, MA

Is your academic major

a puzzle? Can we help yru put

the pieces together?

Contact: BDIC
15 Bartletf Hall

545-2504 or 545-0736

All potential BDIC students, non-

traditional majors and any others in-

terested are cordially invited to attend our

ALUMNI CAREER NIGHT when a panel

of BDIC graduates will discuss:

"The First Year Out:

Trials, Tribulations and Triumphs"

WHEN: Tues, April 8, 1986 at 8:00 p.m.

WHERE: Campus Center, Rooms 162-175

Refreshments will be served

TOMORROW

nUMOUSMIDIiSaDUJTY
INSnUlED JITABUDGET PRICE.

1 lave Jiny Midas sbx'k absorber or strut installed now
and you'll j^et the second one installed for half price!

Sale includes:
• Superjjuard GS'
(ias Shocks

• Lifejjuard" Shocks

• Sprinjjuard ' Shocks

• Strutfjuard
"

Cartridges

• Mac Pherson

"

Struts

Offer expires 4/30/86

See warranty temis

at your l(x:al Midas dealer

TAKE IT TO MIDAS

Jet Rte 9 and 116 HadI 6-9991

r»" •-•-•" ."i •:•:• .•:•:< .•i$M*--.i • • • • a

ITS THAT
TIME

AGAIN!

n

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HAS BEGUN TO RETURN UNSOLD
SPRING COURSE BOOKS TO THE

PUBLISHERS

DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

MON-FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

fl-eLAJVERSITY STORE'S
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physical pant bkdg

:s?

^

#̂

Celebrants gather to greet Cambodian New Year

CnlleKian photo by Brian Guama(t«

Ratank Ek, age 5, samples the fare at last weekend's Cambodian New
Year celebration.

By JAMES BARILLA
Collegian Correspondent

Cambodian music, dance, food, art and

a Buddhist religious ceremony on the

Campus Pond ushered in the Cambodian
New Year this past weekend at Universi-

ty of Massachusetts.

The celebration represents the end of

the dry season and the beginning of the

celebration of the end of the harvest, when
Cambodian people ask for blessing for the

new season, according to one of the

celebrants.

Lucy Nguyen of the Celebration

Organizing Committee and the Bilingual

Collegiate Program at the University of

Ma.ssachusetts said the ceremonies and
exhibits educate the campus community
and young Cambodian-Americans, many
of whom grew up in refugee camps and
were not exposed to their own culture.

Journali.st Timothy D. AUman, speak-

ing Friday at Amherst College's Alumni
House, said he realized over the years that

he and the collection of Cambodian ar-

tifacts he purchased before 1969 con-

stituted a "repository of historical

memory."
He described Cambodia as it was when

he first arrived in 1969, before the war
which he said has destroyed most of the

historical landmarks in the country.

Cambodia before 1969 was a "paradise"

compared to other Southeast Asian coun-

tries, AUman said, because the traditional

arts continued to thrive. He displayed

several silver bowls and utensils, which he

said weie created not as art but for every-

day use.

The average peasant was relatively

wealthy and the "objective conditions for

revolution did not exist," he said.

Saturday's activities began with a food

tasting at Hampden Dining Commons,
followed by a religious ceremony con-

ducted by Maha Ghosananda. The
festivities continued with traditional

music by Chhun Yong and Arh Chorn, as

well as a dance by the Royal Ballet Troupe

of New York City

The Buddhist religious ceremony was

held on a tropical plant and colored light

bedecked river boat on the campus pond.

The Ghosananda explained each

ceremony in English and Cambodian, and

said the water of the pond represented the

water of loving kindness which is

everywhere, while the h<rat symbolized

Dharma, which takes us from suffering to

happiness, bondage to liberation.

More than $300 were collected and
presented to the Cambodia Crisis

Committee.
Elaine Abel, a member of the commit-

tee, said the donations will be used to

educate the estimated 120,000 children on

the border of Thailand and Cambodia,
who have received little or no education

in the past 11 years.

Comic's routine
draws from gay life

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

In the 1950s, lesbian comic and activist Robin T^ler

recalls, she and a gay male friend would stand on a street

in Canada holding a banner that read, "Gay is good"

"People thought we meant 'happy' and would give us

money," said Tyler, entertaining about 500 people Satur-

day night at the University of Massachusetts.

Tyler opened Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week at

UMass by telling jokes on religion, lesbian affairs, pets,

politics and Hollywood gossip to a capacity crowd at Mahar

Auditorium.

"You have to come from your own truth. I'm a comic,

I happen to be a lesbian and I happen to be Jewish, " said

Tyler, who is a native of Canada and has been a comic for

17 years.

TVler said she began telling gay and lesbian jokes when

she found her jokes about her own experiences were

funnier.

Straight people have been enjoying gay culture for years

without knowing it, she said, adding that disco music came

from the gay and lesbian movement.

Tyler related her first experience in a gay bar, where

normally "men would dance with the men and the women

would dance with the women." Since the club was raided

by police two or three times a week, somebody would stand

at the door with a whistle and "as soon as they blew the

whistle the dykes would dance with the faggots," she said.

"I use the word 'dyke' to turn it around and take the

negativeness out of it," Tyler said yesterday.

Tyler lives in California, worked for ABC for three years

and has produced and recorded two feminist comedy

albiyns.

"There is no correct way to be a lesbian ... We are not

a sorority, we are a revolutionary movement about the

right to love," she said.

<>llcf(iHn photo hy Piiul ll<

WOMEN'S FORUM
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of events related to

women's issues. Notices should he sent to the Women's

Issues Editor, care ofthe Collegian by the Friday before the

event.

Wednesday
A support group for women in transition will diso<ass

concerns unique to older women students for five weeks
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. The group is sponsored by the

Amherst checks out
new ladder truck
The residents of the Clark House in downtown Amherst

were entertained Saturday morning by the Amherst Fire

Department.
The six-story building was used by the fire department

as the practice site for the Aerial Platform, a $400,000 fire

truck equipped with a 90-foot ladder and enclosed

platform.

Amherst Fire Chief Victor Zumbruski said the Aerial

Platform is a necessity for the department. "The 34 year-

old ladder truck we have now has served us well, but it

has seen its years."

The demonstration was intended to show the efficiency

the aerial platform has to offer in comparison with the

present truck, a fire fighter said.

Zumbruski said firefighters will be able to fight the fire

from the platform or, when the fire is too intense, control

the hose from the base of the ladder

The truck is also effective at rescuing the handicapped

and injured from buildings, Zumbruski said.

-PAUL KARPAWICH
Left: Amherst Fire Department Captain

Michael ZIoger Oeft) and firefighter Pat Riley

(right), "rescue" Clark House resident Robert
Ricci in a $400,000 Aerial Platform truck. The
department hopes to purchase a similar truck.

Everywoman's Center For more information call 545 0883.

Six area women entrepreneurs will discuss their

careers at a lecture about "Entrepreneurship II: Women
in the Valley" at 4:15 p.m. in the Neilson Library Brows-

ing Room of Smith College.

Sunday
Susan Griffin, author of Voices, Pornof^raphy and

Silence and Women and Nature will be reading from her

works at 8 p.m. in the Franklin Patterson Hall at Hamp-
shire College.
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UNEXPECTED LOAD-Senior Sociology major Jon Tuppa clears

his car off yesterday after Saturday night's surprise snowfall.

Panelists offer advice on
sexism in the workplace
By LISA DiMEO
Collegian Staff

Sexism and burnout are among the pro-

blems women encounter in the workplace,

according to five women's studies alumnae

who spoke in a panel discussion at Women's

Career Day Saturday.

The panelists, who spoke to an audience

of about 15 people, gave advice on starting

a career through techniques such as net-

working and interviewing effectively.

In addressing the sexism which surfaces

when working with men, Linda Geary, a

legislative analyst with the Environmen-

tal Conservation Committee of the New
York State Assembly, said, "I focus on how

they (men) treat me," rather than how they

treat other women. Geary said that prov-

ing her competence and earning men's

trust develops a good relationship and helps

them to see women in a better light.

Bafb&fa Joseph; a 19'7e prroduate,. is ah

attorney advisor for the Office of the

General Council, Pfersonnel Legal Services

and Appeals Group in Washington. Joseph,

the only women in her office, said she en-

counters sexism when dealing with

witnesses and supervisors, but is able to

handle it by being aggressive and bringing

a new perspective to her work.

"I bring to my work more sensitivity than

the men who I work with," she said. Joseph

said she has an "automatic bond" with

women and minorities because of her

women's studies background.

The career day, sponsored by the Univer-

sity Placement Service and coordinated by

the women's .studies program, was conceiv-

ed and organized by women's studies stu-

dent Nina Martin.

Martin said she found gaps in the place

ment service's program becau.se "a lot of the

material was geared toward business and

science majors," rather than toward the

liberal'aHs student."
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Past art spurs critical thought
More than 60 scholars, students and independent resear-

chers of art history came to the University of

Massachusetts this past weekend to discuss art and its

historical interpretation.

The first New England regional art history conference

was sponsored by art historians from the land grant

universities of New England.

Paul Norton, conference chairman and professor of art

history at UMass, said the purpose of the conference was

to "stimulate critical thought among art historians ex-

amining the art of the modern era as well as the

Renaissance and ancient periods."

"Questions such as why did ancient Egyptians need

pyramids and why did Greek temples arise are questions

that art historians try to answer." he said.

Billy MacGregor, an independent art researcher from

Albany, said, "It's interesting that the New England con

sortium is running a thing like this because sometimes

you can get isolated doing your own research, so it is good

for scholars to get together."

-JOHN SHEEHAN

llaCazuela
THE MEXICAIN RESTAURANT

Distinctive fcjorl anrJ drink

from Mexico and thfi

vmericari

DL.TM STREB'
' TON • "586 -

Beforeyoumate
long distancecommitment,
maicesureyou Icnow

whatyou're getting into.

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had known

what being stuck in the same boat would mean, chances

are neither would have set foot aboard.

And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long

distance company that doesn't give you all the services

you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous thoughts.

But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
^

company you know you're in for smooth sailing. You'll

get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate long

distance connections-even at the busiest hours. And

long distance operators to assist you with immediate

credit for wrong numbers and collect calling.

And you'll get discounts off our Day Rate on your

state-to-state calls. With savings of over 50% during

weekends until 5pm Sundays, or nights from Upm to

Sam, Sunday through Friday And 40% discounts eve-

nings between 5pm and 11pm, Sunday through Friday

So when you're asked to choose a long distance

company sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long

Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded. Just call

1 800 222-0300 for more information or to

choose AT&T Reach out and touch someone.*

©AT*T 1986

ATbT
The right choice.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of .he individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

For bonus consistency
There is an old saying that rules are made to be broken, but when

it comes to the University of Massachusetts faculty merit pay system,

guidelines established by the faculty union and the Board ofTrustees

have been stretched, if not broken, to such an extent that the system

is deeply flawed at best and unjust at worst.

The current process, which allocates $1.5 million in bonuses that

can alter a professor's salary by thousands of dollars, is riddled with

inconsistencies.

The vague criteria governing the faculty merit pay system have

given departments' personnel committees license to operate secret-

ly and arbitrarily. This is sometimes rectified, but often compound-
ed, by a second bonus pool from which each dean makes separate

awards at his or her own discretion.

The trustee/union guidelines state: "Personnel recommendations

and decisions shall be made only after a review of all the contribu-

tions of the individual in the areas of teaching; of research, creative

or professional activity; and of service." But it is well known, as union

president Arlyn Diamond said, that "teaching and service are not

as highly valued at the University as research."

Personnel committees operate differently throughout the Univer-

sity; some work better than others. The system should be standar-

dized and changed in several ways.

• Personnel comittees should be held more accountable to the pro-

fessors they evaluate. Some departments, such as psychology, make
their criteria for bonuses available to all instructors. This should

be done throughout the University so that all faculty members and
deans are aware ofhow judgments are made. Also, every department

should limit the time an individual may serve on its committee.

• Student evaluations should be taken into consideration, but

because some professors regard them as inaccurate reflections of their

performance, evaluators could augment them with classroom visits

and examinations of syllabi.

• The University considers research a valuable service. As
undergraduates, we would like to see more emphasis on rewarding

professors for their service to students. Undergraduate advising, in

particular, deserves more encouragement from personnel committees.

• The two-pool recommendation system is justified as a way to

correct unjust decisions by personnel committees. But it can also skew

months of hard work by committees and create huge salary dif-

ferences on one deans whim.
For now the dual process should stay. But if departments' bonus

deliberations were consistent and open, it would not be necessary.

Ideally, deans should neither be able nor feel a need to interfere sud-

denly with a process in which they had little prior involvement.

Tdp University administrators generally approve without question

the recommendations of departments and deans. Provost Richard

O'Brien says, "My practical role (in merit pay) is close to zero," and

obviously he and others in Whitmore do not have time to do much
more. But surely everyone would feel more comfortable ifthey rubber-

stamped a less questionable process.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Collegian

Board of Editors.
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Root of oppression: fear
"Kill all Lesbians" is scraped onto a

bathroom wall in the Fine Arts Center, a

scar which remained for a long while, un-

til someone changed the word "kill" to

"love" It is a message written by an

anonymous person to be viewed by many.

Graffiti is the media of the invisible, of

unidentified persons.

Despite all the forums, workshops and

clinics available on this campus to educate

us on homophobia and heterosexism, there

are many students who will claim they are

not racist or sexist, but will hesitate before

they admit to not being heterosexist.

"Heterosexism" concerns the oppression

that walks hand in hand with homophobia;

fear and discrimination go together.

"You faggot, you homo. " jeers a voice

from a dorm window. The callers cannot see

w ho they shout at, but resort to an "insult."

They want to make the unseen enemy into

a victim, reduced to a label, using words

meant to degrade. It seems .safe to shout out

a dorm window, for, like the unseen writers

on bathroom walls, the caller remains

anonymous, while feeling somewhat power

ful.

Think about it. The heterosexist person,

like any other oppressor, acts out of fear and

is therefore dependent on this separation.

Fear which scares, takes over, controls; it

is not rational fear, as a phobia, and yet the

heterosexist is under its will.

Is it rational? Is there any realistic

justification of this fear? Prove it. So, you've

heard stories about gay men taking advan-

tage of young boys. Did you realize that one

in four girls is molested by heterosexual

men? Or that most child molesters are not

gay?

Give me another reason. You don t want

any gays to pick you up? Now really. Gay

Corinna Moebius

people have more than sex on their

mind ...they're human beings like you. Not

some strange creature which spends each

minute of the day lusting for innocent vic-

tims.

And why? Why this feeling of threat

which pervades the mind of the

homophobic? Is that a wall created by pre-

judice a way of keeping safe, of

disassociating yourself from gay people, for

fear that you. too, will become a "victim?"

When and if you find yourself among a

group of people pointing your finger at a

victim of your oppression, remember the

witch hunts. Remember how innocent peo-

ple were burned at the stake becau.se others

were afraid of them. Think about how far

fear can lead us: to walking around with

a handgun, to mass hysteria, even to war.

Are you so willing to have yourself under

the power of that fear?

Ifyou are ready to help in the fight of op-

pression, then don't keep your mouth shut

and those .stereotypes growing and fester

ing in your head. If you are homophobic

and/or hetero.sexist, admit that fact first to

yourself and then to others, and perhaps

you can then learn to open your mind to the

perspective of gay people who are also will-

ing to "break silence."

When opinions are repressed or withheld,

it is detrimental to all. Even the violent

words "Kill all Lesbians" should be read,

thought about, di.scussed. The invisible peo-

ple may not give us a chance to talk back,

but when they do speak their mind they

serve as a reminder of the .subtle but power-

ful oppression which .still exists.

Corinna Moebius is the SCERA media

campaign worker.

It's a real struggle
David Valade

"You can't be idealistic all your life, Jim. No one thanks

you if you stick your neck out." So said Jim Bachus to

James Dean in Rebel Without A Cause. Dean replied, "Ex-

cept for yourself ..except for yourself." This column is for

all people who stick their neck out, who question the

values and beliefs of our society, who risk all because they

believe they can be idealistic. Whether Marxist, Feminist,

Socialist, Gay, Lesbian, or Anarchist, you risk all in this

society. Our society isn't known for its tolerance of beliefs

and lifestyles that question the status quo.

In 1835, Alexis De Ibqueville wrote: "The master no

longer says: 'You shall think as I do or you shall die'; but

he says: 'You are free to think differently from me and to

retain your life, your property, and all you possess; but you

are henceforth a stranger among your people. You may re-

tain your civil rights, but they will be useless to you, for

you will never be chosen by your fellow citizens if you

solicit their votes; and they will affect to scorn you if you

ask for their esteem. You will remain among men, but you

will be deprived of the rights of mankind.'" This is a mild

rebuke compared to what history has shown can happen

to people who dared to speak out in our society.

- •*!>> you^corfservatives wTia tri«d »D«hai«d<o hi(ie«behiiid.

lies last Monday night, I say, "Find somewhere else to cry.

You'll get no sympathy here." For too long you have preach-

ed intolerance. For too long you have oppressed those who
dare speak against you. This sudden facade of tolerance

and support for free speech is only fit to serve your im-

mediate needs. It will be gone next time you are in a

Senate meeting and someone speaks out against you. Is

crying "Point of Order" to interrupt an opposing speaker

any more appropriate than cries of "liar?"

Somehow your new-found tolerance only fits the mo-

ment. Where was it when your con.servative predecessors

called out the Army to smash labor unions as they struggl-

ed for justice? Where was it in 1917 and 1918 when the

Espionage and Sedition Acts were passed and people were

jailed because they dared to .speak out against our involve-

ment in World War I? Remember Joseph McCarthy? He
was a Republican.

And you liberals, who by now are feeling so good about

your tolerance, wake up, here's a dose of reality. It was the

Democrats who supported and pas.sed the McCarren In-

ternal Security Act of 1950. This act was designed to sup-

press Communism. So what if their rights to free speech

and assembly were violated? It was Democratic presidents

who got us involved in Vietnam, who tried to destroy a

native people's attempts to govern themselves.

Tbgether these conservatives and liberals suddenly com-

plain of the intolerance of the left. We have endured a long

history of your oppression. With you as our teachers, I

wonder how it is possible that the left can still show such

.a. high level of tolerance, . . ., . . , -•. . , .\ -.- ,.

But the people I'm most concerned about are (hose llfaf

feign apathy. Most of you know who you are. Your reason

for coming to college is all mixed in with the dream of a

career and success. Visions of a BMW and a home in the

suburbs cloud your view of reality. Soon you'll wake up

to a cold, harsh world. After the law or med school rejec-

tions, you'll start to see your dream fade. Even if you get

in, with the number of doctors and lawyers being produc-

ed, the prestige you desire will not be found. Srddenly

you'll be faced with a job you don't want, a life forced on

you that you have no desire for, a day-to-day existance with

the only reward being survival.

Even you in the business school, you are not protected.

Not everyone can manage. For every manager there are

many more that follow.

All of you need to wake up. Your .sen.ses of greed and in-

dividualism are not not what created the middle-class in

this country. It was fought for People died for the right

to unionize. They died for the right to the better life that

our industrial society could give them. If you want a bet-

ter life, you better learn this les.son. Most of you won't get

this good life on your own. It will only be found through

a long and hard struggle.

And you on the left, you have my undying respect for

not giving up. I'll .see you soon in the streets. Don't give

up on our apathetic brothers and .sisters. We won't sur-

vive without them. We can't win without them. Show them

what tolerance you have left. We will endure. We will find

justice.

* i *
TftuHd V&ld(fv t.frrC Vlegiarf cnhinwi .sf
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i
IBM-PC* COMPATIBLE i

$1500

i;

• 256 K memory
(upgrade to 640K available)

Hi-res green or amber

monitor
• Parallel printer port

• Keytxwrd: AT or XT style

• Hi-resolution Hercules

emulation board
* Tr«d«mart of Intamational Buanan Machinat

promptWorks
7 Northfield, MA (413)498-2724
\4004*0»«»****»»f****************************

Dual Floppy

System

only $1050

10 MEGABYTE
(w/single Floppy)

150 watt power supply
;

I
.

< >

:;

< >

I
>

mem
•TONIGHT SocHmb

* TUESDAY Battle of the Bands
with Fall Out, Art in Motion, Barb Wyre, & Project

Adventure. Come cheer on your favorite band'

• WEDNESDAY: ^USS&
High Energy, Top 40 sounds'

• THURSDAY: Take 3 Top 40 Band

• THURSDAY and FRIDAY: Oui

Bands begin at 9:00 pm
Open Daily 5:00 pm - 1 :00 am

18-20 YEAR OLDS:
come enjoy juice bar & entertainrr>ent

Rte. 9 Hadley 6a6-Mg3

I
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Learn About Publicity Using

Broadcast and Visual Media
attend

SGA Communication's forum on
"Publicizing With Audiovisual Media"

guest speakers from

Hamilton Newell •WMUA
Union Video Center •WHMP

•Community Center for Access T.V.

Date: Tuesday, April 8, 1986

Time: 7-9pm
Place: 81 1 Campus Center

All who attend receive the Student Publicity Manual for FREE!

vol. tone color

rentAnrgck

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Varre Also AvaHabte

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880 .

Going Formal?

TUXEDO I!

I RENTALS

s*«=

U,d'>"^'

13 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
256-0591

^*s sHs J

ORDER YOUR 1986

YEARBOOK NOW!
To receive your copy of the 1986 INDEX

please fill out the coupon below and send

it, with a check or money order for

$18.00, to:

INDEX, 103 Campus Center

Due to a contractual agreement, students

who do not order an INDEX will not

receive a copy when the books are sent to

campus in the fall.

Books will be mailed to SENIORS ONLY,

who include a permanent address on the

coupon.

Send to: INDEX, 103 Campus Center

Name Year

Local Address .

ViiHiiiiimiiii
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Permanent Address (seniors only).

\.DJ Date

NCR Internship

Computer Sales

Retail Systems Division

NCR a $4 billion dollar a year marketer of a full line of computer pro-

ducts has year long internships beginning May 1986 in our Retail

Systems Division in Hartford, Connecticut.

Your progression through NCR will involve several stages of develop-

ment. The first stage begins with 40 hours of training. During the second

stage you will participate in customer installations and customer train-

ing. The final stage will culminate in your involvement in a variety of en-

try level sales activities. At the end of 12 months your work will be for-

mally evaluated and you will be eligible for a full-time position as a Sales

Representative upon graduation in May 1987.

Starting salary will begin at $6.00 per hour during training and will be

increased

NCR
1884 - 1986

When you know where you're going,

you'll choose NCR.
#1 in point of sale equipment

to the retail industry

in increments reflecting your mastery if increasing responsibilities. You will

be guaranteed 10-20 hours of work per week throughout the year and

close to a full-time schedule and that you are able to make a year long com-

mitment to this internship.

To qualify you must be in your junior year of college graduating in May
1987. You must be a business major and have an overall GPA of 3.0 or

more. There are no exceptions to these requirements. The results of

this experience could be beneficial to both you and NCR.

For a screening interview contact:

Constance A. Donovan
Region Personnel Manager
NCR CORPORATION

180 Wells Avenue
Newton, MA 02159

(617)969-9810

or contact your college placement office.

Students must have an automobile and will be reimbursed for

business expenses.
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IN THE LAND OF ISRAEL
A One Woman Show

Saturday, April 12, 8 pm
Hampden Theatre
Southside Room UMass

Tickets
Available at Tix, the Hillel Office, and at the door
$3 General

$2 Students Limited Seating.
$1 Hillel Fee-Payers Advance Purchase Recommended

Sponsored
by UMas B'nai B'rith Hillel and Student Alliance for Israel and

made possible by a grant from the UMass Arts Council

* Smith continued from paf^e I

member ofthe school's T^sk ment major who held a sign

Force on South Africa. emblazoned m red paint

Ann Ford, a senior govern- with the words 'Smith

, r. T-, SiViilbii. "rai>
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The Campus Center - Student I'nion
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t't ^BOARI) OF GOVERNORS is lookinR for students to fill the following

Coordinator positions for the 86/87 school year

Public Relations • Finance • Building Operations • Special Projects •

Space Kcon. Development • Key Functions • (iovernors Profcram Council •

Vending • Asst. Office Coordinator • Food Services • Display^

Work Study and Non Work Study

Applications and More Information are available in the BO<i Office - 817 CC
Application Deadline - Monday. April 14. 12 Noon

Th«' B(M. IM an Affirmative Art:on Kqual Opportunity Kmplovfr
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I CAREER NIGHT I^ M
For I

ENGLISH MAJORS I

April 8th 8 p.m.

Campus Center 163

Alumni/ae will return to talk

about their jobs —
and yours.

For further information g
contact English Undergraduate S
Studies Office g

1 Bartlett 252, 5-0388 s

I Sponsored by: M
I The Univ. Placement Service M
I Alumni Office g
I English Dept. M

Dontcompetewith
a Kaplanstudent-

be one.

Why'-* Consider this More students
increase their scores after taking a Kaplan
prep course than after taking anything else

WhY"? Kaplans test taking techniques
and educational prt^rams have 50 years
ofexpenence behind them \A^' know
students And we ki low what helps b(x>st

their confidence and sconng potential

So if you need preparation for the H S.

ENTRANCE EXAMS. PSAT. SAT ACT
ACHIEVEMENTS. LSAT GMAT MCAT
GRE. DAT. ADVANCED MEDICAL
BOARDS. TOEFL. NURSING BOARDS.
NTE, CPA. INTRO TO LAW. SPEED
READING. or others, call us
Why be at a disadvantage"^

iKAPUN
SIANilrH rA«AN(tXX AtONAI aNIHUUi

Preparing Now
For GMAT, LSAT and GRE

get started early

and complete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

Divest" in both EngUsh and

Arabic, said she hopes this

rally will "encourage fur-

ther communication bet-

ween the trustees and
students, and ultimately the

move toward total divest-

ment."

Pak said she felt op-

timistic about the commit-

tee meeting because it

marked more open com-

munication between the

trustees and the students.

She added that "this is not

a whimsical issue," but

rather a crucial step in mov-

ing toward effective negotia-

tion with the trustees.

Saturday's meeting was
the result of cooperation Ixjt-

ween school officials and
students March 2, when six

major agreements were
made, including the creation

of an ongoing committee
which will address the col-

lege's investment policies in

South Africa.

The March 2 response

followed the trustees deci-

sion Feb. 22 which announc-

ed plans to divest $1.75

million of $22.3 million it

has invested in 25 com-

panies with ties to South
Africa. The stocks divested

included IMS International

and United States Steel,

both which had not signed

the Sullivan Principles,

guidelines operating in

South Africa. Since that

time, IMS has signed the

principles, so the divestment

is now $.'S50.000

SIX DAYS TO
THE GAME
GRAPHICS

WILL
RULE

Dyslexia: Challenges-Success

Guest Speaker:
Dr. Mary Groda Lewis
Her life Inspired the 1985 CBS

docudrama "Love Mary"
with Kristy Mc NIchol

I

i«i

Time: 1:00 p.m.

Date: ApriM 0,1986

Place: Memorial Hall, U.IVtass.

For more information:

Ca ll The Dyslexic Student Organizatio

elephone 545-0018
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The U.S. Postal Service will be accepting

applications for tennporary sunnmer

employment on April 8, 1986 from 9:00

AM to 4:00 PM in Room 901 of the Cam-

pus Center. This work involves distribution

of mail, delivery of mail and

loading/unloading trucks at the Spr-

ingfield General Mail Facility, 190 Fiberloid

Street, Springfield, MA 01152. The pay is

$5.00 per hour and 10% for work perform-

ed between 6:00 PM and 6:00 AM.

fTTME BY CUSTOM AUDIO
We are not too busy' to talk to you about a stereo you will live

with, on the average, for the next 9 years

We are not "too busy" to let you listen to all different compor.ents

We are not "too busy" to carefully explain any or all aspects of

home music playback.

People shouldn't rush into purchasing a stereo system because a

salesperson is just "too busy' to spend enough time.

AT CUSTOM AUDIO, TIME IS ON YOUR SIDE.

Dealers of:

Adcom, Ariston. Conrad-Johnson, Creek Audio Systems
Denon, Pres Speakers, Stax, and more. .

Systems for all budgets

Open 9 am to 7 pm, Monday thru Saturday

183 MAIN STREET. NORTHAMPTQJJ_

-f? WORCESTER
SNACK BAR

OPEN
7 AM to 4 PM

Full Breakfasts

Sandwiches

Fresh Baked Pastries

Hot & Cold Beverages

Hot Lunches

Salads

Ice Cream

Lunch Box Express

and

COKE

CALL US - 545-0706

Monday. April 7, 1986
9 COiLEOiAN, Monday, April 7, 1986

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Man-Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:

150 King St.
;^

^ 430 Russell St (Rt 9)

I
Hadley
253-2571

Northampton
586-8220

yjjjjjjffffn i
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Pinocchio's Restaurant

1177 North Pleasant St.

' 1

' 1

' 1

549-3669
Special Monday thru Thursday

LARGE CHEESE
PIZZA

$5.00 + Tax

FAST FREE DELIVERY from 5:00 pm on

z Does not apply in restaurant Mention when ordering^

'jjjffrffrfr--**'**'****"••*•*••*"" ************************ ******J
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A^^ocioHon and

\
present

FR.BRUCE
RITTER

founder o-fCovcnanf House,

of the

CAMPUS CE'NTERAUDITOf^iUn

1 PM

Monday,
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THE FAR SIDE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiled b\ I rudf Michel .lafTe

BY GARY LARSON

Hey, Bob wants in—does anyone
know how to work this thing*^
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ACROSS
1 Way on or oH

5 Colof in the

French 'lag

10 Gil — Lesage
hero

14 But to Fnti

15 Psalm Aord

16 Be 'n hne tor

17 And - bee
Pepys

18 Pine Tree State

19 Woodsman ai

times

20 Battle awards

23 Did you ever -

dream walking'

24 Fight a b ar a la

Boone
28 Col s supenof

30 Fresh water

tortoise

32 Shakespearean
prince

33 Marnel place

participant

36 Backpacner s

burden
38 Sister of Thaha

39 See 36 Across
41 Fencer s blade

42 Salesmen s

goals
'. i DoutMeday and

thers

4b Hostel

47 Anent

48 The Shropshire

49 Laterals e g
SI Peter or Paul

M Suddenly with

Out warning

60 tor All

Seasons
53 Comedian

Hardy to Stan

64 Word on a

trattoria menu
65 Part ol the urban

sprawl

66 Mother m law of

Ruth

67 So so grades

68 With skill

69 Heavenly crea

ture Ger
70 Musical comedy

per'ormer La"y

DOWN
1 Grating sound

2 Ben Adriem et ai

3 Verse rhythm to

Auden
4 Part o* an out

board

5 Mus degree

6 Rachel s fiwai

7 I cannot ten

8 Zola novel

9 Mined 'uei

33 Token currency

34 Italian saint

35 Lodge mem
t)ers

37 Returns

40 Three m grade

school

43 — el mon
droit

45 Modera'e
50 Fighter Liston

^2 Forma' avenu*>

53 the — ot the

Queens
Navee'

55 Pearl Buck
character

56 Ballyhoo

57 itoon e g
58 Whole in Wier^

59 Bridge seat

60 — standstill

61 Crowd
62 leather tool

10 impudence ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE: ^
11 Slipshod
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22 Undertaking

25 Mold
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at times
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BY R.MILLER

ACTUALLY, I WAS JUST

TRYir46 TO R6IV\g(V\B€R

•TH6 aiNTSTONB
"

Menu

l.UNCH

Monte Cristo Sandwich
Squash Bake

BASICS LUNCH

Caponata with Pbcket Bread
Squash Bake

DINNER

Roast Tbp Round of Beef/Gravy

Fried Shrimp Dinner/Cocktail Sauce, Tartar Sauce

Italian Garden Plate

BASICS DINNER

Garbanzo Cheese Loaf/Mushroom Sauce

Fried Shrimp Dinner/Cocktail Sauce, Tfeirtar Sauce

- —'Mirtn-iiriirtf^iii*!'-"-" *--

wmmmmmmm

BY GORDE

OH.
WHAT'S HE
POItJ& UP
THERE r*

—

A

UH.. .

COULDf^'T
TEt-i- rA..

Weather
Today:

Rain ending in the morning, but it will remain
cloudy with a chance of showers in the allernoon, high
in the 50s. ' '

Tonight:

Partial clearing, low 40 to 45.

Tomorrow:
Partly cloudy, high 60 to 65.

J Staff Notice J
J *
iALL COLLEGIAN STAFF MEMBERS +
^ MANDATORY ^
^ STAFF MEETING ^^ Wednesday, 8:15 p.m., newsroom Tbpics: ^
)f ELECTIONS, PARTIES i^

BLOOM COUNTY
+
M

ourm eep ^3 ^ 'M'/^e ,

Pve ATm AIRPORT '/

TV bWfiP^U, 'me CAT 'n

fm CmSR JOHN Ok-OY jusr

with TUi KU9Kiei . LET ^B PUr

MYFAaON

Vr

111

/%%><-

BY BE^'KE BREATHED J
•••••••••••••••••_ I ,, ,

. .W .'
.

ll iJ V , .- .,....,.;,.. .
V I ......SUW

J ; ;-. _.-.^..^ ' ^ -
:..'.. ..vh. .itful

-»^ ^

«

^^^-

-me moic
OF ^BLCRO''

pour Mess
vijrm fYfY HEAP

I

^

Brought to you by
Night Editor John \bnce |

Copy Editor Lisa DiMeo

layout Tech Sod

Photo Tfech Rob Skelton 14

Production Supervisor Sod

Production Laura Bell, Rob Catalano,

Jen Coles, Jim Podesky, Sod

Record setting crew, out for 11:00

)p|IWi;M?3BSi'iaa^iiii^iia»^<^.:j«;'^
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mAmmnEBim.

mjMJumBim
ism.

ToLuxembourg: Roundtrip Fare

iVeu York $458' $/m
Chicago $518' $559'

Balt.Wash. $488' $529
Detroit $508' $549'

Orlando $518' ^559'

i,et in on 4>ur l(tHf>t tun- to Eurt>pf in years, \\iyl aiIL i;. .^t ; .!.;

rn(irtihdnju>tthttnpiivfr. Ht'CiUM'. whenvdutlv Kelandair. yi)UK« >

cwnthinK you expt-i-t Inni a fullsi'mce airlim-, with n(irhar>;t' fur

meals >>r baKK^K^' Kven fare includes free wnc with ynur m flight

dinner and free in^nai after.

Icelandair VaJues Continue .\fifr Mm l^nd: Free deluxe. n>und

tnp motorci ai h between LuxemfxiurK and select iitk's in ( lernianv.

BtMtJiuni and Holland. Special $15 train fares to Switzerland or Kram e

Super Sa\er Kemwel car rentals at just .S59 per week in Luxenibourg

.\nd. if you ch<K)se. a day or tv^o stopover in Kun)pe's most tx-auiifully

kept secret. Iceland.

•.suptr hafRain Karr.6 3«ldiyst»y 'Suprr (rriiupef Karr, 1 J65

day sm Valid S 16 6 H'Wi itOodeparturi' ta« applifs For

intormalion tt rr»rrva(Hins. tall vuur Iravrl aKrni ur

li-rlandairat 1800 223 5500

ICELANDAIR

MOTHER COURAGE
AND HER CHILDREN

by Bertolt Brecht
with songs by Paul Dessau

directed by Walter Boughton

KIRBY THEATER

AMHERST COLLEGE

APRIL 3,4,5,6 at 8P.M.

fBr reservations

call 542 2277

l-Sp.m. ««>elidays

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

HAPPY 22
BIRTHDAY
SHERRY

SHARFMAN
from the

staff

m

•) Soup • Bialys •

loked Turkey •

Hours:
Mon Sal

9 6
Sun 9-1

e

e
Kosher

Across from

Plumbleys

IOC

flOf

Ti Rye
6dda
Hava

MussK;*>«AfHERST.<*^^;>^les • Brie • Kepperoni

• Tabouien———Chocolates • Fresh Baked

Breads • Gruyere • Cheddar Jalapeno Soup •

Smoked
Curried

Lentil So|

Salads
Apple Pi

Taragon

Cheese
Smoked

Look What WICKLES Has For You!!!

Thesis Special

7(^ Copies
Acid Free Paper

Wkldes
Fnefrinf

Resume Package
50 print sheets

50 plain sheets

50 nnatching envelopes

$13.50

Have a SPECIAL PARTY
with a DIFFERENCE

Call us for our
custom party platters -

over 100 kinds of dornestic and
imported cheeses, smoked meat

& fish, exotic salads, fresh cakes
and pastries.

.
ENJOY

1 Boltwood Walk
Amherst
256-0148

r' /v

then ynii // be think- I

ing about Wedding

Stationers; Let

Wickles Fine Print

show ^'ou their

exciting collection'

Our beauttful line of

conteivporar\-

wedui'i) stationery

will provide you with

a uide selection

of styles in

every price ^
range Stop and \:L>- - z
see us for ^^>¥\^
\.our coryiplete paper trousseau

Invitations • Announcements
!Sapkms • Matches

'VfPSSor/es

I
AMHERST_STq_RE ONL Y - WI_TH_THIS CqUIPq_N_|

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 9 AM - 1 PM

26%off
your entire

WEDDING ORDER
Invitations • Announcements

\ Matches • Napkins • Accessories

Hundreds to Choose From!

AMHERST STORE ONLY
WITH THIS COUPON

EXPIRES JUNE 1 1986

C coupon per order Cannot be connbined with other coupons

^^v

Cake • Come^bee^^affoRoup»Trreek Rice

Saiad • Croissants • NY Deli Rye • Kosher

SUMMER '86 Ot C. W. POST
SHORT TBRn
HIGH 'sflGLID

iCLino^S
LFISTIMG GROUTH
At Long Island Lniversity's beautiful C.w. Post Campus.
ttiis summer's schedule combines diversity w itti flex-

Ibilitv'. Complete a full semesters work with 6 credits in

each of 3 sessions, or select a single course or workshop.

Planning to work or pla\' b\' da\? Then our evening
or weekend classes might be vour ke\' to adding credits

or credentials this summer. [)orms. recreational facilities

and services are available at the Post campus on Long
Island's lush North Shore, just minutes from tx^ac hes.

and onlv 25 miles from Manhattan.

Call 516-299-2431

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

FREE TACO BAR
MON & TUBS NIGHT

— till it lasts
APRIL BEER OF THE MONTH

St. Pauli Girl
Proper ID Required

57 N, Pleasant St., Amherst
aC^<»"^K* ftC^C©""^J« ftC^CST^MP CC^CP-^^aP «C^'0'"^3^ ftC3^<»''*'t5iP

fa

or return the coup<:)n for a combined bulletin listing

Summer "86 undergraduate and graduate offerings at the

C. w. Post campus as well as Long Island University
Campuses in Brentwood and Southampton.

SUMMER SESSIONS OFFICE

Plea.se send
Summer Htt Bulletin

Lonq Island University
c.w. Pbst Campus

L

1 am most inieresied in:

Z InderKraduale D Graduale

~ .May ~ June 11 July

Z Day Z F.venins - Weeltend

r.w. p«)si

^ BreniwcKKl
'Z Southampton

Greenvale. NY 11548

Name

.\ddre.s.s

City.siaie.zip

Phone ( )

;>?;::WA::::%::::W:::¥::$¥:¥:¥:::%::%::¥:::W^
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Lacrosse notebook

Dick Garber, a coach on the couch
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Few fans on Boyden Hill could understand why Univer-

sity of Masschusetts lacrosse coach Dick Garber called off

his troops in the last quarter of Saturday's 15-7 rout of

New Hampshire.
For, after all, a 20-4 win would look good when the

voting's done for the weekly national rankings, but there

* Softball continued from page 12

up her eighth win of the season and mastered Adelphi in

a three-hit performance. The senior southpaw, struck out

10 on her way to pitching her third straight shutout.

Adelphi did mount a threat in the sixth inning, but a

brilliant defensive play by the Minutewomen thwarted the

rally With a man on first base and one out, Stockley gave

up what looked to be a single to right field. But sophomore
Chris Ciepiela threw the batter out at first base and
sophomore first baseman Martha Jamieson completed the

double play by pegging the runner at third to preserve a

scoreless tie.

was one small matter for Garber to consider, his son.

UNH is also coached by a Garber, Tfed, the UMass'
coach's son. With his wife Mary Jane watching the pro-

ceedings from the sideline, Garber knew it was take it easy,

or else.

"I'm on the couch for about a week," laughed the UMass
coach after the win. "My wife's going to kill me when I

get home."

Mrs. Garber, sitting behind the UNH bench, said before

the game that her cheers were for the Wildcats.

"Tfed is my son, Dick's only a good friend," she said, with

the same sharp wit her husband is known for. "I just want
to see a good game."

One interested fan was Brooks Garber, Tfed's five-year

old son. The little Garber, with goalie stick in hand, spent

his time shuttling back-and-forth between benches dur-

ing the game and headed out to the crease after the con-

test, delighting the exiting fans with his own shooting ex-

hibition. Baseball, with little doubt, is not in his future.

"Dad's a great coach, he's taught me a lot," said Tfed.

"With the crowd and Mom, it's great to play here, but
they'll have to come up to Durham (NH) next year. We'll

get 'em then."

We Create Styles as

Individual As You Are!

% by Deborah

=\

oupon iipecials

• COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS
• FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

• FREE HAIRCUT with Highlishting
• HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appointment

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Dnve. .Amherst

549-56 1 expiren 4/30/H6
\i

IDOVE
-^ Secretarial Services

F(i8t, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

Baseball hits

new depths
St Joe's sweeps Minutemen

By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian StafF

In a battle between have-nots, the University of

Massachusetts baseball team dropped a doubleheader to

St. Joseph's Unversity, 8-4 and 9-5, on Saturday at Earl

Lorden Field to take firm control of the Atlantic 10 cellar.

The Minutemen (1-14, 0-5 in A-10) continued the slop-

py play that has plagued them all season by commiting

eight errors and allowing 13 walks to the Hawks
(3-16 1.2-2 1 in A-10) over the twinbill.

"We're still searching for something," said a disgusted

UMass manager Dick Bergquist. "I can't believe what I'm

seeing. Other than that, there isn't much to say."

In the first game, the Minutemen booted five fielding

chances leading to three unearned runs. UMass also

grounded in to three double plays to effectively stifle any

comeback bids.

St. Joe's jumped out on top with two runs in the first,

one unearned, off starter and loser John Msu^in (1-3).

UMass came right back with two runs of their own the

bottom of the inning.

Right fielder Jay Zerner and center fielder Matt Sheran

drew lead-off walks, before first baseman Jeff Cimini

plated them with a solid triple to right center.

The Hawks regained the lead with a single run in the

second, but the Minutemen scored two in the third for a

brief 4-3 advantage. Cimini again provided the offensive

punch with an RBI double to score Sheran and came home
himself when Hawk second baseman Chris Abruzzo

couldn't come up with catcher Sean Flint's groundball.

Designated hitter Steve Kern then hit in to a crucial dou-

ble play as the Minutemen proceeded to load the bases

before second baseman Rob Holiday grounded out to first.

St. Joe's took the lead for good with three runs in the

fourth on an euray of singles, walks, and a suicide squeeze.

One bright spot for UMass was the pitching of co-captain

Bob Kostro who came on to throw three solid innings.

In game two, freshmen hurlers Mike Owens (0-3) and
Ken Greer combined to walk five batters and hit another

in the third, as the Hawks scored six runs on one hit in

the inning.

Zerner went two-for-four with a double, a home run, and
four RBI's in the game. The three-run dinger came with

two out in the bottom of the seventh (in a seven inning

game) and hit the top of the fence at the 330 marker.

IL.L.EGLA.N CLASSIFIK
Come TO Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3:45 Mon Thurs, 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACT NOW! DISKETTES!

Balli 5-I/4" DS/DD. 49 cents emA. Lota of

50 These are not 2nds MONEY BACK
Gl'ARANTEE No questions asked. Call

MEI. 1 800-634 3478. 9-9 EST MF; 10-6

Sat Offer expires 5/15/86

ACTIVITIES

How to BToid noclcar war is subject of

film "War Without Winners" showing at

McNamara lAmngv Tuesday at 8:00

Crisis in the Puerto Rican Sociel? Lec-

turer Carlos (iailisa Apnl 8. 7 .W pm
CCA. Informal presentation for Puerto
Ricans & Faculty at 2;30 pm. CCA

UPC General Meeting Important meting
tomorrow nieht!! Elections for Talent
Coordinator & Production Manager Tues-

day (April 8). 6:30 pm, Room 803CC

PToneet Vallev Combat Clab Mectinrs:
Tuesdays and Thursdays. TXYTM 22;

Fridays in Boyden Wrestling Room;
meetings from 7 pm - 10 pm

AUTO FOR SALE

BANDS

Bands interested in playing tke
Pyramids Southwest Concerts and other

.spring music activities: contact Embassy
Riecording Studio for the best demo tapes

and rates in the area Student specials

Located near UMass. 549 7640

BANDS WANTED

1976 VW Bus great body/interior, new ex
haustArakes. runs great $21.50 256-8484

198(1) civic HaUhbMli only 63,000 tm.

very dependalile $2200 or BO 253 2204

Mona needs a new home 77 Honda Civic

good cond needs some work $600 but neg.

586-5409

1977 Datsun Truck well-maintained solid

bed, full cap, runs great, $900 or best offer

call eve»rMike 256-8788

74 BMW 2002, red California car

Restored. 6,350 obo 538-4127 or 538-2896

VW RabbitlgSl diesel 50 mpg excellent

condition Rusty Jones AM/FM cassette

$2,500 negotiable 527-6377

i983 Toyota Tercel four door hatchback

automatic AM/FM cassette, good condi-

tion, 37,000 mi. Asking $4000 call Sue or

Steve, eves 323-4855

1975 Chery Vega GT good condition

needs some work 500 or BO call 549-7578

after 9

1977 VW Rabbit new clutch, brakes, fuel

pump Runs excellent. Four door, sunroof.

$1800 or BO 584 0593

1976 VW Bus great body/interior, new ex-

h«u8t^rake8, runs great $2150 256-8484

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the

facts today! Call 1-312-742 1142 ext

S931-A

77 VW Rabbit, brown, A/T rvns well,

great stereo $1300. 584-8736

81 ToyoU Tercel SR5 fwd 5 spd AM/FM
stereo radio int & ext in exc shape asking

2500 413-667-3430 days, 413 634-6045

evenings

CentrmI Area's S^ng Fling 'M! Bands
wanted for benefit concert tor Massaid

.Ml interested groups call anytime by Apnl
9th. Concert will be April 2hih. Call

546-6402 or 546-6406

BICYCLES

L'nivega Gran Premino 23 5 in. blue, rac-

ing/hign prel touring, great cond, extras,

$650 new, $275 call Burt 253-2131

CAN YOU WRITE?

Interested in Journalism? It's never to

Iste to start! Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England. You can

write about Sports, News, Editorial, Black

Affairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or l>es

bian issues. Whatever your interests,

write about it today in the Collegian. We
build careers.

CAPE COD

Seagull Beach West Yarmouth 2

bedrooms 4 rooms sleeps 4 253-7436

CAPE COD
SUMMER ROOM RENTALS

Hyannis - $80 weekly per person, double-

occupancy. Includes everything. First 3

, weks paid in advance. Call (617) 778-0324

"CASH"

Need temporary housing? ApU in Brit

tany Manor open now Rent low 400 rent

frf>m leafteholder l^ease on apts run

through June call 549-4714

Must See large 2 bedroom 2 bath recently

redone apt. air conditioning & extras

Available June 1st call aher 6 pm.

665-8766

Sublet summer and it's yours in the fall

renovated Bnl Manor apt - new carpel and

bathroom 2.56 r<!32

2~bedroom^sUrting June. Cliffside.

$410/month inclusive. Fall option nice apt.

on woods edge' 665 3282

Reiiror sublet, Southwood. 1 bedroom,

very cheap, nx)m for 3 people, 256 6679

FOR SALE

1*7< MaTcriek runs $350 or BO call John
584-5173

mm^
1972 VW Karmaan Ghia good condition

many new parts $2700 or BO call BUI

684-5173

Paying cash for your baseball cards

Please call Mike 546-6105

ENTERTAINMENT

The Cheap Jock, Kool party toonz at a

reajionable price Call Kevin at 546-9061

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your

taste Quality from 7 years of experience

Call Chris 256-6845

RACKA-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc-Jockeys Light-Shows;

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator

549-7144

ESCORT SERVICE

Escort Scniec ArailaMe 8 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Everyday, anywhere on campus. Play it

safe, call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOR RENT

Want to live on N.J. share this

sumner?? Cheap, 2 blocks from beach. .

call Heather 546-1106 or Mark 546-9261

4 bedroom apt summer sublet with fall op-

tion. Main st, bus stop in front Tracey
256-1807

Televideo computer terminal like new.

$3.50 or BO model 910 » 253-2204

MTslrai Maui sailboard for sale 350 or BO
call 2.56 6978

DecMate I, with communication iiort and

software. For more details, call Diane

Westcott, 732-4104

Pentax Spotmatic Camera 2 lenses

$65.00 2.56-8484

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*••••••

• Platts Australian Surfwear
*

• on sail now!!
*

. •

• Campus Center Concourse
*

•••••••••*{••••••••••••••••********

Camera • Olympus OM-I SLR. with 50

mm F1.8, leather case, skylight and close

up filters, 2X converter, tripod, all in

rreat condition. $225. or best offer.

665-8275

SUreo • Nikko NR-1000 receiver; 70 wpc
Vector Research VT-1.50 turntable; QL.

DD, FA, Celestion CS 5 3-way speakers

Ost over $1 100 new, asking $69.5 or best

offer. Great condition. 665-8275

For Sale sleep-sofa and chair $80 or BO
other items too call 665-77,56

FOUND

Found student ID on 4/1/86 about 2:35
pm between Bartlett and (ioodell Library
you may pick up your ID in the Bursars Of-
lice

HELP WANTED

COUNSELORS - Private~co-ed camp in

Berkshires has openings for head and
as.sislant instructors in: Softball, basket
hall, lacrosse, tennis, archery, video/film-

making, photography, horseback riding
assistant, hiking/bacVpacking, waterski
ing, computers, waterfront fWSI), bunk
counselors, and bunk unit heads Good
salaries - friendly atmosphere. Contact:
Dr Paul Krouner -Camp Schodack .54

Sheffield Road, Newtonville, MA 02160
(617)964 1912, days 9 6

Bring your brains and enthusiasm to, .

.The B<X; for jobs jobs jobs!!' Eleven
motivated people are wanted for the 86/87
school year apply now in 817 Campus
Onter deadline iMonday April 14 at high
n<X)n The Board of Governors is an
AA/EOE and are we proud of it!

Jewish Community of Amhent looking

for Sunday School and Hebrew teai-hen*

for September 1986 Also Music teacher

needea. Expenence with children prefer

red. Call 549-0223 for application

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

Apph now for a full-time internship at

the f.egal Services Office for the Fail.

1986 semvster Aid attorneys in client in

terviews, preparation of court forms,

maintenance of continuing caselaod, giv

ing advice and referrals, court hearings,

and investigations and research t'p tn \l>

credits may he received from academic
departments No previous expwnence
necessary, training provided Deadline to

begin your application is April 9 For fur

ther information, come to the I>egal Ser-

vices Office, 922 Campus Center.

LOST

Black tweed wool gloves lost Thurs.
night, March 13 in the Pub call Karen
546-1027

Vicinity Amherst Woods :VH year
minature collie male named Eraser last

seen Shays and Wentworth call 253-2963

To a certain Tomato. PoUto. and
Mooahie from the 20th, Just wanted to
say thanks for being so nice Stephan

"While not reading the newspapen is s
practice to be condemne<i. there are times
when it can yield interesting results "

Lonely single female guinea pig seeks
well bred, long haired male of same for

brief romantic interlude. No stnngs if in

terestedd please call Flosi at 253 9779
senous inquiries only

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Two bedroom apt in Colonial VIg t

available for summer. Fully fumisheoi oi

bus mule. $245/mo Call David 25.'1 2965

On Amity Place luxury condo 2 bedroom
hark patio AC 4.50 inclusive per month call

Lisa .549 0947

Summer sublet Puffton apis price
negotiable rail Susan .549-59.38 Heather
546-4010

Papera, eases, dissertations, theses, on-
campus, dependable, low rates, experienc-

ed. Nancy 584 7924

RIDE WANTED

June-August $400 inclasive. One bdrm in

4 Mrm apt Clean & pleasant. On Imsline.

close to campus Fall option. Call Mary
2.56-0045 7 30 10:30 am

BRANDYWINE APT for summerTublet.
Call .546-8968 or 546-8970

TO SUBLET

MOTORCYCLES

1976 Yamaha SX650 under 12,000 miles.

New battery! Best offer. Call Gary
266-1567 keep trying

X5400H 1981 bought as 83
overstock. 2600 mi exc. cond great first

street bike 5.33 3894 keep trying!

1982 Kawasaki KZ5&0 new battery, 8,00

miles, black & red, very fast, runs great,

$1,000 or BO Dan .546-4773

82 Honda 660 Nighthawk exc cond low
miles with helmets call Dave .549-7882

PERSONALS

Scnktn • senior portraits are back by
popular demand, March 31 through Apnl
1 1 . Call 545-2874 for an appointment

Lack of time is no excuse for ignorance

Just becsuse certain people are happily
married doesn't mean they don't know
how to have fun anymore. Especially with
those intense snacks up high. Moms
St«cey - Go ahead. . gain 100 lbs! Dean
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• •

SWAG preaenU

• Emo Philips

' America's hottest stand-up comic *
• •

Thursday, April 10, 1986
• •

two shows 8:00 pm and 10:00 pm
• in the .Student IJnion Ballroom *
• •

• tKkets are $5.00 in advance "

• •

• available at Tix in the Student
• Union Building, For the Record *

•• tFtc«S)fti Amhertt, andMainSt. *

• ' Records (h Nonhampton. *

Ride needed to Lowell area on April II.

Will share expenses. Call 546-1282 after 9
pm

ROOMMATES WANTED

Two roommates needed to share a three
bedroom Townehouse apt for fall & spring
86. If interested call Nadine .549-7478

One female needed for fall 1986 only
Brandywine evening 549-7717 Sharyn

Female nonsmoker for June 86 thru
June 87 lease in Brandywine apts contact
Susan 665-4187 or Lisa .549-1428

Brandywine - seeking young couple to

cahre apt nonsmokers only, calf eves
549 1813 or 546-7076

Jewish roommate wanted to share 2
bedroom apt in Colonial Vlg Will have
own furnished bedroom. Lease starts June
1. Will sublet over summer. $172/mo. call

David 253-2965

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $5 00 per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256-1239

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac-

curate. Available almost anytime.
665 7652

TaTior for alteration. SHAANN's at Mall.

5849362

The Legal Services Office 922 Campus
Center, provides free legal services to fee-

paying (jMass students

Perfectionist Typing on computer • let-

ter quality 25% off first job ,'549-6178

Professional Word^ Proceeslng/'TypIng

on bus line 665-3661

SUMMER SUBLET

Large, Z'bedroom Colonial Village apart-

ment available for summer sublet Rent is

very reasonable and negotiable Call

266-1268 anytime

DoiTt depend on the bus Live directly

across from campus this summer I.Argv

liouble niom in house w/private bathn)om.

washer'dryer, backyard and deck, lovable

ppy. tlSO^Onth each Alli.*on <ir Sh^Ia.

Sablctten needed
June 1 August 31 call 54

Brandywine Srd n<K»r
9-0675

To sublet with fall option sunny sp;i' lou'i

2 bedroom apt Downtown Amhersi Kccp
trying 2.53 7816

TYPING 8ERVICF~

QUALITY TYPING. Ung m^short pro
jects. Meticulous proofreading Kilning
available New IBM Typewriter. f,A:> "!>''

WANTED

Two ased but not ab«aa4 akaUboarda
wanted call 546-5444 or 546-5673

WANTED TO RENT

Looking to take over laaae in Bran-
dywine for fall 86 $$t rewanl tS$
546-5323 or 546-5010

Responsible men seeking 3 or 4 bedroom
house next fall and spnng, call Vic or Al
2.56-0866

Want to give up a 2 bedroom Brandywine
lease for any one bedroom apt near cam-
pus. call 549-1741 after 8:00 pm
Apartment in North Amherst call
665-2176

Single room needed for fall in a house or
apartment, will sign lease 256-1662

Reward for lease of 3 or 4 bedroom apt in
Noho or Amherst (walking distance to
campus) for fall '86, will consider summer
as well. Call eves 546-4928

^^1^^^

pappy. $1
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SPORTS
UNH hit with a Gorilla attack
Carr nets 4, defense

excels in 15-7 win
continued from page 1

made: Following last Wednesday's loss 1 1-6 at Cornell, the

Gorillas were coming to play.

Senior midfielder Greg Fisk, who has returned to the

all-New England form he displayed as a sophomore, opened

the scoring with 12:54 left in the first period. Taking a

feed from Carmean directly in front ofUNH goalie Andy

Soma. Fisk rifled a blast past the keeper s left side.

With the defensive corps of seniors Tbm Aldrich and

Gerry Byrne and freshman Adam Rodell (with solid held

from junior John Jordan and senior Pat Craig) clearing

the ball out of the UNH end at will, the Gorillas went on

the attack again.

Taking advantage of a missed defensive slide. Carr took

a pretty Carmean pass and beat Soma with 6:28 left.

Junior midfielder Neil "Fuzzy" Cunningham then came

down, started to look for a pass, but decided on a shot from

25 feet out and his rocket made it 3-0 with 5:50 to go. UNH
went for the time out. but the damage was done.

"What I like is the fact that we didn't play up to our

potential," said UM's Garber "We didn't control the tem-

po like I would've liked and we were without a few players

because of injuries and sickness. Were not close to being

as good as we're going to be and we easily handled a good

team in UNH."
The Wildcats, coming in with losses only to Maryland

and 10th -ranked Tbwson State, seemed shocked as how

easily the Gorillas buried them.

"We have a good team," said UNH's Garber 'And I

thought we could beat UMass. There was some terrible

calls made, but that didn't beat us, a great team beat us."

UNH did score in the first quarter as Soma took a clear

the length of the field, was checked and lost the ball, but

regained the rock and slid a shot past a screened LoCascio

with 1:42 left.

LoCascio, a freshman from Lindenhurst, New Jersey,

quickly became a crowd favorite with his daring expedi-

tions outside the crease. Becoming practically a fourth

defenseman at times, he shut down the UNH passing lanes

and stood his ground in the face of its attack.

"You have to pick and choose the times to come out of

the net," LoCascio said. "I like getting involved and I'm

at the point now that I'm not nervous. We have a great

defense and they are always there. Birdie (Aldrich), Gerry

and the rest of them are the best."

The second period saw Carmean, Fisk, junior Greg

Canella and Carr notch goals for UMass. Canella ended

up with three on the day and Fisk two, with one assist.

With the score 7-3 at halftime, UMass quickly increas-

ed their margin with two quick scores. Aldrich, taking a

clear all the way to the UNH crease, passed off, but hung
around and stuffed a loose ball home with 13:18 left.

Canella tossed his second one in less then a minute later.

Mike McCaffrey tallied for UNH, but then the issue was

decided as UMass ran off the next four.

With McGovem (who was 12-of23 on the day) winning

every face-off, the Gorillas unleased a barrage on Soma
as sharp passing accounted for goals by Carr (who played

his best collegiate game), sophomore Pat Cain, Canella

Collegian photo by Paul D«smarais

Junior attackman Tbm Carmean, had one goal and five assists as the Gorillas swamped UNH, 15-7.

and then Carr again.

The quarter ended with UM up, 134. UNH tallied three

garbage time goals with senior Rich Abbott and freshman

Chris Tyler scoring for UMass. Tyler's first collegiate point

came with no time left on the clock.

Statistically, UMass was 25-of30 on clears, enjoyed a

UMass rolls to third win

Gazelles crush Springfield, 20-7
By JOHN A. NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Every team needs to

have an easy game on its

schedule.

The tenth-ranked
University of

Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team played its

stat-builder Saturday
afternoon, swamping Divi-

sion 2 Springfield College,

20-3, at NOPE Field.

Senior attackman Bunny
Forbes led the Gazelle of

fensive barrage scoring a

season-high six goals and
added an assist while

junior attackman Lisa

Griswold had five goals

and four assists.

Senior attackman Mary
Scott, who combined with

sophomore attackman
Amy Robertson to win 20

of 24 faceoffs, scored four

goals and had two assists.

Sophomore attackman
Ginny Armstrong had a

hat-trick, freshman at-

tackman Cathy Fuhrman
had a goal and an assist,

junior attackman Becky
Bekampis scored once and
freshman attackman
Adrienne Recla had an
assist.

"You always have to have

a game like this to give

players a chance to show
what they can do in other

positions," UMass head
coach Pam Hixon said.

Scott, who entered the

game with just one goal

and an assist in two

previous games, said that

for the most part, the game
was one to work on fun-

damentals and one to

strive to keep from lower-

ing to the opponents level

of play.

"It was good to play in a

game like today because

there was a lot less

pressure and we were able

to work on fundamentals,"

she said.

The Gazelles sent

Springfield victory hopes

home quickly, scoring the

game's first seven goals

just 11:33 into the game.

Cathy Fuhrman's fourth

goal of the season set the

UMass offense rolling with

her goal, 1:44 into the

game. Forbes then scored

her first of the game 51

seconds later before Arm-
strong, GriswoJd and Scott

scored to «lMend the

UMass lead to 5-0 with

17:51 to go in the half.

Forbes scored again 12

seconds later before Scott

added an unassisted tally

with 13:27 left. Springfield

scored three goals within a

four minute span to get on
the board. UMass, getting

two more goals fix)m Forbes

before the end of the half
put the game away for all

intense and purposes with

its 9-3 halftime lead.

Despite the offensive

fireworks, it was the team's

defensive work that Hixon
said was the key to the

win.

"In the first half we were

a little shaky playing too

tight of a man-to-man
defense but after we swit-

ched to looser, sagging
man-to-man coverage, the

secofld half was much bet-

ter," Hixon said. "We real-

ly wanted to keep them
scoreless in the second
half."

"It really felt good to get

to work on other things,

not only that but it was
also a confidence builder

for our defense," Forbes
said. "It was just really

good to see different people

getting into the game."

55-37 ground ball advantage (Byrne led with 10), had a

44-35 shot advantage and was four-ofseven during extra-

man situations.

"This is what I've been waiting for," said Aldrich, a co-

captain. "We've put it together, and more's to come.

Minutewomen
sweep Adelphi
for 6th straight
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

If you have ever experienced the feeling of passing an

early midterm exam with flying colors, then you can iden-

tify with how the University of Massachusetts softball

team must feel.

The Minutewomen passed their toughest test of the

season on Saturday, sweeping perennial East Coast

powerhouse Adelphi University, 1-0 in 12 innings in the

first game, and 3-0 in the nightcap, at Garden City, New
York. UMass raised its record to 17-3 and is sure to move
up in the national rankings from its current 20th spot.

"They just did everything right against Adelphi. They
hit the ball hard and played superb defense," head coach

Elaine Sortino said. "It was a battle to the very end."

The Minutewomen took game one in more than dramatic

form. After being held scoreless for 11 innings by Adelphi

pitcher Julie Bolec, considered to be one of the top five

pitchers in the nation, UMass got the long ball to work

for them. Senior co-captain Sally Maher led off the inn-

ing with a triple and then scored when catcher Ilene

Freeman followed with a triple of her own to left field.

Freeman was thrown out at the plate, but the damage was

done.

The rest was up to pitcher Lynn Stockley, who picked

continued on page 11
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BILL COSBY RECEIVES
HONORARY DEGREE

photo by Michelle Segall

Bill Cosby lectured students to "go forth, " but not

home, and also said that there were people "out there

waiting to eat them alive;" if they are not prepared.

by Donette Wilson
Nummo Staff

Among the recipients of honorary degrees given out

on April 2, 1986, at "a special convocation on the Arts

in America" was celebrity and UMass alumnus,

William (Bill) Cosby, Jr.

The student body and award recipients were

welcomed by Chancellor Joseph Duffey. He talked

briefly about the program's object to "honor six

remarkable people," four of which have degrees from

UMass. He mentioned how the Arts were falling

behind science as far as recognition and funding, and
this was one reason for this honorary celebration.

The six recipients were Bill Cosby, Graham Gund,

Francis S.M. Hodsoll, Bruce Franklin MacCombie,
William Edward Taylor, and Lois Beurman Torf.

While receiving his degree, Cosby amused the au-

dience with humorous gestures. When he came to the

stage for remarks he instructed everyone to "go back

to class now." He said that he knew students would
use any excuse not to attend classes.

He said that he had a great deal of pride for Temple
University where he did his undergraduate work, and

UMass where he did graduate studies.

He told the story of his recruitment to the UMass
graduate program. Cosby feels that comedy is

"necessary and useful in everyday life." His decision

was "solidified by three professors," who told him

what he was worth in terms of educating people, after

his first performance at UMass's Cage; which Cosby

told the audience he thought he had named.

Cosby explained that once he left Temple Universi-

ty, he was no longer concerned with what was the

number one record or who was the best basketball

team in the NBA, his main concern was how he was
going to pay his rent. No one realizes it until he/she is

out there in the real world; how hard it really is, said

Cosby.

He comically explained that he was asked to return

to school with the incentive of financially making in a

year, by means of a Master's Degree, a sum he had

been making every four weeks.

He described UMass at the time he attended as hav-

ing a great deal of diversity. He said that when there

are 'all kinds of minds working, you've got the most

fantastic thing around.'

He talked about his successful program, "The

Cosby Show." He said that he was conscious of what

he wanted to do (through the program) because he

was tired of there being nothing on television he

wanted to watch.

He advised students that after graduation many
people will congratulate you saying, "go forth."

"Forth," said Cosby, "is not back home," and relayed

that this was a message from parents. The degree, he

said, "It means nothing; it's just a piece of paper. Peo-

ple are out there waiting for you. we will eat you

alive," he joked.

He asked that people remember that UMass was

then at a different time and that out of that 'different

time' came a Bill Cosby. He ended by saying "Theo"

his tv son loves to wear his UMass t-shirt. So we gave

him a complimentary one, along with a couple of stan-

ding ovations.

DR. MOSELY HONORS M. L. KING
by Marion Tinsley

Nummo Staff

Helping to commemorate the life of Dr. Martin

Luther King, Jr., the Angelic Voices, along with other

choirs, two soloists and guest speaker Dr. Brian

Mosley joined forces to celebrate King's work, Friday

night.

Joining in the celebration were approximately 250

people from the Five College community, Springfield

and New Jersey.

The program began with the recorded words

spoken by Dr. King at the March on Washington, with

the background music of "We Shall Overcome." "I

Don't Fell No Ways Tired," sung by the seven choirs

and two soloists, set the tone of the event. The theme

of the evening was "There Is No Easy Road To

Freedom."
Dr. Brian Mosley, ordained minister, and pastor and

founder of the Greater Bethlehem Healing Temple,

opened his sermon by singing the first verse of

"Amazing Grace".

Mosley said that we should remember what King

did and that we should try to incorporate it into our

lives today, "but first of all let's thank God because he

is the one who is in control of our lives."

Mosley correlated the struggle and the fight to

freedom that King initiated to those that exist in

Nicaragua, South Africa, the Phillipines and in

Europe. 'People are struggling all over the world for

some type of freedom," said Mosely. "Those people

who are struggling over issues of public concern are

trying to become free."

Mosley said that in the last couple of years the

country has become more oppressive. "There is a

perplexity of struggle right here in the states. In order

to have the satisfaction that I am somebody, you are

going to have to pay," he explained.

Mosley said that out of all the great work that Dr.

King did that there are still people who question his

credibility? "People today have lost that heart-felt

religion that our grandmothers and grandfathers had:

treat others as you would have them treat you.

Mosley said that he feels there are also personal

struggles going on - young people are struggling to

become adults: girls to be women, and boys to

become men.

"People today have to hold onto their self-respect,

dignity and their morals. King lived for something and

he exemplified everything that he lived for. Education

does not make you free, you have to know who you

are. I am a Black man, I know who I am, I am
free, "Mosley said. "There is more to life than drums

and music. And in order to have freedom you have got

to have freedom within yourself."

Mosely stressed, "The theme 'No Easy Road to

Freedom' means something when you think about

freedom: You are going to have to suffer. People want

so much and pay so little."

Pentecostal preacher Dr. Brian Mosely told the au-

dience on Friday night in Bowker Auditorium to

remember what King did and to try to incorporate it in

to their everyday lives

I 1 I
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Reports

in Color
by Don«tte Wilson
Nummo Staff

"Good Evening and Welcome to 'Reports in

Color'." "Reports in Color" is a Black Affairs show on
91.1 WMUA, from 6-7 p.m., every Saturday night,

sponsored by The Black Mass Communication Project

(BMCP). "Reports in Color" strives each week to br-

ing to you issues and information that are of interest

to Black community members and Third World
students.

The program's host is Marc Elliot Giles, "strives to

enlighten you, the listener." "But to do the best we
can, we need your support," said Giles.

This program is also produced and engineered by
Giles, a senior sociology major here at UMass. Giles is

a member of BMCP. He says the show was creatd by
BMCP and has been here since the organizations in-

ception. The problem, explained Giles, was that even
though the program was here, "no one did anything

with it." The show has been put on by other com-
munity members such as Sharon Jackson, Julian

Tynes, and Frank Oglasby, who is a recent UMass
graduate.

Giles selects the program's guests by choosing

Third Worid community members with positions of

authority and duty to the community. He chooses
these people because he feels that their opinions are

more respected. "When they talk, everybody listens,"

says Giles, thereby making the program more effec-

tive. "Reports in Color" also often asks for opinions

from the larger community on controversial issues.

This program is very time consuming to create, pro-

duce and engineer single-handedly, says Giles, who
usually does his show on Tuesday night from 6:00

p.m. - 2:00 a.m. He does this while taking 18 credits.

He has had a number of people on his program, like

CCEMBS Advisor Rick Townes, members of Nummo
News, BMCP, Malcolm X Center, Afrik-Am and even
The United Christian Fund.

Giles is presently looking for oeople to train since he
will be graduating this year, he would like to see the

program continue. Giles explained that everyone says

that they are interested, but few (or none) show that

interest. He said, "You can gauge the interest, by the

initiative."

A training session by Giles simply entails students

coming down to the station and doing everything

along with him, until the students(s) are able to pro-

duce the show alone. He has had some help from

Wallace McCloud and his consultants Rod Clare and
Chris Williams.

Giles plans to return to New York hoping to find a

job with a radio station possibly doing a show such as

this one. He enjoys his work because he gets to meet,

understand and relate to different people, and believes

that work on this program will facilitate job offers in

the future.

NUMMO NEWS congratulates and thanks Marc
Elliot Giles for the work he has done and wishes

him the best of luck in his future endeavors.

Cape

Celebrate
by Gisslfe Andrade

Marion TInsiey

Nummo Staff

There are approximately 100 Cape Verdeans on this

campus, many of which are not aware of their culture.

The Cape Verdean Students Alliance(CVSA),

established in the fall of 1982, came out of a need for

Cape Verdeans to come together and form an identity

here at the University.

On March 28th at an awareness day, hosted by the

CVSA, they were awarded a citation for the preserva-

tion of culture- by Chairman of the Rhode Island Sub-

committee on the Preservation of Cape Verdean

Culture, Oling Monteiro Jackson. Jackson said, "This

event is very important, everyone is watching. They

may not be here but they are watching you."

Jackson said that the goals of the CVSA and those

of the Subcommittee are to preserve and to make
people aware of the Cape Verdean culture in the Five

College community, in the states and abroad.

Included in the activities, in helping to celebrate

Cape Verdean Awareness Day, were speakers, a

photo exhibit and a dinner of traditional Cape Verdean

dishes, followed by a traditional Cape Verdean dance.

Paul Barrows, advisor of the CVSA and director of

the Collegiate Committee for the Education of Black

and Minority Students (CCEBMS), lectured on the

strength, unity and history of the struggle of Cape
Verdeans.

"Struggling is an integral part of our being. Cape
Verde is one of the poorest countries in the world.

Struggling is a part of our tradition," Barrows said.

"You have two things that you have to do in being

Cape Verdean," said Barrows. "One is to be suc-

cessful students and the second is to tell your younger

brothers and sisters to do something about their

education. There is something called the Cachupa
Connection where you try to do something for your

country; this is what you have to do, don't be selfish."

Verdeans

Culture
Rui Periera, president and a founding member of

the CVSA, said "This is a very historical event for us.

We have waited for the right time because we first had

to organize and establish ourselves."

"The alliance is grateful to ail the people who came
forth and got involved. We would like to thank

everyone who participated and supported us," said

Periera. "To me this shows that all Third World

organizations can come together and help one
another," Periera said.

Denise Warner, coordinator and member of the

CVSA, said that she was pleased with the turn-out.

"We would have appreciated a greater turn-out from

those who are not familiar with Cape Verdean culture.

However, those people who came, left with a better

knowledge of the Cape Verdean people."

The goals of the CVSA are to promote and create

an awareness within the Five College community,
about Cape Verdean history:

-To establish alliances with Cape Verdeans at other

universities.

-To establish a curriculum so that Cape Verde
history will be taught at UMass.

-To establish an exchange program between UMass
and the Cape Verde Islands.

Cape Verde consists of 10 islands off the western
coast of Africa. Originally, Africans were taken from
Africa by Portuguese slave traders and placed on the

islands to work. The country is very poor and still

largely agricultural today, with a population of

296,000. Creole, the unifying language of Cape Ver-

deans gets its manisfestation from Portugal, other

parts of Europe and Africa.

The Cape Verde islands received their in-

dependence from Portugual ten years ago and are a

part of the greater Pan-African struggle for in-

dependence. The country is now trying to obtain

modern technology to overcome the economic

stagnation created by colonialism.

Feed the Hungry
"Some of the poorest children in the city

of New York have raised thousands of

dollars and hired a plane to air lift some
40 tons of grain into Ethopia, they did it.

According to doctors and nutritionists

on the seen, our government is so bogg-

ed down in red tape that the much need-

ed food is not making it to the people of

Ethopia on time.

We can help- with a penny, a nickle, a

dime or a quarter a day. Yes- it has all

been said but now it is time to start do-

ing, if a group of children ages 5 to 19

can 'save the children' we too can 'give

back a life'.

The Agusta Savage Memorial Gallery is

spearheading the 'Give Back a Life' drive

for the children of Ethopia, contact us at

546-0932.
"

Bill Cosby: Backgroundto Greatness
by Donette Wilson
Nummo Staff

It no longer does justice to William H. Cosby, Jr. to

refer to him as a comedian or entertainer. As it is with

Wilt Rogers, W.C. Fields, and Groucho Marx, Bill

Cosby is best described as a "humorist."

The distinction is important because, whether

through his work in television, concerts, recordings or

education. Bill Cosby always centers his comedy on

the basic elements of our lives, touching them in a

way that transcends either comedy or entertainment.

His most recent and perhaps greatest success is his

NBC television series. In addition to being TV's most

popular series, "The Cosby Show" is among its most

influential. The show has been credited with boosting

the entire NBC network, reinvigorating the situation

comedy and provoking critics and television industry

leaders to examine more deeply the content of net-

work shows, their treatment of the American family

and of Blacks.

Born in Philadelphia on July 12, 1937, Bill Cosby is

the oldest of William and Anna Cosby's three sons. He
attended Wister Elementary School along with his

pals Fat Albert, Old Weird Harold, Dumb Donald,

Rudy, Nolan and Weasel, for which his cartoon

characters are named. He left high school to join the

Navy and later finished high school via a cor-

respondence course.

When he was discharged, he enrolled at Temple
University as the result of an athletic scholarship. He
played football and track at Temple. Cosby left Tem-
ple University to begin his entertainment career more
than 25 years ago. His first stage appearance (for $5 a

night) was at a night spot in his native Philadelphia

called "The Underground." From that humble beginn-

ing, Cosby's career took off.

He is the best-selling comedian of all-time on record

albums. He has had 20 albums, three of them musical,

on the national pop charts. Three albums were in the

Top 10 - "Revenge" went to number two in Billboard

magazine, and three others made the Top 20. Cosby
has won five "Best Comedy Album" Grammy awards.

He made the transition from standup comic to actor

in the series "I Spy." His NBC co-star role alongside

Robert Culp was a historic moment in casting, mark-

ing the first time a Black man was placed with a White
man as an equal. "I Spy" earned international atten-

tion and Cosby earned three Emmy awards.

He married Camilla Hanks on Jan. 25, 1964. They
have four daughters and one son and reside in

Shelburne, Massachusetts.

In 1977, Cosby received a doctor of education

degree from the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst; he head received his master's in education

from UMass in 1972.

His doctoral thesis had the somewhat tongue-in-

cheek, elongated title, "The Integration of Visual

Media Via Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids into the

Elementary Schools Culminating as a Teacher Aid to

Achieve Increased Learning." The research influences

instructional home videos Cosby produces, which are

designed to develop readiness skills in pre-school

children. The program was awarded the Gold Award
at the 1981 International Film and TV Festival as

"Outstanding Children's Program."
Cosby made his motion picture debut in "Man and

Boy," a drama set in the post-Civil War era. He has
also appeared with Robert Culp in "Hickey and
Boggs," with Sidney Poitier in "Uptown Saturday
Night," "Let's Do It Again" and "A Piece of the Ac-
tion," and with Richard Pryor in "California Suite."

In addition, Cosby has filmed numerous television

specials and produced two education TV shows
-"Concern," dealing with his concern for school

children, and "Prejudice," an irreverent spoof of pre-

judicial hangups. He has also made contributions to

PBS-TV's "The Electric Company."

Portions of this article

were donated by

the Arts Council.
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CCEBMS Summer
Program Continues

by Tracay Bryant
Nummo Staff

The CCEBMS Summer Program was initiated in

1963to allow some minority students a pre-September

adjustment period by approximating the first year, and

to build the discipline necessary to prioritize, organize

and study in the face of multiple first-year alternatives.

Another goal is to familiarize students with the cam-

pus, campus agencies and administrative organiza-

tions.

The first-year of college is normally the hardest for

students. It is the time when the most number of peo-

ple get put on academic probations. Rick Townes,

director of the summer program, said"The program

seems to have made a difference." Not only does

CCEBMS Summer Program students generally not

end up on probation the first year, they tend to excel.

Said Townes. "Students from the program are the

best advocates of the program. They all say they

would do it again."

The students in the SumoYer Program take two
courses and are offered a multitude of extra-curricular

activities. The students are placed in various levels of

college math and English, through the Rhetoric and

Math Department testing.

All students must attend both math and English

classes daily and study hours are mandatory along

with a few prescribed activities. During the six weeks

of the Summer Program, study time predominates the

students' days, because says Townes, "One of the

problems on campus among students, is that people

don't always demonstrate sound academic

discipline."

The program consists of 30 hours a week of man-

datory study hall, with retribution even for class tar-

diness including possible expulsion, and in general,

"not a lot of free time," said Townes, who added
cheerfully "weekends - Friday nights through Sunday
nights are free."

Townes decried the claim that CCEBMS Summer
Program students wouldn't have received UMass ad-

mission had they not been enrolled in the program.
Said Townes, "Many present UMass students

wouldn't make it through the Summer Program;

which has a good mix of academic levels and

backgrounds."

Townes said thatat first kids moaned and groaned,

but they adhered and adjusted. The professionals in-

volved with the program, which was slightly different

this year, were pleased with the response and results.

The first two years the program was administered

jointly by CCEBMS, BCP and Everywoman's Center.

CCEBMS who produced the program soley last year

and will continue to do so, introduced some new

ideas. "Academic discipline was new," said Townes.

The first two summers, the classes were the same, but

kids were expected to study on their own. Townes

pointed out that most did.

Of the new ideas, Townes said, "We wanted to

begin a process that would stay with them during the

four years. We wanted them to t>egin to think about

time-management - dividing up the day into scheduled

sectors of time." The hope was that when September

came and the students had five clases, they would

construct a schedule and stick to K.

The concept for last year's summer program was to

try to instill and build what it takes to have a suc-

cessful college career, not just to make it through;

basically, extending the previous idea of first-year suc-

cess, related Townes.
Some of the tools used to accomplish this was per-

tinent cultural, historical readings and guests, and

more cultural interaction built into the curriculum and

activities. Last year, Tanzanian leaders had open

discussions with the students and the students had to

academically utilize the UMass Summer Jazz Festival

for papers and presentations.

CCEBMS intends to continue with this type of sum-

mer program format, because, said Townes, "Last

year, we saw solid improvement in first semester

achievement, with fewer CCEBMS students on

academic prot>ation after the first semester; primarily

because so many CCEBMS Summer programmers did

well."

There were 45 students in the summer program last

year and they expect to have the same number this

year. Said Townes, "Any CCEBMS student could

benefit from coming in six weeks eariier."

NUMMO NOTEBOOK
Third World Theatre Grants

The Five-College Third World Theatre

LCommittee is pleased to announce again

.the residency and production fund
available for the academic year 1986-87.

This fund is intended to stimulate in-

terest in the exploration of Third World
Theatre within our productions. Up to

$4,500 is available for:

Artist-in-residence. An actor,

playwright, director, designer,
dramaturge, etc. would work with a

specific theatre production for a period

of 3-6 weeks.

Production fund. Grant assistance is

available for a Five-College production,

department production, or student pro-

duction.

Small Projects Development Loan. Up
to $500

Available to Five-College student

groups to develop production projects.

Money may be used for supplies and

other initial production expenditures and

must be repaid from box office earnings.

Proposals for projects scheduled dur-

ing September through Ocober 1986

must be submitted by May 9, 1986. Pro-

posals for projects scheduled during

November through December, 1986

must be submitted by September 1,

1986. Proposals should be submitted to

Shelia Rose Bland, Chair, Third World
Theatre Committee.

in the current academic year funds

were awarded to: New World Theatre's

productions of "Dance of the Railroad,"

"In Living Color" and "Shango De Ima,"

and Laila Lee Taylor's production of

"Gold Bracelets."

The committee will consider a wide
variety of proposals which fall under the

following general description Third

World Theatre:

The term "Third World Theatre" is

not meant to obscure the distinct

theatrical traditions, forms, and
achievements of African, Hispanic,

Asian and Native American cultures, nor

to suggest that they are a single entity.

Rather, the term recognizes the impor-

tant differences in the history and
development of these cultures as well as

many shared themes and similar ex-

periences.

Conference

Promotes

Networking
by Marion Tinsley

Nummo Staff

The planning committee of the Third World Student

Leadership Conference is inviting students to attend

and participate in their program to be held on Satur-

day, April 19, at the Campus Center Auditorium. This

year the conference's theme is networking in the Five

College community.
Committee Chairman Sherwood Thompson said "I

cannot over-emphasize how important it is for Black

and other Third World students in the Five College

community to actively support this conference. Above

and beyond attending these important workshops

there are many ways that students and their organiza-

tions can make a positive contribution towards the

success of this event."

"The community has to work together and unders-

tand that their diversity lies in their unity," Sherwood

said. It will also give students the opportunity to meet

new friends."

Activities include workshops that explore issues

surrounding the survival of Black and other Third

World students at predominately white colleges and

universities. A luncheon will be given with a presenta-

tion by Dr. John Henrick Clarke, chairman of the

Department of Black and Puerto Rican Studies at

Hunter College in New York City. He will speak on the

nineteenth century origins of Black Nationalism.

The day's activities will be shared with high school

students from throughout Massachusetts as part of

the Undergraduate Admissions Office's Challenge

Program.

For futher info, nation contact Sherwood Thomp-
son at 545-2517.

In America, the term refers to those

theatre movements which not only pro-

ject the social values and ethnic ex-

periences of non-European American
communities, but which, in an increas-

ingly conscious manner, utilize the

forms and traditions of the original

cultures. Thus in this uniquely American
context. Third World theatre represents

a continuum and transformation of

world drama expanding and enriching

our contemporary American theatre.

If you have any questions please do
not hesitate to contact the chair.

We hope you will take advantage of

this exciting opportunity.

Sincerely,

Shelia Rose Bland

Five-College Third World Theatre
Committee Members, 1966-86.

Sheila Rose Bland, Theatre Faculty, Smith

L^ila Taylor, Smith

Suzanne Dougan, Theatre Faculty, Amherst

Dana Woods, Amherst

Ellen Donkin, Theatre Faculty. Hampshire

Anna Ibe, Hampshire

Joyce Devlyn, Theatre Faculty, Mount Holyoke

Lisa Anderson, Mount Holyoke

Penny Remsen, Theatre Faculty, UMass

Roberta Thelwell, Theetre Faculty, UMass

Selina Cavalcanti, UMass

Daphne Reed, UMass and Rve Colleges Center
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"Attention all CCEBMS seniors."

There will be a mandatory meeting in

room 311 New Africa House,
on April 11, 1986 at 7:00 p.m. . If you are

unable to attend please call Doris Clem-

mons at 5-0031 between 8:30-5:00 p.m.

TO BE YOUNG GIFTED AND BLACK
A play directed by Esther Terry, musical

direction by Lucien P. Gochett
Monday through Friday, April 14-18 at

Bowker Auditorium
at 8:00

NUMMO
WE ARE THE AUGUSTA SAVAGE ART
GALLERY.
We are in the New Africa House on the

first floor.

Come by and check us out.

The Commuter Area Government
presents the PROGRESSIVE FILM
SERIES:

Thursday, April 10

"Jazz on a Summer Day" and the film

"the St. Louis Blues." Co-sponsored by

the Black musicians conference. "Jazz"

is the definitive jazz film featuring

Thelonious Monk, Louis Armstrong,

Chuck Berry, Dinah Washington, et al. at

Newport in 1958.

Cape Cod Lounge, SUB.

Thursday, April 17

"September Wheat" - by Peter Krieg. An
award-winning film about food and

hunger in the rich industrialized coun-

tries and in the poor countries of the

world.

CC163.

TIMES FOR ALL COMMUTER AREA
FILMS WILL BE 7:30 P.M.

GET INVOLVED IN THE STRUGGLE!

KEEP THE COMMUNITY ALIVE!

KEEP THE COMMUNITY INFORMED.

NUMMO STAFF

Marion Tinsley

Donette Wilson
Tracey Bryant

Giselle Andrade
Nadine Marsellas

Tracey Kemble
David G. DuBois

Con*'-ibutors

Editor In Chief

Managing Editor

News Editor

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

Correspondent
Faculty Advisor

Address all letters to the Editor to: Nummo News,
New Africa House Room 103

Third World Community outreach

counselor/advodate for women at the

Everywoman Center is willing to listen

to your problems. This program is

designed to help women victims of

violence. Call Evelyn at 549-7785 or

545-0800 anytime.

IOTA PHI THETA'S THIRD ANNUAL
UMOJA GREEK STEP SHOW

April 19,

8:00 PM
Bowker Auditorium.

Tickets may be purchased at Fine Arts

Center, or $4 at the door.

UPWARD BOUND CAREER DAY
CONFERENCE
April 12. 1986 9:30 a.m. at the Holyoke

Community College-Frost Building A.

Contact the Upward Bound Office for

more information.

The 15th Annual Black Musicians

presents:
"From Sorrow Song to Soulful Shout."

The event will take place at the Augusta

Savage Memorial Gallery, New Africa

House, April 7-19.

There will be a reception with music

on Wednesday, April 9, 5-8 p.m.

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY MARATHON

April 12-13

There will a 12-hour marathon dance

held in an effort to help fight Muscular

Dystrophy.

The dance will be held at Curry Hicks

Cage beginning at 12 midnight and en-

ding 12 noon.

For further information contact W.Greg

Rothman at: 546-0341.

"Variation on a Theme"
An exhibition of works by Daniel Bona,

Peng Yew Chin and Cynthia Gilliland will

be presented at Wheeler Gallery in

Wheeler House. April 10-20

WANTED
NUMMO NEWS is now accepting

applications for typesetters and lay-out

persons for the 1986-87 academic year.

These are 10-hour/week student posi-

tions. Experience preferred, but will

train. Workstudy preferred. Contact

NUMMO NEWS at 545-0061, 545-0062, or

write NUMMO NEWS, 103 New Africa

House.

NUMMO is now accepting applications

for typesetters and layout persons for

the coming year. We are willing to train.

For more information come to our of-

fice, located at 103 New Africa House.

NUMMO NEWS is now accepting ap-

plications for the position of Business

Manager.
Business Majors or previous experience

preferred. This is a 10-hour/week stu-

dent position for the 1986-87 academic

year. Workstudy preferred. Contact

NUMMO NEWS at 545-0061, 545-0062, or

write NUMMO NEWS, 103 New Africa

House.

NUMMO NEWS is now accepting ap-

plications for the position of Ad-

ministrative Assistant. Good secretarial

skill necessary. This is a 10-hour/week

student position for the 1986-87

academic year. Workstudy preferred.

ANNOUNCEMENT
AL JARREAU

Saturday, April 19

8:00 PM
at the Fine Arts Center,

UMass.
Tickets are $17.00,

cash only,

6 ticket limit

On sale at the F.A.C.

Box Office and at the
Springfield Civic Center

NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

The Massachusetts Daily
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Top legal officials

call review unfair

Collrgian pholo hy Brian (iuarnotia

I'M SO GLAD ELEPHANTS DON'T FLY-Lack of sun did not stop

School of Management junior Paul Murphy from studying outdoors

under a lone bird yesterday.

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The administration's plans for reviewing

the University of Massachusetts Legal Ser-

vices Office drew criticism yesterday from

two members of the office, who said it is an

attempt to deprive students of the right to

sue the University.

Today through Thursday, a lawyer

selected by the Office of Student Affairs

will examine the "mission, goals, objec-

tives, organizational structure and repor-

ting line" of the LSO.
David Valade. chairman of the LSO

Governing Board and Charles J. DiMare.

LSO director, questioned Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs Dennis L. Madson's

selection of George Shur, general counsel

to the University of Southern Illinois, for

the review.

Valade said the choice of Shur to prepare

a report on LSO appeared to be "the

reviewing of the office with the prior inten

tion of taking away students' right to sue.

and then making it seem justified."

Valade said Madson assured the eight-

member LSO governing board it would
have input into the review, "then he put

it off for a while. The next thing we knew
he was going to Washington to talk to

Shur.

"We sent a letter to Madson but he hasn't

responded to it,
" Valade said.

Madson was unavailable for comment
yesterday.

DiMare said: "I think the itinerary pro-

posed by Madson is questionable in the

least."

Valade said Shur's position with the

University of Southern Illinois makes him
biased in favor of the administration, and

he would like another person to conduct the

review in addition to Shur.

i'd like to see someone who is at least un-

biased, where the report would be based on

the review, not the review based on the

report," Shur said.

DiMare said he believes the primary

reason for the review is the number of

students that LSO represents in lawsuits

against the University.

The office says it handles 2,000 to 3,000

clients per year, and that between 400 and

500 involve students against the Univer

sity. Of those cases, an average of L5 end

up in court.

"We do everything we can to negotiate

settlements out of court," DiMare said.

The most recent student suit against

UMass was filed last week by two students

who said their civil rights were violated

when they were arrested for holding up an
anti-apartheid banner at a business con-

ference in the Campus Center last April.

"The administration for years has been

discussing the control of this office,"

DiMare said. "It's interesting that they ap-

pear more interested in our office after we
file lawsuits."

DiMare said most lawsuits against the

University involve Health Services, cam-

pus police, the dean of students office.

Housing Services and the Student Affairs

Office, all of which are under Madson's con

trol. He said he would rather see LSO
under the chancellor's office or the pro-

vost's office.

Madson was unavailable for comment
last night.

Former Student files Conte says aid wiU help women
suit against police
A former University of Massachusetts student filed suit

Friday in US District Court in Springfield, accusing the

Amherst Police Department of denying him constitutional

rights and beating him when he was taken into protec-

tive custody in 1983.

Michael Gemme, the former student, is seeking

$350,000 in damages from Police Chief Donald Maia and

several other officers in the department, which is

self-insured.

Court documents show that on April 13, 1983, Gemme
was returning to campus from a bar on North Pleasant

Street when an officer stopped him and asked if he had

been drinking. Gemme said he was not walking in a

straight line because he had suffered a knee injury. He

then fell and the officer handcuffed him and allegedly beat

him.

Gemme was then brought to the Amherst police station,

where he claims he was further beaten, according to the

records.

The lawsuit also charges that Gemme was not allowed

to make a phone call, was not informed of his right to take

a breathalyzer test and was refused treatment for his

injuries.

"I don't know when it will be tried; the average case

against the Amherst police takes about three years," said

Charles DiMare, director of UMass Legal Services, who

is representing Gemme.
Maia told the Daily Hampshire Gazette he could not com-

ment on the suit during litigation, and he could not be

reached yesterday evening.
-JEANETTE DeFORGE

The I^all 1986 Official Schedule of

Courses will be distributed in the Campus
Center Concourse from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. next

Monday. Only one copy will be distributed

per person. Beginning one week from today,

the schedule of courses pamphlet will be

available in the Whitmore 1st floor lobby.

By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

Representative Silvio Conte, R-Mass, was on campus

yesterday to announce a $150,000 grant from the US
Labor Department to the University of Massachusetts

School of Education for a program to help women attain

high-level management positions.

The Corporate Linkage Program, which calls for

UMass to collaborate with private firms and the govern-

ment, is aimed to assist women in the private sector to

work their way up the job ladder. Roundtable discussions

between representatives of academia, corporations and

government will seek to identify the problems that stop

women from advancing into upper levels of management,

according to a University statement.

Results of the discussions will aid in forming programs

aimed at eliminating the difficulties women face in this

area, the statement said.

In a news conference at Furcolo Hall, Conte said the

program will create "a partnership between the Univer-

sity and the private sector to develop ways of assisting

women improve their mobility and opportunities in cor-

porate management."
Conte cited a Wall Street Journal survey in which on-

ly two percent of the top executives polled were women,

as an example that there are not enough women in high-

level management positions.

"The need for a project like this is there," he said.

Norma Jean Anderson, professor of organizational

development in the School of Education, said that in ad-

dition to the program, "We plan to have a strategy for

corporate people to come and look at the model."

She also said that the model would be primarily

directed at private financial institutions, manufactur-

ing and technical institutions, and the entertainment

and communications media.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, introducing the

20-minute press conference, said the program is one of

many University efforts to "work more closely with

business and industry on a whole host of problems that

confront our society."

Conte responds to charge
Before his news conference yesterday. Rep. Silvio Con-

te, R-Mass., took a minute to respond to a reporter's in

quiry into allegations of voter intimidation leveled by

Bob Weiner, a Democrat who is seeking to unseat him

in the congressional election this fall.

The charges involve a Feb. 9 vote by the Hadley based

Polish Club to support Weiner's candidacy. In a press

release, Weiner charged that a member of the club told

him after the vote that Conte aides, and "possibly the

representative himself," called Polish-Americans in this

area to attempt to overturn the vote.

According to the release, the club responded by

upgrading its support to an outright endorsement of

Weiner.
"I don't even know where it (the Polish Club] is," Conte

said outside Furcolo Hall. "Weiner is just hungry for

news. While Conte works, he runs around."

Reached by telephone. Weiner said, "I stand my
ground. Conte has a history of intimidation dating back

12 years and it comes from the arrogance of power."

He added: "Every time an organization endorses so-

meone else, Conte doesn't think they have the right to

'^^ '*•'

-WILLIAM SPAIN

('(illcfpan photo hy Mlrhell*- 8»iihI1

Congressman Silvio Conte, R-Mass.
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Evidence points to Libya;

Reagan ponders retaliation
WASHINGTON (AP)

President Reagan was said

yesterday to be studying the

possibility of a military

strike against Libya as the

United States compiled

evidence that the renegade

Arab republic was involved

in the fatal bombing of a

West Berlin disco.

Ambassador Richard

Burt, the US envoy to West

Germany, said there were

"very clear indications that

there was Libyan involve-

ment" in the nightclub bom-

bing that killed an
American Army sergeant

and a Turkish woman.

When asked whether he

favored a military move

against Khadafy, Burt said

that Reagan was "studying

this issue right now."

One US diplomat in the

divided city, speaking on

condition he not be iden-

tified, said: 'The Libyan

angle is being explored very

vigorously. Khadafy is an

Is your academic major

a puzzle? Can we help you put

the pieces together?

Bachelor's Degree with Individual Concentration

. . .a progjam for self-designed majors.

Contact: BDIC
15 Bartlett Hall

545-2504 or 545-0736

All potential BDIC students, non-

traditional majors and any others in-

terested are cordially invited to attend our

ALUMNI CAREER NIGHT when a panel

of BDIC graduates will discuss:

"The First Year Out:

Trials, Tribulations and Triumphs"

WHEN: Tues, April 8, 1986 at 8:00 p.m.

WHERE: Campus Center, Rooms 162-175

Refreshments will be served

active .suspect."

On his return from a

California vacation Sunday,

Reagan refused comment
when reporters asked him

whether he planned to

strike at the Libyan leader.

He ignored questions yester-

day as he left the White

House to watch the start of

the Baltimore Orioles'

season-opening baseball

game against the Cleveland

Indians.

At the White House,
spokesman Edward Djere-

jian said the administration

would "have to reserve final

judgment on exactly who
was responsible until we
make further progress on

the investigations."

But he said the weekend
explosion in West Berlin

and the bombing last week

of a TWA jetliner over

Greece followed the "pat-

tern of indiscriminate

violence which we have

traced to the types of ter-

rorist activities that Col.

Moammar Khadafy has

sponsored in the past."

Tuesday, April 8, 1986;
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Gas Saving
Tune-up
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& Auto Center
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GRAPHICS
WILL
RULE

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Sam* Oav Results

S«rv/c«s that are
f^ne. Contidantlal, Caring

a, Helpful

8549-1906
Amherst

Carriage Shops
an alternative to abortion

W I'hoUi

A REAL SCREWBALL-President Ronald Reagan tosses out the

second ball at the Orioles opening day game at Memorial Stadium

yesterday. He is using a glove worn by Orioles all-star shortstop Cal

Ripken. _^__^

Try to relate

by not seeing straignti

Make your
appointment!
Don 't he late!

Perms
$28.00 includes conditioning

and blow dry or set. (does not include cut)^

MARJON ^,
HAIR DESIGN

Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551

SUMMER
JOBS

Girls overnight camps
on Cape Cod and

New Hampshire
needs general
counselors, water-

front and sailing staff,

C.I.T., Director,

Cooks, Assistant
Cooks and Nurses.

Contact Janet Wad-
den, Patriots' Trail

Girl Scout Council,

6 St. James Avenue,

Boston, MA, 02116,

617-482-1078.

Learn About Publicity Using

Broadcast and Visual Media
attend

SGA Communication's forum on

"Publicizing With Audiovisual Media"

guest speakers from

Hamilton Newell •WMUA
• Union Video Center •WHMP

• Community Center for Access TV.

Dote: Tuesday, April 8, 1986

Time: 7-9pm
Place: 81 1 Campus Center

All who attend receive the Student Publicity Manual for FREE!

vol tone color

J

Low turnout expected
for Amherst elections
Today's Amherst town election is ex-

pected to attract a light turnout because
there are few contested races, according to

Acting Town Clerk Rose Quinton.

Three candidates running for two seats

on the Board of Selectmen and a two-way
race for elector under the Oliver Smith Will

are the only races with more candidates

than seats.

Incumbent <!electman Allen Torrey, and
candidates Judy Bi oo.ks and Susan Roberts

are vying for two places on the board. Elec-

tor Rosemary Sprague is being challenged

for the first time since 1977, by Inez

Haggerty.

Quinton attributes the expected low tur-

nout to a lack of candidates for Town
Meeting seats.

"Not as many people as usual ran for

Town Meeting, as they should," Quinton

said. "I think it's pathetic when people

don't turn out to take a local interest in

their candidates."

The highest voter turnout in the last four

years was 29 percent, in 1983. In 1984, 10

percent came to the polls and last year, the

total was 8 percent.

The polling places will be open from noon

until 8 p.m. They are:

Precinct 1 - North Congregational

Church Hall, Precinct 2 - North Fire Sta

tion. Precinct 3 — Immanuel Lutheran

Church. Precinct 4 - Bangs Community
Center, Precinct 5 — Bangs Community
Center, Precinct 6 - Fort River School,

Precinct 7 — Crocker Farm School, Precinct

8 — Munson Library.

— NANCY KLINGENER

UNH team vehicles

dented following game
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

A man dented the roofs of a University

of New Hamphire lacrosse team bus and
van when he jumped on them after the

lacrosse game Saturday in the parking lot

near Curry Hicks Cage, University of

Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

•A male student from Kennedy Tower

suffered a swollen jaw, a cut lip and bite

wound after he was assaulted by two

18-year-old men, also from Kennedy Tower,

at 1:57 a.m. Saturday on the 16th floor of

Kennedy, police said.

The men will be charged with assault and

battery and malicious destruction of state

property -- a lounge door, police said.

The victim was treated at University

Health Services and released, police said.

•More than $1,200 worth of equipment

was reported stolen at 1:30 a.m. Friday

from three rooms on the first floor of the

Marcus Engineering Building East. The

locks were forced open, police said.

•Five bottles of liquor and 84 cans of

beer were confiscated at 1 1:16 p.m. Friday

from about 20 minors who were in a room
on the 4th fioor ofJames House, police said.

•Four sinks were ripjjed from a wall and
connecting water pipes were severed at

1 1 :24 p.m. Friday in a bathroom on the first

floor of Baker House, police said.

• Four UMass students were charged

with willful and wanton injury to state pro-

perty after they were found in possession

of a UMass sign at 12:32 a.m. Saturday

near the School of Education, police said.

• A stereo valued at $300 was reported

stolen at 2:30 a.m. from an unlocked room
on the fourth floor of Cance House, police

said.

•A $250 Sony television was reported

stolen at 1 1:28 p.m. Friday from the second

floor of Melville House, police said.

• Four persons were charged with being

minors in possession of alcohol over the

weekend, police said. One person was also

charged with giving false information to

obtain identification, police said.

ColU'ijian pholn hy Mirhrllr S«-km1I

DON'T LOOK UP—Sophomore Ross Garber, a finance major, goes

about his painful job as parking lot attendant as Charlie Warner,

standing, and Danny Sullivan, top right, both of the Physical Plant

carpentry shop, repair the booth's roof.

Father Ritter seeks aid for youths

Collegian photo by Bri'^n (luarnoUa

Father Bruce Ritter delivers his plea to a

Campus Center Auditorium audience last

By JOHN VINCENT
Collegian Staff

Father Bruce Ritter, founder of the Covenant Houses

and Run for Ritter, a non-profit road race designed to raise

money for the house and the disadvantaged youths who

live there, appealed to an audience of about 150 people

last night to volunteer their time to help him save the

teen-agers who wind up as prostitutes in the cities.

These people are "16 or 17 years old. Within a 24 hour

period they would have used drugs and alcohol and have

participated in commercial sex to survive. They come from

single parent families with alcohol problems and have

been subject to physical and sexual abuse," Ritter said

in his speech in the Campus Center Auditorium.

The Covenant Hou.ses provide food, jlothing, shelter and

protection from pimps who would coerce them to work.

Ritter said. They get 20.000 youths a year, 14 percent of

whom get reunited with their families.

Two-thirds of the people at th^ houses, which are in New

York, Toronto, Fort Lauderdale and several other cities,

are female. But Ritter noted: "Over age 18. more boys are

involved in prostitution than girls. People think boys can

better take care of them.selves but the brutal reality is

that young Tom Sawyers are becoming prostitutes."

Ritter said that 95 percent of the people who pay for the

services of these teen-agers are "white middle class males

who think it's okay to pay for sex."

"If you buy a pornographic magazine or rent a video

here on campus you have contributed to organized crime

and become part of the process which destroys the.se

children," Ritter said. "People separate themselves from

their consciences and say they are not accountable for the

deaths of these people."

night.

Lesbian nun speaks on homophobia
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

The best way to avoid homophobia is to tell everyone

you are gay or lesbian, said a former nun. author and pro-

fessor at Rollins College in Florida, last night.

"The best way to prevent homophobia was to be sure

I was absolutely out to everybody," said Rosemary Curb,

the keynote speaker of the Lesbian and Gay Awareness

Week at the University of Massachusetts, to a capicity

crowd in Memorial Hall.

Curb said her worst experience with homophobia was

when the Dean at a college where she was teaching

discovered that she was a lesbian and harassed her

continuously.

"He used his homophobia to threaten my life and car-

rer. When I looked for another job I put it on my

resume,"she said.
. • ,,

Curb was raised in a Irish Catholic neighborhood in the

1950s. She attended Catholic schools and became a nun

when she was 18.

"Many of us considered our lack of interest in going out

on a date and our interest in the sisters as an interest in

a vocation |in the church]," Curb .said.

"In the convent I had a relation.ship with an older nun.

I thought I was the only one," she said.

Curb wTote a book called Lesbian Nuns with another

former nun, and di.scovered many nuns with similar

experiences.

Curb left her convent, the Dominican Sisters, seven

years after she joined and then married and had a child.

"I didn't know it was possible to have a relationship out

of the convent as intense and emotional, so I got married,"

Curb said. She was divorced five years later but her hus-

band is "still a good friend," she said.

After learning about women's consciousne.ss and les-

bians through the feminist movement. Curb said she

di.scovered she was a lesbian.

Collcfoan photo Hy Brian Cuarnotta

Rosemary Curb delivers keynote speech last

night for Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week.

Truck will travel
to gain suppoict

A 24foot truck driven by a University of Massachusetts stu-

dent set out yesterday to gather support in the form of educa-

tional materials and money to aid the University of El

Salvador.

The truck; driven by Doug Calvin of the New England Cen-

tral America Network, will travel to more than 10 New
England colleges and universities during the next two weeks

to gather the materials for the .school.

In 1980 more than 800 government soldiers stormed the San

Salvador campus, killing students and faculty and setting up

a military occupation that lasted until 1984. Calvin said re-

cent violence against the University includes the shooting of

The aid truck will be at UMass Friday, Calvin said.
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Taxing pains

Rusty Denton

In exactly one week, state and federal tax forms are due.

Every year as I look at the amount of income I pay the

government, the same question arises; what are they do-

ing will all this money? Between state, federal, and social

security deductions, most taxpayers forfeit one quarter

to one third of their income.

And that's not all. Most employers have to pay a

premium that almost doubles a worker's social security

contribution, and have to pay into a federal unemploy-

ment fund, even if no worker has ever been fired or laid

ofT. And then they pay corporate income tax. What does

the government do with all this money?
I am sure someone will trot out a list-a lengthy one -of

all the assistance programs which the government offers.

State or federal, it doesn't flatter to me; they both take

my money away. Which leads to my next question; what

business does the government have taking away my in-

come or even my employer's income to fund programs that

are basically handouts?
Aside from their minimal effectiveness. I have a lot of

beefs with these programs. For one thing, receiving chari-

ty is not a constitutional right. For another, the programs

are run by bureaucrats who jealously guard their political

turf, have few incentives to keep overhead and personnel

costs down, and have no real penalties for inefficient or

incompetent work. If a public employee is fired, it gets

national headlines. One solution might be to contract our

program administration to private firms. A better solu-

tion would be to dump the programs entirely and give the

money back to the taxpayers. Let us do the charity.

The usual justification for social programs is that they

help do what people can't do for themselves. Right- like

taking out social security because people don't know how

to save for their old age? Let's (each them how -it's

cheaperl Were making a mistake because were trying

to guarantee a standard of living, forgetting that the

American standard of living was first reached without

economic experts, price supports, or federal handouts.

Guaranteeing a standard of living makes people lazy.

It undermines their self-reliance, it sabotages their

mutual dependence in family structures and it reduces

the voluntary labor force. Besides that, it costs me money.

There's a wonderful biblical directive that says, "He who

doesn't work, doesn't eat " Let's recognize the legitimate

place of hunger as a motivator.

Don't get me wrong - I'm all for charity (it would be

easier if my paycheck had less deductions). But I don't

want to subsidize irresponsibility. And I don't want to pay

the bill for somebody else's idea of generosity. Let them

pay it.

Someone is probably going to say at this point that the

military takes the biggest proportion of taxpayer money.

Baloney. A government has very few genuine obligations,

but protecting its citizens is one of them. Most of that pro-

tection pays for itself. Tariffs pay for import/export con-

trol. Tolls pay for well-engineered roads. Court systems

hand out substantial fines for everything from speeding

tickets to pollution. The military is the one protective

agency that isn't and shouldn't be a money-maker and

needs to be supported, although I'd like to see closer

auditing of defense contractors. For those who think the

military is such a large drain, I'll pose the question of what

it costs us annually to pay the interest on our trillion

dollar national debt. Does anybody know? I don't, but I'll

bet it's steep. I'll also bet that if all the other baggage were

weaned from the federal and state coffers, we could sup-

port the military on an income tax of less than five per-

cent, as we did prior to the 1940s. So my question remains;

what is the government doing with all that money?

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

..AND IT KEEPb GETTING PARKER

Run over, few regrets

On March 26, the Undergraduate Student Senate chose

to approve the results of the SGA presidential elections,

according to a recount of the ballots. There was a con-

troversy over this issue as the recount results were quite

different from the original count results, with many ques-

tions surrounding the discrepancies lef\ unanswered. Also,

there were judicial actions being taken again.st Bill Ben-

nett, the president-elect, Lynne M. Murphy, his supporter

and the senate due to alleged violations of the election

rules, the Student Code of Conduct, and the democratic

process. Many student senators felt that they could

overlook these serious questions about the legitimacy of

the election outcome in order to quickly get a new presi-

dent into office. I feel it is unfortunate that the .senate feels

so comfortable in ignoring the principles of a democratic

process, the process that insures proper representation of

their constituents. UMa.ss undergraduates.

Of course, I am disappointed that both halves of the Mur

phy/Burgess ticket did not obtain office, but I have no

regrets. My campaign was difficult: sometimes requiring

20 hour workdays, causing me to miss a full month's

academics, not allowing me to spend time with my friends

and loved ones. But the campaign also gave me the op-

portunity to meet thousands of UMass students, to hear

their concerns, their hopes for the University, and their

ideas. This, coupled with the preparation and research I

did for the campaign and the office, has given me real in-

sight into students' wishes for their University experience.

I would like to thank all of the students who did sup-

port me in the elections and to pledge to all students my
continued involvement in the SGA. I plan to continue in

my position as assistant to the SGA president and stu-

dent trustee and to continue to represent student concerns

in the senate. I would like to thank all students at UMass

for allowing me to run and allowing my ideas to be heard.

(M.) Lynne Murphy Orchard Hill

Hairy situation

Patrick Johnson

Due to the extremely polarized opinions on campus
about the situation in Nicaragua, our editorial editor has

had his mental facilities worn to a frizzle. With all the

contra this and anti contra that he's been subjected to,

I thought It would be nice to write about a subject which

would inspire no controversy, which would contain no

slanted political statements. I decided, for everyone's sake.

to write about my hair.

To say there is nothing controversial about my hair is

not quite accurate; my mother has been after me for

months to get it cut. Since my last haircut in September,

my hair has crept down to my shoulders. She says I look

like a hippie; I say so what.

I have this unique understanding with my hair; if it

doesn't bother me, I won't bother it. All I ask is that it

stays out of my eyes and in return I'll only run a comb
through it once a day. This agreement with my hair stems

from the Johnson/Hair Treaty of 1982 The non binding

agreement, signed when tensions between my hair and

I were at an all-time low, states,"no haircuts, trimmings
or styling will l>e done to the party of the first part (hair)

by or with direct consent of the party of the second part

(Johnson] if said first party remains above the horizontal

line known as "the eyebrows." Any violation of this will

give the second party the legal, moral, and ethical right

to immediately make ammends for said violation, i.e. a

haircut "

It didn't take long for my godless hair to spot a loophole

in this treaty. Rather than growing down on my forehead,

towards the "Line of Death." my hair reversed direction

and started growing off my forehead.

I've tried explaining this to my family but they all say

I'm crazy, that I'm .spending "too much time at that silly

new^spaper," which is true, of course. But that isn't the

point. My actions are hindered by International Law. I

am powerless to take action.

I remember the good old days, before this treaty

rigamarole, when I used to get haircuts every four months
like everyone else. My barber, when I had a barber, had
one of those shops which hasn't changed a bit since 195U.

I can see it all so clearly: the picture of President Truman,
the table in the waiting area cluttered with back issues

of the New York Daily News and Boston Herald. Across

from the waiting area were yellowing posters of "Today's

popular hairstyles" were bottles of hair tonic which have
long since been discontinued. Walt the barber must have
bought the stuff by the truck-load when the Russians

developed the Bomb.

Every time I went to Walt's for a haircut, we would
follow a sort of ritual. After I would sit in the chair, Walt
would a.sk, depending on the time of year and the current

temperature, "So is it hot/cold enough for you?"

1 would reply, "Oh yeah, sure is."

Walt would then a.sk, "What will it be today?"

I would say, "A regular haircut."

Remember, this setting was 195.3, You could use words

like "regular" and "normal" back then without starting

a philosophical debate.

All of this used to cost $3.50 per haircut. I never spent

more than $12 per year on haircuts. My mother recently

tried to convince me to have my hair done by a stylist for

the low, low price of only $16. Hearing that, I was in shock.

"But that includes a blow dry," she said.

"No it won't, becau.se I'm not getting a haircut. Do you

want me arrested for violating International Law?"

Patrick Johnson is a Collegian staff member who has

no intention of cutting his hair in the near future.

Just stop on by for a poster

It is inherent to the nature of MassPIRG
to continually strive to educate the

.students about the issues PIRG works on,

which we do in many ways. Currently we
are working on a reaffirmation campaign

and are using a series of posters as a vehi-

cle to educate. Unfortunately, many of

these posters have been removed shortly

after they have been put up. We are urg-

ing everyone to respect the right of others

to have that opportunity to educate

themselves on an issue we will all be voting

on April 14 and 15.

If you would like any of these posters,

there is no need to rip one down. Ju.st stop

by the office and we will be happy to give

you one.

Janina Braun MassFIRG

They've shown their true colors

^

iasi m"-mm wouLP Youfcu<s uke Your R^PlO-^CTly/E wASre^

'

Timothy Harris in last week's column ex

po.sed his true feelings in the following

sentence, "Maybe a more rational response

than shouting at contras would be to ju.st

shoot them." 1 think that Harris and his

comrades in the Radical Student LInion

have shown the university community
their true stripes.

Brian Darling Southwest
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BLACK APPAIRS
Jarreau makes only N.E. appearance
Al Jarreau, jazz singer and composer, will make his on-

ly New England appearance at the University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Center on Saturday, April 19.

In the decades since his first Warner/Reprise album, We
Got By, was released, Jarreau has come in for more praise,

well wishes and congratulations than many recently ar-

rived superstars.

Rave reviews and crowds greeted Jarreau everywhere

he went on his early 1976 European tour, which includ-

ed two sold-out weeks at London's Ronnie Scott's Club.

Don'tcompetewith
a Kaplanstudent-

be one.

Why':' Consider this More students

increase their scores after taking a Kaplan
prep course than after taking anything else

Why'^ Kaplans test- taking techniques
and educational progran^ have SO years
ofexpenence behind them. \fJe know
students And we ki low what helps bcx)st

their confidence and sconng potential

So ifyou need preparation for the H.S.

ENTRANCE EXAMS. PSAT SAT, ACT
ACHIEVEMENTS. LSAT GMAT MCAT
GRE. DAT. ADVANCED MEDICAL
BOARDS, TOEFL. NURSING BOARDS.
NTE. CPA. INTRO TO LAW. SPEED
READING. or others, call us
Why be at a disadvantage"^

iKAPUN
STANiirn rAHANfOUCAIIONAiaNtWIID

Preparing Now
For GMAT, LSAT and GRE

get started early

and complete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

A 60's Donee

Saturday April 12, 9pm-1am
Campus Center Room 1 009

Admission:S2.00

Nponiowdby

C^t

Music by DJ. Jim McDee from WMUA
No one under 21 admitted, everyone over 21 welcome

Jarreau's childhood was one filled with music. The

Milwaukee native began singing in church before he was

old enough to attend school. Later, he handled whatever

part was assigned to him in neighborhood street corner

vocal groups.

A graduate of Ripon College, Jarreau received his

bachelor's degree in psychology and his master's at the

University of Iowa. Following six months in the Army
Reserve, Jarreau moved to San Francisco, where he was
a counselor for three years at the California Division of

Rehabitation.

A review in Cashbox magazine said Jarreau is "the most

unique, controlled talent to hit the scene this year and

perhaps, because he is true original, in many years. Yet

he plays no honky keyboards, flashes no metalloid guitar.

Those are mere props, Jarreau is an instrument-he plays

the most sophisticated jazz available to man: free finesse."

-C. RON ALLEN Al Jarreau will appear at UMass April 19.

Look What WICKLES Has For You!!!

Thesis Special

70 Copies
Acid Free Paper

Wbddes
RoeR-nt

1 Boltwood Walk
Amherst
256-0148

r' hi
CfUJLUj£il.

then you'll be think-

ing about IV'eddiny

Stationeri Let

Wickles Fine Print

show {.ou their

exciting collection'

Our beautiful Imr ol

conteniporar\

icedui'-g stationery.

will provide t;oii with

a wide selection

of st[;les in -^^'j** '^V^
ever\< price ^JkLkS/^'-
range Stop and tLy -/\ " ^

see us for ^i#|-^
vour complete paper trousseau

Invitations • Announcements
Napkins • Matches

Acffssi tries

Resume Package I

I

50 print sheets i

50 plain sheets
I

50 matching envelopes |

$13.50
AMHERST STORE ONLY - WITH THIS COUPON |

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 9 AM - 1 PM

20% off i

your entire
WEDDING ORDER

j

I

Invitations • Announcements '

\ Matches • Napkins • Accessories \

I

Hundreds to Choose From!
j

AMHERST STORE ONLY
[

WITH THIS COUPON I

I

EXPIRES JUNE 1 1986
|

C • coupon per order Cannot be combined with other coupons i

^
UPC presentsj :•.'.••;:; ;;•..•>••
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Tickets

Still

Available |v/ •;*••

m . ,1 t

Wednesdayf
April 16th

Fine Arts
Center
Tickets on safe

March 12th

$11.50 UMass students

$12.50 general public
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at the FAC box office, Springfield
Civic Center box office, and all

Datatix locations in Northampton,
Holyoke, Greenfield and
Pittsfield.
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Stevie Ray Vaughan
And

Double Trouble
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The Campus ("enter - Student I nion

B0.\K1> OF l.OVKKNORS is lookinfj for students to fill the following

Coordinator positiont^ for the 86 87 school year

Publir Relations • Finance • Building Operations • Special Projects •

Space Kcon. Development • he> Functions • (iovemors Program ( ouncil •

\fnding • \sst. Office Coordinator • Food Services • [)ispla>

Work Studv and Non Work Studv

Applications and More Information are available in the R(Ki Office - «1T CC
.\pplication Deadline - .Mondav, .\pril 14. 12 Noon

Thr K(H; ih an Affirmalitr Action Kqual Oppurtunilt Kmploter

mME BY CUSTOM AUDIO
We are not too busy to talk to you about a stereo you will live

with, on the average, for the next 9 years

We are not too busy ' to let you listen to all different components

We are not "too busy" to carefully explain any or ail aspects of

home music playback.

People shouldn't rush into purchasing a stereo system because a

salesperson is just "too busy" to spend enough time.

AT CUSTOM AUDIO, TIME IS ON YOUR SIDE.

Dealers of:

Adcom. Ariston, Conrad-Johnson. Creek Audio Systems,
Denon, Pres Speakers, Stax, and more

Systems for all budgets.

Open 9 am to 7 pm, Monday thru Saturday

1 83 MAIN STREET. NORTHAMPTOISI ££^

Dyslexia: Challenges-Success

Guest Speaker:
Dr. Mary Groda Lewis
Her life inspired the 1985 CBS

docudrama "Love Mary"
with Kristy IMc Nichol

Time: 1 :00 p.m.

Date: April 10, 1986

Place: Memorial Hail, U.Mass.

For more information:

Call TheDyslexIc Student Organizatio

"elephone 545-0018 • «

Plumbley 's is the Place
to be all week
Specials good til April 20

Sundays
3:00 - 9:30

Chicken, Steak and Chocolate Cakel

Sliced London Broil, Roast Chicken, Chocolate Cake

and all the fixins {po.y5

Monday
All You Can Eat

4:00 - 9:30 Fried Shrimp and Fried Chicken

Ser\'ed with bottomless cup of our chefs hearth-

soup, salad, fresh vegetables, potato, hot bread and

$9.95

Tuesday
All You Can Eat

4:00 - 9:30 Roast Sirloin and Fried Chicken

Also served with bottomless cup of our chefs hearth-

soup, salad, fresh vegetables, potato, hot bread and

^^^^"'*
$9.95

Wednesday
UMass & Smith College

Student, Staff & Faculty Special

4:00 - 6:00

• Broiled Orange Whiskey Chicken

• Sliced London Broil

• Tempura Fried Filet of Sole

All entrees complete with salad, potato, hot bread

and butter. Just show your LD. and enjoy.

$5.95

Thursday
Amherst College, Hampshire College

and Mount Holyoke

Student, Staff & Faculty Special

4:00 - 6:00

• Broiled Orange Whiskey Chicken

• Sliced London Broil

» Tempura Fried Filet of Sole

A.11 entrees complete with salad, potato, hot bread

and butter.

Just show your LD. and enjoy

$5.95

Phimbleys
oil Ihc common'^

6K) DoiLu ood Walk • i)(.<vMicv)\vii Amherst • 2n3-958t)

All Major Credit Cards • Full Service (^iterintr
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Film footage is a jazz fans' dream

Blues singer Koko Taylor will perform two
shows at 7 and 10 p.m. tonight at the Iron Horse
in Northampton. Her live shows have been
described as "All-out. damn-the-torpedoes per-

formances performances," and this show
should be no exception.

By GLENN SIEGEL
Collegian Correspondent

A tired looking, but unbroken Billie Holiday was in a

recording studio in 1967 with an all-star group featuring

Coleman Hawkins, Ben Webster, Roy Eldridge and her

favorite, Lester Young. The two, who had been close even

before they were members of Count Basie's 1937 band,

were estranged and had not seen each other in several

years. In one especially poignant moment during their per-

formance of "Fine and Mellow," we watch Holiday's look

of contentment spread as she listens to the restrained pas-

sion of Young's saxophone solo.

How had I come to see and know all this?

I was one of50 (very fortunate) individuals who attend-

ed Sunday's screening of rare jazz films from the vaults

of David Chertok. The event kicked-off the 15th Annual
Black Musician's Conference at the University.

From his vast collection (400-500 hours of film). Cher
tok selected 80 minutes of music, highlighted by the Miles

Davis Quintet (with John Coltrane), in a 1959 perfor

mance of "So What?"
Stirring in a different way was a Newport Jazz Festival

appearance by the late alto saxophonist, Julian "Cannon-

ball" Adderley. The Campus Center audience was vocal

Writing a Paper?

Need Help?

THE WRITING CENTER
Pierpont in Southwest,

Mod and Thurs 7 - 9

B24 Baker in Central,

Tues and Thurs 7 - 9, Wed 1 - 3, 7 - 9

04 Cashin in Sylvan,

Mon and Wed 7 - 9
• Bartlett 103 Wed, 7 -9
* New Location

'<£SZSZS2S2S252SZS25ZS2SZS2S2S2SZS2S2S2S2SZS252S2S2SZS2S2S2S2S25ZS2S2S2S2Se

let usdoyOur"
wash -dry -fold

and
hand pressing

.IJ^tDlV^

10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7 DAYS 7AJS/I 10 PM
549t665

Quality
Laundry
11 Pray St

AmherM, MA

in its approval of his lightening solo in "Delsasser."

A dance member from the 1941 movie, "Hellzapoppin"'

was a true revelation. In it we saw why the Lindy Hop
has been called "the most frenzied, exciting and controver-

sial social dance that the United States has ever seen."

Albert Minns and the other dancers whip, spin, lift and
throw each other in ways that give new meaning to the

term "breakneck tempo."

For jazz fans, who must usually content themselves with

disembodied recordings and photographs of past greats,

the opportunity to see people like Lucky Thompson, Rex
Stewart and Thelonious Monk get up and play is a dream
and an education.

Much of that education was provided by Chertok's

associate, Burril Crohn, who ably substituted for the ail-

ing film archivist.

100minutes prove
the Doctor is in

Dr. John has gone through a lot of changes in his career

from the night tripper when he played in costume with

a full band and headdress to now when he plays unaccom-

panied piano. But throughout he has remained true to the

New Orleans music where his roots lie.

Friday night at the Iron Horse in Northampton, the Doc-

tor ran through about a hundred minutes ofNew Orleans

piano tunes including "Aiko-Aiko," "Stagger Lee" and
"Tipitina." A student of Professor Longhair, Dr. John
played the left hand rolls under the right hand boogie on

the piano and in the true spirit of the Professor through

in a little whistling.

Among the other songs he played. Dr. John included his

hits "Right Place. Wrong Time" and "Such a Night."

which he sings in the Band's film: The Last Waltz. Not
a talkative type on stage, the Doctor invited the audience

to send requests up on paper napkins, and they did. The
show ended with a sing along of "Rockin" Pheumonia."
and "Don't You Just Know It."

In sum the show was a lot of fun; the Doctor is clearly in.

- PETER WISSOKER

IT'S THAT
TIME

AGAIN!

The Union Program Council presents:
A special one night engagement with

AL JARREAU

• . •

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HAS BEGUN TO RETURN UNSOLD
SPRING COURSE BOOKS TO THE

PUBLISHERS
DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -

YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!
TEXTBOOK ANNEX

HOURS

MON-FRI 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

the UNIVERSITY STORE'S
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
(5) physical pant bidg

^^^4 ««;C-€:ccC'S

Saturday April 19th
SpmF.A.C. UMass

Tickets $17.00 cash onlu 6 ticket limit
Tickets on sale at F.A.C. Box Office, Springfield Civic Center

and Stop &• Shop locations in Northampton, Greenfield,

Holyoke and Pittsfield. No cans, bottles or recording devices.

Tuesday, April d, 1986;
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Giraffe evolution

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

ACROSS
1 Peru s capital

5 Rely, wrtti

on
9 Strong point

14 Mispicket el ai

15 Remove the

wrinkles

16 From the Ter

race author

17 Fade away
18 Position ot ease
20 Fuddy-duOdy

22 Did the crawl

23 Favorite

24 Go It ak>r)e

26 Ginger treat

28 Sure thing!

32 In a tluent way
36 TV science

program

37 Ram covers

lor short

39 Pennsylvania

pon
40 Angers

41 One side m
a debate

42 Town in Galilee

43 GoWtish
for one

44 Twelfth

Night role

46 For — and a day
47 Lure

49 Garbage-can
bandits

51 Clapton or

Carmen
53 Certain fiddler s

place

54 CIA s fore

runner

57 Dear me'

59 Find

63 Thing easily

done
66 In — (With

problems)

67 Shirley Booth
TV role

68 Entranced

69 Hindu goddess
70 Native of

Stockholm
71 Novelist ana

lilm critic

James —
72 Way out

DOWN
1 Weattierman s

word
2 Mideast country

3 Cafe carte

4 Not at all

difficult

5 Trinket

6 How — you'

7 Dozes
8 Is sure of

9 Dress'up dress

10 Enclamation of

surprise

1

1

Grate

12 Aspen or alamo

1

3

Orient

19 Snake s

weapons
21 Hot or curtain

follower

25 Giraffe s

relative

27 Breeze

28 In at)eyance

29 Moslem sacred

book
30 Turn inside out

31 Fielding flub

33 Rto — John
Wayne hit

34 Tabiecloths

35 Time periods

38 Kir>d of t>ear

44 CoTKeais

45 Attendant

48 Baby s bed
50 Bill S partrwr

52 Director Frank

54 Name in pub-

lishing annals

55 Heartbreak

House
playwright

56 Bigr\ess

58 Some lava

60 Warrior of

Greek myth

61 Ankles

62 Issue

64 Was ahead

65 Copy
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GORDY BY GORDE
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TODAY: Partly cloudy with a chance of showers, high

in the upper 508 to mid 608.

TONIGHT: Partial clearing and cooler, low 35 to 40.

TOMORROW: Mostly sunny in the morning, partly

cloudy in the afternoon, with highs in the 508.
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MANDATORY
STAFF MEETING

Wednesday, 8:15 p.m., newsroom Topics:

ELECTIONS, PARTIES
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4 DUAL ENTERTAINMENT - Tonight. Tuesday 4/8

9:00 ROCK Top 40 UMass Band
JTOCKwith Michael Aderson, Steve Albee, Julie White,

11*30 Andy Pazmany, Bobby DiBacco, Phil Markella #

1 1 .30 ^—^tj?—
mrankS^^^

1 00^^^^^Jt
Free Sodas After Midnight and

All Night for Designated Drivers

Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

riANGES
x:s:s:x:x.x:s:s,s:x:x:s,£:m:s:m:3.AA

IVe Create Styles as

Individual As You Are!

% by Deborah

oupon Specials

^ COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS
• FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

ir FREE HAIRCUT with Highliftbting

• HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appointment

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Dnve. Amherst

549-5610 expires t/:U>'S6

Anyone Interested

in joining the

UMASS
MINUTES

UMass' Kickline - Dance Team

Info SOSSion (mandatory)

Thursday, April 10, 6:30 pm, 12th floor Coolidge

Practice for Tryouts
Mon April 14, Wed April 16 and Thurs April 17 at 7 pm

Tryouts ^q EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Wednesday Apnl 23 at 7 pm ^^^ ^^^^ ,^^q Qgll 546-8015

COLLEGE PIZZA
TEL

5496073 LOW PRICE

Aak tor Thr SPECIAL/

TEL
549-6098

LARGE ONE ITEM PIZZA
+ 4 CANS OF COKE $8.50

SMALL ONE ITEM PIZZA
+ 2 CANS OF COKE $4.75

W^ mikp the BEST pizza in town at the LOWEST
prices! BAKED with dough madefresh daity NOT FAST, FREE DELIVERY
frozen. Srrvrd unfh CANS of soda NOT cupa.

EVERY WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
tjtiqt- l*\//(i s4.fH) Mt'dimu Vi/./.u S2.50

I'ick up or U) stay only

LOCATED AF PATTERSON CORNER OF SOUTHWEST
I \|)iivs M.iv TA I'tH*. rnii|ii)iis Willi s|)«-( l.ll

WORCESTER
SNACK BAR

OPEN
7 AM to 4 PM

Full Breakfasts

Sandwiches

Fresh Baked Pastries

Hot & Cold Beverages

Hot Lunches

Salads

Ice Cream

Lunch Box Express

and

UUH' Cu 16 0^.

COKE

CALL US - 545-0706

ORDER YOUR 1986

YEARBOOK NOW!
To receive your copy of the 1986 INDEX

please fill out the coupon below and send

it, with a check or money order for

$18.00, to:

INDEX, 103 Campus Center

Due to a contractual agreement, students

who do not order an INDEX will not

receive a copy when the books are sent to

campus in the fall.

Books will be mailed to SENIORS ONLY,

who include a permanent address on the

coupon.

Send to: INDEX, 103 Campus Center

Name Year

Local Address

I

Permanent Address (seniors only).

I.D.# Date

Tuesday, April 8, 1986; COLLEGIAN n

rating plate

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop & Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadley Amherst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM - 3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

^^

RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

UMass
weekend
wrap-up

It was a busy weekend for UMass sports

with a variety of events taking place.

The men's golf team took second in a

quad-match at Oak Ridge, to Connecticut.

Joe Petrin was low for UM with a 78, for

third.

The men's track team lost to Dartmouth.

• TONIGHT •^ Battle of the Bands
with Fall Out, Art In Motion, Barb Wyre, £f

Project Adventure. Come cheer on your

favorite band'

* WEDNESDAY: ffiSS
High Energy, Top 40 sounds'

• THURSDAY: Take 3 Top 40 Band

• THURSDAY and FRIDAY: Oui
Bands begin at 9:00 pm

Open Daily 5:00 pm - 1:00 am
18-20 YEAR OLDS:

come enjoy juice bar & entertainment

Rte. 9 Hadley 586-4463

WHERE I
HILLS TURN

TO MOUNTAINS

trails,

Why conquer hills when you
can challenge a mountain. Just over the

border is Mount Snow with 12 lifts (1 gon-

dola. 5 triple chairs. 6 double chairs). 57
1700 feet of vertical and 80% snowTnaking.

THE SHORTEST DRIVE TO

BIG MOUNTAIN SKIING

LOCATED IN EASY TO
REACH SOUTHERN
VERMONT ON VT 100

LODGING

(802)464 8501

SKI REPOflT:

(802)464 2151

Why does Mount Snow always have the most spnng

skiing in southarn Vermont? Because we nrMke the most

snow. 32 trails are still open. Challenge some of the

steepest in the east or enjoy a 2 % mile novice run from

the summit Base depths still up to 8 feet deep 2 day /I

night package for only $59 802-464 8501 We've got the

snow, let yourseif goi

Mount ®niilii

105-55, but beat New Hampshire 55-39 in

a tri meet. Rawle Crichlow won the 100 in

10.8, Mark Themea took the 800 in 1:53.9,

Ferdie Adobow won the triple jump with

a 47-2, the 200 went to Crichlow in 22.5

while Rod Malcom took the high jump with

a 6-2 leap.

Finally, senior John Panaccione took the

5,00 with a 14:34.2.

In women's track, the Minutewomen
were at the Yale Invites. The 4 x 100 relay

team set a school record with a 48.31 for

Cari Fleischmann, Wendy Marshall, Pam
Hughes and Kayla Morrison. Hughes won
the 200 in 25.46 with Morrison second.

Carla DeSantis won the javelin with a 147

foot toss. The 4 x 440 relay team was third.

In men's volleyball, the Minutemen beat

Amherst on Friday to take the Western

Division of the New England League. Sun-

day, they won a B tournament in

Springfield.

The UMass crew teams, at Wesleyan,

had some good efforts. The varsity women
were second to Wesleyan, the novice

women won with a 6:20 over 2,00 meters,

the varsity men were second to Wesleyan

and the junior varsity men took first, edg-

ing Rhode Island.

"The jayvee's had a great race," said

UMass coach Dave Kumlin.

In the varsity fours, UMass was second

in a tight race while the novice men A's

were third.

%
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KENYA
SAFARI
Tailored to fit

your budget.

Visit our stand at

International

Students Fair

April 12th

Sat. CCA
PEGASUS -^

International Tours ft Travel

228 Triangle Street

Amherst, Mass 01002

549 5664 549 7116

1

I

t

I

I

' IRM-PC* COMPATIBLE

'
<

'I
< I

COMPATIBLE
$1500

10 MEGABYTE
(w/single Floppy)

150 watt power supply
;

• 256 K memory *

(upgrade to 640K available)

• Hi-res green or amt>er

monitor

• Parallel printer port

• Keyboard: AT or XT styte

• Hi-resolution Hercules

emulation board

* Tradamart of Intarnstional Buuoaw Mcctiioa*

promptWorks
Northfield, MA (413) 498-2724

Dual Floppy

System

only $1050

Great Daily Specials!

All Day! Every Day'

TACO VILLA
NORTHAMPTON
.M CfcNTtP S'

Bring ^ouf Own

AMHERST
4 1 BOnvW'~H^in WAlK
• (. M,- •

Served

SPRINGFIELD
MISUMNtH Avt

Bnng you' 0«rn

See' oi )^tn«

ii

_iL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIK
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113* 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs. 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

FlesM' call Mikr 546-6105

ACnVITIES FOR SALE

Wett Lecture: Dr. Hartmut Lane "Cur-
rent West (jerman Domestic Problems"
Tuesday Apnl 8. 1986 11:0<) AM 168C
Campus Center

Free Student PublicTty Manual for all

who attend seminar on audio visual hroad
casting publinty April 8. 7 (M) PM Campus
Center 81 1 refreshments served

DANCE WITH JERY LEWIS!!

April mk and Utk in the Cafe. Hear
Miidem Pladz. Circle, and Good Speed
rhythi. & blues See a video liKtit show
from Ilack A Video. All this plus T shirts,

food, pnres and fun. F«rht MDA. . mid-

night to noon in the C»gr' Ten dollar

minimum sponsorship

Miitral Maui aailboard for sale 350 or BO
call 2.S6-6978

niunt .viarcn \'.i in ifie Puli call Karen

546-1027

Vicinity Ankcnt Wooda 3'/t year

nninature collie male named Fraaer ins!

seen Shays and Wentworlh call 253 296.1

Pentax Spotmatic
$65.m) 256-8484

Camera 2 lenses MOTORCYCLES

AUTO FOR SALE
DODGE VAN

1»7« VW Bua great body'interior, new ex-

haust/brakes, runs great J21,'>0 2,56 8484

1977 Dataun Tnirli well-maintained solid

bed. full cap. run.s great, $900 or best offer
call eves, Mike 256 8788

74 BMW 2002. red. California car
Restored 6,350 obo 538-4127 or 538-28%

1983 ToyoU tercel four door hatchback
'automatic AM/FM cassette, good condi-

tion, 37,000 mi. Asking $4000 call Sue or
Steve, eves 323-4855

1975 Chevy V7fn GT good condltTon
needs some work 500 or BO call 549-7578
after 9

77 VW Rabbit, brown, A/T runs well,

great stereo. $1300 584-8736

1976 MaVerick runs $350 or BO call John
584-5173

1972 VW Karmann Ghia good condition
many new part-s $2700 or BO call Bill

584-5173

1967 VoiVo 122 VGC beautiful classic

23-27 mpg. $1700 o BO 3;7-2174 or
.545 2750 Renee

70 Cutlaas Conv. new top. duel exhaust,
shocks, springs, radials all around, needs
timing chain & monor body work $.500
256-0072 eves

BANDS WANTED

Central Area's Spring Flinc '86! Bands
wanted for benefit concert Tor Massaid
All interested groups call anytime by April

9th. Concert will be April 25lh. Call

546-6402 or 546-6406

BICYCLES

Univen Gran Premino 23.5 in. blue, rac
ing/hign pref t«unng, great cond, extras.

$6,50 new, $275 call Burt 253-2131

CAN YOU WRITE?

Interested in Joamaliam? It's never to

late to start! Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England. You can

write about Sports. News, Kditorial. Black

Affairs. Womens Issues, or (lay or Les
hian issues. Whatever your interests,

wnle about it today in the Collegian. We
build careers.

CAPE COD

1»7S Dodge Van 77,000 mi, runs well

$800 or BO call .549-2739

ENTERTAINMENT

The Cheap Jock. Kool party toonz at a
reasonable price Call Kevin at 546-9061

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun" to your
taste Quality from 7 years of experience
Call Chns 256-6845

RACK-A-DISC ENTERfAfNMENT
Professional Disc-Jockeys Light-.Shows.

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator

549^144

ESCORT SERVICE

Escort Service Available 8 pm 2 am
Everyday, anywhere on campus Plav it

safe, call 5-^23 for an escort ANYTIME

FOR RENT .

Camera • Olympus OM-I SLR. with 50
mm Fl 8. leather ca.se, skylight and close

up filters, 2X converter, tripod, all in

great condition. $225. or nest offer

66,5-8275

Stereo - Nikko NR-1000 receiver; 76"wpr
Vector Research VT 1.50 turntable; QL.
DD, FA. Celestion CS-5 3-way speakers.

Cost over $1 100 new, asking $695 or best

offer Great condition 665-8276

For Sale sleep-sofa and chair $80 or BO
other Items too call 665 77,56

AppirCompuUr great deal! 700 or BO:
Tim at 546-9592

Guitars: Gibson classical, $350. Epiphone
acoustic, $150. Both excellent. 36'7-2174

or 54.5-2750. Renee

HELP WANTED

Want to live on N,J. shore this

sammerT? Cheap, 2 blocks from beach

call Heather 546-1106 or Mark 546-9261

4 bedroom apt summer sublet with fall op-

tion. Main st, bus stop in front Tracey
256-1807

Need temporary housing? ApU in Brit

tany Manor open now Rent low 400 rent

from leaseholder l>eaae on apts run

through June call .549-4714

Must See large 2 bedroom 2 bath recently

redone apt. air conditioning & extras.

Available June 1st call sJter 6 pm.
6658766

Seagull Beach West Yarmouth 2

bedrooms 4 rooms sleeps 4 253-7436

"CASH"

Paring caah for roar baaeball cards

Sublet summer and it's yours in the fall

renovated Bnt Manor apt - new carpet and

bathroom 256-12.'i2

2~bedroom starting June. Cliffside.

$410/month inclusive. Fall option nice apt.

on wo<xis edge' 665-3282

Rent or sublet, Southwood. 1 bedroom,

very cheap, room for 3 people. 2,56-6679

A stones throw from campus 4 bedroom
house summer sublet fsJI option call

,549 4.'168

SufuiyTspacious apt in Rolling Green for

.summer sublet, four rms. available at

$100, w/poss fall option, call 256-6837

2 bedrooms available in Riverglade for

summer with fall option 2.53-5140

Need an apairtment? Great place in

Crestview ( lose to campus. Take lease

over June 1 Call .549 .3815

Sbedroom in 5 bedroom house for rent.

5 minute walk to SOM. June 1st onwards.
Call ,549-4.575 Keep trying ^
WanHo iTveVt Hampton Beach. NH this

summer' Cheap, close tfi beach. Call

5467693

COUNSELORS - Private co-ed camp in

Berkshires has openings for head and

assistant instructors in: softball, basket

ball, lacrosse, tennis, archery, video/film-

making, photographv. horseback riding

assistant, hiking/backpacking, waterski

ing. computers, waterfront (WSI). bunk

counselors, and bunk unit heads. (Jood

salaries friendly atmosphere. Contact;

Dr Paul Krouner -Camp Schodack 54

Sheffield Road, Newtonville. MA 02160

(617)964 1912. days 9-6

Bringjrour brains and enthusiasm to. .

.The B(X; for jobs jobs jobs!!' Eleven

motivated people are wanteii for the 86/87

school year apply now in 817 Campus
Center deadline Monday April 14 at high

noon The Board of (kivemors ia an

AA/F.OE and are we proud of it!

Jewish Community of Amherst looking

for Sunday School and Hebrew teachers

for September 1986. Aiso Music teacher

needea Experience with children prefer

red Call 5490223 for application

• College Pro Painters
• we hire early

*

• for good summer painters $5-7/hr '

The Organized Students
'

800-4242468

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

Appiv now for a full-time internship at

the Legal Services Office for the Fall,

1986 semester Aid attorneys in ilient in

lerviews, preparation of court forms,

maintenance of continuing ca.sela<>d. giv

ing advice and referrals, court hearings,

and investigations and research. Up to 15

credits may be received from academic
departments No previous experience

necessary, training provided Deadline to

tiegin your application is April 9. For fur

Iher information, come to the l^egal Ser

vices Office, 922 Campus Center.

Black twMd wool dove* lost Thurs

1976 Yamaha SX6M under 12,000 miles

New battery' Best offer Call ("lary

256 1,557 keep trying

r982^Kawaaaki kZSSO new battery. 8.00

miles, black & red, very fast, runs great,

$1 ,000 or BO Dan 546-4773

82 Honda 650 Nighthawk exc cond low

miles with helmets rail Dave 549 7882

sT Honda CuTtom 400 r2k mi very clean

condition, ready to dnve, asking $6(K), call

Rafael 2.56 8709

mrHonda CB360f good condition, runs

well needs battery Bob 546-1447

PERSONALS

Seniors - senior portraits are back by

rapular demand, March 31 through Apnl
1. Call .545-2874 for an appointment

SWAG presents

Emo Philips

America's hottest stand-up comic

Thursday, April 10, 1986

two shows 8:00 pm and 10:00 pm
m the Student Union Ballroom

tickets are $5.00 in advance

available at Tix in the Student
Union Building, For the Record
(Faces) in Anih.rsl, and Main St.

Records in Northampton

Nerfbum (MJ), Someone loves you, me
loves you

Homely bov desperately seeking female

companionship Don't get discouraged, it's

not the size of the ship, it's the motion of

the ocean Please call Dave at 6 5071

Rebakah CongratulatHms on your perfor-

mance at the show love Bill

Tailor for aileratioa. SHAANN'sat Mall,

.584-9362

Perfectionist Typing on computer - let

ler».)uality 25"»k off first jol. ,549 6178

SUMMER SUBLET

Dear Ruth, may . v»ry day grow brijfhter

as you grow preuie- witn every minute

Happy Birthday' Ui'e Henry T.

Bob and Jeana - Wh<
RUSH IS number one

IS god? FISH! But
Maria

Two bedroom apt in Colonial VIg is

available for summer Fully tumisheo, on

bus route, $24&/mo. Call David 253 2965

On Amity Place luxury condo 2 bedroom
bark uatio AC 450 inclusive per month call

Lisa ,M9 0947

The egotistical movthings of certain im-

pressive people leave lower life forms
wondering why they lx>ther to do their

work at aJl It can't be for the money

Nomination Papers now available for

Southwest Area Government President,

Vice President, and Treasurer in the

SWA(j Office in Hamfiden. Completed
nomination papers are due Monday, April

14, 1986 at 5:00 pm in the SWAG Office

Paula Connor: Happy 22nd Birthday' (let

psyched to RAGE with the J-(Jirls!^ l,ast

craaazy B-day at the Zoo! We'll make it a

week long celebration! I>ess than 7 weeks
left! Love. Mary & Amy
Congratulations to MatC Matt. Sean.
Paul. Andy, and John, tn-t set to become
Brothers! From the Brothers of Kappa
Kappa Psi

* Concert Security volunteers needed '

* to work se<-unty for the Southwesr *

* (Concert Sign up in the Southwest *

* Area (rovernmenl Office in Mam[Mlen,
*

or call 5-0960
* Mandatory Isl Meeting *

Thursday. Apnl 10th. 5:0(>pm
' Hamiiden Soulhside R<>f)m. Southwest *

i)ebbie at Worcester D.C. We met at din

neron Thurs and I've been thinking about

you since. Call me Steve 6-6932

Stevie and Freczahbuhn. Who loves ya
baby? Yeah just a thought to pick you up to

my level lets menage lets not Don't be

caught short. Love (?) Annie Tex Oakley

John I touch you once. I touch you twice, I

won't let go at any price. Love. Cath

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, caaca. disaortations, thaacs, on-

campus, dependable, low rates, experienc-

ed Nancy 584 7924

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Lowell area on April 11.

Will share expenses. Call .546 1 '282 after 9

pm ^
ROOMMATES WANTED

two roomMstcs naodcd to share a three

bedroom Townehouse apt for fall & sp"nK
86. If interested call Nadine ,549 74'r8

One^femaTe" needed for fall 1986 only

Brandywine evening 549-7717 Sharyn

Female nonsmoker for June 86 thru

June 87 lease in Brandywine apts contact

Susan 665 4 1 87 or Lisa 549 1 428

Brandywine - seeking young couple to

cahre apt nonsmokers only, calf eves

549-1813 or .5467076

Jewish roommate wanted to share 2

bedroom apt in Colonial VIg Will have

own furnished bedroom I^ease starts June

1 Will sublet over summer. $172/mo. call

David 25.3-'2»65

2 roommates wanted to share bedroom in

Bnttany Manor apts. Heat and hot water

included. Lease begins in Sept 86. Call

256-8438

Feawie roomnute<s) needed for sumemr
on Cape ("ikI call karen

,542-307J_

Female non-smoking roommate needed

to share two bedrc">m Hrandywinc apt for

fall & spnng call Michelle .546 9564 or

Richie 549 1 548 after 7 pm ____
To shnrrBritUny Manor Apt. Available

now ONE MONTH FREE (!all Ken.

Rich. Steve 2.53 7;0 2; Dave 665 4131

Summer sublet Puffton apts price

negotiable call Susan .549 59.38 Heather
546-4010

Jane-Auguat $400 iarluaivc. One bdrm in

4 bdrm apt Clean i pleasant On Imsline.

close to campus Fall option Call Mary
25fr0045 7 .'JO 10 :«) am

BRANDYWINE APT for summersubJeC
Call 546-8968 or 546-8970

Two bedroom apt in Colonial June first,

possible fall/op fumishe*! bus route pool

call Jay 8 11 pm 256-0943

TO SUBLET

Subletters needed - Brandywine 3rd floor

June 1 August 31^call^ 544-0675

to sublet with fail option sunny spacious

2 bedroom apt Downtown Amherst keep

trying 253 7816

SommeWubietTspacious. sunny, cool apt

ideally located between campus and town

call 256 8402

Sumemr sublet two bdrm apt in Roiling

Green call Mark at 2.V . ' K»52 evenings

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro^

iects. Meticulous proofreading. Edilinij

available. New IBIM Typewriter .549-0367

WANTED TO RENT

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 TutoriMg $6.00 per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256-12;}9

Typing, tape Tranacription. Fast, ac-

curate. Available almost anytime.
6657652

Looking to take ow loaae in Bran^

dywine for fall 86 $M reward $1$

546 5,323 or .54^5010

Responsible men seeking 3 or 4 bedroom
bouse next fall and spnng. call Vic or Al

256 0866 ____________
Apartment^ ta North Amhcrat call

666 2176

Single room needed for fall in a house or

apartment, will sign lease 256-1662

Reward for Icaae of 3 or 4 bedroom apt in

Noho or Amherst (walking distance to

campus) for fall '86. will consider summer
as well Call eves 546-4928

We will pay cash for an apartment in

Brandywine call 2.56-0661

$i00 reward for empty lease in Bran-

dywine or Ihiffton (all 546 .M24

Looking for icaae in Colonial Village

take over forfall 86 or sooner call Scott

546-6524 or ('hris 546 8595
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SPORTS
Women's lax
hosting BC
Gazelles on an offensive roll

CotlpKian photo hy Michrllr S«-khII

Bunny Forbes, UM's second-leading scorer, and the Gazelles host
Boston College at NOPE today at 3 p.m.

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

If the first three games are any indica-

tion as to how well a team will perform for

the remainder of the season, then Pam Hix-

on can count on a national championship
and a case of champagne to celebrate the

NCAA title with right now.

Fresh from a 20-3 humiliation of Division

II Springfield College, Hixon's tenth-

ranked University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team hosts unranked
Boston College, today at 3 p.m. at NOPE
Field, hoping to continue its offensive

asault on opposing goaltenders.

"If we can keep scoring in double figures

then I would say we would have a good
chance of winning it all," said Hixon, who
cautioned that because the season is still

young its difficult to predict how well any
team will perform.

However, no one cany deny the explosive

offensive attack the unbeaten Gazelles
have unleashed in its three victories

(Boston University, 11-5, Yale, 14-10, and
Springfield, 20-3). Averaging 15 goals-per-

game, the Gazelles outshot the Chiefs by
an astonishing 47-10 count with senior at-

tackman Bunny Forbes leading the way
with six goals and junior attackman Lisa
Griswold netting five.

Outscoring its opponents 45-18, UMass
has gotten scoring from seven different

players but has relied on the production of
both Griswold and Forbes for the majority
of its scoring.

If Hixon's troops are going to make a
legitimate run at the national champion-
ship, the Gazelles are going to have to work
additional players into the offensive

scheme.
"I would like to see younger players get

more action," Hixon said.

"That's something you have to think

about because should Bunny (Forbes), Lisa

(Griswold) or someone else get hurt, some
of the younger players are going to have
to do the job," noted the coach.

Gazelle Grapevine: This season's scor-

ing race is as follows: Griswold (15 goals,

5 assists, 20 points), Forbes (12-7-19),

sophomore attackman Ginny Armstrong
(8-0-8), senior faceoff and attackman Mary
Scott (5-3-8), freshman attackman Cathy
Fuhrman (4-2-6), junior attackman Becky
Bekampis (1-1-2) and freshman Adrienne
Recla (0-1-1).

The youthful UMass defense shutout

Springfield in the second half while the of-

fense ran wild scoring 11 goals. . .

goalkeepers Pam Stone, a sophomore
transfer from the University of Vermont,
and Ann Scileppi. a freshman, have com-
bined to hold opponents to 6.0 gpg.
Scileppi, seeing her first action of the

season against Springfield, held the
visitors scoreless in the second half. . . Hix-
on knows not to celebrate the team's early-

season success, saying that the team's
three unranked opponents haven't provid-

ed the Gazelles with national caliber

competition.

Scott, with help from sophomore at

tackman Amy Robertson, has been
unbeatable in the faceoff department.
Against Springfield, Scott and Robertson
combined to win 20 of 24 faceoffs. . . Hixon
indicated that there may be a few changes
in the defensive lineup for today's game but
said that such changes, should they occur,

would be contingent on how well certain

players performed in practice.

Ujjcoming games: The Gazelles play at
Harvard on Thursday and at Northeastern
on Saturday.

High-flyingUM softballat URI...
Six-game win streak on line

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

If the name of the game is

pitching, the University of
Massachusetts Softball

team's pitching staff has
matters well in hand.
The Minutewomen (17-3

on the season and ranked
20th in the nation) take
their six game winning
streak on the road to face

the University of Rhode
Island in a doubleheader, to-

day, at Kingston.

UMass will be without the
services of senior catcher
Beth Talbott, who will miss
today's game and Thurs-
day's doubleheader against

the University of Hartford
due to a hyper-extended
elbow suffered at Adelphi.

Talbott will be missed, as

she leads the team in slug-

ging percentage (.603) and
extra base hits (10).

But with the way the

Minutewomen are pitching

this season, coach Elaine
Sortino's four aces will more
than likely find a way to

cover for Talbott 's absence.

In the last six games, the
UMass staff consisting of

senior Lynn Stockley,
sophomore Lisa Rever,
senior Cathy Reed, and
freshman Chris Wanner has
compiled some very im-

pressive numbers. In con-

secutive doubleheader vic-

tories over Providence, Ho-
ly Cross, and most recently,

highly touted Adelphi, the
Minutewomen tossed six

shutouts and lowered their

season earned run average
to 0.46.

In addition, UM pitching
has claimed 122 batters to

strikeouts compared to 39
walks, and has given up on-
ly four extra-base hits. The
UMass lumber crew has
croaked opposing pitching
for 35 extra-base hits, 24 of
those by way of triples.

The pleasant surprise
thus far has been the pit-

ching of Wanner. The
freshman righthander has
come in and slammed the
door on several occasions for

the Minutewomen this

season with near flawless
late inning releif Wanner
has an ERA of 0.84 with op-
posing hitters batting a stiff

.065 against her. Wanner
combined with Rever to
throw a no-hitter against
Holy Cross last week.

Stockley (8-1) leads the
staff with an ERA of 0.25
with 57 strikeouts. She has
six complete games to her
credit ,five of which have
been shutouts, and has
allowed a mere two runs
over 55 innings. Rever (7-2)

is next with a 0.56 ERA
with 59 K's over 62.7 inn-
ings and five blankings as
well. Reed, who hasn't
taken the mound since her
5-1 over Wi.sconsin-Green
Bay in Florida, is 2-0 with
a 0.58 ERA.

...while baseball tries again
By BRYAN QUENZEL
Collegian Staff

If at first you don't succeed. . .

This should be the motto for the University of

Massachusetts baseball team as the Minutemen try for
their second victory of the .season in 15 games, hosting
Holy Cro.ss this afternoon at 3 p.m. on Earl Lorden Field.
Massachusetts (1-14, 0-5 in A-10) has lost eight games

in a row and realistically can forget about its preseason
goals. The Minutemen must now find other reasons to
play.

'We have to play for pride in ourselves and try to win
each game," said UMass manager Dick Bergquist. "We
have to come together and .still have pride. Try to look
like a team."
In his 20 years has head coach at UMa.ss, this has been

the hardest for Bergquist to figure.

"It's the strangest and most confusing experience I've
had in my years of coaching," said Bergquist. "We have
more talent than we've shown on the field. It really is a
my.stery why they have performed this way."
The Minutemen have been plagued with a porous

defense that has commited 45 errors in 14 games. Unfor-
tunately, Bergquist does not have a lot to work with when
considering changes.
"There are not a lot of changes I can make," .said the

coach. "I've tried most everything already, a variety of
combinations. I have to go with what we have."
Co-captain Bob Kostro (0-2, 5.09 ERA) will be on the

mound for the Minutemen this afternoon. The senior has
been a di.sappointment for most of the season, but had a
good outing in Saturday's 8-4 loss to St. Joseph's giving
up two unearned runs in three innings of work.

Gorillas now
11th in poll
As expected, the University of Massachusetts men's

lacrosse team lost some ground in the weekly national
poll, slumping from ninth to 11th after a 1-1 week.
UMass' 11-6 loss at Cornell last Wednesday did the

Gorillas damage in the poll. A 15-7 victory against New
Hampshire on Saturday at Boyden helped some, but not
enough to keep UM in the top 10.

"It doesn't bother me, as long as we're in range," said
UM coach Dick Garber. "I'm happy with the way things
have gone."

Syracuse unseated Maryland for the top spot in the
poll, gathering five first-place votes. The Terps lost their
fir.st game of the season Sunday, 8-7 in overtime to
Virginia. That game isn't supposed to count for the week-
ly poll, but .several voters knew and took that into
account.

Harvard, UMass' opponent on April 23 at Boyden,
climbed into 10th place, 11 points ahead of Uma.ss.
Garber wasn't able to get his vote in, along with

Brown's Dom Starsia, and only 10 votes were counted.
The poll: 1. Syracuse (7-1), 2. Maryland (6-0), 3. Johnq

Hopkins (5-1), 4. Navy (8-0), 5. Rutgers (5-1), 6. North
Carolina (5-2), 7. Virginia (3-2), 8. C.W. Post (5-2), 9. Duke
(10-1), 10. Harvard (3-1), 11. UMass (3-1), 12. Maryland-
Baltimore County (3-4), 12. Loyola (3-2) (tied with
UMBO, 14. Army (3-3) 15. Adelphi (3-2).

-PETER ABRAHAM

Sports at a Glance
Today:

Baseball: Holy Cross, Lorden Field, 3 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse: Boston College, NOPE Field,

3 p.m.

Men's Tennis: Holy Cross, Boyden Courts, 3 p.m.

Softball: at Rhode Island, 2 p.m.

Regents: No tuition hike next year
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

WESTFIELD - The Massachusetts Board of Regents
of Higher Education yesterday voted not to raise state

undergraduate tuitions for fiscal year 1987.

'You're off the hook for another year," said Regent
Mary Lou .Anderson.

Tuition at the University of Massachusetts—Amherst
has risen steadily for the past decade. From 1984—85 to

1985-86 it was hiked $88. or 7.2 percent, for

undergraduates from Massachusetts and $288 for those

from out of state.

In 1986—87, tuition will remain at $1,296 for residents

and $4,320 for non-residents.

However, costs will still increase an average of $226 for

on—campus students and $69 for those off campus, follow-

ing a UMass Board of Trustees decision last Wednesday
to raise fees for health services, athletics, room and board

and the Fine Arts Center.

Joseph Finnegan. interim chancellor of the Board of

Regents, .said community college, state college and univer-

sity tuition increases were discussed in committee for

three months before yesterday's vote.

Peter Mitchell, vice chancellor for planning and resource

development, said tuitions were not raised "because of

uncertainties over [the] Gramm—Rudman [deficit-

reduction law] and particulary the perception that access

to public education will be lessened in the future."

The regents did vote to raise the in—state graduate tui-

tion at Southeastern Massachusetts University $60 to

$1,260.

Finnegan also said Gov. Michael S. Dukakis will appoint

the first student member to the Board of Regents this

month from three community college student candidates.

The names of the candidates, from Bristol, North Shore

and Roxbury community colleges, were submitted to

Dukakis April 1 by the Student Advisory' Committee to
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SOME DO, SOME DOZE — Junior finance major Tracy Janne works on her tan and cat-

ches up on her studies, while Jay Johnstone, a senior psychology major, uses the afternoon

warmth for "other" purposes at their home on Main St. in Amherst.

Ws income tax madness time
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts first-year student Donna

Finlayson, who has been working for several years, does

not know how to file taxes. The forms, she said, are "not

clear and they're too long. " She relies on her father to do

her forms; "he understands more than I do. He keeps all

my records."

Sarah Hernon. ajunior hotel, restaurant and traval ad-

ministration student, also has her father file her taxes: "Vm

too busy at school. J didn 't know where to get the tax forms.
"

Lucy Bean, a sophomore animal science major, is filing

for the first time this year. She finds the tax system con-

fusing, especially for students, who do not have fixed in-

comes. "It's incredibly complex. I don't really know what

the laws are, " she said.

Whether our parents do it, we do it, or we pay an ac

countant to do it, many of us have to get it done by six

days from now - or else.

College students, just like everyone else, must file in-

come taxes by Tuesday, April 15, if they made $3,430 or

more in 1985.

"The biggest thing with students is they think they're

exempt from taxes, but they're only exempt from

withholdings," said Maureen Gaumond, an income tax

preparer at H & R Block in Hadley.

Gaumond said students are not educated on the tax

system and therefore, ask many questions about deduc-

tions. For example, the Massachusetts income tax form

provides for a deduction for rent, but the instruction

booklet reveals that college students living away from

their permanent address are not eligible.

She said high schools should provide accounting courses

for a better understanding of tax rules.

This year, help for students who are bewildered by the

tax system but do not want to pay a tax preparer is more

limited than in past years, because a UMass School of

Management program using trained volunteers to help

with forms is not offered this spring.

This year, "there was a foul-up with the Internal

Revenue Service," said a member of the SOM's accoun-

ting department, who declined to be named but said the

"foul-up" was the IRS' fault.

Helen Herzer of the IRS public affairs office in Boston

continued on page 12

the regents, according to Dam Burgess, UMass student

trustee

Burgess is vice—chairman of the advisory commitee.
The student regent will sit on the regents' Affirmative

Action. Personnel and Labor Relations Committee, a

spokeswoman for the board said.

"A student regent will have the legitimacy to be involv-

ed in the collective bargaining process statewide," Burgess
said. "Currently, student communication to the regents

has inherent limitations."

The affirmative action committee chairman, Gerard
Doherty, agreed: "It's high time we had a student on the

board. We have 205,000 students in the state system. The
appointment will provide a new perspective to the board."

The student regent's one—year term will begin May 1.

State legislation passed last December mandates that

student regent appointments, recommended by the ad-

visory committee, will alternate from conununity colleges,

state colleges and state universities in a three—year cycle.

irsi^iDE
•Car bomb kills 10 in Lebanon. Page 2.

•Gay, Lesbian Week continues. Pages 3

and 4.

•A personal comment on investigative

reporting. Page 7.
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Legal office

review starts,

is questioned
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

A private legal consultant began his review of the Legal

Services OfFice yesterday amid charges the review may
be slanted toward admini.«!trators in their alleged effort

to revoke the office's right to sue the University on behalf

of students.

However, the consultant, George Shur, general counsel

to the University of Northern Illinois, said his conclusion

after two and a half days of meetings with officials and

students will be fair.

Meanwhile, Charles J. DiMare, LSO director, said the

meeting agenda Shur is following lacks sufficient time set

aside for talks with student leaders and with his staff.

DiMare has also said the administrators with whom Shur

will be meeting have been named as defendants in

lawsuits filed by students represented by LSO. but are

not key to Shur's investigation.

"We have systematically built in a good deal of input,"

Dennis L. Madson, vice chancellor for student affairs, said

yesterday. "We have tried to design an honest, comprehen-

sive review."

The purpose of the review, according to officials involv-

ed in the case, is to examine the mission of the LSO and

whether the chain of command DiMare must follow is

effective.

Currently, DiMare must report to the director of stu-

dent activities, who is under Madson's direct supervision.

DiMare has said this inhibits the LSO's ability to repre-

sent students adequately in cases against the University

and its officials, because administrators often named as

defendants, such as the director of public safety and dean

of students, also report to Madson.

DiMare said 20 percent of approximately 200,000 cases

the office handles annually involve the University as a

defendant.

"It is much more preferable for me to report with staff

officials in [Chancellor Joseph D.j Duffey's office or with

the provost," DiMare said. "That's one way to resolve it.

The other way is to take the power to sue away. I say

students are not willing to concede the power to sue."

Madson and Duffey selected Shur after a lengthy search,

Madson said. DiMare and David Valade, chairman of the

LSO Governing Board, Monday said they are concerned

whether Shur, who has been an administrator at Northern

Illinois for three and a half years, will give students and

the LSO a fair shake.

Yesterday, Valade, after meeting with Shur, said he is

less concerned but still worried.

Shur said Northern Illinois has approximately 24,000

full-time students and has a student legal services office

with two independently hired attomejrs.

Unlike LSO lawyers, the Northern Illinois •ttomeys are

barred by contract rnmi suing administrators or faculty

members, Shur said. continued on page 5
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Libyan suspect
in bombing
BERLIN ( AP) — A libyan diplomat based in this divid

ed city's communist zone is suspected of directing the

weekend bomb attack that wTecked a crowded nightclub

popular with American solidiers, a West Berlin official

said yesterday.

He confirmed a report in the Hamburg newspaper Bild

that Elamin Abdullah Elamin, 47, was "urgently

suspected" of directing the attack on the La Belle

discotheque early Saturday. Two people were killed, in-

cluding an American serviceman, and 230 were
wounded.
"This report is correct," said the official of the West

Berlin Interior Ministry, who is close to the investiga-

tion. He spoke on condition of anonymity.

The official would not elaborate and referred further

queries to the 100-member police commission in-

vestigating the bombing.
A man who answered the telephone at the Libyan Em-

bassy in East Berlin, capital of communist East Ger-

many, hung up when asked for comment on the

newspaper rep>ort.

Bild said a meeting of Chancellor Helmut Kohl's

Cabinet today would consider expelling two Libyan Em-
bassy staff members it said were suspected of involve-

ment in the disco bombing. It gave no further details,

and a government spokesman said he could not confirm

the report.

Dieter Piete, deputy chairman of the investigating

commission, said police did not believe Elamin planted

the bomb himself, "but as to whether he is suspected as

an organizer or had any other link, I will not say no."

TAKE A BREAK.
ENJOY A HAPPY SMILE.

JUST CHILL AND SERVE
"~

HAPPY SMILE KAMIKAZE T-SHIRT
100 r cotton with label design on front side

• 1 shirt ^' postage paid

• 2 shirts Happy Smue frisbee 15 PPD
Ci'deSize XL L M S

( Allow 2 wpeks for delivery

)

Please Print

Name

Address

City Stale Zip

Car bomb explodes in Lebanese

shopping district; at least 10 dead
JOUNIEH, Lebanon ( AP) - A car bomb exploded in the

main square of this Christian port while it was packed

with lunch—hour crowds yesterday, killing at lesist 10 peo-

ple and wounding 110.

The blue BMW sedan blew up only 50 yards from of-

fices of President Amin Gemayel's Phalange Party, set

25 cars ablaze and damaged buildings 500 yards away.

It was the latest in a series ofbombings in Christian areas

since mid—January.
In south Lebanon, a suicide bomber drove an

explosive—laden car into a checkpoint manned by

Israeli—backed militiamen, killing himself and wounding

six people, Lebsmon's state radio reported. It was the first

suicide bombing reported this year in what Israel calls

its security zone.

Radios reported 16 people were killed in the Chouf
Mountain village of Bsaba, southeast of Beirut, in a clan

feud between Sunni Moslems and Druse warriors from

rival villages.

Prime Minister Rashid Karami, a Sunnit Moslem op-

posed to the Maronite Catholic president, called the

Jounieh bombing "treacherous" and declaied: "It's always

the innocent people who are the victim.'^
"

Youssef Bitar, the top police explosives expert, said

about 165 pounds of explosives were packed inside the

sedan. It blew up at 1:05 p.m., the height of the lunch

break.

Police said 10 charred bodies were pulled from the rub-

ble of two high—rise office buildings that took the brunt

of the blast. They house banks, beauty parlors, clinics and

shopping precincts.

Water pipes were ripped open, flooding the glass-

strewn square where rescuers dug through the rubble

looking for survivors.

Jumpy Christian militiamen, fearing more bombs, fired

bursts from automatic rifles and several rocket—propelled

grenades into the air to clear paths for ambulances.

Christian radio stations broadcast lists of the casualties.

Police say about 1,190 people have been killed and more

than 2,500 wounded this year in Lebanon's political and

sectarian warfare.

Liability

questioned
BOSTON (AP) Attorneys asked the

Massachusetts Supreme Court yesterday to

decide whether party hosts should be held

liable if guests become involved in driving

accidents after they leave the premises.

The five-member panel heard arguments

in two "host liability" cases and then took

them under advisement for later rulings.

In one case, a woman severely hurt in a

1983 automobile accident sought $100,000

damages from the mother of a teen-ager

who hosted a party.

Ruth Langemann, of Dennis, said the

mother, who wasn't at home during the

party, should have known her daughter's

guests might consume alcohol and was
legally liable because one of the guests, a

minor, later drove a car head-on into her

vehicle.

Langemann's attorney, Ronald M. Davids,

argued that such liability should be extend-

ed to private party-givers in

Massachusetts.

"It's up to the court to decide which right

is more important." Davids said. "The

right of a host to permit a guest to consume

alcohol in his home, or the right of each one

of us to be safe from being killed by an in-

toxicatd minor on the highway."

Even though the mother, Margaret Davis

of Harwich, didn't leave alcohol in the

house before she departed, she created a

circumstance that allowed the youngsters

"to drink to their hearts content with no

supervision," he said.

AP phot*

CLINT VOTES - Actor Clint Eastwood, 55, emerges
from voting booth after casting his ballot yesterday in

Carmel-By-The-Sea, Calif. Eastwood is running for mayor
in the small seaside community.

Correction

Due to an editing error, a statement in yesterday's story on the

Legal Services Office review was attributed to the wrong person.

It was David Valade, not George Shur, who said: "I'd like to see so-

meone who is at least unbiased, where the report would be based
on the review, not the review based on the report."
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YOURBSNIS
WORTH MORE IN
ARMY NURSING.

First, there are the respect and dignity accorded

an Army officer. TTien there's the opportuniry to

travel, cnanging hospitals without losing seniority,

as so often happens in civilian hospitals.

And there s the oppDrtunity to add new
and different nursing disciplines. To study,

continue your education, attending professional

conferences, working in a variety of nursing

specialties.

If you're working on your BSN or if you

already have a BSN and are registered to prac-

tice in the United States or Puerto Rico, talk to

our Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

Kiwi Surf
Beachwear Night

CALL COLLECT 301 -677-5355/4076

ARMYNURSECORPS.
BEAUYOUCANBL

CRAZY LEGS
UMASS CONTEST

$25.00 First Prize

for the Best -^

Male and Female Legs ^
* Free Shorts to the Winner *

Shorts Available At

^",.\.' Jf Discount Prices
• Catch the NHL playoffs beginning tonight

-- V i ^^- on our Giant Screen TV *

Free Sodas For Designated DRivers
'

Free Sodas After Midnight

dailCe/^ltlb Rt. 9 Amherst 256-8284

CollefpAn photu h> Paul I><>*tmarHi*t

FREESTYLE DUDE — William Bakewell, a senior Japanese major, shows his stuff outside

the Student Union Building.

Benefit dances
set for weekend
Two benefit dance marathons are scheduled for this

weekend and students can still sponsor dancers who will

burn up the dance floor to raise money for Multiple

Sclerosis and Muscular Dystrophy.

From noon until midnight Saturday. Pi Kappa Alpha

fraternity will hold its seventh annual dance at Changes,

a dance club on Route 9 in Amherst. Also, the University

of Massachusetts Student Government Association will

hold a 12-hour dance from midnight until noon Sunday

in the Curry Hicks Cage at UMass.

Pi Kappa Alpha has raised about $80,000 for MS in the

last six years, said Donna Kulha, spokeswoman for the

western Massachusetts branch of Multiple Sclerosis.

"It is important to us that Pi Kappa Alpha is involved

in this because MS most frequently affects people between

the ages of 20 and 40," Kulha said, it is prevalent on

college campuses.'"

Pi Kappa Alpha house members said they hope to raise

$25,000 for MS this year, said Marc Laxer. dance co-

chairman He said there is a $10 registration fee per cm
pie and a mminum sponsorship of $100

The SGA's dance will feature three bands: Circle,

Modern Pladz and G(X)dspeed Rhythm and Blues as well

as a rock video light show by Rack a Disc.

Dance co-chairman Greg Rothman said there is a

mininum sponsorshipof $10 and he hopes $4,000 will be

raised for the MDA.
"This event presents an opportunity for the University

of Massachusetts to show the rest of the country that we

can be devoted to service as well as education," Rothman
said.

Students wishing to sponsor dancers may contact Pi

Kappa Alpha or Rothman in the Undergraduate Student

Senate office.

-KATHLEEN DUNICAN

Police seek
suspect
in assault
By ANNE TAUGER
Collegian Staff

A 12year-old boy suffered bruises after

he was allegedly kicked in the head by a

man at a Puffton Village bus stop Monday
at 6:41 p.m. The boy said he had been hum
ming and the man told him to "shut up,"

police said.

The boy moved away from the man, who
then approached him and kicked him, he

told his mother. She called the police. The
boy identified the man and police have a

warrant out for a 33-year old South Hadley

man for armed assault, using a shoe, police

said.

In other police reports:

•Two cars each received over $1,000 in

damage in an accident on Lincoln Avenue
at Fearing Street Monday at 2:29 p.m.,

Amherst Police said.

A 66-year-old Pelham man was driving

north on Lincoln Avenue when a 34-year-

old Amherst woman, driving east on Fear-

ing Street, failed to stop at a stop sign,

police said. The man's car struck the

woman's car, which then struck another

car traveling in the opposite direction on

Fearing Street, police said.

The third car. driven by a 41 -year-old

Hadley woman, received more than $500

in damage. The Amherst woman was cited

for failing to stop at a stop sign, police said.

•A 22-year-old University of

Massachusetts student suffered a minor

knee injury from a bicycle accident at

North Pleasant Street and Infirmary Way
Monday at 4:07 p.m. His bicycle struck the

left rear end of a 1979 BMW aRer the vehi-

cle stopped in front of the bicycle, police

said.

Onlookers obtained the registration

number of the car and police are trying to

locate the driver, who had left the scene

without giving his name and address to the

cyclist, police said.

•A 49-year-old Easthampton man was ar-

rested yesterday at 1:53 a.m. on Northamp-

ton Road for driving while intoxicated and

failure to stop in his lane, police said.

Speakers criticize AIDS prejudices
Bv DAVE BOARDMAN
and JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

To prevent AIDS-related discrimina-

tion, gay men should not take an antibody

screening test for the disease, even under

anonymity, a Boston gay rights legal ad

vocate said Monday at the University of

Massachusetts.
Also on campus as part of Lesbian and

Gay Awareness Week, David Summers,
a gay activist and AIDS victim, yesterday

spoke and debuted a documentary film

about his struggle with the disease.

Kevin Cathcart, executive director of

Gay and Lesbian Advocates and

Defenders, said he is against taking the

antibody test because it often results in

false positive readings.

The test detects antibodies to the HTLV-
III virus, which is believed to be the cause

of AIDS, or acquired immune deficiency

syndrome. But the presence of antibodies

in the bloodstream, while it indicates ex

posure at some time to the virus, does not

necessarily mean a person has AIDS.

"It is quite common for people to be bar-

red from their jobs if they are diagnosed

as having AIDS." Cathcart said. "It is

also quite common for people to be fired

from their jobs if co-workers or their

fe,,..,

CollrKnin photo by Paul DramaraiN

David Summers.

employers find out they tested HTLV III

positive."

AIDS-related discrimination takes place

in the workplace, schools, military, hous-

ing and health care, he said, despite the

fact that the disease cannot be spread by

casual contact.

"People think that not only do they

have the right to discriminate against

people on the basis of AIDS-related issues.

but that somehow they have a moral

obligation to do so," he said.

AIDS victims are, in theory, protected

from discrimination by state civil rights

laws, but "one of the problems of the im-

portant mechanism of state law is that it

moves very, very slowly," he said.

"You have to wait a long time for justice

to prevail. This is obviously more of a pro-

blem for a person who has AIDS and

perhaps a short life expectancy."

Summers' film. Hern of My Oun Life,

describes his experiences while suffering

from AIDS and how other people treat

him. Summers said he hopes to add

finishing touches and show it widely this

June.
"I am living with AIDS, not dying with

dignity," he said, speaking in the Cam
pus Center.

Summers said his mother initially had

problems accepting his illness but she

later became very supportive.

"Some of my friends quit calling and

some of them call all the time, " he added.

Summers was first diagnosed as having

AIDS in 1984. He now speaks about AIDS
to two or three groups a week. He is cur

rently writing a book about his life.

"I should have been dead about eight

months ago," he said "But the fact is that

I'm beating the odds
'

WMUA elects

new board
The University of Massachusetts'

student-run radio station, WMUA held its

managing board elections Monday night.

In the top two positions, Patrick

Mahoney retained his job as General

Manager and Meredith Gottesman became

the new program director.

The other eight winners were: Jeff

Brown, station news director; Kevin O'Con

nor, technical training director; Lorenzo

Boyd, third-world affairs director; Aman-

da DuBoff, music director; Harry Chevar,

sports director; Michael Mitrook, public af-

fairs director; and David Chupka, promo-

tions director.

The position of woman's affairs director

will be filled by the Everywoman's Center.

-PATRICK JOHNSON

A rally supporting free speech and tolerance of differing

viewpoints is scheduled for noon today on the steps of the Stu-

dent Union Building.

Speakers will include members of various student groups, the

faculty and the Newman Center who will discuss the importance

of allowing varying opinions to be heard.

Overseas Development Network, a new student gioup, will

hold an organizational meeting at 6:30 p.m. today in room 801

of the Campus Center. All students and faculty who are interested

are urged to attend.

Collegain photo by Brian (luarnatta

CLOUD NINE - Senior coins major Robert Coley appears to be

walking toward the sky as he meanders across the steps outside the

Campus Center Monday.
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Gays portrayed negatively in film

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Throughout the history of film, gays and lesbians have

been portrayed with a lack of "normal behavior," rather

than showing characters as gay, a gay activist and author

said last night.

Vito Russo, author of The Celluloid Closet, said that

when he started working on his book, "what I found was

a history of feminine or masculine behavior."

In movies, "the logical conclusion of the lack of

masculinity is homosexuality," he said.

Speaking to about 150 people in the Campus Center,

Russo said older films presented "an illusion of an

America that perhaps never really existed," without overt-

ly gay characters and without a gay perspective.

"I discovered not so much gay people as the fear of gay

people," he said.

The earliest gay characters on film were the proverbial

"sissies," he said, before the motion picture production

code of 1933 outlawed all references to homosexuality.

Lesbians and gays on screen "became almost explicit

and scared the censors," but they were not targets of

homophobia, he said.

The code was enacted by the film studios when they were

threatened with censoring legislation in 23 states, and was

effective until 1961. Under the code, filnrxs went through

a period of "denial of history and literature," Russo said.

References to gays from 1933 to 1961 were subtextual,

like the "lesbian vampire" in the film Dracula's Daughter

and characters from women's prison films, he said.

The taboo was broken in 1961 with Walk on the Wild

Side, in which Barbara Stanwyck played a lesbian

madam.
After 1961, "the villain could be gay but not the hero,"

as American movies went into a period of violence and

sensationalism when portraying gays, he said.

"Constantly, I see bouncing back from film to film the

idea that we live in a violent community," he said. "The

misplaced violence is turned against the community in

the same way that AIDS is turned against the communi-

ty."
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Activist Vito Russo speaks on the portrayal

of gays and lesbians in film.

\y Special to

Collegian Readers

Queen size

Mattress and Foundation

$189
with this ad

regular price $499

Every Wednesday at

GET YOUR HANDS
ON SOME GOOD WORK

THIS SUMMER
Looking for a summer job? We have openings for about 300

college-age people in a variety of production jobs!

Start anywhere from May 22 to June 22 and work to the

end of August.

There are two shifts available. Earn $4.00-$10.00 per hour.

We'll be recruiting on campus at the following times and

DATE: Friday April 25th

TIME: 9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

PLACE: Room 902 (Ninth Floor) Campus Center

Or contact the Plant Manager

OXFORD PICKLE CO., INC.

South Dcerfield, Massachusetts 01373 ' (413) 665-7011

TROPICAL
EDNESDAH

starts at 9 pm

Tropical Island Blend Juice

Pina Colada Schnapps
Raspberry Schnapps

FREE HAWAIIAN Hors d'oeuvres

Wear your Hawaiian Shirt

BE THERE, ALOHA!
57 N. Pleasant Street, Amherst

Proper ID Required

10% 10%
PANTS PLACE PLUS
Trendy Jr Sportswear Store

at Ingleside Mall, Holyoke

SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER
with this coupon

on regular priced merchandise

3rd Floor, Holyoke Mall at Ingleside

10% "^'"^ 10%

• LSO
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FEELING FIT - Robert Sweetgall helps

kick off Health Week in western
Massachusetts by walking around a one -mile

track with children from the Fort River School

in Amherst and teaching them the importance

of fitness. Sweetgall traversed the US last year

as a part of a study on cardiovascular health,

conducted by the UMass Medical Center in

Worcester, and to promote walking as a form
of exercise.

continued from page 1

Before arriving at Nor-

thern Illinois, Shur said he

was in a private practice in

Maine, where he

represented plaintiffs and

defendants in a variety of

cases involving higher

education.

He rejected the notion

that because he and UMass
general counsel William

Searson are members of the

same national legal ad-

ministrators' association

and know eachother, his

review will be biased.

"The fact that I may have

known anyone in any situa-

tion is another matter,"

Shur said last night. "In

this business of higher

education, you get to know
many people."

DiMare said he trusts

Shur.

"I do not in any way ques-

tion his integrity," DiMare
said. "I do question the

itinerary, and Shur did not

put it together, Madson
did."

A free Puerto Rico sought
By KATHLEEN MOYNIHAN
Collegian Correspondent

The General Secretary of the Puerto

Rican Socialist Party called for in-

dependence from United States control last

night before an audience of more than 90

people in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Carlos Gallisa spoke on the subject of

"Crisis in the Puerto Rican Society," a lec-

ture sponsored by the student group

AHORA, as part of Latin American Week.

Gallisa called Puerto Rico a "launching

pad for the militar\- aggressions of the US."

citing the 1961 Bay of Pigs attempted over-

throw of President Fidel Castro in Cuba,

and the 1962 invasion of the Dominican
Republic as examples. The 1983 invasion

of Granada was "rehearsed a year before

in Puerto Rico," he said.

"There is no doubt that the primary

responsibility of the Puerto Ricans is in-

dependence," Gallisa said, adding that the

two million Puerto Ricans living on the

mainland of the US were forced to migrate

from the island because of insufferable

economic and social conditions.

Gallisa said that LIS citizenship was "ini

posed" upon Puerto Ricans during World
War I so that their men would be eligible

for duty in the armed forces. Most Puerto

Ricans favor self-determination and have

preserved their language and culture, he

said.

Gallisa said that currently "the

sovereign powers in Washington make all

major decisions without consulting the peo-

ple of Puerto Rico and without their con-

.sent."

Puerto Rico, he said, wants independence

while maintaining good relations with the

US. He called for a peaceful transition to

independence, and existence on an equal

basis with the US.

State

Contract Pricing
available to all

students and faculty

on

MICROCOMPUTERS
and

PERIPHERALS

^Immediate local delivery with a staff of

professionals to support your purchase.

^Name brands - EPSON, COMPUPRO. KAYPRO,

SHARP, PANASONIC, CORDATA(CORONA),

TOSHIBA, ROYAL, IOMEGA, RACAL VADIC, QUME,

WYSE. LOTUS, ASHTON-TATE, MULTIMATE.

Visit the friendly professionals at. . .

^ [glCMiiiNitBrWkrfcs p„« ^-^E-* »^
Store Hours:

228 Triangle Street Amherst mfiobso
m'M^ -i^^r* Sat 10 5

549-7133

Plumbley 's is the Place
to be all week
Specials good til April 20

Sundays
3:00 - 9:30

Chicken, Steak and Chocolate Cake'

SHced London Broil, Roast Chicken, Chocolate Cake

and all the fixins JpO.yO

Monday
All You Can Eat

4:00 - 9:30 Fried Shrimp and Fried Chicken

Served with bottomless cup of our chefs hearty

soup, salad, fresh vegetables, potato, hot bread and

'"'^''

$9.95

Tuesday
All You Can Eat

4:00 - 9:30 Roast Sirloin and Fried Chicken

Also served with bottomless cup of our chefs hearty

soup, salad, fresh vegetables, potato, hot bread and

b^^t^^ $9.95

Wednesday
UMass & Smith College

Student, Staff & Faculty Special

4:00 - 6:00

• Broiled Orange Whiskey Chicken

• Sliced London Broil

• Tempura Fried Filet of Sole

All entrees complete with salad, potato, hot bread

and butter. Just show your LD. and enjoy.

$5.95

Thursday
Amherst College, Hampshire College

and Mount Holyoke

student, Staff & Faculty Special

4:00 - 6:00

Broiled Orange Whiskey Chicken

» Sliced London Broil

Tempura Fried Filet of Sole

All entrees complete with salad, potato, hot bread

and butter.

Just show your LD. and enjoy

$5.95

Plumbleys
off I he common'^

30 Boitwood Walk • Downtown Amherst • 253-9586

All Major Credit Cards • Full Service Catering
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ROOM CHOOSING PROCESS
For Fall 1986

Please read carefully

RESERVING
YOUR
CURRENT
ROOM
ASSIGNMENT

CHANGING
YOUR
ROOM OR
HALL
ASSIGNMENT

ROOMMATE
REQUESTS

It you intend to keep your present residence hall assignment, personally sign up with your

Residence Director/ Residence Hall Manager on Monday, April 14.

DEADLINE FOR CURRENT ROOM RESERVATION IS MONDAY APRIL 14.

^F YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR CURRENT RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT WHILE

ALSO SUBMITTING A PREFERENCE FORM YOU MUST DO THE FOLLOWING:

1. Sign up for the same room on Monday, April 14 or a different room on Tuesday, April

15.

2. Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference Form in the lower right hand corner is a

box you must "check" if you wish to be returned to your current residence hall if your re-

quested residence hall or area choices cannot be met.

YOUR OLD RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT IS GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU DO
BOTH STEPS.

If you wish to move to another room In the same residence hall, you must sign up

with your Residence Director/ Residence Hall Manager. SIGN UP FOR A NEW ROOM
WITHIN YOUR CURRENT RESIDENCE HALL ON TUESDAY, APRIL 15.

If you wish to move to another residence hall, you must complete a Housing Preference

Form. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING COMPLETED HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS TO
THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS FRIDAY, April 25.

If you wish to move to another residence hall to room with a student already assigned to

that residence hall, you must together complete a ROOMMATE REQUEST FORM.

DEADLINE FOR RETURNING ROOMMATE REQUEST FORMS TO THE HOUSING
ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS THURSDAY, APRIL 17.

If you wish to become roommates with a student in a residence hall to which neither of

you is currently assigned, you must each complete a Housing Preference Form. These

forms should be identical (with the exception of the "check" box) and stapled together.

DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS IS FRIDAY, APRIL 25.

If, during the regular In-House Room Choosing period, you were unable to secure a par-

ticular type of accommodation (a particular single or double room), please contact the

Housing Assignment Office to fill out an In-House Room Request Form. Rooms that

become available during the Summer will be assigned, according to seniority, to those

students who have filled out this form and returned it to the Housing Assignment Office

The 1986 - 1987 Residence Hall Contract and Contract Card will be mailed to you in your

current Residence Hall on or about April 14 as part of the Room Choosing process. These

cards must be returned to the Housing Assignment Office by the last day of the

semester, Thursday, May 22, 1986. Failure to return your Residence Hall Contract Card

by this deadline will automatically cancel your assignment for the Fall 1986 semester.

Your Fall 1986 fee bill will be mailed to you at your home in early July. If complete pay-

ment of your semester fee bill is not received by the Bursar's initial due date (usually in ear-

ly August), your assignment for the fall semester will be cancelled. Be aware of this impor-

tant obligation.

Juniors and Seniors will be required to conform their Room Choosing arrangements by

completing the Junior/Senior Room Confirmation Card which will be mailed to their home
in early June. This card will be due on the last Friday in June.

In addition to properly completing room choosing all students are required to remain in

good standing with the University at all times. Being withdrawn for any reason after the

end of the semester automatically cancels your assignment. Check to make sure you do

not owe any charges to the Bursar BEFORE you leave for the summer.

QUEST ONS? '^ y°^ ^^'" ^^^® questions about the Room-Choosing process, please contact the Housing

Assignment Office (515-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you.

IN-HOUSE
ROOM
REQUEST
FORMS

RESIDENCE
HALL
CONTRACT

PAY FEE

BILL BY
DUE DATE

»
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Let the listeners judge
As an American, I have always prided

myself on our tradition of maintaining a

climate conducive lo (jeaceful dissent. Most

of us do not look it our ideological foes as

monsters to be . a.ed and feared but as

other living an(i 'neathing humans who,

confronted with -he same set of cir-

cumstances, h,!'- come to mistaken
conclusions.

There are definite exceptions to this and

they usually makt- themselves painfully

evident when a particularly controversial

topic or speaker is presented in a public

forum. Be it Jorge Rosales, Bill Baird,

Jerry Falwell or any other figure who can

produce an acute negative reaction, many
people find it necessary to harass, heckle,

or otherwise disrupt their attempts at be-

ing heard.

Although hecklers must be protected by

the First Amendment (it plays no

favorites), using that right in such a man
ner subverts the whole idea of free ex

change. Disagreement, counter-

demonstration and public condemnation

are legitimate methods for insuring a

balanced presentation of information.

Heckling only contributes to polarization.

Strident hecklers also tend to hurt their

own viewpoint by turning off undecided

people. If they represent a valid position,

they can frequently invalidate it by not

playing by the rules.

Even though I cringe at using a word so

beloved by our image-conscious administra-

tion, "civility" of political discourse is

crucial to maintaining freedom of expres-

sion. Intimidation of speakers accomplishes

what the law forbids; the freezing out of un-

popular viewpoints. It also shows an un-

willingness to concede that most people are

capable of making up their own minds on

an issue when presented with two sides.

Before I go any further with this, I must

note my hesitation at aligning myself with

the UMass Republican Club. Several of

William Spain

their spokesmen have been making this

same point. But. regardless of what

motivates them to do so, it is a good point.

When I speak of "civility." I do not mean
that everyone should mask their views in

pussyfooting language dripping with feign-

ed politness. You always have to call them

as you see them. Strong language, in and

of itself, is not a bad thing. However, when

it is used to stifie opposing positions, it

becomes counter productive. Muzzling, or

attempting to muzzle, ideological opposi-

tion will inevitably backfire. Those sub-

jected to it car. decry the tactic itself and.

thus, obscure the actual issue.

I have always believed that the best ap-

proach for fighting people with whom I dif

fer is to let them make themselves look

bad. For this reason, I was disturbed at the

manner in which anti-contra

demonstrators received our two recent

guests — Jorge Rosales and Michael

Waller.

I am virulently opposed to American

military involvement in Nicaragua but

when I w»nt to the Student Union

Ballroom to hear these two men speak. I

went to sit and keep my mouth shut. I wish

others (on both sides) had done the same
because Waller, at least, would have made
a major ass out of himself on his own. Face

it, the man comes across as a blatantly par-

tisan contra-booster utterly devoid of even

a pretense of objectivity.

Folks like him cannot be fought with

theatrics. Cries of "murderer" and "liar"

only make him look like an injured party.

It would have been far better to allow him

the privilege of an undisturbed presenta

tion so that his fiimsy arguments could

have foundered independently of any

abuse.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

Making sense of it all

"If Francine bought two bushels of apples

at 94 cents a pound and Meggie sold five

pecks at 47 cents a piece, how many miles

per hour was Colleen travelling when she

passed Francine?"

Word problems. I used to sweat bullets

and chew off the ends of my number two

pencils every time I came across them on

my grammar school math tests. Surely the

fictionalized characters were added to

soften the blow of such number anomalies,

but I for one could only regard them as the

neighborhood terrors.

It's been six months since I first began

to research the subject of faculty merit pay.

It began with the tattle-tales of some gyp-

ped professors and ended with a folder jam-

packed with numbers, more interviews and

supposedly secret information. Only now do

I realize that the series that smeared the

front pages was only one massives, and in-

deed tiresome, word problem.

However, I must confess that I

thoroughly enjoyed the glamour and

mystery of attaining that once elusive

status of "investigative reporter"and its

vague job description. With no deadline

and a quest for an equally vague sense of

justice, I set out to tame the neighborhood

terrors and explain the anomalies of a

seldom mentioned merit system.

Hours were spent interviewing professors

who spewed out such invectives as "grand

theft" and "murder'to describe the alloca-

tion of merit pay. More time was spent

pouring through records of faculty salaries

recorded on sheaves of unruly computer

paper up in the Tower Library archives.

As one might expect, the giant obstacle

that time and time again made me want

to bag the whole expedition was the

University administration. Poor Paula.

Chris Poon
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Unfair, untrue, unusual

She answered my almost daily phone calls

to Whitmore and dutifully told me that

several members of the UMass hierarchy

still could not determine if faculty merit

reports and specific merit allocations were

public information.

By law, UMass administrators should

have answered my request for faculty

reports and accompanying merit pay

distributions in 10 days. It took two

months. Finally, I was given permission to

review the faculty reports but was denied

access to find out how much merit money

was doled out.

Somewhere in the public records office in

Boston is my letter of appeal stating that

I believe merit pay allocations, like facul-

ty salaries, are public records and should

be released on request to prying college

journalists such as myself. Meanwhile, I

went ahead and got the information from

the Massachusetts Society of Pro-

fessors/Staff Union office.

Heaps of blessings should be poured upon

the head of my number juggling friend

Sharyn, who helped me turn the word pro-

blems into some form of common
understanding.

I'm not sure if the series of stories will

make an impact on the future of merit pay

or not. I'm not even sure if I've exposed

anything new. All I know is that I wish in-

vestigative reporting were as simple as

figuring out how many bushels of apples

Francine and Meggie could sell to Colleen

who, according to my calculations, was

travelling past them at the speed of light.

I think.

Chris Poon is a Collegian columnist.

Recently, SCERA was accused of or

chestrating the anti-contra protest last

week. This is an outright lie. The contra

event was never mentioned at any of

SCERA's weekly staff meetings, nor was

there even discussion around the office of

getting together as a group and protesting.

Only five SCERA staff members attended

the event, a few not evening arriving un-

til three minutes before it was cut short by

the UMass Republican Club. Surely there

were at least five ski club members, outing

club members, or sorority sisters there, yet

their groups were not accused of organiz-

ing the disruption of the event. To accuse

SCERA alone is ridiculous. The facts clear-

ly do not support this accusation.

It's also odd to me that conservative col-

umnists such as Peter Dow and Stephen

Erickson, after years of berating SCERA,

are now embracing SCERA's long history

of successful and effective anti-oppression

work. Dow expects SCERA workers to

"adhere to the SCERA principles of non-

oppression during both work and leisure

hours." Obviously SCERA does too. Since

there hasn't been any evidence presented

by either Erickson or Dow that indicates

SCERA employees did in fact violate

SCERA principles, what's their problem?

Why are they and others harassing

SCERA?
Both Dow and Erikson demanded that

SCERA "create a political tolerance task

force." We already did.. .last year. SCERA
was one of the organizations involved in

establishing the Kaleidoscope project here

at UMass. The Kaleidoscope project is

designed to bring together opposing view

points in a constructive forum to discuss

complex issues. Maybe SCERA should ask

the Kaleidoscope people to hold a forum on

communication between politically diverse

groups, so that in the future, maybe reac-

tionary conservatives such as Dow and

Erikson won't harass students groups such

as SCERA.
I'd also like to take the opportunity here

to ask some very serious questions. If the

UMass Police, the Chancellor's office, and

the Republican Club were so concerned

about a potentially riotous atmosphere at

the contra event, then why were untrain-

ed students used as security personnel?

Having untrained students as security

creates a more dangerous and volatile

situation for all present.

Another perplexing question is if the

Republican Club is so committed to

tolerance of political differences, why didn't

they plan a debate on Nicaragua? A debate

would have allowed both sides' views to be

expressed, as opposed to just the conser-

vative one heard at the event. I propose

that the Republican Club hold to its com-

mittment to promoting political tolerance

by sponsoring a presentation by a represen-

tative of the Sandinista government.

SCERA is a wonderful organization

dedicated to positive change. I suggest that

Dow and Erikson have their facts straight

before making accusations about groups

such as SCERA that work for all students,

regardless of their political affiliations.

Chris Alibrandi,

student coordinator SCERA

Learning about ourselves
I would like to add a few more thoughts

to Corinna Moebius' column on the root of

oppression. Oppression's major component

may be fear, but in this case fear walks

hand in hand with ignorance. Heterosex-

ism and homophobia are stereotypical

vehicles which are cultivated by our own
curiosity and are nutured in ignorance or

misinformation.

Perhaps this issue doesn't concern you

because it does not touch your life direct

ly. Perhaps you would be more open to lear

ning about, understanding and yes, maybe

even accepting the reality of a gay person

and community if your brother, sister, or

best friend were gay or lesbian or bi.sexual.

Perhaps only then would you be directly

confronted with these issues in your life.

You don't have to deal with something if

it doesn't touch your life or cause you to

question your values, many of which may

be acquired through a form of blind accep-

tance. Perhaps it is easier to compartmen-

talize (and censor) thoughts in this way.

Choosing the path of ignorance cc nccrnmg

people in general also allows you and
others the opportunity to perpetuate the in-

accuracy of a gay stereotype. You cannot

reject another person's sexual orientation.

In a sense, you are telling .someone what

to do with their own body and no one has

that right.

You also cannot eliminate your reality by

choosing not to think about it. Even by cen-

soring your immediate surroundings, and

who you interact with (establishing a peer

group to support your ignorance and

responsive fear), you cannot always sup-

press self-questioning. Gay, lesbian and

bisexual people do not represent a

cancerous outgrowth of the human race or

society. However, the fear and ignorance

that walk hand in hand with heterosex-

ism/homophobia are representative of our

.society's true cancerous outgrowths -when

they serve no purpo.se but to threaten and

destroy other's lives and happiness.

Deborah Gromack
Amherst
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ARTS
The Bangles and the Hoodoo Gurus^ thine."

Liven up Smith College

CONCERT
REVIEW

Bangles Review

By MEREDITH G. GOTTESMAN
Collegian Correspondent

The Bangles emerged from the paisley

underground scene in Los Angeles several

years ago. Their Beatles- and Byrds-

influenced pop, flavored with distinct and

colorful harmonies, set them apart from

other California all-women bands and

won them some critical notoriety.

One EP and two albums later, the

Bangles have changed their sound a lit-

tle but not their style. Their new album
Different Light .seems to be geared

towards FM radio airplay, but the

Bangles are anything but trendy.

Last Thursday night, at John M. Greene

Hall in Northampton, the Bangles
managed to put on a great show despite

a distorted, overblown sound system and

bumbling attempts by .security to keep the

audience from dancing in the aisles.

They open with the title track from Dif-

ferent Light. After the first listen to this

record, I was disappointed with the

Bangles. The material was notably

weaker than their first two releases, and
they were obviously fishing for a hit in

"Manic Monday," a song penned by

Prince that was entirely uncharacteristic

of their Bangles' usual rock and roll

music. But live, the Bangles put the raw

edge back into their new material that got

lost somewhere in the production of the

album. Even the songs I winced through

on the first spin of the record sounded

good live.

Other cuts off Different Light that the

band performed included "Walking Down
Your Street," Alex Chilton's beautiful

"September Girls," and "If She Knew
What She Wants.'a song written and

recorded by Boston popcult hero Jules

Shear, formerly with the Polar Bears.

The Bangles also performed material

from their 1984 album All Over the Place,

a much stronger effort and more in-

teresting musically. Outstanding
numbers were "James," the Merry-go-

round's classic '60s nugget "Live," "Go-

ing Down To Liverpool," written by

Kimberly Rew of Katrina and the Waves
and former guitarist for the Soft Boys, and
an extended version of a minor hit of the

Bangles a few years back, "Hero Takes
A Fall," during which guitarist Susanna
Hoffs and V'icki Peterson jumped off the

stage and danced through the audience.

"This 'aint no Helen Reddy concert,"

Vicki shouted, "Get off your butts!" They
did one encore featuring "Dover Beach,"
a ballad from their first record, and
finishing with a fast-paced, ripping ver-

sion of Love's "Seven and Seven Is."

Musically, the Bangles are tighter than
ever. Vicki Peterson's gutsy leads comple-

ment Susanna Hoffs' jangly Ricken-

backer, Debbi Peterson on drums provides

a powerful if not simple beat, and along

with beautiful bass player Michael Steel

forms the backbone of the Bangles music.

By NATALIE HEWITT
Collegian Correspondent

The Sixties revival invaded the Smith
College Campus last Thursday night,

when The Hoodoo Gurus, along with the

Bangles, played at John M. Green Hall.

Their stop here in the valley is part of

a 40 date tour of the US and Canada, but

they did a 27 date headlining club tour

before Christmas. And by the time they

finish this tour in mid-May, The Hoodoo
Gurus will have traveled 150,000 miles

and played in 204 different places in the

last 365 days. "I feel tired already!" Clyde

Bramley (bass, vocals) laughs on the

phone from New York City.

Six years ago, David Faulkner (leac

vocals, guitar) formed the Australiar

band, and since that time, the lineup has-

changed considerably so that he is the on

ly remaining original member. "Original

ly," Clyde explains, "there were thret

guitar players and a drummer-no bass

player-and that line-up played for about

a year. This is in 1982, I'd say, 1981

maybe," Clyde continues. "And then one

of the guys left to become a video direc

tor, which he's doing quite well, and they

decided 'Might as well get a bass player,

then.' So I got the job, and then another

guy left and I got (guitarist) Brad

(Shepard) in because I'd known Brad for

quite a while." Their last personnel

change came in 1984, just before their

first American tour, when drummer Mark
Kingsmill replaced James Bramley's on-

ly comment on so many changes is that

"It's not as many as it sounds.U was

basically one change after a year, and

another change a few years later kind of

thing."

It takes only one listening of a Hoodoo
Gurus song to know immediately that this

is a band who's influences are rooted in

the music of the Sixties. Clyde names The
Rolling Stones, The Who, The Beatles,

Alice Cooper, Gary Glitter, and The
Monkeys as some of the bands that in-

fluenced him as a teenager in Sidney.

When discussing the Monkeys revival

now happening in the US, with the help

of MTV, the Gurus' bass player declares,

with a true fan's loyalty, "Ah, they never

went away for me!"
Listening, in the late '60s and early

'70s, to those bands on the radio, at the

age of about 14, Clyde explains, "That's

what got me involved in it. I wanted to

be a rock 'n roll star ever since." He
played in his first "garage" band when he
was 15 years old. "It was awful!" He
laughs. "I think I've gotten a little bet-

ter since then!" And what did his parents

think of their son playing in a rock band?
"My father's a Methodist minister-he

loves it. True, he does. For years he told

me never to go out and, you know, the

stupid thing to do is get a real job. Now
that we're reasonably successful, he's our

biggest fan."

Many ofThe Hoodoo Gurus' songs have
a humorous twist in their lyrics. A song
like "(Let's All) Turn On" makes clever

use of the lyrics "we wear short shorts"
which the Nair Hair Remover commer-
cials made famous. "We don't like to take
life too seriously, " Clyde explains. "I

think enough people take life seriously
enough so that we don't have to." He
laughs mischieviously. "I mean, we take
what we play seriously, but we don't take
ourselves too seriously. We like to have
fun-that's basically," Clyde sighs, "what
we do. And we can't help laughing at a

continued on page 9
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Asian - American

Students Association
^^ University of Massachusetts

at Amherst

[ A Contemporary & Cultural Exhibition

AASA NITE LIVE
The 3rd Annual Asian-American Spring Show

' TALENT SHOWCASE
Music, song, dance, and more' Per-

\ formed by 5-college students Martial

>^VA Arts Demonstrations by Kimo and the

\jff
UMass Karate Club Wah Lum Kung Fu

1^ Association of Boston including tradi-

^^ tional Lion Dance performance'

^ FASHION SHOW
A display of the Hottest Fashions from

Lodestone, Casual Male, Matahari, The

Lodge, Petite Sophisticate, and August

Max' Hairstyles by Lord's 8- Lady's

Q^^iU • oance the night away to the beats of

DJ Mark Stoneham of Pearl Street'

Friday April 11, 1986

CCA 7 PM - 3 AM
FREE!!

Free Admission, Free Refreshments

Proper Attire Requested.

Saturday ft Sunday
|

Boyden GymAASA SPRING WEEKEND continues with
_

The 1st Annual AASA Big East Athletic Tournament
Basketball and Volleyball Competition with teams from:
Amherst, Baruch College, Boston College, Brown, Columbia,
Cornell, MIT, NY Tech, NYU, Polytech Institute of NY,
Queens College, St. Johns, Stony Brook, UMassi

For further info, contact: Bobby K 256-1659, Conrad 546-7532,

Emmi 546-7355

t

Lucas: Portrayal of teen romance • interview continued from page 8

MOVIE REVIEW
Lucas (••••)
Starring Corey Haim and Kerri Green
Directed by David Seltzer

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Remember when teen movies in the spring used to be

rowdy sex comedies? That was before "Sixteen Candles"

and "The Breakfast Club" brought the "growing up"

theme into vogue. Now to these films we can add "Lucas",

a nice little movie about an adolescent who is hopelessly

in love.

Corey Haim plays the title character, a shy young boy

who compensates for his loneliness by being a bug fanatic.

He's delighted then, when he manages to become friends

with an older girl (Kerri Green) who's new in town. When
school starts though, Kerri not only realizes how put upon

Lucas is by other students, but has to cope with his fanatic

crush on her.

I couldn't help feeling both sympathetic and a little bit

exasperated at Lucas' desperate attempts to attract this

girl, which I suspect was just what writer/director David

Seltzer wanted. Lucas is exasperating because his crush

is downright unrealistic and unfair to his new friend, but

he's also admirable because he has the courage to keep

this first love even when it puts him in humiliating posi-

tions with his other classmates.

Seltzer is wise to avoid portraying Lucas' friend and the

football captain she falls for as jerks. Instead they're both

nice, unprejudiced people who are among the few people

to treat Lucas with any sort of respect.

Unfortunately, Seltzer still falls back on a lot of cliches

that hurt the movie. For instance, Courtney-Thome Smith

plays a nice "plain" girl who's known Lucas for a long

time and likes him a lot, but is ignored by him. Not only

is this an overused gimmick, but it's a stupid one, because

it makes the hero look like a jerk.

On the bright side, there are a lot of good performances

here by all the cast members, especially by the actor who
plays Lucas' video freak friend. There's also some fun

looks at the different sub-cultures of high school, and how
social pressures can make it difficult for everybody to date

who they really want to .

I would have like the movie better if it hadn't resorted

to an obligatory sports finale, but even that is well handl-

ed. "Lucas" is a movie that can be enjoyed by anyone who
has ever come down with a case of unrequitted love. I

would have given it three and a half stars, but I suspect

that my social life in high school might have made me
overly sympathetic to his situation.

lot of things. We have similar senses of

humor, so we find ourselves laughing at similar kinds

of things." He hesitates and says, "Maybe we're a bit

sick in that way!" Other .songs, most of which are wTit-

ten by lead singer David Faulkner, come about through

the music the band is listening to at the moment.
"Hayride to Hell," from their latest album, Mars Needs

Guitars, came about because the band members were

listening to bands like "...The Charlie Daniels Band-'The

Devils Went Down to Georgia.' I think 'Hayride to Hell'

has a little to that, probably. It's not ripped off or

anything, but I think (Dave) wanted to wTite a song that

was sort of like that." It has a country sound, "Except

we play it like a rock 'n roll band."

continued on page 11

Corey Haim, Charlie Sheen, and Kerry Green
star in new teen film, Lucas, about growing up.

Keaton is Gang Ho
Gung Ho(***)
Starring Michael Keaton Directed by Ron Howard

By JIM COLE
Collegian Correspondent

Gung Ho, Ron Howard's new film, does not succeed as

well as his last film Cocoon. But despite its problems,

Gung Ho is still very entertaining.

Michael Keaton iMr. Mom) stars as Hunter Stevenson,

worker in a now-closed Pennsylvania car factory who is

sent to Japan. There, he tries to recruit a Japanese car

company to take over the factory and restore the town.

What follows is an obvious clash between American
and Japanese cultures and work ethics. The executives

believe in teamwork, and the Company is the most im-

portant thing to them. This does not sit too well with

the American workers, who have trouble adjusting to a

job with almost no breaks during the work day. The film

progresses with both sides trying to find a happy
medium.
Michael Keaton once again gives a wonderfully fun-

ny performance. He is easily one of the most talented

actor/comedians around. He overcomes many of the film's

problems-worst of which is stereotyping. Director Ron
Howard tries to overcome the scripts' narrow treatment
of the Japanese and he doesn't always succeed. There
were parts in the film where I was almost offended by

the way they were treated. Luckily, there were many
talented Japanese actors who often rose above the pro-

blems in the script.

I still enjoyed Gang Ho because it worked as a com-
edy. The film h-^s its share of problems, but it is still well

worth seeing.

J
eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Sup«i

Stop & Sf>op)

Rte 9 • Hadipv Amhefst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

GRAPHICS
WILL
RULE

Now's
the time
to call...

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
I Reconditioning

The New Film bv
Academy A^ard

norriinee

Ken Burns

ai 6 IS 8 16 10 lb

• also 4 Sal (t Sun<

MOTHER COURAGE
AND HER CHILDREN

by Bertolt Brecht
with songs by Paul Dessau

directed by Walter Boughton

KIRBY THEATER

AMHERST COLLEGE

APRIL 3,4,5,6 at gP.M.

fBr reservations

call 542-2277
l-5p.m. w<»ekdays

Anyone Interested

in joining the

UMASS
MINUTES

UMass' Kickline - Dance Team

Info Session (mandatory)

Thursday, April 10, 6:30 pm, 12th floor Coolldge

Practice for Tryouts
Mon April 14, Wed April 16 and Thurs April 17 at 7 pm

Tryouts
Wednesday April 23 at 7 pm

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
For More Info Call 546-8015

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 Dm Dave 256-4101
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One test i\iiere only
uouknowthe score-

Yes No
Do V<Hi vvani tobt; the

only oin; who knows
when you us»' an twrly

pregniincy t'^sl?

DD
DD
DD

Would v»>n prefers test

that's totally prix'ate to

p»!rtomi and totally

private to read?

Would you like a test

that's portable, so you
(ani^irry It withyouand
read it in private?

And how about a sinipU;,

one step test vvithadra

inatK (olor change that's

easy to read and is 98%
accurate''

ARTS
Dewey Redman jazzes up Hampden

If you { hej.ked "Yes" to

the above, KPT PLUS is tor

you. Us»; It, and only you

v\1ll kntuv your test More.

By GLENN SIEGEL
Collegian Staff

Before a house brimming with appreciative listeners,

the Dewey Redman Quartet filled all the remaining space

in Hampden Theater Monday with a joie de vivTe that was

as profound as it was direct.

Against the theater's unbroken black background, the

Quartet: drummer Ed Blackwell, bassist Mark Helias, alto

saxophonist David Bond, and Redman (tenor, alto, French

musette) stood in bold relief and commanded the rapt at-

tention of close to 200 people.

The concert was presented as part of the 15th Annual

Black Musicians Conference.

The setting was intimate, the ^oup felt like playing,

and the audience was ready for what Conference partici

pant Val Wilmer called "musicianly music."

With Bond in the wings, the threesome dove into Red

mans "Gotta Get Some Sleep." With Helias up, down and

around the bass punching out quarter notes, the Buddha

like Blackwell effortlessly filling in time and Redman's

spiraled tenor logic, the music was brought to a rolling

boil in no time.

Mppv of us were familiar with Blackwell and Redman,

who have been important Jazz figures for a quarter of a

century. But the 35-year-old bassist Mark Helias was

nothing less than a revelation. This physically articulate

musician was all over his bass. His solo on Parker's

"Cheryl," which opened the second set, had such rhythmic

immediacy that the audience began to help keep time. His

arco work opposite Redman's musette on "Unknown

Tongue" produced a drone effect that was downright

visceral. Helias has enormous control of his instrument

and the ideas to put that technique to good use.

One characteristic of many New Orleans drummers is

their way of playing from the elbows down. Blackwell,

with his unwavering smile, played as if he were dealing

a hand of poker. His solos, like songs really, seemed

always on the verge of breaking into full-fledged marches.

David Bond joined the group for the last piece of each

set. His playing was technically dazzling, especially on

Redman's "Wall Bridge" which concluded the first half

One might have wished however that Bond had been

given a chance to blow at a more reflective tempo.

The triangulated conversation that went on for most of

the evening showed an outpouring of personal expression

wov^n into a group sound that fit like a glove.

• TONIGHT ^^^
High Energy, Top 40 sounds'

• THURSDAY: Take 3 Top 40 Band

• THURSDAY and FRIDAY: Oui

Bands begin at 9:00 pm
Open Daily 5:00 pm - 1 :00 am

18-20 YEAR OLDS:
come enjoy juice bar 8- entertainment

Rte. 9 Hadley 586-4463

n HI lllll... trr-rrr.....

POEMS
WANTED
M a)or anthology now taeks poamt: k>va, natura,

haiku, song lyrics, reflective, fraa versa, religious

— all types! Beginners are welcome! Our editors

will reply within 7 days.

Send ONE POEM ONLY, 21 lines or less, to:

WORLD OP POKTRY PfflISS
Dept. AP • 2431 Stockton • Sacto., CA 95817

Baan-'T"""""

=w= ^<=

tl.lllllllllllMllllllll fllll

•s,to:

> 95817
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Going Formal?

TUXEDO H

RENTALS

r

13 N. Pleasant St J
Amherst
256-0591

IL=^ s»^

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center
FuK Service Tire Store

78 Sun<t«r«and Rd.. No. Amharsl. MA
Across from Walroba s SIcp

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

Residence Hall Contract Signing Information

Important, Please Read Carefully

The University requires all students living in the residence halls for

the fall 1986 semester to sign a 1986-1987 Residence Hall Contract

Card. Any student wishing to live in the residence halls again for next

fall should be aware of the following:

^ Contracts and Contract Cards will be mailed to you in

your residence hall on or about April 14.

^ Contract Cards must be completed, signed and returned

to the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore, no

later than the last day of the semester (May 22, 1986).

^ Assignments will be cancelled for any student failing to

return a signed Contract card by May 22, 1986.

^ Students returning Contract Cards will receive a "Con-
tract Receipt". Keep this receipt for your records. It is

strongly recommended that students NOT return Con-
tract Cards by mail.

If you still have questions about Contract Signing procedures, call or

stop by the Housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore (545-2100).

Thank you.

I^^H^—"vHB^B

r
WOMEN

IN

PRINT 1L^^^^J
By ILANA LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Part of My Soul Went
With Him by Winnie
Mandela N.Y.: W.W. Nor-
ton & Co. 164pp. $14.95.

As the title of her book
suggests, Winnie Mandela's

emotionally touching story

revolves around a part of

her soul that lies with a

man who symbolizes the

black's fight against their

apartheid world of South

Africa, Nelson Mandela.

The editors note at the

beginning of this book in-

troduces the reader to one of

the countless restrictions

placed on Mandela by the

Government. With constant

surveillance of her ac-

tivities, she never had the

option of composing a book

at home in front of a

typewriter.

It was compiled by an

editor through tape-

recorded interviews con-

ducted mostly at the town
line of Brandfort, South

Africa, a place where she

came to live, not by choice

but by decree.

She sees her "home", (her

quotes) in the book, as much
more of a cell than a home.

In fact, Mandela was not

even allowed to see the

detailed manuscript before

it went to print.

Mandela describes what it

means to be detained, after

one of her countless arrests

in 1969 as the Security

Branch utilizes their right

to ransack every inch of her

home, in the middle of the

night if they pleased. This

includes lifting sleeping

children from mattresses

and looking under the

sheets, unpacking all

clothing and going through
each pocket and even
tasting all sugar and spices

on her shelves.

"Ultimately it means
your seizure at dawn, dragg-

ed away from the children

screaming and clinging to

your skirt, imploring the
white man dragging Mum-
my away to leave her
alone," Mandela writes.

The reader glimpses at

the life of this mother and
political fighter whose mar-
riage for the past 22 years
has consisted of censored
letters and glances through
a glass partition.

Permission to visit her
life-imprisoned husband is

difficult to obtain. Their
conversations have no
privacy as the warden
listens in to make sure that

they only speak about
"family matters." If they
speak outside these
bounderies, the visit is

terminated.

Despite the constant
restrictions laced into their

daily lives for decades by
the government as a result

of their never-ending battle,

the fight for their cause
never weakens.

With finals still more
than a month away, there is

no excuse not to pick up this

enlightening book which
teaches things that are im-

possible to obtain from any
classroom.

* interview 'continued from page 9

The Hoodoo Gurus, who's name came
into being because "Basically, it's just two

good sounding words!", have released two

albums since 1984. Stoneage Romeos, on

A&M Records, and Mars Needs Guitars,

on the independent label Bigtime, are

quite different, and Clyde attributes the

change in producers to the difference in

sound. "Basically, we just take what
songs we have and treat the songs in-

dividually, rather than try to do a whole

album that sounds all the same. So do,

whatever song, what we think needs to be

done with it. And I think just having the

different producers, their two different ap-

proaches, and different engineers get dif-

ferent sounds." Clyde feels that the se-

cond and latest Hoodoo Gurus album
sounds more like a live band because they

recorded more of the music live in the

studio. "We went for a much simpler ap-

proach on the second album than we did

on the first. ..It's basically a guitar album.

this second one."

Although he's the bassist for such a

guitar based band, Bramley doesn't have

a problem with keyboards, in themselves.

"There's nothing initially wrong with

them. It's not the keyboards that are the

problem-it's the people who are playing

them. I mean, you can't blame an in-

animate object for putting out lousy

music." After a bout of laughter, Clyde

continues, "Keyboards are fine, used in

the right way. I don't think we ever use

synthsizers or anything like that on stage.

We occasionally use them in the studio for

a few pieces, but not a lot."

With the success The Hoodoo Gurus
have had in their native Australia, they

hope to become more than a cult band
with a college following in the US. "We
basically want to get to play to as many
people as we can, everybody to see us. 1

think we need a lot of luck, that's all,"

Clyde adds optimistically.

Wff^

V^ukxan garden

MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

"Tk« BEST CbiacM Food-

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs

SO80 SAbO

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Mu»h,no„.» Hiitfet Served 5-8

3!c::rct:n"L-:!;'* Mon.-Thurs.

slklr'*!*'',^/'"^ Brunch Served
61 s*»« 1, Soul chK^i.«, Sunday 1 1 : JO-.J
71 Pm Fned Hirv All \/r^l1
8) Pin f nn) Nondin f^t.1* U \IKJ S CT 2S
<»i*pln Ff^ h"^*!. can eat %!f
lOtHoi • Sour Soup

Luncheon
Specials
_. ^t^ ^^ r^ Luncheon Sp*(ials & Tak«~out S*rv»c*
<& ^ ^^ r) Full Cocktail Menu
•P ^^ ^^

. , . Sun.-Thurs 11 30 a m 10 p m
From ^^^ served 11 a.m. Fri. & Sat ll SOam ll p.m

-3 p.m. 10 Belcheriown Road
at Rte. 9. Amherst

256-0252

JB UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR
BLOCK GRANT PROPOSALS

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Deadline for submission of block gratil

proposdiv FKI. .M'Kll. 1«

\NV: VcadiUnc ,v'*i 5«bm<ii(cii c.-^

uiCC cvctifi) FRI. APRIL C^

C.ratu guidelines available at the Arts Council,

US M»Tt«T Hall S4S-02()J

Dyslexia: Challenges-Success

Guest Speaker:
Dr. Mary Groda Lewis
Her life inspired the 1985 CBS

docudrama "Love IMary"

with Kristy l\/lc Nichol

J

Time: 1:00 P4T1.

Dale: April 10, 1^86

Place: Memorial Hall, U.Mass.

For more information:

Call The Dyslexic Student Organization

'elephone 545-0018
'

J.RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Masor^ St.. Ntorlhampton 586-6336

Mon-Sat. 10*, Thurs. tl 9. Si^- 12-5

A Wearable Feast

The al-cotton Camp Shirt

from Robert Stock

Your choce of fruit & cheese

or bread & wir>e

Bon Appetit!

The Campus Center - Student Union

BOARD OF (JOVKRNORS ih looking for students to fill the following

( oordinator positions for the 86/87 school year ___.

Public Relations • Finance • Building Operations • Special Projects •

Space Kron. Development • Kev Functions • (;overnors Propram ( ounci! •

Vi-nding • Asst. Office Coordinator • Food Services • Display

Work Study and Non Work Study

ApplMiilions and More Information are availahle in the BlKi Office - 817 CC
Application Deadline - Monday. April 14^12 Noon

The |{0(. IN an \ffirmativf Art:nn Kqual (>pp<irtunit.v Kmplover
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• taxes HMiBaiBaB continued from pu^'c I

said the head of the projfram at UMass contacted the IRS

late in February, loo late for the necessary training.

"Certainly no training class was ever established," she

said. Herzer added that most schools have a faculty ad-

visor who runs the program every year and she thinks

UMass' program is run only by student volunteers.

A taxpayers assistance van from the IRS was parked

outside the Student Union Building last week; volunteers

and IRS employees were inside the vehicle to help

students with their tax forms. The vans serve not only

colleges, but other organizations that request their help,

said James Donahur of the Springfield IRS office.

University Bursar Robert R. Mishol agreed there are

not enough courses on taxes, and that "the forms look very

imposing."

Ted Los. payroll administrator, said he does not find tax

forms complicated, but that "the system is ready for a

change and [President] Reagan has a lot of good ideas on

(reforming) it."

Gaumond said most students who have finished their

tax forms are those who "think they're getting a refund.

Now, we're getting the tough ones [those who owe

monevl"

H & R Block charges students a minimum of $21 for

tax preparation. The price is higher if students have ad-

ditional paperwork, such as stock dividends or many
deductions.

Chris Brown, a first-year economics major, files his own

forms because "I do it for free, " he said. "Vm waiting to

the last minute. I just don't feel like doing them now, and

I owe them money, anyway."

Shultz to arrange next summit with Soviets
WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of State George Shultz

said yesterday he will meet with Soviet Foreign Minister

Eduard Shevardnadze next month to lay the groundwork

for a second summit meeting between President Reagan

and Soveit leader Mikhail Gorbachev.

Arrangements for the Shultz-Shevardnadze meeting

were made during a 75-minute session between Reagan

and Soviet Ambassador Anatoly Dobrynin.

Shevardnadze will visit Washington in mid-May, but

Shultz did not say whether that would allow the two sides

enough time to prepare for a summit within the pre-

August timetable set by Reagan.

Shultz said Dobryinin made it clear the Soviet side

would not establish any preconditions for the meeting, but

he said both sides expressed an interest in "substantive"

results.

EUROPE »> CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockalaiier Pia^a

New York. NY 10020
Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail Ihi* ad tor Special

Student/ Teacher Tariff.

RENTAL 2 LEASE PURCHASE

rentAnreck

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

SPECIALS
Miller and

Rolling Rock bottles

Anisette drinks

$.99

Come Down and Relax

Look for Friday's Smorgasboard

4:30 pm on
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You are cordially invited to attend

CAREER
NIGHT

for

PSYCHOLOGY
MAJORS

Thursday, April 10

at 8:00 P.M.

at

Campus Center, Room 163
Several Psych. Dept. alumni/ae will be on hand

to discuss graduate school and career opportunities for

psychology majors

Sponsored by

UMass Placement Service

Alumni Office

Department of Psychology

For more information contact:

Psychology Advising Office

Tobin 403

545-0377
W'ne and Cheese to follow

Something you

want
to say

before

you leave?

Submit your proposal for

Senior

Commencement

Speaker

to

Trey Williams, 545-2334,.

319 Whitmore.

(5 minutes: 3 pages, typed,

double-spaced)
DEADLINE: APRIL 11, 1986 at 4:00 PM
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FREAKER PATROL

"Uh-oh—did anyone remember to

feed the giraffe tonight?"

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

ACROSS
1 Foott>aii ptay

5 Wofid religion

10 Exchange
14 Architect

Saannen
15 Novelist Louise

de la Ramee
16 Emcee

Donahue
17 Oeiend
19 — avis

20 Michener title

21 Time ot day to

18 Down
22 A Ross
23 Cdd tog over the

Channel
25 Wtght and

others

27 Greek letter

30 Attempts

32 Good limes

35 Charlatan

37 TfKimas More s

island

39 Bistro

40 DisencumDer
42 Hereditary right

43 Portuguese
islands

46 Tourist guide

49 Celtic Neptune

50 Winged steed

52 Romame
53 Artist El —
55 Megalopolis

57 Thick soup

59 Southern milit

school

61 Seeps
65 Arena
66 Follow the

lashiOn

66 Armadillo

69 Asian txyder

range

70 Anderson ot TV
71 See 73 Across

72 Llama fiatJitat

73 Piece ot cake

DOWN
1 Hardy heroine

2 Riboed latjric

3 Sector

4 Prepare eggs

5 Borrower S

letters

6 E>cellent

7 Biography

8 Handsome man
9 Blemish

10 Binge

1

1

Streisand

movie 1972

1

2

Put on —
13 Frolic

18 Shelley

contemporary

22 Delete with

out

24 Humorist

Buchwald
26 H V connection

27 Thai money
28 Astound
29 Readily

avaiiat>ie

31 Heather

33 Sottty in music

34 White elephant

events

36 Atwve. to a

poet

38 — Man m
Havana

41 FoMower

44 Foil

45 Wme
description

47 — txjno

48 Prevent legally

51 Rule

54 Track event

56 Animal sourxls

57 Bishop ot

Rome

58 Eye part

60 Anthropologist

Margaret

62 National Park in

Utah

63 Sicilian sight

64 Part ot 67

Down
66 Bantu trit>e

67 Naval abbr
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GORDY BY GORDE

I
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I'Oe LEFT THE EARW
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SOLITUDE, AhJO THE CHA/JCE
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AN ALl^f^ RAce. AS MY GOIOE.

SORE I "^'SS EARTH, BUT
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Weather
Today: Cloudy early in the day with light

showers in the afternoon. Highs in the mid
50s.

Tonight: More wetness as the rain con-
tinues. Possible snow flurries, highs in the
low 30s.

Tomorrow: Forget it. Clouds and probable
showers with highs in the low 40s. Sorry
folks.

J Staff Notice

)f TONIGHT
^ ALL COLLEGIAN STAFF MEMBERS

BLOOM COUNTY BY BE^^Kt BREACHED

COMING 3/^CKr 15 iV\IKeP WITH

NO I 5APNe5i>...a 3ILL

you THea^TieBem
je5r^ TFftpepwme

RU5dm5
\

TO

RU55IPIH5 r
yes.

I

-^-"^ -^^

weewLemRe

ft urne..

MANDATORY
STAFF MEETING

Wednesday, 8:15 p.m., newsroom Topics:

ELECTIONS, PARTIES

•••••••••••••••••^
EC

Brought to you by
Night Editor Daniel Sobel

Copy Editor Lisa DiMeo
Layout Tech Ansel Zinter

Photo Tech Paul Desmarais

Production Supervisor Ansel Zinter

ProductionSod. Rob Skelton, Naomi Davis, Maura
Mchugh, Bill Freeman, Kevin Hayden,

* iUMi
.
iiij i ujuiuJiJiM.''^. 'AijjjiHii'iJWwawvwwii' mmipwuu' ' iii)»i ii j i jjji iAti

.wW!gBjipi|WW!liHPWg»
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•Fiber/ roughage adds bulk to the diet and speeds up the time it takes for

food to leave the digestive tract.

*Foods that are naturally hiqn in fiber often supply other vitanins and

minerals as well.
•Meat, fish, poultry, eggs, milk and cheese contain little or no fiber.

WAYS TO INCREASE YOUR INTAKE OF CIETARY FIBER... AND NUTRIENTS, TOO...

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

TRY: INSTEAD OF:

-white bread
-white '!ce

-lashec; potatoes
-processed applerauce

-whole wheat bread or rolls

-brown rice

-biiVed potato in the skm
-unpeeled apple or applesauce
made with skins
-orange
-wr\ole grain cereals
-popcorn
-bean dip or hgirrius

D'visioi of Meait*- EduCdtior if^i Jr • ^er^-,', .erd'nq Se'-vices.

-Of anqe .]uice

-; recessed cereals
-rct^tr ;.hips

p«n dip

(TIME BY CUSTOM AUDIO
We are not "too busy" to talk to you about a stereo you will live

with, on the average, for the next 9 years.

We are not "too busy" to let you listen to all different components

We are not "too busy" to carefully explain any or all aspects of

home music playback.

People shouldn't rush into purchasing a stereo system because a
salesperson is just "too busy" to spend enough time.

AT CUSTOM AUDIO, TIME IS ON YOUR SIDE.

Dealers of:

Adcom, Ariston, Conrad-Johnson, Creek Audio Systems,
Denon, Pres Speakers, Stax, and more. . .

Systems 'or all budgets

I

Open 9 am to 7 pm, Monday thru Saturday

1 83 MAIN STREET. NQRTHAMPTOJ^ 586-622^

Ap photo

LOUISIANA LIGHTNING - The New York Yankees opened the 1986

baseball season yesterday with their ace, veteran lefthander Ron Guidry,

on the mound. Facing the defending champion Kansas City Royals as

Yankee Stadium, Guidry worked six innings before being pulled after in-

juring his right calf muscle.
^ _

The Yankees, under new manager Lou Pinella, shook off Guidry s in-

jury and defeated the Royals, 4-2. For now, at least, all is well with the

Bronx Bombers.

.A-

ITS THAT
TIME
AGAIN!

ac -^

• .
•

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HAS BEGUN TO RETURN UNSOLD
SPRING COURSE BOOKS TO THE

PUBLISHERS

DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

MON-FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

y:

the U^JVERSITY STORES
TEXTBOOK ANNEX
@ physical pant Odg

Room Choosing

Notice

Special Interest Housing
The Following Special Interest Cor-

ridors will have vacancies during the

upcoming room choosing process:

Social Awareness Corridor -

Brett House in Central

Butterfield Kitchen Coop -

Butterfield House in Central Area

Music Corridor -

Gorman House in Central Area

Older Students Corridor -

Wheeler House in Central Area

Honors Corridor -

Field House in Orchard Hill

***NEW***Appreciation of Diversity Corridor -

Webster House in Orchard Hill

Hearing Impaired Corridor -

Thoreau House in Southwest

To request housing in any of these special living

areas, please come to the Housing Assignment Of-

fice, 235 Whitmore during room choosing (April 14

-April 25) and fill out a specially stamped housing

preference form. Thank you.

:

33: az: ace sz: as 331 3z: zx:

^

K./*!.

Share the health GIVE BLOOII
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* injuries
Projected defensive line

starter Steve Robar, with a

shoulder injury, is also out

and may need corrective

surgery. Add wide receiver

Mike Trifari. out until sum-
mer with a dislocated
finger, and starting defen-

sive tackle Mike Kowalski
(out with shoulder woes that

"If my dad could see me here today, he'd say, 'Emo, how'd
you get out of the attic?' I once heard my parents arguing
about me, saying, 'Oh, I told you he'd live.' My dad raised me
by the Good Book, although I've yet to find that verse about
the electrical clamps. My mom loves me very much. You aren't

going to let a few iron marks fool you. She loves me as if i were
her own. She's a kidder, though. I said, 'Mom, there's nothing
to eat.' She said, 'There's some cheese somewhere.' She'd
love for me to get my nose caught in that trap again."

- EMO PHILIPS

SWAG presents EMO PHILIPS tomorrow night for two shows,
8:00 and 10:00 pm in the Student Union Ballroom. Tickets are
$5.00 advance/$6.00 door and available at TIX in the Student
Union Building, For the Record (FACES) in Amherst, and Main
St. Records in Northampton.

another SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT production

m^mm^ continued from page 16

require surgery) and the

UMass medical staff has
been busy.

In the coaching depart-

ment, Reid said yesterday

that a search is being con-

ducted to replace departed
offensive coordinator Frank
Novak, who left for a USFL
position the day practices

began.

"The question is whether
we'll choose a young, ag-

gressive coach or an older,

experienced guy," explained

Reid. "I'm very confident, as

are the players, in the

coaches we have now, we
just don't have the proper

numbers.

Reid said the required

university search processes

mean that the new coor-

dinator won't be aboard un-

til the summer.

A new defensive line

coach will possibly be with

the team by this weekend,
providing contract details

can be ironed out with the

new coach and the
administration.

Gary Emmanuel, who
joined the staff at the begin-

ning of spring drills, has
been splitting time with

linebackers and defensive

linemen, a tough situation

for both the players and
coach.

In NFL draft news,
several Minutemen are be-

ing considered by pro teams.

Mike Dwyer, after an un-

productive junior season,

became an All-American

nose guard this past fall,

* Gorillas at Brown

and caught the attention of

several teams.

"Mike had a great year,

but with his poor junior year

he wasn't on anybody's
li.>^t," said Reid. "He'll pro

bably be a late-rounder or a

free agent."

The Patriots, Cardinals

and Bills are all looking at

the 6-2, 275-pounder.
George Barnwell, UMass'
quick tailback, is also being

considered as a receiver by
some teams and has attend-

ed several try-out camps at

their request. Eddie
Sullivan, a 6-4, 255 pound
defensive lineman, has an
outside shot to be a free

agent.

Next season, Kowalski
and safety Bob Shelmire
will be scouted heavily
along with junior center

Peter Montini.

icontinued frnm page 16

against UNH) have also played well.

"Our attack is one of the best we've had
here in a while," noted Garber. "It has to

be tough on another team to devise a

defense against us. If you key on Tom or

Greg, a guy like Kelley or Ed Boardman
will capitalize. I wouldn't want to face

»

»

us.

On defense, UMass has been anchored
by freshman goalie Sal LoCascio (four

games, 6.8 goals-against. .712 save

Gorilla Grumblings: T-shirts sold at

the UNH game proved to be a big hit.

Both models have the UMass logo on the
front and either "Catch a Thrill on
Boyden Hill or the always-popular "Kick
Ass UMass" on the back. Look for them
at the St. John's game on April 16. . .the

game is being covered by NESN. . .Steven-

son Field was the sight of last year's

NCAA Division 1 finals.

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIK
Come to Collegian Office CC 1 13 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs, 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACT NOW! DlgKETTES!

Balk 5-V," DS/DD. 49 wnUi each Ix>ta of
.V) Tht")* are not Znds MONKY BACK
(JIARA.STEE .No questions asked. Call
MEI. 1 8(m-fi34 3478 9 9 EST M F 10.6
Sat Offer expires 5/15/8«

ACTIVITIES

The Filn "W1m( Aboat the Rattiant"
givp? a realivtir look at the sujHTjwiwers
Show at I)»n({ht Loun(jp. Thursday at H:0(i

Th« deadliiw for tJiii Tcar'i Video Arta
Featival has been extended to Apnl l.'>

Call I'ninn Video Center at ,S4.S 1.^.3fi

Reunion de Conrepto Latino a las 500
pm el Mierroles 4'9 8fi I'ara ma-s informa-
nun llama a la ornnizacion AHOKA
.V45-2479

DVP • f)istin(fuishe<l Visitors Vrogr-un

me«-tin|{ tonieht Wed .\y>r\\ 9. 7 pm. in the

office. 415 Student I'nion Building. Pro-

gframminK for next fall mandator)'

AUTO FOR SALE

1976 VW Bua p»at liody 'interior, new ex-

hau.it'brakes. runs great $2150 2.56-8484

foiid. prizes and fun Ki(fht Ml)A mid
ni^t to noon in the Cage! Ten dollar

tnmimunn (ponaorship

DODGE VAN

197S Dadgc Vu 77.000 mi. rum well

WOO or BO oil 549-2739

ENTERTAINMENT

11i» Cheap Joek. Kool party loom at a
reasonable price. Call Kevin at .546-9061

MOBILE MUSIT INC Disks spun to your

ta-ste yiialitv from 7 years of experience

Call Chns 2?)« fiM45

RAC k - A -1) rs( ENTERTAINM ENT
t»rofes.sional Disc Jockeys Light Shows.

Large Screen Video ^4 hr operator

.549 7144
•••••••••••••••*•••• •••••••••••••••

"Spiea Like L'l"

Fn, .Apnl 1!

.Marcus Hall 131

(Kng East) 131

5. 7, 9. 1 1 at $2.00

ESCORT SERVICE

bedroom Southwood apartment. Available
June first or earlier 2.56-8861

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

Large efTwieney. Brand new Amherst
Center $320 month 2.53 7867 Julie

Townehouie Apt. 2 bedrooms, leane

starU May 1 . no waiting list! Call 549 1 760

To MiMct 6/1 8/31 2 bdrm apt, Sund .

$340/hcg call 665-4233. aft 5

FOB SALE

Miatral Maai aailbMrd for sale 360 or BO
call 256-6978

Pcntu Spotnatir Caawra 2 lenses
$65 ()0 2568484

74 BMW 2002, red. California car.

Restored. 6.3.50 obo 538-4127 or .538-2896

1983 Toyota tercel four door hatchback

automatic A.M KM cassette. ((<"") condi

Uon. 37.000 mi Asking $4000 call Sue or

Steve, eves 323-4855

77 VW Rabbit, brown, AT runs well,

great stereo. $1300. .584-8736

1972 VW Karmann Ghia good condition

many new parts $2700 or BO call Bill

584-0173

19C7 Volvo I22"^C beautiful cla-ssic

2.3-27 mre, $1700 o BO 367-2174 or

.54.5-2750 Renee

70 Catlaaa Conv. new top, duel exhaust.

sh<x-ks, springs, radials all around, needs

timing chain & minor body work $500
256-0072 eves

78 Monarch best offer call Don after 8 PM
at 253-9330

74 VW Supcrbectle • good condition

semiautomatic $850 546-8115 '546-8241

BANDS WANTED

Central Area'a Spring Fling '86! Bands
wanted for benefit concert Tor Ma-s-said

All interested groups call an)^ime by April

9th. Concert will be April 25th. Call

.546-6402 or .546-6406

BICYCLES
~

('nivega Gran Premino 23. .5 in, blue, rac-

ing hipn pref touring, great cond, extras.

$6.51) new. $275 call Burt 253-2131

CAN YOl' WRITE?

Interested in Joumalisin? It's never to

late to start! Come down to the

MassachusetUs Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England You can

write about "Sports, News. Editorial, Black

Affairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or I^es

bian i.ssues. Whatever your interests,

writ* about it today in the Collegian We
build careers.

CAPE COD

Eacort Service Available 8 p.m. - 2 a.m
Evervday, anywhere on campus. Play it

««fe "call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOR RENT

Want to live on N.J. shore this
summer?? Cheap, 2 blocks from beach
call Heather ,546 1 106 or Mark 546 9261

Seagull Beach West Yarmouth 2

bedrooms 4 rooms sleeps 4 2.53-7436

CAPE COD
SUMMER ROOM RENTALS

4 bedroom apt summer sublet with fall op-
tion Main St, bus stop in front Tracey
2.56-1807

Need temporary housing? Apts in Brit-

tany Manor open now Rent low 400 rent
from leaseholder. Lease on apts run
through June call .549-4714

Must See large 2 bedroom 2 bath recently
redone apt. air conditioning & extra.s

Available June Isl call Mter fi pm
665-8766

Sublet summer and it's yours in the fall

renovated Bnt Manor apt new carpet and
bathroom 2.56- 1232

2 bedroom starting June. Cliffside

$4I0'month inclusive Tall option nice apt.
on woods edge' 665-3282

Rent or sublet. Southwood, 1 bedroom,
very cheap, room for 3 people. 256-6679

A stones throw from campus 4 bedniom
house summer sublet fall option call

549-4368

Sunny, spacious apt in Rolling Green for
summer sublet, (our rms. available it

$100, w/poss fall option, call 256-6837

2 bedrooms available in Riverglade for

summer with fall option 253-5140

Need an apartment? (Ireat place in

Crestview. Close to campus. Take lease

over June I. Call 549-381.5

3 bedroom in 5 bedroom house for rent.

5 minute walk to SOM. June 1st onwards.
Call .549-4575. Keep trying

Want to live at Hampton Beach. NH this

summer'' Cheap, close to beach Call

.546-7693

Rustic Home - just over Amherst line, ''j

mile f'om bus 4 bedrooms, deck, huge
tiackyard, garage. Very private Sum
mer/"fall option 2.56-0072 anytime

Looking to sublet an apartment or room.
From middle of July to beginning of Sept.
Preferably close to campus. Call .foe

.5464.342

Camera - Olympus OM-I SLR. with 50
mm F1.8, leather case, skylight and close

up filters. 2.x converter, tniiod, all in

great condition. $225 or nest offer

66.58275

Stereo - Nikko NR 1000 receiver; 70 wpc
Vector Research VT 1.50 turntable; QL.
DD. FA. Celestion CS-5 3 way speakers
Cost over $1 100 new, asking $69.5 or best

offer C.reat condition 665-8275

ApplVlCraipnter great deal! 700 ot'BO:
Tim at ,546-9592

Guitars: Gibson cla.ssical, $3,50 Epiphone
acoustic, 11,50 Both excellent. .36'f2174
or ,545 27.5(1 Renee

Guitar Acoustic nice, full sound Sunburst
$100 Gregg 546-3249

Receiver - Pioneer: 30 watts digital,

handles stereo video 1'^ yrs old $100;
Fisher double cassette deck $75, Mura
Mini-modem .'<(K) baud direct line h<iokup
$30 all prices negotiable call ftave
.•^49-6284

12 channel Sun PA 2 24' speakerr2
monilJirs Boss compressor Rackmodel
Ml'.'^T SELL .586-8314

Alpine digital car stereo/caasette Max-
ima equalizer/amplifier peaks at ,50

watts/channel, 4 sjieakers, must hear,

$200 ,546-5769

Appiv BOW for a fall-time internship at

the Legal .Services Office for the Fall,

1986 semester. Aid attorneys in client in

terviews, preparation of court forms,
maintenance of continuing caseloati, giv

ing advice and referrals, court heanngT*.
and investigations and research Cp to 15
credits may be received from academic
departn>enta. No previous experience
necessary; training provided Deadline to

begin your application is April 9 For fur
ther information, come to the Legal Ser
vices Office, 922 Campus Center.

LOST

Vicinity Amherst Woods 3>/> year
minature collie male named Frailer last

seen Shays and Wentworth call 2.53 2963

Lost gold Bflair watch on Fn 4/4 btwn
Health Services and Phi Sig please call Jill

256 1 363 no questions asked

If anyone finds a silver Seiko watch,
please call 256 88.56 reward for the honest
person'!

MOTORCYCLES

Think Msitivc! Vote yes to a poaitive

check-off

Oniche: No Smoking Aren, Always love
Woody PS Think Newport

Ivan Happy Birthday love always Alba

Ragida (BooBoo) get those ntse petals
"ur of your mouth' What a weekend' Love
you iY'>gi) Maddog

SUMMER SCBLET

On Anrity Pine* luxury condo 2 bedroom
back patio AC 4.50 incluaive per month call

Lisa 549 0947

Summer sublet Pnffton ants price

negotiable call Susan 549 5938 Heather
546-401(1

82 Honda 650 Nighthawk exc cond low
miles with helmets call Dave 549-7882

81 Honda Custom 400 12k mi very clean
condition, ready Iji drive, asking $600, call

Rafael 2.56-8709

David Pajiagore wants to be Sylvan Area
(k)v t Vice President

Missy W. Many miles will not separate my
feelings. I miss you and love you. Rick

Life islike a bowfoT cole statTThe'c^
hage pieces are the iieople you meet, and
the mayonnaise is the love that holds us

together. And I am the mouse's head at

the bottom of the bowl. - Emo
Think poaitive!

Ross - i still think the DP was watered
down How about something a little

stronger Pumpkin

Brian. W^at happened to that phone call??

Ixive. Cindy

Beeg - Happy Birthday Honey a day late

h»[)«' it was a great one love ya me Hint:

meet you at the comer in NJ

Vote Panagore for Sylvan Vice Prcai-

dent

Jaae-Angnat (400 inclusive. One bdrm in

4 bdrm apt Clean & pleaaant. On tnisline,

close to campus Fall option. Call Mary
256-0048 7:30 10 30 am
BRANDYWINE APT for ai'm^r"«ibtet
Call ,546 8968 or .546 8970

Two bedroom apt in Colonial June first,

(wissihle fall/op furnished bus mute pool

call .lay K 1 1 pm 2.560943

Atomic 203cm Skis, Raichle size 1 1 rear
entry boots, Salomon 737 bindings, used
«wice. $200 546-5769

FOUND

Pair of glases 'mnd in Tobin 204 on 4/7.

Claim in Tobin 402, ask for Mrs. Thayer

FREE $100!

Hyannit - $80 weekly per jierson, double-

occuimncy. Includes everything._ First 3

weeks r»id in advance. Call (6 1'O 778-0324

"CASH"

One bdr available in 3 bdr Puffton
Village apt for summer sublet with possi

hie fail option 549 3667

3 bedroom apt in house on Main St. new
ly renovated. On bus route. Great location.

Available June 1st call 2.53,5375

For lease of house near UMass or
Amherst Center call Keith or Jim
549-7367

HELP WANTED

COraSELORS - Private co-ed camp in

Berkshires has openings for head and
assistant instructors in: Softball, basket-
hall, lacrosse, tennis, archery, video/film

making, photography, norseback nding
assistant, hikingbackpacklng, waterski

ing, computers, waterfront (WSI). bunk
counselors, and bunk unit heads. Good
salaries - friendly atmosphere. Contact:

Dr Paul Krouner -Camp Schodack 54

Sheffield Road, Newtonville, MA 02160
(617)964-1912, days 9-6

Bring your brains and cnthnslasm to, .

.The B(K; for jobs jobs jobs!'! Eleven
motivateii people are wanted for the 86'87

school year apply now m 817 Campus
Center deadline Monday April 14 at high

noon The Board of CKivernors is an
AA'EOE and are we proud of it'

Jewish Community of Amherst looking

for Sunday School and Hebrew teachers

for September 1986 Also Music teacher

needed. Experience with children prefer

red Call 549-02'23 for application

1975 Honda CR360T good condition, runs
well needs battery Bob .546-1447

Yamaha 1982 itl75 excellent condition
street legal $775 ,546-9355 evenings

1978 Sttiaki GS400 New Dunlop Sport
Elite tires, new battery, new fanng and
sport mirrors. Elec start. Looks and runs
exec. $6,50 or BO 1 .568-5088

ONE MONTH RENT FREE

Houscmntc wanted to share 3 bedroom
apt in house in .Squire Village. Fall

semester only Own bedroom, nonsmoker
Call 6-6112 dr 6-61 15

PERSONALS

Senior* • senior portraits are back by
popular demand, March 31 through Apnl
11. Call .545-2874 for an appointment

SWAG presents

Emo Philips

America's hottest stand-up comic

Thursday. April 10. 1986

two shows 8:00 pm and 10:00 pm
in the Student t'nion Ballroom

tickets are $5.00 in advance

available at Tix in the Student
Cnion Building, For the Record
(Faces/ in Amherst, and Main St

Recortis m Northampton.

To Karen who stayed in Hawaiian 225:

Please let me know if you're dead or alive

In 016 Wren Hall do I sUy You know
what school, please don't delay If you'd
rather call and talk to me, 625-8337 Is

where I'll be. Love, Mark (512)

The Matater • Happ^ Birthday to my
crazy roommate! Let s celebrate til we
take the logs out of the wood basket. I love
va buddie - Kizzer

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, caae*. dissertations, theses, on
campus, dependable, low rates, expenenc
ed. Nancy 584 7924

RIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Lowell area on April II.

Will share expenses. Call 546-1282 after 9
pm

To PitUburgh PA from 18-21 help! call

Liz 6-8663

Ride wanted to NYC Friday II April

returning Sunday 13 expenses shared
BrigitU 546-9990

ROOMMATES WANTED

Two roommates needed to share a three

bedroom Townehouse apt for fall & spring
86. If interested call Nadine 549-7478

Puffton VIg. Sumemr sublet one bdrm.
t«"il AC. furnished 549 0080

Sunderland • 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm apt on bus
route, furnished, laundry facilities. p>xil

available 6/1 8/31 66.5- 7945

One room in four room apartment Rent
reitfrnable and negotiatile .Swiss Village

call Holly 2.56 1091 evenings

One room in two bedroom, Northwood
Apt on bus route, rent negotiable call

6(?5 3757 after 4 pm

Furnished 2-bedroom apartment <m bus
route, (Kiol, cable great pnce call Sue
2.'>3 ,5089/N icky 546 8 1 52

Amherst Center 1 bedroom, livi. „ oom,
kitchen, )>ath. May August 31. Fall option
$.390 plus utilities 2.56 4289 Kathy

Brandywine Apartmenl for sumemr
sublet call .5464>898 or &46-669»

TO SUBLET

Snblettcrs needed - Brandywine 3rd floor

June 1 August 31 call 549-0675

Summer sublet: spacious, sunny, cool apt

ideally located between campus and town
call 2?.t; H4(l2

Summer sublet two bdrm apt in Rolling

Green call Mark at 256-0952 evenings

Snnuncr snblettcrs needed Tor Bran
dywine Apt. Call Dave 546 5015 or Bryan
546-9107

FREE one month rent male housemate
wanteii for Northwood apt Sublet June
1st w/fall option 665-4882

TYPING SERVICE

QUALlfY"fYPING. Ung or short pp

.

'•yts. Meticulous proofreading. Editing'

available. New IBM Typewriter. .549-0367

WANTED

• ••••• • ••••••••••

••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••

Paying caah for your baseball cards

Please call Mike 546 6105

Roomy 1 bedroom apt avail June I fall op-

tion iKK)| tennis laundry & storage Aug
rent FREE 66.5.8459

College Pro Painters
we hire early

for good summer painters 15 7/hr

The Organized Students
800-424-2468

Nomination Papers now available for

Southwest Area (kivemment President,

Vice-President, and Treasurer in the

SWAG Office in Hampden Complete<)
nomination papers are due Monday, Apnl
14, 1986 at 5:(X» pm in the SWACf Office

•••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••
* Concert Secunty volunteers needeii

*

' to work security fur the Southwesr *

" Concert. Sign up in the .Southwest
*

• Area (kivemment Office in Ham|Mlen, '

or call .5-0960.
' Mandatory 1st Meeting

*

Thursday, Apnl 10th, .5:00 pm
Hampden Southside RtKim, Southwest *

Female nonsmoker for June 86 thru
June 87 lease in Brandywine apts contact

Susan 665-4187 or Lisa ,549-1428

Brandywine • seeking young couple to

cahre apt. nonsmokers only, call eves
,549 1813 or 546-7076

JewislT roommate wanted to share 2
bedroom apt in Colonial VIg Will have
own furnished bedrtKim. I>ease starts June
I. Will sublet over summer. $172/mo. call

David 253-2965

Second keyboardist needed to complete
near-working band Call John at 546-8081

or Scott at .546-5144

WANTED TO RENT

Looking to take over lease in Bran-
dywine for fall 86 $$$ rewanl $$$
,546 .5323 or 546-,5010

Apartment
66.5-'J17(;

in North Amherst call

2 roommates wanted to share bedroom in

Bnttany Manor apts Heat and hot water
included I,i'h.s»' l>egins in Sept 86. (-all

2,568438

Single room needed for fall in a house or
%partment, will sign lease 256-1662

We will pay cash for an aputaient in

Brandywine call 2.56-0661

•••••••••••••••• ••••••••••

To share Brittany Manor Apt. Available
now ONE MONITH FREE! Call Ken.
Rich. Steve 253-7312; Dave 665-4131

W Yarmouth 2 male or female
700 summer call Lisa .5490947

Available one large bedroom in Rolling

Green. June Isl call nites 2.53-2475

SERVICES

1100 reward for empty lease in

lywine or Puffton Call .546-5.324

Bran-

(.lOoking for lease in Colonial Village
lake over forfall 86 or sooner call Scott
546-6524 or Chns ,546-8,595

•••••••• •••••••••••< »•••••••••••

DANCE WITH JERRY LEWIS!!

April 12th and IStk in the Cace. Hear

Modem Pladz, Circle, and Good Speed

Rhythm & Blues See a video light show

fmm Rack-A-Video. All this plus T-shirts.

Room for rent summer sublet with fall op-

tion available May 31 $142 a month
negotiable 1V« miles from I'Mass tiuaint

house mature person preferred call Ruthi
549 4914

Summer sublet with fall optio*. Two

We're looking for a fraternity, sorority,

or large student organization that would
like to make $2(K)0 •^ this spring for one
week long on campus marketing project.

No sales involved. Group must be organiz

ed and hard working. Interested? To apply
call Sharon 1-800,592-2121

Nerfbnm (MJ), Someone loves you, me
loves you

Debbie at Worcester D.C^We'met at dm
ner on Thurs. and I've been thinking about
you since. Call me Steve 6-6932

Know any good electric socket jokes?

PC Chris wears eggplant in her right ear.

Ok Honey?

HEfDY,"Himpy 2 years! The times have
been great! Hope they continue forever
Love F.S.

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $5.00 per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256 12.39

lyping. Tape 'Transcription. Fast, ac-

curate. Available almost anytime.
6657652

Single room in house or apnrtmcnt for
fall semest.«'r 256 ()642

Looking to take over lease for muiti
be<lr<M>m house near campus $$ reward $$
546 H657 leave mes.sage on machine

Sablets/kooms needed June 22 Aug 2
call 2.56-8615 8 am 9 pm

Tailor for alteration. SHAANN's at Mall.

.584 9.362

Perfectionist Typing on computer - let

ter quality 26% off first job .549 6178

Will PsT $$$$ for yonr 3-bdnn Puffton
Village lease call now! Keep trying
546 W)52 546-6185

We need an apt or honae in or around
Downtown Amherst Please call Wendy
549 .5933 or Amy 6-8231

of oneCouple loakiag to take
bdrm appt PIcMe call 64^4137
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SPORTS
Gorillas hunt NE title at Brown

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The record books don't lie. and although

Harvard will probably have something to

say about it. the fact remains that the

winner of the Massachusetts-Brown

lacrosse game the last nine years has gone

on to win the New England title.

That, plus knowing that a win will pro-

bably boost them into the Top 10 national-

ly, should provide plenty of motivation for

Dick Garber's 11-ranked Gorillas this

afternoon as they face the Bruins in

Providence.

The latest Brine New England coaches

poll puts UMass, Brown and Harvard in

a three-way tie for first with 89 points.

New Hampshire is fourth with 72 follow-

ed by Yale with 62.

With little doubt, the NE champ will

come from that group. A victory at Brown
would put the Gorillas in control as they

face both Harvard and Yale at home later

this season.

Game key to playoff chance
The game thie afternoon (Stevenson

Field, 3 p.m.) is a pivotal one for both

teams. A win would confirm the fact that

the Gorillas are among the nation's elite.

. .a loss puts UMass in the back of the

pack nationally. The Bruins, at 4-3 and

coming off a 17-4 loss at Syracuse on

Saturday, also must win to entertain any

hopes of making their second straight

NCAA tournament appearance.

"We beat them, and they're probably

out of it," said Garber. "I'm. sure they're

pointing at this one as a big one. The
Brown-UMass game has become of ofNew
England's biggest rivalries."

Last season, the Bruins blew UMass
out. 13-6. Opening up a close game with

a great second half. Brown handed UMass
their third loss in-a-row, effectively kill-

ing their 1985 hopes.

A win today would greatly bolster

UMass' playoff dreams, a fact that senior

co-captain Tom Aldrich isn't going to let

his teamates forget.

"Beating New Hampshire (15-7 at

Boyden on Saturday) was nice, but the big

one for us is Brown," said Aldrich, who
hasn't beaten the Bruins in his career. "If

we beat them, it will send a message to

everyone that we are legit."

The Gorillas figure to have a stiff

challenge in what is sure to be a pumped-

up Bruin squad.

With losses only to Syracuse, Virginia

and the Army (all of which are national-

ly ranked), coach Dom Starsia's team will

be looking to down their first rank team.

With wins over patsies like Holy Cross

and Boston CoUege the Bruins must pro-

ve to themselves that they can beat one

of the best.

Led by sophomore attackman Bernie

Buonanno ( 14 goals and 1 1 assists for 25

points), senior attackman Tom Gagnon

(14-9-23) and senior attackman John

Keough (13-9-22), the Bruins have the

most balanced attack UMass has faced so

far this season.

Add senior middie Tony Stedman
(8-3-11) and talented middies like Chris

Abbott (twin brother of UMass middie

Rich) and Brian Heffernan and Brown has

variety of weapons.

"They're a talented team." said Garber.

"Our defense will have its hands full."

As will Brown's defense stopping

UMass.
The Gorillas have been explosive, scor-

ing 12.5 goals-per-game. Led by junior All-

American Tom Carmean with 14 goals

and seven assists from his attackman

position, UMass has shown the ability to

score in bunches.

Junior Greg Canella, a juco transfer at

attack, is second with 8 goals and eight

assists. Senior middie Greg Fisk (seven-

and-four) and sophomore attackman

Kelley Carr (seven and three, five goals

continued on page 15

Gazelles take 4th straight

crushing Eagles, 14-5

Colleirian photo by Paul DesmaraiR

University of Massachusetts attackman Lisa Griswold works her way
upfield yesterday at NOPE Field. The Gazelles rolled, 14-5, over Boston
College.

Griswold gets six goals
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The unbeaten tenth-ranked University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team won
its fourth consecutive game in convincing

fashion vesterday, dismantling Boston Col-

lege, 14-5, at NOPE field.

Junior Ail-American attackman Lisa

Griswold led the UMass attack scoring a

season-high six goals and dishing out a pair

of assists despite constant defensive atten-

tion. Sophomore attackman Ginny Arm-
strong scored five goals and added an assist

to go along with Griswold's efforts.

The Gazelles also got a goal and an assist

from senior attack man Bunny Forbes, a

goal and an assist from senior attackman
and faceoff specialist Mary Scott, a single

goal from junior attackman Becky Bekam-
pis with freshman attackman Cathy
Fuhrman adding an assist.

I really thought the game would be a lit-

tle closer." UMass head coach Pam Hixon

said. "The game was sloppy at times, but

that's because it was out-of-hand. Overall.

I'm pleased.
"

Both teams opened the game with scor-

ing chances, UMass getting on the board

first just 16 seconds into the game as

Griswold took a pass from Armstrong and

fired the ball past BC goalkeeper Nichole

Gervais. BC responded 1:03 later as at-

tackman Kathy Delaney scored the first of

her team-high three goals.

At the 22:34 mark, Bekampis scored her

second goal of the season off a free position

shot to give UMass the lead. Once again

the Eagles responded as Joan Daly took a

pass from Kim Hourihan and beat the left

side of the Gazelle defense to knot the score

at 2-2 with 21:12 remaining in the first

half.

The Gazelles responded quickly, perhaps

too quick *''^r the Eagles to cope with as

UMass scored just 10 seconds later as

Furhman fed Armstrong for a 3-2 lead. The
goal seemed to spark the UMass defensive

corps as it held on the Eagles' next series.

The Gazelles took advantage of the situa-

tion, ripping off five more uncontested

goals before BC's Delaney managed to net

her second of the game with 5:54 to go in

the hair

"The defense seemed tighter after giving

up the initial two goals." Hixon said.

Griswold first fed Forbes in front to in-

crease the lead to 4-2 with 20:04 remain-

ing. She then fed Armstrong in front for

another UMass score before she tallied

herself with 14:12 left. Scott then took the

ball downfield off of a BC turnover and
assisted on Armstrong's third goal of the

half with 11:07 remaining. Three minutes
later. Griswold closed out the UMass first-

half scoring taking a 50-foot pass from
Bekampis and beating Gervais.

BC appeared to regain its composure at

the outset of the second half, scoring 37

seconds into the period while rifiing a half-

dozen shots at UMass goaltender Ann
Scileppi, who was making her first col-

legiate start, for usual starter Pam Stone,

who started on defense.

'Ann (Scileppi t did very well in goal to-

day even though the footing was tough,"

Hixon said.

The Gazelles stopped the BC rally

however, scoring the next four goals. Scott

scored with 19:33 to go before Griswold hit

for two more and Forbes notched her only

goal. Delaney scored her third of the game
with 10:12 to go in the game before Arm-
strong and Griswold netted to close the

scoring.

For the game, the Gazelles outshot BC
26-14 while Scott held a 13-7 faceoff advan-

tage. UMass also forced 23 turnovers and
capitalized on five of nine shooting from a

free position. Scileppi had eight saves in

goal.

Rain washed out
baseball, softball

The bats were silent for the University of

Massachusetts baseball and softball teams, as games

scheduled for yesterday were rained out.

The Minutewomen's doubleheader at the University

of Rhode Island will be rescheduled at a later date due

to it being a conference match-up. Baseball has

rescheduled Holy Cross today at 3 p.m. in a doubeheader.

In softball news, pitcher Lynn Stockley was .selected

as Atlantic 10 co-pitcher of the week. The senior

southpaw was 3-0 last week, tossing three shutouts.

Stockley threw two three-hitters and a two-hitter with

an earned run average of 0.00.

Another Minutewoman, sophomore shortstop Paige

Kopcza, was named A 10 player of-the-week. Kopcza is

batting .365 with 14 runs batted in.

-ROGER CHAPMAN

Football notebook

Injuries hampering spring workouts
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

149 days before they open the 1986 season against

James Madison University, the University of

Massachusetts football team is in the news.

Six players, five on defense, are on the injured list while

new head coach Jim Reid and the athletic administration

scramble to fill two assistant coaching positions.

"We've had players going down everyday, it's tough, but

they're mostly established players so it doesn't hurt that

much," said Reid.

Starting linebackers Todd Rundle (anklC injury that re-

quires surgery) and Vito Perrone (broken hand) will miss
all of spring practice.

All-American punter Dimitri Yavis, who was being
worked at defensive tackle, broke a small bone in his arm
and will miss the rest of the workouts and the Spring
Game, scheduled for May 3 in Alumni Stadium.

continued on page 11^

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:
Today:

Baseball: Hartford (2), Lorden Field, 1 p.m.

Softball: Hartford (2), NOPE Field, 2 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse: at Harvard, 3 p.m.

Men's Tennis: at MIT, 3 p.m.
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Anti-gay
speech set
Paul Cameron called bigot

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student said yesterday

he has invited an anti-gay activist to speak here tomor-

row, two days before Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week

on campus ends.

Paul Cameron, a psychologist, is scheduled to speak at

10:30 a.m. on the steps of the Student Union Building.

A counter-rally has been planned for noon.

Dan Perrin, the student, said he had worked for con

servative causes in Washington, DC, and was asked by

Cameron's assistants to arrange a speech.

Gay and lesbian rights activists and other student

groups said they will begin protesting Cameron's ap

pearance following his speech.

A UMass physical education professor claimed that

Cameron has said gay men should be quarantined to pre

vent the spread of AIDS, are 20 times more likely to com

mit mass murder, and are more likely to shoplift, cheat

on their income taxes and molest children than

heterosexuals.

"He has not actually said he supports the death penal

ty for gays, but he has said. Gays are worse than

murderers and we should execute murderers,'" said the

professor, Pat Griffin.

She claimed Cameron was expelled from the American

Psychologist Association in December 1983 for violating

its ethics code. She has also been censured by the

American Sociologists Association, the Nebraska

Psychological Association, and by a federal judge in Texas

for giving false information in court.

Perrin said, "I've never heard him speak, but I've seen

some of his literature.

continued on page 8
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SPRING HAS YET TO BE SPRUNG -
Amherst College sophomore, Daniel Hitter

bundles up to face the nippy weather.

Black lesbian issues addressed
Conference is 'a victory'

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

The International women's conference in Nairobi was

a victory for black lesbians around the world, according

to a black lesbian organizer and college professor who

spoke to about 50 people in the Campus Center last night.

"We have a mandate to continue to organize under the

weight of our oppression, with our legacy of struggle and

the tradition in which we are born," said Gwendolyn

Rogers, a pyschologist and political activist, who teaches

at Medgar Evers college in New York City.

Her talk, titled, "Lessons From Nairobi: Black Lesbians

Organizing Solidarity," was part of Lesbian and Gay

awareness week.

Rogers, who is also chair of the Political Action and

Education Comiteee of the National Coalition of Black

Lesbians and Gays, said lesbians went to Nairobi, the Ke-

nyan capitol, acutely aware of the rumors that the Ke-

nyan government would not let any lesbians in the

country.

She said the concerns were legitimate because Kenya

is an oppressive neo-colonial nation, but the lesbian

presence was so powerful there was nothing the govern-

ment could do in opposition.

Black lesbians were also confronting homophobia in the

black community and racism in the lesbian community,

she said.

"We were going into the motherland and we were go-

ing to talk lesbian and our black comunity is saying there

are no lesbians in Africa because it's a white

phenomenon," she said.

She said it was a struggle before she even letl tor

Nairobi, the organization that was sponsoring a con-

tingent of black women was pressured into ignoring les-

bianism or lesbian issues. The Heritage Foundation (a

right-wing think tank) had published a report that the

conference was going to be a nest of radical feminists and

lesbians who were going to be doing anything but talk-

ing about equality, she said.

"We had to insist we were going to Nairobi regardless

of anything, whether or not the Kenyan government locks

us up or if our sisters denounced us," Rogers said.

She said the black lesbians decided ahead of time that

"whatever political struggle went down, that's where we

would be.

"We felt that we could not isolate ourselves, we needed

to reach our African sisters who needed to know about
continued on paf" S
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Gwendolyn Rogers

UMass hop
to regain
repair money
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and Amherst's state

representative this week said they hope to restore $5.7

million in repair funds for the University of Ma-ssachusetts

at Amherst, which was excluded from a $115 million

maintenance package in the 1987 state budget.

The budget, which includes recommendations for

UMass Amherst as part of a $551 million higher educa-

tion package, was submitted Monday after revisions by

the House Ways and Means Committee for an anticipated

two- to six-week debate on the House floor.

Rep James Collins, a Democrat, said he would try to

add the repair money through one of three amendments

he plans to offer. Both he and Duffey said they believed

the exclusion of UMass Amherst was an "oversight " by

the Ways and Means panel.

In a telephone interview, Collins said he would also urge

the Legislature to:

• Explicitly allocate $613,000 for the University to im-

plement the general education plan, which will replace

the current "core" requirement system starting next fall

if adequately funded

Duffey had requested $1.3 million for new instructors

and laboratory equipment, since as the plan is phased in

many more students will be required to take courses with

laboratory sessions. In his budget recommendation to the

Legislature, Gov. Michael S. Dukakis reduced the figure

to $25,000.
• Approve funds for "equal opportunity-Upward Bound

type programs" to recruit minority students for UMass

engineering and other programs.

The maintenance money would fall under Section 100

of the budget, a catch all "emergency repairs " fund en-

compassing municipal and state offices, parks, prisons,

colleges and other facilities - recommended by the Ways
and Means Committee as an alternative to the much
slower bond process normally used.

Collins, a Ways and Means member, said, "I am assum-

ing it wgis just an oversight" that UMass-Amherst, by far

the largest state campus and with many facilities in poor

condition, was not included in the section while 22 smaller

campuses were.

Among the Section 100 recommendations are $4 million

for renovating the administration building at Salem State

College, $3 million for University of Lowell repairs and

$6 million for steel bulkhead work at Massachusetts

Maritime College.

Duffey also blamed the omission on "an oversight in

reproducing a long list" of items from the governors'

recommendation into the new section, and added, "I think

it [the $5.7 million] will be restored."

He said UMass' repair needs are "massive beyond any

of the other campuses."

But a spokesman for Ways and Means chairman

Richard Yoke yesterday said the committee decided not

to include UMass because it felt UMass repairs would be

"more aptly dealt with in a regular bonding capital

outlay" separate from the budget process.

The spokesman. Norm Lombardi, said he was not aware

Collins would seek to add UMass to Section 100. "If he's

going to do that, it's something we'll have to deal with

at the time," Lombardi said.

The House will undertake three readings of the $9.7

billion budget; Collins said he will probably introduce his

amendments during the final reading. After passage by

the House, the budget will go to the Senate Ways and

Means Committee for further revisions and then to the

Senate floor. The document must be returned to Dukakis,

who can sign or veto it, by July 1.

Register today

for 'Class Act'

Beginning today, registration forms for seniors seeking to par-

ticipate in "Mass Transformation: A Class Act," the Tower Library

renovation project, will be available at the circulation desks in

Goodell and the tower, where they can also be submitted.

A Class Act will take place May 1-4 and aims to refurbish one

floor of the tower with everything from fresh paint to new

Hghtbulbs, according to student coordlnatorg of the proiect.

Volunteers, who are asked to work at least one four-hour shift over

the four-day period, will be divided into work teams and given a

task to complete during that time.

Organizers said pre-registration is required to plan the project

and order supplies, and that all volunteers will get a frf© meal

and be invited to an awards <»r€mony and party to be held May 5.
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President presses for

aid to Nicaragua!! rebels
WASHINGTON(AP) President Reagan,

pressing anew for his $100 million aid plan

for Nicaraguan rebels, said last night that

the Soviet Union and Nicaragua's leftist

Sandinista rulers must be stopped from

making "Central America a communist

enclave."

In a nationally televised news conference,

Reagan urged the Democratic-controlled

House next week to reconsider its earlier

rejection of the aid package to show the

Sandinistas they cannot "crush their op-

ponents" and must accept negotiations

with the US-backed Contra rebels.

"The Soviet Union, Cuba's Fidel Castro

and the Sandinistas are determined to

make Central America a communist
enclave," Reagan said at last night's press

conference. "We must not and will not

allow that to happen."

Earlier, Reagan said he hopes that the

Sandinista refusal to sign a peace agree-

ment Monday will demonstrate to other

Latin American nations the need to aid the

rebels so that pressure can be created.

Describing the Sandinista government as

"a totalitarian, communist state," Reagan

said, "When have we ever seen a com-

munist government that has achieved that

totalitarian statehood. ..voluntarily and

without some pressure or force give up

their power."

The Democratic-controlled House is

scheduled next week to reconsider

Reagan's request to send $100 million to

Contra rebels resisting the Sandinista

government. The House defeated the

package last month, but it narrowly

cleared the Republican-dominated Senate

on March 27.

House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-

Mass., said yesterday that after talks with

Latin American leaders he is convinced

there is "absolutely no support" in the

region for Reagan's Contra aid plan.

Reaga!! says US wo!!'t

*hold stiir for terrorism

AP photo

BAAA! — Vermont Gov. Madeleine Kunin receives a visitor in

her State House office yesterday to celebrate Lamb Month.

NRA wins 2 test votes in House
WASHINGTON (AP) - Proponents of a

bill backed by the National Rifle Associa-

tion won two crucial test votes in the House

yesterday when they crushed moves by gun
control advocates to maintain federal con-

trols on handguns.
The victories suggested the NRA had the

votes it needs to win passage of a bill to

ease many restrictions of the 1968 Gun
Control Act, passed afler the assassinations

of Martin Luther King Jr. and Robert F.

Kennedy.
After the two votes, the House adjourn-

ed until this morning, when debate will

resume on two competing firearms bills.

The gun lobby's measure is sponsored by
Rep. Harold L. Volkmer, D-Mo. A measure
backed by police and handgun control

organizations was offered by Rep. William
J. Hughes, D-N.J.

Hughes created the test votes when he

tried to saddle the gun lobby's bill with key

provisions of his own legislation - including

maintaining the current law's ban on in-

terstate handgun sales and maintaining

state and local controls over transportation

of handguns across state lines.

WASHINGTON(AP) -President Reagan,

calling Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy

a suspect in European terrorist bombings,

said yesterday the United States is "not go-

ing to just sit here and hold still" amid

mounting threats of new attacks against

Americans.
As he prepared to face questions at a na-

tionally broadcast news conference last

night, the president told newspaper editors

he is seeking support from US alHes for ap-

propriate action "in view of the greater

threats that are being uttered."

Reagan said, "I can't get specific with

you" about what action might be taken

against Libya.

Government officials, however, said the

Defense Department is holding two aircraft

carriers on station in the Mediterranean to

keep open the option of a retaliatory strike

against Libya.

The officials, speaking on condition they

not be identified, said the scheduled depar

ture of one carrier for home has been

canceled and the Navy has been told to

drop plans for the other to head into port

for a liberty call.

"It has become clear over the past 24

hours that we're going to keep our options

open for the moment by keeping two car-

riers over there," one source said. Three
carriers and a host of supf)ort ships were
on station last month when the United
States and Libya exchanged fire afler US
Navy ships and planes entered the disputed

Gulf of Sidra.

Vice President George Bush, visiting

with sailors yesterday aboard the USS
Enterprise in the Gulf of Oman, called

Khadafy "a mad dog" and said the United

States had cut him down to size by strik-

ing at Libyan targets last month.

In Tripoli, Libya. Khadafy said he and

his top commanders have completed

military plans to challenge the United

States, saying through an interpreter, "It

is axiomatic that America will be defeated

militarily."

During a brief question-and-answer ses-

sion at the annual meeting of the American

Society of Newsp>aper Editors, Reagan said,

"We are investigating and trying to gather

all the informaton we can so that we can

actually, with solid evidence, point a finger

at who is responsible" for last week's ex-

plosion aboard a TWA jetliner and the bom-

bing of a West Berlin disco.

Bush blunders in
Middle East visit
MUSCAT, Oman (AP) - Vice President George Bush, fin

ding the road to Oman an unexpectedly bumpy one, has

left a trail of confusion over US oil price policy and created

a firestorm of political ridicule back in the United States.

Referring to Bush's anxiety over falling oil prices,

Senate Minority Leader Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., suggested

wryly that perhaps Bush was "trying to make his place

in history by saving OPEC."
A conservative Republican strategist, opposed to Bush's

push for the 1988 Republican nomination, pointed out the

political sensitivity of the vice president's remarks on oil

prices. Speaking on condition that his name not be used,

the Republican strategist observed: "It's not lost on

anyone that you have to go through oil-consuming

Michigan, Iowa and New Hampshire before you get to the

Texas primary."

Bush has stumbled through a 10-day trip of four Per-

sian Gulf and the Arabian Peninsula states. Perhaps sym-

bolically, when Bush took off on a ride across the Saudi

Arabian desert several days ago, his vehicle got stuck in

the sand.

The miscues haven't been limited to oil issues.

When Bush was asked about an Iranian attack on a Per-

sian Gulf Tanker, he said, "Maybe I slept too late because

I didn't realize a tanker had been sunk." At about the

same time. Bush's staff was in the back of the room

discussing the incident with reporters.

Even the State Department put a cloud over Bush's trip,

contradicting the vice president's contention that Assis-

tant Secretary of State Richard Murphy was pursuing "a

new initiative" for peace in the Middle East.

Bush said yesterday he had not heard any complaints

from the State Department, but he backtracked from his

earlier statement.

But on no subject has Bush raised more questions than
on oil, a subject dear to the heart of the one-time en-

trepreneur who made a fortune in the Texas petroleum
fields.

Sometimes Bush seems to advocate higher prices.

Sometimes he seems to favor low prices.

Over and over, he says he does not know how much oil

should cost. "I'm not speculating on what level the price

ought to be. I wish I knew and I don't know."

AP photo

DERAILED — Workers access the damage of a Conrail Freight train derailment, yesterday

in Bowie, Maryland. Officials said two of the cars were carrying ferric chloride, a corrosive

material. More than 100 people were evacuated from the area.

^^^ , Due to an editing error in yesterday's story on the Legal Services Office

/^^|f»1*^r»4"l|[\l^ the number of cases handled by the office was incorrectly reported. Staff
\^\#J. X V^V/ i/AvrA*.

j^gnjjjjgrB say the LSO takes about 2,000 cases a year.
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WHEN THE WALLS COME TUMBLING DOWN - Norman Deshaies of Stumer contrac-

tion company in Granby, inspects the progress on a wall being removed at Alumni stadium

to install ramps for the handicapped.
^ ^

Truck will

gather aid for
El Salvador
By JEROME STERN
Collegian Correspondent

A material aid truck will stop at the University of

Massachusetts campus tomorrow as part of a campaign

to help the University of El Salvador.

The truck, driven by Doug Calvin, student coordinator

of the New England Central America Network, is coUec

ting educational aids such as books, paper and office sup-

plies. It will arrive at the Student Union Building at 9:30

a.m. A rally sponsored by the UMass Central America

Solidarity Association will take place there at noon.

The truck, which will stop at 10 New England area col-

leges before arriving in Washington, DC, on April 16,

will be at Hampshire College later in the day. All

materials collected will be shipped to El Salvador from

Washington.
In 1980, the government of El Salvador seized and clos-

ed the university. It was recently reopened but given very

little funding, according to a report by the Sixth National

Faculty Delegation to Central America.

The report states that during occupation by the army,

the university's library was burned, windows were broken

and desks and office supplies destroyed. "Funding for the

rebuilding (of the university! comes mainly from students

themselves," it says.

CASA staff member Sheila Callahan said the truck has

had success at the other campuses • which include the

University of New Hampshire. Boston University, Brown

University and Holy Cross College and she is optimistic

about its visit to UMass.

"By sending aid to the university, American students

are demonstrating support and solidarity for the people

and the University of El Salvador." she said.

Man arrested in kicking
Amherst police arrested a 33 year old South Hadley man

Tuesday, charging him with assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon in connection with an incident in Puff-

ton Village.

Police said the man allegedly kicked a 12 year old boy

in the head with a shod foot at the bus stop there Mon-

day. Officers patrolling Montague Road at 6 p.m. Tues-

day observed the man and arrested him.

In other police reports:

• University of Massachusetts police took a woman to

the Northampton State Hospital after she was seen ly

ing on the ground in the rain and "found to be unstable"

at 2:31 p.m. Tue.sday on the west side of the Campus
Center.
• A 29-year-old man was arrested and charged with

possession of hashish at 7:39 p.m. Tuesday on North Plea

sant Street. His car was stopped and searched when he

was spotted with an expired sticker and found without

registration, police said.

• The rear window of a 1975 Ford was smashed with

a cement block by two men at 1 a.m. yesterday in lot 50

near Crampton House, police sa^d.^^^^^^
^J,nT^SH
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Senate approves
referendum ballot

iRally for free speech draws 50

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night approved the questions for the

referendum election to be held April 14 and

15.

The senate approved four of the six ques-

tions by voice votes, after the wording of

each was open for debate and

restructuring.

The remaining two questions - each deal-

ing with the Massachusetts Public Interest

and Research Group - did not need senate

approval to be on the ballot. The first ques-

tion put on the ballot by a petition, asks

students to support "a fee of $3 per

semester" for MassPIRG.
The second question, put on the ballot by

SGA President Bill Bennett, asks students

whether they wish to change the way

MassPIRG currently receives its funding,

from a negative check-off to a positive

check-off.

The senate approved the wording of two

questions which ask students if they sup-

port fee increases of $1.50 and $3 to the

Distinguished Visitors Program and Union

Program Council, respectively.

The wording of the DVP question came

under contention before being approved.

The original question proposed by Senator

Mark DeNyse said DVP provides the

University with lectures "with a degree of

excellence," and was changed to "a degree

of diverse programs" to eliminate influen-

cing the voters.

Another ballot also asks whether

students wish to support the funding of a

multi-purpose arena by "paying $97 per

year from 1990 through 2017 to cover 50

percent of the construction costs."

The two remaining questions ask

whether students support an increase in

the athletic trust fund, and whether the

Fine Arts Center Trust Fund should be us-

ed for summer programming or for produc-

tions during the school year.

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

A rally to promote free speech on cam

pus, in the aftermath of last week's con-

troversial visit to the University by a

Nicaraguan "contra" leader, drew about

50 people to the steps of the Student

Union Building yesterday.

"Free speech is a blanket," said Paul

Wingle, speaker of the student senate. "It

is not something that can be selectively

employed."
Stephen Erickson, organizer of the

event and former president of the

Republican Club, said the impetus for the

Hillel Foundation wins award
The Hillel Foundation at the University

of Massachusetts, a Jewish student

organization, and the University itself will

receive the William Haber award from the

national Hillel foundation on Sunday.

UMass Hillel is winning the award for

the second time, the only Hillel in the coun-

try to do so. The award is given for pro-

grams of quality for Jewish campus

communities.

The award is being given "for a whole

series of long-term commitments that

Hillel and the University have made,
'
said

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter. director of UMass

Hillel.

Fighting anti-semitism and "positive

education about what is the Jewish ex-

perience" have been twin goals of the

Jewish awareness education, he said.

Larry Moses, international director of

B'Nai B'Rith Hillel, will present a plaque

to Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey and

representatives of Hillel, at noon Sunday

in Memorial Hall.

- NANCY KLINGENER

Collegian photo by Brian GuarnotU

Louis Greenbaum, history pro-

fessor, addresses yesterday's ral-

ly for free speech.

demonstration was "the interruption by

self appointed truth monitors" of the

speech by Jorge Rosales, the contra

spokesman.
"If free speech cannot survive here it

cannot siu^ive anywhere," Erickson said.

The rally was sponsored by a coalition

of students, including members of the

Republican Club and the Student Govern-

ment Association.

JeflFery Sedgwick, a political science pro-

fessor, said the issue went beyond allow

ing free speech.

"We have to aim higher than free

speech," he said. "We want to live

together as friends."

Rev. Jon Touey from the Newman
Center used a biblical parable of a man
sowing wheat to illustrate tolerance.

"If you pull up the weeds [growing

within the wheat], the wheat will come up

too," he said. "While I di.sagree with the

contras, we need to learn to live with peo-

ple and situations we think are weeds. In

each of us there is a little wheat and a lit-

tle weed."
"Free speech is the quintessential foun-

dation of life at the University," said

Louis Greenbaum, a history professor.

"Errors cease to be dangerous when

freedom of expression is maintained."

During the rally, student senator Bill

Collins pointed to a sign on the campus

parking garage which read, "Stop Rusty

Denthead," referring to Collegian colum-

nist Rusty Denton.

"Now, there is freedom of speech

denied," Collins said.

A staff member in the parking garage

said the sign was iiung without permis-

sion. He said signs must be registered

through the gara^ office.
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Support

the UMass Budget
We've collected over 800 student and

faculty petition signatures asking the

Legislature to allocate the funds we need

for next year. Show your support by

completing the fornn below and campus

mailing it to the SGA Public Policy Office,

Room 420 in the SUB. (Let your Senator

know how you feel I)

I support the UMass/Amherst Budget

Request for FY '87.

Name

GRAPHICS
WILL
RULE

Home Address.

Senator

Jf

If

Jf

Jf

3f
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Choose from our

bountv of more than

SO
varieties of

imported beer!

We won chc

Vailev Advocate'*

Bet Beer Selection"
award- l<M2'

Our stflecoon now
isEVENBFnrR

We now feature

.

our own brand
of low priced

LIQUORS
as well as

our super
selection of

WINES
<ii very affordable prices.
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Plans reviewed
to repair CC deck
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Correspondent

The engineering department of the University of

Massachusetts Physical Plant is currently reviewing a

plan to repair the Campus Center deck, the building's

director said.

Bill Harris, Campus Center director, said details about

the construction are not known, but he estimates it will

cost $4 million. The repair will consist of changing the

deck's blue-stone with concrete pellets which are larger

and serve as a roof.

Another facet of the plan is to replace the air exhaust

system under the blue-stone which prevents the accumula-

tion of snow on the 7,000 square-foot deck. Edmund Ryan,

a mechanical engineer at the physical plant said the ex-

isting system will be replaced by a more efficient one.

The plan to repair the deck emerged because of "the per-

sistent leaking all over the area," Ryan said. He added

that the leaking has worsened each year.

Harris said since 1970, shortly after the construction

of the Campus Center was completed, leaking into the

Blue Wall Coffee Shop occurred. "We have lived with

those leaks for about 15 years now," he said.

The deck serves as a rooftop for the concourse, Blue

Wall. Hatch and auditorium, which is located on the bot-

tom level of the center. It also is the pavement of the

Flagstone Cafe outside the hotel's main entrance above

the concourse.

Harris said the deck is an important space because of

all the functions it serves, including an informal hang-

out for students.

Bidding will be held in May for the project.

Thursday, April 10, 1986
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Massachusetts AFL/CIO President

Arthur Osborn will speak at noon to

day in the Student Union Ballroom. He

is here at the invitation of Local 1863 of

the Office and Professional Employees In

ternational Union.

A forum on world peace and nuclear

disarmament will be held at 7:30 p.m.

today in Bartlett 65. Speakers will be:

Zukka Huapaniemi of the United Nations

department of disarmament affairs,

William Caldicott of Physicians for Social

Responsibility and Women's Action for

Nuclear Disarmament and Mark
Soloman of the US Peace Council. Admis
sion is free.
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SOME CREDIT ! 1
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• Just bring a copy of

your school I.D.

• No cosigner required

APPLYNOWON CAMPUS!

I

g

„_ WANT OOR MUMMY
(i943) (Buwitng nm» JO m<n»it»«)

Coiiv and me tjovs are mixeo uo wi^jp

mumnnv ot King Bufotuten^

I

Date: Thursday, April 10
|

Time: 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. |

Place: C C Concourse I

CITIBANKal
'
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TONIGHT!
Thursday Hprll 10^"

fM.50-4:45 MAHAR
2.-7,9:15,11:30

New professor joins HRTA faculty
By KEVIN LINDER
Collegian Correspondent

Robert Bosselman, new assistant professor of hotel,

restaurant and travel administration, makes no secret of

his feelings about his position at the University of

Massachusetts.

"I love UMass," Bosselman said. "I can't say enough

how much I enjoy being here.

"People with my particular academic background are

scarce commodities, so I had the opportunity of going

anywhere in the country," Bosselman said. "I met [HRTA
Department Head] Steve Fletcher two years ago, and after

my first interview I knew I wanted to come here."

Bosselman's main interest lies in government feeding

programs, such as the school lunch program and the elder-

ly nutrition program. Although the current administra-

tion "does not pursue research in these areas," he said

he is excited about the eventual research opportunities

available to him as a professor.

"In both my master's and my doctoral research, I ran

up against some stone walls - I was not able to obtain

all the data that I wanted," Bosselman said. "The school

lunch program is important to me because I think all

children should have food in their stomachs; it's ridiculous

to have hunger in this country."

Bosselman said he finds the UMass campus atmosphere

refreshing, especially after others he has encountered.

"Open communication is fostered here, " he said. "At

Oklahoma State, one philosophy many times dictated

policy. It was very hard being from the east there; there

was a definite bias against easterners."

Aside from being back east again, Bosselman is par

ticularly pleased to be a member of the UMass HRTA
department, which is "recognized around the world," he

said. "I was honored to be asked to join this faculty."

Bosselman, who served as a visiting professor at

Oklahoma State University immediately after completing

his doctorate there in July 1985, joined the food service

management and food production area of HRTA last

semester
After graduating from the State University of New

York-Buffalo with a bachelor's in biology in 1976,

Bosselman gained food service industry experience, which

included a three-year term as Director of Food Services

for RSVP Food Service in Schenectady, NY.

He earned his master's degree in hotel and food service

administration from Florida International University in

1982.

CoUcgian photo by Rob Skelton

Robert Bosselman, new assistant professor of

hotel, restaurant and travel administration, is

happy to be here..

ITIME.....™...
We are not "too busy" to talk to you about a stereo you will live

with, on the average, for the next 9 years.

We are not "too busy" to let you listen to all different components

We are not "too busy" to carefully explain any or all aspects of

home music playback.

People shouldn't rush into purchasing a stereo system because a

salesperson is just "too busy" to spend enough time.

AT CUSTOM AUDIO, TIME lii ON YOUR SIDE.

Dealers of:

Adcom, Ariston, Conrad-Johnson, Creek Audio Systems,

Denon, Pres Speakers, Stax, and more. . .

Systems for all budgets.

Open 9 am to 7 pm, Monday thru Saturday

1 83 MAIN STREET. NORTHAMPTOJM 5B^^£Z2^

- •>*
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A Wearable Feast

The al-cotton Camp Shit

from Roben Stock

Your choice of fruit & cheese

or bread & wfie

Son Appetit!

-^

>i»i
J.RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 KAasorw: St , NorthaniptDn 58&-6336|

Mon-Sal 10-6. Thure. « 9. Sun. 12-5

Asian - American ^^^^
Students Association

University of Massachusetts
at Amherst

I
A Contemporary & Cultural Exhibition j

AASA NITE LIVE
The 3rd Annual Asian-American Spnng Show

TALENT SHOWCASE
Music, song, dance, and more' Per-

\ formed by 5-coilege students. Martial

y^\ Arts Demonstrations by Kimo and the

\l^ UMass Karate Club; Wah Lum Kung Fu

^Wi Association of Boston, including tradi-

^ tional Lion Dance performance'

^ FASHION SHOW
A display of the Hottest Fashions from

Lodestone, Casual Male, Matahari, The

Lodge, Petite Sophisticate, and August

Max" Hairstyles by Lord's & Lady's

qP^N^^ Dance the night away to the beats of

DJ Mark Stoneham of Pearl Street'

Friday April 11, 1986

CCA 7 PM - 3 AM
FREE!!

Free Admission, Free Refreshments

Proper Attire Requested.

Saturday & Sunday
Boyden GymAASA SPRING WEEKEND continues with

.

The 1st Annual AASA Big East Athletic Tournament

Basketball and Volleyball Competition with teams from:

Amherst, Baruch College, Boston College, Brown, Columbia,

Cornell, MIT, NY Tech, NYU, Polytech Institute of NY,

Queens College, St. Johns, Stony Brook, UMass'

For further Info, contact: Bobby K 256-1659, Conrad 546-7532,

Emmi 546-7355 ^^^^^^^^^^^

\^^ >- ^"^ Labels For Less ^-^
tua Qoeomant ^tnm nf AmherstThe Basement Store of Amherst

Spring Into Trader Fred's

Mens' and Ladies' 'Patagonia Style " Jackets

and other Waisted Coats

value to $42.00 $9 -99
Ladies' Outback Red Floral Tee Shirts

reg. $18.00 Our Price $9.99

4^ , Gitano ^

Floral Printed Short and

Top Set reg. $18

SPECIAL $9.99

'<S

Udies' Famolare Leather

Hirachis reg. $28

OUR PRICE $19.99

LADIES

100% Cotton Stripe

Shorts

reg S18 OUR PRICE $11.99

Clipper Bay Walking

Shorts

rea *18 OUR PRICE $9 99

Alesso Denim Skirts

reg $28 OUR PRICE $14.99

LADIES

Forenza Tank Tops

reg $12 Our Price $6.99

ETee Cotton Short Sleeve

B'ouses

reg $22 OUR PRICE $9.99

Union Bay Printed

Blouses

reg $14 OUR PRICE $7 99

MENS

Long John Long Sleeve

Shirts

eg $18 OUR PRICE $10 99

100% Cotton Oxford

Dress Shirts

reg $18 OUR PRICE $9 99

Zeppelin 100% Cotton

Slacks

reg $28 OUR PRICE $14 99

If You Didn't Buy It At Trader Fred's

You Paid Too Much!!
VISA/MC 253-7155

,
, ^ ,^

M-Sat 9:30-6 Sun 12-5 Lower Level Below Steve s Ice Cream
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SUNDAYS 12.5 PM
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SAV£ '100

HQ (HIGH QUALITY)

WIRELESS REMOTE VIDEO RECORDER

$348CABLE BEADY WIRELESS REMOTE CON-
TROL SPECIAL EFFECTS INCLUDE SLOW
STILL 2X ALL IN 6 HOUR MODE - SPECIAL

HQ REVOLUTIONIZES PICTURE QUALITY

SAI^i '90

Ek
i

i-. > ' I I I 1

DOLBY B

CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER
DOLBY B NOISE REDUCTION. SOFT TOUCH
CONTROLS METAL TAPE 2 COLOR LED

METERS

SMye '160

\ \ \ \ \
"r r ir

45 WAH RECEIVER

BUILT IN GRAPHIC EQUALIZER

$159TOP RATED. DIGITAL AM/FM RECEIVER

WITH SCAN TUNING - FM PRESETS. 5

BAND GRAPHIC EQUALIZER AND 45

WATTS / CHANNEL ^^^^

FISHER

lisq_-::

FISHER 30 WATT DOUBLE

CASSEHE MUSIC SYSTEM WITH

DIGITAL DISC PLAYER

SAVi '200

ALL STORES
OPEN THURS.

& FRIDAY NIGHTS

SA^i 'ISO
!•»*

FISHER- HQ (HIGH QUALITY)

VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER

$398HQ - HIGH QUALITY PICTURE ENHANCE-

MENT CABLE READY PROGRAM UP TO 82

CHANNELS. WIRELESS REMOTE 4 PRO-

GRAMS - 14 DAYS _^_^_

L

FISHER SEMI AUTOMATIC

TURNTABLE & MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
STUDIO STANDARD. LOW MASS
STRAIGHT TUNE ARM. COMPLETE WITH

MAGNETIC STEREO CARTRIDGES

SAi;i '60

FISHER' PDRTABLElIOUBLE

CASSETTE AM/FM STEREO

$983 BAND GRAPHIC EQUALIZER. HIGH
SPEED DUBBING DOUBLE CASSETTE
BATTERY OR AC POWbR DETACHABLE
SPEAKERS

/IVID 102 -10 INCH

2 WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
S^¥i '120

• • • •

harmankardon 385 HIGH

CURRENT AM/FM RECEIVER

$219HIGH CURRENT OF 15 AMPS AND DlS^

CRETE COMPONENTS DELIVERS UP TO

DOUBLE THE 30 WATTS PER CHANNEL OF

POWER

FISHER

Ttechnics AUTO REVERSE

DOLBY B&C CASSETTE RECORDER

$169FANTASTIC VALUE AUTO REVERSE WITH

DOLBY B&C SOFT TOUCH CONTROLS
LED FLOW METERS - MIKE JACTS

FISHER

$598

FISHER 70 WATT DOUBLE
CASSEHE MUSIC SYSTEM WITH

DIGITAL DISC PLAYER

SAHJIOO $698

'k^.

FISHER 100 WATT WIRELESS

REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM WITH

DOUBLE CASSETTE DISC PLAYER

SMi '300 $998
^^^ SINCE 1961

he SoundCpmpan
SPRINGFIKLD

447 Swmf»«f **• <•• I'M ")

7M-»fM
Tlwr*., PH.. Vk%9Jk, %mk. 1t-t 9M.

sfhimcfuld
•ealen N« Mar«A«M • ^M*

7»t-7Mfl

Mon Tww W»d n-t^-M TNH -fri n-«^M

t-^lt-^H. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOP TYPOGRARMCALERROPS .OOAHTITlit L««TtD • -« «». CHfC« • WTHH-

CHICOPCE
fatrttcM Mali ««••' Caidor

M9-MM
Mon Sal til 9 30. Sun 12-5 P M

AMHIRST
201 N Pl««««nt Str««l

aM-0744
Men -W«d. W »:» TlMirt. A Ffi tM I P

H
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Concert company
holds elections

The University of Massachusetts' student-run concert

production company, Union Program Council, held its

top elections Tuesday.

Richard McCafferty won the talent coordinator posi-

tion, replacing Lance Foley who has held the position

for more than two years.

The new business manager is Catherine Turner, a

junior political science major who is also the coordinator

of the Board of Governor's Program Council.

Damon Riley is the new production manager, having

formerly served as co-security coordinator; Jo Ellen

Saunders and Eric Nakajima will assume his duties.

- ROB SKELTON

Group seeks members at UMass
By ANN BRITTON
Collegian Correspondent

Students Against Multiple Sclerosis, an organization to

raise funds to pay for research of the neurological disorder.

is looking for campus chairpeople and others to organize

fundraising events.

"MS most commonly strikes people who are between the

ages of 18 and 34," said Tracy White, a member of the

organization in New York City. "We are trying to involve

students in helping people who are from their own age

group."

Multiple sclerosis involves the breakdown of nerve cells.

Its long-term effects range from blurred vision to

paralysis.

According to John Macero. campaign recruiter for this

area, the position of campus chairperson is very

time-consuming.

"The best chairpeople have been individuals who are
,

not involved with other causes." Macero said.

He said students interested in business, marketing ma-

jors and law students have been successful chairpeople.

"Leaders should have good organizational skills and en-

joy being in charge," he said.

At other campuses, "because of the time involved, some

students have received internship credit for the position,"

she said.

Macero said, "We have worked it out with some school

administrators. Students have earned as many as nine

credits, but it varies from school to school. Once the

chairpeople have been selected, they must meet with the

internship office to work out the details."

Macero said anyone interested in becoming a chairper

son should call Students Against Multiple Sclerosis:

1-800-BUST MS.

r CHEM ANDGO
THIS SUMMER.

"1
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PART-TIME UNDERGRADUATE LAB COURSES
When It comes to taking lab courses m the summer, mere
i»nd more people are going to Northeastern University

For Chemistry Biology Physics In four ,
five , and 10 w^ek

sessions On nearby campuses in Boston and Burl.igton

Fo! more information, call (61 7)437 240C or our 24 hour

ime, ,617)461 1400 Orsend in the roupon
t

i

iLflJUJLflJLaJLftJLflJLJlJD
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It's a whole new day...

Northeastern at night
Northeastern L'niversity, University Coilege/School of Engmeefing lechnology

PO Box 154, 360 Huntington Avenue, Boston, MA 021 17

Please send me information on
Sciences Engineering Technology Business Administration

Liberal Arts Health Proiessions Law Enforcement

Registration is week of June 2

N/xME

address"

cnv STATE ZIP

L
INorthcaslcni University
An equal opportunity/t •iirmative act'on univerMty c^

Bring a couple friends and

your appetites and enjoy some

of the best Mexican food anywhere.

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON ,

AMHERST
2y CENTER ST I 4' BOl iWOOO WALK

' ?56 8?"
Bttr I Wine
Served

584 0673
Bring Your Own
Beer Of Wine

SPRINGFIELD
,'4'-i SUMNER AVt

Bnng Your Own
Beer or Wine

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

In

Appalachia
Come for one

week to serve the

needs of the poor in

Appalachia. Single.

Catholic men are

invited to be involved

in home construction,

visiting the elderly,

and sharing one's
gifts with the

mentally, emotionally

and physically handi-

capped. There will

also be opportunities

to learn about the

culture, people, and
music of the

Appalachian area.

The week-long
sessions available are.

May 17-23
June 7-13
July 12-18

July 26 - August 1

August 24 - 30

For more .nformalion about the Summer Volunteer Program, please send th.s coupon fo Brother JacK

Henn, Glenmary Home Miss.oners, PO Box 465618. Cincinnati. OH 45?46-5618

Name.
.Age.

Address.

Cily
.state. .Zip.

Telephone ( ).
.College. -S74-3/86

HOVAL CRANE
012lENTAC FOOD maiji^et

Sauces » Spices • Hard to Find Fresh Oriental Produce & Noodles

Cooking Implements & Supplies, such as Rice CooKers, WoKs, etc

HorT>emade TaKe-Out Food • New Hems in Every Week • Indian Spices

Pastries . Orental Gifts Carved Soapstone Laouerware Chinese &

Japanese Serving Dishes 4 Place Settmgs. Tea Sets, bake Sets. Korean Mmt^

Blankets 4 Embroidered Bed Spreads

360 CoH*g« St.. Rt*. 9. Amherst

253-56S6
Sun-Fri. 10-8; Sat. 98

KARATE
$19.96

for 4 weeks
Fred Vlllari's

Studio

263-7349

Try to relate

by not seeing straight!

Make your
appointment!
Don 't be late!

Perms
$28.00 includes conditioning

and blow dry or set.

(does not include cut)

MARJON
HAIR DESIGN

Mountain Farms Mall

Hadley, MA 586-4551
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* Cameron I continued from page 1

'It's a coincidence it happened during Gay Awareness

week," he said. "Students should be able to hear another

viewpoint, especially after the gay and lesbian events oc-

curring this week.

"By not letting him speak they [would be) basically say-

ing to individuals, 'You don't have the intelligence to

figure out what is myth or right,*" Perrin said.

"Disrupt his speech; don't let him come on this campus.

I know him; I met him," said David Summers, a gay ac-

tivist and AIDS victim who spoke at UMass Tuesday.

"Everyone who is not male, white, Christian and
preferably from the South is under his attack."

"He has essentially come out in the last year or so and
focused on the gay and lesbian movement," said Reed Ide,

a co-director of the Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisex-

ual Concerns at UMass. "As the AIDS crisis has escalated

his material has focused on that."

In order to accomodate Cameron in case of bad weather,

room 168 of the Campus Center has been reserved by the

"Silent Majority," the right-wing group that publishes

The Minuteman.
Co-editor of The Minuteman, Tony Rudy, said the group

has nothing to do with the event.

An individual must pay to reserve a room in the Cam-

pus Center but it is free for a registered student organiza-

tion, he said. "If the Radical Student Union wanted me
to reserve a room for a speaker I would do it," he added.

"I do want to hear him; every organization needs to be

critiqued," said Mike Cerrato, a student senator and

member of the Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Association.

icRogers
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the struggle in the US."
The owners of the hotel where Roger's group was stay-

ing threatened to drag the women out to make room for

participants in the official UN conference. The confron-

tation was negotiated successfully after the women held

their ground in the face of "all kinds of intimidation," she

said.

The women dealt with many international issues such

as the International Monetary fund, the US Immigration

and Naturalization Service and alternative development,

"which would help women rather than multinational cor-

porations," she said.

She said many women at the conference were ardent

political activists who were on the cutting edge of social

change in their own countries.

Thursday, April 10 at 7:15

Alliance

Christian

Fellowship

welcome!

Campus Center UMass

RENT/\NRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880 .

\t«?
ca^^^^

.\o9^

r*>und Ir t|>fr<Hii

/ (/^I^^ONDON 438L!^^l PARIS 4M
^^HimSTERDflm 428

BRUSSELS 438
EurailPasses.inl'l Sludpnl ID,AYH Mem-
berships ^1! issued on llie spot!!

• call our campus hotline!

253-7529-hA hu.? 256-1 26i
or drop by

79 So. Pleasant St, 2nd floor, Amherst

-j Council Travel ServlcesI

oaling plaie

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Sup«r

Stop & Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadley Amhefsl

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM - 3 AM
SUNTHURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

mV^L" HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

1 1 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

Well your

dreams have come true

both of you can come
down today 4/10 or

tomorrow 4/11 and you'll

receive a regular beef, large

fry and a Coke

I Can't wait to bite

into some good
beef at J.B.'s.

tvi^N-
Ha, that's just what

I was thinkinii

If you want a friend

in an ad bring it

down to J.B.

' I

1

1

' I

1

1 50 watt power supply

memory
(upgrade to 640K available)

• Hi-res green or amber

monitor
• Parallel printer port

• Keyboard: AT or XT style

• Hi-resolution Hercules

emulation board
* Tradomark of Intarnattonal Butinan Machines

promptWorks
\

Northfield, MA (413) 498-2724 J

Dual Floppy

System

only $1050

OEEElSEXS n^
^^A.-tmrc^

THIS NOTE IS LEGAL IXNDCR
FOR ALL DEBTS, PL'BUC AND PRIVATE 1^

^ Every
^ Thursda'

B29921

Vjjjjfff frrrr*- '-" **'

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

tlANO
*^dance/club

^$$$$$$$THE REVERSE $$$$$

$$$$$,$$$$COVER CHARGE
Every-JCustomer Arrivlng^^ ^_
Before 10 PM Receives $1 .00

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon-Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM
2 LOCATIONS:

430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St.

Hadley Northampton

253-2571 586-8220

Anyone Interested

in joining the

UMASS
MINUTES

UMass' Kickline - Dance Team

Info Session (mandatory)

Thursday, April 10, 6:30 pm, 12th floor Coolidge

Practice for Tryouts
Mon April 14, Wed April 16 and Thurs April 17 at 7 pm

Tryouts nq EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Wednesday April 23 at 7 pm pQ^ More Info Call 546-8015

MASSPirg seeks reaffirmation
In 1972, as a means of addressing their

concerns on important public interest
issues, students at UMass/Amherst voted,
by a majority, to form a MASSPIRG
chapter to be funded through a $2 waivable
fee on the University tuition bill. Every
couple of years since the establishment of
UMass PIRG, students have voted for the
continuance of the Chapter. In 1982,
students voted 89 percent in favor of
MASSPIRG.
UMass PIRG's 14 years of success was ex-

emplified by the campaigns of last

semester. Students here at UMass collected

13,000 signatures toward an un-
precendented campaign that qualified four

initiative questions for the 1986 state

ballot: the clean-up of acid rain and hazar-

dous waste, the establishment of a Citizens'

Utility Board (CUB), and the reform of

voter registration laws. Further, UMass
PIRG, through a number ofcreative events,

raised money toward local and world
hunger relief

This semester MASSPIRG is running a

campus wide referenda next Monday and
Tuesday. Students will be asked to reaffirm

their support for the MASSPIRG Chapter
at UMass to be funded by a $3 waivable fee

on the tuition bill.

We, the undersigned UMass Senators,

wish to join the coalition of "Senators in

Support of UMass PIRG" as a means of
demonstrating our support for the continua-

tion of the MASSPIRG Chapter at the

University ofMassachusetts, Amherst to be

funded by a $3 per semester waivable fee on

the University bill. Any student who wishes

not to support MASSPIRG may waive the

fee.

Ellen Breslin - Academic Affairs,

Robert Griffin, John Crowley, Stacy
Roth, Dani Burgess - Student Trustee,
Paul Wingle - Senate Speaker, W. Greg
Rothman, Joseph Demeo, Beth Kaplan,
Laura Gottschalk, Caroline Murray,
Marc Pierrat, Jennifer Johnston,
Karen Cyr, Chuck Parsek, Terese
Rothenberger, David Martin • Pres.

Commuter Area, Ursala Tafe, Joseph
Sparks - Chair Rents and Fees.

As a leader on the campus and as one who
works for the best interests of the students

here at UMass/Amherst, I the undersigned

support the continuation ofthe MASSPIRG
Chapter at the University ofMassachusetts,

Amherst to be funded by a $3 per semester

waivable fee on the University tuition bill.

Any student who wishes not to support

MASSPIRG may choose not to pay the fee

by waiving it.

Mary Gannon - Co Pres. OHAG,
Laura Tyler - Co Pres. OHAG, Jan Wor-
thington - Pres. Central, Mimi Jacob -

Pres. Dwight House, Leslie Casper - Co-
Pres. JQA, Lori Zetlin - Pres. Gorman,
Michael Collins - Pres. Cance, Lisa
Magnarelli - Pres. Johnson, Tonni

Dellaire - Pres. McNamara, John Man-
ning - Alpha Delta Phi Pres., David
Connor, Jr. - Zeta Psi Pres., R. Sean
Saganeu - Lamdi Chi Pres., John Hea-
ly - Theta Chi, VP, Tara Bhavnani - Chi
Omega Pres., Donnetta Wilson • Num-
mo News Managing Ed., Regina
Kregen - LBGA, Roger Morez - RSU.
Lee Inbar - Valley Women's Rugby,
Barbara Hebel - Woman's Basketball.

WHY KEGBEER TASTES BETTERTHANCOOKED BEER.
Ask most beer drinkers, and they'll likely agree:

nothing tastes better than beer from a keg.

Ever since the davs of Frederic Miller's original Plank

Road Brewery, keg beer has always been fresher. That's

because it isn't cooked to preserve it like most bottled

and canned beers.

Well, now there's a beer that delivers that same fresh

el9«5 Nlilirr Bm»ing Co Milw«ukee.-W1

draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-filtered

instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was drawn straight

from the keg.

Plank Road Original Draught.
Keg beer in a bottle.

PUNKBOUI
Original Draught "^

You are cordially invited to attend

CAREER
NIGHT

for

PSYCHOLOGY
MAJORS

Thursday, April 10

at 8:00 P.M.

at

Campus Center, Room 163
Several Psych. Dept. alumni/ae will be on hand

to discuss graduate school and career opportunities for

psychology majors

Sponsored by

UMass Placement Service

Alumni Association

Department of Psychology

For more information contact:

Psychology Advising Office

Tobin 403

545-0377

Wine and Cheese to follow

Mortar Board
Mortar Board is a national honor society of college seniors.

The society recognizes the qualities of superior ability, outstan-

ding and continued leadership and dedicated sen/ice to the col-

lege , university or community.

Founded by The Ohio State University, Swathmore College,

The University of Michigan, and Cornell University in 1918, the

Mortar Board now has 183 active chapters across the country.

The Isogan Chapter of the Mortar Board was installed at the

University of Massachusetts in 1955. Those students who have

shown qualities of academic excellence, leadership, and ser-

vice are honored with membership. This year the selection

committee reviewed approximately 250 information sheets

from those students who merited eligibility.

The Mortar Board pleased to announce the newly tapped

members for 1986 - 1987'

Kathy Johnson

Brian Kettler

Steven Kohl

Caria Kszaszcz

Kelly Lynch

Sharon Marrero
• Susan Phillips

Rebecca Bekampis

Paul Collins

John Crowley

Dina DiFlumeri

Kim Ethier

Andrea Griswold

Dana Grossblat

Celeste Rice

Janet Risman

Gwen Roos
Frederick Slavin

Kevin Sweeney
Michael Toria

Marissa Tortola

We thank alt who expressed interest in the Mortar Board

Honor Society. This year, a great number of qualified Juniors

made the competition most keen, and the decision quite dif-

ficult. To each applicant; you have every reason to be proud of

your accomplishments during your college career. Certainly

you are a credit to yourselfand to the University. We know you

will continue to strive for excellence. The Mortar Board ex-

tends its best wishes for a successful future.

Patricia Hunt
Selections Chairperson

Keith Sherman
President

Victoria Vought

Vice President

Mary San try

Treasurer

Linda Graces

Secretary

1
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Friends of freedom?
The UMass Republican Club deserves credit for hosting a

free speech rally yesterday, and many of the points made by
the speakers should have been heard by a wider audience. One
person who could have learned a lot from the advocates of the

First Amendment is the Republican Club's hero, President

Reagan.
During antiwar protests at the University of California at

Berkeley, Reagan, then governor of California, said, "If there

has to be a bloodbath, let's get it over with." Since then,

Reagan has been no friend of free speech or a free press.

During his presidential term, government attacks on freedom
of speech and freedom of information have been widespread
and repeated.

By gutting the Freedom of Information Act, by imposing
lifetime censorship agreements and li6 detector tests on govern-

ment employees, by refusing to let the press cover the Grenada
invasion, by denying visas to critics of US foreign policy and
by drastically increasing postal rates for non-profit publica-

tions, the Reagan administration has attacked the free ex-

change of ideas necessary in a democracy.
At the rally, professor Louis Greenbaum noted that Thomas

Jefferson believed in giving the people "full information of

their affairs through the channel of the public papers and to

contrive that those papers should penetrate the mass of the

people."

Republican Club members may genuinely believe in this

wisdom from a Founding Father, in which case they should
ask themselves why they, and others, support a president so

hostile to it.

Time to pay up!
Next Tuesday is the fateful day for all of us who earned, begg-

ed, borrowed or stole more than $3,430 last year. That's right,

it's April 15, due date for tax returns.

Now, crunch time, is not the opportune moment to examine

what our checks to Uncle Sam and the Duke of Massachusetts

pay for - or where that money went that won't be refunded,

for those of us who went the withholding route.

Never mind that the University is struggling for funds while

there is a state surplus. Disregard the right-wing tyrants,

mercenary guerrilla armies and cynical State Department
"white papers" we bankroll when we feed the federal govern-

ment. Dismiss the fact that so many dollars we cede on Form
1040 (or 1040A, or 1040EZ) go to the Pentagon for wasteful

equipment, corrupt corporate contracts and terrifying weapons

systems.

No, this is no time for reflection. Just slog through the

nightmare ofpaperwork, the double- and triple-checking, sear-

ching for deductions and loopholes (the richer you are, the more

you can find). It's better to part with the bucks now than to

get screwed by the IRS later. Good luck! - we all need it.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

BOARD OF EDITORS
Dode B. Levenson

Editor in Chief

Ian Polumbaum
Managing Editor

Larry Bouchie
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Sports Editor

Jennifer Ackerman
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Kelly Sieger
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John Yonce Michelle Segall Paul Desniarais Chris Allen
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Letters!

A most dangerous anti-gay voice
Tomorrow, Dr. Paul Cameron will be

speaking on the Student Union steps from

9 a.m. to noon. This talk has been spon-

sorerd by UMass student Dan Perrin.

Cameron has been called the "most

dangerous antigay voice in America" by

the Advocate, a national gay
newsmagazine. This talk, scheduled during

Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week, is a

direct slap in the face of gay (and straight)

students, faculty, and staff here on campus.

Nevertheless, hearing Cameron speak will

answer a question that I have heard ask-

ed; "Why do you need to hold a gay and les-

bian awareness week?"

Cameron and his followers have been

censured by the New York Times and the

Los Angeles Times. The American
Psychological Association, citing violations

of the Preamble to the Ethical Principles

of Psychologists, dropped Cameron from its

membership in 1983. This was done after

psychologists began complaining that

Cameron was distorting their research. In

1984, the Nebraska Psychological Associa-

tion stated that it "formally disassociates

itself from the representations and inter

pretations of scientific literature offered by

Dr. Paul Cameron in his writings and

public statements on sexuality." His sworn

Monetary abandonment
A disturbing trend has become evident

in American foreign policy in the past few

years, despite the laudable efforts of the

Reagan administraton to alter it. This

trend concerns the lack of confidence

(emanating from the Congress, not the ex-

ecutive office) our allies have in America's

ability to back up our rhetorical commit-

ment to the defense of democracy and

freedom.

A foreign policy based on-pragmatism
and realism should not entail an abandon-

ment of our commitment to democracy. In

Afganistan, for example, Congressional

posturing in support of Afgan rebels is

contradicted by the utter lack of financial

support America has committed to their

cause. Thus, while the mujahideen are be-

ing cut down by Soviet Hind helicopter

gunships. Congress continues to provide

pitiful amounts of military aid for fear of

getting America "too involved," while it

provides just enough aid that can be us-

ed as an election tool providing that they

are committed to "fighting communism."
In Angola, Jonas Savimbi and his UNITA
forces have been fighting for in-

dependence since the 1970s, first against

Portuguese rule, and, since 1975, against

the Marxist-Leninist MPLA, closely allied

with the Soviets. The genuine democratic

and nationalist UNITA movement was
denied funds by Congress in 1976, when
the Clark Amendment was passed. Last

year, the amendment was repealed, so

left-wing Congressional representatives

tried to stem the tide favoring the funding

of Savimbi by claiming UNITA had

"violated human rights." The effort to

discredit UNITA and Savimbi failed

miserably, primarily because the allega-

tions were not true. Yet still UNITA and

the Afgan rebels do not receive substan-

tial U.S. support, which should lead all

Americans to question the foreign policy

logic employed by our Congress.

But perhaps the most troubling exam-
ple of lack of resolve involves our policies

in Central America. While the San-

dinistas, in both their rhetoric and ac-

tions, confirm their strong Soviet bloc ties

Peter Dow
and their expansionist goals, our Con-

gress closes its eyes to this reality and has

left our allies in this area (Costa Rica,

Honduras, El Salvador) to fend for

themselves. While the governments of

Honduras and Costa Rica realize the

threat f>osed by the Sandinistas, they are

very reluctant to provide open support

and sanctuary for the Nicaraguan
democratic resistance, fearing that the
United States will abandon our support

for them. Thus Costa Rica and Honduras
have repeatedly been forced to overload

and ignore hundreds of Sandinista forays

into their territories, and follow a course

of appeasement with a totalitarian

government it profoundly mistrusts.

A Congressional foreign policy based

upon a fear of getting America involved

in "another Vietnam quagmire" makes a

mockery of our commitment to freedom.

First, ignoring the problems in Central

America and hoping they will go away is

dangerous not only for America, but also

for our Central American allies. The San-

dinistas have openly claimed that they

are a part of a "revolution without fron-

tiers." And the late Salvadoran com-

munist leader Cayetano Carpio stated

that "The revolutionary process in Cen-

tral America is a single process. The
triumphs of one are the triumps of the

other. Guatemala will have its hour. Hon-

duras its. Costa Rica, too, will have its

hour of glory. The first note was heard in

Nicaragua."
Lastly, Congress is preoccupied with the

mistaken notion that ending U.S. support

for democratic movements will lead to an

end of bloodshed. This is clearly not the

case. Consolidated totalitarian regimes do

not stop murdering their people, they

simply end all western media access to

such repression. Indeed, while Congress

is so dedicated to stopping the killing,

they should not be allowed to hand away
other people's freedom rather than help

them fight.

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist.

statement that 'homosexuals abuse
children at a proportionately greater inci-

dent than do heterosexuals' is based on

distorted data.

In his talk tomorrow, Cameron will be

orating these same distortions to the

UMass community. Cameron's style also

makes it very difficult to debate what he

is saying. According to Dr. Bill Paul, a San
Francisco psychologist who has debated

Cameron, "the arguments keep jumping
au-ound. It's like a pinball machine. You try

to build up a case, and the argument
changes." (This is the same technique

employed by the infamous "Man with the

Cross" who spoke on campus laist semester,

who frustrated anyone trying to discuss

religion with him. Christian and non-

Christian alike.) Combined with his distor-

tion of the truth, this makes his arguments

sound convincing, though they are little

more than his own twisted viewpoints.

I urge everyone to listen to Cameron, but

take what he says with a grain of salt,

knowing that he is famous for his warping
of the truth. Ask questions about
statements that do not seem right to you.

Then, at noon, join with us in a rally to

show solidarity with the gay and lesbian

community. Everyone hais gay or lesbian

friends and acquaintances, even thought
they might be afraid to let you know their

sexual orientation, or be open about it. But
they exist. Gay and Lesbian Awareness
Week is an attempt to educate the UMass
populace to the fact that gays are not

monstrous sexual deviants...that we are

just people. Come support our right and
yours to be yourself

Ronald Lussier

Fidelis Orozco
Amherst

Letters

Respecting our diversity
Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week has

provided an opportunity for members of

the campus community to learn more

about issues and concerns of importance

to gay men and lesbians on campus and

in our society as a whole. The varied

events of this week have been intellectual-

ly stimulating, informative, and enter-

taining. This forum for the exchange of

ideas and information presents a unique

opportunity for the campus community to

put into action the values which underlie

many University policies and procedures.

including our policy against

discriminaiton on the basis of sexual

orientation.

As a community we learn from our dif-

ferences as well as our similarities. We
must respect our diversity. We em-

phatically support the free expression of

all viewpoints. We cannot and will not

tolerate harassment or acts of violence

against any members of our community.

D.L. Madson
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

A vote for continued quality
In 1977 the Union Program Council was

created as an RSO by the student body and

SGA to be the official concert organization

on campus. Our mission statement is to

provide UMass with diversified musical

programming throughout the year and put

on the annual Spring Concert with the lef

tover revenue and monies provided by the

SGA. Since 1977 they have been line fund-

ed to the amount of $3 per undergraduate

per year. Over these past nine years we
have seen yearly tuition hikes, increased

athletic, health, and dorm fees but no in-

crease in student program funding for UPC
or the Distinguised Visitors Program. The

cost of producing a concert has increased

over 300 percent since 1977. RSOs have

also seen the full costing policy enacted by

the administration.

This policy charges all RSOs the "full

cost" for all physical plant services, hence

doubling all University related concert

costs. Over the last nine years UPC has

Typical short sightedness

brought the Grateful Dead, Talking Heads,

J. Geils, U2, Santana. UB40, The English

Beat, Phil Collins, The B-32's. Elvis

Costello, R.E.M., Paul Young, and Al Jar

reau as well as free Spring Concerts. All

this has been accomplished without a

single increase in funding since UPC's in-

ception. We here at UMass should realize

that the increase would help cover the cost

of rising inflation in the music industry

and insure our ability to bring major acts

to our campus.

UPC would like to keep Spring Concert

free and UMass Number 1 in college con-

cert programming, but we need your help

with a yes vote on the April 14 and 15

referendum question. The issue is now in

our hands to decide and send the ad

ministration a clear message of what we

want in fee increases on our tuition bill.

Lance Foley
UPC

Question of the day; can reactionaries

read full paragraphs, or only quotes out of

context? My answer would be the latter,

based on Brian Darling's glaringly

misleading interpretaion of Timothy Har-

riss' editorial. If our pundit from Southwest

had ventured to complete reading the col-

umn he would have found the very next

sentence to say "But we are more humane

.ban that." Yet with typical short

sightedness. Darling has again failed to

complete a viable critique, leaving the

reader to wonder yet again just what he

stand for; if anything but functional

illiteracy.

Matthew Shakespeare
Northampton

Fostering an awareness
My first awareness of sexual orientation

came when I was a 10-year-old boy. My
mother asked me if I liked girls. I said yes;

but I was puzzled. I asked my mother if I

could like anything besides girls and she

told me that some boys like other boys and

some girls like other girls. That was the

beginning of a homophobia I developed

through adolescence as I grew up in a con-

servative, blue collar and religious family.

Today, I have discarded many unfound-

ed and prejudiced fears and beliefs that ac-

companied me through my youth, in-

cluding homophobia. Education is a

wonderful thing and has allowed me to ac-

cept and reject ideais and beliefs on my own
terms. Recently, I have become interested

in why homophobia exists in our country.

As I see it, the core of resistance to les-

bians, gays and bisexuals traces back to the

origins of religion and morality hundreds

of years ago. Debate whether the Bible con-

demns these people still rages, but it's ap-

parent that early Christians believed the

Bible condemned them because many
Christian societies outlawed and ostraciz-

ed gays and lesbians.

Many religions in our country still oppose

gays and lesbians and play a powerful role

in controlling the views of their members,

but the grip of religion is not as strong as

it once was.

As I see it, the power most responsible for

subduing the acceptance of gay peopley in

recent times is the power wielded by the

predominant ruling sex of our

country-men.
Throughout the long existence of

humans, men have been perceived as the

dominant sex. For hundreds, even

thousands of years, women were subser-

vient to men. Thus, males developed a con-

scious trait of masculinity in which

physical strength was considered a great

power.

In the past 100 years, the women's move-

ment has made great strides towardequali-

Jeffrey Bartash

ty with men. Even though the movement
is seen by some to be a threat to masculini-

ty, men did not strenuously oppose the

movement because they considered the

threat minor.

Yet being gay, specifically being a gay

man, does pose a threat to some men's

masculinity, and that is why many males

have a strong homophobia. Males are

frightened of the serious sexual acts bet-

ween gay men. Anal sex is considered a

physical violation of masculinity and any

man who allows himself to be penetrated

in such fashion is considered weak and

feminine by "normal males." Oral sex is

considered the final proof that males are

the masculine and dominant sex (when

receiving it from females) and any man
who gives oral sex to another man is also

considered weak and ignominious.

The latest trend in pornographic films

emphasizes the protection of masculinity;

lesbian scenes are being allowed with more

frequency in over-the-counter pornographic

films and males seem to be starting to ac-

cept lesbianism. But males will not accept

scenes of gay men.
My point is not to criticize religious or

moralistic persons, nor condemn
masculine-conscious males (every male

posesses masculinity); but to prompt others

to ask themselves why they fear lesbians

and gay men.
We are all allowed freedom of personal

choice in our coimtry. People have the right

to select their own partners. I do not ap-

prove of homosexuality, but I accept it. You
all have a choice whether to approve or

disapprove of gays and lesbians, but you all

have to accept them.

Jeffrey Bartash is a Collegian staff

member.

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editor at the Cnllegian,in Campus Center,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass". 01003, or they can be dropped off

at the Collegian classified ad counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due

to the volume of mail received, individual replies cannot be made.

' Soew ttiONSL Buf you? iNSuWNCt m, been aNaiEp,

Republicans et al: beware
Brain Darling has got my number. I sup-

pose I should have known I couldn't hide

my left-wing totalitarian proclivities

forever. Now is the time to come clean. A
Joseph Stalin is rumored to have once said,

"Why stop when you're on a roll?"

When I'm in power, boy. things are go-

ing to be different. People who run and

listen to their Walkmans at the same time

will be shot on sight. They are dangerous.

Those who insist upon listening to Madon-

na. REO Speedwagon, Duran Duran and

other vile, counter-revolutionary noise

shall be reeducated. Social theorists and

other armchair revolutionaries will be sent

to CISPES workcamps where they will

organize house parties 80 hours a week.

And that's just the beginning.

Peter Dow will be brainwashed so that

he is incapable of telling a lie. This will

have the pleasant side-effect of con-

siderably shortening his lumbering col-

umns. Anyone who is now, or ever has

been, a member of the UMass Republican

Club will be automatically blacklisted.

From that moment on they will be unable

to get served in Barts, have pizza delivered

to their homes, or open an IRA account.

Joe Duffey's speech and correspondence

will be censored to only allow communica-

tion in clear, unambiguous sentences. He,

and all the other "revisionist" marxists at

Whitmore. will be forced to recite the Com-
munist Manifesto before breakfast until

they can remember what it says.

Whitmore itself will be converted into a

training center for Cubans, Libyans and

other people like that. They will spread ter-

ror throughout the Pioneer Valley. Im
mediately thereafter the football field will

be converted into a landing strip for Soviet

Timothy Harris

The Undergraduate Student Senate will

be purged of all counter-revolutionary and

revisionist influences. Only motions that

redistribute wealth and support revolu

tionary struggles abroad will then be

heard. Those who do not respect the

speaker will be brutally slaughtered.

The Collegian, The Minuteman, Critical

Times, and all other unauthorized publica-

tions will be expropriated and forced to

spew Marxist dogma. Any misspellings of

the words bureaucracy, bourgeoisie or pro-

letariat will be followed by multiple

thumps on the head with all three volumes

of Das Kapital. Running dog liberals such

as Howard Ziff and William Spain will be

deported to UMass/Boston.

The University bureaucracy shall be

renamed "The People's Bureaucracy ", and

anyone attempting to process financial aid

forms or obtain a copy of their tran.scripts

will be sent away for psychiatric treatment.

Students will wear regulation grey

uniforms only, and be forced to maintain

dour facial expressions for extended periods

of time. Day old bread will be served in the

Dining Commons. Long lines will

proliferate. •<

In my Utopian society only the purest and

most correct dogma will be heard. The last

shall be first and the first shall be last, and
all others will be carefully monitored for

correct revolutionary zeal. Beware: the sun

rising over Orchard Hill is red.

Timothy Harris is a contributing

columnist.

A column on outreach
A column on outreach. That's what this

is all about - really. Outreach is what has

been criticized in the past about the SGA,
or rather, the lack thereof

This column is the commitment Stacy

and I (and now Bill and I) have made
towards increasing outreach.

It would be redundant to introduce

myself the SGA, the Board of Regents, or

the Board of Trustees, as this has already

been done. Likewise it would be redundant

to discuss the proposed sports arena, the

LSO conflict, the COOL project or effects

of Graham-Rudman. So given all of the

above, what would I really like to share

with you?

I could tell you more about myself(white

male, non-smoking, vegetarian, spiritual-

ly inclined..) or I could share the exitement

of finally being within two months of hav-

ing a student on the Board of Regents.

Perhaps you would like to know who my
presidential hopefuls are, (Shirley

McClaine? Barbara Streisand?), or perhaps

you're wonderng how Bill and I are getting

along, (fine, thank you), or maybe you

would be interested in knowing that the

Board of Regents is giving UMass/Boston

a hard time with its Women's Studies Pro-

posal...or maybe you don't really care.

At any rate there is certainly a lot going

on within UMass and higher education

politics right now: three new UMass
Trustees, a review commission of the

SGA/SATF, a review of the LSO with

powerful long term implications, a new stu-

dent regent, springtime, transitions,

Amherst elections and town meeting, a

search for a new Board of Regents'

Chancellor, Mass Transformaton. a likely

merger of Massosoit Community College

and Uuincy Junior College and Blue Hills

Dani Burgess

Technical School -potentially transforming

into a new "South Shore Community Col-

lege," a personnel controversy within the

Poly-Sci Department etc. etc.

But, back to the point (which has yet to

be made) I feel that it is essential that

within our primary focus at UMass, as

students, faculty and staff, we take the

time to step back from our concentration

and see the structure as a whole. And then

really think about what we want and what
we can affect and go for it!

Becoming a little more conscious of why
we're here and what we're doing is general-

ly a healthy step. Besides, through the pro-

cess of value clarification we probably will

be more excited with whatever it is we
choose " be that the study of the history of

the struggle in South Africa, the inquiry

into the dynamics of women and men and
power, the effective running of a DC or the

implementation of the General Education

program.

This is especially true of those of us mov-

ing on (graduating, traveling, career

changing etc.) who are on a simultaneous-

ly scary and exciting threshold, creating

new definitions of themselves and seeing

the world from a new perspective.

The world is always ready for a little

reevaluation and new direction. And "The
test of first rate intelligence" as F. Scott

Fitzgerald once said, "is the ability to hold

two opposed ideas in mind at the same time

and still retain the ability to function."

Dani Burgess is the .'student member ofthe

UMass Board of Trustees.
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Record Review
The Rolling Stones
Dirty Work
Columbia Record Label

By ADAM A. TIMRUD
Collegian Correspondent

It's no secret that Keith Richards has been the major

artistic drive behind the new Rolling Stones LP; Dirty

Work has been nicknamed "Keith's Album." The most

crucial decision he makes is undoubtedly to bring his and

Ronnie Wood's guitars into the forefront of the mix where

they belong. The obvious antecedents for this move are

in Exile on Main Street and indeed, Dirty Work sounds

like the Stone's fu-st honest-to-God guitar album since Ex-

ile. When Richard's acoustic rhythm track on Work's open-

ing cut, "One Hit (To The Body) is suddenly joined and

played off of by Wood's salacious, biting electric chords.

it's magic, the kind of musical statement that if made by

any other group would be labeled something like 'a power-

ful Stones-type riflf." It's loud and dirty; the music actually

rides over enough of Mick Jagger's vocals to make them

unintelligible and to actively merit the lyric sheet the Dir-

ty Work package offers.

But it's here on the album sleeve that the lyrics fall

apart. As lyricists, the Stones burned out their pithiness

more than a decade ago, and they don't regain any of this

lost footing on Dirty Work.

So it's no surprise that the lighter numbers come off

best. The group's version of the traditional "Harlem Shuf-

fle" is one of the best things here, as is the cover of a more

recent reggae tune, "Too Rude." On the former the Stones

do a fine job of rediscovering their roots in R & B - how
long have they been away from this stuff? - and the lat-

ter neatly encapsulates the group's later Jamaican

experiments.

Jagger's solo projects of last year seem to have given

him a much-needed shot in the arm; his vocals on DIR-

TY WORK are more inspired than they've been in years.

He still doesn't resist all his impulses to shout instead

of sing, but he seems to draw energy from his struggle

to be heard over the guitar tracks. For "Had It With You"
(the most EXILE-styled song here), he even drags his har-

monica out of the closet to create a mesmerizing three and

a half minutes of genuine down-and-dirty road music.

The Stones have an unrepentent pop sensibility

throughout Dirty Work. Here the Stones may not be say-

ing much, but at least it sounds good and you can dance

to it. (You could dance to their last LP, UNDERCOVER,
too, but it's difficult to imagine why anyone would have

wanted to.)

For every hit there is a miss; Dirty Work may have made
a masterful EP with the hits retained and the dross remov-

ed, but as is, it's only a decent late-period Stones album.

Dirty Work aims to make the celebratory overtones of

"Salt of the Earth" into revolutionary overtones, but the

song is done in by uninspired, flat melody.

It's never unlistenable, but with a group that was once

the reigning force in rock and roll, you can't help but hope

for more.
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adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST 253-3100

239 MAIN STREET • GREENFIELD 772-6803

SALE STARTS APRIL 8th IN AMHERST

SALE STARTS APRIL 11th IN GREENFIELD

GENESIS
Thuckload sale
GENESIS 7
•two way loudspeaker

•Irfetne warranty

on, »169«*

GENESIS N
•two way loudspeaker

•lfe<me wanarty
•15-100 watts

0^$199.95 per pair

BABY
•two way
•real walnut

cabinets

•3 year warranty

$7995 each

^ADVENT
SPEAKER SALE

PRODIGY
•two way
•real walnut cabnets
•5 year warranty

«2799S
pa,

SIENESS22
•t\MD way
•pasave radator

•Ifefime warranty

Only $24995 pair

GENESIS 33
•two way "pasave radata

•hard/soft dome tweeter

•Ifetme wetfranty

•15-200 watts

0rtyS3799« pajr

GENESIS 44
•two way loudspeaker

•passr\« radetor

•doui?te inverted dome t\A«eter

•Hefrne warranty

Only S49995 per pair

®

LEGACY
•top of the line

•real walnut cabnets
•5 year warranty

$39995 pair
rj^wu-

PANASONIC
CQE280 AUTO
CASSETTE RECEIVER

•presets-fader-auto repteiy

•a $179.95 value

yours for

$9995
betow dealers'

cost

100 WATT 6x9 TRIAXIALS
•auto speakers

•value $89.95/pa)r

EPI LS81 AUTO SPEAKERS
•two way
•comparabe to the ADS
•a $200 value

ONLY $69®^ each

or^y $39«5

ii PIONEER PK5AW
ALL WEATHER
PERSONAL STEREO
A $19995 value ^AA95

AKG K2 HEADPHONES

$29»5 \g
open ear design

a $49.95 value

AUDIO TECHNICA
CARTRIDGE AT98/U

an $89.95 value $39ss

OPEN 10 A.M.-6 RM. MONDAY-SATURQAY

al items fcTited quanljty • subject to prior sale • not responsible for typographicaJ errors
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Cinema
Profile

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Okay, so you're in the mood to see a
movie, but you don't feel like going to any
of the ten that happten to be playing in the

Malls. That's where the alternative cinema
comes in.

The "alternative cinema" isn't as exotic

as it sounds (though it can be), it's just a

convenient name I use to cover any move
that isn't one of Hollywood's 10-20 major

releases at a given time. It can be a Fellini

film, a Three stooges festival, a work by a

local independeant filmmaker, or ever a

chance to see "Ghostbusters" in a theater

instead of a videocassete. It can also a lot

of fun.

The alternative cinema didn't exist un-

til just a few decades ago. Before that, the

American film industry was ruled with an

iron fist by the studio system, where one

company would make a film in its own lot,

with its own cast and crew, and have it

shown in its own theaters. It was in many
ways, a golden age, producing star-studded

flicks like "Dinner At Eight" that would

cost more than the national debt to produce

today.

The big change came when the Suprem*"

Court split the theater chains from the

studios ownership and control, virtually

busting a monopoly business. Costs on all

ends rose, creating the five buck admi.ssion

prices we have today, and drastically reduc-

ing the output of new product.

Perhaps no theater in the five college

area presents more of an alternative to

regular theaters than the Pleasant St.

Theater in Northampton. Located just off

Main St.. it has presented some of the most

varied and original foreign and indepen-

dant feature available for over eight years.

The theater has long been known for its

fine line up of fir.st run foreign films, such

as the recent "Makioka Sisters". The Ger-

man romance "Sugar Baby", and the up-

coming Yugoslavian film, "When Father

Was Away on Business". In more recent

years though, it has expanded to showing
American independant features, and has

hosted the Valley premiers of films like the

Talking Head's "Stop Making Sense", Pen-

nybaker's "Don't Look Back," a retrospec-

tive of Bob Dylan's career highlight, and
currently "The Trip To Bountiful" for

which Margeret Avery won a Best Actress

Oscar.

Any success the theater has had is clear-

ly due to its owners, Richard Pini and John
Morrison, who are involved in nearly every

level of the operation of their theater.

The owners' concern for their theater can
easily be seen just by entering it. It is

remarkably well kept, and either Pini or

Morrison is easily available for discussion

when they're not taking tickets or clean-

ing the theater between shows. The 140
seat main theater is lined with beautiful

glazed brick and has perhaps the most com-

fortable seats of any theater in the area.

For those who don't care fcM- armrests, there

are couches in the back. The film is preced-

ed by slides and music that corresponds to

its themes.

Pini and Morrison were not the original

owners. The theater was founded in 1969
as "The Talkie" by Dale Atkins, a film buff

who showcased independant films. "Atkins

did a wonderful job," said Morrison, "But
the format was just ahead of its time in the

area." It closed after one year.

After a short vacancy, the theater was
bought and renamed the Globe Theater,

which showed a repetory format. In 1975.

it closed as well.

At that time, both Pini and Morrison

were both teaching in the area - Pini at

Amherst and Morrison in UMass. "We had
both been film junkies for some time" ac-

cording to Morrison, "and there wasn't

anyone showing first-run foreign films in

the area. We decided to try running our

own theater."

Pini and Morrison bought the theater,

and soon put their mark on it. "We tried

playing more of a repretory format, but we
soon realized that people really wanted to

see first run foreign features, what we
wanted to do all along."

"It's not all foreign films now. though.

The indep)endant cinema has flourished in

the past few years. A lot of new directors

have learned how to distribute their own

IN THE LAND OF ISRAEL
A One Woman Show

Saturday, April 12, 8pm
Hampden Theatre
Southside Room UMass

Tickets
Available at Tix, the Hillel Office, and at the door

$3 General
$2 Students Limited Seating.

Advance Purchase Recommended

^nnnsored
Dy L Mas B'nai B'rith Hillel and Student Alliance for Israel and

made possible by a grant from the UMass Arts Council

TONIGHT
America's Hottest Stand-up Comic

ElVIO PHILIPS
in the

Student Union Ballroom

for TWO SHOWS
8:00 pm and 10:00 pm

Tickets are $6.00 at the door

another

Southwest Area Government

Production

material."

Pini and Morrison select and book the

theater's schedule, "We read up on films,"

says Morrison, "we bounce around ideas,

and we often go to New York or Boston to

screen material. It's a long process, but

what shows is a personal selection."

Pini and Morrison are the only owners
in the area to handle their own booking,

and they tr>' to distinguish the theater as

many ways as possible. "We're the only

theater in the valley that previews films

to critics. We can also show films in any
aperture (aperture is the dimensions of the

frame of the screen) We can show
everything from European prints to

cinemascope, while most theaters can show
only one or two type frames." The theater

also offers detailed guides to upcoming pic-

tures in its schedule programs.

Another thing that sets the Pleasant St.

from other theaters is what is perhaps its

most unusual aspect, the "Little Theater".

A tiny theater located under the main
house, it was built as part of the Talkie and
was restored by Pini and Morrison in 1980.

With only 45 seats and one 16 mm camera
it is used mostly for small or experimental

films, but often with spectacular results.

Recently, the documentary "28" had both

critical and commercial success there, and
Ken Barn's documentary, "Huey" on the

life of the late Governer Huey Long has

also received much attention.

The small size of the two theaters often

lead people to wonder how it can keep run-

ning. "There are times in which I wished

we had 160 more seats in the house" ad-

mits Morrison, "but generally we show a

product that has a limited audience. A
smaller theater is easier to heat and run,

and it really impresses the distributer

when we do have a big hit."

Morrison concedes that business has been

"frankly, rough", over the past few months,

but adds that it has improved recently.

Morrison has also been encouraged by

what he sees as a change in the theater's

audience. "Our audience used to be almost

all over 25 years old. but that is changing,"

he said. "The colleges have responded bet-

ter in the past few years than they ever

have, which is good, because a lot of the

people who used to go to the theater are

now busy with children."

Book Review

Selected Works of Joseph Conrad By
Qiguang Zhao,
UMass Graduate Student ppg. 709,
Shanghai Yiwen Press, 1985

By LIWEN FENG
Collegian Correspondent

The Chinese are traditionally en-

thusiastic readers of literature, eager to

find inspiration and enjoyment from their

readings. Joseph Conrad, the Polish-born

English novelist, may meet both of their

standards by his compelling, vivid, and
deep creations. Unfortunately, few of Con-

rads' works have been translated into

Chinese.

The situation has recently dramatical-

ly changed by the publication of Selected

Works of Joseph Conrad by Qiguang
Zhao, former research worker of the In-

stitute of Foreign Literature at Peking,

and present doctoral candidate and T.A.

at Comparative Literature Department
here at UMass.
The book embraces most of Conrad's im-

portant short novels such as "Hart of

Darkness." "The Secret Sharer," "The
Shadow-line," "The Nigger of the Nar
cissus," "An Outpost of Progress."

"Youth," "Prince Roman," "The End of

the Tether," "Amy Foster," etc.

In his long preface to the book. Qiguang
Zhao expounds Conrad's life and career

with an emphasis on his intercultural

backgrounds, and analyzes Conrad's

dramatic and descriptive power and his

linking of .scene and event into one

philosophical and psychological whole.

Zhao argues that although the wean and

the mysterious lands that border it are the

settings for Conrad's books, the truth of

human experience and mind are his sub-

ject of artistic presentation, depicted with

vigor, rhythm and pa.ssionate comtempla-

tion of reality. Zhao concludes in his

preface that Conrad's novels have three

antithetical themes: the land and the sea.

the primitiveness and the civilization and

the East and the West

The Union Program Councilpresents:
A special one night engagement with

AL JARREAU

Saturday April 19th

SpmF.A.C. UMass

Tickets $17.00 cash onlu 6 ticket limit

Tickets on sale at F.A.C. Box Office, Springfield Civic Center

and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Greenfield,

Holyoke and Pittsfield. No cans, bottles or recording devices.
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Artful Info
There are two worthwhile art events being planned that

are in need of participants. Now's the Time, organized by

local artist Larry Berger and others is an event planned

for May 9 which will encompass many different artistic

styles, rain or shine. Musicians, jugglers, actors, poets,

painters and the like are all needed; the call is out! Con-

tact Larry at 256- 1602 and watch for his posters. The
event promises to be a biggie, with lots of color and en-

thusiastic participants.

Kinetic Environments is an artistic production coor-

dinated by Aria Edry, scheduled for next September,

which is in need of helpers who need some university

credit. The experimental outdoor performance is a

visual/dance/theater collage which has openings for cast

and crew positions. Among those needed are a crew of

skateboarders, and a slew of technical and production

assistants. Rehearsals will be in April, early May, and
in September. Aria Edry can be contacted at 545-2803/4.

There is something to be said for the energy that goes

into organizing these productions. Both Aria and Larry
need responsible and committed people-a commodity on-

ly too lacking these days, especially in busy students. !f

you find these proposals interesting and challenging, get

in touch with these people today. They, and you, will be

glad you did.

- ROB SKELTON

UPC presents Ut:V:;- vV'r

^
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still

Available [..
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Wednesday!
April 16th

Fine Arts
Center
Tickets on sale

March 12th

$11.50 UMass studenti

$12.50 general public

ALLAN HOLDSWORTH, 1984 Grammy
nominee for hiss innovations on the electric

^itar, will appear at 7 and 10 p.m. on April 15

at the Iron Horse Cafe.

Things are really getting slow around here. A couple

of good acts during the week but basically there's not a

great weekend lineup.

Tonight, The Stompers will play at Pearl Street in Nor-

thampton. Ifyou have to miss this one you'll have plenty

of chances to see these guys again. They play basic pop

rock 'n roll. No heavy lyrics here. The show will cost you

$7 in advance and $8 at the door.

Take 3 will play at Katina's on Route 9. You know,

where Funny Bones used to be. Hopefully, this place will

be able to provide a good spot to see bands.

Tomorrow night. Jazz looks like your best bet. The
Mitchell-Ruff Duo will play at Bowker Auditorium as part

of the Black Musician's Conference here at UMass.

Beaver Harris' 360 Degree Jazz Experience will play

at the Iron Horse Cafe in Northampton tommorow night.

This sounds like something special but that's only a guess.

The show will cost $5 at the door.

Other shows include. Liquid Lesson at the Prescott

Tavern at Hampshire College, The Cods at Sheehan's and

Fred Live at the Hatch from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Sunday at 2 p.m.. Sweet Honey in the Rock will play

at Greene Hall at Smith College. This is an all-female,

all-vocal group that does all kinds of music. This show,

although on the mellow side is definitely one of this weeks*

bright spots. Tix are $9.50 in advance and $11 at the door.

Tuesday night, guitar great, Allan Holdsworth will play

two shows, 7 and 10 p.m. at the Iron Horse. If you're into

guitar at all you'll be into this show. This guy is among
the best today. Tix are $1 1 but there aren't too many left.

Stevie Ray Vaughan and Double Trouble will Play at

the Fine Arts Center Wednesday night. Stevie Ray is

always hot on guitar with his electric blues style and Hen-

drix cover tunes. Tix are $11.50 and up.

Modern English and Rapture of the Deep will be at Pearl

Street Wednesday night. I guess you'd call the Modern
English pop new wave. Anyway, tix are $7 in advance and

$8 at the door.

Tickets are available for Al Jarreau at the FAC on the

19th. Jau-reau is a jazz singer who really uses his voice

to the maximum. The cost is $17.

Also The Volcano Suns from Boston, Don't Ask and

High Speed Vomit will be at Hampshire College's Red

Barn for $3 on the 18th.

at the FAC box office, Springfield

Civic Center box office, and all

Datatix location.s in Northampton,
Holyoke, Greenfield and
Pittsfield.
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KENYA
SAFARI
Tailored to fit

your budget.

Visit our stand at

International

Students Fair

April 12th

Sat. CCA

(.°f>llFgian photo bv Brian (iuamotta

LUTHER
"GUITAR"
JOHNSON dealt the
audience of over 150
people some folksy

blues Tuesday night
in the Cape Cod
Lounge.

EUROPE »< CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockeldier Plaza

New York. NY 10020

Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail Ihit ad lor Special

Student/ Teacher Tariff

;nCNT*L J LEASE PURCHASE

MASS *PPI«OVC0 INSPCCTI'tN STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

w^$34.»*

$44

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

SarT>a Day Results

S«rv/c«s Xh»i are

H—, ConddmntM, Caring
A HelptuI

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carnage Shops

an aiiernatpve to abofiion

Lube, Oil & niter

#'1799

_k

Includes up »o 5 quorts

o»lO-30o«l ond »o»ety

check

North Amherst Tire
a Auto Center

Fun Service T»e Store

7» Suneenand no No AmTMoi Ma

S49-4704

s

^ We Create Styles as

Individual As You Are!

s by DeboraiK

oupon :ipeciais

^ COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS
• FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

ir FREE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

• HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appointment

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Dnve. Amherst

. 549-5610 expirrx iWHH

JB UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR
BLOCK GRANT PROPOSALS

Deadline for

prop<)Sdl«»:

submission of block

FKl. AI'KII. IH

grant

AMP: VQadanQ i^cl i(tbm{4S<('»i c{\

cucnfi ,^('1 ry /9^7 {a\\di\]C{ [cal(n

{aa cvcnfi) FkM. APRIL 'CS

C.ranl guidelines available al the Arts Council,

US Herter Hall, S4S-0202

STOP THE LIES STOP THE KILLING
Faculty and Staff of Peace in Central America, in solidaritv with the undersigned in-

divid'jals, opposes funds for the contra mercenaries fight'ng the government of

Nicaiagua. The Reagan administration's policy on Central America is promoting war

throughout the region. With 3,400 U.S. National Guardsmen scheduled to undergo

"training exercises" near the border between Honduras and Nicaragua (NBC Evening

News, 4/3/86), we are on the brink of another Vietnam. The weeks and months ahead are

critical times.

Consider the following: the present Nicaraguan government was elected by a popular ma-

jority in an election that international observers judged to be free and fair; the contras

were created by the CIA and by international law are terrorists not "freedom fighters;"

Honduras is nicknamed "the USS Honduras" because of our government's huge military

buildup there; the Contadora regional peace treaty would remove all outside military

forces from Central America; compared to regimes our administration supports in the

region (El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras), Nicaragua's record on human rights is

remarkably good; the International Court of Justice has declared the United States in

violation of international law for the mining of Nicaragua's harbors.

What can you do? There are several concrete and important steps you can take. Write to

your Congressional representatives and to House Speaker Tip O'Neill before the April 15

vote in the House. Ask them to vote against all aid to the contra forces Invite someone to

talk in your dorm, sorority or fraternity, student or church organization Listen to in-

dividuals who have first-hand experience in the region. Attend the upcoming regional con

ference, STOP THE LIES: COMBATING DISINFORMATION ON CEN'^'^AL /^•"ERICA

April 25 and 26 on campus.

Do what you can in the days ?*^ead to sax'e liv J support the causr; of self-

determination for the people of Centra' America.

"There is a revolt all over the world against colonialism, reactionary dictator-

ship, and systems of exploitation. Ur^'ess we as a nation ioin the revolution and

go back to the revolutionary spirit that characterized the birth of our nation, I am

afraid that we will be relegated to a second-class power m the world with no

moral voice to speak to the conscience of humanity."

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

Charles Adam«, Irxjuiry

Marie Aklrich, Spanish

Jeff Amrrrons, Marwgament

Douglas Amy, Mt. Hotyoke

David Anderson, UCC
Eugef>e Angus, Western N.E.

Carol Angus, Five College, Inc.

Robert Archer. Engineerir>g

Ascunsion Arenedo, Spanish

Margo Atkinson, Anthropology

Enid Arvtdson, Economics

Emnrion Bach, Linguistics

Darryl Bachrrwn, Political Science

Brerida Baker, Anthropology

Eugenic Ballau, Spanish

Mary Ann Bates

Eric N. Berkowitz, Marketing

Stephen Berman, Linguistics

Michael Best, Economics

Andrew Blais, Philosophy

Margaret Bodnar, Slavic

Joaeph Boland, UCC
Mark Bond-Webster, History

Jorge Bonilla, Spanish

Marco Boscardin, Economics

John Boyd, Linguistics

James Boylan, Journalism

William Brandt, Five College, Inc.

Gerard Braunthal, Political Science

John Brentlinger, Philosophy

Gregory Briggs, Anthropology

John Brigham, Political Science

Alison Brown, Philosophy

Bob Buchele, Economics

Cherie Bushey, UWW
Lynn Cadwallader, Education

Elisa K Campbell, UCC
Johnstone Campbell. Inquiry

Randall Campbell, Philosophy

Elliott Carlisle, Msnagement

Lenore Carlisle, Education

George Cerrwda, Public Health

Javier Cevallos, Spanish

Jules Chamet2ky, English

Mark Chapman, Finance

Vere Chappell, Philosophy

Gordon Chen, Management
Jens Christiansen, Economics
Meg Cline, Education

John Cole, Anthropology
John Collura, Economics
Wilfred Corral, Spanish

Rocio Costa, Spanish

Cynthia M. Cotton, Public Health

Ann Courtriey. Education

David Cowles, Philosophy

James Crony, Economics
Lirio Cruz, Spanish

Daniel Czitrom, Mt. Holyoke
Nora Davila, Spanish

Carmen Diana Deere, Economics
James Der Derian, Political Science
Arlyn Diamond, English

Dena DIncauze, Anthropology
Jan Dizard, Amherst College

Ann Dodge, Education

Jeffrey W. Eiseman, Education
Portia Elliott, Education
Rocio Elu, Spanish

Linda Erving, Economics
Kenyon Fsirey, UCC
Phyllis Farley-Rippey, Political Science
Ralph Faulkingham, Anthropology
Ann Ferguson, Philosophy

Ana Teresa Fiallo, Spanish
Greg Field, History

Dennis Fischman, Political Science
Diane Flaherty, Economics
Jerry Fonseca, Accounting
Sylvia Forman, Anthropology
Lyn Frazier, Linguistics

Lon Freeman, Education

Gerakj Friedman, Economics
Howard Gadlin, Psychology

Robert Gage, Public Health

Griihac__Lui.^A££;>untino

Mitchell Gesiin, Reg. Planning
Bill Gibson, Economics
Hert)en GIntis, Economics
Laura Godfrey, Anthropology
Janet GoM, Spanish

llene Grabel, Economics
Julie Graham, Geography
Georganne Greene, Education

George Greenstein, Amherst
Ur)da Guthrie, Education

James Hefner, Geography
IshlYsque Haji, Philosophy

Gail Hall, UWW
Cathy Hammond, Sociology

Edward T. Harris, UWW
Tom Harris, Clark University

David Hart, UCC
Colleen Hayward, Mt. Holyoke
Cassandra Hill, Anthropology
Thomas O. Hodgson, UWW
Laura Holland, Education

Patricia Holland, Stanton Papers
Ed Hood, Anthropotogy

Ruth Hooke, UWW
Louis Howe, Political Science
Alfred Hudson, Anthropology
Merritt Hughes, Agri. Economics
Sheryl Jablonski, Education

Victoria Jacoby, UWW
Byrd Jones, Education

Jeannie Jones, Mt. Holyoke
Emily Kawano, Economics
Art Keene, Anthropology
John Kendall, Library

Beth King, Anthropology

Jerome King, Political Science

M. Christine King, Public Health

Davkl Kinsey, Education

Suzanne Keller, Political Science

Ann Kingsolver, Anthropology

Marc Kitchel, Economics
Richard Konicek, Education

David Kotz, Economics

Hyuk-Bum Kwon, Political Science

Chris Lach, Spanish

Mwhael Landis, UVWV
Joan Larcom, Mt. Hotyoke
Reyes Lazara, Spanish

George Levinger, Psychology

Joseph Lirterer, Management
Angel Loureiro, Spanish

Ronald C. Mannino, Accounting

Lisa Markowitz, Anthropology

Madeleine Marquez, UWW
Lloyda Martinez, Spanish

Steve Matchak, Geography
Ellen McCracken, Comparative Lit.

Joyce McDonough, Linguistics

Robert McGarrah, Management
Carl McNeely, Education

Joan Meade, UWW
Diane Mazariegos, Inquiry

Mary Meyer, Political Science

Richard Minear, History

Kathleen Moore, Political Science

Pauline Mountainbird, Education

E. Jefferson Murphy, 5 College, Inc.

Scott Myers, Linguistics

Tom Neilson, Education

Sonia Nieto, Education

Carolyn O'Grady, Engineering

Roberto Otero, Spanish

Sabrina H.B.H. Paine, Anthropology

Mary-Ann Palmlerl, Psychology

Peter Park, Sociology

Harris Pastides, Public Health

April, 1961

Stephen Pelletier, Political Science

LorrM Peterson, 5 College, Inc.

Shane Phelan, Political Science

Alex Pienknagura, Philosophy

Maria Pieropan. Spanish

Oriel Pl-Sunyer, Anthropology

Jackie Pritzen, S College, Inc.

Ed Rayer, Philosophy

Bozena RazwadowskI, Linguistics

David Reckhow, Engineering

Horace Reed, Educatk>n

Steven Resnick, Economics

Judith K. Robinson, Economics

Tom Roeper, Lirtguistk^

Edna Rorrwn, Sptanish

Charles Rose, Mathematics

Robert Rothstein, Slavic

Edward Royce, Mt. Holyoke

Josephine Ryan, Nursing

John Sanbonnrtatsu, Hampshire

Kacaie St. Clair, Mt. Holyoke

Kevin St. Martin, Geography

Ken Sassanan, Anthropology

Jay Sevaveid, Communications

Patricia Scarbrough, Philosophy

Maxine Schmidt, Geology

Sam School, Education

Dillon Scott, Geology

Nina Scott, Spanish

T. Daniel Seely, Linguistics

Earl Seidman, Education

Lisa Selkirk, Linguistics

Paul Shepard, PolKical Science

Joe Silva, Engineering

Norman Sinns, Journalism

Rudine Sims, Education

Robert Shanley, Political Science

David Smailes, Political Science

Rebecca Smith, Geography

Judith Solsken, Education

Rosalie Soons, Spenish

Elaine Sorenson, Economics

Greg Speeter, Education

Mary Ann Stanitis, Nursing

Ervin Staub, Psychology
Sidney Sufrin, Finance

Patrick Sullivan, Education

Bob Sutcliffe, Economics

Paul Swaim, Economics

R. Brooke Thomas, Anthropology

Delsey Thomas, Spanish

James Thompson, Education

Elizabeth Turner, Spanish

Anne Vainikka, Linguistics

Barney Wagman, Economics

Gert Wetjelhuth, Lir>gui8tics

Meyer Weinberg, Education

Claire White, Spanish

Richard Wilkie, Geography

Karlna Wilkinson, Linguistics

Lynn Wilson, Anthropology

Al Winder, Public Health

Richard Wolff, Economics

Al Woodhull, Hampshire

Nicholas Xenos, Political Science

Frances Zucco, Spanish

Faculty and Staff

for Peace in Central America

P.O. Box 215,

Amherst, MA 01004

Dyslexia: Challenges-Success

Guest Speaker:
Dr. Mary Groda Lewis
Her life inspired the 1985 CBS

docudrama "Love Mary"
with Kristy Mc Nichol

Time: 1:00 p.m.

Date: April 10, 1986

Place: Memorial Hall, U.Mass.

For more information:

Call The Dyslexic Student Organization

"elephone 545-0018
'

i'k

It'

S ^^^^S
'^"^

x^^

puv^^

The Campus Center - Student Union

BOARD OF GOVERNORS is looking for

students to fill the following Coordinator

positions for the 86/87 school year

^B^B^B BHi^H^Baa^B^B ^Bi i^ ^B^B ^B ^SS S^" ^B^ ""^"'

Public Relations • Finance • Building Operations •

Special Projects •Space/Kcon. Development • Key-

Functions • Governors Program Council • Display #

\ ending • Asst. Office Coordinator • Food Services

Work Study and Non Work Study

Applications and More Information are

available in the BOG Office - 817 CC
Application Deadline - Monday, April 14, 12 Noon

The B()(; is an Affirmative Actlon/Kqual Opportunity Kmployer
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The Apple

Macintosh

Do you have

one of

these?

,
-W^/M

A 60's Donee

Saturday April 12, 9pm-1am

Campus Center Room 1 009

Admission:$2.00

SponaoMdby

Music by DJ. Jim McDee from WMUA
No one uxter 21 odmirred. everyone over 21 wekome

WE HAVE AN APPLE
LASERWRITER FOR YOU !

(THE APPLE LASERWRITER)

PRINT OUT YOUR DISK ON OUR LASER PRINTER

THE PAPER HOUSE, INC.

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST

(NEXT TO BELLS PIZZA)

549-5656

The Newsroom should
stick to Bowling & leave
Hoops to the Gang!!

HowtD get

moneyoutof
someone besides

yourparents.
J \ All you have to do is visit your

authorized Apple dealer byJune 30th

/MWilllHilihiH!
1^

\ %.

$150 rebate. $75 rebate.

Macintosh

Plus
Macintosh

S12K

and take advantage of "Apples

Student Break'rebate program.

Buy an Apple^Ile, the most

popular computer in education, and

well send you a check for $150.

Buy an Apple lie, a compact

version of the Apple He, and youll

get back $75.

BuyaMacihtosh'*'512K,the

computer you don't have to study

y to learn, and you'll get a

S175 check.

Or buy a Macintosh Plus, the

computer that gives more power to

students, and get a whopping

S200 rebate.

But first, you do have to do

one thing thai vou're probahK prett\

g()(Kl at b\ now.

Ask vour parents for the mone\

to bu\ the computer

$2(H) rebate $175 rebate

© /W6 ^fpk Ompuier Itic Aff)k and Ihe A/fk If^i are registered Iradenuirki olmlv ( (Mniltr Im SUk mlash l\ a Iratktvark (if Mel111114) Uihiiralon hu and is heiug used
.uith Us exfirexs permi<st(m Htr an auUnmzed

Af)f>k deutrr m-ar)tn4 califSOO) 53^-9o96, ext. 455. O/Jir f>(x)il imlv m llv I nilei/ .Sttitey

NEW ENGLAND S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

—̂ ^^^-:-lhi> Niassac huselts Daily—

Collegian
founded 1870
Circulation 19,000

Serving the Fi\t' College Area

Executive Board

Managing Editor
liin Polutnbaum

Production Managers
Peter Soderberg
Conor Plunkett

Editor in Chief
Dode B. Leven.son

Editorial Editor
Larry Bouchie

Business Managers
Sherry Sharfman
Elizabeth Young

- Business Board —
Asst. Business Manager

Sieve Rubin
Advertising Manager

Paul Lesser

Asst. Advertising Mgr.
Meli.s.sa Forman

Circulation Manager
Craig Naugle

Finance Manager
Vanessa Roth

Asst. Finance Mgr.
Kim Jackson

Subscription Manager
Karen Holland

Associate News Editors Jeanette DeForgi-. Patrick Johnson. Nan
i\ Klingener Associate Editorial Editor Rob Skelton Associate

Sports Editor John .Nolan Associate Women's Issues Editor II

• ina Levenson

Assistant to the Editors Anita L. Roye

Systems Manager Mathew Atkins Assi^itant Systems Manager
AtJam La me
Business Coordinator James Rustuben Senior Bookkeeper
.Maureen Majerowski Classified Manager ( athv Chilson Graphics
AdvisorFaye Whii ney Lussier Assistant Subscription
ManagerAlan Wiliox Advertising Layout .Noelle

.MerlinoMarketingRon MAggio. Randi Sihi'v. Patrice LawskyOf-
Tice AsistantSue CirellaMaintenanceDan Rot hAdvertising
RepresentativesNancy Waihaf'fing. Jon Colicn Michelle Mon
iaij;n«". Maureen Crowly, Rubin En^el. Stacy Wndt'i licht, JefTHam
iiiiind .Stephanie Zuckei Robyn Leifer. John Kennedy. Shawn
.SU'piMi.itc. Cozy Wolan Debbie. Stem, K.in .Speilberg

Day Graphics Beth Bazinet, Amy Custance. Sue Lattanzi. Betty

Ann Murphy, Jim Podesky. Kathy Wheeler. Sarah Cook, Andrew
Myerson, Lanssa Potapchuk, Jim Rice. Petra Phillip

Librarian Tom Middleton

The Mwaarhutflti Daily dllrgian (USPS permit No.M), registered itu-

dent organization at the University of Ma«*achu!iett»-Amherst, it publish-

ed Monday through Friday excluding holidays, exams and vacation •

period*. Content is determined solely by the OJIfgian Board of Editors,

without prior approval from University administrators, faculty, staff or

student government. Operations are funded solely by advertising and
subscription revenue. Subscriptions and advertising rates are available

at 113 Campus Center, L'Mass-Amherst 01003. (4l3lft4V3SO0.

Downtown Amherst
_ _

I
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DOONESBURY

COLLEGIAN n

THE FAR SIDE DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

GARR^- TRUDEAU BY GARY LARSON

EXJJ5e.MB. SIR

iHTmsumom-
J WSTHATI'MON

LBSOME..A
FJCHAimUCAN

wuieoMMe
WdeiouR

NBFH5W? yOUA15AN,7DNKRf
OH, PL£A5e. YO^MAUONANa,
NCfTHIM! mNKBfUSA MONSTER!
CRUeCTf INCAFNAJB! AC^ ^IL

/ ONTHBHOOF!

OR. IS JHATkfY ITPOeSNr
COUSINALFmXF fiiAnBR-THB

leeTTHdM DEALISAS
MIXBPUP.. 600PASy—\ PONB!

mq
CaXPNTiOU
SeiLHIMCM:
OFTHBOmBR
6UiS^

SORRY I

AlMAPy
SSHTHIM

CHURB.

© 1966 Universal Press Syndicate

FREAKER PATROL

'Margaret! He's doing it! He's doing it!

"

BY DOWE a O'BRIEN

/^^>o TOOL iotftTrti«,

t^tr^fK A/vJO 5rAi\

y PARKX'OO AI^C^ »A£.R.C To Tow 1^

" P" LOT A too NOOR

in"W. voor

l3
Bt ma«d to

/©if^\

Wt TOW WHH NO
l^Hme VJ£ TOU
WITH NO l^feASOfs*

U£ Cf\N TOW VOOR
CA(l (SJO r^ATTCR
^v\L scAbo^i. ir
VOu PARV; \»M A

^ ^\^L i.AN/t,Rd*.CR\JC

SPOT OR ON) T v4£

GRASS uit \jj\n.

TOv»J VOUR <i.lKXK.

•iOV CP\r^ ftCT -(OUR,

ASbl

HOUSEMATES BY R.MILLER

/'a 607omsFt€TRY
UORJCSHOF LJIW YOU,

<>ARAH, BUT YOU'ee NOT.

LIKE, 601N6 To TURN
OUT TO BE REMliOOOD
OR. MYrHlN6. AHe YOUP

I Cet^TAinLY

^

HDP€<,6'UJHY^

IT'S JUiTTHKT IPONT
LIKBiru/HENMYldV^K
OUTSHINES M€ fi(T

$0meTHlN6.

OH. YOU PONTHAVE TO

MiRf^YAeoUfTLfTTLE
OLD ME ^ I'D NEVER PO
ANYTHIN6 roffllBAKRASS

MYBIOSft^VN^ MAN/

GORDY BY GORDE

^ YOU CAhJ <50 ^^fl
you KhJovJ HH

^ j>^ y^^^^HSH

B

POR THe. Ah)S\AlBR
, -m SOMET^/fJS ThlATS
XBBBfJ EATTAJ^ AWAY ^T
ME mR Tao, TOO /.CMJO.

1 ^OMBTHiKX-. /'M TIREO
OF LPsiKk^ suEEP c^ee

Euefi.y Aji&rr.

Edited by irude Michel JafTe

ACROSS
1 Leather shoe

strip

5 Gattoy words
10 Btaze of glory

14 River to tti«

Bamc
1

5

G«r>eral

prirKipte

16 Brartch angle

1

7

Actress — May
Oliver

18 Participant at a

(east

19 Patch

20 Lampooner s

products

22 Facial teatures

24 Bulrushes

26 Tool set

27 Rot>ards et ai

30 Impractical

35 Star Prefix

36 Sunbather s

risk

37 Nanny s

negatives

38 Nos person

39 One Kind of

policy

42 Young seal

43 Show affection

45 Nectar

coiieclors

46 Pal Joey
author

48 Overly

santin>entai

corn

50 Flower txact

Var

51 Before cycle or

form

52 Ahead of time

54 Traveler s

checK''

58 Adherents of

Islam

62 Enthusiastic

63 Of the

sut>continert

65 Ess nrKJkJing

66 Inactivity

67 rlut>t>ub

68 Warning from

Watson
69 Burden
70 Mirror

71 Very at

Versailles

DOWN
1 Troubles

2 Icelandic

literature

3 Period of

peniterKe

4 Turncoat

5 Strengthens

6 Haze
7 Tolkien tree

8 — oft Started

9 Conspicuous
10 Lionel, the

bandlMder
1

1

Skating feat

12 Transportation

system
13 Automotxie

pioneer

21 —ttie-rmll

23 Combine
25 Bear hug
27 ChM s game
28 Party nroW

29 Hiding place

31 AuitKX Leon —
32 f^ovei by 3i

Down

33 Habituata

34 Tree resin

36 Writer Harta

40 Helpful

41 Hokday songs
44 Vioiata customs

rules

47 Barn area

49 MisceHany

50 Coobng-otf

periods

53 Wrongly
54 Formal dance
55 Water t]ek>w

trie border

56 Wealth
57 Organic

compound
59 Stravinsky

60 Simple

61 Visualizes

64 Through Prefix

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZU:
T R A PH I iS L ÂM 1 W A p

( ( R oHoju 1 DjA c M K
S P ( Annijp roJR c A R A
s P A c eHe m T \ Ci

H A^AiR u
1 A

if

nt r' 1

R
Dl IT]

I,Ap

RiEini

T Q p

A
L

f TTTiRlO RE
1 D annnnfun n 01$
nnnran nnaaan nnn nnnno

.PiEjiiA

.E^AxSiY
m U I P IW

4/10/S«

III! ^Hl

„ |.

Z7 It IS ^H^

a H' -;MUM >'w
1-4

J^ « M M

m M M II

' !«•• Kan Ktv^^ > ii"" S,B4Ka)r 4/10/t6

Lunch
Cavatelli Supreme

Grilled Turkey Swiss Sandwich

Basics Lunch
Boursin and Sprout Sandwich

Soybean, Corn, Tomato Casserole

Dinner
Baked Ham with Fruit Sauce

Chopped Beefsteak Special

Basics Dinner
Golden Carrot Bake with

White Sauce
Cod Florentine

I®

Weather
Today: 45 percent chance of rain, high

of45. cloudy and cool

Tonight: Chilly, lows in the 30s

Tomorrow: Cloudy,, quite cool,

highs in the 40s

^

BLOOM COUNTY BY BE^^Kt BREATHED

LjOokit Hm-
H0P0U5Tf^
cmmmsT
-nm..

CRmmL
.. fi NUMB
ANPFACeieSd

m eviL

smre..

..A peCAPorr
Mef^fthtr Of"

PRU(j6, fWNOO-
RAPHYMP

SICK, i/i/esrBm\

MORAL
PERmsm,.

•^

HI. HAVe VA

OCT o/rmR
JOHHr

I

Sm? UP CAT
FLEA^e.

I

TERRORIST

ANPROIP..

••••••••••••••*T^
The Wednesday Night crew
making the Collegian safe for humanity!

K.IK Conor Tnm
Leslie K

Crusty jr^^ ^ 'a^^tL_J> ->i^^' » _:^

ortn

VM 1.

¥
¥
¥
¥^l 1 fcAi ——— r^

Brought to you by
Night Editor
Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

Lesley Clark
Liz Hettinger

Conor Plunkett

Michelle Segall

Conor Plunkett

Production: Ivcslie Nakajima, Mia Rowan, Kelly Sieger,

Matkins, Sod, Karlin and Norm.

=

-•- ......:..... v........^....v v........i^.^jaatfta^.^aM.:
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• NEWSWRITING
•OVERALL DESIGN [tabloid]

i^PAGE ONE DESIGN [news]

• OPINION PAGE DESIGN
• FEATURE PAGE DESIGN

ADVERTISE IN AN AWARD-
WINNING NEWSPAPER
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I
continued from page 20

and walks, but we didn't have those pro-

blems today so hopefully they're gone."
Steve Allen (3-for-4 on the day) roped a

triple to drive in Jeff Cimini in the first and
UMass added another run in the second
when Sean Flint walked, stole second, mov-
ed to third and scored on a wild pitch to

make it 2-0.

"The bats looked good today," said Berg-
quist. "Steve had a big hit early to get us
started and then they just continued to

hit."

John Mahoney blooped a single to right

to score Sean McCarthy, who had doubled
and get Holy Cross, 4-4 overall and 4-2 in

ic Gorillas win'
help, dodging to the cage and scoring

with 8:20 left in the period.

The Bruins rebounded, scoring the next
two goals to tie the score at two at the end
of the first quarter.

Chris Abbott, scored with 7:11 to go with
Tom Gagnon getting the assist. Buonanno,
the Bruins' leading scorer, then took a feed

from Greg Rogers and tied it with 45
seconds left in the quarter.

The second quarter belonged to the
Gorillas.

Scoring the first four goals, UMass took
a 6-2 lead. The Gorillas allowed the Bruins
only four trips into their end as stingy mid-
field defense and hard checking on the

crease kept Brown from gaining any
momentum.
Goals by Fisk, Carmean, Carmean again

with an assist to Canella and finally Can-
put the Bruins in a deep hole.

the Metro Atlantic Athletic Confernce, on
the board in the third, but the UMass bats

retaliated with a vengeance in the bottom
of the inning.

The Minutemen took advantage of two
errors by losing pitcher Mark Zapata (0 1)

and a big three-run homer by designated
hitter Steve Kern to give Kostro an 8-1

cushion.

UMass pushed across another run in the

fourth and tallied four more times in the
seventh while the Crusaders scratched out

another run in the eighth.

"We know what we're capable of," Berg-

quist said. " I just hope it continues."

\continued from page 20

Carr's goal was the prettiest of the

streak. Senior midfielder Perry Seale

snagged a groundball at midfield, made a

cross-field pass to Neal Cunningham who
spotted Ceu-mean at the crease. Carmean
drew Lohan, and fed the ball to Carr who
had the open net, with 6:27 left.

McGovern won every face-off to help

spark the roll. Rogers, however, broke up
the streak, scoring with 2:27 left, but Car-

mean's third goal (assisted by Fisk) and
Carr's fourth gave UMass a commanding
8-3 halftime lead.

Gorilla Grumblings: The win was
especially sweet for UMass senior mid-
fielder Rich Abbott, who won his first col

legiate game against his twin brother
Chris, a Brown middie. . . The game was
televised by NESN. . . The Bruins were
13-6 winners la.st year at UMass.

FREE T-Shirts & Hat

r
I

I

I

I-
I

I

I

I

ANY ORDER WITH COUPON BETWEEN $5 & $8

GET JOE'S PARADISE HAT FREE

ANY ORDER WITH COUPON OVER $8

GET JOE'S PARADISE T-SHIRT FREE

FAST FREE DELIVERY

•LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs, 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AUDIO

Fithtr 80 w/ck r«c«iv«r lifWr need
aah! 1125 uk for Todd 256-5248

AUTO FOB SALE

197( VW Bu great body/interior, new ex
haust/brakes, rum frreat $2150 256-8484

74 BMW^MMT redTTaiifomia car
Restored 6,350 obo 538-4127 or 538-2896

ftM f070U Tercel four door hatchback
automatic AM/FM cmssettr, good condi

tion. 37,000 mi. Asking $4000 call Sue or

Steve, eves 323 4855

77 VW Rabbit, brown, A/T nira well,

great stereo. $1300. 584-8736

1972 VW Kamann Ghia good condition

many new parts $2700 or BO call Bill

584 5173

19<7 Volvo 122 VGC beautiful classic

23-27 mpe. $1700 o BO 367-2174 or

.545 2750 Renee

70 Catlaaa Coat, new top, duel exhaust,
shocks, springs, radials all around, needc
timing chain St minor body work $500
2.56 0072 eves

E8C0BT 8EBVICE

Ewort Service AvailaM* 8 p.m. 2 a.m
Everyday, anywhere on campua. Play it

«afe. call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOB BENT

TAMMY AND UUCI
You guY* or* b«tl«r Ition 0«fl«ral
HospMoK Thonka, Conor

Alpine digital car atereo/caaattte Max-
ima equalizer/amplifier

watta/channel, 4

$200 546-5769

peaks at 50
speakers, must hear.

78 Monarch best offer call Don aft«r 8 PM
at 2.53 9.^'?0

74 VW Superbeetle •

-semi-automatic $850 .546

condition
115/546-8241

BIRTHDAY BOY

Happy B-day! Now you're a real man -

your t«en days are over. Enter the 3rd
decade YAY: Thank you for 3 amazing
semesters I love you - Sichi

CAN YOU WRITE?

Interested in Joumaiism? It's never to

late to start! Come down to the
Mas.sachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England. You can
write al)out Sports, News, Editorial, Black

Affairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or Les-

bian issues. Whatever your interests,

write about it today in the Collegian. We
build careers.

CAPE COD

Seagull Beach West Yarnonth 2

bedrooms 4 rooms sleeps 4 253-7436

CAPE COD
SUMMER ROOM RENTALS

Hyannis - $80 weekly per person, double-

occupancy. Includes everythirig. First 3

weeks paid in advance. Cafi (617) 778-0324

•CASH"

Paying cash for your baseball cards

Please call Mike 546-6106

DANCE WITH JERRY LEWIS!!

Aprill2tirand 13th in tiuTCage. HeaT
Modem Pladz, Circle, and (rood S[>e<>d

Rhythm & Blues .See a vide<i light show
from Rack-A Video. All this dIus T-shirts,

food, prizes and fun. . Fight MDA. mid
night to noon in the t^e! Ten dollar

minimum spon.sorship

Waat to IWe oa N.J. sImmv tkis
suauaer?? Cheap. 2 blocks from beach
call Heather 54&1 106 or Mark 54&9261

SaUet saauaer and it's yours in the fall

renovated Brit Manor apt - new carpet and
bathroom 256-1232

Rent or snblet, Southwood, 1 bedroom,
very cheap, room for 3 people. 256-6679

A stones throw froai caaipas 4 bedroom
house summer sublet fall option call

549-4368

Snnny, spacioas apt in Rolling Green for

summer sublet, four rms available at

$100. w/pr.ss fall option, call 256-6837

2 bedrooms available in Riverglade for

summer with fall optinr. 2.^>3 5140

3 bedroom in S bedroom hoase for rent.

5 minute walk to SOM. June 1st onwards.
C:all 549-4575. Keep trying

Rnstic House - just over Amherst line. '/>

mile from bus. 4 bedrooms, deck, huge
backyard, garage. Summer/fall option.

256-0072 anytime

Looking to sublet an apartment or room.
From middle of ,luly to beginning of .Sept.

Preferably close to campus Call Joe

546-4342

One bdr available in 3 bdr PafTton
Village apt for summer sublet with possi-

ble f^l option 549-3667

2 bedroom apt in house on Main St. new-

ly renovated On bus route (Jreat Ux-ation.

Available June 1st call 253-5375

Boomy 1 bedroom apt avail June 1 fall op-

tion pool tennis laundry & storage Aug
rt-nt FREE 665 8459

Room for rent summer sublet with fall op-

tion available May 31 $142 a month
negotiable I'A miles from UMass ouaint

house mature person preferred call Ruthi

.549 4914

Suaimcr sublet with fall option. Two
bedroom Southwood apartment. Available

June first or earlier 256-8861

Large efneiency. Brand new Amherst
Center. $320 month 253-7867 Julie

Townebonsc Apt. 2 bedrooms, lease

starts May 1 , no waiting list! Call 549-1760

To sublet 6/1 8/31 2 bdrm apt,

$340/heg call 665-4233. aft 5

Sund.,

Do you want to take over oar lease? Two
bedroom apartment • Southwood Apts

2.56 1663

fwo^bedrom Southwood apartment
available June 1st with fall option $130 per

mo. heat included call 256-0044

FOR SALE

DODGE VAN

1975 Dodre Van 77,000 mi, runs well

$800 or BO call 549-2739

ENTERTAINMENT

the Cheap Jock. Kool party tooni at a

reasonable price. Call Kevin at 546-9061

MOBILE MUSIC INC Disks spun to your

taste Quality from 7 years of experience

Call Chris 256-6845

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc-Jockeys Light-Shows;

iMve Screen Video 24 hr operator

549-7144

"Spies Like Us"
Fri, April 1

1

Marcus Hall 131

(Eng East) 131

5, 7, 9. 11 at $2.00

Mistral Maui sailboard for sale 350 or BO
call 2,56-6978

Pentax Spotmatic Camera 2 lenses

$65.00 2.56-8484

Camera HMympus OM-1 SLR. with 50

mm Fl 8, leather case, skylight and close

up filters, 2X converter, tripod, all in

great condition. $225. or best offer.

665-8275

Stereo - Nikko NRIOOO receiver; 70 wpc
Vector Research VT-150 turntable; QL,

DD, FA, Celestion CS 5 3 way speakers.

Cost over $1 100 new, asking $695 or best

offer. Great condition 665-8275

Guitars: Gibson classical, $3.50 Epiphone

acoustic, $150. Both excellent. 367-2174

or 545 27.50. Renee

Guitar Acoustic nice, full sound Sunburst

$100 Gregg .546-3249

Receiver - Pioneer: 30 watu digital,

handles stereo video IMi yrs old $100;

Fisher double cassette deck $75, Mura
Mini modem 300 baud direct line hookup

$30 all prices negotiable call Dave
549-6284

12 channel Sun PA 2 24
monitors Boas compressor
MUST SELL 586-8314

speak
Kacki

:ers 2

model

Atomic 203cm Skia, Rakhle sixe 11 rear-

entry boots, Salomon 737 bindings, used
twice, $200 546-5769

Soft Contact Lenses. Most daily wear
lenses, $18 00 to $25 00 Most extemleci

wear lenses, $35.00 U> $48 (K) Most soft

tinted lenses, $35 00 to $45.00. Lowest

r
rices on cA solutions, anywhere. Flexcare

1.98, heat units, $12 95 Amherst Optical

.Shoppe, Inc , 195 No Pleasant St . (413)

253-5412 or (413) 256-6403

Faniitnrc • Excellent condition - mar-

ching sofa and loveseat, chair, wall unit,

end table, lamp, kitchen table with five

chairs, white wicker bedroom furniture,

and accessories. Prices negotiable. Call

Amy 549-4085

CJarioiTMini Chassis AM/FM7Cjuis with

autii rev and st-na search Als<i Panasonic

eq (25x2 boost) both work fine 75$ for

both. Bob 6-7579

Bicycle Ross tft-speed blue mint cond.

$80 call Paul ,586 7088

FOUND

Watch found 3 29 at Brittany call and
identify 2.56 1231

Gold chain in the concourse of Amhersty
Music Libraiy on Monday April 7th (eve)

call to identify and claim. Anna 6-6364

For lease of house near UMass or

Amherst Center call Keith or Jim
549-7367

HELP WANTED

COl^NSELORS Private co-ed camp in

Berkshires has openings for head and
assistant instructors in: softball, ba.sket

ball, lacrosse, tennis, archery, video/film

making, photography, horseback riding

assistant, hiking/backpacking, waterski-

ing, computers, waterfront (WSI), bunk
counselors, and bunk unit heads. Good
salaries friendly atmosphere. Contact:

Dr Paul Krouner Camp Schodack .54

Sheffield Road, Newtonville, MA 02160
(617)964 1912, days 9-6

Bring your brains and enthusiasm to. .

.The BOG for jobs jobs jobs!!! Eleven

motivated people are wanted for the 86/87

school year apply now in 817 Campus
Center deadline Monday April 14 at high

noon The Board of (k)vemors is an

AA/EOE and are we proud of it!

Jewish Community of Amherst looking

for Sunday School and Hebrew teachers

for September 1986. Also Music teacher

needed. Experience with children prefer

red. Call 549-0223 for application

• College Pro Painters
*

• we hire early
*

• for good summer painters $5-7/hr *

• The Organised Students
*

• 8<K)-424 '2468
*

We're looking for a fraternity, sororitv,

or large student organization that would
like to make $2000 + this spring for one
week long on campus marketing project

No sales involved Group must be organiz

ed and hard working Interested? To apply

call Sharon 1-800-.592-2121

Camp Loyaltowin, AHRC, 189 Wheatley
Road, Brookville, NY 11546-A residential,

recreational camp for mentally retarded in

Hunter, NY is accepting applications for

summer employment. Write or call (516)

626-1000

HOOP-ATHON

Tke Western Massachusetts Hun-
tington's Disease Foundation Thanks
the shooters, sponsors, volunteers,
Dyslexic Student Organization
McDonald's, Titeflex, The C^illegian, and
the University of Mass for su^ a suc-

cessful conclusion to our first Hoop-A-
Tbon. Without your help the poaaibility of

finding a cure would itbT exist. Thanks
again from all of ua

LOOT

Viclaity Amkcrst Woods 3Vi year
minaturv collie male named Eraser last

seen Shays and Wentworth call 2.53 2963

Lost gold Belair watchon Fn 4/rbtwn
Health Services and Phi Sig please call Jill

256-1363 no questions aakeo

If aayoae flads s silver Seiko watch,
please call 2.56^8856 reward for the honest
(lerson!'

Toshiba Radio aad tape Player in

I>)wntown Amherst;PVTA bus on Fn 4/4

please call Julie 549 7.587

Lost Levi's grey daagaree jacket reward
cai IKevin 2S3 7126

MOTORCYCLES

82 Hoiria MO Nigktkawk exc cond kiw
miles with helmets call Dave 549 7882

81 Honda Custom 400 12k mi very clean

condition, ready to dnve. asking $600, call

Rafael 2.56-8709

Yainaiia 1982 IT175 excellent condition

street legal $775 546 9.355 evenings

r9f8 SuiniirG8400 New" Dunlop 'S>ort

Elite tires, new battery, new fanng and
sport mirrors. Elec start. Looks and runs

exec $6.50 or BO 1 568 5088

ONE MONTR RENT FBEE

Housemate wanted to share 3 bedrtxim

af)t in house m Squire Village Fall

semester only. Own bedroom, nonsmoker.
Pall 6-6112 or 6-6115

PERSONALS

Nomination Papers now available for

.Southwest Area Government President,
Vice President, and Treasurer in the
SWAt; Office in Hampden Completed
nomination papers are due Monday. Apnl
14, 1986 at 5:00 pm in the SWAGOffice

• Concert Security volunteers needed *

* to work .security for the .Southwesr *

• Concert. Sign up in the Southwest *

• Area Government Office in Hampden, *

or call 50960.
* Mandatory Ist Meeting *

Thursday, April 10th, 5:O0pm
* Hampden Southside Room, Southwest *

Allisoa Ford * Nancy Zeidman • Your
fun IS over, ours has just begun watch out!

Carole do you just want to stab him with a
knife^ Sandy artd Kim

All HRTA BMiors buy your HRTA rshirts

m Flint Coffee Shop aiKl wear them to the

convention Cornell will be wearing
theirs!

Graphics - Give it up Your feeble excuse
for a team doesn't stand a chance against

ua in the game on 5>aturday We've got the

aportswnters on our side Stay home
where its safe News

#42 -LAX
I like your style !!!

PBOFE88IONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, caaea, dtsai rtatlaaa. tkcaeo, on-
caimms, dependable, k>w rates, experienc-
ed. Nancy M4-7924

BIDE WANTED

Ride needed to Lowell area oa April II.

Will share expenses Call 5461282 after 9
pm

'To Pittsbnrgk PA from 18-21 help! call

Liz 6 8663

Need^dc to NY/Brooklyn area. Leave
Friday the 1 1th. Janet 545 1977, 549 1421
leave message

ROOMMATES WANTED

Two reommatea needed to share a three
bedroom Tnwnehou.se apt for fall & spnng
86 If intereste<l call Nadine 549 7478

Female nonsmoker for June 86 thru
June 87 lease m Brandywine apts contact
Susan 665 4187 or Lisa 649-1428

Brandywine - seeking young couple to
cahre apt. nonsmokers only, call eves
.549 181.1 or ,546-7076

Oae room in two bedroom, Northwood
Apt on bus mute, rent negotiable call

665-3757 after 4 pm

Faniiaked 2-bedreom apartamat on bus
route, pool, cable great price call Sue
253-50«»/Nicky 546-81M

Amksist Ceater I bedmnm, livingroom,

kitchen, bath May August 31 Fall option

$390 plus utilities 256 4ZH9 Kathy

Brandywiac Apartmeal for sumemr
sublet call 546-6898 or .546-6699

BrasMlywiae 2 bedroom June I Auguat
31 furnished call between 5-7 pm 549-0136

Fully fWraisked bouae. up to five people,

close to campus, big yard, extremely
itiable, cheaper than I apartment callnegoi

546-77122

Do yon waat to live in tke center of

Aadwrst? 1 room available call 256 6749.

Melanie

Samawr sablet w/fall option. Southwood
half fumiahed. new caniet 256 1764 $400

2 roomautes wanted to share bedroom in

Dnttany Manor apts. Heat and hot water
included. Lease begins in Sept 86. Call
256-8438

To share Brittany Manor Apt. Available
now ONE MOfsTTH FREff Call Ken,
Rich, Steve 253-7312, Dave 666-4131

W Yarmoatk 2 male or
700-summer call Lisa ,549-0947

female

check -o:r
David Panarore wants to be Sylvan Area
(Jov't Vice President

Think positive!

Vote Panagore for Sylvan Vice Presi-
dent

Friendly Stranger - Is there more! You
have my attention - Rob

Marrella, Congratulations on being ace-

peted to Oxford I! ni, in England hope you
nave a good time your friend?

This space brought to you by the censor-
ship committee. Hi Queen

Stacey S., Happy B-day! Love Adam and
Erica

Tonight!

Emo Philips

America's Hottest Stand-up Comic

with Boston comic Dana Gould

Two shows 8:00 pm and 10:00 pm

Tickets are $6 00 at the door

another
Southwest Area (Jovemment

Production

As in IS08 JA, I've been watching you
just wanted to say Hi! Blue Eyes

Attention New Mortar Board Members:
Congratulations! First meeting Thurs Ap

, 10 6:30 pm CL check schedule everyone
mutt attend

Available one large bedroom in Rolling
Green. June 1st. call nit«s 253-2475

3 females looking for fourth to share a
large 2 bedroom 2 story apartment.
Cheap Call anytime. Sharon 5461472 or
Marci ,546-9890

SERVICES

COINSl21/123 Tutoring $5 00 per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256-1239

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac-

curate. Available almost anytime.
665 7662

Tailor for alteration. SHAANN's at Mall.

584 9.362

Perfectionist Typing on computer - let

ter quality 25% off first job 549 6178

SUMMER SUBLET

On Amity Place luxury condo 2 bedroom
back patio AC 4,50 inclusive per month call

Lisa ,549-0947

THE BOXEB'S BEBELLION

la kaek. Come check us out Fri April 1

1

100% cotton, handpainted/tioHlyed boxer
shorts

TO SUBLET

Sabletters needed - Brandvwine 3rd fkwr
June I August 31 call 549-0675

Summer sublet: sfiacious, sunny, cool apt
Kieallv li«ated between campus and town
call 'jr,6 8402

Suauner snblet two bdrm apt in Rolling
Green call Mark at 2,56-0952 evenings

Summer subletters needed for Bran-
dywine Apt Call Dave 546-5015 or Bryan
546-9107

FBEE one month rent male housemate
wanted for NurthwiNHl apt. .Sublet June
1st w/fall option 665 4882

Great Place to Live! Spacious one
bedroom Crestview Apt., excellent condi-

tion, large backyard, on bus route, walk-

ing distance to UMass, across Puffton,

summer sublet with fall option. Call Beth,
Robyn ,549-0491

TYPING SEBVICE

QUALITY TYPING. U>ng or short pro-

jects. Meticulous prtK)fre8ding Editing

available. New IBM Typewr ter. 549-0367

WANTED

Second keyboardist nsadad to complete
near-working band Call John at 546-8081
or Scott at 546 5144

Summer sublet Puffton apts price
negotiable call Susan 549 5938 Heather
546-4010

June-August $400 inclusive. One bdrm in

4 bdrm apt Clean & pleasant. On busline,
close to campus. Fall option. Call Mary
256 0048 7.30 10:,30 am

Want to buy lightweirht 10 speed bik.

Pref women's frame Pnce around $100
Janet 549 1421, 545 1977 leave message

Let's have some fun. Tandem bicycling

partners wanted. 1 467 7877

WANTED TO BENT

Apartment in Nortk Amkerst call

665-2176

We will pay cask for an apartment in

Brandywine call 2,56-0661

$100 reward for empty lease in Bran-
dywine or Puffton Call 546-.5.324

Looking for lease in Colonial Villafc
take over forfall 86 or sooner call Scott
.546-6524 or Chris ,546 8595

BRANDYWINE APT for summer sublet.

Call .546 8968 or .546-8970

Single room in house or apartment for
fall semester 2.56-0642

Looking to take over lease for multi
bedroom house near campus $$ reward $$
546-8657 leave message on machine

Sublets/Rooms needed June 22 Aug 2
call 2,56-8615 8 am 9 pm

Two bedroom apt in Colonial June first,

possible fall/op rumished bus route pool
call Jay 8 11 pm 256 0943

Will Pay $$$$ for yow J-bdrm Puffton
Village lease call now! Keep trying
546-6052 ,546-6185

Puffton Vlg. Sumemr sublet one bdrm,
pool, AC, fumiahed 549-0080

Sunderland - 1 bdrm in 2 bdrm apt on bus
route, furnished, laundry facilities, pool
available 6/1-8/31 66.5 7945

One room in foor room apartment Rent
reasonable and negotiable. Swiss Village,

call Holly 266109reveningi

We need an apt or hoase in or around
IX)wntown Amherst Please call Wendy
549 5933 or Amy 6-8231

Coapic looking to take over loaae^oTone
bdrm appt Please call 546-4137

Reapottsibie man seeking 3 or 4 bedroom
houae next fall and spring, call Vic or Al
256-0866
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SPORTS
Gorillas rule at Brown, 13-8
Strong first halfhelps
get UMass key victory
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE, R.I. - The 11-th ranked University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team solidified its claim as one
of the nation's elite, using a strong first half to defeat

Brown University, 13-8, here yesterday.

"This was a sweet win. This means we have some con-

trol over what happens now," said senior defensemen
Gerr>' Byrne, who along with his fellow seniors beat the

Bruins for the first time in their career.

Junior attackman Tom Carmean scored five goals and
had two assists to lead the Gorillas. Sophomore attackman
Kelley Carr had his second big game in-a-row, scoring four

goals and contributing an assist. Senior midfielder Greg
Fisk, with two goals and three assists, notched his 100th
career point.

Hartford next up for
red-hot Minutewomen

Junior attackman Greg Canella had one goal and two

assists with junior midfielder Doug Musco adding a goal.

The Gorillas are now 4-1 and face Boston College on the

road Saturday night. They return home next Wednesday
against St. John's.

The Bruins slumped to 4-4 with their second straight

loss and are probably out of any NCAA playoff

consideration.

Sophomore attackman Bemie Buonanno had three goals

and one assist to lead Brown.
Freshman goalie Sal LoCascio continued his stellar play

for the Gorillas. Making 23 saves, LoCascio consistently

put the breaks on Brown's offense.

"Sal played a great game, the offense was sharp and
the one-on-one defense was excellent, we played one hell

of a game," said UMass coach Dick Garber.

Statistically, both teams took 43 shots and UMass own-

ed a huge 67-43 groundball advantage. The Gorillas were

successful on 30-of33 clears. Senior midfielder Seamus
McGovern won 19-of-26 face-offs.

After leading 8-3 at halftime, the Gorillas charged out

to a 10-3 advantage early in the second half as first

Canella, then Fisk beat Brown goalie Scott Lohan (12

saves).

But the Bruins ran off four straight goals and with 14:23

left in the game, UMass held a shaky 10-7 lead.

"I was starting to get worried," admitted Garber. "We
had been playing so well, then a few bad passes led to goals

and they came back."

With 11:43 left in the game, Canella and Carmean hook

ed up and Carmean had his 18th goal of the season and

UMass led 11-7. That breathing room increased about

seven minutes later when, on an unsettled situation, Carr

fed Carmean for an easy goal and for all intents, it was
over, 12-7.

The play came after senior defenseman Tom Aldrich

came out a pile in front of the UMass net and cleared the

ball himself, running upfield. The break worked to Carr

at Lohan's left, he shuffled the ball to Carmean on the

right and UMass had its big win wrapped up.

UMass opened the game on fire, scoring quicklky as

Carr went in (assisted by Carmean) and beat Lohan with

12:17 to go. Carr then scored his second goal without any
continued on page 19

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The 20th-ranked University of

Massachusetts softball team will put their

six-shutout winning streak on the line to-

day, as they open a three-doubleheader

home stand with a pair of games against

the University of Hartford. Game time is

slated for 2 p.m. at Totman (NOPE) Field.

The Minutewomen. 17-3 on the season,

had their Atlantic 10 conference opener at

the University of Rhode Island rained out

on Tuesday. Because of that, UMass will

open its A- 10 schedule at home in the se-

cond of its three doubleheaders, Saturday,

against Rutgers University. UM will face

Temple University in a twinbill on Sunday.

The Minutewomen will be facing a Lady
Hawks club that hasn't had a winning
season since 1980. Hartford finished 5-17

last season and are currently 4-7 on the

year. The Lady Hawks are coming off a

split with Eastern Connecticut State

University, dropping the first game 2-1,

and taking the nightcap with a 15-hit bar-

rage, 13-2.

Before the doubleheader with ECSU,
Hartford had won three games in a row,

capturing the tail end of a doubleheader
with Pace University and sweeping Yale
University in a twinbill at New Haven, CT.
The Lady Hawks are led by junior third

baseman Mickey Clinton, junior second
baseman Debbie Spell, and freshman short-

stop JoElle Le Pardo, all of which are hit-

ting over .300 for first year head coach
Dave Johnson. Hartford has been going
with a two-pitcher rotation for the entire

season and will start sophomore leflhander

Patti Mazzei in the first game. Sophomore
righthander Sheila Fagen will start the

nightcap for the Lady Hawks.
Hartford will probably not see a repeat

performance of its 15-hit shellacking of EC-

SU against UMass. The Minutewomen will

start senior leflhander Lynn Stockley (8-1,

0.25 earned run average and named A- 10
Co-Pitcher of the Week) in the first game
and sophomore righthander Lisa Rever
(7-2. 0.56 ERA) in the nightcap.

Senior righthander Cathy Reed (2-0, 0.58

ERA) and stopper Chris Wanner (0-0, 0.84

ERA, 1 save) will also see action against

the Lady Hawks.
Wild PitchesrSenior catcher Beth

Talbott will miss today's doubleheader
with a hyper-extended left elbow. She is

still experiencing pain when swinging the
bat, but is expected to be ready for this

weekend's crucial doubleheaders. . .The
Minutewomen failed to move up in the
NCAA Division I soflball poll, despite a six

game winning streak and a weekend sweep
of Adelphi. Adelphi, a traditional Eastern
powerhouse, has been in the Division I

finals the last two years. . .18 of 19 teams
ranked ahead of the Minutewomen have
more losses. Utah St. also has three losses

at 12-3.

UM has outscored its opponents by a
whopping 107-16 margin. The big inning
seems to be the first, where the
Minutewomen hold a 26-0 advantage. .

.UMass is fielding at a .963 clip, commit-
ting just 23 errors in 602 chances. Seven
Minutewomen are perfect in fielding oppor-

tunities. . .As a team, UM is batting .313

with a .427 slugging percentage. Nine UM
players are batting over the .300 mark,
with 10 Minutewomen slugging over .400.

. .Opposing pitchers have been racked for

a 4.60 ERA and 172 hits while UM pitching

as a staff boasts a miniscule 0.46 ERA and
have allowed 69 hits. . .UM has ac-

cumulated 92 runs-batted-in thus far, while
opponents have managed only nine RBI's.

. .The Minutewomen are stealing bases at

a .806 mark. UM has been successful on
29-of36 theft attempts.

Colleirian photo by Haul rVamarair

Women's lax gets first test
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The unbeaten ninth-ranked University
of Massachusetts women's lacrosse team
faces its toughest opponent to date,
travelling to Harvard University this

afternoon at 3 p.m.
The Crimson, ranked tenth in this

week's national poll, is currently 4 1 com-
ing off of an 18-11 victory over Nor-
theastern University and has won three
straight games including victories over
Princeton University and the University
of Vermont.
"I'm expecting a high-scoring game,"

UMass head coach Pam Hixon said."They
are very similar to us. Offensively, they're

powerful, but their defense is suspect."

Junior attackman Kelly McBride leads
coach Carole Kleinfelder's team scoring
14 goals with 5 assists in five games.
Sophomore attackman Kate Felsen (9g,

4a) and sophomore Liz Faecher (4 goals

against Northeastern) add to the Harvard
attack. Freshman Kelly Dermody, with
close to a 10-goals-per-game average, will

be in the net for the Crimson.
The game, the Gazelles'(4-0) first

*against a nationally-ranked opponent,
will be important in determining how
both teams stand in relation to the other
nationally-ranked opponents.

"We want to beat them because neither

of us has played anyone of high caliber,"

said Hixon, who made exception of Tem-
ple University whom Harvard lost to

(14-9) two weeks ago. "The game will be
especially good for us because we're sit-

ting in a position in which nobody really

knows whether we're really good or our
opponents have been really bad."

In related news, senior attackman Bun-
ny Forbes, who suffered a slight neck in-

jury before Tuesday's game is expected to

play.

Senior lefthander Lynn Stockley and the University of Massachusetts
Softball team host Hartford in a doubleheader today at NOPE.

UMass snaps losing streak

Baseball dumps Cross, 13-2
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Correspondent

When the University of
Massachusetts baseball
team puts it's mind to it, it's

capable of playing better
than its record indicates.

The Minutemen, 2-14
overall and 0-5 in the Atlan-
tic 10, proved that yesterday
as they exploded for six runs
in the third inning and went
on to post an impressive
13 2 victory over Holy Cross
at Lorden Field.

"We played the way we
can," said UMass coach
Dick Bergquist. "We have

the ability and I think we
showed that today."
One of the major bright

spots for the Minutemen
was the performance of co-

captain and starting pit-

cher, Bob Kostro. The senior
righthander, now 1-2, threw
eight complete innings, giv-

ing up two runs on six hits.

He struck out three and
walked none before being
relieved in the ninth by Jeff

Richardson.

"I'm pretty psyched,"
Kostro said. "We're finally

playing well. A lot of our
problems lately have been
mental ones like errors

continued on page 19

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:
Today:

Baseball: Hartford (2), Lorden Field, 1pm
Softball: Hartford (2), NOPE Field, 2 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse: at Harvard, 3 p.m.
Men's Tennis: at MIT, 3 p.m.

UMass Softball is pitcher-perfect, twice
Stockley, Rever beat Hawks
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The statistics tell it all. 42 batters. 42 outs. No hits,

no runs, and no errors. Period.

Senior lefthander Lynn Stockley and sophomore

righthander Lisa Rever combined to throw an unheard

of back to-back perfect games yesterday, as the 20th-

ranked University of Massachusetts softball team swept

a doubleheader from the University of Hartford, 4-0 in

the first game, and 5-0 in the nightcap.

The wins were the eighth-straight shutout victories for

a pitching staff that continues to prove they are not from

this planet. The Minutewomen improved their record to

19-3 on the season. .

"I've had pitchers throw no-hitters before, but I've

never had pitchers throwing back-to-back perfect

games," said a pleased UM head coach Elaine Sortino.

"I had two pitchers (Stockley and senior Cathy Reed)

throw consecutive no-hitters, but I've never seen

anything like this."

Neither have the Lady Hawks. Stockley, 9-1 on the

season, with a 0.23 earned run average, tossed her sixth

shutout and seventh complete game of the year as she

constantly baffled Hartford batters from start to finish.

Stockley struck out 10 Hawks with the deadly com-
bination of off-speed pitches and her blazing fastball. She
didn't allow a single ball to leave the infield.

UMass supplied Stockley with all the runs she would
need in the second inning, thanks to an RBI double by

senior co-captain Sally Maher. Sophomore shortstop

Paige Kopcza, who singled before Mahar, scored on the

play.

UMass scored another run in the fourth inning, and
two more in the fifth to close out the scoring. The
Minutewomen pounded out seven hits in the game.

In the nightcap, Rever provided a little high heat for

her eighth victory of the season. The Union, New Jersey,

native struck out four batters in her perfect game per-

formance and continually kept Hartford, 4-9, off balance

with a supreme pitch selection.

Rever did need a little assistance, however, as the

Minutewoman defense pulled off two spectacular plays

to preserve her perfect game bid.

In Hartford's half of the third inning. Lady Hawk
continued on page 15
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DEDICATED FANS-Denise Houle, left, and Kari Kastango, a freshman engineering ma-

jor, bundle up while watching the UMass softball team sweep a doubleheader from Hart-

ford yesterday at NOPE Field. See story above.

Professor^s dismissal attacked
Decision based on delay

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

A petition protesting the dismissal of a political science

professor has garnered more than 300 signatures in two

days, but the chairman of the department yesterday said

the decision not to renew the instructor's contract is final.

According to Tim Kress, a sponsor of the petition drive,

Debra Gross, the political science professor, did not have

her contract renewed because she failed to complete her

doctoral thesis.

Gross said she has finished the dissertation but must

revise two chapters.

"The department won't give her the time to revise,"

Kress said. "Part of the reason she didn't finish is her in-

credible workload. The number of students she's worked

with is staggering."

The petition asks that the decision be reviewed by the

department and the chancellor's office.

"If there was a legitimate basis for letting her go, then

there shouldn't be a problem with a review," said Karen-

Karina Gray, also a sponsor of the petition. "It shouldn't

be a threat to anyone."

Lewis Mainzer, department chairman, said, "We have

acted, so I cant think of any affect it (the petition] will

have."He would not comment further except to say, "We

do not discuss personnel situations."

Gross said she made some "miscalculations" about com-

pleting the work. "I got involved in a lot of other things

and I guess I miscalculated ... I guess I expected people

to be more willing to see the efforts I made," she said.

Kress said Gross was "a victim of dirty politics being

played in the department. The fact that she's one of two

women in an all-male department makes it questionable."

But Gross said there was "no malice, no conspiracy" in

the decision.

"I don't agree with the decision," she said, "but people

did what they had to. I don't feel like I was given a raw
deal."

A rally and sit-in protesting the decision are being
planned, according to Howie Breslau, a senior political

science major.

"Losing her [Gross] will be a big blow to the depart-

ment," he said. "She's a very effective, well-liked pro-

fessor."

"At times it's very frustrating when you can't find so-

meone you can talk to,".Gray said, "she always has her

door open."

The petition states tha. Gross has "consistently been
nominated for the Distinguished Teacher Award and has

been the faculty sponsor for numerous student intern-

ships."

Mainzer said Gross "is a fine teacher in every way. The
bottom line is the dissertation was not completed."

Several hundred parents of undergraduates who

were named to the Dean's List in 1985 are expected

to celebrate Parents Weekend tomorrow.

inParents will spend the day participating

workshops, tours and lectures to see what Univer-

sity life is all about. Most of the workshops involve

"hands-on" activity including newspaper produc-

tion and pottery, producing a television show and

preparing a gourmet, international meal.

Parents will taken on tours of the campus
(weather permitting). The weekend includes a

series of social events and performances beginn-

ing today and ending Sunday.

MassPIRG
fee vote set
for Monday
Other student fees addressed
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of Massachusetts will decide

Monday and Tuesday in a referendum election whether

they support the Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group on campus, and whether they agree with the

group's funding methods.

Two of the six questions on the ballot deal with the

Massachusetts Public Interest and Research Group. The
others ask students' views on fee increases for athletics

and the Fine Arts Center and whether to raise fees for

the Union Program Council and the Distinguished

Visitors Program by $3 and $1.50 respectively.

The first MassPIRG question, proposed by the group as

part of its biennial reaffirmation drive, asks. "Do you sup-

port a chapter of MassPIRG at UMass-Amherst to be fund-

ed by a waivable fee of $3 per student per semester, as

of the fall of 1986?" It also notes that students who do

not want to pay the fee may waive it.

The MassPIRG fee is currently $2; group members de-

fend the request for a 50 percent increase by noting the

fee has been $2 since MassPIRG started in 1970.

The second question, proposed by Student Government

Association campus president Bill Bennett and the

presidents of the five area governments, seeks to change

MassPIRG's funding method from a "negative checkoff,"

or optional fee, to a positive checkoff, or donation system.

Under the current negative checkoff, the MassPIRG fee

is automatically levied on all students who do not fill out

a waiver on the back of their tuition bill. The second ques-

tion seeks to reverse the procedure so that supporters of

MassPIRG add the amount to their tuition.

If approved, the second referendum would also apply to

the State Student Association of Massachusetts, which

receives funds from a $1 waivable fee.

Rayna Sargent of MassPIRG said she opposes a positive

checkoff because if it passes, "We can lose the entire

chapter on the UMass campus."

A positive checkoff would cause a significant loss of

revenue to MassPIRG, and would result in "UMass pim-

ping off the 25 other colleges [with MassPIRG chapters],"

Sargent said.

Diedre Cummings of MassPIRG added, "We've talked

to 3,000 students about this. I don't see them [positive

checkoff supporters] making a lot of effort to talk to the

campus to avoid the confusion."

Greg Rothman, a student senator from Baker House and

member of a group calling itself "Students for a Positive

Checkoff," said he supports what MassPIRG stands for

but opposes the MassPIRG reaffirmation question because

"It doesn't say anything about the fee increase" to $3.

"MassPIRG should cooperate with the SGA because we
represent the students. They do not associate with the

SGA. They've put themselves on a pedestal," Rothman
said.

Bennett, who proposed the positive checkoff ques-

tion.said. "The students will decide if they don't want a

positive checkoff. I'll stand by whatever they decide.

"Seventy five percent of the students pay [the MassPIRG

feel but most don't know what it is ... MassPIRG shouldn't

be supported out of ignorance," Bennett said.

Sargent said, "Voting on the same issue twice is redun-

dant. Why two questions on the same issue?"
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2nd carrier positioned close to Libya
WASHINGTON (AP)- The Navy dispatched a second air

craft carrier to sea in the Mediterranean yesterday, but

sources said the Pentagon had yet to order a military

strike against Libya in retahation for recent terrorist

attacks.

Should such orders be issued, however, the Navy is in

position to form a two-carrier battle group that would in

elude 16 combat ships and more than 160 airplanes, the

sources said. It would take about two days to move such

a battle group to the Libyan coast, said the sources who

discussed the situation only on the basis that they not be

identified publicly.

AP photo

May Elias Mansur leaves police head-

quarters in Tripoli, Lebanon Thursday after

being questioned by officials. Greek police

have called the Lebanese woman a prime i

suspect in the bombing of a TWA jetliner.
|
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The Pentagon officially declined comment on the posi-

tion of the Navy ships. But officials who requested

anonymity said the carrier Coral Sea - its orders to return

to return home canceled - had departed port in Malaga,

Spain, early in the day Thursday.

The Coral Sea is steaming eastward toward the central

Mediterranean, but is still far to the west of Libya, the

sources said.

The Coral Sea had been scheduled to depart Malaga for

the Atlantic Ocean and home, having completed a stan-

dard six-month deployment that began Oct. 2. But the

Pentagon confirmed Wednesday night that those orders

had been scuttled for "an indefinite period."

Military commanders say they must have at least two

carriers in the Mediterranean to support any military

operation against Libya, the sources said.

By getting under way, the Coral Sea joined the carrier

America in operating within the Mediterranean. The
America ended a liberty call at Livorno, Italy, on
Wednesday.
The America had been scheduled to make another port

call at Cannes, France, but those orders were also cancel-

ed. The vessel is currently in the Tyrrhenian Sea, to the

north of the island of Sicily, sources said.

Studds proposes war to bring decision
WASHINGTON (AP)-

Rep. Gerry E. Studds, D-

Mass., introduced a resolu-

tion Thursday to declare

war on Nicaragua, saying

while he opposed the step it

was time for Congress to

make a firm decision on

U.S. policy in Central

America.

"I do not believe the

United States should

declare war against that

country. But. if we are to

debate the president's plan

to train and arm the

Nicaraguan rebels, we must

logically debate, as well, the

question of war," said

Studds, a member of the

House Foreign Affairs

Committee.

"For this reason," he said,

*i am today introducing a

joint resolution that would,

if enacted, declare a state of

war between the United

States of America and
Nicaragua."

Studds, an opponent ot

Reagan's plan to provide

military aid to Contra

rebels seeking to overthrow

Nicaragua's Marxist San-

danista government, said he

make the proposal because

Reagan "has asked Con-

gress and the American peo-

ple to support the commis-

sion of acts of war against

that country
"

"I believe that before we
commit acts of war. we have

an obligation to delcare war,

for if we are unwilling to

declare war, we should be

seeking our objective

through other means," he
said.

Studds said the questions

raised by a potential

declaration of war should be

answered before the United

States provides further aid

to rebels.

The central question, he

said, is whether violence in

Central America will in the

long run help the people of

Nicaragua.

Anti-gay activist at Student Union today
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

A nationally known anti-gay activist and psychologist

said last night all people should be tested for AIDS and
those who test positive should be quarantined to prevent

the spreading of disease.

"I'm philosophically opposed to the death penalty, that's

why I am suggesting this (quarantine) so this horrible

solution (the death penalty) does not present itself as a

solution," said Paul Cameron, who is speaking today at

10 a.m. on the steps of the Student Union Building at the

University of Massachusetts.

Dan Perrin, a UMass student, is sponsoring the lecture.

"I had never heard him speak, but I have read some of

his literature," said Perrin who said he was contacted by

Cameron's assistants and was asked to sponser his speech.

A rally sponsored by the gay and lesbian community and
third world and progressive groups will he held at 12 p.m.,

directly after Cameron speaks.

The rally plans have not been finalized, but Heidi

Holland, an organizer of Gay and Lesbian Awamess Week
said members of the gay and lesbian community, facul-

ty, adminstration, members of the clergy and students will

be speaking.

"We will not allow somebody like Paul Cameron to

disrupt our movement," said Mark Clukey, an organizer

of the rally.

Cameron has been expelled by the American
Psychologist Association, and was censored by the

American Sociologists Association and the Nebraska
Psychological Association. He said he had been speaking

against gay rights in Nebraska and "they said you can't

be against gay rights and be a member of the APA so they

charged me with violating ethics."

"I would delight in having them (gays and lesbians)

debate and expose me, but they can't," said Cameron.
Cameron is a licensed psychologist in Lincoln, Nebraska.

He is the chairman of the Institute for the Scientific In-

vestigation of Sexuality Inc., which he began four years

ago.

AFL/CIO affUiate vies with MTA
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

The endorsement of an affiliate of the AFL/CIO as their

representative would give 850 University professionals

the broad-based collective bargaining jsower of one of the

largest unions in the country, the Massachusetts AFL/CIO
president said yesterday.

Arthur Osborn, whose organization encompasses more
than 400,000 AFL/CIO members statewide, told about 35

listeners in the Student Union Ballroom, "If you join the

AFL/CIO and you ha\ t a problem you'll have sheet-metal

workers, garment workers, electricians, longshoremen

and others supporting you."

In his speech, sponsored by Local 1863 of the Office and

Professional Employees International Union, Osborn

warned that state universities will be hit hardest by the

Gramm Rudman deficit reduction law. He said Univer-

sity professionals, like those in the physical plant, finan-

cial aid and admissions offices, nurses, child care workers

and others will fare much better if represented with the

political clout of the AFL/CIO.
OPEIU, part of the AFL/CIO, is vying with the

Massachusetts Teachers Association to represent about

1,200 professionals at the Amherst and Boston campuses

and seven other communities. On May 1, the employees

will vote on whether to join the MTA, OPEIU or no union

at all.

In 1982, campus professionals voted against unionizing,

leaving them the only non-union group on the Amherst
campus.
As AFL/CIO members, UMass professionals would have

a stronger bargaining position because "we have a group

of individuals who are more representative of the labor

force. Our negotiators come from all over the University

and we'll be able to win more economic benefits," said

Gerry Scoppettuolo, staff assistant at the Student Center

for Educational Re.search and Advocacy, who is campaign-

ing for OPEIU.
But Myra Hindus, MTA campaign organizer and

employee of the Everywoman's Center, disagreed, saying,

"The MTA represents 7,0(X) employees in higher educa-

tion in Massachusetts and [is] a very strong lobbying

presence on Beacon Hill."

MTA "already represents faculty and clerical/technical

employees equaling over 2,000 on this campus," she said,

reached by telephone yesterday.

Lobbyist Martin Foley, a legislative and political direc-

tor for the AFL/CIO, spoke after Osborn.

"The advantage as a teacher of being a member of the

AFL/CIO is we're a broad-based coalition to aid you in

your issues," Folev said. He cited some teachers who were

AFL/CIO members having problems negotiating their con-

tracts; several construction workers called the governor's

office on their behalf.

Osborn was elected president of the state AFL/CIO in

m\
1 1^

Campus Center

Collegian photo by Nirk SokolofT

Arthur Osborn, an affiliate of the AFL/CIO,
wooed UMass professionals yesterday.

1979. He is also president of the New England Council,

which represents unions in nine states.

Amherst celebrating co-education r

By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Correspondent
Amherst College students and alumni

are celebrating the college's 10th anniver-

sary of co-education with "Woman's
Weekend" this weekend.
Members of the Amherst College ad-

ministration and a student committee have

worked together to host a weekend of

events that commemorate the 1976 deci-

sion to change from an all-male campus to

one of co-education.

The committee, informally called

"Woman Speak," solicited funds from the

College's President's Office in order to send

invitations and questionnaires to 1,000

women alumnae for the coming weekend.

The weekend calendar opens today at

noon with registration for the returning

alumnae. Although only a 10 percent

return is expected. Dean Karen Thilbor ex

plained, "We're anticipating many recent

alumni to return without registering with

us. Most will have friends still attending

the college that will have rooms for them."

A large student turn-out is also expected,

and all who wish to attend are welcome,

she said.

An alumnae career panel will speak at

4 p.m. today, on "Amherst Yesterday and

My Career Today." The speakers include

alumnae from 1977 through 1985.

Tomorrow's agenda includes "Women at

Amherst Today," at 10 a.m. This features

a student-faculty panel discussion of

academic and extracurricular college life.

A buffet luncheon is scheduled for noon.

Events are scheduled throughout the

day, wrapping up at 5 p.m. tomorrow with

a multi-cultural reception.

A Woman's Talent Show will feature stu-

dent and alumnae talent at 9:30 p.m. The

weekend wraps up at noon Sunday in the

Woman's Center in Grosvenor House.

WSYL returns
The University of Massachusetts will

get one of its former radio stations back

this weekend as WSYL-FM 105.1, located

I in the Sylvan Residential Area, will

return after more than a four-month

absence.

The station has an alternative music

format which will start-up at about 9 p.m.

Sunday, said Kevin Taylor, a station disc-

jockey. WSYL was last on the air in late

November, but was taken off because "it

was getting close to finals and everything

was going wrong, especially with the

transmitter," Taylor said.

Physician with dyslexia

describes her experiences

I nllrfr'H" photo h> Paul Dpsmaraiii

ALL THE WORLD IS A STAGE-Kimberly Jackson, 11, of Amherst,

practices a dance routine on an outdoor stage at the Fort River

School yesterday. __^

By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

^

"Having a learning problem doesn't

mean you're retarded or stupid, it just

means you have a different view of life-a

different view of challenges," said a dyslex-

ic family physician yesterday afternoon at

the University of Massachusetts.

Dr. Mary Groda Lewis spoke to a crowd

of about 60 people in Memorial Hall about

her experiences in a lecture called "Dyslex-

ia: Challenges -Success" which was spon

sored by the Dyslexic Student

Organization.

Lewis is a family practice physician who
also has the learning di.sability dyslexia.

Sho said "bein): a physician is the

greatest privilege i ve ever had and the

greatest gift education has given me."

Her life story was portrayed last fall in

a CBS film titled "Love, Mary" starring

Kristy McNichol.

After developing a hatred for book work

at an early age, she was labeled a juvenile

delinquent for drinking, stealing and run-

ning away and found herself in a catholic

reformatory. For five years of her life she

said she was treated as an object—an

outcast—and was subject to various abuses,

including rape.

At 16 years old she was first exposed to

education on a college campus and par-

ticipated in an Outward Bound program,

which is also on the UMass campus, she

said. This was when she found out she had

dyslexia and that other people didn't see

what she saw.

Collegian photo by Nick Sokoloff

Dr. Mary Groda, a dyslexic physi-
cian, spoke at Memorial Hall
yesterday

She said she never saw her dyslexia as

a handicap, but as a challenge. At the age
of 26, she received her bachelors degree
from a community college with a 3.99 GPA.

"I couldn't believe that I had learned,"

she said. In 1980, she attended Albany
Medical School and is now a practicing

physician in Youngstown, Ohio.
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Anthony biographer talks of her dedication
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

The author of a new biography on 19th-century women's
rights advocate Susan B. Anthony spoke yesterday in

Memorial Hall of the tireless energy and dedication with
which Anthony worked for women, and the love and oc-

casional indignation she had for them.

Kathleen Barry, author of "Susan B. Anthony: Life and
Love of Woman" said that in six years of work on the

biography, Anthony "has become the closest person in my
life."

Barry said that while researching her book she was forc-

ed to ask: "How does this woman, from a rural background

and a pietisitic [pious] view of what it was to be a

woman—which in her upbringing she embraced with a

passion—become the leading figure in the struggle for

women's rights?"

Barry described Anthony, who died in 1906 at 86, as

"a woman who stood very erect and looked you straight

in the eye when she spoke to you ... her [young], angular

face with its ready-set jaw revealed a personal autonomy
that would not easily slip."

Anthony "fell into grief when two of her sisters an-

ticipated marriages that would threaten 'the woman's
world" in which she, her three sisters and mother lived,

according to Barry.

Barry highlighted Anthony's 1872 arrest for voting in

the presidential election. Anthony canvassed her district

to make it impossible to be tried by an unbiased jury.

When a judge moved her case to another district, Anthony

canvassed that district as well. Still the trial was held,

but the jury was not sent out for deliberation and instead,

the judge unilaterally found Anthony guilty.

Anthony called the judge's action a "high-handed viola-

tion of citizens' rights. Not one of these men was my peer.

Each and everyone was my political superior."

Barry said Anthony called the due process of law "one

designed by men, favoring men," and said "I ask not for

the leniencey ofyour courts, but the full rigor of the law."

Barry said she was also forced to ask, "Where does this

clear-sighted vision come from?" and added that Anthony
"knew what she was about and what her work was about,

and nothing got her off the track."

Anthony "did not find many victories falling in her

path," Barry said. "But she did begin to see signs of [her

concept of] the new true woman. And probably nothing

was more joyful at the time."
rollrjfian photo by Paul Fn<a

Author Kathleen Barry
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Multi-Entertainment Complex
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18-20 YEAR OLDS:
come and enjoy

live entertainment
and juice bar

BLUE DOGS
322 Russell St., Hadley

Proper Attire Required

Club Open 5 PM - 1 AM Daily

Bands Start at 9:00 PM
586-4463
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Material Aid Drive

and Rally
Needed supplies for the

University of El Salvador:

Bring school, building

and medical supplies.

Rally at 12 noon Today SU steps

Support the people of El Salvador

and all oppressed people.
Drive sponsored by CASA

Mortar Board
Mortar Board is a national honor society of college seniors.

The society recognizes the qualities of superior ability, outstan-

ding and continued leadership and dedicated service to the col-

lege , university or community.

Founded by The Ohio State University, Swathmore College,

The University of Michigan, and Cornell University in 1918, the

Mortar Board now has 183 active chapters across the country.

The Isogan Chapter of the Mortar Board was installed at the

University of Massachusetts in 1955. Those students who have

shown qualities of academic excellence, leadership, and ser-

vice are honored with membership. This year the selection

committee reviewed approximately 250 information sheets

from those students who merited eligibility.

The Mortar Board is pleased to announce the newly tapped

members for 1986 - 1987

Kathy Johnson

Brian Kettler

Steven Kohl

Caria Kszaszcz

Kelly Lynch

Sharon Marrero

Susan Phillips

Rebecca Bekampis

Paul Collins

John Crowley

Dina DiFlumeri

Kim Ethier

Andrea Griswold

Dana Grossblat

Celeste Rice

Janet Risman

Gwen Roos
Frederick Slavin

Kevin Sweeney
Michael Toria

Marissa Tortola

We thank alf who expressed interest in the Mortar Board

Honor Society. This year, a great number of qualified Juniors

made the competition most keen, and the decision quite dif-

ficult. To each applicant; you have every reason to be proud of

your accomplishments during your college career. Certainly

you are a credit to yourselfand to the University. We know you

will continue to strive for excellence. The Mortar Board ex-

tends its best wishes for a successful future.

Patricia Hunt

Selections Chairperson

Keith Sherman

President

Victoria Vought

Vice President

Mary Santry

Treasurer

Linda Graces

Secretary

i'j' ' >< HOT
ROAST BEEF
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1 1 2m - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

Please, you horrid

looking creature,
come down to J.B/s
for a Super One and
Mozzarella Sticks.

You'll feel like a new
being. I am called

"Vein-Head"!!

GET YOUR HANDS
ON SOME GOOD WORK

THIS SUMMER
Looking for a summer job? We have openings for about 300
college-age people in a variety of production jobs!

Start anywhere from May 22 to June 22 and work to the

end of August.

There are two shifts available. Earn $4.00-$10.00 per hour.

We'll be recruiting on campus at the following times and
places:

DATE: Friday April 25th
TIME: 9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

PLACE: Room 902 (Ninth Floor) Campus Center

xiord

Or contact the Plant Manager

OXFORD PICKLE CO., INC.

South Deerfield, Massachusetts 01373 (413) 665-701
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Rally for dignity
This week, continuing through Sunday, is Lesbian and

Gay Awareness Week at the University. Lesbian and Gay
Awareness Week has been happening for the past three

years. It's a time set aside for lesbians, gay men, and bisex-

uals to gather at events and celebrate our culture, our

history, and our lives. It's a week when out heterosexual

supporters come out to celebrate with us. It's also an op-

portunity for everyone to open their minds to the truths

about our community.

This year's celebration, it appears, has an additional

event, one that I assure you was not planned by the com-

mittee running Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week. It

seems that certain ignorant and homophobic individuals

are attempting to detract from the education and celebra-

tion that has been happening this week.

Dan Perrin, an undergraduate at UMass, has helped to

bring Paul Cameron, one of the most homophobic men in

this country, to speak here. According to Dan, "it's only

coincidental with the week," that Cameron will be speak-

ing at UMass today.

Cameron, in case you didn't know, has been expelled

by the American Psychological Association, and censored

by the Nebraska Psychological Association, the American

Sociological Association and by a federal court judge in

Texas.

Paul Cameron has advocated that all people in high risk

groups for AIDS be quarantined. How he would go about

accomplishing this ludicrous task I'm not sure. I do know
that his gay hatin?. his ATD.S naranoia. and the inaccurate

information he espouses is dangerous.

It was less than 50 years ago that gay people were forc-

ed to wear pink triangles as they were led into concen-

tration camps. Is that what Cameron wants to happen
again? By the way he whips up AIDS hysteria, and hatred

for gays, one mu.st think he does.

Cameron and his insidious ideals can be stopped. Once
again, the University lesbian and gay community has

mobilized, in short time, to let people know that we will

not sit in silence when we are being attacked. Once again,

as we were a year and a half ago, we'll be out in numbers
to refute the lies.

Please join us today at noon on the Student Union steps

to rally with our strength, our dignity and our self love.

With these, and your presence, we can send a strong

message to the Camerons of the world; and at the same
time continue celebrating our week.

Mark Clukey
Orchard Hill
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Christian

I
Science

I Heals

A 60's Donee

Saturday April 12, 9pm-lam
Campus Center Room 1 009

Admlssion:S2.00

bpon»oi»dby

Music by DJ. Jim McDee from WMUA
No one under 21 odmlrted. everyone over 21 welcome

ft Subject

Lecturer

rime

Place

HOW THH SPIRITUAL.
MKANINGOKTHH
bible: HHALS-

CHARLES W.FERRIS
of Minni-jp<ilis. Minnesota

Member o( the Board ot LeciufSihip of
The Mother C'lufC^, The First Church
of Christ Scientistm Boston.
Massachusetts

Iucsd,i\ April l> l9M(>al8:00p.m

First Church of Chnst Scientist

t orniT of Center Ai Masonic Streets
Northampton. Massachusetts

VOL' ARF CORDIALLY INVITFD
TO AT THNU I HIS KRKb LtCTURF.

Child Care Will Be Provided

Summer Fall Spring

WASHINGTC.N OR

LONDON INTERNSHIPS
SUMMER

1986OXFORD
Full Academic Years In

• Oxford University
• L.S.E.
• St. Andrews, Scotland
U.S. credits will be transferrecj

through Hampden-Sydney
College, founded in Virginia by

James Madison in 1776.

Graduate work is an option.

The Director of Studies for the

Center for Quality Education
Abroad (in Britain) is the Rt.

Hon. The Lord Beloff, D.Litt.

(Oxon.), Fellow of the British

Academy, Professor Emeritus

of Government and Fellow of

All Souls, Oxford.

INQUIRIES 10:
JANET KOLLEK.J.D.,

Admissions D irector CQEA/
Wise. Rm 53, 158 W. 81 St..

NY.NY. 10024
{212-724-08O4/724 0136). (EO/AA)
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TOC
JuniorsirSeniors& Gr«£ds...

GIVEYOURSELF
SOME CREDIT!

i

LIVE MUSIC OTBANCO
s^a**

c %nrv

FRIDAY

& PAUL mN^GMmi

SATURDAY ^'I2'e>6.

9:00 P.M.- CLOSE

• Just bring a copy of

your school LD«
• No cosigner required

I

ilPPlYNOWON CAMPUS!

I
Date: Friday, April 11

i Time: 9.00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

f Place:C C Concourse
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Money for something...
Monday and Tuesday students will answer six referendum

questions affecting campus life and our pocketbooks. Turnout
in such votes at UMass is usually much lower than the number
of people who later gripe if the results don't appeal to them.

We urge that everyone vote, and we endorse the following

positions:

•Students should vote "yes" on whether to contribute $3 and
$1.50 more respectively to the Union Program Council and the

Distinguished Visitors Program. Costs have risen substantially

for both groups. UPC is responsible for bringing performers

such as Carlos Santana, Stevie Ray Vaughan and UB40 to

UMass, as well as for the massive spring concert that has

become a hallmark of the campus. DVP enriches intellectual

life at the University by sponsoring such speakers as Dith

Pran, Richard Leakey and Berke Breathed.

•More important, students should vote "yes" to grant the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research Group a $3 waivable

fee. MassPIRG lobbies on behalf of students and consumers

in numerous areas, including the environment, voter registra-

tion, protection against high utility rates, and hunger relief

MassPIRG has repeatedly been supported overwhelmingly

at UMass in referenda, despite constant efforts by right-wing

groups to abolish it here. The campus chapter's request that

the optional fee supporting it be raised by $1 is reasonable,

since the fee has been $2 since it began in 1970.

•A twist in the reactionary attack on MassPIRG and the

State Student Association of Massachusetts - which is also

funded by a "negative checkoff' on students' tuition bills -

is the question which seeks to replace the optional fee with

a positive checkoff, or donation, system.

"Students for Participatory Democracy," or whatever the

Minuteman coalition is calling itself this time around, claims

it is fighting a deceptive fee. But the vast majority of Umass
students understand that SSAM and MassPIRG work in their

interest. Only a few fringe-dwellers have consistently ques-

tioned this. Vote "no" on the checkoff question.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Fine art of observation
It's springtime once again, and two very

important groups are making their way
back to campus. The first is the birds that

had flown south for the winter. Soon, we'll

be serenaded by their beautiful music at

6 a.m. every morning. The only exception

to this rule will be Saturdays when they

will begin at 5:30.

The second group returning to UMass is

the beautiful people, who seem to fly south

every winter also. Already they are lying

outside, working on those all important

tans.

Two very important skills are required

by the rest of us during this time of year.

First there is the skill of watching these

beautiful people, and the second is learn-

ing to identify them. Some may feel that

staring at people is beneath them, but I

know that no matter how cynical or sar-

castic I become I will always appreciate

beauty. Whether this beauty is a painting,

a sunset, or a human body makes little

difTerence.

As I have already mentioned, the first

skill to acquire is that of watching. You

may be saying, "I've been able to see my
entire life, what are you talking about?"

What most people don't realize is that see-

ing and watching are two entirely different

things. Seeing is what we do every day

when driving or reading a blackboard.

Would you look at a blackboard in the same

manner that you look at a beautiful per-

son? I should hope not, watching requires

a great deal of style and finesse. One must

be able to watch without the watched per-

son knowing.
Unfortunately, a byproduct of watching

Herb Ramy

for the novice is oftentimes staring. This

is where a watcher's most indispensable

tool comes into play, a pair of sunglasses.

Sunglasses will help hide those embarass-

ing moments when you've stared at a par-

ticular part of the anatomy for too long a

period of time.

Now that you're ready to start watching,

one must know who to watch. Sometimes

identifying an objective is the most difficult

part of your job. If you just keep these few

simple facts in mind though, you should be

OK.

Male beautiful people are the ones who
insist on playing on the skins team in a

basketball game. This is done because tan-

ning is still the number one priority of all

beautiful people. You will be able to

recognize them quickly if you look for the

little alligators on their shorts, and the lit-

tle British flag on their sneakers.

Female beautiful people are the ones who
insist on walking around in shorts and a

tank top from the first day of spring on.

Sadly, there is a high mortality rate due

to late season snow storms and frostbite.

Personally, my favorite place to watch is

on the balconies of Orchard Hill. It's amaz
ing what you can see with a good pair of

binoculars. Now if you'll excuse me, I have

to job. Watching's hard work.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.
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Faulty frame of reference
"In Germany, they first came for the Com-

munists, and I didn't speak up because I

wasn't a Communist. Then they came for

the Jews, and I didn 't speak up because I

wasn 't a Jew. Then they came for the trade

unionists, and I didn't speak up because I

wasn 't a trade unionist. Then they came for

the Catholics, and I didn 't speak up because

I was Protestant. Then they came for me -

and by that time no one was left to speak

up."

—Pastor Martin Niemoller

Today, at the University of

Massachusetts, Paul Cameron is coming
for the lesbians and gay men. But make no
mistake. He is also coming for the people

of color, for the feminists, for all those who
do not fit into his unfortunate vision of

America. Those folks are just a little far-

ther down on his list than the lesbians and
gays. Just what is his agenda for the gay
community? In his own words, "Gays are

worse than murderers, and we should ex-

ecute murderers."

In the middle of the University's Les-

bian/Gay Awareness Week, our communi-
ty is brought face to face with one of its

most vocal oppressors.

By the standards of most, Cameron
should be a man without honor in his own
country. Stripped of his University of

Nebraska teaching position in 1981, expell-

ed from the American Psychological

Association in 1983, censured by the

Nebraska Psychological Association in

1984, and censvu-ed by a Texas federal

judge in 1984, Cameron nevertheless

manages to find audiences for his amalgam
of distortion, innuendo, falsehoods, and
hate. That he and the people who brought

him here should feel such an audience ex-

ists in an academic setting such as ours is

an insult to the University community. A
university must always be committed to

the free exchange of ideas, but that ex-

change must always be based on a standard

of intellectual integrity which is completely

absent from Cameron's frame ofreference.

Reed Ide

Far more important than Cameron's visit

and "rally" is our response to the fact of

his visit and the larger issue it

represents—namely the oppression of all

jnmority people.

Today at noon, following Cameron's ap
pearance, a rally has been scheduled in

support of lesbians and gays, and in

recognition of the fact that an attack on one

oppressed group is an attack on all. The
Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance, the

Lesbian Union, and the Lesbian, Bisexual

and Gay Counselling Collective will be

joined by WHEEL, a multi-racial coalition

of progressive campus organizations.

The FVogram for Gay, Lesbian, and
Bisexual Concerns has worked during the

past year to bring to the University com-

munity a better understanding of lesbians,

gays, and bisexuals. Programs serving peo-

ple of color, women, people with

disabilities, Jewish people, and older peo-

ple, have also sought to increase campus-

wide awau-eness around these people and
issues. We have set our own agendas, and
will continue to carry them out. Cameron
and others like him strive to steal the agen-

da and disrupt the progress we have all

made. They cannot and will not succeed.

United, we will not let them.

It is important that all concerned people

at this University make every effort to at-

tend this important rally in support of the

lesbian and gay community, to

demonstrate that we, as i>eople of cons-

cience, stand together in our affirmation of

the principles ofjustice and equality for all

people.

In America, when they came for one, we
knew that they had come for us all, and we
all spoke up.

Reed Ide is the codirector ofthe Program

for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns.

Letters

If the allegations were true...

Wednesday night, the Collegian held its

front page story until 9:30 p.m. when they

heard from me about the final decision on

the Cameron speech. As I explained to the

Collegian reporter, after meeting with

representatives from the gay community,
I told them if Cameron did support the ex-

ecution or killing of gays, or an outright

quarantine of gays, I would be the first to

denounce him, and certainly would not

bring him to speak. Cameron personally

assured me he has never, nor does he now
support any of those positions. Another

thing I made clear to the representatives

and the Collegian was 1 did not support the

removal of constitutional rights for gays

and lesbians.

However, I wonder who is taking the

most humane and responsible position to

the gay community and society at large, if

not only individuals with the AIDS virus,

but those with outright symptoms, con-

tinue to be allowed to be sexually active.

The New York Times on Sunday said one

million Americans have the virus. Accor-

ding to some reports, one-quarter of these

people will get the symptoms and die. If

AIDS continues to spread at its current

rate, and there is no reason to assume it

won't, and when these 250,000 people

begin to die, (that's not including those who
will contract the disease) most will wonder
what the hysterical screaming was all

about.

Dan Perrin
Sylvan
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Chicago shares it's treasure

as Koko Taylor visits Noho
By WILLIAM SPAIN
Collegian Staff

Chicago is a very lucky town. Home to

the finest blues bars in the United States,

it offers a non-stop festival of top-name per-

formers. A lot of the talent, jealously guard-

ed, only breaks out on the road a few times

a year. Musicians like Son Seals, Sugar
Blue, and Luther "Guitar Jr." Johnson are

standard weekend fare in Southside night

clubs. We only get to see them once in a

while.

One of that city's finest exports, Koko
Taylor and the Blues Machine, rolled into

Northampton on Tuesday night to play a

pair of shows at the Iron Horse Coffee

House. Dubbed the "Queen of the Blues"

(although for us real fanatics, "High
Priestess" might be more appropriate), she

is one of the people who can really deliver

heart-wrenching songs of love, drinking

and being scarred by both of them.

Her voice should be listed in the dic-

tionary as one of the definitions of "throa-

ty." It should also be given the status of na-

tional treasure. She sings with so much
feeling that you can watch the tear ducts

give. But, as she tells of the pain and bad

times that generate the blues, she retains

a sense of humor about it all. The tune

"You Can Have My Husband But... Please

Don't Mess with my Man" is an excellent

example of this.

Probably the highlight of her brief per-

formance was her rendition of "I'd Rather

Go Blind." This song is one of the best blues

tunes I have heard anywhere and anjtime.

The band kept cutting back to let her carry

it and then breaking in with some awesome
guitar playing. Myko Robinson and Eddie

Kane provided further pyrotechnics toward
continued on page 9

r~GRAND"OPENInG^
The Southwest Area Government

presents

"The Southwest
Movie Series"

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

on the new SWAG Audio/Visual System

Free First-Run Movies and Film Classics

BEGINS TONIGHT AT 10 PM
This Friday and Every Friday Night

in the Hampden Southside Room

L.
FREE ADMISSIOIVI
Another Southwest Area Production
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The Campus Center - Student Union

BOARD OF GOVERNORS is looking for

students to fill the following Coordinator

positions for the 86/87 school year

Puhlic Relations • Finance • Building Operations •

Special Projects •Space/Kcon. Development • Key —

Functions • Governors Program Council • Display •

Vending • Asst. Office (Coordinator • Food Services
MiHHi HM« IB amtmmhb ani m^^m^ ^m ^m^§ aa

Work Study and Non Work Study

Appli(ati(»ns and More Information are

available in the BOG Office - 817 CC
\pplication Deadline - Monday, April 14, 12 Noon

The M()(i JK an Affirmative Action/Kqual Oppo-' nity Kmplnyer

ARTS

Los Lobos will make a special one-show appeareance at Pearl

Street on April 18th, at 8 p.m. sharp. This show will be one out of

only three isolated dates previewing the forthcoming album.

Art' you wondering what to pre-regiskr \or^

...Consider ihe \]mvers\iu Healih Services

Peer Education I^ogram

if Peer Health Promoters
^ Peer Sexuality Educators

• LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF
• TEACH YOUR PEERS
• GAIN CAREER EXPERIENCE

For more m\ormaUon aivul IJkv 3 tredii courses

svonsorcd I'M ih- U»i/ivrsi(u HctilOi Srrviccs.

,,,/; ihe Hc<j//(' y',ii>uiU(W Ofiur at S40-267) ext 181

BEER SPECIALS
Swinkles 6 pack $2.95

Eku 6 pack $3.70

Miller suitcase $11.99

Budweiser suitcase $11.99

Wine Coolers 2 liters

All Flavors $3.29

As usual, many other Beer, Wine,

and Liquor Specials in store

Kegs and Barrels also available

338 College Street

I
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FILM
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By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Lot's of new movies are

coming to the malls today.

Some ofthem are great and
some should probably be

boycotted.

First the good news, Sleep-

ing Beauty is back and bet-

ter than ever. This feature

length cartoon is a welcome
relief from the 2 hour toy

comercials that call

themselves entertainment

these days. The Disney
classic returns to the Hamp-
shire Mall.

If you wanted to create a

movie that is the negative

reciprocal of the sweet
"Sleeping Beauty" Disney

film you'd make 9 1/2 Weeks

.or "Lying Ugly" as I like to

call it. This piece of pseudo-

intellectual trash stars Kim
Basinger (Fool for Love and
others) as a nice young

woman who goes out and
finds her Prince Repulsive

(Mickey Rourke). What
follows from this auspicous

teaming is an abusive,

degrading relationship that

lasts, you guessed it, 9 1/2

weeks. Some people have
wanted to picket against

this movie because it is anti-

woman. I would suggest

boycotting it because it is

anti-entertainment,
anti-good.

Just Between Friends
stars Mary Tyler Moore and
Ted Danson (Cheers) as a

couple whose marriage is

broken up by the wife's best

friend (Christine Lahti).

This story of the eternal

triangle centers on how the

affair destroys the friend-

ship of the two women who
still want to be friends.

Off Beat stars Judge
Reinhold (Beverly Hilb Cop,

Stripes and others) as a

librarian who is forced to

pretend he is a police officer

in order to help out a friend.

This comedy takes that

premise and goes as far as

it can go with it. Meg Tilly

(Agnes of God) also stars.

According to another

movie this week anyone can

get into law enforcement,

even juvenile delinquents.

Band ofthe Hand marks the

feature film directoral debut

of Paul Michael Glaser
(Starsky of Starsky and
Hutch). The movie seems to

be a cross betwen the old

Lauren Holly, Leon Robinson, Daniele Guinn,

Michael Carmine, and John Cameron Mitchell

star in Band of the Hand

show The Mod Squad and
NBC's Miami Vice. The
story centers on five young
men who are judged as in-

corrigible and are sent into

the Florida Everglades
under the thumb of a tough

Vietnam vet. These five

guys who at first share on-

ly their mutual hatred,

must later depend and trust

each other to survive. After

their rigorous ordeal, the

guys decide to go back and

clean up their old

neighborhood by taking on

the big drug kings. I don't

know about this one.

Weekend Best Bets: If

none of the aforementioned

movies strike your fancy,

the Pleasant St. Theater has

two great movies this week.

The Trip to Bountiful stars

Geraldine Page as Carrie

Watts, an aging woman who
has just one wish, to return

to see her childhood home
before she dies. This is an

uplifting, touching and
often funny film. See it.

Huey Long is a documen-
tary about the popular yet

tyrannical Louisiana gover-

nor and senator who, had he

not been assasinated, could

have become America's first

dictator. This film is a por-

trait of one of the most

pivotal figures of our
century.

ifKoko I continued from page 8

the end of show with a little classic duell

ing. These two guys are definitely good

enough to stand on their own, but teamed

with Koko, Bince Chappelle on drums and

bass-player Jerry Murphy, you have a com-

bination that is hard to beat.

I must admit, however, to experiencing

some frustration during the evening. First,

the Iron Horse provides no room for danc-

ing and the music of Koko Taylor begs for

it. Second, the fact that thev press two

shows into one night can leave one wan-

ting. The show was not more than an hour

and a half long. In the Windy City, that is

barely time to get warmed up. It is perhaps

understandable in that, given her let-it-all

out style, her voice takes a considerable

pounding. After all, I certainly would not

want anything to break. That would

deprive ofme of the pleasure of seemg her

again - something I will go to great lengths

to do.

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

For an Old Fashioned

New England Breakfast
Sunday 10:00 to 1:00

Serving:

Eggs Benedict

Eggs Commodore
Eggs Picante

Pancakes
French Toast
Eggs cooked to order

Build your own Omelettes

(Make your meal complete with Our Famous Bloody Mar^

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

253-9239

256-1342
South Amherst

WHOLE WHEAT and REGULAR PIZZA Grinders & Salads

EL GRECO PIZZA

j I
expires 5/20/86

BUY ANY LARGE PIZZA
AND GET A

6 PACK OF COKE FOR

1 coupon per pizza

I expires 5/20/86

I BUY ANY SMALL PIZZA

jnc '^^^ GET
/U I 2 COKES FOR

I

70^

El Greco

I

I

I

I

I

I

expires 5/20/86

BUY ANY LARGE PIZZA
AND GET A

6 PACK OF COKE FOR

+ 1 coupon per pizza El Greco

1 coupon per pizza

j expires 5/20/86 i

I BUY ANY LARGE PIZZA
|

/U I
6 PACK OF COKE FOR /U |

IEl Greco 1 coupon per pizza El Greco

FAST FREE DELIVERY TO:
Amherst College, Hampshire College, Riverglade,

Southwood, Brittany Manor Apts.

Due to distance. El Greco cannot deliver to UMass

3isi9i3ia\enaiiiunBnfinaiBUBiau2nBn3u^^

j^ UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR
BLOCK GRANT PROPOSALS

iiMiniiiimniimnmiMimimmiiiiimfiiiiiiitmiimmiMiiiiii

Deadline for

proposals:

submission of block

FlU. APRIL 18

grant

AMP: PeadCoic ^c1 Submi^sicn c^
i'i'iant p^cpo6ai's p^ri ixnqi'e pic fee f

Qvcnti fiCi fV 19f,7 ;{und{nq Icaii'if

I{cl£C cveuU) ffU, APRIL '2^^

Grant guidelines available at the Arts Council,

12S Herter Hall, S4S-0202

^Si
CINEMA

Friday - Saturday
King of Hearts 7:00

Harold Er Maude 9:00

Sunday - Tuesday
Koyannisquatsi 7:30

Heart of Glass 9:00

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

THEATRES
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fl rnon .1 uomyr

TTTix i4 X 9 *1 961 7 15 9 46

Sat at 1 46 14 X 9 11 961 7 15 9 45

In Sun at 1 15 13 X 9 t' 961 5 46 R 15

I
voD.>n.vs SLEEPING

BEAUTY
< ai 15 00 9 »i 96i 'ai H Jii

I
Sat at 1 00 3 0015 00 9«l 961 '00 g 30
[Sun a' 1 OP 2 46 i 4 X 9«i 9^16 15 8 00

MARY TYlIr «*COKf

flUN »Ofl COVffl'

kPOUCC (KflDCWV 3

BfKK IN TWINING
^Ft, at 14 46 9 $1 9&> ' X 9X

'^Sat at 2 00 14 46 9 «1 961 7 X 9 X
{
PO Sun at 1 X 13 «6 9 *l 961 6 00 8 X

CRITTIbS r"«ii»..Oiiiiii»iiii

('i at 15 00 9
»i 95i 7X 10 15

Sal at 2 00 15 00 9
»1 961 7 X to 16
Sun at 1 X 13 46 9

• 1 951 6 00 8 X owu

CMW

;>j «i«oio«

' Sat at 2 15

Sun at 1 46

IMI ^mC I »TI ".MOKKS

lfRI«SATM12 IS SEATS S 3 SO
; MONrv PYTHON
I AND TMf MOIV

I

ROCKY HORROR jm GRAII

HtGHLANDCR

I
PINK FLOVO
IwAll
I*

THE DAWN
I OfAD
: a

or THE

^«= =*r

Going Formal?

TUXEDO
I RENTALS

13 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
256-0591

:Ms

Nomination Papers
now available for
Southwest Area

Government President,

Vice-President, and
Treasurer

in the SWAG Office

in Hampden.
Completed nominal'on paperc are due

Monday, April 10th at 5:00 p.n in the

SWAG Office. ^^___^
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Record
Review

By PETER WISSOKER and
LARRY BOUCHIE

SONGS FROM LIQUID DAYS (Colum-

bia) Philip Glass

iPhillip Glass gets some big help

^ THE FINE^TSjCENJER

TONIGHT!

MITCHELL/RUFF
DUO

Willie Ruff, horn and bass

Dwikc Mitchell, piano

k
Friday. April 11.8 pm
Bow'kcr Auditorium

Tickets Jl.< 11

Songs from Liquid Days is different than

any other Philip Glass album in terms of

the use of outside performers but in terms

of sound it is a direct link to the music

which he has written in the past few years,

particularly "Civil Wars."

Using lyrics by Paul Simon, Laurie

Anderson and David Byrne among others

Glass composed this song cycle to be sung

by Bernard Fowler, The Roches, Linda

Rondstat, Janice Pendarvis, and Douglas

Perry. But don't be confused, this is

definitely not a pop album. It relies on

Glass' swirling orchestral melodies, now

more orchestral than ever. "Songs from Li-

quid Days" marks the ever quickening

pace of Glass' march towards being a tradi-

tional composer. It now appears that

"Mishima" with its guitars was an excep-

tion rather than a change of direction.

The lyrics on the album are better than

expected. Paul Simon's "Changing Opi-

nion" centers around determining the

origin of a hum. It is a masterpiece

rendered beautifully by Bernard Fowler.

Also turning in a strong vocal performance

is, and I am the last person one would ex-

pect to say this, Linda Ronstadt.

In toto: "Songs from Liquid Days" is no

"Einstien on the Beach" but because the

score Glass wrote from "Civil Wars" is still

It is an experiment which works. (PW)

PRESSURE COOKER (Alligator)

Clarence Gatemouth Brown
There is more to the blues than ZZ Top

would let on to. Pressure Cooker, original-

ly released in France in 1973, reveals a

more jazzy side to the blues. Closer to the

John Mayall's blues-jazz fusion of the late

sixties and early seventies. Brown's guitar

playing mingles with the piano and organ

of American bluesicians in exile Jay

McShann and Milt Buckner respectively.

Gatemouth Brown's playing is nimble and

subtle, and with the exception of playing

a riff that sounds like a tisket, a tasket on

every song it is basically flawless. (PW)

DIFFERENT LIGHT (Columbia) The
Bangles

Ifyou can forget that this is an all woman
band and if you can ignore the single

"Manic Monday," then Bangles fans and

harmony lovers can take this album to

heart. Backed by punchy tunes similar to

their previous material, some vibrant

vocals, and an intense push from their

label, the Bangles are sucessfully using

this album to barnstorm the country.

As indicated, "Manic Monday" (written

by Prince) is the requisite "different" tune

on the album and it fails. A rambling la-

ment to disorder, "Manic Monday" falls

.;,.<

Philip Glass' new collaborative

album, Songs from Liquid Days.

flat with its inane lyrics, overproduced

vocals, and spacey background eflects.

Now for the good stuff. "Walking Down
Your Street," easily the best tune on the

album, brings to mind the last Bangles

single "Hero Takes A Fall." Here's a tune

where the harmony and clear vocals

dominate, the rhythm moves on effortless-

ly, and where the lyrics of passion are

uncluttered by wild fantasy.

Other standouts include the fashion ode

"Walk Like An Egyptian," "If She Knew
What She Wants," and an uplifting tune

of adoration "In A Different Light." Buy
the album if this intrigues you, and if

you're a Bangles fan, keep your eyes open

for their return.

: Application
;

Deadline

for Summer
and

Fall 1986

INTERNSHIPS
I

April 24th

Contact the

University

Internship

Program
16 Curry Hicks
545-0727

vot«d the twtl nvw r«st«uranl

In th« vallty

__ blA HOUSE
RESTAURANT
Exceptional food &
reasonable prices...

h.^i

BUFFET BRUNCH
on Sunday

$6.95 all you can eat

11:30 -3 PM

Gift Ccrtifiuics

45 State St. Northampton
dlnn«r-5 00-10 30 lunch- 11 30-3 00 tak*-out

' lorving t>«*r ft win*

.M. 586-6344

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES
d\ IK THE VALLEY'DYNAMITE

New Used Buy Sell ^584 1580

r
Maxell XLII90 2 OO case

TDK SA90 2 00 ea

We buy and sell
,

,v^

used L.P.'s and Tapes ^
1 IIORNI

Co

O
5

P
inos TVOrSSVTD 150 I4A1N ST V/NORTHAMPTOH

FOUR SEASONS
RT9HADLEY 584-8174

CASE SPECIALS

BUSCH $8.99

BUD & BUD LIGHT $10.99

LABATTS BEER or ALE $11.99

BECKS light or dark $14.99

UTICA CLUB long necks $6.99

SWINKLES $10.99

SIX-PACK SPECIALS
SAN MIGUEL DARK $3.99

BECKS light or dark $3.99

ST. PAULI GIRL light or dark $3.99

LABATTS beer or ale $3.50

MOOSEHEAD $3.50

SWINKLES $2.99'

We carry UMass' own Portland Lager

Famous from the Hills of Central

SUN COUNTRY WINE COOLERS
all flavors imaginable $3.99 2 liter bottle

Fine selection of California White Zinfandels,

great for Springtime enjoyment
Kegs? Wi got 'em lowest price in town

we deliver. Master Charge or Visa accepted for

deposit
Four Seasons is located on Rt 9 just past

Burger King

why clown-around with anyone else?

Emboridered

Hat

assorted colors

$7.95

Long Sleeve

Athletic

Weight
Jersey

$9.95

!/ er

mim

II

Property of"

Shorts

$7.95

v»<M4^.^^ ^^**-*'<^^

'

M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

?}1!MVERSITY
mSTORE^

BLACK ArPAIRS
UMass shows increase
in black enrollment
By TRACEY KEMBLE
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts at

Amherst has experienced an increase in

black student enrollment, while there has

been a decline at other colleges around the

nation.

Tim Rhinehart, director of

undergraduate admissions at UMass, said

there has been an increase over the past

five years. "There are not enough qualified

black students graduating from instate

high schools, therefore more than 15 per-

cent of the black students are from out of

state," he said.

According to Rick Townes, assistant

director of the Collegiate Committee for the

Education of Black and other Minority

Students, "the reason we can't get high-

caliber students from instate is because we
cannot compete with what the other schools

can offer."

Townes said universities such as Boston

University and Northeastern offer better

financial packages than UMass, which

gives fewer scholarships.

The quality of black students has increas-

ed over the years due to programs such as

the Challenge Program, designed and
headed by Assistant Director of Admissions

Rudolph Jones to identify gifted black

students at an early age. "The goal of

Challenge is to train high school students

during their sophomore year so they will

be able to pursue a post-secondary educa-

tion," Jones said.

"The Challenge program is not a

remedial program. Students have to be

recommended by their teachers or

counselors. Their transcripts get reviewed

and then a final decision is made on accep

tance," he said, adding that the program
helps students with their study skills,

analytical reasoning, time management,
and overcoming math phobia, Jones
continued.

The schools currently involved with the

Challenge program are Madison Park,

Jamaica Plain and Dorchester high schools

in Boston, Classical and Commerce in

Springfield and Holyoke High School.

Chelsea High School is expected to become
a part of the program in September.

Townes said statistics have revealed that

black students attending UMass do not

have a higher dropout rate than white
students.

J
oalingplaip

CAMPUS PLAZA
'Next to Supe'

Stop b Shop!

Rte 9 • Haflicv Amh*»rsi

256 fi889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

Bi2S2S2S2S2S2SZS2SZS?'

Eastern Biking Expeditions]
Specialists in self-contained

bicycling adventures. FRIENDLY
GROUPS of active people. Our 30 DAY TOURS
wind through some of the NORTHEAST'S most

^

scenic areas. Comfortable biking distancesc
combined with WHITEWATER kayaking or
canoeing instruction and superb Whitewater raft-

ing excitement' FREE BROCHURE'

P.O. Box 1, South Wales,

N.Y. 14139 (716) 652-7257

ELL'S
LIQUORS

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 263-5441

NARRAGANSETT 16 oz. cans $2.50 6 pk ^ dep.

new low price!! $9.80 case + dep.

Ballantine Beer $3.40 12/pk + dep.

Bud, Coors, Lite $11 .99 case + dep.

Heinekens, Amstel, Moosehead $3.99 6 pk + dep.

ALMADEN MT. WINES $3.99 1.5 Liter

CHAMPAGNES $2.99 and up 750 mL

Vodka or Gin 80° $8.99 1.75 liter

Ail your Popular Wine Coolers in

4-pks and 2 liters

^Sophi^fr^
'

. .
;

-

'J 9^JM
^ bookshcv^ [XjCii

^^^S^

I he Signurn Shaman" (^)llec

of WtMi.ibIc Symbols
/

103 r ?\*mmnt Str««t

A/, i»f«-5L!?3.5574

CYCLE GANG- Injured Philadelphia 76ers center Moses Malone,

sporting a new pair of goggles to cover his injured eye. Malone's eye

was injured in a recent NBA game against Milwaukee. - -

Afro-Am holding career day
The Afro-American studies department

will hold an alumni career day from 3 to

5 p.m. next Thursday. April 17. in the Col-

legiate Committee for the Education of

Black and other Minority Students library.

Graduates of the department will be on

hand to discuss and answer questions about

their careers and students" career

possibilities.

Participating Alumni include Imani

Kazana, executive director of Queens

Pregnancy Network in Queens, N.Y.; Gary

Lewis, academic counselor at CCEBMS;
and attorney Merrianne F. Thelwell of

Springfield.

According to professor Ernest Allen,

director of the event, "The mam reason for

this event is to let students know about the

department and the existence of the major,

and minor also, for students interested in

.^fro-American courses."

-C. RON ALLEN

We're Ready For Spring '86

Come See

J\

Z^
• ^=«i:

"V

..™>k,

Open Sundays

BY CUSTOM AUDIO
We are not too busy" to talk to you about a stereo you will live

with, on the average, for the next 9 years.

We are not "too busy" to let you listen to all different components

We are not "too busy" to carefully explain any or all aspects of

home music playback.

i opie shouldn't rush into purchasing a stereo system because n

salesperson is just "too busy" to spend enough time.

AT CUSTOM AUDIO, TIME IS ON YOUR SIDE.

L^ealei s of

Adcom, Ariston, Conrad-Johnson, Creek Audio Systems,
Denon, Pres Spenkers Stax. and more.

'^ •-,t«^'T-'~. for nil burlrjefn

Open 9 am ' !V1onrlny thru Saturday

' '183 MAIM-STREfcT, NOBTHAMRl ON S ti^' ii>;^ 'A
-jf^
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RBJT/\MRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2880 .

EUROPE »< CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rocttatdlar Plaza

New Yorti. N Y 10020

Phona (212) 581-3040

Mail mi* ad lor Special

Slud«fit/TMCh«r TariH.

' MENTAL Z LIASf " PUaCMASe

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

Beer of the Month

Molson $1.25

Drink of the Week

Pearl Harbor $1.25

Fleishman's and Ginger

$1.00 all the time

Proper I.I). Required

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002
vvwvvvvvvvvvvvvwvvVi^^vuvsAr^vvuv'«n/y%^;vv^vvvvuvvvvv^

l}v^yvK /tfu / .^.'Vf\t PK<i»f?vi^ ^ar^atO'M'S.

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

SPECIALS
Miller and

Rolling Rock bottles

1^,^ Anisette drinks

$.99

Come Down and Relax

Look for Friday's Smorgasboard

4:30 pm on

•gut '-

« ,

DOONESBURY THEFAR SIDE

GARR^' TRUDEAU BV GARY LARSON
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited b) Inide Michel JafTe

. ANDTHOStARB
DUK0sneALmaR-
VflCAWS. I HAP
THeMPOucHePOneR
HiOMFRANCe.

I

600P

JOANie

I

LET'S see HOia.
HISU/eJ6HJISI45..

irnVS ABOUTRi6HT.
BLOOP ppeeeuR5
IS2O0VBRSO.
600P,600P..

200VeR
30 IS

\

IT'S NORMAL FOR.

AzoMdie TueYFa
pneTTyMeLLOu/.
AHA! HISPemAL
X-RAii iUP. IT'S

PUKe, ALL R16HTI

HOUCAN
iOUTeU^

HIS AIOLAR^
THATSOLPMICRO-
FILM FROM HIS

5HJ66UNC>l^y5.

(^3'7^<i^ao.

"And here we are last summer off the coast
of ... Helen, is this Hawaii or Florida?"

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

ACROSS
1 Appointments
e. USN oMicer

10 Collage sut>|

14 Dianst Nin

15 Aclfess

Bancroft

1'3 Cavaiieria

Rusticana

nn«z/o

17 1948 Oscar-

winning actor

20 Novel ending

.?1 Surprised

eiclamations

22 Vigor

.73 Tenms term

24 Coupe or

natcfiback

25 Provided witrt

ernployeas

30 Cricket player

34 Tourist s slop

35 Dancer s step

36 MDs org

37 1966 Oscar
winning

actress

42 Barbara —
Geddes

43 Motorists org
44 Esteem
45 Allure

48 Wanderers
50 Request
51 Cleric s talk

AO&r

52 Joyful

55 Ervdmg wn^
manager or

resident

56 Suttieriand

song
60 1977 Oscar

winning actor

63 Skirt pan
64 Pete' arnj tne

Wolf soloist

65 Contest site

66 Sometfiing

untque

67 — Oreille Idaho

lake

68 Starting gates

DOWN
1 Barnum star

2 Art scfKX))

course Abbr

3 Pulled tight

4 Emerald Isle

5 Compass pt

6 Stored away
7 — of robins in

her hair

8 Spl in

Louisiana

9 Small-screen

program
10 Young eels

1

1

Coconut fiber

12 Designer

Cassini

1

3

Not or%e

18 Cyrano feature

19 — trie start

25 Arabian larxl of

ow
26 1921 Gais

worthy novel

27 Inclined upward
28 City in Morocco
29 Neightxy of Ga
30 Scrooge word
31 l^ew Wave film

dKector

32 Love, in Lyons

33 Nostrils

35 ScrKXX org

38 Set designer «

concern
39 Have supper
40 A Gardner
41 Edible tuber

46 TV newsman
Dan

47 On ttie briny

48 Brought up
49 Heraldic txxder

51 City near Tyre

52 Consequentty

53 ImporUni

person

54 B<g building lot

56 Mod hairdo

57 Laments
54 Aint s cousin

59 Namesakes of a

king of

Judah
61 Fonteyn s

rx)ry>ur Abtx
62 Shmi bark

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

PUP
E'SllO H a'r k

MALT imTl'k l'i I.

u N iMta r l r|BBI
G gVg uBm'u S L.I.M.S^

I N I CMO G E E,

L u L lmnois'eMf'd.r l\

LklA^PjMG.l-.A.S.sMT.R.E.SJ

AGOG

1 J 1 • 5

1
7 1 1

1
» n 11 1]

u tj It

IT

» »i

1
»

il^lHH n M ^^H
n n 27 n 7% - ji W u

M |H IS ! M

V y^^^M M 41

u J^M " u

n M 4' _" <f

M

1
SI

u S3 M >s SJ s« M

M • 1 u

a

1
H

1
M

M 17 M

GORDY BY GORDE

Friday: Variable cloudiness with a chance at

a shower or possible snow flurries, surfin'

weather it isn't. Friday night will see
temperatures dipping into the 30s. Saturday
will continue this trend, but Sunday should
see the clouds give way to sun and temps in

the high 50's.

ATCAST.'?' II /

1

FmMWOde wrTH fl PHmN

He/TTmn6, ,

en, Cfinm '^ / ahov. »w^

mAP mRP 37
lume wiLP, LOOP
pumroFci/STy
Mim^ co^mpi

emtf-
7m/0'6

BACKTO
NORMAL.^

S07V
SPBAK

Brought to you by
Night Editor Peter Abraham
Copy Editor Jim Patriquin

Photo Technician Nick SokolofT

Layout Technician Tom Middleton
Production Supervisor Norm Aichen
Production Staff..Laura Vogel, Michelle Eichelman,
Mug Posset, Adam Raff, Dave Boardman, Beatrix
Hoffman
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£°n.n.s
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

\

Evening security workers/ ushers wanted
\

for Bright Monnents Jazz Concerts on July

17, 24, 31 for approxinnately 5-6

hours/shift, (limited number of additional

hours available) UMass students returning

in Fall only. Work study preferred but not

required. Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO
employer. Description and application

available at 207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE

MAY 8.

Orthodox

Presanctified Liturgy

7:00 PM Friday, 11 April

Newman Center Chapel
Confessions: 6:30 pm

fSS^SBP!?!?!!?^^

LIQUORS

61 Main St., Amherst
Next to Town Hall

FOR FREE DELIVERY OF
»20 MINIMUM ORDER.
(OFF UMASS CAMPUS)

Dial
253-3091

— All Prices In Store Cash Only —
^p-

:-yA

Folonari
Bardolino, Soavc

Valpolicella

1 51

UWMUMMUIM

PRODIS
Asti Spumante

$025
750ml %J

San Miguel Lt.

$Q50
6 pk. 3 +dcp.

•«•««•••««««•«•«•

mmUS

MMMMtMM

Becks • Grolsch

Heineken • Amstel

$425
6pk, -dep.

Glenn Ellen

Proprieter*s Red

$g25
1.51

HuL;-;

Ballantine
Beer
6 packs

$025
-f dcp.

m.
^^ 1^^

Great

Mexican Food!

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON , AMHERST

,".-1 , *; 7 1

Bfing Your Omn
Bet' or Wint

4' BOLTW^iD WALK

Served

SPRINGFIELD
•4' SUMNER AVt

Bring You' 0»n
Bee' or Wine

poa xz

FIGARO'S
Hampshire Mall, Hadley

FAST & FREE DELIVERY

PIZZA

Our Pizzas are 20% Larger

Medium Mozzarella (14") $7.25

Giant Mozzarella (18") $8.25

Each Additional Ingredient $1 .00

Figaro's Special

Medium

Giant

$12.95
$13,95

Sicilian Pies

Mozzarella .

$10.50

Each Additional Topping $1 50

Special $17.95

Toppings
Sausage, Anchovies, Peppers,

Meatballs, Onions, Pepperoni,

Mushrooms or Extra Cheese

GRINDERS

Hot

Sausage Parmigiana $3.50

Meatball Parmigiana $3.50

Eggplant Parmigiana $3.50

Veal Cutlet Parmigiana $3.50

Cold Cuts

Combination $3.50

Salami & Cheese $3.50

Ham & Cheese $350

Tunafish $3.50

CALZONE
Special Pizza Crust Filled with

Pepperoni, Ground Beef, Italian

Sausage, Salami, Mozzarella

Cheese and Ham

$4.25

^A Collection of

Good Things
Comfortable Cotton

y]>^rn\ T-Shirts Shorts
^ 1^ Shirts

Drawstring Pants

eo to 50% off seic

Blouses Skirts Dresses
Chinese Shoes

adilercantile
„=^-'f„.\

Horthampton-IB Center St
Amherst-Carriage Shops /,

Delivery Starts:

6:00PM Th-Sun
Minimum Delivery $5.00

TEL 586-6877
numiii
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^softhalVs perfect
designated hitter Patti Mazzei

lined what looked to be base hit to center
field. But Maher had other ideas.

The senior centerfielder took the ball on
one hop, and promptly gunned Meizzei

down at first base, beating her by at least

one step. "That was an incredible play
made by Sally," Sortino said.

The Minutewomen came up with another
great defensive play in the fifth inning
when freshman right fielder Barbara
Meehan misjudged a line drive hit by Lady
Hawk pitcher Sheila Fagen. Meehan took

two steps in, realized her mistake, and then

made a leaping over-the-head catch to, once

again, deny Hartford of a base runner.

UMass scored all five runs in the second

inning, keyed by junior third baseman Deb-

bie Cole's two-run single to right. Meehan
walked and sophomore first baseman Mar-
tha Jamieson grounded out to third, before

sophomore catcher Ilene Freeman stroked

a two-run double to left, ending the scor-

ing. UMass banged out eight hits, in-

cluding two pinch-hit singles by freshman
pitcher Chris Wanner and freshman in-

fielder Allison Forman, to aid in Rever's

effort.

Pitching aside, Sortino was very pleased
with her teams overall performance,

especially on the defensive end.

"What I am really happy about is that

we had two errorless games before this

w^mima^^m^mm continued from page 1

weekend. That is really important," Sor-

tino said. "Defense is what we really need
to concentrate on going into this weekend's
games."
The Minutewomen pitching staff will

have to be sharp this weekend, as they
open their Atlantic 10 conference schedule

against an always-tough Rutgers Univer-

sity on Saturday and Temple University on
Sunday. Both games will be at home at Tot-

man Field.

"I hate to say it, but they (Stockley and
Rever) will have to be a touch sharper on
the weekend," Sortino said. "They pitch-

ed exceptionally well today, but the real

test on how good we actually are will be on
Saturday and Sunday.
Rutgers, a team that has always been in

the hunt for an A-10 title over the years,

is led by senior captain Marge Krah and
senior second baseman Sue Robson. The
Lady Knights will probably start freshman
pitcher Sabrina Moore and sophomore pit-

cher Kelly Gallagher.

Temple is another team that, like

Rutgers, is always in the race come play-

off time. The Lady Owls are paced by senior

co-captains Jackie Cipolloni and Donna
Marino and will go with freshman Patti

Walko and junior Marge Lavage as pro-

bable pitching starters. Freshman Sally

Bauman could also be tabbed for a start on
Sunday.

Sox down Tigers for 1st win
DETROIT (AP>-Double8 by Ed Romero
and Bill Buckner and Jim Rice's two-run

single keyed a four-run fourth inning

while Al Nipper checked Detroit on four

hits yesterday as the Boston Red Sox beat

the Tigers, 4-2 for the first first win of the

season.

Nipper struck out six and walked five

in eight and two-thirds innings. Joe Sam-
bito got the final out to secure his first

save in a Sox uniform.

In other baseball action, pinch-hitter

Dale Berra's bases-loaded suicide squeeze

bunt with one out in the 10th inning

scored Milc<» Paolfr ac fK«» Mpw York

Yankees rallied from an early five-run

deficit and defeated the Kansas City

Royals, 6-5 in Yankee Stadium.

In St. Louis, Ozzie Smith singled home
two runs to break a fourth-inning tie and
Rick Owenby earned his first msyor-

league win in almost three years, leading

the Cardinals to a 4-2 victory over the

Chicago Cubs.

Owenby struck out two and walked four

before leaving the game two batters into

the seventh inning. Todd Worrell saved

Owenby 's first victory in a St. Louis

uniform.

iK Gorillas at BC icontinued from page 16

season a distant memory.
"I can't just come out and

say we'll kill them," said

UMass coach Dick Garber.
"1 saw BC play St. John's
and they played well and
they only 1st to Harvard
(ranked 10th and tied for

first in New England), 8-5,

so you can't assume we'll

easily beat them."
The Gorillas head to the

artifical turf at BC with a

potent offense that sees scor-

ing come from all three star-

ting attckmen.
Junior Tom Carmean

leads the team with 19 goals
and nine assists for 28
points. Junior attackman
Greg Canella has nine goals

and 10 assists while senior

Greg Fisk has nine-seven
numbers from the midfield.

The surprise to opponents
has been the great play of
sophomore attackman
Kellev Carr.

Carr has scored 11 goals
and added four assists to the
UMass attack this season,

including nine goals in the
last two games.

Add the consistent play
(7.0 goals-per game, 720
save percentage) of
freshman goalie Sal
LoCascio and the
defensemen in front of him,
and UMass seem.s destined
for 5-1

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE;
Come to Collegian QHice CC 113 • 8 46 3 45 Mon Thurs. 8 45 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

rash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

NfWBian Stadenl Video prescnti
("hania,>i ^f Kire Friday 7 (Ni prr .Main

l^iunifc all arr invited ailmis.sicin is frv*-

' Excrrise ERthaaiaati!! Ot in 'happ for

sumemr at th* "Dance for H«'art" exer
ci«- marathon Sat Apnl 19th in Bnvd*n
Rm 237

Th« UMterfradaatc Journal will m««t
Tuesday. Apnl \h in Machmer E27t'. .loin

us'

Ratker be janl'"K* <'<>»«> tn the Sl'R Uv
day friim 3 .'iliO. and the I'Mas? <)uiarl>ni;

Club will tea<-h vou. free'

riaaaical Break featunni; hm.>'> ifuintet in

conjunction with art callerv ofiening,

Wheeler liallery I,"unit"' Apn! 17. .Vti ptti

We WUk Rabba A Happv Rirthday**'***
Delia Style

Thi.« Satiirda\ Nite
•"

Work Security. Hoapiulitr. Stagecrew
for the Eiuit Side Concert < ome to an in

formationai meeting on Apnl U. 17 and
21 at 7 PMCC

ACT NOW! DISKETTES!

Bulk 5-'/," DSIDD. *•) cent* each LoU« of

."id These are not 2nds Money back

(^aranlee No questions askeii. Call MEI.
1 Hf>0-H.34 .<47»<, ^y EST M F. 10-»i Sat

Offer expiry 5 1 5/8fi

AUDIO

Fiaher 80 w/rh receiver amplifier need
ca.sh' $]2h Hsk for Todd 2.56 a248

Sanyo AM/FM Caaaette car stereo. AMS
with pair of Pioneer tn-axial speakers,

Ifreat condition only $»<) 546-113(5

AUTO FOR SALE

H7< VW Bv« Ifreat Ixidy/inlerior. new ex-

hauafhrakes. runs irreat $2150 2.56-MM

T4 BMW 2«Ci2.~7ed" California ^car

Restored. 6,3.50 obo .5,'J8-4127 or ,53«-289fi

1983 Toyota Tercel four door halihback

automatic A.M'KM ca-ssette, g'xxi condi

lion, ;<7,000 mi. Asking $4000 call Sue or

Steve, eves 323 4855

77 VW Rabbit, brown, A/T runs well!

p-eat stereo $1300. ,584-8736 •

1972 VW Karmann Ghia good condition

many new [mrt.'i $2700 or BO call Bill

584 5173

1967 Volvo
2:J27 mpg,
.545 27.50 Renee

122 VGC beautiful classic

$1700 BO 367 2174 or

70 Cntlaas Conv. new top, duel exhaust,

shocks, sprinffs, radials all around, needs

timing chain & minor body work $.500

256 0072 eves '_

74 VW Superbeetle - good condition

semi-aut/)matic $8.50 546-81 15 / 546-8241

1978 BuTcirSkjfiarii Kx>d condition only

$W>0 what a bargain! Call Chris .546-7817

78 Plymoutii Horiton 4 spd reliable must
sell $650 or BO 665-8,335

1974 BMW 2002 brown very good condi

tion many new parts $3700 .5490112

253-9032

1975 Chevy Vepi GT run daily must sell

$3.50 or BO 549 7578

CAN YOU WRITE?

intereated in Journaliam? Its never to

late to start! Come down to the

Ma-ssachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England You can

write about Sfmrts, News, Editonal, Black

Affairs. Womens Issues, or (Jay or Les-

bian issues Whatever your interests,

write about it today in the Collegian. We
build careers.

CAPE COD

Seagull Beach Weat Yarmouth 2

bedr<K)ms 4 rooms sleeps 4 25.'< 7436

Organizing job/houie hunting trip to

Cai* Co.) N()W! KnsU .586-3100 x3729~
"CASH"

"-rin«' '•.^•h for vour basehajj card*

IMeaae'call Mike ,54t5 6105

DANCE WITH JERRY LEWIS!!

April 1201 and Tsth In tJiiTfage, Hear
McKle'-n I'ladz, Circle, and (rix-d S[ieed

Rhv iim & Blues. Se«- a video lig.M show

from Rack A Video. All this iilus T .*iirts,

foo<l. pri7.es and fun Fight Ml)A iid

night to noon in the (age! Ten doi.v

minimum snonsorship

< lariun .Mini ( haniiis A.M FM ( aan witf '•''i Kawasaki (iPi 750 re.1 K400 miles

ENTERTAINMENT auto rev and song M-anh Also Panaw.nr encejlenl condition $1700 2.5.r«<l32

zrr eq (2.5x2 tK««it I l«.th work fine 751 for -549-01 12

Tfce (heap Jock Kool party fnoni at a both Bob 6 7579 Yamaha Special 2 bought as K3 oversUK-k
rwonahle pnce ( all kevin at ,54h^^|

Bicycle Ro.. To^ape^ blue mint rund '^^^ "" •''" "'"^ »*''"'« T"" 532 4880

RACK-A-IMSC ENTERTAINMENT $80 call I'aul .'•>86-7nw< keep trying'

I'riifessional Disc Jockeys Light Shows, »._. • «...,.x_ i-i

—

r—, j

Ijirup Screen Video 24 hr m»ral<.r
*•""' *•*'"•• *30 style* for men A

,549^144
operator women call 6-

7

480 ONE MONTH RENT FREE
•••••••••*••••••>•••••••••>•••••••• Didn't get Robin Williama tieketaT If h,....—•• ^..i-^ . >. •, . i

—
••<*««. I ik. I-." y°" *«« ""^ «" «66-»«77 .,7 '

!.
*•"»«« lo .hare ,( Mnj.^m

spiea Like I a ' apt in house in Squire \ illage Fall
Fn. Apnl 11 :3r:zZ3:zzzrmr:nn:z::i^:^:^:^I^r semester only. Own hedniom, nonsmoker

.Marcus Hall 131 FOUND C«ll 6-6112 or 64115
(Eng Easti 131 ^zii^ri^zirzrrrzzz^rrrrzmz:

5, 7, 9. 1 1 at $2.00 Watch tmutd 3-29 at Brittany call and ogo«/iM*in
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• identify 256- 1231 rKKBVnAljB

EornBT vravirE ^'"'^ chain m the concourse of Amhersty NoaiMltiMi Papera now available for
'"^"» ' =»«<*»«-«'

yu^i,, i,,t,rar> .m Monday Apnl 7th level Southwest Area Covemmenl rresident.

Escort ServlceXv'aniMr8 p m 2 am call to identify and .laim Anna 6 6.364 Vice-Prwudent. and Trea,surer ,n the

Fv..rN.i..v, anywhere on campus flay it Found gold ID bracelet near Morrill. ZtJ"^' J^"". '" **"]l,^Vl m""'^^a'^,
^le, calf 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME Call Ken'It 665 3286 to claim rri^^^],^^^Mjo^

FREE $100! lliink positive! Vote yes to a positive
FOR RENT - check .iff

-; ——

—

^, . —- For Itmtt of kamat Mar UMaas or -rwi^u „^i,i.J
Want to live on N.J. shore this Amherst Center call Keith or Jim """" ?«»•"'»••

summerr? Cheap, 2 blocks from beach .S49-7367 Friendiv Stranger - Is there more! You
call Heather .546-1 106 or Mark .546 9261 — — have my attention Rob

Rent or sublet. Southwood, I bedroom. HELP WANTED
Stacey S,. Happy B-day' Uve Adam and

very cheap, room for 3 people. 2.56-(i679 „„..».^„. .r»»a
—

Ji- 5 ~ Knca
•

. A: "J:.' COUNSELORS - Pnvate co^ed camp in "^"^
_

Sunny, spacious apt in Rolling Green for fterkshires has openings for hea<i ami All HRTA mnjora buy your HRTA t shirts
summer sublet, four rms available al a.v«islant instructors in: Softball, basket in Flint ( offee Shop and wear them to the
$100, » [MISS fall option, call 2.56 68.(7 liall. lacrosse, tennis, archery, video/film convention Cornell will ^H wearing

2 bedrooms avIUabie in Rrvergladefo; making, photography, hon^back nding thein»'

summer with fall option 253-5140 a.ssisUnt. hiking/backpacking^ walerskr —
- #42". LAX

"

ing computers, waterfront (WSI), bunk
I KV. i7™irCvl« "'

Rustic House • just over Amherst line, "i counselors, and bunk unit hea<ls. (;<H«i ^ '^^JJllL:::
mile fnim bus 4 bedrooms, deck, huge salanes fnendiv atmosphere ('(mlact Mick (2109 J,Q.A,) - Hope vour exam
backyard, garage. Summer'fall option itr Paul Knmner -Camp .Schodack 54 went well, have a nice weekend (all you
2.56-0072 any-time Sheffield Road, Newtonville. MA 02160 s<».n for my nde in your 2H0z

Looking tOBubiet an apartment or room. (617) 964 191 2, days 9-6 HappV Birthday NaUlie, the tubs are
Fn>m middle of July to beginning of Sent. Bring vour brains and enthusiasm to. . waiting Love Pi"

I'referahlv close to campus Call .foe The SOC for lobs jobs jobs'" Eleven ,r -if-—r _ . «,... '-Zvi
'^nA-iA'f' . . J \ ,11 .1. uau- Dunkin I gave you A. W 1 you marry n-ie
.>46-4.(4<; motivated people are want<Hl for the 86 Hi

lVrma.smile
2 bedroom apTin houscoii Ma^ St7n^ fj-h™'! .vear appW nov ,n 817 Canipus =^

, . , „. . , .

Iv renovated. ( )n bus route. Oeat locati<m. < ^ler dea.lhne Monday Apnl 1 4 at high Ha. anyone seen Rav? aka Joe Student he

Available June 1st call 2.53-.5.375 """" '"'' ""*rd of (. 'vernors is an was la.st seen headed toward Hair bast if

^ ^—

^

AA EOE and are we prou^l of it! identified, he owes rent
Roomv I bedroom apt avail June 1 fall op- -

—

. . y. tt—j—. r

—

r-~i—i^"
*r ii~is 5— '^s.~~—s rT—

T

tion .in,! tennis laundry & storage Aug Jewish C ommunity of Amherst looking Tracy B-B. Bo.«ie Twin Powen. Activate

rent FRF F 665-84,59 for Sunday .School and Hebrew teachers to wish you a Happy 20th! Love, Dirth and
'_'- ' IJ^ for .SeiiteiTiber 1986. Also Music teacher f'encilhead

Room for rent summer sublet with fall op- needed Exiienence with children prefer f^^^^,T.i..;„-. g». Phiiii^^t F„, .ii
tion available May 31 $142 a month re<i ( :all 549-0223 for application

Congratulations Sue Phillips! For all

negotiable 1'/. miles from LMa.ss quaint VV'.... :
-V""'' a^cepUnces Morlar Hoard, tnp

house mature person preferred call liuthi .* ,1,00. • &^"*- '^^ ^^ ^"^ "^"^ *'"' '
'^'^'"'

,549-4914
•' •^ • College Pro Painters t f Siirnia Kappa

'

^
• wp hirt* PHrlv — '—'—~~ j—n

Large efficiency. Brand new Amherst • for g<«d summer painters $.5 7/hr ' •^"P'«*
-.r^* f/""'*

' '"'"'71
."i,^

^^
Center $.320 month 2.53-7867 .lulie • The Organizeii Students * sound fatniliar' If so you must be the one

fownehouse Apt. 2 bedrooms, lea»e -. «ir.'5A^i^
.* ^-^S^-S S P

starts May 1 , no waiting list! Call 549- 1 760 I>«»id Woodbury Hope you have a Happy

'ro^7uTrel "67r~8/31 2 bdrm apt Sund *•>• '""king for a fraternity, sorority, ^}^^f I l'>ve you. Tracy

$.340/neir call 665 4233 aft 5 or large student organization that would Adopted Daddy (DWt Happy Birthday we
1^ 5 '-

'
'-

like to make $20<K) + this spnng for one love you too your Kids
Do you want to take over our leaae? Two . week long on-campus marketing project -j--" s—j—ir"M ^ u , tv.„
bedroom apartment - Southwood Apts No sales involved. Group must be organir '*"""" *^?^°^ * ^""^

,'rT i'l
256-1663 ed and hard-working. Interested' To apply

"'*7,|;'''*!'"jwo^'"''X" ^at^ 1^^^^^^^

Two-bedrom Southwood apartment call .Sharon 1-800-592 2121 W^ have^forrlirdrt^s for^^u* Ple^' cSi
available June 1st with fall option $130 per Needed Immediatciv: good accurate ASAP
mo. heat included call 256-0044 typist. Must be availaole to lake minutes ii^-rr—fttt

—
r\-iy~rr7Tr~s^. ssj:—i~

Vi;.^!;^ !̂ house for summer sublet at Wednesday evening Senate Meetings. To the Delta-C hi Little Sisters - Thanks

tit^Joptlon c^"r665 4248 '^ "''^^ P^'"^ <^^ ^'<^ "^ 5-')341

.

again for all the help with the party!

———--——--—-—^ Debbie - A little romantic yet a little

2 bedroom apt in Northwood sumemr LOg.j. yj^M Hmmm PS. I don't have long toes
with fall option only 380 per month call ^ r;7-i TTii „, . „ _..
ine 665.7.508 vi i-;.-—TZX 2—iE—J—ST;

" Maureen, We love you!! Happy 21 st BirthJoe 665 7.508 Vicinity Amherst Wood. 3'/, year ^, ^pril & John PS. tlet it all down
BAtg minature collie male named F ra-ser last Saturday niirht'FOR SALE gepn shays and Wentworth call 253-2963 ^'i!^^^!!?!!! .

;

PenUx Spotmatic Camera 2 lenses j^t gold Belair watch on Fri 4/4Ttwn
fe!l'*'*fIounr until ifappy Hour' and *^ an

$65.00 2.56-8484 ^ of^' oiV"'""*'''
*?'^ ^^' S'e Please caH .till awesome party at II ' "tove. El!

^ rrr ^^ , -,t o .. en 2.56-1,363 no questions asked i —.

Camera - Olympus OM-1 SLR. with 50 .Jl^ Madog for Editor in Chief - He won't be
mm Fl .8, leather ca.se, skylight an.l close If anyone finds a silver Seiko watch

^ gut he'll do a good job.
up filters 2X converter, Inpod, all in please call 2.5b-8856 reward for the honest L ? i

great condition $225. or best offc ix?rs.>n!! Kren Shaiman - The AMAZINC. desert

6fi-'^-S275 Toahiba Radio and Tape Player i^ *«"l^„^"J£!i y''' ^""'' ^^'"- ^II^.
Stereo - Nikko NR- 10(M) receiver 70 wpc. Downtown AmherstyPVTA bus on Fri 4/4 M. Teiner: .Stop tearing down those Mass.

Vector Research VT 1.50 turntable; QL, please call Julie ,549 7,587 PIRCi Posters. We re on to you !!!

DD, FA, Celestion CS .5 3 way speakers.
Help! Did you find a~black and white kit Esnierelda: I have a poor memory. Even

t ost over $1 100 new, asking $695 or best ^^^r vicinity Puffton Village. Reward so, how about going to Steve's? CM me.
offer, (jreat condition. 665-8275 .549-1868 Brian

Guitars: Cibson classical *3.50_ ^'22^""'', Lost Levi denim Jacket Sat 4/5 Zeta P^i Mary: Have you sat on your egg lately?
acoustic, $1.50 Both excellent. ,367-2174 ^^^^ „^ 4 ,,,^^1; checkered lining hart From P, P, & L
or 545^750 Renee y^,,,;^ tie in po,'ket call Tim 546-7049 no fiK,^„t, 7ideo scene Free Press ojK-ns
Receiver - Pioneer: 30 watts digiUl, questions a.sked for Circle ban.l conservatives and libs alike
handles stereo video IV2 yrs old $100; LwJj,, black Pulsar quartz watch weli-ome check out some of the area's
Fisher double ca.ss»'lte deck $75; Mura

leather band gold toned trims on face most original tunes c'mon down to the
Mini mo-lem .3(m baud direct line htKikup

j^,^, ^^p, y^„j| , ^f^p^ 1115 cla,ss in Hatch April 17 next Thursday!"
$30 all prices negotiable call Dave Totm/N'OPK rxMil room incredible '«>n .. n- u- „7.. r"
lAiiC'im

loimrvwir, p(>oi r<K.m, im reoiim mo Dear Richie « year ago 3:04 am tomorrow
^^•_--- Mmental yalue^No questions, just thankx

j,,^^, ,, ^,,|| ^^. ..nr^^azing year. 1 love
Alpine digiUI car stereo/caasette Max I lea.se call 6 ,.72.<

y„„ sweetheart, forever! Love your little

ima eiiualizrr/amphfier [K'aks at 50 ^y^^^ ring was lost in Campus Center sweetie
watts/channel. 4 .sjieakers, must hear, ^^1 hathroom If found call Kellv at iV .

—t—rm : 77 ;

$2(Hi .546 .5769 ?53 3.566 reward
Hey Ari, Look' Here is a personal for you!

Atomic 203cm .Skis. Raichle siie 1 1 rear- sirz^z^z :.z::: '

'
.

'

r-ir—.-. ;

entry booUt, Salomon 737 bindings, used MOTORCYCLES Sue L. Happy 22nd Birthday to the most

twice, $200 .546-5769
- -

' dedii-aled 'RN" we know This is your last

,', :. T,—r
JT" 82 Honda 650 Nighthawk exc cond low one at the Zoo so live it up! l.<)ve 3 Short

lumiture - Excellent cimdition mar m.lps with helmets call Dave 549 7«8'.' t-. ^-r . ^—

:

rhing sofa and loves«'at, chair, wall unit,
'"'Ip^*!^'' neim£l»J'«"J/ave MJ ^882 jj^^, . ,f , f,a,h you my Inixers will it

end tAhle, lamp, kitchen table with five 1978 Stttuki GS400 New Dunlop SfKirt remedy our ills'' Yeah? Just say. I. Andy
chairs, white wicker Ix-dnxim furniture, F'lite tires, new battery, new fanni; and
ami accessories. Prices negotiable, ("all sjKiri mirrors. Elec start. Lixtks and runs
Amy .549-4085 exec. $6.50 or BO 1 lifig-.-iOSS

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on
campus, dependable, low rates, exfienenc
ed Nancy .584 7924

RIDE WANTED

To Pittsburgh PA from 18 21 help! call

Liz 6 866;f

Desperately seeking a ride to upstate
NY Binghamton. Syracuse. Ithaca on
4/18. Patriots Weekend Please call

546 73.50 ask for Linda

00IIMATE8 WANTED

"Two roommates needed to share a three
heiiri»<)m Townehouse apt for fall & spnng
H6 If iiuereste^l call Nadme ,549 7478

Female nonsaioker for June 8C thru
Jane 87 lea.se in Hrandywine apts contact
.Susan 665 4187 or Li.sa .549 1428

2 roommates wanted to share liedroom in

Hnttany Manor apts Heat and hot water
included. lA^anv begins in Sept 86 Call

2.56-84.38

to share Brittanv Manor Apt. Available

now ONE MON'TH FREE Call Ken.

Rich. Steve 2.5;f 731L', l>aye f;65 4131

W Yarmouth 2 male or female
700-summer call Lisa .5490947

Fully furnished house, u( t. ::<.<
i,<''

pie,

close to campus, big y»rd. extremely
negotiable, cheaper than 1 a|>artment call

546 71 '22

Do vo<i want to live in the center of
Amhcrat? I mom availal>le call 256 6749.
Melanie

Sumaicr sublet wfall option. Si>uthw<Mid

half furnished, new .an*! :;.V. 1764 $400

Summer sublet: 2 Irge singles in apt on
Feanng St 150+ mo quiet, nonsmoker
call ,549 6425

Summer saMct in beautiful Rrandywine
call ,549-6753 for more info available June
1 August 30

THE BOXER'S REBELLION

Available one large bedroom in Rolling

Green June Ist call nites 2.V1 2475

3 females looking for fourth to share a

large 2 liednxim 2 story afiartment

Cheap Call anytime. Shan>n .546- 1472 or

Marci ,546 9890

Female non-smoking roommstc needed
to share two l>e<lnHini Bramlvwine apt for

fall & spnng call Michelle .5469564 or

Richie .549 1 548 after 7 pm

2 females needed to share apt in Bran
dywine call 546 8349

Female roommate wanted to sublet riMim

shared by one other female inTownehouse
apUs for "fall of '86 call evenings ,549 2646

Two people needed to share bdrm in 2

bdrm Puffton starting June 1 call

,549.5845

Female non-smoking roommate needed
to share two bednxim Brandywme apt fi>r

fall & spring call Michelle 546-9.5t)4 or

Ritchie .549 14.58 after 7 pm

SEAN J. CLEARY

I. bark. Come check us out Fn April 1

1

1(N>% cotton, handpainted/tie-dyed boxer
short*

TO SUBLET

Summer *«Met: spacious, sunny, mnl apt
ideally Im-ated betwiH-n campus and town
call 2^6 8402

Summer subletters needed for Bran-
dywme Apt Call Dave .546 .Vil.'i ..r Bryan
.546 9107

FREE one aHMth real male housemate
wanted for Northwoial apt Sublet June
1st w fall option 665 4882

Great Place to Live! Sfiacious one
liedroom Crestview Apt . excellent c<mdi-
tion. large liackyard. on bus route, walk-
ing distance to CMa-ss. across Puffton,

summer sublet with fall option, ('all Beth,
Robyn .549-0491

We have yoar apartment. Its got new
(laint, new carpet ami some furniture' Two
great bedrooms that each fit two iieople

and its on a bus route. Take it for the
sumemr w/fall option 2,53-,3515

Slimmer subletters: Puffton Village
ajiartment fully furnished Plea.He call

anytime 549 6.5,'U

Summer sublet 3 bdrm Puffton VIg fur-

nished .549-6739

Summer sublet Southwood apt June 1 -

Aug 31 rent very negotialile call 2.56 1518

Sunderland - seeking female housemate
to sublet room in 2 bdrm hou.se from
5/1-8/31. Contact Debbie 665 3993

TYPING SERVICE

Happy Birthday! Have a great day' And
remember. . customers are not dudes!

Love Rosie and Brad

SERVICES

COINS 12i7l23~fntoring $5.00 per hour

former grader, consultant Alex 2ft6-I239

'Typing. Tape Transcription. Fast, ac-

curate. Available almost anytime.
665-7652

Tailor for alteration. SHAANNs at Mall.

5849362

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pnv
jects. Meticulous proofreading Editi

available New IBMTypewnter 549-036'167

WANTED

Let's have aome fan. Tandem bicycling

partners wanted. 1-467-7877

WANTED TO RENT

Perfectionist Typing on computer - let

ter quality 25% off first job ,549-6178

SUMMER SUBLET

We will pay cash for an apartment in

Brandywine call 256-0661

$100 reward for empty leaae in Bran-
dywine or Puffton. C!all 546 5324

Looking for lease in Colonial Village
take over forfall 86 or s<K>ner call .Scott

,546 6,524 or Chns ,546-8.595

On Amity Place luxury condo 2 bedroom
tiack patio AC 4,50 inclusive per month call

Lisa .549-0947

Summer sublet Puffton apts price

negotiable call Susan 549 .5938 Heather
.546-40 1

BRANDYWlNE APT for summer sublet

C^all 546 8968 or 546-8970

Puffton VIg. Sumemr sublet one bdrm,
pool, AC, furnished. ,549-0080

Sunderland - 1 lidrm in 2 bcfrm apt on bus
route, ^mished, laundry facilities, pool

available 6/1 8/31 665 7945

One room in four room apartment Rent

reasonable and negotiable. Swiss Village,

call Holly 2.56 1091 evenings

()ne room in two bedroom, N,irfhwood

Apt on bus route, rent negolialilf call

665 3757 after 4 pm

F'umished 2-bedroom apartment on bus

route, pool, cable great pnce call Sue
253-.5()89/Nicky 546 8152

Amherst ("enter I iHHlroom livinirr<x>m.

kitchen, bath May August ;tl Fall option

$390 plus utilities 256 A^r^'-l Kalhy

Brandvwine Apartment for sumemr
sublet 'call .546 6898 or 546-6699

Brandywine 2 bedroom .lune I August
31 fumisheti call between 5 7 (im .549-0136

Looking to take over lease for multi
bedroom house near campus $$ reward $$
,546-8657 leave message on machine

Sublets/Rooms needed June 22
call 2.56-8615 8 am 9 pm

Aug 2

Will Pay $$$$ for your S-bdrm Puffton
Village leas*' call now' Keep trying
,546 6()52 .546 6185

Responsible man seeking 3 or 4 bedroom
house next fall and spnng, call Vic or Al
2.56-0866

$$$ Reward female is looking for own
riKim in quiet academic house close to
campus for fall 546 9856

Thi' Collegian owes a
"thank you" to Pat
Mahoney and WMl^A for

trying to help us repair our
equipment last evening;
also Ed and Tim at SGA
communications for use of
their developer.
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SPORTS
Women's lax aces 1st test, 15-11
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

CAMBRIDGE-Battling the rain and near-freezing tem-

pratures, the unbeaten ninth-ranked University of

Massachusetts women's lacrosse team passed its first test

of the season, knocking off tenth-ranked Harvard Univer-

sity. 15-11, here yesterday.

"I'm feeling like a million dollars right now," UMass

coach Pam Hixon said. "It was the good decisive win we

needed, otherwise we might've dropped out of the top 10."

Sophomore attackman Ginny Armstrong scored four

goals and had two assists with senior attckman Bunny

Forbes, who had been questionable for the game with neck

spasms due to a pinched nerve, added four goals to lead

the UMass oflTense.

Junior All-American attackman Lisa Griswold con-

tinued her assault on opposing goalies, notching three

goals and two assists. Attackman Becky Bekampis. a

sophomore, and senior Mary Scott scored two each.

Freshman attckman Cathy Fuhrman added two assists.

Harvard, 4-2, was led by senior Kelly McBride and

sophomore Anne Needham with three goals each.

The Gazelles, 5-0, took an 8-5 lead into halftime and led

11-7 with 10:25 left in the game after goals by Forbes,

Griswold and Scott. UMass then had to fight off Harvard,

after the Crimson cut the lead to two, 12-10, with 5:57

left on Blair Wardenburg.

Beaten on three previous face-offs, Scott (who was

13-of28 against Wardenburg in the game) won the draw

to secure the ball for UMass. Scott passed upfield to

Forbes, who (along with Griswold) settled the Gazelles into

a stall offense. Harvard jarred the ball loose, however, and

headed upfield with 4:55 left. An errant pass was scooped

up by UMass sophomore attackman Amy Robertson, who

fed Scott with a pass alone in front of Harvard goalie Kelly

Dermody.
Scott fired the ball off Dermody's chest and watched it

trickle in with 4:42 to go. and UMass led, 13-10. Scott then

took the next two face-offs to give the Gazelles a chance

to run out the clock for good.

"When Harvard closed to within two, we almost panick-

ed. If they had cut the lead to one, we could've been in

real trouble," said Hixon. "But when we went into the

stall, it really took the air out of their sails. It allowed

us to set-up two more goals. The stall made the difference."

For the game, the Gazelles outshot the Crimson, 35-24

and held a 47-27 groundball advantage. UMass was

15-of-24 in clearing the ball out of its end while Harvard

was IO-0M8.
UMass scored on two-of-five free position (penalty) shots

with Harvard going two-of-four. Freshman goalie Ann
Scileppi won her second straight start for the Gazelles,

turning away 13 shots. Dermody made 12 saves.

"It's great. It's always good to win when you're play-

ing away, but we can still be better." said junior

defenseman Chris Kocot.

Baseball keeps
its streak alive
Takes third straight with sweep
By STUART GOTTLIEB
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

baseball team kept itself on track yester-

day, sweeping both games of a

doubleheader against the University of

Hartford, 14 9 and 6-1.

"We're really pulling together as a

team." said UMass coach Dick Bergquist.

"We're putting out some good solid pit-

ching performances, and that's the key to

winning."

The Minutemen have now won three

straight, and stand at 4 14. They face the

University of Maine in a doubleheader to-

day at Lorden Field starting at 1 p.m.

The first game was a showcase of

mishaps, with UMass lucky to come away
with the win. The game was filled with

fielding flaws as Hartford committed as

many errors (seven) as they had hits. The
Minutemen were little better, making four

miscues. UMass won with a .strong offen-

sive hitting performance in the first three

innings.

UMass jumped out to a quick 7-0 lead

after one inning, even though they had on-

ly four hits. They increased the lead to 8-0

after two and appeared to be running away
with the game until the Hawks struck back

with six runs in the top of the third, cap-

ped off by a mammoth two-run homer by

third baseman Pat Hedge.

The blast, off UMass starter Steve Allard,

carried well over the 370 sign in left center-

field. Allard was then replaced by eventual

winner Jeff Jensen (1-0) who, in four strong

innings of work, allowed only two earned

runs while .striking out four and walking

one.

The starter and loser for Hartford was
Bob Teachman (1-2) who went three inn-

ings and gave up 11 runs (six earned) while

walking two and striking out one.

The game saw Darrin O'Connor and

Matt Sheran go three-for-four for UMass.

Kern was three-for-three, all three players

had doubles. Gary DiSarcina was two for-

three with three RBI.

The second game was a complete rever-

sal of the first, highlighted by a sparkling

pitching effort by UMass freshman Chris

Slattery, who went the distance for UMass
and raised his record to 1-3 on the season.

Slattery, became the only UMass pitcher

to go the distance this season while holding

to the Hawks to one run on five hits, no

walks and four strike outs in seven innings.

Bergquist was obviously pleased with

Slattery's performance.

"He had an excellent game." the coach

said. "He had good command over all of his

pitches, and a good defense behind him
didn't hurt either."

This game also saw some hard feelings

erupt between the two teams.

Hartford coach Bill Denehy was thrown

out of the game in the third inning after

doing his best impersonation of Earl

Weaver.
The argument started when Sheran slid

safely into second after a botched pick-off

attempt by Hartford.

Denehy thought that Sheran ran out of

the baseline and let field umpire John Por-

carri know it when he kicked dirt on his

feet and turned his cap around to shout

directly in the ump's face, ala Weaver,

before Porcarri had enough and told the ir-

rational coach to take a shower.

That fracas came before a more serious

incident between O'Conner and Hedge,

after O'Conner was thrown out trying to

take third on a passed ball. O'Conner
thought that Hedge's tag weis a little rough

and came up annoyed.

Hedge tossed the ball at O'Conner and
headed for the dugout. He then lead off the

top of the third inning by taking a Slattery

fastball in the backside. Hedge eyed down
Slattery on his way to first base, but

nothing more came of it despite Denehy's

shouts of disapproval from the visiting

duggout.

The Minuteman scoring started in the

first when Kern singled with the bases

loaded to drive in two. Then in the bottom

of the third Hartford starter and loser Mike
Garbeck (0-3) threw a wild pitch that cost

a run, and balked in Sheran with two outs.

The scoring was capped off in the fifth

when Sheran singled home O'Conner after

the shortstop doubled to lead off the inning.

Hoop inks Conn, guard
The University of Ma.ssachusetts men's

basketball announced yesterday that they

signed their first recruit for next season,

a 6-2 guard from Fairfield, Connecticut.

Carey Herer became the first of possibly

three recruits that will sign with the

Minutemen.
Herer led Andrew Warde High in Fair-

field to a 20-6 season for coach Mike
Abraham. He was selected to the Daily

News and Bridgeport Post all-star teams.

Herer averaged 19 points, six rebounds

and eight a.ssists per-game. He scored over

1,000 points, was named second-team all-

state and was a McDonald's honorable

mention All-American.

The University of New Hampshire.

Sienna and the University of Connecticut

of the Big East Conference all recruited

the guard.

"We are very plea.sed to sign a player

possessing the all-around basketbaall

capabilities of a Carer Herer," said

UMass coach Ron Gerlufsen, who led

UMass to a 9 19 record last season.

"He will be a positive addition to our

program," added the coach. More sign

ings, for both the men and women, may
be announced next week.

-PETER ABRAHAM

Cnlleeian photo by Paul Dpsmarais

Senior midfielder Greg Fisk (right) scored his 100th career point
Wednesday at Brown. The lacrose team plays at Boston College on
Friday.

Confident Gorillas at BC
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

After this game, they may
have to be called the
Godzillas.

The University of

Massachusetts lacrosse

team, if all goes to plan,

should go through Boston

College like the fabled

monster cut through Tokyo,

It should be that easy.

The Eagles, at 3-7, are a

team looking to make
something of an already-bad

season while the Ciorillas. at

41, are looking to keep

their momentum going
after Wednesday's satisfy-

ing 13-8 win at Brown.
The problem won't be to

win, that issue was decided

long ago, the question is by
how many goals. A big win
at BC (Alumni Stadium, 7

p.m.), coupled with the

Brown victory, should move
UMass up from 11th place

in the polls.

Last year, UMass ad-

ministered a savage 25-7

beating on the Eagles at

Boyden. The UMass attack

scored at will while the

defense chewed up almost

every BC attackman that

ventured near the crease.

That display came from a

team that finished at 6-8.

Tomorrow's game will be

played by a UMass team
that is looking to make that

continued on page 15

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule
Today:

Baseball: Maine (2), Lorden Field, 1 p.m.

Women's Temiis: at Clark University, 3 p.m.

Saturday:

Softball: Rutgers University (2), 2 p.m.

Men's Track: Massachusetts Relays, Derby Track.

Women's Track: Massachusets Relays. Derby Track

Women's Lacrosse: at Northeastern, 1 p.m.

Men's Lacrosse: at Boston College, Alumni Stadiumj

7 p.m.

Sunday:
Softball: Temple University (2), NOPE Field,2 p.m.

(
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Cameron speaks, is quickly answered
Calls for harsh laws
against gays
By DAVE BOARDMAN
Collegian Staff

Tempers flared Friday when anti gay activist Paul

Cameron told about 300 people at the University of

Massachusetts that civil rights should be stripped from

homosexuals.

Surrounded by jeering protesters and a smaller number

of supporters, Cameron told the crowd outside the Student

Union Building that "homosexuality is worse than

murder
"No one would deny that homosexuals are human. It

doesn't mean we have to give them special rights," he said.

"Homosexual activity is a blight on society."

Members of the gay and lesbian community, wearing T
shirts that read, "No Violence," and campus police kept

the vocal crowd peaceful, although Cameron was hit by

two eggs thrown by demonstrators.

Cameron, a psychologist and chairman of the Institute

for the Scientific Investigation of Sexuality, a non-profit

corporation which lobbies against gay rights, said socie-

ty has made a mistake in allowing homosexuals the same

liberties as heterosexuals.
viintinued on pafje 2
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Surrounded by protesters, anti-gay activist Paul Cameron told the crowd on the Student Union

steps Friday that "homosexuality is worse than murder."

Counter-rally; 'cause for humanity'

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Directly after an anti-gay activist spoke Friday, about

250 people staged a counter-rally to protest his speech,

support gay rights and celebrate Gay and Lesbian

Awareness Week at the University of Massachusetts.

The demonstrators, many from Third World and pro-

gressive groups, joined gay community members in the

rally, titled, "An injury to one is an injury to all." Pro-

fessors, administrators and students spoke on the steps

of the Student Union Building, where minutes before,

psychologist Paul Cameron had urged that homosexuali-

ty be punished by imprisonment and castration.

Kevin Sweeney, a member of the University Democrats,

told the crowd, "It is not just a cause for the issue of gay

rights; it is a cause for humanity." At Sweeney's request,

most of the demonstrators linked arms while he spoke to

show solidarity.

J. Severt Severid, chairman ofthe Chancellor's Council

on Civility, said, "There is so much fear to be exploited

around male sexuality. He (Cameron] has a fear of himself

and his sexual orientation."

Mark Clukey, a student organizer of the rally, said, "I

remember being in the closet, really unhappy; my life was

a lie.

"We are not going back into the closet," Clukey added

as he produced a cardboard "closet" and asked for

volunteers to destroy it.

The rally ended with the launching of a "wheel" made

of crepe paper and helium balloons, which symbolized the

unification of all groups. Participants chanted, "Gay,

straight, black, white—same struggle, same fight."

"I think this rally shows that people will not listen when

they are lied to, but they will listen to the truth," said Dave

Bachli, a UMass sophomore who also saw Cameron speak.

A rally to collect books and money for the University

of El Salvador, sponsored by the Central American

Solidarity Association, was held with the gay rights ral-

ly because both groups had reserved the Student Union

steps for the same period.

About 10 men protested the anti-Cameron rally by argu-

ing with demonstrators. "I'm against gay people on cam-

pus; they are corrupting our university," said Tbm Lavallee,

a sophomore psychology major.

C'olleKian photo by Brian (iuarnotta

Caroline Murray, a junior social thought and
political economy major, anchors a spoke on a

helium ballon wheel during Friday's rally pro-

testing Cameron's speech.

EUsberg will speak
Daniel Ellsberg, who disclosed "The

Pentagon Papers" in 1971, will speak at

8 p.m. tonight in the Student Union

Ballroom.

Ellsberg, an anti-nuclear activist, will

speak on "American-Russian Roulette: the

Construction of Instability." Ellsberg

served as a consultant to the US secretary

of defense from 1958 until 1970. During

the Kennedy Admistration, he drafted

nucleae war plans for the US Joint Chiefs

of Staff.

In 1969, Ell.sberg testified before the

Senate Foreign Relations Committee

about the findings of the McNamara task

force, which investigated the history ofUS
involvement in Vietnam. Ell-sberg had

served on the task force in 1967.

In 1971, he took the McNamara findings

to the media, which resulted in his being

sentenced to 150 years in prison for

disclosing government secrets. The

charges were dropped in 1973 because of

"gross governmental misconduct."

Referendum will decide fee increases
By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

In today's and tomorrow's referendum elec-

tion, one of the six questions on the ballot asks

approval of a fee increase for the Union Program

Council and the Distinguished Visitors

Program.
Both fees have remained the same since ..he

groups' start, with DVP forming in 1968 and

UPC in 1977. The proposed increases received

unanimous support last week from the

Undergraduate Student Senate.

The third question on the ballot refers to the

two groups and is .stated in two parts: "Do you

support a fee increase in the Student Activities

Fee for the following:— Union Program
Council—$3 increase? and "The Distinguished

Visitors program has operated under the same

budget for the past 1 7 years. In order to continue

providing the University community with lec-

tures of diversified interests, would you support

a fee increase of $1.50 per year?"

Currently, the Student Activities Fee is $88

per year, which supports the Student Activities

Trust Fund. If both referendums pass, the fee

would increase to $92.50 per year

Although DVP ^ a student-run organization,

Larissa PotapchuK, president of the program,

said, "We have a professional reputation across

the nation." The program brings well-known

speakers to campus and has received this

reputation from them, she said.

UPC is allotted $27,000 per year from the

trust fund—or $3 per undergraduate student—

for providing musical entertainment on campus.

UPC sponsors seven concerts a semester and

students are in charge of all aspects of the con

certs, including security, contracting, promotion,

and marketing.

UPC offers diverse programming, said Damon
Riley, newly-elected production manager He
said the council often sells tickets at below cost

to students, "or we book a larger act at a smaller

place for a more intimate concert."

Five other questions are on the ballot, in

eluding the funding procedures of several cam-

pus fees.

VOTING INFO
Today and Tomorrow
Worcester Dining Com-
mons: 10:45 a.m.-l:30

p.m., 3:45-6 p.m.

Franklin Dining
mons: 11 a.m.- 1:45

Berkshire Dining
mons: 11:30 a.m.-2

4:30-6:45 p.m.

Hampshire Dining Com-
mons: 11:15 a.m.-2 p.m.,

4:15-6:30 p.m.

Newman Center: 10
a.m.-2:30 p.m.

The Hatch: noon-5:30
p.m.

Com-
p.m.

Com-
p.m.,
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SUMMERTIME JOBS
$5.50 per hour

Work scheduled around your full-time job.

RGIS Inventory Specialists

offers excellent part tinne income to

supplement your full time job.

We have hours available weeknights and/or
weekends in your hometown area in Eastern

Mass.

Numerous openings in:

Peabody, Danvers, Lowell, Lawrence,
Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, New
Bedford, and all of Worcester County and

Cape Cod.
For more info and to arrange on-campus

interview you may call collect at

Central Mass (617) 366-6473

Boston er South Shore (617) 849-3501

North Shore & Cambridge (617) 938-9269

Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Recondrtloning

* Cameron continued from page 1

"If we as a society allow these people to

exist, they will bring plague after plague

to our la.ndr_ he said.

Cameron was expelled from the

American Psychological Association in

1984 and censured by the Nebraska

Psychological Association for violating

ethics codes and misrepresenting research.

He told reporters before speaking that he

"withdrew" from the APA in 1982 because

he opposed its stand on gay rights, but his

resignation was never accepted and he was
expelled instead.

"If these charges were serious, they would

go after my license, but they haven't,"

Cameron said.

The speech was paid for by Students for

America, a right-wing student group bas-

ed in Washington, DC. Cameron was in-

vited to the campus by UMass student Dan
Perrin, who called it a coincidence that the

visit took place during Lesbian and Gay
Awareness Week.
Cameron urged that homosexuals be sub-

ject to fines, imprisonment and castration.

"It is foolish to allow people to sex

themselves to death," he said.

After the speech, Perrin said he was
disappointed: "I thought he was going to

speak more on AIDS."
Reed Ide, co-director of the UMass Pro-

gram for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Con-

cerns, said, "The real danger is that peo-

ple like Cameron make an attempt to steal

the agenda. He's not going to be allowed to

do that."

Ide said of the number of protesters, "It

took a lot of guts. I can't say enough good

about them."
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K^DOVE
Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480
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Wednesday
April 16th

Fine Arts
Center
Tickets on sale

March 12th

$11.50 UMass studenti

$12.50 general public

aj:«**-- * * ^^

at the FAC box office. Springfield

("ivif Center box office, and all

Uatatix locations in Northampton.
Holyoke. (Jreenfield and
Fittsfield.

Stevie Ray Vaughan
And

Double Trouble

Today's travelers are going to say:

DONT GO WITHOUT
"LEFS GO"-

$1.00

OFF

Now available:

•EUROPE,
•USA,
• BRITAIN & IRELAND.

•MEXICO,
•SRMN, PORTUGAL &
MOROCCO,

•FRANCE.
•ITALY

•GREECE,
•ISRAEL & EGYPT

•CALIFORNIAAND
PACIFIC NORTHWEST

\onm\

Now bigger

and better

than ever

LET'S GO
TRAVEL GUIDES

I 1

i^
NEW I-OR

THIS EDtTION

HARVARD SIUDBIT.

Open M-F 9-5

Located in the Campus Center

Q,UNIVERSITY
MmSTORE^
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Antar Skakir of the Arab League, left, shows a sample of exotic cologne to Francesca Ardito

of Lebanon.

International fair offered diversity

Students from different cultures shared their food and

heritage Saturday at an international fair in the Cam-

pus Center.

More than 30 nationalities, including native

Americans, were represented in the event, which was

sponsored by the International Students Ass<Ki ition at

the University of Massachusetts.

An exposition of brochures, photos, handmade or-

naments and books was divided amonj: tables, each

belonging to a different country, in the Campus Center

Auditorium and lower-level concourse.

Harold Pr\tz, one of the event's organizers, said the fair

was also aimed at acquainting American students with

foreign cultures.

Some students who sold ethnic food and other items

wore traditional costumes. Throughout the event, films

were shown in a room adjacent to the auditorium.

The Crescent Dancers, a professional belly-dance

troupe, opened the afternoon entertainment. Students

from Greece, Japan, France and Armenia then put on

traditional dancing and singing acts.

The fair was organized by a five-member committee,

advisors from the International Students Office and the

Student Activities Office, and the association's president,

Jason Hicks.

With ISO's 20 years of experience. "Everything's run

smoothly." Hicks said. Turnout for the event exceeded

last year's 4,000, helped by parents here for Parents

Weekend, he said.

Another organizer said, "The International Fair is a

way to contribute to the unity of international students.

It makes them feel at home."

-PEDRO M. PEREIRA

Boston Gay Men's chorus performs
To cap off the Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week at the

University of Massachusetts, the Boston Gay Men's

Chorus performed classical and popular music last night

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

About 100 people attended the concert, which lasted one

and a half hours and ended in a standing ovation.

The 65 member chorus, established in 1982, sang selec-

tions by Mozart, Schubert and Handel. They also perform-

ed a medley from Forty Second Street and two Gilbert and

Sullivan pieces.

"We have three missions: One is to be a social group for

ourselves; The second is to be a centerpeice for the gay

community in Boston," said John Homko, the president

of the chorus.

"The third mission is to be an outreach to the straight

community, we're standing up and saying we're gay and

we have nothing to hide," Homko said.

The chorus is a volunteer organization and members pay

a $10 fee in order to pay the director and the accompanist.

They perform three concerts a year at Boston's Jordon

Hall, and also sing at colleges and towns in the area.

"We perform a lot of music which is written for a male

chorus," Homko said. Much of the music the group per-

forms was written for glee clubs at all-male colleges.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

Door turned

guillotine cuts up

professor
By KEVIN UNDER
Collegian Correspondent

Please excuse Don Wise for having second thoughts

about coming to work after last Tuesday morning; finding

one's door replaced by a guillotine can do that to a guy.

"I showed up Tuesday morning and here was my door

gift wrapped with newspapers and a big red bow," said

Wise, head of the department of geology and geography.

"The card read. "For the man who has everything, The

Grad Student Motivator; love, Mary and Josh.'

"

Although there are no graduate students named Mary

or Josh in his department. Wise said he doesn't have much

doubt that the perpetrators were graduate students.

The guillotine was installed sometime after Wise left

his office in Morrill Science Center at midnight Monday.

The door was removed and the doorway reframed with slot-

ted two-by-fours, then fitted with a head-block and a silver-

painted plywood "blade."

""We've been prodding the

graduate students to get go-

ing on their theses," Wise
said. "In fact, a departmen
tal memo just came out with

hints about how to get

finished by June."

The initial shock gone.

Wise laughed the incident

off.

"There's a long tradition

of horseplay in the depart

ment." he said. ""Once the of

fice was filled with balloons,

and another time the walls

were covered with
newspapers. One year, they

actually built a concrete

wall across the doorway,

leaving just enough space on

the side for me to slide into

the office."

The fully operational

device remained in place all

day Tuesday, but was gone

the next day.

""It disappeared quietly,

just as the concrete wall

had," Wi.se said. "Just to

make sure, though, I left

word that it probably would

be good to have the

guillotine replaced by a

door."

Collpirinn photo by Paul Franzloliepan pnoio oy i-aui r rnn/

MORE THAN CHICKEN FEED-The San Diego Super Chicken, Michael Wall, and Robbie

Scott raise money Friday to fight Muscular Dystrophy.

Geology and
geography department
head Don Wise
demonstrates his "stu-

dent motivator."

WOMEN'S FORUM
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of events related to

women's issues. Notices should be sent to the Women's

Issues Editor care of the Collegian, by the Friday before

the event.

Wednesday

Annette Weiner, a professor at New York University,

will present a lecture called "Beauty is only skin deep:

Sex and Gender in the Trobriands," at 7:30 p.m. in the

Converse Assembly Room at Amherst College.

Louise Fortmann, of Berkeley University will speak

about the Economic Status and Women's Participation

in Agriculture: A Botswana Case Study from 3:30 to

5 p.m. in the East Lecture Hall of Franklin Pfeitterson Hall

at Hampshire College,

Thursday

Seth L. Schein a professor of Classical Literature at

the University of California will speak on "The First

Women: Misogyny in Early Greek Poetry," at 4:15 p.m.

in the Browsing Room of the Neilson Library at Smith

College.

Women's Admission and General FMucational Sup-

port group is having a Welcome Spring Coffee from

12 to 2 p.m. at the Everywoman's Center.

Friday

A Women to Women Conference focusing on Alcohol

Use—Ptersonal and Family Health will feature speakers

and workshops including Jean Kilbourne, creator of

Killing (/.s Softly: Advertising and the Image of Women,

among others, from 7 to 11 p.m. at Mount Holyoke. Fur-

ther information is available by calling 538-2300.

Sunday

A 6 mile Walk-A-Thon To Benefit Battered Women's

Shelters will start at 1 p.m. from Holyoke High SchooL

Further information is available by calling 536-1629.

The Thinking Heart, a play based on the wartime

diaries of Etty Hille.sum, will be presented at 7:30 p.m.

in John Kennedy Residential Hall. The play is being

presented by the Jewish Theater Troupe.
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LET US CONTINUE
To Bring

The WORLD To UMASS.

. . .Abbie Hoffman George McGovern

Robert Klein

Geoffrey Holder

Dr. Helen Caldicott

George Gallup

Bill Baird

Seymour Hirsch

Dr. Ruth Westhelmer

Arthur Schlessinger

Berke Breathed

Dr. Richard Leakey

Vincent Price

Jeremy RIfkin

Edwin Newman

Stephen King

Dith Pran

John Stockwell Ellen Goodman (May 1 ). . .

As an organization funded, operated, and controlled solely by the

undergraduate students at the University of Massachusetts, the DISTINGUISHED

VISITORS PROGRAM has long sought to keep the university community sensitive

to the world in which it exists.

Since 1968, DVP had not received an increase in funding, while the costs

associated with lectures have risen 400 percent. For example, in Spring 1984, Ruth

Westhelmer charged $2000 to lecture in the Student Union Ballroom. Now her

honorarium is $10,000. Similarly, Stephen King had an honorarium of $2,500 in Spr-

ing 1985 and now receives $12,500. With such fee increases it has become extreme-

ly difficult to bring diverse speakers to the university. If our funding is not increased,

we will not be able to continue to offer the lectures of excellence that our campus

expects and deserves. For this reason we ask you to support Referendum Question

HI. Please let us continue to bring the world to UMass.

The Distinguished Visitors Program urges you to vote YES

to Questions 1 and 2 supporting fee increases for the Union

Program Council and the Distinguished Visitors Program.

\
distinguished

Visitors program

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

ED/OP
The opinions on this page are those of ;he individual writer or cartoonist and do not

necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted
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Discovering the "meaning" of art

Mary Cresse

Having had no formal training in the study of art or

art history, to some I am likely unqualified to comment
on the MEANING (let's put it in capitals, eh?) of cam-

pus art: as a state taxpayer and one whose intelligence

is continually insulted by the attitude of the effete art-

is-all coffehouse types, I feel compelled to object to the

recent, willful defacement of the rust-colored sculpture

at the entranceway to Haigis Mall.

I'm referring to the "ART: Handle With Care" papers

stuck on (and now, thankfully, removed from) the

sculpture. A recent Collegian photo caption described the

act as an effort of Fine Arts major Pam Tillis "in response

to what she said is the misuse and misunderstanding of

art."

I am all for an open discussion on the "meaning" of

art, but I object to the presumptuous manner in which

Tillis chose to convey her message. It offends me for a

number of reasons.

Primarily, it is an act of defacement. If all

21,000—thesis or no—of us acted on our compulsions to

convey our profound messages to the world in a similar

way, this campus would look like the inside of a New York

subway car Look, I'm an English major who happens to

be ofiended by the illiteracy rampant among college

students. What if I took a can of black spray paint and

wrote " r BEFORE E' EXCEPT AFTER 'C'!" up and

down the Tower Library? Do you think the median

rhetoric score of sophomores would improve? More im-

portant than my "cause" would be the extra money I'd

have to fork up for campus maintenance fees.

Secondly, how can one "misunderstand" or "misuse"

art? What is it. a microwave, an automobile? And
especially if the art is non-representative (probably

meant to confuse us anyway).

While waiting for a late bus, I encountered Tillis and
her companions who, after proudly informing me they

had been arrested (a statement never validated, was I

supposed to be impressed?), went on to say they altered

the sculpture because they were "sick of seeing the arch-

shaped piece being used as a place to meet someone or

wait for the bus. Tillis was esjjecially disdainful of the

practice of sitting under it.

This is my theory; if a person wants to wait for the Nor-

thampton bus underneath the thing, maybe that is that

person's individual interpretation of the piece of artwork.

And maybe sitting under it is a superior way of

ascertaining—like, you know—the concept the artist was

trying to establish.(Could I have another espresso,

please?) What are we supposed to do, stand back and say

to ourselves "This is ART and I respect it "? Does one need

a master's degree in Fine Arts to appreciate art?

Last year I wrote a column jokingly—and the key word

here is "jokingly"—that reviewed the art sculptures on

campus. I received a lot of criticism (only slightly less

than a Republican columnist/friend of minet that attack-

ed me for being a hopeless philistine. Clearly, if I could

not agree with their views of "art," I was stupid. At first,

I was angered but then amused because I realized that

my detractors probably felt insecure—or unsure of—the

"role" of art on their campus and in their lives. At least

that is my artistic concept of their action.

Did Tillis and her companions fail in conveying their

message? I think so, but other than writing this column,

I won't further infringe (or paste) my opinions within your

sight. Unlike Tilli.s, I'll allow you unencumbered freedom

of interpretation.

So, write your letters, argue with me, if you will, but
don't call me stupid.

And remember, "i" before 'e* except afler 'c'.

Mary Cresse is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Apologies for misunderstanding

**.?*)

.v.i''iv'^ -r ^h

The double standard
It is certainly difficult to figure the ab-

surdity in which not only the Reagan ad-

ministration but also the American media

presents international occurences. For in-

stance, two weeks ago three apparently

similar acts of reprisals took place in dif-

ferent parts of the world. The United

States retaliated for attacks by Libya

against U.S. planes in international

airspace by destroying four ships and a

missile installation. Israel bombed PLO
camps in Lebanon after a rocket attack on

a Northern Israeli school. Both incidents

have been presented by Reagan and the

media as justified, as perhaps they are.

This is consistent with our attitudes

toward other Israeli bombings of Lebanon,

Tunisia and Iraq in recent years, toward

the U.S. invasion of Grenada, and toward

South African incursions into Angola in

search of ANC guerillas.

Yet simultaneous to the bombings of

Lebanon and Libya, two Nicaraguan bat-

talions crossed into Honduras in pursuit

of contra forces. As the contras use Hon-

duras as a refuge, such actions as the

Nicaraguans took seem consistent with

the actions listed above. Yet the

Nicaraguans were immediately branded

as thugs and burglars, and gross violators

of another nation's sovereignty. Reagan

immediately used the incursion as

evidence that Nicaragua is expansionist.

No doubt Nicaragua has made a serious

political blunder, though the contra aid

John Hayes

would probably have been approved

anyway. But this incursion is a blunder

precisely because Nicaragua, in the opi-

nion of the West, does not enjoy the same
right of national sovereignty. Somehow it

is fine that the contras, based in Hon-

duras, are allowed to occasionally cross in-

to Nicaragua to murder, rape and burn.

But when Nicaragua goes into Honduras

to fight them, it is branded as an inter-

national criminal. It blundered because it

cannot understand that what the United

States, Israel and South Africa do regular-

ly is forbidden for Nicaragua.

When a nation harbors terrorists or op-

position military forces which use that na-

tion to attack another, that nation has to

accept the consequences—which may in-

clude their own borders being violated. I

cannot understand why Honduras does

not belong on the list of nations harbor-

ing terrorists—the list that includes

Libya, Lebanon, Tunisia, Cuba and the

Soviet Union, as well as the United States

itself, since training camps exist in this

country for the contras. The original viola-

tion of international law rests with the

United States, Co.sta Rica and Honduras,

not with Nicaragua. This the U.S. media

has ignored.

John Hayes is a UMass student.

The Senior Fund was created to raise

critically needed money for the University

and to boost class morale. As part of this

year's campaign, we designed a poster to

build awareness in the fund and to en-

courage participation by graduating

seniors. An integral part of the poster's

design was a partial listing of the names

of graduating seniors.

lb meet the space limitations of the

poster, approximately every sixth name was

selected from the list. Several seniors whose

names did not appear have been concern-

ed enough to inquire about this design, and

I want to apologize to anyone who might

misunderstand the poster or our intentions.

There was no oversight intentional or

otherwise.

Last year the Senior Fund raised $28,843.

This year our goal is $35,000 and we will

need the support of every senior to meet the

challenge. I hope we can count on each of

you, and I ask the understanding of anyone

who felt overlooked.

Also, if you would like a poster, we have

plenty left over.

Barry J. Siegel

chairman Class of 1986 Fund

Awareness week: job well done
I wish to thank the Committee for Les

bian and Gay Awareness Week for pre.sen

ting to all of us the opportunity to confront

our fears and prejudices and turn them to

a better understanding of and greater ap-

preciation for the diversity of people on this

campus. It is much easier to simply hate

those we perceive as different than to

realize or acknowledge that for all our dif-

ferences, we have even more in common:

the need to love and be loved, the need to

be treated with dignity and respect, and the

need to grow and learn about the privileges

and re.sponsibilities of being a part of God's

creation.

The Committee for Lesbian and Gay

Awareness Week, Residential Education,

and the Program for Gay, Lesbian, and

Bisexual Concerns are to be commended for

all their hard work.

Rev. Esther Hargis
United Christian Foundation

• •

Problem in subtle positioning
We are very disturbed at last Thursday's

edition of the Collegian. Right below the ar-

ticle concerning Paul Cameron, there was

an article featuring a lesbian; but more

than that, she is a black lesbian. Many peo-

ple are influenced by what they see in

periodicals. After having read the harsh

remarks quoted of Cameron, readers then

see a black woman who just happens to be

the object of his quotes.

Cameron's remarks, such as "Gays are

worse than murder, rs and we should ex-

ecute murderers." are quite extreme. The

positioning of the article about the black

lesbian under the Cameron article leads

one to feel that Cameron attacks blacks as

well as gays. We feel this is a serious

mi.stake in positioning on the editors' part

and should be considered more carefully in

the future. Cameron is being offensive; he

needs no help from the Collegian, indirectly

or otherwise.

Darol A. Ware
Rudolph F. Miller

Southwest

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions

should be mailed to the Editorial Editior at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center^

University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off

at the Collegian classified counter in the basement of the Campus Center. Due

to the volume of mail recieved, individual replies cannot be made.

Au letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters must be typewrit-

ten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column submissions should be

between 40 and 60 lines. AU submissions are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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TEL
549-6073 LOW PRICE

TEL
549-6098

Ask For The SPECIAL

LARGE ONE ITEM PIZZA
+ 4 CANS OF COKE $8,50

SMALL ONE ITEM PIZZA
+ 2 CANS OF COKE $4.75

We mnke the BEST pizza in town at the LOWEST

# prices' BAKED with dough made fresh daily SOT FAST, FREE DELIVERY
^ frozen. S*rwd with CANS of soda NOT cups

t EVERY WEDNESDAY SPECIAL

^ I Y.rru- I'iyyn S4U() \U(illim I'l/./.U S230Uirqv I'i/.yd M.M(i

I'itk up or iv slay only

LOCATED Af PATTERSON CORNER OF SOUTHWEST

l'\f)in-s M.t\ ;.^.' I'l-i. lui t<)ii|M>iis wilh s|M-< iai

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

'Monday, April 14, 1986 Monday, April 14, 1986!
COLLEGIAN 7

COLLEGE PIZZA \

I

X

Mortar Board
Mortar Board is a nat/ona/ honor society of college seniors.

The society recognizes the qualities of superior ability, outstan-

ding and continued leadership and dedicated service to the col-

lege , university or community.

Founded by The Ohio State University, Swathmore College,

The University of Michigan, and Cornell University in 1918, the

Mortar Board now has 183 active chapters across the country.

The Isogan Chapter of the Mortar Board was installed at the

University of Massachusetts in 1955. Those students who have
shown qualities of academic excellence, leadership, and ser-

vice are honored with membership. This year the selection

committee reviewed approximately 250 information sheets
from those students who merited eligibility.

The Mortar Board is pleased to announce the newly tapped
members for 1986 - 1987

Rebecca Bekampis
Paul Collins

John Crowley

Dina DiFlumeri

Kim Ethier

Andrea Griswold

Dana Grossblat

Kathy Johnson
Brian Kettler

Steven Kohl

Caria Kszaszcz

Kelly Lynch
Sharon Marrero

Susan Phillips

Celeste Rice

Janet Risman
Gwen Roos
Frederick Slavin

Kevin Sweeney
Michael Toria

Marissa Tortola

We thank alt who expressed interest in the Mortar Board
Honor Society. This year, a great number of qualified Juniors
made the competition most keen, and the decision quite dif-

ficult. To each applicant; you have every reason to be proud of
your accomplishments during your college career. Certainly
you are a credit to yourselfand to the University. We know you
will continue to strive for excellence. The Mortar Board ex-
tends its best wishes for a successful future.

Patricia Hunt
Selections Chairperson

Keith Sherman
President

L

Victoria Vought

Vice President

Mary Sentry

Treasurer

Linda Greces

Secretary

t m »

•>tvi*:
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"^3^ The Five Collcf)e Program m Peace and World Security Studies presents

American-Russian Roulette:
The Construction of

insecurity

Daniel Ellsberg

TONIGHT

April 14th S:00

Student Union Ballroom

Co-spontor«d by th« UmaM Peacemaker*

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon-Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

E
48

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:

^ 430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St.

Hadley Northampton

253-2571 586-8220

Registration begins April 22.

I 8

u M

AMHERST
Hundreds off

Courses

and Workshops S \Jf

in Two Sessions.

M E K

First session

starts June 3.

Second session

starts July I f .

S E S S I O

For a ffree, detailed catalog, call S4S-24i4.

Division of

Continuing

Education,

University

Library

ealiiig plate

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop h Shop!

Rte. 9 • Hadley /Amherst

256-6889
• OPEN

6 AM - 3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers/ushers wanted
for Bright Moments Jazz Concerts on July

17, 24, 31 for approximately 5-6
hours/shift, (limited number of additional

hours available) UMass students returning
in Fall only. Work study preferred but not
required. Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO
employer. Description and application

available at 207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE
MAYS.

BOSTON
BOUVE
&^ INorthcasfcrn

University

COUNSELING
PSYCHOLOGY
Boston-Bouve College of Human
Development Professions at North-

eastern University offers part-time and
full-time graduate degree programs in

Counseling Psychology You can work

toward a Masters degree, a Certificate

of Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS).

or a Doctoral degree.

All counseling courses are taught

by licensed, practicing psychologists

with limited class size to encourage
individual participation. In addition to

classroom work, all programs include

applied experience in a supervised

clinical environment.

For more information and a free

brochure on the Graduate Programs
in Counseling Psychology at Boston-

Bouve College, call (617) 437-2708.

Or write to us at the address below

Graduate School. Boston-Bouve
College of Human Development
Professions, 107 Dockser Hall. North-

eastern University 360 Huntington Ave

Boston. MA 021 1

5

S.< . 11.^ .(11-.

<tffir m^tivt A* ii'

•.•-•- •-•
•-•-•. •-•

•-• -•-•-• W^i ^^

ITS THAT
TIME

AGAIN!

n

TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HAS BEGUN TO RETURN UNSOLD
SPRING COURSE BOOKS TO THE

PUBLISHERS

DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK -
YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
HOURS

MON-FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

the UNIVERSITY SIDRE'S

TEXTBOOK ANNEX
(5) physical pant bt^

€?C€-€€:€:C€-€C€€:CC€:CC€:€

#

¥

M

¥

<<llllycareer in medicine
began at only 16,

giving vaccinations in

theAmazon jungle."
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FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

FREE TACO BAR
MON & TUBS NIGHT

I — till it lasts

APRIL BEER OF THE MONTH
St. Pauli Girl
Proper ID Required

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
cc^c?»""^:h* «c^«>""'^34P ftc^cy^Mg cc^^c&''^ug «c^<»'^a4^ cc^'w-'^risp

A distinguished faculty and impressive facilities.

Liberal arts, management, education, and science courses.

Daytime and evening classes- over 400 sections.

Affordable tuition— $54 ppr credit for undergraduates.

Convenient Harbor Campus and downtown locations.

Summer at UMass/Boston-of course.

UIVIass/Boston ®
Hiui Public Uniwetsily

M^lkc ydlii Mininifi ,lUMrtSS BoMfm siiimnrt for .itii'- .iiiliriii-t hiilli-lpn

sciii) 111 till' coupon oi I .ill 1W", ()0(l

H, liirolii

Otvtsioool ( (Hitinu'rn) ( ilu> It' "'

UnivaraMy of Massachutatli at Boston

Dovvrilown ('.I'filiT

I .ly M,lt.' /l(l
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ilHIM'i'IMiliiii

1w lo ih* Commonwealth
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Parents have a UMass weekend
Parents of Dean's List students visited

the University of Massachusetts this

weekend to see just what the tuition bills

are all about.

"Parents feel a special pride in the ac-

complishments of students and we hope

that, bv the end of Parents Weekend, that

thev aiso feel a great deal of pride toward

the University and what it's done for so

many students," said Jon Hite. director of

Alumni Affairs. "It was a very successful

event."

Those whose children achieved a 3.5

grade point average or better last semester

were invited to Amherst Saturday for a pro-

gram of workshops and lectures ranging

from "How to write a news story," to

"Oriental rugs," Hite said.

About 300 families registered vdth Alum-

ni Affairs for the program, and about 600

attended the banquet Saturday night.

-NANCY KLINGENER

^Graphics Ganja Gang' tops News in OT
The battle was bloody, literally, and neither

team ever led by more than two baskets. When
it was over, the Collegian "Graphics Ganja

Gang" had squeezed out a 23-21 overtime vic-

tory over the newsroom Saturday at the Fort

River School.

Co-production manager Conor Plunkett, his

jersey one of several stained by a cut on News

guard John Yonce's right arm, iced the game

with an 8-foot fadeaway jumper

Plunkett—despite a thumb bandaged from a

pasteup mishap—and Jim Rxiesky led the Gan-

ja Gang in scoring, with Peter Soderberg and

Ansel Zinter adding a few key shots. Night

driver Ken Levinson hounded the News team

with sideline chatter

The News attack was led by Daniel Sobel,

special guest center Pat Mahoney of WMUA.
and fast-break work by Yonce and sportswriter

John Nolan. Managing editor Ian Pblumbauni

played scrappy defense, shutting down Plunkett

for the second half, but failed to bit a singlt-

shot.

Look wh^f WICKLES Has For You!Iff

Thesis Special

70 Copies
Acid Free Paper

Wkldes
Fineftint

Resume Package
50 print sheets

50 plain sheets

50 matching envelopes

$13.50
AMHE_RST_STqRE ONLY - WITHTHIS CqUPq_N_

1 Boltwood Walk
Amherst now OPEN SATURDAYS 9 AM - 1 PM
256-01 48

To be held in Room 1634, Lederle Graduate

Center, April 23, 1986 at 7:30 p.m.

The Competition is open to all Freshmen and

Sophomores*

FIRST PRIZE: An $8,000 Rainbow PC System

donated by Digital Equipment Corporation

SECOND PRIZE: $300 Donated by United

Technologies

THIRD PRIZE: $100 Donated by United

Technologies

SIGN-UP in Room 1521 D BY APRIL 18 and

bring I.D. on April 23.

•Immedtete famtly r.-.nmbt'r. of Math Stat faculty ^^ckiOed^

^2S25ZJH258SZS2SZS2SZS2S2SZS2SESHZSESESZSeSZS2S?S"

V

then voull be think-

ing about Wedding

Statinnen Let

Wickles Fine Print

show lou their

exciting collection'

Our beautiful line of

fOfUfniporaU'

ueddif:g slationerx;

will priH'ide {.(HI uith

a Hide selection

i)f stvles in

erery, price ^^J
range Stop arui ^j/',-^
see us for ^^>¥\^
[;our complete paper trousseau

/ni'ifafions • Announcements
Napkins • Matches

20% off
your entire

WEDDING ORDER
Invitations • Announcements

Matches • Napkins • Accessories

Hundreds to Choose From!

AMHERST STORE ONLY
WITH THIS COUPON

EXPIRES JUNE 1 1986

One coupon per order Canriot be combined Aith other coupons

lAMOIISMIIMSaDllUJTY
IN8IUI.EDUABDDGR PRICE.
Have any Midas shock absorber or strut installed now

and you'll get the second one installed for half price!

Sale includes:
• Superguard (iS

'

Gas Shocks

• Lifeguard " Shocks

• Springuard " Shocks

• Strutguard"
Cartridges

• Mac Pherson

"

Struts

Offer expires 4/X/86

See vvrirr<inty terms

at your l(K:al Midas dealer.

UkKEITTOMmUS

YOU'RE INVITED TO VISIT WITH UMASS THEATER ALUMNI

TUESDAY, APRIL 15. 1986 8:00 PM CAMPUS CENTER. ROOM 162

STUDENTS FROM ALL MAJORS

ARE INVITED TO ATTEND

\

MEET UMASS GRADUATES OF THE THEATER DEPARTMENT WHO ARE
WORKING IN THK PERFORMING ARTS

HAVE THEM ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT ENTERING THE FIELD

Sponsored by

Thr Alumni AinorUtion
The University Placement Service

The Department ol Theater

Monday, April 14, 1986

DOONESBURY
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THE FAR SIDE

GARR^:" TRUDEAU BY GARY LARSON

OJCER JAKBANPI M/9!B JU5T
TALKJN6 ABOfT 7Ha LATB'ST

ADMINISTRATION 5CANPAL. THIS

ONE^ INVOLVING CIVIL RJOHTS
CHIBf CLARBNCa PeNPL£TON.

/

ITR5MINP&>MB ThAT
irsAdornvMBFORm
urmra of our runnjn6
TALLY OFli5A6AN APPONT-
E£S CHAP6FP l/Um L£m-
OR. BTtiCAL MI5C0NPUCT

/

S0HeF£.nie>, Thepe-
FINfWe U5T OF BACK-
SCMTaef!5, TILL-PlPPgiS.

ANDCDN^BNCBCUmRS, ^
THE UNABRJPeeP 1986 ^'
''SUAZBONIWWX.'i ^

FREAKER PATROL

"In the wild, of course, they'd t>e natural enemies.

They do just fine togettier if you get em as pups."

BY DOWE 6 O'BRIEN

I'm me
CMktKiUM,

sicty

CIT.'.'

m«iT Be

Coot> sie ,

For r ftir\

fH6 CfMMCCCCoR

UMV UUT

Suck COS
I'm iw

Of TMii

W€U. T»«€Mi

Wt C/»i^J Do "

CON»T*OCiW»rH
8l(» iTlCKi

"

n^, «*>€•«.<-

HAVt T »W THE

A jlJOO AJW'iJitw

HCI.U/AiT"

EVIC HACF

HO Pww

HOUSEMATES BY R.-MILLER

l/SffN. /i/f/*IA€L^ I'M

AfRAlp SAkAH'S C<jlN(z

70 TURN oof TOBSA
s^nen poeTTHAN: *i*i

REAP TH^l POfm Cjf

MiNf ANO tell 'W
UJHfiiTm THINK

ler'S ThKt A LOOK AT
Your TiTl€<. 'fo jAhn:

roEIMEN,' •'To JACCmiC
•• TO (?nsf/M/veK * " To Joyce.

"

TO MARY," "TO

JUPITH - •' 70 NANCY."

-JO^ANDr/' 'TOSET*^."

''TO JOANNl.' "TO LISA,'
•'^5 lYNN ' ":'ri .HftlV-A

roo seem 1 YCAJ ThINK

roEt 1 !"i Tlrf

P(\/e.LURNC' 1 sy/fftf 1

•i -^nem P^ X It
i~itCf r^^^'^^ dH^^

^^M
c<% >f \\ ""X

^
GORDY BY GORDE

RPU-JAJG, 3TONE ART'CLE
CGNTIMUeS . .

LIOUe.L, IF YOU CXXJLD
SOM-UP ^tOURf^LATIOlO-
SHIP 70 /HAI^CO JAKE IN
OfJB lAXiRD, WHAT LVOUU:^

IT BB?

I E^JTROSrmP THAT
PLEAS WITH £U£/?rf-

,

ImY /AtA&e,MYI/Ef&
SOUCy AND H£
oeSTROYEO MEf

m^t0^0^^*^^^**

OWE LA5T TH/fOC-,
MR.KicH'e A FBi^.

MOtJTFiS BACK A1AN<-'^

\NA-> <iVOTEC> AS
SAYIKKS THB FOL-
/LaiAJfAJ<r> ABOUT
YOU. . . .

^'HB. VOOULD^J'T 3IKl(^

SO BAD IF HE

BLOOM COUNTY BY BERKE BREATHED

WORPGRTWO- NO FOUR
HUNQRBP RONCO dUPSR
coMBitmoN fi(jM PtntR

sewim sue. CAN PUT 'ew

wm HFR eoo
BLACK 5RAe.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
F^dited by Tmde Michel JafTe

ACROSS
1 Snake eg
5 Down with, in

Di|On

9 Razor sharpen-

ing device

14 Riaito coin

15 Prefix with

phone Of ton

16 Indian o* British

Columbia
1

7

Secluded place

19 Eye
20 Vaf«d
21 ivanhoe s love

22 Shadow
23 I — man wlf^

seven wives

24 Nursery calls

27 State oH

28 Record
32 Single

33 Toe* long steps

36 Piccadilly Circus

iigure

37 Winner of 8

Oscars 1954

40 Silver peso
4

1

Stag leature

42 Hole in-of>e

43 KifwJ ol machine
44 Prefin with nate

or lith

45 — moi le

dekjge
47 Engage m
49 La Boheme

role

SI Ca«Mr and
Waldorf

54 Aircraft parts

58 Small Sire type

59 Irish seaport

60 Daphnis and

Chioe
composer

61 Eastern b^wig
62 Lamo
63 GfOnoftle S river

64 Lairs

65 Word with lay or

hat

DOWN
1 — Longa. old

city SE of

Rome
2 Zadora and
Lindstrom

3 Grampuses
4 Sioux

5 Violin maHer
6 Palm nut

7 Ripened

8 Patriotic org

9 Play a round of

golf

10 Kitcfwn drink

11 Ceremony
12 Norse god
13 South American

rodent

18 Hogfish

21 Patriot Paul

23 Standard of

excellence

24 Fits of uncertain

temper

25 Cancel

26 Pans subway
27 Arrived at

29 Like a football

crowd
30 Puerto Rico

seaport

31 — Park.

Colorado

34 Sweeps the

strings

35 Indian prirKess

36 Trouble

39 Gallery

employee
46 Filch

48 Role in Die

Fledermaus
49 Of morning

50 Bakery
employees

51 Garb lor

35 Down
52 Turkish titles

53 Wash
54 Appellation

55 Sfw got what

she wanted

56 Actor Portman

57 Pierre s Stale

Abbr
59 Unite

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

VlA-t^Uif
AlIN E R S

» B . D D WijV I

KlillMA|l
pIeIwIdBpH

AjR.I A

als.rls'

1 I 3 1

1
1 1 I • 1 i« 11 « 1]

u IS It

1! 11 11

M :"
^^^^H?; 7J ~^^H
M n M ^^r~n

1
n 71 M 11

a u J5 M

V D N

m

1
41 mr

n M ' M 1

n lu _ H M

SI a u Si S) Si S'

5'

1

M

M 11

1
II

U M M _
'IfM 1>M A^tln 1Ub« Nyn^M-air

Staff Notice

WEDNESDAY
HETEROSEXISM AWARENESS WORKSHOP

7:30 p.m. Campus Center 802
Last chance to make staff?

TOMORROW IS

CANDIDATES NIGHT
for newsroom, graphics positions

LISTEN BEFORE YOU VOTE
8 p.m. Campus Center 164

I

Weather
Today

Sunny, high in the mid 60s

Tonight
Clear, low in the mid 20s to upper 30s

Tbmorrow
Becoming cloudy, high in the 50s and low 60s

MENU
BASICS DINNER

PK,>PSP Nut Loaf/Mushroom Sauce

cSn citlet/Supreme Sauce. Cranberry Sauce

DINNER ^^^^'•o/e ^'^

Chicken Cutlet/Supreme Sauce, Cranberry Sauce
Roast Lamb/Gravy, Mint Jelly

Tuna Salad Plate with Chips

ich

tm.^^.:-'^mmm•>^^'f^ff^^'^>mmM'<mm^^ -.u^w^

n

Brought to you by
Night Editor John Yonce

Copy Editor William Spain

Layout Technician Conor Plunkett

Photo Technician Brian Guarnotta

Production Supervisor Mat Atkins

Production Jim Pbdesky, Pt^tra Philipp.

Laura Bell, Mat Atkins, Roberto Catalano

lllH.l.ii'

ir:«notrtiaiimiiiMMiiwiii-i^»iii>ift
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JB UMass Arts Council

CALL FOR
BLOCK GRANT PROPOSALS

Deadline tor submission of block grant

proposal: FRI. AI'HII. 18

AMD: Peadiojc .v''^ iubm{.5i<C»; c\^

Qvcnti ,'^c'l fV 19^7 kiudinq {caxCif

J{an cue.ifi) FRI. APRIL C^

Grant guidelines available at the Arts Council,

US Herter Hall, S4S 020J

We now have more and better

materials to meet your thesis

and paper writing needs.

A-I-Hastingsjnc.
Conv0ni0ntly located in thm c»ntitr of Amh*f%t"

45 South Plttaiont Strait

OPf N W««Kdoy» 5 u m to '> p <n Suiid<jy». 5am to 1 p rn.

RENT/\NRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also AvaNable

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

I he Applf

Macinto>h

Do you have

one of

these?

//
» f.

W////A,

VVK HAVK AN APPI.K
LASERWRITKR FOR YOU !

,THE APPLE LASERWRITER)

PRINT OUT YOUR DISK ON OUR LASER PRINTER

THE PAPER HOUSE , INC.

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST

(NEXT TO BELL'S PiZZA)

549-5656

Dontcompetewith
a Kaplanstudent-

be one.

Why? Consider this More students

increase their scores after taking a Kaplan

prep course than after taking anything else

Why'-* Kaplan's test taking techniques

and educational programs have 50 years

of experience behind them. \Afe know
students. And we know what helps boost

their confidence and scoring potential

So ifyou need preparation for the H.S.

ENTRANCE EXAMS, PSAT. SAT. ACT
ACHIEVEMENTS, LSAT, GMAT MCAT
GRE. DAT. ADV7VNCED MEDICAL
BOARDS. TOEFL. NURSING BOARDS,
NTE. CPA. INTRO TO LAW SPEED
READING. or others, call us

Why be at a disadvantage'''

iKAPLAN

Preparing Now
For GMAT, LSAT and GRE

get started early

and complete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

;} Soup • Bialys •

<oked Turkey •

Hours:
Mon Sal

9 6
Sun 9-1

• Kosher

MuSSK^AfHERST
• TabouieTT

Across from

Plumbleys M

%
^ (^ V\r\r\.tA

-iues • Brie • Kepperoni

Chocolates • Fresh Baked

Breads • Gruyere • Cheddar Jalapeno Soup •

Smoked
Curried

Lentil So
Salads *

Apple P

Taragon

Cheese
Smoked
Cake • Corned Beef • Carrot Soup • Greek Rice

Saiad • Croissants • NY Deli Rve • Kosher

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

2995

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center
FuK Service Tire Store

78 Suoctarland Rd.. No Amharst. MA
Across from Watroba s Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards AcLepted

a SPECIAL PARTY
with a DIFFERENCE

Call us for our

custom party platters -

over 100 kinds of domestic and im-

ported cheeses, smoked meat Er fish,

exotic salads, fresh cakes and
pastries.

ENJOY

Application

Deadline for

Summer and
Fall 1986

INTERNSHIPS
April 24th

Contact the

University

Internship

Program
16 Curry Hicks

545-0727

Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea, Taiwan,

Hong Kong, Sri Lanlca, India, Egypt, Turkey, Greece and

Spain. Our 100 day voyages sail in September and January

offering 12-15 transferable hours of credit from more than 50

voyage-related courses.

Develop an awareness of our relationship with other coun-

tries and a first-hand understanding of world issues.

The S.S. UNIVERSE is a 500 passenger American-built

ocean liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea admits

students without regard to color, race or creed.

For details call toll-free (800) 854-0195

or write

Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education

University of Pittsburgh, 2E Forbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260
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attackman that challenged them.

LoCascio was pulled with 8:08 left in the second for Paul

McCarty, who had a similiar lack of action as BC didn't

manage a shot in the half. In fact, BC's first shot came
with 3:43 left in the third, and was easily handled by

Brookline's Quint Moores, playing in the goal in front of

the home crowd. He had four saves.

Chris Tyler (2), McGovern, Pat Cain. Greg Collins and

Dave Avidon all scored for UMass in the second half. Jefl"

Morgan and Briai. ..IcDonell scored for BC, with Morgan
putting the Eagles on the board with 10:38 left in the

game.
"We did what we had to do," said UMass coach Dick

Garber. "I didn't want to run it up on them. But now,

they're all tough games. . .we'll have to be ready."

Gorilla Grumblings: Senior defenseman Gerry "Sky

King" Byrne sported red Chuck Taylor's on the artifical

turf. . .several BC fans had bags on their heads. UMass
fans held a 3-2 advantage in kegs at the game. UMass
outshot the Eagles, 38-14 and held a 61 35 groundball ad

vantage. . Garber joins the coaches from Virginia,

Maryland, Mar>land-Baltimore County, Ftnn, Ffenn State,

Army. Cornell, Adelphi, Bucknell. Brown and Rutgers

with a vote for the national poll.

>1»^.\o9^

r"iundlri|>fr,mi

LONDON 438
PARIS 438

flmSTERDflm 428
BRUSSELS ^W8

Eurail Passes, Inl'l Sludenf ID, AYH Mem-
berships ^11 issued on [\]c spoil!

* call our campus hotline!

253~7529Hhrn »,u^ 256-1261
or drop hv

79 So. Pleasant SI,2nd floor, Amherst

~l Council Travel Services

Women's lax
wins sixth, at

Northeastern
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

BOSTON—A sense of relief accompanied

the University of Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team as it escaped Parson's Field

with a narrow, 11-8 victory over win-

starved Northeastern University, here

yesterday.

"We survived it, that's the most impor-

tant thing," UMass head coach Pam Hix-

on said of her team's performance in the

game. "I think we were both mentally and
physically flat. We went 3-0 this week and
1 worked my players really hard but not to

worry, we've got two days off.

Sophomore attackman Ginny Armstrong

continued her red hot play scoring four

goals while senior attackman Bunny
Forbes and junior attackman Lisa Griswold

each had two goals and two assists to lead

the unbeaten. 6-0. Gazelles. Senior at-

tackman Mary Scott had two goals and an

assist, and freshman attackman Cathy

Fuhrman had an assist.

Defensively, UMass had to contend with

senior attackman Gail Zimmerman, a

4iant of a women who battered the Gazelle

defense for seven goals and assisted on

another for the 0-3 Huskies.

Zimmerman scored four of her team's five

goals in the first half to offset a pair of goals

by Armstrong and one each from F"orbes,

Scott and Griswold.

Tied 5-5 entering the second half. Hixon

assigned junior defenseman Chris Kocot

the sizeable task of shutting down Zimmer-
man. Kocot did the job and the Gazelles

pulled away, outscormg the Huskies, 6-3.

•LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Men Thurs 8 45 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTivrnEs

Work ScraritT, HoapiUliU. SUgcercw
for the East Side Concert Come to u\ in-

formational meeting on April U, 17 and
21 at 7 PMCC
Stadent Hesltk AdriaorT Board meetinx
Apnl l.S lyse 5 3fi pm IllS rm 302 "pen

to all be there

AUDIO

Suyo AM/FM CaaMttc cmr stereo. AMS
with pair of Pioneer triaxial speakers,

great condition only $90 54»i-113(!

AUTO FOR SALE

74 BMW 2002. red. California car

Restored. 6,350 obo 538-4127 or .SaS-ZBae

77 VW Rabbit, brown, A/T runs well,

great stereo 1130 .S84-8736

70 Cutlass Con». new lop. duel exhaust,

shocks, springs, radials all around, needs

timing cnain & minor body work $500
2&M)072eve«

lt78 Baick Skylark good condition only

1900 what a bargain' Call Chris 546-7817

ell $650 01or BO e*."; 8336

U74 BMW 2002 brown very good condi-

tion many new parts $3700 .^49-01 12

253-9032

If75 CImtt Vega GT run daily must sell

$350 or BO 549-7578

1982 Dataon 310X. good condition Ken
wood stereo cassette, air cond., 30 m p.g

5 speed manual, 56.500 miles, $3, 100 or BO
front wheel drive call 546-7154 after 7:00

1974 Saab »9. great radial snows worth

$260! New clutch, broken CV joint. Fix or

use for parts! Barry, 648-9436 $350

Is it tme you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? (Jet the

facta today! Call 1-312-742 1142 ext

5931 A _______
1974 Dart good parts car, best offer for

more info call Mat 256-1203

$$ BIG BUCKS $$

Did yoa cTer take PhiliMophy 1(2??? I

need your help!! Call Gianmarco 5493640

CAN YOU WRITE?
~

Intereited in Joamaliam? It's never to

late to start' Comp down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England. You can

write about Sports, News, Editorial, Black

Affairs, Womens Issues, or (Jay or U-s

bian issues Whatevpr your interesLt,

write about it Uiday in the Collegian. We
build careers. ^_____

CAPE COD

Organiiinr iob/honae hunting trip to

Cape Cod N()W! KnsU^86 31(mj(3729

F>mai7rooinmate wanted io share cot

tage with 3 others in Hyannis 1000 for

summer. May 2.3 to Sept 2 call 6 9205

Weet Yinnoutk cottage sleeps 4 263 7436

"CASH"

Paying eaah for your baseball earda

Please call Mike 54(5.61 05

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc .lorkeys Light Shows.

Large Screen Video 24 hr operaU)r

649^ 1U
TDRN THE TABLES «yr D J. best party

pro around 24 hour ,586 9691

ESCORT SERVICE

Esrorl Service Available 8 p m 2 am.
Evcryflav, anywhere on cjimpus •''*> i*^

safe, call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOOD FOR PEOPLE - • - . FOUND PERSONALS
NOT FOR PROFIT -

:

z=z=:z=z:=:z=:z===: Found geld ID braeclet new MwrUI. Nomination Paper* now availaUe for
....••••••«•••>•••••••••••>••••••••

Call Ken at 666-3286 to claim S-'uthwest Area (rt.vemmenl Preaidenl.

Vice f'rvsident, and Treasurer in the
• Bagels. Apples. Oranges. Coffee. * HELP WANTED .SWAG Office in Hampden Completed

Cashews, Jofu. I)ned Fruit, Almonds r:^:rm::=:z:rrz:r:zn=Z=r=r nomination papers are due Monday. Apnl
• BananaChips, Egg Rolls. Fig Bahs, * COUNSELORS - Private co-ed camp m 14. 1986 at 5 <V) pm in the SWAG Office

Raisins, Fresh BMed (Joods. Onmge Berkshires has openings for head and Friendl? Stranger • Is there more' You
• Juice. Magic Mommy Brownies "^

* assistant instructors in. Softball, basket have mv attention - Rob
People's Market ball, lacrosae, tennis, archery, video/film ^ _

has it all * making photography, horseback nding Eswerelda: I have a poor memon;. Even
• • •

assistant, hiking/backpacking. waterski so. how about going to Steve's? Call me.
•

ing. computers waterfront OA'SI), bunk Bnan
FOR RENT ^ counaelors, and bunk unit heads (Jood j^, ,„^ ^,^ ,j,„^ p^^ p^^^ oj^n,

^=Z===ZZ=====:^Z===:. salaries friendly atmosphere^
*"",'^r'. for Circle band conservatives and libs alike

Wast to live on N.J. shore this Dr Paul Krouner tamp Schodack 54 welcome check out some of the areas
uaaerT? Cheap. 2 blocks from beach. Sheffield Road. Newtonville. MA 02160

,j,^, onmnal tunes cmon down to the
call Heather 546 1106 or Mark 546-9261 (617) 964 1912. days 9-6 Hatch Apnl 17 next Thursday'"

rbcdrooma available in Riverrlade for ''"'"
'. State - If I naslTyou" my boxers will it

summer with fall option 253-5140 • College Pro Painters _ remedy our ills' Yeah' Just say L. Andy

RsitiTHouM- just over Amhemline^'^ '.

j^^ good summeT^niers $6-71ir ' SCOTT SANTARELLA Your b^u^r
mile fnim bus. 4 bedrooms, deck, huge . The OrMnuedStudenU ' lip has been turning us on! So why do they
backyard, garage Summer/fsll option. , 8W-424 2468 * call you TUNA anyway?? Your Secret
2.56^(»072 anytime Lovers in 84

2 bedroom apt in house on Main St. new
Needed InmediaYerT- eood accurate ften'TieTeducation get in the way of

Iv renovated ( )n bus route^ (.reat k«ition ^^ „^^ ^ ^^^,^j,
« ^^ ^,„^^ your ignomace. Was tUt it'

Availabje^lune^lst call 253 5375
at Wednesdav evening Senate Meetings.

Room for rent summer sublet with fall op- and record, nease call Fran at 5-034

1

. •

uon available May 31 $142 a month
Collegian - Vote R Skelton EdOp * Think Positive!

negotiable 1'/. miles from IMass-^n
|5','!S^Mo.t experienced, politic^ ' „

.. . „house mature person preferred call Ruthi
JJ;^ii,ted best for job

* Vote Yes to a Postive Check-off |

; ^ri o I ^^ A—iv^t Earn $4000-S000 this sumemr as you gain . Todav' *

}^r '^/f ™^r,h 2^86^ Jul^e P*«' »>"»*"«» experience Be th/u of M . ^"^^
Center. $320 month 253-7867 Julie ^^ Director foV Campus C onnection.

Townchouse Apt. 2 bedrooms, lease our proven, nationally expanding college =r-5^-r—{-
. . „, „ ^ ^ .^

start* May 1 no waiting list! Call 5491760 advertising guide We support. Call To Kathy, Jaekie. Wally. Tom. Bert. A»-

* wrT o. an^ 9 Mr,^ .m Si.nd Johnathan Rand, Publisher, at (513) dy, John. Mike and Guy - Thanks for all

To sublet 6n_ 8/31 2 bdrm apt, Sund.,
241-6913 after 5 PM weekdays. Ideal for the love and support when 1 needed it

$340/neg call 666-4^Al, art a ^ ambitious underclassman Immediate most voure the best and I love ya

Do yon want to take over our lease? Two opening. (S)nnellon

bedroom apartment Southwood ApU
Sid: Let's celebrate your 21st together!

256 1663 LOST Meowser! Love. Knutne Rockne

fwo^edrom Southwood apartment -
. , ^ , . ,.,. . . .,.;,. ,.. Amaxing Jonie Professional Feather

available June Ist with fall option $130 per Heln! Did you find a black and wh^te kO- p^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ g^
mo heat included call 256-0044 tenf Vianity Puffton Village. Reward

„
°

,. „,^^^ „ j-n sts"—
mn^r sublet

5491868 Happy 20th Birthday Scoob ! Love BIB

tiufwToption cjr665°4248""^'
'" * U^L^vi denim iacket Sat 4/5 Zeta Psi BORDERLINE SOUGHT - but still not

~
i-—r 3 party red & black checkered lining had reached Still need to talk Where are you?

2 bedroom apt in Noithwood sumemr
^^^ j,^ j„ j^^j ^ t,^, 545.7049 no n;^^^ "s^Vliul I h.ve «our attention '

with fa^ option only 380 per month call
i-estions asked tT" ,

' ' ^ your attention^

Joe 665 75(18
questions aaaeo Always keep your mind opened to new and

'- — r r~in; Ladies black Pulsar quarts wsteh better possibilities - Your Friendly
4 bedroom house on Route 9 newly built

iggther band, gold toned trims on face Stranger
with excellent kitchen and bathroom ^^^ ^ ^^, , ^^^ ,1 ,5 ^i^ i^ n*WN t YNN SHFRWOOD Hsbdv 7th
f„,|,t^s Summer sublet with fall option ,,^pPE U room., incredible sen- S^^An^nlJ-^no^Tou. uS?^
263-9869 limental value. No questions, just thankx. i i 1

two^^peopie^ieeded to share room in Please call 6-6723 Vote "Yes" for increased funding for the

..-.JTIr,) Aviilahlo lime I On bus 7;^~i—

:

;

—

T~-
—

7^ F—:

—

Distinguished Visitors and In ion Pro-

gThVr:rN'rghr2'56-'l32r
^" ^ ^^rZ::TCr^'^K^y'V. ^fe^^c^r^'-

^"^ '™^'^-

Newly renovated 4 person 3 bedroom 253-3.566 reward - ^^~ ^zzimziizizz:
apartment for summer Amherst Center

Co,t eat female, very small, white, gray & PROFESSIONAL T'tVING SERVICE
253 2192 keep trying orange North Amherst area. Call Laura =
Summer 7ubirt^.v7fiiroption. 1 large at .549 1.397 ''''^'•'

!S!!!j'i'!*';***'°?' "'•!!!ir
^mTn 2 bedroom apt. pU f-.»heH

u.^, . ^.d initial ring "R" on 4-7 near STsncy'Sr^*'''
"~ "'"' """^

non-smokingpref. ren t neg. 665-8316
Intramural Fields. Tremendous s<'ntimen- ^ 3g»- j^

FORSALE tal value. Please call 263-3362 ask for Bob RIDE WANTED
_ Lost near Library or in Librar- Tower ^-rr: ~
Fnmitarc - Excellent condition - mar- silver class nng if found call Dave 6-9555 Desperately seeking a nde to upststs NY;

"T'ftandloveseat, chair, wall unit, reward l"^*^^21.!:!::*^^:^^'*TL^'^l
enrtable, lamp, kitchen Uble with five

sTfyTflRrYCLES Z'u^
chairs while wicker bedroom furniture. MOTORCYCLES tor Lin<ls

5"mv 549To8t'
''"'" "*'^'""'

1978 Suiaki G3400 New Dunlop Sport ROOMMATES WANTED
__/ '

-r-ci —, rr Elite tires, new battery, new fanng and
Bicycle Ross lO-speed blue mint cona. ^^ mirrors Elec start. Looks and runs Two roommates needed to shsrs s thrss

$81) call Paul .586-7088 ^^ jg.r,^ „r BO 1 ,568- .5088 bedroom Townehoose spt lot fsH & sprinfl

GuccT Watches $30 styles for men &
igg; Kawasaki GPi 750 red 8400 miles * '^'"'•"•'•^i*" '^J^L"*."*'*?

women call 6 7480 excellent condition $1700 253-9032 2 roommates wanted to shsrs bedroom in

DMiTTret 'Robin Williams tickets? If 549-01 12 Brtttsny Manor spts Hest srid hot wstsf in

™-J« .,^fr,^. rail fifi5 8477 r=:^:=z::zirz=r=mzz=i:zr=r:z duded. Losse begins in Sept 86. Cslly^y^nni^orr^^cM^^l
NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING 25*4*438

^
Pnmitare! Moving? I have living room _^ ^^__-- _— __- —

. . . .....

LTbedroom fu|Jiture for you'^ Price TOCnnr. will hold iU Annual Meeting J^'^^^^^^Sii^l ^^J^'^Mn""^
negotiable _call^.549 1.587 ^^^j^^ ^han« May 2. 1986 in Campus ^^^7^12 Dave OOMISI
Y«iiiahB acoustic guitar. In excellent con- Center 804-808 at 3 00 pm _

^t^ Asking llJJT or BO c»l. (.4877 or ——^^-^^^^---^^^ W Y^^th^^l. or fmsl^m,^

^r^^-^'^'^'"''''^ Ho----t.w«tedU.sh«.3bedr^^ ^1:^^:^^'^,^'^^'"^"^
lUKM.reKK >«" ''^3 jpt m house m Squire Village. Fall

75 Ford Maverick only 55000 miles new semester only Own bedroom, nonsmoker Female non-smoking roommate needed

P.hsuRt runs great $7.50 call 666-3194 or Call 6-61 12 or 6-611

5

to share two bedroom Brsndywine apt for

?I? ,,",7, •* ' fsil Ct sprinfl csll Michelle 54*9664 or
•^'^ ''

Bichie S40- 1 548 stter 7 pm

I ftmales —sdsd to stwe spt in Bran-

J^fwtrm CM HMOm
Female roommate wanted to sublet room
'tiered by one other female mTownoTiouse
spts for fa* of 'SB cell evenings 640-2048

Two people needed to share bdrm m 2
bdrm Pufnon startlr>g Juno I csd 540 SB46

Feawle non-smoking roosuute needed
to sfMro two bedroom Brsrvtywine spl for

fell Er apnng can MicheNs 646-9604 or Rit-

chie 54» 1460 sfter 7 prn ^
for 2 females for .Squire Villsge apts for

fsH snd/or apnng 06/87 csH 54*1271

Two bedrooa Townekoase Apt - on bus
route, fuKy furnished, pod. AC svailable

Juno 1sl rant »32S plus utitt Rivorglade apts

Pafhaa Village two bedroom summer
suWet no tt» option cm 6« 0««0

TO SUBLET

Snmaer sakM
ideally located

CSII2S6-8402

sunny, ooolapl
campus snd town

One feaiale needed
Townohouee 548-1419

to

One female roomstste needed to share

two tiodroom spt in Towr>ehouee contact

Julie or Lias 64O«e0
, .

»

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 Tutarinc WOO par hour
former grader, consultant Alea 280-1230

Typing. Tape Transcription. Feet, sc

cursts Avsilable almost anytime 086-7062

tailor for alUration. SHAaI^N s at Mall.

604-8302

Perfectieaiat Traing on
quaNty - 2S% off first )ob

Iter.

1178

SUMMER JOBS
ACROSS THE COUNTRY

$175-225 s week
Why not try somett>ir>g different ttiis sum-
mer? Envlroomeotal Csmpsign positions

Bvsilsble in 18 ststss Will trsin qusllfied sp-

piicsnts Informstion and interview seesions

this week : Tuos snd Wsd in CC Room 178:

9, 11, 1 snd 3(X) Instsed of flipping

burgara. . .make s dlffsrence<

SUMMER SUBLET

On Amity Plate luxury condo 2 bedroom
beck petio AC 460 Induslva psr month can

Uss 640-0947

BRANDYWINE APT for summer sublet

CsH 640-8060 or 6400070

One room in four room spsrtment Rent

rsesortetile snd negotiable Svviss Villags

csll HoWy 260-1001 svenings

Amherst Center I bedroom, Nvingroom.

kitchen, bath May-August 31 FaH option

taOO plua utilities 260-430 Ksthy

Braadywine Apartment for sumemr
sublet cell 54*0898 or 54*0680

Samaer snbletters needed for Brsn-

dywine Apt Can Oeve 64*8016 or Bryan

640-9107

Great Place ta U*e! Spadoue one

bedroom Creetvlow Apt .
aicaNant coryM

oon. large beckyertl. on bus route, walking

dietarx;e to UMaes, scroes Puffton, summer
sublet with fsll option Csll Beth. Robyn
6«K)401

We have your apartaMnt. Ita got naw
pa«nt, new carpet ar>d some fumtture' Two
greet bedrooms tt>st sech fit two people ertd

its on s bus routs Tsks it for tTis sumemr
w/fall option 2S3-3616

Saauacr subletters: Puftton Village apait-

ment tuNy fumiehed. Pleaae caN enytfena

84XB34

Summer sabWt 3 bdrm Pafnoa Vlg fur

nishad 64K73B

Summer sublet Southwood apt June 1

-Aug 31 rent vary negotlet>le call 2S* 1618

Sandcrlsnd - seeking femele housemate to

sublet room in 2 bdrrn house from 6 1 -0/31

Contact Debbie 006-3003

TYTING SERVICE
~

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pra^

jects. Meticulous proofrsading. EdWng
available New IBM Typewriter 6404)387

WANTED

Let's ksve eome fan. Tendem bicyciing

pertners wented 1-407 78T7

Looking7or lightweight 10 speed bike

pref womens frsms Price sround »100

Jsnel 640-1421, 64*1977

WANTED TO BENT

$100 reward for empty lease in

dywine or Puffton Cell 64* 6324

SubleU/Rooms needed June 22

call 26*8815 8 am 9 pm

Bran-

Aug 2

Do you want to live in the center of

Amherst? 1 room svsilsble csll 26*0749,
Melsnie

Summer sublet w/fall option. Souttiwood

hsH furnished, new csrpet 26*1764 MOO

Summer sublet In beeutlful Brendywine

call 540-0763 for more info avsHsbla June 1

August 30

On Sunset Ave 3 bedroom 2 bsths mirtuts

welk from campus call 540-6164

Summer sublet with fall option CItffside

Apts Sunderlend on but routs csll 006-8280

Three bedroom Townehousc svsilsble

June 1 through Aug 31 540^1419

Furnished bedroom in RivergTade ApU
svsilsble cheep rent 1100 t month call

253-3130

Northampton Center, but route, large

spscious four bedroom townhouss LR DR,

kitchen, 1 H bsth, newiy renovtted svsiiabis

June 1 - September 1 , 1700 or best offer call

now 50*5363

Squire Village two panont to shsrs

bsdroom furnished pool but route »

nogotieble cell 086-4722

Sublet spares^siiable call 253 SOOB oven

ings rswsrd

I bedrm furn. t>ut rt, 370/mo, utilinci,,

Msy thru Aug Cliffside Apts 88*3008

Female Grad tfudent needed ss room

msts in 2 bedroom spl Squire Villsge avail

June 1 , fsll optton. 1 mo ent free' 80*3719

Will Psy $$$$ for your 3-bdrm Puftton

Village leese call now' Keep trying 64O-0062

54*0396

Responsible own seeking 3 or 4 bedroom
houee next fall and spring, call Vic or Al

26*0066

$$$ Reward femele is looking for own
room in quiet ecademic houee cloee to cam-

pus for fsll 54*9060

Looking to take over lease for 3 bedroom
Puffton Apt starting In June cell 54*0194
or 80*3123

Looking for lease in Brendywine or Lin-

coln Apts 1 or 2 bedrooms Pleaae call Sue

26*1440

Houee or apt in houee for 4 people, bus

routs, prsferobly in Amherst Lynns
26*1760 vrWIng to taks over summer rent

for fsll option

Looking to take over lease if 2 bedroom
apartment in brendywine. Puffton, or houss

in Amherst srae csll 54*9040 or 54*9046

Single room needed in houee or spt star.

ting tha fsll will sign leeee csll 25*1802
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SPORTS US launches air strikes in Libya — page 2

Gorillas cruise by Eagles, 17-2
UMass heads home with 5-1

record after rout ofBC
BY PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

CHESTNUT HILL-Once the first quarter of Saturday

nights University of Massachusetts-Boston College

lacrosse game was over, the major question left to answer

was if noted bus driver John "Washy" Waskiewicz would

get the team back in time to hit a few parties.

Washy, true to form, breezed up the Pike quickly

enough to get the Gorillas home with plenty of time to

celebrate a savage 17 2 destruction of the Eagles.

UMass climbed to 5 1 with its third-straight win of the

season. The 1 1th ranked Gorillas now prepare for a four-

game homestand starting Wednesday afternoon against

St. John's (Boyden Field. 3 p.m.».

As one-sided as the BC score was, it doesn't fully in-

dicate the ease UMass handled the Eagles with. Scor-

ing virtually at will, the Gorillas led 15-0 at one point

in the fourth quarter before the lowly Eagles (3-8) manag-

ed two meaningless goals.

Of the 500 people that watched the game in dimly-lit

Alumni Stadium, a good 400 were Gorillas followers.

Stomping their feet when UMass scored and booing the

two BC tallies, the fans provided UMass with some in-

centive, although little was needed.

"We're playing pretty well right now, but our best is

coming," said senior midfielder Seamus McGovern.

Gazelles win. Page 11

"We've got four big games coming up at home, and with

the support we've been getting, we should keep on clim-

bing in the rankings."

With ninth-ranked Duke falling to Virginia and

number 10 Harvard losing at Yale on Saturday, UMass
could climb as high as eighth in the USILA poll.

The gory details: Junior attackmen Greg Cannella and

Tbm Carmean put on first-period clinic at BC. Cannella

scored the game's first two goals, the second assisted by

Carmean, before Carmean rattled off the next two and

with 1:16 left in the period, and it was 4-0.

The fourth goal was a thing of beauty. Going one on-

Collegian photo by Michelle Segail

Junior catcher Sean Flint (center) celebrates one of his two home runs against Maine on Fri-

day. The Minutemen split a doubleheader with the Black Bears.

UM baseball splits with Maine
Minutemen pound six homers

By JOE ROBERTS
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts might just be

the best 5-15 baseball team
around, after splitting a

doubleheader with the
University of Maine, a

perennial college world
series contender

UMass lost the first game,
11-5, but came back to win
the next one, 13-5. The
Minutemen have now won
four out of their last five,

and face the University of

New Hampshire in a

doubleheader at 1 p.m. this

afternoon at Lorden Field.

Sophomore lefthander
Matt Sheran, who played

centerfield in the first game,

saw action on the mound for

only the second time this

season and in five-plus inn-

ings held Maine to five runs,

struck out one and walked
thtree before giving way to

Steve Allen, a usual in-

fielder pitching for only his

second time.

"It feels good. They're a

tough team. I pitched
against them last year and
they knocked me out." said

Sheran.
Allen not only came into

the game to cool off the

Black Bear bats, he also hit

a tape-measure home run

that left the ballpark in a

hurry. It was still rising as

it went over the 370 sign in

left-center field.

Maine coach John Winkin
praised UMass' newly-

awakened attack, saying,

"Massachusetts hit the ball

well. We didn't

underestimate them, it's

just the way they hit the

ball. I don't like to make ex-

cuses, but we've got three

league games this weekend.

We just didn't get the pit-

ching we needed to win."

Evidently, Maine's biting

wasn't too bad either as both

teams combined to hit ten

home runs, UMass' season

total before the game. The
Minutemen had 26 hits for

the day including home
runs by catcher Sean Flint

ftwo), Steve Kern (two).

Allen, and Sheran.

Flint's home runs were his

first and .second of the year

and came in the first game.

He also added a double in

the second game and was
four-ofsix on the day with

two runs batted in.

He would have had more
RBI if Kern were not bat-

ting in front of him. In the

second inning of the first

game, they hit back to back

homers while in the second

game, Kern's two-run homer
(his fourth of the season)

cleared the bases before

Flint's double.

Kern was four-for-seven to

raise his average to .326. He
had four RBI. Mike
Chambers, recently called

up from the junior varsity,

was three-for-five.

Jon Martin (1-4) was the

loser in the first game, giv-

ing up five runs, walking
two, and striking out none.

UMass coach Dick Berg-

quist was obviously pleased

with the victory. "It helps

team morale and proves to

the team that we" re capable

of playing and beating a

good team, a team that beat

the number one team in the

nation (Miami). It doesn't

make the season but it puts

us in a better frame of

mind," he said.

one with his defender, Carmean ran past BC goalie Paul

Veeden ( 14 saves) before picking a corner with a behind-

the-back shot.

McGovern then won the face-off (he was 12-of 16 on the

day with UMass going 20-of24 as a team) and senior mid

fielder Greg Fisk raced in for a 20-foot blast and it was
5-0 with 1:10 left in the first. McGovern won the next

draw, the ball was worked to Cannella and he found a

wide-open Rich Abbott with 15 seconds left. 6-0, call it

a night.

But Fisk wasn't done, scoring unassisted 45 seconds

into the second period. Sophomore attackman Kelley

Carr then chalked up his only goal, junior middie Doug
Musco took a Cannella feed for another before Cannella

scored his third, from Carmean. Musco added his second,

from Carmean and, well you get the picture. It was that

bad. UMass led at halftime, 14-0.

On the defensive end, freshman goalie Sal LoCascio

couldn't make a save on the Eagles. But then, the Eagles

couldn't get a shot off against the UMass defense as the

crease defenders and the d-middies chewed up any BC
continued on page II

Streak over
as Softball

splits four
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Softball team had its

nine-game winning streak snapped on Saturday, as the

Minutewomen dropped a 10-inning 3-1 decision to Rutgers

University in the first game of an Atlantic 10

doubleheader UMass, 215 and ranked 20th in the nation,

won the first game 4-0.

The Minutewomen also split with Temple University

yesterday, taking the first game, 3-0, and finishing on the

short end of a 3-2 count in the nightcap

Senior lefthander Lynn Stockley, 111 on the season, won

two games over the weekend, throwing a one-hitter against

Rutgers and a three-hitter against Temple. Sophomore

righthander Lisa Rever took both losses, dropping her

season record to 8-4.

The Minutewomen won game one of the Rutgers

doubleheader behind the near-perfect pitching of Stockley.

After her perfect game performance last Thursday,

Stockley gave up a lead-off double before sending down
the next 21 batters she faced.

Senior second baseman Carol Frattaroli's sacrifice fly

in the third inning proved to be the game winner
Sophomore shortstop Paige Kopcza roped a two-run dou-

ble to left center for the insurance runs in a three-run third

inning.

In the nightcap, Rutgers capitalized on a newly-adopted

NCAA rule designed to shorten extra-inning games. The
rule states that starting in the tenth inning of any extra-

inning game, each team will start every additional inn-

ing with a base runner on second.

Rever was the unlucky benificiary of the ruling, as

Rutgers led-off its half of the tenth inning when third

baseman Nancy Grippo reached on a fielder's choice, ad-

vancing Amy Calimer, the designated "base runner" to

third. Calimer scored the game winner on Marge Krah's

sacrifice fly.

The Minutewomen had a golden opportunity to win it

in the ninth. With with runners at first and second, Frat-

taroli lined a single to left. Sophomore first baseman Mar-

tha Jamieson, who represented the winning run for

UMass, was held up at third, unknowing that the left

fielder had hobbled the ball. Kopcza followed with a fiy

ball to right, and the UMass rally was dead.

After taking yesterday's opener 3-0, the usually potent

offense stalled, as the Minutewomen could manage only

four hits against Temple righthander Marge Lavage in

game two. To make matters worse, the normally sound

UMass defense committed three errors on its way to a 3-1

loss.

With UMass leading 2-1, Temple bounced back for two

runs in the sixth when Robin Boyd reached on an error

and scored on Debbie Tbdd's double to left, forcing Stockley

to work in relief Tfemple provided the game winner when
Todd .scored from third on a Stockley wild pitch.

"The mental mistakes we made hurt us. We need to

clean that part of our act up." UMass head coach Elaine

Sortino said. "We can do better and we know it. We just

have to go out and take it to whoever's next."

UMass Schedule:
Today:

Baseball: New Hampshire (2), Earl Lorden Field, 1 pm.|

Men's Tennis; at Rhode Island, 3 p.m.
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EUsberg makes call for grass roots drive

CoUeipAn photo t>v Knh Skellon

Daniel Ellsberg telling a Student Union Ballroom crowd last night:
"It is in your power to get Congress to act and it is in Congress' power
to cut off the arms race."

By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

The threat of a nuclear confrontation bet

ween the United States and Russia,

because of an escalating arms race, re-

quires Americans to mount pressure on

Congress to reverse the danger of

Armegeddon, a leading anti nuclear ac-

tivist said last night.

"It is in your power to get Congress to act

and it is in Congress' power to cut off the

arms race, " Daniel Ellsberg, a former Pen

tagon analyst who resigned during the

Vietnam War, told a crowd of about 300 in

the Student Union Ballroom.

Speaking on "American Russian

Roulette: The Construction of Instability."

Ellsberg disputed the notion that it would

take years to accomplish arms control. At

the next Summit meeting American

negotiators could say, "We won't test

underground nuclear warheads or ballistic

misiles if you don't, and in the time that

it takes to shake hands on the deal the

arms race would be over," he said.

Ellsberg said the Soviet Union has pro

posed a complete nuclear freeze, but

"Reagan is determined to continue the

arms race."

He said popular opposition to American

military involvment in Vietnam finally

pressured Congress to cut off funding for

bombing and military action, and urged

that lobbying, wntmg and calling con

gressmen. protesting and making speeches

would pressure Congress to act now.

He also said the US is playing a

"vigilante" role in Libya and the bombing
of that country in March was a means to

rally support for Reagan's $100 million aid

package to the "contra" rebels trying to

topple the .Sandinista government in

Nicaragua.

For the US to police such a large sphere
of influence in the Mediterranean, which
is extremely close to Russian borders, "it

could only be accomplished by our willing

to back that up with the threat of nuclear
war," Ellsberg warned. In times of war. he
said the US has used nuclear threats "a
dozen times to make the world safe," but
that kind of safety is "radically dangerous.
Ellsberg compared the arms race to a

movie theatre in which smoking was so

strictly prohibited that gasoline was poured
over the carpets and seats. "It will prolong
the time before someone smokes but when
they do. the whole thing goes up," he said.

In 1967, while serving in Saigon,
Ellsberg was appointed a member of

Defense Secretary's MacNamara task force

on the history of US decision-making in

Vietnam.
In 1969, he testified in secret before the

US Senate Foreign Relations Committee
on those findings and in 1971. betook this

mformation - "The Pentagon Papers" - to

the press. For this he was put on trial, if

found guilty, he could have spent a max-
imum of 1.50 years in prison. The charges
were dropped in 1973.

"The arms race is deeply embedded in

our society," Ellsberg said. "And we have
yet to find out ifdemocracy will survive in

that society."

Student arrested
on rape charges

By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

A 21 -year-old male University of Massachusetts stu-

dent was arrested over the weekend and charged with

raping a female student in a residence hall, UMass police

said.

The suspect, a resident of Theta Chi fraternity on

North Pleasant Street, was also charged with indecent

assault and battery and breaking and entering in the

nighttime with intent to commit a felony, according to

a clerk at Hampshire District Court in Northampton.

He was arraigned and released on $1,000 bail, the clerk

said.

Chief Robert Joyce said police were notified of the alleg-

ed rape by a call from John Quincy Adams Tower at 3:04

a.m. Saturday.

Joyce would not comment further and residence hall

officials refused to discuss the reported incident.

Bob White of the UMass Greek Affairs Office said,

"This is the first time we have heard of it. The police

have not notified us of anything. We have no informa-

tion to share.

"We are going to see what we can find out from our

own standpoint," White said.

Gerald O'Neil, director of public safety, said the UMass
police department's sensitive crime unit is investigating

the case.

The penalty for rape is life in prison or any term a judge

decides is appropriate; the penalty for indecent assault

and battery is imprisonment for up to five years; and the

penalty for breaking and entering in the nighttime is

up to 10 years in jail and up to a $500 fine, according

to UMass police.

Financial aid system changes
Department ofEducation asks verification ofincome data

By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

More than 15,000 University of Massachusetts students

will begin receiving financial aid verification forms in the

mail this week, part of a US government attempt to

eliminate mismanagement in student aid programs, ac-

cording to the University's chief financial aid

administrator.

Starting this year, the Department of Education is re-

quiring that financial aid offices verify income and

household data of all financial aid applicants, said Arthur

Jackson, director of the UMass financial aid office.

"This means that almost all unmarried students apply-

ing for financial aid will have to complete the verifica-

tion forms and submit copies of their own tax statements

plus those of their parents," Jackson said.

Young students claiming independent status will like-

ly find the forms complicated, Jackson said.

"Unless you were born before May 31, 1964, the govern-

ment now requires that independent students submit

copies of their parents' tax returns along with their own,"

Jackson said.

"No matter how long you may have been on your own,

the government now wants to look at your pi ents income

also," Jackson said.

"I don't like it anymore than the students will," Jackson

said. "Our own verification techniques were working fine.

It's just one more hurdle that we're going to have to clear."

Jackson said that smce the Reagan administration took

over, the financial aid office has had decreasing control

over financial r*''' nrorrrarno

"They (the federal government) think that there is

massive cheating within federal student aid programs,"

Jackson said. "I've seen more regulations implemented
over the last six years than in my entire 14 years in this

field," he said.

"It's all done in the name of efficiency and accuracy,"

Jackson said. "It doesn't improve either. It just adds more
paperwork to my staff and puts my budget further in the

red," he said.

Jackson cautioned students to take the forms very
seriously.

"I believe the forms to be repetitive and unnecessary,"
he said. "Nevertheless, they are the law.

"We have to abide by federal regulations, and if students

do not return the forms on time, the bursar's office will

not credit financial aid toward student bills," Jackson
said.

Jackson said the forms are indicative of the type of peo-

ple who run the department of education.

"Most of them are out of private industry with little

background in the education field," Jackson said. "A lot

of them are political appointees who don't understand the
consequences of their actions at the University level. They
do not have the interests of the students in mind," he said.

Jackson said he hopes that students will not be
discouraged by the forms.

"They're just another administrative process," he said.

"I realize they come at a bad time with the semester win-

ding down, with students having to choose housing and
select courses. But in reality they shouldn't take more
than a half hour to complete."

Peer education program explores sexuality
"How to Be a Better Lover," "Contracep

tive Education" and "Pornography vs.

Erotica" are some of the workshops the

University's Peer Sexuality Education Pro-

gram offers weekly or upon request.

Tomorrow and Thursday, program staff

members will be at tables in the Campus
Center Concourse to provide information

on sexually transmitted diseases.

"Human sexuality is a health entity, so

it is appropriate to do health promotion,

said Ron Mazula, coordinator of the pro-

gram since 1972. "The program started in

1971 at the request of the students ... we

try to meet changing needs and interests.

Applications for leading the workshops

are now available in the Health Education

office at University Health Services. Pro-

spective leaders are required to take two

three-credit courses, Public Health 213 and

214.

"We look for academically sharp students

with good communication skills. By the end

of the first semester, the students can give

workshops," Mazula said.

Jodi Foburn, a sophomore English major

who has been with the program for two

semesters, said, "The PSE program is im-

portant because we are all peers, students,

80 we have a better understanding.

Generally, students are more receptive to

us.

Mazula said, "Issues are more com-
plicated and sophisticated now. Students
know more through media, sex ed in school.

Sexually transmitted diseases are more
serious now than they used to be."

- LINA PANAGOPOULOU
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US aircraft strike at Libyan targets
Reagan calls it

'retaliation'
WASHINGTON (AP) - United States, acting to "pre

empt and discourage" Libyan terrorism, carried out a

series of middle-ofthe-night air strikes against Libya,

President Reagan's spokesman announced last night. "We
have done what we had to do," President Reagan said.

Addressing the nation just two hours after U.S. militao'

jets struck targets in Tripoli and elsewhere in Libya,

Reagan said, "When our citizens are abused or attacked

anywhere in the world. ..we will respond in self defense."

And in an unmistakeaule and personal warning to Li

byan leader Moammar Khadafy, he declared. "If

necessary, we will do it again."

Pentagon spokesman Fred Hoffman said Air Force Fill
jets were launched from Great Britain and joined Navy
jets off the U.S. carriers America and Coral Sea for a joint

attack on "targets in the vicinity of Trijwli and Benghazi."

Reagan's spokesman, Larry Speakes. said American

military jets had struck at Libya's "terrorist

infrastructures -the command and control systems, in-

telligence, communications, logistics and training

facilities."

"He counted on America to be passive," Reagan said

in declaring that the United States had diiect, precise and

irrefutable eveidence of Khadafy's role in recent anti-

American terrorist attacks. "He counted wrong."

The president said "evidence is now conclusive" that

recent terrorist incidents had occurred on "orders sent

from Tripoli." He said intelligence had blocked one

"planned massacre" involving the use of grenades and
small arms in France.

Reagan, Speakes said, "...has been considering this for

a period of time. We've been taking into consideration the

Khadafy activities."

Speakes said that the military action took place "in light

of this reprehensible act of violence," refen'ing to the bom-

bing of a discotheque frequented by American servicemen

in West Berlin. He said there was "clear eveidence Libya

is planning future attacks."

Speakes remarks were televised live on evening news
programs broadcast by the major American television

networks.

The networks had been carrying comments from cor

resf)ondents in Tripoli, who had given eyewitness accounts

of the strikes.

In his statement. Speakes said. "Libya bears direct

responsibility for the bombing in West Berlin on April 5

that resulted in the death ofArmy Sergeant Kenneth Ford

and injury to a number of American servicemen and
others."

"In light of this reprehensible act of violence and clear

evidence that Libya is planning future attacks, the United

States has chosen to exercise its right of self-defense. It

is our hope this action will pre-empt and discourage Li-

byan attacks against innocent civilians in the future."

"In addition to the strikes at terrorist centers, the presi-

dent also authorized limited defense suppression missions

in order to defend our own forces engaged in this mission.

Every effort was made to avoid civilian casualties and

limit collateral damage, and to avoid casualties to those

American servicemen who are participating," he said.

Senate Majority leader Bob Dole. R Kan., said that John

Poindexter, chairman of Reagan's National Security

Council, had informed the congressional leadership of

plans for the attack some two to three hours in advance

of the strikes.

Mid-air collision
kills three
HOLLISTON, Mass. (AP) Three people aboard a

helicopter were killed yesterday when their craft collid-

ed with a small airplane in a cloudless sky over the rural

Boston suburb.

"The plane went one way, the rotor went another and
the helicopter fell right out of the sky," said eyewitness

Bernie Doherty. He said that as the rotor fell to the ground

"it kept spinning like a top" until it landed in a resident's

swimming pool a quarter mile from the point of impact

and within 100 feet of a crowded nursery school

playground.

Witnesses said the plane skidded off the helicopter and

glided silently away, making an emergency landing

several miles away. The two men aboard the plane

escaped with minor injuries.

Carol Sheehan said she was watching the 4 and 5-year-

olds in her care playing on swings and in the .sandbox

when she noticed the helicopter and plane approaching

one another.

"It looked as though the wing of the plane hit the pro-

peller of the helicopter. I heard the crackle," .she said.

Sheehan said she saw the helicopter rotor veering over

a wooded area toward the Children's Lofl nursery school

and watched as it sliced through the above-ground .swim-

ming pool next door.

"As I got the last one in the door. I heard it hit the pool

and I saw the water gushing out," Sheehan said. "I felt

as though I was in slow motion. ..like you were running

in a dream."

Search is on for

Bellingham girl, 15
BELLINGHAM. Mass. (AP) - Police searched today for

15 year-old Wendy DeCasse, who allegedly was kidnap-

ped from her bed as her parents slept in a nearby room.

Police said Wendy's sister Heidi, 10, who shared the

bedroom, told them she was bound and gagged by the in-

truder but managed to free herself and awaken her

parents.

Radio station WMRC quoted sources as saying Nelson

and Carolyn DeCasse initially thought their youngest

daughter's claims were the result of a nightmare, but then

found the oldest daughter missing.

The station said Heidi told her parents she had been

bound with tape and gagged by two men dressed in Ar-

my fatigues, one carrying a gun and the other brandishing

a knife, as her sister was taken from the room'.

AP photo

A firefighter walks by wreckage of helicopter yesterday after it crashed following colli-

sion with plane over Holliston, Mass. All four in helicopter were killed. Both plane occupants
survived.

More pieces of
shuttle recovered
WASHINGTON (AP) - Diving teams have recovered

a much-sought portion of the booster rocket joint whose
failure is suspected of causing the space shuttle

Challenger explosion and it shows evidence of burning,

the presidential shuttle commi.ssion said yesterday.

A statement by commission chairman William P.

Rogers said, "One of the two sections of critical interest"

was recovered Sunday and that it was from a joint area

where a leak in the booster rocket is thought to have oc-

curred, causing the shuttle's explosion on Jan. 28.

"A burnt out area of the joint tang at about tht 300
degree position is evident," the statement said.

The other key piece, the bottom of the joint, still has
not been located.

Car runs into crowd;
one dead, 24 injured
PONCHATOULA, La. (AP) - A car that plowed into a

crowd of fairgoers and mowed down people for a block,

killing a man and injuring 24 others, sounded like

repeating fireworks as it hit them, a witness said.

Teacher Kim Zabbis, who was in her front yard nearby
when she heard what happened, said, "It sounded like
fireworks - pop, pop, pop. People were yelling, telling peo-
ple to get out of the way."

The car, driven by an 83-year-old woman who apparent-
ly became ill at the wheel, smashed into a crowd of peo-
ple Sunday as they were going to or coming from the
popular Strawberry Festival.

Make a fresh start

this Spring with

something special

from Le Boudoir.

Lacy cotton nightgowns,

teddies, bustiers, garter

belts & stockings and

much more.

Come in and browse'

Carriage Shops,

233 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst 549-6915 Mon-Sat 10-6

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101
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Lourdes Jimenez: Always strives for
excellence.

Woman and her
car attacked
A female UMass student was punched in the face by one

of six "college-age men" who banged on her car windshield
at 8:48 p.m. Sunday at the intersection of North Pleasant
Street and Massachusetts Avenue, University of
Massachusetts police said.

She was treated by paramedics, police said.

In other police reports:

^A 34-year-old man was put into protective custody

after he was allegedly discovered drunk at 5:12 p.m. Fri-

day in the basement of Prince House, police said.

^A storage bag and two pizzas were reported stolen from

an unlocked College Pizza delivery car at 2:34 a.m. Sun-

day near the south side of Pierpont House, police said.

^A $450 Fuji 10 speed bicycle that had been chained

to a rack was reported stolen at 12:55 p.m. Friday from

John Quincy Adams Tower, police said.

^Two tires with aluminum rims were reported stolen

from a 1978 Chevrolet at 10:17 p.m. Sunday from the

parking lot near Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium, police

.said.

^Paints valued at $40 were reported stolen at 6:30 p.m.

Friday from an unlocked room on the fourth floor of the

-Fii^ Arts Center, police said.

^Three persons were charged with driving under the

influence over the weekend, police said.

-JEFFRY BARTASH

By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

Lourdes Jimenez says her

mother raised her "thinking
she should learn to cook and
sew," and although she has
strayed far from the housewife image, her mother could

not possibly be disappointed.

Jimenez, who received a masters degree in Renaissance
and Golden Age Hispanic literature from the University
of Massachusetts, said she is considering writing a disser-

tation on ancient literature with an emphasis on women
writers.

"The Renaissance was a masculine era," she said. "I'm
interested in how women could perform in a male-oriented
society."

Jimenez said she has always strived to have her work
be of the highest quality.

"You have to pursue yourself as a complete mdividual,"

Jimenez said.

Born in Moca, Puerto Rico in 1960, Jimenez was
educated in private Catholic schools that "emphasized suc-
cess."

Jimenez said her family was instrumental in her ambi-

tion "M'- <TranHf''tVipr (>'>'"'>H '.tif»:i'" ranc '< !ds but didn't

know how to read or write," she said. "He would say to

me, You should go for something better.'
"

According to Jimenez, there are few differences between
Puerto Rico and the United States, but, "The differences

are positive. We [in Puerto RicoJ have both cultures

together, which opens up more horizons." She said there

is little discrimination in her field, but she is quick to

stress the importance of being strong and supportive of

yourself.

"I am in a woman's body," she said. "But I have a whole
mind. I have to be the best in my area, and it doesn't mat-
ter if I'm a woman or not. Intelligence has nothing to do
with sex."

After graduating from the University of Puerto Rico in

1982. Jimenez applied to UMass and was contacted by the

school's Minority Recruitment Program, which arrang

ed a scholarship with the Spanish department.
4

Jimenez teaches a conversational Spanish course and

her students praise her work, describing her as "Incredi

ble."

A dynamic and energetic teacher, Jimenez looks at her

job with excitement. "I love teaching," she said. "Its a

big responsibility. ..we're (the teachers) shaping the minds

of the future."

Collripan photo by Paul DrRmaraU

DANGLING-These two students know the score as they enjoy some good Western

Massachusetts sunshine.

New plan may solve refuse problem
By LISA DiMEO
Collegian Staff

The Pioneer Valley is facing a refuse

disposal crisis, according to the manager
of the Recycling Project at the University

of Massachusetts.

Michael Pattavina, the manager, said he

has a plan that may solve this problem of

the University and its surrounding

communities.
Pattavina, who graduated from Univer-

sity in 1982 with a degree in natural

resources management, said it is not feasi-

ble for the small communities of the Valley

to try to recycle independently.

He is working to coordinate the Pioneer

Valley Recycling Association, an organiza-

tion aimed at combining the recycling ef-

forts of the University with the efforts of

neighboring communities. Small towns

often find they do not have the resources

to sort through glass and newspaper to

eliminate "contaminants" such as pull-tabs

and magazines, Pattavina said.

This quality problem, he said, is "labor

intensive, since they don't have the man-

power or the expertise" necessary for the

recycling process.

The problem for small towns is two-fold,

since there is also the question of quanti-

ty, he said. To move the recyclables to the

market, the towns must contract with a

hauler, "but they must fill up his truck and

the small towns can't provide enough

recyclables," Pattavina said.

By combining the efforts of the towns,

Pattavina, who is now studying part-time

for his master's degree in regional plann-

ing, believes the partnership will benefit

the Pioneer Valley, he said.

He said some of the difficulties in the the

Mike Pattavina of the Recycling
Building.

recycling business stem iioia me the

market itself

"I can find a market for high-grade

recyclables," he said. High-grade includes

computer paper, white paper and IBM
cards.

Newspaper and glass, however, collected

by the recycling center at a rate of about

100 tons a year, is sometimes not easy to

sell. Because of price fluctuations, accor-

ding to Paiiavina, n. »& sometimes cost el-

Collegian photo by Michelle Segall

Center office in the Student Union

fective to buy low-grade recyclables, but not

right now.

"If I can't sell glass and newspaper, I

can't collect it," he said. "But if the Univer-

sity can find a buyer, 15 years of newspaper

and glass recycling will continue."

Landfill disposal is based on population

rather than quantity, Pattavina .said. He
hopes the town of Amherst will begin of

fering incentives to the University to con-

tinue recycling, he said.

Conference for
co-ops today
Students interested in cooperative jobs

related to their academic work can attend

an information session run by the Office of

Cooperative Education at 7 p.m. today in

Campus Center 168.

"Co-op jobs are designed to help you

establish an ongoing relationship with an
employer," said Joan Stoia. the director of

the office.

The program, titled "the Co-op Connec-

tion: The Right Choice for Students and

Employers," is open to all students but is

geared toward .students in the School of

Management.
Expected speakers are: Charles Trear-

chis, the manager of college and profes-

sional recruiting for International Business

Machines; Parker Worthing, associate

dean of the School of Management; and

Mark McGrath, SOM student and co-op

veteran.

Trearchis will recall his experiences in

cooperative education and tell what he sees

as the benefits of being an IBM profes-

sional, Stoia said.

McGrath will speak about his recently

completed co-op at IBM, where he worked

under Trearchis' supervision, Stoia said.

"Last year, 80 students from the SOM
had one or more placements [in co-op jobs];

we are growing every year," she said.

Stoia said she recommends that all

students secure at least one co-op place-

ment before graduation.

"Most of the students looking for co-op

jobs are finance majors, since that is a
relatively broad area," she said.

"We hope to have several hundred peo-

ple attending the program," she said.

- JENNIFER ACE
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Letters

Historical analysis incomplete
Rusty Denton's editorial on income tax,

although well thought out, lacks a serious

attempt at historical analysis. Denton
claimed that the United States could sup-

port the military on a five percent income

tax as we did prior to the 1940's, suggesting

some type of historical reference. He did

not, however, acknowledge the fact that

prior to the 1940's, our country was in a

period of isolationism and did not feel the

need to support a large military. It also did

not support such expensive programs as

NASA. Star Wars and NATO to name a

few. Therefore, it would have been possi-

ble to support the military with a five per-

cent income tax before 1940, yet today that

figure would be unrealistic.

Denton stated that social programs

undermines "mututal dependence" in

families. The rate of divorce rose sharply

in the Roaring Twenties, and the number

of illigitimate births was comparitively

very high in the 1920's and early 30's

before FDR's welfare programs were even
developed, suggesting that these tragedies

are not the cause of social programs.
Denton claimed that a strong welfare pro-

gram "undermines self-reliance." As
republican administrations cut aid to

welfare programs, they reduce funds to

mental institutions and state schools for

the mentally retarded -institutions which
help our mentally unbalanced and han-

dicapped adults become self-reliant.

Without the support, these institutions are

forced to push mentally dejjendent people,

both young and old, into the streets of New-

York, Boston, Seattle and Washington D.C.

-cities which, according to national reports,

are witnessing today the lai'gest population

of homeless "street people" since the Great

Depression.
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YOU'RE INVITED TO VISIT WITH UMASS THEATER ALUMNI
TUESDAY. APRIL 15. 1986 8:00 PM CAMPUS CENTER. ROOM 162

STUDENTS FROM ALL MAJORS

ARE INVITED TO ATTEND

MEET UMASS GRADUATES OF THE THEATER DEPARTMENT WHO ARE
WORKING IN THE PERFORMING ARTS

HAVE THEM ANSWER YOUR QUESTIONS ABOUT ENTERING THE FIELD.

Sponmored by

The Alumni Auorittion
The Dniver^ifv Plat pmfnl Sprvirp

Thp Drpartmrnl of Thrater

From Denton's attack on Social Securi-

ty, il appears that he is unaware of the cost

of nursing homes and medical care these

days. The cost ofa stay in the nursing home
(most are for several years) is more than

a working class family could afford to pay

for rent, let alone an unemployed elder,

regardless of savings. Before the Social

Security Act of 1935, the elderly were

taken care of by their family, but as

modern transportation allows for greater

mobility, elders are often left alone. Fur

thermore, modern medicine has improved

tremendously and to deny disabled and

senile senior citizens financial support

would be to deny them of the medical ad-

vancements received in hospitals and nur-

sing homes.

That social programs are run by
bureaucrats is a point well taken, but by

accusing them of having "few incentives to

keep overhead and personnel costs down"
Denton is denying the fact that the group
of bureaucrats who have the most ex-

perience in neglecting to keep these costs

down is Pentagon personnel.

Denton's argument does not show an
understanding that, historically, our coun-

try established social programs because
free enterprise and big business could not

meet the needs of the people. This argu-

ment is as old as the social programs
themselves, but if is to be used, it should
be historically sound, and that is the

responsibility of all journalists.

Nancy M. Callahan Northeast

If it sounds too good to be true...
I would like to address all students who

have received the illegally solicited Sum-
mer Work Survey in the dining commons.
This survey carries more bull than one can
imagine.

Last summer I was convinced into join-

ing up with such an operation. At this point

in time last spring, I needed a summer job.

I jumped when I saw one that offered the
average UMass student $3,500. Much to

my dismay, I did not receive that income.
Overall I lost a bit of money and I just want
to give some friendly advice to eager
people:

1) Kemember, as the old saying goes, if

it sounds too good to be true, it probably
isn't.

2) Don't believe all you read or hear; peo-

ple are being paid to convince students to

"follow them."
3) Watch out where you sign your name

and address.

I hope these three easy tips help you
think more clearly in the next few months
left of school. Summer jobs are not difficult

to find, but a connivin^i salesperson might
try to convince you otherwise.

Michael Wysocki
Orchard Hill

Bring a couple friends and

your appetites and enjoy some

of the best Mexican food anywhere.

TACO VILLA
NORTHAMPTON ,

AMHERST
•tHST

Bring Your 0*rn
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SPRINGFIELD

Bret A Mr<np

Served

\V /VA.' V^4^ M Avt

Bi:r,g Your Own
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Beach
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Campus Center
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Awareness" alienating

I don't know how I missed the proclama-
tion, but last week was "Lesbian and Gay
Awareness Week" at UMass. For those not

familiar with this tradition, it is the week
when many lesbians and gay men celebrate

their lifestyle, and is also a time for expos-

ing homophobia and heterosexism. Last

year, heterosexism was defined as "the

assumption that everyone is or ought to be
heterosexual, that heterosexuality is

superior to all other forms." Homophobia
was said to be "not only the fear of lesbians

and gay men, but also latent fears of les-

bian and gay feelings inside yourself."

If I see anyone walking around in mor-

tal fear of their latent sexual impulses, I

will certainly keep the clinical definitions

in mind. However, I am not convinced that

the greatest opposition to the gay com-

munity is the result of fear and arrogance.

In fact, if they ever get past their hysterics

and "love me, love my lifestyle" attitudes,

some gays and lesbian.s might discover that

heterosexual.'^ do not have a monopoly on

fear and arrogance.

The effect of publicity ulioul gays i.-^ often

to alienate those who.se support they seek

The words homophobia and heterosexism

are manipulative. To call someone
heterosexist is like one child saying to

another, "If you don't agree with me,

you're a jerk " To call someone homophobic
is like saying, "Pi'ove to me that you're not

afraid." It is schoolyard psychology.

As far as I'm concerned, almost all of the

"awareness" material is equally
manipulative. Most of it plays for sym-
pathy, complaining about how hard it is to

be gay in a straight world. The rest of it

attempts to intimidate us with the solidari-

ty of the lesbian and gay community.
Whining and threatening —don't the peo-

ple who produce this material have any
self-respect? Even lack of self-respect

among gay people has been used as an ex-

cuse for laying a guilt trip on straight .socie-

ty. We are told that heterosexuals have

robbed the homosexual psyche by suppress-

Rusty Denton

ing their history, their science, their

theology and their culture.

They are free to believe that, but I think

there's another explanation for low self-

esteem. Self-respect is the result of placing

value on one's identity. The fact that some
gay men and lesbians adopt the trappings

of the opposite sex suggests that they place

no value on the gender they were born

with, putting themselves at odds with their

true biological identity. Ofcourse, the com-

munity disputes that, grasping for evidence

—any evidence— that gays and lesbians are

genetically or physiologically different

from the heterosexual population. The pro-

of has not been forthcoming.

The absence of scrutable evidence also

scuttles the argument that lesbians and
gay men are somehow medically exempt
from sexual moral codes The fact that .so

many wish to .separate themselves from the

rest of human experience indicates that not

only do they reject the biological gender
and moral tenets valued in straight socie-

ty, but they also trivialize the idea that

anyone could understand their experience

without sanctioning it. That's a lot of re-

jection there, and it doesn't originate with

the straight community. No wonder so

many heterosexual individuals react

negatively. It is foolish for a straight in

dividual to take personal offense at a dif

ferent lifestyle. But it is also foolish for the

gay community to make it clear that

although they di.sregard .someone's values,

they expect an uncritical reception from
that F>erson. That kind of attitude could

lead to other words, such as ef>osexism—

the assumption that everyone should be

educated about your sexuality, or an-

tididascophobia —the fear of

:ounter-education.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Special issues' topics
The Collegian covered its beautiful face

Friday. April 4, with a "Special Lacrosse
Issue." It appears to be an injustice to other

sports at UMass.
Lacrosse is a great sport. My problem is

not with the sport, but rather, with the

ethics of the Collegians choice for a special

issue. Last fall, the UMass women's field

hockey team finished their season in the

top ten nationally, and the women's soccer

team was number one nationally. This

winter, the women's indoor track team
finished fourth in New England. The
women's softball and lacrosse teams are

both having excellent .sea.sons (15-3 and 2-0

respectively as of April 4), and the list goes

on. With the athletic strengths of these

teams, why would a newspaper cover wrap

a front page with advertising and the roster

of a team whose record was 2-1? It's disap-

pointing to find the Collegian's business

staff and local advertisers placing emphasis

on this particular .sport when so many
outstanding teams have filled the sports

pages" headlines in the past.

My involvement with sports at UMass is

solely as a fan, not a participant. Speaking

as a student, who is interested in jour-

nalism but is not an athlete, I feel an in-

justice has been made.
Why does this newspaper feel the need

to cover wrap the front page with ads and
a team roster, to begin with? If it does

choose to do so, why would the paper choose

a team which has yet to prove its winning
position? Shouldn't the winners be in the

limelight? The athletes who played hard

and won should be reaping the glory, not

those who have yet to prove themselves.

These women athletes represent our

University; they deserve our support and
our pride in their achievement. An in-

justice has been served to these women who
fought hard to be number one and achiev-

ed it. . . •

Tami Tetreault

The other day I put forth these ideas to

a UMass woman athlete. Her re.sponse was
very tolerant. She stated that "guys need
that (coverage)," and she continued to ex-

plain that she would play her hardest,

regardless of the commercial attention.

Even professional athletes don't follow this

philosophy anymore. Perhaps women's
sports are better left alone.

If extensive news coverage leads to the

revolting contemporary Super Bowl ex-

perience, filled with MTV videos, team
commercials, and unusual actors represen-

ting teams, then indeed the Collegian has
done women athletes a very big favor.

This is my personal salute to those

women athletes who continue to play their

hearts out regardless of the glamor and the

unbalanced representation. Their
strength goes deeper than athletics; the

biggest strength is that of tolerance. These
women have a true dedication to athletics

- a dedication without the deserved atten-

tion and without the cover wrap. This is a

symbol of the true.st form of an athlt.e, the

kind of athlete that .seems to disappear

when the cameras and reporters take

control.

This column is just one UMa.ss student

expressing her admiration for these

women, their talents and their tolerance.

Thanks for building up our .school image
and giving us one of the finest reputations

for women's athletics. I am really proud of

our female athletes; however, my previous

pride in the Collegian has taken a sudden

nose-dive.

Tdmi Tetreault is a UMass student.
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Letters

The show stinks; time to close it

Perhaps you can help me with a question

I have about a road show which recently

played on campus. It's a one man circus en-

titled "Paul Cameron Sets You Straight."

I missed this performance but I've seen it

in other places.

It was performed in Spain during the In-

quisition. It played to one million in what
was Armenia, had a long run in Germany
(1933-1945), and achieved a sellout in

Auschwitz.

It was presented in Selma. Alabama, dur-

mg the 1960s, Cambodia during the 1970s,

and is currently breaking records in Sun
City, South Africa. Recently, there have
been command performances by the con-

tras in Nicaragua and special showings for

refuseniks in the Gulags of Siberia.

Paul Cameron is a real "trooper" and
believes that this show must go on. The
show stinks and it's time to close it.

Norm Simonson
Psychology Department

Cameron visit showed lack of tact
I cannot believe the hypocrisy I witness-

ed first-hand. Last Friday morning, for half

an hour, Paul Cameron was spewing his

various dementia to the audience surroun
ding the Student Union steps. Happily,

there were enough people there standing
up for our rights .so that our anger made
itself heard and drowned out the garbage
he was attempting to spread.

Granted, freedom of .speech is everyone's

right, no ma ter what beliefs the speaker

may hold. This is not the issue. What is the

issue is the hypocrisy -the incredibly poor

taste and the lack of insight on the part of

the administrators who allowed a student

to reserve space for Cameron in the first

place. For all of the talk that this univer-

sity is attempting to be non-oppressive in

the areas of sexism, racism, sexual orien-

tation and physical disability, sanctioning

Paul Cameron's appearance is hardly prac-

tice of what they preach.

Can you imagine Josef Goebbel coming
to campus to speak on Judaism? How about

James Watt coming to lecture on women
and handicapped people? Or maybe a Ku
Klux Klan member coming to speak on
people of color? There is not an ad-

ministrator or an organization on campus
that would .stand for any f)f these n ults,

and yet gays and lesbians and eve one
else here at UMass must put up with this

slap in the face in the middle of a •social

issues aivarene.'ts week which is supposed
to inform about oppression. It seems from
this incident that more oppression is tak-

ing place than is being taught aV)out.

Certainly, allow this man to speak his

(ahem I mind(?). There are plenty of

bathroom stalls, street corners, and
janitor's closets that he can preach from,

if he must. In the end, though, it will be
him in the closet, not us.

Timothy Ramacciotti
Northeast

notice
Limited seating available for the next Kaleidoscope Series titled "Are the Contras

Terrorists or Freedom Fighters?" Collegian mlumnists Peter Dow and William Spain

'Will present both sides at 4 p.m. this Thursday m CC 165-69.
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let usdoyOur
wash-dry -fold

and
hand pressing

,^i^E.««*Hs,

10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

^DAYS 7AJ\/I 10 PM

549-/665

Quality
Laundry
n Pray St

Amherst, MA

Don'tcompetewith
a Kaplanstudent-

be one.

Why''' Consider this More students

increase their scones after taking a Kaplan
prep coiiTse than after taking anything else

Why' Kaplans test taking techniques

and educational programs have SO years

of expenence behind them We know
students And we know what hel{>s b< xist

their confidence and sconng p )fential

So if you need preparatioii for the H.S
ENTRANCE EXAMS. PSAT. SAT, ACT.

ACHIEVEMENTS, LSAT GMAT MCAT
GRE. DAT, ADVANCED MEDICAL
BOARDS. TOEFL. NURSING BOARDS.
NTE. CPA, INTRO TO LAW SPEED
READING. or others, call us

Why \ye at a disadvanta^"^

IKAPUN
SIANilrn C API AfJKXK ATtDfjAI f ffJlfSlM

Preparing Now
For GMAT, LSAT and GRE

get started early

and complete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

^S2S2S2S2S2S25ZS252S2S2S2S2V

Writing a Paper?

Need Help?

THE WRITING CENTER
Pierpont in Southwest,

Mon and Thurs 7 - 9

824 Baker in Central,

Tubs and Thurs 7 - 9, Wed 1 - 3, 7 - 9

04 Cashin in Sylvan,

Mon and Wed 7 - 9
* Bartlett 103 Wed, 7 - 9

* New Location

Women and Civil Disobedience

THEATER

REVIEWS
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Ful Service Tre Store
7S Sgf<d««1«nd Rd No *>nn»ftl MA
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By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Antigone Too: Rites ofLove and Defiance

IS a celebration of the history of American
women engaging in civil disobedience. The
play combines the story ofthe Greek tragic

heroine, Antigone, with the stories of

American women activists from four cen-

turies of us history to tell a compelling

story of how and why women have
disobeyed the laws of the state in order to

obey a higher law of conscience.

Showing again at 8 p.m. Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday in the

Halle Flanagan theatre at Smith College,

Antigone Tot) was concieved and adapted

by New York feminist playright Martha
Boesing and direct?^ by Smith College pro-

fessor Deborah Lubar.

It is an important play because it tells the

true stories of women who have been ig-

nored by the American history books which
concentrate on the acivities of white men
in the "corridors of power," like

Washington and Wall street. It is a fun and
interesting play because the acting,

costumes and music are all excellent.

Smith College student Jenny Little Dow
plays Creon. the king in the Greek tragedy

Antigone, who orders that Antigone's

brother, who died fighiing against the state

in a civil war, be left out in the woods to

rot. The drama that ensues as Antigone
goes out to try to buiy her brother and ends
up in jail, winds its way in and out of the

primary part of the play. The central part

of the play takes place in a jail cell where
real American women who struggle for

pr-onoTiic iii<;tir*> »'pl'gioiis freedom,

women's rights and racial equality tell

their stories with the help of the omnipre-
sent prison guards.

Some of the characters are delightfully

familiar and others are more obscure.

Mount Holyoke college student Tracey
Huebner plays labor organizer and hell

raiser "Mother" Mary Harris Jones convin-

cingly. Mother Jones was a turn of the cen-

tury activist who inspired a generation of

coal miners with her oratorical abilities

and boundless energy. When she is ar-

rested they ask her why she has no address

and she says her home is "wherever peo-

ple are fighting oppression." Later, during
a discussion on the ciiurch. she repeats her
oft -quoted line,"I always say pray for the

dead and fight like hell for the living."

UMass student Filar Pittas plays Mar-
jorie Melville, a 19f)0's anti-war activist

who was jailed for pi airing napalm on draft

files. Melville's hii' offer insight into the

frustration that forctd law-abiding citizens

tc risk their fwr futures by taking
de>perate steps i!i -'est.

Present day N ithampton activist

F'rances Crowe i.s lucluded in this sweep-

ing production, along with American In-

dian Activist Starhawk. civil rights

w«»rkers Fannie Lou Hammer and Rosa
Parks and early twentieth century birth

control advocate Margaret Sanger.

Without being dogmatic the play
climaxes with a discussion of the nuclear

arms race. It is called a "a monument to

the savagery within man." The audience
is inspired to confront "the possible end to

life on this planet" and is urged to take a
.stand as did the women in the play.

SUMMERTIME JOBS
$5.50 per hour

Work scheduled around your full-time job.

RGIS Inventory Specialists

offers excellent part time income to

supplement your full time job.

We have hours available weeknights and /or

weekends in your hometown area in Eastern

Mass.

Numerous openings in:

Peabody, Danvers, Lowell, Lawrence,

Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, New
Bedford, and all of Worcester County and

Cape Cod.

For more info and to arrange on-campus
interview you may call collect at

Central Mass (617) 366-6473

Boston & South Shore (617) 849-3501

North Shore & Cambridge (617) 938-9269

/^
We Create Stvles as ^

Individual As You Are!

% by DeboraJv

oupon Specials

'ir COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS
• FREE HAIRCUT with Perms
• FREE HAIRCUT with Highlishting
• HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appointment

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Dnve. Amherst

549-5610 ,,p,>,, ,;,n„s6
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IBM-PC* COMPATIBLE
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Dual Floppy

System

only $1050

(upgrade to 640K available)

• Hi-res green or amber

monitor
• Parallel printer port

• Keyboard: AT or XT style

• Hi resolution Hercules

emulation board
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Wednesday
April 16th

Fine Arts
Center
Tickets on sal

March 12th

$11.50 UMass studenti

$12.50 general p

at the FAC box office, Springfield

Civic Center box office, and all

Datatix locations in Northampton,
Holyoke, Greenfield and
Pittsfleld.
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All's Well, but funny Emo Philips gets weird at S.U.B.
By LORENA NOZZOLILLO
Collegian Correspondent

Even though it doesn't have the sparkle and magic of

A Midsummer Night's Dream, or the bawdiness of The
Taming ofthe Shrew, Shakespeare's All's Well that Ends
Well is still a charming play, as proved by the Depart-

ment of Theatre's recent production. The play may not

have the same frenetic energ>- running through it, as

with Shakespeare's other comedies, but there are still

the clever couplets, the brash innuendoes and playful

deceptions.

The play centers around a physician's daughter nam-
ed Helena (Dana L. Williams) vvho.se father has just pass-

ed away. Helena then comes into the care of the Countess

of Rossillion (Jennifer Daniels). Complications arise

when Helena confesses that she is in love w-ith the

Countess" son, Bertram (David Mendes).

In a ploy to get Bertram as a husband. Helena uses

the skills her father taught her to save the King of

France from his death bed. In return, the King promi.ses

her Bertram for her hu.sband. Bertram, however, is more

interested in fighting in the war against Italy than in

marrying "a poor physician's daughter."

Therefore, he runs away to Italy with his mentor,

Parolles -an extrememly offensive and unpopular

member of the king's court. Helena, still determined to

win over Bertram, follows him to Italy. Through an

elaborate plot, and by enlisting the aid of a Florentine

woman and her daughter, she is able to trick Bertram

into being a loyal husband.

Dana L. Williams is engaging as the sweet yet clever

Helena, and David Mendes is the perfect spoiled brat as

Bertram. However, the two most spirited comic perfor-

mances come from Bob Mahken as Lavatch. the

Countess' clown, and Jonathan Curelop. as the

loathsome Parolles.

Mahken u.ses his acrobatic skills to his full potential,

bouncing from one end of the stage to the other, leaping

over anything in his way. His deadpan .style of deliver-

ing Shakespeare's comical lines is one of the highlights

of the play.

Curelop is equally as funny as the arrogant Parolles.

Curelop conveys a type of swaggering self-assurance that

succeeds in bemg annoying as it is humorous.

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

While watching Emo
Philips contort and clumsi-

ly move on stage, it is hard
to tell if he is from another

planet, an escapee from a

psychiatric ward, or if he
just hit his head against the

wall too many times. One
thing is certain: he is funny,

in a sick and brilliant way.

Emo brought his bizarre,

but intolligenl humor to the

Student Union Ballroom f<M

two shows Thursday night,

sponsored by the Soutwest

Area Government, where
the audience was treated to

a whacked-out barrage of in-

cidents from Emo's life.

With his gangly arms and
long fingers brushing
through his mop-head hair

"which he said he cuts

him.self ',* Emo speaks in a

wheezy, child-like voice as if

he has been in a .strait-

jacket for the last 10 of his

29 years.

"My brother says 'hello...

hooray for speech therapy."

Philips said, in the first of

many cracks about his per-

sonal life. "I had an
asthmatic attack on the way
over here. Tliree asthmatics

jumped me. I know. I know,

I should have heard them
hiding."

"I'm a great lover. I bet."

he says. On one date, he

said he "met a woman arid

asked her to come back to

my place. 'Do you have
cable?' she asked. I said:

'No, but I'm sure the ropes

witmaniacal one-liner wii

while fumbling around try-

ing to gain a firm grip of the

microphone, constantly

looking like he would fall off

will be .strong enough.'"

Between relating his

romantic escapades. Emo
told of his recent trip to San
Francisco. "I spent the day

in a park ripping out

nosehairs. Boy, tho.se sleep

ing winos just hate that."

Emo delivered his

CollvKian photo >i> Ki>h .Skflton

the stage. It is this very

awkward, google-eyed ac-

tion which has gained him
four appearances on Late

Night With David Letter-

man, and a hit comedy
record, as well as a guest ap-

pearance on Miami Vice.

Emo hails from Downers

Grove. 111., and many of his

anecdotes tell of his adoles-

cent years, particularly in

school. In a confrontation

with his elementary school

principal:

"How would you like to

repeal the fifth grade?" the

principal asks.

"I don't know if I could do
it exactly." Emo retorts.

"I could expel you!" 'he

principal yells.

"Yii ! would have to e.ich

and eat me first, you w ;r-

do," Emo calmly react.

Emo's humor is quick ,iud

sometimes complex, and

much of the almost two-

thirds full audience would

occasionally lose one joke as

the next would dart out

amidst his writhing, gawky
motions. Emo's jokes are not

narrow and limited. i)ut

rather sophisticated and in-

telligent, and an audience

has to be able to match t his

level which he sets. It is a

demented level, but one

which is well worth ihe

journey.

Dana Gould, a UMass
alumnus, opened for Emo,
and was received fairly well

even though many of his

jokes slid by the crowd. The
room's size is partly to

blame, as his delivery n. ide

it sound as if he was work-

ing an auction in.steaf of

trying to make the audi< nee

laugh.

Registration begins April 22.
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BLACK ArFAIRS
Conference set

for Saturday
BY CHRISTOPHER WILLIAMS
Collegian Correspondent

On Saturday, the Office of Third World Affairs will hold

its third annual Third World Student Leadership Con

ference in the Campus Center Auditorum. Under the

theme, "Networking in the Five College Community."

workshops will explore the issues surrounding black and

Third World students at predominantly white

universities.

The highlight of the conference will be the keynote ad

dress on "The 19th-century Origins of Black Na

tionalism" by John Henrik Clarke, professor emeritus of

African history at New York's Hunter College.

Clarke, former chairman of Hunter College's Black and

Puerto Rican studies departments, has been teaching at

Hunter for more than 17 years. He has travelled exten

sively throughout Africa, Europe, the Caribbean and

Western Asia. Recently, he gave a series of lectures in

London with Yosef ben-Jochannon, the famous

Egv'ptologist.

Clarke's achievements include serving as the Carter G.

Woodson distinguished visiting professor of African

historv at the African Studies and Reseaich Center. Cor

nell University, recipient of the Carter G. Wood.son Award

and Distinguished .Service Award from the Black Studies

Union of William Patterson College; and several hononiry

degrees.

He has also written about 50 short stories. One of the

most famous is "The Boy Who Painted Christ Black,
"

which has been translated into more than a dozen

languages. He has also written or edited more than 20

books on African and African-American histon,', including

The Lives of Great African Chiefs. History and Culture of

Africa. Malcolm X: The Man and his Time. Harlem

U.S.A.. and Marcus Garvey and the Vision of Africa.

He has served on the staff of several publications, in

eluding: Harlem Quarterly. Associated Negro Pres.s, Negro

History Bulletin. The Pittsburg Courier. Ghana Evening

News. Black Books Bulletin. Freedomways. and The Black

Scholar.

As a scholar. Clark .strives to teach from an Afro-centric

point of view. He believes African professors, teachers and

students should place Africa in the center of world history,

science, medicine, philosophy, art and religion and be

academically sound enough to defend their point.

Police clash with

Marcos supporters
MANILA, Philippines (APt - Police clashed yesterday

with supporters of a pro-Marcos politician, and at least

15 people were reported injured. Both sides accused the

other of using firearms.

The fracas took place in the Manila suburb of San Juan,

where Joseph Estrada, the mayor under ousted President

Ferdinand E. Marcos, relinquished his po.st on Friday to

Reynaldo San Pascual, the appointee of President Corazon

Aquino.

Estrada, a popular Tagalog-language movie actor, gave

up the San Juan mayor's post after holding out in the ci-

ty hall for three weeks, but his supporters refused to yield

control of the building. The official Philippine News Agen-

cy reported 22 policemen battled 20 rock-throwing Estrada

supporters outside the building today.

Police and hospitals said at least 15 people were injured,

and both sides in the melee charged the other with using

guns. Police also said the demonstrators threw stones at

officers.

The appointed mayor, Pascual. has been holding office

in a fire station.

Dr. Jo.seph E. Lowery, President of the Southern Chris-
^

tian Leadership Conference will .xpeak on April 21. at 8

p m. in the Campus Center Auditorum.

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Same Day Results

Services that are

Free. Confidential. Caring
& Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shors

an altefnat've to abortion

KARATE
119.96

for 4 weeks
Fred Villari'i

Studio

y^' 4"
\ "7^ y:Jfr-

RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Var>s Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

ealiiigplaiv

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to bupef

Stop & Shopi

Rte 9 • Hadley Amherst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM J AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers/ushers wanted
for Bright Moments Jazz Concerts on July

17, 24, 31 for approximately 5-6

hours/shift, (limited number of additional

hours available) UMass students returning

in Fall only. Work study preferred but not

required. Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO
employer. Description and application

available at 207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE
MAY 8.
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ITS THAT
TIME
AGAIN!

The Union Program Council presents:
A special one night engagement with

AL JARREAU

|TIME WHEN THE TEXTBOOK ANNEX |
JHAS BEGUN TO RETURN UNSOLD |
ISPRING COURSE BOOKS TO THE^

PUBLISHERS

% DONT WAIT TO GET A NECESSARY BOOK - |5

YOU MAY BE DISAPPOINTED!
TEXTBOOK ANNEX

HOURS
U

MON-FRI 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

I rf^LMVERSITYSlORES
TEXTBOOK ANNEX

1^ @ physical pant bOg
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c-c-^s.

Saturday April 19th

8 pm F.A.C. UMass
Tickets $1 7. 00 cash onlu 6 ticket limit
Tickets on sale at F.A.C. Box Office, Springfield Civic Center

and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Greenfield,

Holyoke and Pittsfield. No cans, b6ttles or recording devices.
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I
SUMMER and CO-OP JOBS i

I The Office for Cooperative Education |

I presents |

I The Co-op Connection:

I "Benefits to Students and Employers"

I Speaker: Charles Trearchis,

I
Manager of College/ Professional

I
Recruiting, IBM

I Tuesday, April 15, Campus Center 168

I
7 pm

s Students and Faculty Welconne

I Call 545-2224 for Information
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Tuesday, April 15, 1986
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<<Mycareer in medicine
began at oniy 16,

giving vaccinations in

tlieAmazon jungie."
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Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut

$8.00

Haircut with

Blowdry
$12.00

I

I

I

I

J

GET YOUR HANDS
ON SOME GOOD WORK

THIS SUMMER
Looking for a summer job? We have openings for about 300

college-age people in a variety of production jobs!

Start anywhere from May 22 to June 22 and work to the

end of August.

There are two shifts available. Earn $4.00-$10.00 per hour.

We'll be recruiting on campus at the following times and

DATE: Friday April 25th

TIME: 9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

PLACE: Room 902 (Ninth Floor) Campus Center

Mora

Or contact the Plant Manager

OXFORD PICKLE CO., INC.

South Deerfieli Massachusetts 01373 / (413) ()65-7011
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Deadline Extended to Wednesday April 16, at noon
The Campus Center - Student Inion BOARD OF (GOVERNORS is looking for

students to fill the following Coordinator positions for the 86/87 school year

Public Relations • Finance • Building Operations •

Special Projects • Space/ Kcon. Development • Key —

Functions • Governors Program Council • Display .

Vending • Asst. Office Coordinator • Food Services
"

Work Study and Non Work Study

Applications and More Information are

available in the BOG Office - 817 C(

Application Deadline - Monday, April 14, 12 N«>(»n

The HOG is an Affirmativo Action/Kqual Opportunity Kmployer

Tuesday, AprU 15, 19861
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Minutemen second basemen Rob Holiday awaits a throw during yesterday's doubleheader.

* Softball
Minutewomen are still spor-

ting a 0.46 earned-run

average with 14 shutouts.

In comparison, the UMass
staff tossed 15 total

shutouts last season.

Freshman reliever Chris

Wanner is the only new ad

dition to last year's staff.

Rever took the losses to

Temple and Rutgers, lower-

ing her season record to 8-4,

but is still one of the most

dominating pitchers in New-

England with a 0.66 ERA.
Wanner and senior Cathy

Reed are sporting 0.84 and

0.58 ERAs respectively, giv

ing up only eight hits bet-

ween them.

The ace of the staff con-

tinues to be Stockley. The

senior left-hander from Pitt-

sfield is enjoying her best

season as a Minutewoman
with an 11-1 record and a

0.18 ERA. Stockley ran her

winning streak to six

straight, all of them
shutouts. In that six-game

span, she has given up 13

hits, including a one hitter

against Rutgers and a

perfect game against the

University of Hartford last

week

.

With the staff pitching the

vontinufd from fuif^e 12

way It IS, and a sound

defense behind it, it's usual-

ly safe to assume that

whatever lead the

Minutewomen produce in a

game will hold. Temple did

come back against UMass
on Sunday for a 3 2 win, but

such victories, come back or

otherwise, are unlikely with

the way the UMass stafiT

has been pitching

Pop Flies: Some UMass
fans questioned Sortino's

decision to throw
Stockley in relief in the

3-2 loss to Temple with

Reed and Wanner
available for relief duties.

Stockley had just thrown
a complete-game shutout

and it was her wild pitch

in the sixth inning that

enabled the winning run
to score for the Owls.
Because Rever had
thrown a 10-inning com-
plete game the day
before, many thought
that Reed would be tabb-

ed for the second game
start against Temple.
Reed hasn't pitched since

her 5-1 win over the
University of Wisconsin-

Green Bay on the Florida

swing.

_LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE:
Come to Colleg.an OH.ce CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Men Thurs 8 45. 2 30 Fr. • Deadline -s 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES
Everyday, anyyyhere on campus Play

sate call 5 2123 tor an escorl ANYTIME

Work Secwity. HoipiUliU. SlmRM-rew

fof the East Side Concert Come to an mfor

mational meeting on April 14. 17 and 21 at 7

PM CC

The I nderuraduate Jnurnal will meet

Tuesday Apiil 16 in Machmer E27C Join

u»?

rPC (^neral'Mectinic Tuewtoy. </15. at

6X) pm in Rm 174CC Spring Concert is

right around the corner" Now members

always yyelcoma"

AUDIO

FOR RENT

SanVo AM/FM CsaaetU c«r'««feo. AMS
with pair of Pioneer tn a«ial speaketi, great

condition only »90 546 1136

AUTO FORSACE

74 BMW 2002. red California car

Restored 6.350 obo 538 4127 or 538 2896

77 VW Rabbit, brown A t runs vyell,

great stereo $1300 5848736

I»78 Buirk SiivUrk good condition only

$900 what a bargain' Call Chris 546 7817

7H Plymouth Horirim 4 spd reliable must

sell $650 or BO 665 8335

1974 BMW 2002 brown very good condi

tion many new parts $3700 549-0112

253 9032

1977. Chevy Ve(t« (iT run daily must sell

$350 or BO'549 7578 _
1982 nat8un SlWiX. good condition Ken

wood stereo cassette, aircond .
30m pg 5

speed manual, 56500 miles, $3,100 or BO
from wheel drive call 546^7154 after^ 00

I9f4 Saab 99, great radial snows vnorth

$2501 New clutch, broken CV joint. Fi» or

use for parts' Barry. 548 9436 $350

1974 DarFgood parts car, best offer for

more mfo call Mat 256 1203

Want to li>r on N.J. ahorr thi*

•ummer?? Cheap, 2 blocks from beach

call Heather 546 1106 or Mark 546 9261

2 bedriMimii available in KiverKladv for

summer with fall option 253 5140

Ruatir Mouar lust over Amherst line. W
mile from bus 4 bedrooms, deck, huge

backyard, garage Summer 'fall option

256 0072 anytime

Room for rent summer luWet with faM op-

tion available May 31 $142 a month

negotiable 1 '<• miles from UMass quaml

house mature paraon preferred call Ruthi

5494914

LanceefTicicnr)'. BrarvJ new Amhent
Center $320 month 253 7867 Julie

townehouae Apt. 2 bedrooms, leaie starts

May 1. no waiting lisfi Call 549 1760

to sublet 6 1 8 31 2 bdrm apt, Sund..

$340 neg call 666 4233, aft 5

hiking backpacking, waierskiing, com
puters, waterfront (WSII bunk counselors,

ar>d bunk unit heads Good salaries friendly

atnvMphere Contact Or Paul Krouner

Camp Schodack 54 Sheffield Road.

Newtonville, MA 02160 1617) 964 1912 days

96

• College Pro Painters
*

• »ve hire early
• for good summer painters $5 7 / hr

• The Organized Students
'

800 424 2468

welcome check out some of the area s most
original tunes c'mon down to the Hatch
April 17 rteat ThundayH'

Thmk Poaitiva*

Vote Yes to a Poative Check off

Today'

KORDKKMNK SOl'faiT but still not

reached Still need to talk Where are you?

SKKVU KS

<t»INS 121 12:» Tulonnr $6 00 per hour

former grader consultant Alen 266 1239

Tvpinc Tape Tran»criplion. East ac

curate Available almost anytirrw 665 7652

Tailor for allrratiun. SHAANN s at Mall.

•A* 9362

I'erfeftioniat Typing on rorapuler - letter

quality 25% off first |ob 549 61 78

SI MMKK JOBS
A( ROSS THE »(M NTKV

$3/b i>er week Send name. nurn>>er. b
Llass to Summer Worfi. PC Bi'« 314

Amherst 01004

THK RKBKUS

Who rarra if they railed u« BunhoH. Wi
had a blast Just think tiow good wa'H bt

after a litle practice Good Luck

TO SUBLET

Spacmus am

Ilk) you want to lake over our lease? Two
bedroom apartment Southwood Apts

266 1663

fwo-bedrom Southwood apartment
available June 1st with fall option $1M per

mo heat included call 286-0044

IS BIG BUCKS $$

6 bedrm apt house for summer sublet with

fall option call 665 4248

2 bedroom apt in Northt*ood summer

with fall option only 380 per month call Joe

665 7508

4 bedroom house on Route 9 newly built

with excellent kitchen and bathroom

facilities Summer sublet with fall option

253 9859

Two people needed to sfure room in apart

ment Available June 1. On bus route

Cheap rent Nights 256 1324

Newly renovated 4 person 3 l)edroom

apartrrient for summer Amherst Center

253 2192 keep trying

Needed Immediately: good accurate

rypist Must be available to Uka minutes at

Wednesday evening Senate Meetings, and

record Please call Fran at 5 0341

ColleKian - Vote R Skelton EdOp
Editor!VMost expenenced. politically unaf

filiated best for iob

Earn $4000-3000 this summer as you gain

great business experience Be the U of M
Sales Director for Campus Connection our

proven nationally expanding college adver

tising guide We support Call Johnathan

Rand. Publisher, at (5131 241 6913 after 5

PM weekdays Ideal for an ambitious

underclassman Immediate opening

Hotel Majors: Desk clerks and auditors

wanted Accountiong or experience prefer

red Apply Howard Johnson Lodge. Rto 9.

Hadley

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

Vole "Yea" for mcraasad funding for ttw

Distir>guish«d Visitors and Union Program
CourKil Help continue ttie tradition of great

performances'

Madog for K in C the atwent alternative

•••••••••

Delta Chi wishes all pledgee
ttie t>est of luck

Broadway Joe. Alfi. Ferret.

Bugdish. Stevewho?. Goodtx>y.

Rudy. Mike CfMrr>poua. E.G.

$l7S-225 • week
Why r>ol try something different this sum
mer' Environrrwntal Campaign positions

available in 18 states Will train qualified ap

pticants Information and interview sessions

this week Tues and Wed in C C Room 1 78

9, 11. 1 and 3 00 Instead of flipping

burgers make a difference'

SUMMER SUBLET

Did vou ever take Philosophy 1627?? I

need your help" Call Gianmarco 549 3540

CAN YOU WRITE?

Interested in Journalism? It's never to

late to start' Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England You can write

about Sports. News. Editorial. Black Af

fairs. Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues. Whatever your interests, write about

it today in the Collegian We build careers.

CAPE COD

Summer sublet w/fall option. 1 large

room in 2 bedroom apt. partly furnished

non smoking pref rent neg. 665-8315

Kour bedroom apartment in Rolling Green

needs one person for single bedroom for

fall, four people for whole apartment for

summer sublet, 256-6837

Fiyiribedroom house very homey six

minutes from campus June 1 thru June 1

1100 month plus Mr Armstrong 256-8534

jfbedroom apt 6 minutes to campus 520

plus June 1 call Mr Armstrong 2S6-8834^
FOR SALE

Organizing job/house hunting trip to

Cape Cod NOW Krista 586 3100 «37M

Feinare~roommate wantetJ to share cot

tage with 3 others in Hyannis 1000 for sum

mer May 23 to Sept 2 call 6 9206

West YarmoBth cottage sleeps 4 253 7436

•CASH'

Furniture • Excellent condition marching

sofa and loveseat, chair, wall unit, end

table, lamp, kitchen table with five chairs,

white wicker bedroom furniture, and ac-

cessories Prices negotiable Call Amy
549 4085

Bicycle Roes lO-speed blue mint cond. $80

call Paul 586-7068

I 'Mass Pride! Share your enthusiasm for

the University while developing public rela

tions. marketing, interpersonal, and

counseling skills The Admissions Office is

looking for dynamic and articulate interns

and volunteers to promote the University to

prospective students Academic credit

available Applications in Admiaaions Of-

fice. 265 Whitmore. until AprU 22.

LOST
~~

Help! Did you find a black and white kitten/

Vicinity Puffton Village Reward 549 1868

I.fl»t Levi denim jacket Sat 4/5 Zeta Psi

party rod h black checkered lining had

yellow tie in pocket call Tim 546 7049 no

questions asked

Ladiel bTark Pulsar quart! watch kaather

t>and. gold toned trims on face Lost Tues

Apnll. after 1 1.15 class m T.;:"i NOPE pool

room, incredible sentimental value No
questions, just thankx. Please call 6-5723

Opal ring waa loarin Campus Center girls

bathroom If found call Kelly at 253 3566

reward

Lost cat female, very small, white, gray &
orange North Amherst area. Call Laura at

549 1397

Lost a gold initial ring "R" on 4-7 near

Intramural Fields Tremendous sentimental

value Please call 253 3362 ask for Bob

PayiiiK cash for your baaeball cards

Pleaae call Mike 546-6105

Gucci Watchea $30
women call 6 7480

styles for men Et

Lost near Library or 'n Library Tower
silver class ring if found call Dave 6-9566

reward

Big Reward - grey cotton jacket lost at

Pike Party 4/10 Sentimental value. Oarrin

546-5659

Davy, Davy, Davy, We love you so much
we'd give you money if we had it but we
don't so we won't Call again or we'll l>e

taken aback and firebomb your dorm. Lisa

ft Kathy

Mikey - So what if you don't have long

toes, you f>8ve ugly knees'

OcwChi-O'scorrieon. 16?' The Srttalt One

WSYL 105.1 FMlaoB thTair. 9 am till

midnight daily

Rob: Yes. there's more Lots more' See you
soon in the NC Talk to me your friendly

stranger. L

Punjab • I'm hust ao Bwana

Panagore • Syhran Vice President • ttie

most programming

•fo my roommate and fellow - worker
Have a very Happy Birthday' III miss having

you and S. as roommates too Bst of luck

always Love 6 Friendship. Snuff's Auntie

"^ PLYMOIITH HORIZOIM 4 SPD
RELIABLE MUST SELL $650 OR BO
665•8.^')5

A ft E could you please take me down from

tt>e ceiling now? Thanx love Mr Macaroni

Happy Birthday Nola! Love, the Sex God
y ,-, -f UMass

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, caaes, disacrtationa, theaes. on-

campus. dependable, low rates, experienc

ed. Nancy 584 7924

RIPE WANTED
~

ftespcrately seeking a ride to upstate NY
Binghamton. Syracuse. Ithaca on 4/18.

PatrioU Weekend. Please call 546-7360 ask

for Linda

fhi Amity Place luxury condo 2 l>edroom

back patio AC 450 inclusive per month call

Lisa 549 0947

BRANDVWINE APT for summer sublet

Call 546 8968 or 546 8970

Brandywine Apartment for sumemr
sublet call 546 6898 or 546 6699

IN) vou want to live in the renter of

Amherst? 1 room available call 2666749,

Melanie

Summer sublet w/fall option. Southwood
half furnished, new carpet 256 1764 $400

Summer sublet: 2 Irge singles in apt on

Fearing St 150* 'mo quiet, nonsmoker

call 5496425

Summer sublet in t)eautilul Brandywine

call 549 6753 for more info availat>le June 1

August 30

t>n Sunset Ave 3 bedroom 2 baths minute

walk from campus call 549 51M

Summer sublet with fail option Cliffside

Apts Sunderland on bui route call 665 8289

Three bedroom Townehouse available

June 1 through Aug 31 549 1419

Furnished bedr<M»m in Riverglade Apts

available cheap rent $100 a month call

2633130

JVJorthampton Center, bus route._^ la_rye

spacio^is

'

UiMt Ptaec !• Li««'.

badroom Ciaatyiaw A|it..

lion, targa backyard, on bua route, walkinf

distance to UMass. across Puffton summe
sublet with fall option Call Beth. Rot>yr

5490491 _
Summer sublettera: Puffton ViHage apart

ineni fully furnistied Please call snytim
649 6534

Summer sublet 3 bdrm Puffton VIg fur

nished 549 6739

Summer sublet Southwood apt June
Aug 31 rent very negotiable call 256 1518

Sunderland - seeking female housemate ti

sublet room in 2 t>drm house from 5 1 8/31

Contact Debbie 66&3893

TRAVEL

Oneway train ticket to Seattle Portlam
OR good until July $100 obo call Det>b«

253 3961

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITI' TYPINt;. Long or short pro

lects Meticulous proofreading Fdilinj

available New IBM Typewriter 549 0367

TYPINti ft WORD PRCKESSING

Next day awvicc TYPE-RITE 2S3-S111

WANTED

Let's have some fun. Tandem bicydin

partners wanted 1 467 7877

l.<M>king for lightweight 10 speed bik

pref woman's frame Price around $10

Janet 549 1421. 545 1977 please leav

message

Looking for lease Brandywine
Townhouse. Presidential. Puffton 546-532

reward $150 00

droom townhouse. LR. DR.

ENTERTAINMENT

RACITaIHSC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows:

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549 7^44

TURN THE TABLES 8 yr D.J, best party

pro around 24 hour 586 9691

FOOD FOR PEOPLE
NOT FOR PROFIT

Bagels, Apples. Oranges, Coffee.

Cashews. Jofu, Dried Fruit, Almonds

Banana Chips, Egg Rolls, Fig Bahs,

Raisins, Fresh Baked Goods. Orange

Juice, Magic Mommy Brownies ??

People's Market
has it all

Didn't get Robin Williams tickets? If you

want some call 666-8477

Furniture! Moving? I have living room and

bedroom furniture tor you' Price negotiable

call 549 1587

Yamaha acoustic guitar. In excellent con-

dition Asking $120 or BO call 6 4877 or

6^4880

TsTord Maverick only 56000 miles new

exhaust runs great $750 call 866-3194 or

865^2473

• MOTORCYCLES

1982 Kawasaki GPz 7,'>0 red 8400 miles 9x

cellent ca-idition $1700 2t»3 9032 549 01 1^

1976 Yamaha XS 650. Under 12.000 miles

New battery. Must mH;,.Cot« »«• it & make
offeri Gary 2S6-»557 ^J^__

one"month rent free
"

GASTINEAU'S SNEAKERS

Housemate wanted to share 3 bedroom
apt in house in Squire Village Fall semester

only. Own bedroom, nonsmoker Call

6-6112 or 6-6115

turf Shoes worn once or hwice by NY Jets

Gastineau and Toon great deal si/e 1 1 % ana

12 call Dan 253 3237

PERSONALS

1 need a ride to UNH for the long weekend
April 18 21 Please call Stacey 546-4756

ROOMMATES WANTED

Two roommates needed to share a three

bedroom Townehouse apt for fall & spring

86 If interested call Nadine 549 7478

2 roommates wanted to share bedroom in

Brittany Manor apts Heal and hot water in-

cluded Lease begins in Sept 86 Call

2668438

WYarmouth 2 male or female 700-summer

call Lisa 549-0947

Femaie non-smoking roommate needed

to share two bedroom Brandywine apt for

fall Ef spring call Michelle 546 9564 or Rit

chie 549 1458 after 7 pm

l^Tfemales for Squire Village apta for

fall and/or spnng 86/87 call 546-1271

ESCORT SERVICE

Escort Service Available 8 p.m. 2 a.m.

HELP WANTED

COUNSELORS - Private co-ed camp in

Berkshires has openings for head and assis

tant instructors in. Softball, basketball,

lacrosse tennis, archery, video /filmmaking,

photography, horseback riding aaaistant.

Nomination Papers now avTilable for

Southwest Area Government President,

Vice President, and Treasurer in the SWAG
Office in Hampden Completed nomination

papers are due Monday, April 14. 1986 at

5 00 pm in theJWAG Office

Take note video scene Free Press opens for

Circle band conaarvativea and libs alike

One female needed
Townehouse 549 1419

to share room in

One female roommate needed to share

two t)edroom apt in Townehouse contact

Julie or Lisa 549 6080

Female wanted to share 2 bedroom apt in

Puffton call 549 1888

kitchen. 1 Vi bath, newly renovated available

June 1 September 1 . $700 or best offer call

now 586 5353

Squire Village two persona to share

bedroom furnished pool bus route $

negotiable call 665 4722

Sublet spare available call 253 5089 even

ings reward

1 bedrm furn. bus rt. $370/mo. ulil mcl ,

May thru Aug.. Cliffside Apts 665 3088

Female (Jrad student needed as room

mate in 2 bedroom apt Squire Village avail

June 1. fall option 1 mo rent free' 665 3719

Two bedroom Townehouse Apt - on bus

route, fully furnished, pool. AC available

June 1st rent $325 plus utils Riverglade apts

256 6281

Puffton Village two t)edroom summer
sublet no fall option call 549 6440

Presidential apt - 1 bdrm available 6/1

8/31 call Marty 253 7868 549 5304

3 bedroom HOUSE across from
Townhouse Apts up to 5 people price

negotiable 546 9787

Close to campus! Need subletters for June

August Price negotiable, call 646 3265 or

546 6651 Keep trying'

Krandywinr 2 female summer sublets

avail $130 BO call 646 6324 day or after 10

pm best

I bd furnished Puffton apt 549 5878 keep

trying ___
SinghTroom in 4 bdr house in Hoho.

Close to bus route, downtown avail 6/ 1 thru

8'31 call after 5 pm 584 5094 Mike

SUMMER WORK!!r

Kored with minimum wage jobs? Get in

formation about summer worli that pays

WANTED TO RENT

AugSublets/Rooms needed June 22

call 256 8615 8 am 9 pm

Will Pay $$$» for your 3-bdrm Puffto

Village lease call nowi Keep trying 546 60?

646 6396

Responsible man seeking 3 or 4 bedroo

house next fall and spring, call Vic of

2660866

$$$ Reward female is looking for ov

room in quiet academic house close to car

pus for fall 546 9656

l,ooking to take over lease for 3 bedroo

Puffton Apt starting in June call 546 81

or 665 3123

l,uoking for lease in Brandywine or Li

coin Apts 1 or 2 t)edrooms. Pleaae call S'

25frl446

House or apt in house for 4 people, b

route, preferably in Amherst Lyn

256 1758 willing to take over summer rt

for fall option

l,ooking to take over lease if 2 bedrot

apartment in brandywine. Puffton. or hou

in Amherst area call 546 9848 or 646 984'

Single room needed in house or apt st

ting this tall will sign lease call 256 1662

LiHiking to take over lease in Puffton

Brandywine tor fall 86 $$$ reward $

646 1472 or 546 9690

Cash reward for 2 or 3 bedroom apartim

in Brandywine or Puffton, call after 10 |

5461186

We want it -- We would like to take o>

your lease starting June 1st and runni

with fall We are looking for a four bedrcx

(or three, if you have onel apartment

house close to campus We will pay yo<

huge reward if you want Call us anytime

66&4819
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Gorillas 8th in poll; awaiting St. John's
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Here come the Gorillas. . .

The University of Massachusetts lacrosse team vaulted

to eighth in the national fwU following victories over

Brown and Boston College this past week.

The Gorillas, with a 13-8 victory at Brown and a savage
17-2 beating of BC, jumped past C.W. Post, Duke and Har-

vard. With 73 points, UMass (5-1) is 23 points behind

sixth-place North Carolina (6-2), but 20 points ahead of

ninth-place Post (6-2).

The poll also proves the high regard UMass is being in

by the coaches that vote in the poll as Brown, despite los-

ing to UMass and beating a much weaker Princeton team,

went from being unranked to 14th in the nation.

St. John's University provides the competition for the

Gorillas at 3 p.m. tomorrow at Boyden Field as UMass

opens up a four-game homestand. Yale, Harvard and Ar
my will also play UMass at Boyden in the next two weeks.

Nationally, there remain no undefeated teams as the

Naval Academy suffered its first defeat. Duke, a surprise

top 10 team earlier this season, dropped a decision to

Virginia and fell to 1 1th at 10-3. Syracuse University cap-

tured all 10 first place votes and stayed in first for the

second straight week.

The poll (with record and votes for each team): 1.

Syracuse (8-1, 150), 2. Johns Hopkins (6-1, 136), 3.

Maryland(7-l,129), 4. Navy(8-1, 113), 5. Rutgers (7-1,

109), 6. Virginia (7-2, 107), 7. North Carolina (6-2, 96),

8. UMass (5-1, 73), 9. C.W. Post (6-2, 53), 10. Adelphi
(5-2, 30), 11. Duke (10-3, 27), 12. Towson State (6-3, 27),

13. Harvard (4-2, 26), 14. Army (3-4. 22), 14. Brown (5-4,

22).

UMass will also play both top-ranked SvTacuse and fifth-

ranked Rutgers this season. In all, UMass has played or

will have played five of the top 15 teams in the nation

this season.

Gorilla Grumblings: This season, UMass is scoring

13.3 goals-per-game (gpp) while allowing 6.8. Last year,

the Gorilla offense scored just under 13 gpp, but the

defense allowed 11.6, proving how important a solid

defense is to lacrosse.

One of the keys to that improved defense has been the

play of freshman goalie Sal LoCascio. In six games,

LoCascio has allowed only 5.8 gpp and has a save percen-

tage of .720, turning away 90 shots. . .Garber played his

entire roster against BC. . several UMass fans have talk-

ed about renting a bus to attend the Syracuse game on

May 9. . .Lax t-shirts will be available at the game on

Wednesdav.

SPORTS
Minutemen
sweep UNH

Colleifian photo by Paul Desmaruix

Senior Jeff Jensen worked two strong innings of relief in the first

of a two-game sweep of New Hampshire by UMass.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Remember these guys? TTie University of

Massachusetts baseball team? Admit it,

you had written them off.

After all, a 1-14 start didn't inspire much
confidence and after UMass lost its first

five league games, it seemed time to turn

your sports attention somewhere else.

Think agam.
The Minutemen won their third straight

yesterday, sweeping a good University of

New Hampshire team, 8-6 and 8-3 at

Lorden Field.

UMass is now 7-15 on the season and are

winners of six-of-itslast-seven games. The
Minutemen are also 6-7 since their

disasterous 1-8 Florida trip and are begin-

ning to hit the ball like they were suppos-

ed to when the season started.

The Minutemen host Boston University

for a single game at 3 p.m. on Wednesday.
Raising their team batting average ten

points to .295, UMass ripped four UNH pit-

chers for 22 hits, including three homers.
"We're getting there, we're starting to

play some good baseball," said UMass
manager Dick Bergquist, who had watch-

ed his team suffer the worst start in his 20
years at the helm. "The hitting has been
tremendous, and defensively we're improv-

ing. I can't say the season has turned
around, but there's some hope now."
In the first game, the Wildcats went

down in order in the top of the first inning

before UMass third baseman Darrin
O'Connor took Kevin Mello's first pitch

over the fence in left field for a quick 1-0

lead.

Matt Sheran then ripped the next pitch

into right for a single before senior

designated Jeff Cimini hitter drew a walk.

Junior co-captain Sean Flint then arched

a sacrifice fiy into left that scored Sheran.
Mello settled down, striking out Steve

Allen and getting Jay Zerner to ground out,

but the tempo had been set.

UNH touched UMass starter Bob Kostro

for a run in the second, another in the third

and two in the fourth. After a walk and a

triple in the sixth, Bergquist sent for senior

fire-bailer jeff Jensen to close, and he work-

ed two strong innings to finish up.

Kostro (2-2) picked up the win allowing

five runs (three earned), four hits, five

walks and one strike out, Jensen notched

his first save with two innings of one-hit

ball and a strike out.

UMass scored three in the second inning,

as freshman short.stop Gary DiSarcina
homered to lead-off and Cimini doubled in

two despite a ginipy knee. Another came
across in the third on a Holiday RBI single.

Holiday delivered again in the fifth as his

single scored Steve Allen. The Minutemen
closed up with one in the sixth on a Mike
Owens single.

In the second game, the score was tied at

three through four-and-half innings before

UMass exploded for five fifth-inning runs,

three coming on a Zerner dinger to left.

Mike Chambers then doubled in two.

Chris Slattery started for UMass, but left

after two with elbow soreness. Senior Jon
Martin came in and was roughed up (three

innings, two runs and four hits, all hard),

but held on to go to 2-4 with the win.

Freshman Ken Greer worked the last inn-

ing for UMass, retiring the Wildcats in

order.

In the twinbill, Zerner was four-for-eight

with three RBI, Holiday was four-for four

with two RBI, O'Connor had three hits

while Cimini, Steve Kern and Chambers
had two each.

"I'm a little concerned about Slattery's

arm problem, but overall, I'm as pleased
as I've been all season," said Bergquist. "K
we keep on playing like we are now, we'll

make some noise in New England"
Minuteman Mutterings: Holiday has

now reached base 13 straight times and his

hitting .366. . .Zerner is up to .386 while
Chambers, since coming up from the junior

varsity, is at .454. O'Connor climbed to

.298.

UMass committed only four errors in the

doubleheader. . .UNH fell to 8-8 on the

season.

Minutewomen
sign Pa. guard
The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team has signed its second recruit, a 5-8 shooting guard
from Pennsylvania.
Sue Serafini, an all-state selection fror Valley View

High School in Archibald, PA, joins 5-10 foward Michelle
Pytko (who was inked during the early signing period)
as the two recuits the Minutewomen coaching staff has
landed so far.

Serafini scored over 2,100 career points and had 1,200
rebounds for coach Lou Camoni. She averaged 23.8
points her senior season, leading her team to the state
finals. Valley View, with Serafini leading the way, went
26-6 this past season."

"Sue's a player, she's a fine recruit for our program,"
said UMass head coach Barbara Stevens. "I expect good
things from her, she's a talented player."
Announcements concerning at least two more recuits

coming into the UMass program are expected later this
week.

Softball visits Springfield for two
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

After splitting two
doubleheaders over the
weekend to Temple Univer-

sity and Rutgers Universi-

ty, the 20th-ranked Univer-

sity of Massachusetts soft-

ball team will try to regain

its winning ways with a 2

p.m. doubleheader at

Springfield College today.

The Minutewomen, 21-5

on the season, split a twin-

bill with the Indians last

season at Totman Field,

with Lynn Stockley winn-

ing game one, 3-2.

Springfield downed UMass
in the nightcap, 1-0, with
sophomore pitcher Lisa

Rever going the distance.

"They are a very scrappy,

up-and-down type ofteam,"
UMass head coach Elaine

Sortino said. "They gave us

a hard time last year and I

expect the same from them
this season."

The Minutewomen will

need to awaken their

slumbering bats to get back
on the winning trail. UMass
has not been hitting con-

sistently as of late, although
at times the Minutewomen
have come through with big

.spurts to provide the big

inning.

"I think it could be a case

of being too aggressive at

the plate," Sortino said.

"We're not hitting the pit-

ches we want and we're

swinging way ahead of pit-

ches. It's just a matter of

getting back into our hitting

groove."

The team batting average

dipped significantly over

the weekend, dropping from

a .314 mark to a .301 clip in

four games.
The Minutewomen pound-

ed out nine hits in the 3-1

loss to Rutgers on Saturday,

but most of those came with

two outs in the inning. The

Minutewomen have also left

their share of runners on
base this season, often kill-

ing potentially big innings.

UM has left 168 runners
stranded so far this season.

But despite the recent of-

fensive woes, the pitching

remains the most consistent

cog in the UMass softball

machine. Even with the two
weeekend losses, the

continued on page 11
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Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:

Today:
Softball: at Springfield (2), 2 p.m.

Men's Tennis; Springfield, Boyden Courts, 3 p.m.

Women's Tennis: Smith, NOPE Courts, 3 p.m.
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Airstrike reaction: rally, much debate
Arguments
dominate
afternoon

By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

Heated discusssions were the norm out-

side the Whitmore Administration
building yesterday afternoon as supporters

and opponents of the US airstrikes against

Libya faced ofTduring a rally called to pro-

test the attacks.

Participants chanted slogans, brandish-

ed posters, and argued the merits of Presi-

dent Reagan's decision to retaliate militari-

ly against Libyan leader Moammar
Khadafy, whom the US accuses of master-

minding acts of terrorism.

Stephen Alfred, an undergraduate stu-

dent senator and a member of the Third

World Caucus, said the US should first con-

centrate on terrorism at home, "terrorist

organizations in this country like the Ku
Klux Klan and various neo-Nazi
organizations.

"I live here and there are people who
want to draft me and send me over to Libya

to kill people who look just like me, " Alfred

said.

Jonathan Kaufman, business manager of

the right-wing campus newspaper The
Minuteman, called Alfred a "liar" who was
misinformed.

"I don't want to sound like a fleeting

rightist, but these people (protesting the

airstrikes) have no point of view," Kauf
man said. "Don't they realize that since

1969, Khadafy has been exporting
terrorism?

"If these people want to protest, that's

their right, but in this case they have no

argument," he said. "They can't really be

called Americans."
Journalism professor Norman Sims, who

debated supporters of Reagan's decision for

more than an hour during and after the ral-

ly, said he believes the US is embarking
on a dangerous path.

"I think we're going down an alley in

which we won't be able to turn back," he

told one student. "Military action leaves

the US with fewer possibilities for the

CollPirian photo by Nick Sokolofi

Jonathan Kaufman, left, and Stephen Alfred engage in a heated argu-

ment over the US bombing of Libya, outside the Whitmore Administra-

tion Building yesterday.

future. When the next terrrori.st attack oc-

curs, will we go in shooting?"

Sims questioned whether Reagan's ac-

tions were compatible with American tradi-

tion. "American freedom doesn't have to

stop at the US borders," he said. "We can't

be the home of the free within our own
country and the world oppressor abroad."

In an interview later yesterday, UMass
political science profes.sor Anwar Syed
noted the timing of the intervention. "I'm

... not privy to the workings of Reagan's in-

ner circle, but it seems funny that the

airstrikes came two days before a vote in

Congress on President Reagan's aid

package to the contras in Nicaragua," he

said.

Syed said he doubts recent actions of the

Reagan administration will succeed in cur-

bing world terrorism.

"Even if we punish Libya more often and

more severely and secure the overthrow of

Col. Khadafy, this will not noticeably end

terrorism," he said. "Syrian terrorists,

fanatics in Iran and the Red Brigade in Ita

ly all practice terrorism. Khadafy's depar

ture will not alter the actions of these

groups."

300 protest

president's

attack order

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

About 300 students staged a rally yester-

day on the lawn beside the Whitmore Ad-
mini.stration Building to protest Monday's
US airstrikes against Libya.

They were met by about 50 counter-

protesters who voiced approval for the at-

tack on the North African nation. Shouting
matches ensued, and people on both sides

lingered to argue with each other long after

the rally broke up.

Gerald T. O'Neil, director of public .safe-

ty, estimated there were 250 people involv-

ed. Members of the Radical Student Union,

which organized the protest, said there

were between 300 and 400.

The protest .stemmed from President

Reagan's ordering of air attacks Monday
on Libyan military and residential areas
in response to what he called Libya's role

in terrorism again.st the US. The rally was
organized by RSU member Sarah Bush,
who arranged for speakers and printed

flyers a.sking students and faculty to

boycott classes for the rally, according to

Mitch Gaslin, also a member of the group.

Starting at 1 p.m., small groups of pro-

testers marched toward Whitmore from the

Student Union Building chanting, "One,
two, three, four, \\v don't want your bhxxly

war." Some students gathered a!i>ng the

route re.sponded with shouts of "L^SA,

USA"
"You got it whether you wanted it or not.

you communist bastards," said Thomas
Lynch, a third year student who was
among the supporters of the airstrikes.

"They ought to deport them (the prote.stersj

if they don't like America."

Jill Mudge. a junior, added. "These peo-

ple are ready to prote.st anything. When
Ronald Reagan was elected, he promised

to defend this country. I am glad he decid-

ed to attack Libya; this should end ter-

rorism."

Chasidic Jews
celebrate Sabbath

By MICHAEL ALTER
Collegian Correspondent

The man with the untrimmed black heard, wearing the

black coat and hat. pours sweet purple wine made in Israel

into a silver cup, until the liquid overflows. He lifts the

symbolic kiddush cup and says a Hebrew prayer. The con-

gregators respond "Amen," he drinks about half, and
then divides the remainder among the participants, who
are standing in silence around a set table.

In this way the Jewish sabbath, from sunset Friday

to sunset Saturday, is sanctified each week in the tradi-

tional Chasidic orthodox manner, at the Chabad house,

located near the north-ea.st corner of Southwest Residen-

tial Area.
Rabbi Zalman Eagle, who is in charge of the house .said,

"Chasidism is an approach to Judaism which emphasizes

a thorough commitment to traditional law."

At this particular sabbath, the majority of the con-

gregation are from Amherst College and the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts. They came to honor their Lord and

they think Chabad house services are the best way to

do it.

"Chabad stands for three Hebrew words which mean
wisdom, understanding, and knowledge," Eagle said.

The Sabbath is considered holy, and travel and work

are prohibited. To obey these commandments, Chasidics

coniinuea un pagf /

New step to discourage hazing
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

A new step has been added to the pre-registration process

this semester — student acknowledgment of a new state

law which mandates 100 days in jail for persons convicted

of participation in hazing activities.

On the back on the green and white computer forms

students fill out to sign up for courses, students will now

be asked to sign and date a statement which reads: "I

hereby acknowledge that I have received a copy of Chapt.

536, Sects. 17-19 of the Mass. Gen. Laws regarding haz-

ing."

The new .statement refers to a law enacted in February

that defines hazing as "any conduct or method of initia-

tion into any student organization ... which willfully or

recklessly endangers the physical or mental health of any

student or other person."

Principal organizers or participants in such activities

are subject to fines of up to $1,000 and jail terms of up

to 100 days. The statute also calls for a fine of up to $500

for Dor.sons who f.ii1 to roport such activities.

Charmaine Wijeyesinghe, assistant to the vice

chancellor for student affairs, said there would he no

penalty for students who do not sign the statement it's

kind of a voluntary compliance." she said.

"We are asking for students" assistance ... we are aim-

ing for the highest possible compliance we can get volun-

tarily," Wijeyesinghe said.

Wijeyesinghe said the .statement is a response to a sec-

tion of the law which requires every secondary school, col-

lege and university in the .state to give a copy of the law

to prospective members of student organizations.

Copies of the law will be given out with the forms dur-

ing the preregi.stration period, which begins today

"On a campus this size, it's almo.st impossible to know
who is joining an organization," said Wijeyesinghe. ad-

ding that by giving a copy of the hazing statute to

everyone who signs up for courses the University can en-

sure it is complying with the law.

She described the law as not perfect, but designed "so

students think more about how they treat each other.'

r

Dan Smith, vice chairman for the British

Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament, is

scheduled to speak on "Cold Wars: Old and
New" at 4 p.m. today in the main lounge of

Grayson House at the University of

Massachusetts. The lecture is sponsored by the

Social Thought and Political Economy
department.

A panel discussion about the job securi-

ty, workers' rights and plant closings will

be held today at 7:30 p.m. in 903 Campus
Center. Panelists will bp Bob Forrant, a

representative of the International Union of

Electrical Workers, Springfield; Nancy Folbre,

an economics profes.sor at UMass; and Judy
Atkins, a former employee at Millers Falls Tool

Co. and president of a local union.
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US: bombing successful;

Soviets denounce attack

Wednesday, April 16, 1986 - COLLEGIAN ^

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The White House
yesterday proclaimed US air raids on Libya

a success that "struck a blow against ter-

rorism," but the attacks appear to have
jeopardized prospects for a US-Soviet sum-
mit later this year.

Libya, meanwhile, apparently retaliated

by firing at a US Coast Guard installation

on a tiny Mediterranean island 175 miles

off the Libyan coast.

President Reagan said "the United
States won but a single engagement in the

long battle against terrorism" and pledg-

ed to continue with more strikes if

necessary.

"We would prefer not to have to repeat

the events of last night," he told a group
of business executives. But he said that

would be up to Libyan leader Moammar
Khadafy, whom he labeled an

arch-terrorist.

"What is required is for Libya to end its

pursuit of terror for political goals,"

Reagan said. "The choice is theirs."

An air and sea search was under way for

an Air Force Fill fighter-bomber and its

two-man crew missing after the Monday
night attack. The Pentagon identified the

missing airmen as Capt. Fernando L.

Ribas-Dominicci, 33, of Puerto Rico, the

pilot; and Capt. Paul F. Lorence, 31, of San
Francisco, the weapons system officer.

The Soviet Union, responding to the bom-

bing raids, called off a planned meeting

next month between Secretary of State

George P. Shultz and Soviet Foreign

Minister Eduard A. Shevardnadze, casting

doubt on plans for a second summit this

year between the leaders of the two

countries.

Democrats and an IRS union
suggest programs for tax cheats
WASHLNGTON (AP) - As millions of

Americans rushed to file their tax returns
before the midnight deadline yesterday,

the Democratic National Committee and
the union representing Internal Revenue
Service employees called for a crack-down
on tax cheats.

Robert Tobias, president of the National
Treasury Employees Union, called for a
one-time amnesty that would excuse tax

cheats from paying civil and criminal

penalties in exchange for voluntarily pay-

ing back taxes plus interest.

The one-time amnesty would be coupled
with stiffer cheating penalties and a step-

ped up effort to catch people who under-
report their income or fail to file returns.

Meanwhile, Paul G. Kirk Jr., DNC
Chairman, urged adoption of a better col-

lection effort along the lines of the "Fair
Share Program" devised by North Dakota
Tax Commissioner Kent Conrad.

The IRS estimates 104 million couples

and individuals will file returns this year.

Of those, perhaps 10 million waited until

the final day and another 4.4 million took
advantage of automatic four-month
extensions.

At a news conference, Tobias said tax

cheats will cost the treasury $100 billion

this year and would cost $159 billion by

1990. Voluntary compliance has fallen

from 90 percent in the 1960s to 81.6 per

cent this year, he said.

"Everytime we add people to the Inter-

nal Revenue Service, it's an incredible

yield in terms of revenue," Tobias said. "It

staggers me this administration hasn't

been able to see that."

He said $130 million spent to add 4,700

employees to the administration's budget
request would produce $570 million in ad-

ditional income.
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UMass & Smith College
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• Broiled Orange Whiskey Chicken
• Sliced London Broil $5.95
• Tempura Fried Filet of Sole

All entrees complete with salad, potato, hot bread
and butter. Just show your I.D. and enjoy.
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and Mount Holyoke

Student, Staff & Faculty Special

• Broiled Orange Whiskey Chicken
• Sliced London Broil $5.95
• Tempura Fried Filet of Sole

All entrees complete with salad, potato, hot bread

and butter.

Just show your LD. and enjoy
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30 Boltwood Walk • Downtown Amherst • 253-9586
All Major Credit Cards • Full Service Catering
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Charity fundraisers are a painful success
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

About 600 students suffered sore,
blistered feet and aching muscles last
weekend at the University of
Massachusetts after participating in three
separate charity fundraising events.
A Run For Ritter Race, sponsored by the

Newman Center, was held Saturday mor
ning to raise money for the Rev. Bruce Rit-

ter's Covenant House in New York City,
which houses runaways and abused
children.

"We don't know how much money we
raised yet, because the sponsor sheets have
not been turned in," said Mildred Mau-engo
of the Newman Center. She said about 420
I)eople ran in the 10-kilometer race, rais-

ing at least $2,000 in registration fees.

A dance marathon sponsored by the Stu-
dent Government Association, held from
midnight Saturday to noon Sunday in the
Curry Hicks Cage, raised about $2,000 for

the Muscular Dystrophy Association.

"About 75 people attended and
everybody had a great time." said Greg

Rothman, co-coordinator of the marathon.
A dance marathon sponsored by Pi Kap-

pa Alpha fraternity, held Saturday from
noon to midnight at Changes dance club,

raised about $8,000 for the Multiple
Sclerosis Society.

"We've been doing this for the past seven
years and have raised over $70,000," said

Marc Laxer, a marathon organizer.

Twenty couples danced in the marathon,
Laxer said.

Each organization said it had hoped to
raJQ*> TT(ore monev. but. "It's the thought

that counts. Hopefully the money we rais-

ed will find the cure," Rothman said.

Dana Fokos, a UMass student, won a trip

to Bermuda by raising the most money in
the MS dance marathon.
Philip Hatchovel was the winner in the

muscular dystrophy marathon. He raised
$170 for the association.

Greg Wood and Maureen O'Connor won
first place in the 18 to 24 age category in
the Run for Ritter.

Local merchants donated money and
prizes.

Amherst youth totals

his motor scooter
A 16-year-old Amherst boy suffered cuts and brusies and

was cited for failure to use care in stopping when he "total-

ed" his 1984 Honda motor scooter after running into the
rear of a stopped car driven by a 27-year-old Chicoppe
man, Amherst police said.

The car received about $800 in damages. The youth was
taken to the Amherst Medical Center where he was
treated and released, police said.

In other police reports:

•A pocket book containing $165 was reported stolen
from a backpack at 4 p.m. Monday from room 51 in
Bartlett Hall, University of Massachusetts jsolice said.

•More than $150 worth of items, including a diamond
ring, were reported stolen at 9:10 p.m. Monday from an
unlocked room on the second floor of Brett House, police

said.

•A wallet containing $100 was reported stolen at 1 1 p.m.
Monday from a room on the 17th floor of the John F. Ken
nedy Tower, police said.

-ANNE TAUGER and JEFFRY BARTASH

Lawn care program
will help homeowners
By JEROME STERN
Collegian Correspondent
Four University of Massachusetts faculty members will

help more than 50 Pioneer Valley homeowners care for
their lawns thi.s summer, in an attempt to reduce un-
neces.sar>' f>esticide use.

Plant and soil science professors Richard Cooper and
Piasanta Bhowmik from the Amherst campus, along with
Patricia Wittum and Robert Wick from the Suburban Ex
periment Station in Waltham, will work on a pest

management project to inform homeowners how to main-
tain better lawns with fewer chemicals.

The project "uses chemical and non-chemical techniques
to minimize pest problems and provide better crops,"

Cooper said.

"While pesticides commonly used for lawn care are safe

and effective, with increased awareness for the environ-
ment, it's still a good idea to reduce pe.sticide use." he said.

A University turf management specialist will evaluate
each lawn in early spring, and the program will employ
a scout, senior plant and soil science major Bill Bourke,
to visit the lawns every three weeks and asse.ss progress.

"We will only make recommendations," Bhowmik said.

"It's up to the homeowners to use them."
At the end of the summer, the professors will gather in-

formation on the major lawn problems and the extent of
pesticide use in the region and publish their findings.

The project has been successful at the University of
Wisconsin and has helped grow apples and potatoes with
fewer chemicals in Massachusetts, Bhowmik said.

The project is funded by the state this year, but the pro-

fes.sors said they hope to be self-sufficient in the future.

A $50 fee is charged to each homeowner to pay for

Bourke's services.

"The public is very concerned with pesticide use,"

Bhowmik said. "We would all like to live in a cleaner,

safer environment."

Special kosher meals
offered for holiday

Kosher for Passover meal tickets are now on sale at

the meal ticket office in Franklin Dining Commons.
Three meals a day will be served in the kosher kitchen

in Hampden Dining Commons in the Southwest Residen-

tial Area, from April 23 through May 1. Breakfast will

be served from 7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m., lunch from 11:15 a.m.

to 1 p.m. and dinner from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. On the

weekend brunch is served from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.

For students already on the kosher meal plan, Passover

meals are free. For students on the regular meal plan,

breakfast and lunch is free, dinner costs a $1 and they

must register for the meals in the ticket office in

Franklin.

Students not on the meal plan may buy meal tickets

individually or in strips for various prices.

Two breakfasts are offered. One of matzah, jam and

coffee is free and the other breakfast of eggs and fruit

is $2. Lunch costs $3.50 and dinner is $5.50.

With a student I.D., tickets can be bought until noon,

Monday. For further information call Suzanne Kirsh in

the Hillel office at 545-2526.

. ,
. -CAROL TANNENBAUM

l-L. J-X.

t'o\icmnn photo hy Paul Dt'smarais

A LOT OF HOT AIR — Ron Zissell, a five-college astronomy technician, plays his bagpipes
outside the Mount Holyoke College Astronomy Observatory in South Hadley.

* Jewish Sabbath—
who live too far from the sanctuary to walk, sleep over
in one of the many bedrooms of the converted English
tutor house.

Everything a congregator sees during the Sabbath has
meaning, snch as the overflowing wine, the untrimmed
beard, and the black coat and hat worn by the rabbi. They
are among the visible signs and customs which are meant
to spiritually distinguish the Chasidic Jews from people
of other religions.

The orthodox services are long and multi-faceted. The
start is a lengthy prayer session which, if it is allowed
because of strict customs, includes a Torah reading ser-

vice. The Torah consists of the first five books of the Old
Testament, nreserved in their original form.

(iritinued from page 1

A long traditional meal follows the service and includes

many customary prayers and foods.

The service is more crowded than usual because of the
upcoming holiday of Pas.sover, a holy feast to the Jewish
people. Passover comes in the middle of the week this year
and students at the service are thinking about home, and
the Seders with their loved ones they will miss.

To someone unfamiliar with the Chasidics,the
equivalent of a Passover Seder seems to be happening
every week, but a Seder which is a ceremony surrounding
a meal is more complicated and reminds the Jewish peo-

ple of their freedom from slavery. Passover starts next

Wednesday at sunset.

Referendum results will

be published tomorrow
»«*»«•»*•.
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MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
Fut Service Tre Store

78 Sundarland Rd . No Atriht*t. MA
Across trom Watiob* s Store

549-4704

Moat Major
Credit Cards Accepted

eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop b Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadlev Amherst

256-6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

Unsubstantiated

editorializing

We. "the companions of Pam Tillis," are writing in

response to Mar>' Cresses' column titled "Discovering the

meaning' of art." We agree with her in one respect, that

she is unqualified to critique Tillis' work on Robert Mur-

ray's Quinnipiac 'the thing " sculpture at the entrance

to Haigis Mall, because she had no formal training in the

study of art or art histor\'. It is every other aspect of her

column with which we disagree.

For example, when Cresse stated that she "object(s) to

the presumptuous manner in which Tillis chose to con-

vey her message," she failed to mention that Tillis' work

was a class project which had departmental and Univer-

sity permission. Cresse was offended because she felt the

work to be "an act of defacement." Webster's New Col-

legiate Dictionar>' states; defacement — to destroy or mar

the face of or appearance of. By comparing Tillis' work,

with malicious defacement (i.e. black spray paint on the

Tower Librar>'), Cresse falters. Tillis' work was not an act

of defacement but an act to counter what she feels to be

a general misunderstanding and misuse of art.

Tillis' objective in her "Art: Handle with C£U"e:" project

was humor. She felt that people misuse and misunders-

tand Quinnipiac by using it as a meeting place, a rain

shelter, wind block, or a billboard for flyers, stickers and
graffiti. The pointing out of the obvious, that the sculpture

is, in fact, art, Tillis felt would be funny.

During our encounter on the night of April 2, Cresse

appeared to agree with Tillis' objective, which she in-

dicated by saying "I think it is a good idea, but you should

be more egalitarian (towards onlookers)." Thus, the col-

umn was hypocritical on her part, and was a personal at-

tack on Tillis as a result of some teasing and wise com-

ments — the key words are teasing and wise — on our part.

For her to have actually believed that the police had ar-

rested us and were returning with the paddywagon shows

a deficiency of humor. Perhaps that is why she

misunderstood the "meaning" of Tillis' art project.

Had Cresse bothered to investigate the circumstances

under which the project was undertaken, she could have
saved her time and effort, by not writing an uninformed,

and unsubstantiated editorial.

Andrea Wilcox
Nancy Halter

Central
John McDougall

Orchard Hill

An Overview ot

the Message and

Living Demonstration of

the Most ELxtraordinary

Spiritual Teacher

of Our Time.

Heart -Master Da Free John"

by w.iii*'" Sfang^' «"o 'o» moie ii»"

ana lecturer m The Jontnn.r.e Oa^H

Cc-tmi. on .ni'Oducei Th« Diwn

The Dawn Hprse Testament is the most ecstatic most

profound most complete most radica' and most comprehen-

sive single spiritual text ever to be pe. id and confessed by

the Human-Transcendental Spirit I ask my InendS my
students my readers even my casual acquaintances to see

and recognize and — above all — confess the Realization that

Master Da 'S x«"" W'lhn'

Wednesday. April lb /50 pm
Compui Center, room I bb
UMoss Amherst f bomhoii

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

To the Class of 1986,

PONTIAC Presents:

The 1986 Pontiac Sunbird SE
(SE = Student Edition)

* 1.8 liter over-head cam engine

* electronic fuel injection

* front-wheel drive

* optional turbo charged power boosts you to 150 horsepower

And, of course, styling from the creator's of America's most

distinctive road cars, Pontiac.

See your local dealer and experience a test drive today.

The 1986 Pontiac Sunbirds:

"Spirited Performers for Today's Lifestyles" We Build Excitement, Pom
This ad appears courtesy of the GM marketing competition for the Pontiac Sunbird as the University of

Massachusetts print entry.

I
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Going to the source
Editorial writers are people who come

down from the hills after a battle to shoot
the wounded

—Murray Kempton, columnist.

I find myself thinking a lot about this

quote as I gleefully go about the task of

kicking those who fell during our latest

trashing of poor old Libya. This is one of

the occasions on which I take particular

pleasure in this medium. Unlike an ob-

jective journalist, I am not required to por-

tray things in just black and white and
can therefore feel free to justify, condemn,
ridicule or otherwise have fun with cur-

rent events.

A break with tradition is on the menu
today. Even we "running dog liberals"

can occasionally see some good in the an-

tics of our least favorite Chief Executive.

Most of us have a token conservative
stance or two and one ofmy mine happens
to be on international terrorism.

I think these maniacs who run around
killing and maiming innocent people to

further their political demonology receiv-

ed a rather clear message from the United
States on Monday. Though it is unfor-

tunate that Ronald Reagan's legend will

be further amplified as a result, I cannot
argue with the method of delivery. I

regret sounding like a classic hawk but
I do have to agree, at least in the case of

Khadafy and Co., that "force is the only

thing these people understand."
We have long known that Libya is a ma-

jor terrorist haven. Its deranged leader

turned it into one because he wanted to

William Spain

have some impact over affairs outside his

own horror show. For years, he could get

away with it because of moral support
from the Soviet Union and a policy of ap-

peasement by our often spineless Euro-
pean allies. This is no longer the case. I

will resist the temptation to fall into a
patriotic stupor over our little act of pest
control, but I can't resist saying it was
long overdue.

Terrorism is an unconventional form of

warfare and we have long been at a loss

as to how to effectively combat it. The in-

dividuals involved are difficult to run
down for a number of reasons. Some cir-

culate in a shadowy international under
world that is virtually impossible to

penetrate. Others move on the surface but
cannot be apprehended because a number
of nations are willing to give them
diplomatic credentials. This makes them
immune from traditional forms of law-

enforcement.
So. we have to go to the source. Ter-

rorists do not respect borders and neither

can we if we plan to put a dent in their

ranks. Our airstrikes on Libya have
hopefully put other nations who provide
hidey-holes for these maggots on notice

that it will not be tolerated. Their com-
plicity in acts of wanton slaughter will no
longer pass unpunished. Moammar is go-

ing down for the count this time and I btt

that some of his playm8ff»« like Syria's

UlLLUC ff VOi/DOW
IMlMK Ol ^MOWLD UAvE

TaW ^TAO UAR^ CONT(?wr.
I'M TALKING

J ABOUT

Assad are doing .some serious re-thinking
right about now.
Violating the sovereignty of another na-

tion is an inexcusable act unle.ss the pro-

vocation is severe enough. In this in-

stance, it is not only forgivable but rather
tudable. The saddest part of the whole

affair is that other Western demtxracies.
with the exception of Great Britain, refuse

to fully support our actions.

Perhaps they hope to spare their nations

from further attacks by the North African
madman. Perhaps they want to keep mak
ing money off his rule. It is a shame we
were forced to act unilaterally but it was
no fault of our own.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

No more Kings or Dukes
With this week's State Republican Con-

vention in Worcester, the usually boring

Massachusetts Republican Party came
alive with a little excitement. State

Representative Royall Switzler (R-

Wellesley) was drafted from the convention

floor after a day of intense lobbying by his

legislative colleagues. Conservative ac-

tivist Gregg Hyatt had been the expected

nominee, but recent allegations made by
a former employer regarding incompetence

and bizzare behavior had tainted his cam-
paign. The convention therefore elected to

endorse the twelve-year veteran of the

Massachusetts Legislature, Roy Switzler,

who like no other candidate in recent

memory, has the ability to inject the

Massachusetts Republican Party with

energy and vigor. His well known skill as

an orator and his unwillingness to pull

punches in debate no doubt led State

Senator Locke to say, "Perhaps more than
any other candidate, he will strike terror

into the hearts of the Democrats."
Nevertheless, Hyatt vowed to stay in the

race, charging that Switzer's candidacy

was "the product of a back room deal."

Whereas the Switzler candidacy did

become a reality behind the scenes, Hyatt
appears to have a greater and opposite pro-

Stephen Erickson

blem in that he is accused of being a much
too overly exposed candidate. It seems that

a secretary at the firm Hyatt was recently

fired from claims she walked in on Hyatt
to find him in the nude on a couple of occa-

sions. The firm also claims Hyatt did ab-

solutely no work during his tenure there.

Whether these accusations are true or not,

the picture of the Republican nominee stan-

ding in his birthday suit waiting for his

secretary to happen in is not conducive to

a successful gubinatorial candidacy. In any
case, Switzler is the better candidate, and
for the sake of party unity, Hyatt should

drop out of the race.

For over a decade, Switzler has been one
of the most outspoken as well as controver-

sial legislators on Beacon Hill. His
relentless battle against patronage and
other government waste, which includes at-

tacks on pet projects, excesses, and pay in-

creases proposed by other legislators, make
him unpopular with many of his colleagues

who don't appreciate Switzler's rocking of

the boat. On the other hand, he is highly

respected as principled and hard working.

and has earned a reputation as a good
government watchdog. Little gets by
Switzler when it comes to the intricacies

of legislation and political scheming, as he
has always made it his business to look

deep into the workings (or lack thereof, as

he might say) of Massachusetts .state

government. Switzler's many fights on
behalf of the tax payer are legendary, in-

cluding his leadership in the pa.ssing of pro-

position 2 1/2 and his struggle against the
Dukakis Surtax.

The Democratic Party has been complete-

ly dominant in Ma.s.sachusetts politics for

years now. and Dukakis' position appears
particularly strong at this time. The state's

economy is among the healthiest in the na-

tion, and Dukakis is quick to take credit

of everything from the low unemployment
rate to a sunny day. In reality. Dukakis has
about as much to do with the healthy
economy as he doe.s with the price of but-

ter in Mozambique. Massachusetts is in

good shape because of the national
economic prosperity brought about under
the policies of the Reagan administration,

the pro-business policies of former Gover-
nor King, and the large amount of high
tech firms within the state that benefit

from military contracts. The low unemploy-
ment rate existed before Dukakis took
office.

Dukakis sits on ma.ssive state revenues
to the tune of $509 million brought in

through a surtax he had described in his

first admini.straiton as "temporary." The
Governor has raised the state budget by

$4.5 billion since the beginning of his .se-

cond term, although he gave back a

mini.scule amount of the increasing

revenues .so he could declare him.self a tax

cutter. Dukakis has become an outstanding

politician, and to have a chance of beating

him. the Republican candidate must be

forceful, articulate and knowledgable -

three words that accurately describe Roy
Switzler.

Switzler certainly has his work cut out

for him. In many ways, however, he is an

ideal match for Dukakis, a liberal elitist

who favors a large paternalistic govern-

ment and .seems to believe the be.st way to

solve any problem is to hire more state

employees. Switzler is a con.servative

populist who would prefer to decentralize

government, sending money back to the

cities and towns. The Dukakis philosophy

has dominated Massachusetts for much too

long. We need no more Kings and Dukes.
Its time we elected a Royall (Switzler)

governor who understands and will act on

the intere.sts of the Commonwealth.
Stephen Erickson is a Collegian columnist.

Letters]

Some basic research was needed
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Mary Cresse's statement (April 14) that
Pam Tillis' art project was willful deface-

ment was one of the most ignorant
statements I have ever seen in the Col-

legian. I am not calling Cresse "stupid," I

am sure that she ien't. hut I question how
much she really knows about this project.

Does she know that the wrapping of

structures to enhance their effect or to

make an independent statement is a viable

art form (I don't take art history courses
either, but I do read more than just front

page articles)? Does Cre.sse also know that
Tillis had permission from the University
Galleries to wrap the structure, and that

it was to be on the .structure temporarily?
Cresse's reaction to Tillis' project, to .spray

•pamt cngnsn rules on the irbrary wailris "

a different situation. It is permanent
defacement and it is illegal. I also en-

countered Tillis and her friends while they

were wrapping the sculpture. At first I

thought it was a little silly, but after talk-

ing to Tillis I feel that the statement she

made was a reasonable one.

I was also told that they were question-

ed by the police, not arrested. Now Cre.sse

is entitled to her opinion, but I feel that the

next time she, or anyone el.se. is going to

criticise a piece of ait work, they should do

some basic re.search. On a campus that

prides itself on being .so "aware" I find this

type of ignorance repulsive.

John Taylor
Southwest
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* rally ntinued from page I

Michael Thelwell, an
Afro-American Studies pro-

fessor who spoke at the ral-

ly, said, " If history is any

guide, we can expect a wave
of retaliation. Blood is so in-

grained in the Middle East

that every relative of those

dead in the raid will seek

retaliation against the

American people."

Thelwell received ap-

plause when he said the US
attack against a perceived

source of terrorism gave the

Nicaraguan government

North Amherjtt
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

authority to strike back
against the US Congress,

the CIA. and "the com-
pound of that mad dog
located at 1600 Penn-
sylvania Ave."

Graduate student Dennis
Fishman told the crowd
Reagan chose to attack
Libya "to kill the Vietnam
Syndrome, which is what
the right calls the opposi-

tion to the US sticking its

nose in another country's

business.

"Reagan is trying to tell

us what we learned in Viet

nam was wrong, that we
need to be harder, stronger,

faster. That doesn't make

sense in foreign relations

any more than it does in

sexual relations," Fishman
said.

Fishman said those oppos-

ed to the action in Libya

must organize. "One by one,

there is nothing we can do.

Together there is nothing

we can't do."

The rally ended when
Bush led the protesters in

chanting, "People united

can never be defeated,"

drowning out the counter-

chant of "USA." Two hours

after the rally ended, people

from each side were still in

front of Whitmore, arguing

their positions.

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers /ushers wanted
for Bright Moments Jazz Concerts on July

17, 24, 31 for approximately 5-6

hours/shift, (limited number of additional

hours available) UMass students returning

in Fall only. Work study preferred but not
required. Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO
employer. Description and application

available at 207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE
MAYS.

LOSE WEIGHT

A 3 session seminar to start

Wed. April 23 at 7:00 PM
at the University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Information or Registration call

549-4645 anytime

\

SUMMER JOBS
in MAINE RESORT

$1,000 plus complete room Ef board
for jobs in

Dining Room, Housekeeping
Reception, Maintenance

& Waterfront
For More Information call 549-3853

after 5 on weekdays
after 8 on weekends

HARMONY
a seminar presented by the

Rosicrucian Order, AMORC
involving

MEDITATION, MYSTICAL ATTUNEMENT
COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS, ESP, META-
PHYSICAL HEALING, and much more!

Registration: 7:30 a.m. at door.

Cost: $20.00 Info: .')86-0129

SATURDAY APRIL 19

8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Hotel Northampton

CINEMA
Wednesday - Saturday

Missing 7:00

Official Story 9:10

Double Feature $3.00

C'ollpi^an photo hy Paul DeRmaraii

About 300 people gathered outside the Whitmore Administration
Building yesterday, some protesting, some supporting the US bombing
of Libya.

Announcing the quidsest
college credit yotf11 everget
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$ 2,500 andOOcts
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For all the long

classes you've
sweated through,

and even the ones
you're about to. we're
offering one form of credit

that's sure to be a breeze.

The MH Student Loan.
We've made getting one quick and easy

via our state-of-the-art computerized .sys-

tem. Now. not only can we proce.ss your
application in a record time of 24 hours, but

by punching a few f)uttons. our coun.selors

can tell you the status of your loan in a

matter of seconds.
What's more, after you .secure a loan with

us. you can be .secure it will remain with us.

Because we would never transfer your
loaFi to some unknown institution like other
banks do.

And. if by chanc(\ you already have a

student loan with another bank, that's no
problem. We can easily con.solidate it with

mJ your MH Student Loan.

y^ We even have a full staff of

I education loan experts ready

£
to answer any questions you

might have. And some you haven't

even thought of yet. On any type of

plan you might want.
For instance, if your folks want to help

fund your future at college, you might want
to check out our special tuition plans from
The Tuition Plan. Were the only bank in the
busine.ss to offer these tailor-made payment
plans which include a Monthly Budget Pro-

gram, a Pre-I'ayment Program and an Kduca-
tion L.oan Program.
So before you make The Big Decision on

which bank to go with, take a minute and
call us toll-free for a MH Student Loan
application. We've made it all very ea.sy.

Becau.se college is hard enough.

Call l-SOO-MHT-GRAD Ext. 214

We realize your potential.

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

J^ MANUFACTURERS HANOVER
The Financial Source/ Worldwide.

An ail-too funny tragedy
By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

Everything is blackened and desolate.

The floor is strewn with garbage. A rusty,

old mail-box, a blackened doll with no head

and a dead tree make up the scenery. The
two main characters, Didi and Gogo, are

dirty and dressed in rags. All of this would

lead us to believe that this is a play about

desolation and despair. Unfortunately, it

doesn't come out that way.

Samuel Beckett's Waiting for Godot, is

called a "tragi<omedy." The Northampton
Center for the Arts relies a little too much
on the comedy and ignores the tragedy. The
two main characters are waiting for Godot;

the entire play is about them waiting for

this mysterious being and trying to find

.something to do. Though Beckett u.ses

many comic lines, he does not write jokes,

or slapstick. His comedy is meant to, in the

end. be more tragic than funny. The actors'

interpretation was more of slap-stick and

one-liners, than desolation and despair.

For example, in one scene, the two

characters actually do a Laurel and Har-

dy routine, where they mess up on whose

hat is whose. When Laurel and Hardy did

this back in the thirties, it was funny; to

watch two performers on stage do it is not

so funny. This routine only slowed down
the action ofthe play and was actually kind

of boring.

Another example of boring slap-stick, is

in the very first scene in which Gogo (Bill

Collins) is trying to remove his boot,

because his foot hurts. Collins jumps up
and down and rolls on the floor; it's as is

if he's trying to pull a laugh from the au-

dience instead of pulling off his boot. Both
of the main characters are supposed to be

absurd, but with Collins leaping and fall-

ing all the time, you exj>ect to hear circus

music at any moment.
The other performer, Michael Betmold.

I Didi), is a bit more restrained and doesn't

roll around the stage attempting to get a

laugh. His character is more tragic than
Gogo, yet Betmold also does not take his

character seriously. He manages to be fun-

ny with some of Beckett's lines and to

create a sort of tragic persona for his

character, but, and this is true of both per-

formers, they fail to make this play sad.

Some of Beckett's dialogues are really

funny while at the same time truly tragic.

People should go to see this play to hear

the wonderful rhythms in the dialogue,

which the performers read rather well. But

don't go expecting to see a well acted ab-

surdist play.

wmmmm^mm

Are you wondering what to pre-register for?

...Consider the University Health Sennces

Peer Education Program

^ Peer Health Promoters
^ Peer Sexuality Educators

• LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF
• TEACH YOUR PEERS
• GAIN CAREER EXPERIENCE

h'r more mionmtion aixmt (»,. >. , i i,\iit ioursi"^

<.rf>»<uirc(i h» the Wimvrsnu HrtjI/d S<'n'i(t'S,

•
.
'

I j;'.<(; .'..' - iffk.-'.jf S4U-267I nt 181

^;^K Presents

OPEN MIKE NIGHT

at the HATCH
Wed. April 16

8 PM.
Comedians and
entertainers check
inwithm.c. at start

of the show

^|| \l olTdKII MH IIM<IK

W/A SPECIAL INTERMISSION:

STUPID HUMAN
TRICKS!!

GRACE CHURCH
CLOTHING EXCHANGE
STRETCH your clothing budget

with the best buys in town.

The best used clothing shop in the area.

In continuous operation since WWII.

Stop by and check us out at:

16 Spring St. 256-6406
Right off the common, next to Lord Jeff

Hours: Tues. 10-7:00 pm
Thurs. 10-5:00 pm

Saturday 10-3:00 pm
Closed Sat. April 24th - Memorial Weekend

• Registration beginsi April 11.

1 9 8 6

u M A s s

A M H ERST
Hundreds of

Courses

and Workshops s U M M E R
in Two Sessions.

First session

starts June 3.
s E S S 1 O N

Second session

starts July 1 S.

MM
DOS
Division of

Continuing

Education,

University

For a free, detailed catalog, call S4S-24 14. Ubrary
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THE GRAPHICS GANG
GOES ON THE ROAD

TO PLAY THE
JAMAICAN NATIONAL
TEAM THIS WEEKEND

aNiiDiiiiiiNiiiiaHiNNiiiiic3iiiiiimiiiaiiiNHHiiia«iiiNHiiianiiiitt

I First Annual Math Competition

I
I
I
S

To be held in Room 1634, Lederle Graduate

Center, April 23, 1986 at 7:30 p.m.

The Connpetition is open to all Freshmen and

Sophomores*

i

FIRST PRIZE: An $8,000 Rainbow PC System

donated by Digital Equipment Corporation

SECOND PRIZE: $300 Donated by United

Technologies

THIRD PRIZE: $100 Donated by United

Technologies

I SIGN-UP in Room 1521D BY APRIL 18 and r

I bring ID. on April 23. i
S 'Immediate family members ot Math Stat faculty excluded. S
.^iniiiioitiMiiiiinDiiiiNiMiiiomMiiiiiiiaiiiiiHiniiawiiiiiiiiiiaiig

i

I
S
s

gs

I

I
i

I
-y^wr^ Y(5)aI ...1hi,P}r\^tiMf)yuif "^g^^atO-H'S

I UPC presents j

Wednesday
April 16th

Fine Arts
Center

$11.50 UMass student

$12.50 general public

SUMMERTIME JOBS
$5.50 per hour

Work scheduled around your full-time job.

RGIS Inventory Specialists

offers excellent part time income to

supplement your full time job.

\Ne have hours available weeknights and/or

»A/eekends in your hometown area in Eastern

Mass.

Numerous openings in:

Peabody, Danvers, Lowell, Lawrence,
Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, New
Bedford, and all of Worcester County and

Cape Cod.

For more info and to arrange on-campus
interview you may call collect at

Central Mass (617) 366-6473

Boston & South Shore (617) 849-3501

North Shore £r Cambridge (617) 938-9269

rfS NOTJUST
ANOTHER WEEKEND

OF NURSING.
One wcvkcnd .i month, vdu ro ,in otticcr in tlu'

VS Armv Rescr\'c, rtxyivinq the respect and attentum
wuir mnk commands >()u re pan ot the Annv mn.ical
te.irri, dewlopiny new skills and disciplines C>ten
vou I! have theopportunitN' to explore new awniiesot
nursing in militan' hospit.ils, usin^' the newest techniques
.md equipment

Licensed BSNs and tAvo-year .issoei.ite det,Ti'e

.md three-year diploma nurses with at least 12 months'
experience are eligible Nurses must haw six months
work experience in ihe last twelve months unless they
h.i\e receiwd a RSN' in the last six months

Serve one weekenil a tnonth with a nearby kKjii

.Amiv Reserve unit, plus rwo weeks annual rrainitiu, and
earn tA'er S2 ,W a year t( > start Er -oy vour weekend C^all

(301) 677-5355
ARMYR'SERVE.

BEALLYOUCANBE.

t\- ^
Tickets

available at

the door
» « -.1'.

MMl rinr-M»i'i
1

Stevie Ray Vaughan
And

Double Trouble
I ^mm

FAST FREE DELIVERY

DOONESBURY

GARR^' TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON

mi OHHaAU=> UJHO L5FT
CJFFlCe AMIQST CHAR5BS
OF UNBmiCAL BeHAVIOR OR.

CFJMINAL mON6C>aN6. .

.

RAVMONDP DONOVAN, ANNS
BUN^m jAMEf^M. deeoe,
JOHN McBWBiiRY, DONAW
1. HO/Oe, MICHAtL KAR5M,

JOHNHORTON..."

. . . JOHNH£RNANDeZ. JAMB5
fi.HARRJS, SHeiB/BRB/UeF.,

6UY lAl. FISKB, JOHNfePPBRS,
/mrjHEWN. NOV/CK RJCHARP
MUIMRRY, ANPPOBeFJM.
PeRJ^i"

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

Due to a syndicate mailing error, the
crossword puzzle did not arrive in time for

tody. We hope to have up-to-date installments
tomorrow.

fLi.Ku TO IfomE ToQA-i
I^OtiOeK To AfCoKlL£
OA/ff A./0 OK^ HALf y5<9ffJ

OF t>iFf€ttiuc£i Sfrweew

P/»v«. JT...

AS Voo fr\A1 lettouJ, owCR A
V£A<? ACO The CMAwCtU-oR
Hf^ U rr\0^SS OfCtApfP
/» RftlC/OJ/J INiTiTuTloU

Ihj OHOtt Tc AvciP TAXfS
Ai A )PBW,T rH€ CmAMC6U*«
8ff«ro6 A 0/rry /SvO

HIS U««o 8C«A^t tAw."

r^iAKT/ Reu(>ioui ceADffffS

A/vD rxf »?fv fA6wet^
WHO CLAiivieo r«AT
OhJe SHOuUi NOT Uit
fit<.\CloKt TO fKHIf^e
FfAJAKlAL 6A»wi .

HOUSEMATES

If^/COULPSeNDA

THePfzesiDenr
R/OHTNOUJ, I'DSAK
A1)? PRes/pe^r..

GORDY

C^&EAJO OF THE f^OCX
/AyDUb^hff, /^AP OA/LY THIS.

7D SAY OF "IhlE eM&MA
OF -ma aa's. "

ii

r

-A^

>'T/Ve CDCAME, THE HEROI^J,
-THE ALCaHOL/SM

-rne 8A0 YE/iRs Kfief
SOLELY THE SLAME
OFA^AfJr-i^ rsAJt^E vJrxiacif"

"W/W6V CCVUFRpKJTED WITH
PETE'S STAT1EA1EMT, A/IA^J6C

-T(/KfJE£? BE£r-RED,
PRpPPEO HIS PAKXTS, AMP
SHOUTEP OUT "ALAS,
TUB Tt^UTH 15 SPOKEt^."

BY GORDE ^

COLLEGIAN STAFF
AND CORRESPONDENTS:

HETEROSEXISM AWARENESS
WORKSHOP — TONIGHT

THIS IS YOUR LAST
CHANCE TO COUNT

TOWARD STAFF STATUS

COLLEGIAN STAFF TOMORROW
PRODUCTION MANAGER
EDITOR IN CHIEF AND
BOARD OF EDITORS

ELECTIONS
ALL DAY - NEWSROOM

ALL STAFF MEMBERS VOTE
INCLUDING GRAPHICS

t^ Tir t^ ir Tir tV T^ i!r tir tir Tlir Tllr tV t>"jir Tir t^ ilr

BLOOM COUNTY BY BEHkK BREATHED

eeNH

I

• • • « N • « fl

MP you

0FU61D
CfiUPiP
PH0W9

/mi
l/UU.

BAT,

myee imrci
CATCH HIM IN
AOCOPMOOC^..

ne'6 THimm up

l/5e/\ FiA5H...

Weather
Today: Periods of rain, highs in the low 40s.

Tonight: Cloudy, lows in the 30s.

Tomorrow: Rain, breezy with highs in the 40s.

STAFF

Night Editor Daniel Sobel
Copy Editor Sheryl Jean
Layout Technician Ansel Zinter
Photo Technician Paul Desmarais
Production Supervisor Ansel Zinter
ProductionSod, Dancing Rob (on day 3). Tim Har-
ris, Naomi Davis, Bill Freeman, Kevin Hayden,
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SPECIALS
2 7oz.

;|^ Rolling Rock bottles

$.99

Anisette $.99

Spring is here - come and enjoy it

at Mike's'

Free hors d'oeuvres daily

Friday afternoon smorgasboard

M n » [ y [ 1 1; I IS

H

"I Melt with You"

Tix $7.99 in Advance

at Datatix and Albums
10 Pfkfll sum HOKIUHIPISH. M4. 413 584 J77i

^unaH garden
*^edtaurant
MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST CklMM Foo4"

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs
Small Latgv

SQ80 S/l 60

Luncheon
Specials

$

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

IIIVrli«4ihfrnh
Mukhrnonik

2| Chwkrn rin9r(\
JKhKkm Win^s
«) ChincM BBQ Pofk
S( Biorcoii in Ov%i«i S«urf

6) S»rM A Soui ChKkm
7|P«nfn«lKic»
8) Ptn t n^ Noodtn

wiih Chtckrn
9) Pan Fnni Havioti
10) Hill t S<iur Soup

Buffet Served 5-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

ALL YOU ^
CAN EAT $5.75

From 2
Luncheon Specials & Take-our Service

Full Cocktail Menu
c«„.«^ 11 , -. Sun.Thurs 11 30 am -10 pmserved 11 a.m. pn & Sat. 1130 a mil pm.

-3 p.m. 10 Elclchertoun Road
at Rte. 9. Amherst

__^__^ 2560252

K"^^
Ot

It"

tll^'^^

t6l^

.Mf

The Campus Center - Student Inion
BOARD OF (iOVERNORS is looking for
students to fill the following (oordinator

positions for the 86/87 school year

I*uf)li( lU'lations • Finance • Huildin^^ Opi'ratitms •

Special Projects • Space Kcon. Development • Key

—

Functions • (iovernors IVo^Tam ( <)uncil • Display •

\ endinjr • \sst. Office Coordinator • Food Services

Work Study and Non Work Study

Appi'tations and More Information are
available in the HOd Office - S17 ( (

Today is the Deadline

The M(M. is an Affirmative Act;on/Kqual Opportunity Kmployer

Wednesday, April 16, 1986
COLLEGIAN u

(cut out and post)

Day

Monday

Tuesday

Time

9:00

9:00

FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE
Class

Wednesday 9:00

Thursday 9:00

Friday 9:00

Saturday 9:00

Sunday 9:00

TACO

NIGHT

TROPICAL
WEDNESDAY

GATEWAY TO
THE WEEKEND

WEEKEND
FUN

MOVIE NIGHT

Free tacos

Great Selections of

Tequilas

Frozen drinks

Tropical Food

Great Mubio

Frozen Drinks

(full menu til 9 001

Free Munchies

Great Music

Specials

new set up

(full menu til 9.00)

Free Popcorn

(full menu til 9.00)

Place

Delano's

Delano's

Delano's

Delano's

Delano's

Delano's

Delano's

c

>

* Gorillas continued from page 12

this point last season.

With an explosive attack averaging over 13 goals-per-

game and a stingy defense that allows just under seven

goals, the Gorillas have improved markedly over 1985.

Good weather should draw another big crowd (close to

5,000 saw the UNH game) and that plays a big role ac-

cording to senior co-captain Steve Moreland.

"I don't know if the fans realize what they do," said

Moreland, a midfielder. "We get a big lift when we see

there's a big crowd at a game. It also intimidates other

teams."

With a solid stretch at home, starting today, UMass will

be well on its way to securing a playoff spot as well as

gaining momentum before key away games at Rutgers

and top-ranked Syracuse.

"We need a good start for these games at home," said

Garber. "I'm worried about St. John's, but I also know
that if we play like we have been, we are capable of win-

ning."

Gorilla Grumblings: Junior attackmen Tom Carmean
(21-12 331 and Greg Cannella (12-12 24) lead UMass in

scoring. . .senior middie Greg Fisk ( 1 1-7-18) and sophomore

attackman Kelley Carr (12-4-16) are also in double figures

in scoring with junior middie Doug Mu.sco (5-4-9) on the

verge of that plateau.

Freshman goalie Sal LoCascio has a save percentage of

.720 and has allowed 5.8 goals-per game. . junior

defenseman Chris Knapp had his serious knee injury

repaired on Saturday by team doctor George A. Snook.

Knapp was on crutches at practice on Monday. He will

not return this season.

Chris Zusi, a freshman midfielder, will not play as his

shoulder injury has yet to come around. Sophomore mid-

die Glenn Stephens played at BC and is back to full

strength after his injury problem.

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian Office CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs 8 45. 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

bept Hb Call

ACnVITIES

Work Srcurity. HotpiUlily, SUKrrrrw
for the East Side CofKert Come to an infor-

mational meeting on April 14, 17 and 21 at 7
PMCC
"Are the Cofilraa Trrroriiid or Kreedom
Kiifhleri?" April 17, 4 5 30, CC 165

Kre» Introidurton Lrrlnre: Transcenden
tal Meditation Unfold Your Full Potential
in a Natural Way Thu Apm 17. 7.00 PM
Campus Ctr. Rm 176

WSYI. Surf .Meeting at tfie station,

Cashin basement tomorrow night at 7 00,
regarding next week's concert'

AUDIO

FOOD KOK PKOPI.E
NOT KOR PROFIT

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bagels. Apples. Oranges. Coffee, *

Cashews, Jofu, Dried Fruit. Almonds
Banana Chips, Egg Rolls. Fig Bahs, *

Raisins. Fresh Baked Goods. Orange
Juice. Magic Mommy Brownies ?' *

People's Market
hatitatl

" GA8TINF \l S SNK \hKKS

Turf Shorn worn once or twice by NY Jets

Gastineau and Toon great deal siie 1 1
''> and

12 can Oen 2S3 3237

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

Sanvo AM/FM Caaaette car itarao. AMS
with pair of Pioneer tnaxiat speakers, great
corKjition only tSO S46 1 136

Stereii system receiver, tape deck,
speakers $175' BO Will sell pieces sap,

M6~4421

Al'TO formal!

2 bedmomii available in Riverclade for

sommer with fall option 2S3 5140

LarKi efficiency. Brand new Amherst
Center $320 month 253 7867 Julie

to Kublrl 6 1 8'31 2 bdrm apt. Sund
.

1340 neg call 665 4233, aft 5

i)o you want to take over ciur lease? Two
Ijedroom apartment Southwood Apts

266 1663

77 VW Rabbit, brown, A T runs well,

great stereo. $1300. S84-S736

1978 Buick SkvlariT good condition only

»900 what a bargain! Call Chns 546 7817

78 Plymouth Horizon 4 spd reliable must
sell »660 or BO 665-8335

2 bedroom apt in Northwood summer
with fall option only 380 per month caU Joe
665 7508

t bedroom house on Route 9 newly built

with excellent kitchen and batfiroom

facilities Summer sublet with fall option

253 98S9

1974 BMW 2002 brown very good condi
tion many new parts $3700 549-0112
2S3-9032

1982 Uatsun 310(iX. good condition Ken
wood stereo cassette, air cond , 30 m p g 5
speed manual, 56500 miles, $3,100 or BO
front wheel drive call 546 7154 after 7 00

1974 Saab 99. great radial snows worth
$250' New clutch, broken CV joint Fin or

use for parts' Barry, 548 9436 $350

71 VW BuK good condition, mag wheels,
tinted windows, fun car $1300 o BO call

Aaron 6 7676

I97.'i VW Bub good running cond, little rust

asking 1400 549 1685 Frank

1973 OodKe Dart sport roup good condi-

tion many new parts call Bob 546-60^

78 Toyota Celira 5 speed hatchback very

good condition $1500 will negotiate Call

Eric 549 7478

197f) (ht'vette • very dependable good con
dition $575/BO no rust call 546 6641

78 C'hevettc excellent condition a lot of

new parts $1,100 549 4834

74 Pontiac Catalina Station Wapon
73,000 original miles Reliable, runs well

$750 665 2429 eves

«$ BIG BUCKS $S

Did yon ever take Philosophy 162777 I

need your help'i Call Gianmarco 549 3540

CAN YOC WRITE?

Interested in Journalism? It's never to

late to start' Come down to the
Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England You can write

about Sports, News, Editorial, Black Af
fairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues. Whatever your interests, write about
it today in the Collegian. We build careers.

CAPE COD

Two people needed to share room in apart

ment Available June 1 On bus route

Cheap rent Nights 256 1324

Summer sublet w fall option. 1 large

room in 2 l)edroom apt, partly furnished

non smoking pref rent neg 665 8315

Four bedroom apartment in Rolling Green

needs one person for single bedroom for

fall, four people for whole apartment for

summer sublet, 256 6837

Five bedroom house very homey six

minutes from campus June 1 thru June 1

1100 month plus Mr Armstrong 2S6-8S34

2 bedroom apt 6 minutes to campus 520

plus June 1 call Mr Armstrong 256-8534

One bedroom available June 1st one block

to town and campus deck, skylights call

549 7127

1 ro<im bus route $300.00 everything includ-

ed (utilities cable TVl 256-1724

2 bedroom. 1 Vi baths, on bus rt, 200S

reward if you sign by June, Squire Village

665 7672

Summer sublet w-fall option (June I - ) a

spacious 4 bedroom house in S Amherst
microwave oven, huge yard, garden,

2560015 call early mornings or late evening

Free one month rent. Housemate wanted
for Northwood apt Sublet June 1st w/fall

option 665 4882

Two bedroom lownhouse in Sunderland
available June 1st on bus route call

665 7951

Want an apartment? Take over our lease in

Presidential Apts June 1st 10 min walk to

camous call 549 0319

.-\partment for rent 2 bedroom m
Sunderland. Call 6652176 ask for Steve or

Tom

FOR SALE

COUNSELORS - Private co-ad camp in

Berkshires has openings for head ar>d assis

tant instructors in softt>all. t)askett)all

lac'osse. tennis, archery, video filmmaking,

photography, horsel>ack riding assistant,

hiking backpacking, waierskiing, com
outers waterfront IWSH, bunk counselors

and bunk unit heads Good salaries friendly

atmosphere Contact Dr Paul Krouner

Camp Schodack 54 Sheffield Road.
Newtonville MA 02160 16171 964 1912, days

9 6

Needed Immediately: good accurate

typist Must be available to take minutes at

Wednesday evening Senate Meetings, and

record Please call Fran at 50341

( olleirian - Vote R Skelton EdOp
Editor!!!Most experierKed, politically unaf

filiated t>est for |ob

Hotel Majors: Desk clerks and auditors

wanted Accountiong or experience prefer

red Apply Howard Johnson Lodge Rte 9,

Hadley

Tree and lawn care rompany based in

Rockland County, NY is looking for

pesticide applicators, climber foremen, and

groundman Full or part time seasonal and

year round positions available Drivers

license a must. Call 914 354 3400

Full or Part Time
• Asst Manager and Salespersons
• send resume to

• Bel Air Gardens
870 So Mam St

Bellingham. MA 02019
orcall 617 883 7544

|
• for more info.

1976 Yamaha XS fiJO. Under 12,000 miles

New Iwttery Must sell' Come see it is make
oHeri Gary 256 1557

1982 XI,2.'>0R street leical comes with full

face helrnet and catile lock asking $800 call

Mike 549 7747

1982 Suzuki (iS450I. runs great pinstriping

luggage rack $900 call Dave 256 6059

t»NK MONTH RENT FREE

Housemate u anted to share 3 bedroom
apt in house in Squire Village Fall semester

only Own bedroom, iK>nsmoka<. Call

6-6112 or 6 6116

Tailor for alteration. SHAANN's at Mall,

584 9362

Perfertionial TvpinK on computer - letter

quality 25% off first |ob 549 6178

PARTTIME JOBS

Parttime laborers needed for local fiouse

renovations st pay 5/hi easily accessible

from Cam. interested call Matt 549 6799

PERSONALS

Take note video scene Free Praaa open* for

Circle t>snd conservatives and libs alike

welcome check out some of the area's most
original tunes c'mon down to the Hatch
Apnl 17 next Thursday'"

Rob: Yes, there's more Lots more' See you
soon in tfie N C Talk to me your friendly

stranger, L

Pana^ore theSylvan Vice President

most programming

Witnesses, Two women saw a two car

smash up 7 pm January 16 coiner Amity

and North Whitney (near town library! and

kindly offered their account I need you

now Joan Mason 5B&922S (work) or

2S3 5837 (home!

MTW III I think It's about time we have
dinner togetfier CALL ME The Weird One

To Jay in I4I.1 Kennedy: I met you a few

weeks ago and have been watching you

since. Write back if you're interested Secret

Admirers

SUMMER SUBLET

On Amity Plarr luxury condo 2 t)edr>x>m

back patio AC 450 inclusive per month call

Lisa 549 0947

BKANDYWINE APT foTsummef suWei
Call 546 8968 o< 546 8970

Hrandvvkine Apartment for sumemr
sublet call 546 6898 or 546 6899

Do vou want to live in the renter of

Amlienit? 1 room available call 256 6749,

Melanie

Summer sublet w fall option, Southwood
lialf furnished, new carpet 266 1764 $400

Summer sublet in beautiful Brandywme
call 549 6753 for more info available June 1

August 30

(in Sunaet Ave 3 t>edroom 2 iMths minute

walk from campus call 549 5154

Three bedroom Townehouse available

June 1 through Aug 31 549 1419

Furnished bedroom in Rivericlade Apts
availat>le cheap rent $100 a month call

2533130

Squire Village two persons to share

txidroom furnished pool bus route $

negotiable call 665 4722

Sublet spare available call 253-5089 even
ings reward

I bedrm furn, Ihis n. $370/mo, uttl. inci
.

May thru Aug., Cliffside Apts 665 3088

Female (irad student needed as room
mate in 2 t>edroom apt Squire Village avail

June 1. fall option. 1 mo rent free' 665 3719

Two bedroom Townehouse Apt - on bus

route, fully furnished, pool AC available

June 1st rant $325 plus utils Riverglade apts

256^6281

cludeq Lease oegins

266 8438

Female non-smoking rmimmate needed
to share two tjedioom Biandywine apt tor

fall & spnng call MicheMe 546 9664 <» Rit-

chie 549 14SB after 7 pm

I or 2 females for Squire Village «pts for

fall and ni spring 86 87 caH 546 12/1

One female needed to share room in

Townehouse 549 1419

One female riMtmrnate needed tn share

two l>odroom apt m Townehouse contact

Julie or Lisa 549 6080

Female wanted to share 2 liedtoom apt in

Puflton call 549 1868

Female roommate needed for Soutfiwood

apt for fall ft spring 266 8032

KeautifttI Belrhertown house in woods
walking distance to Quabbin Single rrxim

available very reasonable rent easygoing

housemates Call Derek 549 1666

,Male roommate wanted to share 2

bedroom Colonial VIg apartment with neat

quiet non smoker Will have own bedrfjom

t172/mo starting Sept call David 263 2965

TO SUBLET

(ireai Plarc to Live! Spack>us one
tiedroom Crestview Apt , excellent condi
tion, large backyard, on bus route walkirtg

distance to UMass, across Puffton, summer
sublet with fall option Call Beth Rrjbyn
549 0491

Summer subletters: Puffton Village apart
ment fully furnished Please call anytime
549 6534

Painter's Helper. Full days only. Call Matt

eves 548 9315

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

I'Mass Pride! Share your enthusiasm for

the University while developing public rela

tions, marketing, interpersonal, and
counseling skills. The Admissions Office is

looking for dynamic and articulate interns

and volunteers to promote the University to

prospective students Academic credit

available Applications in Admissions Of
fice, 255 Whitmore, until Apnl 22

LIKE TO TRAVEL?

Positions available for ambitious students

to work out west this summer Make S375
per week. Send name, number, & class to

Summer Work, PO Box 314, Amherst,

01004

LOST

ConKratulations Jenny Donna Holly

Joanie and Sue welcome to Delta Delta love

your Sisters

Hey Student .Nursel Its your b day' Have a

GO man on me Monday night' Love ya lots.

The injection wizard

Dirth, Penrilhead, Jon, Jane, Dave -

Thanx for the most confusing b day party

The shower is an interesting place You
guys are great' Love Tracy

Kathleen - You mean so much to me. I love

you and pray we'll las' forever' - Bob

\\r\ ' "vel 3 years i^ i
' '

' ' - i

you'

DRTKaTIIV. . .If you make it through med
school, I just might be. . Your Faithful

Househusband

Orennizin^ job/house hunting trip to

Cape Cod NOW' Knsta 586 3100 x3729

Female roommate wanted to share cot

tage with 3 others in Hyannis 1000 for sum
mer May 23 to Sept 2 call 6 9206

West Yarmouth cottage sleeps 4 263 7436

"CASH"

Paving cash for vour baseball cards

Please call Mike 546-6105

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows,
Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549 7144

TURN THE TABLES 8 yr D. J. best party

pro around 24 hour 586-9891

Furniture • Excellent cortdition - marching

sofa and loveseat, chair, wall unit, end

table, lamp, kitchen table with five chairs,

white wicker bedrooiVi furniture, and ac

cessories. Prices negotiable Call Amy
5494085

Kirvrle Koss lO-spced blue mint cond. $80

call 'Paul 586 7088

(iurci Watches *;I0 styles for men b
women call 6 7480

Furniture! Moving' I have living room and

bedroom furniture for you' P'ice negotiable

call 549 1587 ^ _^

7."> Ford Maverick only 55000 miles new
exhaust runs great $750 call 6653194 or

665 2473

Ten speed Kalei(rh Record perfect condi

tion $150 or BO call Bill 256 1506

t^ueen size bed great condition price

negotiable call Kaen 549 4365

Help! Old you find a black and white kitten

'

Vicinity Puffton Village Reward 549 1868

Lost Levi denim jacket Sat 4/5 Zeta Psi

party red & black checkered lining had
yellow tie in pocket call Tim 546 7049 no
questions asked

Indies black Pulsar quartz watch leather

band, gold toned trims on face Lost Tues
April 1 , after 1115 class m Totm / NOPE pool

room, incredible sentimental value. No
questions, |ust thankx Please call 6 5723

Opal rinK was lost in Campus Center girls

bathroom. If found call Kelly at 253 3566
reward

Lost rat female, very small, white, gray &
orange North Amherst area Call Laura at

649 1397

Lost a Rold initial rintt "K " on 4 7 near
Intramural Fields Tremendous sentimental

value Please call 253 3362 ask for Bob

Lost near Library or in Library Tower
silver class ring if found call Dave 6 9655
reward

Bin Reward - grey cotton jacket lost at

Pike Party 4/10 Sentimental value Damn
546 5859

Happy Birthday Paul (iodfrey. You sexy

hunk of a 21 year old' Have a great day'

MaryBob - Thanks for being a friend

Vanica (PS. Keep your fingers crossed for

that car')

Puffton VillaKe two twdroom summer
sublet no fall option call 549 6440

i>residential apt • 1 bdrm available 6/1

8/31 call Marty 253 7868 549 5304

:) bedroom HOU'SK across from
Townhouse Apts up to 5 people price

negotiable 546 9787

Close to campus! Need subletters foi June
August Price negotiable, call 546 3265 or

546 6651 Keep trying'

Brandvwine 2 female summer sublets

avail $'l30 BO call 546 6324 day or afte- 10

prr ' .

1 bd furnished Puffton apt 549 5878 keep

trying

Single room in 4 bdr house in Noho.
Close to bus route, downtown avail 6/ 1 thru

8/31 call after 5 pm 584 5094 Mike

Lantern Court, .Sunderland June 1

September 1 $300 monthly call Donna or

Kim, 549 7127

Summer sublet 3 bdrm Puffton \tg fur-

nished 549 6739

Sunderland - seeking female housemate to
sublet room in 2 bdrm house from 5 1 8/31
Contact Debbie 665 3993

1 \k bedrm apt w/fall option, utilities in

eluded Tennis courts, pool, new washers
and dryers in every building Clean and
quiet On bus route Call Randee or

Christine at 665 7729

2 bedroom apt in .Sunderland summer
sublet w/fall option 256-1562

TRAVEL

Oneway train ticket to Seattle/Portland
OR good until July $100 ot>o call Debbie
253 3961

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPINfi, Long or short pro
lects Meticulous proofreading Editing
available New IBM Typewriter 549 0367

TYPING & WORD PRtKE.SSING

Next day servjceTYpTRTfE 253 51 11

~

WANTED

lley (ireeks • Get you Greek Week painters

hats all week in the Newman Center

upstairs" $2.25

Spanky - Hope you had a blast in NYC
There's much more fun In store Stick

around Love always. Scooter

You have an amazing smile loo but will

our paths cross again' Sometimes this cam
pus feels awfully big Call tonight I'm taking

requests

To the-«isters & pledges of SDT Thanks
for making my job so easy I love you all'

Your President Wiedermeyer

Open Rush Sigma Kappa tonite at 8 30 pm
Dynasty Party please call 256 6887 for more
info

CiinKratulalions Ann our newest
pledge, get psyched' Love, Sisters and
Pledges of Sigma Kappa

Lisa (Kriket) Happy 19th Birthday to the

best roommate ever' Robbie Robbie love ya

Beedle (Zippy)

terri "Mildrt-d" 'rt'ofejko Happy Birthday

from Dave, Dan (2), Mark, Bill, Randy "Its

bettet in the Bahamas"

Brandvwine Apt for summer sublket call

649 1032 cheao'

One bedroom apt,, Puffton, Ben 546 1191

clean, close to campus pool, tennis

Female wanted to share furnished room
in Northampton apartment June August
$60 » month 584 8170

Let's have some fun. Tandem bicycling
partners wanted 1 467 7877

Looking for lease Brandywine,
Townhouse, Presidential, Puffton 546 5327
reward $150 00

Cheap RollinK (ireen 2 txlrm furn A/C
pool avail June 1 256 1897

2-4 bedrooms in house near rampus fall

option $115S188 649 1371

Brandywine 2 bedroom fully furnished

rent negotiable 549 4186

Lynn Nigro your ID is at the Collegian

Val Don't Mess with Texas or at least not til

the concert tonight Here's hoping I won't
lose the tickets BA

M AIMK; for E in C AND PR(»lR!CfU)N
MANAtiER he deserves two paychecks'

Aug 2

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, rases, dissertations, theses, on
campus, dependable, low rates, experienc
ed Nancy 584 7924

"ESCORT SERVICE

Escort Service Available 8 pm • 2 a.m.

Everyday, anywhere on campus Play it

safe call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOUND

Found black rat near Totman Gym (NOPEI
call 546 3272 found 4 14 86

Lost: mens watch sat, night CC Reading
room Sentimental value reward if turned in

to CC Info Desk Call 549 6860 545 2800

MOTORCYCLES

1982 Kawasaki (;Pz 7.')n red 8400 miles ex
oellenwcondilion $1700 253 9032 5480112

SERVICES

c6TNT'l2l7f2.1 TutoSnit »8.b6 per hour

former grader, consultant Alex 256 1239

TypinK, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac

curate. Available almost anytime 665 7652

RIDE WANTED

I need a ride to (Nil for the long weekend
Aonl 18 21 Please call Stacev 546 4756

WANTED TO RENT

Sublets/Rooms needed June 22
tall 256 8616 8 am 9 pm
Kesponsihlp man seeking 3 or 4 bedroom
house next fall and spnng, call Vic or Al
256 0866

$$* Reward ferrtale is looking for own
room in quiet academic house close to cam-
pus for fall 546 9856

l.nokinK to lake over lease for 3 bedroom
Puffton Apt starting in June call 646 8194
oi 665 3123

Loiikine for lease in Brandywine or Lin-

coln Apts 1 or 2 t>edrooms. Please call Sue
256 1446

l.odkinK 111 lake over lease in Puffton or

Brandywine for fall 86 $$$ reward $$$
546 1472 or 546 9890

Cash reward for 2 or 3 bedroom apartment
in Brandywine or Puffton, call after 10 pm
546 1186

R(M)MMATES WANTED

2 roommates wanted to share bedroom in

Brittany Manor apts Heat and hot water in

Two non-smokinit females seeking open
ing in a house or apartment on bus mute or

within two miles of campus. Call after 8 pm
6 7186

$200 reward for your 3* bdrm Puffton,
Presidential or Townehouse lease caM
54&6052 546 6395 546 6186 keep trying
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SPORTS
Gorillas meet St. John's today
Redmen, at 6-4, are better

than originally advertized

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Last winter, when the University of Massachusetts

lacrosse team scheduled St. John's University, the

Redmen were supposed to be a break in an already rough

UMass schedule. It hasn't worked out that way.

At 3 p.m. this afternoon at Boyden Field, the eighth

ranked Gorillas play their second home game of the season

against a much-improved St. John's team that will be

seeking respect with a win against one of the nation's

powers.

The Redmen are 6-4 this season with wins against a

bunch of have-nots with the important exception of a 13-6

win against Army at West Point.

SUNY Stony Brook, Holy Cross, Boston College, Ver-

mont and Villanova fell by to the Redmen by an average

of eight goals. But when St. John's met a ranked team,

it was a different story.

Duke, C.W. Post, Harvard and Rutgers all downed St.

John's. The Redmen scored only 3.8 goals-per game in

their four losses, as opposed to well over 12 in their wins.

St. John's probably won't admit they're slowing the ball

down against the better teams, but statistics show they

become more tentative and have trouble scoring.

"They (St. John's" are a very solid team," said UMass
coach Dick Garber. "They are a well-organized team with

different speciality units for riding and other things. They

also have several good players at each position. I'm not

taking them lightly, and I hope the players aren't.

UMass has won three straight, beating New Hampshire

(at Boyden I 15-7, Brown 13-8 and Boston College 17 2. The

Ciorillas open a four-game homestand against the Redmen,

four games that will go far in determining how far UMass
will go this season nationally. Yah^. Harvard and Army
will also come to Boyden in the next two weeks.

'It's great being where we are. I'm pleased a))Out the

ranking," said Garber. 'But our goal is being in the top

four-to-six spots. That's what we're shooting for. We have

a hell of a team this season, and we wan't to be noticed

nationally."

St. John's has one dominant scorer in senior attackman

Mike Bolger. With 43 points on 21 goals and 22 assists,

Bolger is the man the Redmen look to on offense. Senior

midfielder Robert Neilson checks in with 9-14-23 numbers.

The St. John's goalie is big senior (6 3, 200 pounds) Joe

Weingart who allows 7.6 goals-per-game with a save

percentage of .729. John Kavanaugh has filled in at times,

with one start to his credit this season.

"They can fast-break pretty well," said Garber, who has

scouted the Redmen twice this season. "They have some

quick middies and the goalie is supposed to be good."

Let's not forget however, how good UMass is. The sur-

prise team of the year in Division 1, UMass was 2-4 at

continued on page 11
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Junior defenseman John Jordan, in action here against New Hampshire, and the lacrosse team
tangle with St. John's this afternoon at 3 p.m.

Springfield swept
by Minutewomen
UMass now 23-5

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The 20th-rank('d University of

Massachusetts softball team got back on

the winning trail, yesterday, as the

Minutewomen swept a doubleheader from

Springfield College, 7 1 in the fir.st game,

and a 3-2 eight inning deci-sion in the

nightcap. The wins raise the

Minutewomens season record to 23-5.

"Our defen.se was decent and our hitting

was much better," head coach Elaine Sor-

tino said. "We had a lot of good shots to-

day and our pitching was there al.so."

In the first game. UMass exploded for

six runs in the .seventh inning to break

open a close and potentially dangerous

game. With the .score tied 1-1, The
Minutewomen rattled losing Springfield

pitcher Shelly Quirk seven base hits in

the inning.

Senior first-baseman Beth Talbott open-

ed the fiood gates with a double. Senior

second-baseman Carol Frattaroli follow-

ed with a single bt^fore freshman .shortstop

Paige Kopcza roped a double of her own.

Senior center fielder Sally Maher, who

had bla.sted a solo homer in the third,

singled and Ilene Freeman lined yet

another double. After .sophomore right-

fielder Chris Cielpiela fiied out. fresliman

Barbara Meehan and junior Emily
Bietsch each singled to end the scoring.

Senior lefthander Lynn Stockley rais-

ed her record to 12-1, striking out five, but

saw her six game shutout streak broken

when Springfield touched her for a run in

the fourth.

In game two, sophomore right-hander

Lisa Rever picked up her ninth win of the

sea.son, as she came in relief of starter

Cathy Reed in the eighth inning with the

score tied, 2-2. Rever gave up a hit in the

inning, but struck out the la.st two batters

she faced to earn the victory. Her record

stands at 9-4 on the year.

"Lisa and Cathy really pitched well,"

Sortino said. "Lisa was popping the ball

a lot harder than she was over the

weekend. She was very sharp."

Reed, 2-0 on the season, pitched seven

strong innings giving up five hits, two

walks, and striking out two.

The game winner was set up when
junior third baseman Debbie Cole reach-

ed and was sacrificed to .second. Talbott

then provided the game winning hit by

stroking a double to left, scoring Cole.

Look to extend streak

Baseball hosts BU today
Bv PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachusetts baseball
team continues its quest for

respectability this after-

noon, hosting a single game
against Boston University
at 3 p.m. at Lorden Field.

The Terriers are among
the worst Division 1 teams
in New England, if not the

nation. Starting baseball up
last season, the Terriers

were punching bags for

most teams and have had
similiar problems this year,

winning their first game of

the season on Monday,
beating Suffolk, 8-7.

Last year, UMass rolled in

a doubleheader, 20-0 and
1 3-3. If the Minutemen con-

tinue to hit like they have
of late, they should ex

perience similiar ease in

beating BU.

UMass has won six of its

last seven games and are

6-7 up North since their 1 8

start down in Flordia.

UMa.ss, 7-15, is also 6-3 at

Lorden Field after sweeping

a Monday doubleheader

from New Hampshire.

Manager Dick Bergqui.st

said Monday that the

Minutemen would use

several pitchers in the

game, with up to four

hurlers getting .some work,

no more than three innings.

The team is preparing for its

three-game sei'ies with
Rhode Island this weekend
at Lorden, and is looking to

keep its momentum.

"I'd obviously like to get

a win, we'll take whatever
we can get," said Bergquist.

"If we beat BU, we'll con-

tinue to feel better about
ourselves as a team and pro-

bably play better against

Rhode Island."

Minuteman Mutterings:
Former baseball player Dan
Clifford, in an independent
study, has set up a program
for the UMass booster club

that will sell raffle tickets.

When a UMass player hits

a homer, a ticket will be

drawn with the winner get-

ting dinner at MacDonald's.

Sport*^ at a Glance

UMass Schedule:
Today:

Men's Lacrosse: St. John's, Boyden Field, 3 p.m.

Baseball: Boston University, Lorden Field, 3 p.m
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Khadafy appears for the iRrst time since

the US raid, on Libya. Page 2.

It's a good weekend for area music,
check out Live Wire. Page 17.

The Gorillas hold on for a win against
St. John's. Page 24.
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"Khadafy sucks" buttons were a hot $1 item for some students and
"infantile" to others. The two men, left and center, selling them in the
Student Union yesterday declined to give their names.

Campus, like world,
divided on airstrikes

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

The black and yellow buttons read

"Khadafy sucks," and those who bought

them seemed to agree, but the reaction of

students at the University of

Massachusetts to the buttons and Mon-
day's US airstrike against Libya was
mixed.

"I agree with President Reagan. I think

enough American people have died" in

terrorist attacks, said arts and sciences

major Cori Pandolf. pausing as he strode

through the Hatch sporting one of the

buttons.

The two men selling the buttons outside

the Hatch refused to give their names, but

said business was brisk if somewhat
acrimonious.

"A lot of people have been yelling at us,"

said one of the men. His partner said he

was selling the buttons "because I think

(Libyan leader Col. Moammar) Khadafy

sucks," but the first vendor commented,

"we're not promoting US aggression at

all."

The pair said they had been forced to

leave the Campus Center concourse by

building officials, but that they thought

it was all right to sell the buttons in the

Student Union Building.

The acting director of Campus Center

Building Operations, Dudley Bridges, ap-

parently disagreed, as he appeared a few

minutes later, said, "Okay, let's go," and

forced them to move out of the building.

The vendors said they ordered the but-

tons from a local merchant who wanted

to stay anonymous. "We see an opportuni-

ty to make money off Khadafy "s insanity,"

one said.

Some members of the Undergraduate

Student Senate were wearing the buttons

at last night's senate meeting, but Com-
muter Area spokesman David Martin said

the buttons were "sort of infantile.

"It's getting emotional. Certainly

Khadafy 's a megalomania but it (wearing

the buttons) doesn't solve anything," Mar-

tin said.

Pandolf took exception to the protesters

at Tuesday's anti-airstrike demonstration

on campus. He asked, "Where were they

when the people who died were buried?"

referring to last week's bombing of a West

Berlin discotheque, linked by US officials

to Khadafy 's regime.

But theater major Matt Canfield said

the action "will only escalate violence in

the Middle East. (Tferrorists) are not go-

ing to crumble all of a sudden" as a result

of the airstrike.

Sophomore Wendy Copes agreed, calling

the attack "abhorrent" and adding,

"strength to me is action with some ef

feet."

MassPIRG wins big
on both questions
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group appears to have buried its

opponents in two referendum questions put
to UMass students Monday and Tuesday,

but students opposed to MassPIRG's fun-

ding method claim their battle is not over

Unofficial results for two of six questions

on the ballot indicate that 83 percent of

those who voted supported an optional stu-

dent fee for MassPIRG, raised from $2 to

$3 per semester; and 70 percent opposed
changing the fee from a negative checkoff,

or waivable charge, to a positive checkoff,

or donation system.

Results of four other referenda, involving

fees for athletics, the Fine Arts Center,

Union Program Council and the
Distinguished Visitors Program, remain in-

complete. The committee running the elec-

tion cited a shortage of volunteers to count
votes.

"It is not over. We can still go to the Board
of Trustees," said Jordan Rosner of

Students for a Positive Checkoff, the group
that initiated the second question. "The
positive checkoff (idea) is not going away
until MassPIRG, SSAM (the State Student
Association of Massachusetts, also funded
by a waivable fee) and University health

fees become positive."

Rayna Sargent of MassPIRG said the

election results clearly show that UMass
students support the organization. She
predicted that the trustees, who have final

say in the matter, will base their decision

on the referendum results.

MassPIRG had called the campaign for

a positive checkoff part of a right-wing

scheme to deprive the group of its funding

and drive it out of UMass.
Tentative totals show voters backed

MassPIRG on the first item 2,145 to 441,

and rejected a positive checkoff 1,778 to

774.

MassPIRG has been the target of campus
groups since the end of last semester, as

have other PIRGs across the country. The
main opponent of the PIRG system is the

College Republican National Committee,
Sargent said, adding: "The two formidable

powers on campuses are the college right

and the PIRGs. Eliminating PIRG is

definitely part of the agenda" of the

Republicans.

Craig Rucker, a student at the State

University of New York at Albany who of-

fers advice on fighting PIRG chapters, said,

"I feel it is unethical for them (PIRGs) to

accept fees from those who are unknowing
or apathetic about political organizations."

Rucker, a plaintiff in a New York civil

case against NYPIRG, said in a telephone
interview that he has no affiliation with
the College Republicans. He also said he
had spoken with students from UMass, but
was "not at liberty to give their names."
Brian Darling of Students for Par-

ticipatory Democracy, the conservative

group which waged an unsuccessful cam-
paign against MassPIRG in February, said

he called Rucker one day before the

February vote. "He didn't give us any ad-

vice. We called to see what he was doing in

his case. What he said was nothing that we
didn't already know," Darling said.

Rosner called MassPIRG members
"paranoid" for thinking a conservative con-

spiracy was behind the referendum. "You
can search my apartment, you can search

my mail. I have never received a call from

any conservative group, and if I did, I'd

hang up because I can't stand those people."

Darling .said neither he nor SPD was in-

volved with this week's vote. "We could

have helped with the campaign but they

(Students for a Positive Checkoff) didn't

want our help ... They thought they would

do great if they did it by themselves," he

said.

Ex-Collegian editor in semi-finals

to become space journalist
A University of Massachusetts alumna

and former Collegian news editor has been

selected as one of 100 semifinalists for

NASA's "journalist in space" shuttle

program.
Gayle Young, currently a science writer

for United Press International, is one of 40

semifinalists from the New York/New

England region. Others chosen from the

area include former CBS anchorman
Walter Cronkite and ex-ABC reporter

Geraldo Rivera, Young said in a telephone

interview yesterday.

Young, a 1982 economics graduate, wrote

for the Collegian throughout her four years

at UMass, also contributing to the Boston

Globe and the New York Times.

The application process for the shuttle

night began in January, \bung said she

had to write two essays, get three references

and submit two clippings.

The next stage will be taped interviews;

then 40 finalists will be selected, she said,

though "the flight with the journalist on
it will probably not go for three years."

-NANCY KLINGENER

Tbens and women cited in smoker stats

( ollf f{ian photo by Brian (JuarnotW

By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

Health workers say they are increasingly concerned

about the rising rate of teenage girls smoking cigaret-

tes and the decreasing rate of women quitting.

According to the January 1986 public policy statement

of the American Lung Association, 32 percent of the

United States' adult population smokes, with the number

of men smoking dropping more rapidly than that of

women.
From 1965 to 1980 the percentage of American men

smoking dropped from 51 to 36 percent, but the number
of women smokers for the same period only dropped from

33 to 29 percent, according to the statement.

Gail Gramarossa, Western Massachusetts program

director for the association, said a mcyor problem area

is teenagers. In that age group girls currently smoke
more than boys.

In 1983, about 10 percent of teenage boys smoked com

pared to almost 13 percent of teenage girl.s, she said.

Gramarossa said most people who start smoking as

teenagers will likely continue smoking and those who
do not smoke by the age of 21 will probably never smoke.

According to the association's statement, three-fourths

of adult smokers began smoking before the age of 21.

The "age of initiation" of smoking has also dropped.

Children are starting to smoke tobacco as early as 11

and 12 years old, Gramarossa said. Those who have

parents who smoke are more likely to smoke, she added.

Studies show that children of families where the

parents smoke have more respiratory problems than

children of non smoking households, said Paul Davis, a

health educator at University Health Services.

The backdrop for the rising concern with teenage

smokers, especially girls, and women is the continually

increasing rate of deaths associated with smoking
tobacco.

"The United States surgeon general has

continued on page 5 I
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Khadafy emerges; damage surveyed
Denies role in Berlin

TRIPOLI, Libya (AP>—Moammar Khadafy emerged
from two days' seclusion late yesterday, condemned the
United States for its air attack on Libya and vowed that
his people are ready to fight on and die.

But the Libyan leader, whose baby daughter was
reported killed in the raid, told Americans, "We will not
kill your children. We are not like you, we do not bom-
bard cities."

Khadafy's appearance on Libyan television, during
which he disclaimed responsibility for anti-American ter-

ror attacks, dispelled speculation he had left the country
or been killed or seriously injured in the Tuesday morn-
ing air raid, staged by waves of U.S. warplanes that
dumped one bomb just 10 yards from the Khadafy
residence in his fortress headquarters here.

Earlier last night, anti-aircraft^ fire streaked the black
skies over this seaside capital for a second day and gun-
fire ricocheted around the headquarters compound.
Government officials denied the street gunfire signaled

factional fighting among the Libyans.

Anti-aircraft crews first opened up in mid-afternoon
yesterday at what officials said was a high-fiying U.S.

reconnaissance jet. A Washington source acknowledged
that reconnaissance planes had flown over this north
African nation.

The Libyans also said there were new U.S air attacks
yesterday against Tripoli and towns south and east of here.

But the Pentagon denied it, and reporters here found no
signs of new bombardments.
For almost two full days aft«r the damaging U.S air bom-

bardment of Tripoli. Khadafy had remained out of sight.

Earlier yesterday, he failed to appear for a promised
meeting with journalists at his headquarters.

Then, at 11:15 p.m. 4:15 p.m. EST, the Libyan leader ap-

peared on state television, dressed in a white army
uniform and speaking in a studio with a map of Africa
behind him.
"We are ready to die and we are ready to carry on-

fighting and defending our country," he declared, speak-
ing in Arabic.

He said President Reagan "has issued orders to his arm-
ed forces to kill our children. We have not issued any orders

to murder anybody."

The attacks, which the United States said were targeted
on five security and military installations in Tripoli and
the eastern Libyan city of Benghazi, also severely damaged
a civilian neighborhood in Tripoli. Western diplomats said

at least 100 people, and probably many more, were killed

in Tripoli alone
Doctors said Khadafy's 15 month-old adopted daughter,

Hana, was among the dead, and his two sons, aged 4 and
3, were seriously injured.

Khadafy said Reagan "should be put on trial as a war
criminal and murderer of children."

"Even those who carried out operations in Europe are
unknown persons," he said.

AP phoUi

Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy spoke to

his nation yesterday on television, the first

evidence the outside world had that he surviv-

ed the U.S. attack.

• Sat out US raid in tent
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP)-Bombs wrecked Moammar

Khadafy's house and ruined his tennis court during the
raid by American warplanes that targeted the Azziziyah

fortress where the Libyan leader lives and works.

The American jets devastated several buildings, but a

Libyan official escorting a group ofjournalists to the com-

pound said Khadafy survived the Tuesday night bombing.

"He was in his tent," not at his home during the raid,

explained a white-turbanned guide strolling through a

short promenade littered with shards of glass, broken palm
tree branches and shrapnel.

Khadafy's house, a light blue two-story building, lost

most of its facade when a bomb hit about 10 yards away,

leaving a huge crater near the entrance.

Twisted metal and broken aluminum frames cover the

narrow streets inside the compound. A few dead birds lay

in the sun.

All nearby military buildings lost their windows and
some walls were blown down when the bombs crashed in-

side the compound, hurling a storm of flying red-hot metal

and concrete.

Khadafy's office, a yellow four-story building crowned
by a dowm, was pierced with thousands of holes.

Shattered desks and bookshelves protruded from piles

of debris and broken concrete.

Reporters counted six bomb and missile craters during
the brief tour of Khadafy's quarters. But the extent of the

damage seen suggests many other missiles hammered the

compound during the 20-minute raid.

Libyan officials refused to say how many bombs hit in-

side the fortress, where Soviet-made anti-aircraft missile

batteries and anti-aircraft guns are manned around the

clock.

They also refused to say how many people other than
Khadafy's adopted 15-month-old daughter were killed.

"Ask Reagan," snapped a guide. "He should know how
many bombs he dropped on us."

Two bombs gouged large craters on the edge of Khadafy's
asphalted tennis court, hurling an electric power pole to

a spot near the Libyan leader's colorful tent, which is pro-

tected by sandbags.

GOP stalls contra aid bill in House
WASHINGTON (AP)-

House Republicans used a

surprise tactic yesterday to

abruptly stop House con-

sideration of President

Reagan's $100 million

Nicaraguan aid proposal,

saying they wanted to

divorce it from an
unrelated spending bill

Reagan badly wants to

veto.

Democrats claimed the

Republicans acted out of

desperation because they

did not have the votes to

defeat a key proposal op-

posed by the White House
The Republican mincwity

pulled its surprise by

voting for an amendment
that would have ended the

Reagan program of aiding

the anti-Sandinistf*

guerillas in Nicaragua—an
amendment that had been
widely expected to fail.

As a consequence, the

amendment by flep. Lee
Hamilton, D-bid., passed

361-66 with only one
Republican opposing it. It

would bar all aid to the

Contras while making $27
million available for

Nicaraguan refugees.

The unexpected ploy,

which blocked considera-

tion of an amendment op-

posed by the White House,
was characterized by GOP
leaders as a move to free

the aid plan jfroro a $1.7

billion catch-all spending
bill Reagan says is "pork
barrel" legislation "brim-
ming with waste and ex-

cess."
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Engineering profs named ^Young Investigators^
By LIZ HETTINGER
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts faculty members have
received "Presidential Young Investor Awards" from the
National Science Foundation that could secure each of

them $100,000 for five years of research.

Shanti Nair of the mechanical engineering department
and Thomas McCarthy of the polymer science and
engineering department are among 100 scientists nation-

wide who were chosen for the awards from a pool of 883
nominees.

Nair said $25,000 is guaranteed to each winner. The
scientists themselves must solicit the remainder from
private industry; the foundation will match industry con-

tributions of up to $38,500. he «aid.

The purpose of the awards program is to strengthen ties

between academia and industry, Nair said.

Briton blames US for

renewed cold war

"It stimulates the University to get involved in the prac-

tical side of science that industries focus on," Nair said.

"In return, it stimulates industry to get involved in the

scientific aspects of research that universities focus on."

Both Nair and McCarthy have definite plans for their

award money, which they will begin receiving July 1.

"We want to use the money to look at polymer adsorp-

tion and composites, and also to buy some equipment that

we need," McCarthy said. His research focuses on polymer
surface chemistry and olefin mathesis, which he explain-

ed as "changing properties of objects so that things will

be more adhesive."

Nair's research focuses on composites, "combining dif-

ferent types of materials into one to make a better

material.

"Overall though, materials—materials that resist

cracking—are what industry wants," he said.

Mt!- ooJH ho ic "urrently working to reinforce aluminum

with ceramic "whiskers," which is "of use in the

automobile industry" because it is much stronger than
the metal alone.

He said he plans to purchase new laboratory* equipment,

hire more graduate students as assistants, and seek to ex-

pand UMass' undergraduate program in materials

research.

Nair currently teaches one undergraduate materials

course, "Introduction to Materials, " and teaches

"Mechanical Properties in Materials" to graduate
students.

McCarthy received a bachelor's degree in chemistry fh>m

UMass in 1978, and a doctorate in organic chemistry from

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1982.

Nair earned master's and doctorate degrees from Col-

umbia University after undergraduate work at the Indian

Institute of Technology in Bombay.

By JENNIFER ACE
Collegian Correspondent

The United States has been involved in

two cold wars since 1946 and is complete-

ly responsible for the second, in which it

is presently engaged, a vice chairman of the

British Campaign for Nuclear Disarma-
ment said yesterday.

"I hold the U.S. entirely responsible for

the second cold war, which was a response

to a breakdown in the U.S system of power."

Dan Smith said in a lecture in Grayson
dormitory.

Smith said he believes the United States

needed to perform a system repair as a

result of a breakdown that occurred

because of military, economic, and political

factors.

"First, the USSR had become a global

power,' said Smith, 'but only in a military

sense. There was also increasing economic
competition and political independence
from the Western European allies," he said.

Smith also said that because of problems

with the Third World, such as the oil pro-

ducing nations raising their prices and the

newly industrial nations doing so well that

they were sapping the economic strength

of the U.S, the political and economic posi-

tion of the country was failmg.

"America itself was suffering from the

'Vietnam Syndrome,'" said Smith, 'which

was an unwillingness to get involved in

another war in the Third World."

For these reasons, and because all other

means had been exhausted, the U.S. had to

play a "military card," said Smith. "The
U.S. had to show how strong it was and get

'/ hold the U.S. entirely responsible

for the second cold war, which was a

response to a breakdown in the U.S.

system of power." —Dan Smith

the Allies back in line In 1977 the U.S.

built up the military and was ready to in-

tervene in the Third World, if necessary,"

said Smith.
Between 1967-79 there was a period of

detente, said Smith. This was a time of

warmed relations between the superpowers.

"This p>eriod served a lot of purposes for the

U.S. since military confrontation with the

USSR was becoming expensive and ex-

tremely dangerous," Smith said. This
period also gave the U.S. an opportunity to

contain growing pressures from Western
Europe, which was seeking better relations

with the Soviet Union.
Smith said detente was about the pursuit

of competition in a new way, but that it did

not change the attitudes of one superpower

toward the other.

rnllririan photo hy Mirhrllr Segall

Dan Smith, vice chairman of the British campaign for nuclear disar-

mament, spoke in Grayson yesterday.

Notify workers,

speakers say
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

The rising tide of plant closings and capital flight poses

a threat to the future of the United States economy, but

can be mitigated, although not totally solved, by plant-

closing legislation, a labor activist and an economist said

last night.

"Plant closings are a serious problem that is not limited

to the major industrial centers and affects the labor force

as a whole in significant porportions," UMass economics

professor Nancy Folbre told a small audience in the Cam-
pus Center.

The plant-closing legislation, which has been introduc-

ed both nationally and in Massachusetts, is "a good idea,"

Folbre said, noting that the legislation mostly calls for

notifying workers when a plant is going to be closed.

Folbre said a recent study showed that half of all workers

who lose their jobs have less than one month's notice.

When workers have so little time to find new jobs they

tend to stay unemployed and demoralized. "It's

economically inefficient," she noted.

Plant closing can often be linked to the "growing inter-

nationalization of production," where the section of pro-

duction that requires the most labor is moved out of the

US to countries where wages are lower and there is no

environmental or saftey regulation.

United Electrical local 274 vice president Judy Atkins

described some of the struggles unions in Western

Massachusetts have been waging against plant closings.

Atkins said unions have been working to negotiate ways

to keep plants open and pushing for laws that will pro-

tect workers from companies that decide to move simply

for higher profits.

If workers have advance notice they can make the plant

closing a community issue and start a campaign to save

people's jobs, she said.

Unions in the area are struggling against a declining

machine tool industry and the "deindustrialization" of the

United States, she said. "Basic manufacturing is being

destroyed. We have to ask: Is this good for the country?"

The unions almost managed to get plant closing legisla-

tion passed in Massachusetts in 1983 but at the last

minute Secretary of Economic Development Evelyn Mur-

phy said it would scare businesses away, so it was not pass-

ed, she said.

Collepan photo by Paul Desmarais

LOOK AND YE SHALL FIND-Bob Acker-

man, 48, of Brookfield uses a metal detector

to search Lower Boyden Field for some
wealth.

Reinstate Gross,

senate urges
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate voted last night to

request that the political science department reinstate a

professor, and that the Reserve Officer Training Corps

review its policy towards lesbians and gay men.

The motion adopted by unanimous acclamation "formal-

ly requests the political science department and the ad-

ministration reconsider and reinstate Debra Gross as an
instructor."

Gross did not have her contract renewed after she fail-

ed to revise two chapters in her doctoral thesis in time
She had been with the department for two years, and had
been nominated for the Distingui.shed Tfeacher's Awsuxl.

The senate also approved a motion criticizing ROTC for

having a "policy of discrimination against lesbians and

gay men" in contradiction with the University discrimina-

tion policy.

One of the authors of the motion, Mike Cerrato from the

Northeast Residential Area said, "It is believed by the US
government that homosexual men are more likely to be

seduced by enemy spies."

Brian Darling from the Southwest Residential Area said

he was opposed to the motion because he wanted written

evidence of discrimination, "not hearsay."

"I don't know anything about ROTC. I want to know
more before I vote against something. People use anything

on this campus to go against the military, and that bothers

me," he said.

The senate also thwarted what it considered an attemp-

ted extortion bid when Philipe Barreda of the Commuter
Area Government motioned to censure Bill Collins of

Southwest.

Explaining his motion before the senate, Barreda said,

"I have something you want, and you have something I

want. I will withdraw my motion if I can sit on any (senate)

committee of my choice." After the senate finished

laughing, Cerrato made a motion to amend the original

motion by replacing Collins' name with Barreda's.

Collins told the senate, "As a hostage, I urge you, do not

give into terrorism."

Barreda told the Collegian he was upset with what he

considered a waste of the senate's time by Collins.

"I just brought something usually done behind curtains

up to the front. . .1 won't apologize, but it was an error

in judgment," he said.
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Sorority members refute stereotypes
By DANA GROSSBLATT
Collegian Correspondent
Leadership, connections, friendship,

scholarship and personal growth are among
the benefits of sororities, according to

sorority members at the University of

Massachusetts.

In interviews, the women also rejected

what they said were stereotypes of sorori-

ty "sisters" as elitist, conformist or social

butterflies.

"People don't realize how much sororities

can do for them," said Debra Valkenaar,

assistant area director of Greek Affairs.

In the recent past, many student haw felt

pressure not to associate with the Greek

system, Valkenaar said, adding that this

may account for the recent decline in sorori-

ty recruitment.

Valkenaar said there must be better pro-

motion of sororities to increase the 4.9 per-

cent of UMass women involved in them.

She said the governing body of all

sororities, the Panhellenic Council, is work-

ing on techniques to recruit pledges.

Valkenaar said the rush system needs more

effective public relations, earlier rush ac-

tivities and more cooperation among frater-

nities and stirorities. among other things.

In the late 1950s and early '60s. 40 per-

cent of I'Mass students were members of

the Greek system, Valkenaar said. As the

climate of the University turned more

political, membership declined.

"There was a lot of recruitment (to other

activities) in New England that led people

away from gioups such as fraternal

organizations." said Elaine Barker, a Kap-

pa Kappa Gamma alumna of 1963.

Barker said that during her time at

UMass, men thought that women in

sororities were supposed to be "blond and

busty," and that this attitude persists today.

"They think you're a snob." said Debbie

Schwalb. a senior sister of Sigma Delta Tbu.

She said many students stereotype certain

sororities as "Jewish" or "WASP." In reali-

ty, she asserted, each house at UMass is

home to a diverse group of women.
Rebecca Mendelson, president of the

Panhellenic Council and a sister of Chi

Omega, said she seeks to counter the

perception of sorority members as "bar-

hopping individuals."

"A sorority is not just a social organiza-

tion, but one with rules, traditions and a

philanthropy," Mendelson said.

Another major reason for disinterest in

rush is that less than half of the Universi-

ty students' parents went to college, accor-

ding to Valkenaar, and few were involved

in the Greek system.

Suzanne Flenard, a junior and resident

of Delta Zeta, said that a sorority is not on-

ly a chance to form close friendships, "it is

a business because you get a sense of

managing, organizing and responsibility

that will help you in the future."

Sorority members interviewed all said

they feel the Greek area has suffered bad
press within the University and the sur-

rounding community.

One arrested in

phony money scam
Amherst Police say a scheme practiced

lately in town is changing a $1 bill into

a fake $20 bill by ripping the number '•20"

off two bills and paisting them onto a $1

bill.

A man was arrested at 10:40 a.m. Tues-

day after the owner of the College Drug
store in Amherst Center saw him attemp-

ting to use a counterfeit $20 note and
reported it, police said.

Police say several other such incidents

have occurred recently; a person rips the

numbers off two $20 bills and then ex-

changes the damaged bills at a bank for

new ones.

In other police reports:

Two 9-yearold girls waiting at a Brit-

tany Manor bus stop at 8 a.m. Tuesday

allegedly observed a naked man knocking

at a window from the inside of one of the

apartments. The incident was reported by

their parents, police said.

-ANNE TAUGER
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Prop 2^/^ sponsor to speak
The executive director of Citizens for residents rejected it by 76 percent, the mos

Limited Taxation, a lobbying group which negative vote of all Massachusett
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The executive director of Citizens for

Limited Taxation, a lobbying group which
in 1980 put the Proposition 2 1/2 referen-

dum question on the Massachusetts ballot,

is scheduled to speak at 8 p.m. today in

Memorial Hall.

Barbara Anderson will speak on "Direct

Democracy in Massachusetts." Anderson
"is the most influential woman in the state,

responsible for the greatest amount of

change in recent years," said Bill Collins

of Students for Government by Referenda,

the group sponsoring the visit.

Collins said his group and the state lob-

bying group advocate "the use of populist

methods of change initiated by citizens as

opposed to change initiated by govern-

ment."

Massachusetts voters approved Proposi-

tion 2 1/2, which restricts property tax in-

creases to 2.5 percent annually, by a 59 per-

cent to 41 percent margin. Amherst

residents rejected it by 76 percent, the most
negative vote of all Massachusetts
municipalities, according to Chip Faulkner,

CLT associate director.

By May 7, The Massachusetts
Legislature must vote on a tax cap plan in-

itiated by CLT, Faulkner said. The bill,

which was started as a petition, mandates
that the state raise taxes no higher than
increases in wages and salaries.

Under the law, if taxes of the past three

years are determined to be higher than in-

creases in wages and salaries for the same
period, the difference would be refunded to

Massachusetts citizens, he said.

Faulkner said he does not exi>ect the bill

to pass. In that event, he said CLT will try

to gather 10,000 signatures by June 17 to

make the bill a referendum question on the

ballot next fall.

-DANIEL MILLER

* smoking
called smoking the largest preventable

cause of sickness and death in the US
population," said Connie Peterson,

another UMass health educator.

Smoking causes about 350,000
premature deaths each year and accounts

for about 30 percent of all cancer deaths,

according to Gramarossa.

Next year lung cancer is predicted to be

the number one cancer killer nationwide,

surpassing breast cancer, Gramarossa

said, adding, "It has already happened in

Massachusetts." By the end of 1985 lung

cancer had surpassed breast cancer as the

leading cause ofcancer deaths in the state,

she said.

The rate of lung cancer in women has

increased 500 percent since 1950 and is

still rising, she said.

'continued from page I

Smoking promotes a risk for other

cancers such as cancer of the mouth,

larynx, pharynx, esophagus, pancreas and

bladder. It is also responsible for 85 to 90

percent of chronic obstructive pulmonary

diseases, Peterson said.

"It's just about the same number if two
jumbo jets crashed in the air every day
and no one survived," Gramarossa said.

"When a person smokes, smoke gets in-

to the lungs and nicotine gets into the

blood immediately. As a result adrenalin

is released which increases the heart rate

and blood pressure and is a stimulant to

the nervous system," said Davis.

Tobacco smoke contains dozens of

carcinogens—such as tars, formaldehyde
and carbon monoxide, a toxic by-product

of combustion also found in automobile
exhaust—as well as nicotine, the addictive

component.

W I
*'Woinen of PawetT a multi-cultural slide presen-

tation is scheduled for 7:15 p.m. today at the Worcester

Dining Commons.
The slide show will focus on women, both famous and

anonymous, and will be presented by Max Dashu,

developer of the Suppressed History Archives.

Columnists William Spain and Peter Dow. of the

Collegian, are scheduled to discuss "Are the Contras Tbr-

rorista or Freedom Fighters?" from 4 to 5:30 p.m. today

in Campus Center 165-69.

The discussion is part of the Kaleidoscope series,

"Discussing the Undiscussable: An Experiment in Public

Discourse of Volatile Issues." Former Student Govern-

ment A.ssociation president Stacy Roth will moderate.

Quebecoise filmmaker Diane Letourneau will pre-

sent her films for screening and discussion at 2:30

pm. today in Campus Center 163C.

Letourneau has produced several documentaries, in-

cluding "Servants of the Good Lord," "The Most Wonder
ful Day ofMy Life" and "A War in My Garden." The pro-

gram will be in French, with English translation

available for the discussion period.
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BLACK AFFAIRS
Gay writer relates life

as ^professional liar'
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

Between the fine lines demarcating truth and lies ex-

ists a "gray area," which gay black author Charles Henry
Fuller spoke about on Tuesday at Hampshire College.

During an informal lecture titled, "My Life as a Profes-

sional Liar: Black Perspectives on Fiction and Jour-

nalism," Fuller told about 15 people of his experiences and
what he must face as a gay, black writer.

After 10 years of pursuing a classical singing career.

Fuller said he realized that "it wasn't for me."

"To make a more accurate representation of what was
going on" became Fuller's goal as he decided to try to "cor-

rect the inequity" which he had found in his musical

career

Fuller is now a part of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology writing program staff, as well as a freelance

writer of fiction and journalism.

"We assume journalists will give us what we need to

know," said Fuller of non-fiction writing, but in fact "what
gets passed ofT as truth is really an interpretation." He
referred to interpretation as "that gray area."

Sometimes fiction will be based more on factual details

than non-fiction, which contains more interpretation to

"fill in the holes," he said.

The mainstream publications "want to know how blacks

and gays are like everyone else," Fuller said, "like a

melting pot idea."

He described a recent offer by GQ magazine to publish

an article by him on homosexuality, if he would £issimilate

it to "mainstream" life.

Fuller said he is neither "angry nor incredibly

reasonable" in his writing, as many minorities are, but

in between.

"I have not yet found how to do this in a mainstream
publication, he said. "In a radical publication, it's easier."

Fuller said it is important that minorities' "case is put

forward so it can be heard."

Joseph E. Lowery
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Harvardapproves students protest
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP)-After two sleepless nights.

Harvard sophomore Jonathan Martin says he's looking
forward to a good rest in a wood-and-plastic shanty he
helped build to protest university investments in com-
panies doing business in South Africa.

"I haven't slept since Sunday night," Martin said Tues-
day after he helped hundreds of other students build a
shantytown in Harvard Yard to back students' demands
that Harvard divest itself of stock in companies active
in the racially separated nation.

Harvard administrators said Tuesday they recognized

the three shacks and a 20-foot high "ivory tower" as a

legitimate protest against the university's South African-

related investments.

Harvard Vice President Daniel Steiner said the school

has $416 million worth of shares in companies that "on
the average do less than 1 percent of their business in

South Africa.

"Members of the Harvard community are united in thei

condemnation of this cruel and inhuman system of

government. The university asks members of the com-
mujnity to respect this expression of protest," Steiner
said.

Harvard police said the protest was peaceful and
without incident.

"This kind of thing has been slow in coming to Har-
vard." said Philip Mote, a junior walking past the shan-
ties to class.

"Dartmouth and MIT have done it. I'm amazed Har-
vard has been so slow. I don't necessarily agree with what
they're doing."

"I think it's disgraceful," said Erik Wiese, a freshman.
"It really makes Harvard people look like they don't

have any class, building trashy holes on campus."
"It promotes awareness," said Rick Chavez, a junior.

"The apartheid issue has kind of died out, and I think
this is a pretty clever idea to rejuvenate interest."

Lowery to speak
on Monday
As part of a week-long

commemoration of the late

Rev. Martin Luther King
Jr, Joseph E. Lowery, presi-

dent of the Southern Chris-

tian Leadership Conference,

will deliver a keynote ad-

dress at 8 pm. Monday in

the Campus Center
Auditorum.
The theme for this year is,

"No Easy Walk to Freedom"
Lowery has preached in

the Russian Orthodox
Church, and has received

the Medal of Honor from the

Moscow Theological
Seminary for contributions

to "brotherhood and peace."

In 1963. he led the first

delegation of black
Americans to Nicaragua to

study the crisis in that Cen-
tral American nation,
where he met with three top

leaders of the then-ruling

junta.

According to

magazine's senior

Lerone Bennet Jr.

"helped establish

black presence in world af-

fairs" and in shaping
American foreign polic>'."

Additional imformation
can be received from the Of-

fice of Third World Affairs,

Student Union 217.

-C. RON ALLEN

Ebony
editor,

Lowery
a new

$5.95

Plumhley 's is the Place
to be all week

Wednesday 4:oo - e.oo

UMass & Smith College

Student, Staff & Faculty Special

• Broiled Orange Whiskey Chicken

• SUced London Broil

• Tempura Fried Filet of Sole

All entrees complete with salad, potato, hot bread

and butter. Just show your I.D. and enjoy.

Thursday 4:oo-6:oo

Amherst College, Hampshire College

and Mount Holyoke

Student, Staff & Faculty Special

• Broiled Orange Whiskey Chicken
ct» r r^ r

• Sliced London Broil JpO . i?5
• Tempura Fried Filet of Sole

All entrees complete with salad, potato, hot bread

and butter.

Just show your LD. and enjoy

n

Plumbley's
off the common^

30 Boltwood Walk • Dowiuown Amherst • 253-9586

All Major Credit Cards • Full Service Catering Q

Registration begins April 22.

I 8

U M

A M ERST

:

Hundreds of

Courses

and Workshops

In Two Sessions.

First session

starts June 3.

Second session

starts July I S.

S U N M E R

S E S S I O

For a free, detailed catalog call 545-2414.

Division of

Continuing

Education,

University

Library

GET YOUR HANDS
ON SOME GOOD WORK

THIS SUMMER
Looking for a summer job? We have openings for about 300
college-age people in a variety of production jobs!

Start anywhere from May 22 to June 22 and work to the
end of August.

There are two shifts available. Earn $4.00$ 10.00 per hour.

We'll be recruiting on campus at the following times and
places:

DATE: Friday April 25th
TIME: 9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
PLACE: Room 902 (Ninth Floor) Campus Center

xford

Or contact the Plant Manager

OXFORD PICKLE CO., INC.

South Deerfield, Massachusetts 01373 / (413) 665-701

1

( CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES
r — - — ^ "- • •— " - " - -

^\ IN THE VALLEY'DYNAMITE
New Used Buy Sell -> 564 1580

Maxell XLII90 2 00 case

TDK SA90 2 00 ea

We buy and sell

1 11 OK MS >:

o

used LP's and Tapes .^^

inos TVDISSVID 150 liAlN ST V^NORTHAMPTON

Come See How Education
Really Pays

Apple's rebates* plus DATATRO>.lC's special show
prices to students and educators.

April 23 & 24
10:00 ain to 4:00 pm
UMASS Campus Center

Rm 165
Rebates of $75 with an AppleC© lie, $150 with an Apple®
lie, $175 with Macintosh™ and $200 with Macintosh Plus

DAYATRDWIC
CnmiulerCeiitei

415 FEDERAL STREET—GREENHELD, MA 01301—413-772-0396
Aapie and /A* Af^t lopo art rfgisttrtd tradsmarks ofAppit CrmfnOtr Inc. Macinio^ is a i. . t^Umark of
mantosh Ijaboraiory, inc. and iS ^ti;? used w\ih lU tjqyrtss ptmuision.

ALL RSO's
INTERESTED IIM

APPLYIIMG FOR
SGA FUNDING -

PICK-UP PROPOSAL
420 STUDENT UNION
DUE NO LATER THAN

WED. MAY 14
luuu&muiuiiuiuuuiiuj

WET KEGBEER "USTES BETTERTHANCOOKEDBEER
Ask most beer drinkers, and they'll likely agree:

nothing tastes better than beer from a keg.

Ever since the days of Frederic Miller's original Plank

Road Brewery, keg beer has always been fresher. That's

because it isn't cooked to preserve it like most bottled

and canned beers.

Well, now there's a beer that delivers that same fresh

C 1 985 Miller Brpwing Co , Milw»ulcre. WI

draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-filtered

instead ofcooked, so it tastes like it was drawn straight

from the keg.

Plank Road Original Draught.
Keg beer in a bottle.

PUNKRIIAD
Original Draught

""
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Tillson Farm
These photographs were taken yesterday at Tillson

Farm on the western edge of campus, site of classes in

the University's equine studies program and breeding of

the Baystate line of Morgan horses. The farm also offers

riding instruction at all levels and a public riding session

every Friday.

( nlleician photo by Brian GuarnotUi

Collegian photo by Brian Guamotta ( <il|p|rian photo by Richard Bonanno

COMMEl¥CEME]VT
WEEKEI^D

Now is the time to celebrate

Keep the tradition in the T.O.C.

Call 549-6000 ext. 639
for reservations.

Featuring a special

Graduation Menu.

COafGRATlJLATIOafS
SEI^IORS

TOP„ .of the
CAMPUS
Restaurant & Lounge

L

AFRO AMERICAN STUDIES
MAJORS AND ALL

INTERESTED STUDENTS

ARE INVITED TO ATTEND AN
ALUMNI/AE CAREER DAY

When: Thursday, April 17, 1986 3:00 PM

Where: CCEBMS Lounge,

New Africa House

Graduate^ of the Department of Afro American
Studies will discuss and answer questions about

their careers :\nd your career possibilities.

Participating Alumnae:
Imani Ka/ana, l:\ecutive Director

Gary Lewis, Academic (Ounselor
Merianne \\ rhelwell, Attorney

Sponsored by:

The Aiumni Association

The Uniwrsilv Tlacement Servici'

W.i:.B. DulU)is Department ol Atro
American Studies

'

^
.x^

<̂^

Inset

T-Shirt

$8.95

Open
M-F 9-5

< 1

<>

<>

<>

<l

')

'I
<>

'>

'<

:;
<>

<>

<>

'>

::

'I
<>

Located in the

Campus Center ;;

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE

"
jjjjjjjj-jjjjtffrfffrrpfrf ******« **««************^^^-«"*^'*^'**^^*^

CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

9:00-1:00

Rack-a-disc/Rack-a- video

Committee for Non-alchoholic Programing

Cas/) prizes ? *100.00 -

FOR ACTS, CALL:
Dave: 6-7519

Doreen: 6-7494

(or Juli come with one
j)

?^^

S''
Sv

t —J

Tl
,.-i

__--r:.« :^-

1
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IBM-PC* COMPATIBLE
$1500

10 MEGABYTE
(w/single Floppy)

il

• 150 watt power supp/y
:

• 256 K memory
(upgrade to 640K available)

• Hi-res green or amber

"^nitor
• Parallel printer port

• Keyboard: AT or XT style

• Hi-resolution Hercules

emulation board
* Trtdamarti of lnt*mat)on*l Buatnau Machmw

promptWorks
Northfield, MA (413) 498-2724

Dual Floppy

System

only $1050

»**»»***»#»*»»**»*************»**»»»**»#<#»»*»»»»«

itie
I K^staurant

\ii^ ^ ^^ On Delivery Only'

IBuy any Sub at Regular Price]

ij Get Second at Vi PRICE
1^ I

Good with coupon onlyi

S| (Higher priced Item prevails)

^ I expires 4 27 86

bbUmyefbity Drive Amherst 549 5713

SUMMER JOBS
in MAINE RESORT

$1,000 plus complete room & board
for jobs in

Dining Room, Housekeeping
Reception, Maintenance

& Waterfront
For More Information call 549-3853

after 5 on weekdays
after 8 on weekends

COLLEGE

4 Main Street, Amherst 253-2523
Mon-Fri 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 9-3

10% OFF All

CHANEL PRODUCTS
in Stock
with this coupon

Prices have recently increased by 10%
from manufacturer and this is 10% off the

old price which means a

20% saving
with this coupon

N°5

CHANEL
PARIS

NEW YORK

1.7FL.0Z. 50 ML

Orthodox

Presanctified Liturgy

7:00 PM Friday, April 18

Newman Center Chapel
Confessions: 6:30 pm

A M ^ R C
:7.

HARMONY
a seminar presented by the

Rosicrucian Order, AMORC
involving

MEDITATION, MYSTICAL ATTUNKMENT
COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS, ESP, META-
PHYSICAL HEALING, and much more!

Registration: 7:30 a.m. at door.

Cost: $20.00 Info: 586-0129

SATURDAY APRIL 19

8 a.m. - ,') p.m. Hotel Northampton

The Basement Store of Amherst

f We Create Styles as

Individual As You Are!

% by Deborah

oupon :itpecials

• COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS
• FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

• FREE HAIRCUT with HighliKhting
• HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appointment

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Dnve. Amherst

549-5610 expirPK 4/30/86

TFs Prices Are Incredible

Calvin Klein Dresses reg. $29.99

Our Price $19.99

Ladies Sunset Blues Denim reg. $27.99

Our Price $19.99

Ladies 100% Cotton Chin Chin Tops
reg. $18.00 Our Price $9.99

BARGAIN HUNTERS
Ladies 100% Cotton Assorted

India Tops reg. $18.00 Our Price $3.99

WOMENS
E-Tee striped and

solid cotton blouses

reg. $18. Our Price $9.99

100% cotton sweater
tank tops

reg. to $22.

Our Price $9.99-$11.99

Union Bay 100% cotton
fashion sweatshirts

reg. $30. Our Price $15.99

MENS

Pere Mar Jackets

reg. $22.

Our Price $11.99

Assorted polo shirts

reg. $16. Our Price $8.99

Famous Name Brand
cotton slacks

reg, to $28.

SPECIAL $12.99

SHOES

Ladies 9 West
leather flats

reg. $28.

SPECIAL $14.99

Ladies Danskin
aerobic hi tops

reg. $29.99

SPECIAL $19.99

Mens Pony leather

Hi-tops reg. $48.

Our Price $29.99

ALL AGES

WELCOME.

Sppingfielil Civic Center Extiibition Hall

Friday, April 25th-8:30pm
$9.50 advance. $1 1 50 at the door

On Sale at CAMPUS FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE pASII RAR
and Main Street Records. Northampton Unoil unil

PHONE CHARGES: (413) 787-6600 or (800) 243-4842 21 AND OVER

Produced in association with 99i^5

FINDING AN

APARTMENT IN

MANHAnAN TAKES

THE RIGHT

E

Get a free copy of

"Manhattan Moves '—

the insider's guide

to finding an

affordable apartment
in Manhattan.

VISA/MC 253-7155 M-Sat 9:30-6;

Sun 12-5

Lower Level below
Steve's Ice Cream

To welcome potential new residents to ttie city, and dispel some
myttis about tiousmg in New York, we have published a book
called "Manhattan Moves' . It s the ultimate insider's guide to

apartment hunting in the Big Apple.

"Manhattan Moves " helps you set

your sights on the right type of

apartment and location. It

takes you on a tour of

the city's neighborhoods,

introduces you to the

available housing, gives

you vital facts about

transportation, housing

laws, renting, sharing, and

much more.

The book gives you
inside advice on actually

finding the apartment you've

targeted. It helps you find

the hottest listings, tells you
how to canvas, and how to

select a broker

Send for a free copy of

"Manhattan Moves " today It

won't guarantee you a

Manhattan apartment, but it

will definitely get you "moving

in the right direction.

TO: MANHATTAN MOVES MILFORD MANAGEMENT,
1271 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS. NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020

Send me a copy of Manhattan Moves' , The Insider's Guide to finding an

Apartment in Manhattan-free without cost or obligation

Your Name

School -

Address

City State. Zip

Home Address

City State Zip.

Phone No Or Call Toll Free 1 (800) 247-4041

ED/OP
Big problem with Cameron

I feel it necessary to comment on the
University's recent decision to allow Paul
Cameron to speak at the Student Union
Building, and the adverse effect his

"legitimate" presence on this campus has
had for the lesbian and gay community.
The University of Massachusetts has

assumed in principle the responsibility of

protecting lesbians' and gays' civil rights.

In light of rising discrimination against les-

bians and gays across the country, this ac-

tion on the part of the University appears
commendable. In actual practice, however,
the University's support of the lesbian and
gay community has proven itself to be
anything but exemplary, and this was
especiallv evident with its decision to allow

Cameron to speak publically at the end of

Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week.
While Cameron's "right to free speech"

could not be denied, the University's

responsibility to the lesbian and gay com-
munity should not have been ignored. That
the University allowed Cameron to speak
at the Student Union Building at the end
of Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week is bla-

tant evidence that it does not take serious-

ly its commitment to the lesbian and gay
community. Cameron no longer holds
recognized professional statu.s. and his

re.search has been proven time and time
again to be fraudulent. He has publically

commended the murder of a homosexual,
and is little more than an inflammatory
preacher of hate against the lesbian and
gay community.
This community is in turn forced to ques-

tion the university's role in protecting its

civil rights, and must pose the following
question; why and according to whose
judgement was Cameron, while holding no
official qualification and known for en-

couraging misunderstanding, hate, and
violence against gays and lesbians, allow-

ed to speak on this cmapus and given the
greatest potential visibility (the steps of the

William Poulin-Deltour

Student Union Building) during Lesbian
and Gay Awareness Week? Would the black

community tolerate such disrespect during
its Black History Month? Would the Jewish
community likewise during Holocaust
Memorial Week? Obviously not. Cameron's
presence on this campus had little to do
with "public education;" it was an extreme
effort to incite hatred against lesbians and
gays, especially in light of those activities

planned for Lesbian and Gay Awareness
Week.
While an effective and well organized

counter rally was planned by the Office of

Lesbian and Gay Concerns. Cameron's
speech was able to legitimize homophobic
sentiments throughout the campus. Several

students supporting his views were present

at the counter rally and opt»nly declared

their hatred for lesbians and gays,

threatening them with physical violence.

Lesbians and gays, along with supporters

of their civil rights, were in turn harassed
and threatened with physical violence long

after the rally had finished, throughout the

campus.

It is clear that Cameron's visit to the

University had one clear effect; it put at

risk the civil rights and .safety of the
University's lesbian and gay community.
This community deserves not only an ex-

planation from the University as to why
Cameron was allowed here to speak; it

deserves as well an apology for the ir-

responsible and insensitive behavior shown
on behalf of University officials, and the

assurance that such incidents will in the

future be avoided.

William f\ntUn-Deltour is a teaching

assistant in the department of French and
Italian.

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon-Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:

I 430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St,

Northampton
586-8220

I Hadley

I
253-2571

GRACE CHURCH
CLOTHING EXCHANGE
STRETCH your clothing budget

with the best buys in town.

The best used clothing shop in the area.

In continuous operation since WWII.
Stop by and check us out at:

16 Spring St. 256-6406
Right off the common, next to Lord Jeff

Hours: Tues. 10-7:00 pm
Thurs. 10-5:00 pm

Saturday 10-3:00 pm
Closed Sat. April 24th - Memorial Weekend
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Student politics and Libya
I couldn't decide whether I wanted to bore

you with student politics or rant about
Libya, so I'll do both.

When Bill Bennet bobbed to the top of the
SGA cesspool, few had the time or inclina-

tion to follow the details of his ascent. It

may, however, be worth holding one's nose
to take a closer look. It also may not be.

Please feel free to skip the next few
paragraphs if SGA politics nauseate you.
The M. Lynne Murphy/Lynne M. Murphy

(god I hate to ressurect this) controversy
was a clear sign that this was not going to

be a fair campaijjn. For those who aren't

familiar, M. Lynne was a candidate for SGA
president. Lynne M. was a member of Ben-
nett's campaign team. Campaign posters
stating "Lynne M. Murphy supports Bill

Bennett" were posted by the Bennett peo
pie, who denied that others might find it

confusing. Said Bennett, "It has no effect

at all. One side blew it out of proportion."

Then came the elections. The initial tal-

ly had Bennett the winner by eight votes,

1045-1037. A recount was held, but not

before some very interesting behind the
scenes politicking. Although Dani Burgess
won the student trustee seat over Joe
Sparks by 360 votes, the SGA senate con-

servatives threatened to not ratify him as

the winner, saying the 360 vote lead was
an insufficient majority for a "mandate."
Meanwhile, by recommendation of the con-

servatives, a 50 point lead was settled upon
as a broad enough margin to declare a win-
ner of the SGA Presidency.

The recount was held and lo and
behold—30 of Murphy's votes disappeared
mysteriously and new ones materialized for

Bennett. Bennett emerged with a 60 vote

lead. A deal was struck that the conser-

vatives would not block the Burgess ap-

pointment if the progressives would accept
Bennett as winner.

After this swirl of activity the campaign
was said to be "By and large above board,"
and winnners declared. Karen Morvay,
flushed with victory, declared "It's Bennett
and Burgess, baby!" So goes life in the
cesspool.

Watching students watching Dan Rather
on TV reminded me of nothing so much as

Timothy Harris

Orwell's 5-minute hate. The Voice of Reason
tells us with all the authority network
television can muster that we didn't attack
Libya, we attacked Tferror Virile images of

military hardware cavorting through the
air danced on screen Monday, choreograph-
ed with color maps strangely tracing the
paths of the bombers over Europe and lit-

tle explosion symbols superimposed on
Libya to show where we struck. Over and
over and over it is asserted that this was
an act of defense.

With the exceptions of Margaret That-
cher, Israel and Canada, the world has con-

demned our actions. The United States in-

sists, however, that it is they who are
mistaken. They, like the World Court and
the United Nations, have ganged up on
America. We are to believe that the world
is full of subversives and America carries
the True Faith. America arrogantly asserts
that it is NATO that is driving a wedge bet-

ween our country and the Alliance by not
supporting the bombing. NATO hopes on-
ly that we will step back, reassess our ac-

tions, and attempt to mend our error
Against reason, the proud Eagle insists

upon flying into the flames.

As Libya's retaliatory attack on a U.S.

communications installation clearly shows,
the bombing will only escalate terrorism,
not halt it. NATO knows this, for they have
had far more experience in dealing with
terrorism than we have.

We can also expect a wave of domestic
anti-Arab racism, much like that which
prompted the murder of an Iranian student
at Wellesley High School several years ago.

All in all, there is nothing here to be pro-

ud of.

No longer satisfied with destabilizing
Central America, Reagan has imperiled the
entire world. It is clear who the most
dangerous state terrorists are. What isn't

clear is what American citizens are willing
to do about it.

Timothy Harris is a contributing columnist.

Deceptive Republicanism
This Tuesday the anti-abortion film

"Silent Scream," with a speech by Bernard
Nathenson, was being continuously shown
on the Campus Center Concourse. Despite
my objections to the film (because it

perpetuates misinformation about abortion
and is misogynous), this column pertains
to the organization{s) that sponsored the
showing of the video.

The only sign on the table next to the
VCR stated the name of the video and iden-

tified Bernard Nathenson. When I ap-

proached the man (Tony Rudy) sitting at

the table and requested information, first-

ly about the video and secondly about the
sponsoring organization, he answered that
he had no information about the film and
that his organization was called "Students
For America." He also did not know if

Students For America was a Registered
Student Organ izaton. I was interested in

the history of the group and when it had
been established. Rudy told me he did not
know about the organization and that he
was only "sitting at the table for a friend."

However, there was no table space
allocated to any group calling themselves
Students For America and I was referred
to the Campus Center Board of Governors.
When two women from the BOG requested
information from Rudy about the sponsor-
ing group he offered either the Republican
Party or The Silent Majority as the respon-
sible RSO. He did not mention Students For
America and the table space he had utiliz

ed was allocated to the UMass Republican
Club, not The Silent Majority or Students
For America.
His obvious confusion as to whose table

he was sitting at and his refusal to iden-
tify those organizations raised several ques-

Becky Lockwood

tions for me. i ii&ily, if the table was a
Republican Club venture, why weren't they
identified as the sponsoring group? Where
were the banner and American flag that
usually adorn their information tables on
the Concourse? It makes me wonder if the
Republican Club was too embarassed to be
associated with a reactionary right-wing
film like "Silent Scream." Secondly, the
deceptive practices of the Club member
(Rudy) sitting at the table makes me ques-
tion his committment to the ideals and
values espoused by the Republican Party.

Also, I question the importance of those
values to the Club as a whole considering
the blatant disregard exhibited by its

members for ideals like honesty and
freedom of information. For example,
"Silent Scream" advocates that a woman's
freedom to control her body be denied and
such a position is a direct threat to the
freedom guaranteed me by the Supreme
Court. As a citizen, I have the right to
"know my accusers," but this information
was denied me through Rudy's vague and
deceptive answers.

This dishone.sty is reminiscent of the
under handed practices of other (supposed-
ly) pro-student rights' groups like Students
for a Participatory Democracy. The interest
of the Republican Club in organizations
with such unethical practices is ques-
tionable. For an organization that espouses
citizen's rights, I am infuriated by its

dishonesty and denial of those rights to the
very students it claims to protect.

Becky Lockwood is a UMass Student.
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Problem
solutions

In response to Rusty
Denton's editorial "Taxing
Pains" of April 8, I too

question where my taxes
are going. I question some
of the choices our govern-

ment makes in its alloca-

tion of funds but have
chosen not to see it as hav-

ing my taken away. The
money that we have been
paying into Social Securi-

ty since 1935 is returned
with extra to every person
eligible for benefits as

described in the Social

Security Act. This money
is hardly taken away from
you.

While much of this

money does feed the
bureaucracy, Denton's solu-

tion "to dump the pro-

grams entirely and give

the money back to the tax-

payers. Let us do the chari-

ty", has a lot of problems
with it. Unfortunaltey the
rest of the country is not as
"charitable" or tolerant

towards the poor, the
hungry, the women raising

children alone, as he
claims to be.

And that 70-year-old
woman who discovered she
could collect Social Securi-
ty and decided in a mo-
ment of raish irresponsibili-

ty to stop looking for a se-

cond career, because of her
arthritis. Could people see
past their disgust at her
"laziness" to take her into

their own home?
I also challenge Denton's

choice of biblical quotes.
"He who doesn't work,
doesn't eat." Does this refer

to a child born into a finan-

cially unstable family, or
the 85-year-old widower
without a family who has
used up his savings?

Protecting its citizens,

Denton's claims, is one of
the "few genuine obliga-
tions" this government
has, well can't we protect
with immediate necessities

as well as with weapons?
Must we overlook protec-
ting the individual?

Someday Uenton too will

be eligible for Social
Security benefits and if all

those "handouts" don't

make us and him too lazy,

we will probably pick up
and cash those checks and
go do something wildly ir-

responsible like pay the
rent or eat dinner. How
will we be able to justify

eating without working? I

hope for our sake we'll find

a way and won't have to re-

ly on our neighbor's sense
of charity.

Devra S. Feshback
Northeast

Israel's

future
"Creating a new reality

is what is needed in Israel"

stated Muhammad
Darawshi as he spoke to a
group of concerned adults
in the Campus Center last

week. As founder of
Haraket Esalem A'rabia
(The Arab Peace Move-
ment) and Coordinator of
Arab-Jewish Dialogue
groups for the Institute for

Education for Co-existance
Between Jews and Arabs
in Israel, Darawshi
stresses the need for peace
in the Land of Israel. The
Jews and the Palestinians,

both living in the Land
and each believing to be
the rightful inhabitants of
the Land, are each becom-
ing more radical in their

attempts to prove the il-

legitimacy of the other
group.

Extremists like Meir
Kahane, who "Poisons the
minds" of young Israeli

children, will not solve the
conflict. "My family has
lived in the Land of Israel
for 800 years, I am not go-
ing to leave it," argues
Darawshi. A change in at-

titude will have to come
about. He considers
himself to be a Palestinian,

of which he is very proud,
as well as an Israeli
citizen, of which he is also
proud. He proposes that
both groups have to work
at changing the system

that exists; not only at

speaking about the in

justices that exist but
changing those factors

which cause the injustices.

The Jews and the Palesti-

nians must get to know
one another personally and
culturally; as one human
being to another And this

is already happening in

the unrecognized com-
munitiy of Niveh Shalom
in which 13 families, both
Israeli and Palestinian are

co-existing. There, the two
groups have been able to

develop an education
. system know as "The

School for Peace" and other
groups working for racial

equality.

Darawshi made two
statements that for a
fleeting moment chillingly

reminded me of the racism
of the Nazis and its

resulting upheaval of 6
million European Jews. He
states that even today
Arab children believe that
Jews have horns and the
reverse is true as well, the
Jewish children believed

the same of the Arabs.
And, at one time there was
an idea that to solve the
conflict in Israel, all the
Palestinians would be
deported out of Israel and
would be resettled on some
island. This thought is a

revitalization of the Nazi
idea of resettling the Euro-
pean Jews onto the
uninhabitable island of

Madagascar in Africa. Was
it not President Roosevelt
who once stated that
"those who forget the past
are doomed to repeat it"?

Darawshi admitted that
before he became involved

in the Dialogue groups, he
had been a radical believer

that the Palestinians
should "throw all Jews in-

to the sea." His present day
beliefs that the Palesti-

nians and the Israelis can
coexist, if they are ge-

nuinely felt, can be viewed
as an indication that a new
reality is indeed being
created in the Land of

Israel.

Julie Bergstein
Orchard Hill

New approach to GATE guide
Most people at this university are familiar by now with

the Course and Tbacher Evaluation Guide (CATE), put out
by the Academic Affairs Committee of the Undergraduate
SGA. Most people are also familiar with the problems and
controversies that have surrounded the CATE guide for
the past ten years.

In past years, evaluation forms were mailed to students
with the expectation that they would be completed and
mailed back to the Academic Affairs Committee for com-
pilation. Unfortunately, not enough students found the
time to do so.

This year a new method is being implemented. With per-
mission, instructor's packets containing the evaluation
forms and an instructional cover sheet will be delivered.
Then the forms will be distributed in the classrooms at
the instructor's convenience, filled out by the students and
returned to Academic Affairs (420 Student Union), by a
student volunteer If you would like to vlounteer to do so,

please come up to our office in the Student Union. Maybe
in this way the response rates will be greatly increased
and a better guide will result.

The desire to improve on CATE is related to its

philosophy. This philosophy has been criticized indirect-

ly and become lost; when in fact, the book's real Achilles
heel is its low response rate. Otherwise, the philosophy
that remains is profoundly sound.

Naturally, each student desires the opportunity to place
him/herself in an academic environment which will per
mit growth, prove to be stimulating, and challenge their
abilities. Many see course choosing as critical in reaching
this goal. Only after a consideration of both the course

Phalon/Breslin

description and a profile of their possible instructors will
students feel better prepared to choose courses. CATE is
a way to serve this student need.

Many professors agree with and believe in CATE. Never-
theless, CATE's low response rate has fueled the fire of
those who disagree, or alienated some of those professors
who recognize our right. Previously, much of the dissent
was due to the evaluation proress itself. The voice of the
faculty members is emphasizing that they too have rights.
A right to a fair evaluation process. We recognize that with
every evaluation process, flaws and ambiguity are
unavoidable. So we s -ek to achieve our goals through the
fairest means po' -"

e.

At a recent meet ng of the Academic Matters Council
of the Faculty Sen; , a discussion ofCATE was initiated
by us. It would be misleading to say concerns weren't rais-

ed over CATE's philosophy and fairness. However, with pro-

per communication, a compromise was made in the
meeting. The end result; the council "endorsed and com-
mended the efforts of students to improve the Course and
Teacher Evaluation Guide." This statement was delivered
in the form of a motion, passed unanimously and as an
indication of the support that council members extend for

the improvements that are designed for CATE.

Sarah Phalon is the CATE coordinator and Ellen Breslin
is the chair of the SGA Academic Affairs Committee.

Firm response to terrorism needed

Stuart Gottlieb

Back in 1979, when the pliant backbone of the Carter
administration was offering laughing Iranians $350
million worth of gold bullion for the release of our
hostages, a funny thing happened. A telegram from the
soon to be in power Reagan administration to Tfeheran
more or less explained to the captors that they should take
the money and run, because when Reagan reached office

they would receive such offer again. The proposition was
then rethought by the brains of the Iranian hostage opera-

tion and was considered a worthy trade-off.

The hostages were freed shorlty after Reagan was in-

naugurated into the executive office.

That was the beginning of our new approach to ter-

rorism. Although we are still in phase one, we are now
under a policy that is open to admit strength as a way to

combat the atrocities of terrorist activity. Hopefully the
rest of the world, especially Western Europe, will follow

our lead.

After the Abu Nidal gang "successfully" executed 20
innocent civilians in the coordinated attacks on the Rome
and Vienna airports, a gleeful Moammar Khadafy express-

ed his approval of this "victory over United States im-

perialism." But it appears that the cocky Colonel is not
such a hot shot since the United States has twice given

the Libyans a taste of twentieth century technology. The
Libyan leader was initially seen scurrying to the nearest

news bureau to testify directly to the world that he had
nothing to do with the latest TWA bombing which took

the lives of four Americans, and even denounced the act

as "An unneccesary act of terrorism against a civilian

target," and that he was personally "totally against that."

This reversal of Khadafy 's reverence for terrorism at that

time was a key indicator that counteraction can be suc-

cessful. But now that we have taken an even firmer

political and military stance to stop terrorism, it appears

for now that the United States is on its own. The recent
unvailing of France and Italy's "revolving door" terrorist
policy of the late 1970's which traded off safe refuge for
Palestinian terrorists in exchange for terrorism free coun-
tries shows us where these "allies" stand. It was lucky
for the free world that this policy failed and Italy and
France became hot spots for terrorist activity.
A more peaceful diplomatic action would be the boycot-

ting of airports in hostile nations such as Iran, Syria, and
Libya. This action is safe, economically hinders the ter-
rorist nations, and is endorsed by pilots around the world.
The only problem is that Western Europe has resisted this
pact, claiming that it would jeapordize lucrative routes.
A sure deterrant of terrorism would be a mandatory

world-wide death penalty policy for all accused terrorists
Even if this threat wouldn't inhibit the terrorists, it would
eliminate the highjackings which take place to free ter-
rorists who are in prison.
Of course, another action is to directly strike terrorist

training camps in Libya and such outlaw nations as Syria.
These attacks would take place following any terrorist ac-
tivity, such as the German disco bombing, even if there
is no claimer of responsibility. If we strike the wrong camp,
then there are a few less terrorists in the world, but the
important thing is that the others will surely be on their
toes, and for once on the defnsive. As stated in 1982 by
Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon, "One way of insur-
ing a true peace is by inflicting maximum casualties
among terrorist leaders."

At any rate, the Palestinian murderers, and other ter-
rorists are beginning to view the United States in a new
light, much like that of the Soviet Union, which will
tolerate nothing if it gets in the way of Soviet intentions
or people. As stated by one Soviet diplomat back in 1978
when asked what would happen if Iran took the Soviet
embassy hostage, "Fiffeen minutes later there would be
no more Iran."

Stuart Gottlieb is a member of the Coliegian staff

PEACE IM OURTIHE...
?mi THEQ^VAffCQ
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Who's safe now?

Mark Caldeira

Is the world any safer now? Is Khadafy now more likely

to .stop his attacks against the West? Insuperably to the
contrary. I hope Reagan and the U.S government (yes even
Tip O'Neal and Edward Kennedy!) are satisfied knowing
that they have severely jeopordized. to an unprecidented
degree, the lives of all United States and European
citizens.

Moammar Khadafy was born a poor peasant during a
repressive military dictatorship. As a young man, he en
visioned the overthrow of this monarchy, and the uniting
of Arab nations under his leadership, against Western ag-

gression. Historically, Libya and the Arab world (ftilestine,

Iran, Egypt, etc.) have been subject to Western im-
perialism, military conquests, colonization, and other ag-
gressions by such "civilized nations" as Italy. France, Por
tugal, England. Germany, and the United States. In this
light, Khadafy 's vision is a somewhat justified reaction
to this historical Western aggression. His means—his
method of carrying out his vision—although detestable in

Western eyes, must be understood as the only means by
which a militarily-inferior Libya can fight against, in this
case, a militarily-superior United States.

The West continues its racist treatments of the Arab
world in the same manner that it treats all Third World
peoples—as inferior, illegitimate, and unsovereign (as. for

instance, Grenada, Nicaragua, Chile, Guatemala, El
Salvador, the Philipines etc., ad infinitum.) Specifically,

U.S. monetary and military support for the expansionist,
anti-Arab policies of the Israeli government, and its war
against Palestine, is seen by Libya, and by most of the Arab
world, as a direct attack upon the self-determination of
Arab peoples, and indeed, upon their very existence.

It is no wonder then that Reagan sucummed to Libyan
heckling in the Gulf of Sidra. Is it such a great threat to

"international rights" for Libya to claim more than the
12-mile limit when the Gulf of Sidra leads nowhere, but
to Libya? Khadafy has claimed this for years. Why its new
importance, except for a show of force? Reagan played right
into Khadafy 's hand then, and again with the bombing,
an internally unstable Libya now has the incentive to cor
ral around Qaddafi, Arab nations (including now Egypt
and Jordan) are more likely to express solidarity with
Libya, and most importantly, terrorism will escalate in the
short run. In the long run, this aggressive act of the United
States, unsupported by any Western nation save Britain,
will undoubtedly add to the instability in the Middle East,
the Mediterranean, and perhaps the whole of western
Europe. United States citizens are more vulnerable than
ever now that Qaddafi must (and promised to) retaliate.

Reagan claims he does not have any "quarrels with the
Libyan people." Why then has he murdered and injured
scores of innocent Libyans in his flexing show of force? He
claims we acted in "self-defense." Since when is self-defense

carried out several days after a physical encounter, with
intricate calculations and meditated, destructive intent,
in effect, as a shot in the back to the Libyan people? No,
this unjustified brutality was not an act of self-defense;
it was an act of revenge and aggression. Who is the ter-

rorist now? Or will the murders of the Libyan women,
children, and civilians be somenhow rationalized as
"regrettable yet unavoidable casualties" of a necessary
military action?

In.stead of riding U.S. pride into a terrorist act of bomb-
ing Libya, Reagan should have: 1) attempted negotiations
with Libya in a neutral country, 2) appealed to the World
Court of the United Nations, 3) further pushed its NATO
allies into talks concerning state terrorism and possible
political and economic sanctions to combat Libya with
isolation.

Military force should always be a last resort. Indeed, ter-

rorism should rightly be condemned and fought. But what
policy will Reagan adopt when Khadafy strikes back?
More bombing, and more bombing and...?

Afar* Caldeira is a Collegian columnist.
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UNinn TEGHN0L06iES
IS LOOKING FOR ANOTHER MICHELSON

In 1882. Albert Michelson made a measure-
ment of the speed of lij^ht that stood for two gener-
ations. Then, in 1926, he did it a«ain. This time
he came within 4 km/sec of today's accepted
value. A father of modern physics, Michelson was
America's first Nohel winner in the sciences.
At United Technologies, we .ippreciatc people

who use existing tools to the limit, then design
new tools when they don't measure up. People ni)t

satisfied with anything hut the best results.

We are a company of \2,00Q engineers and
worldwide scope. We are working to improve the
design and manufacture of a range of products
from jet engines and escalators to helicopters and
spacesuits. Your training and Michelson's com-
mitment to excellence can carry you far here.

Take the first step with a visit to your campus
placement office. (> you may write United Tech-
^':i''^^^,'^^'m'r<iUon, P.O. Box 1379, Hartford,
^ I 06143.

I 'nitcti TcihrmldUK's mciins
Pr^ut &i Whitncv, Hiimilton
St.ind.iui, Otis. C.'.irricr,

AiitimidtivcCiruiip, IJnircJ
TcttinuldKu^ Microi-lcctrDnics
Ontor, Nordi-n. ChemK,)!
Systems, Essex, Srkorskv
and United TechnoKigies
Rese,irch( Center.

An eqii.il (ipportimifv

emplover.

UNITED
TECHNOLOGIES

¥¥¥¥¥^^¥^^^#^^ #4#^^4^^¥4^4^¥A^¥¥¥

^•'^
''».

'erLOSE WEIGHT
A 3 session seminar to start

Wed. April 23 at 7:00 PM
at the University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Information or Registration call

549-4645 anytime

150VAC CRAWE
ORIENTAC voov mai^i^et

Sauces & Spices • Hard to Fi>id Fresh Oriental Produce & Noodles
Cooking Implements & Supplies, such as Rice Cookers, Woks, etc

Homemade Take- Out Food • New Items m Every Week • Indian Spices
Pastries • Or entai Gifts, Carved Soapstone Laouerware Chinese 4

Japanese Serving Dishes & Place Settings. Tea Sets, bake Sets. Korean Mmk
Blankets & Embroidered Bed Spreads

360 Coll»o« St., Rt*. 9, Amh«r«t
253^5656 Sun-Fri. 10-8; Sat. 9 8

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTWG

- Same Day Results

S«rv/c«s that are
Frm0, Confidential. Caring

A Helpful

Q 549-1906
Amherst

Carriage Shops
*" alternative to abortion

ealingplare

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop & Shop I

Rte 9 • Hadley Amherst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers/ushers wanted
for Bright Moments Jazz Concerts on July

17, 24, 31 for approximately 5-6

hours/shift, (limited number of additional

hours available) UMass students returning

in Fall only. Work study preferred but not

required. Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO
employer. Description and application

available at 207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE
MAYS.

V^ii^'VVV%AAAAArtrAflAVVVVWVVVAV%V^fli^AnAV'^J^^

CLLet Cazuela
TME IVIEXICAN RESTAURANT

DiS? '.< tiv*-' Uxj'i ,)r<ii rjruik

f r( itiv Vlf-» i( ( ) . )nri t h«'

r
Ihe .Apple

Maiinlosh

Do you have

one of

these?

,-^W////^

VVK HAVK AN AFPLK
LASKRVVRITKR FOR YOU !

THE APPLE LASERWRITER)

PRINT OUT YOUR DISK ON OUR LASER PRINTER

THE PAPER HOUSE , INC.

65 UNIVERSITt' DRIVE
AMHERST

(NEXT TO BELL'S PIZZA)

549-5656

TIME
OUT

COME EIMJOY DAILY

LUNCHEON SPECIALS
AT TIME OUT

FROM 11:30-2:00

THE REF DOES

'vw^vv^AAi^^i^^nArtAAAA^A^wvwvvv^%^rtfl.vvvvv^v^,^^

Announcing the quickest
colle^ credit you'll ever get.

«Q8E«TMcCABEA.0ANVTOW.coL..ae

$ 2,500 andOOcts

SAMPLE

For all the long
cla.s.ses you've

.sweated through,

and even the ones
youre about to. we're

offering one form of credit

that's .sure to be a breeze.

The MH Student l.oan.

We've made getting one quick and ea.sy

via our state-of-the-art computerized sys-

tem. Now. not only can we process your
application in a record time of 24 hours, but

by punching a few buttons, our coun.selors

can tell you the status of your loan in a

matter of .seconds.

What's more, after you .secure a loan with

us, you can be .secure it will remain with us.

Because we would never transfer your
loan to .some unknown institution like other

banks do.

And, if by chance, you already have a

student loan with another bank, that's no
problem. We can easily consolidate it with

I;

I

mmJ your MH Student Loan.
yf We even have a full staff of

education loan experts ready
to an.swer any questions you

might have. And .some you haven't

even thought of yet. On any type of

plan you might want.

For instance, if your folks want to help

fund your future at college, yon might want
to check out our special tuition plans from

The Tuition Plan. We're the only bank in the

business to offer these tailor-made payment
plans which include a Monthly Budget Pro-

gram, a Pre-Payment Program and an Fduca-
tion Loan Program.
So before you make The Big Decision on

which bank to go with, take a minute and
call us toll-free for a MH Student Loan
application. We've made it all very ea.sy.

Becau.se college is hard enough.

Call l-800-!VlHT-(iRAI) Ext. 214

We realize your potential.

^ MANUFACTURERS HANOVER
The Financial Source* World\vide.

MiMiMKnm
H.il \l (ilI'dKllNm liNDIK
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Boston University's

Public
Communication
Institute ^g^
July 7-August 1

Write, design, and produce for the media. Work with

communications experts in advertising, public relations,

corporate communications, electronic and print jour-

nalism, and other careers.

For more information, contact:

Public Communication Institute

Boston University, College of Communication

640 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215

617/353-3447

l!li|llll|i|i|l|l|l|l|i|i|l|ill|i|l|l|l|l|l|ll!|l|ll!llll|l|IHIIIIi|illlllillllllllll|lllllllllltM^

Teach in Japan
Persons with a degree and job-experience in such fields as

advertising, publishing, engineering, business administration,

pharmacology, linguistics and languages wishing to teach

English to Japanese adults for one or two years in Tokyo and

other parts of Japan should write to:

Personnel Manager

International Education Services

Shin Taiso BIdg.

10-7, Dogenzaka 2-chome, Shibuya-ku

Tokyo, Japan 150

We are tentatively scheduling interviews in Seattle, San

Francisco, Chicago and Boston in May, June and July 1986.

Further Information on the position, qualifications, salary,

benefits, transportation and housing can be obtained by air-

mailing a detailed resume with a recent photograph to I.E.S.

limiiiiiiiiii(NiiiiRiii«iiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiwitiititiMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiHttiiifiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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GENESIS
li'uckload sale
GENESIS 7
•two way loudspeaker

•lifetime warranty

Orty $16995

GENESIS II

•two way loudspeaker

•''fptime warranty

•15-100 watts

Orty «249»5

GENESIS 22
•two way

•Hfeff' '. i/Ai'Tanty

OrilV $24995
GENESIS 33
•two <vav •casb..'^ mj-.i'', •

•Wetime warraiitv

Only 537995

GENESIS 44
•two way kxidsoeaker

•passive radiator

•doubte ipverteo dome tweeter

•itfetrie warranty

*

ADVENT SPEAKER SALE

BABY
•two way
•real wainu*

cabnets
•3 year warranty

$79»S
each

PRODIGY
•two way
•real walnut cabinets

•5 year warranty

LEGACY
•top of the line

•real walnut cabnets
•5 year warranty

$27995 pair $39995 oair

PANASONIC
CQE280 AUTO
CASSETTE RECEIVER

4

yours for

MAXELL
High Grade HGX

Video Tape
$6.99

•presets-fader-a'ito replay

•a $179.95 value

bebw dealers'

cost

EPi LS8^ AUTO SPEAKERS
•*'A/C //aV

•comparable to the ADS
•-'. %20C value

ONLY $69^5 eac!^

PIONEER PK5AW
ALL WEATHER
PERSONAL STEREO
A $19995 value $9993

AKG K2 HFADPHONES 5

$29«5 .^
^^

100 WATT 6x9 TRIAXIALS
•auto speakers

•value $8995/pair only $3995

open ear desir;

a $4995 value

AUDIO TECHNICA
CAR BRIDGE AT98/U

^n $89.95 vaiuG S3995

OPEN 10 A.M.-6 P.M. MONDAY-SATURDAY

si Hems Inited quantty • subject to pnor sate • not nespcrsbte fa typographer errors

ARTS
The weekend looks pretty good, some of

the local bands £ire playing but most of the

shows will cost you some money. The rest

of the week looks lame.

Circle and Free Press will play at the

Hatch Tonight at 9 p.m. Both bands are

local and have a following. The event will

be video taped for you budding media stars.

The Fools and Beat Therapy will be at

Pearl Street tonight. The show will cost $6.

The Fools play basic mainstream rock,

nothing special.

Folk guitarist John Fahey will play the

Iron Horse. He plays real well so ifyou like

guitar music you might want to catch this

show. The show will be $7 in advance and

$8 at the door.

If you can travel to Westfield you can

catch James Montgomery tonight at 252

Elm Street for $5. Montgomery plays blues

and has been around the Boston area for

a long time.

Friday night, The Volcano Suns, Don't
Ask and High Speed Vomit are playing at

the Red Barn at Hampshire College. The
show costs $3 which includes refreshments.

The Suns are a three-piece Boston punk
band with the old Mission of Burma drum-
mer. Last time I saw them they were good
but the sound system wasn't. Don't Ask
and High Speed are locals who play around
here a bit.

Los Lobos will play at Pearl Street tom-
morow night. Although the show will cost

you $10 in advance and $12 at the door, it's

probably worth it. This band is real good
and has a fine reputation for belting out

Tex-Mex music. A real ethnic south-ofthe-

border sound is how they earned their fame
and I haven't heard of them putting on a

bad show yet.

Luther 'Guitar Jr.' Johnson will play at

the Iron Horse. Johnson does real nice

acoustic blues, perfect for a place like the

Iron Horse. The show will cost you $5.

Saturday night jazz vocalist Al Jarreau
will be at the FAC. When I say vocalist, I

mean he's not just a simple singer. His

Berlin Orchestra: elegant
By MICHAEL GERVASI
Collegian Correspondent

La.st Wednesday night, the Berlin

Chamber Orchestra came to Bowker
Auditorium and put on a technically

brilliant performance and played with a

delicacy and elegance that would be very

difficult to surpass.

The group is made up of members of the

Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra,

another well thought of ensemble. They
have toured everywhere, this being their

second tour of the United States. Instead

of a conductor, they are led by Concert

Master/ Artistic Director Heinz Schunk,

an accomplished soloist who has played

with such orchestras as the Berliner

Staatskapelle and the Dresdner Philhar

monic in such cities as Moscow, Budapest,

and Vienna.

They played to their strength to start

out with, opening with two Divertimenti

by Mozart (k. 136 and 138). They are both

very similar in composition and were

played in the same manner, starting off

a bright energy and broad dynamic

changes. They played these first

movements very crisply with close preci-

sion. The second movements were played

with tender and sweet phrasing which

had the effect of laying down very soft tex-

tures. The highlight of these two works

was the last movement of the first piece,

a moderately famous Presto. They total-

ly ran away with the sound. It was ex-

citing, delicate, and aggressive all at the

same time- a triumph.

I say they played to their strength here,

because this is the sort of music that they

are particularly suited to. They play

precisely with good stylistic interpreta-

tion and good balance, their opening
pieces were very stylized and demanded
seamless phrasing and grace.

After the intermission, however, they

didn't continue this practice and played

a piece that they weren't very suited to.

Serenade in E Major. Op. 22 by Dvorak.
They started this rangy piece well, mov-
ing easily from a warm, lu.sh sound to a

volatile one and back again. The last

movement was a little flat, though. It is

important when playing this piece that

the finale work itself into an explosion of

energy.

They did redeem themselves, however,

playing two encores- Pachelbel's Canon
and Air in G by Bach. Here, they went
back to what they do well, and did it very

well. The flowing textures were produc-

ed without any breaks or flaws and by the

end I found myself lost in their music, as

they achieved what is as close as you can

come to perfection. Not bad for a bunch

of Godless communists.

Springfield Civic Center
Saturday April 19th 8 00pm

$13.50advance, $14.50 day of the show

TICKETS ON SALE ON CAMPUS
AT FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE

PHONE CHARGES: (413) 787-6600 or (800) 243-4842

lYoduced in association with WAv^Y

The Fools will play with Beat Therapy tonight at Pearl St. at 9:30
p.m.

band does .sort of pop jazz while he sings
his heart out. Tickets are $17, cash only.

George Thorogood and Johnny Winter
are at the Springfield Civic Center Satur-

day night. This will be strictly an electric

blues guitar show mostly on the rock 'n roll

side. The price tag is $13.50 in advance and
$14.50 the day of the show.
For free you can see the Wildcat

O'Halloran Band at Sheehan's in

Northampton.
Sunday night Brian Setzer, The Thunder-

birds and The Del Lords will play at the

Agora Ballroom down in Hartford. Setzer

is the former leader of the Stray Cats now
on his own on the top 40. The Agora is a

nice place too see bands so this show might

be real good. Tix are $9.50 in advance and
$11 at the door.

MOVIE
REVIEW

I i I I I I I I I I

Black Moon Risinf$

Directed by Harley
Cokliss
Starring Robert Vaughan
and Tommy Lee Jones

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

The ads for Black Moon
Rising would lead some peo-

ple to believe that this

movie might be an exciting

science fiction, directed by
John Carpenter. The reali-

ty is far from that.

John Carpenter is only

one of many writers of this

boring "heist" film and the

director is Harley Cokliss.

This film is dragged
through by the director, like

an arthritic old tiger in a

three ring circus. This is not

a Carpenter film, as the ads

misleadingly suggest. In

fact it can't even be called a

film: it's an amateurish at-

tempt to make money.

The acting, as usual, in

this type of film, doesn't ex-

ist. The performers do their

tricks: drive the car real

fa.st. get beat up. and jump
through the air. Characters

are not formed into

believable human-beings;
personalities are regulated

to either gocxl or evil. Robert

Vaughan is the evil one. He
commits heinous actions

like jutting out his chin and
giving the evil eye to the
hero. The hero. Tommy Lee
Jones, is a joke. His ugly

mug is usually the sole

thing on screen and study-

ing the scars on his face is

not my idea of fun.

Bubba Smith also gets a

part as a police officer with

a missing front tooth; his ac-

ting ability is as evident as

that front tooth.

Besides having to contend

uith atnxiou.s acting, the

duped movie-goer has to

watch very boring action se-

quences. Most of the action

sequences consist of one car

chasing another at break-

neck speed through the

streets of the city. Since

there is no sympathy for the

characters, no one cares how
fast they go, or whether
they crash into a brick wall.

When Tommy Lee Jones

gets roughed up and kicked

in the pants nine hundred
thousand times, nobody
cares. Jones is a non-entity

in this film, and the action

.sequences fall apart partly

because of this.

With boring action se-

quences, dialogue, and ac-

ting, this film doesn't have

a chance to be exciting.

Flven though the "heist"

film was never a very ex-

citing genre in the first

place, at least some of the

chase scenes could have

been livened up a bit. In-

stead this film plods along,

accomplishing nothing, ex-

cept to make John
Carpenter look like another

boring amateur.

'^.^

RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 ^

EUROPE^' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockefeller Plaza

New York, N Y 10020
Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad lor Special
Student/Teacher Taritf.

! RENTAL ) LEASE PURCHASE

^GET WELL, KELLY T^
)f AND T^
ji. HAPPY BIRTHDAY ->fT PETE! L

j^The Wednesday night crewm

m
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TOMIilKEITIODAYYOUNEEDACOLLEGE DIPLOMA,
AGOOD SUITAND PLENTYOF DRIVE.

I

If you've received your bachelor's degree from o 4-year college, or a RN or graduate degree from an accredited

institution between October 1 , 1 985 and September 30, 1986, you can qualify for Ford's Graduate Assistance Program.

We can give you pre-approved credit and $400 cosh back on your nevs/ Ford.

Only if you buy one of the new Ford cars or trucks listed below and only if you take delivery by August 3
1
1986.

r more information, call this toll-free number: 1 -800-321 -1 536. Or see your local New England Ford Dealer today.Fo

S400 cash bock on o new Escort.

I

I
S400 cash back on o new Escort EXP.

S400 cosh back on a new Tempo.

S400cash bock on a new 1 ;.^:,..l -bird.

S400 cash bock on o new Mustang.

S400 cash bock on a new Aerostar.

S400 cash bock on o new Bronco

$400 cash back on a new Ranger pick-up.

$400 cosh back on a new F-150 truck.

$400 cash back on o new F-250 truck.

%7^
NEWENGLANDFORDDEALERS

NOBODYGOES
FURTHER.
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LLEGIAN
RSO-UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS-AMHERST 113 CAMPUS CENTER 545-3500 VOLUME CXVI ISSUE

1985 WINNER OF FIVE
GOLD CIRCLE AWARDS

• NEWSWRITING
•OVERALL DESIGN [tabloid]
• PAGE ONE DESIGN [news]
• OPINION PAGE DESIGN
• FEATURE PAGE DESIGN
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ADVERTISE IN AN AWARD-
WINNING NEWSPAPER

CONTACT ADVERTISING DEPT.
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CITIZENS FOR LIMITED TAXATION EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

BARBARA
ANDERSON

THE FORCEBEmm PROPOSITION 2'/t SPEAKS ON

"DIRECT DEMOCRACY IN

MASSACHU^TTS"
NniiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiRinimfiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiifmHmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiimiHiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiii

TONIGHT
8:00 pm

MEMORIAL HALL, UMASS
Free Admission

* women's lacrosse
.Armstrong has been par-

ticularly potent, scoring 12

goals in her last three

games. . . Hixon cited the

defensive play of Kocot as

being a major factor in

Sunday's win over Nor-

theastern. Unable to con-

tend with the physical

strength of bulldozer-like

Husky scorer Gail Zim-

merman, who terrorized

the UMass defense for

seven goals on the day,

sophomore defensman

Amy Robertson switched
coverage assignments with
Kocot to allow Kocot to try

her luck against Zimmer-

man. . . Kocot shut Zim-

merman down with the

help of Robertson and the

rest of the defense. . . Nor-

theastern marked the first

appearance of the season
for junior defensman Emi-
ly Humiston who missed
the season's first five

games with
momonucleosis. Humiston
played 15 minutes of the

second half. . . The game
featured two Gazelle

yellow card warnings:

Scott for slashing, and
Griswold for initiating a

! Thursday, April 17, 1986

vcnttnued from page 23

shovmg match near the

Husky bench. . . Both

coaches agreed that the

referees were below par

and failed to promote good

conduct on either side

thanks to inconsistent

calls.

Thursday, April 17, 1986
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ttndMittfar ky Rafaranda PraMBfatlon

POEMS
WANTED
M aior anthology now M^ks po«ms: lov«, naturt,

haiku, song lyrics, raflacthra, fraa vorta, rallgkMJa
— all types! Baglnnars are walcomal Our acHtori

will raply within 7 days.

St%d ONE POEM ONLY, 21 lines or less, to:

WORLD OF POETRY PRESS
Dept. AP • 2431 Stockton • Sacto.. CA 95817

Going Formal?

TUXEDO ^

,

RENTALS

l^i

f 13 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
256-0591
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BUYTWO CASES OF MILLER HIGH LIFE
AND GETONE OFYOUR FAVORITE M
CBS RECORDS OR TAPES FREE.

Uiiy Miller High Life and you can get the hotu-st

album or tape by one of your favorite CBS artist.s.

Stars like Kenny l.,oggin.s. Hert)ie FlanctK-k. An<l

Willie Nelson.

Your choice, free. Or for only three dollars plus

po.stage and handling, depending on where you livt

For more details, pick up a brochure at th<

Miller .Music djs|)lay wherever vou buy your Millc

Heer.

Miller High Life never sounded so g(KKl.

^MOETHE
AMERICAN WAY.

m

-^5** 4^<

H linHhiirp^ aiT tin) jivniUltlf- »( vtir rai'iriri- stor*- mtkI « vK ^rWivssMl >iiim(«»*i) «nvf|iifK' n. Mttkr Mumi Orrtt-r (..rm Httjii*".! I' (i %i\ 7
'.4 (bun l< Mill Mil JH>'«i frMnn-tiofi iicnis vnn- pntvulrd h\

'BS Rworrts for Ml* h pufpitsp amldi> nirt rdnsliiulf an (-nflerwrrM-ni <•( MiM»T Mmh l.ifv nr Mitlcr Miisi* h\ ( BS RfnMrtS<.r .irlisi,*, Nmilm ttt'M \trKinirt 4n<t whrn- prtthihitnMn tavt (»n*Tfxpir»"' ihi t| [MnI.

DOONESBURY
GARP^'TRUDEAU

THE.FAR SIDE

BY GARV 1 ARSON DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited b> I rude Michel JafTe

...ANPFROMOUR-SLBAZB
6MB Bft6, MICHABL OeAV&i.,

MILUAM J. O^^ay, MICMABL
fflOST, eSMLPP. CfiRMbH.
ROBBKf BURFORD, eOQAR,
CALLAHAN, \
ANPam£5t
Z. WICK'

OKAY, B&ORB UB OONTlNUa
ujm THt5 soRPipuma exBR-
ast, rr probably Bemof/es
us TO STOPANP QUeSTION
Ike BASIC FAIRNBS^ OFA
ROU-CALL^^
OFSHAMB.

IS IT FAIR. 105lim,YR£AP
AUSTOFNAMBSCOiP^'
ARa¥0U65rnN6Theii/H0La
SWRYHBRa^UeU, INALL-
CANPOR, PROBABLYNOT.

\

HOUSEMATES

I'M MUfHeO

seeNfrm's

dPEsn
fORKIER

CrlRifUld^K'

SAGM'S
fi^mOlRL.

OTHfK

lo\/(q:.joo.

HANDLE
IT

GORDY

&

BLOOM COUNTY
nevdmi/^ ^^
LOOKOveR ^
HeRB/

90R£MEMBeR,
-neseAFBJUsT
-maouYsujHo
6Cjr CAU6HT...

\

Elephant campfires.

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

Hou» CAu Voo Tyrr
^tr rnee€ utmce

PciuT r»e/t€. I

Houi CAW yoo josr

So-caujCD mo6ffesS(«/es

ON CAmPuS JPACUV /W

TRof... Ul».--

"THIS ti TVD
KoPPfL fc«"TM

OW (i8>4/)...

/4MD 1 f^tJt£^

Ci/<TM Ate 1

«/

3

Hll -iOUltf MOT Of^

WH»..»/0 ...

^OU(t 1**«AD tS

qmC '•• * *€•*
fiwf^i o«tv.'.'.' M6V "

7MIS

ACROSS
1 BH connection

6 Ballet studio

gear
10 Metric meas
13 Craggy abode
14 Profusion

15 FDR S lire

side —
16 Lives like a

drunken sailor

on — WS
1

7

Heavenly bear

18 Down dweller

1

9

Headaches
for airlines

21 Snare
23 Actress

Munson et ai

24 Voter

25 Westernmost
Alaskan
island

28 Magnum star

30 Fumbler

32 The fWfse gods
36 Go — taiispin

37 Sbeparfl of the

screen

39 Sound m the

night

40 Offshore

dangers
41 Diner specialty

43 Cabooses
46 Brooklyn and

Bronx foHowers
47 Certain base

runner

50 NCO s stripe

52 Shape «vood

53 Start of a toast

57 River into

Donegal Bay
58 Damn

Yankees role

60 Mountain
nymph

61 Duke o< earl

62 Good Earth

name
63 Plow man. in a

sense
64 Threefold

Comb form

65 Bridge position

66 Norse poems

I.UNCH

DOWN
1 Sonny in The
Godfather

2 Tape sent

to a DJ
3 Good Feelir>g

and otfiers

4 Maiadfusted

mackerel''

5 Make do
6 NATO s seat

7 Expose
8 Island in Papua
New Guinea

9 Paper holder

10 Intone

11 Freight

12 Take the tiller

1 5 Cowardly
20 When I

—
lad

22 Assign ro*es

again

25 Mideast title

26 Shoe size

27 LOfKJon gallery

29 Andean beast

31 Igneous rock

33 Chimney debns 48 and baby
34 Dies —
35 Court figures

Abbr

38 Storekeeper

42 Noted netman
44 See 15 Down
45 Southern

cuisine

47 Overwhelmed

makes —
49 SomelxxJy

Ger
51 Wear
54 Source
55 County Mealh

village

56 Lyric poems
59 Vegas

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

4/1 7 'M

t } ) i S H 1 T 1

14
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Menu
Fish in Batter/Thrtar Sauce
Cocktail Sauce
Diplomat Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH

Grilled Turkey Swiss Sandwich
Fish in Batter/Tkrtar Sauce
Cocktail Sauce ^ ^

BY H.-MILLER ^ dinner

NOH^THtLfi^, oHi^eAur^

1 PON'flNffNP UJHEK.^

r6SeH€K£ firREtbU

OJH€N THfY &0INO
C£>m HOMf lb 60^
fUDm wvK y «^^
FbCTRr ^^y^^^
UJOSXiHOR r ' ^ ^

.>^^

Lv>>^

•^U

Chinese Chicken Wings
Vegetable Chow Mein/Chow Mein NoodlesJ
Fried Rice, Soy Sauce
Roast I\)rk/'Gravy, Applesauce

BY GORDE

FROQABl^ 77Ve AYJST SB^iJOUS
AT -mis POIMT OF A1AAJY
lfJTBR\/IEI^ S£SSiOAJS, HIS C/AIM
-mATME MTAJes^EP THE
CAPTURE OF Gof^Chr BY A
O.F.O.CMitOeyrBB SJERiFieO"

^ c& zr <f<^

Weather

BY BFi'n.^ aRE.^HFD

3^, WHO 15

-mis LULU,
m',He'5
meflcwR
WHO MflRRieP

mPONNPi '

Twr PINK mode
UPS mPONNft
CHem ON ?

ye/iH^

3H£MU5r
96 RfiidlP...

He'5 pomm .

/

CO/M

i£'^-

Today: It will be cloudy with a 50 percent chance atj

1 rain. Highs will be in the upper 40*s. Winds will be com-j

ling out of the Northeast, 10 to 20 miles-per-hour. i

1 Tonight: Rain is likely, with temps plunging into the]

high 30's. Windspeed will increase. Extended outlook:

.more of the same. Quit school, move to Florida.

Brought to you by

Night Editor The Abe
Copy Editor Anne McCrory
Photo Tech Michelle Segall

Layout Tech The Con Man
Production Supervisor The Con Man
ProductionKarlin Isele, Laura Bell, Tom Middleton

Nancy Klingener, Pete Bulas, Mia B. Rowan, Mike the

driver, and Donoghue the deliverer
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The Union Program Council presents:
A special one night engagement with

AL JARREAU

of Hadley
<
'^\

i^^-'

Saturday April 19th

Tickets Still Available 8 pm F.A. C. UMass

Tickets $17.00 cash onlu 6 ticket limit

Tickets on sale at F.A.C. Box Office, Springfield Civic Center

and Stop & Shop locations in Northampton, Greenfield,

Holyoke and Pittsfield. No cans, bottles or recording devices.

presents the

Grand Opening of

Our Lounge

"the area's newest night club"

Opening April 11th and 12th

featuring

Best in Dancing Music

Open Fri & Sat 10:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Complimentary B-B-Q Chicken Wings

Come and Relax and Enjoy the

Weekend with Us*

Rte 9 Hadley

Open 7 Days for Lunch ft Dinner - Hours: Su'

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mor

SUNDAY BRUNCH 30-3

nurs 11-10 Fri & Sat 11-1 am
lurs $6.95. 5-8.30

Full Liquor Liceo' •

K^taurant

UMASSJSGOING^TO^mZZASI^
j FREE with coupon only

j
SMALL CHEESE PIZZA

j

jwith purchase of a pitcher of beer or sodaj

I
(offer good from 9-10 PM onlyi)

j^^—i——— "expires 4/27/86'^^-"—"»"—

'

closed Mondays
55 UNIVERSITY DR., AMHERST 549-5713

NO MUSS. NO FUSS.

JUST CHILLAND SERVE
SPf CIALTY SPIRITS LTD . PRINCETON N .)

HAPPY'SMirE"KAMIKAZE'T^HIRT" "J

1 0O^c cotton with label design on front side »

• 1 shirt •6'' postage paid
{

• 2 shirts • Happy Smile frisbee 15 PPD •

Circle Size XL L M
SE'JO CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

(Allow 2 weeks for delivery)

Please Print

Name

Address

City

MAPoy SMILE T-SHinroPPEa

PO BOX 22'

8

Princeton NJ08M0-00'"

State Zip

Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea, Taiwan,

Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt, Turkey, Greece and
Spain. Our 100 day voyages sail in September and January

offering 12-15 transferable hours of credit from more than 50
voyage-related courses.

Develop an awareness of our relationship with other coun-

tries and a first-hand understanding of world issues.

The S.S. UNIVERSE is a 500 passenger American-built

ocean liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea admits
students without regard to color, race or creed.

For details call toll-free (800) 854-0195

or write

Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education

University of Pittsburgh, 2E Forbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260
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Women s lacrosse notebook

Gazelles now ranked sixth
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Granted a two-day layoff
after Sunday s victory at

Northeastern, the
unbeaten University of
Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team returned to

the practice field yesterday
rested and eager to prepare
for Sunday's 1 pm. clash
against nationally-ranked
New Hampshire at NOPE.
The Gazelles also found

out that they jumped to

sixth in the Division 1 na-
tional poll, up from ninth,
after victories at Harvard
and Northeastern.
Worn down by a week of

grueling practices and
road games, the 60
Gazelles were fortunate to

escape Northeastern's Par-

son's Field with an 11-8

victory over the win less
Huskies. UMass, playing
its fourth game in seven
days, was sluggish and

unable to impress its offen-

sive game upon their in-

ferior opponents.

Northeastern head coach

Joan Broderick thought
that the Gazelles had come
out flat and appeared
unable to play up to their

capabilities.

"We caught them on an
off-day. They were flat," she
said. "They were fortunate

to win playing the way
they did but that's a credit

to them because they are
much more experienced
than we are and have more
depth."

Hixon, who embarked on
a recruiting drive to New
York after the game, said

that she thought the rest

would be welcomed by the
team because fatigue hurt
its performance.

"The rest will do them
good. We played three
games last week and we've

been running really hard."

Hixon said after the game.
"But we can't let one day
disrupt our confidence."

"I wouldn't say we're
physically tired so much as
mentally tired," junior
defensman Chris Kocot
said. "After playing Har-
vard (Thursday), people
might not have been ready
for another game. The two
days off will give us time to

get ready against New
Hampshire the way we did

against Harvard."

Heading towards the
stretch drive in their
season, the Gazelles are go-

ing to need all the rest they
can get. UMass faces New
England rival UNH (which
is ranked fourth in the na-

tion) at NOPE field on
Sunday and nationally-

ranked Dartmouth in New
Hampshire next Wednes-
day. The Gazelles will

travel to Tbmple Universi-

ty to tackle the top-ranked

Owls on April 26, and will

finish its regular season

the following day at

Rutgers University.

Gazelle Grapevine: The
Gazelles have scored 85
goals in six games this

season for a healthy 14.1

goals-per game average. .

.

opponents have scored just

39 goals (6.5 gpg.) against
goalkeeper's Ann Scileppi

and Pam Stone, who
started the season's first

two games before being
converted into the starting

left defensive wing.

UMass offensive leader-

ship is as follows: junior

Lisa Griswold (26 goals- 11

assists-37 points). Bunny
Forbes (19-10-29), Ginny
Armstrong (21-3-24), Mary
Scott (10-5-15), Cathy
Fuhrman (5-5-10), Becky
Bekampis (4-1-5) and
Adrienne Recla (0-1-1).

continued on page 20

* Softball continued from page 24

Northeast does not recieve an automatic
bid to the national tournament and would only place its

top seed in the national tourney.

That, coupled with the fact that the Atlantic 10 con-
ference no longer recieves an automatic bid, means that
the Minutewomen are in a must-win situation if they are
to seriously contend for a national tourney bid.

"These are very important games for both teams. It will

definitely give an indication ofwho will represent the Nor-
theast," UConn head coach Karen Mullins said. "But there
still is a long way to go to see who will be the represen-
tative."

"They are a very good team. It's always been a tough
doubleheader against UConn," UMass head coach Elaine
Sortino said. "It's going to be a very hard fought contest."
UConn is led by by senior pitcher Mary Lynn-Hares, who

is batting at a .362 clip with 10 runs-batted-in. She is also
the number two ace on the Huskie pitching staff, with a
10-4 mark and a 0.99 earned run-average. Lynn Hares
recently set a school record for strikeouts in a season,
chalking up 79 K's in 99 innings .

The Huskies are also paced by senior shortstop Jodi
Dinga (.288, five RBI's) and outfielder Lynn Wisniewski
(.263, 10 RBI's). Senior right hander Cherie Anderson
leads the Huskie pitching corps with a 7-4 record and a
0.33 ERA. allowing just four earned runs in 84 innings
pitched. Both Lynn-Hares and Anderson have six shutout
performances each to their credit.

The pitching staff is still dominating, with a combined
0.46 ERA.

L.LEGIAN CLASSIFIK
Come to Collegian Office CO 113 • 8 45 3 46 Men Thurs, 8 46 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

AtTIMTIK.s
ir C'.fiqvlic Beach Hyannisport »750
me su"i"ip. f ,,ii Fit/y 256 6863

Work Scraril*. Monpiulitt. StaKrrrew
for tlw Eait Side Concert Come to an mtor
mational meeling on April 14. 17 and 21 at 7

PMCC
Clasairal Break movad from April 17 to
Thursday April 24 Wneele' Lounge 5-6 pm
tree admission refeshments more info

546^6033

WSYL Staff meeting tonigkl at ttia ata
tion, Castun basement. 7 00, regarding nait
week's cor>cefti

K.NTKKTAINMKNT

KA(K-An>iS( KNTKRTAINMlNt
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shovvs.
Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549 7144

tl KN THK TABI.KS 8 yr J. tiast party
pro around 24 hour 586 9691

ESCORT SEBVICE

Mrns drrits hiark (rather l><>ml>rr jarkrt
sire 96 ripout liner Uiad 1 yi ISO call

1 267 3081

'/:/. Top Worcester 4/21 y tickets 6 9 PM
2S6 82S6

FOUND

offer' Gary 256 1557

I9H2 XI.250R street lexal comes wth full

face helmet and cat>le lock asking tSOO call

Mike 549 n47

I9M2 KawaMki KZS.MI 8.000 miles runs
hke a dream very fast mas tl.OOO now only

S925 Dan 546 4773

Found Mark rat near Totman Gym INOPC)
call 546 3272 found 4 14 86

GASTINEAU'S SNEAKERS

tn.M A MONTH RENT

Kifort Service Available 8pm 2am
Everyday, anywftere on campus Play il

>-fa. can 5 2123 for an escort ANVTIME

Turf Shoeii worn once or twice by NY Jets
Gaslirveau and Toon great deal sue 1 1 W and
12 can Dan 253-3237

^EJIONTH RENT FREE

Hiiuiiemale wanted to share 3 bedroom
apt m house in Squire Village Fall semestei
only Own t>edroom. nonsmoker Call

6^61 12 or 6 61 15

PARTTIME JOBS

Sumnver Sublet w Fall Optton' On t)us

route, pool, tennis court' You can
even use my trampoline' 256 0754

FOOU FOR PEOPLE -

NOT FOR PROFIT
HELP WANTED

AMY. MICHELLE AND CHRIS'!!

Ladies - tonigfit's tfve night for tfie pact'

Don't forget, we don't want to krvow his

name' CJ

AUDIO

Bagets. Apples, Oranges. Coffiw.

Cashews. Jofu Dried Fruit. Almonds
Banarva Chips. Egg Rolls Fig Bahs.

ftaisins. Fresh Baked Goods. Orange
Juice. Magic Mommy Brownies ^^

People's Market
has It all

•»••••>•••••••• •••••••••••••••••••I

Suyo AM/FM CaaaHtc car stereo, AMS
with pair of Pioneer tri anal speakers, great
condition only $90 546 1 136

Stereo system - receiver, tape deck,
speakers $175/80 Will sell pieces sep
646-4421

AUTO FOR SALE

77 VW RabMt. brown. A/T runs vmII.

great stereo $1300 584 8736

FOR RENT

2 bedroom* available in RiverKtade for

summer with fall option 2S3 5140

To sublet 6/1 8/31 2 bdrm apt. Sund..
$340/ neg call 666-4223, aft 5

i>o voa want to take over our lease? Two
iMdroom apartment Southwood Apis
2S&1663

cot NSKLORS • Private co-ad camp in

Berkshires has openings for head and assis

tant instructors in softtMll. tMSketball.

lacrosse tennis, archery video filmmaking,
photography horseback riding assistant,

hiking backpacking, waterskiing. com
outers, waterfront IWSII. bunk counselors,

and bunk unit heads Good salaries friendly

atmosphere Contact Dr Paul Krouner
Camp Schodack 54 Sheffield Road.
Newtonville, MA 02160 16171 964^1912, days

9^6

Needed Immediatelr: good accurate
typist Must be available to take minutes at

Wednesday evening Senate Meetings, and
record Please call Fran at 5-0341

Parttime l^aborers needed for local fvouse
renovations st pay 5/hr easily accessible
from Cam interested call Matt 549 6799

PKRSONAI.S

Take note video scene Free Press opens for

Circle band conservatives and libs alike

welcome check out some of tfie area's most
original tunes c'mon down to the Hatch
April 17 nent Thursday'"

Witnesses. Two women saw a two car

smash up 7 pm January 16 corner Amity
and North Whitney (near town library) and
kindly offered tfieir account I rveed you
now. Joan Mason 586-9225 (worki or

253-5837 (home)

fall h spring call Michelle 546 9S64 or Rit

chie 549 1548 after 7 pm

1 or 2 femaIeK for Squire VillaKe apts for

fall and or spring 86 87 call 546 1271

ttne female needed to share room in

Townehouse 549 1419

One female roommate needed to sfvare

vo t>edroom apt in Towrvehouse contact
Julie or Lisa 549 6080

Kemale roommate needed lor Soutftwood
apt for fall b spring 256 8032

Keautiful Kelrhertnwn hiiune m woods
walking distance to Quabbin Single room
availat>le very reasonat>le rent easygoing
housemates Call Derek 549 1666

Male roommate wanted to share 2

bedroom Colonial VIg apartment with neat

quiet non smoker Will ivave own twdroom
$172/mo starting Sept call David 253 2966

HtUSK IN I.KVKRKTT needs roommate
starting June 86 Wooded area with miles of

hiking trails in backyard Comfortatile Nving

situation Okler student preferred $167 SO
call 548 9011

Cheap RollinK fireen 2 bdrm fum A/C
pool avail June 1 256 1897

2-4 bedrooms in house near rampa* fall

option $115 $188 549 1371

Krandvwine 2 bedroom fuNy furnished
rent negotiable 549 4186

Kurniahed apt in Pufftnn call 549 1868

.Amherst (enter sunny 3 bedroom apt in

house call evenings 549 5866

w/fall option 4 bedroom apt on Imjs route
1 ''I bath utilities included call 256 1810

2 liedronm apt on baa route $400/nvonttv
call 256 1320

TO SUBLET

threat Place to Live! Spacious on*
t>edroom Crestview Apt

. eicellent corvdi-

non, large backyard, on t>us route, walkirvg

dalaiKe to UMass across Puffton. summer
sut>let with fall option Call Beth. Rot>yn
549 0491

I female needed to sfiara room in Brittany

manor call 253 2118

June I. I98« - MayTiT i987^sfiare7arge
room in Presidential Apts 7 minute walk to

campus $134 00/mo call 5496638

Female wanted to share 2 bedroom apt in

Puffton call 549 1868

Summer auMettera: Puffton ViNage apart-
ment fully fumisfied Please call anytime
549 6634

Sunderland seekirvg female housemate to
sublet room in 2 bdrm house from 5/ 1 -8/31

.

Contact Oet>bie 665 3993

1978 Buirk Skylark good condition only
$900 what a bargain' Call Chris 546 7817

7K PIvmouth Horizon 4 spd reliable must
sell $660 or BO 865-8335

1982 Datsun 310GX. good condition Ken
wood stereo cassette, aircond , %m p.g 5
speed manual. 56600 mMes, $3,100 or BO
front wfieel drive call 546-7154 after 7,00

4 bedroom house on Route 9 rvewfy buitt

with excellent kitchen and bathroom
facilities Summer sublet with fall option

253 9869

Two people needed to share room in apart-

ment Available June 1. On bus route.

Cheap rent. Nights 256-1324 >

1974 Saab 99. great radial snows worth
$250' New clutch, broken CV loint. Fix or
use for parts' Barry, 548 9436 $3S0

71 VW Bur good cor>dition, mag wheels,
tinted windows, fun car $1300 o BO call

Aaron 6-7676

1975 VW Bus good runnir>g cond. little rust

asking 1400 549 1685 Frank

i973 Dod^e Dart sport coup good condi
tion many new parts call Bob 546-6033

78 Toyota Celira 5'Speed hatchback very
good condition $2200 will negotiate. Call

Eric 549 7478

1976 Chevette very dependable good con-
dition $575/80 no njst call 546 6641

78 Chevette excellent condition a lot of
new parts $1,100 549-4834

74 Pontiac CaUlina ^Station Waicon
73.000 onginal miles Reliable, runs well
$750 666-2429 eves

1976 Granada excellent condition, well
maintained, air, AM/FM best offer,

549 7439

r974~ BMW 2002 $500 or best offer

5497185

68 VW BuK runs well, moderate rust $500.
call 1-267-3081

Four bedroom apartment in Rolling Green
needs one person for single bedroom for

fall, four people for whole apartment for

summer sublet, 256-6837

Colleirian - VoU R Skelton EdOp
Editor!!!Most experienced, politically urvaf

filiated best for job

Hotel Majors: Desk clerks and auditors

wanted. Accountiong or experience prefer

red. Apply Howard Johnson Lodge. Rte 9,

Hadley

• Full or Part Time
• Asst Manager and Salespersons *

• send resume to
*

• Bel Air Gardens *

870 So. Mam St
Bellingham. MA 02019
or call 617 883 7544

• for more info
*

Spanky • Hope you had a Waat in NYC
Tfvere's much more fun in store. Stick

around Love afways. Scooter

1970 RS Camaro-rlaasic. red with white
lop, 350 4 bl, new paint, stereo cassette,
looks Ef runs great, 2800 obo 323-6847

i976"(:apri best offer call 256 OffiO Good
condition
~

»$ BIG BUCKS it

Did you ever take Philosophy 162??? I

need your help" Call Gianmarco 549-3540

CAN you WRITE?

Five bedroom house very fiomey six

minutes from campus June 1 thru June 1

1 100 month plus Mr Armstrong 256-8534

2 bedroom apt 6 minutes to campus 520
plus June 1 call Mr Armstrong 256 8534

One bedroom available June 1st one block

to town and campus deck, skylights call

5497127

1 room bus route $300.00 everything includ

ed (utilities - cable TV I 256-1724

2 bedroom, 1 K baths, on bus rt, 200$
reward if you sign by June, Squire Village

865^7672

Summer sublet w/fall option (June 1 - ) a

spacious 4 bedroom house m S Amherst
microwave oven, huge yard, garden,
256-0015 call early mornings or late evening

Free one month rent. Housemate wanted
for Nortbwood apt. Sublet June 1st w/fall

option 665-4882

Two bedroom townhouse in Sunderland
available June 1st - on bus route call

665-7951

Want an apartment? Take over our lease in

Presidential Apts June 1st 10 min walk to

campus call 549 0319

Apartment for rent 2 bedroom m
Sunderland. Call 665 2176 ask for Steve or

Tom

Painter's Helper. Full days only. Call Matt
eves 548 9315

Cainp Loyaltown. AHRC. 189^heatley
Road, brookville, NY 11645 A residential,

recreational camp for mentally retarded in

Hunter, NY is accepting applications for

summer employment. Write or call 15161

626 1000

Positions available at a resort in Maine.
Free room and board call 549-1741

Marriaire is not a rommerrial venture.

I.eo Tfianks for bemg a man with many
talanta. Lova tfve girls from 9L

Craig. You're tfve arvswer to aH irty ques
tions. Thanks for tfve past 3. ILY L. Pie

Diiidi Happy 20th Birthday. Have a great

day" Love Carolyn

Goat. Smelta Troxfot, Bojarvgles, Hag,
Shredded Chicken Peace peace peace
your groovey Dudette Sisters

llappy Birtiiday Nanry Sciaraffa!! Have
fun with a reeb abd don't forget to DISH
MUB" 19 is awesome Sorry we can't be
there. We love you, your buddies, Kim. Lin,

Kris, and Jenifah

LfPSTER Happy 20th Birthday Have a
great day' I love U Goobers

Happy Birthday Jen you will make a great

sister love Karen

Two roommates needed to stvare one
bedroom Brittany Manor apt 153$ nvonth

lease starts m Sept call 5466122 or

546 6094

I Ik bedrm apt vt/fall option, ulilitias in-

cluded Teivnis courts, pool, new washers
and dryers in every building Clean and
quiet. On bus route CaH ftandae or
Christine at 885 7729

I male to sfiare two iMdroom apt in

Southwood call Tom at 546-4252

Two roommates needed for Puffton apart

ment startirvg June 546-8096

2 bedrcKHn apt in Sunderland summer
sublet w/fall option 256 1562

Brandywine apartment to sublet for this

summer' Interested' Call those sexy men;
Rob, Matt, Ed, or Scott for more informa
tion at 549^141

SERVICES

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

UMaas Pride! Share your enthusiasm for

the University while developing public rela-

tions, marketing, interpersonal, and
counseling skills. The Admissions Office is

looking for dynamic and articulate interns

and volunteers to promote the University to
prospective students Academic credit

available. Applications in Admissions Of
fice, 255 Whitmore, until April 22.

LOST

Interested in Journalism? It's never to

late to start' Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England. You can write

about Sports, News. Editorial. Black Af

fairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues Whatever your interests, write about

it today in the Collegian We build careers

•CASH"

Paving caah for vour baseball cards
Please call Mike 546-6105

CAPE COD

Female roommate wanted to share cot
tage with 3 others in Hyannis. 1000 for sum
mer. May 23 to Sept 2 call 6 9205

West Yarmouth cottage sleeps 4 263-7436

3 male roommatca needed for large houta

Apartment shoppin);? Take our lease

available 6/1 Spacious 2 bdrm w/new
carpeting and accessories AC. pool, and on
Sunderland bus route Cheap call 665 3700

Southwood 2 bedroom lease begins in

June call 253 3363 evenings

Studio apartment Amherst center, June 1

Julie 253 7867 until 9 30 pm

s6i;tHW(M)i) APAItTlWENT take over

lease June 1st call 253-3993

Help! Did you find a black and white kitten?
Vicinity Puffton Village Reward 549-1868

Lost Levi denim jacket Sat 4/6 Zeta Psi
party rod & black checkered lining had
yellow tie in pocket call Tim 546-7049 no
questions asked

Ladies black Pulsar quartz watch leather

band, gold toned tnms on lace. Lost Tues
April 1, after 11 15 class in Totm/NOPE pool
room, incredible sentimental value No
questions, just thankx Please call 6 5723

Opal rinK was loat in Campus Center girls

bathroom If found call Kelly at 253 3566
reward

T. get ready for ttie W/E. it's sure to bm fun
Et entertaining Love ya, R

TONIGHT
»

• CLT Executive Director *

• •

• Bartvara Anderson •

• 8:00 pm at Memorial Hall *

Free Admission •

Helen S. You look marvelous. A Kidder

Chuck • Chivalry is not dead, 'tis but mortal-

ly wounded. Thanks for the beer' Betty Ann

Tew - Happy B-day^ Luv, Tole P.S. You
too. Charlie

I.aurie Pie you don't even know how ex

cited I am to send you your first personal

Richard Gere

COINS 121/123 Tutorinc tSOO per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256- 1239

typing. Tape Transcription, Fast, ac
curate. AvailatHe ainnost anytime 666 7662

Perfectioniat Typing on computer - letter

quality 26% off first job 549 6178

Perfectionist Word ProcessinK - $1 50
$2 00/page 25% off first job 549 6178

SUMMER SUBLET
~

On Amity Place luxury condo 2 bedroom
tvack patio AC 450 inclusive per month call

Lisa 549^)947

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 tvedroom
Cliffside apartment Sunderland pool, tennis
courts bus route 666 7922

South Amherst furnisfved 2 t>edroom apt
utils included $400 00 month fall optnn
phone 253 5668

Two minutes from campus! Single room
in furnisfved apartment, large yard. CaM
549 6918 between 5 7 PM

TRAVEL

Brandywine Apartment for

sublet call 546-6898 or 546-8899
sumemr

Summer sublet in beautiful Brandywine
call 549-6753 for more info available June 1

August 30

On Sunset Ave 3 bedroom 2 baths minute
walk from campus call 549-5154

Three bedroom Townehouse available
June 1 through Aug 31 549 1419

Furnished bedroom in Riverglade Apts
available cheap rent $100 a month call

2533130

Oacway traia tkfcct to Seattle/Portland
OR good untH July •100 obo call Debbie
253-3961

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro
jects Meticulous proofreading Editing

available. New IBM Typewriter. 549 0367

TYPING * WORD PROCESSING

Next day aenrice TYPE-RITE 323-4679

VAN HALEN

Squire Village two persons to share
bedroom furnisfved pool bus route $
negotiable call 665 4722

Toniiiit! 9:00 PM CCA onfy New England
appearance

WANTED

Karen RIachman - this personal's for you'
Have a great day'

I (TueNH I'm no dolTyhird but you're an evil

man with an evil grin SXX

Kathleen. Happy Birthday' I love ya' Bren

na

1 bedrm turn, bus rt, $370/mo, util. inci
,

May thru Aug., Cliffside Apts 665-3088

Female Grad student needed as room
mate <n 2 bedroom apt Squire Village avail

June 1, fall option. 1 mo rent free' 665 3719

Two bedroom Townehouse Apt - on bus
route, fully furnished, pool, AC available
June 1st rent $325 plus utils Riverglade apts
256 6281

Looking for lease Brandywine,
Townhouse, Presidential, Puffton 546 5327
reward $150.00

WANTED TO RENT

FOR SALE

Furniture - Excellent condition - marching

sofa and loveseat. chair, wall unit, end

table, lamp, kitchen table with five chairs,

white wicker bedroom furniture, and ac

cessories Prices negotiable Call Amy
549 4065

Gucci Watches $30 styles for men B
women call 6 7480

Queen size bed great condition

negotiable call Keen 549-4365
price

I.ONt rat female, very small, white, gray ft

orange North Amherst area. Call Laura at

549 1397

Lost a Rold initial ring "K" on 4 7 near
Intramural Fields Tremendous sentimental

value Please call 253 3362 ask lor Bob

Big Reward - grey cotton jacket lost at

Pike Party 4/10. Sentimental value. Darhn
546 5859

l<ost: mens watch sat night CO Rearling

room Sentimental value reward if turned in

to CC Info Desk Call 549 6860 545 2800

i.,o«t a brown wallet April 15^ has inden- ,

tificafion, reward Scott 256-1

Lynn Nigro your ID is at the Coilegtan

Country cTuli lOT Needs a ride to niir-

cotirs weekend in Disneyland.

Please lake me av»av froin I Mass seek

ing a ride to NYC or vicinity Can leave on

Friday 4 '18 after 3 30 pm Call Lansss at

649 4674 PS Beth says Hi Michael J

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, rases, dissertations, theses, on
campus, dependable, low rates, experienc

ad. Nancy 584 7924

AI Jarreau Tickets! 3rd row great seats'

s4«.qRin

3-pc, drum set $300 549-7186

Dorm Fridge in good condition $50 must
aell call John 253-5897

Silver chain bracelet w/blue rhinesiones

extreme sentimental value big reward'

549-0637 keep trying

MOTORCYCLES

1978 Yamaha XS «S0. Under 12.000 mMM^
New battery. Must sell' Come aoa it Ct make

RIDK WANTED

I need a ride to UNH for the long weekend
April 18 21 Please call Stacey 546^4756

RtMtMMATiCS WaNTFI)

Female non-smoking roommate needed
to aftare two bedroom Brarvdywine apt for

Puffton Village two bedroom summer
sublet no fall option call 549 6440

.1 bedroom HOUsf; across from
Townhouse Apts up to 5 people price
negotiable 546 9787

(lose tnrampus! Need sutvletters for June-
August Price negotiable, call 546-3265 or

546 6651 Keep trying!

Krandvwine 2 female summer sublets
avail $130 BO call 546 6324 day or after 10

pm best

Single room in 4 bdr house in Noho.
Close to bus route, downtown avail 6/ 1 thru

8/31 call after 5 pm 584 5094 Mike

Lantern Court. Sunderland June 1

September 1 S300 monthly call Donna or

Kim, 549 7127

Reaponaible man teeking 3 or 4 bedroom
house next fall and spring, call Vic or AI
256 0866

S$$ Reward female is looking for own
room in quiet academic house close to cam
pus for tall 546 9856

Brandywine Apt for summer sublket call

549 1032 cheap'

One bedroom apt.. Puffton. Ben 546-1 191

clean, close to campus pool, tennis

Female wanted to share furnished room
in Northampton apartment June August
*604^/monthS84«170

Ixioking to take over lease for 3 bedroom
Puffton Apt starting in June call 546 8194
or 666 3123

l.ooking for lease m Brandywine or Lm
coin Apts 1 or 2 bedrooms Please call Sue
256 1446

Looking to take over lease in Puffton or
Brandywine for fall 86 $$$ reward $$$
546 1472 or 546 9890

( 'ash reward for 2 or 3 bedroom apartment
in Brandywine or Puffton, call after 10 pm
546 1186

Two non-smoking females seeking opaiv
ing in a house or apartment on bus route or
within two miles of campus Call after 8 pm
67166

$200 reward for your .3* bdrm Puffton,
Presidential or Townefvouse lease call

546^6052 546^396 546^6186 keep trying

l.ooking to take over 4 bedroom I

Squire Village 546^203
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SPORTS
Gorillas get by St. John's, 9-6

Redmen are tough, but UM's 6-1

ColleKian photo by Mirhrllr Squall

Senior midfielder Perry Seale looks to pass yesterday in action
against St. John's on Boyden Field. The Gorillas won, 9-6.

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It wasn't easy, it wasn't pretty, it wasn't

one to remember and it wasn't that

impressive.

But it was a win, and that's what counts.

The eighth-ranked University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team breathed a

collective sigh of relief yesterday, opening

a four-game homestand with a 9-6 victory

over St. John's University before 1,500 fans

at Boyden Field.

The Gorillas went to 6-1 with their fourth

straight win of the season with the victory

over the Redmen. who slumped to 6-5, but

more than challenged UMass.
An outstanding effort by senior

goaltender Joe Weingart (29 saves, 21 in

the first half) kept the Redmen in the game,

while the pesky St. John's offense almost

won it with a late rush.

"I knew this wouldn't be an easy one,"

said UMass coach Dick Garber "They were

ready for us."

Junior attackman Greg Cannella and
sophomore attackman Kelley Carr led

UMass with three goals each. Junior mid-

fielder Doug Musco added two with junior

attackman Tbm Carmean adding one. SJU
was led by Mike Bolger with two.

The first period was the most frustrating

of the season for UMass. The Gorillas out-

shot the Redmen 14-1 and controlled the

ball for the most of the 15 minutes, yet

came away with a scoreless tie—thanks to

the work of Weingart.

The Gorillas won't see many goalies play

as well as the senior from Levittown did

yesterday. UMass took their best shots

through the St. John's zone, but Weingart
was there every time. Diving though the

crease, eating up low shots and appearing

suddenly to fill an open net. He alone kept

the Redmen from suffering an early

blow-out.

Weingart continued to stuff the Gorillas

early in the second period as first Carr and
then Carmean were denied from close

range. Finally, with 9:57 to go in the half,

Musco took a feed from sophomore at-

tackman Pat Cain and beat Weingart for

a 1-0 lead. Weingart kept his composure,

robbing Rich Abbott and then Carmean.
St. John's spent the game shadowing Car-

mean, holding UMass' leading scorer to a

goal and one assist, but the All-American

gave the Gorillas a 2-0 lead, beating We-

ingart with 4:34 to go.

Musco then took Carr's feed in front of

the cage for a 3-0 lead with 4:00 left. Carr

then went one-on-one and snuck a shot in

to make it 4-0 and SJU was reeling as the

half ended.

But the Redmen owned the third period,

outscoring UMass 3-1 to close to within two,

5-3, going into the final quarter

Dan Murphy beat UMass goalie Sal

LoCascio (12 saves in another solid effort)

just 25 seconds into the half as SJU won
one of the only four face-offs they took all

day.

Carr answered right back, about two

minutes later and UMass was back up by

four, 5 1. But Carr was then caught offside

trying to slowdown a Redman break, and

Glen Falcone scored with three seconds left

in the penalty to make it 5-2 with 11:41 left

in the period. Bolger then scored to make
it 5-3.

Carr (assisted by a persistent Carmean)
scored to open the fourth quarter as

Seamus McGovern ( 13of-17) won the draw

and fed Carmean, who passed to Carr in

front of Weingart.

But Bolger, and then Ken Renga, scored

and SJU was within one at 6 5 with 12:40

to go. It was cruch time for the Grorillas.

Some excellent rising work by Musco,

coupled with better passing 'and keeping

the shots away from the ground where We-

ingart was toughest) resulted in the winn-

ing goal wwith 8:44 left as Carr spotted

Cannella in front of the pipes and the

former junior college player-of-the-year hit

nothing but cotton.

LoCascio stayed tough, denying several

good St. John's bids, but Tom Draghi took

advantage of an unsettled situation and

beat LoCascio, to make it 7-6 with 5:04 left.

As a light drizzle fell, the fans, and the

UMass sideline, grew nervous.

But Cannella scored with 3:06 left, circl-

ing in to beat Weingart and UMass was

comfortably ahead by two. S»JU then press-

ed, and Greg Fisk found Cannella open

with four seconds left and it was 9-6.

"We survived," said Garber. "And that's

what counts. I think this game will

toughen us up."

Gorilla Grumblings: UMass
defenseman Gerry Byrne is a close friends

of Weingart, growing up on the same street

as the Redman goalie. . .UMass outshot

SJU 52-27, had a 64-45 groundball advan-

tage, but was one-for-10 on man-ups.

Offense paces UMass over BU
Minutemen take fourth
straight, despite errors
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
basebail team's offense more than made
up for its lack of defense in yesterday's

game against Boston University at

Lorden Field.

The 1^ I i nutemen jumped out to a 4-0 lead

in tF St inning and overcame seven er-

ror: post a 6-3 victory over the Terriers

at Lorden Field.

With the victory, UMass is 8-15 overall,

having won seven of its la.st eight games.

The Minutemen now look ahead to a big

three-game series with Rhode Island as

they search for their first win in Atlantic

10 play after an 0-5 league start.

"I was a little disappointed," said

UMass manager Dick Bergquist. "A win

is always nice but I thought we were

capable of more. We've been working on

our defense but we obviously have to im-

prove some more."

For the Minutemen, junior lefthander

vSteve Allard started and went two innings

before freshman Jeff Richardson came on

to pitch three strong innings and earn the

win.

The Terriers, 2 17, jumped on the board

in the first inning. Dennis Gadbois walk-

ed, moved to third on a Jeff Fisher single

and scored on a sacrifice fly by Joe

Roberts.

UMass answered with four runs in the

bottom of the frame. Darrin O'Conner got

things started by leading off with a blast

over the right-centerfield fence to tie the

score, 1-1.

One out later, Jay Zerner poked a single

to right field for his first of three hits on

the day. Sean Flint hit a potential double-

play grounder to short but Zerner beat the

throw to second and both runners were

safe.

After Steve Kern struck out, Steve Allen

powered a triple to right-center to give the

Minutemen a 3-1 lead. Allen .scored on a

Mike Chambers single to make it 4-1

before BU starter and loser Scott

T^shman, 0-3, got out of the inning.

"We hit pretty well," Bergquist said.

"But I think ikshman really hung in

there."

The Minutemen registered another run

in the second inning. O'Conner led off

with a walk, stole second and scored on

a Matt Sheran double to expand the lead

to 5-1.

"Our hitting was off until the end of the

game," said TVrrier coach Bill Mahoney
sarcastically, "but that's our style. We get

behind early and then the chase is on. We
had a chance to get a double play in the

first inning and hold them to only one run.

If we had done that, it might have been

a different story."

At that point, the bats calmed down a

bit and although both teams managed to

put men on base, neither could push

across a run until the eighth, when the

Minutemen tallied again.

Mike Owens led off the UMa.ss eighth

with a single to left, moved to second on

an error and scored on a Zerner single to

make it 6-1.

"UMass looked good," Mahoney said.

"They swing the bat well but they need

work on their defense."

The defense almost came back to haunt

the Minutemen in the ninth as the Ter-

riers scored a pair of unearned runs with

the help of two UMass errors, but Ken
Greer shut them down to notch his first

save of the season.

"I don't think we were overly im-

pressive," Bergquist said. "But this puts

us in a better frame of mind and we need

that because we have some big games
coming up."

Minuteman Mutterings: O'Conner has

led off two consecutive games with home
runs. . .Zerner gave himself a nice birth-

day present, raising his batting average

18 points to .405. . .The Minutemen are

now 7-4 at Lorden Field and 7-7 since

their Florida trip. . .Junior second
baseman Rob Holiday grounded out in the

first inning to halt his consecutive on-base

streak at 13.. .Sheran's double raised his

hitting streak to 10 games while O'Con-
ner raised his to eight.

Softball
at UConn
for two
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Make no mistake about it, these are two
very big games for the University of

Ma.ssachusetts softball team.

The Minutewomen, 23-5 and ranked 20th

in the country, battle regional nemisis

University of Connecticut in a crucial

doubleheader at Storrs. UMass is also rank-

ed number one in the bi-weekly Northeast
poll.

Why this doubleheader is so important is

simple. The Huskies, 18-10 on the season,

are ranked second in the Northeast and are

coming off a split with the University of

Rhode Island. UConn also took three-out-

of-four from Adelphi last week, including
a 3-2 win in the third place game of the
Penn St. Lady Lion Tburnament.
The Huskies also swept a doubleheader

from Penn State along the way. Whoever
looks the most impressive today, and it will

probably take a sweep to do it, will have a
solid lock on the number one spot in the
poll.

This is crucial due to the NCAA post-

season playoff structure. The

continued on page 23
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Boy, 17,

kills self

publicly
Drinks poison on college TV
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

A 17-year-old Belchertown youth took his own life

Wednesday night at Hampshire College, downing what

witnesses and authorities said was a mixture of cyanide

and Kool-Aid on a closed-circuit television show.

Viewers and participants in the show said they watch-

ed Andrew L. Hermann, a student at Amherst Regional

High School, drink the poison, but they thought it was

a joke.

Amherst police said Hermann was pronounced dead on

arrival shortly after 11:25 p.m. at Cooley Dickmson

Hospital in Northampton. An autopsy was scheduled for

yesterday, but forensic officials refused comment.

Hermann's brother, Stephen Hermann, a Hampshire

student, was co-host of the satirical show, which was film-

ed in a studio in the basement of the Johnson Library and

carried live on the college's cable system. Police have seiz-

ed two tapes of the show.

"We figured he was kidding," said one student who

viewed the show but requested anonymity. "We had no

clue it was for real."

Phillip Jackson, producer of the show, said Andrew laun-

ched into a "long, biting speech about what was wrong

with Hampshire," including its admissions policy and

other problems.

At the end of his monologue. Andrew said. "Now I'm

going to join my brothers and drink cyanide-impregnated

Kool-Aid," and drank about one half a mug of purple li-

quid, according to Jackson.

Jackson said Andrew then hugged someone, sat down

and collapsed to the floor as the camera zoomed in on him.

Jackson said he was busy running credits. Later, he said,

he saw Andrew "lying behind a table, not moving but

making weird breathing noises.

"Everyone said it's a joke, he drank cyanide, he's just

playing it up," Jackson said. "We had to close up so we

carried him out. Security came and called an ambulance."

Stephen Hermann yesterday told the Associated Press,

"I had intuitive feelings that something was going wrong,

but it just didn't register ... He said he would die for his

views about the administration of this campus. It was

tongue-in-cheek humor ... but what he did was serious."

He described his brother as very intelligent but bored

with high school, and said Andrew had been accepted to

Hampshire for next fall and was going to attend.

Jackson said Andrew seemed composed, his speech was

coherent, and his suicide appeared to be well planned. "He

wore white all the time," Jackson noted. "Last night he

wore all black.

"He was pissed off at the delays in the show," he said.

"He kept saying he had to have 15 minutes He was

driven."

The program, "The Voice of the Top Two," is known for

its bizarre and offbeat content. Previous episodes have in-

cluded a televised enema, defecation and the killing of two

rats.
continued on page 5

Gays plan picket today
By DAVE BOARDMAN
Collegian Staff

Gay and lesbian students plan to picket the Whitmore

Administration Building tcxlay in an effort to make ad-

ministrators aware of repercussions from an anti gay

speech last week at the University of Massachusetts.

Paul Throne, a member of the Lesbian. Bisexual. Gay
Alliance, said the protest—scheduled to start at 8:30

a.m.—should inform students and administrators of

harassment and violence against the gay community

since anti-gay activist Paul Cameron spoke last Friday.

Throne said Cameron's speech has spawned verbal and

physical attacks on gay and lesbian students.

Students carrying purple balloons distributed by the

LBGA were chased by men on campus after Cameron's

speech, and openly gay men and lesbians have received

threatening phone calls. Throne said.

One gay man, who spoke under condition of anonymi

ty, said that since the speech, in which Cameron called

for imprisonment and castration of gays. "There's a

general feeling of not feeling safe. The atmosphere has

completely changed, it just doesn't feel right."

Gay and lesbian students also plan to circulate a peti-

tion today calling for an end to open forums at the

University for speakers who call for violence against any

part of the community.
The petition calls for Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey to

condemn the measures advocated by Cameron, and to

continued on page 8

Collpgian photo by Paul Franz

PUPPY LOVE—Sophomore Aimee Magner gives away her puppies outside the Student

Union Building yesterday.

Lobbyist: Education not 1st priority

CollefCian photo by Nick Sokoloff

Lobbyist Barbara Anderson

By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

The executive director of the state lobbying group

Citizens for Limited Taxation said last night that avoiding

another recession is a greater priority than federal and

state subsidies of higher education.

During a talk before 25 people in Memorial Hall, Bar-

bara Anderson responded to a request that she assess the

effect of the Gramm-Rudman deficit-reduction law on stu-

dent loans.

"I'm not sure that we should guarantee college educa-

tions while spending ourselves into a recession." she said.

"During a recession, education isn't going to make any

difference. Educated people sold apples on street corners

during the last depression," she said.

Citing Gramm-Rudman. she said. "I would generally

support anything the [federal] government does to reduce

the deficit."

Sixty percent of Massachusetts voters approved Proposi-

tion 2-1/2 in 1980. which was put on the ballot by Ander-

son's group. The binding referendum restrains

municipalities from raising property taxes higher than

2.5 percent each year.

Proposition 2-1/2 was approved because Massachusetts

residents were impatient with the governor and

legislature's ineffectiveness in reducing property taxes.

Anderson said. In 1979. Massachusetts property taxes

were 81 percent above the national average, she said.

She said the Citizens for Limited Taxation and the suc-

cess of Proposition 2-1/2 "has established Massachusetts

taxpayers as a dominant political force in Massachusetts.

"Since proposition 2-1/2, revenues have gone up 16 per-

cent; inflation has stayed below 4 percent," she .said.

continued on page 4
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Terrorists answer
bombing with violence

AH photo

Security measures are tightened at airports around the world in

response to terrorist threats.

White House stands by
attack on Libya
WASHINGTON (AP^-The Reagan ad
ministration, facing a spiral of interna-

tional terrorism, defended its bombing raid
on Libya as "absolutely the right thing to

do" and said yesterday that the world will

benefit in the long run from a hard-line
stance against terrorists.

President Reagan called the slaying of

three Britons in Lebanon a tragedy that

demonstrates that "terrorism is something

that we have to deal with once and for all,

all of us together."

A note found by the hostages bodies on

a mountain highway outside Beirut claim-

ed one of the victims was a CIA agent, and
said the killings were in retaliation for the

British-supported US attack on Libya.

Presidential spokesman Larry Speakes
said he did not know of any ties between
any of the victims and the CIA.

Another Briton was seized by gunmen en

route to the Beirut airport and a previous-

ly unknown group claimed responsibility.

While refusing to link the attacks to

Monday's bombing of Libya, Speakes said,

"We were aware there was a potential for

increased activity."

(AP)—Terror struck back against the

United States and its friends on three con-

tinents yesterday, in an explosion of

vengeful fury ignited by the American
bombing of Libya.

Terrorists "executed" three kidnap vic-

tims in Lebanon, tried to blow up an El Al

jetliner in London, and tossed firebombs at

US targets in Tunisia.

In city after city around the world, angry

crowds swirled around US embassies and

screamed their hatred for "USA Agressor."

Bomb-disposal squads scurried around

European capitals in response to threats.

American embassy staff members were be-

ing airlifted out of Sudan. In Libya itself,

nervous Westerners looked desperately for

ways out of the country.

And in Moscow, in a jjossibly ominous

development, the Soviet Union summoned
foreign ambassadors and formally aisserted

its right to free passage through the seas

and air around Soviet-aligned Libya, a

move that might signal Kremlin intentions

to move naval vesses or other military

equipment into the tense Mediterranean.

The Reagan administration was clearly

braced for further shocks.

"We are prepared for n 'nc'ease in ter-

rorism," White House spokt«-.nan Larry

Speakes said in Washington.

But he said the US leadership believes

its bombing of Libyan cities Tuesday will

"in the long run ... reduce the risk to

Americans" from terror attacks.

In Lebanon, retaliation for the US raid

was swift and bloody.

The bodies of three kidnap victims - iden-

tified as writer Alec CoUett, 64, and
teachers Leigh Douglas, 34. and Philip

Padfield, 40. all Britons - were dumped on

a highway, each shot once in the head.

A note found nearby claimed they were

US and British spies and had been "ex-

ecuted" by "Arab commando cells" in

reprisal for the attack on Libya. Collett was
kidnapped 13 months ago and Douglas and

Padfield last month.
Arab anger has been directed at the

British government because if it allowed

the United States to mount the air attack

on Libya from a US air base in Britain.

Soon after the bodies were found, a

British television cameraman was ab-

ducted by gunment in Beirut. Eighteen

kidnapped foreigners, including six

Americans, are still missing in Lebanon.

In London yesterday, an alert security

guard foiled what could have been a ter-

rorist massacre.

The El Al airplane guard, at Heathrow
Airport, found a bomb in the false bottom

of an Irishwoman's hand luggage as she

tried to board the Israeli airline's Flight

016 to Tel Aviv. About 360 people were

aboard the targeted Boeing 747.

The woman was arrested but her name
was not immediately released. British

police said she may have been duped by her

boyfriend, and Arab, and may not have

known about the explosives. A search was
mounted for the man.
In Tunis, someone in a passing car hurl-

ed a firebomb at the compound housing US
Marine guards and other staff members of

the US Embassy in Tunisia. An embassy

spokesman said an American-owned
automobile caught fire but no one was hurt.

Later, two young Tunisians on a motorbike

set two more cars ablaze with firebombs

near the compound, police said. One man
was arrested.

To the south, in the Sudanese capital of

Khartoum, the US Embassy was preparing

for an airlift evacuation of more than 200

embassy staff members and dependants.

Gunmen in Khartoum shot and serious-

ly wounded an American embassy techni-

cian Tuesday near the Libyan emba.ssy. An
embassy statement said the anti-American

threats issued by neighboring Libya, which

has grown politically closer to Sudan in re-

cent months, forced the evacuation.

Fifteen thousand protestors

demonstrated Wednesday in Khartoum,
burning American flags and chanting

"Down. Down USA!"
Since Tuesday's US attack on Libya, the

tight security at embassies and other US
installations worldwide has been toughen-

ed still further. Embassies are receiving

about a dozen credible bomb threats a day.

State Department officials said.

Registration begins April 22.
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Repaying loans harder for women
By SANDRA DIAS
Collegian Staff

A combination of unequal pay for equal work, fewer
financial aid dollars and limited access to traditionally
male-oriented, higher-payingjobs has resulted in a grow-
ing number ofwomen graduates unable to pay back stu-

dent loans, according to financial aid officials.

A December 1985 study of Guaranteed Student Loans
by the US Department ofEducation confirmed that "the
increasing concentration of aid in Guaranteed Student
Loans tends to skew subsidies away from the traditional

emphasis on equity."

In a similar study conducted in 1983 by the National
Education Association, it was reported that in public

universities the average loan for low income dependent
undergraduate males was $1195, while low-income
females received $927. Middle-income males received

$1,449 in federal loans while middle-income females
received $1,283.

Although he said he was unaware of the study, Arthur
Jackson, director of Financial Aid Services at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, said the sex of the individual is

not asked for in the application for a National Direct or

Guaranteed Student Loan.

Jackson said that women amd minorities have not

made progress in areas of study dominated by male
students; often areas with more lucrative career

possibilities. In addition, Jackson said, "there is a lack

of clear information available to students, particularly

women and minorities, on how to go about getting the

financial aid that is available."

The NEA reported that in 1981-1982:

•Women received 26.5 percent of the masters degrees
issued in computer sciences and 9 percent of degrees in

engineering from public universities.

•Women students earned 72.3 percent of masters
degrees in education and 75.8 percent in the health

sciences, both of which are generally lower paying
professions.

"Lower paying jobs could definitely lead to an inabili-

ty to repay student loans. Such discrimination is a
cultural and societal problem which many women have
to face," said Carol Crane, communication director of the

Massachusetts Higher Educational Council.

Crane said the maximum amount of time allowed to

repay a loan is 10 years if the amount exceeds $5,000
and usually five years for a loan below $5,000.

"After that a person can seek a deferral of repayment
for up to three years if they can prove that a they are

still enrolled in school, are in the military or Peace Corps,

or are unemployed. If they cannot, then it is referred to

a collection agency," Crane said.

Marilyn Ramsey, a program assistant at the

Everywomen's Center at UMass, is a woman facing such

problems. With expenses averaging $700 a month, she

said she cannot break even on a $160 a week paycheck,

which goes to support both herself and her son.

Ramsey said she is also working to pay back three stu-

dent loans; two of which she received a minimal defer-

ral on. Ramsey believes that her problem is a fairly com-
mon one.

"Many women, especially the single, older non-

traditional students with children have greater needs

than a traditional male student. In the situation of a

divorce, over 60 percent of the men involved do not have

to pay child support," she said. "The woman is left with

both the emotional and financial burden.

"Working, going to school, and raising even one child

is murder, '* Ramsey said. "School is demanding
enough."
Both Jackson and Crane agreed that Mafisachusetts

could boast a better record than most states.

"Massachusetts is best in the nation in terms of loan

repayments. Only about 5 percent default," Crane said.

Jackson said 9 percent of UMass students default on

National Direct Student Loans while there is a 3.5 per-

cent default rate on Guaranteed Student Loans.

WSYL reopening
with a purpose
By PAUL HICKEY
Collegian Correspondent

WSYL is a newly-reopened radio station with a

purpose—to help the underdog and become a training

ground for students, according to promotion director Cath

Alman.
"I believe there are many different levels the station

can be u.sed at," said Alman. "We'll train anyone who
wants to be trained and give them radio experience

without the pre.ssures of a large station."

The radio station, located in the Sylvan Residential Area

and broadcasting at 105.1 FM, has reopened after nearly

two semesters of being shut down due to difficulties with

new equipment the station purchased last spring, Alman
said.

"We were able to reopen because of the hard work and

dedication of the nearly 50 students working for the sta-

tion," she said.

The musical programing of the station will feature

music ranging from punk rock, heavy metal, jazz and

blues—"everything but top 40," Alman said.

One of the station's main goals for the semester is to

help local bands, Alman .said. In order to accomplish this,

they plan to sponsor a concert featuring five local bands,

April 24, in the Student Union Ballroom.

"There's no outlet for the bands; we want to give them

a time and a place to play," Alman said.

"We're also willing to help groups that feel they need

more support and exposure," she said. "The station can

be a great form of media, not only entertainment. We'll

broadcast all public service messages."

While some remaining technical difficulties are being

corrected, the station will be broadcasting on a limited

range from 9 a.m. to midnight.

Senate recommends
computer access goal

Collrinan phuto l>> I'huI l)p<iinarai<i

Bill Fanning, a physics major, spins the discs at newly reopened WSYL.

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The Faculty Senate yesterday

unanimously recommended that the ad-

ministration work to give undergraduates

an average of six hours a week of computer

workstation access by 1991.

The senate debated the issue for about 20

minutes before voting, with objections rais-

ed about the lack of cost estimates and the

limited aspects of the specific six-hour goal.

"We cannot tell you yet how much this

program is going to cost," said Murray

Eisenberg, head of the University Com-

puter Committee. But he assured the

senate that funds for increased computer

access would not compete with funds for

other purposes, like library books.

The purpose of approving the motion, he

sc' I, was "to give a clear signal to the ad-

ministration" that the faculty supports the

goal of increased computer access for all

students.

Senator Marsha Rudman, a rules com-

mittee member, said she thought the mo-

tion should be approved, but "without

focusing on what seems to be one small

piece" of a program to increase computer

use.

"My problem is that I find the motion too

narrow," she said.

Provost Richard D. O'Brien, however,

said the motion was important "to provide

a number, a starting point for our [the ad

ministration's] calculations.
'

According to a report from the computer

committee, undergi-aduates next fall would

already spend an average of three hours a

week at computers if enough access were

available.

Also approved unanimously at yester-

day's meeting were 19 new courses and

revisions to the senate bylaws.

Four courses in New Testament Greek,

four additions to the Inquiry Program, two

new English as a second language courses

and a conceptual physics laboratory were

among those approved.

The only item on the agenda that was not

passed was the elimination of the Academic

Personnel Policies Committee, proposed as

part of a motion containing various bylaw

revisions.

One of two elected bodies within the

senate, the personnel policies commmittee

has been inactive and hasn't held elections

for the past three years, according to Rules

Committee chairman David A. Booth.

English professor Howard O. Brogan ob-

jected to the elimination of the committee

because the faculty union "has been able

to have very little effect on policy," a func-

tion the committee had served in the pa.st,

he said.

The senate voted, again unanimously, to

return the issue to the rules committee,

which will consider making the policy com-

mittee appointed rather than elected,

Booth said.

FY
I

The department of Judaic and Near Eastern 8tudie.s is scheduled
to present "The Arab World and Islam: From Here tb Where?*', a series

of events today and tomorrow.

They include lectures, music/drama, and a dinner to be held in Memorial

Hall.

The history department and University Honors Program will hold

an aw^rd luncheon for this year's winners of the Quint Prize.

The "Howard H. Quint Memorial Prize in Honors" has been awarded since

1983 in memory of the late history professor who helped establish the honors

program at UMass.

Shopper shuttle is operating,

but ridership is low
By STEPHEN JOYCE
Collegian Correspondent

The shopper shuttle, which runs from

Brittany Manor and Pufflon Village apart-

ment complexes to two supermarkets, has

been back in operation for more than a

month, but unless ridership increases the

line may shut down again.

Part of the Pioneer Valley Transit

Authority system, the shuttle was started

for the third time on March 15, after the

Commuter Area Government's proposal to

reini5titute the line was approved by the

UMass Transit Advisory Board, the UMass
Transit Service and PVTA officials in

Springfield.

The shuttle runs six times each Saturday

from the two complexes to stops near Price

Chopper and Super Stop & Shop markets.

It started after the CAG received more

than 400 positive respon.ses in a survey

distributed in January and February.

The shuttle's cost, from March 15 until

its la.^t run on Mav 24. is $1455.54, or

$19.02 a trip. Funding was requested by

the CAG from the town of Amherst, the

Graduate Student Senate, the Student
Government A.ssociation Finance Commit-
tee and the Southwest Area Government.
CAG spokesman David Martin conceded

that the line is not as successful as he had
hoped, but added that a lack of publicity

for the service was a factor. He said a

publicity campaign is under way and that

he is optimistic, especially since Louis'

Foods on North Pleasant Street is schedul-

ed to move from its present location to the

junction of Amity Street and University

Drive.

Al Byam, operations manager for UMass
Transit, said that if ridership does not in-

crease, particularly to the grocery stops,

.service will end becau.se of a "lack of fun-

ding and interest."

Byam said he wants to see ridership of

17 to 20 percent increase to at least 33 per-

cent of seats available. "We would like to

see at least one-third of the passengers car-

ried go down to the shopping area and we
have not seen that yet," he said.
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Republican Club office

to be moved from PIRG
Because of repeated reports of the

Republican Club harassing MassPIRG in

their office, the Space Committee of the

Campus Center Board of Governors an

nounc^d last night that one of the groups

will be moved into a different office space.

Currently the Republican Club,

MassPIRG and the Theater Guild share an

office. Several members of the the

Republican Club are members of Students

for Participatory Democracy, the right

wing student group opposing MassPIRG in

a February referendum.

Members of the Republican club have

allegedly disrupted MassPIRG's meetings,

removed table tents and passed out bogus

posters, said Tom Butler, the space coor-

dinator for the Board.

"We decided one of the groups will be

moved at the beginning of the (fall)

semester and we will facilitate the move

for all members involved," said Tom

Butler.
it's not an attack on any specific group,

it's better for everybody, " said Rayna

Sargent, the campus organizer of

MassPIRG.
The Board sent a notice to the Republican

Club February 27 which said, "if members

of your organization continue with the

alleged harrassment of MassPIRG the

Board may...consider the revocation of your

organization's space."

Gilbert Stair, president of the Republican

Club, was unavailable for comment.

The Board also unanimously passed its

constitution last night.

If it is passed by the Board of Trustees,

it will be the first time since 1972 the

Board will have a constitution ratified.

"Since 1978. the Board has been run with

a letter of agreement with University ad-

ministration," said Alex Zucker, the chair

man of the board.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

Collegian holds staff elections
The Collegian staff last night reelected

the newspaper's editor in chief, photo

editor and co-arts editors, and voted in

five new editors and a production

manager for 1986-87.

Dodje B. Levenson will serve his se-

cond year as editor in chief. Paul

Desmarais will remain as photo editor;

current co-photo editor Michelle Segall

plans to finish at UMass this spring. Kel-

ly Sieger and Jennifer Ackerman were

reelected co-arts editors.

John Yonce will be next year's manag-

ing editor. Yonce is currently women's

issues editor and an associate managing

editor; he has worked at the Collegian for

seven semesters and as a summer intern

at the Cape Cod Times.

ifAnderson
Her organization is lobbying for an

initiative-petition bill currently in the

legislature, she said. The bill restricts the

state from raising taxes above annual

growth in wages and salaries.

Anderson said annual wage and salary

Patrick Johnson, currently associate

news editor, will assume the post ofnews

editor. liana Levenson, now associate

women's issues editor, will head the

women's issues desk. Lisa Riddick and

Kathrjni Kirby will replace Chris Allen,

who will leave UMass, at the black affairs

desk.

Current associate sports editor John
Nolan will move up into the sports editor

seat. The Collegians production staff

chose Ansel iJinter, for two years a night

graphics supervisor, as 1986-87 produc-

tion manager.
There will be a runoff election for

editorial editor between Rob Skelton

and William Spain, since neither gain-

ed the 50 percent plus one vote necessary

for election.

continued from page 1

growth for last year rose 9.4 percent, while
taxes went up 16 percent. "When the

economy slows down, the government is go-

ing to have all these programs on their

hands [and no one to pay for them]," she
said.
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Don't sink from hunger
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Announcing

THE FINAL
GENERAL MEETING

for the Spring Semester

of the

CRITICAL ART
REVIEW
Student Union Gallery

Wednesday, April 23rd, 7:00 PM
WRITERS/EDITORS/PRODUCTION STAFF

WANTED

LIQUORS
X'C'

sav/e

Support

U.MASS •r

Kegs- Beer - Wine SpOrtS Liquors - Soda - Ice

12 pkc.Ballantine Beer

Piels 12 pkc

Meister Brau i2pkc

VO.DU + 60 12pk

.$3./0 +6012pk

$4.20 + 6012pk

Cuervo Gold Tequila

Smirnoff 80° Vodka^B

750 ml.

ml

$9.95

$13.99

Just Past U.Mass Stadium - 253-5595
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The civil engineering department launches its concrete canoe on the

campus pond yesterday.

UMass-built concrete
canoe races tomorrow
By LINA PANAGOPOULOU
Collegian Staff

It didn't break any speed records, but at

least it did not sink like a rock.

A canoe made of concrete floated

smoothly yesterday on the campus pond,

while the group of 14 students and faculty

from the civil engineering department who

built it cheered enthusiastically.

The final voyage for the 17-foot.

275-pound canoe will be tomorrow at the

Northeast Regional Canoe Race, sponsored

by the student chapter of the American

Society of Civil Engineering at the Univer-

sity of Maine at Orono.

"The canoes are judged on design and

construction, construction materials, pro-

ject fundamentals and finish," said David

Cannone, a senior who helped build the

canoe. An eight-mile race at the Ken-

duskeag River follows the judging and

takes about three hours to complete, he

said.

"The canoe is built of an aggregate mix-

ture of sand and rocks. It is not all cement,

so we named it the 'Aggregate Queen."
said Alice Thorogood, president of the

UMass chapter of the engineering society.

The team started construction after

spring break, and every member of the

group volunteered time for the project.

"It cost $500 for the materials and we got

funding from the alumni and the western

Massachusetts chapter," Thorogood said.

UMass was first challenged by the

University of Maine in 1974, and the com-

petition has grown to six schools par-

ticipating in the race this year.

"It floats well. We expect to win best

design and construction, and to do the best

in the rest," Canoone said.

if death
"It's a completely insane talk show," said

Stefan Ellis, a Hampshire student. "Peo-

ple expect the unexpected."

Students yesterday were tight-lipped

about the incident. One said the campus

"had a right to be left alone during a sad

time."

^^^^^iB continued from page 1

"Individuality and doing your own thing

are really stressed at Hampshire," Ellis

said. "People occasionally get so isolated

that there's no way to turn."

Collegian staffmember Anne Tauger con-

tributed to this report.

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

Beer of the Month Drink of the Week

Molson $1.25 Pearl Harbor $1.25

Fleishman's and Ginger

$1.00 all the time

Proper l.D. Required

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

Newman phone-a-thon
raising part of budget
By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

More than 200 students, staff and alum
ni of the University of Massachusetts are

taking part in a telephone pledge drive this

month in hope of raising $100,000 for the

Newman Center.

The Catholic center on North Pleasant

Street started the four week phone-a-thon

March 31. intent on making itself self-

sufficient for the first time in its 23-year

history.

"In the past we've been able to raise two-

thirds of our operating costs from Sunday
collections, donations, and income from the

cafeteria," said Rev. Joseph Quigley, the

center's director.

"That means that about one-third of our

budget, or approximately $100,000, has

been generously contributed by the Diocese

of Springfield. By having the phone-a-thon,

we're trying to raise this money ourselves

for the first time." he said.

With one week remaining before the

drive ends on April 24, more than $50,000

has been pledged, Quigley .said. Rev. John
Smegal, also of the Newman Center, said

many students in the five-college area "find

the center to be a home away from home.
We're friendly and caring people who help

students make sense of those sometimes
overwhelming college problems."

"Right now we're not asking students for

one red penny," Smegal said. "What we
wanted was them to help us out by

donating three hours of their time to con-

tact our Catholic alumni. The response has

been tremendous."
First-year student TVacey Harwood said

she is donating her time to the center

because it "offers so much to all kinds of

students. I'm glad we have it on campus."

John Murphy, a junior public relations

major, said he is participating in the phone-

a-thon because "They've helped me a lot

over the years. I'm just trying to return the

favor."

Quigley said, "The enthusiasm level

throughout the center has been at a fever

pitch ... everyone wants to help out so

much. I'm really gratified."

Karate marathon hosts clubs Sunday
The University of Massachusetts

Okinawa Gojo Ryu karate club will take

part in a 24-hour karate marathon beg'

ning 9 a.m. Sunday in the Student Union

Ballroom to raise money for the Save the

Children Fund.
Kimo Wall of the club said he expects

about 80 members of his and other martial

arts clubs to participate. The marathon will

be conducted according to the "traditional

Okinawa style." he said.

The first break in the marathon will not

occur until after the first five hours, with

more break.s becoming more frequent

toward the end, he said.

As well as all martial arts groups, the

general public is invited. Wall said that

during la.st year's marathon, "people came
expecting just to watch and ended up train-

ing."

Last year's marathon raised more than

$2,000, according to Michael Wall of Alpha
Phi Omega fraternity, which is sponsoring

the event. The money raised is being used

to help three children, in El Salvador, In-

dia, and Ethiopia, for two years, he said.

-KATHLEEN MOYNIHAN
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Letters

Fight not over
At 11:30 p.m. last Saturday I glanced

around at the Curry Hicks Cage. I saw-

decorations everywhere, a stage set up for

a band to play on, two large video screens,

students in green (security shirts) at sta-

tions around the cage, and a huge picture

of Jerry Lewis staring at me from behind
the stage. As I looked into his eyes I could

imagine what he'd have to say.

I looked out onto the dance floor and I

thought I saw 1,000 students impatiently

awaiting the first band. I kept thinking

how good it was going to feel to give a check

for $15,000 to the Muscular Dystrophy
Association. Yes. Jerrv Lewis would have

ht't'n proud! At 2:30 a.m. I glanced out at

the floor again. The Modern Pladz w ere

playing to a group of about 25 dancers. I

had just checked on the money-raised

figure. .$681. 1 wondered how it had failed,

why there were not 1,000 people dancing.

Whv'.'' At the end of the night/day we had

raised $1,500 for MDA.
To see Robbie Scott (the MDA poster-

child) dancing in his wheelchair was
enough to make me cry. He is so strong. I

was hoping more students would have been

able to see Robbie dance. But it was more

than just hoping, I was counting on more
students seeing him dance. For those peo-

ple who did, it was inspiring. Robbie even

said he hoped more people would have

come, but it didn't matter because he was
having fun. So were the people who did at-

vnd the daiice. We ail were nvik ng

wants to do something this year it is not

too late. Any contributions can be made
through the SGA President's Office. Every

little bit helps so don't worry; you can't give

too little.

To the people who danced, to the people

who showed up, to everyone who endured

memories.

This year's dance only raised a small

amount for Muscular Dystrophy, however,

Chris Scott, Robbie's mother who had been

there with her family since 4 a.m., said to

me after the dance "that one of the dollars

we raised may be the dollai- that finds the

cure." I hope that it's true. Our fight

against MD is not over, it has just begun.

Next year, we will raise $10,000. If anyone

my "nervous breakdov/n" with me, thanks

for the support, especially Stacy, Bill, Tim,

Doreen from SAO, and a special thanks to

Kyle and Shana, who kept me going. To the

rest of the campus; wait until next year!

Greg Rothman, co-coordinator
MDA/SGA SuperDance

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters must be typewrit-

ten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column submissions should be

between 40 and 60 linea All submissions are subject to editing for clarity and length.

BE THE BOSS
ALL OVER TDWM

Drive your own

icecream van this summer.

Make $500 or more
a week.

Set your own hours.

Work your own route,

city or suburbs.

Sell prepackaged ice cream
treats.

For nx)re information, call Phil Madder

at (203) 623-1733.

INTERNATIONAL ICE CREAM corp
44 Prospect Hill Road

East Windsor, CT 06088

Boston University's

Public
Communication
Institute ^g^
July 7-August 1

Write, design, and produce for the media. Work with

communications experts in advertising, public relations,

corporate communications, electronic and print jour-

nalism, and other careers.

For more information, contact:

Public Communication Institute

Boston University, College of Communication

640 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215

617/353-3447

PIZZA SUBS

PIZZA SPECIAL
ONE FREE ITEM OF

YOUR CHOICE ON ANY
LARGE PIZZA

ALSO AVAILABLE
WORLD CLASS SUBS
FREE DELIVERY!

EXPIRES APRIL 30th, 1986

4:00pm to 2:00am
363 MAIN STREET, AMHERST

256-0222
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Lack of incentive
The political science department's refusal to extend Debra

Gross' contract is unfortunate. Many students are outraged;

they describe her as an erudite, personable and stimulating

instructor and some think she has been let go for petty reasons.

The episode is symptomatic of tbe administration's failure

to promote teaching as much as it promotes research and
publication. A similar incident last year, when Bob Cooley lost

his position in the mathematics department, further illustrates

that professors who are well respected by students often do
not enjoy similar esteem and support from their superiors.

When a university undervalues teaching and service,

students suffer. UMass professors who hold extra office hours,

serve on committees or do other unglamorous service for the

community do it altruistically.

They know that when it is time for promotions, merit pay
or contract renewal, being published will likely be seen as more
important than helping students.

Because women are underrepresented on the University

faculty, this system is especially hard on them. Though women
professors make up only 12 percent ofthe faculty, many female

students specifically choose them as advisors. With a student

population of roughly one-half women, female professors are

often overworked.

Students have jumped to the conclusion that Gross was the

victim of foul play. Publicly, Gross has said there was "no
malice, no conspiracy" in the decision; she was dismissed for

tardiness in finishing her doctoral thesis. Still, one wonders
why, if she is so talented, arrangements could not be made to

retain her. In a department that now has only one woman pro-

fessor, efforts to keep Gross here could have been considered

on the principle of affirmative action alone.

Debra Gross should be reinstated—ifshe is willing to return.

More important, the University must examine how it can

strengthen its recognition of teaching without weakening its

commmitment to research.

Downplaying faculty service to students creates a lack of in-

centive for professors to talk to, listen to, advise and unders-

tand their students.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe Collegian

Board of Editors.

Talking politics for once

Herb Ramy

« . r

I usually avoid writing about political

issues. With people like Bill Spain, Stephen

Ericson, etc., the Collegian has enough
political columnists to go around. Today,

I'm going to break this long standing policy

of mine and give you my observations of

the first day we bombed Libya.

My first reaction when I heard about the

bombing was that I just don't look good in

olive drab, or to put it more plainly, I just

don't want to get drafted. Who wants to be

part of a group that does more before 9:00

a.m. than the average person does in an en-

tire day?

This worrying of mine may seem a bit

premature, seeing that we don't even have

a draft. Since I am an affirmed coward,

though, I believe that there is no time to

worry like the present.

When I got back to my dorm, I was sur-

prised to find out that several people on my
floor felt the same way. In fact, there

wasn't a 'let's nuke 'em 'till they glow' at-

titude in the bunch. Instead, I found a

group of half-drunk men discussing why
they would be exempt from the draft. Be-

ing the good American that I am, I saw no

recourse but to grab a beer and join them.

It's truly amazing to find that so many

of your friends have such severe physical

ailments, especially when several of them

had run in the previous Boston Marathon.

As if by magic, trick knees and flat feet

seemed to appear from thin air. That night

my floor sounded more like a hospital ward

than part of a dorm.

After talking for a while, we decided it Herb Ramy is a Collegian cola

COLLEGIAN ?

was time to watch the news. Doesn't our

President speak so much better when there

aren't any of those nasty reporters around
asking him questions? What do they expect

from the man without any cue cards?

Next we were entertained by Casper
Warmonger (or is it Weinberger) and
George Schultz. Thankfully George's state-

ment was kept to a bare minimum. I'm

sorry, but anyone who looks and sounds so

much like Alfred Hitchcock should not be

allowed in public office. No wonder every

one in the Oval Office is so squeamish
about takinp showers.

The worst moments began the next day

when the local news channels began cover-

ing the attack. First, journalists began

questioning terrorism experts. My ques-

tion; how many courses do you need, and

how many airports must you bomb to

become. a terrorism expert?

But even these people had a few in-

telligent things to say. By the end of the

day, reporters were asking the baggers at

local supermarkets about their foreign

policy stands on Libya.

Ifyou think that I've taken thi.s too light-

ly, let me put it this way; poking fun at

these military types starting shoving mat-

ches is the best way I know of keeping one's

sanity. **** 'em, if they can't take a joke.

inri'
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Letters from the editor
Though the MassPIRG negative checkoff

question appears to have been
"democratically" laid to rest for another
two years. / still have some questions.

Primarily, how is it that MassPIRG
representatives state they raise about
$30,000 each semester at the University
alone, that the local chapter receives only
$400 to $500 per semester, but the locals

will be forced to close up shop if the fee is

changed from a positive to a negative
checkoff?

MassPIRg's answer; the funds are more
urgently needed back near Boston and the
loss of revenue would substantially hurt
the entire operation. Also, the move to

change the checkoff status is merely the
first step in a nationwide campaign to kill

PIRG groups.

I'll admit that the campaign to defund
PIRGs is a problem, but how is it that a
group that raises upward of $60,000 each
year cannot extract a $1,000 funding
guarantee for the same period?

My other question; for such a well

organized group that always has plenty of

facts and figures in their literature and
presentations, how is it that one of the most
important fact/figures—what percentage of

money raised goes to salaries —was
nowhere to be found without a trip to the

MassPIRG Office?

There's quite a flurry of activity follow-

ing anti-gay speaker Paul Cameron's visit

to campus. While administrators quietly

rethink who should and should not be

allowed to speak on campus, the gay com-

munity and others are petitioning that

harassers like Cameron should not be pro-

vided a completely open forum to express

their hatred at the University.

Additionally, some gays and lesbians are

Larry Bouchie

reporting a sudden increase in verbal, men-
tal, and physical harassment following last

week's rally and Cameron "lecture
*

The first dilemma for all can be resolv-

ed. Those who come to directly harass all

members of the UMa.ss community group
sholudn't be provided the forum to do so.

Those who come to pre.sent the qualified

opinion of a situation that exists outside of

the University community ( i.e. Nicaragua
and the contras), should be allowed to

speak here.

Face it; Jorge Rosales was a nuisance to

those who don't support the contras and
possibly a murderer to some Nicaraguans.
Paul Cameron represents a magnification
of the insecure homophobic harassment
that some on this campus dare not exibit

alone.

Cameron encourages harassment, while
Rosales encourages disbelief.

k-k*
Unfortunately for some victims, end of

the year craziness has begun in the Hap-

py Valley. Inevitably, the community
registers an increase in the number of wan-
ton, ourageous, and violent acts committed
by those who lose control. Spring fever is

one thing, letting go of all measures of

decency toward others is another.

For those with short tempers and
problems—relax, we've all been through
tough times. For those who are coasting

through their spring—don't flaunt it in

front of those you know aren't doing as
well.

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

Harris
incorrect

Timothy Harris' column,

"Student politics and
Libya," once again displays

Harris' perennial lack of

knowledge and ignorance of

the issues typical of his

columns.

Once and for all, I would
like to lay to r^sj the allega-

tions that tht l^uA

Presidential elections were

not run "above board."

As elections coordinator, I

oversaw all the ballot coun-

ting, as well as the subse-

quent recounting. Harris
should have checked out his

facts before making un-

substantiated remarks
regarding the recount. True,

M. (Mary) Lynne Murphy

(or is that Evelyn?), did lose

? • votes in the initi' e

I .... > human error (. ^vt.

felllbCi^ Lynne sup-

porters?), but Bill Bennett
only gained 3 votes (the

other candidates, Ted
Capodilupo and Jay Taler-

man, gained votes, too)

which made Bennett the

victor with a 60 vote
margin.

It's truly unfortunate that

Harris has a problem with

the democratic process.

K->i II Morvay, co-chair

.A Governmental Af-

fairs Committee
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A 3 session seminar to start

Wed. April 23 at 7:00 PM
at the University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Information or Registration call

549-4645 anytime
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ifpicket planned
apologize

to the lesbian and gay com-

munity for letting him

speak.

The group also demands

that the University require

all new students to attend a

workshop on homophobia

and heterosexism, and that

it hire lesbian and gay male

mental health professionals

to provide counseling.

We're that ^^exican Restaurant with

all the great food and atnnosphere

down the narrow alleyway next

to the Time-Out on N. Pleasant St

Come Discover Us Today!

The petition also includes

a demand that the Program

for Gay, Lesbian and Bisex-

ual Concerns be strengthen-

ed by providing campus-

wide support for the

program.
Throne said that because

Cameron advocated violent

reprisals against homosex-

uals, his speech should not

have been permitted.

"What Cameron was do-

ing was not considered pro-

tected speech under the

First Amendment," he said.

"Anybody who speaks in

any manner that puts other

people down, that is not pro-

tected speech.

"Free speech is not a

greater issue than any other

issue. In this case what he

was saying was not

legitimate information.

There's really no speech to

protect."

Signs were posted in the

Campus Center after

Cameron's speech, calling

homosexuals "the USA's
worst enemy since Hitler"

and advocating a

"Heterosexual Awareness
Week." Last Saturday was
the end of Lesbian/Gay

Awareness Week on

^^ continued from page I

campus.

The posters pictured a

man covered with lesions,

with a limp wrist. The signs

bore the initials "TSM."

One lesbian student, who
wished not to be identified

for fear of reprisals, said she

is scared but ready to fight

back.

"There's a lot of us here.

There's no place that's safe

for me. I am more ready to

fight for my rights than I've

ever been. We don't have
anything to lose at this

point," she said.

r

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON
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Bring tour Own
Brer or IMint
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CHEM AND GO
THIS SUMMER.
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A Collection of

Good Things
Comfortable Cotton
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^ 1^ Shirts
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Chinese Shoes
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PART-TIME UNDERGRADUATE LAB COURSES
When It comes to taking lab courses in the sumnner, mere
and more people are going to Northeastern University

Fc Chemistry Biology Physics In four . five , and 10 wii-ek

sessions On nearby campuses m Boston and Burl.,igton

Fo! more information, call (617)437 240Cor our 24hcur
line, :617)461 1400 Or send m the '"oupon

:

h
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It's a whole new day...

Northeastern at night
Northeastern L'mversity, University College/School of Engineering Technology

PO Box 154, 360 Huntington Avenue. Boston, MA 021 1 7

Please send me information on:

Sciences Engineering Technology Business Administration

Liberal Arts Health Protessions Law Enforcement

Registration is week of June 2

N•^Mt

ADDRESS

cn V STATE /IP

L
INorthcastcrn University
An rqudl opportunity

C

Familij Resale ClotKing

ONCl^ nOQl

iVlTH fECLIN

Summer Clothing

is now arriving

There's always

a sale'

run

^tf5

Carriage 5t\ops

233N.PUasant

Amherst, HA.,

5H9-377Z

tf?vss^<»..<cy& <?5x:i^<» ^-ciS^ffJC^fc^O-rfi^ tf?vi>^<»^«c3=?> d

INDIA HOUSE
RESTAURANT
Exceptional food &.

reasonable prices...

BUFFET BRUNCH
on Sunday

$6.95 all you can eat

11:30 -3 PM

Northampton
lufwh-1 1:30-3:00 tii»«ul

Gift CaVtkittt

AvaiUbk

Mrving bmt A win*

586-6344

FLIGHT ATTENDANTS
TRANS WORLD AIRLINES IS

HIRING FLIGHT ATTENDANTS

STARTING SALARY NO LESS THAN $1007.50

PER MONTH BASE PAY

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED

You Must Meet The Following Minimum Qualifications

Minimum Age, 18 \>eara

High School Graduate
Height Bet%veen 5'2" and 6'2"

Weight Proportionate to Height

Vision Correctable to 2U/50 or better

LIS Citizen or Permanent Resident Visa

Willing to Relocate

Possess Excellent Communication Skills

Able To Attend Tuition-based Training

TWA is looking for dedicated, talented, hard-uvorking individuals.

If these words describe you, then see a TWA recruiter

to obtain your application and schedule an interview at:

The Embassy Suites Hotel

400 Soldier Field Road
Boston, MA 02134

Mon.-Fri., 10am-6pm

If unable to apply in person, send for application:

TWA, 1307 Baltimore, Kansas City, MO 64105.

NO PHONE CALLS TO THE HOTELS OR TWA
816-234-8202, RECORDED MESSAGE

"A Cami IK Uce Sim i^ eOze KoKem tofilk'^

Labor Dispute Exists

BLACK ArrAIRS
Exhibit unveiled
for W.E.B. DuBois
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

The five-college area displayed its respect for the late

W.E.B. DuBois at the unveiling of an exhibit Tuesday

in the Robert Fro^ Library at Amherst College.

The exhibit, materials from the collected papers of

DuBois, was prepared by the University of

Massachusetts Archives and supported by a grant from

the Massachusetts Foundation for Humanities and

Public Policy. The unveiling was followed by a discus-

sion, video presentation and reception.

Amherst College President Peter Pouncey gave a brief

introduction.

Representing the University of Massachusetts was pro-

fessor William Strickland from the Afro-American

Studies Department,

The exhibit, which displays the "multi-dimensionality"

of DuBois, will be at the library for another two weeks,

according to Strickland. Upon leaving the five-college

area, he said, it will travel around the country.

Afro-Am and journalism professor David DuBois said

he wants to send the exhibit to Ghana, where W.E.B.

DuBois died in 1963, "in order to prove that his legacy

lives" there.

"It is a reccomendation I am making to the chancellor,"

DuBois said. "However, the decision is up to the Univer-

sity."

"Four days of activities, which will be highlighted by

the relocation of the remains of Dr. DuBois and my
mother,' will take place this summer, DuBois said.

According to DuBois, the government of Ghana will

officially mark the 23rd anniver8ar>- of DuBois' death

Aug. 26-29.

Professor Homer L. Meade, also of the UMass Afro-Am
department, presented his 1984 video. Another View:

Berkshire County's Black Revolutionary Patriots, show-

ing DuBois' ties to Berkshire County, his birthplace.

Professor Andrea Rushing, head of the black studies

department at Amherst College, concluded the event by

citing DuBois' importance in the five-college area.

Roxbury activists fight drugs
BOSTON (AP>-Black community activists, joined by a

white suburban couple, have moved into a ramshackled,

rat-infested house in an inner-city neighborhood describ-

ed as a "drive-in drug market" in an effort to shut down

the thriving drug trade.

"We want to send a message to the dealers that we won't

tolerate them anymore," said Georgette Watson, co

founder of the Drop-A-Dime anti-drug program.

Watson and seven other Drop-a-Dime members on Mon-

day moved into the abandoned, 2.5-story house on

Oakwood Street in the city's Dorchester section. City of

ficials have given the group permission to stay in the

house for seven days.

During the week, Watson and co founder Rev. Bruce

Wall said the gioup will establish a presence in the

neighborhood and show residents that drug trafficking can

be stopped.

'Basically we're intimidating and frustrating the drug

operations for seven days,' Wall .said. "When we leave on

Sunday, the neighbors will be able to work without us

there. We show them now we work hand-in-hand with the

police."

The activists say the area is one of Boston's worst for

drug trafficking.

"We received telephone calls from the residents over a

year ago that the dealers had taken over," said Wall, com-

paring the street operations to a drive-thru restaurant.

"You drive into McDonald's and order your food. The

people here would drive up to the corner, a drug dealer

would come out of the building and the person in the car

would place his order," said Wall.

"They were taking orders ... in broad daylight."

Watson said the most important aspect of the group's

work is the example set for city children.

When the group moved into a Roxbury project two years

ago. the area children saw "a fear in the drug dealers that

they never saw before. They thought the drug dealers were

the tough guys running the neighborhood and they would

not move," she said. But Wat.son said Drop-a-Dime instill

ed a new thought that "the drug dealers weren't the

toughest people in the world."

Wall and Watson said their work has a lasting impact

on neighborhoods. They said in two neighborhoods where

they occupied homes previously a Roxbury project and

a Dorchester apartment - there remains a tangible

decrease in the drug traffic.

But not all members of the group share that optimism.

"I'm skeptical," said Swartz, 45. an insurance salesman

from Canton, a .suburb 10 miles southwest of Bo.ston, far

removed from Oakwood Street's intense drug problem.

New World Theatre finale tonight
By LISA RIDDICK
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts New World Theater

opened its final play of the season. To Be Young. Gifted,

and Black, Monday in the newly renovated Bowker
Auditoruni.

The production is based on the life of Lorraine

Hansberrv-. a black woman who was the victim of attacks

from whites in the south side of Chicago, where she grew
up.

It opens with the Azanian national anthem, the stirr-

ing freedom song called "Nkosi Sikaloli Africa," which

is well known to black South Africans. It moves on

through other traditional songs.

The play goes back in time to when her parents and

grandparents were in slavery. Hansberry.played by Celia

Hilson. recalls stories her mother told her, an experience

she had with a teacher at Inglewood High School in

Chicago, and her experiences at college in Wisconsin.

The play was written by Han-sbi-rry's husband after her

death in 1965, from a collection of her memoirs. Pieces

were also extracted from Sean O'Casey's play Juno and

the Peacock.

The production is directed by Afro-American studies pro-

fessor Esther Terry and edited by author and lecturer

James Baldwin.

The New World Theater strives to highlight the

separate yet related experiences of people of color.The

final performance of To Be Young. Gifted and Black will

be tonight at 8 p.m. Tickets are $2 for students and $4

for the general public.

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

SPECIALS
f\ 2 7 oz.

^ Rolling Rock bottles

^ $.99

Anisette $.99

Spring is here - come and enjoy it

at Mike'sl

Friday's Smorgasboard

from 4:30 on

I have walked

a thousand

miles and now
I am here, J.B.'s

,.*

1 1 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

Get Into the Swim of Things. . .

SUPPORT GREENPEACE

$5.00 T-shirt Special

with student ID week of 4/18 to 4/25

GREENPEACE
Clothinp/Books/Toys/Gifts

150 Main Street THORNES MARKET Northampton
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eating plare

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Nexl to Super

Stop b Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadley Amherst

256-6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Availabte

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

EUROPE >• CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Roctialtiler Plaza

New York. N Y 10020
Phona (212) M1-3O40

Mail Ihi* ad for Special

Student /Ttacher Tariff.

ZJ RtNTAL . LEASE PUUCMASE

Friday, April 18, 1986= COLLEGIAN u

FRIDAY

FILM
'

<•

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Dear reader, you should fall down on your knees and

thank your lucky stars you are not a film reviewer. I don't

even want to think about some of the junk I've had to see

this week.

The band of Band of the Hand.

Band of the Hand is a two hour Miami Vice episode

without Crockett and Tubbs. The basic premise of this

emptiness is that five tough street kids who all hate each

other discover self-esteem through savagery when they

are left to survive in the Florida Everglades under the

supervision of a tough but caring Vietnam vet. After these

stereotypes get their self-esteem they go to Miami (sur-

prised?) to clean up the streets like a cross between The
Mod Squad and Rambo.
Just Between Friends stars a miscasted Mary Tyler

Moore as the happy wife of Ted Danson (Sam on Cheers)

who unknowingly becomes best friends with his mistress

(Christine Lahti). Confused? You won't be after you watch
this sappy, melodramatic episode of Soap.

If you don't want to see Hannah and Her Sisters again

and you don't want to see some good old fashioned

sword-&-princess movies, I would avoid the malls this

week. Sleeping Beauty, that wonderful Disney classic

animated feature is still going strong at the Hampshire
Mall 6. I spoke with the manager and he said that a lot

of older people were catching this flick. So don't be em-
barrassed, see the film you loved when you were young.
Legend is a fantasy starring Tom Cruise, a princess and

a unicorn. I haven't seen this one but I hear it isn't so good.

Weekend Best Bets: The Amherst Cinema is showing
two taut political thrillers. Missing stars Jack Lemmon
as the father of an American who disappears in El

Salvador. Sissy Spacek stars as the missing man's wife.

This is a very good movie, see it. Also on the same bill

is this year's Oscar winner for best foreign picture The
Official Story. This movie is about an aristocratic woman
who soon discovers that her adopted child may have been
stolen from a family murdered by the government.

^^ =*r

Going Formal?

TUXEDO i

[ RENTALS

..it*''*'

61^

13 N. Pleasant St

Amherst
256-0591

Amherst Rotary Club's f
Antique Shoiv^
& Flea Market

Sunday, April 20
9arn lo430pnn

Indoors 3-County Fair Grounds
Nonhampton Mass . ofl 1-91 on Rt 9

Adm $2(16 and under free)

2 snack 6a>s 150 dealers <fee parnmq

Formerly at Pratt Cage Amherst College

Mrs Malcolm W Turner. Show Manager, 413 323 4864

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers/ ushers wanted for

Bright Monnents Jazz Concerts on July 17 , 24,

31 for approximately 5-^hours / shift,

(limited number of additional hours available)

UMass students returning in Fall only. Work
study preferred but not required. Fine Arts

Center is an AA/EO employer. Description

and application available at 207 Hasbrouck.

DEADLINE MAYS.

ff
"" iiittiiinlmnnwniiiiiii I

Howto buya'
performance.

l lHl«t^T

You tan use the Ameriiaii t.\|)re^^' (-ard

to buy concert tickets for your favorite

groups or airplane tickets for your vaca

tions It s the perfect way to pay for all the

little things, and the big ticket items, that

you'll want during college

How to get the Card

before you graduate.

Because we believe college is the first sigii

of success, we've made it easier for you to

get the American Express Card Graduating

students can get the (lard is soon as they

accept a $10.()(X) career oriented job If

you re not graduating yet, you can

apply for a special sponsored Card I.(M)k

for student applications on campus

Or call 1 XOOTHK CAKD, and tell them

you want a student application

The American Express Card.

Don t leave school without it."

Stevie Ray Vaughan solos right and left
Bluesman and his band make a hot combo

C'ullrKian photo by Mirhellr Scftall

Stevie Ray Vaughan played up a storm with and without his band
Wednesday night at the UMass Fine Arts Center.

By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

Stevie Ray Vaughan seems to take the

role of blues guitar hero seriously. He has

all the moves down pat, including the

guitar solos behind the back, the slow, tor-

tured blues solo, the fast blues jam (with

solo], the solo solo, and of course, the pay-

homage-to-Jimi solo.

Don't get me wrong. I've said it before

and I'll say it again, anyone willing to work
as a full-time blues musician in this MTV
world has a lot of guts, and anyone who can

actually achieve widespread success (i.e.

airplay and record sales to anyone other

than hardcore blues fans] without com-
promising on the song content deserves

some credit.

But while he isn't pandering to radio

airplay, Vaughan isn't taking a whole lot

of chances. At Wednesday night's concert

at the Fine Arts Center, Vaughan and his

group Double Trouble played extended

blues jams, the single.s, and a few of his bet-

ter known songs. He's recorded a little jazz

(Slang's Swang], and a nursery rhyme
(Mary Had a Little Lamb], which don't ex-

actly fit into the guitar hero mold. It would
have been nice for him to step out of the

mold a little.

Enough of the negative waves. Vaughan
is hot. The band is hot. The songs are hot.

"Couldn't Stand the Weather," "Scut

tlehuttin'," "Cold Shot." and "Little

Sister," are some of the best rock and roll

songs written in the past few years.

They've all got fa.st riffs that make you
want to play air guitar and dance around
a lot, which is exactly what the audience

did. Keyboardist Reese Wynans added the

proper blues feel with his funky organ
chords, and drummer Chris Layton and
bassist Tommy Shannon are one of the

tightest rhythm sections around. The group

knows their job, which is to set the foun-

dation to let Vaughan take off.

Whether he was soloing or playing

rhythm Wednesday. Vaughan proved why
he has been anointed the guitar hero of the

1980s. He's got the sheer s|>eed, which
alone doesn't qualify one for the title of

hero, but he also has the delicate phrasing

and the killer tone required. Like Clapton,

Beck and Page, Vaughan's sound is un-

mistakeable. He relies mostly on a beat-up

Fender Stratocaster with his initials on the

body, and he also uses a wah-wah pedal and
a Leslie amp, which is responsible for the

organ-like tone on "Couldn't Stand the

Weather."

Vaughan appeals to an audience that is

sick of pampered pretty boys singing and
playing empty fluff, and at the FAC they

were responsive to his style. No one mind-

ed that he didn't step up to the microphone

until about ten mmutes into the set,

because Vaughan, like all good guitar

heroes, is a singer almost as an after-

thought. It's probably just as well too,

because the vocals, buried in the mix a lit-

tle, were muddy.

Vaughan's show hasn't changed
drastically since he toured after his second

album. Couldn't Stand the Weather. He has
added a handful of songs from his latest

release. Soul to Soul, and dropped some of

the older material, but he played the same
mix of old and new, fast and slow. "Let the

Good Times Roll," a rowdy blues shouter
that best exemplifies Vaughan's gutty
vcKal style, was probably the best of the
new songs. The Shaboo All-Stars, a six-

piece band that's been making the circuit

of New England bars for years, opened the

show with a schizophrenic .set of blues stan-

dards and original tunes. They played the

covers ("Kansas City," "Flip, Flop, Fly")

with precision and feeling, and alternated

them with pop originals that had radio

potential. They sounded at various times
like the J. Ceils Band, the Stompers,
Beaver Brown, and Southside Johnny and
the Asbury Jukes. In other words, they
played fun rock and roll to party by.

;^rif

BEER SPECIALS
Swinkles 6 pack $2.95

Eku 6 pack $3.70

Miller suitcase $11.99

Budweiser suitcase $ii.99

Wine Coolers 2 liters

All Flavors $3.29

Folonari Soave 1.5 uter $4.29 bottle

Chevalier deVedrine $27.50 case

Red or White Bordeaux

Astl Spumante $3.79 bottle

As usual, many other Beer, Wine,

and Liquor Specials in store

Kegs and Barrels also available

338 College Street

LIVE MUSIC
*atu!3 JOHN CRUZ

FRIDAY, APRIL 18th

9:00-CLOSE

MARK WEIDENFIELD
SATURDAY, APRIL 19th

9:00-CLOSE
• •

Cfyeck Oar

Weekly Drink

Specials

of the
CAMPUS
ii'iixxm t\>ii»is ti:\Ti:K r>i\ss

. 4 1 « \ .* t » • »
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featuring

Best in Dancing Music

Open Fri & Sat 10:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Complimentary B-B-Q Chicken Wings

Come and Relax and Enjoy the

Weekend with Us'

Rte 9 Hadley

Open 7 Days for Lunch Et Dinner Hours: Su- lurs 1M0 Fri & Sat 11-1 am
WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mor ' lurs $6.95. 5 8.30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 30-3 FuII Liquor Ucen

Are YouGood
Enough To Join

The Best?
IF YOU'RE A SENIOR TECHNICAL MAJOR.

COME FIND OUT.

APRIL 24, II

AT THE UNIVERSITY
CAREER CENTER

SEE LT RICHARD
PATSY

fi

v
"*'«:. iV

NAVAL ENGINEERING OFFICER PROGRAMS

CALL COLLECT

(518)462-6119

Tri-color

Crewneck

Sweatshirt

$15.95

¥

M-F 9-5

Located in the

Campus Center

QJjmVERSlTY
STORED

FOUR SEASONS
RT 9 HADLEY 584-8174

CASE SPECIALS
BUSCH $8.99

BUD & BUD LIGHT $10.99

SIX-PACK SPECIALS
BECKS $3.99

KRONENBORG $3.99

SAM ADAMS $4.99

WURZBURGER MAY BOK $4.99

LIQUOR & WINE SPECIALS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $8.99
GORDONS GIN 1.75 L $13.99
RON RICO RUM 1.75 L $10.99
HENRI PHILLiPE
PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS 1.75 L $9.99

WINE COOLERS GALORE
All 4 packs $3.69

2 Liters $3.99

TAYLOR CALIFORNIA CELLARS
TABLE WINES 3 L $6.99
CHRISTIAN BROS.
WHITE ZINFANDEL SPECIAL $4.99

1985 BEAUJOLAIS IS HERE!!
Four Seasons is located on Rt 9 just past

Burger King
why clown-around with anyone else?

Friday, April 18, 1986;
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GARP^' TRUDEAU
HE ^AR SIDE

BV vSARY .^PSON
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

F.dited b> I rude Michel JafTe

;., PONALPBLUeON, tMBtZIiW
PANK FUNPS, IMPRJSONBP.

cee 5. VARNK, pefmjpep__^

X FepeFAL6a/&iNMsm,
' OF *S3.bOO, CON- Ka^^

"^ICTED..

"HKHARD V. ALLEN,

ACCEPTW MONBY
ANPlUJATOie^,

RB5/6NaP.:

I

:f^
tiortal

'BPMee^, AVOIP THdRUSH,
AlUeDHNAH- FOLKS! CLBAN
QALiimsiK myouRPe^K^
PBiXN^lAJBR NOW}'
emHFw&iAL
JCm^PROMOJBP."

"Dang, that gives me ttie creeps.

I wish stie'd hturry up and scoop that guy out

ACROSS
1 Welcome addi-

tion in a sense
6 Donahue and

namesakes
1 1 Decreases
13 - be (slop)

15 Insurance

expert

16 — Aweigh
17 Nor any —

Cotendge
19 Notriing

20 Land mass
AbtM

21 Mexican border

state

22 Tumble

23 Journalist and

social reformer

Jacob A —
25 Wyoming moun

tain range

26 Ace
27 Makes lace

29 Last night

to a Scot

31 Toady s word

33 His Fr

34 Julie and PnH

39 Photographer s

purchase

42 Le Hoi d vs

composer
43 Dingles

45 Close by

47 Author Hunter

48 Puts into etiect

50 Brigadier lor

one AbOr

51 Pen point

52 Raise a glass

54 Reducing

56 Resilient

57 — my prince

wiN come
58 Teachings

59 Alpine region

60 Portion

7 Cab
8 ErK)ir»g with

boy or girl

9 Like the king of

thie lungle

10 Struggled.

with had
1

1

Stevedore, e g
12 SE Australian

City

13 Cities in Egypt

and Illinois

14 Canadian
physician

Sir WiMiam
18 Learning by

heart

22 Defeats

24 Author of

Sophie s

Choree

28 Cleric s

speech Abbr

30 Ump s

colleague

32 Astral

34 Needy one

35 Jolson s

— Bound
36 Soundness of

mind
37 A/dor

38 Kind of pear

40 Maker of a

bequest
41 Choreographer

Leonide

42 Sheer fabrics

44 Grows
wearisome

46 Campus milit

gps
49 Hiding place

52 Caper
53 Greek peak

55 German article

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Night Editor Lesley Clark

Copy Editor Jim Patriquin

Layout Technician Anne McCrory

Photo Technician Nick SokolofT

Production Supervisor..... Mark Parker

Production Staff.Dave Boardman, Beatrix Hoffman,

Michelle Eichelman, Laura Vogel

\
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('»ll<-t(>»n pholn h> Paul Desmarai*

Sophomore attackman Kelley Carr was down for a minute against St. John's Wednesday, but

he wasn't out, returmng to s core two goals in a 9-6 UMass win.

FHHav April 18, 1986-

JL
I T-/17^Z.//r£S^"*'"^"'""^^^ from page 16

want to do as a team."

Gorilla Grumblings: Freshman goalie

Sal Lx)Cascio is allowing 5.8 goals-per-game

and has a save percentage of .713, among

the nation's best. ..Tom Carmean is now 17

in career points and 14 in career assist.

Junior attackman has 22 goals and 13

assists this season. . In the last three

games, the UMass attack has been balanc-

ed. Carmean has 12 points (eight and four),

junior attackman Greg Cannella has 11

(seven and four) while Kelley Carr also has

11 (eight and three). Senior middie Greg

Fisk has eight (four and four).

In the face-off circle, Seamus McGovern

has won 41-of 59 draws in the last three

games. . .the UMass defense has allowed

only 5.1 goals-per-game in the last three

games.

UMass t-shirts will be sold at the game

with the Lacrosse logo on the front and

either "Kick Ass UMass" or "Catch a

Thrill on Boyden Hill," on the back. . .the

shirts have been popping up in increasing

numbers at the home games. . .the Gorillas

mascot was at the St. John's game again.

Junior defenseman Chris Knapp sported a

Gorilla mask while patrolling the endlines

on crutches, a result of his recent knee

surgery.

Freshman midfielder Chris Zusi may
play for the first time since early this

season after a shoulder injury, he has the

sling off his arm and could see action

against Yale. Garber said he had high

hopes for the middie before the season and

that he showed flashes of his ability in

practice.
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HIGH FASHION
EXPERIENCE
Retail Opportunities

Some things you will never learn in class about retail or

high fashion

Louts of Chestnut Hill and Boston provides an

elegant and unusual learning experience in fashion

retail

Louis' presently has full time positions available in

Menswear sales. We also have full or part time

positions for Cashiers starting now and continuing into
|

the fall

If you arc interested m either of these opportunities,

please send us your resume or please call

Louis
Paula Baumoel
The Mall at

Chestnut Hill

Chestnut Hill. MA 02165
617-%5-6100

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PICKUP
A PARTY

A M ^ R C

HARMONY
a seminar presented by the

Rosicrucian Order, AMORC
involving

MEDITATION, MYSTICAL ATTUNEMENT
COSMIC CONSCIOUSNESS, ESP, META-
PHYSICAL HEALING, and much more!

Registration: 7:30 a.m. at door.

Cost: $20.00 Info: 586-0129

SATURDAY APRIL 19

8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Hotel Northampton

>x.»
.̂\o9*

LONDON 438
PARIS 438

flmSTERDflm 4^
BRUSSELS ^^

Eurail Passes, Inl 'I Sludenl ID.AYHMem-
berships jll issued on llje spot!!

• call our camous hotline!

253-7529-hrn h,«.y 256-1261
or drop bv

79 So. Pleasant SI, 2nd floor, Amherst

-j Council Travel Services
aUOWEISERa.KINGOF BEERSC.ANHEUSER BUSCH. INC 'ST LOUIS

itSoftball travels to Penn State Bcontinued from page 16

New England rivals.

"We didn't hit the ball well at all. We
left so many runners in scoring position.

We would have one out and a runner on
second and not be able to score. It was
frustrating."

The second game saw UMass fall to

UConn's Mary Anderson (now 8-4) as the

Husky Hurler scattered eight hits.

Sophomore righthander Lisa Rever took

the loss and fell to 9-5 on the season.

She went the distance with a six-hitter,

allowing three walks.

"Lisa didn't pitch a bad game at all,"

said Sortino. "'She couldn't get any breaks

and had some troubles, but overall I'm

pleased with the way she pitched. It was
good enough to win the game, because we
should've scored six runs and won, 6-5."

The Huskies, now 19-11, scored two
runs in the third, one in the fifth and two
in the sixth to get the important split.

The second inning saw rever allow a

walk before a single and sacrifice set up
outfielder Lynn Wisniewski who singled

in what proved to be the winning run.

UMass scored their only run in the

fourth inning.

With two outs, Ilene Freeman tripled

and jogged home on a smgle by sophomore
outfielder Chris Ciepiela.

But that was all the offense UMass
could muster as Anderson got in frequent

jams, but worked her way out of them.
Pop Flies: While coaching third base

in the third inning of Tuesday's second

game at Springfield College, UMass assis-

tant coach Anita Kubicka nearly had her
head taken off by a broken bat.

ir baseball's hosting Rhode Island tcnntmued from page 16

The Rams, 3-2-1 in A-10 play, are led by
Greg McCarthy who, before Thursday's
game, was batting .340 with seven home
runs and 19 runs batted in. Tony Hill is the

top hitter with a .357 average and also has
four homers and 16 RBI.

In terms of hitting, the Minutemen will

have their work cut out for them in the

Saturday's opener. The Rams will send

their ace, Joe Ward (6-1, 3.10 earned run
average) to the mound. The senior right-

hander tossed a one-hitter against Rutgers

last week.

"Ward is a good pitcher with an excellent

curveball," said UMass manager Dick
Bergquist. 'rie beat us last year so we
know he's tough."

Rhode Island will probably follow with

John Damiano (0-3, 6.76 ERA). URI took

two of three last season in Kingston,

beating UMass 5-4 and 9-6 with the

Minuteman taking a 7-3 decision.

Although the UMass rotation was not set

as of Thursday, it is probable that senior

Bob Kostro(2-2)and Matt Sheran(l-l), who
is also riding a 10-game hitting streak at

the plate, will start.

Offensively, the Minutemen are led by

Jay Zerner with a .405 average and 19

RBI's. Mike Chambers, recently called up

from the junior varsity, is hitting .462

through seven games.
As for home runs, Steve Allen leads the

club with five and Steve Kern is second

with four.

The one facet of the game that the

Minutemen will have to improve on is

defense. The team has committed 64 errors

in 23 games and has a fielding percentage

of .920.

^ GazelieS'^'*^^^'^'^^^ z^"'" z^^*" ^^

"This team works better than any other

UMass team I've been on since I've been
here so I think we're going to win this

year," Forbes said.

Hixon's sentiments were the same, say-

ing that this year's team prepares better

than any team she's had in the past and
that up until now, the Gazelles have pro-

ven that they belong where the national

poll has placed them.

Hixon said that she expects a fast,

physical game in which it will be up to

UMass to fast-break on offense while slow-

ing down the UNH transition.

"UNH just runs and we don't want them
to run the length of the field," she said.

"We want them because they're the Na
tional Champions," junior All-America at

tackman Lisa Griswold said.

•LL.EGIAN CLASSIFIB
Come TO Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs 8 45 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTIVITIES

Work S««arity. HmpiUliU. StasrcrfM
for the East SkJ* Concert Come to an info«

m«tion*l meeting on April 14. 17 and 21 at 7

PM CC

Rather be jUKK'inK^ Come to the SUB to-

day between 3 and S 30 arKJ ttie UMass Jug
gling Club twiH teach you. free'

Start Eierrisinc Now! at ttte "Dance for

Heart" eiefcae event. Sat Apnl 19lfi in

BOyden rm 237 from 10 00 to 3 00 PM

APRIL 14. I>lt

Hm AnMaiaa Gcaocidc

AUDIO

Sanyo AM/FM Caaacttc car Mrao. AMS
with pair of Pior>aer tn a«ial speaker*, great

condition only )90 S46 1 136

Stereo irstein receiver, tape deck.

V>eakers. '$175/80 Will sell pieces tep
546-4421

MhUi Track Caaacttc Recorder ~Yamaha
MT-44 $500 00 must sell 546-7874 80

AUTO FOR SALE

77 VW Rabbit, brown, A/T rum wen,

great stereo »1300 504-8736

7R Plvmonth Horizon 4 spd reliable must
sell »650 or BO 665 833S

1982 Uatsun 310GX. good condition Ken
wood stereo cassette, air cond . 30 m p.g S

speed manual. 56600 miles, $3,100 or 80
front wheel drive call 54&71S4 after 7.00

1974 Saab 99, great radial snows worth
$2501 New clutch, broken CV |Oint. Fix or

use for parts' Barry, 548 9436 $350

71 VW Bug good condition, mag wheels,

tinted windows, fun car $1300 o 80 call

Aaron 6-7676

1975 VW Bus good running cond. little rust

asking 1400 549 1685 Frank ^__^__
1973 Dodge Dart sport coup good condi

tion many new parts call Bob 546-6033

78 Toyota Celica 5-speed hatchback very

good condition $2200 will negotiate. Call

Eric 549 7478

1976 Chevette - very dependable good con-

dition $575/ BO no rust call 546-6641

78 Chevette excellent condition a lot of

new parts $1 , 100 549-4834

74 Pontiac Catalina Station Wagon
73,000 original miles. Reliable, runs well

$750 665^2429 eves

1976 Granada excellent condition, well

maintained, air, AM/FM best offer,

5437439

1974 BMW
5497185

2002 $500 or best offer

68 VW Bug runs well, moderate rust $500.

call 1 267-3081

1970 RS ('amaro-rlassir, red with white

top, 350 4 bl, new paint, stereo cassette.

looks b runs great, 2800 obo 323-6847

i¥76~CapiTbe8roSer caii »6^0m0 Good
condition

1980 Civic Hatchbacii~63^000 "miles

AM/FM great mileage very dependable

253 2204

$$ BIG BUCKS $1

Did you evertalTe" Philosoph.v 1«2??? I

need your help" Call Gianmarco 549 3540

CAN YOU WRITE?
~

Interented in Journalism? It's never to

late to start' Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England You can write

about Sports. News. Editorial, Black Af

fairs. Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues Whatever your interests, write about

it today in the Collegian. We build careers.

CAPE COD

Female roommate wanted to share cot

tage with 3 others in Hyannis 1000 for sum-

mer May 23 to Sept 2 call 6 9205

West Ynrmouth cottage sleeps 4 253 7436

I) male roommates needed tor large house

on Craigville Beach Hyannispon $750. for

the summer call Fitry 256 6863

"CASH"

Pavinit rash for »<iur basoball rards

Please call Mike 546 6105

ENTF.RTAINMENT

RA( K A-DISC KNTKRTAINMKNT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows;

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549 7144

TLRN THE TAB!,ES 8 yr D J best party

pro around 24 hour 586 9691

ESCORT SERVICE

Escort Service Available 8pm 2 am
Everyday, anywhere on campus Play it

safe, call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED

T« ahaf* raoM i» Tewiwb—c Ayt cat
•ftw 5.30 pm S49-S890

FOOD FOR PEOPLE -

NOT KOR PROFIT

ICE CREAM

Haagen-Oar. Ben and Jerrys
Bart's, Nectar Pies. Just Juice

Popscicles. Ice Bean Sandwiches
Get Yours

at People's Market

FOR RENT

2 bedreota aTtikible in River(Ude for

summer with fait option 253 5140

To aablet 6/1 8/3f 2 bdrm apt. Sond .

$340/ neg call 666^4223, aft 5

Do yoM want to take over our Icaae? Two
bedroom apartment Soutfiwood Apts

266 1663

4 bedroom house on Route 9 newly built

with excellent kitchen and bathroom
facilities Summer 9ut>let with fall option

253 9859

Two people needed to share room in apart-

ment Available Jur>e 1. On bus route

Cheap rent Nights 266-1324

Five bedroom house very Kiomay fix

minutes from campus June 1 thru June 1

1100 month plus Mr Armstrong 256-8534

2 bedroom apt 6 minutes to campus 520

plus June 1 call Mr Armstrong 256 8534

One bedroom available June 1st one block

to town and campus deck, skylights call

5497127 _^_
i room bus route $300 00 everything includ-

ed lutihties - cable TV) 2S6 1724

2l«droom7 1V4 baths, on bus rt, 200$

reward if you sign by June. Squire Village

6667672

Summer sublet w/fall option (June I • ) a

spacious 4 bedroom house in S Amherst

microwave oven, huge yard, garden,

256-0015 call early mornings or late evening

Free one month rent. Housemate wanted
for Northwood apt Sublet Jurte 1st w/fall

option 665 4882

Two bedroom townhouse in Sunderland
available June 1st - on bus route call

665 7951

Want an apartment? Take over our tease in

Presidential Apts June 1st 10 min walk to

campus call 549^)319

Apartment for rent 2 bedroom in

Sunderland. Call 665 2176 ask for Steve or

Tom

Apartment shopping? Take our lease

available 6/1. Spacious 2 bdrm w/new
carpeting and accessories AC. pool, and on

Sunderland bus route. Cheap call 665 3700

Southwood 2 bedroom lease begins in

June call 253-3363 evenings

Studio apartment Amherst center, June 1

Julie 253 7867 until 9.30 pm

sol tTfVVtM)!) APARTMENT takeover

lease June Isl call 253 3993

('iiffside Apt. available June 1 fall option

summer negotiable call 665 7703 keep trying

Female apartmentmate needed June 1 ?

pleasant, Amherst Center flat in quiet

house Share space with 2M. IF. 1 dog

Own sunny bedroom 145'mo nonsmoker,

mature, considerate, clean, responsible call

253 3053 Kathy

FOR SALE

Furniture • Excellent condition marching

sofa and loveseat, chair, wall unit, end

table, lamp, kitchen table with five chairs,

white wicker bedroom furniture, and ac

cessories Prices negotiable. Call Amy
6494085

(iucci Watches 1.30 styles for men b
women call 6 7480

(Jueen si/.c bed great condition price

negotiable call Karen 549 4365

Al Jarreau Ticketn! 3rd row great seats'

546 9810

Kiirm Frid(re m good condition $50 must
sell call John 253 5697

H-pr. drum sft S300 549 7185

Mens dress hiark leather homher jacket

sire 36 ;ipout lirter. Used 1 yr. $50 call

1 267 3081

ZZ top Wofcest'er 472» 27ickets 6 9 PM
256 8255

tiovemmeni Homes from f I (u repair).

Also delinquent tax property Call

1 805 687 6000 eit GH 9616 for informa
tion

fen speed Raleigh Record perfect condi
tion $150 or BO call Bill 256 1506

I. VMINKAU'S SNEAKERS

(heck - Chivalry is not dead, lis but mortal

ly wounded Thanks for ttte tiaeri Betty Ann

Advertiaiiif to a Joke

Tim - Old you think I'd forget you?

Amy - What a differrKW a day irtakcs

.Etfial Merman

Turf Shoe* worn once or twice t>v NY Jets
Gastineau and Toon great deal am 1 1 Vt and
12 call Dan 253-3237

HELF WANTED

Hotel Malora: Ooak clarfca and auditors
wanted Accountiong or experience prefer

red Appty Howard Johnson Lodge Rte 9,

Hadley

FuK or Pan Time
Asat Manager and Salespersons

• seryf resume to.
'

• Bel Air Gardens *

• 870 So Mam St
Bellingham. MA 02019
or call 617 883 7544

• for more info *

Painter's Helper. FuH day* omy Cad Matt
eves 548 9316

Students • don't get stuck with a mindless
|Ob' Mass Fair Share will be talking with

students about |Ot>s in our fundrais

ing / outreach dept on Apnl 24 at the UMass
Career Center Call 5-2224 or 586-8713 for

detaifa

Housecleaaerta) wanted: immediate
opening for experienced cleaner 2-3 hrs per
week summer /fall option call 253 3577

Government Jobs $16,046 $59^230 yr

Now hiring Call 1 805 687 6000 ext R 9616
for current federal list

Caas lovra Pete
Property of

Pete
love ya tMbe

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE

CMaaa Pride! Share your antbutiaam for

tfie University while developing public rela-

tions, marketing, interpersonal, and
counseling skills The Admissions Office is

looking for dynamic and articulate interns

and volunteers to promote the University to

prospective students Academic credit

available Applications in Admissions Of
fica, 255 Whitmore, until Apnl 22.

LOST

Ladies black Pulaar quartz watch leattier

band, gold toned trims on face Lost Tues
April 1. after 11 15 class in Totm/NOPE pool

room, incredible sentimental value No
questions, just thankx. Please call 6-5723

I^sl cat female, very small, white, gray &
orange North Amherst area Call Laura at

549 1397

Tfie Southwest Movie Series

Tonight 10 00 pm

RAMBO

in tt>e Hampden Southside Room

Free Admission

Note private showing limited to

fee paying undergraduates

aoottier

Soutfiwest Area Government
Production

Rich-Kid Students, Jerks and Jocks Do
you dare to find out what "Catman " thinks

of you' His language rr>ay l>e raw but this

your>g wanderer has a street wise view of

hfe See Paul Gravel starnng in tfie A V saga
of CATMAN in the fantasticaify funny Fur

tosh's presentation of movietyme. Also

shown are BOXER SHORTS, atXMit the sex

life of a "real jerk" and YE STERN FATHER,
a MTV style colonial love comedy, and Irve

SURPRISES Program opens at 7 X pm,
Monday. April 21 in the Ballroom of the Noi

thampton Center for the Arts Admission,

with Yi price for 18 and under Not recom
mended for pre teens and ultraconser

vatives, because some nfaterial is rated -R

lyost a gold initial ring "R" on 4-7 near

Intramural Fields. Tremendous sentimental

value Please call 253-3362 ask for Bob

To Woobic, i love u u are my hopes and
dreams' Love forever. Hooter

To the aiaters of SDT. champagne ar>d

doughnuts, grey squirrels rule' We love you
guys' Love the pledges of Sigma Delta Tau

Happy 21 Anne (Humma) Giuliano and
John IJondalarl amoroso' Your other

roomie lick I Kim

April - Just trying to fielp Jim R's number
at MSU is either (517) 355 5993 or 521 3085
Concerned in Lansing

Widget, We enioyed your B day, hope you

did too Remember as you get older, you
get better' Love, the U.N

April Wells - Cruise naked at 22' Here's to

a new start. Love tfte girls in 9L

Joel - In the corner of my mind at tf>e center

of my heart love Melissa

Big Reward - grey cotton jacket lost at

Pike Party 4/10 Sentimental value. Oarnn
546 5859

Sorry Dude! - your big brother

Hey Boo Boo The long awaited personal

now I'm out of the woods this can be used

to wipe your leg just joking Love you know
who

Ixist: mens watch sat night CC Reading

room. Sentimental value reward if turned in

to CC Info Desk Call 549 6880 545 2800

Silver chain bracelet w/blue rhinestones

extreme sentimental value big reward'

549 0837 keep trying

Make the right choice:
Smack for OHAG Tresurer

Vote James

MOTORCYCLES

1976 Yamaha XS fi.'iO. Under 12,000 miles

New battery Must sell' Come see it & make
offer' Gary 256 1557

1 982l(T.250R street legal^meTwith full

face helmet and cable lock asking $800 call

Mike 549 7747

1982 Kawasaki KZ-'lIO 8.000 miles runs

like a dream very fast was $1 ,000 now only

S925 Dan 546 4773

IHK.'r Nighthawk 650 12 5k" miles

meticulously maintained $1500 546-9437

Stephanie, I'm psyched Let's have a great

weekend Love Kevin

AM RSO'sI!! If your organization wishes to

apply for a FY88 SGA Budget packets are

now available in 420 SU hurry" Proposals

are due no later than May 14

Kerrie 6 months! Hope I can stay with you
forever' Bill the cat lives Love Woody

Jana - you Rasta' A semi on your birthday,

what more could you ask foi' Happy 20thi

Jenn & Michelle

Patty-Minetta! Happy Birthday Sweetie'

You're the best roommate ever and I love

you lots' Agad' Tina

ONE MONTH RENT FREE

Housemate wanted to ahare 3 bedroom
apt in house in Squire Village Fall semester
only Own bedroom, nonsmoker Call

66112 or 66115

I'ARTTIMK JOBS
"

I'arttime Laborers needed for local house
rtvjvaiorio St nay 5'hr easily accessible
from Cam interested call Matt 549 6799

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on
campus, dependable, low rates, experienc

ed Nancy 584 7924

PER.SONALS

Witnesses, Two women saw a two car

smash up 7 pm January 16 corner Amity
and North Whitney Inear town library) and
kindly offered their account. I need you
now. Joan Mason 586 9225 (work! or

253 5837 (home)

l*o Tharjks for being a man with many
talents. Love the girls from 9L

ROOMMATES WANTED

1 or 2 females for Squire Village apts for

fall and or spnng 86/87 call 546 1271

One female needed to share room in

Townehouso 549 1419

One female rnnmmate needed to share
two bedroom apt in Townehouse contact
Julie or Lisa 549 6080

Female roommalf needed for Southwood
apt for fall ft spring 256 8032

Krautiful Krirhertoun house in woods
walking distance to Quabbin Sinale room

available very reasonable rent easygoing
housemates Call Derek 549 1656

Male roommate wanted to share 2

tmi'opm Colonial V|g apartment i^rith neat

quiet rKwi smoker Will have own bedroom
$172 mo starting Sept call David 253 2966

HOl SFriN LEVERETT needs roommate
starting June 86 Wooded area with miles of

tvkir^g trails in backyard Comfortable living

situation Okler student preferred $167 50
call 548 901

1

I female needed to ahare room m Bnttaity

manor call 253 2118

June I,~I98« - May Sf. i*87To~iihareiarge
room in Presidential Apts 7 minute walk to

campus $134 OOmo call 54»e638

Female wanted to share 2 twdroom apt m
Puffton call 549 tSSB

Two roommates needed to share one
bedroom Bnttany Manor apt 153$ month
lease starts m Sept. call 546 6122 or

5466094

1 male to than two tjodroom apt in

Soutfwvood caH Tom at 546-4252

'two roommates needed for Puffton apart-

ment starting June 546-8096

Two females wanted to share 1 bedroom
m a Nvo-tMdroom apartment in Southwood
Sublet for tfie summer and you're on tfie

•ease for the faH Call Laura and Brenda at

253 3619

2 females needed to sfiare apt in Bran
dywir>e call 546 8349

I female roommate needed to sfiare 2 bd
rm Puffton apt starting in June call Carolyn
549-0114

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 Tutoring *5 00 par hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256 1239

Typing. 'Tape Tranacription. Fast, ac

curate Available almost anytime 6667662

Perfectionist Typing on computer - letter

quality 26% off first job 549 6178

Perfectionist Word Processing
$2 00 /page

$1 SO
25% oH first )Ob 549 6178

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Lifeguards, Swim Instructora. Hamp-
shira Fitness Club 2S&6446

SUMMER SUBLET

On Amity Place luxury condo 2 bedroom
back patk) AC 450 inclusive per month call

Lisa 549 0947

Brandywine Apartment for sumemr
sublet call 546 6898 or 546 6699

On Sunset Ave 3 bedrcxim 2 batfis minute

walk from campus call 549-5154

'Three bedroom Townehouae available

June 1 through Aug 31 549 1419

Furnished bedroom in Riverglade Apts
available cheap rent $100 a month call

2533130

.Squire Village two persons to share

t)edroom furnished pool bus route S

negotiable call 666 4722

1 bedrm furn, bus n, $370/mo, util incl..

May thru Aug , Cllffside Apts 665 3088

Female (>rati student needed as room-

mate in 2 bedroom apt Squire Village avail.

June 1, fall option 1 mo rent free' 665 3719

Two bedroom Townehouse Apt - on bus

route, fully furnished, pool. AC available

June 1st rent $325 plus utils Riverglade apts

256 6281

Puffton Village two bedroom summer
sublet no fall option call 549-6440

3 bedroom HOIJSF. across from
Townhouse Apts up to 5 people price

negotiable 546 9787

(lose to campus! Need subletters for June
August Price negotiable, call 546 3265 or

646 6651 Keep trying'

Krandvwine 2 female summer sublets

avail $130 80 call 546-6324 day or after 10

pm best

2 bedroom Lantern t'nurt, Sunderland
June 1 September 1 $300 monthly call Don
na 01 Kim. 549 7127

Mrandvuine Apt for summer sublket call

649 1032 cheap!

One hedrniim apt.. I'uffton. Ben 546 1 191

clean, close tn campus pool, tennis

Female wanted to share furnished room
in Northampton apartment June August
$60 I /month 584 8170

Brandywine 2 bedroom fully furnished

rent negotiable 549 4186

Furnished apt in I'uffton call 549 1868

Amherst (enter sunny 3 bedroom apt in

house rail evenings 649 5866

w/fall iiption 4 twdroom apt on bus route

1 V, bath utilities included call 256 1810

2 bedriMim apt on buN route $400/month

call 256 1320

Squire Village - w fail option 2 br furnish

ed apt overlooking pool On bus rt 1 br avail

tor female $150'rr>o or 80 caM Lii or Betsy
545 0162 or 545 2092

Summer Sublet w'fall option. Studio
apartment downtown Amfierst Call btwn 5
pm 7 pm or late evenings 266 091

1

Wanted summer subletters 3 bedrooms
Townehouse apts $350 call 549 1449

House in S. Amherst 5 bedrooms take
over lease m June wfaM option 256 8135

Brandywine 2 bdrm cheap rent ca*
549 5416

(it location Sunset Ave across from Col-

lege Pure 4 bdrm 2 bath full fum 549 1447
for info

Puffton VIg summer sut>let one bdrm,
pool. AC. furnisfied 549-0080

1st floor. 2 bedroom. Brandywine apart-
ment. Sliding doors to back yard, air condi
tioning. close to bus stops. Act faat< Call

Mark 549 0572

Amherst (enter 2 bedrm apt tall option
for I person Specious sunny beautiful apt
on quiet street 400 month including utilities

2 peiople maximum 256-0764

TO SUBLET

SoiiderlaiNi - aaoking fomale fKXjaemato to

sut>let room in 2 bdrm house from 5/ 1 -8/31

.

Contact Det>bie 666 3993

1 ig bedrm apt w/fall option, utilities in

duded Tennis courts, pool, new washers

and dryers m every buiWing Clean and

quiet On bus route Call Randee or

Chrisline at 665 7729 _
2 bedroom apt in Sunderland summer
sublet w/fall option 256-1562

Brandywine apartment to sublet for this

summer' Interested? Call those sexy men;

Rob. Matt, Ed, or Scon for more informa

tion at 549 4141

Summer sublet w-ZfaH option 2 bedroom
Cliffside apartment Sunderland pool, tennis

courts bus route 665 7922

South Amherst furnisfied 2 bedroom apt

utils included $400 00 month fall option

phone 253 5668

Two minutes from campus! Single room

in furnished apartment, large yard Call

549 6918 between 57 PM

2 bedroom townhouse in .Southwood

apts summer sublet with fall option

266 1090

Summer sublet 2 bedroom Amherst Center

2568052

TRAVEL

Oneway train ticket to Seattle/Portland

OR good until July $100 obo call Debbie

253 3961

TYPING SERVICE

QUALITY TYPING. Long or short pro-

jects. Meticulous proofreading Editing

available New IBM Typewriter 5490367

TYPING A WORD PROCESSING^

IS'extdav'service TYPE PilTf323 4579

WANTED

Looking for lease Brandywine,
Townhouse, Presidential, Puffton 546-5327

reward $150.00

WANTED TO RENT

Kespunsible man seeking 3 or 4 bedroom
house next fall and spring, call Vic or Al

256 0866

I,ooking to take over lease tor 3 bedroom
Puffton Apt starting in June call 546 8194
or 665 3123

Looking for lease in Brandywine or Lin-

coln Apts 1 or 2 bedrooms Please call Sue
256 1446

Looking In lake over lease in Puffton or

Brandywine for fall 86 $$$ reward $$$
546 1472 ni 646 9890

Two non-smoking females seeking open
ing in a house oi apartment on bus route or

within two miles of campus CaM after 8 pm
6 7165

$200 reward for your .')' bdrm Puffton,

Presidential or Townehouse lease call

546 6052 646 6396 646 6185 keep trying

l,ooking III lake over 4 bedroom leaae in

Squire Village 646 6203

Help! We want your lease for that 3
bedroom house or apt m Hadley or area will

lake ovei youi lease for summer please call

Paul 253 2131 Ed 586 9402

Couple aeofciag ,to take over lease for 1

bedroom apt starting fall call Gary 546 7159
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Rankings battle: Gazelles face UNH
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's lacrosse

team faces its biggest test of the season tomorrow, fac-

ing defending national champion University of New
Hampshire at NOPE Field.

The Wildcats are currently ranked fourth in the NCAA
Division 1 poll with UMass close behind, in sixth. With

a victory, the unbeaten Gazelles should rise in the polls

and crack the top five.

The game, which had been at one time scheduled for

Sunday, was rescheduled yesterday for Saturday at 10

a.m.

"I always get nervous for UNH games," said senior

attackman Bunny Forbes. "They go down to the last se

cond."

Last year, the Wildcats cost the Gazelles any shot at

the national championship by knocking them off in

double-overtime during the regular season and then han-

ding UMass a 64 loss in the ECAC finals. Following the

ECAC's UNH advanced to the Final Four and the cham-

pionship. The Gazelles will be looking to avenge last

year's frustration and perhaps use the game as a stepp-

ing stone toward the tournament.

A lot of distance remains between now and May,

however, and whatever tommorrow's outcome, the

season will by no means be over for either team. UMass
head coach Pam Hixon knows that and, downplaying the

game's importance, said that the game will be no dif-

ferent than any other.

"As far as I'm concerned, UNH will just be another

opponent and we'll just be trying to do the best we can,"

Hixon said. "We're not looking to the ECAC's right

now."
But New Hampshire, 5-2, is currently ranked fourth

and comes off a narrow 7-6 loss to top-ranked Temple

University at Durham, NH on Sunday. Head coach

Marge Anderson's Wildcats are a solid unit, averaging

12.1 goals-per-game while allowing just 4.4 gpg.

UNH has four players with ten or more goals, led by

junior Pauline Collins with 21 goals. Junior Karen

Geromini leads the team in scoring with 14 goals and

15 assists while senior coK:aptain Susie Haynes ( 15 goals)

and junior Anne Sherer (11 goals) add to the attack.

Junior Cathy Narsiff will be in goal, anchoring the sting\'

Wildcat defense.

The task of beating the Wildcats looms difficult but

both UMass head coach Pam Hixon and her players

know that they can.

Hixon scouted the Temple-UNH game and said that

despite the close score, the Wildcats were fortunate that

the Owls didn't run them off the field.

The Gazelles only played well enough to win last Sun-

day, getting past unranked Northeastern. 11-8. But with

six days of rest, the team feels confident that they will

win.
continued on page 15

SPORTS
Yale is next up
for Gorillas
Slumping Elis tomorrow
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The eighth-ranked University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team is learning

quickly that its success this season makes

it a target for unranked teams looking for

respect.

A hungry St. John's University pressed

the Gorillas to the limit before falling 9-6

on Wednesday at Boyden. Tomorrow, a

Yale University squad, one that is also

looking to prove itself, comes to Boyden for

the second of a four game UMass
homestand.
"Yale's just like St. John's in that we are

a big game for them," said UMass coach

Dick Garber. "A win over us makes their

season better. That's one ofthe things that

happens when you're one of the top teams,

everybody's gunning for you."

Yale, however, will not as good a team

to Boyden as St. John's did. The Elis are

an underachieving 5-6 this season, beating

up on the weakier teams on their schedule

while losing to three of the four ranked

teams they have played.

Yale is 2-3 in the Ivy League, but has a

13-9 victory over Harvard to its credit.

Against Duke (16-12), Navy (16-11) and this

past Wednesday against Army (15-4), the

Elis have come up losers.

Boston College and Cornell are the only

two common opponents UMass and Yale

share. Yale was a 15-8 winner over BC
(UMass won, 17-2) while Cornell was a 11-6

winner over UMass and a 17-9 winner over

Yale.

The Elis are paced by All-Ivy sophomore

attackman Adam Puritz, with 22 goals and

11 assists for 33 points. Senior attackman

Ted Moran has 13-16-29 numbers. In goal,

junior Jason Reece has allowed 85 goals for

a 9.44 goals-against-average and has a save

percentage of .514.

The (iorillas were a frustrated team af^r

St. John's Joe Weingart stopped 29 of their

shots on Wednesday.
UMass totally outplayed the Redmen in

the first quarter, outshooting the visitors

14 1, but coming away with nothing but a

scoreless tie to show for it.

"I still can't believe we didn't score in the

first period, said Garber. "I watched the

films, and it was amazing how many good

shots we had, but Weingart stopped

everything we threw at him."

The Gorillas eventually broke through,

but their nine goals could've easily been 15.

The UMass defense was outstanding,

allowing almost a goal less then they usual-

ly do. The Redmen also scored twice on

man ups and once on a breakaway.

A 9-6 victory over the Redmen is nothing

to be ashamed about, St. John's is a well-

respected team, but a good win over Yale

is needed if UMass will be able to maintain

their strong position in the poll.

Against Harvard, the Elis toughened up

their defense and shut off a solid Crimson

attack. Using the Penn ride (a defense

designed to keep an opponent from clear-

ing the ball out of their end), the Elis has

their best outing of the season.

But Wednesday against Army, the

Cadets easily dispatched of Yale. The Elis

have lost three of their last four, beating

UMass would do much to putting their

season back on track.

"I think the players are ready, we played

well against St. John's and we'd like to

have another good effort against Yale,"

said Garber. "With games against Harvard

and Army coming up, we have to maintain

our level of play. This game is important

to accomplishing that goal. We can't let-up,

we still have a way to go, there's a lot we
continued on page 14

Stockley one-hitsUConn
as Softball splits two

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

STORRS, CT—Senior lefthander Lynn

Stockley threw a one-hit opening game

victory, but the University of

Massachusetts softball team's offense

sputtered in the second game and the

20th-ranked Minutewomen split a

doubleheader with the University of Con

necticut here yesterday, winning 1-0 and

losing 5-1.

The Minutewomen are now 24-6 on the

season and play a crucial doubleheader at

Penn State on Sunday at noon. With the

.split yesterday, a sweep of Penn State is

needed to help UMass' NCAA playoff

hopes.

In the first game, Stockley went to 13-1

on the season, with her third no-hitter of

the season (she also has a perfect game to

her credit). She allowed only one walk and
struck out five as her earned run average

fell below the already-microscopic 0.25 it

was entering the game.

The game lasted eight innings with the

Minutewomen winning thanks to Carol

Frattaroli's run-scoring double.

In the UMass half of the eighth, out-

fielder Emily Bietsch singled off of loser

Mary Lynn-Hares (10 5), was sacrificed to

second and came in on Frattaroli's single.

Infielder Paige Kopcza had the other

UMass hit as Lynn-Hares authored a

three-hitter.

"Lynn (Stockley) is really chugging

along, but I wish we werre right behind

her," said UMass coach Elaine Sortino.

who was upset with the split with the
innliniirii -m pnfio 15

Collpgian photo by Paul Desmarais

Junior attackman Greg Cannella, here in action against St. John's

on Wednesday, and the Gorillas host Yale tomorrow at 1 p.m.

Baseball hosts three with URI
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

The University of

Massachussetts baseball

team is on a roll and it

couldn't be happening at a

better time.

UMass goes into a big

three-game, Atlantic 10

series with University of

Rhode Island at Lorden
Field over the weekend, in

search of its first league vic-

tory after an 0-5 start in the

A-10.

There will be a

doubleheader at Saturday
at noon and a single game
Sunday at noon.

The Minutemen, 8 15

overall, are 7-7 since their

Florida trip and have posted

a 7-3 record at Lorden. They
have won four games in a

row, seven of their last

eight, and are coming off a

6-3 win over Boston Univer-

sity on Wednesday.
Rhode Island con\es into

the series with an 8-9-1

record before Thursday's
opening game of the Rhode
Island Tournament against

Bryant College.

continued on page 15

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:
Today-

Men's Tennis: Atlantic 10 championship at Rutgers.

Saturday:

Men's Lacrosse: Yale, Boyden Field, 1 p.m.

Baseball: Rhode Island (2), Lorden Field, noon.

Women's Lacrosse: New Hampshire, NOPE Field, 10

a.m.

Women's Track: at Boston College Relays.

Women's Tennis: at Providence College, noon.

Rugby: Charles River, Lower Boyden 1 p.m.

Sundny:
Baseball: Rhode Island, Lorden Field, noon.

Softball: at Penn State (2), noon.

Men's Track: at Northeastern, 1 p.m.

Men's Volleyball: NECVL Playoffs at MIT

\

YES, today 's is a Thesday schedule
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Hot competition Regents board looks
for new chancellor

Vj^"
:« t

By PHIL SERAFINO
Colk'jfian StafT

The search for a new chancellor of the

Board of Regents of Higher Education will

begin its interview stage in " 10 days to two
weeks," according to the regent who is

heading the search committee.

The regent. Paul Ylvisaker, la.st week
.said the committee is now screening the ap-

plications of 110 candidates. "We'll try to

get it down to 12 or 15" for interviews, he

.said. "The schedule we're on is to have a

presentation of the finalists to the regents

at their June meeting. We hope to have a

decision in time to have someone in place

for the next academic y»'ar."

Ylvi.saker would not release the names
of an>' of the candidates, saying "It l)ecomes

.1 public thing when we get down to the

three to five finalists."

However, he said there was a broad cross

.section of applicants. "We had a good

spread as far as race, sex and geography.

It's a good pool."

Among those mentioned as possible can-

didates are Amherst's two state legislators.

Sen. John W. Olver and Rep. James G. Col-

lins, both Deniociats. Collins is a 1968

graduate of the University of

Slassachu.sett.s. Olver is a tenured professor

of chemistry, now on leave, at the

University.

Collins, who served on the Hou.se Educa-
tion Cnmmitte*» for 1 2 years and is now part

of the House Ways and Means Committee,

said Friday, "I've been contacted (by the

search committee) to let me know that I've

been nominated. At this time i m awaiting

further contact from them.

"

Olver yesterday declined to comment on

his intere.st in the seat because he said do-

ing so would be unfair to those candidates

who are currently in other jobs and cannot

speak to the media.

"I confirm indeed that my name has been

put in, but I dont think its appropriate for

me to speak," Olver said. "I'd like to tell

you a whole lot of things that could Ih> dom-

in this area (higher education', but I don't

think It's appropriate."

Collins received strong support frniii

Regent J. John Fox and House Speaker

George Keverian. both of whom pushed in

January for his immediate hiring .After

meeting with Gov. Michael S. Dukakis,

however, the committee decided to priKeed

with a full search.

In an interview in January, Collins said

his first priority if he were appointed

chancellor would be to "engender and foster

first rate low-cost education. Then we must

work on our giaduate and reseaix'h capaci-

ty so we can work do.sely with the pi ivate

.sector to be the incubator for economic

development in Ma.ssachu.sett.s."

Collins also said he would .seek to develop

the community .service role of the state's

campuses.

Lesspublic drinking sighted

Collf-ioan phoU) by Brian (iuarnolta

GIMME XT-Senior physical education major David "Buz" Ellsworth,

right, battles frisbee player from New York state during UMass Invita-

tional Tournament this weekend on the Southwest fields.

By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

As the temperature increases during

springtime at the University of

Mas.sachusetts. so does the number of

students spending time outside.

However, with the raising of the legal

drinking age to 21 last June and stricter

campus rules, police do not see many peo

pie drinking outdoors anymore except at

major concerts or sporting events, according

to UMass Police Chief Robert Joyce.

"If persons are seen by police drinking

beer in public, we will check to see if they

are of age and, if they are, they'll be told

it's not a good image maker for the Univer-

sity." Joyce .said.

There is no town bylaw prohibiting drink-

ing in public and Amherst police tolerate

it "so long as you are 21 and do not cause

a problem," according to an olTicer in the

Amherst Center .station.

UMass police said minors in po.s.se.ssion

of alcohol can receive up to a $50 fine.

Many are willing to test the University's

alcohol regulations, as evidenced during

lacro.s.se games played at Boyden Field,

where groups of people can be seen drink

continued on page 5

Panelists speak on directions for peace movement
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

The peace movement in the United

States must regain the "moral high

ground" from the right wing, according to

a panel of local activists who spoke on new

directions for the peace movement last

night.

"The right has moved to the moral high

ground taking with it the flag, the family

and the bible," said Andrea Ayuazian,

director of training for the Peace Develop-

ment Fund, an Amherst-ba.sed gi'oup.

Ayuazian said the peace movement is at

a low point, characterized by fragmenta-

tion, competition and superficiality. She

said while traveling around the country

she found a movement that is "a mile wide

and an inch deep" and "bankrupt in terms

of leadership and strategy."

A turn away from strategizing, a new

emphasis on human values, a vision of a

better world and reclaiming history are

some of the steps Ayuazian recommend-

ed to a 75-person audience in Mahar
Auditorium.

Randy Kehler, the former director of the

Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign, said

the peace movement should continue to

use the old methods and try to heal the

split between those who believe in legal

political tactics and those who believe in

civil disobedience.

Kehler called for bridging the gap bet-

ween the peace movement and the broad

population by going to the root of that

gap—the attitude that it is anti American

to prote.st and national security is most

important.

The national security state and the Cold

War mentality mu.st be critiqued, Kehler

said, becau.se they are "the single most ef-

fective silencer."

Director of the Five-College Peace and

World Security Studies Program Michael

T. Klare said the US risked an Orwellian

ritntiriUt'^ o". page 2

CoMpKian phnt<> by Brian fiuarnolta

Left to right, Kandy Kehler, former director of the Nuclear Weapons
Freeze Campaign; Michael T. Klare, director of the Five College Peace

and World Securities Program and Andrea Ayuazian, director of train-

ing of the Peace Development Fund participate in last night's panel

discussion.
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Wet, wild and wealthy Reagan hopes
for cooperation
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Reagan said yesterday

that after he decided to launch a limited military strike

against Libya, some US allies suggested a coordinated,

"all-out" attack to force a change in Moammar Khadafy's

policy of exporting terrorism.

In an interview with The Associated Press, and other

news agencies, the president said the suggestions were

"that we look seriously together at real major action"

against Libya.

He did not name the nations or the leaders who offered

that advice. But the Washington Tunes, in a report

published yesterday, quoted a senior administration of

ficial as saying French President Francois Mitterand told

US envoy Vernon Walters he would support the mission

only if it were strong enough to be aimed at over-throwing

Khadafy
Walters made a whirlwind tour of European capitals in

the days just before the April 14 air raid to inform the

allies of US intentions and seek their support. Only Bri-

tain publicly backed Reagan's action and permitted use

of British air bases by US Air Force planes participating

in the attack.

"We found that some of them were suggesting that—

not that the answer be nothing of that kind—but that we
look seriously at, together, real major action against

Libya." Reagan said. "Some of them suggested that,. ..if

we were going to resort to force, that then perhaps it should

be a wider-based and a more all-out effort to change the

Libyan policy."

Walters consulted with leaders in Great Britain, West

Germany, France, Italy and Spain between April 11-15.

The bombing raid occured early on the morning of April

15. Libyan time.

Arrests investigated
BKRLIN (APt A Palestinian man arrested in connec-

tion with the April 5 bombing of a W^st Berlin discothe-

que may be the brother of the man held in Britain in the

attempted bombing: of an El A! jet. a West German securi

ty source said yesterday.

"We are investigating whether the two men are related

and there are strong indications that they are brothers,

'

.Slid the highly-placed .source in a telephone interview with

The Associated Press. He spoke on condition he not be

identified.

The source .said the man arrested in West Berlin on Fri-

day is a Palestinian who apparently lived for a long time

in Jordan. The arre.st "came through the London case,"

said the .source, who declined to elaborate.

The .suspect in the di.scotheque bombing was arrested

the same day Scotland Yard seized Nezar Hindawi. 35, a

day after his Irish girlfriend was stopped by El Al securi-

ty guards as she tried to board a Tel Aviv-bound jumbo

jet at London's Heathrow Airport with a bomb hidden in

her bag.

State school will revise system

.AP photo

PATRIOT'S DAY TRADITION-
Australian Rob de Castella, winn-
ner of the 90th running of the

Boston Marathon, top left, joins the

winner of the women's race, Ingrid

Kristainsen of Norway, as they
celebrate at a news conference after

the race yesterday. Both received

$30,000 and a Mercedes
automobile, and de Castella

received an additional $25,000 for

breaking the course record.

De Castella covered the course in

2 hours, 7, minutes, 51 seconds.
Kristiansen, the owner of the

women's world best who was
shooting for the first sub-2:20

women's marathon, wilted on
Heartbreak Hill, but still managed
to finish first among the women in

2:24:55.

Andre Vigers of Canada, bottom
left, showing crossing the finish

line to take the wheel chair title in

just over 1 hour, 43 minutes. Ted
Kennedy Jr., right, holds the tape.

FEEL

TOUCH

HEAR ME
Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a

challenging, yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College

at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of

research and further study in this field. Our ASHA accredited

Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and
our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it pos-

sible for you to pursue an advanced ciegree full-time, or part-

time if you are employed in the field.

For information on these programs, or a free brochure, com-
plete and mail the coupon below. Or call (6 1 7) 4 3 7-2 708.
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Audiology Programs
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Northeastern University. ibO Huntington Ave , Boston. MA 02 1 1
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BELCHERTOWX, Mas.s. (AP)-

Administrators at the Belchertown State

School .said they plan to overhaul their

system for investigating complaints of pa-

tient abuse at the institution for the retard-

ed following a report that found as many
as half of the cases may be going
unreported.

Joan Pine, acting superintendent, told

the Daily News of Springfield in a story

published yesterday that she was surpris-

ed at the high rate of unreported incidents

of abuse found by Clarence J. Sundram,
chairman of the New York Commission on
Quality of Care for the Disabled, and Paul

F. Stavis, in their study.

The two blamed inadequate training, fear

of retaliation and lack of confidence in the

ai.sciplinary system toi employees' reluc-

tance to report their co-workers.

However, the report said that cases of

physical abuse to the institution's 387

residents were usually reported and that

unreported incidents "are generally seen as

less serious and not indicative of any im-

minent danger to clients."

"I think the report shows we are already

doint; a good job...And it also shows us

where we can do better,' Ms. Pine told the

Daily News, noting the investigators said

ihe staff "placed a high value" on the rights

of the residents.

The $3,000 study, completed in January

and obtained last week by the newspaper,

recommended training and better equip-

ment and supervision of the institution's

one full-time investigator.

Four locked in fast food freezer
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP)-Four

employees of a McDonald's restaurant were

locked in a zero-degree meat freezer by an
alleged would-be robber, who was left out

in the cold by officers who surrounded the

building, police said.

None of the four employees, who were in

the freezer for about 25 minutes, was hurt.

Police said_they arrested Charles E. Con-

way, 43, of Boston on three counts of arm-
ed robbery and four counts of assault with

a deadly weapon, a handgun.
The man allegedly entered the store at

Massachusetts Avenue and Douglas Street

through a back door early Sunday and forc-

ed employees to hand over about $1,663 in

cash from registers and a safe.

Turo Russell, manager of the store, .said

he was in his office with Hector Diaz, a shift

manager, when he heard someone ask the

employees if they had keys to the
downstairs freezer.

"I peaked around the corner and saw
pants and the barrel of a gun. Then I ran

out the back door," Russell told the Boston

Herald. He contacted police, who surround-

ed the building.

* peace inilniin'il jroi'i paiic 1

rise of a police state if the peace movement
does not confront what the Pentagon calls,

"low intensity conflict."

Low intensity conflict is guerilla war,

counter guerilla war, wars fought with

mercenaries, and police operations, he said.

These conflicts will increase the risk of

nuclear war and cause increased political

ifpre.ssion in tins couiitr>. Klare said.

Smith College theatre professor Deborah
Lu ar said her work with a group called
"P< ace Activists, East and West" helped
her to see the link between peace and
human rights. She said the group was ris-

ing above the cold war mentality "like a
piece of grass gi'owing through the cement."
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Hvo get credit for orderly senate meetings
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Something strange has been happening lately during
the Undergraduate Student Senate meetings. Gone are
the shouting matches and the constant pounding of the
.speaker's gavel.

Collpf(ian phulo by Kob Skrllon

Paul Wingle, Undergraduate Student
Senate speaker, and Kathryn Strickland, the
senate's treasurer, are the duo that some say
have returned law and order to weekly
senate meetings.

The sessions actually appear to be orderly, following
the turbulent term of former speaker John Ruddock.
Much of the credit for the senate getting back to

business has been given to the new senate officers,

speaker Paul Wingle and treasurer Katherine
Strickland, who took office April 1.

Both Wingle and Strickland said in an interview last

week that gaining order on the senate floor is the first

step to gaining credibility on campus.
"People pick it up through the campus media. They

don't see the senate as a battle of personalities an\ more,
which helps (the senate's reputation)," Wingle said.

Strickland added, "The meetings are boring now that

It's running so well."

Wingle considers himself part of the progressive wing
of the Student Government Association, but has been
praised for working with all factions of the senate.

Student senator Nate Moore, a conservative from Baker
House, said, "F^ul will be unbiased in his rulings and
make a better environment in the SGA."
Prior to becoming speaker, Wingle, a junior political

science major, served as an assistant to Ruddock and
senate parliamentarian, responsible for interpreting pro

cedure during meetings. He said both roles helped him
strive for impartiality.

"The senate should have the necessary environment
to make coherent public policy," he said. "I don't want
to see an environment where people hate each other for

different political views."

Strickland, a sophomore political science major, has
been a member of the senate for four semesters. As
treasurer, she said she spends 55 hours a week oversee-

ing the finances of the 420 registered student organiza
tions that tap into the Student Activities Trust Fund.
Wingle said he and Strickland are qualified for their

positions because "basically, we're masochists."

r—^^mmmtmm

(olli-fOHn phiito by Nick Sokoloff

WHAT GOES UP . . .—Parachute club members prepare gear under cloudy skies.

Earth Day events will begin today
Earth Day, the annual environmental awareness event,

will be held today and tomorrow beside the University of

Massachusetts campus pond.

This year's Earth Day theme, "Metamorphosis,"

represents a "change of attitudes towards the earth, which

precedes external change. People would become caretakers

of the earth instead of exploitative," said Michael Pat-

tavina, the manager of the UMass Recycling Office.

Events planned for today include workshops throughout

the day, and a contra dance at 8 p.m.

Tbmorrow, Dave Zwick from the Clean Water Action Pro-

ject in Washington, DC, will speak at the Student Union

Building steps. Also, the UMass Peacemakers and the

Coalition for Environmental Quality are sponsoring bus

trips to the Peace Pagoda in Leverett, leaving from the

Student Union Building at 12:30 amd 2:30 p.m.

Pattavina said he expects 400 to 500 participants.

Earth Day was first held April 22, 1970, in Washington,

D.C., and started at UMass the following year.

One of UMass' first Earth Day projects was the forma-

tion of the coalition and the Recycling Program, he said.

"The environment isn't a mainstream thing," he said,

lamenting that "Earth Day hasn't been continued at other

campuses."

Funding for the event was provided by CEQ's fundrais-

ing on the Campus Center Concourse, the Student Ac-

tivities Office, the Campus Center Board of Governors and

various grants.

-KATHLEEN MOYNIHAN

Events will commemorate genocide victims
A series of events in an effort to remember Armenian

victims of genocide begins today, sponsored by the Arme-

nian Students Clubs of the University of Massachusetts

and Mount Holyoke College.

"On April 24. 1915, in Constantinople, 2.35 Armenians,

intellectuals and the elite, were imprisoned and eventually

killed. That signifies the beginning of the genocide," said

Aram Kaligian, a member of the UMass club. In Turkey,

1.5 Armenians are said to have been murdered.

The commemoration will include a poster series at the

Cape Cod Lounge today and tomorrow, with documents,

quotations and newspaper clippings from the genocide. A
slide presentation by historian Ruth Thomasian will take

place at Mount Holyoke tomorrow at 7:30 p.m.

The commemoration will close with a vigil outside the

Student Union Building Thursday from 8 a.m. until 10

p.m. Video monitors at the Campus Center will carry "The

Forgotten Genocide" and "The 70th Commemoration in

Washington, D.C."

"We commemorated those who died so history won't be

forgotten," said Seda Aghamian, president of the UMass
club.

A banner advertising the event was taken down illegally

at the Campus Center Garage Sunday morning, added

Aghamian.

-LINA PANAGOPOULOU

Protesters
disapprove
of Reagan
By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON-While people around the world pro-

tested the US attack on Libya at US embassies, about 1(X)

people gathered on the sidewalk in front of the court house

to express their disapproval of the retaliatory bombing.

Passing motorists either honked and gestured their ap-

proval with a thumbs-up sign or insulted the gathering,

which consisted of UMass and Smith College students and

Northampton residents.

Peace activist Francis Crowe held a sign which stated

"Nuclear war can start this way." Crowe said she was glad

"people seem to be waking up on this issue." She condemn-

ed the bombing because, "it will only increase the violence

around the world."

The protesters chanted "he he, ho ho Reagan's liombing's

got to go," and "take the toys away from the boys" during

the two-hour demonstration.

Protesters also expressed concern that the bombing of

Libya would serve to distract the public from the issue of

aid for the contras, who are fighting the government of

Nicaragua. Many consider the contras to be terrorists.

"Reagan is perpetuating terror and com-

mitting crimes against the people of Libya

and we are not going to stay silent..."

—Karen McKee, UMass student

"It IS important to note that the Reagan admmi.'^tration
backs terrorism in Nicaragua," Northampton resident
Sandra Goodman said.

Goodman said the protest was organized by an ad hoc
group, "Women Against Male Terrorism." She said the
group sought to draw connections between militarism in

foreign policy and domestic violence against women.
"We maintain that Reagan has actually taken a role in

abusing American citizens here, particularly poor people
and particularly women and people of color," G<M)dman
said.

She said she was delighted people showed up with only

a 24 hour notice. "It shows people are outraged about the

bombing and aid to the contras," she said.

UMass women's studies major Karen MrKee said,

Reagan is perpetuating terror and committing crimes

against the people of Libya and we are not going to stay

silent and let (him) bomb the people of other countries."

Some signs protesters carried read: "V^iolence is not stop

ped by violence," "Drop Reagan on Khadafy's house," and
"Not a penny to the contra cut throats."

In Britain, rallies at seven United States and British

military bases on Sunday led to 154 arrests, llw New York

Times reported. Police near Bremen, West Germany, us

ed water cannons, tear gas and truncheons to disperse

about 1,300 demonstrators who blocked the driveway to

a US barracks for two hours, according to the story.

CiilW-Kiiin photo hy .Vliinx Hull

Participants in Friday's Northampton rally on
the steps of the District Court House.
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Ordinary pizza places

cant measure up.
You're in for a gourmet surprise when you taste Uno's

De^ Dish pizza. The rich, crisp crust is filled with

nearly twice as much of the finest, freshest vegetables,

meats, cheeses, and delicate spices.

But there's more. Tr> our wonderful soup, salads,

appetizers and sandwiches.

And you'll enjoy it all in our beautiful, award-winning

restaurants where you can sit back, enjoy the friendly

atmosphere, and see how it all stacks up.

Ordinary pizza places just aren't Uno's.

Call 543-6600.

Your take out order will he readx on lime. ..guaranteed.

1Boston Post Rd.. Opp.
fcasifieldMall.54.V6600

Springfield Hours:

Mon. Thurs. 11:30 12 AM
Fri.. Sat. 1I:.^0AM l.AM

Sun. i;PMI2AM

] RESTAURANTA BAR C

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Oftar* suparlor courses
of (tudy leading to quali
tied degrees in Medicine
and Veterinary Medicine

• American Medicai School curriculum e One of the highest pass

rates on ECFMG by Ross graduates e We have a«iliations and

working agreements with more than 30 hospitals in the United Staies

where our students do their third and fourth years of clinical derKships

Accredited tiy the government of Domimca e Listed m WHO e Very high

percentage of our graduates doing residencies m U S hospitals, many of

which are affiliated wiAu S medical schools e Many of our graduates are

now practicing in m'.^states throughout the United States e Many of our

students are able to transfer into U 5 medical schools from our Basic

Sciences e We are approved in more stales for clinical training and

licensure than any otherCanbbean School e US Department of Education

Guaranteed Students Loans. VA benefits and a loan program for entering

students are available

SCHOOLOF VETERINARY MEDICINE
e American Veterinary Medicai School cotriculum e Accredited by the

government of SI Kills* Listed in the AVMA e 3' » year vertennary

medicine program tx)th m St Kilts and the United States e Only foreign

School of Veterinary Medicine doing clinical rotations in the United States

e U S Department of Education Guaranteed Student Loans VA benefits

and a loan program for entering students are available e Our graduates

have achieved outstandinq scores on the state examinations

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS
FOR SPRING, FALL. WINTER SEMESTERS
For further information call (212) 279-5500

or write to
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION ADMISSIONS. INC
460 WEST 34TH STREET NEWYORK.N Y 10001

Come See How Education
Really Pays

Apple's rcbaics* pins DATATROI'.'IC's special show
prices to students and educators.

April 23 & 24
10:00 am to 4:00 pm
UMASS Campus Center

^ Rm 165
^Rebates of %15 with an Apple't^- lie, $150 with an Apple'«

lie, $175 with Macintosh'''^' and %2(M) with Macintosh Plus

DATATRDIMIC ^
CninputerCenter

4!5 FEDERAL STREET -GREENFIEl^D, MA Ol.Wl ^11 3-772-0396
Apple tin.i ;hf Apple Ingn are reg^i.ytereH [ri»,iemtirii\ of Apple Cnrrfute' Int S^anninsM is a t ddmark of
M(Jnto\h Idzboratnry, Inc itmi i,i hemf^ Uied with its et^wes% perrru \%t'ir\

WOMEN'S rORLM
Women's Forum is a weekly listing of

events related to women's issues. Notices

may be sent to the Women's Issues Editor,

care of the Collegian, by the Friday before

the event.

Tuesday:
•'The Thinking Heart," a play based on

the wartime diaries of Etty Hillesum, will

be presented at 7:30 p.m. in John Adams
Residential Hall. The show is presented by

the Jewish Theatre Troupe and the Stu-

dent Center for Educational Research
and Advocacy.

Wednesday:
Sol Yurick, social critic and novelist, will

speak on "Writers Speak: Gender and
Identity at 3:30 p.m. in Room C137 at

rlolyoke Community College. The talk is

sponsored by the Institute for Advanced
Studies in the Humanities at the

University of Massachusetts.

Friday:

"Made in West Germany" will be

presented at 8 p.m. at Hampden Theatre.

The production, with slide, narration and

dance, considers women as daughters,

mothers, and wives.

Saturday:

"Divorce: Understanding the Pro-

cess," a two-day workshop on divorce, will

be held from 1 to 5 p.m. in the Campus
Center The second session will be held May
3. The workshop is beintr organized by the

Third World Women's Program at the

Everywoman's Center. Further informa

tion is available by calling the center at

545-0883.

Make a fresh start

this Spring with

something special

from Le Boudoir.

Lacy cotton nightgowns,

teddies, bustiers, garter

belts & stockings and

much more.

Come in and browse'

(arriajjo Shops.

2;j;iN. Pleasant St.,

Amherst r)49.()91.'> Mon-Sat 10-fi

:

%

%

People drive for miles to

read the Collegian

•^
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Father Uriel Molina, priest and spokesperson for the Church
of Liberation in Managua, Nicaragua, is scheduled to speak
today at the Campus Center Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

Molina, priest of the El Riguero district in Managua, will speak

about religion, revolution and counter-revolution in the city. The con-

ference is sponsored by AHORA, a Latin American students group,

as part of Latin American Week.

Tomorrow is the last day for all interested seniors to register

for Class Act, the senior project to renovate the 12th floor of the

Tower Library.
^

Forms for the May 1-4 project are available in the lobbies of the

Goodell and Tower libraries, and should be returned there by

Wednesday. ^

John Cort, Catholic Socialist and co-founder of the Associa-

tion of Catholic Trade Unionists is scheduled to talk on "Socialism

Without Marx," today at 3:30 pm. in Draper Hall. Room 122.

* drinking^-^
ing alcohol

outside the fence next to the

Curry Hicks Cage. After

Saturday's game again.st

Yale University, beer cans
and case boxes littered the

areas near the field.

Bryan Murphy, 24, a

UMass gi-aduate, .said he
brings coolers of beer to

lacrosse games "all the

time" and police never
bother him.

"There's too many people

around and they're not caus-

ing trouble, " he said.

Breta Dahlstrom, 20, and
two of her friends came from
Bentley College in Waltham
to visit her boyfriend. They
said they bought a case of

beer and carried it to the
lacrosse game without being
stopped by police.

"I came to a lacrosse game

last year and had a nell of

a time," she said.

Not all students escape

trouble, however Phil

Sayles, 20, a resident of the

Northeast Residential Area,

said Saturday he received a

summons to court for being

a minor in pos.session of

alcohol. He said he arrived

at Boyden Field at 11 a.m.

with three friends and
prepared for a barbecue.

Moments later, police con-

fiscated two ca.ses of beer, he

said.

"We were just having a

good time," he said. "It's un-

fair: I was the fii-st one down
here with beer in my car.

There are so many other

people drinking, why should

I get busted?"

Joyce said kegs and beer

balls at spring sporting

events are prohibited and

^^i^B continued from page 1

police will watch for

alcoholic exces.ses. When
asked what police consider

an excess, he replied, "We'll

be the judge of that."

'It's OK (drinking) as long

as they are moderate and
pick up after themselves."

he said.

Carlene Riccelli, an
educator at University

Health Services, warns
students to control their in-

take of alcoholic beverages

on warm days, because be

ing out in the sun can spur

people to drink more.

"A person might feel lack

of energ\' from the sun and
might feel more inebriated,"

she said.

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Same Day Results

Services that an
free. Confidential. Caring

& Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shors

an alternative to abortion

Women's support program
needs to expand services
By KA'IHRYN POHNKK
Collegian Correspondent

As the number of women over 23 years

of age returning to college increases, the

Women's Admissions and General Educa-

tional Suppt)rt needs to gi'ow. according to

the program's new coordinator.

WAGES has two mam functions, accor-

dmg to Adele Smith: To help women with

admission forms and other procedures for

reentering college and to provide counsel-

ing and support groups for college

transition

The program, located at the L niversity

of Massachusetts Everywoman's Center,

began in 1972 as the I\)or Women's Task

Force

"Any woman who is over 23. is a single

mother, a Third World woman or living on

a low income is qualified for the program."

Smith .said.

Thf nrniri-am tries to help women gain

academic recognition for life experiences

without relying solely on past grades, she
said. Many of the women in the program
haven't been enrolled in school for many
year.s. Smith said.

Smith, who recently replaced Leona Sid-

man Phillips as the coordinator of the pro-

gram, has previous experience as a

minister, psychologist and a coun.selor All

three have been useful in her new position,

she said.

"1 try to help women in learning to ask
important questions to enable them to see

what is available to them in the area, and
make positive use of it. " Smith said.

Smith said the program f{)cuses on pro-

viding services to women throughout their

years at UMa.ss.

"There are over 100 present WAGES
students." she .said. "What happens to them
after admission to UMass—the follow up—
IS imnortant."

Complete Hairstylinj? for Men & Women

^B Registration begins April 22.

1 9 8 6

u M ASS
A M H ERST

Hundreds of

Courses

and Workshops S U M M E R
in Two Sessions.

First session

s
starts June 3.

^ E S S 1 O N
Second session

starts July 1 S.

^^^^1 r^d
#W^1^^ Division of

^^^^^ Continuing
^^^^^^^ Education,

University

For a free, detailed catalog, call S4f-24I4. Ubrary 1

Haircut with

Blowdry
$12.00
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Letters

Right is

mixed up
Jonathon Kaufman's com-

ments at Tuesday's rally

against the air-strike in

Libya finally pushed me
over my level of tolerance for

right-wing name calling.

First and foremost, I

would like to stress the fact

that, aside from foreign

students who may have par

ticipated, the students at

the demonstration are ever>'

it as American as Kaufman.

I am an American and glad

to be one. but that does not

mean I should uncritically

applaud every decision

taken by this country's

leaders, especially when

these decisions involve little

or none of the popular input

that they should in a coun-

try that calls itself a

democracy. Does Kaufman
envision American citizens

as a flock of sheep? If he

does, then he's insulting us

and trying to pull the wool

over our eyes. Perhaps he is

forgetting that this country

was founded by dissidents,

and that, in order to avoid

tyranny, despotism, and

blind nationalism,

dissidence will always be a

part of American life. Kauf-

man and those who feel as

he does had better get used

to it, or find themselves

another country to be part

of. Maybe they would feel

more comfortable in the

Soviet Union, where peace

activists not sanctioned by

the State are routinely

silenced.

It is ludicrous to say, as

Kaufman did, that we "have

no point of view." In fact,

this is simply (and how
simply) nonsensical. Ob-

viously we have a point of

view. It just doesn't happen

to agree with his own.

Similarly, Kaufman states

that those who protested

this act of war are "not

Americans." Perhaps he

would like to see my
passport. Kaufman is in no

position to decide who is

American and who isn't. In

this country, there are agen-

cies and departments to

decide such matters.

I would like to respond to

Thomas Lynch's charge that

we are "communist
bastards" who "should be

deported." Lynch clearly has

no information whatsoever

to back this absurd state-

ment. No one at the rally ad-

dressed the issue of whether

or not we call ourselves com-

munists. As far as I know,

we do not. We never have.

Lynch is imagining what he

would like to be true, but

isn't. He is simply making
the classic right-wing

mistake of using the word
"communist" as an insult

devoid of an political

significance whatsoever Be-

ing on the political left of

Rtagan and the Republican

party in general (and the

Minuteman, .^curacy in

Media, Jerry Falwell, etc.)

does not by any means make
a person a communist. Join-

ing the Communist Party

does. Please, get your facts

straight. As for his desire to

deport us all, perhaps Lynch
would also feel more at ease

in the Soviet Union, where

political dissidents are
deported to Siberia.

Overall, I believe that the

use of name calling only

shows how little the right on

this campus has to say.

Since they have nothing to

say on their own, the best

they can do is to try to

discredit the left they so dis-

dain. I'd just like to see some
factual basis for this

discrediting, instead of the

name calling that anyone,

no matter how ignorant, is

capable of.

Monika Giacoppe
Amherst

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters must be typewTit-

ten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column submissions should be

between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are subject to editing for clarity and length.

Boston University's

Public
Communication
Institute >g^
July 7-August I

Write. (Jcsiiin. and produce tor the media. Work with

eoiiiiiumieations experts in ad\erlisinii. public relations.

corpt>rate communications, electronic and print jour-

nalisHL and other careers.

For more information, contact:

Public Communication Institute

Boston I'niversit). College i)!' Communication

b4() Commonwealth A\enue. Boston. MA 02215

617353-3447

Are YouGood
Enough To Join

The Best?
IF YOU'RE A SENIOR TECHNICAL MAJOR,

COME FIND OUT.

APRIL 24, 1986

AT THE UNIVERSITY \

CAREER CENTER

SEE LT RICHARD
PATSY

r»v.
. <

"i

\>

V«v
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NAVAL ENGINEERING OFFICER PROGRAMS

CALL COLLECT

(518) 462-6119

COLLEGE PIZZA
TEL

549-6073 LOW PRICE
TEL

549^098

Ask For The SPECIAL

LARGE ONE ITEM PIZZA
^4 CANS OF COKE $8.50

SMALL ONE ITEM PIZZA
i 2 CANS OF COKE $4.75

We mike the BEST pU*a in town at the LOH'E.ST

prices' BAKED with douyh made fresh daily "SOT

poicn Served with CANS of %€>da \OT rup«.
ST, FREE DELIVERY

EVERY WEDNESC^ SPEC
Large Pizza $4.90 Mnedium Pizia $2.50

Pick up or to sS only

LOCATED A r PATTERSON CO^ER OF SOUTHWEST
Expires May 22. 1986 rro coupons with special

(^
^

Show your appreciaticn

NATIO JAL
SECRETARIi S' WEEK

TOP of the CAMPUS
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
11th Floor, Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Reservations
549-6000

ext. 639

LUNCH: Mon.-Fri. 11:30 a.m .-2:00 p.m.

DINNER: Tues.Thurs. 5:00-9:00 p.m.

Fri, & Sat. 5:00-9:30 p.m.

Closed Holuiiujb {April 21st)

Open

to the

Public

e. y
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NRA craziness
Jeffry Bartash

The House of Repie.sentatives shot down our safety ont

and a half weeks at^o by weakening' an already deficient

nun control law ii an eflbrt to ix'tain the "Wild West

image of the United States.

Congrt'f^^ voted to allow the uUei>-tale .-^alf.-. ol .-ihulgun-

iiiid rifles and to allow unloaded shotKains. rifles and han

dguns to be carried across state lines. Dealers will also

1k' able to sell ^um from their personal collection.-"

without keeping records.

Now our friendly neighborhood murderer can freel.\

move to a neighborhood in another .^late to rob and kill

The main force behind the Houses" vote was the Na
tional Rifle Asswiation. The NRA has continually at

tacked gun-contml laws and was al.-m pushing for a repeal

of the ban on inter.slate handgun .sales. That measure

was also defeated.

Congress passed the bill despite the presence of police

officers from 21 states who were lobbying in Washington

again.st the campaign by the NRA.
One has to wonder why each year a few dozen persons

are killed by firearms in other western, industrial coun

tries such as Canada and Britain, compared to :JO,000

pers<^)ns killed by firearms each year in the United States

The answer is obvious; strict gun control laws.

Gun control is a major step in public safety Yet Con-

gress once again was pushed around by a powerful special

interest group that doesn't give a damn about public safe-

ty. It's about time Congress protected— instead of

harmed—the public.Thats Congress' true responsibility,

not following the orders of a minority special interest

group.

The NRA doesn't believe in any gun control. If they had

their way, everyone would be toting a gun and we would

all be dueling in the streets.

The NRA argues persons have a right to defend their

homes. I agree. Let persons purchase a shotgun or rifle,

but force them to keep it in their home. For those who
want protection, the weapon serves no legitimate pur

pose outside the home.

The NRA says persons who hunt animals should be

able to purchase weapons and bring weapons across state

lines without restrictions. That's ludicrous. This also

makes hunting easier for those who hunt people. Let peo-

ple make recorded purchases of rifles and shotguns, but

also make them register when they cross state lines with

weapons. Criminals have to be weeded out.

I remain adamant that all handgun sales ought to be

stopped and all handguns banned. Only law enforcement

officials should be allowed to possess and carry handguns.

Handguns are responsible for half the murders in our

The Secchci Am^endment

ft uell- regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State

,

the right of the p^e, to Keep arvi bear arms shall not be infringed.

couniiy, according to the FBI Uniform Crime Reports.

Handguns are too often used to hunt people.

The NRA contends that a handgun ban would leave

homeowners and storeowners defenseless before an il-

legally armed criminal populace. That argument fails

miserably, because homeowners and storeowners would

have recognized rights to possess rifles and shotguns.

A ban on sale and posession of handguns would even-

tually lead to the near-distinction of handguns in our

country. Lawful confiscation of handguns would not be

offset by continuous production of hanguns. Within a few

years, handguns would no longer be available to

criminals.

Gun control legislation was passed in 1968 after the

a.s.sassinations ol Sen. Kobeit F Kennedy and li<v Mar-

tin Luther King. Will we wait until more of our great

leaders are killed before strict gun control laws are

elected? Or will we wait until the number of deaths

related to firearms doubles in our country?

The Old West and violence that accompanied it have

often been popularized by the modern entertainment in

dustry. Back then, robbers and killers wore leather and

rode horses. Contrary to popular belief, the Old West still

exists. Only now, robbers and killers wear three-piece

suits or blue jeans and drive cars.

The senseless killing continues.

Jeffry Bartash is a member of the Collegian staff.

Abortion: easy way out
Last Friday, the American Studies Pro-

gram at Amherst College sponsored the

rarest of events; a debate on the morality

of abortion which did not lapse into an emo-

tional free-for-all. I don't think I can do

justice to either speaker in the limited

space I have, but one point made repeated-

ly by Prof Jan Desard for the pro-choice

position was that women have a right to im-

prove their careers, finances, and personal

lives without interference from nameless

inhabitants secluded in the womb. If you

follow this line of thought, abortion is just

another tool for engineering the end to

poverty and personal dead-ends.

It doesn't surprise me to hear an argu-

ment such as this one. Twentieth century

America is fascinated with social engineer-

ing, especially if it eliminates poverty. It's

not that most Americans care that much
about poor people; certainly not enough to

spend the time to know them as in-

Rusty Denton

dividuals. It's just that Americans don't

want the smells and uncultured look of the

poor soiling our lovely cities and towns.

More than that, this nation is obsessed

with the opportunities for living the good

life, and can't imagine how anyone could be

happy with lower living standards. The Bi-

ble has a name for this sort of ob.session;

its called idolatry.

Idolatry is the condition where personal

desires supercede any regard for ethics.

Becau.se so many Americans worship

"quality of life," we find citizens who ad-

mire the methods of a thief named Robin

Hood and a murderer named John Brown.

Given role models like these, it's not much
of a surprise to find the government play-

ing Robin Hood among citizens of different

economic classes, and playing John Brown

by murdering their unwanted masters -the

unborn babies. The rich, at least, can de

fend themselves quite handsomely. The

babies are a bloody sacrifice to this god call-

ed "quality of life."

This is a sore point for the pro-choice

tribe. They can't honestly deny that every

abortion is a woman delivering a baby,

sometimes sliced into parts, sometimes

covered with chemical salt burns,

.sometimes ejected with sickening bruises

from head to foot. Some of those babies sur-

vive for hours or even days- even the ones

aborted earlier than six months. To know

this and take a pro-abortion position is to

look at a baby who looks just like you and

me, and to say, "This isn't really a person."

That kind of attitude is the root of racism

and every other sort of arrogance.

The act of abortion indicates some other

attitudes as well. It says, "This baby was

created without personal worth," which im-

plies that the mother was also created

without personal worth. An abortion says,

"History and humanity are so vast that

nothing I do here will make any difference"

Great not only are we supposed to be

created worthless, but our personal lives

are never important. That's a lousy

message to deliver to a young woman in

distress, or to anyone else, for that matter.

Idolatry is like that. It steals God-given per-

sonal worth, and places more value on some
elusive illusion which yields only tem-

porary satisfaction.

1 think that's the real me.s.sage of the pro-

life camp- that everyone has personal

worth, including both mother and unborn

baby. An unexpected pregnancy is not the

end of the world, and the baby probably

wasn't planning on it, either I seriously

hope that area women who find themselves

in this situation will consider calling an

organization like Birthright for informa-

tion about or assistance with alternatives

to abortion. There are many of us locally

who do care about a woman's future, as well

as her baby's. We're willing to help in any

way we can.

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

A 'token' stance, indeed
William Spain's column

of April 16, entitled "Go-

ing to the source,"

represents the worst part of

the academic climate here

at UMass.
Spain begins the column

by reminding readers of his

usual political posture and

warning them of his

perceived departure froiu

those politics on this par-

ticular issue, "Even we
'running dog liberals' can

occasionally see some good

in the antics of our least

favorite Chief Executive.

Most of us have a token

conservative stance or two

and one of mine happens to

be on international ter

rorism." Spain goes on to

applaud Reagan's decision

lo urup bombs on Libya.

References to the attack as

"our little act of pest con

trol " and to European
allied countries as

"spineless" make it in-

creasingly difficult to

believe that this one of

Spain's "tok" " stances.

How mu<

'

. "^s

required of Spain to aban-

don his supposed liberal

politics in favor of his band-

wagon rhetoric? It all

sounds too easy to me.

UMass has long held a

strong leftist slant, a

liberal majority that seems

to have only recently been

threatened' iheK^^'sran

catalyzed national Kni.ser

vative wave As the

polit: dcomp lonofthe

campus continues to even,

;t will be interesting to

waicn tne wuuam Spains

wriggle out of the wood

work. They'll be seen

wandering through the

Campus Center and Stu-

dent Union with dazed

hv ' s on their faces, trying

h, listen in on othei eo

's conv -ations '"

mpt t

ty. A few may even agonize

to the point that they form

their own opinions.

In the meantime, we'd

like to know more about

Spain's "token conser

vative stanc r two." Who
knows? May ..e the printing

of the next one will brin^'

i job otie.' I the M.
'evHu'.

John R Gardittier

Sun. Hand
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The WEB thi Bois Lecture Series presents

BLACK
APFAIRS

Madame JOSIE FANON
widow of Frantz Tanon

Marcos predicts government
will fall in one month

Frantz Fanon and
the Third World:

Interpretations

& Actualities"

April 30. 1986
Campus Center 163

8 PM
University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Frantz Fjuion s works include "The Wretched of the F>arth."

"BUwk Skin White Masks." "Toward the .\fric^

Revolution," "Studies on a Dying Colonialism

"

InMitHlf €1* Ihr H«mamtlr«

^^#»»#»»#»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»#»»»»»»<#^###»»»»#»»*#»»»»**##*###**»»»*****#**»*»***»^|

T-Shirt

$8.95

Open
M-F 9-5

Located in the

Cannpus Center

MANILA, Philippines lAPi-Ousted
President Ferdinand E. Marcos predicted

in a videotaped interview released in

Manila today that Corazon Aquino's

government will fall within a month,

possibly to communist rebels.

Marcos claimed in the interview that

Moslem forces loyal to one of his former

political leaders, AH Dimaporo, out-number

govenrment troops 10-1 on the large island

of Mindanao, and that 34 percent of the na-

tion's soldiers have left their posts since he

left the country Feb. 25.

Marcos" statements, made during the

weekend before a group of U.S.based

Filipino supporters at his home in

Honolulu, came as pro-Marcos

demonstrators and communist insurgents

both increased pressure on Mrs. Aquino's

government.
Mrs. Aquino announced Sunday that

despite increased communist rebel attacks,

.she still plans to call a cease-fire in the fight

against the guerillas.

She appealed to the insurgents to "give

peace a chance" after a weekend in which
35 soldiers were killed In rebel ambushes.

She urged the estimated 16,000 members
of the communi.st New People's Army to lay

down their guns and help build peacefully

the society they have sought to create

through revolution for the pa.st 17 years.

In her commmencement speech at the

University of the Philippines, she also

warned Marcos loyalists not to stand in the

way of peace. "This government of peace is

not unarmed," she said.

Marcos was videotaped at his rented

Honolulu residence Saturday night by

Manila independent television producer Sol

Vanzi, who showed the tapes to The
Associated Press tf)day.

Marcos said people supporting him were

planning a big rally in Manila on May 1.

"I of course support them to the limit and
maintain that the only legitimate govern-

ment is the government headed by me,"

Marcos said.

Cuba to crackdown on lazy
HAVANA (AP^Cuban officials are plan

ning a crackdown on lazy, negligent and ir-

responsible workers as well as those who
defy socialist ideals by making huge sums
from illicit profiteering.

"These things have to be rectified,"

Cuban president Fidel Castro said in an
unusually candid assessment of the short-

comings of some Cuban workers.

"We have lazy people, people who don't

want to struggle, irresponsible people, peo-

ple who are not sufl~iciently demandmg
within their area of responsibility, people

who seek privileges, people who seek easy

money," he said.

The occasion for Castro's remarks at a

local theater heiv was the 25th anniversary

of the victory of his forces over the U.S.

backed brigade of Cuban exiles at the Bay
of Pigs.

With many tamily members of Bay ot

Pigs' victims in attendance for the Satur

day night speech, Castro said the memories
of those who died in the rex-olution's defen.se

are being defamed by Cubans who refuse

to do their share.

ENJOY
FINE DINING
FRIENDLY SERVICE
AND A SPECTACULAR
VIEW

t'^M

.J Call 549-6000

ext. 639

for reservations

OPEN

Lunch Mon-Fri 11:30 am-2 pm
Dinner Tue-Thurs 5-9 pm

Fri & Sat 5-9:30 pm

<>

'<

' '

•<

<>

<l

ftyUNIVERSITY
. : STORED .

TOPof the
CAMPUS
Ki:STAI KA\T & M)l \(ii:

ii<"H>()(m cA^iiHS ci:mi:k iaiass

•••*•••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••

Southwest Residents!

VOTE TODAY
Southwest Area Government

Elections for President,

*Vice-President, and Treasurer

Hampshire D.C. Berkshire D.C.

Coolidge

Emerson

Kennedy

Prince
(undergrad)

Crampton

James
Melville

Thoreau

Cance

JQA
Moore
Pierpont

4

John Adams
MacKimmie

Bring a couple friends and

your appetites and enjoy some

of the best Mexican food anywhere

Patterson

Washington

4^^^^4^#.#.4^4^#..V..^4^4^#^.(^4^#.^4^^#.4^.^#.#.4^#4^#^«^##.^#.#^^^4^^4-

Now Hiring

Assistant Subscription

Manager
The Massachusetts
Daily Collegian

Come down and apply at the

Collegian Office,

113 Campus Center
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Stayiing this Summer? l

Do something

DIFFERENT!
Train to be a bus driver

with UMass Transit.

Applications Meeting

ThurSy April 24th

7:00 pm Bart 61

You Must:
- be 18 years old

- have had a license for 1 yr I

- have 2 + semesters left

at UMass
You positively MUST have proof of

class year at the meeting (schedule,

transcript, or letter from Registrar)

For more info, call 545-0056

4
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4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
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4
4
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4
4
4
4
4
4
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4
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UMTS is an AA/EO employer

4
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TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON , AMHERST

Bring fOiJf 0<ttn Beet S lA- 1*

SPRINGFIELD

bring Yoijr 0*i
Beer Of i^">*

Kosher

Tr^

MuSSK^*fHERST
• TabouifcT:

Breads

Smoked
Curried

Lentil So

Salads
Apple P

Taragon

Cheese
Smoked

Across from

Plumbleys

i(les • Brie • Pepperoni

Chocolates • Fresh Baked

Gruyere • Cheddar Jalapeno Soup •

i* ^ ' ^ r\ r^ r' f\ ^

ave a bPECIAL PARTY
with a DIFFERENCE

Call us for our

custom party platters -

over 100 kinds of domestic and im-

p)orted cheeses, smoked meat £f fish,

exotic salads, fresh cakes and
pastries.

ENJOY

.,^^^^**¥*¥¥¥**-^****************************^
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Jarreau ^goes to college/

pulling MTV viewers away

Cnlleioiin photo hy Rob Skflton

Al Jarreau put on an electrifying show Satur-

day night at the Fine Arts Center at UMass, a

performance rare in these days of MTV stars.

By KATHRYN POHYNER
Collegian Correspondent

In a time when most
vocalists are content to

churn out videos for MTV,
Al Jarreau turned the Fine

Arts Center Saturday night

into a living showcase of his

work, electrifying an au-

dience who danced, clapped,

and sang along with every

number.

Finishing his opening
number, "Raging Waters" to

a standing ovation, Jarreau

said "Thanks for coming out

tonight. I know how easy it

is to stay home and watch
MTV."
MTV could not have done

justice to this jazz vocalist's

performance, as he entranc-

ed the full house with his

own smooth blend of jazz

and pop. Jarreau 's voice.

clean and strong, hit every

note on the musical scale

while he manipulated his

range in a way that had the

audience clapping,

laughing, and tr>ing to keep

up with him.

Trouble in Paradise"

brought another standing

ovation, a.s did many songs

throughout the show. Jar-

reau put all his energ>- into

each number by dancing,

moonwalking and jt)king

with the audience.

Will, well," he laughed.

"Al Jarreau goes to coUegi"

His infectious mood led to

more bantering back and

forth with the crowd, and

then breaking into song

again.

Jarreau's band kept up

with all his antics, proving

that their talent and style

are as polished as his. The
horn section added a special

bluesy touch.

The music was at its most
beautiful during "After All,"

a romantic ballad that

brought hand-holding in the

audience and another ova-

tion at the closing refrain.

Jarreau finished the last

verse of "After All" on his

knees, after singing to a

woman in the audience as

she handed him a flower.

Other songs that brought

waves of dancing and sing-

ing along were "Get Your

Boogie Down" and "High
Crime."

Jarreau's electric mood
and his high level of energy

intoxicated the audience for

a show that was really sen-

sational for both him and
his audience.

mmmmwrn.
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ISFBB.
ToLuxembourg: Roundtrip Fare

New York $458- $499^

Chicago $518' $559'

Balt./Wash. $488' $529<

Detroit $508' S549'

Orlando ^518 $559^
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I (if .Appk-

Macintosli

Do you have

one of

these?

The Hampden Pro-

gram is presenting a
performance by
choreographers/dan-
cers Barbara Bennett,

Elaine Colandrea and
Anne Deloria, who
recently returned
from a tour of "The
Melting Pot" in West
Germany.
The performance is

titled "Made in West
Germany: Dances of

Women" and consists

of three dances; "An-
niversary Dance,"
"The Bones Lie
Under, Can You Fit

Them Together," and
"Vortex."

"Made in West Ger-
many: Dances of
Women" will be held
at 8 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday at the
Hampden Theatre,
Southwest Residen-
tial Area. Tickets are
$2.

Mitch Easter does it all

on Let's Active's latest LP
LET'S ACTIVE
Big Plans For Ererybvdy
I.R.S. 1986

By ADAM BRIGHTMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Unlike the la.st LP Cypress, this latest of-

fering from Let's Active did not take three

months for me to become thoroughly enrap-

tured in its popish beauty. Also unlike the

last time around, this one really is a pro-

ducer's record, in that

leader/singer/songwriter/producer (of

R.E.M. fame) Mitch Easter plays most of

the instruments to boot. Producers like to

get everything just right, and he did. he did.

To be fair. Cypress had a wonderful child-

like quality, featuring tiny, fragile voices

that breathed life into its sweet melodious

center Also like a child, it tended to ram-

ble on a bit, especially the guitar parts.

With "Big Plans For Everybody," the adult

in Easter takes over and the result is more
discipline, also more fun and some
weirdness.

Vaguely familiar guitar hooks and tricks

flitter about in this batch of songs. Easter

raises the chunky spectre of glam rock

(Sweet and Slade) with his "Last Chance
Tbwn," and indulges in a little Pagean slide

guitar mania while riding down Route 67

(a title).

While most of the lyrics are relatively

obscure (which is a polite way of saying that

the revieres doesn't feel like wading into it

whole hog), Easter does offer an occasional

shining tidbit to linger upon. Easter says

to ask him later, you will sort something
out. "Nothing is easy," he insists, but he

will not di.sappear in little ways.

But, and this is the big but, one finds that

the lyrical sense of it all makes only

frosting on an already very accomplished

cake of dynamite melodies and smart
guitar bits. They are all just tools to this

producer, and he has fashioned a very good
piece of plastic this time around. Dig
around in Easter's metaphors if it pleases

you. Me, I like pop, and this is the best of

the stuff I've heard in a year, and it rocks

too.

If I had a rating system, this would be an
A letter grade, waiting on an A plus. But,

I don't have a ratings system, so if your're

wondering, "Big Plans For Everybody" is

the good stuff you should be spending

money on.

Editor's Note: Catch Let's Active this

Saturday night at Mt. Holyoke's Chapin
Auditorium. They are halfofa double bill,

performing with the Reducers.

VVi: HAVK AN APPI.K,
I.ASKKVVk! riR FOR YOl !

THE APPLE LASERWRITER)

Pf^iNF OUT YOUR DISK ON OUR LASER PRINTER

L«

THE PAPER HOUSE , INC.

(A UNIVFRSITY DRIVE
AMHERST

(NEXT TO BriL'S PiZZA)

549-5656

S^
IDOVE
-^ Secretarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

Rhino's release of the oldies worthwhile
By JAMES NEILL
Collegian Staff

Rhino Records, fans and archivists ex-

traordinaire, have unleashed the latest in

their endless wave of reissued relics. The
Turtles" superb Battle ofthe Bands and the

Ray Davies produced Turtle Soup have

finally been flipped off of their backs and

out of obscurity. Flo and Eddie and the

gang were pop geniuses in an absurd sorta

way and are well worth rediscovering.

Volume 1 of The Yardbirds Greatest Hits

('64 - '66) is simply a must. The album in-

cludes the A's and B's of some landmark
singles and the cream of their earlier LP's.

This period in the Yardbirds influential

history saw the departure of then blues

purist Eric Clapton claiming the band had

sold out in favor of "pop rubbish." He join-

ed Mayall's Bluesbreakers and was replac-

ed by Jeff Beck. Not such a tragedy after

all. Hear songs that later became big hits

for Aerosmith and Warren Zevon. Hear to-

day "s sounds yesterday and stay tuned for

Volume 2 and the arrival of Jimmy Page.

Rhino has also bought up the entire

Beserkley Records Jonathan Richman
catalog and now that they're back on the

shelves you can kick yourself for buying
that first Modern Lovers LP for twenty
bucks last month. Meanwhile, Jo Jo's latest

album of all new material, "It's Time For
... on the Upside label, is hard to resist

despite its predictability.

There are some long lost Monkees albums
that Rhino has freshly re-pressed including

Headquarters, the first album that featured

the band as active musicians, and includes

the track "For Pfete's Sake," the closing

theme from the TV show. Rhino is a

veritable cornucopia of mandatory music.

Get their address off the back of any album
and I'm sure they'll send you a catalog

that'll make your eyes bug out.

Back to the present, the fabulous Fron-

tier label (who spawned The Three O'Clock

& Suicidal Tendencies among others) have
released new albums by Thin White Rope,

Naked Pre>, and the Pontiac Brothers. The
Rope play a deranged, slinky, slither-pop.

Naked Prey have got a big chip on their

shoulder and their guitars bear the brunt

of it. They .sound like an angrier Dream
Syndicate. The Pontiac Brothers, my pick

for best of the bunch, work up a string-

snappin' guitar frenzy, rocking out as clean

and hard as Creedence and the Stones us-

ed to. All three of these west coast bands
will be at Northampton's I\>arl St. Wednes-

day night for a stop on their grueling Go<xi,

The Bad and The Ugly tour Come on down
anytime after 4 p.m. to the Collegian Arts

desk, tell us any of the bands any of these

guys used to play for and win an album or

cassette by any of the three.

If you've got any cash left I'll vouch for

the new Let's Active LP and don't miss

them at Mt. Holyoke's Chapin Auditorium
this Saturday night with the renowned
Reducers from Connecticut. Other new
goodies include the 2nd album from the Del

Lords, Yo La Tengo's debut, Dumptruck's
2nd, The Things, Green on Red, Tommy
Keene. Alex Chilton, and The Swimming
Pbt)l Q's.

Mel Kendrick's "Re-
cent Sculpture," an ex-

hibition of wood and
cast metal sculptures,

is now on view at the
University Gallery,
UMass. The show is

open through June 8.
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A 3 session seminar to start

Wed. April 23 at 7:00 PM
at the University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
Information or Registration call

549-4645 anytime
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RENI/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880 .

.•.«*ss APPBOveo iNS«CTiOH station!

Gas Saving
Tune-up

$34.«* I

» C,

$44."

Lube, Oil & Filter

-*

99

r Includes up '<J i Quort*

oH 0-30 oil ond sfrfety

ch«ck

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center
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We carry a variety of quality supplies

for your Thesis and paper writing
needs.

We also carry spring fun supplies for

|when you don't want to write a paper.

L-I-Hastinesjnc.
Convmmmnity lomttnl m thit cunftir of Ainhttrtt"

OPI N Ws«k(luyi 5 u in fo 'i p <n Sumluy* *) u m to 1 p in
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LONDON 438
PPRIS 438

flmSTERDflm 428
BRUSSELS 438

Furjil Passes, Inl'l Sludenl ir:),AYHMem-
IxTships jll isstipH «»n II)p spot II

• call our campus hotline!

253~7529«ihrni,i»y iryb-uh^
or drop by

79 So.Pleas.inl St, 2nd floor, Amherst

HCouncirTravel Servicesli

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

FREE TACO BAR
MON & TUBS NIGHT

— till it lasts
APRIL BEER

OF THE MONTH
St. Pauli (;irl

DRINK OF THE WEEK fe

Strawberry Smash §

81.75 a

5t N. Pleasant St., Amherst
ac^<»

-tK /^ 'mjuitt fur upw ff^ptmr,.
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We Create Styles as

Individual As You Are!

9 by Deborah

oupon Specials

ir COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS
• FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

it FREE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

• HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appointment

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Dnve, Amherst

549-5610 ,.rr,n-,H 1 1WISH\ expiif's
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SUMMERTIME JOBS
$5.50 per hour

Work scheduled around your full-time job.

RGIS Inventory Specialists

offers excellent part time income to

supplement your full time job.

We have hours available weeknights and/or

weekends in your hometown area in Eastern

Mass.

Numerous openings in;

Peabody, Danvers, Lowell, Lawrence,

Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, New
Bedford, and all of Worcester County and

Cape Cod.
For more info and to arrange on-campus

interview you may call collect at

Central Mass (617) 366 6473

Boston & South Shore (617) 849 3501

North Shore & Cambridge (617) 938-9269

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiHiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiwimiiMiiiiiiiHiiil
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Summer Employment
We are looking for interviewers to do

Marketing Research by telephone as a

permanent part-time position

throughout the summer and school

year. Flexible evening and weekend
hours. Must work a minimum of 17-20

hours per week. No selling. No ex-

perience necessan/, we train. Call

549-7235 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Mon-
Fri to schedule an appointment. Make
your summer plans now'

Is this a

horse

or Mr. Ed?

Ask the

UMass
women!

let usdoyOui"
wash-dry- fold

and
hand pressing

.ijf^EDlv^

10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7 DAYS 7AM 10 PM

549/665

Quality
Laundry
11 Pray St

Amherst, MA

Kaplan stays
withyou for

the long run.
After you take a Kaplan course, you re

not only better prepared to take on
marathon tests like the LSAT. GMAT,
GRE, NTE. CPA. SAT. among otFiers. but

the study techniques you'll learn will

help you through the ngors ofyour grad

school courses

That's why for nearly 50 years, over

1 million studerits have gotten in con-

dition with Stanley H Kaplan And for

those interested in breaking records, we
also offer SPEED READING

So call Kaplan You ve got a long race

ahead to the top of your career Every bit

of training and coaching counts

KAPLAN
STANUYM KAPlANftXKAIIONAiaNtHJin)

DON 1 (,()Mm> WHH
A KAPl AN STUDf NT H\()Nl

Preparing Now
For GMAT, LSAT and GRE

get started early

and complete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

Tuesday, April 22, 1986

TODAY is Dolla r Day
IDS SUBMARINES SVRIANS

the sub ^
II AM TO 2 AM / ; DAYS

•V ^ '

'
-"-w'

'"t-, ^,'_y. ^f>^ <,<**'

13 E PLEASANTS' AMHFOSI < '>4'J ^IW

This coupon is as good as gold
only at the SUB

4-22-86

worth $1 toward purchase of $5. or more
SAIAOS SU«M.\RlN£S SYRIANS V.

the sub

51 C PI f *<;A>i' '^' JMHEP'^T '4.'K0

^ONEi)_OLLAR_QfE
Delivery Hours 4 P.M. - 1 AM

^
ealiiigplmc

CAMPUS PLAZA
iNexl T;- Super

Stop b Shop)

Rte 9 » Hadley Amherst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM - 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

COUNSELORS
CAMP STAFF

Catskill Camp serving Mentally

Retarded Persons seeks Jr &
Sr Counselors, Cabin & Divi-

sion Leaders, Activities

Specialists. Physical Therapists,

Nurses LPN's & RNs, Nurse

Supervisor (yea; round or sum
mer). Admin h Program Direc

tors. Secretaries Bookkeeper.

WSI. Kitchen Dining Room
Aids. Maintenance Aids Room
& Board Provided Equal Op-

portunity Employer Contact I,

Wagner 212 254 8048 ext 250

Special Purchase Sale!

Rioxiemaj

save $1.00

NOXZEMA
SKIN CREAM

14 oz.

$2.15

TUSSY
CREAM
DEODORANT

• ROLL-ON
Anti-Perspirant

• STICK

DEODORANT

99*

2oz.

2.25 oz

2.12 oz

save 76*

NEUROGENA
HAND CREAM

2 OZ. tube

$2.49 save $1.36

SIGNAL
MOUTHWASH

24 oz.

$2.99
save 90*

DISCOUNT HEALTH and BEAUTY AIDS
191 No. Pleasant St.

Amherst 253-3534

^ 0^^^^^ prices in effect thru

^^J Sat. April 26, 1986

I

»•

<1

Tuesday, April 22. 1986

D00NES6URY

COLLEGIAN is

THE ^^Ah -'-r

GARP'' TRUDEAU .
.,r^v ..^rC-ON

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Fdiltd h» Iruilv Muhil latlt

UIHAT5JHAT
AROUNQHIS ^'^££^
^^^^^ HIS PAPERS.

"80NJ0UR MyNAMB 15 LB6Ul^a,

iom lOMBie siA'^ . iowLi finp
A -idAR^ SUPPLYOFfvnWNTROL-
LIN6A6em PACXBP IN Pf^/Ca
NEAR MY
Fear."

"IF you0eATMa RUJHLesei yupon
ARRJVAL ANP TMBRtAFTlR KEePMB
ONA LOW-SALT 01^, 1 5H0ULP
PROVIPB yEARS OF WCUBiB FRBB
DO(y\e^ic

SBRVICa.

I DON'T
009TABi£S.

lUOUGHl'VB
HADTTMTH
STABLBS

SIR!mi- '

\

COMBHOMB'

Deadanielope%
dead ^Q-i^lles,

dead antelopes,

dead j}2.elles..

f=

»"*
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FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

ACROSS
1 Low'ig

5 Head tf<e ;

9 Home Qi -.

Oitjficai * '

14 Khayyar**
' -) Dies —
6 Dancing

Ciampior
' " Detjaie' s

preroqai •
• 1 Men .V. !>

.

Ous • ••

;' v>..i .
- :

^ aidi

. • Leon
. 3 t>na<Jy spots

.9 Fies"¥ •' I't

i'> Union tn B<^f'

*' B*a' *itne-,s

)8 B'lt medd'S

W Pnase
40 Minily

41 Slow movefN
4.' ;^lnlln P'et «

ij I alters

14 Hill in Madrid
Id Wheel part
4 ' d o«u»'e»
48 Un,ve«Sity of

Wyoming site

51 Gi»e life tc

55 Ast'ingents

>n Parade figure

-.(J A" Cis«»nho*e'

51 Ttoobie

52 Youtn

53 Coastal n>ers

DOWN
1 r)H!'i.'i Dig

Alee'

2 HeO'e*
measure

3 Babylonian gixl

4 Bulldog of

H (aite a siesta

9 Dofn.niC"-s

10 Wo(^.•
-.I «

34 Body
V Gu'u
38Bi>c«

40 Per.j'.-

gear
41 je*ist '•

44 HoodA'nkei
46 AsalH- plant

47 Tei'

!» >.' I

i4 H s!J- •-

57 Cav.ar

ANSWER TO

1 3 Pan of a la

,
• iXly

2*)

27 LalJi Dt>dl

P'ovde'i

PREVIOUS PUZZLE
PHIL $
E A S E T

N C H R S

D R I N kJIn
NOR aHD I V E

E T n|u M i R

iv f S T R f

i SI

S E

A I E SHN E A H
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G£T VOOR.

OiRT MCRC '

ACC MATuaAc
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I Miinie Lt'Clerc, Mark Parker, LesUn- Nakajima

N'ijjht Kditor
( Opy Pklitor

Layout Tech
Photo TtH'h

Production Supervisor
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Summer Job

INTERVIEWS
Now being set up

. . .For 300 production line sumemr jobs. Start from May 22 to

June 22 and work to the end of August. Earnings of $4.00 to $10.00

per hour. Great work experience, great people.

DATE: Friday April 25th

PLACE: Room 902 (Ninth Floor) Campus Center

TIME: 9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

OXFORD PICKLE CO., INC.

South Deerfield, Massachuselts 01373 (413) 665-701

1

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

Gorillas win-
the 12:33 mark to complete the hat-trick.

"Some guy hammered me and I got fired

up," Carmean said. "They play a slowdown

defense and work it round to keep the score

down. They did the right thing."

it really wasn't that hard once we

jumped out." said junior midfielder Neal

Cunningham. "If you can get then out of

their slowdown zone, then you can take

charge. Get them one-on-one and they're

not that good."

Yale outscored the Gorillas in a low

scoring third period, 2-1, on two goals by

Ted Moran. The lone UMass tally came

courtesy of Cain who, was set up nicely by

Carmean at the 14:05 mark.

I continued from page 16

The UMass defense then put the clamps

on the Elis, as Yale failed to score the rest

of the way. The Gorillas went up 9-6 when

Cain picked up a loose ball to the left of the

cage and found Fisk (who had three assists)

all alone for an easy goal. UMass capped

the scoring when Cunningham walked in

from near midfield and blasted a shot past

the right post.

To the Gorillas' credit, UMass played

Yale's slowdown game in the second half

and was very patient on offense. The

Gorillas got their shots, but reserve goalie

Eric Levengood came up big several times

for the Elis to prevent things from getting

ugly

* baseball rolls along continued from page 16

got that, also. Senior co-captain Bob Kostro

(3 2t went the distance in the first game,

giving up six hits and two earned runs.

Sheran (2-1) followed with a complete

game, three-hit shutout and allowed only

one Ram to get past first base.

"Kostro threw a good game in the

opener," said Bergquist. "And Sheran

finished with our best pitched game this

year."

The hitting has not been a problem for

the Minutemen and they continued sting-

ing the ball over the weekend. UMass
pounded Ram pitchers for 33 hits, including

home runs by Cimini (a grand slam>,

Zerner and Allen. Cimini also drove in

seven runs in Saturday's opener.

"We put everything together. " Bergquist

.said. "This is one of the most satisfying

times for a coach, seeing your team gain

confidence the way these guys have. We
have a lot of tough games coming up but

we'll just try to win everything we can. This

was a good weekend for us."

* Softball
continued from page 16

Minutewomen, as they are

currently locked in a tight battle for the

number one ranking in the Northeast.

UMass was the first seed going into last

week's doubleheader with second ranked

Connecticut, but split with the Huskies,

forcing a must-win situation at P&nn St.

As it stands now, UMass must win the re-

mainder of it's games to stay in a favorable

playoff position. This won't be an easy task,

as the Minutewomen still have conference

doubleheaders with St. Joseph's Universi-

ty and the University of Rhode Island.

UMass will also face Adelphi University

before the A- 10 tournament.
L

Stockley, Zerner
cop A-10 honors
Two University of Massachusetts

athletes were honored by the Atlantic 10

Conference this week.

Lynn Stockley, a senior pitcher, was

named the league's twflball pitcher-of-the-

week for the third straight week for three

wins, including two shutouts and a

one-hitter.

Jay Zerner was selected as the baseball

player-of-the-week for several multiple hit

games. The junior outfielder helped lead

UMass to six straight wins this past week

as the Minutemen went to 12-15 after an

awful 1-14 start.
-PETER ABRAHAM

diiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iii iiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiini iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Schedule of Events EARTHDAY 86 ^P'" ^^ ^^

April 22 - Tuesday

Sunrise Opening at 4:30 a.m.

by the Campus Pond

Contradance
Student Union Building 8:00 pm

April 22 Workshops/Films
in Room 904-908 CC

Peace Begins in the Kitchen - Vegetarianism

I

Animal Rights Colaition 10:00 a.m.

Rescuing Walden Pond (slldeshow) Mary Sherwood
. Walden Forever Wild 11:00 a.m.

I Successful Grassroot Organizing- Wendell Rt 2 Com Noon

I Ego-Activism - Citizen Organization of Environmental Issues

I - Chris Bethurst, Clean Water Action Project 1:00 p.m.

I Acid Rain Update - Armand Ruby, Acid Rain Monitoring

I
Project 2:00 p.m.

I Common Ground - An Intro to Community Land Trust,

I (slideshow) Gregg Ramm, Institute for Community

I Economics 3:00 p.m.

I In Defense of Sacred Land (slideshow). Peacemakers

I 5 p.m.

i Root, Hog, or Die, National Organic Farmers Ass. 6:00 p.m

I
in S.U.B.

April 23 - Wednesday
All Wednesday's Activities will be held

by the Campus Center Pond

Guest Speaker - Dave Zwick: Clean Water Action Project
|

12 p.m.

A Visit to the Peace Pagoda
Buses will be leaving for the peace pagoda

10:30 a.m., 12:30 p.m., and 2:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m.

from the Student Union

Don't miss this opportunity to visit this

monumental symbol of peace.

ACTIVITIES

Canoes on the Pond

Button (pin) Making

Clay Sculpting

Oragami

Kite Flyiong

Bring yourself and your kites (and frisbees) and treat|

yourself to some sunshine I

MUSIC I

Circle 1:00 |

Boys of the Landfill 2:00

Pioneer Valley Jazz Society 3:00

Closing Time 4:00

Informational Tables will be stationed by the University
|

Library throughout the day |

m Oraanized by the UMass Coalition for Environmental Quality (CEQ) i
liiMiii , iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiimiiimiimim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiii ii n:

Environmentalism in Nicaragua - Jean Caini 10:00 a.m

Agriculture and Environmentalism - Robert Feinberg,

Cooperative Extension Service 11:00 a.m.

^17 Campus Center

* Gazelles lose continued from page 16

(oMi'^iiin |)hi>l'> li\ P.ml Disniiir.iio

UMass attackman Bunny Forbes, left, works by UNH defender Barb
Marois Satruday at NOPE Field. UMass lost, 10-7.

With three games remaining (at

nationally-ranked Dartmouth on Wednes-

day, at top-ranked Temple on Saturday and

at Rutgers on Sunday), UMass can improve

it.>< ECAC pi ayolT chances with a win over

t It her of the three remaining opponents.

A loss, however, could hamper their

chances. With only two games against top-

ten competition this season (a 15-11 win

over previously tenth-ranked Harvard and

Saturday's lo.ss to fourth-ranked UNHi,
losses to either Dartmouth or Tbmple could

hurt UMass' .status in the eyes of the ECAC
tournament selection committee.

Barring a total collapse on the part of the

Gazelles, it would be difficult for the selc

tion committee to overlook UMass' perfor-

mances to date. Despite Satujxlay's loss, the

Gazelles have shown that they belong to

the nation's elite.

UMass jumped out to a quick 1-0 lead

over the defending national champion
Wildcats (6 2) just 2:43 into the game as

junior All America attackman Lisa

Griswold .scored from a free position (penal-

ty shot). UNH responded, scoring the next

three goals over an eight minute span to

lead 31 with 14:01 remaining in the first

half.

Goals by senior attackman Bunny Forbes,

i-nior midfielder Mary Scott and
sophomore attackman Ginny Armstrong
put the Gazelles ahead. 4 3 with 2:24 re

maining. UNH midfielder Anne Sherer

picked up a loose ball in front of the UMa.ss

net and beat freshman goalkeeper Ann
Scileppi to tie the .scon". 4 4, with 39

.><econds left for an apparent halftime

deadlock.

But winning the ensuing faceoff. the
fi'iTolloc annroA the fin.ll i»onl of tbp half as

Griswold (who had three goals) circled the

left side of the UNH defense, .split three

defenders, and fired pa.st senior goalkeeper

Cathy Narsiff to give UMass a 5 4 lead.

"We played very well in the first half

because we avoided c(jmmitting many tur-

novers," Hixon said. "Unfortunately, we
beat ourselves with turnovers in the second

half'

Hixon said that UNH's team experience

prevailed in the second half as UMass forc-

ed several turnovers in key situations

leading to the Gazelles" eventual second

half collapse.

"We could barely throw and catch in the

second half," she said. For some reason we

felt rushed and desperate when there was

no need to be."

Cutting through the middle of the UNH
crease, Armstrong (two goals) took a pass

fnmi Forbes and beat Narsiff to stake

UMass to a 6 4 advantage just 42 seconds

in to the second half. UNH cut the lead to

one with 19:04 remaining before Griswold

scored her third goal from a free position

with 17:34 left. UMass led 7 5 and controll-

ed the tempo.

But the Gazelles collapsed in the game's

final fifteen minutes, creating numerous

unforced errors which led to easy scores by

the Wildcat.s.

"We got caught in transition in the se-

cond half by giving up the ball so easily,"

Hixon said. "Offensively we were rushing

the ball and that led to breakdowns around

the net which in turn led to their

fastbreaks."

The Wildcats tfK)k the lead. 8 7. with 7:23

left and ran away with the game, .scoring

twice more to seal the Gazelles' fate.
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Cash in a6^ance * Phone fiumt)e( FREE

\< t I SATIONS H ^

. . .hut will thr> e\er hit the uall? Lisa.

Val and B'lan If you re not happy in school

go out and gel jot»' Do you really tnir>k I'm

trappy working here all day^ Waych out I

can be dar>9«fous. . wilt) love (of cpurMi,
B.A.

XCTIVITIKS

( ommutrrs - Give the pint mat couid save

a life Today, CC 165. 10 » 4 30

I l'< (irneral Meeting Tuesday 4 22.

6 30 prti in room 165 CC Find out what's up
for Spiing'i' New members always
wslcania

' xf'RTril isir,

The Aratenian (lenoride

~~~^
Anno

Multi Track ('asi>et(e Recorder - Yamaha
MT-44 $500 00 must sell 546 7874 BD

AITOKOKSAI-K

ISM2 llalsan :il(MiX. good condition Ken
vyood stereo cassette, air cond. 30 m p g 5

speed manual 56500 miles S3. 100 or BO
front wheel drive call 546 7154 after 7.00

1971 .Saah HH. great radial snows worth
$250' New clutch, broken CV loint Fix or

use for parts' Barry. 548 9436 $350

71 VW Huu good condition, mag wheels
tinted windows, fun car $1300 o BO call

Aaron 6 7676

I!l7.'i VW Bus good running cond. little rust

asking 1400 549 1685 Frank

7H Chevette excellent condition a lot of

new parts $1,100 549 4834

1971 BMW 2062 $500 or b€«t offet

5497185

1970 KS Camaro-classir. red with white

top. 350 4 bl. new paint, stereo cassette,

looks b runs great. 2800 obo 323 6847

I97ti ( apri best offer call 256 0820 Good
condition

KSCOKT SKRVK K

Kucorl SerMce ,\»ailahle 8pm 2am
Everyday anywhere on campus Play it

safe call 5 2123 for an escon ANYTIME

FKMAI.K K<M)MMATK WANTKI»

Ti> »hare riMim in Townehouxe ,\pt call

alter 5 30 pm 549 5990

FOOIi FOR I'KOIM.K
NOT K)K I'KOHr

ICE CREAM

Haagen Da/ Ben and Jerry s

Bart's, Nectar Pies. Just Juice

Popscicles. Ice Bean Sandwiches
Get Yours

at People s Market

KOK KKNT

Til sublet 6 1 8'31 2 Ddrm apt, Sund
.

$340 neg call 665 4223. att 5

Fi\e hedriMi.,! house very homey sin

minutes from campus June 1 thru June 1

' 100 month plus Mr Armstrong 256 8534

2 bedriMim apt 6 minutes to campus 520
plus June 1 call Mr Armstrong 256 8534

One bedrmim available June 1st one block

In town and campus deck, skylights call

549 7127

1 r<M>m bus route $300 00 everything includ

ed (utilities cable TVl 256 1724

2 bednmni. 1 '/> baths, on bus n. 200$
reward if you sign by June, Squire Village

665 7672

Want an apartment? Take over our lease in

Presidential Apis June 1st 10 mm walk to

campus call 549 0319

.Apartment for rent 2 bedroom in

Sunderland Call 665 2176 ask tor Steve or

Tom

19X0 Civic Hatchback 63.000 miles

AM FM great mileage very dependable

253 2204

1979 Mercurv Capri good condition 4 spd
new brakes $1400 call 256 8404

77 VW Kahbit. brown, AT runs well,

great stereo $1300 584 2700 x 4074

19S:t Tovi.ta ( i.riilla I. iflbaek^Af 53,000
miles $5i00 548 9404

1980Dataun Pf; $1750 548 9404

197fi VW Bus great body interior, new ex

haust brakes $2150 256 8484

Is it true vou can buy jeeps for $44
through the U . S government' Get the facts

today! Call 1 312 742 1142 ext 5931 A

CAN YOl- WRITE?

Interested in Journalism? It's never to

late to start' Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England You can wnte
about Sports. News, Editorial. Black Af

fairs. Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues Whatever your interests, wnte about
It today in the Collegian We build careers

Studio apartment Amherst center, June 1

Julie 253 7867 until 9 30 pm

sol THWOOIJ AI'ART.MKNTla'ke over

lease June Isl call 253 3993

Cliffside ApT. available June 1 fall option

summer negotiable call 665-7703 keep try

ing

Female aparlmentmale needed June 1 • '

pleasant, Amherst Center flat in quiet

house Share space wilh 2M, IF, 1 dog
Own sunny bedroom 145'mo nonsmoker,
mature, considerate, clean, responsible call

253 3053 Kaihy

Four bedroom apartment in Rolling Green

needs one person for single bedroom for

fall. Four people for whole apartment for

summer sublet 256 6837

1 hedr<M)m house in Northampton near

Look Park S600 plus utilities June plus

Sept option Skibiski Realtors 584 3428 after

430 _
2 housemates wanted June 1 2 miles from

campus, garden, quiet Hadley
neighborhood Non smokers please $130

month 6480306

liucri Watches onlv l^;tll Many styles lor

men & worrwn call 6 7480

Italian racini; liicvrle - Atala 23 (58 cml
Campagnolo parts tubular tires, metallic

grey 545 1 765 367 9348

197x Kahhil 105 000 miles, but recent

value |Ob new master cylinder water pump
tires 30 mpg on regular It flies $1,600

256 0074 eves

Apple II • 80 column Epson MX 100
printer la/er disk drrve Sanyo monitor.

Hayes modem accessories $1 '00 rail

IWikp evi's 549 6455

(.IVK BUNM)

K.el ifoiMl! Today, CC 166, ID 30 4 30

HKI.P WANTKIl

Hotel Majors: Desk clerks and auditors

wanted Accountiong or experience prefer

red Apply Howard Johnson Lodge Rte 9.

Hadley

Full or Part Time
Asst Manager and Salespersons

send resume to
'

Bel Air Gardens *

870 So Mam St

Bellmgham, MA 02019
orcall 617 883 7644

for more info.
'

Painter's Helper, Full days only Call Matt
eves 548 9315

Students - don't get stuck with a mindless

job' Mass Fair Share will be talking with

students about jobs in our fundrats

ing outreach dept on April 24 at the UMass
Career Center. Call 5-2224 or S868713 for

details

Hnusecleanerls) wanted: immediate
opening for experienced cleaner 2 3 his per

week summer fall option call 253 3577

ViiunK -Vd .Xk''!"".' looking for volunteer

space rep for social services client Must
have wheels Flexible hours Call 586 2" 35

(amp W innehaK" for counselors activities

interested call Geraro 773 5960

LOST

Silver chain bracelet w blue rhinestones

extreme sentimental value big reward'

549 0837 keep trying

(ilasses lost: prescription gold rimmed
round frames held in hard brown eyeglass

case Lost since 4/2 Call Kathy 546 1237

ASAP

Mens Citizen watch between Campus
Center and Hasbrouck bus stop Great sen

limental value ' Reward ' call 549 5626 and
leave message or return watsh to Info Deak
CC Concourse

(APE < (»l»

West Yarmouth cottage sleeps 4 253 7436

:t male riMimtnales needed for large house

on Craigville Beach Hyannispori $750 fo'

the summer call Fit/y 256 6863

CASH"

I'avinK rash for viiur baseball cards

Please call Mike 546 6106

ENTERTAINMENT

KA( K-A-l>iS(" ENtFRTAINMKNT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows,

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549 7144

FOR SAI.K

Furniture • Excellent condition marching

sofa and loveseal. chair, wall unit, end

table, lamp, kitchen table with five chairs,

white wicker bedroom furniture, and ac

cessories Prices negotiable Call Amy
549 4085

(Jueen size bed great condition price

negotiable call Karen 649 4365

Itorm Frid){e in good condition $50 must
sell call John 253 5697

:t.pc. drum set S300 549 7185

K.leotric Bass by Magnum. Fender \aii

stylo, $170 01 BO 586 8969

Brand new tennis rackets Wilson Pro-

sstaff 4 3'8 $120. Head graphite edge 4 3'8

$96 Please call Wayne 546 9422

MOTORCYCLES

19^2 Kawasaki K/.'i.'in 8,000 miles runs

like a dream very fast was $1,000 now only

$925 Dan 546 4773

19H:i NiRhthawk B.'iO 12 5k miles
meticjlously maintained $1500 546 943?

H2 Honda ti.'id Nitihlhauk exc cond 4000
mi w helmets asking S1500 call 549 7882

NOTKEOF \NM M,M"EEflN(i

TOC INC., will hold Its annual meeting
w bylaw change May 2, 1986 in Campus
Center 804 808 at 3 00 p m

NOW HIKINt.

College Pro Painters

now hiring for good
summer |obs throughout
New England 5 7 1 an hour

positions filling quickly

come to our information

session on May 1 in the

Campus Center 1 800 424 2468

OFF-( AMPCS STIIIKNTS

Show vou rare. Gnwblood today. CC 165,

1030 4 30

OR( HARM HIM. RFSII>ENTS

I'ul vour trust in etprrienre Voir for:

Ciny Wilson for OHAG PracKlonl Joanne
Cooper for OHAG Treasurer

I'ARTTIMK JOBS

I'artlime l^lmrers needed foi Iolhi house
renovations st pjy 5 hr easily accessible
Irom Cam rnterested call Matt 549 6799

PER.SONALS

WiinesKr*. Two woman uw a two car
smash up 7 pm January 16 corner Amity
and North Whitney (near town lit>iaryi and
kindly offered Itieir account I need you
now Joan Mason 586 9225 (work! or
253 5837 (homel

April Wells - Cruise nakert at 22' Here's to
a new start Love the girls in 9L

Make the riifht choice: Vote James
Smack for OHAG Tresurei

All RSO's!!: It your orgam/ation wishes to
apply ffjr a FY88 SGA Budget packets are
now available in 420 SU hurry" Proposals
are due no later than May 14

"

( oni^ratulations to new tirolhers 0I Lamb
da Chi Alph,j lovo Leah and the rest of the
Little Sisters'

Or. Kathv, I have competition? What are
we going to do about this? Move the date
up' Jacques, don't worry well name the
firstborn after you MCATS bite' Love
Faithful Hus

Free Lecture on .Sex! "Repression from
the New Right and New Left" " Or, fl Lib
by 23rd 8pm SUB
Happ.» 22nd Birthday IVachesI Thanks
for being there, you re the best friend
anyone could have Love ya lots Cherry

Calling ail teeth in «77Townehouse: You
mean the world to me and I'm sorry for
anything that's t>een my fault With much
love. "B"

Free Film: Sugar Cane Alley, today 8 PM
CCA

Southwest Reftidents! Vote today in the
Southwest Elections'

Jeff Kotow itz - Happy 20th Birthday to the
special person in my life' Have a great day'
Love ya. VES

Ciinicratulations to the New Brothers of
Lambda Chi Alpha love always. Jean and
Tara

Spanky. Wanna wrap you up in a waffle
cone and smooch, my little poopsie Your
little Munchiekins, Scooter

"There can be no peaste of mind in love.

since the advantage one has secured is

never anything but a fresh starting-point for

further desires
"

campus $134 00 mo call 549 6b38

Female w anted 10 share 2 hwdrnom apt in

Putfton call 549 1B68

Two riMimmates needed to share rine

tM^room Brittany Manor apt 15J$ month
lease starts in Sept call 546 6122 or

546 6094

1 male to s^are two tmdroom apt m
Southwood call Tom at 546 4257

Two females wanted to share I bedroom
in a two t>f»drtK>m apartment iri Southwood
Sut>tel for the summer and you re on ttie

lease for the fall Call Laura and Brenda at

253 3619

2 females needed to share apt m Bran
dywine call 546 8349

I female riHimmale needed to share 2 t>d

rm Pufftcjn apt starting in June call Carolyn
549 0114

Female nonsmokine rintmrnate needed
for fall semester Bntiany leas*- Sejit June
call 256 0027

Female riMimmale wanted - Brittany

10 month lease includes heal 256 1231

SKK MARTINKJI K

SuRar ( ane Allej. 8 PM. CCA, Free' All

welcome*

.SERVK ES

COINS 121 I2:t TulorinK $5 00 per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256 1239

Typing. Tap«- 1'ranscription. Fast ac
curate Available almost anytime 665 7652

Perfectionist Word Processinn $1 50
$2 00 page 25% off first |ob 549 61 78

SI MMEK EMPLOYMENT

l.ifeKuards, .Swim Instructors. Hamp
shire Fitness Club 256 6446

I'ROFESSIONAI. TYPINti SERVK E

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on
campus, dependable low rates, expenem:
ed Nancy 584 7924

$ PllFFTON REW ARK «

Name vour price for 2 3 bedroom. Jan
ry»6 695i8 Ronni 546 6959

ROOMMATES^ANTK I >

Female roommate needed for Southwood
apt for fall b spring 256 8032

HOI SE IN I.EVEHETT needs roommate
starting June 86 Wooded area with miles of

hiking trails m backyard Comfortable living

situation Older student preferred $167 50
call 548 901

1

I female needed to share room in Bnttany
manor caH 253 2118

June 1. I9«« - May :il. tW~ 10 share large

room in Presidential Apts 7 mmute walk to

SI MMER SUBLET

On Sunset Ave 3 bedroom 2 baths minute
walk from campus call 549 5154

2 bedroom Lantern Court. .Sunderland
June 1 September 1 $3(X) monthly call Don
na or Kim 549 7127

One bedroom apt.. Puffton. Ben*546 1191
clean, close to campus pool tennis

Female wanted to share furnished room
in Northampton apartment June August
$60* month 584 8170

Brandvwine 2 bedroom fully furnished
rent negotiable 549 4186

Furnished apt in Puffton call 549 1868

.Amherst (enter sunny 3 bedroom a()t in

house call evenings 549 6866

w fall option 4 bedroom apt on bus route
1 '/i bath utilities included call 256 1810

Summer Sublet » fall option. Studio
apartment, downtown AmhersI Call btwn 5
p m 7 p m or late evenings 266 091

1

Wanted summer suhletters 3 bedrooms
Townehouse apts $350 call 549 1449

House in S, .\mherst 5 bedrooms take
over lease in June w fall option 256 8135

Brandvwine 2 bdrm cheap rent call

649 5416

(it location Sunset Ave across from Col
lege Pi/^a 4 ()drm 2 bath full turn 549 1447
for info

Puffton Vlg summer sublet one iHtim.
pool. AC. furnished 549 0080

Isl floor. 2 bedroom. Hrandvuine apart-
ment. Sliding doors to back yard, air condi
tioning, close to bus stops Act fast' Call

Mark 549 0572

Amherst (enter 2 hedrm apt fall option
for 1 person Spacious sunny beautiful apt
on quiet street 400 month including utilities

2 people maximum 256 0764

Female housemate needed 2 bedroom
Puffton sulilot with fall option call 546 5827

Squire Village • w'fall option 2 br apt t>y

oool 1 br avail for female Furnished, on

tms lirve $125 f»r BO call Li/ »< Betsy

546 0162

cheap: 1 t>edroom in 5 tverticKim house
30 second walk to dwntn Nortfiampton
$110 month Call 586 5547

One bedriMHn for 2 femairo m large two
tjedroom apt located l>etwe«r« campus and
Amherst center S14() each 256 8039

i,aree house practicallv nn-campus.
Hugo porch and t>ackyard 5 singles $150
month 549 0081

w'fall option efficiency in ex Drake' quiet,

close to town. sf:hf>ois Tom 253 5062

RiMim available in two hedriMim apt ful

ly furnished pool bus tennis Sunderland

June 1st Aug 31si 665 4210

fall option spai icnis 2 iMirm 2 bthnn in

Squire Village call 666 7993

Summer rmmale 2 tjdrm townliuuse

Rem ncgoiMble Fall opi exc cond 1 "6

twths. hop to bus distiwasher pool, AC. 2
reserved prkg 666 3065

Puffton Village summer sublet one tidrm

call 546 7027

Bi|{ house close to campus cable, furnish

ud cheap rent negotiable, caM 546 7122

TOSrHI.FT

2 Iwdrimm apt in SoulhwiHid summer
sublet w fall optirjn 256 1562

.Summer sublet w fall option 2 bedroom
Cliffside apartment Sunderland pool. Ienr>it

courts bus route 665 7922

S<iuth Amherst furnisfied 2 bedrcKim apt
utils included $400 00 month fall option
phone 253 5668

Two minutes from campus! Single room
in furnished apartrnent, large yard CaM
549 6918 between 6 / PM

2 bedroom townhouse in SouthwiMid
apts summer sublet with fatl option
256 1090

Summer sublet 2 bedroom Amherst Center
256 8052

Furnished bedroom in Northwood apt.
femaleisi wanted 140 nith 1 rig. pool, AC,
on bus route June 1 to Aug 31 call 665 3041

TYPINf; SERVICE

({I AI.ITV TVPINt;. Long or short pro
lects Meticulous proofreading Editing

available New IBM Typewriter 549 0367

TYPINti & W(>RI> PR(KESSIN«

Next day service TYPE RITE 323 4579

WANT A FREE ( ASE OF BEER?

Summer sublet :t Iwdroom townhouse
available June 1 through Augusl 31 call

549 7478 price negotiable

WANTEK

Looking for lease Hidiiii v>v'''i'

Townhouse Presidential Puffton 546 5327
reward $150 00

WANTED TO RENT

Looking to lake over lease in Puffton or

Brandywme foi tall 86 S$$ reward $$$
546 1472 01 546 9890

$21)0 reward for your :t* bdrm Puffton,
Presidential or Townetiouse lease call

546 6062 546 6395 546 6186 keep trying

Help! We want your lease for that 3
bedroom house or apt in Hadley or area will

lake over your lease for summer please call

Paul 253 2131 Ed 586 9402

Couple seekinK to take over lease for 1

bedrcKim apt starting fall call Gary 546 7159

We want what you've (fot!! We want your
3 or 4 berlionm apartrnent or house for sum
mer and fall Cash reward" Call 666 4819

.Single room needed in house or up' for

fall semester only call Cathenne 256 V '
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SPORTS
Gorillas ease past the Elis,10-6
Fifth-straight win moves
lax in to tie for seventh
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It was the sort ofgame that didn't really have anything

special about it. As expected, the University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team defeated Yale University,

10-6 before 2,000 at Boyden Field on Saturday for its fifth-

straight win.

The Gk)rillas rode a three-goal performance by junior at-

tackman Tom Carmean to send the Eli s packing and

avenged an 11-10 overtime'loss in New Haven last season.

The win raises the Gorilla's record to 7 1, while Yale fell

to 6-6 on the season.

UMass moved into a three-way tie for seventh in the

Division I national poll, up from eighth. The Gorillas are

tied with C.W. Poj^t and Rutgers.

UMass will next face 14th ranked Harvard University

tomorrow at Boyden in a game that should decide the New

An upsetting weekend
To say the least, it was an upsetting weekend in Divi-

sion 1 lacrosse.

Top ranked Syracu.se played at Division 3 national

champion Hobart. and in front of a huge crowd, was

defeated. 16-13 in a major upset. The Orangemen fell to

second in the Division 1 poll and are now 9 2.

Al.so, fourth-ranked Navy fell to Virginia and number
five Rutgers lost to Army, 11-6 UMass and top ranked

Johns Hopkins la winner over third ranked Maryland)

are now the only teams in the nation left with one loss.

The Gorillas are tied for seventh in the poll

England champion.
'We re not dominating like we should because we're not

putting the ball away." UMass coach Dick Garber said.

"We had some fast breaks, which is our bread and butter,

and WL' didn't score until our very last break."

As was the case against St. Johns last week (a 9-6 UMa.ss

victory), the Gorillas started very slowly. UMass trailed

2-0 on Chris Clark's goal at the 6:02 mark of the first

period. The Elis struck quickly for the opening goal when

Yale attackman Craig Lunde picked up a loose ball in front

of Gorilla goalie Sal LoCascio and fiipped it past his right

shoulder 58 seconds into the game.
' Yale executed a zone defen.se in the infant stages of the

game and stymied the usually-potent UMass attack. In

fact, the Gorillas didn't have a .substantial possession for

the first 4:13 of the game. UMass failed to get on the

scoreboard until the 10:23 meirk. when .sophomore at-

tackman Pat Cain took a nifty feed from senior midfielder

Greg Fisk and beat Eli goalie Jason Reese high to make
the score 2-1.

Junior attackman Greg Cannella, right, dodges past Yale midfielder Ted Moran Saturday
at Bov'den, UMass was a 10-6 winner.

The Gorillas then tallied three unan.swered goals from

junior midfielder Doug Mu.sco. sophomore attackman

Kelley Cam and junior attackman Greg Cannella to go

up 4 2 at the 2:01 mark of the second period. At that point,

it .seemed that the Gorillas had figured out the Eli zone

defense and a rout was in the makings.

"They had to play a zone defense if they wanted to beat

us," Cannella said. "When they aie down, its hard for them

to come back. Every game they play is the same, that's

how they win. But not against us."

The Eli's came back to tie things up at 4-4 when all-Ivy

attackman Adam Puritz netted two goals in an 18 second

span and it looked as though Yale would make a game of it.

That's when Carmean took over The Ithaca. NY native

an.swered with three consecutive unassisted goals to give

the Gorillas a seemingly comfortable 7-4 halftime

advanatage.

Carmeans first goal came at the 1 1:40 mark on an extra-

man advantage when he snuck in from the right slot and

beat Reese over the left shoulder The second goal was a

carbon-copy of the first as he took a feed fn)m Carr behind

the Eli goal, slipped past the defenseman and beat Reese

low. Carmean struck again, beating Reese to his left at

continued on pagi' 14

Back from dead: Baseball wins 8th straight
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

When you hear people talking about the

University of Massachussetts baseball

team, you won't hear laughter anymore,

forget about the cracks about being sea.son-

long cellar dwellers too. UMass baseball is

back.

Sweeping three games from the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island over the weekend, and

then handing the University of Vermont a

17-10 setback yesterday, the Minutemen
are now the strong team they projected to

be when the season started.

After a dismal 1-14 start, UMass has

made an ir/credible comeback. The
Minutemen have won eight straight and 11

of their last 12. Welcome back.

UMass, 12-15, sweeps URI, downs Vermont
"We've come back well," said UMass

manager Dick Bergquist. "The guys have
their confidence back and I think we're one

of the hottest teams in the East right now."

The series with the Rams was pivotal in

more ways than one. A doubleheader sweep,

13-2 and 3-0, and a 17-7 win in Sunday's
contest boosted the Minutemen's con-

fidence tremendously. They raised their

record to 11-15 but, more importantly, got

their first three A- 10 wins to bring their

league mark to 3-5.

Yesterday, in a doubleheader that was
shortened to one game because of the

weather, UMass rebounded from a 9-2

deficit with eight runs in the fifth inning

to defeat Vermont.
"We're not the doormat anymore," said

senior first baseman Jeff Cimini. "We're

starting to look good. We picked ourselves

up after a bad start and we have a lot more
confidence now."

At Vermont. UMass ripped 15 hits to

down the Catamounts (4-16) as sophomore

Steve Allen picked up the win with two in-

nings of strong relief (four strikeouts).

In the fifth, UMass scored eight runs as

Mike Chambers, Matt Sheran and Jay

Zerner had key hits. Allen then ripped a

two-run homer in the sixth for the game-
winner, a blast to left that landed in the

bleachers of the adjacent football field.

Cimini had three hits in the game with
Zerner, Sheran, Allen and Steve Kern get-

ting two each. Freshman Jeff Richardson
al.so pitched well in relief.

UMass came into the Rhode Island series

needing more consistent fielding after a

.seven-error outing against Boston Univer-

sity last Wednesday.
The Minutemen proceeded to play error-

free ball in the doubleheader, and despite

three in Sunday's game, boosted their

fielding percentage.

"Our fielding has improved a great deal,"

said Bergquist. We played good, consistent

defense."

Another thing the Minutemen needed
from the series was stront? oitching. They

continued on page 14

Minutewomen now 26-6

UM Softball sweeps up Penn State
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The 20th-ranked Universi-

ty of Massachusetts softball

team did what it had to do
to keep its post-season tour

nament hopes alive as the

Minutewomen swept Penn
State University, 3-0 in nine

innings in the first game
and 3-0 in the second game.
The doubleheader victory

raises the Minutewomen's
record to 26-6 overall and
4-2 in the Atlantic 10.

The Minutewomen travel

to Chestnut Hill, today, to

face Boston College in a

makeup doubleheader from

a March 27th rain-out.

In the first game, senior

pitcher Lynn Stockley, who
was named A- 10 pitcher-of-

the-week for the third time

this season, improved her

season record to 14- 1, toss-

ing a four-hit shutout.

Stockley struck out seven

and walked three in her

10th .shutout performance of

the year

Sophomore right-fielder

Chris Ciepiela was the of

fensive star as she went two-

for-three with the game
winning run batted in with

an RBI single, and .scored

two runs. Sophomore cat-

cher Ilene Freeman was
two for two with one RBI.

In the nightcap,

sophomore pitcher Lisa

Rever was one out away
from notching her second

perfect game of the year, but

gave up a two-out single in

the seventh inning before

beating the Lady Lions, 3-0.

Rever raised her record to

10-5 on the sea.son.

The Minutewomen got

single runs in the second,

fourth, and sixth innings as

sophomore left fielder Emi-
ly Bietsch went two-for-four

with the game-winning RBI.

Senior Cathy Reed chipped
in a pinch-hit RBI single to

seal the victory for the

UMass.
The weekend sweep of

Penn St. was crucial for the

continued on ptiMc 14

Gazelles drop
first, to UNH

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Saturday's 10 7 loss to fourth-ranked University of New-

Hampshire probably will do little to change sixth-ranked

University of Ma.ssachusetts's position in the NCAA na-

tional poll, according to UMass head coach Pam Hixon.

'No one can really say what will happen in the polls."

Hixon said. "I don't think the game was a que.stion of

them outplaying us. We outshot them by about a 2-1

ratio."

The loss was the first for the 6-1 Gazelles, who entered

the game needing a victory over the Wildcats in order

to make any substantial move in the rankings.

continued on page 15
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Alumni director
eyes Collins' seat
Will run if Collins

is picked as regents head

'*» -B.Mjfc- 1 ,iii r. ^ki
( <>ll>-|fian phot<i4>.v Paul Drxmarai-t

PAVING THE WAY - Physical Plant worker Donald Kobis, 44,
lays paving blocks near the Three Graces architectural sculpture
in Southwest, yesterday morning.

By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

The director of alumni affairs at the
University of Massachusetts yesterday said

he will run for state representative from
Amherst if current Rep. James G. Collins

is chosen to head the Board of Regents of

Higher Education.

Jonathan Hite, 30, a former aide to Col-

lins and a 1978 graduate of UMass, said he
started gathering nomination signatures
from registered Democrats Saturday. 150
signatures are needed to put a candidate
on the ballot.

Hite emphasized that he will not run for

the seat unless Collins is granted his wish
to become chancellor of the regents.

"This is purely speculative," Hite said.

"If he doesn't get this Board of Regents job,

I'm off the ballot ... I won't run against

him."

Collins, a Democrat, is one of about 15

candidates now being considered for the
regents poet, which was vacated in January
when Chancellor John B. DufT resigned. A
regent search committee is expected to

begin interviewing the candidates within
two weeks.

Last Friday, Collins said, "I've been con-

tacted (by the regents] to let me know that

I've been nominated."
Other candidates for chancellor include

state Sen. John Olver, D-Amherst.

Hite said he could not speculate on

whether Collins will be chosen, but he said,

"I think I can do a good job" in the

Legislature. He cited his experience as Col-

lins' legislative aide from 1979 to 1981, as

a former member of Amherst Town
Meeting and as a commissioner of the

Amherst Housing Authority for the last

five years.

While at UMass. Hite seryed as speaker
of the Undergraduate Student Senate and
later as Student Grovernment Association

co-president, and wrote columns for the

Collegian. He received a degree in political

science "with an emphasis on political jour-

nalism." He has been employed at the

University since 1981.

CoUpgian phnto b> Pnul l>p»mMrais

Jonathan Hite

Cleric: revolution nationalistic
By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

Nicaragua's Sandinista revolution is misrepresented in

the US as a Marxist-Leninist movement, when in fact it

has nationalistic and religious elements which keep it

from being one, a Nicaraguan priest told a University of
Massachusetts audience last night.

"The Sandinista movement, in its nationalistic aspect,

is the backbone of the revolution," Rev. Uriel Molina of

C'olleifian photo by Paul Desmarais

Rev. Uriel Molina speaking in the Campus
Center yesterday.

the Church of Liberation said, speaking to about 45 peo-
ple in the Campus Center.

To understand the revolution, Molina said, one must
understand the motives of the late Nicaraguan popular
leader, Augusto Cesar Sandino, after whom the San
dinista movement is named.

"It was the purpose of Sandino's work to defend the
Nicaraguan sovereignty against the American military
presence," he said. This nationalism took on a socialist

aspect when he "also had to confront the economic
establishment in the country," which was dominated by
the US.
"Sandino was not questioning the capitalist system in

a radical way. He was rather trying to reform it,
" Molina

said. "Sandino was anti-imperialist, but he was not anti-

capitalist."

Sandino's realization that religious faith would play an
important role in any movement also distinguished his
beliefs from classical Marxism, according to Molina.
"There's a convergence in the mind of Sandino between

his religious faith and his Utopia, his dream of a better
society," Molina said. "The revolutionary movement and
the Christian ideal can come together to inspire the upris-

ing of the people."

The modern Sandinista movement, which started in

1961. did not gain the crucial popular support it needed
until 1968, when it came together with religious
movements in the cities, Molina said.

"The Sandinista Front recognizes the clear difference
... between the Nicaraguan experience and classical Marx-
ism," he said.

Molina spoke in Spanish, with translation by Raul
Cotto-Serrano, a graduate student in the political science
department. The speech was sponsored by AHORA, a
Latin American student organization, as part of Latin
American Week.

Libby will discuss
sexual repression
A former University of Massachusetts professor and

sexologi.st is scheduled to speak about the repression of

sexuality at 8 p.m. today in the Student Union Ballroom.
Conservative religious groups like the Moral Majori-

ty want to repress sexual activity, but there are also

"new left" groups who want to censor pornography, an
expression of sexuality, said Roger Libby, a sociologist

and resident of Amherst.
"The 'new left' can't distinguish sex from violence."

he said in a telephone interview this week. "Sex doesn't

have to fte a problem. Sex is an expression of caring with
responsibility."

Libby was an assistant professor of home economics
at UMass for six years, until he was denied tenure in

1985. He has filed a $165,000 lawsuit again.st the Univer
sity, asserting, "I was denied tenure because of my sex-

ual views."

He said his .speech will cover three topics: family plan-

ing and abortion, pornography and cen.sorship, and AIDS
and homophobia.
Libby, who currently tours college campuses and lec-

tures about the problems and ideologies of sex, said he
fears groups who oppose his views may try to prevent
him from speaking on campus.
"UMa.ss doesn't have the open atmosphere to hear this

point of view," he said. "I'm going to give my lecture

no matter what."
He is the co-author of Sexual Choices, which was named

book of the year in 1981 by the Association of Nurses.
Tonight's lecture is sponsored by a new campus group.

Progressives and Conservatives Involved for You, which
aims to bring controversial speakers to UMass.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

Arthur F. Kinney, professor of English, is

scheduled to speak today on "Re-viewing
Macbeth," the final event of this year's

Chancellor's Lecture Series, at 8 p.m. in

Memorial Hall. He will also receive the

Chancellor's Medal, the highest honor awarded
by the University.

Kinney will speak on the political, social and
economic background of the play from the view-
point of a contemporary playwright.

Amherst residents who have not yet
returned the town's annual census-by-mail
forms to the Town Clerk are asked to do so by
Friday. State law requires all residents to supp-

ly the information requested, which will help pro-

tect residency rights. The clerk's office is in the
Town Hall.

Joyce Miller, president of the Coalition of
Labor Union Women, will speak at noon in

Campus Center 162. She will speak on equal pay
for women in the workplace.
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A warning is a morale
boost for railroad strikers

\P ph.>t<

PAINFUL MOVE - Detroit Tigers right fielder Kirk Gibson reacts after
he hurt his left foot eluding a pickoff attempt by Bill Buckner at first base
last ni^ht at Frn\\a\ F*ark.

BILLERICA (APi The flagging spirits

of striking railroad workers in New
England and New York have been raised

by a warning that they may lose their jobs

if they continue an eight-week walkout, a

union leader says.

"I should thank Colin Pease for bringing

morale up so much, " Bill Hildebrand, vice

president of the Brotherhood of

Maintenance of Way Employees, said

yesterday in a telephone interview.

Pease is a vice president of Billerica-

based Guilford Transpwrtation which owns
the Main Central and Boston & Main
lailroads.

Pease said the company sent out letters

last weekend warning 1,500 workers from

Maine to New York that it would hire

replacements for permanent spots unless

they returned to work by Friday.

That means a significant number of peo

pie are not going to have jobs to come back

to," said Dennis Coffey, a company

spokesman.
Coffey said Guilford Transportation has

hired at least 400 replacements to fill the

spots left vacant by 2,000 workers honor-

ing the strike throughout New England

and New York, including about 200

replacements for thf B&M lines in eastern

Mas.sachusetts.

No strikers have crossed picket lines to

return to work since the mailing, Coffey

said.

Hildebrand called the mailing "another

bogus attempt by the railroad to coerce and

hassle people into crossing picket lines"

and strikers would not return to work un

til management guaranteed job .security.

The strike began March 'i in Maine
against freight runs la.st month when 123

maintenance workers walked ofTthe job in

a demand for job .security. Nearly 200 peo

pie had been laid off in the pa.st three years.

The strike .soon spread to sympathetic

workers on Mas.sachu setts commuter rails

becau.se they also carried freight.

Anti-Libya moves praised

Utility must pay for reactor
BOSTON (AP) - The Massachusetts

Supreme Court, in a decision that affects

utilities across the state, has ruled that a

power company's stockholders-not its

cui^tomers-should pay for higher fuel co.sts

caused by a temporarv" closing of the

Pilgrim nuclear power plant.

The justices voted 4-1 yesterday to uphold

a decision by the state Department of

Public Utilities, which said stockholders of

Commonwealth Electric Co. can be held

liable for higher costs stemming from the

Pilgrim shutdown even though Com-
monwealth was just buying a small

amount of power from the plant.

WASHINGTON -AP) The Reagan ad-

ministration prai.sed European allies

yesterday for taking steps to rein in Libyan
diplomatic personnel while revealing it has

decided against expelling Libyans from the

United States.

Noting the arrest of 21 Libyans in Bri-

tain and moves by other European coun-

tries to curb trade with Libya and restrict

the movements of its diplomatic personnel.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes
said, "These are the kind of .steps, this is

the kind of cooperation that is essential if

we're going to combat terrorism on an in-

ternational basis."

But Speakes also said, "Quite frankly,

though, more needs to be done."

President Reagan's chief spokesman
declined to spell out what he meant by that.

However. Speakes did say. "we will take
up these kind of issues at the economic

summit in Tokyo" from May 4-7.

While saying it was heartened by the ar-

rest of the Libyans in Britain and the move
by a dozen European nations to re.strict the
size and activit^"s of Libyan missions
known as "People's Bureaus." the ad-

ministration disclo.sed it had weighed
ordering the estimated 2.000 to 3,000 Li-

byans out of this country.

"We have considered whether to send
them home and have decided not to," John
Whitehead, deputy .secretary of state, said

in an appearance before a pair of House
Foreign Affairs subcommittees.
But in response to question.s. Whitehead

also said FBI surveillance of Libyans in the

United States was being stepped up after

last week's raid on Libya. He said there
was concern over the po.ssibility some of the
Libyans might carry out terrorist raids at

the behest of Libyan leader Moammar
Khadafy.

CBS Records
BLLTi: OYSTER CULT

CLIB MVIX
including -

^
Dancin In The Ruin*/While Flags 'T*
Pertect Water/Shadow Warrior

Beat Em Up THE FABULOUS
THUNOERBIRDS

TWFEMUFF
including

Tutf Enufl/Wrap It Up
Look At That. Look At That

TWO Time My Lovin/Why Get Up

Also available on cassette.

5.99
LP or cassette

AEROSMITH
CLASSIC S fJ\ K

6.99
LP or cassette

CULTURE CLUB
FROM LUXURY TO HEARTACHE

including: .

^ ' Move Away/Work On Me Baby WWT-
t^^ Gusto Blusto -^"^

God Thank You Woman /Too Bad

complete line

of record Op«nM^^^, SIM Located in Cjmpui Csmir

and tape ^UNIVERSITY
accessories MSTORE^
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Ombuds office deals with grievances
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Om-
buds ofTice, one of the oldest in the coun-
try, is crucial in dealing with some of the
problems of a large and bureaucratic

school such as UMass, according to the

University's ombudsman.
The office handles confidentially any

type of grievance, including harassment
or discrimination against students or staff

by other members of the UMass
community.

UMass ombudsman Howard Gadlin
Collripan photo by Rob Skriton

Howard Gadlin, a psychology professor

who teaches one graduate course each

year, has been the ombudsman since

1982. Six persons have held the job since

the program began in 1971.

About 80 colleges and universities

employ formally titled ombudsmen, and
about 40 other schools have people who
do the same duties but are not formally
titled.

At UMass, a search committee makes
recommendations to Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey, who then appoints a candidate to

a two-year term which may be renewed.
By University statute, the Amherst cam
pus position must be filled by a faculty

member.
Gadlin has already been reappointed

once and is up for a second term, a recent

modification of the rules.

"We function primarily by working in-

formally as mediators and informal wat-

chdogs over formal procedures." Gadlin
said.

He said mediation facilitates the ad-

ministration processes so "you don't get

bogged down in red tape." He called it

"shuttle diplomacy," or a lot of shufTling

between people.

Janet Rifkin, who was ombudsperson
from 1980 to 1982, said Gadlin has helped

to "push the movement" for informal

mediation of disputes on campuses.
Grant Ingle of the UMass Office of

Human Relations said grievances seem to

be decreasing recently and are being dealt

with more confidentially and quickly.

Ingle said he has collaborated with
Gadlin on sexual harassment cases in-

volving both procedural and individual

problems.

Gadlin said he refers cases to Ingle's of-

fice when a pattern of complaints begins

to form, suggesting a systemic as well as

an individual problem.

Most ombuds offices have only one or

two people working confidentially and
they do not often have a chance to discuss

problems or new approaches with their

colleagues, Gadlin said.

Gadlin is one of seven university

troubleshooters recently elected to the

board of directors of the University and
College Ombudsman Association, the first

national organization of its kind. It was
formed last fall by about 40 schools.

"This association is a more serious ef-

fort to focus on issues dealt with and
technicalities used by ombudsmen." said

Gadlin, adding that in the past informal

groups have been "useful, but haven't

gone far enough."
The association will also try to en-

courage larger schools to form ombuds of

fices. Gadlin said.

The issue of adopting a code of ethics

will be discussed at the a.ssociation's first

annual meeting to be held in the fall of

1986 in Denver, he said. The first ex-

ecutive board meeting was held last

month in Detroit.

Rifkin said the association will help peo-

ple to recognize the importance of

ombudspt>rsons.

*Wheer formed to
combat oppression
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

A coalition of Third World and progressive groups at

the University of Massachusetts, called the Wheel, has
been formed to fight racism, sexism, anti-Semitism and
homophobia, according to one of the group's members.
The Wheel, formed last month to symbolize a circle with

spokes that work to move forward, "has arisen out of an
increasing need for unification of all groups who realize

the true common causes of the human race." said the

member. Patsy White. The gains progressive Americans
won during the 1960s are being threatened, she added.

"Our infiuence will eventually spread beyond the cam-
pus and community," White said.

Jonathan Spaulding of the UMass Peacemakers, part

of the Wheel, said the coalition concerns itself with a wide

range of issues, from caring for the homeless to resisting

militarism.

"We need the Wheel for means of communication bet-

ween like-minded people and groups on campus and
because, isolated into our special interest, we have little

hope for success," he said.

Progressives have been losing power in the
Undergraduate Student Senate, Spaulding said, because

the number of right-wing senators is on the rise.

But he added, "It (the Wheel) is not primarily a reac-

tion to conservative assault ... It is a positive action that

is going to build the power of progressive forces."

Forming a coalition of progressive student organizations

has been attempted in the past, Spaulding said, but the

effort never got ofTthe ground. This time, he said, there

is a very strong determination to make it work because

"it's critical at this point. I have really high hopes for it."

Spaulding said the coalition will be as successful as

those involved wish to make it. Much hard work is

necessary and setbacks will occur as in any new student

group, he said, adding, "It takes a while to get momen-
tum."
Organizations in the Wheel also include the

Massachu.setts Public Interest Research Group, the

American Indian Student Association, New World

Theater. AHORA and others.

Collef^an phntn by Rob Skelton

OUTDOOR JAM - Junior music student
Jim Gosselbert practices his stand-up
acoustic bass and keeps his tan in tune, out-
side the Fine Arts Center.

Socialists urged:
downplay Marx
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

A leading Catholic socialist, speaking yesterday to a
labor studies class at the University of Massachusetts,
said swialists in the United States must distance
themselves from Marxist principles if they are to be ac-

cepted by the American public.

If Mar.x were alive, he would tell American socialists

to forget about Marxism because of its association with
Cuba. China and the Soviet Union and because of its

hostility toward religion, said John Cort. co-founder of the
As.sociation of Catholic Trade Unioni.sts. which existed

from 1937 until 1953.

"Simply on the basis of historical record, Marx and
Marxism have a bad name - at least in this country," Cort

told the class in Draper Hall. "The US is probably the only

country in the world that does not have a significant

socialist movement; that is a reflection of our own in-

telligence as well as our morality."

Marx was not simply an atheist; he had a profound con-

tempt for religious faith and insisted that reason demand-
ed people lose that faith, Cort said.

Since America is a highly religious country. Americans
link socialism with religious persecution, he .said.

Cort said socialists should quote the Bible, especially

the 25th chapter of the gospel according to Matthew,
because the Bible advocates many views of today's

socialism.

Sociali.sts believe not in a monolithic centralized state,

but in a pluralistic society that has public ownership
where necessary, and private ownership everywhere else,

he said.

"Present sociali.sts want to see the world changed for

a gieater degree ofjustice, equality, freedom and peace,"

he said.

The quietest SGA meeting yet
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

At the meeting of the Undergraduate Student Senate

last night nothing happened, as the senate failed to reach

quorum.
The senate, which usually holds meetings Wednesday

nights, switched it to last night to avoid conflict with

Passover, which begins at 7 p.m. today. Because the

meeting was held a day early. 33 senators attended. 10

shy of the minimum necessary for quorum, and the ses-

sion was adjourned after roll call.

No one seemed surprised about the decreased atten-

dance; before the meeting. Senate Speaker Paul Wingle

said he had received 12 excused absence forms from

senators.

"Twelve [forms] is a good indication that we won't meet

quorum, but you never know until roll call," he said before

the meeting.

The senate reserved a room in the Campus Center which
was half the size of the usual meeting room. As he called

the roll, Wingle said, "If I don't get through this fast, more
people might show up and we'll have to have a meeting
in here."

Mike Cerrato, a senator from Northeast, summed up the

meeting by saying, "There was no debate ... There was
no haranguing, no fist-banging. We were in complete

agreement."
Senator Tony Rudy from Cashin said yesterday after-

noon that he would be at the meeting because "it's the

best place on campus to meet women." However. Rudy
did not show up.

Wingle said the meeting was held a day early "out of

respect for the Jewish community." He added that nothing

on the agenda was very urgent, except a motion wishing
the University Jewish community a happy Passover.

"It'll be kind of a moot point [by next week]," he said.
Coileirian photo by Paul DesmaraU

Catholic socialist John Cort
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Maybe it is just in the head?
Pediatrician calls for study of stress-related maladies
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

The medical community must (X)ncentrate on the psycho-

social aspects of health care and assess the ways in which
stress affects biological illness, a pediatrician said yester-

day in a lecture in the Campus Center.

"Medicine tends not to see illness related to stress," said

Dr. Robert Haggerty, professor of pediatrics at Cornell
University Medical School. "We do not currently deal with
people in the medical system who have stress."

Haggerty. who is also president of the American
Academy of Pediatrics, was the keynote speaker for the
1986 World Health Day. sponsored by the division of

public health at the University of Massachusetts.

He said health care systems should be reconstructed to

deal with the stress that is behind many physiological

illnesses.

He cited a study conducted on 100 p>eople in 16 families,

which analyzed strep throat antibodies in resjxinse to

reported upsetting events.

After a two-week period, the study found, there was an
increased susceptibility to all infections in families where
a stressful event had occurred.

"It is aissociated to the relation between biological and

psvchological factors," Haggerty said. "But it can't be pro-

ven."

He also cited a study done in England which concluded

children under stress are more susceptible to pneumonia.

Children are good indicators of family stress since

parents are more likely to bring a child to a doctor where

the psycho-social aspects of an illness can be monitored,
he said.

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

Dr. Robert Haggerty, professor of
pediatrics at Cornell: "We do not currently
deal with people in the medical system who
have stress."

Haggerty said the medical profession is working to ad-

dress the psychological aspects of illness.

The rapidly increasing ratio of pediatricians to children
offers one opportunity to analyze the psycho-social aspects

of childrens' minor physical ailments, he said.

He also said that the increasing popularity of prepaid
health plans will shift health goals from treatment to

prevention of illnesses.

Honors society is

a further reward
By JASON SHAW
Collegian Correspondent

The Golden Key National Honor Society at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, which received its charter early

last December, is a further reward for students who
achieve academic excellence, according to chapter presi-

dent Adam MacDonald.
"The society is something above and beyond the usual

Dean's List pat on the back." MacDonald, a junior, said.

"If students can stay on for four years, it shows true ex-

cellence."

The six chapter officers were elected last Sunday and
all juniors and seniors with a grade point average of 3.5

or above will be invited to join, or can apply, said junior

Chester Clark, co-vice president.

There is a lifetime membership fee of $45, which goes

to the UMass chapter to maintain the chapter, and the

rest to the national society. MacDonald said.

Involved in the society are North East regional advisor

Stephen Pracht emd physics professor Arthur R. Quintan.

MacDonald said Quintan "has helped enormously. He
is able to talk to people at an administrative level bet-

ter than we can and he is able to get the lists of students

[with a G.P.A. of 3.5 or better.]"

After it inducts its members, the society will hold

meetings Thursday nights at the Newman Center to plan

movies and select faculty members who deserve special

recognition. It will not do much fundj'aising, MacDonald
said.

Other events will include the awarding of two scholar-

ships and annual receptions. Scholarships will be award-

ed by the national society to a junior and a senior

member who have 60 credit hours and are in the top 10

percent of their classes.!
Summer Employment
We are looking for interviewers to do
Marketing Research by telephone as a

permanent part-time position
throughout the summer and school

year. Flexible evening and weekend
hours. Must work a minimum of 17-20

hours per week. No selling. No ex-

perience necessary, we train. Call

549-7235 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Mon-
Fri to schedule an appointment. Make
your summer plans now'

Announcing the quickest
college credit you'll everget

** A.Ni.jp *(,.,^,_
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'«»E«T„cCABE,«,.vTow.co..sae

$ 2,500 andOOcts

Kaplan stays
withyou for

the long run.
After you take a Kaplan course, you re

not only better prepared to take on
marathon tests like the LSAT, GMAT.
ORE, NTE. CPA. SAT. among others, but

the study-techniques you'll learn will

help you through the rigors ofyour grad

school courses

That s why for nearly 50 years, over

1 million students have gotten in con-

dition with Stanley H Kaplan And for

those interested in breaking records, we
also offer SPEED READING

So call Kaplan You ve got a long race

ahead to the top ofyour career Every bit

of training and coaching counts.

SAMPLE

^rrtf?

IKAPUN
STANUYH KAPlANfCXKATIONAiONrreirD
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A KAPLAN STUDLNI-BH ONK

Preparing Now
For GMAT, LSAT and GRE

get started early

and complete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

For all the long
classes you've

sweated through,

and even the ones
you're about to. we're

offering one form of credit

that's sure to be a breeze.

The MH Student Loan.
We've made getting one quick and easy

via our state-of-the-art computerized .sys-

tem. Now. not only can we process your
application in a record time of 24 hours, but
by punching a few buttons, our coun.selors
can tell you the status of your loan in a

matter of seconds.
What's more, after you .secure a loan with

us. you can be secure it will remain with us.

Because we would never transfer your
loan to some unknown institution like other
banks do.

And. if by chance, you already have a
student loan with another bank, that's no
problem. We can easily consolidate it with

li

%H

I

your MH Student Loan.
We even have a full staff of

''£<' education loan experts ready

/4 to answer any questions you
might have. And some you haven't

even thought of yet. On any type of

plan you might want.
For instance, if your folks want to help

fund your future at college, you might want
to check out our special tuition plans from
The Tuition Plan. We're the only bank in the

business to offer these tailor-made payment
plans which include a Monthly Budget Pro-

gram, a FVe-Payment Program and an Educa-
tion Loan Program.
So before you make The Big Decision on

which bank to go with, take a minute and
call us toll-free for a MH Student Loan
application. We've made it all very easy.

Because college is hard enough.

Call 1-800-1V1HT-GRAD Ext. 214
We realize your potential.

J5g[
MANUFACTURERS HANOVER

The Financial Source.* Worldwide.
MVMHKKIPK
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Bicycle rider severely cut after collision
A 23-year-old Amherst woman suffered severe facial cuts

after she hit the fender of a car while riding her bicycle

at 4:35 p.m. Monday on East Hadley Road, Amherst police

said.

The woman tried to cross the street's median strip and
hit a car driven by a 22-year-old Belmont woman, police

said. The cyclist was thrown into the windshield of the
car and knocked to the ground. She was brought to Cooley
Dickinson Hospital in Northampton, treated, and releas-

ed, police said.

In other police reports:

•Three 19-year-old men were charged Monday with
larceny and receiving stolen property after Hadley police

found $800 worth of University of Massachusetts com-
puters in their car at 4:55 a.m. Sunday. The computers
were taken from room 169 Hills North, University police

said.

•A $400 stereo system was reported stolen at 5 a.m. Sun-

day from an unlocked room on the second floor of Wheeler
House, police said.

•A $265 camera flash and $20 in Swedish currency was
reported stolen at 8 a.m. Friday from the second floor of

Cashin House, police said.

•A 1983 Mazda received $300 in damage which was
reported at 3:19 a.m. Saturday after "someone jumped on
the hood" on the east side of Wheeler House, police said.

-ANNE TAUGER and JEFFRY BARTASH

UMass prof will go on tour
A University of Massachusetts zoology professor has

been appointed by Phi Beta Kappa, the national honor
society, to a committee of scholars scheduled to lecture

next semester on campuses across the nation.

The professor, Vincent G. Dethier, equated the ex-

perience of being on the committee to that of a performer.

"Why does a concert musician go on tour? He does it to

be heard, not for the money," Dethier said.

The committee, created in March by the honor society

from a national pool of candidates, aims to bring eminent
speakers to campuses which would otherwise not be able

to afford them.
Dethier said the committee's main concern is broaden-

ing the educational experience of students.

He said committee members, of both the "scientist and
humanist" schools of thought, will spend three or four

days at each campus. —PAUL LOUIS

AMNESTY WEEK
for crutches,

canes, etc.

Please return your
crutches, canes
etc, during the
last week in April,

to the physical
therapy room or

the business of-

fice on the grourxj

floor of the Univer-

sity Health Service

building.

NOW HIRING
GO GETTERS

ONLY
25 OPENINGS

Telemarketing Tools and Industrial Supplies to

Construction Companys Nationwide. Salary and

Commisions and Bonuses. 3 Shifts allow you to

work around your schedule. Shifts: 6:30 am - 10:30

am; 3 pm - 6 pm; 6 pm - 9 pm; Saturdays 8-12 and

12-4. Call 7 am - 7 pm Dave 256-4101

Summer Job

INTERVIEWS
Now being set up

. . .For 300 production line sumemr jobs. Start from May 22 to

June 22 and work to the end of August. Earnings of $4.00 to $10.00
per hour. Great work experience, great people.

DATE; Friday April 25th

PLACE: Room 902 (Ninth Floor) Campus Center

TIME: 9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

OXFORD PICKLE CO., INC.
South Deerfield, Massachusetts 01373 / (413)665-7011

lllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllillllllllllillllllillllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllilllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllilH

Schedule of Events EARTHDAY 86 April 22 - 23

April 22 - Tuesday

Sunrise Opening at 4:30 a.m.

by the Campus Pond

Contradance
Student Union Building 8:00 pm

April 22 Workshops/Films
in Room 904-908 CC

Peace Begins in the Kitchen - Vegetarianism

Animal Rights Colaition 10:00 a.m.

Rescuing Walden Pond (slideshow) Mary Sherwood
Walden Forever Wild 11:00 a.m.

I Successful Grassroot Organizing- Wendell Rt 2 Com Noon

I Ego-Activism - Citizen Organization of Environmental Issues

I - Chris Bethurst, Clean Water Action Project 1:00 p.m.

I Acid Rain Update - Armand Ruby, Acid Rain Monitoring

I
Project 2:00 p.m.

i Common Ground - An Intro to Community Land Trust,

I (slideshow) Gregg Ramm, Institute for Community

I Economics 3:00 p.m.

I In Defense of Sacred Land (slideshow). Peacemakers

I 5 p.m.

I Root, Hog, or Die, National Organic Farmers Ass. 6:00 p.m.

in S.U.B.

Environmentalism in Nicaragua - Jean Caini 10:00 a.m.

Agriculture and Environmentalism - Robert Feinberg,

Cooperative Extension Service 11:00 a.m.

917 Campus Center

April 23 - Wednesday
All Wednesday's Activities will be held

by the Campus Center Pond |
Guest Speaker - Dave Zwick: Clean Water Action Project |

12 p.m. I

i
I
i

3
3

A Visit to the Peace Pagoda
Buses will be leaving for the peace pagoda

10:30 a.m., 12:30 p.m., and 2:30 p.m., 4:30 p.m.

from the Student Union

Don't miss this opportunity to visit this

monumental symbol of peace.

ACTIVITIES

Canoes on the Pond

Button (pin) Making |
Clay Sculpting |

Oragami |

Kite Flyiong |

Bring yourself and your kites (and frisbees) and treat|

yourself to some sunshine |

MUSIC I
Circle 1:00

|
Boys of the Landfill 2:00 |

Pioneer Valley Jazz Society 3:00 |

Closing Time 4:00 |

Informational Tables will be stationed by the University

Library throughout the day

Organized by the UMass Coalition for Environmental Quality (CEO) I
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmwiiiii"
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Letters

Bible not the answer
I am responding to Rusty Denton's column on abortion.

Denton seems to think the Bible has a name, and an
answer, for all twentieth century ills and issues. Obvious-
ly, it does not, not in America, at least. Otherwise, we'd
all be going to church instead of to the bar, library, theatre
and ball park. How Denton is able to equate John Brown
with those who seek abortions is perplexing and disturb-
ing. One only has to attempt to piece together one of Den-
ton's convoluted arguments in order to see that he has
never "spent the time to know" the issues, history, or
understand in any meaningful way the plight of the poor,
minorities and women. Yet the reader can understand
who the would-be "masters" Denton refers to really are
(John Brown knew tool: affluent, white, male politicians,

businessmen and journalists who want to "lead" poor peo-
ple (especially black women and children) to a Dairy-
Queen promised land.

Only the "handsomely " rich can afford such self-

delusion; the poor know better. They know the rich will

always have the best doctors, "special" friends and "safe"
places for their unfortunate mistakes. Poor women know
the church and middle-class morality want to "save" their
babies, but don't want to pay for it. They understand that

He feels no pain, no fear, he is

unstoppable.

He is

THE TERMINATOR

Come see the fast paced action of

The Terminator

Wed. April 23

at

CCA
5 pm $1.50

7, 9, 11 $2.00

TAKE A BREAK.
ENJOY A HAPPY SMILE.

JUST CHILL AND SERVE

HAPPY SMILE KAMIKAZE T-SHIRT
1 00 ' cotton with labf'i design on front side

• 1 shjti *6'" postage paid

• 2 shirts Happy Smile frisbee 15 PPD
'do Size XL L M S

..sppv CMi.
f

. : ; ::

(Allow 2 wpeks (or delivery) ,„.,,,,.'

Please Print

Same

Address

City State Zip

our sot-iety considers one-woman households and single-

parent children "worthless." They know that their

children will receive from our enlightened society not

enough food, miserable housing, the worst education, a

bleak future. They know their baby is better off aborted
than trying to claw its way out of the cage of "social

engineering" which America has built for it. Yet, I'll bet
some times these women probably think that, instead of
receiving any more "help" and "care" from Denton and
his ilk, that perhaps they would be better off living in that
promised land they babble so much about. I know I would.

Frank Flanagan
Northampton

Choice of the affected
Let me first praise Ruston Denton's admission that a

rejection of unborn babies who resemble us is akin to

racism and other sorts of "arrogsmce." If we introduce sex-

ism into the debate, what have we got? Two very separate

experiences of pregnancy. Denton has given his vote of

support to women willing to gestate and deliver. I would
like to widen the debate by looking at the causes, and the
contexts, of pregnancy.

Rape-not a willing intercourse. There is no partner to

confer with. The choice is with the mother, and her
religious or moral grounds.

Artificial inseminationa conception carried to term, if

the fetus stays healthy.

Woman wants a 6a6y-clearly this position is a matter
of choice, whether the partner sticks around or not.

Faulty birth control methods-a disaster of education,

Wednesday. April 23, 1986

carelessness, bad communication, and so on. Possibly

there is a partner to talk with. No doubt, any decision will

be difficult, and may even at some point be regretted.

Women who are willing, in this age of safe and legal

abortions before 16 weeks, to give birth to an unexpected
pregnancy, probably believe either in Hell or in raising

that child themselves. The value of a human life is that

whole, entire life. Ask any mother. Simply because women
have sex (mistakes aside) is no reason to put a 12-16 week
old fetus before the already living.

Here Denton and others will interrupt and urge me to

consult Birthright or some other private group for

assistance. They will not, surely, hand me a weekly check
for extra food, doctors bills, clothes and rent. They will

urge me to go home to Mom and Dad, marry my partner,

or enter a home for "unwed mothers," after which I must
put the child up for adoption. The thread running through
these realistic options is a hostility on the part of our mid-

dle class culture to, as a whole, provide the unwed mother
with the resources and guaranteed support toward being

a parent. A pregnant woman or mother of an infant is in

a state of financial dependency, and "unwed" tediously

on welfare, under the thumb of a federal agency, socially

marginalized.

Why should she gestate and deliver on the "moral im-

perative," if she (as most women in this position) believes

first and foremost in the quality of lives already being liv-

ed? This goes not only for the mother of four, the survivor

of rape, but also the political science major. The choice

remains, rightly, with those willing to take responsibility.

Suzanne Gilman
Amherst

Considering a serious involvement

with an IBM PC?

Get the inside story

on the family!

...At the IBM-ONCAMPUS PC Fair.

See what an IBM Personal Computer

can do to make your acaciemic life

a lot easier.

UMASS/FIVE COLLEGE
Students, Faculty and Staff

Come and enter your name in the PC drawing

WIN AN IBM PC

IBM Personal Computers On Campus

Campus Center, Lower level. Room 176

• Thursday, April 24, 9-5

• Friday, April 25, 9-1
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Legislating oppression
I am not gay.

It seems unfortunate to me that, in

making this statement I am delineating

myself from a different group, i.e. the gay
community, which many regard as of a

lesser order in terms of values, in-

telligence, emotions, etc. Even many
heterosexuals who declare that they pass

no judgement on the gay lesbian popula-

tion, are quick to communicate that they

themselves are not of that persuasion, so

as to distance themselves from social

pressures, sometimes subtle, but often

otherwise.

Yes, this is another column written "in

the wake" of Paul Cameron. I write this

out of a genuine concern over the supposi-

tions upon which Cameron believes a pro-

gram of action against gays should be

"logically" based. While many have ques-

tioned this man's professional integrity

concerning his interpretation and means
of gathering data (off-hand I am unable
to recall a single gay or lesbian mass
murderer, however numerous heterosex-

ual psychopaths do spring to mind), this,

to me. does not seem as crucial as the mat-

ter of prescriptions that are made, based

on .such data, for legislation. Cameron
would move that the individual rights of

gays be su.spended.

My problem with the man's logic may
be illu.strated as follows. Studies have in-

dicated that men from families with a

background of alcoholism are five to six

times more likely to become alcoholic,

than their counterparts with no such

family history. The abbreviation DWI is

familiar to most of us and reflects the fact

that .society recognizes that those who at-

tempt to drive "while under the in-

Gregory Girling

fluence" run a high risk of causing

themselves and others personal injury.

Yet, I would have great difficulty with the

idea that individual rights of those more
prone to alcoholism, hence more likely to

drive drink, should be suspended simply

because that person is more likely to cause

others injury. The argument is based on

numerous suppositions - Cameron uses

such reasoning as a foundation for his call

to penalize gay p>eople (including such

Draconian measures as castration i.

Cameron and others have earnestly

sought legislation that would punish gays
and lesbians for being the cause of Ac-

quired Immune Deficiency Syndrome. I

recall a converstion that took place in

Washington. D.C. last summer with so-

meone working the "the hill." This per-

.son mentioned that he and a number of

his colleagues were in agreement that the

immorality of homo.sexuality was at the

nxjt of AIDS and that there must be some
way of putting to law measures that

would address such blatant perversion .

Somehow G<xl was linked to all of this, yet

two problems came readily to mind if

God is responsible for such redre.ss <and

I do not believe that He is), is He not

capable of dispensing justice singly,

without the aid of self righteous zealots?

Secondly, the assumption that the is il-

Ine.ss is just reward to those engage in im-

moral acts would seem to indicate that

anyone who is a carrier of contagion

should be subject to extreme punishment.

J.M1t*«r.

m:mmm

AT HOME WITH PAUL CAMERON
Yet, it would seem ridiculous to track
down all those who were carriers and/or
afflicted with Legionnaire's Disea.se,

pneumonia, bulwnic plague and the host

of other afflictions that have occurred
throughout history, "to do ju.stice."

I cannot say that I understand the at-

traction that would draw one man or

woman to another of the same gender,
beyond what is .seen as conventional
friendship. It is often expressed by
straight people that becau.se they cannot
understand this, there is basis for condem-
nation, however it is preci.sely because of

this lack of understanding, along with the

knowledge that gays and le.sbians do not

deviously seek to harm others (as

Cameron contends! that I am unable to

find any convincing or substantive argu-

ment to deplore this lifestyle.

As difficult as it may be for Cameron to

reconcile himself with, people possess cer

tain rights, including whom they wish to

share their lives with. To attempt to deny
this by any means social, institutional

or otherwise, is oppression. In a scKiety

that stre.sses constitutional rights of such
fundamentals as equality, individuality

and .self-determination, the legal sanction-

ing of .such repressive attitudes would con

stitute hypocri.sy

Gregory Girlirifi is a I'Moss studrnt.

An image-conscious bureaucracy
One might not know it ju.st by looking around, but there

has been a great deal of new construction at UMass over
the last few years. Hordes of people have been polishing,

painting and renovating our beloved institution with a
great deal of vigor. Enthusiasm, buoyed by state money
and bureaucratic boredom, is still running high.

Ever since the now-legendary "Year Towards Civility,"

I have watched hordes of administrators scurry around
in an all-out attempt to bury the Zoo^a.ss image once and
for all. Convinced that it would never die a natural death,

they have put a great deal of time and money into their

tireless efforts. Perhaps most importantly, these un.selfish

folks refuse to wait for a pat on the back. They periodically

cease their clean-up campaign to do that themselves.

I suppo.se I should appreciate it more. Nobody wants to

go to a university known only for its outrageous party-

ing atmosphere. I am pleased that UMass is finally get-

ting some credit for our academic and cultural prowess.

Shameless self-promotion is one of the most effective ways
to get it but an excess of same can easily cloud .some of

the more important things that need to be done around
here.

William Spain

There is a major problem of adequate study .space. The
Campus Center leaks like a sieve. Many of our buildings

are monuments to graft and incompetence. The Tower
Library, since its completion has. at best, achieved the

status of a bad joke. Guess who it happens to be on?

Painting over the graffiti and sweeping the floor are all

very fine but calling it "renovation" gnaws at me. The
people responsible for that brick monstrosity laughed all

the way to the bank and left us to do research in the bla.st

furnace called Ciloodell. It might make the heat a bit easier

to bear if I thought that someone in the administration

was really interested in running crooked contractors

down.

Governor Dukakis listed the library as an "example of

corruption" in his 1982 campaign literature. However,
now that we are his again, it has become clear our image

is more important than our interest. That the library scan-

dal did not originate on his watch does not seem to mat-
ter. It is an ongoing embara.ssment that the Duke would
rather not hear about.

There is no doubt that many ofthe.se shortcomings make
image-con.sfious administrators cringe - when pointed out.

It is sad that they are more concerned with bad press than

with the reasons for it. Money is poured into a fight

against negative publicity to treat the symptoms, not the

causes, of our failings.

I realize that it is very easy for me to sit back and slash

at the administration's attempts to rid us of a bad reputa-

tion. I do not consider their achievements in this area to

be meaningless and it is not my intent to completely
trivialize them. Believe it or not, I enjoy talking about
the good things to be found at one of the be.st universities

in the country.

Occasionally, though, I feel a need to inflict .some heavy
.seas on the UMass dreamboat. I would probably be a great

deal less driven if, just once, the administration would
tackle a problem without the overriding concern of ap-

pearances. Until then, I plan to continue pointing out our
faults and leave the good news to the people who manufac-
ture it best.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

Dismissing the quality of teaching
Debra Gross

I wish to express my thanks and appreciation to the

Collegian reporters and editorial staff for their coverage

of my dismissal from the political science department.

I especially commend the editors of the Collegian for a

bold and forthright statement of the situation. I agree

with the policy editorial (Friday, April 18) and believe

that the political science deartment has made an

egregious error in choosing not to renew my contract.

I have only minor revisions to make on the disserta-

tion and these are now well underway; I expect to de-

fend the dissertation in the coming months. Given the

fact that the Executive Committee had both an oral and

written statement from my advisor indicating that no

further research and no substantive changes had to be

made on the dis.sertation, I must confess that the depart-

ment's decision not to renew my contract was unex-

pected. My record, in these past 2 I '2 years has been ex-

cellent. I have served on departmental committees.

University committees and have advised and supervis-

ed large numbers of students. I have been an active

political scientist having produced two convention papers

from my dissertation data and revi.sed a paper for

publication this summer. My teaching record has been

excellent. Yet, the department, despite these ac-

complishments, and despite its record on affirmative ac-

tion, has chosen not to renew my contract.

The question, students as well as faculty outside the

department ask, is why? There are, I suppose, a variety

of answers: from some I am told it simply was a matter

of not meeting my February deadline, from others it was
intimated that the perception was that I would not

publish enough to get tenure at UMass. I find this claim

patently absurd and unfair. First, my tenure year would

not be until 1991. It seems to me. and to others, that

given my past 2 1/2 years I am well on my way to pro-

ducing publishable research. Besides, many young facul-

ty do not publish significant amounts in their first few

years and let's face it, this is an empirical question. Why
not let me at least get to my mini-tenure review to make

-^that determination?

Finally, I believe strongly that not only has the depart-

ment made a predetermination about my research

capabilities, but it has also dismissed the significance

of the quality of my teaching. I am not simply popular

with the students. As Andrew Hacker, in a recent review

in the New York Review of Books points out, students

are fully aware of quality teaching-they know when they

are being challenged and asked to think. My classes are

provocative and they demand that students analyze and
critically evaluate a variety of points of view. I might
add that I frequently challenge students with new ideas

that come directly from research projects that have
recently been published or that I expect to be involved
with in the future.

I strongly urge the Department and the administra-
tion to reconsider this decision.

One last point! am deeply honored at the support and
encouragement of many students on this campus. This
IS p.y chance to publicly say thank you-you have made
these years worthwhile.
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University of Massachusetts/Amherst Graduate Student Position

PROGRAM COORDINATOR - FAMILY HOUSING
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Responsibilities include health and safety issues, educational, social and recreational activities,
resident government advising, and liaison work with campus and community agencies. The
Program Coordinator will publish a monthly newsletter and facilitate the Orientation Program
for new tenants.

QUALIFICATIONS
- Extensive professional or para-professional experience in program development or similar
position.

Grant writing and budget preparation experience preferred.

Excellent interpersonal skills.

Awareness of and concern for issues underlying Affirmative Action and non-discrimination.
- The Program Coordinator MUST be an enrolled student in a degree qrantinq program
COMPENSATION
Hourly rate of $6.30 minimum for twenty hours a week (or less)

APPLICATION PROCESS
Please fonrt/ard NO LATER THAN May 1, 1986 a letter of application and a current resume to:

Jorge Gomez, Family Housing Coordinator, Wysocki House
Housing Services is an Affirmative Action 'Equal Opportunity Employer
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Now's
the time
to call-

NorthAmherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Reconditioning

**•**•*•*••*•*
^ UMASS RUGBY TEAM PARTY at )f

CHINESE JUNK-with sails and
small motor. Sleeps 4. Cheap.
Call YO 3-8047

APT WITH VIEW-overlooks Mo|a
cow Square. 3 rooms. 48 n
mo. 387 Ijenin Blvd.

FOLDING TENT-t
WatCTproof .

BURRO -

Senior

dream
t Alp 35-

'SHERPA GUIDE • aU
kind96r ML climbing. Call Cliff

854-0028

Dance/Club
Tonight, Wednesday, April 23rd

A;
'%'%LOSE WEIGHT

A 3 session seminar to start

TONIGHT at 7:00 PM
at the University Hypnosis Center

358 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Information or Registration call

549-4645 anytime

0/«

Or

Melon
Balls

$1.75

FREE
*Hats and T-Shirts*

Door Prizes

Proper ID Required

Please Drink Responsibly

Pearl
Harbors
$1.75

rlia Cazuela
• THE W ^ICAN RESTAURANT
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Staying this Summer?

Do something
DIFFERENT!

Train to be a bus driver
with UMass Transit.
Applications Meeting

Thurs, April 24th
7:00pm Bart 61

You Must:
- be 18 years old
- have had a license for 1 yr
- have 2 + semesters left

at UMass

You positively MUST have proof of
class year at the meeting

^ >^hedule,

transcript, or letter from Registrar)

For more info, call 545-0056

UMTS is an AA/EO employer

Buy one — Get one free
»23.

A small price to pay for the whole tworld.
Ipound deliveries to over
40 countries at a new single
rate. Now the tarlhesi corners
nf the world are t)roughI c loser

to you courtesy of Express Mail
Inlerniilional Service from your
|X)st office For |usl $?3. you can
send your 1 pijund package
inywhere we go

'

And thai gives you a lot of

places to choose from ove'
40 countries, including nea-i'

all the world's major busmc,:
centers

Most important, it II get
there fast deliveries usualiv

mm

take |ust 1-3 days
So next time use Express

Mail International Service
There's no tjetter way to send
packages this quickly to this

many places for this little

To find Out more including

rates for heavier packages
send in the coupon or call

(413) 7856207

Bimskalabim—Ska and Jah
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

5150
Van Halen (Warner Brothers)

Well after all the waiting I can't help

but be a little disappointed with the new
Van Halen album. The second side is pret-

ty good but the first is terrible. The way
Eddie was talking about David Lee Roth
I was expecting a real change in direction

for the band. Even the single "Why Can't

Record
Review

direction, but listnening to the first side

U seems like meet the new boss same as
the old boss, that Sammy Hagar seems to

step into David's shoes without David's
sense of humor. But fortunately the
album has a second side without the leer-

ing and without the stupid "Heyyyyy Ba-
by" and the "she loves to act like my
human toy."

Rockin' Davy Morrish. the
"Zydeco Duke" whose
gospel is spreading the news
about Louisiana Cajun roots

music, has organized the
first anni.al Bulterfield Ca-
jun Fest to be hold this com-
ing Sunday on campus. The
acts Free Press. Goodspeed
R&B, and Donald Fontenot
and his Louisiana Cajun
Band are scheduled beginn-
ing at 1 p.m. on April 27,

this weekend. Games and
barbeque will complement
this musical assortment;
Butterfield dorm is located

at the top of Central hill,

near Van Meter. All
welcome.

The second side is more about real

adolescents dealing with real things, love

and lying for success, that sort of thing.

Eddie's playing seems like he's decided to

stop doing his fake Jimi Hendrix squeal
and get down to some real playing, and
it's about time. "Inside" is a really great
song and there are a few others. So while
the album as a whole is a little disappoin
ting it is not completely so. I shouldn't
bitch, one side is better than none.

BIMSKALABIM
Bimskalabim (Fonograff Records)
Bimskalabim is a Boston ska band like

the Specials or the reggaesized Clash.
They are white guys who sing with
Jamaican accents, but at least do it well.

Singer Shanty Dan Vitale lets a little bit

of hardcore slip through creating a truer
form of white reggae, or ska. Basically

Bim-Skala-Bim is a danceable album with
both good politics and good humor going
for it. With a song titled "Jah Laun-
dramat" how could it lose? It may be
tough to find the record in .stores up here
.so if you need more info about one of the
United States' few true ska bands write

BIM INFO. 41 Boston St., Somerville, MA
02143.

ctmttnued on page 10
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MANDARIN /SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST CklBCM Food"

Come See HjpLwJEducation
Really Pays

Apple's rebates* plus DATATRO>.IC's special show
prices to students and educators.

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs
Small l.4«tg«-

SO80 $460

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Luncheon
Specials

$Q25
From /W ^^^ \}

llH»>rf ^lhr,r»h
Muvhffionih

2) C hnlirn f ingrti
3» fh.ckm Wing*
41 ChtnrM BBQ Poil.
Si Biorcolt in Oytirr Saurr

61 SwrM I, Sout Chtchm
71 P«n fntd Hici-

81 Pan FrwdNoodtn
wilh C hickcn

9) P»n Ffwd H«vH>li
10) H.tl t Sour Soup

Buffet Served 5-8
Mon. -Thurs.

Brunch Served
Sunday II 30-3

ALL YOU ^
CAN EAT $5.75
Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service

Full Cockiall Menu
Sun.-Thurs 11:30 am -10 pmam FM & Sat. 11:30 am 11 p.m

p.m. 10 Belchertown Road
at Rte. 9. Amherst

256-0252

April 23 & 24

10:00 am to 4:00 pni

UMASS Campus Center
Rm 165

*Rebates of $75 with an Apple® lie, $150 with an Apple®
He, $175 with Macintosh™ and $200 with Macintosh Plus

DA¥A¥RI]IMIC
ComputerCenter

415 FnOERAL STREET -GREENHELD, MA 01301—413-772-0396
A.j^it and ihi Applf logo are rrgisurtd trademarks rrfApple Ctm^uter Inc. Macinkt^ is a i. .iltmark of
Mdntoih l^boTalory, Inc. and is ^uij; lutd wilk its t)frtss permission.

Springfield Civic Center Exhibition Hall

Friday, April 25th-8:30pm
$9.50 advance, $1 1 .50 at the door

AUAGES

WELCOME.

On Sale at CAMPUS FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE |!AS|| RAR
and Main Street Records, Northampton

unuii unii

PHONE CHARGES: (413) 787-6600 or (800) 243-4842

rVoduced in association with ™9(^5<~.

21 AND OVER
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ARTS To be Young, Gifted, and Black

* records a^ntinued from page 9

GUITARS, CADILLACS, ETC.. ETC.
Dwight Yoakam (Reprise Records)

It's not clear why Dwight Yoakam, a certifiable Hank
Williams figure is being promoted by the label which pro-

duces Jimi Hendrix, but never mind that, Guitars,

Cadillacs. Etc., Etc. is interesting for no other reason ex-

cept that it is a good, solid, country album. I suspect that

Yoakam, who is a buddy of Lone Justice (there's a duet

with Maria McKee' is the purest of the L.A. back to the

roots (Rockabilly/country) movement. The album is a

compendium of country themes such as coal mining, lost

love, and alcohol -plus there is a marvelous cover of a

June Carter song, 'Ring of Fire."

UNDER THE BLUE MARLIN
Naked Prey (Frontier)

These guys are the west coast's answer to the Del

Fuegos. They take themselves a little more .seriously (less

humor) and they are a little bit more influenced by Neil

Young. What does this brief description mean'' Naked
Prey are a tight band rooted in a fusion of the folk rock

and the blues only with a harder edge. Got that? Also

it means they are a refreshing change from the Bangles

and Modern English and other "new " bands which are

not as new as they would like to think and certainly not

as interesting.

Naked Prey will be playing with Thin White Rope and

the Pontiac Brothers, two other good Frontier Record.^

bands from the west coast tonight at Pearl Street.

Another posthumous release
Live in New York City

John Lennon
(Capital Records)

By TOM HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

I have a friend who insists that John Lennon can't be

dead because he's still releasing videos. It's easy to see

his point. Since Lennon's tragic death in 1980, he has ap-

peared on three albums and several singles. Now Capitol

has released "Live in New York City," a fine document
of a concert performed in 1972.

Considering that it was one of the few planned concerts

Lennon ever gave, it's remarkable what a fine example
it is of his live performance ability. The songs are a well

selected overview of his career at that point, and Lennon
throws himself into the vocals with real energy and drive.

Producer Yoko Ono has done a commendable job of

preserving her husband on vinyl. Lennon's voice .sounds

a little muffled on the first number, "New York City,"

but comes across loud and clear on the rest of album,

thanks in no small part to some digital remastering and
the original production supervisor, Phil Spector.

Lennon had always been a smart live performer, and

he takes the opportunity to do some memorable reinter

pretationsof hisbest songs. Particularly well done is the

famous protest song "Woman Is the Nigger of the World,"

which is performed with more compassion and feeling here

than on the histrionic album version.

Lennon also plays freely with his lyrics, providing in-

teresting alternatives of his songs without destroying

their meaning. On "Imagine." for instance, "Imagine no
possessions^I wonder ifyou can" becomes "I wonder ifwe
can," and "brotherhood of man" is ammended to

"brotherhood and sisterhood of man."
The classic of the album though, is probably his rous-

ing cover of Elvis Presly's "Hound Dog." Despite his

reputation as a musical visionary, Lennon loved rock's

roots as much as its possibilities, and he could always belt

out those rockers.

Lennon is full of humor throughout the evening, mak-
ing fun of his lack.of preparation ("welcome to the rehear-

sal" he says after the first number), gi-eeting the audience

in a Ringo impersonation, and introducing "Mother" as

a song he made "since I left the Rolling Stones."

Neic York City is a fine collection of classics like "Ins-

tant Karma" and "Come Together" performed by one of

rock's most distinctive voices. My only reservation about

It is that Its appearance means it will soon be harder than

ever to find Lire Peace in Toronto that w ild jam with Eric

Clapton from 1969, and "Give Peace u Chance," which
is listed as a number on the jacket, is really just twenty
seconds of chanting between Lennon and the audience.

By BARRY LEFSKY
Collegian Correspondent

I was amazed at the quali-

ty of Wednesday's produc-

tion of To Be Young, Gifted,

and Black, performed by the
New World Theater.
Although I have enjoyed all

their productions, I found
this one to be an exceptional

perspective on black ex-

perience in this country,

from the days of slavery to

the civil rights activism of

the 60's.

Unlike many plays I've

seen in the Valley, this play

focused not only on plot, but
also on emotion. Who could
fail to emphathize with the

slave who felt that the only

good way to be a slave was
to be a bad slave, and escape

as soon as one could?

THEATRE
REVIEW

My favorite scene was one
in which a black man
wanted to accept the white
man's money in exchange
for not "dirtying up" his

precious white
neighborhood. His family
argued that they didn't

want the white man's
money, and they wanted to

move to the new hou.se. But
the black man had the

white man come to his

house and negotiate with

him -and then refused to ac-

cept the tainted money and
announce that they were in-

deed moving to the new
house in the white
neighborhood. Good for

them, I thought.

I thoroughly enjoyed the

.scene where three white

people were discussing a

relative who was now a

Florida prostitute. The
mother wanted to find her a

husband. The son respond-

ed that she'd found someone

suitable, who used to be a

Communist (gasp!) but

wasn't anymore, that this

person liked her and didn't

know what she did for work.

And, oh yes, he happened to

be black. The mother was
visibily up.set and asked if

there weren't plenty of

plain, ordinary white folks

available to marry her

daughter. This clearly

shows the racism of today's

white community.
To be Young, Gifted, and

Black illuminated the reali-

ty of the black struggle

against racism in our socie-

ty, and it didn't just show
us, it emotionally involved

us.

t
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CAMPUS PLAZA
(Nexi to Super

Stop b Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadlev Amherst

256-6889
_ • OPEN

6 AM - 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

VJ w
New & Used Cars

TniCks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt.63 No. Amherst

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockettller Plaza

New York. NY 10020

Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad tor Special

Student/Teacher Tarift.

; RENTAL r LEASE PURCHASE

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
FuK Service Tire Store

TB SufKJerland Rd , No Amherst MA
Across from Walroba s Sl(xe

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

imia(Jillc^, Bears, Q>ugiirs, Dawgs, Eiigles, FR)gs, Gators, Hurriaincs, In(.liiu\s, Ja>ha\\ks, Knights,

Lions, Mules, Nighthawks, Owls, Panthers, Quails, Razt)rhacks, SenTint)les,Tide, Unicorns, Vikings,

Wil«dcats, Xerus,Yaks and Zebras all make the right move with R>'der.

Ryder trucks are easy to drive and easy to rent this spring and tall with special Ryder Round-Trip Rates.

For complete details on these and (uhcr Ryder discounts, sec your Ryder Representative (^n campus.

MAKE YOUR MOVE. CALL YOUR LOCAL RYDER DEALER NOW. wwmm-

40 Montague Road 442 Elm Street

1.800- 551 -20 30

R RYDER.THE RIGHTMOVL i
A Ryder System Company

RyderTruCK Rental Inc. '986
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MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE,
SOUTH HADLEY, MA
Department of Theatre Arts

presents

Sister Mary Ignatius
Explains It All For You

and

The Actor's Nightmare
Two Savagely Hilarious Comedies

by Christopher Durang

Directed by Jim Cavanaugh
Apr. 25-27, May 1-3 at 8 pm and May 4 at 2 pm

For ticket information and reservations, call (413) 538-2406

WARNING
"Sister Mary" satirizes traditional Catholic

education and may offend some theatre-goers.

ALICE W IRTHINGTON ROOKE LABORATORY THEATRE
3= ajc as as as as as as ss

Registration begins April 22.

I 8

U M

AMHERST
Hundreds of

Courses

and Workshops

in Two Sessions.

First session

starts June 3.

Second session

starts July IS.

S U M E R

S E S S I O

For a free, detailed catalog call 541-2414.

Division of

Continuing

Education,

University

Library

Celia Hilson, left, and Aine Farvell rehearse
a scene from To he Yount;. Gifted and Black

APARTMENT IN

MANHATTAN TAKES

THE RIGHT

EDUCATION

Get a free copy of

Manhattan Moves —
the insider s guide

to finding an

affordable apartment
in Manhattan.

To welcome potential new residents to the city, and dispel some
myths about housing m New York, we have published a book
called Manhattan Moves" It s the ultimate insider's guide to

apartment hunting in the Big Apple.

"Manhattan Moves" helps you set

your sights on the right type of

apartment and location. It

takes you on a tour of

the city's neighborhoods,
introduces you to the

available housing, gives

you vital facts about

transportation, housing
laws, renting, sharing, and
much more.

The book gives you
inside advice on actually

finding the apartment you've

targeted. It helps you find

the hottest listings, tells you
how to canvas, and how to

select a broker.

Send for a free copy of

"Manhattan fVloves " today It

won't guarantee you a

Manhattan apartment, but it

will definitely get you "moving
in the right direction.

TO: MANHATTAN MOVES MILFQRD MANAGEMENT.
1271 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020

Send me a copy of Manhattan Moves' , The Insiders Guide to finding an
Apartment in Manhattan-free without cost or obligation.

Your Name

School

Address

City State. Zip

Home Address

City State. Zip-

Phone No Or Call Toll Free 1 (800) 247-4041
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Sakharov in trouble with Soviets

after picking up hitchhikers
BOSTON (AP) - Andrei Sakharov told his wife by

telephone yesterday that authorities in the Soviet city

where the Nobel Peace Prize winner lives threatened to

take his driver's license away because he picked up hit-

chhiking gypsies.

The authorities cited a law banning the use of cars for

profit in warning Sakharov to stop his habit of picking

up hitchhikers in Gorky, the city he was banished to six

years ago, his family said

i don't think the gypsies offered him anything," his

son-in-law, Efrem Yankelevich, said in a telephone inter-

view from his Newton home, where Sakharov's wife is

staying on a six month visit.

Yankelevich said he had few details because Sakharov's

tale was cut off by static. He said the interruptions

throughout the call were the worst in the couple's con-

versation since Yelena Bonner came to Newton for

medical treatment in early December.
Static clouded the line at least five times, "even when

she gave him instruction on how to plant flowers in the

box on the balcony," Yankelevich said.

He said Sakharov often gives strangers lifts because cars

are rare in the Soviet Union and the dissident leads a lone-

ly life in the city 250 miles west of Moscow.
"He doesn't speak to anybody apparently for days,"

Yankelevich said. "There is nobody around him except

for KGB agents, and nobody can approach him on the

street because they are immediately intercepted by the

agents."

Apartheid protesters arrested at Brandeis
WALTHAM (AP> Eight students were arrested yester-

day for blocking a road to Brandeis University and pain-

ting slogans protesting the school's holdings in companies

doing business with South Africa, police said.

The arrests brought to 28 the number of people booked

for disorderly conduct on campus since Friday, when a

university committee recommended holding on to $3.5

million in South African-related investments.

The money that is invested by our university is in-

vested in our names without any regard for student opi-

nion," the arrested students, all members of the Brandeis

Divestment Coalition, said in a prepared statement.

The students awaited arraignment in Waltham District

Court.

Brandeis spokesman Steven Cohen said the students

blocked the main entrance to the campus at about 10 a.m.

by lying across the road, which they painted with such

slogans as "Divestment."

They were arrested by campus police, booked at the

Waltham police station and taken to Waltham District

Court for arraignment, he said.
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SUMMERTIME JOBS
$5.50 per hour

Work scheduled around your full-time job.

RGIS Inventory Specialists

offers excellent part time income to

supplement your full time job.

We have hours available weeknights and/or
weekends in your hometown area in Eastern

Mass.

Numerous openings in:

Peabody, Danvers, Lowell, Lawrence,
Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, New
Bedford, and all of Worcester County and

Cape Cod.
For more info and to arrange on-campus

interview you may call collect at

Central Mass (617) 366-6473

Boston Cf South Shore (617) 849-3501
North Shore Cf Cambridge (617) 938-9269
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VOTE TOMORROW
l.E(ditorial Editor

2. Referenda

^ ' 9 a.m.-8 p.m.

W newsroom .

LUNCH

Country Broil Sandwich
Duchess Meat Pie/Gravy

BASICS LUNCH

Basic Country Broil

Pineapple Yogurt StuJTed

Pepper

DINNER

Beef Stew/Biscuit

Mushroom-Pfepperoni Pizza

* BASICS DINNER

Sauteed Tbfu and Snow Pfeas

Mushroom Pizza

_A
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J Weather
]

¥r Today: Partly cloudy, breezy and cool

^ with a chance of showers, high around

^Tonight: Clearing and cool, low 34-40.

J Tomorrow: Mostly sunny, highs in the

$ 50s.
s^^^ ^^ '^^ A* 9^9^^^^^^^*!^^^ ^^*^^^f <^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ s^^^^^ ^1^3K ^^ ^^ ^^ ^f% ^j* ^» ^^ *^ ^* ^^ *^ ^j* M^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ *^*^^^ ^^ ^f*

Brought to you by

Night Editor Daniel Sobel

Copy Editor William Spain
Layout Tech Ansel Zinter

Photo Tech P&ul Desmaraia
Production Supervisor Ansel Zinter

Production.Sod, Rob Skelton, Bill Freeman, Anne
McCrory, Maura McHugh, Kevin Hayden,
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WALK-A-THON
TO BENEFIT THE GREAT PEACE MARCH

APRIL 26
WALKERS NEEDED
FOR A IX MILE WALK
THAT WILL LEAVE
UMASS AT 9:OOA.M.
AND ARRIVE AT
LOOK PARK AT
l:OOP.M. TRANS-
PORTATION BACK TO
AMHERST WILL BE
PROVIDED.
FOR MORE INFO. CONTACT PEACEMAKERS AT $4S-XMl

*Fiber/ roughage adds bulk to the diet and speeds up the time it takes for
food to leave the digestive tract.

*Foods that ire naturally high in fiber often supply other vitanins and

minerals as wel 1

.

*Meat, fish, poultry, eggs, milk and cheese contain littla or no fiber.

WAYS TO INCREASE YOUR INTAKE Of DIETARY FIBER... AND NUTRIENTS, TOO...
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

TRY: INSTEAD OF:

-whole wheat bread or rolls

-brown rice
-baVed potato in the skin
-unpeeled apple or applesauce
made with skins
-orange
-whole grain cereals
-popcorn
-bean dip or hummus

-white bread
-white nee
-mashed potatoes
-processed applerauce

-orange juice
-processed cereals

-potato chips
-sour cream dip

Division of Health Educatio'- and jnversit^ Vendmq Se'-vices

I

I
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IF YOU CAN'T SPEND PASSOVER
AT HOME THIS YEAR,

THEN BY ALL MEANS COME TO
OURS. . .CHABAD HOUSE

First Seder: Wed., April 23, 7:30 p.m,

Second Seder:

Thurs., April 24, 7:30 p.m.

R.S.V.P. at 549-4094, if possible,

or just show up at the door

adults. . .$10.

seniors, students, kids. . .$7.

Now Hiring

Assistant Subscription

Manager
The Massachusetts
Daily Collegian

Come down and apply at the

Collegian Office,

113 Campus Center
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* Gazelles at Dartmouth
themselves even more. A
victory over the Big Green
would strengthen their

chances of being selected to

the ECAC tournament and
would build confidence go-

ing into the season's final

weekend (Saturday at third-

ranked Temple and Sunday
at Rutgers).

"It's imperative that we
win the games against the
two teams below us (Dart-

mouth and Rutgers). If we
should beat Temple, that

would only help us in the

polls," said Hixon, who
refused to discuss the

possibility of losing, saying
that the team must only

think of winning.

Dartmouth, 9-2 and rank-

ed eighth, will be gunning
to hand the Gazelles their

second straight loss to a

New England opponent.
Ranked below UMass, an
upset would push the Big

Green closer to the top,

while dropping the Gazelles

from its fifth spot.

"We have to go into the

game like its life or death,"

Hixon said. "We're going to

have to roll over them - not

that we have to run up the

score, but we have to play

hard and go at them for the

entire 50 minutes."

Fifth-year head coach
Josie Harper's squad is led

by a trio of high-powered at-

tackmen whose scoring

average rivals the Gazelles'

Lisa Griswold-Bunny
Forbes-Ginny Armstrong
connection.

Junior Beth Hunt leads

the Big Green in total points

with 28 goals and 12 assists.

Sophomore Julie Clyma,
among the nation's top goal

scorers, has netted 35 to go

with four assists. Freshman

* Lax battles Harvard' intiniiCil from /><ii;r Ifi

Junior attackman Tom Carmean
(25-14 39) and Greg Canneila (16-12-28)

and sophomore attackman Kelley Carr
(16-6-22) were uncharacteristically sloppy

in their shooting against the Redmen and
Elis, getting the shots but not converting
them.

"We've talked about that," said Garber.
"I don't know if they're picking up bad
habits or what, but they need to score on
the shots they've been getting. Hopefully,

it's a short phase, because we need them."

Indeed they do. The season is basically

this week for UMass. A win over Harvard

along with one over 10th ranked Army on

Saturday would make UMass 9-1. The

Gorillas should maim 1-9 Dartmouth on
the road the Wednesday after making them
10-1. Even if UMass loses to Rutgers and
Syracuse on the road the week after, they

should still stay in the top 10 and gain a

playoff spot.

Wins over either seventh-ranked Rutgers

or second-ranked Syracuse could mean a
u,,rU v,.r„^ o.,H a home tournament game.

But that's in the future. "We realize how
important this game is, " said Garber.

"We're not looking ahead, but the team
knows we control our destiny. We're one
of two teams in the nation (Johns Hopkins
being the other) with only one loss. We con-

trol our own destiny."

\i()> tmi'fd from page jfi

Ann Moellering rounds out

the trio with 21 goals and
three assists.

Junior Maureen Towers
will 'ue in goal for Dart-

mouth. Allowing 57 goals in

nine games. Towers .sports

close to a 6.5 goals-against-

average to go along with a
51.7 save percentage.

"If we can come out and
put them on their heels,

we'll be in good shape
because I don't think they
have the abilitv to come
back like UNH," Hixon
said.

Gazelle Grapevine: The
new Women's National
Division I Poll is as follows:

' Penn State 40; 2. Virginia

36; 3. Temple 32; 4,New
Hampshire 28; 5.

Massachusetts 19; Loyola
19; 7. Maryland 16; 8. Dart
mouth 14; 9. Northwe-stern

12; 10. Harvard 6.

Hixon said that in order

for the Gazelles to win the
remainder of their games, it

will l>e necessary for them to

play with more consistency

than they displayed against

UNH.

»..iii pholo h> I'nul IV«imarHi<i

Senior attackman Mary Scott, left, and the
fifth-ranked University of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team are at Dartmouth today.
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Nrwman sla's m dim Prevsnting

I Waf ThurwJay April 24, 8 OO pm
DwigM Lounge

I.«ithian. KiK«iiual. («> (°ounii«liiiK Cnl-
Irctive. Counseling and Information Rm
433 SU W W, Th 3 7 pm. Tu 1 3, Hap
Group Wed nigtit 7 30 Rm 413 SU 413
545 2645

APRIL 24. 1»IS

Thr Armrnian Onnridr

Al l»IO

Multi Track (asxetlr Krrorder • Yamaha
MT 44 »S00 00 must sell 546 7874 BO

.XITO KOR SAI>;

1974 Saab !•!•. great radial snows worth
$250' New clutch, broken CV lOinl Fi» or

use for parts' Barry 548 9436 $360

I!t7."i VW Bu* good running cOfHl little rust

asking 1400 549 1685 Frank

(H Chuette excellent condition a lot of

new parts $1,100 549 4834

l!«7l BMW 2002 $56o"of best oHer
549 7185

1i*70 R.S ( amaro-riaKKir. red with white

top, 350 4 bl, new pamt. stereo cassette,

looks & runs great. 2800 obo 323 6847

1976 ( apri best offer call 256 0620 Good
condition

l9Kn Civir Hatrhhark 63.000 miles

AM FM great mileage very dependable
2532204

'

1979 Merrurv (apri good condition 4 spd
new brakes $1400 call 256 8404

77 VW Kabhit. brown AT runs well,

great stereo $1300 584 2700 x 4074

198:1 tnvota ( oroiia l.ifthark AT^.OOO
miles $5100 548 9404

ESIORTSKKVK K

KKriirt Seniff Atailahir 8 p m 2am
Everyday, anywhere on campus Play it

safe, call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

KOR RKNT

Tn sublrl 6 1 8 31 2 bdrm apt. Sund.
$340 neg call 665 4223 aft 5

One bedroom available June 1st orte block
to town and campus deck, skylights call

549 7127

1 room bus route $300 00 everything includ

ed lutilities catde TVI 256 1724

2 bedriMim. 1 '•» baths, on bus rt, 2(X)$

reward if you sign by June. Squire Village

665 7672

Want an apartment? Takeover our lease in

Presidential Apts June 1st 10 min walk to

campus call 549 0319

.Apartment for rt-nt 2 bedroom in

Sundpiland Call 665 2176 ask for Steve or

Tom

studio apartment Amherst center. June I

Julie 263 7867 until 9 30 pm

.S<)rTHW(K)l( APARTMENT take over
lease June 1st call 253 3993

( lirfKidr Apt. available June 1 fall option
summer negotiable call 665-7703 keep try

ing

Kour bedroom apartment in Rolling Green
needs one person for single bedroom for

fall Four people foi whole apartment for

summer sublet. 256 6837

I bedroom houvo in .Vorthnmptnn neat
Look Park $600 plus utilities June plus

Sept option. Skibiski Realtors 584 3428 aftei

430

(iAIN \ Al.t ABI.K
.ACnH NTINt. KXI'KRIKNf K

.Arrountini; poKitinns available for fall

semester to work with studei-t controlled

businesses Apply at 'he Ec.inomic
Development Office. 409 Student Union
Applications due Friday, April 25 Appro*
imalelv 10 hours pet week

1980 Datsnn PI »17S0 548-9404

J97fi VW Bus great body interior, new ex

haust brakes $2150 256 8484

CAN YOU WRITE?

Interested in Journalium? It's never to

late to start' Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England You can write

about Sports. News, Editorial, Black Af

fairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues Whatever your interests, write about

It today in the Collegian We build careers.

CAPE (01)

2 housemates wanted June 1 2 miles from
campus, garden, quiet Hartley
neighborhood. Non smoke's please $130
month 549 0306

We want vour lease for Puffton 2
bedroom call anytime 6 5506 or 6 5503

Summer rental Mam St downtown
Amherst accessible to every need 2nd fl apt

room furnished move right in you pay your
own long distance calls $450 includes 3

months rent and electric Ideal for graduate
or older students, female prefered call

253 3530 evenings keep trying days Erin

2532446

Two bedroom apt in North»«M>d summr
sublet w'fall opt full kitchen air cond and
moie Only 380 per month call Joe 666 7508

Rooms rlose to I'Mass $210 includes

utilities 549 1358

For rent one bedroom apt in Puffton
starting June 1 549-6396

HELP WANTED

llolel Majors: Desk clerks and auditors

wanted Accountiong or experience prefer

red Apply Howard Johnson Lodge Rte 9.

Hadley

• Full or Part Time
• Assl Manager and Salespersons
• send resume to
" Bel Air Gardens

870 Si) Mam St

Bellingham MA 02019
Of call 617 883 7544

" for more info

Painter's Helper. Full days only Call Matt
eves 548 9315

Students - don't get stuck with a mindless

|ob' Mass Fair Share will be talking with

students about |0bs in our fundrais

ing Dutreach dept on April 24 at the UMass
Career Center Call 5 2224 or 586 8713 tor

details

liouserlranrrlsl wanted: immediate
opening for experienced cleaner 2 3 his per

week summer fall option call 253 3577

VounK Ad Agenrv looking for volunteer

space lep for social services client Must
have wheels Flexible hours Call 586 2136

(amp WinnebaRo for counselors activities

interested call Geraro 773 5960

(.ovrrnmeni Jobs. $16,040 $59,230 yr

Now hiring Call 1 805 687 6000 cxt R 9616
for current federal list

PARTTIME JOBS

Part time l.ab<irrrs needed for local house
renovations st pay 5 hr easily accessit>le

from Cam interested call Matt 549 6799

PERSONALS

Witnesses. Two vyoman taw a lv»o car
smash up 7 pm January 16 corner Amity
.ind North Whitney 'near town library I and
kindly offered their account I need you
now Joan Mason 566 9225 IworkI or

253 5837 I home I

Maki' tbe rieht rhoire: Vote James
Smack for OHAG Tresurer

.Ml RSO's!!! If your organization wishes to
apply for a FY88 SGA Budget packets are
now available m 420 SU hurry" Proposals
are due no later than May 14

Kree I.erture on Se»; Repression from
the New Right and New Left ' D' R Lib

by 23rd 8 p m SUB
Karth In Kathy - Come back down tiefore

you hurt yourself up there

llapp.t 20 Krislen! Did you think we'd
forget you on you' B day" You 'e a great
person h we love ya Jen b the 6th floor

guys

l.vdia Davenport or is it Beth I'crry?
Presents for p'etty girls on your 21st B day
Hope your birthday is an extra special one'
Love, Terry and the other alias P S Sorry
It's a little late'

lease for the fal* CaH Laura and Brenda al

253 3619

2 females needed in share apt m Bran
dywine call 546 8349

Kemalr nonsmoking riM>mmate r>eeded

for fall semeste' Brittany lease Sept June
call 256 0027

Female riHimmate wauled - Brittany

10 month lease includes heat 256 1231

Two females wanted to share one
twdroom m Townehouse call 549 IS87

SKKVH ES

COINS 121/12.1 Tutoring $6 00 per hou'
former grader, consultant Alex 256 1239

TypinK. Tape Transmplmn. Fast, ac
cu'atp Available almost anytime 665 7652

Prrfertionisl Word ProressinK - $1 SO
$2 00 page 25% off first job 549 6178

SliOPPKK SliJ TTI.E

(;el on htiard: Saturdays! CaM S4Mt4S'
For more information

L08T

Silver chain bracelet w'blue rhmestonps

extreme sentimental value big reward'

549 0837 keep trying

(•lasses lost: prescnption gold rimmed
round frames held in hard b'Own eyeglass

case Lost since 4'2 Call Kathy 546 1237

ASAP

Mens Citizen watch between Campus
Center and Hasbrouck bus stop Great sen

timental value " Reward " call 549 5626 and

leave message or return watch to Info Deak

CC Concourse

West Yarmmith cottage sleeps 4 253 7436

:t male roommates needed for large house
on Craigville Beach Hyannisporl $750

the sumnner call Fitzy 256-6863

MARTHAS VINEYARD

for

•(ASH"

Paving cash for vour baseball cards

Ple'ase call Mike 546-6105

CONVKRTIBI.K FOVERS

Classic \\>V> (tldsmohilo Delta K8 good
condition must see 2,000 firm call Kathy

256 0826

KNTERTAINMENT

KAt K-A-DIS( KNTKRTAINMKNT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows
Large Scieon Video 24 hr operato- 549 7)44

I (Mil) F(tK I'lOIM.K
\(. I

1 . iij I'l^ 111 I

ICECREAM

Haagpn Daz, Ber^ and Jerry s

Bart s, Nectiir Pies, Just Juice

Popscicles, Ice Bear Sandwiches
Get Yours

Ht People's Market

i(^^^#-*-^«4r^i^'^#i^^

FOR SALE

Furniture - Excellent condition marching
sofa and loveseat. chair, wall unit, end
table, lamp, kitchen table with five chairs,

white wicker bedroom furniture, and ac
cessorles Pnces negotiable Call Amy
5494085

Dorm Fridge in good condition $50 must
sell call John 253 5697

:i-pr. drum set $300 549 7185

Electric Bass by Magnum Fender ja??

styip $170 or BO 586 8969

Brand new tennis rackets Wilson Pm
sstaff 4 3 8 $120 Hnati iiraphite edge 4 3 8

$95 please cal' Wayno 546 9422

(lUcii Watches nn\\ %:M Many styles for

n-inn B women call 6 7480

Italian racinp Bicycle • A!,¥» ?3" iBBcmt
Campagnolo parts, li/tiui ' .miii.

grey 546 1755 367 9348

m7H Rabbit 105,000 miitb. uw, n.,Hnt

value |ob new master cylinder, watei pump
lues 30 mpg on regula' " "" '' 60n

266 0074 eves

FiMir H" ratJial Tires n. .,„,,., ,. vW
Bus wheels Excellent condition exlrji VW
wheel if interesled Also new ba'tery a greal

deal Call M;iri. 666 8419

(iiivernment Homes from .SI lu r*'|iair|.

Also delinquent tax property Call

1 806 687 6000 ext GH 9616 for informa

tion

Jeep 1x1 $19 per dav Mopeds from $19 per

day Call Ride On Mopeds 617 693 2076

MOTORCYCLES

1983 NiKhlhaw¥ 650 l2T5k miles
meticulously maintained S1500 546 9437

H2 Honda fi.10 NiKhlhauk exc cond 4000
mi w'helmets asking $1500 call 549 7882

NOTICE OF ANMAl. MKKTIM.

Toe INC.. will hold Its annual meeting

w oylaw clirt'igp May ?, 1986 m Campus
Centei 804 108' at .1 TO » i"

NOW lllKINt.

i^;illege Pro Patntnr,.

now hiring for gorid

sunimer jotis Thioughout

New England 6 7' an hour

positions filling quickly

come to our information

session on May 1 m IMn

CamiHis Centni 1 800 4;M 7468

OR( HARD mi,l, RKSIDFNTS

Put your trust in experienre Vole fur:

Ciny Wilson foi OHAG P'esident Joanne
Cooper for OHAG Treasurer

Bwana - Do you know what pain is 7 Puniab

Kenny that is a rugby body" Can't wait for

the sexy prank call' You are great Marybob
and Mate

Til the Sisters and Pled^eK O Kappa -

Thanks for the card No. can I tell you how
much you rule the world you are mint
Love ya. Aimhi

Circle. Ki|;hth Route Army. Liquid
I.esson. Outpatients, and Cndergriiund
Railroad in concert Thursday, 7 PM, SUB
Honey - Happy .Anniversary!
I love you very much
Love always, Donna

The wheel has a flat!

JanrI ( o^Kins Congratulations for scoring

8 on Rice I and 37 on Rice II

Warren and Megan Scooter and Spanky'
Please spare us" The Little Rascals

Jane Fonda (l.'HI) Have a great Birthday
love Kristy. Gayla and Donna

Craig Y. - Typing your paper' Notes on the
machine' Helium' Can we talk' Call me
tonight, PLEASE' I'll be waiting' Helium
Head

Hey Speedy Deliveries - "^ipee' Even
tough we don't play to win' we made it to

the playoffs'

TKOFESSIONAL TYPINfi SERVK E

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on
campus, dependable, low rates, expenenc
ed Nancy 584 7924

.« PCFFTON REWARDS

Nami' wiur price for 2 3 t)edroom Jan
546 6958 Ronni 546 6959

KOOMMAPES WANTED

K< mall' roommatt' needed for Southwo'id
ap: f.ir tall ft spring 266 ft'l32

.lune 1. mxH- May 111, I9N7 rn shafi> i.tijm

rofim in Presidr'ntial ApVs 7 rntnute AHik i^^

campus 5134 00 mo call 549 6638

Female wanted lo share 2 bedroom aoi m
P.i'iton rail 549 1868

iMii riiommates needed vi sh.r

bedroom Brittany Manor apt 153$ iim-nh

lease starts in Sept call 646 61?^" or

546 6094

I'wn females wanted to share 1 bedroom
in a two bedroom apartment in Southwood
Sublet tor the summer and you re on the

SOCTHW EST Ct»N< ERT

Concert Volunteers - Interested in working
security or stage crew for the Southwest
Concert' Informational meeting this Thurs
day the 24th. at 5 30 pm m Hampden
Southside Sign up in the SWAG Office in

Hampden See you Thursday' 5 0960

SCMMER EMPI,(»YME\T

Lifeguards. Swim Instructors. Hamp
shire Fitness Club 256 6446

SIMMER SI BLET

2 bedrrmm Lantern Court. .Sunderland
June 1 September 1 $300 monthly call Don
na or Kim. 549 7127

OnebedriMim apt., Puffton. Ben 546 1191

clean, close to campus pool, tennis

Female wanted lo share furnished rmim
in Northampton apartment June August
$60 • month 584 8170

Brandywine 2 bedroom fully furnished
rent negotiable 549 4186

Amherst Center sunny 3 bedroom apt in

house call evenings 549 6866

Summer Sublet w'fall option. Studio
apartment, downtown Amherst Call btwn 5

p m 7 p m or late evenings 266 0911

Wanted summer subletters 3 bedrooms
Townehouse apts $350 rail 549 1449

House in S. AmhrrsI 5 bedrooms take

over lease in June w fall option 256 8135

Brandvwine 2 bdrm cheap rent call

549 5416

(it location Sunset Ave across from Col

lege Piz?a 4 bdrm 2 bath full lurn 549 1447
for info

Puffton VIg summer sublet one bdrm,
pool AC, furnished 549 0080

1 si fliHir. 2 bedroom. Brandywine apart-
ment. Sliding doors to back yard, air condi
tioning, close to bus stops Act fast' Call

Mark 549 0672

\mhi'rst (enter 2 bedrm apl fall option

tot 1 person Spacious simnv beautiful apt

on quiet street 400 rnuntti mi ludmg utilities

2 people maximum 256 0764

Female housemate needed 2 bedroom
Puffton sublet with fall option call 646 5827

Squire Village • w fall option 2 br apt t)y

pool I br avail for female Furnished, on
bus line S125 or BO call lir or Betsy
545 0162

One bedroom fur 2 females in la'ge two
bedrofim apt Irjcaletl between campus and
A nihprsi Center $140 each 256 8039

Large house practically on-rampus.
Huge porch and backyard 5 smglns $150
month 649 0081

w fall option efficiency m ex 'Drake' quiei

lose to tnwn, schools Tom 253 6062

Riiiim available in a two bedroom apt ful

ly furnished pool bus tennis Sunderland
.lune 1st Aug 31st 666 4210

fall option spacious 2 bdrm 2 bthrm in

Squire Village call 665 7993

Summer rmmale - 2 bdrm lownhuuse
Rent negotiat>le Fall opt eic cond 1 '•>

(Mths, hop to t>us dishwasfver, pool. AC. 2
reaerved prdg 666 3006

Puffton Village summar tulilet one bdrm
call 546 7027

Big house close to campus, cable, furnish

ed cheap rent negotiat>le. call b46 7122

Rooms available for summer sublet in

Downtown Amherst Rem very negoliat>le

call 549 7297 furnished'

Tnwnrhnusr apartment for tummer
sublet 549 1587

Summer sublet with fall option Cliffside

Apts Sunderland on bus mute call 665 8289

Summer sublet with fall option lMa> I -I

111 2 bedroom apt in SrHithwood apts $480 a

month Call Chns at 545 3500 or 253 7832

Newly renovated, sunny apartment for

summer sublet 3 bedroom apt m the center

town of Amherst Call 549 0388 o> 549 641

1

TO SI BLET

2 bedroom apt in SoulhwiMid summei
sublet w fall option 256 1662

Summer sublet w fall opiinn 2 bedrootr
Cliffside apartment Sunderland pool, tennis

courts bus route 666 7922

Two minutes from campus' Single room
in furnished apartment, large yard CaH
549 6918 between 5 7 PM
2 bedriMim (ownhouse in Southwood
apts summer sublet with fall option
256 1090

Summer sublet 2 bedroom Amherst Center
266 8052

Furnished bedroom in Northwrnid apt,

femaleisi wanted 140 mth • ng, pool AC,
on bus route June 1 to Aug 31 call 666 3041

I people wanted to sublet large 3 bedrrtom
house near malls and busline lent

reasonable Some rooms with fall option

586 5425

I bedrm ^l.l.'i month, inclusive June thru

Aug 665^4388

TRAVEL

Visit N.Y.CT- May 3. undergrads $16,

others $17 Contact Commuter Area
Government, 545 2145

TYPINti SERVICE^

Qt'ALITY TYPINt;. Long or short pro
lects Meticulous proofreading Editing

available New IBM Typewriter 549 0367

TYPINfJ & WORD PRtME.SSINt;

Next day service TYPE RITE 323 4579

WANT A FREE CASE OF BEER?

Summer sublet ,'l bedroom lownhouse
available June 1 through August 31 call

549 7478 price negotiable

WANTED

Looking for lease Brandywme.
Townhouse, Presidential, Puffton 646 5327
reward $160 00

WANTED to RENT

Looking In take over lease in Puffton or
Brandywi'in for fall 86 $$$ reward $$$
546 1472 or S46 9890

$2(KI reward for your :i' bdrm Puffton.
Presidenliai oi Townehouse lease call

546 606? rm 6396 546 6185 keep trying

llelpl We want your lease for that 3
liedroom house or apt in Hadley or ares will

lake over your lease for summer plea-.i- call

Paul 253 2131 Ed 686 9402

Couple seeking lo take over lease fc 1

liediDOm ,]pt starting fall call Gary 546 7159

Single rimm needed in house iir apt for

'nil seniester only call Catherine 266 1662

Two females liHiking lo share apartment
iTnwnohriuSP, Bcandywinp Presidential, or

PufftonI foi fall and spring 86 87 Call

Phyllie at 546 6222

••••••••••••••
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SPORTS
New England titleon the line for UM

Gorillas battle Harvard at Boyden
today, looking for sixth straight
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It's nice to be 7-1 with five straight wins
and still be unhappy with how things are

going.

Don't get the seventh-ranked Universi-

ty of Masschusetts lacrosse team wrong.
It's not complaining, but the Gorillas know
they can play better than last they did dur-

ing last week's wins over St. John's and
Yale.

They'd better be able to, as a fired-up

Harvard University team comes to Boyden
Field at 3 p.m. this afternoon to take on
UMass with the winner taking the New
England title.

A 9-6 win over St. John's and Saturday's
10-6 victory over Yale pleased UMass coach

Dick Garber. But after New Hampshire (a

team UMass beat 15-7) demolished St.

John's 20-9 on Saturday, Garber and team
realized they need to pick up the level of

their play to maintain their national

status.

"We're objective about every game, in-

cluding wins," said Garber. "We played

great defensively in both games, but on of-

fense we couldn't convert our shots. We out-

shot teams like crazy, but couldn't score.

We would have five shots and miss, they'd

get one shot and put it in. It was wacky."

Harvard, unranked at 6-3, is like Yale in

that they will try and slow the game down.

But they have much more talent then the

Elis, especially at midfield. With wins over

Cornell (10-7) and St. John's (10-5) Harvard
was among the nation's top 15 at one time.

Losses to Brown (14-10), Yale (13-9) and
C.W. Post (13-11) along with unimpressive

wins over weak Boston College (8-5) and
Princeton (11-9) killed any momentum
Harvard had.

"I expect they'll play a typical Harvard
game," said Garber. "They will be great

fundamentally and try and take advantage

of every mistake we make. We can't let

down against them and have the lapses we
have had recently."

The Crimson are led by senior attackman
Chris Pujols with 18 goals and 11 assists

for 29 points. The midfield ofTom Corcoran
(19 8-27), Rufus Clark (17 5-22) and Tim
McCaffrey (6-15-21) is as good as any
UMass will face. They are patient outside

shooters with hard shots.

"Our midfield defense will be tested,"

predicted Garber. 'We'll need good efforts

from them. I expect our crease guys to con-

tinue playing well along with Sal

(LoCascio) in goal."

LoCascio, a freshman who is among the

nation's leaders in save percentage with a

.7-3 mark, rescued the misfiring UMass of-

fense in the last two games with several

clutch stops. Defenders Tom Aldrich, Gerry
Byrne, John Jordan, Matt Woods and
Adam Rodell have also played tough. That
offense will need to clean up its game with

Harvard and then Army on Saturday at

Boyden next on the UMass agenda.
continued on page 15

CollpKian photo by PhuI DpumaraiH

Senior co-captain Steve Moreland, left, goes airborn for a shot earlier

this seson. The Gorillas host Harvard at 3 p.m.

Group planning bus trip to Syracuse game
Here's a road trip for you lacrosse fans.

The University Sports Entertainment
Productions, a new student organization,

is offering a round-trip overnight stay at

a Hilton Hotel to see the seventh-ranked
UMass lacrosse team play at second-

ranked Syracuse on May 9.

The trip costs a low $47.50 and includes

a ticket, accomodations and the bus trip.

Information will be available todat on the
Campus Center Concourse starting today.

Space (88 spots) is limited and the demand
is expected to be high.

SPORTS BRIEFS
Springfield guard signs
University of Massachusetts basketball coach Ron

Gerlufsen has done something no other UMass could

do, he has successfully recruited a good Western
Massachusetts player.

Chris Bailey a 5-11 point guard from Springfield will

joing the Minutemen after turning down Old Dominion,
Northeastern, St. Joseph's and Colorado State. A two-

time Western Mass player-of-the-year (21 points and six

assists-per-game at Tech High), he prepped this pa.st

season at Fork Union Military Academy where he
averaged eight points and six assists as captain. Carl
Smith and Lorenzo Sutton, currently UMass'
backcourt, also prepped at Fork Union.
"We are ver>- pleased to be able to sign a player of Chris

Bailey's talents onand-off the floor," said Gerlufsen. "We
believe he ^ill make strong contributions to the pro-

gram."

Women ink two more
The UMass women's hoop team, meanwhile, signed

two recruits itself, a Toward and a 6-2 center.

Jeanine Michaelson, a 5-10 foward from Northport,

NY averaged 19 points and 10 rebounds to lead Nor-

thport to the Class A semifinals. She was All-County and
All-Long Island.

Helen Freeman, a 6-2 center from Pennsauken (NJ)

High, led her team to a 21-4 recoid while averaging 13.5

points, 10 rebounds and five blocks per game. She was
a Courier-Post all-group selection and played the New
Jersey state all-star game.

Reid hires ass't coach
New UMass head football coach Jim Reid finally has

a defensive line coach.

Mike Van Diest, an assistant at Montana the past five

years, will join the Minuteman staff in time for the re-

mainder of spring practice, replacing Steve Telander
who went to Texas-El Paso with former UMass head

coach Bob Stull..

Van Diest graduated from Wyoming in 1975 after star-

ting for the Cowboys for two years. He joined the Wyom
ing staff before moving to Montana.
UMass still needs to find an offensive line coach, but

the position probably will not br filled until the summer.

Stockley shines again, no-hits BC
Softball sweeps Eagles
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

CHESTNUT HILL - The 20th-ranked University of

Massachusetts softball team continued to roll toward a
post-season playoff birth, as the Minutewomen rode the
no-hit pitching of Lynn Stockley in game one to defeat
Boston College, 3-0 in the first game of a scheduled
doubleheader. The Minutewomen took game two, 6-0, to

complete the sweep, and now stand at 28-6 on the season.

Stockley tossed her second no-hitter and 11th shutout
of the season, as the senior southpaw struckout nine and
walked two while lowering her season earned run average
to 0.19.

The Minutewomen scored all three runs in the ninth
inning, sparked by senior second baseman Carol Frat-
taroli's leadoff single. After Frattaroli stole second,
sophomore shortstop Paige Kopcza reached and also stole

second. Senior center fielder Sally Maher then rapped a
single scoring Frattaroli, and .senior first baseman Beth
Talbott followed with a run-scoring bunt.

Sophomore right fielder Chris Ciepiela closed the scor-

ing with an RBI single sconng Maher. The Minutewomen
battered BC loser Barbara Davenport for eight hits.

In game two, UMass scored two runs in the third, fourth,

and sixth innings to back a combined one-hit shutout by
sophomore right bander Lisa Rever and freshman Chris
Wanner. Rever gained her 11th win of the year in four
innings of work, striking out five, while Wanner collected

her second save of the year in a strong three-inning stint.

Sophomore left fielder Leigh Petroski led the
Minutewomen offensively, going three-for-four with two
runs scored. Sophomore first baseman Martha Jamieson
went two-for-three with two RBI's and Talbott added two
RBI's with a triple.

The Minutewomen retained their number one ranking
in the Northeast, despite a doubleheader split with the
Univerity of Connecticut last weekend. UConn is still

ranked second behind UMass.
The Minutewomen will now prepare for a pair of big

weekend doubleheaders against Atlantic 10 foe St.

Josephs University on Saturday and regional rival

Adelphi University on Sunday. St. Joe's is also locked in

a tight conference playoff battle and Adelphi is ranked
third in the Northeast, meaning that two sweeps will put
UMass in an ideal position to gain a post-season playoff
birth.

Gazelles need a win at Dartmouth
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

With one week remaining
before playoff selections are

made, the University of

Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team is looking to

solidify its chances with a

victory over eighth-ranked

Dartmouth University, to-

day at Hanover, NH at 3

p.m.

The Gazelles, 6 1 . who lost

their first game of the
season, 10-7, to fourth-

ranked University of New

Hampshire on Saturday,

moved into a fifth-place tie

with Loyola in this week's

rankings of the NCAA na-

tional poll.

UMa,ss head coach Pam
Hixon said that despite the

loss, the Gazelles played

against UNH well enough
to move up in the polls and
she feels confident that they

will continue to improve as

a team.
"We were more ag-

gravated and angry than
disappointed aftfr the UNH
game because we knew we
let them get away," Hixon

said.

Still, the Gazelles gained
a spot in the polls which
Hixon felt was justified.

"If you have to lose, its

better to lose to a team
above you than below you,"
she said. "But the game
didn't affect our rankings

because it was such a close

game. It actually helped us.

Of course if we had won, it

would have helped us even
more."

Travelling to Dartmouth
today, the Gazelles have an
opportunity to help

conlinneci on page 15

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:
Today:

Men's Lacrosse: Harvard, Boyden Field, 3 p.m.
Women's Lacrosse: at Dartmouth, 3 p.m.
Men's Tennis: at Tufts, 3 p.m.
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MAKE WAY FOR THE PIG - Elmo the pig trots across Commonwealth Avenue yesterday

guided by animal science major John Carroll.

Student producer seeks suicide tapes
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

One week after a 17-year-old youth

committed suicide on a closed-circuit

television show at Hampshire College.
,

the producer of the show has claimed

that the district attorney's office plans

to destroy videotapes of the episode.

However, the Hampshire County

district attorney's office yesterday

denied such a decision has been made,

though an official did not rule out the

possibility the tapes will be destroyed.

"The district attorney's office is go-

ing to destroy the tapes after (its! in-

vestigation is completed," said Philip

Jackson, the student producer "As a

student, I believe I have all the

copyrights."

Jackson said he turned over two

tapes of the show at the request of

Amherst police. They are beliex ed to

be the only copies of the episod .'.

On the satirical show, "The Voice of

the Top Two," last Thursday Andrew

L. Hermann, a Belchertown resident

and brother of the program's co-host,

delivered a tirade against the college

and then drank a mixture of cyanide

and Kool-Aid. Witnesses thought Her-

mann was joking, but he died within

minutes.

An assistant in the district attorney's

office, who would not give his name,

said, "I don't know where he's

[Jackson] getting his information, but

it's not from the district attorney's of-

fice ... The tapes are in the custody of

the district attorney and any informa

tion about them will be released from

this office.

Jackson said, "Lawyers I have con-

tacted indicate that I ha^>" to prove the

tapes are mine or the copyright is

mine. I feel I have a right to my own
video work."

He said the police had "hinted" that

Hermann's family or the college might

want the tapes.

"As far as I can tell Hampshire Col-

lege has no copyright on things produc-

ed on campus," he said. "The people in-

volved in the production of the show

have the copyrights."

Jackson said the program will con-

tinue, even as the college is trying to

disassociate itself from it. "The school

has a strong interest in not having the

tapes released. The tapes give a bad

image to the school," he said.

Council: 'we
won't frisk'
Rejects police role at commencement

M ANDREW WOLFF
' ollfiiian Staff

The talent coordinator for the Union Progi-am rouncil.

vhich runs reK'k concerts on can.pus. yesterday said he

mentl.s U) ifll an administrator that his tjriiup 'vil! not

earch i«niors for concealed alcohol beforv thi< ^prmy s

itmmencement ceremony
The administrator. Trey Williams, special a.ss stant 'o

he vice chancellor for .student atlairs, said last month that

le would ;isk UPC to frisk students The Uni\ersitv is

seekini: to eliminate traditional iinruiines.s by enforcing

a ban on alcohol in Warren (1. McCiuirk Alumni Stadium.

where the ceremony will be held May 25.

[.ancf Foley, the talent coordinator, said Willian s ask

.'d to meet with I'PC" members last week, and no nitM^ting

date has been set. but the meeting will mostly likelv oc

cur within one week
Foley .said he and other members of UPC would feel un-

comfortable frisking graduates, and that the idea of

students searching other students is a conflict of intere.st.

"TheN don t feel good being the fmes to pat people down.
"

he said. "That's something the administration and

Department of Public Safety have to consider
"

Williams could not be reached for comment, but Den-

nis L Mad.son, vice chancellor for student affairs, yester-

day said the ultimate concern is for an orderly ceremony,

and he does not believe student searches are "appropriate

police responsiblity."

"All were trying to do is add dignity and re.sponsibili

ty. and I prefer to do that without direct involvement of

law enforcement people." Madson said.

If UPC will not conduct the searches. Mad.son said, us

ing other students such as graduation marshals "might

be appropriate."

Foley said he will tell Williams that a small group of

UPC members will be able to help out with traffic and

crowd control during the ceremony, but most members

will not be available because they live on campus and

must move out before graduation.

"I will tell Trey we are intere.sted, but no more than 10

people are available to work, " Foley said. "That is no way

to run crowd control or alchol monitoring. It is a touchy

situation and not something we are prepared to deal with

with 10 people."

The Commencement Task Force, composed of students

and administrators, has been trying to alter the format

of the ceremony, calling the event "circus-like." The task

force has recommended a shorter ceremony, using a bet-

ter sound system, enforcing the alcohol ban, urging bet-

ter faculty attendance and adding names of graduates to

the program booklet.

UMass ^dragging' on asbestos
By SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

There are already about 200 identified cases of the

known carcinogen asbestos present on campus, and a

group of concerned students want to see removal efforts

stepped up.

The Room 10 Committee, na-.!ied for a room in Arnold

House which was found to contain cracking asbestos as

earlv as September and has not yet been cleared, charges

that the University has not been diligent in removing

the substance.

Helena Donovan, a graduate student in public health,

said the Physical Plant department has only one removal

crew. Another crew was hired recently, but must com-

plete a two month training course before it can aid in

removal efforts.

"They (the Physical Plant] are understaffed, but that's

not our problem. They've been dragging their feet on

this." .'-'he said, adding, "There are a lot of places on cam-

pus where asbestos has started to crumble, and teachers,

staff and students have been exposed."

Physical Plant director Roger Cherewatti yesterday

referred questions about asbestos veTiovai to operations

supervisor Peter Wozniak, who couid not be reached

vesterdav afternoon.

Asbe.stos, which was used as insulation from the 1940s

to the 1970s, can ielea.se fibers into the air once its cloth

covering rips and it begins to crumble. The fibers can

easily be inhaled, and have been shown to cause cancers

of the luny, esophagus, colon and other organs and

asbestosis, serious scarring of the lungs.

Donovan added that the Environmental Protection

Agency has said that there is no safe exposure period

for asbestos. "We're here to learn, not to worry about

getting sick," she said.

Room 10 in Arnold house has asbestos covering on

water pipes which has cracked, and the room has been

locked, but a sign on the door warns only not to move

anything into the room and does not mention asbestos.

"If someone who didn't know what he was looking for

didn't see it, it might still be undiscovered," said public

health graduate student Ralph Sbragia, noting that a

faculty member found the asbestos while inspecting room

10 as a possible site for a departmental library.

"Room 10 has been identified, but it may be just the

tip of the iceberg. How many other buildings built around

the same time have similar problems?" Sbragia added.

Donovan said that although room 10 is known to be

a hazard, there have been no air quality checks for

asbestos particles in the room or the surrounding area,

which includes offices and clas.srooms directly across the

hall.

The Graduate Student Senate passed a motion Tues-

day calling for stronger efforts to remove asbestos and

for the divulging of all reports of asbestos hazards and

efforts to eliminate them.

The senate al.so formed an ad hoc committee to pressure

administrators and the UMass Board of Trustees to pro-

vide the Physical Plant with money for more asbestos

removal teams.

('(>lli>i;iHn photo hv Michrllr Sp((all

Pipe covering.s in Arnold Hall room 10 are

cracked and particles containing asbestos,

bottom, have spilled out.
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TRIPOLI. Libya (AP)-

A

Libyan official claimed
yesterday that the United
States and Israel have
planned terrorists atttacks

in Europe for which Libya

would be blamed.

The attacks. Information

Minister Mohammed
Sharafeddin said, then
would be used to justify ad-

ditional bombing raids on
Libya

He told reporters he bas-

ed his statement on reports

from intelligence sources in

"friendly states, including

European countries." He
gave no further indication of

who his sources were, or

when or where the alleged

planned attacks were to be

carried out.

Earlier today, he said all

250 foreign journalists who
arrived after the U.S. bom-
bing raids had completed
their mission and were ex-

pected to leave Libya by

week's end.

Sharafeddin told reporters

in Al Kabir Hotel, the head
quarters for the foreign

media, that thev were not

being expelled. But he said

the government needed
their hotel rooms and they

would not be taken on any
more escorted tours.

The journalists have been

lau-gely prevented from leav-

ing the hotel unescorted.

Earlier today. Libyan of-

ficials said journalists

representing media in the

United States and the 12

Common Market nations

should pack their bags im

mediately and board buses

for the airport.

The move appeared to be

in response to West Euro-

pean sanctions against Li-

bvan leader Col. Moammar

Khadafy, including Bri-

tain's decision to expel 21

Libvan students.

Journalist may be dead
BERUIT (AP) The Revolutionary Organization of

Socialist Moselms said yesterday that it has killed kip-

napped British journalist Alec CoUett. The group realeas

ed a video tape showing a man dangling from a scaffold

that It said was the New York based writer.

The four-minute tape was provided to the independent

Beruit newspaper An-Nahar along with a typewritten

Arabic statement that said the 64-year-old Collett was

"executed" April 16 in retaliation for British complici-

ty in the US air attack on Libya.

WHY KEG BEERTASTES BETTERTHANCOOKEDBEER
Ask most beer drinkers, and they'll likeK agree: draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-filtered

nothing tastes better than beer from a keg. instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was drawn straight

Ever since the davs of Frederic Miller's original Plank from the keg.

Road Brewery, keg beer has always been fresher. That's Plank Road Original Draught,

because it isn't cooked to preserve it like most bottled Keg beer in a bottle.

and canned beers. PIAWIinATI
Well, now there's a beer that delivers that same fresh 1 IjilJlll IiUiilr

Original Draught ™
e 19R5 Millet Brr* me Co MilviiiA.-. WI
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STOP THE LIES:

COMBATING DISINFORMATION
ON CENTRAL AMERICA

April 25 & 26 University of Massachusetts

A conference sponsored by
FACULTY and STAFF

FOR PEACE IN CENTRAL AMERICA
Friday. April 2S

8:00 PM Keynote Address by CARLOS TUNNERMANN. NIcaraguan Ambassador to the United States
Mahar

Saturday, April 26

9:30-10:30 "Report from the Atlantic Coast," MARY ELLSBERG, Public Health Worker in Bluefields,
SBA 120 Nicaragua

11:00^12 30 WORKSHOPS
SBA 107 "Going to Nicaragua"

Why do North Americans travel to Nicaragua? What have been their experiences' The following
local people will discuss their trips and ways you can go, too Bella Halsted, New England
Delegation Member of Witness for Peace; Alexia Johnson, Curriculum Advisor for the NICA
Language School in Esteli, Nicaragua; Steve Strimer, Brigade Member of Construyamos Jun
tos; Al Woodhull, Member of TecNica, Technical Assistance for Nicaragua.

SBA 109 "Central American Refugees and Sanctuary"
Darryl Bazzy and Joann Eccher, who recently returned from visiting refugee camps in Guatemala
and Mexico, will narrate slides of their investigation. Ruth Hawkins, member of the Mt. Toby
Friends Meeting Sanctuary Movement in Levretf MA will describe the exp>erience of providing
sanctuary to two Guatemalan refugees.

SBA 110 "Latin American Perspectives"

Maria Helena Alves, representative of Brazil's Partido de los Trabajadores (Workers' Party) and
visiting professor at Amherst Collge, and Franco D'Introno, a Venezuelan and professor of
Spanish at the University of Massachusetts, will discuss Latin American view of Nicaragua and
U.S. Policy toward Central America.

SBA 112 Slides and Videos on Central America

2:00-3:30 "A Political or Military Solution in Central America?'
SBA 120 EDWARD KING, Retired U.S. Army Colonel

"Masks of U.S. Militarization of the Region"
Reverend PHILIP WHEATON, Director of Ecumenical Program for Interamerican Communica
tion and Action

4:00-6:30 WORKSHOPS

SBA 107 Destruction /Construction Health and Health Clinics in Nicaragua"

The US. financed contra war has had profound effects on health in Nicaragua and in Honduras
Two doctors. Murray Watnick from Noble Hospital, Westfield. and Sandy Marks, University
Medical Center, W orcester, discuss their recent experiences in Central America.

SBA 109 "Energy and the Environment in Nicaragua. The Struggle for Independent Development"
Linda Roth, a forest ecologist who taught at the University of Central America in Nicaragua, will
describe alternative methods in agriculture and forestry. Jim Manwell, who taught and worked
on a hydroelectric project in Nicaragua, will discuss renewable sources of energy and local pro
duction Bill Gillmeister, a student of economics, will discuss networking on environmental and
energy issues from an appropriate technology perspective.

SBA 110 "Land Reform in Nicaragua and El Salvador"

Land reform plays a crucial role in the restoration of economic growth with social equity in Cen-
tral America. Julio Martinez, Regional Director of Agararian Reform on Nicaragua's Atlantic
Coast, and Larry Simon, Director of the American Jewish World Service and former director of
policy analysis for Oxfam Amenca, will offer comparative views of land reform issues and pro
grams in Nicaragua and El Salvador.

SBA 112 Slides and Videos on Central America
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5:30^6 30
SBA 108

Social Hour

FACULTY and STAFF FOR PEACE IN CENTRAL AMERICA
P.O. BOX 215

AMHERST, MA 01004-0215

of Hadley

presents the

Grand Opening of

Our Lounge

"the area's newest night club"

Opening April 11th and 12th

featuring

Best in Dancing Music

Open Fri & Sat 10:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Complimentary B-B-Q Chicken Wings

Come and Relax and Enjoy the

Weekend with Us'

Rte 9 Hadley
Open 7 Days Lunch & Dinner Hours. Sun - Thurs 11-10 Fri & Sat 111 am

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mon Thurs $6.95, 5-8.30
SUNDAY BRUNCH 1 1 ;30 - 3 Full Liquor License

Sexologist attacks censorship advocates

Collfgian photu by Hob Skellon

Sexologist Roger Libby spoke at the Student

Union Ballroom last night.

By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

There is a new "purity crusade" involving extreme left

and extreme right groups to censor pornography, said a

"sexologist" and former University of Massachusetts pro-

fessor last night.

Roger Libby told about 150 people in the Student Union

Ballroom, the "new right" which consists mostly of Chris-

tian groups like the Moral Majority, is trying to censor

all expression of sexuality including sodomy laws which

are against gays, lesbians and pornography.

"What they want is the father as dominate and the pro-

vider and the mother in the kitchen." Libby said.

The "new left" he describes as a group of "women
against pornography, is trying to censor us and can't make
an adequate distinction between pornography and

violence," Libby said.

"The combined purity crusade with the new right and

the new left is not going to get us anywhere positive," Lib-

by said.

Caring and lust are important words when dealing with

sexuality, he said.

"You don't have to be in love with who you have sex

with, it's not realistic. Caring and friendship are more im-

portant," Libby said.

Pornogiaphy is thought of as a bad word, originally it

referred to romance novels, now it is thought of as

violence. The word has to be defined, or a term like erotica

should be used, he said.

"I'm oppo.sed to violence and kiddie porn. I believe

violence causes violence." Libby said. "Most pornography

is not violent."

Libby said he is against making abortion illegal, say-

ing the issue is not the fetus, it is an issue of a woman's
indepjendence.

Pi"o-life gi-oups are hypocritical because they are against

many different types of life " like gays and women and
are primarily Catholic but, "Catholic women do practice

birth control and have as many abortions as any other

women." Libby said.

Libby said in order to make sexuality more free, there

is a need for more responsibility to avoid spreading

disease, in using birth control and in understanding the

emotions of both partners.

"We have a lack of sex education in the schools," he said.

"The AIDS crisis is something Ronald Reagan refuses

to deal with. Even his friend Rock Hudson did not move
him," Libby said.

He said if money was given to the AIDS research, a vac-

cination could be found in three years.

"We need a sense of humor in sexuality rather than
viewing it as so heavy," Libby said.

Votes remain
uncounted
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The votes ca.st in four of the six referen-

da held last week have still not been

counted due to a lack of volunteers, the co-

chairwoman of the Undergi-aduate Student

Senate Governmental Affairs Committee
said yesterday.

"People just don't want to do it (count

ballots). They think I can do it all alone,

but I need people to make sure I'm not do-

ing anything illegal." Rebecca Lauterbach

.said.

Lauterbach said the ballots were
originally .scheduled to be counted on the

night after the referendum. May 15, but on

ly 10 volunteers showed up to help. As a

result only the first two questions, both

dealing with the Massachusetts Public In-

terest Research Group, were tabulated.

The committee attempted to finish coun-

ting the ballots Monday but only two peo-

ple showed up, she said.

Yet to be determined is whether students

supported a $1.50 fee increase for the

Distinguished Visitors Program and a $3

increase for the Union Progi-am Council,

and whether they approved of increases in

the Fine Arts Center and athletic fees.

Right now is a busy time with finals and

stuff," she said. A new time for the count

will be established at tonight's Governmen-

tal Affairs Committee meeting, Lauterbach

said.

Brad Ferris, business manager for UPC.
said, "My reaction is that I'm sorry Govern-

mental Affairs doesn't have the personnel.

I will be happy to count them myself" He
added that UPC and the UMass communi-

ty are "very eager" to hear the results.

Lance Foley, UPC talent coordinator,

said that when results are made public, the

public may no longer care. "It's been a

while. The people who voted are probably

curious ... It'll be hard to say if people out-

side our organization are very concerned

about it."

rhuto l>> David Shimkuii

MAKING A POINT — Students "died" surrounded by children's toys

at the campus pond island yesterday as part of an Earth Day
demonstration.

Navajo tribe seeks support
By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

On July 7, the Navajo people will be for

cibly removed from their land in Big Moun-

tain, Ariz., which they have had since 1887,

so the US government can mine uranium

and coal, an organizer for the Navajos told

an Amherst audience Tuesday night.

"They'll bring in the federal marshals

and if they can't move them, then they'll

bring in the military. Helicopters are go-

ing to be coming in and bombing," said

Bruce Elijah, a member of the Oneida na-

tion in southwest Ontario.

Elijah predicted resistance to the reloca-

tion, which will affect 10,000 people, and

asked for donations and materials. "I am
trying to organize a food drive for these peo-

ple," he said. "We figure that by July,

they're going to be closing all the routes to

the community."

Elijah's appearance at the Bangs Com-

munity Center was sponsored by the

University of Massachusetts American In-

dian Association and the Third World

Women's Center. There are about 50

native American students at UMass, but

no Navajos, according to Deirdre Almeida,

who handles native American admissions.

Elijah said he hopes public pressure will

spur Congress to repeal the Navajo-Hopi

Land Settlement Act of 1974. The law

reduces Navajos' and Hopis' sheep herds by

90 percent, forbids home construction and

mandates relocation by July 1986. he said.

Elijah told of hardships of native

Americans already relocated to cities: "The

old ones who are relocated do not survive.

They only go through the motions."

In urban areas, he said. "I've .seen some

people -SO desperate for drink that they

drink hair spray. . .This is what the city

has to offer us."

Picketers protest harassment of gays
By DAVE BOARDMAN
Collegian Staff

Despite low turnout for a picket held last

Friday outside the Whitmore Administra

tion Building, an organizer .said the event

was successful in making administrators

aware of harassment against gays and les-

bians on campus.

Paul Throne, a member of the Lesbian.

Bisexual. Gay Alliance, said he had hoped

at lea.st a dozen people would participate.

Only a few students showed up. "I was real-

ly disappointed in the number of people

who Were there," Throne said.

Tht' protest ua.s planned a^ a delayed

respon-e to the campus visit by anti-gay ac-

tivist Paul Cameron two weeks ago. Since

Cameron's visit. Throne said, incidents of

violence and harassment have dramatical-

ly increased at UMass. Cameron, a

psychologist, called for imprisonment and

castration of homosexuals.

The picketers spoke with administrators

as they entered Whitmore and informed

them of repercussions from the speech.

Throne said, adding that the officials

"weren't really aware of what s been hap

pening."
Director of Public Safety Cmrd'id T. O'Noil

^,.,irl flr^t no rt'Dorts of harassment or

violence against gays and lesbians on cam-

pus have been filed with UMass police. "If

the department does receive a complaint,

we can act on it, " he said.

Throne said many acts go unreported

becau,se victims do not wish to be identified

as gay or lesbian.

A coalition from the lesbian and gay com-

munity will meet next week with ad-

ministrators and public safety officials to

examine the consequences of Cameron's

speech. Throne said. 'We need to press for

some kind of review about the rally. 1 an-

ticipate things like this are going to be hap

pening more often." he sai<l

Reports of
harassment
decline
By KATHRYN POHNER
Collegian Correspondent

There are fewer reports than three years

ago of sexual hara.ssment at the I'niversi-

ty of Massachusetts, according to a survey

released ye.sterday. but this does not mean
harassment is on the decline, according to

researchers who conducted the survey.

The results of the survey, conducted by

Joyce Clark and Debbie Rubenstein of the

Student Aft'airs Research and Evaluation

Office, were released yesterday at a forum
conducted by the University's Office of

Human Relations.

The forum, titled, "Sexual Hara.ssment

on Campus: A Changing Picture? " com-

pared the findings of a similar survey con-

ducted at UMass in 1983 to those of a

survey conducted in February.

"The reported rate of .sexual hara.ssment

on this campus has declined." Rubenstein

said, while emphasizing that reported

figures do not tell the whole .story.

About 15 percent of the women surveyed

in February said that they had been

harassed, compared with about 26 percent

in 1983.

The two surveys were nearly identical.

Added to the recent survey, however, were
questions on student-to-student

harassment.
"We wanted to make the questions as

comparable as possible." Clark said. "We
kept the telephone interview the same
length as in the 1983 survey."

In the interviews, female undergraduates

chosen at random were asked if they had
had any experiences with sexual harass-

ment at UMa.ss, including experiences with

University staff or instructors.

Participants were also asked how often

they felt such situations were experienced

by other women.
The survey also asked whether

respondents were aware of the University's

policy prohibiting .sexual hara.ssment and
of federal and state laws on the subject.

Survey results state that 91 jaercent of

the 347 women interviewed knew that sex-

ual harassment is illegal, and 67 percent

were aware that UMass has a poUcy ad-

dressing hara.ssment.

The survey also indicated that most
undergraduate women - 59 percent -

would turn to the Everywoman's Center for

support if they had a .sexual harassment

complaint, while 19.9 percent would turn

to the Legal .Services Office and 14.5 per-

cent would go to the UMass police The
survey gave these choices for women to

pick from instead of having them answer
randonilv.

Graduate Student Senate
will hold elections May 6
The Graduate Student Senate will hold elections for

its officers on May 6 from 3:30-7:30 p.m. in Campus

Center room 917. A question alxiut whether to support

the Ma'isachusetts Public Re.seai-ch Information Group

will aUn appear on the ballot.

Incumbent President George Claxton will run for re-

election unoppo.sed, and current Executive Officer Gary

Jackaky will be unconte.sted in his bid for treasurer.

History Student Jonathan Frank and Public Health

student Ralph Sbragia are running ag^iin-st each other

for the senate Vice Presidency, while Nancy Miiller-

Milligan and Antony Zagrados will face each other for

Executive Officer.

The Ma.ssPlR(i question was rai.sed by graduate

students who wanted to vote on the (juestion but were
not allowed to ca.st a ballot in the SCiA election.

A MassPIRG rt^pre.sentative said that the group did not

want to exclude graduate students, but that the SGA
would not open the election to them.

-- SEAN CASEY
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• ^NRECK

^ yNew & Used Cars
Trucks & vans Also Avaiiabte

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt.63 fyk). Amherst

EUROPE »« CAR
KENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE Bv CAR

O'z't 7-2 w 3:<:

Mail mts aa tor Sp«cia'

StuOent Teacner TariM

LONDON
PRRIS

flmSTERDflm
BRUSSELS

EurailPasse<,lnt'l StudenI ID.AVHMem-
berships ^H issued on the *pol"

• call our campus hotline!

25o"7529Hb.-n h^ 256-1261
or drop b>

79 So. Pleasant St. 2nd floor, Aniherst

~l Council Travel Services

AREA'S BEST
SELECTION OF

(M PHI pi ific.

Mens, Womem

•Swim Suits

•Kneebusters

•Shirts

•Towels

•Sunglasses

•Hats

•Much .More

Open 7 Days lOS

197 N Pleasant St.

Amherst, .MA

253-9729

Downtown Amherst

Daily & Surufay* ESPPJi

English professor honored with Medal
Thursday, April 24. 1986
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Cnanceliors Medal, was prei^enied iast night to English

professor Arthur F. Kmney after he discussed the social

implications of Shakespear-'« classic tragedy \tacberh m
a lecture at Meraonal Ha:.

Macbetk is a plhy of "hombie imaginings' which retlect

the political turmoil of Shakespeare's day and the inner

turmoil of one of its principal figures. King James I. said

the English Renaissance specialist to an audience of 200.

The medal was presented to Kinney by associate to the

Chancellor James Leheny. who in his remarks recalled

the long association between the two men. dating from

when they were "clever teenagers' at the University, in

Leheny's words.

We have become a better University " thanks to the

work of Kmney. said Leheny shortly before he handed the

scholar a medal recognizing Kinneys •Outstanding ser-

vice to the University."

Referring to Macbeth' s "blood and organs spilling across

the stages of our minds." Kinney said the play was about

"not such brutal present fears as these but one of horri-

ble imaginings" born of Macbeth's ambition and guilt.

The "atmosphere of midnight evil" that pervades

Macbeth Kinney related to the political era of the play"=

creation, the first years of the 1600 s.

Wilham Oram, an associate English professor at Smith

College called the lecture "very good" and an honoring

not of Arthur but of the whole renaissance wing of the

department, which was ver>- nice and very typical of Ar-

We're that Mexican Restaurant with

all the great food and atnnosphere

down the narrow alleyway next

to the Time-Out on N. Pleasant St.

Come Discover Us Today!

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON

,
AMHERST . SPRINGFIELD

^ICtNTtHST I 4 ' BOl ' VK'TOO WALK | ?49 SUMNfcR Avt

Bnng Your Own Bet' t Wf.ne Bring Your Own
Bee' or /^ine Servea Beer or lAine

CollrKian photo b> Kob Sk«-lton

English professor Arthur F. Kinney was
awarded the Chancellor's Medal last night.

thur."

Chancellor Joseph D. DufTey, who indicated earlier he

would attend, was absent from the evening's events, which

included a reception and dinner.

What ,

are made
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wearing them?
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Get the inside story

on the family!

...At the IBM-Oy-CAMPUS PC Fair.

See what an IBM Personal Computer

can do to make your academic life

a lot easier.

UMASS/FIVE COLLEGE
Students, Faculty and Staff

Come and enter your name in the PC drawing

WIN AN IBM PC

IBM Persona/ Computers On Campus

Campus Center, Lower level. Room 176

• Thursday, April 24, 9-5

• Friday, April 25, 9-1

Boston University's

Public
Coramunication
Institute ^g^
July 7-August 1

Write, design, and produce for the media. Work with

communications experts in advertising, public relations,

corporate communications, electronic and print jour-

nalism, and other careers.

For more information, contact:

Public Communication Institute

Boston University, College of Communication

640 Commonwealth Avenue. Boston. MA 02215

617/353-3447
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HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

Otto Preminger dead at 80

Open from 11-2 am
to make you happy

n am - 2 am 7 davs

253-7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

Valuable Coupon

Buy 1 Large Burger

Get 1

FREE
with this coupon

1
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
expires Sun. April 27, 1986 |

NEW YORK AP. - Otto Preminger.

the autocratic director whose 37 films in

eluded Anatomy of a Murder, and The

Man With The Golden Arm. and often

dealt with subjects then considered taboo,

died early today He was 80 and had

cancer.

Preminger died at 12:42 a.m. in bed at

hii apartment, with his wife Hope, and a

nurse at his side, said police spokesman

Sgt. Ron Severin.

He was known as an innovator,

challenging the film industry- with movies

like 1953 The Moon is Blue, which was op-

posed by the Catholic Church; the 1954

Carmen Jones, a modern-day adaptation

of Rizet's opera with an all-black cast: and

1956's Golden Arm, which starred Frank

Sinatra and depicted narcotics use.

He also appeared in five films, including

Stalag 1 7. in which he portrayed the dic-

tatorial commandant of a German
prisoner-of war camp.

Preminger was born Dec 5, 1905, in

Vienna, Austria, and earned a law degree

there in 1928. He came to the United

States in 1935 and the following year

made his first U.S. film. Under Your

Spell.

He also was on the faculty at Yale

Drama School until 1940, and then

became a stage director in New York, win-

ning the Critics Choice Award for Broad-

way productions.

Corrections ---—----——
Due to an editing error, the

number reported killed in the

Armenian genocide was written

incorrectly Tuesday. It should

have been 1.5 million, not 1.5.

Yesterday's story on Jonathan
Hite incorrectly reported his title.

He is the University's director of

alumni relations. Dallas Darling is

the director of alumni affairs.

adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST 253-3100

239 MAIN STREET • GREENFIELD 772-6803

SALE STARTS APRIL 8th IN AMHERST

SALE STARTS APRIL 11th IN GREENFIELD

BUY IT, so we don't have to count it

Adirondack Pre-lnventory Blow Out Sale
AR SOAK $189.95 $99.95

Mission 70.2 $199.95

Ohm Walsh 4 $1895.00 $600.00

Ohm Walsh 2 $895.00 $199.95

Scott 312D $379.95 ea $69.95 ea.

Ohm C3 $660.00 pr $249.95 pr.

Ohm L2 $560.00 pr $199.95 pr.

Ohm E2 $395.00 pr $159.95 pr.

Sony STR V3 Receiver $99.95

Technics SA103 Receiver $59.95

Scott 349 RA 45 w/ch $99.95

Scott 639 DC Cassette Deck $299.95 $99.95

Nikko MXA 7 35 w/ch integrated amp $49.9b

Sherwood 2010 Digital Tuner $249.95 value $99.95
Sherwood 2210 55 w/ch Amp $99.95

EPI 140 Speakers $250. ea $99.95 ea.

Technics SL Dz Turntable w/cart $49.95

Sansui 6060 Receiver $99.95

Technics SL B210 w/cart $49.95

Pioneer PL 2 Turntable w/cart $49.95

JVC LA100 Turntable w/cart $49.95

Nikko NR 700 40 w/ch Receiver $149.95

Sony HV 2400 Video Camera V.'P.^.P $299.95

Canon VC 200 Video Camera $499.95 (below cost)

Sony 1966 Monitor/TV $599.95 $399.95

Prism 615M Monitor/TV $799.95 $499.95
Laser Video Discs values to $79.95 Only $4.95 to $19.95

Over 600 to choose from'

OPEN 10 A.M.-6 PM. MONDAY-SATURDAY

si items imfted quanbty • aubfect to pnor sate • not fespons*3te tor typographcai efrors

4^ 4^

Springfieid Civic Center ExiiilNtion Hali

Friday, April 25th-8:30pm
S9.50 advance. S1 1 50 at the door

On Sale at CAMPUS FINE ARTS CENTER BOX OFFICE
and Main Street Records. Northampton

PHONE CHARGES: (413) 787-6600 or (800) 243-4842

Produced in association with ^9(^)5

AUAGES

WELCOME.

CASH BAR -
21 AND OVER

Ordinary pizza places

cant measure up.
You're in for a gourmet surprise when you taste Uno's

Deep Dish pizza. The rich, crisp crust is filled with

nearly twice as much of the finest, freshest vegetables,

meats, cheeses, and delicate spices.

But there's more. Try our wonderful soup, salads,

appetizers and sandwiches.

And you'll enjoy it all in our beautiful, award-w inning

restaurants where you can sit back, enjoy the friendly

atmosphere, and see how it all stacks up.

Ordinary pizza places just aren't Uno's.

Call 543-6600.

Your take out order will he readv on lime.. .guaranteed.

Bnsiun Post Rd.. Opp.
tastricldMall.54.V6600

Springndd Houre:

Mon. Thurv II: 30 12 AM
Fri. Sal 1 1:30 AM I AM

Sun. 12PM 12AM

2 RESTAURANT* BAR C

We Create Styles as

Individual As You Are!

s by Deborah

oupon~Specials

if COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS
• FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

-k FREE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

• HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appointment

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Dnve. Amherst

549-5610 expires 4130186

\.

••••••••••••••••••*•******!
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

!tWorkout FREE For One Month! J

at

THE BODY SHOP
Fitness Center4-

]j.
• 16 Hydra- Fitness machines to work every muscle

>> • 9 Stationary Bicycles

* • 2 Rowing Machines

^ • Nordic Tree Ski Training Machine

^ • Mirrors

Jf • Stereo

Sign up for a Fall membership NOW
and get May 1-18 FREE!

Here's what you get:

ALL FOR OUR LOW SEMESTER
MEMBERSHIP FEE OF $45'

^ Sign up TODAY at our convenient

JON-CAMPUS LOCATION:

jTHE BODYSHOPt
FITNESS CENTER

Totman Gymnasium (basement)

Hours: M-F 7;30-9:(X) am
11:00-1:00 pm
3:00-9:00 pm

OPEN TO ALL UMASS
UNDERGRADUATES

GRADUATES, FACULTY,
AND STAFF Jl.

<\/^ LABELS FOR LESS
^ Thc» Racomont Qtnro r»f Amhpr<;tThe Basement Store of Amherst <s>

SIDEWALK SALE
Ladies Nylon Shorts Reg. $12.00

Assorted India Tops rag. $15.00

LADIES ASSORTED DENIM Reg. to $22

Men's 100% Cotton Muscle Shirts Reg. $6.

Men's Short Sleeve Cotton Tees Reg. $12.

Men's Short Sleeve Knits Reg. $14.

MEN'S ASSORTED LEATHER SNEAKERS
Reg. $38.

MEN'S HERMAN SURVIVORS (limited sizes)

Reg. $85.

Our Price $1.99

Our Price $3.99

Our Price $7.99

Our Price $2.99

Our Price $5.99

Our Price $3.99

OUR PRICE $14.99

Our Price $19.99

<.

«.

<i

'I
I.

'.

'^

'I

>
<>

i;

<
t

' >

' 1

'<

FAMOUS NAME BRANDS
LADIES

111 100% Cotton Diane

!ivonFurstenburgDresses|

Reg. $18.

OUR PRiCE $9-99

I2. Gasoline Cotton Tops

Reg. $18-

OUR PRICE $9.99

< >

I
>

' <

I
>

SHOES
1 . Ladies Jordache

Leather Flats

Reg. $44.

OUR PRICE $24.95

\2. John Weitz Sandals

Reg. $18.

OUR PRICE $9.99

3. Checkmate 100% Cottonj

Blouses

Reg. $20.

OUR PRICE $12-99

NEW ARRIVAL

3. Men's Leather Deck

Shoes Reg. $68.

OUR PRICE $32.95

MENS
1. Cotton Slacks

Reg. $28.

SPECIAL $12.99

Zeppelin 100% Cottor^

Shorts

Reg. $22.

OUR PRICE $12.99

ii

3. Zeppelin 100% Cotton^
Short Sleeve Shirts

Reg. $28.

OURPRICE $14.99 ^

THURSDAY, APRIL 24th THRU
SATURDAY, APRIL 26th

VISA/MC 253-7155 M-Sat 9r30-6, 'Sun 12-5 Lower Level below Steve's Ice Cream
I; VIbA/IVIL zoo-/ IDO ivi-crai T7:,:7u*c», "^^uii izrs k.\j\vci i-^\^i wciv^w oix7vc o luc ^icoiti ,

\ \ujjstttfsfftttrrtttttecrrrrrrrr .«.<..^^^***#*^#####<**<»»»»»»»»»»»»»*»»*****»»»*******»**
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Make Ron's day
Timothy Harris

The American reaction to the bombing of Libya was

a little short of overwhelming. Ten thousand West Ger-

mans were in the streets, civil disobedience was held all

over the United Kingdom, but here? Apparently our lit

tie gathering of around 300 was one of the largest in the

nation. Were we asleep? Are we asleep? Perhaps it was

all only on television

We Yankees have been provided a rather unique view

of what happened. The scene opens for us in a sort of an

Arabian Casablanca. At the bar is the Baader-MeinhofT

gang, drinkmg Molotov cocktails, the house specialty.

The Red Brigade is having a friendly poker game with

a few die-hards from the Symbionese Liberation Army.

A group of Libyans are in the backroom issuing orders

over red telephones to Cuba. Nicaragua and Palestine.

A Shiite Moslem is outside warming up a truck. Moam-
mar Khadafy is throwing darts at an 8 x 10 glossy of

Reagan.
The door flies open with a bang and a hush falls over

the room. There .stands Ronald Reagan, with the physi-

que of a Marine and steely resolve in his eye. Flanking

him are George Schultz and Caspar Weinberger, look-

ing rather nervous. The W^hite House press corps, bann-

ed from the bar, are just outside, furiously taking notes.

'"Yer a tin-pot ya-hoo whose mama wears army boots,"

growls Reagan in his best Clint Eastwood voice.

Khadafy lays down his darts and advances menacing-

ly. "You sir, are an imperialist swine pig-dog, and may
the fleas of a thousand camels infest your armpits."

Reagan's hand moves slowly to the Magnum revolver

slung low over his lean hips. "I've had about enough of

you Loony-tunes and misfits." The SLA and the Red

Brigade have by now put down their cards and are look-

ing on apprehensively "And I aim to clean up this^

place." Khadafy reaches for his scimitar and shouts

'Mad-dog!"
Reagan squints and in a .stage whisper says, "Go ahead

punk, make my day."

&/^S^e^^t^vc ymtf -.y^,

^AY TURN

!

When the smoke clears there is blood and guts and

broken furniture every>Nhere. Reagan calmly blows the

smoke from his glowing revolver, tips his spotless white

hat, and spits on the floor. T just gotta do what I gotta

do," he grunts. He leaves. The door slams behind him.

The scene fades to black. A McDonalds commercial takes

its place, lauding the virtues of Chicken McNuggets.

This theater of the absurd is more or less the "Made
in the USA" version of what happened. We'd rather not

be confused by the facts.

Our European allies have been portrayed as cowering

in the wings of history, afraid to take decisive action,

letting America draw the heat. The truth is that they

have observed America's Rambrjesque .style before, most

recently in Grenada and Nicaragua, and do not want to

get ton close. The biggest bully on the block is a

dangerous friend to have.

There is a certain racist logic which reasons that the

deaths of scores of Libyan civilians are justified in

retribution for the life of an American G.L "It is un-

forunate." we say, "but truly surgical bombings are real-

ly not possible." So a few Libyans are accidentally kill-

ed, they're not really people anyway. A 15-month-old

baby? Well, she was Khadafy's daughter. Unfortunate,

but that's what he gets for breeding, the pest. This is

the logic of unreasoning hatred. We have seen it before.

And we continue on in our TV-induced somnambulism.

Ugly realities don't particularly bother us because they

are always at arm's length. James Baldwin has said that

there is nothing more dangerous than a nation of sleep-

walkers. Its about time we woke up.

Timothy Harris is a contrihutmn columnist.

THE LITTLE BRAT IS AW
OUTLAW! BESIDES, HE
STILL REFUSES TO CRY
[MCl£ 1

L7^nM*woo^i»Aj^J a*' '>"•''

Students' educational loss

Chance to limit blown
The Reagan administra-

tion has once again shown
its contempt for the people

of the world and their

hopes for a peaceful, secure

future. By conducting yet

another nuclear test this

week in Nevada, the ad-

ministration forced thf

Soviet Union to finally end

their eight-month
unilateral moratorium on

nuclear te.sting, and ruin-

ed the possibility of a quick

and easy halt of testing.

Reagan .says he is in favor

of eventual disarmament,

but he refused to take even

tht,' simple first step ofjoin-

ing a test ban.

Last August, Soviet

eader Mikhail Gorbachev

declared that the USSR
would unilaterally stop all

their nuclear testing until

the end of the year, and

that if the United States

would join the moratorium

it would go on indefinitely.

When the end of the year

came around and we had

not stopped testing, the

Soviets extened the

deadline to March 31.

After that, they said they

would not begin testing

again unless this country

conducted another test.

And Reagan blew our final

opportuunity this week.

When Gorbachev first

proposed the test ban,

Reagan gave several ex-

cuses for not going along.

None of them hold water.

First of all, he said the

Soviets declared the

moratorium after they

"finished all their tests."

As if testing new military

technology, which is an

ongoing process, can ever

be "finished." Secondly, by

everyone's estimates, the

Soviet Union is behind the

United States in nuclear

technology. And thirdly,

even if the tests were not

finished when the Soviets

declared the moratorium,

they gave the administra-

tion plenty of time (eight

months) to finish them.

Reagan's other excuse

for not participating in the

test ban was that the

Soviets would not agree to

on-site inspection to verify

that they wouldn't cheat.

But when the Soviets

stated that they would ac-

cept complete verification

measures, including on-

site inspection, Reagan
still would not join the

moratorium. All this in-

dicates that Reagan simp-

ly* i.s not sincere when he

says he is intere.sted in en-

ding the arms race.

During his reelection

campaign, when he

When the 1986 academic year comes to

an end. the University will be taking part

in an important event that may go unnotic

ed by many. Yes. finals will be over and the

summer vacations will have begun, but

there will not be many who realize that Ihe

students at the University of

Massachusetts Amherst were wronged!

There will not be many who understand

that the University will be allowing a most

valuable resource to simply vanish, never

to return. No one will detect the decline in

education offered at this University. Not

many will notice the disappearance of a

truly outstanding UMass professor. Few
students will return in September know-
ing that Professor Debra Gross of the

political science department will not be

returning with them.

Although many individuals in the ad-

ministration may have pictured this scene

in their dreams, it's one that will remain
in their minds only and will not develop in-

to reality. Why? Well, when it comes to pro-

fessors like Debra Gross, I can honestly say

that, on behalf of many students, you're

talking one of the best. Professor Gross has

done an outstanding job in and out of the

classroom. She has added to the political

science department, and to education in

general, what many students have search-

ed for for years: an unbiased, competent,

and caring professor. One who not only lets

you speak in class, but hears what you have

to say. A professor who continuously shows
her dedication to students through her com-

Bill Bennett

milments and involvement in both the

classroom atmosphere and in the in-

dividual .setting. ..a .setting highly en-

couraged, e.specially at such a large

university.

Throughout my years in the political

science department. I have personally

found Gro.ss to be friendly, willing to listen,

enjoyable, and truly inspiring. Professor

Gross was able to give me what many
others could only at tempt...an education

that will always be with me. And I believe

that it is not simply because of what she

taught but more importantly because of

how she taught it.

I am asking everyone and anyone who
really cares about an outstanding educaton

to call the political science department
(545-2438), the Office of the Chancellor

(545-2211), and the Student Grt)vernment

Association President's Office (545-0341) to

voice your concerns. Let's raise our voices

in unison for Professor Debra Gross and

ask the political science department to

please reconsider their decision to let pro-

fessor Gross leave. We must communicate
to the administration and faculty that we,

as students, are not simply losing a pro-

fessor with the departure of Debra Gross,

we are losing a valuable part of our

education.

Bill Bennett is the SGA campus president

tran.slormed him.self tem-

porarily from a hawk into

a dove, Reagan said that

"a nuclear war can never

be won and must never be

fought." .Admirable words,

but if this is true, what
could possibly be the point

of refusing to take part in

a bilateral, mutually
verifiable test ban as a

first step toward disarma-
ment? How can he justify

spending countless billions

on weapons that destroy

human life rather than on
things that improve
human life, like education,
housing, jobs, and so on?
Reagan has shown that

he will not life a finger to

halt the race unless he is

forced to do so by the
pressure of world and US
public opinion. Congress
also has the power to go
over his head to stop

testing. There is presently

a bill in each house of Con
gress to cut off funds for

testing as long as the

Soviets do not test. The bill

is called HR-3442 m the

House and S-2200 in the

Senate. I urge everyone to

write or call their Con
gressperson to tell them
you support passage of

these bills.

Jason Rabinowitz
Northeast

Genocide and the media
Genocide has been one of this century's

most effective tools in the fight against

undesireable or dissident populations.

Hitler used it against the Jews in

1940-1945, the Cambodian government us-

ed it against its population in the 1970s,

and the Turks used it against the Arme-
nians in 1915-1917. Yet two of the most ex-

treme examples of genocide have manag-
ed to escape worldwide attention and con-

demnation; the Ukrainian famine in

1932-1933, and the slaughter of the Afgan
population since 1979. An investigation in-

to both tragedies reveals some interesting

facts about the nature of the Soviet Union
and the western media.

The horrendous situation in the Ukraine

began in 1932, after 15 years of unsuc-

cessful attempts by Moscow to solidify com-

munist rule in this largest non-Russian

republic in the Soviet Union. Stalin

ordered the Ukrainian-Ru.ssian border to

be sealed, and then proceeded to starve the

Ukrainians. The famine was not brought

on by drought, or crop failure, or war. It

was a deliberate tactic to achieve

totalitarian control over an autonomous
population. Stalin used 100,000 Russian

communist party activists to physically

remove virtually all the food from the

region, and in les.s than one year, he had

succeeded in systematically murdering

seven million humans (including three

million children under the age of seven).

Yet during this whole process, Stalin was

not only able to muzzle the western media,

and woo western intellectuals, but he also

gained official diplomatic recognition from

the United States.

Frighteningly, we see history being

rei>eated today in Afganistan. The Soviets

have occupied this country for more than

six years, employing the "scorched earth"

policy of starvation, similar to the one us-

ed in the Ukrainian massacre. The newest

factor, however, is modern technology, in

the form of the MI-24 helicopter gunship.

which has bombed fields ready for harvest

and has machine-gunned livestock. Accor-

ding to the Afgani.stan Relief Committee,

more than one million Afgans have died

Peter Dow

Yet the media ignores this terrible human
tragedy (much as it did the Ukrainian

famine) for fear of reawakening the Soviet

"sense of insecurity."

These issues of media cowardice and

Soviet totalitarian policies came together

recently in the debate over the UN
Genocide Treaty. The Soviets condemned

the United States for not signing the Trea

ty (which has been on the table since 1949).

Soon, the radical types in this country

(always eager to bash America) reacted obe-

diently, claiming America "obviously" sup-

ported genocide because we refused to sign

the Treaty. They never bothered to even

read the Treaty, nor did they investigate

why America has consistently rejected it.

According to the Treaty, genocide in

eludes "acts committed with intent to

destroy a national, ethical, racial or

religious group." Notice that "political

genocide" is allowed, as a result of Stalin's

success in 1948 in striking this phrase from

the list of outlawed practices. Thus, every

genocidal act in this century is not

punishable if the perpetrators claim it was

done for "political" reasons. The UN's en

forcement powers (almost nonexistent

anyway) are now totally ineffective, and

allow totalitarian regimes to continue

persecuting individuals whose only crime

is their desire to be free.

All of this just reinforces the fear that the

western democracies are in great danger.

Not only do we not take action against

Soviet expansionism and terror, but we are

afraid to even mention such Soviet action

lest we make them feel "uncomfortable."

One can only hope that the west awakens

from its "voluntary ignorance " and cowar-

dice in time to save itself In order to sur

vive, we cannot continue to look the other

way, withdraw from our moral respon

sibilities, and close our minds to the ad

vancement of the Soviets' foreign policy.

Pcti'r Dotv is n Collegian cnlumntst.

Letters

Indiscriminate labels dangerous
There i.s a new trend within the more

liberal-thinking group on campus. This is

the indiscriminate labelling of anyone not

within their camp as either a fa.scist or

Nazi. I have attended many rallies and pro-

tests within my last three years as a stu-

dent here, but now. more than ever, thi.s

unfounded labelling is inhibiting the pro-

cess of rational thinking, as well as

clouding the i.ssues.

While one of the speakers was address-

ing the crowd at the "U.S. Out of Libya"

rally at Whitmore, one particular

gentleman stood up on the handrail of the

ramp and gave a "Sieg Heil" (Nazi salute)

to the counter-protesters on the outskirts

of the gathering. When he jumped down,

I asked why he had done this. He replied

that they were fascists.

As a Jew, I find this behavior very in-

sulting. Comparing last week's military

strike against Libya with the systematic

extermination of millions is like compar-

ing apples with oranges. The image and

meaning behind Nazism should never be

tbrguiien. nowever, it the true sense of

Nazism continues to be cheapened by the

haphazard tagging of anyone who agrees

with the Presidents stand as a Nazi, then

the significance and true meaning of the

word will eventually be lost. What once

repre.sented one of the most heinous acts

committed by mankind against it.self

becomes trivialized. When it becomes

neces.sary to label someone a Nazi (and

there are appropriate situations), the term

will have no teeth. However, if the sense

of the word is left intact, it should serve as

a flashing warning, one all should heed.

By preserving accuracy and avoiding

vagueness whenever possible, intelligent

opinion can be formed more easily, and.

hopefuly. solutions to the world's many pro-

blems can be found. We should continue to

question and argue, but words should be

chosen judiciously, remembering the

awesome power they hold and the possible

consequences of their misrepresentation.

Adam Wishnow
Sylvan

Limiting firearms is no answer
As a firearms owner, I found the Tues-

day's column by Jeffry Bartash to be a col-

lection of half-truths, outright lies, and

hysterical anti-gun tripe. Let's look at some

of the facts behind the Firearm Owners

Protection Act.

The act, if pas.sed, would allow the sale

of firearms across state lines only if the

transaction is legal in the state of both the

seller and the buyer. Therefore, the "friend-

ly neighborhood murderer" can't move to

another state "to rob and kill."

Although the bill is opposed by some

polict: organizations, it is supported by

others, including the International Union

of Police Associations, AFL-CIO. The main

reason for police support, which Bartash

neglects to mention, is the bill's mandatory

penalties for the criminal misuse of a

firearm in a federal crime of violence of five

years for the fir.st offense and 10 for the .se-

cond. The.se are in addition to any other

sentence, not to be served concurrently.

Perhaps the most naive-if not ludicrous-

beliefs put forth in the column are the

statements concerning gun control as a

cure-all for crime. In fact, the criminal

misuse of firearms accounts for 0.19 per-

cent of total firearms owned, and only 0.4

percent of an estimated 55 to 60 million

handguns. How can anyone believe that

the government could control handguns

any more than they can control the influx

of drugs, which have been highly illegal for

years now? Would criminals register their

guns when crossing state lines or turn

them in if handguns were banned? The

simple fact is, over 99 percent of firearms

owners are law-abiding citizens who have

been unnecessarily restricted by the Gun
Control Act of 1968, which treats all gun

owners as potential criminals who must be

watched at all times le.st they be tempted

into violence by their firearms. The

F^irearm Owners Protection Act will put

the blame on the people who misu.se guns,

the criminals, and not the otherwi.se law-

abiding person who runs afoul of another

state's gun laws simply ber-ause he she is

not a residsent of that state.

Bruce Richardson
Amherst
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Tragedy unacknowledged
Genocide: the mass extermination of an

entire ethnic group, a crime which is

punishable by UN-chartered international

law. Yet the horrible reality of genocide

has been allowed to take place in the past

and still continues today.

On April 24. 1915, the first genocide of

the twentieth century .set a precedent for

others, as the Young Turk Regime round-

ed up the leaders and intellectuals of the

Armenian community and murdered them.

This was only the beginning of the Turkish

plan to remove the Armenian presence

from Anatolia. This fact is well-

documented by historians throughout the

world.

In 1984, United States Representtive

Tony Coelho introduced Hou.se Joint

Resolution 192 to the House of Represen-

tatives, designating April 24 as a day of

remembrance of victims of genocide,

especially the 1.5 million Armenians in

Turkey between 1915 and 1923. Under
pressure from the Reagan administration

and the State Department, passage of this

commemorative resolution has constantly

been stalled. This constitutes an embar-

ra.ssing .statement by the United States

that in e.ssence disregards historical fact

and demotes the importance of human
rights.

President Reagan has stated that

passage of this resolution "would harm
relations with an important ally and might

inadvertantly reward terroristic attacks on

Turks." This administration is, in effect,

.stating that recognition of this horrible

tragedy is less important than political ex-

pediency. While it may be true that Turkey

will be offended by this re.solution,

Turkey's pre.sent day government should

be strong enough to admit the guilt of its

predeces.sors. instead of stomping its feet

in a tantrum of denial. President Reagan's

excuses for blocking passage of this resolu-

tion are unacceptable.

First, while Turkey is a NATO ally to

whom the US taxpayers give nearly $1

billion in aid each year, it is a country

which continuously suppresses human
freedom within its borders. Dr. Andrew
Copan, professor of education at DePaul
University, has .stated that "Armenian
Christians are in a virtual .state of bondage

Gail Guzelian

to Turks. ..property of Armenians have

been taken away with no recourse to police

protection or the courts, as due process is

not recognized for these people." As well

as being one of the most frequent violators

of human rights, as cited by Amnesty In

ternational, Turkey continues to deny the

facts of 1915. Despite evidence in the US
National Archives documenting the un
disputed occurrence of the Armenian
Genocide, the US administration allows

Turkey to influence the failure of this

resolution. Reagan's policy that pa.s.sage of

this resolution would hurt Turkey's feel-

ings is a poor excuse for distorting history

and telling survivors of the genocide that

their parents were not killed before their

own eyes.

The second stand that the Reagan ad

ministration takes is that passage of HJ
Res 192 would encourage terrorism The
continual cover up and Turkish denial of

the Armenian Genocide creates the frustra-

tion and helples.sness which beget acts of

extremi.st desperation. For 71 years Arme-
nians have been attempting, though

peaceful and legal channels to gain recogni

tion of the Armenian Genocide — to no

avail. Extremi.st acts will not escalate if a

commemorative resolution recognizing the

victims of genocide is passed. This action

would ease some of the desperation that

ultimately lead.< to terrorist acts. In the

words of California Governor (ieorge

Deukmejian, HJ Res 192 would be "a

single, eloquent statement afioinst

violence."

By dismi.s.sing HJ Res 192. the US
government is rubbing salt in the unheal

ed wounds of a people who have experienc

ed the atrocity of genocide. The United

States mu.st .stop succumbing to pressure

by Turkish officials who refuse to admit the

occurrence of this well -documented crime.

The Armenian people have waited too long

for their wounds to be healed.

Gail Guzelian is the president of the

Mount Holyoke College Armenian Club.

No ignoring Armenian genocide

I'm not a radical or a subversive or even

a rabble-rouser. I'm simply a young Arme-

nian. Yet, there is nothing simple about be-

ing Armenian. With this persona, I carry

a bothersome load; the fact that in 1915 the

Ottoman Turkish Empire willingly, active-

ly, and knowingly massacred 1.5 million

Armenians. Most people forget this and a

lot of people tell me to forget. I can't.

Somehow it seems impossible for me to

forget that my homeland isn't mine. It's

hard for me to forget my grandmother who
lost eleven members of her family. It is

hard to forget that the pre.sent Turkish

government denies the Armenian Genocide

ever took place and that they are actively

involved in rewriting history. The worst

thing I can't forget is that the country I was

born in refers to the Ai nienian Genocide

as alleged and won't acknowledge the facts

behind history simply because Turkey has

military bases that america wants.

Yet. ..there's nothing simple about that

either.

For the last 70 years, April 24 has been

the day Armenians around the world com-

memorate the deaths of our people who
were brutally killed at the hands of the

Turks. We do not come together to prove

the genocide. We are mourning the fact.

Elie Wiesel once .said, "To forget is to make
oneself an accomplice of the executioner."

Maybe it's ea.sy for .some to forget history,

but I can't.

Barbara-Seda Aghamianz
Central

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submis.sions. Submissions should

be mailed to the Executive Editor at the Collegian ,. 113 Campus Center, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, Mais,^. 01003, or they can be dropped off at the Collegian in

the basement of the CampuB Center. Due to the volume of mail received, individual replies

cannot be made.
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COUNSEUNG
PSYCHOLOGY
Boston-Bouve College of Human
Development Professions at North-

eastern University offers part-time and

full-time graduate degree programs in

Counseling Psychology. You can work

toward a Master's degree, a Certificate

of Advanced Graduate Study (CAGS),

or a Doctoral degree
All counseling courses are taught

by licensed, practicing psychologists

with limited class size to encourage

individual participation In addition to

classroom work, all programs include

applied experience in a supervised

clinical environment.

For more information and a free

brochure on the Graduate Programs

in Counseling Psychology at Boston-

BouveCollege. call (6171 437-2708

Or write to us at the address below

Graduate School. Boston-Bouve

College of Human Development
Professions 107 Dockser Hall, North-

eastern University 360 Huntington Ave.

Boston, MA 02n
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The Del Fuegos will appear with Robert Cray, Marshall Crenshaw,

and Cabo Frio on Sunday, April 27, outside the Worcester Dining

Common.

i: IBM-PC* COMPATIBLE
$1500

10 MEGABYTE
t

1

1

(w/single Floppy)

• 150 watt power supply
!

• 256 K memory
(upgrade to 640K available)

• Hi-res green or amber

monitor
• Parallel printer port

• Keyboard: AT or XT style

• Hi-resolution Hercules

emulation board
* Trademarli of Intamationil Butinaaa Machmas

promptWorks
Northfield, MA (413)498-2724 .

Dual Floppy

System

only $1060

Summer Employment
We are looking for interviewers to do
Marketing Research by telephone as a

permanent part-time position
throughout the summer and school

year. Flexible evening and weekend
hours. Must work a minimum of 17-20

hours per week. No selling. No ex-

perience necessary, we train. Call

549-7235 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Mon-
Fri to schedule an appointment. Make
your summer plans now'

\ The Armenian Students of UMass

j
commemorate the 1 .5 million killed

! and those exiled by the Ottoman

^ Turkish Empire in 1915^
j

I

FAST FREE DELIVERY

We should be thankful that there is a

nice lineup of bands for the outdoor spring

concerts. Although there's no truly

outstanding talent, each show has
something on the menu. Anyway, these are

outdoor shows so you can have fun in the

sun without being riveted to the musicians.

Here's the deal;

Saturday; The Greek Area Concert will

feature Gary U.S. Bonds, The Fabulous
Heavyweights and The Drive. Bonds is a

buddy of Bruce Springsteen's and he does

the same hard-driving rock stuff that

means something, like Bruce, but just not

as well. The show should be fun but with

little real flare.

Sunday: The Eastside Area Concert will

bring you The Del Fuegos, Marshall Cren-

shaw, The Rol;ert Cray Band and Cabo
Frio. The Fuegos have a real good, fresh act

and the organizers of this event should get

credit for bringing this band to campus.
Marshall Crenshaw has a special following

but Robert Cray and Frio should not be

overlooked. This willxlefinitely be the bet-

ter of the two shows this weekend with lots

of variety and talent.

Sunday, May 3rd: The Southwest Area
presents John Cafferty and Beaver Brown,
The Modern Plaidz and The Souls. If you
listen to Top 40 radio, you have probably
heard Brown and Cafferty's hits like "C-I-

T-Y." To me they sound like a poor-man's
Springsteen.

As far as Spring Concert is concerned, it

looks like there's a decent reggae band, a
blues band and a few other bands schedul-
ed but the details are classified
information.

Other than the campus shows, this is not
an oustanding week for music in the valley.

Tonight, WSYL Radio presents a local

band showcase with Circle, The Outpa-
tients, 8th Route Army, Liquid Lesson and
Undergound Railroad. The show will be
held in the Student Union Ballroom and
will cost $4 for UMass students and $6 for

everyone else. Most of these bands have a

good following and play origional music. If

you go you will get a good dose of variety.

John Mayall's Bluesbreakers will play

with The Wildcat O'Halloran Band at

Pearl Street. The show will cost you $12 at

the door and $11 for advance tickets.

Mayall began with Eric Clapton and Jim-

my Page and many other British 60s blues

arti.sts. He has been belting out the blues

in different variations for a while and this

show should be straight ahead, solid blues.

Max Creek, the famed Grateful Dead
cover band will be playing at 252 Elm
Street in Westfield tommorow night.

Friday night, Southside Johnny and the

Asbury Jukes are playing with the River-

side Drivers at the Springfield Civic Center

Exhibition Hall. The Jukes have been play-

ing in clubs for some time and have
developed a real polished act thanks to

Now Hiring

Assistant Subscription

Manager
The Massachusetts
Daily Collegian

Come down and apply at the

Collegian Office,

113 Campus Center

Staying this Summer?
Do something

DIFFERENT!
Train to be a bus driver

with UMass Transit.

Applications Meeting

Thurs, April 24th

7:00pm
Bart 61

You Must:
- be 18 years old

- have had a license for 1 yr

- have 2 -f semesters left

at UMass
You positively MUST have proof of

class year at the meeting (schedule,

transcript, or letter from Registrar)

For more info, call 545-0056

UMTS is an AA/EO employer

none other than Papa Pete Abraham, one

time .scientist turned wrestling champ.

They are a good club act but I'm not sure

about seeing them in the Exhibition Hall.

ZZ Top will play the Hartford Civic

Center on Saturday. Sunday and Monday.

This band is real big on the charts these

days and there should be a few ticKets left

for the serious fans.

Also on Sunday, there will be a Jam for

Survival at Sheehan's Cafe. For $4 you can

see Carl Dematteo, John Cruz & Joe Boyle,

Rosey Palm, The Llamas, The Nice Boys

and The Pocket Fisherman. All proceeds

will benefit the Northampton Survival

Center.

Monday night. They Might Be Giants

will play at the Iron Horse Cafe in Nor-

thampton. This band hails from New York

City. The price tag is $5.

ealiiig place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next Vj Supei

Stop b Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadlpv Amherst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Sama Dav Rasults

Services that are
fne, Contid9nttal, Caring

& Helpful

8549-1906
Amherst

Curnaye Shc^s
.4" ai'ef'diivf to dhoriiori

U;2S2S2S2S2S2SZS2SZS2S252S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S252SZS2S2SZS2SZ5Z52SZS2S2.^

^ Eastern Biking Expeditions i

Specialists in self-contained

bicycling adventures. FRIENDLY
GROUPS of active people. Our 30 DAY TOURS
wind through some of the NORTHEAST'S most
scenic areas. Comfortable biking distances^
combined with WHITEWATER kayaking or

canoeing instruction and superb Whitewater raft-

ing excitement' FREE BROCHURE'

P.O. Box 1, South Wales,

N.Y. 14139 (716) 652 7257

WASS «P^MOVE0 mSFCCTMN tTATKM

Gas Saving
Tune-up

$34.»" t^
C3Q > «• >mt >- '-"t >»' M>vt
W^^^* And r^^t-^ »•<•* -^mm* ••

»(,'
X ftkr**! fl* *V<. .«»^

Lube, Oil & Filter

#M799

Includ** up lo S quant
0(1 0-30 Oil and «at»ty

cHacK

North Amherst Tire
A Auto Center

fUl Saryice Tn Store
ra Sund«fl«nd na Ho AiMwrti M*

A<.fas% ftnm Mat' ittA % S*tYe

»4«-4r04

rji .

s
***********

FOR THE GAMES PEOPLE PLAY

RGGboH ^

Reebok Workout
Men s active shoe

Req A9"

$

Power Invader
Men's and women's
Racquetball shoe

Reg 39*^'

45 35

Nike Com/entlon
Men s basketball shoes

High top Reg '44 '

Low cut Reg 39

^39 & 35

Winner's Circle hss what it takes to wir) The best footwear at the

best prices For serious play or casual happenings, our brandname

leather athletic shoes dre top contenders If you like to win, come
to the Winner's Circle You'll always come out ahead

A ^J >

\ > '.

Winners CiRjClE
You always come out ahead

Hampshire Mall, Rte 9, Hadley

***********
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10MAKE ITTODAYYOU NEEDACOLIEGE DIPIOMA,

AGOOD SUITAND PUNTYOF DRIVE.

If you've received your bachelor's degree from o 4-year college, or a RN or graduate degree
^'^T.^^^r^pfnnrnn.

msKonbe^een October 1 , 1 985 and'ieptember 30, 1 986, you can qualify for Ford s Graauote Assistance Progrann
institution oerween ^

pre-approved credit and S400 cash back on your new Ford.

Only if you buy one of the^new For^d cars or trucks listed below and only if you take delivery by August
31
J 98^^^^

Formore Krmatron call this toll-free number: 1 -800-321 -1 536. Or see your local New England Ford Dealer today.

S400 cosh back on a new Escort.

S400 cash back on a new Escort EXP.

$400 cosh back on a new lempo.

$400 cash back on a new Thunderbird.

$400 cash bock on a new Mustang

$400 cash back on o new Aerostar

$400 cash back on a new Bronco 11.

S400 cosh back on a new Ranger pick-up.

S400 cash bock on o new F-150 truck.

$400 cash bock on a new F-250 truck.

I

NEWENGLANDFORDDEALERS
NOBODYGOES

FURTHER.
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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FREAKER PATROL

Neittier rain nor snow nor sleet nor

tioil, they said, cou'd stop the moil.

But they didn't figure on Rexbo.

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

^^f€i sttitfy...

>9^WPfA/ny, -me b/h. c««»/-

t

OF on Lffier # (^ K ^^o"*
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ACROSS
1 Iguana s

relative

6 Tne Forty

Days
0* — Dagi
Wertei nove'

10 Marsii Dira

14 Type oU.ater illy

15 Unfoi •

16 Get — tne

ground ftoo'

1 7 SMirt tO'

a preopy

1

9

MeasureO
amount

20 Greek goddess
21 Festival o* the

new moon
23 Ideal places

25 Bakery
purchase

26 Musket or

cannon follower

27 Traipse

29 Patterns ot

perfection

32 - avis

34 Hither S partner

35 Noveau —
38 Pressing

(equi'emenis

40 Ordinal Suffin

42 Ermine m
summer

43 Tram stop

44 Brit le«iCor'

46 Men'
47 Comedian s

stock in trade

50 Edin&urgr

repast

51 Clumsy one
53 Seize

54 Sound ir-

Aashington
57 Small European

flSf^

60 Aite'

Dioiog-caiiy

63 1s1 cen Roman
emperor

64 Haoerdashery
purchase

66 inlets

67 Ireland

poetically

68 Complete
Comb form

69 Clockmaker
Thomas

hdiled b> Irude Michel Jafft-

31 Call attention to

33 Prolific author

ADDr

36 Go quiCk as a

bunny
37 Sight frorr

Taormina

39 Ot'ice worker

41 Dickens Uriah

45 — Along the

Mohawk.

48 Acted

70 Actor Andrews
71 Comic Oie

DOWN
1 Goya s duchess
2 Taste m Pans
3 In a twinkling

4 Softened

5 In harmony

6 Trendy

7 In the know
6 Dressmaker b

9 Bothers

10 Viewpoint

1

1

Ride for a

politician''

1

2

O Grady of

song
1

3

Close Dy to

Shelley

IB First Lady

22 Goida and

others

24 Dark -colored

plum

27 Network

28 Bernese Alps

river

30 Doim of ba"el

fame

49 Michener tome
51 Fragrances

52 Bandsman
Shaw

55 Zest

56 A Kennedv
58 Gee wh :

59 Sea oirc

61 Family -
62 School near

Windsor Cas'ie

65 Red or Dead
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VOTE TODAY
1. Editorial Editor

2. Referenda

9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Morning: Business Office

Afternoon: Newsroom

BLOOM COUNTY BY BERKE BREATHED
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Dinner
Roast Turkey/Bread Dressing

Gravy, Cranberry Sauce

Quiche Lorraine

Seafood Rice Salad Plate

CHOCOLATE FANTASY ^
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Weather
Today: Partly sunny and warmer with temperatures

reaching the mid 70s. Tonight: Clearing skies with

seasonably warm temps. Extended forecast: Sun-

ny, warm with temperatures in the lower 80s.
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ORIENTAC VOOV MAl^lt^ET

Sauces & Spices • Hard to FiV>d Fresh Oriental Produce & Noodles

Cooking Implements & Supplies, such as Rice Cookers. Woks etc

Homemade Take-Out Food • New Items m Every Week • Indian Spices

Pastries • O'.entai Gifts. Carved Soapstone Laouerware Chinese &

Japanese Servmg Dishes & Place Settings Tea Sets bake Sets Korean Mmk
Blankets & Embroidered Bed Spreads

360 College St.. Rte. 9. Amherst

253 56S8

Sun-Fri. 10-8; Sat. 9 8

KARATE
»19.96

for 4 weeks
Fred Vlllari's

Studio

2B3-7348

^*= ^f= =M= =»f= =»<= =»«= =%«= =»F

University of Massachusetts' Amherst Graduate Student Position

PROGRAM COORDINATOR - FAMILY HOUSING
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Responsibilities include health and safety issues, educational, social and recreational activities,

resident government advising, and liaison work with campus and community agencies. The

Program Coordinator will publish a monthly newsletter and facilitate the Orientation Program

for new tenants.

QUALIFICATIONS
- Extensive professional or para-professional experience in program development or similar

position.

- Grant writing and budget preparation experience preferred.

- Excellent interpersonal skills.

Awareness of and concern for issues underlying Affirmative Action and non-discrimination.

- The Program Coordinator MUST be an enrolled student in a degree granting program.

COMPENSATION
Hourly rate of $6.30 minimum for twenty hours a week (or less).

APPLICATION PROCESS
Please fon«/ard NO LATER THAN May 1, 1986 a letter of application and a current resume to;

Jorge Gomez, Family Housing Coordinator, Wysocki House

Housing Services is an Affirmative Action /Equal Opportunity Employer
-»« 1

" "
1

ON or OFF- .

JOE BOXER'S THE ONE

meet him at

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Masonc S* . Normamptor, 586-6336

Mor. -Sai 10-6. Thurs \i 9. Sun. 12-5

photo by Stephen Petegorsky

V«fti?s:«888»^S^888888&»r«5:^^

CHINESE KITCHEN

CLASSICAL ]AZZ REGGAF BLUES

S

#1 IN THE VALLEY'DYNAMITE
New Used Buy Sell -v S84 1580

Maxell XLII90 2 00 case | /
"

_ . -^ •
TDK SA90 2 00 ea

Co

O

We buy and sell . ,^

used LP. b and Tapes i ^^ f/^
inos TVDISSVID ISO >4AIN ST v NORTHA»<PTON

FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Man Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00 ft
Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:

^ 430 Russell St (Rt 9)

Hadley

253-2571

150 King St.

Northampton J

586-8220 ^^

^'^j-^fv 5i^«s<TSS??5i!*5i!^»=^si*5iiBS!=!S^:«:?s«S=5i5ieSl»»^^

Registration begins April 11.

I 8

U

AMHERST
Hundreds of

Courses

and Workshops

in Two Sessions.

First session

starts June 3.

Second session

starts July IS.

SUM E R

S E S S I O

For a free, detailed catalog, call 545-2414.

Division of

Continuing

Education,

University

Library
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Gazelles fall
at Dartmouth
HANOVER, NH - The fifth-ranked University of

Massachusetts women's lacros.se team dropped its second

straight game, losing an 11-10 decision to eighth-ranked

Dartmouth College yesterday.

Senior attackman Bunny Forbes had a goal and three

assists and sophomore attackman Ginny Armstrong had
two goals and an assist to lead the Gazelle.^. Junior

defensman Emily Hummiston and freshman attackman
Cathy Fuhrnian scored two each and senior Mary Scott

and Lisa Griswold also scored.

Down 10-8 with about 12 minutes to go in the game,
Griswold, the Gazelles leading scorer, was ejected from
the game for committing a flagrant foul on a Dartmouth
defender. Forced to cope without her, the UMass offense

bore down as junior defensman Emily Hummiston. swit-

ched to offense in place of Griswold, scored a pair of goals

to draw UMass even, 10-10 with six minutes remaining
in the game.
The Gazelles held the ball for the final shot and had

an opportunity to win the game. But UMass lost the ball

in front of the Dartmouth net with 10 seconds remain-

ing. Dartmouth's Ann Moliering picked up the ball, ran

the leng' ' of the field and was fouled. She scored on her

free shot with three seconds left _ ^^^^ NQLAN

ii^Stockley inlmued from pa^f 16

confidence in herself has improved.
"I don't really know why I'm like that. I just have to

pitch my game. Getting upset doesn't solve anjthing, so

I try not to let things get to me," Stockley said. "Maybe
It's because I know that when a ball is hit on the ground
or in the air. someone is going to get it. Our defense is

very good."

"Lynn is a light-hearted kid, one of a loose bunch of
kids,"Sortino said. "One reason why this team is so good
IS because they all are really loose. I think that's key ."

With at least six more games remaining on the schedule.

Stockley also has the opportunity to eclipse a few personal

milestones. Her 15 victories equals her season best, as she
has won 15 games in each of her three previous seasons.

Stockley is also 13 strikeouts away from her persona!
record of 118 K's set last year. She has already broken
her own record for shutouts in a season, which stood at

10 before the BC no-hitter.

Because Stockley has been the mark of consistency over

the last three seasons, it is hard to imagine her improv
ing from year to year. Despite this, Sortino, however, has
seen a marked improvement from Stockley's freshman
year.

"Her effectiveness is far more superior now than what
it was three years ago." Sortino said. "She can come at

you in so many ways. She can throw it by you. but, at the
same time, she can keep you of balance with her variety

of pitches. She couldn't do that consi.stentlv before."

The Minutewomen will need Stockley to be at her best,

as UMass enters the stretch drive of the season. The
Minutewomen have three crucial doubleheaders coming
up, and the success of Stockley will no doubt control the

destiny of this team.

"This is the best chance we've had since I've been here,"

Stockley said. "This is definitley the year for us. Now is

our chance
"

Baseball at home
vs. Springfield

Riding an eight-game winning streak, the University

of Massachusetts baseball team hosts Springfield Col-

lege this afternoon at 3 p.m. at Earl Lorden Field.

Winners of 11 of their last 12 games, the 12-15

Minutemen are hoping to extend their streak thanks to

the emergence of an impressive hitting attack which has
knocked in 50 runs over its last four games. Junior left

fielder Jay Zerner leads the UMass ofifense with three

homers, 24 runs batted in and a .427 average.

F,reshman outfieldfer Mike Chambers is hitting .385

since being brought up from junior varsity while senior

first baseman Jeff Cimini and junior second baseman
Rob Holiday are hitting .375 and .372 respectively.

Sophomore shortstop Steve Allen, hitting .308, leads the

team with seven home runs.

LLEGIAN CLASSIFIE;
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mnn Thurs 8 45 2 30 Fn • Deadi-ne is 2 days pnof to publication day

\ITI\ITIK,><

MOKTAK KOAKII members old and new
First meeting Fnday April 25. 3 30 back o<

Hatch It problem call Keith 549 7278

Work with I'.Maok i'rodurlion Crew call

Bill 549 678S or Ana 626 2500

Career NiKtit iponsored by Fr*nch b
itahan Department Friday. April 2S Herter

XI. 8 00 pm Come )Oin ut and forn^r

graduates'

Aitroaomy Clab Meeting. Prof Ted Har
risen on The Big Bang Urvvane' Friday 25
April 7 30 p m Amherst Collage
Plar>elarium Everyone welcortie

Clasairal Break ToniKht! 5^pm Wheeler
Lounge free admission. Come en|oy a

talented Bra** Quintet and rafraehments"
Info 545 0422

AUDIO

Multi Track Cassette Recordrr - Yamaha
MT 44 tSOO.OO must sell 54&7S74 BD

AUTO FOR SALE

1970 RS Camaro-claaair. red with white

top, 350 4 bl. r>ew paint, stereo cassette,

looks b runs great. 2800 obo 323 6847

i»7« ( apiT bo*t oHer call 266 0820 Good
condition

1980 Civic Hatchback 63.000 mites

AM'FM great mileage very dependable
253 2204

1979 .Mercury Capri good condition 4 spd
new brakes )1400 call 266 8404

77 VW Rabbit, brown A/T runs well,

great stereo $1300 584 2700 « 4074

198.t TovoU Corolla Liftback AT 53,000
milm )5100 548 9404

1980 Oatsun Pi; $1760 548-9404

1976 VW Bus great body / interior, new ex-

haust/brakes »2150 266 8484

Chevy Van looks good, runs good, lots of

sapce, stereo, $400, Mike 549 0386

1972 ViW. Supcrbeetle excellent condi

tion' New clutch Great body Call Anne
266-1700 ($1200 I

78 Subaru FE. 49k, blue, 5 spd, great

stereo cassette, no rust $1550 call Jack
649 1434

CAN YOU WRITET

Interested in Joumaliam? It's never to

late to starti Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England You can write

about Sports, Nevys, Editorial, Black Af

fairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

is(ues. Whatever your interests, write about

it today in tfie Collegian. We build careers

' CAPE COD

West Yarmouth cottage sleeps 4 2S3-7436

3 male roommates needed for large house
on Craigville Beach Hyannisport $750, for

tf>e summer call Fit/y 256-6863

3 bedroom house Dcnnisport we need
roommates $800 per person exc location

call Chris 266-6880

Roommates wanted to sfuire a great house
in Hyannis for the summer call 256-6789

after five

•CASH"

Paving cash for vour hiucball cards
Please call Mike 546-6106

CONVERTIBLE LOVERS

Classir 1975 Oldsmobile DeiU 88 good
condition must see 2,000 firm call Kathy

266-0625

ENTERTAINMENT"

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc-Jockeys Light-Shows;

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 649-7144

~"
ESCORT SERVICE

EhCort Service Available 8 p m. 2 am
Everyday, anywhere on campus Play it

safe, call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOOD FOR PEOPLE -

NOT FOR PROFIT

••••••••••••

<

• *•••••••«•*•

ICECREAM

Haagen Daz, Bfn and jerrys

Barfs, Nectar Pies, Just Juice

Popscicles. Ice Bean Sandwiches *

Get Yours
at People's Market *

I #•••*«•••• #••••••••••••••••*•**

FOB^RENT

I room apt bus route $250 00 *v«vtt>i;»^.
eluded futilities cablel 256 1724

W ant an apartment: Take overouTiMae in
Presidmiiial Apts June Ist 10 mm vmHi to
campus ca« 549 0319

Studio apartment^mherst caniw Juna 1
Julie 253 7867 until 9 30 pm
S<)1 THW(k»T) APARTMKvnik^^^
lease June tst call 263 3993

Cliffside Apt, availabte June 1 fall option
summer r>egotiat>le call 666 7703 keep try

ing

Four bedroom apartmenl in RoMng Gr*«n
needs one person for single bedroom for

fall Four people for wtK>le apartment for

summer sublet, 256-6837

4 bedroom house in Northampton near
Look Park $600 olus utilities June plu*
Sept option Skibi*ki nealtors 584 3428 aftar

430

2 housemates wanted June 1 2 mite* from
campus. garden, quiet Hadlay
neighbortiood Non-smokers please. $130
month 549 0306

We want your lease for Puffton - 2
l>edroom call anytime 6 6505 or 6-5603

Summer rental Main St downtown
Amfwrst accessible to every r^eed 2nd fl apt
room furnished move right in you pay your
own long distance calls S450 includes 3
months rent and electric Ideal for graduate
or older students, female prefered call

263 3630 evenings keep trying days Erin

263 2446

Two bedroom apt in Northwood summr
sublet w fall opt full kitchen air cond and
more Only 380 per month call Joe 6667508

Rooms close to UMass $210 includes
utilities 649 1358

For rent one bedroom apt in Puffton
starting June 1 549 6396

IVcsidential fall option own t>adroom
$165, 'mo walk to campus 649-0740

2 roommates needed - Townehouse Apart-
nrwnts. Lease starts June 1 . Call Karen or
Lynda at 549 7845

Cliffside Apartments two bedrooms
410 00 month All utilities included Free
hiking swimming tennis' Call now 665 3282

2 bedroom apartment Southwood on bus
line, available June 1, phone 253-7601. Call

after 3.30 pm

'To suTiet 67l - 8/31 2 bdrm apt Sund~$340
neg call 666 4223, aft 5

Spacious i bedroom Sunderland house.
Room for five, 525 + , big yard, bus route

6657186

FOR SALE

Furniture - Excellent condition marching
sofa and loveseat, chair, wall unit, end
table, lamp, kitchen table with five chairs,

white wicker bedroom furniture, and ac
cessories. Prices negotiable. Call Amy
549 4066

INirm Frid|^ in good condition $50 must
sell call John 253-5697

S-pr. drum set best offer 549-7186

Electric Bass by Magnum, Fender )aiz

style, $170 or BO 586-8969

(fucci Watches only S30 Many stv'es for

men b women call 6-7480

Italian riinn(5 Bicycle - Atala 23" ^58 cm)
Campagnolo parts, tubular tires, metallic

grey 545 1755, 367 9348

1978 Rabbit To5,odo miles, but recent

value (Ob new master cylinder, water pump,
tires 30 mpg on regular It flies $1,600
256 0674 eves

Four 14" radial Tires mounted on VW
Bus wheels Excellent condition extra VW
wheel if interested Also new battery a great

deal Call Mark 665 8419

(iovernment Homes from SI (u repair).

Also delinquent tax property Call

1 805 687 6000 ext GH 9616 for informa

tion

Tickets to Robin Williams for sale

665 8477

BOSK 101 Speakers 60 wafts, like new,
must sell call 6 7917

(Guitar (i & L Caviller, black, excellent

rond better than a Stral, designed by Leo
Fonder himself $400, 549 0386

Bike!« 10 Kp $100 b $50 eves 549 0676

Full size hod, bureau with 4 drawers, and a

rug 6V4'x12'. All for only $100 call Bryant

549 5419

Radio Cassette Record Player huge
speakers great sound $150 80 546-6343

Furniture for sale! Couches, tables, t)eds,

rugs and more' Call Sue for best offer

649 0494

Cash m advance • Phone number FREE

FOUND MAKTll \ > \ l\l ^ \IU»

Personal journal by t ampui> Punil on
Sunday 4 20 call Wendy at 6 6815 describe

ar>d It's yours again

GAIN VALUABLE
ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE

Accounting positions available for fall

aamester to work with student controlled

businesses Apply at the Economic
Devatopmant Office 408 Student Union
App4ications due Friday. Apnl 26 Approx
imataly 10 hours par waak.

GOLDEN KEY CERTIFICATEg

(iolden Key National Honor Society In

duction was heW Sunday, Apnl 13 Cer
tificates can t>e picked up m Hasbrouck 411,

GRAPHU ARTIST
POSITION AVAI1.\BI.E

Grapkic Artist wanted to design advertis

ir>g and merchandisir>g aids for student con
troNad businesses 10 hours /week beginn-

ing Septemtjer '86 Undergraduates only

Pleace submit a sample of your work and
letter describing relevant experience to

EDO 409 Student Union Deadline Friday,

May 3.

HELP WAKTTED

Hotel Miliar*: Oaak datks and auditors

wanted Accountiong or experience prefer

red Apply Howard Johnson Lodge Rte 9,

Hadley

Painter's Herper. Full days only. Call Matt
eves 648 9315

Jeep \x\ JI9 per d*> Mopeds from $19 per

day Cali Ride On Mopeds 617 693 2076

l»o you have rooms available or a house to

rent for ffie summer' M V is our first

choice, but we II listen to any Cape Cod of

ferrs too" Ptaase contact Sue or Jill at

256 1446

MOTORCYCLES ^^^

1983 Nixhthawk «50 12 5k "mi las

meticulously maintained $1500 546 9437

82liomia 6S0 Nichthawk exc cond 4000
m w/hetrnets asking $1500 caH 549 78B2

1982 Honda CX-500 custom shaft drive, h

quid cooled Fast perfect con black w/2
helmets Must sell $1100 '80 Warren
546-9828/or 546^9826

NEED A SUMMER ROOM?

Sinsl* and double rooms available for

tt>is summer Don't miss out' Low cost caH
Alpha Oetta Phi at 64&3117

PERSONALS

.Students - don't get stuck with a mindless

|ob' Mass Fair Share wHI be talking with

students about |Ot>s in our fundrais

ing /outreach depi on April 24 at tf>e UMass
Career Center. Call 5^2224 or 586-8713 for

detail*

Youne Ad Agency looking for volunteer

space rep for social services client Must
have wheels Flexible f>ours Call 586-2135

(amp Winnebaico for counselors activities

interested call Geraro 773 5860

(Government Jobs. $16,040 $59,230/yr.

Now hiring Call 1 806-687 6000 ext . R 9616
for current federal list

College Pro Painters

now hinng for good
summer jobs throughout
New England 5-7 -^ an hour

positions filling quickly

come to our information

session to May 1 in the

Campus Center 1-800-424 2468

All RSO's!!! If your organiration wishes to

apply for a FY88 SGA Budget packets are

now available in 420 SU hurryii Proposals

are due r>o later tfian May 14

To Mary, the purple haired Doug and fish

lover. Happy 22> Love ya. Shell and Woman

Rachel. I may riever hokl you, but I will

never forget you' You have a beautiful

smite' G C

Lisa in Dickinson, Sorry we kept you up
so late The North Amherst Boys

Welcome back Mrs, Chip. Where arc our
ears?

Coni^atulations to all tfie new Delta Zeta
Pledges' Get psyched for DZ

Need a fSW. Silverscape Designs has it'

The largest selection of quality handmade
lewelry in the valley, repairs, glass wood,
ear piercing During April all diamonds are

10 26% off' 253 3324

Wanted - 2 tickeU to 42nd Street call Lori

546-6265

Jam for Survival benefit Northampton
Survival Center SHHEHANS CAFE Sun
April 27th 7 00 pm to 1,00 am $4 00 dona
tion

Kevin. It really does go sidaways' You
Know Who

Small firm in N.Y, City seeks salespeople

for summer employment. Salary * commis-
sion Call Alan for further into 549-4022

Spring/Summer Jobs $4 $6 hr apply

Telefund; baserrwnt Memorial Hall

J()BS: Full time/Part-time cooks, prep

cooks, dishwashers, receptionists, for busy
restaurant. Summer and Fall work Apply
Judies, Amherst

CampToyaUowiT^XiniCr iro Wheatley

Road, Brookville, NY 11546 A residential,

recreational camp for mentally retarded in

Hunter. NY is accepting applicants for sum
mer employment Write or call (516i

626-1000

JOHN THE W ILO ONE

John, happy Anniversary. Its been three of

the best years and I know there will be many
more. Its Earth Day again' How about some

' popcorn I lovt you so much' Bob

~r ZL Z. "L(>8T

Silver chain bracelet w/blue rhinestones

extreme sentimental value big reward'

549 0837 keep irying

Mens Citizen watch hetween Campus
Center and Hasbrouck bus stop Great sen
timental value * Reward ' call 549 5626 anri

leave message or return watch to Info Deak
CC Concourse

I lost a pearl necklace 4/ 16 if found please

call 546 9241

My wallet disappeared at Phi Sigma Kap
pa on 4 '18/86 please return ID's and pic

tures I beg you Thanx Jodi 545-0162

Ke\K on blue Nike chain please call

549 0320

Ljquid Lesson. Eighth Route Army, Out-
patients, Circle, and Underground Railroad

in concert tonight, 7 pm, SUB

Jill - Happy Birthday to you, Happy Birth-

day to you, Happy Birthday Dear Jill Happy
Birthday to you Love Robert

n) MirTjORRnXATHappy Birthday"

Don't worry about signs of age. you are just

getting t>etter lookir>g II think Bruce Willis is

sexyl Happy times are tiere now that we
have found each other I love you muchly.

Nana

Commuters: Can't get to the markets?
We'll take you there' Saturday, on tfw

Shopper Shuttle

Soul, Black Music, Records (used - Radio
program! 50* + Joe 586 5487 AM/PM

i/cs. Baby! Are we going to have a blast'

You bef Love, L, M & N

PROFESSIONAL TYPl.Nt; SERVICE

PaperN, cases. diKsertatlons, IheseR. on
campus, dependable, low rates, experienc-

ed Nancy 584-7924

Fpuffton reward $

Name your price for 2-3 bedroom. Jan
546-6968 Ronni 546-6969

ROOMMATES WANTED

(iold ring RF engraved on it Special family

value must have back' No questions reward
6 4211 keep trying'

Whoever picked up my pocketbook at the
Pub on Sat night please return it, I need
the contents Call 546 5120 ask for Carol,

keep trying

Female roommate needed for Southwood
apt for fall b spring 256-8032

June 1. 1986 - iUay 31, 1987 to share large

room in Presidential Apts 7 minute walk to

campus $134 00/mo call 549 6638

Two roommates needed to share one
t)edroom Brittany Manor apt 153$ month
lease starts in Sept call 5466122 or

546 6094

Two females wanted to share 1 bedroom
in a two bedroom aoanment in Southwood.
Sublet for the summer and you're on the

lease lor the fall Call Laura and Brenda at

253 3619

Female roommate wanted - Brittany

10 month lease includes heat 256 1231

Two females wanted to share one
bedroom in Townehouse call 649 1587

Two roommates wanted (ownhouse apts

inquire 649 7794 call at night

SCUBA DIVE ADVFNTI KK

Search for treasure on one of
Mel Fisher s Treasure Ships

2 and 6 day trips

for details call 253 5425
between 10 11 pm

SERVICES

COINS^iil/fza TulonnK $5 00 (wr hour
former grader consultant Alex 256 1230

Typing, Tape Transcription, Fast ac-

curate Available almost anytime 666 7662

Perfectionist Word ProcessinK - $1 SO
*2 00/page 26% off fwst job 549^178

fulor for alteration SHAANN s at tnaU

5B*-gag

SOUTHWEST CONCERT

Concert Volunteers tnteretted in working
security or stage crew for tf>e Southwest
Concert? Informational rneetmg this Thurs
day, tfte 24lh, at 5 X pm in Hampden
Southside Sign up m the SWAG Office m
Hampden. Sea you Thursday' MSSO

STORAGE

Smtc availaMc ever Um
266^8750 or 6404148

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Lifejpiards. Swim Instructors. Hamp
shire Fitness Club 266 6446

SUMMER SUBLET

Amherst Center sunny 3 twdroom apt in

house call evenings 649 5866

Summer Sublet w/fall option. Studio
apartment, downtown Amherst Call btwn 5
pm 7 pm or late evenings 2660911

Wanted summer subletters 3 bedrooms
Townehouse apt* $350 call 649 1449

House in S. Amherst 5 bedrooms take

over lease in June w/fsll option 256-8135

Gt location Sunact Ave across from Col

lege Piz;a 4^bdrm 2-bath full turn 649 1447
for info

Puffton VIg summer sublet or»e bdrm,
pool, AC, furnishmt 649 0080

tst flour. 2 bedroom. Brandywine apart-
ment. Sliding doors to back yard, air condi-

tioning, close to bus stops. Act fast' Call

Mark 549 0572

Amherst Center 2 bedrm apt fall option

for 1 person Spacious sunny t>eautiful apt
on quiet street 4(X) month including utilities

2 people maximum 266-0764

One bedroom for 2 females m large two
bedroom apt located berween campus and
Amherst Center $140 each 256 8039

l^T%t house practically on-campua.
Huge porch and iMCkyard. 6 singles $150
month 549 0081

w/fati option efficiency in ex 'Drake' quiet,

dose to town, schools. Tom 263-5062

Room available in a two bedroom apt ful

ly furnished pool bus tennis SunderlarKi

June 1st Aug 31st 665 4210

fall option spacious 2 bdrm 2 bthrm in

Squire Village call 665 7993

Summer rmmate - 2 bdrm townhouse
Rent negotiable. Fall opt exc cond 1 Vi

baths, hop to bus. dishwasher, pool, AC, 2
reserved prkg 665 3085

Puffton Village summer sublet one bdrm
call 546 7027

BiK house close to campus, cable, furnish

ed, cheap rent/negotiable, call 546 7122

Rooms available for summer sublet m
Downtown Amherst Rent very negotiable

call 549 7297, furnished'

Townehouse apartment for summer
sublet 549 1587

Summer sublet with fall option Cliffside

Apts Sunderland on bus route call 666-8289

Summer sublet with fall option (May 1-)

in 2 bedroom apt in Southwood apts $480 a
month Call Chris at 545 3600 or 253 7832

Newly renovated, sunny apartment for

summer sublet 3 t>«droom apt in the center

town of Amherst Call 549 0388 or 549 641

1

Needed 2 males/females to share bedroom
in spotless Puffton apt AC pool tennis hoop
John 549 4926 keep trying

CiiUinlal Vtllai^e furnished apartment, on
bus route, pool Reward You can t beat the

pr.rei Sue 253 50e9/Nicky 546 8152

Brandywlne I bedroom avail June 1

August 31 new carpet/AC negotiable rent

Call Jack 549-1434

Veaah Yeaah!! that's if Fumisliad Bran
dywine aprt for sumemr sublet Females only

5497717

2 bedroom apt 200 month and free fur-

niture Davirl 666 3276

.'\mherst Ctr sublet w'fall option sunny
and partly furnished 137 month

2 non-smokers wanted to sfwre furnished

Townehouse apartment with female June 1

Aug 31 Own room $120>mo cal
549«70e

TO SUBLET

2 bedroom apt in .Southwotid
sublet W'fall option 266 1562

Two minutes from campus! Smgte room
in furr>isf>ed apartment, large yard Cal
549^18 between 6 7 PM
2 bedroom townhouse in Southwood
apts summer sut>let with tall option
'266 1090

4 people wanted to sublet iarg* 3 bedroom
house neai malls and busline rent
reasonat>le Sorrte rooms with fall option
586 6426

1 bedrm $i:i^'month. inchiaive June ttmi
Aug 666-4388

Apt for rent summer sublet with fall option
2 t» I bath $630'mo mcl heal b water
256 1567

Summer sublet/fall option: 2 bedroom* in

sumrrter/4 t>edrooms in faN, Swiss Village

rant negoliat)le for summer on bus route
aSMBBS

TRAVEL

Visit N.Y.C. • Ma; 3. undergrade; $16,
others. $17 Contact Commuter Aiaa
(iovernment, 5462145

N.Y.C. Trip - May 3 Call now 646-2146

typTng service

QUALITY TYPING, Long or short pro-

tects Meticulous proofreading Editing

available New IBM Typewriter 649 0367 •

TYPING & WORD PR(K'ESSING

Next day aenrice TYPE-RITE 323^4679

WANT A FREE CASE OF^EERT

.Summer sublet 3 bedroom townhouae
available June 1 through August 31 ea*
549-7478 price negotiatile

WANTED

Lookinf for Icaae Brandywina.
Townhouse, Presidential, Puffton S46-S327
reward $15000

Urakini; for 10 speed bike, small frame
prefer woman's, around $100 Please leave

message Janet 649 1421 545-1977

WANTED TO RENT

Looking to take over Icaac in Puffton or
Brandywina for fall 86 %%% reward •$•
54&1472or546 9e90

$200 reward for your 3* bdrm Puffton,

Presidential or Townehouse lease caM
546 6062 546 6395 546 6185 keep trying

Help! We want your lease for tfut 3
bedroom house or apt in Hadley or area win
take over your lease for summer please call

Paul 253 2131 Ed 686 9402

Couple seekinf; to take over leaxe for 1

bedroom apt starting fall call Gary 646 716S

Two females lookinK to share apartment
'Townehouse, Biandywine, Presidential, or
Puffton I for fall and spring 86-87 CaM
Phyllis at 546^6222

Reward Wanted: your lease tor 3 *

bedroom apartment starting June 1 call

Judy 546 6879 or Carta 666 3740

Make my day and find me a 2 bedroom apt
on the busline for around $4(X) (w/utilitie*l

or 2 bedrooms in a house for next tall We
are willing to pay for sumemr if necessary
PLEASE call Susan at 266 1446
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SPORTS
Harvard can't 'stick' with UM, 10-9
Gorillas blow lead, but survive
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Had the game been a few minutes longer,

the hopes the University of Massachusetts

acrosse team has for its season may have

iieen over yesterday

Harvard University, given a little time,

vould have probably beaten the Gorillas

: esterday at a cold Boyden Field, but

- 'venth-ranked UMass snuck away with

1 important 10-9 victory, despite Grt

-k"'s ^tick.

•,r hlowinij an S-2 second-quartei

tindth- - leading xu-y

i: „-i_ 111 •" le. Harvard

v-und UMas.s i.t)Cascio tl3

tnd another rescue oi his teammat*
',

,;
- ,:i' ' Ut^nted • ••

—

sk. a senior midfielder, then oegan

. earing the nail for L'Mass. but was slash-

vl by Harvard's Chri.s Pujols with 46

econds left. As Pujols left the field. Har-

vard coach Bob Scaiise played his final

ard. asking otFicial Don .Ji.hnsnn to check

tne width of Fisks stick

;"he head of the stick, atier close ex-

. niniation. was determined to be too nar-

w. by a quarter-inch, ana Fisk was given

a nonreleasable three-minute penalty.

With each team a man down, Haivard took

tile ball, but attackman Tom Cv)rcoran was

^v hi-stled for warding otfand UMass regain-

id possession. Attackman Greg Cannella

ran <mt the last few seconds to preserve the

win.

Had Harvard tied the ^'ame. UMass
would've played at least the first 2:14 of

overtime short a man, and the way the

Crimson were pushing the placent Gorillas,

the game would've been lost. UMass has

won six straight, but the last three haven't

been impressive. This is a good team, but

one that needs to play like one for 60
minutes, not just when it feels like it.

"We had them, they were reeling and we
let them get away," sighed UMass coach

Dick Garber, who is suffering from bron-

chial pneumonia and wasn't helped by the

rain and sleet that pelted Boyden. "Then
Fisk gets called for the illegal stick. I've

told him about that before, but he said it

was ok. It was a good call, I would've done

the same thing. It was a dumb thing to

have happen and it could've cost us a lot."

The illegal stick came to Scalise's atten-

tion when he watched the NESN cable

replay of the UMass-New Hampshire. "I

just made a mental note of it. the stick

lo«iks funny. Then, we were down by one

and had a penalty called on us, so I figured

it was the time. I'm proud of my kids, we

almost beat a very good team.
'

The Gorillas will now tune-up for the Ar

my game '1 p.m. Saturday at Boyden*. .A

win would almost assure a play<'ff spot, a

loss would seriously damage tho.se hopes as

UM has yet to beat any of the current top
* teams. 10th ranked Arniy also needs th--

n

•f the »

;hey did

Cadets w

^ing int'

play against Army like

id half ' ly. the

. . :>;ht ov. After

le snth a commanding 8-3

'.vantage. LNU-<s stopped running itsol

• tailed i>' ^''^ -cev '"ace-oiTs and

.lily did a -standing around

vnting for somemmv! to happen.

T think we lost our killer instinct, a.vi

attackman Greg Canneila. "We had the

lead and sat back, we can t afford to do

that. Especially against a team like Army.

We'd lietter smarten up. and s(x>n.
"

Harvard took a quick 1-0 lead on a Pu-

jols' breakaway with 12:15 left in the first

quarter. But a goal oy Canneila (who had

a goal and two assists) started a four-goal

>pree and the Gorillas were rolling.

All-American attackman Tom Carmean.

assisted by Kelley Carr. made it 2-1. Senior

co-captain Steve Moreland then took Carr's

pass and ripped his first score of the year

home. Carmean followed that up with his

.second, assisted by Canneila, and the 800

or so that braved the weather sensed the

Crim.son were in trouble.

Rufus Clark broke up the string, scoring

for Harvard, but UMass led 4-2 after one

quarter. Rich Abbott then took advantage

of a fallen defender and beat Harva d

goalie Mark Vita for a 5-2 lead. Fisk

(assisted by Pat Cain), Carmean (assisted

by Canneila) and freshman Greg Collins

(assisted by Caini all scored and Harvard

was looking at a blow-out, down 8-2. Brad

Raymonds scored with 1:50 left in the

period, but the 8-3 halftime lead seemed

safe for the Gorillas.

But Harvard ruled the third period,

outscoring UMass 2-0 as they scored the

next three as Clark, Corcoran and Tim
McCaffrey did the damage, and it was 8-6

with 13:23 left in the game.
The UMass defense, as they have in the

last three shaky wins, was playing pretty

( ollrKiiin photn by Paul Drumarais

Senior midfielder Greg Fisk, right, works past a Harvard defender

yesterday at Boyden. UMass held on for a 10-9 win.

well, but everyone else was watching them.

Face-off man Seamus McGovern, after

handling Corcoran earlier in the game,

couldn't beat the adjustments the Harvard

senior made and lost every key draw, the

UMass offense meanwhile pressed too hgird

and either lost passes or dropped them. Few
UMass possessions lasted longer then 15

seconds before the ball was on the ground

and up for grabs.

But Perry Scale's first goal of the season,

after a nice feed by Carmean, with 12:29

left, followed by a Carmean score (assisted

by Doug Musco) made it 10-6 and the

Gorillas were back in command.
Pujols, then Nicky Nero, scored before

Raymond connected with 2:42 left to set up
the dramatic finish.

Lynn Stockley: Queen of the diamond
Softball ace dominates like few others have

Sporik ' I formation phuui

Senior pitcher Lynn Stockley

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

It would seem odd that a person who doesn't appear to

have a care in the world would be the main ingredient

for a recipe of winning. Most would rather have the over-

intense, gung-ho type of personality that usually accom-

panies a consistent winning program.

Lynn Stockley isn't that type of person, and the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts softball team wouldn't have it any

other way.
"Outwardly, if you don't know Lynn, there seems to be

an even keel of temperment," said UMass head coach

Elaine Sortino. "If you do know her, then you'll find a

gi-eat competitor."

A great competitor and then some. Over Stockley's

.sparkling career ai UMa.ss. she has gained, if nothing else,

respect from her elders and her peers in the East. Talk

about UMass softball. and Stockley is usually the center

of conversation. But does all of this recognition faze the

Pitt.sfield native?

"No," said a soft-spoken Stockley. " I'm just a pitcher."

Maybe so. but Stockley's numbers speak for themselves.

In her career at UMa.ss. including Tuesday's 3-0 no-hit

performance against Boston College, Stockley has

dominated the region like few pitchers ever have or will.

Consider these numbers:

• In 558.7 career innings pitched, Stockley has a 60-21

record and an earned run average of 0.79. She has gone

the distance in 73 of 81 career starts.

•This season, she is 15-1 with a microscopic earned run
average of 0.19 over 110,7 innings. Stockley has thrown

1 1 shutouts, including nine-of-the-last 10 games she has

started and three in-a-row.

•Opponents have hit a combined .093 and slugged .103

against her this season. She has allowed 37 hits, only

three for extra bases.

•For her career, she has struck out 427 and walked 168
while throwing only 17 wild pitches, perhaps the most im-

presive stat considering that the best pitchers usually ex-

perience bouts of wildness.

•UMass is the only Eastern team ranked in the top 20,

and if this world's a fair one, Stockley should be up for

All-American honors for pacing them to that height.

In short, Stockley is at the head of her own class.

The Minutewomen, behind the pitching of their ace, are
28-6 and ranked 19th in the nation.

"Defense is the reason reason why my record gets bet-

ter, Stockley said. "I have a great defense behind me."
This point was perfectly demonstrated in the eighth in-

ning of Stockley's win over BC. With one out and runners
at first and second, Stockley fielded a line drive grounder
and threw to third for the force out. But Stockley's throw
was way off the mark, and it took an acrobatic diving stab
by junior third baseman Debbie Cole to prevent the ball

and the game from rolling away. But according to Sor
tino. its more than just a great defen.se that has made
the difference in Stockley this season. Stockley possesses

an uncanny poi.se that is rare in a game such as softball.

.She rarely, if ever, loses her temper, something that Sot

tino says has developed over the years.

"She has developed the capacity within herself to dig
down deeper when the pressure is on," Sortino sa.d. 'As
a competitor, when things are tight, Lynn gets within
herself. It's been her style since she was a freshman. Her

(Dnlinued on puf^r 15
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ID needed to carry
alcohol to concerts

ColleKian pholo by Muhrllr S<-);all

GENOCIDE VIGIL—Aram Hamparian, a sophomore political

science major, participates in yesterday's day-long vigil com-
memorating the 71st anniversary of the slaughter of 1.5 million

Armenians in Turkey.

By BOB KIEVKA
Collegian Staff

Students entering the outd(X)r spring con-

certs, which begin tomorrow, must show
identification proving they are 21 or older

if they bring alcoholic beverages, ad-

ministrators said yesterday.

The change from past years is a result of

increased University concern over liabili

ty insurance costs, said Michael Jones, Stu

dent Activities Office program director.

Gerald T. O'Neil, director of public safe-

ty, said police will now check IDs at en-

trances, but will not "card" anyone inside

the concert area. He added that if persons

carrying alcohol do not have IDs. they may
have their drinks confiscated, face a show-

cau.se hearing in court or, if the amount is

large enough, be subject to arrest.

"For the sake of a lousy beer, it is not

worth the aggravation," O'Neil said. "We
are looking forward to having a nice con-

cert free oi problems."

.Jones said the concert ormmi/.ers are ikiI

trying to put a damper on the event, but

"the University has the re.sponsibiiity to

protect it.self and its residents. That's all

the.se changes are meant to do.

"In the past all that we regulated was the

quantity of alcohol brought to the con

certs," he said. "This year, because of the

increased risks associated with liability,

we're al.so complying with the state law re-

quiring people to be 21 to transport

alcohol."

He said the changes were not made in an

"administrative vacuum" without student

input.

"Since last September we've had an ad

hoc committee of students and staff

overseeing the planning and production of

the various concerts," he .siiid. "The person

who fir.st raised the alcohol question hap

pened to be one of the students."

Bob Lopes, talent coordinator for the

Eastside Concert, which takes place Sun-
day, lamented the re.straints but .said he

understands the administration's point of

view.

"We have to accept the guidelines tor

now and prove that we're responsible

.students," Lopes said. "The spring concerts

are the last thing before students have to

buckle down for finals. They ar«> a

necessary part of college life."

Concern over liability for accidents in-

volving alcohol has also spurred concert

organizers to provide more training for stu

dent security staff and to increase the

amount of fencing used for crowd control,

Jones .said.

"The open an. ihi- music, the

camaraderie are what make the concerts

.so enjoyable," he said. "Alcohol .should not

become the sole .source ofentertainment."

Dean of Students William F Field .said

that rather than alcohol, "gioups that run

over their allotted time are 90 percent of

the problem with UMa.ss concerts. The
Cheap Trick di.saster m Southwest in 1984

shows this.

"CutolT times must be enforced," F'ield

said. "Cut the cable if you have to."

Officials answer asbestos charges
By IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts officials, responding to

charges that they and the state are "dragging their feet"

on removing asbestos hazards from campus, yesterday con-

ceded removal is not proceeding as fast as it should.

But they defended UMass' asbestos cleanup program as

far superior to those of other institutions.

The Room 10 Committee, a student group named after

a room in Arnold House where asbe.stos is spilling from

pipe casings, this week demanded the University step up

efforts to remove the substance from campus buildings.

Last year UMass-Amherst hired three asbestos removal

workers after the state Division of Occupational Hygiene

reported that most campus buildings posed a possible

danger of exposure to asbestos fibers from crumbling in-

sulation. Inhalation of the fibers can cause asbestosis—

severe lung scarring—as well as cancer of the lungs,

esophagus, colon and other organs.

Helena Donovan, a public health gi-aduate student and

Room 10 Committee member, said, "They've been drag-

ging their feet on this ... We're here to learn, not to worry

about getting sick."

Physical Plant operations supervisor Pet<?r Wozniak said

the three have worked steadily—they recently spent two

weeks clearing asbestos above 400 square feet offal.se ceil-

ing in the UMass infirmary-and that three more

employees are now undergoing two months of training.

In clearing asbestos, "We are light years ahead of

anyone else," Wozniak said. But he added, "Even with

six people there are going to be circumstances where we

literally won't have the people to deal with the problem."

Donald Kooinson, an administrator at the Environmen-
tal Health and Safety Department, said, "Just hiring ad-

ditional people isn't going to be the answer. We need to

do the training and we need to do the monitoring" for

asbestos hazards.

Both officials said asbestos is not a hazard unless it is

exposed and crumbles into fibers which can be inhaled.

Thus removal efforts have focu.sed on buildings where
a.sbestos is spilling or most likely to crumble.
Wozniak said, "Ultimately, all asbe.stos should be

removed," but estimated that doing this at UMa.ss would
co.st up to $7 million.

Donovan, reached last night, said the state should pro-

vide whatever funds are necessary for removing the

substance from UMass-Amherst and other state campu.ses.

"Eventually it'll all have to be removed. So why not put

the money into it sooner rather than later?" she said.

"What they [Physical Plant and EHSI are doing with what
they've got is admirable, but they just don't have the
funds."

Both Wozniak and Robinson al.so said they were not
aware of cracked asbestos in Arnold House room 10 until

they saw a photograph of it in yesterday's Collegian.

Robinson said an P2HS staff member in.spected the room
several months ago and found no leaks, suggesting "the
damage there is of recent origin."

Wozniak said, "Looking at the photograph, we should
probably remove the damaged material immediately ...

within a week."
Donovan .said students and faculty in the public health

department, which has offices in Arnold Hou.se, had
understood the Physical Plant and EHS knew of the room
10 problem.

Stockbridge School may cut major
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

Low enrollment in the Stockbridge

School of Agriculture is threatening

one of the program's seven majors even

though a new recruiting program was

implemented la.st year, according to

the director of the .school.

High .school .students today are being

funneled into the business and com-
puter fields, resulting in a sharp
decline in both agriculture students

and Massachusetts-produced foods, ac-

cording to Jack Denison, Stockbridge

director for the last 15 years.

This state does not "begin to produce

for what the market demands. We im-

continued on page 4

Disinformation
conference
opens today

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

A two-day conference aimed at combating disinforma

tion on Central America will open today with the

keynote speaker. Nicaraguan Ambassador Carlos Tun-
nerman, speaking at 8 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium.

"We're really trying to get behind the kinds of news
stories that we get, particularly the kind that come out

of the Reagan administration," .said Judith Solsken,

School of Education professor and member of Facul-

ty Staff for Peace in Central America, which is spon.sor-

ing the event.

The organization secured an appearance by Tunner-
man. Managua's envoy to the US, Solsken said, because

economics professor and group member William Gibson
has served as an economic adviser to the Nicaraguan
government.
F^urther events will be held in the School of Business

Administration.

Mary F^llsberg, a health care worker from Nicaragua's

Atlantic coast, will speak at 9:30 a.m. tomorrow on
"health care and the impact of the contra war on health

care in Nicaragua," Solsken said.

Following Ellsberg's speech will be workshops at 11

a.m. Several area residents who have visited Nicaragua
will relate their experiences. Other workshops at that

time will discuss the sanctuary movement and "how the

other countries in Latin America, particularly the peo-

ple in Brazil, see the situation in Latin America affec-

ting them as well," she .said.

At 2 p.m., Edward King, a retired Army colonel, now
a consultant to members of Congress, will speak on "A
Political or Military Solution in Central America?" At
the .same time, Rev. Philip Wheaton will address "Masks
of US Militarization of the Region."

More workshops will be held at 4 p.m. on health care
in Nicaragua, energy and the environment in Nicaragua,
and land reform in El Salvador and Nicaragua.
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Aquino offered

US assistance
Reagan editing leaders
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TIME
OUT
The Ref

predicts a

joyous weekend
at the T.O.

Don't forget about
daily luncheons
served at T.O.
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Letter could bring peace
« ASHINGTON Ap —A iertcr > rrevcetiit^ er:> •» ?r.:lip

Habib. declaring the R^a^i^. i^T...--s-ra:*:r » .«_»r en: i>: f r

•.ne contra rebels »hen N>;;- r

igreement. IS being seen as i :•

•!Te Conflict in Central .^mertci

Rep fim Slatter. D-Kar. .

recipientof the letter, said >es:r . .-^i-t-^i-r -x

'.>pp«jrrunit>- for us to ef*d the cn-.n » at

Rep jim Leach. R-I.%a ai*: a •;< . i.,:^ u..<-z :.-.«

.etrer a %er> protLHirvi ixuis r>r ret-fj.

In the letter. Apri!
'.
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existing drif: prjp.-sa -s S :.-« s.-_i.jfc C.ciiO. -. is
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CORRECTION
Yesterday, the name of a candidate for
Graduate Student Senate executive officer

\

was misspelled. He is Antony Zografos.

Consult "77ieS^9ec/a/isr' in business:
Bentley College Graduate School

Bentley College
Graduate School
VValtham. MA 02254
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Local cable TV
conference in CC

The University of Massachusetts will

host a two-day conference on local cable

television progiamming tomorrow and
Sunday in the lower-level of the Campus
Center.

The conference, "Community participa-

tion: When cable makes a difference." is

expected to draw between 200 and 300
people, said Irene Starr of the Center for

Community Access Television in

Amherst.
The conference will feature workshops

on producing local cable programs, in ad-

dition to the legal aspects and federal

restrictions, she said.

Among the speakers will be

Massachusetts State Senator George

Bachrach (D-Watertown), the co-chairman

of the State Legislative Cable Caucus,

who is expected to speak about legislative

aspects of cable television, Starr said.

Registration for the conference will take

place at noon Saturday in the Campus
Center, and the registration fee is $35, she

said.

-PATRICK JOHNSON

Information revolution *is a myth'

Collreian pholo by Nirk Sokoloff

William Leiss: Computer revolu-

tion will not change society

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The information revolution, which is pur-

ported to be the greatest improvement to

American society since the industrial

revolution, is a myth, a communications ex
pert said yesterday.

William Leiss, a communications pro-

fes.sor at Simon Fraser University in

Canada, spoke before 75 people in Thomp-
son Hall on the topic of "The myth of the

information society."

"The information revolution is a myth,
a half-truth. Something important is hap-
pening in computer technology but not

.something that will change society," Leiss

said.

He defined an information society as any
economy where "one-half of the work force

is engaged in informational occupations,"
which used to be considered service

occupations.

"Someone t(K)k occupations which we are

all familiar with and gave them a new ti-

tle." he said.

Leiss recently published his third book,

on the effects of advertising, titled, "Social

Communication in Advertising."

After the information revolution is sup-

posed to take place, w ith improvements in

computer technology, only the people who
can afford the technology, will have access

to the world without leaving their homes,

he said.

While improvements are being made in

information processing, Leiss cited the ris-

ing illiteracy rate in the United States.

"A significant percentage of high .school

graduates can't understand anything more
advanced than a comic book. While infor-

mation resources are coming together...The
capacity of people in the public schools is

eroding. This is the paradox of the infor-

mational society," he said.

"The information revolution will not

benefit anyone, if no one can use it," Lei.ss

said.

Local walk
supports march
By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Correspondent

A 12 mile walk is set for 9 a.m. tomorrow from the Stu-
dent Union Building at the University of Mas.sachusetts
to Look Park in Northampton, sponsored by a student
group to show support for the participants in the Great
Peace March.
The walk will proceed through the center of Amherst,

down Route 9, and will end at the Northampton park with
a picnic lunch, said Dawn Hamel, a member of
Peacemakers, which is coordinating the Peace Walk.
Transportation will be provided back to Amherst.
"This walk is to benefit the marchers of the Great Peace

March," Hamel said. The main focus of the walk, she add-
ed, is to try to get people to support a nuclear test ban.
"This is important (nuclear test ban] because the Soviet

Union hasn't been testing and this is the first step in stop-

ping the nuclear arms race," she said. The other reasons
for the walk are to raise money and continue the efforts

of the marchers to promote peace, she said.

The UMass Graduate Student Senate has offered to pay
eight graduate students $2 a kilometer for the walk. "That
will be about $190 if we can find some grad students to

go." Hamel said.

"We decided to do this walk to get support and money
for the Peace March so that it can continue," she said.

About 500 people are in the Great Peace March which was
started by the Pro-Peace organization. The organization
went bankrupt and now the participants must get money,
permits and supplies on their own. Hamel said this in-

spired the Peacemakers to organize this walk to show sup-

port for the marchers' efforts to continue.

Panel tomorrow
via satellite
By BLYTH HARPER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts will be linked by

satellite to London, Vienna, Kyoto, and Boston for a broad-

cast journalism conference at 1 p.m. tomorrow in Mahar
Auditorium.
Sponsored by the Christian Science Monitor, and in-

cluding over 150 colleges worldwide, the conference will

examine the role of the broadcast media in identifying and

reporting major issues, said Sut Jhally, an assistant pro-

fessor ofcommunication studies at UMass and local coor-

dinator of the conference.

Participants from the colleges will be able to call in ques-

tions for the panels ofjournalist.* and international affairs

specialists. Panelists include Edwin Newman, former

NBC news correspondent; Pierre Salinger, chief foreign

reporter for ABC News; Georgie Anne Geyer of

Washington Week in Review, and others.

The teleconference will be followed by a UMass panel

discussion at 4 p.m. Its moderator, Dianne Cherry, assis-

tant professor ofcommunications, expressed concern that

the Monitor dropped Brasilia, the only scheduled Third

World site, from the list of participants.

Cherry said excluding Brasilia was a "crime of omis-

sion" that showed "insensitivity" on the part of the plan-

ners. "The Third World is most of the world," she said.

"People who have conceras about it need to be at the video-

conference and voice their concerns."

Members of David Dubois' journalism/Afro-American

studies cla.ss "The Pre.ss and the Third World" .sent a let-

ter to each of the participating colleges and panel sites

lamenting the "limited .scope" and "distorted perceptions"

of media coverage in the Third World. It urged the con

ference to address the "imbalance in news flow" between

the Northern and Southern hemispheres.

Dennis Maltbie, coordinator of the conference for the

Monitor in Boston, said Third world issues will be address-

ed at the four panel sites.

(ollfKian phntn hy Kirhard Honunno

THE GROUNDS CREW-Caroline Gould, a sculptor, and Todd Richard.son, landscape ar-

chitect, complete their art project in Southwest Residential Area. The art.s project is set to

be unveiled May 1.

Livestock Classic at UMass
By KATHLEEN MOYNIHAN
Collegian Correspondent

The 51st Annual Baystate
Livestock Classic, featuring an

animal showmanship competition,

will be held at 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

tonight at the Grinnell Arena at the

University of Massachusetts and 9

a.m. to 5 p.m. tomorrow.

Melissa Ganek, the event's chair-

woman, said the events planned for

the classic include pony rides, a

sheep dog and oxen demonstration,

sheep shearing and wool spinning,

in addition to the livestock

competition.

"The animals will be judged on

how well they are groomed and
trained, and of the showmanship of

the handler," she said.

The animals which will be shown
were assigned to animal students

who chose the species of their par-

ticular interest, she said.

All of the animals in the classic

have a "working purpose," at the

University, either in reproduction,

research or in the case of the horses

used in the riding program, for

pleasure, Ganek said. Ganek .said

she expects a turnout of between
300 and 500 people in addition to

the 65 people who will be working
at the fair.

The event, sponsored by the

Animal Science Club and the

Stockbridge School of Agriculture,

is free and open to the public.

(nllrgian photo by Paul Franz

Jill the cow and friends Teresa Mergener and Melissa
Coanek anxiously await the opening of the 51st Annual
Baystate Livestock Classic.

BOG elects
new officers
Thirty-two members of the Campus

Center Board of Governors voted in a new
chair, vice-chair and treasurer last night.

John Hayes, a graduate student was
elected chairman in an unusual contest

against Tim Kress, a graduating senior.

In Kress' campaign speech, after telling

the board "What a wonderful person I am,"
he proceeded to endorse John Hayes.

"I think you should vote for John Hayes,
he is the best candidate for the job," Kress
said, citing that Hayes was a member of

the Graduate Student Senate, a member of

the board for two years and a Governor's

Program Council coordinator.

"It's the first time my opponent has en-

dorsed me," Hayes said.

Hayes said in the following year he plans

to get the board's constitution ratified, "I

want to .set policies in writing as to what
the board has a say in and where it has
power."

"1 think the graduate students are the
best people to fill the positions," said Alex
Zucker, the current chair of the board.

Graduate student Leslie Nakajima, the
publicity manager for the Union Program
Council and a member of the Collegian
graphics staff, was elected treasurer.

Mark Friedman, the top member of the
debating team and special projects coor-

dinator of the board, was elected as
vice-chairman.

"The newly elected officers will continue
the legacy of the older students in en-
thusiam and effiency," said Karen-Karina
Gray, the current vice-chairwoman.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE
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In Pursuit of

HOUSING
Cliffside Apartments offers you the chance to be secure

this fall by making your off-campus housing arrangements
now. 1. 2. (Si: 3 bedroom apartments available - all utilities

included - with dishwasher, disposal, stove and
refrigerator. On the bus line.

Call 665-3958 for more information.

port

about S5 percent o: our rood." he said.

The threatened major, fruit and

vegetable crop management, currently has

five students m it. said one of the students,

senior Jeff Collins. Eight students an-

enrolled m the major for the fall semester

and will be accomodated, but Denison .said

that if that number does not increase the

major will be axed soon.

Stockbridge floriculture graduate
Deborah Boyce was hired last year to

recruit high school students for the pro-

gram. She works out of the admissions of

f:ce m Whitmore Administration Building

Boyce has her work cut out for her:

Enrollment has dropped by more than half

?:nce peaking m 197.3 at 652 full- and part-

time students Currently there are 317

Stockbndge students

Collins described Stockbridge as

"specialized, direct and practical." and .said

the fruit and vegetable prc^ram "trains the

student . to manage the farm " He added

th.\t nearly ail Stockbndge graduates are

ju:iranteed job placement

But n<Miisoii said tfiat b«-(:aus«f of the

state's hi^h l*'«'h ^jrowth f«-w students are

applyinji Ut ihi- in/ijor "I hofx; this will bfjt-

tom out and we'll come back with more em-
phasis," he .said.

But that'.s a louj^h job Vxtcau.se in a high-

tech .state like this one, that's all you hear

the government talking a^KJUt Young
pffople in high sch'K*! hav«; no appreciation

of agriculture"

He said that with more agriculture

graduates coming from L'Mass the state

could be much more productive

agriculturally and b«*lter off financially

The environment would also ^>e protected

by maintaining op<,*n space, he said.

UMa.ss was founded in 1863 as the

Massachu.setts Agricultural College It

gained university status in 1947,

While Stfx-kbridge's oth€:;r six majors are

not in imminent danger, "I would feel real-

ly bad to have a land grant institution

w hich didn't have this (fruit and vegetable;

program." Denison said. "That was the

reason land grant wa.s started around the

country—to feed the people.
"

Summer Job

INTERVIEWS
Now being set up

For 300 production line sumemr jobs. Start from May 22 to

June 22 and work to the end of August Earnings of $4.00 to $10.00
per hour. Great work experience, great people.

DATE. Friday April 25th

PLACE. Roorn 902 (Ninth Floori Campus Center

TIME 9:00 a.m. to 12:30 p,m.

OXFORD PICKLE CO.. INC.
South Dctrfield. M»ssachus<its 01 .^''? (41 ?i tife5-?01l

Quality Pizza - Subs
256-0222

FREE DELIVERY
Sun. - Wed. 4 pm to 2 am

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 4 pm to 3 am

STADIUM
ee^

LIQUORS

aS
woe a^^^, ^ooeV

WQ^^ \^'
.<f^

\X\^

^6^°'

SWING
with

SOUTHWEST
Kegs- Beer - Wine WEEK Liquors - Soda -

QP

eV)®^^

Coors 8- Coors Lite i2pkc $5.40 ^ 6oi2pk

Michelob Et- Michelob Lite$11.75 -$i20dep/cs

Labatts Ale & Beer $11.50 -siMoepcase

Rolling Rock $6.00 - $i50dep 7oz bot /cs

Cuervo Special Teq. Tsomi $9.95

Mohawk Vodka 175 mi $8.99

Just Past U.Mass Stadium - 253-5595

Stacy Roth: Four years of varied campus activity
By DANA GROSSBLATT
Collegian Correspondent

Stacy Roth's involvement in University of
Massachusetts does not begin and end with the Student
Government Association co-presidency.

As Sylvan Area president, member of the Commission
Toward Civility, and a member of the Jewish Awareness
Task Force, the senior political science major has varied
her activities on campus.
Roth, the outgoing SGA president, said that it was dif-

ficult to stand up and speak in front of the senate,

"It is often a very intimidating experience," she said.

Roth said she felt "tested" by students on campus
because she was the first woman campus president.

"I definitely felt the impact of being a woman president.

Students on the campus had to accept the fact that I was
their leader,"

Roth said she wanted to revitalize organizations on cam-
pus that strive to build confidence for women, such as

Women's Leadership Project and the Women's Caucus,

"They [women's organizations] are not political or

philosophical, just centered on training women as

leaders," she said.

The 450 registered student organizations provide

numerous opportunities for women to demonstrate their

skills, according to Roth, However, she said, women have

been neglecting the women's organizations on campus,
and concentrating more on academics.

"When they (the organizations) get more mainstream,
advancement is slow," Roth said.

WOMEN
ON

CAMPUS
There is less time for women to become aware of issues

and a lot of women feel they cant handle both academics

and politics, she said.

She stressed the importance of participating in these

groups because they help women "gain the confidence

they need,"

Roth said during her four years at UMass she had to

choose from a range of opportunities, which was difficult.

She was asked to join the University Honors progi'am. but

she declined.

"I opted for the practical experience and the amount I

learned speaks for it.self.
" she said.

Even though she said she still has a lot to learn, she

is optimistic about getting .started on other things after

college,

"I have a jump on the game due to how involved I've

been." she said.

During her remaining time at UMa.ss, Roth said she

hopes to create a community and public service network
on campus that will match students to projects and act

as a dispatch agency.

The senior "Mass Transformation" project, which aims

to clean up the Tower Library, is another goal she is work-

ing on,

"We wanted to take an area on campus that students

SPRING BOOK SALE
30% OFF ALL BOOKS

Sun. Apr. 27 - Sat. May 3

VALLEY BOOKS
Carriage Shops

Downtown Amherst

•-1

M-F 10:30-5:30

Sat 10-5

Sun 12-5

549-6052

VISA/MC

AMNESTY WEEK
for crutches,

canes, etc.

Please return your

crutches, canes
etc, during the
lost week in April,

to the physical

therapy room or

the business of-

fice on the ground
floor of the Univer-

sity Health Service

building

§?

Color it Spring
by 9 West

in white, block patent, pink

orange, lemon /ellow, turquoise

/^

OPEN
SUNDAYS

('(lilt'Kuin phitto b> Nick Sokoloft

Stacy Roth: campus president and more

needed to be proud of ,,, thus we have the library tower,

I expect it will do great." she said.

Considering a serious involvement

with an IBM PC?

Get the inside story

on the family!

...At the IBM-ON-CAMPUS PC Fair.

See what an IBM Personal Computer
can do to make your academic life

a lot easier.

UMASS/FIVE COLLEGE
Students, Faculty and Staff

Come and enter your name in the PC drawing

WIN AN IBM PC

IBM Personal Computers On Campus

Campus Center, Lower level. Room 176

• Thursday, April 24, 9-5

• Friday, April 25, 9-1
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Day Events at the Nwthieast Quadrangle

12.00-1 00 pm Fred:G4^vf'6n's Wattage
_ .;.;.-.;;.)aXir.-pnsemble

1,00 1 20 ..;^gi^'!:^;^^/Iass Juggling Club

1 20 >.6(i:::;:v.iJ;::i:(-w;fearbara King

i^^^0::^f!:^':'^:^o\k guitarist

1 50-2.36^/;vj;is::vV;§/;Alive and Picking

yV.-ivJ.---^^^^^ banjo £f guitar

.^:^•^7t;^HeJ^ calligraphy

y':!v/:x'-5J}i-:;;>:^;^v Felix Chen

Vi;;>)://:V^:v^i:V^^ demonstration

;^^v^^v/^^i;:^^^•:^^ Bois

Jj Letters—
Promote
safety
We want to promote safe-

ty and enjoyment for all peo-

ple attending this year's

Spring Events/Area Shows.

With this in mind, the
consumption of alcoholic

beverages at the five out-

door concerts will be limited

to individuals who are of

legal drinking age. Concert
protocol will be observed:

beer balls, kegs, large-

volume containers and glass

will be prohibited.

It is unlawful for persons
who are under the legal

drinking age to transport or

to carry alcohol. Positive

photo identification will be

Ice cream
by BART'S

required.

We hope that you enjoy

the shows!

Student-Staff Steering
Committee 1986 Spring
Events Area Shows

Personal
response

I feel the need to respond

in my own personal way to

a rally which took place a

few weeks ago. This rally

was a very frightening ex-

perience for me. The
speaker at this rally was a

man who was known as an
anti-gay psychologist, and
who considered himself to

be an expert on
homosexualitv.

The hatred and inhumane
atrocities which he was
speaking of were directly

meant to oppress all gays

and lesbians. I felt the need

to stand in solidarity with

my friends that morning

and in peaceful, non-violent

ways protest all that he was

saying. After the rally I

walked away feeling deeply

affected, but mostly afraid

of what I witnessed.

My fear is that there are

many people such as this

one, who carry with them
the same hatred and
bigotry. I believe though
that through our coming
together to fight off such

vicious lies we can raise our

voices louder than his, and
put an end to oppression

once and for all.

Lisa Gonyea
Amherst

Night S&tt 6t C^^ Center 10th floor

9 00- 1 .00 am''?^5|f;^t*v;Big;^

sponsored by residentiM'eC!tt(:att<jftV-tt>^.^^.'^. F'etd House.

Baker House. Ch3dbouPr(&il^l^jwi,\^£?yyi*-^.buse. Orchard

Hid Area Government . :\-;}:\^:^^-;>:i:\:y^^}:0:':-^

m

Now Hiring

Assistant Subscription

Manager
The Massachusetts
Daily Collegian

Come down and apply at the

Collegian Office,

113 Campus Center

Eku (Bavarian light) 6 pk $3.70

Swinkles (Dutch) 6 pk. $2.95

Moosehead 6 pk. $3.70

Ballantine 12 pk. $3.65

Busch suitcase $9.75

WINE

1985 DeBoeuf Beaujolais Villages $5.49

Fillpetti Asti Spumante $3.79

WINE COOLERS

Quenchette (imported French)

Passion Fruit, Strawberry, Peach 4 pk. $3.75

Sun Country, Calvin Cooler. . . all flavors. . . $3.29

LIQUOR

Spirit Haus Vodka 1 .75 liter $9.95

Rte 9 East 338 College Street

253-5384

of Hadley

presents the

Grand Opening of

Our Lounge

"the area's newest night club"

Opening April 11th and 12th

featuring

Best in Dancing Music

Open Fri & Sat 10:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.

Complimentary B-B-Q Chicken Wings

Come and Relax and Enjoy the

Weekend with Us!

Rte 9 Hadley
Open 7 Days Lunch & Dinner Hours: Sun - Thurs 11-10 - Fri & Sat 11-1 am

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mon - Thurs $6.95, 5-8:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 1 1 ;30 - 3 Full Liquor License

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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Human fears and phobias
Have you ever noticed how fears and

phobias seem to rule our lives? I'm not talk-

ing about fear of death, war, or anything
like that. The fears I'm talking about are

the little petty ones that keep us apart from
one another.

For instance, why is it that in a movie
theater, classroom, or Dining Commons,
people insist on sitting as far apart from
one another as humanly possible? It's as

if a single person fills an entire row of seats.

How many times have you seen people

walking in circles looking for a table at the

E>C? And usually, right in front there is a

huge table with only one person on it.

This phobia w(»rks both ways, though.

The person sitting alone is praying to god
that nobody joins him/her. If by some
miracle strangers do sit together, tense

silence is the rule. The click of forks on
plates is the only thing ever heard.

A similar phenomenon can be observed

in a men's bathroom. Only every other

urinal is used. I've seen men at the verge
of urinating in their pants who refuse to

stand near someone else.

Once it is your turn, you stand with eyes

forward as you blindly fumble for your zip-

per. Looking down is always a no-no. Ifyou
do then people might think you're gay.

which has nothing to do with it.

On the more serious side we have the peo-

ple who are terrified of failure. These are

the people who study 20 hours a day on a

regular basis. On your Hoor. they'll be the

ones whose names you can never quite

remember. These people never experience

the more enjoyable side of college life. A
bad grade would mean a disapproving stare

Herb Ramy

from a mother or father, and to them
nothing could be worse. Sadly, parents

never realize what they are doing to their

own children.

Then we have the people whose main fear

IS not belonging to the group. This fear

causes some to drmk to the point of

vomiting, or others to take enough drugs

to fry their brains. It doesn't matter that

they don't want to. Fear of being alone is

enough to drive these people to almost

anything.

Possibly worst of all are the ones who un-

afraid to be happy. They walk around with

angry or sad looks on their faces. A favorite

pastime for these people is watching soap

operas. For them it's Iwtter to watch so

meone else's misery on the television than
to experience some happiness of their very

own.
For the most part the things I've spoken

of may seem to be light in nature. To a

point I agree that they are. but I also

believe that they are quite real. If we can't

conquer these minor fears, then how can

we fare any better when confronted by ma-
jor ones. I guess the first step is being will-

ing to hold out your hand to another
human being. Sometimes it will get slap-

ped, but every .so often someone will grab

it. It may not seem like much at first, but

it's a start.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.

Letters from the editor
If there's one aspect of student involve-

ment in RSOs, such as the Collegian, the

SGA. the BOG. WMUA, UPC, etc., that

merits academic credit, it's election par-

ticipation. Politics are politics, and the

same oddities, manipulations, and heart

breaking that occurs in any election race

outside the University al.'^o manifests in

UMass student group elections.

The Collegian is just completing a runofl

election with referenda, while the BOG has

ju.st completed officer's elections. In recent

weeks, many have also witnessed the SGA
and other races. Needless to say, each of the

elections produced some similar results:

haggard, academically-lapsed winners,

losers, and campaign workers, initial

resentment to perceived pre-election

political hijinks. and high expectations on

the part of everyone of the new office

holders.

Fortunately, the ends usually blur and
quiet the means in student races and the

University has a large pool of dedicated,

honest, and hard working students who
will work for their constituents, whether

they hold some high office or not. The
politics we all participate in are an educa-

tion not to be forgotten.

• ••
UMass professional workers are keeping

a low profile before they vote for no union,

a Massachusetts Teachers Association

union, or an Office and Professional

Employees International Union this Thurs-

day. MTA and OPEIU organizers, however,

are stealthily making a case for their own
unions, while trying to debunk the other's

claims.

Union issues include: amount of union

dues, current representational makeup of

each union (clerical, professional, etc.), suc-

cess in negotiations, percentage of dues to

remain in local coffers, and past involve-

ment of each union with the UMass
system.

OPEIU organizers charge that MTA will

Larry Bouchie

.send a disproportionate percentage of local

dues to the state organization, that MTA
didn't succeed in their two previous

University union drives, that they rarely

bring anything to the point of arbitration,

and that MTA literature di.stibuted local-

ly is misleading.

Similarly, MTA organizers charge that

OPEIU's low dues won't deliver on OPEIU
promises, that an officer (Alan Clarke)

named in an OPEIU State Labor Relations

Board filing has requested in writing that

he not be included as an ofTicer, and that

OPEIU represents far fewer "professional"

workers than organizers have claimed.

Unions are a tough beast to get a grip on,

and this recent turmoil, though subdued,

is forcing many University workers to men-

tally wrestle with an issue that promises

much in resolution, but is exacting some

personal prices on the way.

• ••
With the advent of three successive

weekends featuring free concerts of dif-

ferent scales and the ultimate conclusion

with commencement, UMass ad-

ministrators and UMass and local police

are keeping a very close eye on the peren-

nial abuse of alcohol and other drugs. Sure-

ly, the season, the weather, the at-

mosphere, and the infiux of people from

outside the University contribute to a

revelry that cant be i<;nored. The problem

for all is somehow moderating alcohol use

to a point where everyone can enjoy

themselves in safety. The police and ad-

min.strators announce guidelines and

restrictions each year because thes witness

the utter downside to the coming weeks'

events, and alcohol most often plays a role

the accidents and abuses that inevitably

occur.

Larr\ Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's ad

dress and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters must be typewrit-

ten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column submissions should be

betwT?en 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are subject to editing for clarity and length.
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March is alive and well
The (ireat Peace March is alive and well

and marching in Nevada. Despite some
reports to the contrary and the loss of the

original support organization, (Pro Peace)

517 concerned citizens have reorganized

and are continuing to Washington D.C.

with our message of global nuclear

di.sarmament.

On March 1. 1200 marchers began our

3,235 mile trek across the country. After

marching 120 miles to Barstow, California,

Pro Peace informed us of their intentions

to file bankruptcy. A number of .sources

reported our demise prematurely. We .spent

two and a half weeks in Barstow watcbing

our water truck, shuttle vehicles, support

vans, storage trucks, shower truck and
communica6tion equipment being
repos.sessed. We also said sad goodbyes to

half of our group.

We incorporated as The Great Peace

March Nuclear Disarmament and got of-

fice space, four school buses, food, private

vehicles and money donated to us. The
Peace Development Fund gave us a grant

for sanitation and we were able to lease a

kitchen truck, water truck, and storage

vehicles.

Our individual determination to bring

about a test ban, weapons freeze,

demilitarization of space and nuclear disar-

mament, together with the love and dona-

tions of local communities here such as Vic-

torville, Claremont, Yermo, and Barstow,

California left us no other choice but to

Evan Conroy

continue.

Our goals are to touch the hearts and
minds of people in each community we pa.ss

through, continuing our program of

creating 'Students for Nuclear Re.spon-

sibility' chapters in .schools and strengthen

the coalition of groups that support us such

as Physicians for Social Re.sponsibility,

Freeze One, The Alliance for Survival,

SANE, the Unitarian Church, local

chapters of the Quakers and Mormons as

well as many synagogues and numberous
labor unions. Our goal to save this planet

joins millions of people with diverse beliefs,

and we're crying out for an end to the

madness of the arms race.

As a resident of Belchertown, I am pro

ud to say Ma.ssachusetts is the third mo.st

represented state in this group. I hope our

peaceful community will continue to sup-

port the Great Peace March and it's vision

of global nuclear disarmament.
If you would like to support our vision,

UMass Peacemakers are sponsoring a

12-mile walk to benefit the Great Peace

March tomorrow. Call 545-2661 for more
info.

Evan Conroy is a UMass student par-

ticipating in the Great Peace March.

lue vt/n«,«M.*/4. welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissionb. Submissions should

be mailed to the Executive Editor at the Collegian , 113 Campus Center, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma.ss. 01003, or they can be dropped off at the Collegian in

the basement of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received, individual replies

cannot be made.
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De Palma trys his hand at comedy with Wise Guys
Wise Guys Directed by Brian DePalma Starring:

Danny Devito and Joe Piscopo

By JEROME STERN
Collegian Correspondent

Brian Dv Palma is back, and he's done something a lit-

tle different this time. The name of the film is Wise Guys

and there are no chainsaws, drills, or razor blades -just

great comedy.

Danny Devito and Joe Piscopo are Harry V'alentini and

Moe Dickstein, best friends and neighbors who work for

the Mafia in Newark N.J. Harry is given all the impor-

tant jobs like buying the boss' tropical fish and starting

the car every morning just in case it's wired with ex-

plosives. Moe is a nice Jewish guy who lives with his

mother and swears to be "'the Jackie Robinson of organiz-

ed crime."
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Summer Fall Spring

WASHINGTON
OR
LONDON

INTERNSHIPS!

OXFORD ^"i^"

Full Academic Years In

• Oxford University
• L.S.E.
• St. Andrews. Scotland

U.S. credits will be transferred

through Hampden-Sydney
College, founded in Virginia by

James Madison in 1776.

Graduate work is an option.

The Director of Studies for the

Center for Quality Education
Abroad (in Britain) is the Rt.

Hon. The Lord Beloff, D.Litt.

(Oxoa), Fellow of the British

Academy, Professor Emeritus

of Government and Fellow of

All Souls, Oxford.'' imiiiiimimiiiiimiimi

INQUIRIES TO:

JANET KOLLEK,
J.D..

Admissions
Director

CQEA/ Wise,

Rm53, 158
W. 81 St.,

NY, NY, 1CX)24.

(212-724-0804/
724-0136).

(EO/AA) „

I he Applf

Miicintosh

Do you have

one of

these'^

, r'' ''^"^

VVi: HAM AN APPI i:

LASKRWRHIK FOR ^()l :

IHE APPLE LASERWRITER,

PRINT OUT YOUR DISK ON OUR LASFR PRINTER

THE PAPER HOUSE , INC.

55 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST

(NEXT TO BELL'S PIZZA)

549-5656

Tocether. thrv get into plenty of trouble, especially

when they bet the boss' money on the wrong horse at the

racetracks. Some strange characters come after them, in-

cluding Captain Lou Albano, with greased back hair and

food hanging out of his mouth.

Watching this film you'll be reminded, not only of Tin'

Godfather, but Pope of Greenwich Villaf^e and Pnzzi's

Honor as well. One would expect that audiences have

become tired of films about the Mafia, but Devito and

Piscopo play off of each other perfectly, and always keep

the film fresh and original.

These actors do not merely react to the craziness around

them, they create it. Danny Devito has the funniest facial

expressions to come along in a while and Joe Piscopo's

N.J. accent brings back memories of that old Saturday

Night Live skit: "Are you from Joisey? I'm from Joisey."

But it would be misleading to say that Wise Guys is pure

comedy. After all, it's a Brian De Palma film. This is the

man who poured pigs blood on Sissy Spacek and made
Al Pacino into a crazy Cuban, so there's a good amount
of suspense, violence, and .strong language to keep his fans

happy.

Best of all are the two partners. Everything they do

works, and every line is a gem.

New director Herek
spoofs sci-fi films

with his Critters
Critters Starring Dee Wallace Stone, and Billy

Green Bush Directed by Stephen Herek

By JIM COLE
Collegian Correspondent

Critters rips offjust about every science fiction film from
Alien to Gremlins. But it's done so well and with .such self

parody, that it works.

Furr>' bowling balls with teeth called Krites escape from
a prison asteroid and land in rural Kansas. They im-

mediately .start gobbling up the town, preying mostly on .

a typical" farm family, played by Billy Green Bush, and

Dee W'allace Stone (of E.T. fame). Even their son (Scott

Grimes), who is rather good with homemade explosives,

,can't do it all by himself Help arrives, however, as two

'alien bounty hunters land with enough weapons to insure

that the Krites are destroyed, as well as most of the town.

When they join forces with the family, the climax is

literally explosive.

Critters is clearly a B Movie, but in the hands of first

time director Stephen Herek. it has a gieat comic tone

which never goes as far as slap.stick. Besides the humor,

there are quite a few scales and surprises as well. The

ca.st is perfect. Billy Green Bush looks exactly like a gruff

farmer. Dee Wallace Stone plays her panicked mom
routine that she did .so well in Cujo. and Don Opper has

fun as the town drunk who receives alien transmissions

through fillings in his teeth.

Critters has a gieat 1950's tone; the malevolent aliens

attacking earth, as well as spoofs ofjust about every sci-

fi film in recent vears. Basically, it's a lot of fun.

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Once again it's the dry season at the malls. Those who
wish to quench their cinematic thirst really don't have

a lot to choose from.

I'm a sucker for any action adventure/fantasy, but I'm

sorry to say that Ridley Scott's Legend, is really best

forgotten. These types of hero journeys have been enter

taining folks since God was a kid but Hollywood .seems

to have run out of ideas about the genre. Scott, who has

directed some very striking and rivteting films such as

Bladerunner and Alien, creates a film that is visually

beautiful and interesting to watch but at the same time

emotionally flat.

Weekend Best Bets: Wiseguys starring Joe Piscopo and

Danny DeVito as a couple of low level functionaries in

the New Jersey mob is a pretty funny comedy directed

by Brian (kill-em-with powertools) DePalma. (See review

on page 8)

Utu is a New Zealand film that's at the Mountain Farms

Theatre of all places. This movie is probably the best

western ever put on film, it has absolutely everything.

Utu has murderously restless natives, victimized

homesteaders, horses, guns, brutal nonstop violence,

cultural conflict with the white man's world, passionate

men and women, the cavalry and a whole cast of

characters .seeking revenge. Briefly put the story is about

a New Zealand native who deserts the white man's army
after it destroys his village and who then goes on to build

an army of natives to destroy the white men.

The action sequences are suspenseful and well-

coordinated. The film moves quickly from one scene of

brutal violence to the next. The story has a mean quality

that comes from its basis in historical fact which makes

the audience uneasy. We're un.sure of what will happen

from one moment to the next in this non formula film.

Please don't mistake this film for the senseless comman-
do movies we've been subjected to this year, i'tu (which

means revenge) is an intricate and intellectually

sophisticated movie that examines the endless thirst for

violence and the affects of cycles of violence. Its characters

are very real and complex. Distant narrative strands come
together to weave a sweeping storyline. Utu doesn't make
judgements about its characters, all are tainted by their

need for revenge. The movie is entertaining and thought-

provoking and even delivers a few laughs. See it this week
becau.se it will probably go away next Friday.

The Trip to Bountiful stars Geraldine Page as Carrie

Watts, a woman determined to escape from her son and

daughter-in-law so that she can see her childhood home
before she dies. This is a wonderfully touching film that

will leave Northampton's Pleasant Street Theatre after

Tuesday April 29. See it before it goes.

Kevin Kline and Sissy Spacek star as high
school sweethearts reunited in Violets are Blue,

which will begin a run at the Hampshire 6

Theater in Hadley tomorrow.

Five College

playwrights

debut works

The Hampshire College

Theatre will present its

New Play Festival, a col-

lection of plays written,

directed and performed by

Five College .students.

The festival originated

in an attempt to give stu

dent playwrights the op-

portunity to see their plays

performed and to unders

land the workings of live

theater. An open critique

will follow each set of

plays.

The second set of plays

will be performed tomor-

row and Sunday at 2 p.m.

and will be held on the

Mainstage Theatre, Family

Dickinson Hall at Hamp
shire College. There is no
admission charge.

1
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Summer Employment
We are looking for interviewers to do

Marketing Research by telephone as a

permanent part-time position

throughout the summer and school

year. Flexible evening and weekend
hours. Must work a minimum of 17-20

hours per week. No selling. No ex-

perience necessary, we train. Call

549-7235 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Mon-
Fri to schedule an appointment. Make
your summer plans now'

POEMS
WANTED
M a)or anthology now seeks poems: love, nature,

haiku, song lyrics, reflective, free verse, religious

— all types! Beginners are welcome! Our editors

will reply within 7 days.

Send ONE POEM ONLY, 21 lines or less, to:

WORLD OF POETRY PRESS
Dept. AP • 2431 Stockton • Sacto., CA 95817
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What's NeWs . sPeter Pan's

New York City Service !

If you P^ New York...

You'll \V Peter Pan's Hew Low Fares!

10 trips daily to New York City from Amherst, One-Way $22.95,

Round-Trip $35.98

8 trips daily from Northampton, One-Way $21.80, Round- Trip $34.98

Peter Pan has expanded daily express service between points in New England and New
Yo!'!; City for business, shopping, or just for fun! You'll love Peter Pan's lowest fares, plus

the comfort of Peter Pan's deluxe motorcoaches,

Tou'U Love Oar Service!

V( V schedules and fare information, contact In Amherst; 256 04."^ !• In Northampton 586 1030

The People Professionals

PRJRrJRan
79 Sduth Pleasant Street. Amherst, MA
1 Roundhouse Plaza, Northampton, MA
For Charter & Tour Information

MA Toll Free 1 800 338 8995 0i:tslde MA Toll Free 1 800 628 8468
F'.icKiiR'- Kxpif-;..-. :>-rvu-(' i.s av.iilablp on all New York City schf-tlulns
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UMass choreographer premeirs

new work at faculty concert
By VICTORIA HYATT
Collegian Correspondent

The Spring Five College Faculty Dance

Concert will feature diverse and original

choreography by members of the Five Col

lege Dance Department.

The show will include ballet, modern,

jazz, as well as original music compositions.

Andrea Watkins. a member of the Univer

sity of Massachusetts Dance Department

faculty will be premiering her newest

work.

Watkins' piece, titled "Grounded on

Silence" is performed by three women and

two men, all selected from the Five College

dance community. Watkins uses the

dancers' bodies as supports for one another,

as springboards, and as sculpture, combin-

ing her love of floorwork and traveling

through space.

The title of the work was chosen as it is

to be performed in silence. Because her

"challenge would be to keep the audience

intrigued without using zippy music,"

Watkins choreographed the piece from a

kinetic (relying on body motion and

awareness) point of view rather that hav-

ing music which suggested movement.

Watkins she considers herself a

"maverick" due to the antagonism that

often exists between ballet and modern
dance. Says Watkins, "My favorite thing

to do in dance is to set a new piece.

The concert will be held tomorrow and

Sunday at Smith College and again on May

1, 2 and 3 at UMass. Tickets for the event

are $4 general admission, $3 students, and

$1 for senior citizens and are available at

Smith College Theater 14 Box Office, the

Fine Arts Center Box OfTio?, and at Datatix

Outlets.
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Shih-Ming U will perform "Solstice" by Terese Freedman in this

years' Spring Five College Faculty Dance Concert, to be held tomor-

row and Sunday at Smith College and May 1, 2 and 3 at UMass.

Tickets are available at Smith College Theater 14 Box Office and

the Fine Arts Center Box Office.

ON or OFF. . .

JOE BOXER'S THE ONE

meet him at

J»R!CH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

Z> Masonc St.. Nkythamptor, 586-6336

Mon -Sat 10-6, Thurs ti 9, Sun 12-5

photo by Stephen Petegorsky

LIQUORS
Main St. Downtown Amherst 263 5441

Busch 12 oz. suitcase $9.95 case + dep.

Bud. Coors, Lite $11 .99 Case + dep.

Heinekens, Amstel, Moosehead, Dab $3.99 6 pk. -f dep.

Ballantine Beer 12 pack cans $3.40 -^ dep.

Narragansett 16 oz. cans $2.50 6 pk. -•- dep.

Almaden Mt. Wines $3.99 1.5 Liter

Jug Wine: Chablis, Rose, Burgundy $4.99 4 L

Champagnes $2.99 and up 750 ml.

Vodka or Gin 80° $8.99 1 75 liter

TOC

LIVE MUSIC

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

^"^ STUART
CUNNINGHAM

A'Z(o

9:00 P.M.- CLOSE
NEXT
WEEK!

cuMW CHf^m. rt»: AfVE/w(') /Vk. v^it, /» ,-t:»KnJ/(:arcc

BLACK AFFAIRS

Photo h\ Chris llHrdin

Luther "Guitar Jr.'* Johnson plays the blues for a packed audience in the Cape Cod
Lounge recently.

ealingpla((^

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop & Shop)
Rte 9 • Hadley Amherst

256-6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN THURS
OPEN 24 HOURS

EUROPE ^> CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One RocketeMer Plaza

New York. N Y 10020
Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail Ihto ad lor SpKlal
Student/ Teacher Tariff.

: MENTAL ' LEASE PURCHASE

Rebels bombed in Afghanistan
ISLAMABAD. Pakistan

(AP)—Waves of Soviet and
Afghan warplanes today

blasted guerrilla positions

in southeastern
Afghanistan, and com-
manders of the Moslem
guerrillas said they v^-ere

forced back with heavy-

losses.

"This is the worst fighting

we've ever seen. The air at-

tacks are terrible." Rahim
Wardak, a top commander

of the National Islamic

Front of Afghanistan, one of

the guerrilla groups, told

the Associated Press.

Guerrilla leaders said

about 10,000 Soviet and
Afghan troops aupported by
tanks and artillery were at-

tacking rebel positions in

Pakitia province, where the

guerrillas have important

supply routes to neighbor-

mg Paki.stan.

The guerrilla leaders con-

firmed that a major guer-

rilla base at Zhawar was
overrun and destroyed
earlier this week by the

Soviet and Afghan forces.

Wardak, who returned

from Paktia today, said

heavy fighting now was con-

centrated around the main
government-held town of

Khost, and the guerrillas

were expecting new attacks

at any time.

Wardak said Soviet and

Afghan SU-22 jet bombers
and MiG-21 and MiG-23 jet

fighterbombers were
raiding guerrilla positions

around the clock. He said it

was the first time Soviet air-

craft, were conducting major
bombing missions at night.

•••••••••••••••^^•••••••••••4
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JWorkout FREE For One Month! J

* at

J
THE BODY SHOP

4-

J Fitness Center

4- Sign up for a Fall membership NOW ^

J
and get May 1 18 FREE!

Ik- Here's what you get:
4-

1^ • 16 Hydra- Fitness machines to work every muscle ^
• 9 Stationary Bicycles »
• 2 Rowing Machines

^ • Nordic Trac Ski Training Machine 4-

^ • Mirrors

• Stereo

4-

4-

1

4- ALL FOR OUR LOW SEMESTER
MEMBERSHIP FEE OF $45' 4-

4-

4-Sign up TODAY at our convenient

JON-CAMPUS LOCATION;
4>

1*-

jTHE BODY shop:
J FITNESS CENTER 4-

4-

*• Totman Gymnasium (basement) 4-

J Hours; M F 7;30 9;00 am

J 1100-1.00 pm

4-

4-

]4.

Tk 3;00-9;00 pm 4-

J OPEN TO ALL UMASS
4-

I UNDERGRADUATES 4-

4-

J GRADUATES, FACULTY
1 AND STAFF
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10 B.U. protesters arrested
BOSTON, (AF»—Ten protesters were ar-

rested at Boston University yesterday after

they tried to prevent the dismantling of a

shanty intended to protest apartheid in

South Africa, city police said.

The five men and five women belonged

to a group called the Southern Africa Task

Force, which has been urging the univer-

sity to divest of its holdings in companies

doing business in racially separated South

Africa.

"We attempted today to build a shan-

tytown and show our repugnance for

what's going on in South Africa," said

Christina Davis, 19, a spokeswoman for the

task force.

"We're Boston University students and

we feel we have a right to express our opi-

nions," said Davis, a freshman from

Bedford.

The protesters had assembled a few
boards in the symbolic shanty outside the

student union building on Commonwealth
Avenue when they were told by an official

of the student union that they had to

dismantle it.

When they refused, the dean of student

life, Ronald L. Carter, arrived and told the

group to remove the shanty.

At the same time, seven members of the

campus police arrived. When two members
of the university's building and grounds
crew attempted to remove the shanty, the

students formed a human chain around the

structure, and police moved in. Carter said.

"I came down when I heard they were
unloading lumber. Our plan was, if they in-

terfered with the removal, that arrest was
the only option," campus police Capt.

Steven Devlin said.

Registration begins April 22e
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SPECIALS
2 7oz.

Rolling Rock bottles

$.99

Anisette $.99

AMHERST

Start your weekend off right

with a bit to eat at Mike's

Friday's Smorgasboard

from 4:30 on

Hundreds of

Courses

and Workshops

in Two Sessions.

First session

starts June 3.

Second session

starts July I S.

S U M E R

S E S S I O

For a free, deUiled caUlog, call 141-2414.

Division of

Continuing

Education,

University

Library
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SPRING FEVER
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Moin St., Amherst 250-0361 Moo.- Sot. 9-5.00
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REMT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks a Vans Also AvaMabtc

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

REMEMBER'

Every Sunday is Taco Day.

Get 3 for the price of 2!

TACOVILLA
...Offering Quality

M*Mican Foods

NORTHAMPTON
,1 CENTER ST

Bring Vow Otin

Bef or W'ne

AMHERST
!• BOlTWOOn WALK

Beer i <f»"^e

*yer\ed

SPRINGFIELD
749 SUMNER AVE

Bring four 0*in

Beer or Wine

Beer of the Month

Molson $1.25

Fleishman's
and

Ginger

$1.00

all the time

Drink of the Week

Schnapps - B.B. Shotz $1.00

Rootbeer, Blackberry, Cherry Cola

Raspberry, White Chocolate

Proper I.D. Required

35 EAST PLEASANT,
AMHERST, MA 01002

r)eLano§
s«^

For an Old Fashioned

New England Breakfast
Sunday 10:00 to 1:00

Serving: Eggs Benedict Eggs Picante French Toast

Eggs Commodore Pancakes Eggs cooked to

Build your own Omelettes order

Make your meal complete wiin

Our Famous Bloody Mary
57 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst

What Does Osco Drug
Have For You? j

• Hands-On Management Experience!

• Genuine Growth!

• An Excellent Career!

You're finishing school and looking for the company and the

opportunity to turn your education into a successful career

in retail management. Look to Osco. We're the nation's

fastest growing retail drug chain. And, we're a progressive

and diverse company with a challenging promotion-from-

within policy.

Our Management Trainee f gram offers you valuable mer-

chandising experience and the development of supervisory

and leadership skiHs.

Experience growth at Osco Drug. All majors are welcome.

If you are interested in a Retail Management career in the

Metropolitan Boston/New Hampshire area, please contact:

Director of College Recruiting, OSCO DRUG, INC., 1818

Swift Drive, Oak Brook, Illinois 60521. We are an equal op-

portunity employer m/f.
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON

4VK
NAW HE'S

Pf^(^^^' OUTOFIT

HB'9 BeeN ON THAT 2CM3IB
Pfie>JB FOR. IAJeeK5. tmouoh.
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lIMBBaFORBHe \ _.p^
R£ALiy5HAK£5IT.
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' KNOCKS

The Kongs at home

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited b\ Irudt- Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
t Wim 26 Do*ri

Marva'd to JFK
5 Salary increase

10 Look after

14 AwkMard or>e

15 Downy duck

16 Section of land

17 Mine access
1

8

More at liberty

19 Unlucky

numOe'
Roman style

20 Tax receipts

22 Trembling trees

24 Units Ot

bngntness

25 Relative o( etc

26 Bungle

29 Ocean routes

33 Tropical bird

34 M.sptay

36 G'Owmg
Outward

37 Stadium section

39 Tasty

4' Ornamental

Dutton

. Feminine

suffixes

44 Tne - of

Araby

46 Orange additive

47 Proclaims again

49 One *no
salutes

old style

51 Generations

52 Outer edges
53 Any - can play

56 Italian magis-

trates ot old

60 Indigo plant

61 Cancel

63 Bashkir border
river

64 Maine symbol

65 Po River City

66 Anagram o'

11 Down
67 Summers

on the

Riviera

68 Wound up
69 Breered along

DOWN
1 Jewish month

2 Rich sou'ce

3 oxxvii doubled

4 Bea
bridesmaid

5 Oetate team
members

6 Buenos —
' Date in the ute

ot a Roma"
8 Observe
9 Misprints

10 Revenue
producers

11 Pan of HOMES
12 German

negative

1

3

Speaker s place

21 Karnak s river

23 White elephant

event

25 Very strange

26 See i Across
27 Converge
28 Cuts calories

29 Jr s -to-t)e

30 Relating to

ptace of birth

31 Musical
composition

32 Passover "leai

35 Tears down
38 Puts aside once

more
40 Stock earning

43 Wise one
45 Glacial ridge

48 Taperirvg

50 What
candidates

address

52 Wofkmg woman
Of WWII

53 Scruti

54 Regiment

55 Location of

2 Down
56 Cowpoke s pal

57 Jourr^ey

58 Rhine feeder

59 Bob lotiower

62 Proceed swiftly

NHl N j]
nmo;o;sjj
M E N I A'

eMe t R
I c sMI

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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Collegian notice:

Nexl year's editorial page editor is ... no, ncxl

years CO-EDITORIAL PAGE EDITORS arc ...

Rob Skelton
AND

William %po\T\\

CONGRATS TO BOTH...

/uvv.vvv^iV^^AnA^r.v^.^.vvvvv^v^rt/^%^^J^^vvvvv^

Menul

^^vw^va%a^v^wa^va%%vaVu%aaa%%vjvaw

Weather

GORDY BY GORDE

see z-Bke, \h<th see zBKe,^tW
HIS CHfiit^-SA^- SEE c/^Aiio-SAvo, my To

(^iLL Jeef! /^^/p jo^a/.

Today's 57t>RY....

\fJHO D^AU>/S A CatAIC S^KRiP
/^O Vt3c irJAhNfi BE 'Ki IT.

8i>Y HIM urs of: seenf

L I \

•

• Today: Spring returns, sunny with highs

S in the 70s. Tonight: Chilly, lows in the

J 40s. Tomorrow: Partly sunny, high of

• about 65.
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Season on the line for
Gazelles this weekend
Bv JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

The smooth road to the

playoffs has become bumpy
and may close this weekend
as the fifth-ranked Univer-

sity of Massachusetts
women's lacrosse team
must win both of its remain-

ing games, playing at Tem-
ple University on Saturday

and at Rutgers University

on Sunday.
Scoring with no time re-

maining Wednesday,
eighth-ranked Dartmouth
College's heartbreaking
11 10 victor>' over the fifth-

ranked University of

Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team placed the

Gazelles' NCAA tourna-

ment hopes in jeoparody.

"Our only chance for the

NCAA tournament is to

upset Temple," UMass head

.coach Pam Hixon said.

As the playoff picture

stands, four teams will be

selected to the ECAC tour-

nament with the winner ex-

pected to advance to the

NCAA tournament (there

are no automatic NCAA
tournament bids).

Hixon said that fourth-

ranked University of New
Hampshire, eigth-ranked

Dartmouth and Loyola
University (tied for fifth

with the Gazelles) appear

headed for the ECAC's with

either UMass or tenth-

ranked Harvard University

getting the final spot. She
said that as things stand,

win or lose against Temple,

the final selection will pro-

bably be contingent on how
well Harvard does in its

final weekend.
"Harvard is the key to the

puzzle. " she said. "We need
Dartmouth to beat Harvard
and Lovola to beat Harvard

for us to have a good chance
to get in to the ECACs. But
ifyou look at the polls we're

right there so we'll just see

what happens."
On Saturday, the Gazelles

run up against third-ranked

Temple. The 13-2 Owls
boast two high-scoring at-

tackmen in senior Kathleen
Barrett (54 goals. 17 assists)

and sophomore Gail Cumm-
ings (53, 17). With losses to

top-ranked Penn State (13-6)

and University of Virginia

(11-10 in four overtimes).

Temple should be very

tough to beat.

Still. Hixon thinks her

team has as good a shot as

anyone.
"We've been playing very

well- its not like we've been

getting our doors blown off,"

Hixon said of her team's re-

cent consecutive losses.

"Now we can go into Tem-
ple with no pressure."

-k baseball wins-
The Minutemen scored their final three

runs in the seventh as the Chiefs made two

more big errors and a Chris Mayhew wild

pitch.

'W^e got some solid defense," Bergquist

said. "I was very pleased with (Gary)

DiSarcina's play at shortstop and O'Con-

ner made some nice plays at third, too.

Now, the Minutemen hit the road this

weekend with a chance to make their

record a winning one. "We put it all

together today." Bergquist said. "It's a

shame we had to do it against Springfield,

but I'd rather win."

Minuteman Mutterings: Pitcher Chris

Slattery has been kicked off the team for

* Softball
playoff spots.

UMass split with both Rutgers and
Temple, and will face URI in a home
doubleheader on Tuesday. Because an
earlier meeting between the

Minutewomen and URI was rained out.

both games will count toward the con-

ference standings, meaning a sweep on
Tuesday would be beneficial as well.

The Adelphi doubleheader has regional

implications for the Minutewomen.
Adelphi (16-15-1) is ranked third in the

Northeast behind the Universitv of Con-
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"academic negligence," according to Berg-

quist. The freshman lefthander had a 1-2

record and a 2.73 earned run average. .

.Sheran's homer extended his hitting

streak to 16 games. . .Steve Kern ran his

to 12 with a first inning single and Cimini's

triple brought his to eight. . .Excluding pit-

chers, more than half of the Minutemen
(nine of 15) are batting .299 or over. .

.Despite an O-for-2 performance, Zerner re-

mains the team leader at .418. . .The

Minutemen turned a rare pitcher-

shortstop-catcher double play in the fourth

inning to halt a would-be Springfield ral-

ly. . .The UMass record at Lorden Field is

now 11-4.

continued from page 16

necticut (22-13-1) and UMass. Since the

A-10 no longer has an automatic bid to the

NCAA national tournament, the only real

chance the Minutewomen have of making

the national tourney is to finish the

season in the top spot.

The Minutewomen swept Adelphi
earlier this season at Garden City. Long
Island. 1-0 in 12 innings, and 3-6 in the

nightcap. The pitching was spai'kling in

that doubleheader, as senior Lynn
Stockley threw a three-hitter and
sophomore Lisa Rever tossed a five-hitter.

.!• • « HOT
ROAST BEEF

^j^j', SANDWICHES

n 2m - 2 am 7 davs<< '

253 7018

50 Main St. Amherst, MA

Open from 11-2 am
to make you happy

I
Valuable Coupon

{ Buy 1 Large Burger

I

I

}

Get1

FREE
I with this coupon

I expires Sun. April 27, 1986 j

I iddil)'.

Union life

fear after,
year, semester
. after semester,

the colk'i.T |)lan Innii Fklelitv I'nMHi IJle
has ht'en the most aiceptrd. must popular lift- in>uranie
program <»n campuses all u\er .Vmerica.F'ind out wh>.

Ronald J. Nathan Agency
(all the Fidtlitx Inion l-ile 20 Gatehouse Rd..
Field .Associate in \our area: Amherst. MA

Tel: 256-8351

FOUR SEASONS'
RT9HADLEY 584-8174

CASE SPECIALS

BUSCH $8.99

BUD & BUD LIGHT $10.99

LABATTS $11.99

SWINKLES $11.99

KRONENBOURG $14.99

STROHS super case 30 pk $11.50

UTICA CLUB case $6.99

SIX-PACK SPECIALS
FALSTAFF 6 pk $2.30

SWINKLES 6 pk $2.99

BUSCH 6 pk $3.15

KRAKUS 6 pk $3.50

LABATTS BEER or ALE 6 pk $3.50

KRONENBORG 6 pk $3.99

GROLSCH 6 pk $3.99

WURZBURGER MAY BOK 6 pk $4.99

LIQUORS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $8.99

FOUR SEASONS RUM 1.75 $10.99

EL GRAN MATADOR TEQUILLA. . 750 ml. . $6.99

WINE COOLERS
All flavors imaginable $3.69 4 pk

Kegs?! We got em. All kinds, lowest prices In

town. We deliver. Mastercard or Visa accepted
for deposit.

Four Seasons - the place to go when you're go-
ing for more than one.

Four Seasons is located on Rt 9 just past

Burger King

ir Gorillas vs. Army- continued from page 16 if the waiting game'
On defense, Army will quite simply try

and kick UMass" butts. They'll check hard,

play a man-to-man pressure defense and a
few zones thrown in for variety, but basical-

ly Army will just be hardnosed and make
UMass fight for every goal.

On attack, junior All-American Tom Car-

mean continued to scale the UMass career

lists. This season, he has 29-15-44 numbers
and is UMass' most consistent threat. He
joins junior Greg Cannella (17-14-31 ) and
sophomore Kelley Carr (16-8-24) as one of

the most potent attacks in the nation, when
they're shooting well.

In the last few games, that trio has tend-

ed to disappear when the goings got tough.

UMass has gone into its "two-pass, one
shot," offense in key situations and that

has resulted in missed chances.

"We've got to be patient," stressed

Garber. "In the first half against Harvard
(when UMass led 8-3). we did eveything

right. Then we slowed down and let them
catch us. We can't afford to do that again.st

the next few teams we face."

After Army, UMass will face Dartmouth
on the road (a sure win) before facing

seventh-ranked Rutgers in New Jersey and

at second-ranked Syracuse.
Beat Army and the win at hapless Dart

mouth will make UMass 10-1. All they
would need is decent showings at Rutgers
and Syracuse to make the playoffs. Lo.se to

Army and UMass needs wins on the road
to make it, a tough task.

"We're going to be flying," said Aldrich.

"We're as ready as we'll ever be. There's
no reason not to be. This is the game of our
lives so far, hopefully this will lead to

something bigger."

Gorilla Grumblings: NESN will cover
the game on a tape-delayed basis. . .Garber
said that Greg Fisk's illegal stick, which
drew him a potentially-costly penalty in

the last minute of the Harvard game, will

be at the legal width. . .Fans have been
wearing red at the games lately, most with
lacrosse t-shirts that say 'Kick Ass
UMass " on the back, w hich will be sold at

the game. . Garber is still suffering from
bronchial pneumionia. but said with a
wheeze that it would take more than that

to make him miss the game, the 386th he
will coach at UMass. Army beat UMass
11-9 last year, scoring five final period
goals.

seniorlyou'Il have a chance
to experience something
like this. Don't take a

chance and miss the game,
thinking you'll get another
chance next season, for

nothing is a sure bet in

sports.

Win or lose, 30 players

and coaches will have given

the game their best shot.

This game means a lot to

them. Lacrosse isn't like

baseball, football or basket-

ball where you can hope for

a professional career. These
players are in school to

study and are playing
lacrosse for fun, that's right,

fun. There isn't a lot of fun

left in sports anymore with
all the drug testing,

cheating and high-salaried

players moaning for even
more money. This game will

be fun and played for, as

hokev as it sounds, the

chance to compete and see

who's best.

In the grand scheme of

things, lacrosse isn't that

important. Sports isn't the

end of the world by any
means. Watching ten guys
run around a field trying to

put a while plastic ball into

continued from page 16

a six-by-six net isn't going to

get any of us anywhere, but
we'll have a good time doing
it.

So go to Boyden Field. The
Big Game is here. UMass
vs. the Army. I can't
guarantee a good game, ju.st

that you could sometime
wish vou can gone.

L
UMass Schedule:
Today:

Men's Track: at Penn Relays

Saturday:

Men's Lacrosse: Army, Boyden Field, 1 p.m.

Women's Softball: St. Joseph's (2), NOPE Field. 1 p m

Baseball: at Rutgers (2), noon.

Women's Lacrosse: at Temple, 1 p.m.

Men's Tennis: Providence, Boyden Courts, noon.

Rugby: Mystic River, Lower Boyden Field, 1 p.m.

Sunday:
Softball: Adelphi (2). NOPE Field, 1 p m
Baseball: at Rutgers. 1 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse: at Rutgers, 1 p.m.

Women's Track: at Fitchburg State, 10 am

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8 46 3 46 Men Thurs 8 46 2 30 Fn • Deadl«ne is 2 days pno,- to publication day

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

ACTivrriEs

Thai .Aiiian International StudrnI
ANHoriatiiin invites everyone to aa Spnng
Dance Friday. April 2S 8 pm tree admsston
and drinks 163 CC

At UIO

Multi Trark i'asHettr Krrordrr Yamatia

MT 44 $M0 00 must sell 546 7874 SO

Al'TO Ff>R SALE

l<«8() (i«ir Halrhbark 63 000 miles

AW FM great mileage very depefidat>te

2S3 2204

neighbo'tiood Non smokers pi

month 549 0306

We want >i>Mr Iranr tor PuWon 2
l)edroom call anytime 6 5505 or 6 5603

Sainner rental Mam St downtown
Amtierst accessil>le to every r>e«d 2nd fl apt
room furnished move right in you pay your
own long distance calls $4S0 includes 3
rrxinths rent and etectric Ideal for graduate
or otder students, femate prefered call

253 3S3D evenings keep trying days Erm
253 2446

*I30 lor more mlo. Jay 549 7379

HELP WANTED

XtTi Merrurv <°apri good conditiort 4 ipd
new brakes $1400 call 256 8404

77 VW Kabbit. brown A'T ruiw well,

great stereo $1300 584 2700 « 4074

1983 fovota ( orolla Liftbarli aTsToOO
miles »5i00 548 9404

19H0 llatsun I'l »1750 548 9404

1976 VW Run great t>ody intenor. n«w ex-

haust brakes $2150 256 8484

(hew Van looks good, runs good, lots of

sapce. stereo. $400. Wtke 549.0385

1972 V.W. Superbeelle excenent condi-

tion' New clutch Great body. Call Anne
256 1700 ($1200 I

7H SubanTFi:. 49k, blue. 5 spd, great

stereo cassette, no rust $1550 call Jack

549 1434

iionda CM 4.50 only 6.500 miles Excellent

cond new batt tuned up includes 2 tietmets

asking $975 call 5490331 must sell

76 I'lvmiiuth Volare good condition, new
trans, 2 new tires mus' w $850 256 6281

197.1 Buirk t entur> 350 2BBL V 8 funs

like a top New paint rehuiH rarti AC and

mote BO over $400 Brian 6654148

CAN YOl' WRITE? _
Interested in JournaliMn? It's never to

late 'o starti Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England You can wnte

about Sports, News Editorial Black Af

lairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues Whatever your interests write about

It today in the Collegian We build careers

Two bedroom apt in Noitbwood summr
sut><et w'faH opt tuH kitchen, air cond and
more Only 380 per month call Joe 665 7508

Kitomo close to I'Maa* $210 irtcludes

utilities 549 1358

For rent one bedroom apt in Puffton
starting June 1 549 6396

Presideniial fall option own twdroom
$166 mo walk to campus 549.0740

2 roommatet- needed • Townehouse Apart

ments Lease starts June 1. Call Karen or

Lynda at 549 7845

Cliffside Aparlmenla two bedrooms
410 00 month All utilities ir>cluded Free

hiking swimming tennis' Call now 665 3282

2 bedroom apartment Soulhwood on bus
line, available June 1 ,

phone 253 7601 Call

after 3 30 pm

t«i sublet «'i - R/31 2 bdrm apt'Sund *340
neg call e6&4223. aft 5

SpariovK .1 bedroom Sunderland hotiac.

Room for five. 525 * , txg yard, bus route

665 7186

l.(M»K N<»WRTHER:Best 3 bedroom
apt in downtown Amherst' Huge windows,
wooden floors, and more Summer sublet

w fall option Call luxury living at 256 1443

Summer. faU option 2 bedroom low rent

possible rewaro 665 7093 after 6

Two bedroom apt. good condition 130 per

mo call 266 6750

Hotel Majors: Desk clerks and auditors

wanted Accountiong or experience prefer

red Apply Howard Johnson Lodge Rte 9,

Hadtey

Painter's Helper. Full days onty Call Matt

eves 548 9315

>oun|C Ad .AKenev kicking for voiunteer

apece rep for social services client Must
twve wtieets Flexit>te ttours Call 586 2135

frf>«ernment Jobs, $16,040 $59,230 yi

Now hiring Call 1 805 687 6000 exi R 9616

for current federal hst.

College Pro Painters
• now hiring for good '

• summer |ot)s throughout
'

• New England 5 7 an hour *

• positions filling quickly
*

• come to our information *

• session to May 1 m the '

Campus Center 1 800^4 2468

Small firm in N.V. City seeks salespeople

for summer employrrwnt Salary commis-
sion Call Alan lor further info 549-4022

SprinK'Summer Jobs $4 $6/hr apply

Telefund, tMsemem Memorial Hall

JOBS: Full time /Part lime cooks, prep

cooks, dishwashers, receptionists, for busy

restaurant Summer and Fall work. Apply

Judies. Amtwrst

X)6 for schedule

Happy two year anniversary Itie

IS yet to come Get psyct>ed for ttie

4ixt two weeks I love you' JJC

• To My Teddy Beai

VouT app't IS stiM for 2 30
• remember togettier were a ctwotchie *

• wootchie ootchie crwtchie pair
'

• Love always '

• Youi Little Chootchte Face *

llappt I9lh Kirthda> Rrpo! I luv ya.

Jackie

(;RE<; COLLINS «s"ictoaiily^C»p« Lou
AllMno disguised as a skinny man

FaiHiful Habb> June 1991 OK' Hope you
can wait until ttien Love. Or K

M I H\ IMVE AIIVKNTIRK

Searrh for treasure on one iif

Mel Fisher s Treasure Ships

2 and 5 day trips

for detaits call 253 5425
between 10 11 pm

SERVKES

COINS r2i'l2.T Tetorinc $5 00 per hour
former grader consultant Alen 256 1239

TypinK. Tape Transcnplmn. Fast ac

curate Availat)te almost anytime 665 7652

Pcrfertionist Word ProressinK - $1 50

t2 00/page 25% off first |ob 549 61 78

tailer foT atteration SHAANN s at m»»

mrmd twdroom pool bus route cbeap rent

caHMS 1869 or 546 6717

2 bedrooms, lantern (nurt, Sunderland
. lent negotiable call Donna or Kim 549 7127

( hrap two bedroom Southwiiod apart-
ment lenl negotldtilp June 1 Aug 31 rail

256 1518 b46 7956

tine bedriMim apt (or summer sublet with
taH option 177 North Pleasant St Apt 8
Downtown Amtierst 256 8677 Hi Honey

t heap! Sublet w f all optmn 2 fema) rmtes
wanted to share a room in apt on t>us n
$120 mo call Siacey 6 4378 eves late

Summer room at Hntlaa* caH answering
mact>ine 253 3208

TOSVBLET
•••••••••• »••••••••••••••••••••••

STORAGE

FOR SALE

CAPE COD

West Yarmouth cottage sleeps 4 253 7436

:i bedriMim house Itennisport we need

roommates $800 per person exc. location

call Chris 256 6880

KiMimmatps wanted to share a great house

in Hyannis for the summer call 266 6789

after five

CAPE COD SUMMER JOBS

.Vpe. drum set best offer 549-7185

Electric Bass by Magnum, Fender tan
style. $170 Of BO 586 8969

(tucri Watrhes onit $:I0 Many styles for

men & women call 6 7480

(iiivernment Homes from SI (u repair).

Also delinquent tax property Call

1 805 687 6000 ext GH 9616 for mforma
tion

Ticiiets to Robin Williams for sale

665 8477

KOSK 101 Speakers 60 watts, like new,
must sell call 6 7917

(iuitar (i & \. (avilier, black, excellent

cond better than a Strat, designed by Leo
Fender himself $400, 549 0385

HEY! YD! READ!

197K (hew Malibu V6 blue good cond

$800 or best offer Mark 253 2131

LOOT

Mena Cititen «yatrh between Campus
Center and Hast)rouck bus stop Great sen

timental value * Reward ' call 549 6626 and
leave message or return watch to Info Deak

CC Concourse

I lost a pearl nerklare 4/ 16 if found please

call 546 9241

Kevs on blue Nike rhain please call

549 0320

(•old rinK RF engraved on it Special family

value must have back' No questions reward

6 421 1 keep tryingi

Whoever picked up my piickethook at the

Pub on Sat night please return it, I need
the contents Call 546 5120 ask for Carol,

keep trying

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

Jaeon'a of Denniaport
288 Lower County Rd

WANTED
Waitpersons

door/floor personnel

cashiers

apply in person
4/26 6/3 5/10

12 00 3:00

Bikes 10 sp $100 Et $S0 eves 549 0676

Full size ImmI, bureau with 4 drawers, and a

rug 6'/ix12', All for only $100, call Bryant

549 5419

Jeep tx 1 $49 per da» Mopeds from $19 per

day Call Ride On Mopeds 617 693 2076

Do vou have rooms available or a house to

rent for the summer' M V is out first

choice, but well listen to any Cape Cod of

ferrs too" Please contact Sue or Jill at

25^1446

MOTORCYCLES

•CASH"

Paying cash for your baacball cards

Please call Mike 546-6105

Radio Cassette Record Player huge
speakers great sound $150 BO 546 6343

Furniture for sale! Couches, tables, beds,

rugs and more' Call Sue for best offe'

549 0494

Computer Termonal - Televideo 910 with

modem. $300 or BO 665-8297

Ttie Souttiwest Movie Series

Tonight 10 00 PM

"GhostlKisters

in ttve Hampden Southside Room

FREE ADMISSION

NOTE Private showing limited to

fee paying urvdergraduates

anottier

Southwest Area Government
Production

liappv Birtbdav Chriaay! I narked it on

my calendat Mike

Itavid Woodburv. Happy Anniversary'

3 27 Hope our next years are as great as the

last' Thanx I love you lots' dSOVI' Tracy

lYS)

Beach Partv! Saturday 4 26 Chi Rho Chns
tian House 8 00 pm $2 00 come for sound
surf, and slide beach attire required ex

perience fun now" "7$' 256 6849

In honor of ,Am« afterhours sat Happy Bir

thday tt leep smiling kid they re the best

kind of wrinkles' Laura, Cathy Lisa, Chris

liappv Hirthdav MrTavish Mr Chip Chan
84-85 will he wrap up the championship
tonight' Um Quiche please'

\. Colorado Mountain ( ahin shopping in

86 (a search foi EdenI starring 4th floor

Bakei Soon to t>e smooching in a dorm
near you, don't miss it' Luv ya, K PS Tell

your roomie to get a |ob'

I'attie (>. Its a good thing the table has

holes' Keep smiling' C N

()uirhe I |ust wanted to tell you III be here

when you get back. I promise I love you

more than ever Woody

My i.ittle SnucKleuphaKUS Will you go

out with me' I love you very wicked much"'
Your Snuggleita

IIALLOWE
BFILG
FORGOTTAT

Hpaft available over the Buauner call

2S6 8750 or 5494149
Southwood
fall option

SIBI.KTTERS WANTEII

Summer sublet w fall option 3 rrxxns

availatile in a sunny Mam St apt on Imjs

rrxjte big open rooms sunny deck single

callers nvelcome call Lesley at 545 3500 days

2&3 2821 eve

2 bedroom apt in Sonthwa
sublei w fall '>ption 266 1662

2 bedroom townhousr in

apts summer sublet with

256 1090

4 people wanted to sublet large 3 twdroom
house near malls and busline rent

reasonable Some rooms with fall option

586 5425

incluaive June thru

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

LifeKuard*. Swim Instructors Hamp
shire Fitness Club 256 6446

SUMMER SI'BLET

Summer Sublet w;fall option. Studio

apartnnent, downtown Amherst Callbtwn6
p m 7 p m or late evenings 266 091

1

Wanted summer subletters 3 bedrooms
Townehouse apts $350 call 549 1449

House in S. -Xmherst 5 bedrooms take

over lease m June w fall option 256 8135

(it loralion Sunset Ave across from Cot

lege Ptits 4 bdrm 2 bath full turn 549 1447

for info

Puffton Vln summer sublet one bdim,

pool AC, furnished 549 0080

,\mherst (enter 2 bedrm apt fall option

for 1 person Spacious sunny beautiful apt

on quiet street 400 month including utilities

2 people maximum 256 0764

(fnr bedriMim for 2 females in large two
twdroom apt located Ijetween i.ampus and
Amherst Center $140 each 266 8039

Large house praclirallv on-rampus.
Huge porch and backyard 5 singles $150
month 549 0081

w/fall option efficiency in ex 'Drake' quiet,

close to town, schools Tom 253 S062

Puffton Villaice summer sublet one Ixlrm

call &«6 7027

Bi|; house close to campus, cable, furnish

y ad, cheap rent/negotiable, call 546 7122

Rooms available for summer sublet in

Downtown Amherst Rent very negotiable

call 549 7297, furnished'

1 hedrm f 1.1j 'month,
Aug 666 4388

.Apt for rent summer sublet with fall optH>n

2 br 1 bath $530 mo inci tveat (» water

256 1587

Summer sublet/fall option: 2 tiedrooms m
summer/ 4 t>edrooms m fall Swiss Village

rent negotiable for .ummer rjn Imis route

256 82S5

.Spacious one hedriMim apartment for

summer sutilet with fall option Is on ttie bus
route and within walking distance from

campus in the Presideniial Apartnveni com
plex Rent IS $350 00 per month Call

549 4122

Summer sublet - furnistied Townefiouse
apartment reasonat>le price call evenings

549 5968

TRACTNASHfX

Have the sunniest birthday ever! With
love from the weatherwomen next door,

Karen h Meryl

TKAVEL

Visit N Y,C. - Mav :l, undergrads $16,

others $17 Contact Commuter Area
Government, 645 2145

Mary's, Madam Liberty and the Met.
See N Y C May 3 Contact ttie Commuter
Area Govt, 545 2145

TYPLNtJ SERVICE _
(QUALITY TYPINt;. Long or short pro

l«cts Meticulous proofreading Editing

available New IBM Typewriter, 5490367

TYPING & WORD PROCESSING^

Next"day service TYPE RiTEKJ-WTST

FOUND

1983 NiKhthawk 6S0 12. Sk miles
meticulously maintained $1500 546 9437

8^ Honda 650 NiRhthawk exc cond 4000
mi w/ helmets asking $1500 call 549 7882

r9H2^Wotrda ( X-506 r^ustom~shaft drive.lT

quid cooled Fast perfect con l>lack w/2
helmets Must sell $1100/BO Warren
546 9828/or 546 9826

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Townehouse apartment for summer
sublet 549 1587 WANT A FREE CASE OF BEER?

Papers, cases, dissertations, theaca, on
campus, dependable, low rates, experienc-

ed Nancy 584 7924

S PUFFTON REWARD $

ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

Like new PA 1000 Sharp state of the art

portable typewriter a truly amaring
machine -you must see what it does to

believe it' Interested? $150 or BO , Call Jen

at 256 1259 or MS^MOO

ENTERTAINMENT

Personal journal by Campus Pond on
Sunday 4/20 call Weiidy at 6 6815 describe

and it's yours again

Attention 'Triria MrKenna: I found your
notebook in Thompson Call James at

5467040

KO Honda Custom 400. only 4(XX) mi , ex

cellent condition 'uns great' Burgundy
w pin stripe, luggage rack, small tMCk, new
brakes, new battery $650 BO Call Steve

256-1370

Name vour price for 2 3 bedroom Jan

646 6956 Ronni 546 S959

GAIN VALUABLE
ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE

RACK A-1)ISC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows;

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549-7144

ESCORT SERVICE

Escort Service Available 8 p m 2 am.
Everyday, anyyvhere on campus Play it

sale, call 5-2123 toi an escort ANYTIME

ArrountinK positions available for fall

semester to work with student controlled

businesses Apply at the Economic
Development Office, 409 Student Union
Applications due Friday, Apnl 25 Approx
imately 10 hours per week,

GRAPHIC ARTIST
POSITION AVAILABLE

NEED A SIMMKR R(M>M7

Sini^e and douhir rooms available for

this summor Don't miss out' Low cost call

Alpha Delid Phi a' 645 3117

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

I room apt bus route $250 00 everything in-

cluded (utilities cable) 256 1724

Studio apartment Amherst center, June 1

Julie 253 7867 until 9 30 pm

Cliffside Apt. available June 1 fal' option

summer negotiable call 665 7703 keep try-

ing

4 bedroom house in Northampton near

Look Park. $900 plus utilities June plus

Sept option Skibiski Re«!'ors 584 3428 after

430

(iraphir Artist wanted to design advertis

ing and merchandising aids for student con
trolled businesses 10 hours/week beginn
ing September '86 Undergraduates only

Please submit a sample of your work and
letter descnbing relevant experience to

EDO, 409 Student Union Deadline Friday

May 3. ______
GUITARISTS

2 honaemates w a'lted June 1 . 2 milaa from

campus, garden, quiet' Hadley

('rate piitar amplifier, 2 12" calestion

speakers, 120 W, Accutronix reverb, many
other features, endorsed by Yngwie fi^alms

teen, very portable $250 or BO Dean Ex
plorer guiati w/OIMarrio super distortion

humbuckers, Uaak, w/hard*f>ell case, call

All RSO's!!! If your organiiation wishes to

apply for a FY88 SGA Burtpp' oackets are

now available m 420 SU '>urry" Proposals

are due no later than May 14

Rachel, l inay never ho'd v''". but i will

never forget you' You I'sv a tjeautiful

smile' G r

ConiirTatulations to all the new Delta Zeta

Pledges' Gei psyched for 02

Jam for Survival benefit Northampton
Survival Center SHHEHANS CAFE Sun
April 27th 7 00 pm to 1 00 am $4 00 dona

tion

Soul, Black Music, Records (used Radio

program! 50' t Joe 586 5487 AM/PM

There is nothinK new under The sun. I)j

n 1 7, vl h ^ijhl rtr s jti |« n (tir J,^j^N xr

fc'l^'K KKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK
Shopper Shuttle - because the bus stops in

N Amherst, UMass, Amherst Center, the

and S. Amherst. Saturdays CaH

ROBIN WILLIAMS ^
2 fix must sell! 549 73^ Springfield Civic

Center May 7

R(M»MMATF^~WANfED

Two females wanted to share 1 bedroom
in a twoljedroom apartment in Southwood
Sublet for the summer and you're on the

lease for the fall Call Laura and Brenda at

253 3619

Female roommate wanted - Brittany

lOmonth lease includes heat 256 1231

Two females wanted to share one

bedroom in Townehouse call 549 1587

two roommates wanted townhouse apts

inquire 549 7794 call at night

Male needed to share 3 txidroom apt in

Townehouse for fall /spring 86/87 please

call Paul. Dan, or Stu 549 1676

2 female i^aduate students wanted to

share a Brandywine apt call Linda 549 4798

2 female roommates to share 1 bedroom
in 3 bedroom house N Amherst Julie or

Ginny 665 8315

One femaFe roommate needed to share a

Brittany Manor apt call 253 2118

.3 females looking for a 4th to share a 2

bed 2 story aparttrtent large cheap call

anytime Sharon 546 1472 or Marci 546 9890

Summer sublet with fall option Cliffside

Apts Sunderland on bus route call 665-8289

!$ummer sublet with fall option (May I-)

in 2 bedroom apt in Southwood apts $480 a

nrtonth Call Chris at 546 3S0O or 263 7832

Newly renovated, sunny apartment for

summer sublet, 3 bedroom apt in the center

town of Amherst Call 549 0388 or 649 641

1

Needed 2 males/females to share t>edroom
in spotless Puffton apt AC pool tennis hoop
John 649 4926 keep trying

Colonial Villaj^e furnished apartnient7 on
bus route, pool Reward You can t beat the
pnce' Sue 253 5089/ Nicky 546 8152

Brandywine I bedroom avail June 1

August 31 new carpet/AC negotiable rent
CaH Jack 549 1434

Yeaah Yeaah!! that's it' Furnished Bran-
dywine aprt for sumemr sublet Females only
549T717

2 bedroom apt 200 month and free fur
niture David 665 3276

Sammcr sublet 3 bedroow tawahotiac
available June 1 through August 31 call

549-7478 price negotiable

WANTED

Looking for lease Rrandywme
Townhouse, Presidential, Piifftrjn 546 5327
reward $150 00

WANTED TO RENT

Looking to take over leaac in Puffton or

Brandywine for fall 86 $$$ rewanj $*•
646 1472 or 646 9690

Amherst Ctr sublet w/faH option sunny
and partly furnished 137/month 253 3932

2 non-smokers wanted to share furnished
Townehouse apartment with female June 1

Aug 31 Own room, $120/mo, caH
5496709

Brandywine Apt for summer sublet caH
Linda 549 4798

Fearing St. Beautiful apt 2 bdr, sunny
deck, skylites, rent neg call Natalie
549 7127

$200 reward for your 3' bdrm Puffton,

Presidential or Townehouse lease call

646 60&2 546 6396 546 6185 keep trying

Help! We want your lease for that 3
bedroom house or apt m Hadley or area will

take over your lease for summer please call

Paul 253 2131 Ed 686 9402

Couple seekinK to take over lease for 1

bedroom apt starting faH call Gary 646-7159

Reward Wanted: your lease for 3 «^

bedroom apartment starting June 1 caH
Judy 546 6879 or Caria 665 3740

Make my day and find me a 2 txidroom apt
on the busline lor around $4(X) (w/out
utilities) or 2 tiedrooms in a ftouse lor next
fall We are willing to pay for surnemr if

necessary PLEASE call Susan at 256 1446

Townehouse apt available for summer
sublet and fall option 549 4357

Brandywine apt available lor sumemr
cheap call 549 0637

Puffton Village two parsons to share lur-
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SPORTS
Gorillas engage Armytomorrow
Playoffs at

state against

the Cadets
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The lacrosse season comes down to

tomorrow.
With a win over the Army, it will be

tough to keep the University of

Masschusetts lacrosse team out of the Divi-

sion 1 NCAA playoffs. Lose to the Cadets,

and it's a tough road back to the Top 10.

Tomorrow afternoon at 1 p.m.. upwards

to 10.000 people will jam Boyden Field to

see seveth ranked UMass tangle with 10th

ranked Army. The Gorillas have won six

straight and are 8 1 on the season. Army
is 5-4. but stands on the verge of a higher

ranking after crushing Yale (15-4 > and

defeating then fifth ranked Rutgers (11 8).

The Cadets need this game as much as

I'Mass does. Losing to UMass will cripplf

any chance the Academy has at making its

10th playoff appearence.

Traditionally, in the eight games the two

teams have played. UMass Army games

have been, to be cliche, wars. Army, in the

words of UMass coach Dick (Jarber. is a

"knock-you-down. step-onyou type of team

that is as aggressive as any in the nation."

But the Cadets aren't cheap. They play

hard. They're not fancy by any means.

Just, to he cliche once again, well-drilled

and good at fundamental lacrosse.

"This is a huge game, we need to win this

as much as any game we've been in for

quite a while." .said Garber. "We've always

played pretty well against them, and I

don't e.xpect this game will be any dif

ferent."

The problem for the Gorillas are that

they haven't played well in the la.«it three

games. Despite beating St. Johns (9-6),

Yale (10-61 and Harvard (10 9i. UMass
hasn't played a good 60 minutes of lacrosse,

i don't know what's wrong with us."

said Garber. "We've played well on defense

and got some great shots, we just haven't

converted them. I wasn't worried about it

so much before, but I am now. We need to

.straighten things out mentally more than

physically. I believe we'll come out good for

Army, there's no reason we shouldn't

because this is a good group of kids."

The Cadets are coached by Jack Emmer.
In 16 years, he has coached a losing team
only once. In the three years he has been

at Army, the Cadets are 26-11 with two

NCAA tournament berths. They finished

fifth in the nation last year, sixth the year

before.

This sea.son, the Cadets have lost to two

teams (Johns Hopkins and Syracuse) that

Sophomore defenseman Pat Cai

my tomorrow at Boyden in their

we're ranked first at the time. They've also

fallen to rival Navy and St. John's. The
Hopkins score was 8-6 in a real battle.

Syracuse (13-7), Navy (12-4 (and St. John's

(13-6) had easier times of it.

Leading the Cadets is .senior midfielder

Pat Daly with 20 goals and 16 a.ssists for

36 points. Robert Betchley is at 14-7-21 as

a sophomore attackman while junior at-

tackman Doug Shaver adds 14-6-20

numbers. Chris Garvey, a sophomore mid-

die, is next at 6-7-13.

The Army won't fool you with their of-

fense. A player will take the ball and try

to go one-on-one. If he's stopped, he'll pass

off and someone else will try the same
thing.

C'ollPKian photo by Paul Dromaraix

n, left, and the Gorillas face the Ar-

biggest game of the year.

That means that close defensemen Tom
Aldrich. Gerry Byrne and Adam Rodell

will have their hands full. John Jordan,

Matt Woods and the rest of the defensive

reserves will also need to play strong

games.
In goal, nothing but a strong game has

come to be expected from freshman Sal

LoCascio. The Long Island native is tops

in the nation in save percentage and allows

just over six goals-per-game. Against Har-

vard, the second-most goals he has allow-

ed all season, LoCascio was victimized by

three man-down goals, one breakaway and

a stolen pass in front of the net t'nat became

a Boal.
,

, ,^continiH'il on page 15

This is

what we've
waited for

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The Big Game. It's here, finally.

For the better part of four years, or how

however long you've attended the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, you've watched

other schools pack fields for big games,

you've seen other schools qualify for

NCAA playoffs or make a name for

themselves nationally.

I'm talking about the major .spectator

sports. Granted, women's soccer, field

hfKkey, women's lacrosse and softball

have distinguished themselves as among
the nation's elite, but our society is such

that those sports don't draw much
attention.

Football has been decent at times, but's

it's still Division 1-AA. Basketball, well,

let's forget about basketball. Even
lacrosse, since being ranked 11th (and

missing the playoffs) in 1982. they haven't

been anything to brag about.

But tomorrow on Boyden Field at 1

p.m., there's a chance for the sports fans

at this school to go out and be a part of

a big event. The United States Military

.•Xcademy lacrosse team, ranked tenth in

the nation, will take on the UMass
iacros.se team, ranked seventh in the na-

tion. The winner will probably be on its

way to a playoff berth, the loser can only

hope.

A sunny day could mean 8,000 10.000

people will pack Boyden Field. They will

hang from Tobin Hall, they'll pack the

area around the Cage, people will line the

field and look for any vantage point.

There will be t-shirts for sale along with

painters caps and at least a few fans will

dress in gorilla suits. A couple of thousand

beers cans will litter the place when the

game's over. This, if you think like me,

IS what college is all about.

UMass, for good or bad, is full of people

who really don't give a damn what hap-

pens Saturday. But thankfully there's a

group of people who don't get into just

campus politics or some obscure national

isssue, who feel they can take an after-

noon off from writing a term paper, and

who appreciate the inherent drama of an

athletic contest. They will be there, in

force.

Chances are, you don't understand

lacrosse. You might just yell when we
score, boo when the Cadets score and jeer

the officials when they make a call,

agiinst UMa.ss. Fine. The point is that

for the last time in your life (if you're a
ronliniied on page 15

Baseball, yawn, stomps Springfield, 15-2
Flint leads UM
to 8th straight
Bv M/fTGERKE
Coll .;i Staff

Its no longer a matter of ifthe Universi-

ty of Ma.ssachusetts baseball team will win.

it's by how much.
Local rival Springfield College found out

how far the Minutemen have come since

a 114 start yesterday, as UMass drubbed
the Chiefs, i5-2 at Lorden Field.

UMass has won 12-of-its-last-13 games,
including nine straight, and is now only

two games under ..500 at 13-15.

"We looked good today," said UMass
manager Dick Ber^'cuisi. "We had good

defense, good pitching, and we continued

hitting."

The Minutemen wasted no time showing
the ('hiefs what they had, jumping all over

.starter and loser Steve Smith, 4 3. for five

runs in the first inning. Darrin O'Conner
led off with a walk and scored moments
later when Matt Sheran ripped a 2 1 pitch

over the rightfielH fence to give the

Minutemen a 2 advantage.

U.Mass scored an identical pair of runs

one out later when a Sean Flint homer to

right drove in Jay Zerner. who had walk

ed. Steve Allen later scored on the front end

of a double steal to make it 5-0.

"The fir.st inning was a good one for us,"

said Bergquist. "Tho.se five runs gave us

a big boo.st."

The Chiefs, 14-16-2, scored their only

runs in the .second inning when Gary Ley
singled and Doug Hajjar homered one out

later.

"We played lousy," was Springfield

manager Charlie Roys' only comment aflt r

the game.
Mike Owens .started for UMass and went

two innings before being replaced with Ken
Greer. Bergquist had decided before thf

game to give a lot of pitchers work in the

game.
Greer pitched the third inning before Jon

Martin, the eventual winner, entered in

the fourth. The .senior righthander threw
two complete innings, giving up no runs on

three hits.

"This was a good game, pitching wise,"

Bergquist said. "Becau.se we were able to

accomplish what we set out to. A lot of pit

chers saw action and thev'll b<> fresh for the

weekend series with Rutgers. It worked out

well."

The Minutemen travel to to New
Brunswick, NJ for a doubleheader with

Rutgers on Saturday and single game on

Sunday. UMass, at 3-5 in the Atlantic 10

Conference, needs a good series again.st the

Knights to keep any playoff hopes

flickering.

UMass exploded for six runs in the fourth

inning ye.sterday with the help of four hits

and a key Springfield error. Flint picked

up the third and fourth of his five runs bat-

ted in on the day as the Minutemen ex-

panded their lead to 11-2.

Jeff Cimini led off the sixth with a triple

to right and pinch runner Mike Chambers
scored on Flint's sacrifice fiy to make it

12-2.

continued on page 14

A crucial 4 for softball
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff.

"This is definitely a big weekend for us.

This will tell us exactly where we are."

Those are the words of University of

Massachusetts softball head coach Elaine

Sort i no, and for the Minutewomen (rank-

ed 19th in the nation and first in the Nor-

theast), nobody could have .said it better.

UMass, 28-6 overall and 4-2 in the

Atlantic 10, will put its entire season on

the line this weekend, as the

Minutewomen host back-to-back

doubleheaders at Totman (NOPE) Field.

UMass will ho.st conference rival St.

Josephs University on Saturday and

regional power Adelphi University on

Sunday.
Both twinbills are scheduled for 1 p.m.

starts. It is crucial that the Minutewomen
sweep both Adelphi and St. Joe's. UMass
is currently second in the A-10 behind the

University of Rhode Island, and anything

short of a sweep may place the destiny of

the Minutewomen in somebody else's

hands. In addition to St. Joe's, URI,

Rutgers University, and Temple Univer

sity are all bidding for the four available

continued on page 14

Pre-registration forms are due today!
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• Inn re-opening rumors prompt pro-

test. Page 3.

• Timothy Kress on journalistic respon-

sibUity. Page 5.

• Softball ups record to 31-9. Page 10.
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Shakin' and hakin' in the sun—

CoUecian photo by Brian Guamotta

The heat was hot and so was the crowd of more than 2,000 that partied to the sounds of

Marshall Crenshaw, above and three other bands at the East Side Concert yesterday. Another

photo, page 7.

Democrats will

talk up issues
By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

Six US Congressmen, including Rep. Richard Gephardt,

D Mo., will be visiting the five^oUege area today as part

of a daylong discussion on current issues and a "Forum

for the Future."

Representatives Chester Atkins, D Ma.. Bart Gordon,

DTVnn., Richard Durbin, D-Ill., Sander Levin, D Mich.,

and Barbara Kennelly, D-Conn. will be discussing issues

in political science classes at Smith. Mount Holyoke,

Amherst colleges and the University of Massachusetts.

(iephardt will join his colleagues for the forum at 7:30

p.m. at the UMass School of Education auditorium in Fur-

colo Hall.

The event is being sponsored by Democratic student

groups in the five-college area as part of a nationwide

Democratic party effort to discuss pertinent issues with

college students said Michael Jackman, co-public affairs

director of the University Democrats.

"This forum will demonstrate to college students that

the Democratic party cares a great deal about what col-

lege students think. It's a unique chance for students to

let their elected officials know what's on their minds."

Jackman said.

Kevin Sweeney, adviser to the University Democrats,

said the House Democratic Caucus is working with stu-

dent organizations throughout the country in an effort to

court young voters.

"Traditionally students have been at the core of the

Democratic party," Sweeney said, "but over the last few

years the Republicans have been more effective in

recruiting voters in the 18-24 ranga"
photo, page 7. years the Republicans have been more eiie

I recruiting voters in the 18-24 ranga"

Sandinista envoy says contra aid blocks peace
R„ TAM POT TTMRAITM The ambassador, Carlos Tunnermann, group opposed to US policy in the region. • No state signing the treaty

Pnll^cnln ^r«fT told about 300 people in Mahar Auditorium His speech echoed remarks made Thurs tempt to export its political orBy IAN POLUMBAUM
Collegian Staff

The Nicaraguan ambassador to the

United States said Friday night at the

University of Massachusetts that his coun-

try is willing to sign a broad Central

American peace treaty, but only after the

US stops funding the anti-Sandinista "con-

tra" war.

The ambassador, Carlos Tunnermann,

told about 300 people in Mahar Auditorium

that Nicaragua supports the Contadora

peace process initiated by four Latin

American nations, but that "aid to the con-

tras does not lead to negotiation ... It is the

major obstacle to peace."

Tunnermann was the keynote speaker for

"Stop the Lies, Stop the Killing," a weekend

conference sponsored by Faculty and Staff

for Peace in Central America, a five-college

group opposed to US policy in the region.

His speech echoed remarks made Thurs-

day in Managua by Nicaraguan President

Daniel Ortega, who said any peace over-

tures by US envoy Philip Habib would be

insincere and again urged the Reagan ad-

ministration to negotiate directly with the

Sandinistas.

Tunnerman, noting that in five years of

war the guerrillas have never controlled

any town inside Nicaragua, said, "No

Other speakers who criticized US
policy toward Central America were

Mary EUsberg, a health worker in

Bluefields, Nicaragua; and retired Ar-

my Col. E;dward King, who said the

contras cannot win their war due to

lack of popular support. Page 3.

Collf>Kian photo by Paul Drsmarais

Nicaraguan ambassador Carlos Tunnerman, left, and his interpreter

speak to a crowd of about 300 Friday night.

amount of aid—direct or indirect, military

or humanitarian—will help the contras

achieve their stated objective, the overthrow

of the Nicaraguan government."

He said that if US support for the contras

ended, Nicaragua would sign the Con-

tadora treaty, under which:

• No Central American state would sup-

port foreign guerrillas or permit them to

operate on its soil.

• Countries in the region would be bar

red from maintaining foreign military

bases or advisers and from acquiring offen-

sive weapons.

• No state signing the treaty "will at-

tempt to export its political or economic

system," he said.

But he added, "Under these conditions it

is neither rational nor prudent to sign (the

treaty) ... unless the (US) policy of aggres-

sion against Nicaragua is altered."

Tunnermann rejected US accusations

that Nicaragua is arming leftist

Salvadoran guerrillas and seeks to spread

revolution throughout the Americas. "The

US administration has yet to produce one

weapon or one round of ammunition" to

prove the charge, he said. "There is no such

flow of arms ... the Sandinista revolution

stops at Nicaragua's frontiers."

Earlier Friday, he told reporters in the

Campus Center that a recent letter from

Habib to several Democratic congressmen

expressing hopes for a negotiated settle-

ment "has to be seen in the context of other

statements There is a contradiction the

president (Reagan) is requesting more

funds for the contras."

He urged an end not only to US govern-

ment contra aid, but to rebel funding from

the American private sector. He said the

anti-Sandinista army "doesn't have the

capacity to fight by its own means; one

must remember, the contras are a creation

of the CIA.

"We consider the contras to be

strategically defeated. The US is commit-

ting itself to a lost cause."

UMass student killed in crash
Funeral services will be held at 1 1 a.m. today in Ran-

dolph for Elysa R. Kates, 18, a University of

Massachusetts student who was killed in an automobile

accident Friday in Amherst.
. u

Two people were also injured in the accident, which is

still under investigation. Amherst police said they could

not say whether alcohol was involved.

Paul Oilman 2nd, 19, was listed in stable condition at

the Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton. His Ford

coupe, in which Kates was a passenger, collided with a

Coca-Cola truck on West Street at the intersection ot

Shays Street, Amherst police said.

Oilman was driving north on West Street and collided

with the truck, which was going in the opposite direc

tion. The accident occured in the northbound lane, police

said.

The driver of the truck, William Swinington, 22, was

treated and released at the hospital.

Ms. Kates, a 1985 graduate of Brockton High School,

was a first-year student at UMass, where she was study-

ing animal science. She was planning to transfer next

year to Oregon State University, said her father, Alan

Kates.

"We had a lot of strife and aggravation between us,"

her father said. "She was a changed woman; when she

came back for soring break it was the difference between

night and day, and she owed it all to campus life. It was

not all a bed of roses-there were a few thorns ... a few

classes and professors she didn't like—but for the most

part she loved it.

Besides her father, she is survived by her mother, Bren-

da Kates; her grandparents, Matilda Richstein and

Phillip Kates of Pteabody; and a brother, Michael Kates.

Calling hoiu-s will be held today through Thursday at

the family home in Brockton.

-JEAN'FTTE DeFORGE
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Home-taught teenager
to attend Harvard
BOONVILLE. Calif.

<AP»—An 18 year-old who
built his ovm telescope but
never attended a formal

school said yesterday he has
accepted a Harvard Univer-

sity scholarship rejecting of-

fers fh)m Yale, Princeton

and Amherst.
Drew Colfax decided to

join his 21-year-old brother.

Grant, at the Ivy League
school.

David and Micki Colfax,

unhappy with the quality of

public education, have
educated their four sons at

their remote mountaintop
ranch about 120 miles north

of San Francisca

"I and my wife decided

years ago we weren'y about

to have our kids sit through
a mind-numbing ex-

perience." said Colfax, a

former sociologj' professor

"We buy the books and

point them in the right

direction."

Grant Colfax is a
premedical student at Har-
vard. Reed, 16, is

"mathematically
precocious," and 10-year-old

Garth has a deep interest in

ceramics and painting, their

father said

The boys "are ordinarv',

bright kids that work hard,"

Colfax said.

"Drew was one of our most
extraordinary applicants."

said Laura Clark of

Princeton, where only one
in six applicants was ac-

cepted this year "He is tru-

ly a thinker."

When he was 16, Drew in-

stalled a solar-powered elec-

trical system that provided

power to the ranch for the
first time in more than 10

years. It would have cost

$80,000 to connect to Pacific

Gas & Electric lines.

UMass Debate Union

LIVE DEBATE

CONSUMING CORPSES:
SHOULD WE EAT ANIMALS?

TONIGHT"
CC903 8 p.m.

Free Admission

l»»»»»»» »»
^ We Create Styles a^^
Individual As You Are! '

s by Debor^

I

oupon :ipeciais

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONS
FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

FREE HAIRCUT with Highlighting

HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appointment

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Dnve. Amherst

549-5610 expirfi^ f.30 86

Kaplan stays
withYOU for

the long run.
After you take a Kdplan ccjurse. yoa re

not only better prepared to take on
marathon tests like the LSAT. GMAT.
GPE, .NITE. CPA. SAT. among others, b-it

the study-techniques you II learn wil!

help you through the rigors ofyour grad

school courses

That s why for nearly 50 years, over

1 million students have gotteii in con-

dition with Stanley H Kaplan And for

those interested in breaking records, we
also offer SPEED READING

So call Kaplan You ve got a long race

ahead to the top of your career Every bit

of training and coaching counts

KAPLAN
i/)Ui f.oMf^ni win<

A KAPLAN STi/rJf.Nl -Bf ()Ui

Preparing Now
For GMAT, LSAT and GRE

get started early

and complete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

Share the health

GIVE BLOOD
American Red Cross

Blood Services

Northeast Refpon

1DOVE
-^ Secretarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

Summer Employment
We are looking for interviewers to do

Marketing Research by telephone as a

permanent part-time position

throughout the summer and school

year. Flexible evening and weekend
hours. Must work a minimum of 17-20

hours per week. No selling. No ex-

perience necessary, we train. Call

549-7235 from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Mon-
Fri to schedule an appointment. Make
your summer plans now'

1

j

AP phoUi

A REAL NUT—President Reagan tosses a
coconut on as he walks along the beach in
Honolulu yesterday.

WE HA\ E AN \VV\ \

LASERWRITER EOR \OL !

"wc AdolE Lj4SE=i',VRrER

PRINT OUT YOUR DISK ON OUR LASER PRINTER

THE PAPER HOUSE , INC.

65 UNiVERSlPr' DRiVE
AMHERST

\EX^ TO BE_'JS p:ZZA)

549-5656

i

What's New. • .Peter Pan's

Hew York City Service!
If you P^ New York...

YouUl \y Peter Pan^s New Low
10 trips daily to New Tork City from Amherst, One-Way $82.98,

Ronnd-Trip $38.98

8 trips daily from Northampton, One-Way $21.80, Round -Trip $34.98

Peter Pan has expanded daily express service between points in New England and New
York City for business, shopping, or just for fun! You'll love Peter Pan's lowest fares, plus
the comfort of Peter Pan's deluxe motorcoaches.

Toq'U Love Our Servicel

n* Nople FrofMilonili

^-•ntact In Amherst: 256 0431* In Northampton: 586- 1030

PfiinrEsnBusLinfiR^Iim.
'r-i .Sf,'ith P."i: -int. Street. Amherst, MA
1 Ko'jndhou.se Plaza. Northampton, MA
For Charter fif Tour Information:
MA Toll Free 1 800 332 899.5 Outside MA Toll Free 1 800 628 8468

K ig< Krprfs. ivic' IS ^viiUbl" r,r, all N> w Y'..rk City ^r-hf-duirs

Rumors of inn's reopening draw picketers
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

Former employees of the Lord Jeffery Inn and their sup-

porters picketed the closed building Saturday amidst
rumors that Amherst College, which owns 75 percent of

the inn, plans to reopen the facility for either graduation

in May or Parent's Weekend next fall.

About 45 people—former inn workers, Amherst College

students and a faculty member, union organizers and
others—circled in front of the inn for an hour, carrying

signs, chanting, and singing.

"We realized when they closed down that we would have

to hunker down for the long haul. This is our sort of

kickoff, to revitalize things," said Bill BuSteed, who wor''

ed at the inn as a busboy for nine years. The inn closed

Jan. 1 after contract negotiations collapsed with the

workers' union, Local 217 of the Hotel and Restaurant

Employees and Bartenders Union.

Employees picketed the inn when their contract expired

Oct. 25, claiming that the college was trying to break the

union with a two-tier compensation proposal for the new
contract.

The union has been pressuring the college to reopen the

inn and rehire the former employees, but the college has

said little other than that they are looking for a

hotel/restaurant operator to run the inn, which lost

$500,000 over the last five years.

"They have made some rumblings to the effect that they

want to sign a new operator. If they think they can act

i;Vo tK«> tpn v*>nr«! thp Union wn«! here were nothing, well

then they got another thing coming," BuSteed said, as he

led cheers of "Hey, hey what do you say, 217 is here to stay"

through a megaphone in front of the inn.

Rob Traber, organizer for Local 217, said the college has

not been in contact with the union since the inn closed

in January. "We've tried, but they refuse to talk," Traber

said, adding that the workers were demonstrating so they

would be ready should the inn reopen. "We just want them
to know that their 'runaway shop' routine isn't going to

work," Traber said.

Amherst College officials were not available for com-
ment, but Kent Faerber, president of the Amherst Inn
Company, which runs the inn, has confirmed in the past

that the college may reopen the inn if it can find an
operator.

Contra war leads to poorer
health care in Nicaragua

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian StafT

The health care gains

made by the Nicaraguan
revolution are being harm-

ed, but not destroyed, by

the "contra" war, a health

care worker from
Nicaragua said at the

"Stop the Lies" conference

Saturday.

Mary Ellsberg, the

daughter of antiwar ac-

tivist Daniel Ellsberg, has

spent the last six years

working in health and
literacy campaigns in

Nicaragua.
Ellsberg said the San-

dinista health care pro-

gram has dramatically im-

proved the infant mortali-

ty rate by providing free

health care to both rural

and urban citizens.

The new health care pro-

gram has provided curative

care and a msgor education

program to promote the

control of major diseases

such as malaria, measles

and polio, she said.

"Brigadistas,"' health

workers elected by their

local communities, were

taught how to organize

vaccination programs,
resulting in the abolition of

polio in Nicaragua, she

said.

In their effort to moder-

nize, the Sandinistas have

been made and effort to

promote the role of mid-

Mary Ellsberg

wives and not to discredit

the indigenous methods,

such as the local healers,

she said.

"What's been done in

Nicaraguan health care

has not been done
anywhere else in the
world. They are providing

a model for many third-

world countries," Ellsberg

said.

During a speech and
slide show which had the

audience sighing in horror

and astonishment,
Ellsberg described the ef-

fects of the contra war on
the Atlantic coast of

Nicaragua.

She told the story of a lit-

tle boy who was
psychologically traumatiz-

ed after spending the night

Collegian photo by Brian Guamotta

m a room with the remains

of his mother splattered on

the wall after a contra at

tack on his house.

"We wanted to cry when
we saw him. He can't walk
by himself anymore ... he

can't talk," she said.

The contras, the US-

backed rebels fighting the

government of Nicaragua,

attack health care project.s,

Ellsberg said, to terrify

people from supporting the

revolution.

The contras have had a

devastating effect on the

emerging health care

system and have "not been

successful in getting i>eo-

ple to think that they are

an alternative to the

government," Ellsberg

said.

Speaker pushes political solution

By KEVIN LINDER
Collegian Correspondent

A political solution to the

turmoil in Central
America can be achieved,

but the opportunity must
be seized quickly, said a

retired US Army colonel at

a conference Saturday at

the University of

Massachusetts.

Edward King spoke on

"A Pblitical or Miltary

Solution in Central
America?" and warned
that if diplomatic anr.

political options are not

more seriously explored,

"we're slipping down a

slope toward a military in-

volvement which, at some
point, is going to take

American presence."

King, now a consultant

on military and political

issues in Central America
to members of the US Con-

gress, called the US-backed

"contra" military opera-

tion in Nicaragua "a failed

operation" which has
yielded "very meager"
results.

"A political solution is

overdue," King said,

"though emphasis con-

tinues to be on military
solution. We came to a
point about three and a
half years ago at which
military solutions were no
longer viable, if they ever
were."

The effort to overthrow,
or at least influence, the
Sandinista government
cannot succeed, King said,

in part because the contras

lack a political dimension

within Nicaragua.

"There has never been a

successful counter-

insurgency that didn't

have a political component
operating to some degree

within the country where
the insurgency was taking

place," he said.

The contras have been

unable to focus the

political discontent that

exists in Nicaragua, King
said.

"A lot of people don't like

the Sandinistas; they'd like

to have somebody else,"

King said. "But that

'somebody else' is not the

contras."

King said bilateral US-
Nicaraguan negotiation is

the only way to mitigate

US and Nicaragusm seciu-i-

ty concerns—concerns
which he said constitute

the major stumbling block

of the Central American
Contadora process.

Reverend Philip

Wheaton, who spoke on

"Masks of U.S. Militariza-

tion of the Region" at the

conference, agreed with

King that a political solu-

tion mu.st be found in Cen-

tral America, but rejected

King's assessment of the

U.S. role in helping to

resolve the region's

problems.

"The problem in Central

America is the United

States," Wheaton said,

i.ji those countries down

in Central America."

Wheaton, the Director of

the Ecumenical Program

for the Interamerican
Communication and Ac-

tion, likened what he call-

ed the "propaganda techni-

ques" of the Reagan ad-

ministration to those of

Nazi Germany, the intent

of the U.S. government be-

ing to "deceive, misinform

and disinform the

American public"

Wednesday last day to
file suit for lUD damages
By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

Wednesday is the la.st day to file lawsuits

against the A.H. Robins Company for

damages caused by the company's Dalkon
Shield, an intrauterine birth control device

linked to pelvic inflammatory disease.

The lUD was recalled from the market
in the early 1970s when it was proven to

cause the disease, according to I\im Gonyer
of University Health Services.

In the past there have been many types

of lUDs available to women, but now there

is only one brand on the market due to the

high litigation rate associated with the

devices, Gronyer said.

Many pharmaceutical firms have stopped

marketing lUDs because of the expenses of

lawsuits, Gonyer said.

"The companies say it has nothing to do
with the safety of the medicine, but the

escalating costs of defending the lUD in

litigations is too expensive to keep up
with," Gonyer said.

According to Joe Pellis, director of the

health center's pharmacy, the only lUD
now available is Proge.stasert, since the

Copper-7 lUD, manufactured by G.D.

Searle & Company, was withdrawn from
the market in Januarv

Gonyer said the extensive advertising

done to educate women on this controver-

sy has led to a '"slop-over effect' of this very

warranted situation onto other types of

lUDs that do not have the same problems."

According to Gonyer, many women still

think the lUD is one of the best forms of

contraception.

The lUD is an attractive form of con-

traception for women over 35 due to

evidence of cardiovascular problems
associated with age and use of the pill, said

Gonyer.

The lUD is not as attractive to younger
women because of the risk of complicated

infections which are increased due to the

high rate of sexually transmitted diseases

in college-age women, said Gonyer
In college-age people, "the pill" seems to

be the most popular and effective form of

contraception, Gonyer said. The diaphragm
is aLso popular, but not as convenient as the

pill.

The 1986 edition of Contraceptive
Technology lists the birth control pill as 98
percent effective; both the lUD and con-

doms with spermicide as 95 percent; con-

doms alone as 90 percent; a diaphragm
with spermicide as 81 percent and the new
sponge as 80 to 90 percent.

ColleKian photo by Richard Bonanno

WHERE'S THE BEEF?—These children admire the goats at Satur-

day's 51st annual Baystate Livestock Classic, held at Grinnell Arena.

Story page 4.

WOMEN'S rORUM

Tuesday:
The Thinking Heart, a play based on the

wartime diary of Etty Hillesum will be per-

formed at 7:30 p.m. in Grayson Residential

Hall by The Jewish Theatre Troupe. Fur
ther information is available at 545-0341.

Wednesday:
The Graduate Women's Admission

and General Educational Support Pro-
gram will hold a workshop from 7 to 9 p.m.

in the Campus Center. Further information

is available by calling 545-0883.

Saturday:
A series of workshops will be held this

week at Smith CoUegeas part of the fourth

annual conference on working women from
8:20 a.m. to 5 pm.—

"Women Working: Defining Your
Place" will focus on cKcupations of women
in the job world.

Another workshop, "A Woman for

Every Job," will be presented by eight area

women of various careers who will discuss

the opportunities for women in their fields.

A third workshop, "Women's Reach
Must Exceed Their Grasp" will focus on
job development skills essential for profes-

sional growth.

Each workshop requires registration

and has a fee. Lunch and refreshments will

be served. Further information is available

at 545-0475.

A Lesbian Families Potluck Brunch
will be from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the

Everywomans Center Reservations are re-

quired by April 28. Child care will be pro-

vided. Further information is available at

545-0883.
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University (rf Massachusetts summer session catalogs are now
available, free of charge They can be picked up at area banks, grocery

stores, shopping centers and libraries.

The first session runs from June 3 through July 11; the second goes
from July 15 to August 22. Further information is available from the
Division of Continuing Education.

The Synthesis Center is offering a two-day workshop, "A Psychology
of Women," to expl(H% the application of goddess mytholog>- and feminine
dev-elopment in counseling and education. Maty 3-4. lb register, or for

more information, contact the Synthesis Center, in Amherst.
Kenneth P. Partch, editor and publication director of Supermarket

Business magazine is scheduled to give a slide presentation and talk to-

day. FVom 1:30 to 3.30 pm., in Campus Center romm 176, he will give

the slide presentation. "Future Directions of the Food Industry."

Livestock Classic draws
lively crowd of animal lovers
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By KATHLEEN MOYNIHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Scores of animal lovers, from seasoned
farmers to toddlers, gathered under cloudy

skies Saturday for a day of fun and sport-

smanship at the 51st Annual Baystate

Livestock Classic, held at Grinnell Arena,
University of Massachusetts.
The scene was reminiscent of a New

Englauid farm: a gang of children eagerly

rushed onto a sledge pulled by a team of

oxen while nearbv', a small black and white
dog rounded up a herd of sheep and chased
them into a round white-fenced pen.

The event, which began Friday night,

featured showmanship competitions of

Morgan mares, beef and dairy cows, goats

and pigs. The competitions were open to

anyone interested m training an animal,
and drew a diverse crowd.

Lisa Belden, a junior Family and Com-

munity Studies major from Laramie, Wyo.,

took first place in the beef cow semi-finals

with Felice, a feisty two-year-old Heifer, and
prepared to enter the finals. Belden said

she had five weeks to work with Felice prior

to the event, "getting her use to her halter

and used to me," as well as grooming her
for show.

Essential to the training she explained,
is "letting your cow know that you're the
boss." Belden's expertise in controlling not
only her own cow's antics, but those of a
more untoward cow, won her the
competition.

Belden said that although "everyone in

my family are ranchers, I had never work-
ed with cows before." TTie event is sponsored
by the Animal Science Club and the
Stockbridge School of Agriculture, but one
need not belong to either of these to be a
formidable contender, as Belden proved.
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Soup • Bialys •

loked Turkey •

Houri
Mon Sal

9 6

Sun 9-1
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les • Brie • Kepperoni
Chocolates • Fresh Baked

Gruyere • Cheddar Jalapeno Soup •

Trc

TabouifeTT
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Apple P

Taragon

Cheese
Smoked ^^^^,^__
Cake • Corned Beef •

Salad • Croissants
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Have a SPRING PARTY
with a DIFFERENCE

Call us for our

custom party platters -

over 100 kinds of domestic and im
ported cheeses, smoked meat 8- fish,

exotic salads, fresh cakes and
pastries.

,
^ENJOY

Carrot Sou^^ur

We carry a variety of quality supplies

for your Thesis and paper writing

needs.

We also carry spring fun supplies for

when you don't want to write a paper.
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4-

4>

4-

Totman Gymnasium (basement)

Hours. M F 7.30 9.00 am
11.00 1.00 pm
3.00-9.00 pm

4-

»
4-

4-

4-

4-
4-

4-

4
4-

4-

4-

4-

OPEN TO ALL UMASS
UNDERGRADUATES

GRADUATES, FACULTY,
AND STAFF

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4-

4- Jf.Jf.Jf.if.}f.Jf.lfJfl^lfl^.^f.^^lf^f4.^ml^.if.^f.lfJlfif.^.'^
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Many ducked the issue
I am pleased to see that the media and

the University community have become
aware of the dismissal of professor Debra
Gross. She is by far one of the best facul-

ty members in the political science depart-

ment. Her record of accomplishments

speaks for itself. It is clear to anyone who
looks into her case that her dismissal took

place in a questionable manner.
The thing that really bothers me is the

resistance of the press, the faculty, and the

administration to the mere airing of the

issue itself. I started speaking publicly

about Gross' dismissal on March 13 with

a letter to Lewis Mainzer, Chair of the

Department of Political Science. Letters

to Chancellor DufTey, Dean Glen Gordon

of the College of Arts and Sciences, and

Provost Richard O'Brien soon followed. I

even posted the infamous "Screwed"

posters, which explained the problem, in

the political science offices in Thompson
Hall. A petition was distributed which

garnered over 350 signatures in the first

two days. During these outreach efforts.

Gross chose to avoid speaking publicly on

her situation which was a source of heated

controversy and a sensitive departmental

minefield. Gross is now an issue, but she

is still a person first and foremost, with

a career future to protect. I respect her

greatly as an honest and straightforward

person.

I made many trips down to the Col-

legian, hounding the News Editor and

various reporters to do a story on the issue.

They stalled, ducking my requests. They

said that because Gross was at the time

unable to comment on the record that it

would be difficult for the Collegian to

write the story. What they chose to ignore

was that she was willing to talk to anyone

about the situation—including the Col-

legian. She did not want to be quoted at

the time for the same reason that litigants

in court cases sometimes do not wish to

be quoted: she did not want to jeopardize

the appellate process prematurely. She

had nothing to hide however, and was

straight with everybody who cared to ap-

proach her In the weeks that followed the

first letter of protest, I spoke with many
students about the dismissal. Most were

outraged when they learned the story.

They constantly asked me, "Why haven't

we heard about this in the Collegian?"

Last year when Bob Cooley of the math

department was let go, the Collegian ran

a feature-length story complete with pic-

ture. Gross' dismissal, a great loss to the

whole University community, for some

reason lacked the relevance to be includ-

ed in the paper.

We students have faced an unmoving

faculty and administration on this subject.

We have worked against incredible odds

to save an outstanding faculty member.

Timothy Kress

The last thing I expected was resistance

from the student newspaper on campus.
This is a public issue. The reasoning of the

Collegian for stalling on informing the

public on this is unsound. Just because a

person does not wish to be quoted does not

mean that the issue somehow does not ex-

ist. At the beginning of this semester I fac-

ed a legal problem with the University. A
Collegian reporter did a story about it on

February 19 of this year At the time I

chose to avoid being quoted in the press

on the advice of my attorney. I was not

hiding anything, and I even talked to cer-

tain members of the press off the record,

to keep them informed on the progress of

the case. The Collegian went ahead with

the story (without quotes). Somehow the

newsworthiness of the issue was not

lessened by a lack ofjuicy quotes from the

subject of the article.

The same holds true for the Gross case.

Finally, when the issue became popular-

ly known, it was somehow "safe." The Col-

legian got the scoop sometime after the

word was out, and has since redeemed

itselfby prompting a reporter to do a story,

publishing an editorial opinion, and ac-

commodating Gross herself to write her

side of the story. Why did it take five

weeks for the Collegian to publish a basic

news story on this important public issue?

I don't have the answer to this question.

I can only express the opinion that

sometimes the reasoning of "journalistic

integrity" can be misused to become ir-

responsible journalism. Hiding behind

sacred journalistic principles to avoid stir-

ring up controversy goes against

everything that the free press in this coun-

try stands for I am disgusted by the facul-

ty and administration's attitude that this

issue lacks the credibility to be discussed

in a public forum. I am almost as equally

disappointed in the Collegians apparent

lack of interest in this subject. Concern-

ed students are constantly getting the

brush-off from the administration when
they choose to question decisions and

policies that affect their lives. I am used

to fighting this condescending and
patronizing attitude, but when the main
journal on campus ignores an important

issue, it really hurts. I hope that the Col-

legian will avoid making this mistake in

the future and realize that its responsibili-

ty to the community transcends fear and

irresponsibility.

Timothy J. Kress is a UMass student.
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Letters

Examine the word of the Bible
I am responding to Frank Flanagan's let-

ter about Rusty Denton's column on the

subject of abortion. Often in Congress,

politicians will attempt to push an un-

popular bill through the voting process by

tacking it on to a more popular bill. When
the popular bill is enacted, so is the

unrelated piece of legislation. Flanagan
has attempted a very similar thing in his

brief attack upon the Bible at the beginn-

ing of an otherwise very acceptable criti-

que of abortion opponents. It concerns me
that he feels free to attack a book as im-

portant as the Bible with weak arguments
and dubious presuppositions. I write this

letter in an attempt to examine his

statements in the light of critical reason.

He wrote: "Denton seems to think the Bi-

ble has a name, and an answer, for all

twentieth century ills and issues. Obvious-

ly, it does not, not in America, at least.

Otherwise, we'd all be going to church in-

stead of to the bar, library, theatre and ball

park." Now, I have no quarrel with

Flanagan himself, and had his comments
occurred within a vacuum, I would be able

to overlook them. However, I hear many
statements like his in the Pioneer Valley.

In each of Flanagan's three sentences

above, I detect a faulty presupposition. The
first sentence assumes that the Bible is no

longer relevant to the issues of this cen-

tury. This is chronological snobbery. Sure,

we are more technologically advanced than

our biblical predecessors, but that does not

mean that we have in any way outgrown
the biblical message. Whether we agree

with the Scriptures or not, we can all agree

that the people of biblical times were deal-

ing with the same issues with which we
now struggle upon: morality, purpose,

loneliness, love, etc. His second sentence

betrays a form of cultural preferentialism,

that American culture is superior to the

cultures of the Bible. I fail to see how this

is necessarily the assumption that the

masses decide what is (and is not) right.

This is simply not true. Hitler led a majori-

ty that was in the wrong. Also, need I re-

mind Flanagan that the only American
president to resign in disgrace was elected

by a "landslide" mandate? Majority opi-

nion is not always wrong, but neither is it

necessarily right.

We cannot reject a message simply

because it is not fashionable to believe it.

The Bible claims to be God's written revela-

tion to man. This claim is either true or it

is false. It is not true simply because / (or

anyone else for that matter) find truth in

it. It is either inherently true or inherent-

ly false. The Bible claims something about

itself that we have the liberty to disagree

with, but we owe it to ourselves to examine
it with integrity.

Allow me to conclude by affirming

Flanagan's primary message. Those who
would, for whatever reason, deny others

the opportunity to murder someone else

must be willing to take responsibility for

the life they wish to save. This will force

people to dig into their time and pockets.

There is no room for apathy. Each person

who protests against abortion ought to be

willing to help provide for the needs of the

women who wish to deliver their babies

alive, but need (financial and emotional)

support in order to see their pregnancies

through to the end. Despite a rather

weak attack upon the Bible at the beginn-

ing of his letter, Flanagan asks a good ques-

tion: are we ready to commit ourselves?

Philip H. Herzing
Chi Rho House

Try to bridge the age gap
Everyone has seen them on campus. They

are the older students at the University—
those individuals above the age of 22. You
probably have noticed them yourself: the
person in line at the coffee shop with a few

good streaks of grey, or a lab partner with
a wedding band, or that person sitting near
you in the lecture who somehow looks a lit-

tle older than most of your friends.

Older students can be either people who
didn't proceed directly to college from high
school and are now returning to seek a

degree, or graduate students extending
their education beyond the bachelor's

degree. The motivations of the graduate
student are more familiar and understan-

dable while the purposes of older people

who do not yet have a bachelor's degree are

for the most part completely unclear to the

undergraduate in the 18 to 22 age group.

People in this latter category are coming
to the University as a result of life ex-

periences which lead them to seek a degree
which they earlier did not want or could not

get.

The relationship between the graduate
and older students and the younger
students is an uncomfortable one. Younger
students tend to look at the older ones as

misfits. Older students think of the younger
ones as kids who often act unbearably im-

mature. Underlying both of these percep-

tions is the assumption that both groups
have nothing in common and little to gain
from the other.

Both groups however hold their desires

for higher education in common and can
benefit from some informal social interac-

tion. Indeed, such interaction can add an
enlightening dimension to the University

education of the other group. Tb the

younger students, older students provide a

window on the world somewhere between
that of their parents and their peers. Older
students come to the campus with
backgrounds ranging from communes to

the military. Older student perspectives on
such areas as marriage, divorce, children,

sex, racial discrimination and especially

career goals can provide the younger
undergraduate with an extra edge to help

avoid the pitfalls, and also enjoy the

pleasures, of his future life beyond the

campus.
On the other hand, the youthful ex-

uberance of the "kids" should not be lost

on the older students. Sitting outside for am
hour during one of these first few days of

really nice weather (even when that paper
you have not started is due tomorrow) can
add a little color to a face of a person car-

rying weighty concerns.

Tb their mutual benefit, older and
younger students can bridge the age gap
between them. Saying hello casually and
asking "Have you finished the paper yet?"

or inviting one for coffee will do to start.

John Krupczak, Jr.

Sunderland

All letters submitted for publication must be signed and include the author's ad-

dress and telephone number, which will not be published. Letters must be typewrit-

ten and double spaced at 67 characters per line. Column submissions should be

between 40 and 60 lines. All submissions are subject to editing for clarity and length.

Beginning tomorrow the editorial page will be under now management
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TUESDAY
APRIL 29

WEDNESDAY
APRIL 30

I
14 GREAT BANDS
ALL WEEK!
2 pm to 6 pm

THURSDAY
MAY 1

1:30 pm
Dedication of

Hampden Court
Guest Speakers;

Kitty Dukakis

Chancellor

Joseph Duffey

3:30 pm
"JAZZ HOT"
A Jazz Dance
Production

FRIDAY

MAY 2

^'o^^
9r\9ŷ

p^

SATURDAY
MAY 3

In Front of

Hampden
Student Center

SUNDAY
MAY 4

2:00 PM
THE

PAJAMA
SLAVE

DANCERS

3:00 PM
The UMass
Gymnastics

Team
Exhibition

Rain location:

Hampden
Southside Room

BARBEQUES
FREE SOUTHWEST WEEK BALLOONS

FREE

ADMISSION
TO
ALL

SOUTHWEST
WEEK

I EVENTS'

Free Silkscreening of the official Southwest Week
Logo on your T-shirt by the Southwest Craft Shop

8:00 PM
TOP BOSTON
COMEDIANS
OUTDOORS
in front of

Hampshire

D.C.

Rain Location:

Hampden
Southside Room

3:45 PM
The UMass

Juggling Club
Demonstration

The 8th Annua!

SOUTHWEST
CONCERT

Noon to 6 PM
Southwest Fields

THE

4:30 PM
"Jazz Hot"

A Jaz7 Dance Production

Susan Goldberg Producer

Choreographer

5:15 PM
The UMass Music
Theater Guild

presents

excerpts from

"LIFE IS A STAGE"

8:00 PM
"THREE MORE SLEEPLESS NIGHTS"
A one-act play in Hampden Theater

10:00 PM

FREE MOVIES
in the Hampden
Southside Room

^#.# ^.^^^^.^.^.^,^.^.^.^^^)^n. ^^^^^^i^^^i^^^^^^^^^^

10:00 PM

VIDEO
DANCE
Hampden

Southside Room
by

Rack-A-Video

the "V"
SOULS W^

Rain Location:

the Student Union

Ballroom

The production staffs for "ie 1986 so'i"g

events area shows wan! 'o promo'e safe'v

and enpvment fo' all people 3"endina "he

outdoor concerts With 'his m mind. *he CO"

suniption of alcoholic beveraqes a* *hp shows

will be linnited to individuals of legal dnnkma

age Concert protocol wif be observed beer

balls, kegs, large volume containers and alas

will be prohibited ! is unlawful for persons

who are under 'he legal dnnkmg age "^

transpor* Or to carry alcohol Posi'ive phot'i i'^

dentification wi'l be reqviired

ANOTHER
SOUTHWEST AREA
GOVERNMENT
PRODUCTION

^^^|^#^^|^^^^4^4F«¥¥¥¥^#

Photo by Kichard Bonanno

The sun and the

sounds attracted over

2,000 sun-starved peo-

ple yesterday to the

hill next to Worcester
D.C. for this year's

Eastside concert.

Marshall Crenshaw
and his band, shown
here, were the last of

the three bands to

perform.
The Del Fuegos,

who hail from Boston,

and Robert Cray also

shared the bill in this

five hour show, which
passed uneventful
save for technical pro-

blems during the Del
Fuegos* set.

The Southwest Con-
cert, featuring John
Cafferty and the
Beaver Brown Band,
will be held next Sun-
day at the Southwest
Fields.

/\I\ I 1^

fttQM SWETV

^¥^

A
^fe->-*•

RBn/\NRKK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 Ho. Amherst

caling place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop & Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadley Amherst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

SPRING BOOK SALE

30% OFF ALL BOOKS
Sun. Apr. 27 - Sat. May 3

VALLEY BOOKS
Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst

M-F 10:30-5:30 Sun 12-5

Sat 10-5 .549-6052

IN HONOR OF ISRAELI
INDEPENDENCE DAY

DAVID BROZA

lflk
^^HRP^^^^H^
^^s ^^^ ^^n

'\\ ^^^^^^^^hH
jt

^^x "^^'^H^^H
^\

i^^^^.^_ii^9L\^

mk
90^

Thursday, May 1 at 8:00 p.m.

Memorial Hall, University of Massachusetts

- Winner of Israel's King David Award
for best male vocalist

- Top Israeli singer, songwriter and guitarist

Tickets available at: Tix and Hillel office (302 SUB)

Prices: $6 non-students, $4 students and

$2 5 college Hillel members

Limited seating. Advance purchase recommended

f
Sponsored by UMass B'nai B'rith Hillel, Jewish Students Union at Mt. Holyoke, 5

College Hillel Jewish Students Project of Boston, North Amencan Jewish Students

A Appeal UMass Arts Council and the Student Activities Support Fund. *

^m
Sale includes:
• Superguard GS

"

Gas Shocks

• I>ifeguard " Shocks

• Springuard " Shocks

• Strutguard
"

Cartridges

• Mac Pherson
'

Stmts
Offer expires 4/30/86

See warranty tenns
at your 1(k^;i1 Midas dealer.

TAKE IT TO MIDAS

Jet Rte 9 and 116 Hadia

nUMODS MIDASQOIUTT
nnmUXEDJITABUDGET PRICE.
Have any Midas shock absorber or strut inst<'illed now
and youll get the seanid one inst^ilied for half price!

9991

Bi
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COLLEGE PIZZA
TEL

5496073 LOW PRICE
TEL

5496098

Ask for Th. SPECIAL

LARGE ONE ITEM PIZZA
- 4 CANS OF COKE $8.50

SMALL ONE ITEM PIZZA
^ 2 CANS OF COKE $4.75

u.'> >nnk<- fh«' HFST oizza in lou'n a( the I.OWTST

pnc« BAiiDu...hdou«hmad./r«hd...., v«r FAST. FREE DELIVERY
frozen Served with CAMS oj *oda NOT < ups

EVERY WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
Large Piz^a $4 90 Medium Pizza $2.50

Pick up or to stay only

LOCATED AT PATTERSON CORNER OF SOUTHWEST
Expires May 22, 1986 no coupons with special

i-1«»^'»»*irr(i<'V«*l'Vaf(r«ff»«<"'««"-'«<l'»«'r *«'< >»tl'y«rTa'^»'^»

Graduate Assistant Position
1986-87 Academic Year

Director, Hilltop Health Club, OH/Central

(an educational fitness and weight training center)

Orchard Hill/Central Residential College

Responsibilities:

1. Administration and management of a student/ staff weight training and

fitness facility.

2. Development of educational programs in the areas ot fi'ness and holistic

health.

3. Coordination of the OH/Central Fitness Testio" f-'roq'am

Qualifications:

1. Experience in management and budget impletro-^tation.

2. Applied knowledge of the principles of cardiovascular and resistance

training.

3. Broad based knowledge of preventive medici'e. holistic health.

4. Ability to work independently.

Compensation:
$4400 plus full tuition waiver

* Pick up application at the H ,j^nc Office

B 30 Baker House, Orchard H !!. 5 1333

APPLICATION DEADLINE MAY 9th

.«»»A|Uk»Allk«*il<*Al»l»Al.l*44U»4i.»»«<^fcrfP*-»A<U»lJU»**»<44*<.^»«l<#*l*»*J*J«l»««t^^

ABILITIES

UNLIMITED

presents

DISABILITY
AWARENESS DAY
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1986

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
10 am - 2 pm

• Abilities Unlimited BUTTON DRIVE and Information Table.

• Demonstration of Accessible Transportation by UMass Transit,

held every half-hour.

• Display by Architectural Barriers Board

above events held outside Student Union Building.

(Rain Location Campus Center Concourse)

10:30 am Noon WORKSHOP I:

Disabled Women; A Feminist Perspective,

Room 804-08 Campus Center.

WORKSHOP II;

Beyond Ironside, Beyond Stereotypes,

Room 804 08 Campus Center,

(workshops include film and discussion)

PANEL DISCUSSION on the Disability Movement;

Past, Present and Future

Panelists; Kristen Johnson, Miss Deaf Massachusetts,

UMa. s Undergraduate

Chris Palames, State Office of Handicapped Affairs

Susan Patch, Massachusetts ComMi;/,!- • .- -ne Blind

Reception to Follow

1;30 - 3 pm

7 pm;

<oom ipus Center

CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

f

I

I

!

J^
430 Russell St (Rt 9)

Hadley

253-2571

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
MonSat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS.

150 King St.

Northampton J

586-8220

summertmmTjob^
$5.50 per hour

Work scheduled around your full-time job.

RGIS Inventory Specialists

offers excellent part time income to supplement your full time

job. We have hours available weeknights and/or weekends in

your hometown area in Eastern Mass.

Numerous openings in: Peabody, Danvers, Lowell, Lawrence,

Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, New Bedford, and all of

Worcester County and Cape Cod.

On Campus Interviews

will be held on Thursday, May 6

and Wednesday, May 7

in Room 811 B Campus Center

at 9 am, 10 am, 11 am, noon,

1 pm, 2 pm, 3 pm, 4 pm, 5 pm, 6 pm

HELP WANTED
Area Labor organization,

seeking progressive, hard

working college students

with a clear understanding

of social issues.

Paid $4.00 to 5.00 per hour

for mostly outside work.

Spcnso«ed bv Aj;lIt;£S Unlimited, the Student Activities Support Fund,

*ND Housing Services,

Contact:

Tom Clarke, Organizer

UFCW, Local 1459, AFL-CIO
33 Eastland Street

Springfield, Ma. 01109

1 -800-332-9699

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON

THi FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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OK, sir. would you like inferno or non-mferno''

Ho' Just kidding It's all inferno, of course
— I lust get a kick out of saying that."

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

So LFT'!; ztl.

HK.H fPM rPKiAt eF«E<T5
€wOiwo off fm rK>A6'C

rooVfl*. . ..
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BY R. MILLER
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JUST Be
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BY BERKE BREATHED

Nm POLICY
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__ I
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiltd l)\ I rude Michel .laffi

ACROSS
1 F(nial

4 isotaied 'xii

8 Border o'

12 The Man
13 Manner o'

Aralking

M Flying macime
15 Travelers

necessities

1

7

Annuity

m Aries

18 Declare

19 Puerto

21 Goal

22 DDE s

command
23 Consecrates
25 Possesses
27 Province Of

Campania
28 Delay

29 Domino the

musician

30 Chrisfi

Tenas port

34 Barbershop
quartet s giri

36 Panacea
37 Italian location in

SnaHespeare
38 Month in

Martinique

39 Paulo
40 Reserved
42 - It

Romantic''

43 Retreats

46 Thruvvay Siy
4 7 Cu' o't

48 KnaCR

t»S

j^ ', •.li tfoni

Greece
54 Wlt^out

resistance

f-6 Nostrils

57 Willow gen

58 Mitemia
59 Insect

60 Appioach
61 Balaam s mount

DOWN

2 Rider

3 Atlas features

4 Name for a

Dalmatian

5 Vehicle

6 See 52 Across
7 Inhabit

8 English country

festival

9 Region of

central

Europi
10 Disentangle

1

1

Abounds
12 Evian e g
14 Classroom

supervisors

16 In favor of

20 Journey
23 Historian s

concern

24 Rhine feede'

25 Popular nariit?

m Oslo

26 Virginia ot

tennis

27 Card game
29 F'nai coats

31 Jewish spring

time festivals

32 - Bator

33 Opening

35 City near

Sacramento
36 Swindles

38 Kent resort

41 Bowler s target

42 Parade
43 Hold firmly

44 System of

navigation

ANSWER TO

45 Verdi work

46 Title of

respect in

India

49 Peter Paul

Of Boris

50 Yale et ai

5! With Prefix

53 The bottom ime

55 Port or plane

JiTiE S

4 26 86

COLLEGIAN STAFF MEMBERS:
See Dode or business office soon to

sign up for barbecue blowout and alum-
ni reunion.

m

Menu

r

I

Today:
Mostly sunny, high mid-SOs to mid-70s,

Tonight:

Clear, low 45 to 55. Weather

Tomorrow;
Mostly sunny and warm, high 70 to 80

\
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The Distin^ished Visitors Pro-am
K presents
"

Syndicated Columnist and Author

ELLEN
GOODMAN

I
''Life & Change"

I
Thursday, May 1, 1986

18:00 PM
I
CCA
|U-Mass

{free
I Tickets

I available

I through TIX

1 An Introductory Talk On

ZEN
Liberation and
Pyscho-Spiritual
Evolution will be given

Friday evening May 2
at the

Synthesis Center,

178 A N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst, MA
Call 413-549-3509 for

more information.

I

i distinguished

I Visitors pro-am

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
FaK ServKe Tire Store

70 SunOmfiana Rd . No Amhaitl. MA
Across horn Walroba s Slofe

549-4704

Most Major
Credit Cards Accepted

siiiiiiiiifiiiifuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimnnfffinMiniiiiniiiiiii

The Office of the Chancellor
in cooperation with B'nai Brith Hlllel

presents

SHOAH
A FILM BY CLAUDE LANZMANN

A New Yorker Films Release <- 1985

<<

HIGHEST RATIflGl

A MASTERWORK...
A BEAUTIFUL FILM,
AN ELEGIAC FILM. "

-Leo Seltgsohn. Newsday

A 9y2 hour documentary shown in two parts

Daily May 4-1

1

as part of Holocaust Memorial Week
at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Call 545-251 1 for times and locations

Generai Admission -$1 5, 5 College Students -$1 0, UMass Students -$5

KLimm

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

FREE TACO BAR
MON&JUES NIGHT

— till it lasts
MAY BEER OF THE MONTH

Kronenbourjf
Proner ID Reauired

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Softball climbs to 31-9,

winning three-of-four
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

If there could be one word that could

describe this past weekend for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts softball team, it

would have to be "satisfactory".

The Minutewomen took three-out-of-four

games over the weekend, sweeping St.

Joseph's University in an Atlantic 10 twin-

bill on Saturday, 7-0 and 3-1. UMass split

a doubleheader with Adelphi University,

yesterday, dropping game one, 2-1. and tak-

ing the nightcap 1-0. UMass raised its

overall record to 31-9, and 6-2 in the A-10.

Senior pitcher Lynn Stockley won the 7-0

decision over St. Joe's, as she and freshman

stopper Chris Wanner combined on a three-

hitter Sophomore pitcher Lisa Rever was
the victor in game two, and recieved some
relief help from senior Cathy Reed. Reed

gained her first save of the year.

After sweepieng St. Joe's and securing a

spot in the A-10 playoffs, the Minutewomen
needed a sweep against Adelphi to better

keep their national tournament hopes,

although a split doesn't hurt.

"I guess we have to be satisfied with a

split, but we really felt that we should have

won both games," UMass head coach

Elaine Sortino said. "Adelphi had absolute-

ly nothing to lose while we had everything

to lose."

Stockley took the 2-1 loss in game one,

tossing a three-hitter and going the

distance in only her second setback of the

season. She also struck out six batters

while walking only twa Stockley 's record

now stands at 16-2.

Adelphi scored both runs in the third in-

ning by loading the bases on a Stockley

throwing error, a fielder's choice and a

walk. Adelphi first baseman Grace Gazzara

lined a shot to right field, but was thrown

out by right fielder Chris Ciepiela. A run

scored on the play, however, and was follow-

ed by Ellen Spruce's sacrifice fly.

The Minutewomen mounted a rally in

their half of the seventh when senior

center-fielder Sally Maher launched a

leadofT triple to right. Sophomore catcher

Ilene Freeman then hit a groimder to third

and was apparantly safe at first by at least

a step. But Freeman was called out on a

questionable call, killing a potential game-
winning situation for UMass.
In game two, Rever improved her season

mark to 12-5, throwing a two-hitter for a

1-0 win. Rever struck out three and walk-

ed none while going the distance and was
assisted by the tremendous play of the

Minutewoman defense, the same defense

that had chalked up three errors in the

opener.

"I was very surprised at our defense in

the first game, especially in covering bunt

situations," Sortino said. "Our lack of

defense in the first game was very un-

characteristic of us, because we are pro-

bably the best defensive team in the

region."

The real UMass defense showed up for

the nightcap, led by junior third-baseman

Debbie Cole, who enjoyed a banner day in

the field. Cole robbed Adelphi left -fielder

Kris Peterson of a sure base hit in the third

inning with a nifly diving stab in the hole.

In the fourth, Cole fielded a Julie Bolduc

ground ball and successfully picked off

Spruce at second base after Spruce had
nailed a double to right center. The play

killed an Adelphi rally, and preserved a

one-run lead for the Minutewomen.
Sophomore shortstop Paige Kopcza also

shined in the field, making two nice plays

in the hole to third, and Mahar made a

pretty diving catch in shallow center field

in the sixth inning.

UMass scored its only run in the third,

when junior second baseman Carol Frat-

taroli lined a one-out, RBI single to right,

scoring sophomore left-fielder Emily
Bietsch.

"These were two very tough games.
Adelphi is better than UConn and I think

it's to our credit that we have beaten them
three-out-of-four times this season," Sortino

said. "I think we are in pretty good shape.

We are where we want to be at the time we
want to be there."

The W K li l)u Ik)is Ixrtun- .Sonos pivst'nts

Madame jOSIE FANON
widow ol frantz r<Mion

Frantz Fanon and
the Third World:

Interpretations

& Actualities"

April 30. 1986
Campus Center 163

8 PM
University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst

lYanty. Fanon s works include "The Wretched of the Earth."

Black Skin. White Masks. ' "Toward the African

Revolution .' "Studies on a I>yin() Colonialism
"

<H(KT<>(thr< twrnrltor

rivrlollrfl*' Iw

ln>ntutro( rlH- Ifu

»n Mudtpv IN-pan

I iw c .illriH* BlMk S(ii(1ir\

CoUrgian photo by Paul IVamarais

Freshman defenseman Matt Woods, left, drives past a lunging Brian Mennes of Army, Satur-
day at Boyden.

* Gorillas lose
shot past Partuese's left to draw UMass to within one, 7-6,

with 3:39 to go.

As the crowd exploded, Army coach Jack Emmer went

for the time out. McGovern won the face-off, but Carmean

.continued from page 12

Baseball splits two
with Scarlet Knights

The University of Massachusetts baseball team, 14-16,

split a doubleheader with Rutgers on Saturday, taking
the first game, 4-3, then dropping the second, 15-1.

The Minutemen played yesterday afternoon as well, but
results were not available at press time.

In the opener, UMass rallied for three runs in the top
of the seventh to defeat the Scarlet Knights. Freshman
Gary DiSarcina hit a solo home run and sophomore Dar-
rin O'Connor had a two-run blast following a single by
junior second baseman Rob Holiday to power the UMass
comeback. In the nightcap, Paul Johnson's grand slam
homer led Rutgers to its victory which snapped the
Minutemen's nine-game winning streak.

UMass hosts the University of Connecticut tommor-
row at 3 p.m. at Lorden Field. UMass lost to the Huskies,
10-9, on April 1, blowing a big lead in the ninth inning
at UConn. The Minutemen were 1-11 at the time and
seemed incapable of producing a solid performance. Since
then, UMass has been 13-5 including 13 of its last 15.

After Connecticut, the Minutemen host Amherst Col-
lege for a single game on Wednesday and then travel to

Northeastern for a doubleheader on May 1. UMass will

then play a pair at Dartmouth College on May 6, play
at Harvard the following day and then take on Pro
vidence College for a twinbill at Providence on May 13.

Should UMass qualify for the A-10 Championships, the
team would travel to the announced site for its games
on May 9.

The fifth-ranked University of Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team (6-2) also saw action during the weekend,
playing at third-ranked Tfemple University on Saturday
and at Rutgers University yesterday. Results were
unavailable however, because UMass head coach F*am
Hixon was unable to contact the sports desk by press
time.

was stripped by Williams with 2:20 to go. Army recovered

the loose ball, but senior defenseman Tbm Aldrich got

tough, knocking Betchley down and taking the ball from
him with 1:30 left.

Army was caught offside with 1:15 left and the Gorillas

made their move Carmean went one-on-one with Williams
again. Moving in from the goalie's right, he ripped a shot
off" R)rtue8e's foot that ricocheted up and into the goal with
one minute left. It was like a mass-Megabucks win on the
hil'. "? he crowd w*»nt hanannas.

L.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIC
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113*8 45 3 45 Men Thufs 8 45. 2 30 Fr. • Deadi-ne is 2 days pno

Cash in advance • Phonp numbpr FREE
Of lo publication day

\< TI\ITIK.S

Sludrnl Hmllh \d«i«<>n Kinrd Mrrline
Apni 29 1986 5 30 pm UHS "t, 302 jpen i->

•II B« There

VlTiio

Multi Trark ( «'i>.rllr Kt-rorder - Yamaha
MT 44 »S00 00 must sell M6 7874 BO

\l tOKOR SAI.K

IWXn (itir lUlrhbark 63.000 milfs
AM FM great mileage vwv rtepeodable
253 2204

77 VW Kahhil. br-iwi. A T runs well

grea' ste-ei St 300 584 2700 . 4074

1W;1 Tomla ( iirnila t.iflhark AT 53 000
miles $5100 548 9404

I!IXI) ilaloun I'l $1750 548 9404

I!l7fi \W Hu^i great b'»<1v tnteriof. new en
haust brakes $2150 256 8484

Chrw Van looks good, runs good lots ol

sapre, stereo. $400. Mike 549 0385

1H72 \ .W. SiiprrlN'rllr e«ceneni condi
tion' New ckitcl' Great body Call Anne
256 1700 i$1200 I

Honda ( M l.'ril only 6.500 rmles Excellent
cond riew batt tuned up includes 2 betmets
asking $975 can 649 0331 must sell

ili I'lvmiiuth Vnlarc good condition, new
'rans 2 new tires mus' see' $850 256 6281

I!l7:! |{ui«k < enlurx 350 2BBL V8 runs
like a top New naio' rptiu*'' f.j'b AC a"d
more BO over $400 Brian 6654148

Is il Irue you can buy leeps lor $44 through
the US government' Get the lacts today'
Call 1 312 742 1142 ext 6931 A

:« Kabhit bebuilt 253 2483

(AN vol WKITK'

Inlcrrslcd in .ImirnaliMn.' I's never to

late to s'art' Corno down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily m New England You can write

about Sports. News. Edi'orial. Black Af
lairs. Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian
issues Whatever your interests, write abou'
'I 'oday in the Collegian We build careers

< Ai'Kcoir

KtMimmaleK \^antpd to share a great house
t'l Hy,innis for *hp siirnmer cat' 256 6789
.tf'pr five

•< Asir

Paving cash for \«iir baspliall cards
Please call Mike 546 6105

ilAVK •VINilK AroK' IIOKAN

When I first mcl mu this summer I was
helpless and scared You ga^ed into my
eyes and I felt you really cared Read more
tomorrow. S A.

Kf>:rTRONI(' fYI'KWRiTKR

Like new PA 1000 Sharp slate ol the art

portable typewriter a truly amazing
machine- you must see what it d'>es 'o

believe H' Interested' $150 or HO Call Je"
at 256 1259 or 545 3500

KNTKK1AINMKM

K \( h- \illS( KNTKKTAINMKM
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows,
Large Screen Video 24 hr opera'or 549 7144

KS(ORtSKRVi<K

Ksrorl Service Atailabic 8 p m 2am
Everyday, anywhere on campus Play ''

sale call 5 2123 lor an escort ANYTIMF

KANTASTK OKKKK:

TiM-hnirs linear Irarkinir liirnlalilc

w Audio Technica carrridae like new $'60

and Baby Advent spealie<s in perfect cond """o* '"* " "»• '*' ta" 646 1280 $80 00 o-

$175 r- ra" 546 4482 90

I- iwx i.ui> I u .
*"» •'^''^ i^'* ''•''' ^°«»V ••^ "^^ ^•*»

l-XMIIRIXKK $100 80 256 4226

<,rl a Mhislirr Sprrlrum I Radar iifi)'! Ilresser - good coodrtio" »25 ca* leura

lor I .' $199 Retails $299i whI check .i 549 1548

^.°, ' *S *'"PP"'9 expense ro Barcor ^>^ Santa « ruj Skalebiard e.ceiient
Marke-inq 128 Wortben Rd Lexington MA condition $75 or BO ca" Geo" 586 7845

^ ^
yt^^^^:^^'^ FRKK ONK .M(».NTH RE.NT

I ....._.„ I. . .-ic-i.vi "—.^ Apartmentmate wanlMl fof Nonhwood
I riMim apl bus route $250 00 rvervtbrrtQ in «_. ...ki., -- .- . ..- «»f ..o~^

eluded I uhi.fes cable' 256 1724 ' Apl aubtei June Is! w tall option 66^882

4 bedroom houtir m \nrlhamplnn near (tRAPHIC ARTIST
Look Park $600 plus unmes June plus POSITION AVAILABLE
Septoption Skibiskt Realtors 584 3428 afler r ri —
4 30 (iraphir .Xrlixl wanted to design advertis

•Ik .. _.• .. _i .1 I , •» I
•" inq and merchandising aids for student con

J nouM'inalrs wanted June I /milesfrom „ ^ ,. ,n l. l ,.

campus garden guiet Hadley
"oil«l busm^ses 10 hours week beginn

neighborhood Non srrHAets piMse $130 '"!" September 86 l^ndergraduates only

month 549 0306 T
•"*"

^i"*"^'!
' '^T •" ° ''^"' "" ""*

letter describing relevant experience to

Summer rrnlal Mam St downtown EDO. 409 Student Union Deadline Friday

Amherst accessible to every need 2nd fl apt May 3
room furnished move right in you pay your ^ _' ' '

own long distance calls $450 includes 3 HAI'PY HIRTHIlAV CHRIS
months rent and electric Ideal lor graduate . _^:_ ; ~_ _^

_ .

or older students female prefered call (hris, I don't want to hear any more whin
253 3630 evenings keep trying days Erin mg about never getting a personal Have a

263 2446 great birthday Irom your Secret Admirer

Presidential fall option own bedroom
III.-I p tv^i VTI.'li

$166 mo walk to campus 649 0740
iir.i.r «/».« ik.u

2 bedroom aparlmrni Soulhwood on bus Hold Majors: Desk clerks and auditors

line, available Juni; 1 phone 263 7601 Call wanted Accountiong or experience preler

after 3 30 pm red Apply Howard Johnson Lodge. Rte 9,

To sublet 6 1 - 8 ;il 2 bdrm api'Sund $340
"^*^'** .____

neg call 665 4223. aft 5

... ... J t.- J I J u College Pro Painters
Spacious .1 bedrtmrn Sunderland house. . now hiring lor good
Room for live. 525* .

big ya.d, bus route . summer |obs throughout
**^ ''*' • New England 6 7 . an hour

LOOK NO KI'RTHKR: Best 3 bedroom • positions filling quickly

apt in downtown Amherst' Huge windows. ' come to our information •

wooden floors, and more. Summer sublet ' session to May 1 in the

w fall option Call luxury living at 256 1443 ' Campus Center 1 800 424 2468

Summer, fall option 2 bedroom low rent

possible reward 665 7093 alter 6 Sprinc Summer Jobs $4 $6 ht apply

.i, , J , . ... ,_- Telefund, basement Memorial Hall
Two brdriMim apt. good condition 130 per

mo call 256 6750 JOBS: Full time Part time cooks, prep
, -. J , . -. r i^«~"", cooks, dishwashers, receptionists, lor busy
I bedroom apl. take over lease. $345 inci ,„,, ,,„, c. „1 ,„.< c.ii ..„.l a i

„ ... 1. 1 * A—u * . restaurant Summer and Fall work Apply
all utilities "j mile from Amherst center, on . .. , a~i,„...
. . -tc coin Judies. Amherst
bus route 266 6870

,, ... ,, "V ^. ; ', „ Xerox Operator needed on campus.
Br.llan> Man.^ now renting ,or fall

Jun.-Aueusl. Mondav-Thursria, 111-:!
semester 256 8534

u,.rk-stud.> not r.uuired. Apph now!
Pufflon Villatfe large bedroom, w'own Student Note and rrinlinu Serxice 101

bathroom, available June 1. wfall option SIB ."il."i-2271

call 549 6067 y^^^, ( ourse and Teacher K>aluali..n

(juiel House! 2 single rooms, walk to (Juide needs two dedicated, organised

Amherst, UMass, on bus route Summer summer workers to be responsible for

w fall option 256 6891 or 253 2213 preparing the guide lor pnnt in the fall Can
, , J I, rr, .... didates must have familiarity with data col
1 bedroom Pufflon apartment starting

|^^,,^ ^ ^ ^
Juriel No reaches, an new kitchen, newly

,p,,ed typesetting
'

exp Position 30
painted Call Maria at 549 6771 ;,^j.,^^ ^ 53 35 ^^^^^^ employment

Subletters 2'.',~ Pufflon Vil furnished call pick up applications 420 Student Union

549 6534 cable pool negotiable price 3 deadline May 5 at 4 PM The SGA is an

bdrms .
AA EEO employer

Interested in living at Hampton Beach. Summer Jobs purging and filing medical

N.ll.? Call 263 7797 records. St Elizabeth's Hospital, Brighton

__ Call James at 546 7040 'or more inlormation

FOR SALr. Jewish ( ommunitv of AmhersI looking
-\-~—-' "- . . lor Sunday School and Hebrew Teachers

KleclncBas. by Magnum, Fonder ,atr
,^, Sppj^^her 1986 Also music teacher

style. $170 or BO 586 8969 needed Experience with children preferred

BOSK 101 Speakers 60 watts, like new. Call 549 0223 for application

must sell call 6 7917 On-Campus. Paid training now lor fall part

(iuilar (; * I. ( avijier. black, excellent time Xerox operator positions Work study

cond better than a S'rat, designed by Leo not required Apply now Studem Note and

Fender himself $400, 649 0386 Printing Service 401 SUB 545 227'

Bikes III sp $100 fl $50 eves 549 0676
'

. , I.OST
Full siie bed, bureau with 4 drawers, and a

rug 6''i xl2' All for only $100 call Bryant
| |„^, ,, ,,,,^^1 neik lace 4 '16 if found please

549 5419 call 546 1241

Radio CasKelte Record Plaw huge (,.,ld ring RF eoa-avert on it SpeciaMamily
speakers great sound $150 BO 546 6343 ^g,^,^ rnusr have back' No questions reward

Compuler Terminal Televideo 910 wit>- ^ *2" ''eep trying'

modem $300 or BO 665 8297 r„ .z ._zr.I^.-V' -'-

..,.,.. L A,nn . , i
MARTHAS VINKYARH

llewlc'll Packard 12C with calculator case
and ownes handbook Brand new I don t |)„ vou haxc rooms available or a house to

rent for the Summer' M V IS our first

cho<e but we n listen 10 any Cape Cod of

fe"» ^00" Please contact Sue or jiil at

256 1446

MOtORt >< I I-

IHX.I NlRhthawk «.'>0 12 5k miles

meticulously maintained $1500 546 9437

1^x2 Honda ( \-.«IMl ruslnm shaft drive ii

quid cooled Fast perfect con black w 2

helmets Must sel' $1100 BO Warren
546 9828 O' 546 9826

NEEi» A SIMMKR RIMIM'

SinifU- and double riMims available for

this Summer Don t miss Out' Low cost cal'

Alpha Delta Phi at 545-3117

NOT j< E Ok
\NNI Al. MKKTINI.

TIM Inc.. will hold its annual meeting

w bylaw change May 2 1986 in Campus
C • •. 804 808 at 3 00 p m

PKRSONAI.S

Evervbodv calm down! Orders from Mom
ilan WriKhl - you have the whitest teeth
I vp ever come upon Your Dentist

l>an Thanks for your help on my scores
Janet

l.amb<i - Congratulations' your loving
roommate, Whambo

t'on^ats. Wend> Kego - Just one more
reason to look chipper' Luv, Tracey

PROFE.SSIONAI. TVPINI. SKK\ 1« K

Papers, rases, dissrrlalions. theses, on
campus, dependable, low rales, experienc
ed. Nancy 584 7924

« PI KKTON RKWARIlS

Name xiur price for 2 3 bedroom
546 6958 Ronm 546 6959

Jan

to 42nd

REWAKli

Tickets desprralelv nerdeil
Street' Call 6 4316 after 7 pm

ROOM WANTKK

Sinjfle room wanted for cheap summer
sublet. I(?m,ilp non smoker, responsible
Cathy 263 2284

K( M )MMATES W ANTKII

Two females wanted to share one
bedroom in Townehouse call 649 1587

Male needed lo share 3 bedroom apt in

Townehouse for fall spring 86 '87 please
call Paul, Dan, or Stu 549 1675

2 female in'aduale students wanted t-i

sharp a Brandywine apt call Lmda 549 4798

2 female roommates lo share I bedroom
in 3 bedroom house N Amtiprst Julie^t
Ginny 665 8316

One female roommate needed to share a
Brittany Manor apt call 263 21 18

.t females lonkinK for a Ith to share a 2
bed 2 story apartment large cheap call
anytime Sharon 546 1472 or Marci 546 9890

2 frmalr roommates 10 iuj-r j,: ndrm m 3
bdrm 'owntiouse apt 649 6078

Male roommate wanted to sharp 2
bedroom Coioni.^i Village apartment with
neat quiet non smoker Will have own
bedroom $172 mo starting September
Call David 263 2965

2 females lo lake over lease m tiouse very
close to campus' Across from bus stop,
washer, dryer fireplace etc 549 6038

Two rtHimmales needed for apartment
Available June Cheap 'pot 256 1324

Male roommate wanted for 2 bdrm
lownhouse ap' $160 rr.-i call 549 0902

SI (111 (,o|i|S \^KKh

All Hrek lonK. n'a Scott Godin Week at

Student Note and Printing Service' Make
him work for you'

^KRVK KS

tOI\> 121 121 TutorinK $6 00 per hour
former gradet, consultant Alex 256 1239

Tvpint;. Tap<' Transcription. Fast ac
curate Available almost anytime 666 7662

Perfectionist Word Processinjj - $1 60
$2 no paqp 26'^ off first job 549 6178

Tailor lor alteration SHAANN s at rnall

684 9362

STORAI.K

Spare available over the summer i.al<

256 8750 or 549 6149

SI BI.ETTKRS WANTKII

Summer sublet w fall option 3 rooms
available in a sunny Main St apt on bus
route big open rooms sunny deck single

callers welcome call Lesley at 545 3500 days
253 2821 eve

SI MMER EMPLOYMENT

l.ifreuards. Swim Instructors. Hamp
shire Fitness Club 256 6446

SI MMKK SI BI.ET

(il location Sunset Ave across from Col
lege Pi/?a 4 bdrm 2 bath full turn 549 1447
lor info

One bedroom for 2 females in large two
bedroom apt located between campus anil

Amherst Center $140 earh 256 8039

w fall option efficiency in ex Drake' quiet

cl'jse to town, schools Tom 253 5062

Biif house close to campus, cable, furnish

ed cheat) rent negotiable, call 646 7122

.Summer sublet wilb fall option iMat II
in 2 bedroom apt in Southwoorl apts $480 a

month Call Chris at 545 3500 or 253 7832

Needed 2 males females to share bedroom
m spotless Puffton apt AC pool tennis hoop
John 549 4926 keep trying

Colonial VillaKt' furnished apartment, on
bus route, pool Reward You can't beat the

price' Sue 253-6089 Nicky 646 8152

Yeaah Yeaah!! That s it' Furnished Bran
dywme aprt for sumemr sublet Females only
549 7717

.Amherst Clr sublet w fall option sunny
and partly furnished 137 month 253 3932

2 non-smokers wanted to share furnished
Townehouse apartment with female June 1

Aug 31 Own room $120/mo call

'.49 6709

Tounehouse apl available for summer
sublet and fall option 649 4357

Brandvwine apt available for sumemr
(heap call 649 0637

Pufflon Villaire two persons to share fur

rushed bedroom pool bus route cheap rent

call 549 1869 or 646 6717

2 bedrooms, l.anlrrn ( ourl. Sunderland
rent negotiable call Donna or Kim 649 7127

(heap twii bedroom Snulhwmid apart-
ment rent negotiable June 1 Aug 31 (.all

266 1518 646 7966

One bedroom apl for summer sublet with
l.iii option 1 77 North Pleasant St Apt 8
Downtown Amherst 256 8677 Hi Honey

(heap! Sublet w'fall optinn 2 femal rmtes
wanted to share a room in apt on bus rt

$120 mo call Stacey 6 4378 eves late

Summer room al Briltany call artswering
machine 253 ,1208

STAY IN SHAPK this summer sublet mir
Pulfton Apt tennis courts and pool Partly

furnished, one bedroom AC Ca'i 'vio '71?

ask for Cheryl or Jen

Puffers Pond. 2 bdrm f>n tiusrr>utp tall op
tion 1.(11 649 4779

2 hedrtMtm Brandt wine Apt. Completely
furnisf>ed Call Chiistine 549 5632 or Mary
256 1690

Next lo campus 1 bdrm apl at Presirjential

apt available 6 18 31 for summer sublet

call Marty 253 7868 after 1 1 ,)m

Available for one or two females for one
bedrorim in Puffton Village Apts call Tracy
or Li/a 546 4685

(lose lo campus! Crestview furnished
cheap' Call Amy 6 6661 Karen 6 3265

Two bedriMim apl center of Amherst walk
ing distant (• from campus possible fall op
tion 253 7306

I bedroom apl lully furnished, bus rt,

$370 rnonlh utilities mcl rjr best offer

June thru Aug Cliffside Apts 665 3088

I spols available in Sunderland townbouse
cable TV on bus rt rent negotiable 665 3571

Kail option 2 bedroom apt in Bnttany
Manor negotiable rent 253 2831

TO SI BI.ET

2 bedriMim apl in Southwood summer
sublet w fall option 256 1562

I (M-ople wanted to sublet large 3 bedroom
house near malls and busline rent
reasonable Sonte rooms with fall option
686 6425

I b«-drm Xl!t.'i month, inclusive June thru
Ami 665 4.188

Apl for reni summer sublet with fall option
? br 1 baib $530 mo incI heat h water
256 1687

Summer sublet fall option: 2 bedrooms in

summer 4 bedrooms in fall, Swiss Village
rent negotiable for summer on bus route
256 8285

Spacious one hedroom aparlmenl (or
summer sublet with fall option Is on the bus
rrjute and withm walking distance from
campus in the Presidential Apartment com
plox Rent is $350 00 per month Call
549 4122

.Summer sublet • furnished Townehouse
apartment rr^asortable price call evenings
549 6968

I or 2 bedrooms with 4 bedroom fall option
in AmhersI please call after 10 256 6859

LonkinK for a 2 hedroom apr Sublet 1

room lor sumemr take lease in Se|il
665 7119 after 6

TRAVEL

Visit N.Y.t". - May :t. undergrads $16
others $17 Contact Commuter Area
Government, 546 2146

TVPI.MiSERVK E

({lAI.ITY fVPINt;. Long or short pro
jects Meticulous proofreading Editing
available New IBM Typewriter 649 0367

fYPINtJ & WORIi PR(H ESSINt;

Next day nrr^ire TYPe-RiTE 323 4579

WANTEK

l.ookini; for leaur Brandywine,
Townhouse Presidential, Puffton 546 5327
reward $160 00

WANTED T(» RENT

( ouplc srekinK to take over lease for 1

tjedroom apt starling fall call Gary 546 J 1 69
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SPORTS
Army takes overtime battle, 8-7

«* me .

Collegian photo by Paul Dcamaraia

In a battle of All-Americans, UMass Tom Carmean, left, takes on Army defenseman Dan
Williams, Saturday before 7,500 fans at Boyden Field. The Gorillas fell in overtime, 8-7.

Lacrosse notebook

Gorillas still in playoff hunt
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The Gorillas are down, but

by no means out of playoff

contention.

Currently tied for seventh

in the Division 1 poll,

UMass will drop following

its 8-7 overtime loss to 10th-

ranked Army on Saturday.

How far depends on how the

voters view Rutgers's 13-7

loss to Syracuse on Saturday

in Jersey. Rutgers was tied

with UMass for seventh,

along with C.W. Pbst. Pbst

played Adelphi yesterday

after a Saturday rainout.

At very worst, UMass will

go to 10th, but probably

ninth or even eighth. The

top 10 teams make the

playoffs (with seven hosting

10 and eight hosting nine in

the first round) and with a

win at hapless Dartmouth
Wednesday and another at

Rutgers on Friday night,

UMass should get a bid.

Lose at Rutgers, and UMass
would need to accomplish

almost a lacrosse im-

possibility, beating Syracuse

at home, to make it.

"We're still very much in

it, said UMass coach Dick
Garber "We just don't have
as much control any more."

D

The crowd (estimated from

UMass lacrosse

coach Dick Garber
believes his team still

has a shot at the

playoffs.

6,000-7,500) was among the

best seen at UMass in a long

time, and was almost all

students. A few dinks ruin-

ed what had been a good day
by throwing beer bottles and
cans into the crowds during
the fourth quarter. Tbbin
Hall balcony was closed to

fans by police, but drinking
was generally allowed. The
fence at the top of the field

was 10-12 fans deep at

times.

D

Statistically, Tom Car-

mean was four (goals) and

one (assist) for UMass.
Kelley Carr was one and
one, but no other player had
more than one point. Army
was led by P&t Daly (one and

four). Joe Gillis and Bob
Betchley had two goals

each.

UMass outshot Army
31-21 and had an on-goal ad-

vantage of 18-14. UMass
was three-of-nine on man-
ups. Army was scoreless in

seven tries, not even getting

a shot. The Cadets did score

three times seconds after

penalties expired. . .UMass

was 19-of-22 on clears. Army
was 21-of-26. . .the Gorillas

had a 36-30 groundball

advantage.
D

Gorilla Grumblings:
Junior defenseman John
Jordan missed the game
with a bone bruise in his leg,

suffered against Harvard.

He won't play at Dart-

mouth, but hopes to see

time at Rutgers. He normal-

ly would've played Daly, Ar-

my's top scorer. Mike
Tbmasello, a senior defender,

did a nice job in Jordan's

absence. . .a plane towing a

sign reading "We Salute

Coach Garber And His

Gorillas - Beat Army!" circl-

ed the field in the first

quarter. . .UMass assistant

coach Eric Kemp was an

assistant at Washington and

Lee under current Army
coach Jack Emmer during

the 1982-83 seasons. . .Army
leads the season series 6-3.

. .Gillis also beat UMass Isist

season, with two goals in

the last quarter as Army
won 11-9 at West Pbint.

.Army is 3-1 on the road this

season. . .UMass finsished

the season 4-1 at Boyden.

7, 500 at Boyden
see comeback hid

get snuffed out

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

You could not have asked for a better game, just a bet-

ter result.

The 7,500 people jammed into Boyden Field on Satur-

day were stunned into silence, just 33 seconds into over-

time, as Army's Joe Gillis slid a shot past Sal LoCascio

to defeat the University of Massachusetts lacrosse team,

8-7, in one of the finest athletic contests this school has

witnessed in some years.

The Gorillas fell to 8-2 after mounting a dramatic com-

eback that saw them score two goals in the game's final

3:39 to force OT. With little doubt, UMass will fall from

its current seventh spot in the national rankings, probably

to eighth or ninth.

With an expected win this Wednesday at Dartmouth,

the Gorillas then need a win at Rutgers and at least a

good showing at Syracuse to finish in the top ten and grab

a playoff berth.

"This was one hell of a lacrosse game, we just couldn't

pull it out," said UMass coach Dick Garber. "Army is a

fine team, don't get me wrong, but we could've won. . we

had them."

UM had its six-game winning streak snapped by Army,

but gave the pumped-up home fans their best effort out

of the last four.

The Cadets, now 64, opened the scoring when midfielder

ftit Daly flew past fallen defenseman Mike Tbmasello and

scored unassisted with 10:00 left in the first period.

All-American attackman Tbm Carmean came right back

for UMass, just 33 seconds later. Going on-one-one with

Army's best defenseman, Dan Williams, the junior pick-

ed the upper left comer and beat goalie Joel Portuese (13

saves) with 9:27 left.

Army ran off the next two. Just seconds after a UMass
penalty ran out, Chris Garvey was left unattened to at

the pipe, on LoCascio's right, and Daly found him for the

easy score with 6:12 left in the quarter. With 31 seconds

left in the period, again right after the penalty. Bob Bet-

chley scored on a similiar play, with Daly assisting again.

Army led 3-1 at the end of the period.

UMass then ripped off three straight to grab a 4-3 ad-

vantage. Seamus McGovem won the face-off (he was

15-of-19 in a great day) and the Cadets were then whistl-

ed for a slash with 13:02 left. In the man-up, senior mid-

die Greg Fisk deftly picked up a rebound directly in front

of Pbrtuese, jumped up, then beat the Cadet keeper with

12:25 left.

McGovern owned the draw again, and with 9:45 left

sophomore attackman Kelley Carr faked a pass from

behind the cage, turned and fed senior middie Fterry Seale

streaking in from the goalie left, and his hard shot tied

the game at three.

Williams was called for slashing Carmean, who didn't

waste any time, taking Greg Cannella's feed to make it

4-3, with 8:09 left.

With the UMass defense playing well, the Army was con-

tent to work the ball around the outside of the box (the

area in front of the goal) while looking to go one-one-one.

UMass forced severed turnovers, but didn't come up with

any offense. Army finally went to the cage, scoring with

2:48 left in the half as Doug Shaver ripped a shot past

LoCascio, assisted by Daly.

The half ended tied at four, but just 53 seconds into the

third period, the rangy (6-4, 195 pounds) Williams made
a steal at midfield, fed Shaver who in turn passed to Bet-

chley. Army's attackman whipped the ball past LoCascio

and it was 5-4, Army.
Both teams sputtered for the next 10 minutes, until

UMass did what they do best: Score on the break.

Middie Doug Musco took a pass at midfield on the run.

He passed over to Greg Fisk, breaking into the box on the

fly. Fisk spotted Carmean to Portuese's right. As the Cadet

defense scrambled, Carmean fed Carr on the left. Can-

dunked into the empty net and it was tied again, 5-5, with

four minutes left.

But Garvey (assisted by Daly) scored with 2:14 left (again

just after a penalty expired) and Gillis went in unassisted

for a hard low-dribbler that found the goal with 1:21 left.

UMass now trailed 7-5 with 15 minutes left.

Stalling the ball is illegal in lacrosse, but Army's time-

killing offense went unnoticed by the three officials for

much of the game, until the fourth period when the call

was made. The UMass defense, in the meantime, withstood

the pati«nt attack as LoCascio (seven saves) came up big

several times.

Finally, with 3:39 left in the game, UMass caught a

break. Fisk won a face-off in the Army end and flipped

the ball over his shoulder to Carmean on the left sideline.

Going one-on-one with Williams, Carmean rifled a low

continued on page 11
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Democrats discuss party issues at forum
""

Congressmen cite

party differences
By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

A Missouri congressman told a University of

Massachusetts audience last night that the distinction bet-

ween Republicans and Democrats is the difference bet-

ween a party that cares about people's welfare and a par-

ty that does not.

"Ronald Reagan Republicans believe that the govern-

ment should wither away and die and only provide the

national defense. " said Rep. Richard Gephardt, D Mo., to

a crowd of 70 last night at the School of Education.

"Democrats believe that by helping and caring for peo-

ple the country does well, because the country is people

and if the people are strong, the country is strong and it

works," Gephardt said.

Gephardt, and four other congressmen were speaking

as part of a nationwide series of discussions on college

campuses examining the critical issues that confront the

Democratic Party's future.

The forum capped a series of classroom visits by the

legislators during the day. The evening event was

originally scheduled for the School of Education's large

auditorium, but was moved to a smaller room because of

•poor location, " according to Ken Burke, University

Democrats president, the forum's co-sponsor

Students who are worried about nuclear warfare should

support the principles of the Democrats, Gephardt said^

"I'm sure that there are Republicans who are interested

in peace and arms controls and have supported it, but

frankly the great majority of support has come out of the

Democratic party," he said. "But it's the Democrats who

have been on the cutting edge of issues like supporting

the nuclear test ban treaty, the nuclear freeze and urg-

ing the president to stick with the SALT II limits,

Gephardt said.

Rep. Bart Gordon, D-Tenn., said Democratic members

of the House of Representatives were shocked by the

voting habits of college students in the 1984 presidential

election.
, , . ^ *u

"We were rudely awakened when we looked at the

demographics from last year's election and found that for

the first time since 18-year-olds gained the right to vote,

they overwhelmingly voted Republican," he said.

Gordon said he could not explain this trend because fur-

ther examination of poll data revealed that these same

students supported many of the Democratic Party s

policies.

Rep. Sander Levin, D-Mich, said there is a gap between

people's views toward the president and their stand on

issii6S

"I'm not sure why this is, but I do know that if the issues

of the future are apartheid, aid to education, the contras

in Nicaragua, and human rights, then the Democratic

Party should be in their future."

CoUe(ian photo by Rob Skrlton

Seated at last night's forum are, left to right, Democratic Representives Sander Levin, D-

Mich., Richard Durbin, D-IU.. Richard Gephardt, D-Mo., Chester Atkins, D-Mass. and Bart

Gordon, D-Tenn.

Rep. says students back party principles

State Democratic Party Chairman Rep. Chester Atkins

yesterday admitted his party made some serious mistakes

in the 1984 election but said he still believes the majority

of college students support the principles espoused by

y^pfTiocr&tiS

"We made the mistake in 1984 of just not getting our

message out to the students," Atkins said in an afternoon

interview before speaking at last night's "Forum for the

Future" with four other Democratic congressmen. But

I believe that our party, while retaining a healthy skep

ticism, is one that is willing to take risks and empower

people and create economic opportunities for all.

Atkins was at the University of Massachusetts yester-

day as part of a nationwide effort by the House Democratic

Caucus to "reclaim one of the party's traditional bases,

college students. He said his UMass appearance was just

the beginning of the party's efforts to reach out to college

campuses.
"This will be a long process, one of dialogue, understan-

ding, and realization," he said. "If you look at the major

institutions of society, whether it's the church, businesses,

or whatever, they all look to campuses for trends, new

ideas, and as places where they need to make connections

for future leadership.

"It's a funny kind of thing that both political parties

have probably done less to have a presence on campus

than any other major societal institution," he said. "Our

party is trying to change this."

Atkins said his vote in favor of the Gramm Rudman

deficit reduction law should not be seen as lack of sup-

port for student financial aid, calling the bill "simply a

way of dealing with the terrible deficit problems at the

federal level that we're going to have to face up to

somehow." o t u
Atkins also said he supports the bid of state ben. John

Olver, D-Amherst, to become the new chancellor of the

Board of Regents of Higher Education.

"I've always had good relations with Jim Collins

[Amherst's state representative, also a candidate for the

regents seat], but I was one of the people who nominated

... Olver for the position.
, . ,

He's a close friend of mine who's always supported higher

^^^^^'^°""
_ BOB KIEVRA

Committee will oversee
Concert group asks to extend payments

relations with UPC
"fan-

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A Student Government Association com-

mittee will be formed this summer to im-

prove relations between the SGA and the

Union Program Council, the association's

treasurer said yesterday.

Treasurer Katherine Strickland .^aid she

conceived the committee after UPC, the

student organization that runs rock con-

certs on campus, asked her office for an ex-

tension on its most recent deficit payment

of $7,517.

UPC also requested permission to incur

a further deficit of about $15,000. which it

said is needed to help fund the .spring con-

cert. May 1 1 . at the campus pond, accor-

ding to Strickland.

UPC expects to lose an estimated $14,000

from the May 1 1 show, said Brad Ferris,

UPC business manager.

Ferris said the other deficits are a result

of the council's substantial losses between

1980 and 1981.

A memorandum outlining the commit-

tee's objectives, released by Strickland

yesterday, said her concerns include UPC's

accountability to the SGA. the number of

concerts produced each year, any signifi-

cant losses incurred from low ticket sales

and ticket pricing for non-students.

Strickland said the committee, which will

consist of three SGA officers, two UPC of

fleers and the Student Activities Office

business manager, will benefit both the

SGA and UPC.
"There is a need in the Student Govern-

ment Association to see what UPC goes

through," she said. "It only makes sense

when two organizations are working close-

ly or have the potential to."

Strickland said she supports UPC and its

requests for an extension of its deficit pay

ment, but that more communication bet-

ween the two groups is necessary.

"The best thing to do is to sit down and

try to work for what is best for all," she

said.

Ferris said the committee idea is

t&stic.

"If we educate the SGA on what it real-

ly takes to put on a concert then people will

understand why we ask for money and get

the talent that we get," he said. "It will be

really good to educate the powers of the

SGA."

He added that UPC had a "very good"

year except for two concerts that lost a com-

bined $23,000.

Strickland said UPC is not expected to

turn a profit, but neither should it incur

large losses. "They [UPC] do good work and

we just want it to continue and make it

tighter."

F
Y
I

Seat Belt Awareness day will be held today and tomorrow at the

University of Massachusetts. Information about seat belts and state law

will be available in the Campus Center Concourse. "The Convincer. a

machine that simulates a collision at 6 m.p.h., will be located near the cam-

pus pond. The event is sponsored by the Student Health Advisory Board.

Students Advocating Financial Aid will hold elections at 5 p.m. to-

day in Campus Center r(X)m 903. SAFA members will vote for president,

vice president, treasurer and members of the executive council.

Students who received a census from the Amherst town clerk s of-

fice may return it by campus mail, addressed to that office^

Ihab Hassan, professor of English and comparative literature at

the University of Wisconsin, will speak about "Making Sense: The Crisis

of Post-Modern Discourse' at 8:15 p.m. today in Bartlett Auditorium. His

visit is sponsored by the dean of humanities and fine arts.
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Soviet reactor damaged
in nuclear accident
MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Union

yesterday reported a nuclear accident that

damaged an atomic reactor at the Cher-

nobyl power plant and said that people af-

fected were being given aid.

Announcement by the official news agen-

cy Tass followed reports from Sweden that

increased radiation levels were detected

north of Stockholm, more than 750 miles

northwest of the Ukranian town of Cher-

nobyl. Finland also reported increased

radiation, but both countries said the levels

were not dangerous.

The Soviets reported it was the first

nuclear accident in the Soviet Union and

that a government commission was set up,

an indication that the accident was serious.

The first, brief Tass announcement did

not say when the accident occured or give

details beyond saying, "Measures are be-

ing undertaken to eliminate the conse-

quences of the accident. Aid is being given

to those affected."

A subsequent Tass report said it was the

first such accident in the Soviet Union,

"although in other countries similar in-

cidents have occured more than once." But
the reports did not say if any deaths

resulted and it was not immediately known

if the reference to those "affected" implied

that some people were injured.

Swedish officials would not name the

source of the radiation detected at the

Forsmark nuclear power plant north of

Stockholm, but said Sweden had received

no wju-ning.

Bo Holmquist, a senior regional govern-

ment official responsible for the Forsmark

plant, told The Associated Press in Sweden,

"The source of the leak is somewhere to the

east of us and to the east of Finland, if you

know what I mean."

Energy Minister Birgitta Dahl also

declined to identify the source of the radia-

tion but said it was "unacceptable that the
Swedish authorities had been given no
notification."

In New York, Eugene Ganthorn, an

analyst at the office of the Atomic In-

dustrial Forum, a US industry group of

utilities and suppliers, said the Chernobyl

plant is located at a new town called

Pripyat near Chernobyl.

The plant consists of four 1,000-megawatt

reactors of identical design constructed in

1977, 1978, 1981 and 1983. He said it is a

light-water cooled, graphite-moderated

design not used in the United States.

AP Photo

An unidentified power plant worker is checked for radiation yester-

day after nuclear power plant north of Stockhom had its staff

evacuated when a high rate of radiation registered in the power
plant surroundings.

Remains of Challenger crew to be flown to Del.

Exam of shuttle complete

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - Three months after the

explosion of space shuttle Challenger, pathologists com-

pleted examination of the remains of the seven crew

members and the bodies will be transported today to

Delawau^e to be prepared for burial.

A C141 aircraft carrying seven flag-draped coffins will

depart from the shuttle land strip this morning for Dover

Air Force Base.

Although there will be a military honor guard and

escorts from the astronaut corps, no tbrmal ceremony is

planned here, and no family members were expected.

"At Dover, the remains will be prepared in accordance

with the wishes of the individual families," NASA said

last week in announcing that the bodies will be moved.

The Dover facility is the east coast receiving and em-

balming site for remains of government employees,

military personnel or their relatives. In most cases, autop

sies are performed at the site of death and the embalm-

ing or cremation takes place a Dover.

Among those treated there were the 237 Marines kil'-

ed in the Beirut, Lebanon terrorist bombing in 1983, the

256 servicemen killed in a jetliner crash in December in

Newfoundland and the 913 members of the People's Tem-

ple who committed suicide at Jonestown, Guyana, in 1978.

Killed in the Jan. 28 Challenger accident were Francis

R. Dick Scobee, 46, the spacecraft commander; Navy
Cmdr. Michael J. Smith, 40, the pilot; Judith A. Resnik,

36, mission specialist; Ronald E. McNair, 35, mission

specialist; Air Force Lt. Col. Ellison S. Onizuka, mission

specialist; Gregory B. Jarvis, 42, a Hughes Aircraft

engineer; and S. Christa McAuliffe, 37, a New Hampshire
schoolteacher selected as NASA's first private citizen in

space.

Come join us in our

fight against hunger

"Hands Across

the Valley"

Saturday, May 3, 12 PM
$3. per ticket

A 2,000 person chain from the Fine Arts

Center to Amherst Commons.

TICKETS CAN BE PURCHASED
OUTSIDE THE HATCH FROM

TUES 4/29 - FRI 5/2

Sponsored by the Five Colleges

Everyone Welcome

Band & Speakers to follow

on the Amherst Common
T-shirts. . .Balloons. . .Fun

Town unites
for hunger fund
By STUART GAMBLE
Collegian Correspondent

2,000 people are expected to join hands

Saturday through the town of Amherst to

fight hunger.

"Hands Across the i alley," sponsored by

the five area colleges and the

Massachusetts Public Interest Research

Group, will begin at 12:30 p.m. and stretch

from the University of Massachusetts Fine

Arts Center to Amherst Common.
The event is similar to "Hands Across

America," a human chain that will span

the United States May 25 to raise money
for the hungry and the homeless.

"It would be special to have our own
'Hands Across America,'" said K£u-en

Schiller, the secretary of the Hunger Task

Force and spokeswoman for the project at

UMass.
Money raised from the event will be

divided and sent to the Western
Massachusetts Food Bank,"Hands Across

America" for use across the US and Oxfam
America.

'The order of the day will be the chain,

a band and speakers on the Amherst Com
mon," she said. Speakers will include Rep.

Silvio Conte, R-Mass . and representatives

from the food bank and Hands Across

America.
"This is a way students can make a dif-

ference and at the same time have fun,"

Schiller said.

( olliKiHii phf>t<i b> Knh Skdtun

FUTURE UMASS GRADUATES?—Tour guide Jean Amaral address group of parents and possible

UMass students outside Machmer Hall during campus tour.

Computers and software stolen from trade show
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Two IBM computers and software discs valued at $8,400

were reported stolen from the first floor of the Campus
Center. The computers belonged to IBM Corp. and were

part of a trade show. There was limited access to the room

and no sign of forced entry, University of Massachusetts

police said.

In other police reports:

•A "fire of suspicious origin" occurred at 4:45 a.m. Sun-

day in the trash room on the 1 1th floor of John Adams
Tower, police said.

•Two male residents will be issued summonses for in-

itiating a false fire alarm and being disorderly early Satur-

day morning in John Adams Tower, police said.

#'lVo men driving motorcycles and pulling "wheelies"

were cited for reckless drivmg. and one was also cited for

driving on the sidewalk and having no inspection sticker,

at 4:19 p.m. Friday near the Southwest horseshoe, police

said.

•A 1974 Chevrolet Camaro valued at $2,500 was
reported stolen at 12:55 a.m. Saturday from lot 74, police

said.

•A 20-year-old male UMass student was put in protec

tive custody at 1:45 a.m. Saturday after he was found

allegedly drunk and "face-down in the corridor" of the se-

cond floor of Hamlin House, police said.

• A beer bottle thrown from a room in the John Quincy

Adams Tower cracked the windshield of a Volkswagen at

11:32 a.m. Saturday, police said.

•A $190 radar detector and $130 pair of eyeglasses were

reported .stolen at 5:10 p.m. Saturday from a 1982 Toyota

in lot 22. The driver's side window was broken, "apparent-

ly by a tire iron," police said.

•A $1 10 radar detector was reported stolen from a 1979

Plymouth at 5 p.m. Friday in lot 25. The car was entered

through its sunroof, police said.

•"Somebody walked on the rooF' and "food and beer

were all over" the inside of a 1976 Toyota at 8:45 p.m.

Saturday in lot 43, police said.

• A 19-year-old male student who was allegedly drunk

was placed in protective custody at 10:50 p.m. Saturday

near the Hamden Center after reportedly kicking an

automobile, police said.

Students receive fellowships

Collegian photo by Paul DesmaraiB

Three University of Massachusetts

graduate students have been awarded

graduate fellowships from the US Depart

ment of Education.

Blythe Roveland, Elizabeth Fones-Wolf

and Molly Diesing received the awards

from the National Graduate Fellows Pro-

gram, which assists students of the arts,

humanities and social sciences. The

fellowships cover tuition and fees and pro-

vide stipends based on financial need.

Eighty-five awards were given from a na-

tionwide applicant pool of 1,700.

Roveland, now studying anthropology at

UMass, said the award will help her study

the theoretical aspects of anthropology.

"Just looking at artifacts won't tell

anything about human behavior unless

you have theory behind it," she said.

Roveland studied Paleolithic archeology

at the University of Cologne, West Ger-

many, under a federal Fulbright-Hays

grant in 1984. She entered the an-

thropology program at UMass last year.

Fones-Wolf, a history student, has writ-

ten extensively on unions and the labor

movement. One of her articles, "Industrial

Recreation and the Revival of Welfare

Capitalism, 1934-1969." has been chosen

for publication by Business History Review.

Fones-Wolf received bachelor's and
master's degrees in history from the

University of Maryland and began doctoral

work at UMass in 1984. She hopes to

become a history professor, she said.

Diesing, who studies linguistics, also said

she hopes to teach at the college level. She

is in her second semester in the UMass doc-

toral program.
- PAUL KARPAWICH

The award winning ROTC drill team.

Intensive training brings
drill team a first place finish

By PAUL KARPAWICH
Collegian Correspondent

For the first time in 22 years, the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Air Force ROTC drill

team finished first in a drill competition

held this month at Renselauer Polytechnic

Institute in Troy, N.Y.

The UMass Flying Redmen competed

against seven other college drill teams

from the Northeast. They placed second

overall in the three categories, invocation,

drill and inspection.

Twelve UMass students were in detach-

ment 370, which competed under the direc-

tion of Flight Cmdr. Steve Jankelson. The

. urut^xc^tf4 ^4^t,apciard,drUl jnovements

in front of a panel of judges, said Capt.

Stephen Re.

Jankelson said that before the event he

put his charges through two weeks of in-

tensive training to pull them together.

"The team was very rusty at first, but the

motivation factor pulled us through," he

said.

Dawn Wood, a first-year student and

team member, said that one-half of the

team had little prior marching experience.

Tim Fournier, a drill team member, said,

"We practiced until marching became se-

cond nature. The training took a lot of con-

centration and hard work." Some nights

the team practiced in the Campus Center

parking garage, he said. ....

Collegian photo by Rob Skelton

PROCRASTINATORS-Students form a queue outside the

Registrars office yesterday to file pre-registration forms during the

last day of the counseling period.
« « ». ^ * -^ »
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Young Zaccaro pleads
innocent to drug charges

Collegian photo by Rob Skelton

BANGING A BEAT—Area peace activists demonstrate their com-
mitment under sunny skies outside the Student Union
Ballroom yesterday.

MIDDLEBURY. Vt-
John Zaccaro Jr. pleaded in-

nocent to a charge of sale

regulated drugs in Vermont
District Court yesterday.

The 22-year-old son of

former vice presidential

candidate Geraldine Fer-

raro and John Zaccaro Sr.

appeared at the status hear-

ing, where prosecutors add-

ed the charge. Zaccaro was
originally arraigned in

February on charges of

possession of cocaine with

intent to sell.

Zaccaro's lawyers have fil-

ed a motion asking that the

case be dropped, alleging

that Zaccaro wsis singled out

for arrest and prosecution.

Judge Francis McCaffrey

heard no motions yesterday,

but said all motions must be

filed by May 12. Another

status hearing is scheduled

for Friday.

"The state has carefully

selected John Zaccaro Jr.

out of a callege campus by

what appears to be a

member of the Middlebury

College campus security,"

Thomas Sherer, a member
of the Burlington law firm

representing Zaccaro, wrote

in court papers. "One of the

issues the defense is raising

in this case is the issue of

'selective prosecution.'"

SUMMERTIME JOBS
$5.50 per hour

job.Work scheduled around your full-time

RGIS Inventory Specialists

offers excellent part time income to supplement your full time

job. We have hours available weeknights and/or weekends in

your hometown area in Eastern Mass.

Numerous openings in: Peabody, Danvers, Lowell, Lawrence,

Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, New Bedford, and all of

Worcester County and Cape Cod.

On Campus Interviews

will be held on Thursday, May 6

and Wednesday, May 7

In Room 811 B Campus Center

at 9 am, 10 am, 11 am, noon,

1 pm, 2 pm, 3 pm, 4 pm, 5 pm, 6 pm

/^ We Create Styles as

Individual As You Are!

% by Deborah

oupon :>peciais

-k COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION^
• FREE HAIRCUT with Perms

ir FREE HAIRCUT with Highlishting

• HAIRCUTS only $10.00

please call for an appointment

• STYLES BY DEBORAH •
65 University Dnve. Amherst

\^
549-5610 expiren t/.W/HS

The statements came in a

defense motion asking the

judge to order police to

divulge "the name of the in-

dividual who allegedly gave

them information that the

defendent was involved in

drugs."

The motion also asked

that the case be dropped on

the grounds of "selective

prosecution."

Addison County State'*'

Attorney John Quinn
responded that the defense

was "trying to create an
issue which doesn't exist."

"This prosecution is based

on the fact that an under-

cover police officer went to

his house and allegedly pur-

chased regulated drugs,"

Quinn said.

Zaccaro, a senior at the

college, was arrested out-

side a local bar where he

worked the night of Feb. 20

and charged with possession

of cocaine with intent to

sell, according to police.

Police said the arrest came
hours after a state police of-

ficer purchased a quarter

gram of cocaine from
Zaccaro.

Police said a subsequent

search of Zaccaro's home
and car turned up drugs and

other materials associated

with drug dealing.

Today's travelers are going to say

D0N7 GO WITHOUT
"LET'S GO'-

Now available:

•EUROPE.
•USA.
•BRITAIN & IRELAND.

•MEXICO,
•SPAIN. PORTUGAL &
MOROCCO,

•FRANCE.
•ITALY

•GREECE.
• ISRAEL & EGYPT

•CALIFORNIAAND
PACIFIC NORTHWEST

Now bigger

and better

tban ever

LETS GO
TRAVEL GUIDES

%^:^

$1.00

OFF

HARVARD SniDBaAGBtOESmC

Located in the Campus Center

Q,UNIVERS1TY
mSTORE^^

paid advertisement
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An Open Letter

to UMass Professionals

Dear Colleagues:

We, the OPEIU Organizing Committee, feel compelled to respond one last time to

the inaccurate statements and information about our union being distributed by the

MTA.

We deeply regret that so much energy has had to be spent on responding to MTA's

distortion tactics. We had hoped that this organizing campaign would be focused

upon the issues of UMass professionals' need for a union, and the reasons why we

believe that OPEIU, Local 1863, AFL-CIO is the best union to represent us (local

autonomy, lower dues, AFL-CIO affiliation, etc.)

Instead, most of MTA's campaign, which has been orchestrated from their central

office in Boston, has been an attack upon our union. They have used inaccurate,

distorted and patently false information about OPEIU, in an apparently desperate ef-

fort to energize MTA's campaign, which never really got off the ground. We believe

that such tactics are not only counterproductive, but irresponsible for an organiza-

tion which claims to champion the rights of professional employees to organize and

bargain collectively with their employees.

We, the Organizing Committee, have attempted to run a rank-and-file, campus-

based campaign that deals with the REAL Issues important to UMass Professionals:

salaries, job security, grievance and arbitration, the OIney study, etc. We call upon

all professional colleagues, including those who in the past and recently have sup

ported MTA, to vote for us on May 1. With your help, we can achieve a first-ballot

victory, and start on the real work of improving the working lives of all of us.

On behalf of the OPEIU Organizing Committee

Thomas Coish, Esq.

Staff Attorney

Legal Services Office

P.S. Please feel free to call our office (256-0293) or any of us on the Organizing

Committee, with any of your questions or concerns.

Office and Professional Employees International Union

^^ - Local 1863, AFL/CIO -:===
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Native Americans ignored at UMass
Did you know the University of Massachusetts only of-

fers two courses on American Indians? Both of them, one

offered by the Anthropology Department, the other by

Legal Studies, are available only during the spring! Fur-

thermore, neither ofthese classes are taught by a native.

American Indian students in need of someone who is sen-

sitive to their problems have only one part-time native

teaching assistant to turn to for counseling.

I learned these facts when interviewing a native stu-

dent who rightfully expressed the need for the Universi-

ty to hire Native American instructors and counselors.

So far, she said, the University has argued that not

enough native students attend UMass. The History

Department offers a Russian History course. How many
Russian students attend UMass?
Donna Goodleaf is a Mohawk graduate student from

Canada. I met her at the International Fair on April 12

while I was covering the event for the Collegian. Goodleaf,

from behind the Native American table, was urging

passers-by to sign a petition. My curiosity, having been

drawn to the American Indian table, guided me to her.

I asked what the petition was about.

Unlike women, Jewish and black students, American

Indians do not have an academic/counselling program,

Goodleaf informed me. Indeed, as she pointed out this un-

fortunate fact, I realized I had never heard of anything

that even sounded like Native American or American In-

dian Studies! The petition, therefore, addressed the need

for courses focusing on American Indians taught by

American Indians, who have better understanding of the

culture, to the adminstration. Despite my usual reluctance

to sign petitions, especially when reporting, I did not

hesitate to sign this one.

Later, I contacted Goodleaf to learn more information

on her initiative. She told me several other native students

are also involved. They have met with a couple of ad

ministrators, but little or nothing has been done to help

these students with a true cause. And, thanks to good old

bureaucratic procedvu-es (wouldn't you know it?), it will

take a while before these administrators do anything, if

they ever do.

Creating a program for Native Americans not only

would attract more native students to campus, but would

also enrich the diversified culture for which UMass is

known. It would benefit all students, including natives

who have been raised in urban areas, interested in lear-

ning more about Native American culture. Native

students on this campus have remained too passive with

their initiative. Goodleaf says it best: Native students at

UMass are "invisible" for they are not heard.

While actively concerned with funding or supporting

debates between contras and Sandinistas, and protests

against apartheid and the bombing of Libya, the campus

community is overlooking an issue to which it ought to

give priority. I'll bet you had never even heard of these

native students' initiative. Certainly you remember that

four centuries ago we stormed into this land, massacred

the Indians and seized their territory. Isn't time to give

them a chance? Isn't it time to do them justice?

Pedro M. Pereira is a Collegian staff member

ABILITIES

UNLIMITED

presents

DISABILITY
AWARENESS DAY
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 30, 1986

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
10 am - 2 pm

• Abilities Unlimited BUTTON DRIVE and Information Table.

• Demonstration of Accessible Transportation by UMass Transit,

held every half-hour.

• Display by Architectural Barriers Board

above events held outside Student Union Building.

(Rain Location Campus Center Concourse)

10:30 am - Noon WORKSHOP I;

Disabled Women; A Feminist Perspective,

Room 804-08 Campus Center.

1:30 -3 pm WORKSHOP II.

Beyond Ironside, Beyond Stereotypes,

Room 804-08 Campus Center,

(workshops include film and discussion)

7 pm: PANEL DISCUSSION on the Disability Movement:
Past, Present and Future

Panelists: Kristen Johnson, Miss Deaf Massachusetts,

UMass Undergraduate

Chris Palames, State Office of Handicapped Affairs

Susan Patch, Massachusetts Comn.ibbrin For the Blind

Held in Room 804 08 Campus Center Reception to Follow

Sponsored bv AsitiTiES Unlimited, tme Student Activities Support Fund,

AND Housing Services.

*Role models' fall far short
1 am grateful to the Christian Science

Monitor for opening my eyes as to the type

of journalist I could become.

On Saturday, April 26, 12 of my
classmates and I, accompanied by Professor

David DuBois, went to Boston to witness

the "International Videoconference on

World Issues & Media Responsibility" as

a part of our Afro-American and Jour-

nalism class. For weeks prior to the con-

ference, the question was raised as to why
the Monitor was doing this. According to

the Monitor, it was intended to be for the

benefit of future journalists, but could this

really be?

I don't think so!

Although the conference was, for

unknown reasons, not advertised on this

campus, a poster was seen bearing this

message: "Exchange ideas with journalists

all over the world without leaving your

seat." I must say that we, the represen

tatives of the University of Massachusetts

at Amherst, had three questions address

ed to the international video panelists.

However, they were never quite answered.

The journalists who we "exchanged ideas

with" were downright evasive when issues

concerning the third world were brought

up.

It seems to me that our class, as well as

Barbara DeLollis

the other college participants, were used as

tools in a big publicity stunt by the

Monitor. We barely had the chance to ex-

change our views with the so-called experts

of the journalism field, because they

basically exchanged their views with each
other.

The treatment of the third world was
even more unfortunate. Representation

was nil, and knowledge next to nothing.

Yes, the third world was mentioned, but
only surface issues were addressed.

If one was to dwell on the subject of

representation, I am sure the comments
would never cease. There was but one
woman overseas on each panel of five men,
one woman on the Boston panel, and one
black man on the Boston panel.

The Monitor obviously underestimated
us as students. Many of the statements
made by panelists were ludicrous. I would
not want to call any panel participant a

role model for the future journalist, but
what else is out there?

Barbara DeLollis is a Collegian staff
member.
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LANFORD WII^ON

Presented by The Unrver»ity of Massachusetts I>epartment of Theater
Rand Theater University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

May 1-3 and 7- 10, 1986 at 8pm. Saturday Matinee, May 3 at 2pm.
Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box CMTice 545-2511
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Victims et al.

Opinion columnists in this paper are responsible for

many things but generally, we don't get to write titles

for our pieces, we aren't allowed to read the mail we
generate, and we aren't responsible for typographical er-

rors. I often wish that major typos carried notices such
as "typo," "bleep" or at the very least "oops." However,
no typo worthy of the name has yet volunteered to carry

one of these little labels.

Last week, such a typo made a guest appearance in m>

Rusty Denton

column (as they do on a regular basis) when a significant

phrase was lost in "paste-up." I'm not sure whether the

phrase appeared in someone else's piece or not, but if not,

I'm sure it's rvmning around here somewhere. My original

said that (note the phrase in italics) the government uses

social engineering to serve an economic idol, the "quali-

ty of life." It plays Robin Hood between rich and jxwr, and
plays John Brown in trying to protect the beleaguered

women by murdering their unwanted masters, the unborn

babies. The babies, unlike the rich, cannot defend

themselves against social engineering.

Now that I've addressed some misunderstandings and
alienated a few people twice in repetition, I'll make some
other comments. Very often, the anti-abortion camp
recognizes only one victim, the baby, and only as long as

it is unborn. Likewise, the pro-abortion camp also

recognizes only one living victim, the woman, and also

gives only lip-service to her post-pregnant life. The truth

is that an unplanned pregnancy involves two victims-

mother and baby — and abortion or no abortion, they may
be victims for the rest of their lives unless someone else

cares enough to lend a hand.

Advocates of the sexual revolution are partly responsi-

ble for this since they lobby for men to plant their sperms

anywhere they can, without regard to the result. Pover-

ty for mother and child would be less of an issue if the

government insisted that fathers pay child-support and
mother-support. Certainly, more men would take an in-

terest in birth control.

In a few rare instances, the child is conceived by rape

or incest. While it is understandable that nobody wants

to memorialize such circumstances in flesh and blood, the

child is not the villian. And like it or not, the child is

already flesh and blood — and mind and spirit, too, as

demonstrated by the sensitivity of children in the womb.
Let's recognize that with federal assistance. And let's

work on eliminating rape and incest instead of children.

Abortion proponents have been far too quick to search

for such exceptional cases which somehow "deserve" abor-

tion. They don't realize that rape, incest, and vanishing

boyfriends won't be taken seriously enough as long as

abortion is supposed to solve everything. They don't

realize that abortion doesn't make either mother or baby

less of victim. And they don't realize that the unborn are

not sexual typos or economic malignancies.

At this point, someone is going to say (as someone in-

variably does) that my white, middle-class, male values

are a luxury which poor, struggling people can't afford.

That's very interesting. Perhaps I should have considered

that when I was working 80 hours every week at a

physically demanding job while taking a full schedule of

courses and handling family responsibilities. Maybe I

should have thought of that earlier in my involuntary

poverty when I gave what little I had to an unwed mother.

Or maybe, just maybe, the local pro-life community I'm

part of knows more about reality and caring than some
people give us credit for. We think a mother and her un-

born baby each deserve a chance. We're trying to give it

to them.
Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

GREETINGS!
From today onward (or at least until May 1987), the

ED/OP page will be put together by a couple of new peo-

ple. Rob Skelton and William Spain, after a pitched elec-

toral battle in which the Collegian Staff split down the

middle, decided to join forces and take the job together.

Not to worry, Larry Bouchie is alive and well. His ear-

ly abdication will in no way effect the balanced editorial

stance he worked hard to maintain. We are grateful to

him for his unceasing efforts and wish him the best of luck

in the world outside.

The ED/OP page will remain at the eye of the hurricane

when it comes to sub>ctive analysis of local, national, and

international events. Our devotion to an evenhanded

presentation of diverse points of view will continue un-

checked. In the future, look for graphic innovation, an in-

creased emphasis on investigative reporting and even

more ruffled feathers than usual.

Be sure to let us k'now how we are doing, folks.
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Roasting marshmallows and terrorism
We are a nation of marshmallows — toasted mar-

shmallows with tough skins. We live in small plastic bags,

neatly packed. We all look the same, and we all toast the

same way.

Stuck on individualistic sticks, we are shishkebabed

over the flame of freedom until our insides become pro-

tected wih a rough outer shell (the coals of capitalism keep

the fire fierce). Yet, what are we really? We are mooshy,

gooshy marshmallows.
We are stuck on the stick; we are taught to be in-

dividuals, to compete and work hard, to look out for

number one, to make it or break it in a dog eat dog world

with no obligation in society, to defy the magical "free

market," and to rapture in the American Dream. Now we
are prepared, ready to be toasted.

FLASH! Moammar Khadafy leads revolutionary coup

to power, nationalizes foreign banks and American oil

holdings, evacuates British and American military bases,

raises the Libyan standard of living, stands up to Western

economic and military pressures, joins in support of

Palestine in its struggle with Israel, and exists as a threat

to US big business policy. The fire is lit.

FLASH! Unable to effectively fight the West in conven-

tional terms, Khadafy resorts to encouraging terrorism,

to the slaughter of "innocent" Westerners, especially

Americans. Arab terrorists begin to carry out their mis-

sion quite commendably; they have learned the skills of

the trade from terrorist training camps in Florida,

Alabama, and Texas, as well as in parts of the Middle

East. Besides, they have the CIA and the contras as ex-

amples of flawless terrorism. Americans are killed. Mar-

shmallows are toasted.

Reagan requests retaliatory revenge. Mulroney, Peres,

and Thatcher, on their knees, say "go ahead." The rest

of the world, including our friends, say "no way." Five

Mark Caldeira

Libyan "military targets" are hit. Scores of innocent Li-

byan civilians are blown apart. Republicans, Democrats,

The Globe, The New York Times, and 8(yof the US popula-

tion celebrate in sadistic, macho fervor. America is back

on its feet again! "You *-$" with us, we *$-7^ with you!"

Marshmallow America is toasted fine.

When the US wants to eat, marshmallows roast. On the

fires of Shultz, Weinberger, Kirkpatrick, and Reagan

speeches, we marshmallows toast. As quick as gasoline

goes up when a match is dropped, we mooshy mar

shmallows roast right up when the head honchos speak

tough. We roasted up for Grenada, for the contras, for the

biggest "peacetime" military build-up in our history, for

the El Salvadoran elections, for the Sullivan Principles,

for 'Star Wars ', and now for Libya. How much longer will

we allow our gooshy selves to be toasted?

When Reagan decides to act against Libya again, will

we roast? WTien Reagan gets out his red kindergarten map

and tries to woo Congress into passing the contra aid bill,

will we roast? When Reagan continues with his mad urges

to ignore and reject the Soviet Union's proposal for con-

crete nuclear arms reductions, will we roast?

It is time for Marshmallow America to stop its preten-

tious concern for humanity. It is about time we take a firm

stand for human rights, and make a firm commitment to

question this government's actions—and to rightly con-

demn actions that are bellicose. It is about time we stop

being mooshy, gooshy marshmallows and stop this ad-

ministration from roasting up the world.

Mark Caldeira is a Collegian columnist.

Letters

God counts
This is in response to

Frank Flanagan's letter of

April 23 entitled "Bible not

the Answer." As a woman,
I have agonized over the

question of abortion. Should

it be legal or not? What
would I do if faced with such

a decision? What am I doing

now to help other women
faced with it? I look at these

questions in light of my
Christian faith. I have made
an effort to understand both

sides, and I am far from

believing that I know all the

answers. It hurts and
sometimes angers me to

hear someone argue "pro-

life" without stopping to

consider the myriad of feel-

ings, people, and cir-

cumstances involved. They
take this stand in a

judgmental and unloving

way which does not go

beyond the surface — the

"safe" sides of the issue.

Yes, there are people or in-

stitutions who seem to

"want to 'save'. ..babies, but

don't want to pay for it,"

who are "'handsomely'

rich" and "can afford such

self-delusion."

However, just as hearing

these people disturbs me, it

hurts and saddens me to see

someone write off the Bible

and/or God because of

human failings. I do not per-

sonally know Rusty Denton

"and his ilk," but I do know
something of the Bible. To
say that "obviously, it does

not" have the answers to

the issues that we face in to-

day's world and in America,

to trivialize it to the notion

of "a Dairy Queen promised

land" reflects an attitude

similar to that which 1 men-

tioned above — one which

does not take "the time to

know" that which is criticiz-

ed. People often view, and

even judge, God and the Bi-

ble on the basis of human
actions, human opinions,

and human mistakes. But I

hope and pray that my
mistakes, blunders and fail-

ings don't get attributed to

God. There are a lot of peo-

ple, like me, who profess a

belief in God and in the Bi-

ble and who, nevertheless,

make mistakes. Please don't

judge God solely by what

you see from Rusty Denton
"and his ilk," nor from me.

nor from any other human
source. I have often found in

the Bible the answers for

"ills and i.ssues" in my own
life, and I know of others

who feel the same way and
for whom the Bible and God
and religious faith are very

important, special, and
beautiful. Please don't write

them off, whatever your

politics.

Cindy McGean
Amherst

No surprise

The current outrage over

our reprisal against Libya

by our "allies" and by cam-
pus radicals comes as no
surprise to me. I firmly

believe that our president

acted in America's best in-

terest, in order to protect

each and every one of us
from becoming a helpless

victim of terrorism.

Terrorism is not just a

mere word or a worn-out
cliche. It translates directly

into cold-blooded and wan-
ton slaughter, specifically

targeting innocent civilians,

for some senseless and
obscure "reason."

Where were our friends

when American babies were
being blown out of
airplanes? To criticize

Reagan for protecting us
can only be described as

misguided dementia.

Josh Golub
Belchei^own
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BLACK APFAIRS
Fanon to speak
at Dubois lecture
By C. RON ALLEN
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow, at 8 p.m. Josie Fanon, widow of activist and

social theorist Frantz Fanon will speak on "Frantz Fanon

and The Third World: Interpretations and Activities at

this year's W.E.B. DuBois lecture at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.

The speech will be in Campus Center room 163.

"Though many people have heard of Fanon's classic

work, The Wretched of the earth, not as many appreciate

the amazing number of accomplishments he achieved

within his brief life span of 36 years," Chancellor Joseph

Duffey said. "It is this remarkable record of dedication

to humanity that links Fanon to DuBois and prompted

the University to invite Madame Fanon to give this year's

DuBois lecture."

Fanon is a writer and journalist who, like her husband,

specializes in the international politics of the third world.

From 1962 to 1977, she lived in Algiers where she wrote

for the Algerian national newspaper, El Moujahid, and

the leading government journal. Revolution Afncane. In

recognition of her husband's dedication to Algeria's na-

tional liberation struggle, she and her family were given

Algerian citizenship while maintaining their French

citizenship.

In 1977, Fanon returned to Paris to help launch a new
Pan African magazine, Demain L'Afrique. For the past

few years she has worked for two French publishing

houses and recently finished translating Joseph Lelyveld's

book on South Africa, Move your shadow.

The W.E.B. DuBois lecture is sponsored by the Office

of the Chancellor, Five Colleges Inc., Five College Black

Studies and the University's Institute of Humanities,

Afro-American Studies and department of French and

Italian.
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The Dewey Redman Quartet caught "in the act" in Southwest's Hampden Theater recent-

ly. From left; David Bond, Mark Helias, Redman, and Earl Blackwell.

Marcos tells followers he's legal
MANILA, PHILIPPINES (AP) Ousted President Ferdi

nand D. Marcos told 12,000 followers Sunday he was the

legitimate president of the Philippines and urged them
to keep demonstrating against the government of Corazon

Aquino.
He urged that they keep their protests peaceful and

avoid violence. "I am healthy ... I am ready to fight,"

Maircos, speaking by telephone from Hawaii, told a cheer-

ing crowd that gathered for a rally at Manila's Rizal Park.

His wife, Imelda, referred to herself as "your first lady"

and sounded in tears as she told the crowd she and her

husband "will do ever)rthing" to return to their homeland.

Earlier Saturday, Marcos talked by phone with Presi

dent Reagan, who stopped in Honolulu on his way to Bali,

Indonesia, where he will meet leaders of the Association

of Southeast Asian Nations this week.

A source in Manila called Marcos later and quoted him
as saying the talk with Reagan was "friendly, congenial,

productive and fruitful."

Marcos said he and Reagan discussed Marcos's situa-

tion "realistically," but Marcos did not elaborate, accor-

ding to the source, who spoke to The Associated Press on

condition of not being identified.

Reagan had called Aquino last week. It was their first

conversation since she assumed the presidency shortly

after Marcos fled the presidential palace on Feb. 25 dur-

ing a popularly backed military rebellion. Marcos has

been in exile in Hawaii since then.

Announcement
The Course and Teacher Evaluation Guide needs two

dedicated organized summer writers to be responsible

for prepau-ing the guide for print in the fall. Candidates

must have familarity with data collection, story writing,

editing, typing and preferred typesetting skills. Position

is for 30 hours per week at $3.35. Applications can be

picked up at 420 Student Union Starting Monday April

28. Deadline for applying is May 5 at 4 p.m.

APRIL
29

^

8:00
PM.

PLEASE
NO
CANS
BOTTLES
OR
COOLERS

BRING
YOUR
BLANKET

On
Metawampie
Lawn
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AP Photo

DEFECTOR-Oleg Tumanov, who defected to the West more than
20 years ago and became a top editor at Radio Liberty, speaks dur-

ing a news conference in Moscow yesterday. Tumanov denounced
the US-financed station as a front for American spies and
propaganda.

yy.-'.-y.-y.-y.-*

People drive for miles to

read the Collegian

I
i

Boston University's

Public
Communication
Institute ^g^
July 7-August 1

Write, design, and produce tor the media. Work with

communications experts in advertising, public relations,

corporate communications, electronic and print jour-

nalism, and other careers.

For more information, contact:

Public Communication Institute

Boston University. College of Communication

640 Commonwealth Avenue. Boston, MA 02215

617/353-3447

Kaplan stays
withyou for

the long run.
After you take a Kaplan eourse. you re

not only better prepared to take on

nnarathon tests like the LSAT, GMAT,
GRE, NTE, CPA. SAT. among others, but

the study-techniques youll learn will

help you through the rigors ofyour grad

school courses

That's why for nearly 50 years, over

1 million students have gotten in con-

dition with Stanley H Kaplan. And for

those interested in breaking records, we
also offer SPEED READING
So call Kaplan You've got a long race

ahead to the top of your career. Every bit

of training and coacliing counts.

KAPLAN
STANLfVH KAPlANtDUCAtlOMAlONrfRlTD

DON irOMPm WITH
AKAPl.ANSTUDFNT HI ONI

Preparing Now
For GMAT, LSAT and GRE

get started early

and complete studies

at 1 of 120 locations nationwide

358 N. Pleasant St.

549-5780

THANK YOU
NOTES ! ! F

'^?

"Just a word to thank you for the care and

attention you lavished on installation ^^
of the Pioneer unit in my Honda ^^
Accord, and on the advice you

were willing to give me
earlier about the purchase.

C R ,
Northampton V— \

(from a letter to a manufacturer) "I would like

to comment on the "up-town," professional

manner in which Sound & Music in North-

ampton dealt with me . . . and for the helpful,

"non-pushy," understanding attitude that I

clearly perceived in the transaction. You defi-

nitely have a "WINNER" in selecting these

folks to represent your products."

R M . Chelmsford

"Your firm's straightforward, factual approach

to service is excellent. Your charges for this

excellent service are reasonable. One gets

the feeling that the entire staff likes (enjoys)

what they are doing." d i
,
Greenfield

"I'm glad you're there to service and repair all

these quirky (?) creatures in your careful, ef-

ficient fashion— I recommend you whenever

I can." MS., Charlemont

"The total investment was around $270. I

know that to you that's probably a relatively

small purchase but your salesman (Jack)

treated me as if I were the most important

customer you would ever have. Not only was
he extremely patient and helpful in picking out

the speakers, he also did a 'tune-up" on my
turntable after installing the new cartridge. For

me that was hard-earned money and a major

expenditure. I appreciate being treated like a

major customer." m w . Nonhampton

"One year after the major purchase (and the

novelty has worn off), I am still quite pleased."

F R , Agawam

Sound& Music
90-92 King St. (RteSl, Northampton • Mon - Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9

VISA, MasterCard, American Express • 584-9547
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ARTS
Perceptions of humans
on view at UMass Gallery
By BETTY ANN MURPHY
Collegian Staff

The human being is an interesting

animal. The artist's fascination with the

human figure and its psyche is the theme

of the current exhibition at the Universi-

ty Gallery, "Figure Drawings from the Per-

manent Collection." Though we all belong

to the same species, physical traits and

mental quirks vary greatly from one

human to another. The fifty works selected

for this show not only illustrate actual dif-

ferences between individual humans but

also looks at the distinctively different

perceptions various 20th Century artists

have of the human animal and being.

Atomic Blast Imprint of The End of

Curiosity and/or Manipulation is the

mysterious title of Francesc Torres' 1982

work. With softly shaded grey charcoal and

pastel Torres creates a haunting image —
a lonely shadow silhouetted against a

mehalithic stone block. It is hard to tell if

this is simply a cast shadow, or if there is

really a person trapped inside the rock. The

puzzling image, like the sketch's title, is

curiously depressing and pessimistic.

On the opposite wall, Nicholas Mar
sicano's 1964 Nude Study tfl offers a much
more optimistic view of the human condi-

tion. With his bright splashes of red and

squiggles of black, Marsicano treats his

figure more like a vegetable than like an

animal.

One of my favorites, also one of the big-

gest and brightest, is Luccio Pozzi's Dou-

ble Swim. Abstract bits and pieces of

human anatomy twist, swim, float and

jump in a living sea. These figures do,

however, smile and the artist's light touch

hints at the joy he had in painting them.

The show's oldest selection also depicts

bathers. The figures in Andre L'Hote's

1920 Beach Scene the colors are less vivid

than Pozzi's but the figures are much more
realistic and recognizable.

One of the most popular is Dottie Attie's

Revenge ofthe Scoutmasters. Here, the ar-

tist presents the female figure as an art ob-

ject. In his nine sequential pencil drawings,

Attie systematically recreates Jean-

Auguste Ingres' 1905 Portrait ofMadame
Riviere, and then destroys his copied

masterpiece slowly, by burning it around

the edges, until only a scrap of paper is left

Collegian photo by Rob Skelton

A taste of cajun music was brought to Amherst this weekend as

Dave Morrish, Bobby Michaud, Darrin Wallace and Donald
Fontenot play in front the Unitarian meeting house.

RICHARD
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Academy's third try offers
only insult to audience

N
k

'^i\-\!
^

Models in the Studio by artist Philip Pearlstein

in the last frame.

Figure Drawings was organized by

students in the Art History Department's

Museum Studies seminar. These students

have done an excellent job in the presen-

tation of these works, which can only hint

at the extensive permanent collection of

the gallery. The paintings will be on

display in the University Gallery, in the

Fine Arts Center, until June 8.

Cajun invasion hits Amherst
despite cancellation ofevent
This past weekend saw a Cajun invasion

in Amherst, in the form of Donald Fontenot

and his Louisiana Cajun Band, who played

at the Jones Library, in the streets of town,

at Butterfield dormitory, and adjacent to

the radio station WMUA for a special live

presentation.

The mini-tour was organized by "Rockin"

Dave Morrish, the local "Zydeco Duke" as

part of his on-going campaign to spread the

gospel of Louisiana cajun music and
culture.

"Although they're not used to playing in

front of people who just watch (as opposed

to dance), they eventually transformed

their shows into a real French dancing

scene," he said.

The band is comprised of Donald
Fontenot on accordian, Bobby Michaud on

guitar, and Darrin Wallace on the fiddle.

They are based in southwestern Louisiana,

where they play local dancehouses in and
around the town of Lafayette.

"The music's got soul," Morrish says

when asked why he brought the band to

Amherst on his own expense. "The dialect

and the history behind the music makes it

unique. It means nothing but a good time."

Originally the band was to be one of three

playing at the Butterfield Cajun Fest,

organized by Morrish and due to receive off"-

setting funding from an on-campus cultural

enrichment endowment, but effective

publicity in town and in the media made
local administrators jitterish about securi-

ty and the like.

"It's too bad they had to cancel the of
ficial show," Morrish said. "This
bureaucratic pettiness is typical of institu-

tions and I guess I should have covered
myself better. At least they were able to

play for some audiences in Amherst."
"We had a big barbeque planned," said

Butterfield kitchen manager Paul Scar-

pino, "and it got cancelled almost out of the

blue." -ROB SKELTON

1

...it's not all Doom and Gloom,

Spring lime to

Lighten Up

Tipping

Streaking

Painting

Foils

WHITMAN &

WHITMAN
56 Maplewoofl Shops

Sortriarrplon MA 01601

413586-7506

By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

In the first Police Academy, there were

a few funny sight gags; in Police Academy
II, there were one or two; in Police Academy

III, there are none. Dull direction, dreary

dialogue and uninspired clowning should

put this series ten feet under.

The city threatens to close the Police

Academy if it loses a competition, so the

commander calls in Steve Guttenberg,

Bubba Smith, and David Graf, among
others, to save the school. The director.

Jerry Paris, tries to stuff a series of one-

liners, sight gags, and crazy characters in-

to this very thin outline. What is vomited
back is garbage. The one-liners are in-

credibly insipid; the sight gags are asinine

and the crazy characters are cliches.

For example, the commander, as he is driv-

ing by the new recruits, in his golf-cart,

crashes off a small cliff. This gag, besides

being used in the first two Academies, is

a staple of slapstick that has seen better

days, especially when Laurel and Hardy
were around. While Laurel and Hardy
were experts at slapstick, Paris is not. He

just inserts old gags and hope they work.

There is no originality, or spontaneity and
so the gag flops.

The dialogue, besides being unfunny, is

offensive, sexist, bigoted and idiotic. The
writer. Gene Quintao, has no ear for com-
ic dialogue and resorts to the standard
stereotypical responses. There is the tradi-

tional wimp, weirdo, jock, and romantic in-

terest, that Quintao employs to spout his

worthless lines. For example, Steve Gut-
tenberg (the hero) banters with the roman-
tic interest: "On a cuteness scale from one
to ten, I'd be an eight. No, you're right,

five." She didn't say a word to Guttenberg's

gibberish, because her only purpose was to

wiggle her butt for the camera. Another
awful example, "See this ear. It's a finely

tuned crap detector." My "finely timed crap

detector" was, by this time, begging for

mercy.

There was no mercy to be found in the

performances either. Everyone acted as if

their role was a cameo with nothing to be
done but smile for the close-ups. Steve Gut-

tenberg and a few others, who are fairly

well known, walked through their parts

like somnambulists, while the unknown
performers, created the traditional

stereotypes. The wimp is small, bespectacl-

ed, and weak; the Oriental knows karate

from birth. Only the weirdo, as played by
Bobcat Goldthwait, is interesting. His fren-

zied spasms in speech make him the most
energetic character in the film, though not

too funny.

This film is just a typical sequel. It's on-

ly purpKtse is to make a quick buck.

Whether the film entertains the audiences

isn't the point, it's the box office receipts.

Hopefully this film will flop and bring

about the end of the Police Academ\ series.

The Tax Collectors will perform their "sick, original rock 'n roll"

at 4 p.m. tomorrow on the pyramids in the Southwest Residen-
tial area. The three band members are (from left to right) Russell

Leach, Adam Leach, and Tim May.

Marie Hart and
Joshua Perlstein are
shown here in the
UMass Department of

Theater's production
of Talley's Folly , by
Lanford Wilson. The
show can be seen at 8
p.m. on May 1-3, 7-10

and at 2 p.m. on the

3rd in the Rand
Theater of the UMass
Fine Arts Center.
Tickets are $4 for the

general public and $3
for students and
senior citizens and
can be picked up at

the UMass Fine Arts
Center Box Office.
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An introductory Talk On

ZEN
Liberation and
Pyscho-Spiritual
Evolution will be given

Friday evening May 2

ai ihe

Synthesis Center,

178 AN. Pleasant St.,

Amherst, MA
Call 413-549-3609 for

more information.

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Sama DayJlasults

Services that are

Free, Confidential, Caring
& Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shops

an alternative to abortion

PASS A^PMOVCO INkKCTIOM STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up
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North Amherst Tire
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Graduate Assistant Position
1986-87 Academic Year

Director, Hilltop Health Club. OH/Central

(an educational fitness and weight training center)

Orchard Hill/Central Residential College

Responsibilities:

1. Administration and management of a student/staff weight training and

fitness facility. ^ u i-
•

2. Development of educational programs in the areas of fitness and holistic

health.

3. Coordination of the OH/Central Fitness Testing Program

Qualifications:

1. Experience in management and budget implementation.

2. Applied knowledge of the principles of cardiovascular and resistance

training.

3. Broad based knowledge of preventive medicine, holistic health.

4. Ability to work independently.

Compensation:

$4400 plus full tuition waiver

Pick up application at the Housing Office

B-30 Baker House, Orchard Hill, 5 1333

APPLICATION DEADLINE MAY 9th
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Madame JOSIE FANON
widow of Frantz Fanon

Frantz Fanon and
the Third World:

Interpretations

& Actualities"

April 30. 1986
Campus Center 163

8PM
University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Frjuitz Fivnon s worits include The Wretched of the Farth."

Black Skin. White Ma.sk.s. Toward the African

Revolution. "Studies on a Dying Colonialism."
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Hat

I
assorted colors

$7.95

Long Sleeve

Athletic

Weight
Jersey

$9.95
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Property of"

Shorts

$7.95
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M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdiied by I rude Michel JafTe

ACROSS
1 Singing

Brothers

5 Winter time

in K C
8 Precipice

13 Irritate

14 Record
1

5

Word oi mouth
16 Weapons to

Caesar
17 A Karamazov
18 Oneness
19 Denounce

bitterly

20 Spotted rodent

21 Destroy

22 Correspond

24 Assignment
from le maitre

26 Individual

28 Sob story

30 Cover for

Rainier

31 Noun ending

32 Gonzaga
University City

34 Jellied salads

38 Automobile pio

neer Elwood
39 Austere one
4

1

County 0'

W Hungary

42 Armored vehicle

43 Italian loiK

dance

49 Yono
50 Montezuma

lor one
51 Land ot Nod
52 Metric unit

54 Where the

Sevier

tlows

56 F)sc
5" Wing.jd

58 Moreno
59 Ligi 'la i Sea

teede

iO Fienij sh

creature

•j1 Olympian

62 Ob' erved

t)3 Eaiiy presideni

64 Conducted

65 I Ids partner

DOWN
1 Turkish peak

2 Illusion

3 Mark Twain

lived here

4 Painter s last

coat

5 They charge on
chargers

6 Actress Sissy

7 Card
combinations

8 Reject

9 City in Galilee

10 Grand Canyon
State resident

11 Derris root

derivative

12 Pursue
14 Gratuity

23 Turn out

25 Annie e g
27 Bieaters

29 Artificial

30 Firmament

33 Hot spots

34 Concerning

35 Glittery

36 Wide view

37 Annoy
40 UnaMected
41 Lett

44 Go to bed
45 Hio Grande port

46 Ogled
47 Bent

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

48 Chel s cowers

50 Approving

words
53 Minute quantity

55 Possesses
57 Oklahoma

City s neightx)r

[g^m

4'29U
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COLLEGIAN STAFF MEMBERS: m
^ See Dode or business office soon to

m sign up for barbecue blowout and alum-

^ ni reunion.

m
i
W

^MMMf^M^MISM^MM^M

BY R. MILLER

WEATHER:

TODAY: Sunny, highs near 80.

TONIGHT: Partly cloudy, low 45 to 55

TOMORROW: Mixed clouds and sun, high 65 to 70.
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LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/ Cranberry Suace

Cheese Strata

BASICS LUNCH

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich/Cranberry Sauce

Cheese Strata

GORDY

UUATCH YOUR
TEL£\JisiOhJ serf
rr's 50 ryp/CAL.'

BY GORDE V^¥***^^^¥^¥*¥^^^
* Brought to you by:f
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Night Editor Andrew Wolff

Copy Editor Sheryl Jean

^ Layout Tech Tom Middleton

T^ Photo Tech Rob Skelton

-^ Production Supervisor Mark Parker

^ ProductionMatt Laurence, Leslie Nakajima, Nancy

r^ Klingener, Mark Parker, Bill Wenzel, Pat Johnson,

^ Mad Mike the Driver
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What's New. . .Peter Pan's

Hew YorkCitg^ervice!
If you P^ New York...

You'll V/ Peter Pan's Hew Low Fares!

10 trips daily to Hew York City from Amherst, One-Way $28.95,

Round-Trip $35.95

8 trips daily from Horthampton, One-Way $21.80, Ronnd-Trip $34.95

Peter Pan has expanded daily express service between points in New England and New

York City for business, shopping, or just for fun! You'll love Peter Pan's lowest fares, plus

the comfort of Peter Pan's deluxe motorcoaches.

Yott'U Love Our Service!

For schedules and fare information, contact In /'.mherst. 256 0431- In Northampton 586 1030

The People ProfeiiioBtlt

CHINESE JUNK-with sails and

small motor. Sleeps 4. Cheap.

CaU YO 3-8047

APT WITH VIEW-overlooks Mojj

cow Square. 3 rooms. 48 t\

mo. 387 LeninBlvd. ^
FOLDING TENT
Watwpfoof . .

BURRO -

Senior
dream

It Alp 35-

854-0028

:rpa guide - aU

Mt. climbing. CaU Cliff

79 South Pleasant Street. Amherst MA
1 R. -" ;•' Piaza. Northamplf • *•' •

Fpj 'f Tr-.ur Information

MATnuKir. - .
-

. tAK l:.:.i:-'jt

:- , ,. ~ ,. N-w YfTKCity

600 628 8468
1 h'MM,.-.

Illllllllll lllllli

CAN WE
I CONVINCE YOU?
I APRIL 20th and 30th

I Campus Center Concourse

I~

^K^ yC^ Seatbelt Safety ^ X^
^L^ r^^ Awareness and V ^L
X Q Drinking and Driving Display y ^ -^

j,V^FREE AWARD WINNING POSTER'O =
AT SIGNED BY ARTIST *<!» |

E sDonsored bv University Committee on Alcohol and S.H.A.B. ^
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw^^^^^^^^^

Adegree
of caring.

For people who care about people-
teachers, counselors, health and hunnan

services professionals— Northeastern Uni-

versity has a special place where you can

obtain the knowledge and skills needed

to help others. Boston-Bouve College of

Hunnan Development Professions.

You can reach out and further your

career with Master Degree programs

that include:

Master of Education
• Counseling
• Consulting Teacher of Reading
• Curnculum and Instruction

• Educational Research
• Human Development
• Rehabilitation

• Special Education

Master of Science
• Counseling Psychology
• Physical Education
• Physical Therapy
• Recreation Management
• Speech Language Pathology &
Audiology

Doctoral and non-degree certification

programs are also available.

For more information and a free catalog,

— - call(617)43'^-2708orwrite(oBoston-

ONH-thcaslcrii Linlwrsily Bouv^ College at the address below.
"

Graduate School, Boston Bouv^ College of Human Development Professions

107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University, 360 Huntington Ave
,
Boston, MA 021 1

5

CAREER NIGHT
Departments of Microbiology and Biochemistry

Career Night Program

for ALL Undergraduate

Microbiology and Biochemistry Majors

WHEN: Wednesday, April 30, 1986 at 7:30 P.M.

WHERE: Graduate Research Center, Rm 1634, Tower C

PROGRAM: The forum will feature participants who will

describe career opportunities (other than professional

and medical school) for individuals with the B.S. in

Microbiology and Biochemistry. Students will have an

opportunity to talk informally with participants.

Refreshments will be served

Jiiiiimiiiiiiiii.Miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mill iniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

i IT'S THE COOLEST HEAT YOU'LL EVER FEEL |

BOSTON
BOUVE

R

ITS BELOW MIAMI AND ABOVE IHE LAW

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS

A HAYWARD HILL PRODUCTION BLUE CITY JUDD NELSON ALLYSHEEO
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS ROBERT KENNER ANDANTHONY X>IES

SCREENPLAY BY LUKAS HELLER «WALTER HILL BASEDON THE NOVEL BY ^
ROSSMACDONALD PRODUCEDBY WILLIAM HAYWARDAND WALTER HILL ^k
"'•' " DIRECTED BY MICHELLE MANNING A PARAMOUNT PICTURE '^' >T

I OPENS FRIDAY, MAY 2ND
I AT A THEATER NEAR YOU
fiiiimiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiifinmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiimniiMiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^
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Jay Zerner: A consistent threat
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff
There were no trumpets blaring when Jay Zerner came

to the University of Massachussetts as a freshman two-

and-a-half years ago. Nor did he find a red carpet rolled

out to meet him.

He was not a big name out of high school, not a highly-

touted recruit, just a player trying to make the baseball

team as a walk-on.

But Zerner is living proof that you don't have to make

a lot of noise to get noticed. You can do it with a lot of

effort and a good attitude.

He made the team as a walk-on. And he made the soc-

cer team as a walk-on. Although he no longer plays soc-

cer, he is turning a few heads on the baseball diamond.

As the starting rightfielder for the Minutemen, Zerner

leads the team in hitting. After last weekend's series with

Rutgers, Zerner was hitting .410 and leading the team

in extra-base hits (15, including 10 doubles) and slugg-

ing percentage (.640). He also is among the Atlantic 10

leaders in these categories and has an on-base percentage

of .531. Zerner has walked 27 times and is eight of 10 in

stolen bases.

Defensively, he was very consistent, with only one er-

ror in the first 28 games.

"2temer is a good hitter," said UMass manager Dick

Bergquist. "He goes to the opposite field well and hits the

ball hard. And he's learning to take the pitches that he

doesn't feel comfortable with. He's a hitter that others

should not overlook."

But Zerner is used to being overlooked. Not because of

a lack of ability; just because he's not a loud personality.

He played baseball for three years at Deering High

School in Portland, ME, and was captain of the state-

championship team in his senior year. He was also nam-

ed to the second-team All League team his junior and

senior years.

But still, no scouts got in touch with him. Looking "to

play Division 1 baseball and get out of Maine," he nar-

rowed his college choices down to Boston College or UMass

before choosing the latter, he played soccer and jv baseball

as a freshman.

"We questioned how good of a hitter he was going to

be when he was a freshman," Bergquist said. "But he's

really worked hard and he's got a good attitude. He's one

of the good things that can happen in college baseball."

Last season, Zerner established himself as a starter and

ended the season with a .349 average. This season, one

of his personal goals is to improve on "as many ofmy stats

as possible and possibly, as a pinnacle, to make the All-

New England team".

"After the start (1-14) we had," Zerner said, "it was

almost as if the players had to look out for themselves.

The veterans were pressing and their performances went

downhill."

"But it's been a total turnaround," he added. "We've

won some games now (UMass is 14-17) and we have our

confidence back."

M^
^1^

^i^

* baseball* continued from page 16

UMass is led by Jay Zerner with a .410 batting average.

Matt Sheran comes into the game with a 19 game hitting

streak and Steve Allen leads the squad with seven homers.

Jeff Cimini is the RBI leader with 28.

"This is one of the great rivalries," said Bergquist. "The

loss earlier in the season has to be in the players' minds.

We blew it and we know it. We'd really like to beat them."

RENT/\NRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also Availabte

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

caling place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Supet

Stop b Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadlev Amhefst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

|0flfl6fl66fl6ia flfl fli00flftflll6i6666ft000yi|

SPRING BOOK SALE
30% OFF ALL BOOKS
Sun. Apr. 27 - Sat. May 3

VALLEY BOOKS
Carriage Shops
Downtown Amherst

M-F 10:30-5:30 Sun 12-5

Sat 10-5 549-6052

VISA/MC

QPOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQQOQOOQOOOOOOOQI

L.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Colleqian O^ice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs 8 45 2 30 Fn • Dparlline is 2 clays prior to ()ublicaTion day

Come to Colleg
r

ACTIVITIES

UtcrMtcd w the ArU? Art Tour vn9n by

EarriMl Coulomtw and M»rth» Furm»n -

May 6 4 p*" Chancellor's Re»i<Jenca call

Batty Siertma MS 3671

Pi Simna^AlpKa^lSci Honor Soci*t> i»

(ponsonng a ffe« video presentation

"Reagan and Nixon" 7.30 pm Tue« 4/29

ccies

Work with rMass Production Crew call

Bill 549 6785 oi Ana 62S 2500

CMa« Theatre tJuiid p>e»ant» Lite « a

Stage' a 50 vyeat annivenary review Wed
April 30tti, 7 30 PM. SUB Free Admi»»M>n

I'K (JeneraTMeetinK Tuesday 14 291 at

6 30 pm in Room 174 CC Spring Concert w

close so conne and see what's up"""

ANDREW

Hey Andy. Have a great txrthday today and

a lot more First drink's on me It's nice to

have a friend like you. - Steve

AUDIO

Maiti Trmck Caaaette Recorder Yamaha

MT-44 $500 00 mutt ae« 546-7874 BD

Stereo Syatem • receiver, tape deck.

ipaMtart. »175 or BO Call Zoe 646-4421

(X older siudents, female prefeied call

253 3530 evenings keep trying days Erin

2532446

To tablet (/I • 8/31 2 t>drm apt Sur>d $340

neg call 666 4223, aft 5

Spacious 3 bedroom Sunderland house.

Room for five, 525 . btg yard, bus route

8667186

Suminer fall option 2 tiedroom low rant

possible reward 665 7093 after 6

two bedroom apt. good cor>dition 130 per

mo call 256 6750

I bedroom apt. take over lease $345 inci

all utilities 'i mile from Amherst center, on

bus route 256-6870

Briltany Manor now renting for fall

semester 256-8534

Quiet HoBse! 2 singte rooms, walk to

Amfierst. UMass. on bus route Summer
w/fall option. 256 6891 or 253

22J3
i~^droom Puffton apartment starting

June I No roaches all new kitchen newly

painted Call Mana at 549 5771

SubTetters 237 Puffton V if furnished call

549-6534 cable pool negotiable price 3

bdrms

Interested in living at Hampton Beach.
N.H.r Call 263 7797

Cash in advance

HELP WANTED

Hotel Majors: Desk clerks and auditors

wanted Accountiong or experience prefer

red. Apply Howard Johnson Lodge. Rte 9,

Hadley
• •«• ^« •V*«T**'« ••••••'• ••••••••••••••

College Pro Painters *

• now hiring for good
• summer |Obs throughout
• New England 5 7 + an hour *

• positions filling quickly
• come to our information
• session to May 1 in the

Campus Center 1 800^424 2468

Phfine nu'nt)er FREP

PERSONALS

It must be terrible to be ao crabbji all the

time.

Hey kim! Summer's comir>gi Let's make
these last few weeks the besfi You re if>e

greatest! Love ya> Cath

QTPi - Happy two year anniversity The

best IS yet to come. Get psyched for the

next two weeks. I love you' JJC

Two roommates wanted to share room in

three bedroom Puffton Apt call 549 6622

Female roommated wanted to ttiare Bm
tany Manor apt call 256 6645

SCOTT GOUIN WEEK

AUTO FOR SALE

2 bedroom Southwood townhouae.
Available June 1 Call 253 2953

1980 Civic Hatchback 63.000 miles

AM FM great mileage very dependable

253 2204

r97« VW^us great body /interior, new ex

haust/ brakes S2150 266 8484

Chevy Van looks good, runs good, lots of

sapce, stereo, »400, Mike 549 0385

r972 V.W. Superbectle excellent condi

tion< New clutch Great body. Call Anne

256 1700 ($1200.

1

76 Plymouth Volare good condition, new
trans. 2 new tires must see' $850 256-6281

r9T3^ Buirk Century 350 2BBL V 8 runs

like a top New paint rebuilt carb AC and

more BO over $400 Brian 666-4148

76^Rabbirbebuiltl253 24«

Looking for a clean apartment in a great

area? Call Dave at Crestview 649 3815

2 bedroom Southwood Apartment heat

included in rent call 253 6206 anytime

i ainglr bedroom in three bedroom apt.

Rolling Green Apt 180 month including util

253 6356 after 5.00

WANTED: 3 nonsmoking responsible

women to share furnished 3-t>ed Puffton

Apt for sumemr or/and fall option Ask for

Helen Please keep on trying 649 6082

One bedroom available for female in

4-bedroom Riverglade. Summer/Fall.
253-5140

FOR SALE

1973 BMW 80.000 mi runs great, needs a

little body work excellent condition 1800 call

nites 253 2813

CAN YOU write:

Interested in Journalism? It's never to

late to start' Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily m New England You can write

about Sports, News, Editorial, Black Af

fairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues. Whatever your interests, write about

it today in the Collegian. We build careers.

"CAPE COD

BOSE 101 Speakers 60 watts, like now,
must sell call 6 7917

Guitar a & 1. Caviller, black, excellent

cond better than a Strat, designed by Leo

Fender himself $400, 649-0385

Computer Terminal - Televideo 910 with

modem $300 or BO 665 8297

Hewlett Packard 12C with calculator case

and owner's handtKKJk. Brand new I don't

know how to use it' Call 546 1280 $80 00 or

BO

JOBS: Full time Part time cooks, prep

cooks, dishwashers, receptionists, for busy

restaurant Summer and Fall work. Apply

Judies, Amherst

Xerox Operator needed on campus.

June-August. .Monday -Thursday 10-3

wnrk-studv not reouired. Apply now!

Student Note and Printing Service 401

SCB 54S-2271

The Course^ and Teacher Evaluation

(iuide needs two dedicated, organised

summet workers to be responsible for

preparing the guide for print in the fall Can

didates must have familiarity with data col

lection, strong writing, typing, editing,

preferred typesetting exp Position 30

hrs/wk @ $3 36 summer employment

pick up applications 420 Student Union

deadline May 6 at 4 PM The SGA is an

AA/EEO employer.

Summer Jobs purging and filing medical

records St Eliiabeth's Hospital, Brighton

Call James at 546 7040 for more information

Jewish Community of .Amherst looking

for Sunday School and Hebrew Teachers

for September 1986 Also music teacher

needed Experience with chiklren preferred.

Call 5490223 for application

(>n-Campu8. Paid training now for fall part

time Xernx operator positions Work study

not required. Apply now Student Note and

Printing Service 401 SUB 546 227 1

• Paint in Newport this summer
• College Pro Painters is looking *

lor motivated, athletic, hard *

working college students to *

• paint and live in Newport Rl

• great housing provided in

downtown Newport call today

1 800 424 2468 or come to

• Campus Center 804 at 1 30 on May 1 *

Concert Security and Stage Crew-

Workers needed for the Southwest Con
cert. Compensation includes an official con

cert tshirt, a small lunch, agreat time, and a

post concert bash New volunteers must at

tend the final meetir>g on Thursday, May 1st

at 7 00 PM in the Hampden Southside

Room (next to Munchiesl. Call SWAG at

5-0960 for more info.

All week long, it's Scott Godin Week at

Student Note and Pnnting Service' Make

f»im work for you'

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $5 00 per hour

former grader, consultant Alex 266 1239

Typing, Tape Transcription. Fast, ac

curate Availat>le almost anytime 866-7652

Perfectioni»rw'ord Processing - »1 50

$2 00/page 25% off first |ot) 549-6178

Karen you bnng sunshirw into my cloudy

days thanks for putting up with me Happy
Birthday Love James

Southwest Week Begins Today'

today's t>ands on the pryamids

•Shelf Life
"

"Ur>defined"

"Outpatients"

"Neutral Nation"

bands begin at 2 00 PM

another

Southwest Area Government
Production

Tailor for

584-9362

alteration SHAANN's at mall

STORAGE

Space available over the

266^750 or 549 6149
liner cflM

SUBLETTERS WANTED

Summer aublet w/fall option 3 rooms

available in a sunny Mam St apt on bus

route big open rooms sunny deck single

callers welcome call Lesley at 5463600 days

253 2821 eve

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Lifeguards. Swim Instructors.

shire Fitness Club 256 6446

Hamp-

SUMMER JOBS

•••••»•••••••••< ••••••••«••»•••••

PLINER - "Might as well face if you're

still not legal Happy B day anyway Get

psyched for Ft Dicks We love you lots

Duft, Ohmy, Grad

Maik - What have you done for me lately?

After Oceanography, let's shut off the lights

and open the drapes' Love ya. F

Kric W. Happy 201h: It's not really death

row. Look forward to this summer Love

Chris

Craig Barnes (you little hushpuppy), boy

howdy' Its your birthday' Just troll out and

have a real good time'

Bob you"re the t)est big brother anyone

could have Happy Birthday love always Jen

Share your talents with campers in

terested m learning art |Obs lewelry, sew

ing, silkscreen, vireaving, ceramics, printing

Music piano, guitar, trumpet, clarinet,

drums music director Contact, Marc Katj,

324 E 52 St, NYC. NY 10022 212 888 0866

SUMMER SUBLET

,4ria ProII Le8 Paul copy with hard case

$100 BO 266 4226

Dresser - good condition $26 call laura

549 1548

Cape Cod - Steve's Ice Cream in Dennis

looking for 1 supervisor, $4 50 p/hr and

scoopers, $4 00 p/hr apply in Amherst

Work outdoors thin summer! Student

Painters is now hiring painters S5 7/hr call

Paul 549 6896 or Jeff 546 7222

PROFESSIONAL TYPINt; SEKVK E

Papers, cases, dissertationK, theses, on
campus, dependable, low rates, experienc

ed Nancy 584 7924

REWARD

Roommates wanted to share a great house

in Hyannis for the summer call 256 6789

after five

"CASH"

Paying cash for vour baseball cards

Please call Mike 5466105

"ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

New Santa Cruz Skateboard excellent

condition $75 or BO call Geoff 586 7845

Comic Books for sale I have the best in

ventory in Central New England 90 100%
runs of X Men, Spiderman, Avengers, etc

Visit us with a copy of this ad ft get a free

gift worth over $10 retail Located in Moun
tain Farms Mall mext to Four Theaters Bite

size store

HlTord Kscort 4 spd hatchback no rust

new tires stereo $2100 586 4273 eves

Personal Care Attendant needed for 3E

yr. old male with Cerebral Palsy. Some lif-

ting required. Pays 6.10 per hr Location will

t>e at 85 Amity St. Amherst Also needed at

tendant for overnight stays For more infc

call 772 6819 (Greenfield!

Ticketa desperately needed to 42nd
Street' Call 6-4316 after 7 pm

ROOM WANTED

Like new PA 1000 Sharp state of the art

portable typewriter -a truly amazing

machine you must see what it does to

believe it' Interested? $150 or BO Call Jen

at 2S6-1259 or 545|3600

ENTERTAINMENT
~

RACK- AJHSf^TcNTERTaTNMENT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows;

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549 7144

FREE HOT WATER

ESCORT SERVICE'

Summer aublet, large 4-bedroom house on

Main St bus across street, 5 minutes to

town, huge living room (t kitchen best deal

arourid $100 00 nego contact Ansel or Neii

at 253-6813 many benefit

FREEONE MONTH RENT J
Apartmentmiite wanted for Northwood

Apt sublet June 1st w/fall option 666 4882

INTERESTED IN ARTS?

IntcrT-sted in the Arts - Art tour given by

Earnest Coulombe and Martha Furman

restricted admittance to 60 people RSVP

ASAP call Betsy Siersma 645 3671 at West

Gallery FASC first call first serve May 6 4 pm
Chancellors Residence refreshments

following,

LOST

Single room wanted for cheap summer
sublet, female, non-smoker, responsible

Cathy 253 2284

ROOMMATES WANTED

Two females wanted to share one
bedroom in Townehouse call 549 1687

Escort Service Available 8 p m 2 a.m.

Everyday, anywhere on campus. Play it

lafe, call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

GIVE BLOOD

Feci Good! Today, CC 166 10:30-4:30

FOR RENT

1 room apt bus route $250.00 everything in

eluded (utilities - cablel 256 1724

Summer rentaT Mam St downtown

Amherst accessible to every need 2nd fl apt

room furnished move right in you pay your

own long distance calls $460 includes 3

months rent and electric Ideal for graduate

GRAPHIC ARTIST
POSITION AVAILABLE

Graphic Artist wanted to design advertis

ing and merchandising aids for student con

trolled businesses. 10 hours /week beginn

ing September '86. Undergraduates only

Please submit a sample of your work and

letter describing relevant experience to

EDO, 409 Student Union. Deadline Friday,

May 3.

(ioid ring RF engraved on it. Special family

value must have back' No questions reward

6 4211 keep trying'

(rold triple herringbone bracelet of great

value vicinity of Boyden Field' Reward' Call

6-1416 after 8 pm

MOTORCYCLES

1983 Nighthawk S.'ib 12 5k miles

meticulously maintained $1500 646 9437

80 HondaT^ustom 400. Only 4000 mi , ex

cellent condition, runs great' Burgundy

w/ pin stripe, luggage rack, small back, new
brakes, new battery. $650 BO call Steve

256 1370

Honda CM 4.^0 only 6,500 miles Excellent

cond new batt tuned up includes 2 helmets
asking $975. call 549 0331 must sell

Male needed to share 3 t>edroom apt in

Townehouse for fall/spring 86/87 please

call Paul, Dan, or Stu 549-1675

One female roommate needed to share a

Brittany Manor apt call 253 2118

:t females looking for a 4th to share a 2

bed 2 story apartment large cheap call

anytime Sharon 546 1472 or Marci 546 9890

2 female roommates to share Ige bdrm in 3

bdrm townhouse apt 549 6078

Male roommate wanted to share 2

bedroom Colonial Village apartment with

neat quiet non smoker Will have own
bedroom $172/mo starting September

Call David 253 2965

2 femalea to take over lease m house very

close to campus' Across from bus stop,

washer, dryer, fireplace, etc . .549-6038

two roommates needed for apartment

Available June Cheap rent. 266 1324

Male roommate wanted for 2 bdrm
townhouse apt $150/mo call 549-0902

Femafe needed to share 2 bedroom apt call

Angela 2S3 7284

Gt location Sunaet Ave acroat from Col-

lege Piiza 4 bdrm 2 bath full furn 549 1447

for info

w/failoption efficiency in ex 'Drake' quiet,

close to town, schools Tom 253 5062

Colonial Village furnished apartment, on

bus route pool Reward You cant beat the

price' Sue 253 50e9/Nicky 646 8152

Yeaah Yeaah!! That's it' Furnished Bran

dywine aprt tor sumemr sublet Females only

6497717 _
Amherst CtT sublet w/fall option sunny

and partly furnished 137/month 253 3932

2 non-smokers wanted to share furnished

Townehouse apartment with female June 1

Aug 31. Own room. $120/mo call

549-6709

townehouse apt available for summer

sublet and fall option 549 4357

Brandywine apt available for sumemr
cheap call 649 0637 _
Puffton Village two persons to share fur

nished tiedroom pool bus route cheap rent

call 549 1869 or 546 6717^

2 bedrooms. Lantern Court, Sunderland
- rent negotiable call Donna or Kim 649 7127

One bedroom apt for summer sublet with

fall option 177 North Pleasant St Apt 8

Downtown Amherst 256 8677 Hi Honey

Summer rcram at Brittany call answering

machine 253 3208

StAY IN SHAPE this summer sublet our

Puffton Apt tennis courts and pool Partly

furnished, one bedroom AC. Call 549 7792,

ask for Cheryl or Jen

Puffers Pond, 2 bdrm, on busroute fall op

tion, call 549 4729

2 bedroom Brandvwine Apt. Completely

furnished Call Christine 549 5632 or Mary

266 1690

Next to campus 1 txirm apt at Presidential

apt available 6/1 8/31 for summer sublet

call Marty 253 7868 after 11 pm

Available for one or two females for one

bedroom m PufHon Village Apts call Tracy

or Lira 546 4686

(lose to campus! Crestview furnishod

cheap' Call Amy 6 8851 Karen 6 3266

two bedroom apt center of Amherst walk

ing distance from campus pottibta fall op

tion 263-7306

1 bedroom apt fully fumiahad. but n.

$370 /month utilitiet incI ,
or best oHer

June thru Aug , CliffSHle Apts 666 3088

4 spots available in Sunderland townhousa

cable TV on bus rt rent negotiat>la 666 3571

Fall option 2 bedroom apt in Brittany

Manor negotiable rent 253 2831 ^

Brandvwine Apt lor tumomr auMat call

Linda 549 4798 _
ACROSS STHFrET FROM ( AMPl S!

Need female to share bedroom in house

Provate bathroom, wnstwt dryer, backyard,

deck, close to town Perfect summer home'

Pnce negotiable Allison or Shatia 549 6364

Need female non-smoker to sublet one

bedroom in large two badioom Squire

Village townhouse June 1 Aug 31 On bus

route pool, A/C Karen 666 3740/ Nancy

666 4563

Amherst Ceater 1 bodroom sonny, quirt,

spacious at. rant og. 253-563

3 Tiousemates needed to share hwo

bedroom Southwood apt June 1st w/faH

option 256-6081

One bedroom apt .Southwood June

August $200/ month furnished call nights

256 1876

4 person apt 1 mile from campus. Summor
plus fall option Call 256 1467

w'falT option 1 large room in 2 bodroom

apt partly furnished non smokirig pref rent

neg 666 8315

Fearing^ StT beautiful apt 2 bdr, sunny

deck, skylites, rent neg call Natalie

549 7127

Brandywine 2 bedroom A/C, pool

negotiable rent Call Richie 549^1548 or

Michelle 546 9664

1 bdrm apt Puffton; sunny, clean, tennis,

pool, close to campus; Ben 646 1191

TO SUBLET

2 bedrooan apt in Southwood tummar
sublet w/fall option 2561562

4 people wanted to sublet large 3 t>edroom
house near malls and busline rent

reasonable Some rooms with fall option

686 5425

1 bedrm $135/month, inclusive June thru

Aug 665-4388

Spacious one bedroom apartment for

summer sublet with fall option Is on the bus
route and within walking distance from
campus in the Presidential Apartment com-
plex Rent is $350 00 per month Call

5494122

Summer sublet - furnished Townehouse
apartment reasonable price caN evenings
549 6968

1 or 2 bedrooms with 4 bedroom fall option

in Amherst please call after 10 256 68S9

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt? Sublet 1

room for summer take lene in Sapt
6667119, after 6

.1 bdrm house summer sublet w fall op
garage washer Et dryer access to swm pi Er

tennis ct Bus rt in So Amherst 3 miles from
campus 2560276 575/mo keep trying

anytime around the clock

2 b«dr<Mim Brandywine apt for tummar
sublet call 546 6898 or 546 6699

Sublet/fall option Crestview 1 bdrm apt
carpet, AC, storage, bus, 10 min walk to

UMass 549 6369

TRAVEL

N.Y.C, Trip - May 3 call noyyi 546-2146

TYPM; SERVICE

QI;ALITY TYPINt;, Longor short pro

lects Meticulous proofreading Editing

available New IBM Typewriter 549 0367

TYPING A WORD PROCESSING

Next day service TYPE RITE 323 4579

WANTED

Gratefal Dead • Ooaporataty toeking tapaa

of Spring "86 tour Lets trade, have Iota of

tapes plus soundboards from BsrkeleY 6/8B

546^7821

> •

»»•»»»
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Gorillas fall to 10th; playoff hopes high
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

As expected, Saturday's 8-7 overtime loss

to Army caused the University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team to fall in the

weekly Division 1 poll.

The Gorillas. 8-2. fell from a tie for

seventh to tenth. Johns Hopkins (8-1) led

the poll with nine of ten first-place votes

and 149 points. Army climbed from tenth

to eighth.

However, the space between seventh-

place C.W. Post (8-2) and UMass isn't great.

Post has 80 points. Army has 76, Rutgers,

the ninth-place team, has 72, and UMass
has 64.

The Gorillas will face Rutgers on Satur-

day night in New Jersey, and a win should

get them a playoflfberth. C.W. Post played

14th-ranked Adelphi yesterday and the Ar-

my must still play at Post and New Hamp-

shire before finishing up, so UMass still is

in decent position to grab a berth.

UM in good position to move up in poll
"Beating Army would've almost clinch-

ed it for us, we would probably be in

seventh by ourselves, but now we have

some work to do," said UMass coach Dick

Garber. "I'm still optimitsic, if we beat

Rutgers, we're back in business."

Don't forget Dartmouth however. UMass
must play in Hanover Wednesday against

the Big Green. Dartmouth is 2-9 on the

season, but has played well against some
tough Ivy League competition. The Gorillas

need an impressive win before heading to

New Brunswick and the key game with

Rutgers.

Rutgers lost to Syracuse 13-5 at home on

Saturday, but the Orange clung to a slim

6-5 lead going into the final period before

blowing the game open. In fact, Syracuse

was shut out in the third period after

holding a 6-3 halftime edge.

The PoU: 1. Johns Hopkins 8 1, 149

points; 2. Syracuse 11-2. 137 points; 3.

Virginia 9 2, 129; 4. Maryland 7 2, 125;

5. North Carolina 8 3. 106; 6. Navy 8-3,

101; 7. C.W. Post 8-2, 80; 8. Army 6-4, 76;

9. Rutgers 9 3, 72; 10. UMass 8 2, 64; 11.

Loyola 6 3, 49; 12. Delaware 7 5, 28; 13.

Duke 11 4, 24; 14. Adelphi 5 3, 19; 14.

Towson State 8-4, 19 (tie).

Gorilla Grumblings: In other national

action over the weekend, Virginia took the

ACC title with an 11-9 win at North

Carolina. . .Hobart, the Division 3

powerhouse that upset Syracuse 16-13 last

week, continued to rip Division 1 competi-

tion, downing Cornell 22-11. The
Statesmen play Division 1 Hofstra next

week and should roll through the Division

3 tourney with ease. . .Garber and ad-

ministration officials began interviews for

a full-time assistant coach yesterday. Cur-

rent graduate assistant Guy Van Arsdale

is an applicant. . UMass' game at Syracuse

on May 9 will be televised on NESN.

In the team scoring, junior attackman

Tom Carmean has 33 goals and 16 assists

for 49 points. Junior attackman Greg Can-

nella is second with 17 15-32. Senior mid-

fielder Greg Fisk is at 16-11-27. Sophomore

attackman Kelley Carr has 17-9-26

numbers.

In goal, freshman Sal LoCascio has a 6.4

goals-against average, among the lowest in

the nation. His save percentage is .672, also

one of the nation's best. . .UMass had its

six-game winning streak snapped against

Rutgers. . .the Gorillas have outscored op-

ponents 116-70 this season. Delaware is 7-1

since losing to UMass, 16-6 back on March

29. . the game-film showed that the illegal

hit called on Carmean in the fourth period

that took away a UMass man-up situation,

was a terrible call as was the non-call when

Seamus McGovern (who had a great day

with 15 of 19 face-offs won) was whacked

in the head after winning the opening face

off in overtime.

SPORTS
A-IO Softball

title on line

Colleifian photo by Nick Sokoloff

Junior co-captain Sean Flint rounds third in action earlier this

season. UMass hosts Connecticut today at 3 p.m.

Baseball seeks revenge
on UConn today

UMass hosting URI
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

With key wins over St. Joseph's Univer-

sity and Adelphi University safely tucked

away, the University of Massachusetts soft-

ball team will be looking to wrap-up the

Atlantic 10 regular season title, as the

University of Rhode Island invades NOPE
Field for a doubleheader with the

Minutewomen.
UMass, 31 7 on the season and 6-2 in the

A- 10, guaranteed themselves of a con-

ference tournament bid by sweeping St.

Joe's on Saturday, but still needs a sweep

of the Rams to claim the A- 10 title outright.

URI is tied with the Minutewomen for first

place with a 6-2 mark and are ranked

fourth in the bi-weekly NCAA Northeast

poll with a 26-19-1 overall record.

UMass and URI were scheduled to play

in a doubleheader at Kingston on April 8,

but were rained out. The first game ft-om

each twinbill would have counted toward

the conference standings, but because of

the rainout at URI, both of today's games

will count instead.

The Minutewomen split a doubleheader

with URI last season, winning game one,

1 on a Lynn Stockley shutout, and drop-

ping the nightcap, 7-1.

The Rams are led by freshman third

baseman Kim Menkavitch, who is hitting

at a .274 clip. Menkavitch also leads the

team in hits (34) and runs scored (17, tied

with two others).

URI is also paced by senior co-captain

Kathy Bade and sophomore pitcher Chris

Ashburn. Bade is 15-8 on the year with an

earned run average of 1 .36. She has struck

out 67 while walking 14 and has 11

shutouts to her credit, including a 2-0 no-

hitter against Temple last week.

Ashburn has started 24 games this

season and sports an 11-11 record and a

1.34 ERA. She has eight shutouts and also

tossed a no-hitter in a 8-0 decision over Ho-

ly Cross. Ashburn has registered 68 K's

and has issued 38 free passes.

If the Minutewomen sweep, they will also

be the number one seed in the A- 10 tour-

nament that starts on Thursday, in addi-

tion to being regula- season champs. A split

would result in a three-way tie for first bet-

ween UMass, URI, and Rutgers, forcing a

seeding of the three teams.

If UMass is swept by URI, the Rams
claim the regular season title and will be

seeded first, thus placing the

Minutewomen in a three-way tie for second

with Rutgers and Temple. Again, this

would force a seeding of the last three

teams in the four-team tourney.

Quite simply, a sweep would place the

destiny of the Minutewomen in their own
hands.

"It really doesn't matter where we end

up in the seedings, but we want to sweep
URI anyway," head coach Elaine Sortino

said. "We know they are going to be tough,

but we also know what we have to do."

Pop Flies: The 31 wins are the most for

a Sortino-coached UMass team. The
Minutewomen were 28-10 in 1983. . .With

1 16 strikeouts this season, senior pitcher

Lynn Stockley needs three K's to break her

own single-season strikeout record of 118.

. .Today's twinbill will serve as the last two

home appearances for seniors Stockley,

Beth Talbott, Cathy Reed, and Sally

Maher.

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

As the University of Massachusetts

baseball team goes into today's battle

with a perennial rival, the University of

Connecticut, (Lorden Field, 3 p.m.) the

last game between these two teams has

to be in the back of everyone's minds.

On April Fool's Day, at UConn, the

Huskies played a cruel joke on the

Minutemen, scoring six unearned runs in

the bottom of the ninth to post a 10 9 vic-

tory. There was no laughter, though, as

the loss dragged put UMass at 1-11 and

continued the truly di.smal start (1-14) the

Minutemen were off to.

Since that time, UMass has won 13 of

its last 16 and gained a tremendous

amount of respectability. Although the

playoffs are now officially out of the ques-

tion for the 14-17 Minutemen, a .500

record is still within reach.

Rutgers posted a victory over UMass on

Sunday (to take two-of-three in the series)

and the Knights have now won the Atlan-

tic 10 championship. UMass finishes it

A- 10 season at 4-7.

"We're out of the playoffs," said UMass
manager Dick Bergquist. "But we're still

going to win everything we can and shoot

for a .500 record."

Bergqui-st will go with Jon Martin. The
senior right-hander is 3-4 with an 8.38

earned run average.

"These two teams have a good relation-

ship," UConn manager Andy Baylock

said. "Dick is one of my best friends and

the athletes know each other, also. We
always play exciting games."

The big offensive man for the Huskies

(14-19 overall, 8-7 in the Big East) is Jerry

LaPenta, who is hitting .370 with 12

homers and 36 runs batted in.

continued on page 15

Gazelles' season over
The University of

Massachusetts women's
lacrosse team, at one time

ranked fifth in the nation

this sea.son, ended its season

on a down note over the

weekend, losing two games
to extend its losing streak to

four games.
The Gazelles finish up at

6-4 with a lot of questions.

After a 6-0 start, UMass lost

to defending national cham
pion New Hampshire,
followed by Dartmouth and

then Temple and Rutgers

over the weekend.

Temple handed UMass a

14-6 beating, the Gazelles'

worst beating of the year.

Rutgers then took a close

12-11 decision.

UMass had entered the

weekend hoping to gain an

ECAC playoff berth and

possibly work its way into

the NCAA playoff picture,

but had those hopes dashed

with the two losses.

The team's coaching staff,

apparently seeking to keep

the losses a secret, elected

not to call area media (as is

the custom when a UMass

team is on the road) and the

results were not available

until yesterday.

UMass returns the bulk of

their players, meaning next

season's chances appear to

be good. All-American Lisa

Griswold, the team's

leading .scorer, is among
those coming back along

with the goaltenders and

much of the defense.

Sports at a Glance

UMass Schedule:

Today:
Baseball: Connecticut, Lorden Field, 3 p.m.

SoftbaU: Rhode Island (2), NOPE Field, 3 p.m.
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HOLD ME NOW - Yesterday's heat must have gotten to senior psychology major Eric

Singer as he makes a pass at the Metawampe Indian statue, near the Student Union Building.

Compromise reached on concerts
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Southwest Week started on schedule today after the

Southwest Area Government and two area coordinators

reached a compromise, allowing bands to perform at the

pyramids.
Yesterday's and today's performances on the pyramids

in front of Washington Tower were originally cancelled

Monday night by two area coordinators, Russell Keck,

from Kennedy Tower, and Vicki Lindsay from

Washington.
An estimated 300 people gathered around the pyramids

yesterday afternoon for the first show as four bands per-

formed. Bands are scheduled at the pyramids today

through Friday.

The shows were rescheduled aft«r Scott Protentis, a

member ofSWAG, met with Joseph Zannini and Charles

Durant of Housing Services, and then with Lindsay and

Keck, which brought about the agreement, Bill Collins,

SWAG president said.

Keck and Lindsay, who were in meetings yesterday

afternoon and unavailable for comment, informed Collins,

in a memo dated April 16, that the shows "would be un-

duly disruptive to the communities in the adjoining

residence halls" and "unacceptable to us."

The memo also expressed concern about "the adequacy

of health and safety planning," clean-up procedures and

enforcement of the alcohol policy by SWAG volunteers.

Members of SWAG refused to sign a statement which

would give the "ultimate personal and financial respon-

sibility [to] the sponsoring organization and its officers."

Protentis said SWAG agreed "to provide student securi-

ty forces, and to discourage people from bringing large

amounts of alcohol ... but we did not sign the personal

liability [form] for damages."

Collins said Keck and Lindsay "overstepped their

authority" by trying to place restraints on the events.

"This year. Keck and Lindsay are new Southwest area

coordinators. They were not here last year. On April 16,

thev stated they were in charge of the event. There is

nothing in their job descriptions which would allow them

to do this. All it says [in their job descriptions) is that they

shall be supportive of the area governments," Collins said.

He provided job descriptions for Keek's and Lindsay's

positions.

Ct;!lins said the compromise was reached because

members of SWAG were prepared to organize a

demonstration on the pyramids if the concert remained

c&nccllcu.

"While [Keck and Lindsay] felt the bands would be

disruptive, it would be many times more disruptive if

there were no show," Collins said.

OPEIU, MTA
keep election

sparks flying
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

As about 1.100 University of Massachusetts professional

employees prepared to choose tomorrow between two com-

peting unions, or no union at all. a UMass Boston ad

ministrator accused one of the unions of falsely using his

name on state documents.

Alan Clarke, executive director of special educational

support services at the Boston campus, said the Office and

Professional Employees International Union, an AFL/CIO

affiliate, listed him as an oflTicer of its proposed UMass

local "without my knowledge or consent." He added that

he may sue the union.

Organizers for the rival group, the Union of Professional

Employees of the Massachusetts Teachers Association,

said Clarke had earlier made it clear he wanted to be a

part of their union and was doing an about face out of pro-

fessional disgruntlement.

An OPEIU organizer called UPE/MTA's charges "slick

union-busting and distortion."

Meanwhile, a full-page advertisement in the Collegian

yesterday, paid for by the OPEIU. accused UPE/MTA of

using 'distortion tactics" in what OPEIU said was a

"desperate effort to energize MTA's campaign."

UPE/MTA organizers say their union's strength is that

it already represents faculty, library and clerical workers

at UMass-Amherst. OPEIU is an affiliate of the AFl^CIO,

and its leaders say their legislative resources are superior

to MTA's.
UPE/MTA charged in a letter sent earlier this month

to the steering committee of the OPEIU that OPEIU was

misrepresenting the size and makeup of its membership

and the amount it would charge for dues.

The charges are

Baseball a sideline for two professors

Jerome Mileur

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts pro-

fessor Jerome Mileur has a better ex

cuse than most people for being

distracted by baseball in the spring.

Mileur, who teaches political science,

and George Como, who wor'ns in the

computing center in the Whitmore Ad-

ministration Building, are principal

owners of the Pittburgh Pirates' AA
minor league team. New Hampshire's

Nashua Pirates.

In 1981, Mileur said, Como heard

that the team, then playing in

Holyoke, was for sale. The two of them

and another partner submitted a bid,

offering $85,000.

"We were surprised, to put it mild-

ly, that we won," Mileur said. "I think

we each secretly wished one of the

other two would say, 'let's not do it.'

" He added that now, he is glad he

went ahead with the purchase.

"Owning a minor league team is a

lot like owning a McDonald's fran-

chise," Mileur said, because the

owners have little say over the

managers and players the Pittsburgh

team assigns. "We can beg a lot, tease

a lot. and cajole, but that's about it."

The team has a working agreement

with the major league Pirates, who
supply bats and baseballs while Mileur

and his partners pay for transportation

and hotels.

continued on page 4

documented in a packet of

material prepared by

UPE/MTA and supplied

anonymously to the

Collegian.

While OPEIU literature

says the group "represents

3,500 professionals in the

state trial court system and

the Metropolitan Boston

Transit Authority,"

documents filed by OPEIU
with the state Labor Rela-

tions Commission put the

number at 2,747 and
describe the workers
represented as "clerical."

Also included in the

packet is a letter to the

labor commission from

Clarke, who was listed in a

report filed with the labor

commission by OPEIU as

the recording secretary of

the union's proposed UMass
local.

Clarke said yesterday

that while he initially sup-

ported OPEIU's drive to

organize professionals, "I

seriously question any

union that would use my
name and misrepresent me
on a legal document."

The documents also in-

dicate that while OPEIU
literature promises dues of

$10 a month, the union

reported to the state that it

would charge $10.50.

The head of OPEIU's
drive, John Connolly,

yesterday called the charges

"some very slick union-

busting and distortion" and

suggested Clarke had

changed his mind about his

OPEIU affiliation because

the bargaining unit created

continued on page ?

What is

at stake
Tomorrow's professional

employees union election

will determine whether

the last non-unionized

group of workers at

UMass-Amherst will join a

union.

The 866 workers, to be

joined by about 300 oftheir

Boston campus peers, are

a diverse lot. They include

research engineers,

psychological counselors

and 22 other job titles.

They will be choosing

between an AFL/CIO af

filiate, the Office and Pro

fessional Employees Inter-

national Union, and the

Union of Professional

Employees of the

Massachusetts Teacher's

Association. They could

also vote not to unionize.

In 1978 and 1982, MTA
tried to organize UMass
professionals, but both

times they voted the union

down. OPEIU is a new
player that has been quiet-

ly campaigning since last

April. MTA joined this

campaign late, qualifying!

for the ballot in

September.
Issues in the campaign

have included the Olney
plan, adopted by the ad-

ministration last summer,
which proposed changes in

job classifications and
wage schedules; and the

desirability itself ofjoining

the unions.
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AP photo

STRICKEN PLANT - The February issues of Soviet Life magazine
showed this view of the machinery room at the Chernobyl Nuclear
Power Plant.

US sources say reactor
still threatens region

!

I

g—

-

Hiring
^

For Next Semester
Job Description: Selling UMATEL - a new long

distance discount telephone service

Requirements: Hardworking, flexible, enthusiastic

enjoy sales work. On campus

students only.

Salary: $4.00/hour - work study students encouraged

to apply.

Call Telecommunication Office - 602 Goodell

for appointment - 545-3535
gv^y^^^^^y^/^////v^^^^^^

WASHINGTON (AP) - US intelligence

sources reported that the Chernobyl

nuclear reactor complex in the Soviet

Ukraine which experienced a meltdown

Saturday, was still billowing smoke yester-

day and threatened another reactor at the

same site.

Arms control administrator Kenneth
Adelman, meanwhile, told Congress that

Soviet claims of only two deaths were

"frankly preposterous" and called the in-

cident "the most catastrophic nuclear

disaster in history."

He said temperatures reached as high as

4,000 degrees Centigrade, or 7,232 degrees

Fahrenheit at the graphite-cooled reactor

and added, "The graphite is burning and
will continue to burn for a good number of

days."

A ranking administration official, speak-

ing on condition of anonymity, told the

Associated Press that officials evaluating

recent intelligence "don't believe there was
a nuclear explosion per se," at Chernobyl.

"But there was clearly a meltdown."

As of early yesterday morning EDT,
"smoke was still billowing from the site.

The roof had been blown off and large por-

tions of the walls of the reactor building

had caved in," the source said. "And it

seemed at the time that another nuclear

unit just above it might still be in some
danger."

The source said the US government was
convinced there had been a huge release

of radiation, but that the most serious

radioactive fallout on the ground occurred

within an area stretching out about 10

miles out from the plant.

This official also said the intelligence

analysts were now convinced the accident

occurred sometime Saturday.

Reports reaching the State Department
said Soviet authorities were hampered in

their efforts to put out the fire because of

the intense heat. They were also concern-

ed that dousing the fire could create more
radioactivity than simply letting the reac-

tor bum, according to a source who insisted

on anonymity.
Adelman said those in the greatest risk

are apparently the inhabitants of a village

of 2,000 persons built to house workers at

the nuclesu- facility and their families.

The Soviet reactor was not protected by
the type of steel and concrete containment
building required at American commercial
reactors, authorities said.

N.H. officials: Soviet nuclear
safety attitude is 'cavalier'
SEABROOK. N.H. (AP) - Nuclear in-

dustry representatives and New Hamp-
shire's governor yesterday blamed a

cavalier attitude toward safety for the

Soviet nuclear plant accident.

Both insisted that safety features would
make such an accident impossible at the

nearly completed Seabrook nuclear power
plant, and plant officials said they doubt

the Soviet accident will delay the New
Hampshire project's licensing.

But Seabrook critics said the accident

demonstrates the folly of letting Seabrook

operate. They scheduled at news conference

for Wednesday outside the plant to an-

nounce plans for demonstrations intended

to prevent Seabrook from operating.

"Public Service Company of New Hamp-
shire and Gov. John Sununu should take

the Chernobyl accident as a clear warning
of the consequences to our lives and homes
by playing Russian roulette with nuclear
power," said Paul Gunter of the Clamshell
Alliance. The alliance made Seabrook, long

delayed and 10 times over budget, a focus

for the nation's anti-nuclear movement
during the 1970s.

Come join us in our

fight against hunger

"Hands Across

the Valley"

Saturday, May 3, 12 PM
$3. per ticket

A 2,000 person chain from the Fine Arts

Center to Amherst Commons.

TICKETS CAN BE PURCHASED
OUTSIDE THE HATCH FROM

TUES 4/29 - FRI 5/2

Sponsored by the Five Colleges

Everyone Welcome

Band & Speakers to follow

on the Amherst Common
T-shirts. . .Balloons. . .Fun
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Construction moratorium
exceptions considered
By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Selectboard Monday agreed

to consider exceptions to a moratorium on

construction in Amherst which was con-

ceived by the town Board of Health to allow

time to study water supply problems.

The board decided to:

•Propose the moratorium April 17 as a

zoning bylaw, for discussion at a special

session of Amherst Town Meeting May 5.

•Recommend that the Amherst Planning

Board draft, the proposed bylaw with excep-

tions for accessory structures such as

garages and fences; repairs to existing

structures; renovations which do not add

dwelling units; replacing septic tanks;

public utility structures; and all building

permits issued prior to 5 p.m. April 17.

•Exempt from the moratorium buildable

lots given final approval by the town before

April 17. Parts of Amherst Housing

Authority and Amherst Redevelopment

Authority projects in the planning phase

should also be exempted, the board agreed.

The moratorium was first considered in

response to studies which indicate that the

Lawrence Swamp aquifer and the Atkins

reservoir, both in Amherst, may be subject

to contamination if development of hous-

ing units is not slowed.

Barry Del Castilho, the town manager,

cited the water quality studies in a memo
dated April 15. He said septic tank leaks

"dumps, spills, 'eaks or surface applica-

tions of hazarao. materials" might

penetrate the "highly permeable sandy

soils" over the aquifer, a water-bearing

zone, if the area is developed.

The proportion of coliform bacteria in the

Atkins reservoir is increasing, which has

led to two clean-water law violations, Del

Castilho wrote. Chlorination, which stifles

the spread of bacteria, leads to formation

of trihalomethanes, or THM, a carcinogen.

An alternate method of killing bacteria, ad

ding ammonia and chlorine to the water,

forms less THM but is relatively untested

and only a short-term solution, the memo
said.

Del Castilho urged that a new water

treatment plant be built in town. "A Town
Meeting appropriation and a successful

state grant application are required, and

at least two or three years will pass before

the plant is in operation," his memo stated.

The moratorium was originally planned

to last two years, but Monday night the

Selectboard recommended a June 30, 1987,

cutoff date which could be extended at that

time.

However, the board's decision would

limit the Amherst Housing Authority pro-

ject to 20 units. Last Friday the authority

had told Del Castilho it plans to build about

68 subsidized units.

Kenneth Mosakowski, housing authori-

ty board chairman, said, "It would be delin

quent of the town of Amherst if it did not

exempt these low-income units."

Events focus on disabled
In an attempt to inform students about

the disabled and support disabled people,

a series of events sponsored by Abilities

Unlimited will take place today at the

University of Massachusetts.

"We hope to bring a hidden awareness

to issues concerning the disabled people on

campus and the community,"said Lisa

Riskin, president of the organization.

"Abilities Unlimited is open to disabled

and non-disabled people."

An information table will be set up out-

side the Student Union Building from 10

a.m. to 2 p.m. where free buttons will be

given away. The UMass transit authority

will demonstrate the University's accessi-

ble transportation every half hour. Also,

the Architecture Barriers Board will ask

students to identifv the least accessible

places on campus for disabled people.

There are two workshops being offered in

the Campus Center, room 804. "Disabled

Women, a Feminist Perspective" from

10:30 a.m. until noon, and "Beyond Iron

Side, Beyond Stereotypes " from 1:30 p.m.

until 3 p.m.

A panel discussion titled "Disability

Movement, Past, Present and Future" will

be held at 7 p.m. tonight, also in room 804.

The three panelists are Chris Palanes, from

the State Office of Handicapped Affairs,

Susan Patch, from the Mass Commission

for the Blind and Christen Johnson, a

UMass undergraduate and Miss Deaf

Massachusetts. A reception will follow the

panel discussion.

-LINA PANAGOPOULOU

CoUripan photo by Paul IV.mnrHi*

JUST A HACK - Chris Schowalter, a junior commercial produc-

tion major, hacks it up under 70-degree skies, next to the campus

pond yesterday afternoon.

Making sense of the humanities
By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

The difficulties in making sense of the knowledge in

history, literature, philosophy, psychology and literary

theory were addressed last night in a lecture by a Univer-

sity of Wisconsin-Milwaukee professor.

Ihab Hassan, Vilas Research Professor of English and

Comparative Literature, spoke in Bartlett Hall before 20

people on the subject of "The Crisis ofModem Discourse."

"Literature is an inquiry into what it means to be

human and the trials of knowledge," Hassan said. "There

is a crisis of sense in our age. Our culture is all in pieces."

Hassan explained how people try to understand the

world through biology, psychology, history, philosophy,

literary theory and pragmatism.

Through psychoanalysis human beings must continual-

ly attempt to make sense of reality, he said. Hassan quoted

Freud as saying that knowledge is a kind of love.

Psychoanalysis is mankind's urgent need to continually

make sense of reality, he said.

"Human beings began to make sense on their own when

God lost his communal sense," he said. He added that in

history, when Nietzche brought forth his theories, there

was a whole change in how people made sense. This was

the beginning of the death of God and the advent of

nihilism, Hassan explained.

"With the beginning of nihilism, God, king, reason, and

man had come and gone as the authority on making sense

of life," he said. "Ultimately, man finds nothing but what

he himself has put in them."

Nietzche explodes all ideas of truth and said that

nothing has intrinsic sense but a strong sense must be

made of everything, he said.

Elise Bouiding, a professor at Dartmouth

College, will speak on "The New Interna-

tional Security Order" at 8 p.m. tonight in

the Campus Center. The lecture is sponsored

by the Five College Program in Peace and

World Security Studies.

A panel discussion about political ac-

tivists who have been subpoenaed to

testify in court will be held at 7:30 p.m.

tonight in room 168 of the Campus Center.

Speakers will be three people who are or

have been supoenaed to testify in court —
Cameron Bishop, Doric Clay, Barry Wilson

— and Ron Kuby, an attorney with the

Center for Constitutional llights in New
York. The discussion is sponsored by UMass
Legal Services and the Pioneer Valley

chapter of the National Lawyers Guild.

$7,340 in equipment missing

ColleKian photo by Paul DesmarBis

NIGHT WATCH - Music Msgor Matt Teichner, left, HRTA student

Julie Schrieber, center, and Sarah Bush a
^^^"'^''''^^^^^l'^^^;;;^

enjoy a late night snack while watching the movies MASH and The

» fii^^;*f7/*oYi MMkWahip** Vamvn \mi night.

Mechanical engineering equipment

valued at $7,340 was reported stolen at 11

a.m. Monday from the first floor ofGunness

Engineering Building, University of

Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

•A gold bracelet, a portable cassette player

and other items valued at about $275 were

reported stolen at 5 p.m. Monday from a

room on the the second floor of Van Meter

House, police said.

•A car driven by a 22-year-old South

Hadley man received $1,000 in damages at

2:28 p.m. Monday when he was trying to

drive into the Shumway Paint parking lot

on College Street and was hit by a car

driven by a 78-year-old Amherst man who
was backing up in the lot, Amherst police

said.

•A 23-year-old Winchester woman was

cited for failing to use care in stopping afler

she drove into the rear of a car driven by

a 31-year old Belchertown woman she was

following, at 4:47 p.m. Monday on West

Street. Both cars received about $500 in

damages, police said.

- JEFFRY BARTASH and ANNE
TAUGER

* unions
by the vote would be com-

posed of Clarke's

subordinates.

Connolly also said the

number aad<tj4p« <jf jv§r]^ers

represented by OPEIU were

not shown on state

documents because of short

comings in the forms and

the vagueness of state job

classification, degcriptjon^.

,

He admitted that three-

continued from page I

fifths of OPEIU's member-
ship is clerical, but said

hundreds of OPEIU profes-

sionals are not reported to

the state because they work

in the private sector,
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I continued from page 1

Professional baseball in North America includes the ma-

jors, followed by AAA, AA and A teams. The Nashua
Pirates are in the Eastern League, one of three AA leagues

in the US.
Mileur said the team, which operates on $4,000 to

$5,000 annually, lost money for the partnership last year,

but there are still many shareholders throughout the

University, including administrators and other professors.

He said most of the time he and his partners spend with

the team is at season's end, when they plan the team's

time off.

The team attracts about 2,000 fans per year and atten-

dance increases as the weather get warmer, Mileur said.

Owning the team has its moments of frustration, he

said, but "on the balance, it's been a good time."

the Five College Dance Department
presents

THE DANCE FACULTY SPRING CONCERT

A
^\^/

Bowker Auditorium, UMass.
May 1st - 3rd at 8:00 pm

^«.

Tickets:

$4.00 general admission

$3.00 students

$1.00 senior citizens & children

Fine Arts Center Box Office, Mon.-Fri., 10:00 am - 4:00 pm.

Now's
the time

to call-

North Amherst
Motors

Rt. 63 No. Amherst
549-2880

Expert Repairs &
Recondlticxiing

t

There is a movie
tliat you siioulci see
even l3efore you

^^9^9^9^9^9^9^9^9S3^9^9^9^9^9C »oooooooooc

should S66 it About Last Night

^1 %#%%« i^^^Wf i^*
will not be released until

July 2, but we wanted you to see It

before school lets out. That's why we're

showing you what is really a "work in

progress'; which in this case means that

the sound, the music and the color are

not quite in a final state.

Obviously, we're proud of

"About Last Night..."

or we wouldn't be this anxious

for you to see it.

It's about commitment.
^J

< "about
It's about humor. It's about sex. i^*^ *jj-| -gryVi-i-
It's about emotion. It's about friendship. ^' ^^y * •

It's "about last night..."

TRI-STAR PICTURES PRESENTS AN ARNOLD STIEFEL AND BRETT /OKEN PRODUCTION AN EDWARD ZWICK FILM

ROB LOWE ABOUT LAST NIGHT DEMI MOORE
JIM BELUSHI ELIZABETH PERKINS Executive Producer ARNOLD STIEFEL

Onginal Music Score by MILES GOODMAN Music Supervised by BONES HOWE
Editor HARRY KERAMIDAS Production Designer IDA RANDOM Director of Photography ANDREW DINTENFASS

Based upon 'Sexual Perversity m Chicago" by DAVID MAMET Screenplay by TIM KAZURINSKY & DENISE DeCLUE

CDy^^j^gj- „ ,: ,. ,. ,« , Produced by JASON BREH and STUART OKEN Directed by EDWARD ZWICK a tri star heuase
1 986 Tri-Star Pictures. Inc All Rights Reserved

ROB LOWE
DEMI MOORE JIM BELUSHI ELIZABETH PERKINS

FREE SCREENING
THURSDAY, MAY 1

7:30 PM

HAMPSHIRE MALL
ROUTE 9

sponsored by
COMMUTER AREA GOVERNMENT

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS, AMHERST
Tickets are required. Tickets available at

Student Union, Room 404.
NO CODE

»oooooooocM»ooooo^<»oooooooooe

Poll finds 82%
are pro-choice
BOSTON (AP) - While the Massachusetts Legislature

appears ready to approve a constitutional amendment

that would allow lawmakers to limit abortions, a coali-

tion of pro-choice groups said yesterday that its statewide

poll showed most Bay State voters oppose any new

restrictions.

The survey of 400 state residents, conducted in

February, showed 82 percent of those questioned felt

state government should "stay out" of the decision of

whether to allow or prohibit abortion, according to Nicki

Nicholas Gamble, chairwoman of the Coalition for

Choice.

Ms. Gamble, executive director of the Planned Paren-

thood League, and other pro-choice leaders conceded the

Legislature was likely to endorse the amendment, as it

did in 1984, when the House and Senate meet as a con-

stitutional convention today.

But they said they were confident the state's voters

would defeat the proposal in November.

Abortion foes questioned the validity of the survey and

said their opponents shouldn't mind putting the ques-

tion before the voters if they were sure it would be

rejected.

The proposed amendment would remove any restric-

tion in the state constitution that limits the Legislature

in regulating abortions. A US Supreme Court decision

upholding a woman's right to abortion would take

precedence over any state law, but the Legislature could

move to ban the use of Medicaid funds to pay for the pro-

cedure for poor women.

AP photo

KING ROGER - Red Sox pitcher Roger
Clemens tosses one of his Major League
record setting 20 strike outs in a game
against Seattle, last night at Fenway Park.
Boston won 3-1.

Area's Best Selection of

Men's Shorts

a
• Jams
• Knee Busters
• Op
•Paradise Found
• Sundek
• Panama Jack
• Levi
• Leggoons

Open 7 Days 10-6

^C^^^kU 253-9729

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

SUMMERTIME JOBS
$5.50 per hour

Work scheduled around your full-time job.

RGIS Inventory Specialists

offers excellent part time income to supplement your full time

job. We have hours available weeknights and/or weekends in

your hometown area in Eastern Mass.

Numerous openings in: Peabody, Danvers, Lowell, Lawrence,

Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, New Bedford, and all of

Worcester County and Cape Cod.

On Campus Interviews

will be held on Thursday, May 6

and Wednesday, May 7

in Room 811 B Campus Center

at 9 am, 10 am, 11 am, noon.

1 pm, 2 pm, 3 pm, 4 pm, 5 pm, 6 pm

SPECIALS
Anisette $.99

Pitcher of Busch

$3.00

Midweek Getaway

free hors d'oeuvres

nightly

The
Distinguished Visitors Program

presents

ELLEN
GOODMAN
Syndicated Columnist and Author

ii
Life & Change

Thursday, May 1, 1986

8:00 PM
CCA
U Mass

FREE
Tickets
available
through
TIX

5>

r>nr>rr\
disdn^uishecl

Visitors program

•Fiber/ roughage adds bulk to the diet and speeds uu the time it takes for

food to leave the digestive tract.

•Foods that are naturally high in fiber onen supply other vitanins and

minerals as well

.

•Meat. fish, poultry, eggs, milk and cheese contain littl? or no fiber.

WAYS TO INCREASE YOUR INTAKE OF DIETARY FIBER... AND NUTRIENTS, ^00...

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

TRY:

-whole wheat bread or rolls

-brown rice

-baked potato in the skin

-unpeeled apple or applesauce

made with skins
-orange
-whole grain cereals

-popcorn
-bean dip or hunmus

KlSJEAO^Or:

-white bread
-white rice

-.flashed potatoes

-processed applet auce

-orange juice
-processed cereals

-potato whips

-sour crean dip

Division of Health Educatior and JniyfrsUy Vending Services

UMASS THEATRE GUILD

PRESENTS

LIFE IS A
STAGE

A 50 year Anniversary Review

*V Including Scenes from. ^ i^

TONIGHT aSUB 8pm
$2 Admission Sponsored by SGA U\

Top of the Campus
DesLaurant

mil Floor. C;)nipii,>^ Ccnicr

riiivcr.>^ilv of Ma^sacliiKscH s

MOTHEC'A
DAY

Mav 11. K%
12 noon to 4^0 pm

tntrcc.s Ironi $4.50 to $11.^"^5

iii^"liidc cSoiip (^'^ (Saind bar

Chicken Kiev

Poa>st Prime Dihs of heel

NY ^SiHein

haked .Vred

cSwerdfish

Chopped cSifioin

^Stii' Frv Vev;otables

Comptinicniarv

Flower

lor Mom

Oall todav to reserve a table for voiir entire lamilv

540 e>000 ext , t?^^
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C?WHY CALL NEW YORK???

CALL 253-7529
from\Y( ^Or onvuay

COPENHAGEN 240
OSLO 240
STOCKHOLM 240
HELSINKI 270

r<»iiii(l iri|»

and
loca

m
375
375
435

j
pick up /our ticket at your

I Student Travel office!!
79 So Pleasant St Ar

Council Travel Se
m h e f s t

rvices-

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

Includes Mounting

plus MA State Tax

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center
Fun ServKC Tve Store

78 Sundefland Rd . No Anilwfst. MA
Across t'om Watroba s Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

M UMASS MAY DAY JAMBOREE at )f

Melon
Balls

$1.75

Dance/Club
TONIGHT- WED. 4/30

Party with the Seniors of 1986
as they celebrate their last month

at UMass
* Wear your Jams *

Proper ID Required

Free sodas for designated drivers

RTE 9 EAST

Pearl
Harbors
$1.75

— Wednesday, April 30, 1986

Last about Libya
(.Editor's note: We received a great many letters about the

U.S. raid on Libya that we were unable to print. The follow-

ing paragraphs are culled from some of them)

Libya was bombed because they were believed to have

sponsored terrorism in Europe. President Reagan wanted

to punish Libya for their state supported terrorism. At

the same time, he is asking Congress for $100 million in

aid to the contras in Nicaragua. The contras are terrorists.

They terrorize the Nicaraguan people. Mr. Reagan sup-

ports these terrorists, and is therefore guilty of the same

state supported terrorism for which he condemns Libya.

Michael Mauri
Donald Dupee

Sylvan

I am thankful that some Americans finally had the guts

to step out and show the rest of the world that they are

here to protect the free world and try to make it a better

place to live in.

Pedro Vieira
Northeast

People like Reagan and Weinberger are not like the rest

of us; they'll stop at nothing to promote their radical

ideology. We've seen them attack innocent civilians all

over the world, in Central America, Southern Africa, and

now Libya. How long will it be before they import their

terrorism to the cities of the U.S.

Danny Egan
Annie Hayes
Belchertown

Terrorism does have a source-the misery of whole

groups and nations of people, who feel powerless to change

their situation. If America wants to end terrorism, it must

work to end this misery, not make the misery worse.

John Hayes

Today Khadafy kills indiscriminately with terrorist

bombs, tomorrow he will kill with his missiles, unless he

is deterred now. You and your generation will pay the

price if we fail. Libya is the testing zone for terrorism.

You should thank God for President Reagan, for because

of his action now you are less likely to be drafted into the

service or be killed or maimed from an unexpected blast.

Richard S. Martin
Stow

There is no argument powerful enough, no metaphor

strong enough, no legal reasoning compelling enough to

justify the death of a child. There never will be.

Jerome Freedman, Jr.

Amherst
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CARB
RESTAUKAN r & LOUNGE
At fhe-Elmwood Route 9 Hadley 586 1 978

CAREER
NIGHT

Departments of Microbiology and Biochemistry

Career Night Program

for ALL Undergraduate

Microbiology and Biochemistry Majors

WHEN: Wednesday, April 30, 1986 at 7:30 P.M.
WHERE: Graduate Research Center, Rm 1634, Tower C
PROGRAM: The forum will feature participants who will

describe career opportunities (other than professional

and medical school) for individuals with the B.S. in

Microbiology and Biochemistry. Students will have an
opportunity to talk informally with participants.

Refreshments will be served

HBMttik.

^unan garden

MANDARIN /SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST Chinese Food"

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs
Small l>irq«'

soso s^eo

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Muvhr.«mv outtet Serveu 5-8

3![h;cl:::;w'::?;r Mon.-ihurs.

tlBl'^:;:.'^'?!,''^ Brunch Served
6) s*»« & Sour chK^kM, ounday 1 1 : JO-

J

7|P«nfnfdHir» All Vtf^ll
8)P*nFnpdNoodl« /mLl, Yl^U ^_ __
9|'pin Fn^n'.v.ol. CAN EAT «Pl) • •
10) Hot t Sout Soup

Luncheon
Specials

Fr(

$025 Luncheon Specials & Take-out Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sui>.-Thurs. 11:30 a.m.-lO p.m
1a.m. Ff1.& Sat. 11:30 a.m. 11 p.m.

p.m. 10 Belch«r1ou/n Road
at Rte. 9, Amherst

256-0252
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Pyramid politics
Something absurd has gone on in the Southwest Residential Area,

where this week two low-level Housing Services officials took it upon

themselves to cancel some of the "Southwest Rocks the Pyramids"

events scheduled for yesterday through Friday.

Russell Keck and Vicki Lindsay, area coordinators from Kennedy
and Washington towers, Monday night told the Southwest Area

Government that since it failed to fill out forms detailing security

and cleanup plans, today's and tomorrow's shows in front of

Washington could not take place.

Fortunately, Keck and Lindsay met with vocal student opposition

and were overruled by higher administrators who met with SWAG
officers yesterday, bringing to an end their Southwest Week power

grab.

The two coordinators, who are said to be new to Southwest — they

could not be reached for comment — had appointed themselves two

weeks ago as guardians of the residence halls against concerts they

felt "would be unduly disruptive." In a memo to SWAG president

Bill Collins, they wrote: "Four straight days of concerts at the

pyramids would not equitably impact our residents and staff; the

idea is therefore unacceptable to us."

The memo disregarded the popularity of the shows, which feature

UMass rock bands. Some 300 students attended yesterday's event.

In the past the concerts' main problem has been an abundance of

beer-related rubbish — hardly a reason to canbel them. Collins er-

red in neglecting the paperwork characteristic of the Bureaucratic

Republic of UMass, but Housing Services director Joseph Zannini

evidently did not consider this a crime.

The concerts are on, but one hopes that all administrators, from

Keck and Lindsay on up, recognize that rowdy but controlled events

should not be quashed.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Collegian

Board of Editors.
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To leer or not to leer
leer, v. To look askance or obliquely; to

Ux)k with a suggestive expression, as of

hatred, contempt, lust, etc. .to cast a sidelong

lustful or malign look.

leer, n. A gaze askance; a look or cast of

the eye conveying a sly, sinister, or im-

modest suggestion.

To leer or not to leer, that is the question

I find myself struggling with on these

wonderfully warm spring days. Acres of

flesh, trapped inside winter garb for

months, are being exposed to bright sun-

shine, fresh air, and my admiring gaze.

I suffer from the temptation to cut my
classes and blow off my responsibilities for

the pleasure of sitting by the Pond to watch

the procession of beautiful young women
walk past. It is a pasttime that I have en-

joyed over the last few years and one, I con

fess, I have been indulging in recently.

In my carefree days as an
underclassman, this is something I would

do with no second thoughts. After all, what

is more normal for an 18-year-old male

than visually devouring every female body

that happens to pass by? Ah, those were the

days. No guilt feelings, no questioning

whether it was right or wrong — just the

consideration ofwhether it was fun. It was.

Alas, that was before I paid any attention

to the painfully aware folk so prevalent on

our beloved campus. They have by no

means won me over, nor have they com-

pletely destroyed my fun. ^owever, I do oc-

casionally give them the credit of thinking

about the legion of "isms" so stridently

William Spain

decried in this and other area publications.

Is leering in itself a sexist act or does it

have to be accompanied by crude or

degrading thoughts and words? The defini-

tion of the word is rather disturbing All

that emphasis on hatred, contempt,

slyness, etc. gives me pause. My leers are

not driven by these things. Rather, I con

centrate on the lustful and suggestive

aspects.

Does giving in to an urge to leer show a

lack of respect for women in general? This

worries me a bit. If it is, I am sacrificing

many of my principles and rejecting the

way I was raised. The mild gratification I

get from the sight of a "well turned leg"

would hardly be worth it.

How do the objects of my glances feel

about this? Do they consider it harassment

or objectification? I hope not. That would

take a great deal of the enjoyment out of it.

Is there a line between friendly apprecia-

tion and obnoxiousness in this case? If so,

where is it? Because I like to think of it as

the former, does that translate into a

mutual reality? I have never made any

vulgar verbal or physical advances but is

it alright to take in the scenery?

I am left with still more questions. If

anyone out there can help me find some

answers, you can find me quietly drooling

under the willow tree by the Pond.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

Whose side now?

Jeffry Bartash

Did you know our wonderful University is a microcosm

of the world at large? It's true. We too have a nice, hostile

political climate in which accusations fly and demonstra-

tions abound. Why, we also have utter chaos and

brutishness.

In recent years, many UMass students have showTi their

insensibility and childness during controversial Univer-

sity events. If it wasn't hanging effigees at anti-gay rallies,

it was heckling at Geraldine Ferraro's presidential cam-

paign speech. If it wasn't driving the CIA off campus, it

was disrupting speeches by visiting contra leaders.

The easiest way to become an irrational person, and

become a popular politician some day, is to master the

art of calling opponents leftists, rightists, conservatives,

liberals, fascists, communists, or madmen; anything you

think you're not.

• • Porturtatdy, our UniversHy i« fuH of-aspiring politicians

and they help us to achieve insanity.

However, there are some of us who do not belong in an

asylum. We are reasonable and negotiable. We detest

labels, political labels. In our opinion, persons who label

others are idiots incapable of rationally defending their

political positions that have been attacked. If a person

described as a "liberal" votes against aid to rebels fighting

a communist government, supporters of the aid will call

the liberal a "communist" and say he's dangerous to our

country. The supporters.of course, are called "conser-

vatives." The "liberals"counteract with name-calling of

their own and lunacy prevails.

We are neither "conservatives" nor "liberals."

My dictionary (Webster's New World) defines the Right

as a conservative or reactionary party. Conservative is

defined as tending to preserve established institutions and

being opposed to change. Now if there's one thing our

country needs, it's change. We have too many institutions

(political, economic, social) that are rotten and exploitive

and preserving the status quo will eventually cause the

growth of our country to stagnate.

My dictionary defines the Left as a radical or liberal par

ty. Liberal is defined as favoring reform or progress. Our

country needs change in some, but not all, institutions.

We must remember that every country is built on a con-

servative foundation because its peoples need basic bonds

to preserve the society. Major disruptions could destroy

the society. So when our country proceeds with change,

the change should be slow. Recent years have been tough

on Democrats because they tried to force too many quick

changes. Opposition was strong and our country suffered.

We are neither "leftists" nor "rightists."

The domestic birds of peace and war have been flapp-

ing their wings over the recent bombing of Libya by the

United States. War is stupid. Yet war occurs because of

different religious, economic and political forces present

in all countries; each country wants to push its own forces

on others.So countries have a right to defend themselves,

such as the US did by attacking Libya, but countries do

not have the right to force their ways on others, such as

the US is trying to do to Nicaraqua.

We are neither "doves" nor "hawks."

The theory of natural law, developed by philosophers

such as John Locke and others, influenced the founding

fathers who wrote our Constitution. The phrase "All men
have certain unalienable rights..." is a basis of the theory,

regardless whether it be religious, political or economic

rights. We believe a country has not the right to force its

own lifestyle on others countries; and we believe a peo-

ple has not the right to force its own lifestyle on other

peoples.

We are independent thinkers.

We believe in right or wrong.

Jeffry Bartash is a member of the Collegian staff.
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AS SEEN THROUGH THE EYES OF
THE COLLEGIAN PHOTO STAFF

Mirhrlle S<>Kall

Anti-gay psychologist Paul Cameron's appearance on campus sparked a demonstration against

him. Some gay and lesbian students said they suffered harassment spurred by his speech.

Nirk SokolofT

Jonathan Kaufman, left, supported President Kngan's decision to bomb Ubya. Stephen Alfred, right,

didn't. The two sparred verbally at a rally-tu<n«d-mass-debate outside Whitmore.

Nirk SokolofT

Todd Babbitt found temporary relief from campus
bustle, inside the Durfee Conservatory.

Michelle Segall

Bill Cosby came to receive an honorary
degree and make people laugh.

Michelle Segali

A visit by "contra" spokesman Jorge Rosales

was at the center of debate on free speech and
the US war on Nicaragua.

Rob Skelton

Roberto Weil twisted and bounded as captain of the men's gymnastics team.

Brian (iuamotta

UMass students and area residents joined several thousand marchers in Philadelphia to fight

racism.

Paul Denmarai*

faui Kranz

Some students studied, but some still took time out to snooze in the sun.
Paul Ueamarais

f^I ••*••* • • •«.« ••«*»4»*«a ^.'' «/»'•

A "Floatinghouse Deadman" environmental

sculpture surrounded viewers in the Universi-

ty GftMrty: * . . . •

Lynn Stockley's often-perfect pitching elec-

trified UMass Softball players and fans.
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INTERVIEW

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

NORTHAMPTON- Andrew Silver, the

award winning film director, will attend

the western Massachusetts premiere of his

film Return tonight at the Pleasant St.

Theater. . .

Return premiered at Filmex in Los

Angles to positive reviews. It has won a

slew of awards at film festivals all over the

Filmmaker creates a horror-lovestory
Islands and a Silver Award in Houston.

Portions of Return were filmed using

area locations such as the Quabbin reser-

voir. Silver scouted all over New England

to find a suitable location to set his film.

*i came out here a lot because I lived in

Boston. And I would look and look. And

finally I came to look at the Quabbin I

knew it when I saw it that it was exactly

right. At that was the end of it." said

Silver.

Many directors would have been hesitant

to shoot a film completely on locations

because of the many problems that can

arise from such an uncontrolled environ-

ment. Silver said that location shooting

foHd inX^Jng- ^;t AcTrln Spam. Best was part of the films appeal "For me the

Film in Philadelphia. Best Use of Music in fun of it is the surprise and the dealing

Belgium, The Gold Award in the Virgin with the moment. I wouldn t want to shoot

The Office of the Chancellor

In cooperation with B'nai Brith Hillel

presents

SHOAH
A FILM BY CLAUDE LANZMAIMN

A New Yorker Films Release ' 1985

<c••••

on a soundstage because it's not interactive

enough. I like more of an interplay between

the weather and you. It's more alive."

Silver said.

Silver describes Return as a love story

and a paranormal mystery. He adapted it

from the 1973 novel by Donald Harington,

Some Other Place, The Right Place. "When

I read Some Other Place, The Right Place

I knew it was exactly what I was looking

for in a genre, which was a love story of the

paranormal. Many first independent films

are horror films and I wanted to do the op-

posite of a horror film. A horror film is at

night, so we did it in the day. A horror film

is in one place, so we did it on the road. A
horror film is one person alone all the time,

worrying about what's coming around the

comer, here the characters are very seldom

alone. The content also, is the opposite of

a horror film. Because a horror film is a

story of the paranormal based on fear. The

opposite of fear is love, so this is a story of

the paranormal based on love."

Remarkably, Silver said that his first

feature film only took 25 days to shoot and

KH.Mf ST H*Tin,

A MASTERWORK...
A BEAUTIFUL HLM, ,

AN ELEGIAC FILM. "
LeoSchqsohn Newsday

A 9V2 hour documentary shown in two parts

Daily May 4-1

1

as part of Holocaust Memorial Week
at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Call 545-251 1 for times and locations

Genefai Admission -$1 5, 5 College Students -S1 0. Uiy/lass Students $5

FREE

FREE

5 months to edit. "We could always have

spent more," said Silver, "but it wasn't

necessary. It took exactly the right amount

of time."

Silver attributes the speed and ease of

production of his first feature to his

graduate work in organizational

psychology.

"Most of that extra month is spent in in-

decision or bad process. There's no reason

for a film to take that long. But ifyou think

about how much indecision there is, how

much bickering, how much ego, how much

pulling in opposite directions. If you cancel

all that out and have great process,

everything goes quickly. We had no fights,

no conflicts that weren't creative...you have

to have some conflict to work. Part of direc-

ting is your craft, the camera and the cast

and so on, part of it is nurturing the peo-

ple around you. Part of it is the leadership

of the system and taking care of the pro-

blems when they're very small before they

blow up. And then everything works

beautifully." Silver said.

; Workout FREE For One Month at

! THE BODY SHOP

;
Fitness Center

[ Sign up for a Fall membership NOW
» and get May 1-18 FREE!

[ Here's what you g«^t:

* • 16 Hydra-Fitness machines to work every muscle

K
• 9 Stationary Bicycles

K '2 Rowing Machines

* • Nordic Tree Ski Training Machine

Jl

• Mirrors

^ • Stereo

H ALL FOH OUR LOW SEMESTER
>» MEMBERSHIP FEE OF $45'

J THE BODY SHOP
J

FITNESS CENTER
¥
* Totman Gymnasium (basement)

J Hours: M-F 7:30 9;00 am
^ 11:00-1:00 pm
-i 3:00 9 00 pm

J OPEN TO ALL UMASS
* UNDERGRADUATES

X GRADUATES, FACULTY,
« AND STAFF ^

SOUTHWEST WEEK CONTINUES. . .

TONIGHT 8:00 PM
TOP BOSTON COMEDIANS

D.J. HAZARD
w/ BILL CAMBELL

OUTDOORS
IN FRONT OF

HAMPSHIRE D.C.
Rain Location: Hampden Southside Room

FREE ADMISSION
•••••••••••••••••••••••••*****

ANOTHER

SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT

PRODUCTION

MOVIE
REVIEW

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Return (••••)
Starring Karlene Crockett, John
Walcutt, Lisa Richards, Frederic For-

rest and Anne Lloyd Francis

Written and Directed by Andrew Silver

Return, now playing at the Pleasant St.

Theater is a wonderful love story/ murder

mystery/ supernatural thriller by Andrew
Silver.

The film shows the quest of a young

woman named Diana (beautifully played

by Karlene Crockett) and a confused young

man named Day (John Walcutt) who, under

hypnosis, assumes the personality of her

long dead grandfather. The couple journey

across the country to discover why the

grandfather is possessing Day. As the cou-

ple soon begin to suspect that the grand-

father was murdered, their search becomes
pursuit.

As contrived as this plot may sound, you

don't really notice it. The film has many
excellent performances. John Walcutt

plays the earthy psychic with an innocence

and vulnerability that make him instant-

ly endearing. He effortlessly creates

several characters, the confused psychic

and under hypnosis, the grandfather at dif-

ferent stages of life. Karlene Crockett gives

a performance with sensitivity and depth.

Her caring and concerned eyes com-

municate more than any scripted dialogue.

Frederic Forrest plays Diana's oppressive

father with an intense and explosive quali-

ty that hails back to his performance of

Chef in Apocalypse Now.

Returns cinematography captures the

natural slendor of New England (the Quab-

bin Reservoir has a cameo appearance) and

the Arkanseis mountains. The eerie syn-

thesizer music by Ragnar Grippe (Royal

Opera and Ballet) and Michael Shrieve

(Santana) pervades the film with character

and suspense.

Filmmaker Andrew SUver, right, makes suggestions to Karlene Crockett,

left, and John Walcott, below, about a scene in Return.

Lesbian-feminist

love-struggle novel
On Strike Against God
Joanna Russ

The Crossing Press Feminist Series, 107 pp. $6.95

By BECKY LOCKWOOD
Collegian Correspondent

Joanna Russ, author of On Strike Against God, is a

woman who is proud of her identity. She is a spirited

woman who is able to criticize the partiarchal system

that entraps her with a refreshing sense of humor and

sarcasm.

Her novel is identified on the cover as a "Lesbian Love

Story," and is a description of the main character

Esther's process of "coming out." Esther is despondent

of male company and submissive women. She seeks com-

fort from her best friend, Jeanne, and eventually falls

in love with her. After the initial admission of love, both

women go through periods of denial, and part.

Despite lost friends and time, Esther and Jeanne again

become lovers and with each other's support, openly

challenge their male-dominiated world. On Strike

Against God is a funny and perceptive novel. It is en-

joyable reading even though the chronology of her story

is difficult to follow at times. The novel is written in a

first person stream-of-consciousness style that has both

advantages and disadvantages.

In terms of movement, this is not a novel for action-

oriented readers. Most of the "action" takes place in

Esther's head. This is a novel of changing ideas and

philosophy and these changes often do not involve the

physical environment or location of the characters. What

is important in On Strike Against God are the conver-

sations in which Esther and her lover learn to empower

themselves in a world where they are not, as women,

supposed to have any power.

In some ways, Esther is a perfect feminist; she always

has an answer; always defends her views (even before

multitudes of sex-starved chauvinists); always has a

literary quote or metaphor that perfectly illustrates her

point. Because she is so strong and "politically correct"

however, her arguments sometimes lack the sincerity

and spontaneity that makes a character seem real. On
Strike Against God gives the reader insight into a dif-

ferent perspective. Esther and Jeanne's funny and

warped methods of attacking patriarchy are worthwhile

reading and may even give someone a few good ideas

for their own struggle.
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Invitations • Announcements

Sapkins • Matches

Resume Package
50 print sheets

50 plain sheets

50 matching envelopes

$13.50
I
AMHERST SjrORE ONLY - WIT^H_THIS CqUPqN_

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 9 AM - 1 PM

20% off
your entire

WEDDING ORDER
A Invitations • Announcements
^

\ Matches • Napkins • Accessories

Hundreds to Choose From!

AMHERST STORE ONLY
WITH THIS COUPON

EXPIRES JUNE 1 1986

One coupon per order Cannot be combined with other coupons

PLUMBLEY'S COLLEGE NIGHT

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
4-6 pm JUST $5.95

students, faculty & staff

WEDNESDAY'S MENU
Broiled, sliced steak teriyaki

Chicken Parmisian

Fried Scallops

THURSDAY'S MENU
Fried Chicken
Fried Shrimp
Broiled Pork Chops

5 All specials are served with crisp garden salad or hearty soup, choice of potatoe, hot

bread and creamey butter\

show your I.D. and
n.-,

eniov

Plumblcys
oil the ^ onimon*'

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
"a little bit of everything for everyone'

253-9586 ^^___
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ARTS
The Asian American

Dance Theatre and
The Royal Cambodian
Ballet performed Sun-
day, April 27 at

Buckley Recital Hall at

Amherst College.
Kuang-uyu Fong per-

formed with the Asian
American Dance
Theatre, which
featured dance styles

from China, India,

Japan, Korea, In-

donesia, Phillipines,

and the Pacific
Islands.

It's Our i 5th Annud .

We're celebrating our

\ 5'^ Difthdoy

with Q 2 day

Storewide

Sole!

Ffl. 6 Sot.,

Moy 2 Cr 3

Special Prices on

All Spring Shoes!

The Now's the Time arts festival is mak-

ing a final call for artistic exhibitors, ac-

cording to event organizer Larry Berger,

who says that the program should go off

quite well.

"Everything's strong, but we need more

artists to display their work," said the

music major with a concentration in arts

administration.

"I encourage interested artists to contact

me as soon as possible at 256-1602, in order

to reserve space," he said.

The event will take place in and around

the Student Union Building on Friday,

May 9.

—Rob Skelton

GOURMET
FRIED

CHICKEN

A NATIONAL MARKETING CORPORATION
Now Has

SUMMER POSITIONS

throughout

MASS (BOSTON/SPRINGFIELD). CONN, R.I.

& WESTCHESTER, NY.

Interview now before exams to secure your positions

to gain valuable resume experience for ail majors in

Advertising, Marketing & Public Relations

805,earning^ to start

(20-40+ Flex Hours/Days per Week)

• MANY ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS AVAILABLE

• OPENINGS IN ALL AREAS

• MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM AVAILABLE

• MUST HAVE USE OF A CAR

• INTERNSHIPS & COLLEGE CREDIT APPROVED

• MAY CONTINUE PART TIME IN FALL

APPLICATIONS ARE BEING
ACCEPTED ON

THE CONCOURSE-CAMPUS CENTER
Wed., Apr. 30 (10-2 PM) Today Only

IF UNABLE TO APPLY IN PERSON, CALL M-F 3-7PM

TO WORK IN BOSTON - 61 7-449-4362

449-4363

SPRINGFIELD - 413-734-1680

CONN/N Y - 203-688-8156

RHODE ISLAND - 401-946-0150

If lines are busy, please keep calling

FRIED CHieiCEN PALACE
Try something new

and compare the value

Amherst Pizza Houses

Item Prices

EVERYDAY GRINDER $3 50

SMALL PIZZA

LARGE PIZZA

$5 00

$8 00

Joe's Paradise Chicken

Item Prices

2 PCS OF CHICKEN BISCUIT SLAW
OR MACARONI SALAD & FRIES $2 69

4 PCS OF CHICKEN, BISCUIT SLAW
OR MACARONI SALAD & FRIES $3 99

8 PCS OF CHICKEN, BISCUIT, SLAW
OR MACARONI SALAD & FRIES $7 99

Downtown Amherst, 31 Boltwood Walk
(tf-irougt^ the alley, next to Taco Villa)

253-7494
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FREAKER PATROL

"Listen. We rr^ay be young, but we're

in love and were getting married—

I'll just work until Jerry pupates."

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdited b\ I rude Michel Jnffe

ACROSS
1 Haliey s Mead
5 Hetty hart)or

cratt

9 Separated
14 Lyrical poems
15 Cen USSR city

16 Danish islarvJs

17 Mineral deposit

1

8

Greek god
19 Picture holder

20 TricKie

21 Generous
23 Useful

25 My to Marceilo

26 Respect
26 Laughed
33 Thank you to

Maurtce

34 Jog
35 Math ratio

36 Wood sorrel

37 Touched iightiy

40 Pushy harDor

cratt

41 Wondertul

43 Bluster

44 Within Pretn

46 See — lag'eei

48 5ho*s pleasure

49 Mad Ave out

put

50 - ae
es'Stance

51 E«tensive

56 Mountain .n

Tr^essaiy

59 Scit, figure

60 Stouts relatives

51 Dross

62 Equals

63 Hartx>r cratt

64 Othello role

65 Martinique

volcano

6f — Dfecedent

6' ao t>e it

DOWN
1 Kind o' teet or

shoulder

2 Scent

3 One way to eat

steak

4 Sterile

5 Stallion s

quarters

6 Radium
discoverer

7 Designer

Cassmi
8 Rins«

9 Social gathering

10 Imitates

1

1

Smell —
12 European

capital

13 Word with up Of

oft

22 Show feeling

24 Spfing flower

26 Love to 25
Across

27 Spoil

28 Thirst fof

29 Anticipation

30 Bridge coup
31 Harden
32 Painter of

dancers

34 Salver

38 Salad piant

39 — novel

42 Whatnot

45 Capital of

Cyprus
47 Danish seaport

48 Midday nap

50 FokJ
51 Of>e of trie

ReirHleer

peopte

52 Downwind
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

53 Louis —
Canadian reb«l

54 Hacks
55 Cosmetic

ingredient

57 Hart)

58 Stravinsky

Daiiet score

G.R.AM
A L A T E

AD A M S
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COLLEGIAN STAFF MEMBERS:
See Dode or business office soon to

sign up for barbecue blowout and alum-
ni reunion.

MM(Mf^MI^Ml^J^MM[MMM

.

WEATHER: 1

Today: Sunny and clear, highs in the 70s.

Tonight: Dark and cooler, highs in the 50s.

Tomorrow: Sunny with highs in the 70s.

Chance of an afternoon shower.

Menu

i

BYGORDE i

Lunch
Burgers on roll

Eggrolls with various sauces

Basics Lunch
Golden Burgers

Eggroll with the same old sauces

.

i

i

Dinner

Junior "night" club Sandwich

Lamb with jelly

Tomato torte

Basics Dinner ^'^l^^^

Tomato torte

Corn chips with Chicken Salad

1

BY BERKE BREATHED |
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Brought to you by:
|

1 Night Editor Daniel Sobel |
i Copy Editor William Spain |
I Layout Tech Ansel Zinter f
I Photo Tech P&ul Desmarais |
= Production Supervisor Ansel Zinter |
5 Production SOD. Rob Skelton, Maura McHugh, f
I Naomi Davis, Kevin Hayden, Bill Freeman.and once 1
± again Justin to the rescue. 1
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COLLEGIAN is

Tin- W \: li l)u lk)i> lAH-turc Sencs presc'nl>

Madame )OSIE FANON
\vuh>\v ul rn\nty. l"<\non

Trantz Fanon and
the Third World:

Interpretations

& Actualities"

April 30. 1986

C^anpus Center 163

8 PM
University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Fr.vnty r.\n<)ns \vnrk.s incliKk- The Wri-ichal ol (hv F..\nh

lilackSkin Whiu- M.\.sk.s Tow.vrd Iho AfncAn

K»r\-oluti(»n Studies on a lAimi Colonuvlism

lu. ..•lligr- ll»

In^Mfuic '•» '^^ Mum-"--*-

IN HONOR OF ISRAELI
INDEPENDENCE DAY

DAVID BROZA

Thursday, May 1 at 8:00 p.m.

Memorial Hall, University of Massachusetts

- Winner of Israel's King David Award
for best male vocalist

- Top Israeli singer, songwriter and guitarist

Tickets available at: Tix and Hillel office (302 SUB)

Prices: $6 non-students, $4 students and
$2 5 college Hillel members

Limited seating. Advance purchase recommended

Sponsored by UMass b'nai B'rith Hillel, Jewish Students Union at Mt. Holyoke, 5

College Hillel, Jewish Students Project of Boston, North American Jewish Students

Appeal, UMass Arts Council and the Student Activities Support Fund.

MAX
CREEK

Only $6.00 at the door

THURSDAY, MAY 8th

Tickets in advance $6.00

At: Datatix, Albums, Main St. Rec's,|

and Ticketron. . .

JOHN BUTCHER AXIS
mpiimi 51IIU1 nnmnmn. kh. mmun

a pliy by

LANFORD WILSON

Presented by The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater
Rand Theater • University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

May 13 and 7 10, 1986 at 8pm Saturday Matinee, May 3 at 2p.m.

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office 545 2511

eatiiig plate

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop & Shop!

Rte 9 • Hadley Amherst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

EUROPE »> CAR
RENT or BUY

FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One nockettlter Plaza
New York. NY 10O20
Prione (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad for Special
Sludent/Taachcr TariM.

: RENTAL " LEASE ~ PUMCHASE

w w
New & Used Cars

Trucks & Vans Also Available

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

An Introductory Talk On

ZEN
Liberation and
Pyscho- Spiritual
Evolution will be given

Friday evening May 2

at the

Synthesis Center,

178 AN. Pleasant St.,

Amherst, MA
Call 413-549-3609 for

more information.

* baseball icontinued from page 16

"UMass was really hitting today," Baylock said. "They

looked good ofFensively."

Martin also shined in the second half of the game,

holding the Huskies hitless over the final four innings.

"Martin was very strong," Bergquist said. "He didn't

start sis well as he could have, but we made the right guess

to stick with him. He pitched really well over the last four

innings."

Flint's homer in the eighth made it 9-4 and a Sheran's

groundout in the ninth scored Rob Holiday for the final

run.

"We really hit the ball today," Bergquist said. "Cimini's

homer was a good one, but Flint's and Sheran's were

tremendous. This was a good win. We have one of the bet-

ter rivalries in New England, though. The Universities

and even the teams are alike."

•L.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian QHice CC 1 '3 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thu's 8 45 2 30 f n • [)fMniinp ,s 'J days pno; to publication day

r ash in advance • Phone number FREE

A CIGARETTE CASE

Left 9th fir

PLEASE ca«l

REWARD

CC was my late father's

Stave 6 6189 or 6^1996

AcnvmEs
Work with I'Mau ProdiirtioH Crew caH
Bill 5«9 6785 or Aria 62S 2600

CMau Thratrr (iulld presents 'Life ia a

Stage, a SO vyear anniversarv review \Mml
Aprrt 30lh 7 30 PM SUB Free Admsaion

Cl'SP Soriai (wine h ctieeiel 2 3 pm 42}
Totxn Wed April 20 all Psych maion b
miriors welcome

WSYL Staff .Meelinit tomorrow. 7 pm. CC
16S Bring dues if you tuve not paid

Work with I'Mass Production Crew. Call

Bril 549 6785 or Ana 625 2500

Free Introductory Lecture: Trantceriden

tal Meditation "Unfold Your Full Potential in

a Natural Way " Thu May I 7.00 PM Campus
Ctf 803

AMHERST HOl'SE

Larn* Amherst House on bus route Sum
mer sut>let with fall option Cf>eap rent. Call

256 1758

AUIHO

Multi Track Cassette Recorder - Yamaha
MT 44 $500 00 must sell 546 7874 BO

Stereo Svstem - receiver, tape deck.

vaakert tt75 or 80 CaN Zoe 546-4421

AUTOTOR SALE

l9Xn ( i«ic Hatchback 63 000 miles

AM FM g'eat mileage very dependable
2S3 2204

1976 VW Bus great body interior, new an
ftaust/brakas $2150 256 8484

Ch«*y Van loo4(s good, runs good, lots of

aapce, stereo. >400 Mike 549 0386

1972 V.W. Superheetle excellent condi
tioni New clutch Great body Call Anr>e

256 1700 (»1200 I

76 I'lvmouth Volar* good condition new
trans, '2 new tires must see' $860 256 6281

isrTBuick Centuri 350 2BBL V 8 runs
like a top New pamt rebuilt carb AC and
more BO over *400 Brian 665 4148

76 Rabbit rebuilt 253 2483

197.1 BMW 80.000 rni runs great needs a

little body work excellent condition 1800 call

nites 253 2813

Bus 71 International perfect for camping
or living No special license, registration, or

insurance needed Great condition CHEAP'
$1300 many camping extras 634 2297 even
ings

74 VW Superbertlr great cot>ditioni $650
546 8115 546 8241

ISt.l VW Bus good running cond. little rust

asking $1300 549 1685 Frank

77 Chrvette runs good, needs a little work
AM'FM.'Cassene. Auto, new tires $300
549 3951

l976 Saab EMS silver, 2 dr. 4 spdTcTotii'm

terior, stereo cassette, $2500 546 7151

1976 Rabbit 77.948 miles standard tran

»2S0. 549-0577 eves

BICYCLE FOR SALE

23.3 inch I'nivei^Gran Premio-blue, ex

cellent cond, light, responsive. $650 new a

steal at $240 incl. extras must sell' Call Burt

2S32131

CAN YOU WRITE?
""

Interested in Journalism? It's never to

late to start' Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily m New England You can write

about Sports, News. Editorial. Black Af

fairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues Whatever your interests, write about
It today in the Collegian. We build careers

CAPE COD

Roommates wanted to share a great house
in Hyannis for the summer call 256-6789

after five

1 male and 1 female needed to fill large 4
bedroom house in Hyannis. Close to beach.
$900 for summer Call Doug 5461200

"CASH"

Paving cash for vour
Please call Mike 546-6105

baseball cards

ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

i..ike new PA 1000 Sharp state of the art

portable typewriter a truly amazing
machine you must see what it does to

believe it' Interested' $150 or BO . Call Jen
at 256- 1259 or 545 3500

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows;
Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549-7144

ESCORT SERVICE

Escort Service Available 8 p m 2 am
Everyday, anywhere on campus Play it

safe, call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FORWENT

To aublct «/l - 8/31 2 bdrm apt Surid »340

nag call 66S-4223, aft S

Summer, fall option 2 bedroom low rent

possible reward 665 7093 after 6

Two bedroom apt. good condition 130 per
mo call 256 6750

I bedroom apt. take over lease $345 inci

all utilities W mile from Amherst center, on
bus route 256-6870

Brittany Manor now ranting for faM

serrwster 266-8534

Quiet House! 2 single rooms, walk to
Amherst. UMass. on bus route SunMner
w fail option 256 6891 or 263 2213

I bedroom Puffton apartment slartir^g

Jurw 1 No roaches, all new kitchen newty
pa4nted CaN Maria at 549 5771

Subletters 237 Puffton Vil furnished can
549 6634 cable pool negotiable price 3
bdrms

Interested in livinK at Hampton Beach.
N.H.r Call 253 7797

2 bedroom Southwood townhouse.
Available June 1 Call 263 2963

.ookinK for a clean apartment in a icreat

area? Call Dave at Crestview 549 3815

2 bedroom Southwood .Apartment heat
included in rent call 253 5206 anytime

WA.N'TEU: 3 nonsmoking responsible

women to sture furnished 3 l>ed Puffton

Apt for sumemr or and fall option Ask for

Helen Please keep ori trying 549 6082

One bedroom available for female in

4 bedroom Riverglade Summer Fall

2535140

Apartment in center of Amherst for rent,

summer with fall option. Great location, call

2532170

Summer with fail option f=our bedroom
Swiss Village apr all utilities included Call

256 1061

Two bedroom apartaMnt 686-3282

Three single nrams for rent in sumemr
fall option in Swiss Village call 266 1645 or

549 6570

Puffton Village summer sublet wfall op
tion. one bedroom in a clean 3 br apt. take it

in June ar>d it's yours in Sept Call Eileen

and leave name and numtwr 549 7458

4 bedroom house in Northampton. $600
plus for Sept
5 t)edroom house in Hadley June and Sept
$826 plus Fireplace Skibiski Realtors

584 3428

Sumemr sublet w'fall option. 4 bedroom
house in S. Amherst Near bus route

256 0015

2 bedroom apt short lease with the option

for long term Free heat and water male or

female $450 a nxinth On bus route Contact
Rich or Pete 253 0079

I bedroom apt Puffton Villap available

June 1 must call this week to arrange

Please keep trying Terry 549 6461

1 bedroom Southwood townhouse. Great

condition Take lease June 1st 256 1821

FOR SALE

BOSE 101 Speakers 80 watts, like new.
must sell call 6 7917

(iaitar (i & I. Cavilier, black, excellent

cond. twtter than a Strat, designed by Leo
Fender hintself $400, 549 0385

Computer Terminal - Televideo 910 with

modem $300 or BO 665-8297

Hewlett Packard 12C with calculator case
and owner's handbook Brand new I don't

know how to use it' Call 546 1280 $80 00 or

BO

New Santa Crui Skateboard excellent

condition $75 or BO call Geoff 586 7845

Comic Books for sale I have the best in

ventory in Central New England 90 100%
runs of X Men, Spiderman. Avengers, etc.

Visit us with a copy of this ad h get a free

gift worth over $10 retail Located in Moun
tain Farms Mall mext to Four Theaters Bite

size store

111 Ford Escort 4 spd hatchback no rust

new tires stereo $2100 586-4273 eves

(rucci Watches $25 while supplies last, call

Brian at 6-7480

Quality Furniture at reasonable prices call

Lisa 5^-0077

Yamaha l)X9 sound synthesiser $1000 or

BO 253 3993 Tim

Thermo-Kax copy machine $75. Hand-
some RCA console TV, 25 inch color $225
tel 584 3491

Womens Schwinn Bike 19" continental

ten speed $110 5490577 eves

(iovernment Home from $1 (u repair!

Also delinquent tax property. Call

1805 687 6000 ext GH 9616 for informa-

tion

FOUND

Key fling with two keys and "Nike" rubt)er

attachment. Call John 5 2234 _^_

freeTredit:

• Attention: Future Jr, Srs. & (Jrads *

apply for various credit cards
*

• Thursday May 1st

• on the Concoursp

FREE HOT WATER

Summer sublet, large 4-bedroom house on

Main St bus across street, 5 minutes to

town, huge living room & kitchen best deal

around $100 00 nego contact Ansel or Neil

at 253 5813 many benefit

FREE ONE MONTH RENT

Apartmenlmate wanted for Northwood

Apt sublet June 1st w/fall option 6654882

'~
(iRAPH IC ARTIST

POSITION AVAILABLE

Graphic Artist wanted to design advertis-

ing and merchandising aids for student con

trolled businesses 10 hours/week beginn-

ir>g Septemtwr 86 UrHlergraduatss only

Pleaae submit a sample of your work and
letter descritMTtg relevant experience to

EDO 409 Student Union. Oeadhne Friday

May 3

HELP WANTED

• Collage Pro Painters
*

• now hiring for good *

summer jot's throughout
*

New Englar>d 5-7 an f>our

• positiom filbrtg quickly
*

• come to our inforrnation
*

• session on May 1 in the

Campus Center 1 800-424 2468

Itaasiona at 1 Xand 3 30

JOBS: Full time Part lime cooks prep
cooks, dishwastiers receptionists for busy
restaurant Summer and Fall work Apply
Judies, Amherst

post concert tMsh New volunteers must at

tend the final meeting on Thursday. May 1st

at 7 00 PM in the Hampden Southside
Room inexi to MurKhiesI Call SWAG at

5-0960 for more mfo

Disori^aniiation is the mark of a crowd-
ed mind.

Chrisco. break a >eg. but no knees, tonight'

Your fans

Perfectionist Word Processing - »1 50

$2 00 page 25% off first |Ob 54*8178

Tailor tor atteration SHAANN's at miiii

584 9362 .^_____
SUBLETTERS WANTED

Xeroii Operator needed on rampas.
June- AuKusl. Mondat-Thursdat I0-.1

work-Ktud> nut reuuired. Appii now!
Student Note and PrintinK Sertirr 101

SI B 545-2271

The Course and Teacher K>aluation
(iuide needs two dedicated, organiied

summer workers to be responsit)ie for

preparing tfie guide for print in ttie fall Can-
didatas must have familianty with data col

lection, strong writing, typing editing,

preferred typesetting exp Position 30
hfs wrk 9 $3 35 sumiT>er employment
-pick up applications 420 Student Union
deedNne May 5 at 4 PM The SGA is an
AAEEO employer.

""IMPORTANT""
• If your Recognized Student *

Organization wants an F Y8B tMidget
*

' from the SGA, pick up a packet now *

in 420 Student Union now" Be '

alert" Proposals will not t>e

• accepted after Wed. May 14 Thereafter •

they will t>e put m the trash"" *

•••••••••••*•••«••••••••••••••••••••

Leii - You ars ttte swaetaet Ihirtg ever I

owe you

Cal I want to party with you S GA Kanar li

Karen .Martin ~ Look Here is tht personal

you ve been kxAing for HB MC HNY'

Vicki l.isa It Kathy l love you so much
tfut Id never let sandpaper get m ttie way of

our relationthip See you on Shaftibury
Avenue Dave Dave Dave

Sumaier sublet w fall option 3 rooms
availat>le m a sunny Mam St apt on bus
route big open rooms sunny deck single

callers wekrome call Lesley at 545 3600 days
263^2821 eve

SUMMER EMPL<>YMENT

Lifefaards. Swim Inslmctors. Hsmp
shire Fitness Club 256 6446

SI MMEK SCBLl

tit locatiofi Saaaet Ave acroaa from Coi-

lage Pina 4 bdrm 2^)ath fun fum 640^1447

for irtfo

Summer Jobs purging and filing medical
records St ElizatMth's Hospital, Bnghton
Call James at 546 7040 for more information

Jewish Community of .\mherst looking

for Sunday School and Hebrew Teachers

for Septemtier 1986 Also music teacher

needed Experience with children preferred

Call 649 0223 for application

On-t'ampus. Paid trainir>g r>ow for fall part

time Xerox operator positions Work study
not required Apply now Student Note and
Punting Service 401 SUB 545^2271

• Paint in Newport this summer *

College Pro Painters is looking
*

• lor motivated athletic hard
• working college students to

*

paint and live m Newport Rl
*

' great housing provided in
*

" downtown Newport call today
*

1 800 424 2468 or come to
• CampusCenter 804at 1.30onMay 1 *

Cape Cod • Steve's Ice Cream in Dennis
looking for 1 supervisor, $4 50 p/hr and
scoopers. $4 00 p hr apply in Amherst

Work outdoors this summer! Student
Painters is now hinng painters $5 7/hr call

Paul 549 5898 or Je^f 546 7222

Personal (are Attendant needed for 35
yr old rnale with Cerebral Palsy Some lif

ting required Pays 6 10 per hr Location will

be at 85 Amity St Amherst Also neederVat

tendant for overnight stays For more info

call 772-6819 IGreenfiekJI

• Full or Part Time '

• Asst Manager and Salespersons *

• send resume to
'

• Bel Air Garocns '

870 So Mam St
*

• Bellmgham Mass 02019
or call 617 883 7644

• for more info
*

••••••••••#••••••••••«•*••••••••••••

• Southwest Week continues *

• •

• Today s Bands on the Pyramids *

• •

The Feel

Rock Tock
• •

Tax CoHsctors

• Evenir>g Pro BKjsica *

2 pm to 6 pm

another
• Southwest Area Government '

Production

Kim like, hey! in 5 weeks we'll t>e flying the

tneodly skies' HOL Y' California here we
come We II be takin a walk on the wild

side' Love. Cath

Tn the cast o revue thanks for aH the fun

and laughs Break a leg' Lots of love. Jen
nifer

Guitar wanted I am looking for a left hand

ed Fender Stratocaster any condition any
vintage call Myk 6 6742

Sigma Kappa"Pledfres only 4 days left'

Check ouTSlMingSaddleTtoniirhtyil at

5$1 50 at 7. 9 and 11 m the CCA sponsored
t>y the UMass Hang Glidir>g Club

Happy 22nd Birthday KAK! From Cuppa.
Moan h Ido

To Jillian Claire Nesgos We wish you a

happy 22nd birthday' You still hold the title

Love, 145H and all your friends

Colonial Village furnished apartment, on

t>us route pool Reward You can t beat tfie

pnce' Sue 263 5089 Nicky 546 8162

2 non-smokers wanted to share furnished

Townehouae apartment with female June l

Aug 31 Own room $120 mo call

54»«709

Tawathaaae apt available for summer
sublet and fall option 649 4357

Brandvwine apt available ft>r sumemr
cheap call 649 0637

Puffton Village two persons to share fur

mshed bedroom pool tHiS route crieap rent

call 549 1869 or 646 6717

2 bedrooms. I>antem Court. Sunderland
- rent negotiat>le call Donna or Kim 549 7127

Summer room at Brittany call answering
machine 253 3208

STAY IN SHAPE th» summer subleTour

Puffton Apt tenr«s courts and ()OOl Partly

furnished, one bedroom AC. Call 549 7792.

ask for Cheryl or Jen

l^lfrrrs Pond. 2 bdrm. on buvoute fan op
tion call 549 4729

2 bedroom Hrandywine .4pt. Completely
furnished Call Christine 549 5632 or Mary
266 1690

Next to campus 1 bdrm apt at Presidential

apt available 6 t.8'31 for summer sublet

call Marty 253 7888 after 1 1 pm

,^vailable for one nr tun females for one
t>edroom in Puffton Village Apts call Tracy

or Liza 546 4685

Close lo campus! Crestview lurmstied

cheap' Call Amy 6 6661 Karen 6 3265

Two bedroom apt center of Amtierst walk

ing distance from campus possible fall op
tion 253 7306

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on

campus, dependable, low rates, experienc

ed, Nancy 584 7924

ROOM WANTED

Sin|;Ie room wanted for cfieap summer
sublet, female, non-smoker. responsit>le

Cathy 253 2284

ROOMMATES WANTED

Cooka'Prep Cooks part time day or night

shifts available. Apply at Mr Steak 261 King
St Nortriampton

Painter- Acton Concord Area. Exp. prefer

red but not necessary good pay + incen-

tives Jeff 6-4064

Two females wanted to share one

tjedroom m Townehouse call 549 1587

IVIale needed to sharr 3 bedroom apt in

Townehouse for fall spring 86 87 please

call Paul. Dan, or Stu 549 1675

Movers 45 hr for Fri 5/2/86 549-3951

INTERESTED IN ARTS?

Interested in the Arts - Art Tour given by
Earnest Coulomlje and Martha Furman
restricted admittance to 50 people RSVP
ASAP call Betsy Siersma 545 3671 at West
Gallery FASC first call first serve May 6 4 pm
Chancellors Residence refreshments
following.

(fold triple herringbone bracelet of great

value vicinity of Boyden Field' Reward' Call

6-1415 after 8 pm

MARTHAS VINEYARD

Wanted: two people to share new apart-

ment in Edgartown Male or female Call

Chris before 10 AM or after 5 PM 549 7175

MIKE. FLASH AND JUM:

Mike. Flasii & June Thanks alot guys'

Love ya lots" Deb

MOTORCYCLES

1983 Nichlhawk .lO 12 5k miles

meticulously maintained $1500 546 9437

80 Honda Custom 41X1. Only 4O0O mi
.
ex

cellent condition, runs great' Burgundy

w pin stripe, luggage rack, small back, new
brakes, new battery $650 BO call Steve

256 1370

Honda (M 450 only 6.500 miles Excelleni

cond new batt tuned up includes 2 helmets

asking $975 call 549 0331 must sell

11178 Honda Hawk good cond. caH Jim
549 5419 asking $625

3 females looking for a 4th to share a 2

bed 2 story apartment large cheap call

anytime Sharon 546 1472 or Marci 546 9890

2 female roommates to share Ige txlrm in 3

bdrm townhouse apt 549-6078

Male riHimmate wanted to share ?

bedroom Colonial Village apartment with

neat quiet non smoker Will have own
bedroom $172/mo starting September
Call David 253 29»

2 females to take over lease in house very

close to campus' Across from bus stop,

washer, dryer, fireplace, etc 549 6038

Two roommates needed for apartment

Available June Cheap rent 266-1324

Male roommate wanted for 2 bdrm
townhouse apt $150/ mo call 549 0902

Female needed to share 2 t>edroom apt call

Angela 253 7284 ^^
Two roommates wanted to share room in

three bedroom Puffton Apt call 549 6622

Female rnnmmatei wanted to share Brit

tany Manor apt call 256-6645

2 male roommates wanted for

Townehouse Must tx responsible and

clean Call Dawn or Cheryl 549 7454

We need 2 females to share our Brittany

Manor apartment next fall call 253 5729

Female roommate needed in scenic

Sunderland apartment. Right on bus route

$150 per month starting June 1 fall option

Contact Alida at 665 8M7

One room available in house in Hadley
summer sublet with fall option For more in

to call Karen or Kelley 549 6040

Looking for 1 quiet female to share a
room in Brandywir>e Apts call Sharon
549 4598 after 8 PM

I bedroom apt fuHv fum«hed, bus n.

$370 month, utilities incI or best offer

June thru Aug ,
Cliffside Apts 665 3088

4 spots available m Sunderland townhouse
cable TV on bus n rent negotiable 666 3571

Fall option 2 bedroom apt in Brittany

Manor negotiable rent 253 2831

Brandvwine .\pt for sumemr sut>let call

Linda 549 4798

ACROSS STREET FROM CAMPUS!
Need female to share l)edroom in house
Provatet)athroom, washer dryer backyard,

deck, close to town Perfect summer home'
Price negotiable Allison or Sheila 549-6364

Need female non-smoker to sublet one
bedroom in large two bedroom Squire

Village townhouse June 1 Aug 31 On bus
route, pool. AC Karen 666 3740'N8ncy
866^4563

Amherst Center 1 bedroom sunny, quiet,

spacious apt rent neg 253 5529

.1 housemates needed to share two
t>edroom Southwood apt June 1st w/fall

option 256 6081

One bedroom apt Southwood June
August $200 'month furnished call nights

256 1875

4 person apt 1 mile from campus. Summer
plus fall option Call 266 1467

w/fall option 1 large room in 2 bedroom
apt partly furnished non-smoking pref. rent

neg 665 8315

Fearing St. Iraautiful apt 2 bdr, sunny

deck, skylites, rent neg. call Natalie

549 7127

Brandywine 2 bedroom A/C, pool

negotiable rent Call Richie 549-1548 or

Michelle 546 9564

I bdrm apt Puffton; sunny, clean, tennis,

pool, close to campus, Ben 546 1191

Rolling (ireen .'I hedriHim air cond $600
for June Aug includes utilities call Elyse or

Pam 256 6887 Brian 545 3117

.1 bedroom house great location near cam
pus up to 5 people prices negotiable

646 9787

1 bedroom Swiss Village (June 1 August
31 1 all utilities included in rent, on bus route,

rent negotiable call 256 8285

Ciose to campus 2 large, sunny rooms
Clean, quiet, wooded area IM/room Call

Lisa 549 7227

SERVICES
PERSONALS

Concert Security and Stage Crew
Workers needed for the Southwest Con
cert Compensation includes an official con
cert t -shirt, t small lunch, agreat time, and a

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $5.00 per hour

former grader, consultant Alex 256-1239

typing. Tape 'Transcription. Fast, sc

curate Available almost anytinte 686-7862

Puffton Village 2 bdr, 2 baths, furnished,

clean and reasonable 549 7728

Brandywine Apt partly furnished call

David 649 6570 price negotialjle

On North I'leasant St yellow house on hill

across the street from (.,i-^nus Two people

wanted for double room $135 per month
House includes washer, dryer, microwave,

cable and more Call Holly of Judy 549 7377

Next to campus large house with dog 4

rooms available price negotiable call leff

6490814 _____
(Graduate student needed for South
Amherst house, bus route, own room, rent

negotiable. June 4 August 31. Phil 263-9043

evenings

Summer. - sublet tuinislied townhouse
,ii)a'i'-ien' very 'easonat>te pnce can r

logs 6^8273 or 68275

Fall option Southwood apt. } txkm
rant bus route 296- IS08

2 br fowaehouac apt tuly turrHahed caR

Andy 549 6014

No more dirty trips In the laundry!! Free

unlimited use of washer and dryer included

m this spacious 3 bedroom luxury abode
Possit>le fan option 266-0002

Nice Brandywine Apt June-Aug rent

negotiat>le 649 1936 call now

Rolling (ireen apartment has four

bedrooms for summer sulilei at $100 each

inclusive 266 6837

Puffton tillage 2 bedrooms 1 furnished

availalila for summer. Great location Pam o'

Karen 649 1616

Two bedroom tewakMise avaiabu June i

with fall option - on bus route m Sunderland

must see call 886 7961

Summer Sublet: wanted quiet nonsmoker
for Feanr>g St apt. great localioni t

bedroom m 4 bedroom apt call 549 6426

SWifCH TO n)WNI'^HOl SK

Attention: anyone interested m swapping a
Brandywitte for a TowrwtKMjse lease call to

day" Suzanne 649 5543 or Kathy 549 6990

TALKISI. KKli BLOOD CELL

IHitsidr Hatch with sunglaiises: Mollt

MrU^ald - Luc.t Van Pelt and Kappa
extraordinaire. Love. I,.ariBaa

THE I MASS CHESS CHAMPiONSHTP

Begins at noon on Sat. May 3 8th fir CC
over $800 awarded at all skiH levels. Trophy

to top man, woman in Sylvan. NE Free ad
vance entry to UMass students tor info call

Joe 5 0341 263 6781 or see us today at our

CC CoTKOurse talile

TO SUBLET

1 hedrm $135 month, inchjaiva June thru

Aug 666 4388

.Spacious one hrdrimm apartment for

summer sublet w'lh fall option Is on tfie bus

route and withm walking distance from

campus in tfie F residential Apartment com
plei Rent If $350 00 per month Call

549 4122

Summer sublet - furnisfied Townehouse
apartment reasonable price call evenings

549 5968

1 or 2 bedrooms with 4 bedroom fall option

m Amherst please call after 10 256 6868

l,<>oking for a 2 bedroom apt? Sublet I

room for summer take lease in Sept

665 7119. after 6

.1 bdrm house summer sublet w fall op
garage wastiei b dryei access to swm pi b
tennis ct Bus rt in So Amherst 3 miles from

campus 256 0276 576 mo keep trying

anytime around the clock

2 bedroom Brandvwine apt lor summer
sublet call 546 6898 or 546 6699

Sublet/fall option Crestview I bdrm apt

carpet, AC, storage, bus, 10 mm walk lo

UMass 649 6369

Summer sublet completely furnished

Townehouse apt very reasonable call

549 1901

Large apartment one mile from campus
has rooms available for summer sublet plus

2 fall options rent neg call 549 5436

2 summer sublet 1 fall option in 2

bedroom apt in town female nonsmoker for

fall 253 3645

Are vou living in Amherst this summer?
Sublet our 2 bdrm townhouse apartment

June 1 Sept 1 $350/mo call 253 3122

TRAVEL

NT.tr. Trip - May 3 call now' 546-2145

TYPINGSERViCE
'

Ql AI.ITY TVPINti. Long or short pro

lects. Meticulous proofreading Editing

available. New IBM Typewriter. 549 0367

TYPING & WORD PRtMESSINt;

Next day service TYPE RITE 323 4579

UMA.SS THEATRE GUILD

presents

LIFE IS A STAGE'
A 50 year musical review"

Tonight at SUB 8 PM $2 admission

sponsored by SGA
••••••••••••••«•••••••••••••••

WANTED

Grateful Dead - Desperately seeking tapes

of Spring '86 tour Lets trade, have lots of

tapes plus soundboards from Berkeley 685
546 7821

Wanted: womens magazines from t960's

and 70's any condition call Sarah 546 9978

Two bedroom apt wanted for June 1 in

Amherst 549 4842

2 internal frame backpacks and light

weight sleeping bags call evenings 549^27
Beth

WE HAVE A LEASE!

How much is our Rolling (ireen

worth? Call 253 6403 after 7 PM

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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SPORTS
Dartmouth
UMass startsplayoff

chase vs. 2-10 Green

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

This afternoon in New Hampshire, Dick Garber will

take his University of Massachusetts lacrosse team out

for a test drive against Dartmouth College, looking to

make sure all the cylinders are clicking before the

Gorillas' rim for the playoffs.

The Big Green, at 2-10 this season, isn't expected to

throw much of a scare into the lOth-ranked Gorillas.

UMass will win, but the Gorillas need an decisive win to

impress the pollsters before facing ninth-ranked Rutgers

on Saturday night in New Jersey.

"I'm not going to say we have to go out and bomb them,

I would be happy with a good showing by the team and

let the score end up at whatever it ends up at," said

Garber. "I'm not going to run it up on a team, but I'm

not going to tell the younger players not to score when

they're in the game either,"

After Saturday's 8-7 overtime loss to Army at Boyden,

UMass will be looking to regain the form that saw them

win six straight prior to playing the Cadets. A win will

also set-up Friday's match with Rutgers. The winner of

that game will, in all probability, wrap-up an NCAA
playofF berth.

Dartmouth has had a good tradition, but the Green have

struggled this season against a tough schedule. Dart-

mouth gave seventh-ranked C.W. Post a battle before los-

ing, 14-10. They have also dropped games against Brown

(15-6), Cornell (17-5) and Yale (19-6), all UMass opponents

this season. The worst loss came to Division 3 Williams

College. The Green did beat Boston College, 1 1-9 in a bat-

tle of lacrosse have-nots. UMass, you will remember, was

a 17-2 winner over the Eagles.

Last year, Dartmouth hung tough against UMass. Trail-

ing only 3-2 after one quarter and 9-5 at halftime. the

Green eventually folded like a cheap tent and lost. 17-11.

This season, only two players are any type of scoring

threat for Dartmouth. Sophomore attackman Rob Cote

has scored 17 goals and dished out 23 assists for 40 points.

Senior attackman John Van Slyke is at 25-12 37.

The Green suffers on defense, allowing opposing goals

in bunches. Goalie Rob HoUister has allowed 12.6 goals-

per-game with a save percentage of .543. This, against the

mostly slow-down tyepe of lacrosse the Ivy League plays.

Against the run-and-gun attack of UMass. the results

have the potential to be frightening.

UMass' strength, it's atUckman. should feast on the

Dartmouth defense and HoUister. Junior All American

Tom Carmean has played well all season (33-16-49) and

could pad his stats today. Jimior Greg Cannella (17 15-32)

and sophomore Kelley Carr (17 9-26) have had good

overall seasons, but have struggled as of late. They will

be looking to regain their scoring touch and some con-

fidence against Dartmouth. Senior midfielder Greg Fisk

(16-11-27) will be looking to do some of that as well.

"The offense hasn't played poorly, " said Garber. "They

know they can play better, especially in pressure situa-

tions. I want to see better work on our transition game.

The fast break is our bread and butter and we haven't

worked it as well as I'd like. Against Rutgers and Syracuse

(May 9), we'll need everything working and Dartmouth

will give us a chance to fine tune our game a little but."

Garber said the team isn't going to overlook Dartmouth.

"Just the opposite," said the veteran coach. "After los-

ing to Army, we're pretty hungr>'. We realize what's ahead

of us. and we want to start this streak off on a good note.

Don't worry about us being flat, this team's is ready to

play."

Softball takes Atlantic 10 title

Minutewomen
sweep URI
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Atlantic 10 champions. No questions

asked.

The 19th-ranked University of

Massachusetts softball team claimed its

third A- 10 regular season title in four years

as the Minutewomen swept the Universi-

ty of Rhode Island at Totman (NOPE) field

yesterday. 8-0 in the opener, and 2-1 in the

nightcap. The wins raise the

Minutewomen's overall record to 33-7 and
8-2 in the conference.

As a result, UMass will be the top seed

in the A-10 tournament, which gets under-

way on Thursday at Rutgers University.

URI fell to 26-21-1 on the season and 6-4

in the conference.

Yesterday's twinbill represented the

final home appearances for seniors Beth

Talbott, Cathy Reed, Sally Maher, and

Lynn Stockley, and the Minutewomen
made sure they went out with a bang.

Talbott went three-for-four with two

doubles, three runs batted in, and two runs

scored in game one. Mahar was one-for-

three in game one with one RBI.

The star ofthe senior show was Stockley,

as the left hander picked up her 17th vic-

tory against two losses with a one-hit, 8-0

shutout performance in the opener.

Stockley (nine strikeouts and one walk)

also helped herself out at the plate, as she

went two-for-three with a triple and a run

scored.

Sophomore catcher Ilene Freeman and

junior left fielder also enjoyed a good day

at the plate as Freeman went two-for-four

with two RBI's and Bietsch was two-for-

three with a stolen base and a run scored.

Freeman was also credited with the game
winning hit, rapping a two-run double to

left center in a three-run first inning.

The Minutewomen also got three runs in

the second and two runs in the fourth as

UMass pounded URI pitcher Chris

Ashburn for 11 hits in six innings.

The Minutewomen had to scratch and

claw to come out on top in game two.

Sophomore pitcher Lisa Rever upped her

season record to 14-5, going five innings.

Rever was forced to leave in the sixth due

to soreness in her left knee. Stockley reliev-

ed Rever, who had given up a leadoff single

to URI shortstop Kim Menkavitch, and

shut the door on the Rams, giving up a

meaningless hit in the seventh.

Fittingly enough. Stockley struckout URI

Collpgain photo by Paul DesmaraiH

Second baseman Carol Frattaroli whips a throw over to first yesterday

at NOPE Field. UMass swept a doubleheader from Rhode Island.

right fielder Sue Gordee to secure a 2-1 vic-

tory. Stockley gained her second save of the

year, striking out three in her two inning

stint of relief.

The Minutewomen scored first in the se-

cond inning, when Rever crushed a double

that hit the bottom of the fence in center.

Rever's double scored sophomore right

fielder Chris Ciepiela, who had reached on

a leadoff single to right. URI tied matters

at 1 1 on Menkavitch's RBI-double to left

center in the third.

It remained that way until the fifth,

when Maher grounded out to third and

Talbott scored on the throw the first. URI
made a play for Talbott at home, but

Talbott safely slid past the tag of URI cat-

cher Maureen McCabe.

Baseball
humbles
UConn,

10-4
By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

This time, it went smoothly. A ground

out to shortstop, a pop fly to shortstop and

a routine fly to right. Three up, three

down.
The University of Massachusetts

baseball team handled the last three plays

to put the finishing touches on another

victory, as it whipped the University of

Connecticut, 10-4, at Lorden Field

yesterday.

UMass got a strong complete-game

outing from Jon Martin, and home runs

from Jeff Cimini, Matt Sheran and Sean

Flint as they improved to 15-17. Sheran's

homer gave him a hit in 20 consecutive

games, which is believed to be a UMass
record.

The last time these teams met, it was

a different story. UMass was one out away

from a 9-4 victory when the Huskies

scored six unearned runs to post a 10-9

decision.

"We were thinking about the last

UConn game," UMass manager Dick

Bergquist said. "Especially when the

score was 94 in the eighth inning. But,

luckily, we added a run in the bottom of

the eighth."

UMass, currently ranked fourth in New
England, will play host to local rival

Amherst College today at 3 p.m.

The Minutemen found themselves

down, 1-0 in the first inning, when Dave
Lanese walked and then scored on a two-

base error by Matt Sheran.

In the second inning, Scott Cormier

blasted a homer over the scoreboard in left

field to give the Huskies a 2-0 lead.

"Martin hung in there well," UConn
manager Andy Baylock said. "We scored

a couple of runs early and he could have

given up but he didn't. He showed guts."

The Minutemen scored two unearned

runs in the third with the help of three

UConn errors to tie the score, 2-2.

Jerry LaPenta hit his 13th home run in

the fourth to tie the UConn season home
run record and give the Huskies a 3-2

lead, but the Minutemen pushed across a

run to tie it in the bottom of the inning.

The Huskies went ahead for the last

time in the fifth on an unearned run and

from that point on, it was all UMass.
UMass scored three times in the fifth,

sparked by Cimini's two-run homer to

right-center and a Sean Flint triple. In the

sixth, Sheran's two-run blast to right

made it 8-4.
continued on page 15
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LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
by Marion Tinsley

Nummo Staff

Speaker Dr. Henrick Clarke lectured on the nine-

teenth century origins of Black Nationalism and the

contradiction that African people were not brought

here to become citizens.

Clarke, a professor of Puerto Rican Studies at

Hunter College, New York City, told the audience that

"we are the one national group who were not invited

here. But the nature of our invitaion and what we did

once we got here I do not think that we should forget

it or let any one else forget."

Clarke pointed out that people react differently in

the western part of the world. "They have toreact and

still remain whole," said Clarke. He also pointed out

that if you put all the African people together, it is a

question why Blacks have to answer to the question

of minority.

"It was in the fifteenth and sixteenth century where

the decisions were made when the Europeans not only

colonized the nation, but decisions about the world,"

said Clarke. "All of the world became their servant."

Clarke said that the African-Americans in the U.S.

considered themselves visitors destined to return to

Africa. He also reiterated the point of not letting

anyone take control of your life and that without land

and culture, you're lost. "There is no such word as

"negro," and once we began to use the word we

become conditioned. A name of people must always

relate to land, history and culture."

Clarke spoke of the images of the Italians with their

great cooks and the French with their fne wines and

lovers, and how the word "negro" is not related to

any great images.

"It is wrong; Once we stoppped accepting the word

"African," we did ourselves wrong."

Clarke said that the Europeans have not recognized

those who are a part of nationalism. Those who took

part in the Haitian Revolution and the Carribean

Revolution that helped to shape the nation.

Clarke spoke of the fight for nationalism, African-

ness and constant continuity; something he says

Blacks no longer have. He said that the loyalty system

is broken and might take more than a generation to

cure, "there might be personality problems and being

Black is not enough. It has to do with more than per-

sonality, it has to do with chemistry, it has to do with

culture," Clarke said.

"The finest minds are driven away from home,
'

said Clarke, "My point is Africa one way or another

has been revolt for over 500 years. One way or

another, all over the world the African-American is in

revolt." Dr. Henrick Clarke was the keynote speaker at the

Third World Leadership Conference.

FIVE-COLLEGE CHOIR GOSPEL JUBILEE
by Marion Tinsley

Nummo Staff

Members of the Five College Community Singers

invited everyone to come out and share their spirits by

"rejoicing through singing the Lords name."

Sunday night in Buckley Recital Hall at Amherst

College, under the directorship of Amherst College

student Lucien P. Gochett, the Amherst College

Gospel Choir in conjuction with the Black Student

Union of Amherst College gathered "to rejoice in the

Lord and to share the good news and song," said

Aisha Fox, a member of the choir and a student here

at the University.

When explaining the purpose of the program Fox

said "whenever there is a big gospel event the objec-

tive is to share the message of the Lord so that those

people wno aon't know nim can get to know him."

With an audience of approximately 250 people from

the Five College Community the choir began the pro-

gram by marching in to the tune "when the saints go

marching in", followed by an invitational prayer by

Amherst College student Brian Alston telling the au-

dience that they need to "thank God".
Singing a total of nine songs including "Call him

up", "Victory", "Changed" and'Tomorrow" the au-

dience participated from one extreme to the other by

rejuvenating in clapping their hands and playing the

tambourine to shaking their heads and waving their

hands in sorrowful appreciation.

Responding to an encore performance the choir

ended the program with "Have mercy on me".

This was the Five College Community Singers final

appearance for the semester, however, new member-

ship of singers and musicians are encouraged.

^Wi
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by Gisette Andrade
Nummo Staff Jazz Greats Jazz Greats
For generations jazz music has been listened to, yet

not necessarily heard. The true meaning and apprecia-

tion of jazz music is just getting the recognition it

deserves. Too often when one speaks of jazz we pic-

ture long-gone eras with the sound of a saxophone

and the toot of a trumpet playing as our grandparents

danced the evening away.

Jazz music has overflowed and flourished. It has

not only found a place in today's music, but is the

foundation of much of it.

Past, present and future, the music is in the hands

of jazz greats, and its faithful listeners. Neither com-

mercial neglect nor critical naysayers can kill jazz as

long as the pull of its innovative rhythms and the

magic of its improvisation keeps seducing new
recruits to defend its honor. Today it has splintered in-

to various sub-groups, but it is still JAZZ; the first

American Music. And let's not forget it'

DIZZY GILLESPIE

During his career spanning over fifty years, ir

repressive trumpeter with the upturned bell, has

managed to mix impeccable musicianship and mirthful

showmanship. Gillespie has always been known to in-

corporate such new ideas as mixing Latin American

rhythms with his own bop conceptions. He continues

to challenge himself by playing with young musicians

in a variety of unexpected settings. Yet one thing will

always remain constant, he can still cut with the best

of them.

WAYNE SHORTER

Shorter cemented his reputation as a player and

budding composer after joining Art Blakey's Jazz

Messengers. His knack for combining technical vir-

tuosity with spontaneous emotional energy spoke for

itself. Even before the dissolution of fusion at the end

of the decade. Shorter retreated from the limelight.

He seemed to turn inward and forget his audience.

Now, to unanimous acclaim, Shorter's creative

silence has been broken with the release of "Atlantis,"

his first studio recording in eleven years.

MILES DAVIS

"You can't join the strong until you write your own

song."

Miles Davis had done that, and more. No one,

neither layman, nor musicologist, can deny the impact

of his musical ideas over the past forty years.

Though music is his life, a balanced life is equally

important to Davis who is happily married to Cecily

Tyson. In arts, it is very difficult to go into it as an in-

dividual, yet Davis made sure he developed as an in-

dividual. He is very serious about everything. To him,

nothing lacks a sense of importance.

Over the past forty years, his contributions and

ideas have added a priceless quality to modern day

jazz.

DAVID MURRAY

Murray is known as one of the most powerful young

saxophone soloists to have emerged in the past

decade. His most important contributions are his

restoration of the big band to a prominent position In

the jazz community and his collaboration with the in-

novative conductor. Butch Morriss. He credits his in-

dividuality in music to the fact that when he was

growing up, the focus was on creating your own

music.

SONNY ROLLINS

He is often called the greatest living saxophonist.

When Rollins plays, he's volcanic, errupting with

ideas that spin off in fumes, only to be called back and

mulled over once again.

But at the peak of his powers, and while being

perhaps the most sought after saxophonist in the

world, he disappeared. When he did come back after

two years of practice and getting himself together, he
jumped right in.

Today, he stills performs, but doesn't want to push

himself. He just wants to keep up his strength for

quality and longevity.

All these jazz greats have in their own way added a

certain style and character to jazz music. They have

helped mold jazz into what it is today; not just a

music, but also an interpretation of music.
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A personal profile: Newby,
a man and his musicBy Marion Tinsley

Nummo Staff

photo by Angela Do Canto

Stephen M. Newby, one of U Mass's flourishing

Black musicians said that he feels that one of the

reasons his music is able to make an impact on people

is because of its spiritual origin.

A native of Detroit, Newby attended Madonna Col-

lege where he graduated with a double-major in vocal

music education and flute performance.

As a child playing the organ at his father's church.

Newby established a strong church background which

he says is why he wanted to do graduate work in

gospel music.

"I came to UMass in January of 1985 to work with

Dr. Horace Boyer and Dr. Fred Tillis in the music

department."

"People have the inclination that if you're really in-

to music that you should go to a conservatory, but ac-

tually the facilities here at UMass have allowed me to

do different things," said Newby. "I have been able to

do things that I know at a conservatory I would not

have been able to do."

Newby said that he would feel more restricted at a

conservatory, that he is more free here at UMass and

is able to write the kinds of music he likes to write.

"As an artist that's what I want to do, I want to be

able to express what I want."

A graduate student in the music department,

Newby directs his own group, is the musical director

for UMass Vocal Jazz Afro-American Music Ensemble

and a teaching assistant in the theory department. He

is also co-owner of Young Artist Development Incor

porated (YADI), a Boston-based, non-profit organiza-

tion geared for young artists ages 15-26 years old.

Newby said that part of his whole purpose as a

musician and composer is to express his music in a

style that would help others.

"I've had people encourage me; my mother and my
father encouraged me to perform music that helps

others and not to hinder anyone with my music. My
parents instructed me to be sincere in producing

music that builds character and integrity. However, I

feel that God is my influence, I feel that through God

I am a vessel.

Newby said that he believes that his work has been

worked through in a spiritual sense and that his belief

in the church is what makes his music impressive.

"There are people who say that they don't believe in

what I do; that's their business. My belief is very im-

portant to me and it is quite evident in my music," said

Newby.
His first semester at UMass was "strange," said

Newby. "After I started teaching undergraduates I got

to know them and my reception went well. I feel that

you've got to know what you have to do and they

respect me as I respect them." "My music speaks for

itself. I don't have to say anything. I have a clear focus

and I get that respect from the musicians in the

department. I don't push my belief on them and they

respect me for that."

Newby said that he feels that part of his job as a

musician is to take music and to make it whole and

create it in a way that will help people by leaving a

positive influence.

"That is why I'm in music to try to effect people. I

feel that is my function in life, I feel blessed and very

fortunate. There >is a spiritual called "I don't feel no

ways tired; I don't believe he brought me this far to

leave me." I know I didn't come to UMass by accident

and I didn't have my strong training in the church by

accident."

Newby said that he is taking it one step at a time

and that whatever he feels he has to do to get the

point across that is what he has to do.

"Whatever God has planned for me to do I can't see

it, I just take it one day at a time. A lot of doors have

been opened for me and it is not because I have this

talent it's because I have this call."

For his thesis project Newby is working on an

ensemble of members within the Five-College Com-

munity. The ensemble will have a 50-member dual

choir including instrumentalist and soloist.

"What I'm trying to say in this piece is more than

just a musical statement it is a political statement, it's

a spiritual statement; 'Be still and know that God is

God; let him work.' There are a lot of things going on

which we do not understand and it's because we are

not being still and listening to what is going on."

Blacks in

Communications

by Marion Tinsley

Nummo Staff

At a seminar on Blacks and other minorities in com-
munications guest speakers told the audience that

they can maintain their Blackness and be professional,

but it takes commitment and dedication.

Guest speakers Michael Hill, broadcast journalist

from WFSB TV 3 in Hartford, Conn, and Obrie Smith,

director of corporate communications at Miller Brew-

ing Co., explained that when working in a field where
you are the minority, commitment, discipline and per-

sonal experiences are often the roots needed to keep

you on level ground.

Smith, who prior to joining Miller was a manager at

General Motors Corporation, received a science

degree in mathematics and in secondary education for

principals. Smiths told students that he was lucky to

get the position that he now has, but it did not come
easily.

"The one thing that got me this job and why I still

have it is because I'm committed and I have
discipline," said Smith. "If you are not committed and
without discipline you will regret it for the rest of your

life."

Smith related some of his personal experiences In

choosing to get ahead and making that decision in the

face of family, prejudice and peer pressure.

"I worked at a job where all I did was monitor the

copier machine for six years, but I was committed and
I stayed there until a better opportunity came," said

Smith. "Today you have to have the skills to get the

job. I did not have a degree in journalism, but I am
committed and dedicated, I burn the midnight oil,"

Smith said.

Hill, a broadcast journalist on Channel 3 Hartford,

said that he got into the communications field

because he wanted to be in a position where he could
handle information presented to the public.

"During the 60's people understood the struggle of

people of color, they knew that there was an uphill

battle. People should take their personal experiences
and use them in the work force when dealing with

racial situations," Hill said.

When asked if he ever had to deny his Blackness in

the face of racism. Hill said that he never forgot where
he came from and that he still maintains his

Blackness.

"My job is to uphold morality, integrity and the
dignity of my profession. I am Black and a profes-

sional, you cannot sepatate the two," Hill said.

EDITORIAL PAGE... EDITORIAL PAGE...

Caucus Rebuttle
As a representative of the Third World Caucus, I

have been requested to make the following statement:

The Third World Caucus denounces the actions of

the United States in use of military force against the

North African nation, Libya. The Third World Caucus
decries the use of lethal force before exhausting all

political, social and economic means available.

The Third World Caucus sees the actions of the

United States, in entering the sovereign territory of

another country, with the intent of commiting an act

of war, without congressional declaration of war, as

repugnant to the principles of democracy and self-

determination, which ere the cornerstone of both the

United States Constitution and the charter of the

United Nations.

The Third World Caucus, as representatives of the

Third World community of the University of

Massachusetts, and as members of the numerical ma-

jority of this planet, disavows support of any act of

violence against those Asian, African, Native

American, Pacific Islander, Hispanic, and/or other

people who are referred to with the term "Third

World."

We call upon the students, faculty, and staff of the

University to act responsibly toward eliminating the

organized and institutionalized forms of racism and

terrorism ocurring daily in our own country, before at

tempting to obliterate lives and property without con-

demning or supporting any act of violence either in

our homes or across the seas, we, in the spirit of

freedom and self-determination, acknowledge the ac-

tions of those F>eople across the world who attempt to

attain (and in many cases, re-claim) their right to

human dignity and freedom by, as Malcolm X once

said "any means necessary."

At the same time, the Third World Caucus rejects as

ignorant the assertion made by individuals that to take

a stance that is not consistent with the present Ad-

ministration is to be "un-American." ... For those of

you who would dare assert that we don't know history

or have no argument to make, we wish to remind you

of the 350 million Black Americans who fought for

America, built America, and with little recognition,

died for America.

Blacks and One-dimensionalism
by Chris Williams

Herbert Marcuse's One Dimensional Man is a lucid

study of contemporary man in the highly industrial na-

tions. He argues that the 'Good Life' of advanced in-

dustrialism has obliterated criticism to such a point

that the society cannot perceive its own irrationalities.

The State, its bureaucracy, the media, and monopoly

and corporate capitalism are so dominant that the ma-

jority of the population does not challenge the super-

ficial views and values that they promote, instead they

submit to them.

However, Marcuse is slightly optimistic because he

believes that some segments of society. Blacks and

other oppressed groups that have not been totally ab-

sorbed psychologically and materially by society,

possess the greatest potential in confronting the

onslaught of 'one dimensionalism.'

This book was published in 1964, the year that the

Civil Rights Act was passed, and one year before the

series of riots in America's urban centers. In 1964,

Marcuse's flicker of hope transformed into a furnace

of political activity that produced America's second

revolution. What has happened to this revolutionary

spirit?

The power structure made sure that there would

not be another authentic American Revolution like the

one that occurred in the 1960's and 70's. The govern-

ment, the mafia, and the police pumped drugs into the

Black community to destroy the seeds of the next

generation; this became the domestic opium war.

The Vietnam War caused many young Black men to

be drafted to fight for democracy in South West Asia,

while at 'home' their existence as human beigns was

being debated. As domestic trouble increased, more

blacks were drafted. Domestically, a full scale attack

was made on all Black political organizations. Police

raids, infiltration, destabilization, fragmentation, and

in many cases, betrayal were all contributing factors in

the destruction of America's Black radical organiza-

tions.

In spite of this war against the Black community,

social change in the form of 'radical reforms' occur-

red. America was fighting two wars, one in Asia and

the other at home. The Vietnam War became the

nucleus of opposition to American domestic and

foreign policy.

Young and old. Black and White, intellectual and

layman, rich and poor, united against the

government's domestic and foreign policy.

Simultaneously, rejected elements of white society

promoted their own special interests which included

homosexual freedom, protecting the environment,

and sexual egalitarianism. With all of this social pro-

test, the government implemented various social pro-

grams to rectify past discrimination.

However, these reforms did not mean that the

system changed. One-dimensionalism is more per-

vasive now than it was during this period of social

transformation. What occurred is that Blacks and

other groups that were historically discriminated

against were invited into the system.

Liberal recruitment campaigns were carried out by

the government and private industry to hire these

groups. Colleges and universities also began to

recruit. Ethnic, racial, and sexual pluralism became

the new motto for America in the early 70's. The ma-

jority of these employment opportunities were at the

State and governmental departments.

In addition, most Blacks have not benefited trom

these government programs, and a significant amount

of them have filled up the jails. Blacks who have

benefited most from these programs are the educated

elite (elite does not designate superiority but

privilege. ) These increased opportunities were created

to appease Blacks, while hypnotizing them into the

trance of the one-dimensional American dream.

This would have been more successsful if the sub-

jects were not Black. Blacks can never be totally ab-

sorbed into the advanced industrial state because of

racism. Racism is just as much a factor today as it was
a hundred years ago. What has happened is that it has

changed inpractice but the intent remains the same
-control and subordination by any means necessary.

Lynchings are less frequent, but police brutality is

rampant.

Furthermore, largely due to the saturation of nar-

cotics in the Black community. Blacks increasingly

end up destroying themselves had their own com-

munities. Marcuse's theory does apply to Blacks

because of one fundamental fact - one-

dimensionalism includes racism as a part of its

philosophy. All of the institutions responsible for one-

dimensional thought are racist. Blacks either resist this

onslaught or accept it, while being degraded and

classified as inferior.

Blacks will always be the revolutionary group in

society, as long as racism exists. Some may argue

that Blacks in America are not as revolutionary as they

were during the 60's and 70's, but that is not totally

true. Methods have changed and matured, and so

have some of the people. What is missing though is

the radical youth that existed two decades ago.

As stated earlier, drugs had a disastrous affect on

the Black community, especially Black youth. If they

were not destroyed by drugs directly or indirectly,

they lost their racial identity; they became Americans,

incidentally Black. The late 70's and 80's marked the

beginning when 'Blackness' was on the out. Increas-

ingly, Black youth moved away from thejr culture, as

they went on their odyssey for integration. These

Blacks misunderstood the concept of integration.

They believed that they acquired social opportunities

at the expense of throwing away their cultural and

racial identity.

This mentality is part of the 'Buppie' syndrome,

(Black Yuppies) which is now epidemic at both white

and so-called 'Black' colleges. Today, intellectual in-

quiry has been replaced by pre-professionalism and

the pursuit of material wealth; us has been replaced

with me; and agitation has been replaced with

pacification. This shift in thought is not unique to

Black students , it is also shared by their white peers.

However, not all Black youth fit this description;

there is some hope. Some Blacks are still politically ac-

tive. They are, however, in the minority. Even though

they are in the minority they are still more progressive

politically than the majority of white students. White
campus politics has now become conservative and is

supportive of the current 'Rambo' mentality now
sweeping the nation. The progressive elements of

white students are hanging in there, but their numbers
are small and so is their effect.

The Buppie generation believes that racism ceases

to exist. Superficial acceptance and tolerance by

white society has convinced them of this. Meanwhile,

more Blacks are in poverty in 1986 than in 1964. Black

unemployment has steadily increased. Black males

have the highest suicide rate, and 70 per cent of the

births are by unmarried teenage mothers.

This is just a slice of the problems that Blacks face.

Buppies don't want to see this side of the American

dream; they are wearing rose rimmed glasses as the

writer James Baldwin would say.

This generation is the best equipped segment of the

Black community. They have the least to lose, have

access to information and resources, and are not

financially vulnerable. Skills that they acquire in col-

lege could be easily used to help the condtion of

Blacks. This does not necessarily mean that they

become leaders, but it does mean that they are

responsible first to themselves and then to their com-

munity.

I am convinced that as the racial situation contracts

with the economy, more privileged Blacks will be forc-

ed to turn to themselves and their communities. White

America no longer needs 'the spook who sat by the

door.' The Reagan Administration's blatant attack on

Affirmative Action illustrates this. Throughout the na-

tion white sentiment is turning against token oppor-

tunities for Blacks and cries of 'reverse discrimination'

have become catch phrases.

What Whites seem to overlook is that Blacks con-

trol no institutions in America, so they are unable to

make their personal beliefs public and foreign policy.

This discussion would not be complete without

mentioning the role of Blacks within the advanced in-

dustrial state. The liberal economist, John Kenneth

Galbraith states in The New Industrial State, "But the

poor, by any applicable tests, are outside of the in-

dustrial system. They are those who have not been

drawn into its service or who cannot qualify." He is in-

correct. Blacks and other oppressed groups within

American society have a vital role within the advanced

industrial state, they provide a significant amount of

the cheap, unskilled labor and low level service jobs

vital to the American economy.
This is evident when one considers the large

amount of illegal aliens coming from the Caribbean,

and South America. These people do not work within

the bureaucracy of the industrial state, they are

employed in the lowest paid jobs within society. In-

creasingly, a significant amount of the labor vital to

maintaining high profits for American corporations is

done by illegal aliens who are women. These workers

are invisible, yet their role is significant.

Finally, we have seen that Marcuse's hypothesis

has come true. Blacks did challenge the system. Has

the system changed and is one-dimensionalism more
pervasive today than it was when Marcuse wrote his

book? The system's goals have remained the same, its

tactics have jsut been altered.

One-dimensionalism is more pervasive, but it has

not affected everyone, certainly not the majority of

Blacks. The large support of the Rev, Jesse Jackson

and the Minister Louis Farrakhan by Blacks proves

that Blacks are not totally one-dimensional in their

thinking.

Besides, Blacks have to much to lose if they

become one-dimensional. Identifying totally with

white America will keep them in a subordinate posi-

tion as well as complete the final stage of cultural and
mental genocide.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

This will be the final semester issue of

NUMMO NEWS, and we would like to

thank those people outside the organiza-

tion who made our jobs a little easier,

with technical assistance and/or en-

couragement.

The RSO/Student Activities Office,

Peter Soderberg, of the Collegian

Matt Atkins, of the Collegian

Ian Polumbaum, of the Collegian

Rob Skelton,of the Collegian

And several of the student senate

members -You know who you are.

THANKS!
NUMMO NEWS

LIFE IS A STAGE

April 30

Student Union Ballroom
Admission - $2.00

8:00 PM
A music review to celebrate the Guild's

50th anniversary.

Sponsored by the UMass Music Theater
Guild.

CHRIST THE HEALER

Jesus is alive, and He still heals today:

physical, emotional, mental and spiritual

ailments.

Lecture followed by prayer for the sick.

Come with any need and expect to be
touched by God.

Room 917

Campus Center,

Wed., April 30,

7:30 PM
New Testament Fellowship

"BY HIS WOUNDS
HEALED. "Isaiah 53:5

WE ARE

The W.E.B. DuBois Lecture Series

presents: Madame Josie Fanon, widow
of Frantz Fanon.

"FRANTZ FANON AND THE THIRD
WORLD: INTERPRETATIONS AND AC-

TUALITIES"
April 30, 1986

Campus Center 163

8:00 PM
UMass

NUMMO STAFF

Marion Tinsley

Donette Wilson

Tracey Bryant

Giselle Andrade

Nadine Marsellas

Angelo Do Canto

Tracey Kenrible

David G. DuBois

Editor In Chief!

Managing Editorj

News Editorj

Staff Writer
I

Staff Writer!

Contributors

Photography/ Layout

Correspondent

Faculty Advisor

Address all letters to the Editor to: Nummo News,

Now Africa House Room 103.

Frantz Fanon's work include "The Wret-
ched of the Earth," "Black Skin, White
Masks," "Toward the African Revolu-

tion,' ' "Studies on a Dying
Colonialism."

TEACH-IN

Libya and U.S. Policy

Panel of speakers and discussion
Inform yourself

Thurs., May 1

7:00 PM
Campus Center,

Room 168

UMass
Sponsored by the Radical Student Union

TAKE A DAY OFF. .and spend it in NYC
Saturday, MAY 3

leave UMass (Haigis Mall), 7:00 AM
leave NYC (Penn Station), 8:30 PM
COST - $15 roundtrip/Undergraduates

$17 all others.

Offered by: the Commuter Area

Government,
404 Student Union, UMass, 545-2145.

Call or stop by for reservations

and for more information.

The Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc. salute

the CCEBMS Seniors: presenting the

first honorary

SENIOR LAST ENTOURAGE.
ADMISSION: Semi-formal attire and

kindly attitudes.

TIME: 8:00 PM - 1:00 AM
MAY 3, CCEBMS Family Day

Campus Center Auditorium

The Five colleges and Masspirg proudly

present a day-long event to stop hunger.

"HANDS ACROSS THE VALLEY"
Saturday, May 3, 1986

12:30 PM
Assemble on Amherst College Com-
mons
Live music, rally, videos and a human
link betweeen Amherst College and

UMass to symbolize our fight against

hunger...

Tickets on sale at each of the Five Cam-
puses and at local merchants - $3.00.

GIVE YOURSELF A CHANCE!
The Undergraduate Journal

is accepting Submissions!

Articles, essays, papers,
photography, fiction, poetry,

and drama.
Pick up a brochure at E-23

Machmer for more info.

art.

ATTENTION ALL CCEBMS SENIORS
If you did not attend the CCEBMS
Seniors Meeting on April 11

contact Doris Clemmons at 545-0031

AGUSTA SAVAGE GALLERY

The Agusta Savage Gallery located

on the first floor of the New
Africa House invites members of

the Five College community to

support the galllery in its

attempt to promote Third

world artists. For more
information call 545-0932.

The Malcolm X Center is also

seeking proposals for classes to

be taught at the center during the

1986-87 academic school year.

Contact the Southwest Residen-

tial College for more information

call 545-2803.

THIRD WORLD COMMUNITY
OUTREACH

The Counselor/Advocate Program

at the Everywomans Center is a Program
designed to help woment victims of

violence. We serve victims of battering,

sexual harassment, rape, incest or sex-

ual assault.

If you know any woman, or need

support or someone to talk to about

these issues please call Evelyn at

549-7785 or 545-0800 any time.

All calls are confidential. They are also

looking for volunteers for counseling

and or outreach work.

W a nted
The Malcolm X Cultural Center at

UMASS is now accepting applications

for a teaching assistant for the
1986-87 academic year. Graduate
students are encouraged to

apply. Applications may be picked

up at the Malcolm X Center or

CCEBMS in the New Africa House.

For more information contact the

center at 545-2819.

NUMMO NEWS is accepting
applications for writers,
photogrphers and buisness
manager to work with NUMMO
for the 86-87 academic year.

NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY
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•Student Government Association debates

Coors. Page 3.

• Question of abortion to go before voters.

Page 7.

•Tim Harris on May Day. Page 11.
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Colleftian photo by Paul Franr

JAMMIN' IN THE SUN-Tyler Bei\jamen, Chris DeSalvo and Charlie B. Michaels, members
of the Good Speed R&B Review, practice outside the Student Union Building yesterday.

Graduation speaker: Dukakis
An Wang to receive degree; alcohol ban is vowed
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, who last week announced he

will seek reelection, will give the main address at the

University of Massachusetts undergraduate commence-

ment on Sunday, May 25.

The governor's office in Boston yesterday did not have

any indication of what Dukakis will say.

Honorary degree recipients will include An Wang, presi-

dent of Wang Laboratories; computer pioneer Grace Hop-

per; English professor Sidney Kaplan; Lynn postmaster

Thomas Costin; and Gen. Andrew losue of Randolph Air

Force Base in Texas.

The student speaker will be Elizabeth Luciano, a jour-

nalism major and former Collegian arts editor.

An administrator yesterday reiterated that to combat

what officials have called d "circus-like" atmosphere,

authorities will enforce a ban on alcohol in Warren

McGuirk Alumni Stadium, .here the ev nt will be held.

"Alcohol is not permitted and will not he allowed," said

Pulitzer winner
will lecture tonight
Pulitzer Prize-winning Boston Globe col-

umnist, author and feminist Ellen Good-

man will give a lecture titled "L:fe ar.d

Change" at 8 p.m. tonight in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

Goodman said she will be speaking on t e

same issues she writes about: social

change, feminism and "the spill out,"

which she calls everything from "super-

woman" to "super stress."

More women take on traditionally male

jobs than men take on traditionally female

jobs, she said: "A lot of women have found

it easier to dress for success than change

the nature of success."

Goodman, 45, was graduated from

Radcliffe College in 1963, won a Nieman

fellowship for mid-career journalists at

Harvard in 1973 and has been a syndicated

columnist for the past 10 years.

She won the Pulitzer in 1980 for

distinguished commentary and is the

author of a book on social change. Turning

Points. Two collections of her columns have

been published. Close to Home and At

Large. Her syndicated work appears in 325

newspapers.

Free tickets are available in advance at

Tix Unlimited in the Student Union

Building. _ REBECCA THATCHER

Trey Williams, special assistant to the vice chancellor for

student affairs. He said students may be asked to carry

their robes into the stadium so they cannot conceal bot-

tles or cans beneath them.
Williams said the Commencement Task Force, composed

of students and administrators, will meet tomorrow to iron

out security details. Still unclear is whether the Univer-

sity will seek to have graduates searched before they enter

the stadium.

A congratulatory letter from Chancellor Joseph D. Duf-

fey to all graduates will refer to the alcohol ban. "The
whole letter isn't about drinking," Williams said, "but

it will request no alcohol be brought in."

Dukakis received an honorary doctor of laws degree

from UMass in 1979.

Graduating students can pick up caps, gowns and tassels

at the Textbook Annex, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., from May 5

through May 23.

A separate commencement ceremony for graduate

students will be held Saturday, May 24. Zoology professor

Vincent Dethier will give the main address.

Both unions
see victory
in vote today
By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Leaders of both unions vying to represent 1,100 Univer-

sity of Massachusetts professionals yesterday said their

organizations will do well in today's election, but an
organizer for one predicted the "no union" option would

come out ahead.

The predictions came as workers for both factions sought

to get out the vote, calling workers they have identified

as supporters and urging them to go to the polls.

A vote of more than 50 percent would make either union

the representative of the professionals. If OPEIU,
UPE MTA and 'no union" all garner less than a majori-

ty, a runoff will be held between the two top vote getters.

At stake for the two unions, the Office and Professional

Employees International Union, an AFL-CIO affiliate,

and the Union of Professional Employees of the

Massachusetts Teachers Association, is the right to repre-

sent the last non-unionized group of workers in the UMass
system.

The professionals at both the Boston and Amherst cam-

puses, whose jobs range from assistant coach to

pyschologist to head of residence, have twice voted for no

union, in 1978 and 1982.

"It's going to be a big win for OPEIU," said one of that

group's organizers, echoing his coUegues, who predicted

their union would receive 50 to 60 percent of the vote

statewide. OPEIU workers said they were calling poten-

tial members and asking them to vote for the organization.

The OPEIU workers predicted a turnout of about 80

percent.

Bing Carey, a UPE/MTA organizer, agreed with that

turnout prediction but said, "'No union' will come in first."

Carey said MTA was "losing Boston by better than

2-to-l," but that UPE/MTA would beat OPEIU by the

same margin at Amherst, giving his group the edge

statewide. He added that he expects 40 to 45 percent of

the voters to choose "no union,"

OPEIU workers yesterday continued to criticize what

some called a "smear campaign" by MTA against their

union.

"We feel that MTA wants us not to win very badly. That

goal is reflected in their strategy more than wanting

unionization for the professionals at UMass," said OPEIU
organizer Gerry Scoppettuolo.

MTA has claimed OPEIU misrepresents the size and

composition of its membership and the amount it would

charge UMass professionals for dues.

OPEIU organizers yesterday stressed that their union
continued on [Hiffe 6
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History buff dispenses knowledge as a service
By JENNIFER ACE
Collegian Correspondent

For many University of Massachusetts

students, a stroll through the Campus
Center concovirse is an opjwrtunity to

peruse the wares of vtu-ious vendors.

Henry Bubar, 81, is one of them. But he

peddled a unique craft — history.

'Talking to students and seeing that

they were interested in history is why I

decided to set up this booth," he said one

recent afternoon. "I feel that people need

to learn history just like they learn

chemistry and physics. Students are sup-

posed to memorize facts but are not

tau^'ht to think and analyze."

Bubar's concourse station is a wooden
frame with three rows of pictures strung

across it, including shots of prominent

historical figures like John Adams, James

Watt and Jesus Christ. The photographs

are taken from a textbook called Man's

Great Adventure, which Bubar used in

1931 when he taught high school history

classes in Maine. The pictures are in

chronological order and he has written a

comment on each telling of its significance

in history.

Bubar said he is a firm believer in

liberal arts education.
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E' nNOMY? SALES TAX

Cnllpnian photo by Rirhard Bonannn

Henry Bubar, right, talks history with Ray Mello, senior economics

msgor.
For years, "industrialists have thought

like industrialists, bankers like bankers,

and so on. This is a terrible mistake ...

Some of the best minds are going into

science, and they just aren't getting

enough history education," he said.

"I remember in

continued on page 14
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BEFORE AND AFTER-The SoWet Chernobyl nuclear plant, which was
damaged by a nuclear accident, is shown in this photo, left .released by

the official news agency Tass yesterday. The photo right, off Soviet televi-

sion, shows the plant after the incident.

Western governments urge citizens to leave
MOSCOW APk—Up against a wall of Soviet secreo*.

Western governments urged their ntizens yesterday to

pull out of the stricken Ukraine, where a nuclear fire

spewed more radiation across Europe and touched off a

Btorm of world outrage

The Kremlin claimed radiation levels were dropping at

the devastated Chernobyl nuclear power plant. But a

So^^et diplomat was quoted as sajong the inferno was "out

of control." and US sources in Washington aigreed

The extent of Sovnet casualities adso remained uncertain.

The So%net government said Tuesday two people had

been killed, and yesterday that 197 others had been

hospitalized But unofficial . unverified reports spoke of

higher casuality tolls in what some have called histor>'"s

worst nuclear disaster.

Some of Kiev's 2.4 million people were fleeing the Ukrai-

nian capital for Moscow, 450 miles to the northeast. West

German sources said.

Radioactive clouds, meanwhile, spread as far west as

the Swiss Alps and Norway, borne on mile-high wnnds

European health officials reassxired the public that

radiation levels presented no major danger. But anger

built up against the Sonnets, who kept word of the deadly

nuclear event from the rest of the world until Monday,
three days after it happened.

'"The So%iet Union has an obligation and dut>- to the

international community to give the fullest possible ex-

planation of what happened and why," Britain's foreign

secretary. Sir Geoffrey Howe, said at a West European

mimsters' meeting in Italy

His West German counterpart, Hans-Dietrich Genscher,

called on Moscow to shut down all nuclear power stations

similar to the crippled Chernobyl plant, which uses an

unusual graphite-moderation process.

The Soviet government has thrown a wall of near-toul

secrecy around what happened last week at Chernobyl,

a four-reactor complex 60 miles north of Kiev.

"I am not authorized to tell you anything," a Ukrainian

Health Ministry official said yesterday, in a typical com
ment. He was reached by telephone by Moscow.

But, again, the Soviet statement offered little on the

cause and effects of the accident. The most detailed such

information came from intelligence and other US sources

in Washington, apparently obtained via US surveillance

satellites.

Irmadillos, Bears, Cougars, Dawgs, Eagles, Frogs, Gators, Humcanes. Indians, Ja\ hawks. Knights,

Lions, Mules, Nighthawks, Ovls, Panthers, Quails, Rax)rbacks, Seminoles,Tide, Unicorns, \'ikings,

Wildcats, XeRis,Yaks and Zebras all make the nght mo\'e with Rvder.

Ryder trucks are easy to drive and easy to rent this spring and fall with special Ryder Round-Trip Rates.

For complete details on these and other Ryder di.scounts, see >our R>'der Representati\'e on campus.

MAKE YOUR MOVE. CALL YOUR LOCAL RYDER DEALER NOW.

40 Montague Road 442 Elm Street R RYDBi.TNEinGHTMOVL
1.800- 551.20 30 A Ryde'- System Company

Laurel wants

Reagan to

show support
BALI. Indonesia '.\P'-

Philippine Vice President

Salvador Laurel, on the eve

of talks with President

Reagan, appealed to the

United States yesterday to

work harder to reclaim

billions that Ferdinand
Marcos is alleged to have
stolen.

"The countr>' is broke.

Marcos took all the money
with him." Laurel told

reporters gathered here for

Reagan's talks wnth officials

of several Southeast Asian
nations.

Laurel said he wants
Reagan to remove any
"cobwebs of doubt" over

whether the United States

supports the pressent
Philippine government
headed by Corazon Aquino
and himself.

The meeting is among
several Reagan has schedul-

ed today with leaders of

Southeast Asian nations, in-

cluding Indonesia's Presi-

dent Suharto.

Laurel also said that

Secretary of State George
Shultz told him yesterday
that Reagan, in his call to

Marcos, had urged the
ousted Philippine leader

against trying to make a

i.'ilitical comeback.

CORRECTIONS
Yesterday's storv' on

union elections contain-

ed an inaccuracy concer-

ning Alan Clarke. It

was the OfTice and Pro-

fessional Employees In-

ternational Union, not

the Massachusetts
Teachers Association

union, that said Clarke
had reversed his union
stance.

Due to a reporting er-

ror, the starting date of

Southwest Week was
written incorrectly
yesterday. It began
Monday, not Tuesday.

Professor concerned for son touring USSR
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts professor whose son was
with a group visiting Kiev in the Soviet Union when
radiation leaked Monday from the Chernobyl power plant

60 miles away, yesterday said he is concerned but believes

his son is safe.

Roberts French, a professor in the English department,

said his son Barry, a senior at Bates College in Lewiston,

Maine, is with a group of 16 students in the Soviet Union

as part of a five-week course in Russian.

Western officials are calling the Chernobyl accident

perhaps the worst nuclear-plant mishap in history.

Southwood
construction
finishes today
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

Construction on the road near the

Southwood Apartments bus stop in

Amherst that has forced rerouting of buses

since Tuesday should be completed today,

according to the new Southwood manager.

"We forewarned the Pioneer Valley

Transit Authority that they would have to

re-route. As far as I know this is the only

major repair going on," said the manager,

Joe Armstrong.

A spokesman for the PVTA said all South

Amherst bus drivers were given maps of

the temporary route. During the repairs,

buses have not entered the Brittany

Manor-Southwood apartments compound,

but have stopped at the entrance of each

apartment complex road.

Chuck Novotny, a foreman of Miazga Co.,

said his firm was filling large potholes and
repaving a 50-foot section of road.

George Yocher, a PVTA bus driver, said

the bus schedule was unaltered and he

received the normal amount of passengers.

Students who rode the bus from campus
were notified by drivers at the Riverglade

Apartments stop that the bus would not

enter the Brittany Manor-Southwood com-

]X>und, but some students missed buses to

campus because they were uninformed of

the change and waited at normal stops.

"We missed two buses until we finally

caught one," said Dave Turner, a Brittany

Manor resident. "Someone told us about

the construction. As long as you know
about it, it is only a little extra walk (to the

temporary stop]," he said.

Dave Goudreault, also of Brittany

Manor, said,"Those potholes were huge.

They were a good two feet deep. There was

no way to avoid them. They probably could

have ruined the buses."

The Southwood complex was bought a

few weeks ago by the Woodland Group, a

company based in Boston, Armstrong said.

"The new ownership was very concern-

ed about safety. The former company did

not seem to respond to people's conipl*>int8,

Armstrong said.

"We are concerned but we think they are doing as much
as they can do," French said. He added that he heard the

group is in "good spirits and their morale is high."

French said he has not spoken to his son, but Tuesday

at 6 p.m. EST he spoke on the telephone with Karen

Black, an assistant professor of Russian who is leading

the trip.

"She (Black] did not know very much," French said.

"She had heard there had been an accident 80 miles north

of Kiev.

"She said Kiev is normal. The only difference was that

the buses were gone to evacuate people," French said.

Wo ttaiA thflt wKon he <»polro tn ninrb he Vri«>W' mnr*k thqn

the Bates group did about the accident, and added that

United Press International in Moscow had interviewed

his son.

"The group is taking precautions. My son Barry talked

to UPI and he said they are staying inside and not drink-

ing wat4T."

Howe\er, French said Black told him the group was

planning to follow most of its normal schedule Tuesday

night in Kiev, including a dance in the city. The group

was planning to leave Kiev for Erevan, Armenia, yester-

day, he iaid.

"Kie' is a wonderful place to be, but it wasn't the time

to be there," French said.

C'ollc-^an photo by Richard Bonnano

FLIPPING OUT—Freshman Dave Fahey gets airborne yesterday

near the Southwest playing fields.
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A teach-in on Libya will be held at 7 p.m. today in Campus Center

room 168. It will feature a panel discussion of the US attack on Libya April

14 and analysis of American policy in the Middle East. The event is spon-

sored by the Radical Student Union.

The executive vice president ofRCM Technologies, Bill Acton, will

discuss solutions to acid rain, and the increase in asbestos removal firms,

at 7:30 p.m. today in room 112 of the School of Management. His visit

is sponsored by the Finance and Investment Club.

Anthropology professor George Armelagos will discuss "Myths and

Reahties of Nutrition and Aging" at 4 p.m. today in room 904 of the Cam-

pus Center. Armelagos is the co-author of"Consuming Passions: The An-

thropology of Eating." The lecture is part ofthe 1985-86 Five College Lec-

ture Series on Aging.

Banning
upheld
Coors won't be sold

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

At the meeting of the Undergraduate

Student Senate last night, a motion re-

questing the Campus Center board of

governors to reevaluate its banning of

Coors beer in the Campus Center was nar-

rowly defeated.

The board last year banned the sale of

Coors in the Campus Center because of the

brewery's controversial policies. Last

night's proposed motion asked why the

board had not yet acted on a referendum

last May in which 73 percent of the voters

said they wanted the beer sold in the Cam-
pus Center.

Senator M. Lynn Murphy from Grayson

House, opposed the motion becau.se the

wording of the referendum question did not

ask whether Coors should be sold, but

whether the board overstepped its

authority.

After 90 minutes of debate, the rollcall

vote from the senate floor was locked in a

tie 22 to 22. Senate speaker Paul Wingle

ended the tie by ca.sting a vote against the

motion. As Wingle cast his vote, he said.

"I hope none of you will interpret this as

being biased."

John Hayes, the newly elected board

chairman, said the senate had no right to

consider the motion on the senate floor.

"The senate is in no position to try and

force the BOG, which is not an

undergraduate student organization." TTie

Board has 32 members. 8 of which are

graduate students.

"There are proper channels...One of our

members is a member of the Minuteman,

he can propose it if he wants to," Hayes

said.

The motion is not dead in the senate. Stu-

dent government president Bill Bennett us

ed a presidential veto — in use for the first

time since 1983 — to have the motion

reconsidered next week because of the

closeness of the election.

The senate also approved a motion to

have the Student Center for Educational

Rese£u-ch and Advocacy organize a political

tolerance and free speech task force to pro-

mote awareness of issues of political diver-

sity and difference of opinions.

Speakers claim juries are ^repressive"
Everyone subpoenaed to testify

before a grand jury should refuse and
instead be imprisoned, according to

four men who have beer jailed for

refusing to testify.

Speaking before 50 people i^ the

Campus Center last night, the men
said juries are a form of political

repression.

"The grand jury is a political

repressive tool of the goverment. I

refuse to cooperate to intimidate and

repress people, which is what the

grand jury does," said Cameron
Bishop, a political activist who was on

the FBI's "10 most wanted list."

The federal grand juries were created

to investigate court cases to find

evidence to issue inditements, said Ron

Kuby, an attorney for the Center for

Constitutional Rights in New York.

"The purpose of the grand jury is to

collect political intelligence. A lot of

the information ends up in the FBI

files," he said.

"Sometimes the court is on a wild

goose chase, they don't even want you,

they just need your (information)

later," said Barry Wilson, a criminal

defense attorney from Boston who

refused to testify against a client.

Collegian photo by Michelle SeKall

Cameron Bishop speaks at a panel discussion last night in the

Campus Center.

Refusing to testify is a selfprotection

of a political movement, since the

grand jury is often looking for informa-

tion about political movements in the

country, said Bob Lederer, a political

activitist.

"The goverment is trying to repress

freedom of speech," he said.

Kuby said, the movement against

the juries is progressing because some

people who are supposed to serve an

18-month term in prison for contempt
of court have been released earlier.

"Judges have released dozens of peo-

ple because it is pointless to in-

carcerate people for 18 months when
they are not going to speak," he said,

explaining that people who refuse to

collorabate with the court are jailed to

convince them to testify.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

Alumna organizes

'Out for Africa' tours
By PAUL LOUIS
Collegian Correspondent

Seeking to expose students to African life, Asmina Jiwa,

a University of Massachusetts alumna from Kenya, is

organizing safaris of her homeland.

Jiwa's brainchild is Pegasus Tours, which operates out

of Travel Unlimited in Amherst and offers 30-day student

trips for $3,000.

According to Jiwa, Kenya is an intriguing country with

a diverse population and beautiful countryside.

"It is a land of contrast, with 22 different tribes of

Africans and also a mixture of ethnic groups with Indians

and Europeans," she said.

In the safari experience, Jiwa said, it is the "human who

is in the cage," because the animals are seen from a vehi-

cle. The tour covers wildlife reserves in Kenya and

animals come as close as four to five yards from the car.

The first "Out for Africa" tour leaves this month.

Jiwa earned her master's degree in microbiology at

UMass this year.

Today Is

International

Workers' Day
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1 Chic Sport Shirts

100% cotton

Our Price S9 99

2 Union Bay
.'. C'^-e' S SaC*:S

-eg S3A

Our Price S15 99

3. Outback red shirt

Ba'~.3".a ReDuDMC srve

-eg $38.

Our Price $16 99
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Our Price $15 99
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\*'HAA.\M:-Barrv Katz, legal studies major, tries the "Convincer.

rhich stimuJates a'collision at 6 m.p.h., to encourage seatbelt use.

Mmmmm yes,

mozzarella

sticks so

delicious, so

tempting,

so, so, so. . .

stimulating''
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from

BOSTON
at

The HATCH:
and

OPEN MIKE
•*

TONIGHT.

\ FRANK SANTORILLI \

and

UlMMY SMITH M.C.'s I

8:00 PM :

sponsored by GPC J

**********
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PIZZA SUBS
256-0222

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
5.95*

MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA
4.10*

SMALL CHEESE PIZZA
3.25*

WE HAVE SMALL HOT STEAK AND CHEESE

SUBS AND A WIDE VARIETY OF HOT AND
COLD SUBS AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY

4:00 PM to 2:00 AM
363 Main St., Amherst

256-0222

* Plus 5% Mass. Meal Tax
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People drive for miles to

read the Collegian
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CHINESE KITCHEN
ft£STAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 P*^

Mfon-Sat If 30 4V TO 10 PW

Pu-Pu Planer $12.CX3

E

Try Our LuncheoncDinner Specials

Only $1.49 before 3 PM. $1.90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:

430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St,

Hadley Northampton

253-2571 586-8220
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Hiring ~|

For Next Semester
Job Description: Selling UMATEL - a new long

distance discount telephone service

Requirements: Hardworking, flexible, enthusiastic

enjoy sales work. On campus

students only.

Salary: $4.00 hour - work study students encouraged

to apply.

Call Telecommunication Office - 602 Goodell

for appointment - 545-3535
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14K GOLD SALE
60% OFF

All Ticketed Prices of 14K

Gold Chains and Earrings

i

14K Gold Rings

reg. $40.00 SALE $15.00

14K Gold Bracelet reg. $50.00

sale Price $15.00

14K Gold Chain

reg. $80.00 Sale $30.00

Many Other Specials Available

Sale Located on the Concourse

In Front of the University Store

April 28 thru May 3

10 am - 4 pm

Ooer^ V-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

Located in tHe Camous cente»"

^nmVERSITŶ

Former students work for union
The University that trained Ih.-m lias

become the "real world" for at loa.st fiv.-

L'Mass graduates currently involv«--d in to

days professional employeeH union

election

The five are graduates of the Universi

tv 5 Labor Relations and Research f:«*nt«'r

Another union worker, Jerry Ashlfx.k, is

currently a student at the center, bawd in

Draper Hall Ashlock is a worker for the

OfRce and Professional Employees Interna

tional Union in its bid to unionize 866 pro

fessionals at UMass Amherst and 3W of

their Boston counterparts.

In addition to Ashlock, Barbara Niccoli,

Nanc> Marks and Gerry Scoppettuolo are

working for OPEIU
Labor Center alumni Andrew Knpp and

Bing Carey are soliciting support for

OPEIU's rival in today's election, the

^Y.i-^r --f ^V^fessional Emp'ovep= of the

MaMHarhiiHi-ttH '1 f-acher-i AhSfKiation.

S« opix-ttiiolo Maid he did not have names
of other (JMaHh graduateH involved in the

el««ctn»n, but "we went V) one meeting and

it n«;emed like all the pe<iple there were

labor center p<*ople
"

He HfjecuJated that the reaaon this cam-

paign involves a high p<;rcentagfe of L'^Iass-

IrainiKl workers ih "that in a campaign,

unionH will l»x>k for lfx;al talent, people who
know the area. In this case they had a

ready made batch of people."

The center, established in 1965, has

granU'd mawter's degrees to about 275

lab*>r students since its inception, said

directfjr Harvey Friedman. He said the

center is involved "in the regular things

the University does—teaching, research

and extension (to the community]."

- CRAIG SANDLER

bunion vote cfjnttnued from page 1

had reported to the state

that It would charge dues of $10 monthly,

not $10.50 as indicated in documents pro-

vided to the Collegian.

Chip Maguire. a counsel for the state

Labor Relations Commission, said the

figure on forms OPEIU submitted to his

agency was not legible, but added he

thought the figure was $10

886 workers at the Amherst campus,

about 300 at UMass Boston, and 50 coun-

ty extension service workers ^^ill cast their

votes today. Polls at L'Mass-Amherst's

Memorial Hall will be open from 10 a.m.

to 4 p.m.

We're that f^exican Restaurant with

all the great food and atmosphere

down the narrow alleyway next

to the Time-Out on N. Pleasant St.

Come Discover Us Today'

TACOVILLA
...Offtring Quality

Mfiean Foodi

NORTHAMPTON ,
AMHERST SPRiSG^'ELD
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Juniors^Seniors&G • 1^

GIVEYOURSELF
SOME CREDIT!
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• Just bring a copy of

your school I.D.

• No cosigner required

APPiyNOWON CAMPUS! !

Date: Thursday, May 1st I

Time: 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. I

I Ploce:C C Concourse
|
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Voters to decide on abortions
BOSTON (AP>—Massachusetts voters will decide this fall

whether the state Legislature should have the ability to place some
restrictions on abortion, such as blocking funding for government-

financed operations for poor people.

The Legislature, sitting as a constitutional convention, voted

123-69 yesterday in favor of the constitutional amendment after

many lawmakers said the state should do everything it can-
within the bounds of federal law—to restrict abortions.

Rep. Charles Doyle, the most outspoken abortion foe on Beacon

Hill, said the state was s{)ending $L4 million a year to help fund

8,000 operations where fetuses are "scorched by chemicals and

dismembered by the surgical tools of the abortionists."

Doyle, D-Boston, ridiculed pro-aboriton groups for calling

themselves "pro-choice" while trying to deny "the people of

Massachusetts the right to make a choice about whether their tax

dollars should be used for the killing of children."

Sen. Francis Doris, D-Revere, said that by allowing abortion, the

state was moving in a direction that could lead to the killing of

children with birth defects and allowing parents to say "'Let's do

away with a person and start again.' I suggest that is not the way
to do it."

But Rep. Marjorie Clapprood, one of many women legislators to

oppose the amendment, said it had the potential to go much fur-

ther than limiting Medicaid abortions.

"It is very clearly discrimination against 51 percent of the popula-

tion by restricting the right of all women—insured and uninsured,

poor and wealthy. Republicans and Democrats ... to freedom of

choice, " the Sharon Democrat said.

Clapprood said it was a mistake for the Legislature to "pit our

women against criminal charges for exercising their right to choose

whether their bodies will house an unwanted pregnancy. It's clear-

ly beyond the scope of our role as public policy makers."

Window gets

cracked in Cance
A male student caused $100 damage to

a window when he put his foot through

it at 11 p.m. Tuesday on the second floor

of Cance House. He was treated at Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton,

University of Massachusetts police said.

In other police reports:

(BULLET)A juice machine valued at

$995 and a $200 round table were

reported missing since the 20th, at 1 1:25

a.m. Tuesday from the Hampshire Dining

Commons, police said.

-JEFFRY BARTASH

It's Our 15th Annual ^

We're celebrating our

i 5*^ Birthday

with Q 2 day

Storewide

Sole!

Tri. Sot..

May 2 &

Speclol Prices on

All Spring Shoes!

THE AMHERST DELICATESSEN

CAN WE BUILD ONE FOR YOU?
Serving: subs, sandwiches, salads and more

Order early your deli platters for graduation

Hrs. open til 8 pm Mon-Wed Annherst Carriage

10 pm Th, F, S 549-6314 Shops

Union of

Professional

Employees ^^Massachusetts Teachers Association

Dear Colleague,

We arc supporting the Union of Professional Employees/Massachusetts Teachers Association/NEA becomiuK the

bargaining agent for all UMASS non-academic prrfessional adwinisi raters. The MTA and its affiliates have the

experienc-? and the expertise to get the job done!

The hree major reasons we support MTA are: 1) higher education experience; 2) political and legislative

power; and 3) honesty.

The MTA has a proven record of accomplishment for all of public higher education. We urge you to support

UPE/MTA/NEA on May 1 and join the 7,000 higher education employees who are currently represented by the KTA/NEA

and its r^filiates.

We're Voting for UPE/MTA/NEA MAY 1

;
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^-v' ^' -K^X SUBARU N>^ '-Ro ^
(J^ JST s!^y would like to XO

congratulate the 1986
^yr college graduates uith v^^

(^90% FINANCING ^/
^N ANY NEW OR USED CAI

(with 4 yr. college degree & confirmation

of current ot ^^"'"^ future employment)

OVER 80 NEW
SUBARUS

muXAVAILABLEy^icE^
fNOT BE \ /CARS

NDER-N. /TO SELL.
30LI

Off €»t 19 oppos<e the Hodtey Vloge Born

586-6054
"lUe re People (JJorth Knoiuinq"

NAUTILUS...
m ^' ^ tor besinners to experts.

rates Start at only 33 /month*
and include

Sautilus * Saunas * Jacuzzi • Pool * Lounge
* Tennis Courts • Free Weights •

Hampshire
Fitness Club

Gatehouse Rd.. Amherst 256-6446
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Ordinary pizza places

cant measure up.
You're in for a gourmet surprise when you taste Uno's

Deep Dish pizza. The rich, crisp crust is Tilled with

nearly twice as much of the finest, freshest vegetables,

meats, cheeses, and delicate spices.

But there's more. Tr>' our wonderful soup, salads,

appetizers and sandwiches.

And vou'll enjov it all in our beautiful, award-winning

restaurants where you can sit back, enjoy the friendly

atmosphere, and see how it all stacks up.

Ordinan, pizza places just aren't Uno's.

Call 543-6600.

Your lake out order will be ready on time...guaranteed.

^\«. -^t^
Springfield Hourv

Boston Post Rd.. Opp. ^ T'^^-T i^V '^"" J**"". In a u''i ^m
E.stficldM.ll. 543-6600 T T I%TM1 '^"

Sun" 1 2 pS iVaM

n RESTAURANT * BAR L
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Reactors lack radiation containment

AP pboto

DAMAGED BOOKS-Los Angeles fire

department officials survey the damage done
to books at the Los Angeles library yester-

day. Fire burned for several hours in the

60-year-old building.

WASHINGTON (AP)-Five large US reactors used to

produce nuclear weapons lack thick containment domes
to trap escaping radiation if other safety systems fail in

an accident, and one of them has been deteriorating for

years, officials said yesterday.

The absence of such a protective steel and concrete shell

around the Chernobyl reactor, believed to have melted

down in the Soviet Union, is blamed by US officials for

the release of massive amounts of radiation in the worst

nuclear power accident in history.

In response to a suit from enviroiunental groups, US of-

ficials considered building a containment dome around

one of four weapons reactors near Aiken, S.C., two years

ago but concluded that—with a $850 million price tag— it

was unnecessary to do so.

The concrete and steel domes used at US commercial

plants are four feet thick.

In addition, according to Enrgy Department documents,

officials have been concerned for years about the warp-

ing graphite core and embrittled and bowing process tubes

in the N weapons reactor at Hanford, Wash.—the US plant

closest in design to the Soviet reactor where the accident

occurred.

,J.»^,A»*ja**.*»*-- --•4, ^.•Ajk*»A*i»»A*i>^4.--**.t>»*-^*».>* ^W*..

IBM-PC* COMPATIBLE
$1500

10 MEGABYTE
(w/single Floppy)

• 150 watt power supply
• 256 K memory

(upgrade to 640K available)

• Mi-res green or amber

monitor
• Parallel printer port

• Keyboard; AT or XT style

^incn * Hi-resolution Hercules
only 91U&U emulation board

• Tf»(i«,mark o1 lnt»fn»tion«l Buonau Machinat

promptWorks
Northfield, MA (413) 498-2724

Dual Floppy

System

only $1050

HAMPDEN COURT
A public art pro)ect by

Caroline Gould, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Class of 1987
Todd Richardson, Master of Landscape Architecture, Class of 1987

THANK y0UM''f''''''''''''''''''''''''';'''"''''''"^

Physical Plant for your interest in the University

environment and for your extraordinary amount of time

and effort dunng the construction and installation of

Hampden Court

yh.inlc You
Physical Plant Housm^i ^ervucs, Auxiliarv Services, and
Alumni Affairs for your Rpncrous financial support of

Hampden Court

Thdnk You

Students, staff, and fa( ulty for your interest arid

participation in the design, luryinj;, and implementation

phases of the Hampden Court ()r()|ect

Thank You

Southwest area residents for your patience during the

construction of Hampden Court

A UMass Arts Counc il firoicc f

'ijij»* i<** ,i»^ .i»>ji»»Aj ii»>g iv«4j ,k»*iit»»j»• », i»»<(a»>< ik^

a pliy by

LANFORD WILSON

Presented by The University of Massjichusetts Department of Theater

Rand Theater • University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

May 1-3 and 7-10, 1986 at 8pm Saturday Matinee, May 3 at 2p.m.

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office 545-2511

The

Distingruished Visitors Program
presents

LLEN
GOODMAN
Syndicated Columnist and Author

'^Life & Change"
Thursday, May 1, 1986

8:00 PM
CCA
U Mass

FREE
Tickets
still available

through

TIX

Imnnn tk
I

distinguished

1 Visitors pm^pam
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Choices under attack
Though poll after poll and march after march show that an

overwhelming majority ofUS citizens support abortion rights

for women, the Massachusetts Legislature this week is con-

sidering a constitutional amendment that would allow

lawmakers to limit abortions.

It is unfortunate, when there is so much to be done in the

areas of reproductive freedom, that the pro-choice fight has

to be fought continually. Everyone has different feelings about

the morality of abortions, but the abortions will always go on.

If abortion is once again outlawed in the United States, rich

women will fly to foreign countries and poor women will risk

their lives in illegal "back alley" abortions.

The constitutional amendment process is long and complex,

but an antiabortion amendment is steadily making its way
to a referendum in November. An amendment that would

remove any restrictions in the state constitution that limit the

Legislature in regulating abortions was approved at the

1983-1984 constitutional convention, so if it is passed in the

next few weeks it will be on the ballot next fall.

All concerned students should call, telegram or write their

representative and senators and urge them to vote against the

anti-choice forces in the Legislature.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion of the Collegian Board of

Editors.

Update on the SGA
The Code of Student Conduct is lost in a

procedural and political shuffle, having

been substantially rewritten by the

Univeristy's General Counsel. This situa-

tion is unfortunate and somewhat irrespon-

sible, as it lacks clear and consensual

cooperation and generally hurts students

in the end. It is still the plan to have it

finally approved by the Board of Trustees

at our June meeting.

Due to the problems created by the Code

of Student Conduct, the SGA Constitution

has been held up to take a back seat to the

Code. However, hopefully there will be

slightly less controversy about the Con-

stitution which could allow for a more effi-

cient resolution.

The SGA Student Senate has, for a

number of different reasons, been slightly

more Eunicable. It would be wonderful it the

Senate can continue this trend into next

year, and pull back into its membership the

strong, intelligent, and cooperative

students that have been disheartened.

The Chancellor's Review Commission of

the SGA'SATT is going ver>- well. We are

still on time and are excited about some of

Daniel Burgess

tne plans developed by it. These will be

made public within the next two weeks.

For those of you following the Review of

the Student Legal Services Office, the on-

campus part is complete. The report should

be ready by early May and will likely have

significant long term implications. Now.
regarding the "control " issue over the

SATF, (which led to the arrests in Whit-

more last semester) and whether students

have or have not lost influence. The issue

seems to have resolved itself for the time

being and without problematic concessions

on the part of the studentsl

I'm off to another meeting, but

remember that I am your student Trustee

and I am more willing to make myself

available to students. As always. I invite

your comments, ideas, suggestions and
criticisms.

Dam Burgess is the student member of the

L'Mass Board of Trustees.
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Who gets the press?
It's interesting, perhaps alarming, to

note just how dependent we are on US
media sources in the shaping of public opi-

nion. Granted, no news coverage can be one

hundred p)ercent objective, and in the con-

text of media coverage throughout the

world, US media performance is largely

unobjectionable. Nevertheless, perplexing

questions arise when one compares certain

world events and the resi>ective attention

given to them in the our media. Indeed,

what the media chooses as newsworthy,

and what it does not, can be a most effec-

tive means of editorializing.

The drama that unfolded in the Philip-

pines a few months ago wauTned most of our

hearts. We are all familiar with the storv',

as it was like a continuing soap opera

played out during the .rghtly news. It

began with the murder of Benigno Aquino
as he attempted to return to his homeland
to run for office against Ferdinand Marcos,

who is widely believed to have played a role

in the killing. Out of the shadows stepped

Benigno Aquino's wife, Corazon. to offer

herself as a candidate against Marcos. The
subsequent elections were greatly flawed

as dishonest ballot counting, control of the

media, and Marcos strongmen insured his

victor>-. Key members of the Marcos
cabinet defected to the Aquino camp, and
with the help ofUS pressure, Marcos step-

ped down. It is a nice story, worthy of US
media attention. Apparently, similar

stories elsewhere are not.

Jorge Salazar was a leader of a group of

Nicaraguan coffee growers in the

Matagalpa region. He had opposed Somoza,

yet became an opponent of the Sandinistas

because they determined, in the words of

Sandinista Directorate member Humber-
to Ortega, not to have western style elec-

tions but "elections to advance revolu-

tionar\- power, not to raffle off power,

because the peopie aiready nave power

through their vanguard, the Sandinista

Stephen Erickson

front..." Salazar was a popular leader with

charisma, and presented a threat to the

Sandinistas through his oppositionist ac-

tivities. On November 16. 1980, Salazar

was murdered, much the same way and for

the same reasons Aquino was. Sandinista

claims that Salazar was caught in a cross

fire and have been refuted by witnesses and

weapons found in his vehicle were clearly

planted.

Today, Salazar's widow, Lucia, is a leader

of the umbrella group which includes the

so-called contras. Corazon Aquino became

a media heroine after her husband's kill-

ing, yet has any significant media coverage

ever been awarded to the Salazars? Philip-

pine elections were rightly condemned for

their flaws. Nicaraguan elections, in-

cluding Sandinista ownership or censor-

ship of all media, neighborhood watch com-

mittees, and "divine mobs" which resembl-

ed Nazi brown shirts more than anything

heavenly, were excused and apologized for

in the US media. What can possibly ac-

count for such discrepancies?

Perhaps Tom Brokaw of NBC News best

answered this question, acknowledging

that Sandinista President Daniel Ortega

still has "friends in the U.S. press". New
York Times correspondent Shirley Chris-

tian wrote in 1979. "The press got on the

Sandinista bandwagon and the story the

reporter told — with a mixture of delight

and guilt was the ending of an era in which

the United States had once again been pro-

ved wTong." Apparently most U.S. news

people are still riding comfortably on the

Sandinista express, double standards not

withstanding.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian
columnist.

Domestic animals used and abused
The 51st Livestock Classic took place at the Grinnell

Arena of L'Mass last weekend. Advertisements for it were

posted on bulletin boards and became centerpieces at the

tables of the Student Union Coffee Shop. These an-

nouncements alluded to a program centered around the

showing of domesticated animals. It looked like it would

be a tv^pical animal appreciation event, reminiscent of a

small-town, "come-pet-the-animal" county fair.

As I approached the Gnnnell Arena on Saturday my
assumptions proved to be pretty much accurate. There

were goats in one fenced-in area. shami>ooed and beam-

ing with good health. In the next area a young heifer

rested on the ground, looking somewhat bewildered but

no less shiney than the goats Hands of children and adults

I including my own» were groping over the v^nre gates in

an attempt to pat their inviting fluff. There were rabbits,

ponies, sheep and a wool spinning demonstration.

My curiosity was piqued when I heard cheering and

what sounded like the voice of an auctioneer with a

microphone emanatmg from within the bamlike arena.

As I entered I realized with a jolt that this fair was no

tribute to domesticated animals. My naivete was quickly

checked by what I saw. I had just walked into the "baby

pig obstacle course" event. In this event, about a dozen

baby pigs were forced to race from one end of the arena

to the other. And since tj;iey had no inclination or desire

Kathy Johnson

to cross the finish line 'nor before any other pig, for that

matter I. they were prodded along by the application of fly-

swatters on their flanks and buttocks. This event was in-

tended for children's participation and although some will-

ingly participated, some were crying and moaning that

they didn't want to "hit" the baby pigs. Unfortunately,

their more aggressive daddies were readily available for

coaching and persuading.

The scene became increasingly cartoon-like in character.

The "ring steward," a man in white shirt and black jacket,

kept an account of which baby pig was in the lead, which
one was falling behind and which one needed a little more
"spanking" in the behind. Meanwhile, the daddies at-

tempted to get their little Susie or Johnny involved in the

race by showing them exactly how ihe spanking should

be done. One even had the ingenuity to use the hard han-

dle of the swatter instead of the plastic flap. Approving
cheers from family and friends encouraged this

foolishness.

The purpose of the Livestock Classic and shows like it

became sorely clear to me. As the word "Live-Stock" im-

plies, it is an event which indoctrinates children iDto the

uses and abuses of animals whether it be for profit or en-

joyment. The justification for horrendous acts of animal

use and abuse are bom and preserved through such events

as the Livestock Classic. Speciesism is the belief in the

inherent superiority of a particular species and its right

to dominate over another. Like racism and sexism, it is

not a natural or spontaneous process; it must be learned.

On Saturday some parents had to force reluctant children

to participate in the "games."
Events like the Livestock Classic are not unique. They

take place all over the country, mostly at county fairs and

circuses. Their frequent occurence, however, must not be

construed as a justificaiton for their ethical correctness.

We must question the kind of socialization that occurs

which makes us believe that we have the right to abuse

and even murder other living creatures for the sake of

human entertainment and/or gastronomic delight.

It is unfortunate that no one was listening to those

children who had the sense to refuse to "play" their

parents' games. If anyone were listening, thoy could have

learntnl an important lesson. 1 just hojx' that thost^ involv-

ed in the organization of this event will read this article

and note that not everyone oryoyed themselves at the 51st

Livestock Classic. Not everyone was laughing and cheer-

ing for their favorite bnby pig. As 1 walked away from the

arena in tears, 1 thought of other usi's and abuses of which

humans obtain pleasure at the expense of other animals,

whether it be from active or passive participation.

Kathy Johnson is a lJ^4(lSs student.

New tactics needed, but what?
This may sound crass, but somehow I have only disdain

for those "Democrats" who came calling on csunpus recent-

ly, courting the college support so necessary for their con-

tinuance. As a press photographer, I suppose I should be
unfazed, but my position only brought into focus the
blatancy of their attempted manipulation of the media,
or lack thereof.

Big political deal, right? I guess six years of Reagan
smoothed gloss raised my press conference expectations;

maybe He can make natural what others choke on.

Perhaps it was the homogeneity of their conservative blue

pinsuits, or their plastered smiles which ate at me as I

ate chicken wings. The blandness of the food matched the

words which they spewed out, which were for the benefit

of . . . the media.

Their literature pointed out that many young people to-

day dislike association with what I term the
"Republocrats." But no allowance is made for the support

of any third party; instead we must join one or the other

in order to "count."

"Forum for the Future," scheduled for 7:30 p.m. in the

School of Education auditorium, got underway at 8:15

afler two location changes due to an embarsissingly low

turnout. While the Congressmen chatted in the lush V.I.P.

lounge, orders were sent to the four Fine Arts Center Pro-

duction Service employees to shifl all the sound equip-

ment, etc. to an alternative location.

When the forum started, in a rat of a basement room
hastily thrown together for the camera, with flags and
a backdrop and the local Democratic machine looking on
nervously, the professional spewsters took turns twisting

Rob Skelton

sentences and deflecting difficult passages as only politi-

cians can.

The Dems were here to curry campus support, but empty
catch-phrases and vague generalizations designed to dif-

ferentiate the parties didn't work, because frankly they
don't have much to brag about, nor do they have practical

alternatives to the ills every government must face.

Reagan's Amerika is scary, but this congressional mis-

sion, undertaken with the pretense of regaining votes lost

through miscalculation and freak demographics, didn't

seem serious. The lack of organization reflected this.

Amherst Democratic Town Committeeman Stan
Rosenberg attempted to shift the blame to the Collegian,

accusing it of not ;.iving the event enough publicity. He
should only carefully f ult the Collegian, there was a page

one story that very ' and besides, Stan, don't your peo-

ple know how to icize something?
UMass poli-sci sei r Tim Kress, after pointing out that

had the Republican, organized such a forum, 300 people

would be there, keye ight in when he asked "Gentlemen,

where is the money?"
Where is the Democratic Pauty headed when it fails

miserably at the game which its nemesis has mastered
so aulfully? As a photographer, I resent taking part in such

a poorly packaged event. Perhaps I shouldn't go into

photojournalism as such. Perhaps they should get out of

politics. ^^^ Skelton is a Collegian columnist.

It hurts
It has come to our attention

that since Friday, A^ril

11th, there has been an un-

precedented increase in the

harassment of gays and les-

bians on this campus. Open-

ly gay individuals have

been physically threatened

and harassed with phone

calls and signs reading

"Kill the Queer" which

have appeared on student's

doors. Signs encouraging

people to slip cyanide into

the drinks of lesbian and

gay people have been posted

in residence halls. We une-

quivocally condemn such

behavior and call upon all

Christians and people of

conscience to take a stand

against these despicable

acts.

For those who would

adhere to a Christian

perspective, the demand of

unqualified love of neighbor

prohibits such manifest

hatred. And for those inclin-

ed to its secular expressions,

as citizens of this country

we are all obliged to respect

the dignity of every human
being. This reckless and un-

disciplined emotionalism is

a threat to every Godly

faith, every reasonable

morality, and every plausi-

ble definition of human
decency.

Rev. Chris Carlisle

Fr. Joseph Quigley

Rev. Ronald E. Peters

Fr. John Tuohey
Rev. Esther Hargis
Sr. Millie Marengo

Fr. John Smegal

Little lost
Josh ';-'ub's letter of

April 29 illustrates a

dange'ous inability to

understand the underlying

causes of terrorism. At the

base 0*" such tactics are a

homeless people with little

or no hope for the future.

1 ie Pnlestinians have been

displaced since 1948 and

will li'<ely continue to ex-

press »jch hostilities until

those who have been blind

to their .-iituation come to

understand it and help

bring about a change.

All people need a home,

and I am not discounting

the Israelis, but somehow a

balanced picture that in-

cludes the Palestinians

must develop. As long as the

U.S. Government continues

to miss the causes and see

only the effects of terrorism

as Golub does, actions such

as those taken by Reagan
against Libya will continue

and so will the actions of

terrorists.

Achieving an end to ter-

rorism via current U.S.

policy would require the

elimination of the Palesti-

nian people as a source of

terrorism. We cannot really

expect that a mere show of

force against the Libyans or

even directly against the

Palestinians v^rill change the

underlying causes, in fact it

will only aggravate them.

Those who have been plac-

ed in such a position as to

see terrorism as their only

means of change have little

left to lose.

Rick Ruppel
Amherst

Abortion
Lately there has been a lot

of talk about abortion, and
I feel that people are ex-

pressing their opinions

without thinking about

some of the problems that

may lead up to unexpected

pregnancies, which in turn

may lead to abortions.

Have you ever sat down
and watched a couple of

hours of television? Within

that time, I am sure you can

view plenty of sex and
violence. That is all our

society watches these days.

There are so much many
pressures on Americans
these days. Life is a rat race.

Sex is a way to relieve ten-

sion. It is for pleasure.

When the atmosphere is

right, one thing leads to

another. It's human nature!

Yes, I am aware of all the

contraceptives available to-

day. Yes, I agree more peo-

ple should utilize them. But,

I don't condemn people for

having sex. I just think that

the necessary precautions

should be taken.

I recently read a column

by Rusty Denton in which

he stated that "Poverty for

Think about May Day
May 1st means a lot more than spring,

maypoles and parades. The Haymarket
Riot, the executions of the Haymarket mar-

tyrs and the initiation of the long fight for

the eight-hour day are some of the things

this holiday was intended to commemorate.

As you go to your jobs and classes,

remember how the struggles of those before

you helped to obtain the rights now taken

for granted. Remember also, that with

eroding union strength, growing corporate

power and public complacency, these rights

could be taken away.

One hundred years ago, the labor move-

ment in the United States joined together

as a powerful force, finding a voice as it had

never before. "It was the very dawning of

the day when the term 'dignity of labor'

meant something," wrote George E.

McNeill. While more of the 1,432 recorded

strikes of that year were for higher wages,

another important demand was the eight-

hour work day. Although some states has

passed eight-hour legislation, there was lit

tie or no enforcement.

May 1, 1886 was fixed as the date for a

nationwide effort to rally for the eight-hour

day. On that date in Chicago, 30,000 men
and women were on strike. Huge rallies

were also held in New York, San Francisco

and Boston.

On May 3rd, an altercation took place in

Chicago when police fired upon striking

workers at McCormick Harvester, leaving

two dead. A meeting was called the next

day to protest the shooting. On May 4,

under ominous rainclouds, about 300

workers stood listening to anarchists Spies,

Parsons and Fieldmen when police arriv-

ed and ordered the crowd to disperse. A
bomb went off in the midst of the police,

who then fired wildly into the fleeing

crowd. 7 police were wounded and 7 kill-

ed; 7 civilians died with thirty to forty also

wounded. Many of the injured police had

been wounded by their own bullets, as they

were the only ones who had been shooting.

Timothy Harris

Police used the event as a pretext with

which to cripple the growing labor move-

ment, and in the next several weeks ar-

rested eight anarchists; Albert Parsons,

Oscar Neebe, August Spies. Michael

Schwab, Louis Lingg, Samuel Fielden,

George Engel, and Adolph Fischer. All

were indicted for murder, conspiracy and

riot, although some had not even been at

the meeting when the bomb was thrown.

All but Neebe were sentenced to death.

Lingg was eventually killed by a cigar

bomb in his cell. Pai sons. Spies, Engel and

Fischer were hanged together on Nov. 11,

1887. The death sentences of Fielden and

Schwab were commuted to life imprison-

ment, and in 1893, Gov. John Peter Altgeld

strongly denounced the Haymarket trial

and pardoned them both.

May 1, 1890, was chosen by the

American Federation of Labor as the date

to renew the fight for the eight-hour day.

The Second Internationale, meeting in

Paris that year, also designated that date

as one for international worker's struggle

to obtain the shorter work day.

During the McCarthy period the United

States government changed the name of

May Day to "Loyalty Day." Later on, the

Eisenhower administration modified that

to "Law Day." These proclamations effec-

tively turned a day to commemorate
worker's resistance into yet another

celebration of the State.

While Henry Ford once said, "History is

bunk," he may have had a vested interest

in feeling that way. Although this pithy

gem is certainly revealing, I prefer the old

cliche, "Those who do not remember
history are doomed to repeat it."

Timothy
columnist.

darns is a contributing

mother and child would be

less of an issue if the govern-

ment insisted that fathers

pay child support and
mother-support." I don't

think that should happen.

Are we forgetting about

ERA and Womens
Liberation?

If a college female gets

pregnant and has to drop

out of college along with her

boyfriend, how is that going

to leave them as far as hav-

ing money to support a

child?

I am in no way stating

that I am pro- or anti-

abortion because I really

haven't thought much
about the matter, but I am
just presenting a point of

view that I feel Mr. Denton
and others may have
overlooked.

Kevin B. Taylor
Northeast

On MTV
Much has been written

and said about MTV. It

seems those attacking MTV
have the right idea.

However, these attacks are

aimed at a manifestation

rather than the fundamen-

tal problem.
Video, without a doubt, is

a viable art form, one which

can capture the feelings of

the modern age. But, as

with all art forms video can

be exploitative rather than

expre.ssive. Most of what
masquerades as "art" on

MTV seems at best an
unclever visual promotion

of a product —
pop/rock-n-roll.

In this respect, the images

portrayed in music videos

(sexism, male-dominated
sadism, ethnic steryotypical

caricatures... need I go on?)

parallel successful advertis-

ing techniques. Realizing

this, we should attack the

basis of this conceptual

depravity: American
.societal values, and not on-

ly this relatively .small com-
mercial manifestation.

Arthur Stevens Jr.

Northampton

ine i^oitegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions should

be mailed to the Executive Editor at the Collegian , 113 Campus Center, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma.s8. 01003, or they can he dropped off at the Collegian in

the basement of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received, individual replies

cannot be made.
mtmm
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The Office of the Chancellor

in cooperation with B'nai Brith Hillel

presents

SHOAH
A FILM BY CLAUDE LANZMANN

A New Yorker Films Release ^ 1985

C(•*•*
(HtGHCST RATVICl

A MASTERWORK...
A BEAUTIFUL HLM,
AN ELEGIAC HLM. "

—Leo Sekgsohn. Newsday

A 9V2 hour documentary shown in two parts

Daily May 4-1

1

as part of Holocaust Memorial Week
at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Call 545-251 1 for times and locations

General Admission -$15, 5 College Students $10. UMass Students $5

\\ c Create Stvlea As
Individual As You Are!

Consultation

Stvlf Cut Onhno
with this coupon eiiptrM S/30/86

Styles by OeborAh
«5 Untvgr»il> Dt AmKfftI ' 549 56 10

An introductory Talk On

ZEN
Liberation and
Pyscho- Spiritual
Evolution will be given

Friday evening May 2
at the

Synthesis Center,

178 AN. Pleasant St.,

Annherst, MA
Call 413-549-3509 for

more information.

EUROPE >' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUOEMTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockefeller Plaza

New York. N Y 10020
P^one (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad for Special

Sludent/Teachar Tariff.

RENTAL S: LEASE ^ PURCHASE

WkSS APPROVED IN»PECTV>M STATION

Gas Saving
Tune-up

4 Cyl

$34." TO^
P'ti^ pr*-"'* 1 ' tt^rta 'I »•

'

^*^w« and iNir9>'*f »n*«^ •>>tmr o'o-

Lube, Oil & Filter

Includ*^ up *o 5 quarts

of 1 0-30 oil ond safety

-»

North Amherst Tire
ft Auto Center

Fall Service Tire Slorf
Sundtiiand Rd No Amftciti M*

Ac»o*s *'Off» Wdl'oba s Slorr

i«9-4?04

s

PMCTICE
faQM ^llfETV

ARTS
Violets are Blue and boring

By JOSEPH SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

Violets Are Blue
Directed by Jack Fisk

Produced by Marykay Powell

Starring Sissy Spacek and Kevin Kline

Violets Are Blue tries to be a passionate

film about two former lovers, who are

reunited years later, and forced to face the

vast differences between their lives.

The problem with this film is that it is

too low key. The two main characters,

Gussie Sawyer (Sissy Spacek) and Henry

Squires (Kevin Kline), former lovers in the

late sixties, become reunited years later.

Squires must decide whether to leave his

wife for Spacek, or to remain the loyal yup-

pie husband. Sawyer had become a famous

photojournalist for big magazines, but she

is lonely and wants to get married and

have kids. Kline runs the local newspaper,

has a wife and kid, and dreams of making

it big in the newspaper business. Both Yup-

pies meet and dream of exchanging lives.

Spacek, in this film, doesn't display a

wide range of emotions that a real person

in this situation might show. When Spacek

is covering a story in the middle of a war
zone, she walks around as if she were shop-

ping, not dodging bullets. Her only emotion

is patronizing pity when she sees two

children playing in the rubble. A real

human being would be trying to survive,

when everyone around them is dying, but

she doesn't show an inkling of fear, or ter-

ror. When she returns home, she is as

bland as ever, and calls herself a "jaded

journalist", but her character comes across

more as a romantic yuppie.

Spacek's portrayal of her character is all

one note and her character has no strange

quirks, or personality defects. She doesn't

create a flesh and blood character.

Her lover, Henry Squires (Kevin Kline)

is just as bad. His life is dull and it is dull

to watch. Even during his passionate love

scenes with Spacek, he is unexciting.

Kline and Spacek do not generate any

electricity in their love scenes. Their love

doesn't seem dangerous, or even exciting

and there isn't any reason why we should

care whether the Spacek Kline relation-

ship succeeds or fails. It doesn't mean much
to either character because they aren't

risking enough. Kline's and Spacek's

characters aren't human enough to make
the audience empathetic to their risks.

utttn

NEW ENGLAND'S

LARGEST

Collegian
1985 WINNER OF FIVE
GOLD CIRCLE AWARDS

• NEWSWRITING
• OVERALL DESIGN [tabloid]

• PAGE ONE DESIGN [news]

• OPINION PAGE DESIGN
• FEATURE PAGE DESIGN

ADVERTISE IN AN AWARD
WINNING NEWSPAPER

CONTACT ADVERTISING DEFT.

(413) 545-3500

COLLEGIAN
113 CAMPUS CENTER
AMHERST, MA 01003

Lots of music coming up the next few days. Alot of it

is free or only a few bucks. Anyway, you'll need a car to

get to the more expensive shows.

Tonight, Max Creek is playing at Pearl Street. This

band has a real smooth act that consists of Grateful Dead
and various other cover tunes. Ifyou like the Dead, you've

probably already heard of them. The show will cost $5.

The Iron Horse Cafe will present a Boston folk sampl-

ing for $3. The show will include; Elmer Hawkes, Dean
Stevens and Kenje Ogata.

Too True will open for Free Press at the Hatch. There

will be an open microphone until 10:30 p.m. when the

bands come on. Too True is a new "ska" band and Free

Press is hard to define like 90 percent of the local bands.

The Stomp>ers will be up in Brattleboro, Vt. at Flat

Street. Not only will you have to drive for half an hour

but you'll have to pay $8 to see them. If you wait, they

will be playing somewhere else for less.

Cruza will play at Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton.

There will be a $2 cover charge.

At 4 p.m. you can see Eighth Route Army and Universe

at the Southwest Area pyramid as part of Southwest

Week.
Friday, Moscow, Flashback, Watch the Teeth Kate and

Swift Kick will be blasting at the Southwest pyramid.

First band is on at 2 p.m.

Liquid Lesson will play at Sheehan's. This band does

originals and they do have talent. It's gonna cost you $3

but if you're in Northampton you might want to check

it out.

Katina's on Rte. 9 in Hadley will host Sass. There will

be a cover of $2 or $3.

Shelf Life is playing at the Hatch, and if you want to

drive into hopping Belchertown, you can catch Johnny B.

and the All Night Boys at the Buck and Doe Lounge on

Rte. 2L
Saturday, The Pajama Slave Dancers are playing at

the pyramid at 2 p.m. These guys have been around the

area for a few years and everytime I've seen them they've

been lots of fun. They don't take anything too seriously

and their music is easy to dance to.

The other campus show wall be up in Orchsud Hill. Star-

ting at noon you can catch The Modern Pladz, Group

Therapy and The Fools. This is all to celebrate Bowl

Day. ..fun in the sun. If you like basic, F.M. radio rock 'n

roll, you'll eiyoy Bowl Day. If you need a bit more

sophistication or humor go see the Southwest show.

The Llamas are playing Sheehan's. The cover charge

is $3.

Eric Wood and the Wayout will be at the Iron Horse.

This guy is a decent folk musician and it's only going to

cost you $4.

Sass will be at Katina's for another show, Saturday

night.

Sunday, The big Southwest Area concert will start at

noon. This show will include John Cafierty and the

Beaver Brown Band, The Souls and The Modern Pladz.

John Cafferty is in the top 40s charts these days (We can

just leave it at that).

If you have wheels and don't want get mixed up in the

Southwest madness, there's an outdoor show down at the

Woodbury Ski and Raquet Club in Woodbury, Ct. The

lineup includes; Hot Tuna, Max Creek and The K-Man
Band. Hot Tuna is made up of the lead guitarist and

bassist from the old Jefferson Airplane. They usually put

on a good show and there will be a good turnout for this

one. Tix are $12 in advance and $15 at the gate.

Tickets are on sale for some good upcoming shows. The

Del Fuegos will be at Flat Street May 8th. Tix are $10.

Tix for Jerry Lee Lewis at pearl Street on the 28th are

$22.50. When you catch yo. *• breath yo ' might want to

consider paying $9 for The Band at Pearl Street on the

15th.

BowlDay & Southwest Day
Campus Concerts rock UMass into Spring

The Southwest Area will present John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Band (below) and The
Souls (above) as just a few of Sunday's lineup.

What's Ne

New York. •

.

Peter Pan's New Low Fares!

10 trips dally to New York City from Amherst, One-Way $82.98,

Round-Trip $38.95

8 trips dally from Northampton, One-Way $81.80, Round- Trip $34

Peter Pan has expanded daily express service betvreen points in New England

York City for business, shopping, or Just for fun! You'll love Peter Pan's lowest

the comfort of Peter Pans deluxe motorcoaches.

Toa'U Love Our Service!

Fnv sch.'dulps and fare information, contact. In Amherst; 256-0431* In Northampton: 586-1030

The Psoplt Profeiilontli

79 South Plpasaiit Strnel. Amherst. MA
1 Roundhouse Plaza, Northampton. MA
For Charter & Tour Information

MA Toll Free 1 800 332 8995 Outside MA Toll Free 1 800 628 8468

.95

and New
fares, plus

r,ii;k.if!c Kxpr , ;"f rvu:>- l.s av;iiUhl<= on ,iil N<'W York City .schedule.s

Shoah
Holocaust relived

You might have heard about Shnah. You may not have.

But one thing's for certain, you'll be hearing a lot about

Shoah next week. And the week after that, and the week
after that. This film is a view of the Holocaust that peo-

ple will be talking about for a long, long time.

The film is based on interviews with surviving victims

of the Holocaust, and is said to be the most moving and

human perspective of the horror that we should never

forget, lest we let history repeat itself

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey outbidded the Pleasant

St. Theatre for the film, and while cinemas around the

area are charging up to $20 for admission, UMass is

showing the film for radically reduced rates. Duffey is

to be commended for making this important film accessi-

ble to the community, which is arguably the best educa-

tion about the ultimate act of mankind's inhumanity to

mankind that five bucks can buy.

Shoah is a documentary that is more than 9 hours long,

and it will be showm in two parts at Memorial Hall at

UMass from Sunday, May 4 until May 11. Tickets are

available at the Fine Arts Center box office, and are $15

general admission, $10 for Five College Students, and

$5 for UMass students.

- JENNIFER ACKERMAN
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I The linesman eagerly awints

his bacon, lettuce & tomato

sandwich. .

Here the lineman scratches his belly

in contemplation of

another meal It

imillillllllllllllNIUIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllillllllilllllllllllllillliltllllllllllllimillllllllilillimillllllUIIIIIIIIIIUHIIiillillliillNIIIIIIIIIIH

Supreme Court makes
ruling on choosing jurors
WASHINGTON (AP)-Prosecutors never may disqualify

potential jurors based on their race, the Supreme court

ruled yesterday.

The court's 7-2 decision curtailed dramatically the tradi-

tionally broad power of prosecutors to strike prospective

jurors from trials by using "peremptory" or automatic

challenges.

The justices said the exclusion of potential jurors from

any criminal trial because of their race violates the equal-

protection rights of defendants and of those people

excluded.

'JLr Aj f/^/]rY*H^^H^HHr continued from page 1

my fu-st history class in college— not

one person could name the presidents of the United States

beyond the first four."

Bubar was born on a farm in Maine. He attended Col-

by College, taught high school history and economics, and

later taught science at Hopkins Academy. He also work-

ed at a farm cooperative giving credit loans and was a

salesman at a correspondence school. He has lived in the

Northampton area for 22 years.

"I feel that I do help people and there is nothing I like

better than to talk to young people," he said.

Thursday, May 1, 1986 COLLEGIAN is

r The Secret is out.... |

The
Segrets
Sun Print Collection

...is in!

Pure cotton creations for cool, casual sunnmerwear.

The Men's Shop

V

l(nt$00fiial0l|

32 Main St.. Amhersc 2530361 Mon.- Sot. 9-5;30

eating plaiT

CAMPUS PLAZA
I Next to Sup>er

Stop & Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadlev Amherst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

T.'

r
RENT/^RECK

New & Used Cars
iTrucKs & Vans Also Available

NorthAmherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

these"?

yW/z/M

\VK HAVK AN APFLK
laservvrhkr for VOl !

;THE apple LASERWRITER)

PRINT OUT YOUR DISK ON OUR LASER PRINTER

J

THE PAPER HOUSE , INC.

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST

(NEXT TO BELL'S PIZZA)

549-5656

"

WHY KEGBEEBTASTES BETTERTHANCOOKEDBEER
Ask most beer drinkers, and they'll likely a^ree: draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-filtered

nothing tastes better than beer from a keg' instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was drawn straight

Ever .since the days of Frederic Miller s original Plank from the keg.

Road Brewery, keg beer has always been fresber That's Plank Road Original Draught.

because it isn't cooked to preserve it like most bottled

and canned beers.

We'll, now there's a beer that delivers that same fresh

ej yS5 Miller Brr»inR(",o Milwaukc. WI

Keg beer in a bottle.

PLANK ROAD
Original Draught

™

I

I

I

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

v\/e d'e AM( llie Nuilhedsl b idrgtsl

transportation group We specialize in

sales (auto, truck, van limousine, fleet)

leasing, daily rental, and export Our
corT>panies include Harr Ford Harr Lincoln

Mercury Harr Toyota, Harr Dodge, Natick

Ford, Natick Dodge Charles Chevrolet,

Post Road Buick Auto Rental, Trucklease
and Equipmentlease

MEN/WOMEN
Our Career Development Program

based on the personal and professional

goals of our people, place AMI at the

forefront of the automotive industry AMI
offers professional training, income op
portunity to '100,000 and up (first year

earnings should be '^SOOO minimum)
BCBS Major Medical Plus company paid

pension plan, life and disability insurance
transportation allowance and a man
agement development program

SALES/MGT
We are looking for people with a genu

ine commitment to excellence and a self

starting drive to accomplishment Career

applicants should be responsible, enthu-

siastic, outgoing, active, and well

groomed A desire to build a reputation

based on strong customer service is re

quired

PLUMBLEY'S COLLEGE NIGHT

See your
Career Planning

Office to

arrange an
on campus
interview

OR

AMI

Reply in confidence to

I
Dustin Burke Jr

I Automotive
Management. Inc

P O Box 986
vVorcesler MA 01613

617 852 5111
(Extension 264)

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
4-6 pm JUST $5.95

students, faculty & staff

WEDNESDAY'S MENU
Broiled, sliced steak teriyaki

Chicken Parmisian

Fried Scallops

THURSDAY'S MENU
• Fried Chicken
• Fried Shrimp
^ Broiled Pork Chops

5 All specials ar¥se«^ed with crisp garden salad or hearty soup, choice of potatoe, hot

bread and creamey butter.

show your I.D. and <C^ enjoy^

Pluniblcy's
oil I he vOfTlttKMl'^

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
"a little bit of everything for everyone"

2539586

MAXIMIZE
Your Exam Performance
with a Subscription from the

Student Note & Printing Service

I

We offer lecture notes for the following courses:

BIO 100B COMSTU 290D FSN 130

SOT 100 ECON 103A GEOL 101

SOT 101 ECON 103B HIST 150 AND
COINS 250 ECON 104A HRTA 100 MOREi
COINS 320 ECON 104C MATH 120

COINS 677 ECON 104D PHYSICS 162

COMSTU 121 ECON 303 STATS 140

StuUttiit 403 Student Union

|l1ot«
l&l»rinHii||

Mon-Thur 9-5

Fri 9-4

The last day to

pick up notes is

Monday, May 19th.

VflS«rvic«
545-2271

hi
TTT

< < A. < < %.

graduation..
<<<<<<<<<<<

<<<<< <<<<<
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SUMMERTIME JOBS
$5.50 per hour

Work scheduled around your full-time job.

RGIS Inventory Specialists

offers excellent part time income to supplement your full time

job. We have hours available weeknights and/or weekends in

your hometown area in Eastern Mass.

Numerous openings in: Peabody, Danvers, Lowell, Lawrence,

Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, New Bedford, and all of

Worcester County and Cape Cod.

On Campus Interviews

will be held on Thursday, May 6

and Wednesday, May 7

in Room 811 B Campus Center

at 9 am, 10 am, 11 am, noon,

1 pm, 2 pm, 3 pm, 4 pm, 5 pm, 6 pm

The Five College Dance Departnnent
presents

THE DANCE FACULTY SPRING CONCERT

V-

Bowker Auditorium, UMass.
May 1st - 3rd at 8:00 pm

Tickets:

$4.00 general admission

$3.00 students

$1 .00 senior citizens & children

Fine Arts Center Box Office, Mon.-Fri., 10:00 am - 4:00 pm,

5^5-2^y^lJaJaJi)^^^et^

adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST 253-3100

239 MAIN STREET • GREENFIELD 772-6803

Panasonic CQS6868

AM-FM-Cassette Receiver

locking FF/Rew
tone control

radio monitor

plus more

with your choice

Panasonic EAB 694

6x9 full range speaker

or

Panasonic EAB 911

5" full range speaker

All this for

$99.95
$250 value

Now Stocking

New VCR's
from

$249.95

Sanyo C50(A)
Portable Stereo

auto reverse

music search

detachable speakers

line in/out

loaded'

$169.95

Teac V427C

Cassette Deck
Dolby B/C noise reduction

bias fine adjustment

output level control

timer capability

and much more

Sanyo M711DK
Portable Stereo

5 band

4 speakers

music search

short wave

$89.95

$99.95

Nikko/Avid System
Nikko NR350 32 watt/ch receiver

loaded unit

Nikko NR550 Dolby cassette deck

metal tape capsule

Avid 60 A/ B loudspeakers

polypropolene woofer

dome tweeter

A $670.00 value

all this for

$299.95

OPEN 10 A.M.-6 RM. MONDAY-SATURDAY

^ items fcTited quartbty • subject to prior sate • not resporsbte fa typographical errors

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited b) Trade Michel JafTe

I PIPNT
KNowyou
KmUANY-

j WINSABOUT
&AKJNG.

I PONJ.THa

BASePONMAR-
KBTRlSeAROi

t ^( ' "k5 ^^>^ )n\\

W^^
3 v TT*! <y^---vi T

ju=J4 '^

S-t T»—1^

IT SURB PAIQ OFF. PBOf^a
CANTsem TO oerewuOH
OF "CAPTAIN aipes'' in a
HOOF MAFJ(£T, TMI5 l5Cm-
QiOCOLATF OilP \
COOKIE uiTHLeee I

ITC5R-
TAIHUi

LOOKS
fUCH.

IT5H0ULP. THAT'S
0UR.TOP-OF-THF-

LINFMOPei! IT'9

I00%BATT5R-Ff!£e'

-M ^
x^^-iK

3^^ffPF u \ ]

BATTBR:
FRae.-'
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LATE,. IT'^FOR-
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Alien slide-shows

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE 8c O'BRIEN

ACROSS
1 Certainty

5 Son ot Leah

9 Magnitude

13 Concerning

14 Pasternati or

SpassKy
15 Biographer

Ludwig
16 Turbulence

18 Atlas entries

19 Distant

relatives

sometimes
21 DC VIP

22 — throat

23 Fairy queen

25 Morse code twt

27 Restored
tHJitdir^g

32 Sh«rt>els

34 Versifier

37 Acid Comb
(orm

38 Country singing

group
41 Pago Pago s

locate

42 Abba ot Israel

43 MiKture

44 State o) NE
India

45 — sequitur

47 Shriver ol

lenms

48 — Ababa
52 - was

saying

54 40s pop
singmg

group

60 Aroma
61 Orderly

62 FDR s pooch
63 Fatigued

64 Apotlo S rnother

65 Amphit>ian

66 Riser part

67 Being Lat

DOWN
1 Nashville

university

2 Nay-sayer

3 Transverse

supports

4 SuCCfKI

5 Pertaining to

the seacoast

6 Rear
7 Sunshade
8 Put forth

9 Large truck

10 — old

cowhand
11 Speeds
1

2

They loop the

Loop
14 Gram container

1 7 Memory
20 Sardineiike iish

23 Church service

in Latin

24 We can — it

there were a

God W James
26 Mimic

28 Reverberate

29 Shoemaker s

Supplies

30 Entrance courts

31 - buddy
33 Greek portico

35 Recede

36 Move from

truck to

tram e g
39 Truman s

hon>elown

40 Yoko
46 NYSE S cousin

49 Besides, m
Barcelona

50 Resided

51 Fib«r plant

53 Fence crossing

54 Jewish month

55 — contendere

56 Kind of race

57 Charged atom

58 Pied Piper s

followers

59 Black thorn

60 On holiday

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

1 r-T-x-m^^ 1 r—i—MB' n <T-Tr-

1"
. zmr

iT-

'r'-w
<>
^BlM

-,^--

»3 S^fi.C>CX SOCIALIST
TOP 5TOR.y
TONIGHT

^ CCCPTV

OlSAST^R HAH • IT \b

OPCNb OP
nLkjJ arca
0^ CCOfOOrMC

OROWTi^ TO
60N)iCT
i"^OPlC I

plcasc
-\0 ujATCi*

/^OMtTOH

^ CCCP TV ^

as

(Q

JNT(\ODOC\n^G TV4£ i-IOHT iOvj8f^

FcM^ THC %0V.' TvAt G»-OvJi*jG

sooict cmcoauo or cuconob.^!
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HOUSEMATES BY R. MILLER

01^ ThBN, DON'T talk
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THINI^N(r'^UJA<> ITMONO
TO MANT SOfi/ieihINO A
Lime LONGFR'LfiSriNis

THfiNI^HKNTm FASSICN?

UJf6> IT OJf^ONO TO Mof^

it's TRUe THATALL I

LJANTfV OJAS SZNSATION
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TO CHAN6e /^rfl^'ND^

UAS. ITWK6N6 TO £KPecr
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WEATHER:
Today: A little morning sun but becoming cloudy by ear-

ly afternoon with a chance of showers, highs 70 to 75.

Tonight: A few early showers then clearing, lows in the

40s.

Tomorrow: Mixed sun and clouds, but not as warm, highs

in the mid 60s.

GORDY BY GORDE Lunch

\aJHO CAREsf

you hmjBU'T asked me
AJS^JTAJ^ OF MY seJtVAL

HM/Mem^ &Fay7s/^Tm

-4/^BuT roo /^/TBR^srep^

I soes^ THAT'S

CVlSltJEf THAT'S Ai-^

psR TotJksHTf Gooajic-^f

Menu
Basics Lunch
More Bagels, with Eggplant
Cutlet, Vegetable Filling,

Shaved Turkey (poor thing!),

Lox and Cream Cheese

\ shouldrr \
|

Assorted Bagels and Grinder Rolls A^jj

with Hot Pastrami, Hot Corned Beef, Shaved
Beef, Shaved Turkey, Lox and Cream Cheese

:^ZS^.

Dinner

Chicken Hawaiian with Hoomalimali Sauce (?)

Cheese Lasagna with Tomato Sauce

BLOOM COUNTY BY BERKE BREATHED I

Quicm
Bftey

'

umR.'

/ OHm OOP.

WHRTARe YOU

mmNor .^^^

Ahs.^ U

me^..poyouRemMBeR
WHeN I SfilP T'P Love

I

^>'"^<^

poycu Remi^eeRTHfrr
1 5fiip iv cove you
evm IF YOU eecAMe
A BALP
LoeoTOMizep, yeAH.

OUAPRUPLB
(

Am/TEB ? I

poyouwpeR$mnp no. imr
WHYm BRiNom mm 15

THIS UP T TVTAUy
/ jA^OROSd.

Basics Dinner—.

Same thing, Hoomalimali and all

jiii iiii|i|!|ii<|i|iiiiiiiii 1 1 1 1111 iiiri iiiiiri>iJiiiiMii>i!i liiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiii^

Brought to you by: |

j Night Editor Lesley Clark|

T::opy Editor Liz Hettinger f

ILayout Technician Conor Plunkett
j

1 Photo Technician Michelle SegallJ

: Production Supervisor Conor Plunkett §

= Production Karl in Isele, Leslie Nakajima, Mia Rowan, |

i Rob Catalano, Norm, Beatrix, Mike and Donoghue 1
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WHY
FRY?

up to 25 OFF with this ad
use them llQw.orjiext j^e§ r

Le Bon Soleil 253-9454

264 N. Pleasant Amherst

Call for a FREE visit and consultation

inion;poTt3
Balloon Delivery Service

for Mother s Day

sent nationwide, stays

inflated for weeks!
order by Mav 7

413-549-1430
233 N. Pleasant St. Amherst

SiiiiHimiHiniiiiiiimiiHtiiHimiie
S ,,„„ 1W,.UM. round ir.^'ui" S

AMSTERDAM 418

^CARACAS
^NAIROBI

368 I =
999 I s

HONGKONG^^
HONOLUmsK S

i /SYDNEY iv\ 839

[\ rAHiTi Lvx sa9|

'CAIL 253-7524
256-1261

"9 So PlM>4nl SI

1

I

iliiiiniiiiiaiimiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifr

OFF ON EVERY ITEM
IN THE AMHERST
STORE ONLY

THE SOUND COMPANY'S
END OF THE YEAR SALE

* 20% OFF on ail stereo receivers

* 20% OFF on all cassette recorders

* 20% OFF on all TV's and video recorders

* 20% OFF on all car stereos

* 20?/o OFF all furniture

^ 20% OFF all disc players

^ 20% OFF all portable stereos

* 20% OFF all stereo rack systems

|a| ^{^ M ^m^^ SINCE

heSoundCompan
201 N. Pleasant Street 256-0744

Open Thursday and Friday evenings Saturday 10:00 - 5:30 Sunday 12:00 - 5 00

Thursday, May 1, 1986 COLLEGIAN i9

* Gorillas down Dartmouth
to go in the

third. Carr (assisted by Car-

mean) and then Fisk scored

in the fourth period. UMass,
while never in any real

danger, still couldn't shake

the pesky Green.

The officials. Robert
White and Steve Roderick,

did little to help. Calling the

came like they were seeing

lacrosse for the first time,

the refs' frequent whistles

didn't let UMass get into

any flow, but that was no

excuse.

Statistically, UMass had a

huge shot advantage
(46-21), enjoyed a 40-35

groundball advantage and

won nine-of-15 faceoffs

(McGovern was nine-of-14).

UMass was 21-of-26 on

clears and was called for

eight penalties. Dartmouth

made good on only 12-of-23

clears and was caught for

nine fouls. Bayly, the latest

in a row of goalies made to

look like an All-American

by UMass, made 13 saves.

Gorilla Grumblings: The
win wrapped-up the New
England title for UMass, as

the Gorillas finished up
their New England
schedule with a 6-0 mark. .

.senior defenseman Tom
Aldrich left the game with

a recurring bad back, but

will play at Rutgers. Junior

defenseman John Jordan

«mfinu«d/rom page 20

missed his second straight

game, with a bone bruise in

his thigh, but said he hopes

to play at Rutgers, too. .

.UMass hasn't lost to Dart-

mouth over the past 15

years. . .Where does an Ivy

League tuition go? The din-

ing commons, the Gorillas

found out as the team wolf-

ed some excellent food at

Dartmouth. Few were
reminded of the UMass
eating experience.

L.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian QHice CC n3 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thufs 8 45 2 30 Fn • [)H<if1i.np is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash m advance • Phnne nufTit>er FREE

A CICAEETTE CASE

Left Mh fir CC «»M my itM fattwr^
PLEASE can Stave 6^189 or S 1995

REWARD

ACnVlTIES

Fw l>tT>*Mtwy Ltctw: Itwmemnim-
tal Mwliwion "Unfotd Your fuN PoMntwl in

a Natural Way" Thu May 1 7 00 PM Campus
Clr803

In Nuclfar Shadom . film where peopte e«

press feelings arx) commitineril to wmrk

against nuclear war Brown Lounge, Sun
day. May 4. 8 00

WSYL SUff MretiiiK toniglit, 7 pm
166 Bnng dues if you have not paid

CC

AMHERST HOUSE

LsTK* Amherst House on bus route Sum
mar sublet with fall option Cheap rant Call

25»^176B

Kvwa

stereo Svsten - receiver, tape deck.

speakers il7SorB0 Call Zoe S46 4421

AUTO FOR SALE

Civic HaUlibMii 63.000
AM/FM graat ntilaaga vary dapandable
253 2204

1976 VW Bus great body 'interior, n«w ex-

haust/brakes )2150 266 8484

76 Rabbit rebuilt 253 2483

I97;i BMW 80,000 mi runs great, naadt a

little body work eacellent condition 1800 call

nites 253 2813

74 VW Superbeetic - great condition* 1660

546 8115 546^8241

I97S VW Bus good running cortd. Httla rust

asking »1300 549 1685 Frank

77 Chevettf runs good, needs a little work

AM FM Cassette Auto, new Iires J300

549 3951

1976 Saab EMS silver, 2 dr, 4 spd. cloth in-

terior, stereo cassette, (2S00. 546 7151

1976 Rabbit 77.948 miles standard tran.

$250 549 0577 eves

19H0^GB 42^000 miles, mint corKhtion,

garaged during winters. Jensen stereo, one

owner 6,900 00 or best offer 253 7866

74 I>od|re Cornnrt runs great must sell

$600 BO Dave 546 6790

CAN YOU WRITE?

htcnated in JoMmaliam? It's naver to

late to start' Come down to the

Maaaachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

collage daily m New England You can write

about Sports, News, Editorial. Black Af

fairs. Wonwns Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues Whatever your interests, write about

It today in the Collegian We build careers

CAPE COD

Roomnrntea wmntcd to share a great houie
in Hyannis for tfia summer call 256-6789

after five

1 male and I female needed to fill large 4

bedroom house in Hyannis Close to beach.

$900 for %ummai. Call Doug 546 1200

•CASH"

Paying caah for your
Please call Mike 546-6106

baacball cards

DAVE VINDICATOR PORAN

Sorry no ad aa promised You are often at

Newman. It arouses my desires to see you. I

don't eat cocoa puffs will boxtops from
Whoaties do? Let's meet soon S.A

ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

Like new PA 1000 Sharp state of the art

portable typewriter -a truly amazing
machine -you must see what it docs to

believe it> Interested? $1S0 or BO . Call Jen

M 2Se-12S9 or 545^3500

ENTER1 .\INMENT

RACK-A-DI8C ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows.
Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549 7144

ESCORT SERVICE

Escort Service Available 8 p.m. 2 a.rti.

Everyday, anywhere on campus. Play it

safe, call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOR RENT

To sublet 6/1 8/31 2 bdrm apt Sund $340

neg call 665 4223, aft 5

Summer, fall option 2 bedroom low rent

possible reward 665 7093 after 6

1 bedrrmm apt. take over lease $345 inci

all utilities Vi mile from Amherst center, on

bus route 256-6870

Brittany Manor now renting for fall

semester 2S6-8S34

Quiet House! 2 single rooms, walk to

Amfiorst, UMass, on bus route. Summer
w/fall option. 256-6891 or 253 2213

i bedroom Puffton apartment starting

June 1 No roaches, all new kitchen, newly

painted Call Maria at 549 5771

Sublettcrs 237 Puffton Vil furnished call

549-6634 cable pool negotiable price 3

bdrma

2 bedroom Southwood Apartment heat

Included in rant call 253-5206 anytime

WANTED: 3 rransmoking raaponsibia

worrwn to sftare furrMshed 3 tied Puffton

Apt for sumemr or and faH option Ask for

Helen Plaase keep on trying 549-6082

One bedroom available for fertMle m
4 bedroom Rivarglade. Summer/Fall
253^5140

Apartment in renter of Amherst for rant,

summer with fall option Great location, caH

253 2170

SuHuaer witk fall option Four bedroom
Swiss Vi«age apr all utiMwa mckjdad Can
256 1061

Two bedroom apartment 68&'3282

Three single rooms for rent in sumemr
fan option in Swwa Villaga call 2S6-1646 or

549 6670

Puffton Villafe summer sublat w/fall op
tion. one bedroom in a clean 3 tx apt. take it

in June arid il s yours in Sept Call Eileen

and leave rume ar>d numt>er 549 7458

4 bedroom houae in Northampton. $600

plus for Sept
5 bedroom houae m Hadlay, June and Sapt

$825 plus. Fireplace Skibitki Realtors

604 3428

Summer sublet w'fall option. 4 bedroom
house in S Amherst Near bus route

256 0015

2 bedroom apt short laaaa with ttia optiop

for king term Free f>eat and water male or

female M60 a month On t>us route Contact

Rich or Pete 253 0079

I bedroons apt Puffton Village availabk

June 1 must call this week to arrange

Please keep trying Terry 549-6461

I bedroom Southwood townhouae. Grea

coTKlition Take lease Jur>e 1st 256 1821

Roomv. 3 bedroom Sunderland house
garage, only 600-1^

. fall option. 666 7194

Brittanv Manor apartment take over Jun«

1st call 256-1567 It's yours

Non-smokinK housemate needed for fa:

$186 call 665 4676

2 bedroom apt Crestview. Summe
sublet fall option Call 549 7781

FOR SALE

Compatcr Tenaiaal - Talavidao 910 with

modem. »300 or BO 665-8297

Hewlett Packard 12C with calculator cas->

and owner's handt)ook Brand new I don't

know how to use it' Call 546 1280 $80 00 or

80

Comic Books for sale I have the best in-

ventory in Central New Englar>d 90 lOO'^.

runs of X-Men, Spiderman. Avengers, etc

Visit us with a copy of thrs ad £t get a fres

gift worth over $10 retail Located in Mour
tain Farms Mall moxt to Four Theaters Bits

sue store

HI Ford Escort 4 spd hatchback no rust

new tires Stereo *2100 666-4273 eves

Gucci Watcher*2S while supplies last, call

Brian at 6-7480

Quality Furnitnrv at rea80nat>le prices call

Lisa 549-0077

YamahiTDXg 7oand ayntheaiaer $1000 or

80 253 3993 Tim ^
Thermo-Pax copy machine $75. Hanc-

some RCA consc'n TV. 25 inch color »225

tel 584-3491

Womens Schw'--n Bike 19" continent*!

ten speed $110 54J. 'JF'" eves

(rftvernment Hr»me from SI (u repair)

Also delinquent tax property. Call

i*)5-687 6000 ext GH-9616 for info-ma

tion

Brand new tennis rackets Wilson Pro

Staff 4 3/8 $1?0. Head graphite edge. *

3/8, $95. Please call Wayne 546-9422

S«nta Cruz Skateboard good condition

$7G or best offe' call Geoff 586 7845

Large r.-idgt! *tOO. The perfect place to

keep e>*'as bee<s cold' Call 6-8066

80 Sumki GS' shaft drive low miles AF
helmet ; '000 &»<» 6985

Refrigerator e ellent condition 9 cu ft $75

call DebtMO Mai is at 545-61S2

FOUND

Key Ring with two keys and "Nike "
rubber

attachment. Call Jon-. 5 2234

FREE ( RKDIT!

Attention! Future Jr. Srs. A Grade
apply for various credit cards

Thursday May 1st

on the Concourse
•«•••«•»••••«

FREE HOT WATER

Summer sublet, large 4 bedroom house on

Mam St bus across street. 5 minutes to

town, huge living room 6 kitchen best deal

arourid $100 00 nego contact Ansel or Neil

at 253-5813 many benefit

FURNITURE FOR SALE

Bedroom fumitare for aalc great condi-

tion! Great prices' Contact Michale or Cathy

549 6078

HELP WANTED
Work outdoors this summer! Student
Painters is now hiring painters $5-7/hr call

Pau l 549 5898 or Jeff 546 7222 _
V«*««***»«« ••••'••••••••••••••••••••

• Collage Pro Paintert *

• now hiring for good *

• summer jotM throughout '

• New England 5 7 < an hour
• positions filling quickly '

.

• come to our information *

• session on May 1 inlthe *

Campus Center 1 800 424 2468
• (aessiona at 1 30 and 3:30 '

JOBS: Fu« tima/Part time cooks, prap

cooks, dishwashers, receptionists for busy

restaurant Summer and Fall work Apply

Judres. Amfierst

Xerox Operator needed en campaa.
June- August, Monday-Thursday 10-3'

uork'Sludi not rrauirrd Appl.« nowl

Student Note and I'rinlint; Service 401

SUB 545-2271

TTie Course and Tearher Kvaluation

Guide needs two dedicated, organuad

summer workers to be responaible for

preparing the guide for print in the fall Can

didatas must have familianty with data col

lection, strong writing, typing, editing,

preferred typesetting exp Position 30

hrs'wk @ $3 35 summer employment
p<ck up applications 420 Student Union

deadline May 5 at 4 PM The SGA is an

AA/EEO empk>yer

Jewieh Community of Amheret looking

for Sunday School and Hebrew Teachers

for Saptatnbar 1966 Also music teacher

needed Experience with chiWren pratarrad

Call 649-0223 for application

On-Campns. Paid training now for fall part

time Xerox operator positions Work study

not required Apply now Student Note and

Printing Service 401 SUB 545 2271

(ape Cod • Sieve's Ice Cream in Dennis

kxAing for 1 supervisor. $4 50 p'hr and

scoopara, »4 00 p hr apply in Amherst

Full or Part Time *

Asst Manager and Salasparaons *

sertd resume to *

Bel Air Gardens
870 So Mam St

Bellingham, Mass 02019
or call 617 883 7544

• for more info *

Cooka/Prep Cooks part time day or night

shifts available. Apply at Mr. Staak 261 King

St Nortfiampton

Painters Acton Concord Area Exp prefer-

red but not necessary good pay * incen

tives Jeff 6 4064

Movera tS hr for Fri 6/2/86 546-3661

Government Jobs $16,040 (S9.230/yr
Nowhinng Call 1805 687 6000 ext R 9616
for current federal list

Camp Loyaltown. AHRC. 189 Whealley
Road, Brookville. NY 11545 A residential.

recreational camp for mentally retarded in

Hunter, NY. is accepting applications for

summer employment. Write or call 15161

626 1000

•••••••••••••••••••I •••••••••••••*•

Now Hinng Come Today
College Pro Painters

Information Session

Campus Center 804 1 30 and 3.30
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I

Immediate Openinga - front desk clerks

and room cleaners needed at the Campus
Center Hotel. Sumemr employment
guaranteed. Apply at 8th Fkx>r Personnel

Office

Female personal care attendant needed,
hours 5 7 sal. overnights Tu. Thu. Sat &
8.30 am 1 .30 pm Sat £r Sun for interview

call 253-7367

Looking for progreaaive individuals in

terested in organuing a union to raise the

standard of living in the Hotel and

Restaurant industry Wnte ORGANIZE,
P 0. Box 295, Amherst, MA 01004

INTERESTED IN ARTS?

Interested in the Arts - Art Tour given by
Earnest Coulombe and Martha Furman
restricted admittance to 50 people RSVP
ASAP call Betsy Siersma 545 3671 at West
Gallery FASC first call first serve May 6 4 pm
Chancellor's Residence refreshments
foHowina-

LIVE DOWNTOWN!!

2 bedrooms available in nice house right

next to Barts for summer. Rent negotiable

Check it out'"" 256-6064

ix«f

Gold triple herringbone bracelet of great

value vicinity of Boyden Field? Reward' Call

6-1416 after 8 pm

Two-tone blue Spring CB Jacket reward'

Sentimental about it lost 4/28 Tara 549-6861

Lost Loat Lost gold hoop earring please

return reward 549-2636

MARTHA'S VINEYARIi

Wanted; two people to share new apart-

ment in Edgartown Male or female Call

Chris before 10 AM or after 5 PM 549 7175

MOTORCYCLES

1983 Nightkawk 650 12.5k miles

meticulously maintained $1500 546-9437

80 iionda Custom 400. Only 4000 mi., ex-

cellent condition, runs great' Burgundy

w pin stripe, luggage rack, small back, new
brakes, new battery. $660 80 call Steve

256 1370

Honda CM 450 only 6.500 miles. Excellent

cond. new batt tuned up includes 2 helmets

asking $975 call 649-0331 must sell

W8 HondaTiawk good cond. caH Jim

549 5419 asking $625

PERSONALS

Concert Secarity and Stage Crew
Workers needed for the Soutftweat Con-

cert. Compensation includes an official con
cert f-shift, a small lunch, agreat time, and a

post concert bash. Now volunteers must at-

tend the final meeting on Thursday, May 1st

at 7 00 PM in the Hampden Southside
Room (next to MunchiesI Call SWAG at

5-0960 for mora info.

"iilMPORTANT""
If your Recognited Student

* Organiiation wants an FY88 budget
• from tt>e SGA. pick up a packet now
• m 420 Student Union now" Be
* alert '

' Proposals nvill not t>e

• accepted after Wed. May 14 Thoreaftar,
* ilwy wiU be put mttie trash""

SometiieaTfeel like a atreaaUb
Spitfire - Let's go all

Wildwood"

R<" Happy 20lh Birtttday Lova. GR
Commuters: Can't get to the market? We'll

take you there' Saturdays, on the Shopper

Shuttle

ttia way in

Soul. Black Masic. records luaod
programi 50 cents Joe 586 5487 AM/PM

Sigma Kappa Pledges only 3 days left'

Stephen How atXHJt a game of gin? I owe
you everything so wtN cookies compensate?
Happy Birtfiday' Tomato

Southwest Weak continue*

1 .30 Chancellor Duffey
and Kitty Dukakis

at Hampden Court Dedication

3 30 "JaH Hot " Dance Production

at the pyramids

Bands on the pryramids

4 00 Universe

5 108th Route Army

Another Southwest Area
Government Production

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

BEACH PAftTY DANCE
Saturday. May 3 9 pm 1 am
Knowllon Basement, Northeast

••«•••••••••••••••••••••••••*•****

Andy Diakes call me from Broadway, will

ya' You're destined to lie the newest star'

Good luck from MOI

Were you there to see car acciileni 7 pm
January 16. corner Amity and North Pro

spect (near town library!' Leave message

5493505

Burnsie - I must say you have a great pair

of legs for a laxman" Love them Iriah. . you

know who'

(iood will aluavH triumph over evil.

Happy Birthday Nancy L. Hope you have

a great day Love ya James

Suzi Susi Suii the pink cadet, your super

cool kiddo"

Fred - Happy B-day Love, Lea

Support Life oppose abortion, abortkjn is

murder, rally this Friday

Tri-Sig Much thanks for the safe return of

my wallet. M. Weinstain

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

apers, caaes, disaertationa, thcsea, on-

ampus dependable, tow rates, experienc

Id. Nancy 584 7924

ROOMMATES WANTED

rwo roommates needed for apartment

Available June Cheap rent 256 1324

Male roommate wanted for 2 bdrm
townhouae apt $150/mo call 549-0902

Female needed to share 2 tMdroom apt caH

Angela 253 7284

Two roommates wanted to share room in

three bedroom Puffton Apt. call 549-6622

2 male roommates wanted for

Townehouse. Must be responaible and

dean. Call Dawn or Cheryl 549-7464

We need 2 femalea to share our Brittany

Manor apartment next fall call 253-5729

Female roommate needed in scenic

Sunderland apartment. Right on bus route

$150 per month starting Juno 1 fall option

Contact Alida at 665-8697

One~room available in houae in Hadley

summer sublet with fall option. For more in-

fo call Karen or Kelley 549-6040

Looking for 1 quiet female to share a

room in Brandywine Apts call Sharon

549-4698 after 8 PM
2 roommates want--'.! to share bedroom in

Brittany Manor -i. 'tjsr iiegins in Sept

253 3971

Z^^ingies in Puffton now for fall 86 call

256 1039

male roommate wanted to share tiedroom

in Brandywine call 549 5723 or 546 5226

Townehouse have one bedroom open for

one or two roommates call 549-4171

Tovi nehouse female roommate needed for

three bedroom apt Maragret 649 5906

Roommate wanted - for fall & spring m
Cliffside Nonsmoker, will have own room
2560927 leave message for Sunshine

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 Tatoring tS.OO par hour
former grader, consultant Alex 2S6-1239

Typing. Tape transcription. "Fastrac
curate Available almost anytime 666-7662

Perfectionist WortI Processing • $1 50
$2 00/page 25% off first job 649 6178

Tailor for alteration SHAANN'S at mall
564 9362

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING Fast k
curate, cheap. Call before the rush.
549 6819 eves

SUBLETTERS WANTED

Sanuaer aaUet w/fall option 3 rooms
avaitabia in a sunny Mam St apt on bus
route t>ig open rooms sunny deck single

callers welcome call Lesley at 645-3500 days

2S3-2821ava

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

UfagMHa. Swias laattvctMa, Hamp^
ahiw Rtnaas Ckib 286 64M

SUMMER SUBLET

Gt laeatia* Saaact Ave acraoa from Col-

lage Pi»a 4-bdrm 2-t>ath fuH fum 649^1447

for info

2 non-smokers wanted to share furnished

Townehouse apartment with female June 1

- Aug 31 Own room. $120/)no. caH

54»«70e

Townehouse apt available for summar
sublet and fall option 549 4357

Puffton Village two persons to share fur

mshed bedroom pool txis route cfiaap rent

call 549^1888 or 546-6717

2 bedrooms, l^anlern Court, Sunderland
- rent negotiatile call Donna or Kim 549 7127

Summer room at Brittanv caH answering

machine 253 3208

STAY IN SHAPE thi summer suWeTour
Puffton Apt tennis courts and pool Partly

furnished, one bedroom AC Call 549 7792.

ask lor Cheryl or Jen

2 bedroom Brandywine Apt. Completely

furnished Call Christine 549 5632 or Mary
2Sfrie60

Nest to campus 1 bdrm apt at Presidendal

opt available 6 1 8 '31 for summer sublet

call Marty 253 7868 after 1 1 pm

Close to campus! Crestview fumisfied

cheap' Call Amy 6 6661 Karen 6 3266

I bedroom apt fully furnishad, bus rt,

$370 month, utilities incI , or liest offer

June thru Aug ,
Cliffside Apts 665 3088

4 spots available in Sunderland townhouse
cable TV on bus rt rent negotiable 665 3571

Fall option 2 bedroom apt in Bnttany

Manor negotiable rent 253 2831

Brandywine Apt for sumemr sublet caH

Linda 549 4798

ACROSS STREET FROSTCAMPUS!
Need female to share bedroom in house

Provate bathroom, washer / dryer , tiackyard.

deck, close to town Perfect summer home'

Price negotiatile Allison or Sheila 649 6364

Need female non-smnker to sublet one
tiedroom m large two bedroom Squire

Village townhouse June t Aug 31 On bus

route, pool. A/C Karen 666 3740/Nancy
666^4663

Amherst Center 1 liedroom sunny, quiet,

spacious apt rent neg 253 5629

3 housemates needed to share two
bedroom Southwood apt June 1st w/faH

option 256-8061

One bedroom apt Southwood June-

August $200/month - furnished caN nights

256 1875

4 person apt 1 mile from campus Summer
plus fall option. Call 25&1467

w/fali option 1^ large room in 2 bedroom
apt partly furnished non smoking pref. rent

nag 666-8315

Fearing St. beautiful apt 2 bdr, sunny
deck. skylHas, rent neg. caH Natalie

5497127

Brandywine 2 bedroom A/C. pool

negotiable rent Call Richie 549 1648 or

Michelle 546-9564

1 bdrm apt Puffton: sunny, clean, tennis,

pool, close to campus, Ben 546-1191

Rolling Green 3 bedroom air cond. $500

for June Aug includes utilities caH Elyse or

Pam 256-6887 Bnan 545^3117

3 bedroom house - great location near cam
pus up to 5 people prices negotiable

546^9787

I bedroom Swiss Village (June 1 - August

31 ) all utilities included m rent, on bus route,

rent negotiatile call 2S6-8286

Close to campus 2 large, sunny rooms.

Clean, quiet, wooded area 130/room CaH
Lisa 549 7227

Puffton Village 2 bdr. 2 baths, furnished,

clean and reasonable 549-7728

Brandywine Apt partly furnished caH

David 549 6670 pnce negotiable

On l^orth Pleasant St yeflow house on hill

across the street from campus Two people

wanted for double room $135 per month

House includes washer, dryer, microwave,

cable and more Call Holly of Judy 549 7377

Next to campus large house with dog 4

rooms available price negotiable call jeff

549 0814

(iraduate student needed for South
Amherst house, bus route, own room rent

negotiable. June 4 August 31, Phil 253 9043
evenings

Summer sublet - furnished townhouse
apartment very reasonable price call even

ings 6 8273 or 6 8275

Summer sublet • Fall option Southwood
apt. 2 bdrm great rent bus route 256 1588

2 bedroom apt $3db/month w/fall option

Terry 646 0678

w/fall option; Swiss Village, furnished; 1

.

2, or 3 bedrooms (singlesi 256 1318

Ideal Location - spacious apt. 1st floor

house, 1 minute walk to campus and town
call Anita after 10 PM 256 8402

Southwood townhouse 2 bedroom, fuHy

furnished, cable TV cheap 253-3671

2 br Townehouac apt fully furnishad call

Andy 549-6014^

No more dirty trips to the laundry!! Free

unlimited use of washer and dryer included

in this spacious 3 bedroom luxury stioda

Poaaibia fall option 266^)062

Nice Brandywine Apt June-Aug rant

negotiable 549 1935 caH now

Roiling (ireen apartment has four

bedrooms for summer sublet at $100 each

inclusive 2566637 ______
Puffton Village 2 bedrooms 1 fumiohad

available for summar. Grant kxation Pam or

Karen 649 1616

Two bedroom ton nhouae available June 1

with fall option on bus 'oute m Sunderland

must see caH 666 7951

Starting June 1st, with foil option. 3

bodroom Norttiwood Apt Great bus aar

vice, pool, hot water included. AC. cheap
tor single occupants, $396 * util nagot

66&4647

2 bedroom Southwood apt for rant with

fall option Nw carpeting b fndga 6
dishwasher 2S& 1451

Two bedroom Townehouse price

negotiable, call 646 8125 Michelle or

646 8129 Jane for more info

Brandywine 2 bedroom fulN fur

rent negotiable 649 4186

3 bedroom house in Amherst on ttia bus
route Call anytime 256 0646

2 housemates needed: own room, cloaato

campus. faH option. June 1 August 31.

$150/month • utilities call Carl or Pradip

549 3839

Northampton Center aummat subtal 3

rooms availatile in a single family house
Queit neighborhood, lots of room,

washer dryer $476 per room caH even

ings ' mornings 584 6425

Swiss Village 4 bedroom apt on tiia Una ex-

tremely negotiable take any or oH rooms
June 1 Aug 31 faH option poaaibia caM

6 9678 anytime keep trying

SWnt'H TO TOWNEHOUSE

Attention: anyone interasted in swapping a

Brandywine for a Townehouse lease caH to

day" Suianne 549 5543 or Kathy 649 5990

THE UMASS CHE.SS CHAMPIONSHIP

Begins at noon on Sat, Ma.v .1 in tfie CC
over $800 awarded at all skill levels trophy

to lop man, woman, in Sylvan NE FREE ad

vance entry to Umass students lor info. caH

Joe at 5^0341. 253 5781

TO SUBLET

I bedrm $I3.'> month, m, ius<ve Juna thru

Aug 666 4388
.

Spacious one bedroom apartment for

summei sublet with fall option Is on the bus

route and within walking distance from

campus in the Presidential Apartment com
plex Rent is $360.00 per month. Call

6494122

Summer sublet furnisfied Townehouse
apartment reasonable price call evenings

549 5868

I or 2 bcdrooMS with 4 bedroom faH option

in Amharat please caH after 10 256-8669

Looking for a 2 bedroom apt? Sutilet 1

room for summer take lease in Sept

686-7119. after 6

2 bedroom Rrandvwine apt for aummar
sublet call 646 6896 or 646 6699

Sublet/fail option Crestview 1 bdrm apt

carpel AC. storage, bus. 10 r^in waK to

UMass 5494369

Summer aublet completely furnished

Townehouse apt vary reasonabia call

549-1901

I.,arge apartment one mile from campna
lias rooms available for summer sublet plus

2 fall options rent neg call 549 6436

2 aummer aublet f fall option in 2

bedroom apt in town female nonsmoker for

fall 253 37«
Arc you living in Amherat this summer?
Sublet our 2 bdrm townhouse apartment

June 1 Sapt 1 $350/mo call 253 3122

2 persona needed for 3 bedroom Puffton

Apt w/fall option to stiare large bdrm
$127 50 Craig 649 2804

Gorgeous 3 br apt in Sunderland sumemr
sublet w/faH option 560 * /mo 6864184

2 person pleasure palace for sublet right in

SIDowntown. Fantastic location. Call

256^)235

TRAVEL

Macy's, Madam Liberty and the Met.

See NYC. may 3. Contact the commuter
area government 546-2146

WANTED

(iratrfnl Dead Desperately seeking tapes

of Spring '86 tour Lets trade, have lots of

tapes plus soundboards from Berkeley 6/85

646 7821

Two bedroom apt wanted for Juna 1 in

Amherst 649 4842

2 internal frame backpacks and light-

weight sleeping bags call evenings 549 4927

Beth

IdeaJinlic couple seeking 1 bnedroom apt

in Amherst /Northampton Please call Heidi

after 11 pm 546^4464

WAIVTKD - RIDE TO AMHERST

PIcaac take me back to Amherst on Sun-

day (afternoon, evening, or night) May 4

from LI or NYC Call Larissa at 549 4674

(before 5 pm on Fril or 1616) 643 5648 Ion

Sat or Sun) wiH sliare expanses

WANTED TO RENT

Frooma wanted on boelinc (around MOO
without utilities) please call Sue at 256^1446

WE HAVE A LEASE!

How much is our Rolling Green
worth? CaH 2S3 5403 after 7 PM
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SPORTS
UMass seeks A-10 playoff title
Softball in NJ
to face Temple
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.-If you

believe in jinxes, hexes, or plain bad luck,

don't bother to read on any further.

But if you think that kind of stuff is just

a crock of beans and doesn't mean a thing,

then you share the opinion of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts softball team, as

they prepare for the opening round of the

Atlantic-10 championships.

The Minutewomen, ranked 19th in the

nation and regular season A 10 cham-

pions, will face Temple University today

at 2 p.m. at Rutgers University, and will

be looking to finish better than they have

the past three years.

In 1983 and 1984, UMass was regular

season champions and was the top seed

going into the four-team tourney. Both

times, the Minutewomen finished a disap-

pointing third place, and also finished

third last season when it wasn't sure if

they would make the tournament at all.

This season is different, as are the at-

titudes among the Minutewomen.
"The kids are really pumped up for

this," head coach Elaine Sortino said. "All

we have to do is play our game. We have

to play defense, hit the ball, and get good

work out ofour pitchers. There really isn't

anymore to it than that."

By sweeping the University of Rhode
Island on Tuesday, the Minutewomen cap-

tured the top seed in the tourney. URI is

seeded second, with Rutgers and Temple

seeded third and fourth resj)ectively. The
following is a capsule of regular season

results against the other tournament

seeds:

URI (26-21-1 overall, 64 in the con-

ferencehThe Minutewomen were 8-0, 21
victors over the Rams on Tuesday, as

UMass clinched the conference title. URI
looked lost in the opener, committing five

errors and were constantly kept off

balance by the pitching of senior left

bander Lynn Stockley. The Rams made
things close in game two, but only because

UMass had trouble hitting the slower

than normal pitching ofURI hurler Cathy

Bade. If the seedings hold true to form,

UMass and URI will probably meet for

the championship on Saturday. UMass
pounded URI game one starter Chris

Ashburn for 11 hits.

Rutgers (26-12-2, 7-3):The Lady
Knights managed to gain a split with

UMass on April 12, dropping the opener

4-0 and taking the nightcap 3-1. Stockley

was the winner in game one, tossing a

one-hit shutout for what was then the

ninth consecutive shutout thrown by the

UMass pitching staff.

Temple (19-17, 64):UMass faced Tem-

ple the following day on April 13 in the

second of back-to-back weekend
doubleheaders. Another split was the

result, as Stockley blanked the Lady Owls

3-0 on a four-hitter in game one.

The second game loss to Temple was the

last conference game the Minutewomen

lost.

Also at stake for the Minutewomen is

a national tournament bid. A tournament

championship would solve the issue on

the spot, as the Minutewomen would be

the top seed coming out of the northeast

region of the NBAA division national

tourney. A loss anywhere along the line

wouldn't necessarily kill UMass tourney

hopes, as the Minutewomen are still the

number one team in the Northeast.

UM sidesteps
Dartmouth, 8-3
Gorillas go 9-2
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

HANOVER. N H. The University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team won't have to

worry about being tired when they face

Rutgers on Saturday after sleepwalking

past Dartmouth College, 8-3 yesterday.

The Gorillas improved to 9-2, but didn't

look impressive in doing so against a Big

Green team that fell to 2-11. The UMass
defense was excellent, but the offense con-

tinued to shoot like they were afraid to hurt

the goalie, continually firing into Phil Bay

ly's feet or directly into his chest or stick.

"I'm disappointed, I really thought we'd

have a better game than this," said UMass
coach Dick Garber. "The effort was there,

we were trying, the execution is what was

absent."

Dartmouth, a team that has lost to three

Division 3 teams fWilliams, Guilford and

Middlebury) and beaten only a Division 3

((Georgetown) and the worst Division 1

team (Boston College), actually had UMass
caught in a 2-2 tie after one quarter.

The Gorillas opened the scoring when
sophomore attackman Kelley Carr (three

goals and one assist to break a recent

slump) dodged his way to the goal and beat

Bayly with 6:13 left in the first quarter.

Senior midfielder Greg Fisk made it 2-0,

taking a Carr feed and firing in a blast with

5:18 to go.

But Dartmouth answered right back.

John Van Slyke (who scored all three

Green goals, all of which were assisted by

Rob Cote) took advantage of an unsport-

smanlike conduct penalty on Seamus
McCrovern to ripa shot past Gorilla goalie

Sal LoCascio with 4:06 left. Van Slyke

scored again, trickling a low shot by

LoCascio with 1:44 to go.

LoCascio played a strong game after that.

Making 12 saves, the freshman and his

defense (especially CJerry Byrne. Adam
Rodell and Matt Woods) kept UMass in the

game, like they did against St. John's, Yale

and Harv£u-d earlier this season.

The UMass offense is down to 11.2 goals-

per-game, 8.8 over the last five games. The
CJorilla defense, meanwhile, is allowing a

stingy 6.6 gpp while LoCascio's personal

mark is 6.0. Over that same five-game

span, UMass has held opponents to 5.4 gpp.

"It's a trend that scares me," said

Garber. "Eventually, the defense isn't go-

ing to have a great day and we'll be in trou-

ble. We've got some great shooters, they

just don't shoot well in the game. I wish I

could tell you what the problem is, because

then I'd tell the players."

Saturday night's game at Rutgers will

determine the Crorillas' playoff future. A
win over the ninth-ranked Scarlet Knights

could put UMass in, a loss means the

Gorillas must beat second-rsuiked Syracuse

at home the week after.

Back to Dartmouth, unfortunately. The
second period saw UMass run off three

goals to take a 5-2 halftime edge. Carr

(assisted by Fisk), junior attackman Greg
Cannella and then junior middie Doug
Musco (assisted by Tom Carmean) all not-

ched goals.

Senior middie Rick Abbott went one-on-

one 2:43 into the third period, and UMass
had a commanding 6-2 advantage. But the

(iorillas were unable to build on that lead.

With Dartmouth double-teaming Carmean
(who didn't score a goal for the first time

in his collegiate career), the UMass offense

sputtered and continued to let the defense

bail them out.

Van Slyke made it 6-3 with 34 seconds

continued on page 19
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Colle^an photo by Paul Desmarais

Freshman goalie Sal LoCascio made 12 saves as UMass beat Dartmouth,
8-3 yesterday in New Hampshire.

Minutemen lose Amherst bragging rights, 7-6
By 1 ^TT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Amherst College needed 1 1 innings, but the Lord Jeffs

continued to hold on to Amherst bragging rights,

defeating the University of Massachusetts baseball team,

7-6 at Lorden Field yesterday.

The Jeffs got 8 2/3 solid innings from starter Ron Ray-

mond and a strong relief performance from John Nim-

mons, who got the win, to post the victory over the

Minutemen. UMass sophomore outfielder Matt Sheran

homered in the first inning to run his consecutive-game

hitting streak to 21 games.

Steve Allen was the starter for UMass with Jeff Jensen

(1-1) eventually taking the loss in relief

"I'm disappointed," UMass manager Dick Bergquist

said. "Our hitting was alright but I thought we could have

done better. Their starting pitcher spotted the ball well

and the fact that he hung in so long is a credit to him."

Amherst, 15-6 1, pushed across the winning run in the

11th when Paul Foye doubled to left-center and later came

around on Randy Jackson's single to left.

The only reason the game even went into extra innings

was because of a controversial call by home plate umpire

Dave Tabin in the ninth inning.

The Minutemen, 15-18, had the bases loaded with two

outs when Sean Flint hit a foul tip with two strikes. The
game appeared to be over and the Amherst team swarm-
ed out onto the field. Tabin ruled, however, that catcher

Bill Kane had trapped the ball so it was not a third strike.

Nimons, now 3-2 after getting the win, proceeded to throw

a wild pitch and Rob Holiday scored to tie the game.

"That was a horrendous call," said Nimons. "Bill caught

the ball. It was the worst call I've ever seen."

Amherst jumped out to a 3-0 lead in the first inning.

Sheran answered with a solo homer to pull UMass to 3-1

after one inning but Amherst tallied twice more in the

third to make it 5-1.

The Minutemen scored once in the fourth and a two-run

blast over the centerfield fence by Jeff" Cimini in the fifth

inning made it 5-4. Darrin O'Connor homered in the

seventh to tie the score but Mike Thaxton scored on Fred
Woody's single in the eighth to give Amherst a 6-5 lead.

"I thought both umpires had tough games," said

Amherst manager Bill Hurst. "The field umpire missed
two calls, also. Jackson came through for us again, though.
It was a big win."

Minuteman Mutterings: Ken Greer pitched 4-1/3 in-

nings of relief for the Minutemen, allowing just one
unearned run. . .The two calls that Hurst referred to were
also contrevorsial. In the top half of the fourth, Thaxton
walked and was picked off on a play in which he was ap-

parently back safely. In the UMass half of the fourth. Jay
Zerner doubled to right center but tried to stretch the hit

into a triple. The throw apparently had him by a good
three steps but field umpire Steve Murray said Foye miss-

ed the tag and Zerner had himself a triple.

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:
Today:

Softball: First Round of Atlantic 10 tournament,
Rutgers University.
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The UPC will collect food for the needy

at the pond concert. Page 3

Brown-nose politics and UMass' com-

mencement. Page 7.

SoftbaU opens its league tournament with

a victory. Page 18.
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Heavy turnout reported
in unionization vote

CoU«gian photo by Nick Sokoioff

GRAND ENTRANCE—
A member of the

UMa88 Parachute Club

falls out of the sky
yesterday, toward
Metawampe lawn near

the Campus Center.

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

Turnout was heavy yesterday in an In-

ternational Worker's Day election that will

determine whether 1,100 University of

Massachusetts professionals will unionize,

and if so which of two unions will represent

them.
State labor relations officials said results

will be released by 5 p.m. today.

About 700 ballots were cast at Memorial

Hall, according to Shirley DeMarco of the

state Labor Relations Commission. 886

employees at UMass-Amherst were official-

ly eligible to vote.

Voting took place simultaneously at the

Amherst and Boston campuses. UMass-

Boston human services director David Ed

mond, who facilitated the election there,

said Boston had "a very good turnout"

among its 250 eligible voters.

DeMarco said voting "was very heavy

this morning and at lunch we had a good

turnout. There haven't been the lulls we
expected ... it's been very steady all day."

Her words were borne out by a thin but

constant stream of people entering the

building, some of them wearing union

buttons.

Inside the voting room, two tables were

staffed by observers from the labor commis-

sion; the state Board of Regents of Higher

Education; and the competing unions, the

Union of Professional Employees of the

Massachusetts Teachers Association and

the Office and Professional Employees In-

ternational Union.

DeMarco said observers challenged about

60 of the 700 ballots cast. Most challenges

came from the commission because some

continued on page 5

('oll«inaii pkolo by Nick S«k«l«fl

REFERENDUM RESULTS
The votes on four of six referenda put

to UMass undergraduates two weeks ago

were counted late Wednesday night by

volunteers at the Undergraduate Student

Senate meeting. Two questions concern-

ing the MaBsachusetts Public Interest

Research Group were decided April 15,

but the others had remained uncounted

due to a lack of student government

volunteers. Final results are as follows:

The Union Program Council won a $3

increase in the Student Activities Fee to

support its concert programs, 1.686 to 413.

On the same question, the Distinguish-

ed Visitors Program won a fee hike of

$1.50 to bring speakers to campus, 1,624

to 509.

Students said they wanted the increas-

ed Fine Arts Center Fee to pay for con

cert staging, not summer programs, 1 ,669

to 603.

Voters objected to a $97 annual student

fee, starting in 1997, to pay for a sports

arena at UMass. 1,110 to 835.

They also objected to using an increase

in the athletic fee for printing

nonstudents' tickets to games, 1,625 to

485.

Columnist: 'Superwomen' do not change society
Goodman says that

flexibilty is needed

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff"

A Boston Globe columnist last night

called for changes in the public, private

and corporate spheres to end the need

for "superwomen."
"This generation is going to find that

there are limits to the kind of success

you can dress for," Ellen Goodman told

500 people in the Campus Center

Auditorium.
Goodman described a superwoman

as a woman who feeds her 2.2 children

a nutrional breakfast, sends them to

school, goes to her $50.000-a-year job,

comes home and runs six miles, spends

a quality hour with her children, cooks

a Julia Child dinner and then spends

the evening enriching her meaningful

relationship with her husband, before

they go to bed where she is

multiorgasmic until dawn.

She said this type of woman has

emerged because she does not ask for

a different type of society. She is a

woman who "has changed without

upsetting society or upsetting men."

This is a "lopsided" change because

women have received equal respon-

sibility without equal rights, she said.

It is easier to get into politics, than

to change the political system, or to

win status in men's jobs (such as a doc-

tor or lawyer) than to achieve status

for women's jobs (such as a teacher or

social worker), Goodman said.

There is also a "lingering inflexibili-

ty" in the workplace, she said, calling

for more flexible hours and day care.

A source of the failure to change is

the continuing need for the

characteristics usually ascribed to

women such as caring and nurturing.

The use of the term narcissism is a

response to this demand on women, she

said.

"It isn't a coincidence that when men

sought achievement, we called it suc-

cess and when women did it we called

it narcissism," Goodman noted.

Though the changes in society have

left many men unsure of themselves,

men have to make a committment to

examine their values and attitudes,

she said.

"Women have come as far as they

can without help," she said, "A lot of

men would prefer to be married to

superwomen. . .so would a lot of

women," she added, drawing laughter

from the audience.

She urged an end to "the conspiracy

of silence" between the sexes. Men and

women have to talk to each other about

the issues of work and family "before

it is too late," she said.

Women often don't "put all the cards

on the table" as far as their ideas about

work and marriage are concerned, she

said, so "the men feel they've made a

contract for one women and get

another."

Collegian photo by Brian Guamotta

Columnist Ellen Goodman

Fifth annual gay rights march is tomorrow
^^ ^ Diaz, a member of the Pride Plannii

Organizers expect about 1,000 people to participate

tomorrow in the fifth annual Lesbian and Gay Pride

March and subsequent rally in Northampton.

The participants will start the march at noon from Lam-

pon Park in Northampton and will walk about one mile

to Pulaski Park. "The whole march will then file into the

park for the rally [at 1 p.m.)," said Mark Grzebien, an

employee of the University of Massachusetts and a

member of the UMass Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual

A 1 1 1nnpp

"It keeps growing and growing every year," Grzebien

The Boston Gay and Lesbian instrumental band and

Erica Thome, aJesbian dancer, will perform. Gay com-

"This is one of the catalysts that brings

many people out of the closet.

"

— Mary Diaz, march organizer

munity activists scheduled to speak include Margaret

Cerullo, a member of the Gay and Lesbian Defense com-

mittee in Boston, who will lecture on gay parenthood.

Comedienne Kieshya Salka will emcee the event.

The Gay Men's Alliance and Lesbian Alliance of Hamp
shire College will hold a dance tomorrow night at the Red

Barn.

"We had 250 people last year from UMass," said Mary

Diaz, a member of the Pride Planning Committee. She

said the same number of participants from the Universi-

ty is expected to turn out this year.

"This is one of the catalysts that brings many people

out of the closet," Diaz said.

Grezebien said, "We usually have problems with the

town government but they managed to push the march
through."

Diaz said a bookstore in the city which sells lesbian and

gay periodicals is usually the object of threats during the

week of the march, and this year is no exception.

However, she said all in all, "It's still fun; we get to yell

and scream and what not," Diaz said.

.

- JEANETTE DeFORGE
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'Accident is not over
f
Friday, May 2, 1986

MOSCOW (AP) - The
Soviet Union told a nervous

world Thursday that radia-

tion from the nuclear plant

disaster was decreasing, but

one of its diplomats said

other countries should not

relax because the "accident

is not over."

The Kremlin presented a

calm face, rejecting offers of

help from the United States

and other countries, but an
international bone-marrow
transplant organization
said its offer to aid victims

had been accepted.

Traditional May Day
parades were held as usual.

including one in Kiev, the

Ukranian city of 2.4 million

only 80 miles from the Cher-

nobyl power plant where a

reactor caught on fire Fri-

day. State television show-
ed colorfully dressed folk

dancers performing there.

The cause of the accident

has not been revealed, but

Soviet radiation expert
Pavel Ramzaev said when
asked Thursday if it was a

meltdown of the reactor

core: "I suppose that is so."

There were conflicting

reports about whether the

reactor fire had been ex-

in-tinguished. U.S.

telligenc€j sources had said

Wednesday in Washington
that it still raged and could

burn for weeks.

Vitaly Churkin, second

secretary of the Soviet Em-
bassy in Washington, testi-

fying before a House of

Representatives sub-

committee Thursday, was
asked whether the fire had
been put out. He said, "I

don't know," and added:

"The accident is not over

with. That is clear. We have

not told other countries that

everything is OK and they

can relax."

Sanctuary activists found guilty
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - A U.S. District

Court jury on Thursday found six sanc-

tuary movement activists guilty of con-

spiring to smuggle aliens into the United

States illegally. Five other defendants

were acquitted of the same charge.

The defendants also faced a variety of

other felony and misdemeanor charges.

Three of the 1 1 were found innocent on

all counts, including James A. Corbett, a

founder of the sanctuary movement.
A second founder of the movement, the

Rev. John M. Fife III, 45, was convicted

of conspiracy.

The jury of nine women and two men
had deliberated for more than 47 hours

over nine days since receiving the case

April 17.

The trial itselfhad lastedjust under six

months.
Fife, a Presbyterian minister, also was

convicted of two misdemeanor counts of

aiding and abetting, and a felony charge

of transporting an alien. He was acquit-

ted ofa misdemeanor count of aiding and
abetting illegal entry of an alien.

The three people found innocent of all

charges were Corbett, Wendy LeWin, 26,

Phoenix, and Nena MacDonald, 38, of

Lubbock Texas.

During their deliberations, jurors had
asked only one question of substance of

U.S. District Court Judge Earl H. Carroll
— for a transcript of a brief, secretly

recorded conversation, which they receiv-

ed last week.
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SUN & FUN * KIDS & CAMPING ** ** SWIMMING & BOATING **

** OUTDOOR LIVING **

Camp Timber Trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout Camp
in the Berkshires, is looking for staff people. . .

** COUNSELOR -IN-TRAINING DIRECTOR **

(Must have good camping, teaching & leadership skills)

•* EQUESTRIAN UNIT LEADER/INSTRUCTOR **

** ASSISTANT EQUESTRIAN DIRECTOR **

(Must have good riding & teaching skills)

** ASSISTANT WATERFRONT DIRECTOR **

(W.S.I, required)

** UNIT LEADERS **

(General camping skills)

Call or write; Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158, Tolland, Mass 01034

413-258-4592
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case

NEW!
Miller Draft i2oz bonies $10.99 +$1.20

V^.99 + .30 6 pack

Bailantine Beer 12 pack cans $3.69 + eo

DUSCn 12 oz. cans vi#-S/t) +$1.20

Miller Lite 12 oz cans $10.99 +$120

Carling 12 pack cans $4.00 + $1.20

Labatts Ale and Beer 12 ozbomes $11.50 +$1.20

Just Past U.Mass Stadium - 253-5595
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UPC collecting
foods at concert
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

Students attending the Union Program Council's spring

concert by the campus pond May 11 will be asked to

donate canned foods to Jessie's House, a shelter for the

homeless in Northampton, according to Lance Foley,

talent coordinator for UPC.
Foley said he conceived the idea while "sitting around"

the UPC office. "I just kind of threw it out. We talked

about it a little bit," he said.

"We are not trying to do a Live Aid kind of thing," Foley

said, ju.st to provide UMass students with an opprtunity

to "help people that are less fortunate." He stressed that

donations will not be considered an admission charge to

the free concert.

Brad Ferris, UPC business manager, said he is hopeful

that students will make donations.

"If we get anything, it will be a success for the first year.

More than 1,000 [donations] would be fantastic," Ferris

said. "It's just one of those things where every little bit

helps."

Ferris said about 8,000 people attended last year's

concert.

Priscilla White, director of Jessie's House, said she an-

ticipates that many of the concert-goers will make
contributions.

"People really want to help," she said. "They just don't

know how to go about doing it."

White said she hopes UPC's initiative becomes a tradi-

tion. Donations will be shared with other area shelters,

she added.

Another UMass group, Students Against Hunger, is

planning a "Mass Aid" benefit concert to help the hungry

in Massachusetts, to take place next fall.
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A CLASS ACT — Senior Paula Connor, left, vacuums while classmates Mary Greene, Dayna
Nepiarskly and Amy Hoffman scrape a baseboard last night as part of "Mass Transforma-

tion," a volunteer senior class project to renovate the 12th floor of the Tower Library. The
project will continue until Sunday afternoon.

Disabilities still not addressed
adequately, despite progress

By JOHN C. SHEEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

A panel of a mobility-impaired person,

a blind person and a deaf person Wednes-

day night attracted about two dozen peo-

ple to the last event of Disability

Awareness Day, as the three assessed the

progress of the disability rights

movement.
Susan Patch of the Massachusetts Com-

mision for the Blind spoke of her ex-

perience growing up without eyesight.

"No one thought about integrating

disabled people when I was in high

school," she said. "Public high school was

not an option for me ... But compared to

what we had, we have a lot."

Patch and the commission work to find

jobs for blind people, whose unemploy-

ment rate is about 15 percent.

Chris Palanes, from the state Office of

Handicapped Affairs, said the disability

rights movement was an outgrowth of

other movements of the 1960s.

"The real impetus was the other

political movements. The black, women's

and gay rights movements started and

eventually the disabled picked up on these

movements."
However, the disability movement

developed more slowly, Palanes said,

because "it's harder for disabled people to

develop a positive sense of self-identity.

I don't particularly enjoy a spinal cord in-

jury and appreciate that fact," Palanes

said.

The third member ofthe panel, Christen

Johnson, a University of Massachusetts

undergraduate and Miss Deaf
Massachusetts, addressed the problems of

the deaf.

"For many years a good part of the

world labeled us deaf and dumb. They us-

ed to think deaf people were mentally

retarded, but today people have accepted

the deaf culture. We have values and

language," she said, speaking in sign

language through an interpreter.

At UMass, which has eight deaf

students, Johnson said many services

needed by the deaf are not provided.

Audience members with physical

disabilities concurred that their needs are

often neglected.

Jane Fraser, a first-year student, said,

"As a whole, the services I have received

as a disabled person have been inade-

quate. I went to my first year of high

school in a library, and they used me as

an excuse to get an elevator they should

have had five years before. But there was
nothing I could do."

Disability Day also featured two
workshops and a demonstration of the

wheelchair ramps on a UMass Transit bus

parked outside the Student Union
Building. The events were organized by

Abilities Unlimited, an advocacy group

formed in 1984 for disabled students.

Lisa Riskin, president of the group, said

Amherst is a haven for many people with

disabilities. But she added, "Some bar-

riers on campus prevent people from

entering certain buildings and majors.

"Society has placed very negative

stereotypes on disabled people and this

campus carries them over," she said.

Funding could come
through in package

( oUrgian photo by Mirhelle Sefall

Chris Palaines, Susan Patch and Christine Johnson, left to right, par-

ticipated in Disability Awareness Day yesterday.

By NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

State Sen. John W. Giver, D Amherst,

told the Faculty Senate yesterday that the

University of Massachusetts could still

receive the funding it needs, if the request

were made in the context of a long-range

plan.

"I would like to see it in terms of a direct

five-year plan laid out," he said. "I would

hope to be able to come back here five years

from now in a situation to be able to say

that this was clearly recognizable as the

best public university in the east, and
recognized internally."

Olver said that "what started out as a

very creative 'Funding for the Future' pro-

posal" from UMass became one "you could

hardly recognize" when the budgetary pro-

cess was complete. "That $18.3 million

dollars, which was very specific, had

become a $19 million proposal on the part

of the governor." with different elements.

such as parts of the previous year's re-

quests, added m and most of the current re-

quests whittled down.
The problem, he said, was that the $19

million figure was "very difficult to refute."

"I, for one, saw enormous promise in the

'Funding for the Future' proposal," Olver
said, and said he was "personally convinc-

ed" the state leadership "could be sold" the

five-year proposal.

The senate later unanimously passed a

motion which urged that certain items be

given the "highest possible priority and be
included in the FY 1988 state budget re-

quests."

Included on the list were the University

Library, the General Education plan, the

junior year writing program, additional

faculty positions and building
maintenance.
The senate also approved 1 1 graduate

courses, some bylaw changes and revisions

to the academic calendars for 1987-88 and
198990.

Groups generate diplomacy
Diplomacy among nations can be realiz

ed through the exchange of ideas between

non-governmental groups and political

systems, a sociology professor from Dart-

mouth College said Wednesday night.

Elise Boulding, who served on the Board

of Commissioners for the National Peace

Academy, said nongovernmental organiza-

tions, which include scientist, teacher,

religious and other groups, are 'diplomatic

generating' because members may use

their skills to move freely among the

realms of the United Nations and the

nation-state systems.

"The UN and nation-state rely on this

[nongovernmental] community," Boulding

said, referring to these organizations.

According to Boulding, the nation-state

system relies on an intergovernmental

structure of treaties and the UN relies on

many outlets of expertise and information.

Yet it is the people in the non-

governmental organizations who hold the

power because they 'contribute to interna-

tional security by introducing competence'

in their fields, she said.

To move toward diplomatic and political

action, rather than military action,

Boulding said individuals should reshape

their identities. Instead of belonging to a

national group of scientists or teachers,

Boulding said people should belong to an
international network of people in similar

fields.

She said, "Peace research tries to

discover ways to get to the bargaining table

without war."

Boulding's lecture was sponsored by the

Five College Program in Peace and World
Security Studies.

- LISA DIMEO

*Shoah' on campus next week
A nine-hour film on the Holocaust which

will be shown on campus next week has
been called a "remarkable documentary"
by Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, who out-

bidded a Northampton movie house to

bring it to the University.

Shoah will be screened next Sunday
through May 11 in Bowker Auditorium.

The film is divided into two segments,

which will be shown separately.

"It's unusual that a film in the com-

merical market, more or less, has the

special quality of human emotions," said

Duffey, who refused to say how much
money he offered for the movie.

French filmmaker Claude Lanzman in-

terviewed Holocaust survivors and others

at the sites of concentration camps where
more than six million Jews were killed.

The presentation is part of Holocaust

Memorial Week, sponsored by a coalition

of Jewish and other campus groups.

Workshops concerning Shoah wil be of-

fered after the May 5 and 8 showings, 7:30

to 10 p.m. in Campus Center 803.

Organizers will also be at Bowker to

discuss the film after each showing.

Ticket prices are $15 for general admis-

sion, $10 for non-UMass college students

and $5 with UMass identification. Tickets

are on sale at the Fine Arts Center Box
OfTice.

- CAROL TANNENBAUM
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Erika Thome, a dancer whose per-
forances dramatize gay and lesbian life,

will present a solo show at 8 p.m. today in

Bartlett Hall Auditorium. Thome's dance
style features emotional and athletic

movements, audience participation and
improvisation.

Reed Ide and Gerry Scoppettuolo will

present Vietnam, Stonewall and Beyond,
a presentation of their experiences of 20
years of political/gay activism, at noon today

in room 413 of the Student Union Building.

Subjects will include the 1967 Pentagon
blockade, ways to beat the draft, and "choos-

ing the right mantra"
Sigma Theta Tau, the international

honor society, will induct 27 nurses during

a ceremony at 7 p.m. today in Memorial Hall.

iK election^ tmmm^tmmmcontinued from page 1

voters were not on a list compiled by the

University. No estimate was available of how many
ballots were challenged in Boston.

All the ballots were to be counted at the commission's

offices in Boston, where DeMarco said the challenged

votes will be reviewed by the commission, the regents and
the unions. She added, "The ones we can't resolve will

only be counted if none of the sides get a majority."

There were three options on the ballot: UPE/MTA,
OPEIU or "no employee organization." If none of the op-

tions wins more then 50 percent a runoff will be held bet-

ween the top two vote-getters.

UPE organizer Bing Carey said the heavy turnout

"definitely improves our chances," but stressed, "there's

a huge unknown vote there." Carey had predicted "no
union" would win but that UPE/MTA would finish ahead
of OPEIU.
OPEIU has estimated it would win a clear majority.

Organizer Simon Keochakian said yesterday, "I have no

reasons to think our projections have changed."
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EXAM ALERT!
Workshop

Time & Stress

Management Skills

Monday, May 5 7-8:30

CC805
Sponsored by

Mental Health Division

of UHS

THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

DiNt'^c.tive fcjofl .jru) '-irir\k

sToer

CINEMA
Friday - Saturday

Life of Brian

noon to 6:00 PM on the

Southwest Fields

Rain Location: Student Union Ballroom

FREE ADMISSION

7:00

8:40

10:10

Holy Grail

The Meaning of Life

Sunday - Tuesday
Sunday Matinee

Charlie Brown Movies 1:00

Misltima 7:00

Women of the Dunes 9:

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-542b

What's New. . .Peter Pan's

Hew York City Service!
If you r^j New York. .

.

Peter Pan's New Low Fares!

10 trips daily to New York City from Amherst, One-Way $22.98,

Round-Trip $38.98

8 trips daily from Horthampton, One-Way $21.80, Ronnd-Trip $34.98

Peter Pan has expanded daily express service between points in New England and New
York City for business, shopping, or just for fun! You'll love Peter Pan's lowest fares, plus

the comfort of Peter Pan's deluxe motorcoaches.

Ton'll Lovt Our S«rvic«l

V' r sch<-du!e.s and fare information, contact In Amherst 256 043 1» In Northampton 586 1030

Tha VtopU ProftMlsuli

79 S>. .•:. t .••i.sanl StPf^el. Amhtrsl. MA
1 Roundhouse Plaza. Northampton. ^AA
For Charter & Tour Information
MA Toll Free 1 ftOO 332 8995 Outside MA Toll Free 1 800 628 8468
i'tckige Expr»-s.s i;*Tvu;e i."? available on all U-'vi York Cily schedul-

The production staffs for the 1986 spring events/area shows want to promote safety

and enjoyment for all people attending the outdoor concerts. With this in mind, the

consumption of alcoholic beverages at the shows will be limited to individuals of legal

drinking age. Concert protocol will be observed: beer balls, kegs, large-volume con-

tainers and glass will be prohibited. It is unlawful for persons who are under the legal

drinking age to transport or to carry alcohol. Positive photo identification will be re-

quired.

another

Southwest Area

Government

Production
*—1- 1^ III I

'
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Summer Studies in

Biology
Spend Summer

Studying in

New York City

For infomialion on rt-gislralion lall

or write:

New York University

Office orSumrner Sessions

100 Washington Square East

New York, New York 10003

212 598-7652

For information on the courses call or

write:

Department of Biology

New York University

1009 Main Building

New York, New York 1000 J

212 598-3435

N«'W York UnivtTsiiy is,in affirm,ilivo

dclion/equdl opporiuniiy insiiiulion.

1st Summer Session

June 9-July 18

Undergfciduatc

The Biological Work!

A25.(XX)2 4f>oints Professor Estol

U-clureTWTh 4-5:50

LalK)ratoryTWTh6-9
No prerecjuisites.

Principles of Biology

V2 3.0011 4[X)ints Prolessor LoBue

U-i1ureTWTh9-10:50
LcU>oratoryTWTh 11-2

Prerecjuisite orcoretiuisite: College

chemistry

Field Biology and Elements of

Ecology

V23.0017 4 points Professor Jenner

LeclureM9-3
Lalx)ratoryW9-3 Field T 9-4

No prerequisites

Vertebrate Anatomy
V23.0023 4fX)ints Professor Brick

U'c1ureTWTh9-IO:50
LaboratoryTWTh 11-3

Prerequisite: Introduclory biology

Graduate

Scanning Eleclron Mi«.n)s«.()pic

"R-chni(jues

G23.1()29 4|K)ints Professor Yixkr

Lfilua- Lalx)ratory M TW Th 9- 1 1 : 30

Prere(|uisile: ft'miission of the

instructor

Developmental Biology

G23.I120 4 points

Prolessor Kambyvllis

Utiure TWTh 11-12:50

Prere«juisite: College course in

embryology

IJepartment of Biology

Faculty of Arts & Scienoe

New York
University

2nd Summer Session

July 21- August 29
UntkTgradualc

Geology of the National Parks

V2 3.02(X) (sanx- as V49.02(X))

4 |x)ints Professor Melk'tt

Hours to tx" arranged

No prerequisites

Animal Diversity

V2 3.2212 4 points Prok'ssor Estol

U-clureTWTh 9- 10:50

L.il)oratoryTWThll-3

Prerequisite: Intnxluclory biology

Genetics

V2 3.0030 4fX)ints Ms. Stavroulakis

U-dureMTW 9:15-11:20

Recitati(mTW 11:30-12:30

Prerequisites: Intrtxluclory bioK)gy

and college chemistry

Graduate

Neuroanatomy Lalx)ratorY

G2 3. 190 4 points Mi: Alvarez

Ulx)ratorYMTW9-ll:30
Prerecjuisite: A cx)urse in

tx'uroscieniv or neurobiology
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Overreactionaries
I was attacked, hor the last month, I had worked hard

to bring a controversial speaker to campus. The barrage

of vitriolic directed at me for this culminated in a physical

attack on me one hour before the scheduled speaker, Dr.

Roger Libby, a former UMass professor was to speak. His

subject? "Sexual Repression from the New Right and the

New Left."

I caught several women defacing and vandalizing some

of the 1000 posters I had put up in town and on campus.

The police were summoned to inform them they had

violated a statue of "malicious destruction to showbills."

These women, I gather, are radical feminists who sup-

port Women Against Pornography, a small militant group

opposed to all forms of sexually explicit materials, lump-

ing all of it as violent, or oppressive pornography. Fur-

thermore, they are irate at Libby for his opposition to the

ban against Playboy and Penthouse sales in the Univer

sity Store last year. Also, they kept repeating that they

could produce many women on campus who were sexual-

ly harassed by Libby, but I have yet to meet one.

In the final analysis, I withold judgement until the mat-

ters are proven one way or the other. Until then, he has

a right to speak on this campus, and others have a right

to hear him, and he should be allowed to. Persons interfer-

ing with those rights should know that the First Amend-

ment guarantees them. They should not abridge the

privilege by removing posters or trying to get the lecture

cancelled. Until they can respect his right, the First

Amendment is not alive and well at UMass. They are just

as culpable as the Whitmore Administration which

refuses and denies Libby his rights.

Joel Stanley
Northampton-
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Announcing The First

GENERAL MEETING

art

Of

The UMASS

A Journal of Art Events

and Issues

Thursday, May 8

7:00 PM
FAC 429

Editorial and Design Staff Wanted

Don't Forget Mom
on Her Day - May 11th

gifts, crafts & cards

To Please

All Moms,
ana

Grandma too!

10 to b Daily

I'loHcd Monday

H*> .\lonuqur Kd.

Nomu anuevtST

MAS£^CMUSCnS
VISA Ml

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDEMTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
Onp nockefaiier Plan
New York, N Y 10020
Phone (212) 581-30*0

Mail Ihit ad lor Special

Studenl/Teacher Tariff.

MENTAL LEASE PunCMASE

IHf nmC I ATI SHOWS'

FRIASAT at 12 15 SEATS S 3S0|

»0( • Y HORROR rtnnoR vision

PINK f;ovo
TMt WAll

1

SUOOCN OCATH

E
THE HITCHCK

KGENO

caling plaiP

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Supef

Stop & Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadlpy Amherst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS J
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Take a break and come to
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spring styles'
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Under the Duke's thumb?
Gov. Michael S. Dukakis has been no true friend of the

University of Massachusetts. So it is a formidable task to

fathom why he was chosen as this year's commencement

speaker.

In January, Dukakis suggested in a Boston Globe interview

that building top-flight higher education should not be a high

priority because the Bay State already has Harvard and MIT.

"We're not California ... we're not Texas," he said.

Shortly thereafter, he put this philosophy into practice by

recommending much less budget money than the University

requested in almost every category. UMass Chancellor Joseph

D. Duffey took great pains not to signal too much displeasure,

telling the Collegian he would not "whimper and cry" about it.

We may never know whether Dukakis was invited to address

the class of 1986, or whether he invited himself to seize the

spotlight in an election year. It is unfortunate that the only

current challenge to the governor comes from the smarmy

Massachusetts right wing, so that not worrying about his left

flank, he can lap up the adulation of the same students he

disregarded in his budget recommendation.

In either case, why did the University choose him? Ifhe asked

to speak, were the chancellor and other administrators afraid

of offending him and incurring worse monetary blows in years

to come? If UMass invited him, was it in hopes of buying a

better budget next year?

From Massachusetts' vast pool of insightful minds, the

University has drawn an incumbent office-holder to make

essentially a political appearance — not simply to share the

stage, but to deliver the main address. It is hard to picture

UMass at such a loss for eminent literary, academic, business

and other leaders — or even for more appropriate political

figures.

Some of the slimmest parts of Dukakis' recommendation

have apparently been rectified as the 1987 budget makes its

way through the state Legislature. But the absurdity of the

commencement choice will not go away.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors,

The pseudo-intellectuals

I can deal with most of the annoying

things about classes at the University. I

can deal with professors who yell at me for

being late but keep me 20 minutes beyond

the allotted time. I can deal with it when
the course I took as a gut turns out to be

harder than anything else this semester.

I can even deal with professors who think

that their class is the only class at the

University. The one thing I can't deal with,

though, is a psuedo-intellectual.

A pseudo-intellectual is defined as one

who professes to know everything about

Einstein, Shakespeare, Nietzsche, and

Freud, but who in reality can't even spell

any of their names.

In class he'll be the one who will ask for

a supplemental reading list, but when this

person gets it he'll just smile and say, "I've

read all of these already," in a voice loud

enough so that everyone is sure to hear it.

It becomes sickening when the professor

pauses after making a point. The pseudo-

intellectual will begin speaking. This per-

son will say that they have a question, but

all they say is: "So in essence what you're

saying is...," as they repeat the lecture ver-

batim. They seem to take great pride in

having the same ability as a parrot.

Unfortunately, I am an English major

and have to deal with pseudo-intellectuals

on a regular basis. Bartlett Hall must be

a breeding ground for them. Statistically,

8(yof all the pseudo-intellectuals on cam-

pus are English or Journalism majors. The

reason for this is probably that it is much

easier to bullshit about Poe's intentions in

a particular Une of poem than it is on a

Herb Ramy

math problem. One and one always equals

two.

They love classes where plays must be

read aloud. Instead of mumbling through

the part like any self-respecting student

would do, they stand up, adopt a Laurence

Olivier manner, and say the lines loud

enough to wake you up.

The pompousness of these individuals

really comes through when an author like

Stepiien King is mentioned in class.

Looks of disgust come over their faces as

they comment on how novels such as his

are too simple and should be left for the

masses to read. I guess a person must die

in anonymity to be considered a great

author. Personally, I would rather be rich

and famous before I die than just famous

after. Even worse, I have seen copies of The

Shining, and Salem's Lot in the posession

of pseudo-intellectuals. Unlike most people,

they wrap these books in a different book

cover to hide their true feelings.

I guess we'll never be able to do away
with the pseudo- intellectual. As long as

there are intelligent people in this world,

there will be those who will try to imitate

them. Now if you'll excuse me, I want to

get back to reading Cujo (without a cover

of course). I guess I don't mind being one

of the masses.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian columnist.
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Letters from the editor
Or. more accurately, "Letters from a —^^—^^^—^——^-^———

~

former editor." Luckily, not only was I able

to resign early (so I don't fail all of my
courses), but the new editors have assented

to let me write two more columns, as

.scheduled. Yes, it does pay to have friends

in high places.

• * •
Forget about the fall foliage season. I

don't want to hear about it. This is the

foliage season worth watching. This is the

time when the grass literally grows

greener every day. This is the time when
trees, shrubs, and flowers explode with col-

ors that make the fall foliage look lame by

comparison.
And let's not forget that no matter how

.splendid the weather can be in April and

May, it just doesn't feel like summer when
trees are still bare and lawns of grass are

a dirty beige, speckled with olive green pat-

ches. A spring break for me is sitting out-

side in the evening, breathing the air that

smells like summer is only around the

corner.

• • •
Of course, spring brings another annual

occurence to campus, thievery. Now that

many students are at the bare end of

haphazard school year budgets, it seems

there are either more people inclined to

steal, or there are thieves who are inclin-

ed to steal more.

Those people who think little of leaving

a dorm room, apartment, bookbag, or office

unattended for a short time are now
discovering that one can trust others, but

not at this time of the year. If students

want to keep their jewelry, money.

bookbags, or other belongings, they'll have

to spend one more minute considering the

worth of walking away from their poses-

sions while they take a break.

• • •
I guess this year's commencement,

featuring Gov. Michael Stanley Dukakis

(who wields the UMass budget ax), signals

that it will be "Dukakis and Duffey in '92."

Strange bedfellows, indeed.

• • •
Which reminds me, will An Wang have

to enlarge his office to accomodate his

latest in a slew of honorary degrees? TTiis

spring's commencement activities nation-

wide will probably ensure that Wang will

emerge as a leader in number of honorary

degrees received.

• * •
If you can find the time, and you should,

attend one of the multiple showings of the

film Shoah next week. Though I've only

read some of the numerous reviews of this

flick, I have yet to see reviewers write

anything bad about the film.

While the length of the film, 9 1/2 hours,

seems a bit much, this documentary offers

a quick course from WWII to the present

about the Holocaust. Also, the campus
sponsors for the film, including Chancellor

Duffey, wisely decided to break the screen-

ings into two parts.

Larry Bouchie is a Collegian columnist.

— Letters

-

Negligent

on safety

It should be clear to

anyone who has followed

events that the disaster in

Chernobyl is another exam-

ple of Soviet policy on

human life. This accident is

of worldwide concern but

the Soviets neglected to in-

form the world, or their own
people, of the accident until

it was discovered by
neighboring nations.

The Soviets see human
life as expendable. People

are the servants of the

government; burdens to be

fed, clothed, employed and

housed. There are those who
will argue that the USSR
built these reactors without

containment vessels to save

money, but the cost of the

containment vessel is only a

small proportion of the total

cost. This decision to delete

the most effective safety

feature is a good example of

? n^Ugent policy and a lack

of value for human life.

If the Soviets have so lit-

tle concern for their own
people, imagine their lack of

concern for the rest of the

world. We in the US make
decisions to protect and

benefit our people and
mankind. These elements

are left out of the Soviet

decision-making process.

Before you criticize your

own government, be sure

you take a look around. Ap-

preciate the government
that serves you, and know
that it is in service for you,

not vice-versa.

Jackie Kauffman
Sunderland

Thomas Bushman
Northeast

Why chance it?
Re William Spain's column on leering: Mellow out,

Spain. Nobody minds your looking; what you must not

do is react.

Yes, this means no leering. Likewise no catcalls, Up-

smacking, suggestive remarks or whistling. For every

woman who likes that sort of thing, there are five who
consider it harassment.

Why take a chance? Keep your appreciation to yourself

like a civilized adult, and we can all eryoy the sunshine.

Sheila Trenton
Northampton

Diplomacy is the art of saying " nice doggie" while you

look for a rock. ^ - Wynn Catlin
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Park named after Max Roach
Internationally acclaimed

percussionist Max Roach

was recently honored in

London when a park was

named after him. The Max
Roach Park in the Brixton

neighborhood of the city was

named after Roach for his

many contributions to jazz

and the fight for equality.

Roach, an inductee in the

Hall of fame of the Interna-

tional Percussive Arts

Society, has been a professor

in the Afro-American
studies and music depart-

ments at UMass since 1972.

He holds honorary doc-

torates from the New
England Conservatory and

from Wesleyan University.

Roach first came to

musical prominence in the

1940s and 1950s as a

pioneer of the bebop revolu-

tion along with jazz giants

Charlie Parker, Dizzy
Gillespie, Miles Davis, Clif-

ford Brown and Bud Powell.

He has actively expanded

his performing interests by

creating recordings with

gospel choirs, duets with

Anthony Davis, Archie
Shepp and a unique j)ercus-

sion ensemble, M'Boorn
Repercussion.

- C. RON ALLEN

Max Roach smiles proudly as he stands before a sign in London

park named after him.

Announcement
Congratulations to the newly elected Black Affairs Editors, Kathryn Kirby and Usa

Riddick.

{)€Lano§
^«^

For an Old Fashioned

New England Breakfast
Sunday 10:00 to 1:00

[Serving: Eggs Benedict Eggs Picante French Toast
Eggs Commodore Pancakes Eggs cooked to

Build your own Omelettes order

Make your meal complete with 57 N. Pleasant St.,

Our Famous Bloody Mary Amherst

The Office of the Chancellor

in cooperation with B'nai Brith Hillel

presents

SHOAH
A FILM BY CLAUDE LANZMANN

A New Yorker Films Release 1985

cc

HtGMEST RATlfKii

A MASTERWORK...
A BEAUTIFUL FILM,
AN ELEGIAC FILM. "

-Leo SeUgsohn Newsday

A 9y2 hour documentary shown in two parts

Daily May 4-1

1

as part of Holocaust Memorial Week
at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Call 545-251 1 for times and locations

Genera! Admission -$1 5, 5 College Students $1 0. UMass Students -$5

LIVE MUSIC

STUART CUNNINGHAM
FRIDAY, MAY 2nd

9:00-CLOSE

FRED CLAYTON
SATURDAY, MAY 3rd

9:00-CLOSE

Check Our Weekly m
drink Specials'

.;^a^££ii.
. Li {^7J«

of the
CAMPUS
RESTAl RA^T & IXRAGE

ir'IMXm CA>IIHS Ci:\TER lAlASS

PIZZA
256-0222

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
5.95*

MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA
4.10*

SMALL CHEESE PIZZA
3,25*

WE HAVE SMALL HOT STEAK AND CHEESE
SUBS AND A WIDE VARIETY OF HOT AND

COLD SUBS AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY

4:00 PM to 2:00 AM
363 Main St., Amherst

256-0222

Plus 6% Mass. Meal Tax

BLACK APPAIRS
Speakers sees *only two worlds'
By KATHRYN KERBY
Collegian Correspondent

"There are not three worlds (First, Second and Third],

only two, the oppressor and the oppressed," said Josie

Fanon to an audience of over 150 in the Campus Center

Wednesday night.

Fanon, widow of Martiniquean psychiatrist, writer, ac-

tivist and social theorist Franz Fanon, was the guest

speaker at this year's W.E.B. DuBois lecture.

Speaking through an interpreter, she discussed the

association of Fanon and DuBois, in French. "Each man,

within his own sphere of activity ... began with his own
personal experience of oppression, especially that of op-

pressed black men — the black people of the US for DuBois

and the Algerian people for Fanon."

Both men were effective internationalists in that their

writings focused on international political action. Despite

the impacts these two men had on blacks throughout the

world, there are still restrictions thrown at them by their

detractors, she said.

According to Fanon, both her late husband and DuBois

were harmed by "those who are threatened by their pas-

sion and by their vision of the New World."

Fortunately, "Fanon's detractors have not been able to

prevent his work from having a considerable impact from

the very moment of its publication nor the revolutionary

and national liberation movement of the 1960's," she

added.

Fanon has been to this country on four occasions. She

resides in Paris. Like her late husband, she specializes

in international politics of the Third World. In recogni-

tion of her husband, she has acquired Algerian citizenship. Josie Fanon
CoUegian photo by Michelle Segall

Minority recruitment called failure
BOSTON (AP) - A minority hiring program begun one

year ago by about 25 of Boston's mauor businesses has not

met its goals, say those familiar with it.

The Jobs Consortium program was designed to provide

300 to 400 entry-level management jobs in Boston corpora-

tions in one year for members of minority groups.

It was organized by the Coordinating Committee, infor-

mally called the Vault, a group of chief executive officers

of about 25 major companies in Boston.

John Larkin Thompson, president of Massachusette

Blue Cross and chairman of the Vault, and Peter Bert-

chmann, vice president for human resources at New
England Telephone Co., who was in charge of the program

until December, acknowledged the program has not had

significant results, The Boston Globe reported yesterday.

They declined to say how many members of rhinorities

had been hired through the program by companies con-

nected with the Vault.

But other, unidentified sources told the Globe fewer than

50 of about 1,000 Boston area minority college graduates

whose resumes were sent to Vault companies were hired.

Thompson and Bertschmann said the program was

begun last May after most compnies had filled new job

openings.

They also said it was difficult to design a minority hir-

ing program for companies that have very diverse person-

nel needs.

But some civil rights leaders and minority advocates

said the results reflect a lack of will on the part of some
major companies in Boston to racially integrate the work
force.

"The failure of the Jobs Consortium is a sad commen-
tary on the status of corporate priorities given to the issue

of minority employment in managerial positions," said

Barbara Amwine, a co-leader of the Greater Boston Civil

Rights Coalition.

"Clearly the most advanced companies in this country
— many of which are members of the consortium — could

have designed a program that would have been workable,"

she said.

"Their failure to implement such a program is no reflec-

tion on the availability of qualified minorities," said Ms.

Amwine, a lawyer with the Lawyers' Committe for Civil

Rights Under Law. "It is more a question of corporate will

and commitment."

-tH /^ i^^^^ for ijfm ff^^tpty^.^

-QvyyvK /fiUJ ...the PK<i»t)VUiy "^a^ dJc^^WS.

Results of 4/22

Southwest Area
Government
Elections

CO-PRESIDENTS
Joel Rabinowitz

and Joe Demeo

CO-VICE PRESIDENTS

Rochelle Raposa

and Shari Silkoff

TREASURER
Eric Paulsen

Congratulations

and Best of Luck

in the coming year

Eku (Bavarian light) 6 pk $3.70

Swinkles (Dutch) 6 pk. $2.95

Moosehead 6 pk. $3.70

Ballantine 12 pk. $3.65

Busch suitcase $9.75

WINE

1985 DeBoeuf Beaujolais Villages $5.49

Fillpetti Asti Spumante $3.79

WINE COOLERS

Quenchette (imported French)

Passion Fruit, Strawberry, Peach 4 pk. $3.75

Sun Country, Calvin Cooler. . . all flavors. . . $3.29

LIQUOR

Spirit Haus Vodka 1.75 liter $9.95

Rte 9 East 338 College Street

253-5384
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By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

A true story: in 1980 a group of educators in New Jersey

took two groups of schoolchildren and performed an ex-

periment on them. One group sat in a room and did

nothing. The other group of children listened to a com-

edy album for a half an hour. The two groups were then

given multiple choice and essay tests to complete. The
group that listen to comedy performed much, much bet-

ter than the other group. Moral: if you want to do better

at schoolwork, subject yourself to comedy.

You will have a fantastic chance to improve your mind
and maybe your cum if you go to the Amherst Cinema
this weekend. The cinema is showing three, count 'em

Three Monty Python Films! Life of Brian (for those of

you who have been living under rocks for the past decade)

is the irreverent comedy about the life of a guy named
Brian (surprised?) who was Jesus' next door neighbor. This

funny film is a sardonic look at all the world's religions.

It's sure to poke fun at, or offend everyone. See it. In Monty

Python and the Holy Grail the troop lampoons the Aur-

thurian legend. In their latest film, Britain's gang of six

tries to sort out The Meaning of Life. This is the film

you've all heard about, it's the one with "that scene" in

it. The film is a series of skits that looks at each of the

chapters of man's life. If you've seen any or all of these

films before I would suggest seeing them again. I've prac-

tically made a career out watching Monty Python movies,

and I still find new things to laugh at with each viewing.

Plus you just can't compare these movies on video to see-

ing them on the big screen. Nuf said?

The malls are offering a mound of movies (that's what

a group of movies is called, you know like a gaggle of

geese, a congress of idiots, etc.) Blue City stars two of

Hollywood's brat-pack, Judd Nelson and Ally Sheedy in

a murder mystery.

Jojo Dancer Your Life Is Calling is an autobiographical

film starring, co-written, produced and directed by Richard

Pryor.

Someone is booking really good foreign films at the

Mountain Farms Theater. I don't know who it is, but I

definitely like the trend. Federico Fellini's latest film.

Ginger and Fred stars Giuiletta Masina and the great

Marcello Mastroinni as a couple of has-beens who are ask-

ed to come out of decades of retirement for one last grab

at glory on the television variety show "We are Proud to

Present." The film is supp>osed to be a skewed look at

continued on page 11

Give This Ad to Someone Who Needs

to Work This Summer//

: JOBS! lOBS! lOBS!
• RECEPTION SECRETARIAL
: DATA ENTRY ACCOUNTING
, TYPING CUSTOMER SERVICE
' Many interesting temporary jobs are available

I
this Summer at TOP companies close to home!

Work a few weeks, a month, or all Summer if

I you like the choice is YOUIiS' It all adds up

I to a flexible schedule and some great business

\ • / experience!/

\tM Visit us on the Concourse

W May 5th and 12th

^A^ for information about the

fj I Tj Best Summer Jobs
• in Eastern Massachusetts and

AM|CQ Southern New Hampshire

Sp«ciglists<

suK/nvTERrnvrTjoB^
$5.50 per hour

Work scheduled around your full-time job.

RGIS Inventory Specialists

offers excellent part time income to supplement your full time

job. We have hours available weeknights and/or weekends in

your hometown area in Eastern Mass.

Numerous openings in: Peabody, Danvers, Lowell, Lawrence,

Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, New Bedford, and all of

Worcester County and Cape Cod.

On Campus Interviews

will be held on Thursday, May 6

and Wednesday, May 7

in Room 811 B Campus Center

at 9 am, 10 am, 11 am, noon,

1 pm. 2 pm, 3 pm, 4 pm, 5 pm, 6 pm

An Introductory Talk On

ZEN
Liberation and
Pyscho-Spiritual
Evolution will be given

Friday evening May 2
at the

Synthesis Center,

178 A N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst, MA
Call 413-549-3609 for

more informatiori.

* follies continued from page 10

television and pop culture. If you've never seen a Fellini

film, you'll be in for a delightful treat. From what I've

heard everyone will like this one.

Weekend Best Bets: If none of the aforementioned
movies strike your fancy, then I suggest you try out the

supernatural love story, Return now playing at the Plea-

sant St. Theater. The movie is the story of a young woman
who falls in love with the young psychic who is possessed

by the restless spirit of her long dead grandfather. Return
is a beautifully acted and photographed film. See it before

it leaves on Wednesday.

The Five College Dance Department
presents

THE DANCE FACULTY SPRING CONCERT

vv^

^^

Bowker Auditorium, UMass. Tickets:

May 1st - 3rd at 8:00 pm ^^-^ general admission

$3.00 students

$1 .00 senior citizens & children

Fine Arts Center Box Office, Mon.-Fri., 10.00 am - 4:00 pm.

LIQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Busch 12 oz. suitcase $9.95 case ^ dep.

Bud, Coors, Lite $11 .99 Case + dep.

Heinekens, Amstel, Moosehead, Dab $3.99 6 pk. + dep.

Ballantine Beer 12 pack cans $3.40 + dep.

Narragansett 16 oz. cans $2.50 6 pk. + dep.

Almaden Mt. Wines $3.99 1.5 Liter

Jug Wine: Chablis, Rose, Burgundy $4.99 4 L

Champagnes $2.99 and up 750 ml.

Vodka or Gin 80° $8.99 1.75 liter

A Collection of

Good Things
Comfortable Cotton

/^ ^\ T-Shirts Shorts
Shirts

Drawstring Pants

I \ 20 to 5096 off selected

Blouses Skirts Dresses
^^ Chinese Shoes

Mercpntile lXTo\
Horthainpton-18 Center St

,. Amherst-Carriage Shops
/j

Musicians, Synthesists, and Programmers .

Learn

mkob
for Live Performance and/or Studio Production

Courses at all levels of experience
and background

All include MIDI Specification

Synchronization

Sequencer Editing

System Design

IN A FULLY EQUIPPED MIDI STUDIO
WITH 32 TRACK DIGITAL SEQUENCER

SHORT COURSES - SUMMER SESSIONS

CALL TODAY (212) 677-7580

Institute of Audio Research
64 University Place

Greenwich Village

New York, N.Y. 10(X)3

SPECIALS
Two 7 oz.

Rolling Rock
$.99

Budweiser,

Miller Light ^Coors

only $1.25

Start your weekend off right

come down and have a bite to eat

and something to drink.

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

Beer of the Month
BECKS $1.25

Proper I.I). Required

Drink of the Week
Apple Cooler $1.20

Apple Schnapps

Soda Water

35 EAST PLKASANT. AMIIKRST, MA 01002

PARSONS
SCHOOL OF DESIGN

SpecialSummerPrograms
Parsons In Paris: 6-w««k program July l-August 13, 1986
Painting, drawing, art history and the ;iberal arts Pans and the Dordogne

countryside or Siena Italy

Fashion In Paris July 1- July 30, 1986

Fashion illustration, a history of European design and contemporary trends

in French fashion Slide presentations, museums, studio and retail outlets,

guest lectures

Photography In Paris July 1- July 30. 1986

The aesthetics and crati of photography Lectures, gallery visits and shooting

assignments

Architecture and Design in Paris July 1- July 30, 1986

European decorative arts and the history of French architecture Parsons

faculty and staft members of the Musee des Arts Decoratifs

Parsons In Italy June 30- July 29, 1986

Contemporary Italian design and the history of Italian architecture Rome.

Florence and Venice

Ceramics and Fibers in Japan July 17-August 17. 1986

Ceramics, fibers and the history of Japanese crafts Cultural background in

Tokyo and Kyoto, and studio experiences at Bunka University (fibers) or the

small village of inbe (ceramics)

Fashion In Japan July 17-Augu8t 17, 1986

Traditional and contemporary interpretations of classic clothing Tokyo and

Kyoto Wbrkshops, visits to studios museums and retail outlets and presen

tations by well-knov>/n Japanese designers

Graphic Design in Japan July 17-Augu8t 17, 1986

Survey of contemporary Japanese graphic design and traditional influences

in Tokyo and Kyoto Workshops, gallery and studio visits and presentations

Parsons in West Africa July 6-August 2, 1986

Ceramics, fibers, metalsmithmg, photography, archaeology or traditional

African art and architecture The Ivory Coast and/or Mali (8^'6 8/25/86)

Parsons at Lai<e Placid June 29-August 8, 1986

One and two week workshops m ceramics, metals, surface design, fibers

and printmaking A small upper NY state village—and ultra modern Center

for the Arts— with a long artistic history

Banit Street/Parsons June 30- July 30. 1986

A )Oint three-summer Master s degree program with the prestigious Bank

Street College of Education The curriculum examines educational supervi

sion and administration with a visual arts focus

College In New Vbric June 23- July 24, 1986

Full-time study m a specified art and design area Drawing, painting, com
munication design, photography, environmental design, illustration, fashion

illustration or fashion design

Pre-College In New Ybric June 23- July 24, 1986
A full-time opportunity For high school students considering college majors

in drawing, painting, communication design, photography, environmental

design, illustration fashion illustration, fashion merchandising or fashion

design Introduction to art and design also available

Pre-College In France July 16-Augu8t 13. 1986
High school students of artistic promise visit Pans and the Dordogne region

College-level drawing painting and prehistoric archaeology

Pre-College in Greece August, 1986
Promising high school students are introduced to ancient Greek culture In

tensive drawing and painting protects in Athens, the Pelopponese and the

Greek Islands Focus also includes Greek art and architecture

All foreign programs include air transportation, land transfers and accom-

modations. Dormitory arrangements tor New York programs and hotel

lodgings for Lake Placid- are available Selected programs are offered with

undergraduate credit, graduate credit and non-credit options For additional

information, please return the coupon below or call (212) 741-8975.

Parsons School of Design, Office of Special Programs

66 Fifth Avenue. New York, NY 10011

Please send me mfornnation on the following

special summer programs;

D Parsons/Pans

D Fashion/Pans

Photography/Pans

D Architecture/Pans

D Parsons/Italy

D Ceramics/Fibers/Japan

D Fashion/Japan

D Graphic Design/Japan

D Parsons/West Africa

n Parsons/Lake Placid

Lj Bank St reel/Parsons

D College/New York

D Pre-College/New York

D Pre-College/France

D Pre-College/Greece

Name _

Address

City .State. -Zip-
uc
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REMEMBER!

Every Sunday is Taco Day.

Get 3 for the price of 2!

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON ,

AMHERST
2> CENTER ST I *' BOLTWfX>l) WAl^

Bring You' Own
Beet or Win*

2S6 8?"
B»»r t Win*
StneO

SPRINGFIELD
/4^ SuMNt« AVt

^88 0919
Bung your Own
Beer or Win*

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES

5C

#1 IN THE VALLEY'DYNAMITE R

New Used Buy Sell ^584-1580

Maxell XLII90 2 00 case
| fT.^ •' fS^

TDK SA90 2 00 ea

C/5

O

\>
We buy and sell

used LP's and Tapes I

THORNKS^
, ^ w m

^
inOS TVOISSVTO ISCWAmSTNyMOBTHAMPIOH

THEAMHERST DELICATESSEN <\

CAN WE BUILD ONE FOR YOU?
Serving: subs, sandwiches, salads and more

Order early your deli platters for graduation

Hrs. open til 8 pm Mon-Wed Amherst Carriage

10 pm Th, F, S 549-6314 Shops

FOUR SEASONS
RT9HADLEY 584-8174

CASE SPECIALS

BUSCH $8.99

OLD SWILL $8.99

BUD & BUD LIGHT $10.99

LABATTS $11.99

SWINKLES $11.99

KRONENBOURG $14.99

GROLSCH $14.95

STROHS super case 30 pk $11.49

CARLING 12 oz. bet $6.99

SIX-PACK SPECIALS
FALSTAFF $2.30

ROLLING ROCK $2.99

SWINKLES $2.99

BUSCH $3.15

LABATTS BEER or ALE $3.50

KRONENBOURG $3.99

unULdOH ...•• • •••. vO.33

LIQUORS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L $8.99

FOUR SEASONS RUM 1.75 $10.99

EL GRAN MATADOR TEOUILA. . . 750 ml. . . $6.99

WINE COOLERS
All flavors imaginable $3.69 4 pk

Kegs?! We got em. All kinds, lowest prices in

town. We deliver. Mastercard or Visa accepted

for deposit.

"Four Seasons, Route 9 Hadley, your first 8stop

on your road to good times."

jfiF pt) ^/ SUBARU N>7. ^^
JS .q^ vt^r/ would like to XPy Q^ '^ ^{C>/^ongratulate the 1986%^^

^T/ college graduates with N^^

oy^90% FINANCING ^^
"ON ANY NEW OR USED Ckw
(with 4 yr. college degree & confirmation

ol current o^^^ti"^^ future employment)

OVER 80 NEW
SUBARUS

\^ll[^^^AVAILABLEy^^cE'^

'"^iNDEBX Xo SELL
lOLI

HfiDLfyiyBflRU
Off 6xJt 19 opposite the Hodley Village Born

586-6054
"UUere People UJorth Krwjujinq"

IPillQQSIir

TOMORROW IN FRONT OF
HAMPDEN STUDENT CENTER

2:00 pm "The Pajama Slave Dancers"

3:00 pm The UMass Gymnastics Team
Exhibition

3:45 pm The UMass Juggling Club
Demonstration

4:30 pm "Jazz Hot" A Jazz Dance
Production

5:15 pm The UMass Music Theater Guild

presents excerpts from

"Life is a Stage"
another

Southwest Area Government production
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THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON
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FREAKER PATROL

"Donald ... Trade you a thorax artd

six legs for two of your segments."

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by I nide Michel Jaffe

ACROSS
I Stun slang

Styte

4 Forgive

9 Lika corduroy

14 Eskimo knif*

1 % G«t aroorxl

16 Large antelope

1

7

Aty>«r s fattier

18 Mortise

companion
19 — Adams
20 Part o( BLT

usually

23 Too
24 Higher dag m

ttta arts

25 Complicate

28 Lurched

33 The - ol

Amontillado

Poe
34 Sandwich

source

36 Autumn mo
37 Leaves ol a

DOOk. m Madrid

38 Briskly

Mus aObr

39 Part of a

sandwich
41 Spartan queen
42 Banner
43 Street sound
44 Peer Gynt s

mother
45 Charles s pet

47 More of BLT
54 — Picchu Peru

55 Radio and
television

56 Poke
57 Peel

58 Catkin

59 Alias AtXJr

60 British weapons
61 Miadaeds m

law

62 Deleted

DOWN
1 Pueblo Indian

2 Guinness

3 Simple

4 Narrate again

5 Tinker to — to

Chance

6 Tropical fruit

7 Graven image
8 RibOon Comb
form

9 Rides Out the

storm

10 Hinted with

to

11 Secular

12 Hotr\ suffix

13 Before JFK
21 Tree part

22 Dressmaker s

r>eed

25 Fial-txrttoomed

tXMtS

26 Nighl. in Ulm
27 Out of bad
28 Nursery occu-

pant at times

29 Christie

30 By no n>eans

31 Shorten

32 Parkx p«ce
34 Hacks
35 Fairy-tale

character

37 Thick logs

40 Ler>giny

campus study

program
41 Auttyx

O Flaherty

43 Ermines
45 Shopper, at

times

46 Be
p>arsimonious

47 MM unit

48 Land nwasure
49 Latm I word
50 Verne captain

51 Homeric hero

52 Word with off.

out or over

53 OT booh
54 Ed s oomotms

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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nno nanna
n nan Qunn
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nnnnn ranon nnqn
nnnnn nna ann

fsrannn nnn

+¥^
FlAJl
nnn nana nnnn
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IMS \en 4ag(tn Tkwi NyaakMt S/2/86

Collegian Party
You Know Where

Beer, Fun, Wildness, Etc.

Saturday Afternoon
Be There!

ss 2S 3Z ZS SZ

Weather
Today: Fair with partly sunny skies with highs in

the mid 60's. Lows will be in high 40's.

Tonight: Temps will fall to the high 30's during an

overcast, unseasonably-cold evening. As usual, the

graphics staff will be high, despite the tempratures

being low.

33= 2z: acc zs zz

Menu
Lunch
Tuna Salad on Water Roll

Stuffed Pepper with

Tomato Sauce

tasict Lunch
Tuna Salad on Water RoH

Rice Frittata

Dinner
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce
Turkey Divan

iasics Dinner
Fish Fry/Tartar Sauce
Turkey Divan

Brought to you by:

Night Editor
Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor

Peter Abraham
Jim Patriquin

Conor Plunkett >

Brian Guarnotta
Norm Achin'

Production: Kelly Sieger, Mark Parker, Dave Board

man, Michelle Eichelman, Laura Vogel, Adam Raff

Kelly Sieger, and Kevin Hayden.
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A'lO Tourney

Frattaroli,
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Coliegian Staff

NEW BRUNSWICK. N.J.

— Carol Frattaroli, the

University of Massa-
chusetts' junior second
baseman, and Lynn
Stockley. the Minute-
women's senior left-handed

pitching ace, have been

named player-of-the-week

and CO pitcher-of-the-week

by the Atlantic 10.

Frattaroli collected 10 hits

in 18 at-bats over the week
as UMass went 5-1 to clich

the A-10 regular-season

title.

Stockley, winning the

award for the fourth
straight week, was 2-1 dur-

ing the week to raise her

record to 17-2. She beat St.

Notebook

Stockley honored
Joseph's 7-0 with a two-

hitter and no-hit Boston Col-

lege for a 3-0 win.

Pop Flies: Including the

volleyball season, Elaine

Sortino as a coach has a

record of 70-15 this school

year. The UMass volleyball

was 36-8 in 1985. . .Temple's

run in the first inning

represented the first time

all season that a team has

scored a run in the first in-

ning against the
Minutewomen. UMass
holds a 38-1 first-inning ad-

vantage over opponents. .

.Temple's run in the first

was also earned, snapping

Stockley's streak of of inn-

ings without an earned run

at 54. The last earned run

she allowed came on April

15 durmg a 7-1 win at

Springfield College.

Penn State head coach

Sue Rankin said that

UMass, "has more ex-

perience, the hitting and the

pitching to win the tourna-

ment." Rankin called

UMass, "a real strong all-

around team."
Frattaroli leads the team

in hits with 45and at-bats

with 134. She has also had
hitting streEiks and five and
six games. She is batting

.336. As a team, UMass is

hitting .295. This marks the

first time UMass has slip-

ped under .300 as a team
this season. Sophomore
right fielder Chris Ciepiela

leads the UMass attack at

.370.

Injuries force Reid
to cancel spring game

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

If you've ever thought about playing col-

lege football, now may be the time.

The annual University of

Massachusetts spring football game has

been reduced to a "final practice" because

of all the irxjuries the Minutemen have
suffered in practice.

Ten players, nine on defense, have been

sidelined until the summer because of in-

juries, some major. One offensive player,

projected starting tight end Mike Kelley,

may miss next season entirely with a

serious knee injury. Kelley missed most
of last season with a shoulder ailment.

Saturday's outing in McGuirk Alumni
Stadium will be mainly for the area press

to shoot a few pictures. The team will

undergo its final prartice, but not much

else. A clinic featuring some high school

and college coaches will take place prior.

Among those injured are linebacker

Vito Perrone, punter-defensive tackle

Dimitri Yavis, defensive lineman Mike

Kowalski, nose guard Steve Robar,

linebacker Todd Rundle, linebacker Dan
Sullivan, linebacker Kevin Oullette and

linebacker Bruce Lemieux.

Football Findings: In the current

depth chart, the offense is a strong two-

deep at all positions, especially on the

line. The defense, due to the injuries, is

dotted with many players that haven't

seen much action in the ptist. . .one bright

spot is freshman linebacker Drew Com-
eau, who is starting at one of the

linebacker spots. Comeau suflfered a

serious leg injury in high school and this

srping is imjwrtant for his comeback.

a
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Hiring

For Next Semester
Job Description: Selling UMATEL - a new long

distance discount telephone service

Requirements: Hardworking, flexible, enthusiastic

enjoy sales work. On campus

students only.

Salary: $4.00/hour - work study students encouraged

to apply.

Call Telecommunication Office - 602 Goodell

for appointment - 545-3535

ARDEN
A MAffDARm m SZCCHUAN RESTAURANT

Open 7 Days for Lunch ft Dinner Hours Sun Thurs 11 10 Fri & Sat 11-2

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mon - Thurs $6.95, 5-8:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3
Full Liquor License

f
',

Sw4ncCL

guest artist

TONY Mf<ZCf>< TIM MORAN DON CHERRY

Monday,May 5'

8:15 P.M.
Buckley
Recital
Hall

Tickets: $4.

($2. for
students)

It's Our 15th Annual ^

We're celebrating our

i 5'^ Birthday

with Q 2 day

Storewide

Sole!

Frt. G Sot.,

May 2 & 3

Special Prices on

All Spring Shoes!

a pUy by
LANFORD WILSON

Presented by The University of Massachusetts Departmmt of Theater
Rand Theater - University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

May 1-3 and 7-10, 1986 at 8pim. Saturday Matinee, May 3 at 2pjn.
Tickets: Fine Arts C«i|ter Box OfFiee 545-2511

• Gorillas at Rutgers
around the crease and from the midfield.

Gloaltender Jim Oilman, a sophomore, has allowed on-

ly 7.1 goals-per-game and has a save percentage of .578.

"We've been working on some different things on
defense," said Garber. "Rutgers is so balanced, that our

defensive guys will have to work with a variety of looks,

including something new for us, a matchup zone. We have
some time to put it in, so hopefully it'll work out OK. The
defense has bailed us out of the last few games, and they'll

be needed again."

That defense, anchored by freshman goalie Sal LoCascio

(6.1 goals-against, .681 save percentage) has allowed on-

ly five gpp over its last five games. Crease defenders Tom
Aldrich and Oerry Byrne, both seniors, have been outstan-

ding. Newcomers Adam Rodell, Matt Woods and Jeff

Salanger, along with sophomore Scott Craig, have played

mim^^a^^^i^m^tmmmmmmm^^^mt continued from page 16

well. Junior defender John Joran, a hard-hitting junior-

college transfer, will miss his third straight game with

a deep thigh bruise suffered against Harvard. He will be

missed.

What's been missed most lately has been UMass' offen-

sive punch. The Gorilla offense rips the net up in prac-

tice, but misfires in the games. After beating Brown 13-8

and Boston College 17-2, the UMass offense hasn't broken

10, managing only 15 goals over the past two games, an
8-7 overtime loss to Army and an unimpressive 8-3 win
at Dartmouth.
Junior All-American Tom Carmean (3318-51) leads the

UMass attack. JuniorGreg Cannella has slowed of late,

but stands at 18-16-34. Sophomore Kelley Carr (20-10-30)

and senior Greg Fisk (18-11-29) have also been dangerous

scorers. Senior Seamus McGovern has been strong in the

face-off circle all season, and will have a tough battle with

Disciorio.

"The offense is good, I just wish I knew what was going
on with the shooting," said Garber. "Ifwe run our offense

like we're capable, we're tough. If we don't, the better

teams like Rutgers will hurt us. I think we'll come out

ready to play."

"The Rutgers game is the season," said McGovem. "The
whole team, especially the seniors, should come out gun-
ning. We want that playoff spot. We have had it as our
goal all season. This is it."

Gorilla Grumblings: C.W. Post, the number seven
team in the poll, lost to 14th ranked Adelphi, 20-10 on
Monday. Post is one of the teams fighting UMass to make
the Top 10. Post face Army on May 10.

Rutgers has two Longmeadow High products on their

roster. Pat Dawson, a junior defenseman, and senior

defenseman Gene Johnson. UMass has three Longmeadow
graduates on its roster: Fisk, Woods and freshman Greg
Collins.

L.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian OH.ce CC 113 • 8 46 3 45 Mon Thufs 8 4b 2 .30 Fr, • Deadline is '2 days pno? to oublication day

r ash m advance • Phone nuitit)ef FREE

A CIGARETTE CASE

Left »Ui (Ir

PLEASE ca»
REWARD

CC «M
Stave 6^187 Of

rt

ACTIVITIES

Learn to jURle! (Why not') Good
wMthar. Campu* Pond, bed vveelhar. SUB.
today, 3-5 30 pm

HAVEN (Heraetmeni and Violence
Emergency Netwoftl will have en introduc

tory meeting Monday. May S @ 6 pm For

further information cat! 586^9340

2S * Clab ii roi"K caMpiag May 23-2S rt

interested m jomtng us caH Donna at

2S6^)407

AMHEKST HOUSE

Luft Amherst House on has roetc Sum-
mer sublet with fall option Cheap rent CaH
256-175B

AUTO FOH SALE

1»M Civic HatchbMk 63.000 m«M
AM/FM B**** milaaB« vary daparWMit
2S3 2204

i97« VWBus great body intarior. navy as-

haust/ brakes tZISO 266 8484

7« Rabbit rebuilt 2U^2483

74 VW Supfrbeetle - greet condition' M60
5468115 546 8241

1975 VW Bus good ninning cond. little rust

asking $1300 549 1685 Frank

1976 Saab EMS silver 2dr,T^. doth in

tenor, stereo cassette. t2S00 546^7151

1976 Rabbit 77.948 miles standard tran

»250 549^77 eves

19H0 M(iB 42.000 miles, mint condition,

garaged during winters. Jensen stereo, one
owner 6.900 00 or best offer 253 7886

7i l>od|;r (nronel runs great muat sell

«600 BO Dave 546 6790

1976 Plvmouth Iluster good rurwtir^ con-

dition $800 00 call 546 4681

1974 Plymouth Duster slant 6 3 speed
standard trans needs windshieW $300 or

BO Mike 54fr5150

CAN YOr WRITE?

Interested in JournaliKm? It's never to

late to start' Come down to the
Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily m New England You can write

about Sports. News. Editorial, Black Af

fairs. Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues Whatever your interests, write about
it today in the Collegian We build careers.

CAPE COD

1 male and 1 female needed to fill large 4

bedroom house in Hyannis Close to beach
$900 for summer Call Doug 546-1200

CASH'

Paying cash for year baacball cards
I can Mike S46-6ia6

DIONE

Happy 20(h Birthday I love ytM vary

iTiuch, your brotfier Myk

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC KNTKRTAINMENT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows:
Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549 7144

ESCORT SERVICE

Escort .Service Available 8 p m 2 am
Everyday, anywhere on campus. Play it

sate, call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOR RENT

I bedroom apt. take over lease $345 incl.

all utilities Vj mile from Amherst center, on
bus route 256 6870

Brittany Manor now ranting for fall

semester 256-8534

Quiet ilouse! 2 single rooms, walk to

Amherst, UMass, on bus route Summer
w/fall option. 256 6891 or 253 2213

1 bedroom Pufftnn apartment starting

June 1 No roaches, all new kitchen, newly
painted Call Maria at 549 5771

Subletters 237 Puffton Vil furnished call

549-6534 cable pool negotiable price 3

bdrms

2 bedroom Southwood Apartment heat

included in rent call 253 5206 anytime

WANTED: 3 nonsmoking responsible

women to share furnished 3 bed Puffton

Apt for sumemr or 'and fall option Ask for

Helen Please keep on trying 549 6082

One bcdrwim available for female m
4 bedroom Riverglade. Summer/Fall
2535140

Apartment in center of Amherst lor rent,

summer with fall option Great location, call

2532170

Summer with fall option Four bedroom
Swiss Village apr all utilities included. Call

2561061

Two hedrnnm apartment 665 3282

Three Hinglr moms for rent in summer
fall option in Swiss Village call 256-1645 or

549 6570

Puffton Villa|;p summer sublet w'fall op
tion, one bedroom m a clean 3 br apt, lake ii

in June and its yours in Sept Call Eileen

and leave name and number 549 7458

4 bedroom house in Northampton. $600

plus for Sept
6 bedroom house in Hadley, June and Sept

$825 plus Fireplace Skibiski Realtors

564 3428

Summer sublet w fall option. 4 bedroom
txiuaa in S Amharst Near bus route

2S6-001S

2 bedroon apt short lease with tfw option

lor kmg term Free heat and water mala or

female $460 a month On bus route. Contact
Rich or Pete 253-0079

l~bcdroom apt Pa1m«a Viltage avaaable

June 1 must cal this waak to arrange

Plaaaa ksap trying Tarry 548-6461_
I htdraaai Soathwood townhoasc. Great

condition Take lease June 1st 256-1821

Roomy. 3 bedroom Sunderland houae,
garage, only 600 -•

, faH option, 666-7194

Brittany Manor apartBMnt take ovar Jun»
1st call 2S6 1567 It's yours

Non-smoking housemate needed for faM

$186 * call 666^4676

2 bedroom apt Crastvicw. Summer
sutolet/fsll option. Call S49 7781

Rooms rioae to
utilities 549 1358

UMass $210 mckjdas

Brand new 198C beaac for cat ready for

fall occupancy 5 t>ad. 2 bath. Navar kvad in

call 546^9646

Hage new 2 bdna apt Northampton, new
appkancas b bath Air cond, washer, dryer,

dishwasher, waN to waM availabie Juan 1

$5G0m 584 8486

One room available for 2 people
chaap Towr>ehouse apts 549A357

Rant

FOB SALE

Hewlett Packard 12C with calculator case
and owner's fwndt>ook Brand r>aw I don't

know how to use it' Call 546 1280 $80 00 or

BO

Comic Books for sale I have ttw best in-

ventory in Central New England 90 100%
runs of X Men, Spiderman. Avengers, etc

Visit us with a copy of tfus ad Et get a free

gift worth over $10 retail Located in Moun
tain Farms MaH mam to Four Thaatars Bite

siie store.

81 Ford Escort 4 spd hatchback no rust

now tiraa staroo $2100 586 4273 eves

(lurri Watches $25 while supplies last, call

Brian at 6 7460

t^alitv Furniture at reasonable pnces call

Lisa 549 0077

Yamaha DX9 sound svnthesiser $1000 or

80 253 3993 Tim

Therm»-Kax cop* machine $(.">. Hand
some RCA console TV. 25 inch color $225
tel 584 3491 _
Moraens Schwinn Bike 19" continental

ten speed $1 10 549 0577 eves

(tovernment Home from $1 lu repair)

Also delinquent tax property Call

1 805 687 6000 eit GH 9616 for informa

tion

Brand new tennis rackets Wilson Pro

Staff, 4 3'8 $120, Head graphite edge, 4

3^8, $95 Please call Wayne 546 9422

IjirKe fridge! $100. The perfect place to

keep extra beers cold' Call 6-8066

80 Suzuki GSL shaft drive low miles AF
helmet $1000 549-6985

Refrigerator excelleni condition 9 cu ft $75
call Debbie Marlins at 545 6152

Couch and luveseal good condition and
very comfortable $100 call 549-6711

Furniture - good condition great prices

tied nightstand, desk h chair, dresser call

Melissa 549 6031

Macintosh 400K disk drive. $200 obo; Im-

age. Ribbons $5. 253-5175

twin bed good cdtn $25 call 253 7345 must

flo;

Key Ring with two keys and "Nike" rubber

attachment. Call John 5-2234

FREE HOT WATER

Summer sublet, large 4-bedroom houae on
Main St bus across street. 5 minutes to

town, huge living room & kitchen best deal

around S100.00 nego contact Ansel or Neil

at 253-5813 many benefit

FURNITURE FOR SALE

Bedroom furniture for sale great condi-

tion' Great prices' Contact Michele or Cathy

5496078

HELP WANTED

JOBS: Full time/ Part time cooks, prep

cooks, dishwashers, receptionists, for busy
restaurant Summer and Fall work. Apply
Judies, Amherst

Xernx Operator needed on campus.
June-August. Monday-Thursda.v lO-ll

work-studv not required. Apply now!
Student Note and Printing Service 101

SrB.V15-2271

The Course and Teacher Evaluation
(iuide needs two dedicated, organized

summer workers to be responsible for

prepanng the guide for print in the fall Can
didates must have familiarity with data col

lection, strong writing, typing, editing,

preferred typesetting exp Position 30

hrs'wk @ $3 35 summer employmeni
pick up applications 420 Student Union
deadline May 5 at 4 PM The SGA is an

AA/EEO employer.

Jewish Community of Amherst looking

for Sunday School and Hebrew Teachers

for September 198(i. Also music teacher

needed Experience with children preferred

Call 549 0223 for application

()n-Campus, Paid training now for fall part

time Xerox operator positions Work study

not required Apply now Student Note and
Printing Service 401 SUB 545 2271

Cape^%d I ^e\(e'» Iqp eraani> ir> Dpnyis,

k>oking for 1 supervisor, $4 50 p'hr and
scoopers, $4 00 p hr apply m Amherst

Work outdoors this sommer! Studant
Psmters is r>ow hinng pamlers $S-7/hr ca>
Paul 54»S88e or Jeff 54&72Z2

Full or Pan Tvna
Amt Managar ar>d Salaaparaons

send resuma to:

Bel Air Gsrdana
870 So Mam St

Bellingham, Mass 02019
or caH 617 8S3 7544

lor more into

DAVE DOI.AN, If you're interested and if

you dare, a rasoonse m the Collagtan wouM
show me you care S A

tiuitar Wanted - I am kxAir^g for a left

Itandad Farxler Stratocastar any condition,

any vintage CaU Myk 6 6742

Deapcratcly seeking fix to 42nd Straat

this could mean CASH for you* Cal Loh
5464266

DENISE!
Find your personal

To Craah: Happi Birttiday' Hee hae hae ha

ho fto rto niKKS wtiat does this mean? Love

Cooks/Prep Cooks pan time day or rught

shifts available Apply at Mr Steak 261 King
St. Nonhannpton

Painters Acton-Concord Aina. Eap- pralar-

rad but not necimry good pay *
tnras Jeff 6 4064

(;«vcrament Jobs $16 040 $SS,230/yr
Now hiring Call 1 805^687 6000 ext R 9616
for current federal list

Imawdiate t>peaingB - front daak dartu
artd room deanors naadad at the Campus
Center Hotel Sumemr employment
guaranteed Apply at 8(h Floor Parsonnal
Office

Feawlc peraoaal care attendant needed,
fKNjrs 5-7 sat, overnights Tu. Thu, Sat h
8.30 am 1 30 pm Sat Er Sun for interviow
call 253 7367

Freelance Baaincaa and C
tions Writers for direct mktg
call after 1 00 pm 732 3333

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••a

Soutfiwest Weak contir>uas

Today's Bands on tfte Pyramids.

"Moscow

"

"Flashback"

"Watch the Teeth Kata
"

"Swm Kick"

10 30 PM free movies in Ifie

Hampden Souttwde Room

Anott>sr Southwest Area
Govammant Producation

laaic*-

nawalanar Caaa I tova you punkytmnny. foravar yours

HUNGRY?

Enjoy Nachos * Cheese at itie Soutfiwest
Concert' ICome se us in tfie food booth's

INTERESTED IN ARTS?

Interested in the .Arts - Art Tour given t>y

Earnest Coulombe and Manila Furman
restricted admittance to SO people RSVP
ASAP call Betsy Siersma 546^3671 at West
Gallery FASC first caH first serve May 6 4 pm
Chancellor's Residence refreshments
following.

UVE DOWNTOWN!.'

2 bedriMims available in nice house nght
next to Bans for summer. Rent negotiable

Check It out""i 2Sfr6064

LOST
~

Two-tone Mac Spring CB Jacket reward'
Sentimental about it lost 4/28 Tara 549 6861

Jay - Smce I know you read tfiese every day
hoping one wiH Iw addressed to you I

tfiought tfiat since tommorrow is your birth

day and all you shouM ir>dulge in a little

fame for a day |usi don't let it swell that

head of yours too much anyway fiave a

great one and good luck always a triery)

acroaa thejuijl

Vanesaa, Have a good one you daaarva it"

Luv ya Mair

Sigma Kappa Sistcra prepare

waakand you won't forget'

lor a

Annie Graham - Happy 21st" There are

parts of you I want to "inventory " & it won"t

be w/ a WIS101A" See ya at Timeout,

9abe' XO GM
Congratulations the new sisters of Alpha

Chi Omega Amy, Julie, Kerry, Karen,

Judy, Sue, Amy We love you the sisters of

AXO'

Robbie - I love you so much' I cant believe

It's Ijeen 4 years' Love you Hilary

Sigma Kappa Pledges only 2 days left'

l/Ost Lost Lost goW hoop earnng please
return reward 549 2636

Wallet stolen from NOPE keep the
money but return tt>e wallet please at CC in-

fo desk

Lost red Sony Walkman in Grad Tower E
Lab area If found please call 6 9855

Scuba Tank Saturday morning t^ewman
Center reward Bill 253-9015

Lost keys! Brass "Cape Cod" key ring with
several keys lost in Video Arcade, Hatch
area Tuesday evening. If found please call

546 5380'

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE^

Papers, cases, dissertalions. theses, on

campua, dependable, low rates, experienc

ad Nancy 564^7924

ROOMMATES WANTED

MARTHA'S VINEYARD

Wanted: two people to share new apan
mem in Edgartown Male or female Call

Chris before 10 AM or after 5 PM 549-7175

Two roommates needed for apartment

.

Available June Cheap rent 25&1324

Male roommate wanted for 2 tidrm

lownlK>use apt $150/mo call 549 0902

Fema[e needed to sfiare 2 l>edroom apt call

Angela 253 7284

2 male roommates wanted for

Townehouse Must tie responsible and

clean Call Dawn or Cheryl 549 7454

MOTORCYCLES

1983 Nighthawk 650 12.5k miles
meticulously maintained $1500 546-9437

KJTllonda Custom 400. Only 4000 rniJex
cellent condition, runs great' Burgundy
w/ pin stripe, luggage rack, small back, new
brakes, new battery. $650 - BO call Steve
25&1370

Honda CM 450 only 6,500 miles Excellent
cond new batt. tuned up includes 2 helmets
asking $975 call 549 0331 must sell

1978 Honda Hawk good cond. call Jim
549 5419 asking $625.

PERSONALS

We need 2 females to share our Brittany

Manor apartment next fall call 253-5729

Female roommate needed in scenic

Sunderland apartment Right on bus route

$150 per month starting June 1 fall option

Contact Ahda at 665 8597

(>ne room available in house in Hadley
summer sublet with fall option For more in

fo call Karen or Kelley 549-6040

Looking for I quiet female to sfwre a

room in Brandywine Apts call Sharon
549 4598 after 8 PM

2 roommates wanted to share bedroom in

Brittany Manor Apt. lease begins in Sept

253 3971

2 singles in Puffton now for fall 86 call

256 1039

""IMPORTANT""
' If your Recognized Student

Organization wants an FY88 budget
' from the SGA, pick up a packet now
' in 420 Student Union now' ' Be
' alert I

' Proposals will not be
' accepted after Wed, May 14 Thereafter,
' they will be put in the trash""

male roommate wanted to share bedroom
in Brandywine call 549 5723 or 546 5226

Townehouse have one bedroom open for

one or two roommates call 549-4171

Spitfire - Let's

Wildwood"
go all tfie way

KC Happy 20th Birthday. Love, GR
Soul. Black Music, records (used radio
program) 50 cents + Joe 586-5487 AM/PM

Townehouse female roommate needed for

three bedroom apt Maragret 549 5906

Roommate wanted - for fall E» spring m
Cliffside Nonsmoker, will have own room
256 0927 leave message for Sunshine

2 roommates needed for fall Squire Village

call Karen or Rachel 665 4972

Female roommate needed for Brittany

apartment 10 month lease starts in

September call 546 1186

SERVICES

BEACH PARTY DANCE
Saturday, May 3 9 pm 1 am
Knowlton Basement, Northeast

Were you there to see car accident 7 pm
January 16, corner Amity and North Pro
spect Inear town library)? Leave message
549 3605

Hi Mrs. Potatochip's moiher!

Dave M - I'm so proud of you' Qood luck on
the CPA I'll miss you' Dawn

.Saul. No matter what Mamash says, I think
you're great No. the greatest Yeah, that's
It' Happy 3 months, Carolyn

Eddie Spaghetti You're such a flirt' I

couldn't let you graduate without a per
^opaM L9vei'vauknaw«wl»o . . , .

COINS 121/12,") Tutoring $5 00 per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256 1239

Perfectionist Word Professing - $1 50
$2 00/page 25% off first |ob 549 6178

Tailor for alteration SHAANN's at mall

584 9362

TYPIN<;/W()KI» PR()< ESSIM. Fast, ac

curate, cheap Call before the rush

549 6819 eves

.Need to gel your stuff home tu I.. I. call

Mass Movers 546 9645 final week for reser

vations

SHOPPER SHIJTTLK

Get on boardr8atur(tay&' (ilL646 2J45for

more information

SHARLENE FEENEY

Hope you have a great Birthday s

few memones from your past'

kissing cousins, but Im shy,

fslbng m ditch. Charles and Di

hilarious, tfte white hat with ttie

five fool visor, be not afraid, tt>e

drunken lok. "Gnremeadrmk. IH

show you my feet'" Have a great

B-day Chuck" tovaya, tftagirta

SUBLETTERS WANTED

Summer sublet w fall option 3 rooms
available m a sunny Main St. apt on bus
route txg open rooms sunny dock single

callers weh:ome call Lesley at 546 3G00 day*

2S3-2821 eve

gUMMEK EMPLOYMENT

Lifeguards, Swim Instructors, Hsmp
shire Fitness Club 256 6446

SUMMER SUBLET

Gt location Sunset Ave across from Col
taga Pu» 4 bdrm 2 bath full fum 649 1447
lor mfo

2 aon-amohers wanted to share lumished
Towi>ehouse apartment with female June 1

Aug 31 Own room $120/mo call

549^709

Townebousc apt available for aummar
sublet and fall option 549-4367

Puffton Village two persons to share fur

nisfted bedroom pool bus route diaap rent

call 549 1809 or 546^717

2 bedroom Brandywine Apt. Completaly
furnisf>ed Call Christine 549 5632 or Mary
256^1680

4^spots available in Sunderland townhouae
cable TV on bus rt rent negotiable 865 3671

Fall option 2 bedroom apt in Bnttany
Mar>or negotiatile rent 253-2831

Brandywine Apt for sumemr sublet caU
Linda 549 4798

ACROSS STREET FROM CAMPUS!
Need female to share bedroom in house
Provate bathroom, washer dryer, tuckyard.

deck, close to town Perfect summer home'
Price negotiable Allison or Sheila 549 6364

Need female non-smoker to sublet one
liedroom in large two bedroom Squire

Village townhouse. June 1 Aug 31 On bus
route, pool. A/C. Karen 665 3740/Nsncy
665 4563

Amherst Center 1 bedroom sunny, quiet,

spacious apt rent neg 253-5629

3 housemates needed to share two
bedroom Southwood apt June 1st wfall

option 256 6081

One bedroom apt Soathwood Juno-

August $200/month - fumished - call nighla

256 1875

4 person apt 1 mile from campus. Summer
plus fall option Call 256 1467

Fearing St. beautiful apt 2 bdr. sunny

deck, skylites. rent neg call Natalie

549 7127

1 bdrm apt Puffton: sunny, clean, tennis,

pool, close to campus, Ben 546-1191

Rolling (ireen .'I bedroom air cond. $500
for June Aug includes utilities call Elyac or

Pam 256 6887 Brian 545 3117

."< bedroom house - great location near cam
pus up to 5 people prices negotiable

546-9787

1 bedroom Swiss Village (June 1 August
31 1 all utilities included in rent, on bus route,

rent negotiable call 266 8285

Close to campus 2 large, sunny rooms.

Clean, quiet, wooded area 130/room. Call

Lisa 549 7227

Puffton Village 2 bdr, 2 baths, furnished,

clean and reasonable 549-7728

Brandywine Apt partly furnished call

David 549 6570 price negotiable

On Norlh Pleasant St yellow house on hill

across the street from campus Two people

wanted for double room $135 per month
House includes washer, dryer, microwave,

cable and more Call Holly of Judy 549 7377

Next to campus large house with dog 4
rooms available price negotiable call jeff

5490814

Summer sublet - furnished townhouse
apartment very reasonable price call even

ings 6 8273 or 6^8275

.Summer sublet - Fall option Southwood
apt. 2 bdrm great rent bus route 26&1588

2 bedroom apt $3007month w/fall option

Terry 545 0878

w/fall option: Swiss Village; furnished; 1

,

2, or 3 bedrooms (singles) 256 1318

Ideal Location - spacious apt, 1st floor

house, 1 minute walk to campus and town
call Anita after 10 PM 256 8402

Southwood townhouse 2 bedroom, fully

furnished, cable TV cheap 253 3571

2 bedroom apartment. Lantern Court,

Sunderland Includes furnishings air condi

tionmg, cable TV Call Kim or Donna,

549 7127

."t bedroom in Puffton for sublet. Nice

place 259 1039. Larry

Brandywine 2 fidrm cheap rent 549 5416

2 br Townehouse apt fully furnished call

Andy 549 6014

No more dirty trips to the laundry!! Free

unlimited use of washer and dryer included
in this spacious 3 bedroom luxury abode
Possible fall option 256 0092

Nice Brandywine Apt June-Aug rent

negotiable 549 1935 call now

Rolling (ireen apartment has four

tjedrooms for summer sublet at $100 each
inclusive 256 6837 . . . -

I'ufftnn Village 2 bedrooms 1 furmahad
available for summer. Great hication Pam or

Karen 548 1616

Two bedroom tewahoase avaHable June 1

with fall option on bus route in Sunderland
must see call 666-7961

Starting June let, with faH option. 3

tiadroom Nonfiwood Apt Greet bus sar-

vKS. pool, hot water included. AC cfioap

for single occupants, $396 >- util nogot

885 4647

2 bedroom Soathwood apt for rant with

tall option Nw carpeting Et fridge b
dishwasher 256 1461

Two bedroom townehouse price

negotiable, call 546 8125 Michelle or

546 8129 Jane for more info

Brandywine 2 bedroom Iii8v fumahad
rant negotiable 549^186 ^
3 bedroom house in Amberat on the bus

route Call anytime 256 0646

fboaseautes needed: own room, ckiaa to

campus, fall option, June 1 August 31,

$150/month t utilities, call Carl or Pradtp

549 3639

Northampton Ceatcr summer sulitat 3

rooms avsilaWo m a single family house.

Queit neighborhood, lots of room,

washer /dryer $475 per room call even
tr>gs/rTKxnings 504 5426

Swiss Village 4 tiedroom apt on b)s lir>e ex-

tremely negotieble take any or all rooms
June 1 Aug 31 fall option possible call

6-9678 anytime keep trying

Singlea: four of tt>em Houae in Sguire rant

negotiable Ichoap'l caH Alisa 6 8259 or Sua
67422

Puffton Village 1 bdrm apt for summer
sublet call 54&7027

Summer sublet available at Squire ViHage

m Sunderland two large bedrooms very

peaceful area on bus route 546-5370 or

5467119

3 bedroom apt in Puffton Village air

cond. cable, fully furnished, tennis. prx>l. 12

mm walk to campus call 548-7882

Summer sublet 1 bdr in Puffton cal

549 3667

Northampton Center 2 large rooms, $138

each call 586-6436 call evaninga

THE UMASS CHESS (HAMPIONSHIP

Begins at n<Min on .Sat, May 3 in the CC
over $800 awarded at all skill levels trophy

to top man woman, in Sylvan. NE FREE ad

vance entry to Umass students for info, call

Joe at 5 0341, 253 5781

TO SUBLET

1 bedrm S I :)5/monlli, inchitive Juno thru

Aug 665 4388

Summer sublet - furnished Townehouse
apartment reasonable price - caH evenings
549 5868

1 or 2 bedriHims with 4 bedroom fall option
in Amherst please call after 10 266 6859

l,<Miking for a 2 bedroom apt? Sublet 1

room for summer take lease in Sept
665 7119, after 6

2 bedroom Rrandvwine apt for summer
sublet call 546 6898' or 546 6699

Sublet/fall option Crcstview 1 bdrm apt
carpet, AC storage, bus, 10 mm walk to

UMass 549 6369

Summer sublet completely furnished
Townehouse apt very reasonable call

5*9 1901

Ijirge apartment one mile from campus
has rooms available for summer sublet plus

2 fall options rent neg. call 549 5436

2 summer sublet 1 fall option in 2

bedroom apt in town female nonsmoker for

fall 253 3745

Are you living in Amherst this summer?
Sublet our 2 tKfrm townhouse apartment
June 1 Sept 1 $350/mo call 253 3122

2 persons needed for 3 bedroom Puffton

Apt w/fall option to share large bdrm
$127 50 Craig 549 2804

(torgeous .1 br apt in Sunderland sumemr
sublet w/fall option 550 i /mo 665 4184

2 person pleasure palace for sublet right in

SlOowntown Fantastic location Call

256 0235

Squire Village 1 double rm in 2 brm apt
non smkr, quiet. Call 666-2579 2-9 pm ask
for Hilary

TRAVEL

Oneway train ticket to Seattle / Portland

OR Good until July $90 or BO 253 3961

TYPING & WORD PROCESSING^

Next day swvlce fvPE flTfE 323 4579~

WANTED

Two hedriMim apt wanted for June 1 in

Amherst 549 4842

Idealistic couple seeking 1 bnedroom apt
in Amherst/ Northampton f>lease call Heidi
after 11 pm 546 4464

WANTED • RIDE TO AMHERST

Please take me hack to Amherst on Sun
day (afternoon, evening, or night) May 4
from LI or NYC Call Larissa at 549 4674
(before 5 pm on Fn) or (516) 543 5848 (on
Sat or Sun! will sfiare expenses

WEHAVE A LEASE!

How much is our Rolling, (ireen lease
yvtvttv- C»IL2«3 5«» 9irv 7.PM
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One down: softball edges Temple, 3-2
^^

^ » .Cr the nightcap. 3-1. The starting pitche

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J. - The Univer

sity of Massachusetts softball team had

to remedy a case of opening-round jitters

yesterday, as the Minutewomen had to

come-from-behind to defeat Temple

University, 3-2, in the opening-round of

the Atlantic 10 tournament at Rutgers

University.

"We were really very tense out there.

We need to relax a little more." UMass

head coach Elaine Sortino said. "But it's

I

good that we got it out of our systems to-

day. I think we will be all right for our

next game."

That next game will come agamst

Rutgers today at 1 p.m. The Lady

Knights, seeded third in the four-team

double-elimination tournament, notched

a mild upset by beating second-seeded

Rhode Island, 3-0 in the second game of

the day. UMass is now 34-7 on the season

and has won four straight.

it really doesn't matter who we'll play,

because we are going to have to beat

everybody here to win this thing," Sortmo

said. "Rutgers is a very good team, but we

know what we have to do.
"

UMass advances in A-10playoffs
^-^ "*•

. . . 11.. ;» fV>o civtVi innm?.
What the Minutewomen need to do is

get off to a better start then they did

yesterday. Senior left-hander Lynn

Stockley raised her record to 18-2 on the

season, going the distance and striking

out three batters. However, Stockley

wasn't at her best and had to overcome

a shaky first inning that saw her throw

three wild pitches and fall behind 1-0.

Temple scored when Owl catcher Robin

Boyd lifted a sacrifice fly to left field, scor-

ing designated hitter Chris Johnston.

Stockley also gave up two hits in the inn-

ing, but only allowed one more the rest

of the game.

The Minutewomen erased the 1-0 Tem-

ple lead in the third, when sophomore cat^

cher Ilene Freeman drilled a bases-loaded

two-out double to the gap in left-center.

Junior second baseman Carol Frattaroli,

sophomore shortstop Paige Kopcza and

senior center fielder Sally Maher, all of

whom had singled with two outs, scored

on the hit.

Those would be all the runs Stockley

needed as she cruised through the middle

innings with ease. Temple. 19 18. did

mount a rally in the sixth inning, when

Kim Dempsey singled to center and stole

second with one out. After Donna

Marino's fly -out to left, Johnston lofted a

high fly ball to left that caught a strong

wind and glanced off the glove of junior

Emily Bietsch.

Dempsey scored on the play, but

Johnston was gunned down at third on a

perfect relay from Kopcza.

Stockley gave up a lead-off walk in the

seventh, her free pass of the game, but the

UMass defense rallied around their ace,

with Stockley throwing out Temple third

baseman Kim Seitzinger for the final out.

The Minutewomen tagged Temple

starter Marge Lavage (10-10) for seven

hits. Maher and Kopcza both were two-for-

three while Stockley helped helped her

own cause with a single in three trips.

Yesterday's opening-round victory sets

up another meeting between the

Minutewomen and the Lady Knights. The

two teams met earlier this season at

NOPE Field when they split a

doubleheader.

UMass won the opener 4 and dropped

the nightcap. 3-1. The starting pitcher for

UMass has not been announced by Sor-

tino. but sophomore right hander Lisa

Rever should get the nod if the season

rotation holds true to form.

Rutgers. 27-12-2, will have Sue

Gallagher on the mound for the game.

Gallagher beat Rever in 10 innings in

their last meeting.

Yesterday's win, as well as the remain-

ing games in the tournament, will have

regional significance as well as the

Minutewomen are still in the running for

a bid to the NCAA tournament as the top-

ranked team in the Northeast. Like

basketball, the softball tournament is

divided into regions and UMass is cur

rently the top team in the Northeast. Two

teams, the top team in the region and one

atlarge team, will make the tourney. 16

teams nationwide qualify for the playoff's.

Yesterday, the University of Connec-

ticut, ranked second in the Northeast, and

third-ranked Adelphi University split a

doubleheader in Storrs. If the

Minutewomen can capture the A 10

championship on Saturday, a national bid

is certain as UMass would represent the

Northeast region.

Gorillas seek playoffs at Rutgers
9th-ranked Knights

host no. 10 UMass
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It's Crunch Time.

The University of Massachusetts lacrosse team has

beaten the teams it should have beaten, it has captured

the attention ofUMass sports fans and it has attained na

tional recognition.
. r »i.

But that's not enough, not for the players, not for the

coaching staff, and certainly not for the fans. Tomorrow

night at Rutgers University, the Gorillas have a final step

to take. Making the national playoffs.

UMass, ranked 10th in the nation, will face Rutgers,

the number nine team in the poll at 7:30 p.m. in a game

that should determine which team makes the NCAA
playoffs. rr 4

There is a ten-team poll in the Division 1 playoff set-

up, and this game is critical to the chances of both teams.

It is the final game of the season for the Scarlet Knights,

9-3, while UMass must still play at second-ranked

Syracuse on May 9.
. . ». u

"You can't say that ifwe lose, we're out, but that s what

will probably happen," said UMass coach Dick Garber.

"We need a win against one of the top teams to make it,

and Rutgers could be it. This is the most important game

of the season so far."

UMass hasn't qualified for the playoffs since 1981,

Rutgers has been in a tourney dry spell since 1974. Both

teams have young rosters and a playoff berth means a lot

for both programs.

"I've said from the start of the season that our goal was

to make the playoffs," said Garber. "This is a good lacrosse

team, we have that kind of ability. Now we have to go

down there are prove it against a good team."

Rutgers has lost only to second-ranked Syracuse, sixth-

ranked Navy and eighth-ranked Army (11-7). The Scarlet

Knights only other common opponent with UMass is St.

John's, who they beat 10-2. On Wednesday, Rutgers tuned-

up for the Gorillas with a 15-8 win over Drexel.

Leading the Scarlet Knights is junior attackman Ed

Trabulsy. A probable All-American, Trabulsy has scored

26 goals and dished out 17 assists for 43 points. Junior

attackman Brad Fish is at 13-16-29. Right behind him is

senior midfielder Gregg Fried at 19-9-28. Middie Dave

Disciorio (21-4-25) is the face-off man, and a good one. Add

senior attackman Jeff Lynch (20-3-23) and outside of

Syracuse, Rutgers is the most explosive, balanced attack

UMass will face this season, with threats both on the

continued on page 15

Collegian photo by Paul Desmaram

Junior midfielder Neal Cunningham and the rest of the Gorillas wiU have to be at the top

of their game tomorrow night when UMass plays at Rutgers.

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:
Today:

Baseball: at Northeastern (2), 1 p.m.

Softball: Second round of Atlantic 10 Tournament at

Rutgers.

Saturday:

Men's Lacrosse: at Rutgers, 7:30 p.m.

Softball: Atlantic 10 Tourney continues.

Men's Track: Easterns at C. Conn.

Women's Track: New Englands at Vermont

Women's Tennis: Wellesley, NOPE Courts, 11 a.m.

Men's Tennis: at C. Conn.. 1

)
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• Student &shion show coming up. Page 3.

• Soviet 'arrogance' on the Chernobyl
disaster. Page 5.

• An appraisal of Skoah, Page 6.
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*No union' comes out
ahead; runoff possible
Unionization is rejected for a third time,

unless challenged ballots force second vote

Photo by Tom Concannon

Dancer Erika Thorne strikes an exultant pose during the Gay Pride

March in Northampton Saturday.

Gay rights advocates
march and ^celebrate'

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

Balloons, banners, and singing carried

the afternoon as about 1,000 supporters

of gay and lesbian rights marched through

Northampton on Saturday in the fifth an-

nual Gay Pride March.

"I'm here because I won't stay home in

fear," said Kol Goodstein. a student and

staff member at the University of

Massachusetts.

The parade began in Lampon Park in

Northampton at 12:30 p.m. and proceed-

ed one mile to Pulaski Park, as marchers

chanted, "Pfeople united will never be

divided."

'"Ibday's a day to feel pov^rer and securi-

ty," said Patsy White, who was a

"peacekeeper" for the march.

Peacekeepers, or volunteer security

staff, "help keep the march going, trying

to keep people safe," explained Caroline,

a peacekeeper who refused to give her last

name for fear of losing her welfare

benefits.

At Pulaski Park a music group, No

Regrets, and several other performers

entertained the marchers.

"We're here to celebrate our unity, and

let people know that we're here to stay,"

said Mark Clukey, a UMass residence hall

assistant and member of the Lesbian,

Bisexual, Gay Alliance.

The marchers encountered one group of

anti-gay protesters, a church group from

Easthampton.
About 20 members of Victor Chapel, a

Christian fellowship, occupied the stairs

on the side of the Academy of Music, next

to Pulaski Park. "We're here to make a

stand for God," said their pastor, Doug
Marcotte. "We're really here to save them.

We're a Bible-believing, Bible-preaching

church."

Marcotte's group was met by

peacekeepers who chanted, "Hey hey, ho

ho, homophobia has got to go." Several

police officers stood between the two

groups, but there were no disturbances.

One protester, dres.sed as a devil, was ac

companied by two women in chains. "I'm

here to tell people they're in public

continued on page 4

By CRAIG SANDLER
Collegian Staff

"No union" and the Office and Profes-

sional Employees International Union
were the top vote-getters in last Thursday's

University of Massachusetts union elec-

tion, and a runoff between the two options

may be held pending a review of challeng-

ed ballots.

Results of the vote released late Friday

afternoon indicate that for the third time

in eight years, the Union of Professional

Employees of the Massachusetts Teachers

Association has failed in a

bid to unionize UMass pro-

fessional employees.

Of 846 approved votes, the

"no union" option received

435; OPEIU got 259; and
UPE/MTA received 152.

The focus of the unioniza-

tion battle now shifts to a

May 12 meeting in Boston,

in which 64 ballots that

were officially challenged

during Thursday's vote will

be reviewed.

Several ballots were
challenged by the tw(^

unions vying to represent

the professionals, OPEIU ^^^^^^™
and the Union of Professional Employees,

because their polling place observers felt

the votes were cast by workers who did not

fit the "professional" classification. But
most challenges

came from the .state Labor Relations Com-
mission in cases where voters were not on

a list compiled by the University.

The challenged ballots will be reviewed

RESULTS

by representatives from the two unions, the

commission, and the state Board of Regents

of Higher Eiducation. Every ballot which all

four parties agree is valid will then be add-

ed to the vote totals.

John Connolly, the head of OPEIU's
Amherst drive, said through a spokesper-

son. "We always exp>ected a clear victory.

We are greatly encouraged by the fact that

the union vote was so strong. We look for-

ward to a runoff."

The spokesperson, Kathy Burton, said

OPEIU repre.sentatives will seek a runoff

based on the strength of the pro-union vote.

^^^^B 411 of the validated votes,

or 49 percent, favored
unionization under either

OPEIU or UPE/MTA.
NO UNION 435
OPEIU 259
UPE/MTA 152

51 percent of the

validated ballots favored

no union.

64 challenged votes

may be added pending

review May 12.

Burton predicted OPEIU
will bt* supp^irted by many
of the challenged ballots.

But she added that the

union may take legal action

to challenge the "profes

sional" status of some ofthe

voters who cast challenged

ballots.

The rival union, the
Union of Professional
Employees, would not come
out ahead even if it were

supported bv all 64 challenged votes.

UPE/MTA is an affiliate of the

Massachusetts Teachers Association,

which already represents faculty, clerical

and library workers at UMass-Amherst.
Attempts by UPE/MTA in 1978 and 1982

to unionize professional employees failed.

UPE/MTA officials were unavailable for

comment Friday.

Low grades qualify students
for scholarship—with a hitch
Two University of

Massachusetts graduates

are offering a $350 scholar-

ship to "underachievers" as

an incentive to improve

academic performance.

James Kwiecinski, a 1975

UMass graduate, and his

wife Cynthia, class of 1977,

are accepting applications

from any full-time student

who has completed at least

one semester at the Univer-

sity and has a grade point

average of 2.85 — or less.

The catch? "I'm then com-

mitting them to get a 3.5 or

better for fall 1986."

Kwiecinski said.

The winner of the $350

will then be cho.sen from

those who meet that com-

mitment. "I'll pick them out

of a hat," he said.

The scholarship, named
the "Kelimegs" award after

the Kwiecinskis' daughters,

Meaghan, 2, and Kelly, six

months, was originally

planned as three $100

scholarships, but "I decided

that wasn't enough of an in-

centive," he said.

Kwiecinski, now a real

estate agent in Holyoke,

.said of his time at UMass, "I

am a person who didn't

always live up to his poten-

tial; I was even on academic
probation for one semester
... I did turn around and end-

ed up with 3.5s and 3.7s for

a couple of .semesters."

"The award is not the

continued on page 4

*A Class Act' finishes
By STUART GAMBLE
Collegian Correspondent

More than 200 seniors and Physical Plant

workers donated their time Thursday

through yesterday to help i -^tore the 12t'-

floor of the \i\. •rsit; c vlassachusett.

library towpr in tiie first stage of the "Mass
Transform at inn" project.

The weekend's work waa calleri " A Clas^

Act" because only seniors were t-ligible to

participate. The project will be open to all

classes next September, when Mass
Transformation will swing into high gear

tiiiu leijovttte me wititxiy hoiu to^» i-o

bottom.

According to Anne McCrory, student co-

coordinator, the project was conceived by

tho f'ampus Awareness Committee, a

student-administration board which ex-

plores ways to improve the campus, and will

involve 2,000 to 4,000 volunteers.

McC/n)ry said the project will include "all

study floors" of the library. The UMass art

department is holding a contest for murals
m be painted in the stairways and possibly

in the elevator waiting lobby.

Mcf 'rory said the paint and other

continued on page 3
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i?WHY CALL NEW YORK???

roiind trip
CALL 253-7529

f_ Wi for oiivujiv

COPENHAGEN 240
OSLO 240
STOCKHOLM 240
HELSINKI 270
and pick up your ticket at your

local btudent Travel office!!
7? So Pleasont St Amherst

- Council Travel Services

Soup • Bialys •

loked Turkey •

oc

•Of

Hours
Mon Sal

?-6

,juf». 9-1

TrlN

MU SSiS>^^»fHERST ,

Tabouibi

Hava

"iTles • Brie

v^hocolates •

li Rye • Koshe r

idda Across from I*

Plumbleys M
• Kepperoni

Fresh Baked

Breads • Gruyere • Cheddar Jalapeno Soup •

Smoked
Curried

Lentil So
Salads «

Apple P

Taragon

Cheese
Smoked

MMi
/ ^ ^ £^ r\r- r\

ave a SPRING PARTY
with a DIFFERENCE

Call us for our

custom party platters -

over 100 kinds of domestic and im

ported cheeses, smoked meat & fish,

exotic salads, fresh cakes and

pastries

Cake • Come^ee^^arro^ou^^reek Rice

Saiad • Croissants • NY Deli R>

IP SEE ME

FEEL ME.

fB TOUCH ME

HEAR ME.
Working with those who are communicatively impaired is a

challenging, yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College

at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of

research and further study in this field Our ASH A accredited

Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology and

our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make it pos-

sible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time, or part-

time if you are employed in the field

For information on these programs, or a free brochure, com-

plete and mail the coupon below Or call (617)4 37-2 708.

Please send me information on your Speech-Language Pathology and

Audiology Programs

Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions. 106 DK,

Northeastern University 360 Huntington Ave .
Boston. MA 02 1 LJ

Name Phone

Address,

Citv.._,._ 7iP

L
INorthcaskrn University

,

An fqual opportunity afTirmntivf Hf tion univfrsily I

,<i>CS5i'5i<i'{i'5i'>^i'5=«?«
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CHINESE KITCHEN
FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to JO PM
MonSat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

\ Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

1

^ 430 Russell St (Rt 9)

Hadley

Try Our Luncheon-Dinner Specials

Only $1.49 before 3 PM, $1.90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:

253-2571
Vj;^;i5S51>;i'>'>>'><i.^;<?.^i.^s^S»*.' i<i>5<;=5S<='?sjsSi!SS5S?s:?««^

150 King St. |

Northampton
^

586-8220

COLLEGIAN DRIVERS NEEDED
starting Fall Semester

• Musf have own car

• Must have mornings (9-11) free

$8 - $10 an hour

• Approximately 6 hours per weel(

APPLY IN PERSON AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER

5k benellon

of

Holyoke Mall at Ingleside
presents

1986 Spring and Summer Collection

in a

"FASHION SPECTACULAR
ft

You are cordially invited

Saturday, May 10, 1986

2:00 p.m.

University of Massachusetts Student Center

Flagstone Terrace

Special Beuettofi Guest Prizes:

Two Benetton Rugbys

A Benetton 16" Teddy Bear

A Benetton Nap-Sack

We Look Foru^ard To Seeing You For An Exciting Show.

&S?.SES2SZS2SZS2S2S2S2S2S2S2SES2S2SZS2S2S2S2S2SHS2S2S2S2SES2S2S2S2S2S2SZS2SZSZSZS2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2S2SZS2SZSHSZS"<iP

Panelists: Struggle is

root of Mideast violence
Members of a panel examining US

foreign policy last week at the University

of Massachusetts concurred that the

Palestinian struggle for a homeland is at

the root of violence in the Middle East, and

criticized US actions in the region.

About 60 people listened to the four

panelists in the Campus Center, at an event

sponsored by the Radical Student Union.

Mansur Al-Hassan, a member of the

General Union of Palestinian Students in

Massachusetts, said "We Palestinians de-

nounce terrorism and we have said that all

along. Our targets are military ... but

nobody wants to believe us."

Mulugeta Agonafer, an Ethiopian

graduate student at UMass, said the US
never forgave Libyan leader Moammar
Khadafy for closing an American base in

Libya during the early 1970s and for his

role in raising oil prices in 1973.

"Certainly, the US does not want so-

meone like Khadafy as a ruler in that

area," he said.

Debbie Friedman of New Jewish Agen-

da, a group opposed to Israel's occupation

of neighboring territories, said the US bom-

bing of Libya last month escalated tensions

in the Middle East and undermined the

credibility of the United States.

She said the only way to reduce terrorism

in the region is "some kind of two-state

solution, which will involve Israel

withdrawing from the occupied territories

and for both groups to talk about how peace

can be achieved."

David DuBois, who teaches Afro-

American studies and journalism at

UMass, said the United States aims for

"dominance, consumerism and consolida

tion under and around the American way

of life"

Hassan said, "The Middle East is going

from bad to worse. The only thing I see is

a chance of another war."

-JEFFRY BARTASH

Debate team finishes strong
The University of Massachusetts Debate

Team has wrapped up one of the most suc-

cessful seasons in its history, finishing

ninth out of 64 teams in the National

Debate Tburnament held recently at Dart-

mouth College.

"There is a rigorous qualification process

just to get into the nationals ... We did ex-

ceptionally well in a number of areas," said

Joe Willmore, director of the team.

UMass boasts the debate duo of Danny

Pbvinelli and Mark Friedman, who were

ranked as the top two-person team going

into the Dartmouth tournament. Pbvinelli

finished third out of 128 college reprp««en-

tatives, and together with Friedman gain

ed the second-highest point total.

"The tournament was a bit of a disap

pointment to us," said Friedman, a

sophomore political science major. "We

were killing them until we lost sight of the

big picture in the last round. They did to

us what we usually do to win."

Other strong finishers at the tournament

were first-year UMass sudents Stacy Kin

namon and Dayna Scott, who Willmore

said "came to UMass to de» ate and are

often overlooked."

-MARGO MULRENIN

ColUcian photo by Richard Bonanno

Bass guitarist C.G. Davis, seated, and saxophonist Steve Mathewson

lead the band Watch the Teeth Kate through a set on the "pyramids"

as part of Southwest Week.

200 volunteers tackle 12th'floor task

ColleKian photo by Michelle Segall

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey cleans a few stray drops of green paint

from the hair of UMass senior Anne McCrory. Duffey was helping out

with "A Class Act," which McCrory helped organize.

continued from page 1

supplies will be

provided by the Physical

Plant, but said she believes

additional supplies will be

provided by UMass alum-

ni, parents of students and

otiier friends of UMass,

like merchants and
corporations.

Stacy Roth, also co-

cordinator of the project

and former Student
Government Association

campus president, said she

also served on the Campus
Awareness Committee, and

added, "I was interested

and wanted to become in-

volved."

The project will "build

pride to have people get in-

volved and everyone is

volunteering," she said.

"Not only students but the

community is involved."

Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey donated time Satur-

day, painting alongside

Roth and McCrory.

Other students who
volunteered said they were

enthusiastic about the

project.

Zoology major Sarah

Oulton, who was sanding

the walls before painting,

said, "I've lived in the

library for three and a half

years and I'd rather donate

my time than money."

Roger Cherewatti, head

of the UMass Physical

Plant department, said,

"The project is going great

and tiie students are fan-

tastic."

Cherewatti predicted "A

Class Act" will save the

University approximately

$50,000 worth of contrac-

tor work and the entire

Mass Transformation pro-

ject will save about

$250,000.

The senior project began

Thursday night and con-

tinued through Sunday.

Students who participated

were served refreshments

provided by UMass Food

Services.

Designers to show
*sunsational' clothes

"Sunsational Fashions," a student-organized fashion

show, will bring glamor to the area at 8 p.m. tomorrow

in the Campus Center Auditorium.

The two-part .show will present the latest works of five-

college clothing designers as well as those of local retailers,

with the intention of getting local designers noticed, said

Beth Marshall, chief organizer of the event. The clothes

will be modeled by a team of 23 University of

Massachusetts students.

Tickets for the event will cost $2 and proceeds will go

to the American Cancer Society, Marshall said.

A 10-foot screen will be mounted above the stage, mak-

ing the models appear larger than life, which Marshall

said is "the up-and coming thing in fashion and fashion

shows."

"The biggest problem is getting the idea across to peo-

ple that it is not another rinky-dink show," she said.

"There is a lot of talent out there."

One of the designers from Mount Holyoke College has

traveled all over the world and had her work shown in

Japan and China, Marshall said.

The show is the creation of the "Fashion Five," the

primary organizers of the event. Marshall .said prepara-

tion has been "a lot of work for everyone."

Local retailers have donated time and resources to the

show and have been "very cooperative," she added.

-PAUL LOUIS

WOMEN'S rORUM

Women's Forum is a weekly listing of events related

to women's issues. Notices should be sent to the

Women's Issues Editor, care ofthe Collegian, by the Fri-

day before the event.

Monday
A representative of SAREO will lead a discussion

of the results of a recent survey of women students

regarding sexual harassment on campus from 12

to 1:30 p.m. in Campus Center 805-09.

Wednesday
The Women's Admission and General Educa-

tion Support group is hosting a workshop focusing

on integrating personal needs with parental,

economic, and academic responsibilities, from 7 to 9

p.m. in the Campus Center. Further information is

available at 545-0883.

Ecstasy Unlimited, a video essay on the social con-

struction of sexuality, will be held at 7 p.m. in Cam-

pus Center 905-909.

Thursday
Patricia Ramsey, assistant profes.sor of psychology

and education at Mount Holyoke College, will speak

aboufChildren's Friendships" at 7 p.m. in the

gallery of the Jones Library.
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* Gay Pride March
bondage. We want to set them free from bondage.

"Homophobia is a sin, homosexuality is a sin. These peo-

ple I have in chains are like homosexuals in Satan's

hands," said the protester, who refused to give his name.

He told marchers, "You're in bondage and I love it."

"We love it. too," a marcher replie !

After 20 minutes police asked the church members to

leave; they complied. "We made our point," Marcotte said.

Meanwhile, gay rights supporters sang and danced

nearby.

"It's great," said Eric Hansen, a marcher "They (the pro-

testers) stimulate more controversy. Paul Cameron gave

a focal point; the protesters did the same thing." Cameron,

an anti-gay psychologist, sparked protest when he spoke

at UMass last month.

The march was supported by numerous area groups, m-

cluding HAVEN, the Harassment And Violence Energy

• scholarship —
issue, everyone who gets a 3.5 is

a winner," he said. "I can't wait to get rid of the money,

so hurr>' up"
Students interested in the scholarship should mail a

copy of their spring 1986 grade point average to P.O. Box

402. Northampton, by Sept. 15. Applicants must then mail

their fall grades by Feb 13, 1987, to verify that they have

earned a 3.5.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE

I

continued from page 1

Network, a support group for gays and lesbians "who are

threatened or harassed." said HAVEN staff member Edie

Woodward.

continued frvm page 1

PANDA
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34 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA

584 3858

Chef Innovations
Soft Shell Crabs

Lunch Specials start at $3.25

include entree, soup and rice

Open Hours: Sun. 2:00 PM - 9:30 PM
Fri-Sat 11:30 AM - 11:00 PM

Mon-Thurs 11:30 AM - 9:30 PM

f

I

I
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TEAM TUITION
When two (2) students

register and pay in full,

they both receive

a

$50.00 Discount

Courses may be taken

at any Kaplan location.

Good for GRE, MCAT, GMAT
and LSAT

Summer/Fall 1986 Courses

$50.00 OFF
with this ad

honored only in Amherst

offer expires May 31, 1986

The Sisters and Pledges

of

Kappa Kappa Gamma
would like to express

sincere thanks to all

faculty members

for attending

our Faculty Tea

Summer's Comingii
think

CAPE COD
cooks positions available

• strong hourly wage
• tuition bonus incentive

• great crews to work with

Join our team -

you'll be happy you did"

call Rick collect for interview

398-1648 or apply in person

LONGFELLOWS PUBS
Rte6 A
Brewster

896-5413

Old Townhouse Rd.

So. Yarmouth
394-3663

SI

"for the dead and the living

we must bear witness"

- Elie Wiesel

Holocaust
Memorial
Week

(in addition to "Shoah")

May 4- 11. 1986

Tuesday. May 6
COMMEMORATION AND CANDLELIGHTING CEREMONY
7:30 pm, by the campus pond (rain location: Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union). Followed by

play (see below).

DRAMATIC PRESENTATION
"The Thinking Heart," based on Etty Hilesum's wartime diaries.

8:00 pm, Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union

EXHIBIT OF PHOTOS AND ART
10:00 am - 4:00 pm, Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union

Wednesday. May 7
HUMAN RELATIONS FORUM
"What Makes a Holocaust Possible; The Societal and Cultural Bases of Genocide and of

Lesser Cruelties"

Ervin Staub, Professor of Psychology, University of Massachusetts.

12:00 - 1:30 pm. Campus Center 805-09

SPEAKERS
"The Holocaust and the Human Future: Lessons to be Learned" Richard Rubenstein and

David Wyman with introduction by Chancellor J. Duffey

Richard Rubenstein is the Robert 0. Lawton Distinguished Professor of Religion, Florida State

University: President, Washington Institute for Values in the Public Policy, Washington, D.C.;

Author of After Auschwitz, The Cunning of History, and The Age of Triage.

David Wyman is Professor of History, University of Massachusetts, Amherst; Special Advisor

to U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council; Author of Paper Walls and The Abandonment of the

Jews.
8:00 pm, Campus Center 163

Thursday, May 8 lecture
Pursuing Nazi War Criminals"

Eli Rosenbaum, Former Trial Attorney for the U.S. Government Office of Special Investiga-

tion; General Counsel for World Jewish Congress.

7:30 pm, Campus Center 101

Monday, May 5 and Thursday, May 8

WORKSHOPS
"Upon Seeing Shoah - Healing from the Holocaust"

With Marica Black and Beth Lait, SCERA
7:30 - 10:00 pm. Campus Center 803

COMMEMORATIVE BUTTONS available in Residential Cluster Offices, Hillel Office (302

Student Union), and SCERA

Coordinated by B'nai B'rith Hillel, Jewish Awareness/Anti-Semitism Coordinating Committee, Jewish Caucus,

Network, SCERA, Office of Human Relations, Residential Education East and West.
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Showing Soviet colors
In 1979, as the whole world was wat-

ching Three Mile Island brew to a near

meltdown, a smug Soviet administration

openly declared that the potential disaster

of such fK)wer plants as the one on Three

Mile Island are direct results of

"capitalistic greed" and declared that

such a disaster could not take place in

their society.

The Soviet Union was proven wrong the

hard way.

But, even more than opening the world's

eyes to the fact that Russia is not exactly

the ideal society it claims to be, the Cher-

nobyl disaster has also brought forth the

harsh reality of Soviet policy, both inter-

nal and external

The "paranoia policy" which dictates

Soviet life has shown us what a danger the

"enemy without" is. It is such a danger

that the Kremlin is willing to shrug off

the deaths of innocent Russians and total-

ly disregard the justified concerns of free

nations outside the iron curtain for the

sake of "national security".

With an intense feeling that they face

a hostile world, the Soviets control outgo-

ing information that might feed their

enemies, and incoming information that

might undercut their hold on their own

people. The Soviet bureaucrats did not

seal their graphite reactors with lead con-

tainers because they operate in a sealed

society which controls all information,

and can take those chances.

The closed society of the Soviet Union

where only the elite debate, and only their

voices are heard, leads to problems such

Stuart Gottlieb

as Chernobyl. These problems not only

threaten the Soviet people, but neighbors

as well. Russian leaders justify their clos-

ed society as a defense against their ex-

ternal enemies while the real enemy is

the tyranny they practice.

In a vulgar display of arrogance, ig-

norance, and self righteousness, the Soviet

Union delayed verification of the

meltdown at the Chernobyl reactor until

Sweden reported a well above normal

radiation count on Monday; four days

after the initial explosion. Mikhail Gor

bachev has both stimulated new

possibilities of nuclear arms reductions,

and then shown a total disregard for

human existence; the existence he claim-

ed would be protected by his "nuclear

free" proposal. The Challenger tragedy

is a clear example that open societies are

also imperfect. But just in being open

there is a force of checks on stubborn

bureaucratic tendencies, and balances on

technological "stability". Interest groups

which flourish in the United States art-

absent in the Soviet Union. If they had

even a miniscule number of interest

groups, they would have long ago impos

ed far stricter regulations on their nuclear

power industry as a whole.

Even more important is not how Russia

destroys itself, but rather how we can

avoid their collective paranoia lifestyle.

which is obviously doing them no good.

The Kremlin has been taking a "moral"

stance on its recent propaganda jousts at

the US. It appears that Gorbachev's

moral
stance has been mainly precedented in an-

nexing sophisticated Western

technology, due to a technological lag in

the Soviet Union.

disregard for international interests has

tightened European distrust of the Soviet

Union, and rightly so. Gorbachevs

message to Europe about arms control and

Star Wars has been that he cares about

the "valuable" existence of European na

tions, while Ronald Reagan does not.

It looks like old Gorby has put a geiger-

counter where his mouth was.

This outrage of human sacrince. and Stuarl GotlUeb ., a Collegian ™/umm.«

Destroy the ugly tower library

According to my calendar, we are well into spring. Spring

tends to bring out the wildness in all of us. We take off

our sweaters, open our collars and simply be who we are.

lb me, spring is the sun mutilating our skin and the lit-

tle flower bursting through the snow. We students also

have a right to wreak some havoc In short, I have a dream.

My dream for this spring is the destruction of the library

tower.

The library tower is not a pretty sight. It is in the way.

It does not fit in. The structures around it are lower, less

conspicuous buildings. They add an almost pleasant at-

mosphere to the area. Yet, that mammoth red thing rums

everything. Twenty-six floors of hideousness is just too out

of the ordinary. It detracts from campus appearance. It is

like Bo Derek walking around with a monster zit between

her eyes.

I remember visiting the University over a year ago. I

remember seeing the construction going on in and around

Jonathan Gottsegen

the library. I distinctly recall saying to myself that all of

this work will be complete by the time I arrive m the fall.

Who was I kidding? Since it is impossible to beautify

ugliness, it follows that the tower should have been

destroyed long ago. However, we are stuck with it. Besides

its vile appearance, it is built on horrible land and bricks

fall when the wind blows. Martin Luther King would ad-

vocate a non-violent solution, but I cannot come up with

one.

lb bring such an awesome structure to the ground is not

an unthinkable task. We must assemble our forces. After

everyone is designated to a unit, we must train them and

prepare a plan of attack.

A battalion from Sylvan could creep around the park-

ing garage and attack the northwestern corner of the

tower. Simultaneously, troops from Southwest could

assault the western and southern sides, while residents

of Central could strike the eastern front with half of the

Northeastern armies. The other half could take the north.

Orchard Hill legions should be reserved as tactical com-

batants. FVom their strategic position on the Hill, students

could fire SAM warheads to the tower mid-section, while

others attack the edifice from the air in Tbmahawk

helicopters. It's not going to be easy, but somebody has

to do it.

Someday, my dream will come true. Just visualize the

campus devoid of the tower, with a nice brick, ivy covered,

Goodell-style building in its place. That day when the

tower plummets to the ground will be a great one. We will

all be able to join hands and say: "Free at last. Free at

last. Thank God Almighty we are free at last."

Jonathan M. Gottsegen is a UMass student.

Letters—
Low blow
at Soviet
This is in response to the

letter from Jackie Kaufman

and Thomas Bushman that

asserted that the Chernobyl

nuclear reactor disaster can

be directly attributed to the

Soviet's view of human life

as "expendable" While it is

true that they have not

handled the situation in an

up-front or ethical manner,

it is ridiculous to claim that

the plant was built with a

deliberate "screw them; it's

only our own countrymen

and we can use the

farmland again in forty

years" attitude.

It is a sad fact of life that

much modern technology

seems inherently connected

with the possibility of

technical breakdown. Most

often it is the act of trying

to save face or a willingness

to cut corners which has a

major hand in these

disasters. Remember the

space shuttle? Seven

astronauts died, despite

urgent warnings from ex-

perts, due to the tight

schedule NASA would not

back down from.

Think of how many
nuclear reactors in our own

country which have been

built near large population

centers. Pfeople living with

them have nothing to go on

but blind trust in the

benevolence of the contrac-

tors, engineers, etc. By the

way, have Tbm and Jackie

forgotten about Three Mile

Island? In most cases,

cancer caused by radiation

takes at least twenty years

to strike.

Finally, I would like to re-

mind them about the Union

Carbide incident. Toxic

fumes were spewed around

Bhopal, India, killing

thousands of people. Where

was that American corpora-

tion's concern for humanity?

Answer: not in India, where

operational safety standards

are lower than those in

America, making it easier

to cut corners and save

money.
We are now learning a

lesson in how not to handle

a nuclear meltdown, but

please do not exploit the

Chernobyl disaster as an op-

portunity to take cheap

shots at the Soviets.

Abortion equals death

Nancy Barron
Northampton

I am responding to the unsigned

editorial of May 1 about the constitutional

amendment that would allow lawmakers

to limit abortions. The feeling of the

editors is that if "abortion is once again

outlawed in the United States, rich

women will fly to foreign countries and

poor women will risk their lives in illegal

'back alley' abortions." This argument,

coupled with the figure that 5,000-10,000

women were killed annually in "back

alley" abortions before the legalization of

abortion, helped to make legalized abor-

tions a reality. Yet, Dr. Bernard Nathen-

son admits this figure is grossly false. He

should know because he was one of the

abortion advocates who circulated this

statistic before the 1973 Supreme Court

hearings. He says the figure is closer to

500 and was only 39 in 1972, the year

before abortions were made legal. Senator

James L. Buckley reports that legaliza-

tion has had no effect on the criminal

abortion rate: "Legalized abortion moves

the back alley abortioni.st into the front

office where their trade can be practiced

without fear of criminal prosecution."

The response could be the same as the

editor's: "Everyone has different feelings

about the morality of abortion, but the

abortions will go on." This may be true,

but does it condone abortion? Pterhaps an

analogy would help. Let's say rape. Peo-

ple rape even though it is against the law.

In the process, the rapist can be harmed;

he may be scratched or even sprayed with

mace. Should we therefore use govern-

ment money for safe, clean rape clinics

where rapists can bring their victims?

This makes about as much sense as

legalized abortion. Clearly, just because

something is going to happen does not

mean it should be legalized. If my rape

analogy sounds too contrived, try

something like drunk driving. Better yet,

try substituting murder. That should not

be too hard to understand since it is just

another word for abortion.

Nicole Vuillemenot
Northeast
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ARTS
Shoah: a stark portrayal of death
By DODE B. LEVENSON
Collegian Staff

Blow off your classes. Skip your meals. Don't go out to

the local pubs. You can't afford to miss this movie

Shoah, has been heralded as the "Event of the Century"

by the Washington Pbst-vfith good reason. Not using any

of the graphic footage that other Holocaust films use like

Night and Fog, Shoah chronicles the planned extermina-

tion of the Jewish people by capturing the memories of

survivors of Nazi death camps as they tell their stories.

French director Claude Lanzmann uses only modem day

footage of the now lush and green lands that were once

the sights of Auschwitz, Treblinka, Sobidor, and other Nazi

death camps. These calm serenic visual scenes are con-

trasted sharply by a stinging narration from survivors of

the camps, and the people who lived in the surrounding

towns during that time.

The effect is the same: chilling.

The stories of the victims of the death camp nightmares,

told in German, French, and English are complemented

by stories told by the townsfolk, blasting the myth that

people in the towns surrounding the death camps "simp-

ly didn't know" of the horrors committed a few short miles

from their homes.

Claude Lanzmann
Lanzmann's cinematography sets the mood for a somber

recollection of a different time. There is a prevalent theme

of reaching the "end of the road" throughout the film.

Lanzmann's camera takes you on the same railroad line

that only forty years earlier, cattle cars, packed to overflow-

ing with Jewish men, women, and children, traveled on,

without food or water, to their final destination. Treblinka

death camp.

In one of the most powerful scenes in the film, one of

two survivors of 400,000 Jews of Chelmno is surrounded

by his former townsfolk. The people remember him

because he used to sing beautifully for the Nazis. The peo-

ple callously speak about him as though he isn't there at

all, with one saying, "I remember he was so thin, he was

ready for the coffin." The survivor, standing amongst them

tight-lipped and with his hands crossed lets his eyes tell

the audience and the director what he thinks about the

people who did nothing to help him when they knew the

barbarisms that were being committed against himself,

and his people.

Using sophisticated surveillance equipment, Lanzmann

also traps former Nazis on film as they describe, complete

with charts, how people were brutalized, beaten, and made

to carry their own lifeless relatives to be burned.

The pain in the eyes of another survivor as he brings

himself to tell how he was forced to dig up mass graves

with his bare hands so that the corpses could be cremated

to dispose of the evidence, and then seeing among the dead

his wife and children is seared into your mind, despite the

fact that no footage of any atrocities is shown.

Although the show runs a total of 9Mj hours long, the

films characters, combined with their tales and their emo-

tions engross you from minute one.

Watching Shoah is walking through history with those

who have lived it, and thanks to Claude Lanzmann, you

experience it.

Animation tourney offers a glimpse

into the varied world of cartoons
By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

In a time in which all original cartoons

are nothing more than extended adver-

tisements for the Care Bears or Rainbow

Brite, The 19th Tournee of International

Animation comes as a breath of fresh air.

This collection of 20 cartoons by

animators from 9 countries has the kind of

imagination and vitality that hasn't been

seen since since Rocky and BuUwinkle. I

liked every one, and loved more than a few,

but space permits me to comment on only

a handfull.

If any one cartoon shows the endless

variety of animation methods, it is the

bizarre Anijam, masterminded by Marv

Newland, the creator of the infamous Bam-

bi meets Godzilla. In this We Are The World

of cartooning, 22 different animators work

independently on the adventures of a lit-

tle character, with the last frame of one car-

toonist's segment serving as the first ft-ame

of the next sequence. The effect is total

chaos, yet the pudgy creature's constant

presence creates just enough consistency to

pull it off

Aside from that, there are some beautiful

works such as Anna and Bella, a sentimen-

tal comedy drama done in a Walt Disney

style, and Skywhales, the most beautiful

animated science fiction I've ever seen. The

comical pieces are funnier than anything

available on Saturday morning TV, Bugs

Bunny excepted. Romeo and Juliet is a

grotesque reinterpretation of the

Shakespearean tragedy as performed by

slobbering monsters, while the Academy

award-winning The Big Snit concerns a

bizarre domestic squabble of a married cou-

ple who are totally unaware of an immi-

nent nuclear war. The single biggest laugh,

however is saved for last with the pythones-

que Charades, another Oscar winner.

The 19th Annual Tournee of Interna-

tional Animation is appearing at the Plea

sant St. Theater through tomorrow.

'^A/M77iWi-
fP

^HM
'ITalented student designers //I

from the Five-College area, K(^
introducing their fashion V-N*

collections.

P^xt® Previewing:

Vincent, starring Vincent Malloy, left, and

Charade are just two of the cartoons featured in

the 19th International Tournee of Animation.

Featuring:

The hottest summer fashions

from Lodestone, The Limited,

August Max, Benetton,

J. Riggings, Chess King,

Casual Male, Nouveau Chic Boutique

Guest Starring:

Paul Michael from Boston's #1 Rock Band

BALL and PIVOT

will be modeling his stage

costumes &• presenting his

CINEMA

May 6th, 7 PM
Campus Center

Auditorium

$2.00 admission

hit video

Sponsored by
Arts Council

GPC
FMA

Proceeds donated to

American Cancer Society I

Tickets available at

The Student Union

Ticket Office and

Campus Center

Concourse

• Door Prizes

Monday - Tuesday

Two Japanese Greats

Mishama 7:00

Women of the Dunes 9:05

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
IN BUSINESS
Entreprpneurial oriented can-

didates ^ill gain experience in

sales or management. Earnings

from 53,000 to $5,000 .

depending on participation and

skill level. Scholarships
available for leaders. For con-

sideration, write to:

POLARIS ENTERPRISES
CORPORATION,
80 INDEPENDENCE AVENUE,
QUINCY. MA 02169

or call MR LAJOIE
(617) 367 0445

Tlw Offic* o( ttw Chano«Uor
In oiio^ntton wHh B'nal BfHh HUM pnMvnts

••ANEXnUORDMARY
-VWw#fil Cfln^. Th*Nw wrt Tlni*#

«< A i A A >f

—KatMMn Carrol. (M^i Nmt*
—Lao 3tig»oHn. HtmiOmi

SHOAH
A FILM BY CLAUDE LANZMANN

TODAY
•t ttw UnhfarsHy of MMsachuMltt at Afnh«r«t

Call 545-2511

jiliiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiniiiniie

= BRUSSELS355^ 5
AMSTERDAM 418

, CARACAS 368
/NAIROBI, 99?

HONGKONGy^
HONOLUlUsx 5(

i ZSYDNEY I w 839

1|\ fAHITI I xN S89| _

CALL 253-7524 ^ s
256-1261 / e

n
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I

Are you planning on attending any of
|

these: CONCERTS, SPORTS EVENTS,
f

I
PARTIES, BARBEQUES, 1

I
or GRADUATION I

Do you have any questions about i

alcohol? I

Call: The Alcohol Hotline i

MAY 7 and 8 7-9 PM
549-2671 ext. 186 or 188

|

sponsored by |

University Committee on Alcohol |

raiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiii»aiiit:":::!!aiiiiiiiiiiiiaiMMiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiimiiiiiiDiiiiiMiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiicfi
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Pinocchio's Restaurant

1177 North Pleasant St.

549-3669
Special Monday thru Thursday

LARGE CHEESE
PIZZA

$5.00 + Tax

FAST FREE DELIVERY from 5:00 pm on

.COLLEGIAN ^

,„,,,,,WMMMMM^mwMWJMJM/>r'''''J''--^^^^^^^

i

Need to write final paper?

Uncertain how to start?

Want some help organizing?

LET US HELP!!
Pierpont in Southwest

Mon and Thurs 7 - 9

B24 Baker in Central

Tues and Thurs 7 - 9, Wed 1 - 3, 7 - 9

04 Cashin in Sylvan

Mon and Wed 7 - 9

* Bartlett 103 Wed, 7 - 9

* New Location

Does not apply in restaurant Mention when ordering.

jjjjjjjJ JjfxriffffrrrT***^*"**••••"*"**' *****"*****' ***«••««

SUK/nvTERTIME^JOB^
$5.50 per hour

Work scheduled around your full-time job.

RGIS Inventory Specialists

offers excellent part time income to supplement your full time

job. We have hours available weeknights and /or weekends in

your hometown area in Eastern Mass.

Numerous openings in: Peabody, Danvers, Lowell, Lawrence,

Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, New Bedford, and all of

Worcester County and Cape Cod.

On Campus Interviews

will be held on Thursday, May 6

and Wednesday, May 7

in Room 811 B Campus Center

at 9 am, 10 am, 11 am, noon.

1 pm, 2 pm, 3 pm, 4 pm, 5 pm, 6 pm

MIDAS SLASHES
MUITLER PRICES.

Save 25% off the
regular price.

• Famous Midas guarantee

g(X)d at over 1545 Midas
shops across the country.

• Midas quality installed

while you wait.

• No appointments necessjiry.

See w;in?mt\' tenns

at your loc^al Midas dealer.

TAKE IT TO MIDAS

TAKE IT TO SOMEONE YOUTRUST

miDAS

FREE V^RITTEN ESTIMATES

143 KING ST. NORTHAMPTON
JCT. RTES. 9 & 1 1 6 HADLEY

586-4840
586-9991

<S^ i^c:!^
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STUDENTS
Easten Mass.

SUMMERTIME JOBS

$5.50 per hour
Jobs available in your hometown area

beginning in late May, hours are part-

^ time, some weeknights, and/or
^

I
weekends, designed to fit around your

|

I full time job or social life.

|

R.G.I.S.

1

I inventory specialists will be conducting
|

I on-campus interviews on May 6 and 7
:^

^ in Room 81 IB Campus Center at 9 am,
|

I 10 am, 11 am, etc., every hour on the
|

^ hour with last one beginning at 6:00

.Monday, May 5, 1986

I pm.

I
IMPORTANT, if you can't make one

I of these interviews please call COL-

LECT 617-938-9269 to arrange inter-

view in your home town
r>V!i-iS

I

I

PRINT OUT YOUR DISK ON OUR LASER PRINTER

Gi^e This Ad to Someone Who Needs

to Work This Summer!!

lOBS! lOBS! lOBS!
RECEPTION SECRETARIAL

DATA ENTRY ACCOUNTING
TYPING CUSTOMER SERVICE

Many interesting temporary jobs are available

this Summer at TOP companies close to home.'

Work a lew weeks, a month, or all Summer if

you like the choice is YOURS! It all adds up

to a flexible schedule and some great business

experience/.'

Visit us on the Concourse

May 5th and 12th

for information about the

Best Sumnner Jobs

in Eastern Massachusetts and

Southern New Hampshire

.

THE PAPER HOUSE ,
INC.

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST

(NEXT TO BELL'S PIZZA)

549-5656

Office
Specialists

.
CAREER

OPPORTUNITIES
.,,• ,ir.- AMI Iht- NoflhudSl s lary.-;.!

transportation group We special./*? m
s.iles(aulo truck van limousine fleet)

leasing daily rental and export Our

companies include Harr Ford Harr Lincoln

Mercury Harr Toyota Harr Dodge Nalick

Ford. Naiick Dodge Charles Chevrolet

Post Road Buick Auto Rental. Trucklease

.mil Fquipmentlease

MEN/WOMEN
Our Cireer Development Progi.i"v

based on the personal and prolessional

goals ot our people place AMI at the

ioreUont o1 the automotive industry AMI

oHers prolessional training income op

portunity to TOO 000 and up Hirst year

earnings should be 25 000 minimum),

BCBS Maior Medical Plus company paid

pension plan lifeanddisabihty insurance,

trdnsporlalion allowance and a man

agement development program

^ALES/MGT.
We are looking for people with a genu

me commitment to excellence and a self

starting drive to accomplishment Career

applicants should be responsible, enthu

siastic outgoing, active, and well-

groomed A desire to build a reputation

based on strong customer service is re-

quired

Look What WICKLES Has For You III

Thesis Special

7C Copies
Acid Free Paper

Wkldes
Fineftint

1 Boltwood Walk
Amherst
256-0148

Resume Paclcaqe

50 print sheets

50 plain sheets

50 matching envelopes

$13.50
AMHERST STORE ONLY - WITH THIS CqUPqN_

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 9 AM - 1 PM

See your

Career Planning

Office to

arrange an

on campus
interview

OR

^IMI

Reply in confidence to
|

Dustin Burke, Jr

Automotive
Management. Inc

P O Box 986
Worcester, MA 01 61

3

617 852 5111
(Extension 264)

CtUjULJ£d .

then inuU bf thinli

iny nbinit Weddnuj

StationerK let

Wickles hme fVirit

shfitt lou then

fxfifiriy coUectuti]'

Our beautiful hnc of

conlen)p(yrar{.

iivdi.'i's' sfalioneri

III/' provide voK u'lf''

a aide selection

o/ sfv/es ,r, jy^ .-v^
ever\- price ^.jfk^JT..'
roDijf Sff)p and ~^S^
see lis for K>#%"^
lour complete paper trousseau

Ini itations • Ar^ninmcenients

Napkins • Matches

Accessnnes

20% off
your entire

WEDDING ORDER
Invitations • Announcements

\ Matches • Napkins • Accessories

Hundreds to Choose From!

AMHERST STORE ONLY
WITH THIS COUPON

EXPIRES JUNE 1 1986

One coupon per order Cannot be combined with other coupons

We Create Stvtes As
Individual As You Are!

•ssuinal ^r^Profcssi

Consultation

Stvie Cut On/'no I

with this coupon expires 5/30/86

Styles by OcboraK
63 L'r.^»r<ity Dr Amhrr^t ' 549 56 I

MASS APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$29^
includes Mounting

plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
Full Service Tire Store

78 SorxlerlarK) Rd , No Amherst, MA
Actoss from Watroba s Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

** SUN & FUN * KIDS & CAMPING ** ** SWIMMING & BOATING **

** OUTDOOR LIVING **

Camp Timber Trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout Camp

in the Berkshires, is looking for staff people. . .

*• COUNSELOR -IN-TRAINING DIRECTOR **

(Must have good camping, teaching & leadership skills)

** EQUESTRIAN UNIT LEADER/INSTRUCTOR **

ASSISTANT EQUESTRIAN DIRECTOR **

(Must have good riding & teaching skills)

ASSISTANT WATERFRONT DIRECTOR **

(W.S.I, required)

* UNIT LEADERS **

(General camping skills)

Call or write: Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158, Tolland, Mass 01034

413-258-4592

»»

»*
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON

BALL GOm, ONPI^PlAYATUmm
eONlAN, IS 9fF£JmHeAT im PAJB

• - < OFHALfmiNCHAYBARi

^"^^>rffll

FREAKER PATROL

"Now. here's a feature you folks would reolly enjoy

... Voile! A tree rigtit oft the moster bedroom."

BY DOWE & O'BRIEN
^^~

»U6llT era ''^^'

OO 1 TEUfPiM /? OO 9s-

1

lO 1 ^enuir /9:OC So-t

Ho 9 Rrjr^e H.OC «:l"

ai 1
LOA/DOA/ i^.-oc a-. 1

673 f^lfiOLI — 99 '.I

1 03 /»r*/fA/r /woo ac-.i

ooo rt^/ocv/q? ?-oo 6:5

1

HOUSEMATES BY R. MILLER

7h>£ IWTH Oh THB
/yiAjref^/s, /don't
KNOM UJHAT I kJAh/J. I

7H006HT I UJANTeD TO

pe ALONB fCfl NaMIL^.

THEN P(1€R. Cme ALONG.

I

.. . I THCUOHT I IaJANTIED

72> Be INDETfNPBNT.

5UT I SeOAN Tb PEPBNP
ON HIM ALnno<rr

immfpiATBL\^..

. . . AND He TURNED OUT
TO BE TOTALLY lA/f^ONb

IRRESPONSIBLE, PEV/OUS.

SJPEf^EiaAL...

/ THINK /rs r//tiE /

SAIP S0mE7HfNO ON
AnY OOJN REHALf..

I THINK rr's v/ne/

EOUND A NEI/^J0XX.

GORDY BY GORDE

H:,MAN6L£*^
HOl^ lA/AS

YOUR v>Ay*

IT OFF

\oU MEAtO You
MISSED ALL

yoUR. CLASSES.'
HOiAJ GROSS

f

n\ '

AcroAU-Y
I Qic>ru'rMiSi>
THEM A BIT/

BLOOM COUNTY BY BERKE BREATHED

QUKM.SHOOOmd...
mUSr MB... THIS MeClCAC

CRI5I5 15 eCNNA

5Tf?SN0TmN US...

/

/vw ra MEEP A dPONoe emv
ma MY IHClilON mp SniZHEb

\MLL Nee'!? dCRUemO TWICE

A IJI/EEK...ANP mrURAiii rAY

PeR50HAi pOPIUi fUUCnONS
will NEEP
TENPli'JO

, ~JcoN5rA/my.

Wm YOU CAN

HMPCe Ail THAT

\ /' ->i.

my 5rE^. [ CANT Eve^i

OF CQUR% msH youR 6oa<5
YOU CAN / wrmour t^sino

I

MY COOKIES.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdili-d h> Irudi- Mkhfl .lalfv

ACROSS
1 V'»oo0 to' a ru'pe

6 Wiy '•

1 1 G'ad aeg'ee

14 Dispai'f boat

15 Mountain
nympn

16 Actor Dotnce
'
' Turkisn official ot

yore

18 Unive'Silv '

M.cr>>gan

'ootoaw
Ga'Oen pepper

J MeD'e*
neasu'e

3 Coercion

i UnconOitional

^
' Love in Bogota

28 Clairvoyant

30 Do*n
3' Nigenan

32 Lathe'

?3 SpxJe' 'o'

e«ample

W Milquetoasts

*6 Risky scneme
40 Singula'

41 Piquant

42 Brit a't eg
43 nome

GiKJa s a'la

45 va*
46 Scuttle

4 7 Showing
sofiflarity

49 Creeping plant of

South America

51 BacK of ttie

neCK

52 Fighting fowl

54 VisofS

56 Flavor

59 Anderso" ^

High

60 Not active

61 Wfieeze

62 WiiiHie s -
World

63 Grammarian s

term

64 Hinder in la*

DOWN
1 Surpass

2 Magda s sister

3 Relutation

4 Moie *an
5 Wanders
6 SevKi'ig niachine

.nvenio'
' Rive' of S
TurKey

8 Toss
9TaKepieasu'ein

10 to a
Skylark

' 1 Makes 'eady
.' AD<.ivetx>a't)

13 Cloth wo'kers

19 Farried paiadm

21 Put out

23 Podium
24 Boss of a

shield

26 Sallow

29 Mss readers

32 Seaport near

Tyre

33 Summer outing

35 Loyalists ot colo

r^<ai days

36 Contend
37 Eccentric

38 bite of Bhutan

39 Soft mme'al
41 Large too'ed

glasses

43 Kind ot drawing

44 French physicist

1775 1836

45 Merchant

46 Hickory

relatives

47 Cighest ot the

Pyrenees

48 Guam s capital

50 Sheritl s men m
oate'S

53 Neighbor of

Padua
55 Rose f'u't

57 Cortez s quest

58 Corded fabric
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Weather

Today:
And you thought it was spring? Cloudy, chance

of showers, but clearing in the afternoon. High

65 to 70, but there might be too much wind to

throw a disc around.

Tonight:
ftirtly cloudy, low around 50. Not much more to

say on this one.

Tomorrow:
Should be sunnier and a bit warmer, around 70,

but there may be more showers.

Brought to you by:

Night Editor Ian ?"'""??.»!;'"'

Copy Editor ,;t''^
°'^^"

Layout Technician ^o^l^o^T"
Photo Technician R«b Skelton

Production Supermon Peter Soderberg

Production ^^^I'.^^'k^^^T « J
Connie LeClerc, Nancy Klingener, Jim Pbdesky, Sod

'^A/i'jUr U/tfl^cuft fhci HCi/i^'ti^^'% I
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irentAnreck

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Van* Also ^ vaiabte

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wrcck
Rt. 63 ^Jo. Amherst

Baseball drops two at Northeastern
• _ . . . . hitter. Only

i

BOSTON-The University

of Massachusetts baseball

fell to 15-20 on the season,

dropping a doubleheader to

Northeastern University on

Friday at Parsons Field.

UMass dropped the first

game, 9-3 and was shutout

for the first time this season

in the second contest, 3-0.

The Minutemen have now
lost three straight and five

of their last six.

UMass now has five

games left this season and

must win all of them to

reach .500. Dartmouth Col

lege faces the Minutemen
on Tuesday for a

doubleheader in the final

homes game at Earl Lorden

Field.

Sophomore outfielder

Matt Sheran provided one of

the highlights against Nor-

theastern, getting a hit in

each games to extend his

school-record setting biting

streak to 23 games.

Senior co-captain Bob
Kostro took the loss in the

first game, lasting four inn-

ings before the Huskies
shelled him out of the

mound. Kostro allowed

seven runs, all earned, along

with three doubles and a tri-

ple. He is now 4-3 on the

season.

Freshman Jeff Richardson

came on in relief and was

touched for two runs.

Freshman Steve Kern
belted a two-run homer in

the game, his fifth dinger of

the season. Sheran had two

hits in the game.

The second game saw Nor-

theastern's third pitcher,

Dave Weiner, shut the

UMass offense off, author-

ing a complete-game two-

hitter. Only Sheran and

sophomore infielder Steve

Allen managed hits.

Freshman Mike Owens

took the loss and fell to 0-4.

Owens left the game with a

shoulder injury suffered

while warming up for the

fifth inning.

Freshman Dave

Telegheder worked three

strong innings of relief for

the Minutemen in his fourth

outing of the season.

^

Remember Mom's Day on May 11th!

We have a great variety if cards for

you to choose from.

SEND A CARD
it'll make Mom very happy!!

A'I'HastingsJnc.
Convmnimnlly located m ihm cunfur of Amhmnt"

45 South Plma%onl Striitt

OPfN W««Wdav« 5 u.m »o '/ p <n
,
Soniioy*. 5 o m to 1 pro

^UMMER
HIGHLIGHTING

Oiilv

1950

STYKKSby
DHHOKAII
65 University Drive

Amherst

549-5610
WITH THIS COUPON

COUPON EXPIRES 5/31/86

eating plaif

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop b Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadlev Amherst

256-6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS ^

'.

^
4^ ^ ..^y^ADLEvN^^^ /

/(y Op 49y SUBARU N>^^^
S jD|r JfY would like to ^ML^ ^jiX^ongratulate the 1986%^^

^r/ college graduates with nJ^^

0^9O% FINANCING ^/
^N ANY NEW OR USED CAI^
(with 4 yr. college degree & confirmation

of current oi^^^"'^'^^ future ennployment)

OVER 80 NEW
s. SUBARUS

^uNvAVAILABLE/pRicEl
fNOT BE \ yC^^ftINDER-^ ynrosELL

"iOLI

HflDLfyiyBflBU
Off €xit 19 opposite the Hodley Villoge Bern

586-6054
Uic re People UJorth Knouiinq"

For students planning to take English 112
• B Core, during Summer Session 1986

THURSDAY, MAY 15

7 p.m. Bartlett 61 (1st session)

MONDAY, JUNE 30

7 p.m., Bartlett 61 (2nd session)

No oiM will be admitted Into English 112

without this teet. Bring ID and pen or pencil.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

flLaCazueia
TME MEXICAN RESTAURANT

D -,' !. ••.' «'

What's New. . .Peter Pai

New York City Service!

WANTED SUMMER '86

CAMP NATCHEZ
WEST COPAKE, NY 12593

CALL 518-329-4301

Fine co-ed Berkshire Mt camp looking for ex-

citing active people with abundant energy for

the following positions; General Counselors,

Backpacking, Ropes Course, Sports, Sailing,

WSI, Nature, Photography, Soccer, Tennis,

Drama and Basketball.

We will be on campus Thursday, May 8th in

Room 802 of the Campus Center from 10 am to

4 pm. Please drop in or call Student Employ-

ment Office for an appointment.

New York. .

.

Peter Pan's New Low Fares!

10 trips daily to Hew York City from Amherst, One-Way $22.98,

Round-Trip $38.98

8 trips daily from Northampton, One-Way $21.80, Round- Trip $34.98

Peter Pan has expanded daily express service between points in New England and New

York City for business, shopping, or just for fun! You'll love Peter Pan's lowest fares, plus

the comfort of Peter Pan s deluxe motorcoaches.

Ton'll Love Our Servicel

Y ; ,, h.r! 1:. iiirl iti' iiifoimat.ir.r,. contact In Amh«Tst 256 04.31* In Northampton; 586 1030

Th« People Profesilonali

E^±BJzIiMrLBusLLnELs,Inn.
7MSfrit,h Flca.sant, ST.i'.-<'t,, Ainh'.Tsl MA
1 Rovindhouse Plaza. Nortfiamptoii. MA
For Charter Gf Tnur Information

MA Toll Free 1 800 332 8995 Outside MA Toll Free 1 800 628 8468
!' icKaS' Kxpress L;ervlce is available on all New YorK City schedules

continued from page 12
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* Softball —
ed to left.

Freshman Barbara Meehan pinch-ran for Reed and ad

vanced to third on Bietsch's single and Bietsch went to

second. Stockley then reached on an infield single scor-

ing Meehan from third. Bietsch alertly scored when con-

fusion set in among the Rutgers infield and tied the score

at 2-2.

Luck has been defined as "opportunity meeting

preperation". If that were the case, the Minutewomen had

prepared the entire season for what happened in the sixth

inning. Frattaroli opened the inning with a sharp drive

down the left field line that looked to be an easy double.

What insued was entirely different.

Clarke, in an attempt to field the play, had the ball

richochet off her right ankle and roll to the center field

fence. Frattaroli scored easily with what proved to be the

game winning run.
"!' didn't think that Anita (assistant coach Anita

Kubicka) would send her," Kopcza said. "But we beat

them before and we did it again. Afler Carol scored, there

was no stopping us."

Stockley made sure off that, as she put emphasis on

the championship by striking out the side in the seventh

inning, with the final out coming when she struck out

Clarke with a pitch the Rutgers' left fielder never laid

eyes on.

Stockley struckout eight batters and improved her

record to 20-2, going the distance for her third straight

tournament victory. She gave up five hits and walked

three.

Frattaroli led the Minutewomen ofTensively going two-

for three on the day with one run scored. Bietsch and

Kopcza had the other two hits for UMass. Bietsch was

one-for-two and Kopcza went one-for-three.

"They deserve the championship," Sortino said. "They

have so much heart and personality."

COLLEGIAN n

Softball tournament notebook

UM dominates all-tourney team
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

NEW BRUNSWICK,
N.J.-Winning the Atlantic

10 tournament champion-

ship wasn't the only thing

the University of

Massachusetts softball team
had to celebrate.

After the mandatory
showers of champagne, the

A- 10 tournament officials

announced the All-

Tburnament team. It's safe

to say that the

Minutewomen had their

share of members on that

team.

Senior center fielder Sal-

ly Maher, senior pitcher

Lynn Stockley, junior second

baseman Carol Frattaroli,

sophomore catcher Ilene

Freeman, and sophomore

shortstop P&ige Kopcza were

all named All-lburnament.

Frattaroli was also named

the tournament's Most
Valuable Player and
Stockley the tourney's Most

Valuable Pitcher

"I never expected it," a

suprisetl Frattaroli said. "I

feel honored, but I owe it all

to the rest of the gang."

Frattaroli went five-for-

nine in the tourney (.560),

with a double and two runs

scored. She also had the

game-winning against

Rutgers in a 3 1 win on Fri

day, and scored the winning

run, yesterday.

Stockley continued to

show her dominance on the

mound, winning all three of

her decisions in the tourney.

She allowed two earned

runs, both of those coming

in the 3-2 first-round win

over Temple, and struckout

18 batters. Stockley allowed

12 hits and walked three.

Pop Fliesilt may seem
unbelieveable, but the

Minutewomen had twice the

number of fans in atten-

dance of both

UMass/Rutgers games than

the Lady Knights did.

Parents made the trek to

New Jersey from parts of

Massachusetts, Connec-
ticut, and New York. . The
Minutewomen also enjoyed

the opportunity to reflect on

their tournament cham-

pionship at picnic held at

the residence of Lisa Rever

in nearby Union, N.J.. Food,

drink, and good times were

provided as players and fans

alike were in attendance. .

.Yesterday's come-from-
behind win was only the se-

cond time UMass has done

it all season. The first came

in Thursday's first-round

win over Tbmple.

Beer, Fun, Wildness, Etc.

IdHEpOKS'
Balloon Delivery Service

for Mother s Day

senr nationwide, stays

inflated for weeks'

order bv Mav 7
413-549-1430

233 N. Pleasant Sr. Amhersf
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PLEASE call

REWARD
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Stave MIS?

te fathers

or 5^1995

ACTIVITIES

Altrntion (iraduatr Studrnls

Elect Ralph G Sbtagia

Graduate Student Senate Vice Pres

Tuesday. 6 May, 1986 3 30 7 30 917 CC

I Hcream! You scream' wre all scream i
Fof

Nachosi

MiirUr Board Klectionn. 7 30 Tues 5 6

CC all members must attend' ProWems' Call

V.kki 546 8589 Tell (leople'

InlereHted in the «rt»7 An Tour given by

Earnest Coulombe and Martha Furman

Mav 6 4 pm Chancellor's Residence call

Betsy Siersma 545 3671

DutinK ('l<>l> Kquipment Auction and

swap. Mon May 5 CCA show equip 6 15,

auction 7;00. twap/srtl your own 8:00

Airro FOR SALE

1975 VW Bus good mnning cond little aist

asking $1300 549 1686 Frank

i»7« Saab EMS silver, 2 dr, 4 spd, cloth in

tenor, stereo cassette, $2500 546 7151

1976 fUbbit 77^948 miles standard tran.

$250 549 0577 eves

1980 M(;B 42,000 miles, rnint condition,

garaged during winters, Jensen stereo, one

owner 6,900 00 or best offer 253 7856 _
74 l)odf;e t'oronet runs great must sell

$600 BO Dave 546 6790

1976 Phmoutiriiuster good running con

dition $800 00 call 546 4681

i97mymoutir Duster slam 6 3 speed

standard trans needs windshield $300 or

BO Mike 546 5150

1978 vVUow Subaru sedan. Front wheel

drive Runs fine $600 best offer 259 1540

IH): 584 2700 ext 2570 IWI

1979 Ford i'in^o hatchback; excellent

condition; staridard, new parts, $1000;

586 5729

Summer uilh fall option Four bedroom
Swiss Village apr an utilities included Call

256 1061

Three Kindle rii«mi< for rent m summer
fall option in Swiss Village call 256 1645 or

549 6670

4 bedroom houne in Northampton. $600

plus (or Sept
5 bedroom house m Hadley, June and Sept

$825 plus Fireplace Skibiski Realtors

564 3428

i bedro4im apt short lease with the option

(or long term Free heat and water male or

female $450 a month On Imjs route Contact

Rich or Pete 253 0079

Koomv. .1 bedrtMim Sunderland house,

garage, only 600 •
.
fall option 665 7194

Rrittanv Manor apartment takeover June

1st call 256 1557 It s yours

Non-iimokinK housemate needed for f<tll

$185' call 6654576

2 bedriwm apt <'re«t>iew. Summer
sublet fall option Call 549 7781

Kooms close to I'Masa $210 includes

utilities 549 1358

Brand new I986 house for ent ready for

fall occupancy 6 lied. 2 bath Never lived in

call 546 9645

llu^e new 2 bdrm apt Northampton, new
appliances B bath Air cond. washer, dryer,

dishwasher wall to wall available Juen 1

$550m 584 8485

One room available for 2 people Rent

cheap Townehouse apts 549 4357

Two openings for a Presidential .Apt 8

minute walk to Grad available June 1st San

dy 549 5808

Would vou like to buy our lease in Bran

dywine' Bottom floor 2 bedroom facing

backyard starting June 1st includes fall op

tion Act fasti 549 0672 ask for Mark

Studio apartment house in Amherst 1 Vi

miles from campus full kitchen full bath

garage washer dryer $310/ month fall option

call neal 253 9014

Necklace, vicinity of WhMlar Oorm mH
665 2176 to identilv

Fl-RMTIRE FOR SALE

Bedroom furniture for sale areat condi

lion' Great prices' Contact Michele or Cathy

549 6078

HELP WANTED

i»76 l>od|ce Aspen Waifon 4 speed

manual overdrive runs well needs work $350

253 3915

Bus 71 International perfect for camping

or living No special license, registration or

insurance needed Great condition CHEAP'
$1300 many camping extras 634 2297 even

ings

1978 Plymoutit" Arrow (Mitsubishi) ex

cellent running condition, dependable,

economical, some body damage S600 or

best offer call evenings 323 6594 _____
CAN YOr WRITE?

~
intereated^n Journalism? Us never to

late to starti Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England You can wnte

about Sports, News, Editorial, Black Af

»Birs, Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues. Whatever your interests, write about

it today in the Collegian, We build careers.

CAPE COD

1 male and 1 female needed to fill large 4

bedroom house in Hyannis Close to beach

$900 for summer. Call Doug 546 1200

"CASH"

I'avinic cash for your

Please call Mike 546 6105

baseball cards

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549 7144

the Nuchos are cominR! _^

Est <»RT SERVICE^"

Escort Service AvailaWe 8 p m 2 a.m^

Everyday, anywhere on campus Play "

safe, call 6 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FtJRRENT

Brittanv Manor now renting for fall

semester 256 85.T4

One bedroom available

4 bedroom Riverglade

263 5140

FOR SAI^

Hewleli Packard 12C with calculator case

and owner's handbook Brand new I don't

know how to use it' Call 546 1280 $80 00 or

BO _
(omir Books for sale I have the best in

ventory in Central New England 90 100%

runs of X Men, Spiderman. Avengers, etc

Visit us with a copy of this ad & get a free

gift worth over $10 retail Located in IVIoun

tain Farms Mall mext to Four Theaters Bite

si?e store.

(iucci 'Watches $2!5 while supplies last, call

Brian at 6 7480

(Juaiity Furniture at reasonable prices call

Lisa 549 0077

Thermo-Kax copy machine $75. Hanch

some RCA console TV. 26 inch color $225

tel 584 3491

Womens Schwinn Bike 19" continental

ten speed $1 10 649 0577 eves

l.arRe fridRe: $100 The perfect piace to

keep extras beers coldi Call 6 8066

80 Suzuki (;SI, shaft drive low miles AF

I,elmet $1000 549 6985

Refrigerator excellent condition 9 cu ft $75

call Debbie Martins at 545 6152

Couch and loveseal good condition and

very comfortable $100 call 549 6711

Furniture - good condition great prices

bed nightstand, desk 6 chair, dresser call

Mplissa 549 6031

Macintosh 4(MIK disk drive. $200 obo; Im

age Ribbons $5 253 5175

Double Bed with headboard, dresser 6 mir-

ror for sale call Lina 549 6934

Nachosi! Nachos" Nachos" Nachoa"

VW Rabbit 77 excellent condition $1000 or

best offer 256 1772

Must seil - good condition sofa/couch,

Lazyboy recliner. chair, coffee table $200

6653154

• FuH or Part Time
• Asst Manager and Salespersons
• send resume to
• Bel Air Gardens

870 Co Mam St

Bellingham. Mass 02019

or call 617 883 7544
|

• for more info

( noks Prep Cooks part time day or night

shifts available Apply at Mr Steak 261 King

St. Northampton

Painters Acton Concord Area Exp prefer

-ed but not necessary good pay incen

lives Jeff 6 4064

Female personal care attendant needed.

hours 5 7 sat. overnights Tu. Thu. Sat b
8 30 am 1 30 pm Sat & Sun for interview

call 253 7387

Freelance Business and ( ommunica-
tions Writers for direct mklg newsletter

call after 1 00 pm 732 3333

Do something different this summer
work out west or in the midwest earn

$350 week and gain valuable experience all

maiors welcome information meeting today

only Campus Center rm 906 2. 4, 6,
"

pm please be prompt

Kco-Aclivist Wanted looking for a sunt-

mer |ob career |ust to make money don't

call us But if you want to change en

vironmental politics and win, call Clean

Water Action Project in Amherst 549 7450

or Boston at 617 423 4661

Travel Benefits Training

<;irl Scout Resident < amp in southern NH
seeking people for waterfront, arts, and

counselor positions 6 28 8 17 call Kim

Withrow for info and application 546 4207

keep trying

8

INSTRUCTION

iiHIMPORT ANTii" •

It your Recogni/ed Sti 'dent
'

Organization wants an F Y88 budget
• from the SGA pick up a packet now

in 420 Student Union now' ' Be
|

alert' I Proposals will not be
• accepted after Wed, May 14 Thereafter,

^
• they will be put in tfw trash|'j^^

Were you there to see car accident 7 pm
January 16, corner Amity and North Pro

spect Ineai town library)? Leave message
549 3506

(;uilar Wanted - I am looking for a left

handed Fender Stratocaster any condition,

any vintage Call Myk 6 6742

Desperatelv seekinK tix to 42nd Street

this could mean CASH for youi Call Lori

546 6266

To Kim my quarters partner getting a

date with you is no longer just a mission Its

tiecome an all out quest John

To all his friends. William the dog. is hav

ing amputation surgery today Wish him

well'

Campus Pond Concert Presents: fijachos'

Nachos' And more nachos'

St. Jude thank you for hearirvg me Con-

tinue to pray for me A

Pumpkin. OP is DP is DP is DP. . .But ours

IS extra watery Ross

Southwest Concert Presents: Nachos'

Nachos' And more nachos'

Order the 1986 yearbook now and receive

a free campus skyline poster Stop by out

table on the concourse Monday and Tues

day or our office in 103 CC for more details

The 1986 INDEX Don t leave UMass
without ordering ifi

l>ear Jean & Lauren. Congratualtions on

your initiation. We love youi Your sisters in

Phi Mu ^
Rustv - Its 20 of 2do you know where your

cockraoch is? If the RF's" get too much

iusl do some PB & C III miss ya Luv always

Club Pres

ConKTatulations New Sisters of Sigma

Kappa Zero days lefti Get psyched Peggy,

Dawn Lisa, Diane, Kathleen, Stacey, Julie

and Erin' Love your sisters

JILL.^HAPPY BIRTHDAY' GOOD LUCK
WITH GRADUATION' ILL MISS YOU'

LOVE, JULIE

SERVICES

(tHNS 121 12:1 Tutoring $5 00 pet hour

former grader, consultant Alex 256 1239

Perfect lonisi Word ProcesMinR - $1 50

$2 00 page 25% oH first |ob 549 6178

Tailor for alteration SHAANN's at mall

6B4 9362

TVPIN(;'W(>RI» PRtM FSSINt; Fast, ac

curate, cheap Call before tf>e rush

549 6819 eves

Need to get your stuff home to LI. call

Mass Movers 546 9645 final week for reser

vations

BAI.I.ININS: Send a bouquet to a friend

Birthdays I love you, etc 546 8657

SI BLETTERS WANTED

.Summer sublet w fall option 3 rooms

available in a sunny Main St apt on bus

route big open rooms sunny deck single

callers welcome call Lesley at 545 3600 days

253 2821 eve

>iiu should be eatinit more nachoal!

INTERESTED IN ARTS?

Interested in the Arts - Art Tour given by

Earnest Coulombe and (Vlartha Furman

restncted admittance to 50 people RSVP
ASAP call Betsy Siersma 545 3671 at West

Gallery FASC first call first serve May 6 4 pm
Chancellor s Residence refreshments

following

LIVEDowntown::

2 bedrooms avaJJaWe in nice house right

next to Barts for summer Rent negotiable

Check it out'ii" 256 6064

LOST

Two-tone blue Spring CB Jacket reward'

Sentimental about it lost 4 28 Tara 549 6861

l.o8t red Sony Walkman in Grad Tower E

Lab area If found please call 6 9855

Scuba Tank Saturday morning Newman
Center reward Bill 253 9015

(Jreen knapsack 4 '30 Southwest Comedy
Night reward call PK 6 9742

Brown eyeglasses on 4'28'86 It found

call Doug '584 4747

Five keys on a string, one bike key. If

found, call Beth at 253 3377

Help! Lost watch between Sylvan and Nor

theast' Reward' call as soon as possible

6 5842 sentimental value

Car keys on Monkey keychain please call

6 5360 immediately

for female m
Summer Fall

FOt;ND

Jalapeno peppers and creamy cheddar

cheese sauce

MtvrORCYCLES

80 Honda ( ustom 400. Only 4000 mi
.
ex

cellent condition, runs great' Burgundy

w pin stnpe, luggage rack, small back, new

brakes new battery $660 BO call Steve

256 1370

PRtiFESSIONAL TYPING SERVKE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on

campus, dependable, low rates, experienc

ed Nancy 584 7924

R(M»MM^TES"WANfEi»

Female needed to share 2 bedroom apt call

Angela 253 7284

2 male roommates wanted for

Townehouse Must be responsible and

clean Call Dawn or Cheryl 549 7454

We need 2 females to share our Brittany

Manor apartment next fall call 253-5729

Looking for 1 quiet female to share a

room in Brandywine Apts call Sharon

549 4598 after 8 PM

2 roommates wanted to share bedroom in

Brittany Manor Apt, lease begins in Sept

2533971

Townehouse have one bedroom open for

one or two roommates call 549 4171

TTownehouse female roommate needed for

three bedroom apt Maragret 549 5906

'2 roommates needed for fall Squire Village

call Karen or Rachel 666 4972

Female roommate needed for Brittany

apartment 10 month lease starts in

September call 546 1186 _
Nachos & Beer. . .wwe made for one

another

Male roommate wanted for two bedroom

Southwood 135 month call 253 7178

Non-smoking female needed to share one

bedroom in three bedroom Puffton Apt call

Nancy 646 9887

2 or ."! nonsmoking males to share 5

bedroom house, located near townhouse

546 9805

Femali' roommate wanted to share Brit

tany Manor apt rail 256 6646

Nonsmoking female roommate wanted

Brittany lease Sept June 256 0027

SUMMER SUBLET

4 spots available in Sunderland townhouse

cable TV on bus rt rent negotiable 665 3571

Brandvwine Apt for sumamr sublet call

Linda 649 4798

Need female non-smoker to sublet one

bedroom in large h«o bedrrxjm Squire

Village townhouse June 1 Aug 31 On bus

route pool. AC Karen 665 3740, Nancy

665 4563

Amherst Center 1 bedroom sunny, quiat.

spacious apt rent neg 253 5529

1 bdrm apt Puffton: sunny, clean, tennis,

pool, close to campus Ben 546 1191

Close to campus 2 large, sunny rooms

Clean quiet, wooded area 130/ room. CaM

Lisa 549 7227

Puffton Village 2 bdr 2 baths, furnished,

clean and reasonable 549 7728

Brandvwine Apt partly furnished call

David 549 6570 price negotiable

Next to campus large house with dog 4

rooms available price negotiable call leff

549 0814

Summer sublet - furnished townhouse

apartment very reasonable price CaM even-

ings 6 8273 or 6 8275

Summer sublet • Fall option Southwood

apt. 2 bdrm great rent bus route 266 1688

2 bedroom apt $300/month w/fall option

Terry 546 0878

w/fall option; Swiss Village; furnished; 1.

2, or 3 bedrooms (singlesl 256 1318

Ideal Location - spacious apt. 1st floor

house 1 minute walk to campus and town

call Anita after 10 PM 266 8402

Southwood townhouse 2 bedroom, fully

furnished, cable TV cheap 253 3671

2 bedroom apartment. Lantern Court.

Sunderland Includes furnishings air condi

tioning. cable TV Call Kim or Donna.

549 7127

Brandywine 2 bdrm cheap rant 649-5416

Fearing St. Amherst. 2 mm walk to cam

pus. 4 bedroom house w 2 full baths, out

side front porch and back deck, rent neg,

call Karen 256 091 1

Townhouse summer sublet - 1 single 1

double available call Rich 6p6050 or Bob

253 2250

Brandvwine summer sublets pos fall op

tion Sharon 549 4598 after 8 pm

Two bedroom Southwood rent negotiable

call 253 7178

w/fall option 2 large bedroom in Bnttany

Manopr only $360 or best offer 253 2831 any

time

Main St single in empty 4 bdrm apt Ig,

clean, bus stop m front 150/monmth Tracey

266 1807

Spacious .') bdrm house $eOO/mo Brian or

Doug 546 8657 (or more info

( olonial Village 1 br in 2 br apt on bus

route, pool 253 7126

2 hr Townehouse apt fully furnished call

Andy 549 6014

Nice Brandywine Apt June Aug rent

negotiable 549 19.35 call now

Rolling (•rem apartment has four

bedrooms for summer sutilel at $100 each

inclusive 256 6837

Puffton Village 2 bedroom* 1 furmstied

available for summer Great location Pam or

Karen 549 1616

Two bedrmim townhouse available June 1

with (all option on bus route in Sunderland

must see call 665 7951

Starting June 1st. with fall option 3

twdroom Northwood Apt Great bus ser

vice, pool, hot water included. AC. cheap

(or single occupants $395 util negot

665 4647

2 bedroom Southwood apt for rant witti

fall option Nw carpeting 6 fridge h
dishwasher 256 1451

Two bedroom Townehouse price

negotiable, call 546 8125 Michelle or

546 8129 Jane for more info

Brandywine 2 bedrrmm fully furnished

rent negotiable 549 4186

Northampton (enter sumirvar subtat 3

rooms available m a single family house

Queit neighborhood, lots of room,

washer dryer $475 per room call even

ings rnornings 584 5425

Swiss Village 4 bedroom apt on bis lina •«•

tremely negotiable take any or all rooms

June 1 Aug 31 fall option possible ca*

6 9678 anytime keep trying

Singles: four of them House in Squire rant

negotiable (cheap' I call Alisa 6 8259 or Sue

6 7422

Puffton Village 1 bdrm apt for summer

sublet call 546 7027

Summer sublet available at Squire Village

in Sunderland two large l)odrooms very

peaceful area on bus route 546 5370 or

5467119 ^
3 bedroom apt in Puffton Village air

cond. cable, fully furnished, tennis pool 12

mm walk to campus call 549 7882

Summer sublet 1 bdr in Puffton call

549 3667

Northampton Center 2 large rooms, $138

each call 586-6436 call evenings

TO SI BLET

1 bedrm $l3.1/monlh. inclusive Juna thru

Aug 666 4388

Summer sublet completely furnished

Townehouse apt very reasonable call

549 1901

Large apartment one mile from campus

has rooms available for summer sublet plus

2 (all options rent neg call 549 5436

Are you living in Amherst this summer?

Sublet our 2 bdrm townhouse apartment

June 1 Sept 1 $350/mo call 253 3122

2 person pleasure palace for sublet right in

SIDowntown Fantastic location Call

266 0235

Squire Village 1 double rm in 2 brm apt

non smkr. quiet Call 665 2579 2 9 pm ask

(or Hilary

fall option one bedroom in a four bedroom

apt must be a nonsmoker Close to campus

and to town $242 month, asking 200 for

summer 314 Lincoln Ave call 549 6926

Swiss Village 2 bedrcMim furnished newly

renovated pool nearby cheap renti Call Peg

646 5140 or Lauren 546 6630

SouthwiMid Sublet - fall option 2 bedrm

530 mo includes heat, water Tricia256 1587

1 dbl and I single in 3 bedriMim apt

available for sumemr ft (all option very close

to campus Brand new apt' Call 253-2192

keep trying

That's the way to do it! Rent our Bran

dywine apartment for the summer call

649 0862

TYIMNC. ft WORD PRtK'ESSINfJ

Next day service TYPE RITE 323^79

WANTED

Two bedrmim apt wanted for Jun« 1 in

Amherst 549 4842

Idealistic couple seeking 1 bnedroom apt
in Amherst Northampton Please call Heidi
after 1 1 pm 546 4464

WANTED to RENT
"

Rooms/Sublets wanted Jur>e 22
Call 256 8615 8 am 9 pm

Aug 2
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SPORTS
Softball reigns over the A-10
Nationals next for

the Minutewomen
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ.-The dream started out to be

more of a nightmare for the University of Massachusetts

Softball team.

But ultimately, a happy ending was in store for L^ass,

as the Minutewomen came from behind to beat Rutgers

University, 3-2, and lay claim to its first Atlantic 10 tour-

nament title.

"I've had three magic moments in my coaching career,"

UMass head coach Elaine Sortino said. "The first was

when we went to Oklahoma City for the regionals in

1983. The second is when the volleyball team won the

ECAC championship, and this is the third. I feel like I'm

someplace else looking in from the outside."

UMass. 36-7 overall and ranked 19th in the latest na

tional poll, will now advance to the NCAA Division 1

Regionals, as the top team from the Northeast. Tburna

ment bids will be announced May 12 with UMass poten-

tially hosting a first-round game.

"It was messy, but a win is a win." senior co-captain

Sally Maher said. "No one cares how you do it as long

as you get it done."

In addition to being the first A-10 championship for the

Minutewomen, Saturday's tourney conquest was only the

second league championship for a UMass athletic team.

The baseball team won the A-10 tourney way back in

1980. Basketball, baseball, swimming, golf and tennis

(men's and women's) are also members of the conference.

"Considering the way we played, it's a great feeling to

win the tournament," sophomore shortstop Paige Kopc-

za said, "lb have the same team from last year and pull

it out this time really means a lot."

The game itself was by no means a gem. Defensively,

UMass committed a season-high five errors, two of which

led directly to both of the Lady Knights runs in the game.

The Minutewomen did have their moments, however

In the the third inning, junior second baseman Carol

Frattaroli made a leaping, ofT-balance catch of an Amy
Masonis line drive for the first out of the inning. Rutgers

catcher Tracy Buono reached on a Kopcza throwing er-

ror and went to second. Rutgers lefl-fielder Renee Clarke

then singled to center with Buono going to third.

But Buono wandered off the third a bit to far and was

picked off by Frattaroli at home. Freeman then relayed

to Kopcza at third, who put the tag on Clarke for a 4-2-6

inning-ending double play.

That was it for the defensive heroics as the

Minutewomen handed the Lady Knights a 2 lead.

UMass had its problems against Rutgers pitcher Sue

Gallagher in the early innings. The junior right hander

set the Minutewomen down in order through the first

three innings, and gave up her first hit when Frattaroli

singled to center in the fourth inning.

The Lady Knights, however, got to UMass starter Lynn

Stockley very quickly. Rutgers connected for one hit in

each ofthe first three innings before scoring in the fourth.

With two out and a runner on third, Rutgers third

baseman Jackie Grippo hit a soft ground ball back to

Stockley for what seemed to be a sure third out. Instead,

Stockley 's throw went wide of senior first baseman Beth

T^lbott, scoring Adele Calimer from third.

Rutgers struck for another run in the fifth when cat-

cher Tracey Bouno reached and later scored on a Stockley

wild pitch. At that point, UMass trailed 2-0, and a se

cond and decisive game seemed to be looming large on

the horizon.

What seemed even more evident, was the fact that the

Minutewomen were beating themselves. Both of the

Rutgers runs were unearned, aided by four UMass er

rors in five innings. In addition, the Minutewomen could

produce only one base runner in four innings.

All of that changed in the UMass half of the fifth.

Sophomore catcher Ilene Freeman led off with a

strikeout, but sophomore right-fielder Chris Ciepiela

followed by reaching on Rutgers second baseman Sue

Robson's error Senior designated hitter Cathy Reed

reached on a fielder's choice while Ciepiela was forced

at second, before junior left-fielder Emily Bietsch singl

continued on pa^f 11

UMass falls at

Rutgers, 7-4
BY PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Ma.ssachusetts stood 15

minutes from the national playoffs on

Saturday night at Rutgers. One good

quarter of play was all they needed.

But the Gorillas couldn't handle the

pressure, allowing three goals in 2:22 to let

the Scarlet Knights take the lead and even-

tually the game, 7-4.

UMass led 3-2 after three periods, despite

a sputtering offense that scored the fewest

goals by a Gorilla team since Rutgers beat

UM, 8-4 in 1984.

But the fourth period, actually the entire

second half, saw UMass get badly

outplayed by a ninth-ranked Scarlet Knight

team that needed the game to make the

playoffs, and unlike UMass went out and

did the job.

"I'm disappointed, what else could I be?"

said UMass coach Dick Garber "We played

a great first half, although the offense was

missing good shots, and then we played the

second half without any desire. I don't know

what happened. This is a tough loss for the

kids and I feel bad for them, but they also

had them. We were looking at the playoffs

and we backed away from them."

UMass slumped to 9-3 on the sea.son and

will probably fall from tenth in the USILA
weekly poll. The Gorillas play at .second-

ranked Syracuse next Friday night and, ac-

cording to Garber, must win to get back in

the top ten 10 and make the playoffs.

UMass took a 1-0 lead 2:07 into the game
as Tbm Carmean scored, assisted by Greg

Cannella. Brad Fish tied it up for Rutgers

with five minutes left before Cannella

(assisted by Carmean) put UMass up 2-1

with 7:01 gone in the second period.

Senior defenseman Ibm Aldrich then led

a break downfield, and hung around for the

result, taking a feed from Carmean in the

middle and blasting home his third goal of

the season to produce a 3-1 UMass lead at

halftime.

Lou Fusilli (assisted by Gregg Fried)

made it 3-2 going into the fourth period,

and on a cold and windy New Jersey night,

UMass saw its season start to slip away.

Tim Donovan scored just 41 seconds into

the period. Fusilli ripped home his second,

just 26 seconds later Dave Di.sciorio made

it 5-3, going in unassi.sted with 2:22 gone.

The Rutgers barrage halted, but Ed
Trabulsy banged another Knight goal

home at the 11:12 mark and UMass was

reeling.

Greg Fisk finally answered for UMass,

scoring his 19th goal of the season with

7:52 left, but Disciorio (assisted by

Donovan) drive home some insurance with

2:28 to go.

In the second half, Rutgers outshot

UMass 30-9 and held a 34-14 advantage in

groundballs, a good indication which team

wanted the game more.

"They played us hard, they pressured us

pretty good," said Garber "But we've fac

ed that before, this time we just let them

beat us. It's hard to believe we only had

nine shots in the second half. That shows

what the offense was doing. We didn't ex-

ecute."

For the game, freshman goalie Sal

LoCascio made 16 saves in another solid ef

fort. Jim Gilman made 16 for Rutgers. The

Knights outshot UMass 45-25 and had a

54-30 groundball advantage. Disciorio won

ten face-offs, to handle UMass senior

Seamus McGovern, who took five.

On clears, UMass was good on 30-of-36

while Rutgers was successful on 25-of-29.

Despite the presence of three officials, on-

ly three penalties were called the entire

game. Rutgers was one-for-two on man-up

situations. UMass was o-for-one. The play

was also a little chippier than three

penalties would indicate, but the officials

.seemed content to let a lot of banging go

unnoticed.

"This has been a good season, no matter

what happens at Syracuse," said Garber

"But we could be 11-1 right now. We had

Army (an 8-7 overtime loss) and we had

Rutgers. We just didn't put them away like

we should. It's a shame."

Collegian file phot' •• i i i • m

Junior attackman Greg Cannella, right, had one goal and one assist

as the lacrosse team lost to Rutgers, 7-4,on Saturday night.

Lacrosse notebook

Playoffs still a possibility for Gorillas
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.-All is not

lost, maybe.
The University of Massachusetts

lacrosse team has lost two of its last three

games to slip to 9-3 on the season and

hasn't beaten a current top 15 team out-

side of Delaware, but could still make the

national playoffs.

Eighth ranked Army lost to New Hamp-

shire on Saturday. 14th ranked Adelphi

(who earlier in the wek defeated seventh-

ranked C.W. Pbst, 20-10) lost to Harvard.

Post, meanwhile, was unimpresive in an

8-7 win over Penn State.

Army, with five lo.sses. should not make
the playoffs. Post, with a 10-goal loss to

Adelphi, also shouldn't. Adelphi could

have moved up, but choked against Har-

vard. However, New Hamsphire at 9-3 and

winners of seven -straight, could move up.

Confusing in an understatement in this

situation.

UMass has one game left on its

schedule, against second-ranked Syracuse

on Friday night at the Orangemen's

Coyne Field. Gorilla coach Dick Garber

said that, in his opinion, UMass must beat

Syracuse to make the playoffs for the first

time since 1981.

"We've got to get some help and pro-

bably have to beat Syracuse, but who
knows? Maybe we can sneak in," said

Garber.
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CLASS OF 2005? — Two-year-old Ari Addes of Amherst reaches for another dandelion

yesterday on break from the Toddler Day Care Center in Skinner Hall.

Man cited for vehicular homicide
A 19-year-old Granby man has been issued a citation

that charges him with vehicular homicide and operating

to endanger, in connection with an accident that killed

a University of Massachusetts student April 25, Amherst
police said.

According to police reports, Paul Gilman 2nd turned off

West Street onto Shays Street and cut off a Coca-Cola

delivery truck, that struck the passenger side of Gilman's

Ford. Gilman's passenger, Elysa R. Kates, 18, a first-year

animal science major, was killed.

Gilman was injured and hospitalized at Cooley Dickin-

son Hospital in Northampton, where he was releaised last

week. The driver of the truck, William Swinington, 22,

was also taken to the hospital, treated and released.

The citation was issued Friday after an investigation

of the accident. Police said they could not give any more
details of the accident or investigation.

If convicted, the penalty for vehicular homicide is up
to two and one-half years in jail, a fine of no more than

$1,000 or both, Amherst police said.

-JEANETTE DeFORGE
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Coors may get

a second shot
on campus
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate will vote again

tomorrow on whether to ask the Campus Center Board

of Governors to reconsider its decision last spring to

discontinue the sale of Coors beer in the Campus Center.

Last Wednesday, the senate defeated by one vote a mo-

tion asking the BOG to reconsider, but Bill Bennett, SGA
campus president, vetoed the results, saying the vote was
too close.

Proponents of the motion noted that most voters

answered "yes" to a referendum put before students last

year that asked, "Has the Campus Center Board of Gover-

nors oversteppped its bounds by calling for the banning
of the sale of Coors beer in the Campus Center and Stu-

dent Union buildings?"

The referendum was held after board voted to ban the

sale of the beer in the Campus Center because the Coors

"/ am asking the Board of Governors to

look back at the decision a year ago.
"

— Tony Rudy, senator

company has been accused of unfair labor practices. The

American Federation of Labor and other groups have

repeatedly called for boycotts of the firm on grounds it

busts unions and discriminates against women,
minorities, gays and lesbians.

Fran Hegeler, outgoing treasurer of the BOG, said the

student senate would be overstepping its bounds if it

.sought to change the board's decision.

"The board is completely divorced with the senate and

the politics of the senate. We have always been completely

autonomous from them," she said.

Last Thursday, Bennett said at a board meeting, "We
didn't say we have any authority and never claimed to.

I am asking the Board of Gk)vernors to look back at the

decision a year ago " Student senator Tony Rudy, who

proposed the motion, said he wanted to know why the

BOG ignored the results of the referendum, and asserted,

"1 am just trying to represent the students' best interests,"

Outgoing BOG chair Alex Zucker said, "If there was a

grass-roots movement to get Coors back on campus, it

would have come up a lot earlier."

According to the Student Goverment Association, 70

percent of the students voted "yes" on whether the BOG
was out of line.

"This motion is almost as vague as the referendum ques-

tion last year," said Mark Friedman, BOG treasurer.

"Saying that the Board of Governors overstepped their

bounds is saying that students want Coors on campus. It

seems the same to me," Rudy said.

"I think Tony Rudy is trying to interfere just like

MassPIRG and the other groups he is oppossed to, it's just

another of his series of attacks on RSO's," Zucker said.

University student falls 40 feet from Baker window
By JEFFRY BARTASH
Collegian Staff

A 19-year-old University of

Massachusetts student suffered a fractured

leg and ankle and possible back injuries

after he fell 40 feet from a fourth-floor

bathroom window early Saturday morning,

according to University of Massachusetts

police.

Shawn Murphy, a resident of Cance

House, fell at 12:24 a.m. from the window

in Baker House in the Central Residential

Area, police said.

He was taken to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton, where he re-

mained in fair condition yesterday, a

hospital spokeswoman said.

Police said they believe alcohol was in-

volved and are investigating the incident.

Students and officials in Baker said they

did not know what happened or would not

comment.
In other police reports:

• Two 20-year-old men were arrested and

charged with being minors in possession,

and one was charged with possession of

marijuana after being searched by police,

who confiscated 139 beers at 6:55 p.m.

Saturday in the John Quincy Tower, police

said.

• A female student reported an assault

and battery after being hit in the arm by

"someone yelling things in the corridor

about her" at 8:25 p.m. Saturday on the

fourth floor of McNamara House, police

said.

• A woman reported scaring away a per-

son trying to break into her Volkswagon,

at 9:48 p.m. Saturday in lot 62 near Clark

Hall, police said.

• A 22-year-old male non-student was ar-

rested for State Police motor vehicle viola-

tions after police ran a check on the man
when they responded to argument he was
involved in with a woman at 11:11 p.m.

Saturday on Massachusetts Avenue, police

said.

• Three men will be charged with at-

tempted larceny of bicycles in connection

with an incident that occiured at 2:36 a.m.

Sunday at the south side of the Graduate

Research Center, police said.

• A 16-year-old boy "under the influence

of alcohol" was put in protective custody

at 5:12 p.m. Sunday at the Southwest con-

cert, police said.

.c non -student, iss.ut uA 19-y. k\A kAkKA,

a trespass notice at Cance House Saturday

night, was arrested for being a minor in

possession of alcohol at 5:31 p.m. Sunday
at the Southwest concert, police said.

• A 1984 Mazda and a 1975 Honda both

received $200 damage when the Honda
backed into the Mazda as it was leaving its

parking space at 10:10 a.m. Friday in

Haigis Mall, police said.

• Items worth $190, including a gold

chain, were reported stolen at 8:28 p.m.

Sunday on the third floor of Patterson

House, police said.

• A 1970 Chevrolet was reported stolen

at 10:45 a.m Sunday from lot 22, police

said.

• During the weekend, 29 persons were
arrested for being minors in possession of

alcohol — 14 at the Southwest concert—and
10 persons for having altered or fake iden-

tification cards, police said.
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TRAIN CRASH — Rescue workers atop rail wreckage hand down
the covered body of a passenger killed in yesterday's collision of

an express train and commuter train in Povoa de Santa Iria, Por-

tugal. Fourteen people were killed and 83 injured in the crash.

Fire destroys bookstore
near Mount Holyoke

Tuesday, May 6, 1986 COLLEGIAN 3

SOUTH HADLEY. Mas5 AP' A fire

early yesterday destroyed a building hous
ing the Odyssey Book Shop, across t'rom

Mount Holyoke College, for the second time

in five months.
South Hadley Fire Chief Joseph

Brooksbank said the cause of the blaze was
under in\'estigation by the state fire mar-
shal's office. The blaze apparently started

in the rear of a 2 1 2-story wood building

on the South Hadley Common, which hous-

ed the bookstore, a travel agency and the

offices of two psychiatrists, he said.

"At this point we have absolutely no idea

what caused the fire," Brooksbank told the

Daily News in Springfield. The blaze was
reported by Mount Holyoke College securi-

ty officers.

No injuries were reported, but two
firefighters had to scramble to safety when
the north wall of the building collapsed, he
said. Assistant Chief Allan Simpson told

the newspaper that after the stone roof

caught, the heaN-v' slates '*were falling like

guillotines."

The book store, opened by retired phar-

macist Romeo J. Grenier in 1962, had been

a haven for readers from the surrounding

college towns and a textbook supplier for

Mount Holyoke.

"Many of the faculty and staff had tears

in their eyes as they watched it burn," said

Irma Rabbino, the head of the college news
bureau.

Grenier's original store burned to the

ground shortly before Christmas in a blaze

that also destroyed the adjacent College

Inn, built in 1782. That blaze was later

blamed on a faulty oil furnace in the inn.

"I don't know what is going to happen,"

Grenier, 75, told the newspaper. "It's too

early to tell. When I got the call, I was

numb. It doesn't seem possible it could hap-

pen twice in the same place. I can't believe

it."

Soviets: Radiation spread

Treat yourself

to something special at

Le Boudoir

hand painted t-shirt dresses

cotton leggings,

sexy teddies and

nightgowns, garter belts &•

stockings &• much more.

Also don't forget

Mother's Day is May 11th

show your appreciation.

Carriage Shops
233 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst 549-6915

M-S 10-5:30, Sun 1-5

MOSCOW (AP) The
government indicated

yesterday that radiation

had spread beyond the

evacuated zone around
Chernobyl, and an official

said foreigners would be

allowed to visit the stricken

nuclear plant when it is safe

to do so.

A government statement

ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
• FREE PREGNANCY TESTING

Same Day Results -

Services thai are
free. Confidential, Caring

& Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shor>s

an alternative to abortion

-|

also indicated that con-

tamination threatened a

river that feeds a major

reservoir near Kiev, the

Ukrainian capital of 2.4

million people 80 miles

south of the disaster site.

The head of the Interna-

tional Atomic Energy Agen-

cy arrived for talks with

Soviet officials about the

April 26 accident.

An invisible cloud of

radiation spread over much
of Europe after a reactor

caught fire in the Chernobyl

plant. The Kremlin's official

reports say two people were
killed and 197 iniured. but

other governments believe

the toll is higher.

No health-threatening
radiation levels were
reported outside the Soviet

Union yesterday, but
precautionary measures re-

mained in effect in some
European countries.

In a four-paragraph state-

ment distributed yesterday

by the official news agency
Tass, the Council of

Ministers said that a

cleanup was under way and
that radiation was found in

both the Ukrainian and
Byelorussian republics.

Correction
Ehie to a reporting error, the time for tonight's "Sunsa-
tional Faishions" was incorrect. The correct time is 7 p.m.
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SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
IN BUSINESS
Entrepreneurial oriented can

didates will gain experience in

sales or management Earnings

from $3,000 to SB.OOO *.

depending on participation and
.skill level Scholarships
'available for leaders. For con
sideration, write to;

POLARIS ENTERPRISES
CORPORATION,
i80 INDEPENDENCE AVENUE,
IQUINCY, VIA 02169

jor call MR. LAJOIE
1(617) 367-0445

Bring a couple friends and

your appetites and enjoy sonne

of the best Mexican food anywhere

TACO VILLA
NORTHAMPTON . AMHERST

Bung Your Ow Bfe' S W'nr

Befr o' Wmt Sensed

SPRINGFIELD

Brtng Your Own
Beer O' tVme

WANTED SUMMER '86

CAMP NATCHEZ
WEST COPAKE, NY 12593

CALL 518-329-4301

Fine co-ed Berkshire Mt camp looking for ex-

citing active people with abundant energy for

the following positions: General Counselors,

Backpacking, Ropes Course, Sports, Sailing,

WSI, Nature, Photography, Soccer, Tennis,

Drama and Basketball.

A/e will be on campus Thursday, May 8th in

Room 802 of the Campus Center from 10 am to

4 pm. Please drop in or call Student Employ-

ment Office for an appointment.

,t

fc«*CS APPmO^ltO INtPfCT»*« STATIOM

Gas Saving
Tune-up

«Crt TO^
a- if\ $K>-^'\ i •o'*!**** •Jirf

$39.** *.— --^-'

Lube, Oil & Filter

-*.

inclucJet up lo S qoorts
of '0-30 oil oryj var*»ty

North Amherst Tire
A Auto Center

fu# SmvKe Jm Store
• Sunooicnd Ra No kmhmiw m*

4«»-4r04

** SUN & FUN * KIDS & CAMPING **

** SWIMMING & BOATING **

** OUTDOOR LIVING **

** COUNSELOR -IN-TRAINING DIRECTOR **

(Must have good camping, teaching & leadership skills)

** EQUESTRIAN UNIT LEADER/INSTRUCTOR **

** ASSISTANT EOUESTRIAN DIRECTOR **

(Must have good riding & teaching skills)

** ASSISTANT WATERFRONT DIRECTOR **

(W.S.I, required)

** UNIT LEADERS **

(General camping skills)

Camp Timber Trails, a 9 week resident Girl Scout Camp
in the Berkshires, is looking for staff people. . .

Call or write: Timber Trails, HC 60 Box 158, Tolland, Mass 01034

413-258-4592

X

Photo by Brian (iuamoUa

Birdseye view of swarm of bees huddling around tree branch near

the Old Chapel yesterday.

Bzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz . .

.

By DAVID BURGESS
Collegian Staff

People who strolled past the Old Chapel

yesterday were greeted by a watermelon-

sized swarm of honeybees clinging to the

bottom branch of a pine tree.

The mass of bees was probably resting

enroute to a new site for their home, such

as a large hole in a tree or a crevice in

some rock formation, said a professor of

entomology at the University of

Massachusetts.

What was mistaken for a nest covered

with bees was actually a solid mass of

bees that were clustered about the queen

honeybee. This is their method of protec-

ting and insulating the queen while other

bees, called scouts, search for an accep-

table home, according to Dr. T. Michael

Peters of the entomology department.

Dr. Peters said the bees' old home had

probably been destroyed or simply became

unsuitable to live in and they were forc-

ed to seek new quarters.

The people who walked near or under

the swarm were not in much danger, said

Peters, because the bees were full ofhoney

and content to just look for a new abode.

They carry enough honey to survive the

flight to a new site.

The queen bee is the only female of the

swarm and the rest are workers (drones)

who guard and service every need of the

queen. The queen usually has a life span

of 2 3 years and afler "overwintering"

will produce young when it is warm
enough and there is plenty of pollen

available.

Dr. Peters said he was "surprised that

they were on the move this early" because

most swarms do not begin this sort of

journey until later in May. A swarm nor-

mally does not move more than a half

mile when searching for a new lodging,

he said.

When the scouts have found what they

believe to be suitable sites for building a

nest, they will return to the swarm in a

state of excitement. If the new site is dry

and large enough, the scouts will impart

all necessary information, such as

distance and direction, by performing a

vigorous series of "dances." The more of

a frenzied dance that is performed, the

"better the sell" to the other bees, said Dr.

Peters.

Once the entire swarm is satisfied with

the new site, they move with the queen

bee to begin building the new structure

with beeswax, a substance they carry on

their bodies.

Graduate students
begin elections

^^ Commitee and is cui

BY SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate will hold

elections today from 3:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

in Campus Center room 917. Graduate

students will elect a new slate of senate of-

ficers, vote on a proposed constitutional

amendment and decide a referendum

question.

Incumbent President George Claxton

will run unopposed for re-election, while

Gary Jakacky will be unchallenged in his

bid for treasurer.

In the race for vice-president, Ralph

Sbragia, a senator from the Division of

Public Health, will face history department

student Jonathan Frank.

Sbragia, who has represented the senate

on the Distinguished Teaching Awards
Committee and the University Committee

on Alcohol Use, has been a senator for one

year.

Frank has served on the senate Finance

Commitee and is currently serving on a

committee that is rewriting the Universi-

ty picketing code.

Antony Zografos will face Nancy Muller-

Milligan in the race for senate executive

officer.

Zografos, who is fi-om Greece, said that

he wants to represent engineering and

foreign students as an officer in the senate.

MuUer-Milligan, who has served on

several committees, said she wants to in-

crease graduate student input on campus.

The referendum question on the ballot

concerns a waivable fee for MassPIRG,
which was approved by undergraduates.

The proposed constitutional amendment
would make clearer language concerning

the senate's representation of graduate

students.

Claxton said that he will continue to seek

a graduate student seat on the Boards of

Regents and Trustees, while Jakacky said

he will try to increase the senate's reserve

funds.

Two RSO leaders
will receive scholarship
.A scholarship to honor outstanding stu-

dent leadership will be awarded next fall

to two University of Massachusetts

students, according to the director of the

Student Activities Office.

The awards, $500 each, will be given to

two leaders of registered student organiza-

tions, said the director. Randy Donant. Ap^

plicants must have held an office in an RSO
for at least two semesters, have a grade

point average of 3.0 or better, and
demonstrate leadership skills, he said.

Eunice Konieczny, whom the scholarship

is named after, retired last December from

her position as secretary in the

Undergraduate Student Senate office,

where she had worked for 25 years.

"She was the foundation of the office. She

was a mentor and support system for stu-

dent leaders for over 25 years, so we decid

ed to do something in her honor." Donant

said.

Contributions to the scholarship fund

were made at a banquet held in Koniecz-

ny's honor when she retired, he said. Ad-

ditional money was drawn from an endow-

ment composed of fines paid by shoplifters

at UMass.
A committee of staff, faculty and Koniecz

ny. will review the applications, which will

be accepted until May 30 and are available

in the Student Activities Office.

- KATHLEEN MOYNIHAN

Microbiologist researches drugs
Linda Nolan-Labbe, a microbiologist at

the University Department of Health Ser-

vices is investigating several drugs to see

which may effectively combat
leishmaniasis, a disfiguring disease that

has infected 12 million people.

In the past, leishmaniasis was treated

with drugs, known as antimony com-

pounds, which helped the disease but caus-

ed "toxic side effects" to the central ner-

vous system, especially in children, Nolan-

Labbe said.

According to Nolan-Labbe, the disease is

prevalent in tropical regions but poses a

risk to travelers who are bitten by

sandflies.

Nolan Labbe said that while she is stu

dying the effects of the drugs, the US Ar

my is doing te.sts on laboratory animals.

"It's difficult to extrapolate from the

animals to humans but it looks very pro-

mising," she said.

Nolan Labbe said although there are no

effective vaccines because of the many
types of leishmaniasis, "the right drug

could treat all varieties."

Understanding how the disease differs

from human biochemistry will help to

decide which drugs will help fight it.

F
Y
I

Nolan-Labbe said. - LISA DiMEO

The Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy will I

hold a workshop at 7 p.m. tonight in the Sunset Lounge of MacKimmie
House in Southwest on anti-discrimination laws for pepple wishing to

know their rights in the workplace.

A candle-lighting ceremony will be held at 7:30 p.m. tonight by the

campus pond in observance of Holocaust Memorial Week. In the event of

rain, the location will be the Cape Cod Lounge in the Student Union

Building. Following the ceremony, The Thinking Heart, a play based on
the war diaries of Etty Hilesum, will be performed at 8 p.m. in the Cape

Cod Lounge.
All registered student organizations are reminded to submit their

budget proposals for 1988 to SGA Budgets Committee chairman Nate

Moore in the Undergraduate Student Senate office by 5 p.m. next Monday,,

May 14

Professor honored for excellent

service to the food science field
By KATHLEEN MOYNIHAN
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts professor was recently

honored for his contributions to the field of food science

and nutrition by the Institute of Food Technologies, which

has more than 24,000 members in the Americas and

Europe.

Fergus M. Clydesdale, co-instructor of the popular

"Struggle for Food" course, received the Donald K.

Tressler Award, one of five awards given by the institute,

for ability to communicate with scientists and the public.

Of the five, Clydesdale said this is the third that he has

won. The other two were for excellence in teaching and

excellence in nutrition research.

He and professor Frederick J. Francis, also of the food

science and nutrition department, started teaching Food

Science 101, Struggle for Food, about 15 years ago. The

course is currently among the most popular "E" cores,

scieace cl^s^^ fof nQn^njajors, although the UMass ad-

ministration said in January that it might no longer fill

a science requirement when the "core" system is phased

out.

"Food science and nutrition is critical for non-majors in

terms of learning about diet and disease and diet and

health." Clydesdale said. "If we don't teach it to non-

majors, they probably wouldn't find out about it."

Clydesdale has written several books, including Fond
Nutrition and Health and Food Nutrition and You, co-

written with Francis. He recently edited Iron Fortifica-

tion of Foods, which addresses anemia, a disease caused
by iron deficiency.

A native of Canada. Clydesdale earned a bachelor's

degree from the University of Toronto. He has taught at

UMass for 19 years — "a life sentence." he said.

He is on sabbatical this semester, and plans to spend

a month in England. He will give lectures in London, Bed-

ford, Nottingham and other cities. . . , ,

Photo rou .«>*v o' Officf of Public Information

Fergus M. Clydesdale
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STUDENTS
Easten Mass.

SUMMERTIME JOBS
$5.50 per hour

Jobs available in your hometown area

beginning in late May, hours are part-

time, some weeknights, and/or
weekends, designed to fit around your

full time job or social life.

R.G.I.S.
inventory specialists will be conducting
on-campus interviews on May 6 and 7

in Room 81 1 B Campus Center at 9 am,
10 am, 11 am, etc., every hour on the

hour with last one beginning at 6:00
pm.

IMPORTANT, if you can't make one
of these interviews please call COL-
LECT 617-938-9269 to arrange inter-

view In your home town.

iKAPLAN

TEAM TUITION
When two (2) students

register and pay in full,

they both receive

a

$50.00 Discount

Courses may be taken

at any Kaplan location.

Good for GRE, MCAT, GMAT
and LSAT

Summer/Fall 1986 Courses

$50.00 OFF
with this ad

honored only in Amherst

offer expires May 31, 1986

A no-win situation
For six years running. President Ronald Reagan has

compromised world seoirity by his efforts to increase

American nuclear superiority. He has refused to join the
Soviet Union in a nucleau- test moratorium. He and his

administration have worked diligently to undermine all

efforts towards arms limitations or reductions. Since 1981.

the Federal Arms Control and Disarmament Agenc>-. the
Washington agency designed to work for a sane resolu-

tion of the arms race, has been stacked with men like

Eugene Rostow. who oppose agreement* of any kind with
the Soviets.

Indeed. Reagan has to his credit only one feeble anempt
towards arms reductions. This proposal was called START
and from the outset, the Reagan administration knew it

was totally unacceptable to the Russians. It called for cuts
in only one categor>- of weapons—ICBM's—and this is the
only categor>- in which the Soviets have an edge over the
USA. In fart, the USA is far ahead of the Soviet Union
in every other area, including nuclear submarines,
bombers, and quality and reliability of weapons.

I will not be fooled by the New Right; when Reagan says
we need to build the MX missle, the Minuteman, and SDI
because the Soviets are planning a first-strike, I look at

the facts and I am able to understand that the USA
possesses the strongest military force in the world (and

has since the end of WWII). In fact, Robert McNamara,
a former Defense Secretary, said in 1982 that even "if(the

Soviets) could destroy our Minuteman, that doesn't give
them a first-strike capability, not when they are facing

our Polaris subs and our bombers. The other two legs (of

the American defense Triad) are still there." When
Reagan says that the USA will test anti-satellite weapons
in the near future in the interests of national security,

I know that anti-satellite testing will artually jeopardize

national security. Gorbachev stated that the Soviets will

resume nuclear testing and do a space weapons test if the
USA tests in space. Unfortunately, Reagan won't heed
this warning, or any others from "peaceniks," the House
of Representatives, or the Europeans. Instead of working
for cooperative, assured peace, he will drag us further

towards nuclear conflagaration.

Andrea F. Nuciforo, Jr.

Belchertown
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Quote of the day

Love IS rare, life is strange, nothing lasts, people change.

— anonymous
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A horrible human truth
Genocide: the deUberate and systematic destruction of a

racial, poHtical, or cultural group.

It happened.
As incomprehensible as it might seem, six million in-

dividuals — six million human beings — were put brutally and
systematically to death for one reason alone: They were Jewish.

That was their crime.

First they labeled them with yellow stars on their jackets

so they could be openly and easily persecuted. They could be

raped, beaten, scorned and ridiculed — even killed. All because

they were Jewish. They were different.

Next all their property was confiscated, and the Jews were

rounded up like cattle and placed in ghettos with subhuman
living conditions. They did not have enough food, water or

medicine. People dropped dead on the streets, typhoid ran ram-

pant; severe overcrowding and lack of sanitation were com-

monplace. A blind and deaf world chose to ignore even the ex-

istence of such a place.

Then Hitler's "Final Solution" was put into effect. From all

over Europe, Jews were transported in cattle cars, 500 to a

car, with children thrown in on top. It was so crowded that

those who died on the way stayed upright; there was no room

for them to fall. For the survivors of the cattle cars, death

awaited at the now-infamous concentration camps —
Auschwitz, Treblinka, Buchenwald, Dachau ... the list goes on.

Six million people. Think about that number. The Univer-

sity's football stadium holds about 15,000. That's 400 UMass
stadia full of human beings — all murdered. This happened

less than 50 years ago. Think about it. You must.

This is the importance of Holocaust Memorial Week at the

University of Massachusetts: We must never forget what hap-

pened — and what could happen to a group of people.

Shoah, a 9Vz hour documentary shown in two parts

throughout this week, shows none of the atrocities that were

committed during the Holocaust. Instead, the filmmaker in-

terviews survivors and townspeople who testify on the extent

of the savagery. Ifyou cannot see both halves, see at least one.

Besides Shoah, many other events at UMass this week are

well worth students' time.

It happened to the Jews. It could happen to anyone. Learn

about it, and never forget it.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.

Letters

—

Big mess
I love UMass. I love its

location, the women, the ac

tivities, and the overall at-

mosphere. Sometimes a lit-

tle thing goes wrong and I

overlook it.

However, one morning

last week, I woke up ready

to be productive. I get out of

the dorm, walk by the

Worcester Dining Com-

mons, and I smell this awful

odor. No, it was not the DC;

it was this mound in the

middle of the walkway. It

was hay. ..no it wasn't hay.

It was dirt...no, no that's not

it. A mound of horse-

shit.. .yeah, yeah, that's it.

First, I wondered what a

horse would be doing

anywhere near there. There

has got to be a law

somewhere that prohibits

horses from using high traf-

fic walkways. I don't know

much about horses, but I do

know there's about a 99 per-

cent chance that a horse will

defecate in the wrong place

when in public. So I say to

myself, "Don't worry about

it, the DC is right there so

it will have to be cleaned up

real soon."

Well, it's been about 6

days and I have to use that

walkway 5-10 times a day

along with a couple thou-

sand other people. What is

the deal? Is the DC using it

for free advertising? Please,

please... for 4 out of 5 of my
senses sake, if anyone has a

shovel, or even a hockey

stick, move that mess.

Adam Benezra
Sylvan

Truth is embarassing
We were disturbed to read the com-

ments of members of the Environmental

Health and Safety (EH&S) staff in the

April 25 article concerning a potential

asbestos hazard in Room 10 of Arnold

House. Both the Physical Plant and

EH&S have been well aware of the situa-

tion for some time; Environmental Health

& Safety visited Room 10 on August 2,

1985, and shortly thereafter posted a sign

(which is still there) on the door warning

people not to use the room. On Nov. 15,

1985 a work order was written for

removal «f«»besto« from^the room. Sipce,

then boOi'of usiiave talked with Physical

Plant and EH&S staff to check on exact-

ly when the work would be done.

Given the background, it was very

upsetting to see the members of the

EH&S staff quoted as saying that they

knew nothing about the asbestos problem

in Room 10 until last week, and that the

damage to the asbestos insulation "is of

recent origin;" but then, the truth /,s

somewhat embarrassing.
Mark Legnini

Associate Director

Theresa Hall

,.,„.,.. Office Manager,
Division of Public Health
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Messages that you send
Here we are in beautiful downtown

spring-time. The hills are verdant, the

stereos are cranked up to full power, and

the students are cranked down to half-

naked as they saunter along every street

and sidewalk. Nudity in the streets^licits

all sorts of responses, especially among
those who fantasize about the shimmering

acres of public flesh. But 1 think there is

at least as much to think about in the

statements various states of undress are

making.
A number of students would assure us

that they're not making a statement at all;

they ju.st like to go native in the warm
weather. But there is a statement there. It

says. "This is what I'm doing, and I don't

give a hang for what you think about it."

Seeing how carefully most people choose

what few clothes they're wearing. I suspect

there is a still deeper statement than that.

Some of the recent correspondence on the

editorial page suggests other motives. For

instance, what about the woman who
flounces across campus inviting second

looks, and yet demands that men not leer

or make catcalls? Her message reads

something like this: "I despise you. I'm go

ing to appeal to your lower nature, and

then condemn you for having one. I'm go-

ing to whet your appetite and make you

hungry. I think so little of you that your

opinion of what I'm doing is mere sport for

me."
Of course, some women are simply

hungry for the attention their peek a boo

apparel can generate. I pity those women.

It makes me think that they did not get the

love and affection they needed at hotfne, so

now they are seeking approval by giving

others a vicarious thrill. Some
psychological studies will back me up on

that.

And what about men? What sorts of

statements are they making? Not having

shoulders like melons or a hairy rug runn

ing from my navel to my chin, those are the

guys who really stand out to me. Their

Rusty Denton

message is pretty loud, too: "Here, this is

what a real man should look like. Don't

even bother to take off your shirt unless

you have virility spilling out of your arm-

pits, like me. Over here, women—don't .set-

tle for less than a real man."
But men in veritable loincloths make

some other statements. Some of them, like

some women, seem to be inviting second

looks. Come on, guys, when your under

shorts are hanging out beneath your box-

er shorts, don't tell me you don't exf>ect a

certain amount of attention. And don't tell

me skimpy nylon gym shorts are not an

advertisement for what a stud you are.

I admit that some of those sunbathers out

there simply admire a good tan, and want,

one for themselves. But why does a good

tan have to converge on a person's private

parts, if not to draw attention to what lies

beneath the few clothes being worn? Some
people will say that it is a primitive instinct

to walk around in the altogether, but ac-

tually that's not true. Small children are

very uninhibited until they are about three

or four, when they suddenly become very

modest. And for the rest of their lives, they

are making a conscious statement by what

they wear (or don't wear) in public.

Many times the messages being sent

back and forth between the semi^;lad sexes

are misinterpreted. Guys are visually

stimulated, and many assume that women
are, also. In fact, most women are not

aroused by the mere sight of nudity, and

many do not really understand what it is

that makes a row of men turn their heads

in unison when a "looker" walks by. So, the

next time you get the urge to tear off your

clothes and lounge in the sunshine,

remember that one way or another, you are

sending a message. It may not be the

message you intended to send

Rusty Denton is a Collegian columnist.

Message:
On April 17, I met with

several students from

Amherst and other colleges

and universities to discuss

arms control and national

security issues.

They spoke to me on the

need for a comprehensive

ban on nuclear testing, their

opposition to the Strategic

Defense Initiative (SDI) or

"Star -Wars'' program, «»d.

their thoughts on other im

portant arms control and

foreign policy issues.

Their concern about arms
control and prevention of

nuclear war is to be com-

mended, as is their will-

ingness to journey to

Washington to press their

concerns in Congress.

The time is ripe for the

United States and the

Soviet Union to achieve real

progress toward an arms

control agre'eiVi^rit thlit

would be in the interest ol

both countries. I believe

that President Reagan and

Soviet leader Gorbachev

have an historic opportuni-

ty to pursue their common
goal of a world without

nuclear weapons. With
those shared ideals, I

believe practical steps are

feasible, and should be

taken as soon as possible.

Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy

Washington, D.C.
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UMass FAC announces new season

with something for everyone
By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center has

announced it's 1986-87 season, billed as "Your Ticket

to the Stars," which includes such acclaimed acts as "Tap

Dance Kid," Pearl Bailey, The Alvin Ailey American

Dance Theater, and "La Cage Aux Folles
"

September
Neil Simon's "Biloxi Blues." Festival of India.

October
The Vienna Choir Boys. Moxie, the Louisville Ballet.

The Orchestre de Lyon.

November
"The Tap Dance Kid." Jazzman Thad Jones and the

Count Basie Orchestra. Dancer/choreographer Marleen

Pennison. Pianist Leslie Howard.
December

"Ceremonies in Dark Old Men." Max Roach and the

Jazz All Stars. Violinist Joshua Bell. The Waverly Con-

sort production of "The Christmas Story." The

Springfield Symphony Orchestra.

February
The Apple Hill Chamber Players. Violinist Yehudi

Menuhin with the Warsaw Sinfonia. Jazzdance. The

Tokyo String Quartet.

March
The Twyla Tharp Dance troupe. Mel Torme and pianist

George Shearing. Traditional Irish music with the Chief-

tains. Guitarist Christopher Parkening.

April

The Springfield Symphony Orchestra. Jazz vocalist

Bobby McFerrinb. The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra.

The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater. Pearl Bailey.

La Cage Aux Folles.

Season ticket information, and a brochure fully describ-

ing the season can be obtained at the Fine Arts Center

Box Office.

The Broadway hit "The Tap Dance Kid" will

be performed twice on Sunday, November 2.

Experimentation with new
sounds on City Spirits
CITY SPIRITS
Tony Vacca, Tim Moran
with Don Cherry
Philo Records

By GLENN SIEGEL
Collegian Correspondent

The body of music that has come to be

known as jazz, has packed more innovation

and change into its brief, 90-year history

than almost any other art form.

Slaves made their music with combs and

paper, washboards and spoons, in short,

with whatever was available. It is this

sense that the tools of music can come from

anywhere which prompted Yusef Lateef to

master the shenhai and argol, Howard

Rumsey's Lighthouse All Stars to employ

oboe and English horn and Rufus Harley

to play bagpipes.

Another jazz veteran whose musical

odyssey crossed cultural boundaries before

a category existed was Don Cherry. Dur-

ing the 1960's, the Oklahoma-born
trumpeter mastered the doussn'gouni (a

seven-string hunter's harp), wood flutes

and other far eastern countries. The
49-year-old Cherry has now teamed up
with local favorites Tony Vacca and Tim
Moran to produce City Spirits, recently

released on Philo Records.

Vacca, on balafon (a western African

xylophone) and percussion provides the bot-

tom continued on page /

Hot tuna reunion cold and short
The reunion of the acoustic Hot Tuna,

Jorma Kaukonen and Jack Cassady was a

long awaited event, but in the end it was
a let down, at least at their show outdoors

at Woodbury Ski and Racquet Club. It's

rude to complain but the music wasn't loud

enough, the crowd talked too much and the

band only played for about three-quaters

of an hour because of a six p.m. curfew in

the town of Woodbury.
Starting with "I Know You Rider" and

"Hesitation Blues," Jorma on guitar,

seated with hat. Jack on bass, dressed in

black with a red bass, the duo ran through

a selection of their old material as well as

some songs off of Jorma's last album. For

those who made the efibrt to hear the band
it appeared that Jorma and Jack were play-

ing pretty well. Violinist Papa John Creach
who had played with Hot "Tuna on Friday

and Saturday night didn't make it to Sun-

day's concert, so it was up to the two of

them to keep things moving along.

Between the choice of songs and the way
they pick up each other's slack the concert

was never boring. In fact it was really quite

good. They played an untitled instrumen-

tal which was a good as they get as was
their final song, "Killing Time in tht

Crystal City."

But as well as they played it was hard
to enjoy it. Knowing that the band had to

be off at six. Max Creek, who played right

before Hot Tuna played for almost an hour
and a half and got an encore, a luxury that

Jorma and Jack had to do without. The
reader must consider that there were three

or four bands on before Hot Tuna and I on-

ly came for the last band so perhaps others

had a better time than I.

- PETER WISSOKER

t
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SUMMERTIME JOBS
$5.50 per hour

Work scheduled around your full-time job.

RGIS Inventory Specialists

offers excellent part time income to supplement your full time

job. We have hours available weeknights and/or weekends in

your hometown area in Eastern Mass.

Numerous openings in: Peabody, Danvers, Lowell, Lawrence,

Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, New Bedford, and all of

Worcester County and Cape Cod.

On Campus Interviews

will be held on Thursday, May 6

and Wednesday, May 7

in Room 811 B Campus Center

at 9 am, 10 am, 11 am, noon,

1 pm, 2 pm, 3 pm, 4 pm, 5 pm, 6 pm

8

s

5
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I Are you planning on attending any of i

these: CONCERTS, SPORTS EVENTS, I

PARTIES, BARBEQUES,
or GRADUATION

Do you have any questions about

alcohol?

Call: The Alcohol Hotline

MAY 7 and 8 7-9 PM
549-2671 ext. 186 or 188

sponsored by

University Committee on Alcohol
raiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiHiiiiiaiiiiiimiiiDiiiiiiHiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiicfr
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Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut

$8.00

Haircut with

Blowdry
$12.00

I

I

J

"for the dead and the living we must bear witness'

- Elie Wiesel

Holocaust Memorial
Week (in addition to "Shoah")

May 4 - 11, 1986

Tuesday, May 6
COMMEMORATION AND CANDLELIGHTING CEREMONY
7.30 pm, by the campus pond (rain location; Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union).

Followed by play (see below).

DRAMATIC PRESENTATION
"The Thinking Heart," based on Etty Hilesum's wartime diaries.

8:00 pm. Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union

EXHIBIT OF PHOTOS AND ART
10.00 am 4;00 pm, Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union

COMMEMORATIVE BUTTONS available in Residential Cluster Offices, Hillel Of-

fice (302 Student Union), and SCERA
Coordinated by Bnai Brith Hillel, Jewish Awareness 'AntI Semitism Coordinating Committee Jewish

Caucus, Network, SCERA, Office of Human Relations, Residential Education East and West

it City Spirits* I continued from page 6

for Moran's flute and saxophones and

Cherry's pocket trumpet and doussn'gouni.

But like the late Collin Walcott (sitar,

tabla), Alice Coltrane (harp) and Cherry,

Vacca has taken a traditional instrument

and infused it with his own musical roots.

The results are dreamy and hypnotic at

slow tempos and riveting at uptempos. Tim

Wolf joins Cherry on doussn'gouni for

"Gourni'na." The piece begins with the

Tim Moran, Don Cherry and

Tony Vacca

African harps playing a repeated eleven

note phrase along side the balafon, with

Vacca overdubbed on talking drum and
wood blocks. Moran's alto sax soars above
the buzzing rhythm, filling in the space

generously left by the others.

Moran's haunting 10 minute composi-
tion, "Homeland," affords ample space for

all involved, and Cherry and Vacca respond
with their most spirited playing on the
record. Cherry's muted irumpet solo is a

gentle cascade of notes, beautifully conceiv-

ed. Vacca follows with a short barrage of

a solo that is technically dazzling and
highlights the deep, hollow timbre of the

balafon.

Vacca's "Sundiata" is sparked by the

song's introduction on gongs and soprano
sax, which conjures images of entering a
powerful ancient shrine. 'The Road to

You," with its strong Caribbean feel, is

made for tall summer drinks and wide brim
hats, and features Moran on flute in a Her-

bie Mann groove.

Don Cherry is presented as a guest on Ci-

ty Spirits, and he seems content to play a

supportive role. He sits out two of the six

pieces and there is not much interaction

between Cherry and Moran. On their next

recorded collaboration, perhaps Cherry will

bring his flutes and a composition or two.

Jon Butcher Axis will be appearing Thursday night at Pearl St.

The Jon Butcher Axis, from left to right, is 4on Butcher

(singer/songwriter/guitars), Derek Bleviiis (drums/percussion). Thorn

Gimbel, and Jack Lambert. The Jon Butcher Axis' debut on Capitol

Records is the ll-track album titled Along the Axis. Tickets are $6

in advance.

Summer's Comingii
think

CAPE COD
Join our team -

cooks positions available

• strong hourly wage
• tuition bonus incentive

• great crews to work with
you'll be happy you did"

call Rick collect for interview

398-1648 or apply in person

LONGFELLOWS PUBS
Rte 6 A Old Townhouse Rd.

Brewster So. Yarmouth

896-5413 394-3663

TM

Home Style

Laundiy
Clean, modern, attended

Self service or drop off

(Next to 7/11)

Squire Village Pia/aRt 116

Amherst Rd Sunderland MA

TTm OfNo* Of 1h« CtwnotNor
In ooopcnrtlon wHh B'fMi BfMti HNW prasMits

OPEN 7 DAYS -665 264

SHOAH
A FILM BY CLAUDE LANZMANN

TODAY
t th« UnWarslty of KtottactwinWi at Amhwrtt

Call 545-2511

'

^N^AT/^/i^l^
9P

^HOM
^i<i^ Previewing

Talented student designers

from the Five-College area,

introducing their fashion

collections.

The hottest summer fashions

from Lodestone, The Limited,

August Max, Benetton,

J. Riggings, Chess King,

Casual Male, Nouveau Chic Boutique

Guest Starring:
, ^ .

Paul Michael from Boston's #1 Rock Band

BALL and PIVOT

will be modeling his stage

costumes & presenting his

',*,*,*,*,'.',','.*.'. » t « « • '.*,' * -*-* -'-*-'-* •-*-•-'- -' ^^._^..»«*.*^aA*a *-a J. till -» **i

People drive for miles to

read the Collegian
.
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May 6th, 7 PM
Campus Center

Auditorium

$2.00 admission

hit video

Sponsored by

Arts Council

GPC
FMA

Proceeds donated to

American Cancer Society ^

Tickets available at

The Student Union

Ticket Office and

Campus Center

Concourse

" Door Prizes
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BLACK APFAIRS
Ways to cut black teenage unemployment

•^
. ..

,

. ,„ »*„„* ment or iob search Drogram. The 592 PlCs across the coun

By C. RON ALLEN
Collegian Staff

Black teenagers represent 41.6 percent of the

unemployed, making them the largest group in the jobless

In an effort to call attention to this proh\em,Essence

magazine has published in its April issue an article aim-

ed at helping black parents develop their teenagers for

an aggressive job search.

Some of the tips offered by Beatryce Nivens, author of

the Black Woman's Career Guide, include:

• Make sure your teenager has all the necessary

documents needed for work. Check with his or her school

or contact your state's education department for working

paper forms.

- Know how much your child can expect to make. Most

teenagers can expect to earn only minumum wage — $3.35

an hour.

• Know the types of jobs in which your teenager can

expect to work: in recreational facilities; summer camps;

fast food chains; summer camps; nonprofit agencies;

private business; retail stores; and doctors' offices.

• Contact your child's school and talk with his or here

guidance counselor about referals to summer employment

programs for teens.

• Check with your local, state or federal government

agency. In some cities agency run special summer employ-

ment programs for minority and or disadvantaged youths.

Ask about eligibility requirements and deadlines.

• Locate your local Private Industry Council by look-

ing in the telephone directory or asking your local employ-

ment or job search program. The 592 PICs across the coun-

try have summer youth employment programs for the

economically disadvantaged.

• Check with your local YMCA or YWCA. Many
throughout the country have summer-camp programs that

hire teens.

• Ifyour teenager is 18 years or older and wants to work

at a summer camp, contact the American Camping

Association at 43 West 23rd Street, New York City, 10010,

which offers free placement service.

• Compile a list of black businesss and organizations

from local black newspapers.

Contact each one and enquire about a summer job. Black

business owners may need temporary help and may be

concerned enough about the unemployment problem to

make the commitment to give your son or daughter a job.

*JN (C| vVV^ would like to X>V ^~ '^ ^^i/congratulatethe 1986N^
^r/ college graduates with N^^

oy^90% FINANCING ^^
^N ANY NEW OR USED CAIT
(with 4 yr. college degree & confirmation

of current o\^^/^""''^ future employment)

OVER 80 NEW
V SUBARUS y

\^uXAVAlLABLE/PR icE^

fNOT BE \ Z^^^f,
INDER-N. /to SELL

^SOLI

HfiDLfyj^MBflBU
Off 6xit 19 opposite the Hodley Villoge Qorn

586-6054
"UJe're People UJorth Knoujinq"

COLLEGIAN DRIVERS NEEDED
Starting Fall Semester

• fAus\ have own car

• Must have mornings (9-11) free

$8 - $10 an hour

• Approximately 6 hours per weeii

APPLY IN PERSON AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER

Former black affairs editor

will be director of BMCP
Kimberly Burge. former editor of Black

Affairs, has been appointed as music direc-

tor of the Black Mass Communication Pro-

ject (BMCP). As director, her respon

sibilities will include: writing up play lists

and sending them to record companies; pur-

chasing the records for disk jockeys; and

getting in touch with record companies

about publicity — posters, contests, etc.

Burge will be starting her position next

fall.

Burge, a sophomore, is a journalism ma-

jor, minoring in Afro-American studies.

She has been a member of BMCP for a

vear and a half.

BMCP is a student broadcast training

organization which was started in 1968 in

space that was donated by WFCR FM
educational radio system.

In the fall, Burge will have six members

of the BMCP organization to help her in

her tasks.

Burge will be replacing Marc Elliot Giles,

who will host the "Marc Elliot Show" on

WMUA every Saturday. He will be

graduating with a degree in sociology.

- KATHRYN KIRBY

Announcement
Dwight M. Ellis, vice president of the National Association of Broadcasters,

will be lecturing at the Spring Lecture Series sponsored by the Office of

Third World Affairs at 8 p.m. Thursday in the Student Union Ballroom.

FANTASTIC
SPRING CLEARANCE

SALE
at

starts Wed. May 7

N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

DOONES3URY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ms L^^CHBCKBPSTFBTCHmOF

ANlNai5PI0ia0UT7J?l£6RAMM-
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HBRt AT THB $AfTH50NiWS MUSe
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SAf The SATIN 6ALANOS CJi£AT/ON
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*K),OOON£ePePTD
'^A0IUZ£' TUB

eOWNHA^BBtN
CUT'

WHAT/v^TnacoN^eoueNas^
USIH6ANANIMATION 5/MUATOR

,

I/HECANPmJBaWHAT The6flOUJ-

IN66CtUJNWIU.iM(UKB TVA
h^jswMmncRiN^

'C 1986 universal P'ess Syndicaie

Parents of a lazy river

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE 8c O'BRIEN

ACROSS
1 - pfotundo

6 Islands >n the

Seine

10 Bail lish

14 Pale

15 Aviary sound
16 Place tor a darn

17 With 59 Across

a warning to'

teline owners
20 For tear mat
21 Love symbol

22 Lock

23 Tritle

24 Press one s suit

25 Williams ot

t-totlywood

29 Orders ol

business

33 Stadium sound

34 Epochal

35 Routine

37 Absence
makes the -

41 West hemi
sphere asso

42 Ranger ~

43 Murder. She

44 Part ot a

mare s

shank
47 Name m

publishing

48 By what
means'

49 Syiphides

50 An Allen

53 Portico in old

Athens
55 Manner
59 See 1 7 Across

62 Made haste

63 Actress Moran
64 Watched the late

movie

65 Son o» Zeus
66 Breaks a tast

67 Swap

DOWN
1 Cry

2 Noted netman
3 Women
4 Transported

5 Toronto s prov

in

t-dilid b> Irudi' Michvl .Jafft'

45 Tower Bridge

spans It

46 Anderson o' TV
47 Repair

49 Meat orders

50 Miss \ett

51 God o( thunder

52 In this place

6 Lifeless

7 As written

music

8 Airline abbrs

9 Unit tor 2 Down
10 Passed around
1

1

Elias -
inventor

12 Woe
13 Onoman 'uiers

18 - apparent

19 Astound

23 A Parks

24 Ego
25 Reverberate

26 Arrow hokjer

27 Vex
28 Part ol HRM
29 Hard as

30 Stare

31 2eai

32 Titmouse treats

34 The red Viking

36 Weight
allowance

38 Mature
39 Runs up a bill

40 New Deal org

53 Evening m
Venice

54 Chad
55 Bo«
56 Edrrxxilon prov

57 Praise

58 W'lle m a way
60 Passing grade
61 Mil cratt

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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HOUSEMATES BY R. MILLER

r0U'/(£ PJOHJ. SAHAH. I

AM SUPenPIOAL. I

DON'T LKB lb 6eT
veepLy/NvcLvep u/m
FBOPU- BUfTHei^E'S
SOmtl^ING YM SHOULP

I PofevT/'UMAU)TOF
OTHBf^ peoPLB, Too! tnr

LOW /SNTfXauWf.
AND, Isuppose, e,Y YOUK

STANPARpS, /T/SNT
ve^YDeer, eiTHet^.

U/HEN /OUSAY YOU

1£>V£ SomSONe, YOU.
CAJGHTIb/^AN ir^

I ISJifofl — gfve $i6 to Dbde by fbhfibrrbwj
T/'-v.'VJ'i--'-*' :^'--- • .••• : , : :.•,... •,-.'^. ,>:
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/ SSB Youve
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V.
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/N e£AR ' YOU WOAJ'T
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BLOOM COUNTY

Its

BY BERKE BREATHED

\
\
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Brought to you by:
Night Editor
Copy Editor
Layout Technician
Photo Technician
Production Supervisor
Production: Kelly Sieger, Nancy Klingener,

Leslie Nakajima, Bill Wenzel, Rob Skelton, and
Mike Congleton.

Andrew Wolff
Sheryl Jean

Tom Middleton
Brian Guarnotta

Mark Parker
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CAMPUS PLAZA

(Next to Super

Stop b Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadley/ Amherst

256-6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

KARATE

for 4 weeks
Fred Vlllari's

Studio

253-7349

New & Used Cars
Trucks A Vans Also fi vaHable

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

VECTOR MARKETING CORP.
Now Has

SUMMER POSITIONS
throughout
Boston Area

Interview now before exams to secure your positions

to gam valuable resume experience for all majors in

Advertising. Marketing & Public Relations

805
to start

(20-40+ Flex Hours Days per Week)

• MANY ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS AVAILABLE

• OPENINGS IN ALL AREAS

• MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM AVAILABLE

• MUST HAVE USE OF A CAR

• INTERNSHIPS & COLLEGE CREDIT APPROVED

• MAY CONTINUE PART TIME IN FALL

To apply, call now
or save this coupon and call when you

return home.

Interviews must be completed by

Sat. May 24.

For interview appointment call:

617-449-4362 or 449-4363

LoungeVx»
"\
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Need to write final paper?^
Uncertain how to start?

f

Want some help organizing? \

-it. '^

41
MACHOS ^^/^ v.^

ALL

,f^ PAT^„

fn

^>

I* Cokur'i LMnt* llisrd*

•r !>! wttd

CARB
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
At the Elmwood Route 9 Hadley 586 1 978

h^

LET US HELPii
Pierpont in Southwest

Men and Thurs 7-9
B24 Baker in Central I

Tues and Thurs 7 - 9, Wed 1 - 3, 7 - 9 I

04 Cashin in Sylvan |

Men and Wed 7-9 |

* Bartlett 103 Wed, 7-9 i

* New Location ^
iHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiraiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiV
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CD 0)

A Summer .^

You Can't Afford C

To Miss ...

H/.

\

We Wrinted tn write a Rre<it

Summer Scssii>n .id But we
louldn't decide whether to tell

vou .ibout .ill the WONDERFUl
OUTDOOR FUN STUFF you

I.in do in ;he summer m New
Hiimpshire. or ,ihout our FI\T

SHORT SUMMER TERMS th.it

let you finish cUss in FOUR OR
SIX WEEKS .ind sfiil cirn up to

FOUR CREDITS PER COURSE

Or m.ivbe you'd like to know
th.it tuition .It U\H is le'.s th.in

m.inv summer -MhtHils ONLY
So? PER CREDIT ($85'irrdit.

gr.idu.ite-Ievel) And beciuse of

.ill the summer tourists in this

se.uo.ist .ire.i, vou h.ive .i miod
(h.inie .It SUMMER lOB OP-
PORTUNITIES

Well, then we thou>;ht "Whv
not tell them .ibout our over 500

COURSES DAY AND EVE
NINC, OUR QUALITY REPU-
TAflON. ANDOUR AC CRED-
ITATION. , ..ifter .ill. summer
students c.ire .iboiif tr.insfer

i t'dits""'

In the end. we ilei ided lusf to

Choose from five convenient

terms:

M.iy 2o lune 20

M,iy lo - luly -^

Iune23 luly IP

lune 2.^ - August 1

iulv " Au>',ust 15

Call (603) 862-3183 tod.iv for

vour free UNH Summer Session

C .it.iloRor m.iil theioupon below

Register now. . .by m.iil. phone

or person.ll visit

Join us. It's a summer you don't

want to miss!

Rive you the f.ii ts'

C lip .inJ n\,iil 1ikJ.iv li' LNH Summer Sf ssion. : 1 Ki'^.-m.irv I .in.-
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team played 12 games. "We're at the point now when
if next Fall, a kid comes in who is a defensive phenom,
we'll start him above somebody else who is a better hit-

ter," said Bergquist. "Gary DiSarcina is a good short
stop and Rob Holiday is a good fielder at second, but out-
side of them, you can't be sure of anything."
This afternoon, a Dartmouth team that is 19-15 this

season, but coming off a four-game split this past
weekend, comes to Lorden Field for the final home games
of the season for UMass.
The Green split doubleheaders with Cornell and

Princeton and used most of their best pitching. With a
conference twinbill on Saturday against Harvard, coach
Mike Walsh (a UMass graduate) plans on using a varie-

ty of pitchers a few innings each.

Dartmouth is led by Tom DeMerit, a senior right
fielder who is hitting a team-high .361 with team highs
in runs batted in (35) and home runs (eight). Freshman
second baseman Jack Strauch is at .360.

Bergquist said that sophomore Matt Sheran (2-2, 5.06)

will start the first game if his jammed wrist is healed.

If not, second-game starter John Martin (4-4, 6.87) will

work with Telegheder (0-1, 9.82) starting game two.
Should Sheran pitch, Telegheder will be the first in relief,

as Bergquist said he doesn't expect two complete games.
Minuteman Mutterings: Sheran has a 23-game hit-

ting streak on the line. He has set a school record. Sheran
is the only UMass player to start all 35 games. Jay
Zerner has played in all 35. Sheran leads the team in

at-bats (132) and stolen bases (16). Zerner is first in

average (.395), hits (45), runs (36), walks (30), doubles

(10), total bases (70), slugging percentage (.614) and on-

base percentage (.517).

UMass track notebook

Men, women second in regionals
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian StafT

The University of
Massachusetts women's
track team took second of 25
teams in the New England
championships over the
weekend, while the men's
team was second in the
Eastern Championships.

The UMass women trail-

ed only powerful Boston
University in the New
England meet, highlighted
by a 1-2 finish in the 400
meter race by Kayla Mor
rison and Sue (joldstein.

Morrison won the event
with a quick 59.16. Golds-

tein was second with a

1:01.76.

The other UMass winners
were the 4 x 100 meter
relay, which turned a 48.05

to easily beat Nor-
theastern's 50.20 and the 4
X 400 relay, which beat Nor-

theastern with a 3:57.93.

"The whole team ran
well," said UMass coach

Kalekeni Banda. "I'm a lit-

tle suprised we came in se-

cond, but that shows what
we're capable of."

Other UMass scorers in-

cluded a second by
freshman Carla DeSantis in

the javelin with a toss of
138-2 1/2. Hughes was also

second in the long jump
(17 7) and the 200(25.45).

The 800 meter saw Bar-

bara Cullinan and Sonja

Vaughan go 2-3. Cullinan
had a 2:15.49 with Vaughan
turning a 2:15.61.

The 200 meter saw
Hughes take second with a
25.45. Wendy Marshall was

sixth. The 3,000 saw Sarah

Kitchell get fourth with a

10:15.93.

The 4 X 800 team was

fifth, Helen Balaouras was

fourth in the discus and fifth

in the shot and Mary
Caulfield and Becky Martin

went 4 6 in the 5,000.

"Everybody we took to the

meet did well," said Banda.

"It was an excellent meet
for us."

The men tok second in the

Eastern championships in

New Britain, Connecticut.

The meet included
Southern Connecticut, but

none of the other traditional

New England powers (BU,

Northeastern, Boston Col-

lege, Harvard, Tufls etc.).

Southern won the meet

with 135 points. UMass was

a distant second with 79

points. The University of

Maine-Orono was third with

68. New Hampshire was
fourth.

Winners for UMass in-

cluded Mark Themea in the

1,500 with a 3:52.63, Rick

Dow with a 14:47.32 in the

5,000 and Munroe in the

10,000 meters with a

31:38.86.

Other UMass scorers in-

cluded Ferdie Adoboe with

a second in the triple jump,
Larry Cuddy was second in

the 400 meter hurdles and
Craig Moburg was third in

the 800 meters with a

1:57.66.

Wayne Levy was fourth in

the steeplechase with a

9:41.14 while the 1,600

meter relay team took third

with a 3:25.95.
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A CIGARETTE CASE

j*fl 9th fir re was my late fattwf's

PLEASE call Steve 6 6187 or 5 1996

REWARD

ACTIVITIES

$826 plus Fireplace Skibiski Realtors
684 3428

J brdrmini apt short lease witti the option
for long term Free heal arid water male or

female M60 a rrojnth On bus route Contact
Rich or Pete 263 0079

Non-iimokifiK huuitrmatr nerdrd for fall

$186- call 666 4676

HELJ* WA.NTEU
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Attention Graduate Stuitenta

Elect Ralph G StKagia

Graduate Student Senate Vice Pres

Tuesday, 6 May. 1966 3 30 7 30 917 CC

Special Prenentalinn on Network
Marketing * tt»e profession of the 1990's

'

Tuesday May 6 at 7.30 pm Campus Center

room 166

ITt (ieneral MeetinR Tuesday 5 6, at

6 30 pm in Room 101 CC last meeting before

spring concen'' N«w membats atways

welcome"

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 VW Bub good running cond little rust

asking $1300 549 1685 Frank

1976 Saab EMS silver. 2 dr. 4 spd. cloth in

tenor, stereo cassette. J2500 546 7151

1976 Rabbit 77,948 mtles standard tran

$250 549 0677 eves

1976 PIvmouth Dunter good running con
dition $800 00 call 5464681

V974 PIvmouth Hunter slant 6 3 speed

standard trans needs windshield $300 or

BO Mike 546 5150

197H vellnw Subaru sedan. Front wheel

drive Runs fine $600 /best offer 258 1540

(HI; 584 2700 ext 2570 (Wl

isTiJ Ford Pinto hatrhltark : excellent

condition; standard; new parts; $1000.

586 5729

1976 lUtdgt Aspen Wagon 4 speed
manual overdrive runs well needs work $350

253 3915

I97K Plymnuth .\rrrm (MitKuhishil ex

cellent running condition, dependable,
economical, some body damage $600 or

best offer call evenings 323 6594

1976 Audi Fox wai;on automatic excellent

running many new parts sunroof $800 BO
2532797

BUSINESS CLUB

Applirationa for Undergraduate
BusinesB Club Officers for next year are

available in SOM 359 due by Friday May 9

CAN YOU WRITE?

Interested in Journalism? It's never to

late to start' Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England. You can write

about Sports, News, Editorial, Black Af

fairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues Whatever your interests, write about

it today in the Collegian We build careers.

CAPE COD RENTAL

3 roommatea needed for houae in Dennis

for summer Chris 256-6880

"CASH"

Paying cmah for your baaeball cards

Pteaae call Mike 546-6105

DAVEK.

Happy Birthday Are you wicked psyched?

I'd bis bummin if you weren't theoretically

you're only 22 once realistically Are you

angry? Good Prowrestling your place

ENTERTAINMENT

2 bedroom apt Crestview. Suinmaf
sublet fall option Call 549 7781

Room* close In I MaxN $210 ir>ckjdes

utilities 549 1358

Brand new 19K6 houitr for ent ready for

fall occupancy 5 bad. 2 bath Never lived in

call 546 9645

Hugr new 2 lidrm apt Northampton, new
appliances h bath Air cond. washer, dryer,

dishwasher, wall to wail available Juen 1

$5S0m 684 8488

One room available for 2 people Rent

cheap Towr>ehouse apts 549 4357

Tho npeningH for a Presidential /\pl 8
minute walk to Grad available June 1st San
dy 549 580B

Would vnu like to buy oar lease in Bran-

dywine? Bottom floor 2 bedroom facing

backyard starting June 1st includes fall op
tion Act fast' 549 0572 ask for Mark

Studio apartment house in Amherst 1 v,

miles from campus full kitchen full bath

garage washer dryer $310 month fall option

call neal 253 9014

Room in latge house 150 per month
washer dryer, air conditioning, on bus rt

large yard call Kathleen 256-6238

Summer with fall option. Spacious 2

bedroom apt on bus route 665 2271 oven

ings

I,,ease available June 1 1 t>drm apt Puff

ton Village partly furnished Great condi

tion. 549 1448

FORSALE^

Hewlett Packard 12C with calculator case

and owner's handbook Brand new I don t

know how to use it' Call 546 1280 $80 00 or

80
(iucri Watches $25 while supplies last, call

Brian at 6 7480

t^aiitv Furniture at reasonable prices call

Lisa 5490077

Thermo-Kax copy machine $75. Hand
some RCA console TV, 25 inch color $225

tel 584 3491

Womens Schwinn Bike 19" continental

ten speed $110 549-0677 eves

I.ar$:e fridge: $Tob The perfect place to

keep extras been cold' Call 6-8066

KG Suzuki (JSI> shaft drive low miles AF
helmet $1000 549 6985

Refrigerator excellent condition 9 cu ft $75

call Debbie Martins at 546-6152

Couch and loveseat good condition and

very comfortable $ 1 00 caM 549 671

1

jpurniture - good condition great prices

bed, nightstand, desk & chair, dresser call

Melissa 549 6031

Macrntosh 400K disk drive. $200 obo; Im

age Ribbons $5 253-5175

itoubie Bed with headboard, dresser 6 mir

ror for sale call Lina 549 6934

vW^Rabbit 77 excellent condition $1000 or

best offer 266-1772

Must sell - good condition; sofa/couch,

Laryboy recliner, chair, coffee table $200

665 3154

i-'urniture including desk, dresser, bed,

recliner very good condition call Larry

549 7478

• Full or Part Time *

Asst Manager and Saleipacsom *

send resur»ie to
'

* Bel Air Gardens "

870 So Mam St
* Bellingham. Mass 02019

or call 617 883 7544
• for more info

'

Painter* Acton Concord Area Exp prefer

red but not necessary good pay * incen

tives Jeff 6 4064

Female pemonal care attendant needed.
hours 5 7 sal. overnights Tu, Thu. Sat &
8 30 am 1 30 pm Sat b Sun for interview

call 2S3 7387

Freelance Buaineaa am4 CowManica-
tions Writers for direct mktg newslettar

call after 1 00 pm 732 3333

Eco-Activist Wanted looking for a sum
mer |ob career (ust to make money don t

call us But if you want to change en
vironmentaW politics and win, call Clean
Water Action Project m Amherst 549 7450

or Boston at 617-423 4661
Travel ' Benefits ' Training

liirl Scout Resident (amp in southern NH
seeking people for wateriront, arts, and
counselor positions 6 28 8 17 call Kim
Withrow for info and application 546-4207

keep trying

For IhoKC of you that are paying close at-

tention: Three 131 positions are open in Col

legian Day Graphics The |ob consists of

creating the lovely advertisements you see

in the Collegian everyday Earn a little

money, gam alol of experience and have a

really good time Grpahics experience is

preferred Apply m Room 105 CC ASAP
between 10 am and 3 pm The password is

ice cream.

Order the 19Hf> yrartMMik now and receive

a free campus skyline poster Stop by out
iat>le on tf*e concourse Monday and Tu«s
day or our office in 103 CC for more details

The 1986 INDEX Don't leave UMaas
without ordering it'

Life is getting taaie, I nwa thoia wilde
weekend stories

Kunnyl What a fun coupte' Cokl and flu

season 8 cocks you're Ilia nai mash and
lace' I tove you. Lea

Hi Cookie! Surprise is tfw elerneni' First

Daytona now UMass you re great for such
a shy guy' Good luck on your finals we are
almost there' Get psycfiad for summer b
fun" Love ya' Knucklefiead

SHELLEY IN 2-WEST is it possible that
you could know how good you look in your
yellow Benetton sweater' WAS

(ampuN Pund ( oncert presentu:

• H
•

N A C H O S

Kelty have a great B day I love you Kurt

(irogan: You're SO stupid' Gel a real ma
)ori Disgustedly, Ronald Reagan PS you
too James'

Alpha Ace's Good luck as new PKA Bor
thers you guys are great Andy B

.SI .M.MER CA.MP JOBS

Share yoar talMta with campers m
terested m learning art |obs lewelry sew
ing. siHicreening, weaving, ceramics prin

ting. muSK piano, guitar, trumpet,

clarinet, drums, music director Contact
Marl Kat7 324 E 52 St, NYC, NY 10022

212 888 0866

SUMMER JOBS

Framingham MA nationally aftiliatad mov-
ing fs storage co is hiring for the summer
$5 SO 6 50 hr, WeO hrs/wk for mora mfo
call Bill at 546 5610

SUMMER SUBLET

PROFESSIONAL TYPINfJ SERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, (hears, on
campus, dependable, low rates, expenenc
ed Nancy 584 7924

R(M).MMATES WANTED

Earn thousands of dollars per month
part or full time this summer' National cor

poration expanding in this area. The IBM
of nutntion ' Call toll free 24 Iwurs
1 800 423 4821 ext 1357

Work outdoors this summer! Student
Painters is now hiring painters b foremen in

Central & Eastern MA $5 8 hr call Paul

549 5898 or Jeff 546 7222

Looing for progressive individuals in

terested in organizing a union to raise the

standard of living in the hotel and restaurant

industry Write ORGANIZE, P O Box 296,

Amherst, MA 01004

2 male roommates svanted for
Townehouse Must be responsible and
clean Call Dawn or Cheryl 549 7454

We need 2 females to share our Brittany

Manor apartment next fall call 253 5729

Looking for I quiet female to share a
room in Brandywine Apts call Sharon
549 4598 after 8 PM

INSTRUCTION

You should be eating more nachoa!!

LOST

IxMt red Sony Walkman in Grad Tower E

Lab area If found please call 6-9855

Scuba Tank Saturday morning Newman
Center reward Bill 253 9015

2 roommates wanted to share bedroom in

Bnttany Manor Apt. lease begirts in Sept
253 3971

2 roommates needed for fall Squire Village

call Karen or Rachel 665 4972

Female rrinmmatr needed for Brittany

apartment 10 month lease starts in

September call 546-1186

Male roommate wanted for two bedroom
Southwood 135 month call 263 7178

2 or .3 nonsmoking males to share 5
bedroom house, located rraar townhouse
546 9606

4 spots available in Sunderland tonvnhouaa
cable TV on txn n rent negotiat>le 666-3571

Brandywine .Apt for sumemr sublet caW

Li^da 549 4798

Amhemt (enter 1 bedroom sunny, quiat,

spacious apt rem neg 253 5629

Close to campus 2 large, sunny rooms.

Clean, quiet, wooded area 130/room. Call

Lisa 549 7227 _
Pufftiin Village 2 bdr, 2 baths, fumisfwd.

clean and reasonable 549 7728

Brandywine Apt partly furnished calt

David 549 6570 price negotiable

Next to campus targe house with dog 4

rooms available price negotiable call ieff

549 0814

Summer sublet • Fall option Sftuthwood
apt. 2 bdrm great rent bus route 256 1588

2 bedroom apt $300 'month w/fall option

Terry 645 0878

w/fall option; Swiss Village; furnishad; 1.

2. or 3 bedrooms (singles! 256 1318

ideal Location - spacious apt. Isi floor

f«juse. 1 minute walk to campus and town

call Anita after 10 PM 256 8402

.Southwood townhouse 2 bedroom, fully

furnished, cable TV cheap 263 3571

2 bedrmim apartment. Lantern Court,

Sunderland Includes furnishings air condi

tioning, cable TV' Call Kim or Donna,

5497127

negotiable, call 546 8125 ~Mir"hFne fu

546 8129 Jane for more info

Brandywine 2 bedroom fuNy furnished

rent negotiable 549 4186

Northamptiin (enter summer sutitet 3

rooms available in a smgle famity houae
Queit neighborhood, lots of room,
washer dryer $475 per room caM even
mgs/ntomingt 584 5425

Swiss Village4tMdroomaptonb<slineai-
tremely negotiable take any or aN rooms
June 1 Aug 31 faM oplnn posaMe call

6 9678 anytime keep trying

Singles: four of them House m Squire rent

negotiable IcheapM caH Alisa &8259 or Sue
fr7422

Puffton Village 1 bdrm apt lor summer
sublet call 546 7027

Summer sublet available at Squire Village

in Sunderland two large bedrooms very

peaceful ares on bus route 546 5370 or

546 7119

3 bednmm apt in Puffton Village air

cond, cable, fully furnished, tennis, pool. 12

mm walk to campus call 549 7882

Summer suhlel 1 bdr m Puffton call

5493667

Northampton (enter 2 large rooms, II3B

each. caU 586-6436 call evatHnga

TO .SUBLET

Brandywine 2 bdrm cheap rent 549 5416

Fearing S(. Amherst. 2 min walk to cam
pus, 4 t>edroom house w,'2 full baths, out

side front porch and back deck, rent neg

call Karen 256 091

1

'Townhouse summer sublet - 1 single 1

double available call Rich 6p6090 or Bob
253 2250

Brandywine summer sublets pos fall op-

tion Sharon 549 4598 after 8 pm

Green knapsack 4/30 Southwest Comedy
Night reward call PK 6-9742

F'ive keys on a string, one bike key. If

found, call Beth at 253 3377

Help! Lost watch between Sylvan and Nor

theast' Reward' call as soon as possible

6-5842 sentimental value

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc-Jockeys Light Shows;
Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549 7144

The Naehos are coming!

ESCORT SERVICE

Escort Service Available 8 pm, 2 am.
Everyday, anywhere on campus Play it

safe, call 5 21?3 for an escort ANYTIME

1

N
1 A

1 C
1 H

N A C H s

FOUND
__.

Car keys on Monkey keychain please call

6-5360 immediately

lIMass Class ring: silver w/black onyx

stone call John 546-81 1

1

Two-tone blue spring CB jacket. Large

reward' Sentimental about it. Lost 4/28
Tara 549 6861 „_________

MOTORCYCi.^

Female roommate wanted to share Brit

tany Manor apt call 256-6645

Nonsmoking female roommate wanted
Brittany lease Sept June 256 0027

llyanniN Apt - two males or two females
wanted for summer Apanment located m
center of Hyannis walking distance from
beach and Guidos $950 each Call John
549 7747 or Tim 549 6834

Female to share bedrm in cozy 2 bdrm
Brandywine apt call 549 4077

Single room. Rolling Green Apts 180 mo
inclusive 253 5356 after 5.00

Two bedroom Southwood rent negotiable

call 253 7178

w/fall option 2 large bedroom in Brittany

Manopr only $350 or best offer 253 2831 any

time

1 bedrm Sl.'l.'i'monlh, ifwiusive June thru

Aug 665 4388

Summer sublet complrtrlt furnished
Townehouse apt very reasonable call

549 1901

Ijirge apartment one mile from rampus
has rooms available for summer sublet plus

2 fall options rent neg call 549 5436

Are you living in Amherst this summer?
Sublet our 2 bdrm townhouse apartmaol
June 1 Sept 1 $350'mo call 253 3122

2 person pleasure palace lor sublet right in

SI Downtown Fantastic location Call

256 0235

.Squire Village 1 double rm m 2 brm apt

non smkr, quiet Call 665 2579 2 9 pm ask

for Hilary

fall option one bedroom in a tour bedroom
apt must be a nonsmoker Close to campus
and to town S242/month, asking 2(X) for

summer 314 Lincoln Ave call 549 6925

Swiss Village 2 bedroom furnished newly
renovated pool nearby cheap rent' Call Peg
546 5140 or Lauren 546-6630

SouthwiHid Sublet - fall option 2 bedrm
530/mo includes heat, water Tricia 256 1587

That's the way to do i(! Rent our Bran
dywine apartment for the summer call

5480862

TRAVEL

One female needed to share room in

Squire Village. For lease beginning in

September $122.50/month 665 7563

SERVICES

RO Honda Custom tOO, Only 4000 mi , ex

cellent condition, runs great' Burgundy

w/pin stripe, luggage rack, small back, new
brakes, new battery $650 BO call Steve

256 1370

COINS 121/123 Tutoring *S.OO per hour
former grader, consultant Alex 256 1239

Perfectionist Word Processing - $1.50
$2 00/page 25% off first job 549 6178

Tailor for alteration SHAANNs at mall
584 9362

Main St single in empty 4 bdrm apt Ig.

clean, bus stop in front ISO/monmth Tiacay

256 1807

Spacious 5 bdrm house $600/mo Brian or

Doug 546-8657 for more info

Colonial Village I br in 2^ br apt on bus
route, pool 253 7126

Male roommate wanted for 2 bdrm
Riverglade Apt $100/mo util call Paul

256 4258

3 bedroom Townhouse apartment fully

furnished rent cheap call nights 549 7794

Two bedroom Cliffside apartment 3 peo-

ple $4(X)/M furnished, pool, other extras

665 7526

Oecan Cr«iae Party
no drinking age at saa.

Gamble & dance non-stop.

Only $69
One free trip for

every group of 20
Call 617 851 0333 or

617 321 3943

Alaska-bound? I'm looking for a travel

companion If interested call Paul 6 6484

Puffers Pond summer sublet faH option 2
bedrooms bus route 549 4729

Rooms available in spacious apartment 1

minute walk between campus and town
Low rent Call Dave 256 0021 evenings

TYPING A WORD PROCESSING

Nextday service TYPE RITE 323 4579
"

^
* A

" C
I H

'

N A C H S

WANTED TO RENT

Aug 2.

PERSONALS

FOR RENT

Brittany Manor now renting for fall

semester 256 8534

Summer with fall option Four bedroom
Swiss Village apr all utilities included Call

256 1061

Jalapenii peppers and creamy rheddar

cheese sauce

Necklace, vicinity of Wheeler Dorm call

665 217610 identify

Silver class ring^S-WS call 546 TOW to

identify

Ring found call to describe 549 5216

Three single rooms for rent in summer
fall option in Swiss Village call 256 1645 or

549 6570

4 bedroom liouae in Northampton, $600

plus for Sept
5 bodroom house in HadlOY, June and Sept._

FURNITURE FOR SALE

Bedroom furniture for sale great condi

tion' Great prices' Contact Michele or Cathy

5496078

""IMPORTANT""' •

If your Recognized Student

Organization wants an FY88 budget
• from the SGA, pick up a packet now •

' in 420 Student Union now" Be

alert" Proposals will not be
|

• accepted after Wert, May 14 Thereafter,
'

they will be put in the trash""

GuitaF Wanted - I am looking for a left

handed Fender Stiatocaster any condition,

any vintage Call Myk 6 6742

TVPIN(; WORD PROCESSINC; Fast, ac
curate, cheap Call before the rush
549 6819 eves

Need to get your stuff home to T^.l. call

Mass Movers 546 9646 final week for reser

valions

i{ALL(H)N8: Send a bouquet to a friend'

Birthdays, I love you, etc. 546-8657

2 br Townehouse apt fully furnishad call

Andy 549 6014

SUBLETTERS WANTED

Summer sublet w/fall option 3 rooms
available in a sunny Main St. apt on bus
route big open rooms sunny deck single

callers welcome call Lesley at 546 3500 days
253 2821 eve

Sauthwest Concert Presents;

Naehos' And more naehos'

f4aehoai

Nice Brandywine Apt June-Aug rant
negotiable 549 1935 call now

Rolling (ireen apartment has four
bedrooms for summer sublet at $1(10 each
inclusive 256 6837

Puffton Village 2 fiedrrmms 1 furnished
available for summer Great location Pam or

Karen 549 1616

Two bedroom townhouse available June 1

with fall option on bus route in Sunderland
must see call 665 7951

2 bedroom Southwood apt for rani with
fall option Nw carpeting ft fridge &
dishwasher 256 1451

Rooms/Sublets wanted June 22

Call 256 8615 8 am 9 pm

Two friendly responsible females looking

for room in house or apartment Summer
sublet if necessary Call Lisa 546 1 185 Mary
685 4790

WANTED

Two bedrtMim apt wanted for Jurw 1 in

Amherst 549 4842

Idealistic couple seeking I bnedroom apt
in Amherst Northampton Please call Heidi
after II pm54&4464

Two bedroom Townehonac prica
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Gorillas fall to 11th, but are still in playoff hunt
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts

lacrosse team, following a 74 loss at

Rutgers on Saturday night, fell to 1 1th in

the weekly Division 1 poll released

yesterday.

The Gorillas fell from the top 10 for the

first time in a month. The top 10 teams,

selected by a committee and not according

to the poll, will make the NCAA playoffs.

The poll saw some radical changes from

last week's version. Rutgers moved from

ninth to seventh after beating UMass,
Loyola came from 11th to eighth, New
Hampshire, with their seventh straight

\ictory, moved into ninth position after

being unranked all season while C.W.

Post fell from seventh to 10th. UMass was

11th and the Army, after losing to New
Hampshire, dropped to 12th from eighth

the week prior.

However, two points separate the teams

m ninth, 10th and 11th. New Hampshire

has 57 points. Post has 56 while UMass
totaled 56.

So where does this leave the Gorillas?

To begin with. UMass plays at second-

ranked Syracuse on Friday night. Beating

the Orangemen will put UMass in.

A loss, if it's close, could also put UMass

Two points separate UMass from ninth place

in as Post has two tough games left to

play. Army will invade Post on Wednes-

day while Hofstra and Post will square off

in a regional rivalry over the weekend.

Should post lose to either team and

UMass put in an impressive at Syracuse,

the Gorillas could sneak in.

WTiat of Army? The Cadets would be 7-5

with a win at Post and can claim they

should be over L^ass after their 8-7 over-

time win in Amherst. A team with five

losses, however, will have trouble being

selected.

Loyola, in eighth, is done with its season

and should have a berth secured. It comes

down to New Hampshire. Post and L^ass
for the final two spots.

"The poll is really a tough thing to

figure out, and it will probably be tougher

next week," said UMass coach Dick

Garber. "If we beat Syracuse, that will

solve all our problems although we could

still get in with a loss. Who knows?"

The Poll: 1. Johns Hopkins (all ten

first place votes) 9-1, 150 points; 2.

Syracuse 13 2, 136; 3. Virginia 10-2,

132; 4. Maryland 9 2. 122; 5. North
Carolina 8-3. 107: 6. Navy 8-3. 101; 7.

Rutgers 113. 91; 8. Loyola 7 4. 67; 9.

New Hampshire 8 3, 57; 10. C.W. Post
9-3, 56; 1 1. UMass 9-3, 55; 12. Army 6-5,

39; 13. Duke 114, 28; 14. Delaware 8 6,

22; 15. Adelphi 6-4, 11 and 15. Towson
State 8-5. 11. (tie).

n
In yesterday's lacrosse article, Garber

was accidently misquoted. Garber did not

say "we did not play the second half

without any desire." The coach said the

team played a better first half then the

second half. This error was due to an
editing mistake and the Collegian

apologizes for the mistake.

Senior defenseman Tom Aldrich was
pulled from the Rutgers game midway
through the third period with a painful

back injury. Until that point, the co-

captain had shut-down Rutgers' leading

scorer, junior attackman Ed Trabulsy.

Freshman Matt Woods replaced Aldrich,

and according to Garber, played a strong

game.
UMass did miss Aldrich trying to clear

the ball out of its end and this hurt UMass
play in the second half.

Junior defenseman John Jordan miss-

ed his third straight game, still suffering

the effects of a bone bruise in his leg. Jor-

dan can walk, but is unable to run. Garber

said yesterday that it is "doubtful" Jor-

dan will play. Aldrich, a native of

Syracuse who has played some of his best

lacrosse against the Orangemen, will pro-

bably attempt to play on Friday.

The ballots are in for post-season honors

and several UMass players will be given

hard looks by the both the North-South

game committee and the AU-American

selection game committee.

The North-South game (a senior all-star

game) could see Aldrich, defenseman

Gerry Byrne or midfielder Greg Fisk

selected. Junior attackman Tom Carmean
(34 goals, 20 assists, 54 points), Aldrich

and freshman goalie Sal LoCascio (6.2

goals-against, .682 save percentage) have

a shot at either second or third team All-

American or honorable mention. Aldrich,

LoCascio, Carmean, attackman Greg
Cannella, Byrne and Fisk are all good

choices for the All-New England team.

Carmean and Aldrich were chosen for

that team last season.

"It's hard to say who has a shot at

what," said Garber. "Sal is a fine goalie,

but they usually go by how a team does,

so a player from one of the top teams may
be in better position." ^^^^

SPORTS

Sports Information Photo

Catcher Ilene Freeman was one of five UMass softball players chosen all-conference by
the Atlantic 10.

Baseball hosting Dartmouth
Slumping Minutemen in

search of a .500 record
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Don't tell University of Massachusetts manager Dick

Bergquist how important hitting is to baseball.

"We can hit, no doubt about that," said the coach. "But

our pitching and defense is mediorce and look where we

are, struggling to get to .500."

The Minutemen, at 15-20, have five games lefl this

season, starting this afternoon at Lorden Field with a

doubleheader against Dartmouth College. UMass has

lost five of its last six games, including three straight.

"You could make a lot of excuses, but there really

aren't any," said the veteran coach. "After losing at

Rutgers, we were out of the Atlantic 10 race, but we still

could've got to second in the New England poll, then we

lose to Amherst and twice to Northeastern."

With five games left, the obvious goal is a break-even

20 20 season. After a 1-14 start, this would be a good ac-

complishment for a youthful Minuteman team.

"I know we're better than a .500 team, we can hit with

anybody in New England, but we're proven again how

important pitching and defense is. Last season, our pit

ching was mediorce, but we were great hitters and our

defense did the job. Look how we did (26-19). This season.

we can hit, but our pitching and defense is way off. Look

where we are."

The Minutemen, traditionally, have been a strong

team at the plate. Until the last few seasons, they had

been a decent pitching team as well. This season, the

staffearned run average is 5.78. Last season, it was 5.61

and 6.56 the season before that. UMass hasn't had a pit-

ching staff with an ERA below four since 1980.

"I think hitting has passed pitching in college

baseball," said Bergquist. "There is a lot of emphasis

on the hitters in the off-season and of course, there's the

aluminum bat. As a team, we still get the hitters, but

we can't get the Mike Flanagan type of pitchers like we

used to. All the good pitchers go down South."

But UMass still had a corps of pitchers, that before the

season anyway, looked good.

"Some of the freshman didn't develop like we wanted

them to. Then, Dave Telegheder got hurt, and he was

one of the top three. He's just coming back. I don't think

the seniors pitched well either. Pitching was a big

disappointment.

"But the defense didn't help the pitching any. Outside

of a few players, we really couldn't be sure what would

happen to a ball in play. It wasn't just mediocre, it was
atrocious," said Bergquist.

UMass has committed 88 errors this season and sport

an awful .929 fielding percentage, the lowest since

UMass began keeping that statistic in 1950, when the

continued on page 11

Minutewomen
rule league
all-star team
Five UM players chosen

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The season might not be over for the University of

Massachusetts softball team, but the honors continue to

roll in for the Atlantic-10 champions.

The A-10 AH-Conference team was announced yester-

day, with five spots occupied by head coach Elaine Sor-

tino's 19th-ranked Minutewomen.
Selected to the All-Conference team for UMass were

senior first baseman Beth Talbott, senior center f/>lder

Sally Maher, senior pitcher Lynn Stockley, junior second

baseman Carol Frattaroli and sophomore catcher Ilene

Freeman.
Talbott is currently batting .263 with 17 runs batted

in and 30 runs scored. She leads the team in extra-base

hits with 16, and owns the UMass single-season record

for triples with nine. Talbott owns a .988 fielding percen-

tage with four errors in 335 chances including two dou-

ble plays and is slugging at a .451 pace.

Maher, who was also named All-Conference in 1984 and
1985, is batting at a .309 clip with a team-high 23 RBI's

(tied with sophomore shortstop Paige Kopcza). The senior

co-captain also has 22 runs scored and leads the team in

homeruns with two. She is slugging at a .424 pace and
is seven-for-eight in stolen base attempts. In the field,

Maher has a .979 fielding percentage, committing just one
error in 47 chances and was named to the All-Tournament
team over the weekend.
For Stockley, this is also her third consecutive selection

to the All-Conference team. She is having a banner season

with a 20-2 record and 0.23 earned run average. Three
of those victories came in the A-10 tourney, as she also

recieved All-Tournament honors and was named the
tourney's Most Valuable Pitcher. Stockley has struckout

147 batters over 152.7 innings while walking only 29 this

season.

Frattaroli, who was also named to the All-Tournament
team, is second on the team in batting with a .350 mark.
The junior co-captain leads the team in at-bats (140) and
hits (49) and is currently involved in a four-game hitting

streak. In addition, Frattaroli was named tournament
Most Valuable Player and scored the game-winning run
in the 3-2 championship game victory over Rutgers
University. Frattaroli is sporting a .966 fielding percen-

tage, with six errors in 178 chances. She joins Maher and
Kopcza as the only Minutewomen to start all 43 games
this year.

Freeman, a first-time member of the All-Conference

team, is batting at a .304 clip with 21 RBI's and 20 runs
scored. She is second on the team in extra-base hits (15)

an leads the team in slugging percentage at a .496 mark.
Her bases-loaded double in game one of the A 10 tourna-

ment propelled the Minutewomen to a 3-2 victory over

Temple. Freeman has committed not a single error in 215
opportunities and was also named to the All-Tournament
team.
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Town moratorium
has exemptions
Low-income housing plans will be preserved

Collcitian photo by Paul DcHmaraiii

NEVER TO FORGET — Students remember the Jewish

Holocaust by participating in a candlelight vigil by the campus
pond last night.

By DANIEL MILLER
Collegian Staff

A two-year moratorium on development in

Amherst passed Monday by Town Meeting

prohibits new building construction, but pro-

vides exemptions for some projects, in-

cluding low- and moderate-income housing.

The Selectboard Monday night said it had

been pressured that afternoon in a meeting

in Boston with the state Executive Office of

Communities and Development not to im-

pose the moratorium on subsidized housing,

according to Richard Minear. board

chairman.

The moratorium was proposed April 17

after studies found that the town's water

supply is becoming scarce and contaminated.

Barry Del Castilho, the town manager,

warned of a worst-case scenario in which the

town, without the moratorium, would even-

tually have the Atkins reservoir as its only

water supply. The North Amherst reservoir

is being chemically treated for

trihalomethanes, cancer-causing chemicals.

The moratorium takes effect immediate-

ly, retroactive to April 1 7, as a zoning bylaw.

Town Meeting passed it 154 to 63 after two

hours of debate.

One section of the moratorium warrant ex-

empts construction of low- and moderate-

income housing subsidized by the state or

federal government.

Minear said the executive office said it

would no longer subsidize public housing

construction in Amherst unless the section

was included.

The executive office has recently funded

six duplexes for low-income families and one

duplex for mentally retarded persons to be

constructed under the auspices of the

Amherst Housing Authority, according to an

AHA memo. The authority projects con-

struction of 70 low- and moderate-income

units in the next two years.

Minear said the office stressed that it is

"not committed to any specific project. The

EOCD insists that any project ... not be rul-

ed out by a moratorium."

Other exceptions to the bylaw include: con-

struction of accessory structures, such as

signs, sheds and fences; repairs to existing

structures; renovations that do not create ad-

ditional dwelling units; replacement of sewer

lines and septic tanks; public utility delivery

systems; facilities to pump or treat water or

sewage: reconstruction of structures

destroyed by fire or flood; and some subdivi-

sions of property.

Selectboard members estimate that 200 to

300 units will be built under the exemptions,

and that as many as 2.300 units would have

been built without the moratorium.

Although Amherst residents have express-

ed fears that a moratorium would boost

rents, Joanne Levenson. director of the Off-

Campus Housing Office at the University of

Massachusetts, said the moratorium is

responsive to "a land grab" by developers

which is raising property values.

Police were 'looking for trouble' at concert
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Members of the Southwest Area Government yesterday

charged University of Massachusetts police officers with

"looking for trouble" during Sunday's outdoor concert

because they used stricter security measures than at

previous concerts.

Joel Rabinowitz, student security coordinator for the

event, said the actions of the poHce were "extremely incon-

sistent with the Eastside concert [held a week before]."

He said he would be surprised to see police security at

the Union Program Council concert this Sunday.

At the Southwest concert. 20 police officers roamed the

concert area and arrested 17 minors for being in possession

of alcohol. Police also videotaped the crowd of about 9,000

people

Director of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neil last month told

the Collegian that police would ask those carrying alcohol

into spring concerts for identification but would not check

IDs inside the concert areas.

"The concert was so far overrestricted, it was pathetic,"

Rabinowitz said. "They [the police] were looking for trou-

ble."

He asserted that police were searching for a reason to

cancel all future Southwest rock shows.

O'Neil said the police went into the crowd and made the

arrests because the University is liable for student safety

and the police must enforce the University alcohol policy.

He defended the change in policy, saying, "If persons are

obviously underage, our officers have no choice but to ar-

rest them."

Bill Collins, the SWAG president, said the number of

police Sunday was twice the number present at last year's

show. "If the police had time to videotape the crowd,

photograph men relieving themselves in the woods and look

for easy marks [minors with alcohol], then we had too many

police at the concert," he said.

"They were out to bag us ... There were no arrests made
for fighting or disorderly conduct." he added.

Robert G. Joyce, chief of the campus police, responded,

"Let Bill Collins claim what he Wants ... if we didn't do our

job. we would be violating an oath."

O'Neil said the videotapes would only be used to "show

what it looks like ... Not to identify people in future court

cases."

Joyce said his department will keep the tapes for future

reference but will supply them to the administration upon

request.

Collegian staff member Jeffry Bartash contributed to this

report.

Sri Lankan student seeks jailed brother's release
By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

A Hampshire College student yesterday

said he has initiated several petitions to seek

the release of his brother, whom the govern-

ment of Sri Lanka has arrested for suspected

terrorism.

Sudarshan Manikkalingam, 21. a native of

Sri Lanka who is a first-year Hampshire stu-

dent, said his brother Ram was taken into

custody March 28. but the English-language

government newspaper, the Daily News, fail-

ed to report the arrest until April 23.

The newspaper report, which Sudarshan

said was the first official recognition of the

arrest, reported that Ram. 23, was arrested

April 19 after being listed as missing since

March 27. Sudarshan said.

Sudarshan said that Saturday his mother

in Sri Lanka, accompanied by three police

officers, spoke to Ram in Colombo. Sri

Lanka's capital, for the first time since his

arrest. Ram told his mother that he was ar-

rested March 28 in that city, Sudarshan said.

A Sri Lankan embassy official in

Washington, D.C., yesterday said Ram was
arrested April 19 in the Eastern Province of

the country under "suspicion of being involv-

ed with terrorist activities."

The official, John Gooneratne. would not

elaborate on the case, but added that Sri

Lankan officials are investigating under the

provisions of the Prevention of Terrorism

Act.

The act permits the Sri Lankan govern-

ment to hold prisoners up to 18 months in-

communicado and without trial, according to

a 1985 report from Amnesty International,

the London-based human rights organization.

A govemmnent-decreed state of emergen-

cy has been in effect in Sri Lanka since 1983.

Sudarshan said his brother's arrest was in-

itially covered up, and that he is being used

as a "scapegoat" by the government because

he is a Tamil, a minority sect in Sri Lanka.

Tamil separatists are waging an anti-

government guerrilla war in the northern and

eastern parts of the island nation. Sudarshan

said that most Tamils in the southern city of

Colombo, however, do not support the

insurgency.

"My brother has not been involved in any

violent crime." he said. "He is a prisoner of

conscience.

"It is very simple. If they have any

evidence against him, they should charge

him and bring him In front of a court of law.

If they don't, they should release him."
continued on page 4

Ram Manikkalingam: was arrested
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ONE BIG BOAT — As long as three football fields, the battleship

USS Missouri steams into San Francisco harbor to her new home
port, yesterday. The ship will be recommissioned after 31 years

in mothballs and a $475 million overhaul.

Detective's son charged
in bookstore blaze

Joan Rivers will get her
own talk show this fall

SOUTH HADLEY (AP) - A detective's

son was charged yesterday with setting the

second fire in five months that destroyed a

popular bookstore across from Mount
Holyoke College, police said. Karl W.
Schenker, 21, pleaded innocent in Hamp-
shire District Court in Northampton to a

felony arson charge^ which carries a possi-

ble 10-year sentence.

Schenker is the son of Police Lt. William

L. Schenker, second-in-command and chief

detective of the South Hadley Police

Department.

After the arraignment, Schenker was
ordered to undergo a psychiatric evaluation.

No pre-trial conference date was set.

Schenker was not charged in the Dec. 14

fire that destroyed six stores in the 203-year-

old College Inn complex, including the

Odyssey Book Shop. Schenker was a cook

at a restaurant in the complex and had

reported the fire.

Fire officials at first attributed that fire to

a faulty furnace, but state Fire Marshal Jay

Bowman said yesterday the earlier blaze re-

mained under investigation.

Bowman said William Schenker was not

directly involved in that investigation but

"was extremely cooperative."

Bowman declined to discuss evidence that

led to the charge and the arson determina-

tion. Bowman said no other arrests were

planned in connection with Monday's fire,

which destroyed the reopened bookstore

bordering the town common.

Karl Schenker worked for a year as a cook

for Mark and Elaine Avgoustakis, operators

of the College Inn. until the December fire.

Mark Avgoustakis said Schenker was hired

at their Adelphia Restaurant in January' and

worked there until about three weeks ago.

but he would not say why Schenker left.

"Oh my God. " he said when he heard

Schenker was being charged in connection

with the Odyssey fire. Avgoustakis said he

never had any problems with Schenker.

"He's a hard worker, always on time. He was

all right."

Odyssey owner Romeo Grenier said he

didn't know Schenker well.

"If he did that to us I wouldn't know if it

would be vindictive or not." Grenier said.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Comedian Joan

Rivers will challenge longtime late-night ki*^^

Johnny Carson with her own talk show this

fall, the new Fox Broadcasting Co. announc-

ed yesterday.

\iiss Rivers will be host of the one-hour,

five-day-a-week program, which will kick off

the Fox Broadcasting Network's plans to

gradually introduce a fourth network of

regularly scheduled series to compete with

ABC. CBS and NBC. Her contract with Fox

is for three years.

Since 1983. Miss Rivers has been the sole

guest host on NBC's "Tonight Show." Ac-

cording to Fox. Miss Rivers' contract to fill

in for Carson lapses in August. She has two

stints remaining on that contract. Fox said.

Plans call for Miss Rivers, who has made
her comic reputation lampooning such well-

known figures as Elizabeth Taylor and Bri-

tain's Queen Elizabeth, made a stir last June

by saying she wasn't on an NBC list of 10

candidates to replace Carson when the host

retires.

.NBC said such a list didn't exist, but Miss

W' photo

Joan Rivers is all smiles and
hopes to keep grinning if her new
talk show is successful this fall.

Rivers said it was an internal memo from an

NBC vice president. She didn't name the

executive.

CORRECTION
Due to an editing error, a quote set off in italic type from yester-

day's story on Coors beer was misattributed. Bill Bennett said,

"I am asking the Board of Governors to look back ..."

AP pholo

PAPERS PLEASE — Joseph Kennedy II, right, jokes with Cam-
bridge Election Committee clerk Louise Walker after turning in

his nomination papers for the 8th Congressional District seat,

yesterday.
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Tokyo summit closes; progress
is made on terrorism, trade
TOKYO (AP) - Leaders of the industrialized democracies

ended a "smooth summit" yesterday voicing satisfaction that

they confronted terrorism while moving toward new trade

talks and a revamped world monetary policy—two principal

goals of the economic conference.

Although the United States, Britain, Canada, France,

Japan Italy and West Germany failed to come to grips with

the divisive and volatile issue of farm export subsidies, they

did agree to a host of other initiatives, including coordinated

efforts to improve nuclear safety in the wake of the Cher-

nobyl reactor accident in the Soviet Union.

But for world leaders newly committed to fighting ter-

rorism, the summit closed on the same raucous note that

marred its opening: Japanese radicals seeking to sabotage

the proceedings descended on subway and train stations with

smoke bombs packed with firecrackers, crippling rush-hour

traffic, but claiming no casualties, in a city turning weary

under a welter of unprecendented security restrictions.

And for President Reagan, there came a threat from

Palestinian radical Abul Abbas, in a broadcast report, to

target America for terrorist attacks.

"Let him try," Reagan declared, responding to reporters'

questions.

The president's top aides declared that the Reagan ad-

ministration had come away from the summit with much

of what it had sought, including a statement of unity agamst

terrorism, which singled out Moammar Khadafy's Libya "in

particular."

Britain's prime Minister Margaret Thatcher declared

"mission accomplished." US Treasury Secretary James A.

Baker said. "It was a smooth summit," West German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl proclaimed: "We were able to

achieve good results." And Italian Prime Ministei Bettino

Craxi said he came away from the summit gathering "with

full satisfaction."

Greed may have been the motive in

Boston beating death of homeless man
BOSTON (AP) - A homeless man found beaten to death

in a parking lot yesterday may have been attacked by other
destitute men who thought he had some money because he
was "a new face on the streets," a shelter official said.

Investigators said Stanley Osnoe, 50, was living at the Pine
Street Inn, a shelter for homeless men and women in the
city's South End. several blocks from the parking lot where
his body was found shortly before 5 a.m.
But police, shelter officials and homeless people at the

shelter yesterday said they know little about the man.
"We haven't been able to find anybody that knows him,"

said Randy Bailey, assistant director at the shelter, "One
bf tht* thjngs about Pine Street is we don't asj< /o;- ;iamoj
at the door and efith'fftrtn^.*Soili^ofi^d)dl<l (mve in here

and probably be pretty anonymous before one of the staff

gets to know him." That, he said, could take up to a month.

Bailey said it was likely Osnoe was new to town, and as

a new person was subjected to additional dangers.

"A new face on the street is more prone to violence."

Bailey said. He said other street people think: "New guy
on the street; nobody's seen him before; maybe he has

money."
A medical examiner's report said Osnoe died from a "blunt

force" to the head. No arrests were made and no weapon
was recovered, police said.

Police spokesman Jack Kervin said Osnoe's pockets were

» , t|ir^^d^iijs^fl5 yu^ 3'^'^^ i^i'^^
nioney.ojiJiViV^^<^'9r(jipft*

to the pohcc rcDort.
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Louis' Foods bids farewell to downtown
By JEANETTE DeKORGE
Collegian Staff

For many food shoppers,

yesterday was a day to

reminisce as Louis' Foods

supermarket, a landmark of

Amherst Center, sold the

last loaf of bread at its

North Pleasant Street

location.

"We're giving them [the

last customer] a $63 gift cer-

tificate because we've been

here 6.3 years." said owner
Richard Vincent.

Natalie Roach Drake,
who has shopped at Louis'

since she was four years

old. was awarded the the

gift certificate after buying

a can of tomato soup,

among other items.

"I probably Ixjught more
tomato soup here than

anyone has ever." she said.

"This is my memorial can

of tomato soup. They put it

all away but I grabbed the

last lone can."

Louis' Foods is scheduled

to reopen at 10 a.m. Satur-

day at its new location, the

corner of University Drive

and Amity Street.

A CVS pharmacy will

open in Louis' former loca-

tion, leaving downtown
.•\mherst without a

supermarket.

"There was the basic

need to expand our

business, we're not able to

do it here," Vincent said.

Vincent's father. Joseph
Vincent, said he started to

Cotli-Kian pholo by Haul m-Nmarais

Brian Tamms, an employee of Louis' Foods, bags some of the
last groceries at the supermarket's old North Pleasant street loca-

tion, yesterday.

work at Louis in 1935. He
bought the business in 1948

with his brother Wally and
recently retired.

"I work summers and I

rest six months (in Florida].

I work six months here

because I know everybody

and everyone knows me."

he said, as he packed food

remaining on the shelves in-

to cardboard boxes to

transport to the new store.

"There isn't much to my
story but a lot of hard work
and sweat. I used to work
13 to 15 hours a day. but I

loved it." he said.

While father and son pop-

ped the corks of champagne
bottles, a straggler walked
though the door. "We're
closed," said Melissa J^in-

chill, a Louis' cashier.

"Very closed."

1 Grad Senate
vote deadlocked
BY SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

One of the two contested races for officers' positions in

the Graduate Student Senate resulted in a tie last night and
will be decided in a runoff election next week.

The election for senate vice president, which is being

sought by public health student Ralph Sbragia and history-

student Jonathan Frank, ended in a 40-40 deadlock with 26

abstentions.

The senate will hold another general meeting for graduate

students next Tuesday night to break the tie.

In other votes, Nancy Muller-Milligan defeated .Antony

Zografos in the race for senate executive officer.

Senate president George Claxton, who was running unop-

posed,

was reelected to his post, while current executive officer

Gary Jakacky was elected treasurer. Jakacky also ran

unopposed.

(iraduate students also approved by a wide margin a $3

waivable fee to support the Massachusetts Public Interest

Research (iroup. identical to the fee approved by

undergraduates two weeks ago.

The MassPIRG fee appears on graduate students' bills,

but they were not allowed to vote in the undergraduate

referendum.

Muller-Milligan said that she wants to use graduate stu-

dent positions on various University committees to 'shape

university policies affecting the graduate community.

"I am committed to recognition of graduate student in-

put and 1 1 will) deepen this commitment to the quality of

life for graduate students on this campus," she added.

Claxton said he will seek to establish graduate student

positions on the Board of Regents of Higher Education and

the UMass Board of Trustees, and to make the Authority

Fee more equitable for graduate students.

Jakacky said he aims to rebuild the depleted senate

monetary reserv'e funds and will also examine the funding

arrangement for the llniversity's proposed athletic and con-

vocation center.

Graduate voters also approved a constitutional amendment
which clarifies the senate's authority to speak for graduate

students.

The amendment was suggested by the senate's lawyers

as a more supportive mandate for the body which may help

avoid future problems with administrators. Claxton said.

Veto of motion on Coors beer ban is withdrawn
The Student Government Association campus president,

Bill Bennett, late Monday withdrew his veto of the

Undergraduate Student Senate's rejection of a motion on

Coors beer.

The motion, defeated by one vote at last Wednesday's

senate meeting, would have urged that the Campus Center

Board of Governors reconsider its decision last spring to ban

the sale of Coors in the Campus Center/Student Union

complex.

Bennett vetoed the rejection of the motion, saying the vote

was too close. But yesterday, he said, "I withdrew my veto

motion because I went to the BOG last Thursday to express

the concerns of other senators. I will also be going to the

meeting of the [BOG] executive board Wednesday night to

ask them to reevaluate the decision in September."

John Hayes. BOG chairman, said. "I think it (the

withdrawal] was smart. He recognizes the relationship bet-

ween the SGA and the BOG.
"If we can't work constructively we will respect each

other's separate powers." Hayes said.

Alex Zucker. who was chairman when the board decided

last spring to ban Coors from the Campus Center, said. "I

think It was a very smart thing to do politically ... He (Ben-

nett) is playing mediator and doing a good job."

The BCKi decided on the ban after hearing arguments that

the Coors brewing firm practices union-busting, subjects

workers to demeaning lie-detector tests and surveillance and

discriminates against women, minorities, gays and lesbians.

Students who want the board to reconsider have noted that

in a subsequent referendum. 70 percent of students who
voted answered "yes" when asked whether the BOG
"overstepped its bounds."

- JEANETTE DeFORGE

Men charged with assault,

disturbance after fight
A 21 -year-old Arlington man was

charged with as.sault with a knife

and a 23-year-old Amherst man was
charged with disorderly conduct in

connection with an incident at 12:10

a.m. yesterday outside an Amherst
Center bar. Amherst police said.

A community service officer call-

ed police after he broke up a fight

between the two accused and two

other men, ages 24 and 25, both of

Amherst. The two Amherst men
were attacked by the other two men
outside The Pub, police said.

In other police reports:

A 14-year-old Amherst boy
received facial scratches after he

was reportedly assaulted by two

men yesterday at 8 p.m., near a

sandwich shop on North Pleasant

Street, police said.

The boy, who was with his

15-year-old uncle when the alleged

assault occurred, told his mother
the men pushed him down and
scratched his face after accusing

him of "looking at a woman,"
police said.

The boy described the men as

having blond hair, in their twenties

and about 5 feet 9 inches tall. His

mother reported the incident to the

police at about 10 p.m.

A 22-year-old University of

Massachusetts student told police

she was kicked in the abdomen by
one man and had beer spilled on her

by another at 10:15 p.m. Monday
on East Pleasant Street, police said.

A $200 watch, a $130
35-millimeter camera and a $50 pair

of ski gloves were reported stolen

at 4 p.m. Monday from a room on

the 10th floor of Washington
Tower, which was broken into with

a screw driver, police said.

A $180 gold watcn and $120 gold

chain were reported stolen from an

unlocked room at 1:40 p.m. Mon-
day from the 22nd floor of John
Adams Tower, police said.

A wallet with $190 was reported

stolen at 8 p.m.Monday from An-

dy's Pizza on University Drive,

police said. The wallet was owned
by a 30-year-old man from Greece.

A woman was struck by a bicy-

cle rider and attended to by

paramedics at 3:18 p.m. Monday on

the sidewalk near Memorial Hall.

She apparently was not seriously

hurt and sought treatment on her

own, UMass police said.

An adding machine worth $150
was reported stolen at 8:.32 a.m.

Monday from the first floor of

Draper Hall in the Labor Relations

Research Center, police said.

-JEFFRY BARTASH & ANNE
TAUGER
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A human relations forum titled "What Makes a Holocaust Possible" will be

held at noon today in room 805 of the Campus Center as part of Holcaust Memorial Week.

Psychology professor Ervin Staub will focus on the cultural conditions which allow atrocities

to happen.

Mahatma Gandhi will be the subject of a lecture and slide show at 8 tonight in the

Campus Center Auditorium. K. Randis Gandhi will discuss his grandfather's teachings of

inner strength and world unity. The event is sponsored by the UMass Peacemakers.

The Faculty and Staff Task Force for Peace in Central America will sponsor

a presentation on GuatemMa at 7:30 tonight at the Unitarian Meetinghouse, 121 North Plea-

sant Street. Patrick Sullivan, a professor in the School of Education, will address the coun-

try's need for health care. The event is free but donations for the Guatemalan Health Rights

Support Group will be accepted.

Ccillt-Kian photo by Paul IVmnaraiii

SFE BANDIT JUMP — Carie Bernard, a 17 year-old

Amherst High School student, plays with her dog Ban-

dit on the Amherst Common, yesterday afternoon.
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* Sri Lankan
continued from page 1

Sudarshan also said that at 6 p.m. yesterday an aide from

US Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's office pledged support in

working for the release of his brother.

No one on Kennedy's staff could be reached last night to

confirm this.

The brothers' father, now deceased, once ser\ed as Sri

Lanka's ambassador to Indonesia. "If my father was alive

this w^ouldn't have happened," Sudarshan said.

The petition, dated April 23, states: "It has been confirmed

that Ram is in custody. We ask that he be promptly charg-

ed in court, allowed legal counsel and visitation by his family

and his family doctor, or that he be released."

Sudarshan said more than 1 ,000 students and faculty have

signed the petition at Hampshire; about 2,000 at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technolog\-, from which Ram
was graduated in 1985; and 1,500 at Wellesley College,

where Ram's girlfriend is a student. He said he also wants

to circulate the petition at the University- of Massachusetts.

Fun in the sun; studying too
For University of Massachusetts students

who like the idea of spending the summer in

the Caribbean but need science credits, the

UMass Puerto Rican Exchange Program is

offering students a five-week course in

ecology in Puerto Rico.

"Tropical Ecolog>- through the Natural

Histon- of Puerto Rico," a field-oriented

four-credit course, will take students through

different areas of the island to explore

tropical rain forests, mangrove swamps and

coral reefs.

Gloria Bemabe-Ramos, director of the pro-

gram, said the course, taught in English, is

open to any student who has taken two

biolog>-, botany, zoology or ecology courses

and has a grade pwint average of at least 2.5.

The course runs from June 6 to July 9.

"There is no way you could get that ex-

perience here at UMass." Bemabe-Ramos

said. "We simply don't have the environ-

ment."

"The University of Puerto Rico at Cayey

in the mountains is the base but students will

be spending half their time in the field. They

will see it first-hand, not in a book." she said.

Bemabe-Ramos estimated the cost of the

program, including transportation, at about

$900.

"Because of the University of Puerto Rico

exchange with UMass, the course is ver>' in-

expensive," she said. "Similar programs

without the airfare cost about $1,500."

The exchnge office is located in E-21

Machmer Hall.

- JOHN C. SHEEHAN
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PROFS:
Now processing text book

orders for summer school

and fall semester.

Call us:
253-3381
256-8735

Jeffery

AmKerst

Booksnop
55 S. Pleasant St.

ft,.^'.^'^

COLLEGE
D^UG
4 Main Street, Amherst 253-2523

Mon-Fri 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 9-3

$1.00 OFF 1
all Timex Watches

|
with this couDon

"—-•expires 5/12/861™—""""™*

10% OFF i

any fragrance in stockj
with this coupon
•expires 5/12/86'

r'
I

I

I

I

Keri Lotion
6.5 oz. for $2,00

with this coupon
expires 5/12/86

I

I

I

I

$iToo"6ff I

any pair of sunglasses!

I.

in stock with this couDon
expires 5/12/86

Today Contraceptive
Sponges pkg. of three

I Tor Vi-ai#«/ with this coupon

^"^i"! expires 5/12/86 MMaaHaBHa

12 oz. can of Coke !

30^ plus deposit
with this coupon
.expires g/'U/JBg

I

I

I

I I

i:?WHYCALL NEW YORK???

CALL 253-7529
fr,.,„\Y<: for

'"Yr);;;;
roiiiKl triptlllKlmCOPENHAGEN 240

OSLO 240 375
STOCKHOLM 240 375
HELSINKI 270 435
and pick up your ticket at your

local Student Travel office!!
79 So Pleasant St Amherst

Council Travel Services
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A Store-full o> Ideas
Downtown AmhersiyOtily 10-6. Fn til 9. Sun 12 5

Ai' photo

j4$^ pjb ^/ SUBARU ^S^^Ho ?L.
•JS jar vVx would like to nO/ <r ^™ "^ ^j^/congratulate the 1986%^^

^^/^ college graduates with xTA^

0^907o FINANCING ^^
N ANY NEW OR USED CAR;
\h 4 yr. college degree & confirmation

"^
future employment)

(witi

of current or

OVER 80 NEW
SUBARUS

i^LiXAVAILABLE y^RicE^
fNOT BE X XCARS

INDER-^
lOLI

TO SELL

NO COKE, PEPSI — Rock star Michael Jackson adjusts his

sunglasses at yesterday's news conference in New York with
Pepsi-Cola to announce a three-year contract for the singer worth
up to $15 million. Pepsi officials say it is the largest sponsorship
package with a performing artist in history.

Off €xit 19 opposite the Hodley Villoge Born

586-6054
Ulere People UUorth Knou*>q"

arts jump
with the

Collegian
V

WANTED SUMMER '86

CAMP NATCHEZ
WEST COPAKE, NY 12593

CALL 518-329-4301

Fine co-ed Berkshire Mt camp looking for ex-

citing active people with abundant energy for

the following positions: General Counselors,

Backpacking, Ropes Course, Sports, Sailing,

WSI, Nature, Photography, Soccer, Tennis,

Drama and Basketball.

We will be on campus Thursday, May 8th in

Room 802 of the Campus Center from 10 am to

4 pm. Please drop in or call Student Employ-

ment Office for an appointment.

Th« Offlo* of th« ChanMNor
In obopwatton «vnh B'rwl Brtth HUM pTMMMt

'ANEXnUORDMARV
—VInovnl Csntoy, Tn#Mw wffc TInws

((A A A A >>

KtHNnn Cam* D«ty N»w»

SHOAH
A FILM BY CLAUDE LANZMANN

TODAY
•t ttw Unlv«r«lty of MMMchusotts at Amhortt

Call 545-2511
lor Mm— and locaMont

Summer's Coming!!
think

CAPE COD
cooks positions available

• strong hourly wage
• tuition bonus incentive

• great crews to work with

Join our team - you'll be happy you did"

call Rick collect for interview

398-1648 or apply in person

LONGFELLOWS PUBS
Rte 6 A Old Townhouse Rd.

Brewster So. Yarmouth

896-5413 394-3663

FA&Ti^JREEDELIVERY

D
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Analogy distorts truth-

This is in response to the May 5 letter by

Nicole Vuillemenot. I feel I must comment

on how she approached the issue of abortion.

I am not an abortion advocate. However,

I am not against it either. The purpose is not

to discuss the pros and cons of abortion.

I was extremely disheartened and disturb-

ed at the vulgarity in the way Vuillemenot

approached this issue. It was truly an ugly

analogy to compare abortion to rape and

murder. My best friend from childhood

through grade school was not just raped, but

also murdered. For someone to even think

of comparing abortion to either of these two

fhines i« not only distasteful, it is utterly

disgusting.

Come on, Vuillemenot. you must be a fairly

educated young woman. Can't you think of

a more tactful or diplomatic way to get your

point across? There are other more per-

suading ways to discuss this issue than the

repulsive analogies of rape and murder.

Abortion is indeed a difficult issue for both

the parties involved and the unborn child.

But let us keep things in perspective, please.

Analogies like those are distorted and do

nothing but turn a lot of people off.

Nicole Rogers
Orchard Hill

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions. Submissions should

be mailed to the Executive Editor at the Collegian , 113 Campus Center, University of

Massachusetts, Amherst. Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off at the CoUegian m
the basement of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received, mdividual replies

cannot be made.

Need to write final paper?

Uncertain how to start?

Want some help organizing?

LET US HELP!!
Pierpont in Southwest

Mon and Thurs 7 - 9

B24 Baker in Central

Tues and Thurs 7 - 9, Wed 1 - 3, 7 - 9

04 Cashin in Sylvan

Mon and Wed 7 - 9
* Bartlett 103 Wed, 7 - 9

* New Location

Top of the Campus
QesLaurant

11th rioor. CanipiLs Center

I'niver.Hifv ot Ma*^v^achiL*setlv*^

MOTHED'fi
DAY

Mav 11. l-\%

12 noon to 4: '30 pni

|-;ii!i--s Ik-iii ^M.iO to $11>">5

iiivhidc ^Vup 4'' (Sakid har

Clik-|<rfi Kiev

Poast Pfinic Pib*^ oi fVc

NY oSirloin

baked cScrod

(Swordfi.sh

Chopped tSiHoin

S\\v Trv Vei:^Mal^t("s

Coniplinienlarv

riower

for Mom

Call todav to rc.*scr\'e a table for voiir entire faniilv

34*^-bOOO ext . b^^

r =»«= ^«=^ ^f= ^<=

r

SUMMERTIME JOBS
$5.50 per hour

Work scheduled around your full-time job.

RGIS Inventory Specialists

offers excellent part time income to supplement your full time

job. We have hours available weeknights and/or weekends in

your hometown area in Eastern Mass.

Numerous openings in: Peabody, Danvers, Lowell, Lawrence,

Somerville, Cambridge, Quincy, New Bedford, and all of

Worcester County and Cape Cod.

On Campus Interviews

will be held on Wednesday, May 7

in Room 811 B Campus Center

at 9 am, 10 am, 11 am, noon,

1 pm, 2 pm, 3 pm, 4 pm, 5 pm, 6 pm
- **^

LANFORD WILSON

Presented by The Univerwity of Massachusetts Department of Theater
Rand Theat«r • University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

May 1 3 and 7 10, 1986 at 8pm Saturday Matinee, May 3 at 2pjm
Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box OfTice 545 2511
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Spewster alert
I am a spewster. There are many of us wandt-rinK around

campus, talking endlessly on issues of questionable impor-

tance, such as Nicaragua, Randy Uonant, Coors, Reagan,

South Africa, and an\thing else which may effect our lives.

There are two classes of spewsters: the "in-class" and

the "actives." The in-class reserve their hot air attacks to

classroom discussion. They tend to be Poli-Sci majors, but

English and Journalism make up a good proportion. The
in-class spewster has a big mouth, fueled by theCollegian

or the front page of the Boston Globe. When there is ac-

tual work to be done on an issue, this breed of spewster

is nowhere to be found.

Tim Kress

The other category of spewsters, the "actives"; are the

maniacs yoi' see hanging posters in the Campus Center.

They sit at the concourse tables and make up the majority

of the RSO's and student governing bodies. These people

have a petition or two with them at all times and are always

happy to enlighten you on their perspectives. Active

spewsters are the subject of many a Collegian article and

constantly haunt the ED/OP page. They build altars to

themselves, pinning up their Collegian clippings in their

rooms (you should see mine). These spewsters represent

every ideolog>'. although some create their own as they go

along.

The active spewsters are the folks we are all so tired of

reading and hearing about every day. I wish I could name
a' few of the heavies but the list runs into the hundreds.

This will disappoint those wishing to see their names once

again in print (spewsters live on recognition the way vam-

pires live on blood).

Most people dismiss spewsters as a bunch of loud-

mouthed idealogues. This is largely true, but the other side

of it is that the vast majority of students who actually play

an active role in the workings of this University are the

spewsters. We may act a bit silly at marches and rallys,

but we spend many long and thankless hours in unseen of-

fices, meeting rooms, and at typewriters, fighting the ad-

ministration and each other on matters that effect our lives

as students. Spewsters make possible the large amount of

student input that exists at UMass. We have one of the

most active and influential student bodies in the nation.

Before condemning the UMass spewster, try to imagine

a University where there is no diversity or exchange of opi-

nion. The only effective administrative watchdogs at

UMass are the students who care enough to involve

themselves. Thanks to them we have a balanced institu-

tion, rich in culture and diverse viewpoints. The annoying

and obnoxious spewsters serve a valuable public service.

If you see me lurking about the Campus Center with papers

in hand, do not be afraid. I am practicing the art of spew-

ing. It is in my nature and I wouldn't have it any other way.

Tim Kress is a local spewster
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Taking a ride down memory lane
As I write this, I break a promise made to myself when

I began college almost four years ago. I said I would never

write a farewell piece because the audience would not care

much about my school experiences. Now. with only a few

hours left in my formal education. I have reconsidered and

decided that I must produce this nostalgic prose if not for

everyone, then at least for myself.

I bought a bicycle two weeks ago and, although it was the

best thing I could have done for my health, I have learned

that it will make leaving the Valley much tougher.

During my daily bike rides the past two weeks, I have seen

mountain ranges and midnight stars like 1 never have before.

I have crossed the paths of young fathers and mothers car-

rying infants in neat and cozy pap>oose sacks slung over their

shoulders. I have pedaled past senior citizens dipping hedges

and raking leaves in their small yards and I have listened

to an elderly woman express her excitement over budding

spring flowers to me.

1 have raced a young kid in my neighborhood who I have

always seen playing alone, but have never met. This day.

he was on his three-speed, banana scat bike and I was on

my ten-speed, finishing the final downhill stretch of a 7niile

trek. He bolted out from behind a parked car where his dog

was tied and flashed a toothless grin at me while quietly rev-

ving his imaginary engines. Then, he joined me on the pave-

ment. I let him lead by a few feet before he told me that

if he had his speedometer, he could show mo that he was

going "like 60 miles a hour."

On the darker side, I have carefully plotted how to avoid

angry dogs chasing me and nipping at my toe clip straps.

I have survived "bicycle-blind motorists" trying to beat a

Andrew Wolff

red light. I have had to swerve around crowing roosters,

smashed skunks and foot-deep potholes. I have surx'ived

Belchertown Road everyday during rush hour and been shov-

ed mercilessly by the gusting winds there.

The point is. I have spread myself beyond our cement

block campus and notice-splattered bus shelters. I have aban-

doned my obsession with getting drunk and sleeping late

(temporarily) and have seen things in Amherst. Leverett,

Pelham and Belchertown that, once 1 am part of the work-

ing press. I may never get to appreciate again.

As a result, I have tried my hardest to stop the cl(Kk but

my unsuccessful effort is wearing me down. I have refused

to do so much as glimpse at a calendar. Just wake me when
my parents arrive, then I'll know it's May 25 and time for

commencement

.

I have contemplated tossing aside my anticipated career

as a grimy reporter for a much cleaner and calmer life. What

I could do in that life I have not yet decided. But oiu- thing

is for sure: the prospect of living in a six-day-on-one-day-

off work world is tot) depressing even to consider.

So, for the next 18 days, I'll be tr>-ing to bottle this Valley,

so that when I take to the road as a graduate. I'll have a

little something to remind me that not only was my time

in the classr(M)m important, but seeing what was outside the

dassHMim was equally vital. And, when I start my job. I will

find solace in the fact that I appreciated this Valley, and that

writing a farewell piece was worth breaking ;i promise.

Andrew Wolff is a Collegian staff member.

Letters

Extremely hazardous behavior
Tuesday morning, several minutes after

midnight, four or five irresponsible in-

dividuals triggered false fire alarms in four

of the five Southwest Towers. Over 2,000

students were evacuated, and the Fire

Department with responded nearly their en-

tire firefighting force, stripping the Town
of Amherst of its fire protection.

These false fire alarms represent a con-

tinued pattern of increases in malicious

alarm activations that began last year. The
mature adults that comprise 99% of the stu-

dent body learned long ago that fire alarm

systems are to be utilized only for

emergencies.

When a $100,000 fire alarm system is

abused.it cannot do it's job — provide ear-

ly warning and adequate escape time for

residents in a building confronted with a fire

emergency. Why? Because after a number
of false alarms, residents no longer react to

the warning horns, and place themselves in

jeopardy if a real fire emergency were to

occur.

In addition, responding emergency per-

sonnel are placed at risk should they be in-

volved in a traffic accident en route. A local

firefighter was killed several years ago

responding to a false fire alarm. False fire

alarms commit fire apparatus and man-

power to what turns out to be a non-

emergency, when they may be needed and

thus delayed in responding to a real fire

emergency on the other side of town.

It is a shame that a handful of children

can tarnish the image of an otherwise con-

cerned and responsible student body.

Keith E. Hoyle
Senior Fire Prevention Officer

Wrong

TaLMt,lT.\WALMlM
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Students know
In the May 6 Collegian, I was quoted as

saying "I am just trying to represent the stu-

dent's best interest." I never made such a

statement. The reason I brought the motion

about Coors back into the senate is because

the students voted to keep Coors on campus,

yet it is no longer available. I feel that nobody

represents the "best interests" of the

students. The students are smart enough to

know their own "best interests."

Tony Rudy
Sylvan

(Editor's note: The reporter stands by her

story.)

The peculiar evil of silencing the expression of an opinion

is that it is robbing the human race: posterity as well as the

existing generation; those who di.ssent from the opinion, still

more than those who hold it. If the the opinion is right, they

are deprived of the opportunity of exchanging error for truth;

if wrong, they lose, what is almost as great a benefit, the

('learer perception and livelier impression of truth produc-

ed by its collision with error.

-John Stuart .Mill

This is in response to Rus-

ty Denton's puritanical May
(ith column on women and his

interpretation of the

messages people send by

their mode of dress. First of

all, I would like to know what

kind of a native he is referr-

ing to by his phrase "going

native." If he means native

Northeast American, I am
certain they were fully cloth-

ed (considering the climate in

New England) during most of

the year. If he means Pacific

Islanders. Asians, Africans,

etc. then he is being insulting

to some of the oldest civiliza-

tions in the world.

Secondly, I am amazed
that Denton seems to be
familiar enough with the in-

nermost thoughts of a

woman's mind to presume to

know the type of messages
they intend to give off by
their manner of dress. Men
who assume that a woman
dresses entirely for their

benefit are ignorant and
misguided. We women are

not responsible if narrow

minded people like Denton
get a "vicarious thrill" by
seeing us in scanty attire,

then he has a problem that

needs psychiatric evaluation.

It is true that small children

are beautifully uninhibited

until people like him spoil

their innocence and make
them feel ashamed of their

bodies.

F"inally, it is interesting to

note that he overlooked the

most obvious reason for

wearing less clothes in hot

weather: Comfort.

Suranganie
Dharmawardhane

Northampton
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ARTS J

Growing up a woman, black, and a lesbian

IBPRINT
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

ZAMI-A New Spelling of My Name
Audre Lorde
Crossing Press, 256 pp, $8.95

eating plare

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop & Shop)

Rte. 9 • Hadley Amherst

256-6889
• OPEN

6 AM - 3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
IN BUSINESS
Entrepreneurial oriented can

didates will gam experience in

sales or management. Earnings

from $3,000 to $5,000 * ,

depending on participation and

skill level. Scholarships
available for leaders. For con

sideration. write to

POLARIS ENTERPRISES
CORPORATION,
80 INDEPENDENCE AVENUE.
QUINCY. MA 02169
or call MR LAJOIF

1617)367 0445

c-.^.

REMT/\NRKK
^ VNew & Used Cars

Trucks & Vans Also fi va*at>ie

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt.63IVk>. Amherst

Known by most as autobiographies. Audre

Lorde calls her tale about herself. Zami-A

New Spelling of My Name, as biomytholog>'.

The book is a series of Lorde's recollec-

tions until around her twenty-third birthday.

Growing up in New York, being black and

a lesbian in the fifties was no mean feat. As

L<jrde grew up she experienced the different

things that life threw at her, including the

suicide of her first true friend, her first les-

bian experiences and an interesting trip to

Mexico.

"Zami. A Carriacou name for women who
work together as friends and lovers."

A poet from a ver>' young age, Lorde, who

is now a well known poet gradually came to

realize what the difference between friends

and lovers is. She shows her path to finding

and loving and respecting yourself.

Zami-A New Spelling of My Name is an

interesting and satisf\'ing story of a women's

young life. It is similar, in a strange way, to

Simone DeBeauvoir's Memories of a Dutiful

Daughter. While 1 question Audre Lorde's

ability to remember things so clearly from

when she was two, the memories which are

written in a most sensual, ethereal style. I

found the book to be rather touching. When
she is down and out, the reader really hopes

she will get through. There are many books

around about women dealing with

adolecence but there is something more to

this one (perhaps her insight) which makes

it all the more worth reading.

Remember Mom's Day on May 11th!

We have a great variety if cards for

you to choose from.

SEND A CARD
it'll make Mom very happy!!

A-l'Hastings, Inc.
Convmnimntly locatttd in rh» cunfttr of Amh»rtt '

45 South PlttOiont itfutt

OP€N: Weekdays 5 am to 't p m.. Sunduyt, Sum to 1 p rn.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

IMPORTANT NOTICE

The Department of Public Safety has begun im-

pounding motor vechicles for non-payment of over-

due parking fines. (MV Rules and Regulations-Art.

VIII Section 2A)

If your vehicle is impounded you must:

1.) pay all parking fines (including surcharges) in full

at the Parking Ticket Collection Office, Dickinson

Hall, 8:00 A.M. - 4:00 P.M., Monday thru Friday only.

Release forms only given during the above hours.

Payments must be in cash, bank check or money

order form.

2.) present the release form to the tow company and

pay them the tow fee $40 plus $10 a day storage fee.

NOTE: the tow company will only accept cash, bank

check or money order (no personal checks.)

Any questions please call the Parking Ticket Col-

lection Office at 545-0964.

Gerald T. O'Neil

Director

Department of Public Saftey

ON or OFF. . .

JOE BOXER'S THE ONE

D'RICHJ
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Masonc S*.. Northamptor 586-6336

Men -Sat 10^. Thurs. ti 9. Sun. 12-5

photo by Stephen Petegorsky

PLUMBLEY'S COLLEGE NIGHT 7
Jampshir U MlSis Smith

WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
^ 'ipm JUST $5.95

students, faculty £f staff '

I

WEDNESDAY'S MENU^
• Broiled, sliced steak teriyaki

• Chicken Parmisian
• Fried Scallops

I

THURSDAY'S MENU 1

Fried Chicken
• Fried Shrimp
• Broiled Pork Chops

All specials are served with crisp garden salad or hearty soup,
choice of potatoe, hot bread and creamey butter.

Amherst Mt Holyo

show your ID. and ^' enioy'

Plumbleys
DOWNTOWN AMHERST
'd little bit of everything for everyone"

253-9586

.»?.*..,< ,.!««•*««.(''.->-»- ifc.J i-!*«^«»«^b - r»t**ii# ilK^im>itl»',r. . ;i»>-''i'sMW*>-*.-«MrM»s4* -!*«.-«-- *>.i—«!rakWiaii.*»^
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ARTS
THEATRE
REVIEW

By PAUL LOUIS
Collegian Correspondent

As part of Southwest week, the Southwest Community

Theatre put on Three More Sleepness Nights last week. A
one act play. Three More Sleepless Nights is a delightful

insight into relationships between women and men, and the

distance that can result from intimacy.

It examines the lives of three sets of bed partners, and

through their tossing and turning turmoil we see the love

and hate inherent in each relationship.

The play uses only one bed, which the four characters get

in and out of. In British accent they duke out their

grievances, and though the arguments cover a spectrum of

complaints, such hilarious moments as "We don't have any

money because you buy frozen food", it becomes clear as

things roll along that most of the conflict is due to the

jealousy caused by extramarital relations.

In the first scene we discover that Margaret (Megan

(ierachis), though married to Frank (Sean Smith), is sleep-

ing with Pete (Paul Di Dominico). The second scene opens

with Pete in bed with a spaced out woman named Dawn (Lin-

da Pa2Z0tti). They argue over Margaret. In the closing scene

Pete and Margaret are in bed and the situation involves

understanding and love. Pete raves about the movies he

Sleepless Night:

Drama in a bed
loves and has some interesting thoughts such as "the micro-

chip can complete 10,000 electronic processes in a second"

and Margaret partly listens to him.

The play as a whole worked well. Each of the characters

contained something human in them. Margaret and Frank

are hagglers trapped in a hopeless marriage, Pete is the in-

tellectual and Dawn the neurotic. The play ends on a positive

note, with the implication that t^'o people can find sanctuan.'

together from the madness of the world. This happens when

Margaret and Frank kiss and agree that their affair, though

ludicrous is compassionate.

The individual performances of the actors was terrific, the

highlight was Megan Gerachis who was wonderful at acting

utterly disgusted. The show kept the audience aroused the

entire 40 minutes with its hilarity, disarray and finally

satisfaction.

The only problem with the show was its punctuality.

Although play is complete in itself, it lacked fullness because

the conclusion comes so fast. After the curtain, much of the

audience stayed in their seats asking,"that's all?"

Three More Sleepless Nights was a remarkable perfor-

mance for all those who were there to see it. The intensity

of the acting and the closenes of the small audience to the

stage brought it to life. Despite its brevity, it brought a

twinkle of good drama to the fer\'or of Southwest week.

Miracle Legion, above, from New Haven,

and two bands from Boston; The Nova Mob
and the VisliJoths will play a free concert at

the Blue Wall tonight at 8 p.m. Influences

range from R.E.M. to Joy Division though all

three bands are entirely originall and
thoroughly exciting live. Both Miricle Legion

and the Visogoths have records out and Miri-

cle Legion have recently received rave

reviews in the British press.

Hamilton-Sewell printers 65 University
Drive. If you need anything printed,

Hamilton-NeweH's the one. Modern Let-

terpress and Offset Printing.

The Winning Numbers of the 1986 ^
Cycles Raffle Drawing

$20 at The Pub: 949297

$25 at the TOC: 948568

$25 at the Campus Bookstore. 777180

Dinner at Delano's: 088781

$5 at Steve's Icecream: 778634

$5 at Steve's Icecream: 088949

1 set of Movie Tickets: 777003

Headphone Radio: 948849

1 pr. Reeboks: 777203

Resume typing at Skills: 778830

Gift Cert, at Styles by Deborah: 949715

Winners can pick up their prizes at the SAREO office,

229 Whitmore. You must bring your ticket

;

:

:

I

V^una^ garden
*^eMaurant
MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

"The BEST CblB««« Food -

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs
Small I'^rqp

SO80 S460

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

Muu..non.v Buffet Served 5-8

3! c :::!::«" tj::^'* Mon.-ihurs.
41 th.nr»« BBo Polk Brunch ServpH

fe» s*r»t » sout chKhm cjunday I 1 :jU-J
7) Pan 1 nrd H<cv All %/tf^ff1
8)P*nFn«lNoodk» t\L,l^ Y %J%J ^
<»)"plnFn!^H'«vK>i, CAN EAT «pO» 1 t)
lOl Hoi 1 Sour Soup

Luncheon
Specials

Fr<

$025 Luncheon Specials & Take-oul Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun.-Thurs 11:30 a m.-IOpm.
lam. Frl.A Sat 11:30 am 11pm
p.m. 10 Betchcrtown Road

at Rte. 9. Amherst
256-0252

VECTOR MARKETING CORP.
Now Has

SUMMER POSITIONS
throughout
Boston Area

Interview now before exams to secure your positions

to gam valuable resume experience for all majors in

Advertising, Marketing & Public Relations

805,

I

I

earning ^ to start

(20-40+ Flex Hours/ Days per Week)

• MANY ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS AVAILABLE

• OPENINGS IN ALL AREAS

• MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM AVAILABLE

• MUST HAVE USE OF A CAR

• INTERNSHIPS & COLLEGE CREDIT APPROVED
• MAY CONTINUE PART TIME IN FALL

To apply, call now
or save this coupon and call when you

return home.

Interviews must be completed by

Sat. May 24.

For interview appointment call:

617-449-4362 or 449-4363

/\

FOR GRADUATES ONLY!
Guaranteed Financing'

90 Days Until Your 1st Payment

or

$250 Rebate from GMAC
ON AMERICA'S MOST EXCITING CARS

Pontiac Fiero SE Olds Ciera SL

^^^3Z
iMimiiw'-\ ^

Grand Am SE Cutlass 442

"-S^© w0"1

Finance Rates as low as 5.9 A. P.P.

For details on the GMAC Graduate Progrann see: Terry McCormack

FEDOR
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC

228 Northampton Sr (Rt. 10) at The Easthampton-Northampton Line

. . §27*4467 6r 527-1119

^iiiiNiiiiiiDiiiHiHiiiianHiiimiiaiiiuitiNiiaHimmiiiaiiHHNiiiiaiiiiimiiiiDiiiiHiiHiiDiHiNiiiiiia^

I Are you planning on attending any of |

I
these: CONCERTS, SPORTS EVENTS, f

PARTIES, BARBEQUES, I

or GRADUATION
f

Do you have any questions about |

alcohol? I

Call: The Alcohol Hotline |

MAY 7 and 8 7-9 PM
f

549-2671 ext. 186 or 188 |

sponsored by |

University Committee on Alcohol |
?aiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiifiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiii:^

"for the dead and the living we must bear witness"

- Elie Wiesel

Holocaust Memorial
lA/ggl^ (in addition to "Shoah") C-

Wednesday. May 7 May 4-11, 1986
HUMAN RELATIONS FORUM
What Makes a Holocaust Possible The Societal and Cultural Bases of Genocide and of Lessef Cruelties

Ervin Staub, Professor of Psvchology, University of Massachusetts.

1? 00 1 30 pm Campus Center 805 09

SPEAKERS
The Holocaust and the Human Future Lessons to be Learned ' Richard Rubenstein and David Wyman with in

trrxluction by Chancellor J DuHey

Richard Rubenstein is the Robert Lawton Distinguished Professor of Religion, Florida State University Presi

dent, Washington Institute for Values in the Public Policy, Washington, DC: Author of After Auschwitz. The

Cunning of History and Tfie Age of Triage

David WyiTidii is Professor uf History University of Massachusetts Amherst Special Advisor to US Holocaust

Memorial Council; Author of Paper Walls and The Abandonment of the Jews
8 00 pm. Campus Center 163

COMMEMORATIVE BUTTONS available in Residential Cluster Offices, Hillel Of

fice (302 Student Union), and SCERA
Coordinated by Bnai Brith Hillel, Jewish Awareness/Anti-Semitism Coordinating Committee, Jewish

Caucus, Network, SCERA, Office of Human Relations, Residential Education East and West

COLLEGIAN DRIVERS NEEDED
starting Fall Semester

• Musi have own car
• Must have mornings (9-11) free

$8 - $10 an hour

jf}f}f^^jf}f}f^}fjfjf}fjfjf}0.jf}fjfjfjf

• Approximately 6 hours per week

APPLY IN PERSON AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER

liaCazuela
THE MEXICAN RESTAURANT

Dist'nctiVP U)i)ci .ini-l fir

frtirTi M'xiCf) rtnfi tlu-

Ar-norir?in Sf )< i' > >W''St

CJL D '-jQi, T^-. ST r.f. r •

i

t * ^A **,>,** t.,jL t,,' ,i..'.i *-!:

People drive for miles to

read the Collegian

I COZY BEDS
Country Inn referral service.

We feature Inns from the

mountains to the shores.

Memorial Day is coming'

Call 802-228-4554 anytime or

800-242-2241 6-8 PM.

Box 1328 Ludlow, Vermont 05149

Intentional

Communities
Course

June 16 27, M F

9 AM 1 PM
Tfiree credits are available

tfirough U Mass Division of

Continuing Education for a

t\wo week course at nearby
Sirius Community exploring

new patterns of living and
personal and social change
at over 30 new age com
munities today. Com-
munities surveyed include

Twin Oaks, The Farm, Fin

dhorn and Stelie An addi-

tional credit is available as
independent study for live

in experience at Sirius Com-
munity, learning organic

gardening and solar
building. Registration is

through the Division of

Continuing Education. For

more information, call

course instructors Corinne
McLaughlin and Gordon
Davidson at 259 1505.
Credit classes only; $178;

Live in Community ex-

perience. $395 (includes

meals and accommoda-
iionaJ .

For Students planning to take English 112

"B Core, during Summer Session 1986

THURSDAY, MAY 15
7 p.m. Bartlett 61 (1st session)

MONDAY, JUNE 30

7 p.m., Bartlett 61 (2nd session)

No one will be admitted into English 112

witliout this test. Bring ID and pen or pencil.

[)!Vlsr)^^J
''^

CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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Radioactive rain from Soviet

accident not harmful to US
WASHINGTON (AP) - The United States

has picked up its first ground-level radioac-

tivity from the Chernobyl nuclear accident,

the special interagency task force monitor-

ing accident developments said yesterday.

A rainwater sample collected at 4:30 p.m.

PDT Monday at Richland. Wash., measured

500 picocuries per liter of iodine-131 , accor-

ding to a report from Pacific Northwest

Laboratories, the task force said in a

statement.

The actvial level could be anywhere betwen

250 to 1.000 picocuries per liter because of

uncertainty in the measurement, the task

"This level poses no danger to residents

in the area," the statement said. "The radia-

tion dose to an individual drinking one liter

of rainwater about a quart at this level would
be less than 1 f)ercent of the average annual

background radiation dose and is comparable

to less than half the radiation dose received

from a single chest x-ray."

The dose would be even lower from sim-

ple physical contact with the rainwater.

Iodine-131 has a half-life of 8.1 days—
which means that every 8.1 days the radioac-

tivity it gives off has been reduced by 50

percent.

MASS. APPROVED
INSPECTION STATION

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2995

Includes Mounting
plus MA State Tax

NorthAmherst Tire
& Auto Center
Fut Service Tre Store

78 Surxtafland Rd . No Amherst. MA
Across trom Matroba s Store

549-4704

Most Major

Credit Cards Accepted

ooooooooooe 9^9^9^9^9^9C 9^9CpC

PARKING NOTICE
The Parking Office wishes to remind the

University Community that the deadline for renew-

ing parking assignments for 1986-1987 Academic

Year is Friday, May 23, 1986. Any application sub-

mitted after May 25, 1986 will be assigned after all

renewals and the waiting list have been processed

and will be treated as new applications. If you do not

receive your renewal letter by May 16, 1986 please

contact the parking office.

NEW ENGLAND S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

I In- Massdc husells i:>ailv

LLEGIAN
founded 1870
Circulation 19.000

Serving the le'wv College Area

Executive Board
Editor in Chief

Dode B. Levenson

Managing Editor

Ian Polucnbaum

Production Managers
Peter Soderberg

Conor Plunkett

Editorial Editor

'Laiiv Bnuchie

Business Managers
Sherry Shaifman
Klizabeth Youn^,'

Business Board —
Asst. Business Manager

Steve Kubin
Advertising Manager

Paul Lesser

Asst. Advertising Mgr.
Melissa Forman

Circulation Manager
CraiK Nau^'le

Finance Manager
X'anessa Roth

Asst. Finance Mgr.
Kim Jackson

Suhscription Manager
Karen Holland

AsxH'iatf N«'ws Kditiirs J. .in.ltc DcForK' Cm ick .Johnson, Nan

i\ Klinjjener Associate Edilorial Editor Kob Skelton Associate

Sports Editor John Nolan Associate Women's Issues Editor II

Ilia i.evenson

Assistant to the Editors Anita \. Rove

Systems .ManaKer Mathtw Atkins Assistant Systems Manager

\iJ,ini La •me
Ru«iness Coordinator Janus Kistuben Senior Bookkeeper

Maureen Majerowski Classified Manager ( ithv Chilson Ciraphics

AdvisorFaye Whit my Lussur Assistant Subscription

ManagerAlan Wiliox Advertising Layout Noelle

MfilmoMarketingRon MAkki" Randi Si hi > Patrice LawskyOf-

fice AsistantSue CirellaMaintenano^an K"th Advertising

RepresentativesN'ancy Waihaltinn. Jon Coin ii .Michelle Mon
lai>;nf Maureen Crowly. Rohm Enjfei. Stacy Wii dti li>,'ht. JefTHam

inon<l. Stephanie Zuckei Kobyn Leifer. John Kennedy. Shawn
Sli'ponate, Cozy Wnlan Debbie. Stem, U.m Speilbern

Day Graphics Beth Bazmet. Amy Custance, Sue Lattanzi, Betty

Ann Murphy. Jim Podesky. Kathy Wheeler. Sarah Cook. Andrew

Myerson. Lanssa Potapchuk. Jim Rice. Petra Phillip

The MassacHusetta Daily, O'lUgian iL'SPS permit No.M). a regi§tered »tu

dent organization at the Cniversity of M»»«achusett»-Amher»l, i* publish-

fd Monday through Friday excluding holidays, rxami and vacation .

periods. Content is determined solely by the O'Ueiitan Board of Editors,

without prior approval from L'niveraity administrator*, faculty, staff or

student government. Operations are funded solely by advertising and

piibscription revenue. Subscriptions and advertising rates are available

at 113 Campus Center. L'Mass-Amherst 01003. i413i»45-3900.

Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt, Turkey, Greece and
Spain. Our 100 day voyages sail in September and January
offering 12-15 transferable hours of credit from more than 50
voyage-related courses.

Develop an awareness of our relationship with other coun-

tries and a first-hand understanding of world issues.

The S.S. UNIVERSE is a 500 passenger American-built

ocean liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea admits
students without regard to color, race or creed.

For details call toll-free (800) 854-0195

or write

Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education

University of Pittsburgh, 2E Forbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260

Final PrefsentatlonfWed., May 7th, 7:30 pm CC Rm 904

JON ^e^
^ AXIS

THURSDAY, MAY 8th

Tickets in advance $6.00

l-rom--Main St Records, Albums
Amherst, Ticketron, Main
Music, Springfield, Rap City

ibphrisjhuj nuiu^rm. m. mmim
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Bv GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

MUSeUMM>MINI5Tfi/W0R BftBS

a^ySR 7AU(9 OPENLYABOUT
im BUPOBTAKY NI6HTMARB

I THATHA9LBfTMff9R£A6AN'5
' eOUNTWtST-

UJINP.

HiANKLtUJa'RB INA 9TA7B.

SINCB ?TAFP SALAFseS AFB
FlxeOCOSl^, SRAMM-RUPMAN
M£AN9We'U- HAV£: TOCUTALL
PR06RAM9 ANPIMPRa\/dMBfnS

^HALPi ^

SOWURHOPtlSTHAT n^^Aj.

NeWSOFTHaOOUJN^ pys^
C0N[>m0NMLL6&i- poYOU
BFAW SUPPORT IN MeAN^
CmAINQUARJBR^^

UH..M)MMY... JHISISAN

FREAKER PATROL

'Dar>g, if it doesnl happen every timel

... We just sit down to relax and
someone's knockin' at tt>e door."

BY DOWE 8c O'BRIEN

ACROSS
\ Food fish

5 English lurfi'ture

style

9 An Annie Oakley

13 BiMicai spy

t5 Soutn American

capital

16 Macrune
17 — ot Two

Cities

18 ThougW
19 Social Km
20 The rise o» Phil

ippine president

Aquino'

23 Contends
24 Guide

2b Set nigti value on

28 Barbecue need

30 No^iTian tne

producer

31 Do — as

you
37 Port o» SE

Cnma
38 Boisterous

cries

39 Auttvor Wiesei

40 Scapegraces
42 Cluster

43 Yesterday s

roast today

44 ScNXXS in

Pans
46 0( tne tiees

49 Pack away

50 Oayiiqnt hours

57 VerHjing

macnir>e reieci

58 Tennis term

59 Prim and proper

person

60 Church 'ecess

61 River to tt<e

Colorado

62 Like haunted

hOuMS
63 Colors

64 Ending with

young o» Old

65 Judge

DOWN
1 Go away'

2 Biblical verb

3 Wir\g shaped

33 Ligm shade
34 Jewish month

35 Prevalent

36 Salon o'tenngs

41 San wearer

45 2-door car

46 Hafez ai — of

Syria

47 Succulent

tdited b> Irudt- Michel JjifTr

4 Freight lees

5 Pseudonym in a

way
6 Wtiere — go
wrong'

7 Enpression of

approval

8 Youi majesty'

9 Celebrate

boisterously

10 Murphy with

many medals
11 Wrap
12 Some er>ergy

14 Misrepresent

21 Spirits of ancient

Rome
22 — were (m a

way)

25 Asian kingdom
of yore

26 Trucking ng

27 Mew Me«ican
Indians

28 Classify

29 Mot milk drinks

32 Biblical

shipwright

48 Occupied

49 Sound device

51 Droops
52 Redact

53 Flooring

54 Positive

55 Entertainer

Adams
56 Abound
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eather
Today: Variable cloudiness, chance of

showers. Highs in the 60s.

Tonight: Decreasing clouds (yeahhh|, lows ^

in the 40s (brrrrr).

Tomorrow: Sunny and breezy, 75-80 \
degrees, (yahoo).
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And a special thanks to Norm and all the staff of
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Menu
Lunch
Squares of fish with Tarter Sauce
Broccoli and Caullflowe'' Casserole

lotlct Lunch
Exactly the same thing as In mainstream DCs

Dinner
FAR OUT (east) NIGHT
Beef and shrimp with Snow p)eas

Sweet and Sour Fingers of Chicken

Basics Dinner
FAR OUT NIGHT
Tempeh Stir fry -??

Sweet and sour fingers
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Don't Forget Mom
on Her Day - May 11th

gifts, crafts & cards

To Please

All Moms,
ami

Grandma too!

10 to « Daily

C'loMd Mo04ay

t>*> Monu^iM Rd.

>s. R«uir«l

/Mocnvi arutcvtST

'nASS/ICUUSCTTS
VISA M<

|ji|<|ilt|i|>||)|1il1i|i|i|iH1i|i|illl'|i|iHi|i|i|ll<INi|i|i|llililll1i|llllJ|i|i|lll|i|i|ili|i|i|!|lli|illH

I STUDENTS I

I Easten Mass.
|

I SUMMERTIME JOBS f

I
$5.50 per hour |

I Jobs available in your hometown area i

j beginning in late May, hours are part- |

I time, some weeknights, and/or f
i weekends, designed to fit around your |
1 full time job or social life. i

I R.G.I.S. I
I inventory specialists will be conducting j
1 on-campus interviews on May 6 and 7 |

I in Room 81 IB Campus Center at 9 am, |

I 10 am, 11 am, etc., every hour on the |

I hour with last one beginning at 6:00 j

I pm. I
I IMPORTANT: if you can't make one j
1 of these interviews please call COL- |

I LECT 617-938-9269 to arrange inter- |

i view in your home town. |
,fll|inil1i|i|i|'Hi|ll>llli|i|lllli|l|lll|l|lllllll|i|llll11lllltlll!lllllltlllllllllHIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIII<lll^^

*•*•*****•***
K UMASS FOOTBALL TEAM
K End of Spring Season Party

If Tonight Wed 5/7

Melon
Balls

$1.75

Trj\

Dance/Club

Proper ID Required

Free sodas for designated drivers

RTE 9 EAST

DON'T MISS THIS PARTY

Pearl
Harbors
$1.75

What's New. . tPeter Pan's

Hew York City Service!
If yon r^j
Yon^U \/

New Tork. •

.

Peter Pan's New Low Fares!

10 trips daily to Vew York City from Amherst, One-Way $88.98,

Round-Trip $38.98

8 trips daily from Northampton, One-Way $81.80, Round- Trip $34.98

Peter Pan has expanded daily express service between points in New England and New
York City for business, shopping, or just for fun! You'll love Peter Pan's lowest fares, plus
the comfort of Peter Pan's deluxe motorcoaches.

Ton'll Love Oar Service!

Fr r sch«^dules and fare information, contact In Amherst; 2560431* In Northampton: 586 1030

The Ptople Prottiiloatlf

E^J^uoJR^nBuslirLBs^Inc
79 South Plea,sant Street, Amherst. MA
1 Roundhouse Plaza. Nfjrlhamploii. MA
For Charter & Tour Information
MA Toll Free 1 800 332 8995 Outside MA Toll Free I 800 628 8468

K It'*' F Xp! » N^w Y'.fk City 1,-<1'

Look What WICKLES Has For You!!!

Thesis

70 Copies
Acid Free Paper

Wbddes
Rnefrmt

1 Boltwood Walk
Amherst
256-01 48

Resume Package
50 print sheets
50 plain sheets

50 matching envelopes

$13.50
AMHERST STORE ONLY - WITH THIS COUPON

then foiJ /' he think-

ing about Weddinc;

Stationeri' Let

Wickles Fine f\int

show \;ou then

exciting collection'

Our hemitiful line of

ronteiuporari

iieduntg stationery

n ill provide you u ith

a wide selectii^n

of stiles in

ereri' price ^Jm^
ramje Slop onry V' v -]'

see (;s for 's>^|"'
lour complete paper trousseau

/nc/fo.'inns • Ann(nincements
iSapkins • Matches

Accessories

NOW OPEN SATURDAYS 9 AM - 1 PM

26%bff
your entire

WEDDING ORDER
Invitations • Announcements

\ Matcties • Napkins • Accessories

Hundreds to Choose From!

AMHERST STORE ONLY
WITH THIS COUPON

EXPIRES JUNE 1 1986
One coupon per order Cannot be combined w/th other coupons

Wednesday, May 7, 1986;
COLLEGIAN i5

Softball ranked 20th
The L'niversity of

Massachusetts Softball

team fell to 20th in the

NCAA Division 1 poll,

despite winning the Atlan-

tic 10 Conference Tourna-

ment in three straight

games.
The Minutewomen

slumped from 19th to 20th

in the poll in spite of going

8-1 sinc»the last poll was
released.

UMass. with 11 points,

trails Oklahoma State in

19th (13 points) and 18th-

ranked Pacific (26 points).

California State-Fullerton

leads the poll with 140

points.

In the Northeast rank-

ings, UMass retained its

top-seeding with a 36-7

record. Adelphi (27-18-1) is

second and Connecticut

(28-15-1) is third.

UMass will participate in

the NCAA Regionals, one

of 16 teams nationally to do

so. Those bids will be

released next Monday. Mav
12.

Haight 1st USFL pick

* baseball notebook— —^^--^^^^
said Bergquist. "But I suppose we re play-

ing at home and he's got that streak on the

line, so you give it to him."

Dartmouth coach Mike Walsh, a UMass
graduate from the mid 1970's. wasn't ex-

actly true to his school yesterday.

In the first game, the umpires called two

balks on Dartmouth starter Chris Hilden-

brand. one that cost the Big Green a run.

Walsh fought with the umpires before

heading back to the dugout. He then pull

ed out his rulebook and insisted that Berg-

quist. coaching third at the time, had to

have at least one foot in the coaching box

at all times. Bergquist had been standing

three feet beyond the box.

Bergquist. a 27-year veteran of college

baseball, laughed off the challenge from his

younger counterpart, but stayed in the box.

Walsh later called a suicide squeeze (that

worked) when Dartmouth was ahead. 8-4.

showing some true Ivy League class.

By the Associated Press.

NEW YORK - When the Orlando

Renegades made Iowa's Mike Haight the

No. 1 pick yesterday in the USFL draft, he

had not heard that the NFL's New York Jets

had released their five-time All-Pro offensive

tackle, Marvin Powell.

But his glee was evident as his voice

crackled over the telephone line from Iowa

City. "If they're cutting him. it must mean
they're making room for someone else." he

said. "I hope it's me."
He did acknowledge, though, that the Jets

also drafted a tackle. Doug Williams of

Texas A & M, in the second round.

A week ago, Haight had been drafted by

the Jets in the first round, the 22nd player

picked in the more-publicized NFL draft.

Now. he was number one in the younger,

struggling league.

"It's been a real big surprise." he said. And

yes, he added, he would think about playing

in the USFL.
So would big Tony Casillas, the Oklahoma

nose tackle. He was the second pick overall

in each league.

The Atlanta Falcons chose him a week

ago. and the Arizona Outlaws picked him

yesterday. Casillas made it clear where his

sentiments lay.

The third pick was a surprise. Youngstown

State wide receiver Robert Thompson, the

142nd pick in the NFL by the Philadelphia

Eagles, was taken by the Jacksonville Bulls.

Plymouth State running back Joe Dudek, ig-

nored by the NFL, went to the Tampa Bay

Bandits in the fourth-round, the 25th player

selected overall.

Aldrich on WMUA
Men's lacrosse co-captain Tom Aldrich

will the guest on WMUA-FM's (91.1)

Sportstalk tonight from 6-7 p.m.

Aldrich will talk about the llth-ranked

Gorillas and their upcoming game at

second-ranked Syracuse (on Friday night)

with host Dan Leberfeld.

_IXEGIAN CLASSIFIK
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs 8 4b 2 10 Fr. • n»'af1linp is J davs pnn; to nublicarion rJav

Cash in advance • Phone number FREE

A« TIMTIKS

l.ei)bian. Kicrxual. <•>> (ounwIinK Col-

lector. Counseling and information Rm
433S U MWTh3 7 pm Tu 1 3 Rap group

Wed 7 30 PM Rm 413 S U S45 2645

Pi SiKma Alpha Polnri Honor Societv inn

portamt meeting elections for not year

Wad May 7 Thom 410 4 PM

Al'TO FOR SALE

i97C IMvmottth Ihister good rurming con-

dnion )800 00 call 646 4681

I97H vellow Subaru Hedan. Front wh«e<

drive Runs fine $600 best offer 259^1540

(HI: 564 2700 e«t 2570 IWl

1979 Kord i'into halrhbark: eicellent

cof>ditiofi standard r>ew parts S1000,

586 5729

1976 l*odgt .A«pen WaKon 4 speed

manual overdrive runs well needs work t350
253 3915

1976 Audi ¥n\ waKon automatic encellent

running many new parts sunroof $800 BO
253 2797

Chevettr 80 mont condition 16.000 miles

standard $2200 &49 1738 you love it

1978 Datiun WaKon good condition AC
fuel miecled $1.2S0 BO 546 8994

r97.'> Oldo ronvrrtiblr power automatic

transmission radials good corKlition call

Kathy $2000 or BO 256 0826

71 Volvo 4 *p very ugly monor mechanical

problems runs good $350 549 0614

i9<4 I'lvmouth Hunter $600 263^734

1976 VW Kabhit. dependable. $300 Dave

2560910

DatKun 20WI pickup tnirk. 5 speed Long
bed Cab Mechanically good but body
rough Owners leaving country hence $260

546-6344 546 6633

Bl SINESS CLl!B

Appliratioiia for UnderKradaatc
Rusinenii Club Offiren for next year are

available in SOM 359 due by Friday May 9

CAN YOU WRITE?

Interested in Journalism? It's never to

late to start' Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily in New England You can write

about Sports. News, Editorial, Black Af

fairs. Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues Whatever your interests, write about

it today in the Collegian We build careers

CAPE COD RENTAL

3 roommatei needed for house in Dennis

for lummer Chris 256 6880

•CASH"

Pajring caah for yonr baseball cards

Please call Mike 546-6105

DAVEY SUNOCO

I can't print what I planned but you're

still tt»e besti Sorry baby' SB

ENTERTAINMENT
~

RACK-A-DISr ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows,

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549 7144

The Nachos are cowing!

ES-ORT SERVICE
~

Escort Service Available 8 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Everyday, anywhere on campus Play it

safe, call 5 2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOR RENT

Rrittanv Manor now renting for fall

semester 256 8534

2 bedroom apt short lease with the option

for long term Free heat and water male or

female $450 a month On bus route. Contact

Rich or Pete 253 0079

Non-NmnkinK housemate needed for fall

$185 * call 665 4576 _^„______.
2 bedroom apt Crestview. Summer
sublet fall option Call 549 7781

Rooms close to I'Mass $210 includes

utilities 549 1358

Two openinRs for a Presidential Apt 8

minute walk to Grad available June 1st San

dv 549 5808

Would you iike to buy our lease in Bran

dywine? Bottom floor 2 t)edroom facing

backyard starting June 1st includes fall op

tion Act fasti 549 0672 ask for Mark

Studio apartment house in Amherst 1 Vi

miles from campus full kitchen full tjath

garage washer dryer $310/month fall option

call neal 253 9014

Room in larfje house IS) per month
washer/dryer, air conditioning, on bus rt

large yard call Kathleen 256 6238

Summer with fall option. Spacious 2

bedroom apt on bus route 665-2271 even

ings

.Summer itublet fall option great house

South Amherst call 263 3734

Takeover our Hrandvwine lease, accep

ting BO. don't wait' Call now' 649 0239

Single and double available in Puffton

call 549 0618 evenings

1 or 2 quiet females to share large room in

Puffton available Jue 1 thru fall & spring call

Debbie 646 9226

Kimm«. .'{ bedriMtm Sunderland house,

garage, only 600 • fall option 66&7194

Live on Jer»e\ shore??? Cheap" On the

baacft. CaM Madi 646 9261

FOR SALE

He«iett Packard 12C with catculator case

and owners handtiook Brand new I don't

know how to use it' Call 546 1280 $80 00 or

80
(iucri Watches $25 while suppliat last. caH

Brian at 6 7480

Ijirge fridee! $100 The perfect place to

keep eitras beers cold' Call 68066

M) Suzuki <>SL shaft drive low miles AF
helmet $1000 649 6965

Refrigerator enceilent condition 9 cu ft $75

call Debbie Marlins at 646 2152

Couch and la\eKeat good condition and
very comfortable $100 call 649 6711

Furniture - good condition great prices

bed nightstand. desk Er cftatr, drossar call

Melissa 649 6031

Marintoxh KNIK disk drive. $200 ot>o; Im

age Ribbons $5 263 5175

VW Rabbit 77 excellent condition $1000 or

best offer 256 1772

Must sell good condition sofa/couch

Laryboy recliner. chair, coffee table $200

665 3164

Furniture including desk, dresaer, bed.

recliner very Qood condition call Larry

649 7478

.American Airline Ticket In Hawaii gd 'til

Aug 31 $300 neg 549 4483

Soft Contact Lenses Most daily wear

lenses. $18 00 to $25 00 Most extended

wear lenses. $35 00 to $45 00 Most soft

tinted lenses $36 00 to $45 00 Lowest

prices on C L solutions, anywhere. Flexcare

$1 96. heat units. $12 96 Amherst Optical

Shoppe. Inc.. 196 No Pleasant St ,
14131

263 6412 or (413) 2S&6403

266K w
Must sell

Epson QX -10 computer
DBASEII * valdocs software

$700 call Dale 649 2804

73 Malibu ChevroleT 94000 mi old but

reliable good college car cheap Peter at

542 3480

$25 Cheap twin bed must sell call Susan
549 0618

Lots of furniture for sale! Everything

must go' Call Sue 649-0494

Twin bed. desk and chair excellent condi

tion BO call Lisa 266 1480

Government Homes from St (u repair).

Also delinquent tax property Call

1-806 687 6000 ext GH 9616 for informa

tion.

FOUND

Necklace, vicinity of Wfieeter Dorm call

665 2176 to identity

Silveir^gs rinK 85-86 call 546 7038 to

identify

RinK found call to describe 649-5216

SinKle key on key ring found at Fearing

Street bus" stop Call 546-4859 to claim

Sunglasses, tell me when, where, what

kind and they are yours, call 546-7194 after

1 1 .00 pm

GRADUATION HOTEL ROOMST"

2 rooms available in Towne House

Motor Inn in Northampton for May 23 &
24 Call Dan 253 3237

GREAT SUMMER JOBS

BrTf^t, enOiusTastic. responsible people

needed. Gatorade Sampling Program $275

per week Sign up with Dianne or Bernip

239A Whitmore Student Emplyment Office.

Interviews Thursday and Friday

HELP WANTED
•••••••••••••*••*• >•••••*•••••••••

Full or Part Time
*

Asst . Manager and Salespersons

send resume to

• Bel Air Gardens
870 So Main St

Bellingham. Mass 02019

or call 617 883 7544
• for more info
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*

Painters Acton Concord Area. Exp prefer

red but not necessary good pay * incen

lives Jeff 6 4064

Boston at bl' *^-i 4661

Travel BeriefitS'Tiaining

For thone of vou that are paying cUwe at-

tention: Three (31 positions are open m Col

legian Day Graphics Tfie job consists of

creating the lovefy advertisemenis you see

in the Collegian everyday Earn a little

rnoney. gam alot of experience and have a

really good time Grpahics experience is

preferred Apply m Room 105 CC ASAP
between 10 am and 3 pm The password is

ice cream _
Earn thousands of dollars per month

part or full time this summer' National cor

poration expanding in this area. The IBM

of nutrition Call toll free 24 hours

1 800 423 4821 ext 1367

Work outdoors this summer! Student

Painters is now hiring painters & foremen in

Central & Eastern MA $58 hr call Paul

649 5898 or Jeff 5«^22 _
I^ooking7or progressive individuals m
terested in organi2ir>g a union to raise the

standard of living in the hotel and restaurant

industry Write. ORGANIZE. P O Box 296

Amherst. MA 01004

NOW HIRING
College Pro Painters is looking

lor motivated hard working athletic

students to paint m the Lexington

South outlet +6 7'hourpiece work •

• interviews on campus 1 800 424 2468
" positions filling quickly call today

Government Jobs $16,040 $59,230 yr.

now hiring Call 1 806 687^000 ext. R 9616

for current federal list

Need a great summer job? If you're bright

and extremely responsible call Student

Employment Office and inquire about the

GATORADE SAMPLING PROGRAM in

your hometown Contact Dianne or Berme

645 1961 Interviews will take place on cam

pus Friday. Mav 9th

LIVE DOWNTOWN!

Ideal I..ocation • spacious apt. 1st floor

house. 1 minute walk to campus ar>d town
call Anita after 10 PM 266 8402

LOST

fJreen knapsack 4 '30 Southwest Comedy
Night reward call PK 6-9742

Five kevs on a string, one bike key If

found, call Beth at 253 3377

Help! Lost watch between Sylvan and Nor
theast' Reward' call as soon as possible

6-5842 sentimental value

Car keys on .MonlTey jieychain please call

6-6360 immediately

Class(!Mass Class ring: silver w/black
stone call John 646-81 1

1

onyx

Two-tone blue spring ('B jacket. Large

reward' Sentimental about it. Lost 4/28
Tara 549 6861

(irey jean jacket in Thom 104 on Mon 4/7

if found please call 6-8842

tiold (iroBs w/Christ head please call Jim
61435

A gold chain w/2 sentimental charms
lost at ttie outdoor track also a gold hoop
earring on campus large reward 649-2636

MOTORCYCLES'

80 Honda Custom 400. Only 4000 mi., ex

cellent condition, runs great' Burgundy
w/pin stripe, luggage rack, small back, new
brakes, new battery. $650 - BO call Steve

266 1370

Yamaha XT-500E 500 cc street legal En

duro Runs perfect $400 00 call Josh
646-4191

PERSONALS

F.co-Activist Wanted looking for a sum
mer job/career just to make money don t

call us Buf if v6u want to chartqe en

vironFnefit^ iJolific^ Ad w^n,' cSII *CI«arf

Walei Action Proiect m Amherst 549 M50

111" IMPORTANT "I"
]

If your Recogni/ed Student
" Organiration wants an FY88 budget '

• from the SGA. pick up a packet now
in 420 Student Union now" Be

alert" Proposals will not be
• accepted after Wed, may 14 Thereaftei

they will be put in the trash""
'

If you found a Kodak disc camera at the

Southwest Concert on Sunday please con

tact Erin at 546-8372. Sentimental value. $$

REWARD $$

(tuitar Wanted - I am looking for a left

handed Fender Stratocaster any condition,

any vintage Call Myk 6 6742

Desperately seeking Melissa (3rd floor

Melville); met you at the pig roast on Satur

day. I cant get those beautiful eyes out of

my mind Please get in touch with me' Jim

Sullivan 122 So. Silver Ln./Apt. 2

Sunderland

Southwest t'oncert Presents; Nachos'

Nachos' And more nachos'

Sheila. Susan. Elir.abeth! Have a wicked

happy birthday "Like you read about' Love

La and Ka

Order th»19t*6n«arlMMik now andmceive

a free campus skyline poster Stop by ou'

table or the concourse Monday and Tues

day or our office m 103 CC for more details

The 1986 INDEX - Don't leave UMass
without ordering it'

Spousta: Vail '86 you have ttie power to

bring home the gold Go Big Red'

SHELLEY IN 2-WEST Is n possible that

you could know how good you look m your

yellow Benetton sweater' WAS
Plan ahead and sate money nest year

free meals in exchange for light kitchen

duties contact Chi Omega for more info

545 OIK

Betty hava a great B-day I k>v« you Kurt

JoeDog You're the Balli'

Alpha Ace's Good luck as new PKA
Brothers you guys are great Andv B

Mich. Eric. Dick and MT!! Thanks for all

the laughs in aerobics Its not going to t>e

the same without you r>ext fall' Love. Alex

To my Tuna - I love you

Man P - GoodTuck at tf» Dad Vail this

weekend Row hard' Love. Melinda

Sigma Kappa Sisters. How can we ever

thank you? Love your r>ew sisters

To our (ierman Chocolate Cupcake: We'll

miss you' It s been great' Take care and

remember Rensselaerville Ach du liebe

scheisse"

Roland (MW» This is your day 6 month
Happy Birthday to you Happy Birthday to

you Happy Birthday Dear Roland Happy Bir

thday to you' I love you Forever yours

Monique PS Surprises everywhere

Jennifer. Thank you for this unique in

fatuation since that fateful night in Skinner

Hall See you over the summer? I shaved

Love Steve

Norm • You are truly tfw most romantic I

love you more each day. hour, minute se

cond I (ust wish we had more time PJ

Faggot you're the tiest roommate ever' I

love you' Have a great birthday Lets have a

party III bring the mosquito Lit' Fag

Jamie - This is the last of your surprises. I

hope you had fun. I know I did Love you

Mark

All it lakes are two fingers to eraae all

this stuff

PLEASE! PLEASE! PLEASE!

Please! Please! Please! Return "l>orrow

ed black leather jacket from 147A Brittany

Sat night, after hours Reward Allison

253 2924

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on

campus, dependable, low rates, experienc

ed. Nancy 584 7924

ROOMMATES WANTED

2 roommates wanted to share bedroom in

Brirtany Manor Apt lease t>egins in Sept

263 3971

2 roommates needed for fall Squire Village

call Karen or Rachel 665 4972

Female roommate needed for Brittany

apartment 10 month lease starts in

September call 646 1186

Male roommate wanted for two liedroom

Southwood 136 month call 253 7178

Female roommate wanted to share Brit

tany Manor apt call 256 6646

!Sonsmnking female roommate wanted
Brittany lease Sept-June 256-0027

Hyannis Apt - two males or two females

wanted for summer. Apartment located in

center of Hyannis walking distance from

beach and Guidos $950 each Call John
549 7747 or Tim 649-6834

Female to share bedrm in cory 2 t)drm

Brandywine apt call 649-4077

Single room. Rolling Green Apts 180 mo
inclusive 263 6356 after 5:00

One female needed to share room in

Squire Village For lease beginning in

September $122 50 /month 665 7563

1 roommate wanted to share 1 bedroom in

Townehouse Apts call 649 1 687 ask for San
tina or Mane

2 roommates needed for liouse in Hvsn-
nis call 546 6062 ASAP 546 6396

Two roommates needed to share t>edroom

in Southwood (for year! call 256-0575

(MarybethI or 649-6749 (Vanessa)

Responsible roeaunatc wanted for fall.

Amherst Center Apt, cad 253 2170

COINS'm/TBlSteSi $6 OO perhour

former grader ena^NIW* Alex
256-1J09

Perfectionist W«r4 pSKcssing • $1 50

$2 OO'page 26% o|»^' P^ SO^'^S

Tailor for altwation SHAANN's at mall

584 9362

TYPINti'WORi) PRtKESSING Fast, ac

curate, cheap Call before the rush

949^6819 I9v«s •

Need to get voor stuff home to LI. call

Mass Movers 546 9645 final week for reser

vations

KALL(H>NS: Send a bouquM to a fnand

Birthdays I love you. etc 646 8667

Summer storage: startir>g at 1 25/ii

call 649 1462 evenings till midnight

srBLKTTKRS WANTED

Summer sublet w fall option 3
availat>le in a sunny Mam St apt on t>us

route t>ig open rooms sunny deck single

callers welcome caN Leatay at 546-3600 days

263 2821 eve

SIMMKKt AMP JOBS

Share your talents with campers in-

terested in learning art |Ot>s lewelry. sew
ing. silkcreening weaving, ceramics, pnn
ting, music piano, guitar, trumpet,

clarinet drums, music director Contact

Marl Katr 324 E 52 St. NYC, NY 10022

212 888 0866

SI MMKR JOBS

Framingham MA nationally affiliated mov
ing & storage co is hiring for the summer
$6 60 6 50 ht. 30 60 hrs/wk for more info

call Bill at 646 S610

SUMMER SUBLET

sunny rooms
130' room Call

4 spots available in Sunderland townhouse
cable TV on bus rt rent riegotiable 666 3671

Amherst (enter 1 tiedroom sunny, quiet,

spacious apt rent neg 263 6629

Clnse to campus 2 large

Clean, quiet, wooded area

Lisa 649 7227

Puffton VilTage2bdr 2lJatha. furnisfied,

clean and reasonable 649 7728

Brandywine .Apt partly furnished call

David 549 6570 price negotiable

2 bedroom apt $300 month w'fall option

Terry 645 0878

w fall option: Swiss Village; fumisfied; 1.

2. or 3 bedrooms IsinglesI 266 1318

Southwood townhouse 2 t>edroom. fully

furnished cable TV cheap 263 3671

2 bedriMim apartment. Lantern Court,

Sunderland Includes furnishings air condi

tioning. cable TV Call Kim or Donna,

549 7127

Fearing St. Amherst, 2 min walk to cam-
pus. 4 bedroom house w'2 full t>aths. out

side front porch and t>ack deck, rent neg
call Karen 256 0911

Hrandvwine summer sublets pos fall op-

tion Sharon 649 4598 after 8 pm

Two bedroom Southwood rent negotiable

call 263 7178

w/fall option 2 large bedroom in Bnttany

Manopr only $350 or best offer 253-2831 any
time

Main St single in empty 4 bdrm apt Ig.

clean, bus stop in front 150/monmth Tracey

266 1807

Spacious 5 bdrm house $600/mo Brian or

Doug 546-8657 for more info

Colonial Village 1 br in 2 l>r apt on bus
route, pool 253-7126

Male roommate wanted for 2 bdrm
Riverglade Apt $100/mo + util call Paul

2564268

3 bedroom Townhouse apartment fully

furnished rent cheap call nights 549-7794

Two bedroom Cliffside apartment 3 peo
pie $400/M furnished, pool, other extras

666 7526

Puffers Pond summer sublet fall option 2

bedrooms bus route 549-4729

Rooms available in spacious apartment 1

minute walk Iwtween campus and town
Low rent Call Dave 256 0021 evenings

two BEDROOM tOWNEHOlSE APT
rent negotiable call Stephanie 646 9124 or

Holly 546 8365

Amherst Center apartment for summer
sublet call 263 2170

Puffton Village one bedroom call

549 2626 or 646 8622

Single 115'month furnished June 1 Aug
30 10 minute walk to campus bustops at

door call Lynda after 10 pm 646 7219

itright. spacious 2 bdrm apartment par

tially furnished, air conditioning, cable TV
Dan 263 3588

Summer sublet Sunderland apt fall option

avail June 1 non smoker pref call after 10

PM 665 2764

Summer sublet Krandywine Apt clwap
call 549 1032

Fall option Amherst 2 big bedroom apart-

ment on bus line rent negotial>le Mt-

263 7601

2 rooms in luxury Rolling (irren

townhouse Poolside. air conditioned, cable

TV, dishwasher, jukebox Available late

May thru July or August rent $150 neg
utilities inci 253 7924

fl20'month 1 room in 2 bedroom apt

w/fall option for entire apt Bruce 666 3403

One<large ritnm available in Wuse cinye^

to taitipus Sdmfner sOblit y/iall*o(ftion

Looking for Junior or Senior call anyt Tie

549 6040

Fall option 2 hedriMim Lantern Cotirt apt

on bus route $376 mo 666 4721

2 minnles from campus! Sir>gle rnotn in

hirnistted apartment call 649 6918. 6 00 7 00

PM
Sparioas. 2 bedroom apartment m Bran

dywine On bus route, 5 mm to campus
Riasonable Call 646 6998 or 646 7096

Rolling (ireen apartment has four

bedrooms for summer sublet at $100 each
inclusive 266 6837

Z bedroom Southwood apt for rent witti

M option Nw carpeting ft fridge ft

diatiwashar 266 1461

Two bedroom Townehouse pnca
negotiable, call 646 8126 Michelle or

646-8129 Jane for more info

Brandywine 2 bedroom fully fumiahod
rent negotiable 649 4186

Northampton (enter aummar mibtot 3
rooms available m a single family house
Queit neighborhood, lots of room,
wasfier dryer $475 per room call even-

ings mornings 584 6426

Singles: four of them House in Squire rent

negotiable (cheap' I call Alisa 6 8269 o' Sue
6 7422

Puffton Village 1 bdrm apt for summer
subi,- call 546 7027

Summtr sublet available at Squire Village

in Sunderland two large tMdrooms very

peaceful area on t>us route 646 6370 or

646 7119

3 bedroom apt in Puffton Village air

corKf. cattle, fully furnished, tennis, puui. 12

mm walk to campus call 649 7882

Northampton (enter 2 large rooms. $138
each call 586 6436 call evenings

Furnished 2 bedrimm apt large rooms pol.

AC. color TV. cable call 666 7186

Sublet for summer women wanted to

share a room m Brittany Manor $90 mth call

Cindy at 266 1662

Summer sublet w fall option Southwood
Apt 2 Ijedroom call To"i 263 2036

1 bdrm in 2 bdrm apt on huH mute
$t10/mo fall option 666 7629 Sunderland

Amherst Center furnished, ideally located,

3 t>edroom apt rent negotiable 649 5890

One non-smoker needed to sahre furnish-

ed Townehouse apt June 1 Aug 31 with 2
females $120/month Own room 649 6709

TO SUBLET

2 person pleasure palace for sublet right in

SIDowntown Fantastic location Call

256^)235

Squire Village 1 double rm in 2 brm apt
non-smkr, quiet. Call 666-2579 2 9 pm aak
for Hilary

fall option one l>edroom in a four t)edrootn

apt must t>e a nonsmoker Close to campus
and to town $242/month. asking 200 for

summer 314 Lincoln Ave call 649-6925

Swiss Village 2 bedroom furnished newly
renovated pool nearby cheap rent' Call Peg
646 6140 or Lauren 546 6630

Southwood Sublet - fall option 2 bedrm
630/mo includes heat, water Tricia 256 1587

That's the way to do it! Rent our Bran-

dywine apartment for tfie summer call

649-0862

Amherst Center 1 t>edrm to sublet rent nag
call Lit 253 3966

Furnished apt to sublet $1(X) Northwood
666^3041 pool E> AC 1 female

TRAVEL

Ocean Cruise Party
no drinking age at sea

Gamble & dance non stop.

Only $69
One free trip for

every group of 20.

Call 617 851 0333 or

617 321 3943

Alaska-bound? I m looking for a travel

companion It interested call Paul 6 6484

TYPING SERVICE

(Quality Typing. Long or short projects

Meticulous proofreading Editing available

New IBM typewriter 649-0367

TYPINfi & WORD PROCESSING

Nast day service TYPE RITE 3234579

=P= Wanted

seeking 1 bnedroom apt

mpton. Please call Heidi

Wanted TO RENT

RoomaflaMcts wanted June 22 -

Call 256-8616 8 am 9 pm
Aug 2.

Two friendly responsible females looking

frsi Toom'in hrtvise (H apartment Summer
VibM if*ri#:eksi*Y •'C*l •s»6d6 fl86 ^^ary

865 4790
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McKeowen's blast givesUM split

Junior second baseman Rob Holiday takes his cuts in yesterday's

mouth. The Minutemen split two games with Dartmouth.

Collrgian photo by Paul Destnarais

game against Dart —

CollrgiHn pholo l>> I'nul Dcsiiinriii

Freshman Dave Telegheder lets a pitch fly yester-

day at Lorden Field in the first game of a

doubleheader.

Baseball notebook

Sheran's
streak

now at 25
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts sophomore

Matt Sheran extended his hitting streak to

25 games with a hit in each game of yester-

day's double-header against Dartmouth Col-

lege at Lorden Field.

Sheran started the first game on the

mound, and was driven off after two and

two-thirds innings. But at the plate, he

reached on a bunt his second time up.

In the second game, Sheran was in center

field and during his first at-bat, he ripped

a line drive to right field that seemed sure

to extend the streak. Dartmouth's Mark
Mitchell made a great play, however, ex-

tending his body with a dive to snare the

ball just above the ground.

The second time up. in the third inning,

Sheran came up with Mike Chambers on

first and one out. With the infield playing

in looking for the double play, he hit the ball

down the first base line.

The ball took a bad hop and hit first

baseman Jim Lavery before bounding into

right. The play, maybe, could have been

made.
Hit or error? Official scorer Bob Donahue

quickly ruled it a hit, extending the school-

record setting streak. However both the

umpire (who shook his head when the an-

nouncement was made) and lIMass
manager Dick Bergquist disagreed.

"I didn't think it was a hit, personally,"

continued on page 15

Eighth-inning homer
dumps Dartmouth, 8-7

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Some 275-pound offensive lineman trying to take your

head off while throwing a block. That's pressure. Trailing

by one run in extra innings? Nah.

Freshman catcher John McKeown crushed a Jim White

fastball over everything in left field for a two-run homer in

the bottom of the eighth to give the University of

Massachusetts baseball team an 8-7 win over Dartmouth and

a split of their double-header yesterday at Lorden Field.

McKeown, an AU-iNew England linebacker last fall for the

.Minuteman football team, was starting only his eighth game
of the season, but made the most of his chance, going three-

for-four with two extra-base hits (he also slapped a double).

"It's just like football I guess. I love playing under

pressure, " said McKeown. "I saw it was a fastball and I

thought about practice yesterday when I hit one just as hard.

I laid into it, and when I hit it I knew it was out."

With an 11-7 loss in the first game, UMass can not finish

above .500. The Minutemen are now 16-21 with three games
left. UMass plays a single game at Harvard this afternoon

at 3 p.m.

"We looked awful in the first game, but we really came
together in the second," said UMass manager Dick Berg-

quist. "We got some good relief pitching and, of course, we
had John (McKeown). I didn't think about pinch-hitting him

for a better bunter, but I did decide to let him hit the first

strike before thinking about making him bunt. I'm glad I did.

In the first game, UMass scored four runs in the bottom

of the seventh to make the score respectable, but looked

bad in losing its fourth straight.

Big Green starter Chris Hildenbrand worked six innings,

scattering seven hits while allowing three runs, two earn-

ed. He struck out two and walked three. Dave Hammond
was beat on for four runs and four hits in the last inning,

but survived."

Dartmouth scored three in the first inning thanks to Jim
Laver>'"s three-run homer off of starter (and loser) Matt

Sheran, 2-3. The (ireen scored one in the third before Berg-

quist pulled Sheran in favor of freshman Dave Telegheder.

The rookie started strong, but fell apart quickly. In three-

plus innigs, he allowed eight hits, seven runs (all earned)

and three walks. He struck out a pair. Jeff Richardson mop-
ped up.

For UMass, freshman Mike Chambers ripped three hits:

two doubles and one homer (a two-run job to the opposite

field in the seventh). Jay Zemer, Sean Flint and Gene Dias

also drove in runs.

The second game started badly for I' Mass. Senior right-

hander John Martin allowed an infield single to lead-off bat-

ter John Hommeyer. Martin then threw past first baseman
Mike Owens on a pick-off and Hommeyer took second. A
passed ball put the runner on third before a Martin wild pitch

made it 1-0, Dartmouth.

In the UMass half of the first. Chambers took Keven Grif-

fin's first pitch over the fence in left for his second homer
in as many pitches. Chambers was five-for-eight on the day
with four extra-base hits and three runs batted in.

Martin dodged a threat in the second, but allowed three

runs in the third. Hommeyer singled before Martin walked

Todd Twachtmann. Mitchell then drilled the next pitch up

the hill behind the right field fence, some 400 feet away,
for a 4-1 lead.

But UMass answered right back. Chambers was walked

on four pitches and Matt Sheran singled to extend his hit-

ting streak to 25 games (see story). Zemer then belted a

dinger to right to knot the score at four.

Dartmouth drove Martin off the mound in the fifth. Hom-
meyer walked, Twachtmann was hit by a pitch before Mit-

chell hit a blast to center that Sheran tracked down. Hom-
meyer tagged and took third. Another wild pitch put

Twachtmann on second before Lavery walked. Bergquist

saw enough, bringing in hard-throwing sophomore Steve

Allen.

Allen was greet by a shot off his leg off the bat of Bob
Jones. The ball deflected into left, scoring two runs. Short-

stop Gary DiSarcina got the second out by cutting down
Lavery at the plate after a grounder. Chambers ended the

inning with a diving stab of a line-drive foul.

Allen, in three and two-thirds, allowed one run, (it was
unearned) while striking out two and walking one. He sur-

rendered four hits and went to 2-0 on the season.

UMass scored two in the fifth to tie the game at six as

Steve Kern's double plated Sheran (walk and steal of third)

and Zemer (single and steal of second). Neither team
mounted a threat in the sixth or seventh, forcing extra

innings.

Dartmouth scored in the eighth as Chris Bunker singled,

took second on a ground-out and third on an error by DiSar-

cina. Hommeyer's single up the middle put the vistors up 7-6.

But Kern singled to lead off the UMass eighth, Dias ran

for him, then McKeown ended it with his homer.

For UMass. Chambers, Zemer and Kem had two hits. The
Minutemen ripped 12 for the game.
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HANGING OUT IN HADLEY - Senior sociology major Jim Bonasera catches a snooze
at Hadley's famed Conman Mansion yesterday afternoon.

Commencement security set

Seniors will
face Sdsuar
booze search
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Seniors will not be searched when they enter the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts stadium for undergraduate commence-
ment May 25, but they will be required to carr>' their ^owns
into the stadium so that officials can detect any concealed

alcohol, the director of public safety said yesterday.

"I don't think graduation is going to be something that

requires a pat -down." said (krald O'Neil, the director. "This

isn't a concert."

O'Neil said all seniors will undergo a "visual sea'rch"

before entering the stadium and will be told to store any
alcohol in their cars, and signs will inform visitors of the

ban on alcohol in the stadium.

He said Department of Public Safety staff and possibly

students will conduct the alcohol checks, and that he will

ensure uniformed officers are available if they are needed.

F*eople found in the stadium with alcohol will be asked

to take the container outside or may be asked to leave, O'Neil

said.

"There's nothing wrong with the family getting to>?ether

afterwards," he said. "We're not there to arrest people."

Administrators and commencement organizers have been
considering ways to improve the annual ceremony, which
last year was called "disastrous" because of a faulty sound
system and what they considered excessive drinking.

The decision not to frisk graduates came after weeks of

speculation that members of the Union Program Council,

which runs rock concerts on campus, might be asked by the

administration to search seniors. Lance F"oley, UPC talent

coordinator, said his group refuses to do so.

Other changes that will be instituted this year include a

shorter ceremony, a separate ceremony for the graduate

schools, a more reliable sound system and a more visible

stage.

Also, in a break with tradition, faculty members will not

be seated at the front near the stage. Rather, they will sit

along the sidelines of the field, according to Daniel Melley.

director of University Relations.

Melley said this may keep graduates from wandering dur-

ing the ceremony and receiving alcohol from guests on the

other side of the stadium's chain-link fence.

"It might be a deterrfnt and keep people in their seals,"

he said.

Two professors yesterday said they support the change,

but another said he is opposed to the idea.

"I don't plan to act as a bouncer during the ceremony."
said David J. Klingener, professor of zoology. "I don't feel

as a faculty member it's my job to prevent people from drink-

ing in there."

Faculty Senate secretary Roland Chilton disagreed.

continued on pane 12

Meeting on alcohol is inconclusive
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

After two hours of arguments,

the University of Massachusetts

Residential Committee yester-

day postponed voting on a mo-
tion to request that the vice

chancellor for student affairs

repeal the current residence hall

alcohol policy.

The current policy, instituted

in September, prohibits students

from drinking alcohol in "com-

mon" areas such as lounges and

hallways.

The motion, drafted by the

Southwest Area Government,
would "roll back the policy to

allow residents of legal drinking

age to consume alcohol in [all of]

their living space," said Bill Col-

lins, SWAG president.

The committee, composed of

students, Housing Services of-

ficials and residence hall staff,

will vote on the motion next

Wednesday.
"It's a freedom and liberty

issue," Collins said, directing his

remarks to Housing Services

director Joseph Zannini. "If so-

meone came into your home and

said you could only drink in your

bedroom, 1 think you'd be con-

cerned."

However, several resident

assistants attending the meeting

disagreed.

"We're quite satisfied with the

alcohol policy as it stands," said

Charles W^alker, an RA in Cance

House. "Our major problem

with the SWAG proposal is en-

forcement. Is carding people the

type of thing the University

wants its RAs to do?"

Walker said he was afraid

repealing the policy would force

RAs to check the ages of

students drinking in common
areas.

"I'd love to see people of

drinking age drinking anywhere

but I just don't see it as feasi-

ble," he said. "I think the pro-

blems will just intensify."

Mark Frank, a residence

director in the Sylvan area, con-

curred: "We feel it's more feasi-

ble to uphold the present policy.

The SWAG alternative would

be too difficult to enforce."

Joe Demeo, co-president-elect

of SWAG, argued that repealing

the policy would decrease con-

frontations between students

and RAs.

"The present policy makes
the RA a police officer and in-

creases confrontation," Demeo
said. "RAs must censure
responsible as well as irrespon-

sible drinkers. With the present

policy you're telling people of a

legal drinking age they can't

drink."

Zannini said that while he

would "entertain alternatives"

to the present policy, "we have

a duty to ensure there is an en-

vironment that is conducive to

students reaching their

academic best. That is our

policy, that is our mission.

"That is what we should be

talking about, not about the

legality of what we are required

to do," he added.

Scott Portentis, a student

senator from Southwest, .said, "I

don't think drinking behind clos-

ed doors is in the interest of

education, and that's what this

present policy promotes."

Collins said. "To me it's the

residents that know what's best

for the residents. They don't

want the policy you [Zannini]

pushed on them.

Broadcast leader
appears tonight
Dwight Ellis, vice president of the Na-

tional Association of Broadcasters, is

scheduled to speak about the search of

leadership within media's new technology

at 8 p.m. tonight in the Student Union
Ballroom.

Joining NAB on May 17, 1978, Ellis serv-

ed as coordinator of the NAB's Employ-
ment Clearinghouse and directed the

Association's department of Community
Affairs prior to his appointment to vice

president of Minority and Special Services

on March 3, 1980.

In a telephone interview yesterday from
his Washington D.C. office, Ellis said there

has to be a greater committment to ex-

cellence in learning the business of media.

"I'll be talking about the general percep-

tion on the part of minorities in particular

that there are not enought minority role

models [in media)," Ellis said.

Ellis said not enough

continued on page 12
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AC photo

ACCIDENT AFTERMATH - A trash collector wearing a protec-

tive suit dumps vegetables in a West Berlin dump after officials

warned against eating recently harvested food after the nuclear

power plant accident at Chernobyl in the Soviet Union.

Boston train wreck
injures 200 persons
BOSTON (AP) - At least 200 people

were injured yesterday when a train pack-

ed with commuters hit the back of an idle

freight train, hurtling scores of passengers

about the cars.

A parking lot next to the crash site

resembled a battlefield as ambulance

workers wrapped wounds and calmed

passengers injured in the collision. Nearby,

boxes of pineapples and computer television

screens spilled from the freight train were

strewn along the tracks.

"I was reading my paper and then, bang.

There was no warning. People really went

flying. Pretty much everybody was banged

up." said Myron Feld, 38. of Wellesley.

About 50 people were taken away on stret-

chers and five were admitted to hospitals

with serious injuries, officials said.

Deputy Fire Chief Kevin Mochen said

another 150 people were driven to eight local

hospitals in schoolbuses and that all of them

appeared to have suffered only cuts and

bruises.

It was not known how many injured peo-

ple refused treatment.

"Many of the chairs were twisted, push-

ed against each others, people's belongings

went all over the place," said Paula Herman,

28, of Natick. Herman, who is three months

pregnant, was examined at the hospital and

told she and the fetus were fine. She was one

of four pregnant women who suffered minor

injjLiries.

The four-car commuter train from Fram-

ingham was carrrying about 550 people

when it rammed into the rear of a freight

train that had just arrived in the Brighton

section of the city from Chicago, railroad of-

ficials said.

Witnesses said the commuter train manag-

ed to slow down just before hitting the

freight train in the morning fog. Witnesses

and officials investigating the accident said

they could not estimate how fast the train

was moving at the time of the crash. Both

trains stayed on the tracks.

"The whole cause of the accident is under

investigation, but first indications are that

fog did not play a part in the crash," said

Peter Dimond, a spokesman for the

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authori-

ty, which owns the commuter train operated

under contract by the Boston & Maine

Railroad.

Tim Chattma, 34. a paralegal from Fram-

ingham, said "police were screaming, peo-

ple were yelling for doctors" and then the

scene calmed as people "got their bearings."

Rob Ball. 18. of Wellesley said the 8:40

a.m. crash pitched him forward, knocking

his head against the seat.

"A lot of people couldn't move. They were

stuck in the aisles." he said. "There was a

lot of bkx)d."

Reagan back,
assails terrorism
WASHINGTON (AP) - A buoyant President Reagan

returned home yesterday after a 15-day Far East trip, say-

ing US talks with Western allies in Tokyo brought

understandings which will make it "tougher from now on"

for terrorists.

"Terrorists and those who support them — especially

governments — have been put on notice." the president told

a large crowd of White House aides, cabinet members and

other supp>orters who. accompanied by a band from Martin

Luther King Jr. High School here, greeted him.

Thanks again,

Hamilton Newell
for all your help.

You guys are the

best!
I

Northampton skateboarders protest citywide ban
NORTHAMPTON (AP) - When they mayor offered a

compromise between teen-age skateboarders who want the

run of this college town and some of their near-victims

downtown, city councilors shelved a proposed ban to con-

sider limiting the skaters to the neighborhoods.

About 70 irate teens who showed up with their

skateboards at a City Council committee meeting Tuesday

night took the compromise in stride. Mayor David B
Musante Jr. said.

And councilor Edward E. Keefe said a compromise would

be acceptable to him too if it would keep skateboarders off

Main Street, its sidewalk, municipal parking lots and a

downtown park in the city of 30,000 people.

"I've been missed by inches by skateboards and I'm not

getting excited because of my encounters," Keefe said

yesterday.

Residents call him constantly, begging "'You've got to do

something about those damn skateboarders, you can't even

walk down Main Street. I almost got hit' or 'I almost hit

a kid with my car.' " he related.

While he said police haven't had any reports of serious

clashes between skateboarders and pedestrians or cars,

Keefe said city officials were concerned about Northamp-

ton's liability if an accident occurred.

"It's the sue-happy society we live in, and somebody could

get injured and decide the city is liable," he said.

The same liability concerns also make councilors reluc-

tant to follow a penant's suggestion and designate city pro-

perty for skateboarding, he said.

But Keefe said he and other councilors weren't cur-

mudgeons waiting to prevent teens from enjoying

themselves on skateboards.

"It's a lot of fun," he said. Another councilor, Paul D. Bix-

by. told teens at the meeting that he felty the proposed ban,

which would have carried a $50 fine, was too restrictive and

that the Ordinance Committee wanted to study the issue

further.

"We didn't realize the depth of interest in skateboarding

in the community," Bixby told teens who had hung a sign

reading "Would you rather we do drugs?" on the City Hall

steps before the meeting.

Skateboarder Andy Morini. 15, said, "There's hardly

anything to do in this town."

WHY KEGBEERTASTES BETTERTHANCOOKEBBEER
Ask most beer drinkers, and they'll likelv agree: draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-filtered

nothing tastes better than beer from a keg. instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was drawn straight

Ever since the davs of Frederic Miller's original Plank from the keg.

Road Brewery, keg beer has always been fresher. That's Plank Road Original Draught.

because it isn't cooked to preserve it like most bottled

and canned beers.

Well, now there's a beer that delivers that same fresh

CI9».'5 Millrr Birwinj Co Milwtukf-r WI

Keg beer in a bottle

PUHKBOAD
Original Draught

"*"
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Student senate ends with rule changes
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

In the final meeting of the semester for the Undergraduate

Student Senate, last night, the senate enacted one motion

which gave the campus president a vote during meetings,

and passed a motion outlining methods for disciplining

senators.

Senator Joel Stanley of the Commuter Area Government

proposed a resolution asking the senate to establish a task

force which would draft a code of conduct for senators, in

order to eliminate unruly behavior on the senate floor.

Stanley said it was "about time" for the senate to examine

its behavior and follow rules of conduct similar to other state,

local, and federal bodies.

Southwest senator Bill Collins motioned to amend the

Stanley motion by having it read. "No senator shall recieve

any penalty, including censure motions, unless given a fair

hearing and the opportunity to appeal."

Collins said, "If there is one thing in the past that was

most devisive, it's been the censure motions. . .The US
Senate goes through a process, and we should have the same

process right here."

When the amended motion passed by a voice vote, Col-

lins said there would be no more censuring for the sake of

censuring.

The senate also voted to restore voting rights to the cam-

pus president. Bill Bennett. This is the first year that the

president has been a non-voting member of the senate. Since

the positions of co-presidents were split into president and

student trustee. Bennett has been without a vote, while

Trustee Dani Burgess retained his vote.

Arthur Stephenson, from John Adams Tower, introduc-

ed the motion because the president has a more active role

on campus than the trustee and should have a voice on the

senate floor.

M. Lynne Murphy from Grayson House opposed the

restoration of the president's vote because "It would give

the president, who ever he or she is, two votes."

Murphy said the president would be able to vote on any

issue in the senate, and then have the power to veto any

vote he did not agree with. The most recent example of a

presidential veto came last week.

The senate also passed by unanimous acclamation a mo-

tion requesting the physical plant speed up their effort to

remove the "200 identifiable cases of asbestos on campus"
and to make the removal in Arnold House and other areas

in use by students "a number-one priority."

ColU'ftian photo by MichelU- ScKall

IN THE DAYS OF OLD - Paul Swanson, left, Jill Junkala, center, and Neil Kusleika battle it out with

"boffers" in the Campus Center yesterday. The Pioneer Valley Combat Club members recreate medieval

combat. .^___

Pizza boxes,
trash burned
^suspiciously'
A pile of pizza boxes and other trash ig-

nited, causing a suspicious fire at 8:30 p.m.

Tuesday on a balcony off the first floor of

McNamara House. University of

Massachusetts police said.

A resident extinguished the blaze and the

Amherst Fire Department responded to the

call, police said.

In other police reports:

A 1977 Pontiac Firebird valued at $2,800

was reported stolen at 10:50 p.m. Tuesday

from a lot near Warren McCiuirk Alumni

Stadium, police said.

A 26- year-old woman was charged with

operating an unregistered motorcycle

without a license or helmet at 9:07 p.m.

Tuesday on North Pleasant Street, police

said.

A 10-speed bicycle valued at $200 was

reported stolen at 11:.'?0 p.m. from the Tot-

man Physical Education building. p<jlict' siud.

Drivers reported wires were pulled out of

the engines of two state trucks and the side

mirrors were bent at 9:10 a.m. Tuesday near

the Shade Tree Laboratories, police said.

Envelopes containing a "substantial sum
of money" were reported missing at 2:29

a.m. yesterday from a desk drawer at Justin

Ryan's nightclub. A witness said there had

been a "suspicious person" in the club.

Amherst police said.

A 14-year-old Amherst High School stu-

dent said $100 had been stolen Tuesday from

her pocketbook. She said she had the money

at the beginning of a class but it was miss-

ing at the end. police said.

- ANNE TAUGER and JEFFRY
BARTASH

I

Research dean
named to panel
By MARY JANE MANNING
Collegian Correspondent

Samuel F. Conti, vice chancellor for research and the dean

of the graduate school at the University of Massachusetts

has been selected to serve on the executive committee of

the National Association of State Universities and land-grant

colleges.

The committee is made up of 140 members most of who

are institute presidents. The members deal with issues that

concern Colleges and Universities. They also fight student

aid cutbacks.

Currently they are working on the revision of the Higher

Education Act which defines the role of the government in

education. "Higher education competes with defense,

Medicare and Social security for funding." Conti said. But

these opponents are not his only obstacles, he said.

•'The office of Management and budget only sees the

numbers, we have to show them the people attached to the

numbers'," he said. "To cut Pell Grants means nothmg to

bureaucrats but savings."

The narrow focus of the committee is out of necessity,

"there are so damn many issues," Conti said.

"Sometimes legislation is filed and the politicians don't

realize it will screw the students. No one wants to hurt the

students," Conti said. The committee therefore would make

statements before a bill is made into law, hopefully direc-

ting the political focus to the problem.

Not all the issues are clear cut. and it is difficult to say

where the money should go, all the groups are worthy of

funding. But they continue the struggle because, if the were

not involved, the school would have to suffer through the

unjust changes, Conti said.

When asked how he found the time to be on the commit-

tee since he had so many other University responsibilities.

Conti said, "I have no choice. These aren't trivial matters,

I have to do it."

Remembering the Holocaust
Rubenstein and Wyman
try to place blame

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts professor David Wyman and

University of Florida professsor Richard Rubenstein told an

audience in the Campus Center last night that world govern-

ments and Christian churches did little to avert the

Holocaust.

"Elimination of the Jews was met with almost universal

approval," Rubenstein said. Hilter allowed the Christian

leaders to believe that he was creating a "purely Christian

state." The professors spoke as part of Holocaust Memorial

Week on campus.

Wyman said that the United States' State Department and

London's Parliment had a policy that "was not rescue, but

fear of rescue." Wyman, a UMass history professor, is a

special advisor to to the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council

and the author of Papir Walls and The Abandonment of the

Jews: America and the Holocaust.

The speakers were introduced by Masha Rudman, a pro-

fessor at the School of Education at the University. She

began the evening by reading from a children's book about

persecution called Terrible Things by Eve Bunting. The ex-

erpt set the tone for the evening.

Rubenstein spoke first saying the church leaders did not

give much thought into the implications of making a totally

Christian state. He also said that after the, war some church

leaders had "regrets as to the way of doing that, but no

regrets in doing it."

Wyman began his speech by telling of the State Depart-

ment's knowledge of the killings in August of 1942 and its

making it public knowledge in November of that same year.

"It stated two million (were) dead and (the killings were)

moving rapidly."

The American and British government "didn t want

rescue to occur in any numbers. It meant if the Jews came

out the responsiblity would 've fallen on Great Britan and

the United States," Wyman said.

Colleftian photo by Michelle Scgall

Richard Rubenstein

"British policy was to placate the Arabs," said Wyman.
The professor said that Britain's main problem was
Palestine. So for years they restriticted Jewish migration

to Palestine, he said.

There was a parallel situation in the United States because

"Congress reflected the feelings of anti-Semitism in

American society."

Wyman summed up the lessons of the Holocaust into three

different parts. Included are knowing "that gencxide perper-

trated on another is possible, what anti-semitism can lead

to and that the Holocaust was not only a Jewish tragedy."

Wyman said he was not taking away from the Jewish

Holocaust, but it was also a terrible thing that Christians

learned about themselves.
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Dessert helps Blue Wall's comeback
By SHERYL JEAN
Collejjian Staff

Since the Blue Wall coffee house added

an ice-cream parlor this semester business

has increased greatly, with ice cream ac-

counting for over half of current sales.

William D. EUmore. the Blue Wall

manager, said that at the beginning of this

semester sales there were doubling each

week as compared to the previous week.

"We're doing as well as the Blue Wall bar

did last year." said Richard Ellis, director

of Campus Center Food Ser\'ices. The bar

closed last May in anticipation of the loss

of liquor liability insurance for the Univer-

sity. UMass was without liability coverage

from last July until January 1986.

Ellmore said the bar used to make good

money on special events such as Friday

afternoon "happy hours" and comedy

nights, but overall he said the coffee house

is more lucrative.

The coffee house was initiated last

September as an "alternative to a bar opera-

tion" and only served coffee and small

pastries. Ellmore said. Ice cream was add-

ed to the menu this semester because it was

felt that it would be a good idea and it has

proven to be popular, he said.

The coffee shop is crowded every night.

Cookies and waffle ice cream cones are "by

far" the most popular fare, with coffee and

brownies close behind, he said.

David Pruskin, a civil engineering major,

said he usually gets ice cream because he

has "loved it since I was a kid" and the Blue

Wall is the most convenient place on cam-

pus to buy it.

While ordering a milkshake, Eileen, a

University employee, said the ice cream

parlor was a "real good idea."

Gina Ruvido. a senior who always buys

chocolate chip cookies before she studies,

said, "The coffee shop is more functional

than the bar was."
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Man versus wood

CollegiAn photo by Michelle Seiiall

Diane Lynch serves up some ice cream at the Blue Wall last night.

adirondack music
15 EAST PLEASANT STREET • AMHERST 253-3100

239 MAIN STREET • GREENFIELD 772-6803

PRE ANNIVERSARY SALE!!!
Panasonic CQ 6868Nikko / OHM System

Nikko NR-750(S) Receiver

• 48 watts/ch

• quartz tone

• loaded

Nikko ND750(S) Cassette Deck
• auto reverse

• Dolby B/C
• plus more

OHM E2 Loudspeakers

• two way
• wood veneer cabinet mylex audio cabinet only

• 5 yr. warranty

A $1340 value ONLY $499.95

AM/FM Cassette Receiver

tone control

locking FF/REW

EAB 911

I'holi) b\ l>a\ id ShimkuH

TIMBERII - Junior mechanical engineer-

ing major Christain Hosford fells a tree

while clearing a lot in Sunderland.

There's Something

for Every

Graduate at

The Old Mill

AMHiRSI
ASSACHLSins

to to t> Daily

Clutrd Mun.

fAj^^.

RENT/^RECK

New & Us«d Cars
Trucks A Vans Also /> vaNable

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

g1? ^?g?

eating place

CAMPUS PLAZA
I Next to Super

Stop & Shop!

Rte 9 • Hadley Amherst

256-6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
• SUNTHURS

OPEN 24 HOURS

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
IN BUSINESS
Entrepreneurial oriented can-

didates will gain experience in

sales or management Earnings

from $3,000 to $5,000
,

dependir>g on participation and

skill level Scholarships
available for leaders For con-

sideration, write to

POLARIS ENTERPRISES
CORPORATION,
80 INDEPENDENCE AVENUE.
QUINCY, MA 02169

or call MR LAJOIE
(617) 367-0445

VImMC

We're that ^^exican Restaurant with

all the great food and atmosphere

down the narrow alleyway next

to the Time-Out on N. Pleasant St.

Come Discover Us Today!

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON , AMHERST
?1 CtNTfRST

Bring your Ofiri

Bftr or M'rt

4' BOlTW^ID WA

Smt < Win*

SPRINGFIELD
•: * SuMNfR AVt

Bring Youf Om"*

8^^' Of t^tne

ORIENTAC VOOd MAl^k^ET
Sauces & Spices • Hard to Find Fresh Oriental Produce & Noodles

Cooking Implements & Supplies, such as Rice Cookers. Woks, etc

Homemade Take-Out Food • New Items m Every Week • Indian Spices

Pastries •

Happy Mother's Day
we have authentic oriental gifts for Mother's Day

360 College St., Rte. 9, Amherst

253-ses«

Sun-Fri. 10-8; Sal. 9-8

UMMER
'yiHLIGHTIXG

Otilv

1950

Stvij:s1)v
DUHOKAH
65 University Drive

Amherst

549-5610
WITH THIS COUPON

COUPON EXPIRES 5/31/86

WANTED SUMMER '86

CAMP NATCHEZ
WEST COPAKE, NY 12593

CALL 518-329-4301

Fine co-ed Berl<shire Mt camp looking for ex

citing active people with abundant energy for

the following positions: General Counselors,

Backpacking, Ropes Course, Sports, Sailing,

WSI, Nature, Photography, Soccer, Tennis,

Drama and Basketball.

We will be on campus TODAY, May 8th in

Room 802 of the Campus Center from 10 am to

4 pm. Please drop in or call Student Employ-

ment Office for an appointment.

•presels-fader-auto neptay

•a $17995 value
>OJS tor

$9995
bekfM dealers'

ooet

Whistler Q1200 Radar Detector
• super heterodyne

• small convenient size

• dual band

A $170 value ONLY $79.95

GENESIS Truckload Speaker Sale

D'uckload sale
GENESIS 7
• •/' /«, tr/jcSxieakfif

$16995On/,

GENESIS n

•ltPO~ie warrant,

•15-IX watts

On. $199.95

* "sHIiB

GENESIS 22

•tiassi-* viator

0-' $249.95
GENESIS 33

•^a'Zlsnl* clnrye^ TwR*^"

•V^r* ATi'^a.-it,

Oi 8379»5

GENESIS 44
••AT wa. louosoeaw?

•oei^^: radtror

. M99«

All Boom Boxes and Walkmans
AAA Rechargeable Batteries

w/recharger A $25.00 value

.9y
Drastically Reduced

Maxell UDSII90

high bias

audio cassette

$1.99

OPEN 10 A.M.-6 P.M. MONDAY-SATURDAY

si items Imited quartty • subject to prior saJe • no* nesporable for typographca' errors

MC/VISA/Check add 3%

'

256-0222

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
5.95*

MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA
4.10*

SMALL CHEESE PIZZA
3.25*

WE HAVE HOT STEAK AND CHEESE
SUBS AND A WIDE VARIETY OF HOT AND

COLD SUBS AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY

4:00 PM to 2:00 AM
363 Main St., Amherst

256-0222

* Plus 5% Mass. Meal Tax

r Considering a serious involvement

with an IBM PC?

Get the inside story

on the family!

Stop by the IBM Information Booth on
the Campus Center this Thursday and
Friday.

See what an IBM Personal Computer

can do to make your academic life

a lot easier.

IBM Personal Computers On Campus J
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FRIDAY - MAY 9
AM AKT* aXPCnilNCC

I

$ JAZZ '"''''' *'''° 0U^5ID€ S.U.B. *N0 IN EARTHFOOOS DININr, ROOM

I . CHILDREN'S
ART EXHIBIT

I

I . r-SHIRT SILKSCREENING AND PAINTING

HERE S WHATS HAPPENING:

:s [ARTHFOOOS riMNG ROOH • POETRY CIRCLE (BYOP)
|

BYOTSHIRT

I
ART AND

I CRAFT DISPLAY OJ'fSIOC THE STUDENT UNION SUIiniNG. ALL DAY

• PHOTO EXHIBITS < the cape coo mUNCE lOO - 3 OOoei

.^<^'

» PERFORMANCE AND VISUAL ART EXHIBITS STUDENT UNION GALLERY

///////y/y///////////.

5 LIVE DANCE BANDS
-HE STUDENT l«ION RALLBOCW

' nn«,-«iD-ii '•
vi/ANDERING SAX. JUGGLERS.
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''Lots of Spring Specials''

Come See

open Sundav

Richard Pryor makes his directorial debut with "Jo Jo Dancer,

Your Life Is Calling," which he also produced, starred in, and

co-wrote.

Richard Pryor creates
a film about his life
Jo Jo Dancer, Your Life Is Calling

Starring Richard Pryor and Debbie
Allen
Produced, Directed and Co-wxitten by
Richard Pryor

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

A famous black comedian with a drug pro-

blem is rushed to the hospital with third

degree burns covering his upper body. On
the emergency room bed, the comedian's

spirit leaves his damaged body. The spirit

then travels back to the comedian's past to

try to discover what brought him to this

state.

This is the beginning oijojo Dancer. Your

Life Is Calling Richard Pryor's

autobiographical debut as a director. The
story closely mirrors Pryor's life and strug-

gles as a comedian although it does create

some composite characters and makes other

changes with Pryor's life for dramatic

purposes.

Pryor is at his best as a performer. In the

role of his life Pryor shows more of an emo-

tional range and depth than in any of his

previous roles. There are moments in the

film that are funny and at the same time emo-

tionally wrenching to watch.

Pryor as a director makes an impressive,

if mixed, debut. There are touching moments

that are handled with earnest honesty rather

than with syrupy sappiness that another

director might have tried. Pryor is pretty

good at directing himself but he isn't as

capable in handling the camera and the other

actors. There are times when his inex-

perience shows.

The spirit of Jo Jo goes back to his

childhood days as the child of a whore in a

whorehouse. He calls the madam "grand-

ma". This segment could be have been milk-

ed for a lot of pathos but Pryor handles the

whole scene deftly yet warmly. The adult

spirit of Jo Jo questions his younger self and

his mother to try to find out what happened,

and where he could have changed things.

continued on page 7
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continued from paj^c 6

The spirit then jumps up to Jo Jo's days

as a ner\'ous young comedian in a mob con-

trolled club. He charts his own development

as a comedian and as a human being.

We see how. by living with and loving a

radical white woman, Jo Jo's black con-

sciousness is raised, his comedy is liberated

from the conventional stand up form and his

success soars.

Tragically we know how this stor>' is go-

ing to end up. And we begin to see Jo Jo's

personal decline as he gets more and more

into drugs and alcohol. As he begins to

destroy himself and those around him, the

audience already feels the foreboding that

the incident that sent him to the hospital is

coming. Jo Jo Darner is a touching and fun-

ny movie now plaving at the Hampshire 6

Malls.

Pryor plays a world-famous entertainer in an almost

autobiographical "Jo Jo Dancer, Your Life Is Calling."

CORRECTION: Yesterday, the Lollegian

mistakenly reported that Miracle Legion

would be performing last night at the Blue

Wall, when the band was actually schedul-

ed to play tonight. In fact, the band's lead

singer. Marc Mulcahey, has since hurt his

back and the band will not appear at all.

Confused? Well, have no fear, Dumptruck.

a Boston band will play instead. Dump-
truck's second LP, produced by Don Dix-

on of R.E.M. fame, has recently been

released on Big Time Records. The Nova

Mob and the Visigoths will play as schedul-

ed tonight.(Okay, Jim?)

Office of Third World Affairs

Spring Lecture Series Presents

DWIGHT M. ELLIS
Vice President of the NAB

National Association of Broadcasters

Thursday, May 8, 1986

8;00 pm, Student Union Balhoom

University of Massachusetts

SPONSORS: Black Mass Communications Project *

Communications Department

JON ^^^
^ AXIS
THURSDAY, MAY 8th

Tickets in advance $6.00

From -Main St Records, Albums
Amherst, Ticketron, Main
Music, Springfield, Rap City

Lounge Uia

^^A-^^gr T

pan 3i^

tr ^

__^ JO

<3 ' ..rC

fue^r fcf
]

pBJW • , ,c

- ^"1^ f P

9ft

_ _ iiards Only

Get your Free Memo ^

>
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Tti**« tiMcteta applv

carbW^
RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
At the Elmwood Route 9 Hadley 586 1978
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Even though most of us are finishing term papers and gear-

ing up for finals, there are still some decent shows on the

agenda for this weekend, so you still have plenty of excuses

to blow off studying.

Tonight: You can see The Visigoths, Nova Mob and

Dump Truck for free at the Blue Wall. This is all part of

WMUA awareness day or something like that. Anyway. The

TIm Offlw of the CtMnMNof

SHOAH
A FILM BY CLAUDE LANZMANW

TODAY
at ttw Unhfvrslty of MMSAchuMtto at AmfMrat

0811545-2511

VECTOR MARKETING CORP.
Now Has

SUMMER POSITIONS
throughout

Boston Area

Interview now before exams to secure your positions

to gain valuable resume experience for all majors in

Advertising, Marketing & Public Relations

805,earning ^ to start

(20-40+ Flex Hours/Days per Week)

• MANY ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS AVAILABLE

• OPENINGS IN ALL AREAS

• MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM AVAILABLE

• MUST HAVE USE OF A CAR

• INTERNSHIPS & COLLEGE CREDIT APPROVED

• MAY CONTINUE PART TIME IN FALL

To apply, call now
or save this coupon and call when you

return home.

Interviews must be completed by

Sat. May 24.

For interview appointment call:

617-449-4362 or 449-4363

»
Thursday, May 8, 1986 Thursday. May 8, 1966!
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Visigoths have been described as The Beatles meet The

Buzzcocks and Nova Mob is supposed to be Joy Division

meets R.E.M. (How's that Jim?) This is the best deal tonight

because it's free, you don't have to travel and the bands

should be fun.

Jon Butcher Axis is playing at Pearl Street. The cover

charge is $6. which isn't outrageous. This band puts on a

good solid rock show, nothing really great but they are

polished. If you're tight for money and not easily impress-

ed, skip it.

The Cods will be at Sheehan's Cafe. No cover charge for

this one. Although I've not yet heard The Cod's, we can give

them the benefit of a doubt, after all it is free. So if you find

yourself in Northampton wandering the streets, step into

Sheehan's for a few tunes.

Five-0, a pop cover band, is playing at Justin Ryan's for

only $1 at the door. They do decent replicas of The Police.

English Beat. Del Fuegos and others. Justin Ryan's. Five-

0, Police covers, I think you get the picture.

Friday: Behind Pierpont House in Southwest there will

be a free show with Riddim Fit, Five-0, The Steadys, and

Price of Progress. The show starts at noon and is supposed

to go until 7 p.m. Riddim Fit does reggae and ska. The

Steadys are rh>lhm and blues. Price of Progress mixes reg-

gae and new wave.

Free Press is playing at the Central Spring Fling at 4 p.m.

and apain at the Student Union Ballroom at 8 p.m. This is

definitely a dance band. (Bow to the Media)

At Sheehan's. No Regrets will play free of charge. This

is an all woman band that's supposed to be pretty good. Can't

hurt to check out the show.

If you want to get out of the vicinity you might want to

hit the benefit show at The Zone in Springfield. For $5 you

get to see Beat Therapy, Not Quite and P.O.T.B. The Zone

is an art gallery which has bands and other artsy-type stuff.

I have a soft spot for these kinds of places, so if you're in

the area spend the five bucks.

Saturday: Wildcat O'Halloran will be playing at

Sheehan's. This band is fun and there's no cover charge.

Expect blues.

At Katina's on Rte 9. The Mitch Chakour Band will play.

This band is real good with a smooth act. The charge is about

$4 and I'd say it's probably worth it.

The Zone continues its benefit with The Bamboo
Steamers. The Malarians. S. J. Stasinos and The Cods. So

if you didn't contribute Friday night you can still redeem

yourself.

Sunday: Elis Rodriguez y Su Conjunto Borinquen will

be at Pulaski Park in Northampton. The show is only part

of the whole event which starts at 2:30 p.m. and is free of

charge. This is a Mother's Day Fiesta sponsored by Casa

Latina, Inc. so it should be worthwhile.

See Spring Concert listing.

Special Student / Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia

and other destinations in Europe, Asia,

Africa and the Middle East.

Spring/Summer Rates to Scandinavia
New York to Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm

from $305 one way, $530 roundtrip

New York to Helsinki

from $335 one way, $600 roundtrip

Chicago to Copenhagen
from $305 one way, $530 roundtrip

Chicago to Oslo, Stockholm, Helsinki

from $345 one way, $610 roundtrip

And Tours Designed For Students To The
SOVIET UNION
For Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
17 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017

(212) 986-9470

L'PC's Spring Concert begins at noon, Sunday
Third World is a real good reggae act with 10 records

and several television appearances behind them. They sing

many political songs so their name fits their image.

Third World has worked with Bob Marley, Stevie

Wonder and The Police.

The James Cotton Band is real blues. Last time
I saw this band, I danced so I could barely walk
the next day. Ronnie Laws has been doing a fusion

of jazz, rock and rhythm and blues with many incredible

musicians such as Earth. Wind and Fire and future

members of The Crusaders.

The Long Ryders hail from Los Angeles with that rock

'n roll, country music sound.

By KELLY SIEGER
Collegian Staff

42nd Street tapped it's way into the University of

Massachusetts Fine Arts Center, delighting a predominantly

non-student crowd.

The professional group put on a glossy performance, the

seriousness of which is evident by the five trucks needed

to transport the sets that stood outside the theater.

42nd Street is a Depression-era "Chorus Line." complete

with auditions, backstage competetion. and the girl from

Allentown. PA making it big. Our hero fights the odds and

the snotty over-aged star to lead the troupe in their show,

"Pretty Lady."

The musical numbers were exciting and polished, although

the orchestra often drowned out the performers voices. The
costuming was extensive and colorful in such numbers as

"Dames." and the show's well-known finale, "42nd Street."

The troupe included some recognizable names: Elizabeth

Allen, as the washed-up ex-star, has worked with such ac-

tors as Paul Newman and James Stewart. Gary Marshal as

"Pretty Lady's" director has been a regular on "The Days

42nd Street:
Sold out, but not by students

of Our Lives" and "One Life To Live."

Behind the scenes also lent some familiar names. Producer

David Merrick has received the Tony and it's British

counterpart, the Olivier. He has been inducted into the

Theater Hall of Fame, and his productions have earned over

100 Tony nominations. 42nd Street is Merrick's 84th Broad-

way production.

Cathy Wydner deserves mention as the dreamer from

Allentown. her voice was mediocre but her dancing a marvel

to see. Marshal, a Robert Wagner Ux)k-alike. played Marsh

to a T; he and Wydner providing the love interest. As for

laughs, Bibi Osterwald playing Maggie Jones, the dancer's

chaperone, brought them in.

The main complaint to be made is that accessibility for

students was almost non-existent for this show. The show

had been sold out almost entirely by season subscribers;

tickets never went on sale for students. Unfortunately, it's

one of the classic Broadway shows that young adults in-

terested in theater should see. so if you're ever in New York
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Betrayal of South Vietnam
The eleventh anniversary of the end of L'S

military involvement in Vietnam came and

went last week, without any hoopla or even

passing recognition in the media. This is

quite in contrast to the widespread media

"celebrations" last year, during the 10th an-

niversary of the fall of Saigon. However,

despite the rosy picture of Vietnam painted

by the media last year, the war and killing

in Indochina did not cease in 1975 when the

US Congress buckled under the pressure

from the anti-war movement and abandon-

ed our allies. Indeed, the US betrayal of

South Vietnam has made us indirectly

responsible for the bloodbaths and plight of

the Vietnamese boat people which followed

our abandonment of Vietnam. Laos, and

Cambodia to the communists.

The military situation was going fairly well

in South Vietnam by the 1970s, as the Nix-

on administration began to see the results of

its Vietnamization policy. Not only were

American troops being brought home and

American involvement being drastically scal-

ed down, but the ARVN units were being

successfully trained and were starting to

fight their own war. The success of the South

Vietnamese in the early 1970s is especially

remarkable, considering: first, that Congress

had begun to cut financial support for the

South Vietnamese government: and second-

ly, that the Soviets continued to serve as an

inexhaustible source of military hardware for

the NVA and the Vietcong. Indeed, the

fighting ability of the ARVN was no more

evident than in 1972. when North Vietnam

launched a major offensive in the South, us-

ing modem Soviet armor, rockets and, heavy

artillery-. The ARVN (with American air and

naval support) held, and showed that Viet-

namization could work - but only if the

American defensive umbrella was
maintained.

That umbrella was closed beginning in

1973, as Congress began to cut aid and gave

the anti-war movement what it had alway?

wanted — victory for Ho Chi Minh and the

Vietcong, and communism for South Viet-

nam. In 1973, Congress appropriated $2.3

billion for the South; in 1974, this was halv-

ed; and by 1975. another third was cut.

Peter Dow

As a direct result of the American cutoff

of aid, the North Vietnamese began arming

for a new offensive. Indeed, NVA strategist

General Dung said that "The enemy became

passive and utterly weakened...enemy

firepower had decreased by neariy 60 per-

cent because of bomb and ammunition shor-

tages. ..its mobility was also reduced by half

due to a lack of aircraft, vehicles, and fuel."

In March 1975, the North Vietnamese began

their offensive, outnumbering the ARVN 5.

a

to 1 in infantry, and had seemingly unlimited

supplies of Soviet armor and fuel. By April

30. the NVA rode into Saigon on their Soviet

tanks.

Yet that day did not mark the end of the

war. Indeed, despite the ignorant and naive

claims of leftists, the cutoff of US aid did not

"end the war" nor "stop the killing." The

US betrayal of South Vietnam brought to

power not only a ruthless Vietnamese

government, but also the murderous regime

of the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia and the

Pathet Lao in Laos.

Since 1975, these communist governments

have given the world the boat people, Cam-

bodian genocide, and the Vietnamese "re-

education" camps; and at the same time,

they have destroyed the peaceloving image

the peaceniks had painted of the com-

munists. Yet it should bring us no joy to see

the horrendous predictions of bloodbaths

come true. What we should recognize is that

our involvement in Vietnam was not im-

moral, nor was it criminal. It was one of the

most idealistic wars we have ever fought —
fundamentally for an abstract principle of

freedom for some Asians halfway around the

world. Despite all the military- and political

mistakes America made during the Vietnam

war, and despite the efforts of the American

left, we should never let ourselves be con-

vinced that our involvement was wrong.

Those who believe it was need only to look

at the eleven years of communist tyranny

which has followed the fall of Saigon.

Peter Dow is a Collegian columnist

Headline, story inaccurate-

One duty of the press is to do its homework

and keep up with the issues. So it is with

dismay that I read Tuesday's front page ar-

ticle on Coors. first of all, the Collegian fail-

ed to contact either the BOG or SGA to find

out if the situation had changed since last

Thursday. If so, they would have found out

that Bill Bennett had withdrawn his veto

after discussion with the officers of the BOG.
Therefore, the motion to ask the BOG to

reconsider its position toward Coors will not

be coming up on the senate floor Wednes-

day, which means the entire article is

irrelevent.

Further, the headline of the article reads

"Coors may get a seconu .-^'uux. on campus."

The whole point of the debate between the

SGA and BOG concerning Coors is that a

vote by the SGA to bring Coors back will do

nothing to advance that "cause." A motion

to rescind the ban has to be introduced on

the BOG floor by a BOG member. The

headline was completely misleading.

John Hayes
Chairperson, Board of Governors
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Sophisticated summitry?
When headlines this week declared that

Summit leaders supported the United States'

strike on Libya, I thought the entire world

had gone insane. My hopes of some modicum

of rationality persisting outside our borders

withered, and visions of a jack-booted NATO
leapt into view.

The headlines, however, were more
wishful thinking than fact. What the world

leaders had actually done was to condemn
terrorism: little to argue with there. They
called for "determined, tenacious, discreet

and patient action combining national

measures with international cooperation."

The strategy they outlined to combat ter-

rorism was a strongly worded reaffirmation

of the tactics our European allies had always

employed; not a nod of approval for unilateral

pre-dawn death raids.

America's bombing of Libya, you see, was
anything but "discreet and patient," and

unilateral airstrikes are hardly in the spirit

of international cooperation. Particularly

when West Germany had called for restraint

just hours before the bombing.

In the text of the Tokyo statement on ter-

rorism, the use of the United Nations, the In-

ternational Civil Aviation Organization, and

the International Maritime Organization is

counseled to "improve and extend"

countermeasures against terrorism. The US,

who could have taken their "eveidence" of

Libya's role in the bombing of the Berlin

nightclub to the U.N. or the World Court has

still not done so. Nor was U.N. article No.

32, cited by Reagan to justify the bombing
as an act of defense, meant to apply in cases

such as this. The actions of the US imply dis-

dain for international law.

It is particularly revealing that in the Sum-
mit statement's list of six recommended
measures for countering terrorism, an alter-

native glaring in its absence is the military

solution. It would appear that surgical air

strikes are a uniquely American approach to

Timothy Harris

international diplomacy.

While the Summit statement fell short of

supporting the American action, that did not

stop George Schultz from belligerently crow-

ing, "The message is: 'You've had it pal,'"

in reference to Libyan leader Muammer el-

Qaddafi. It is also disturbing to hear Schultz

interpret the document as expressing "a

resolve to combat this threat by every possi-

ble means."
Equally disconcerting is the news that the

boys in the Navy have taken the US war on

terrorism as a solid argument for more air-

craft carriers. The Neie York Times quotes

Naval expert Norman Friedman as stating,

"When you use a carrier you can operate

unilaterally. The attitude of our allies shows

that this is valuable."

According to the May 6 article, due to con-

troversy in Britain over their role in the Libya

strike, it is not likely that the US will again

ask them permission to launch strikes from

British soil against targets "the United States

Government decides are 'terrorist

associated.'" The beauty of the aircraft car-

rier is that it eliminates the bothersome for-

mality of obtaining international support for

American military actions.

The debate within the Pentagon does not

center upon the desirability of unilateral ac-

tion, but rather, whether sufficient firepower

may be mustered from carriers alone to

launch an efficient attack. Pentagon officials

have learned that Americans will support

short, violent bursts of aggression, but are

not as likely to support more protracted con-

flicts with American casulaties. The Pen-

tagon's cynical exploitation of American

apathy can only lead to more violence.

Timothy Harris is a contributing columnist.

Position of civility

In 1980, Chancellor Koffler appointed a Commission on

Civility in Human Relations to help "foster a high level of

discourse and behavior on this campus regarding civility,

mutual concern and responsibility, appropriate to an

academic community." The Chancellor specifically asked

commission members "to assist in the formulation of cam-

pus policies and public statements...opposing anti-social at-

titudes and actions," and to do everything in their power

to help "make the entire campus aware of the need to respect

the dignity and rights of others." Accordingly, we are com-

pelled to draw campus attention to two fractures in civil

human relaions that have occurred in recent weeks.

By far the more serious was the speech against homosex-

uality and homosexuals by Dr. Paul Cameron from the steps

of the Student Union Building on the morning of April 1

1

during Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week. Will anyone

claim that this exercise was educational or even that it was

undertaken in the spirit of controversy? Surely, it was design-

ed as an attack and deliberately situated in the place and

at the time where that attack had the chance of inflicting

the greatest damage. Cameron's talk may well have been

lawful; however, we believe that, in the profoundest sense,

it was immoral, because its purpose was to do violence,

directly in words and, however indirectly, by incitement to

actions, to people as people, not because of a disagreement

about beliefs but because the fundamental rights of those

people as people were being denied.

It is possible that Cameron had the right to make even

this argument. Indeed, we recognize and respect the Univer-

sity's con.stitutional obligation to tolerate and protect in-

tolerant speech. But the Commission believes that, as in-

dividuals and as an educational community, we are obliged

to respond affirmatively to speech we belive is immoral, to

protect members from threatening assault and our standards

of discourse and ethics from violation.

We are a community and the bonds that connect us are

(or should be) more substantial than those defined by law.

We need to resist the feeling that whatever cannot be

litigated is morally trivial or relative to the point where we
can ignore or suppress our awareness that people are being

brutalized. Such brutalization has no place in our community,

let alone in a place dedicated, through its commitment to

learning, to mutual respect and understanding.

Whatever hatreds and fears are inevitably present in our

community, it is the responsibility of the community as a

whole, and perhaps especially of an academic community,

to establish an atmosphere where the behavior of hate and

fear is channeled into pathways free of the hurtfulness that

such behavior must inflict if unchecked by some agreed

ethical standard. The Commission hopes that we can all learn

from these events and believes that the University has the

obligation and power to respond constructively to destruc-

tive behavior, whether the destructiveness lies in lawfully

protected speech or in an attempt to disrupt such speech.

The Chancellor's Commission on Civility in

Human Relations

Editorial license

The Southwest Area concert last Sunday was designed

to provide a chance for UMass students, caught in the end-

of-semester academic blitzkrieg, to have some time to relax

and have fun. SWAG worked hard to put it together in this

spirit and it should have come off without a hitch.

However, there were other lum-student forces doing their

best to dampen the enjoyment of one and all. Faceless ad-

ministrators, in conjunction with the UMass police, chose

this event to go on an all-out security binge with the ob-

vious intent of discrediting the whole idea of outdoor music

on campus.
They videotaped the crowd for purposes as yet unreveal-

ed. They photographed people relieving themselves in the

woods. Our brave boys in blue even made a few arrests

for the heinous crime of underage drinking.

Every year, students have to put up with more and more

of this harassment. It is becoming increasingly clear that

the bureaucracy created to fight the "ZooMass" image is

desperately fumbling for ways to insure their continued

employment. They have long been given a free hand to do

anything they please with virtually no accountability to the

people they are here to serve — the students.

Editorial license represents the vims of the Editmal Editors.

The case for an Alaskan summer

"Old longings nomadic leap, chafing at custom's

chain, again from it's hrumao sleep wakens the ferine

strain.

"

— Jack London

Summer is close by, and for those whose plans lack

substance, may I suggest what may be the best situation

imaginable—a stint in America's last frontier, in the literal

goldmine of opportunity, where people of young blood

abound, and where a healthy money-minded individual can

earn an honest grand after expenses—Alaska.

No, I'm not on their Chamber of Commerce payroll, and

in fact I may be doing a disservice to those who've long

appreciated Alaska's allure, but as one who gained much

from the 12,000-mile round-trip journey, I feel I must at

least inform others about this exciting land.

I'll skip the history; the main point is that work oppor-

tunities abound, and although the cost of living is higher

there than in the Lower 48, the pay rate is proportionally

increased, if not more so. The work is often hard and

monotonous, but at least one person 1 know carried $2400

out after 8 weeks of pain.

Alaskans know this, and for their pleasure they often

jaunt out to Hawaii or the Far East on the slightest of

whims. Young people from all over the world are discover-

ing this American frontier and finding it a place they'd like

to call home.

It sounds kind of fishy to those unversed in Alaskan

knowledge—we whose beliefs have been formed by a

decade of TV tripe. The truth is, Alaskan summers are

not much colder than here. On the coast, there are inces-

sant sunshowers—make no mistake—and inland be

prepared for mosquitoes, but the majestic mountains and

midnight sunlight makes it a very special place indeed.

Like most of the good things in life, this one will not come

to you. Forget about setting yourself up beforehand with

the most comfortable situation that you can arrange. If the

unknown scares you, don't bother thinking about this one,

or anything else, 'cause you'll never make it far anyway.

I don't mean to sound caustic, but Alaska was settled

in the same kind of independent spirituality which

characterized the romanticized taming of the American

west. What I mean by that is-don't dream it. do it. 1 hap-

Rob Skeiton

pened to have hitch-hiked, so that's a possibility. If the

money's available, fly; bus lines have $100 specials across

Canada; groups of students carpool from almost every col-

lege, including UMass.
There is cannery and fishery work, firefighter work,

forestry work, fishing boat work, restaurant work, and any

other kind of labour which people are willing to pay money

for, including gold panning. Experience is helpful, of

course, but bullshit goes a long way also. Best of all, many

towns have a Youth Employment Service which assists you

in finding employment, and even getting food stamps if

you're in hard luck times.

Many students end up camping for the summer, as I did,

on the outskirts of the settled areas, unhindered for the

most part by the authorities and other animal pestilence.

Since most places of employment provide shower and

cafeteria facilities, and the expense of renting accomoda-

tion can cut seriously into earnings, vast tent cities pop up

in the late spring near Homer, Seward, Kodiak and the

other locales where work-seeking students end up.

Alaska to me symbolizes America at its best. It's con-

servative (as we all are deep down inside) with its aura of

unconquered horizons and its hard-working, independent-

minded citizenry, but it's progressive also, not simply

distrustful of centralized governance but enlightened by

liberal marijuana laws and programs which aim to help ease

joblessness and enhance the cultural identity of the in-

digenous peoples, of which there are many.

Alaska is t(X) intense for some people, pardon my say-

ing so, but if it has caught your fancy, check it out while

you can.

Bon voyage!

Rot> Skeiton is a Collegian columnist.

Fear of academic failure
I would like to address a new term, which

is actually a timeless problem, that I have

dealt with throughout my collegiate career,

but that I have recently overcome, again. It

is called AcaFears.

AcaFears is short for 'academic fears,' or

the fear of academic failure. There comes the

morning in every semester when I wake up

and realize that there are two weeks left of

school and I've got two months worth of

work to do. Another four months have gone

by and I've achieved what so many college

students, either consciously or unconscious-

ly, have achieved — the 'procrastinator\'.

(shit I'm in trouble] blow-off-your-studies

syndrome.'

Mind you, not everyone can garner this

status. It takes careful planning and strategy

because, in this learning institution called

UMass, we're hear to study hard, get good

grades, jobs, wives, husbands, white picket

fences and two-car garages. So don't think

the blow-off syndrome is easy to achieve.

But I'm getting off the track. When I was

a freshman I was cruising. I studied minimal-

ly, partied maximally and got by marginal-

ly, academically speaking of course. My
AcaFears were in some nether world, out of

reach and rational thought. I was having fun

and loving it — I didn't care about my
macroeconomics class; GNP meant Genuine

Nonstop Partying. While most students were

in Goodell. I was at Amherst College frat par-

ties, swimming in four inches of keg beer

that carpeted the basement floor (why did

they have to close those frats down?]

Suddenly, I was into my sophomore and

junior years. I had a major [journalism], and

A LOT of papers to write. AcaFears were

emanating from some unknown black hole

and overtaking my sense of priority. I was

doing my work, actually getting B's and even

Daniel Sobel

some As. Eeegaad!!! My grade point

average rose from the murky depths, my pro-

fessors were satisfied, my family was hap-

py — how far off could that first mortgage

payment be? Yes, ladies and germs, I became

possessed and the evil demon within my
helpless frame was the sinister AcaFears.

After acquiescing to AcaFears for two

years my junior year ended. This past fall I

interned at a newspaper and was lambasted

with responsibility, as I had to produce ar-

ticles daily, regardless of apathy. That brush

with the the harsh reality of the working

world must have acted as an antcdote to my
AcaFears because I have been a different,

may I even say a changed man this spring.

I have bravely faced my AcaFears this

semester. I attended about half of my 8 a.m.

poli-sci classes, overlooked several reading

assignments, owe (wicked] overdue papers

to two professors and I haven't even broken

a sweat. And you know what? I feel

maahvelous. My daily activities inlclude buy-

ing boxes of #2 pencils and breaking them,

leaving my books on westbound Trailways

buses and taking Quaaludes before

classezzzz.

AcaFears, or the fear of academic failure

is a problem we all face, but the problem is

not insurmountable. With all the pressures

to succeed in today's world, 1 must admit it's

an uphill struggle. But, to borrow some

famous words and to let you know that if I

can do it, anyone can, "I have been to the

mountain top and I have seen the light."

Amen.

Daniel Sobel is a Collegian staff member who

has overcome his AcaFears.
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Disappointment with coverage

I would like to express my
disappointment with the Col-

legian for its lack of coverage

of the May 1 dedication of

Hampden Court. I sent press

releases and left notes with

the news editors regarding

this event. Chancellor Duffey

and Kitty Dukakis delivered

keynote addresses, and over

400 people attended. Chan-

nels 22 and 40 were on hand

to cover the festivities, as

well as two radio stations. It

was also surprising that the

paper did not cover the event

since it has featured a

number of articles and photos

on the project through its

various stages of implemen-

tation over the past one and

one-half years.

Marjorie Tuttle

UMass Arts Council

Disturbing religious movements

Jeffry Bartash

Where did god come from?

That's the question I have asked many priests and

religious people for many years, but I still have not receiv-

ed a satisfactory answer. They all tell me god has existed

forever and that I must have faith. That's nonsense.

Being of the practical sort, I believe everything has an

origin. And I am wary of the word faith because it is a word

often used by leaders of masses to create blind following.

For those two reasons I question the validity of god. any god.

That's why I am a supporter of the separation of church

and state. There is no proof a god exists, and if so, of what

religion? Is there a christian god or a moslem g(xl or animism

god? Fortunately, some great American minds recognized

these questions and others and inserted the separation of

church and state into our Constitution.

So I am disturbed by the growing religious movement in

our country today. Already, one religious leader, Pat Robert-

son, has entered the 1988 Presidential race and more

religious leaders might also. Robertson has, with religious

overtones, talked of miracles and promised to stop the moral

decay of America.

I am disturbed because some religious leaders want us to

accept the mixing of church and state. They want us to aban-

don one of the most sacred parts of our constituion. And

above all, they want us to rely on faith, not fact; they want

us to believe legends of religions that began hundreds or

thousands of years ago that lack any sort of reliable

documentation or material proof.

I call that foolish.

I have given the topic of religion much thought; I have

not blindly believed what was programmed into me as a

youngster. Thus, I have concluded that all the religions and

gods on our planet do not exist. I also believe there are four

major reasons why religions developed:

First, major religions of the world developed hundreds or

thousands of years ago when humans lacked the knowledge

we have today; thus, religions were created to explain

anything humans could not understand or feared.

Second, religion satisfies and acknowledges human's an-

cient quest for immortality. Humans have always been afraid

of death and religion can allay that fear.

Third, religion is a method of creating a a society in which

people can peacably exist through the fear of a supreme god.

Most religions teach good moral values and love, and these

qualities are most responsible for peace.

And four, religions are created by persons who desire

power and wish to retain it. These persons instill fear into

believers to frighten them into docility (e.g. Jim Jones and

the Guyana tragedy). The persons in power then use the

believers to peacably or violently subdue other societies with

different religions (the Holy Crusades or the White Msn's

Burden).

The battle over the validity of religions is far from over.

Recently, we have witnessed a massive surge of Islam in

the Arabic world; and in the United States, along with the

growing religious movement, we have a President who
credits god a dozen times a speech.

I am not concerned by people who want to practice

religion. They have every right. I choose not to believe a

god exists. I may be wrong. But I am concerned by people

who want to mix religion and state.

The separation of church and state must remain. Religious

and non-religious people must unite to honor the right to

practice the religion of one's choice, or no religion at all.

That right is as basic as the right to live.

Jeffry Bartash is a Collegian staff member
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HIGH FASHION
EXPERIENCE
Retail Opportunities

Some things you will never learn in class about retail or

high fashion

Louis of Chestnut Hill and Boston provides an

elegant—and unusual— learning experience in fashion

retail

Louis' presently has full-time positions available in

mens and women's wear sales We also have full of

pan time positions for Cashiers starting now and conti-

nuing into the faM.

If you are interested in either of these opportunities,

please send us your resume or please call:

IvOiiis
Paula Baumoel
The Mall at

Chestnut Hill

Chestnut Hill. MA 02165
617-965-6100

* Commencement t continued from page 1

"I don't think I see it as being a buffer." Chilton said."!

see it as a virtue of faculty sitting with the graduates."

Past ceremonies have run as long as two hours, but this

year's is scheduled to last about 75 minutes, according to

Mary Spellicy. a commencement organizer.

The keynote speaker will be Gov. Michael S. Dukakis.

The student address will be delivered by senior Elizabeth

Luciano.

To shorten the ceremony, speech times have been reduc-

ed and winners of the Distinguished Teaching Award will

be honored during the graduate school ceremony May 24

at the Fine Arts Cent6r, Spellicy said.

Yet another chance for Billy Martin?
CHICAGO (AP) - The slumping Chicago White Sox niay

need a spark to move them out of the American League West

basement, and the spark may come from firing Manager

Tony LaRussa, co-owner Eddie Einhom hinted yesterday.

"It's not a question of whether Tony is a good manager

or a bad manager," said Einhom.

"When you get off to a start like this, everybody is hav-

ing problems," said Einhom. "The fans don't believe in you

and the players don't believe in you."

Asked when a decision on LeRussa's future would be

made, Einhom said, "We haven't put any night on it."

Veteran managers Billy Martin and Dick Williams, neither

of whom is now managing, have been mentioned as possi-

ble replacements for LaRussa, who has managed the team

since 1979.

General manager Ken Harrelson said Tuesday that he had

met with Martin.

"You know what we talked about," Harrelson said

Tuesday.

An Equal Opporfuniiy Employer

rrrrm nm rfn illlll lW

Office for Cooperative Education

May Career Seminar

Jobs in Southeastern Mass.:

Career Options for University students

Thursday, May 8, 1986 4 p.m.

101 A University Career Center

featuring:

GTE, Reed &: Barton, and Mayor

Richard Johnson (Taunton, Mass.)

Find out more about non-technical

as well as technical opportunities

Call 545-2224 for information

B \\\ majors welcome-
|

!:4§Fi4N[l4
CARCCN

I

!

I

i

I

34 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA

584 3858

Chef Innovations

Soft Shell Crabs
Lunch Specials start at $3.25

include entree, soup and rice

Open Hours: Sun. 2:00 PM - 9:30 PM
Fri-Sat 11:30 AM - 11:00 PM

Mon-Thurs 11:30 AM - 9:30 PM

!

I

i

.J

• EUis' i^^^H^Mi^HH continued from page 1

resposibility is being taken by pro-

fessionals and students in the media to learn the structure

of the business itself.

"I certainly think that the journalism schools should utilize

more of the professionals as guest lecturers," he said. "Also

students should do more of their own to get out and find

out more about the media."

Ellis served as president of the Capital Press Club from

1979 to 1981 and presently serves on its executive commit-

tee. He also is a member of the National Association of Black

Journalists, a commissioner of the National Commission on

Working Women, an officer of the National Communications

Club in Washington and a director of the National Pross

Foundation.

Ellis also published a syndicated column. "The Ellis Media

Report," which was carried by several black newspapers

and he was named the "1981 Individual of the Year" by the

Washington Area Media Organization.

The speech is sponsored by the Black Communications

Project, communications studies department and the Office

of Third World Affairs.

Share the health

GIVEBI 1 1

1

CHINESE KITCHEN
5=5»5S5=5;>«^l=?5i'J»&

FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Eat Ir) or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon-Sat 11:30 AM to 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

• X,

E

Try Our LuncheonvDinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:

430 Russell St (Rt 9) 150 King St.

Hadley Northampton
|

253-2571
586-8220

Outside Proposal Forms

Are Now Available

in the

Distinguished Visitors Program Office

Rm 415 Student Union Building

all proposals must be submitted by

12 Noon, Tuesday, May 13

and must be presented at the

Outside Proposal Meeting

on Wednesday, May 14 at 7 PM
••#•••• If there are

>SySy5^^^. any questions,

clistinouished call the DVP Office

Vbitors^prooram at 545-0!

"for the dead and the living we must bear witness"

- Elie Wiesel

Holocaust Memorial

May 4 - 11, 1986

Thursday, May 8 lecture

E:re:,b/l";;'r™ Attorney .0, the us. Gcve,n™n, OHice o, Specs, .nvestlga-

tion; General Counsel for World Jewish Congress.

7.30 pm. Campus Center 101

WORKSHOPS ^ ^ ,

Upon Seeing Shoah Healing from the Holocaust

With Marica Black and Beth Lait, SCERA

7.30 10:00 pm, Campus Center 803

COMMEMORATIVE BUTTONS available in Residential Cluster Offices, Hillel Of-

fice (302 Student Union), and SCERA

Coordinated by Bnai Brith Hillel, Jewish Awareness /AntiSemitism Coordinating Committee, Jewish

Caucus, Network. SCERA, Office of Human Relations, Residential Education East and West

Born aaaaat

J. a. B/s
Summer Help Wanted

HOT
ROAST BEEF
SANDWICHES

1 1 zm - 2 am 7 days

2537018

50 Main St. Amherst. MA

Thursday, May 8, 1986
:
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COLLEGE
D^UG
4 Main Street, Amherst 253-2523
Mon-FH 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 9-3

$Too"OFF
all Timex Watches

with this couDon
expires 5/12/86-1

I ^ 10% OFF I

•any fragrance in stockjIwith this coupon
"""—expires 5/12/86'

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

^ Keri Lotion
6.5 oz. for $2.00

with this coupon
""-expires 5/12/86™™J

f $iToo"6ff
jany pair of sunglasses
j

in STOCK with this coupon'«—»»• expires 5/12/86 BH__MM_ai

Today Contraceptive
j

Sponges pkg. of three
j

for $2.99 with this coupon
_Mi expires 5/12/86 •__ai»i_.«

12 oz. can of Coke
30*^ plus deposit

with this coupon
.expires 5/12/86

I

Jw^
I

"I
I

I

j

f\ l^-** LABELS FOR LESS ^-^
^, ^ The Basement Store of Amherst

New Merchandise Arriving

July Must Make Room

^ mVt^» '„» Mon'c n..nf<^IH •A^ I

'<s>

'^^^ -, sWv^s ^ ' ''^\ '^'^^°'o Tanks
^ S2^- .Men's Duofold ~^ reg. $16

^®^;m $9-^:iHenley Tops ^ SPECIAL $4.99
100% cotton -^

^yOy/^MoUR PRICE $9^^>^A\^^ :®9 $28.
t^^^ClA ^ $9. 99.

teg '^
OOB

pB\Ct §A2.99

Men s PoK)

K«.a A00%
co^^o'^

OVJB
PB\CE

SHQES

Puma First Serve

leather tennis sneakers

reg, $42.

OUR PRICE $19.99

Leather Huraches

by Kiss

reg. $34.

SPECIAL $14.99

Womens Donatella

Oxfords

Our Price $24.95

SPECIAL $17.99

I ADIE$
Somen's

Whistle
^^^P Shirts

°^^^^«'cf$9.99

''°^«n«
Flora/

-'eans

98
Fo^«"^a Sweater j,

^^9 $18
Pf^lCS

$9.99

nks

OUR

Open until 8:00

VISA/MC 253-7155

New Evening Hours:

Thurs and Fri

PM for your shopping convenience

Lower Level
Below Steve's

Ice Cream
M-Sat 9:30-6

Sun 12-5

DEMONSTRATION
and
SALE

May 12 through 14
Display located In Campus Center Concourse

Certified check or money order required

al time of order

This special offer available to UMASS
students, staff, and faculty

I

CerCertified Check. Official Bank Check or Money Order Required At Time of Order Limit one PC Purchase

per customer.

LIST STORE COUPON FINAL PRICE
PRICE PRICE VALUE (plus ta«)

ase I

P C Model 1 76 256K. 2 Diskettes $1995 00 $1396 50 $200 00 $119650

P C Model 1 76 256K. 2 Dist<ettes

Mono Display Type 5151

Mono/Prinl Adapter

$2520 00 $1764 00 $400 $1364 00

P C XT Model 089 51 2K 1 Diskette

Serial Adapter

20 MB Hard Disk

S2895 00 $2026 50 $150 00 $1876 50

P C AT Model 099 512K 1 2 M Diskette

Ser/Parallel Adapter

20 MB Hard Disk

$4895 00 $3426 50 $250 00 $3176 50

4-

P C AT Model 239 51 2K. 1 Diskette

Ser/Parallel Adapter

30 MB Hard Disk

$5295 00 $3706 50 $250 00 $3456 50

I
This Coupon Valid May 12.13. 14, 1986 Only to Univ o( Mass Students, Faculty and Stall

|

IBM
PC CONVERTIBLE
$1,396.50* PLUS TAX

LIST PRICE $1,995.00
•certain restriction apply - see store for details

256K
2 720K 3.5" Disks

Mini Applications

Sale Hours 10-4

Located in the

Campus Center

545-2619

f^,UNIVERSITY
mSTORE-^

4t
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Summer's Coming!!
think

CAPE COD
cooks positions available

• strong hourly wage
• tuition bonus incentive

• great crews to work with

Join our team - you'll be happy you did"

call Rick collect for interview

398-1648 or apply in person

LONGFELLOWS PUBS
Rte 6 A Old Townhouse Rd.

Brewster So. Yarmouth

896-5413 394-3663

15 Cowles Lane,
CAFn®LL
L^VeL 2568931

AIR SPECIALS

Hartford —

^

\\l / /,/

Tampa
Miami
Orlando

Ft. Lauderdale
_-$178 00'

round '-^ certain restrictions apply
^

call for details certain cities

can be booked for 1986-1987

WINTER SEASON

/trip \
^1 \

F
V
I

The Student Center for Educational

Research and Advocacy will hold an

information forum at 7 p.m. today in

room 905 of the Campus Center. The forum

will focus on future job opportunities in the

high-technolog>' industry, and the role of the

industr>' in controlling University policies.

A job-search panel titled "Job
Growth in Southeastern
Massac5husetts: Career Options for

University Students," is scheduled at 4

p.m. today at the University Career Center

in Fraternity-Sorority Park. All majors are

urged to attend.

The Amherst Child Care Resource

and Referral Center will hold a workshop

titled '"Children's Friendships' at 7 tonight

at the Jones Librarv- in Amherst. Patricia

Ramsey, professor of psychology at Mount

Holyoke College, will discuss the dynamics

of children's interaction.

102 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003

A J^ (413) 545-2876/2877

J

^

<w

Attention Marketing and

Communications Majors
WMUA is now hiring radio sales and development

staff to start in September 1986. Earn a 20% commis-

sion while learning and gaining valuable media

marketing skills.

MEDIA MARKETING ORIENTATION NIGHT

May 8th at 8:00 PM in room 811 Campus Center

Guest Speaker will be Mark Berman

General Sales Manager WAQY/WIXY Radio

A resume is not necessary. . .motivation is" J

vvk havk an apim.k
lasi:rvvrhi:r for vol i

THE APPLE LASERWRITER'.

PRINT OUT YOUR DISK ON OUR LASER PRINTER

THE PAPER HOUSE , INC.

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST

(NEXT TO BELL'S PIZZA)

549-5656

L PLUMBLEY S COLLEGE NIGHTM
T
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WEDNESDAY &THURSDAY>
4-6 pm JUST $5.95

students, faculty Et staff

—WEDNESDAY'S MENU

—

• Broiled, sliced steak teriyaki

• Chicken Parmisian
• Fried Scallops

—THURSDAY'S MENU
Fried Chicken
Fried Shrimp
Broiled Pork Chops

All spec als are served with crisp garden salad or hearty soup,

choice of potijton, hot bread and creamey butter

sh'jw your I D .ind '-'**, eoioy'

Plumblcy's
oil I he common'^

nOWNTOWN AMHERST
d little bit of everythin(} for everyone"

253 9B86

(^thefsDay
Qards

MOTHER'S DAY,
MAY IITH

Mom will cherish the memory
of a beautiful

Mother s Day card or gift.

Choose from our complete
selection of

American Greetings

Mothers Day cards

and gifts.

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

^
AMER1G\N GREETINGS

« MCMI,XXXVI American Gnfrlingv Corp,

I

AMHERST COPY CORNER

MANUSCRIPT Tb.tSIS
OVERSIZE ORIGINALS
5HJEPRINTS RINDINCS

> (JLS' ..tAft.*' t-.<r- (M-t't

549-2SS4

CONVENIENT PARKING

yO(/ ASKEV FOR IT

..yOUVE GOT IT !

COLOR COPIES
IH 6 MINUTES!

Copy from photos ( b^w too)^magazines
books, or objects to 3 depth.

I

Qraduation

QAJjfetime,..
\\ hen you choose a card

or gift from our

beautiful selection from
American Greetings.

Located in the Campus Center

k^STORE^
Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

%̂
AMERICAN GREETINGS

'- MC.MI.WWI AnRTKiin Clrcitiinjv C^iTp

ZiKKV '^ MCMl.WXVI rnivirsal I'risv S\ndic;itt-

A Summer .>—

;

You Can't Afford ^W
To Miss . .

.

' f '\

We vv.inted to write .1 gre.U

Summer Session <ui But we
couldn't decide whether to tell

vou about .ill the WONDERFUL
OUTDOOR FUN STUFF vou

cm do in ;he summer in New
H.impshire, or flbou' our Fi\F

SHORT SUMMER TFRMS th.it

let vou finish cl,iss in FOUR OR
SIX WEEKS ,ind still e.irn up to

FOUR CREDITS PER COURSE

Or m,ivbe you'd like to know
that tuition ,it UNF1 is less th.in

m.inv summer -St hools C)NIV
So7 PER CREDIT (S85iredit

>;r.idu>ite-loveh And bei.iuse of

ail the summer tourists in this

seaioast area, vou have a ^•,ood

chance at SUMMER |OB OP-
PORTUNITIES

Well, then we thought "Whv
not tell them about our over 500

COURSES DAY AND E\'E-

NINO, OUR QUAMT\ REPU-

TATION, AND OUR ACCRED-
HATION. . .after all, summer
students care about transfer

credits'"'

In the end, we decided iust to

>',l\(' V

Choose from five convenient

terms:

May 2ci- June 20

May 2o- luly -^

Iune2.^-|ulv 18

lune 23 ,AuBust 1

lulv ~ August 13

Call (603) 862-3183 todav for

your free UN'ff Summer Session

Catalog or mail the coupon below

Register now. . . bv mail, phone

(ir personal visit

join us. It's a summer you don't

want to miss!

oil the fac fs'

University of

New Hampshire
'clip .ind m.iil UkI.w to UNH Summer Session, 2 1 RcKfm.irv L.inr

I Durh.im, NH 0.'f<24 Or call(603) «fr2-3l83

I D nr.ise«end me the frreL'NH Summer SfssKinCiMliiR,

I
dewribiriRcner 500 rour^es, d.iy .ind rvrninp

I \,imr f*'""''

piMJ FAS I UkLlVFpy^

33 f . PLEASANT ST AMHERST • OPEN 1 1 AW TO 2AM • SEVEN DAYS AvWCgK

on S(/BXOUor SmiANB^EM>
SPE CI AL • Ham. Turki

k.
Amfnain Crjee^

SUPER* ff6m, Opnoa, doi<y)naPcppcron,^ fnjJPKXif Ct/fc^r

ITALIAN •/''cnr'ci Stj/(i»»»(, ycppcrom hosjvhhfChf^t

COMBINJAvTIOIsI •H(\rY>, (ycroa Salami, 5oto(^m

BOLOCiNA
STEAK AND CHEESE •'^'^hrvof^s, f^ppcr^ Extm

GENOA SALAMI ^^^"TT
ROAST BEEF .^0^

PMCfS
HALF' WHOLE
2.99 H.29
2.59 3.^.9

2.2^ 3.19
2.29 3.1 9

/.99 2.39
2.39 3.69
2.19 3.09
2.59 3.79
Z.39 3.39
2.29 3.29
3.19 q.59
2.29 3.39
3.09 4.89
2.29 3./9
2.09 2.99
1.99 2.79
2.29 3.i9
2.59 3.59
(.49 1.79
/.79 2.39
2.29 3.1 9

2.29 3.n

c !^e^

TELEPHOMF

5H9-5I60

TURKEY
HAM
CLUB • kcnst B»r, furhey, fl/*>pr,(m Ci^ff^

HAM AND GENOA SALAMI
CRAB SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD
TUNA 5ALA0
eog salad
meatball
meatballano chili
VECrETAR\AN
cheese* /^n^cr.can or Pn:)\/c!Qne

PEPPERONl
PASTR.AMI

ML 3AK'DWICHE^ SERVED with pur choice of ChQfse , Onions.
Utiu'd ToniQfDCS, FiMes, Otvpr Ppppcr^>, bkickO/, uo^, n,i, Viremr^ <

Pepper, (kirhc Powder^ OrpganOyfxfra Choe^e or A^'shmyns lD<Jf)d*t\,

^nlf

k>da f^'^a, Chips HO^d
f\ll prq25 sut>.ecr
per Wdcr, Call 5"V?

fi

a pidy by

LANFORD WILSON

Presented by The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater
Rand Theater - University of Massachusetts Fine Arts Center

May 1-3 and 7 10, 1986 at 8pim. Saturday Matinee, May 3 at 2pjn.
Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box OfTice 545-2511

mf^mm
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letVxed

BttV

/MASS TEXTB

MAY 12 -

MAY 19 -

9:00 - 4:00

Fast • Reliable • Efficient

DOONESSURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON
dA:KINHtROffia. MUStUM OF COORSt 1 7 /5Arr sure

,
01/T

Jim me hrstia nme twf

SUf^JUNG ^0OlP "he

•% 1986 un.versai Prras Syndicate

iT^s/ onfh'iS hill- Keep

those reins ijght.Hey-

Wafckfhat cactus com.h'up.'

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE 8c O'BRIEN

iT'r f j»(. To
hPit^n foor: '

'

8t/T <T OuOAJ • T

HOUSEMATES

T«f off fit*, er^-

ePAG€ OF yw£

\

c

>;fcM.. MCrvt Oct.,

SLURP"

^[

Ml !'«, ^t^"
«•*)'«* 0»».»«^ '-'

'^C ^''ri W'

1 1 ..y<, jC

BY R. MILLER

OJBLL, ir<:

OV€f<. IaJITH

Ane AND
Ptref?

SAIZAH. 1

THOOOH

m^^^ ^ Vl
Ttt^? f

-t

Us tf(\ \

VfAH A few
VfARS Aooioar
HEAmr/Nmm>

IaJHD kJAS 0JK0N6

ft>K /IT. TCO-

ALL MY F^(ZjehlPS ToLS>

Me SHe UJAS UJRCNCr

H^d me^ Eur I

ujooLDNT LisreN. I

PlpNT P/OV/^e IT OUT
UNTIL "iHe'DDumf^PMe
AND I'P MAX A FOOL
OF MH^Elf TKY/NO To

CrFT H€F: FAC<

15 THIS irUJA^'-r
^yUPFO(.^D <^'^n /

To m<e CJA<.ONLY
Me FEEL PEPRE^^U^
senFtz^ POC A COvfU

S^ K^ OP YE-A^'. I

GORDY BY GORDE

CsxilL^A

W
^

there's OWlY 0W£
THISJ& I KNO\aJ of

LEFT. IF THIS M}U'T
SET MMGO OUT OF
Sec> AJOTH/AJ(^ (AjlLLf

BLOOM COUNTY BY BERKE BREATHED

'*IHeRB'6 MISWR
sFoacf' m
Htm fi FNB-yeAR
MISSION TO oer
CRACKIfJCN.

HE'S

ppMPLmmm
STftRBASe.

THfiTSTUPlP

WLCAN...

MiffT'S He POiNO

IN T}me ?

I

m
Tea YA

m/wHe's
PVINO...

m mMBCY

HI6 ^/^/ TfmKW

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
hdilid h\ Irudi' Michi-I lafTi-

ACROSS
1 Valentine symbol
6 Egyptian

10 Elevator man
1

4

Relative ol t^ie

birch

15 Fairy tale

character

16 Liquid measure
1 7 Stringed

instrument

18 Appear to be
19 No'se saga
20 Relaxed

21 For a umited

time

23 Star in Lyra

25 Soluble salts

26 Toumanova ot

ballet tame
29 Roman road

30 Soon
31 Bill o* tare

33 USSR coop
38 Pans green

spot

39 Put into vigorous

action

41 The Emerald
iste

42 Precipitous

44 AftKjretum

specimen

45 Rose ol

baseball

46 Aid in

wrongdoing

48 Pantry

50 Fortified area

54 Place to buy cold

cuts

55 Timely

57 Garage-bound
car'

61 Algerian port

6? Asian Kveight

63 Elicit

64 Nursery rhyme
tfiO

65 Preminger

66 Icy

67 Luge

68 Olticers dininq

hall

69 Singer Srmon

DOWN
1 Possess
2 Lamb
3 Stirs

4 Appropriateness

5 Merchant
6 Rica
7 Type of curve

8 Ahead of time

9 Shirley

10 Vehicle tor 69
Across

1

1

Kind ol wave or

basm
12 Madagascar

lemur

13 Remains
22 Gumbo

ingredient

24 Scrabble for

example
26 Designates

27 An school subi

28 Word from Olive'

T*isl

29 Not active

32 Palliate

34 Moratoriums

35 Even

36 An deco anisi

37 Ogle

40 Distant Prefix

43 Duo
47 The - line

49 Assert without

proof

50 Loud noises

51 Eiioi s crueiesi

month

52 Eibowroom
53 Blended as

colors

54 Cyclades island

56 Court needs

58 Shed feathers

59 Steinbeck

character

60 Composer
Horem et ai

ANSWER TO
S'H AD

PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

A A'mP

D.E.E.Mj

S/8/86

1 ;— r-'i s Hi ' 1 4 Hit n

1 mJ* ^1?' '^

^^^^ LT mm
v> M Hp' a u u
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Collegian Positions

Several key Collegian positions are open for next

semester.

Jobs open for application include night editor, copy

editors, assistant to the editors and associate editors for

the news, sports, editorial, black affairs, arts and women's

desks.

Also: Cartoonists are needed.

For information on these positions, see managing editor

John Yonce in the newsroom. 113 Campus Center.

Lunch
Cavatelli Supreme
Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato
Sandwich

Basics Lunch

Boursin and Sprout

Sandwich Corn,

Soybean, Tonnato

Casserole

Orange
Glazed

Ham

Dinner
Chopped
Beefsteak

Special

Basics Dinner

Golden Carrot

Bake/White

Sauce

Baked Cod/
Lemon Sauce

jBrought to you by:J
)f Night Editor ^^«d o'e' AIk- )^
^Copy Editor Ian 'Boss Man' Polumbaum jL,

.Layout Technician Con Plunkowitz^^ Photo Technician Ms. Michelle ^
]^ Production Supervisor That Irish Kid ^
Production: Keizo the traveling typist(God luv ya), Mar-*"

*cus Parcus, Crusty 'the most toasted of us all'j^

jf Nakasomething, Nan 'sure I'll work again' klingen-]#>

something, Mr. CAT (Rob for short), Matkins (is that*

jtyour real name?), Congo (the man with the wheels and,^

i^the Black Labels), That Dohoghue kid, and in spirit- Mia-4>

*even though Mark is cuter. It's been a hot 3 years- Con-*
^man ^
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Ordinary pizza places

cant measure up.
You're in for a gourmet surprise when you taste Uno's

Deep Dish pizza. The rich, crisp crust is filled with

nearly twice as much of the finest, freshest vegetables,

meats, cheeses, and delicate spices.

But there's more. Try our wonderful soup, salads,

appetizers and sandwiches.

And you'll enjoy it all in our beautiful, award-winning

restaurants where you can sit back, enjoy the friendly

atmosphere, and see how it all stacks up.

Ordinary pizza places just aren't Uno's.

Call 543-6600.

Your take out order will he ready on time.. .guaranteed.

Boston Post Rd.. Opp.
Eastfield Mall. 543 6600

Springndd Hours:

Mon. Thurs. ll:30 12 AM
Fri.. Sat. 1 1:30 AM I AM

Sun. 12PM 12AM

3 RESTAURANT at BAR C

COLLEGIAN DRIVERS NEEDED
Starting Fall Semester

• Must have own car

• Must have mornings (9-11) free

$8 - $10 an hour

• Approximately 6 hours per weel(

APPLY IN PERSON AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER

EUROPE^' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEICHERS

EUROPE B
One Rockettil

New YorK, N>

Student /Teacher
RENTAL ^ LEASE

_ Jrmadillos, Bear>, Qxigars, Dawgs, Eagles, Frogs, Gators, Hurriaines, Indians, Jayhawks, Knights,

Lions, Mules, Nighthawks, CKvls, Panthers, Quails, RLn)rhacks, Seminoles,Tide, Unicorns,Vikings,

Wildcats, Xenis,Yaks and Zehras all make the right move with Ryder.

^- ~^-' W^i
'ffr-

llllllllllllllllilllllllllilllllllllllllltt

;^V-

BRUSSELS 395
AMSTERDAM 418

'XARACA^Sa
^NAIROBI 999

TOKYO 845

HONGKONG ^^
HONOLUU^Yr5(

SYDNEY lv\ 839]

TAHITI l\\ 5891

IB

LSiiiii*-.

[^A

<.^ M
:^i»'

79 So Plea*dnt 5t

Amhersl.SftiOlOtU
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li'AtS APPROVED IWaPECTWW «TAnow

Gas Saving
Tune-up

$34.»»
6f I (o***".*- o*"*'

8 C»l

$44.»»

Lube, Oil & Filter

'99

-k-

!:i,X

'K:r.

y^
A

Include* up 'o ^ quorti

o»1 0-30 oil ood »oe^

North Amherst Tire
A Auto Center

fi* SeryKe Twv Store

' Sun««fl»n« Xa ••o Amh«>«l MA

S«9-4'04

e
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Ryder trucks are easy to drive and easy to rent this spring and fall with special Ryder Round-Trip Rates.

For complete details on these and other Ryder discounts, see your Ryder Representative on campus.

MAKE YOUR MOVE. CALL YOUR LOCAL RYDER DEALER NOW. mmm'-^i

40 Montague Road 442 Elm Street R RYDB.THE RIGHTMOVL
1.800.5512030 A Ryder System Company

(cRyrJer Truck Rental Inc 1986
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itSheran I continued from page 20

school, he was recruited as

an outfielder/pitcher by Maine, Sienna, and
UMass.

"i chose UMass because I knew it had a
good baseball program." said Sheran, who
was awarded a partial scholarship. "A lot of

my friends went here, as well as some guys

I played baseball with back in Pittsfield."

Sheran hit .304 and was nine-for-nine in

stolen bases last season, before missing the

last 14 games due to a shoulder injury'. He
appeared in seven games as a pitcher, recor-

ding a 2-1 record and 2.59 earned run

average.

This year, he is the only Minuteman to

start all 37 games and is fifth on the team

in hitting. He also leads the club in stolen

bases with 17 and is tied for the lead in triples

with three.

i think my speed is the key thing,"

Sheran said. "It enables me to bunt for hits

and steal some bases."

The lefty also has a 2-3 record on the

mound with a complete game. He also pit-

ched the lone shutout for the UMass this

year, beating Rhode Island with a

three-hitter..

Sheran. a business major with aspirations

in that field, said he would not turn down an

offer to play in the major leagues.

"I'd love to play," he said. "It's been a

dream of mine ever since I was a kid. I'd also

really like to hit .400 in one of my last two
seasons at UMass."

•L.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE:
Come to Collegian OH.ce CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs 8 45 2 30 Fn • Deadline is 2 days prior to publication day

Cash in.advance • Phone number FREE

AcnvmEs

25 * Clab s going camping May 23 2S if in

Mrastad in lotning us caN Donna *I 2S6-0407

.^liiiktK and ('oaun. M«ion * Mark B«>

man, Managa> WAQY Radio Salas.,

Thundav, May Stti. 802 CC S PM

Kirk ap roar hceU next September! I am
a student vvorking to form an intermediate

TAP OANCE class at one of ttie Five Col

Isgaa. mtaraalcd? CaH: Laurie SSS^SeSO

MHO

AUTO rO» 8AU8

I97C Plymouth Duster good running con
dition $800 00 can 546-4881

1978 «ello» Subam e<Un. Front wheat

drive Runs fine $600 tMSt offer 2S9 1S40

(HI. 584 2700 eKt 2570 IWI

iSTS Ford Pinto hatrhback: aiicilant

condition, standard; new pan*: •1000:

586 5729

197C IHtdcT Aspen WaKon 4 spaed
manual overdrive runs well needs work t350

2533915

1976 Audi Fox waipM automatic a»calant

running many naw parts sunroof MOO BO
253 2797

(bevrttr RO mmt condition 16.000

standard t2200 549 1738 vou love it

1978 llatiun Wagon good condition AC
fuel iniected »1 260 BO 546 8994

1975 Olds ronvertibie power automatic

transmission radials good condition call

Katf>y »2000 or BO 2560825

71 Volvo 4 sp vary ugly monoi mechanical

prot)lania runs good t3S0 5490614

ir74 PHinoyth l»ustrr MOO 253 3734

I97C VW Rabbit, dependabta. tSOO. Dave
256^0910

Uatsun 2000 pickup trurk. 5 speed Long

iMd Cab Mechanicaliv good t>ul body
roug^i Owners i«avir>g country hence $2S0

546-6344 546 8633

1978 Datsun 660*^7^0~256«XB (H»

545-0384 IWI ^
1978 Ford Granada. 86.000 miles. e>

cellent condition )1600 or tMSt offer Call

256 0616 o. 586 6664

76 PIvmouth Volare good condition new
trans. '2 new tires must see' MGO 256^281

77 Chevy Volare must sell MOO or BO
546-4997 eves onty

VW Bug 1973 good shape, new angina.

»500. call 584^2386

1978 Fiat x/19. Much invastsd

stereo 13000 call Paul 6 8837
Great

1974 Ford Torino Wgn 302/V8 84k vy dep
good cond 6-7440 t4e0^BO

BIG. BRIGHT ROOM

Hard-wood floors, 4 wiiKlow*. in furnish-

ed house on PhiHips St, V4 Woch from U.M
campus for summer sublet Very
roeaonabla. call Larissa 549-4674 evenings

CAN YOU WRITE?

Interested in Jotmwlisn? It's navar to

late to start' Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily CoUegian, the largest

college daily m New England Vou can write

atx>ut Sports. News, Editorial. Black Af

fairs. Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian

issues. Whatever your interests, wnte about

It today in the Collegian We buiU careers.

CAPE COD

2 roommates wanted to sfwre house in W.
Yarmouth very close to l)eachi' Call Lisa

549 7617 or Ruth 549 7848

Opportunity of a lifetime 1 female needed

for house in W Yarmouth Prime location

and fully furnisfied house Unt)elievable

price, call 256-8887

CAPE COD HOUSE
~

2 people neded to share room in Hyannis

for summer $1000 ea. Bob 548-4756

CAPE RENTAL WANTED

Desperately seekinf honsins in Hyannis'

Got room? Call me' Rebecca 549-4600

(x219l

"CASH"

PavinR cash for vour baseball cards

Please call Mike 5466106

;
CRIST-HEADS^

to all the cruRty people who made my
semester one of the best ever I will see you

after the Pond at my place and I will never

forget you' Leslie ^^^__^__

ENTERTAINMENT

RACKA-DISC ENTKRTAINMENT
Professional Disc-Jockeys Light Shows;

Largo Screen Video 24 hr operator 549-7144

ESCORT^RVlCE

Escort Service Available 8 p.m. 2 a.tn.

Everyday, anywhere on campus. Play it

safe, call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

Single and double available in Puffton
call 549 0618 evenings

1 or 2 qniet females to share large room m
Puffton availatile Jue 1 thru fall Et sprir>g call

Oabbw 546^9226^
Roomv, 3 bedrtwm Sanderiand koaae.

garage, only 600 « , faH option 866-7194

Live on Jersey skoreTTT Chaap" On tha

beach Call Mark 5469261

FOR RENT

Brittany Manor now renting for fall

semester 256-8534

2 bedroom apt short lease with the option

for long term. Free heat and water male or

female MBO a month On bus route. Contact

Rich or Pete 266 0079

Rooms close to UMasB »210 includes

utilities 549-1358 .

Would you liiieTo^uy our lease in Bran

dywine? Bottom floor 2 bwlroom facing

backyard starting June 1st includes fall op

tion. Act fast' 549-0572ji8kJor^M8rk

R^TiTirnai^" house ISO per month

washer/dryer, air conditioning, on bus n

large yard call Kathleen 256-^M

Summer with" TaiTliption. Spacious 2

bedroom apt on bus route 865^2271 even

ings ___^
Summer Nblet/fall optioiTgreat house

South Amherst call 2M^?734

fikebvef ouTlBmndywine l*^- •£J»P
ting 80, don't viraH' Cafl now' 54»OZ»)

4 bedroom. 2 bathroom apartaeat on bus
Ime Summer sut>tat wittt fafl option. CaH
256-18B5

Charming Soathwood townhoase
availat>le June 1 Two bedroom with option

to tMjy elagant furnishings. CaM now
253-9413

Feaule roommate needed for own angln,

on Hoban Lane 549 6343

tell option: w summer sut>iet 3 t>edrooms

m a 4 twdroom apt Heat b utilities ir^cluded

266-1661

3 bedroom apt Sanderland $400 per

month anailabls May 28th call 8663300

I bdrm Pafflon Apt availabta for rant Juna
1st ca« 548-6371

Amherst Ceater one badroom apt

available June 1 encellant kicalion' MK/mo
call 253 7613

FOB SALE

Hewlett Packard 12C with calculator case

arMl owner s handtjook Brand new I don't

know how to use it' Call 546 1280 $80.00 or

80

Gucci Watches 125 whila supptiaa last. caN

Brian at 67480 ^_

LargelTridget $100 T»»e perfect place to

keep extras beers coM' Call 6^8066

80 Sntuki r.si. 856shaft drnrcTlow mitaa AF
helmet $1000 549 6886

Refrigerator eicellent cor>dition 9 cu ft ITS

call Debbie Ma'tms at 5452152

Furniture • good condition great prices

bed nighutand, desk h chair, dresser call

Melissa 549 6031

Mast^teiT 7good condition sofa 'couch.

La/vt>oy reckner. chair, coffaa tabia $200.

866^3154

Furniture including desk, drasaer, twd,

reclirwi very good condition call Larry

549 7478

American Arrline Ticiiet to Hatwaii gd tH

Aug 31 $300 nag 549-4483

Saft Contact Lenses Moat daily wear

lenaas $18.00 to $25 00 Most extended

wear lanaas. $36 00 to $46 00 Most soft

tinted lansas $35.00 to $4600 Lowest

prices on C 'L solutions, anywtiere Flexcare

$1 98 heat units, $12 96 Amherst Optical

Shoppe, Inc., 196 No Pleasant St.. (4131

253 5412 or (4131 2566403.

Epson QX" -10 computer 256K w/
OBASEII valdocs software Must se«

$700 cafl Dale 549 2804

73 MaJibu Chevrolet 94000^ mi old but

reliable good college car chaap Peter at

542 3480

t2S Cheap twin bed must aa* caN Susan

549-0618

Cote^f furniture for sale! Everything

must go' Call Sue 549^)494

'Twin bed. desk and chair excellant condi-

tion BO call Lisa 256 1480

(rfivemment Homes from SI (a repair).

Also delinquent tax property. Call

1«)6-e876000 ext GH 9616 lor informs

tion.

Sealv single mattress boxspring £t frame;

Huffy 3 speed woman's bike; Regina

2-speed electrik broom All in excellem con

dition call 549-4360

Fender acoustic, new, 6 string $165

firm. Kramer Striker 300st strat type body,

Floyd Rose trem bar. Fender hard shell

case, mint cond. call Gregg 546-3249

Mena Raleigh Record^lO^speed bicycle

hardly used looks brand new $1M pr 80 Bill

266 1506

Fisher Audio component system,

cassette turntable, receiver, recording cap.,

equa built in. digital tuner, 20 wts/ch.

perfect for dorm S200 or BO. call Scott

256 6232 must sell

fVBW 21" 25$ 256-«002~

Queen sixe watcrbed like new, many ex-

tras Best offer Brad 549 6860

Mint condition bed & other furniture

Cheryl 549-5127

25" television set great condition $200 or

BO call 649 1448

Furniture. TV., bed, dresser, and more.

Very cheap' Call Caroline 549-1868

FOUND

Single kev on kev ring found at Fearing

Street bus' stop Cafl 546-4859 to claim

Sunglasses, tell me when, where, what

kind and they are yours, call 546 7194 after

1 1 00 pm

Neckiace^ound in Northeast call and

describe 546 4169

GRADUATION HOTEL ROOMS^

2 rooms available in Towne House

Motor Inn in Northampton for May 23 &
24 Call Dan 253 3237

HELP WANTED

Eco-Activist Wanted looking for a sum-

mer job /career just to make money don't

call us But if you want to change en

vironmental politics and win, ""Clean

Water Action Project in Amherst 549^7450

or Boston at 617-423-4661

Travel / Benefits/Training^

Eii^ thousands of dollars per month

part or full time this summer' National cor

poration expanding in this area, "The IBM

of nutrition Call toll free 24 hours

1 800 423 4821 extj^357

Work outdoors this summer! Student

Painters is now hiring painters 6 foremen in

Central & Eastern MA $5-8 hr call Paul

649-5898 OT Jeff 5467222^ ^

Looking for progressive individuals in

terested in organizing a union to raise tfie

standard of living in the hotel and restaurant

industry Write: ORGANIZE. P 0. Box 296,

Amherst, MA 01004

NOW HIRING
College Pro Painters is looking

for motivated, hard working athletic

students to paint in tt>e Lexington

South outlet 5 7/houi piece work
interviews on campus 1 800 424 2468

positions tilting quickly call today
••••••••«•••••••••••*••• •••••• ••«••«*

Government Jobs (16 040 $68,230/yr,

now hiring Call 1 805^687 6000 ext R 9616

for current federal list

Sammer help wanted kitcfian/counter

hatp wanted apply at Joes Paradise Chicken

31 Bottwood Walk Amherst

Camp Lovaltown. AHRC. 189 Whcatley
Road. Brookville, NY 11545 A residential,

recreational camp for mentally retarded in

Hunter, NY is accepting applications tor

sumemr employment Wnte or call 15161

626 1000

Island Attendant - Part ticna poaitions

available sUrting May 12th Evenings 4 K
to 9. $3 50 per hour plus commission apply

at BalchertoMrn Road Sunoco 40 Belcher

town Rd

Marketing Interns needed for summer 6
fall semesters in Hampshire Mall's

Marketing Dept Must tie energetic ft

reliable with excellent communication skills

Minimum of 15 hrs wk required Great ex

perience Contact office of internshipe

5450725

Applications now being accepted for full

or part time tM>ors Positiorw available for

days, nighis, ar>d weekends on all shifts

Benefits include free food, paid vacations,

free uniforms, tiexilile hours Apply in per

son at McDonald's Restuarant, 377 Rusell

St . Hadtey. MA between 9 1 1 ama and 2 4

pm

Free room and board: Amherst live m
poaition; ieaponsit>ilities include part time

chitdcare. daaning b cooking 549 4510

LOST

Help! Lost watch between Sylvan and Nor-

theast' Reward' call as soon as possMe
65842 sentimental value

(Jrey jean jacket m Thorn 104 on Mon 4/7

if found please cafl 68642

Gold Gross w/Chriat head plaaaa cad Jim

6-1435

A gold chain w/2 nentimental charms

lost at the outdoor track also a gold hoop

earhng on campus large reward 549^2636

Mav 3 Lambda Chi 2 tone blue "Lite" beer

CBiackat XL reward no questions very

sentimental paint on bottom baci please call

54&7448 or 6^7446

LefT on pyramids in Soathwest on

4/30/86 Wilson baseball glove and carkey

on a silver whistle, extremely important to

owner any info call Mike @ 549 5951 reward

Brown glases in soft navy blue case

please phone 549 5933 if found

Lost brown leather wallet m Earth Foods

women's room $ not important contents

vital' Please please return no questions ask

ed cafl Jifl 549 7713

Gold chain in Southwest Area - of great

sentimental value lost 4/29 REWARD' Call

Tom or Dave 546-8087

kelp! I lost my wallet at or in Franklin DC
5/5/88 please return no questions

iTlnrh gold necklace with a single pearl

charm Lost 5/5 tietwreen Worcester DC and

Marston Hall call 6^4247 reward offered

Sentimental value ,

LOU BOLDRIGHINI

So birtkdaye are never a big thing?!

There's always a first HAPPY BIRTH

DAY' This is only the start' Tweedledee and

Twnadladum

MOTORCYCLES

80 Honda Custom 400. Only 4000 mi., ex

cellent condition, runs great' Burgundy

w/pin stnpo. luggage rack, small hack, new

brakes, now banery $650 BO call Steve

266 1 370

YamahOC'TSOOE 500 cc street legal En

dure Runs perfect $400 00 cafl Josh

546 4191 _
Kawasaki '75 400 runs and looks good $550

or best offer 549 0866 call Joe

MUSICIANS

Keyboardist needed for original rock band

experience and pro equipment required

549-4003

PERSONALS
•••••••I •••••••••••

'""IMPORTANT I""
I

" If your Recognized Student
• Organization wants an FY88 budget
• from the SGA, pick up a packet now '

• in 420 Student Union now" Be "

• alert" Proposals wifl not be
• accepted after Wed, may 14 Thereafter,

•

• they will be put in the trash" '

'

If you fou^d a Kodak disc camera at the

Southwest Concert on Sunday please con

tact Enn at 546-8372. Sentimental value. $$

REWARD »$

GuTtar Wanted -
I am looking for a left

handed Fender Stratocaster any condition

any vintage. Call Myk 6-6742

Southwest Concert Presents: Nachos'

Nachos' And more nachos'

Order the 1986 yearbook now and receive

a free campus skyline poster. Stop by our

table on the concourse Monday and Tues

day or our office in 103 CC for more details

The 1988 INDEX - Don't leave UMass
without ordering it'

Plan ahead and save money next year

free meals in exchange for light kitchen

duties contact Chi Omega for more info

545-01«

JoeDog You're the BsMz'

MIcTjEric.' Dick and MTlfThanks for all

the laughs in aerobics. Its not going to be

the same without you next fall' Love, Alex

Sexy Eyes lets spend a day together away
from here a certain New Yorker

Soul. Black Music, Records (used radio

program! 50 cents plus Joe 586 5487

AM/PM

Mcdfield Man Thank* for the toast. Win

there tie more? Wslpole Woman PS
Thanks for Saturday Night, too'

Day (iraphirs quits

Tailor for attaration

584-9362

SHAANN's at maN

Dear Jean, Have a totaMy i

day' You're the bast Uttl* Sia< Love atway*.

Tara

Sponsored bv independent restaaran-

tuers association HRTA Club

Michael- will you PLEASE shave7

Pond Concert Presenta:
Virgin Msgantta*
and more

N
A

' C
• H

' ONACHOS
Dweeb: If it's worth taking a rak onca. it's

worth trying again Two completed passes;

let's go for a first down and make it a 5 3

record THE LOSER

Heidi Z •

• you are so nice
*

• ttut I can't imagirw *

• anyone nicer
*

Congratulations to the new little sisters

of Delta Chi: Alice, Amy, Det>bie, Jeanne,

Lynn. Lisa, Kendel, RacfMi. Sharyl.Love

you Big Brotfiers

Nina, Congrats' Love you forever. Joe

Jean C. Happy Birttiday Sweattieart I love

you very much JK

JPK. Thanks for sharing 7 moa. 3 days. 19

hours, 14 mm, and 23 sac but wtio's

kee(Mng track? Love you Gripa

Jill you look marvelous' Love Tree

Hey hey hey. to Laura Jean Fay wfw was
t)orn on the sixth of May now we all know
tfiat It's later tfian tl>at, but let's go celebrate

let's get fat' To Stevie Fay we'd like to say
|ust plain and simply, Happy B day (latel

Lynda b Phys

Christine - Here's the personal you've
always wanted I love you Eric

Congratulations to all the new sisters of

SDT Meryl, Tiel, Lisa, Kim, Steph C , Stef

Z . Stacey. Michelle G , Michelle L , Deb
bie. Sue M , Sue S ,

Helene, Melissa S.,

Melissa D , Lesley, b Karen' Get psyctiad

Jenny |ust a little t>it longer'

Nancy Cohen: It's almost time for ttie fun

to begin at SDT'

Dear WAS. Tfianks for the compliment

You should see my Benetton underwear

Lets talk SheNoy 2 W
To the gay wfio wished ha was a vaMow
mint Happy 6 monttis. it's baen great* I

tove you" B.

Joanne - Hera it is* Now GRADUATE' Isn't

that baW Glenn

SCOTT. You're tfie best pirtg-pong partner

I ever had. Mofly Pollywog

PLEASE! PLEASE! PLEASE!

Please! Pleaae! Please! Return "borrow

ed " black leather jacket from 147A Bnttany

Sat night, after hours. Reward Ailison

253 2924

PLEASE RETURN

lyoet grey GERRY Ski Jacket with watch

in pocket sentimental value Call Scott

6-6172 no questions'

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, caaes, diaacrtetioM, tkcaca. on-

campus. deper>dable, low rata*, axpariatK-

ed Nancy 584 7924

ROOM WANTED

Help me!! I need a room in an apartment

close to UMass that's cheap (up to

$170- 180 I I'm neat, easy to get along with

and love to party too Call Christine at

253-5248 (nitesi or 545 2892 (days) I'm in

terested in Rolling Green too if possible

ROOMMATES WANTED

SERVICES

Need to get your stuff home to L.I. caH

iVIass Movers '54fr9645 final week for resar-

iiations

Sumatcr storage: starting at 1.25/'

call 549 1452 evenings till n>idnight

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $500 per hour

former grader, consultant Alex 256 1239

Perfectionist Word Processing $1 50

$2.00/page 25% off first |ob 649^178

Light moving
549-2649

with Toyota truck call

SPRING CONCERT •8<

Help UMaaa Figkt Hugar! Bring one can

of food (tuna, soup, ate.) to eoncart on Pon
Sunday Mav "« 'ZP*"

SUBLETTERS WANTED

Summer sublet w/fall option 3

available m a sunny Mam St apt on bus

route l>ig open rooms sunny deck single

callers welcome caH Lasiay at days
253^2821 eve

SUMMER CAMP JOBS

Male roommate wanted for two badroom

Southwood 135 month call 253 7178

FemTle roommate wanted to share Brit

tany Manor apt call 256 6645

Nonsmoking female roommate wanted
Brittany lease Sept June 256-0027^

Hyannis Apt - two males or two females

wanted for summer. Apartment located in

center of Hyannis walking distance from

beach and Guidos. $950 each. Call John

549 7747 or Tim 549-6834

i'>maip to share bedrm in cozy 2 bdrm
Brandywine apt cafl 549-4077

Single room. RolTing Green Apts 180 mo
inclusive 253 5356 after 5:00

One female needed to share room in

Squire Village. For lease beginning in

September $122 50/month 665 7563

1 roommate wanted to share 1 bedroom in

Townehouse Apto call 549- 1 587 ask for San
tina or Marie

2 roommates needed for house in Hyan-

nis cafl 546 6062 ASAP 546 6396

'Two roommates needed to share tjedroom

in Southwood (for year) call 256-0675

(Marybeth) or 549 6749 (Vanessa)

Responsihie roommate wanted for fall.

Amherst Center Apt call 253 2170

Non-smoking female needed to share one

bedroom in three bedroom Puffton Apt call

Nancy 546 9887

Hobart i,ane - 2 females desperstely need

ed to fill 2 rooms in house own room
guaranteed call ASAP Robin 266«)60
(after 10 pm) or Cecelia 549-6816

Amherst Center: female to share large

room in house, eves 549 5866

One female roommate needed starting fall

Brittany Kathy or Maryann 256 07M

2^femares wanted to share Brandywine apt

lease begins Juna 1st caH Linda 549 4798

Share your talents with campers in

terested in learning art )Obs lewelry. sew
ing, silkcreening, weaving, ceramics, pnn
ting, music piano, guitar, trumpet,

clarinet, drums, music director Contact

Marc Katz, 324 E 52 St, NYC, NY 10022

212 868 0886

SUMMER JOBS

Framingham .MA nationally affiliated mov
mg b storage co is hirir>g for the summer
$6 50 6 50;hf. 30 60 hrs/wk for more info

cafl BiH at 546 5610

SUMMER SUBLET

4 spots available in Sunderland townhouse
cat>le TV on txjs n rent negotiable 665 3571

Amherst Center 1 bedroom sunny, quiet.

spacious apt rent neg 253 5529

CloBe to campus 2 large, sunny rooms
Clean, quiet, wooded area 130/room CaH

Lisa 549 7227

Puffton Village 2 bdr, 2 battis. furnishad,

clean and reasonable 549 7728

Brandywine Apt partly furnished call

David 549 6670 price negotiable

w/fall option: Swiss ViHage; furniehod; 1,

2, or 3 bedrooms (singles) 256-1318

2 bedroom spartment. Lantern Court,

Sundertar>d Includes furnishings sir condi

tioning, cable TV' Call Kim or Donna,

549 7127

Brandywine sanawr sableta pos fan op-

lion Sharon 549 4598 after 8 pm

Two bedroom Stouthwood rent nagotial>le

call 253 7178

w/fall option 2 large bedroom in Brittarry

Manopr only $360 or best offer 253 2831 any

time

Colonial Village 1 br in 2 br apt on bus
route, pool 253-7126

Male roommate wanted
Riverglsde Apt $100/mo *

266 4258

for 2 bdrm
utH call Paul

3 bedroom Townhoase apartment fuHy

furnished rent cheap call nights 549 7794

Two bedroom Cliffside apartment 3 peo-

ple $400/M fumishad, pool, other extras

666^7526

Puffers Pond summer sublet taH option 2

bedrooms bus route 549 4729

Rooms available in spacious apartment 1

minute walk between campus and town

Low rent Cafl Dave 2660021 evenings

TWO BFrDROOM TOWNEHOISE APT
rent negotiable caH Stephanie 646^9124 or

Holly 546^8365 .

Amherst Center apartment f<# summer
sublet cell 253 2170

Puffton Village one bedroom call

549 2625 or 546 8622

Single 1 157month furnished June 1 Aug
30 10 minute walk to campus/bustops at

door cafl Lynda after 10 pm 546 7219

Bright, spacious I bdrm apartment par

tially furnished, air conditioning, cable TV
Dan 253 3588

Summer sublet Sunderland apt fafl option

avail June 1 non smoker pref call after 10

PM 665 2764

Summer sublet Brandywine Apt cheap

call 549 1032

Fail option Amherst 2 big tiedroom apart

ment on bus line rent rtegotisble tel

253 7601

2 roomH Tn luxury Rolling Green
townhouse Poolside, air conditioned, cable

TV. dishwasher, juketiox Available late

May thru July or August, rent $150 neg.

utilities inci 253 7924

$l20/month i room in 2 bedroom apt

w/fall option for entire apt Bruce 665 3403

One large riKim available in house close

to campus Summer sublet w/IsM option

Looking for Junior or Senior call anytime

549 6040

Fall option 2 bedroom Lantern Court apt

on bus route $375/mo 666 4721

2 minutes from campus! Single room in

lurnished apartment cafl 549 6918. 5 00 7 00

PM
Spacious. 2 tiedroom apartrrrant in Bran-

dywine On bus route, 5 min to campus
Reasonable Call 546-6998 or 546^7098

Walk to campus! (
'/i mile) on bus route

avail 6/1 4 spots in Ig 2 t>drm apt cafl

546 9214, 546 9163, 546 8137 $100 a spot

Fall option Southwood low rent half-

furnished 256 1764

.1 bedroom Pl'FFTON great place for the

hot summer; 256-1039 Larry

Gorgeous new 3 bdr apt Sunderland wnr
w/faH opt 6864184

Fail option Southwood townhouse
253 3829

two bedroom Townehoaae price

negotiable, call 546-8125 Michelle or

5«5^8129 Jane for more info

Northampton Center summer sublet 3

rooms available in a single family house.

Queit neighborhood, lots of room,

washer/dryer $475 per room ca« even

ings/momings 584-5425

Singics: four of thatn. Houaa in Squire rant

negotiable (cheap') caM Alsa 64259 or Sua
67422

Puffton Village 1 bdrni apt for summar
sublet can 54fr7027

Sammer sublet available at Squir* ViHaga

in Sunderland two large bedrooms very

peaceful area on Ixjs route 546 5370 or

546 7119

Northampton Center 2 large room*, liai

each call 586 6436 caH evenings

Furnished 2 bedroom apt large room* pol.

AC. cokx TV. cable caH 886-7186

Sablel for sammer woman wanted to

share a room in Bnttany Manor NO/mth cal

Cindy at 2Sfr 1662

Sammer sublet w/fall option SouttMwood

Apt 2 bedroom caH Tom 253 2036

1 bdrm in 2 bdrm apt on bus roata

$1 10/ mo faH option 665 7629 Sunderland

Amherst Center furnished, ideally located.

3-badroom apt rent negotiable 549 5890

One non-smoker needed to sahre furnish-

ed Townehouse apt June 1 Aug 31 with 2

females $120 /month Own room 549*709

Riverglade Apis 1 rm availat>le $125 call

253 9821

Puffton Village 3 badroom* fu»y fumi»had

poco negotiat>le caH Amy 549 5188

Studio .Main Street center of town $200

caH 2S3 9821

With fall option 2 badroom Amtierst

Center summer rent negotiable 253 7816

Live in N'hampton for the summer
w possible fafl option 1 tiedroom in a 3

bedroom apt on bus route caU after five

506 9402

Amherst Center sunny 3 badtoom apt in

house call eves 549 5886

Summer sublet: Brandywina apartment

$100 00 person evaryttiing inchidad ca*;

549 789

Sunny, quiet house Downtown, vaty

reasonable, furnished 253 6155

2 bedroom apt in Puffton Vllg poaailita

fall option 549 6632 _
2 bedroom apt furnished (incI kitcfieni largo

rooms, pool, bus route $300/nego 253 5088

5468152

1 bd/3 bd Pafflon 1 month fraa cat

549 3865 or 2560943 after 8 pm _
3 br Townehosue apt June Aug cl>aap

rent Chris 549 0806 Moe 2560996

Summer sublet Brandywine apt fuRy fur-

nished pol air condition 549 1 727 Scoota

2 bedroom apartment m Cliffside summar
w/faH option 666 7564

Sum sublet across from College Pitaa

and Southwest, you'H liks our offar

5494192

Great buy - Squire ViJIagv furnished. r>aw

pool on kMjs rt female only call Liz Of Baf-

sy 546^162

Live downtown near Barts! 1-2 con-

SKterete, responsible people get own room
in nice house $300'summer inclusive Klt-

cfwn priv private phone Summer, faM op-

tion Leave name and when to caH t>ack on

my tape Rick 549 2797

TO SUBLET

Squire Village 1 double rm m 2 brm apt

nonsmkr, quiet CaH 6662579 2 9 pm a*k

for Hilary

SwissVillagc 2 bedroom fumisfiad newfy

renovated pool nearby cfieap rent' Call Peg
646 5140 or Lauren 646-6630

Southwood Sublet • fall option 2 tiedrm

530/ mo includes heat, water Tricia 256 1587

"fiiaCs the way to do it! Rent our Bran-

dywine apartment for tfia summer caN

548 0862

AmhersTCenter 1 badrm to sublet rent nag
call Li/ 253 3966

Cheap summer sublet with fall option. 2
bedroom Southwood apts 256 1562

Two rooms available for summer near

malls and busstop call 586 5425

1 bedroom sublet w/four bedroom fall op-

tion Amherst apt caH Andy after 9 pm at

2666869 _
2 rrmms to sublet in Hadley home.
Available 6/1 call Allan or Adam 686 7818

w/faiT option 3 bdrm Squire Village 1 H
baths on l>us route 665 4284 keep trying

Two bedroom townhouse in Soutfiwood

apartments with fall option 2561090

TRAVEL

Ocean Cruise Party

no drinking age at sea.

Gamble & dance non stop.

Only $68
One fiee trip for

every yiuup of 20

Can 617 861 0333 or

617 321 3943

Alaska-bound? I'm looking for a traval

companion. If interested caH Paul 6-6484

Commuters! Can't get to the martiat? Wal
take you there' Saturdays, on the Shoppar
Shuttle.

TYPING SERVICE
"

(Quality Typing. Long or short protect*.

Meticulous proofreading. Editing availabla.

New IBM typewriter 549-0367

WANTED TO RENT

Rooms/Sublets wanted June 22 - Aug 2.

CaH 25fr8615 8 8m 9 pm

i)o you have a room? I need a single**

Quiet, dean female

546-6364 after 11 PM
please caH Luara

WHY PAY SUMMER RENT

Live near Barta! Quiat. good-humorad.
pref. Jewish M/F to hava own room In nica

house Kitchen priv
, no lease Only

$100/mo inclusive Start 9/1 Leave narrta

and wf>en to call back on my tape. Ridi

548 2797
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What
Confusion reigns as

UMass awaits its bid

By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

Whoever came up with the age-old proverb not to "count

your chickens before they hatch" must have had in mind

the situation the University of Massachusetts softball team

is currently in.

While one would think that the 20th-ranked

Minutewomen. a team that has u-on both the Atlantic 10

regular season and tournament championships, would be

a cinch to qualify for the sixteen-team NCAA Division I

national tournament, the opposite could remotely be true.

In yesterday's Division I poll, UMass, 36-7 on the season.

was ranked 20th, a spot that the Minutewomen have oc-

cupied for most of the season. This creates a bit of confu-

sion as to what chance the Minutewomen have of making

the tourney, if only sixteen teams are accepted. Based

strictly on face value, it would seem that UMass would be

left out in the cold.

But this isn't neccasarily the case either. According to

Sally Garette. Chairman of the Northeast Region selection

committee, the team that finishes in the top spot in the Nor-

theast, although not automatically, traditionally receives

a bid to the tourney. That team happens to be UMass.

In addition, the selection process would usually mean that

the top seed in each region would get a bid. But, accor-

ding to Garette, other regions in the nation are currently

involved in tight battles for top seeds. Therefore, until those

regions have decided its seeds, bids cannot be officially sent

out.

Tournament bids, along with pairings and first round

sites, will be announced on Monday at noon. At that time,

coaches will be notified of their acceptance.

So where do the Minutewomen stand from a regional

standpoint? UMass has several factors working in its favor.

First, the Minutewomen are the only East coast team rank-

ed in the Top Twenty. Indiana University is ranked 1 1th,

but is considered to be a mid-western school.

Second, the only other schools in the region that could

stand an outside chance of getting into the tourney are

Adelphi University (27-18-1) and the University of Connec-

ticut (2815-1). The Minutewomen took three-out-of-four

from Adelphi this season and split with UConn.

What could also be considered is the fact that the

Minutewomen have a better record, in terms of winning

percentage, than 16 of the other 19 teams. The loophole

in this theory could be the strength of schedule, as teams

west of the Mississippi have been said to have tougher

competition.

What makes the tournament situation doubly confusing

is the fact that, of the 19 other teams in the poll, nine are

exclusively from what could be considered to be the

Western region. Based on the fact that another national

poll will not be released before the bids are announced,

what seems to be evident is that if UMass is to receive a

bid, another team that may be ranked higher might not go

to the tourney.

A messy situation? It certainly seems that w^ay. The

Minutewomen gained a national tourney bid in 1983, with

this season being the best chance UMass has had since.

While it doesn't seem fair that, like other sports such as

volleyball and lacrosse, regional proximity will probably

determine the fate of the Minutewomen, it remains a sad

part of college athletics that has to be dealt with.

Harvard clips

UMass, 7-3

CnllrKixn f''* photo hy Mirhflle Sr|;all

Freshman pitcher Jeff Greer and UMass fell to Harvard, 7-3, yester-

day.

Special to the Collegian

CAMBRIDGE - Senior co-captam Bob

Kostro was shelled for seven runs in five in-

nings as the University of Massachusetts

baseball team fell to Harvard University, 7-3

yesterday.

The Minutemen fell to 16-21 on the season,

losing their seventh game in nine starts.

They close out the season next Tuesday with

a doubleheader at Providence College.

Kostro fell to 4-4 on the season, allowing

10 hits in five and one-third innings. He
allowed seven runs, all earned, and walked

four. He struck out six. Kostro also hurt his

own cause with two throwing errors on at-

temped first base pick-offs.

Sophomore outfielder Matt Sheran went

two-for-five on the day to extend his school-

record hitting streak to 26 games.

UMass took a 1-0 lead in the top of the

first. Darrin O'Connor led off with a single,

advanced to second on an error and to third

when Sheran grounded out to second. Jay

Zerner walked. O'Connor and Zerner then

executed a double steal attempt, with O'Con-

nor scoring and Zerner getting thrown out.

Harvard struck back with one in the se-

cond and three in the third. The Minutemen

put a run across in the fifth. Shortstop Gary

DiSarcina walked, went to second when Rob
Holiday walked, and took third when O'Con-

nor grounded into a 6-4-3 double play.

Sheran ripped a single, scoring DiSarcina

and UMass trailed, 4-2.

Harvard touciied Kostro for another run in

the fifth, before UMass manager Dick Berg-

quist went with freshman Ken Greer with

runners on second and third.

Mike Pakalnis greet the rookie with a shot,

doubling to the gap in left-center, scoring two

runs and icing the game.

In two and two-thirds innings. Greer allow-

ed three hits and struck out one in a solid

effort.

UMass added a run in the sixth as Jeff

Cimini walked, took second when Steve

Kern walked and scored on Sean Flint's RBI

single. On the game. Sheran was the only

UMass player with two hits, going

two-for-five.

Harvard was led by Paul Vallone with

three hits. Pakalnis also had three hits plus

two RBI. Frank Caprio has three hits, an RBI
and two stolen bases. Ed Toland (2-0) took

the win with three strong innings.

For the game, UMass managed only seven

hits and committed three errors.

Harvard tagged UMass pitching for 13

hits, but the Crimson were even more stone-

handed than the Minuteman defense, com-

mitting four errors.

UMass notebook

Manganaro, Kaczorowski captains
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Seniors Paul Manganaro, a linebacker, and

Stan Kaczorowski. an offensive lineman have

been elected co-captains of the 1986 Univer-

sity of Massachusetts football team.

Manganaro, from Winchester, Mass was

selected as second-team All-Yankee Con-

ference last season after making 43

unassisted tackles in 1985 as part of the

nationally-ranked Minuteman defense.

He had five sacks, recovered two fumbles

and caused two others. In 1984, he missed

the entire season due to a knee injury, but

proved he totally recovered last year with his

consistently high level of play.

Kaczorowski, a native of Scotch Plains,

NJ, was named second-team AU-ECAC (Divi-

sion 1-AA) and was second-team all- Yankee

Conference. An offensive guard, the big (6-2,

250 pounds) man also kicked five extra

points (out of six attemps) and four field goals

as a placekicker. He is a two-year starter on

the line.

D
Don't be shocked, but Lorenzo Sutton was

selected as the most valuable player on the

UMass basketball team at their annual

banquet.

Sutton, a Sporting News honorable-mention

All-American and second-team all-Atlantic

10 selection, averaged 17.8 points-per-game

on .501 shooting from the field and .750 ac-

curacy from the line. The junior shooting

guard also pulled down 4.1 rebounds-per-

game and received the team's academic

award.

David Brown, a 6-4 freshman guard from

Baltimore, was named the most improved

player. The A- 10 all-roookie team member
scored 9.1 ppg and hauled down a team-high

5.2 rpg.

Point guard Carl Smith was named the

team's best defensive player. Smith, who has

several school assist records, led the team in

steals this season with 40. Freshman Fit-

zhugh Tarry was named the Unsung Player-

of-the-Year. UMass finished 9-19 last season.

n
The UMass women's soccer team will be

honored at a University function tonight at

Memorial Hall.

The Minutewomen, who were 15-0-0 in the

regular season before losing in the Final Four
to eventual national champion George
Mason. Chancellor Joseph D. Duffcyand
coach Kalekeni Banda will speak.

UMass

'

hitting
machine
Sheran sets record

By MATT GERKE
Collegian Staff

Regardless of how the University of

Massachusetts baseball team finishes this

season, Matt Sheran has had himself a year.

The sophomore went into yesterday's

game against Harvard with a .324 batting

average while pitching and playing the out-

field. But, by far, his biggest accomplish-

ment has been a school record-setting

25-game hitting streak, a huge feat for a

Division I player.

It started way back on April 5 when he

got a hit against St. Joseph's University.

Since that time, he has not failed to hit in

a game going into yesterday's contest.

"1 didn't really think about the streak at

the beginning," said Sheran. "But once it

got up around 20, it was on my mind."

"It's a great streak," said UMass
manager Dick Bergquist. "That is one of

the most difficult feats in college baseball.

Matt is a good all-around athlete and a great

competitor."

Sheran played varsity baseball for three

years at Taconic High in Pittsfield, and was

MVP of his league as a junior and senior.

Fbllowing high
continued oh pag« 19
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It weighs on the mind ...

CoUrKian photo by Nick Sokoloff

Jon Ferris, a UMass sophomore, didn't seem to mind the weight of the Fine Arts Center

sculpture on his head, because it sheltered him from the rain yesterday.

Less strict

drink policy?
Possibly ...

Officials: would consider it

By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian StafT

Two top University of Massachusetts administrators

yesterday said they would consider modifications to the

residence hall alcohol policy, but did not specify what
those changes might include.

"I'm not going to make a commitment that we'll change

it." said Dennis L. Madson, vice chancellor for student

affairs. "But we are open to suggestions."

The current policy, instituted in September, prohibits

students from drinking in "common areas" such as

hallways and lounges. A motion drafted by the Southwest

Area (jovermnent and discussed at a Residential Commit-
tee meeting Wednesday urges that students of legal age

be allowed to drink in common areas.

Chancellor Joseph D. Duffey, reached late yesterday,

said, "The proposed policy is appropriate and seems to

have widespread support. I know Mr. Zannini [director

of Housing Services! will be glad to review any sugges-

tions."

Madson. who said he discussed the SWAG proposal in

a meeting with Duffey, said the administration has "not

ruled it out, but we haven't ruled it in yet either.

"It's difTicult to balance the rights ofpeople over 21 with

those of people under the drinking age," he said. "We will

consider and debate the proposal."

Bill Collins, president of SWAG, said a change in the

continued on page 4

Seniors split

on the Duke
University of Massachusetts students'

opinions appear divided on the selection of

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis as the commence-
ment speaker for the class of 1986.

In a random poll of50 graduating seniors

yesterday, 18 agreed that Dukakis would

be a good speaker while 17 opposed his giv-

ing the main address. Fourteen of the

students surveyed said they didn't care and
five were unaware that Dukakis was
chosen.

"Yeah, I'd like to see the Duke here,"

said Mike Zarbo, a political science major.

"What other options are there?"

Senior Minda Gold said, "I agree with

Dukakis speaking, but I think we should

have had Bill Cosby." Cosby was mention-

ed by a number of students.

"It would've been nice to find an alumni

from UMass who has done something,"

said Heather Dunkers, a wildlife and

fisheries major. "It shouldn't be political."

Some who favored the choice said

Dukakis represents common people. "I like

his style," said Thomas Dimmock, a hotel,

restaurant and travel administration ma-

jor. "He represents a whole lot of people,

not just a few interest groups."

But others noted the governor is up for

reelection and said he lacks a commitment

to public higher education.

"I think it's a bummer that he is speak-

ing because of all the educational cuts and

the fact that he didn't [support UMass] in

the way of funding," said Chris Allen,

another HRTA major.

"I respect him," said Andrew Gould, a

journalism student. "I just hope our

graduation doesn't turn out to be a plat

form for his candidacy."

"I don't want to listen to campaign

rhetoric at my graduation," said Peter

Themistocles, a communications major.

- PETER MENTOR

Victim knows assailant

in most cases of rape
But coercion is often not seen as crime

By CAROL TANNENBAUM
Collegian StafT

They were at a party. He approached her,

and they started talking. He invited her to

his room. They were having such a good

time, and he was a nice guy, so she went

with him. They talked for a while and then

he kissed her. She did not resist, at first.

But when she told him to stop he did not ...

The above scenario is an example of ac-

quaintance rape, in which the assailant

and the victim know each other.

Statistics indicate that acquaintance

rape, not attacks by strangers, accounts for

most rapes in the United States. According

to a recent article in The Boston Globe,

nearly two-thirds of rape victims know
their assailants.

Kathy Alexander, coordinator of the

educator/advocate program at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Everywoman's
Center, defines acquaintance rape as "forc-

ed intercourse by somebody the victim

knows." It is often referred to as "date

rape" if it occurs in an ongoing relationship

or social setting.

It does not matter if the couple has had

intercourse before, Alexander said — "No
means no.

"There is some element of trust, some en-

trance into a woman's space, in a way that

she's not suspecting violence. It's as fre-

quently premeditated as any other rape,"

she added.

Acquaintance rape is often more
traumatic than rape by a stranger, and

more difficult to report since the victim is

made to feel partly responsible for what

happened, noted Pat Barrows, also of

Everywoman's Center staft" member.
"In many ways, being victimized is 'bet-

ter' by a stranger," Barrows said. "If a man
jumps out of a bush and rapes a women, it

is less likely she will be asked how she pro-

voked the man. If she is raped by someone
she knows people ask what she did."

Karen, a senior who was sexually

assaulted in her room numerous times last

year by her roommate's boyfriend, said she

did not press charges because "it would
have been my word against his. Everything

pointed against me.

"He is not violent. He's quiet until you
get to know him. He is not aggressive, ex-

cept sexually. He is a good student who
does not drink much. You'd never think he
was [a rapist]," she said in an interview.

"I'm sick of having the victim blamed,"
Karen said. People "don't understand the

fear, the threats he made.
"I never pressed charges; all it would

have done was kick him out of the dorm.

I still regret it."

Karen said she had believed rape should

be reported, but that she now understands
why many victims stay silent.

Barrows said, "Look at any other violent

crime, such as murder. If someone is

murdered people will come forward and
talk about it. If someone is raped no one

says anything."

Mary Dumas, community relations of-

ficer for the UMass police department, said

the many many victims do not report ac-

quaintance rape because "people don't

believe the issue will be thought of as im-

portant ... it's not a 'true' definition of rape.

There is confusion in terms of the defini-

tion."

Was it rape?
Did rape occur in the scenario

described in the accompanying ar-

ticle? Students polled in the Hatch
cafeteria anc^ a residence hall in the

Orchard Hill area expressed a
variety of opinions.

"You lose control. If, all of a sudden,
she decides no, and she's led him on,

then no it's not rape. She has turned
him on. But if she gets a conscience at-

tack, says no and pushes him away,
then he turns violent and attacks her,

then yes, it's rape."
— Sarah F., sophomore HRTA meyor.

"If she says no, then, hell, yeah, it's

rape."

— Elissa G., junior chemistry migor.

"She's going to be called [a tease] if

she says 'no.' She might be playing a
game."
— Jim R., junior political science

me^jor.

"Did she scratch, bite, and scream?"
— Jeff S., sophomore pre-med ma^r.

"Anytime she doesn't consent, that's

rape."
— Andrea D., sophomore.

If they have been dating, then, "No,

fit's not rape] because they have
mutual relations."

— Ken W., senior political science

major.

"It shows no respect to the woman."
— Chris D., junior.

"It's always rape unless both parties

are willing."

— Ed W., sophomore.

"She has a right to leave. She can do
more than that. If she's done
everything possible to stop him, yes,

it's rape."

— Amy M., sophomore Russian major.
- CAROL TANNENBAUM
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f VIDEO To en
on lUe. UG,

Squire Village Plaza SUNDERLAND
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Grand Opening Specials

1 YEAR MAXELL EXT-120
VIDEO CLUB
MEMBERSHIP

FREE
Lifetime

BLANK
VIDEOTAPE

$499
ea.

reg. ^.m

I

VIDEO ra G9f

'• Remember
: Mom
• on
: May 11th

i She always

: remembers
i you!

\CoLLBGIAN
: 5Jf5-3500

'

44 Main St., Amherst
256-1509

lite . 116, Sunderland
665-7959

STADIUM
rtes^

\3etvNee^

LIQUORS
Beat Syracuse!

S^o^^'^Zpovv^-^^^stoP
\\0^^

3 sva^

lO<i

od^°
neN See You At

The Pond QP.-y

Kegs- Beer - Wine Liquors - Soda -Ice

Carling 12 pk cans $4.00 + 6012pk

Miller Lite 12 oz cans ....$10.99 + $1.20 case

M i 1 1er D raft 12 oz bottles $2.99 + .30 6pk

$10.99 + $1.20 case

Labatts Ale and Beer 12 oz . bottles. $1 1 .50 + $1.20

StrOh 30 pk 12 oz. cans ....$11.95 + $1.20 case

Buseh 12 oz. cans $9.95 + $1.20

Just Past U.Mass Stadium - 253-5595

Nazi hunter says allegations help Waldheim
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

The campaign of Kurt Waldheim, who is accused of be-
ing a Nazi war criminal and will probably be the next
president of Austria, is being helped by publicity, said a
former trial attorney for the United States Government
Office of Special Investigation last night.

Waldheim was elected Secetary General of the United
Nations in 1971 and was later accused of being a partici-

pant in the slaughtering of thousands of anti-Nazi fighters
and in sending about 60,000 people to concentration camps
in 1942. said the attorney, Eli Rosenbaum.

"We [discovered], for 10 years the human rights officer

of the planet is an accused Nazi war criminal," Rosen-
baum said.

He said the General Counsel for World Jewish Congress,
of which he is an employee, was looking at a United Na-
tions list of Nazi war criminals and they discovered
Waldheim's name.
"We found he was wanted in Yugoslavia under one

word: Murder." Rosenbaum said.

He said the United States is the only major country
which is working on exposing war criminals from Hitler's

regime.

"We try to rebuke their ill-gotten US citizenship and
then deport them," he said. Rosenbaum added that

many cases take years to prosecute. One case involving

a man who had been living in the United States since 1951

on a 45-day visa took 35 years to prosecute.

"There was no widespread conspiracy to bring Nazi war
criminals into the United States," he said.

The reason so many criminals were brought into this

country was that US immigration did not investigate their

backgrounds fully before allowing them to immigrate and
later granting them citizenship, he added.

There was an effort to exploit the information the Nazis

could supply about the Soviet Union, which the West Ger-

mans know the most about, and a need for the technology

they possessed to build missiles quickly, he said.

"What we jnust do is balance the need against the
background of the person," Rosenbaum said, "but no one
sat down and agonized over the decision."

Collegian phuto by Nick Sokoloff

Eli Rosenbaum

Report urges changes to avoid enrollment drop
By JOHN C. SHEEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

A report recently released by the Cam-
pus Planning Council predicts that if new
admissions strategies are not adopted, the

University could see a 27 percent decline

in the enrollment of first-year students in

the next 10 years.

The 47-page report compiled by the coun-

cil of administrative, faculty and student
representatives said the decline could

result from the end of the "baby boom,"
which lasted from 1946 to 1964

Provost Richard O'Brien, the council

chairman, said, "Because we are steadily

improving the quality of education here,

my guess is we will see a modest decline

(in first-year enrollment] if the proposals

are adopted."

The report recommends the University

immediately take four steps to counter the

expected decline: Raise the quality of

education; adopt a floating limit between
10 and 15 percent for out-of-state enroll-

ment, instead of the current 15 percent;
cr^ntp T>"c-* J»^/.o.^^*., 4r,o^v.inrT fellowships

to relieve demand for crowded classes; and

increase the recruitment of minority and

low-income students.

Asked how the council plans to improve

the quality of education in light of Gov.

Dukakis' reduced funding recommendation
for UMass, O'Brien said, "Many of the

things we reque.sted have not been receiv-

ed but a number of other funds for fiscal

year 1987 were given. We have to keep try-

ing year after year."

The report also said the University could

keep enrollment levels constant by dipping

into the admissions waiting list, a strategj'

not recommended because it would reduce

the average Scholastic Aptitude Test score

for incoming students.

According to the report, SAT scores of

those accepted to UMass increased from
1981 through 1985. For the first time in 10

years, the average combined SAT scores for

first-year students was more than 1,000.

The report has been sent to the
Undergraduate Student Senate, the
Graduate Student Senate and other cam-
pus bodies.

Collpi^an photo by Richard Bonanno

MIRROR IMAGE—Umbrella-toting students move through an unseasonably wet, gray cam-
pus. Weather is expected to improve in time for Sunday's UPC Spring Concert.

Art and music
rule festival

today at SUB
By MARGO MULRENIN
Collegian Correspondent

"Now's the Time: An Arts Experience," a multiarts

festival designed to display local and student talent in art,

dance, music and crafts to the five college community, will

be held today in and around the Student Union Ballroom.

"It's a big mix of campus and community talent," said

Maria Writesel, director of publicity for the event.

Starting at noon, exhibits will feature local artists Neal
Backman and John Root and student artists Giovanna
DeMarco, Dave Brown and Helen Guran. In addition,

there will be a student sculpture exhibit by Tess Bruhn
and a show of photographs by Hampshire College student

Jude Peterson.

Dance pieces, jewelry crafts, a ceramics booth, jugglers,

a wandering pantomime and saxophonist, video exhibi-

tion and t-shirt painting are scheduled for throughout the

day.

University of Massachusetts alumnus Scott Kepnes will

be exhibiting children's art from local day-care centers

and performing puppet shows and sing-a-longs for

children.

In the evening, five bands — One Seed, Free Press, Li-

quid Lesson, Thanks to Robert Brown and Circle — will

perform from 7 p.m. to midnight in the Student Union
Ballroom.

Writesel said the event was the brainchild of third-year

music major Larry Berger.

"The project was inspired by my interest in arts ad-

ministration," Berger said. "This way I can work on my
skills as arts administrator while exposing local talent."

The festival is sponsored by the Student Government
Association, the Governor's Program Council, the Arts

Council, the Commuter Area Government and the Univer-

sity Committee on Alcohol Use.

University issues guidebook on disability issues

>S;-

By SHERYL JEAN
Collegian Staff

A guide to understanding people with

disabilities has been created to educate the

campus community on the regulations pro-

tecting handicapped students and the ser-

vices and resources available to them.

Ron Sinacore, director of the University's

Affirmative Action Office, said, "There is

a lot more confusion and misinformation

associated with the handicapped on this

campus than other issues of protected

groups."

The guide is being issued under Section

504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973,

which protects the rights of persons with

Intended to educate UMass community

disabilities and guarantees them access to

colleges and universities which receive

federal funds.

It outlines resources, services, and con-

tacts available to the handicapped, as well

as civil rights such as "The University may
not limit the number of handicapped

students admitted" and "No student may
be excluded from any course of study sole-

ly on the basis of a handicap."

A "handicapped" person defined by

federal regulations in the guide is any per-

son with "a physical or mental impairment

which substantially impairs one or more

major life activities; has a record of such

an impairment; or is regarded as having
such an impairment."
The guidf> 1i"5ts i6 handicapping condi-

tions including alcoholism, drug addition

and specific learning disabilities.

Sinacore said it is a very timely issue for

learning disabled students. H» cit^the •*

class action suit filed in United OTates

District Court in Springfield against the

University by Carol Reis in March appeal-

ing for a foreign language requirement

waiver. Reis, a student with the learning

disorder, dyslexia, was allowed to

substitute history, literature or linguistics

courses for the language requirement.

He said there are no statistics that give

a clear indication of how many students

with disabilities attend UMass. The Office

of Handicapped Student Affairs puts the

number at more than 300.

Paul Appleby, director of that office, said

the guide is "a formal way of letting

University staff, faculty and students know
what our responsibility is in responding to

the rights of handicapped students, as well

as letting disabled students know what
their rights are."

Fern Johnson, associate vice chancellor

for academic affairs, said the guide is "a
consciousness-raising effort for the campus
community."
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"A" UnniCltlff ^^amtmued from pafje 1

policy would "demonstrate

that the University is listening to and ad-

dressing student concerns."

Collins said the current policy is "strong

ly opposed by students ... and has increas-

ed tension between residents and staff."

He said he was pleased by Madson's and

Duffey's remarks and added, "Most
reasonable people would agree that the

rights of legal-age students should not be

denied."

The Residential Committee, on which

Zannini sits, tabled the SWAG proposal

this week and is expected to vote on it next

Wednesday.

The proposal, written in February, says

the current alcohol restrictions do "not ad

vance the development of mature thought

and behavior," because they encourage

students to drink in their rooms.

Tow operator

gets hot surprise

A 1974 Ford Mustang caught fire after a tow truck

operator tried to start it unaware that the carburetor was

missing, at 9:18 p.m. Wednesday in Fraternity-Sorority

Park, University of Massachusetts police said.

Police and the Amherst fire department extinguished

the blaze, they said.

In other reports:

•A 37-year-old man was committed to Northampton

State Hospital by the District Court in Northampton

after he was arrested on trespassing charges at 1:18 p.m.

Wednesday near the east side of Berkshire Dining Com-

mons, police said.

•A 24-year-old non-student was put in protective custody

after he was found allegedly drunk and "face down on

the floor" at 12:40 a.m. Wednesday on the third floor of

Maohmer, police said. -JEFFRY BARTASH

Pentagon sails trimmed
in House committee vote
WASHINGTON (AP)-The

Democratic-controlled House

Budget Committee pushed aside

Republican complaints yesterday

and approved a fiscal 1987 budget

that would slash military spending,

freeze or trim most domestic pro-

grams and embrace a tax increase

to reduce the deficit.

By the party-line 21-11 vote, the

panel agreed to the $994.2 billion

spending plan proposed by commit-

tee Chairman William H. Gray III,

D-Pa. It would reduce the deficit

next year to $137 billion, $7 billion

below the Senate budget passed last

week and well within the statutory

limit of $144 billion.

Action by the full House is ex-

pected within two weeks.

As a series of GOP amendments

to sharply alter the plan were

defeated. Rep. Delbert L. Latta of

Ohio, the panel's senior Republican,

complained, "We were getting roll-

ed all day" by the Democratic

majority.

However, Gray defended the plan

saying, "It would result in a lower

deficit than the Senate plan, and
achieves this by spreading the cuts

more equitably. Spending cuts are

divided almost equally between
defense and domestic programs."

"Contrast that with the Senate
budget, which places 86 percent of

the cuts on the non-military side of

the budget," said House Majority

Leader Jim Wright, D-Texas, a

member of the committee.

The Democratic plan would cut

military budget authority next year

of $285 billion, $1.8 billion below
the current level.

Outside Proposal Forms

Are Now Available

in the

Distinguished Visitors Program Office

Rm 415 Student Union Building

all proposals must be submitted by

12 Noon, Tuesday, May 13

and must be presented at the

Outside Proposal Meeting

on Wednesday, May 14 at 7 PM
^•NNN^ If there are

^Y~Y~'>C^) ^^y questions,

distinouishecJ call the DVP Office

Visitors'^progrdm at 545-0!

ARDEN
A MANDARm M SZCCHUAN RESTAURANT

Open 7 Days for Lunch & Dinner - Hours: Sun - Thurs 11-10 - Fri & Sat 11-2

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mon - Thurs $6.95, 5 8 30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3
Full Liquor License

256-0222

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
5.95*

MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA
4.10*

SMALL CHEESE PIZZA
3.25*

WE HAVE HOT STEAK AND CHEESE
SUBS AND A WIDE VARIETY OF HOT AND

COLD SUBS AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY

4:00 PM to 2:00 AM
363 Main St., Amherst

256-0222

Plus 5% Mass. Meal Tax

(^therlsT>ay
Gards

MOTHER'S DAY,
MAY IITH

Mom will cherish the memory
of a beautiful

Mother s Day card or gift.

Choose from our complete
selection of

American Greetings

Mothers Day cards

and gifts.

Located in the Campus Center

MSTORE
Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

^
AMERICAN GREETINGS

Mi:,\II WW I Aniiru .11. (.inllTU;-' C'"t|'
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Spring fever's collegiate dark side: stress
By KATHLEEN MOYNIHAN
Collegian Staff

May is a time for fun in the sun, spring concerts, look-

ing ahead to summer. But for students it is also a time

for final exams and papers — and stress.

Though some stress is beneficial and can spur better per-

formance, there comes a point at which it is harmful and

pushes students' grades down, according to Lynn Bechtel,

a counselor at the University of Massachusetts Mental

Health Services.

Bechtel said the symptoms of stress vary from person

to person: "It ranges from the person feeling more ir-

ritable, jumpier, or becoming angry more easily.

"Sometimes [students complain of] headaches, tightness

in the neck, lower back problem and stomach upset," she

said. "If people have physical symptoms that they think

are stress-related, they should get them checked out

medically."

Most students just want to get their exams over with

and go home, said Rich Francey, a first-year student.

"I only have two this semester and they don t mtimidate

me one bit; it depends on how many you have. You have

to manage your time. It's the end of the year — all you

want to do is get out of here," he said.

Chris Farrell, a sophmore communications major,

sounded more worried: "It gets down to 25 or 30 percent

of your grade. All the work you've done all semester could

go right out the window. Finals scare me because I'm not

a good test-taker."

A main cause of exam stress, Bechtel said, is students'

unrealistic expectations of themselves. "It's one thing to

do the best you can, and another to try to be perfect," she

said.

"The tendency is to forget about eating balanced meals.

Eating the wrong foods does not help [stress management].

You should take care of yourself—cut down on junk food,

eat less suger, limit caffeine and alcohol intake, and get

enough sleep. If there's a choice between one more hour

of studying or an extra hour of sleep, use it to sleep," she

said.

She emphasized the importance of study breaks — for

at least 10 minutes every two hours. "Get up and do

something. Move around and stretch, go for a run or

walk, ' she said; do not just sit around and drink coffee.

Those most vulnerable to exam stress are perfectionists

and procrastinators, she added.

Sal Frontiero, a first-year natural resources major, said,

"One thing you realize about finals week is that all your

procrastination has finally caught up with you. For me
it's so easy to blow off work if I'm not under pressure."

A common complaint of students is the too short reading

period. Dasha Baker, a psychology major said "I think it's

too bad we don't have a longer reading period. I'm lucky

I only have two finals. I feel sorry for people who have

four or five. The fact that you only have one reading day

adds to stress."

Students have many methods of diffusing stress. "Bowl

wars" 30-the Orchard Hill Residential Area and "tower

wars" in Southwest are traditional end-ofsemester events

in which students let off steam by screaming at each other

from windows and balconies.

Some have quieter solutions. Mike Ward, an engineer

ing major, said, "eating is a very good outlet for anxieties

:aused by exams."

AFTER THE SALE
WE'RE STILL HERE

To Service To Train To Support

't be lured by price alone.

Local vendors offer competitive pricing AND support

mCeiiMMitTWhrto
228 Triangle Street Amherst

549-7133

Store Hours
M-F 10-5:30

Sat 10-5

COLLEGIAN DRIVERS NEEDED
starting Fall Semester

• Musi have own car

• Must have mornings (9-11) free

$8 - $10 an hour

• Approximately 6 hours per weeic

«3gs;sg5gyyffopaQoopcroCTPocw?qigqqcroqCTOPnpn

fumms
of

Holyoke Mall at Ingleside
presents

1986 Spring and Summer Collection

in a

APPLY IN PERSON AT THE COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER

"FASHION SPECTACULAR
If

You are cordially invited

Saturday, May 10, 1986

2:00 p.m.

University of Massachusetts Student Center

Flagstone Terrace

!;-3nnS

Special Betwttoti Guest Prizes:

Two Benetton Rugbys

A Benetton 16" Teddy Bear

A Benetton Nap-Sack

We Look Fonoard To Seeing You For An Exatmg Show.
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THANK YOU
' SOUTHWEST* *

FOR MAKING THIS YEAR'S
SOUTHWEST WEEK

• » AND CONCERT *

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL
EVER. •

Photo by Maria Bull

¥ ANOTHER * ,

SOUTHWEST AREA GOVERNMENT

Photo by Brian Guarnotta
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PRODUCTION

REMEMBER!

Every Sunday is Taco Day.

Get 3 for the price of 2!

TACOVILLA
NORTHAMPTON ,

AMHERST
.CENTER •

I
:• flOLTWOOO WALK

B'ing your Oin
Bee' 01 kV"e

Btet I \^ine

Served

SPRINGFIELD
Ji-i SUMNER A.

,'HftOliq

B'ing your 0»n
Beer or Mine

^°^

r)CLano§

For an Old Fashioned

New England Breakfast
Sunday 10:00 to 1:00

Serving: Eggs Benedict Eggs Picante French Toast

Eggs Commodore Pancakes Eggs coQj<ed to

Build your own Omelettes order

Make your meal complete with 57 N. Pleasant St.,

Our Famous Bloody Mary Amherst

FOUR SEASONS'
RT9HADLEY 584-8174

We've got can specials for Sunday's Concert:

CASE SPECIALS
PUD & BUD LIGHT $10.99

FALSTAFF cans $8.49

OLD SWILL cans $8.99

LABATTS beer or ale $11.99

KRONENBOURG $14.99

GROLSCH $14.99

STROHS super case 30 pk $11.99

CARLING 12 oz. bot $6.99

UTICA CLUB 12 oz. bot $6.99

MOLSON GOLDEN cans $13.99

SIX-PACK SPECIALS
FALSTAFF cans $2.30

ROLLING ROCK cans or btis $2.99

SWINKLES $2.99

BUSCH cans $3.15

LABATFS BEER or ALE $3.50

BECKS cans $3.99

KRONENBOURG $3.99

GROLSCH $3.99

MOLSON GOLDEN cans $3.99

Newest Taste Sensation!

Fletcher and Cakes Schnapps Spritz

You've got to try it! $3.99 - 4k

LIQUORS
VODKA and GIN 1.75 L.

RUM 1.75

. $8.99

$10.99

We've got the best keg prices around Master

Card or Visa accepted for deposit.

Four Seasons, Route 9 Hadley, "Get here, and

we'll do the rest"

C R A B T R E K & I-. V F. 1. \ N

Crabtrtc 6 Lvclyn
LONDON

Opfii d.

Swiss Soap in

Ribboned Drums

perfect gift for Mother's Day!

'lhc^c «>»p* »rc a prrffii bknd i>f l')ih

ifmu(\ humiiUc and m'ldcrn Iflhm^l<>g\

rhiv use a lomplficiv naiural ba^r »iih

various tweuif- i>f fruii* tlowrtv

and \T(5rtahlf . Tbf subilr pcrfumf

and Uin|! laMing qualiiir« of ihr

Miaps (ombinf »iih (he aitraitivc

wairriolour^ on liir drums k)

makr ihcm an icrwiMablf %\{\

71 N. PLEASANT ST. AMHERST MA 253 9561

THE FINEARTSCENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

ifi

SUBSCRIBE NOWAND
SAVE UPTO 30%

BILOXI BLUES

FESTIVAL OF INDIA

VIENNA CHOIR BOYS

MOMIX

LOUISVILLE BALLET

ORCHESTRE DE LYON

TAP DANCE KID

COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA

THAD JONES

MARLEEN PENNISON COMPANY

LESLIE HOWARD. PIANO

NEGRO ENSEMBLE COMPANY

JAZZ ALL STARS

JOSHUA BELL, VIOLIN

THE WAVERLY CONSORT

SPRINGFIELD SYMPHONY

STEPHANIE CHASE VIOUN

APPLE HILL CHAMBER PLAYERS

YEHUDI MENUHIN. VIOLIN

WARSAW SINFONIA

DANNY BURACZESKI S JAZZDANCE

TOKYO STRING QUARTET

TWYLA THARP DANCE

MEL TORME

GEORGE SHEARING

THE CHIEFTAINS

CHRISTOPHER PARKENING, GUITAR

HUNGARIAN STATE FOLK ENSEMBLE

MURRAY PERAHIA PIANO

KATHRYNSELBY. PIANO

TRACERS

BOBBY MCFERRIN

ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

ROBERT SHAW

ALVIN AILEY DANCE THEATER

PEARL BAILEY

LOUIE BELLSON

LA CAGE AUXFOLLES

CALL 545-251

1
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On realizing our interdependence
•'Should a giant and a dwarf walk on the same road,

every step they both take will give fresh advantage to the

giant," said Rousseau. So it is today in our society. We

all travel on the same road - we all are subject to advanc

ed capitalism. Yet. because of the infinite and complex

determinations which constantly create who we are, ever>

one of us necessarily begins at a different starting point.

And in this society of institutionalized competition, we

cannot walk; we are forced to run. Because capitalism does

not positivelv address our differences and inequalities (in

fact takes advantage ofthem) those who run fastest win.

and' those who don't lose. The justification for this is.

•Well that's just the way it is." But this injustice is not

just the wav it is. It is merely the way people have created

society - a way that is far from our human potential.

In this society, we all are unequal economic contenders

in an unjust economic rat -race. By no virtue of our own

are we born into the unique and specific position we oc-

cupy; each one of us had no influence in the determina-

tion of our initial sex, race, religion, class position, cultural

traditions, physical features, and genetic make-up, nor in

the powerful consciousness derived from these that effects

us throughout our lives. Yet this society, this specific

economic system, in its declaration of 'equal opportuni-

ty" presumes precisely that - that every competitor is

equally equipped. But. there is another way of concep-

tualizing the human society.

At the very moment of birth, we are initiated into the

world lit u u
as an interdependent member of our species. With the

grasp and the slap of the doctor or midwife's open hand

we are bonded into the human social family. We are not

yanked out and dropped to the floor We are cooperativ.

Don't Forget Mom
on Her Day - May Uth

gifts, crafts & cards

To Please

All Moms,
anil

Grandma too!

10 to b Daily

CloMcd MoDdav

^.^.^^ h'l \Utntiqut Kii

NOaU4 /V^UKUST

VISA Mt

VECTOR MARKETING CORP.
Now Has

SUMMER POSITIONS
throughout
Boston Area

Interview now before exams to secure your positions

to gam valuable resume experience for all majors in

Advertising, Marketing & Public Relations

805
to start

(20-40+ Flex Hours/Days per Week)

• MANY ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS AVAILABLE

• OPENINGS IN ALL AREAS

• MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAM AVAILABLE

• MUST HAVE USE OF A CAR

• INTERNSHIPS & COLLEGE CREDIT APPROVED

• MAY CONTINUE PART TIME IN FALL

To apply, call now
or save this coupon and call when you

return home.

Interviews must be completed by

Sat. May 24.

For interview appointment call:

617-449-4362 or 449-4363

Mark Caldeira

not competitive, beings As our parents or guardians have

an intrinsic obligation to provide a living, loving environ

ment for us, so are we obliged to cooperate and interact

positively with our human siblings in return. Our in-

terdependence is manifest in the very nature and dura

tion of our complete dependence upon our parents alter

birth In no other species are the new-bom utterly helpless

for so long. It is the structure of society which poisons our

cooperative involvement with destructive competition. It

we were (as social Darwinists profess) a truly "competitive

species," would it not be a contradiction to assist, care for,

be friends with, or love another human being? Because

as a "naturally competitive" species, everyone would be

our enemy.
It may be argued that there is an inherent aggressive

instinct drive characteristic of the human species. Perhaps

there is. But when it is argued that "competition m the

capitalist system allows for the healthy and natural ex

ercise of this aggression," we have to vehemently oppose

and reject this argument. Is it not illogical, immoral and

irrational to spend, as a species, incalculable energies and

resources in the unfathomable reproductive, rearing,

educational and life-continuing processes as we do, while

at the same time expending and exhaustmg a significant

portion of the developing human lives of these life pro-

cesses in the maintenance of an unjust, destructive,

economic system? "Aggression" does not, and must not

be released at, focused upon, or exercised towards other

human beings through an inescapable institutionaliza-

;
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tion With the infinite challenges of the universe

breathing in our faces, "aggression" can be, mus^fe^, pro-

ductively and benevolently redirected toward these

challenges with human intelligence and compassion.

Unfortunately, the structure of our society does not

allow for this. We are taught to be 'individuals' and to

compete with one another. We learn to "look out for

numero uno" without regard for others. Competition is

assumed to be productive, healthy and human. But under

capitalism, it is not. As vastly different people with vast-

Iv unequal capabilities, aspirations, knowledge, skills and

handicaps, we do not have the "equal opportunity" we are

assumed to have.
• .o t.

How can a dwarf compete with a giant: It cannot -

unless we change the system and stop the race.

Mark Caldeira is a Collegian columnist.
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Correction

Due to an editing error, the following paragraph was

left out of a letter from the Chancellor's Commission on

Civility in Human Relations that appeared in yesterday s

paper:

The Commission also believes that, though the incivili-

ty was far less threatening and a far less fundamental

assault on human rights (than the Paul Cameron

speech) the harassment on March 31 of the pro-"contra

speakers (who were advised to cut short their event and

had special need for police protection) represented an ar

ticulation of opposition grounded in intolerance and

disrespect.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
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Dignity or neurosis?
A few things will be different at this year's commencement

ceremony. In addition to being greeted with a new, improved

sound system, seniors will undergo "visual searches" for

alcohol. They will be asked to carry, not wear, their gradua-

tion robes into Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Perhaps our first reaction should be gratitude that the Com-
mencement Task Force has apparently abandoned the idea of

frisking graduates. But the commencement crackdown is one

more manifestation of Whitmore's fortress mentality; any le-

niency which could lead to news reports of "rowdiness" makes
administrators twitch and squirm.

One University official earlier this semester dramatized the

public-relations obsession to Collegian editors by noting that

commencement takes place around the time the Legislature

examines the state budget — as if lawmakers care more about

whether we drink at commencement than what we learn in

the four years preceding it. Thus this year, the effort to keep

graduates silent, sober and in their seats smacks of more

pandering to Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, who was chosen as the

main speaker although — or more likely because — he has been

fiscally unkind to UMass.
Another commencement change, seating faculty closer to

graduates of their schools, is a good idea. What is disturbing

is the spirit in which it seems to have been arranged — as a

ring of instructors to keep parents from passing champagne
to their sons and daughters. Why not mingle faculty and

seniors more thoroughly, so that no professor feels thrust into

a chaperone role, and simply send letters asking parents to

save alcohol for later?

Director of Public Safety Gerald T. O'Neil, in outlining the

security measures, said, "I don't think graduation is going to

be something that requires a pat-down. This isn't a concert."

Hopefully, this at least means his department will not con-

tradict its declared policy as it did at the Southwest concert.

There, O'Neil had said persons would be asked for identifica-

tion if they carried alcohol into the concert area, not once they

were inside. But last Sunday, police officers waded into the

crowd and made 17 arrests. They also videotaped the audience

and will keep the footage on file "to see what it looks like."

For our parents, commencement is a return on an invest-

ment and, in many cases, the ultimate "flying the coop." For

us, it is a joyous, melancholy, confusing, nostalgic rite of

passage into the "real world." Controlling anyone who is stink-

ing drunk and disruptive does not necessitate turning it into

something that resembles passing through customs.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors. __^ ___—

.

Nightmare of a weekend
Before I start this column, let me say that

I do like my roommate. This is my sixth

semester living with him and, for the most

part, he's been great. In fact, I don't think

we've ever had a real argument. Even the

nicest person, though, does something that

really bothers you every now and then.

Last weekend he bothered me.

It all started innocently enough on

Thursday when my roommate informed me

that four friends were coming up for the

weekend to see John CafTerty and The

Fools play. Although these people were a

fairly loud bunch, I knew he would be

around to entertain them. Little did I know

what cruel trick fate had in store for me.

The next day my roommate asked me to

give him and his girlfiend a ride. I didn't

think much of the request until I saw him

piling dufflebags into my car.

On the way into town, he told me that he

was going on a boat trip for the entire

weekend. He was sorry that he hadn't men-

tioned this fact to me earlier. He said that

it must have slipped his mind.

Even after hearing this news, I wasn't

very depressed. It would be difficult keep

Herb Ramy

ing an eye on four drunks for a weekend,

but not impossible. Besides, how much
damage could they really do?

The roof began to cave in once I made it

back to my dorm. As soon as I walked into

my room, the phone began ringing. When
I answered it, my ears were assailed by a

burp of ggu-gantuan proportions. It was Joe,

one of my roommate's friends who would

be at UMass in a few hours. He told me
that the number of people coming up had
blossomed to nine, and that they would be

there at approximately eight o'clock.

Before I could protest, he'd hung up the

phone. I bowed my head in defeat. My
roommate was off on a little Love Boat

cruise, and I was stuck with nine semi-

literate men who were mentally still in

puberty.

1 sat in my room sipping a drink, waiting

for the dreaded moment to arrive. Eight

o'clock came and went though, and still

they were nowhere to be seen. Just as 1 was

about to start believing in miracles again,
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Letters from the editor
With the gradual full reutilization of the

Tower Library, physical plant and library

administrators are examining the possibili-

ty of placing a snack bar in the Tower. The
proposal came about as possibly being the

best way to contain the problem of people

bringing food and beverages inside the

Tower.

One preliminary proposal is to put the

snack bar on the floor below what is now
considered the main floor. Apparently, all

space on this main floor has been commit-

ted, but some room is available below the

sunken terrace facing the Old Chapel. Ad-

ministrators are awaiting information

from several colleges to study how other

schools accomodate food in their libraries,

while retaining the true purpose of a

library's space.

• ••
Sweeping through several local bars last

weekend checking "of age" liquor iden

tification, Amherst police appear to be ser-

ving a not-so-subtle notice to area bar

owners that underage drinking will not be

tolerated this spring.

Two uniformed officers went person by

person through Mike's Westview Cafe and

Charlie's, among others, checking IDs, but

didn't really hassle anyone holding suspect

identification. If you find it harder to get

served in the next few weeks, it's not

because of the bartenders' new, stricter

policy, it's just their response to the

Amherst cops.

This week's Boston Phoenix contained an

unusual story about House Ways and

Means Chair Richard Yoke. According to

anonymous politicians and Beacon Hill

sources, members of the House are becom-

ing quite upset by what some perceive as

personal attacks on budget requests sub-

mitted to Yoke.

Simply put, the message is that if you're

feuding with Yoke, or he has a personal

dislike for you, don't be surprised to see

Larry Bouchie

your budget proposals hacked and slashed.

A few weeks ago, the University lost about

$6 million in proposed deferred

maintenance monies afler our budget went

through Yoke's office.

Pressed for an explanation by the Col-

legian, a Yoke aide said that it must have

been some sort of oversight. FVessed for an

explanation of House complaints by the

Phoenix, Yoke said he doesn't understand

the anonymous complaints and fears.

A Boston Globe update last Sunday on

the choice of twelve finalists for former

Regents Chancellor John Duffs position in

eluded the name of University professer

Randolph Bromery.

However, Bromery, a former University

Chancellor and the first black to hold the

job, didn't even apply for the position. I'm

not even going to guess what is going on

with this story.

• ••
Well, I don't want to write a "Goodbye

UMass" column, but I will take my last two

paragraphs to say goodbye. Primarily, I can

only hope that some people have eryoyed

reading this column as much as I've en-

joyed writing it. I'd like to thank those who
read what I had to say and also contributed

in their own way to providing me with the

information to get each column off the

ground.

In closing, I'd also like to thank the Col-

legian business, graphics and news staffs

for putting up with my foolish antics, ques-

tions and requests. There's no way I could

have put this page together, written my col-

umn, and worked with the diverse UMass
community without the unqualified sup-

port of Collegianites. I'm going to miss a

lot of people on this campus. Thanks.

Larrv Bouchie w a Collegian columnist.

my door was flung wide open, and in walk-

ed nine of my worst nightmares in various

stages of drunkenness. One of them made

the motions of a person about to be sick.

1 have to give him credit though, he almost

made it to my garbage can. From here, the

weekend went downhill.

The next two days are a blur to me.

Several of my friends found me in a corner

of the bathroom babbling in a childlike

voice, "Have they gone yet?" over and over

again.

Nearly a week has gone by now, and I'm

completely healed except for an occasional

nervous twitch in my right eye. The doc-

tors say that it may never go away, but I

don't think it's too high a price to pay for

my roommate to have a good time. Besides,

this weekend my old soccer team is com-

ing over, and I'll be far away from this

place. Thank God I didn't get a bad

roommate.

Herb Ramy is a Collegian ailumnist.
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The mysteries of Emily Dickinson
. .am 1 XTa»4- avv^-ft^-vl^ 4-Kfk»*£k «1

Bv CHARLES
CARROLL
Collegian Staff

Emily Dickinson died one

hundred years ago this

Thursday. Died? Better say

"called back," for that is

what is inscribed on the

headstone at her grave.

These were not Emily's last

words, as many believe; rather they were con-

tained in a note to her cousins two weeks before her death.

The grave is located behind Ren's Mobil in town, where

a house once stood in which Dickinson lived for a short

time during her youth. Her home for most of her lifetime,

where most of her poems were written and found, and

where she died, is on Main Street and will be open to the

public from 2:30 to 4:30 on April 15.

Is it not strangely appropriate that, as a girl, Emily

Dickinson looked out at her future grave? For, Emily

Dickinson, as a poet, was fascinated with death.

No doubt the faithful will make mecca to this sacred

ground and leave flowers and anonymous not«s in greater

FRANCIS numbers than usual. Perhaps, there will even be a seance

to attempt to call her back. For nothing less than a seance

could solve the mystery of Emily Dickinson. Mystery? It

should be in the plural, for her life is full of mysteries.

That she was a private person we know: like Thoreau,

she has come to symbolize solitude for us. But why was

she a recluse? Why did she attend Mt. Holyoke for only

one year? Why was she so obsessed with death? Was there

a great love in her life? Was there more than one? Why
didn't she publish? Why did she not receive more acclaim?

That Emily Dickinson is one of our greatest poets is no

mystery. But why did she write? What does her poetry

mean? Why are there no titles? Why did she write only

short poems? Why did she write in a more or less cons-

tant form? Why is her poetry so impersonal? Why aren't

there references to the Civil War?

There are neither simple, nor certain answers.

Despite the mystery, there are ways in which we can

become more aware of Emily Dickinson. We can

familiarize ourselves with the canon of scholarship on

Dickinson. We can take a class on Emily Dickinson here

at the university with the eminent Dickinson scholar

David Porter, or read Richard B. Sewall's biography. The

Life of Emily Dickinson.

Next week there will be numerous displays and ac-

tivities available to the public. The Jones Library will

have an exemplary exhibit of the poet's material from ac-

tual manuscripts to family memorabilia. Amherst College

will have a tribute to Dickinson called "In Her Own
Words," at 8 p.m. on Wednesday April 14, at Johnson

Chapel in which exerpts from her poems and letters will

be read. Chancellor Duffey is scheduled as one of the

speakers.

But there is only one way to truly get acquainted with

Emily Dickinson and that is to read her poems. Visit a

library or a bookstore and read through her poetry. If you

do, I am sure you will agree, though her poetry was writ

ten more than a hundred years ago, Emily Dickinson is

the greatest.

It is only fitting to close with a poem, one of the last

poems she wrote before she died. It is about her friend,

the poet Helen Hunt Jackson, but it could apply to her

as well.

The immortality that she gave

We borrowed at her Grave —
For just one Plaudit famishing,

The Might of Human love —
— Emily Dickinson, 1886

mmmm.
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Should art stay or should art go?
I

—

"^ ^
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By CHARLES FRANCIS CARROLL
Collegian Staff

The black crystal jutting from the Fine

Arts Center stain^'ay has challenged the

university community since it first arriv-

ed in the fall of 1984. eliciting as much con-

tempt as adulation.

Perhaps, if we understood it more, we

would disparage it less. We might even

learn to like it enough to keep it here. For

unless some special accommodation is

made soon, this work of art by one of

Europe's most renown sculptors, Mauro

Staccioli, may be displaced and destroyed

in order to carry out repairs to the Fine

Arts Center plaza. According to Helaine

Poisner of the University Gallery, there is

no plan to remove the piece temporarily

and replace it after the repairs are com

pleted. Although this may not happen for

two years, the work's presence is "hopeful

of recieving a one-year extention."

"Good,' some of you say, glad to be rid of

it. Without nammij names, there have been

repeated attacks in the press against this

site specific sculpture made especially for

UMass. Why, one Collegian columnist even

accused it of attacking her!

The question of whether we can keep the

sculpture permanently depends on whether

or not it deserves to be saved. Is it worth

saving? Is it even art? It is not only art, it

is great art, and must be saved.

If it is art, then why are so many people

disturbed by it? Because it is intended to

be disturbing. Staccioli has developed an

art form which he calls "sculptura in-

tervento," an art-of-intervention. Staccioli

places minimal forms of monumental pro-

portions in public spaces, e.g., spikes where

there were empty walls and walls where

there we» e empty fields. These works are

not merely confrontational because of their

obstructive mass. They are all the more

obstructive because they confront our com-

placency with the environment by being

structurally juxtaposed and unconven-

tionallv balanced.

The UMass sculpture is a case in point.

Contrasted sharply against the stark

backdrop of the Fine Arts Center, the alien

black form seems ready to slide off the

stairs at any moment. We can no longer

walk through the Fine Arts Center without

being made aware that it is indeed an arts

center. Staccioli's sculpture is the ex-

clamation point to an otherwise glib state

ment. It is without question one of the most

outstanding public artworks in the entire

valley. To take it away is to steal a master-

piece. Should it be removed, or worse,

destroyed, consider yourself fortunate to

have seen it. Mauro Staccioli's sculpture

forces us to see a deeper meaning in our

existence.
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FRIDAY

FILM

By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Exams; The thrill of caffeine, the agony of defeat, the

human drama of academic destruction, this is Five Col-

lege's wide world of frustration. If you are feeling the

need to release the pressure of the "May crush. " a few

new movies might losen the vise grip.

The big movie news this week is that Akira Kurosawa's

most recent film and according to many his greatest

masterpiece. Ran is now playing at the Academy of Music

in Northampton. Ran (which means chaos) is the aging

master's version of Shakespeare's King Lear set in Japan's

bloody and violent feudal period. The story of the movie

depicts what happens when an aging warlord, wearying

of wars and ruling over his conquered land, gives away

all his land to his sons. Retirement has disasterous results

for everyone. Kurosawa is not just one of Japan's greatest

filmmakers, he is one of the greatest filmmakers in world

history. This epic tragedy must be seen.

The other bit of movie news this week is a sneak preview

at the Mountain Farms 4 Theater on Saturday at 7:30.

Top Gun stars Tom Cruise {Risky Business, Legend) as

a young Air Force hot shot who is assigned to an aircraft

carrier. Cruise enters some kind of competition to become

Top Gun,' in other words, the number one pilot. Kelly

McGillis (Rachel in Witness^ also stars.

I hear a new comedy from John Badham the director of

War Games called Short Circuit is supposed to be pretty

good. It's the story of a robot called Number Five who after

being struck by lightning thinks its alive. Steve Gut-

tenberg stars as a scientist from the defense firm that

created the robots and Ally Sheedy also stars as the young

woman who finds Number Five in her catering truck after

it escapes.

Also in the rumored-to-be-good category are two movies

presently showing at the Pleasant St. Theater in Nor-

thampton. Uforia is an extremely off-beat comedy in the

tradition of Repo Man starring Harry Dean Stanton (Repo

Man, Pans. Texas, Alien, Fool for Love, etc) Fred Ward

Always, a new film examining relationships,

is now showing at the Pleasant St. Theater in

Northampton.

— Friday, May 9, 1986

{Remo Williams) and Cindy Williams {American Graffit-

ti and Laverne and Shirley). The film is about a fake faith

healer (Stanton) a country music loving drifter (Ward) and

a supermarket checkout cashier (Williams) who believes

that UFOs will land any day now near her trailer park.

I hear this is a very weird yet funny movie.

The other rumored goody at Pleasant St. is independent

director Henry Jaglom's Always. This is the story of

separated couple who invite a long married couple and

a newly involed couple over for a weekend. It is supposed

to be a probing yet good natured examination of relation-

ships. The Boston Globe went wild over this one saying

it was better than Woody Allen's Hannah and Her Sisters.

Gene really liked it. Roger didn't.

For those of you who haven't seen it yet Kiss of the

Spiderwoman is now playing at the Amherst Cinema.

Hector Babenco's film is the story of two cellmates in a

prison in Brazil. One of the prisoners is a brooding, som-

bre revolutionary (Raul Julia) and the other is an

apolitical effeminite homosexual played with flair and

depth by William Hurt. Hurt's performance rightfully

earned him an Oscar for best actor this year.

The Amherst Cinema is also showing Alan {Fame)

Parker's Birdy. This is an oppresive film about a wound-

ed army officer (Nicholaus Cage) who returns to the states

when his high school friend named Birdy cracks up and

just stares at the walls of the psychiatric ward he's in.

When Cage knew his friend, all Birdy ever thought about

was flying, about how to do it without an airplane. The

film says a lot about friendships and I've known it to touch

people's lives. At the same time I've known people who

hated it or just couldn't understand it. I have to warn you

that it is a strange movie but also a fairly worthwhile one

as well.
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^ RITZ CAMERA ^

and 1-Hour Photo
presents

SUPER SPRING SEMESTER
SAVINGS

on 1-hour photo finishing

"^^o.

SAVE $3.00

on our super discount photo finishing card'

or

SAVE ONE DOLLAR
on any 135mm develop &• print order'

25 N. Pleasant St. Amherst. 256-8109

voted th« tMSI new restaurant

in lh« vallay

Tdia house
restaurant
Excepliona! food &
reasonable prices...

BUFFET BRUNCH
on Sunday

$6.95 all you can eat

11:30 -3 PM

i .

J.^

^'

Gift C«Ttific*(es

Avubfclr

sarvinq b«*r 4 win*

Tlw Offto* Of ttw Chancellor

ubopfitloo wHh B'nal BrHh HUM pr—onf

ANEXTRAORDMARY
- vmoanl Cw*» Tt«« Mm *irt ^wrm%

<( A k A A '*

-K«W*»«n Carroa. CMy Mmn
-L»o5i>9innn. W«»»d>i

45 State St. Northampton cocci/i>i
<Jlnn«r.5 00-10 30 lunch-1 1:30-3 00 tak»-out avatM)** D00-00*»**

SHOAH
A FILM BY CLAUDE LANZMANW

TODAY
t tho Univorslty of Massachusotts at Amharst

Call 545-251

1

(orltmM and locaMona

CLASSICAL JAZZ REGGAE BLUES

S

^l IN THE VALLEY'DYNAMITE
New Used Buy Sell

r

s 584 1580

Maxell XLII90 2 00 case ' p// '•^N\l
|

TDK SA90 2 00 ea '
"^^ *

Co
O

1 IIORNI S

We buy and sel

used L.P.'s and Tapes
I

WOS TVDISSVTD 150 MAIN ST NORTHAMPTON

•5 J3r vVy^ would like to xP/ Q^ ^ ^A>/congratulate the 1986N^JL
^r/ college graduates with nJ^^^

0^90% FINANCING ^/
^N ANY NEW OR USED CAR^
(with 4 yr. college degree & confirmation

of current or,^,**^"^ future employment)

OVER 80 NEW
V SUBARUS

t^KVAVAl LABLE/pRicE^
[NOT BE \ yC^^fxINDER-X /TO SELL

lOLI

HnDityj^yBflRu
Off €xit 19 opposite the Hodlcy Villoqe florn

586-6054
"UJe're People UJorth KAOUiInq"

a plky by

LANFORD WILSON

Presented by The University of Massachusetts Department of Theater
Rand Theater • University of MassarJiusetts Fine Arts Center

May 13 and 7 10, 1986 at 8pim Saturday Matinee, May 3 at 2pm
Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office 545 2511

itftP^
teti*^

dBuy
I

OOK

MAY

9:00 - 4:00

Fast ' Reliable • Efficient
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BLACK APPAIRS
Former UMass student becomes
first black to own bottling co.
By C. RON ALLEN
Collegian Staff

A group of black investors led by former UMass student

and basketball star Julius 'Dr. J" Erving and Bruce

LJ ewelyn, a New York businessman, have completed a

business transaction that provides for the first majority-

held black ownership of a Coca-Cola bottling company —
the Philadelphia Bottling Company— one of the country's

Isu-gest and most successful soft drink bottlers, and the

Coca-Cola Bottling Company of New York.

Erving, a member of the UMass graduating class of

1972, withdrew in 1971. In May 1983 he received an

honorary doctor of arts degree from Temple University.

He is thought to be the first active professional basket-

ball player to be so honored.

Under the management of the Erving-Llewelyn investor

group. Philadelphia Coke, acording to Black Enterprise

Magazine 1984 annual list of the top 100 black businesses,

will become the fourth largest US black owned business

in terms of sales, behind Johnson Publishing Co., Motown
Industries and H. J. Russell Construction Inc.

"Throughout the years we have sought to provide

minority firms with a fair position in the US marketplace

overall and aspecially within our own ofjerations," Don
R. Keough, chief operating officer of the Coca-Cola Co.,

said in a telephone interview.

"We are proud to extend the ownership of not only one

of our largest soft drink bottling companies, but also one

of the largest in the entire soft drink industry as well, to

the Llewelyn-Erving investor group," Keough said.

Llewelyn, a New York attorney, has served as chairman

of the board of Philadelphia Coca-Cola and a member of

the board of directors of New York Coca-Cola since 1983.

He is also a director of the American Can Company, a

former ambassador at large during the Carter administra-

tion and former chairman of the Overseas Private In-

vestors Group.
Erving, star forward of the Philadelphia 76ers, became

a New York shareholder of the Coca-Cola company in

1984. At that time, both investors represented the largest

minority ownership position of a bottling company in the

US soft drink industry.

With the recent acquisition, Erving, a commercial Coke
spokesman, will be a significant shareholder while also

supporting the Philadelphia company in a variety of

marketing roles.

"Both Mr. Llewelyn and Mr. Erving have proven to be

tremendous assets to the Coca-Cola system," Keogh

CCEBMS students
receive awards
By C. RON ALLEN
Collegian Staff

Twenty-six-year-old University of Massachusetts junior
David D. Moore and 23-year-old senior Thelma Hamilton
are the 1986 recipients of the Shirley Graham Dubois
Community Service Award.
Persented by the Collegiate Committee for the Educa-

tion of Black and other Minority Students (CCEBMS)
board of directors and the CCEBMS program, the award
is given to a CCEBMS student who demonstrates in his
or her works or deeds the ideals that Shirley Graham
DuBois taught CCEBMS and Third World students while
she was employed here at UMass.
According to Rick Townes, assistant director ot

CCEBMS, Moore and Hamilton demonstrated "superb
scholarship and superb service to his people, and at the
careful consideration of a number of individuals involv-

ed, it was determined that these two individuals deserves
this recognition."

"I just want to make it clear that making such a choice

was a tough one. There were a number of people who were
truly capable of receiving the honor, which was a positive

thing. It was also positive that they were selected over
and above many other minority students who again in the

eyes of Shirley Graham DuBois demonstrated superb
scholarship and superb service to their community."
Moore, a fashion marketing major, served in the US Air

Force for four years. Upon attending UMass, he got in-

volved with the Third World Caucus where he was the

internal coordinator for a year. He has also been an SGA
senator for three semesters and is also a member of the

Afrik-Am society. In 1984, he joined the staff of A^ummo
News, a black newspaper on the UMass campus, as

business msmager.

In March, Moore was appointed to the SGA Budgets
Committee, making him the only Third World represen-

Julius "Dr. J" Erving

stated. As well as respected business and civic leaders

of the Philadelphia community."
"Mr.Llewelyn and Mr. Erving have contributed great-

ly to the growth in market share and volume Philadelphia

Coke has experienced over the past three years" Keough
said.

We expect those growth rates to reach even higher
levels under their ownership."
Philadelphia Coke became a subsidary of New York

Coke in 1983 when it was purchased from the Coca-Cola
Co.

Under terms of the sales agreement with the Erving-

Llewellyn group, which is subject to government approval,

New York Coke will maintain a minority interest in the

Philadelphia bottling company.

David D. Moore

tative to be on such a committee at that time.

The Springfield native had been hoping to be the reci-

pient of this award since last year. "I've always been look-

ing forward to winning and keeping this award in the

family," he said.

Moore's brother, Timothy, was the fourth recipient of

the award in 1982.

Hamilton, a chemical engineering major, has also been
actively involved in the community.

"She is not as visible a community service person as

David is," Townes said, adding that "she is not a

spokesperson...she never talks about it. It's a more kind
of behind the scene type of community service."

Hamilton is a member of the National Society of Black
Engineers, and has tutured for CCEBMS and in the

minority engineering program. She is also a Diamond for

Kappa Alphi Psi fraternity.

There comes a time when we all have to move...certainly it was fun. .real fun. Looking back in the semester,
I should say thanks to some people but as not to be selfish ..."Good luck and bye everybody."
C. Ron

Drum Magazine
expected

next week
By C. RON ALLEN

Collegian Staff

Drum, the black literary magazine published by

students at the University of Massachusetts, is expected

to be out for distribution next week, according to Nelson

Stevens, advisor for the magazine.

"We have two issues coming out this semester; one will

be out next week and the other one will be out soon after

that," Stevens said Wednesday.
Drum, founded in 1969 by Robin Chandler, is published

annually and distributed worldwide to correctional in-

stitutions and schools.

Recently Drum has faced attacks ftt)m some Student

Government Association senators who accuse it of

operating as a class while receiving student funding.

The SGA Budgets Conunittee said that since Drum was
operating as a part of a class in the Afro-American

studies department, it could not fund Drum or any other

publication that is academically affiliated.

The future of Drum looks grim.

Treasurer Emily Guzman states that unless a miracle

is performed she cannot see another issue coming out

for another year because of financial problems.

She thinks that Drum has been maliciously treated in

this manner because "our phones have been disconnected

without our notification, and this is all being done to

push Drum out of existence."

In a letter to Chancellor Joseph Ehiffey, Chandler said,

"Drum has always represented the highest standards of

literary and aesthetic thought and expression." She said

that it boasts an international readership and has been
a quiet but persistent emissary for national unity,

thought and expression. Chandler is heading a group at

Northeastern University which will participate in a let-

ter writing campaign which hopefully will apply some
pressure to the powers that be.

The letter cited "towering figures in the arts and
politics which Drum has highlighted in its pages."

Duffey is credited as one of the contributors.

John Phillips, president ofDrum, said that in his four

semesters at Drum, he has never been as concerned as
he is now, especially with the present financial situation.

"As the president, I am very relieved to know that
Drum will be out after all that we have been against."

He said that the crieB from people "about why wEisn't

Drum published for almost two years," were long over-

due. The last two issues came out in 1982 and last

semester.

Stevens said that "the final issue ofDrum will depend
on the energy and actions of the students who are in-

volved.. .this can be the final magazine, ifthey decide that
they don't want to do something about it."

Broadcast leader

urges comradeship
By C.RON ALLEN
Collegian Staff

Dwight Ellis, vice president of the National Association
of Broadcasters, last night urged those seeking jobs in
broadcasting to "prepare to be a leader."

Discussing the search for leadership within the media's
new technology, Ellis said, "Most people want to be
followers because it's pretty hard to get out there and fight
the fight."

Ellis told several dozen people in the Student Union
Ballroom, "Try smaller networks and radio stations ...

blanket your plan. Don't hurt yourself"
Ellis said, "Should you find a mentor in the industry

of your choice, take a little initiative and write a letter
to that person. Find out where they hang out, read credits
as they roll and if you do this you're great."

Ellis said that "white women are a very powerful force
in the nation and it's true they will probably take over
and be the dominant population of broadcasters."
He urged white women to take a few blacks with them

as they rise in the profession.

In Ellis' words, "The challenges of the '50s, '60s and '70s
are still the challenges of the '80's for minority
Americans."

Ellis joined NBA in 1978. Before that he was ad-
ministrative assistant to Rep. Cardiss Collins (D-Ill).

He spent four years as producer and host of a public af-

fairs program at WRC-AM in Washington, D.C., and a
year as moderator of a community affairs show at co-
owned WRC TV in the same city.

The lecture was sponsored by the Office of Third World
Affairs, Black Mass Communications Project and the com-
munication studies department.

Mass. court strikes union rule
BOSTON (AP) - The Massachusetts Supreme Court
yesterday ruled unconstitutional a state Labor Relations
Commission rule giving non-union workers only 45 days
to challenge the fees they pay in place of union dues.
The high court said employees should be entitled to the

same six-month period allowed for all other "prohibited
practices" challenges.

In Massachusetts, non-union public employees may be
required to pay "service" or "agency" fees to help cover
costs related to contract bargaining and grievance
procedures.

But they also have a constitutional right to challenge
them to prevent the union from putting the fees toward
political candidates or causes that aren't related to the

union's duties.

The state Labor Commission gets about 75 to 100 such
complaints a year, said attorney John B. Cochran.
Yesterday's decision renews a 1983 challenge filed by

Joseph K. ' yons, a public school teacher with the Whit-
tier Regional Vocational District.

Lyons complained about a $217 fee equal to union dues
in the 1982-83 school year. The commission «a>d Lyons
filed his claim 17 days beyond the 45-day limit. It dismiss-

ed the complaint without a hearing.

Lyons appealed to the Massachusetts Appeals Court and
then to the Massachusetts Supreme Court, which ordered

the commission to investigate and hear the merits of the

case.

"It means we can no longer apply the regulation,"

Cochran said. "We'll have to take a look to see if we need
to adopt somethmg in its place. The implication of the

court decision seems to be that an identical six-month rule

would be appropriate."

The justices' decision referred to an admonition by the

US Supreme Court, which has said a non-union employee

"must have a fair opportunity to identify the impact of

the governmental action on his interests."

Auto Glass Center
SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY TO INSURANCE CO.

Insurance Co Approved

On PVTA
Bus Lin«s

Mo«l Maxv Credit

Card* Accepted

NorthAmherst Motors
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

549-2880

What's New. . .Peter Pan's

Hew York City Service!
If you r^J New York. .

.

Peter Pan's New Low Fares!

10 trips daily to New York City from Amherst, One-Way $22.95,

Roand-Trip $35.95

8 trips daily from Northampton, One-Way $21.50, Roand-Trip $34.95

Peter Pan has expanded daily express service between points in New England and New
York City for business, shopping, or just for fun! You'll love Peter Pan's lowest fares, plus

the comfort of Peter Pans deluxe motorcoaches.

Ton'll Love Oar Service!

For schedules and fare information, contact In Amherst 256 0431* In Northampton 586 1030

Tbe People Profeulonilt

PFjfHrUan BusLinms, Inc.
79 South Pleabaiit Sti tel. Anihersl. MA
1 Roundhouse Plaza, Northampton, MA
For Charter Sf Tour Information
MA Toll Free 1 800-332 8995 Outside MA Toll Free 1 800 628 8468
! irk<i«>- Expies.s :;»-rvk-»- it. avaiUble on all New York City scht-dulc'

Area's Best Selection of

Men's Shorts

• Jams
• Knee Busters

• Leggoons

• Levi

h^ • Op
• Panama Jack

•Paradise Found
• Sundek

Open 7 Days 10-6

^C^yi/ZU^C^ 197 N. Pleasant St.

Considering a serious involvement

with an IBM PC?

V.

Get the inside story

on the family!

Stop by the IBM Information Booth on

the Campus Center this Thursday and

Friday.

See what an IBM Personal Computer

can do to make your academic life

a lot easier.

IBM Personal Computers On Campus

patagonia
Stand Up Shorts

mwi
WSlLMWi^WMM 93 Bol.»ood WalK
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ATTENTION
COLLEGIAN ALUMNI!

Remember the good old days at the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian ?

You can keep up with the inside story

at UMass-Amherst»

SUBSCRIBE TO
NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST

COLLEGE DAILY!
Subscription Rates:

$35 per Semester, $65. per Year

Effective starting Fall 1986

Payable in advance to:

Massachusetts Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center

UMass, Amherst 01003

(413) 545-3500

$35 D sem $65 D year

NAME:

ADDRESS:

EUROPE »< CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rockefeller Plaza

New York. N Y 10020

Phone (212) 581-3040

Mail (his ad tor Special

Student/Teacher Tariff.

RENTAL LEASE PURCHASE

caling plaie

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop & Shop)

Rte 9 • Hartley Amherst

256 6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS

.>i

MJRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also /svailable

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

-^9-2880

NEW ENGLAND S LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY

Vidssdt husel I s Odilv

LLEGIAN
founded 1870
Circulation 19.000

StTvinjj the Fi\ t- College A rea

Executive Board

Managing Editor
Ian Poliitiihauni

Production Managers
[Vter Sodi'iberti

Conor Plunkett

Editor in Chief
Dmle B. Levenson

Editorial Editor
l.aiiv Bouchu'

Business Managers
Sht'iry Sharfman
F:iizabeth Younji;

- Business Board —
.\ssi. Business Manager

Suvf Kuhin
Advertising Manager

Paul Lfsser

Asst. Advertising Mgr.
Melissa Forman

Circulation Manager
("lai^ Naugle

Finance Manager
\'ane.ssa Roth

Asst. Finance Mgr.
Kim Jackson

Subscription Manager
Kait'P Hiilland

»WTT BE I

FREEDOM,
the band that Rocks

the land will be

performing at the

horseshoe -

Sat. May 10th

at 2 pm 'till. . .

opening group -

The Gentlemen of

Distinction

"DON'T MISS IT"

1

.\s>jK'iate N>w«. Kditors .1. .nuHt- DtKnujc t'.itiuk JohiiMin, .\aii

. \ Kliii>i»'n(i Asswialr Kditorial Editor Koli Skt-lton Associate

Sports Editor J<>hr> Nolan Associate Women's Issues Editor II

m.i l.t\»-nMin

Assistant to the Editors .Anita L Rovf

Systems .Vlanaiier \!.ith«-u Atkin> Assistant Systems Manager
\ii iin 1-a ini-

Business Coordinator -J.mif* RisIiiImmi Senior Bookkeeper
M.iiiii-<-ri .Maji-rowski (lassiried Manager* .ith\ ChtNon (iruphicN

.\dvis«>rKayt' Whilnt-v l,u^.-M•r Assistant Subscription
ManagerAlan WiIkix Advertising Layout .Noillc

.Mil linoMarketingRiin MA>;kiip. Kandi S lu> . Patrice LawskyOf-
fice AsistantSue Cirell.iMaintenanc^an KothAdvertising
Representatives.Nancy W.ii hatting. Jon Colii ii. Michelle Mon
l.ii>.'iic Maureen Crowly. Kohin F^n^jel. Stacy Wn ili rli>;ht. JefT Ham
immd Stephanie Zuckei Kubyn Leifer. John Kennedy. Shawn
Stcpiiii.ili' Cozy Wolaii Debbie. Stem, I\.in SpeilbtTk;

Day Graphics Beth Bazinet. Amy Custance. Sue Lattanzi. Betty

Ann Murphy. Jim Podesky. Kathy Wheeler. Sarah Cook. Andrew
Myerson, Larissa Potapchuk. Jim Rice. Petra Phillip

The Massachu$etlt Daily C'llrgian (L'SPS permit No.Mi. registered stu-

dent organization at the L'nivemity of Maacarhuselts-Amherst, ii publi«h-

ed Monday through Friday excluding holida><>, exam* and vacation .

period*. Content ii determined solely by the O //•vum Board of Editor*,

without prior approval from I'niversity administrator*, faculty, staff or

student government. Operations are funded solely by advertising and

subscription revenue. Subscriptions and advertising rates are available

at 113 Campus Center, I'Mass-Amherst 01003. i4l3i&45-3900.

SPECIALS
Busch draft

pitchers $3.00

Two 7 oz.

Rolling Rock

$.99

Start your weekend of right

come down and have a bite to eat

and something to drink.

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

^ Beer of the Month
BECKS $1.25

Proper I.D. Required

Drink of the Week
Tequilla Sunrise $1.25

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

POSITION AVAILABLE
Office of the Dean of Students

JUDICIAL AFFAIRS LIAISON

Qualifications:

Knowledgeable about judicial systenns and discipline codes in

institutions of higher education. Residence hall supervisory ex-

perience desirable. Applicants with relevant experience at

UMass will be given preference.

Eligibility:

Graduate student with at least two semesters remaining at the

beginning of the Fall Semester 1986

Pay Scale:

Assistantship, $4,800 minimum, 20 hours per week, academic
year

Starting Date: Septembers, 1986

Deadline: June 15, 1986

The Judicial Liaison serves as Student Affairs liason with

residence hall staff and others concerned with interpreting and
administering the Code of Student Conduct, operation of

judiciaries, judicial procedures, and students' rights and
responsibilities under the Code. This staff person also monitors

administrative operations of the judiciaries; provides informa-

tion and advice relating thereto; maintains the discipline track-

ing system and analyzes data; and counsels students on rele-

vant matters.
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Contact Associate Dean of Students, 227 Whitmore, 545-2684.
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Kdilid h\ Irudf Mich»l .lafh-

ACROSS
1 Accumulate

6 Farm building

10 Rum cake

14 Jeanmaifeol the

ballet

1

5

Public TV s

science

program
16 Pub servings

17 Before mural or

State

18 So be It

19 Horse of a cer

tain color

20 Fall chore m New
England

22 Role (or Welles

23 Algonkian

speaker

24 English author

Glyn

26 Criticize severely

30 Uorelei for one
32 Zhivago s

beloved

33 Roman
statesman

35 Guam s capital

39 Beseech
4t Drinks (Of a cold

day
43 Group ot 52

44 Long eskers

46 Racetrack

figures

47 Clumsy
49 Swallow
51 Teatime treats in

Edinburgh

54 Siouan
tribesman

56 James — Scots

poet

57 Specialty for a

Chinese chef

63 Mine entrance

64 Ripener

65 Hank the hitter

66 Left Comb
(orm

67 Asta S owner

68 — foolish

things

69 Utopia

70 Part of NAACP
71 Gladden

DOWN
t Seed covering

2 Word on the

wall

3 Pilaster

4 Feudal laborer

5 Seek
6 Plumber s tool

7 Moit cozy

8 Divisible by two

9 Beware'
10 Non-biter in a

saying

1

1

Ask (Of —
(tXKfOW)

12 Lotto like game
13 Lou Grant of

TV
21 Tropical palm

25 Heavy metal

26 Tidy sum
27 Sugar source

28 Comic Johnson

29 Penrod
author

31 Greek letter

34 I slept like —

36 — decamp
37 Actor Beatty and

namesakes
38 Helper Abbr
40 Anglo Saxon

slave

42 Heavenly hunter

45 Fire feeders

48 Spam in Spain

50 Nullify

51 Laminated rock

52 Enciphered

53 Pointed arch

55 Red Sea island

58 Self images

59 Hollywood s

Arlene

60 Kind of fesin

61 Price paid

62 Joini
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COLLEGIAN ALUMNI
REUNION TOMORROW!!

Schedule:
12:30 p.m. LUNCH, Memorial Hall,

semi-formal

5 p.m. SOCIAL HOUR (Refreshments, heh
heh), Campus Center 1009
6 p.m. DINNER, same location.

Speakers:

Martin F. Nolan, Boston Globe editorial pagef

editor;
J

Kevin Cuilen, Boston Globe police reporter.^

Menu
Basics Lunch
Pizza

Tuna Oriental Lunch
Pizza

Tuna Oriental

Basics Dinner
Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

Jalapeno Shrimp and Rice

Dinner
Savory Beef Strudel/Mushroom Sauce
Jalapeno Shrimp and Rice

Fruit Plat with Orange Bread

: Brought to you by:
j

J ••**•••• i

i^Night Editor Lesley Clark J
><Copy Editor Ian Polumbaum ^
"^Layout Technician Nick SokolofFif

jJProduction Supervisor Norm Achin*"
j^Production Staff:...Adam Raff, Michelle Eichelman, !f

4Laura Vogel, Beatrix Hoffman, Mia Rowan jl.

I
»
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SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
IN BUSINESS
Entrepreneufial oriented can

didates will gam experience in

sales or management Earnings

from S3,000 to $5,000 ^-

.

depending on participation and
skill level Scholarships
available for leaders For con-

sideration, write to

POLARIS ENTERPRISES
CORPORATION,
80 INDEPENDENCE AVENUE,
QUINCY, MA 02169

or call MR LAJOIE
(617) 367 0445

There's Something

for Every

Graduate at

The Old Mill

Gifts

(rafts

( ards

T"^^
OUMJI

NORTH AMHtRST
MASSAC Ml Sins

10 lo 6 Daily

Cluvrii Mon.

VhjMC

* Gorillas
we're in a position to

accomplish just that," noted

Garber. "We realize the

campus is behind us and we
hope to come back winners."

Gorilla Grumblings:
Aldrich, Carr, junior middie

Neal Cunningham and in-

jured sophomore middie

Brad Carr are all from the

Syracuse area and attended

West Genessee High School.

Nine SU players attended

the same school. . .of the 10

action shots in the Syracuse

media guide, five are from

last season's game at

Boyden. . .face-offs will be a

key part of the game as SU
has lost more then they've

won and UMass' Seamus
McGovern is over 60 per-

cent for the season. . .SU's

man-up offense is

devastating (50 of-108) and
Garber admitted that you
almost have to concede at

least eight goals to the

Orange because of their

talent in man-up, fast break

and unsettled situations. .

.SU coach Roy Simmons
called UMass, "fundamen-
tally sound and capable of

scoring goals in bunches.

I'm afraid of them, but not

' RECEPTION
: DATA ENTRY

I

I

I

I

Give This Ad to Someone Who Needs

to Work This Summer!!

lOBS! lOBS! lOBS!
SECRETARIAL
ACCOUNTING

TYPING CUSTOMER SERVICE

Many interesting temporary jobs are available

this Summer at TOP companies close to home'

Work a few weeks, a month, or all Summer if

you like the choice is YOURS' It all adds up

to a flexible schedule and some great business

experience"

Office
Specialists

Visit us on the Concourse

May 5th and 12th

for information about the

Best Summer Jobs

in Eastern Massachusetts and

Southern New Hampshire

v/yyyMy///y//yyy/Aim^^^^^^^^

NC^i TML TIML
>5

^ AM ABT5 IXPinilNCE

I
,
CHILDREN'S

., f„,,,ooo5 nsiNo pooh

§

i • JAZZ

FRIDAY - MAY 9
HERE SWHATS HAPPENING:

'
""I Ti'TSIDC S.U.8. AND IN EAKTHFOOOS DINIV. (CIOM

ART EXHIBIT

, r-SHIRT SILKSCREENING AND PAINTING
BYOTSHIRT

ART AND
CRAFT DISPLAY ''''^^'"^ ™f student iwion BuuniNr., ail day

• PHOTO EXHIBITS ;•< rwr c*pf con louwr itw- ? f>opr,

I

• POETRY CIRCLE (BYOP)
|

I

I

I
^ "EkFORMANCE ANC VISUAL ART E/HIBITS STUDENT L'NION GALLERY

5 LIVE DANCE BANDS

WANDERING SAX JUGGLERS

mm/////////////MyyyMy/y^^^^^^ J

Eku Special Reserve 6 pk $3.70

Moosehead 6 pk $3.70

Labatts 6 pk $3.50

oroiscn o pK vo.\70

WINE COOLERS
Ouenchette (French import)

Passion Fruit, Strawberry, Peach 4 pk $3.75

Sun Country, Calvin Cooler all flavors $3.29

Rte 9 East 338 College Street
253-5384

T»ii r<K)mii availahir for summer near

malls and busstop call 586 5426

1 (H-drimm fiublrl w, fou' bedfoom fall op
nor Amherst apt call Andy after 9 pm at

256 685S

2 rooma to Rublet in Hadlry homr.
Available 6/1 call Allan or Adam 506 7818

w'fall option 3 bdrm Squire Viliai^e 1 H
baths on bus route 666 428< keep frying

Two bedrcmm townhouKV m Southwood
apartments vviin ian jpnon i-jo lUMO

Kn«imii in new hnuar rooms are furnished
and in Amherst on bus route call Dale at

646 9383

Beautiful 4 bedroom houae in N
Amherst with a backward and fireplace

sumemr with fall option (close to UMasI call

549 6614

.t bdrm Puffton AC next pool tannit $2S0
nno BO 546 6212/4213

rn rixim in Itih Hertown availab 6 1

1U0 mo neg call Matt 323 4966 eves

Name your prire! desperate to sublet a

Brandywine 3 bdrm call 549 3516

(.arite apartment one mile from rampus
has rooms available for summer sublet plus

2 fall options rent neg cell 549 6436

I bedroom in two bedroom apt, ('liffside

aptrt partiv furnished 210/month Auf^at
rent free jark or Tim 6«.')-H402 or .l-OfiK.t

icontinued from page 20

to the point where I'm

"•''of losing. We're ^t-

ter than they are, we just

have to play that way."

Last season, Simmons
threatened not to play

UMass again after what he

then called, "just plain

awful and biased," of-

ficiating at Boyden Field. .

.that game featured current

SU graduate eissistant and
then All-American at-

tackman Tim Nelson taking

a penalty and throwing his

stick at the scorer's table.

Post beats Army;
pressure on UM
Tenth-ranked C.W. Post defeated twelfth-ranked

Army, 8-7 in overtime on Wednesday, putting some
pressure on the University of Massachusetts lacrosse

team.

UMass, at 9-3, had hoped Post would lose and drop

out of the top ten and out of playoff consideration. A
good effort at Syracuse, even a losing one, then might

have secured a playoff berth for eleventh-ranked

UMass. Post must still play Long Island rival Hofstra

on Saturday.

Ninth-ranked New Hampshire meanwhile, secured

its berth with a 14-5 victory on Wednesday. "It seems

we have to beat Syracuse now," said UMass coach

Dick Garber. PETER ABRAHAM

I've been eating at J.B.'s for 2 years now and I feel

very happy when my belly is filled with J.B.'s things.

Enjoy a meal at J.B.'s it will make you very happy too.

mtm

POSITION AVAILABLE
Office of the Dean of Students

GRAPHICS SPECIALIST
Information Data Bank (IDB)

and Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

Qualifications:

Graphic arts, design, layout experience; creativity; initiative

I Eligibility:

Undergraduate or graduate student, preferably Work-Study
eligible with a minimum of two semesters remaining at the

beginning of the Fall Semester 1986.

Pay Scale:

Hourly rate, minimum $4.50 per hour, 15 hours per week

Starting Date:

August 25, 1986 (not necessary to be on campus at this time)

Deadline; June 15, 1986

The Graphics Specialist will be responsible for design, layout,

and placement of at least two ads per week in the "Collegian"

and for design and layout of other publications, posters, and
promotional literature concerning IDB/TIPS. High level of

graphic arts and design skills required. Must be self-directed,

responsible, willing and able to adhere to rigid deadlines.

Proof-reading experience and ability desirable.

IDB is a telephone and walk-in information service. TIPS is a

phone-in library of 300-1- pre-recorded cassettes with informa-

tion about the University and its programs, policies, etc. Both
are services of the Dean of Students Office.

For additional information contact Michael Gilbert,

Robison or Robert Brooks, 227 Whitmore, 545-2684.

Kristin

m
TRAVKI,

Orean Cruiae I'artv

no drinking age a1 sea

gamble & dance non stop
Only $69

one free trip tor

every group of 20
Call 617 851 0333 or

617321 3943

TYPING SKRVICE

Ijualily TvpiriK Long or short projects
Meticulous proofreading Editing available.

Now IBM typewriter 549 0367

WANTED TO RENT

Ko«mi/8ublcta wanted June 22
Call 256-8615 8 am 9 pm

Aug 2.

Friday, May 9, 1986
COLLEGIAN i9

iLLEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8 46 3 45 Mon Thurs 8 4b 2 30 f n • r:>fMf1iine is 2 days pno; to publication day

abh m advance • Phone nu'nber FREb

ACTIVITIES

Kirk up vour herU next Seplrmber! I am
a student working to form an intermediate

TAP DANCE class at one of the Five Col

togas. Irtterested? Catl Laurie 538-3690
MHC
Hey! Yuu! Thts is your last charKe to learn

to luggle. 3 S X. today. Good weather.

Campus Pond. bad. check Info Desk.

AITO FOR SALE

1976 Plvaouth Duster good running con-
dition $800 00 call 546^4681

1978 yellow Subaru »rdaii. Front iwt«as<

drive Runs fine $600 best offer 258 1540
(HI; 584 2700 e»t 2670 (W)

1979 Ford Pinto hatrhbark: excelleni

condition, standard, new parts. $1000;

586 5729

1976 Uodicr Aspea Waicon 4 ipeMl
rrunual overdnve runs well neiads work $350
253 3915

1976 Audi Fox wa^on automatic encellent

running nnany new parts sunroof $800 80
263 2797

Chrvelte 80 mmt condition 16.000 mitw
standard $2200 649 1 738 you love it

197M Ualsun Wai^n good condition AC
fuel infected $1 260 BO 546 8994

1975 Oldk ronvertiblr power automatic

transmission radials good condition call

Kathy $2000 or BO 266 0826

71 Volvo 4 sp very ugly monor mccf>anical

problems runs good $350 549 0614

1974 Plymouth Itasler $600 253 3734

1976 VW Rabbit, dependable. $300. Dav*
2S&0910

1978 Diuuii 6601
'

'

5450384 IW)
or BO 2S64002 (HI

76 Plymouth Volar* good condition new
trans. 2 new tires must see' $850 266 6281

77 (^hrvt Volare must sail $800 or BO
546^4997 eves only

VW BuK 1973 good shape, new engine.

$500, call 584 2386

1978 Fiat x/19. Much invested. Graat

stereo $3000 call Paul 6-8837

1979 Ford EI50 van: overhead dash,

sunroof, couch tat>le. new pans $2800

253 5673

77 VW Rabbit brown, AT runs well, graat

stereo $1000 obo 584 8736

1979 Ford Pinto hatchbark excellent con-

dition standard new parts $1000 6B6-5729

AUTO - MUST SELL!

1978 Ckevy Malik* good condHion V6~-

teOO or baat otfar. Cal Mark 263-2131

Bin. BRIGHT ROOM

Hanl-wood floors. 4 windows, m fumiah-

ed house on Phillips St. !4 block from U.M
campus for summer sublet Very
raaaonable call Lanssa 549 4674 evenings

CAN vol writk:

Interested in JoumaliHm? it s never to

late to start' Come down to the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest

college daily m New England You can wnte

atxHjt Sports, News Editorial, Black Af

fairs, Womens Issues or Gay or Lesbian

issues Whatever your interests, write about

It today in the Collegian We build careers

CAPE COD

2 roommalt-H wanted to share house m W
Yarmouth very close to t)eachi' Call Lisa

549 7617 or Ruth 649 7848

Opportunity of a lifetime 1 female needed
for house in W Yarmouth Prime location

af>d fully furnished house Untjelievable

price call 256 6887

CHKAP!:! 2 roommates needed to share

big house in Falmouth great location

close to town and beach call Nanci

546-4032 leave a message

CAPE COD HOUSE

2 people neded to share room in Hyannis

for summer $1000 ea Bob 546 4755

CAPE RENTAL WANTED

Desperately seeking housing in Hyannis*

Got room? CaH ma' Rebecca 549-4800

1x2191

"CASH"

Paving rash for your baseball cards

Please call Mike 546 6105

CHECK IT OUT

(ireat summer sublet in an unbeatable

location Three bedroom house 2 minutes

from town 5 to campus entire fouse

available at 125 a month fully furnished call

263 3470

CRUST-HEADS

To all the crusty people who made my
semester one of the best ever 1 will see you

after the Pond af my place and I will never

forget you' Leslie ^__

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK - A - in SC E NTE RTA INM ENT
Professional Disc-Jockeys Light-Shows;

Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 549 7144

ESCORT SERVICE

Escort Service Available 8 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Everyday, anywhere on campus Play it

safe, call 5-2123 for an escort ANYTIME

FOR RENT

Charming Southwood townhouse
available June 1 Two bedroom with option

to buy elegant furnishings Call now
253 9413

Female roommate needed for own singia.

on Hobart Lane 549-6343

fall option: w summer sutilet 3 bedrooms
in a 4 bedroom apt Heal it utilities included

256 1661

3 bedroom apt Sunderland $400 per

month available May 28th call 665 3300

I bdrm Puffton Apt available for rent June
1st call 549 5371

.Amherst (enter one bedroom apt

availat>le June 1 exceltont locabon* $385mo
call 2S3 7613

4 bdrm Swiss Village apt aN utiMiaa ind
call 266 1061 for more info

Two bedroom apt with fall option walk
ing distance to UMass and on bus route

sut>let starts on June 1 For more info stop

by 29 Crestview Apts North Amherst
anytime in the afternoon or at night

6 min to rampUK 2 2 bdrm apts $520 plus

1 3 bdrm 640 plus available June 1 548 9181

Need a i bedroom apt? Take over our

lease' 263 3363 _
l>ufftan Lease no roactMS B/0 Jotwi

549 1265 two bedroom

.Von-Kmoking huuKrmate needed tor fall

S186 665 4676

Brittany Manor now renting for fall

semester 256 8534

2l)edroom apt short lease with the option

for long term. Free heat and water male or

female S450 a month On bus route. Contact

Rich or Pete 256 0079

Rooms close to UMass $210 include

utilities 549 1358

Summer sublet/fall option great house

South Amherst call 253 3734

Takeover our Brandywinc lease, accep

ting BO, don't wait' Call now' M9 02M

Single and double available in Puffton

call 549-0618 evenings

1 or 2 quiet females to share large room m
Puffton available Jue 1 thru fall & spring call

Debbie 546 9226

Roomv, :( bedroom Sunderland house.

garage, only 600 +
,

tall option 665 7194

Live on Jerxcv shorr??? Cheap" On the

beach Call Mark 646 9261

4 iwHriiom. 2 bathroom apartment on bus

line Summer sublet with fall option Call

266 1885

.\cross Whitmure! Large 5 t>edroom

house take over lease Juna 1, caH 549-1408

FOR SALE

Gmtti Watriwa $25 wtuto suppKaa last, cal
Brian at 6-7480

Large fridge! $100 the perfect place to

keep extras beers coM' Call 6 8066

80 S^iuki (YSL 850shaft drnra tow milos AF
helmet $1000 549 6885 _____ _
Refrigerator excellent condition 9 cu ft *7S
call Debbie Martins at 546 2152

Furniture • good condition graat prices

bed. nightstar>d. desk b chair, dresser call

Melissa 549 6031

IMust sell good condition sofS' couch,

Laiyt>oy recline', chair, coffee table $200.

6663154

American Airline Ticket to Hawaii gd 'tH

Aug 31 $300 neg 549 4483

.Soft Contact l/Cnses Moat daily waar
lenses. $18 00 to $26 00 Most extended

wear lenses. $35 00 to $45.00 Most soft

tinted lenses $35 00 to $45 00 Lowest

prices on C' L solutions, anywhere Flexcare

$1 98. heat units, $12 95 Amherst Optical

Shoppe Inc , 196 No Pleasant St .
14131

253 5412 or 1413) 256 6403

Epson QX -10 computer 266K w/
DBASEIl * valdocs software. Must salt

$700 call Dale 549 2804

73 Malfbu ChevroTet 94000 mi oW but

reliable good college car cheap Peter at

542 3480

$25 Cheap twin bed must sail call Susan
549 0618

Lots of furniture for sale! Everylfung

must go' Call Sue 5490494

Twin bed, desk and chair excallant condi-

tion BO call Lisa 256 1480

(iovernment Homes from tl (u repair).

Also delinquent tax properly. Call

1 806 687 6000 ext GH 9616 for informa-

tion

Sealy single mattress boxspring b frame.

Huffy 3 speed woman's bike, Regina

2 speed electnk broom. All in exceltont con
dition call 649 4360

Fender acoustic, new, 6 string $11).')

firm, Kramer Striker 300sl strat type body.

Floyd Rose trem bar, Fender hard shell

case mint cond. call Gregg 546 3249

Mens Raleigh Record Id-speed bicycle

hardly used looks brand new $130 pr BO Bill

266 1506

Fisher .Audio component system,
cassette turntable receiver, recording cap ,

equa built in, digital tuner, 20 wts ch,

perfect for dorm $200 or BO, call Scott

256 6232 must sell

TV BW 2r' 25$ 256-6002 I^^ZHI
Mint condition bed 6 ottier furniture

Cheryl 549 5127

25" television set great condition $150

call 549-1448

Furniture, T.V., bed. dresser, and more

Very cheap' Call Caroline 649 1868

Wooden headboard and frame and single

bed $45. Call Janet, ptoase leave message
549 1421.545 1977

•TATS^^fkt"o7cliostrB'seat Lisa 6-8056 $45

or BO sold out

Couch with matching chair and ottoman

$90 proce negotiable call Matt 549 7293

Bedroom furniture - must sell' Call Linda

549 6621

l^ong couch and matching chair good
condition price negotaible call 549 5698

FOUND

Npcklace found in Northeast call and

describe 546 4169

.V^, brown, dark tinted eyeglasses in brown

case Found near bus stop in front of Grad

Tower. Call Wendy 549 6154 to claim

A watchTiTCampus Center found identify

549 2662

GORDE

Loved the shirt, loved the card

but especially love you"
See you Sat. night

pop the champagne
love you "Big Sis"

^GRADUATION HOTEL ROOMS

2 rooms available in Towne House

Motor Inn in Northampton for May 23 &
24. Call Dan 263 3237

HELP WANTED

NOW HIRING
College Pro Painters is looking

for motivated, hard working athletic

students to paint in the Lexington
• South outlet 1 6 7 hour piece work
• interviews on campus 1 800 424 2468
• positions filling quickly call today

*

«««••••••*••••••••••••••••••••**.

UoverameaV'jobs $16,040 $99,230 yr,

now hiring Call 1 805-687 6000 ext. R 9616

for current federal list

Summer help wanted kitchen ' counter

help wanted apply at Joes Paradise Chicken

31 Boltwood Walk Amherst

Cams l.,ovaltown. .\HR( , 189 WheatUy
Road. BrookviHe, NY 11545 A residential,

recreatiorwl camp for mentally retarded in

Hunter. NY is accepting applications for

sumemr emphjyment. Wnte or call (5161

62fr1000

Island Attendant - Part time positions

rti/ailable starting May 12th Evenings 4 30

to 9, $3 50 per hour plus commission apply

at Belchertown Road Sunoco 40 Belcher

town Rd

Marketing Interns needed for summer b
fall semesters m Hampshire Malls
Marketing Dept Must be energetic b
reliable with excellent communication skills

Minimum of 15 hrs'wk required Great ex

perience Contact office of internships

5450726

Applications now being accepted for luN

or part time hours Positions avaitobto for

days, nights, and weekends on all shifts

Benefits include free food, paid vacations,

free uniforms, flexible hours Apply in per

son at McDonakl s Restusrsnt. 377 Rusell

St , Hadlav. MAbetwoan9-11amaand2^
pm

Free room and board: Amherst live in

position, responsitnlities include pan time

chiklcarc. ctoanmg b cooking 549-4510

Part time a«mmer help needed approx 30

hours per weak apply m person C Et C Li

quors 61 Main St

Experienced waitresses wanted for sea

food rest Off of Rte 2 in Orange. Mass caH

1 617 644 8941 10 am 12

Summer work study, dishwastver, 6 10

hf/wk, $4 00/hr. call Marcy. 5-2364

HEY KATE JACKSON!

CangratatetiaM oa jrMr AMhro Exam
keep up tt>e good work watch out for OR .

E R . and C P Love ya' Charlies Angels

INSTRUCTION

Summer liuitar Lessons Experienced and

patient teacher Rock /Pop Folk 'Blues all

levste accepted electric and accoustic your

fK>me or my studio I in North Amf^erst on tfie

bus line) caH Doug 549-4786

KEG THIEVES

To tlie laaars wlia atola two kags "from

Townehousa last Sat night Did you enjoy

ruining a good time for us and our friends'

Why np tfwrn off. |ust drink with us Bui we
hope you got deathly drunk and viotontty ill

However, could you at least give us back

the empty barrels? We're being rude, but so

were you' Tfianks gain, losers Us

"LEASH"

Pond Concert Prenents:

Virgin MagariTtas

and more
N

I A
I C

I H
I

N A C H S
SpuHKored h\ independent restaursn-
tuers association HRTA Club

JPK. ThanksTm^rirH) 7 mos. 3 daysTlS
hours. 14 mm. ar>d 23 sec. . .but wtio's

keeptrfg track? Lov« you Gripa

'There are loo many unnecessary
classified ads in this paper including

thin one

To the young one Happy Birthday Sweetie

you turned out to t>e a terrific blind date

thanks for making this semester a blast

Love always Amy

Pam & Kim: the wonder twins Tfianks for

ttie laughs and the friendship Happy 19th'"

Let s party' Pam, III bring tlie state potato

chips and E for Kim Love ya' Inah

Brrnda Hawkins - happy 19th roomie"
We ve fiad our ups and downs but we sur

vived Best wishes'" Thanks for a
memorabto year Love, Inah

.Sparky, May ii be unto Itwe on this lovous
occasion Cheer up and have a nice salad

Pstw and J

I never mean to hurt you. 1 only want to

love you, and I 00 love you very much'

Goo

M>ST

GricTiean jacket in Thorn 104 on Mon 4/7

if found please call 6-8642

(•old criiKN w Christ head please call Jim

6 1436

l*ft on pvramids in Southwest on

4 30 '86 Wilson baseball glove and carkey

on a silver whistle, extremely imporldnt to

owner any info call Mike @ 549 5961 reward

Brown glases in soft navy blur case

please phone 549 6933 if found

Uist brown leather wallet in Earth Foods

women's room S nor important contents

vital' Please please return no questions ask

edcall Jill 549 7713

(iold chain in Southwest Area - of great

sentimental value lost 4/29 REWARD' Call

Tom or Dave 546 8087

help!! lost my wallet at or in Franklin DC
5/5/86 please return no questions

14 inch gold necklace with a single pearl

charm Lost 5/5 between Worcester DC and

Marston Hall call 6 4247 reward offered

Sentimental value

A woman's Seiko watch Please return if

found 646 6589

Brown leather pocketbook loft in SOM
Room 10 May 6 If found please return to

SOM Rm 369 or call 546-5095 no questions

asked

•••Help*** Macroeconomics notebook

Thompson 4/28 please call Lisa 6-8180

reward

MOTORCYCLES

8(rHonda Custom 400. Only 4000 mi
.
ex

cellent condition, runs great' Burgundy

w/ pin stripe, luggage rack, small back, new
brakes, new battery $650 BO call Steve

256 1370

Y8inaha^T-5()0E^5Ob cc street legal En

duro Runs perfect $400.00 call Josh

5464191

Kawasaki 75 400 runs and looks good $5«)

or best offer 549 0866 call Joe

63 Vespsi Scooter excellent condition take

it off my hands' BO 546 6648

1974 Honda 750 runs great, good condi-

tion, $750 or best 266-1074

MUSICIANS

keyboardist needed for original rock banc*

experience and pro equipment requirec

549 4003

PERSONALS

Eco-Activist Wanted looking for a sutT>

mer job 'career just to make money don't

call us But if you want to change en

vironmental politics and win, call Clean

Water Action Project in Amherst 649 7450

or Boston at 617 423 4661

Travel/ Benefits 'Training

Earn thousands of dollars per month

part or full time this summer' National cor

poration expanding in this area. The IBM

of nutrition " Call toll free 24 hours

1800 423 4821 ext 1357

Work outdoors this summer! Student

Painters is now hiring painters £t foremen in

Central & Eastern MA $5 8 hr call Paul

549 5898 or Jeff 546 7222

Lnnking for progressive individuals in

terested in organi?ing a union to raise the

standard of living in the hotel and restaurant

industry Write ORGANIZE, P Box 296

Amherst, MA 01004

Guitar Wanted - I am looking for a left

handed Fender Stratocaster any condition,

any vintage Call Myk 6 6742

Order the 1986 yearbook now and receive

a free campus skyline poster Stop by our

table on the concourse Monday and Tues

day. or our office in 103 CC for more details

The 1986 INDEX Don't leave UMass
without ordenng it'

Plan ahead and save money next year

tree meals in exchange lor light kitchen

duties contact Chi Omega for more info

5450162

Sexy Eyes lets spend a day together away
from here a certain New Yorker

Soul, Black Music, Records (used radio

program! 50 cents plus Joe 586 5487

AM/PM
llweeh: If it's worth taking a risk ni.ce. it's

worth trying again Two completed passes,

let s go for a first down and make it a 5 3

record, THE LOSER

Dave here it ia! 4 years of iTMrumal work
paid off Thanks for lonlyl one (whose fault

IS thati great semester' Sure you can t flunk

lust one? LUHUMU Peaches XOX

Paul K. I'm going to miss you so much next

semester when you're in Hawan Let's just

get psyched for tonight' Lova, Kns

Thom - Yes, this one's for you Lappin, your

very own personal' You're a great guy a lit

tie weird, t>ut it's t>een fun" Keep in touch

over tt>e summer arKi have a great time in

Europe" Love, Lisa

Mark, Happy 2Tst Birthday:!!
Rememtwr, almost anything could happen
Have an arrwring birthday, you deserve it

Love, Jules

Kevin. Do you want to get persorwl? I

mean, fiere's your persorwl' Guess Who

Tobi! Such a pretty face, I'd like to Lars

Kanna Dig' Meet me on tfw pyramids today

at 4 o'clock Katarina

Pat B. Reilly Only one mora year until

you're legally Pat' Best Birthday Ever' Lova,

Janine. Lisa, arxl Laurie

Happy Bday Bon You're my two of Haarts*

I tove you PS in your eye'" Dave

Clambo. Jill, Bob-wsy, Soo-wee!, and
Sparey: 1 |ust want to thank you guys for

being Ifiere wlien 1 neededyou. Love ya.

Hetona (RufusI

Scda A those Armenian boys don't know
wfut tfiey're missing Love DS

Sue What am 1 gc»ng to do without you'

Separation anxiety I'll remember you with

every cooler and Italian ice' RerT>ir)d rne

never to take snotfier STUPID english class

arxl 1 will keep you away from the Mute
Stones" Can 1 borrow your?' I'll miss you.

Happy Graduation love you Erica

DEMON Yeah, that's you Bryan Cronin'

Happy 23. deareST Let's do rituals and
bromo ar>d be pompous and intimidating.

ILY, bittersweetly Crovo

Happy Birthday Stacy I hope tfiis meara
I've given you what you've always wanted
No lor>ger 18 huh well 1 guess 19 can be sexy

too' HAL _
Opus your the pickled herring of my life

Sloneham

KR Happy 20th Tfianks for everything this

past year Don't worry 1 will come to visit

this summer Love DM
Alex - This should clinch an "A huh? It's

been fun' Mick, Dick, Eric B MT PS The
make up sheets are in the mail

WSVL 105.1 FM congratulations george
Keefe. our record raffle winner'

Happy Birthday green ryes! I'll still love

you when you're old Puddinface

Bacteriophages evervwhere.
do?'?'

Andy. Dan,
the twit?

.wfiat to

,wf)0 is the ninny and who is

(•luey! I hope you have a special day and
get "almost" everything you want Happy
Birthday" Love, Lisa

Diana Casey - Have a wonderful B day
hun' Get psyched for next year' Lots of

love" Michelle

Michelle Kramer to my best friend in the

whoto world. Have a wonderful birthday'

You're legal to mess with the BIG boys now

Brian Evans We did it, we did all of it. and
given the chance, we'd do it all over again

NAP«'T L. BEKtiER
for McNamara Tresurer

the wise choice'

Kathy D. 2 years and 3 months May 12 I

love you Steve

"VOTE" Steve
President"

Mullen for McNamara

David Thanks for being so you' LY' Tracy

Erica - We made it to ONE and had lots of

fun, let's keep it together and stay ONE
forever. Lova Always - NICK

PLEASE! PLEASE! PLEASE!

Please! Please! Please! Return "borrow

ed' black leather lacket from 147A Bnttany

Sat night, after hours. Reward Allison

253 2924

PLEASE RETURN

Ust grey GERRY Ski Jacket with watch

in pocket sentimental value. Call Scott

6-6172 no questions'

pROFESSIONAX TYPINGSERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on

campus, dependable, low rales, expenenc

ed, Nancy 584 7924

$50, REWARD t

i^st PenUx klOOO in Herter Hall or FAC
on 4/30 film of sentimental value inside call

546 4928 eves or 546 1977 days no ques

tions asked

^OtrMWANTED

Help me!! I need a room in an apartment

close to UMass that's cheap (up to

$170 180 ll'm neal. easy to get along with

and love to party too Call Christine at

263 5248 Inites) or 545 2892 (days) I'm in

terested m Rolling Green too if possible

RtRVSTMATES^WANTEb

Male roommate wanted for hwo bedroom

Southwood 135 month call 253 7178

Female roommate wanted to share Bnt

lany Manor apt call 256 6645

Nonsmoking female riMimmalc wanted

Brittany lease Sept June 256 0027

Kemale to share bedrm in cofy 2 bdrm
Brandywine apt call 549 4077

Single room. Rolling Green Apts 180 mo
inclusive 263 5356 after 5 00

One female needed to stiaro room in

Squire Village For lease beginning in

September $122 SO'rtHmth 666 7563

I roommate wanted to share 1 bedroom in

Towriehouse Apts call 549 1587 ask for San
tma or Mane

smates needed fur house in Hyan-

ia can 646 6052 ASAP 546 6395

Raspoasible roomnute wanted for fall.

Amherst Center Apt call 263 2170

Nun-smoking female needed to share one

bedroom in three bedroom Puffton Apt call

Nancy 546 9887

dywir>e Un bus route 5 mm to campus

Raasonabte Call 64&6888 or 546 7098

W alk to campus! ( W rmlel on bus route

avail 6 1 4 spots m Ig 2 bdrm apt call

546 9214 546 9163, 546 8137 $100 00a spot

Fall option Southwood low rent half

hirmshed 26&1764

3 bedroom PUFFTt»N great place for the

fiot summer, 2661039 Larry

(forgeouK new 3 bdr apt Sundertartd smr

w'faUopt 666 4184

Fall option
263 3829

share largeAmherst Center: femato to

room in house, eves 549 5866

One female roommate needed starting fall

Brittany Kathy or Maryann 2660764

2 females wanted to share Brandywirw apt

lease t>egins June 1st call Linda 649 4796

Female wanted for room in Sunderland
sublet summer only $100 mo 549 1701

Two males needed for rmim m a two bdr

Brandywine renovated last smstr 7 month
lease Sublets for sumrrter avail also call only

5p 7p 649 1342 no deadbeats'

Male roomaute needed for Brittany Apt

$140 per mo starting m Sept call Bill

2S6 8046

Dennisport House - 2 or 3 persons needed

for summer, pleass call Karen 646-4918 or

542 3077

2 roommates waated to sfiare bedroom m
3 br Puffton apt call Elton 549 28T7 or

Sharon 649 3606

Roommate wanted Dennisport 200 yds to

Jasons 6 mm to beach 663.00 for summer
549 7720

SBBVICB8

CtHNS 121/123 Tutoring $5 00 per hour

former grader, consultant Alex 266 1239

Perfectionist Word Processing • $1 50

$2 00 page 26% off first job 549 6178

Tailor for alteration SHAANN's at mall

584 9362

Need to get tour stuff home to I,. I. call

Mass Movers 546 9646 final week tor rnser

valions

Summer storage: starting at 1.25/iweek

call 549 1452 evenings tiH midnight

Light moving with Toyota truck caH

6«^48

SPRING CONCERT •««

Help I'Maas Fight Hunger! Bnng one can

of food (tuna, soup, etc i to concert on Pon
Sunday May 1 1 at 12 pm

SUBLETTERS WANTED

Summer sublet w/fall option room
availabte in a sunny Mam St apt on bus

route big open rooms sunny deck s<i>gto

callers welcome caH days

253-2821 eve

SUMMER JOBS

Pramingham .MA rtatiortaly atWiafd mov-
ing b storage co is hiring for ttie summer
$b 50 6 50 hr, 30 60 hrs;wk for more info

call Bill at 546 5510

Need a summer job? Lip to 30 hrs/wk at

$3 35 Typing, tetephone. general office

work Apply at Student Government Assoc

420 SUB. or call Fran 6 0341

SUMMER SUBLET

I spots available in Sunderland townhouse
cable TV on bus rt rent negotiable 666 3571

.Vmherst (enter 1 bedroom sunny, quiet,

spacious apt rent neg 263 5529

(lose to campus 2 large, sunny rooms
Clean, quiet, wooded area 130/room Call

Lisa 549 7227

Puffton Village 2 bdr. 2 baths, furnished,

ctoan and reasonabto 649 7728

Brandywine Apt partly furnisf>ed call

David 549 6670 price negotiable

w/fall option: Swiss Village; furnisfied: 1,

2. or 3 t>edrooms (singlesi 256 1318

Brandywine summer sublets pos fall op-

tion Sharon 549 4598 after 8 pm

Two bedroom Southwood rent negotiabto

call 263 7178

w/fall option 2 large bedroom in Brittany

Manopr only $350 or t)est offer 263 2831 any

time

Colonial Village 1 br in 2 br apt on bus

route, pool 263 7126

Male roommate wanted for 2 bdrm
Riverglade Apt $100/mo -f util call Paul

2564258

3 bedroom Townhouse apartment fuHy

furnished rent cheap call nights 549 7794

two bedroom ("liffside apartment 3 peo

pie $400/ M furnished, pool, other extras

665 7526

Puffers Pond summer sublet fall option 2

bedrooms bus route 549 4729

Rooms available in spacious apartment 1

minute walk l>etween campus and town
Low rent. Call Dave 256 0021 evenings

fWtrBEDROOM TOWNEHOl'SE AIT
rent negotiable call Stephanie 546 9124 or

Holly 646 8365

Puffton Village one bedroom call

549 2626 or 546^2
Single 115/month furnished June 1 Aug
X 10 minute walk to campus/ bustops at

door call Lynda after 10 pm 546 7219

Bright, spacious 1 bdrm apartment par

tially furnished, air conditioning, cable TV
Dan 263 3588

Summer sublet Sunderland apt fall option

avail June 1 non smoker pref call after 10

PM 666 2764

Summer sublet Brandywine Apt cheap

call 549 1032

Kail option Amherst 2 big bedroom apart

ment on bus line rent negotiable tel

253 7601

2 rooms in luxury Rolling (ireen

townhouse Poolside, air conditioned, cable

TV, dishwasher, |ukebo» Available late

May thru July or August rent $150 neg

utilities incl 253 7924

$12H/month 1 room in 2 h<-droom apt

w/fall option for entire apt Bruce 665 3403

One large room available in house close

to campus Summer sublet w/fall option

Looking for Junior or Senior call anytime

549 6040

Fall option 2 bedriHim lantern Court apt

on bus route S376'mo 665 4721

2 minutes from campus! Single room in

furnished apartment call 549 6918, 5.00 7 00

PM

.Spacious, 2 bedroom apartment in Bran

Southwaied loiwnhousa

Cheap I bedroom Brandywiae AC pool

call Richie 649 1548 caH anytime

McClellan Street three floors live

bedrooms cable fully furnished five

bedrooms cabto fuHy furnisfied washer and

dryer etc backyard 2660002

:i bedroom house on the bus route in

Amherst fuHy furnisfied, wasfier and dryer

June 1 August 31 call 266 0646

', minute walk to (irad Tower live in boi

torn floor apt 4 rooms 2 bedrooms tots of

sf)ade huoe yard call 649 6786

Two bedroom Townehouse price

negotiabto, call 646 8126 Michelto or

546 8129 Jane for more info

Singles: four of them Houae m Squire rent

negotiatJto (cheap' I call Atasa 6 82S8 or Sue
6 7422

IHiffton Village 1 bdrm apt for summer
sublet call 646 7027

Furnished 2 bedroom apt torge rooms pol.

AC, color TV cabto call 665 7185

Sublet for summer women wanted to

share a room in Brittany Manor $90 mih call

Cindy SI 26fr 1662

Summer sublet w'fall option Southwood
Apt 2 bedroom call Tom 263 2036

1 bdrm in 2 bdrm apt on bus route

$1 lO'rtK) fall option 666 7629 Sundertond

Amherst (enter furnished, ideallv located.

3 bedroom apt rent negoliat>to 649 5880

One non-smoker needed to sahre furnish

ed Townehouse apt June 1 Aug 31 with 2

females $120'month Own room 6496709

Riverglade Apts 1 rm avaitot>to $126 call

263 9821

Puffton Village 3 tiedroorrwi fuHy furnished

price negotialjto call Amy 549 5188

Studio Main Street canter of town $200

call 263 9821

With fall optioa 2 ttadroom Amherst

Center sumnier rent negotiatito 263 7816

Live in N'hampton for the summer
w/poasibto fall option 1 bedroom in a 3
bedroom apt on t>us route call after five

586 9402

Amherst Center sunny 3 bedroom apt m
fwuse call eves 549 5866

Summer sublet: Brandywine apartment

$100 00 'person everything included call

549 769

Sunny, quiet house Downtown, very

reasortabto. furnafied 263 5156

2 bedroom apt in Puffton Vllg possit>to

fall option 649^5632

2 bedroom apt furnisfied (mcl kitcfieni large

rooms pool, bus route $3(X)/nago 253 5089

S4&8152

1 bd/3 bd Pufltoii 1 month free caN

549 3866 or 256 0943 after 8 pm

,1 br Townrhosue apt June Aug cheap

rent Chris 549 0606 Moe 256 0996

Summer sublet Brandywine apt fully fur

nished pol air condition 549 1 727 Scoota

2 bedroom apartment in Cliffside summer
w/fall option 665 7564

Sum sublet across from College Pizza

and Southwest, you'll like our offer

5494192

(ireal buy - .Squire Village furnished, rww
pool on bus n female only call Lir or Bet

sy 545 0162

SouthwiMid townhouse 2T>drm vary ctoan

extra cheap call 546 6806

Live downtown near Barta! 1-2 con

siderate, responsible peopto get own room
in nice house $300/summer inclusive Kit

Chen priv, pnvale phone Summer, fall op

tion. Leave name and when to call t>ack on

my tape Rick 549 2797

Brandywine spts 2 t>drm great location call

Chris or Ken 549 4902

Summer sublet onlv $145/mo Amfierst

Center call Kathy 263 3063

Uase available Puffton June 649 1256

Presidential apts 2 large bedrooms, AC
cabto, cfieap rent available end of May
6496614

(irad/Older student Puffton 1 large bdr in

clean turn 2 Mr, 2 bthrm apt pool tennis AC
5 mm to campus call 549^869 5 7 PM $145

Brandywine 2 bedroom AC. pool very

reasonable rent call Michelle 546 9664 or

Richie 649 1548

Puffton Village 2 brs 1 furnished great

location call Pam or Karen 549 1616

Puffton, 2 bedroom furnished rent

negotiable, fall option call Bob 649 4430

Brandywine apts furnished, pool, call Al or

Mike at 549 1454

Southwood townhouse 2 bedroom, fully

furnished, stops 4 Cheap 263 3571

Summer sublet for 2 less than $95 per fall

option for 4 inexpensive not cheap dwasher

disposal fridge ac" No roaches clean partlt

furnished call 666 3686 anytime, like right

now

Cheap, furnished townhouse double for

one or two people call 5467 6062 or

646 6060

Fearing .St .Amherst 2 min walk to cam
pus 4 bedrm house w/2 full bath, outside

front porch & backdeck. rent neg call Karen

256 0911. Donna 256 3825

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Sunderland apt right on bus route Bill or

Tom 665 8272

Puffton Village doublebedroom 100

month for 1 150 month 2 649 7880

Cliffside 2 bedroom apt w/fall option

420/mo utilities included August rent free

call Jack or Tim 665 8402 or 5^0683

l.g House practically on campus Ig porch b
backyatd 4 singles no fall option $150/mo
furnished washer & dryer 549-(X)ei

TO SUBLET

Swiss Village 2 bedroom fumishad newly
renovated pool nearby cheap rent' Call Peg
546 5140 or Lauren 546 6630

SouthwiHid Sublet - fall option 2 bedrm
530/mo includes heat, water Tricia 256 1587

That's the way to do it! Rent our Bran
dywine apartment for the summer call

649 0862

\mhcr«l ( enter 1 tiedrm to sutriet rent neg
call Li/ 253 3956

(heap summer sublet with fall option. 2

bedroom Southwood apts 266 1562
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SPORTS
Gorillas battle Syracuse today

UMass must beat
no. 2 Orangemen
to make playoffs
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

No more chances. The 1986 lacrosse season begins

again, or ends, tonight for the University of

Massachusetts.

It's simple. Beating second-ranked Syracuse (7:30 p.m.

at Coyne Field) will put the Gorillas in the playoffs. Lose,

no matter by how few goals, and the next game is next

March.
"I'd like to think that our strength of schedule could

put us in the playoffs even if we lose, but you can't count

on that," said UMass coach Dick Garber. "So I'm telling

the players we have to go in there and expect to win, not

just come close."

The top 10 teams in Division 1 qualify for the playoffs.

Currently 11th, UMass (9-3) trailed 10th ranked C.W. Post

by only a point in the latest poll and ninth-ranked New
Hampshire by two points. But both those teams won their

final games Wednesday, with Post downing 12-ranked Ar-

my 8-7 in overtime and UNH whipping Dartmouth, 14-5.

Post must still play Hofstra, but the unranked Flying

Dutchmen don't figure to win, although it's possible in

their rivalry. The Gorillas can no longer count on anyone

else, it's up to them.

Coming off of a streak of six games during which they

didn't play up to their potential, it seems unlikely UMass
has much of a shot against the powerful Orangemen ( 12 2).

But last season's UMass team entered the SU game with

a 6-7 record and lost 1211 in a Boyden Field war.

"I don't know what it is exactly, but we play our best

games against Syracuse," said Garber. "1 know one of the

reasons is that they're always the first or second ranked

team, but we play a lot of highly-ranked teams. We just

always seem to play a good game against them. I don't

expect this time to be any different."

You can divide the UMass season into two halves. In

the first six games, UMass went 5-1 and averaged 13.3

goals-per-game. In the last six games, however, UMass
has gone 4-2 and scored only eight gpp. Throughout the

season, the defense has been excellent, allowing 6.7 gpp.

"We don't have good midfield scoring, we know that,"

said Garber. "But the attackman are capable of more scor-

ing then they've done lately. We've been getting shots,

we're just not making them."

UMass is led on offense by junior All-American at-

tackman Tom Carmean (34 goals and 20 assists for 54

points). Junior Greg Cannella (19-17-36) is a key as the

junior college transfer was scoring well in the opening half

of the season, but as his scoring has dropped off, so has

the team's. Sophomore attackman Kelley Carr (20-10-30)

and senior middie Greg Fisk (19-11-30) are also capable

scorers.

On defense, freshman goalie Sal LoCascio credits his

close defensemen, but the rookie keeper has been outstan-

ding, turning away 159 shots for a 6.2 goals-against

average. His save percentage of .682 is among the nation's

best.

Two seniors, Tom Aldrich (who has three goals) and
Gerry Byrne (who says he tries not to score, because "go-

ing across midfield gives me the hives") have been

outstanding one-on-one defenders. Aldrich will play

Syracuse's second-leading scorer, freshman John Zulber-

ti, while Byrne will draw high-scorer Tom Korrie. Expect

them to play well.

With junior defenseman John Jordan missing his fourth

straight game due to a deep bone bruise in his leg, three

freshman defensemen will be called upon to cover the ex-

plosive Orangeman scorers. Matt Woods, Jeff Salanger

and Adam Rodell are talented players, but will need to

play their best tonight.

Senior defensive midfielder Mike Tomasello draws USA
World Team member Todd Curry. Rodell will play Tom
Nelson (24-27-51). Both have challenges ahead of them.

Syracuse will be looking to retain their current rank-

ing (see story) while UMass is a program on the way up.

It is a pivotal game for the future of the Gorillas, who have

turned a 6-8 season around with the held of some scholar-

ship players.

"No matter what happens, we had a hell of a year," said

Garber. "There was a sense of excitement around the team
this season, and that had been missing for a few years.

I think we're at the point where we'll stay at the top 15

nationally.

"Our biggest goal all season was the playoffs, and now
continued on page 18

Collegian photo by Paul Deamarais

Senior co-captain Steve Moreland (13) and the University of Massachusetts lacrosse teaw

are at Syracuse University tonight for their final regular-season game.

Syracuse coach respects the Gorillas

But Simmons is confident

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

The Syracuse lacrosse

team knows what it's like

to be the Boston Celtics or

the Dallas Cowboys.

Anytime the Orangemen
take the field, their oppo-

nent is thinking of the

prestige beating SU would

bring. Since 1979, the

Orangemen have been one

of the powers of Division 1

lax, winning the national

title in 1983 and taking se-

cond in 84 and 85, both

times to Johns Hopkins.

They are ranked second

this season at 12-2.

"I'm not about to think

UMass will come in here

anything but fired-up to

beat us," said Orangeman
coach Roy Simmons Jr.

"But we fell we need to

play well and beat them by

a decisive margin. We
want to continue to stay in

second. UMass is a good

team, but I'm confident we
can beat them pretty

good."

The Orangemen are the

most balanced, explosive

team in the nation. Senior

attackman Tom Korrie

leads the team with 44

goals and 34 assists for 78

points. Freshman at-

tackman John Zulberti is

at 27-36-63. Junior at-

tackman Gordie Mapes
(30-26-56), junior at-

tackman Tom Nelson
(24-27-51) and USA world

team member Todd Curry

(29-8 37) at midfield are all

potent scorers from
anywhere on the field.

Add All American
defensemen Kevein

Sheehan and Jeff Desko

and SU is an outstanding

team with more natural

ability then anyone,
anywhere.

Statistically, the Orange

Syracuse attackman
Tom Korie has scored
44 goals and made 34
assists this season.

score 15.7 goals-per-game

and allow 7.9. Syracuse

plays an up-tempo brand of

lacrosse that keys on draw-

ing the double-team and
making quick passes to the

open man. As a result, over

75 percent of Syracuse's

goals are accompanied by

an assist.

Syracuse has lost only to

fifth-ranked North
Carolina (9-7) and Division

3 national champion
Hobart (16-13 in one of the

biggest upsets lax has seen

in years).

Hopkins (11-10), Army
(13-7), Delaware (14-8),

Adelphi (19-9), Brown
(17-4), Cornell (22-7) and
Rutgers (13-5) have all lost

to SU. For UMass to avoid

making that list, it will

have to play at the top of

its game. For when you
talk lacrosse, you talk

Syracuse

Sports at a Glance
UMass Schedule:
Today:

Men's Lacrosse: at Syracuse, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday:

Men*8 Track: at Northeastern Invitationals.

Women's Track: at Northeastern Invitationals.

Despite loss, Gorillas open playoffs here
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It might not be a good idea to wear your "Garber's

Gorillas" T-shirt around Loyola College for a few days.

The NCAA Division 1 Lacrosse Tournament Commit-

tee, in a surprising move, has made the University of

Massachusetts the eighth seed in the national playoffs,

putting the Gorillas at home on Wednesday to face the

University of New Hampshire.

UMass lost 13-8 to Syracuse University in New York

on Friday night, but learned Sunday morning that the

committee dropped eighth ranked Loyola out of the

tourney and moved 1 Ith-ranked Gorillas in.

The game will either be played in McGuirk Alumni

Stadium or Boyden Field depending on the outcome of

a conference call between both schools and the NCAA
tournament committee this morning.

The weekly USILA poll of the top 15 teams does not

determine what 10 teams make the tourney, the commit-^

tee does, and based on a strong start and strength of

schedule, the Gorillas snagged the unexpected berth m
to the tourney. ^ l u
The reason for UMass' ascension to eighth, however,

may be monetary. Once the committee decided to put the

Gorillas in, the fact that a game at UMass would

continued on page 16
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• Group plans to "Foster Equality."

Page 3.

• Covering a rape story. Page 5.

• An uni'sunsational" fashion show. Page

10.
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POND PARTY-The semester may be edging toward finals week,

but that certainly wasn't evident on campus yesterday, as about 8,000

people flocked to the campus pond to hear rock, reggae and fusion

and bask in the sunshina The four-band show was the final event

in this spring's concert series. More photos, page 8; review, page 9.

CnllpKinn photn by Paul IV^marain

In media, 'you need paranoia'

Boston Globe editorial editor, others address alumni

By REBECCA THATCHER
Collegian Staff

Martin F. Nolan says Ronald Reagan

once told him he "got out of movies

when they put all that realism in."

Nolan, editorial editor of the Boston

Globe, amused an audience of Col-

legian staff and alumni with stories

about journalism, cinema and politics

Saturday night in the Campus Center

He said skepticism is a necessary ele-

ment for journalists, citing a conversa-

tion between two of his favorite actors:

W.C. Fields once took Groucho Marx

to his attic where there was beer, gin

and vodka as far as the eye could see.

"Groucho said, 'Bill, prohibition is

gone.' 'Field replied, 'Yeah, yeah, but

it might come back,'" Nolan said.

Nolan said this story illustrated that

"you need paranoia in this business."

He said his accomplishments include

being included in President Nixon's

White House enemies list list and be-

ing "the man responsible for bringing

Zippy the Pinhead to the {Globe) com-

ics page."

Nolan, a graduate of Boston College,

said his political philosopl^ is based on

that of the late Hubert Humphrey,

longtime senator from Minnesota.

Nolan said Humphrey believed, "The

best test of government is how it treats

people in the dawn oftheir life ... in the

twilight of their life ... and in the

shadows," meaning how it serves the

young, the old and the destitute of

society.

Others who addressed current and

former Collegian staff members includ-

ed Chester Weinerman, who was editor

in chief of the Collegian in 1967-68,

when the newspaper was expanded

from thrice-weekly to daily editions.

Weinerman called on the US press to

end the "self-censorship imposed by the

reality of profit." He faulted the press

Collegian photo by Paul De»marai»

for providing a forum for extreme

rightist views while ignoring the left,

and for what he called deficient

coverage of AIDS and nuclear power.

"We have nuclear insanity in this

country not because it is necessary for

our society ... but because oil com-

panies can own it," Weinerman said.

He said the federal Centers for

Disease Control, which are primarily

responsible for AIDS research, are run

by Mormons who believe that plagues

are part of the second coming of Christ.

By not giving adequate coverage to

AIDS the press may "be unwittingly

contributing to the greatest plague of

this century," he said.

The second Collegian alumni reu-

nion, which may continue as an annual

event, was sponsored by the Collegian

and the University of Massachusetts

Office of Alumni Affairs. More than

100 past and present staff members at-

tended the day-long program, which in-

cluded: a panel discussion of street

reporting featuring Boston Globe®

reporters Kevin Cullen and Teresa

Hanafin, both ex-UMass students and

Collegianhes; an address by Willaim

Dunn, formerly of US News & World

Report, on the current "mega-merger

mania" in American news media; and

a forum which explored "The Beats of

the Future."

A semester
of setbacks
and divisions

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate's final meeting of

the semester Wednesday rounded out 15 weeks of tur-

bulence and a widening of the gap between the factions

on the senate floor.

Arguably the most divisive event of the semester was

the ratification of the 1987 Student Government Associa

tion budget. This was the first semester in which the

senate did not have complete control over the $1.8 million

Student Activities Trust Fund. Randy Donant, the direc-

tor of the Student Activities Office, assumed control over

parts of the fund on Nov. 19, citing an SATF deficit he

said was caused by irresponsibility in the SGA.

The senate Budgets Committee was determined to have

a balanced budget this fiscal year, which meant reduc

ing the funding of nearly

all student groups. The all-

white, mostly conservative

committee drew fire when
News Analysis

"I'm the man responsible for bringing Zippy the Pinhead to the

(Globe) comics page/' ^Martin K Nolan

it attempted to eliminate funding for all "political"

groups and Drum, a magazine the committee said was

too closely tied to the Afro-American studies department,

and reduce funding for a number of Third World-oriented

organizations.

The budget debate came to a head during a meeting

March 5 ifi the Student Union Ballroom. A coalition of

progressive and Third World groups vowed not to allow

the approval of the budget as it stood. After two hours

of chaos, yelling and threats, the coalition staged a

'walkout to end the meeting. One senator shouted from

ithe SUB doorway a phrase which was later quoted on

joke SGA election flyers: "I don't want to be in your stupid

(senate. You suck."

When senate speaker John Ruddock declared there was

no longer a quorum, the remaining senators swarmed

around Ruddock, charging he was biased for ending the

meeting before the senators who left could be assessed

two absences. One week later, after negotiations, the

continued on page 3
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FANTASTIC
SPRING CLEARANCE

SALE
at

starts Wed. May 7

N. Pleasant St.

Amherst

LAST DAY
to place ANY
ADVERTISING

in the

COLLEGIAN
is TODAY
at 3:45 PM
Room 113

Campus Center

Summer Sublet

Personals

Auto For Sale

Roommate Wanted

Services

PIZZA ^K^ _ ,

^^ SUBS
256-0222

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
5.95*

MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA
4.10*

SMALL CHEESE PIZZA
3.25*

WE HAVE HOT STEAK AND CHEESE
SUBS AND A WIDE VARIETY OF HOT AND

COLD SUBS AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY

4:00 PM to 2:00 AM
363 Main St., Amherst

256-0222

* Plus 5% Mass. Meal Tax

Last *baby boomers' heading for real world
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

For the last of the "baby boomers" who decided to at

tend college ... this is it.

The majority of those Americans born between 1946

and 1964, during the post-World War II "baby boom,
"

will be graduated from colleges and universities this

month.
The 19-year period is referred to as the "baby boom"

because the US birth rate topped 20 percent people each

of those years, peaking at 25 percent in 1955.

Those entering the "real world" this year, most of

whom were born in 1964, have different job prospects

than those who were bom soon after World War II and

finished college around 1968.

University of Massachusetts seniors who are graduated

May 25 will face a tighter job market and a different

economic situation than their counterparts did 18 years

ago, according to Ralph Whitehead, a professor in the

UMass journalistic studies program.

"For the class of '68. America was still the dominant

economic force on the planet and it was getting even

stronger," Whitehead said in an interview yesterday.

• Tbday. just as the numbers have reversed, so hasnt

the situation: We still are the dominant economic force

but we're getting weaker," he said.

The best job prospects now are for teenagers.

Whitehead said.
,

"If you're 16 and looking for a summer job, you ve pick

ed the right birthday. Food franchises are bidding for

teenagers."
,. u i i.

The kinds of jobs the teenagers of today will be look-

ing for when they turn 22 will also be sought by

thousands of people five years older, he said.

"For the baity boom generation as a whole, half of those

people have gotten training (after high school) and fully

half of those have a four year degree," Whitehead said.

The GI Bill, created after World War 11 to help veterans

find employment and education, the challenge of the

Soviet Union's Sputnik which launched the space race,

and the baby boom itaelf all drove up the number of col-

lege entrants, he said.

"The UMass campus was expanded in the '608 pretty

much to compensate the baby boom." he said. "Few in-

stitutions in this state have had a closer relationship with

the Amherst campus of UMass."

High school and college enrollments are now beginn-

ing to decline with the introduction of the "Baby Bust"

generation, which Whitehead describes as those bom
from 1965 to 1978. The birth rate fell from 19.4 percent

in 1965 to 14.6 percent in 1975.

The birth rates picked up in 1978, Whitehead added,

with the "echo of the Baby Boom," when the baby

boomers began to have their own children.

Support
offered
for women
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

The goal of the educator/advocates at the

Everywoman's Center is to prevent violence

against women.
"We address the issues of rape, battering,

campus violence, media violence, child sex-

ual assault and incest." said Kathy Alex-

ander who coordinates the group.

The group of 13 trained volunteers work-

ing to educate women on and off campus

have been part of the centers Against

Violence Again.st Women Program for more

than 10 years.

Women who wish to volunteer for the pro-

gram must undergo a free 50-hour training

program which includes training in areas

such as: public speaking, resume writing,

how to teach women's issues, how to ad-

vocate these issues, and creating personal

safety awareness, Alexander said.

Educator/advocates may earn college

credit as well as letters of reference, she

said.

^'The biggest benefit is work-

ing against violence against

women,"
—Kathy Alexander

Dree of knowledge

"The biggest benefit." Alexander said, "is

working against violence against women."

The center is recruiting volunteers from

various msyors for the summer and fall,

Alexander said, adding that they are seek

ing women who will make a ten month

commitment to the program.

Dianne Arico. a 21 -year-old senior at

UMass, is finishing up her 10-month com-

mitment this semester.

"I was a counselor/advocate for a year,

she said. "I wanted to concentrate on educa-

tion."

"I feel like I've reached quite a few peo-

ple through the workshop," Arico said. The

educator/advocates do most of their

workshops in the dormitories, she added.

As for the benifits Arico will earn from

this, she said, "I'm doing it volunteer

because I believe in the work."

Toster
Day' is

declared
By MARY DIAZ
Collegian Correspondent

The Boston Gay and Lesbian Defense

Committee has called for a state-wide show

of opposition Friday to the Department of

Social Services policy against "non-

traditional" foster parents.

Committee member Sarah Holmes said

they were launching a "massive campaign"

on the first anniversary of the day

Secretary of Human services Phil Johnston

announced the policy which prohibits gay

men fiuid lesbians from being foster parenta

Statewide, opponents to the foster care

policy will wear pink triangles saying

"Foster Equality." Stickers will be available

Wednesday at Womonfyre bookstore in Nor-

thampton, and Pood For Thought bookstore

in Amherst. Holmes said.

I'hotn by Tom Concannon

"We impose straight values on

children who only need a warm
loving en viron ment..."

—Limor Inhar

Junior management major Susan Werschler studies in the sun

under a tree outside Thompson Hall.

In Boston, there will be a rally at noon

on the SUte House steps and a "speak-out"

and celebration at 8 pm in the Unitarian

Church at 3 Church St. in Harvard Square.

Committee member and Hampshire Col-

lege professor Margaret Cerullo said the

purpose of the campaign is "to open up an

opportimity for all of those who opposed the

policy to take a public stand against it in

a way that will open up discussion in the

workplaces and neighborhoods."

Cerullo said the pink triangles were bas-

ed on a World War 11 incident in which the

people ofDenmark all wore gold stars when

the Nazis came for the Jews.

UMass sophmore Limor Inbar said she

was opposed to the "non traditional" foster

parents policy because it is prejudiced.

"I think that a policy such as this buds

from ignorance and homophobia, and it's

sad that we have to be labeled and svu--

rounded in myths. We impose straight

values on children who only need a warm

loving environment which many people of

various sexual preferences can provide," In-

bar said.

continued from page I —"—"^~"—"""^
budget was passed,

with monies for political groups and an

agreement to find alternative funding for

Drum.
One of the biggest surprises for the

senate happened in the SGA presidential

elections. M. Lyime Murphy was the first

progressive candidate in a long time to lose

a campus election. The progressive bloc got

Dani Burgess re-elected, but Murphy lost

to "moderate" Bill Bennett. Bennett won

by eight votes initially, but the recount

stretched it to 60. Murphy claimed that

ballot box fixing by the governmental af-

fairs committee during the recount process

cost her the election.

It's Bennett and Burgess, baby. Both have

said they can work well together, although

a partition has suddenly appeared between

their desks.

Murphy, an assistant to Burgess, shares

an office with Bennett. Their gibes at each

other on the senate floor indicate their dif

- senate review
ferences did not disappear after the

election.

A msyor factor in the new divisions is the

progressive bloc's loss of a commanding ma-
jority. The progressive machine, which was

a microcosm of Chicago politics, has lost a

few teeth in its gears. By all counts, the

senate is now evenly split between pro-

gressives and conservatives.

Upon Paul Wingle's election to speaker

on March 13, everyone in the senate said

Wingle could succeed where his predecessor

Ruddock failed by keeping order during the

senate meetings. And in the beginning,

order was maintained.

However, after the thrill had run out, it

was business as usual: Wingle started

pounding his gavel nearly as much as Rud-

dock had. During the final meeting of the

semester, Wingle abandoned the gavel and
simply yelled, "Will you all shut the hell

up?

Scholarship benefit planned
The University of

Massachusetts Financial

Aid Office is sponsoring an
auction Wednesday to

generate funds for a scholar-

ship program.

The Ed Apodaca scholar-

ship "is a program that we
started about a year ago,"

said Arthur Jackson, direc-

tor of financial aid. "It is

awarded on the basis rf need

to an in-state

undergraduate who needs

the money to continue their

education."

The event will be held in

the courtyard of Whitmore
Administration Building

from noon to 1:30 pim. and
is supported mainly by

donations fivm local mer-

chants and University staff*,

he said.

Among goods to be auc-

tioned off are gift cer-

tificates, donations from

alvunni and the athletic

department and various

household items contributed

by UMass staff members.

Arthur Hacker, head clerk

at the Student Employment
Office, said, "The scholar-

ship was originally set up at

$1,000. We're trying to in-

crease it to $3,000 to start

an endowment, and the auc-

tion is just one of the things

we've planned to raise

money." Other fiindraisers

include sales of cookbooks

and candy.

An added attraction will

be guest auctioneer JacK
Dennison, dean of the
Stockbridge School of

Agriculture, whose Yankee
humor is well known in the

Amherst area, Jackson said.

Donations to the scholar-

ship fund may be made
through the University

Financial Aid Office

-MARGO MULRENIN
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Learning to appreciate

Who works for whom?
This past semester, I have read articles

and editorials from the Collegian staff

about discipline, commencement, and now

about the area shows that have been at

best incomplete, if not questionable.

Over the last four years, the words of the

Collegian have evoked a range of emo-

tions. I have been hurt, confused,

frustrated, and now, after the Editorial

License in the May 8 issue, I am angry.

I am angry because I take this most re-

cent attack very personally. I do so

because I assume I am one of the "faceless

administrators" mentioned. I want you to

know that there is not a student on this

campus that I have worked with that

would not recognize my face For anyone

else who would like to see it, I work in 319

Whitmore.
Further, every student on this campus

needs to know the decisions that are made

by individuals within the Student Affairs

Division are not made within a vacuum.

Experience, education, long range im-

plications tor, and impact on the entire stu-

dent body and campus community play a

major role in our decision-making.

Nothing we do is secretive or undermin-

ing. In fact, everything we do is done with

valued and essential student input. I do

not know of another campus that en-

courages, supports, and almost demands
student input the way this campus does.

Finally, for the record, let me make it

very clear that the members of the Divi-

sion of Student Affairs are very commit-

ted to the work we do. Furthermore, let

there be no mistake about who we work

for We work for the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. We do not work for

students, nor are we here to "serve"

anybody. We are here, however, to work

with students to enhance their educa-

tional experience while attending the

University of Massachusetts.

Trey Williams

Office of the Vice-Chancellor
for Student Affairs

It is not often in life that one gets a se- -

cond chance When an opportunity is of-

fered, it must be experienceid. Aft^r the mo-

ment is gone, it is lost forever All that is

left is the memory. This past year I have -

been fortunate enough to have a second

chance. It is something I will always

remember and cherish.

In this age of a highly mobile societies,

the role of the family has diminished. In-

stead of the lifelong closeness to brothers

and sisters that once existed, most of us

move along our own way and keep only

memories.

I've been away from home now for almost

seven years. Even though my family was

only twenty-five or thirty miles away for

most of these years, we became further

apart as we went our separate ways, follow

ed separate interests. I spent time with my
brothers and sisters, but never as much as

I had when we lived together The same

closeness was no longer there.

Instead of the lifelong

closeness to brothers and sisters

that once existed, most of us

move along our own way and
keep only memories.

This year gave me a second chance to be

with my brother and sister Seven years

separate our ages but, for various reasons,

we have all found ourselves here at UMass
at the same time. It has been good to get

to know them away from home. I've learn

ed to see them as more than just a brother

and a sister Being here together has helped

us become friends.

David Valade

Of course, it has not all been fun and

games. Some of the same conflicts that

plague siblings while growing up followed

us here. We all share a car, and sometimes

this can be hell. Each of us is involved in

long distance relationships. Many

weekends have passed where one of us

needed the car to go home, one to get away

somewhere, and one to just do things in

Amherst. Over the past year we have had

to learn to compromise in ways never

necessary while growing up There has

been no parent to mediate our disputes and

to impose a solution when mediation fails.

We've learned to work out these problems

for ourselves. In doing this. I've found new

respect for them.

Perhaps the best thing is having the

chance to see how each of us has grown and

changed. Spending so much time together

has allowed us to know more about each

other than dinner conversation at holidays

or an occasional phone call ever could. It

is amazing to realize that we come from the

same roots, but have grown up differently.

Even with these differences, we still have

much in common.
I look forward to the next few years.

Perhaps, sometime, I will get another

chance like this. I have another brother and

sister still at home and 1 hope that some-

day a similar situation arises. Everyone

should have this chance.

Jim and Kathy...I love you both. You've,

helped make my last year here special.

David Valade is a Collegian columnist, an

anarchist, and generally a regular human
type of guy

Rape—no happy endings here

» I ' ' ' • > r ' ) I y , ,

I love happy endings. I had a very hard time taking

American Realism last semester, because in American

Realism no one lives happily ever after. That was the

reason I had a hard time writing my article on acquam-

tance rape Rape stories never have happy endings, but

some can end happier than others.

The saddest rape stories are the ones where the person

(men are raped, too) does not tell anyone

Slightly less sad are the stories where the victim tells

someone, a close friend, or perhaps a relative She (can I

say she without anyone being offended?) is admitting to

herself she has been raped.

Getting to the happier end of the spectrum are the

stories where the victim reports the rape and gets counsel-

ing. But the best stories are the ones where the victim

presses charges, the rapist is convicted, and justice

prevails. Unfortunately, this is the rarest.

There are many reasons why this is so Fear is a predomi-

nant one It takes a very strong person and a lot of courage

to be able to take an acquaintance, a friend, a boyfriend,

or the boy next door to court.

The point was really driven home afler speaking with

a victim. I found that one can speak with all sorts of ex-

Letters

Seek him
There is every reason to

seriously question the

validity of God and Chris-

tianity The danger of power

manipulation, false doc

trines and blind faith has

been revealed through the

ages. The existence of God

cannot be intellectually pro-

ven or disproven; there are

just as many reasons to

believe in God as there are

not to believe. We all take

"steps of faith" in every

belief that we hold:

philosophical "truths,"

scientific theories, etc We

believe in their validity.

Carol Tannenbaum

perts, but until you speak with a victim you really can-

not understand.

I thought I had my act all together I write for the Col-

legian, I'm socially aware. Then I spoke with Karen. For

those of you who missed my article, Karen was sexually

harrased by her roommate's (now ex)boyfriend who lived,

and still lives, in her building. When I finished interview-

ing her I just felt like crying.

The inaensitivity she faced, the disbelief, really made

my heart go out to her She had no idea this man was

capable of doing these things. How was she to know? How

do I know that I don't know him? Maybe I do. Maybe you

do.

She did not press charges for several reasons. I respect

her wishes. But it also made me very angry for selfish

reasons. Maybe I do know him and I am his next victim.

But it does not matter, because if it is not him it could

be someone else.

The problem is seeing rape for what it really is. People

do not always see acquaintance rape as rape Some peo-

ple have problems in "placing all the blame on him."

Maybe it is unfair, but once she says "no" whether she

kicks, screams, bite, or does nothing, as long as she has

made her point clear, it is rape

Definitions do not bother me as much as attitudes. There

are people walking around this campus saying, "She

wasn't really raped," or "She asked for it, " or "why should

I care, it can't happen to me?"

But it can happen to you, or someone close to you. It's

the same story of First they came for one group of people

and I wasn't one of them, so I didn't do anjrthing. Then

the came for the next, and the group after that. By the

time they came for me there was no one left to help me
The only way there can be help is by reporting the crime.

Report it to the police, mental health, the Everywoman's

Center, the Ombuds office, to an RA, or an RD. Ttell so-

meone, anyone; shout it from the rooftops. Until we stand

up and start making numbers and bringing this to peo-

ple's attention, acquaintance rape wiU continue to happen.

It is true, there is strength in numbers Unless we band

together now and begin to believe one another, you, or I,

can be raped. And until rape is considered as tragic and

as violent as any other crime, there can be no happy

endiRgs.

Carol Tannenbaum is a Collegian staff member

even though the evidence is

not always seen. Yet for all

our intellectual and

technical advancements, we

cannot even create a single

blade of grass! Belief in God

is anything but a "blind step

of faith;" not only is it

logical, it is backed by

historical proof—the Bible—

which is proven by

historians to be the most

historically sound docximent

written.

In his article, Jeffry Bar-

tash wrote of his concern of

mixing religion and politics.

True, some political leaders

use Bible terminology to

support and justify their

cause. The millions of

hypocritical actions done in

the name of God are un-

justifiable However, it is not

to these people that we

should look. The only exam-

ple we have is God himself,

revealed through Jesus. Do

not sit back and let others

implant judgments for you.

Seek Him out, read the Bi

ble, study it, and question it

in every way!

Donna Brown
Kathy Coan
Southwest

Spring Concert by thf Pond is a Umass tradi-

tion. The afternoon of fun and frolic we enjoyed

ve.sterdav was a tribute to the maturity and .self

control of the 1980 s student body. A picnic in

the sunshine is good for everyone at the Univer

sity in these days of exams, papers and endle.ss

hours in the library. May it be forever held in

the same spirit.
g^,, ^ ^Uih

So long as you are not actively ill,

hungry, or imprisoned, spring is still

spring and neither dictators or bureaucrats

can prevent it

—George Orwell
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HIGH FASHION
EXPERIENCE
Retail Opportunities

Some things you will never learn m class about retail or

high fashion

Louis of Chestnut Hill and Boston provides an

elegant-and unusual learning experience in fashion

letail

LOO*' prweotiv has tuM-time powtioo* available m

men s and women s wear sales We also have full of

part time positions tor Cash«rs starting now and cooti-

r>uing into ttie faJI.

U you are interested m either o( these opportunities,

please send us your resume or please call

Louis
Paula Bdumoel
The Mall at

Chestnut Hill

Chestnut Hill. MA 02165
617-965-6100

MASS APPROVED
INSPCCTION STAnOM

RADIAL TIRE

SALE
P155/80R13

$2Q^
Includes Mourtting

plus MA State Tax.

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center
FuH ServKe Tire Store

7B StnMrtano Rd . No Amhvrtl, UA
Ac'oss »TO»r Wauoba 5 Store

549-4704

.KW
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I,MA

>tore

An Equal Opportunity Employer

''""^""""camera ^o^^
-

Moat Major

Credit Carda Accepted

0^^
too.

and 1-Hour Photo
presents

SUPER SPRING SEMESTER
SAVINGS

on 1-hour photo finishing

SAVE $3.00

on our super discount photo finishing card'

or

SAVE ONE DOLLAR
on any 135mm develop & print order'

25 N. Pleasant St. Amherst. 256-8109 _

immflBmnHmmnmiiii^^

AMSTERDAM 418 > S

^'CARACA^ST
"NAIROBI 999
7y|^yO 845

HONGKONGy^
,

HONOLUL^^v sop/

SYDNEY 1 v\

I \\ 589
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Job hunt in

NewYork without
spending your

first year's salary.

Clean, comfortable, rooms at the

Times Square Hotel start at just

$50 We II even throw in free

breakfast For reservations coll

1 -800-242-4343. And ask about
our low group rates

255 West 43rd Street, New York

NY 10036 • 212-354-7900 (MES
UARE
Vtel

Show fh/s

o6 when you
register and
get a
Free Giitl

a<!!^^g>aal^5^s^5^s^s^s^s^s^s^s^s^s^

Celebrate Your Achievements in Style with:

Gourmet Italian Food

€r Vintage Italian Wine

Open after Graduation at 2:00 pm Sunday May 25th

with a special menu.

Seating is limited so please call for a reservation.

12 Crafts Ave., Northampton 584-0010

Firefighter Sammy Caison starts a backfire yesterday in anattempt

to control a forest fire that has burned out of control in North Carohna

for a week. m^

Crews move to quell

forest fire in N.C.
HAMPSTEAD. N.C. (AP) Firefighters

intentionally burned thousands of acres in

the path of a week-old forest fire in

southeastern North Carolina yesterday,

halting the progress of the blaze that has

charred 70,000 acres and forced 5,000 peo-

ple to flee their homes.

"We have broken the head and we hope

to have it contained by tomorrow," said

Tbmmy Thompson of the state Division of

Forest Resources. "Things look real good"

on U.S. 17 and state Route 210. Parts of the

highways had been closed because of the

unpredictable fire

The backfire was started at 12:30 p.m.,

scorching 5,000 to 10,000 acres before col

liding with the larger blaze several hours

later, leaving it with nothing to bum in

what had been its northwestern direction.

"If we had not, we'd probably have a

10,000-acre fire out of control," Thompson

said. "There's no doubt in my mind that it

would have crossed the Cape Fear River

and homes would have been lost."

Fire lines were holding yesterday along

the southwest, south and southeast sides

of the blaze, said Chrystal Stowe, a

spokeswoman for the state Department of

Crime Control and Public Safety

Officials called other states to find trac-

tors able to navigate in the swampy soil of

Pender County. Stowe said.

"We're also looking for some relief equip-

ment operators," she said. "What we have

found thus far is that South Carolina is sen

ding three tractors and plows to the San

dhills region, to replace their lighter equip-

ment, which they'll take back."

In addition, Georgia was sending a trac

tor plow and an equipment operator, of

ficials said.

U.S. Highway 17 remained closed 25

miles in Pender County, as was North

Carolina Route 210, she said.

About 5,000 people were asked to leave

their homes, and while few used evacuation

shelters, "when we call for a voluntary

evacuation, people leave," she said.

End of Semester Supplies

Typewriter Ribbons, Typing Paper,

Graduation Cards and some fun stuffy

too.

A-I-Hastings^ Inc.
.J— NrwrtilCMlcr and MaiU'ner-^^T

Convmnimnlly \ocatod in th» cantor of Amhmrtt"

45 South Pleasant Siraat

OPEN: W««kdovi 5 u.m to 't p m .
Sundtiyi, "i am to 1 p iti.

•••••••••••••••••••••**********************)

PERT SURVEY RESEARCH
Lool<ing for Summer employment? Need a flexible

schedule because of CLASSES? Pert Survey

Research is located on campus, walking distance

from the dorms. We are looking for part-time and full-

time students who are either available afternoons,

evenings or weekends. We will be accepting applica-

tions and interviewing Monday May 12 in ROOM 802

from 10-5 p.m. Stop by Monday or give us a call

anytime at 549-7235.

4-

If

••••••••••••••••••••••••••*^^**»^*»**-»'^**^^ -

HADLEY
SUBARU

would like to

o.

^ xA/^congratuIatc the 1986 \^^
fc[X^ college graduates with ^v/S^^90% FINANCING ^/
jh any new or used CAI

(wltn 4 yr. collegedegree & confirmation
of current or ^J/^"""^'^ future employment)

OVER NEW
SUBARUS

wiLL\AVAILABLE>4RiCE^
rNOT BE X yXARS

INDER-N. yrosELL
;oLi

HRDLCV SUBARU
Route 9. HocJIev MR

Off €xit 19 opposite the Hodley Villoqe Born

586-6054
"UJere People UJorth Knoujinq"

Outside Proposal Forms

Are Now Available

in the

Distinguished Visitors Program Office

Rm 415 Student Union Building

all proposals must be submitted by

12 Noon, Tuesday, May 13

and must be presented at the

Outside Proposal Meeting

on Wednesday, May 14 at 7 PM
^^m^^^m If there are

*!XX^. any questions,

H- \\ call the DVP Office
distinou6hed ^°

^^
Visitors pfoorarn at b4D-a

^..T.^.X.

:y'

»^N. Pleasant 5^^:

5 4 Amhcrst

..-'-^^ . OFF. vvi

wALL

fell Us Where "YOU"

Would Like To Work

Temp Positions Takes The Time

To Listen

Work with us and gain valuable "real

world" job experience this summer.

Temp Positions, a division of Positions, inc., specializes

in placing college students and recent graduates in tem-

porary positions within Boston and Springfield Ma's

most prestigious firms. Our focus is to help individuals

start on the right track towards a successful career. We

provide our temporaries the opportunity to explore the

job market in a variety of environments such as bank-

ing, marketing, public relations, personnel, international

finance, accounting, and many morel'ii

us TODAY IN: BOSTON (617) 367-9212 or SPRINGFIELD (413)

Auto Glass Center
SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY TO INSURANCE CO.

Insurance Co. Approved

NorthAmherst Motors
^ ^. Rt. 63 No. Amherst

Cards Acc«pt*d »^V-*OOW

On PVTA
Bus LInat

S

734-1224

« Give This kd to Someone Who Heeds

I
fo Work Ihis Summer!!

: lOBSl lOBS! lOBS!
I

I
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RECEPTION SECRETARIAL
DATA ENTRY ACCOUNTING
TYPING CUSTOMER SERVICE

Many interesting temporary jobs are available

this Summer at TOP companies close to home!

Work a few weeks, a month, or all Summer if

you like the choice is YOURS! It all adds up

to a flexible schedule and some great business

experience!!

Visit us on the Concourse

May 5th and 12th

for information about the

Best Summer Jobs

in Eastern Massachusetts and

Southern New HampshireOfficQ
Sp«clalists
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PRING CONCERT 1986

Paul Desmarai*

Thousands of

students rocked—and
clowned, and played,

and relaxed—
yesterday to the tunes
or* the Lone Ryders,
James Cotton, Ronnie
Laws and Third
World, at the annual
Union Program Coun-
cil outdoor concert.

University of
Massachusetts of-

ficials this year
decreed stricter con-

trols on alcohol, but
campus police
reported only one
arrest.

Paul Dwimarai*

Mark Parkrr

Kob >kp|Ion

Paul Dmmarai*

ARTS
Spring Concert ^86

Pre-summer weather, and

four great bands make UPC's

'86 swansong a success

By KELLY SIEGER
and ROB SKELTON
Collegian Staff

Beautiful weather and a good group of bands made this

year's spring concert by the pond a memorable

experience—the perfect Sunday afternoon excursion, on

Mother's Day, no less.

UPC came through for us this year, as they've been

known to do, with four diverse yet equally entertaining

acts: The Long Ryders, the James Cotton band, the Ron

nie Laws group and Third World.

The Long Ryders, who started out, played as people fil-

ed in past 5-college ID checks. They consider themselves

"at the forefront of the bands putting a sense of integrity

and pride back into real American music," according to

a press release

They were a pretty good opening act for an event this

size They show promise in the "contemporary con

sciousness" category of popular music; they've got some

politics, and some groove.

The James Cotton band from Chicago piled on stage and

whipped the crowd into an R&B frenzy, and then singer

and harmonica player himself Mr. Cotton wailed his way

into the soul of the crowd.

This band's ability to reach the audience in spite of its

relatively dilapidated equipment deserves mention; in an

age of electronic gimmickry and pretentiousness it is

heartening to get so much enjoyment from such a

straightforward sound arsenal.

Ronnie Laws is a singer/songwriter-hornplayer whose

upbeat jam-oriented tunes sustained the crowd's musical

momentum as it awaited the headliner

Third World took a while to come out, but when it

started, and William "Rugs" Clarke asked an ecstatic

crowd "Are you ready?" the pond population exploded,

leading no one to ponder in retrospect if Third World was

ready.

The splifFs were fired up and everybody rocked, rolled,

danced, and frisbeed to the roots reggae of one of the

world's most well-known bands.

There were very few "incidents" to speak of, very little

ammunition sacrificed to the concert-extinction forces; the

police were well-behaved, and UPC security stood out as

it always does.

There could have been more choice \n food availability;

a fresh fruit stand and more drink dispensers would well

have augmented the fried dough and fast food itinerary

which, while appreciated, left something to be desired.

_jUMMER
highlighting

Onlv

1950

STYLES by
DEBORAH
65 University Drive

Amherst

549-5610
WITH THIS COUPON

COUPON EXPIRES 5/31/86

Summer's Coming!!
think

CAPE COD
cooks positions available

'•• strong hourly wage
;!• tuition bonus incentive

!• great crews to work with

Join our team - you'll be happy you didn

call Rick collect for interview

398-1648 or apply in person

LONGFELLOWS PUBS
Rte 6 A Old Townhouse Rd.

Brewster So. Yarmouth

, 896-5413 394r36^
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All Double

Features

$3.00

(super deal, eh?)

Mon 12th - Tues 13th

Three Brothers 7:00

Night of the Shootin Stars 9:00

Wed 14th - Sat 17th

Coca Cola Kid 7:30

Better Off Dead 9:10

Sun 18th - Tues 20th

Terms of Endearment 7.00

Twice in a Lifetime 9:15

Wed 21st - Sat 24th

To Live & Die In L.A. 7:00

French Conection 9:00

Sun 25th - Tues 27th

White Nights 7:00

Turning Point 9:20

30 AMITY ST AMHERST 253-5426

COMMENCEMENT 1986
Final Instructions

to Bachelor Candidates ^ ^ ^^
Plan to arrive at the stadium no later than 9 A.M.

CARRYING YOUR CAP & GOWN.
The University Policy regarding NO ALCOHOL IN THE

STADIUM will be enforced. Be prepared to demonstrate

that you are in compliance with this regulation.

Please enter the stadium through the four left turnstiles of

the Main Entrance (East Side). Once you are inside the

stadium walls, signs will direct you to the designated

gathering spot for your school or college. Marshals will

also be available to assist you.

STADIUM PLAN
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CHINESE KITCHEN

Eat In or Take Out Hours

Sunday Noon to 10 PM
Mon-Sat11:30AMto 10 PM

Pu-Pu Platter $12.00

FAST KXIO

RESTAURANT

• "^
JJ

E

Sunsational Fashion show turns

out to be an unorganized wait

Try Our LuncheoncDinner Specials

Only $1 .49 before 3 PM, $1 .90 after 3 PM

2 LOCATIONS:

430 Russell St (Rt 9) rrttLmP^On
|Hadley

586 8220 I

You all heard about it.

Yes, the Sunsational

Fashion Show that happen-

ed at UMass last Tuesday

night. There were posters,

flyers, and all kinds of PR.

promoting this thing, even

articles in the Collegian,

that misquoted the starting

time as being at 8 p.m.

rather that at the planned

time of 7 p.m. The Collegian

ran a correction apologizing

for the mistake.

Those of you who went to

the Campus Center

Auditorium at 6:45 p.m. to

wait in line, expecting the

show to start promptly at 7

p.m., remember standing

there, irritated, until the

show started at 8 p.m. At

first I thought, this is a

fashion show, and perhaps

they are trying to make a

statement by being

fashionably late, but when

irate ticket-buyers were

pounding on the door at

7:45, the whole thing took

on a very unfashionable

flavor. Production was still

taping down wires when

everyone had been seated,

still ironing out kinks in the

video equipment, all the

time the slide projector was

displaying an upside-down

image, while the same two

songs were being played

over and over to entertain

the fidgeting crowd until

the show was ready to start.

Very fashionable.

Well, after all the waiting,

the show wasn't bad, but it's

hard to expect a crowd that

has just waited an hour or

more to be overly receptive.

Overall, some nice designs

by students in the fashion

marketing department.

Next year though, start on

time, huh?
- JENNIFER
ACKERMAN

What's New. . .Peter Pai

Hew Tork Gitv Service!

New Tork. .

.

Peter Pan's New Low Fares!

10 trips daily to Hew York City from Amherst, One-Way $8«.«8,

Round-Trip $38.98

8 trips daily from Horthampton, One-Way $81.80, Round- Trip $34.98

Peter Pan has expanded daily express service between points in New England and New

Yorl Citjfor busLess. shopping, or just for fun! You'll love Peter Pan's lowest fares, plus

the comfort of Peter Pan's deluxe motorcoaches.

Ton'U Lpve Our Service! .o« ,n,n
For schedules and fare information, contact: In /^herst: 256-0431. In Northampton: 586- 1030

Tli« Nopl* FrofaMlouli

JSbIbz:SanBubUtibb,Inc.
79 South Pleasant Street. Amherst. MA
1 Roxindhouse Plaza, Northampton. MA
For Charter & Tour Information

MA Toll Free 1 800 332-8995 Outside MA Toll Free 1 800-628 8468

Package Express Service is available r.n all New York City schedules

m

FOR GRADUATES ONLY!
Guaranteed Financing'

90 Days Until Your 1st Payment

Pontiac Fiero SE

or

$250 Rebate from GMAC
ON AMERICA'S MOST EXCITING CARS

Olds Ciera SL

1
PONTIAC

Grand Am SE Cutlass 442

Finance Rates as low as 5.9 A.P.R.

For details on the GMAC Graduate Program see: Terry McCormack

FEDOR
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC

228 Northampton S¥ (Rt. 10) at The Easthampton-Northampton Line

527-4461 or 527-1119

Cullefrian photo by Paul D*sfnarai»

The "Sunsational" Fashion show took place

last Tuesday in the Campus Center Auditorium.

WE HAVE AN APPLE
LASERWRITER FOR YOU !

(THE APPLE LASERWRITER)

PRINT OUT YOUR DISK ON OUR LASER PRINTER

THE PAPER HOUSE , INC.

65 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
AMHERST

(NEXT TO BELL'S PIZZA)

549-5656

CARDCN

i

I

I

I

34 Pleasant Street
Northampton, MA

584-3858

Chef Innovations

Soft Shell Crabs
Lunch Specials start at $3.25

include entree, soup and rice

Open Hours: Sun. 2.00 PM - 9:30 PM
Fri-Sat 11:30 AM - 11:00 PM

Mon-Thurs 11:30 AM - 9:30 PM

i

i

J

C7WHYCALL NEW YORK???

CALL 253-7529
fro,., NYC ^Or <H,|iitixywux

COPENHAGEN 240
OSLO 240
STOCKHOLM 240
HELSINKI 270

roiiiul tripminim
375
375
435

^and pick up your ticket at your
local MudentTrdvel office!!

79 So Pleasant St Amherst

Council Travel Services-

^> vs ^>
^ —

Have Something Different For

LUNCH

• Spicey Cajun Gumbo
• FRESH Hebrew National franks

steamed in Beer

Homemade soups and salads

and much more

10% OFF WITH THIS AD
Come In and Sit Down -

Mon. Fri. 7:30 6

Sat. 9 6. Sun 9 1
.

V

Qraduatkm
(fAQmories

o/ij^etime...
When you choose a card

or gift from our

beautiful selection from

American Greetings.

Located in the Campus Center

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

U
AMERIO\N GREETINGS

MCMI.XXXVI American C.rci-finir. Corp

/,ggy- C MCMl.XXXVI Iniversal Press Syndicate

FINE FOOD & SPIRITS

FREE TACO BAR
MON & TUBS NIGHT

— till it lasts

MAY BEER OF THE MONTH
Kroncr.ljour^^

Prooer ID Reauired

57 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
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DEMONSTRATION
and
SALE

May 12 through 14

Display located in Campus Center Concourse

Certified check or money order required

at time of order

This special offer available to UMASS
students, staff, and faculty

nTrtmed Chech. 0«.ci.l Bank Check or Mor,ey Order Required At T.me ot Order L.m.l one PC Purcha5e

I oer customer _
g^^^^^ COUPON FINAL PRICE

ase I

LIST

PmCE PRICE VALUE (plus tix)

M^
PC ModeM76 256K 2 DisKenes

PC ModeM76 256K 2 Diskettes

Mono Display Type 5151

Mono/Print Adapte'

PC XT Model 089 512K 1 DisKene

Serial Adapter

20 MB Hard Disk

PC AT Model 099 512K 1 2 M DisKetie

Ser/Paraiiei Adapter

20 MB Hard Disk

PC AT Model 239 512K 1 Diskette

Ser/Parailei Adapter

30 MB Hard Disk

S1995 00

$2520 00

S2895 00

$4896 00

$5295 00

$1396 50

$1764 00

$2026 50

$3426 50

$3706 50

$20000 $119650

S400 $1364 00

$150 00 $1876 50

$250 00 $3176 50

$250 00 $3456 50

I
This Coupon valid May 12 13 14 1986 Only to Um v ot Mass S tudent s Facu lty and Stall

^^^ \

c

256K

2 720K 3.5" Disks

Mini Applications

Sale Hours 10-4

Located in the

Campus Center

545-2619

IBM
PC CONVERTIBLE
$1,396.50* PLUS TAX

LIST PRICE $1,995.00
• Certain restriction apply - see store for details

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

MHUUI SLASHES
MUITLERPRICES.

Save 25% off the
regular price.

0»^FE» EXPIRfS JUN€ 30 19»

• Fcunous Midas guarantee

g(K)d at over 1S45 Midas

shops across the countr>'.

• Midas cjLuilit\' installed

while you wait.

• No appointments necessary.

See wjinantN tenns

at vour local Midas dealer

TIkKE IT TO MUUkS

miDAS

TAKEn TO SOMEONE YOUTRUST

FREE V^RITTEN ESTIMATES

143 KING ST. NORTHAMPTON
JOT. RTES. 9 & 1 1 6 HADLEY

586-4840
586-9991

<!S^ ^Oii

If

$4 - $6 / HOUR
!! Summer Jobs on Campus !!

Are you enthusiastic? Friendly? Money-motivated?

We'll train to be a successful telennarketeri

Apply in person at Telefund, Memorial Hall (545-3509).

- Excellent resume item!

- Great as a 2nd job, too'

- Convenient'

- Flexible

Why work for minimum wage?
Try Telefund!

If

Ik-

yk-

If

J^jf^.^-^J^^J^¥^^¥^^¥¥¥¥J^*¥¥*^^-*^*-*-*'^***-^*****^**^*^^**
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DOONES3URY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON

OAR- T}€aVILRia<T5C0M-
BNC5 MI55IOI4, AND Tt€ ONLY

UJHO' BiACX l4jrTH 5WU6H
\ 6UT5T0CALLLIBBJi-

ALSONimf^MOSM'

'& 1986 Universal Press Syoacate
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PBNPU:TON H/AS WB FIRST 70

POimOUTTHAT R£AL RACISM
9rBM5> FROM JHB PRBfERBmiAL
M/NP$£T IHBMANHA'yHAPA
PROFOUNPIMP^T OH HEO-NE6R0
7HINKIt46'

I MONDtK
If l^'S

MMTORJNG
^'^^ ANVONB
° FJ6KTNOUI...
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Group photo disasters

FREAKER PATROL BY DOWE & O'BRIEN

Hi, fw«5 ir '"I'ff Oow€

osuAcc^y r Re6^»»o -ofe

p)?/»cnce of /»pPEA»»/w6

AS A Sht(\rf^ULS^ A<-'^

Of- VAlf/Gcoey /»A/D

Bor siNCi -rye is

One OP rue last sr^ifs

X'u. eVCR Do AT U nASL

/»wv /»Mi Au, :Jot)t»f*stJr>' i

LIKE r»V>jr 6RM>U<sTl»J6

Wli_u 8€ "TO Zt^f^K AS

fi^ftwv iu,iciT soQsntKtz
If/To -rVf STA^iom fis

rr'5
WICC TO
truotAf fmT

XTS
AcuMtS t>*OiSE

PtU» "Q/^D
AWltS" THAT
5ft>it If For

HOUSEMATES BY R. MILLER

7W5 ^/weSTF^ f;gEL5

5c OPEN-ENDSD To
/«1£- L//<^ NOTHING
Ht»s HAPpenEV A/VP
/'/»7 SAOC OJHBf^e I

I peeu UK£ THerz£

OUGHT TbOe A
LOGICAL CONCLUSION
Of SOM€ KIND. .

LIP£ IS KIND Of

Ll<£ A COMIC
STdlP.-

I IaJAS Afl?AIP

YOU P SAY
iomerhiNG
L 1KB THPfT

GORDY BY GORDE

" HUM&-0{/eK"AGAiKf,

EH, MAfOeoT lAJeLi., /-VB

(^fifT -J0S7 OJ£ THI^G
To Sy^y To YoO, ASJD I

MoP£ rr siKiKS i^J...

^:^|:.:jx-:::a::v:v:v;;v.i
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\

YOO, AiAtJ&O Sf^e,
AKE AfJ ALCOHOLICS.'

BLOOM COUNTY BY BERKE BREATHED

CAPTAIN/

fUnercf-mimRiPte
la^ KHAVAfy IS

MH. SULU... $eT
5eTPHA5€R5 .JK- PHA5eR5 OH

HOW AmrsemfJG wm on
"leeway pAMAoe wnne
WOlPm ALL CMUAN CA3UALT7e5

ANPmMP Wrm CHBERWi

5(mm fm_peFeReHmL
^^ \^STmN
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
13

Kdiled b\ I rude Michel .laffe

ACROSS
1 Advice to

Nanette

5 Broadway s

Evita

1 Variegated

1

4

River through

Stratford

15 Future citizen

16 Concerning

1

7

Smollett s Mr
Pickle takes

Night''

20 Time frame

21 Subject tor

Hogarrh

22 Nervous
23 Dimmish
24 Pries in a wav
25 Employed
28 Song for

Dame Kin

29 Mature

32 Street show
33 July Daby
34 Ceiebesian

creature

35 Embarrassed
birds'

39 Dear dear'

40 Haggard novel

41 Shopping spree

42 Fiber cluster

43 Cookbook
direction

44 Preserved
45 Normandy City

46 Fill to repletion

47 Long lor with

to

50 Stet s contra

51 New reporter

54 Bird that some-
times steals'

57 To the

'leitered

-.tde

58 Milton s muse
59 Vronsky s

adored

60 Wampum unit

61 Workaholic

in a way
62 Propinquitous

DOWN
1 Between r^ead

and shoulders

2 Completed

3 Ibsen role

4 A Chorus
Line

song
5 Holiday event

6 Semblant
7 Fork element

8 GkDif gadget

9 Admixture

10 Mounds
1

1

Native Peruvian

12 Piccadilly

Circus

figure

13 Refuse
18 Path maker
19 Lonely Boy

recorder

23 Hot

24 Kind ot rug

25 Urban problem

26 Hideaway
27 Go over hill

and dale

28 Emend
29 Concerning

30 Climber s

cof>cefn

31 Relaxed
34 Twinkletoed

36 Valued

37 Reedy
38 Diminishing

agent

43 Madras garb

44 Pub. American

style

45 Named
46 Tend
47 Couplet form

48 Reason for a

41 Across
49 Court action

50 Small amount
51 Ice-cream

recipient

52 Arm bone
53 Teddy
55 Digger s

discovery

56 Actor

Richardson

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

IR.E4N EJMN VlAJ-^ -

iTN;

DO YOU HAVE TALENT, HUMOR?
The Collegian is seeking comic strip artists for

the Fall '86 semester Bring samples of your

work to 113 Campvis Center and ask for John

Yonce. This is how Garry Trudeau started!

Also accepting applications for Night Editors.

Copy Editors, and an Assistant to the editors.

I

t

Menu
LUNCM

hot Pastrami on Water Roll

Italian Shell Casserole

BASICS LUNCM

Humus Vegetable Pocket Sandwich

Vegetable hot Pot

DINNER

Chicken Cutlet/Supreme Sauce
Cranberry Sauce

Roast Lamb/Gravy, Mint Jelly

Tuna Salad Plate with Chips

BASICS DINNER

Cheese Nut Loaf/Mushroom Sauce

Chicken Cutlet/Supreme Sauce
Cranberry Sauce

: Brought to you by:

;

*N.E. JPY •
Ice GOD J
J Layout SOD J
^ Photo Iguana ,^.1

* Prod.Super. SODMON
* Production Connie. Jim, Jen
^' ^^ Laura, C Ron and Pete ^

* ond the rest of thie best nite crew

%•••••••• ••••••••••••*:*****t*¥
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Wv Create Styles As
InJiyiJual As You Are'

Profes»iona'

Consultation
OnlMOStvl* Cut

with tlw coupon expires 5 30 '86

Styles by Deborah
5 Ui\ivfc»il> ttr Amhrrti « S49S6I0

w
New & Used Cars

Taicks & Vans Also ^vailabte

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

ealing place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop & Shop!
Rte. 9 • Hadlev Amherst

256-6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS 62 Joint

n
WE

To Service To Train To Support

Don't be lured by price alone.

Local vendors offer competitive pricing AND support

m CMMNiterWtaiia
228 Triangle Street Amherst

549-7133

Store Hours

M-F 10-5:30

Sat 10-5

\vf

In-Person Registration is June 2.

CLASS RINGS

Two Sessions:

June 3 -July 1

1

July IS-

August 21

Walk-In

Registration:

Through

May 29,

Division of

Continuing

Education

in-Person

Registration:

June 2,

Student Union

Ballroom,

IOa.m.-4 p.m.

I 8

U M

AMHERST

S U M E

S E S S I O

May 12. 13 14th 10-4 ^.UNIVERSITY
Deposit •'.oui'**

For a free, detailed catalog call S45-14I4.

Division of

Continuing

Education,

University

Library

Monday, May 12, 1986
— COIHOIAN IS

Sox hold on, drop Oakland, 6-5
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) - Catcher Rich Gedmen went

4-for-4 and Dennis "Oil Can" Boyd and two relievers com-

bined for a seven hitter as the Boston Red Sox survived

four Oakland home runs to defeat the A's, 6-5 yesterday.

In winning their fifth-straight game, the Red Sox handed

A's pitcher Moose Haas his first loss of the season. Hass,

6-1 on the season, entered the game with a 1.65 earned

run average, but surrendered 10 hits and six runs in 8 2/3

innings.

Boyd, 3-3, scattered four hits over seven iimings before

needing relief work by Bob Stanley and Joe Sambito, who

recorded the last out for his third save of the season.

In other baseball action, Oddibe McDowell hit a two-run

homer to lead the Tfexas Rangers over the New York

Yankees, 6-3 in the first game of a doubleheader In New
York, the Mets had their seven game winrung streak snap-

ped and saw ace Dwight Gooden knocked out in five inn-

ings as the Cincinnati Reds were 3-2 winnwrs.

Player-manager I¥te Rose drove in all three Reds runs

with a bases-loaded single off of Gooden

•L.L.EGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian OHice CC 113 • 8 45 3 45 Mon Thurs 8 45 2 30 Ff • Dpaditne ,s 2 days prior to Dublication day

ACTIVITIES

Ooopt! Mortar Board mistake
-guarantee we'll be there Tues eve 7 .30 pm
must have electioo recount - mandatory' i'

Student Healfh Adviaorr Board last

meeting May 13 1986 5.30 pm UHS rm 302

open to all majors be there

25 * L'lub is going camping May 23 25 if in

terested in joining us call Donna at 266-0407

~
AUDIO

Panasonic Box. radio and cassette

recorder. Only $35 call Lina 549^934

AUTO FOR SALE

Putfton available Jue 1 thru fall b sprir>g call

Debbie 546 9226

4 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartment on bus

line Summer sublet with fall option Call

256 1885

1978 vcllo« Subani sedan. Front wheel

drive Runs fine $600 best offer 259 1540

(HI; 584 2700 ext 2670 (W) ^_
1976 Audi Fox waipNi automatic encellent

runnir>g many new parts sunroof $800 BO
253 2797

1978 Datson Wagon good condition AC
fuel miected $1,250 BO 546 8994

1975 Olds ronvertibie power automatic

transmission radials good corxjition call

Kathy $2000 or BO 256 0825

r9T6 VW Rabbit! dependable. $300. Dave
2560910

76 PIvmottth Volare good condition r>»w

trans.'2 new tires must see' $850 256-6281

7fThew VoUre must sell $800 or BO
546 4997 "eves only

VW Bug 1973 good shape, new engine.

$500. call 584 2386

1978 Fiat x/19~ Much invested. Great

stereo $3000 call Paul 68837

i?79Tord EI50 »»n; overheed dwfy
sunroof, couch table, new parts $2800

2535673

77 VW Rabbit brown, AT runs we«. great

stereo $1000 obo 584-8736

1979 Ford Pinto hatchbark eicellent con

dition standard new parts $1000 586-6729

.Mereury Coagar '80 XR71 mint condition

$3500 call 545^2091 Ellen

77~MaiibB^ood condition $1500 or 80
323 6625 9500 miles

For aale '79 Rabbit good condition,

dependable. Must sell call evenings.

2532487

r»«8 VW Bug runs wefl $400 686-3912

BIG. BRIGHT ROOM

Hard-wood floors. 4 wir>dows. in fumiah-

•d house on Phillips St. Vi btock from U M
campus for summer sublet Very
reasonable, call Lanssa 549-4674 evenings

BOB BOBECK

HajMqr Birtkday! Big guy hope it went
«««M. Your pals CaHne & Charlie

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY ~

BecoMC a Swediab PoHcaiqac certified

akin care consultant Free training,

unlimited potential, minimal investment.

Call Julie at 26&7013 after 4 or come by

Swedish table in the Concoutae

CAPE COD

Opportunity of a lifetime 1 female rteeded

for house in W. Yarmouth Prime location

and fully furnished house Unbelievable

price, call 256-6887

tllEAP!!! 2 roommates needed to share

big house in Falmouth great location -close

to town and beach call Nanci 546-4032

leave a message

Martha'a Vineyard 1 roommate needed in

08l< Bluffs call Eric 6-1197

CAPE COD HOUSE

2 people neded to share room in Hyannis

for summer $1000 ea Bob 546-4753

CAPE RENTAU WANTED

Desperately seeking houaing in Hyannis'

Got room? Call me' Rebecca 549-4600

1x219)

•CASH"

Paying cash for your baseball cards

Please call Mike 546-6106

CHECK IT OUT

Great summer sublet in an unbeatable

location. Throe bedroom house 2 minutes

from town 5 to campus entire house

available at 125 a month fully furnished call

263-3470

CRUST-HEADS""

To all the cmaty people who made my
semester one of the best ever I will see you

after the Pond at my place and I will never

forget you' Leslie

ED APODACA
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

ENTERTAINMENT

FOR RENT

Charming Southwood townhouse
available June I Two bedroom with option

to buy elegant furnisftmgs. Call now
253 9413

Female roommate needed for own singte.

on Mobart Lane 649 6343

fall option: w summer sublet 3 bedrooms
in a 4 bedroom apt fHeat & utilities included

256 1661

3 bedroom apt Sanderland $400 per

month available May 2Bth call 666 3300

i bdrm Puffton Apt availat>le for rent June

1st call 549 5371

Amherat Center one bedroom apt

available June 1 excellent location' $386.' mo
caN 253 7613

4 bdrm Swiss Village apt all utitttias inci

call 2561061 for more info

two bedroom apt with fall option walk

ing distance to UMass and on bus route

sublet starts on June 1 For more info stop

by 29 Crestview Apts North Amherst

anytime in tfie afternoon or at night

6 nia to campaa 117 bdrm apts $520 plus

1 /3 bdrm 640 plus available June 1 54S9t81

Necid a 2 bedroom apt? Take over out

lease' 253 3363

Puffton Lcaae no roaches B/0 John

549 1266 two bedroom

Non-smoking houseawtc needed for fan

$185/ 665 4676

Across Whitmorc! Large 5-b«droom

house lake over laaae June 1. ca* 549-1408

leave maaiage

AlTthe romfortaof home! Color TV. VCR.

microwave, fireplace, washer 6 dryer m
house extremely close to campus, directly

across from txjs stop 2 single rooms tor

females June 1 Call 549 5640

Hoaaemates wanted Quiet home in

Hadley, garden, 2 miles from campus. Non
smokers $130 month 549-0306

Spacioas 2 bedroom townhouse apt in

Squire Village on bus route Availat>le June

1 Call evenings 686-3947 _
Puffton Apt available June 1 and on call

Lauren or Rachel 549 4489 549^788 3e6^mo

Nowa your chance! Take over

tiedroom in Brandywine 549 6121

A scholarship drive at Whitmore cour

tyard is taking place on May 14 between

noon and 130 Area merchants and

residents and staff are donating items to be

auctioned This Ed Apodaca Scholarship

Program is being sponsored by the Financial

Aid Office The auctioneer is Jack Den

nison, Dean of Stockbridge School

Want to live at Hampton Beach. NH7
Choap end cloae to beach call 54&7e93

fake over^ownehoaae leaae immadiatalv

3 bedrooms call 549 3616

FOR SALE

Large fridge! $100. Tha parfact placTto

keep extras beers cotd' Call 68086

Soft ConUct~Lenaes Most daily wear

lenses. $18 00 to $25.00 Most extended

wear lenses $36 00 to $45 00 Most soft

tinted lenses $36.00 to $45.00 Lowest

prices on C/L solutions, anywfiere Flexcare

$1 98 heat unrts. $12 95 Amherst Optical

Shoppe. Inc . 195 No Pleasant St.. (4131

253 5412 or (4131 256-6403

Epaon QX 10^ computer 256K w/

DBASEII + valdocs software Must sell

$700 call Dale 649 2804

$25ncheap twin bed must sell call Susan

549-0618 ^.
Fender scouatic. new. 6 atring 1165

firm. Kramer Striker 300st strat type body.

Floyd Rose trem t>ar, Fender hard shell

case, mint cond $230 call Gregg 5463249

Fisher" Audio component ayatem.

cassette turntable, receiver, recording cap.,

equa built-in. digital tuner, 20 wts/ch,

perfect for dorm. $200 or BO, call Scott

256-6262 must sell

Mint condition bed 6 other furniture

Cheryl 549 5127

25"^levision set great condition $150

call 549 1448

Furniture, TV., bed, dresser, and more.

Very cheap' Call Caroline 549-1868

"CATS" tkt"orche8t7a~seat Lisa 6-8066 MS
or BO - sold out

Couch with matching chair and ottoman

$90 proce negotiable call Matt 548-7293

Bedroom fumiUre - must sell' Call Linda

549 6ei

Long couch and matching chair good

condition price negotaible call 549 5698

6dd8Tnd^end»~iiccumulation over four

years Endtables, lamp, dresser, bed, etc.

All must go call Beth at 549-4085

19"^oJOT^oiiy Trinitron TV - excellent

condition, recently tuned. Free TV stand.

Best offer call Beth 549-4085

Bed for sale good condition groat price

549 1587

Seaiy single mattress boxspring 6 frame;

Huffy 3 speed woman's bike; Regina

2 speed electric broom. All in excellent con

dition call 549 4360

Quality furniture sleep sofa and dresser

very resonable call evenings 263 5385

Queen si«e waterhed like new, many ex

tras best oHer Brad 549 6850

FOINU

5/2, brown, dark tinted eyeglasses in brown

case. Found near bus stop m front of Grad

Tower Call Wendy 549 6154 to claim

A watch in Campus Center found identify

549 2662

RACK-A-DlSCnENTE RT AI NMENT
Professional Disc-Jockeys Light Shows,

Urge Screen Video 24 hr operator 549 7144

GOING TO LONG ISLAND

BritUny Manor now renting for fall

semester 256-8534

2 bedroom apt shortlease with the option

for long term Free heat and water male or

female $460 a month On bus route Contact

Rich or Pete 266 0079

Single and double available in Puffton

call 549 0618 evenings

1 or 2 quiet females to share large room in

Help! I have a ride home but my bed

doesn't. If you can transport my bed to L.I.

please call Lisa 649 1 587

GOOI>-BYE"llMASS

Cash in advance • Phone numbef FREE

HELP WANTED
••••••••••••••••

Thanks to all you wonderful people for

making my hwo years in UMass great'"" If

you pass by Italy this summer come visit me
and we will party together'" I love you all

and III miss you""" Gianmarco Foi

michella Via Tolmino 7 Rome
Italy (06) 8441632 P.S.

Especially you Bonehead Chartes'""

NOW HIRING
CoHoge Pro Painters « looking

for motivated, hard workir>g athletic

students to paint in ttie Lexington

South outtel 6 7 hour piece work

interviews on campus 1 8'X)-424 2468

positions filling quickly call today

laland Attendant - Pan-time positions

available starting May 12th Evenings 4 30

to 9. $3 60 per hour plus commission apply

at Bekrhenown Road Sunoco 40 Belcher

town Rd

Marketing Interns iteeded for summer 6
fall semesters m Hampshire Mall's

Marketing Dopt Must be energetic &
tellable with excellent communication skills

Minimum of 15 hrs wk required Great ex

porience Contact office of internships

5460725

Applirationa now being accepted for fuN

or part time hours Positions available for

days, nights, and weekends on all sfvfts

Benefits include free food, paid vacations,

free uniforme. flexible hours Apply m per

son at McDonakJ's Restuarant. 377 Ruaell

St.. Hadley. MA between 9 11 ama and 2-4

pm

Free rooai and board; Amherst livain

position; responsibilitias include part time

chiWcare. cleaning b cooking 5494510

Experienced waitreasea waatad for sea

food rest Off of Rte 2 in Orange. Maas call

1617 544 8941 10 am 12

Summer work study, dishwasher, 610
hrwk, $4.00'hr, call Marcy, 5 2384

PainUrs - interested in pamting houses this

summer? Good pay & incentives Andovaf

N Andover area call Floyd 546-5374

Houae Parentia) at Christian Chi Rho
House, an ecumenical, coed, intern! res. for

50 students. Effic apt bd, stipend Also 2

Res Ass'ts (M et F) W rm b bd Also receiv

ing applic for student residents First Baptist

Church, 549 3596. 434 N PloosanI Amh.
with letter of interest

Samawr income: Flexitile schedule, any

locatk>n. high commteaion, management
potential 866'361

3

INSTRUCTION

Saamer Gaitar Lceaooa Expariancad and

patient teacher Rock /Pop /Folk /Blues all

levels accepted electric and accoustic your

home or my studio (in North Amherst on tfio

bus line) call Doug 549-4786

JULIE COHEN

Happy (early) Birthday! it's been a great 3

years being roommates' Good luck in Grad

School' Get peyched for the big day' Luv

ya. LB

Lfl«f

Gold croaa w/Ckriat head ptaaaa call Jim

61^
Brown glaacs in soft navy blue eaae

please phone 5496933 if found

Loat brown leather wailet m Earth Foods

women's room $ not important contents

vital' Please please return no questions ask

ed call Jill 549 7713

Gold chain in Southweat Area - of groat

sentimental value lost 4/29 REWARD' Call

Tom or Dave 546-8087

help! I losrmy wallet at or in Franklin OC
6/6/86 please return no questions

A woman^s Seiko watch Please return if

found 546-6589

Help! Lost watch between Sylvan and

Northeast ' Reward ' call as soon as possible

65842 sentimental value

On 5 May. 3x5 spiralboond notebook.

Yellow cover. With numbern and codes.

Reward. Call Jonathan 549-.1804

Help! I loat my set of keys on a leather

nnaroon keychain. Please call 546-4715

Keep tryir<g

MOTORCYCLES

80 Honda Custom 400. Only 4000 mi., ex-

cellent condition, runs great' Burgundy

w/pin-stripe, luggage rack, small back, new
brakes, new battery. $660 - 80 call Steve

256 1 370

Kawaaaki 75400 runs and looks good $560

or best offer 549-0866 call Joe

M^VespiTScooter excellent condition take

it off my hands' BO 546-6648

1974 Honda 750 runs great, good condi-

tion, $750 or best 256 1074

sFSuiukTcSL 850'"shatt ex bike' AF
helmet $1000 80 549 6985

MUSICIANS

Keyboardist needed for original rock band

experience and pro equipment required

649 4003

PERSONALS

Guitar Wanted - I am looking for a left

handed Fender Stratocaster any condition,

any vintage Call Myk 6-6742

plan ahead and save money next year

free meals in exchange for light kitchen

duties contact Chi Omega foi more inio

546-0162

Joyce • Happy 21st on ttie 20th' Thanks for

making this a great semastat m 304' Love

Debbie

Sh»er7l found rt' Can it jumping the

gun, but there mn few tfMngs in my Me VtMX

seems so clear and true to ma. I love you
MK
.\lpha Chi Omega Slaters you food was
poisonous your kitchen was a health harard

but you wiH always be the beat of a* houses

take care k>ve Sunoco

AatiiMiir • Thanx you for bemg the beat

fnend ever' Pamela & Maia Serrelinda

to my big brother Hans and tha other

tirothers at Zeta Psi' Thanks foi a fun

semester' Good luck yo the graduating

asniors' Love, your Httte sister Jo

Stephen t. I've got news, give ma a caH

Marie M

"VOTE" Steve Mullen for McNemara
President"

w'fall optioa 2 large bedroom m Bnttany

Manopr only $350 or best offer 253 2831 any

time

Male roommate wanted for 2 bdmn

Riverglade Apt $100 mo • util caH Paul

2S6-42SB

Hammie. Sharlaina. Graatly, and Jaae,

Thanks for everything guys I m gomg to

miss you aH. Best of luck out ttiere' Love

Shmaim

Antonio - Congrats o« tfie new lOb in cow
country Keep smiling, it doeen't get worse

It gets better' PS We still have a bottle of

champagne to pop' Love, Nancy

Scott Hymo Could not reach you' The test

came back positive you do have rt HIM

Seniors -^This^yourTAST CHANCE to

order your 1986 yearbook Stop by 103CC or

call 645 0848 for details

We dida't touch it. but Beth broke it

PLEASE! PLEASE! PLEASE!

Picaae! Pteaae! Please! Return "borrow-

ed ' black leather jacket from 147A Bnttany

Sat. night, after hours. Reward AMaon
253-2824

PRIME LOCATION

Sablet w/leaae takeover from May 31 only

6 mon walk from campus" 2 bedroom apt

on N Pleasant St -1039 located tietween

Puffton and Gilreath Right next to bus

stop Call Gianmarco or Charles at 549 3540

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, raaes. dissertations, theses, on

campus dependable. k>w rates, aipenenc

ed. Nancy SB4 7324

$50. REWARD t

Loat Pentax KIOOO m Harter Ha* or FAC
on 4/30 film of sentimentsi value inside call

646-4928 eves or 545-1977 days no ques

tionsaakad

ROOM WANTED

Help aw!! I need a room in an apartment

dose to UMaas that's cheap I up to

$170 180 ) I'm neat, easy to get along with

and love to party too. Call Christine at

253 5248 Inrtea) or 545-2892 (days) I'm in

terested in Rollir>g Green too if possible

ROOMMATES WANTED

Nonsmoking femair roommate wanted
Bnttany lease Sept June 256-0027

Female to share bedrm in cory 2 bdrm
Brandywine apt call 549-4077

One female needed to share room in

Squire Village For lease beginning in

September $122 50 'month 866-7563

Non-smoking femair needed to share one

tiedroom in throe bedroom Putfton Apt call

Nancy 546-9887

Amherat Center: femsie

room in house.

to

eves 6495886
share large

One female roommate needed starting fall

Brittany Kathy or Maryann 256-0754

Female wanted for room in Sunderland
sublet summer only $100'mo 549-1701

Male roommate needed for Brittany .\p^

$140 per mo starting in Sept call Bill

256-8046

Denniaport Houae - 2 or 3 persons needed

for summer, please call Karen 546-4918 or

542 3077

2 roommates wanted to share bedroom in

3 br Puffton apt call Ellen 549 2877 or

Sharon 549-3865

One roommate needed, luxurious two
bedroom apartment, partially furnished,

porch deck pool, guaranteed lowest rent

Call Audrey 646-4353

SUMMER JOBS

Klissa L. - If you ever want to see your

chair again, it will cost you dinnei back in

N.J ' Love , the mad chairnappei

file !52 Clan • You gals are the best' Thanx

for being there, and we will all party at the

beach' •• Wags, Sil. Ef Carl "^
I'm going to miss those eye kisses! And
you're going to miss my tears' Thanks for all

the special times you ve stolen my heart

and I'll always love you

Piioh - Me. let you graduate wrthout a |jer-

sonal? Come on" Love, Chunks of

Chocolate

806 and J'l - 'Thanks for making Sylvan

nightlife fun and spontaneous I'll miss you

all Jen

Bruce - Thanks for two great years and

many more I love you lota Jen

SUMMER SUBLET

4 spots available in Sunderland townhouse
cable TV on bus rt rent negotiable 666- 367

1

Amherst Center 1 bedroom sunny, quiet,

spacious apt rent neg 253 5629

Brandywine Apt partiy furnished call

David 548 6570 price negotiable

2 bedroom apartment in CMfsida sunwnsr

w/faM option 666 7564

S«m sublet across froaT College Pixxa

and Southwest you II like our offe'

5494132

Two bedroeai CUffaide apartMeat 3 pao^

pie $400/M fumahed, pool, other extras

6667526

Rooms available in spacioas apartment 1

minute walk between campus and town

Low rent CaH Dave 2560)21 evenings

TWO BEDROOM fOWNEHOlSE APT
rent negotiable call Stephanie 546-9124 or

Hotly 546 8365

Si^ngle 115 month furmshad June 1 Aug
X 10 minute walk to campus bustopa at

door call Lynda after 10 pm 546 7219

Brighti spacioasTbdrm apartmeal par

tially fumwhed air condibomrig. cable TV

Dan 253-3688

2 roMn in laxary Rolling Green
townhouse Podaide ai- conditioned cable

TV d«hwasher. lukeboi Available late

May thru July or August rent $1S0 nag

utihties loci 2S3 7324 _
2 minutes from campus! Single room m
hjrnished apartment call 549^918, 5 00 7 00

PM

1 roommate guaranteed single b rt>om

house near Brittany Brian 253-7iB18 eve

SERVICES

COINS 121/123 Tutoring $5.00 per hour
former grsder, consultant Alex 256-1239

Perfectionist Word Processing - $1 50

-$2.00/page 25% off first job 549-6178

Tailor for alteration SHAANN's at mall

5849362

Summer atorage: starling at 1.25/week
call 549-1452 evenings till midnight

Light moving with Toyota truck call

549-2649

SUBLETTERS WANTED

Summer sublet w/fall option 3 rooms
available in a sunny Main St apt on bus
route big open rooms sunny deck single

callers welcome call Lesley at 545 3500 days

253 2821 eve

Need a summer job? Up to 30 hrs'wk at

$3 36 Typing, telephone, general office

work Apply at Student Government Assoc
420 SUB, or call Fran 5-0341

Framingham based moving A stnrsirr

CO. is hiring for the summer Many openings

available No experience necessary
S5.50 6.50 hrs/week. For more info call Bill

at 546 5510

Spacioaa, 2 bedroom apartment in Bran

dywine On bus route. 5 min to campus
Reasonable Call 546-6998 or 546 7088

Walk \a campos! I
v» miiei on bus 'oute

avail 6 1 4 spots m Ig 2 bdrm apt call

546^9214 546 9163 546 8137 $100 a spot

Fail option Southwood low rent half-

fumrshed 266 1784

fbedroom PI FFTON groat place for the

hot summer. 266 1039 Larry

Gorgeous new 3 bdr apt Sunderland smr

w/fall opt 8864184

Fall option Southwood townhouse

253 3829

Cheap i bedrooM Brandywine AC pool

call Richie 549 1548 cad anytime

MrCTeilan Street three floors five

bedrooms cable fully furnished five

bedrooms cable fully himishod washer and

dryer etc backyard 256-0002

S'bedroom house on the bas raatc in

Amherst fuHy furnished, washer and dryer

June 1 August 31 call 256^1646

rminntc walk to Grad Tower live in bot

torn floor apt 4 rooms 2 t>edrooms lots of

shade huge yard call 549-6786

2 bedroom townhouae apt available June

1 - August 31. rent negotCHat>la. Call 6-8954

or 68nB
Brandywiae saacnu' sablete June. July,

or August 1 to 4 persons very cfMap

548-4149

Puffton Village summer sublet 1 single

and H double avail Non smoking females

only. CaN 5461236 or 546^1246 keep trying

House very cToae to campus 3 single

rooms available after graduation Washer

dryer fireplace, etc Prefer females

negohaWe call 549 5640

2 bedrooms svail in beautiful Aadwrst

house summer sublet w fall option for

house (4 bdrms) Big ysrd w'lots of trees,

garden, sauna, wood stovoa Nice suburben

location Bus stop sround corner Rent

negotiable call Paul or Jennifer 253 9978

w/fall optionTbdnn. Main Str. bus stop

across str free hot wster 263 3934

Rolling Green two bedrooms in four

bedroom spartment $100 each 256<i837

3 bedroom townehouse apt furtMshed

price negotiable 5497554

Seatkwoed towakouae 2 bdrm very daan

extra cheap ca« 546-8806

Braadyw iae apla 2 bdrm groat location ca*

Chns or Ken 549 4902

Sammer sablet only SiU/iM Amhatsi

Center can Kathy 253 3063

Leaae available Puffton June 50^ 1286

Presidential apU 2 large bedrooms AC
cable cheap 'eni available end of May
549-8614

Gn^'Older stadenl Pufftoa i large bdr m
clean fum 2 bdr 2 bthrm apt pool tervw AC
5 mm to campus call 549 4868 6 7 PM $146

Brandywine 2 hedroei AC pool very

rasaorwble rent ca« Michalla 5469664 or

Richie 549 1548

Pufhon Village 2 bfs 1 furn«hed great

kKation call Pam or Karen 548 1616

PafftOB, 2 bedroom furnished rant

negobatM, fall option ca* Bob 549 443

Brandywine apta furnished, pool, ca* AI or

Mike at 649 1454

Soathwood townboaae 2 bedroom, fuffy

furnistied sieps 4 Cheap 253 3671

Summer sublet for 2 less than $96 per fa*

option for 4 inexpensive nox cheap dwesher

disposal fridge sc" No roaches cleen partn

fum«ned call 666380 anytima, kke nght

now

Brandrwine furnished apt rent neflotia«>le

549 5723 or 546-5226

w/fall option 1 bedroom in 4 bedroom

house Very close to campus 3 minute

walk to Whrtmore' Non-smoker, mature

student wanted $250 per month, negotiable

549-8641

Brandywinc~2 aabletters needed rent

negotiable 549 5955

2 bedroom condo in Amherst Fields

possible fall option call 266 0012
^

FurnUhed house on North Pleaaant St

prime location double room available for

$125 each call Judy or Holly 549 7377

In twonf Tbdrm sublet in 2 bdrm apt prime

location 2663-3745 Linda

Two bedroom Townehouse price

negotiable, call 546-8125 Michelle or

5464129 Jane for more info

Ckaap. famiabed townbooae double for

or«s or Mvo pwjple can 5467 8082 or

5464060

Fearing sT Aadkrrst 2 mm wsk to cam
pus. 4 bedrm house w 2 fuK tieth, oulsxle

front porch b backdeck. rent neg ca* Karen

256081 1 Donna 256-3825

Saauaer aabiet w/fall option 2 bedroom

Sunderlarxl apt nght on bus route Bil or

Tom 886-8272

PafftOB Village doublebedroom 100

montti for 1 150 month 2 546 7880

Cliffsidc 2 bedroom apt w/fall optioo

420/nw utilities included August rent free

call Jack or Tim 886-8402 or 60683

TO SUBLET

Amherst Center 1 bedrm to sublet rent neg

call L« 253 3966

Cheap summer sublet with fall optiaa. 2
bedroom Souttnvood spts 256-1562

Two rooau available for summer near

maNs and busstop caH 5865425

(bedroom sublet w'four bedroom fall op-

tion Amherst apt caH Andy after 9 pm at

^SO-OBDEf

2 rooma to sablet in Hadley
Avsilat>le 6/1 call Allan or Adam 566-7818

w7fall option 3 bdrm Sonire Village 1 Vt

battle on bus route 886-4284 keep trying

Sablet, fall option bedroom in 3 tiedroom

house, garage, 1 H t>aths, wasfier, dryer

$215+ caH 253 7798

Two bedroom Southwood Apt take ovar

lease June 1st call 256-8806 ^
Room in houae • summer w/faM option

newly renovated attic room $115/mos call

Chartie 256 0084

Wanted: Peopia to sublet houae for sum-

mer in Amherst 3 miles from campus
w/ewimming pool arvl tennis courts washer

& dryer possible fsll room availat>le rent

negotiable call 25&0276 Tom or ca*

253-7272 Steve anytime around the clock'

Puffton Sublet 2 bedroom apt air condi-

tioning pool tennis courts rent very

negotiable semi furnished bus stop out front

close to campus call Mike or Pete 6496636

Fumiahed 2 bedroom apt large rooms pol,

AC. color TV, cable call 666 7186

Sublet for summer worT>en wsnted to

share a room in Brittany Manor $90/mth call

Cindy at 256-1862

I bdrm in 2 bdrm apt on bus route

$1 10/mo fsH option 666-7629 Sunderland

Riverglade Apta 1 rm available $125 call

253 9821

Puffton Village 3 bedrooms fully furnished

price negotiable caH Amy 5495188

Studio Main Street center of town $200,

call 253 9821

Two bedroom townhouse in Souttiwood

apartmenu wrth fall option 256-1060

Rooms in new house rooms are furnished

and in Amherst on bus route caM Dale at

546^9383

Beautiful T bedroom houae in N
Amherst with a backyard and fireplace

sumemr with feW option (ctose to UMasI caH

5496614

3 bdrm Puffton AC next pool tennis $250

mo/ BO 546 5212/4213

Fum^oom in Beichertown availab 6/1

100 mo neg ca)l Matt 323-4866 eves

Nani<ryour price! dwperste to sublet a

Brandywine 3 bdrm call 5493516

Largirapartmeni one mile from campus

has rooms available lor summer sublet plus

2 fall otttons rent neg call 549 5436

1 bedroom in two bedroom spt, ("liffside

ants partly furnished ZlO/month August

rent free Jack or Tim 665-8402 or 5-0683

TRAVEL

With fall option 2 bedroom Amherst
Center summer rent negotiable 253-7816

Live in N'hampton for the summer
w possible fall option 1 bedroom in a 3

bedroom apt on bus route call after five

5869402

Amherat Center sunny 3 bedroom apt in

house call eves 549 5666

Summer sublet: Brandywine apartment

$100 00/person everything included call

5497669

Sunny, quiet house Downtown, very

reasonable, furnished 253 5155

2 bedroom apt in Puffton Vllg possible

fall option 549 5632

2 bedroom apt furnished (incI kitchen) large

rooms, pool, bus route $300/nego 2535089
546 8152

I bd/3 bd Puffton 1 'rnonth free call

549 3866 or 256 0943 after 8 pm

.1 br Townehoeue spt June Aug cfieap

rent Chris 649 0606 Moe 256 0996

Summer sublet Brandywine apt fully fur

nisfied pol air condition 549 1727 Scoota

Ocean Cruiae Party

no drinking age at sea

gamble & dance non stop

Only $69,

one free trip for

every group of 20

CaH 617 851 0333 or

617 321 3943

TYPING SERVICE

Quality typing Long or short protects

Meticulous proofreading. Editing available.

New IBM typewnter. 5^0367

WANTED TO RENT

Rooms/Sublets wanted June 22 Aug 2.

Call 256 8615 8 am 9 pm

bo you have s room? I need a single"

Quiet clean female please call Luara

546-6364 after 11 PM

CAN YOU WRITE?

Intcrcated in Journalism? It's nevar to
late to start' Come down to the
Massachusetts Daily Collegian, the largest
college daily m New England You can write
about Sports, News, Editorial, Black Af
fairs, Womens Issues, or Gay or Lesbian
iaaues Whatever your interesU, write about
it today in the Collegian We buiW careers
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UMass falls at Syracuse . .

Orange break game
open in 4th period
SYRACUSE. NY. - The despair over losing to Syracuse

on Friday night has quickly disappeared for the now

playofT-bound University of Massachusetts lacrosse team.

The second-ranked Orangemen opened the fourth period

with four straight goals to snap a 7-7 tie and defeat the

Gorillas, 13-8 on Friday night.

"We played a great game against a great team." said

UMass coach Dick Garber. "For three periods, we stayed

with them, then they got to us."

The Gorillas. 9-4, trailed 2-0 after one period and 6-4

at halftime after a good second quarter. The third period

saw UMass outscore their rivals 3-1 and enter the final

period conifident they could come away with a win.

But the Orange scored foxir goals in the first six minutes

to run away with the game.

Freshman goaltender Sal LoCascio was tremendous in

the UMass net. Making 20 saves, the rookie keeper fre-

quently turned aside Syracuse's one-on-one chances. The

Orange entered the game scoring over 15 goals-per game,

and were somewhat kept in check.

SU badly outshot UMass, 43-19 as Orange goalie Jim

Gyory made only seven saves. The Orangemen also held

a 53-41 groundball advantage. UMass was three-for-nine

in extra-man situations, SU was three-for-six.

For UMass, junior midfielder Doug Musco played "the

game of his career," according to Garber He scored three

goals to lead the team. Junior attackman Greg Cannella

and senior midfielder Greg Fisk scored two goals and one

assist. Junior middie Neal Cunningham, a Syracuse

native, scored one goal. Senior midfielder Perry Seale had

one assist.

For Syracuse, senior AU-American attackman Tom Kor-

rie had four goals and two assists. Senior attackman Tbm

Nelson, another All-American had two goals and three

assists. Senior attackman Gordie Mapes scored three goals

and made one assist. USA World Tbam member Todd

Curry scored one goal and handed out three assists.

Freshman attackman John Zulberti had two goals and one

assist. Junior middie Chris Baduini had one goal while

defenseman Mike O'Donnell had an assist.

"Our defense was outstanding." said Garber "Tbm

Aldrich did a great job on Zulberti. Matt Woods did a hell

of a job and Mike Tbmasello ate up Curry. He really played

well."

The UMass offense, facing a good Syracuse defense,

scored better than they did in their last few games, but

didn't take advantage of a two-minut« man advantage in

the third period.

"When we were tied at seven, I decided to go into a 14-1

offense and go for the win," said Garber "I probably

could've gone for a slower pace and stayed closer to them,

but I wanted to see if we could beat them, as it turned

out we didn't, but I'm proud of the way our guys stuck in

there."

Garber also praised his assistant coaches for develop-

ing a game-plan that threw the Orangemen off.

"Our changing defenses and movement on offense real-

ly paid off." said the coach. "Guy rVan Arsdale* Eric (Kemp)

and Kevin (Campbell) really had the team ready
"

SU. 13-2, opened the scoring with 1:40 gone in the game

as Baduini scored, assisted by O'Donnell. Mapes then took

Korrie's feed for a 2-0 lead with 3:27 left in the period.

The second quarter saw Seale score (assisted by Can-

nella) with 3:35 gone. Fisk then tied it up at two. taking

Cannella's feed and beating Gyor>'.

But Zulberi made it 3-2. Musco then scored on a great

unassisted move to tie the game again. Korrie scored twice

more, but the 2.000 fans (many ofthem from"UMass) knew

it would be a good second half

Curry (assisted by Nelon) scored and SU led 7-4. Not will-

ing to fold, Musco (assisted by Fisk) and Cannella scored

back-to-back goals to make it 7-6.

. . . but still gets

playoff bid

Collegian photo by Paul DpNmarais

Senior Perry Seale and the University of Massachusetts lacrosse team
host New Hampshire in the playoffs on Wednesday.

NCAA Softball bids out today
Today's the day for the University of

Massachusetts softball team.

The NCAA Division 1 Softball Tburna-

ment Committee meets at noon today to

decide what 16 teams will make the na-

tional tournament.

UMass. at 36-7, is ranked first in the

Northeast Region Pbll and were winners

of Atlantic 10 Conference regular season

and tournament championships. But

nothing, as is usually the case with the

NCAA, is sure.

UMass coach Elaine Sortino, players.

athletic administrators and the press have

been told a variety of plots. One has

UMass in. without a doubt, because they

are first in the region.

A second has UMass probably getting

in. because the committee usually takes

the top team in reach region.

The worst scenario has the committee

deciding the 19th-ranked Minutewomen

aren't good enough, and putting a team

like Oklahoma State into the tourney

instead.

Tune in tomorrow for the conclusion.

continued from page 1

draw more people than a game at New
Hampshire or tenth-ranked C.W. Past push

ed UM into a position as a host team. The

Gorillas have averaged 5,000 fans a game

this season. UNH. when they played Army
on a nice day, drew under 2,000. This is

UMass' first trip to the NCAA's since 1981.

The Gorillas will be making their fifth ap-

pearance since the tourney's inception in

1971. The winner ofWednesday's game will

play Sunday afternoon at top-ranked Johns

Hopkins.
"This is a great thing for the team and

our fans," said UMass coach Dick Garber

"I'm not really surprised because when I

looked at the teams in contention, I really

didn't think anyone was better than we

are."

The game will mark the first time a New
England team will host an NCAA playoff

game in lacrosse. Only one playoff game
has been played on New England soil, last

year's national championship game at

Brown University between Syracuse and

Hopkins.

The other first-round game will see 10th-

seeded C.W. Pbst (11-3) play at seventh-

seeded Rutgers (10-3). The winner of that

game will face Syracuse (13-2). In the other

games, third-ranked Virginia (10-2) will

play sixth-ranked Navy (8-3) and fourth-

ranked Maryland (10-2) will host fifth-

ranked North Carolina (8-3).

"I think we deserve to be in. the team is

really excited about the prospect of being

in the playoffs," said senior co-captain Ibm
Aldrich yesterday.

"We had a pretty tough schedule and

despite the losses at the end of the season,

we're one of the top teams in the nation,"

the defenseman noted.

If the weather cooperates, students

celebrating the last day of classes could

swell the crowd into a huge one Over 8,000

saw UMass play Army at Boyden Field, and

for a playoff game the crowd could easily

go over 10,000.

One drawback, although it should be a

minor one for any true sports fan, is that

tickets must be paid for, due to NCAA
regulations.

Student tickets will cost $2 and non

students will be admitted for $4. Seating

will be probably be general admission and

tickets jh( uld be available by Tuesday,

although that information was not

available yesterday.

"I know that I personally and the team

really believe the crowd helps us a lot," said

Garber "We're thankful to be playing such

an important game at home, because the

support of the students is so important."

When UMass and New Hampshire

earlier met this season, the Gorillas were

an easy 15-7 winner Scoring almost at will

on the Wildcats, UMass opened its home

season with a great effort before 5.000 fans.

Since that loss, however. UNH has been

on a roll, winning seven straight games to

vault into the playoffs. An added sidelight

is that the UNH coach is Ted Garber, the

son of UMass coach Dick Garber

"Both teams are familiar with each other,

that's for sure," said UM's Garber "I don't

expect such an easy time in this game.

They're (UNH) a very good team."

UMass, at 9-4, is a good team, certainly

one of the nation's top 10. But the CJorillas

have also lost three of their last four games

and, outside of New Hampshire, haven't

beat a team in the top 10.

"I'm not going to try and figure out how
we got in, I'm happy we did," said Aldrich.

"It's a new season now. and we're in it.

That's all that counts."

How did
the Gorillas

get in?
How did they get in?

Well, it's like this. The weekly United

States Intercollegiate Lacrosse Associa-

tion Poll, which had UMass 11th and out

of the playoffs a week ago (before they lost

to Syracuse) doesn't mean anything in

terms of what teams make the national

tournament.
A panel ofcoaches and athletic directors

familiar with the sport do. Called the

NCAA Division 1 Lacrosse Tburnament

Committee, this body is charged with

picking and seeding the 10 teams in the

tourney.

The top seven teams in the last USILA
poll stayed the same in the tourney

seedings. But from there, the committee

threw eighth-ranked Loyola College out,

and moved UMass in.

New Hampshire (ninth) and C.W. Post

(10th) stayed the same It was just a trade:

Loyola for UMass.
The Gorillas' schedule strength, a good

early start, coach Dick Garber's 32 years

as a coach, UMass' strong lacrosse tradi-

tion, and the guarantee of a good crowd

at UMass all combined to get the Gorillas

-PETER ABRAHAM
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CoUcilaii pImHo by Rob Skrilon

GOT IT!! — UPC production crew dismantles staging yesterday afternoon by the cam-
pus pond. For production manager Dave Connell, third from right, and business manager
Brad Ferris fourth from right, ended their membership in UPC.

Union votes remain undecided
A conference at state Labor Relations

Commission offices ended yesterday

with no decision on whether a second

vote will be held to determine if profes-

sional employees at the University of

Massachusetts will unionize.

A May 1 union election was a draw,

with the "no union" option and the Of-

fice and Professional Employees Inter-

national Union the top vote-getters.

Neither won a clear majority. 64 ballots

cast were challenged, most of them by

the commission.

"The challenges were not resolved,"

commission information officer Diego

Alvarado said yesterday. "They
[representatives] will try to resolve them

as quickly as possible. I'm sure they will

meet again tomorrow."

If union and state officials agree, some

or all the challenged votes will be add-

ed to the totals. If 35 or more support

"no union," that option will have won
a clear majority. OPEIU has said it will

press for a runoff regardless of the

outcome.

Alvarado said a decision may be reach-

ed by the end of this week.

- CRAIG SANDLER

Permanent fund panels urged
Commission on SA TF management makes recommendations

By JOEL P. COFFIDIS
Collegian Staff

The commission formed to review the problems of the Stu-

dent Activity Trust Fund last week recommended the

establishment of two permanent student activities commit-

tees, and its co-chairman yesterday said the result is "critical

and five years overdue."

Dani Burgess, University of Massachusetts student trustee

and co-chairman of the commission, and Katherine

Strickland, student government treasurer and a commission

member, unveiled the recommendations yesterday to the

Collegian.

The commission was charged March 7 by Chancellor

Joseph D. Duffey and Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Dennis L. Madson to examine the conflicts of managing the

Which factions

will control SGA?
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Three influential members of the Undergraduate Student

Senate yesterday said they do not think the senate will be

greatly affected by upcoming graduations.

Ellen Breslin. a progressive, Eric Ericson, a conservative,

and Bill Collins, a "moderate civil libertarian," all said they

will leave the senate, and each had a different opinion on

which would be the dominant faction in the senate next

semester.

Breslin, a representative of the Commuter Area Govern-

ment, said, "The progressives will benefit bv being able
conttnmd on pof^ 5

$1.8 million fund, to which each undergraduate pays $88

each year. The Student Government Association allocates

SATF money to fund student groups and services.

Trey Williams, special assistant to Madson, said Duffey

and Madson will give their final approval of the commis-

sion's report Friday afternoon. "He's [Madson] very pleas-

ed with it [recommendations]," Williams said.

Constant tussles between students and administrators for

control of the fund came to a head last year after Madson

and Randy Donant, director of student activities, issued a

memo Nov. 19 declaring themselves in control over portions

of the money.
Twenty-two students were arrested in two subsequent oc-

cupations of Whitmore Administration Building. Ad-

ministrators cited a $120,000 SGA deficit, which they said

was caused by student irresponsibility.

Burgess and Strickland said the most crucial recommen-

dations are to form an SATF Planning Committee and, more

importantly, a Student Activities Office Council composed

of 12 students, faculty and staff members, which they said

will improve communication throughout the process.

"I think that the output that will come about from the two

committees will be productive and really benefit a lot of

students. " Strickland said. "In the long run. it will have an

incredible effect."

Burgess, who called the council long overdue, added, "It

is a great leap forward for students at the University."

The report states that the council's goal is to "maximize

student input in the management of the SATF while adher-

ng to [Board of Trustees] guidelines and policies." and to

'facilitate an on-going rapport between the Student Ac-

:ivities Office and student agencies."

Burgess and Strickland said the council may make recom-

mendations and also have input in the development of long-

range planning for the SAO by reviewing the office's budget

and evaluating the performances of office personnel.

continued on page 5

Conduct code
still focus
of dispute
Interim restrictions* under fire

By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

Student senate speaker Paul Wingle yesterday said the

revised Code of Student Conduct grants some administrators

"czarist powers" by giving them the authority to restrict

students accused of code violations before they have a for-

mal hearing.

But administrators have said that compared to the cur-

rent code, the changes do exactly the opposite by con-

siderably reducing their power.

"I think it's been reduced markedly, " said Dean of

Students William F. Field. "Compared to now. it looks a

hell of a lot better."

The code, originally drafted in 1%7. governs all

undergraduate disciplinary procedures. Some of its provi-

sions include gukielines for formal judicial hearings for those

accused of violating the code, residence hall regulations and

enforcement procedures.

"/ think what they're trying to do is uncons-

cionable.
"

— Student senate speaker Paul Wingle

The revised document, now awaiting approval from the

University president's office in Boston before receiving

Board of Trustee review, has been updated to include ex-

tensive guidelines for picketing University buildings and of-

fices, keeping private all judicial hearings and restricting

the movements of students accused of code violations.

It is the "interim restrictions " and provisions for closed

hearings that angers students. During the two-year revision

process, student leaders have repeatedly charged that ad-

ministrators seek powers that coiild violate students' rights.

"I think what they're trying to do is unconscionable,
'

Wingle said. "When people come to campus they should

deny their rights as citizens of the United States?"

The code empowers gives the dean of students and ex-

ecutive director of Housing Services to "impose restrictions

upon a student pending disciplinary proceedings or health

withdrawal."

Wingle said the new restrictions are officials' response to

the Yvette Henry case of fall 1983. Henry, a resident assis-

tant, was restricted from campus, suspended and fired from

her University job after she was accused of arson. Charges

against her were later dropped for lack of evidence.

In May 1984, Henry sued University and law enforcement

officials, charging numerous rights violations that included

illegal suspension. The twin lawsuits, each asking $6.5

million, were settled in February for an amount the Univer-

sity refuses to disclose.

The interim restriction provisions include:

• Assigning the accused to alternate housing.

• "Limitation of access to designated Unviersity housing

facilities and/or other campus facilities by time and location."

• "Restriction of communication" with certain persons or

groups on campus.
• "The requirement to secure advance authorization to

engage in a specified activity."

Wingle said, "I think there is definite causal linkage" bet-

ween the Henry case and the new rules.

But Robert Brooks, associate dean of students, called

Wingle's statement "inaccurate."

"I would rather people deal with this document as oppos-

ed to ancient history," Brooks said.

The code also dictates that disciplinary hearing boards

"shall be subject" to closed meetings, and that students ac-

cused of violations may not consult legal counsel during

hearings.

Wingle said. "This pits the student who is obviously on

the defensive against experienced administrators who have

had background in cases such as this and are prepared."

Pending approval by the University counsel, William Sear-

son, the revised code will be sent to the Executive Council

of the Board of Trustees and then voted on by the entire

board, most likely at its June meeting, Wingle said.
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RESTAURANT DRIVE — Traffic lights had to be held up as did motorists, for a time

Sunday, while workers moved this 35-year-old restaurant building from a busy intersxec-

tion near The Ohio State University on the near northside to a private museum at Orient,

Ohio, about 20 miles away.
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Reagan picks
new Fed head
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan announced

yesterday he was nominating H. Robert Heller, an economist
at Bank of America, to a term on the Federal Reserve Board.

The president also announced his intention to elevate

Manuel Johnson, currently a board member, to the post of

vice chairman of the nation's central bank.

The spot on the board and the vice chauroanship became

vacant in April when Preston Martin announced his

resignation.

Since 1978, Heller has been senior vice president and

director of international economic research at Bank of

America in San Francisco. Prior to that time he was chief

of the financial studies division at the International Monetary

Fund.

Heller had been rumored to be the front-runner for the

Fed post after William Gibson, a Dallas bank economist,

reportedly turned the job down.

The nominations require Senate approval.

Johnson, formerly assistant Treasury secretary for

economic poUcj-, has only been on the board since February.

He and Wayne Angell. a Kansas banker and economics pro-

fessor, were appointed earlier this year, giving President

Reagan a four-person majority on the seven-member board.
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Sidewalk Special
All sales prices for Sidewalk Sale only

All sales final.
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Dr. SchoM's Sandals

Keri Lotion

$9.95

$1.99

95-^

95'^

$3.00

I

Lip Stick

Nail Polish

3M Door Mats
Dr. Schools Foot Vibrator $5.

j Halloween Makeup anyone?
50-^ -$2.00

Eye Shadow 95*^

Zorries 99*^ i

Colgate Toothbrushes 39*^
|

Colgate Pump Toothpaste 99*^
|

Men & Women Fragrances 1

50*^ and up
Colgate Shaving Cream 99

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

TIMEX WATCH
$2.00 OFF
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Amherst resident's literary life catches up with him
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

What should one do upon discovering, in

one's room back home, a long-overdue

library book? Perhaps it is a tattered copy

of The Cat in the Hat that was borrowed

years ago, making any time-related fine at-

tached to it larger than the national debt.

Thomas J. Ferris, 24, of 514 Lincoln

Apartments, discovered Satiirday what can

happen when one does not return such

books on time. Police entered his home and

discovered 132 books from the Smith Col-

lege library and about two dozen others

from the Jones Library, Amherst College

library and Forbes Library in Northampton.

"Our security department had a tip from

a UMass student that there were a number

of books in the apartment," said Ann

Shanahan, the director of public relations

at Smith.

Smith security personnel, accompanied

by University of Massachusetts police,

knocked at Ferris's door and asked him if

he had the books. They said Ferris let them

in and showed them a book-filled closet.

"He said he was plannmg to reium

them." Shanahan said. The officers

answered that they would take custody of

the books, and "He said okay."

The door to the closet had to be taken off

its hinges, because the key could not be

found. The books, "most of (which) were

classics, some of them are even about

ethics," were found in various stages of

disrepair, Shanahan said.

"A number of them were damaged, the

spines were broken and [magnetic] book

plates were ripped off," she said, adding

that the value of the books was estimated

at "well over $1,000."

Many of the books were checked out of

the local libraries and other were allegedly

stolen.

Shanahan said Smith College has not

decided whether to press charges.

Ferris was also arrested on a warrant for

failure to pay motor vehicle fines, said

Gerald T. O'Neil, director of public safety

at the University of Massachusetts.

"He was arrested, and he paid the (vehi-

cle] fine" yesterday. O'Neil said.

Also, Ferris has reportedly lived in the

University-owned apartment illegally since

he withdrew from UMass in 1984. He was

issued a trespass notice by the University,

{X)lice said.

Ferris was not listed in the student direc

tory or by NeV England Telephone and

could not be reached for comment.

Chernobyl said
to highlight
danger of war
By PEDRO M. PEREIRA
Collegian Staff

The Chernobyl power plant fire has raised questions con-

cerning the fate of the world were "nuclear winter" to oc-

cur, and a University of Massachusetts professor says the

accident further shows nuclear war would be unsurvivable.

"There really is not much chance for survival" after a

nuclear war, said anthropologist George Armelagos, who has

co-written a report on the effects of nuclear war with

Elizabeth Schueler, also an anthropogy professor at UMass.

"Nuclear winter" refers to scientists' predictions that a

major exchange of atomic warheads would fill the at-

mosphere with radioactive debris, making much or all of the

Earth cold, dark and uninhabitable.

Armelagos and Schueler have been calculating the radia-

tion effects at Chernobyl, in the Soviet Union, in comparison

to those of the bomb dropped on Hiroshima in 1945. One

thousand square miles surrounding Chernobyl are now

useless for production, which means nuclear winter would

be far more devastating, Armelagos said.

Following a nuclear war, he said, biological survival would

be possible, but not "human survival" — people would be

incapable of adapting to the drastic environmental transfor-

mation caused by nuclear fires, radiation and diseases.

"You are not going to have the ground to grow [food],"

he said, noting that social support systems would be non-

existing and most medical facilities would be destroyed.

Physicians, writing in the New England Journal of

Medicine, have estimated that a 5,000-megaton exchange -

about 500,000 times stronger than the Hiroshima bomb -

between the United States and the USSR would kill 86

million people and injure 34 million. They also said 60 million

Americans would survive.

Armelagos said policymakers and the military are aware

of these consequences, "but they don't care."

President Reagan's projection of the "Rambo image," he

said, suggests to Americans that "the best will survive

[nuclear war]. It's an ultimate aspect of their macho image."

I'he US government sees the issue "as essentially a

military decision," Armelagos said, adding that if Americans

are convinced 60 million would survive, they "will think that

is good enough."

An accident similar to Chernobyl's in the Western

hemisphere, he said, is not inconceivable: "It shows the folly

of building those plants near habitation areas."

Collegian photo by Paul Franz

GETTING INTO THE ART ~ Jennifer Kaufman Jr.. an art major, poses inside. . . and

outside. . . art piece she helped produce.

Band assailed for defacing flag
By PHIL SERAFINO
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts student said that last week

he called campus police to the Blue Wall coffee shop dur-

ing a concert and asked them to remove a United States flag

hung upside down with the letters "LSD" painted on it.

The student, Jonathan Kaufman, said he entered the Blue

Wall Thursday and saw the defaced flag hanging behind the

band Nova Mob, which was performing at a concert

sposored by WMUA radio. He said he persuaded an

employee to ask the musicians to remove it, but "I believe

they told him 'no' in so many words."

Kaufman, business manager of The Minuteman, said he

called police "because I have very strong feelings about my

country. I'm willing to go to any lengths to protect the flag."

After the band refused to remove the flag, Kaufman said

he approached Rich Glaven, a friend of the band. After a

brief exchange. Kaufman said Glaven shoved him away from

the stage twice before he told Glaven further contact would

Route 9 drinking
establishment
Katina's was the
scene of an early mor-
ning fire yesterday, as
an interior structure
blaze began in the
rear of the building

and spread to the
front bar area, accor-

ding to Hadley Fire

Chief Barnard
Matula.
The blaze began at

1:25 a.m. and
brought in four
pumper trucks, 25
volunteers, and took
three hours to ex-
tinguish, Martula
said.
The blaze is under

investigation by the

Hadley tire marshall.
(V>ll.-)!lan photo h\ Rob SkeKon

constitute assault and battery.

Glaven said. "I told him it (the flag] was supposed to be

offensive to some people. I pushed him back three or four

feet and told him to write a letter to the Collegian."

Glaven claimed he was arrested and charged with assault

and battery but was not taken to the police station. However,

Kaufman said he did not press charges and does not intend

to.

Glaven also said the band members were charged with

defacing the flag, which he said was confiscated. Nobody

at UMass police headquarters last night would confirm or

deny any of his claims.

Knife-wielding
visitor reported
An 18-year-old non-student was charged with possession

and assault with a dangerous weapon after he allegedly

threatened students with a "stUetto-type knife"at 11:08 p.m.

Friday in Chadboume House. University of Massachusetts

police said.
, ., ,, .

A student security guard "pulled the knife away from

the man and he was caught by police running out of the

building, police said.

In other police reports:

•A power failure occurred at 11:15 p.m. Fnday m the

Orchard Hill Residential Area after "a person or persons'

broke into the underground power station and cut the wires,

police said.

•A man whose cooler was confiscated by police at the

spring concert was put into protective custody Sunday after

he went to the police station allegedly drunk and demand-

ed the cooler be returned, police said.

•A man was punched in the face and kicked in the

stomach at 11:20 p.m. Friday in the Southwest Residential

Area and sought treatment on his own. police said.

•Two men were charged with larceny after police found

them near the East Experiment Station, which they had

entered through an underground tunnel, with vanous items

belonging to the station, at 3:25 a.m. Sunday, police said.

•A 20-year-old resident put his hand through a window

at 9:08 p.m. Saturday on the seventh floor of John Adams

Tower and received stitches at the UMass infirmary, police

said. J • .

•A 29-year-old-man was arrested and charged with

possession of marijuana at 6: 12 p.m. Sunday at the outdoor

concert, police said.

• •(
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* Who will dominate the senate? continued from page 1

to

organize and plan courses of action. We are committed to

keeping the level of input as strong and as necessary as it

has always been."

Ericson, from the Southwest Residential Area, said,

"There isn't going to be one side or the other. Next semester
there'll be new people. I'm hoping the new conservative

freshman will take over."

Collins, also from Southwest, where he is president of the

area government, said neither the progressives nor the con-

servatives will control the senate next semester.

"The progressives and the conservatives are a small but

vocal part of the senate. Most senators are very moderate,

and can go in either direction," Collins said, adding that he

thinks the number of conservatives in the senate "appears

to have peaked."

In addition to Breslin, Ericson and Collins, the list of

graduating senators includes former Budgets Committee

chairmen Jordan Rosner and Joe Sparks, both of whom are

conservative, and former SGA president Stacy Roth, a

progressive.

Breslin said neither she nor Ericson "should be considered

indispensable," although she said the departure of Collins

will hurt the conservative cause.

'I don't think he has gone over to the conservatives. They

came over to him. Bill Collins is so emphatically vocal, peo-

ple just want to be affiliated with him."

Collins said conservatives appear closer to him because

he and right-wing senators were all considered "outsiders"

when they joined the senate.

Breslin does not see the senate as a representative of the

student community. "A large number of students are pro-

gressive and see themselves as underrepresented in the

senate," she said, predicting this will spur more liberal

students to join the body.

All agreed that the senate must be more unified on stu-

dent interests, but that diversity of opinion in the senate is

healthy.

Ericson, a senator since the spring of 1983 and one of the

first openly right-wing members of the senate, said, "It is

good to have a lots of opinions, but it needs to be cohesive,

to have a direction."

Summing up her SGA experience, Breslin said, "I think

student government provides a forum for spewsters to serve

their egos first, and, secondly to serve students."

* Trust fund commission recommends two committees^

"There was no forum for which to sit down and say these

are our concerns," Strickland said. "It was basically that

one person had to take the initiative and the other person

didn't."

Burgess said the SAO council should begin its work as

soon as the chair is ready — possibly June 1 — because of

the importance of managing the trust fund.

inmd tr„m pagf !

Bob Jenal, the other co-chairman who is the former SAO
business manager and now works for the University's budget

office, said the commission's weekly meetings since March
were productive.

"I think it was a very focused committee. Everv'body stuck

to the task at hand, " Jenal said. "Now there will be less gray

areas to dispute."

PAYCHECK TRIAL - Sountry singer

Johnny Paycheck, right, confers with his

lawyer Ralph Buss inside Highland Coun-
ty Common Pleas Court yesterday after-

noon where jury selection began in his

felonious assault trial. Paycheck is accus-

ed of shooting and wounding a man in a

barroom in Hillsboro last December.

A«^HL»ST t()P> CO»>tU

MAM SCPIPT Tf.fSIS
OVEPSIZE ()»I01>A1 S
RL( t'wi'xrs fti>r)i"»<-s

549-2854

CONVEN|t>T PAWK|N<,

you ASKEV FOR IT

..you UE GOT IT !

COLOR COPIES
IN 6 MINUTES!

Copy from photos ( b w too)^

magazines . books, or objects

to 3 depth.

POSITION AVAILABLE
Office of the Dean of Students

GRAPHICS SPECIALIST
Information Data Bank (IDB)

and Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

Qualifications:

Graphic arts, design, layout experience; creativity; initiative

Eligibility:

Undergraduate or graduate student, preferably Work-Study

eligible with a minimum of two semesters remaining at the

beginning of the Fall Semester 1986.

Pay Scale:

Hourly rate, minimum $4.50 per hour, 15 hours per week

Starting Date:

August 25, 1986 (not necessary to be on campus at this time)

Deadline: June 15, 1986

The Graphics Specialist will be responsible for design, layout,

and placement of at least two ads per week in the "Collegian"

and for design and layout of other publications, posters, and

promotional literature concerning IDB/TIPS. High level of

graphic arts and design skills required. Must be self-directed,

responsible, willing and able to adhere to rigid deadlines.

Proof-reading experience and ability desirable.

IDB is a telephone and walk-in information service. TIPS is a

phone-in library of 300-1- pre-recorded cassettes with informa-

tion about the University and its programs, policies, etc. Both

are services of the Dean of Students Office.

For additional information contact Michael Gilbert, Kristin

Robison or Robert Brooks, 227 Whitmore, 545-2684.
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Departure of an editor
Anyone knowing anything about UMass sports knows that

the reign of Peter Abraham. Collegian • sports editor,

is coming to a close.

A lot of athletes and students who have followed

Abraham's two-year career as editor will be glad to see him
go. To those critics, Abraham has been at the root of a pre-

judicial, narrow-minded, arrogant sports department that

covers only what it considers important. The controversial

Abraham has always hogged the most popular sports events

on campus.

"Who covers football, basketball and the mens lacrosse

team?" Abraham does.

"Who gets the most space and grabs all the glory?"

Abraham does.

Abraham is in a powerful position-printing and
withholding stories and resiJts as he sees fit. Knowing that

this power is within his control, his enemies have sworn at

all that he embodies. They say that things should be different

on the sports page, that Abraham should cover the successful

women's teams with more gusto than he does.

"Hell, he doesn't cover women's sports, others do," they

say.

"His staff does the work; he gets the dues," they say.

Yes, Peter Abraham, the selfish, hypocritical gloryhound

John Nolan

will be gone m two weeks and someone else will finally

replace him. Thank God.

What his critics do not know and understand is that

holding the position of sports editor is not the beauty pageant

that many people envision. Abraham walks on no red carpet

and has never been given stories on a platter.

Abraham became the editor in the fall of 1984 and in-

herited the drivers seat of a page that had traditionally gain-

ed little credibility with this school's athletic department.

He quickly transformed the staff's instability into a solid,

respected Collegian department that has made great strides

in gaining the necessary trust of the athletic department.

Abraham has been on the sports staff over the last two
years. Aside from covering the more demanding "glory"

sports on campus, he has had the unenviable task of trying

to decide which stories and teams merit the most coverage.

He has had to learn to say no in the face of others for the

sake of a more professionally handled sports paee. Stories

have been cut, stories have been edited, but such actions

have been done to improve the quality and not quantity of

the page.

In addition, Abraham must cope with the tediousness of

laying out as attractive a page as possible to the best of his

abilities. He has travelled with teams, written game stories

for the wire services and for other papers. He has followed

the headline acts and recorded their performances without

reward. Few people could handle the day-to-day pressures

the sports editor must deal with and Abraham has handled

the pressure admirably.

I do not need to harp on anyone's talents or drawbacks

when I've got other things to do. But in two weeks an ir-

replacaeable member of the sports staff will leave for parts

unknown. His leadership and professionalism will be sore-

ly missed. Like it or not, Abraham has single-handedly built

the sports staff up to where it is and has expected and got-

ten little in return.

Soon his name will be gone from the Collegian pages, the

sports staff will have another editor and the pwge will con-

tinue to grow, thanks to him.

John Nolan is the Collegian staff member with the unenviable

task of trying to fill Abraham's boots next year.

Celebrate Your Achievements in Style with:

Gourmet Italian Food

Cr Vintage Italian Wine

Open after Graduation at 2:00 pm Sunday May 25th

with a special menu.

Seating is limited so please call for a reservation.

12 Crafts Ave., Northampton 584-0010

DEMONSTRATION
and
SALE

May 12 through 14
Display located In Campus Center Concourse

Certified check or money order required

at time of order

This special offer available to UMASS
students, staff, and faculty

j
Cer

• per

Certified Check. Official Bank Check or Money Order Required At Time of Order. Limit one P.C. Purchase
per customer.

LIST STORE COUPON FINAL PRICE
PRICE PRICE VALUE (plus tax)

ase
I

P C Model 1 76 256K 2 Diskettes

P C Model 1 76 256K. 2 Diskettes

Mono Display Type 5151

Mono/Pnni Adapter

P C XT Model 089 512K 1 Diskette

Serial Adapter

20 MB Hard Disk

P C AT Model 099 512K. 1 2 M Diskette

Ser/Parallei Adapter

20 MB Hard Disk

P C AT Model 239 512K. 1 Diskette

Ser^Paraiiei Adapter

30 MB Hard Disk

l:

$1995 00

$2520 00

$2895 00

$4895 00

$5295 00

$1396 50

$1764 00

$2026 50

53426 50

$3706 50

$200 00 $1196 50

$400 $1364 00

$150 00 i $1876 50

$250 00 $3176 50

$250 00 I $3456 50

This Coupon Valid May 12 13 14 1986 Only to Univ of Mass Students, Faculty and Staff J

256K
2 720' IS" Disks

Mini > pplicatinns

IBM
PC CONVERTIBLE
$ 1 j39Oa50 PLUS TAX

LIST PRICE $1,995.00
* Certain restriction apply - see store for details

S. nours 10-4

Located in the

Campus Center

UNIVERSITY
mSTORE-^

studying for Finals?

Come to the D.C.
Worcester (Northeast)

and
Berkshire (Southwest)

May 15th through May 21st

Open 7:30- 11:00 pm

Coffee & Snacks FREE

Bring your UMass I.D.

Made possible bv the SGA President's Office

[ aG.4Ji!2?KL§5.D!ii".SS
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Programs for scientists and health professionals

who know where they want to be. Ahead.

WortlK'usterii Inivcrsity offers

M.S. and Ph. I) programs in the

hionuMlical sciences with conceii

t rat ions in: ^

Methcal I.^ih«irat<»ry Science

-Clinical Chemist ry

-Heniatdloj^y

-imnninolo^iy

-Clinical Microhiolo^y

Medicinal Chemistry

• Pharmaceutics

Pharmacology

• Toxicology

• (leneral Biomedical Science

I )ay and evening coinses offen-d

on a part-time or rnll-time hasis.

Fellowships, teachingassistaiit-

ships. and other forms of financial

support are availahle for (pialified

candidates

For more ittformation. ( all th(>

(iradiiate Scliool ttf Pliarmncy and
Allied Health Professions at North

ea.stern Cniversity at (IIT l:{7 :{JI1

Ask for Ms. Whitak<'r

CHO'
GRADUATE
PROGRAMS
AT

NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY

Northeastern I 'ni\ersit\

(frndiintt' School nfl'hd mint 1/

(I n(l Allied Health PtnOssinns

2<i:{AMiigarllall

•'{)(» Ihiniington .\\<mhic
"

Boston, Ma.ssachusetls 0211")
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An administrator is less than pleased...
.... ^ ; *u„ — II..,. . .1 • 'r'L_ Ct..j t \tf^:^^ rvf

The editorial on Commencement expressing the collec

tive opinion of the Board of Editors does a terrible disser-

vice to this academic community and especially to graduating

seniors.

The "crackdown" on drinking has nothing to do with news

reports of rowdiness causing administrators to twitch. There

were no such news stories. The revision of Commencement

exercises is occuring because of the letters of outrage receiv-

ed last year from parents who were embarrassed to bring

relatives to the stadium; from seniors who condemned the

administration for not doing something about alcohol at their

commencement; from seniors who wrote to apologize for

the conduct of some of their classmates and asked not to

be judged by their behavior; from faculty who said they did

not want to be a part of debaucherie masquerading as an

academic event; from staff who had volunteered as marshals

because they thought it was an important occasion but would

ment this year. The Student Affairs Office met with stu-

dent leaders on the subject. The fact is that the visual search

is a last resort. No one wants to believe that men and women

who have spent four years here studying the great ideas of

civilization would want to celebrate their achievements by

acting as philistines in front of their families, friends and

their mentors.

The Collegian editors believe that "Whitmore" is

"neurotic" because of the above concerns. In fact, Com-

mencement is not "Whitmore's Day;" it is a day to salute

academic achievement, a day in which families can rejoice,

and a day in which seniors can celebrate the culmination

of four years of rigorous study.

There really should not be a problem with alcohol at

graduation. It's a sorry note that it even has to be brought

up. Wouldn't it have been more rational for the Collegian

savants to have urged everyone to leave their bottles at home

no longer participate because of the verbal abuse and harass- so that in future years even a visible search would be un-

ment to which they were subjected on the field

The revision of Commencement began last summer long

before Governor Dukakis was asked to be the speaker.

If the editors had done their homework, they would have

known that for several years each communication to

graduating seniors (letters, pamphlets, and ads in the Col-

legian) has emphasized the no alcohol policy in the stadium,

all to no avail.

Students served on the task force to improve Commence-

necessary. Commencement is a part of the academic year

just as labs, lectures and hour exams, albeit a more joyous

academic event.

While the editorial represents the majority opinion of the

Collegian Board of Editors, I doubt that it represents the

views of seniors, their families, or the University's academic

^^'"'"""''^
Daniel M. Melley

Director of University Relations

...but student leader praises editorial policy
I am writing in response to Trey Williams' letter that

appeared on May 12. Williams is an assistant to Vice-

Chancellor Madson, and in his letter he informed us that

he has become "angry" after reading the "Editorial

License" of May 8. Speaking for myself and many other

student leaders, we found "Editorial License" one of the

best things ever published in the Collegian. It accurately

describes the status quo on this campus. "Editorial

License" concluded with this statement: "They (the ad-

ministration) have long been given a free hand to do

anything they please with virtually no accountability to the

people they are here to serve-the students."

It seems strange that Williams feels "personally attack-

ed" by the term "faceless administrators." Yet, he claims

to answer to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, a

faceless entity if ever there was one. I am amazed that

Williams has not yet been informed that he is a public ser-

vant. He should have realized when he was hired that he

is here to serve the students at UMass.

Spouting bureaucratic rhetoric. Williams goes on to say

that "everything we do is done with valued and essential

student input." Surely, he must be joking. How much did

they value the student input into the Residential Areas

Alcoholic Beverage Policy that students have been living

under for the past two semesters? As a student leader who

was involved, I assure you that this overly restnctive policy

was formulated wholly by administrators who disregard-

ed input from students. Where was the student input into

the November 19 decree handed down by Randy Donant

and Dennis Madson, through which they hoped to assume

control of the Student Activities Trust Fund? This decree

sparked widespread student protest that ended in the ar-

rest of 23 students after Madson refused to speak to cer-

tain student leaders. Why did the students have to protest

to have input? How much credibility is there to Trey

Williams' letter?

"Editorial License" recognized the harassment that the

Southwest Area Government received during Southwest

Week. It is obvious that the police enforcement at the

Southwest Concert, inconsistent with their actions at other

concerts, was an attempt to defame the Southwest events

as part of a plan to phase-out the Southwest Week and Con-

cert tradition.

Williams stated that he has been "hurt, confused,

frustrated" and is now "angry." I ask him to imagine how

hurt, frustrated, angry, and disillusioned the students have

become with the dubious actions of this administration. I

would also like to make it very clear that if the administra-

tion plans to continue tightening its grip in the coming

years, it can expect to meet the most organized and power-

ful resistance yet.

Joe Demeo
Co-President Elect. SWAG

The Collegian welcomes letters, columns, and cartoon submissions^ Submissions shouU'

be maUed fo the Executive Editor at the Collegian .113 Campus Center^ Universvty of

Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. 01003, or they can be dropped off at ^^e CoUegian m

the ba^ment of the Campus Center. Due to the volume of mail received, individual rephes

cannot be made. ___________..__..«__,----__-__---_----------^
* * » «.»*.
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A final farewell

Rusty Denton

Here I am, stationed at my lookout, waiting for the old,

white dinosaur to pull into the parking lot and haul my
room away. Having spent last night packing up, stashing

everything objectionable in a trunk which conveniently

has only one key, now I have to kill some time. Man, even

the civility class was more exciting than waiting. This

waiting will dull my keen, razor-sharp mind, honed by

the daily grind of pumping out C's for mediocre TA's. If

I were any more excited by my studies, I would be a

quivering, panting mass of nerves. No danger of that hap-

pening any time soon. Aha! Here they come. Boy. that car

looks more like a corpse every time I see it.

"Richard! Richarrrrrd! We're here!" she shrills. I'm only

ten feet away; I wonder how Ma missed me. Maybe it was

the two days of beard. Maybe it was the residual glazed

look from my last party . Maybe she was hoping it wasn't

me.

Pop gets out of the driver's seat. I wonder if I inherited

my chronic boredom from him. I see another body emerg-

ing from the car: its the goober in all his dubious glory.

Brothers like him should be found only in literature, not

m flesh and blood.

I have never figured out why the whole family has to

go tramping about as a foursome. I can't even pick up a

suitcase without three pairs of hands trying to help it get

out to the car: "Turn it sideways, Richard, or it won't go

through the door ' "You'll have to lift it to get past the

bed. ' "Richie, are you sure that won't open and spill?"

Chill out— it's just a lousy suitcase!

The goober sticks his pimply face in the door. "Man, thi?

place is gross. And the bathroom stinks!"

"You didn't have to come, sweathog," I retort.

"Now, Richard," Ma interjects, "he got along fine while

you were away. Don't start in on him." I have only just

begun. Ma.
"Richard, did you wash the sheets before you packed

them?"
"I didn't have time. Ma. I had to study for finals." There

will be a better time to show her my six weeks of dirty

laundry.

My pretty neighbor looks in. "Leaving. Rich?"

"Yeah. Give me a call in a couple of weeks. Maybe we
can get a party together." Suddenly, Ma is all eyes and

ears; it's embarrassing. As soon as my neighbor goes down

the stairs. Ma is at it.

"What a nice looking girl! Is she a friend of yours,

Richard? How do you two know each other? Do you want

to invite her over?"

"What's with the third degree? Can't I have a female

friend without wedding bells?"

"Don't get excited, Richard. We just like to meet your

friends." I doubt that. My friends are party animals, not

marriage material.

The car is almost packed; only the trunk is left in the

room. I smile thinly at the goober. He gives me his best

innocent look.

"Gee, Richie, what's in here? See, Ma, this one is lock-

ed." It's not one of those locks with a universal Samsonite

key, either, sweathog. No way you're getting into that one.

Ma is curious now. "What's in there, Richard?"

"Just some personal letters and stuff. I don't want just

anybody reading my mail and papers," I say, looking at

the goober. Ma will lay off if she thinks Pandora's box is

full of love notes.

"Sounds funny," says the goober, shaking it.

"Leave it alone, Edward," says Ma with a little half-

smile. "Richard has a right to his privacy." Score one for

me, goober.

The room is empty, the car is full, and I'm in the back

seat, trying to fend off the goober, who ha> Rasputin

smile spreading across his loathsome featui;.;!.

"You boss says you can start the summer job any time

now," Pop intones. I could just cry. I'm going to miss this

place. I wonder if it's too late to sell them on a summer
course at UMass...

Rusty Denton will continue to be a Collegia.

in thv fall.

olumni.'it

This nation tvas conceived in liberty and dedicated to the prin-

ciple — among others — that honest n^n may honestly disagree;

that if they all say what they think, a majority of the people

will be able to distinguish truth from error 'hc.t in the com-

petition of the marketplace of ideas, the sounder ideas will in
' " long run win imt.

Elmer Davis
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ARE YOU

PREGNANT
& IN NEED OF HELP?
Birthright Can Help
» FREE PBEGNAWCY TESTING

• Sam* D«v R—

u

itt -

Services that an
Free, Confidential, Caring

A Helpful

S
549-1906

Amherst
Carriage Shops

an alternative to abortion

caliiig place

CAMPUS PLAZA
(Next to Super

Stop & Shop)

Rte 9 • Hadley/Amherst

256-6889
• OPEN

6 AM 3 AM
SUN-THURS

• OPEN 24 HOURS J

BLACK AFFAIRS

Auto Glass Center
SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY TO INSURANCE CO.

Insurance Co Approved

2:.?J.*. North Amherst Motors
MO., M.KK cr... Rt. 63 NO. Amherst
Care's Acceptad 549-2OO0

AP photo

Singer Whitney Houston

let us do >t>ur

wash-dry -fold

and
hand pressing

?**""%

10 5 PM MON SAT

SELF SERVICE

7DAYS 7AM 10 PM
5^9-1665

Quality
Laundry

11 Pray St.

Annherst, MA

Summer's Comingii
think

CAPE COD
cooks positions available

• Strong hourly wage
• tuition bonus incentive

• great crews to work with

Join our team - you'll be happy you did"

call Rick collect for interview

398-1648 or apply in person

LONGFELLOWS PUBS
Rte 6 A Old Townhouse Rd.

Brewster So. Yarmouth
896-5413 394-3663

Williams named
CCEBMS scholar
Twenty-one-year old senior. Christopher R. Williams,

will graduate with honors in the department of Social

Thought and Political Economy.

For his outstanding academic performance Williams has

been named Collegiate Committee for the Education of

Black and other Minority Students scholar for 1986. He

received a plaque and an award of $500.00. Williams said

he hopes to use this award to assist him in his law school

expenses.

Williams, delivering the valedictor\ speech at CCEMBS
family day recently, emphasized the plight of Black

students. "They [blacks] have a legacy to themselves and

to their community, because they have a crucial role in

the shaping of the world and to humanity."

Last summer Williams received a scholarship for Ox-

ford University in England where he studied Comparative

Law and Literature. He also received the CCEMBS
scholarly achievement award and he CCEMBS First

Honors Award. This year he retained the CCEBMS
scholarly achievement award.

In April he was inducted into the Golden Key National

Honors Society, a national honor society for outstanding

juniors and seniors. Williams is a contributing writer for

Black Affairs.

Williams will be entering the University of Michigan

Law School in the fall.

-KATHRYN KIRBY

\
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SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers/ushers wanted

for Bright Moments Jazz Concerts on July

10, 17, 24 for approximately 45-6

hours/shift, (limited number of additional

hours available) UMass students returning

in Fall only. Work study preferred but not

required. Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO
employer. Description and application

available at 207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE
May 19.

acz ajc sz: 33=

Complete Hairstyling for Men & Women

Haircut

$8.00

Haircut with

Blowdry
$12.00

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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^^y'^y'r^?^

Ah, B.F.

Skinner's

historic

Pavlovian
experiments.

Dog, bell,

food, walk to

Walk to J.B.'s?

HOT
ROAST BEEF
^ ANDWICHES

1 1 am - 2 am 7 days

253-7018

50 ' ^t. Amherst, IV
*>

,.«C,».<<U.*il>.A<U.*jU.<Jtt.Ait«WW>#*il>.»>WI»W<lt»W«<Mj^ <ltll^l»W«ll<<hjll>l«<t>W«JM<t«)ll<l<|HaiM>^^

^TOWN AMHERST
^OING ALL-OUT!
(Outdoors, that is!)

With Out-standing

I
bargains at Amherst's

annual Sidewalk Sale

and Community Fair

MAY
15-18

1986

In-Person Registration is June 2.

Two Sessions:

June 3 -July 1

1

July IS-

August 22

Walk-in

Registration:

Through

Hay 29,

Division of

Continuing

Education

In-Person

Registration:

June 2,

Student Union

Ballroom,

IOa.m.-4 p.m.

I 8

U M

A H ERST

SUM E R

SESSION

For a free, detailed catalog, call S4S-24I4.

Division of

Continuing

Education,

University

Ubrary

256-0222

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
5.95*

MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA
4.10*

SMALL CHEESE PIZZA
3.25*

WE HAVE HOT STEAK AND CHEESE

SUBS AND A WIDE VARIETY OF HOT AND

COLD SUBS AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY

4:00 PM to 2:00 AM
363 Muin St., Amherst

• Plus 5% Mass. Meal Tax

We, the undersigned students, staff, 5
faculty and administrators of the B
University of Massachusetts strongly

disagree with the anti-gay remarks

made by Paul Cameron on April 11,

1986. We support individual rights of

expression, but cannot support self-

expression that encourages hatred

and harassment of any individual or g
group of people.

Cameron's remarks were clearly in-
Jj

tended to devalue gay men and les- g
bians and to polarize the community S
by mtensify'ng fear. The resulting in-

crease in verbal and physical harass-

ment of gay men and lesbians attests

to the destructive effects of his

message.

We believe that "an injury to one is an

injury to all". The support of gay a

lesbian rights is the support of hum
nd

an

rights.
Ron Mazur

Carlene Riccelli

Debra Edelman

Connie Peterson

Lin Sherwood
Denise McGoldrick

Rita Hirsch

Katherine Crosson

Patricia Alves

Patricia Mascis

Judith Whitcomb
Pamela K. Wermuth
Patricia A. Barrows

Sharol L. Kipetz

Pamela Gonyer

Charles J. DiMare

Kyle E. Hoffman

Judith White

Kathryun Barnicle

Timothy Harris

Debbie Piltch

Thomas Coish

Chrsi Alibrandi

Dunstan Brooks

Gerry Scoppoetuolo

Barbara McGlynn
Michael Anderson

Helen Wuscher
Stephen K. Ricca

Arthur Nelson

Sally Majewski

Paul Vasconcellos

Joan Levy

Steven Botkin

Andrea Kandel

Georganne Greene

Jessie Stoner

Vicki R. Lindsay

Anne Hardy

Judy Davis

Susan D. A' n

Katny Alexar

Mary Aubrey

Heidi Holland

Nathalie J }h'

Mary M. McManus
Edith B. Ganish

Mark Chesak

Maureen K. Jack

Chas Dorant

Vicki Lindsay

Gergory Miller

Russ Keck

Joanne Levenson

Mary Zimany

Marilyn Patton

Pat Griffin

Lawrence F. Locke

Maryann Jennings

Linda Marchesan

Lynn Wilson

Kristin Breder

Caroline Gould

Bobbie Harro

Arthur Lavoie

Reed Ide

Eileen Stewart

Thomas Hutchinson

Diane Goodman
Linda D. Zwiren

Sherry Woods
Gayle Hutchinson

Valerie Young
Wendy Nicolai

Denise Pols

Beth A. La it

Katja Hahn d'Errico

Judy A. Gagnon
Margaret Arsenault

Jose Tolson

Stacy Roth

Michael D. Jones

Sarah L. Bush

Grant M. Ingle

Felice Yeskel

Peg Lazarchick

Sa *ra Schoffstall

Dariene Jackson

anis Hart

I
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Amherst Cinema offers variety

but the glowing clock stays

^h.
/^ <^ 4^ SUBARU ^^/^^ \
•jy q^ vVy^ would like to >Mj>^ ^

^^w>/congratulate the 1986 N^
\y/^ college graduates with n^^

©^^90% FINANCING ^-^
'^N ANY NEW OR USED CAR;
(with 4 yr. college degree & confirmation

of current or^^^^.^"*"^ future enaployment)

OVER 80 NEW
SUBARUS

^llXAVAILABLEXprice^
fNOT BE X XCARS

INDER-
SOLI

TO SELL.

HnDLfi.^yBnnu
Off €xit 19 opposite the Hodley Villogc Born

586-6054
"UJe re People UJorth Knoujlnq"

POSITION AVAILABLE
Office of the Dean of Students

JUDICIAL AFFAIRS LIAISON

Qualifications:

Knowledgeable about judicial systems and discipline codes in

institutions of higher education. Residence hall supervisory ex-

perience desirable. Applicants with relevant experience at

UMass will be given preference.

Eligibility:

Graduate student with at least two sennesters remaining at the

beginning of the Fall Semester 1986

Pay Scale:

Assistantship, $4,800 minimum, 20 hours per week, academic

year

Starting Date: September 3, 1986

Deadline: June 15, 1986

The Judicial Liaison serves as Student Affairs liaison with

residence hall staff and others concerned with interpreting and

administering the Code of Student Conduct, operation of

judiciaries, judicial procedures, and students' rights and

responsibilities under the Code. This staff person also monitors

administrative operations of the judiciaries; provides informa-

tion and advice relating thereto; maintains the discipline track-

ing system and analyzes data; and counsels students on rele-

vant matters.

Contact Associate Dean of Students, 227 Whitmore, 545-2684.

Cinema
Profile

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Besides being the most convenient

theater for UMass, Amherst College and

Hampshire College residents, the Amherst

Cinema on 30 Amity St. provides the most

varies repertory of films in the

Amherst/Northampton area.

Early week, the theater showcases two

new double features, usually connected by

a theme, but the themes are different each

week. A Humphrey Bogart double feature

will be followed by two films by Japanese

film director Akira Kurasawa, which could

be followed by some Bill Murray comedies.

"I don't think this format could work in

most areas." said manager Judy Cole, "but

because there's about 30,000 students in

the immediate area, we always have a new

audience interested in seeing different

kinds of films.

The repertory format was first adopted

eight years ago. when the cinema, then a

"second-run " house showing major films

near the end of their distribution, was try-

ing to find a way to compete with the more

popular multi-cinema complexe.«» that were

emerging.
"Mike Romanowski, the manager then,

just asked people what they really wanted

to see.
" said Cole, "since then, so long as

we've worked hard on scheduling the right

films, we've done well
"

Cole describes the scheduling process as

"sitting down and making a list of every

film you've ever wanted to show. Then,

from that 'wish list' you eliminate the ones

that you know aren't available and try to

arrange the rest into good double features."

The chosen films are then booked by the

Western Mass theater chain, which owns

the cinema.

"It takes a lot of effort to get such a wide

variety of films," said treasurer Marlene

Goldstein. "Our film bookers are in Boston,

but most of the older films shown in the

theater have to be obtained from the

Classics departments of distributors like

MGM and Universal, which are located in

California. Often, there's only two prints

available in the whole country, and we

have to rearrange our schedule in order to

show the film at all."

Much of the format is taken up by

favorites such as Casablanca and The

Wizard of Oz which play every year.

"About half of our films come back at least

once," said Cole, "and we try to schedule

them at a regular time. Diva is always

plaved in the fall, and Harold and Maude

and King of Hearts always play in the

spring
. , r^

"Of course, we also have surprises. Com-

promising Positions was an unexpected hit

for us last fall, and we also got a good crowd

by showing Igmar Bergman's The Magic

Flute for Christmas, which is usually not

a good time for us."

The Amherst Cinema has also had its se-

cond successful science fiction marathon in

February, and Cole says it will be repeated

next year.

The cinema was built on the site of a

former livery. Cole does not know the ex-

act date but says "It's been here since at

least 1926, which was the date on the fuse

box we replaced last year. We've yet to

replace the projectors."

In recent years, the theater was made

over extensively, with new wall paint,

carpeting and bathrooms. Cole hopes to see

more work on the screen and seats in the

near future.

Incidentally, the glow in the dark

"Amherst Savings" clock on the theater

wall is not coming down. "It's been there

for fifteen years," says Cole. "We've growm

rather possessive of it."

Graduation
oJYi^mones

GanJ^t
Q/(Jjjetime...

When you choose a card

or gift from our

beautiful selection from

American Greetings.

Located in the Campus Center

<;? ,U]V; VERSITY
mSTORE^

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

@4^
AMERICAN GREETINGS

MCMI.WWI AtmrKan (trt'i-tin(;s t^irp
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On Strike Against God:

A ^lesbian love story'

for everyone to read
By BECKY LOCKWOOD
Collegian Correspondent

On Strike Against God
Joanna Russ
The Crossing Press Feminist Series

107 pages, $6.95

Joanna Russ, author of On Strike Against God, is a

woman proud of her identity. She is a spirited, able to

criticize the patriarchal system that entraps her with a

refreshing sense of humor and sarcasm.

Her novel is identified on the cover as a "Lesbian Love

Story," and is a description of the "coming out" of Russ'

main character. Esther is an English professor and

published critic in a department where her success and

feminist views are not well-received. Esther is despondent

of male company and submissive women and seeks com-

fort from her best friend. Jeanne. Much to Esther's sur

prise, she falls in love with Jeanne and discovers that

Jeanne is receptive to her own feelings. After an initial

admission of love, both women go through periods of

denial and separation. In the process of accepting her love

for Jeanne, Esther's assertiveness and feminist views are

strengthened. Ultimately, despite lost friends and time.

Esther and Jeanne again become lovers and with each

other's support, openly challenge their male-dominated

worlds. „ , ,. ,

On Strike Against God is a funny and perceptive novel.

It is enjoyable reading even though the chronology of the

story is difficult to follow at times. The novel is written

in a first person stream-of-consciousness style that had
both advantages and disadvantages.

Among the advantages is a clear understanding of

Esther. The free-flowing style creates an illusion of

sometimes actually being Esther, or at least speaking with

her. Because of this, it is easy to understand her disgust

with men, for example the therapist who tries to convince

her that feminist views are a form of penis envy, or "Carl
Muchomacho" with whom she is set up on a date. The ma-
jor disadvantage with Russ' style is its lack of a clear

chronology of events. Because the narrator is "Esther

thinking," she often intersperses her narration of contem-

porary events with stories of past happenings, imagineuy
histories of people with whom she's out of touch, or pure
fantasies about Jeanne. This form of narration is confus-

ing because the timing and the reality of Esther's situa-

tion changes from one paragraph to the next.

In terms of movement, this is not a novel for action-

oriented readers. Most of the "action" takes place in

Esther's head. This is a novel of changing ideas and
philosophy and these changes often do not involve the

physical environment or location of the characters. What
is important in On Strike Against God are the conversa-

tions in which Esther and her lover learn to empower
themselves in a world they are not, as women, supposed

to have any power.

In some ways, Esther is a perfect feminist; she always
has an answer; always defends her views (even before

multitudes of sex-starved chauvinists); always has a

literary quote or metaphor that perfectly illustrates her

point. Because she is so strong and "politically correct"

however, her arguments sometimes lack the sincerity and
spontaneity that make a character seem real.

Both Esther and Jeanne are very admirable women.
Their love story is a tale of empowerment and as such,

is of interest top anyone who has felt helpless and without

support. On Strike Against God gives the reader insight

into a different perspective. Esther and Jeanne's funny
and warped methods of attacking patriarchy are wor-

thwhile reading and may even give someone a few good

ideas for their own struggle.

AP photo

Pianist Vladimir Horowitz returned to West
Germany yesterday, to receive the Order of

Merit of the Federal Repbulic of Germany.
Horowitz began his career in Hamburg but

was forced to leave Germany in the early thir-

ties by the Nazis.
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RENIy'^^NRECK

New & Used Cars
Trucks & Vans Also fi vailable

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

W'v Crvafc Si vies As
Individual As You Arel

Profes'.ional ^r^
Comultaiion .-J $ 1 O *
StvleCut Onl\ LKJ

with thit coupon expires 5/30 86

i**SS Ar^NOVfO INSKCTMM STATION

Gas Saving

Tune-up

$34." W^
$39

$44.»»

2\. ^-. I

w9 ^•« 4««tf *»'

("•W

Lube, Oil & Filter

#^799

Styles by Deborah
»a Ui\ivff»il> Dr Amh«T»i ' 549 5610

lnclvKj»4 up »o 5 quorlj

o»10-30o<l orxJ ^a^»^f

North Amherst Tire
& Auto Center

FuH SertfKX Ttre Store
< Suntferland Rd No *mh«rt1 M*

Ac'OSi ''OT. Witf'JOa i S*or«'

^49-4704
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FREE FREE SPECIAL FREE FREE

$20.00 for the First Summer Session

Get the Second Session Free

at

THE BODY SHOP
Fitness Center

Sign up for the First Summer Session

now and get July 21 - August 22 FREE

Here's what you get'

• 16 Hydra Fitness machines

to work every muscle

• 8 Stationary Bicycles

• 2 Rowing Machines
• Nordic Trac Ski Training Machine

• Mirrors

• Stereo

ALL FOR A LOW SPECIAL FEE

of $20.00 (Regular 6 week
summer session is $20.00)

Sign up before May 16 at convenient

on campus locations

THE BODY SHOP
FITNESS CENTER

Totman Gymnasium (basement)

Summer Hours M-F 11:30-1:00

OPEN TO ALL UMASS
UNDERGRADUATES,

GRADUATES, FACULTY,
AND STA^^P

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»
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COMMENCEMENT 1986
Final Instructions

to Bachelor Candidates
Plan to a^ive at the stadium no later than 9 A.M.

CARRYING YOUR CAP & GOWN.
The Un versity Policy regartjing NO ALCOHOL IN THE
STADIUM will be enforce(d. Be prepared to demonstrate

that you are in compliance with this regulation.

Please enter the stadium through the four left turnstiles of

the Main Entrance (East Side). Once you are inside the

stadium walls, signs will direct you to the designated

gathering spot for your school or college. Marshall s will

also be available to assist you.

STADIUM PLAN

•"»
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FINANCIAL AID SERVICES
243 WHITMORE

IMPORTANT
NOTICE

All students who are applying for, or have receiv-

ed Financial Aid or Guaranteed Student Loans

for the 1986-87 academic year must submit to the

Financial Aid Office:

1. Copies of parent's and student's

1040 Federal income tax

statements for 1985

2. Dependent or Independent

Verification Worksheets for 1986-

87. (Forms are available at the

Financial Aid Office)

Financial Aid awards cannot be accepted unless

these forms are returned to Financial Aid Ser-

vices Office, as soon as possible. If you have

questions, please come in to the Financial Aid Of-

fice before you leave school for the summer.

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON
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Weather

TODAY - PARTLY SUNNY. HIGH AROUND
^ 70.TONIGHT - PARTLY CLOUDY, LOW AROUND
55 40.TOMORROW - MOSTLY SUNNY. HIGH 70 TO 75.
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/ Next year s Colkgtan editors are accepting ap- %
I plications for associate positions. Inquire in

|
i newsroom. Also needed are night editors, copy |

I editors, cartoonists and an assistant to the
|

I editors. See managing editor-to-be John Yonce. |

Brought to you by:
j

Andy (It's the fucking last night)Nif{ht Editor
Wol f f ma n

Copy Editor
Layout Tech
Photo Tech
Production Supervisor

Ian Grunt Polumbaum
Tom Middleton

Rob Skelton

Mark Parker

Production: Nancy Klingener, Leslie Nakajima. Matt §
Laurence, Paul Desmarais. Dode Lcvenson. Kelly ^

9 Sieger (kiss her if you see her), and to Hamilton-Newell 1
= we thank you until we run out of thank-yous. 1
ilillllMlllilllllllllllllllilililllllllllllllllllllillWtllUIINIIMllUlilltllMIIIIHIIilWMHlW^
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IMPORTANT HOUSING INFORMATION
REMINDER NOTICE

1 RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT CARDS ARE DUE MAY 22,

As always, if you intend to live in the residence halls

in the fall, you must return your contract card to the

Housing Assignment Office before you leave campus

for the summer. When you return your Contract Card

you will be given a date stamped receipt. Make cer-

tain you retain this receipt for your records. IF YOU

FAIL TO RETURN YOUR RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT

CARD BY MAY 22, 1986 YOUR FALL ASSIGNMENT

WILL BE CANCELLED.

2 JUNIOR/SENIOR ROOM CONFIRMATION CARDS
ARE DUE FRIDAY, JUNE 27, 1986.

Room Confirmation Cards will be mailed to your per-

manent address during the first weel< of June to all

Juniors and Seniors who signed up for a room and

signed a Residence Hall Contract Card for the Fall

1986 semester. These cards must be returned to the

Housing Assignment Office NO LATER THAN FRI-

DAY, JUNE 27, 1986. You must, for your own pro-

tection, return your card Certified Mail Return

Receipt Requested.

3 FALL SEMESTER BILLS WILL BE DUE AUGUST 1 , 1 986.

As always, financial obligations must be met by all

students who wish to retain their assignments for

the up-coming semester. Fall semester fee bills will

be mailed to your permanent address in early July.

Failure to pay your bill by the August 1, 1986 due

date will immediately cancel your housing assign-

ment for the Fall.

4 MAKE CERTAIN THAT YOU REMAIN IN GOOD
STANDING THROUGHOUT THE SUMMER.
If you are withdrawn for ANY reason after the last day

of the semester, your residence hall assignment for the

fall will be cancelled. _ _ ..^«^^«
5 RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE FOR THE SPRING SEMESTER

Thursday May 22, 1 986 at 6:00 pm. Make certain that

you follow indicated 'check-out' procedures to avoid

anv unnecessary inconvenience or charges.

Baseball in

finale today

In many ways, it has been

a frustrating season for the

University of Massachusetts

baseball team. In other ways,

because Pen made, it has

beer" a" 'nsoirational on#»

But whatever the feeling, it

will all be behind them

tonight, after a doubleheader

at playoff-bound Providence

College (24-21) todav at 2

p.m.

UMass junior outfielder

Matt Sheran rides a 26-game

hitting streak into today's

games. Jay Zemer comes in

leadmg tne team in batting at

.400. Steve Allen leads the

club with seven homers. Jeff

Cimini has 32 RBI's while

Zemer has driven in 30 runs.

IL.LEGIAN CLASSIFIE
Come to Collegian OH^ce CC 1 '3 • 8 45 3 45 Mo^ Thijrs 8 45 2 10 F <> • [)f\<(1hne .s 2 days pno.- to publtcation day

Cash in advance • Phone nuft\t>er FREE

AcnvmEs

IPC Gcnenl Meeting!!! Tuesday, 5/13.
6.%pni. 101CC>" Last meeting to say 'Bye'

to the bwt »nd H«llo- lo the mu"»i

AUDIO

PaaatMiic Bos, radio and cataotta
racortar . Only »36 call Una 504BM

Airro FOR SALE

It78 yellvw Sahara scdaa. Front wtiaal

drive Runs fine *600 best offer 269 1540
IH); 584 2700 ex 2570 (Wl

I97C Aadi Fox wacoa automatic eaceUent

running n^ny new pans sunroof MOO BO
253 2797

f»78l>aUwi Wacon good condition AC
fuel infected 11.250 BO 54&8994

1975 Olds roBvertible power automatic
transmission rsdials good condition call

Katfiy *2000 or BO 256 0825

rt7« Fiat «/J»7Much invested Graat
starao. *3000. can Paul 6-W37

1979 F«nl E150 vaaroverttead dash,

sunroof. couct>-tat>le. new parts $2000
253 5673

77 VW' Rabbitbrown. A/T runs wai. graat

stereo $1000 obo 5B4 8736

1979 Ford Pinto hatrhbsrk eiceHent con
dition standard new paru $1000 586 5729

Merrum Covgar '80 XR71 mint cornjition

$%00 call 545^2091 Ellen

77 Malibu good cortdition I1S00 or 60
323 6625 95000 miles

For sale '79 Rabbit good cor>dition,

dependable Must sell call evenings

253 2487 _
i9M VW Hmg nins wall »400rM6-~39T2'~

Is it trae you can buy jeeps for $44 througfi

tfie US government? Get the facts today'

call 1 312 742 1142 Ext 5831 A

65 F85 Olds 250 V6 needs work body great

corx) BO 54&570e must sell

Class; 1974 Baick Apollo 2 door hat

chback. V8 engir>e. automatic transmission,

power brakes ft steering, an conditioning,

radial tires h snow tires, trailer hitch ideal

for UHaul $ 1 400 or best offer Call 253 2859
weekends or weekdays after 6 pm

68 Pontiar (irand Prix runs great very

reliable needs son>e body work $600

546 5760

1975 Impala runs wan inuat teN $600
5493757

BESTEST FRIEND A.NU ROOMMATE

Orientatioa, bunk bads, Jen. BKO i

goalys. La Mia Pizza man, Buffalo hit

chhikor, AES, probation. Pub. DJ. we got

more frosh. pea cream, WM, trio, Bahamas
62 Gastopo, chase. Italia, Espana, bye . 9,

M, NUC, roadtrips, |ob??, gram, folon talks.

Chinese, peanut butter cookies. Clase. PC
runs. B & C. Fn movies Dallas walks and
skips. . .the memories we've made ai>d

those to make

BIG. BRIGHT ROOM

Hard-wood floors. 4 windows, in furnish

ed house on Phillips St, '^ block from U M
campus for summer sublet Very
reasoi>able, call Larissa 549-4674 evenings

BOB BOBECK

Happy Birthday! Big guy - hope it want
well. Your pals Celine b Cfiarlie

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Become a Swedish Polleniqnr certified

skin care consultant Free training,

unlimited potential, minimal investment

Call Julie at 256 7013 after 4 or come by
Swedish table in the Concourse

CAPE COD

IVIartha's Vineyard 1 roommate needed in

Oak Bluffs call Eric 6 1197

Kuommates needed for house in Den-
nisport for summer call Karen 542 3077 or

j
546-4918 ASAP

"CASH"

Paying cash for yonr
Please call Mike 546-6105

baseball cards

CHECK IT OUT

Great summer sublet in an unbeatable

location. Three bedroom house 2 minutes
from town 5 to campus entire house
available at 125 a month fully furnished call

253 3470

CRUST-HEADS

To all the crusty people who made my
semester one of the best ever I will see you
after the Pond at my place and I will never

forget youi Leslie

ED APODACA
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

A scholarahip drive at Whitmore cour-

tyard is taking place on May 14 t)efween

noon and 1 30 Area merchants and

residents and staff are donating items to be

auctioned This Ed Apodaca Scholarship

Program is being sponsored by the Financial

Aid Office The auctioneer is Jack Den-

nison. Dean of Sfockbridge School

~
ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows;

Large Screen Video 24 hi operator 549-7144

FOR RENT

Brittany Manor now renting

semester 256 8534

for fall

2 bedroom apt short lease with the option

for long term Free heat and water male or

female S450 a month. On bus route Contact

Rich or Pete 256 0079

1 or 2 quiet females to share large room in

Puffton available Jue 1 thru fall & spring call

Debbie 546 9226

4 hedrnnm. 2 bathroom apartment on bus

line Summer sublet with fall option. Call

256 1885

Female roommate needed for own single,

on Hobart Lane 549 6343

fall option7w/summer sublet. 3 bedrooms

in a 4 bedroom apt Heal & utilities included

2561661

3 bedroom apt Sunderland $400 per

month available May 28th call 666 3300

1 bdrai Puffton Apt available for lant Juna
Isf call 549 5371

Aaiherst Center one bedroom apt

available Jur«e 1 encellent tocationi $386' mo
call 263 7613

4 bdrm Swiaa Village apt ai utiktios met

call 256-1061 for more info

Two twdrooai apt with fall opUoa waft-

ing distance to UMass artd on bus route

aubial starts on June 1 For more mfo stop

by 29 Crestview Apts North Amherst

anytime in tfw afternoon or at rtight

6 min to campus 2/2 bdrm sptt $520 plus

1 '3 bdmi 640 plus avaitabte June 1 548 9181

Nc^ a 2
s' 253 3363

apt? Taka over our

Non-smoking housemate needed for fall

$186 665 4576

Across Whitmore! Large 5 bedroom
house take over lease June 1 , call 549 1408

laave massage

All tk* caaforto of komt'. Color TV. VCR,
microwave, firaplaca. washer b dryar m
house entremalv ckiaa to campus, dirocdy

across from bus stop 2 sirtgle rooms for

females June 1 Call 549 5640

Hoasemates wanted Quiet home in

Hadtey, garden 2 mites from campus Non
smokers $130 month 549 0306

Spacious 2 b«<iroom townhouse apt in

Squire VtHage on tHis route Available June
1 Call evenings 665 3947

Puffton Apt available June 1 antt on caH

Lauren or Rachel 549-4489 549 0788 386 mo

Nows your chance! Take over lease, or>a

bedroom in Brar>dywine 549-6121

Wairt toTive at Hampton Beach. NH?
Cheap and ckne to beach call 546 7893

"fake over Townchoaac leaac immadiatelv

3 bedrooms call 549 3616

Take over Tease June 1 1 bdr in 3 bdr Puff-

ton Apt 549^3667

Fall option Soutfcwood 2 tMg bedroom
apartment on bus line rent negotiable tol

253 7601

Brandy«'ine Apt! 1 room in 2 bedroom
summer w/fall option call 549-5799

4 bedroom Northampton June with Sept

option $625 plus, acreage

5 Bedroom Hadley June wit hSept option

$825 plu

4 (jedroom Amherst 2 bath, garage June
with Sept option $825 plus

Skibiski Realtors Northampton 584-3428

Free August rent summer sublet with fall

option 1 t>edroom in 2 bedroom apt. in town
call Irene 253-3745

103F Sou tilwood $530 month inc

everything except electric 253 2036 starting

6 1 _ ^

Vacant House, three large bedrooms,

garage yard on bus rt. South Amherst

available June 1 call 256 1435

.\mherst Center sunny, spacious, quiet 2
room apt great for couple' rent n«g,

253 5629

FOR SALE

Large fridge! $100 The perfect place to

keep extras tieers cold' Call 6-8066

Soft Contact Lenses Most daily wear

lenses, $18.00 to $25.00 Most extended

wear lenses. $35 00 to $45.00. Most soft

tinted lenses $35 00 to $45 00 Lowest
prices on C L solutions, anywhere Flexcare

$1.98. heal units. $12 95 Amherst Optical

Shoppe, Inc., 195 No. Pleasant St., 14131

253 5412 or (413) 256-6403

256K w'
Must sell

Epson QX -10 computer
DBASEII valdocs software

$700 call Dale 549 2804

$25 Cheap twin bed must sell call Susan
549 0618

Fender acoustic, new. 6 string $165
firm. Kramer Striker 300st strat type body,

Floyd Rose trem bar. Fender hard shell

case, mint cond $230 call Gregg 546 32«

Fisher Audio component system.

cassette turntable, receiver, recording cap,,

equa built-in, digital tuner, 20 wts'ch.

perfect for dorm S200 or 80, call Scott

256 6262 must sell

Mint condition bed & other furniture

Cheryl 549 5127

25" television set great condition $150

call 549 1448

Couch with matching chair and ottoman

$90 proce negotiable call Matt 549-7293

Bedroom furniture - must sell' Call Linda

549 6621

Long couch and matching chair good
condition price negotaible call 549 5698

Odds and ends accumulation over^our
years Endtables, lamp, dresser, bed, etc.

All must go call Beth at 549 4085

19" coloi-^ny Trinitron TV - excellent

condition, recently tuned Free TV stand.

Best offer call Beth 549 4085

Bed^ for sale good condition great price

549 1587

Quality furniture sleep sofa and dresser

very resonable call evenings 253 5385

Government Home from $1 (u repair)

Also delinquent tax property. Call

t 805 687 6000 ext GH 9616 for informa

tion

Free kittens to be given away by May 23

call 586 7769

Great Furniture for sale! Living room set.

couches, chairs, coffee and night tables,

twin bed, dressers, shelves all prices

negotiable call 549 5968

Must sell! Good condition

sofa /couch $80 chair $35 coffee table $25

Lazyboy recliner $45 665 3154 call anytime

Cheap furniture - everything must go

dresser, beds, etc call 549 7816

Used furniture - kitchen table and mat-

ching chairs, sofa and matching loveseat,

bureau Also dryer. Call Cath 253 3362

GOING TO LONG ISLAND

Help! I have a ride home but my bed

doesn't. If you can transport my bed to L.I.

please call Lisa 549 1587

GOOD-BYE UMASS^~

Thanks to all you wonderful people for

making my two years in UMass great'"" If

you pass by Italy this summer come visit me
and we will party together'" I love you all

and I'll miss you""" Gianmarco For-

micheUa Via TolrTOr>o 7 Rome
Italy (06)8441532 PS
EspaciaJy you Bortahaad Charlos'""

HELP WANTED

NOW HIRING
Collage Pro Painters is looking

for motivated, hard working athletic

students to paint in tfte Lexirtgton

South outlet ^ 5- 7 ' hour piece work
interviews on campus 1 800 424 2468

positions filling quickly call today

Attcadaat • Parttima poaitions

availabia starting May 12lh. Evenings 4 30
to 9. $3 50 per hour phis commiation apply

at Beicf>«rtown Road Sunoco 40 Bak:her

town Rd

Free room and board: Antharst kva-in

position, responsit>ikties include part time

chMcare. cleaning (t cooking 549-4510

Experienced waitresses wanted for saa

food rest Off of Rte 2 in Orar^ge Mass call

I 617 544^941 10 am 12

Summer work study, diahwaahar. 6-10

hr/wk, M 00 hr, call Marcy, 5-2364

Painter* - interested m pamtmg houses this

summer' Good pay ft incentives ArKlovsr

N Andovar area call Ftoyd 546 5374

Hoase Parenl4sl at Christian ChT Rho
House, an ecumenical, coed, mtam'l res, for

50 stuctonts Effic apt, bd. stipend Also 2
Res Aaa'ts IM b F I

'^ rm B bd Also receiv

mg applic tor student residents First Baptist

Church. 5493696, 434 N. Plaaaant Amh
with letter of interaat

Saauser income: Flexit)la schedule, any
kication. fugh commisaion, management
potential 665 3613

Part-time help wasted Raadafi . drivers

and racroators for lagaHy bknd parson Sertd

resume or expenarKe on caawtta to P O
Box 1021, Amharst. MA 01004

Cape Cod - Expenanced painters wanted
for Hyannis area >6 7 hr contact Mr Powers
behween 7 9 PM at 1617) 428 9045

INSTRUCTION

Summer (iuitar Lessons Experienced and

patient teacher Rock Pop/ Folk Blues all

levels accepted electric and accoustic your

home or my studio (in North Amherst on tfie

bus Una) cafl Doug 549-4786

LOST

Gold croaa w/Chriat haad plaaaa cat Jim

6^1435

(;old chain in Southwest Area - of great

sentimental value lost 4/29 REWARD* Call

Tom or Dave 546-8087

help! t lost my waller at or in Franklin DC
5/5/86 please return no questions

On^ May. 3x5 spirslbound notebook.

Yellow cover. With numbers and codes.

Reward, (all Jonathan 349-1804

Help! I lost my set of keys on a leather

maroon keychain. Please call 546-4715

Keep trying

Men's black leather jacket loat Wad May
7 in Coffee Housa Phil 586^2937

LOVE YOU. . .LOVE YOU

J.G. You are the most wonderful woman of

my life'" Be always happy I love you""

GM

MOTORCYCLES

80 Honda Cuatom 400 Only 4000 mi .
ex

cellent conditkjn, runs great' Burgundy

w pin stripe, luggage rack, small back, now
brakes, new battery $650 BO call Steve

256 1370

KawasakiTs 400 runs and looks good $550

or best offer 549 0866 call Joe

1974 Honds 750 runs great, good condi-

tion. $750 or best 266 1074

80 Suzuki (iSL 850 shatTex bike" AF
helmet $1000 BO 549 6985

1979 Yamaha 650 special excellent condi-

tion $800 253 3337

MUSICIANS

Keyboardist needed for original rock band

experience and pro equipment required

549 4003

PERSONALS

Guitar Wanted - I am looking for a left

handed Fender Stratocaster any condition,

any vintage. Call Myk 6-6742

PJan ahead and save money next year

free meals in exchange for light kitchen

duties contact Chi Omega for more info

545-0162

Seniors- This is your LAST CHANCE to

order your 1986 yearbook Stop by 103CC or

call 545 0848 for details

John, Shaun. and Kevin: Congrats on

your RAships, you've met our four high

quality standards. We look fonward to

persecuting you next year. Hugs & Kisses,

KAWAVPA, PS Tom £f Wendy, you're

not safe either'

Jen, Ithagi Lithigove Yithagou. Happy Bir-

thday Love. Steve

Soul, Black Music records (used - radio

program) 50 cents plus Joe 586-5487

AM/PM
Stephanie Wolf your own personal' New
York here we come. Love, Beth

Anti-Gay or Neutral Interviewers sought

for documentary Must have heard the

Cameron speech or attended following rally

Screen tests on Wed , May 14 from 4 7 pm,
in 216 Student Union or leave name and
phone for John F, Pay for in-depth inter

views.

In hot weather the inside of a car can
reach 160" if you must travel with your dog.

park in shaded areas Crack the window,
and leave a bowl of fresha cold water You
dog's life depends on your remembering

.'{O.OOO stray dogs and cats live

miserablelives on the street and in |unk

yards in the Boston area Now is the time to

spay /neuter your animal friend. Help end
the suffering

MA'TklNS - HappTBirthday '" Wemag-
gots don't forget more than one or two
years in a row

Kitty - your my best roommate ever, I'm

gonna miss you' Love, Kelly Ann

Paula Metiger, Its me. Matt Freedman'

Where is it going to be. Hong Kong orSt.

Croix? My number is in the book" See ya in

PA

P.S. Briaa 'Quack-Cowpoke' Evans: Oid

you krKMV tfiat J B s now serves duck'

Lova. K.W.V. (with a hnle halp from your

m>i

Mikey Jachmaa: We created HHUMP
changod your name, spotted you hall, spon

sored ttw VODKA CITY Mike Donna tour

fed you bkia alcohol, arxj yes. you dumb
puppy, we kidnappad your pen. k>st him in

tfw ma*, and sent you a new on* from Mon-
treal SirKerely. Katie, Wendy, and Vivian

IMicrobiologists want to probe yaw
DNA ••• take off your genes •••

Dan, Andy like, its been quite a year* Like

It couldn't" have bean any lietter' Always

check, along that long road thru Irfe that

your fly IS up and your shoes are tied' Matt

man P S Wanna go for a ride in my van'"

Ta the guy in the grey Masaachusatts

sweatshirt piaying pool in ttie Pub Thursday

night (5' 8) I'm interested are you? The gwl

m pink -please reapond'

Chris Kecfaer You vvild woman' Its been a

great samestsr We survived Droning

Driver's class' Bsrsws has tMOn fun. Next

semester win be awesome Russ

Monster - you know, don't you 7

Taiior for aftaratnn SHAANN s at maN
5849362

Sumaier storage: starting at 1.25/

can 549 1452 evenings tiH midnight

Simone IH miss you next seiiiestat Kata

Fiona, you made it' Congrats I'm proud of

you VVe fisd the tint time ar>d I hope more
foNows Have fun in Europe and good luck

w/|Ob Live day to day Peanut Butter and
Jelly 86 Love always Rob

Kathy Sullivan: Put your ctiamiatry away.

It's time for Marguiritas at the TOC Lirxla

Hey Peep Congratulations on graduating I

can't wait till the next 2 years are up' Hang
in tt>are' Lova Teddi'

Sue Kane, Congradulations' What a senya'

Thanks for being a friend The Hatch Friday

2 30. always I'll mws you lots, Love the Dip

per

joha C. Stalker III Congradulatkms* You
finallv got out of this place Good luck' Take

care and thanks for everything JC

Secret Admirer I want to meet you I toved

your letters it still is not too late meet me
Tueaday at 7 pm at the Newman Center or

Wedneaday at tfie same time if you can't

make rt You need to find me' CD

To the men at 32 Southwood thanks for

tfie memories and good luck on til your

future endeavors Sfiaz ft KB

frit and Piggy, you are the sexiest women
on this campus Breaking tiearts and in

creasing the cold sfiower quotient of

Amherst is not enough for you you have to

graduate oh my fiaan" your Fuzzy

WSYL Peoples - stay alternative"

wfiatever that means rememtier that tnx is

for kids will miss you Cath

Congratulations to the new brothers of

Theta Chi, love the sisters Er pledges of

Delta Zeta

MDL3 - in spite Of tfie ups and downs it's

been worth it Beacause Pro foottwil

,

champagne and whipcream will never be

ttie same again Bteides, you throw a great

spiral Good luck with your future "The

Academy "

is waiting for you. The Woman
in Red

PLEASE! PLEASE! PLEASE!

Pleaac! Please! Please! Return "tiorrow-

ed " black leather iacket from 147A Brittany

Sat night, after hours Reward Allison

253^2924

PRIME LOCATION

Sublet w/lease takeover from May 31 only

5 mon walk from campus" 2 bedroom apt

on N Pleasant St. - 1039 located tietween

Puffton and Gilreath Right next to bus

stop Call Gianmarco or Charles at 549 3540

PROFESSIONAL 'fYPI!«4G SERVKE

Papera, rases, diBa«rtation^. thcscK. on

campus, dependable, low rates, experienc

ed Nancy 584 7924

ROOMMATES WANTED

Nonsmoking female roommate wanted
Brittany lease Sept June 256 0027

One female needed to share room in

Squire Village For lease beginning in

September $122,50/month 666 7563

Non-smoking female needed to share one

bedroom in three f)edroom Puffton Apt call

Nancy 546 9687

Amherst Center: female to share large

room in house, eves 549 5866

One female roommate needed starting fall

Brittany Kathy or Maryann 256-0754

Female wanted for room in Sunderland
sublet summer only $100/mo 549 1701

Male roommate needed for Brittany Apt
$140 pier mo starting in Sept call Bill

2568046

Denniaport House - 2 or 3 persons needed

for summer, please call Karen 546-4918 or

542 3077

2 roommates wanted to share bedroom in

3 br Puffton apt call Ellen 549 2877 or

Sharon 549 3665 _
1 roommate guaranteed single b room
house near Brittany Brian 253 7818 eve

2 people needed for 1 large bedroom in a 2

bedroom $155 inc. utilities for fall • 86 non

smoking pref 665-8315

Sick of ^orm life? Live off campous
wanted two female roommates to share

Brittany Manor apt. lease starts fall 86 call

546 11 37 or 546 9648 _______
Two housemates needed for fall Nor

thampton house next to bus call Steve

546 1256

Two female roommates wanted to share

newly built apartment located on campus
549 5154

i F roommate, housein W Yarmouth 54

mile from beach & Rt 28, $880, call Krista at

586 3100 X 3729

Amherst (enter summer perfect location'

Quaint' Sunnyi Homey' Unbelievably nice'

Female preferred cheap' 253 6961

I bdrm available in 2 bdrm Brandywine apt

fall 86 549 4902

Non-smoking female to share house in

Amherst call Mara 546-8696 til 5-22

617 341 0641 in summer

Female needed to share a room in Brit-

tany 253 7357

SERVICES

Light moving with, Toyota truck cal

549 2649

Overnight wordprocessing service.

quick and error tree Jim 256-0866 Call

anytima.

SUMMER JOBS

Naad a ammmmt )ok? Up to » hra/wk at

$336. Typing, talaphone, general office

work Apply at Student Government Assoc

420 SUB or call Fran 50341

Framingham based moving & storage

CO. IS hinng tor the summer Many openings

available No experience necessary

$5 50-6 50 hrs/week For more mfo call BiM

at5«»-S610

SUMMER SUBLET

4 apota available in Sundariand townhouaa
cable TV on bus rt rant negotiable 866-3571

Brandywine Apt partly furnished

David 649 6570 price negoUabla
call

w/fall option 2 large bedrooa in Brittany

Manopr only $3S0 or best offer 253 2831 any

time

Male rnommate wanted for 2 tidrm

Riverglade Apt $100/mo uM caH Paul

256 4258

Two bedroom Cliffaide apartnwat 3 pao
pie $400/M furrashad. pool, other extras

6667526

TWO BEDROOM TOWNEHOt SE APT
rent negotiable call Stephanie 546 9124 or

Holly 546^8366

Single 115/moBtii turmshad Juna 1 Aug
30 10 minute walk to campus/tHJStops at

door call Lynda after 10 pm 5467219

f rooma in laxary Rolling Green
townhouse Poolside. air conditioned, cable

TV. dishwasfier. |uket>ox Available late

May thru July or August rent $150 nag

utilities mcl 253 7924

2 minutes from campus! Single room in

furnished apartment call 549^6918, 5.00-7 00

PM

Walk to campus! I H mHa) on bus route

avail 6/1 4 spots m Ig 2 bdrm apt call

5469214, 546 9163, 546 8137 $100 00 a spot

Fall option Suuthwood k>w rant half

furnished 256 1764 _
Fall option Southwood townhouse
253 3829

Cheap I bedroom Brandywine AC pool

call RichM 549 1548 call anytime

McCleTlan Street three floors five

bedrooms cable fully furnished five

twdrooms cable fully furnished washer and

dryer etc tMckyard 256 0002

.1 bedroom house on the bus route in

Amherst fully furnished, wasfier and dryer

June 1 August 31 call 256 0646 ^
5 minute walk to Grad tower live in bot

tom floor apt 4 rooms 2 liedrooms tots of

shade huge yard call 549-6786

2 bedroom Townhouse apt avaitatile June

1 August 31, rent negotoiable Call 68964

or 6 8959

Brandywine sumemr sublets June. July.

or August 1 to 4 persons very cheap

549-4149

Puffton Village summer sublet 1 single

and '^ double avail Non smoking females

only Call 546 1235 or 546 1246 keep trying

House very close to campus 3 single

rooms available after graduation Washer,

dryer, fireplace, etc. Prefer females

negotiable call 549 5540

2 bedrooms avail in beautiful Amherst

house summer sublet w/fall option for

house (4 bdrms) Big yard w/lots of trees,

garden, sauna, wood stoves Nice suburban

location Bus stop around corner Rent

negotiable call Paul or Jennifer 253 9978

w/fall option 2 bdrm. Main Str. bus stop

across str free hot water 253 3934

Rolling (ireen two bedrooms in four

bedroom apartment $100 each 256 6837

i bedroom Townehouse
price negotiable 549 7554

ipt furnished

Perfectionist Word Processing $1 50

$2 OO./page 25% off first job 649 6178

Brandywine furnished apt rent negotiable

549 5723 or 546 5226

w/fall option 1 bedroom in 4 l>edroom

house Very close to campus 3 minute

walk to Whitmore' Non smoker, mature

student wanted. $250 per month, negotiable

549 6641 ^
Brandywine 2 subletters needed rent

negotiable 549 5955

2 bedroom condo in Amherst Fields

possible fall option call 256 0912

Furnished house on North Pleasant St

prime location double room available for

$125 each call Judy or Holly 549 7377

In town! 1 bdrm sublet in 2 Ixirm apt prime

location 2563 3745 Linda

Cheap! 2 bdrm Colonial Village summer
sub/fall opt on bus rt near Changes, Leave

message at 253 7379

Single in Townehouse rent negotiable call

Debbie or Jane 549 4496

One room avaifable June 1st Ivh hvr hvxl

Cheap rent on bus route you pay 2 months

we pay 1 Northwood call late evenings

665 2365 fall option

Amherst Ctr furnished rent negotiable

room for one female 253 7306

Amherst Center sumemr sublet one large

double huge sunny apt rent negotiable

256 8047

Puffton I br apartment from June 1 Call

Raghu 256 1426 (eve) 545^2193 (day)

Cliffside apt w/fall option, rent

negotiable Pool, tennis, all utilities included

in rent Call now 665 7922

Furnished 2 bedroom apt large rooms pol,

AC, color TV. cable call 665 7185

Sublet for summer women wanted to

share a room in Bnttany Manor $90/'mth call

Cindy at 256 1662

I bdrm in 2 bdrm apt on bus route

$110/mo fall option 665 7629 Sunderland

Puffton Village 3 bedrooms fully furnished

price negotiable call Amy 649 5188

Live in N'hampton for the summer
w/ possible fall option 1 bedroom in a 3

bedroom apt on bus route call after five

5869402

Amherst Center sunny 3 bedroom apt in

house call eves 649 5866

Summer sublet: Brandywine apartment

$100 00/person everything included caH:

5*9 7668

SoMiy, quiet hitusc Oowntowm. vary

raaaonable. furnisfied 253 5156

2 bedroom apt in Puffton Vllg possible

fall option 549 5632

1 bd73 bd Pufftoa 1 ntonth fraa caH

540 3886 or 2560943 after 8 pm

' sublet Brandywine apt fuWy fur-

niihad pol air condition '54S- 1 727 Scoota

2 bedroom apartment m Cliftside summer
w/fall option 8667564

Brandywine apts 2^rm graat kication cal

Chns or Ken 549 4902

Summer sublet oaly IIU/bm Amharst
Canter call Kathy 253 3053

avaiUble Puffton June 549 I2S6

Presidential apts 2 large bedrooms. AC
cable cheap rent availalile end of May
549 6614

Grad'Older student Puffton 1 large bdr m
clean turn 2 bdr. 2 bihrm apt pool tennis AC
5 min 10 campus caN 549 4889 5 7 PM $145

Braadywiac 2 bedroom AC pool very

raaaonaWa rent can Michelle 646 9664 o'

Richie 549 1548

Paffton Village 2 brs 1 fumiehad groat
' tocation call Pam or Karan 549 1616

Puffton, 2 bedroom furnished rent

negotiable, fall option call Bob 649 4430

Brandywine apts furnished, pool, call AI or

Mike at 649 1454

Southwood townhouse 2 bedroom. fuHy

furnished slops 4 Cheap 253 3571

Summer sublet for 2 less than $96 par tall

option for 4 inexpensive riot cfiaap dwasher

disposal fndge sc" No roaches clean partit

furrashad caM 866-3886 artytima, kke right

now

Cheap, famished townhouse douWa for

one or two peopla call 6467 6062 or

546 8060

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 tMdroom
Sunderland apt right on bus routs Bill or

Tom 665 8272

Puffton Village doublebedroom 100

nxKith for 1 150 month 2 649 7880

Cliffside^T bedroom apt w/fall option

420/ mo utilities includad August rent free

call Jack or Tim 8868402 or 50883

TO SUB""

Cheap summer sublet with fall option. 2

bedroom Southwood apts 256 1662

Two rooms available for summer naar

malls and busstop call 5665425

1 bedroom sublet w/four bedroom fall op
tion Amherst apt call Andy after 9 pm at

256 6868

2 rooms to sublet in Hadley home.
Available 61 call Allan or Adam 586 7818

w/fall option 3 bdrm Souire Village 1 S
baths on bus route 686 4284 keep trying

Sublet, fall option bedroom in 3 bedroom
house, garage, 1 '^ battn. washer, dryer

$215 call 253 7798

Two bedroom Southwood Apt take over

lease June 1st call 256 8805

Room in house - summer w'fall option

newly renovated attic room $115/moscall

Charlie 256 0084

Wanted: People to suMat house for sum
met in Amherst 3 mites from campus
w' swimming pool and tennis courts washer

b dryer possible fall room available rent

negotiable call 2560276 Tom or call

253 7272 Steve anytime around tfie clock'

Puffton Sublet 2 bedroom apt air condi

tioning pool tennis courts rent very

negotiable semi furnisfied bus stop out front

close to campus call Mike or Pete 549 6536

Sumemr sublet w/fall option. 1 bedroom
apt 10 mm from campus Univ Park on

busline, cable, laundry, easy shopping

Summer rent negotiable Call Raghu
256 1426 level 546 2193 (dayl

Two bedroom townhouse in Southwood
apartments with fall option 266 1090

Rooms in new house rooms are furnished

and in Amherst on bus routs call Date at

546 9383

Keautiful 1 bedroom house in N
Amherst with a backyard and fireplace

sumemr with fall option (close to UMas) call

649 6514

.'I bdrm Puffton AC next pool tennis $250
mo/BO 546 6212/4213

Name your price! desperate to subtet a

Brandywine 3 bdrm call 649 3516

1 bedroom in two hedrixim apt, Cliffwide

apts partlv furnished 210/month AukunI
rent free jack or Tim 665-8402 or 5-0683

TRAVEL

Ocean Cniiac Party
no drinking age at sea

gamble b dance non stop

Only $69
one free trip for

every group of 20

Call 617 851 0333 or

617 321 3943

TYPING SERVICE

t^ality Typing Long or short projects.

Meticulous proofreading Editing available

New IBM typewriter. 549-0367

xjTvjc.

Wanted: UVC memtiars interested in the

production of UMass Football Games next

fall All positions avail I need yoc' Please

call paul 549 1675

WANTED

Wanetd internal frame backpacks and

lightweight sleeping bags call Kathy
646 6562

WANTED TO RENT

Kooms/Suhlrts wanted June 22 - Aug 2.

Call 256 8616 8 am 9 pm

Do \ou have a room? I need a single"

Oiiint claan female please call Luara

546 6364 after 11 PM
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Softball's in; Northwestern for 1st round
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

The waiting game is over for the University of

Massachusetts softball team.

The question of whether or not the Minutewomen would

receive a bid to the NCAA Division I national tournament

was answered yesterday, as UMass qualified for the

sixteen-team field. The Minutewomen will also host the

first round of the tourney, as eighth-ranked Northwestern

University visits Totnum (NOPE) Field in a double-

elimination, best-of-three series.

The first game will be played Friday afternoon at 4 p.m..

with a doubleheader scheduled for Saturday, if necessary.

Those games are slated for a 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. start. The
winner goes to the softball World Series held at Creighton

University in Omaha, Nebraska.

Because this is an NCAA tournament, admission will be

charged at the game. Admission will be two dollars for

studentsand three dollars for non-students, a small price

to pay to watch two of the nation's best go at each other.

"It's like a fantasy come true. We are all thrilled to

death," head coach Elaine ScMtino said. "It's a great honor

for us, not only to be in the tournament, but to also host

the first round and have highly ranked team here."

There existed much speculation that UMass would not

get a bid into the tournament because the Minutewomen

were not ranked as one of the top sixteen teams in the na-

tion. However, as the top seed in the Northeast region,

UMass had tradition on its side. In the past, the top finisher

in each region of the country received a bid to the tourney.

In addition, the 36-7 record the Minutewomen posted

during the season was the fourth best record in the nation

in terms of winning percentage. These factors, along with

regular season and tournament Atlantic 10 championships,

had to be heavily considered by the NCAA tournament

selection committee.

"There was never a doubt in my mind that we would

be here."Sortino said. "It's been a long haul for us. We've

hung on to the number one ranking in the Northeast since

March 25 and I think it's nice that fact was recognized.

This is what they've been waifing for."

The bottom line is. while it may seem that an injustice

was done to a team that may have been ranked ahead of

UMass nationally, the better team was accepted, fair and

square. Forget national rankings. The Minutewomen are

the best in the East and belong in the national tournament.

"If you ask anybody who would be the last team selected

in the tourney, there would be no doubt that we would be

that team," Sortino said. "That's what everybody thinks

and I think it will work to our adavntage."

There do not exist any seedings in the tourney itself, but

it's fairly clear who the favorites are. Top ranked Cal.St.

Fullerton (50-9 on the year) should be considered the team

to beat in the tourney, although several teams, including

second-ranked Texas A«feM (35-1 1) and third-ranked Loui-

siana Tech (43-9), are in the hunt for the national

championship.

SPORTS
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It will be Garber vs. Garber on Wednesday at Boyden Field as New Hampshire's Ted Qeft)

faces his father Dick, the UMass coach.

Lacrosse tournament notebook

It'll be Garber vs. Garber, again
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Ted Garber is still smarting

from his dad's last beating.

The University ol

Massachusetts lacrosse

team, with Dick Garber at

the helm, gave the Universi-

ty of New Hampshire (and

Garber's son, Ted, the

Wildcat coach) the lax ver-

sion of a good spanking, 15-7

when the teams last met.

Since then, however, UNH
has not lost a game. The
Wildcats have run off seven

straight wins by an average

margin of 7.4 goals-per-

game. They have outscored

opponents 98-46 in that span.

Since beating UNH, the

Garber's Gorillas have gone

6-3, including losing three of

their last four games. UNH
beat Army, a team UMass
lost to. The Wildcats also

easily defeated St. John's,

Harvard and Dartmouth,

three teams UMass looked

sluggish against offensively.

The stage is set, it seems,

for an excellent game.

Gorilla Grumblings:
Jvmior defenseman John Jor-

out of the last four games.

Fellow juco defenseman

Chris Knapp, who has miss-

ed all but the first three

games of the season with a

Lacrosse \
* Championship J

dan will miss the UNH game
with a deep bone bmise. The

injury, suffered against Har-

vard, has kept the hard-

hitting junior-college transfer

severe knee injury, is appeal

ing to the NCAA to have this

season count as a redshirt. A
favorable ruling would give

Knapp two more years at

UMass.

Finally, senior co-captain

Tom Aldrich (also a

defenseman) has been listed

as questionable with his nag-

ging back injury. Aldrich,

however, will probably start

and go as long as possible.

The UMass defense, with

all these injuries, has still

allowed only 7.2 goals-per-

game. They allowed 11.6

goals last season. Also con-

sider that All-New England

selection Mark Stratton

would've been on the team as

a senior defenseman, had he

not flunked out of school.

C.W. Post and New Hamp-
shire will be in the tourna-

ment for the first time in its

15-year history. UMass and
Rutgers have been in five

times, Syracuse seven times.

North Carolina nine times,

Virginia 12 times. Navy and
Maryland 13 times and Johns

Hopkins all 15 times. 22
teams in 15 years have
qualified for the Division 1

tourney.

Gorillas will

face UNH
at Boyden
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

Tomorrow, 4 p.m., Boyden Field. Be There.

The University of Massachusetts lacrosse team will host

the University of New Hampshire in the first Division 1

playoff game between two New England teams, Wednes-

day afternoon at Boyden.

A conference call yesterday at 12:45 p.m. between

representatives from both schools and James Grube, the

secretary-rules editor of the NCAA Division 1 Lacrosse Com-

mittee decided upon Boyden as the sight for the game, not

McGuirk Alumni Stadium, where many thought the game

would be held.

The NCAA did rule however that anyone over the age of

12, including students, must pay $4 for a ticket to the game,

not $2 as expected.

NCAA regulations call for all spectators to purchase

tickets. The money goes to pay expenses for the game and

to the teams. UMass students normally get into athletic

events for free throught payment of an activity fee, but this

is a special event.

"I'm pretty pleased that the game is at Boyden," said

UMass coach Dick Garber. "We've had good crowds there

all season so I hope the fans come out for this game, it's

our biggest in four years because it's the playoffs. I hope

the price doesn't keep too many fans away, because it will

be a hell of a game and we need the support."

The game, with little doubt, will be the most important

athletic event any current UMass student will have the

chance to see. The price, hopefully, will not keep the crowd

down.
Consider this. Students at Syracuse pay $6 to see a regular-

season lacrosse game. Want to go see a basketball game at

a Big East school? Expect to pay $10. A football game at

Penn State? Try $15 and you need a season ticket.

This is the Big Time, UMass. The National Collegiate

Athletic Association Division 1 Men's Lacrosse Champion-

ship. That's why it costs $4. This is the chance for the school

to prove, once and for all, that it is a good sports school.

A big crowd at this game will be remembered for a long time

by a lot of people.

Four bucks. Big deal. 16 quarters. If you're lucky, two

loads of wash. Don't let the money keep you from going to

the game. Beg, borrow or steal the steal the cash, but go.

This is the chance for UMass to look good and the (k)rillas

appreciate the support.

Coach Garber decided yesterday to buy an ad in the Col-

legian Wednesday to thank all the fans for attending the

game. Name other coaches or teams that do that. You can't.

The man and his team want you there. You, face it, want

to be there (if you've read this far, chances are you're a

lacrosse fan). Again, just $4. You've spent that much (or

more) on worst things than this.

Lacrosse is a unique sport at UMass. It's our one major

spectator sport that suceeds on the national level. Keep it

that way. Go to the game.

Sports at a Glance

UMass Schedule:
Toda\:

Baseball: at Providence College (2), 2:00 p.m.

SUMMER, HERE WE COME ...
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Health hazard feared
in fire's aftermath
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FLYING FLAG — First year education student Donna Kabral hurls

a flag skyward while practicing for a tryout with the Color Guard

of the UMass Marching Band, yesterday afternoon.

By STUART GAMBLE
Collegian Correspondent

Angered by the University's apparent

delay in assessing the dangers from a

March 23 fire in Stockbridge Hall, 50

students, faculty and staff members who

use the building have signed a petition

citing potential health hazards.

The petition, recently circulated in the

building, says substances at the site of the

fire could form dangerous pesticide-like

compounds when "cooked" at 400 to 1,000

degrees Fahrenheit.

The petition also states that people us-

ing the building "have been reporting suf

fering from headaches, loss of voice,

hoarseness and coughing spells," and that

they have not been told the results of tests

for toxic materials.

It notes that graduate student Ronald

Lavigne, whose laboratory was destroyed

by the fire, said the fire may have produc-

ed highly toxic dioxins.

The blaze, which left an estimated

$10,000 damage, was caused by a malfunc-

tion in an oven used to test soil samples,

said Rick Mears. a fire inspector for the En-

vironmental Health and Safety depart

ment, which is responsible for removing

health hazards.

Donald A. Robinson, EHS staff ad-

ministrator, conceded that equipment

salvaged from the fire placed in the cor-

ridor still had an odor 10 days later, but

said his department has done its best.

He said the hazards are still difficult to

determine and that he referred the com-

plaints to University Health Services.

Lavigne, who signed the petition, Mon-

day said EHS personnel responded well in

cleaning up after the fire, but that a more

thorough approach should have been

taken.

"The mo.st intelligent thing to do would

be to hire a professional fire-cleaning team

to clean up," Lavigne said. "We learned

later that the Physical Plant wouldn't use

outside experts because they lacked equip-

ment."

No one from the Physical Plant depart-

ment could be reached late yesterday to

comment on the cleanup.

John Snyders, a student employee who
works in Stockbridge Hall, said, "I had a

sore throat and cold after it [fire]. I didn't

think of it (connection] until somebody

mentioned it."

Hampshire criticized
Suicide victim's brother charges harassment
By DANIEL SOBEL
Collegian Staff

A Hampshire College student, whose

brother last month killed himself at the col-

lege on closed-circuit television, Monday
said he and his family are being harassed

by college officials who are trying to get rid

of him for "political reasons."

Stephen Hermann, a senior art student,

said that acting dean of students Sue Alex

ander requested a meeting with him and

his mother May 2 to "determine if I was

fit to stay on campus.

"If I had gone to the meeting, I would

have been thrown out. That's typical pro-

cedure," Hermann said.

continued on page 22

Women's center

gains more space
By LINA PANAGOPOULOU
Collegian Staff

Three programs run by the Everywoman's Center will

move to a new location, easing the center's space problems

but dividing one of the programs.

Nelson House, at 513 East Pleasant Street near

Fraternity-Sorority Park, will house a program to com-

bat violence against women, the Third World women's ad-

visor/gay rights advocate and the Working Women's Pro-

gram. "It is vital that we have the support of [the Of-

fice of] Student Affiairs in this move," said Charlotte

Haines, assistant to the director of the center. "The re-

maining programs serve a lot of students, so it is necessary

to have them closer to campus.

Aquila Ayana, the center's public relations director,

said, "The best situation is to be relocated in one building

with adequate environment, differentiated and confiden-

tial space," "Nelson House does not really solve the pro-

blem. We look at it as a temporary solution." She said

space in Goodell Library is another option the center is

considering for the future.

The center's antiviolence program will be split by the

move, with one counselor moving to Nelson House, and

another remaining in Wilder Hall.

The new house will eliminate overcrowdness and lack

of privacy but accessibility for persons with disabilities

is still a problem. "There is a work order for a ramp; at

this point we try to enlist Student Affairs to buck up with

the money," Ayana said.

Another problem the new location faces is that the Or-

chard Hill bus does not run all year around, according to

Ayana.
The programs will move next Tuesday.

Affirmative action posts filled
Student government office had been vacant for months

By CAROL
TANNENBAUM
Collegian Staff

After a months-long
vacancy, the affirmative

action office of the

Undergraduate Student

Senate has been filled.

Lisa Bernard and
Dunstan Brooks, both

juniors, were appointed to

head the office two weeks

ago.

Bernard said she and

Brooks have had a harder

job than past officers,

because "there has not

been a transition. The pro-

blem is there is no acting

officer."

Brooks said their job in-

cludes "strictly enforcing

"

student government and

UMass affirmative action

policies.

Both expressed a desire

to acquaint themselves

with the registered student

organizations and offices

which serve disadvantaged

groups and "find out what

they'd like to see from us,"

Bernard said.

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarals

Lisa Bernard, right, and Dunstan Brooks will

head the affirmative action office of the

Undergraduate Student Senate next semester.

"Any RSO that pays out

of, or gets funded from, the

Student Activity Trust

Fund has to tell the aflir

mative action office" when
it is hiring, she said. These

groups have to submit

reports about their search

committees and screening

processes.

The pair is planning on

giving presentations to the

first meeting of search

committees that are form-

ed. This would give them
an idea of affirmative ac-

tion and the benefit of it,

Brooks said.

Brooks, an Afro-

American studies major, is

a transfer student from

Cape Cod Community Col-

lege. He has worked for the

Student Center for Educa-

tional Reasearch and Ad-

vocacy for one year, and
has been a student senator

for three weeks.

Bernard also transferred

to UMass, from the

University of California at

Los Angeles. She majors in

zoology with a women's
studies minor. She has

been a commuter area
senator for one year.

"Lisa and I get along

well," Brooks said. "I see

myself as more of the

quiet, controlled [one], and
Lisa is more outgoing and
outspoken. It's a good
mix."

He said the job is

sometimes made difficult

by people who try to play

the two officers against

each other.

But Bernard said,

"We've gotten a lot of sup-

port from some people and
some people don't see it as
necessary."
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UN: War could cause mass famine
NAIROBI. Kenya (AP) An all-out

nuclear war would kill about four billion

people, four-fifths of the world's popula-

tion, primarily through starvation

brought about by radical changes in the

environment, a United Nations officials

predicted yesterday.

Sir Frederick Warner, citing a new UN
report gauging the effect of a total nuclear

war on food production, said, "One of the

alarming results of this report is that the

big powers can no longer say that nuclear

was is their concern alone, and that they

will fight it our if they want."

Sir Frederick, a chemical engineer by

training, chaired the panel which produc-

ed the 800-page report issued March 15.

He spoke at a news conference after brief

ing the UN Environment Program, bas-

ed in Nairobi, on the research. "People

think of the dreadful sights in Hiroshima

wh* th^' 'tiirp rmrlpar hnmhs

Hiroshima is not the pattern to think

about. It's the starvation of Ethiopia on

a massive scale," said Sir Frederick, a

76-year-old Briton.

The explosion of the entire nuclear

arsenal would release into the atmosphere

about 180,000 tons of black smoke that

would block the sun's rays and lower

temperatures on earth. Sir Frederick said.

The result would be cold summers, chang-

ed rainfall patterns and drought.

Gain for nuke-test victims
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WASHINGTON (AP)

The House voted

unanimously yesterday for

a bill that would allow in-

dividuals exposed to US
atomic weapons tests to sue

the US government for in-

juries from radiation

exposure.

The bill, which went to

the Senate on a voice vote,

would provide victims a

legal remedy that was lost

last year, when Congress

ended the right to sue con-

tractors who conducted the

tests.

The change was made on

request of the contractors,

sponsors said. Until then,

the government had assum-

ed financial responsibility

because it reimbursed con-

tractors for any judgments

against them.

Last year's legislation ef-

fectively left those exposed

to radiation from the tests

without a legal remedy. The

only avenue open was the

Federal Tort Claims Act,

which contained enough ex-

ceptions to effectively ab-

solve the government from

liability for the testing

program.

The new legislation would
make the United States the

sole defendamt in the atomic

radiation cases, while
limiting court defenses to

those that would have been

available to the contractors.

;

Soviet Union
was averted
MOSCOW (AP) - Soviet of-

ficials said yesterday that

the white-hot Chernobyl
reactor core nearly burned

into the ground last week,

but catastrophe was
averted, and radiation from

the stricken plant now has

nearly ceased.

The reactor is Seing seal-

ed in concrete to shut off"

radiation. Ivan
Yemelyanov, deputy direc-

tor of the oranization that

designed it. said the reactor

will remain encased for cen-

turies while the radioactive

says disaster

at Chernobyl
core decays.

The .scientist confirmed

reports that the
1,000-megawatt reactor had
no containment structure of

the type used in Western
countries to prevent radia-

tion leaks in case of an
accident.
So far, the Soviet Union

has reported at least six peo-

ple killed and about 200 in-

jured as a result of the ex-

plosion and fire April 26 in

the No. 4 reactor of the

Ukrainian nuclear power
plant 80 miles north of

Kiev.

AP photo

STILL BURMNG - A firefighter pours

water on a hot spot near Hampstead, N.C.,

yesterday, as a forest fire that has burned
75,000 acres near the North Carolina coast

continues to bum.

AP photo

CONSTANT ATTENTION - Singer Grace Jones made a popular appearance with

photographers yesterday in Cannes, France, where the 39th film festival is continuing until

next Monday.

College Grads InagBBD
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In Management
With Grossman's

If voii re gr.ukiatinR from (olle^o. and seeking an exciting

manaKcnu-nt c arccr, (,rossman s has a hlucprmt ff)r

sue ' CSS designed just for you. It's our ( ustomi/ed training

program and it s one of ttif best in ,\n\' business You'll

spend time in Operations. Merchandising, and Finance

to ex|)ose ycju to the many fac ets of our business Then
you Will begin building vour ( areer path

To fil into our plans, you need:

• Strong leadership skills

• (,()0(i analvtu a! af)ililies

• ( ollege degree
• High energy level

• Solid verbal/written c ommunic ation skills

Crossman's is the largest su|)|)ii(>r of lumber dnd building

materials in the Northeast with a tradition of (jualitv

almost a cenfurv' old Crossman s is headciuartered in

liraintree, MA, with a c ompuler operations i enter in

neighf)oring Randolf^ti and more than 1 '"lO stores located

m the Northeast And th.it means you II be building

your career with (^rossman's on a sohd foundation

For prompt consideration, please send your resume to

Oepl. CM, Grossman's, 200 Union St., Braintree,

MA 02184.

GROSSmRD'S

-K

Ordinary pizza places

cant measure up.
JL ou're in for a gourmet surprise when you taste Uno's

Deep Dish pizza. The rich, crisp crust is filled with

nearly twice as much of the finest, freshest vegetables,

meats, cheeses, and delicate spices.

But there's more. Try our wonderful soup, salads,

appetizers and sandwiches.

And you'll enjoy it all in our beautiful, award-winning

restaurants where you can sit back, enjoy the friendly

atmosphere, and see how it all stacks up.

Ordinary pizza places just aren't Uno's.

Call 543-6600.

Your take out order will be ready on time. ..guaranteed.

<* M SpringfielcJ Hours:

Boston Post Rd.. 0pp. !»]r<pT«iiL\[«»>i/^likx Mon.-Thurs. 1 1:30-12 AM
hastfield Mall. 543 6600

P
il Fri., Sat. 1 1:30 AM I AM

Sun. 12PM 12AM

2 RESTAURAIVT A BAR C

'Like it or not, this is a recording
By JEANETTE DeFORGE
Collegian Staff

Reporters make many phone calls during the course

of a day, and often encounter the dreaded answering
machine while seeking an interview on deadline.

Below is a sampling of the messages some campus
leaders record for callers, some of which almost make
one happy the owner is out.

Jim Neill, program director forWMUA radio, was
expectedly musical in his message: His machine begins

with a harmonica solo, then Neill singing to a blues tune,

"Well you called us up but we was not home, so we left

the machine here to answer the phone. Leave your

message at the sound of the tone and we'll call you up
when we 'find our way home."

Undergraduate student senator M. Lynne Mur-
phy's recording was less creative but instructional:

"Hello, this is Lynne Murphy, please do not hang up.

You've reached my answering machine. All calls to this

number are fielded through the answering machine. If

I'm in, I will answer the machine during your message

and our conversation will be recorded ..."

Southwest Area Government president Bill Col-

lins' machine plays the theme from Felix the Cat:

"Whenever he gets in a fix, he reaches into his bag of

tricks."

Some owners, like residential assistant Jeffery Katz,

even apologize for their machines: "Hi this is Jeff, sorry

about this machine but my secretary quit because of lack

of calls ..."

There are a number of answering machines on the

market, according to George Herrick of Radio Shack.

"The most basic costs $59.95, is a single cassette, the

outgoing message is a voice-synthesised program," he

said.

The most expensive unit costs $300 and allows the

owner to receive messages from a remote location and

change the recorded message. Herrick said.

When calling Dode B. Levenson, editor in chief of the

Collegian, reporters, administrators or folks with com-

plaints were recently greeted with, "Hello. Dode, Peter,

Gregory and Daniel cannot come to the phone right now;

they are sampling sushi. Sushi, as you know, is raw fish

wrapped in seaweed and served on a bed of rice. So they

won't be back for a while ..."

I ollPfnan photo hy Haul IVHiDaraia

DOCUMENTED LIVE3 - An ABC-TV crew films a segment of a three-part series on the family of

Scott and Diana Blazis, right, on campus yesterday. The couple are the youngest of three generations

being filmed for a documentary.

Graduate Senate wraps up elections
BY SEAN CASEY
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Senate last night

elected a new vice president and voted

down a motion to void last week's election

results because of a voter eligibility

controversy.

Jonathan Frank, a history student,

defeated Ralph Sbragia for the senate vice

presidency in a runoff held to break a tie

vote in the regular senate elections.

Frank said that next semester he will en-

courage more input into the senate by

students and departmental groups.

Antony Zografos, a mechanical engineer-

ing student who lost his bid for executive

officer to Nancy MuUer Milligan last week,

sent a petition signed by himself and nine

other graduate students which asked that

the election be voided, that Program Fee

students be allowed to vote in future elec-

tions and that elections committee chair-

man Dave Gobran be impeached.

Program Fee students pay a nominal fee

to remain connected with the University

but do not pay the Graduate Senate tax or

such fees as MassPIRG, which was the

center of a referendum question on last

week's ballot.

The senate voted not to void the elections,

not to impeach Gobran and to entertain

any possible constitutional amendments
about voter eligibility next semester.

Zografos did not attend the meeting.

The senate also voted last night to deny

revenue sharing funds to the School of

Education's graduate student assembly

because they did not fulfill requirements

and turned in illegally composed paper-

work by combining various parts of other

forms.

The department would have received

$200 with which they could have bought,

among other things, paste and scissors.

^Hands' vs.

hunger
in Mass.
By MARGO MULRENIN
Collegian Correspondent

Thousands of New Englanders are ex-

pected to join hands in Boston and Cam-

bridge May 25 in an effort to fight hunger

and homelessness.

The event, Hands Across Massachusetts,

is the state offshoot of Hands Across

America, a 4,100 mile chain planned for

the same day. Hands Across America hopes

to attract five million volunteers to link

New York City and Los Angeles and raise

money for the nation's homeless and

hungry.

"Financing and staffing reasons exclud-

ed New England in the national effort,"

said Miriam Zoll, a 1984 University of

Massachusetts graduate who is Hands
Across Massachusetts' media coordinator.

She said support from Coca Cola Bottlers

of New England made the Boston event

possible.

"We expect to have between 10,000 and

20,000 people actually holding hands and

to raise about $200.000. ' said Zoll. who
served as Collegian women's issues editor

in spring 1984.

Each participant will contribute $10 for

a place in the line, or $25 for a place and
a "Hands" T-shirt, she said. Proceeds will

be contributed to the national effort, which

in turn will be administered by USA for

Africa.

Entry blanks are available in Amherst

at Food for Thought books, the Time Out

bar, and in Hadley at Super Stop i Shop.

The "Hands Hotline" is (617) 4824464.

Skateboard theft probed;
use of false ID reported
Amherst police are investigating the

alleged theft of a skateboard, valued at

$150, by a 15-year-old Amherst Regional

High School student.

Police responded to a call at 10:49 a.m.

Monday from the school principal who had
been approached by a person claiming to

be the skateboard's owner. The person

reported he saw the boy with the

skateboard, which was reported stolen two

weeks ago from the man's apartment in

Puffton Village.

The boy told police he bought the

skateboard from another student, police

said.

Amherst police said they are holding the

skateboard as evidence.

In other reports:

•Police responded to a call at 5:25 Monday

evening at the C & C Package Store on

Main Street, after an employee confiscated

an altered Connecticut driver's license,

police said.

Police issued a summons for the arrest

of a 20-year-old male Amherst College stu-

dent, who left the store before police arriv-

ed. A complaint was filed in Hampshire
District Court against the man for the use
of false identification with the intent to pro-

curing alcohol.

•Chicopee police apprehended a 26-year-old

Sunderland man at 7:47 p.m. Monday in

Chicopee on a year-old warrant for alleged-

ly stealing radiators from Amherst Auto
Parts. The man was also charged with

speeding, police said.

- ANNE TAUGER

Radio 'for, about' women
By SUE MILLER
Collegian Correspondent

A program broadcast weekly from the

University of Massachusetts radio station

aims to raise campus awareness of

women's issues.

"We are a group on campus aiming to

keep women informed on issues concerning

music, art, rallies, workshops, current

events, and women's issues. We also per-

form interviews and converse with other

colleges on women's issues," said Maureen

McCarthy, the women's affairs director of

the Women's Media Project.

McCarthy said she and co-workers

Claudia Traub and Janet Moskowity strive

for a show that is "not just for women; we
are about women." This entails addressing

not just women's issues, but how these

issues affect men.

For example, the project recently aired

"Fakes, Frauds and Imposters," concern-

ing women's insecurity in the workplace.

McCarthy said such programs prepare

women for the outside world.

The media project is broadcast from 6 to

7 p.m. each Tuesday on WMUA radio.

I IlftlVM»Kt - • **

CollrKian photo by Brian Uuamotta

BLURRY SILHOUETTES - This hand-held time exposure distorts

the image of students hustling through the Campus Center yester-

day afternoon, as the semester comes to a close.

r
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Downtown sidewalk sale planned
By KATHLEEN MOYNIHAN
Collegian Correspondent

The annual Amherst Center sidewalk sale along Main
and North Pleasant streets, will begin tomorrow and con-

tinue through Sunday, featuring sale items from most

retail stores.

When asked whether they wanted to participate, some

merchants and employees shook their heads. Organizers,

however, said most are looking forward to the event, called

"the biggest of the year" by Michael Sever, manager of

BoUes Shoes.

Nina Lussier, manager of the Shoe Bin, said that this

is the "optimum time" for a sidewalk sale. "The at-

mosphere is always fun — this is a good time of year

because of the change in season. The air of the whole thing

is 'festival.' It's the same time as the community fair [on

Amherst Common]. The sale comes right before finals or

after classes and a lot of the students come down," she

said.

One can find excellent bargains at the sale, especially

this time of year, Lussier said. "There might be a one-of-

continued on page 22

WHIRLING DERVISH - Edward Porras, a

first-year exercise science student, rehearses

for "Where Sheep May Safely Graze," a show
conceptualized and produced by a UMass art

class called Kinetic Environments, to be per-

formed in September.

Special Student /Youth Fares to

SCANDINAVIA
On Scheduled Airlines!

The inexpensive way to get to Scandinavia

and other destinations in Europe, Asia,

Africa and the Middle East.

Spring/Summer Rates to Scandinavia
New York to Copenhagen, Oslo, Stockholm

from $305 one way, $530 roundtrip

New York to Helsinki

from $335 one way, $600 roundtrip

Chicago to Copenhagen
from $305 one way, $530 roundtrip

Chicago to Oslo, Stockholm, Helsinki

from $345 one way, $610 roundtrip

And Tours Designed For Students To The
SOVIET UNION
For Information Call:

WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
17 E. 45th St., New York, NY 10017

(212) 986-9470

BRING
YOUR
MANY

TALENTS
TO US
THIS

SUMMER

WE HAVE TEMPORARY POSITIONS

IN BOSTON, CAMBRIDGE, & NORTH
1 28 (from Danvers to Waltham) THAT

WILL EARN YOU TOP PAY AND ALL THE FLEXIBILITY YOU WANT TO

FILL YOUR SUMMER DAYS. WE HAVE THE NEED FOR:

* Word Processors
* Typists
* Receptionist
* CRT - DE

* Light Industrial

* Production
* Clerks
* Warehouse

FILM
DEVELOPING

IforI

\^QLT TEMPORARY SERVICES

2nd set of ^''^^'^

color prints \^-^ \m
Bring In your 110, 126, 135 or disc color print film for processing

and get a second set of prints FREE.
We

^ Camera Shop Quality

Film Developing

• Remember ... 2 tor i

Film Developing Special only at

DEALER IMPRINT

BOSTON
73Tremont
Suite 1116
720-3995

CAMBRIDGE
1 280 Mass Ave

2nd Floor

354-6555

WOBURN
800 W. Cummings Park

Suite 1 050
938-6969

COLLEG
D=)UC
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Thank You Southwest

For Your Support

In Our Most Successful

Year Ever
* Successful Activities

*

The Southwest Concert with John Cafferty and the Beaver

Brown Band, Southwest Week '86, the Friday Night Movie

Series, and evening with Emo Philips, TheSouthwest Battle of

the Bands, The Ramones Concert

* Successful Advocacy *

The anticipated change in Residential Areas Alcohol policy, a

consistent Halloween and Concert Residence Hall Security

policy, and increase in funding for all Spring Concerts, signifi-

cant student input into the Housing Contract, support for ef-

forts to retain student control of Student Activities money,

renovations to Hampden Student Center, exposing Russ Keck

and Vicki Lindsey in their ill-advised attempt to cancel

Southwest Week,

The Southwest Area Government

Bill Collins, President

Rochelle Raposa, Co-Vice President; Eric Ericson, Co-Vice

President; Stacey Weber, Treasurer; Scott Protentis, Project

Coordinator; Lance Crowley, House Council Relations Coor-

dinator; Shari Silkoff, Publicity Coordinator; Denise Forbes,

Office Manager; Josslyn Quill, Secretary; Joe Demeo, Issues

Committee Chair; Joel Rabinowitz, the Chosen; Sherry

Willoughby, Social and Cultural Committee Chair; Jonathan

Grant, Finance Committee Co-Chair; Erin Mahoney, Finance

Committee Co-Chair; Eric Paulsen, Treasurer-Elect.

t
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Aikido instructor teaches to 'protect, not destroy'
By ADAM LAVINE
Collegian Staff

Monday morning, Boyden Gym. Paul Sylvain, fourth-

degree black belt in aikido, a Chinese martial art, stands

on the exercise mat facing one of his students. They bow,

assume a defensive posture, then the student reaches over

and grabs one of Sylvain's wrists. In one smooth move-

ment, Sylvain steps behind his student, bending the stu-

dent's wrist behind his head. Without hesitation, Sylvain

twists his body away from the student, tossing him on his

back. The student rolls over and flips himself into an

upright position.

"Hai!" says Sylvain. The rest of the class, kneeling

silently in two rows, bow in unison, then pair off to prac-

tice the new technique.

Aikido is a relatively new martial art which, according

to Sylvain, is designed to "protect rather than destroy."

It is based on a older art, Hokkaido, which in turn is rooted

in ancient martial arts.

"Most martial arts such as karate center around kill-

ing and maiming," Sylvain said. "Aikido concentrates on

capturing without maiming or killing."

He explained that aikido does not block or stop strikes

but allows the moves to complete themselves, then uses

the momentum of the blows to subdue the opponent.

Sylvain, 35, said he was always athletically inclined,

hut droDoed athletics and practiced zen meditation for two

years before he began to search for a martial art.

He said he found tai chi, exercises of balance and

posture, mentally inspiring but slow and a poor substitute

for exercise, and karate he described as "bloodthirsty."

Aikido, however, has "flowing, circular movement with

aesthetic appeal," he said.

In 1976, Sylvain went to Japan to "find the source" of

his art. There he practiced aikido four hours a day. "In

Japan the attitude toward martial arts is much more in-

tegrated into daily life," he said. "It's total commitment

and very hard work."

In 1980, Sylvain returned to Amherst, where he im-

mediately began teaching. His class will be offered again

next semester.
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Job hunt in

NewYork without
spending your

first year's salary.

Clean, comfortable rooms at the

Times Square Hotel start at just

$50. We II even throw m free

breakfast. For reservations call

1-800-242-4343 And ask about
our low group rates

255 West 43rd Street, New York

N.Y 10036 • 212-354-7900

Show fh/s

ad when you
register ond
get a
tree CiUI
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DEMONSTRATION
and
SALE

May 12 through 14
Display located In Campus Center Concourse

Certified check or money order required

at time of order
This special offer available to UMASS

students, staff, and faculty.

I
Cer

I Der

Certified Check. Official Bank Check or Money Order Required At Time ol Order Limit one PC Purchase
per customer.

LIST STORE COUPON FINAL PRICE
PRICE PRICE VALUE (plus tax)

ase I

P C Model 1 76 256K, 2 Diskettes

P C Model 1 76 256K, 2 Diskettes

Mono Display, Type 5151

Mono/Print Adapter

P C XT Model 089 512K 1 Diskette

Serial Adapter

20 MB Hard Disk

P C AT Model 099 512K, 1 2 M Diskette

Ser/Parallel Adapter

20 MB Hard Disk

PC AT Model 239 512K 1 Diskette

Ser/Parallel Adapter

30 MB Hard Disk

L

$1995 00

$2520 00

$2895 00

$4895 00

$5295 00

$1396 50

$1764 00

$2026 50

$3426 50

$3706 50

$200 00 $1196 50

$400 $1364 00

$150 00 $1876 50

$250 00 $3176 50

$250 00 $3456 50

This Coupon Valid May 12.13 14 1986 Only to Univ of Mass Students. Faculty and Staff J

256K
2 720K 3.5" Disks

Mini Applications

IBM
PC CONVERTIBLE
$ 1 ySSGaSO PLUS TAX

LIST PRICE $1,995.00
* Certain restriction apply - see store for details

Sale Hours 10-4

Located in the

Campus Center

545-2619

.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

FANTASTIC
SPRING CLEARANCE

SALE
at

starts Wed. May 7

N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
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AMHERST COPY CORNER

MAMSCHIPT TKfSIS
OVERSIZE ORIGINAL S
BLit'RINTS ft|NDI*»CS

549-2854

CONVENIENT PAPniN<,

you ASKED FOR IT

..you VB GOT IT !

COLOR COPIES
IN 6 MINUTES!

Copy from photos ( b w too)^

magazines . books, or objects

to 3 deptt).

Hang gliding enthusiasts

stress their sport is safe
By PATRICIA FAMIEAU
Collegian Correspondent

Some students on campus are dedicated

to dispelling images of ill-fated flights and

broken bones of their sport: the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts hang gliding club.

"I find it important to let the public know
hang gliding is a safe sport, " said club

president Andy Oxman. "I still have

employers ask me if I'm going to be around

the following weekend."
Longtime club member Peter Stark said

he agreed with Oxman's goal to convince

skeptics. "The old days of unregulated

home-made gliders are over. Failure is a

thing of the past," he said.

Ratings from the United States Hang
Gliding Association serve as qualifications

for pilots to fly at various sites, with ratings

from "hang one" to "hang four."

"A University student is at a big advan-

tage over outsiders," said Blake, whose

rating is hang three. "I achieved my status

while still in college and without ever per-

sonally owning any hang gliding equip-

ment."
A glider costs about $2,500 plus other

equipment and a club member's first and

only charged lesson costs about $75, he

said.
continued on next page

OLD FRIEND. ...NEW FRIEND

THOR|N5

Thorens

TD-316
turntable

with Ortofon OM-10 cartridge and

improved suspension

Five year

warranty
SALE PRICE$275

Sony CDP-520ESII
brand-new fourth generation compact
disc player

Three year

warranty.

SALE PRICE$498

90-92 King St. iRteSI, Northampton •Mon- Sat 10-5:30, Thu 'til 9
VISA, MasterCard, American Express • Financing Available* 584-9547

I

I COLLEGE DSUG
4 Main Street, Amherst 253-2523 Mon-Fri 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 9-3

Sidewalk Special
All sales prices for Sidewalk Sale only

All sales final.

I

I

I

Dr. Schoirs Sandals

Keri Lotion

$9.95

$1.99

Lip Stick 95*

Nail Polish 95'

3M Door Mats $3.00

Dr. Schools Foot Vibrator $5.

Halloween Makeup anyone?
50' - $2.00

1

Eye Shadow 95'

Zorries 99' i

Colgate Toothbrushes 39'
|

Colgate Pump Toothpaste 99'
j

Men & Women Fragrances

50' and up
Colgate Shaving Cream 99' I

I

I

i

TIM EX WATCH j

$2.00 OFF I

any In stock with ad expires S/17 j

I

I

SUNGLASSES
j

I
$2.00 OFF i

I
any in stock with ad expires 5/17 jL.. 1

t

I

I

J

I

THE SPOKE
A Drinkery to Meet, Relax and Enjoy

Photo court*»> club

Beer of the Month
BECKS $1.25

Proper I.D. Required

Good Luck on Finals

Con^atulations
Graduating Seniors

The UMass hang gliding club gets people off the ground.

continued from preceeding page

"Hey, if I can do it anybody can," said Sherry B.

Konowitz, the five-foot-tall vice president of the club.

"Hang gliding builds your self-confidence and gives you

a freedom you couldn't find anywhere else."

Brent Blake a former club president who now serves as

adviser, added, "Pilots are a unique lot of jseople. You can

feel a type of bond between you and the others. The sport

would lose out if it wasn't for the group.

"Flying is the ultimate experience," he said. "On oc-

caisons I've soared heights of 12 miles and seen birds circl-

ing below me.

It's an incredible exp>erience."

CHINESE JUNK-with sails and
small motor. Sleeps 4. Cheap.
CaU YO 3-8047

APT WITH VIEW-overlooks Mo^
cow Square. 3 rooms. 48 n
mo. &7 Lenin Bhrd.

FOLDING TENT
Waterproof

BURRO -

dream
t Alp 35-

[ERPA GUIDE - aU
Tt Mt. climbing. Call CUff

854^)028

FREE FREE SPECIAL FREE FREE

$20.00 for the First Summer Session

Get the Second Session Free

at

THE BODY SHOP
Fitness Center

Sign up for the First Summer Session

now and get July 21 - August 22 FREE

Here's what you get'

• 16 Hydra Fitness machines

to work every muscle
• 8 Stationary Bicycles

• 2 Rowing Machines
• Nordic Trac Ski Training Machine
• Mir ors

• Stereo

ALL FOR A LOW SPECIAL FEE

of $20.00 {Regular 6 week
summer session is $20.00)

Sign up before May 16 at convenient

on campus locations

THE BODY SHOP
FITNESS CENTER

Totman Gymnasium (basement)

Summer Hours M-F 11:30-1:00

OPEN TO ALL UMASS
UNDERGRADUATES,

GRADUATES, FACULTY,
AND STAFF

I

I

^i*211 1̂1Jl!'JLl^iill!L!tlll^JLl!L

35 EAST PLEASANT, AMHERST, MA 01002

All Double

Features

$3.00

(super deal, eh?)

Wed 14th - Sat 17th

Coca Cola Kid 7:30

Better Off Dead 9:10

Sun 18th - Tues 20th

Terms of Endearment 7:00

Twice in a Lifetime 9:15

Wed 21st - Sat 24th

To Live 8r Die In L.A. 7:00

French Conection 9:00

Sun 25th - Tues 27th

White Nights 7:00

Turning Point 9:20

30 AMITY ST. AMHERST 253-5426
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The bargains are

INCREDIBLE
AMHERST'S BASEMENT STORE

48 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-7155
(Lower Level - Next to the Fire Station)

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6 Thurs. & FrI. Eves, 'til 8 Sun. 12-5
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It's been crazy and ULiarostl—no regrets
It was the sickest thing I've ever done,

the most taxing on my physical and
academic condition — not to mention on my
social life and overall sanity.

My life was this: spending up to eight

hours a day in a stuffy basement, thrashing

through stacks of ancient papers, cigarette

debris and other squalor in search of a com-

puter screen to stare at for the rest of the

evening; crawling home at 11 p.m., not

having eaten since morning, only to be forc-

ed out of a near-coma moments later by a

crisis back at work; attending board
meetings that degenerated into boozy

shouting matches.

But it ranks among the best things I've

ever done, right up with leaving the staid

University of Chicago to come to UMass.
As managing editor of the Collegian, I ex-

isted almost exclusively in Campus Center

113. If I was home, chances are I was wolf-

ing food at an alarming speed, preparing

to go to the dungeon.

If I was outside, I was probably rushing

late to class, or marveling at sunshine I

would miss as I headed for the dungeon.

If I was in class (and I did attend most,

except yoga, for which I fear a one-credit

D), I was probably doing wax-pencil

markups of each issue, fuming under my
breath at mistakes, making mental notes

of what I would do when I got back to the

dungeon.

If I was partying, it was with other

diehard dungeonites: Some of us lamented

spending 25 hours a day together, but we
were too wrapped up in the Collegian to

have any normal friends.

Usually, fondness for my fellow pseudo-

students carried me through the most har-

ried times. When newsroom rapport broke

down due to everyone's lack of food and

sleep, my love of the English language kept

me from taking hostages: In few places am
I more at ease than before this infernal

V^DT with a cursor at my disposal.

ARDEN
A MANDARm « SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Open 7 Days for Lunch & Dinner Hours. Sun Thurs 11 10 Fri & Sat 112

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET Mon Thurs $6.95, 5-8:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3
Full Liquor License

The
Distinguished Visitors Program

OUTSIDE PROPOSAL MEETING

will be held

TONITE Wed., May 14, 1986

at 7:00 PM in CO 811 - 15.

All proposals must be accompanied

by an oral presentation

cJistinoubhecJ

Vbitors proofcjm

I
Studying for Finals?

1
Come to the D.C/

\ Worcester (Northeast)
1 . and
I

Berkshire (Southwest)

May 15th through May 21st

Open 7:30 - 11:00 pm

Coffee & Snacks FREE

Bring your UMass I.D.

: "Made'possible by the SGA President's Office

[
J.iLdJ^.odSjryices

Ian Polumbaum

In Januar>', I was thrust into more

'•esponsibility yet more freedom than I

could have imagined. Any ego trip

garnered from manipulating what
thousands read was tempered by utter

disbelief that we managed to produce a

NEWSPAPER EVERY FREAKLNG DAY!
Thanks to everyone I worked with for

putting up with me. We knew each other

at our best and worst. Thanks also to Geri

from Noo Joizey, who despite my marriage

to the Collegian drove four hours each way
to cope with me on weekends.

I will long remember the highs of

finishing a good-looking, news-laden issue,

of churning out a scathing policy editorial,

of reaching the end of a roller-coaster week;

and the lows of a day without "hard" news
stories or an editorial on which five editors

disagreed. But most embedded in my brain

are memories of total VDT breakdowns,
typesetter disasters or interminable layout

meetings during which we looked at each
other and burst into uncontrollable
laughter at the absurdity of it all.

It's been real.

Ian Polumbaum has been a Collegian

staff member.

A^ t%^ f^V^ would like to X^ ^'^ ^

congratulate the 1986
n^yr college graduates with x^>^

o5^90% FINANCING ^/
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of current of ^^^"""^^ future ennployment)

OVER 80 NEW
SUBARUS
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fNOT BE X

INDER-
SOL

E
PRICE)

CARS
TO SELL

HnDLtyjyBnnu
Off €xjt 19 opposite the Hodley Villoqe Born

586-6054
"UJe're People UJoith Knouilnq"

Graduation

(Banjul
O/lJjjetime...

When vou choose a card

or gift from our

heautiful selection from

American Greetings.

Located in the Campus Center

i^nmVERSlTY
MSTORE^

Open M-F 9-5

Sat 10-3

^
AMERICAN GREETINGS

•: MCIMI X\\\I AmrrK an (Jrtitiniis I'orp

/iKK> "
'' Mt-MI.XXXVI I l>lvlr^al I'rt-ss Syndicate
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Just a few comments Ridiculous reactionism
Well, boys and girls, another spring of the

ZooMass experience bites the dust. All the

Christa McAuliffe jokes, aborted romances,

attacks on terrorism and (most of all) the

leering are fast fading from my mind as the

summer closes in. Before they are com-

pletely gone, there are a few comments I

would like to make.

•Space shuttle humor is part of our

delightfully sick world. We make fun of

what we fear as a way of coping with it.

Helen Keller, lepers, dead babies, etc. are

all part of this. Even nervous laughter is

better than none at all.

•Getting close to someone is about the on-

ly real relief from life's more depressing

moments that our sad species can avail

itself of. Initial intimacy should never be

regretted, no matter how things end up. It

would, however, be nice if one's confidence

and peace ofmind could come out unscath-

ed as soon as a break is made.

William Spain

•When my man Ronnie did his Sylvester

Stallone act on the North African nutcase

and his wretched subjects, I went out on a

limb and praised it on these very pages. I

took a lot of crap from my fellow liberals

for it, but my sentiments remain the same.

Terrorists are international criminals and
murderers who deserve no right of sanc-

tuary — in any place or at any time. We
have huddled behind walls for too long.

•Several weeks ago, I wrote about

something that is on the mind of every red-

blooded young man and woman. It pleases

me to note here that the response from both

genders was overwhelmingly positive (or at

least tolerant). Thank you for the open
minds. Hold on to them, folks. I will be back

next year.

William Spain is a Collegian columnist.

Well, it's that time again, to take final

pokes and make some last-minute jokes

before summer comes and ruins

everything.

Seriously, I've got to drag out the recent

breach of freedom from interference that

WMUA suffered from - of all people — the

right-wing reactionary Jonathan

Kaufman.
Kaufman, in an act of blind patriotism

of the extreme the Shiites employ, insisted

that an American flag which he considered

defaced be removed from the staging of a

Blue Wall WMUA showcase, or that the

show be stopped.

As a performer myself, I am especially

concerned that one indignant self-

appointed watchdog, a minority whacko,

could disrupt an artistic presentation with

foul calls from a freaked-out political

mindset.

I am not GOP-bashing. Even his com-

rades in the movement recognize him as a

liabilitv: in hie Monday attempt to gain the

Rob Skelton

Republican club presidency, he was sound-

ly defeated by a colleague whose pragmatic

policies will attract, rather than alienate,

future members.
Don't misunderstand me. I love this coun-

try; I wouldn't live anywhere else. I unders-

tand there are laws governing use and
misuse of a national symbol, but when it

comes to direct interference in an artistic

production, the champions of non-

interference ought to stay the hell out.

That means you, righteous protectors of

the public morale. I am very conservative

in that I don't tolerate folks messing in my
affairs; a lot of people are this way. When
the art world is infringed upon, watch out.

Those freaks will do anything to make
their point.

Jonathan Kaufman, I rest my case.

Rob Skelton is a Collegian columnist
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rs WORKSTLJDY POSITIONS
a\'ail.abl.e: for summer
WORK WILL. INCLUDE SEVERAL

ASPECTS OF ORCHARD
MANAGEMENT

AG HOURS PER WEEK
Sf5 TO S6 PER HOUR

CALL D. GREENE OR W
AT 545-2244

AUTIO

STAPIUM LIQUORS
Shortest Distance between

2 points is

a straight line and 1 stop light

save time and money

Kegs- Beer - Wine Liquors - Soda -Ice

Congratulations

To all UMass Sport Teams -

great job well done!

To ail UMass students good luck on finals

Have a safe and happy summer
From the Staff and Management of

Stadium Liquors

Just Past U.Mass Stadium - 253-5595
J?
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Columnist sampling (L-R, leaning) Mark Caldeira, William Spain, Larry
Bouchie, Rob Skelton, Stuart Gottlieb. Seated - Herb Ramy.

September, seventy-seven.

Port Elizabeth weather fine.

It was business as usual.

Oh. Biko, Biko,

because Biko

in police room six-one-nine.

When I try and sleep at night,

I can only drecun in red.

The outside world is black and white,

with only one color dead.
,

The man is dead,

the man is dead.

-Peter Gabriel

You can blow out a candle,

but you can 't blow out a fire.

Once the flames begin to catch,

the winds will blow it higher.

The idea ofone-man, one-vote in South

Africa is not tolerable for it would in-

evitably lead to domination ofarte race over

the other.

-Pieter Botha
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Letters-

Truth comes out at last

At last the truth is revealed. Administrators on this

campus are not here to serve students. Who then do they

serve? Trey Williams would have us believe he serves

the Commonwealth (of which I am a voting member) and

not the 26,000 students of this University directly. Well,

Mr. Williams, I sent a copy of your letter to the Gover-

nor who, I'm sure, will be overwhelmed by your loyalty

to this state.

In addition to your shocking announcement, I also sent

him a request for the return of all tuition, room and
board, and fee money which I have thus far paid the

University for my education. I see no problem with this

request since it appears the Commonwealth bankrolls

the salaries of all administrators and faculty on this cam-

pus. The amount of time this will save me on financial

aid applications is enormous.

It appears I was wrong about contributing to your

salary- so I take back all the bad things I was thinking

about all the loyal state employees I thought were tak

ing advantage of the people this institution exists for.

I am sure. Mr. Williams, that you will pleased to know-

that part of my refund is going towards the purchase of

a gift for you. It is a pair of blinders so you never have

to view students or the truth again.

Scott P. Protentis
Southwest

Larry Bouchie, Rob Skelton, and William Spain would

like to thank all ofour contributors this year. Even ifyou

did not get published, we appreciate the time and effort

you put into writing the letters and columns we received.

For non-graduating folk, we urge you to continue sending

us your work. For the rest, best a' luck outside.

More than one face
I, too, am 'hurt, confused, frustrated and angry.' Trey

Williams is not a faceless administrator. As one who has

worked with;against him, I think he is a two-faced

administrator.
Denise Forbes

Southwest Area Government.

Thanks
Soon, a few thousand

more UMass students will

be thrust into the world. For

communication majors,

there is a person who must
be thanked. April Tidlund,

in the eyes of many of us, is

the backbone of our depart-

ment. Constantly there for

us. her help and guidance

have been invaluable. With

a quick wit and sarcastic

smile she has solved our

problems, answered our

questions, and calmed our

paranoia.

Thanks. April. Maybe we
could have made it without

you. but you sure made
things a lot more fun and a

heck of a lot easier.

Russ Whinnem and
a cast of thousands

BUOWCI$EM*«KtNG Of KEKS**ANHEUSEn BUSCH INC 'ST LOUIS

Write 'em

a letter

This summer when you

are lying on the beach,

take a minute to stop and

think about how you're go-

ing to pay for school this

fall. With the present

reductions in financial aid

brought on by the Gramm-
Rudman bill, students are

finding it increasingly

more difficult to obtain

financial aid.

Students Advocating
Financial Aid is urging

students to write their con-

gressman about the

necessity of keeping finan-

cial aid programs as they

stand. A sentiment ex-

pressed by members of

Congress is that they do

not hear from students and

do not realize the impact

they have on them.

As of March 1, 1986,

financial aid took a 4^

across the board cut. The
future for financial aid

looks even more dismal

with cuts for 1987 being as

much as 25^of the existing

programs. The Gramm-
Rudman bill seeks to cure

the deficit by hacking
away at vital programs,

such as financial aid.

The lobbying group
SAFA got to express stu-

dent concern first hand by

going to Washington D.C.

and meeting with Senators

and Representatives.

Though we feel we had a

positive impact while lob-

bying the Capitol, it is not

enough. By writing your

Congressman, you can e:.-

press your displeasure at

the thought ofyou or some
of your peers not being

able to return to school

because they lack the

funding.

If this country wants to

invest in the future, we
must start by investing in

the minds of our people.

Ted Flood
Vice President, SAFA

Thoughts

It is not the place I am
going to miss, its's the peo-

ple. I can always come
back to this place.

C Ron Allen
BA editor

Four years at the
Collegian.

Love, Hate. Fatigue,
Friends. Folly, Back Room.

I've seen all I want to

see, I've done most of what
I wanted to do.

I'll miss this place . . .no

I won't . . . yes I will.

Thanks for putting up
with me Sandy.

Peter Soderberg
113 Campus Center

College daze
Reflecting back on the fours years I've spent at UMass,

it amazes me to think how most of us walked in freshman
year totally naive to walk out of here with a much more
mature outlook on life. We have all experienced college

life at its best.

Sherry Sharfman

It all began our first year when the big thing to do was
to head down to Southwest Pyramids and catch the ac-

tion. Dorm life was a huge adjustment for most of us.

Where else do you share a 2x4 room with someone and

a bathroom with 30 others? Sophomore year brought a

little more studying and a little more confidence as we
walked the campus paths. As junior year approached we
had to relieve ourselves from blasting stereos and non-

existent quietness to achieve the much needed proper

study environment. Off-campus living was calling.

Remember cramming for those tough exams and get-

ting all nerved up? I recall one instance when, on a rainy

Wednesday evening, I began to proceed down North Plea-

sant Street for a midterm exam.
Everything was under control until my 1973 Dodge decid-

ed it did not like the weather and just quit on me. I tried

to remain calm as the cars behind began to honk and the

time approached the 7:00 p.m. exam starting hour. I en-

visioned failing the course. However, I survived this

episode and all the other badly timed events that threaten-

ed my academic career.

Now, as senior year closes, we have attempted to find

ourselves a good job or the admittance to grad school that

we came to college for in the first place. We do not know
what the future holds in store for us but I am sure we can

all say that UMass has been a positive experience, for the

most part. It has developed our minds ,md broadened our

views. We may be leaving here for now but our college

daze will be m our hearts forever.

Sherry Sharfman is a Collegian staff member and one

of our top capitalists.

Is it Coffiditis?
I've never been on this page before — 10 lines to sum

up this experience — I walk to the bottom of the Cam-
pus Center, work all day into late evening, listen to calls

(most concerned), read green letters, listen, be

heard...and get something done, which is a good end pro-

duct. It's not done because we just enjoy working, it's

done because some of us have to do it. There's a group

of people down in room 113 who find themselves in this

position. It's the only job they can do, and they happen

to do it well.

Joel P. Coffidis has seen his name spelled more DIF-

FERENT ways than Elizabeth Taylor has had husbands.
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Under fire, still
The revised Code of Student Conduct, which has just been

returned to the University counsel in Boston after extensive

revision here in Amherst, is a necessary but disturbing

document.
The original code, drafted in 1967, was crying out for changes

to fit our growing University. However, what the campus does

not need is a policy which includes ways to infringe upon

students' constitutional rights.

The draft awaiting approval from the counsel and ultimate-

ly the Board of Trustees does just that.

It seems the Yvette Henry fiasco that rocked the campus two

years ago and attracted national attention is being used as

a tool by the administration to chip away at those rights.

The updated document has been changed to spell out the

rights of students who charge someone under the code and

those who are accused of violating University regulations. It

also substitutes rules pertaining to mass disturbances with

strict regulations that, according to administrators, ensure that

the University can "efficiently respond to the willful and con-

tinuous disruption of the business of the campus by students

engaging in protest activities."

Although the intent of the new code may not be to put clamps

on a vocal and active campus, the revisions threaten to stifle

legitimate grass-roots actions by students.

Worse yet are efforts by the administration to put what it

calls "interim restrictions," before a formal hearing, on in-

dividuals it deems dangerous to the community or accuses of

a violation. Henry, a resident assistant accused of arson, was

suspended and fired from her campus job immediately after

she was arrested. Charges against her were later dropped.

Associate Dean of Students Robert Brooks dismissed the

episode and her subsequent lawsuits against the University,

which were settled three months ago, as "ancient history."

One administrator tried to justify the restrictions by using

the scenario of a person accused of running around with a

machine gun as a rationale for barring him from campus before

he is found guilty. This is hardly an everyday occurrence here

— and such a suspect would probably be locked up by police

anyway.
Also, as usual, this important piece of policy will be decided

on while students are out of town on summer break. Unfor-

tunately, we have grown accustomed to these behind-our-backs

tactics. After all, we must remember that some in Whitmore

believe they only "work for the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts," "do not work for students" and are not "here

to 'serve' anybody," according to a recent letter published on

this page.

What bureaucrats and top officials — Chancellor Joseph D.

Duffey, Vice Chancellor Dennis L. Madson, Dean William F.

Field and others — must remember when they are drafting

disciplinary rules for a diverse community such as UMass is

that the best policy is a tempered one.

Key parts of the revised code are in no way tempered; they

are reactionary. The Board of Trustees should not accept what

is now an anti-rights document.

Good shows, but . . .

It is always sad to watch reforms of the past 20 years fall

by the wayside. Often, the little things which are rarely miss-

ed mark the greatest change.

Here at the University of Massachusetts there has been an

unwritten rule in past years that spring concerts should in-

clude a Third World act and a women's act. This year neither

the residential area concerts nor the Union Program Council

pond show included the latter. ,, „ >, ,

In past years Bonnie Raitt, Patti Smith, Melba Moore and

Nona Hendryx have performed. In 1985-86, UPC did not

manage to bring a major female star to campus all year.

UPC deserves the benefit of the doubt; we hope this was just

an oversight which will not be repeated in the future.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian Board of Editors.
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Thanks to all and sundry . .

.

Although I have read a lot of pages, writ-

ten quite a few Collegian columns, and con-

sumed a number of beers, my days as an

undergraduate seemed to have passed with

lightening speed. I am happy for this last

chance to thank the many people and

things for which I am grateful. The

UMass Republican Club As a founding

member I watched this organization grow

to be an effective voice for moderate and

conservative students at the University. I

am grateful for the opportunity to have a

leadership role during the election year.

The UMRC is an organization for which I

am very proud.

The Campus Radicals - Thank you for

making me all the more aware that there

is a need for ordinary people to get involv-

ed in politics. I an very grateful that the

"happy valley" is not the real world. I feel

sorry for most of you, for you seem to carry

the burdens of the world on your shoulders.

It's good to be concerned with politics but

a smile and a willingness to listen wins

over more people than a clenched fist or

screaming voice

Sam Adams Beer - Although expensive,

at last there's an American brew with a ge

nuinely European taste.

The opportunity to drink with a Contra.

Smith and Mt. Holyoke parties.

The loyal opposition - traditional

Democrats like Bill Spain, Bill Bennett,

and Paul Wingle who believe in the system

and the values of the United States.

Small classes at UMass.

To my friends - I'd like to put a personal

Stephen Erickson

note in here for all of you, but space for-

bids. You know who you are darling. I hope

we can stay in touch.

To fellow columnist Mark Caldeira - for

laughs. I'm curious, though as to whether

he gets his material straight out of Prav-

da or if he is their UMass correspondent?

To Larry Bouchie a more fair and ac-

comodating editor I could not have asked

for.

Snickers Bars.

The faculty - It's been a pleasure to have

gotten to know many of you. I am only

sorry that it often seems you are under-

rated. Thanks for the education.

Professor Greenbaum Thank you for the

personal touch in what often seems such

a big and impersonal environment. I am
deeply appreciative of your friendship and

guidance.

The Minuteman.
Coffee at the "Blue Wall."

Grateful Dead Concerts When the Dead

are around then their followers are not in

the dorm so I don't have to listen to their

music.

You, the reader. Thanks for reading what

I have to say. I consider it an honor. Good

Luck and Best Wishes, always.

Stephen Erickson is a Collegian colum-

nist who also deserves thanks.

f
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Words from swaggering Bill
As an outspoken student activist for the

past four years, I've been asked to pass on

the wisdom gained through my ex-

periences. Here goes:

• Get Involved There are 450 Registered

Student Organizations on this campus—
from the student government to sports

teams, from programming organizations to

recreational clubs. Join one of them and

broaden your educational experience.

• Question Authority especially the

University administration. Always
remember that you have rights as a con-

sumer, a tenant, a citizen, and a human be-

ing. Also remember that the protest

demonstration is the cornerstone of student

empowerment — nothing worries the ad-

ministration more. When student leaders

call for a protest demonstration around an

important student issue it is your respon-

sibility to stand up and be counted.

• Get Arrested - Last semester, I was ar-

rested for the Whitmore sit-in. I had a great

time, I learned a little about our judicial

system and I found out that UMass Police

Chief Robert Joyce wears colorful golf at-

tire to court.

•Graduate - Don't lose sight of the

primary reason you are here. Go to class,

read those books, and grab that sheepskin.

I would like to thank every one who
helped, supported, and put up with my
shenanigans. I promise to be just as con-

troversial in the outside world. See you

there.

Bill Collins

Bill Collins has been a denizen of

Southwest, the president ofSWAG, respon-

sible for many an adminstrator's headache

and deeply involved in love/hate relation-

ships with numerous Collegian editors and

staff members.

Editor's note: Bill has provided all of us

down here with much irritation but much
amusement. Perhaps his greatest ac-

complishment was to go from the position

ofan absurd foe to that ofa friend of sorts,

or at worst an acquaintance to be regarded

with placid ambivalence Gttod luck on your

New Hampshire Senate race — live free or

die. Bill.

I confess!

Remember the submarine that sank in

the pond two years ago? Well, let us just

say we were human torpedoes.

Jordan Rosner
Sunderland.
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Summer'86
Movie Preview
By DON LIPPER
Collegian Staff

Try to be strong, my loyal fans, I know you will lead

wretched existences without a weekly dose of me and my
ego. I think my erstwhile readers will go through

withdrawl this summer if I do not give them one last fix

of my cinematic words of wisdom. For both of you, here

is my summer movie preview:

About Last Night I saw and liked this funny film bas-

ed on the play Sexual Perversity in Chicago. It stars Rob

Lowe, Demi Moore and Jim Belushi.

A Fine Mess is a Blake Edwards comedy starring Ted

Danson and Howie Mandel.

Aliens is the sequel to the hit 1979 science fiction

thriller Alien directed by James (Terminator) Cameron.

Sigoumey Weaver reprises her role as Ripley, the sole sur-

vivor of the monster in the last film. Now it seems that

when humans colonize the Aliens' home world all contact

is lost.

American Anthem stars Olympic gold medalist Mitch

Gaylord and Janet (A Chorus Line, Flamingo Kid) Jones

as atheletes hoping to get into the Olympics.

Back To School is a comedy starring Rodney Danger-

field as a successful yet vulgar businessman who decides

to go to college to earn his degree.

Big Trouble In Little China is another weird John

Carpenter film starring (once again) Kurt Russell as an

THEY'RE BACK - The Freeling family is

back, battling the forces of darkness in

Poltergeist II: The Other Side.

ARTS
adventuer who helps his friend find his kidnapped wife.

The Boy Who Could Fly Guess what this one's about.

Cobra is written by and stars Sylvester Stallone as a

tough cop who makes Dirty Harry seem like Mother

Theresa. Looks like Rambo is after American vermin this

time.

Club Paradise stars Robin Williams, Peter O'Toole,

Twiggy and Simon Jones in Harold iGhostbusters) Ramis'

new comedy about a Chicago fireman who decides to buy

an island resort club.

Ferris BueUer's Day Off stars Matthew Broderick as

a irresistibly charming high school student in John

(Breakfast Club) Hugh's latest teen comedy.

The Fly stars Jeff Goldblum in the remake of the 1958

horror classic about a scientist whose molecules are

scrambled with those of a common housefly.

Heartburn stars (are you ready for this?) Meryl Streep

and Jack Nicholson in the adaptation of Nora Ephron's

comic novel directed by Mike (The Graduate) Nichols.

Ishtar stars Warren Beatty and Dustin Hoffman as a

duo of h£u-d-luck singer-songwriters from New York who

end up traveling all over the world.

Jumpin' Jack Flash stars Whoopi Goldberg as a com

puter operator who gets caught up in a comedic spy yarn

running from both the KGB and CIA. The Karate Kid,

Part II in this sequel Ralph Macchio and Pat Morita

reprise their roles as student and martial arts mentor.

This time the pair travel back to Morita's old hometwon

of Okinawa where the kid must face a competition and

the master must face his memories.

Labyrinth is produced by George (Star Wars) Lucas,

directed by Jim (Muppets* Henson from a screenplay by

Terry (Monty Python) Jones with conceptual designs by

Brian (Faeries) Proud and stars David (you know who he

is) Bowie and Jennifer (you don't know who she is) Con-

nelly. This fantasy adventure film is about a girl's hazsu--

dous journey in a desperate race against time to rescue

her baby brother, who has been kidnapped by the ominous

and compelling ruler of the labyrinth. Legal Eagles

stars Robert Redford and Deborah Winger as lawyers who
must defend Daryl Hannah in this comedy murder
mystery directed by Ivan (Ghostbusters) Reitman.

The Little Shop of Horrors is a horror/ musical com-

edy about a nerdy flowershop employee (Rick Moranis) and
his people-eating plant that eats almost everyone in the

cast. Steve Martin, Bill Murray, Steve Guttenberg have

cameo roles.

The Mission stars Robert (The Deerhunter) De Niro and
Jeremy (Brideshead Revisited) Irons as (respectively) a
repentant slave trader turned Jesuit priest and his

spiritual mentor who journey to South America in 1750.

This "political epic" is being directed by Roland (The Kill-

ing Fields) Joffe from an original screenplay written by
Robert (Lawrence of Arabia) Bolt.

Nothing in Common stars Tom Hanks as an advertis-

ing executive who has to learn to cope with his parents

as individuals after they divorce. Jackie Gleason and Eva
Marie Saint star as the pairents in this comedy directed

by Gary (Happy Days) Marshall.

RAMBO TURNS COP? — Sylvester Stallone

wrote, directed and starred in Cobra, one of this

summer's newest releases.

Poltergeist II: The Other Side in this sequel to the

1982 horror smash in which the ghost come back to bother

the beleagured family of the first film.

Psycho III Anthony Perkins directs and reprises his

role as Norman Bates, the hotel owner we first saw in

Alfred Hitchcock's Psycho many years ago.

Raw Deal is the story of what happens when the mob
foolishly tries to fight with Arnold Scharzenegger. Run-
ning Scared stars Billy Crystal and Gregory Hines as

two rugged NYC cops in this comedy.
Shanghai Surprise stars Sean Penn and Madonna as

missionaries in China in the 30s.

Spacecamp stars Kate (Indiana Jones and the Temple
ofDoom) Capshaw and Lea (Back to the Future) Thomp-
son in a story of what happens when a bunch of aspiring

young astronauts accidently go up in a shuttle.

Sweet Liberty written, directed and starring Alan Alda
this movie is about what happens when a historians

serious book is made into a trashy movie.

Top Gun Tom Cruise and Kelly McGillis star in this

story about a young man who wants to become the Navy's
top pilot.

Those are just some of the major releases the studios

have in store for us this summer. As you can probably
guess anyone wanting to see any serious films will pro-

bably have little to choose from in this summer's crop of

films. Enjoy yourselves .

AFTER THE SALE
WE'RE STILL HERE

To Service To Train To Support

Cinema
Profile

Academy of music offers nostalgia;

*midnight madness' brings the cults

By THOMAS HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

The Academy of Music in Northampton is the sixth

(ildest theater in the United States and the oldest owned
by a city.

The Academy specializes in foreign films as a movie
theater, but also shows live stage entertainment, and is

host to a number of Valley Ballet. Recently, it hosted a
performance of "A Chorus Line."

Operated as a public service, the theater is a great

resource if only for its noteworthy architecture. Built in

1890, it is one of the few theaters left with the appearance

of a real movie palace. Beautifully decorated, it has two
glass windows separating the lobby and foyer that are

believed to be original Tiffany creations.

The Academy has only been suitable for stage produc-

tions since 1975, when it completed five years of renova-

tions, paid for by a number of fundraising projects. The
Academy's current manager, Duane Robinson says that

especially on the roof Robinson is quick to point out that

the Academy is non-profit, and supports itself not with

tax dollars but with box office revenues. The Academy re-

mains a movie theater though, and Robinson says that

"We try to gauge ourselves to the college and faculty com-

munity, with foreign films as our main forte."

The Academy has hosted the Western Mass. premiers

of films like La Cage Au Folles, Diva, My Dinner With An-
dre, and Abel Gance's Napolean.

According to Robinson, the theater's line up "depends
on what people want to see," and that they're "becoming
more broad in our selection."

Recently, the theater has tried showing some more
mainstream features such as Monty Python alumni Terry

Gilliam's bizarre Brazil.

The quality of films at The Academy of Music is general-

ly quite good, and the beautiful interior of the theater

should be seen by anyone interested in finding out what
movie houses looked like before they became rectangular

boxes.

Probably no type of "alternative" film is more famous

than the midnight "cult" movie. In the valley are though,

the only place to see them is at the Hampshire six theaters

in the Hadley Mall.

Billing its shows as "Midnight Movie Madness," the

Hampshire shows four or more films every Friday and

Saturday night for $3.50 a piece. Among the most popular

features are Pink Floyd's "The Wall," Monty Python com-

edies, and "The Rocky Horror Picture Show." which has

earned over 26 million dollars in rentals over twelve years

of midnight showings across the country.

Built in 1978, the Hampshire 6 along with the Moun-
tain Farms 4 Theatre nearby is owned by AMC theatres

the country's 3rd largest theater chain. The two theaters

are the company's only holdings in New England.

Ramsden says that the midnight movies, though

popular, are not huge moneymakers. "It's tough to get

people to a show that plays when most people are asleep."

he says. "Of the AMC theaters, only a minority are ap-

proved to show midnight features. The Mountain Farms,

for instance tried it a few years back, but it didn't work
out.

Of the people we get here, 95^are aged 18-25, and a lot

of those are regulars. A lot of people show up in costume

for "Rocky Horror, " because there's a $0.50 discount for

them. In the spring, a lot of people show up straight from

their proms, still in tuxes and dresses.

"We try to put forth as good a mixture as possible and

still be profitable. Mostly, we show 'Young' pictures.

Rocky HoiTor remains 'week after week, our most popular

show. Even if it did badly for a few weeks, we wouldn't

drop it because it's almost impossible to find another

print." The famous horror musical recently finished its

333rd week at the Hampshire.

Must be legal drinking age 584-7771
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Don't be lured by price alone.

Local vendors offer competitive pricing AND support
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228 Triangle Street Amherst
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Store Hours:
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PLUMBLEY'S COLLEGE NIGHT

WEDNESDAY
^THURSDAY

4-6 pm
JUST $5.95
Students, faculty &- staff

WEDNESDAY'S.
IVIENU

. Broiled, sliced

steak terivaki
ft

• Chicken Parir^isian

• Pried Scallops

TmiRSDAY'S
MENU

• Fried Chicken
• Fried Shrimp
• Broiled Pork
Chops

All spec als are served with crisp garden salad or hearty soup,

( hoire of p()tatf)e, hot bread and creamev butter
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A Jorma Kaukonen update
By PETER WISSOKER
Collegian Staff

"It was really easy. It was alot of fun,"

said guitarist Jorma Kaukonen about the

recent Hot Tuna reunion tour. Kaukonen

along with bass player Jack Cassidy have

been touring recently in acoustic forma-

tion, playing rags from the twenties and

thirties as well as Kaukonen's own songs.

In a recent telephone interview,

Kaukonen talked about a few of his pro-

jects. "I've been working on some new

songs, they should be done in the next

week or so. Then I'll see if Jack and I want

to do some recording together or if I'm go-

ing to do them myself... I would record

with other people depending on what the

song required, I just have to see how these

things come out as I finish them up
"

Jorma, who has given up living on the

west coast to move to New York, is

teaching guitar lessons at the New School.

"It's great. I've really figured out how to

explain what I do both to myself and to

other people. It's really been neat. This

is my fourth semester. I like teaching, I'm

going to keep it up. It's nice to pass that

stuff on."

As for the last few Hot Tuna shows,

where they played with former Hot Tuna

violinist Papa John Creachr'They were

great. It just worked out good. Everyone

was listening. Everyone was in good con-

dition mentally and physically. It was just

alot of fun.'

As for his days with the Jefferson

Airplane and Hot Tuna:'Percentage wise

more of them (concerts) were fun than

weren't. I can't even remember any horri-

ble ones. So I guess basicaly it was just

a good time.

Collegian: When you used to play

acoustic shows up here at Hanger One you

used to play much louder and used phase

shifters. Have you given up on that sort

of thing?

Jorma: Well I just like hearing all that

stuff around. I like the tone of the pure

acoustic guitar better, I always have. The

answer's no I haven't given up on it and

I'll probably be bringing some stuff back.

But when I have to carry that stuff

myself..that rack of stuff weighs about

four hundred pounds and I'm getting to

be an old man, let me tell you.

Collegian: Did Janis Joplin ever sing on

stage with you{with the Airplane)?

Jorma: Not that I can remember. She

might have jammed with us in the very

early early years but not that I can

remember, which means probably not.

Collegian: Did you jam with anyone else,

Hendrix, Arthur Lee?
continued on page 21

David Brosa:
a love for Israel
By RICHARD ROSENTHAL
Collegian Correspondent

David Brosa, Israeli singer, song writer,

and guitarist extraordinaire brought his

guitar and his repertoire of Hebrew and

Spanish songs before a packed audience

last week in Memorial Hall at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

"Shalom, good evening," Brosa greeted

the crowd in Hebrew. This is only one of

the the three languages in which he is

fluent, but he sang mainly in Hebrew with

a sprinkling of Spanish songs. Along the

way Brosa gave brief explanations of his

lyrics, some of which were written by the

Israeli poet Yonathan Geffen. Brosa is uni-

que in that he combines contemporary

Israeli music with the rich musical

heritage of the Spanish tradition.

Before playing the third song "Yihiyeh

Tov, " translated to 'And It Will Be Good,"

he explained that he wrote this song before

Begin and Sadat met to discuss peace.

"This was written at a time when there

was a lot of hope among Israelis for peace,"

he said, adding, "I hope I don't have to sing

this song forever.
"

David Brosa

Even though a large part of the audience

could not fully understand the Hebrew or

Spanish verses of his songs, Brosa was still

able to communicate with them, winning

over both first time listeners and veteran

followers. Finishing with some brilliant

guitar work during a song called "La Rum-

ba," he brought the audience to it's feet,

as he was called back for encore after

encore.
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Record
Review

By NATALIE HEWITT
Collegian Correspondent

Modern Times
Latin Quarter
Arista

Trying to review the Latin Quarter's

debut album, Modern Times (Arista), I am
completely stumped as to where to begin.

This seven piece English band breaks

all the conventions of unconventionality.

They are a political band that refuses to

be a Clash sound-alike or preach about

social injustices; instead, Latin Quarter

performs political songs in a mixture rock

ballads.

Their lyrics are intelligent, sensitive

observations with just the right amount
of desperation and disgusted

questioning—another asp)ect that makes
them unconventional because an eighth

member of the band, Mike Jones, writes

all the lyrics for Latin Quarter. What is

unconventional is that Mike Jones is a

non-musician and he writes the lyrics

after he has heard a tape of the music that

the rest of the band has written.

Multi-racial and sporting three lead

singers, both male and female, this band

doesn't seem to do anything by the rules.

Their music is deceptively accessible—it's

when you listen to Mike Jones' lyrics that

Latin Quarter's true character shines

through. The title track, "Modern Times"

is about the McCarthy era and starts off

with a powerful excerpt from the trials.

This is not an album for the unmoved
apathist, though perhaps it will make
some of them think. Nor is it an album
for Reaganites or Maggie Thatcher ad-

mirers. "America For Beginners" may of-

fend some Americans with its question "Is

it bedtime for Bonzo?/Is it time for

change?" but I think Latin Quarter has

hit it right on the mark. Unemployment
is handled with a sensitive desperation in

the song "New Millionaires," while "No
Rope As Long As Time" is a portrait of

an Afrikaner who sits on his porch,

holding his gun, and talks about change

in South Africa. Powerful stuft" here.

Latin Quarter's first U.K. single is

"Radio Africa," and it has received a

heavy dose of critical acclaim. With a reg-

gae beat, Latin Quarter shows a picture

of South Africa where "The hands on the

purse-strings are white." This is very

much a pro-divestment song—and Latin

Quarter doesn't beat around the bush

about it.

f continued from page 20

Jorma: We jammed with

Hendrix, but not on stage.

Collegian: Anyone on stage

that you can remember?

Jorma: Garcia, Santana,

Mike Bloomfield, Larry Cor-

yell. There were lot's of peo-

ple but it's kind of hard to

remember, when you put it

that way.

Collegian: What do you

think of the new Starship?

Jorma: I don't really think

about it much at all I think

it's great that they're self-

supporting but it's just not

my kind of music.

Collegian: What was the

relation between you and
Garcia(Jerry Garcia-lead

guitarist with Grateful

Dead) was in those early

years?

Jorma: Basicaly we were

all friends and saw each

other alot which we don't

anymore. We worked alot of

shows together and fooled

around together...! suppose

we were all going through a

heavy learning process

together. We come from the

same roots.

Collegian: Was there a

rivalry between you an Gar-

cia and say Cip-

polina(Quicksilver) and the

guys from Big Brother?

Jorma: Not really. Guitar

players are a competitive lot

at all times. Everybody

likes to be as good as they

can at all times. The answer

is yes and no. We were a

pretty close knit group of

people, we all came out of

the same little world.

Collegian: How did Papa
John like playing with you

again?

Jorma: Oh, it was great. He
really had a good time.

Collegian: I heard that in

New York he played a real-

ly high note and one of the

lamps broke.

Jorma: That's right. That's

exactly what happened. It

was a big one too: It was
incredible.

Jorma will be playing in

Jamaica at the end of the

month and Jorma and Jack
will be playing some dates

in August.

tllllilhiiiull BO

So Long,
"GOOD LUCK

from your friends at

J^

The Men's Shop

%oti$00f]^al0t|

32 Mom St.. Amhersc 253-3361 Mon.- Sot. ^'^^^
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:10th annual U. Mass Food Services

Fifties Barbecue

BUS SERVICE

From Worcester &
Franklin parking lots

RAIN DATE
Thursday May IS

In event of

rain both
days, meal

will be served
in all D.C.s
on Thursday.

Are we really going to

miss the Westside
Gang?l?i? Yeahn

Good Luck
Bails, Crev, Czacher,

Feruch, Poles, Hos,

Sully, Welchy
"We don't remember
who met who first, all

we remember is all of us
being friends." (St.

Elmo's Fire)

Pals Forever,

Heidi, Mary and Nancy

New & Used Cars
Trucks 4 Vans Also /ivailable

North Amherst
Rent-A-Wreck
Rt. 63 No. Amherst

S49-2aaO

^WHYCALL NEW YORK???

CALL 253-7529
froiii\V( ^Or onruay

COPENHAGEN 240
OSLO 240
STOCKHOLM 240
HELSINKI 270

roiiinl tripoiiinlm
375
375
435

^and gick up your ticket at your
local Student Travel office!!

79 So Pleosant St Amherst

Council Travel Services—

In-Person Registration is June 2.

Two Sessions:

June 3 -July 1

1

July I S-

August 22

Walk-In

Registration:

Through

May 29,

Division of

Continuing

Education

ln*Person

Registration:

June 2,

Student Union

Ballroom,

IOa.m.-4 p.m.

AMHERST
S U E R

S E S S I O

For a free, detailed catalog, call S4S-24I4.

Division of

Continuing

Education,

University

Library
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ifHampshire*
continued from page 1

Alexander referred any questions concerning the inci-

dent to the college's public relations office, but Russell

Powell, director of the office, declined to comment.

On April 16, Hermann's brother, 17-year-old Andrew

Hermann of Belchertown, drank a mixture ofcyanide and

Kool-Aid after denouncing Hampshire for its admissions

policy and other problems. The event was filmed for a

satirical talk show, "The Voice of the Top Two," co-hosted

by Stephen and Hampshire graduate Dave Taub, and

viewers and witnesses at first thought the suicide was a

joke.

Videotapes of the episode were seized by police. The

show's producer. Philip Jackson, has since filed suit in

Hampshire County District Court in an effort to retrieve

them for the family, Hermann said.

"My family and ! want the tapes returned. They're per-

sonal," Hermann said in an interview. "I don't want them

to be held onto by the district attorney. It's my brother's

last moments."

The district attorney's office would not comment on the

case.

Hermann said Alexander was "insensitive and rude

over the phone. After all that happened, you'd think she'd

be more kind."

Ten days after the suicide, during a spring concert at

Hampshire, Taub and Hermarm were invited on stage and

sang a song about Andrew because "we missed him, but

we believed he's still around," Taub said.

Taub said an administrator who appeared intoxicated

approached them and said they were "sick." A week later,

Taub said, he received a letter from Alexander inform-

ing his behavior was "grossly offensive" and would not

be tolerated at the college.

Taub said he will continue making appointments with

a psychiatrist on campus, though he said a Hampshire

security guard last week warned him to stay off college

property.

* sidewalk Salemmmcontmued from pages

a-kind thing that's left over - a pair of boots might be

marked down to $20. People buy - most [merchants] will

sell things at less than they paid for them."

Lussier said that the sale occurs every year at the same

time as the fair on the common, which includes the

Farmer's Market and usually an auction.

The events at the common are the kinds of things "a

small community does," she said. "The students are still

here, and they feel the same as local people do [about the

event]. We've been telling our customers all week - 'Don't

forget the sidewalk sale!'
'

STORE OPEN
Thurs 8r Fri Nite THE SOUND COMPANY'S

AMHERST SIDEWALK
• i:[>i:?ji:m!I^»j:4H ^

THE
COLLEGIAN
DRIVEN

SALE ENDS
Sunday May 18

SALE
TURNTABLES

$A¥e

NiKKO BELT TURNTABLE

& MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

$49

AKAI A1 belt drive semi auto (lOOi $39.

SCOTT belt drive semi auto with magnetic cartridge

(130) $69.

FISHER 710 belt drive semi auto with magnetic car

tridge (150) $79.

TECHNICS 921 semi auto belt drive (130) $89.

TECHNICS SCBD3 semi auto belt drive (150) $89.

AKAI QYI quartz direct drive (150) $89.

TECHNICS SLD3 auto direct drive (180) $109.

TECHNICS SL3 linear tracking turntable (229)

$149.

HARMON KARDON T30 semi auto belt drive

(230) $149.

TECHNICS SLJ3 programmable linear tracking

(330) $199.

HARMON KARDON T55 deluxe semi auto belt

drive (400) $279

CASSET ;Wt^il;]iH;ka

SAVE
$80.

DOLBY B METAL ^49
rluch CASSETTE RECORDER

STEREO RECEIVERS
SCOTT 319 35 watt receiver (140) $79

SCOTT 335 40 watt receiver (190) $99

SCOTT 359 45 watt digital receiver (350) $159

TECHNICS SA120 35 watt receiver (140) $89.

TECHNICS SA150 25 watt digital receiver (180)

$119

TECHNICS SA250 35 watt digit. I receiver (250)

$149.

TECHNICS SA350 40 watt digital receiver (270)

$169.

TECHNICS SA351 45 watt digital receiver (290)

$179.

TECHNICS SA451 55 watt digital receiver (340)

$199.

TECHNICS SA550 70 watt digital receiver (450)

$299.

KARMON KARDON 330 20 watt receiver (250)

$149.

HARMON KARDON 380 30 watt receiver (335)

$199.

HARMON KARDON 490 30 watt digital (425)

$279.

HARMON KARDON 680 60 watt digital (700)

$499

AKAI R42 55 watt digital receiver (450) $199.

TEAC 326 Dolby B cassette (140) $69.

SCOTT 639 Dolby B & C metal cassette (180) $79.

TECHNICS RSB-12 metal Dolby cassette (130) $79.

TEAC 380 Dolby B & C metal tape cassette (180) $99.

TECHNICS RSB 14 Dolby B & C cassette (199) $119.

TECHNICS Dolby cassette deck (220) $129.

TEAC 450 Dolby B £f C - DBX cassette (260) $139.

TECHNICS 930 auto reverse Dolby B & C (290) $179.

HARMON KARDON CD191 Dolby B & C

cassette (375) $299.

HARMON KARDON 301 Dolby B/C HXPro

(600) $399.

HARMON KARDON 491 3 head Dolby B/C

HX Pro cassette (850) $599.

AKAI GXF 85 deluxe cassette (800) $499.

AVID
Deluxe Mini

Speaker

SA¥6 '^

$49 ea.

CAR STEREO

$1.69MAXELL
UDXLI1-C90 Limit 10

CASSETTE TAPES

^149

SCOTT 206 6 inch 2 way (90 ea) $39 ea

FISHER 10 inch 3 way (100 ea) $49 ea

GENESIS 7 mini bookshelf (100 ea) $69 ea

AVID 102 10 inch 2 way (200 ea) $89 ea

CERWIN VEGA D1 8 in 2 way (155 ea) $109 ea

CERWIN VEGA D2 10 inch 2 way (265)

JBL 320 8 inch 3 way (190 ea) $139 ea

SCOTT 315 15 inch 3 way (380 ea) $149 ea

JBL L56 10 inch 2 way (265 ea) $159 ea

JBL 325 10 inch 3 way (260 ea) $169 ea

CERWIN VEGA D3 10 inch 3 way tower (265 ea)

$189 ea

PORTABLE STEREO

SAVE

JENSEN
DIGITAL AM/FM STEREO
CAR CASSETTE MUSIC

SYSTEM

SAVE
$100.

I

FISHER AUTO REVERSE

DOUBLE CASSEHE PORTABLE

$198Save $80.

Save $30.

AD PROGAMMABLE
DIGITAL DISC PLAYER

$159
This is the only Low
priced Disc Player that

works all the time- pro-

grammable Front Loading

L^saasJ

Panasonic
AM/FM Stereo

Portable Cassette Player

he SoundCompan
201 North Pleasant St., Amherst, Mass.

h: an X. ^— .^M^ i* »Ji^J.»JtJ^W>gX3CJiTT*'Wll K-»r3g

graduating seniors

» mjg»AJn,jL-w,jcMM«fwM%^^g«agag ^r %f ^^ra
Business Managers
Elizabeth Young
Sherry S hartman

Asst. Business Mgrs
Steve Rubin

Pat Lowry
Finance Manager
Vanessa Roth

Asst. Finance Mgr.
Kim Jackson
Circulation Manager
Craig Naugle
Subscription Manager
Karen Holland

Asst. Subscription Mgr.
Gail Mullen

Advertising layout
Noelle Merlino

Business Coordinator
James Ritsuben

Senior Bookeeper
Maureen Majerawski

Advertising Sales Manager
Paul Lesser

Asst. Advertising Mgr.
Melissa Forman
Advertising Sales Reps.

. Nancy Warhaftig

Michelle Montaigne
Shawn Steponate
Cozy Wolan
Jon Cohen
Maureen Crowley
« %e ag ar^g « ^g-

<

Q

Robin Engel

Jeff Hammond
Ivan Speilberg

Robyn Leifer

John Kennedy
Stacey Wiedglight

Debbie Stein

Stefanie Zjcker
Marketing Dept.
Ronald Maggio
Patrice Lawsky
Randi Schey
Office Assistant
Sue Cirella

Andrea Pugsley
Classifled Manager
Cathy Chilson

Front Counter Staff

Jennifer Ackerman
Christine Joyce
Julie Leavitt

Betty Ann Murphy
Jennifer Saccone
Susan Simi

Circulation Drivers
John Burke

Greg Mischel

Doug Rice

Mike Donaghue
Kyle Jewel
Marc Marchand
Phil Hussey

GRAPHICS GANJA GANG
fi

GRAPHICS STAFF

Production Managers
Peter Soderberg

Conor Plunkett

Supervisors
Ansel Zinter

Mat Atkins
Norm Achin
Mark Parker
Typsetters
Kelly Sieger

Laura Bell

Matt Laurence
Beatrix Hoffman
Graphics Artists

Petra Phillip

Jim Podesky
Jen Coles

Nancy Klingener

William Wenzel
Leslie Nakajima
Bill Freeman
Naomi Davis

U 09 N (Q

e k C 0)

S O « r:

i*
* _ ^

Maura McHugh
Mia Rowan
Rob Catalano

Dave Boardman
Laura Vogel

Adam Raff

Tom Middleton

Road Warriors
Kirk Pisani

Mike Congleton
Kevin Hayden
Ken Levinson

Word Processors
Connie Le Clerc

Karlin Isele

Kristin McMahon
Day Maggots
Beth Bazinet

Kathy Wheeler
Larissa Potapchuk
Bettyann Murphy
Sarah Cook
Andrew Meyerson
Amy Custance
Sue Lattanzi

Mad Dog Rice

Faye Whitney Lussier

End of Semester Supplies
Typewriter Ribbons, Typing Paper,

Graduation Cards and some fun stuff.

too.

Ai-Hastingsjinc.
'Convnimntly locatid in thm cantttr of Amh»r*t"

45 South Plmo%anl "itrt^t

OP(N- W««kdayt 5 urn to '> p m . Sundoyt, 5 u m to 1 p. in.
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i

256-0222

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
5.95*

MEDIUM CHEESE PIZZA
4.10*

SMALL CHEESE PIZZA
3.25*

WE HAVE HOT STEAK AND CHEESE

SUBS AND A WIDE VARIETY OF HOT AND
COLD SUBS AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY

4:00 PM to 2:00 AM
363 Main St., Amherst

* Plus 5% Mass. Meal Tax

s

I It Can Be A Key Part

I Of Your Good Time!
Q
i We care about our customers. For this reason, we cor-

1 dially invite you to ask about "I'm Driving. " our

I designated driver program.

I The idea is simple. You designate one person from your

§ group to provide transportation during your night out

i on the town. The "designated driver" refrains from

i drinking alcohol, but it's not a sad refrain. The first 12

I "designated drivers" on each evening will receive some

I free goodies from Coca-Cola and Eagle Snacks.

I The following establishments have agreed to participate

I In the "I'm Driving" program in the Amherst area^^^^l

Barselotti's • The Pub • Changes • Time Out •

Charlie's • The Spoke • Delano's • Mike's Westview|

(May 15th - 17th)

^^^l^/^Ji/

This program is brought to you by your local

Anheuser- Busch Wholesaler, Eagle Snacks,

and Coca Cola of Northampton. Enjoy

yourselves and DRIVE SAFELYi

^MWIIOIIIMIIIMIiailMIIUIIIiaillMIIIMIiailMIIIIHIiailMMIIIHiailHMIIIIIIDIIIIMWIIiaillllillMttOIIMim
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PlAYfDTHI AMERICAN WAY

THREE LEGEHDAKY MEMBERS

THE BAND99

v\v^

<m^.

(JICIC OAjyjico

GARTH HUDSON
A\\\> X X

PIMS SPECIAL GUESTS

THE SHABOO AUSTARS

THURS MAY IS'^^

Xdvance Tix:$9
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Women's Issues Editor

John Yonce

Associate women*s
editor
liana Levenson
News/ women's issues

staff

Brian Block

Anne Tauger

Craig Sandler

Lina Panagopoulou

Caryn Bowers
Pedro Pereira

Daniel Miller

Rebecca Thatcher

Sandra Dias

Susan Eaton

Daniel Sobel

Dave Boardman
Jeffry Bartash

Lesley Clark

Bob Kievra

Anne McCrory
Chris Poon
Carol Tannenbaum
Joe Tigan

Andrew Wolff

Sheryl Jean
Tom Middleton

Dave Burgess

Sean Casey
Lisa Dinneo

Brion McAlarney
Phil Serafino

Barbara DeLollis

Black Affairs Editor
C. Ron Allen

Black affairs staff

Lisa Riddick

Kathryn Kirby

Sports Editor
Peter Abraham
Associate sports editor

John Nolan

Sports staff

Roger Chapman
Stuart Gottlieb

Joe Roberts

Matt Gerke
Ed Hayward
Russ Whinnem
Bryan Quenzel
Phil Sayles

Cartoonists
David B. Gordon
Mike Dowe

Ted O'Brien

Russell Miller

Librarian
Janet Daly

Assistant to the editors

Anita L. Roye

Editorial Editors

Sept. — April:

Larry Bouchie

May: William Spain,

Rob Skelton

Editorial assistant

Rebecca Thatcher

Columnists
David Valade
William Cole

Rusty Denton
Stephen Erickson

William Spain

Peter Dow
Herb Ramy
Mary Cresse
Mark Caldeira

Ron Berutti

Artists

Bobby Zobo
Kristen Gordy

.oP
\o

^60

voQ
s^s

i\e^

:5<^'
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\o'
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FINAL DAY

01

*N

CLASS RINGS

ABOUT
cm
EASY

PLANS

«uj_i2, 13

1

411. 10^ ^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^D«po9(t R«qu<r«d
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Editor in Chief
Dode B. Levenson

Managing Editor
Ian Polumbaum
Associate managing
editors

John Yonce
Andrew Wolff

Daniel Sobel
Peter Abraham
Lesley Clark

Copy Editors
Lisa DiMeo
Sheryl Jean
William Spain

Liz Hettinger

Jim Patriquin

O
O

I

News Editor
Joel P. Coffidis

Associate news editors

Patrick Johnson
Nancy Klingener

Jeanette De Forge

Photo Editors
Paul Desmarais

Michelle Segall

Photo technicians
Brian Guarnotta

Rob Skelton

Nicholas Sokoloff

Maria Bull

Photographers
Paul Franz

Richard Bonanno

Arts Editors
Kelly Sieger

Jennifer Ackerman
Arts assistant

Christine Joyce
Arts staff

Don Lipper

Meredith Gottesman
Peter Wissoker
Rob Skelton

Brad Verier

Thomas Harrington

Mike Gervasi

Glen Siegel

James Neill

Charles Francis Carroll

Systems Manager
Matkins

Associate systems
manager
Adam Lavine

Assistant systems
manager
Connie LeClerc

Dudes who send stuff

Peter Bullis

Norm Achin

Rob Skelton

CLUB BVRADISE
'Ilie \«cation youll never forget-

no matter h<iw hard you try.

Auto Glass Center
SAME DAY SERVICE

BILLED DIRECTLY TO INSURANCE CO.

Insurance Co. Approved

On PVTA
Bus Lines NorthAmherst Motors
Mos. M.,or credit "«• ^3 No. Amhetst
Car(f» Accepted 549-2880

r SU IvTmS7oBS AVA I LABIT
) Evening security workers /ushers wanted

j
for Bright Moments Jazz Concerts on July

i 10, 17, 24 for approximately 45-6

i
hours/shift, (limited number of additional

( hours available) UMass students returning

I
in Fall only. Work study preferred but not

( required. Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO
employer. Description and application

available at 207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE
May 19.

START PACKING
COMING JULY IITH
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* Softball
continued from page 32

With all ofthose statistics in mind, the outcome ofthis

first round match up will probably come down to the pit-

ching. Both Northwestern and UMass sport dominating

pitching staffs and with neither team having a decisive

edge.

As a staff, the Wildcats sport an earned run average

of 0.68 and have 19 shutouts. Northwestern is led by

junior pitcher Lisa Ishikawa (12-8, 0.56 ERA and 195

strikeouts in 150 innings), senior pitcher Cathy Tawse

(8-4. 0.56 ERA and 10 shutouts), and freshman hurler

Nanci Clement (8-3, 1.31 ERA and three shutouts).

Ishikawa is the workhorse of the staff appearing in 24

games this season. She is the ace of the staff, but is still

recovering form a seperated shoulder injury suffered

earlier this year. Ishikawa is one of the nation's best,

but runs hot and cold at times.

If Ishikawa is on, there could be trouble for the

Minutewomen. The Stockton, CA, native also pitched for

the Hi-Ho Brakettes, a very well-known amatuer sum-

mer league team. Last year, Ishikawa led the Braket-

tes to the World Amatuer Softball Title, tossing a shutout

against the People's Republic of China in the champion-

ship game.
For UMass, the name of the game has been pitching

all season. Three time All-Atlantic 10 Conference pit-

cher Lynn Stockley leads the staff with a 20-2 mark and

an ERA of 0.23. The senior left-hander has struckout 147

batters in 152.7 innings and will see a lot of work this

weekend. Sophomore right bander Lisa Rever, who last

pitched April 29th against Rhode Island, is 14-5 with a

0.86 ERA. Combined, Rever and Stockley have posted

more wins than the entire Wildcat pitching staff.

Sophomore right fielder Chris Ciepiela leads the

Minutewomen offensively with a .357 mark and 16 runs

scored. Junior second baseman Carol Frattaroli (.350, 15

RBI's and 15 runs scored), sophomore shortstop Paige

Kopcza (.321, 23 RBI's and 44 hits), and senior center

fielder Sally Maher (.309, 23 RBI's and 22 runs scored)

have all exhibited good late-season hitting.

Wednesday, May 14, 1986
COLLEGIAN 2?

Senior left-hander Lynn Stockley will start

the NCAA Division I Tournament at NOPE
Sophomore catcher Ilene Freeman (.304, 21 RBI's and

15 extra-base hits) and senior fu^ baseman Beth Talbott

(.263, 17 RBI's and 35 runs scored) have also been hit-

ting well as of late.

Pop Flies: Friday's game will mark the first time the

Minutewomen have been to the NCAA Division I cham-

pionships. In 1980, UMass won the East Regional of the

Sports Information photo

Friday against Northwestern in the first round of

Field.

AIAW tournament, but lost to the University of Oregon

and Cal. Berkeley in the World Series. The

Minutewomen made it to the AIAW East Regionals in

1979, but were beaten twice by Glassboro St. . .UMass

went to the AIAW American Softball Association tour-

nament in 1978 and was beaten by Southwest Missouri

and Texas Women's University.

GOURMET
FRIED

CHICKEN

ly

FRIED CmeKEN PALACE
Try something new

and compare the value

Amherst Pizza Houses

Item Prices

EVERYDAY GRINDER $3 50

SMALL PIZZA

U\RGE PIZZA

$5 00

$8 00

Joe's Paradise Chicken

Item Prices

2 PCS OF CHICKEN BISCUIT SLAW

OR MACARONI SALAD & FRIES $2 69

4 PCS OF CHICKEN. BISCUIT SLAW

OR MACARONI SALAD & FRIES $3 99

8 PCS OF CHICKEN BISCUIT, SLAW
OR MACARONI SALAD & FRIES $7 99

Downtown Amherst, 31 Boltwood Walk
(through the alley, next to Toco Villa)

253-7494

FAST FREE DELIVERY

* Gorillas
continued from page 32

Gorilla Grumblings: The stats are in, thanks to

Michelle and Jane, and they read like this:

In groundballs, Fisk leads with 62. Byrne and LoCascio

have 57 each, Greg Cannella has 56, Carmean has 52,

Kelley Carr has scooped 50, Neal Cunningham has 45 and

Matt Woods is at 40.

The UMass attack, suprisingly, has more penalties (23)

than the defense (17). . .UMass leads opponents 48-20 in

the second period, but trails 31-21 in the quarter, .the

UMass man-up team has scored 23 goals in 90 attempts

(25 percent). Opponents are at 21-of-76 (27 percent).

.UMass has cleared the ball 296 times successfully and

has been riden off the clear only 63 times.

UNH stats: Fraser, a junior attackman, leads the team

with 37 goals. . .Snow leads the team with 25 assists.

Soma's save percentage is .638 with a goals-cgainst

average of 8.17.

Carmean leads UMass at 34-20-54. Cannella is at

21-18-39 with Fisk standing at 21-12-33. Carr has 20-10-30

numbers as junior midfielder Doug Musco is at 12-5-17.

LoCascio is second in the nation in save percentage

(.673) and boasts a goals-against average of .6.7. The

UMass defense is one of the nation's best, holding op-

ponents to 7.2 goals-per-game.

Ted Garber's in-laws will be at the game along with

many more Garbers. . .The famed UMass Gorilla (a.k.a.

Cliff) will be at the game once again. . the media crunch

for the game is expected to be heavy, also the New
England Sports Network (NESN) could not manage to get

to cover the game. The Eastern Mass cable station covered

five UMass games this year. The Gorillas were 4-1 in those

contests. . .Aldrich has been bothered by a bad back and

has been listed as questionable for the game. But the

senior co-captain practiced with the team and reported he

will start and play as long as he can. . .UMass is 0-4 in

the NCAA's. . .What will Garber say to the team before

the game? "I'm not a rah-rah type of coach," the hall of

famer said. "I'll tell the fellas to remember what they're

been taught, play hard and have fun. That's what the

game's all about. Garber took an ad out in today's Col-

legian thanking the fans for their support.

DOONES3URY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

THE FAR SIDE

BY GARY LARSON
ue TRJBU> TO
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«'

BLOOM COUNTY BY BERKE BREATHED
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pecIpep wfiTOPUd
ISfiONe "MR. iiPOCK,

CHief sciefjce officer
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pem^ ResemcHf
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Boyed Of
poooH Hflve peeN

HON
mcH?

4779 M/a ION.
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ice CREAM'S
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Weather

X Good thing we listened to Dickyy, /

X Today: Sunny and clear, temps inuie mid
70s.

Tonight: Clear and cooler, with clouds

^ developing late.

I Tomorrow: Somewhat cloudy but tolerable,

!v 'cause classes are over, 45-50. Have a hot

X summer.

GORDY BY GORDE

A UNI\JFJ<SITY 15 A

WITH LIFE AKJD

S TRB^ChTH OF &f?(HfJTH
At^D eOUCATfOKJ

AloO AS YOU'VE ALL
(SI^PtAJM SO MA'S Thi^
FEATURe, AS 7H'5 STn\P
MARKS me EAJD OF
THE- secofJO Y£AR OF
'^GcR.oy"AT UMASS

f

^EU-^FtsUCS, 7f^Ff?E'S

sc>MemirJ& / poaj't
-THIhJK IVe Bi^ER
SAID BEF^DRe To MY
ReADeRSHlP, fi^JD I'D

LtXe To SAY IT AJOl^..

"THAWK YOU.'"
I

SPeCML WAfJK^ TO
/AW POLOUeAU^A

AtJD
oooe s LEvafJsotJ

SEE YA IfJ -me fi

FALL,UMASsr ^

Next year's Collegian editors are accepting ap-

plications for associate positions. Inquire in

newsroom. Also needed are night editors, copy

editors, cartoonists and an assistant to the

editors. See managing editor-to-be John Yonce.

Your very best last issue staff:

Night Editor

Copy Editor

Layout Technician

Photo Technician

Production Supervisor

Sobie Blues

Dylan

Sleazy E.Z. Zinter

Paul Des-hardass

Z-Monster

Production- 'Jah Setter' .Captain Con Defender

oflnsanity, Claaahky, Laura 'Hotfingers' Bell,

Nay-oh-mee, Bill Greeney, Maura McWho,
Michelle (defector from photo for the real action),

Rob Cattleprodder.The Day Maggots (who

worked their asses off), Nancy who we really

don't know if she stopped working from last

night Klinggyger

S
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UMass: Hey, Hey, Hey — Goodbye
Editor's Note: Peter Abraham ends two years as sports

editor of the Collegian with this column).

By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

It seems funny to be typing that for the last time. It's

been quite a two years. It seems too much to wrap-up in

71 lines, but here goes.

Someone once asked me why I wanted to be a sports

writer. I thought about it for a minute, then said, "It beats

the hell out of working for a living."

Laugh, but it's true. My literary idol. Dr. Hunter S.

Thompson (the currrent poetry and weapons editor of the

San Francisco Chronicle) once wrote that the two keys to

success as a sports writer are "A blind willingness to

believe anything you're told by the coaches, flacks,

hustlers and other ofTicial spokesmen for the team-owners

who provide the free booze and a Roget's Thesaurus, :n

order to avoid using the same verbs and adjectives in the

same paragraph."

Sports wTiting, to be frank, is a joke. What other job is

there where you can go to a sporting event (usually a foot-

ball, baseball or basketball game), write a few lines about

it, and get paid? If all newspapers closed today, I'd have

to take up golf or something.

When I was 16, 1 was on a tour of the newsroom of the

New Bedford Standard-Times and I saw the sports editor.

I asked him why the paper didn't cover the New Bedford

High swim team (which a few of my friends were on).

"You want it covered?" he asked. "You do it."

Four stories (and a lot of editing) later, I was mailed a

check for $120. That's a lot of beer when you're 16.

I thought it over. I had watched a few swim meets, in-

terviewed the coach for a couple of minutes, and spent

about an hour typing it out. Plus I got my name in the

paper. It was like the scene in the Blues Brothers with

Jake (John Belushi) in the church. I had seen the light.

I'm sitting here now, realizing that more than a few peo-

ple don't like me. New Yorkers (I was kidding folks),

women's coaches, women athletes, club sports team and

intramural teams aren't shedding any tears over my
graduation. But, I do say this: I have no regrets over

anything I did.

I edited the paper like I thought the average sports fan

would want it. I covered the big sports, pushed the hell

out of popular events and covered my tracks with

everything else. I grew up in journalism on a "real"

newspaper and treated the Collegian like one. I decided

early on I wasn't here to provide scrapbook material for

anybody. The Collegian isn't the best college paper in

America, but it's damn close. I like to think I played a role.

So, I'm gone. Today I'll actually watch a lacrosse game

and not worry about getting an angle for my lead

paragraph. Then finals, graduation and the real world.

But first . . .

The Collegian is like a family to me. I've never worked

with a bunch of more dedicated people in my life, and I

probably will never again. So to Dode (you nut), Ian, Anne,

Lesley, Joel, Pat, Bill, Rob, Paul (SE Mass Rules!), John,

Janet, Sherry, Liz, Conman, Sod (the two best cutters I've

ever been associated with), Z-Man, Larissa, Paul, Jeff, Jen,

Laura, Becky, Anita, Larry, Michelle (my Jersey trip bud-

dy and the best hoop photographer on the planet) and yes.

you too, Kelly, I thank you for putting up with me.

Of course, there's the sports staff. John (my successor),

Roger, Matt, Joe, Stuart, Bryan and Gerry. You guys are

the best. Stay in the business. The best of luck.

There are the coaches. I've had a unique chance to work

closely with these dedicated people. I believe I've benefited

personally from knowing people like Dick Garber, Jim

Reid, Ron Gerlufsen, Dick Bergquist, Mike Hodges and

Russ Yarworth. Special thanks, too, to UMass sports in-

formation director Howie Davis, who taught me how to

respect the business and get better in it.

Thanks especially to the people whose names I don't

even know. The sports fans. To anybody whoever recogniz-

ed my name and told me I was a bum or a good guy,

whoever read any of my stuff, or who is just a sports fan

- Thanks. Without people who cared about sports, I'd quit

this business. It wouldn't be worth all the trouble.

But, I save the last for my friends. Steve, my roomate

with the good fastball and the best lines, Al (the most in-

formed sports fan I've ever met), the Tull, Rob, Bob, Tara.

John ("We're on a mission from God."), Rich, Jack, Matt

"The Missing Link" Picard, Laura and the Amazing Nan-

cy. You people are the balls.

By the way: Celts over the Fakers in six, where are the

Rangers?, UMass 13-UNH 9 and Marvin over Sugar- KO
7.

So, Dad, Mom, Karen, Kris and Sneakers: Here I am.

On to the "professional" sportswriting business. Thanks

for everything, everybody. Now get out of here, you nuts.

I mean that.

See you on the sports page.

"LITE'S TASTE IS THE BIGGEST THING
, . I'VE RUN INTO SINCE BOB'S SHOES."

/^-' '

DaveCowe^
Basketbs^ Great

lb Lanier

"'etballGreaf

9«

w^ J-^'^m,

THERE'S ONLY ONE LITE BEER.
MILLER LITE.

1986 Miller Brewing Co , Milwaukee. Wl

Frien(js don't let friends drive drunk.

Baseball
is swept
PROVIDENCE - The

University of Massachusets

baseball team closed out its

season by being swept by
Providence College, 5-3 and
5-1 yesterday.

Junior outfielder-pitcher

Matt Sheran had a hit in

both games to extend his

school record-setting hitting

streak to 28 games.

Senior Bob Kotsro finish-

ed the season at 4-5, losing

the first game. Junior co-

captain Sean Flint hit a two-

run homer for UMass.
Sheran (2-4) lost the se-

cond game for UMass.
UMass ended up at 16-24 on

the season.

The Friars, 26-21, will

continue on in post-season

tournament action today.

The Graduating

Graphics Gurus
Sod and Conman
would like to

wish their

dedicated staff

best wishes in

life

ALSO
SPARK
UP

WHENEVER
POSSIBLE!

1

I almost got the last

word
Larry Bouchie

To all Faculty Members and
Students planning to cooperate

with the

COURSE AND TEACHER
EVALUATION GUIDE

PROCESS
Please return completed forms to

420 Student Union as soon as possible

Questions please call Sally 545-0341

To All UMass Lacrosse Fans:

A Big Thank You
For your great support during

the 1986 regular season

Coach Dick Garber

and
The Gorillas

*^eMaurant
MANDARIN SZECHUEN CUISINE

**Tli« BEST Ckla«M Food"

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Sparc Ribs
Small

SO80
Largp

S^bO

Luncheon
Specials

$Q25
From /W ^"^^^^ y

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

See You

at

THE
GAME

1986
'CAA

f Lacrosse
V Championsh{D

Today

4 p.m.

Boyden

Field

l)B««f wtihfmh

2| C hKkrn f mqrit
3l ( hickm Vkingt

4)Ch.ii«MBBQPo«i
S) Biorcnh m Uyurt Smt*

ft) SwrM Ir Soul Ouckm
7| PinFnml Kirv

81 PtnfnrdNondIn
wwh Chtckrn

9| Pmi fnrd Kavmli
10) Hill 1 Soul Soup

5-8Buffet Served
Mon.-Thurs.

Brunch Served
Sunday 11:30-3

^)^\1^ $5.75

Luncheon Special* & Takeout Service
Full Cocktail Menu

Sun.Thurs 1 1 30 a.m. -10 p.

m

a.m. Fr1& Sal. 11:30 am.- II p.m.

p.m. 10 Belcherloan Road
at Rte. 9. Amherst

256-0252 ^^_

The following people were winners in team

sweepstakes. Please clainn your prize in the Lacrosse

Office, 256 Boyden.
Cindy Human - 801 JA
Gail Triplett - 354 Hills So.

Pat TyrJe - N.Y.

S. Cain - Concord

Bruce Goodman- N.Y.
Elisa Wheeler - Lowell

Wayne Newman - Brett

Joanne TozlowskI - 314 Brandywine

James Salanger - N.Y.

John Nowlin - 1814 JFK

SUMMER JOBS FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT

$175 - 225 per week
Join students from around the country

and work with MASSPIRG, the state's

largest environmental and consumer

lobby. We seek college students and

others for our campaign to clean up

hazardous waste. Learn the tools of

grassroots lobbying and how to win

legislative victories. Rapid advancement,

travel and career opp's. Will train. Call

Gal. 8:30 am - 5:00 pm weekdays,

256-6434

SPECIALS

Pitchers of

Miller Draft $3.00

Anisette $.99

Tsiang-Tao Beer $1.65

Mike's would like to thank EVERYONE

who supported us. Good luck & enjoy

your summer, see you in the Fall
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Cash in advance Phone number FREE

TO SUBLET

(heap Rummer sublet with fall option. 2
bedroom Southwood apts 2S6 1562

Two room* available for summer near

malls and busstop call 586-5425

1 bedroom sublet w/four bedroom fall op-
tion Amherst apt call Andy after 9 pm at

256 6859

2 rooms to sublet in Hadler home.
Available 6/ 1 call Allan or Adam S86 7818

w/fall option 3 bdrm Squire VilUre 1 V,

baths on bus route 665-4284 keep trying

Sublet, fall option bedroom in 3 bedroom
house, garage, 1 Vi baths, washer, dryer

4215 4 0811253 7798

two bedroom Southwood Apt take over
lease June 1st call 256-8806

Room in bouse - summer w/fall option
newly renovated attic room - 115/mo» call

Charlie 256-0084

Wanted: People to sublel house for sum-
mer in Amf>erst 3 miles from campus
w/swimming pool ar>d tennis courts washer
& dryer possible fall room available rent

negotiable call 256-0276 Tom or call

263-7272 Stave anytime around the clock'

Puffton Sublet 2 bedroom apt air condi

tioning pool tennis courts rent very

negotiable semi-furnished bus stop out front

close to campus call Mike or Pete 549-6535

Sumemr sublet w/fall option. 1 bedroom

apt 10 min from campus Univ Park on

ausline, cable, laundry, easy shopping

Summer rent negotiable. Call Raghu

256 1426 level 545 2193 Idayl

Sublet Puffton Village Apt. one female

for single room over the summer Sharing

bathroom with other female. Craig 549-2804

(iori^eous new 3 bdr apt Sunderland rent

IS cheap. Summer w/fall option 665-4184

fake^ur Tease for fall 4 bedroom apart

ment 2 baths call 256-1661

For^rent or sublet large one bedroom

Southwood apt very cheap 256-6679

ApaTtment for sublet four rooms air con-

ditioned sublet until July 31 , with an option

for teh fall $350 month in Sunderland

666^3232

two bedroom townhouse in Southwood

apartments with fall opt^n 256 1WO

Rooms Tn ne'^'hiJee rooms are 'u'""*^

and in Amherst on bus route call Dale at

5ffil

Beautiful 4 bedroom house in N
Amherst with a backyard and 'I'eplace

sumemr with fall option (close to UMasI call

549 6514
_

3 bdrin Puffton AC next pool tennis $250

mo/BO 546-5212/4213

Name youF price! desperate to sublet a

Brandywine 3 bdrm cajlj49-3516

1 bedroom in two bedroom apt, Cliffside

apts partly furnished 210/month ,\ugust

rent free jack or Tim 665:8412 or 3;0«83

Two bedroom townhouse in Southwood

apartments with fall option 256-1090

Roomslnnewliouse rooms are furnished

and in Amherst on bus route call Dale at

546 9M0

BeauUfuT 4 bedroom house in N
Amherst with a backyard and fireplace

sumemr with fall option (close to Uf^as) call

649 6514

3 bdrm Puffton AC next pod tennis »260

mo/BO 546 521 2/4213

Name your price! desperate to sublet a

Brandywine 3 bdrm call 549-3616

1 bedrooiirin twobidroom apt, Cliffside

apts partlj furnished 210/month August

rent Free jack or Tim 665-8402 or 5-0«K.-«

TRAVEL

Ocean Cruise Party
no drinking age at sea

gamble & dance non stop

Only $69
one free trip for

every group of 20
Call 617 851 0333 or

617321 3943

WANtEI) CHEAP ACOUSTIC
UlJltAR any type any condition call

546-8047 anytime

~
WANTED TO RENT

Rooma/Snbleta wanted Jur>e 22

Call 2S6-8615 8 am 9 pm
Aug 2.

Rides to Bradley Airport. Home or cam
pus pickup. Very affordable. Call 586 7900

for reservations

1)0 yon have a room? I n«ed a single"

Quiet, clean female - please call Luara

546-6364 after 1 1 PM
Female seekinK sinsle room close to

campus for fall Please help' Call Jill

549-4750 leave message

TYPING SERVICE WOMEN OF 54 RAILROAD ST

Quality Typing Long or short project*.

Meticulous proofreading. Editing available.

New IBM typewriter 549 0367

U.V.C.

Wanted: UVC members interested in the

production of UMass Football Games next

fall. All positions avail. I need youi Please

call paul 549 1675

WANTED

Wanted internal frame backpacks and

lightweight sleeping bags call Kathy

546 5662

Hois io. Lit, Beth, Lyane. Janice, iacq
lis that 671 1 was going to name all of the fun

times we've had but everyday was a great

memory and an experience. Thanx for the

t)est year' I'm sure all of you will never

forget the clean kitcheni We had some wild

and crazy times on RR St good luck

w/school, wor1(, denmark. Jo, I won't mind

if you don't get a "real " job yet' Lir thanx

for keeping rrw afloat last senwster I

couWn't have found a bettor friend' You
guys better visit me in Colorado next year

better yet Cape Cod this summer I'll miss

you guys and yes you can keep my pictures

on the fridge until we leave' Adios Amigos
Love Suzy-Q

Soul. Black Music records (used -adio

program) 50 cents plus Joe 586 5487

AM/PM
Stephanie Wolf your own peraonsli Now
York here we come. Love, Beth^

Anti-Gay or Neutral Interviewers sought

for documentary Must have heard tha

Cameron speech or attended following rally.

Screen tests on Wed , May 14 from 4 7 pm,

in 216 Student Union or leave name and

phone for John F Pay for in-depth inter

views

In hot weather the inside of a car can

reach 160° if you must trsvol with your dog,

park m shaded areas Crack the window,

and leave a bowl of fresha cold water. You

dogs life depends on your nwTWtAering.^^

30,000 stray dons and cats live

miserablelives on the street and in junk

yards in the Boston area Now ts the time to

spay /neuter your animal friend. Help end

the suffering

MATKINS - Happy Birthday '" We mag-

gots don't forget more than one or two

years in a row.

Kitty - your my best roommate evwr, I'm

gonna miss you' Love, Kefty Ann

Paula Mcti(f«r. Its me, Matt Freodttiani

Where Is it going to be. Hong Kong orSt

Croinf My number is in the boofci" See ya in
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ACTIVITIES

nwrartfh U«iW far tk« Hudirappfd
al TiHson EQuine Center Fndays 10 00

12 00 May 23 August 16 Students receive

ciedit for volunieering 2S9 1235

AUTO FOR SALE

lt78 yellow Subaru smian. Front wtteel

drive. Runs tine $600 best oHer 259^1640

(HI. S84 2700 ext 2S70 (Wl

197C Audi Fox wagon automatic exceMent

running many new pans sunroof $800 BO
253 2797

1978 Fiat iHi. Much inweeted Great

stereo $3000 caM Paul 6-8837

1979 Tord EI 50 vaa:" overhead dash.

Sunroof, couch table, new parts $2800

253 56^
7* VW Rabbit brown. A'l rutw we*, greet

stereo $1000 obo 584 8736

1979 Ford Pinto haUhbark exceHertt con-

dition standard new parts $1000 5865729

77 Malibtt good condrtion $1600 or 80
323 6S26 95000 miles

For sale '79 Rabbit good condition,

dependable Must sell call evenings

253 2487

!9«8 VW BiK runs well $400 66&aB12^

6S F8S Olds 250 V6 needs work body great

cond BO 646 5708 must sell

rlaasv 1974 Buirk Apollo 2 door hat

chback V8 engine automatic transmission.

power brakes I) steering an corxlitionirtg.

radial tires b snow tires, trailer hitch ideal

for UHaui $1400 or best offer Call 253 28E8

weekends or weekdays after 6 pm

6X I'ontiac (irand Prix runs great very

reliable needs some body work 1600

5465760

I<*7j Impala runs w«ll (nuM tell $500

549 3757

M(>B 1976 mint condition red body and

black leather interior runs well $2800 Chris

546 0929

1976 Olds Starfire decent transportation,

needs brake work. $800 or 80 call 549 1057

leave message

80 Tovota Olira well nwiniained mint con

dition 5 spd AC sun roof must see 4200 or

BO 549 6067

69 Chrvrllr 87000 mi wor>derful cond. $300

549 0385

1977 Honda 7S0 recant bat, Kerker.

sprockets clutch now maroon paint $700

665 3921

76 VW Rabbit yellow all rabuHt radial sUn
dard $1200 253 2483

Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44 through

the U S government? Get the facts today'

Call 1 312 742 1142 e«t 5831 A

Ford LTD 77 (stalionwagon). Rum finei

$1200 or BO call 546 4784 or -4901

1974 Tovnta Corolla 2 door automatic new
fires $250 00 584 8831

BESTEST FRIEND AND R(K)MMATE

Orientation, bunk t>eds. Jen. BKO steps,

goalys. La Mia Piiza man, Buffalo hit

chhiker. AES. protwtion. Pub, DJ, we got

more frosh, pea cream, WM, trio. Bafiamas

62 Gaslopo, chase, Italia, Espsna. bye
. 9.

M. NUC. roedtrips, job??, gram, foton talks.

Chinese, peanut butler cookies. Clase, PC
runs B & C. Fri movies Dallas walks and

skips the memories we've made arnl

ttKwe to make

BIG. BRIGHT ROOM

Hard-wood floors, 4 wir>dows, in furrtith

ed house on Phillips St, "6 block from U M
campus for summer sublet. Very
reasonable, call Lanssa 549-4674 evenings

BOARD OF E. FAI.I. "Hfi

PaT. Joan (John). Kill & Kob. Jen & Krl-

h. Yolanda. Johnny. Lisa & Kathy. A
Paul. Congrats' We're gonna (you should

excuse the expression! kick a linle ass next

year' See ya for back to school' Oode

BOB * JOHN

So the little picture come* to a rloee.

The brothers in arms will be no more No
more spilled chew cups, or big pictures, or

movies, or,
,

of the mind, or the church on

Thurs nites. or the vice, no more 1 yr leaves,

or muscleheads, high & tights, or freejing

cold houses, no more, um, yeah' That's it'

that's the ticket' But, really it won't tie the

same The three musketeers will t>e no

more' We've been the best of friends for 3

years I love you guys & will miss you guys,

well. Bob. I know I'll see you agin. but.

that's OK John J GameLin. Stay Low. aim

high b keep your weapon clean' Love ya,

Tony, 2 tone or tone on tone one in the

tanna

BRANDYWINE

Braildywinc Apt 2 bdrm for summer sublet

and tall takeover call 549-7747

BREW CREW

Teacher Lie if you think we'll forget you

guys ow the summer cuz C you've made
this sernester one of the best EVA and

,than. .so . .we love you guys Jules b
Julaa

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Berome a Swedish Pollenique certified

skin care consultant Free training,

unlimited potential, minimal investment

Call Julie at 266 7013 after 4 or come by

Swedish table in the Concourse

CAPE COD

('HEAPI!! 2 roommates needed to share

big house in Falmouth greet location close

to town and beach call Nanci 54fr4032

leave a message

KcMimmates needed for house m Den

nisport for summer call Karen 642 3077 or

646 4918 ASAP

Please help us find a place to live on the

Cape' Call Sue or Jill at 256 1446

2 people needed to share room in Hyannis

for summer $1000 aa. Bob 646-4756

•CASH"

PnriM easli for yow basaball cards

I can Mike 546-6105

( HErK IT OUT

Great aammer sublet in sn unbaatsMe

location Three bedroom house 2 minutes

from town 5 to campus entire house

available at 126 a month fully furmshad call

253 3470^
COLLEGIAN STAFF

You people are th* httjt * soal of the

bcinK we call the Colleflian Your virork is

often hard tt thankless it s always ap
preciated You make it look easy Thanks
for your dedication I am hortorsd to be a

mernber of you Oode

CRUST-HEADS

To all the rnisty people wfra made my
semester one of the best ever I will see you
after tt>e Pond at my place arxl I win never

forget you' Leske

' CUBIC

'

Coagratulations on Gradiutio*?! Hsve a

t>last in Hawaii I'm gonna miss you so

muchi Take care Love. Jenn

DAWN A BETH

Filtratiaa! Wo mada it) HoMr'd wa do? F.J,

arid many rnore great msmorias of tfie ISth

Hibby hibby forward hibby hibby hibby hib

by hibby shake I'll mtss you madcaps'
Lovo, JodiB

DAWNYBfWDE

I lore yon fotosar Navar toaa tt<at baautitui

smile or tfw shrinkaes might get you. Love
Dave

DAY GRAPHICS

Your Queen wishes you the bast if any

of you are graduating See the rest of you in

Sept and P S you guys have been very

miM and t>oring this semester MaytM you'll

improve and I'll have sometfvng to look for

ward to next semester since the DAY will

already be over Queen

DAY MAGGOTS

I must sat . It has C>een an unsteady, diverse

situation with you all (Bath keep Mike in

line! Be nice to Mom, for she is one to deal

with everything good and bad, great ar>d

small. Damn all cliches. tMjt have a wonder
ful year and keep togettier Stay strong

Mom, It will soon end Rememt)er our mot
to. ad-raeps, who needs 'em7< Love, Lsrisaa

DELPHINE qi ARLES

You've been a source of consistency in

the cra/y world of lectures and agents You
have and always wiU be in our leans Best

wishes fro a wonderful future for a real

classy lady Love Lanssa ar>d John

DELTA GRADUATES

Schuster; Ret in (fear

Lynch get married

Norio get rich

Jenks get a realfob

Markus get real roommates
Sal getout'

BubtM get in sftape

Fran, get lost

DIANE

Well yoo Kot It • you have mads niy Ufa

slot more enjoysble in tf>e past year b a half

thanks I love you more than you will ever

know Lets make the summer work. Love,

your Fruit Medly

DISTINGUISHED VISITOR PRO-
GRAM

To the intellectusi elite: yes. you are the

politically and socially aware people who
demonstrate constant devotion and interest

to your numb leaders Good luck (it is a re-

quirement to wear floppy hats to the Bella

lecturel and thanks for all assistance this

year We ve had an e<lrerr>ely successful

year the tradition is sure to continue' Help

continue the age old tradition of Joe's on

Sat. nite. Love Lanssa and John

ED APODACA
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

A scholarship drive at Whitmore cour
tyard IS taking place on May 14 Iwtween
noon and 1.30 Area merchants and
residents and staff are donating items to be
auctioned This Ed Apodaca Scholarship
Program is being sponsored by the Financial

Aid Office The auctioneer is Jack Den
nison. Dean of Stockbridge School

ELIZABETH AND SHERRY

Tkank you for all that you've done For
me You both had confidence in me over a

year ago. and gave me all the responsibility I

could get my hands on You taught me a lot

more than just the paper lessons that I will

take with me when I graduate We had
some really good times together i always
enioyed being down here, so you must have
done something right Thanks for giving me
the chance to succeed, and for everything
else too Best of luck in all that you do You
know where to find me next year, so don't
forget to call. Love. Steve

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISf ENTERTAINMENT
Professional Disc Jockeys Light Shows,
Large Screen Video 24 hr operator 649 7144

FALL '86 KXK( BOARD

Ansel. Steve. Bill & Kob. & Johnathan
Y. WE have our work cut out for us Get
psyched' Rest up over summer you'll need
it. - Doda

FOR RENT

Brittany Manor now ranting for fall

semester 256-8534

2 bedroom apt short lease with the option
for long term Free heat and water male or

female $450 a month On bus route Contact
Rich or Pete 256 0079

I or 2 quiet females to share large room in

Puffton available Jue 1 thru fall ft spring call

Debbie 546 9226

4 bedroom. 2 bathroom apartment on bus
line Summer sublet with fall option Call

266 1885

Female roommate needed for own single,

on Hobart Lane 549 6343

fall option: w/summer sublet 3 twdrooms
in a 4 bedroom apt Heat b utilities included

256 1661

3 bedroom apt Sunderland $400 per

month available May 28th call 666 3300

I bdrm Puffton Apt available for rent June
1st call 649 5371

Amherst (enter one bedroom apt
available June 1 excellent locatiom $385/mo
call 253 7613

4 bdrm Swiss VillaKe apt all utilities inci

call 2561061 for more info

Two bedroom apt with fall option walk

ing distance to UMass and on bus route

sublet starts on June 1 For more info stop

by 29 Crestview Apts North Amherst
anytime in the afternoon or at night

6 min to campus 2/2 bdrm apts $520 plus

1 /3 bdrm 640 plus available June 1 648 9181

Need a 2 bedrrmm apt? Take over our

lease' 263 3383

Non-smoking housenutc needed for faM

$186/ 666 4576

All th* comforts of home! Color TV. VCR,
microwave, fireplace, washer b dryer in

house extremely close to campus, directly

across from txiS stop 2 single rooms for

females June 1 Call 549 5640

Housemates wanted Quiet homo in

Hadley. garden. 2 miles from campus. Non-
smokers $130 month 549^0306

.Spacious 2 bedriMHn townhouse apt m
Squire Village on bus route Available June
1. Call evenings 6663947

PMffton Apt available JamTl and on caN
Lauren or Rachel 5494489 5480788 366/mo

News your chance! Take over lease. or>e

tiedroom in Brandywine 549 6121

Take over Townehouse lesae immadialaty
3 bedrooms call 549 3816

Take over lease June 1 1 bdr in 3 bdr Puff
ton Apt 649 3667

Fall option Sootkwood 2 b«g bedroom
apartment on bus line rent negotiable tel

253 7601

Brandywine Apt! 1 room in 2 t>edroom
summer w fall option call 549^5799

4 bedroom Northampton Jurte with Sapl
option $625 plus, acreage
5 Bedroom Hadley Jur>e wit hSept option
$825 pkj

4 bedroom Amherst 2 t>alh garage Jurw
with Sept option $825 plus

Skibiski Realtors Northampton 684 3428

Free August rent summer sublet with fall

option 1 bedroom in 2 bedroom apt in town
call Irene 253 3745

I03F Southwood $530 month inc.

everything except electric 2S3 20Q6 starting

61
Vacant House, three large twdrooms,
garage yard on bus rt South Amherst
availatile June 1 call 2561435

Amherst Center sunny, spacious, qutot 2
room apt groat for coupla' rsnt nag.
253 6529

FIRST (OME - FIRST SERVE!!
1 bedroom apt in Puffton Village

available June 1st

you take over lease'

Clean b well kept flowers
planted in front Call Linda

at 649 6699 b leave message

2 badroon rondo in Amherst Field*
poaaible fall option call 256 0912

Northampton .Apt near center or town
Own room in house with three men
$106 25 month Starting 20 May 586 5524

200S rash reward sign our lease
Townhouse Apt 665 3086

.\mhersl House own room in 6 bedroom '2

bath house near Bruno s Available June 1

Summer w fall option Walk to campus tall

$200' mih summer $125 call 253 2213

Puffton Village Apt needs one male room
mate for fall semester Craig 649 2804

I..arge sunny room in great house. On the
bus rt. washer dryer, airconditioned 150
per month with fall option call Kathlee" 2f'.z:

6 at 256 6238

Rooms available fall semester tor more
info call Delta Chi Fraternity on Sunset Av
549 6284~

FOR SALE

Large fridge! $100 The parfsct placa to

keep extras beers coM' Call 68066

Soft Contact I.«nses Most daily wear
lenses. $18 00 to $25 00 Most extended
wear lenses. $35 00 to $45 00 Most soft

tinted lenses $36 00 to $46 00 Lowest
prices on C L solutions, anywhere Flexcare

$1 96. heat units, $12 95 Amherst Optical

Shoppe, Inc
, 196 No Pleasant St , (4131

263 6412 or (413» 256 6403

Mint condition bed Er ottier furniture

Cheryl 549 5127

Couch with matching chair and ottoman
$90 proce negotiable call Matt 549 7293

Bedroom furniture - must sell' Call Lirtda

649 6621

Oddn and ends arrumulatinn over four
years Endtables, lamp, dresser, bed, etc.

'All must go call Beth at 549 4086

19" color Sony Trinitron f\ - excellent

condition, recently tuned Free TV stand
Best offer call Beth 649 4086

((uality furniture sleep sofa and dresser

very resonable call evenings 263 5385

(Government Home from SI (u repair)

Also delinquent tax property. Call

1 805 687 6000 ext GH 9616 tor informa-

tion

Free kittens to be given away by May 23
call 586 7769

Furniture kitchen set arid living room set

call 549 0189

Baa Amp lOOW MS inch spkr $200 Eric

649 5897

I<arge dorm refrigerator with good size

freezer $80 or BO call 546 1450

Furniture good condition desk, t>ed,

sofa, kitchen table and more call 549 3819

Chevy Nova 1972 cassette AM FM good
condition $700 or BO 649-5664

One twin bed and one double mattress
and two bookcases 649 4798

Twin bed for sale one semester old perfect

condition $30 00 call 649 1660

Furniture - must sell good condition
dresser, 2 couches, bed, desk best offer

call Phil or Rick 253 7577

Rug for ssle excellent condition. Fits dou-
ble room Call Joe 253 9522

Sparta .Moped $500 new, asking $186 or

BO, used 3 summers must sell 6 8093

Desk and lighting fixture in great condi
tion Call Eric at 549 1648

Single bed with wr>od frame 76$ or BO
call Kathleen after 6 at 256 6238

Furniture for Hale must sell, six chairs and
table kitchen set, two twin bed matresses
call 266 6081 ask for Tony

All furniture for sale - cheap! Call Traci

549 6260

Rest bed & mattress cail Mike 266 1303

Beautiful powder blue rug. Like new' 9 x

12 perfect wall to wall for dorm room best

offer call 646 6009

F'urniture, couches, end tables, very inex

pensive, must sell 256 0910

(Great Furniture for sale! Living room set,
couches, chairs, coffee and night tables,
twin bed, dressers, shelves all prices
negotiable call 649 5968

Must sell! Good condition -sofs/couch-$80
chair $36 coffee table $25 Lazyboy
recliner $45 666 3164 call anytime

Cheap furniture - everything must go
dresser, beds, etc call 549 7816

Used furniture - kitchen table end mat
ching chairs, sofa and matching lovesoal,
bureau Also dryer Call Cath 253 3362

"FOZZIE"

Don't forget tf>e twtst, frat parties. Hallo

woen. Fearing Street, Friday morning
hangovers arid our smoke filled room' Don't

lose tfiat Boston accent in Hawaii' By the

way. I'm going to miss you a WICKED tot'

Lovo your roommate, Chnstme

FEANH MAKCEAU

4 years. Smiling, laughing, cryirtg, grow
ing' Congratulations for makir>g it through.

t>arely sane' I'll wnte the book at>out your
life, you handle tfte contract' Love, your

favwil ptaywrite

FRONT COUNTER STAFF

Yes that mesne yo«. . .Jerwi S., Julie,

Chns. BAM Iwfien you're not, with Fayel

Susan, and my prot>lem chiM Jenn A All of

you have a great summer and be ready to

nwork tfie minute you arrive on campus for

faM sanrtester It's t>ean a tairty good
samaster Thanks for all tfie help? Also An
drea tha includes you even tftough you
never showed wtien Juke asked you too"
Cathy

GIRAFFE WOMAN

4 years witk » waa wortk
138 credits! Here's to many more. . Lova.

Speedy, the Uyuppre

GOOD-BYE UMASg

Thanks to all you wonderful people for

making my two years in UMass groat'"*' If

you pass by Italy this summer come visit me
and we wiH party together'" I love you all

artd I'll miss you""" Gianmarco For

mtchella. Via Tolmirx) 7 Rome
Italy (0618441532 PS
EsfMCislly you Bonehoad Charles'""

HELP WANTED

NOW HIRING
* CoHege Pro Painters is looking *

* for rnotivsted hard working athletic
*

* students to paint in tt>e Lexington •

South outlet •67 hour piece work *

* interviews on campus 1 800 424 2468 *

* positions filling quickly call today *

Island Attendant - Pan time positiom
available starting May 12lh Evenings 4 30
to 9. $3 60 per hour plus commission apply

at Belcfiertown Road Sunoco 40 Balcher

town Rd

Experienced waitresses wanted for sea

food rest Off of Rie 2 m Orange. Mass call

1 617 644 8941 10 am 12

Painters - Interested in painting houses this

summer? Good pay b incentives Andover
N. Andover area call Floyd 5465374

House Parenl(sj^ at (Christian Chi Rho
House, an ecurrwnical coed, intern'l res. for

SO students Effic apt. bd. stipend Also 2
Res Ass ts (M Et F) 'i rm & bd Also receiv

ir^ applic for student residents First Baptist

Church, 549^3596, 434 N. Pleasant Amh
with letter of interest

Sammer income: Flexible schedule, any
location, high commission, mar^gement
potential 666 3613

Part-time help wanted Readers, drivers

and recreators for legally blind person. Send
resume or experience on cassette to P.O.

Box 1021. Amherst, MA 01004

Cape Cod - Experienced painters wanted
for Hyannis area $6 7 hr contact Mr Powers
behiveen 7 9 PM at (617) 428 9045

Child (are/Housekeeping on idyllic Island

near Nantucket Cate 4 yrs and OLiver 8
mos July. Aug or txjth 256 05(X> eves

Now hiring staying in Amherst this

sumemr guaranteed salary excellent pay
goat working conditions flexit>le ftours call

Willie 266 4101

SSS Any I'Masa students: summer work
up to 40 hrs per week can start right away
Student Union Laundry slop by or call Al

549 6000 ext 412

Waiter/Waitresses wanted FT/PT good
for summer and 'or Fall Steil's in Belcher

town 323 6459 ask for Carol

New Espirt nutlet in Waitham looking for

Carolyn Lee after Graduation congratula

tions, doarest. Love, Stefox

HEY PHOTOG8

Its been a hectic but great semester.
Thanx for all the hard work Good luck ne«t

semester I'll miss you all' Michelle

INSTRUCTION

Summer (>uitar Lessons Experienced and
patient teacher Rock /Pop 'Folk /Blues all

levels accepted electric and accoustic your

home or my studio (in North Amherst on the

tHis line) call Doug 549-4786

IN THE MIDST.

. . .of all the love, congrsts and best
wishes, we woukj like to say to Worm-
tongue, Witchy Poo, Wrath of Khan and
assorted SOTE, you have made this a

miserable semester. Thanks for your never

lasting appreciation. And in the immortal

words of our beloved Chien Fou "Go suck
on a rock'"

JOHN KENNEDY

Here is the classified you have been ask

ing for Good luck to you in the future and
remember all the fivors I did for you that

you never paid me back for like you said you
would. Cathy

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

Thanks to ynu fun folks for three special

years Seniors, remember the alumni conn
cection and if ever in NY, caH me. Love
Larissa PS My special friend you deserve the

best

KAREN SCHILLER

There arc no words to tell you how much
I am going to miss you. and no way to let

you know just how much I love you. Always
and forever, Meryl PS If they ask you to

marry them over there, say no' Luff

Tathleen or Rath
BUT not kathy

Men in kilts make for interesting dates!!

have fun in Scotland but maybe you should
leave the crayolas at home' We'll miss
you,Kalethai Love, Collita, Egg. Victrola.

and Photo by Paul Desmarais

KELLY ANN

Happy Graduation, i kr>ow you'll succeed
in whatever you do This past semester was
awesome I'll miss ya' Love Kitty PS Thank
you l>ye-bya

LIZ * SHERY

Michelle, Wva had a great freshman y«sri

It's bean great workiiiK with yon both
for however long it's been Best of luck to

both of you' You've been a great friend and
awesorrw co worker' May life be as great to

you t>oth as you've been to me' Cathy

USAV.

Miss .Murphy - Two years, can you believe

It? We ve weathered the storm Will UMass
ever be tf>e same witfiout us? Ttianks for tfie

laughs, the wierd looks, tfie cigarettes, tt>e

coupons, the G E> T's. the nights out and all

that stuff In a way I'm glas to be leaving,

because you land the Rats' I wouM be hard

to replace Love, XX, tfie otfier Miss Mur
phy

UZ YOUNG

I WvtyoB

What do I say to my partaer in Codagian
life? You've taught me slot and I win akways

rememtjer the great timos we've fiad You
are a super person and I fiope we can party

It up in B town Lots of love. Sherry

UHU feinsiHn

Now that its publicly known that I have

It, ttisnks for a steaming hot weekend tfw

good nouns you have it too. V.D.

iJeef

p! I lost my wallet at or in Franklin DC
5. 6 86 please return no questioris

Men's black leather jarkellost Wad May
7 in Coffee House Phil 586 2937

J.(i. You are tf>e most wonderful woman of
my life'" Be always fuppy I tove you""
GM
To the brothers of Phi Sig - if anyone
found a red bikim lop at Mass Grass pksase
contact Noel at 649 1687

Lost double-rope gold bracelet at or in

Franklin DC on 5 29 reward Dorene 6 9667

Help I rao't see!!! Lost glasaes in light blue
case 646 95S4 keep trying

Lost at Pond Concerts orsifge knapsack
Ifsnnypackl please call Joan 69784

MIND CONCENTRATION

Marissa - Concantrale and I'M understand
forever

MOTORCYCLES

80 Honda Custom 400. Only 4000 mi , ex

cellent condition, runs great' Burgundy
w pin stripe, luggage rack, small back, new
brakes, new battery S660 80 call Steve
256 1370

Kawasaki 73 4(M runs and looks good $560
or best offer 549 0866 call Joe

HO Suzuki (iSl. K-SO shaft ex bike' AF
heln^t $1000 BO 649 6986

1979 Yamaha 650 special excellem condi-

tion $800 253 3337

MUDDY WATERS

Here is to the best friend anyone could

ask for I am going to miss you in a big way
Just rememt>er, I love you and Atlanta isn't

that far away, Florida is furtfier Sweetpea

NANCY BUTfiNE

You are a very special person and if cor

rupted in Vegas I'll shoot you' Seriously,

you have enhanced my college life greatly I

fiope I have returr>ed tfie favor in an even
small way Love, your tMg sis

PERSONALS

Gtiitar Wanted - I am kxAing for a left

fianded Fender Stratocaster any condition,

any vintage Call Myk 6 6742

Plan ahead and save money next yesr

free meals m exchange for light kitchen

duties contact Chi Omega for more info

5460162

Seniors - This is your LAST CHANCE to

order your 1986 yearbook Stop by 103CC or

call 546-0648 for details

Soul, Black Music records (used radio

program) 60 cents plus Joe 586 6487

AM/PM
Anti-(iay or Neutral Interviewers sought

for documentary Must have heard the

Cameron speech or attended following rally

Screen tests on Wed , May 14 from 4 7 pm,
in 216 Student Union or leave name and
phone for John F. Pay for in-depth inter

views

fn hot weather the inside of a car can

reach 160° if you must travel with your dog.

park in shaded areas Crack the window.
and leave a bowl of fresha cold water You
dog's life depends on your remembering.

30.000 stray dogs and cats live

miserablelives on the street and in junk

yards in tf>e Boston area Now is the time to

spay/r>euter your animal friend Help end
the suffering

Dear Kids, this really hasn't been one of

the best semsosters but without you all it

would haVe been the worst' Thanks for all

you have done for me and the laughs, cof

fee, and Slime you have given me Good
luck to you all, I'll miss you' Love, Mom PS
Sorry it's so non-eloquent but it's the l>est I

could do at the time.

FRANKIE: Does there have to be an end
without a beginning? Your f's not in the

book; mine is

Peter Abraham • The Sports Staff is really

going to miss you You've been an unrelen

ting force-to-berekoned with kind of guy
You'll be a tough act to follow Best of luck'

John and Comapny

Lara. Stacy. Mike, Hal and David -you're

the greatest Thanks for a great year. Take
care, you're late buddy, Greg

Kerry. Happy B day roomie
best of luck next year

III miss ya
Joanne

PS France will never be the same

.Augh!!! Hey 4th floor Joho you madcap
waterbugs' Who loves ya? Thanks for a

great year. Good luck on finals Kari

V*^V*V* • ••'••••••• ••••• •••••••••••••

Seniors of Tau Beta Sigma *

' Karen, Cheryl, Maureen, Sharon. *

' Lisa and Chris
*

Goodbye and good luck guys' We are all
'

• going to miss you' LOVE the sisters of *

* Tau Beta Sigma '

Happy Birthday Pumpkin! You're finally

22 but you're still my baby and you always
will be. Love Mrs. Meat

Foo-Foo,(Well it's better than hacker).

We made it through another semester and

you get your name in the paper' XXCK) Me

{

Sue and Lac,Gr«duation!!l Yeah Vippie

'ou survived (another 2* years though)

Jnc. Chicago and some other place!! CJood

Luck! Huggy .
K'ssy .J

Pam, I ..ant to father your children Ixive

Numb.

Umass/SouthwestThank you .JQA for a

U{iforgetable year as an exchange student.
' will mise you Love. Alma

JlUNo matter whnt, I'll always love youl

It's only 99days or 963 miles. De .

222 KnowhoB (MarlMay 15th 5:00 p m
Let's talk Bern

Carol. Kim. Jean. Patty. Sue. Aileen.

Dom. Scott. Rich:You made this semaater

great! Miss you guys next year Julie

HRH . It's bc«n a great 2 years I always
had fath in you I'll still be here after W P
Always. Martha

Ellie. You made it thru college FD&.S'
and now you deserve a drink 'at leat one>

Conin'alulations' Love. Caroline

Nan-The oaste-up, the diacussions.the

Marilyn Monroe Have fun at Camp and
hopefully you'll help us in the fall. Love.

Kel

SOD-We stumbled through the semester

somehow' What s an MCS? Ciood luck but

1 know we II set- ynu in the fal l Love, Kel

Thank You St. Judefor divine
intervention

Yo LJaa W. are all going Ui miss you! (jood

Luck in Michegan Lots of Love Amy and
.he gang

Uoniia Happy Birthday!! I promise I'll

take you out to McD's! Love Ya Mugga
Murdy

Desperately Seeking Daany-This time
It IS me babe' Are we having fun yet'' Hell
yeah' Remember this face' 1 love vou'
JLOYL '__

Chris, it's been great and not so ffreat

but 1 wouldn't trade you for anyone Let's

get together and really celebrate gradua
tion Love Pucky

Jill Jekanoski-Thank you for all the

awesome thimes in bank. Phi Mu and at

Umaas .Now. who will take me on road

tnpe. to the beach, to see grampe. and
break rules at my HSS' I heard Mass is

hiring you can't get rid of me. Gidce or

KathT Best of Luck always! I'll nuas you'

Your friend forever S-Wersch

Boopa to the best roomie ever show em
your stuff in Talc you little logo I will mis»
you. Barsies. and Sig Ep In Hawaii stay
tidy Love ya L.V

Ruthi. I couldn't let you leave UMASS
without a personal Are vou i^ure you don't

want to stay a roupic i>f >xtra seinesters?

Who sm I going to do ahw with"* Con
gratulations nn your graduation Love and
Miss ya Jodi

Rumor has it that Pattee McGarry is

leaving campus' and with this sh(x:king
news, her friend Thorn puts on a prrma
nent seatbelt for an unstable Fall semester
without her I'll miw you mega ions I>on't

forget out r^ndez vnus at H K in December
With Love. Thom

Five North Grayson. Makhouae. Jimmy
My unforgettabe fheitds through thick and
thinl'll miSK you. but will return' .Neat!

I love you all^specially my B word Take,
take me home XOX and Cheese.
Weegoe

To the sisters of Alpha Chi Omega
Keep up the tradition We'll all miss you
very much And don't worry, well be back.

See you at Barsie's for the Barstool

marathon. Love the graduating seniors!!

PS You d better wriU

Sue This ones for you I love you Bob

The Happy Hawiians You craxy
Hawiians form UH made our year We'll
miss you but never forget you .3rd flrxir

f^hadhoiirne

"mike !!C0NGRATULATI0NS!! You
made it Only a few more days lefl. hang
in there Best of luck with your new job

You deserve the best Tu Amorci to;

Diannie

Booboo-Ragida Well it's been a wild
semester plan to party next year' You are
too awesome' What else can I say'' Love ya.

MaddoK

Craig and Joe. our IFPS buddies! We
can see your lips moving but we can't hear
you! Here's to drinks and celebrating when
we're through Ixive Noelle and Cnenc

T.O.T.-Evil eyes . . .no, adoring eyes!
.Some people like a cigarette afterwards,
we like food I love to make ynu hungry
Gonna miss you like crazy this summer
Ixive. Zippy

Duck-Quack. Quack. Killer Ducks. It

took you enr^ugh time, but vou can finally

say amf for the last time Mazel Tov you
indigent purim drunkard H.C

Helen A Robyn, Thanks for making my
"Umass experience " such a pissa! I love

you guys and I'll muns you both. Congrats,

and let's try not to cry for the pictures!

l*t's go party Afler all. we deserve it!

Love. Jufus

Sparky your bull — attitude and ex
perience finally got vou through! How
about some Perry Elfis desigPT shades
(black and whithi for the casual dade?
Although we hale to admit it we are go-

ing to miss you but not half as much as

you're going to miss ua iwho else is going
to put up with you in the real world?) Love
Dawn and Andrea

Sigma Kappa .Seniorsi Congratulation
on graduation! Good luck Ann Marie,
Pam. Tracey. Katie. Marlene. Nancy,
Allison, and Sue Best of luck on exhange
Sue and Lisa. YOu will all be missed! Love
your sisters and pledges of SK!

Sandy Child We finally made It^nly
eleven days left Lo\p .Sue

Thanx to all who've made life here
more fun: Denise. Stacey, Shari. Rochelle,

Art. Sherry, Bill Pyne. Scott & Erida.

Eileen, Jennifer, Josslyn. Kim & Laura
. .and especially to my good friends Brian,

Susanne. Tony, Lynne & .Icnny l^t's try

the great escape again soon! Take care of

yoursi^lves and be happy-EJE

Joanie Monaco- Thanks for making this

the best Spring ever. Have a great sum-
mer, and I'll see you m Aug! ^rm

Karen-Yes you Wompa! Thanks for mak
ing my first year excellent! You're a great
friend. Good Luck on finals' I,ovp Di

Heather Heilman Dance your summer
away thanks for being there! I'm trained
I can save you! Love Both

Sue Boltz. Have a great summer! Sail

anv time you want! 1 expect a 4.0' l/oveanv
Beth

It's been an incredible five years. They
say religion is the opiate of the masses.
Well the Collision is the opiate of the
spewsters The selfrighteous. and the pre
professionals I love you all I enjoyed the
trips to DC the long nights, the late hours
learning to write (?) etc. and for an educa
tion I have JS, STPEC, historu, econ. and
women's studies to thank. RT
Para los chiros calicntes: Ciood luck in

your future plans. We'll never forget
Tony's cheeks and Rob's big eyes We love

you guys Alba Glenda

Dubi; I'm going to miss your eyebrows'

It was nice to meet you and thank you

for those (lav« Your chicken breast

Guin It's been a great 4 years I'll miss

you Bev
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last K.O.H.! Wad nita 10 PU !ii« ^i,od,

place shotvodka' Forever 506

Executive BoanI - I'll miss Friday after

noons at the TOC with you a" Thanks tor

Oeing a temfic bunch Love. Sherry

Shelly. These last few months have been

neaven I hope you don t mind, I wrote

down ttw words, wonderful life a while your

n the world I love you Joe

In the best parte partner - Happy Birth

) 1 . i iove you S -

Ed Congratulations. You made it' '\^cli

almosti Thanks for all the special times

we've shared Here's two Bass Ales to

many more' Never forget pistacio.s and

rcHies, Charlies, good times al the edpart

ment. and "life in general". Love "your

brown-eyed girl"

To the SWAG Exec staff - Rochelle Eric.

Stacey, Scott, Lance, Shan, Denise,

Josslyn. Joe. Sherry, Erin. Jon, (and yes

you too Joell Thanks for a fantastic year

You guys are great. Good luck next year.

Bin

Maureen Bardy - Thanx for being my "big

sister ' Happy G'Sduation and Good Luck

with your |Ob' Luv Suzanne

Al Well Club Pres you're almost out o»

here cor>gratulations. 1 for graduatir>g 2 tor

Cotorado' Get psychod for some serious

icaskating' It's been a fantastic year

thanks I'll miss you tons but distance

doesn't come between real friends Luv ya

always Kimba

Gotta love those legs Mary-Regiaa
Panetta!

• Southwest Residents
*

• *

• we love vou'
'

• "

• The Southwest Area
*

• Government (SWAG I

*

Freddi A Fred-It's urHisusI to have 2 greet

friends with such a name but it's also

unusual to have two such great friends'

Thanks. I love you both"' Pondie

Usy: You made iti Voy al M R tengo«0ex-

amenas y 18 tapes que escuchar I am so

proud" I'll miss you always, Lourdes

Roo! Have a t>last m Idaho Bnng me t>ack a

potato or somethir>g Love Joe

Eric - Sorry about all tfw hard feelings. Bast

of luck in the future Bill

Congratulations!! Lisy Rey Luis R Dave

Jimm Lino Ted Steve Good Luck" Always,

Angie b Lourdes

To the Man from Barre Mass. (Tom. no.

John) Congrats on making Nat'ls again' I

love you Vicky PS watch out for goobers'

Chello says Amy

Joe Moran - Will you still be as wonderful

and gorgeous when you're 20' If so - Let's

celebrate, your choice b my treat' ' C.

Jennv - \'m sorry thir>gs didn't wortt out.

Let stalk Bill

To BeUi Harding - our favorite alarm clock

we never col'^I have made it through the

semester without you, really' I hope 308's

new residents will need you as much as we
do THANKS' Love. Lisa. Betty Ann, and

the Rats ^_^
Eric Erirkson - fiappv Birthday the

Minuteman

Top .Ird floor ChadlMMnie I've never felt

like I've had so many good friends thanks

for a great semester Love Jeff

Nancy K. you ara cool.

JPY - You made it through alive' SmMe'
Thanks fnr endlAss patienrp liana

G'

Business Office-Keep up the good work

next veal und thanks for all your help this

ant year Don I let Steve work you too

ard'' Love, Sherrv

Maureen. Cathy, and Faye-What can I

sav to the three people who have helped

me the most'' I'll miss you Love, Sherry

PS Cathy 2 more days to have fun

Collegian Staff-Thanks for 3 great years

and best of luck in the future Love. Sherry

To the New CrulBars;Question of the

day Having fun vet*" Taste treats at 3:30

Twisting the night away CooCoo Sucky
down Tne time capsule The fight against

the weedges continues Have agreat sum
mer Martha

Happy Birthday Eric,Your friends Tony
anil nrian

To Killer. Opie and Kim. Thanks so
much for a terrific semester' I'm going to

miss you guys, mucho! Anyone for crib
bage? Love, Carebear

Kiddo-(Amy G.) If you could only see

yourself through my eyes, then you'd

understand why you mean so much to me.

The last 3 months have been the beirt ever

I'll never forget the time we've spent
together. And even though you talk in

your sleep. I'll always love you. Happy An
niversary Ixive Greg

FeUx. Danny. JT. Matt, Beth. Em. Ellie.

Bin-a-fer, Caroline. Carol, Ness, Mike
with the PermaUn. .Jenn. and everyone
elso who has make the last 3 years last a

lifetimeThanks, (Understatement of the

year*. Danny ^^
l.jiuri-Thanks for making the last four

years a bla-st You're the best roomie a per

son could ever have, I,nve Diane

Vass alias Tripod: Your slaving days are

over. 1 have visions of kegs in the tub. Let

the fun begin-You'vc earned it.

Congratulations!

GREGORY Herea something that

wasn't on your list. I figured I couldn't go

wrong with an ad is it ok''! Happy Birth

day little boy' (on the 17th) Love me

Joanne and Karen! Birthdays in .July?

Happy Birthday anyway! Betsy

Happy 21st Birthday. Jasor. I love you,

Betsv

Cherry Blosson Here's your personal!

You know words can never explai.' hc-.v

much I care Ju.st know I'll always love

you Peaches

'Hey Best Roommate!! How come you're

not sick of me yef Five months is a long

lime It must be my charming personality

and the way I never bitch You're the best

roommate I've ever had, even if you are a

slob l/ove, Beth

Stephen Jaquith May your crocodiles

never fade, and your clothes always inatch

Its been a fast year, from Flat St_ to

Florida, and well miss you muchly Best

of luck may all your dreams come true

w/much love and a large keese. An
neMarie, .Jan, Katie (the nurses), and Jane

Peter R<»senfield lucundissima aestate in

Kuropa fruaris! Qiiintum pro me «aluU.

Cijre ut Valeas"! Beth

To Erika Skantz We couldn't let you

RTaduati' without a personal' < '""g™^ "'I
oldest Kappa will he missed Uive YI^ and

AJS
[

Phil-Ofria Lunch at the-Hatch-Thursday

noon A friend

P.B.. Peanut Butter, Patty Brennan You're

ready for the big world, but will it ever be

ready for you??' Happy Graduation'" Let's

go out once more for Nachos before we're

on opposite sides of the globe I'll miss you,

even though I might never write. Love,

B A . Beaux Arts. Berty Ann

Stingo: i guess we nevei stop learning

atxKit oursleves Stay profournl I'll miss

you Fred

Allie A Tessa: You are the weirdest girts

we ever met. But we k>ve you anyway.

ROO
to the sisters and pledges of MMK good
lurk to all during hell week! Get a good
supply of Mickey Mouse Mattresses Go
Cathy Rigby Love Beth

Bryan. Lisa. Nelson A Val - (atphabetical-

ly.'of course'! It's t>een real real what.

I'm not sure surreal, maytw? My life has

undoubtedly iMen bettered by knowing

y all My leaving will surely be
bittersweet Love, B.A

Brettlo-Thanks for one exciting

semester! Ju.st don't forget me in your

will' Gtwd Luck in all your endeavors! I

love you! Jill

Rich - you are the best ttung ttiat happened
to me this semester I am so glad I flunked

my exam Looking forward to the summer
You are the greatest' Felice

• to my sttachment: '

• I Invr you dearly, and •

• 1 hope things continue *

• goingiimoothly. I sm *

• always trying berause *

• I'm going tu love you *

• forever
*

• Ctttf

MALICE: f>o words can descrit>e my love

fo' you. t>ecause its too long to fit in a per

sonal I love you and I'll miss you Stay

away from wet grass, and see you on Letter

man Live fast Love always, Zuklin

Noelle-aka-Jhrl 9ou've been such a good
friend tfiese past years You've helped me
realize there are more important things in

life I'll always lemember our rough times

while studying and the good times and
secrets we have laughed over Here's to

good times to come Love Me

Happy (Graduation to a very special per

son Melissa I m very proud of you' Thanx
for all the great times May all your dreams
come true Love always. David

J<iF Thank you for the laughter, ttie

memories . the love b Wally, too' I love

you' XOXOXO

GM - I love you J

Melissa I was born w 'o a" cherry you're

tfie nuts but we only have four twers left'

Dot

Caroline - you-know-iwho is about to drop

you know what' After you go UMass will

never t>e the same' Happy Graduation'

Love, your wife Debbie

l>ayna: Thanks for being there' I'll miss you
lots' Keep in touchi Love, Mary

Lisy Perez Felicidades' Hi roommate*
Memories 103ML, trauma, el unknown ay,

nose, nose. Mayaguez-Biochem, I'm so

confused, macarroni b cheese, suerte'

Angie

Athena. Laura. Susan: Congrats on your

impending commencement las it were) Par

ties are the mind, honor, and conscience of

our epoch Lenin

to masterman. Fitz-Gersid & Snapper
—Thanks for putting up with me this year I'll

miss you' Love, Pattie eh' DJARL' Soo'

Purpose' I guess so'

Ron Maggio. Mardi Gras won't be ttta

same without you, I guess we just have to

go to Australia this summer let's go have a

few before you leave, party up Ray

Pattee McGarry. we've had our good
times, we've had' our bad, l)ut I hope that

we can always be fnends, you're a special

person who will be missed I love you, Ray

Miss Maura Beth Fitz-Gerald Happy Bir

thdsy" Try to behave if possible love. 9

Southwood -

Hey "Steve Taylor" The more you give,

the'mnre you have. "Eleni
"

Amy Hoffman: Happy Birthday 42 days

early' We'll lunch with Brad in celebra^

tion' Well miss you lots! Love. Mary &
Paula

Paula Connor 4 years past already?

Thanks for being a great f"fnd and

roomie' Metnories? j^'l'l
Transformation LHC Howard u

Lauderdale Marathon^'nmBtu-Summer in

Boeton'' XYY Heres to unemployment!

Love, Mary

To Mike Cote (accent aiqu) You're the

bethst friend to have'!' Good luck Mias you

lot« KBABSKKP

Eyore Yrl: Rusiecki. Gunga Din, Petey

Beaty, Dan A Kevin. YR2: Mom & Dad,

Ash. Donna YRS: Ilm & Dave, Anne
Marie, Jan, Katy. Doug Buck PS I/jng

(very) version to come

'To Joyce C. Thanks for a great three

week/Good Luck in the future Love, you

know who

Dave. You've made my semester shine.

Thank God you took that busnde! 1 11 miss

you more than you know when 1 K" b*»^

and it scares me. But for now we have a

wonderful summer ahead Let s eivjoy I

love you overwhelmingly! Karen

Jon Thanks for making ni> IimI year

special! Get Psyched for the Cape Love

V ane>isrt XO

Maureen I'm gonna miss my favorite

roomie! Some day aoom. NYC Tee Hee'

Fun Fun l^ive Vanessa

Brett Brooks Straff The Best Group of

people and staff on campus Have a great

summer. Love Andy
««•••••••••• • •• • ••••••••••••••••• •

•

• Attention'" Attention'" *

FY '88 Budget Proposals are
• *

• due today, no later than 5.00

for Registered Student
*

• •

Organizations tfut ara
*

• •

requesting SGA funds""
• •

• don't forget proposals will
*

not be accepted after the *

deadline ttut has been sat

Lost from bsrk of RfTTC Building 18

contaminated sandtjags If you fiave come
in contact with them, contact the

priesthood for last ritas

toToefliiancy and Jeanette. Thanks for

tolerating me fo all at the News Desk, look

forward to working with you next semester

The Hairv Dude

(irsmbo if you were from Cameroon tfie

Scandiravian wouldn't be so lonefy we'll

miss you your Bondage Buddies S & M

Peter Jay Thann for everything I'll miss you
this summer I k^ve you' Denise

Seanie Happy six month anrnversaryi I tova

you Kat

Rirhard Its at>out time old man congratula

tions on a job finally done Scott

Molly Thanks tor s great semester I'll miaa

you Scooter

Congrstulstiuns, Will! Happy Gradustkjn

and Happy Birthday' Betsy and Jason

Royus Siegelusl^t s ttte last day' With love

from? arnj Ira

larry S-.^eff^F.^MarkT). - What can I

say? Thanks for breaking me in "? Thanks

for making Pierpont bearatile? Thanks for

? Well. Thanks for everything' I love you

guys' Good luck" Love Meryl

Happy Birthday Kimmi Thanks for takirtg

care of mo on drunk nights" Your tfie tiest

see ya this summer no more lokes about

your Bazongas love you always Michele

Vanessa - our last year togettier has been

tfie best in my life I love you very much
Jonatlian is there still time to play foottwM'

Conrad "IKMible C" Cheung Don't forgot

to send me a postcard from Libya I mean
Hong King. Happy Graduation. Snow KT

Eye Kiascr - You're smooth but wliy limit

ourselves? Let's do it for real

Rey Perez Congratulations! Mi Chulin.

Chulin Memories^NUry Lyon Apr. 23

Polio Guisao, 63 Puffton, Mi Osito Isla

Verde Marias, Elsenoflal Carolina. Love,

you always will. Angie

Becky Smith It's been 4 great years_ 1

1

always remember You've been the best

roommate through thick and thin Bwiton

here we come! Love always Karen .N.

Girls! Stock up on the Aqua Net 'extra

super hold) «o we can spin on our wigs this

summer!

iTj^n Your the best Calc -^ " ' Ha'

From your 33R Disc

Diane Rosen Congratulation! 1 1! miss

you alot! Our friend.ship will always mean

a lot to me 1 love ynu! Sue

2 long Thoreau- CKiod luck or- <"•<_ W.

miss y all next semester' Love Mom

Rustykins-To all the men you've

lulsted for. Mr Mass, Econ guy, Owen,

Ted C John B , etc Thurs nite at Pub

It's onlu one flight up Tal Skinny

Redheads, "He likes them sinall Thanx

for all the memories. Uve and Luck. Liedo

& Luckie

To Sil and Craig. You made our seme«'er

great, we are gonna miss you' Thanks for

every'thmk! We'll see you down the shore!!

Love, the Clan from 22

Lisa Robinson - aaah! From Coolidge to

DC to Reno I'll miss you but I'll visit soon

Thanks for all the laughs and a great

semester Love. Noelle

Sherry (my partner in crime) i never could

have iTiade it through GBF in without you

Thanks for all the fun times, studying at

Newman, the Collegian and yes, of course,

a,: our plotting and scheming' You have

been my bestest buddy through it all Happy
Graduation love you, Noelle

Glenn - Hi' This was a great semester thanx

to you. you know how special you are to

me Hope we spend time together this sum
mer'" Love ya lots Nanc

Robin Kallor - What woukl I do without

you? I had a great year, glad you were a part

of it. Have a great birtfiday" Hope we can

spend it togetfier Nanc

hev LB. JC. and PL: This last year has

been groat" Get psyched for our senior

year . .anything goes. . .who toves ya.

Babes? NW
Blue eyed, red haired female who usually

responds to the name Alice with
distinguishing marks of a walkman and once
bandaged hands often seen wandering in

Physics 161. Northeast, Oak Room, Hatch,

Delta Chi, Goesman. Bans. JBs, etc Has
been found missing friends amd loved ones
whom she abandoned to recuperate in her

calm NYC home Last seen frantically wav
ing from a car and yelling "seeya'" Her sud
den departure ruined proper goodbyes.

Seriously, I apologize for this semester.

Good luck in finals, have great summers,

keep in touch, watch for me on TV and I will

be back next semester Take care'

IJMass Men's Volley hallteam - You guys
had an awesome year' Third in New
England, 20 7 and without funding The
athletic department should take heed You
guys are for real Def. Spec.

to the girls in Sunderland Congratula-

tions Mary Lou, Laurie, Peggy, Beth, and
you too Sue, I'm going to miss you all, see
you in the real world Jim

ban Wright.HalScTiwgTbe. Dave Rieee.
and Mike Deverdi: Happy Graduation' I'm

gonna miss you' Love, Janet

We've made it through 4 years of great
times. Here's to man y more, i love you'
Your First Mate

Santina! is your rear in gear or is it still suf-

fering from the fall, (the lights are on but
you're not home!

What ran I say now - having said nothing

all along? We're destined to meet again XO
BA

Markie the K wfiere is Noel's bikini top?

"Next, whatever, but I'll never stand by
the phone'"

Mona Srivastava you haven't heard the
end of it

Doug Yargeau To the Guy who make my
life wonderful and exciting. Love always.

Kni"en P S You're the best'

Beth Baby, Tommy. Suxanne: Get

peyched for hard work and lot* of fun' Bet

tere roommates don't exist' Good Luck
wTinals 'The person who makes your rent

ch» i|—

'

Cheryl. Kren. Reervam. Susan:
Although not alone. 1 will misal you very-

much after you're gone' Ciood Luck always

Wouluh. Walt. Little Boy P S Dynasty
anyone''

'

Tammy can't wait for the summer. I

love you Joe

Bee-Dee is "". crasy. From the Best

friends around oompa. Joe & Gang.

Deareaat George dI. I Love you so much

It would make you sick! Thanks for

understanding me Please lust love me
back Forever would be nothing without

you All my Inve. Nina

Thanks to all Collegianites. You are all

the best see ya, Joel Coffidis

Chris-the best roommate I could ever

ask for. We've had some potent times get

ting looted, grape death, piiia, lounge

hack, 718BorJire, 'Walkaway" V2 alive

& kicking S M , "rhank t«id we ain't old'

"

I'm glad you're staying another semester

Love your reimmate

Lauren Singleton Your the best room

mate and friend 1 could have' I'll miss ya'

Love, Karen

Hey Kathy Hautanen. You may go to

Kngland next semester safe in the

knowledge that you lead divinely Have
fun & good luck Rob

Philipa and Ricluter and Doyle? To the

bent roommates a guy could have I

couldn't have been the acvounting nerd I

am without you Barkly still blows away

Bird you dush Love always Barney' s son

raiL-BEAS

SHAKLENE. TRICIA. GLV. AND
JOHN

Have a great semester in Hswaii! Be
good b we will miss you slot'" Love
Everyone

SNUGGLE BITNNY

Zuko!!! Love those tropical briefs do they

come in BLUE'

Al how's the fudge?

••••••HAPPY KiRTHDAi KIM
WILSON We loveyou (even is you
wear a bra to bed)!!! 17 Coolidge

Ilani-Ac of Pentacles. Hierophs'-' in

vert«i. Prince of Cups and Wands; We the
Priestesses seek through the Uviverse, in
hopes of the Sun Ijove. Kel

Karen Ruth Morvay I love you. Bill

Dancin Rob-A Harvard square Pnhjoon
awaits. Cat __^___
Ar-tB R ""ng in there Wr r1«'.^«,v

Thanks for listening

Agrr, »«'•», A Maria-Than'- <" -'.-••,

being there' I love vou guys! Pesh

Inafi-iimentalists. Coloriruard,
Twirlers-The UMASS Marching Band
wants vou to be a part of the power and
class of New England this fall! InterPHt4-d

"

Call 5 ."VtlO or stop by the Old Chapel Band
Staff Office

lim Bio Congrats I'll miss ynu n,.v.ver

and ever, Love Fitz

We've made it through 4 years of great

time*. Here s to many more I love you'

Your First Mate

PLEASE! PLEASE! PLEASE!

Pfease! Please! Please! Return "borrow

ed ' black leather lackat from 147A Brittany

Sat night, after hours Reward Allison

253 2924

PRIME LOCATION

Sublet w /lease takeover from May 31 only

5 mon walk from campus" 2 bedroom apt

on N Pleasant St 1039 located between

Puffton and Gilreath Right next to bus

stop Call Gianmarco or Cfiartes at 549 3540

PMFESSiONAL TYPING SERVICE

Papers, cases, dissertations, theses, on

campus, dependable, low rates experienc

ed. Nancy 584 7924

ROOMMATES WANTED

Nonsmoking female roommate wanted
Brittany lease Sept June 256 0027

One female needed to share room in

Squire Village For lease l)eginning m
September $122 SOmonth 66&7563

Amherst Center: female to sJiare large

room in liouse. eves 549 5866

One female roommate needed starting fall

Brittany Kathy of Maryann 25fr0754

Male roommate needed for Brittany Apt

$140 per mo starting m Sept call Bill

256 8046

l>ennisport House - 2 or 3 persons needed

for summer, please call Karen 546-4918 or

542 3077

2 roommates wanted to share bedroom m
3 br Puffton apt call Ellen 549 2877 or

Sharon 549 3665

i roommate guaranteed single b room
house near Brittany Brian 253 7818 eve

2 people needed for 1 large bedroom in a 2

bedroom $155 inc utilities for fall 86 non

smoking pref 665-8315

Sick of dorm life? Live off campous
wanted two female roommates to share

Brittany Manor apt lease starts fall 86 call

646 1137 or 546 9548

Two housemates needed for faH Nor-

thampton house next to bus call Steve

546 1256

Two female roommates wanted to share

newly built apartment located on campus

549 5154

i F roommate, housein W. Yarmouth Vi

mile from beach b Rt 28. *880. call Krista at

586 3100 « 3729

i bdrm available in 2 bdrm Brandywine apt

fall 86 549 4902

.Non-smoking female to share house in

Amherst call Mara 546 8696 til 5 22

617 341 0641 in summer

Female needed to share a room in Brit

tany 253 7357 ^
Desperately seeking one female room-

mate townhosue apt call 549 1660

Nonsmoking nondrinking vegetarian

roommate wanted for fall semester call

Dan 253 3588

Female needed to share apartment with

female graduating students Sunny room in

Sunderland swimming pool available star

ting June 1 contact Alida at 665-8597

2 males needed to share a 4 bedroom

house near townhouse $140 per mo
546 9806 or 584 9600

(>ne roommate needed single room lux

urtous Squire Village Apt. partially furnish

ed. pool, porch, deck, guaranteed lowest

rent call now Audrey 546-4353

Have a single in Puffton 3 bedroom for

fall 256 1038 Larry

Roommate needed to share one bedroom

In three bedroom Puffton apartment call

5468702

Responsible non-smoking male/female

wanted to share 2-bedrm Puffton Apt

with couple $151 mo heat incI summer

sublet w fall opt 549 1811

SENIORS OF SOT

Good luck, have fun, and be careful out

theri Luv ya and will miss ya' Warsh

SERVICES

Jerry aiy love. UMass just was not the

same witfwjut you this year Tfianks for l>e

ing the very t)est snuggle tKinny I love you

madly. Foravar. Noalla

SOP

P»te - Wtial am I gonna do witlwut yif

You've iMan my right hand for six

semesters We hsve been through good
timas Ernot so good times. I'll mas ya hers

m ba in touch. In lah wa trust. Doda

SPRING '8C BOARD

INiffton I hr apartment from June 1 Call

Raghu 256 1426 level 545^2193 (day)

Cliffside spt w'fall optiea. rent

negotiable Pool tennis, alt utilities inckjded

m rent Call now 6fi6 7922

I bedroom apt. unturn«hed t>ast offer cail

gary 546 7159 call anytime

3 bedreom house on Phillips St availania

toe cheap summer sut>let call 549 3679

Perfectionist Word Processing - $1.50

$2.00/page 25% off first job 549 6178

tailor for aheration SHAANN's at mall

584 9362

Slimmer storage: starting at 1 2S/week

call 549 1462 evenings till midnight

Light moving with Toyota truck call

549 2649

Oiernighl wordprocessing service.

quick and error free Jim, 256 0866 Call

anytime

Een. La Boachic. Jolie. Joaa. IJaha).

Abe*. Kelly. Jen. Michelle. Paul & C.

Ron - wo had one helluva semester Thank

you We fiad fun We worked hard We
madeit Good luck in wftatevsr the future

hoMs. Your EIC Dode

SPRING EXEC BOARD

The TOC will never be the sa«c! Thoae
infsmous sessions have l>een taped Eon,

Larry, Sherry. Darling Liz. Pete & Conor

Never a dull moment eh? Good luck on
finals' Doda

8TEVE*PAT

Hope ran gays keep the effiee in g«od
shape - I know you will Don t let tfie power

go to your heads Good luck I'll miss you

Love, Sherry

STfHK;ES

Coagratnlations on s great season! Sorry

Its not ttie Sports page, Ixjt its still the Col

legiasn' Great |Oh guys Love your fans

M V \Mi hXTIE

What ran I say tn my buddies at 11

Meadow for 3 semesters' We've gone
through the tiest of times and the rough

times too Remember the Birthdays, last

year's party Gloria, the infampous work

wtieel, and the wiM and crazy times we ve

sharted You are in my heart forever and I m
looking forward to the good times ahead

Love ya your organized roomie Sherry

Sl'MMER JOBS

Need a summer job? Up to 30 hrs wk at

$3 35 Typing telephone, general office

work Apply at Student Government Assoc
420 SUB. or call Fran 5^0341

Framingham based moving & storage

CO. IS hiring for the summer Many openings

available No experience necessary

$6 50 6 50 hrs 'week For more info call Bill

at 546 5610

SUMMER SUBLET

4 spots available m Sunderland townhouse
cable TV on bus n rent negotiable 66b 3571

Brandywine Apt partly furnished call

David 549 6670 pnce negotiable

w'fall option 2 large bedroom m Brittany

Manopr only $350 or best offer 253 2831 any
time

Male roommate wanted for 2 t)drm

Riveiglade Apt $100 mo • util call Paul

256 4258

Two bedroom Cliffside apartment 3 peo

pie $400 M furnished, pool, other extras

665 7526

TWO BEDROOM TflWNEHOUSE APT
rent negotiable call Stephanie 546 9124 or

Holly 546 8365

Single 1 15/month furnished June 1 Aug
30 10 minute walk to campus / bustops at

door call Lynda after 10 pm 546-7219

Walk to campus! ( '<^ mile) on bus route

avail 6/1 4 spots in Ig 2 bdrm apt call

546 9214, 54fr9163, 546 8137 $100 00 a spot

Fall option Southwood low rent fiaH

furnished 256 1764

3 rooais available. South Amherst
busline, rent negotiable Vic A

I 25&O066

Sablet luxurioas 2 bedroai apt anioy the

pool porch, deck, kwy rent, free water,

clean Squire ViHage call Audrey 546-4353

fhie bedroom Colonial Village summer
sublet with fall option caU lata avamngs
253 5706

Summer sublet Pafftoa Apts price

negotiable heather 5464010 Sue 549 5938

Puffton 3 bedroom tor summer priced

cheaply act now 256-1039 Larry

Cheap sublet on busroute One room for

summer with fall option for whole apt

665 7119 anytime

2 bedrooms in Swias Village for summer
w fall option $100 room or bast offer

256 1318 _
Furnished 2 bedroom apt large rooms pol.

AC, cotor TV, cable call 665 7185

Sublet for summer women wanted to

share a room in Brinany Manor 190/ mlh caH

Cindy St 2561662

1 bdrm in 2 bdrm spt un bus route

110 mo fall option 665 7629 Sunderland

Puffton Village 3 l>edroonis fully furnisfied

price negotiable call Amy 549 5188

Live in N'hampton for the sammer
w possit>le fall option 1 bedroom tn a 3

bedroom apt on bus route caU attar liva

5869402

Amherst Center sunny 3 tjedroom apt m
house call eves 549 5866

Snmaicr sublet: Brandywine apartment

$100 00' person everything included call

549 7669

Sunny, quirt house Downtown, vary

reasonable, furnished 253 5155

2 bedrimm spt in Puffton Vllg possible

fall option 549 5532

Summer sublet Brandywine apt fuHy fur-

nisfied pol air condition 549 1727 Scoots

2 bedroom apartment m Cliffside summer
w fall option 665 7564

Brandvwine apts 2 bdrm great kication call

Chris or Ken 549 4902

Summer sublet only SUS/mo Amherst
Center call Kathy 253 3053

Uase available Puffton June 5«^12S6~

Presidential apts 2 large t>edrooms. AC
cable cfieap rent available end of May
549 6614

lirad/Oldrr student Puffton 1 large bdr m
clean turn 2 t>dr. 2 bthim apt pool tennis AC
5 mm to campus call 549 4869 5 7 PM $145

Brandywine 2 bedroom AC. pool very

reasonable rem tall Michelle 546 9664 or

Richie 549 1548

Puffton Village 2 tws 1 furnished great

k>cation call Pam o> Karen 549 1616

Puffton. 2 bedroom furnished rsnt

negotiable, fall option call Boh 549 4430

Brandywine apta furnished, pool, call Al or

Mike at 549 1454

.Southwood townhoeae 2 bedroom. fuNy

furnished, steps 4 Cheap 253 3571

Summer sublet for 2 less than $95 per fall

option lor 4 inexpensive not cheap dwasher
disposal fridge ac" No roaches clean partlt

furnished call 666 3686 anytime. Hks right

now

Cheap! 2 bdrm Colonial Village summer
sub/ fall opt on bus rt near Changes Leave

message at 253 7379

Single in Townehouse rem negotial>le cell

Debbie or Jane 649 4496

Cheap rent on bus route you pay 2 months
we pay 1 Nonhwood call late evenings
665 2365 fall option

Amherst Ctr furnished rent negotiable

room for one female 253 7306

Amherst Center sumemr sublet one large

double huge sunny apt rent negotiable

256 8047

Cheap, furnished townhouse double for

one or two people call 5467 6062 or

546 6060

Fall option Southwood townhouse
253 3829

Cheap i bedroom Brandywine AC pool

call Richie 549 1548 call anytime

McClellan Street three floors five

bedrooms cable fully furnished five

bedrooms cable fully furnished washer and

dryer etc t>ackyard 256 0002

3 bedroom house on the bus route in

Amherst fully furnished, washer and dryer

June 1 August 31 call 266 0646

5 minute walk to Grad tower live m bot

tom floor apt 4 rooms 2 bedrooms lots of

shade huge yard call 549-6785

Brandywine sumemr sublets June. July,

or August 1 to 4 persons very cheap

649 4149

Puffton ViTiagr summer sublet 1 single

and '/i double avail Non smoking females

only. Call 54fr1235 or 5461246 keep trying

House very close to campus 3 single

rooms available after graduation Washer,

dryer, fireplace, etc Prefer females,

negotiable, call 549-5540

2 bedrooms avail in beautifuF Amherst
house summer sublet w/fall option for

house (4 bdrmsl Big yard w/lots of trees,

garden, sauna, wood stoves. Nice suburban

location. Bus stop around corner Rent

negotiable call Paul or Jennifer 253 9978

w/fall option 2 bdrm. Main Str. bus stop

across str free hot water 263 3934

Rolling Green two bedrooms in four

bedroom apartment $100 each 256-6837

3 bedroom Townehouse apt furnished

price negotiable 549 7654

w/fall option 1 bedroom in 4 bedroom
house. Very close to campus 3 minute

walk to Whitmore' Non smoker, mature
student wanted $250 per month, negotiable

549 6641

Brandywine 2 subletters needed rent

negotiable 549 5965

2 bedroom condo in Amherst Fields
possible fall option call 256 0912

In town! 1 bdrm sublet in 2 bdrm apt prime

location 2663 3745 Linda

Summer sublet w/fall option 2 bedroom
Sunderland apt right on bus route BUI or

Tom 665 8272

Cliffside 2 bedroonT apt w/falT option

420/mo utilities included August rent free

call Jack or Tim 666 8402 or 6 0683

Puffton Village 2 subletters needed,

cheap rent, furnished, pool, tennis, buses.

AC call 549 1889

Subfet in furnished Puffton Apt 2

bedrooms still available for sumemr call now
549 6689 Chns

w/fafl option master bedroom in 3

bedroom Puffton apt avail June 1, partially

furnished call 549 6526

Southwood Townehouse 2 br take lease

June 1 call 256 0051

(hie bedroom Puffton apartment, partial

ly furnished, AC, cable, rent negotiable

549 7792

Cheap! Sublet June thru Aug Puffton Vill

no fall opt call now' 649-4760 keep trying

One bedroom in four bedroom apt must
be non smoker located close to town &
campus fall option call 549 6925

Happening house in Hadley - this is tfie

large, spacious, furnished tiedroom you've

tieen looking for to sublet 2 miles from

campus many extras inc wastier /dryer call

549 7186

SUNNY DOUBLE ROOM

Large, sunny room for sumemr sublet in

town. Amherst. Main St rent negotiable,

mature, over 25 couple preferred, but we
are flexible Call len at 545-3500 or 2561259
days only

TASTE-TREAT CREW

Have s greet summer!! end don't forget

the questions of the day... 'Having Fun.

Yet??'

THE ABE SPEAKS

Hey Collegian: thanks for the tiest two
years of my journalistic ( and personal) life

So. Dodster. Red, Paul, Michelle, Sod,
Conmari, Ian, and my staff take care and
remember how a bunch of half baked (or

drunk) kids were New England s best col

lege paper' See you on the Sports page
Pete PS Hi kelly. Hi Jen I didn't forget you
two. I (kinds) like Arts

THE BO.STON CREW

(^ood Lurk on Finals!!! Have a graat sum-
mer and we'll see you in Shawn's. Lova,

Renny b Julie

TOM ALDRICH

Happy (Graduation! We will miss our Sth

roomiTiste next year What are we going to

do with our leftovers?' Love Melissa,

Stacy, Teri

111 go «»»> u to die a little, it is to die to

thai whii h "fie loves, everywhere and

(ilways one Ie,ivfl5 hehmd a pari u( onoselt
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Gorillas in playoffs today

Collegian photo by Michelle Segall

Freshman defenseman Matt Woods won this battle over Army earlier this season. UMass faces

New Hampshire in the NCAA playoffs today at Boyden at 4 pm.

Softball hosts NCAA's on
Friday vs. Northwestern
UMass, Stockley ready
By ROGER CHAPMAN
Collegian Staff

All season long, the University of Massachusetts soft-

ball team have been looking for a chance to prove that

they are among the nation's best in a sport that for so

long has been confined to the western part of the country.

On Friday, UMass will get that chance.

The 20th-ranked Minutewomen, 36-7 on the season and

winners of 12 of their last 13 games, will host the first

round of the NCAA Division I softball championships

against eighth-ranked Northwestern University at Tot-

man (NOPE) Field. Friday's game (slated for a 4 p.m.

start) is the first of a best-of-three series. Game two is

scheduled for Saturday at 1 p.m. and game three, if

necessary will commence at 3 p.m.

For the winner: A trip to the eight-team softball World

Series at Creighton University in Omaha, Nebraska. The

double-elimination World Series gets underway May
21-25. The winner of this weekend's series will play the

Cal.-Berkeley-Arizona St. winner.

"Hosting the first round is a tremendous advantage

for us," UMass coach Elaine Sortino said. "It's really im-

portant for us to have our fans that have been with us

through the whole season with us at this time."

"We're looking forward to playing UMass," Nor-

thwestern head caoch Sharon Drysdale said. "We're just

glad to be in a post-season tournament with an at-large

bid." . ,

The Wildcats (31-15 on the seasoii) were tn-champions

of the Big Ten Conference with the University of Min

nesota and Indiana University. But because of a better

record in head-to-head competition during the season bet-

ween the three schools, Indiana received the automatic

bid to the tourney. Northwestern was second with a 15-9

conference record and also recieved a bid.

To be sure, the Minutewomen will have their hands

full with the Wildcats. Northwestern has been to the

final eight the past two seasons, and were Final Four

participants last season. That, coupled with a tough

Midwest schedule, will pose a test for UMass.

But on paper, it doesn't actually seem that way. Ifyou

compare season totals, the Minutewomen hold a decisive

edge, especially on the offensive end.

As a team. Northwestern is batting only .227 and slug-

ging .278. The Minutewomen are batting at a .291 mark

as a team and have been slugging at a .377 clip. The

Wildcat team leader in runs batted in is junior catcher

Meg Haller with 18, while four Minutewomen have 18

or more RBI's.

Northwestern also has six players that have struck-

out 13 or more times this season while only a single

UMass player has accomplished the same. As a team,

the Wildcats have struck-out 156 times. The

Minutewomen have only struck-out 70 times.

We've had a good defensive team throughout the

season, but our offense is a bit questionable," Drsydale

admitted. "Overall, we have been pretty consistent this

year. We just hope we can pull out a few wins in the tour-

nament."
But when tournament time rolls around, any coach can

tell you that numbers, no matter how lopsided, don't

mean a thing.

"In a post-season tournament numbers really don't

mean a lot. Statistics are very deceivivg," Drysdale said.

" Anything can happen on a given weekend/^
continued on page 26

UM at Boyden
at 4, vs. UNH
By PETER ABRAHAM
Collegian Staff

They have their chance, and the Gorillas aren't going

to blow it this time.

At 4 p.m. this afternoon at Boyden Field, the Universi-

ty of Massachusetts lacrosse team will face the Universi-

ty of New Hampshire in a NCAA Division 1 first-round

playoff game.
Wecome, ladies and gentlemen, to the Big Time.

A huge crowd is expected to pack Boyden Field to

celebrate the end of classes and see the first-ever playoff

game in New England. Tickets to enter the field are pric

ed at $4 and will be available at the gate. The Gorillas

haven't been in the tournament since 1981. The NCAA's

are a first-time experience for UNH.
Want some angles on this game? Here goes.

The Couch Angle: UMass head coach Dick Garber will

be facing. his son, Ted, the UNH head coach. They have

met 1 1 previous times (father holds a 7-4 advantage) but

never under this much pressure. Mary-Jane Garber, the

wife and mother, has jokingly vowed to put Dick on the

couch should his team beat Ted's. Stay tuned after the

game, it could turn ugly.

The Previous Game Angle: UMass whipped UNH.
15-7 when the teams last met, April 5 at Boyden Field.

UMass outscored the Wildcats 6-1 in the third quarter.

Kelley Carr scored four goals, Tom Carmean dished out

five assists as goalie Sal LoCascio made 15 saves before

leaving in the third period. That was ugly.

The UNH Streak Angle: Since that game, however,

the Wildcats haven't lost. They've beat seven straight

teams (including Army, a team UMass lost to, 8-7 in OT).

They also easily handled St. John's and Harvard, teams

UMass struggled with. In that span, UNH has averaged

over 12 goals-per-game and allowed only 4.8. Attackmen

Barry Eraser, Tom Snow and Mike McCaffrey have been

tough. Goalie Andy Soma is on a roll.

The UMass Slump Angle: UMass, in its last four

games, has dropped three. The (]k)rillas have lost two

straight (although both were to ranked teams, No. 7

Rutgers, 74 and second-ranked Syracuse, 13-8). The

UMass offensive production has declined over the last

seven games (6.8 ppg) but the defense has been excellent.

The Seniors Angle: UMass seniors Tom Aldrich, Gerry

Byrne, Greg Fisk, Rich Abbott, Steve Moreland, Mike

Tomasello, Seamus McGovem, Perry Seale, Pat Craig and

Dave Mehlhorn all play a lot and will want to go out win-

ners at home. They could spark the entire team to a great

effort.

"This has been my goal since I decided to come here,"

said Aldrich. "This team is the best I've been on in four

years, We want to continue on and see what happens.
"

"Ready? Hell yes, I'm ready," said Byrne. "I know a lot

of guys back home to have been in games like this. It's

my turn now. This is the highlight of the senior's careers."

"The seniors will be skying," said LoCascio. "If we go

out and pump in a few goals quickly, we'll get them good.

We can take UNH, we just have to do the job we're capable

of."

The Uptight Wildcats Angle: Most UMass players are

from big-time high school programs and play a rugged col-

lege schedule. They haven't had any NCAA experience,

but they have played in big games. The entire UMass
coaching staff is big-game savy. UNH hasn't played in this

big a game, ever. For the coaches or players: The

pressure's building on the 'Cats.

The Boyden Angle: The Hill is the wildest place to see

a lax game in America. The crowd might not let UMass
lose. The Gorillas are 4-1 at home this year. 8,000-plus

could show if it's nice.

The Carmean Angle: In his last three games, UMass'

junior All-American attackman has scored a total of five

points. He has shot l-of-21. Usually, he averages five

points a game. He's due for a a big game and UNH doesn't

have a defenseman who, normally, can play him straight

up.

"I'm confident our offense can do well against their

defense," Carmean said. "We were in a slump, but I think

the offense is ready. The whole team's is ready."

The NCAA Angle: Whoever wins, plays at top-seeded

Johns Hopkins on Sunday afternoon. Win that game, and

you're in the lax Final Four at Delaware. Every step is

a critical one. Which team will want the glory more?

The Strategy Angle: UMass will try and keep Eraser

away from the net and pepper Soma with shots. UNH will

look to double Carmean, pressure the UM midfielders in-

to shooting and keep the crowd out of the game.

There you have it. This game is the biggest any player

on the field has played in. "I talked to the captains and

they told me the entire team is really up for the game,"

said Garber.
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PICK A MAJOR ANY MAJOR - With almost 100 majors to choose from at the University

of Massachusetts.'many students remain undecided until the last possible moment.

Aid now requires more paperwork
Process more complicated
By BOB KIEVRA
Collegian Staff

The more than 15,000 University of Massachusetts

students who receive financial aid are now required tc fill

out verification forms as part of a US government attempt

to eliminate mismanagement in student aid programs, ac-

cording to the University's chief financial aid

administrator.

Starting this year, the Department of Education is finan-

cial aid offices verify income and household data of all

financial aid applicants said Arthur Jackson, director of

the UMass Financial Aid Office.

"This means that almost all unmarried students apply-

ing for financial aid will have to complete the verifica-

tion forms and submit copies of their own tax statements

plus those of their parents," Jackson .said.

Young students claiming independent status will like-

ly find the forms complicated. Jackson said.

"Unless you were born before May 31, 1964, the govern-

ment now requires that independent students submit

copies of their parents' tax returns along with their own,"

Jackson said.

No longer how long you may have been on your own,

the government now wants to look at your parents' in-

con.e also." he said.

"I don't like it any more that the students will," Jackson

said. "Our own verification techniques were working fine.

It's just one more hurdle that we're going to have to clear."

Jackson .said that since the Reagan administration took

office, the financial aid office has had decreasing control

over financial aid programs.

"They [the federal government! think that there is

massive cheating within federal student aid programs,"

he said. "I've seen more regulations implemented over the

last six years that in my entire 14 years in this field.

"It's all done in the name of efficiency and accuracy."

Jackson said. "It doesn't improve either It just adds more

paperwork to my staff and puts my budget up further in

the red." Jackson cautioned students to take the forms

very seriously.

"i believe the forms to be repetitive and unnecessary."

he said. "Nevertheless, they are the law.

"We have to abide by federal regulations, and if students

do not return the forms on time, the bursar's office will

not credit financial aid toward .student bills," he said.

Jackson said the forms are indicative of the type of peo-

ple who run the Department of Education.

"Most of them are out of private industry with little

background in the education field." he said. "A lot of them

are political appointees who don't understand the conse-

quences of their actions at the University level. They do

not have interests of the students in mind."

Jack.son said he hopes that students will not be

discouraged by the forms.

"They're just another administrative process," he said.

"I realize they come at a bad time with the semester win-

ding down, with students having to choose housing and

select courses. But in reality they shouldn't take more

than a half hour to complete.
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Students face

new course
requirements
By LESLEY CLARK
Collegian Staff

Studt-nts entering the University of Massachu.setts this

fall will be the first class subject to a new st: of more

stringent course guidelines, titled General Education,

which will replace the system of core requirements.

The core requirement system came under fire five years

ago when it was criticized for being t(M> vague and not pro

viding students with a well rounded education

The new plan, designi^d by the Ck-neral Education Coun

cil. and pas.sed by the Faculty Senate in May IBS.^^,

replaces the "C," 'D " and "E " core requirements with

specific courses in areas called "analytical reasoning,

"physical world and biological world." and "social world."

Students can no longer be allowed to take any required

classes pass/fail.

James Wright, the council chairman, said the council's

major concerns were to develop a curriculum that would

give students a knowledge of their own societies as well

a.s others, an appreciation of the science and the arts, and

the ability to reason mathematically and quantitatively.

He said that unlike the core requirement system, the

(ieneral Education plan "provides a coherent philosophy

hfhind each required program."

Wright, a sociology professor, said that under the cur

rent plan. 1,200 courses satisfy core requirements Under

the General Education plan, roughly 400 courses will

satisfy requirements.

"The core system was perceived as a va.st, uncontrolled

smorgasbord of courses from which students could pick

at will," Wright said. "Many students traveled the course

of least resi.stance, satisfying math and science re-

quirements without pver taking a math or science course."

An a.spect of the General Education plan which man

dates that every student must take at least one science

course with a laboratory section was postpone indefinite-

ly by the faculty Senate, Wright said.

The plan requires a teaching assistant for every 50

students. Norman Aitken. associate provost for

undergraduate education, said this may be dilficult to do

because of a lack of funding. The plan's requirements in-

clude two courses in analytical reasoning, the new math

requirement. The first level may be satisfied through a

competency examination. In addition, there will be six

social world requirements.

In the biological and physical world, three courses, in-

cluding one in each area, will be required.

Tower gets a 'Mass Transformation
'

For most of last year, the 12th floor of the library tower

at the University of Massachusetts was like any other.

Graffiti covered the walls and desks. The furniture was

mismatched. The windows were dirty. But after a four-

day project in early May, that all changed.

It was called Mass Transformation: A Class Act, and

saw about 100 volunteer seniors ahd Physical Plant

workers turn out to fully renovate one libriu-y floor. They

washed the walls and desks, spackled, dusted books and

bookshelves, washed windows, hung draperies, and

painted. New fiberglass signs were mounted - replac-

ing what had been stenciled on the walls before — for

a basically new overall look.

Coordinators of the project - Grant Ingle, of the Of

fice of Human Relations. Beverly Nuckles and Roger

Cherewatti of the Physical Plant, and Bob Campbell of

housing — deemed the effort an enormous success and

are now looking ahead to the fall, when Mass Transfor-

mation will tackle the re.st of the building.

That etTort will involve up to 4.000 volunteers - facul-

ty, staff, alumni and administrators, as well as students

'— who will provide the labor, white donations of all

materials are being sought as well. The project will save

the University up to $500,000. a figure based on what

it would cost to enlist an outside contractor for the work,

and is a community-building exercise as well, organizers

otty

.

The 28-story tower library has been plagued with pro-

blems since it opened in 1973. Falling brick chips, first

observed that year, led to its closure in 1979 and limited

access thereafter; a leaky deck led to water damage on

the first floor. The state Legislature appropriated $2.5

million for exterior repairs in 1980, but in June 1983

it was announced that no solution had been found to

solve the bricks problem. The University then obtained

permission to use the money for interior repairs, which

began last fall and have seen several previously unfinish-

ed floors completed and the fir.st floor repaired.

Mass Transformation calls for volunteer labor to

restore the floors to good condition as part of a master

plan. That plan includes placing netting outside the 26th

floor to solve the pigCHjn problem" and reopening the deck

there; a four-color coding system for the floors so that

every six floors vvill be a different color (.shades of blue,

green, beige and yellow); murals in the stairwells and

some elevator lobbies, chosen from designs by students

in the art department; and the possibility of a snack bar

inside the building. New signs, the opening of a new lob-

by, and the return of all books to the tower from Goodell

Library will complete the project.

Information on how to sign up for the project is

available from Bob Campbell in the housing office at

545-1960,

<iill<Kiiiii ^>n«U' i>% Miihfllf S«'i{iill

University Chancellor Joseph Duffey, left,

helped students with the Mass Transforma-

tion' of the twelfth floor of the Tower Library.
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Colli itiaii plit>to by Miohellp S«Kall

Bill Cosby addresses a special commencement in the Fine Arts

Center last spring.

Cosby gets his degree
By ANNE McCRORY
Collegian Staff

There was pomp, circumstance, a host of

University of Massachusetts dignitaries.

But most of the 2,000-plus capacity crowd

went to the Fine Arts Center last April for

just one reason — to see one particularly

esteemed alumnus.

And from the time he stood up to receive

his honorary master of fine arts degree -

revealing some arg>ie sock to a standing

ovation that seemed prepared to roar

without end — to the friendly greeting he

gave a small child outside before he left,

he was classic, comic. Bill Cosby.

On a rare visit to his alma mater - he

holds a masters ( 1972) and doctorate ( 1977)

in education from UMass — the man we

know on Thursdays as Cliff Huxtable,

obstetrician and father, and exuberant

Coca-Cola and Jell O spokesman the rest

of the time, spoke with warmth, humor and

only a little bit of modesty.

First he reminisced about the way he

came to study at UMass. Here for a perfor-

mance, he was recruited from a green vinyl

couch in the Curry Hicks Cage - "which

is still there" — convinced to give up a

$7,500 a week salary to earn a master's

degree "which would enable me to make

in a year what I could make in four weeks."

Several years later, his extensively titl

ed doctoral thesis — "An Integiation of tht-

Visual Media via Fat Albert and the Cosby

Kids Into the Elementary School Cur-

riculum," it begins — was published.

He blasted critics who claim he didn't

earn his degree. "I don't care what person

writes 12 more books about whether I went

to class or not — tell them to come see me.

I'll throw down all the things I've

done. ..let's see if they can match it. They

cannot.
"

And. before giving a little bit ofcomic ad

vice to gi-aduate .seniors, he explained the

force behind the :'Cosby Show" and his

other professional pursuits.

"Everything I do has to do with some

form of education," he said. "It has to do

with some form of giving a message to peo

pie. But. mostly is has to do with helping

some people realize that there's a diflferent

way to do something, there's a different

way to think about it. And perhaps because

they saw. they now know that there's a

way to change — not themselves, but

whatever it is they're trying to figure out.

And finally, there was classic Cosby.

"When you graduate, you'll hear a lot of

people tell you 'now this is your world and
continued on page 9
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Student bus drivers: taking the 12-ton challenge
By DAVE BOARDMAN
Collegian Staff

Guiding 12-ton buses through the five-college area gives

student drivers a challenging and exciting alternative to

the typical student job fare.

John King, a sophomore management major, says driv-

ing is a great job.

"I've had lots of jobs, but this is the best. The bosses

are excellent, and the people working here are very

courteous," he said. King has been driving for two

semesters and said he has no plans to quit.

The white and blue buses, which provided 1.2 million

riders with free transportation to jobs and classes last

year, cost $150,000 each, and are owned by the Pioneer

V^alley Transportation Authority, a non-profit public agen-

Where's the
beef on
campus?
By CARYN BOWERS
Collegian Staff

Although they don't advertise, "Over 55

billion served, " or "Home of the Whopper,"

the campus dining commons have most

likely gone through enough hamburgers to

compete with any fast food chain.

Better yet. they don't have to advertise,

and with approximately 11,000 mouths to

feed, business is good.

But here's the beef: Franklin dining com-

mons in the Central Residential Area uses

at least 650 pounds of hamburger for one

meal, said Production Manager Brenda

Newton. Considering that for the average

meal, between 2,000 and 2,500 hungry peo-

ple pass through, the typical hamburger

meal calls for one-third of a pound of beef

per person.

What's more, according to Josephine

Keeley, acting director of Food Services,

there are more males living in Central, so

the num'iier of people requesting second

helpings is higher than in the Southwest

Residential Area or Worcester dining

commons.
Newton is responsible for ordering all the

food and coordinating all food production.

"That's everything from soup to nuts, right

down to the croutons on the salad bar," she

said.

Newton's words prove what none of us

wanted to admit all along: That, yes, the

d.c is a carefully planned environment, and

nothing that goes on the glass plates — the

ones the servers so carefully guard — ends

up there by accident.

Ordering is done daily in accordance with

menu services, which prepares weekly

menues and distributes them to each of the

dining commons five weeks in advance.

This allows time to make estimations on

the amount of food that will be needed.

Supervisors and cooks keep track of how

many portions of food are used for each

meai. This information is recorded on a

computer and sent to data processing in the

Whitmore Administration Building, which

tells how much food to order for each meal

and recipe specifications broken down in-

to individual categories.

On the average day, Franklin will go

through about 760 quarts of milk, 60 loaves

of white bread, 720 eggs, and 850 pounds

of turkey, a popular delicacy among the

clientele.

cy based in Springfield.

The agency is funded from federal, state and local

sources. Five Colleges Inc., a coordinating center for the

repinn's colleges and their resources, provides 10 percent

of the capital outlay for the system. The center is budgeted

to pay $375,000 of the total $575,000 operating expenses

for 1985-86, according to Bill Brandt, business manager
for Five Colleges Inc.

Money from student governments of the five colleges are

pooled through Five Colleges Inc. to provide funding. In

addition, the towns of Northampton, Hadley. South

Hadley, Amherst, Sunderland and Belchertown contribute

directly to the PVTA.
Most routes in the five college system are operated by

the UMass Transit, with the exception of the

Northampton-Amherst line which is operated by the

i

Meet the
undergraduate
student senate
By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Incoming spewsters [a trendy Universi-

ty of Massachusetts word for people who

are not hesitant about giving their opi-

nions] are advised that there is a medium

at the UMass designed exclusively for

them. It is called the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate.

The Undergraduate Student Senate is

the chief undergraduate legislative body at

UMass. Every undergraduate student is

eligible to be a student senator. On-campus

students living in dormitories may be

elected as dorm representative. Commuters

may be elected through a general election

or by the Commuter Area Government.

Minority students may become members of

the Third World Caucus by petitioning the

caucus for membership. All elections and

appointments are subject to approval by

the senate body.
\. . . . • comtmoeo nn page 11

Larry Center: He keeps it clean.

He's the 'Center'

in the Campus Center
By JOE SHARTRAND
Collegian Staff

He can usually can be found in the

University of Massachusetts Campus
Center, pushing a portable trash bin on

wheels, and identified by his thick, grey

beard, a worn-blue baseball cap, and a

heavy Southern accent.

His name is Larry Center and he has

been a custodian in the Campus Center

for five years. Students who frequently

"It's interesting and I meet lots

of people -Larry Center

study or relax there can appreciate Larry,

who nips a:
.Ufxavti onto tables with preci-

sion in front of the tables where students

sit between classes.

All the while Larry scoops litter off the

floors, and dispenses it into his bin, he of-

fers a nod or friendly smile to those who

know him — which amounts to hundreds

of Campus Center travellers daily.

"My job is to keep the place clean," he

said. Center said he sweeps, cleans, and

polishes the Campus Center, from the

third no<ir to the coffee shops and three

restrooms.

"I like my job and I like the kids

(students)," Center said. "It's interesting

and I meet a lot of people."

Center first came to work at UMass as

a custodian in the .summer of 1980

because "I knew a guy who worked here,"

he said.

He also worked as a dishwasher at the

Lord Jeffery Amherst Inn from last Oc-

tober until the inn closed in December

1985 following a work stoppage caused by

stalled contract negotiations between

union and inn officials. "I don't want no

more to do with it, " he said of

dishwashing.

Center has lived in this area since Oc-

tober 1979. He has lived in Greenfield,

Lake Pleasant, and currently resides in

Leverett in a three-room trailer.

"I'm still paying on the trailer, and it's

on a piece of land my brother-in-law

owns," he said. "Moving around from

place to place was too expensive, so we

bought the trailer."

Center was born in Jackson, Ky., where

his father worked for 18 years in coal

mines. Center said he has moved from

place and once lived in Florida for seven

years. "I've lived in Ohio; I've been

everywhere."

He said ho met his wife Dorothy in 1962

while in Kentucky, and they have five

children, four granddaughters, and one

grandson.

Center admitted he has had a few days.

"I do it one day at a time. If my day gets

too bad, forget it. I'll just sit it out
"

•< I. "'

Western Mass. Buslines of Northampton.

Brandt said Five Colleges Inc. "has asked Western Mass

Buslines to hire students whenever possible. " to get stu-

dent funds back into the hands of students.

UMass Transit uses exclusively student drivers. Its fleet

of 27 buses is operated by 155 students on varying
schedules, according to Assistant Operations Manager
Paul Blanchard.

Drivers are paid between $4.60 and $5.55 an hour, and
need a class 2 driver's license. In-house training is pro-

vided, and a road test at the registry in Northampton is

scheduled by Mass Transit, Blanchard said.

One advantage to driving a bus is that students are re-

quested to fill out time-exemption request forms, where

drivers can block out times they wish to leave open.

Program
addresses
violence
By BARBARA DeLOLLIS
Collegian Staff

The goal of the educator/advocates at the

Everywoman's Center is to prevent

violence against women.
"We address the issues of rape, battering,

campus violence, media violence, child sex-

ual assault and incest,' said Kathy Alex-

ander, who coordinates the group.

The group of 13 trained volunteers work-

ing to educate women on and of campus
have been part of the center's Against

Violence Against Women Program for

more than 10 years.

Women who wish to volunteer for the

program must undergo a free 50-hour

training program which includes training

in areas such as public speaking, resume

writing, how to teach women's issues, how

to advocate these issues and creating per-

sonal safety awareness, Alexander said.

Educator/advocates may earn college

credit as well as letters of reference* she

said.

"The biggest benefit," Alexander said,

"is working against violence against

women."
The center is recruiting volunteers from

various majors for the summer and fall,

Alexander said, adding that they are seek

ing women who will make a 10-month com-

mitment to the program.

Diane Arico, a 21-yearold senior at

UMass, is finishing her 10 months this

semester.

"I was a coun.selor/advocate for a year,"

she said. "I wanted to concentrate on

education."

"I feel like I've reached quite a few peo-

ple through the workshop." Arico said. The

educator/advocates do most of their

workshops in the dormitories, she added.

As for the benefits Arico will receive from

this: "I'm doing it volunteer because I

believe in the work, " she said.

Award given to

uriderachievers
Two University of Massachusetts

graduates have offered a $350 scholarship

to "underachievers" as an incentive to im-

prove academic performance.

James Kwiecinski, a 1975 UMass
graduate, and his wife Cynthia, who
graduated in 1977, will accepting applica-

tions from any full-time student who has

completed at least one semester at the

University and has a grade point average

of 2.85 — or less.

The catch? "I'm then committing them

to get a 3.5 or better for fall 1986,"

Kwiecinski said.

The winner of the $350 will then be

chosen from those who make the commit-

ment. "I'll pick them out of a hat," he said.

The scholarship, named the "Kelimegs"

after the Kwiecinskis' daughters,

Meaghan, 2, and Kelly, six months, was

originally planned as three $300 scholar-

ships, but "I decided that wasn't enough

of an incentive," he said.

Kwiecinski. now a real estate agent in

Holyoke,.said of his time at UMass. "I am
a person who didn't live up to his potential;

I was even on academic probation for one

semester. .1 did turn around and ended up

with 3.5s and 3.7s for a couple of semesters.

The award isn't the issue, everyone who
gets a 3.5 is a winner." he said.

- JEANETTE DeFORGE

Collpgian photo by Rob Skelton
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UMass Debate Union
ranked in top three
By YOAV SHORR
Collegian Correspondent

The Uni\ersity of Massachusetts Debate

Union, having won more tournaments than

anyone else last season, ranks among the

top three teams in the country.

"We have a winning record against all

our competition. In fact, the big name this

year is UMass." said Joel Willmore, the

union's director and coach.

During the 1985 1986 season the union

defeated such schools as Dartmouth Col

lege, and the University of North Carolina.

UMass's competitors for the top spot are

Dartmouth and Baylor University.

There's absolutely no doubt that we will

be among the top three in the coaches poll,

Willmore said.

The union consists of two teams with two

members each, as well as a public debate

squad of 12 to 20 members, which competes

at high schools and at various civic

organizations.

Most of the travelling is done by debators

Daniel Povenelli, a senior anthropology

major, and Mark Friedman, a sophmore

political science major. As a team the two

have debated as far away as Texas and

California.

"These two gentlemen have clearly been

one of the best teams in the past two

years," Willmore said.

Also scoring high are first-year debaters

Dayna Scott and Stacey Kinnamonn.
Preparations for tournaments requires

long hours of research, sometimes lasting

through the night. "We place a ver>' large

expectation on our debaters," Willmore

said.

"The four people going to tournaments

au-e the equivalent of professionals in terms

of the level of preparation," he said.

Ten weekends are devoted to tour

naments, which can last up to four days

each. "It's physically trying," Friedman
said, telling of long debates and little

sleep."

"A lot of people tend to underestimate

what a team does for the University. We're

representatives for the school, literally

from coast to coast," Willmore said.
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UMass no place for autos

Collcfnan pholo by Nick Sokoloff

A member of the UMass Parachute Club falls out of the sky out-

side the Campus Center.

(olleipan photo by Paul Desmarais

CATCH IT! - Playing Frisbee on the Campus Pond lawn is a

favorite warm weather pastime.

By JENNIFER HEMENWAY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts is not

the best place to park a car. Aside from

heavy competition for certain lots, some

cars get ticketed, towed, vandalized, or

stolen.

There is no clear solution to the problem

of limited parking on campus, said Gerald

T. O'Neil, the director of public safety, but

he offered one suggestion: "I recommend

not having a car on campus. Give it a lot

of thought before bringing a car here."

Vandalism often occurs when cars are

parked in various hidden spaces, he said.

•'The basic problem is people not locking

their cars. They should not make it easy

for others to get into their cars," he said.

Vandalism happens at almost every loca-

tion on campus, especially in lot 22 by the

Southwest Residential Area, lot 41 behind

the School of Education, and the three

outlying P lots, O'Neil said.

He said most of the arrests made in the

P lots have been for the theft of car stereos.

More than $500,000 worth of tickets were

issued on campus last year. "All of the

money collected goes to the ticket fund

which is used for financial aid," O'Neil

said.

'We don't have a favorite spot to ticket.

Southwest gets a lot because there are so

many residents and limited parking, " he

said.

In order to obtain a parking sticker for

certain parking lots, students must get on

a waiting list, said Barbara Konieczny of

the parking office.

More lots are needed on campus because

It IS difficult to get a space close to a specific

dorm, she said.

The price of the stickers, which are issued

for a full year from Sept. 1 to Aug. 31,

ranges from $8 to $153, depending on the

location.
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Students travel far for aid
By ANDREW WOLFF
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON - An eight-hour bus ride through the

night that made two days feel like one, a shooting across

the street from the Skyline Inn where the group stayed

and sore feet were the unglamorous parts of the trip to

the nations capital by 46 University of Massachusetts

students in March.
When it was over, members of Students Advwating

Financial Aid headed back to Amherst, confident they did

their best during the three days of meetings with

legislators and their aides to stress the importance of

higher education and student aid.

'I think people listened to us, this is what makes SAFA
attractive and professional," said Peter Alfano, a senior

political science and economics major on his second SAFA
trip. "We weren't jumping up and down wearing signs.

We were ver>- informed. We spoke our piece."

A typical SAFA day began with a 7 a.m. wake-up call

to all hotel rooms. But Monday, no calls came and most

of the group overslept.

After wake-up, students had to make a trek about five

blocks up South Capitol Avenue to the Rayburn Building,

the office building for most members of the House of

Representatives, adjacent to the Capitol.

By 9 a.m., phone calls and visits were made to various

offices on both sides of Capitol Hill. The goal: to meet with

House and Senate members or their legislative aids.

After a full day of lobbying, the students would head

back to the Skyline to nurse their tired feet.

"It's a kind of trip that makes you feel good." said Eric

Sokol. a senior political science major. "It's also a time

to meet people, to party, and to visit a great city"

At 9 p.m. on the final night, shortly after most of the

group returned to the Skyline, a dispute between two local

residents across the street ended when one fired four shots

with a handgun. One bullet struck a man before the

assailant fied in a car.

SAFA vi^e president Steven R. Sullivan walked out of

the front doors of the hotel and the victim fell into his

arms.

"There was blood on his forehead, and a hole in his

sweatshirt. " Sullivan recalled. "I said to him, 'Did you

get stabbed?" he said. No, I got shot."" Sullivan brought

the man into the lobby, helping him to a couch before tell-

ing someone to call the police. The man was taken to a

nearby hospital. No other information was available.

The shooting did not mar the trip, students said later.

"There was a lot of enthusiasm." Alfano said. "Everyone

wanted to go out and do things. I saw a lot of emotion.
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We have a lot to offer

Welcome to the fun and confusing world of the University

of Massachusetts. Although this initial exposure lasts only a

few days, it is an important part of the transition from

home/high school/childhood to the realm of independence,

responsibility, and maturity.

You chose the right place to do it. UMass is one of the finest

institutions of higher education, public or otherwise, in the

country. Our size may well be intimidating — for a while.

However, the diversity of people, ideas and culture to be found

here will soon make up for any feeling of being overwhelmed.

In addition to a talented and hardworking faculty, there are

literally hundreds of extra-curricular, student-run organiza-

tions. Many of them have budgets running into the thousands

of dollars and all decisions on how to spend this largesse are

made by us — the students. Get involved and chances are that

you will be running the whole show after a few years. This

is a chance you will not have again until well into a post-

graduation career.

The orientation process, as you are discovering, is full of peo-

ple freely giving advice and people laying down the rules. Some

of them are upperclassmen, others are professionals but all

have valuable things to say and we urge you to listen to it

carefully and respectfully. Most of them went through it

themselves so they know how you feel.

Upon arriving to start the fall semester, it will be a whole

different ballgame. Then, all the pressure will be on you. There

is no one around to tell you what to do and when to do it. This

freedom brings many choices. To study or not to study, whether

or not to party and how much and a host of other decisions

are all up to you. Some people cannot handle the freedom but

bear in mind that it is part of the rights and privileges of be-

ing an adult.

See you in September.

Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Col-

legian Board of Editors.
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Sampling the
Like Its real-world counterparts, the Col-

legian has its own pool ofcolumnists, those

who write on a regular or semi-regular

basis. To become a columnist, one must

have had five columns published over the

course of a semester. Below are some ex-

cerpts from last spring's editorial

discussion:

"A pseudo-intellectual is defined as one

who professes to know everything about

Einstein, Shakespeare. Nietzsche, and

Freud, but who in reality can't even spell

any of their names."
— Herb Ramy, Collegian columnist.

"Guaranteeing a standard of living

makes people lazy. It undermines their self-

reliance, it sabotages their mutual

dependence on family structures and it

reduces the voluntary labor force. Besides

that, it costs me money."
— Rusty Denion,Collegian columnist.

"Americas bombing of Libya, you see,

was anything but discreet...and unilateral

air strikes are hardly in the spirit of inter-

national cooperation. Particularly when
West Germany had called for restraint just

hours before the bombing.
— Timothy Harris, contributing coluftinist.

"We have to go to the source. Terrorists

do not respect borders and neither can we

if we plan to put a dent in their ranks. Our

air strikes on Libya have hopefully put

other nations who provide hidey-holes for

these maggots on notice that it will not be

tolerated.

—William Spain, Collegian columnist.

"If nothing else, Mikhail Gorbachev's

The editors

proposal to rid the world of nuclear

weapons by the year 2000 has opened the

eyes of many people who at one time or

another saw this illusion as reality. It has

truly separated the realists from the

idealists, and most of all, it has brought

forth the reality that nuclear weapons are

here to stay."
- Stuart Gottlieb. Collegian columnist.

"The easiest way to become an irrational

person, and become a popular politican

some day, is to master the art of calling op-

ponents leftists, rightists, conservatives,

liberals, fasci.sts, communists, or madmen.;

anything you think you're not."

- Jeffry Bartash, Collegian columnist.

"And when I see the new rebels, who flirt

with the flag, get featured in newspaper

supplements, and find a cause in the con-

tras, I have to sigh, for they are fighting

a losing battle. It will be long, but in the

end, those who are right, and not necessari-

ly right-wing, will prevail."

— Rob Skeiton, Collegian columnist.

"Perhaps the most troubling example of

lack or resolve involves our policies in Cen-

tral America. While the Sandinistas, in

both their rhetoric and actions, confirm

their strong Soviet Bloc ties and their ex-

pansionist goals, our Congress closes its

eyes to this to this reality and has left our

allies in the are to fend for themselves."

— Peter Dow, Collegian columnist.

There are all kinds of devices invented for the protection and preserver

tion of countries: defensive barriers, forts, trenches, and the like. All these

are work ofhuman hands aided by money. But prudent minds have as a

natural gift one safeguard which is the common possession of all, and this

applies especially to the dealings of democracies with dictatorships. What

is this safeguard? Skepticism. This you must preserve. Thisjou must re-

tain. If you can keep this, you need fear no harm,
- Demosthenes, 340 BC

Some advice from a seasoned veteran
As a third semester senior (that means I didn't graduate

in the expected four years), who has been around the block

a few times here at the University, I feel it is my duty

to inform you 4,000 or so incoming first-year students

about some interesting aspects of UMass. Some things are

warnings, others are tips on how to stay on top of the

game.
Lines - Each semester begins with long, irritating,

nebulous lines as students frantically race about campus

trying to pick up classes, buy parking stickers, find dorm

rooms, wait to get into the dining commons, go bankrupt

buying books, and get some of that tape that's sticky on

both sides and comes in rolls or squares, so your Madon-

na and Calvin Klein posters stay beautifully on the wall.

The key to lines is just to deal with them and use the

waiting time wi.sely. Get your paper work in order so you

can proceed quickly with business and run to the next line.

Meanwhile, you can ask the person next to you where the

big parties are that weekend or where to meet

men/women.
Parking — If you own a car my advice is: Watch it

carefully. A car parked illegally on the UMass campus

has enterwl the worW of "Towtlom." As a fineshman, my

Daniel Sobel

car was towed at least five times by our friends down at

Amherst Towing. [I don't know what kind of deal the

University has with Amherst lowing, but you may be pay-

ing for their beer). Also, the campus parking meter folks

can sniff an illegally parked auto from a mile away and

they love leaving their John Hancock's on as many tickets

as their tired fingers allow [I won't mention all the park-

ing problems on this campus. They're only doing their

jobs). Another pearl of wisdom: Pay the tickets as soon

as possible because they'll catch up to you. A former Col-

legian editor friend of mine owes the University about

$2,000 and you don't graduate until you pay offALL your

UMass debts. (L.B., will you ever see the outside of this

place?)

Resident assistants — Test them as soon as possible

to see what their tolerance level is for crazy dormitory

shenanigans like loud music, hallway frishee, bathroom

water sports and other oddities performed by the

thousands who've passed through UMass dwellings over

the years. Just kidding. Resident assistants can help you

with room assignments, some can even get you a single,

although 1 shouldn't be telling you this because patronage

is again.st the rules.

Encounters - Simply put, this place is full of people.

The largeness of the campus will seem to shrink as you

become familiar with it, but there will always be a new

face. If you catch someone's eye say hello to him/her. It's

easy to look away in .shyness but making a quick friend

makes a new and often frightening experience a whole

lot nicer. It's true what they say about college - that you

form warm, beautiful and sometimes lifelong friendships.

There's every kind of person here — rads, conserves,

punks, earthy-crunchies, preppies, jocks, party animals

and bookworms. You can find a friend in a place with all

these diverse types. After four years, even / found a few.

Bars — Acquire yourself a fake ID or you'll be drink-

ing in the dorm.

I could go on all day but I want to let you experience

your first moments at UMass with a certain degree of

naivete. Any new experience is scary; many of you will

have no trouble adjusting to your first timeaway from

home. F )r others, it will take a while. But, believe me,

it's a wonderful little world here with a great deal to of-

fer. UMass is a great place. Enjoy it!! •

Daniel Sobel is a Collegian staff member
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ESTIMADO COMPANERO
CONCERTO LATINO ES UNA ORGANIZACION QUE
LE SIRVE A LA COMUNIDAD LATIONO
AMERICANA ATRAVES DE LA RADIO. NUESTROS
PROGRAMAS SE TRANSMITEN LOS DIAS:

LUNES 7 PM - 10 PM
JUEVES 9 AM - 12 M
VIERNES 9 AM - 12 M
SABADO 1 PM - 3 PM

ESCUCHANOS EN WMUA91.1 FM, AMHERST. EN
NUESTROS ESPACIOS DESTACAMOS MUSICA Y
NOTICIAS DE AMERICA LATINA Y PROGRAMAS
DE SERVICIO PUBLICO.

SI ESTAS INTERESADO EN TENER EXPERIENCIA
EN LA RADIO Y COMPARTIR CON LA COM-
UNIDAD, CONCERTO LATINO TIENE UN ESPACIO
PARA Tl. SI QUIERES UNIRTE HA NUESTRA
ORGANIZACION, LLAMANOS DURANTE
NUESTROS PROGRAMAS AL 545-3691 COM-
UNICATE CON LA ORGANIZACION AHORA AL
545-2479.
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Gifts • Crafts • Cards

Unusual gifts and crafts with

a New England flavor

OPEN 10 TO b TUESDAYS THROUGH SUNDAYS

MastfrCard ^^^^

M') 2667

1985's Top Movies
To Rent or Owr)

• Prizzi's Honor • Lost In America

• Ghostbusters • Flamingo Kid

• Emerald Forest • Beverly Hills Cop

• Mask • Starman

• Rambo • St. Elmo's Fire

• Fletch • The Coca-Cola Kid

• Teen Wolf • and of course

• Breakfast Club Amadeus

or choose from our wide selection of

classic and foriegn films

VtDEO fam
44 Main St., Amtierst • 256-1509

Bowling is Fun!!

Northampton Bowl

Welcomes All Freshmen To The Area

Pool Tables

Game Room

32 Lanes

$1.00 OFF OPEN BOWLING
with this coupon

(Reservations Taken)

Exit 18 Rt91
5844830 expires

September 1986

Come on out to where
the fun times roll

Come in and

Browse'

Discover the pleasures

of shopping at

Le Boudoir:

• nightgowns & teddies

in cotton and silk

handpainted T's in 100% cotton

• Dancewear
• personalized service

Summer Hours:
M-S 10-5:30

Carriage Shops
233 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst 549-6915

widest selection of bras in the Valley -

basic bras in cotton, nylon, silk, strapless,

halter, demi, pushup, minimizers and

sportbras and much more'

^ Cosby cimf tl ,'ri,in /),n

this is your life," and they use this word

forth. 'And as you go forth...' " he told

seniors. "First I have a message for you

from your parents: forth, f-o-r-t-h, is not

back home.
•'When you come out of that football

stadium wearing funny shoes, and you're

celebrating and you drank champagne and

you smoked a joint, there are people

waiting for you to beat upjon you, to lake

advantage of you," he roared. "And I think

it takes about three days for you to realize

here's something else you're going to have

to do — and work is not one of them. Ad-

just, you're going to have to adjust."

I

i
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People drive for miles to

read the Collegian

i

ARTS
Five College arts community:

you name it and weVe got it

The possibilties are endless
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Bv KELLY SIEGER
and NANCY KLINGENER
Collegian Staff

The Five College area, made up ofSmith

College, Amherst College. Hampshire Col

lege, Mount Holyoke College and of course

the University of Massachusetts, is

reknowned for its cultural richness.

Anything is possible, as evidence by the

diversity found on the campuses, especial-

ly at UMass. A wide spectrum of events,

from art shows, to Broadway musicals, to

orchestra performances, to well known pop

acts, are all available, usually with reduc

ed rates for students.

Last year's line-up included such mter

national acts as the National Theater of the

Deaf, Mummenschanz, Marcel Marceau,

the Springfield Symphony, Ballet Tap
USA. and "42nd Street."

The community itself contributes much

of the entertainment on campus, with en-

tirely student-produced production such as

"Tally's Folly." "Much Ado About

Nothing." "Antigone Too: Rites of Love

and Defiance," and "Lesser Pleasures: A
Secret Opera."

Students are also involved in other 'ar

tistic endeavors. ' UMass itself sports five

major art galleries, almost .solely concen-

tratmg on student works, and each of the

other Five Colleges, especially Smith, have

fine galleries to offer.

The dance and music Departments of the

five colleges at UMass likewise take their

responsibilty towards performance serious

ly; various faculty groups and others, like

the Jazz Ensemble, give regular

performances.

continued on page 10

David Mendes, Jonathan
Curelop and Dana Williams

(above) star in just one of the

student-run productions, "All's

Well That Ends Well." Student's

art (right) is concentrated on by

UMass' five art galleries. This

piece was shown in the Hampden
Gallery, located in the Southwest

Residential Area.
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irarts continued from page 9

UMass is not lacking in the so-called 'popular music'

scene, either. This past spring, a record was cut by several

bands who started out januning on their floors in the dorm.

UPC is the student-run organization responsible for

bringmg the big-name bands to campus. Last year, Mor-

ris Day, Paul Young and Al Jarreau were among those

who appeared; m the past, the Talking Heads, Elvis

Costello and the Grateful Dead have all played UMass.

Besides flowers and sunshine, spring brings the concerts

to campus. On consecutive weekends, the area govern-

ments and UPC sponsor free outdoor bashes with a

number of bands, lasting all afternoon.

This vear, the series started with the Del Fuegos at the

East side Concert and ended with Third World playing

UPC's Spring Concert by the pond, two weeks later. In

between, John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Band at

Southwest and The Fools at Orchard Hill kept people

outside.

With a cinema in town, ten at the malls and three in

Northampton, it's almost impossible not to like one of the

movies around. Double features and classics are the

.specialty in town, and there is usually a foreign film in

Northampton. Midnight Movie Madness, with Rocky Hor-

ror always at the mall, is also a favorite.

Orientation Issue / Summer '86

Al Jarreau (above) and James Cotton (right)

are two of the acts seen on the UMass campus
this year. Both were presented by Union Pro-

duction Council. Other acts available through

the year were UB40, the Del Fuegos, Marshall

Crenshaw, Paul Young, Johnny Winter and

the Ramones.
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MANDARIN /SZECHUEN CUISINE

Tk« BEST chia«M Food-

Boneless Bar-B-Q

Spare Ribs

SO80 SAbO

Luncheon
Specials

$025

New Buffet &
Sunday Brunch

llBrrl wtih Fmh

2lChwli«nFing*rt
3)ChKkm Wings
4) ChrtWM B8Q Pork
Si Biorroh in Oytlrf Stttc*

b) Sw««« A Soyt ChKkrn
7)P*nFnHHir«
8) P«n FnnlNoodIn
wilh Chaclitn

9) Pan Fnrd Kaviolt

101 H«l t Sour Soup

Buffet Served 5^-8

Mon.-Thurs.
Brunch Served
Sunday 1 1:30-3

ALL YOU ^
CAN EAT $5.75

Luncheon Specials & T«kc-oul Service
Full Cocktail Menu

^ Sun.-Thurc. 11 70 a.m.-IO p.m

iFrom" ^^^ served 11 a.m. fh. AS«t. ii:30«.m.-ii p.m.

' ' ~ -3 p.m. 10 Bclchertown Road
at Rtc. 9. Amherst

256-0252 ____-

o*Sc»roBICYCLE

21 Pleasant St Northamplon

586-3810

%

10% off any parts and/or accessories

purchased with this ad

Full 1 1TO\
INI^lf A

offer expires Sept. 15, 1986
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QUESTIONS ABOUT UMASS???
CALL IDB/TIPS !!!

^^f^ElSlTS

If you have a problem or need information, and don't know where or how to get answers, the Information

Data Bank or the Taped Information Phone Service might be the place to go, or call. The Dean of

Students Office sponsors these two information services for the University community (including

parents). During the academic year these services run 7 days a week. 11,000 contacts were made with

these services last year.

Information Data Bank (IDB)

IDS is a telephone or walk-in referral center which maintains in-

formation on University administrative and academic policies

and procedures; bus, library, and athletic schedules; listings of

current campus events such as seminars, movies, and lectures;

and a variety of other reference materials. If the student staff

don't know the answer or have the information, they will get it

or make appropriate referrals. Summer telephone: 545-2684.

Taped Information Phone Service (TIPS)

TIPS is a library of more than 300 tape cassettes with informa-

tion about academic rules, regulations, and programs; registra-

tion policies; counseling services; financial aid information;

current events; health and safety programs; housing and food

services; athletics; student organizations and activities, etc.

The tapes, which are available in Spanish and for the hearing

impaired, are listed in the Student Telephone Directory,

"University Directions", and periodically advertised in the Col-

legian'
." *

Frequently requested tapes:

Commercial Bus Services

Communication Skills Center

Emergency Short-Term Loans

Financial Aid at the University

Five College Courses

In a Medical Emergency

Intramurals at UMASS
Lecture Notes

- Mental Health Services

- Office of Third World Affairs

- Paying Your Semester Bill

- Tutors and Tutorials

- UMASS Transit System
- University Honors Program
- Who is my Academic Dean?
- Writing Program

* Although our tape library is not accessible during the summer, the information on the tapes can be ob-

tained through the Dean of Students Office (545-2684). Please call for further information, we look for-

ward to hearing from you'

Brew got started on campus

C'ollfKian ph<>(<> b> Paul tVHmiiraiii

SLEEP OR STUDY? - Whether they're relaxing or reading, this

sunny porch in Amherst satisfies these students.

By PATRICK JOHNSON
Collegian Staff

Jon Bove recently started selling his own
brand of beer, 'Portland Lager," 16 years

after making his first batch in his room

while a University of Massachusetts

student.

in 1970, 1 moved into Dickinson (House)

with a Chicopee (resident) named Joe

Walzack. And in between endless bouts of

shooting pool and eating keilbasa sand-

wiches in Chicopee, he taught me how to

make beer," Bove said.

Bove said that during the semester he

learned to be a brewer, he attended one

class out of a full schedule, and his grade

point average fell from a 3.2 to a 1.8.

Bove said he Walzack were making bet-

ween 15 and 25 gallons of beer a week and

giving it away, to the benefit of the Dickin

son party scene.

"It was kind of funny because all of the

guys were just back from Vietnam, and

when we first started, the bottles would be

blowing up and everyone would think it

was artillery," he said.

Bove graduated from UMass in 1975, and

in 1983, he attended a series of seminars

on micro-breweries at the University of

California in Davis because he was "look-

ing for something to do.

•We wanted to build a brewery that

would make 19th century beers and ales.

The whole idea was to bring back tradi-

tional brews, the kind people drank before

Prohibition," Bove said.

One peculiarity about Bove's Maine

Coast Brewing is that it is not located in

Maine but Eau Claire, Wis.

"We tried for three years to find financ-

ing in Portland, I was jumping through

hoops. There was plenty of bull, but no

money," he said.

ir student government
(inttnued from page 3

The primary responsibility of senators is to attend

senate meetings. They are scheduled to start at 7 p.m.

every Wednesday in the Campus Center, although

meetings usually start around 7:30 because some senators

insist on being fashionably late.

There is a great deal of diversity in the senate now,

unlike recent years when the progressives, a bloc of liberal

senators held a clear majority. The size of the progressives

is now equal to the conservatives, a bloc of moderate to

ultra-conservative senators, which leads to interesting

debates during the meetings.

The main responsibility of the senate is the control and

distribution of the $1.8 million Student Activities Trust

Fund which is funded through the student activities fee,

which all undergraduates pay.

The trust fund is distributed by the senate to more than

450 registered student organizations and services. Among

the student groups funded by the senate are: campus radio

station WMUA, Union Program Council, which produces

concer*s on campus, and the UMass Transit bus line.

Most student-run organizations at UMass depend on,

and ultimately answer to, the senate for funding each

year. Some organizations, including The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian, are funded completely through their own

efforts and are independent from the senate.

Broozed & Beautiful - without the Beach

Le Bon Soleil

.Vhv soend vour summer sizzling in rne sun'' steo *ns/c(t

• -r 1 faDiiious tjn.

^ur Skin fripnaiv Sontegra Suntjnnmg icunnes Litiii;

me snme tanning light as me sun cut tne ournmg ravs :.'

filtered cut '^'^ev are ••^e State Ot 'rie Af

So 'le \):^C< -v^n r-^'v m our r-.-t -omforMDie c-;;.ir-

'.inning rocnr
nd ^.oenci vour summer sno.vmg off /Our r.in

264 N. Pleasant St., Amherst, Ma
call foranappoinimcni 253-9454

UMass Outing Club
invites you. Class of 1990 to:

A MANDARIN « SZECHUAN RESTAURANT

Try:
hiking

• backpacking

• canoeing

• kayaking

• caving

• cross-country skiing

• rock climbing

• ice climbing

• mountaineering

. . .and more'

JOIN:
First Meeting -

Mon. Sept. 8

Student Union

Ballroom

7 pm

Open 7 Days for Luncfi & Dinner - Hours Sun Thurs 11-10 - Fn & Sat 11-2

WEEKDAY DINNER BUFFET - Mon - Thurs $6.95, 5-8:30

SUNDAY BRUNCH 11:30-3
Full Liquor License

C^nMJ. v^VeL

.^^....^. .o«R student Union: 545-3131^

Welcome to Amherst

Specialist in Asian and

European Fares

Group Departures
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BLACK ArrAlRS
By C RON ALLEN
Collegian Staff

Welcome to the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst. As you are about to begin another challenge in

a few days, you should know about a few organizations

vou mav get involved with.

African Students Association: This is a group w hich

devises and cultivates closer relationships among African

students in the five-college area so they may study fun

damental problems facing African countries and find

solutions.

Afrik-Am: Provides students of color with a support net

work which strives to meet the educational, social and

cultural political needs so that their txperiences at the

universitv mav be well rounded. AHORA, 308 Student

Union. (4131 545-2479: AHORA seeks to unite and voici

the opinions of different cultures tied together by their

common language. Spanish. They provide both the

Spanish and the general community with educational and

political information in the Latin community throughout

the world.

Asian American Students Association, Student

Union. (413) 545 3600: provides the UMass campus with

educational, social and political activities from the Asian

perspective.

Black Mass Communication Project, Student Union,

(4 13) 545-2426: BMCP provides the five-college area radio

audience with a wide variety of black classical program

ing. It also trains it's members in radio broadcasting.

Cape Verdean Students Alliance, New Africa House,

(413i 545-0031: This is a gioup committed to promoting

cultural, political and historical programs in order to

maintain a sense of cultural identity in the University.

Concept© Latino, Student Union. (413) 545 2479: pro-

\ ides the five-college radio listening audience with a wide

>pectrum of music both traditional and contemporary from

Latin America.

Drum Magazine, New Africa House. t413> 545-0768:

Drum is an award winning black student literary

magazine that educates the reader of the cultural, social

and political lifestvles of black people.

National Society of Black Engineers: This group was

formed to advance, stimulate and develop black and ethnic

minority interest in engineering and to assist with all

levels of responsibility in the advancement within the

engineering disciplines.

Nummo News: A progressive newspaper which ex-

presses the voice of the Third World. Office located at 103

New Africa House or call 545-0061. 0062.

Third World Caucus, 308 Student Union, (413)

545-2544: This is the multi-culture legislative body of the

Student Government Association that protects the interest

of students of color.

UHURU: This performing arts ensemble offers an op-

portunity tor Third World community members at the

University to acquire a broad based knowledge of pro-

cedures necessary to execute a full scale-stage production.

For more information on these and other Third World

organizations contact the office of Third World Affairs at

308 Student Union, University of Mas,sachusetts, Ma
01003. (413) 545-2517.
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WUuKicluv

Chatlnut Plain Rd
Whalalv

1 eaaoM

Featuring Steve Kloc's

Famous Broiled

LIVE LOBSTER
Also Serving

Louisiana Cajun

Entrees

Also Steaks,

Prime Rib,

Seafood
Directions take 116 north to

South DeerfieW. south on route

S10 1 'A miles Right on Chris

tian Lane '^ mile from center of

town.

Open:
Men Sat 5-10 pm. Sun 1-9

for a

l^-trrr

11 PRAY ST.
AMHERST. MA.

549-1665

uality

Laundry

• New Larger Machines

• Clean and Efficient

• Friendly Attendants

• Gas Dryers

• Convenient Location

SELF SERVICE 7 DAYS...7 AM-10 PM

i

^ WELCOME
University ot Massachusott^ Student FedemI Credit Union

$ ATTENTION $

$ ALL NEW STUDENTS $

- looking for a safe place to keep your

money?
• we offer low min. balance both for

checking & savings accts.

• we also offer loans

- personal at 14.5%
- used car at 14%
- new car at 12%

The UMSFCU is completely volunteer

we are the oldest & largest CU in the

country.

• We're located in the Campus Center

starting next semester 1986

M - Th 10-3

Fri 10 - 4

Hope to see you soon!

-7

BUDGET TRAVEL CENTER

Cneapesi

fares to

• EUROPE
• ASIA

m AUSTRALIA

NEW ZEALAND

Plus

railpasses

mternalionai

studeni iD

lours anr]

much more

4s* lor our

Iree travel

catalog

CouncH IVav^l S«rvlc«t

.
.CJ. ;!m Pl t ASAN' 7Wi T 5tCC)NLi * 1.C OO Qi A'.

AMmERS! ma 01002 (413i2b6 12'-

ine Iiuve* ; ..s.C' o' the Council or> international fnuca''0' o ' 1' gt-

K^DOVE
Secretarial Services

Fast, Accurate Typing

of

• Resumes
• Term Papers
• Dissertations

79 South Pleasant St.

Amherst, Mass 01002

256-1335

253-7480

E5L ^fk/f^^/HfTMDUCnON TQIKM Sm!Q\.

J

Improve Your Reading Speed and
Comprehension from 2 to 7 times

jnEuiMr
FREE INTRODUCTORY SESSIONS

549-5780

Amherst, MA

iKAPLAN
SIAWaVH KAPlANtOtXATIONlM (:\U\W\M)

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
AT THE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
helping students to leave a legacy. . .

You are indescribably important to

God. You can influence people who will

shape policies and attitudes in every

crust of society and the workers knitted

into the social fabric of our culture.

Campus Crusade for Christ, a

registered student organization, is an

interdenominational Christian move-

ment. We want to help you develop a

significant and personal relationship

with God. We also want to help you to

make your mark for Christ on campus.

When you graduate, don't just

leave behind a myriad of papers, ex-

ams, and grades, -leave behind a

spiritual legacy that will make an impact

on students for generations to come.

• Committed to communicating how a

person can know God personally.

• Committed to helping students grow

in their relationships with God.

• Committed to building leadership.

For more information contact Wayne or

OIlie at 256-0535 (after August 10)

or

join us at our weekly meeting;

TGIF

Every Friday at 7:01 p.m.

Campus Center (rm. posted)

MPLETE YOUR ORIENTATION

SHOP FACES

ESppit

Dopm [FuPniShingS

PolitePS& Prints

P^peP Moon GpaphicS

ToyS

Godzilla

GyND

[Flamingos

Je»"ellpy

Clothing

Gifts

im STORE ni

D OlFNTOfN

/IMHEBST

Downtown Amherst

Daily 10 -5:30, Sun 12-5
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ComputerWorks
- SALES

computers

printers

terminals

modems
typewriters

copiers

special pricing

for students

- SERVICE
hardware & software

technicians bacl<ed by

factory authorization

- RENTALS
- computers, printers

- semester terminal rentals

EPSON, SHARP, ROYAL,
PANASONICCORDATA,

CANON, OLYMPIA
visit the friendly professionals at

228 Triangle St., Amherst 549-7133
-^ — ..-^

Orientation Issue Summer '86
COLLEGIAN i5

CoUefiian photo hy Paul
Desmarais

RAGE AT THE CAGE
— Students wait in line

for the re-opening of the

Curry Hicks Cage last

fall. The Cage, which is

home to the University of
M a s sachusetts
Minutemen basketball

team, had been closed for

extensive renovations for

about a year prior to the

re-opening. Fans waited

up to two hours in the

cold to enter the building

to see Minutemen's home
opener. The Cage has

also hosted concerts in the k

past.

aS^

J'

^<^°^

sf
^* ^

BrwD

CHKK 't(? OOT!
48 North Pleasant St. 256-0250 open til midnight

Find the new you

Amherst's own Specioky
Deportment Store

.^.^^ICJ—^

River Valley Crafts

clotning for men G women • ,ewe!ry • unique gifts

ot the tfiongie. Amherst 10-5; 30 Mon-Sot

free parking in the rear of store

v<^'

.«
.c^^

O*^V .6
/>> V rP -i«* A^

.6-^V*'

.<cP"60- ^ «>

.if'

.&

•vC-

>"e
.<c^'
&

x<^^

^ ON®^ J:r A<^ For information
^ ^^ ^v>^ call 549-0097

^ <C^ or write

118 Sunset Ave.
Annherst, MA

watch for Fall Rush Dates in Collegian

--

—

' ' ^ < » » —
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Are you bored, looking for something to do?
Boyden, NOPE gym s open

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Welcome freshmen.

So you've just arrived on campus and

are going to be looking for something to

do once the semester starts in September.

You've finally landed in your future home

away from home and, whether or not you

were a high school superstar athlete, the

time will inevitably arrive when you must

adopt an activity to keep yourself busy.

If you've got nothing better to do, then

take some time to check out Boyden or

NOPE gymnasiums.

Located behind the Curry Hicks Cage,

home of Minutemen basketball, and due

east across from Southwest Area, Boyden

IS the home for the majority of UMass
athletes. The facility includes six full-

length basketball courts, three racquet-

ball courts, two weight rooms, a gym-

nastics floor, an Olympic-size swimming

pool with both a low and high diving

board, and a bowling alley. Outside

Boyden are the countless intramural

athletic fields and tennis courts.

NOPE gymnasium is located below

Sylvan Area and across from Northeast

Area. Also known as Totman gym, NOPE
also provides students with many ac-

tivities to choose from. NOPE has three

full length basketball courts and a swim-

ming pool upstairs, an all-purpose open

floor on the first floor, and a weight room,

crew room and karate dojo downstairs.

Behind NOPE are a pair of softball fields

next to which is a field hockey lacrosse

playing field and tennis courts.

Sweating is an integral part of

everyone's athletic activity but if it can

be avoided, no one wants to soak up too

many sets of clothes. But through the

magic of mass laundering, both athletic

facilities are able to amply supply

students with a never-ending change of

athletic apparel. When you show up at the

beginning of the semester to look into

these facilities, you can sign for a locker,

shirt, shorts, socks, towel and a jock where

applicable. With these items, students can

sweat and roll in the mud to their hearts

content, free of the worry of having to

spend 60 cents on laundry.

So come September, look these two

facilities up and immerse yourself in

athletics. But enjoy the rest of your sum-

mer first.

^r vJrv I 3
See the action
here at UMass
By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

High school is over. Welcome to big time

athletics.

The freshman class is treated with the

unique experience of witnessing the

University of Massachusetts teams rock in-

to action every fall.

When I came to UMass, I had never seen

lacrosse, field hockey, or anything resembl-

ing decent athletics before. Though the in-

itial thrill of standing in the Cage or Alum-

ni Stadium quickly wore off, the quality of

play was at a level I had never seen.

Last year, UMass represented itself as

perhaps one of the nation's most successful

division I schools in terms of total won-lost

record. A quick glance at last season may
give you a flavor of what you can expect

this year.

FaU; Last seasons football campaign

may have marked the return of entertain-

ing football here at UMass. Leading the

team to a 7-4 record after consecutive 3-8

seasons, freshman quarterback Dave

Palazzi completed 53 percent of his passes

for 1 152 yards and five touchdowns in eight

games. Out for three games with a

shoulder separation. Palazzi's return com-

bining with the stellar play of division I-

AA's best defense brought life back to the

team and rejuvinated the wishbone offense.

UMass football fans had something to

cheer about for the first time in three years.

The women's soccer team came so very

close to having a perfect season and a na-

tional championship. Running off 15 con-

secutive wins while giving up a microscopic

two goals, the underclass-dominated

Minutewomen entered the national tour-

nament with the number one ranking.

Travelling to George Mason, UMass col-

lapsed under tournament pressure, falling

in the .semi-finals. With but two seniors

graduated (Sue Bird and Jamie Watson in

photo below i. the Minutewomen are sure

to be back in the title hunt.

The women's volleyball team, with little

expected of them, pulled out all the stops,

rampaging to a school-record 35 wins and

narrowly missing the NCAA National

Tournament. This season should be much
more difficult, as the Minutewomen join

the .Atlantic 10 conference regarded as one

of the nations top conferences.

Both mens soccer and the field hockey

team had excellent season's. The soccer

team, despite the absence of a pair of All-

New England players, finished third in

New England. Likewise, the field hockey

team finished the same, despite being rank-

ed in the nation's Top-Ten the entire

.season.

Winter: The men's basketball team,

playing in the newly rennovated Curry

Hicks Cage had high expectations of a win-

ning season. But when three freshman

starters and four more are coming off the

bench, expectations mu.st be realistic.

A disappointing 9-19, the Minutemen can

do little but improve.

Women's basketball fared slightly better

at 1117, dominating its New England op-

ponents while dropping most of its deci-

sions to conference foes. The gymnastics,

indoor track and swimming teams all had

strong seasons and should perform as well

this year.

Spring: Spring seems to bring out the

lacrosse in everyone. After a four-year

drought, the UMass men's lacrosse team
vaulted into the NCAA playoffs and crush-

ed New Hampshire, 16-6,

before 8,000 fans on Boyden Hill in the

opening round. The Gorillas then travell-

ed to Johns Hopkins after this story was
printed. Sorry folks. If you've never seen

Collegian photo by Paul Desmarais

UMass Lacrosse, here seen in action against New Hampshire, is con-

sidered by some to be New England's best sports action. The team even-

tually bowed out in the playoffs, 13-6, to the number one ranked Johns

Hopkins University.

lacrosse before, the Gorillas will definate-

ly provide you with an experience.

The Softball team was also hot in the

spring, as Pittsfield Ma. native Lynn
Stockley sported a phenomenal 20-2 record

and brought UMass recognition by being

featured on the front page of the Boston

Globe sports section. The Minutewomen
hosted the first round of the NCAA na-

tional tournament against Northwestern

University but, same story fans, the season

was just too long.

The women's lacrosse team also had a

strong season, ranked in the top ten the en-

tire season before fading at the end. The

baseball team, with an atrocious 1-14 start,

rallied to win 12 of its next 13 games to

salvage respectibility. Heading into this

season, another Pittsfield native, Matt

Sheran, has a school-record 28 game-

hitting streak.

Winners indeed. Catch Minutemen
madness beginning this fall.

Now you can be an athlete too

Women's soccer - WiU the national title finally come to UMas»?
( olii'Kiiin nic photii

By JOHN NOLAN
Collegian Staff

Its going to happen, and

you're going to want to get

involved.

No question about it, dui

ing your four vears as a stu

dent here at UMass, you

will undoubtedly decide to

tfl't involved in athletics one

way or another. Whether

you were the count v's lop

basebali player or the girl

u hii dodged incoming
volloyballs in gym cia.ss. the

iinie will tome when you

vill get involved.

How do students compete
1' they can't make the var-

~ily teams? Simple. Bet-

ween the dozens of athletic

clubs. g>'m classes and in-

tramural activities,

students can get in as much

sports action as they want if

they take the initiative to

^et involved.

Clubs competing in such

sports and activities like

volleyball, rugby, water

polo, sailing, riding, wrestl-

ing, ultimate frisbee.

parachuting, orienteering

and racquetball give the op-

portunity for students to ex-

cel and expand their

horizons through the many
different student run
organizations on campus.
The intiMinural season's

liegin immediately in the

fall, so if you are interested

in playing soccer or

volleyball, you should

organize a team within the

semester's first week.
Sports such as football,

basketball, softball, tennis,

badminton and an endless

list of others are all

available for tho.se students

who wish to ascend to the

levels of glory once acheiv-

ed during high school.

UMass also offers a huge
li.st of gym classes that

students may take for one

credit as well. Clas.ses range

from lacrosse to slimnastics

and are extremely popular

with students trying to meet

people. Every student

should, and probably will,

take a gym class before

^Taduation. Gym classes are

worth taking.

How does a student get in

volved? If you are interested

in joining a club or organiz-

ing an intramural team, go

to the intramural office in

Boyden and either drop off

a note in club mailboxes or

pick up an application form

for an intramural team. If

you just want to lake a gym
class, your best bet would be

to sign up for one on your

pre-registration sheet.


